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Sidecar Hood and Screen (illus.), 131, 195— H. T. (letter), 288— L. S. (letter), 434— R. Creak, Article, etc., by, 19, 86— Spark Plug Tester, The, 272
— \^alve Grinder, The, 281
D.B. (letter), 510
Debenham, S. S. (6 h.p. Campion sc), 671
De Dion. B. F. C. Fellowes's 2} h.p., 595, 609
Dee, N. (letter), 671

De la Hay, T. C. (Sunbeam), 400, 685, 715, 717,

718, 722
Deliveries in Scotland, 593
Dehvery, Prompt. 287, 391
Denbv, John, and Co., Double-purpose Pillion Seat.

431
Denley, H. B. (Morgan), 268
Densimeter, The OKser, 281
Dent. Miss E. (2i h.p. 1915 Douglas), 432
Deposits, Provisional Prices and, 162, 231, 313, 391,

405— Transfer of, 367
Derby (letter), 638— and District M.C., 214, 271, 365, 470
Derelict American Army Motor Cycles (illus.), 24
De Ro, G. A., 122, 125
Desiderata, 434
Design, A Curious French, 441

New and Original, 338— Carburetter, 432, 486, 538, 593— Combustion Space, 245— Northern Critics on Show, 9— of the Metric Engine, 50— Progressive, 327— Suggestions, Future, 108— Willoughby's Spring Frame, 564
Designs. Spring Frame. 317
— The Pros and Cons of Various, 304
Detachable Cylinder Heads-, -106, 166— Rim, The Low, 77
Detached Carrier Box, .A. Readily. 309
Detruche (3 h.p. French-made A. B.C.), 240
Devastated Areas, In the (illus.), 427
Devon (letter), 485
Dewsbury and District JLC.C, 470. 578. 726
D.F.M. Pressed Steel Frame. The, 105
D.G.R., Glasgow (letter), 23
Diamond, Front Down "rube of the 2J- h.p.. 530— Overhead Valve Engine, The New. 6S5
Dickeson, T. A. (letter), 160
Dickson, F. P. (letter), 233
Dickson-Hill, J. C. N., The Late, 669
Dieudonn6 (Lumen Scooter), 484
Differential, Gunton's, 283
Different Men, Different Mounts (illus.), 4"1
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Difficult Starting, 245, 567
Difficulty, Trials of Concentrated, 473
Dinner, The A.C.U. Motor Messenger Detachment's

Retmion, 360
Disabled but still an Enthusiast (illus.), 514— Motor Cyclists and Taxation. 496
Disc wheels, 163

An Ingenious Lubricator for, 49
Refinements in Ace, 535

Disgusted (letter), 678
Dissolved Acetylene, 166, 269
Dixon, F. W. (Indian Scout), 655, 688, 720
Dixon-Spain, Maj.. 125, 126, 653
Dodds, W. H. (3J h.p. Sunbeam), 433
Domoney. Arthur (letter), 391
Doncaster and District M.C.C., 242, 378
Done, J. P. C. (letter), 677
Don, Kaye (Zenith). 210, 249, 394
Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C., 128, 214, .SSS, 5IS, B.so

Dot Spring Frame, The, 457
Douglas (letter), 461— Alan L. B. (letter), 132
— Engines, A Week's Output of (illus.), 410— Frame of the 4 h.p.,— Hint, A, 677
— Motors, Ltd., 43— Pattern Capac Carburetter, A. 632— Piston Cooling Device. 89— Prices, 246

Increase in, 472— Sight Feed Oiler, 88
— Six Months with a 3J h.p. . 476

nth Overhead Exhaust Valves, A 2i h.p.

(illu 119
: and District M.C.C., 578

Dnvin, G. H. (letter), 52
Downie, A. L. (2J h.p. A.J.S.), 531
Drip Feed Lubricator Trouble, 299

Fitting, 408
Driver, Protection for the, 183
Driving Capability, Lack of, 367— Caution in, 607— Licence, Endorsement of, 191— Licences bv Examination, 207
Drive, Shaft, 24
D.R. Engineering Co., 43
D.R.'s at the Richmond Meet, 319— of the Third Army, 290— Reunion of, 206
- R.N. Division Signals, 360

l"iry Batteries, 646
Dual-purpose Mount, A 500 c.c, 150
Dublin and District M.C.C., 103, 364. 388, 411, 441

Easter Trial for Dunlop Trophy, 411.

441
Duel between a Racing Morgan and a Sidecar. A

(illus.), 554
Duggie (letters), 671, 709
Dukeries Motor Co., 567, 650
Duncan, Claude (3J h.p. Norton), 518, 660
Dunelt Big Two-Stroke Motor Cycle, The, 203
Dunheved (Launceston) and District M.C.C-, 364.

469, .548

Dunhill's Adjustable Lamp Bracket, 430— " Popular" Tea and Luncheon Basket, 312— Sidecars, 218, 660
— Spare Tube Container, 481— Valise, 481
Dunlop, J. B. (illus.), 124— Trophy, Dublin and District M.C.C. Easter

Trial for, 411, 441
Duplex -framed Sicooter, A. 483— Frames, 628
Durban-Ladysmith Race, 517
Durell, Wilberforce (letter), 78
Du Rose, Sydney (letters), 566, 592
Dust in Sidecars, 567
— Raising, 709
Dutch Trial, The Anglo. 126, 491— Trial, Thirty-six Hours, 125, 1.19, 192
Dynamo Details, 53— Making a, 109
— The Miller Lighting, 33

Mira, 286
Dynamos, Reliability of, 300

Paling and District M.C.C, 74, 188, 212, 2 70, 97,

441, 622, 631, 631
Hill-climb en Kop Hill, 522, 531

Rarl Cycle Car, The, 95
Earlsdon Valve Company, 444
Earlsfield (S.W.) Club ? An, 103
Easing the .Spinal Column, 287, 396
Eastbourne and District M.C.C, 298
liaster Events, 309, 387
r ast, John, 713

LancTshire M.C.C, 44, 103, 243, 297, 364, 523,

602, 713
Open Hill-climb, 713

Eastern Valley M.C.C, 364, 678
liclair (letter!, 78
licOTiomy, Carbide, 41

IVtrol, 433

Edinburgh and District First Annual Speed
Contest. 560

M.C, 188, 214, 271, 290. 402, 491, 521.

531, 542, 560
Hill-climb on Redstone Ri?. 621. 531,

.542

One Day Trial, 491
Open ReliabiUty Trial, The, 402

Edmund Motor Cycle fitted with M.A.G. Engine,
(illus.), 136— Motor Cycle, The 2J h.p. J.A.P. engined, 191

Education, Motor Cycle to Help, 146
Edwards Brown, J., 164
ED 702 (letter), 196
Effects of the Moulders' Strike, 67, 73

Egypt, Prices in, 646
— Sidscarring in, 478
E.I.C. Magnetos, Limited, 472
Eight Year Old H.P. -J.A.P. (letter), 162

E.J.L. (letter), 432
Electric Lighting, 136, 261— — on Motorcycles, 168, 258, 433

Reliability of, 394
Scheme, An, 64

— Sidecar Outfit, An, 116
Elliott, Sydney R. (letter), 79

Edis, F. J. (Matchless sc), 414 '

— H. E., 360
— Lovell (letter), 204
Emerson, J. (A.B.C). 437. 625
Empire Sidecars, 26

Empson, Maj. (illus.), 255
EN 1168 (reply), 444
Enamels, Petrol-proof, 262
Enclosed Engines, 194— Motor Cycle, E. C F. Oakley's, 658
Endorsement of Driving Licence, 191
Enemy Countries, Trading with Former, 498,

613, 686, 593, 620
Enfield-Allday Motors, Ltd., 315
Enfield Repairs, 26
~ Sidecar on the Road, A 6 h.p. (illus.), 100
Engine Adjustments, 376
— An Old Pattern, 619

Old Type, 408— Design of the Metric, 50
— Designs, The Pros and Cons of Various. 30.t— Erndge's One-valve Two-stroke, 283— How to Ensure a Clean, 227— Lubrication, 192
— Starting a Warm, 602— Starters, Mechanical, 199— Supplies, M.A.G., 316— Testing Fleet, A J.A.P. (illus.). 365 '

— The Allison Sleeve Valve, 467
Coventry Victor, 90
Gri Totary Valve, 398
Jarvis Four-stroke, 641

John Scooter, 227
Militor Overhead Valve Engine (illus.), 151
New Diamond Overhead Valve, 686
1920 Rex Twin (illus.), 10
Redrup Three-cyUnder Radial, 72, 140, 640
10 h.p. Clerget Flat Twin, 29
3 h.p. Beaumont Radial, 46, 72
2 h.p. Mepward Two-stroke. 97

— Trouble, A Recurring, 602— Unit, The ViUiers Mark III. Two-stroke. 399
with Self-contained Magneto The Latent

VilUers Two-stroke, 363
— Weidnecht's Radial, 282— William's Scavenging Two-stroke, 561

Engineer (letter, etc.), 234, 646
Engineering Accessories Company, The, 3ri9

Engines, A.B.C. War, 650
— A Plea for Larger, 34, 182

Week's Output of Douglas, 410
— Cowling Air-cooled Car, 474
— Enclosed, 194
— for this Country, American, 615
-— Four-cylinder V, 303

665
— in the T.T. Races, Types of, 636
— Lake, 615
— Novel, 302
— Sleeve Valve, 639, 617
-- The Three Sizes of 657
Entente (letter), 80
Enticknapp. P. J. (Blackbunie), 689, 690
Entries and Details of Engines in the Senior T.T.

Race, 676
— The Jujiior T.T. Race, 638
Entry Fees, T.T., 637, 046

EO 795 (letter), 206
Equipment for a Long Distance Run, 610— — Motor Cycles, 93

Useful, 36

E.R.O. (letter), 232

Erridge's One Valve Two-stroke Engine, 2S3
East Midland Centre, The A.C.U. , 48, 74, 388, 543,

Essex M.C, 48, 103, 243, 264, 469
Open Hill-climb, 264, 400, 466, 618

Estate Work, Sidecars for (illus.), 429, 509
Eta Carburetter, The, 308

673

Evans, H. D. (4i h.p. Humber), 59S

Eve (letter), 289— T. (2i h.p. Matchless), 438
Eveleigh, Leslie (letter), 709 ^,
Events, Forthcoming Motor Cvcle, 207
Everest, Ernest P. (letter), 618
Everingham Transfer Pipe Throttle. 89
Everything for the Motorist, 489
Ex-Cpl., R.E. (letter), 592
Ex-D.R. (letter), 647
Ex-D.R., M.M. (letter), 107
Ex-D.R.'s, Proposed Re-union of, 485, 492, 646, 678
Exeter M.C. and J.C.C, 103, 243, 469, 578
Exhaust Lifter Cable, Fixing an, 135— Quiet, 488— Silencer or Long, 163
Experiences Wanted, 54, 136, 164, 192, 262, 409,

444, 472, 606, 694
Exports; Imports and, 206, 359, 463, 572, 669— Improving, 225
Export Trade, Our, 65
Ex-Service Professional and Commercial Associa-

tion. 124
Extinguisher, The Viper Fire, 272
Eye Troubles in the London-Edinburgh, 645

F 2965 (letter), 25S
Facts, Virarajeudropet (letter), 121
Fadel Mons. M. (illus.). 463
Fairley, R. (7-9 h.p. Excelsior), 560
Fair Play (letter), 196
— The British Industries, 224, 236, 252
Fallolite Generator. The 1920, 621, 643
Farmer (letter), 592
Farmers, Consideration to, 592
Famworth and District M.C.C, 499
Fault, A Curious, 471
F., Benares, India (letter), 589
F.D.S., 370
F-^d^ration Internationale des Clubs Mbtocyolistes,

125, 126
Feilding, Sir G. P. T., K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., 122
Fellowes, B. F. C, (2} h.p. De Dion), 695, 609
Fell-Smith (Harley-Davidson), 17
Feminine Goggles, Through, 100, 336, 667
Fenton, Graeme, 122, 126
Fielding, J. (letter), 611
Finch, C (G.N.), 581
Finchley and District M.C.C, 74, 168, 215
Finding a Winner, 233
Fine, Heavy, 594
Finish, A Close, 681— Black, 397, 639
— of New Machines, 433, 505, 510, 592
Finsbury Park C and M.C, 48
Fire Extinguisher, The Viper, 272— Risk of, 64
Firestone Notebook, The, 192
Fireworks from Magneto, 73
Firing on One Cylinder, 136, 300
First Aid Mechanic, The, 563
— Choice, A, 25
— Thousand Miles on a Mechanically Lubricated

P. and M., The, 61
Fiske, Guy S. (letter), 288
Fitting a Speed Gear, 489

Variable Gear, 488
— New Piston Rings, 92, 549
— of Wheel, Correct, 472
Five Minute Vulcaniser, The Shaler, 663
Fixing an Exhaust Lifter Cable, 135
Flagstaff Hill. Scenes on (illus.), 167
Fleet and District M.C.C, 726
Flexible Oil Pipe Connection, 94
— Sidecars, 178

Flooded Roads (illus.), 81

Flying Kilometre. The, 645
Fly Voisin Motor Propelled Bicycle, The, 441
Flywheel Attachment, French Pedal Cycle with, 46— Magneto, 459
FN 1873, Tynemouth (letter), 24
F.N. (England), Limited, 218— Four-cvlinder Frame Construction, 529
— Identification Dates, 381
— Tricycle, 488
Foolstep, near Skelwith Bridge (illus.). 566, .SS?

Footboard, The Canoelet Sprung, 563— A Combined Mudshield, 431, 550
Footboards, D. E. Steer's Spring, 282— for Triumph Junior, 90
— The Roseden Spring, 143
Foot-controlled Horn, A, 58
Foot-operated Clutch Control for Sturiaev-Archcr

Gears, 370
- Gear Change, 665
Foot Operation for P. and M. Gear, 68
Footrest for Sidecars, Towell's Adjustable, .385

— The T.H.M. Rubber-covered, 664
Forfield Motors, Messrs, 262
Fork Motion and Speedometer Readings, 368
— Spindles, Replacing, 694— The .Ajden Pressed Steel, 285
Formula, Hill-climbing on, 691

Forthcoming Motor Cycle Events, 207
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— - Prohibited Car Imports into, 54o
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Freak Hill-climbing, An Object Lesson in, 107
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— W. H.."572
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— Design. A Curious. Ill
— Import Duties, 4,1
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— International Six Days Trials. 126. 640. .ITS.

682, 643, 714

Machine on Car Lines, A, 223
Motor Cycle Events in 1920, 40, 540

— Notes, 40, 174
— Pedal Cycle with Flywheel Attachment. 46

Scooter Trial, The First, 72, 484
Frera Twin Motor Cycle, The, 213
Friction Clutch for Motor Cycles, 173. 201

Front Brake Shoe Fitting. 420
— Brakes, 609, 709
— Fork Reinforcement, Andersen's, 283
F.R.S. Lamps, Acetylene Lighting Set, 262

Fryer, C. B. (letter). 390
Fry, Mai.-Gen.. His E.\cellencv the Lieut. -Governor

of the Isle of Man, 704
Fuel. Alcohol as a, 73
— Experiments. 359
- Home-produced, 111, 149
— Motor, 25S
- New Motor, 72, 490

of the Future. The Motor, 1 44

Outlook. The. 570
— - Price of. 181. 204

Question. The, 204
Supply Station, The A..\. Roadside Motor, 316

Tax, Retain the, 551
The Government and, 473

Future Club Events, 74, 128, 158, 189, 215, 243,

271, 298 324, 366, 388, 404, 442, 470, 499, 624,

548, 678, 602, 031, 648, 676, 725
— Design Suggestions, 108

4 he Motor Fuel ot the, 144

Gadgets seen at the Richmond Meet (illus.), 42

(iamage Lightweight Motor Cycle, The, 456
Carnage's Patent Bulb Horn. 481. 606
Garages Wanted. Cheap. 371
Gardner, J. S.. 206
Gargovle Mobiloils. 326
Garrod, L. P. (letter), 565
Gas Lighting, Back to, 580
Gauzes, Carburetter. 502

Gayford. V. (4-5 h.p. Zenith). 600
G.H.W. (letter). 709

Gear Box. The B.S.A., 516
— Change, Foot-operated, 565
— Fitting a Speed, 489

Variable, 4S8
— Ratio, Most Suitable, 326
— Ratios. 81. 368. 409, 478
— SUp, Overheating and, 488
— Slipping of Roc, 605, 650, 694
— The Roc Two-speed, 230
— Trouble. 649
Geared. Over. 408
Gears for a Clutch Model, 649
Gelder, A. E., 218
Generator, The Acetylene Arc, 621, 045
— The Low, 409

1920 Fallolite, 621, 645
— Trouble, 191, 216
George's, H., Labour-saving Stand, 373

Gerald Sidecar, The, 455
German Goods, 593
— Motor Cycle, A Mystery, 713
— Plugs, British v., 678
Get a Mo\e On (letter). 79
~ Ready, Go ! (illus.), 673
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244. 200, 311, 324. 387, 41S
— Trial for the Stevens Cup, .187, 41S

Gloucester M.C.C., 214
G.L. Sidecar Outfits in the Paris-Nice Trial (illus.),

240
G.N. Four-wheeled Runabout, Road Test of the,

— London-Edinburgh Non slop Run on, 73
— The 10 h.p.. 57:1

Godfrey. H. K. (G.N.), .'isl,
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Goldthorpe and Thunisi nr M.C.< ., .".7S

Gompcrtz, F. (G.L. Sidcc.ir). L'.'.:.,

Good Service. Sn. 307. 392, 161, is.',, Mr,
Goodyear Tyre Ijitorprise. 515
Gorseinon and District M.C.C.. 602
Gosford Cycle Car. The. 37

Goudard and Mennosson's Tubular Frame, 559
Gough, Arthur (letter), 390
— Lightweight Motor Cycle, The, 450
Ciough's Aluminium Numbers on Registration

Plates, 481
(ioulding's Spring Sidecar Wheel, 569
Governing Factor, Weight the, 137
Government and Fuel, 473
- and Petrol Companies, 463

Graduate (letter), 392
Graduates Section of the I..A.E., 385
Graham, J. (Harley-Davidson), 511, 591

Grand Prix, 640
Graphite Oils, Ltd., 515
Gravity, Low Centre of, 371
Greasing the New Machine, 372
Green, A. B. (3 h.p. A.B.C.), 659— Fred M.. Article by, 462
— Reg. A (letter). 313
Greenhill, The Rev. E. P.. 123. 126
Greenock and District M.C.C., 578 ,

Greenwood and Bailey. Hand Electric Tail Lamp.
272— J. E., 542, 71.5, 721

— Maurice, 73
Grid, The Arco Telescopic, 481
Grimsby M.C.C., 442
Grinton. G. (Harley-Davidson sc). 510
Gri 31 h.p. Motor Cycle, The, 398
Grose, James, Ltd., 94

Catalogue Received, 606
Ground Clearance, Speed and, 589
Grover, D. W. (letter). 24
G.S.C. Autocyclette. The. 483. 650
G.S.R. (letter), 678
Gudgeon Pin Fixing, 121
Gunton's Differential, 283
Guy, H. (2} h.p. Coulson-B,). 671

,— W. L. ^^ h.p, Scott), 236
G.W. Buckboard, The, 28
G.W.K. (1919). Ltd., 550
Gwyn, A. E. W.. Ltd., 36

H
Hacking, Lt.-Col. A.. D.S.O.. M.C., 122— Alfred (Gen. Secretary, Motor Legislation

Committee). 17S
Haden. S. H. (New Comet). 703
Hadfield, W, H. (I h.p. Triumph), 669
Hagg's Tandem-seated Motor Cycle, 482
Halifax, A Proposed Club for, 365
HaUiwell, R. T. (letter), 162
Hamilton, J. R. (3J h.p. Sunbeam sc). 598
Hampstead Two-stroke Motor Cycle fitted with

T.D.C. Engine, The, 480
Hand-cleaner, A Portable, 609, 678
Hand Clutch Control for B.S.A. Machines. 49
Handle-bar Grip, Pidcock's, 563— MuSs, Cameta, 131— Shapes, 26— Sleight's Spring, 94
Handle-bars, T.T.. 080
Handle Starter. Fitting, 712

Hanson, F. (letter), 511
Hardee, G. D. (Matchless sc). 414
Harding. H. P. E., 120
Hardy, Frank A. (letter). 677— Henrv F. (letter), 679
Hare, The Speed of a, 366, 405, 469— Walter (letter), 233

' Harley-Davidson M.Q.C, 365
— Motor Cycle. How to tell the Date of a. 435— Riders in the Paris-Nice Trial (iUus.). 212— Sidecar. .A Record-breakiug (illus.). 464

Harley, H. GcorRc, 92, 407
- L. (letter), 100
Harris, Ei (letter), .'S37

Harrison, H. H. (letter), -161- S., 672
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Helmets, T. T.. 694, 624
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Heiidec Manufacturing Company, 313 ^
Henry, Duke and Company, 431, 650
Herts Countv Club (M.C. Section), 297
H. de M.C, Crewe, 68

H.D.T., 93
H.G. (letter), 647
H.G.B.. 370
Hicks, A. M. (letter), 106, 106
Higgins and Collow, 262
Highgate Motor Company. The. 563
Highly Developed Motor Cycle. A, 04. 100
High Wycombe and District M.C.C.. 365
Hillary. E. (4 h.p. Blackbiu-nesc), 598
Hill, A Dangerous Scottish, 359— AUck S. (letter). 637
— B. Allan, 31 1, 320
Hill-climb, A Knock-out, 319
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— Westmoriand M.C.C. Open, 319, 359, 364, 415,
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Man, Maj.-Gen. Fry. 704
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H.J.B. (letter). 200
Hobson Thief-proof Device. 49
Hodson. J. L. (letter), 490
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Holdtite Repair Patch, The, 458
HoUaiids, C, India (letter), 121— John (letter), 62, 432
Holroyd, J. S. (21 Blackburne), 082, 084, 689
Holt, Douglas, 280
Holton, E. B.. 70. 150, 362
Home-made Pillion Seat, A, 38
Home-produced Fuel, 111, 149
Home Rule (letter), 132
Hone, J. A.. 235
Honister Pass. 410
Honours. More War, 436
Honohr to Whom Honour ! 132. 405. 4S4
Hood and Screen, A Concealed Sidecar. ISl, 346— An Easily Fitted Sidecar, 94
Horan, J. W. F., 58
Horder and Lane Sidecar (illus.), *jS

Horn, A Foot-controlled, 58
—- — Pneumatic Knee-grip and, 430— Gamage's Patex Bulb, 4S1, 606— Improving the Modem Bulb (illus.), 472
— .The Apollo Electric, 481

Smith Mechanical, 481
Horns, American Electric, 515
Horsham and District M.C. and C.C.C, 498
Horsman V. E. (31 h.p. Norton), 675, 685, 723

Hoult, J. A. (Matchless sc), 414
Housing a Sidecar, 221— the Spare WTleel, 455
Howard, Car and Cycle Cover Company, The, 430
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Howard, H. J. (letter), IOC
Howden M.C.C., 442
How to Ensure a Clean Engine, 227

be Popular, 433, 459, 486, 623
H.R.H. Price Albert, 645— and the T.T., 601, 713
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new designs will liave passed tlie " trying out

"

stage, competition work will have settlei] do\yn

in earnest, and the revival of the classic Tourist

Trophy event will add an extra fillip to both

trade and public. The new class for light-

weights, the Avinner of which will carry off the

cup presented by The Motor Cycle, will help

along a type of motor cycle in which an enormous

section of the public is interested.

Altogether, the year promises to be one which

will mark important developments in the motor

cycle movement, and to all connected with it

—

riders and makers—we offer our best wishes

for a happy and prosperous New Year.

An Opportunity for Manufac-
turers.

fE recently drew attention to the signifi-

cance of a very noticeable movement in

France towards the wider adoption of

the sidecar rnachine for trade purposes,

and we feel tfeat no apology is needed

for again reverting to the subject.

It will be remembered that a Parisian firm is

running a fleet of sidecars, and hiring these out

to tradespeople for delivery purposes. The
propaganda value of such a project is apparent,

although it was conceived primarily for the profit

of those concerned.

Had the scheme been organised by the actual

makers of the motor cycles used, it would have

been still more valuable. Such an arrangement

would at least demonstrate unflinching faith in

their own products, and, incidentally, would pro-

vide an admirable test unde* real working con-

ditions, besides bringing them into actual touch

with prospective clients.

We think such a scheme might easily and

profitably be inaugurated by som.e of our own
manufacturers. The opportunity of thus demon-
strating the perfonrian(^ and reliability of

machines which are second to none in the motor

cycle world is one that is too good to-be

neglected.

The Old Year and the New.

THE
old year has passed, but not into oblivion.

Many important events will keep 19 19
fresh in our memories during the years

to come. Gradually we have passed from
war to peace, and we are emerging from

the turmoil considerably changed. Many of 'our

old-time customs have passed away never to

return. Many innovations have come tO' stay.

Motor cycles remain, and their future appears
rosier than e\er. During the war, the move-
ment was greatly strengthened by the number
of people who were brought intO' immediate
touch with things mechanical, and by the re-

distribution of wealth which has brought the

motor cycle within reach of thousands who could

not afford to buy before the war.

The demand for motor cycles is inime'nse and
is steadily increasing, and it will be a long time

before supply will catch up demand. Gradually
the motor cycle factories of this country have
been returning to their pre-war occupation and
their ranks have been strengthened by several

iiijtalile newcomers. Here and there are firms

which have been producing motor cycles through-

out the war. Such firms have the advantage of

existing plant and machinery and the added
experience gained from the gruelling test to

Avhidi their products were subjected. So far

novelties are few and far between, and most of

them have originated from new firms, but

no\elties stand a better, chance than- ever before.

Labour troubles and lack ' material have
delayed both deliveries an^^ . ^rks reorganisa-

tion, so at the present time there is a distinct

shortage of motor cycles. What c' the future ?

Delivery is not likely to be accelerated for

some months to come ; the moulders' strike

has delayed matters to such an extent that t'.iere

can be no considerable deliveries till some weeks
after the return of the men, but, granted an early

settlement and a quiescent state of labour, the

prospects for the summer are excellent ; new
factories will be getting into their stride and

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back covel*.
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Noise.

AS our old readers know, I am an unrepentant

heretic on the subject of silent machines, and
as such am boycotted by the rest of our

editorial stafif. My chief excuse is that I am a country

mouse, and whenever possible reside away from roads

which are designed with a straight-edge and infested

by trams. On my way home recently, for example,
I negotiated no fewer than eleven absolutely blind

corners. On roads of such a character noise is the

only valid insurance. It is good for me to make as

much noise as I can, and if I meet another fellow near
any of these corners, I prefer his machine to be as

noisy as possible. The same applies to cars, only in

that case the noise is created by a fusillade of toots

'from a Klaxon or some other raucous road clearer.

If anybody retorts that reducing speed to a crawl

is a better way, I reply that people will not do it.

Put any brand of motorist to live in a district which
abounds in curly lanes ; he will drive as a young mother
cut with her first baby pushes the new pram— for one
week. Before long, immunity from accident will have
made him audacious, or accident will have removed
him to the cemetery or a hospital. Similar reasoning
applies to certain traffic conditions. Not to Covehtrv,
where the crush is so great that pace is impossible.

But to the suburban outlets of many cities, where
either hooting or an audible mechanical whirr or a

reasonable exhaust note is desirable in the interests of

motorist and pedestrian alike.

The Ideal.

EHAVE not the least wish to tide a noisy machine
where noise is useless. Jt^ own ideal is three-

fold. I should wish my -^uses to be:
1. Genuinely noisy when noise is, in my discretion,

a safeguard.

2. Absolutely silent, where silence in my opinion
is safe as well as pleasant.

3. Free from mechanical noises at all times.

My present mount makes a moderate noise at all

times; and 50% of its noise is, mechanical noise.

Wherefore from my standpoint it is just aboufas bad
as a machine can be. One of my neighbours has an
Indian which on small thrrittle openings creates no
sound beyond the mild swish nf \\( 11 hiliricatcil chains.

I often wish the fellow's silencer wculd Fall off. He
is a daring cornerist, and has little use for a hooter.
If he does not die or move presently, I shall. Anyhow,
if and when the powers that \>c compel us all to ride

machines which arc dead silent I shall emigrate.

The Light Fo^r-wheeler.

AS our article on pages T46-y4g in The Mutor
Cycle for December j ith showed, there are signs

of a new boom in light, cheap four-wheelers of

the type which users— in defiance of A.C.U. and
I', A.'', trrminology

—

cuntinii-:- to describe as ryclc

Q^yJjc

cars. Simultaneously the hardy little G.N. puts up

a 400 mile engine non stop under official observation,

and is promoted to the honour of a full technical

description in The Autocar. Moreover, one hears

rumours that at least one four-wheeled cycle car is

going into mass production, and that its price is coming
down plunk to a figure which may make the average

sidecar blench with panic. We have had booms in

light four-wheelers before, and I am far too canny
to jiunp at conclusions. But the prospects are quite

rosy. The G.N. has proved itself long since. Some
of the new four-wheelers look very clean jobs. What,
for example, could be more taking to the eye than the

Barnard and Black Prince, as illustrated in the article

above-mentioned ? My trained eye notes that both

pictures are washdrawings, not road photographs

from life : wherefore I judge there will be a waiting

period. But, perchance, the three-wheeled runabouts

will enjov less of a walkover in 1921 than some of

them anticipate.

Kick Startets.

R. DL'NSTON and other correspondents d(i me
an injustice, or else my paragraph was unwit-

tingly so phrased that it evidently failed to

convey my point about kick starters. That the average

kick starter, will start its engine is undeniable. It is

equally true that many kick starters would stand a

great deal of improvement. Anvbody who keeps his

eyes open will daily see men with kick starter machines
utilising the push start, even on the level. I myself

aiji neither fat, old, short-legged, inexperienced, nor
weak. But e^ en when my engine is hot, I alwavs push
off my present mount imless the road is uphill. Its

kick starter is an inconvenient and exhausting method
of starting, which I reserve for emergencies. I admit
there are kick starters to which these criticisms do
not apply. My point was that the a^erage kick starter

does not furnish such an easy and certain start as

many of our less capable riders desire, whilst the

superiority of certain patterns indicates that other
designs require attention.

A Narrow Escape.

THE other day tjoth a companion and I had
somewhat narrow escapes from accidents of a
distinctly unusual kind. In the early days of

motoring, motor car and motor cycle owners travelled
in a stale ot imeasiness about their brakes. Car brakes
were small, and lined with friction materials wdiich

charred on long hills. Motor cycles were uniformly
equipped with the Kowden rim brake or push-cvcle
type. It was not at all a had brake when properly
fitted and maintained; but mechanics took the wire
round sharji corners or failed to solder the nipples
properly: vibration shook the shoes out; buckled rims
upset the shoe contact ; and careless owners neglected
the adjustment dexices. Then the belt rim shoe came
along, and oin' wnirie-; \anished. Now that the chain
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Occasional Comments.—

is oustinj; the l)elt, ancient dinicullies and dangers
tend to icltnn. On the occasion cited, I was riding
a chahi-(hivor wilii an external hand Iirake operated
by a stranded wire, not of Howden nianul'acture, Init

approximating to the fencing ty])e of wire. . By a
kindly miracle, this wire pnlled out of its nipple
when I was stopping on a level road to light a pipe,
so that I suffered no injury. The companion referred
to suffered liis brake failure with another make of
chain driver whilst descending a bad hill ; and his

n^w machine was v'recked so thoroughly that he .could

not lell why the brakes failed. Incidentally, a third

member of the party was afifiicted by' a belt rim

brake with a shoe made of some substitute

material wdiich grew in wet weather, so that

after 'a few miles in the rain the brake was ]5er-

manently on. These experiences suggest that

IN AND AROUND OXFORD,
(Left) By All Souls College, Oxford.

(Right) A Matchless outht in the quaint old market

town of Witney.

Rear Lights on Country Roads.

AS 1 follow the correspondence on the merits (if

universal renr* lights, I notice that most of tin:

controversialists plainly consider no conditions

other than broad, siraiglit highways like the Ports

mouth Road. Their arguments imply that you can so-

half a mile ahead, and can easily swing a yard iir iwu
out to your right if yotir head lamp suddenly reveals

a cart or a cyclist a few yards in front. Quite half

my own riding is done in country lanes, and a good
percentage of my annual mileage is accomplished along

lanes which are alike narrow, rutsome, and twisty.

Under such conditions, you can seldom see more
thati a short distance ahead, whether by night or

additional care is requisite in designing brakes, now
that the industry as a whole is departing from the

well-tried patterns of the last ten years. Modern
machines are so- fast and often so heavy that a powerful

and absolutely reliable brake is essential. _ Considering

the uselessness and even danger of many front wheel
brakes, it is desirable on heavy machines to fit two
rear wheel brakes. One good brake is sufficient for

emergencies, and the second brake would be available

if the first failed. Front brakes are necessarily

adjusted so that they cannot stop a machine rapidly

when the rear brake fails. As practised riders know^,

the proper expedient in the e-\ent of a brake failure

is to chansie down to b<ittom gear and shut the throttle.

It is often a physical impossibility

to pass a cart or sidecar for hundreds of yards

together. When the surfaces are greasy, it

is a matter of some delicacy on a motor
bicycle to pass a push bicycle. The lane is

perhaps only 6ft. wide, and tlie crown between
the central ruts is possiblv the only strip of

the road on.w'hich either of vcui can feel reallv

comfortable about maintaining the perpendi-

cular. If you overtake a cyclist wdio has no

rear lamp, vou may come upon him rather suddenlv.

Either he will sideslip in his anxiety to take the edge,

or you may skid in your hasty effort to swing wide of

him. A tail lamp is an invaluable safeguard under
such riding coirditions, even though the motor cyclist

is riding under an automatic speed limit, just as on
French pave. The proof of the pudding is in the

eating. In such districts there is often only one police-

man to twenty square miles or 'so, and the locals

always know where he is, so that they are under no

real compulsion to light their tail lamps. The carters

often travel throijgh such districts with neither head
nor tail lamps, but the cyclists never. They know that

a good tail lamp is .a great safeguard to them.
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A RECORD season in

the Lake District

has prevented one
from joining in many a

merry onslaught on famous
hills during the past

glorious summer. Numerous
invitations have had to be
refused, and parties of

enthusiasts have been
watched with envy, as,

with all the keenness,

bustle, and uproar of pre-

war days, they have set

forth for the happy hill-

hunting grounds. Certainly

a few of the " old hands "

have been missing, tind on
some of the famous hills

the attack has frequently

had the worst of the argu-

ment.

Rugged old Honister from the Buttermere side has
handled many a would-be conqueror roughly, and
recent spring frame devotees have had keen disappoint-

ments. From the writer's observations, it is more
difficult to climb the famous hilT on one of these ma-
chines, and quite recently an e.xpert trade rider failed

on very ordinary Lakeland mountain roads.

Exploring Nevi^ Hills.

Thus, when Mary" Riley, the noted Enfield en-
thusiast, smilingly suggested a half-day on the hills,

the absence of spring frame on her handsome new
EnHeld mount was no excuse for refusing the invita-

tion. Moreover, pleasant memories of former 'excur-
sions, notably the first lady's drive over Wrynose and
Hardknott Passes, added force to the suggestion.

The idea was to explore some new hills, and, with
this purpose in view, we set out from Keswick on a

perfect afternoon v^'ith sunny Skiddaw all draped in

full splendour of heather and golden bracken.
Whinlatter Pass is familiar to North Country
motorists and other touring parties, but the old ixick-

horse road wliiili asci'iuls dirtTtly finni iniii' Thorn-
ihwaite is |)railii:dly unknown, and this was the
object of our .search. There was just time on the
levels to appreciate the pleasant running of the new
model 8 h.p. machine, which, despite the heavy load
of three human beings and ^a camera, -was to carry us
up hill and down dale on the standard two-speed gear
of I in 5 and i in 8.7. Too soon there came a quick
turn to the left from the main road, and we were
bumping up the narrow old-worlil lane past a pretty

A peep through the birches by Bassenthvvaite Water

Cumbrian farmhouse, where

chickens with suicidal ten-

dencies curbed the upward
dash.

The actual hill came with^

startling suddenness _ round

the grey corner of a

weathered barn, and there

was just time to change to

the lower gear before the

first "hairpin" was en-

^

countered. A "mere man"
had driven thus far, so it

•

was no surprise to find the

machine making a thrilling

swerve on the grassy bend

and finally floundering painfully to a halt on the

steepest section. Then the lady driver showed us

"how to do it," and, after a new start from the

bottom of the hill with two aboard, it was a pleasure

to watch from terra firiiia the non-stop ascent. Ladies

know all about "hairpins" and the treacherous

sample now engaging attention was negotiated most

skilfully. Up and up the sturdy machine came,

bumping and swerving as the driver keenly felt for

firm grip on the steep, rugged gradient. At one point

an unusual obstacle, in the shape of a drooping branch

from an oak tree, had to be dodged cleverly below

the toughest strijggle, but this was passed, and ere

long the writer was left to walk upwards with only

the song of a pretty mountain stream, stirring the soft

silences of the gorge. Soon the others werfe rejoined,

and with the three aboard the upper part was tackled

speedily. The writer was unable to hear of any motor
previously making the climb, and doubtless this was
the first ascent of a sidecar outfit. The hill will be a

useful discovery for some of the forthcoming trials.

The Shoros of Bassenthvvaite Water.
Through sweet-smelling larches and bush, bracken

slopes, we came finally out to the new road in the

upper reaches nf (he |)ass. The strange sight of a

sidecar, and one driven by a lady withal, rushing
upwards appaientl\ on a roadless tnountain front,

roused the astonishment of a motoring party of
" Eordites." Thev stopped, and at first treated us as
victims of an accident, whose sole aim in life was to

regain the maiti road, and even after careful
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With a Lady Pilot over Lakeland Height;.—

fxplanalions tlioy seemed to cl(Hil)t our knowledge of

our whereabouts. . However, time was too precious to

argue tiie point, and, bidding a lively farewell to the

astonislicd jiarty, we slid swiftly down the curving

highway to Braithwaitc, and thence, turning to the

left, theway lay along the lieaulifuUy woodetl sliores

of Kassenthwaite \Vater.

The sweet, silent running of the luiheld was here

evident. Now in the soft shades of the woods and
ani>n, flashing out into the silvery sunlight with

Skiddaw's pink and purple frontage mirrored in the

still w\aters, the run was altogether delightful. The
sudden ajiiiroach to a stately

heron preening itself by the

shoreline recalled the fact

that the famous old heronry

close by has been saved by
the ending of the war. The
wholesale felling of the de-

lightful ^ woods of Wythop
has been stopped, and one of

the prettiest woodland runs

in Northern Lakeland has

been preserved.

At the Pheasant Inn

of the most deservedly

popular halting places in the

North of England—the side

iciad on the left which swciv.s \lp ,dong ihc h(i;;his

ol' \Vythop was followed. Onwards ami upwards svr

s|n'd swiftly anfl stt'adiiy with a wonderful seaward

]irospect revealed. ']'he (]uaint little mountain ciiurch

pcrclied on the lofty hillside far above human habita-

tion was passed witliout a halt, and a capital road led

aldhg the hillside lo the (|uainl old-w'jrld village of

Wythop Mill.

Not even a Wheelbarrow.
The sight of the pretty little village ncslling in flu-

dcpdis of the trecTdraped gorge suggested a halt, and

cn(|uirics wcr(> made for the mountain road over to

(Top) Rounding Hause Pomt above Cruminock Wa'er. ^i

(Left) The 8h.p Enfield on the rough gradient of Wythop Fell. (Rieht) Climbins Pack-horse Hill to Whinlatter Pass—a peep at distant Skiddaw '
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is not a difficult matter to enclose
all the normally exposed valve
parts, provided that suitable pro-

vision is made in the original

design, and by the use of a little

ingenuity this can be done without
rendering the tappets unduly mac-
cessible, and at the same time the

springs can be made more readil)

remo\able. Certain American motor
cycles have had enclosed valve gear
for some time past. The exhibits at

tne Paris Salon showed the same
laudable tendency, and at last there
are signs' of the idea being taken
up by British manufacturers. While
on this subject, it may be as well
to mention that each spring and
tappet should lie entirelv enclosed
in a separate tube. The sheet
meti'd attachments over the front
of the springs are useless, and
probably v.'orse than nothing, for
they act as dust traps and keep a

certain amount of draught away
from the cylinders. A James model still in its experi
mental stage has a neat fitting on the right lines.

A neat design oi

Ixion
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concerned, a great improvement is

noticeable. Mechanical horns are

often offenders in this way, and

their designers might well give the

matter a thought.

Cleanliness.

There is no object in trying to

make a rtiOtof cycle as clean to ride

as a car : it cannot be done, and

any efforts in this direction, beyond

a certain point, are only likely to

spoil the motor cycle. These re-

marks apply especially to solo

machines. At the same time much
can be done to render motor cycling

comparatively clean, which a few

years ago it certainly was not. It

is wonderful what a carefully de-

signed underscreen and low leg

shields will do towards protecting

both machine and rider from mud.
The Lea -Francis has always been

good "in this respect, and there are

many firms who are now adopting

these fittings. A word of warning

is necessary at this point, for if the material and

methods of attachment are not carefully considered

rattles will be the result. No owner can be proud of

an engine that flings oil about and is iti a constant

state of mess. Here much improvement has taken

place, and quite a number of makes may be considered

blameless in this respect. The .secrets of success are

spigoted joints, good release valves, and, of course,

good workmanship.

Comfort.

This heading not only includes luxurious springing

and seating accommodation, but with it are_intimatelv

bi'.und up such questions as silence, cleanliness, anil

leg shield fitted on the

Ightweight.

Novel saddle suspension employed on the Zenith mour.ti

Careful piston design will go far towards eliminat-

ing piston slap, but we are not likely to get a really

silent engine until large plain bearings and forced
lubrication come into fashion, and there are as yet no
signs of this, though plain bearings and mechanical
lubrication (as opposed to forced lubrication^ are both

becoming increasingly common. It may be worth
while mentioning that a well-known designer and rider

remarked on the great improvement as regards silence

obtained by reverting to plain bearings throughout.

Transmission,
Most of the transmission noise emanates from the

high speed jirimary chain and the gear box. The
former problem has been tackled satisfactorily in two
ways—by thoroughly enclosing the chain and running
it in oil, as in the case of the all-chain Triumph and
Sunbeam, ami Ijy utilising a silent chain for the

primary flri\c as excmjililied by Matchless and Rover
machines. Moilcrn gear Ikjxcs are wonderfully satis-

factory as r:'g;ir(ls noise, and little improvement is

likely to Ijc niailc in this rcsprct. Rattles, usually

cair-,ed b\- mudgu;irils, tanks, standi, and accessories,

arc aliominations. iiiu. ,is far as the manufacturer is

On the new experimental James 5-6 h.p. twin the valve springs are

totally enclosed as shown
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A Review of Mechanical Progress,

—

1'rcci.loiu from such small matlcrs as may be classed

under the generic term of " tap twiddling."

Here perhaps we find the greatest evidences of

advance during the past few years. Spring frames

arc becoming more and more common, saddles give

increased comfort and are more scientifically designed

(the new Barnes saddle being a great stride in the

right direction), and new spring forks based upon
correct principles appear almost weekly.

For some time past the writer has been inclined to

scoff at spring frames as the requirements of an effete

and luxurious generation, but since riding a modern
solo liiount fitted with a most eflicient rear suspension

he has changed his mind on the subject. Perhaps
this is the effect of increasing years, but more probably

it is not.

There are many things that have to be tried before

they can be fully appreciated, and amongst these is a

_simple system of mechanical lubrication. When one

is accustomed to injecting a charge of oil every few
miles it appears but little trouble, but once try a

machine in which an occasional glance at an indicator

is enough to ensure that all is well and hand lubrica-

tion becomes a Herculean and uncertain task.

.Similarly the automatic carburetter is a boon to all

l.Hit the enthusiast, who, after all, is (and certainly

will lie) in the minority. Never before have there been
so many machines fitted with these two devices, and
tlieir numbers are constantly increasing.

Attention,
All mechanism requires a certain amount of atten-

tion, and the motor cycle is no exception. Protection

from mud and dust and proper mechanical lubricatioo

are the best safeguards against wear and constant

tinkering, fait even the most perfectly protected motor
cycle will need occasional decarbonisation and adjust-

ment. Under these circumstances the l)est course is

to make all parts that require inspection readily

accessible.

Detachable heads, which are again coming into

fashion, go a long way to help decarbonisation, and
gear units which carry their change speed levers in

such a way that the adjustment is not upset when
the box is shifted will do much to ensure that the

tension of the primary chain is kept properly adjusted.

In this connection a great many people seem to

have mis.sed one of the many good points of the

new Raleigh. On this machine the gear box is fixed,

but the engine is slidably mounted for purposes of

chain adjustment, thus avoiding the necessity of

adjusting both chains when only the jirimary drive

needs attention.

Grease cups are generally taking the place of small

cycle lubricators, but undoubtedly the easiest method
of ensuring proper lubrication of cycle parts is that

adopted by the Clyno. Here a grease gun with a

screwed nozzle is employed, and each part requiring

occasional lubrication is fitted with an adapter thread

to suit the nozzle. This is a great labour-saving device,

and at the same time ensures more thorough distribu-

tion of the lubricant.

The Future.
He would be rash indeed who would prophesy what

the future will reveal, but certain hints may be

gathered from experimental machines already on paper

or even on the road. "Hot stuff" engines are re-

ported to be doing marvels, and some of the designs

show a real appreciation of essentials. For the first

time in many years there are a considerable number of

really " designed " engines, as opposed to modifica-

tions of 1903 practice, and the 1920 T.T. is likely

to bring to light a " very much larger amount of

originality than the 19 19 Motor Cycle Show. It is now
certain that the 500 c.c. class will be retained in that

event, and riders will have their work cut out to

handle some of the new machines, and some of the

more staid and conservative firms will have to look to

their laurels if they are to retain their lead in speed

events. Just one point favours the more conservative

firms-—they have the organisation ; they know the type

of bicycle to use, and the T.T. is not likely to be

won by an engine, however good, unless the rest of

the motor cycle is properly designed and manufac-
tured. Young firms too often fail to recognise the vital

importance of organisation on such occasions.

Perhaps the point which shows least improvement
in the general run of motor cycles is in frame design,

and, with a very few exceptions, there are little signs

of progress in the immediate future. Here design

seems to have got into a groove, but it is to be hoped
that the groove will soon come to an end. Ubique.

NORTHERN CRITICS

AT a meeting of the Newcastle and District Motor
Club, Mr. James Cooper recently contributed

an interesting paper on " Motor Cycles at the

.Show." The competition secretary declared that

aeroplane design had not materially influenced the

development of the motor cycle, and that many noted

machines were practically 1914 models, slightly im-

proved. He made caustic comments as to the

appearance of many of the novelties whilst admitting

that, although inartistic in aspect, iheir efficiency

might conceivably justify their claims to careful con-

sideration.

la discussion, Mr, Rex Morris contended that aero-

planes had influenced motor car design in such a way
that the available horse-power in relation to weight

had been considerably increased. Shortly, he said,

there would be many light cars of, perhaps, 10 cwt.

ON SHOW DESIGN.
weight, and. ten nominal horse-power, on the roads.

These would be capable of very high speed, and,

because of their real power and their light weight, it

would be difficult to hold them to the road. But,
unless they were carefully handled, this tvpe of vehicle

would be a source of potential danger to other road
users.

Mr. Q. A. Nicol, O.B.E., Auto-Cycle Union Consul
for the North-East, outlined the programme for the

coming seaso."., and said that a proposal was under
consideration to conclude the Six Days Trial in 1920
with a run from London to Brooklands, for a final

round on the track. The trial might, therefore, be
increased to eight days duration, and such a test as

the one in prospect, coming on the top of the ordinary

Six Days Trial, would find out the inherent weak
points of ever\' machine.
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A New Twin with an Old Name.
The Rex Co. reinlroduce a Big Twin Model with 940 cc. Engine.

The twin Rex sidecar outfit, which was entered for the London-Exeter Christmas Trial

THOSE who have only joined the motor
cyclists' fraternity dnring the past

few years find it ditticnit to realise

that about fifteen years ago the motor
cycle was threatened witli extinction. It

had been tried by a. comparatively large

number of makers, but in its early state

of development it was found wanting,
and was dropped out of their programmes.
A small "handful" of makers
and T/ie Motor Cycle, however,
had sufficient confidence to " carry

on " against obstacles and pre-

judice. Among these frrras the

Rex Motor Manufacturing Co.
was one of the bfit known, and,
although it made both singles and
twins, it is for the latter type
that the company is better known
by latter day motor cyclists.

Following the introduction of the
Re.x sidecar "single," the old-

established Coventry firm has now
produced a twin on similar lines.

It will be appreciated from the
illustratioa that the new model is

a distinct departure from the pre-
war twin Rex. It is larger all

round, is fitted with 28x3in.
quickly detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, and carries a
"spare " at the rear of the side-

car boot.

The engine has a bore and
stroke of 80 mm. and 95 mm.
respectively, the total capacity
being 940 cc. As in the late

1914 model, I he lower part of tlie cylinder
barrels is enclosed by the upper part
of the crank case, between which and
the cylinder walls there are annular
chambers whicii are always full of oil.

Two channels are cut in tin' walls of each
cylinder, through v.liieh oil passes to the
cylinders, the surplus dripping into the
crank case, lubricating all other puints by
.splash system a':d passing into llie timing
o:isi> lo Inljricate the plain hearirgs carry-

ing the two half-time wheels, from one of

which the drive for the magneto is taken.
Each cam wheel has two cams, operat-

ing two pairs of rockers, those for the
exhaust valves being supported on a

centrally disposed shaft, and the inlets

on separate shafts at each side. Enclosed
exhaust valve lifting mechanism consists

of two flat levers, which engage with lips

The Rex 1920 twin engine, which is similar to the power unit

introduced late in 1914, but distinct from the type used in 1913-14.

on € ; rockers. They are carried on a
shaft below that supporting the rockers,
and extend through the timing case,

where a lever is fitted and operated by a

Bowden cable.

As will be seen from the illustration
of the engine, provision is made for en-
closing the valve stems and springs, a
feature which makes for neatness, and
the cylinders are held from the head by
means of long swivel bolts.

Roller bearings are used for the main
bearings and big ends, the connecting
rods being slightly offset.

The silencer pipes are of flexible' tubing,

bending in clean sweeps to a flat metal

expansion chamber of large size, which
is carried under the magneto platform.

From the engine to the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear box the drive is by

chain eirclosed in a cast alu-

minium case, thence the drive is

by belt to a separately built

pulley wheel supported on its own
ball bearing, which remains in

position when the rear wheel is

removed for tyre repairs.

All wheels are well mud-
guarded, and as an "extra" a

pair of patented detachable
winter guards is supplied for

aflRxing to the valances of the
front wheel guard. These in-

crease the width of the guard by
400%, and while probably in the
hottest weather of the summer
they may screen the engine, in

the winter months they should
protect the driver from mud spray
without detriment to the running
of the engine.

Most of the constructural
features of tne "single" are re-

tained in this new model, which,
incTdentally, will be known as
Model 65. The brake pedal-shaft
and the steering head have large
lubricators, and the sidecar lugs

are integral with the frame. The tank is

of large capacity, and, in addition to the
drip teed lubricator, is fitted with an out-

side oil pump placed on the side of the
tank further to the rear, and more liori-

zontally disposed than is usual.- Tlio

handle-bars are adjustable, the rear brake
has a parallel action, and the equijimenl
includes aluminium footboards, Brampton
Biflex forks, and large combined tool bo.\

and carrier.
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A New Twin with an Old Name.—

Pliitpd parts arc" (.oiispiciKius liy llu'ir

iil'seiice, the liaiidle-bar Iwiii^ liiiinhed

bliick, as are most of the Htluigs. The
Hex cantilever spriiip saddle-]iillnr is fitted

lis on the single-cylnider model, which it

nlso follows as regards colour scheme, the

tank being black with purple panels.

The sioecar is the same as fitted to

the 4 h.p. model, and which created a
very favourable impression at the Show.
Cantilever springing is «sod, and the
wheel is supported on both sides, the
cuter member being a large oval tube,
wliich is hinged to facilitate removal of

the wheel. The quality and finish all

round are exceptioiuilly good, and from
an inspection of a number of both models
in course of erection we should say that
"show finish" is standard finish witli all

machines now turned out liy the re-

orgnnised liex Co. The price of the
outfit, complete with sp.uc wheel and
tyre, is £180.

Something new in mudguarding. The
Rex detachable winter guards for the front

wheel.

THE 1920 TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Two Races—500 c.c. and Junior T.T.—which will include a Lightweight Event

for "The Motor Cycle" Trophy.

IT has now been definitelv decided that
the T.T. Races shall be htld in tlie

Isle of Man on the 15th and 17th
of ,Tune. The Senior Race will be for
motor bicycles with entwines not exceed-
\\\'^ 500 c.c, and the Junior Race in two
classes— (1) for motor cycles with engines
not exceeding 350 c.c, and (2) for motor
cycles with engines not exceeding 250 c.c.

The latter class will compete for The
Motor Vjirlr lightweight trophy. This
cu|i is to be won outright, and manu-
facturers w'ill not be bound to place on
tlie market machines of the type which
have competed for the trophy. There
is no limitation as to maximum weight,
as it is considered t^at manufacturers
of motor bicycles competing for this

trophy will, for their own sakes, noi>

make the machines heavier than they can
possibly help.

For the same reason one would assume
that there would be no minimum weight
limit, yet this will be fixed at 88 lb.,

presumably to prevent freak designs,

such as those bygone French racers

which eventually brought about the

F.I. CM. weight niinimnms for both

senior and junior races (132^ and IIO5

lb. respectively). Nevertheless, such

limits tend to discourage the very aims
forwhich the lightweight prize is offered,

i.e., to produce the ultra-lightweight

machine. However, even 88 lb. light-

weights would be a step towards the end
in view', but if future designers produce
machines weighing, say, 50 lb., it will

prove that weight minimums in this

year's T.T. will act as a brake to pre-

vent too rapid development. Years ago,

French designers produced comparatively
high-powered machines weighing around
100 lb., and we have progressed in the

last few years alike in engine, frame, and
spring fork design, it not in weight re-

duction, and everything considered, one

must agree that 88 lb. as a minimum is

scarcely low enough. In any case, we do
not expect to see any T.T. entrant for

1920 lighter than 100 lb.

ILKLEY M.C. & L.C.C. DINNER.
TTIE first post-war annual dinner and
1 prize distribution of the above ciub

was held on Friday, December 19th,

and it proved a most successful function.

Much sympathy was expressed for

Capt. J. Norman Longfield, the presi-

dent and founder of the club, owing to

his temporary loss of voice resulting from
the recurrence of the ill-effects of a gas

attack. His speech was consequently

read for him, and was greeted with great

enthusiasm. In his speech be said that

in arranging an open trial such as this

club proposed to hold in 1920, it was
absolutely necessary that the event
should be perfectly organised. He sug-

gested that the only possible method of

securing this desirable end was to ex-

clude their own club members from the

competition, and thus ensure the full

strength of the club for organisation,

marshalling, and observation. This pro-

ject would! also eliminate the possibility

of their ' owii ' riders gaining awards at

the expense of those w"ho were less

familiar with the district and who con-
sequently competed at a disadvantage.
Many other clubs given to the organisa-
tion of open trials might well give some
consideration to these points. Amongst
other speeches during the evening were
those by Lieut. -Commander Pierce, on
behalf o'f the A.C.U., Mr. H. W. Sellers

(.secretary), and Mr. D. H Smith The
Motor Cycle.

One outstanding feature of the prize
distribution was the fact that the whole
of the awards, both trade and amateur,
in the recent Scott Trial were secured
by members of the Ilkley club.

A successful year is thus closed, and
the members are keenly anticipating the
holding of one of the limited number of

open trials of 1920, the club having been
provisionally granted a permit by the
A.C.U.

A SIMPLE FORM OF
PETROL CONSUMPTION

TEST.
ONK of till' facts which the average

riiutoi- cyclist is most anxiouB to

know is how nmcli petrol his

motor cycle is consuming, I'hero are

mruy ways of finding this out; for in-

stance, starting on an empty tank and
running the machine to a standstill on a

measured quantity, or starting with a
brim full tank, running a certain dis-

tance, and measuring the quantity of

fuel required to reach the original level.

In the first case, it is an exceedingly

tedious job to empty the petrol tank,

and in the second case, when a tank is

filled as full as possible, the spilling of

a certain amount of fuel from the filler

cap cannot well be helped.

That most ingenious inventor. Dr. A.

M. Low, has devised a simple and
effective scheme for quickly, ascertaining

the consumption of a motor bicycle over

a short distance, by means of which use-

ful data can be rapidly obtained. It

consists <»f a small glass measure, pro-

tected by a brass tube, through which
the glass is visible, the glass being gradu-
ated in cubic centimetres. It is pro-

vided with an elastic, the ends of which
have hooks attached, and this enables

the instrument to be clipped to the sides

of the tank in a very few seconds. It

is only necessary then ^to undo one of

the unions, and connect the pipe to the

carburetter. A start is made, preferably

opposite a milestone or with the speedo-

meter at zero, and a run of a mile is

then taken. At the end of the mile the

The petrol consumption indicator designed

by Dr. A. M. Low. fitted on a Triumph
motor cycle.

reading of the gauge is taken, and this,

divided into the number of cubic centi-

metres to a gallon (which is 4,546), gives

the fuel consumption of the machine in

nnles per gallon.
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A RECORD season in

the Lake District

has prevented one
from joining in many a

merry onslaught on famous
hills during the past

glorious summer. Numerous
invitations have had to be

refused, and parties of

enthusiasts have been
watched with envy, as,

with all the keenness,

hustle, and uproar of pre-

war days, they have set

forth for the happy hill-

hunting grounds. Certainly

a few of the " old hands "

have been missing, tmd on
some of the famous hills

the attack has frequently

had the worst of the argu-

ment.

Rugged old Honister from the Buttermere side has

handled many a would-be conqueror roughly, and
recent spring frame devotees have had keen disappoint-

ments. From the writer's observations, it is more
difficult to climb the famous hilT on one of these ma-
chines, and quite recently an e.xpert trade rider failed

on very ordinary Lakeland mountain roads.

Exploring New Hills.

Thus, when jVIjiry' Riley, the noted Enfield en-

thusiast, smilingly suggested a half-day on the hills,

the absence of spring frame on her liandsome new
Enfield mount was no excuse for refusing the invita-

tion. Moreover, pleasant memories of former "excur-

sions, notably the first lady's drive over Wrynoseand
Hardknott Passes, added force to the suggestion.

The idea was to explore some new hills, and, with

this purpose in view, we set out from Keswick on a

perfect afternoon with sunny Skiddaw all draped in

full splendour of heather and golden bracken.

Whinlatter Pass is familiar to North Country
motorists and other touring parties, but the old pack-
horse road which ascends directly from near Thorn-
thwaite is practically unknown, and this was the

object of our .search. There was just time on the
levels to appreciate the pleasant running of the new
model 8 h.p. machine, which, despite the heavy load
of three human beings am] a camera, was to carry us
ii|) liill and down dale on (he standard two-speed gear
of r in 5 and i in 8.7. Tdd soon there came a quick
liini lo the left from the main road, and we were
bumping u|) the narrow old-world lane past a pretty

A,12

A peep through the birches by Bassenthwaite Water

By GEORGE D. ABR \HAM.
Author of

'The Complete Moimtaiiieer,"

"Motor Ways in Lakeland,"
'' Oti Alpine Heights and British

CragSy" etc,; etc.

Cumbrian farmhouse, where

chickens with suicidal ten-

encies curbed the upward

dash.

Ihe actual hill came with

styiitling suddenness round

the grey corner of a

weathered barn, and there

was just time to change to

the lower gear before the

fiist "hairpin" was en-

countered. A "mere man"
had driven thus far, so it

'

was no surprise to find the

machine making a thrilling

swerve on the grassy bend

and finally floundering painfully to a halt on the

steepest section. Then the lady driver showed us

" how to do it," and, after a new start from the

bottom of the hill with two aboard, it was a pleasure

to watch from terra firma the non-stop ascent. Ladies

know all about " hairpins " and the treacherous

sample now engaging attention was negotiated most

skilfully. Up and up the sturdy machine came,

bumping and swerving as the driver keenly felt fur

firm grip on the steep, rugged gradient. At one point

an unusual obstacle, in the shape of a drooping branch

from an oak tree, had to be dodged cleverly below

the toughest struggle, but this was passed, and ere

long the writer was left to walk upwards with only

the song of a pretty mountain stream, stirring the soft

silences of the gorge. Soon the others were rejoined,

and with the three aboard the upper part was tackled

speedily. The writer was unable to hear of any motor

previously making the climb, and doubtless this was

the first ascent of a sidecar outfit. The hill will be a

useful discovery for some of the forthcoming trials.

The Shores of Bassenthwaite Water.

Through sweet-smelling larches and bush, bracken

slopes, we came finally out to the new road in the

upper reaches of the pass. The strange sight of a

sidecar, and one driven by a lady widial, rushing

upwards apparenth- on a roadless mountain front,

rou.sed the astonishment of a motoring party of
" Fordites." Thev stopped, and at first treated us as

victims of an accident, whose sole aim in life was to

regain the main road, and even after careful
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With a Lady Pilot over Lakeland Heights.—

fX|il:iii,-ilions llicy seemed tn (loui)t our knowledge of

our wliereabouls. . However, time was too precious to

argue tiie point, and, bidding a lively farewell to the

astonirficd party, we slid swiftly down the curving

highway to Brailhwaite, and thence, turning to the

left, theway lay along the beautifully woodcil shores

of Bassenthwaite Water.
The sweet, silent running of the I'.nfield was here

evident. Now in the soft shades of the woods and
anon, flashing out into the silvery sunlight with

Skiddaw's pink and purple frontage mirrored in the

si ill waters, the run was altogether delightful. The
sudden approach to a stately

lieron preening itself by the

shoreline recalled the fact

that the famous old heronry

close by has been saved by
the ending of the war. The
wholesale felling of the de-

lightful-woods of Wythop
has been stopped, and one of

the prettiest woodland runs

in Northern Lakeland has

been preserved.

At the Pheasant Inn—one

the most deservedly

popular halting places in the

North of England—the side

,1£

roail on ihe Ic'fl which swerves up along ihe lu igliis

of Wythop was followed. Onwards and upwards we
sped swiftly and steadily with a wonderful .seawanl

])rospect revealed. 'J'he quaint little mountain church

perched on the lofty hillside far above human iiabita-

tion was passed willioul a halt, and a capital road led

along the hillside lo the (|uaint old-world village of

\Vytho|) Mill.

Not even a Wheelbarrow.
The sight of the pretty little village nestling in the

depths of the tree-draped gorge suggested a halt, and

enquiries were made for the mountain road over to

(Top) Rounding Hause Point above Crummock Wa'er.
"^

(Left) The 8h.p Enfield on the rough gradient of Wythop Fell. (Right) Climbins Pack-horse Hill to Whinlatter Pass—a peep at distant Skiddaw
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A New Twin with an Old Name.
The Rex Co. reinlroduce a Big Twin Model with 940 c c. Engine.

The Iwin Rex sidecar outfit, which was entered for the London-Exeter Christmas Trial

THOSE who have only joined the motor
cyclists' tiaternity during the past

few years lind it ditbcult to realise

that about fifteen years ago the motor
cycle was threatened with extinction. It

had been tried by a. comparatively large

number of makers, but in its early state

of development it was found wanting,
and was dropped out of their programmes.
A small "handful" of makers
and The Motor Cycle, however,
had snflHcient confidence to " carry

on " against obstacles and pre-

judice. Among these firms the

Rex Motor Manufacturing Co.
was one of the hfSt, known, and,

although it made both singles and
twins, it is for the latter type
that the company is better known
by latter day motor cyclists.

Following the introduction of the

Rex sidecar "single," the old-

established Coventry firm has now
produced a twin on similar lines.

It will be appreciated from the
illustratiou that the new model is

a distinct departure from the pre-

war twin Rex. It is larger all

round, is fitted with 28x3in.
quickly detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, and carries a
"spare" at the rear of the side-

car boot.

The engine has a bore and
stroke of 80 mm. and 95 mm.
respectively, the total capacity
being 940 c.c. As in the late

1914 model, ihe lower part of the cylinder
barrels is enclosed by the upper part
of the crank case, between which and
tlie cylinder walls there are annular
chambers wliich arc always full of oil.

Two channels are cut in the walks of each
cyli)ider,' through which nil |)as.=e.s to the
cylinders, the surphis dripping into the
craid? case, lubricating oil otlicr piints by
.-splash system a';d pa-sinc; iiiU. ll:o timing
CISC to Inbrirate the plain lu-arii g. carry-

ing the two halt-time wheels, from one of

which the drive for the magneto is taken.
Each cam wheel has two cams, operat-

ing two pairs of rockers, those for the

exhaust valves being supported on a

centrally disposed shaft, and the inlets

on separate shafts at each side. Enclosed
exhaust valve lifting mechanism consists

of two fiat levers, which engage with lips

The Rex 1920 twin engine, which is similar to the power unit

introduced late in 1914, but distinct from the type used in 1913-14.

on t' ' rockers. They are carried on a
shaft below that supporting the rockers,
and extend through the timing case,
where a lever is fitted and operated by a

Bowden cable.

As will be seen from the illustration

of the engine, provision is made for en-
closing the valve stems and springs, a
feature which makes for neatness, and
the cylinders are held from the head by
means of long; swivel bolts.

Roller bearings are used for the main
bearings and big ends, the 'connectLng

rods being slightly offset.

The silencer pipes are of flexible' tubing,

bending in clean sweeps to a flat metal
expansion chamber of large size, which
is carried under the magneto platform.

From the engine to the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear box the drive is by

chain enclosed in a cast alu-

minium case, thence the drive is

by belt to a separately built

pulley wheel supported on its own
ball bearing, which remains in

position when the rear wheel is

removed for tyre repairs.

All wheels are w-ell mud-
guarded, and as an " extra " a

pair of patented detachable
winter guards is supplied -for

affixing to the valances of the
front wheel guard. These in-

crease the width of the guard by
400%, and while probably in the
hottest weather of the summer
they may screen the engine, in

the winter months they should
protect the driver from mud spray
without detriment to the running
of the engine.
Most of the constructural

features of t're " single " are re-

tained in this new model, which,
incTdentally, will be known as
Model 65, The brake pedal-shaft
and the steering head have large
lubricators, and the sidecar lugs

are integral with the frame. The tank is

of large capacity, and, in addition to the
drip feed lubricator, is fitted with an out-
side oil pump placed on the side of the
tank further to the rear, and more hori-

zontally disposed than is usual, The
handle-bars are adjustable, the rear brake
has a parallel action, and the enuipmeni
includes aUnninium footboards, Brampton
Bitlex forks, and large combined tool bo.\

and carrier.
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A New Twin with an Old Name.—

Plated parts are conspicuous l)y tlu'ir

al-sence, the iiandle-bar boiii(j lininhod

black, as are most of the fittings. The
Hex cantilever spring saddle-pillnr is fitted

lis on the single-cyhndcr model, which it

also follows as regards colour scheme, the

tank being black with purple panels.

The sidecar is the same as fitted to

the 4 h.p. model, and which created a
very favourable impression at the Show.
Cantilever springing is used, and the
wheel is supported on both sides, the
enter member being a large oval tube,
wliicli is hinged to facilitate removal of

the wheel. The quality and finish a.ll

round are exceptionally good, and from
an inspectiini of a number of both models
in cuurse of erection we should sav that
"sluuv Hnish '

is standard finish w'itli all

inniliincs now turned out by the re-

oiginisecl Hex Co. The price of the
initfit, complete with spare wheel and
tyre, is £180.

Something new in mudguarding. The
Rex detachable winter guards for the front

whefil.

THE
Two Races—500

IT lias now been definitely decided that
the T.T. Ract.^ #hall be held in the
Isle of Man on the 15th and 17th

of June. The Senior Race will be for

motor bicycles with engines not exceed-
ini; 500 c.c, and the Junior Race in two
classes— (1) for motor cycles with engines
not exceeding 350 c.c, and (2) for motor
cycles with engines not exceeding 250 c.c.

The latter class will compete for Thf,

Motor Ctirlr lightweight trophy. This
cup is to be won outright, and manu-
facturers will not be bound to place on
the market machines of the type which
have competed for the trophy. There
is no limitation as to maximum iveight,

as it is considered thjat manufacturers
of motor bicycles competing for this

trophy will, for their own sakes, not
make the machines heavier than they can
possibly help.

For the same reason one would assume
that there would be no minimum weight
limit, yet this will be fixed at 88 lb.,

presumably to prevent freak designs.

1920 TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
c. and Junior T.T.—which will include a Lightweight Event

for "The Motor Cycle" Trophy.

such as those bygone Frejich racers

which eventually brought about the

F.I.CM. weight minimnms for both
senior and junior races (132^ and llOJ,

lb. respectively). Nevertheless, such

limits tend to discourage the very aims
for which the lightw-eight prize is offered,

i.e., to produce the ultra-lightweight

machine. However, even 88 lb. light-

weights would be a step towards the end
in view, but if future designers produce
machines weighing, say, 50 lb., it will

prove that weight minimnms in this

year's T.T. will act as a brake to pre-

vent too rapid development. Years ago.

French designers produced comparatively
high-powered machines weighing around
100 lb., and we have progressed in the

last few years alike in engine, frame, and
spring fork design, if not in weight re-

duction, and everything considered, one

must agree that 88 lb. as a minimum is

scarcely low enou.gh. In any case, we do
not expect to see any T.T. enti-ant for

1920 lighter than 100 lb.

ILKLEY M.C. & L.C.C. DINNER.
nPHE first post-war annual dinner and
1 prize distribution of the above ciub

was held on Friday, December 19th,

and it proved a most successful function.

Much sympathy was expressed for

Capt. J. Norman Longfield, the presi-

dent and founder of the club, owing to

his temporary loss of voice resulting from
the recurrence of the ill-effects of a gas

attack. His speech was consequently
read for him, and was greeted with great

enthusiasm. In his speech he said that

in arranging an open trial such as this

club proposed to hold in 1920, it was
absolutely necessary that the event
should be perfectly organised. He sug-

gested that the only possible method of

securing this desirable end was to ex-

clude their own club members from the

competition, and thus ensure the full

strength of the club for organisation,

marshalling, and observation. This pro-

ject would! also eliminate the possibility

of their 'own riders gaining awards at

the expense of those who were less

familiar with the district and who con-
sequently competed at a di.'sadvantage.

Many other clubs given to the organisa-
tion of open trials might well give some
consideration to these points. Amongst
other speeches during the evening were
those bv Lieut. -Commander Pierce, on
behalf o'f the A.C.U., Mr. H. W. Sellers

(.secretary), and Mr. D. H Smith The
Motor Cycle.

One outstanding feature of the prize
distribution was the fact that the whole
of the awards, both trade and amateur,
in the recent Scott Trial were secured
by members of the Ilkley club.

A successful year is thus closed, and
the members ai-e keenly anticipating the
holding cf one of the limited number of

open trials of 1920, the club having been
provisionally granted a permit by the
A.C.TJ.

A SIMPLE FORM OF
PETROL CONSUMPTION

TEST.
ONE of the facts which the average

motor cyclist is most anxiouB to

know is how nmch petrol his

motor cycle is consuming. I'hcro arc

mmy ways of finding this out; for in-

stance, starting on an empty tank and
running the machine to a standstill on a

measured quantity, or starting with a
brim full tank, running a certain dis-

tance, and measuring the f(uantity of

fuel required to reach the original level.

In the first case, it is an exceedingly
tedious job to empty the petrol tank,

and in the second case, when a tank is

filled as full as possible; the spilling of

a certain amount of fuel from the filler

'cap cannot well be helped.

That most ingenious inventor. Dr. A.
iM. Low, has devised a simple and
effective scheme for quickly, ascertaining

the consumption of a motor bicycle over

a short, distance, by means of which use-

ful data can be rapidly obtained. It

consists »f a small glass measure, pro-

tected by a brass tube, through which
the glass is vi.sible, the glass being gradu-

ated in cubic centimetres. It is pro-

vided with an elastic, the ends of which
have hooks attached, and this enables

the instrument to be clipped to the sides

of the tank in a very few seconds. It

is only necessary then to undo one ot

the unions, and connect the pipe to the

carburetter. A start is made, preferably

opposite a milestone or with the speedo-

meter at zero, and a run of a mile is

then taken. At the end of the mile the

The petrol consumption indicator designed

by Dr. A. M. Low. fitted on a Triumph
motor cycle.

reading of the gauge is taken, and this,

divided into the number of cubic centi-

metres to a gallon (which is 4,546), gives

the fuel consumption of the machine in

miles per gallon.
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10,000 MILES ON BENZOLE.
In this Article the Author gives his Experience with Benzole, including 3,300 Miles covered

while he was driving the Tender accompanying the A.A. Benzole Test Machine,

Mr. C. R. Little, the writer

4 h.p. Triumph, which acted a

A.A. Benzole Test.

ON January and, 1919,

I took delivery of my
4 h.p. countershaft

Triumph sidecar, and at

once set to work to tune

her for speed work on
benzole. After trying

various size jets I found
that a fairly large one was
necessary, but this did not

mean heavy consumption,

as, when the correct size

was found, I could get

85 m.p.g. for ordinary tour-

ing, or for speed work on
long journeys, such as

Yarmouth .- Coventry (165
miles in five hours, average

33 m.p.h.), 55 m.p.g.
These results were obtained
with adult and juvenile

passengers in the sidecar

as well as luggage.

I have found that a long

extension tube on the car-

buretter air-intake is most
useful. At no time has
it been necessary to touch the air-lever; therefore, the
carburetter is practically automatic, the air-lever being
used for starling only. More oil must be used when
using benzole, also single-point plugs (such as K.L.G.,
or by breaking off two of the' three on a Lodge).
There is no injury to any part of the engine or
tank. The engine gets slightly hotter than when
using No. I petrol, but I did not find that this was
at all detrimental; as I have stated before, I used more
oil. I was invited to pilot the tender machine through
the 5,000 miles National Benzole Test. Starting from
Coventry on September nth, with the carburetters

set as above, we reached Fanum House, London

—

the Headquarters of the A.A.—with benzole con-

sumption at 105 m.p.g., oil consumption at 300 m.-p.qt.

Glasgow was left on Monday, September 15th, by
a route through Edinburgh, via Shott's Kirk and Mid
Calder, Linlithgow, Falkirk, then north through
Stirling and Dunblane to Perth : a good five days' work
with a total mileage of 673. The next day we took
the road along the Carse o'Gourie to Dundee, and
then- through Montrose, Stonehaven, to Aberdeen, fol-

lowed by a run along the Dee" Valley to Braemar
Mire, where very bad weather was experienced, in-

cluding strong head winds, rain, and some snow. On
Thursday, September 19th (the ninth day of the test),

a run was taken to Largs and Ayr, where the first

r.ooo miles were ticked off.

From Braemar we wont on to Perth, along the Spital

at (ilenshee, over the sunuiiit, and down Devil's Elbow,
with its grailient of i in 3V2. Next day we journeyed
on Id (ilas^nw: an une\'entful run.

Glasgiiw lo .Sc(ll)ur-h, 191 miles. Back in dear
(lid i\nghind again, I IcU nearer home now. This

C4

of the accompanymg article, on his

s tender for over 3,000 miles of the

was one of the most thrill-

ing rides I ever experienced.

It was a T.T. race from the

time we started (9 a.m.)

until Sedburgh was reached

at 10.30 p.m. : 191 miles

in 1354 hours' hard riding,

averaging over 82 m.p.g.

The day following we had
eighteen miles over the

next pass to Shap, and this

in the dark, with narrow
mountain roads, straying

cattle, and steep pimples

:

so steep that when one
reached the top the head
light was piercing the

heavens, showing nothing of

the road one wished to

tra^'erse. On these roads >

there are small white fail-

ings to prevent one from
falling umpteen hundred
feet in the blackness.

On Sunday, ._ September
21st, we arrived at Leeds,

our centre for three days,

whence we made detours Xo Scarborough, Bridlington,

Manchester, Preston, etc. This completed the first

half of the journey—2,500 miles in eighteen days :

some ride

!

When the engines were taken down and decarbonised

by Mr. R. S. Fox, A.M.LA.E., M.J.LE., the carbon

deposit was just enough to fill a dessert spoon. ,

Few Troubles.

I believe there were three or four slightly burnt

valves during the whole trip. -This was due chiefly

to the very strong head winds. On one occasion, the

observer for the day estimated the head wind at

45 m.p.h. This was one of the worst -days we experi-

enced, as, passing between the mountains, the wind

was so strong that second gear had to be engaged for

downhill work. The M-L magnetos behaved splen-

didly, only once giving trouble. This was on the test

machine, but was due to over caution, as Mr. Harold
Finch, who drove this machine, to make sure that

water would not run dov/n the high-tension wire, bound
insulation tape round the base. Instead of having the

desired effect, water was caught by this tape, from
which it reached the interior of the magneto. Both

machines ran the whole trip without any adjustment.

The Easting windscreens were a boon to the observers,

and, incidentally, to the machines, as when adjusted

correctly they act as wind-cutters.

In summarising the results of this test, and the total

running of 10,000 miles, I am. convinced that, when
the carburetter is timed correctly, one cannot ride on

anything better than N.B.A. benzole, and we should

do all we can to encourage its production.

Charles R. Little.
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Special "3^(iatures.

CHRISTMAS EVENTS.

A REVIEW OF MECHANICAL PROGRESS.

Olmcs to TLlg^t TLamps.
Greenwich Time.

•J^ni. 1st 4.29 p.nv
., 3i'd 4.50 „
., 5lli 4.32 ,,

,. -Ttli 4,35 ,,

A Club lor Bedford and District.

-i proposal is on foot to form a motor
cytle, and cyole car clnb in Bedford and
district for 1920. Riders interests] are
invited to send their names to Mr. H. H.
Berrie, Goldington, Beds.

Disabled Ex-serviee Men.
Under the Jlinistry of Labour national

scheme for the employment of disabled
ex-Service men, fij-ms in connection with
the tyre manufacturing industry have
undertaken to include in their ^ur.<oiind

5',V, of such men based on their total
establishment.

100,000 Visitors,

The actual numbers of paid-for admis-
sions to the .Cycle and Motor Cvcle Show
at Olympia were :

>[omlay, Noveml>er 24th ., 11,779
Tnes.aay, Ncveiiiber 25th .. 17,043
\^ tHiiiesday, November 26th .. .. 22,537
Thursday, Xovember' 27th ,. 18,349
Friday, November 28th .. 13,861
Siturday, Novemlier 29tli ,. 19,8^1

Tot.il ., 103,440

Intcly unin ilkd we u^ict «l have to
state th it we hue no udiMK ot e\eiy
engine ot e\eiy mile wIulIi \w, e\ei
been turned 6\it It is nsdes-, tliercfoie,

to addiesb these lequesls othi_i msc than
to the actual niakeis who in response
to a reply pud telegram will, m most
cases, supply the necessaiy infoimation
with all promptitude. In fact, this is a
procedure we recommend our readers to
adopt before purchasing any second-hand
machine about the date of which they
are in doubt.

Capt. Sir John Alcock, K.B.E., D.S.C.—
Motor Cyclist—Airman.

After living but six months to enjoy
honours earned by his great Atlantic
flight. Sir John Alcock, D.S.G., passed
away on the 19th ult., through severe
injuries received in a crasli in France.
Sir John Alcock was only twenty-seven
years of age—sufficiently old to have
been an enthusiastic motor cyclist before
the war, sufficiently young to have that
spirit and courage which an Atlantic
flight demanded.
We were with him but a day or so

before he left England ou his last flight,

and tlie topic of conversation was mainly
motor cycles and cars. He^ was a keen
rider of Douglas macliines, and was the
first to ride an overhead valve Douglas
at Brooklands. Flying was bis profes-
sion—the self-propelled road vehicles his
hobbv. The dav he was knighted he

A Well-earned Award.
When J. E. Walker

was formally presented
at Ilkley recently with
the cup for the best
amateur performance in

the 1919 Scott Trial, he
mentioned that he
covered the arduous
mountainous course, and
surmounted almost im-
possible obstacles on a
Scott with standard
gear ratios ot 4.2 and
7.5. In view of the
fact that the rider him-
self weighs thirteen
stone, the performance
was indeed creditable
to both man and
macliine.

Pity the Poor Editor.

On several occasions
recently we have been
asked by readers to

trace tlie date of manu-
facture of a motor cycle

by the engine number.
While our knowledge of

motor cycles is abso-

The late Capt. Sir John Alcock, D S.C, who was killed whilst flying to the Paris

Aero Show. He, with Lt. Sir A. Whitten Brown, made the first direct flight across the

Atlantic. When photographed with his overhead valve Douglas he was in the R.N.A.S.

journeyed straight to Bristol, which city

was entertaining the A.C.U. Committee.
Despite the fact that the visit was un-

expected by the municipal authorities,

Bristol would have lioni.sed him, but
he would have none of it, and so

modest was he that, when the crowd
at Ashton Court Park pressed about him
to congratulate him, his embarrassment
was positively painful to see. He had
not known that hundreds were waiting
to see him—he had gone to Bristol to

escape a civic reception, and had antici-

pated a quiet week-end with his friend,

Mr. S. L. Bailey, of Douglas Motors.
Of his great achievement he would say

nothing—there was nothing to say, he
would reiterate, and few, indeed, were
his friends who learned details of his

flight from U.S.A. to Clifden (Ireland)

in 16h. 12m. It was for this pioneer

achievement that he and his companion,
Lt. A. Whitten Brown, were knighted.

During the war Sir .lohn served in the

R.N.A.S., became chief instructor of

the Aeronautic Squadron, and served on
the Tiu-kish Front. In 1917, while on
a bombing raid, he was forced down,
and remained a prisoner until Christma-s,

1918. He received tire D.S.C. for his

services.

When he crashed, lie was flying to

an aircraft exhibition at Paris. He en-

countered fog, and on this account flew

low', fouling a tree near Cootevrard,
thirty miles from Bouen. He was taken

to a military hospital,

where it was found that
he had sustained a frac-

tured skull.

With his death passes

one more British motor
cyclist who has added
emphasis to the fact

that the motor cycle
breeds courage .and that
fighting spirit w h i c h
characterises the modern
young Englishman.
That the majority of

youths of to-day are

in the motor cycle move-
ment augurs well for the

future.

Oil Consumption oa he
Benzole Test.

Those of our readers

(if any) who did not

perceive that the

decimal point placed in

the oil consumption
figure of 1,166 was a

printer's error must
have thought that the oil

consumption was unduly
high. The value of a
comma is well illustrated.

cj
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Brussels Show.
Tile Brussels Show of cycles and

motor cycles will be held in the Palais
d'Egmoiit, the opening day being Feb-
ruary 16th.

Motor Cycle Competitions.

We are informed that the list of pro-
posed competitions recently issued by
the Aiito-Cycle Union has been slightly
altered. The Birmingham M.C.C. relia-

bilicy trial will take place on April 24th,
and the Midland C. and A.C. trial on
July 10th. The Sutton Coldfield event
has been definitely fixed for Saturday,
February 28th.

The. Clul) Champions' "At-home."
Now that the Coventry and Warwick-

shire Motor Club has " taken delivery
"

of The Motor Cych Challenge Cup, won
in the M.C.C inter-team trial of 1919,
the winning team, consisting of S.

Wright (captain), . E. B. Ewens, W.
Brandish, H. Finch, B. Ryecroft, and
F. G. Edmond, are to be entertained at
a little function at Coleshill on the 3rd
inst. Mr. John V. Pugh, J.P., a
past president of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club, has ' kindly
presented the club with a cabinet to
accommodate the trophy, which inci-

dentally has attained considerably en-
lianced value on account of the record
price of silver at the present time.

Scheme to Help Bart's.

In connection with the great efforts

jbeing made to provide St. Bartholomew's
Hospital with funds, Mr. F. Aslett
Coiilson—the maker of Coulson motor
cycles—is organising a scheme to obtain
the gift of a number of new motor cycles

from manufacturers, which will be put
up for auction by Mr. George Robey, the
well-known comedian, and now almost as

well known for his activities in charitable
schemes. Mr. Coulson, so far, has one
machine—his own—but by the time our
next issue is printed we hope he will

have otheis The motoi c^cle mdustiv
has al\\a\s shown geneiosit} where
charity is concerned, and
we h.i\e no doubt that Mi
Coulson's excellent example «^ ^2
will be followed by other .' .^S
makeis ot motor cycles. W^^

Thanks.

The Mo/or Cyde wishes to thank the
many readers who sent Christmas cards
and kind wishes.

Greetings.

A Happy New Year to all motor
cyclist.'!, past, present, and future. May
your mounts go well, and may we meet
and enjoy many competitions together
during '1920.

Another Anglo-American Car.

Last week The Autocar made the ex-

clusive announcement of the coming ot

a British Overland car. An impending
amalgamation of Anglo-American car in-

terests is imminent, the new company
to be known as the Willys Overland
Crossley Co., which million pound con-

cern will take over the huge works at

Heaton Chapel, Manchester, for the pro-

duction of the Overland car in this

country.

N.E.A.A. Motor Cycle Board.

A meeting of the Motor Cycle Board of

the North Eastern Automobile Associa-

tion was held at Newcastle on Decem-ber
23rd. Mr. Q. A. Nicol, O.B.E., occupied
the chair, and there was a representative

attendance.
It was decided to support the proposed

" Olympia " meet at Richmond on Good
Friday. The Chairman said that manufac-
turers would be invited to send examples
of their latest machines for exhibition to

the meet, and the Grimshawe shield—an
award for a competition suspended since

1915— will again be offered for competition

by affiliated clubs, the proportion of mem-
bers present and the mileage covered to

be the basis of the award.
Messrs. Nichol, Raper, * Walton, and

Turvey were appointed as a sub-committee
to prepare a dozen routes for the approval
of the Auto Cvcle Union Committee for

the 1920 Six Days Trial in July next,

when Newcastle will be the centre. An
a\eiage of about 150 miles for each
dav's run was suggested
Messrs Nicol, Raper, Broadway, and

Eoi^tei were appointed to go into the

question of lules and competition lule.s,

when the status of an amateui will iecei\e

particulai attention
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Future Taxation.

The Autocar says : "We do not think

we are disclosing any secrets when we
say that the system most favoured by
the Motor Legislation Committee is to

place the whole burden of taxation on

the motor spirit consumed."
The question of motor, taxation is

under consideration by the Government.
Several alternative^ to the present sys-

tem are mooted. Rumour says that Mr.
Bonar Law strongly objects to the con-

tinuation of the petrol tax in its present

or any other form, on account of the

abuse to which it is subject, and the

expense of administering the tax. .,

International Motor Cyclists' Conference.

A meeting of the Federation Inter-

nationale des Clubs Motocyclists has

been arranged for Thursday, January
22nd, at the Eoval Automobile Club,

Pall Mall, LondoA, S.W.I. This meet-

ing will be attended by representatives

of the national motor cycling clubs of

France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark,
Switzerland, Italy, Great Britain, and
the United State.s. Among the import-

ant business to be dealt with at tliis

meeting is that of confirming the altera-

tion of the 1920 International Trial at

Grenobfe, from July 29th to August 1st
;

and to decide upon the country in which
the 1921 Trial will be held. The regu-

lations regarding International records

will also come up for consideration, and
there will be the required annual election

and re-election of officers of the Federa-
tion. Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
A.M.j:.A.E., the secretary of the A.C.U.,
is secretary of the International body,
and would be glad to give any further

information about the conference to

those interested, on application to him
at A.C.U. Headquarters, 83, Pall Mall,

],ondon, S.W.I.

Paris-Nice Trial.

It has been decided that the Paris-Nice
run, which commences on February 10th,

shall he in in four stages as follows

:

Paris to Dijon • ... 193 miles
Dijon to Lyons ... 124 ,,

Lyons to Marseilles ... 193 ,,

Marseilles to Nice ... 140 ,,

Total 650

NOT IN THE LONDON-EXETER ! This Australian native's riding attire, In contrast with

the entrants ol the trial, has the great advantage of simplicity His mount is a B.S.A.

The average speed to be maintained is

18| m.p.h. with a tolerance of ten minutes
each way and fifteen minutes for 250 C.c

solo and 350 c.c. . sidecar machines.
Beyond these tolerances later or earlier

arrivals will be penalised one point per
minute. *

In addition to the open controls, there
probably will be one or more secret
controls an each stage of the journey,
when penalties of one point per nuiiu'te

will be inflicted on those who are five

minutes ahead or ten minutes behind their

official time.

Copies of the rules and entry forms
for this competition may be obtained
from the Editor, The Motor Cycle, 20,

Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4.

English motor cyclists who wish to

enter should note that entries at ordiniuy
fees close on January 15th, and oil

January 30th at double fees. Entries

should be sent to M. G. Sweerts, Mnin-
cijdhiiie, 1, Cite Paradis (Xe), Paris.
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sMOC 126 Started. 95 Finished.148 Entered

Solos . . . . 31 Started 27 Finished.

Sidecars .. .. 62 ,, 44 ,,

Runabouts and Cars 33 , ,, 24 ,,

ADVERSE CONDITIONS FOR THE CLASSIC CHRISTMAS RUN.

ALTHOUGH the weather comlilions

on the morning of tlie fifth winter

club run from London lo Exetev

and back, organised by the Motor Cycling

Club, inspired great hopes of a pleasant

run amongst the 148 riders lonipeling in

the trial, the gods favoured none. A
slow sweeping drizzle set in at about
2.30 p.m.. to remain throughout the

night of the 26-27th December, and
create what was probably one of the most
severe tests of both machine and rider

yet e.xperienced by the club.

As is always the rule, prior to a severe

trial of tl is kind, the word weather
trembled on the lips of all, and some-
times, perhaps, with the more experi-

enced sportsmen, preceded by an adjec-

tive suitable to the prevailing conditions,

combined with the difficulties of effecting

the minute final adjustments in the blind-

ing rain." -

Many hours before the scheduled start

at 8 ]i.m.. acti\e pi'eparations for the
night's rmi were in progress. At shi;irt

intervals, a blaze of light could he seen

approaching the wet and steaming throng
bending over the glistening machines.

and as the latest comer brought his

mount to a standstill, amid the roar of

exhausts and clouds of blue smoke, it

was impossible to recognise the " oil-

skinned " and " sou'-wpstcred " driver
who proceeded to liaul from within the

closely-hooded and screened sidecar

numerous coats, wraps, and oilsheets in

the endeavour to locate his more fortu-

nate passenger, who, by his appearance,
might well be described as a mummy
grotesquely emerging from its case.

In Many and Various Garments.

Hegardless of the miserable conditions

under which the plucky riders cari'ied

out the final preparations in readiness
for their self-impo.sed task, the noise of

the many machines was drowned in peal

after peal of hoarse laughter from the
throats of the dripping riders as each
newcomer who joined the happy throng
revealed an even more grotesque, yet
amusing, figure by his method of defying.
the wind and storm.

Amusing vaiiitions ni iidmg kit were
also to be witnessed it the Bnd> e

Hotel. One giant who tquipped in com

plete flying kit, enteied with his passengi-r

to partake of a final meal, commenced
to perform numerous Houdini stunts in

the endeavour to remove his si.x seamless
coverings, and, after tying himself in a
complete knot, had to be assisted by his

]iassenger, who, to the intense surprise
of the spectators of this curious cult,

removed an oilskin helmet, from which
coils of hair fell around two feminine

A scene In the hotel yard at Sahsbur>' .A rider of a Douglas outfit ,

Light cars are in evidence.

bout to take the road.

Two powerful outfits—a Matchless and an

Indian—near Salisbury,

shoulders. The number of lady pas-

sengers, however, who braved the ordeal

emphasised the wonderful enthusiasm
displayed by the fair sex.

Lighting Troubles.
Eeturning again to the cluster of

machines which had now filled the
sheltered garage and occupied the large

square adjoined thereto, which, bril-

liantly illuminated by a friendly petrol

supply lorry, was a scene - of great
activity.

A rider of a Coulson B, whose amusing
headgear much resembled the familiar

head dress of, the Chinese labour corps,

was at a loss to know why six hands
are required to dissect a carburetter,

clean a lamp jet. and stir up a D.A.
cylinder, which operations had to be com-
pleted in three minutes.

Electrical equipment such as could be
seen on the larger sidecar outfits was, of

course, the envy of the less fortunate com-
petitors, whose acetylene generators and
other sources of illumination sometimes
refused to function at the last moment.
A quarter of an hour from the start

no, signs of an abatement in the weather
seemed possible. Quite a large crowd,
l:Owevei\ had assembled along the line of

mach.ines now drawn up in readiness for

CII
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jnudguards and other equipment, petrol

tanks bleached by the foaming acetylene

of the previous liight's struggle ; others

sj exhausted that many willing hands

pushed the mud-clogged' machine away.

The tiial had been a sevei-e one, in the

opmion of most of the competitors. Only

one serious mishap, howevei-, was re-

ported, and the unfortunate riders were

Mr. W. E. Line and his passenger.

AJa

the start from the Bridge Hotel to give

the plucky riders a final cheer as they
i-ped on their 154 mile journey through
the blinding storm to Exeter.

126 of the entrants got away well, com-
paratively little misunderstanding with
the timekeeper being observed.

Considerable excitement was displayed
as the two 3 h.p. A.B.C. machines sped
out of sight with a humming roar ; the

second of these, piloted by J. Emerson,
hauling a sidecar. Following this machine
was entered a Whippet scooter. The ex-

cited crowd, however, were to be dis-

appointed, as the enterprising entrant of

this little machine, when signalled to

start, was luxuriously seated in a Chap-
man car.

The 310 mile route from Staines lay

through Basingstoke, at which town
petrol and oil could be purchased, to

utflt near Salisbury Leg guaids were tully appreciated on what proved a i

and muddy journey

Salisbury, the first check. Leaving the
White Hart Hotel, Salisbury, the road
lay through Yeovil, where much appre-
ciated refreshment for both rider and
inachine could be obtained, and on
through Chard, the commencement of the
non-stop test, ascending to Chard Hill

top, where the successful competitors
were required to sign the checking sheet.

Still ascending through Yarcombe, the
route lay straight through Honiton to

Exeter. The return journey from the
Bude Hotel, E.xeter, led through Sid-

fOrd. the return non-stop test, up Trow
Hill top, where the checkers' sheet had
again to be signed, and.^following through
to Salisbury, the return route, through
Basingstoke and Bagshot, terminated at

the starting post at Staines.

Of the 125 starters, 95 tired and mud-
be.spattered heroes returned, some less

E. H. Newnham (8 New Imperial), wearing

a warm woolly helmet, going well on the

outskiits of Salisbury.

The organisation of' the trial 'was ex-

cellent, and in view of the adverse con-

ditions under which it was conducted,

the officiating members of the M.C.C.
are to be congratulated.

At Blandford the scene was animated. Here is seen a group of competitors ready to take the long road again.
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A COMPETITOR (J. A. MASTERS)
DESCRIBES THE RUN AS A STRENUOUS

WINTER JOY-RIDE.

Sin- hcv ' for llu- \Vi>sl,

;ri.o laiul of tlio fiw,
Wc'vo niii ilowii to brealcfiist,

We'll !>( liHWie to teii.

MV own sentiments were nuitc in

aceoi'd with my piisscni;er s when
in n hearty voice lie suhmittecl the

iihove gem ior my approval as we rolled

(|uietly out of Exeter on the rolurn stuf^e

of onr rhristniiis joy-ride. And eertainly

17

Fell-Smith and his Harley-Davidson outfit

near Pentridge.

we were in a more cheerfid frame of

mind than we were when we let in the
clutch at 8.26 p.m. at Staines on the
previous day.

Staines at its best has never charmed
me, -but Staines on Bo.xing Nip;ht was
the last word in discomfort. Torrents

Trmmph riders on the Dorchester road. Note the Improvised leg guards

ot 1 nil tin stt id\ 4ood-for-the-crops
\ 111 t\ 1 1 ot diippnig riders, no
t I il 111 liitt'-ind three hours to

\\ 111 Knd \a in -ipite of all, the
piL\ ikiit note \\ IS oiiL of cheerful
opliniism which Tupitti Phnius entirely

failed to eHice
Iht opinions nt the onlookers were,

IS usuil \ei\ amusing Whilst half of

them tliought that we deserved the
Y.C, tlie other half wondered, quite
audiljly, why some 250 apparently sane
individuals should leave their, pre-

sumably, happy Christmas firesides for

a mad ride of over 300 miles through
the pouring rain. My passenger, who
is associated with the Metropolitan
Asylums Board, solemnly assured me
that he knew of men who had been
"certified" for actions far less sus-

picious than ours

!

Getting well away at 8.25 p.m., we
kept a steady pace througli Bagshot,
Basingstoke, and Andover. onixing at the

la.st-mentioned town with ten minutes in

hand. A halt for refreshments enabled

us to note the lighting equipment of the

steady stream 'of riders who passed us

meanwhile. The outstanding feature in

this respeci was the poor service given

by the ordinary acetylene generator lamp
set. Time after time we passed riders in

trouble with their lighting arrangements,

whilst the illumination with which some
of them rode through says volumes for

their ability to see in the dark. Electri-

cally equipped sidecar combinations were
greatly in evidence and appeared to give

no trouble whatever.

Over Salisbury Plain.

A fairly strong wind, a good road, and
a temporary cessation of the rain, made
the lide across the plain to Salisbury

quite enjoyable. The majority appeared
to be well on time here with nothing
eventful to relate. Beyond Salisbury the

road began to get heavy, whilst nearing

A scene at the Salisbury check. A moment when Sunbeams—machines, of course !—were much in evidence.
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IW.C.C. London-Exeter Run.—
Sherborne a length of about 200 yards
was entirely submerged.
From Yeovil to Honiton most have been

a nightmare for the solo riders, judging
from the desperate Avay in which they
clung to the crown of the road. It was
certainly bad enough steering a heavy
sidecar outfit.

Chard Hill was in very fair condi-
tion and did not appear to give much
trouble. A halt for a smoke and a
stretch at the top of Yarcombe gave us
an excuse for a little fast driving right
into Exeter, where we arrived seven
minutes early.

Apart from tyre troubles and lighting
failures, very little was heard of mishaps
on the outward journey, although at
Yeovil we certainly saw one rider of a
big twin sidecar outfit li-stening carefully

An extremely wide mudguard is fitted to the

front wheel of the 1920 6-8 h.p. Rex.

to the running of his engine, which was
emitting a musical jingle consistent with
the theory that one expert put forth,

that it had a bunch of keys on top of the
piston !

The Secret Check on the Return Trip.

A somewhat depressing dawn began to

break as we neared Trow Hill. Having
taken the precaution of getting past
everyone in sight, we had a clear run.
Down into second gear, and then quietly

into first as the fir.st corner was reached,
we had slithered round both corners and
were figaing the checkers' sheet at the
top of the hill before we quite realised

that it was certainly a tough proi^osition

tor any but a powerful mount.
With a following wind and a bright

sky, the run along the South Devon coast
was quite enjoyable, and after negotiating
the hilly road to Dorche?^ter it was some-
what of a problem to keep within the
fifteen minutes' early regulation. Indeed,
three miles before Blandford a secret
check which Mr. Robert Head was
iipcraling nnist have jeopardised a number
of gold medals.
A quick sum in mental arithmetic

enabled us to prove to our own satisfac-

tion that we were exactly twelve minutes
early, so, breathing freely uiice imih'c, we
proceeded at a ,subei' |i:K'r .irmss llie

plain to Salisbury, the list einht miles
b^ing covered in a drenching rain.

The ride from Salisbury to the finish

was the most monotonous part of the
journey. Naturally a little weary, the

C14

V. Olsson (New Imperial), a competitor

who performed well in the big pre-wir

trials.

knowledge that we had to take 3^ hours

for a distance that we usually do under

2^ hours was not comforting. However,
Staines was reabhed at -last, two minutes
early—we really hadn't the patience to

dawdle away those 120 seconds and
swank in dead on time ! An' absolutely

no trouble run without touching spanner

or pump, and the Harley running better

than ever at the finish. Yes, after all,

it certainly waS' a joy-ride for such as

did not suffer from punctures or lamp
troubles.

REX MUNDY, WHO HAS COMPETED IN

ALL LONDON-EXETER TRIALS,
DESCRIBES THE RUN.

THIS vear's run was mv fifth London-
Exeter, and I left Staines at 8.56

p.m. with F. W. Carryer, a well-

known trials competitor. As protection

against the rain I put on a leather flying

cap, two mufflers, and a leather coat.

The combination effectively kept me dry.

The rain stopped at Salisbury.

Soon after the start many combinations
were passed on the roadside apparently
in trouble. C. A. H. Mason on a Morris-

Cowlev was giving a miniature firework

JANUARY isi, ig20.

display from his exhaust pipe, emitting

showers of red-hot carbon. Before reach-

ing Basingstoke my head lights went
right down, but by switching off lights

and following another competitor I was
able to recharge my accumulator from the

dynamo, so that I could obtain a light

for passing through villages, etc. In this

way we crossed Salisbury Plain, driving
entirely by W. Cooper's head lights.

This competitor was driving a new
JMorris-Cowley fitted with a sporting

body, the engine of which appeared to

be remarkably flexible and possessing a
good turn of speed.

Driving Without Lights.

After leaving Salisbury, where the
catering arrangements at the White Hart
Hotel were excellent, we missed the left-

hand turn about 3^ miles out, as did
many others. After about five miles I

decided to turn round, and soon after

doing so we met Clifford Finch on his

G.N. I called upon him to stop, and
we returned together on to the correct
route. We soon caught up a bunch of

cars, when my lamps again went "down,
and my passenger "discovered that the
.dynamo was not charging. I did not
know what to do. Should we continue
by means of other j^eople's lights or

stop and investigate the cause of the
trouble? If we stopped it meant
probably being left alone, and by con-

tinuing we might lose our dynamo belt

if it had broken and dropped into the
undershield. I decided, however, to

stop, when I found that the belt had
badly stretched. After taking out half

a link we pushed on and caught up J.

Hoult on a Matclrless combination, whom
we again had to follow "with our lamps
switched off. At Yeovil, after filling up
with National benzole, I managed to ob-

tain a pocket flash lamp from P. W.
Moffat. It was now necessary for me
to save my lights for Chard Hill, which
had to _be climbed non-stop. Entering
Chard, we passed the Eric-Campbell, but
did not' see this car again during the
trial. The ascent of Chard was child s

plav and I signed the checking sheet well

witliin time limits.
'

CompeUtors snugly ensconced in the runabouts were envied when the heavy downpour 01

ram occurred. This little four-wheeler Is a G.N. passing through Middle Wallop.
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M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.
W'f cuiiliinu'il on to Yiuconibe Hill,

wlu'ic iui c'iglit-cylindei- Talbut-Uai-racq
1,1 [• pafsod us climbing well. Stead on
I 111' 10 li.|). A.C. also made an excellent
ascent. The arrangements at the Exeter
control were not too good, two or three
nuirshals getting quite annoyed because
we did not put jaav ear exactly where
instructed to do so, but as they all wanted
the car in a different position it was quite
iiiipoisiiile to please them all. Poor
"liilly " Cooper here wanted to remove
Ills sparking ))lugs, hut as thi.-i could not
be done without a box spanner he was
in sore distreiss, not having the requisite
size. I gave him a hand, and eventually
discovered that the rocking arm of hi?
I\[agdyno had stuck owing to a swollen
libre bush. Having put him right, we
discovered that only twenty minutes were
left for breakfast, so we all adjourned,
with speed, to the Bude Hotel, where,

.
thanks to their very excellent service,
no time was lost in securing something
to eat and drink. In leaving the otticial

garage we lost valuable time in being
stopped by other people who were not
due to leave. We, however, after much
horn blowing, managed to get going, and
made an excellent run^ to the foot of
'J'rnw Hill, where the second non-stop
section commenced. The hill itself pre-
sented no difficulty to my Wilton, which
I took u|) steadily without using full

throttle. Just round the left-hand corner
we passed C. A. H. Mason, who had
come to rest on his Morris-Cowley.
Ernest Herring, pie war secretary of the
Bournemonth and District "M.C.C,
checked us at the top of this hill well on
time. We made a good run through
]..yme Regis to within about twenty miles
of Salisbury, where rain commenced to

fall in torrents, so we put up the hood,
but only for a few miles, as the rain

ceased.

Homeward Bound

An uneventful run now brought us

through Andover and Whitchurch. For
some distance we were accompanied by
J. A. Newman on his 3^ Sunbeam.
He had been marshalling at the Salis-

bury check. Just before reaching

Basingstoke, Newman suggested Ihat we
.should stop at a small country irni. It

was either after or before hour.s, so I

decided to treat my radiator to .smiie

water, which I obtained, from the ii]n.

The run this 'year was undoubtedly
stiff, particularly so for the solo ijeople,

the roads being so very rutty. Well, it

is all over, and, although hard work, I

look forward to the next, in which I

hope to compete. In conclusion, I would
like to congratultee B. Alan Hill on the
vei'y excellent way in which the event
was organised.

WEATHER AND ROAD CONDITIONS
BAD," SAYS R. CREAK DAVIS

I
SUPPOSE the chief topic of com-
ment in connection with this year's

London to Exeter Run is the weather.
It is a subject upon which much might
be written and more said (in words not
suitable for so respectable a journal as

T/if: Mii/<tr ('i//-lr), but for my part I say
it might have been worse, and upon i

occasions it has been worse. Certainly,
in the words of Mr. ilantalini, it was
" demd moist and unpleasant." Next
to the weather the condition of the roads
was the most heart-burning subject. Vile

is the only word that fits. I gave up
trying to steer clear of pot-holes in the
hope that in this way I might miss more
tlian I would by deliberate steering, and
as nothing shook loose or broke perhaps
I was justified in that hope. What was
the matter with the surface between
Wilton and Yeovil I cannot say, but I

never had a sidecar skid about so in all

my long experience, and to find that so

many solo riders had got through to

Exeter was nothing less than marvellous.
1 heard that on this stretch the official

car had more than one escape from finish-

ng in the ditch. Rumours at the start

of extensive and deep water splashes no
doubt gave some of the new hands food
for thought, but fortunately rumour was
once more a l.ying jade, or almost, as no
water deeper than a couple of inches was
met with. Very different from 1913,

when the water was up over my foot-

boards, and the solo machines with belt

drive had to be pushfd thiough

Complete tamp and generator set mounted

on handle-bar type httmgs and a tubular

support at the side of the sidecar body on

H. A. Reyre's James and sidecar

The arrowing of the course was most
excellent, and the hearty thanks of all

of us are due to Messrs. Head and
Wells, who were responsible. Perhaps
an arrow at the fork for Sidmouth and
Sidford would have saved even the
Trials Hon. Sec. trom trying the de-

lights of Sidmouth. The catering at

Salisbury both ways at the White Hart
was excellent, and the M.C.C. is to be
congratulated upon this, but as to that

at Exeter, the less said the better. Con-
sidering the large entry, mechanical
trouble was almost non-existent. During
the night lamps and generators were the

most frequent cause of a stop, but if

only competitors would fit a gasbag to

each lamp and run all lamps off one
large generator, I can promise them that

lamp trouble will disappear. i\Iy own
Lucas Magdyno set gave me no trouble

at all, and I had all the illumination any
reasonable person could want.

Le Vack (flat Iwin Harley-Davidson) and another competitor leaving Salisbury

AN OBSERVER'S IMPRESSIONS ON
TROW . HILL.

The majority of the machines climbed
very well, but a great deal has to be said

for the riders themselves—some were
good, and others were not ! It required
real skill to put up a star performance
round the second hairpin after the sur-

face had been well churned up, and
more than one failure was attributable
to poor driving.

The new 2| h.p. Zenith made a very
good climb, and it goes without saying
that P, Pike, on his Levis, was one of

the star turns. Another excellent climb
was that of the 4 h.p. horizontal Harley-
Davidson.

B. Alan Hill, with the 3i h.p. Scott,
had an exciting moment. He started to
run backwards, and when he put on the
brake the whole outfit reared upon the
back w;heel, and looked like turning a
complete somersault.

The ilatchlC's machines did very well,

and came - up one aiter the other in

splendid style. The same applies to the
7-9 h.p. Harleys with their large and
rather heavy looking sidecars ; two of

these outfits had disc wheels, and a

very smart appearance.

C17



A Morgan de Luxe on the road near Basingstoke.

LIST 0? COMPETITORS WHO
COMPLETED THE COURSE.

MOTOK CYCLES..
W. C. HeiBy (2V< Metro-Tyler).
Vivian Olsson (8 New Imperial).
C. Heiberg (4 Triumph).
Tudor Thompson (2'>i Douglas).
Lt. W. S. Jameson (3'/. Rudge Multi).
P. T. C. Body (3v'- Sunbeam),
P. Pike (214 Levis).
F. C. Townshend OV- Sunbeam).
A. Wooding (4 Sunbeam).
F. Notari (4 Triumph).
B. N. Sims (2';. Radco).
N, .T. Scale (3V> Scale).
W. G. Boyer 14 TriumiA).
N. J. White (4 Triumph).
F. E. Salter (2"'4 Zenith).
W. Ford {Z',^ Coulson B.).
F. Thorpe (2=.! Douglas).'
R. C. Stanton (4 Triumph).
L. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenith).
C. K. Robinson (3 A.B.C.).
K. S. Chidley (2% Wooler).
L. Pulhan (3i,i Ariel).
J. F. Hull (2»i Wooler). .

H Le Vack (4 Harley-Davidson).
F. S. Spouse- (234 Verus).
R. R. Coes (4 Indian Scout).

MOTOR CYCLES WITH SIDECARS.
G. Richardson (4l/i James sc).
B. Alan Hill {5'A Scott sc).
E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian so.).

D. H. Noble (7 Indian sp.).

R. B. Clark (8 Matchless sc).
J. A. Hilger (31/, Rover sc).
E. S. Powell (6 A.J.S. sc).
P. W. White (3",:. Sunbeam sc).
F. W. Baker 18 Matchless sc).
N. T. Whitting (4 Triumph sc).
J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson §c.).

H. W. Glenening (8 Blackburne sc).
W. A. Fell-Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc
C. A. McKeand (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
Tllompson-Thompson (4 Douglas sc).
Capt. E. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc).
L. S. Pinder (8 Zenith sc).
R. Creak Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc).
E. J. Pittock (5-6 James sc).
H. A. Reyie (5-6 James sc).
S. Julian (8 Matchless sc).
F. E. Jones (31/0 Ariel sc).
J. B. Blackemarch (4 Triumph sc).
E. H, Newnham (8 New Imperial sc).
F. J. Warson (3':.. Ariel sc.S.

L. A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby sc).
H. Da'e (8 Royal Ruby sc).
S. E. Longman (8 Matchless sc).
A. L. Hugglns (8 Zenith sc).
G. S. Wright (7-9 Indian sc).
G. W. \Vill;in (3'!. Wilkin sc).
A. Milward (4 Do'nglas sc).
(•• Atkins (31,:. Ariel sc).
F. J. Ellis (8 Matcliless sc).
T. J. Ross (8 Matcliless sc).
P. Boxei (8 Matchless sc).
J A. Hatdt (8 Matchless sc).
E. F. Chidley (3i,i, P. and M. sc).
A. F. Pulling (6 TRoyal Enfleld-scl.
J Simpson (8 Rex sc).
J.. P. Le Grand (6 Rex sc).
W. A. Jacobs (6 Hex sc).
L. E. Frost (8 Matchless sc).
B. fi. Alien (8 Matchless 1

CYCLE CARS, LIGHT CARS, AND CARS.
W. H. Wells (25 Overland).
Lt. W. Cooper (11.9 Morris-Oxford).
C. A. N. Mason (11.9 Morris-Cowley).
Rex Mundv (11.9 Wilton).
S. H, Davis (11 McKenzie).
Lt. L. J. Martin (27 Buick).
G. Pettyt (11.9 Bean).
C. Finch (10 G.N.).
G. C. Stead (10 A.C.).
S. C. Westall (12 A.C.).

^
W. G. Brownsort (12 A.C.).
K. A. Macdonald (8 G.W.K.I.
C. J. D. Chapman (8 Morgan).
A E. de Lacey (15 Straker-Squire).
W. Pattison (8 Morgan).
F. E. Wasting (20 Chevrolet).
C. Pressland (10 Crouch).
W. Waterson (20 Ford).
Capt. A. W. Brittain (10 Caltliorpe).
Capt. P. N. Nash (10 G.N.).
T. Gilmore-Ellis (10 G.N.).
Douglas W: Hawkes (10 G.N.).
Lt. Kave Don (8 Tamplin).
R. Don (10 A.C.).

The following failed to complete the
I'un :

Motor Cycles.—J. Harrison (2V2 New Imperial),
W. J. Fleetwood (2',i Douglas), L. W. G. Gotley
lZ\i Omega), and D. W. Bonham-Carter (2";i
Coulson B.).
Motor Cycles with Sidecars.—J. Emerson

(3 A.B.C. sc). G. W. M. Henderson (7-9 American
Excelsior sc), Capt. A. E. French (8 Sunbeam
sc), C. D. Wright (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), W. P.
Tippett (4 Rex sc), T. H. Willey (6-7 Abingdon
sc), L. Arnold (8 Chater-Lea sc), C. Wilkinson
(4 Douglas sc), G. Packman (8 Matchless sc),
R. L. Richardson (414 B.S.A. sc), C. Crosthwaites
(8 British Excelsior sc), N. Haydon Robinson (5-6
Ja:nes sc). W. E. Line (10 Heading Standard sc),
B. K. de Smart (8 Zenith sc), Capt R. Hav-WiUs
(6 A.J.S. sc). S. H. Dawson (3 Monarch sc'.), and
B. J. Sim-s (Triumph scl.
Cycle Cars, Light Cars, and Cars.—E. Leverett
(Chapman), B. E. Lewis (5-6 A.V. Monooar),
Dan Bradbury (10 G.N.), W. J. Brunell (11.9
Mc-ris-Oxlord), A. G. Fenn (8 Elfin), C. Dickin-
son (10 Eric-Campbell), C. P. Halsall (11.9
Wilton), C. F. Mebes (10 Crouch), and C. J. Mebes
(10 Crourh).

INCIDENTALLY.
It is reported that some of the com-

I^etitors who signed on at the finish had
not completed the course. Such casee will

be dealt with by the committee at a later
date.

About 20% of the competitors failed

on Trow Hill. This high figure is pro-
bably accounted for by the heavy roads
and adverse conditions.

The official car discovered many riders
ahead of time, and had a secret check
been instituted at Egham quite a bunch
would have been penalised.
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The percentage of solo riders who
finished was greater than in the car class.

The interest in the run was very
noticeable as one neared London ; from
Bagshot to the finish at about half-mile

intervals little groups of motor cyclists

had assembled to watch the men go by.

The Indian Scout model was much
admired at Salisbury, and was extremely
well handled by R. R. Coes.

There seemed to he a minimum of tyre

trouble. Only three sufferers were ob-
served between Dorchester and Staines.

It is one thing we have to thank the wet
for ; it does keep the punctures down.

One was struck by the number of new
faces among the competitors. The riding
iif some of the newcomers is open to a

little improvement. A London-Exeter or

two will soon have the desired effect.

"Blinding" was very prevalent,, some
men being as much as half-an-hour ahead
of time. 'We understand the secret

check between Dorchester and Blandford
found a good luimber.

The popularity of the leather flying

cap was very marked. Quite 75% of

competitors and passengers were wearing
these caps. Flying suits wer also worn.
Two men caused much amusement in

Salisbury^ being adorned in overall flying

suits Tiaving four huge pockets, two of

which were on the knees.

Capt. R. Charlesworth (Zenith) was
equipped with a new idea of F. W.
Barnes, of the Zenith Co., an extra
fitting for the front mudguards of two
pieces of waterproof cloth fixed to the
mudguard stays by hooks and eyes ; their

efficiency was proved by the cleanliness

of Charlesworth's tank. Considering
the run it had been through, one might
describe it as spotless.

Of the cycle cars and light cars, the

best performance was put up by the
G.N.'s, which appeared to roar up Trow
Hill as easily as anything. One had the bad
luck to be baulked on the second turn,

Ijut their whole show was one of the best.

The Tamplin nearly failed about one-third

of the way up, the engine missing badly,
but it picked up again and went up in

great style.

Wide valances fitted to the rear mudguard
of the 1920 6-8 h.p. Rex.
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THE J.ES. LIGHTWEIGHT.
A Real Miniature with Mechanical

Lubrication and Automatic Hoalless

Carburetter.

DIFFICULTIKS in coniicelion with

obUiiiiiiig houses within walking

(listauce of works or olVice havo,

aildeil immensely to the already large

<li'mand for a- genuine lightweight motor
lyi-le. Many, especially those whi are

jiast the piiiiie of lite, aie apt to turn

from the olnious solution of the difficulty

(llu- ni it 1 imU) 111 ucount nl Ihe fart'

llial III 1 1 I \ li s iLi|lllu ^|H 1 il nu-rhalii-

r.il kii «1( 1,, 111 1 lU I .u II. n\ t I muvo
into the a\ iilalile stouige sjiue It must
be admitted that this aigunKut has nut

The cylinder ol the

J.ES.. showing air space

bet\veen valve pocket and

body of cylinder.

been without justification in past years,

but the objections are being steadily

removed by the present iiiHux of light

machines and cycle attachments.
Perhaps the lightest complete motor

cycle at the present moment is the Ig h.p.

J.E.S., which weighs no more than 75 lb.,

and is designed throughout with the idea

of producing a machine which is simple

to handle and free from mechanical
troubles.

Throughout the engine the most up-to-

date practice is employed, and the work-
manship is e-xceptionally fine. There are

several very interesting features in the

design with which we propose' to deal in

some detail, as many of

them deserve the con-

sideration of all those
interested in motor
cycles, whether light-

weight or otherwise.
To begin with, the

cylinder is a clean cast-

ing having a .single valve
pnckct for both inlet and
exhaust with a good air

space between the pocket The J E.S. lightweight motor cyclcison pedal cycle Hncs, but litted

and cylinder walls. Tlie with the motor attachment and spring forb.
mlet valve which is dis-

I.E S. auxiliary motor set for attachment to existing pedal cycles.

posed above the e.\haust is enclosed with
its rocker in an aluminium casting forming
Jiart of the inlet pipe, and this unit is

readily detachable Ijy unscrewing a
ring nut.

With regard to the volume swept bv
the piston, the engine has a bore and
stroke of 55.56 x 60.3 mm. {2-^ x 2^in.)
giving a piston displacement of 146 c.c.
A hollow gudgeon pin is fixed to the H

section connecting rod and floats in
chilled phosphor-bronze bushes carried in
bosses in the light aluminium piston, and
a very ingenious system oMubricating this
important part is employed.
When the piston nea'rs the bottom of

its travel (i.e., when the crank case
pressure is at its highest value) the
hollow gudgeon pin uncovers ports in the
cylinder walls. One of these ports is in
constant communication with the crank
case and the other with the timing case,
and thence with the atmosphere. Conse-
quently, crank case pressure release takes
place throuo;h the gudgeon pin, and cool
air and oil mist pass through at the
bottom of every stroke.
An open-end(?d crank case houses the

crankshaft, the end being closed by a
cover plate carrying the crankshaft "and
outside flywheels. This plate is well
registered in the casting, and is secured
by screws. It should be mentioned that
holes are drilled in the flywheel so that

these screws are easy

,

of access, and, in fact
the end plate and
crankshaft can be re
moved in three minutes.
From the above it will
be gathered that the
crank is of the single
bearing overhung type,
but a spigot on the "end
of the crank pin regis-
ters in a hole in a fly

crank disc, which, in
turn, drives the timing

Combined with the
crank case casting is an
oil sump with a detach-
able cover plate, and
an oil filler in a con-
venient position. In
this sump lies a gear
type oil pump, driven
by a worm gear from
the periphery of the fly

crank disc.

The pump forces oil to a constant level

trough in the crank case, and thence
the working parts are oiled by splash

feed. This system is very simple, and
cannot get out of order, so that once the

sump has been filled the rider is entirely

relieved of lubrication worries, until it

becomes necessary to refill the sump.
Two special lugs on the crank case are

used to clip the engine to the down tube
of the frame, and a third lug is connected
to the saddle tube by means of links, thus
giving both engine and frame an extra

point of support.

A special frame somewhat on the lines

of a pedal cycle is employed, the pedal-

Power unit with crank case cover removed

Observe the disc wheel, rotated by the crank

pin, which operates the timing gear and oil

pump

ling gear fitted to the bottom bracket in

the usual manner. Final transmission

from the engine is by Whittle belt. The
frame is fitted with Druid type light-

weight forks.

A most important feature which must
not be forgotten is the iioatless automatic
carburetter. This is. a most simple and
ingenious piece of mechanism, and from
our own observation, we can say that it

functions admirably. This carburetter,

though difficult to explain, i6_ very simple

in construction, and consists of the follo-sj'-

ing parts.

C21



The J.E.S. Lightweight.—

A body is connected to the inlet pipe
petrol pipe having a small hole di-illed

from the petrol union to an inner conical
seat. On this seat rests the correspond-
ingly coned face of an inner barrel. This
barrel is capable of rotation but not of

vertical motion, and in the coned seat is

a jet hole with a tapering groove, which
registers with the hole already mentioned
in the main body. The inner barrel also
carries a sniffing valve in the lower part.

Inside again lies a barrel throttle

moving vertically and controlled by a
Bowden cable. The throttle barrel, which
is prevented from rotation by a fi.xing

screw on the outside of the body, is con-

nected to the inner barrel by means of a
boss moving in an inclined slot, thus when
the throttle is raised so as to give more
gas the barrel is slightly rotated and the
groove controlling the petrol flow is

enlarged, and at the same time increasing
engine suction raises the snifting valve
and allows more air to pass.

Mr. Smith gave us an extraordinary
demonstration of a standard carburetter
on test, and proved that even after a long
run at dead slow speed the engine would
respond instantly to throttle opening.
The J.E.S. engine set can be supplied

for the convereion of a pedal cycle at

twenty-three guineas, but it must be
understood that slight stiuctmal altera-
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tions to the frame will be necessary

;

the complete mount, with 25xl|in.
tyres, costs thirty-eight guineas.
Perhaps our one criticism of this

practical little vehicle is that it follows
cycle lines rather too closely from the
point of view of appearance, and this^may
be answered by the fact that the extra
weight and cost which would be necessary
to replace the pedalling gear by a gear
box or larger engine would spoil the
proposition.

In conclusion, our readers should rer

member that the J.E.S. has ten years'
experience to back it, and that the latest

model is further advanced as regards
power units than many larger machines.

A

561b. SCOOTER
33 X 60 mm. Four-stroke

Engine with Overhead Valves
and Detachable Head.

IT may be recalled that in our issue for

June 5th, 1919, we illustrated and
described the scooter built privatelv

by Capt. Smith Clarke, of Kenilworth
Th-e design of this machine has been
adopted by ilessrs. Booth Bros., ot

Bishop Street, Coventry, who w-ill enter
the scooter market immediately with the
Kenilworth scooter.

Most of the features of the Smith Clarke
have been retained, the modifications being
merely the fitting of a four-stroke engine
with mechanicaliy-operated inlet valve
in place of the old Clement engine used by
Capt. Smith Clarke, and the 'adoption of
smaller wheels.

Frame Construction.

Probably the fr^me design and con-
struction is the simplest of any type ot

two-wheeled vehicle. There are . very
few brazed joints, and these are confined
to the head and fronk fork. The frame
may be said to consist of two steel plates.

The Kenilworth scooter on the road.

An overhead valve engine is fitted to the

Kenilworth scooter.

six detachable tubes, aijd steering head.
The last mentioned is a long tube having
a lug at each end, which closely resembles
the seat-pillar lug of a lady's pedal cycle.

To these are fixed, by. bolts, the six tubes
connecting the head with the two steel

plates forming the "chassis." These
latter are connected by long bolts having
tubular distance pieces.

The fork consists of two long tubes
curved at the lower end, carried right -

up to the handle-bar and connected to

the steering column by a long bolt.

The Transmission.

On the outside of the right side plate

of the frame the engine is attached by
means of bolts, the flywheel being
between the two plates and the magneto
on the outside of the left plate. The fly-

wheel carries a V pulley, from which the
primary drive is taken to a countershaft
by means of a ^in. Whittle belt. This
countershaft takes the form of a hub
which is carried in slots in the plates for

the purpose of chain and belt adjustment.
From the countershaft the drive is by
chain to the rear \Mieei,

The engine is a neat little unit having
a detachable head to its cast iron cylinder
and an aluminium crank case. The push
rods operating the overhead valves are

set at an angle, and are actuated by a
single half-time wheel having two cams.

18 X 2in. wheels, 4in. mudguards amply
valanced, single lever carburetter, Run-
baken magneto and two brakes are in-

cluded in the specification and the
machine finished in all black. The price is

forty-two guineas.

No brazed joints are used except on the

steering column.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All Utters must be aSdresset) to the Editor, "Tlia Motor Cycle," HerKord Street, Coventry, and must bo accomoanled by the writer's name and address.

SILENCERS—A WARNING.
^ii',— I would like to give a word of warning to the motor

xvLling public in general through the medium of your
[laper (subject to your approval).
While riding a standard machine, as issued from Messrs.

Diiuglas Bros., in March, 1919, untouched in any way, I
was stopped while passing through Bromley (Kent) on the
grounds of not having an efficient silencer.' As a result of

which my purse is the lighter by 10s.. in spite of the land
help the A. A. and M.U. gave me by defending me.

'I'lie week pre\ iously my friend, while trying a new machine,
was also stopped for having a cut-out, being unaviare that
cfne was fitted.

Is not the Douglas silencer, consisting of expansion
chamber and extension pipe, usually considered efficient ?

JNIotor cyclists wovdd be well advised to skirt Bromley,
not onlv tor the above reason, but on account of bad roads
in that district. F. R. G. SPIKINS.

REPAIR OF ROADS.
Sir.— I should like to call attention to the methods of

road repair employed in Scotland.

I was recently returning from a trip to Inverness, and,
as I was o\ertaken by darkness, was forced to light my
lamps at Killiecrankie. Just before entering Dunkeld, and
after coming round a sharp corner. I ran full on a patch
of loose road metal about a foot deep, and laid right across

the road. I thinli it would have been impossible, even in

broad daylight, to liave avoided crossing this rough patch,

as it stretched from one side of tlie road to the other. The
same thing was e.xperienced just before reaching Perth. I

should like to know what our motoring associations are doing
to prevent this sort of tiling. It is extremely dangerous,
and I was very- nearly thrown from my machine each time.

An older man might have had a bad fall.

Can nothing be done to stop this absolutely dangerous
method of road repairing ? D.G.R.
Glasgow.

A CRITICISM.
Sir.—When so much is written and so much praise

bestowed on the general excellence of the modern motor
cycle by its manufacturer, a few words of compfaint are

not out of place by one of the riding public. I have been
an owner of motor cycles and small cars since 1909, and
at present own an 8 li.p. motor cycle and sidecar of well-

known make, which takes me to and from my duty four

times daily. I have no fault to find with the various

parts which go to make the modern machine. Engine,

chains, magneto, carburetter, gear box. wheels, and tyres,

etc.. are individually well made and give splendid service.

It is in the assembling of all these parts to make the

complete machine that the fault lies. The parts have
improved, but the design of the complete machine differs

very little from that sold to the public ten years ago.

When such a large percentage of motor cycles have sidecars

attached, surely it is apparent that the transmission must

be on the off side of the machine, where it can be accessible.

Both the magneto and carburetter should, and can, be so

. placed that adjustments can be made without the present

difficulty. Mudguarding is a disgrace—it is impossible to

go out on a modern machine over a wet road without

receiving a mud bath from the knees downward. The front

brake is a I'elic of the push-bicycle, and ought to have been

abolished with push-bicycle mudguards j^ars ago. Cables and
nuts still stick out from all corners as they did years
ago, and the latter are usually inaccessible to a spanner.

And so on ad lib.' There is a vast public waiting to buy
and use, largely for business purposes, a motor cycle as

soon as a really modern macliine is produced. At present

there is not such a thing. N.I.J.
l.uKvorth.

BEWARE OF MOTOR THIEVES:
Sir.—A few days ago a man called to buy my Douglas,

as it had been advertised for sale in T/ie Motor Cycle. He
earnestly requested me to deliver it to a given address at

8.30 p.m., where his father would pay me the cash.

Somehow, I could not trust that man, so I consulted my
two friends, who had kindly volunteered to deliver my
machine in the evening. About fifty yards before my friends

reached the address they were greeted" by that same man.
wliQ told them that his father would presently come back
from the club, and, furthermore, he would like to try my
machine. He was surprised to see one of my two friends

escorting my machine with his Huniber, and the fellow kept
a=king which was the faster machine of the two. My friend

kept his eyes on the suspected man, and followed him all

the time with his Huniber while the trial took place.

Eventually the man knew the game was up, and made an
excuse that he was going to call his father home to pay us

the cash, and then he disappeared.
Jly friends called at once at the address, but found out

by the landlady that there was no such man living there.

Even the postman passed bv, and told us that he had not
known such name in that road. ALMOST A VICTIM.

WHY >

Sir.—In almost every issue of your paper I see articles

or letters extolling the virtues of the simple single-speed
machine of the type that was in current practice ten or
twehe years ago, and more or less running down the modern
three-speeder de luxe.

~

At the risk of calling down on my head the scorn of the
"Old Brigade," may I be permitted to ask why? We are
told that variable gears tend to- decrease the efficiency of

the engine and camouflage its defects, that the modern
engine depends on revs, and not pulling power to do its

work, and so on. Surely, the main object of a motor cycle

is to carry one or more people anywhere, with the minimum
trouble and anxiety, and without any unnecessary tap-
twiddling. I can see no reason why one should be under
the necessity of carefully choosing one's route, so as to

avoid any hill that may be beyond the power of one's

machine, or why one should have to look dubiously at a

hill, and pray that one may be able to get to the top with-

out shedding the passenger, when the remedy provided by
multi-gears is at hand. Can anything do the movement
more harm than the sight, common enough in the old days,

and which ought to be extinct by now. of a perspiring man
pushing his machine up a hill which it cannot take under
its own power?
No, by all means, let us have our gears, and take the

steepest hill, or go through the thickest traffic, without a

qualm, for we are not all experts, but wish to get the most
out of our mounts w-ith the minimum of trouble and
anxiety. B.T.P.
Winibledo"
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REQUIREMENTS OF A BUSINESS MAN.
.

^^^'' Ii^ choosing^ a passenger motoi- cycle combination one
IS raced by difficulties. The man who drives a machine every
day of the year on business, whatever the weather may .be,
wants certain items included, and it seems impossible to
obtain these combined in any one machine. I am open to
wager none of your readers can name a machine that has all
the following essentials, none of which are luxuries, but just
bare necessities :

(1.) Steering head that will wear 10,000 miles without
renewals of balls and constant adjustment.

(2.) Totally enclosed and self-lubricated chains.
(3.) Sidecar fixings with the bolts not across the direction

of strain and pressure.

(4.) Three-speed gear.

(5.) Inlet valves enclosed.

(6.) EfEcient leg guard and undershield.
(7.) Two efficient brakes on independent wheels, one to be

fixableby handle and ratchet to hold machine on gradients.
(8.) Interchangeable wheels.

(9.) Hubs that will wear 10,000 miles without constant
renewals and adjustments.
Re (1.) Present push bicycle steering heads are really

dangerous. I have recently seen two machines of different
makes (one mine) in a garage together with the steering
column cut right through by broken balls falling down from
the top bearing. Two narrow escapes of probably fatal

accidents.

lie (2.) Properly enclosed chains last wonderful mileages.

I did 16,000 miles on my last ilatchless rear chain, and the
front was never renewed.
Be (3.) Bolts across the strain in sidecar fixings quickly

wear, and the holes wear oval.

Ee (5.) Side by side valves means leaky inlet valve stems
in a very short time. These are incurable, as valve guides
always become seized and cannot be removed. Best induction
system I know is the M.A.G., with its enclosed overhead
inlet valve rocker lubricated from the crank case.

He (7.) StiiTup front brake barred. If makers had to ride

heavy sidecars on our Gloucestershire hills in the winter they
would soon provide a safe second brake. One wheel locked

will often fail to hold a machine. [Wheels should never be
locked ; better braking effect is obtained with the wheel
revolving.

—

Ed.]
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lie (9.) In a number of machines I have yet to find one
that has sufficiently robust hubs. I used to think it was lack

of lubrication, but since I have had a turnout with a first-

class system of hub lubrication by pump injection of grease,

which I have strictly attended to, I realise it is the insufficient

quality of hubs that is at fault.

Lastly, a real good clutch is, of course, essential. In my
experience, the Matchless clutch is indestructible; but I

have worn oiit a cork inset clutch in another make in too
short a mileage to be satisfactory.

I would very cheerfully go minus rear springing, which I

regard as very probably a source of unreliability, if I could
obtain such essentials as are set out above, and I believe

there are many others similarly situated. It is winter riding

that finds out the weak spots. D. W. GROVER.

SHAFT DRIVE.
Sir,— I have frequently of late seen various criticisms of

shaft drive in your estimable paper.

Having been the possessor of four different makes of motor
cycle this year, I should lilce to add my testimony to the

efficiency and desirability of shaft drive. _ It has been my
unfortunate experience to have chains breaking, stretching,

and also giving trouble generally.

As regards belts, these have been known to break and
occasionally to slip, and certainly require attention more
or less frequently.

Coming to our shaft drive, in the writer's case this machine
has travelled thousands of miles, the only attention neces-

sary being to fill up the gear box with light grease. There
is not the slightest doubt that this machine will continue
to go thousands of miles without further attention. I should
be very pleased to know how many riders of belt and chain-

driven machines can say the same thing. I should further

like to add that at no time was there any care taken in the
driving of this machine, all sorts of odd gear changes having
been carried out occasionally, which further goes to prove
its indestructibility.

I have no interest in the F.N. concern other than being
a very well satisfied owner of the neatest, cleanest, and the
most sweet running no-trouble transmission that has been
brought out up to date.

' FN 1873.

Tvnemouth.

DERELICT AMERICAN ARMY MOTOR CYCLES
It is sSatecl that fhe Amerlcnn Army shipped 40,000 motor cycles into France. This photograph shows one of the big dumps on the

other side of the Channel where wrecked machines are being collected. The work in connection with the salvaging of these motor cycles

is performed for the most part by German prisoners
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A selection of questions of general interest received from reader

20. Tuior Street, London, E.C,4, and whether intended fo,' publici
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, number

> should be marked " Legal

'

A First Choice.

Being a reader of your vaUiable

IqI paper since No. 98, might I seek

S your advice? I wish to buy a

L-iJ motor cycle jiud sidecar. As it

is my first machine, I should be
glad of a little advice as to the best

motor cycle; also what h.p. I see

many people advise 3^ or 4 h.p. Do
you think that sulScieiit?—G.R.

We can thoroughly recommend any of the

well-known makes of 5^ h.p. or 4 h.p.

motor cycles for all ordinary sidecar work,
and would be inclined to advise you _to

try a big single, as you say that this is

your first mount. Yon will realise that

\ve cannot advise any specific make, but
if you make your selection we will gladly

advise you if the machine is really

sound.

Starting Trouble.

Each time I start my Sj h.p.

S
Sunbeam from cold it will not

work regularly, and does not take
any air for about half a mile.

After that distance it takes full

air and works spendidly—all day, if

necessary. Should the engine get cold

again the trouble reappears for the half-

mile. The carburetter is quite clean,

floods well, filter from tank clean,

petrol pipe clear, and everything as

clean as possible. i\Iy magneto, a

Splitdol'f, has been in use for four

years without a hitch, and, to all ap-
pearances, is in order. Can this have
anything to do with it?

—

Senspr.\t.

The trouble with your engine is most
probably due to the fact that the inlet

valve is worn in its guide, thus rendering
starting difficult ; also notice if there is

clearance between the tappets and valves

when the engine is cold. Since the engine

runs perfectly when warm, it seems un-

likely that there is any defect in the
magneto.

nd our replies thereto. All cuestlons should be addressed
1 or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed
in^eich qu^ry separately, and keeping a copy for ease of

questions bearinp;of enyelope, and should be kept distinct fi

Partnership in a Patent.

There are two partners of a

\g\\ certain invention which has been
> patented in their joint names.
1-^ (1.) Can one of these partners

commence manufacturing without
consulting or obtaining the consent of

the other, certain friction having arisen

between them? (2.) Supposing the
invention can be manufactured by-

one person, can the other partner
claim any of the profits ; or, should
there be a reverse balance, would the

other partner be liable tor any portion

of the deficiency? (3.) In the event
of the manufacture of the article, is

it not necessary for it to have the
patent number and the joint names of

the inventors or any other material
facts affixed to the article? (4.) Is it

possiole for the partner to give a sole

agency? (5.) Can a partner sell his half

share to a third party?—R.J.D.

(1, 2, 4, and 5.) You do not refer to any
written agreement between the parties, so

we presume that there is none. If there
is, then this reply is subject to anything
which any such agreement may contain.

The joint ownership of a patent does not
necessarilj- create a partnership. If there
is a partnership between the parties, then,
during its continuance, tire patent would
belong to them as partners and could only

be worked or dealt with by the partners
jointly as such. If, how-ever, it is merely
a case of co-ownership, then one may use
the patent without the consent of the
other, and is not bound to account to the
other for any profits made, nor is the
other party liable for any loss. The power
of a co-owner to grant a licence without
the consent of the other depends on the
words of the patent. It would seem that
any profit made by a co-owner by granting
a licence must be accounted for. A co-

owner could sell his half-share to another
party, but a partner could only have the
partnership wound up and a sale of the

to Ihf Eiiilor. Tbe Molci Cycle."
nvelcpe lor ic|)ly. Correspondents
:eference. Letters rontaining legal
en technical subjec's.

assets in such winding up (3.) There is

no obligation to impress on the article

itself either the patent number or the

names of the inventors, or any other fact.s,

but one is not entitled to recover any

damages in respect of any infringement

of a patent unless the article manufactuicrl

is impressed with the word " Patent

"

or some other word implying that a patent

has been obtained, together with the year

and number of the patent. Otherwise, it

would be open to the defendant to show-

that at the date of the infringement he

w-as not aware, or had no reasonable means
of making himself aw-are, of the existence

of the patent. You w-ill notice that w-e use

the w-ord " damages " only ; but even if

the article is not impressed as above men-
tioned, the patentee can still obtain an

injunction against the defendant to pre-

vent further infringement. It will there-

fore be seen that it is incumbent upon a

patentee to see that the patent is properly

marked if he wishes to preserve his right

to damages.

Benzole.

Can you please tell me if

IqI there is any benzole sold yet

^ which does not remove all signs
L^ of enamel from one's tank? I

got a brand new motor cycle

recently, and had the tank filled with

benzole, as I had previously used it on
* my last machine. Y'ou can imagine
how pleased I was when, getting oft'

for a stretch by the roadside, I noticed
the paint peeling oft' the tank where the

benzole had leaked out through the

filler cap.—C.E.N.
Our own experience of benzole does not

point to the fact that its use seriously

damages the enamel of the tank, unless

the latter is finished with extremely poor
materials. Of course, a certain amount
of care should be exercised in filling, and
it is better not to fill the tank so full

that the benzole is spilt when the machine
is lunning.

I3I>
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Handle-bar Shapes.

Will you give me your opinion

Sof the comforts or discomforts
of T.T., semi-T.T., and raised

touring handle-bars?—P.W.
Of the three types of handle-bars you
mention we think that you woufd find tlie

semi-T.T. the most satisfactory for solo

riding. Extreme T.T. bars are apt to be
uncomfortable, as the whole of the rider's

weight is thrown on the wrists, whereas
raised touring bars do not give very
sensitive control of the steering.

A Magneto Defect.

I have a 1914 Rudge motor

S
cycle with a C.A.V. magneto.
This magneto sparks all right

when off the machine, but when
I put it on again I find I can only

get a spark now and again. I should
be very pleased if you could give me
an idea what might be wrong.—J. B.C.

Probably the armature spindle bearings
of your magneto are worn, thus allowing
the armature to come in contact with the
magnet pole shoes owing to the tension, of
the chain pulling it sideways. This will

not happen when the magneto is off the
machine and you axe revolving it by
hand. We should advise you to submit
it to the makers.

Timing Questions.

(1.) Will you kindly inform me
,' If^l of the best valve timing for my
< 1912 3i h. p. Singer? The varia-
L^ fion of the ignition lever is too

great, so . that if timed as usual,
i.e., piston T.D.C., spark two-thirds
retard, the spark obviously occurs too
soon with lever fully advanced (at

any speed). (2.) What is the greatest
distance the piston should be down the
cylinder on compression stroke with
the lever fully adi-ancPAl? (3.) When
turning the engine shaft in the proper
direction, the contact breaker gives a
considerable jump forward on reaching
a certain point. Should the points
bieak before this point is reached or
afterwards ? The magnetism is excel-

lent, but the spark is not very good.
-B.M.S. .

(1.) Time your valves as follows : Rotate
the engine until the piston reaches the
top dead centre, and in this position insert

the cam wheels so that the exhaust
valve is just about to close and the inlet

just commencing to open. (2.) Connect
the magneto drive when the piston is

gin. from the top of compression stroke,

and the contact breaker points are just

separating, having the ignition control

fully advanced. (3.) When fully ad-
vanced, separation of the contact breaker
points should be coincident with the
tendency of the armature to jump
forwai'd.

and used about two and a quarter gallons,

which is pretty good. (2.) My 'bus had
a hand start, and I generally had to

prime one cylinder before starting up.

PersdnaUy, if riding solo, I think it is

much better to run and jump on, as it

saves priming and time. (3.) j\Iy bicycle

pulls a big coachbuilt Millford sidecar

with three adults on with ease ; I can
get up anywhere with it. A short time
ago, without a sidecar, I and a friend

(he is 12 stone, myself 10) went up a
hill which was 1 in 5, with a very sharp
bend near the top. We got up on all

throttle with no air, without changing
down on the Gradua gear ; but with a

mixture I had to wind down one turn
to get up. These are points to remember :

(a.) Do not run slowly with gear wound
up high, (b.) Do not mess about with
the gears when the 'bus is stationary.

(c.) Use No. 1 petrol and B.B. Vacuum
oil. (d.) See that your belt does not get

too slack, or your engine will race. I

have previously ridden a 7-9 h.p. Indian
and also a N.U.T., but, in my opinion,

a Zenith is the finest mount on the road.

With a J.A.P. engine and Gradua gear
you can laugh at the hills.—J.S.W.
(Burton).

Blacking Cylinders.

Regaitiing the question of blacking
cylinders, the following instructions may
be useful. I have used the preparation

for the last eight years with splendid

effect and results. Purchase two small

packets of carbon black or lampblack,
mix this into about half a pint of methy-
lated spirits, and well shake together.

Then add about two tablespoonfuls of

shellac varnish. The varnish causes the

black to adhere firmly to the cylinders,

and it will not rub off. Care must be
taken not to put too much varnish into

the black, otherwise, instead of having
a nice dead black, it will be glossy and
peel off.—A.E.C.

Several formulae for blacking cylinders

have recently appeared in The Motor
Cycle, but I venture to suggest another :

About one teaspoonful of any quick dry-
ing black enamel—such as is used for

"touching up"—with four times the
quantity of engine oil, in about half a
pint of petrol. The great thing, of course,

is really to clean the metal before apply-
ing blacking of any sort or make, but
this stuff seems to wash down as well as

blacken, and when dry does not rub off.

—S.A.B.

READERS' REPLIES.

The Zenith Gradua.

I see in The Alotor Ciirlr for December
4th that "R.S." (Oxford) is wanting a

few hints about a 5-6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua-
Jap (clutch model). As I have ridden
one of these machines for some time, I

will venture to air my opinion. (1.)

Hiding .solo, I can do about seventy miles

per gallon on No. 1. I rode from Burton
to Newcast!e-on-Tyne (about 168 miles),

BI4

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Oakham to London.—W.E.B.
Oakham, Uppingham, Holkingham,

Kettering, Higham Ferrers, Rushden,
Bedford, Shefford, Hitchin, Welwyn,
Hatfield, Chipping Barnet, Finchley,
Highgate, London. Approximately 100
miles.

NeWCASTLK to I'ORTSMOUIH,—Q.E.H.

Newcastle, Nevilles Cross, Darlington,
Northallerton, Boroughbridge, Wetherby,
Aberford, Doncaster, Tickhill, Worksop,
Mansfield, Nottingham, Long Eaton, Cole
Ortou,. IbstocU,, Hinckley, Coventry,
Banbury, Deddington, Oxford, Abingdon,
Newbury, Whitchurch, Winchester,
Bishop's Waltham, Wickham, Fareham,
Gosport, by ferry to Portsmouth.

Removal of Premises.

A. H. Hunt, of 115, Cannon Street,

London, E.G. 4, removed his offices

and works to H.A.H. Works, Tunstall

Road, Croydon, Surrey, on Decem-
ber 22nd.

C.A.'V. Magnetos.

At the recent ilotor Cycle Show at

Olympia 148 machines were fitted with

C.A.V. magnetos, this number being

almost one-third of the total number of

motor cycles exhibited.

Empire Sidecars.

Lowe's Empire Motor and Sidecar Co.,

Ltd., inform us that they have moved
into new premises in Princip Street,

Birmingham, where they have built and
equipped new works on quite modern
lines.

Enfield Repairs
Having now arranged increased accom-

modation, the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.,

of Redditch, are again in a position to

undertake the repair and renovation of

Royal Enfield motor cycles, and to give

almost immediate attention to this class

of work.

Amae Carburetters.

The makers of the' popular Amac
motor cycle carburetters, formerly known
as the Aston Motor Accessories Co.,

Ltd., wish us to announce the fact that

the style of the firm is now Amac, Ltd.,

the address being Aston Cross, Birming-
ham.

A Correction.

In our review of sidecar designs exhi-

bited at Olympia, which appeared in the

issue of Th(. Motor Cycle dated December
4th, a slight error crept in when we
described the A.J.S. sidecar as having a

folding luggage grid. This is not correct,

as the luggage platform on this machine
is a rigid structure attached to the body
and sprung with it.

A New Liverpool Showroom.
jMessrs. J. Blake and Co., of Liverpool,

jManchester, and Birkenhead, opened
their recently acquired showrooms at 110-

112, Bold Street, Liverpool, on Saturday;
December 13th, the occasion being marked
by a press view. In addition to JMessrs.

Blake's well-known activities in the motor
car and body-building world, last year
they entered the motor cycle business,

and many interesting models are being
shown in their new premises.

The A.C.IT. Touring Guide.

We have received the official touring
guide of the Auto Cycle Union, 1919-20,

containing full ,
information concerning

the Auto Cycle XTnion and its working,
a list of local consuls, who are of great
value to A.O.U. members, a list of hotels

and repairers appointed by the Union,
also a distance table, enabling the reader

to reckon the distance between the prin-

cipal towns in the United Kingdom.
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The BEST RESOLUTION OF ALL
And the easiest to carry out.

During this week of many and varied New Year

resolutions the one which stands out as the most

practical—and, incidentally, the most advantageous

— is the good resolve to join the Automobile

Association without further delay.

The procrastinating mo'.or cyclist can find no better

way of " turning over a new leaf " than by becommg
a member of the A. A., nor can he ob'ain a better

return for the modest outlay which membership

of the Association entails.

The annual subscriptions, which run for twelve

months from date ofjoining, are for

Cycle Car and Motor Cycle owners 1 0/6
Light car owners £l I

Motor Car owners £2 2

In return the A.A.
prpvides an efficient,

complete, and up-tr-

the-minute Road
Service which

functions seven days

a week throughout

the year and is

equally accessible to

members living at

Land's End or John-

o'-Groats.

This service includes

benefits which could

iiot be obtained by '^

non- members at

many times the cost of the subset iption, and they are

only made possible by the "mass" membership of

the Association and its progressive policy of providing

belter service each succeeding year.

The following are the "Always at your Service
"

benefits now enjoyed by every member of the

Automobile Association :

Free Service of A.A. Patrols. The patrol service

extends over thousands of miles of main road, so that

the khaki-clad A.A. patrol is one of the best known
figures on British highways.

Free use of Roadside Telephones, which are

installed in patrols' sentry boxes all over the country.

This service has been extended so that it is available

both day and night.

In answerinij this advertisement it is di

Free Assistance by " Mechan'cal " First-Aid

Motor Cycles. These outfits (driven by A. A.
khaki-clad mechanics) carry a complete equipment,

enabling hght repairs to be done "on the road," so

that a member can continue his journey after a

breakdown and avoid being lowed home.

Free LegeJ Defence in any police court in the

United Kingdom to answer charges under the Motor
Car Act.

Free Legal Advice on any matter connected with

motoring.

Free Touring Information, including routes

showing the best roads to any part of the United

Kingdom.

Free Touring Assistance to members going abroad

with car or cycle,

including the privilege

of taking a motor cycle

into a 70% tariff

country on a banker's

indemnity alone, and

without depositing

hundreds of pounds

in respect of customs

dues.

Other privileges include

Engineering Assistance,

Special Insurance
Facilities, Officially
Appointed Agents and
Repairers, A. A. Hotels,

e'.c, etc.

Full particulars of all benefits are contained in the booklet,

"'The Key to the Open Road, a copy of which can be
obtained, post free, from the Secretary, The Automobile
Association, 21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London,
W.C.2. Send a postcard to day.

Motor cyclists in London are Invited to call at Headquarters,

where a staff of experts is always in attendance to sive

Information on any question relating to Motors and Motoring.

REPORT ON NATIONAL BENZOLE
ROAD TEST.

This report has now been completed, and can be

obtained by members from the Fuel Department. It

IS published in two editions : paner covers at 3/6
post free, and cloth binding, making it a permanent

book of refcreare, at 5/- post free.

esirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle
"
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

[2163.

1=197.

1=277.

12274,

t2a72.

12074.

2059,

PRIC£S.
advertisements' m these columns

^First i2 words 2/6, and 2d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are chargel double rate, i.e., 5/-. Each
paragraph is charged separately. Name and
address must be counted. Series discounts,

conditions, and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___.j-557
to ILIFFB & SONS Ltd., and crossed,

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All aivertisdments m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenieace of advertisers, letters may be

tddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
1 121

When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of'

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added!
to the advertisement charge, which must include the I

words Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number I

will appear in the advertisement. All replies should bei

addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudol StreetJ
E.C.4. Replies to Box Number aiiveriisemeiits cmUaming
remittances sJiould he sent by regisiereci Post, butin all such
cases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case ol motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusuaUor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who'hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Jlotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.-

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

,

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
j

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to ^10, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over jfro

and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over jTso and under (^75, 5 /-;

over £75 and under £roo, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, 4 %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to llifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

nswer to their enquiries are requested to reeard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to prom Stock

these include

VAUCflOPES

Our stock includes the fallowing Machines.

NEW.
No. H.P. Machine. Year. Price
>.z67 AUTOPED MOTOR SCOOTERS 1920 £42
- 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 £160

79 HARLEY-DAViDSON Comb... 1920 £195 16
2i OLYNO 1920 £70
4 BLACKBURNE and Sidecar . , . 1920 £135
8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar . 1919

4j QUADRANT Combination 1920 £122 ID
4* QUADRANT, solo 1920 £9
2} DOUGLAS 1919 £8
2} DOUGLAS, a-speed 1920 £9
4 DOUGLAS Combination 1920 £14

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
jS^ I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI 1919 £10!

3* SUNBEAM igi6 £10:

4 BRADBURY 1911 £4
b ZENITH, Gradua gear 1914 £»
8 MATCHLESS, single gear 1913 £72 10
3V CORAH-J.A.P. igri £48

193. 4~ DOUGLAS 1919 £116
762. 3* RUDGE 1913 £45
r56. 3* RUDGE-MULTI 1915 £75
079. 2? TRIUMPH JUNIOR 1914 £52 10
169. 3J N.S.U — £22 10

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
7-9 INDIAN Combination 1914 £95
8 ROYAL RUBY and Sidecar 1919 £150

4i JAMES Combination 1916 t125
ROYAL ENFIELQ Combination 1919 £16/ 15

7-9JAMES-HOWARTH Comb. .. 1914 £1i;5

3* KERRY-ABINGDON Comb. .. 1914 £72 10
5-6 INDIAN Combination 1913 £125
7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £85
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1917 £155
4 DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £125
4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915 £130
8 WILLIAMSON Combination .. tgi4 £110
5-6RUDGE-IViULTI and Sidecar .. 1914 £87 10

4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar ... igrg £145
7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . 1915 £150
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination J913 £87 10

4 DOUGLAS Combination igrg £120
3» RUDGE MULTI 1916 £130
7-g INDIAN Combination 1913 £77 10

276.

136.

12090.

eaeh one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FO« SALE
A.B.C.

JONES* Garape, sTiecial agents for A. B.C.
way, Mnsivell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside

North Fincbler.

A.B.C.-Deliveries coramencins I

you ordered ?—Prompt del
Herman. Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasan

A.B.C. - Book eaily and pre'
Srieriflcation and full imitin

nniilicntion.-Tlie Spnldini; licit. -r

distributing agents for T.inonln.^lii

[0026

e Show
from
pool.

. Have
Victor
(0021

saupoi
II lie s

t<l S
ent ni,

aUline
(001 F

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination
5-6INDIAN and Sidecar 191J
6 ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar igiE

SECOND-HAND CARS
- CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p. Har-

ley-Davidson engine
S DUO Car, J.A. P. engine

SIDECARS.
Canoelet Minor Royal Ruby.
Ganoelet D4. " Wauchope's
Canoelet K4. " Wauchope's ' no. 2.

Canoelet K3. Williamsons.

Douglas. Triumph.

The Latest iqig
1I.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.
Trade supplied. Terras on application :

extras. 50 engines, for immediate delivery,
£37 10s. each.

6 h.p. J.AP. Cylinders, including valves, springs,

and compression plugs

6 h.p. J.A.P. Pistons, with rings and gudgeon pins

Second-hand Machines taiicn n Part Pa^Tnent,
price allowed. Matter's guarantee.

6 h.p.

£165

No. I.

each.

Gooc

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDOJf King Dick, 3".h.r., new Palmer cords
and tubes; first £28 secures.—Cheyerton, P.road-

way, Totland, Isle of Wight. 1X1703

ABDfGDON, N.S.TJ. 6h.p. engine, T.T. bars, in
good running order, enamelled red; £38.-262,

Blackhorse Lane, "Walthamstow. [6419

3ih.p. Abingdon King Dick, brand new T.T. show
2 model : £80 ; may be obtained on Harrods unique

system of extended payments.-HarrcKls Motor Show-
rooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed.,
ing, London, S.W.I.

A.J.S.

A.J.S. SDeci;,ji5t3 and Agents : The Walsall Garaee.
Walsall. Tel. : 444. (9574

JACK HEALT, Cork, official A.J.S. agent.-Sotational
deliyery. No premiums accepted. (6485

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912, accept no premiums. [X7943

A.J.S. Brand New 6h.p. Combination, screen, spare
wheel, tyre.—Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton.

[X1115
ehbuilt sidecar, good condition,
;rs over £65.— St. Agnes, Lyme

[X1499
S. 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speedometer, etc.;
fl30.-Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith

BcL, W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80. [6240

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; 1915 A.J.S.
4 5h.p machine, 3-speed and clutch and kick

starter, with coachbuilt sidecar; £130. [6618

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. and
all accessories;

Eegis.

A-

A ,J.S.-£x
nd 28,
' booking for earliest de-

(0061

as new,
highest

-Write, Beverley H. Lyon,
[6209

3-speed, kick start, hand clutch,-
res, new back tyre, stored during

war, first-fate condition, just overhauled; £62/10.—Ap-
.'ly, 178 Hurst Grove, Bedford, [X1468

1(C|14 2^ih.p. A.J.S;, 3-speed eountersbaft, new gears,
*^ band clutch, tick start, enclosed "chain drive,

jpeedometer, lamps, horn; £60; after 7.30.-87, May-
fleld Av., West Ealing, W.13. [6333

A .J-S. SpaA deliverj
verbampton T..\. ; Parts, [2237

Alldays.

ALIiDAYS Allon ; earliest possible delivery.—Book
now at 129, Brockley Eiee, S.E.23. [6374

T ONES' Garage, special agents tor AUdavs Allon,
Hill. N.IO, and Wonrlside

[0027

1917, 2-stroke, Lucas lamps, me-
al honi. excellent .ondition; ride awav; £50,
, Wrexham Ed., Whitchurch, Salop. [X1780

Parade, North Fiuchley.

A LLDATS

A iLDATS
i^ lamps, eti

ar(Rlretter ;
. pr

Jueeu's Gate

JONES' Gara
way. Musn

North Fiuchley.

A RIEL 1920

Alio 2-stroke,

S.W.7. 'Phone
Petersham ilews

Ltd.. Ohehnsford.

A EIEL,

pert.

(0028

5' Ml.p. Combination, Millford sidecar
£"130.-Edwards, 7. Exhibition Rd.,

ton. (5757

- 1920 Model 6-7li.p. Ariel Comhiuation,
^•ed; li.^it price £165.—Cleale and Hadler,

3',Mi.p. and 6b.p. ; early deliveries; all

parts stocked. — F. Speakmaa, Ariel Ex-
EocLdale Rd.. Harpuihcy, Manchester. [4020

3' ;.h.p.. countersliaft 3-

discs, splendid condition;
g, 30, Avenue EiL, South-

[6401
best over £95
ampton.

Auto-'Wheels

ADTO-WHEEL tor sale, in perfect order; £9.—
Brook, Burnham, Somerset. (4688

B16 All letters relating to advci tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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19

MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

19 Auto-wlmcl, U.S.A. do lilixo. sliock nbaorlior

liorl'oot luiininB order, hardly used; 18 g»s., iin

.-Bluo House, ritseu, Esaox. [6365

Bat.

BAT.—Solo Dirmirirlinni ogents. The Proniiei Motor
Co.,- Atfloir Kd., Birmingham. 'Phoue: Coiitnil

4310. ...
,

- [5553

T iai4 ni\Wap, run 3,000 miles only, perl'oct comliticni

;

A«/ £90: triad here uuy timc.-Dr. 'Wilsoii, Kott.ni.

[6328

.V.T.—.We can give earliest delivery ot all models

:

solo in stock.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
sington. [6758

X-» iicreirted in rotation.—

u

Brnton Place, Bond St., W.

CROW" ISids,. Hisl
burne agents, a:

Blackburne.
Gnildtord.

ite entiuirie

Tewport, sol

i;i20.-Box L6,382,
nudiT 500

16574

Elite WILLIAM.?, the Worcester Blackliarnc MB.ni't.-

Karlv deliverv 4 and Sh.y. uiodels.-12, Tlic Foio-
gate, Worcester. ' [X1494

BluckOurncs
and \Voodsi<li

[0029

1920 4h.p. models actually
premium required.—Chandle

rth Finchley

BlackBur.ne.-n
in stock: no

Hitchin. Herts 'Pbo

ant deli'

offers.-Wc
mc: 2098.

165
[0062

I

ountershnlt,

Bradbury
BEADliUKY 61i.p. Tivin, 3-speed, Ijick

aen : £140 -Bircli's C "'
'Wolv.

Laite and
rhampti

(X1466
BKADBURY and Sidecar, 4h p., 2-specd, perfect run

niug order: bargain, i;39.—E.M., 22, Buxton Ed,.
BngLton. [X1572

drive

SAUXilEES.
4]i.p., 3-speed
fU7/17;6.

Ltd.

Wal-all. Tei.

Colchester.—Bradbury 1920
ntelshal't, kick starter, chain

[S1591

: earliest possible deliveries oi

Walsa
444.

Lt

iHord Kd.. Eccles.

'

65 pn
42, Elms Bd.. Aldershot.

[64Si

:-speed,

clutch, all-cha

fs: £95.—Lisr
icester Terrace. Sandgate, -Kent.

lination. C.B.. aVih.p.,
Mark TI. hub. in perl

any trial: £56.-20. Vine St., Lincoln. (S154I

mADBURT, 1914, 4h.p., T.T., brand new, in stock
list price £82; special cash price £75.—Elc« am
1516, Bisuopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3.

[0069
BADBUEY. 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick

starter, chain drive, Canoelet sidecar, storm apron
braud new, at makers' price: £147,'5.—Wilkins, Simp-
sou and Co., opposite Olyrupia, London. [6216

Bradbury, 2-speed (wants clips for top b
Seuspray. Siiums-Bosch, new piston, riugs, bushes,

main bearing, crank pin, good tyres. jUiiler 6in. lamp
accessories, in thoroughlv good order except gear [at pre-

sent fixed engine): £38. or offer: must sell.— Durell

c/o Gibbins. Friar's Walk, Lewes. [X1788

B^
to..

B^
brau(

^4 Se

Brough.
-Sole Jiirmingham agents,
Co., Aston Ed., BirminghB L [5554

and Isle of

Liverpool and iMancheste:

B.S.A.

o N the first day of the New
Year—the day for New
Resolutions—we look back

to the early days of Godfreys in

1910, and recall the first resolu-

tion of the firm : that, succeed
or fail, we would run the business

on straightforward lines.

In 191 1 the late O. C. Godfrey
won the Senior Tourist Trophy
Race on an Indian.

In 1912 Mr. F. A. Applebee,
emulating the example of his

partner, won the Senior Tourist

Trophy Race on a Scott.

It was a good start for a young
firm, as it gave the public con-
fidence—it was evidence that the
business was run by men who
knew something about motor
cycles.

Since those early days we have
had no cause to complain of lack
of encouragement, and we have
done .our utmost to deserve the
goodwill of motor cyclists
throughout the Kingdom.

It is our resolution on this, the

first day of 1920, to continue on
exactly the same lines. To give

complete satisfaction to every
customer irrespective of the

amount of his purchase, and
afterwards by service and atten-

tion, to secure his friendship and
recommendation.

It is thus that

—

Our sales mcrease oui Irjends

and

—

Our friends increase our sales.

We are at all times pleased to

show prospective customers our
representative stock of new ma-
chines, and having placed large
contracts can, in the majority
of cases, give early deliveries.

GODFREY'S Ltd.
208, Gt. Portland St..

LONDON, W.I.
me: 7091 Mayfai

(2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
B.S.A.

3 B.8.A., belt dii've, Dunlop tyren, hoin, lamp,
»iiund condition; £48.—Pyner, Oodlntou Ed.. Anii-

[XX561

B.S.A. 1919, nlWhnin drive, I'^h.ii., not ii«ed, Jiut
delivered.—Uumelow, Grocer, Urtinstone, near Bur-

(X1497

i speeds,
i House.

Hatfield, Herts. ' ' tXlSBZ

JONES' Oarngo, spoclol agents for U.S.A.. Bro.irt-

wav. Maswell Hill. N.IO, nnd Woodslde Parnde.

\oith Finchloy. f0030

B.S.A. Combination, new September, done 300, 3
lamps. Klaxon, and spares: first oHer £138 bny».

iBirgain.—Lambert, Coalville, Leicestershrre. [X1619

BRAND New B.S.A. 4'/jb p Mnd.-I K., .3 speeds,

luan, etc., £100: new si.l. - fn b. in.tri, il wanted,
1X1769

fRAND New B.S.A. 4'/jb p
1, etc., £100: new snl. - n

ity, Lonefleld Hou .
.

11

>19 B.S.A. Chain-eum-b. il < -.

lights, speedometer. splc( ar

ack.—Apply, Eyles and Kyles,

B

19!

B

i.ilii.n. with tools,

baiv with carrier
Aldates, O.tloid.

[X1704
1913, 2-spced,S.A. 4h.p., carefully irsed. a

clutch, not used since May, 1916, lamps, horn;

ain, £60.-Mrs. Bannard, 7, Bridge St., Banbury. -

1X1782
ill. p. B.S.A. Cnachbailt Combination, 3-8peed

lirsbalt. all rdiain drive, lamps, horn, as new;
£117;i0.-30. Crystal Palace Park Kd.,

,i,linia. [6330

S.A. Specialists.-All replacements in stock; B.S.A.
Ruiecars in stock.-The Cou'nty Cycle and Motor
Ilrnad St.. Binningham. Tel. : Midland 733. T.A.

:

•icw; 85 gns.-WandsTnith Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

W:nidswoitli (Town St:ition). [6251

1 017 (September) B.S.A., 4V4h.p., 3-speed, kick
it/ «tntti-r, chain-belt drive, Mills-Fulford sidecar,

Ccavpv, P. and H. lamps: £110.-Lyon, Grange, Kmher-
t.-u, Newport Paguell, Bucks. (D) [X1469

Calthorpe.
r^-VLTHOnrE 1917 2-stroke. 2-speed. free engine,

tvres and condition perfect; £43.-58, ilelville

Kd.. F:izakerley, Liverpool. 1X1571

"IQie C.althorpe-Jap, 2=ih.p., Enfield gear, lamps.
At/ horn, tools, etc., good tyres, in good order; 4«
L'u.i.-Pcterson. Bourn, Caint«. [6500

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2i4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, brand
new, at makers' price; £64/1.—Wilkins, Simpson

and "Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6218

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2?lh.p., Enfield 2-5peed, brand
new, at m.akers' price; f65/2.—Wilkins, Simpson

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6217

1 iai6 Calthorpe 2^ih.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed and
At/ clutch, lamps, horn, spares, fools, condition as

new; 49 gns.-Linley. 100, Addey St., Sbeflield. [X1559

H. Adal Shipston-c i-Stomiles; 40 gus.—A. —
Worcestershire. [X1632

Campion.

W. SAUNDEES, Ltd., Colcliester.-Campion 2-stroke,

1920, in stock; price £60. [X1589

1 Q20 8h.p. Campion-Jap, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
It/ gear. 700x80 tyres, just delivered, unused, with

ii;ak.-'rs' guarautee ; owner unable to accept delivery

ir.aj! ;igent: also special Dunhill sidecar for same; will

ipll scparatelT or together; what offers.'-Papworth, 57,

Sladjtone St:, Scarborough. [X1480

Cedos.

I y^EDOS.—The first 2-stroke ever produced; ladies or

gentlemen's; order now for spring delivery.—J.

Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor cycle

alers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6576

Chater-Lea
CHATER-T.EA Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and

Co leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

I

Manchester. (6577

CHATER-LEA 1912 sh.p. Combination, 3 speeds,

handle start, chain drive, extra wide coachbuilt

I sidcear hood, oCreen. apron, engine just overhauled;

£120, or nearest ofler.-ShefSflld, East Hall Farm,
Feltwell, Koifolk. [X1S45

{

Clyno.

nLTN'O brand new. 2-5troke. 2-eiieed model, in
--'•- ^' - -^ — [X1796Wem.

c^
[6547

immediate delivery.—

Maudes' Motor 'Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.
[6430

Eumham-on-Sea, are now bookii'g
1920. Write for

(4566

B.S.A.. 41^1. p., W.D. model, wants slight attention;
£65 —Collier's Motorics, Union St. South, Halt"

[6

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

1 Hallsate,

advei-tiseni: and the date of the issue.

m. 33.
[6331
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, supply new
Clyno ZViti.p. 2-strokes, 2-speed and clutch. 1920

models; £70, from stock. [6617

CLYNO 6h.p. Combinations, late models, wanting
attention; ' £59/10, £68/10.—Collier's Motories,

Union St, Soutn, Halifax. [6151

CLYNO.—New 1920 2-5peed 2-stroke models actually
in stock.—Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin,

Herts. 'Phone: 165 Hitchin. [0063

BRAND New 1919 Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed, light-

weight motor cycles now in stock ; list price.—Cleale
and Hadler. Ltd.. Chelmsford. [6425

EBIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Clyno agent.-
Immediate delivery 1920 lightweights, combinations

early spring.—12, The Foregate, Worcester. [X1491

CLY-NO 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed and clutch ; £70 ; br«nd
new; actually in -stock at makers' price.—Wilkins,

Simpson and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6220

CLYNO 6h.p., 2 speeds, Amac, Bosch, C.B, sidecar
(latter as new); £68, for quick sale; owner

going abroad.—15, Victoria Rd., Alexandra Park,
N.22, . [6559

C^LY'NO 6h.p. Coachbuiir Combination, S-speed
>' countershaft, clutch, kick , starter, hood, screen,

spare wheel complete; £85 for'ciuick sale—56, Hisl)
St.. Tooting. [6249

CLYNO Combination, in exceptional condition; £120
has been oBcred for this outfit, will sell for £125.

—Full particulars on application, Box L6,335, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [6439

|

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders hooked in rota-

tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotation,
delivery from March.—Rotinvell and Milbourne, Cow-
leigh Garage, Malvern. - [6186

CLYNO, 1918, br.and new, 2-stroke. 2 speeds, fitted

with P. and H. large he.ad lamp, speedometer,
hoin, rear lamp, only been 200 miles ; cost £77, accept
£6e--Box -1,6,341, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [6446

A 1914 Clyno S-6h-p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch.
K.S,, 4 detachable interchangeable wheels, over-

size tyres, electric lighting, ation;.', comfortable sidecar,
flap, and screen, very good condition, mechanicallv sound;
£125-—Collins, 217, South Park Ed-. Wimiiledon,
S-W-19. [6204

Connaught.
"IQ17 Connatrght 2%h.p., 100 m.p.g., splendid con-
-8-^ dition, perfect running order; £36/10.—Lynton,
Park Crescent, Church End, Finchley. [6594

i oulson

COULSON B,—The ideal spring frame.-Enquiries
invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cycle

experts of Liverpool and Manchester. [6578

COULSON-B., 1919, 2-"4h.p., little used, just over-
hauled by makers, spleMdid condition, speedometer

horn, tools- SO gns--Lawson. 2, Virginia Rd-. Leeds
[Xl62r

1020 Coulson-B, only used- 3 time,?, 2V,h,p. Black-
-fi-*^ hurne engine, 2 speeds, spring frame, 2V'in-
Palmcr tyres, F-E-S- lamp set: cost £95, will accept
£83; E-?sex-—Box L6,343, c/o The Motor Cycle. [644&

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 1919, Villiers, 2-speed, lamps-
horn, etc., small mileage, excellent condition.— 162,

llunstable Rd., Luton.
'

[6286

1915 2-stroke Coventry Eagle, full acces-
i-ies, carefully used, and in excellent condi-

tion; £36.-Higgins, Dunmow Hill, Fleet, Hants. -

[6533
Dalm

Si"^'

£38, near offer.~l, Sistovo Ed., Balham.

19= nediate delive

Douglas.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd-, Douglas Spccial-
ists-

/Ih-p. Combination, 1920 model; £145.

«>3b,p Solo, 1920 model, clutch and kick starter; £90,

/0>3:h.v. Solo, 3-speed model. W. ; £86-

i^-aii- 2-3iieea W.D. Model; £80-

vV^ ^^ork Everything you require for your Douglt

DA. Wnoilstcick St- toft Oxford St-), Bond Si, V
.;'* ;'h.,u,-: ibiylair 6559- [0-

A34 VII letters relating tO advertisements should

P. J. EVANS
THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE
;: :: FOR MOTORISTS, ;: ::

where you can view the
Best Motor Cycles
obtainable since the war,
end the cream of agencies

1920
will be the Motor Cycle
year, and realising this, I

have placed large con-
tracts

Soon after Xmas your
thoughts will turn to the
open road and the o!d
beauty spots.

Order Now !

and be ready when the
time comes

!

A.J.S.

TRIUMPH
ENFIELD
NORTON
JAMES
INDIAN
ROVER
ZENITH
HUMBER
EDMUND

CALTHORPE
BLACKBURNE
NEW IMPERIAL

COME AND SEE THE
MACHINES SIDE BY SIDE-

THERE IS SURE TO BE
ONE TO SUIT YOU.

P. J. EVANS,
8791,

JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM
'Phcne

:

Mid. 662.
'Grams:

'Lytcar, B'ham-''

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas-

DOUGLAS 1920 4h-p. Combination, show model,
in stock.—Below.

1Q19 4h-p. Combination, lamps. Cameo, under 500
-Li/ miles; £145,—Below.

1Q15 25,4h,p-, oyerhauled; £50.—Edwards, 7, Exhi-
-L" bition Rd., South Kensington. [5756

DOUGLAS 25.4h.p., August, new spares, complete.^
Muckalt, Sedbergh. [X1416

"I
Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination in stock; £145,—

-It/ Cross, Agent, Rotherham, [6596

p3,h,l

D

Saturday,—45, Burton Bd,, Brixton,

OUGLAS, 2%h,p, late 1915, little

1 : any trial

;

[6503

£53 ; apply
[6273

jate, Bolton,
[X1114

' splendid

High Ed,, Lee,

DOUGLAS Solo and Combination; regular monthlv
deliveries from November.— Lloyd and Son, 29,

-Station bt„ Lewes,
. [9583

South, Hahfax,

1 Q15 2^)4h,p, Douglas, 2-speed, just
-«-' tank relined, perfect order; 50 gns,— IB
Rd., Colwyn Bay,

DOUGLAS 2!z;h,p, Motor Cycle, good order
7 p,m, ; £20,-lJ, MacNish, c/o J, 0:i

hauled, and
3, Ha^vardeu

[xieoe

BTomley-by,Bow,

)rge St,, Romford,

, 2 speeds, August, perfect
bargain.—10, Grena Gardens,

[6595

stait.

[6386

GENTLEMAN lias 2^',ih.v. 1915 Douglas, new, beauti-
fully tuned, lamps, horn; £54.-Woodclyae, Cliisle-

j
hurst, Kent, near Station- [6327

2!iih-D„ 2 ., -

223, Ha
'l*liOne; Hammersmith 80-

1 Q16 2%h-p- Douglas, 2-£_
^ «-' time, holidays included-— Clapha
George St-, Greenwich. [6137

WADCHOEE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
Douglas machines from stock, 1920 models, solo

1 and sidecar combinations. [6619

1-^0UGLASES--Call at Smith's for your next
Douglas!-Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppo-

Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0093

list, 216, Portobello Rd-, W-10.

4h,p, Dougla:
any . tim

i'Motors), King

Models. Now delivering 2^4h.p, 3-

4h,p, combination, £145,—Moffat,
Oouglas agent, Yeovih" 'Phone: 50, 11103

ed, kick starter combination ; seen
idavs included ; £78, - Olapham
; St, Greenwich, [6136

fTH'S have in stock new W,D, 25,ih,p, Douglases
at 70 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hili,
;ite Chalk Farm Tube Station, [0083 -

(irst-da

I
262, Blackhon-iC- Lane, Wahhamstow.

4h,p. Douglas Combination, July, 1919, all

sp.ares. aluminium discs; £145,—Esu
Whitehead's Grove, Chelsea, Loudon,

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2"ah,p„ 2-speed, thoroughly
fiaul

,, \V,1")„ <

it condition
lgns,-Frink, Mooltan Barracks, TiiVwo

[6602

footboards.

auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dougln8

IffilO Ilmigliis 2%li.|i. W.l)., imlliers' oiitours, II

i-'J huud lump, tnil lislit. olftiiii ('(vov. oxi'fllent

JiticMi; 64 Kiis.-Westdone, Iti-eulws, CnrsUiiltmi. [X1SG8

SMITH'S lor Second hand 1916 2^,h.n. Doucla
(iv.'iliaiilod. Irom 50 ens.—Smillr*. 10-16. llii

stoi-k llill. oiniosito Chalk Fa.-ra Tube Station. |(l

DOT'(ir,.\S 2S4h.p., 1912, 1918 i-ylindurs, pial

im.l . uiiilwhiilt, sincK' »iu'i'il, tvrcs kooiI : £30
niMic.-t.-ll. ws, 2. ll.illoi.l St.. CiimhliilBC 1X1576

DOt'ULAS. 2'jh.p.. \\'.l>., untintci) Novemlier. nhso
hitt'lv i>eili'ct. fully eQuippcd, splendid rmniiuH

oliliT; £73/10.-5. Soiith Teriact, Suwstou. Climbs.
' 16504

DOl.'QLAS 4h.p. Conibinntinn, engine Nn. 4560.
ftiiiuo- No. 8579, T.T. liars, body royal lilno, well

iipholsti^red ; any exnminntiou : 90 gus.—56, High St.,

T.iotint;. 16248

DO0GLAS. 1914. just re-enamelled, thoroughly over-

hn"led, stored greater iiart war, lamps, horn;
£50, or near ofier.—White, 12, Oakhill Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. [6540

lition, enamel and plating like new, fust,

hoin, puiup, tools, spares; £60.-67, Little HratL, Olinil.

ton. S.E.
"

[6394

DOUGLAS, 1915, W.Ll., emimelled Indian red, lamps,
uew tyres and tubes and carburetter, long exiinnst

pipes, sporty mount, very fast ; £50.—Bennett, Hillview.
Saline, Fife. fX1475

DOUGLAS ;.',li.p.. 1916, 2-speed, T.T.. disc uheels,
lout- .-xlwdift, hiiiip. WHtforrt speedometer, me-

chanjc.il Imm. f.ist, spcvting, gcoj order; iSS.-All
Saints Vicarage. Neivmarket. [6467

new 4h.p. Douglas combination
-Edwards and I'arrv, 4, lileuheiin
il 2666.

'

[6233

1017 Douglas 4b. p. Combination, 3 speeds, and
JLt/ clutch, enamel and plating good, also tyres.

<>3.h.p. T.T. Douglas, 1915. 2-speed, niiuspd 3V, years^4 during war, waterproof coat, and pounds' worth
yi sptlrft?, valves, chain, plugs, etc. ; 50 gn^., or nearest
3fEer.-172, Cios- Ed., Gt. Heath, Coventry. [X1661

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.r., 1917, kick .start, 3
speeds, engiue perfect, enamel and plating as

new, aluminium footboards; any reiisonnble trial: seen
auv time; £95.-91, Mapledene Ed., Dalston, E.8.

[6271
BEAXn Xeiv Douglas Motor Cycle, in crate, just de

livered; SS gns. ; easy terms, auarter clown, 12
liontbly pavments ; cheaper if cash down.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St.. Wandsworth (Town Stationl.

[6252
DOUGLAS 2''ih.p., 1915, 2-speed, enamel, plating,

and tyres nnscratched. snlendid condition tbrtaigh
DUt, complete with lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc. ; ownei
aas delivery of 1920 model.— 11, Waldegrave Ed., Ealing.
W.5. [6319a

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Ccimbination, 1919, thoroughly over-
hauled and guaranteed, complete, and relidv to

drive away: £125.—Vivian Hardie and L.ane, Ltd., 24.
Woodstock St. cS Oxford St.,, Bond St., W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. L64C<;

19^?a
Dougla jh.p.. W.D., ridden 200 dies

light, all unused, long exhaust, knee-grips, Tan-Sad with
footrests. Klaxon, privately owned: ;ippoiutmeut bv
letter; £85.-Maisha!l, 5, Burton Villas, Hove, Sussex
.j_ [6280
,nr|OLTGLASES. 1920 modelsZ-The noted house in
F
JL/ the South for early deliveries. We are specialists
uid stockists for Donglas machines only for over
1 I years.—Sole District Agents, Thompson and Co
403, Commercial Ed.. Portsmouth. Phone: 7105.

[5891

MAUDES'
FOR

ACCESSORIES.

Government stock of slightly

plugs. Lodgi, Stan ard Lodge Aero,
schinx, K.L.G.. Guaranteed uy us,
2/iS each. Post free. Trade supp led.

DISCS.
Ti. polished, to fl' nearl
ke of machine. 70/- set o'
;. 38/- Sidecar M-rgan.

s. s't 3 wheels. Carriage 1 /8

Trade supplied.

LEG SHIELDS.
Po'lshed Alu
any machine
steel, black
1 /- set.

, 17/6 pair.

HORNS.
Cowey. £3.
pplied.Carriage 9d.

SPEEDOMETERS.
Cowev for 26ii. or 28in. wheels.
£5 lOs ; Bonniksen, £5 5s. ; Wal-
ford, £4. 15s.— Immediate deliv£i»y.

Carriage, 1 s. each.

ACCUMULATORS.
C.a.v., 4 V

leather h-

carnage paid.

REAR LAMPS.
Motex, 6/-: T.W.R., 6/6 and 8/6.
Carriage, 6d.

Easting Wind Screens, £4. 10s.
Trade supplied.

8 h.p.

Sidecars. — 1 920 Models Mills.

Fulford, IVont?omery, Canoelet ; ex
stock. Montgomery Sidecar for
Harley Davidson. 28in. wheel and
Dunlop yre, £28 10s.

10Cf,9Amt fhtUtnd St,

£<mdon W. i.

too, Pcuds St, Cxet&i.

Te'.esrams :

" Abdicate, Wesdo,

Telephone •

Museum 557.
Telegram 1

:

"Combuslion, Exeter.'
Telephone: Exeter 933

MOTOR

^^^%'#^.;;
.̂ftf**

. MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
Doiiglns.

4 h.p. llouBlan Cuml. illation (not run 50 milel), com
pleto with HliilMi :ipr"ii: luices and extended pay.

iiicat terms on apiplicdmn.- Ilariiidi. Motor 8llowlooin»,

116-118. Dromptou ltd., oppomtu Main IluihlinB. Lon-
ilun, S.W.I. 16226

IT Appears Bidlculonfl to AdvertlHC when you have
no Btocli, lint wo nro glvi'ig dolivencn to the early

liirds. Place your order at once .it you want de*

livery.-KII Clark. Ilonghipi Agent, 196, Clieltenhnm
Bd., Uiintol 1001

S

DOUGLAS, 1920, aVih.p., brand new, Ju»t delivered,

3-speed and hand dutch, beautifully Bni»licd,

iiiuipped all Lnous iiccwusorieH, rfndv to ride; what
c.fleis? Seen any tiinc-Leggett, 306, FuUinm Hd.,
Kensington. [6212

orflLAR 4h.p. 1919 Combinntinn. new, latent model.D^ lator and electric lights thioughoiit.

lic-ntifi, aid :ill tools: £145, or nearest ofler; exchange
liflit <a: -dw, a, 52, l'"ontnraWa Rd., near Clapham
Common, S.W.ll. rX1470

1Q19 (Octolieil 4h.p. nouglas Combination (1920
X«/ clutch), mileage 400, 3 lamps, tools, horn. Cameo
-icreen and curtain, storm apron, all uuBcratched, better

than new: £160, ne.irest.-Alchin, 66, Kimrod Bd.,
:jtreatham, S.W. rX1610

1 Q19 Donglas Comblnjition, purchased Oct. 10th,
At/ £146. lamps, horn, spare belt: chain, valvec, oil

gan, 2 kits of tools, new tyres and nluminiiim discs,

3-'pced. ki.k start; take 26120.- King, llarley, Argyle

Corner, West Ealing. rX1223

OUGI.AIS 2Mh.p., 1915. T.T. moileh disc wbcc!i.D^
tank, footboards, etc.: £80, no otler.s.-

Spencer, 60, Castle St.. Trowbridge. (X1710

DOTTGLAS 2';ih.p. Twin, single speed, Bosch, Druids,
large silencer, replated, re-enaniellecl, new Dunlop

back, good Avon front, P. and H. liehting set. horn,

footboards, guaranteed fine running order: nearest £28
sets it.—Pearson, 110, Marston Lane, liedworth. [X1791

1 Q19 (September) 4h.p. Douglas Combination de Lnse,
-L*/ with accessories as follows: Speedometer, discs,

mirror, Lucas head lamp, Lucas head lamp on sidecar,

rear lamp (all acetylenel. Brooks tube case, watch. Lucas

horn, Nvinpli mascot, Kasting wind screen, Orto hood,

side curtains, and cover, vnri;ible Am.ac jet, £6 worth

of engine spares, spare new Ilanlop tyre (heavy), sidecai

mat. carbide case. Tiin-Sad pillion seat and fittings.

Sterling mndshields: list price of all above equals £197:
everything is as new, and engine absolutely perfect: will

sell tiuickly for £170. Write. Wilt deliver within radius

of 50 miles.-Capt. Cameron, Ship House. Bursledon,

Hants. [6172
Dinmond.

EEIC WILtlAMS. the Worcester Diamond agent.-
Delivery January of these famous lightweights.—

12, The Foregate, Worcester. [X1492

Duzmo.
DUZMO, the sporting S'Ah.p. single.—All emjuiries

South Lancashire and Cheshire to Leach and
Seed, 15, John Dalton St., Manchester. [6515

h.p. Enfield, 2-speed: bargain, £47, or near offer —
Clapham. King George St.. Greenwich. [6138

14 EnfieM Combination, sound throughout. Lamps,

horu; £86.-89, Spencer Place, Leeds. [652319

retail price £75/12.—Rose's Garage, UsbridKe,
[6343

23hp Enfield, Bosch, Amae, 2 syeeds, grand condi-
4^ tiou: £45.-11, Cleveland Park At., Waltbam-

^tow. ^
[6188

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfielda. Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0031

TQIS Enfield Combination, lamps, liorn, speedometer,
X-t/ good sound condition; £10G.—Eidge, 75, Oak-

field St., Altrincham, [X1785

ENFIELD, brand new, 2-stroke, 2i4h.p., 2-epeed, &i
makers' price; £63.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co.,

opposite Olympia, London. [6219

ENFIELD 2-54b.p., enamel, plating, and tyres good,

head and tail lamps, horn, toolbags, etc. ; £20.—
352, High Rd., Willesden Green. [6312

WATTCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, 1919 8h.p.

Royal Enfield Combination, £165; 1917 com-
bination, £155; 1913 or 1914, £87/10. [6620

ENFIELD 1916 6b. p. Combination. Lucas lamps,
Dunlops, excellent condition; £130.—Cyril Wil-

liams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [6361

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1915 Combination, 2-speed, jnei
thoroughly overhauled, new Amac carburetter, new

back tvre, lamps and horn; £65.-100, Burnt Ash Ed.,

Lee, S.E.12. ~ [6208

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, excellent condi-

tion, 3 lamps, 3 generators, 2 boms, tools, spares,

wind screen, apron, etc.; £115, no ofiers.—Spencer. 60".

Castle St., Trowbridge. [5:1712

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1919 2-stioke, delivered in May, all ac
cessoriles, just oveiii.Taled and decarbonised, i.er-

I'ect running condition; £55.—D. G. Dyne, 40, Maldni
Ed., WalUngton, Smrey. [6311

speetlo-

tooLi, tvres good, ov(>r-

Lau)ed, ennmelled, ride awav; offers over £65; appoint-
ment.—CliftonYilli?, Stnmpcross, Halilas. [Sa787
6h.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, Maieli, 1915, Dim

liills -nind screen, Bosoh mag., oversize tvre y-'-.n.

new chain, good running order, spares, etc.; £108.-1'.
W. Barber, Clayton West, Hudder.sfield. rxi47.'

ENPIELD Combination, lat-e 1916, 6h.p., complet
with speedometer, 3 lamps [electric), 2 honi^

screen, Jjood, tools, etc., splendid mnuinp' order; £130
-Forsyth, 15, Bellerby Terrace, West Hartlepool. [Xl6i:

"DOTAL ENFIELD 61i.p. Combination, 1918-19
J-V model, hood, screen, acetylene lighting, mechanical
Jiorn, only done iibout 500 miles; owner going abroad;
offers wanted.—BoS L6,303, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6225

lita'bl© for
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, "new spare tyre and i

tubes, ready for the road; £97.—Eedler, Cheddon Rd.
Tannton. rS170S
TQ19 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, K.S., P.H. lamps.
A*' Inrge plated Hanclophone, mirror, Tan-Sad, spare
tube, aM tools, fully insured, mileage 500, perfect ap-
pearance and condition ; £85.—Barratt, 43, Ated St.
Ardwick, Manchester. [SI 636

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., excellent condition,
engine just overhauled and rebushed, fitted pistoi

rings, and new Enfietd 2-speed gear, H.S., B. and B.,
Bosch waterproof, electric lighting; £80.—Hallidav, 19.
The Av., Andover, Hants. [6325

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR New 2-stroke 2-speed in stock;
£58/16.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South

Kensington. [6548

LAI^CASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6586

A MEEICAN Excelsior.-Enquiries invited from the
jT*. counties of Warwicks., Worcs., Staffs., Salop.
Leics., Derbys., and Notts, by sole Midland distributers,

The premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., liirmingham. [5555

THE New 1920 American EsceLsior represents the
l)est value for nionev on the market. Book nn\\

rly delivery; fitte+1 with Swan de Luxe side

BRITISH Excelsior.—We can give delivery from
stock of the Eritit^h Excelsior 2-fitroke. 2-speed;

kick starter, hand-controlled r-lntch model : £69/17/6.
American Escel^iior 7-9h.p. in January.-Forfieid Motors,
11-13, Forfieid Place, Leamington Spa. [X1779

AMERICAN Excelsior 1916 Combination, 7-9h.p.,
forced nieciianical lubrication, witli emergency

hand pump, Schebler automatic carburetter, electric

lights, horn, and and starting switch, speedometer, hoed,
screen, and mirror, steps to sidecar, and many othei
refinements, most reliable, powerful, and economical, in

splendid condition; owner buying car; £150; priucipnh-
only.—Manager, Broadway Theatre, New Cross, S.E.14.

[5387
F.N.

January ist, 1920..

F'
F.F., 4-cr)., mag., good tyies; gilt, 25 gns.—Wanrt;

ivorth Motor E.^change, Ebner St., W.nndswort
(Town Statioi,). [6253

F.N., 4-cy]., 1913, drooped frame, 2-speed and clutch,
new cy]s. and pistons, good tvres, njechanieally

soimd; £46.—Black, Tynril»bie, Appin. [6495

F.N. 1920 Models, 71i.p. 4-cyl and 2y2h.p. 2-6peed
liftlitweiglit; orders now booliing, Birmingham

only.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Biruidngham.

_ £5557
Forward.

2ilh.r, Twin Forward, Bosch, Ainnc, drip feed, good
4 order; 'ride oivay ; £30, or nearest— Sheld^

Whealley, Oxon. [XI 600

Har1ey= Davidson.

JACK HEALY, Corlt, official Harley agent.-Bo.
tational deliyery. No preminuis accepted. [648fl

WAUCHOPE'.S, 9, .Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
Harley-llavidSon 1916 conibinatinu, £150. [6623

1020 Harlcv-Davidsnns, electric models, in stock:
J-tf list price.-Joncs' Garge, "Wnudiiide Parade, N.
Finchley, N.12, [6303

BBOOK Bros., Bnniham-on-Sc.T. are now bool;]ne
xirders for early Harley-Davidson delivery in 1920.

Write for particulars. [4565

BBOOK Bros, have flat twin Ilarlcy in etock, also
Model i?; list price; immediate delivery.-Brook

Btw., Burnham-on-Sca. [622£i

•|Q15-16 Harley Combination. 7-9h.p., electric model,±V lamps, horn, etc.. inst decarbonised; £125- ex
changr-.-SS, Holyoake Walk, Breuthnui, Ealing. [631;

HART.KY-DAVTD.SON, Model P, solo, in stock; list

price; e;irliest delivery o[ complete combina-
tions.—Edwards, 7. Exhibition Rd., .South Kensington.

[5760

¥ ONG before the advent

*^ of Motor Cycles a

few Wise Men journeyed

at this season of the year

From the East.

To-day all Wise Men

wend their way

To the East^

r.e., to the

EASTERN
GARAGE
as their Wisaom tells them

that the enviable reputation

enjoyed by this firm can

only be the outcome of

scrutable honesty and fair

business dealings.

If you would experience (he

comfort of feeling that you

are negotiating with trust-

worthy agents who can

supply your needs, send

your enquiries to :

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Offi iui R' pairers to R.A.C., .\ C L'., A.A., &, :\I,U

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gats, E.7.

42, Elms Rd.. Aldeislint, [6392

23.I1.P. Twin liiimb.-r, ?-specd, clutc-h, coudition per-

4 feet, nulv wants si'cinj; ; £40; seen liy appoiut-

ilipnt —Ctillnm. 7, \\ umistuik Uaidcjis, Uoodmayej-",
Ilford. [625'.T

HnjIllMB 1918 Tniii 4' .b p.. Phicuix coachbuilt
siilcfar, cbain drive, ruii.it -rslialt, i-bitch, Bucas

lamps, etc., complete, splendid couditiou; £116.-0.
Barkcj, \Yal|iok- St. Peter, uear Wisbech. [6206

A^6 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, 1915 mode'.
e:e.-tric lighting, horn, not used since 1917, in

perfect order; £130.-Biook Bros., Buruham-on-Sea.-
[6228

HAHLET-nAVlnsOX. 1916, receutlv converted to
masuf'to, little used, excellent condition; sacriflco

ior qni.k sale £120.-61, Clarence Place, Newpor-t.
[S1679

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson new 1920

models, solo and sidcear combinations, from stock.
[6607

HAELEY-DAVinsON 1915 7-9h,p.. splendid running
order, nearlv new tvres, lamps, tools, and spares;

£90, L«erc.-Lti;is, 92, Fentiman Ed., Lambeth, S.W.8.
[6296
!l F,

£153/16/3
15 16, Bishopsgate -'Vv., Camo-

[0068

clutch, kick .starter, dvnamo lighting and electric horn;
a barpiiu, £130; Essex.-Box L6,339, c/o TJm Molnr
Cycle. [6443

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, khaki magneto
model, all acoessoriec, 155 gns. ; also solo khaki

magneto Harlev, unsoratched, nil accessories, il40; any
trial or examination.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville P.il.,

London, N. [6494

HARLEYD-WIDSON Khaki Combination, mag.
model, electric lights, bulbous back sidecar, hood

iud screen, lully equipped, best cambination on the
road; 175 gns.—Smith's, 10-16 Haverstock Hill, oppo-
site Chalk Firm Tube Station [0091

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. Model J. brand new,
not yet been on road, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick starter, dynamo lii^hting, and electric horn; cost
£160/14/3. accept £155; owner bouaht car; Cambridge-
shire.-Box L6.338, e/o The Motor Utide. [6442

HAHLEY'-DAVLDSON Combination, 1916, 7-9h,i).
- mag. model, bulbous back .sidecar, Orto tripie

screen. Tan Sad, Klaxon, electric and acetylene lamps,
excellent condition throughout, numerous tools anil
spares, tyres new; any examination and trial; photo;
140 grs.—Tovey, Tctbury, Gloncestersliire. [6560

H.B.,
St

H.B.
rj^li.p., with famous Blarklu
d, kick starter, in stock.—Moss

.dutch, still iu crate; cost £89/15. accept £35; Cant-
bridge di.strict.-Box L6,337, rja The Mutm Cycle.

[6441
Henderson,

1Q14 Henderson 4-cvl.. good condition, just been
it/ overliauled. sporting siilcoar; £90.-Ellum. 56,
Seabouina Kil.. Bosiomlie, Htmts. [6375

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire. North Wales, and Isle ol

Man,—Enquiries 'or Henderson 4-cvl. iva»ted.—
J. Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
chester. [6587<

I from the conntiefi
fs.. Salop. Leics.,

Derliys,, and Notts, by sole Midhind distrilmters. TI.13

Premier Motor Co, Aston Ed. Birmineham. [56,'.6

HENDERSON-Enqiiirie.
of Wanvicks., -Wore

lali.

2JJ19-20
lamps all rottnd, Luc

2 spares, Cowey speedometer, 2 spare icw 1

nsual accessories and tools, .litnb anvfliim;, sw.--

ning ontTrt on road, and lanltless, onlv ridil.-ii 21

illness reason for sclliuB ; ,£255, or v. iv 11. -a

Keen, Liverpool Ed.. Stokc-on-Tical,

Hobait.
rOBAET 1919 (,fmiel 2'.,li,p., 2-speed, splc

intlla,v

-tl dition, 2 lamps 1

eijiiippcd ; £55. or near off,

nd f:.'iierators. horn, fully
r,-.lasp.r. c/o Bromley Motor
Icy [6352

Htt

XTUidllER 2'jh,p. Twin
-Tl ,.t;..

;
£42.-12, -Utitk

TTtlMBEE Twin. .3h.p.
-O- peiirance; £45.-262
stow.

rj UMBER. 6lcp.. wate
-tX biniition; £93.-Hali
St. South, llalifa;;.

TTIJIMBUR 1914'5i.\h,p.

mlier,

5-s 1. .Iiilili. lamps, horn.
t i'lace, ttlaslnuhary, [6342

clutch, good tyres and aiv
Ulttckhorse Lane, Walthmu-

[6420

r-cooled. 3-flpced. twin com-
'tix Motor Kxcliiiiige, ITuion

[6156

3-s|.r..d, cliibli, kil k ,staitcr.
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1920 Competitions.
,0 it better" is a commendable motto

for all to adopt at the commencement
of a year. Especially is this true for

1920, as practically everything is in

the melting pot, and in every sphere

our aim should be to emerge with decided im-

provements upon old methods and standards.

The A.C.U. opens the year, first, by arrang-

ing and announcing a list of competitions for the

,

coming year, and, secondly, by limiting the

number of open competitions. In the former case,

clashing of dates—a deplorable feature of last

year's trials and competitions—will be avoided

to some extent. In limiting the number of open

events to twenty, a set programme 'is arranged

from which maijufacturers may select those best

suited for their purposes of exploitation, and can

make arrangements accordingly. The limiting of

events will have another good effect. It will set

a higher value on awards, and the remaining

trials will, in all probability, be better run. _ In

several cases, clubs in certan localities will join

forces for the purpose of organising their trials
;

in consequence, a larger number of experienced

officials will be available, and, since the im-

portance of such e^•ents will be enhanced on the

score of numbers and standing, they will take

their duties more seriously.

Twenty Open Events.

At first sight, the limit of twenty open events

does not appear to restrict the number over

previous years—over 1919, at all events—but

with new clubs and revived clubs coming into

existence as a result of the ever increasing

numbers of motor cycHsts, the number of open
events probablv would have been greatly in excess

of this had not the A.C.U. intervened. Such a

contingency was not to be desired for many
reasons. Too many trials reduce the value of

each individual event, both as a test for gauging

reliability and as propaganda for the motor cycle

movement. Probably the support of the trade

entrants would become less and less on this

account.

On another page will be found a complete

list of 1920 competitions—a formidable list,

when the many closed but classic events are

taken into consideration. It may be considered

that the list is still too long. To participate

in all, a manufacturer will have to maintain a

special staff, which will be busily engaged

throughout the year. Very few makers, how-

ever, will be interested in all, as many take

notice only of trials, while others give

preference to speed tests. In the list are

included a number of Continental events, which,

again, only interest the minority. Hence,

taking the year's programme as a whole, it may
be said that it is one likely to give satisfaction.

The Scottish Trials.

It will be noted that the Scottish Six Days
Trial is not mentioned, and, as this is not tne

of the twenty open events generally supported by

the "trade,'' -one is constrained to wonder

whether there is not a danger of some mis-

understanding, such as existed last year. It

will be remembered that this muddle was no

fault of the A.C.L'., which body has no juris-

diction where the Scottish Trial is concerned,

but rathef that of the Manufacturers' Union,

whose decision on the question of whether the

trade should support the event was delayed. It

should be pointed out that the twenty open

events referred to are those allotted to clubs bv

the A.C.U.
As will be seen from the diary of forthcoming

events, there is to be a revival of track racing,

both the Brooklands Club and the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club having several dates.

The first two events of the year will be the

Colmore Cup Trial and the Paris-Nice event,

both of which are to be held next month.

It is to be hoped that both trade and public

will support the programme, and that 1920 will

prove a milestone in the matter of organisation.

An index to the adv be found on the page facing the baci< cover.
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Two Trips.

nHAVE just dined at a friend's liouse. Dined
very well, too. Neither are his cigars bad. But
there is a fly in the ointment. In an hour or

two I shall have to ride home. The month is Decem-
ber. The roads are ankle-deep in half-frozen slush.

A nor'-easter is raging across the heath, with an edge
on it like that described in. safety razor advertise-

ments. At intervals a mixture of hail, rain, sleet, and
snow is falling. No sane man pretends- that a motor
bicycle is an ideal vehicle for such weathers. My

.

host will doubtless press me to stay the night. How
I wish I could ; but an early engagement to-morroAv

forbids. I shall throw a chest, and pretend that I

enjoy such North Sea weather. Probably he will

hear my teeth chattering as I go down the drive. Two
miles away I shall probably puncture, in which case

I shall certainly sit down and cry. My fate is all

the harder because when I take my bicycle out of its

garage, I shall catch sight of the snug little coupe
which my host affects.

To-morrow evening a worse ordeal probably awaits

me, for I must tackle a sixty-mile run, out and home,
under conditions which will almost certainly be similar.

The moral of these reflections is that the monocar
is W'Orth far more attention than it has ever received.

Quite a lot of monocars have appeared on the market
at various periods. Some of them were original and
promising. Soon after their debut various admirers

suggested additions to the specification. Quite half

the enquiwes had reference to a second seat. Gradually
the cost towered, and the equipment grew, until com-
petition with the simple motor bicycle absolutely

evaporated. I wonder what would happen if a firm

brought out a first-class monocar of the simplest type,

and absolutely refused to clutter up his specification

with additions.

The G.W. Bockboard.

LIKE its famous ancestor (the Orient), the G.W.
Buckboard takes no stock of weather protection.

It -aims at providing the cheapest imaginable

3ide-by-side transport for two persons, and it is, there-

fore, irrelevant to mv present topic. I do not believe

that all-weather riders are afraid of sideslip ; and,

if they were, a four-wheeled sideslip is much less con-

trollable than a two-wheeled sideslip, though the latter

is more easily provoked. I fancy that protection from
cold and wet is the secret of the widespread hanker-
ing after a good monocar. Men's thoughts turn to

three and four wheels in winter, because they despair

of satisfactory weather protection on a two-wheeled
chassis. I would not say that this despair is justified.

Makers are at last giving us what a car designer would
call an nnderscreen ; and a somewhat , timid and in-

'm[)l'-'te type of lr;-shijid is dawning as a standard

in several specifications. By' degrees we may get pro-

tection as high as our waists ; and then the accessory

merchant may step into the breach with a detachable

V fronted windscreen for mounting on the handle-

bars. Such a 'bus would fill the bill as well as any

historic monocar, and might prove more comfortable,

besides being cheaper. It might inveigle timid and
elderly persons of small means into taking up winter

riding, and the sideslip problem would then grow more
acute, leading to an increased interest in three and
four-wheeled machines with skidproof tyres. Lest I

seem to be looking too far ahead, let us remember
that the G.W. Buckboard may yet be fitted with an

all-weather single-seater body ; and in that case we
should have realised a monocar, of the indicated type^

selling at less than ^loo. I do not mean to imply

that the real monocar market may not centre round

something more sporting than a 3^ h.p. four-wheeler,

for the all-weather rider is usually a bit of a sports-

man, and lets his machine rip when the elements

permit. Still, even 3^ h.p. is capable of all the

speed most men want in mid-winter, provided it is

not slowed down by excessive weight and wind
resistance.

Utility Motof Cycles.

TO survey another fact of the same question, many
authorities lay great stress on the utilitarian

aspects of the motor cycle. The man who uses

a motor cycle for business purposes is necessarily in a

small way of business, otherwise he would use a car.

A man in a small way of business can seldom afford

to maintain separate forms of transport for the various

seasons. If a motor bicycle is useless in winter, a

motor bicycle is:of limited business value. Broadly

speaking, it is true that a motor bicycle is cojinmer-

cially useless. There are exceptions. I know men
who do their journeys by motor bicycle when the

weather is good, and by train when the weather is bad.

I know men who use a car in bad weather, and save'

a few pounds annually by riding a motor bicycle on fine

days. But, broadly speaking, the commercial utility

of , the motor cycle is limited to the three -wheeled

editions ; and the grievous discomfort of a two-wheeler

in really bad weather is the prime cause. Now there

is a chasm between the respective economies of the

motor bicycle, on the one hand, and the sidecar 01

three-wheeled runabout on the other; the two latter

are perhaps three times as expensive to run as a two-

wheeler. The economy of the two-wheeler as a business'

vehicle admits of tremendous exploitation if it can be
adapted for use on 313 days in every year, i.e., if it,

can be made cosy for runs of moderate length in:

midwinter. If this task defies solution, the light,

simple monocar is an alternative of perhaps greater

jiromise and almost equal economy.
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Occasional Comments.—

Actual Examples.

ESIM'^NT part of my holiday last year in a remote

\illagc devoid of all ordinary transjjort. Few
denizens from the bigger world were ever seen

there; the only regular links with civilisation were the

doctor, the nurse, the postman, and an individual who
was in the egg-and-chicken line, or something of that

sort. The doctor used a car in bad w'eather and a

'i'riumph two-stroke when the skies permitted. The
district nurse used a ladies' model Douglas, but the

managing committee lay awake at nights wondering

what they would do if she got married ; for they had
the sense to realise that only an exceptionally plucky

girl would stand such a racket through the winter

;

and if her successor refused to ride a motor bicycle,

the alternative would be two nurses or half service.

The postman carried such a heavy load that no motor
bicycle could do his work ; he used a horse and trap,

which was regarded by the authorities as cheaper than

a sidecar; but walked some six miles daily as well.

The consequence of this mediaeval transport was that

letters arrived towards noon, and post went out at

,^30 p.m. The poultry-gentleman employed a motor
bicycle in summer and a trap in winter. Of this

i|uartette, the doctor, the nurse, and the " regrater

"

(as the poultry travellers are locally called) are all

obviously candidates for the cheap and simple mono-
car, all unconscious critics of the motor bicycle as a

niilitv mount. The postman's case is less definite.

1 fancv a good medium-powered sidecar would do his

work more efliciently than a horse and a trap, includ-

ing economy as part of efficiency. It is not certain

that any monocar could interest him. This glimpse

into rural life is' interesting, since it shows a tiny

population of 300 or so, in which three of the four

jieople who daily travel distances too great for walking

stand in urgent need of a monocar.

2g

The Sequel.

nK\()\V several parls of ruTal Kngland wilh a fair

degree of intimacy, and I have .seen miniy such
communities as I describe here pass through a

regular series of phases in the petty transport which
links them up to the rail and to the towns. A few
years ago the ubiquitous horse and trap performed
this service, and a fifteen-mile journey occupied some
three hours, exclusive of stops (trap not very light,

horse not very spry, roads not very flat). Presently,

some youngster engaged in one form of transport or

another bought a motor bicycle. In those early days
it was seldom too reliable. It did not accommodate
much of a load. In winter he hated it. But he noticed

that he could do hjs fifteen miles in threequarters of

an hour. His next step was almost invariably the

purchase of a sidecar. This increased the maximum
load, doubled the running costs, and left discomfort

as you were, or more so. A long hesitation ensued!

Motor transport possessed such obvious advantages.

On the other hand, the motor bicycle was na poo,

and the sidecar rather ditto. Finally, it dawned on
him that, though a Ford would cost a lot, it would
enable him to extend his business, and would be
equally suitable in all weathers. So a Ford it was,

if a load of half a ton had to be transported. But
neither the doctor, nor the district nurse, nor the cant

vasser, nor the postman, nor the tallyman, nor a host

of other inveterate travellers carry any load beyond

a smallish handbag. For them the ideal all-the-year-

round transport has yet to be produced. Will it appear

as a monocar or as a motor bicycle with full weather

prote'Ction? Proliably the former on account of it

standing on four wheels, and not being so liable to fall

over and sustain damage in the hands of careless users.

\\'hcre an individual or firm invests in a machine for

the use of a servant, the monocar has certain advan-

tages, as the single seat precludes joy riding.

A 16 h p. Fiat Twin weigliing 48|lb.
A French Hjrizonlally-opposed Aero Engine, w;lh Steel Cylinders and Overhead Valves

'HE Paris Aero Show contained se\'eral examples

of small lightweight air-cooled engines of in-

terest to the motor cvclist and the cycle car

owner. One of the

most pleasing o f ir«»cj««'—

"

these was the new
( 'lerget horizontallv

i.:i")posed twin. This
uigine has cylindeis

of 85 and 100 mm.
liore and stroke re-

specti\ely ; it de-
\' e 1 o p s 16 li.p.,

weighs only 48^ lb.,

and measures sBiin.

f r o ni tip to tip,

and I fj-in. i n

height.

This is purelv an

aviation engine,
built with lightness

ami reliability in view, and with less consideration to

cost than in the case of the ordinary motor cycle

The 16 h.p. Gfirget

engine. There is no doubt, however, that an engine

such as this would be a most desirable power producer

on a b'gh-class cv<le car. The cylinders are forged,

and are machined-
.iftas.-'a.s. ».x..TJBWi?a«s"«sui»i«»«i!«»_^ with their radiating

!< fins ; the two valves

are mounted in the

g head, and are oper-

t^ ated by push rods

and overhead,
rockers, and the

t pistons are of alu-

1; minium alloy. The
> crank case is an

aluminium casting

in two parts divided

- vertically, while the

j, oil sump is an alu-

minium stamping,

flat-twin engine. The crankshaft,

which naturally has

two throws, is carried in roller bearings, and the big

ends also have rollers. Lubrication is under pressure.
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THl 1920 SIX DAYS TEI4L.
By FRED KEIR,

hairman of Newc3is 1

and Disl. M.C.

Suggested Centres and Testing Grounds Jor ihis Year's Trial to be held in the North of England.

LAST year the North-Eastern Automobile Associ-

ation extended an invitation to the Auto-Cycle

Union to hold the 1920 Six Days Trial in the

North, and the invitation has now been accepted.

The Trial will probably take place next August, and

the writer has been commissioned by the Editor to

indicate the probable lines which will be adopted in

planning the trial, and to give

some indication of the ground
which may have to be covered by
the competitors.

There is a wide field for explora-

tion, but at the outset we may pro-

fitably remember (1) that the A.C.U.
Competitions Committee will pro-

bably rule out of court all routes

of the sheep-track order, where the

failure of any sidecar would baulk
following competitors, and (2) that

the overall length of each day's

work must necessarily be limited to

something under 200 miles, since

such a mileage means a ten-hour
day at legal limit, even when meal-
time stoppages are not taken into account.

Where should headquarters be arranged ? Three
towns were suggested—Hexham, Darlington, and
Newcastle, and each has its advantages. Hexham
would bring an interrsling section of the Lake District

into focus, anil Wdulil alsi> pro\-iile splenil'rd ground of

''lonely grandeur'' descripliim, in the direction of

S_laley and Blanchland—a timbered village ten miles

from a railwav station.

As announced in lasl week's issue of

"The Motor Cycle," the A.C.U. has

accepted the North-Eastern Automobile

Association's invitation to hold the 1920

Six Days in the North of England, and
therefore this article, by a prominent

Northern motor cyclist who is closely in

touch with the motor cycle movement in that

locality, cannot fail to interest. Mr. Keir

conveys a good impression of the topo-

graphical features of the North Country,

where undoubtedly there is material for a Six

Days coarse which will be as severe as any

part of the country where the classic trials

have hitherto been held.

Darlington would give a fine range of alternative

routes, since the Cleveland Hills, and the sea-coast

almost to Scarborough, would be within range, to say

nothing of the manifold hills which abound in the

County of Durham.
Newcastle—the choice of the Motor Cycle Board of

the N.E.A.A. and finally of the A.C.U.—scores

heavily, because the city is so well

provided with hotel accommodation
that the nocturnal comfort of man
and steed may be said to be assured.

It is true that, at the moment of

writing, Newcastle hotels are in line

w;ith other hotels all over the

country in that bathrooms and ^

dining halls are being utilised as bed
chambers by neejv travellers; but,

six months hence, the pressure

may have been relieved. The city,

however, is less favourably placed
than the other to\^ans mentioned in

the matter of diflicult country; but

is there, in the whole of the Britisli

Isles, any stretch of public highway,
of any considerable length, at which the modern motor
cycle would boggle ?

Some time ago, when Mr, Hugh Mason put me
astride a modern N.U.T., and said, " Now tackle some
of the liills in Durham or Yorkshire, and let me know
how the machine behaves," I went out like an up to-

date Christopher Columbus on a voyage of discovery,

but had to return with a disappointing report. Rag-
pnlhside, Ferryhill, and even Sutton Bank, had been
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sii n.illciK'd oiil by :ui I'llii'icnl tngiiK' llial tlu'V

si'iMiu-d as k'vcl as a billiard tabic.

Probably every motor cyclist has his pet area. If

I were to ask Mr. Fred Turvey, of Stiiiderland, where,
in his view, the A.C.U. should put in its Six Days, it

is almost certain he would immediately suggest the

(,'levcland Hills, for it is one (^f his hobbies to search

out fine "stunting" ground in this area. Mr. For-
tune, of Harrogate, on the other Irand, would probably
point out the virtues of the Pateley Bridge district,

with its wide range of hill's and it.s long and dreary

drag up Greenfiow Hill. Mr. Bowness, of Winder-
mere (now of Newcastle), would be equally enthusiastic

:ib('.ut the T.akc District, and would talk about Towtop
with its bends, its two miles of loose surface, and its

i;radients here and there of about i in 3. He would
enlarge upon Hardknott and Wrynose between Lang-
dale and Eskdale, about the Blea Tarn Pass out of

l.angdale, about Kirkstone, Honister and Buttermere

Hause, of a stiff hill named Red Bank, near Grasmere,

and altogether he would revel in fine praise .of his

native heath.

In parenthesis, may I express the hope that, if the

f.ake District be included, tliere will not be a repeti-

tion of the water-splash business, which caused so

nuK h ill-feeling when the A.C.U. visited this area
in nji^. Acting on instructions, the mountaineer
clubs dammed uj) the rivulets just before the Six Days
Trial, w-ilh the result that competitors who knew the
course in its normal stale were compelled to splash
through artificial lakes 2ft. deep, with disastrous effect
upon their then vulnerable magnetos.

A Suggested Location.

Ml-. James Cooper, Xewcastle's competition secre-
tary, rather ambiguously declared that Darlington was
' a good town to get away from," whilst it had good
hotel accommodation and any amoinit of room .for

machines in a one-time skating rink now converted
into a garage. He suggested that, had Darlington been
selected, it would have made possible (i) a day in the
Lake District, (2) two days in the Pennine Range, and
(3) two days among the Cleveland hills.

^
Of course^ he has vivid recollections of the Bradford

Trial in 1914. This trial was the outcome of a speech
by the then president of the Bradford Club, in which
a general challenge was issued to other cliibs to pit
themselves against Bradford. Four clubs took up the
challenge, and Harrogate carried off the honours.

In 1917 three Newcastle clubmen—Messrs. Robson
Crosier, George Raper, and James Cooper—renewed

acquaintanceship with this route. Their
course was Thirsk, Boltby, Hawnby,
Snilesworth Moor, Solomon's Tempfe,
Scarth Nich, Carlton. Chopgate, Clay-
hill, and back to Newcasde. There
were about sixteen gates to open and
close. At Scarth Xick a solo rider

(Top) Hugh Mason taking a N.UT.-J.A.P.
up Clara Street. Newcastle, a rise of 1 in 39.

(Bottom) A Ztnith rider on White Sha
Moss, a mountain pass over the Pe:
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in front suddenly disappeared from view. There is

a sudden dip, ' almost like going down some steps,"

and at the foot of the precipice is a water-splash deep
and wide. At another part is a hairpin, with the bend
in the water, so that the continuation of the road can
only be discerned when the machine is actually in

the water. Altogether, this route abounds in sur-

prises and the necessity for quick decisions.

There are some fine coast routes down to Scar-

borough, but Newcastle as the centre will rule these

out as being too far away. , Take, for instance, the

road to Whitby, Sleights, up Blue Bank to Pickering,
Helmsley, down Wass Bank into Coxwold, and up
Sutton Bank to Helmsley.
Or Saltburn to Whitby and over the moors to Scar-

borough, returning via Malton and Coxwold to- Helms-
ley and home via Thirsk.

Some Objections to Newrcastle.

As for headquarters, my own view is that, althongh
we have some little " stunts " close at hand, so far

as Newcastle is concerned, it will mean a twenty
or thirty miles fiat journey out each day before suitable

ground is encountered, and either Hexham or Dar-
lington would provide a better jumping-off stage.

Of course, we have the famous Clara Street in New-
castle : a stretch of i,ooo yards of i in 3.9, -vvith a

right-angle start from Scotswood Road, and no chance
of a running jump. We have the ancient and horribly

narrow Bottle Bank at Gateshead, but I doubt whether
the police would permit this crowded bit to be in-

cluded. We have Ragpathside a few miles out, in

Durham County : at one time a famous test hill for

motor cycles, but now an extinct volcano to a modern
machine ; and, further afield, we have the Rothbury
Hills and the Cheviots; we have Alston, and a ter-

rible " valley of dry bones," near Brough.
I once tried to cut out Brough on a ride from

Kirkby Stephen to Barnard Castle on a single-geared

machine, but the m.iles I saved cost me about one hour

per mile, and a tremendous outlay on " l.p.a." before

I got clear.

A Novel Suggestion for Observation.

Needless to state, the clubs in the North-east are

on the alert,, and a visit from the A.C.U. will cer-

tainly stimulate public interest. May I make a

suggestion here calculated to enable good observation

to be taken, even on the level ground, which New'ca.stle

as a centre will provide. Why not pair the solo

machines for observation purposes, sending out as'

jiartners the representatives of different makes, with

instructions to report the various causes and duration

i;f his partners stoppages and general behaviour of

the machine ?

\Mth sidecar outfits, pool the passengers, and give

each passenger a form on which to- report fully as

above. Thus the competitors would be also given a

semi-official standing, and I have enough faith in the

honour of motor cyclists to think that they would

prr>\ii_le faithful accounts of the proceedings.

I am well aware that to make use of the sidecar

l)assengers in this way is not new, and, if I remember

rightly, it caused some unpleasantness in the last trial

in which it was introduced, i.e., the Oxford to York

-Twenty-four Hours Trial of 1914-

JANUARY 8ih, ig2o.

The Motor Cycle Board of the N.E.A.A. lias offered

to provide Mr. Loughborough with a dozen alternative

routes, out of which he may select five for the five

days of actual riding. Those routes have not yet

been drafted out, but at my request, Mr. Raper, of

Newcastle, has drafted for this article -three possible

routes which may be of interest, as he is our best

known competition rider. Mr. Raper is one of the

sub-committee appointed by the N.E.A.A.—^and which
also includes Messrs. Q. A. Nicol, O.B.E., and Walton
—to prepare a preliminary selection of routes with

Newcastle as the centre.

Day Run Route No. 1.

Newcastle to ChoUerford (21 miles), a steep bank
via Sewing Shields to Haydon Bridge (31), to Green-
head (43), turn right up Glenwelt Bank to ChoUerford

(60), up Brunton Bank to Stagshaw (64;'4), turn right

to Corbridge ar.d on to Hexham for lunch—a total

of 73 miles.

After lunch, via ri'.erside to ChoUerford, right. angle

up Brunton Bank, with no chance of a running start,

to Stagshaw (10), turn left and along hilly Watling

Street (the oldest road in the countr)', first constructed

. by the Roman invaders) to Elisham Bridge (29). via

Otterburn to Elsdon (34), a sharp rise and long climb,

very hilly, then down Billsmoor to Rothbury (45 3^),

up Lakeside Hill and Corby Hill to Alnwick (57J-2),

and back to Newcastle for the night (91 J4). The
grand total mileage for the day is 1643-2. miles.

Day Run Route No. 2.

Newcastle via Two Ball Lonnen or Clara Street

down Denton Burn, left to Scotswood. Suspension

Bridge, up Whickham Hill to Annfield Plain, via

Lanchester and Satley Hill to Wolsingham (23^4),
via Killhope t©- Alston (49J/8), back on the Hexham
road to Whitfield (581-8), turn sharp up steep hill,

continue via Thornlev Gate Hill to Allendale (63),

anrl on to Hexham for lunch—a total of 73 miles.

After lunch via Slaiey to Blanchland (12), down
Crawley Hill to Middleton-in-Teesdale {26), Westgate

(41), main road to Wolsingham (s-yi)> "''''' Ragpath-

side to Lanchester (64J2), and Newcastle (76I2). A
total for the day of approximately 149 miles.

Day Run Route No. 3.

Newcastle via Durham to Stockton (34), Stokesley

(44), Carlton (48) via Carlton Hill (climbs and water

guUeys) to Chopgate {^s)- over Newgate Hill tn

Helmsley (65), down Wass Bank, up White Horse Hill

to top of Sutton Bank, down Sutton Bank to Thirsk

for lunch—a total of 8r miles.

Thirsk to Boltby, up Boltby Bank to Hawnby (10),

via- farmvards and manv gates and water-splashes to

Solomon's Temple (22), ''down some steps" to

Stokeslev (36), via Sunderland to Newcastle, a total

of 80 miles; making 161 miles for the day.

Mr. James Cooper, of Newcastle, is responsible for

the following suggested route: .

Newcastle to Darlington (33'-j'). Scutcli Corner (42),

Leeming Bar (53), Ealdesley Gate,- Ripon (56I2),
.

Pateley- Bridge (7q'2). Grassington (90^4), Aysgarth

(109^), Richriiond ([28K via Darlington to Newcastle

—a total of 177 miles. This route includes some severe

climbs, as the ascents of Greenhow (from Pateley)

and Crav (at Buckden) and the precipitous descent

of Kidstones Pass to Avsgarth.
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A Well-designed
Lighting Dynamo
Ths Mil.'er 6 v. Generalor

intended lor Small Cars ard
Sidecc r Ouili s. It has a Novel
Melhod of refiula ing Oulpul.

o NE of tlio mosl, pnu'tinil aiul well-

liiiislicil siiiall ligliliiig sots we
have ycl lieou privileged to inspect

is lliat manufacturctl by H. Miller and
C'o., Ltd.,' tlie well-known lamp niami-

laetnrers, of Birmingham.
Owing to careful design and high

finish tlie dynamo size and weight has

f
been cut dow-ii until it scales barely

10 lb., and as the output is practiialh

freed from large fluetualioiis at all

odrmal speeds by a self ooiit.iinnl mag-
netic arrangement, no external or Imlky

mechanical or electrical regulators are

rei|uiied.

Very Small Battery Reauiied

Another great feature of the dtxKc !•»

its cool running, which is agini lii^ih

due to the use" of the magnetic contiol

I

incorporated, while. furtliermoie tht>

voltage being to all intents the --inn

throughout the normal speed i m^e iiid

a useful output for charging beni^ i h

taincd at very moderate engine u\ilu
tioiis. only an exceedingly smiU I lttei\

is needed : the size actually U'.ed bein^

of 6 volts 12i amp. hour capaeitv

Describing, first, the mechanical ar-

rangement "of the generator : it is of

normal shunt wound type, devoid of any
complications in the way of . extra

brushes, resistances, or external regu-

lating devices. The overall dimensions

are quite small, the, size of the machine
being about 6in. in extreme length, and
4in. in height and breadth.

Magnetic Control.

In running at ordinary speeds the

generator acts in the same manner as

other dynamos of its type, but on reach-

^
' ing a pre-determined output the mag-

-• netic control comes into operation, and
the amperage of the current is reduced.

This control arrangement is not only
• unique, but is decidedly simple. The
magnet is of the circular form asso-

ciated with dynamos of this type, but

the base of the casting has an annular

.

groove, in which is located a second

shunt coil in series with those which
surroivnd the poles between which the

armature runs. Laid in the aluminium
bottom plate of the dynamo is the regu-

lator plate—a loose piece . of iron held

away from the base of the magnet by
a sliort and stiff compression spring.

^^

Two views of the Miller clecti ic generator—one showing thp coin|il< ir jh.h Inn. and the other

showing the end cover removed, exposing the commutator and brush gear.

When the speed increases unduly the
flow of current through the shunt coils

increases to such a degree that the in-

creased power exerted by the magnet
overcomes the resistance of the spring,

and the plate is drawn into close contact
with it. Another magnetic circuit is

thus formed, and, in addition to the main
flow of lines of force through the arma-
ture, a second flow passes through the

leculitoi plite Since t\o narrow pirts

ot the magnet Listin ne common to

A typical output curve. The effect of

the regulator is clearly indicated at a

speed between 1 ,600 and 1 ,700 r.p m.

Triggers controlled

Ti' 1 i:i ble w:nng by balanced springs

lead from the dynamo, provide a direct

which obviates bend- pressure on the com-
ng the cable. mutator brushes.

both circuits, crowding of the lines of

force occurs at these points, with the
result that the intensity of the magnetic
flux passing round the main circuit and
through the armature is considerably re-

duced. Electrical output, of course, is

dependent upon the num.ber of lines cut
by the armature coils, and, in conse-

quence, the value falls the moment the
subsidiary magnetic
circuit 'is initiated.

The effect of the
action of the con-

trolling device is im-
mediately seen on the
ammeter, when the
dynamo is gradually
speeded up, and is

clearly shown on the
accompanying curve.

Jlechanically, the
Miller generator is

beautifully made, and
the brush gear is both
simple and substan-
tial. It was particu-

larly noticeable that
' commutation to all in-

tents and purposes

was sparkless. even at speeds corre-

sponding to 60 m.p.h. on a machine
with average gear ratios. The brushes,
of which thers_ are two, are held
up to the commutator by spring
triggers, which are balanced in such
a way as to provide a direct axial

thrust. Ball bearings of ample size

are provided for the armature spindle,

which is driven by belt or chain at one-

and ihUf times engine speed.

Detail Finish.

Several little detail refinements are
noticed throughout the set. Thus, the
lamp connections are secured in such a

w i\ that thee is no strain on the ter-

minals of the cables, which are clamped
iigidh 111 place. A similar construction
chaiacteiises the wiring lead from the
dvmmo itself, the cable being firmly

clamped in a fibre block covered by a

plated cap. It is then secured in a
circumferentially slotted circular hous-
ing, in which it can be swivelled to any
angle, so that no matter what the posi-

tion of the dynamo, the cable may
always be led away in the required
direction without loose or untidy
bends.

A Smaller Solo Set.

In its present state the lighting set is

more suited to runabouts, small cars,

and luxurious passenger outfits, but a
still neater generator and fittings is

being got out which will be specially

suitable for solo motor cycles. The whole
production scheme is not yet evolved,
and meanwhile a large and up-to-date
factory is being erected, for the manu-
facture of all ililler electrical equip-
ment.

Diagrams showing
The magnetic flux is

action.

the shape of the magnet in the Miller dynamo
shown with and without the regulator plate in
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mifoi^

IF
we look round the motor cycle

manufacturers' drawing-offices

to-day, shall we find a tendency
creeping in to push up engine size

and to lighten things considerably

all round ? The whole question of

what types will become favoured

rests to a great extent on the

degree of familiarity with which
riders have become accustomed to

regard various motor cycles during the Ion

war, both at home and on the battlefield.

Before the war, competitions, trials, and races made
us very familiar with the 3I/2 h.p. machine for solo

work, and the larger twin for sidecars, with the result

that the average man had a fast 3^ h.p. for his

solo riding, and the sidecarist was content with a 'bus

of 6 h.p. or 8 h.p.

War conditions have made it apparent that power
is a very desirable feature ; but power and reliability

are absolutely necessary. The war-time 'bus has been
so sifted and " screened " ^hat power and reliability

go together. Our engines have gone up in power :

the 3^ h.p. " Trusty " has become 4 h.p., the 4 h.p.
" Dugger " has become a finished and accepted fact,

and the big V twdn has been doing war service with

great success, in spite of some adverse opinion on the

subject. And last, but not least, the 1,000 c.c. limit,

which had become self-imposed upon the motor cycle

trade, is being regarded with suspicion. American
designers have produced some very good machines
with engines exceeding the 1,000 c.c. limit, both in

twins and "fours," and riders of these give them a

character which makes one think. How would you
like to ride 13,000 miles without decarbonising? And
how would you like to do this distance on an a,verage ,

petrol consumption of 65 m.p.g. and an oil consump-
tion of 750 m.p.g.? This has been done on a big

American twin by the writer, who used the machine
for war work in this country ; and the engine has

plenty of power in it yet, in spite of hard work and
many months' neglect.

The Tune of Newness.
As a rule, an engine loses that velvety feel of tune

and newness within the first six months of its workaday
life, but this varies, of course, with different machines :

I say " niachi-;es." because horse-power, gear ratio,

Left and right show the largest twins used on
British machines—the Elactburne ?998 c.c.) and Rudge
(998 c.c.) (Centre) The Reading Standard (1 , 1 70 c.c),

the biggest tw'n-cylinder motor cycle engine.

years of

Do Small Engines Require
Grealer Care ?

weight, engine control, and driving

make a big difference to the life of

an engine. Thus one 6 h.p. twin

will run for a remarkable time

before its engine and transmis-

sion begin to give little signs of

the inevitable, . while another

machine of similar size and
weight will pull, all its velvet off

in a very short time, simply

because its designer has not gone into the finer side

of the general layout, such as a properly designed

cush drive
;

gear ratios tried out to determine the

engine's needs with regard to its revolutions and pull-

ing powers ; and,- if it be a component engine, such

as Messrs. J. A. Prestwich make, it brings something

else to bear on the subject : for example, there are

two 8 h.p. J.A.P. engines, one " square " engine and
one having a short stroke, the former very suitable for

long service as a heavy passenger pusher, and the

latter more suitable for the road-burning person who
crackles along the stretch of macadam just before he

reaches the " Hut " at umpty miles an hour. Many
a complaint of undue engine wear has been caused bv

manufacturers carelessly putting light and high-com-

pression engines into heavy passenger outfits, and
expecting them to run satisfactorily in the hands of the

public. Of course, they do so in expert hands.

Larger and Lighter Engines.
The idea in causing my readers so much brair* fag

on the subject of engine shell shock is to put forward
my plea for larger and more lightly built engines

for hard work. In the newest type of London 'bus

the engine power has been increased and the whole
unit lightened in order to make a faster running affair

altogether ; and the tyres—but my readers can sample
them on the London streets. The new engine is a large

one, 35 h.p., but it serves to show that for work and
endurance the designers of these hard-working vehicles

find themselves in need of an engine which is on fop

of its job. The fact of the matter is that our pre-

war motoring fraternity consisted to a great extent of

men who understood the mechanical side of the pastime

and, like all people who specialise, they wanted to

get big power out of a small plant.

-The result was that luanufa'cturers did not embark
on thf^line of larger engines which' obtains. ii> America,
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A Plea for Larger Engin3s.—
ami we liavc small power units wlii<h, allluiU!;h

iliey arc unrivalled throughout the whole world for

mechanical efficiency in power oul|nu, are, I venture

Ui say, loo small for real hard work and twelve

nuinths' neglect. As 1 have to work very hard for

my living 1 may perhaps be forgiven for neglecting my
machine lor a year or so.

Scanty Attention.

1 have only decarbonised once in two years, and

when 1 took the valve caps out recently there was no

carbon to speak of on the pistons and cylinder he;ids
;

now I do not think that a 6 h.p. twin would do the

milea;:;e (i,v°oo miles n^r annum) without needing

niucb more fretiuent cleaning. In addition to this, the

, 35

engine has never had any replacenunts in the way of

liearings, piston rings, or valves, and the rompressioii

is still g<X)d, and no undue wear on the bearings is

apparent, "all of widge," as Mrs. Camp might have

said, shows that a big engine is twl by any means a

dud proposition.

Vou may argue that this country is flat, and big

l)ower is not vital to' a successful machine, but you

cannot get away from tlie fact that when an engine is

well over its job it is like a locomotive " running

light "—it runs all the while, and would give great

results to the man who wants comfort, speed, and
absolute reliability; together with the greatest asset of

all—satisfactory service. To test the reason of these

words, use the advice of a well-known manufacturer :

" Ask the man who owns one." Jav Gee.

PROTECTION FROM MUD AND RAIN
A Light Couoa Sidecar Body on a Folding Chassis.

SIDECAR passengers are getting more exacting

in their demands, every year, and he is indeed

a lucky motor cyclist who can thoroughlv satisfy

his passenger. Even with the introduction of hoods
.Mid screens, the requirements of many lady passengers
are not quite tilled. If one fits a screen, then it is

fnund tiiat there

is a slight draught
111! the inside, and
a slight draught is

worse than half a

gale, sci sfde cur-

tains are arranged.

Then before many
(lays a hood is

titted, and, 'like all

Cape cart hoods,

it is found e.xceed-

inglv Jiflicult to

exclude draughts

from thie side or

lictween the gap
between screen and
hood.

Mr. .Atkinson., of

84, Mickleton Rd.,

C o vent r y, has

tackled the passen-

ger-comfort problem
and has solved it

by a coupe sidecar.

He has also attacked

the question of

leg - guarding, and

here again he has

b e e n successful,

although perhaps at the price of appearance. The

illustration shows this, motor cyclist's 6 h.p. Rex fitted

up for the winter.

A Coupe Eidecar Body.

The coupe is qui'- one of the best looking

bodies we have seen. Usually, such bodies hx\e

a very box-like appearance, whiih is absent here.

A 6 h.p. Rex, to which is

attached a two-seater coupe

sidecar o( light but graceful design

All windows are glass, and the two side lights are

made to drop into pockets. A child's seat is also

provided, which was illustrated in our issue of

December 4th (page 733).

One would naturallv concluiJe that such a body

would be unduly heavy, but this is not so. In fact,

Mr. Atkinson uses

a folding sidecar

chassis and removes

the body every time

he returns from

a ride.

The leg-guard is

built up of three-

ply wood and Ameri-
can cloth, and, while

a good number
of riders would not

care to fit such a

guard on the score

of appearance, there

is no doubt aboiU

its effectiveness

—

in fact, it is per-

haps surprising that

some such device

has not been mai'e

by eiithusiastic Lon-
don-Exeter compe-
titors

V\'e imderstand
Mr. Atkinson, is

prepared to make
a limited number
of his coupe side-

car bodies should
any reader of The Motor C ijcle require such a vehicle.

The fact that private motor. cyclists go to the trouble

and expense of providing means to combat weaknesses
of standard design reveals the need for greater atten-

tion on "the part of designers to these questions of

comfort. We think a little experimenting will prove

that a draughtless sidecar Can be produced without

resorting to a coupe bodv.
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USEFUL EQUIPMENT FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
A Selection of Useful NoveKies for the' Motor Cyclist's Needs.

Economical Storage.

CHARGES for the garage of a motor
cycle are so higli at the present

time tliat any building, however
small, which will just house a motor
cj'cle, and may be purchased at a

moderate price, is bound
to interest our readers r

Messrs. D. Parker

Wheeldon and Co., 126,

Bishopsgate, London,
E.G. 2, have lately placed

upon the market various

sizes of motor cycle

houses constructed of

"Flexproof," a flexible

glazed waterproof canvas
attached to a wooden
frame. The buildings

are sent out complete
with fastenings, and
when erected are rigid

and stable in any wind.

Each side is hinged to

the next, and the roof

is hinged in two parts,

so that any side or sides

may be opened .simul-

taneously, and no matter
how heavy may be the

machine, it can be easily

handled. —
These buildings may

be had with floors at

a small extra charge.
The same company are also prepared to

quote for full size motor cycle houses,

constructed entirely of wood.

A Child's Sidecai Seat.

There are quite a large number of

motor cyclists who have' to provide ac-

commodation for a child, and unless a
special two-seater sidecar is used, usually

the methods applied are of the make-
shift order. It is not everyone who
desires a two-seater sidecar, especially it

the child be, say. luider fiv

On the other hand, it i

the nasFenner to " niirs

years of age.

fatiguing for

the cliild.

l-i .. n b lI.iU s .cal ioi SiJccars.

Portable motor cycle shed ot waterproof canvas.

Mr. S. Banton, of 4, Windsor Street,
Goventry, has overcome these difficulties

by providing a detachable child's seat,

which can be fitted to almost any coach-
built sidecar without structural altera-

tions, except the fitting of a metal socket
in the floorboards. Into this is placed
a tubular standard supporting the seat,

a coil spring being interposed to absorb
any vibration at this part of the sidecar

floor. The seat itself is circular, and
consists of a well-made spring cushion,

at the back ot which are two eyes

;

through these are passed the two up-

rights supporting back rest. The price

of this seat, which is exceptionally well-

made and finished, is 45s.

An Ingenious Motor Cycle Repair Bench.

All motor cyclists who repair their

own machines, and who are fortunate

enough to own a motor
house, know how tiring ^

it is to work continu-

ously at a machine in

a stooping position.
*

For this reason all

works are equipped "

with special benches,

on which motor cycles

are erected, but few
amateurs have taken
the trouble to make
these benches, and
when they have made
them are unable to get
the modern machine in

position t)n them with-
out assistance on ac-

count of its weight.
The patentee of the

bo;-rh illustrated has
ovticjme this difficulty,

and, moreover, he has made his bench so
that when out of action it may be stood
up in a corner ot the motor house, and m
will occupy very little space, as the legs
fold close up against the table.
The bench is provided with a nerit

little drawer, in which tools or odds and'
ends niay be stored.
The repair bench is at present handled-

by Messrs. A. E. W. Gwvn, Ltd., 5..

Budge Eow, London, W.C.4.

A British-made Mechanical Horn.
It is gratifying to note that the numhe

ot motoi- cycle mechanical horns whicl
are being made in this country is incre:>s
ing. One of the latest is that sold by"
Me.-srs. Ramsav Brothers and Co., 245.
Oxford Street, London, W.l. The

A mechanical horn sold by Messrs
Ramsay Bros, and Co.

mechanism is contained in a brass casting,
and It is of e.xtremely simple construction,
consisting of a serrated wheel driven by
a rack and pinion, the pinion being rigidly
fixed on a crose-shaft. On the same shaft
the serrated wheel is loos#ly mounted,
and is provided with a pawl with which
the pinion engages, allowing the wheel to
be driven in one direction only, the return
of the rack having no effect.

Portable erecting bench marketed by A. E. W. Gwyn, Ltd.
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A Light

Four-wheeler.
A Sidecar AKernaiive on

Well-lried Lines.

VV/HEN a belt is used in the trans-W mission of a cycle car it is usually
the rule to nuike it the medium ot

llio sccoiuliiry drive, the primary beiu".
liy chain. This was the "standard

'

l)raclice of all those p.seudo-dcsigner.'; who
tilted at tlie cycle car problem in 1911 and
1912, but one large firm i-::'versiHl the order
of things, and made the belt serve as the
primary drive with a chain to the a.\le.

At the time this system was subjected
(11 derision on the part of those who took
the motor cycle as its pattern, but it was
iciognised by The Motor Ci/rle. that if a
r.iinbination ot chain and belt was to be
adopted successfully for propelling light

lour-wheelcrs, then the belt should be used
i.'ider more ideal conditions than those

How the front axle is

built up of two members
: channel steel.

that prevail when comparatively slow

belt speed? are used. lielt drive can be
made perfectly satistaetory if it is run
fast. J-5y making it the primary drive,

not only i« the .speed high, but it is iK)t

subjected to the load a.< when it is the
.secondary transmission. Further, when a

second or a third ratio between engine
and road wheel is used the speed of the

belt is not decreased, which is the case

37

The Gosford cycle car, a flat Iwin-engincd

runabout with bclt-cum-chain transmixion

when the belt is used from the countui-
shaft to the road wheels. In the latter

system the speed of the belt is low-est

when the greatest efKciency is required.

Mr. W. E. Boyes, of the Gosford Engi-
neering Co.,. Stoke Green, Coventry^ in

evolving his simple runabout evidently
agrees with us on this point, for the trans-

-

mission of his vehicle is by lin. belt from
the engine to the gear box and by single
chain to the live rear axle. By doing
this Mr. Boyes secures one other advant-
age not previously referred to, viz., the
removal of one of the chief objections to

the use of a primary chain drive, i.e., its

noise. The belt can be run quite slack,

and, being under a light load, it is claimed
that belt slip and broken fasteners are
eliminated.

Unusual Frame Construction.

The experimental Gosford cycle car we
have examined is a' neat little runabout,
and the "production" vehicle will be
even neater. As will be observed from
the illustration, it is nicely proportioned
A Coventry Victor air-cooled flat twin

is used as the power unit, and this is

placed with its crankshaft across the
frame, driving a modified Sturmey-Archer
gear box fitted with a hand-starter oper-
ated from the seat. From the gear box
the drive i§ by a comparatively short
chain to a live axle supported in large
ball bearings, the mountings ot which

carry quaitir-clliptii- springs. Radius
rods of angle steel are also coiniected In

the ball bearing housiiigs in a manner
permitting of easy chain adjustment.
The frame is of chaimel steel with cro.ss

members of the same form, which is alsi^

used in the construction of the front axle.

The latter is rather uniiiue, and consists

of two steering heads having flat arms on
their sides which are riveted to two
channel members placed back to back.
Quarter-elliptic sprnigs are used also at
the front . The weight is 5 cwt.
We are advised that the price with hood

and screen will be £160, and that arrange-
ments are well in hand for a small but
steady output commencing in February.

Rear springmg,

showing the radius

rod and provision

n--.de for chain

adjustment.

A SPRING FRAME OPPOSED TWIN.
ALTHOUGH at present in very little

more than "the paper stage,"

the Ayres-Hayman motor cycle,

illustrated, will shortly be placed on the

market by its designers. The Viaduct
JMotor Co., of Broadheath, Manchester.

General outlme of the proposed Ayres-

Hayman sprmg-framed flat twm.

Its chief feature is its spring frame.
This frame is of the duplex type,
carrying the Coventry Victor engine on
parallel members. A single top tube is

embodied, which is enclosed by the
saddle tank. The engine unit, complete

with silencer and footboards, may be re-

moved by taking out two bolts only,

ProbalJly the most interesting point in

connection with the design is the fact

that the rear wheel frame is hinged in

front of the gear box. This means that,

while in most designs the rear chajn is

constantly varying in tension with the

movement of the wheel frame, in this

design it is tlie front chain that is

affected. In fact, the variation would
be negligible, even with the full move-
ment of the wheel. This system, of

course, increases the unsprung weight,

but the gear box is located so near the
spring portion of the frame that its effect

should be negligible.

The specification includes Coventry
Victor flat twin engine, 75x78 mm.
(688 c.c), T.B. magneto, Brampton Biflex

forks. 28x3in. tyres, and XL' All H27
saddle. The gear box has been designed
by Messrs, Ayres and Hayman, and will

be described later. The price with side-

car is 148 guineas.
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OUR roads have latterly carried an unusually

high percentage of inexperienced motor cyclists,

and these notes are inspired by what the writer

saw during a summer tour. We are permitted by a

lazy Government to take high-powered projectiles on

the' public roads without any previous training or in-

struction : and since ^'ery few of our highways are really

suited for fast traffic, it is surprising that more accidents

RIDING HINTS
FOR BEGINNERS.

An Expert's Suggestions, chiefly Concerning
the Art of Cornering.

BY ROAD RIDER.

Quite experienced riders are sometimes at fault in

approaching a sharp or blind corner, especially if the

corner tujuis to the left. Legally, of course, we are

supposed to approach corners on the near side of the

road, i.e., the left hand. But we soon find that if we
hug the near side of a blind left-hand corner, we get

a very poor view round it. So some men form the

habit of approaching a left-hand corner rather wide,

i.e., on the centre of the road, or even a little over

towards the off or right-hand side, under the supposi-

tion that this approach gives the best \iew, and gives

Fig. 1.
—
"Cuttin?" a I Fig. 2.—Correct way of taking

a right-hand corner.

do not occur. These notes cover a few points which
would form part of a licensing examination if we were
better governed.

HoTV to take Corners.

The first essential in road work is the ability to take

corners properly. The commonest cause of accidents

upon corners is " cutting," which may lead to a smash

at a very easy bend if two fast vehicles are concerned.

Fig. I depicts this evil but common practice, and fig.

2 shows the rider's correct course. "Cutting" is

usually due to thoughtlessness

—the rider takes the shortest

way without considering what "

will happen if he meets another

machine which is keeping on
its proper side ; this conireiemps

is indicated in fig. 3 ; the
" cutter " is forced outwards
by the correct rider, and his

only safeguard depends on his

being able to stop ; if he is

traxelling at all fast, he cannot
wrench his machine round far „ . '.

'

enough to negotiate the bend
F.g. 3.-Swmg.ng too v

.. ^ . . ° .
, . round a lert-nand cor

alter swuignig past the machnie Rijer Is on his wrong
he has encountered. of the road.

Fig. 3.
—

^The " cutter ' meets Fig. 4.
—

" Hugging " a left-hand

another machine and is forced corner. Wrong, because ride'

into the hedge. gets no view till too late

plenty of freedom to act in emergencies. That is very

true. It is equally true that if a flustered novice meets
a rider who is approaching a left-hand corner wide,

the novice may quite probably cut across to the inside

of the bend. The expert will simultaneously turn in

to that side, and a pretty smash will result. Under no
circumstances, therefore, should a rider quit his proper
side of the road in rounding a blind corner. He should
not hug the near side of a left-hand bend-; but he should
not swing out as wide as the centre of the road, _ or

trespass on the off side of it.

Fig. 6.—Correct way of taking

a left-hand corner. Rider is

swinging wide without quit-

ting his proper side.

Fig. 7.—Overtaking another

vehicle on a corner is unpar-

donably reckless
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Riding Hints (or. Beginners.—

rig. S.—When motorcycles
had single gears the correct

way of taking open hairpins

was as in fig. 8, to avoid the

steep gradient indicated by
the shading.

Fig. 9.—But open hairpins

are often taken as in fig. 9,

as horsed traffic may have

cut up the outside of the

bend.

Overtaking at a Corner is Dangerous.
Another fertile source of accidents is overtal;ing

munil a corner, as shown in fig. 7. For nianv years

all trials regulations imposed heavy, penalties for this

copupt practice, though I do not recall a case of

such penalties liejng enforced. The sketch demon-
strates that if a third vehicle meet-s the two which are

passing each other on a bend, an accident is inevitable

unless two of the parties are trax'elling so slowlv that

they can stop dead.

Broadly speaking, safety 011 corners is a matter of

/ojx' speed. It is not an uncommon experience; to

meet a big vehicle driven so earelesslv that an instant

stoppage on the very brink of the ditch is one'.s only

resource, even if one is driving perfectly. Beginners
should remember that we can never count with

certainty on sufficient fairway for even such a narrow
machine as a motor cycle. Sheep or cattle or a motor
char-a-banc may fullv block quite a wide corner. A
farm waggon or a Ford car may seal up a bend in an
ordinary lane. Very slow driving, a correct course,

and plenty of hooting are the best insurance policies

round comers.

Open Hairpins on Hillsides.

The only exceptions to the standard rules of corner-

ing occur on open hillsides, where the complete course

of a very bad hairpin is fully exposed to view. The
proper method of taking these hairpins, several of

which Avill figure in any modern trial, has completely

changed of late years. A few years ago we tackled

these terrors on single gears, and our main anxiety

was to prevent the combination of gradient and corner

from causing our engines to konk out ; the bend slowed
us down to 10 m.p.h. or so, and the gradient then

stalled the engine, which at low road speeds develone<l

Fis. 10 —Cross section of a country la requires care.

J9

a nilninnini of power. Nowadays wc Iiave holtoiii

gears of 1 2 to i or so, and wi; need no longer take the

longest path roinid a hairpin in order tu avoid trie

J in 3 grade acros.s the elbow. Conser|uently our

business is to change into bottom gear as soon as we

.approach the hair[)in, and then determine tiie course

•simply and solely by the sin-face. Surface affects us

in two ways; in the first place we desire the back

lue to grip, which it cannot do upon grea.se, big

stones, or heavy mire. Sec-ondly, it is not easy to steer

a 3 cwt. machine at 8 m.p.h., so we must avoid the

rougher bits for fear of our steering becoming uncontrol-

lable. Generallv speaking, the long way round a hair-

])in is usually the i-ougliest, because descejiding and

ascending horse traffic avoids the inside of the elbow

and cuts up the wide swing.

Treacherous Roads.
The less easy types of surface are full of terrors

for noAices—grease, tramlines, and the like. But I

tlevote no space to the more olj\ ious dangers, since

exervbody knows that turns and variations of speed

require caution on grease, and that tramlines should

only be crossed at a blunt angle. Fig. 10 indicates

a very dangerous, type of road, which sooner or later

catches most novices napping. In cross section it

consists of a high, broad crown, with deepish ruts on

either side, and is unusually comrri'on just now, as

the stone men have not levelled up the ruts during

the war. The beginner sees that the centre is fairly

wide, and he travels fast. Sooner or later a big stone

Fis. 1 1
.—A triple-rutted lane which is very difficult to negotiate.

Fig. 12.—Illustrating a dangerous point where three roads meet.

or a moment's carelessness jerks him off the crown

into one of the ruts, and he enters the rut with a

wobble on. When he tries to correct the: wobble,

his 'front w'heel hits the side of the crown at an acute

angle and is more or less chocked : if the machine

is travelling fast, the rider will inevitably come off.

Fig. 1 1 illustrates an even w'orse type of road, made
of such soft stuff that the horses' feet have cut a

third rut down the centre. I know of n'o graceful

or comfortable method of tackling such a stretch

:

slow speed with trailing feet is about the best we
can manage.

Contrary to general belief, the easiest method of

tackling rough stony going, such as we meet on moor-
land tracks in open trials, is to take it fast. Some
courage is required at the first experiment, but it soon

educates the rider. When first confronted with a patch

of real A.C.U. going, the novice slows down. Each
hump, stone, or pot-hole deflects his steering at the

low speed, and. his progress is a spectacle for gods

and men. Tackle such a piece of road at double or

treble the speed, and the heavy machine will plough
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resistlessly through with a- steady lielm. Of course,

such work is bad for the tyres and wheerrims, and
is sure to shake loose any part which is not properly^

Fig. 13.—Another dangerous road lunction.
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secured; Avherefore it is wise to inspect the machine

minutely at the end of such a section.

Road Junctions.

These notes may- well conclude with a special

warning about places where three roads meet. The
merest pinch of road, experience teaches a man to be

careful where four roads meet, and broadside collisions

destroy the impatient. But a three-way road junction

presents more subtle problems. The special peril

lies in the fact that the angles are often easy, and
that two riders may meet at quite high speeds without

any danger arising; but possibilities of trouble are

always present if three riders reach the junction

simultaneously from opposite directions, whilst a man
who is coming down one arm of a Y and intends to

turn back up the other arm is often in a very helpless

position if anybody plays the fool. The sketches

make obvious some of the more perilous possibilities

which may arise at such junctions.

FRENCH NOTES.
Details and Commen's Concerning Continental Motor Cycle Events.

A WELL-FILLED sporting pro2;ramme has been
prepared by French motor cvclists for the

coming season. Starting in Februarv with the

relial.iility competition from Paris to Nice, there will

be important events right through the season, when
the Gaillon and Gometz hill-climbs will be held in

the month of October.
Not only is the sporting calendar well filled, but

there is e\-ery indication that competitors will bj
numerous and competition keen in all the leading
ex'ents.

Two Outstanding Events.
The two outstanding events of the vear are the

motor cycle and cycle car Grand Prix at Le Mans
and the Six Day Trials in the Alps. Both of these

were on the programme for 1914, but had- to be
abandoned owing to the war. They are of an entirely

different nature, the Grand Prix being a long-distance
road race over a very fast level course, and the Six
Day Trials being a reliability test with hill-climbing

competitions of a se\-erity altogether unknown in

England.
While all the races and competitions are under the

control of the Union Motocycliste, which is the con-
trolling body in France, the race at Le Mans and the
Alpine trials have the distinction of being organised
directly by the national body. In the case of the race,

the Union leaves the detail organisation in the hands
of the club at Le Mans, this being one of the most
powerful and energetic provincial automobile clubs in

France ; but at the same time it interests itself in

the organisation and takes an active part therein.

As an indication of the interest which is likely to be
shown in the Grand Prix race at Le Mans, it may be
mentioned that in 1914 considerably more than 100
entries had been received for the motor cycle and
cycle car events. This number should be exceeded in

1920, for interest in motor cycling has grown enor-

. mously since the war.

French representatives of English machines un-

doubtedly will take part in all the leading French races

C4

and trials. It is to.be hoped, however, that the home
factories will see the' necessity of participating directly

in these trials. There is no doubt that natural con-

ditions in France make any event in that country much
more severe than a similar event at home. The run

from Paris to Nice, for ifistance, when undertaken in

the month of February, causes competitors to face

odds which are uncommon on English main roads.

The French roads are so straight that competitors are

tempted to drive fast, and they are so rough that unless

the machine is really well built it will break down
under the trial.

The Grand Prix at Le Mans may be likened to a

long distance race at Brooklands, with all the hazari.is

of the road thrown in. For an English machine to

win the Six Day Trials in the Alps would be ;he

highest testimony of sound design and good construc-

tion that it would be possible to obtain. Continental

firms believe they are supreme for this class of work,
and they certainly have the advantage of being

acquainted with the conditions and knowing the roads

thorotighly. In their own interests English firms

should come forth and show that they are not _afraid

to face the most strenuous conditions.

French Motor Cycle Events in 1920.
Feb. 13-16.—Paris-Nice Reliability Trial.

19.—Nice-La Turbie Hill Climb.
.March 7.—Argeiiteuil Hill Climb (near Paris),

.^pril 4.—Marieille-Nice-Monte Carlo Reliability Trial.

,, 4-5.—Circuit de Paris Reliability Trial.

11-12.—Northern Hill Climb.
May 2.—Cote d'Azur Trials (near Nice).

2.—Parii-I^ Baule-Paris Relijbilily Trials.

,, 9.—Lyon-Bourg-Lyon Reliability Trial.

„ 23-24.—Touring Competition (region not fixed).

„ 30.—Motocycle Club of France Grand Prix Race.
June 6.—Paris to Trouville and Return Reliability Trials.

„ fi.—Mile and Kilometre Records near Paris.

„ 20.—Bordeaux Relability Trials.

July 7.—Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Grand Prix at Le Mans.
,. 25 to

Aug. r.—International Six Day Trials in the French Alps.
8.—Marseille to Mont Ventoux : Reliability lest and Hill Climb.

,. 14-16.—Bretagne Reliability Trials :ind Championship of the Motocycle
Club of France.

22.^Paris to Strasburg Reliability Trial.

Sept. 5.—Mont Verdun Hill Climb, near Lyon.
,, 19.—Autumn Reliabilitv Trials organised bv Motocycle Club o. France

Oct. 3.- Gaillon Hill Climb; near Rouen.
,. to.- Gometz-le-Chatel Hill Climb, near Paris.
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A Three-wheeler
with Shaft Drive.
Details o\ Ihe T.B. Runabout

illustraled in our Issues ol

November 13m and 20(h.

PROBABLY the pi-oductioii of a sue-

ci'ssful tlii'oi'-wliofler involves more
caivful de.si^iiin^ than that of a

fi)ur-\vhei'k'i'. Especially is this the case
when all shaft transmission is embodied,
and more than one machine, designed as

a three-wheeler, has eventually developed
,1 fourth wheel.
Many pre-war three-wheelers were

.ImuuuhI to failure from the outset, because
the designers had been led astray by the
apparent simplicity of such machines, but
one has only to glance at the chassis of

the T.B. runabout to see that the usual

obstacles were fully appreciated by its

designers. The result is not " a simple

Elevation ol the T.B.. chassis, a

three-wheeler with air-cooled engine

and all shaft transmission

niately parallel members of the "former,

and placed at an angle to it. The front

ends of these tubes connect with a second
transverse member of the frame, and
support the qiiarter-£lliptic front springs.

Looking at the machine from above, the
slrncture appears to be rather compli-
cated—an impression increased by the
twin e.\haust pipes—but a closer examina-
tion reveals the fact that this is more
apparent than real. If the propeller-

joh," but one which should go a long
way to eliminate rolling and rear wheel
cajiting.

As will be seen from the photographs,
the engine and gear are built up as one
unit, which is carried in a long tubular
frame supporting at its fore end the
dummy radiator (used as a petrol tank).
At the rear end of this frame are pivoted
two inverted semi-elliptic springs used as

"cantilevers." The forvyard ends of the
springs slide in a large transverse member
of the frame, the rear ends beiiig shackled
cTn the ends of the rear wheel frame.

Outside the main frame are two tubes
merging from the rear of the approxi-

1 his plan view >,how3 clearly the

chassis consLruct'on ol the T B
runabout

shaft, torque rod, rear springs, and ex-

haust pipes are removed, the frame
assumes a much more simple appearance.
A rather long frame is used to carry

the rear wheel, and it has wide bearings

at the front end to prevent the wheel

from canting. A duplex torque rod, con-

nected at its inner end at a point on the

centre line of the machine, is attached to

the bevel gear casing.

The engine adopted is the 8 h.p. J.A.P.,

on to which is built a two-speed and reverse

gear box of conventional type. Between
the two is a cone clutch and gear wheel

for the handle starting mechanism, the

starting shaft itself being placed between
the two cylinders. At the rear end there

is a gear wheel, which, when required,

engages a similar wheel on the engine
shaft, but when not in use is drawn out

of mesh by a coil spring.

Immediately behind the gear box there

are a brake drum and a large diameter
falnic universal joint, which takes up the

misalignment of the drive caused by the

fiigine being on the centre line of the

vehicle and the necessity for the shaft to

he taken to one side of the rear wheel.

The final drive at the wheel is by
bevel gear.

Although the price quoted for this

interesting machine is only £200, the

equipment is very complete, and includes

a spare wheel, hood, screen, horn, lamps,
tools, jack, and pump. The manufac-
turers, Thompson Br6s. (Bilston), Ltd.,

Bilston, Staffordshire, anticipate being in

a position to commence deliveries almost
immediately.

The 8 h.p. air-cooled J.A P. engine, three-speed gear box and

shaft transmission. The gear wheel for starting purposes will be

observed immediately behind the cylinders.

THOUGH few people know it, there is

a prodigious waste of carbide among
users of this source of lighting

power. Nine people out of ten fail to

extract the full value from their carbide,

when, as a matter of fact, it can be made
to last considerably longer if carefully

handled. How many people, after using
a charge once, or, maybe,, twice, throw
away what is left without sorting it ?

j\Iore often than not it will be found that
this apparently exhausted residue con-,

tains lumps, which have what can only

CARBIDE ECONOMY.
be termed a dry "core." These are

still a potential source of light. Here is

a tip which will save the carbide user
money—and carbide—over and over
again. Procure an ordinary tin can of

any convenient size, preferably with a

lid. Punch or bore several small holes

in the hottom, very little discretion being
necessary to know how large the holes

ought to be made. Then, instead of

emptying the contents of your generator
straight on to the rubbish heap, pour it

into the improvised separator, which

should be well shaken a few tniief.

The dust will soon disappear, but

usually quite a useful bit of carbide, fit

for further service, still remains in the

box—enough to make the experiment well

worth while, and undoubtedly a consider-

able saving to the frequent user.

Another point, too, is worth consider-

ing. Unused carbide, if exposed to damp,
gives off a highly iniiammable gas, which
becomes a dangerous explosive when
mixed with a suitable amount of air. The
plan recommended avoids this danger.
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COMPETITIONS IN 1920.
Provisional List of Inter-club, Op3n, and Othar Evants, to be hsld during tha

Forthcoming Year.

For the first time, competition dates for the year have been arran^ei by the A.C.U., in eo-optralion with the day-

concerned, with a view to avoiding the deplorable state of affairs last year, when the dates of so many comparatively

important events clashed. The twenty open events which will receive permits from the A.C.U. and the support oi

Ihe • 'rade" are included, as are also the Brooklands . meelin^^ oi the B.M..C.R.C.. wh'ch were -abs!nljasl vii'

FEB. 13th-16th (Friday) . . . Moto Club de Nice Paris-Nice Trial.
28th (Saturday) Sutton ColdBeld A.C : Reliability Trial.

APR 3rd (Saturday) Motor Cycling Club Jarrott Cup Trial.

„ 4th-5tli (Sunday) .... Autocycle Club de France Reliability Trial.
5th (Monday) Westmorland M.C.C Hill-climb.
5th (Monday) Brooklandj A.R.C Race Meetin?.
24th (Saturday) Birmingham M.C.C Reliability Trial

Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing CluU- Race Meetinj.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club ReliabiUty Trial.

MAY 21st (Friday) Motor Cvonlis Club London-Edinburgh.
22nd (Saturday) Bristol M.C C Speed Trial.
2tth (Monday) Liverpool M.C.C Speed Trial or HUl-olitn').

., 24th (Monday! Brooklands A.R.C Race Meetins.
30th (Sunday! Motocyole Club da France GranJ Prix Race for Car*

Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club Rac3 Meeting at BrooklaTis

Ilkley M.C.C Reliability Trial.

Autocycle Club de France Kilometre and Mile Attempts 3

Record.
14th-19th Royal Scottish Automobile Club Light Car Ti-ial.

„ 15th-17th Auto-Cycle Union TOURIST TROPHY RACES. Is.

of Man.
Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club ,. Half-day Trial.

JULY 3rd (Saturday) Blackburn and D.M.C.C Hill-climb.
7th (Wednesday) .. Union Motocyclist de France et Automobile Club de I'Ouest . Grand Prix for Motor VJWs anl

Cycle Cars.

., 7th-8th Auto-Cycle Union ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
„ 10th (Saturday) Midland C. and A.C Reliability Trial.

„ 15th (Thursday) Essex M.C. and Southend-on-Sea and D.M.C.C Speed Trials.

17th (Saturday) Cumberland County M.C.C Reliability Trial.

24th (Saturday) Luton and S. Beds. A.C Speed Trial.

{Aberdare and D. M.C.C. )

Blaenavon M.C.C
Welsh A. and A.C .- Joint Hill-climb.
Cardiff M.C.C
Tredegar Motor Club ) .

„ 25th-Aug. 1st Union Motocycliste de France International Six Days Trial.

Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club Hill-climb.

AUG. 2nd (Monday) Brooklands A.R.C Race Meeting
rShemeld and Hallamshire M.C.C

]

., 7th (Saturday) N° D^ert"hire m!c.C°" ^'!^:°::
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

.'

! ! !

.'

! ! ! ! .f
•'°'"' ^peed Trial or Hill-climb.

1 Nottingham and D. M.C.C )

14th-16th Motocyole Club de France Reliability Trial.

.. 14th or 21st |£*J'Tr''*^"^"c°-"^"*'-S-|.---Mrr \ Joint Speed Trials.
I Ystalyfera and Swansea Valley M.C.C. ^ /

.. 22nd-28th Auto-Cycle Union i . SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club General Efficiency Trial.

SEP. 1st (Wednesday) York and D. M.C.C Hill-olimb.
(Woolwich, Plumstead and D. M.C.C

)

4th (Saturday) I Streatham and D. M.C.C [
Joint Rehability Trial.

I

Rochester, Chatham and D. M.C.C I

I Surrey M.C.C I

„ 11th (Saturday) Bristol M.C.C Hill-chmb.
18th (Saturday) ..... Liverpool M.C Reliability Trial.

fReddilch and D. M.C.C 1

25th (Saturday) i Wolverhampton M.C.C ) Reliability Trial.

I Kidderminster M.C.C I

Not yet fixed Scottish Automobile Club Hill-climb.
Not yet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Not yet fixed Junior Car Club .' Race Meeting at Brooklands.

OCT. 3rd (Sunday) Motocycle Clubs Parisiens Gaillon Hill-olimb.
Not vet fixed British Motor Cycle Racing Club Race Meeting.
Nqi vft lixod Junior Car Club Hill-climb.

^^^^? ..^v ...V. ..\..,. .s.. ...?>., ...^ .S.....V , ..'...,,|.s.,..,v,.,.s...:.s....!^...v....v.,.s.,...s-..
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I
^lmc5 to TLlg^t "Camps.

Greenwich Time.

Jan. 8th 4.36 p.m.
,, 10th 4.39 „
„ 12th 4.42 „
,, 14th 4.44 „

Scooter Trial.

Scooters entered for the French scooter
trial, to take place next April, must be
provided with serviceable mudguards and
two brakes.

Too Fast at Horsham.
Complaints having been made of motor-

ists driving at excessive speed through
Horsham, on the London-Worthing road,

this matter has been under the considera-

tion of the local authorities.

- Calendars.

We have received a very tasteful

calendar from the D.E. Engineering Co.,

Dunfermline, who ask us to .«tate that,

while the stock lasts, they will be pleased

to present these to any ex-D.R.'s who'

care to apply.

Misrepresentation.

We understand that someone represent-

ing himself to be an engineer and a

traveller for the firm of Douglas Motors,
Ltd.. is obtaining orders and deposits for

Douglas motor cycles in the Cardiff-

Newport district. This gentleman bears

an Irish name, and has no connection

with Jlessrs. Douglas Motors, Ltd., who
will be glad to have further information

concerning him.

Police Traps.

We have received information of a

police trap working on Shooters Hill

Hoad where the road joins Blackheath
Common.
A police trap is in operation on the

HeatoH Moor Road. ilotor cyclists

should go warily, as a correspondent
states that he has been a victim although
he was travelling at the .same speed as

"a tramcar.

French Import Duties.

French import duties have just been
reduced from 70% ad valorem to 45%
ad i-alorcm. This announcement dates
from December 23rd, the date of the
signing of the oihcial decree. There are
indications that France would reduce
her rates to 33^% ad ndorem to Eng-
land, Belgium, and Italy, if the United
States were to make their tariff the same
as the other Allies, but while the U.S.
tariff remains at 45%, there is not much
likelihood of the French tariff being any
low^r.

Wanted, Ti'iumph or Crood Make.

Under the heading of "Wanted," the
following advertisement recently appeared
in a provincial daily :

" Triumph motor
cycle or good make ; 1918-19; 40-50 h. p."

No doubt the Triumph Co. will appreciate
the humour as much as anyone.

Modern Road Surfaces.

The Ministry of Transport has ap
pointed a Select Committee to investigate
the complaints which have recently been
made from all quarters by horse owners
of the unsatisfactory foothold afforded

horses on modern smooth roads.

To Help St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

In last week's issue we referred to a

scheme originated by Mr. F. Aslett

Coulson, the manufacturer of the Coulson
motor bicycle, who has suggested to

various makers of motor cycles that they
should present one of their machines, to

be sold by auction by Mr. Cieorge Robey,
to help swell the depleted funds of

London's most famous hospital.

The accompanying photograph shows
Ml. George Robey, O.B.E., who has
done much charitable work during
the war, and ilr. Coulson, the originator

of this happy idea. The machine is a

spring frame single-gear Coulson two-

stroke.

Sfecial JFcatures.

THE 1920 SIX DAYS.
PLEA FOR LARGER ENGINES.
COMPETITIONS IN 1920.

No Rear Light.

At Feltham recently the rider of a

scooter was fined 10s. for not having a
rear red light. This, we believe, is the
first case of a motor scooter figuring in a
police court.

Bad Road Censure.
At an inquest at Portsmouth on a naval

officer who died from injuries caused by
his motor cycle skidding, the jury con-
sidered the Tramways and Roads Com-
mittee of the Council deserved the
severest censure because of the bad state

of the roads. The Portsmouth Council,
however, is not the only authority de-

ser\ing censure on this score.

The Institution of Automobile. Engineers.

The next meeting of the London
Graduates of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers will be held to-day, Thursday,
Januarv 8th, at the offices of the Institu-

tion. 28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I,
at 8 p.m., when Mr. Thos. Clarkson will

deliver a lecture on "Steam Vehicles."

r

Mr. Geo. Robey, O.B.E., and Mr. Coulson with the Coulson two-stroke that the former will

offer by auction in aid of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.



Scottish Ktotoi Show.
The Scottish Show, at Kelvin Hall,

Glasgow, opens' on the 23rd and closes

on the 31st inst.

The £100 Car.

Once more the " Car for the million
"

has appeared in the lay press. The poor

man's car, it is called, and sells for

£100. An illustration depicts it being
carried by two men, its light weight
being an advantage, it is claimed-, when
it breaks down.- This is where it scores

over a Rolls-Royce.

Patents in 1919.

In 1919 the number of applications for

patents was 32,892—a record figure. In

1913 the number was 30,077, and in 1915

only 18,191 were filed. Judging from the

number of queries regarding patents that

vfre are receiving from readers it would

appear that 1920, too, will prove a record

year for motor cycle patents.

Cluhs Amalgamate.

The proposed amalgamation of Burnley

and Preston Motor Cycling Clubs with

the Blackburn and District Club was
carried a step further at a meeting on

Friday, when it was decided to change
the name of the Blackburn Club to that

of East Lancashire Motor Cycling Club.

The area of the club's future activities

will thus be considerably extended, and
will embrace all East Lancashire and

North-East Lancashire towns.

Cycle Car Design in France.

A French contemporary has taken a

referendum on the subject of cycle car

specification, and the trend of opinion is

as follows: Air-cooled twin cylinder, V
or horizontally opposed engine, cooling

fan, four road wheels, change-speed gear

of the sliding type, and hnal drive by
enclosed chain. Most French enthusiasts

e.xpect a machine of this type to be sold

at 3,200 francs (£128), which, our i;on-

temporary rightly says, is practically im-

possible under present conditions.

The Paris-Nice Reliability Trial.

Already fifty-five entries have been
• received for the Paris-Nice motor cycle

reliability trials, to be held from February
13th to 16th. British manufacturers are

well represented, the makes entered for

this event being Triumph, James, A.B.C.,
Scott, Matchless, Douglas, G.N., Dot,

Sunbeam, Rover, Royal Enfield, and New
Imperial. Among the new French firms

which have taken to motor cycle construc-

tion since the war are Georges Levy,
Louis Clement, Motosolo, and Janoir, all

of which have entered complete teams.

'J'he American makes entered are Excel-
.sior, Harley-Davidson, and Indian.

At the last meeting of the Union iloto-

cycliste de France some changes were
made in the rules governing the Paris-

Nic« run. The secret controls have been
abolished, and several parts which were
not originally intended to be sealed must
now be stamped before the .start. Among
these are belts, chains, belt fasteners,

chain links, frames, sidecar attachments,
and sidecar springs. A maximum of

twenty points will be given to riders

not making use of any of their spaie

parts, and two points will be deducted
for every spare part used. The cleanli-

ness competition has been abolished.

liOndon-Exeter.

We have received a letter from Mr.
E. F. Chidley, who competed in the

London-Exeter Trial on a P. and M,
sidecar, who points out that through a

misunderstanding on. his part he was
credited with having completed the

course. As a matter of fact, he retired

at Salisbury.

The Coventry and Warwickshire Club
Dinner.

A winter run of the above club was
held on Saturday, January 3rd, members
gathering at the Coach and Horses Hotel,

Coleshill, where a dinner was given in

honour of the team who won the M.C.C.
Team Trial trophy. The affair was most
successful, and Mr. Edward Manville.
M.P., president of the club, took the

chair and presented the prizes. The
club's 1920 programme is to be a very

energetic one, and Mr. N. Ryecroft ha.-

been appointed hon. sec.
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Sreatham and District M.C.C. Dinner.

The Streatham and District M.C.C.
will hold its annual dinner on January

31st at Frascati's Restaurant, Lcndoii, W.

Motoring Danger Removed.

The objectionable practice of stone

throwing by boys has recently again

become a serious menace to motorists in

various parts of the country. The R-oyal

Automobile Club are accordingly devoting

special attention to this matter, and

.would be glad if motorists would inform

them of any habitual instances of which

they may know.

Advertisement Editor Wanted?

In the advertisement columns of a

contemporary we read that a satisfied

owner of a car has been driving cars for

about eighty years, but we have failed

to get into communication with him in

order to persuade him to record his im-

pressions of the cars of 1840

LONDON-EXETER RESULTS.

OF the 148 entries, 125 started, and
93 completed the journey. Three
other competitors incorrectly signed

the checking sheet at the finishing point,

although thev had not been to Exeter.

Fil'teen men were disqualified for being
fifteen or more minutes ahead of time.

The following table gives an analysis

of the entries and of the awards of 54

gold and 25 silver medals :

Euu-Ks. .Noii-s tarter-. Non-finishers.
Gold

Medals.
Silvei

Medals. DiS'liuTliTied.

. lotor cyciea -....'

Motor cycles with sidecars

Cycle cars, liglit cars, and cars . .

36

40 b

i

lb

8

3

ToUl 1 48 i^ 12 •
.'J2

sfi 15

Awards.
GOLD MED.\LS.

Motor Cycles.

P. Pike (2j Levis)

F. C. Townshend (3^ Sunbeam,
F. Notari {4 Triumph)
F. E. Salter (2} Zenith)

W. Ford (23 Coulson-B.)

R. C. Staunton (4 Triumplil
K. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenith)

C. K. Robinson (3 A.B.C.)

R. R. Coe/(4 Indian-Scout)

Sidecars RUK

G. Richardson (4J James sc.)

E. A. Bridgi-nan (7 Indian sc.)

D. H. Noble (7 Indian sc.)

R. B. Clark (8 Mitchless sc.)

J. A. Hilger (3.I Rover sc.)

E. S. Powell (6 A.J.S. sc)
H. T. Whitty (4 Triumph sc.) •

J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson so,

R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc.)

R. Creak Davis (8 Cliater-Lea sc.)

S. Julian (8 Matchless sc.)

E. "H. Newnham (8 New Imperial sc.

F. J. Watson (3! Ariel sc.)

L. A. Apsev {8 Roval Rubv sc.) .

H. Dale (8 Royal Rnbv sc.)

S. E. Longman (8 Matchless sc.)

G. S. Wright (7 Indian sc.)

G. W. Wilkin (3.S Wilkin sc.)

A. Milward (j Douglas sc.)

E. Atkins (3.V Ariel sc.)

F. I. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.)

T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sc.)

K. Bo.xer (8 Matchless sc.)

A..F. Pulling (6 Royal Enfield sc)
W. A. Jacobs (6 Rex sc.)

B. S. Allen (8 Matchless sc.)

C. E. Bennett (7-9 Harley-Davidsoa sc.

C. Finch (10 G.N.)
W . Pattison (8 ilorgan)
\V. D. Hawkes (10 G.N.
Kaye Don (8 Tampliu)

.varded to Mr. R. H. Head, the judge ot the comp^nilion.

SILVER .MEDALS.

.-W. C. Heniy (2i Metrn-1 yler) C.E.T,
Ludor Thompson (2^ Douglas, T
P. I. C. Body (3! Sunbeaml CK
A. Wooding (4 Sunbeam; E.

B. i\'. Sims (2.V Radco) C.E.T.F.
N. I. Scale (3I Scale) C.E.T.

J. i. Hull (2}Wooler) C.E.T.
F. S. Spouse (23 Verusl C.E.

J. Emerson (3 A.B.C. sc F.

B. Alan Hill (33 Scott sc.) T.
P. W. White (3.1, Smibeam sc, T.
F. W. Baker (S Matchless sc.) C.F.
H. W. Glendinning (8 Blackburne sc.) - C.E.T.
C. A. McKeand (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.) T.
Thompson Thompson (4 Douglas sc.) T.

L. S. Pinder (8 Zenith sc.) C.E.T.

T. H. WiUey (C-7 Abingdon sc] E.T.F.

J. B. Blakemarsh (4 Triumph sc. F.

A. L. Huggins (8 Zenith sc.) C.E.T.

T. A. Moult (8 Matchless sc,^ C.
-

T. Simpson (6 Re.\ sc.) E.

j. P. LeGrand (b Rex sc.) C.T.
L. E. Frost (8 Matchless sc.)

" C.E.T.

Note.—C.E.T.F. nioans that the competitor did not
lulfti the regulations qualilying for a gold medal, at

Chard, Exeter. Trow, and the finish respectively.

FINISHED THE COURSE, BUT DISQUALIFIED

*V. Olsson {8 New Imperial)

W. S. Tamcson {3,', Rudge-Multi)
•W. G". Boyer (4 triumph)
•N. 1; White (4 Triumph) ,

F. Thorpe (2:! Douglas)
A. Fell-Smith (7-g Harley-Davidsoa,
E. T- Pittock (5-6 James sc)
H. "A. Rcvre (5-6 James sc.)

F. E. Jones (3,i Ariel sc.)

H. Le Vack (4 Harley-Davidson)
* Too early at secret check.

Particulars of the car performances will

be found in this week's issue of our sister

journal. The Autocar. "
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A Miniature witii Pressed
Steel Frame.

A Scooter wilh its Engine

Hidden below ihe P.'alform.

Ai;ilH)U(.iIl designed to meet antici-

pated demand foi' motor scooters

the little macliine illustrated is tc

all intents and purposes a niiniatiirt

motor cycle, as the capacity of the engine

is 232 CO. and a saddle is provided.

In designing the .Marseel scooter, as it

is named, the makers have aimed to pro-

duce a light runabout macliine, compara-

tively cheap to buy and run, and

extremely sunple in operation. Bearing

in mind that the potential buyers of such

nuichines are not niei-haiLical, the

designers have endeavouied to make the

mechanical elements as inconspicuous as

possible. Til us when seen from the eye

level of an adult the m;ichiiie has the

appearance of being a seat type scooter

minus an engine. ihi-~ is due to the fad

that the power unit is located below tlic

platform, and the tank takes the form

of a shallow bo.x actiig as a front shield.

The e.xperiiucrtal machine illustrated

has been on the road nearly twelve

montls, and in th- ' prodiicti n" modes,
which, it is expected, will be ready next

The steel frame

of the experimental

model In Its im-

proved form

right angle bend?

reduced

month, there will b;i several imnrove-

ments, incliidiiic; a " cleaner ' design

frame of presseJ .neet.

A Simple Frame.

n will be observed that the frame is

composed of two ste

are bolted to the cast

el members, wh ch

steering head and

splav out to enclose

tiiangular tank. Fic
the appioximately

III this point tliey

form the supp its iov

verging again lo tlic

engaie whicli acts as '

tlie platform, con-

ciauk case of the

.nos- members- At

the rear of the engine the steel plate:

fu-ai the chain stays. In the experimental

frame there are an nnnecessary number
of right-angle bends, but in the improved

model these will ni t appear, the two side

plates being shaped in sweeping bends.

The engine—a two-stroke with roller

bearings throughout—lies horizontally in

the frame with its exhaust pipe on top,

a recess being made in the platform to

receive it. The C.A.V. magneto is

coupled directly to the crankshaft through
a leather joint, and is carried on an alu-

minium plate supported from the crank
case. Located alongside it, and also

under the platform, is the carburetter

—

a single-lever instrument of extremely
simple design.

Chains are used for the transmission,

the main drive being from the crankshaft
to a small couutershaft running on a

bronze bearing contained in a quadrant
plate pivoted on the right side "chain
stay." Chain adjustment is effected by
swinging the plate slightly.

A compression release is fitted on the

cylinder head, and is operated by a small

pedal intended to be actuated by the

right heel.

. To provide support for the saddle, a

tube is used, triangulated with the chain

stays by two flat steel strips. This sup-

poit has a lug on its lower end connecting
with the main frame by one of the engine

L i

Tne Marseel miniature, in which the engine is placed horizontally under the platform.

bolts. The price of the machine is £33.
and the makers the Marseel Engineering
Co.. Victoria Park, Coventry.
The design is fully covered by patents,

both as regards the frame construction
and the countershaft adjustment.

AVER/\GE SECOND-HAND
PRICES.

AS is often the case at this time of

year, it has not been possible to give

such a complete list as is usually

presented. In all probability those riders

who have machines on order are retaining

their present mounts until they see sOme
dehnite signs of the delivery of the new
ones ; owing to this state of affairs, there

is likely to be a keen demand lor the good
second-hand machines available. ilost

wise riders at the present time are holding

on to their machines in the belief that

a "bus in the garage is worth two on a

waiting list.

A. J. S. ,-1914 6 h.p., sidec^Tr ^^99

1919, 6 h.p., sidecar (J^'*^

Allon, 2-stroke, 2-£peed £6+
B.S.A.. 4^ h.p., 3-specd, sidecar /loo
Caithorpc--Jap. 2} h.p., 2-speed li-
Clviio, 2-stroke, 2-speed. 1914 iA~

5-6 h.p.. 3-sp?ed, sidecar, 1914 -^St

Douglas, z'l h.p., W.D {7-

,. 4 h.p.. 3-speed, sidecar, iqig fi^o

Eiiheld, 2j h.p., 2-stroke ^S
„ 1916, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £65

„ igif', 6 h.p.. sidecar C^2o
Harley-Davidson, s-speed. sidecar, igi6 £13"
Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar ^,95

„ 1919, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar /17S

James, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £.50

Levis, li h.p.. 2-speed £50
Matchless, M.A.G. and Victory Models, sidecar . . £145
New Impi.-ria!, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 1919 £70
p. ^; M., igig, 3^ h.p.. solo rgo

,, 1919. 5I h.p., sidecar £105
Rudge-Multi, 3i h.p.," 1919 £go

„ 5-6 h.p., and sidecar, 1916 £85
Scott, solo, 1919 £115
Sunbeam, 1915—8, 3!- h.p., sidecar £140
Triumph, 3^- h.p., sin.^le-spzed is^

„ 32" h.p., 3-speed hub £57

„ 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, solo £63

,. 1919, 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, solo £90
„ 2-i h.p., 2-stroke £?'^

Zenithj 4 h.p., solo ; £? 5

8 h.p. countershaft, and sidecar - £120

Ci3
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A THREE-CYLINDER RADIAL ENGINE.
The 3 h.p. Beaumont Motor Cycle having a Unique Power Unit.

AERO practice has been the subject of many glib refer-

ences during the past few years, but comparatively

few manufacturers have closely followed aircraft

engine design up to the present.

We have had the products of Beaumont Motors, Ltd.,

Park Lane Mills, Leeds, under
our observation for some time,

and have lately seen the parts

of this interesting little power
unit. We also inspected an
txperimental machine, which
is well on the way to com-
pletion. The crank case is of

cast iron, and embodies the

three cylinder barrels in the
' same casting. Aluminium is

used for the detachable cylin-

der heads, and these are held

down by a number of small

screws.

No caps are fitted, access to

the valves being obtained by
removing the heads bodily.

Sm.'iU set screws in the cylin-

der walls retain the valve

pockets, and it will be noticed

that the valves and springs
are entirely enclosed in the
cylinder castings; on removing
the screw the whole valve
assembly and seating may be
withdrawn.
At present it is not possible

fully to defcribe the entire

internal mechanism, but it

suffices to say that the crank-
.^haft runs on plain bearings,
and that aluminium slipper
type pistons are employed.
The valve cams are formed -on
(he outer circumference of

internally toothed wheels, and
the carburetter is attached to
the base of the crank chamber,
the induction system being
self-contained without external pipe work.
A heavy flywheel is not fitted, the engine being at pre.?ent

equipped with a steel fan of fairly sturdy construction on
tJe exhaust side.

The thre

The magneto and transmission sprockets are on the inlet

side of the engine, and when we inspected the machine the
final

,
transmission had not been fitted, while tte ideal gear

ratios have yet" to be chosen.'

A single-cylinder magneto is used, driven at one and a half

times engine speed. Distribu-
tion is effected in a rather un-
usual manner. A Runbaken
magneto is used, and it will

be recollected that the high-
tension lead on this instrument
emerges at the centre of the
end plate opposite to the driv-
ing end. The terminal is re-

placed by a bronze gear wheel
on the armature shaft, and the
distributer housing contains an
internally toothed ring. Be-
tween the ring and the wheel
rolls a bronze pinion, and as
this passes over insulated seg-
ments in the former the high-
tension current is led to them
one by one. The high-tension
wires are connected to these
segments.
During our inspection the

engine was several times
.•started by swinging the fan-

flywheel, and the maximum
revolutions were quite extra-

ordinarily high.

Vibration was noticeably
absent, for although the engine
was only mounted in a bare
frame, renting on the front

wheel and rear stand, and was
in turn placed upon a compara-
tively light wooden erecting

bench, the machine showed no
tendency to jurhp about, even
at the highest rates of revolu-
tion.

The whole machine will un-
doubtedly attract great atten-

tion on account of its decided renunciation of standard motor

cycle practice. In the near future we hope to subject one

of the.se machines to a severe road test, and our readers will

be duly informed of the results.

cylinder 3 h.p. radial Beaumont engine, which has all

valves enclosed in the cylinder casting.

A Frenchman's

idea of utilising the

momentum of a bis:

flywl-eal to aid the

propulsion of a pedal

cycle

WHY FIT AN ENGINE?
BRITISH lightweight manufacturers must look to their

laurels if they are to keep pace with Contiuenta.l

developments ! On this page we illustrate a French
invention, which is intended to be fitted to any form

of pedal cycle. It consists of a flywheel interposed in the

pedal chain drive, its functions being controlled by a clutch.

The inventor claims that his device
eliminates fatigue, as an occasional stroke
of the pedals is all that is necessary to
keep the machine in motion, and that
the gyroscopic action of the flywheel
stabilises the machine. Also, of course,

it is pointed out that energy is stored

in the flywheel for use when needed.
For the benefit of unmechanical

readers, it may be stated that from the

very best design of flywheel it is im-

possible to obtain quite as niucli energy
as i,5 originally put m, so that unless the
roads are specially designed with a long

down hill secTion before each slight ri?e,

one will still have to pedal one's cvcle,

with the additional weight of the' fly-

wheel, clutch, aiid_ gear.
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A New Year Model bearing a

New Name.

A powerful sidecar outdl

jiosscssmg several com-
mendable features — the

K ' h.p. j.A'.P. - en;?ined

Acme

The Acme, J.A.P.-engined

I, Big Twin—
a Coveniry Produclion.

THOSE who have h.llouoa the patent
tiles during Ihe past two or three

years will recall tliat quite a number
of inventions relating to motor cycles

liave been protected by the Coventry
Acme Motor Co., Ltd.' These patents
may have led many to e.\'pect the ultimate

introduction of an .\cnie motor cycle,

embodying uncou\ eiitional and no\cl

feature.*. That such a machine has not

fructified may be due to manufacturing
difficulties preventing experiments. Be
this as it inav, the .Acme machine now
introduced, w)iich is illustrated on this

page, follows nu^re or less con\'cntiunal

lines, and appears to coulurm to most of

the ideals of the big twin sidecar owner.
U is a handsome machine, having a

sloping frame, 2Sx3in. quickly detachable
and interchangeable wheels, with a rather
long wheelb.ue—a feature which, in con-

jimctiun with the large diameter and
si'riiou of the tyres, should make for

I'xci pttonally easy riding,

(Jniisual Magneto Drive

The engine fitted is the 8 h.p. J. A. P.,

adapted to the special requirements of

the Acme Co. Hee lies the chief nove'ty,

for the magneto is driven from the main
drive side of the engine, and not from
the timing gear, as is usual with J. A. P.

engines. As will be seen from the illus-

tration, this innovation admits of the

contact breaker being placed on the " out-

side " of the machine. On the engine-

shaft and between the crank case and
the niaiji driving sprocket there is a

smaller chain wheel which drives to

another, twice the diameter, on the

armature-shaft of the magneto ; thus the

speed is reduced to half without the

means of gearing. A single guard en-

closes both main drive and magneto
chains, the front of wdiich is detach-
ab'e by removing three large nuts.

A Sturmey-Archer gear bo.'; and final,

belt drive form the tran.'mission. The
belt wheel, which is carried on a separate

handle-bar, Brampton Jiifiex forks, alu-
minium swing-up footplates, drip feed
and auxiliary hand pump, and Amac car
buretter. The price, complete with spate
wheel and tyre, is £185.

I tie gear box iiiacket, snowing how the

fixing plates are fastened to the frame

journal bearing, remains undisturbed
when the rear wheel is removed.
At every point the framework is of a

most substantial character, and accessi-
bility has not been overlooked. The side-
car chassis is rectangular in shape,

has a diagonal rein-

forcement member, and
four-point attachment
by means of lugs cast
integral with the frame.
Mudguarding of all

wheels is well .carried

out, and the carrier
stoutly constructed and
stayed to the main
frame by two horizontal

,

tubes.

Both the large tank
and the sidecar body
are finished in light
grey, trimmed with a
dark shade of the same
colour, and at the rear
of the sidecar there is

a large locker, in the
•m of a "boot,"

The power unit of the new Acme. An unusual feature is the

fitting of the magneto cham on the 'eft side of the machine.

which
carrier

wheel.

The
eludes

fixed the
for the spare

equipment in-

adjustable

PATROL CONSUMPTION.
THERE appears to be an impression

among present-day motor cyclists

that their petrol consumption is

greater than it should be. Frequently
we have heard the remark that post-war
spirit does not give the same mileage as

that used in 1914. For this reason the

results given in the judge's report of the
Liverpool JM.C. Trial held last autumn
are of interest.

The following are the best perform-

ances in the various classes :

Consump-
Class. No. Rider and iMacnine- tion. M.P.O

>6 A. Moses (2j .-V.J.S.) . 170 108.2

500 53 Capt. A. W. Brittain

{3i Sunbeam) .... 149 123.;

750 10 W. Cojlle (4i B.S.A.)

E Wiimims (4 A.J.S.)

156 118

^^ 160 "5
1000 ,,8 R.R. Goes (7-9 Indian; 210 87.6

750 V. Horsman (4 Nor-

10

220 83.6
1000 W. R. Haggas (8 New

Impcriat-Jap sc. . . 314 53-1

The outstanding performance in petrol

consumption was the excellent consump-
tion figures shown by all riders of ,3g h.p.

Sunbeam machines. Six riders of these

machines, who finished, showed an aver-

age consumption of 182 oz., which works
out at 101 miles per gallon. The best

performance in anv class was that ol

No. 53—Captain A.' W. Brittain, 149 oz.,

equivalent to 123 m.p.g.
The consumption of lightweights and

sidecar machines was disappointing.

Twelve riders failed at the easy limits

imposed in this test. A modern 8 h.p.

sidecar machine should be capable of

travelling forty-five miles on a gallon of

petrol, and efforts should be made by
manufacturers to attain this result.

C17
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N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

A seiies of smoking conceits foim pait
of the winter programme of this branch
of the N.M.C.F.U.

Liverpool M.C.

The annual general meeting of the
Liverpool M.C. will be held at the
Compton Hotel, Church St., Liverpool,
on VVednesday, the 21st inst., at 8 p.m.,
and this will be followed by a concert and
prize distribution.

Finsbury Park C. and M.C.

The Finsbury Club recently held their
liist dinner since 1913, the attendance
being over sixty. One of the guests of
ihe club was Petty Officer Thirlwall,
D.S.M., who formed one of the band
of pioneers -who crossed the Atlantic in
the airship R34.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Owing to pressure of business, Mr. JM.

Sampson has been compelled to resign
the hoii. secretaryship of the club, and
t'le new hon. secretary is Mr. N. By-
croft, 48, Broadway, Earlsdon, Coventry.
All communications relating to the club
should be addressed to l\Ir. Rycroft.

Carmarthen M.C. and C.C.C.

This club recently held a successful
dinner at the Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen,
in honour of four members of the club
who had done well in the 1919 competi-
tions. These members are : M. Davies,
A.C.U. bronze medal and Liverpool M.C.
sdyer medal; W. Edwards, B.S.A. team
prize silver cup,. A.C.U. silver medal, and
B.S.A. Co. silver cigarette case; Capt.
[;ind.say, A.C.U. silver medal, Scottish
Trials silver medal, and two gold medals
ni the Club hill-climb.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution
will be held at the Commercial Hotel,
Kendal, on the 15th inst., at 7 p.m.
Tickets (6s. 6d.) are available from Mr.
W. Westwood, 9, Gilling Gate, Kendal,
to whom application should be made
to-day, the 8th inst.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

The Plymouth and District M.C.C. is

not neglecting the social side of club life,

and is keeping the club together during
the winter months by a series of whist
drives. A second highly successful whist
drive was held recently at Genoni's Cafe-j

George Street, Plymouth. The secretary,

Mr. L. B. Jackson, Langham House,
Plymstock, will be pleased to hear from
any local motor cyclist desirous of joining
the club.

East Midland Clubs.

Representatives of affiliated clubs in

the enlarged East Midland District vv'ill

meet at the Angel Hotel, Angel Street,

.Sheffield, on Saturday, January 10th, at

6 p.m. Clubs not represented at the
meeting held at Olympia should en-

deavour to send delegates, as arrange-
ments for the running of the three open
trials allotted to the area for 1920 will

be made.

A New Motor Cycle Club.

A meeting will be held at the Fox and
Hounds Hotel, Portsmouth Road, Sur-
biton, on Wednesday, January 14th, at

8 p.m., with the idea of forming an
active motor cycle club. All motor
cyclists will be welcome. Dr. A. M.
Low, D.Sc. , has consented to accept the
presidency, and Mr. F. W. Barnes is

taking an official position together with
several other well-known motor cyclists.

New Club at Sydenham.
A motor cycle club is proposed for

Sydenham and district, and any motor
cyclist in this locality, who is interested

in club life, social functions, and competi-

tions, should communicate with " Secre-

tary," 7, Venner Road, Sydenham,
London, S.E.

Essex M.C.

The A.G.M. of the above club will be
held in the Associates' Room at the

R.A.C. at 7.30 to-night (the 8th inst.).

The annual dinner has been arranged foi

Saturday, the 17th inst., at 6.30. All

members who have served in tire war,
and who were unable to be present at

the reunion dinner in April last, will

receive an invitation, and those wishing
to attend should apply to the hon.

secretary, Mr. D S. Kapadia, Algers
Road, Loughton, Essex, or the captain,

Mr. F. A. Applebee, 208, Great Port-
l.ind Street, W.l,

Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual dinner of the Birmingham
M.C.C. is fixed for January 24th, 1920,

at the Queen's Hotel, Birmingham. As
this is the first annual dinner to be held
since 1913, it will be in every way a re-

union, and a large demand for tickets

is anticipated.. The presentation of

trophies and prizes will take place after-

wards, and as there are over onB hundred
prizewinners, most of whom are ex-
pected to be present, the function should
be a great success. A musical pro-
gramme has also been arranged. Tickets,

price 15s., may be obtained from the
hon. secretary, Mr. W. H. Egginton, 75,

Earsbury Gardens, Birchfield, Birming-
ham. The annual general meeting is to

be held on February 9th.

General Committee Meeting.

I T is probable that the next General
I Committee meeting of the Auto Cycle

Union on February 20th will be held
at Southport instead of Manchester, as
--ufHcient accommodation in the latter city

is impossible to obtain.

Annual Dinner.

The Auto Cycle Union annual dinner
will be held at the R.A.C. on the 21st

u;st. On the following day, the 22nd
last., a meeting of the Federation Inter-

nationale des Clubs .Motorcyclists will be
I.eld at the R.A.C. at 2.30 p.m. Dele-

g ites to this important conference will be
invited to the A.C.U. annual dinner,
which will be a particularly brilliant and
interesting affair.

Elsewhere in this issue we give a list

of 1920 competitions as drawn up by the
A.C.U. This gives the dates of all im-
portant competitions, both at home and
abroad, which will take place in the 1920
^e.lson. This fixture list will be published

ci8

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
in the form of a folder, inside the cover
of which will appear the names and
addresses of the principal motor cycle

organisations throughout the world, and a
complete list of all the trials and competi-
tions to be held during the coming year,
while the remaining part of the inside

cover will be devoted to a list of clubs
affiliated to the A.C.U., and the names
and addresses . of their secretaries. - This
fixture list will be sent to any applicant
for an A.C.U. competition licence, and
will be supplied to the general public
for the sum of 6d.

Short Distance Records.

The Competitions Committee of the
A.C.U. has recently drawn up regulations
which it has recommended to be passed
by the General Committee, dealing with
short-distance records. These regulations
state that, in addition to the flying kilo-

metre and flying mile records, and stand-
ing kilometre and standing mile records,
mean speed records for these two distances
will also be made, which will be run both

ways. The following definitions have
therefore been decided upon : A maximum
speed record is defined as the least time
on record taken to' traverse a specified

distance ; a mean speed record is defined
as the least mean time on record of the
two times taken to traverse the specified

distance, one in each direction of the
same course. A claim for a mean speed
record will not be recognised unless the
attempt thereto has been made within a
period of two minutes calculated from
finish to start.

Paris-Nice Trial.

The A.C.U. is prepared to undertake
the insurance of competitors who will

take part in this event, and will offer

the advantages of the R.A.C. Touring
Department to those of its members
taking part in the trial, as regards trans-

port to Paris of themselves and their
machines, and all formalities relating to
the international driving passes, Customs,
and passports. Entries close January
15th at ordinary fees.
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INGENIOUS LUBRICATOR
FOR DISC WHEELS.

AN iiigciiious luliiiciilor, specially Je-

sigiieil fo lit oil to motor cycles

equipped witli disc wheels, has

iMlcly liei'ii broiif;ht out and provisionally

protected by Mr.
C. S. Snell, The
Elms, Fakenham,
xNorfolk. The
device consists of

a clip attached to

ihe hub; in the

<'entre of this is

a hole, to which a

topper pipe is con-

nected. The end
of the pipe is pro-

vided with two
nuts, one of which
goes niside and the

other ontside the
disc, acting as a
(I u s t - c a p , and
cuverint; over the
uritlce of the pipe.

,,,,,.. , The idea is very
A hub lubricator for ^.^n thought out.

disc wheels. ^nd quite practical.

\n oil-tight packing is placed beneath
the clip, so that all oil injected through
tiie lubricator is bound to reach the

A NEAT ELECTRIC SIDE-
CAR LAMP.

AN attractive sidecar lamp is sold by
iMessrs. Godfreys, Ltd., 208, Great
Portland Street, London, W.L The

I nn of lamp illustrated is not uncommon.
\\ e are already
I sing one on a
-idecar, but it is

li t t e d with a

;.:u;ill gas burner.
It i.s exceedingly
i;eat, and admir-
ably fulfils the
purpose tor which
it is intended,
namely, to give a
tinv light show-
ing the width of

llie sidecar. This
lamp, as the illus-

tration shows,
has been adapted
to take an elec-

tric bulb, which it

is able to do in a

very efficient mamrer. Either end of the
Limp may be unscrewed, so that it is

quite a simple matter to replace the
bulb should occasion arise.

A neat electric side-

car lamp by Messrs.

Godfrey, Ltd.

A TWO LEVER CAR-
BURETTER.

THE usual tendency in carburetter de-

sign is at present in the direction of

single lever control, but many
designers are of opinion that a second
lever is essential in a country like our
own to correct the changes of altitude

and weather conditions. Among these is

iV'Ir. J. T. Bradford, Colne, Lancashire,
who has produced the carburetter illus-

trated herewith. The main throttle lever

cnnlnil.s biitii the mi.vture 8u|iplied to the
engino and tho air, the second lever

raises or lowers a tapered needle which
ies its size as re-

hies not rise and
enters the jet and va

ul. This

A^

The Bradford car-

buretter sectioned,

showing the jet.

the size of which

is adjusted by a

taper needle.

fall with the throttle as in some carbu-
retters, but is entirely independent of it,

and regulates the quantity of fuel that
may be required for vai'ying conditions.
More than this, it can be closed entirely
when pure air may be drawn into the
engine through the open throttle for cool-

ing purposes when descending a hill. We
are informed that very satisfactory
results, including a consumption of 140
m.p.g., have been obtained from this

instrument."

A HAND CONTROL FOR
THE B.S.A. CLUTCH.

ASIJfPLE attachment has been
brought out by the County Cvcle
and 'Motor Co., 307, Broad Street,

Birmingham, which will be much appre-
ciated by riders of B.S.A. motor
bicycles, enabling them, if they desire,

to adapt their clutch to hand as well as

foot control.

A hand clutch control for B.S.A. machi

The device consists of a clip to fit

round the down tube of the motor
bicycle, a cranked handle, so as to bring
the lever within access of the left hand,
and a connection from a short lever on
the end of the handle spindle to the
clutch pedal arm, as illustrated.

A MOIOR CYCLE LOCK.
N iiigr-iiious motor lycle lock ha.s been

icceiitlv provisionally protected by

Mr. A. B. P. Ilob.'ion, 20, Oxford

Road, Bevvis Mount, Tlie Avenue,
Southampton. It consists of a fork made
in two sections, operated by a special

key, and designed to clip tightly round

The Hobson thief-proof device.

the forks and between the spokes of a
motor cycle. When once in position it

cannot be removed, except by the aid of

the special key.

The two sections of the fork are drawn
together by means of a circular nut D
threaded on to the central bolt G, one
end of which is rigidly fastened to tl.'j

hook A. In the outer face of the circular

nut there are recesses E to take the

prongs of the special key F. Wards K
and L may be fitted inside the tube

tlirough which the key passes, .«o that the

key will fit only its own particular lock.
'

CLEARING A CLOGGED
BURNER.

THOSE who have

e X perienced
trouble with

their gas tail lamps

through the minia-

ture burner clogging

will be interested in

the lamp illustrated.

It is made by the

Westw-ood Rim and
Patents, Ltd., Bor-

desley, Birmingham,
and has a burner
whicli is threaded at

the base to enable a

tyre inflator to be
used for forcing a

blast of air through
the burner.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible far the opinions of his correspondents.

All Ittters must he afMressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accomuanied by the writer's name and address.

ATSI IMPROVEMENT IN AIR-COOLING.
Sir,— I was very much iaterested in your description of

Jlr. Morgan's device for air-cooling a motor cycle engine
by means of the ejector action of the exhaust (a la " Lewis
gim'-').

I have protected such a device used in conjunction with
one or both of two other methods.
Mr. Morgan will tind tnat, e.xcept for very " light run-

ning," such cooling is not sufficient, as will be shown by
considerations of the induced vacuum obtained by even exces-
sive throttling of the exjiaust, of the velocity, volume, and
lange of temperature -bf the air current involved, and of the
B.T.U.'s to be transferred from the cylinder walls to keep
their temperature within reasonable limits.

LINDON PEARSON (Capt.).

MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDS.
Sir,—In your " Letters to the Editor " column of 'J'/ie

Motor Cycle, dated 2nd October, re motor cycling speeds,
we notice a New Zealand correspondent states " a
machine has been timed to do over 100 miles per hour."
May we 'point out that the world's speed record is held

by the Indian motor cycle, when Mr. Jack Booth, at Adelaide,
Australia, covered one mile, flying start, in 25 seconds,
equalling 102.8 miles per hour.
The South African speed record also stands to the credit

of the Indian. On the 16th December, 1918, at Pieter-
raaritzberg. Natal, South Africa, Jlr. Pete Lawrence, on
the road (not a prepared track), raised the previous record
of 83^- miles per hour to 90 miles per hour, and until iSIr.

Booth made his sensational record, Mr. Lawrence's time
was the fastest in the Southern Hemisphere.
Johannesburg. WILLIAMS, HUNT & CO.

L-SSIGN OF THE METRIC ENGINE.
Sir,—I notice in " Ixion's " comments a note connecting

me with the Metric engines which aroused so much interest

at the recent Show.
May I trespass on your space to explain my position in

this matter, as I find there is considerable misapprehension
on this subject.

The responsibility for the design of the Metric engines
belongs to Mr. Bacher, and to him alone, and no share of

the praise therefore is mine. My connection with them
was in the production of the two models which were in

exhibition, and arose as follows :

On November 10th, Mr. Bacher gave the order for these
two engines, to be constructed in time for the Show, to

Leopold Ward, the firm of experimental engineers with
whom I am now associated, and the carrying out of the work
in the stipulated time has been my share in the production
of the exhibit on which " Ixion " comments.
The engines wei'e, in point of fact, delivered by 9.30 a.m.

on November 24th.

I cjuite agree with " Ixion " that the engines should have
been inside and not in the Hammersmith Road, but, un-
fortunately, the Exhibition Committee were unable to allot

us any space.

Leopold Ward was also responsible for the manufacture of

the oscillating spherical valve which was on view on the
Coulson B. stand (Messrs, E. Aslett Coulson being sole

concessionnaires for motor cycle engines with this valve),
rnid iin which we are still carrying out extensive bench and
road tests with a view to perfecting it before putting it on
the market, instead of afterwai'ds, as is sometimes the case.

I also note " Ixion's " remark on a flat twin with cylin-

ders and crank case in two parts. I should very much like
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to show him a flat twin air compressor, in which the two
cylinders and crank case are in one casting, and that of alu-

minium alloy.

We do not at the moment see how we can reduce the
weight or add to the simplicity of this design.

P. BREWSTER. .

WATERPROOF CAPS.
Sir,—Mr. Leather is, I am sure, quite near the right thing

in his letter referring to the need expressed by " Lxion,"

for a waterproof headgear for motor cyclists.

He recommends a dome-shaped crown with a flexible rim.

It is well known that the despatch riders at the front found
the "tin hat" right in every respect except that of weight.
It kept the rain and mud ofl: the face and out of the neck.

A donie-ishaped crown and stout flexible rim made of first

quality felt would serve the same purpose ; it would be
necessary to ventilate it well wit^ armoured eyelet holes on
each side'. A chin strap might be added. Your re.iders may
think that such a hat would blow off. I can assure them

' that in actual practice it does not.

I am aT clergyman, and I always ride with a hat of cleric.il

shape—domed crown, flexible rim, good felt, no chin strap.

Rain never yet penetrated good felt. I ride a 3| h.p. two-
stroke, which doubles the speed limit at a bound. I ride over
hills and moors in all weathers, often in fifty knot gales, yet I

have still to stop my machine for the first time to recover my
hat. The first hatter who makes a good felt hat to Tommy's
"tin hat" pattern shall have my custom. CLERICUS.

Paisley.

SHAFT DRIVE.
Sir,—Please allow me to

1240's ' letter on " Shaft Dr
20th.

It seems strange that no English firm has yet adopted
this, as it appears to me an ideal form of transmission for

motor-cycles. -

Perhaps "FN 1240" will let us know what mileage
can be accomplished before wear and tear takes place in the
drive, if wear can be taken up, or if the worn parts are
easily renewable; what mileage per gallon can be done on
the F.N. solo, and ditto with sidecar? All pertinent

queries, as one never sees or hears of the machine in com-
petitions or trials. Amply , mudguarded and the drive en-

closed, as I believe the latter is, the F.N. o-uqhl to be
ideal. Is it? A. A. SMITH.

Sir,—I am glad to see "FN 1240" taking up the question

of shaft drive, and I heartilj' endose his statement that it

is the drive to give unqualified satisfaction in many thou-

sands of miles of sidecaring. The reasons for this satisfac-

tion are : (1) Absolutely positive. (2.) No adjustment. (3.)

Very little wear. (4.) Perfectly smooth. There can be no
slip, even in the wettest weather, and freedom from adjust-

ment is a great boon, especially with a sidecar.

It can also be added that this ti'ansmission does not in

any way hinder the removal of the rear wheel. I recently

inspected the bevel gear of a 1912 F.N., and can find no
trace of wear on either pinion.

Why do manufacturers not consider the shaft more? It

is certainly . worth considering at least.

In conclusion, may I state that my "ideal" sidecar
machine would be a tour-cylinder with shaft drive, and the
nearest approach we have to it to-dav is the F.N.

A. F. BURNS.

express my interest in " FN
ve " in the issue of November
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A.C.V. SJX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,— I am imuh iiulcl)tod to the Scull Motoi' Cycle Co.,

Ltd.. foi i)oiiitiiig uiit tlie eiroi' in the average marks
(iwarded tu Scotl mnchines in the late A.C.U. &i.>; Days
Trial.

The re|Kirt that I based the averages on was the pro-

visional results published in T/ie Motor Cycle of September
25th.

What I wish to point out is, that at the time of writing

I had no other material available except the provisional

results, and my purpose in writing vva.s lo draw the atten-

tion of the average motor cyclist to the average perform-

ances of the machines entered for the Trial. Immediately
after the provisional results were published, makers dis-

played large advertisements telling of gold and silver medals
obtained, tmt, of course, omitting all mention of medals
lost through machines retiring 1

I have rewritten the class in which the Scott machines
fiijHre, as follows :

A.j.s. .

Scott .

B.S..A.

Norton
Trknupl

N'uinbiT o
iM.idiinos

to Start.

Total Marks
Divided by
Number of

Machiiies.

I shall be much obliged it you will insert this letter, as 1

have no intention of misrepresenting the performances of

any firm's productions. STANLEY \YEL,LS.

THE A.C.V. REPORT.
Sir,—In your issue of December 18th I noticed a letter

signed " Lightweight " in reply to Mr. Norton's criticism

of A.C.U. report. Whilst I am sure that Mr. Norton requires

no assistance in dealing with this letter, 1 cannot let some
of the statements made pass without comment. It is fairly

evident from some of "Lightweight's" remarks that his

experience does not include the use of the type of machine
which he condemns. It is a pity that some of your corre-

spondents cannot take a wider view of the matters they
criticise, and realise that there are different types of riders

to whom different types, of machines appeal.

With reference to his remarks on the superiority of water-
cooling being proved by the results obtained from the Scott
motor C3'cle and the Lanchester and Rolls-Royce motor cars
-—without wishing in any waj' to detract from the excellence
of these products, I should like to point out that, so far as

. motor cycles are concerned at any rate, equally as good
results are obtainable from air-cooled engines.

I think that no. manufacturer would question the state-

ment that such machines as the Norton, A.J.S., Triumph,
and numerous others are capable of putting up performances
in every way equal to the best which can be done with the
water-cooled engines. I would point out that a number of

motor cycle manufacturers have utilised the water-cooled
engines and abandoned them, amongst them being such firms

as Messrs. Humber and F. E. Baker. Aircraft work has
proved that the air-cooled engine is capable of as high
efficiency as the water-cooled tjTpe, that air-cooled cylinders

up to 50 h.p. can be used without causing heating troubles

to arise, and in view of these facts several motor car manu-
facturers are experimenting with, and some have even
adopted, air-cooled engines for car work.
Few motor cyclists wish to be bothered with a water tank

in addition to their petrol and oil tanks, with the trouble of

constant replenishment and the necessitj' for draining them
off in frosty weather. The question of adding unnecessary
weight is also a serious one. Nor can it be claimed that
radiators are universally satisfactory. A high proportion of

these fittings become leaky after a few years' use. even oi.

high-class motor cars, where they have all the advantages ot

occupying well sprung positions. This fault is very much
aggravated on motor cycles, where keeping down the weight
and the fact of their being in a comparatively unsprung posi-

tion cause this trouble to arise at a much earlier period.
With regard to motor car and motor cycle transmission.

A single gear belt-driven machine is a perfecth- satisfactory
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mount for tlion.'sands of riders who do not wish to participate

ill A.C.U. trials, and thereby meet conditions of road sur-

face and gradient which never occur in their ordinary riding.

Furthermore, many of these very rarely have occasion to

use their machinesin heavy traffic, and consequently a single

gear machine fully satisfies their needs. It is cheaper lo buy
and to maintain than the more complicated mount. It is

lighter, and, generally speaking, under ordinary riding con-

ditions on the open road a more usable vehicle. These

remarks on transmission should not be interpreted as apply-

ing lo sidecar outfits, where it is acknowledged that some

form of clutch and variable gear is necessary.

The relative efficiency of motor cycle and motor car trans-

mission undoubtedly shows largely in favour of the simple

motor cycle. Few cars could claim an overall transmission

efficiency of 75% in all running conditions, while the direct

belt-driven motor cycle can claim a permanent efficiency of

over 93%, with a corresponding saving in petrol and oil

consumption.
In conclusion, I should like lo say that I consider the

A.C.U. Trials have been a very great benefit to the industry,

and have developed the motor cycle along useful lines, but

of late the improvements in machines have made the Six

Days Trials too short to test out the soundness and durability

of our mounts ; the consequence has been that in order to

test the machines,, conditions of riding have been sought
• which practically never occur in the normal use of the

machines.
I quite realise that there are riders for which the A.C.U.

type of machine is a most suitable mount, but although
" Lightweight " is evidently one of this class he must realise

that that type of machine by no means suits the whole of

the riding public. Different users operate their machines in

widely different conditions, and what suits one man is totally

unsuited to another. There is ample room for all types.

KENNETH A. HELLON.

Midway up Hard Knott Pass. Just below this point is the steepest

gradient— 1 in 25 for a few yards. (See page 30.)
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LOST TOOLKIT.
Sir,—On Thursday, December 4th, a kit of tools was

piclced up scattered along the road near Gravesend. If the
owner is fortunate enough to be a reader of your excellent
paper, I thought, perhaps, if I informed you, and you
published this letter, it would be the quickest way of restor-
ing them to the owner

I would be pleased to forward them to the' owner upon
his giving a description of the tools. J.E.H.

CROSSING DARTMOOR IN THE SNOW.
Sir,— I am enclosing a photograph, taken in the snow,

on Dartmoor, near Prmeetown The machine is a 1919 Lea-
Francis, belonging to myself, and the person sitting on the
ground is my siste", who was riding a Levis, until the belt

On Dartmoor. (See letter from Mr. I. D. Spooner.)

broke, necessitating her leaving the machine behind, and
lier. riding the rest of the way on my Tan-Sad carrier. The
.=now in some places was l^ft. 'deep.

IAN,D. SPOONER.
THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.

Sir,—Having read your correspondents' voluminous remarks
f.-i the subject of rear lights, I am driven to a frenzy of
despair, from which I can only find relief by submitting to
you the following epitaph, which I can but hope will toll the
knell of the bitter passions that have been aroused over this
vexed question :

Here lies a pedal cyclist, dead
Because of his unmanly dread
Of carrying a rear light red.
Had he not " Sivel's " letters read
He might have lived to die in bed.

—Nuffsaid!
Bridgwater. SHAKESWORTH.
Sir,—May I ask for a little space to reply to the attack

made on me by " Sivel." This correspondence seems to be
wandering a little from its subject, and it might be headed
" Logjc " or " Split Infinitives." Still, it adds to the gaiety
of nations.

First, I challenge "Sivel" to point out a single illogical

sentence in my letter. No one, I suppose, thinks that
"Sivel" seriously means that brickbats, etc., should carry
red lights, and I, for one, have never accused him of it.

Still, he says : "What form of danger signal do., the enthu-
siasts of the rear light propose for these impedimenta?" I
took this for an example of the cheap rhetoric of which he
accuses " lorwarth." The inference contained in his letter
is that, because these impedimenta cannot carry red lights,

cyclists should also be exempt. A misquotation is certainly
a misquotation ; no one has denied that very obvious fact,

but to call a misquotation of words only, where the sense
is in no way changed, a deliberate misquotation is a depar-
ture from fairness and truth of which I, personally, should
be ashamed. The opponents of red lights argue that,
because accidents have happened where red lights are used,
these are entirely useless ; this is illogical and absurd.
Wrecks have taken place in the neighbourhood of light-

houses, but will anyone deny the use of the latter ? Even
if fifty accidents could be 231'oved to have taken place in
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spite of red lights, I should still maintain that hundreds had
been prevented by their use. " Sivel's " summing up of his

opponents' argument is, too, entirely illogical and incorrect.

No such statement has been made, and so far as I know no
one holds such views.

Regarding a statement made in my last letter and doubted
by ' Sivel," I assert positively that I have seen white lights

shown to the rear of cycles scores of times ; the red light

in front is less common, but I have met with it more than
once, and only a week or so ago a cyclist was fined for this

very offence.
" Sivel" accuses me of being guilty of a split infinitive,

which apparently he thinks is to be found in the following
sentence. " How does he know that his escapes have not
been entirely due to the presence of his light?" This sen-

tence does not contain an infinitive. Can one split what
is not there? A schoolboy once said "a preposition is a
word you must never end a sentence with." This is sound,
though badly expressed, and those who read "Sivel's"
second letter will see its point. These are small points, but 1

fear that "Sivel's" knowledge of the English language is

about on a par with his acquaintance with logic.

The last sentence of "Sivel's" letter is merely rude, but
no matter ! I used his own phrase with intent, as he should
have seen. I thank him for his new phrase, but, as the in-

convenience is ?ioi serious, the real benefit not lacking^ nor
the cause lost, I fear I shall have no use for it, though it

would be excellent if properly applied.

JOHN HOLLAND.

Sir,—I wish to state my views in opposition to " Sivel's
"

letters I read in The Motor Cycle.
I can with difficulty believe that the motor cyclist who

has had a "protracted experience of the delight thereof"
can be in earnest over most of the silly statements he made
in his letters.

He says :
" To say that a cyclist must carry such light in

order that his presence may be thereby known to the motor-
ist is certainly one of the most absurd grounds that could
possibly be put forward." I would like to ask him why it

is absurd. For what other reason were rear lights 'for

bicycles ever manufactured but to let other users of the road,
especially motorists, know of the presence of a bicycle? It

is obvious that it is much more essential that the slow-going
push bicycle should have a rear light than the inotor cycle

or any other motor vehicle.

Your correspondent enumerated a list of things that a

motorist may meet on the road at night- Pedestrians, of

course, should walk as close to the side as possible if there
i^ no footpath. In the country a motorist sometimes meets
cattle and stray horses on the road at night, but it is un-

avoidable, and the motorist has to take the risk of a collision;

but I would like to know the number of motorists who have
had accidents at night due to broken-down carts and parcels

dropped on the road. Your correspondent then asks, " What
form of danger signal do the enthusiast,s of the rear light

propose for these impedimenta?" We "enthusiasts" (of

whom I am one) are not such fools as to expect stray cattle

or parcels dropped on the road to carry a rear light or any
other warning device. Your correspondent argues on these
lines: "Because a ship at sea is lost due to a collision with
a floating mine, why should ships carry'lights? Whv should
there be lighthouse's?" G. H. DOWN.

§ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
^

9 Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. ^

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price By
Containing over 400 useful " wrinliles " and helpful net. post,
hints in regard to motor cycles. Sbtth Edition.
(Second Reprint.)

"tracing; motor cycle troubles."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/10

2/- 2,3

2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE S: SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers and
Ra'lway Bookstalls.
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A sslection of questions of general interest received from readers and bur replies thereto. All questions should b*; addressed to 1h( Editor, "The Motor C>cle,"
, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publicatioi or not must be accompanietj by a Stamped addressed envelope for ICfJiy. Correspon-Jcnts
e urged to write ciearly. and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for case of reference. Letters containing legal
estions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Correct Level for Benzole.

BWh.it (liftoiviice in the level
of tlie spirit .^lioiild there be in

r. 26 jet when using benzole in-

stead of petrol?—H.S.
It may not be necessary to alter the
Ii'M'l when using benzole, although it

usually is possible to lower it about one-
!^i\U'i'iith of an inch.

Sidecar on Lightweight.

Accordino to the makers of a

\gy\ certain 2J li.p. two-stroke motor
> cycle, their machine will take a
L^ sidecar. Could you tell me if

the frame usually fitted to this

class of machine would stand the
strain ; also, if the engine would be
siifficienf? Would it be reliable?

What, with reasonable care, should be
tlie average life?

—

Novice.

We do not recommend the attachment
of sidecars to extremely light machines,
although in an absolutely flat district

such a fitting might be moderately suc-

cessful it' a two-speed gear were used.

The machine should be reasonably reli-

able, and any modern motor cycle, with
certain occasional renewals, should have

,aii almost indefinite life.

A Magneto DeSect.

I shall be much obliged if you

Scan let me know why I have a

difficulty in starting an 8 h.p. V
twin engine. I have set the

valves thus (front of engine valve

side) ; Left cylinder, inlet opening on
tup, the right cylinder is nearly

tinished the compression stroke. So the

settings are: Inlet open top D.C.,

closes after bottom D.C, exhaust open-
before bottom D.C, and closes tup

D.C. The magneto is timed to fiie

about 8 mm. before the top of the

compression stroke. I am using a

Bosch 50° magneto, which sparks the

same time for each cylinder. There is

one thing I noticed when I had the dust
cuver off the end of the magneto, viz

,

when I revolved the armature, a good
spark over -iin. long takes place from
an end in the winding Which protrudes
from the armature to the brass end
plate of the armature. The sparks at

'' the plugs are very poor. I have these
[ well earthed to the base of the magneto.
! The faster I turn, the bigger the spark

inside and the less at the plugs.—L.D
Your engine is apparently timed correctly,

both as regards valves and ignition. It

would appear that there is some defect
in the magneto. Possibly the high-tension
wires are broken internally, or maybe
the carbons in the high-tension brush

holders are not free in their guides. If

attention to these points does not reveal
the defect, we should recommend that

you submit the magneto to an expert
repairer. '

Dynamo Details.

I have been a keen reader of

Syour most valuable journal for

several years, and am now
writing to ask your help on one
or two points. I am fitting up

a small 12 volt 250 watt dynamo for

lighting and charging. (1.) The dynamo,
I notice, has three leads, marked red,

yellow, and black respectively. What
is the purpose of the yellow lead, and
what must be done with it? (2.) Does
it harm the dynamo to run (a) with all

switches open, (h) while dead shorting
the leads? (3.) What size fuse w-ire

shall I need to use? (4.) I propose
using an iron wire resistance when
charging. What number L.W.G. will be
necessary? (5.) Should the ammeter
reading be the same when the accumu-
lators are being charged when wired in

parallel and in series?—E.H.B.

(1) One of the three leads will be smaller
than the other two. This one is the
shunt field lead, and is brought out for

the purpose of introducing a shunt field

regulating resistance on the switchboard,
if necessaj'v. By this means you can
obtviin additional voltage regulation in an
economical manner. You can, however.
if you prefer, connect the shunt lead
directly to the opposite brush to which
the other end of the shunt winding is

permanently connected. (2.) It does no

harm to run with all switches open, but

on no account run with the armature
short circuited ; it would burn out at once.

(3.) Ask for twenty am.pere fuse wire. (4.)

To carry the maximum current which
this dynamo will give without be-

coming unduly hot will require a fairly

large iron wire, say, No. 12 B.W.G.
wound on a bar Jin. diameter. This will

give you about one ohm per 790 turns.

It is not possible to give you exact

figures, as the composition of what is

commercially called "iron" varies so

greatly, but the above amount is approxi-

mately correct. (5.) If you have two
when they are put in parrallel the

ammeter will read double the amount
shown when they are in series.

Bent Rear Forks.

I shall be glad if you can

\g^\ give some advice on the foUow-
> ing point concerning a 4 h.p.

1-2J Triumph motor cycle which I

have recently purchased. The
previous owner, in putting it up on its

stand, let the machine down so heavily
that the forks running from the engine
to the hub of the back wheel are bent.
It I have these straightened, will the
machine be safe to ride, or would you
recommejid having those forks entirely

replaced ?—W.A.B.

In all probability it would be better to

have new tubes brazed into the rear
forks of the machine, although if they
are not badly bent they could be quite
easily straightened if warmed by a
brazing lamp.

The pub'ic displaveH great mieiest in tl e London-E.xelirr run. ns ns luey lid in au the impor':
trials of 1919. The scene depicted shows a rider of a flat twin Karley-Djvidson al Salisbi: v
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Faulty Running T'vo-stroke.

I have a 2^ h.p. 1919 model

S
two-stroke that ran well until
quite recently, when it started
to choke. I have changed

,
jets, and tried everjr possible

variation of mixture, and cannot get
it right. Compression is good, and I

use No. 1 spirit. Speed is very poor,
and as soon as I open out it chokes
and splutters.—N.B

it would appear that the trouble with
your two-stroke engine is due to the
sparking plug having become defective.
We slioiald recommend- you to experiment
with a good quality ' detachable plug,
having fairly substantial electrodes,
also make certain that the timing has
not slipped. Note particularly if the
nut on the magneto sprocket is tight,
and also verify the fact that the spark
occurs on top dead centre when the igni-
tion control is fully retarded.

An Electric Lighting Scheme.
I have a Rover, with three-

r^ speed hub. I have fitted T.T.
> handle-bars, and wi.sh to fit a
LiJ second pair of footrests beneath

the saddle, in place of the pre-
sent pedals. I shall therefore remove
the pedalling chain. I have a Brooks
motor cycle carrier attache case on my
carrier, and propose fitting a dynamo
and accumulator in this, and running
the dynamo off the old kick-starter
chain sprocket Please let me know
if you consider the ide.T feasible.

—

N.L.VV.

We do net think that your proposed
lilting is practicable. The sprocket on
the three-speed hub is a free-wheel, and
consequently would not drive the dynamo
unless it was locked in someway. The
speed also would be too low. If you de-
sire .^to fit electric lighting to your
machine, we should advise you to have
one of the lighting dynamos specially
mad" for the purpose.

Timing for Speed. •

(1.) Is it possible to alter the

@ makers' valve timing of my 1919
4 h.p. countershaft Triumph for

speed work? (2.) If not, would
the timing gear as fitted to T.T.

T:;i'.-nphs fit my machine, presuming
th.it a special timing gear is fitted to

T.T. Triumphs? (3.) The lead in milli-

metres to give the piston before top
dead centre with the ignition lever fully

advanced and points just breaking, for

normal running and for speed work.
(4.) Most suitable size jet for speed
work irrespective of petrol consump-
tion.—F.M.

(1.) You cannot improve on the makers'
timing of the 1919 Triumph engine, nor
can you alter it largely unless you have
a new timing wheel and cams, and this

.would have to be specially made. (2.)

We do not know of any variation in the
cams fitted to the T.T. and the ordinary
models, but would recommend you to
write to the makers for information.
(3.) Normal lead 10 mm. for speed 11
nr 12. (4.) The most suitable jet size

cm best be found by experiment. If you
think it necessary to vary the jet in

lonr cailiuvetter, the be.st course is to

IM'oriii'e .-I selection of jets from the

READERS' REPLIES.

Risk o£ Fire.

In reply to " Rudge iMulti.st " (page

753, December 11th), I may say that the

ilinimax Co. in 1912 made a special fire

extinguisher with bracket which could

be fitted to any motor cycle. They have
agents in almost every town in the British

Isles.

—

Weixkle.

Misfiring on One Cylinder.

"J.W.S." should examine the inlet

valve of the offending cylinder, and find

out if the stem is not unduly worn. I

have no doubt that this is where his

trouble lies. . His query appears on page
765, issue dated December 11th.

—

GtJLL.WITE.

Belt Trouble.

Having read in your issue lor December
18th a letter from a correspondent,

"W.H.," bewailing the use of four belts

in 3,760 miles on a Rudge-Multi, and
asking advice, I tender the following

experience for what it is worth : His
figures are ridiculous if the gear is used

with reasonable care and he gets hold of

good belts in the first place. For my
p.irt, I always use Dunlops, and have on
ray present Rudge a belt which has done
4,b00 miles, during -which distance I have
shortened it twice only, and it should

be good for two or three thousand more,
judging by appearances. Of this distance,

which has included many rough roads,

hills and much traffic riding necessitating

constant use of the gear lover, I estimate

that 75% to 80% was done with a pillion

passenger. On a 1913 model Rudge-Multi
I owned I could rarely get more than

2,500 to 3,000 miles per belt; but, even

so, that was no extravagance, as the

saving in tyres, petrol, and oil from the

careful use of the gear much more than

paid for the belts. The points to notice

are : (1.) To keep the belt adjusted nicely,

which is the simplest of matters with the

rear hub tensioning device now fitted.

Allow for 2in. play up and down, i.e.,'

gripping centre of belt between pulleys,

adjust so that it may be raised lin.

and depressed lin. from its normal straight

line. (2.) Move the gear lever gradually

from notch to notch. (3.) Change do^wn

the whole time just before the engine la^s.

This saves the belt, the tyres, and tlie

engine. So many riders of a Rudge-Multi
think that the essence of driving is to

hang on to a high gear to the last

moment possible, regardless of the violent

snatch that may be caused. They forget

that the average 3| h.p. engine is geared
5 to 1, or at most perhaps 4^ to 1, and,
owing to the splendid hanging-on powers
of the Rudge engine, they overlook the
fact that they may be using a gear of

Sj to 1 at 10 or 12 m.p.h., and if they
should be carrying a passenger the strain

and jar then are very great,, T should be

quite willing to wager that is the cause

of "W.H." breaking, his spokes. Might
I suggest to "W.H." that he reckon out
about where his lever should be at a gear
of, say, 5 to 1, and not use a higher gear
than that at speeds below 20 m.p.h. A
gear of 4 to 1 seems to suit the Rudge
engine very well at 30 m.p.h., and the
last two or three notches come in very
nicely over that speed. If he will adhere
to a rule on those lines I do not think
"W.ll." will be troubled with more
broken spokes oc vhewed up belts. And

possibly these tips may be of- use and
interest to other riders of Rudge-Multis
whom I daily see using their gear in

such a -way as to ask tor trouble of a
similar nature to "W.H.," but to a more
pronounced degree. Unfortunately, a very
"plucky little engine makes the multi-gear
rather a danger in the hands, of people
who do not understand that the under-
lying principle of driving a motor cycle
is, or .should be, to keep the engine to a
fairly good and even number of revolu-
tions. I should like to finish up with an
appreciation of the Rudge as the ideal

solo mount—engine, gear, foot-oiling

.system, spring-up stand, and many other
details, including the steering. Should

, "W.H." care to communicate with me
directly I will try to answer any points of

difficulty he may have.

—

Rudge-Multi
(Bedford).

Referring to "W.H.'s" query on page
791 of your issue of December 18th, I

experienced the same trouble on my 3^-

h.p Rudge-Multi. I think if he will fit

a John Bull -|in. belt on his bicycle and
never move his gear up or down more
than two notches at a time, he will do
away with his belt trouble, and the
breaking of spokes as well. I find that
a -John Bull belt wears very well on the
Multi. I can get six to eight months'
wear out of one, using the cycle everv
day.—N.J.S.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H.D.L."—Most suitab'e lightweight

for use in Central Africa.

"D..J." (Chelsea).—Steel and rubber
studded tyres. Efficiency on greasy
surfaces.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES
M.UBSTONE TO Chichestkr.—J.K.M.

Alaidstone, Tunbridge Wells, East
Grinstead. Crawley, Horsham, Five
Oaks, Billingshurst, Wisborough Green,
Petworth, Chichester.

Re.idin'g to XonwicH.—H.W.
Reading, ilaidenhead, Beaconsfield,

Ricksmairsworth, Watford, St. Albans,
Wheathampstead, " Codicote, Stevenage,
Baldock, Royston, Whittlesford, Six M'ile

Bottom,. Thetford, Attleborough, Wy-
mondham, Norwich..

B.^THG.VTE to TlIOIiNE.— H.D.

Bathgate, Whitburn. Wilsoiitown,
Lanark, Abington, Beattock, Lockerbie,
Ecclefechan, Longtown, Brampton, Alston,

iMiddleton-in-Teesdale, Barnard , Castle,

Scotch Corner, Leeming, Boroughbridge,
(Jreen Hammerton, Yoilc, Selby," Snaith,
Thorne, Approximately 225 miles.

TiiORNE TO Pilling.—H.D.

Thorne, Snaith, Selby, Tadcaster, Hare-
wood, Otley, Ilkley, Skipton, Gisburn,
Clitheroe, Preston, Garstang, Pilling.

Approximately 110 miles.

Filling to Bathg.4te.—H.D.

Pilling, Lancaster, Carnfdrtiv, Kendal,
Shap, Penrith, and back by the route

previously given. Approximately 175

miles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICKS.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—Firit 12 words 2 6, and 2d. for every ad-
difjonil word. Paragrap-hs of under 8 words
are charge 1 double ra.e, i.e., 5/-. Each
parairap.^i is charged separately. Name and
aiilreis must be eountel, Series discounts,

Doniiiiois, and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orderj and Cheques sent in paymentfor
advertisements should be made payable^,^ fco
to ILIFfi: & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,-—*

—

'

Treasury Notes, bein;; untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

rtii aiverasi nsncs in mis section should be
ajcan^miel with remittance, and be addressed

to the o.fnces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, £,0,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Co/3atr/. To ensure insertion letters should

b3 pD3t3l in time to reach the offices of "The
Motjr Cycle," by the first post on Friday
rnDTniij; previous to the day of issue.

AU li'.tjrs relating to advertisements £hoi;ld

qajtj t^3 ni.iiisr which is printed at (he cud of

ei3h aiv3rtise-Tient, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

MUGHOPES

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

prevent

Out Stoc.< includes (he iollowing Machines

NEW
No. H.P. Machine- Year. Pnce
!26; AUTOPED MOTOR SCOOTERS i<j2o £42
- 7-ij HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 —

7 9 HARLEY-OaViDSON Comb... 19:0 —
2I CUVNo 1920 £70
6 BRADBURY Combinatioa. 1920 «157 1

8 NEW ImPERIAL.ind Sidecar . 1919 —
[2291. 2IP.&8 1920. £67

2i GARFIELD 1920 £63
2i DOUGLAS, s.spefd 1920 £90
4 DOUBLAS Combination 1920 £143

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
3 1 SCOTT J9I0 £32 1

2 1 FORWARD — £27 1

'4 BRADBURY 1911 £43
b ZENITH, Gradua gear ig
8 MATCHLESS, single gear 19
3J CORAH-i!.A.P 19
4" DOUGLAS 19

RUDGE 19
RUDGE-MULTl 19
TRIUMPH JUNIOR- 19

SECOND-HAND CO.HBINATIONS.

12193,

12079

£84
£72 10
£48
£116

£52 ID

1914

1917

191

4

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addrci^el to nmiibers at "The Motor Cvcle " Office.

When this is de..ired. the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertiiement charge, which nni;t include tlie

words Box 000, c/o" Tlie Motor Cycle." OnJy iDcnumber
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
a lireised Mo. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoi Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number aiherfiscjMents containing
re nitiances shonl.l be sent by yegislereil post, but in all svck
cases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit Systcvi.

In the case of motor cycles offereti for sale under a tox
nimber, as it is unusual lor these to be sold withoit firEt

b'iing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisemects
some mention ot the district in which the machine
oJered may be seen and tried.

"Sm- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

m ly deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
D :p05lt System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of tins receipt.

The titne allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods ii three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
a nount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
i"i the dapOiitor, and each party to the transaction paj's

cirriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a
d:pD5it fe^ of i /- is charged; on transactions over ;rro

and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over ;f5o and under£75, 5/-;
o\'er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

" 2T. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
or.lers should be made pnyable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D *' at the end of an advertisement is an

i I lication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
d-^iroQs, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Rsalers who reply to advertisements and receive no

an;*er to tlisir enquiries are requested to reeard the
sil'snsi ai an indication that the goods advertised have
al.-eil/ been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so ' From Stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application •

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to tti2ie include extras. 50 engines, for immediate delivery!

270.

:2293,

7-9 INDIAN Combination
8 ROYAL RUBY.ind b.deair

4j JAMES Combination
b ROYAL ENFIELD Combination
7-9JAIflES-HOWARTH Comb.
%h KERRY-ABINGDON Comb. ..

5-6 INDIAN Combination
7-9 INDIAN Combination
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination
4 DOUGLAS Combination
4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915
8 -WILLIAMSON Combination .. 1914
5-6 RUDGE-MULTl and Sidecar

4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar .

7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb.
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combinali:
7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON ....

3J fiUDGE MULTl
7-9INDIAN Combination

£153 "

t125 I
£16/ 1*

£125 <>

£72 l"
£125
£33
£153
£125 (.

£130
£110
£87 19

£145
£150
£87 10
£185
£130
£77 10
£82 10

flistribotins

disappointmenl
ation and full paiticLilars will he sent on

nrlicatinn.-Tlie Spalding; Motor Co.. Lt<l.. SpaMiiiB.
agents for Liacolnshire [0015

Abingdon
King Did;, brand new T.T. show
may hi? obtained on Horrods unique

ing, London, S.W.I.

verbampton T.A. : Parts.

WAUCHOrE'S, 9. Shoe Lane
4 6h.p mvchine, 3-speed

starter, with ccachbuil't sidecar;

The Wahall Ca

:ear box repairs; prompt
Chapel Ash Depot. Wol-

[2237

London; 1915 A.J.S.
ind clutch and kieli

£130. [661f

Gibbs, We;t Horvjdg-

W^

)n,-N^0Temher, 1919. run 2SC
lamps, les shields; £195.-

.shburton, Devon. [6657 i

r the A.J.S. Pla.e • ybiii
j

secure good delivery.—Apply '

idge St., Cambridge. [67911

A- S.— Exeter Motor Cv
Bath Rd.. Exeter, a

mout' Sole agents. Ncv
liveries.

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The attention 01 Adve.lisers 11 .a led o m
fact that Deposits arc now dealt w.t

20, Tudor St, London, E.C.4,

to which address all communicafions reia^AU

to deposits should be directed

A-^
ry early de of

:2I35

ROYAL ENFIELD Combinat
-6 INDIAN and Sidecar
ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar 1918 £165

SECOND-HAND CARS
- CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p. Har-

leyDaxHdion engine £115
10. 8 DUO Car, J.A.P. engine £150

SIDECARS.
Canoelet iWinor. Royai Ruby.
Canoelel 04. " Wauchope's " No.
Canoeiet K4. " Wauchope's " No. !

Canoclet K3. Williamsons.
Douglas. rriumph.

The Latest 1919

6 h.p. J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

sach one by post.

MOTOR CYCI.ns FOR SALE.
4 B.C.

A B.C.-Option on A.BC: guaranteed fif=t de'-—

—

-f». to pnblic; £20.-245, Barry Rd., Dulwich, [7270

A ."C. Motor Cycle deliver in .Tanuary or FehvunrvA. af.nppt reasonable premium.-Bo.v L6,450, c/o The
Wo/or Curie. [6770
TONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C.. Brnnd.

nav. Mus\vell Hill, N,10. and Wondside I'an.de
North Finohley. [0026

Agents for the A.B.C. Place your
good delivery.—Applv.
Cambridge, [6785,

£37 10s. each.

6 h.p. J.A.F. Cylinders, including valves, springs,

and compression plus:?

f n. p. J.A.P. Piston?, with rings and gudgeon pins

Se'.ODd-na;id Machines taken n Part Payment.
(rice allowed. Maker's guarantee.

each.
£5

« 5

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

King and Harper, 6, Biidge St,

B18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

1Q19 A.J.S
i-U Stewart
lamp set and
Arodrome, Hounslow.

"I
Q16 A.J.S. a'fji.p.,

X«? lamp, horn, spai
war, fijst-rate conditio]
ply, 1?8 Hurst Grove,

[719'

model. Sunbeam eidecax!
Lowe generator, completi
£170.—McMullin, .4irco

[685(

peed, kick start, hand clutili

jn;t
k tyre, stored durint

eihanled; £62/10,—i^
[X14BI

LATE 1914 6h.p. A.J.S., 3-5poed, clutch, just olgr
hauled, new gears throughout, new chain ca^

1919 tuxuriotis coachbuilt sidecar, 3 new tyxfiB,

electric lighting; £130.—Perkins, Caredig, SkettV
Glam. [X33fi;

»3h.p. A.J.S.
hain dr

top condition, ready
Sheen, Welcomes fl

Purley 1073.

A.J.S. 6h-p.

1915, 3-speed, K.S., countershrft

19'

Pho«
[sr

brand new coachtt
hanled, all-chain, Bj

magneto, lamps, horn, etc., excellent conditj
London; £115.—See Kwiksale advertisement, " '"^

laneous sale column. [ql

A.J.S. Lightweight, single-speed, variable i
new front tyre (Hutchisons), new U.H.

new Dunlop belt, new piston xings, B. and B., :

away; £30.—H. Watson, 43, High St., Cleobury/
timer, Salop.

Daylight electric lights [40 amp. aooumulntor}, _

fitted Hutchinson front. Dunlop heavy studded bacB

both good, recently overhauled and fitted new pistw^

rings, general condition very good, mechaiiirally p^itS**^
£75, or near offer.—Faulkner, Spion Eop, Ciif
Rochester.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

•9

L.l.S. 1911 2ljli.!.., 2-gii«9(l, ull on, £45; l.i.l).'» (IK
%. Junior, 2-apetid, jooil (.'omlitioii, £35: 1919 ^ti i'

,A,P.. Stulln.^r-AlL'her 3-ai>ee<l Kuur box, liiinpa, lii«t,

75: 2-apBcJ Albion B^r box. 85'-- t«i) llll-biiiM luotui
Wd laruin nnj generutor, 150/-,— Boulton, Xlm anruii'.
»nn, Stiiftordsl.iie. 16659

Alldays,
LLr.PAVS Allon, earliest ponsiblu delivery. -linok

now ut 129, Hrocklay Ei»B, b.K.23. [7005

i'"'iHi'
2^4li.l>., 2.sp™d. 1915. in flistclasa order-V £47, or oHer.-262, Blackhorso I.ane, Walthum:

""•^ [7206
[ONES' OnrnBe upooial ligouts for Alldayn Alien.

.rad?,"NSir'Fi^,;L"i:;."
"^^'^ ''"' """

""'(to'2'?

l''™miiHl',-'.''"r»o^-'"''^'=''' 'T^ '•'"''•lb splendid» lOiiaition £50, or exchanee uilli caah (orod .omblnat.on.-194, Lawlord Rd., Hugby. [X2088

L""?™ 'i^
,\''''%-.Miverei October. 1919. mileage« 200. ojntoh, kick. 2.speed. lamps horn imrfnct

ndltion: f70.-Boi L6,492, cioTZ^olorcSr

L'''i!';th™rd^"'';!""^'
/"s. 3':*.?., i-n^i. .('?'?.

Tt, 1, c„?f, „ 1 ? S"""! •'"Mlit'on, seiond speed and
U Irm

'"^J"»'''"8i ^47.-1!. Skipper. Ut. Ryburgh.
„ [6950
,Q19 2-Uh.p. Allon Model de I.nxe. only riddenU about 500 miles, with lamps and l,C?n a" newroushoiU: £70.-J. C. Phipp! Sherstin' Maimer:

L''hl?ay?„rt''',''-i''r' '^'i ^''''•P- 2--'t™ke. 2-speed,

ion £1? m '""LP"' """• ""''^' excellent cn^
.'n3'.sf,''H;°seirV,"w;rl: ^"""'^

*'°"^7'ili

.''cP,t^h*T'^"™','f''^'^t ""d'^l. 2-^-lhP-. 2-speed

at, ed hJ^f'"'ffe''"''"°- Jl'solutely'like'new.'^un:
atilied, best offer accepted; bargain—Kinoton?ng hdward Parade, NoVbury, S.W. "

[?45^i
'
'VT'""„?'"n,n^

^''"^-
V"^ '"lips.- knee gripa.

i., oviiiio f
'", !'^'' 8"P'' 1«S shields, ne^y tyres

e Gle-^ u'mfini' ,i""\v^.°; °/ "ff"s-D. Merlone iTie.i. Llomloid, near fl atcliet, Somerset. [X2059

Ariel.

''^uppif-at-mS'^Vioe?."'"'"^' ^^'^'
^f-^','

^g^^p:^-'^^^^o^^»;^fr.^K."'i5i^is

^FVlLSr 7^1? v'^''?i.';'''='"'i*
Combination; £130-EdMords, 7, tihibition Ed., South Kens. [7057

^ii^^^ti"!-' ''.•V^n"'?;.,^-'''P-> ^-^P^^d countershaft,sto.iv, ilOO—ihomas. Garages, Welshpool.

EIEL 3h.p., .accumulntor ianitinn in „„„,!
^'"^^^

.der. suit learner; flS^-^o^d^St. clra^e" Rnul.T
[6753

^"^a.fi;:i^ Sf' ss';!-7or i^s!iyy,^'i^^s;:
[S1911

') wtrks' £°lt5"^l-Th ''^^?• i?/; '^''"''"e'i from
Cambf'

^^^^-^^Ibro Motor Works, Lynn Rd.,
[X2042

lliir^'^'--^--;-"^^^^BemvortU.
[X2157

ONES' Garage, special' agents for Ariels Broad

th Mncf^r'"" '^"'' ^'"' ""^ Woodsfde' l^rade.

k20 S'.jh.p 3-speed Ariel in stc'k. £100- co.ich-' built sidecar to suit, £26.-Parker and 'i!ni si
' Hunts. 'Phone: 15.

""'
""'J^oSl

KIEL. Sl/.h.p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries- allspare parts stocked. - P. Speakm.an Ariel' Fs
. 7, Rochdale Ed.. Harpurhey, ManchesteT. [4020

•'^so^eds^
Combination. 3>ih.p.. countershaft. 3bpeeas, ii.,b., all accessories, uu'^cratrhprl • i^i i r

)fler,-E,L., c/o Martin, 18, Orchard St 'Bnsrra'.

'5h,K"^''='
2'-'-4h.p..

.
3 speeds, countershaft

clutch, decompressor, kick start, ne\y condition-
ir abroad; £95.-28, Upper Redlanda Ed., Eead-

[7131
(19 Ariel 3V>h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. lamps
-

born, speedometer, perfect condition; Harrow
3.—See Kwiksale advertisement. Miscellaneous sale

[6683
|14 3i.,h.p. Ariel and C.B. sidecar. 3-speed, clutch-lamps, horn, tools, spares, insurance policyId 3 years, splendid condition; trial run- £65 no5-—6, Princes Rd., Ashford, Jliddlesex. [X2025

.14 Ariel, Si^^h.p.. Bosch. B. and B. carburetter
new heavy tyres and tubes, overhauled, very fa«t

powerful, lioru, tools, smart machine- 37' ''ns^-—Ogden. 11. Thomas St.. King's Lynn. [7232

;IEL Combination, luxuriously fitted. 6h.p. twin
3-speed gear box. clutch, kick start, 3 lamps'

,
speedometer, watch, large well sprung Ariel

[

ar, 4-point suspension, hood, screen, luggage grid '

guaranteed perfect, any trial; 110 gns.—15 Sum-

i

ill Hd., Dartford. [7032 I

I
THE BIRMINGHAM HOUSE

FOR MOTORISTS.

P J
LVANO

has made very full preparations

for 1920.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
of the famous

MOTOR CYCLE.
7/9 h.p. T920 Powepplus spring
frame model, complete with
dynamo lighting set, e.ectric horn

and speedometer.

Solo £158
Combination .. £190

Powerful, Speedy
Reliable.

Place your order now for the

4 h p. Scout Model,

Solo £125
Combination .. £155

and ensure early delivery.

P. J. EVANS,
87-91, John Bright Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

'Phone :

Mid. 662.
Telegrams :

"Lytcar, B'Jiam."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4i'no.

A KNO 41l.l)., 2-Bpocd, rlutcli, Bosi-li, B. and li

-*»- top feed (bottom gear only wantH chain drivei.
ride away on top; barKuin (flno Hidecar 'bus), £35-
Ano, 7, llldgmount. Villun, Montpelier Hd., Sutton.
Hiirrcy. [7027

Ascot.
0.lli.p. .Aucot; £48, bargain; or exchange liiglier
fV-i povier, cash ad)n«tmont II required.—U. Watt,,
Bridje Buildings, Farrlngdon Guriiey, near Brhitol.

[X2233

Aiito-Wheels

WAr.r-, U.S.A.. mileage 80; £13.—Greatrex, Fox
Cover. Hammerwlch, l.icbfield. [X2171

AIITO-'WHEEL. good condition, very little used; £9:
approval, dcpoait.— Htennott, Minuter Rd., We.t-

gate-on-Sea. [6795

AUTO-WHEEL lor Sale, nearly new, perlect run
niug order; £14.—Notley, 22, Herbert Hd..

Seven Kings, llford, Essex.

opposite Olympia, London

[X2135

, £25; in
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,

[6852

AUTO-WHEEL Mixiel de Luxe, No. 41165. gocd
running order; £12; spares, £1.—Williams,

Crookwood Cottage, Ystrad, nr. Denbigh. *[X2137

Bat.

B-\T-.T..\.P. Twin Combination, spring frame, gear
box. K.S . complete accessories; £75.—8, Sion

How Twickenhf.m. (7113

6 h.p. Bat-Jap and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-Bpeed counter-
shaft, clutch, good tyres, lamps, etc. ; £75.— Globe

Iron Works, Thame, Oxon. [6800

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each

Broadbridge, Engineer, Lindfield. [7297

BAT. 6h.p. J.A.P.. coachbuilt sidecar, 2-Bpecd i-ounter-
shaft, lamps, horn: £47/10, bargain.—Kington, 2,

King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W. [6743

1 Q20 Bat, just delivered, extra large sidecar, 700x80
-Li7 tyres; £160; owner bought cor.-Turner. We.'t-
bonrne House, Richmond Rd., Twickenham. 'Phone:
Richmond 217. [6828

I Q14 5-6h.p. Bat-Jap, T.T. bars (lull), lamps, tools.
-i-tf tyres and belt good, engine good condition, long
tapered exhaust; £52; any trial.-Eord, The Bell, Sot-

well, near Wallingford. Berks. [X2199

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p. Combination. 2-3peed counter-
shaft, clutch, handle start, canoelet sidecar, tb-3

machine is in perfect mechanical order, complete wilh
spare valves, chains, cover, lamps, horn, et<:. ; £80.—
46, Cromwell Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. [7181

Beardmore
LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.—Beardmore

Precision, the most advanced and practical motor
cycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blake and
Co., 110, Bold St., Liverpool. [6575

Blackburne.

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildford, are old Black-
burne agents, and invite enquiries. [X7945

ERIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Blackburne agent.—
Early delivery 4 and 8h.p; models.—12, The Fore-

.'ate. Worcester. fX1494

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes.
Broadway, Jluswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodsido

I'arade. North Finehley. [0029

BLACKBURNE, 1920 models, for eailr delivery.—
Book your order with the City agents, Elce -and

Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0067

BLACKBURNE.—New 1920 4b. p. models actuaijy
in stock: no premium required.—Chandler.

Revre and Williams. Hitchin. Herts. 'Phone : 165
Hitcbin. (0062

BL.\CKBURNES.—Longman Bros. 17. Bond Sr.,

Ealing (Tel. : 619), and 387, Uxbridge Rd ,

Acton (Tel.: 1578 Chiswick), sole district agents.
Deliveries of 1920 models from stock; list prjce.

;7195

Bradbury.
W.-S.UCH0PE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. Louden,

E.C.-4b.p. Bradbury. 1911 model; £40. [7448

BR-4DBURY, 1914, 2-speed, excellent condition,
£45; sidecar, £10.-17, Heaton Rd., llitcham.

[7009
BRADBURY 1920 Models for early deliveiies.—

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cambeiwell.
[7218

BBAPBURT 4h.p., semi T.T.. varbable pullev. scud
order: £32.-3, Littlethorpe Terrace, Eipon.

[X1965
did condition, clutch, ad-
is new, lamps; £45.—Seen

51. Heme Hill, S.E.24. [7124

BRADBURY 4i,ih.p., black and gold, countershnit,
kick start, hand clutch, and me,tal 2-seater sidecar,

guaranteed: £75.-21, Marlborough Crescent, Chiswi- k.

LX19iJ

advertisement, and the date of the issue, BI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE.
Bradbury.

"DRADBDRY.—For tlie earnest possible deliv

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.—eh.p. Bradbury combination, new 1920

model, immediate delivery; £157/10 [7439

BRADBURY 4h.p., Bosch, adjuslable pulley, engine
overhauled, lamps, horn, pump; best oaer

secures.—24, High St., Ironbridge, Salop. [X2039

BEADBUEY, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
etarter, chain drive, Canoelet sidecar, storm ypion,

brand new, at makers' price: £147/5.—Wilkins, Simp-
ton, and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6S47

JO 15 eh.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 3-epeedLU countershatt, all chain, kick start, hand clutch,
.amps. Klaxon, tools, etc., excellent order; f98.—Seen,
M'hitehoise Garage, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heiith;
.S.B. [7104

.f 21.— 3i,<ih.p. Bradbury motor cycle, Bosch in.'ig . I;,

cv and B. carburetter, a.i.v., I'hilipson pulley, T.T.
bars, good tyres, sound throughout ; bargain ; ride away.
—Apply, L. Fryer, Hare and Hounds Hotel, Fouliidg'e,
near Colne. [X2204

Brough
e;h.p. T.T. Brough, promised next iveek; ^vliat offers
fJ -Box L6,548, c/o The Uolor Cycle. [7486

MY Brough Combination due this month. Unable ti

purchase. What otters ?-Box L6,547. c/o Th
Uolor Cijcle. [7485,

3ih.p. Brough, 2-speed, T.T. model, end of
2 bargain, £49.-Clapliam (Motors), King G.;orge

St., Greenwich. [7361

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
Man only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6588

"IQ16 Brough 3V2b.p., Watsonian sidecar, Binki
J- *J carburetter, 3-speed, countersliaft, Sturmey^

BEOUGH, 1916, 3y.h.p. o.h.v. twin. 3-5peed counter-
shaft, semi-T.T. bars, re-enamelled alld plated,

almoet new tyres, very special, having been got ready
regardless of expense for next season's raciug, fitt.il
with special overleaf camshaft [the only cue in Eng-
land}, guaranteed speed 75 m.p.h., or 65 m.p.h. with
ordinary cams; £85.—Pull particulars and satisfactory
reason given for sale on application to B.P. Garages,
,LA.P. Specialist.?, 40, Muriay Mews, Murray St.,

Camden Town. (See Exchange column.) [6731

Brown.
H.T. mag., dropped tank. 11:'un1=. B.

Farm, Eroomfleld, Cliebns-
foid. [6995

23.h.p. Brown, torpedo tank, Siurms mag., Auiac car-
4 liuietter, XL'all spring forks, and excellent tvres;

Bi-st £22 secures.-Sedham, Meimaid St.. Eye. Su-'sex.

[6799

B.S.A

B.',AXli Xeiv B.S.A. Model K. in stock.-Brook B
Uuruhaui, Somerset. [6320

|018 B.S.A^. mileage under_ 1,000, cha

^lia^

TAYLORS

£85.-37, Arlington Ed., .Surbit [7233

ntershaft, 3-speed, K..S.

age. Wolverhampton St.. Walsall.

[6972

f65.-Oolli( Union St. South, Hal
[7349

B.S.A., 1911, very good conrtitifia. tvres as
accept £35.-Welch, 135, Eilgwine Ed , W.2,

[6805
11016 B.S.A., 3 speeds, couutersliait. cnarhbuilt com
JLtF l.iuation, perfect condition: i90.-16, Yoik St.

riover. [705J

chill

irder; £55 cash.—Turley, 32, High St., En~tl;;il],

Kent. _ [7367

B.S.A. S^-^h.p., 2-speeds, clutch, in excellent condi-
tion; £58.—Harris, Lexden Gardens, Belle Vue.

Shrewsbury. [X2163

4Wh.P., all chain, 3 speed"
,yres; £70.-63, Solon

[7178

North Finchley. [0030

B.S..'^. 4h.p. Model, with special sidecar, equipped
Lucas spares: tr'al or examination.—Parker's.

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and Britisli

Excelsior Motor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agentsfor Triumphs,
B:S.A., Hendersons, Enfields,
Calthorpes, Allons, A.B.C.s,
Matchless, Rudge, etc.

USEFUL
ACCESSORIES.

MOTORIr^G GLOVES.
fan leather OauutleL one hnger
mitts, a real^ excelltnt glo\e 21 /- pr,

Ian plain on'' huger nritt^ . 9,5 pr

Reindeer hide gloves with wool-
len w nst-- .12/5 pr.

Leath?rdrivmg gloves . 8 3 ar
(Postage 3d

)

RACINS HELMETS
I an leather fleece lined 11 t

I an leather 'ieddie lined 25 -

Waterproof fleece lined 15 -

(Postage on helmets 3d. extra)

OVE'^BOOT LEGGI^GS.
Separate legs (3 size?) 23 - or.

Special seatless type 27 - pr.

(Postage 6d.ex'.ra),

KNEE GRIPS
Easy LO fix and very eClective

(postage'4d. extra) Price 8/ at.

TSPPS PETROL POUHER
V\'i.l empty a two gallon can in

r^ minutes. Fits any can.
(Posi 3d. extra) Price 2/3

CAMEO WINDSCREENS
lust the thing for winter riding £2 15
or with valance £3

COWEY SPEEDOMETERS.
l"o fit 26in. wheels £5 10

MECHANICAL HORNS.
Very strong and efficient. {Post

6d.) 17/6

WOOD-MILNE FOOT PUMPS.
None better to be had. (Posted.) 47/9

REPAIR OUTFITS,
(Victor Cycle size, special bargain

at (Post 3d.) 1 /• each

MOTORISTS' TOOL KIT.
Genuine Ahin|:don " King Dick."

10 tools complete in canvas
roll £1 15 J

SPARE VALVE HOLDERS.
Protect your spare valve with a
Taylor wooden bolder (Post
2d.) 6d. each

H, TAYLOR & CO , LTD,
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.

>A)holesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Garase—Tottenliam Court Road.
Phone—JIuBeum, 1-2.I0.

Trilecrams
—

"l>ynametro, WL'Stcent. London "

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1Q16 B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, hon
i«.' etc., new condition; £95, quick sale.—436, Whiti
horse Ed., Ihornton Heath, S.E. [710

1 Q15 B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-Bpeed countershaft sear, kic
-L«^ start, . with cane sidecar, £78.~Metson, Ward
Farm, Highwood, near Chelmsford. [703

B.S.A. 6h.p. Twin 3-speed Combination, J.A.P. ei
glue, in good order; £135.—Elce and Co., 15-1(

Bisbopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. [006

1013 B.S.A. 5',i.h.p., free engine, adjustable pullej
-Lt/ good tj'res, horn, tools, sound condition; £45.-
T. Jones, 3, Broncynon Terrace, Aberdare. [729

TT7E Are Agents for the U.S.A. Place you
VV order irith us to secure good delivery.—Appl]
Kin? and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [678

B.S.A. Specialists.—All replacements in stock ; B.o..fl

sirtei-ars in stock.—The Countv Cvole and Moti
Co.. Broad St.. Birmingham. Tel. : Midland 733. T.A.
Couiocyco, Birmingham. (822

1Q17 B.S.A., all-chain, coachbuilt combinatior
-»-" lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., excellent cor
dition; Surrey; £97/ 10.—See Kwiksale advertisemeni
JMiscellaneous sale column. [668

B.S.A. Combination, 1919 model, 4i4h.p., complet
with 3 lamps, wind screen, horn, etc., 130 gns

perfect condition ; also second-hand Harley sidecar
10 gns.—J. Warner, High St., Witney, Oxon. [X217

B.S.A. 4yh.p., new, chain driven combination, let

works Oct. 16th, 1919, ridden 300 miles, Luia

cost is': £142.—A. Mould, High St., Cobh'aui, Surrcl
• [S190

"I Q13-14 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, lamps
JL*J horn, etc., excellent condition, not used durin
war, new tyres, 2-speed hub; £65. Ncrthants.—Se
Kwiksale advertisement. Miscellaneous sale column.

[704i

LATE 1916 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., chain-cum-belt, Glori
coachbuilt sidecar, very little used, recently com

pletely overhauled, electric tail and side lamp, spar
tube, etc., perfect running order; lOG gns.—Kilnei
R.A. Mess, Shoeburyness. [729

in 19 (July) B.S.A. Model H, latest B.S.A. sideca
-fl-tf with cantilever springs, appearance and mecti

anieal condition as new, small mileag?, double horn
£130. Saturdav afternoon or Sunday.—Tuckett, 12

Watery Lane, Merton Park, S.W,19. [740

B.S.A., 1919, 4llh.p., Model K, condition perfeci
B.S.A. best sidecar, mileage ICO, complete se

Lucas lamps, Stewart speedometer, spares, etc.. a]

tvres unpunctured, excellent ttrrnout nnscratched
best offer over £125 secures.-A. Turner, Bread St,

Banbury. Tel. ; 28. [727

B.S.A. 4i,4h.p, Combination, 5-speed, countershaf
gears, chain drive, mileage 3,500, lamps, horn

speedometer, hood, screen, baby seat, spare tyre, tube
and valve, co.-nnlete; seen any time; exuert examinn
tion invited; £125.—Savage, 9, Jerningham Ed., Nei
Cross, S.E. 14. [730i

1 017 (Sept.) B.S.A., 4ijh.p., all chain, with sideeai
1-U perfect going order, complete with all acces-sorie

and many extras, including 3 unused retreaded spiir

tyres. College shields, Lucas 3 acetylene lamr.s, sep^

rate generators, trip speedometer. Klaxon, 2 spar
tubes, etc., small mileage: any trial; buying car; fl3€
—Collier, Vigo Tannery, Northampton. [X197.

Calthorpe.
23.h.p Calthnrpe-Jap. 2-speed. free engine, lat

4 model, splendid machine; offers.— 4, Lumley Ud.
""

'guess. [699'

ALTHOEPE 2',ih.p., 2-stioke, 2-spefd, runnUi
order : any tria'l ; £36, or nearest offer. — Alph;

nse, Tunl.ridge Wells. [683:

c
19^
hor.^e Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [7101

C ALTHOEPE 2-stroke, 2l,ili.p., Enfield 2-speed, broiii

new, at makers' price; £64/1.—Wilkins, Simpson
and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [684S

1Q17 Calthorpe 2^'4h.p., excellent condition, smal
J-t/ mileage; £40: Loudon.—See Kwiksale adyer
tisement. Miscellaneous sale column. [669i

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2";4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, brani

neiy, at makers' price; £65/2.—Wilkins, SimiBon
and Co.. opposite Olympia, London. [684i

C-\LTHOEPE, 1919 (Jnncl, 2-speed, 2-stroke, 2»

li.p., completelv enuipped, Lucas lamps, insurance
peil'ect: £56.-46, '\Tesfern Ed., Southall. [713:

"I Q 15-1916 Calthorpe.Jap 2"'4h.p., Enfield gears, ii

-Lt/ good condition; 50 gns.. or near offer.—

H

Havles, Lodge Farm, Alderholt, Salisbury. [X2161

King and Hai-per, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge,

CALTHOEPE, 1915, 2-speed and tree, new tyres mv
belt, lighting set, machine in excellent condition

sacrifice £35; cash wanted.—Cobbold, Clifton Jlnnnl

Summerhill Rd., Dartford. [7033

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2''ih.p., delivered 1919, Enfleic

2-sreed, clutch, electric rear light, I', and H. laiur

Pcillcy grips, variable ignition, Amac, Avons. ucarp

new long copper exhaust, fine machine; £50.-4, Hini

over St., London, W.l.
""""
[6811

v,io All letters relating to advertisements should nuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ciimpion.

NAJrPION T.D.O. 2":ili.p. 2.stioke. 1919 cnslno, nfw
' l^•c•s. bolt, poi'toot; c.vi-hungo Scott, odjusluu'nl

:

11 r .,—Utridgo. Bolsovor. [6868

Cedos.
^l:l)i)S.-Tlin first 2 slToko ever produced; ladies or
> g.'iill.-m.Mi s

: milci now for spring delivery.— .

I

lake nil. I C... 1,111,. iisliire's lending motor c.vcl.>

•llloi=, LuoriHuil niul Mum-hestcr. [6671

Centaur.
Jii : CVntnur nml sideinr. 1914. Stnrmey-Are.her

-I'CiHl hul), kick stmt, siieedometer, liuiips, tools,
U'uili.l .oiuUtioii: X65.-llilis, Motor Eugineers, Wood-
id Wolls. [6979

Chntet'-Jap.

Ifl"^.i''-I'' '^"'K''* Clmtcr-.Tiiii, in-eieelleut condition'M Jj50.-Cnis6, 5, Ailsii Av.. .St. Miirg.irefs. Twiekeii
Jn. [6832

Cliater-Len.
IHATER-LEA 8h.p, Cnniliination. 1915. 3 speeds, nil
' ilQfessories

; £95.-40. Lome ltd., Forest tint..-.

mATER-I.EA Enquiries Invited by J. Blake"and
' to., leading motor cycle experts. Liverpool and
«ncbestcr. [5577
1HATF.R.LEA 6-81i.p. J.A.P. C.B. Combination,
-n

'S- gear bo.v, all cbain drive, lamp, etc., trial:
jO. or offer.—C.S., 14. Swaton Rd.. Bow, E.3. [7165

fOTOR Cycle, 3i;.h.p.. Chater-Lea frame, mag
giKHl order, good tvres, tubes owner c..... „„„.

ijg[(„.g mid-day.—33a, JXlid:

XtNTRAr

gome

tX2177m, S.\V.12.

Chater-Lea-Rex.
|014 Ch.iter-Len-Eex 71i.p. Coujbin.ition, S^speed'U ommtersbntt, K.S. ge,ir box. cliain-cum-belt.
ired durinit war, very little used, excellent running
adition

; floo ; owner going" abroad.-benbyl Western
l„ Liss. Hants [XI 969

Clyno.
|LYXO brand new. 2-stroke, 2speed model, in
' stock.-JIoss. Wem. [X2243
)Q16 6I1.P. Clyno Combin.ntion

: £90, b.ireain for

.., 3'i!.''''
snlf'-ISe, Wliitehorse Ed.. Iliornton

fflth, S.E.
^

1-7101

li.p. Clyno Coach Combination, 2-speed, kick start
very little used: £70; will ride 50 miles.-17. Gar-

l Av.. Mitchnm. S.W. '[6834

[/ATTCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. London, supply new
* ,

''"2„^'- 'f • 2-strokes, 2-speed and clutch, 1920
dels: i70, tiom stock. [6617
ILTXO 6h.p. Combinations, late models, wnntine
.

attention: £59/10, £68,'10.-Collier's Motories
Jou St. South, Halif.ix. [7356
LYNO -New 1920 2-^peed 2-stroke models actually

in stock.—Chandler. Revre and Williams Hitchin
rts. 'Phone: 165Hitchi-n. = " "am., uitchm,

EIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Clyno .i-'ent

-

Immediate delivery 1920 lightweights, combinations
ly sprmg.-12. The Foiegate, Worcester! (X1491
LYNO 1920 2-stroke. 2-speed and clutch- £70-
brand new. actually in stock at makers' price —

Ikins. Simpson, and Co., opposite Olympia. London.

LTJTO 6h.p. Combination. 3-specd. ETS., clutch.
6h.p. Combination. . „^.,,„. ^.„ , l.,„„.„new lamps, mechanical horn, and Eeuold chains

, spot cash. - 16, St. Sl-.uy Abbott's Terrace Keu^'™'
[6764

6hp. .Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, 2-soeed
clutch, kick starter, running order, good tvres'

IP, horn, tools; £45.-209, Broadway, wSt Hen-
•
'^"-

[7257
LYNO (late model) Combinatirn. 3-speed kick

start, spare wheel, all in good condition
' £95

h-'J„h"^""'Yi'
"' '"''' ^TS'-Ha^kins, 455; York

, Wandsworth. [6973
lYKO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked in rota-
tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotntioa

very from Maich.-Eothwell and Milbourne, Cow-
" G'lr^S"!, Malvern. [5135

)^liS-'p°' ''i^w' 1°"^'
^'--^''V' 2 *P"'^'3s. fitted

' « th P. and H. lamp, rear lamps £5/5 speedo-

16 ^m° c'^.^r, *7^, ^S?'",* *" Cambridge.-
l-b.b09, c/o The Hlolor Cych'. [7072

«-N0 Combination. 1917-18. 6-8h.p., W.D. model
3-speed. countershaft, clutch, K.S.. T B ma.'

'

.. head lamp, generator. Klaxon; any trial- 120
,
near oHer.-21, Glendale Rd., Erith. '[7384

'kl3 Clyno 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, countershaft.
' lamps, horn '

a914 till .Jul

lainps. horn, speedome'ter. cane sidecar, stored

s^" J"I.>. 19.19. ,«cellent condition; £65;
b.Ji.—See Kwiksale advertisement, Miscel--" sale column. [5575

-p Brand New W.O. Clyno. J.A.P. engine. 28x3detachable wheels, heavy Dnulop tyres, spring seat-
ir, spring pillion seat, comiuenial deliveiy chassis
d with steel goods carrier, perfect order," net run
miles; 130gns.-Box 66, 0,0 The Motor Ciicle.

[X2249
Connaught.

MNAUGHT.-F or early deliveries, order from J.Barran-Ackroyd Hyde Park Corner. Leeds. [7340

don

All Motor Cycles quoted below

are for Immediate Delivery :

COMBINATIONS.

ig-'o MATCHLESS Coinbiuation, Lucas
dynamo lightiu;; set Offers

1919 Sh.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
Lucas d_\'naino lighting set, screen,
spare wheel, extra tittings, run a
few miles only ; Offers

1920 ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
dynamo lighting set, hgod, screen,
speedometer Offers

1920 Sporting HENDERSON Combina-
tion

;
smartest outfit ou the road. Offers

1920 HARLEY Combination, lamps, all

accessories List price

r920 BLACKBURNE Combination. . . . £145

1919 .J
h. p. TRIUMPH Combination,

Swan sporting Sidecar, T.T. bars . . £135

igi5 MATCHLESS Combiuat'on, M.A.G.
engine, Lucas dvnamo lighting Set,

screen, disc wheels £14»

1916 ENFIELD Corubination, disc
wheels, electric lighting, 2 electric

bonis, speedometer £125

1916 ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
d>'namo lighting set £135

SOLO MACHINES.

Brand new 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE. List price.

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Offers

1920 4 h.p. hor. opposed HARLEY-
DAVIDSON, complete with lamjK,
speedometer, horn. Brand new. List price

1917 3 h.p. ENFIELD, excellent con-
dition £68

1920 DIAMOND, 2} h.p., Enfield 2-sp.

gear. Brand new List price

CARS.

1915 sportmg CALTHORPE, genuine
racing model, aluminium body,
bucket seats. Droit djTiamo lighting,

very sporting £450-

1916 Baby PEUGEOT, lunousiiie, up-
holstered Bedford cord, electric

lighting, exceptionally smart little

car £283

1916 Grand Prix MORGAN, water-
cooled J.,\.P. engine, overhead
valves, disc wheels, equal to new . . £20D

We are London Agents for the famous
CASTLE Three-wheeler, complete with
dynamo lighting set ; £250. Early deliveries

guaranteed.

We are also London Agents for the
HENDERSON Flite Sidecar. Deliveries
commence this mouth.

U. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.II

MOTOR CVCI.liS lOR SAI
ConiKiiiglit.

IQ-OCMHiimthl .lunior. 2Mh.p., 2-»troke-If 24iu. ivh,.,.|,. new .Fiiiimlry Sth. uiiiiii
c.'l.t £62.-Hox L6,541. c/o The Motor Cycle.

riO\\.\U(;HT 2..troIte. a^Jh.p., 2..pecd gca
y^ Ifirlt starter, hand clutcli. ijrand new. d
lr,.li, .i,,..k: £7S.-P. J. "

C"

delii

box

8791, John Brigltl
......,.,t„,,,„. [X22n
N.'S.\( I.IIT 1914 2-!ih.p. Z-Btrnke, new tries ami
tu H'ti, .-xcelituit eonditiou and niuning order, ju»t

oveiliauled and rebmhed. Lucnii lighting net- £35. or
near crlYer.-Borroiv, Piiduell Fliriii. Cowiihiili, CokIuii.i.
Hants. ;67(,5

Coulson
(^OULSON B S'flh.p.. 2-8pced model. In stock.

-

^~' Malvern Agents. Woodyatt. Ltd.. Malvern. [3865
ptOULSON- B._Tho ideal spring Irame.-EnquiripsV^ mviled by .7. Blake and Co., the motor cycle
experts of Liverpool and Manchester. [6578

1020 Coulson B 2--ih.p.. brand new, owner buying
,7;, t."''''

lamps, and all acccs.sorics : £96.-White
White Farm House. Way. Minster, tsle of Thanet.

IQ 213 Coulson B, used 150 miles only, guarant. '

speeds,perfect. _
Hi tyres; cost £95.
D

I

L6,S08, c/o r/ir Mulo
H r-tOULSON B 2"'ih.
Q

I
Kj speed gear box, deli^
only ridden few times, dii
bargain. £86/ 10.-Adelaide
.Shepherd's Bush, W.

2'/2i Pain

C'l/clc.

Blackbu engin

idge.-B.jx
(7071

. Albion 2.

November la.-.t.

Klaxon, F.H. lamp...

;

iragc, Adelaide Rd..
(7250

Coventry Eagle.

IQI6 Coventry Eagle 2',l,h.p., lamps, etc., very good
-*-»' condition; Surrey.; £35.—See Kwiksale adver-
tisement, Miscellaneous sale column. [6702

COVENTRY EAGLE, brand new Villiers engine in
1914 frame, with 24in. wheels, barely scratche.i.

complete with all lamps, ready to ride away; a bargain
for someone. £40.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
ford Passage, Hay St.. Farringdon Rd.. E.C. Tel. :

City 7238. [7370

DnIm
IQ17 3h.p. Dalm 2-stroke. 2-speed. disc wheels,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, spares; £40.-36, St. Thomas Rd..
Hackney, E. [7456

Dayton.
DATTO^• 2-stroke, 1915, just overhauled

f25.-01iver. Egerton, Keut.

DATTCW 2-speed, free, lamps. Avons, ne
spray, perfect condition; £36/10.-11.

ling Kd., Maidstone.

any trial:

(X1899
belt, Se:i-

27, Sand.
[6625

1Q13 Dayton 2',ih.p., U.H. mag.. Dunlop Magnu
Xt/ tyres and belt.- Lycett saddle, footboarc
brakes. Druids, excellent condition, but minus carb
letter, £20; P. and H. head lamp. 40/-.—H. Pettifi
4. Granville Rd.. JIaidstone. (X201

Diamond.

R D. VARTY. Thundersley, Essex, agent for
Diamonds, J.A.P., and 2-stroke models; early

deliveries. [714!

EKIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Diamond agent.-
Delivery January of these famous lightweights.—

12, The Foregnte, Worcester. [Sia92

Dot
irliest deliveries, order from J. Barran-

Ackroyd. Hyde Park Corner, Leeds. [7341

Dot Motor Cycle, single-speed, just overhauled
and le-eaamelled red; £30, or nearest; want small

repairs.-Hill, Acton St., Wigan. [X1975

D'
6't.

enamelled red; £95.—Davidst

Douglas.

VIVIAN HAEDIE and Laue. Ltd., Douglas Special-
ists.

Ah.i,. Combination,- 1920 model; £145.

; 03.1'. P Solo. 1920 model, clutch and kick starter: £90.
ril4,

OSh.p. Solo, 3-speed model W. : £86

' Q3.h.p. 2-speed W.D. Model: £80.

\ TKT'E Stork Everytliing you require for your Douglas.

O/i . Wooflstoil
<l^ 'Phone; 3

DElHQHElQacaDDaElElHElEIQHaECaBEIQHE

All letters rekiting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv ei-tiseniint.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

517, W.inclsivorth Ed., S.W.J

19^

19'

Toivnshend Ed., Richmond,

£45 or Nearest Offer for Douglas 23ah.i3., 1915, per-
leot or(lar.-39, Eycrott St., Grantham, Lines.

[6669
DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed, K.S., clutch,

genuine, smart; £73.-21, Newton Av., Acton, W.
[7204

-1015-16 2?4h.p. Douglas, buffer forks, makers'Af colours; £46.-7, Gibson Sq., Islington, N.l.
[7047

1 Q20 2^,4h.p. Douglas, new, equipped, ready Icr the
JLil road; £100.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton Hill.

[7116
23h.p. Douglas, 1915, 2 speeds, in running order;
4 £45.-199, King's Cross Rd., London, W.C.I.

[7407
DOUGLAS 2<>4h.p., 1915, lamps, horn, fcotboaras:

£55.-Xorris, I'ond House, AVe:t Wickhnm, Kent
[718(

nt con.
£65.-167, Camberwell Grove,

[7396

lamps
Broad-
[673e

Combination, in splendid con-
The Nook, Crccken Hill.

[727E

HOME I

BOOT
I

REPAIRING. I

"Elite Rivetless Soles." |

Soles STUCK ON^NO TOOLS
{

j

REOUIRED.
j

These Soles-are specially prepared with an adhesive
|

I

surface and fixed with Elite Sol-fi,x Solution.

WE GUARANTEE THEM TO HOLD AS FIRM
I AS RIVETS OR SEWING. The process of fixiuj

I
is exactly the same as that of repairmg a punctured I

I

Motor or Motor Cycle Tube. One ot the many great
|

I

advantages of cur process is that no damage what-
j

!
ever is done to ihe Boots or Shoes which, when fitted

with our Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATER-
PROOF. FullinstructionsgivenwilhpairofSoks.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

GENTLEMAN has 1915 23.,h.p. Douglas. 2 speeds,
maker's colours, new; £54.—Woodclifte, Chisle.

hurst, Kent. (Near Station.) [72S91

DOUGLAS 2"ih.p., bought Augnst. onlv used fen
weeks. Klaxon, extra mndgu '

'

14. Croiliwell Hews, S.W.3.

2Ah.p. llouglas. old maihi
,

4 vated, OYorhauJed : tri

Christmas, Haslemere, Suire

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed
splendid running ord

irding; £75.— Crai[
[6-

ndid condition, r.

?ighbourhood ; £6

-Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury La

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combii

DOUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., S-speed,
41i.p. combination in stock f

at Olympia.

7, Exhil

1 ft 20 4h.p. Douglas Co
4" list price.—Bounds'

-I Q17 Dougla
X£7 Klaxon,

lamps, horn, splea-

133, Gainsborousl
[S.218C

n. [705t

'223, 'High Rd.!

D

n Sq..
[7048

C.A.V. mag., fully equippi^d
exchange.—Stanley Biss, Wa]

[713'!

OUGLAS 4]]. p. 3-speed Combination, good order;
Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St

[7351

., 2-speed, T.T, model, about
£48.-.53, Pelham St., South

[6864

Rd., -Watloiil.

llish Ed., Lee

insle speed, excellent condition,
^5, first cheque.—Cox, 2a, Mei-

[693£

Station bt., Lewes. 19583

IQll 2^<ih.p. Douglas, lovely condition, new Dunlops
J-iJ and belt; £20.—Syd Pearson, Gate House.
Cheylesmore, Coventry. [X2247

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
Iloiiglas mii.hines from stock, 1920 models, sol,

and sidi-.ar combinations. [6619

Dca!--

; Church Hd., Willesden, N.W.

I

Walling ton. Tel.: 526 Sutton. [67«^

for your netli
stock Hill, opp6-(

(009!

speeds, kick start, clutiih

good condition; £80.-
;
King's Cross Ed., London, W.C.I. [74(»;

DOUGLAS 2'!.',h.r., 1916, bought Nov., 1919, ddwl
180. in brand new condition; £65. -Willie, , 4

I Dewhurst Ed., Hammersmith, W. [684!

'

1 Q20 Douglas Models. Now delivering 2>ih.i
1^ •-' speed. £90: 4h,p, combination, £145.— iloflat

Douglas agent. Teovil. 'Phone: 50. [IIO:

alk Farm Tube Statii

1916,

nilTH'S ha
' at 70 1

stock W.D. 25ih.p. Douglase
Ha stock Hill

PLAIN SOLES — PRICES
Gents

I'erpair.

2/9
• 2/9

2/8

Ladies'

:

I

Size Per pair [

0-7 • 21-
I

4-5 21-

' c/o Martin, 18, Orchard St., BristoL

DOUGLAS 2'!ih.p.. 1919, brand nei

all tools and spares, complete;

liepot, 31, Colmori

DOUGLAS 2=ih.
condition, ver. -.....,.,„

: list, 216, Portobello Ed., N. Kensington.

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., W.D., 1919, 2.speed, all

series, nearlv neir; best ofler OTcr £80;
London.-Box L6,452,c;o The Motor Cv,lc.

19 20 Douglases.-
- Order

Pho

20, N. Audiey St.

-Arthur Hor-fielrt !i£oton-|. Ltd., M
[opposite Seliridge's). [688^

lamps, hora

Sole Pieces, Adjustable.
Size 7 for 8 Eoots - - 2/3

„ 6 „ 7 „ - • 2/-

„ 5 „ 6 „ - - - 2/-

.. 4 ,. 5 .. - • - V9

., 3 ,. 4 ., - 1/6

Sol-fix Solution:
In Ti:;s 8cl., 1/3, 2/6, and 4/6. An 8d tin

sufficient for '2 pairs of soles.

Sdlnt'on Rnish. 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of

postage. Any excess will be refunded.

1 Q 16-17 4h.p. Douglas
JLU tyres, clut.-h. K.S..

-puOUGLAS 19

f>3.h.p. 1919 Douglas.
/-W4 speedometer footb'^ards. niudshields; £90.*.b
rffer.—S.G.S.. 53, Barges Ed., East Ham, E.6. [712;

Combination, perfect, I>81

3 spreds; £96. or offer..

183. Orchard Si., Bristol. [7^!

4ii.p. Doudas Coiubinatiun, rer-entlv overhauled aw
in excellent condition, lamps, horn,

95 gn^.-F. Lucm~, 31, Chertsey Rd., Woking. [6891

DOUGLAS 2"'ih-p., 2-speed, speedomete
lamps, fully equipped, and perfect througlioot

£50.-18. Gladstone Rd.. Acton Greeu, Chiswick. [730!

uchlv pood romiition: owft.
fler over ±55.-Br(itl)ers. M

ngc-n-ay. Grange I'ark, Wiuclmiore Hill, N. [effiT

NOVEMBER. 1919, 4h.p. Douglas and sideca
lamps. Klaxon horn, leg shields, etc.. as nW

£145.—Avondale, Bath Ed., Woking, Surrey. . [690!

4h.r. II au-liis Combin.ition, 1919. sple-udi.l conditio
siwedometl, lai.u.^. Klaxon: £125, or best off"

—Ja:-k I'riien, Oxi.aa St.. Wcstou-super-Mare. [66

1 ftl5 W.D. n.ndas. 2---,h.r., 2-speed, footboards, jj
les to purchaser ; no lau^
., St. Albans, Hejts. [XIS^

nd spedli
perfect condition throughout: £W,

Cooke, 33, Hovedeu Rd., Cricklewocd, N.W.2. [CSS"

SMITH'S for Second-hand 1916 a'ih.p. Uouglase
overhauled, from 50 gns.—Smith's. 10-16. HiVC

stock Hill, opposite Chalk F.i.-m Tube Station. 1009.

19 41i.r. Douglas Coinbination. couvplete with i

1 Chi 5 2"-4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, powerful ai

-Lt/ tyres excellent, perfect condition through

Norti,

Tyre Specialists

(Dept. A).
U 264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,

Victoria S.W.I.
H „ „ I

2-speed, uuoiatea in

liscijutelv 'peiieet, hrnud new roiidil

e.iuir.pefl, low mileiige; £65.-60, AVtillinsiord Av...

Keusiuf^tou.

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas CombiDation, grey sidecar,
J-*/ plete lamps, horn, condition good, engine^
tyres perfect; trial; £130.—Barge. Swanlow, Abingr
on-Thamtis.

ISMAXTLING 1915 2''4h.r. Douglas, unused 1^
every r^rt in fine coudition.—Postcnrd

^y.., ., ,i.,..emeu-ts to Cbesber, RaSidene, Foity

EufleM. ID) [Xli

W^s

All letters rel.nting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

KW iic.nuhia 1920 "lli.ii. im.1 giil.Tiir, nllfil ivit

lal.'.l liuinKvvUK'uts, wmW l.ii iinliioduitif <l(>ll

ie Jtue.-Coluiiire Deiii.t, 31. Culiiioiu Ilmv,

£52
idon, \^'.— S.'O Kwiksalo iuivevtiaamcnt, Mi3cel^anol'^l^
. ciilumn. [7013

binntion, Id.k
eleutiio IiKlitM

.tn,, perfect' foiiditiou ; i;il5.-^174, Vli'iimti
1. [7130

ufilas. Combination, 41i.]i., delivered April.
Tcssuriod. hardly used, o-speed, kick start;
l.p'inhiicnt only.—H. P. Barnard, Miiraliam
mArr. (7112

!>'

|19 2''ili ilylas', 2-specd, brand
I m slock; £80., i)lus carriag
32-35, Green St., Cambridge.

Robinson's
I'ol, : 996.

[7362a

OU(;l,..\S, 2/h.n.. late 1914. just enamelled red,
toots, good hcav.v Dunlops, knee grips, fast.

ty. iiiiv trial; 45 ens, -Hove, 44, stoneleish St.,

KiiisinKton, \V,11, [7120

«on; £125.— l.t. Ja
West

O0(^:l..\.s,-

1544.

Do y
I Bro

mes, 72, Longridge Rd., Earl's
[7271

want a 1920 show model?
387, Uxbridge Hd,, Acton

"hiswickj, have one in stock— 2.'i4h.p. 3-

rter model. [719!

ill Stock for immediate delivery (no pre
ii;iii(l new. 4h.p. Douglas combination,
i-ui.'s,-Edwards and I'arry, 4, Blenliein
.M.iyfair 2666. [623i

2'',li.p.. 1915, 2.speed, semi-T,T., £48:
model, £52 : both thoroughly overhauled

p,in., ;ifter by tipiiointment.—Grou, 59
Upper Hollowuy. [X219t

'TKliS Wanted, about £75.-3h.p, Enfield light
I, mechanical lubrication, 2
first rate order.— 14, Dorlcote

[6730ndsworth Common.

19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, ho
2 .overs, tube, valve, belt, iasurai

by .ippoiiitment, -Roberts, Adhud,
Bermondsey. 'I'hone : Hop. f

Combi

Eritr

tion, new typ

policy; £140;
Kent. [6740

rn. lamps, spares
lice poli,.v; fl,=;o

47, Queen Eliza
n. [680'

irOLAS 1919.20 4h.p
' t.li. abwiutelv new CO
orakers' guarantee, in
uwiiLi.-5a, Bexley Ed.

4h,p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, clutch
ick start, had very little use, perfect conditio;

.ghout, tyres excellent, take 3 anywhere; best oSe;
£95.— Cooke, 33, Hoveden Ed., Cricklewood, N.W.2

9 ;August| Douglas, 2'\lh.p., privately owned;
\olex dry battery lighting, speoial very efficient

hield, horn, tools, spare belt, chain; take £68.-
at Thomson .and Co,, 408, Commercial Ed„ Ports-

[X1990
'UGL.\S 1914 2'>4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled
and re-enamelled, mechanically perfect, tyres
'

S'''^''.,
acet.vlene lighting, separate generators:

offers .'—J. L. Collier, Vigo Tannery, North-
'" '

[X2178
I. Douglas Combination, W.D, model, about
1917, excellent condition, automatic oil pump,
lete Watford speedometer, horn, lamps, tools
, 2 new covers; £90.-Sant, Vicarage, tilsenlinir.'
• [7432
>. Douglas Combination, 1917, 3-speeds, kick
start, lamp set, perfect condition and appearance
and tried week-end or will call within radius of
ules; £90 lowest.-gi, Mapledene Rd., Dalston

[7417
UGLAS, 1912, single speed, stored during war
perfect mechanical condition, tvres nearly new
imelled and renickelled, horn and tools, ride SO
to intending purchaser; £30.-237. ISley Rd..

d. [7179
ItTGLAS. 2ilh.p., -n-.D. model, 2--pe;d, bine discs
long copper exhaust, footboards, rubber gripe'
''"" '""^' "*" uncrated 1919, specially tuned

rbur;
£65.—Philpot, St.

if yon want de

JGLASES, 1920 models.—The
Ihe South for early deliveries. W
iitdckists for Douglas machines
ilrs.—Sole Dijtrict Agents, Thoi
3ommercial Ed.. Portsmouth. '

noted house in
! are specialists

ipson and Co.,
'hone: 7105.

Ml. p. Douglas, 3-speed gear, hand controlled
Itch, kick starter, latest typo forks and tank,
Id. etc., in stock for immediate delivery; £90
liige. -Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St.,
e. 'Phone : 995 12 lines). Tel. : Bicycles.

[7365

Tyre Specialists

II* Vanxhall Bridge Road.s.^
Victoria '

THE MOTOR CYCLE,—(Supplement vii.)

_ TYRES
Z SPECIAL
S Clearance Lines
M All efoods sent on seven

days' approval against
ulU remittance.

^ COVERS.
ffl , WELL-KNOWN MAKE. Our Listm Price. Price,

B 26X2i Passenger Heavy, rubberm studded 49/6 55/-

gjj
26X2i-rouri5t Trophy, rubber Stud. 39/- ul6" 26x23 Toiu-ist Trophy 39/6 4.V9

lllU 26 X 2( X 2j Tourist Trophy, rubber
studded 43/6 50 /-

m EUTE-
^6x2}He.ivv,^ro.,vcd 27/6 -

1 GOODYEAR—
H 29X2J Oversize (or 28x2! rims,M rubber studded 42/- —

28 X 2 i di;unond studded 45 /- —
JjJ]

28X2 rubber »tudded heavy, 0,S. 3S ;- 44/-

PEDLEY—
H 26 X 2i Heavy model 60 /- —
]][]

26X2* X2j Heavy model '..69/- —
H 26x2f Medium 52/6 —
M AVON-
M 650 X 63 Extra Heavy. 3-ribbed . . . 61 /- —
HD 650x65 Heavy. 3-ribbed 58/- —
BATES-

1^
26 X2.t Special Heavy 52/6 —

1 WOOD-MILNE—
I 26X2J Keygrip, extra heavy 60/- —
im 650 X 75 X 65 Keygrip, heavy 62/- —
Si 26 X2i Combination 84/- —
m 26X2J X2i Combination 96/- —
lllJ 26 X 2i Combination 90/6 —
i SKEW-
jjU

26 X2i rubber non-skid 68/6 —
1 GOODRICH-
B 26X2.\ Safety Tread 57,'6 —
[][]

28x3 -Safety Tread 70/- _

1 TUBES.
"

NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
W =6X2) 10/. „/-

26x2.1 9/6 11/6
ffi =6x2t 9/6 11/-

^ 23X2 9/- 119
26X2.ix 2} lap-ended, butted 8/6 —

BELTS.
un All makes in stock at special prices.

I Belt, English make, lin. section, 6ft. lengths,

m 1/8 per foot.

jin. section, 6ft. lengths, 1 /4 per foot.

i RETREADING
-m E-itra Heavy 17/6 —
jji Heavy .' 15/- _

Medium 12/6 —

We have a larse motor tyre stock
]]]
and shall be pleased to auota 01

B| receipt of postcard.

Advertisements. 5 1

MOTOR CYCI.nS rOR SALE.
Doiiglag,

I
h.p. DoUBhu Cciinl.inalir.n (not lun 50 niile<l. ccin-

r iilijto with Ht(ir:ii ii[>r<in; jirieeH and extended jiiiv-

'iit tornin on uiiiili.-atiun.-Hiirrods Motor Hhowrooiu.,
16-116, Diomi.ton Ud., opiionito Main BuildinK. Lnn-
'11, H.W.I, [6661

U-cllinchoronBh.

D,iiii;i,.\s Cnrobi
ii.it doj|.. 50 mi

D";,;;

fuuip,
oil;

17',; .i«i,..i eoiuB abroad.— 12, Kilhurn Park Bd.,
-M.i'l.i V.ile. [6878
T^OUGLAS a^h.p., 2-snood, 19U, Bosch, footboards,
--' log and undershields, engine thoroughly ovcr-
linulcd, new eoiir 8i)rQ<drHt, iiiHtoim, roar tvre, tutie,

ile run; £35.—Verity, 170, Silver St.,

[7398

4h.p., 1919, delivered Oct.,
bu nines, complete with hood and dcreen,

I"rn..t.T, 2 horns, lamps, etc.; £150; owner bought
1. l;'llii»is Av., Strcntham Hill, S.W. i-nrme;

itl.:'iii 2309. [7320

2Vih.p., special overhead valve racinif
t" 1914. 2 speeds, fully equipped, grand

'"ii'mi"ii, .Hill. lit, .Hii'iity appearance, thoronghlv over-
hiiul.-l Ky ni.ik'iH n-iently; best ofler.-66, Hawnrdi-u
St., Hiilli'ii, L.iirs, [6903

1Q19 Douglas Combination, purchased Oct. lOtli,
Lif £106, hnnpa, horn, spare belt, chain, valves, oil

k'liii. 2 kits of tools, now tyres and aluminium discs,
3---|iced, kick start; take £120.—King, llarlev, Argvle
Corner, West Ealing. 1X1223
-| Q20 2=.ih.p. Douglas, S-speed gear (no clutch),
-Lt' latest tvpe forks and tank, undershield, et'-.,

in stock for immediate deliverv; £86, plus carriag-.
—Robinson's Garige, 32-35, Green St., Cambriduc.
Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bic.vcles. [7362b

1 Q20 2'ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear (no clutchi,
JL*J latest type forks and tank, undershield, etc., in

stock for immediate delivery: £86, plus carriage.-
Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridg-.
'Phone: 995. Tel.: Bicycles. [73S3

B'

D

knee and. Pedley grips; exchange late Nortou,
r. cash adjustment; sell £75.—W. G. Wortli-

aple Hayes, Lichfield, [X2205

OUGLAS, 1914, excellent condition throughout,
fitted aluminium discs, footboards, and shields,

long exhaust. 2 lamps and generators, spares include
new tube, belt, and chains; £60.—E. D. Dowel),
Woodbine Cottage, Byfleet, Surrey. [7281

"IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new Dec. llfh.
J-t/ 3 lamps, horn, spare tyre, not done 500
miles, latest type clutch, and Douglas sidecar; officer

going abroad; bargain, £145.—Lieut. Barringto.-,
Clovelly, Junction Rd., Andover. [6354

"fQl5 Douglas 2^ih.p.,
Xt/ Bennett. Dui^op , .

enamelled, and platea (cost £15), 2 lamps, horn,
generator, etc., very fast; £58; after 6.30.~Parker.
65, Clifton Av., Wembley Hill. [7085

1Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combinations, latest sidecar.
J-*? finished in saxe blue, absolutely new, on the
premises for immediate delivery; £145, plus crate and
carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. 'Phone: 995. Tel.: Bicycles. [7364-

"1 C|20 4h.p. Douglas Combinations, latest sidecar,
-L*^ finished in Saxe blue, absolutely new, on the
premises for immediate delivery;^ £145. plus crate^and

D
Man

OUGLAS, the
speed, clutch, kick starter, all
" '

"

50 miles, ii

iting for ca

1, Sittingbo'

Model W, 1920, 2^4h.p., 3-

Ho Ne ngtc

DOUGLAS 4b. p. Combination, in splendid order, 1916
model, 97 gns. ; also similar (solo), completely

renovated, only wants back tyre and timing, etc., very

cheap; sundry Douglas and Triumph spares; company
giving up motor cvcle business must clear.—Apply, 1,

Aberdeen Mews [behind Buzzards'), Oxford St., W.l.
[6893

1 Q19 W.D. Douglas, delivered October, mileage 400.
Ji*y in excellent condition, complete with all acces-

sories, Lucas lamp, Stewart speedometer and mechani-
cal horn, spare plugs, exhaust valve, chain links, and
belt fastener: will deliver personally if required;
£70.—C/o Tate, Sunniside Lane, Cleadon, near
Sunderland. [6867

DOUGLAS 1918 2"ah.p.. new tyres, belt, specially
tuned engine, aluminium pistons, 5a cam wheel,

dynamo lighting. Stewart speedometer, mechanical
horn, spare tank, heaps of spares, adjustable pulley,

a really hot barrow, with the last word indrain pipes,

anteed 55 m.p.h.: £70.—Truscott,/ 347, Fincbley
Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [7434

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combi
with special

smooth, oil pipes.

C. aluminium disc;

speedometer at ze
mechanical horn,
nearest £148;

just overhauled
crank case polished dead

irrburetter, etc., silver-plated, B. or
cs,' T.T. bars, Pedley grips, new Jones
;ero, dissolved acetylene lighting set,

, handle-bar watch, smart outfit

;

s?en Thursday afternoon.—Warren
Hill. 'Phone: 222 Kingston. . [6962

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

1Q18 (December) Douglas S^^h.p., not TTJ)., verv
-L iJ smart little 'bus, enamel absoltitely perfect
engine ditto. Sinks carburetter with hot air pipe and
8 spare jeU, new lamp set, Lncas horn. Smith
speedometer, knee grips, tools, spare chain, insurance
policy with " The Motor Cvcle," mileage guaranteed
under 4.000, Terv carefuUv used and kept: £75, or
offer.—Ventura, Ellacombe, York Ed-. Sutton, Surrey

[7014

Duzmo.
DUZMO.—For earliest deliveries, order from J

Barran-Ackroyd, Hyde Park Comer, Leeds. [7342

DrzMO, the sporting 3i.ih.p. single.—All cuQuirie
South L.'ineashire and Cheshire to Leach and

Seed, 16, John Dalton St, Manchester. [6515

little

, Gaih-
[7252

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p., 2-speed, clntch, K.S.. lamps,
guaranteed mechanically perfect; £50.—20, Treen

At., Hoggsrs Comer, Barnes. [7030

ENFIELD 1919 2-stroke, 2.spe«d, as new: £55,
or eschanse combination, cash adjustment.—

C.S., 14. Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. ;7164;

Elephant and Castle, S.E.ll. [6964

ridden,
257.—H. ilartin. 10,

West Chapel St., Mayfair, W. [7105

ROTAL ENFIELD 2^4h.p. Twin, single gear, Bosch,
overhauled, ready to ride away; £30, bargain.

—

Walton, Painter, Kirkby Stephen. [6855

Courthorpe Ed.. Hampstead, N".W. ['728e

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London. 1919 8h.p
Eoval Enfield Combination, £165; 1917 com

bination, £155: 1915 or 1914, £87,10. [662C

EXFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, Bosch, horn
speedometer, lamp, screen, good condition :

£

'

—34, Willouehby Park Ed., Tcttenham. [6982

nearest.—C, St. ilarie's. Dale Ed.,

EN'FIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination. Lncas lamps,
Dunlops, excellent condition : £130.—Cvril Wil-

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St.. Cambridge.

LATE 1915 Enfield 3h.p. Twin. 2 speeds, clutch,

'

kick starter, good order and condition: £50.—
Barry, Newbridge, Clifden, Co. Galwav, Ireland.

[X2055
ENFIELD Combination, Dec.. 1914, wind screen

electric lighting, 700x80 Dunlops, splendid con-
dition: alter 5.30; £100.-7, Thornbarv Ed., Clapham
S.W.2. [7088

£62. Peckham—Box L6,S23.

lingay, Cambs.

ELSWICK 4-stroke Xjghtireight, exceLent running
order and general appearanc-e liie new; £30.—

King, The Stores, Coxheath. near ifaidHone. [6880

F.nfield

ENTIELD 3h.p., 1920 model, brand new. 2-speed;
£84 10.—Evescn. The Dingle, Stourbridge. [6958

8h.p. Comhination, Enfield 2-speed, lamps and-ncces- zz
series: 160 gns.—Tavlor, Perreton, llerston, I.O.W. :=

[X1892
ENFIELD Combination. 6-8h.p., complete, 1916:

£125; trial.—26, Totteridge Ed., Enfield Wash.
[7244

.

3h.p Enfield, just delivered; makers' price £76,
offers.—55, Ballspond Ed., Islington, London.

[7018
JONES' Garage, special aeents for Enfields, Broad-

way. ilusweU Hill, N.iO. and Woodside P.irarle
North Finchle.v. [0031

all lamps, etc.
guishabie trom new: £ ' '

"

Daw, 114, Bri

TIRN
ARA§1

E

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

NFIELD 1917 3h.p. Twin, mileage 300.

ENTIELD Combination, 6h.p..
lamps, horn, and spares,

beautiful Turn-out; £140.

—

Hue
Ed., Clapham Ju

= An Excellent Selection of =

^ NEW i

1919-19201

IModelsj
I Now in Stock, i

late 1916. ^

perfect cor^
e. 2, Strari.r

-J Q 14 eh-p. Enfield Combination, lamps, s:

Jl-v meter, horn, wind screen, mirror, and
ot used 2 seasons; £120, or nearest; any tri.'.:

Embury Ed., Huntingdon.

"I Q16 Eoyal Enfield 3h.p. Twin, cane sidecar, E
J.%J gear, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.. ex
ondition: London, E. : £90.—See Kwifcsale adv
ment. Miscellaneous sale colunit.

-iqi4 (late) Eo.val Enfield 6h.p. Twin Coa.\
-*-«^ Combination, little used, sound condition
equipped: Southendon-Sea ; £110. — See ' Kv
advertisement. Miscellaneous sale column. -

= or available for =
= quick delivery. =
^ Please let us know your ®
= requirements. =

B
I
New Imperial

j W.D. Combinations |
= FinisKed "Semce" Green, J.A.P. =
= 8 h.p. Engine, three speeds, clutcli, ^
S kick-starter, all-chain dnve. ^

1 Cash Price - £135 |
= Dsferred Payment Terms : . ^
= Tfprsit -with order - - £37 10 =
= 12 Monthly Instalments cf £950 =

1 Q14-\; 6h.p. Enfield Combinaticn, hoed, screen. .

J- 1' lamps and generators, spares and tools, store*

3 vears. condition guaianteed equal new; any trit!

£110.—Burt, 189, Tcrk Ed., Southend, Essex.' [72S:

"I Q20 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Lucas dynam
-L*? lighting, horn, Tan-Sad, hood, screen, speedc
meter, \vatch, etc., not ridden; best offers; seen an
time.—98, Grange Park Ed., Leyton, E.IO. [730

DELIVEEED Nov. 11th, 19l9. new Eo.val Enfiei.

6h.p. combination, Lncas dvnamo lighting. Luca
horn, Enfield wind screen, tools, etc.: £175.—C. Bre> ;

62, Langwiih Rd., Shirebrook, near Mansfield. [X200

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1916, spiendi'
running order, 3 lamps lelectric), 2 borm

speedometer, hood, screen, tools, etc.: £130. or nes
'

offer.—Forsvth, 15. Bellerbv Terrace, West Hartler.---

"x:
-

ROTAL Enfield 2'>Ji.p. Twin, chain drive. 2-.

gear, new semi-automatic carburetter^ ioct'

'I'ompletelv overhauled bv experts, lighting set. .

snares, etc. : £48, genuine ofier.—Clifton. 62, Wei" s -

Bristol. [X:

ENFIELD 1914 6h.r. CoinbinDtion, lamps. -:

ometer, tools, .complete: £100: splendid in;.

-limb anvwiiere: seen bv appointment for trial ;:l

where in Kent.—Enfield, 143, Eock Av., GilliniriiBU

Kent. \ [713

JULY, 1919, 3h.p. T.T. Enfield, 2-speed, sprung foo
boards, good Palmer tyres, complete tools an

spares, mileage well under 1,000, ciireiully used, e:

cellent condition; bv anpointment ; £80, or near ofle

—Grrlls, Funtington Hal], Chichestsr, Sussex. [685

ENTIELD 3h.li., 1914, 2-speed, kick start, all-cbai

drive, lamps, generator, pump, tcols, etc.. enam>
ind tOating perfect: tvres Kempshall back, Hutchii
:on front, and the whole machine in periect mechanic
ondition : £55.—Anv trial allowed by Caswell, Tl
View, rt'ey, Keighley. Torks. [i

etc

£2

= EXCHANGES ABHANG D. =

B

a
5-6h-p. Enfield, fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, com- ' l^

bination in nice rnnning order; £160.—Apply, "^Z

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

AND

COMBINATIONS
all overhauled and ready for

immediate use.

a LIST SENT UPON REQUEST. ®

I Eastern Qarage Co., I
etc. all

Thl Motor
[7459 418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate, E.7.

£69. Enfield Ccmbinaticn. ccac'bbuilt. 2-5pe3d:
lamps. Klaxon, owner has just spent scm

en engin; and gear renewals, runs well but paint bS'

Having had delivery of new machine will dispc-si of t

firstcomer for £69 ; no oHers. Seen at CanteTbuiy.-
AppJv. L. Nve, Kew Lodge, Hoath, nr. Canterbor
Kent: :697

"I Qi6 8h.p. E«yal Enfield Combination. Lu€8
-Lt? dvnamo lighting set. speedometer, large Lacs
horn, luiuriou? sidecar fitted with 2 Jockers. hood an
screen, large luggage grid at rear, all good tjTC:

cools, machine throughout in splendid condition, an
trial; £iaO; exchange' light car.—171, Cambenre
Grove, S.E.5.

~
[737

6 h.p. Koyal Enfield Combination, 1915. hood.
Lucas electric lighting throngbour^ and

2om, Dunlop tyres 700x80 new this year,
ipron, lugag-e grid, tools, etc.. just cverhjalei
leaned, worn i>arts renewed, a reliable and lu
tnrnort; 112 ens.; owner must sell.—Vicar,
:.. D'Jiham.

r'NIQUE Opportunitv.—£110 ior rather
6h.p. Enfield outfit, semi-T.T. bars, 3 la

seaeracois. pillion : spares include chain, plu.^.

"'inmere. etc.: cou ething unusual in sidecars, alnmuihii
finish with white de<'k. uphoUtsred in cordnroy. spnu
se.it, coverall; a i^Uy strong and powenul 'bus; aw«
buying cvcle car.— 17. Elmwood Gardens, Acton,

tTOS
Excelsior.

31.h.p. Excelsior, 3-sT>eed. coachbuilt sidecar. scJer
2 did condition; £75.—Fish. Crawlev, near Wii

Chester. Hants. [X223

1 Q19 Excelsior 2^4h.p.. 2-speed conntershait,
X «7 Stewart Loin, extra special tnnk to fit on riMrnei

50 gns.— 153, St. George's Bd., Coventry. [X22f

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales. Isle of Ma
onlv.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. BlaV

and Co.," Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. t*5

\ MEHICAN Excelsior 1915 C.B. Combinatu
7-9h.i electric lights, pl»EXFIELD 3h.p.. 2-fipeed, kick starter, free engine,

;

ZZ.
Binks carburetter, in new condition, tyres new, i ^

ttols, perfect condition; trial; £75.-11, Palace St., Ber-

{

fjp
wi.-k-on-Tweed. [S,2164 ^
1 Ql6 Eoyal Enfieid 5h.p. twin. 2 speeds, lamps. ^^
Xi/ speedometer, etc., in excellent condition; £60. ^^
Ccmwall.—See Kwiksale advertisement. Miscellaneous ^^
sale column. [7044 i

,-|ll|

I 2 I
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

: -90 East Ha
'Egaraco. Lond

•-IJIIli,

clutch, kick st: ^ . .

glass wind screen, step to sidecar, excellent conditior
£125.—Hawkes, 77, West Green Rd., Tottenham

727
THE Xew 1920 Ameri<-an Excelsior represents t

best value for money on the market. Boot n-

for earlv dt=liverv; fitted with Swan de Luxe sidet'ar.

Edwards and I'urrv, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St. Mayl.T

;2666. ;6£~
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The Simple Motor Cycle.

NEARLY every motor cyclist h:i.s his own
requiremeiils, «hich may differ widely

from those of his neighbour. This, of

course, accounts for the many types

which successfully find a market. There

are those who require a heavy sidecar machine

capable of carrying a luxuriously appointed

attachment over the roughest and hilliest

country. Some only demand a lighter mount

capable of occasional sidecar work on reason-

able roads, and to many the sidecar is altogether

unnecessary. What of the solo- rider? He has

a choice between the 8 h.p. variable geared

mount and the i J^ h.p. scooter.

The popularity of the little two-stroke is such

that one can be assured that there is an enormous

market for a machine which can go anywhere

over ordinary roads and climb with ease any

main road hill. The two-stroke is admirable

for those whO' are content with moderate speed,

but there is a large class of sporting riders who
demand a fair turn of speed and a light machine

at a moderate price. These are the enthusiasts

who ride single-geared T.T. machines—a class

of vehicle which is in danger of being ousted

from the market by the demands of those who
need, sidecars.

There are very few makers left to us who
market a T.T. 31/2 h.p. which has not been

spoiled for its original purpose by increased"

weight and unnecessary fittings
;

yet our daily

letters show that the class to whom this type

of mount appeals is still of considerable pro-

portions. A good 3^2 h.p. single with direct

drive is lighter, cheaper, and simpler to keep

in order than a dual purpose mount, and will

go anywhere that 90%. of present-day motor

cyclists require, if the rider is agile and not

averse to slight inconvenience on occasion. A
really first-class clutch is an advantage in traffic.

The saving of ;£2o to ^30 in price and 50 lb.

weight, in addition to the lessened cost of

upkeep, must appeal to a large number of riders.

The decision of the A.C.U. to retain the 500 c.c.

cla.ss for the Senior T.T. race in June may, how-

ever, stimulate interest in this type of machine.

Effects of the Moulders' Strike.

AS
the weeks pass and no signs of a settle-

ment of the moulders' strike appear, the

thinking motor cyclist must by now have

realised some of the possible effects these

labour troubles may ha\e upon the pro-

duction of motor cycles. Practically every manu-

facturer is now at a stanijstill Vvith stocks of

raw materials depleted and delivery of new ma-

chines is delayed. Even if the men resume work

immediately, considerable damage has already

been done, and ill-effects are bound to be felt

by both maker and user throughout the year,

and every day production is held up increases

these difficulties. It is a deplorable state of

affairs, and it is questionable whether anyone

will benefit by it. There is something wrong

with affairs in general when a very small section

of the community can jeopardise the foundations

of industry.

Unless a speedy settlement is made, the nation

will suffer harm from which it will take years to

recover, for at the present time especially, export

trade is the very lifelilond of the country, and

this is being held up. So far as motor cyclists

are concerned, the effects of the strike
_
un-

doubtedly will be many. Promises of 'delivery

made a few months ago cannot be fulfilled;

outputs will be smaller; prices higher, because

the overhead charges of the year will have to be

apportioned to fewer machines. Second-hand

prices are also bound to be higher, because of

the scarcity of new mounts. Experimental work

is held up'. The T.T. race is in danger, for,

unless manufacturers are able to commence their

new racing machlsnes in good time, it will be

futile to enter.

It is time the public realised that .this

paralysing strike affects them personally as well

as the country in general.

An Index to the advei-tlsements in this Issue will be found on the page facing the back covei'



A Tip for the Next London-Exeter.

MERE is a tip :^or the next London-Exeter. If

tliere are any gas lamps left on the road by
that time, the only absolute insurance against

trouble is to use dissolved acetylene. It eliminates

generator and burner troubles at one swoop, and the

man who cannot fake up pipe connections to last over

one night is unfit for competition work. In sober

fact, this system is actually preferable to electricity

for competition work, for if it is less convenient, it

is necessarily more reliable. I have used it for ten

years, and have never had any stoppages with it, bar-

ring perished tubing. On the oJ:her hand, I have had
a score of stops with* electric lamps during 19 19.

Most of them were trivial—a blown fuse, .a dud fila-

ment, and the like. Give me electricity for daily

use, because of its convenience. Give me dissolved

acetylene for " twenty-fgurs," because it cannot short-

circuit or do in a bearing. I use the handy cylinders,

e\en for solo competition work, for one six-foot cvlin-

der will last a head and tail lamp for fifteen hours
with ease ; but it is, of course, found at its acme of
mental comfort on a sidecar, which can easily stack

a reserve cylinder.

Back to Plain Bearings?

nREAD " Ubique's " brilliant article on mechanical
progress in our issue of January ist with great

interest. One of its by-products, in my mind,
was a reflection that we are all faddists, and that

design is an extremely contentious affair at the best.

For example, " Ubique " hates mechanical noise as

much as I do. He has an equal detestation (which I

unblushingly refuse to share) for. exhaust noise. His
ideal motor bicycle is as silent as the breathing of

Venus. In his enthusiasm he desires tg enclose the

tappets and valve stems, a la Corona, and to elimi-

nate the runiblesome ball and roller bearings now so

fashionable. I, on the contrary, desire overhead
valves, and that on an engine of the so hotstuff type -

that its exhaust valve spring and stem will need direct

cooling. I admit I do not love the subterranean burr
which a multitude of ball or roller bearings confer or
an engine. But these bearings have produced the

only motor cycle engines I know which have printable

lubrication consumptions ; and I do not want to go
back to the old days of over-oiling and lightning car-

bonisation. It is only fair to add that " Ubique "

pleads for a combination of forced lubrication and
plain bearings, from which he doubtless expects maxi-
mum bearing life and minimum oil consumption.
M'yes ! I have only tried out one engine on those

lines, and it was not a hotstuffer. But somehow it

was nothing to write home about either in cconomv or

durability. I suppose I cannot have it both wa\s. If

aj8

naked valve gear and non-plain bearings spe

mechanical noise, well, I shall have a fresh argumer

in favour of my heresy that- soup9on of exhaust noii

is desirable. But, dear "Ubique," I must quam
with one generalisation of yours :

'
' Modern gear box{

are wonderfully satisfactory as regards noise." Yo 1

shall just hear mine—post-war pukka 1919, and ,1

famous make. Did you ever hear a De Dion tricypl '

with a Du[)ont- gear after it had done 20,000 miles?

Gear Box Motinting,.

©NX'E more " Ubique " is perfectly correct j|

stating that it is a horrid nuisance to have t

upset both chains when the front chain wani

attention. In this connection, he praises the Raleigl

which has an immovable gear box and a slidabl

engine. I have not owned one of the new Raleigh

as yet, but I once had a 'bus designed on similar lih€

in this particular respect. It is not generally realise *

that motor cycle frames are at least as liable to di;

tortion as car frames, but I would go so far as t

sav that thev distort inevitably, after a reasonabl

amount of hard. wear. ' So long as a belt figured i

the'dri\e, frame distortion did not matters cent, unles- .

it were serious enough to throw the wheels well 01

of track and affect the steering. But with all-chai

drive, frame, distortion comes up to the footlight.^

The 'bus which I have in mind distorted its frame

and put both chains, out of line. Now it is .possibl

within limits to set your back wheel a trifle askew

in fact, most back wheels with 10,000 miles or a)

amateur chaiii adjuster to their name, are askew a

this moment. It is less easy to skew an engine in tli.

frame—wherefore this coiistruction demands a frann

which cannot distort or set. Incidentally, an engiiK

requires verv clever mounting if it is to be slidablt

with the satire aplomb and accuracy which suffice h

slide a gear box. The design is theoretically superb

but it is heavy work for the designer to get it flaw

lessly expressed.

Three-wheelers, New and Old.

THE presence of so many new three-whedei

runabouts on the 1920 list is not at all surprising

the only miracle is that the Morgan has enjoyei

a practical monopoly for so long. Fourteen year

ago there was a tremendous but transient boom ii

machines of this type. I still do not know why the

liest of thetTQ—the 10-12 h.p. Lagonda—died, foi

there was very little the matter with il^ even at thai

early date, though a usable second-hand car could hi

bought at the same price (about 160 giiineas, if 1

remember aright). Most of the other machines

suffered from many serious defects—weak brakes, dur

clutches, accumulator ignition, inaccessible back

wheels, a habit of over-turning if the rear wheel

J
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Occasional Comments.—
puiictiircil, etc. Nearly all of them mounted llic

second passenger forecar fashion, whicli was less

sociaiile than a sidecar: moreover, it is bad manntTS
to use your flapi)er as a buffer. The modern three-

wheeler offers car type weather protection, comfort
nearly approaching car standards, and a specification

which is c]uite as troubleproof as that of the sidecar,

if not more so. It is unfortunate that these machines
are at a special disadvantage in the trials where freak

hills cause jolts for three-trackers whicii ilo not occur

in ordinary riding, and also artificially intensify the

problem of tyre grip to a point never attained in staid

touring. But the Morgan has always surmounted
these special- handicaps, and the newcomers may do
the same if they do not try to transmit too much
power through a single wheel.

An Illotninating Contrast.

©UR' sister journal. The Autocar, maintains a
henchman whose special business it is to keep
uu fait with air-cooling, and he spends much

of his time in keeping in touch with experimental air-

cooled cars. He tells me that the testers of one firm

confess diat engine seizure is a common occurrence in

their routine work, and that he himself suffers the

liveliest apprehensions when he is handling the chassis

referred to. Gn the other hand, there are concerns

engaged in this new branch of the industry which have

yet to seize up their first engine, or even to induce a

bout of pre-ignition. A designer will hand over one

57

of lhe.se engines to him, and tell him to maltreat it

in any fashion which ingenuity can suggest, even up
to the pilch of leaving it running in the garage over-

night, and visiting it in the morning to see whether it

was not finally stopped by a dry petrol tank, and i-.

ready to resume running at once. My own experience

of motor cycle engines is on all fours with his experi-

ence of cars. In the field of air-cooling there are

three distinct types of designer, as follows

:

(c) The man who does not understand air-cooling.

His engine will often knock on a long hill.

(2.) The designer who understands air-cooling, but

con.siders that his machine is roadworthy if it will take

a sidecar up Sutton Bank at 15 m.p.h. on a hot day.

This is good enough for the average user and the

general market, but hardly good enough for an A.C.U. ^

Six Days.

(3.) The designer who understands air-cooling, and
considers that a commercial air-cooled motor cycle

should run well when the piston temperature

approaches 500° F.

The first type of designer still survives in the motor
cycle industi7, but will get squeezed out when the

coming over-production and resultant slump ginger up
competition. Type No. 2 has a rational excuse for

his methods, and may adhere to them, even though
the A.C.U. pundits misunderstand his ideas, subject

his wares to extreme tests,, and draw illegitimate con-

clusions from the net result. Type No. 3 appears to

be the man of to-morrow. We shall see.

TRANSMISSION UNIT INTENDED FOR THE AMERICAN MILITARY LIBERTY MOTOR CYCLE.

It will be re-called that

tlie suggested Liberty

motor cycle was a com-
posite design supposed

to embody the best

features of all American

motor cycles and in-

tended for a standardised

machine for war service.

Although not of excep-

tional interest.the design

is published as a record

of American tendencies

in 1918. The incor-

poration of the speedo-

meter drive will be
observed.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. ^^^^

A
Sidecar Wheel Disc Adach-

ment.
NEAT fitting for a disc on a side-
car \i.heel may be ma-de with an
old cycle bell dome. The hub cap

drilled, and a bolt passed through
from the insicle

and secured with
a nut. A suitable

hole for the bolt

is drilled in the
bell dome, and it

is put in place
after the disc is

fitted over the
bolt. The whole
is secured by a

nut. Access to

the tyre valve
is obtained by re-

moving the disc.

A fitting such as

this obviously
limits the use of

the disc to the
sidecar wheelj to

which it can only
be fitted on the
outside.—J. W. F.
HoE.iX.

-Neat sidecar wheel

disc fitting made with

a bolt and a cycle bell

dome.

Foot Operalion for P. & M,
Gear.

FOOT operation for the P. and M. gear
is easily arranged, and is a decided
cojivenience when road conditions

render it undesirable to release the
handle-bars.

A sj:rip of iron 9in. long xlin. wide x
yijin. thick is hent round the gear operat-
ing box and secured by a nut and bolt.

The outward end of tin- lever tluis formed
is twisted at right angles and drilled to
take a |ii]. or. ^m. bolt, which is secured
by two nuts. Low. gear is engaged by
gently pre.-;sing the lever backwards, high
gear by lifting with the toe of the boot.
I'rmn llif liinli gear free position is reached
l.y ^uiiiH a -hurt sharp kick.—L. A. C.
I'lCEitLS, R.A.F., D.U.

A Foot Controlled Horn.

BY fixing the mechanical horn on the.

lower members of the frame the
leg can be used to operate it, and

the necessity of releasing the hands
from the handle-bars is removed. The

Various positions in which a mechanical horn

may be attached for foot operation.

diagram shows three positions in which
the horn may be fixed, so that by in-

ward pressure of the leg the horn can
be operated.—C.McO.

Making a Route Card Holder.

FOR long journeys over strange roads
route card holders are very desirable.

The main portion consists of a cigar

box lid, and this is screwed to a block

of wood about- |in. thick, which is drilled

A simple route-

card holder with

handle-bar fitting.

to fit over the handle-bar, and a cover of

American cloth is tacked on to the top
edge. A home-made holder is illustrated

above. Drawing pins are used to secure
the route card.—G. H. Northover.

Pedal Control for A, J.S.

Clutch.

POT operation of A.J.S. and simila

type clutches is often of great cor

venience, especially when gear chan^

ing, since the throttle may be manipi

lated more carefully when there is n

need to release the right hand to contrt

the gear lever.

The sketch is self-explanatory, an

consists of a small pedal, easily forged b

any blacksmith, brazed on to the clutc

lever mounted on the gear box. As wi

be seen, the pad of the pedal comes clos

to the end of the footboard, and is iff

mediately under the control of the rider'

heel.—J. D. O'Hanlon.

A Home-made Fillion Seat.

THE feature of this pillion seat is th

elimination of excessive side swaj

EssentiBlly, the device consists c

two boards the size of the carrier.- Thes

boards are fitted to each other by tw

pairs of hingesj the long arins of whic

are riveted together, as shown in th

sketch.

Cheap and simple fittings are used in the

making of this pillion seat.

Four ordinary cycle saddle springs ar

used between the boards, and these ar

held by nuts and bolts passing througl

the hinges and boards. It is advisabl
to use large 'Washers or thin iron strip

under the bolt heads and nuts in orde
to prevent cracking of the wood.—

H

DE i\I.C. (Crewe).
(Will H. de 61. C. please forward hi

full address to the Editor?)
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lis Composition and Possibilities foi Constructional Purposes.

ALL motor cyclists are now familiar with stain-

less steel. Almost wherever they go for luncli.

or dinner they are provided with a stainless

.--ticl knife. Doubtless the average person says that
til new cutlery is a remarkable invention, but
]u. iljably only a few who use the steel knives imagine
iliat stainless steel has any other uses than for cutlery.

'I'his is probably due to two causes. In the first

place most people are aware that cutlery (other than
M. unless) is made 'from a special type of steel w^hich

N liard and capable of taking a good temper, and
thty are also aware that tliis kind of steel is never
Lised for structural pui-poses at all. They therefore
assume that stainless steel is similarly constituted,

and, consequently, is not suitable for structural pur-
poses. The second reason which, in a great many
cases, causes them to pass over stainless knives
without reading fully tl:ie signs of the times which
are embodied in these useful household articles, is

a fairly widespread belief that the stainless property
is something put on to tlie surface of the knife, and
is not a virtue extending througliout the steel.

My purpose in this article is to suggest some
directions in which stainless steel would be of con-
spicuous advantage to the motor cyclist. The obvious
way "to deal with such a matter is to divide tlie motor
cycle into two hah^es, namely, the motor and the

bicycle, and to deal with these separately. In order
to appreciate, however, the following suggestions as

to the application of the steel, it may be well to

give a few facts about the steel, and to endeavour
to establish at once the opinion that stainless steel

has properties which will make it useful in other
directions than the manufacture of cutlery.

Stainless steel is an alloy steel; that is to say,

it contains, in- addition i<y iron and carbon, which are

the ordinary constituents of steel, a considera.ble per-

centage of another element, namely, chromium. In
an ordinary table blade the amount G>f chromium which
is present is probably about 12% to 1;^%%, and it is

this high percentage of chromium, combined wdth the

fact that there is not a very high percentage of carbon
in the steel, which makes the material stainless and
impervious to rust.

£ase of Hardening.
In conseqrrence of the high percentage of chromium

in it, stainless steel can be hardened very effectively,

much more effectively than can the ordinary plain

carbon steels which are used for most structural work.
When it is stated that stainless can be hardened very

effectively, two things may be inferred. The first is

that when hardened, stainless steel can be made to

possess a very high tensile strength, and the second

is that the method required for hardening stainless

steel is very simple. To illustrate the latter point,

a slight digression is necessary to explain how ordinary

steel is hardened. ' Most steel which contains only

carbon in addition to the icon. is hardened by heating

to a full red heat, and quenching in water. Some-
times, instead of quenching in water, the articles are

quenched in oil. If the steel, however, is cooled in

air from a full red heat, it is not hard at all, as the
figures in the following table show distinctly.

Plain 'Cakbon Steel.

Cooled in water - ...

,, in oil ... 38

,, in air 28

Stainless steel, like many other alloy steels, differs,

however, from the carbon steel, in that it may be
hardened fully by cooling it in air. In order to harden
a piece of stainless steel completely, the only thing

which it is necessary to do is to heat it to a tem-
perature of about 900° C, i.e., 1,650° F., and allow

it to cool in still air. When this is done, the tensile

strength of the steel is about no tons per square
inch, which is obviously much higher than can be
obtained from the carbon steel by any method of

cooling, whether it is quenched in water, in oil, or

whether it is allowed to cool in the air.

Tempering.
It would, of course, be of very little use to the

motor cyclist if stainless steel could be obtained onlv

in such a condition that it has a. tensile strength- of

over 100 tons per square inch. Stainless steel, how-
ever, is just like other steels, and can be softened or

tempered by heating to various temperatures after it

has been fully hardened. In the following table are

shown the tensile strengths of stainless steel after it

has been tempered at suitable temperatures : and in

a parallel column are show-n the corresponding

strengtlis of plain carbon steel, such as is usually used

for structural or engineering purposes after similar

treatment.
Tensile strength tons/sauare ineh

Stainless teel. Ordinary steel

Fully hardened -
... 105 48

Tempered 400° C. ... 100 45
500° C. ... 92 38
600° C. ... 62 34
700° C. ... 54 ... • 30
750° C. ... 51 30

From the table it ^rill be obvious at once that

stainless steel offers a considerable advantage ' in
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strength over the ordinary steel, so that, apart from

its main property, stainless steel can be seen to have

many attractive points. The great virtue, however, of

stainless steel is, of course, the fact that, after harden-

ing and tempering and polishing, the steel does not

corrode or rust under the attack of either the air or

moisture, or sea-water, or weak acids, such as vinegar.

This means at once that the effective strength of a part

is considerably increased because no allowance need

be made for rusting. In addition, it is not necessary

to protect the parts made from it by means of paint

or enamel or varnish, or any of the metal plating pro-

cesses which are so frequently employed.

Where Stainless Steel could bs used.
Turning now to the actual uses to which the steel

may be put, the bicycle itself may be considered first.

In the bicycle are the following main parts : the skele-

ton framework, the handle-bars, the brakes, and the

wheels. In addition to these are the various brackets

for lamps, etc., and the mudguards. The framework
and handle-bars are generally made of mild steel

tubing, which has tensile strength of approximately

24 tons per square inch. The brackets, .where they

are of steel, are made from mild steel of the same
strength. The rims of the wheel are made from mild

steel strip of about 30 tons per' square inch strength

(as it is cold-rolled), and the mudguards are made from

strip of about 26 tons per square inch. The spokes

of the wheels are made from steel about 75 tons per

square inch tensile strength. Of these parts the ones

to which stainless steel could be most profitably

applied, taking into account the various methods of

manufacture, are the framework, the handle-bars, the

mudguards, and the brackets and similar fittings.

The Saving in Weight.
During the war the development of aircraft con-

struction and design has shown the importance of con-

serving weight to the maximum degree possible, and,

incidentally, has advanced the manufacture of tubes

to a very great extent. Many aeroplane axle tubes

are now required to be of about 85 tons tensile strength.

This has resulted in an appreciable saving in weight.

\\'hy should not something similar be effected in the

case of the motor cycle and by the use of stainless

steel? It would not be impossible to make stainless

tubes of 85 tons strength, but.it would be easier to

make them of about 60 tons. This means that the

present steel of about 26 tons strength would be re-

placed by one of about 60 tons : more than twice in

the strength. This is bound to result in a reduction of

the weight of the part materially, even though it does

not mean a reduction to a half. This in itself is very

well worth considering. Add to this advantage, how-
ever, the fact that the material is stainless, and weights

can be reduced still further. Plating and enamel do

not weigh much, but they weigh something, and every

little counts.

Plating and Enamelling Unnecessary.
The second great advantage following from the use

of stainless steel for the framework and handle-bars

of the bicycle is that the use of this material would

obviate completely the necessity for enamelling or

plating the parts. This .would be of some considerable

consequence in the initial cost of the parts. Besides

A^2

the initial cost, however, the use of stainless steel

would do away with repairs and renovations of the

enamel or plating, and the parts would always be

'Inight and clean. This is" surely a very great advan-

tage, and, when taken in conjunction with the great

gain ill strength which could be acliieved by the use

of stainless steel, suggests that the utilisation of this

material presents considerable advantages. ;

The Price Question. 'I

It must, of course, be admitted at once that stainles^

steel is distinctly more exjaensive than mild steel, and;*

also it must be admitted that, although there is ;

possibility of the price of stainless steel being reduced'|

distinctly, from its present level, yet there is no like-

lihood of it ever competing with mild steel as regards'

price. The price, however, of an article is by no
means fixed by the price of the raw material from'-

which the article is ^nade. As stated above, by the

use of stainless steel, the weight of the parts -would
be considerably reduced, less material would, there-,

fore, be required, and hence the price of the finished '^

article would not be so high as might be expected from.f
a direct comparison of the prices of the raw material f'

in billet form. When cost is being considered, the

cost of enamelling and plating nmstbe taken into'

account, and set off against the extra price of the

material. It appears possible, therefore, that when all

these points are taken into account, the stainless steel

frame and handle-bars would not cost a great deal •

more in the long run than those in the ordinary steel.

When other parts of the bicycle, such as mudguards
or brackets, etc., are considered, there can be little

doubt that stainless steel would have considerable

advantages from the point of view of lack of rusting.

By creating a demand for the type of stainless steel

which would be suitable for mudguards, the price

would be reduced considerablv. In this case strength

questions are of no great importance, but freedom
from rust plays a considerable part. Even with

the best enamelling-, mudguards generally present

rather a poor appearance after a time, and it appeals
very well worth while to consider the use of a material

which would never rust, e\en after years of ser\ice.

Stainless Steel in the £ngine.
Tlie above remarks have been confined exclusl\elv

to the utilis-ntion of stainless steel in the cycle as di,s-

tinct from the engine. When the engine is considered,
it can be said right away that there is probably hardlv
a single part (with the possible exception of 11k'

pistons) which could not be made from stainless steel.

There is, howe\er, no need to use this material for

'a great many of these parts, since tlieir liabilit\ to

"corrosion is small, the parts being enclosed and running
under conditions giving suitable lubrication. The
steel, however, is of considerable use in connection
with vahes, and it is hopeil that this subject mav be
dealt with in a separate article. In fact the general

application of stainless steel to the engines should be

dealt with separately. It may be taken, liowe\er, as

a fairly safe statement that if corrosion is being ex-

perienced on any of the exposed parts of an engine,

.the use of stainless steel for tliis part, in order to

overcome this corrosion, should be very carefully con-

sidered, and it will probably be found that, if it be

adopted, the corrosion troubles will be overcome.
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The first lOOO Miles
on a MechanicallY
Lubricated P <§* M

THOL'CIH owing to the early date of its delivery

my machine was minus one or two of tlie im-

provements that have since been carried into

etTect on the post-war model, it belongs, so far as

these notes are concerned, to the post-war category,

for the power unit throughout is the new model, which
made its dehnl in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

The conditions of riding in France left many of us

"hen the war ended in the possession of an almost

niiubid thirst for something reliable—something end-

lessly reliable, which would jog us through the genial

monotony of everyday life with never an anxious

timught or an irksome moment. That, I suppose,

was why I bought a P. and M.—not, perhaps, with-

out certain misgivings. An impression of bygone days
lias never classed the P. and M. as among the an-

telopes of the road. They were renowned, rather, for

always getting there on a minimum of petrol and a

maximum of oil. Twin-cylinder enthusiasts talked

aliout the vibration. I was among them. When I

bought the P. and M., it was in a spirit of prepared-

ness as concerned accepting a certain amount of vibra-

tion in return for the numerous and unquestionable

advantages of the breed, and I was prepared to feel

it badly, as the previous mount was a twin-cylinder

which, theoretically, was a perfectly balanced engine

except for a '' negligible couple."

Absence of Period.

Mounting the new P. and M., however, I was very

pleasantlv surprised to discover that it did not vibrate

tii all. -This was the first impression, and it has

been a lasting one. Old P. and M. riders who try

the new model have a treat in store, and, personally,

as a flat twin maniac, I had no idea that it was pos-

sible to balance a single-cylinder engine so perfectlv

as this piist-war model is balanced. Either the manu-
facturers have accomplished the impossible by ruling

out the ' inevitable period." about which the knuts

talk, or they have shifted it so high up the scale of
revs, that none but the topmost knuttiest of the knuts
will ever find it. Perhaps that is a slight exaggera-

tion, but. at any rate, the engine is vibrationless at

the speeds one ordinarily drives a P. and M., while

at higher speed it is negligible. Certainly, it is better

balanced than any of the. pre-war V twins, and this.

I believe, applies to at least two other of the best

present-dav singles. ,

Silence.
Of recent years quiet running has been a great point

in favour of P. and M. machines. Considerable com-
ment has been passed on tlieir silence, and, so far as

mechanical sounds are concerned, the new model is

distinctly more silent than its silent predecessors.
The forced lubrication "has a good deal to do with
this, but of that more anon. As regards exhaust
noises, it is somewhat difficult to judge. Throttled

Being the Road
Impressions of a

Practical Rider

on a Practical

Mount.

down, the new engine turns over like a sewing

machine, but it has a considerably bigger kick than

the R.A.F. model—it is', in fact, a more pow'erful

engine—and therefore, when the throttle is opened,
the natural response comes by way of a healthier bark.

Its usual method of progress, however, leaves nothing
° to be desired, and generous throttle openings are suffi-

ciently infrequent to be negligible.

Road Speed..

The new model looks what it is, a thoroughly prac-

tical road proposition of genuine British design and
finish. I hold no brief for P. and M.'s, but

it is really time that old-day impressions as regards

the speed of these mounts went their way. Up till

about 1913, P. and M.'s were as monotonously slow

as they were monotonously reliable. The two were

inseparable. They traded on their slowness, and
thereon built up their . reliability. The makers had
decided how many fluffy, woolly " ploffs " per minute

were good for you, and you- could get no more. You
could jam open the throttle, waggle the air, sit on
the joystick, but it went on " ploffing " at the same
indifferent speed. Those days are gone, and for some'

years past the aim of the makers has been to obtain

a single of as great an all-round efficiency as any
other single, without sacrificing any of the original

properties. How far they have succeeded the present

model shows. My mount is standard, but it is really

a " hot-stuff " single. Several of the genuine speed
' nobs " have marvelled at the manner in which it

. will rev.—and keep on revving over long distances.

With a loaded sidecar it is not, of course, fast. The
least head wind brings down the average enormously,

as three speeds are essential for even a moderate
average with so small an engine. With an empty
sidecar and no head wind it is faster than most big,

twins with loaded sidecar, because one can stick on

top gear and simply rev. An experiment in this

direction proved a great surprise. I was riding up
" from Bradford to Scotland with the sidecar Containing

only "emigrants' effects." On the up grade after

Settle, a big American twin with moderately loaded
' sidecar passed me with a look of contempt from its

rider. " All right, my .son," I thought. " now
you'll have to keep moving all the wav to Scotland !

"

A good open road, no wind, glorious weather, and
I continued to ride at the same speed as previously.

Probably the P. and M. and the American were geared
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about the same. It was merely a matter of engine

speed. All manner of queer remains in the way of
sidecar outfits Avere passed on the way, and presently

it . was quite evident that the driver of the American
was doing a little more than he had intended. On a

long level the P. and M. drew up alongside, and out

of the corner of one eye the American was observed

to b'e desperately twiddling twiddly bits and pulling

strings. The last ten miles, however, had proved too

much for the big engine. It simply could not stick

the revs., and fell ignominiously to the rear.

At Carlisle I pulled up for petrol—the big twin
ticked in later, and numerous tentative enquiries were
made as to whether the P. and M. was. standard.

This little anecdote is related not by way of inviting

jibes from the big twin enthusiasts, but simply to

illiastrate the point that the new P. and M. is not

slow, and, further, as .showing that there is a good
deal of truth in the statements of certain single-cylinder

experts to the effect that when it

comes to a matter purely of revolu-

tions the average big twin simply
cannot stand up to a well made
single beyond a certain distance.

Pending improvements, the P. and
M. engine should mark an era of
additional . vitality, and it remains
only to be said that where one finds

difficulty in keeping pace with other

good machines is on such a trial as

the Scottish Six Days, when the

absence of a middle gear inevitably

results in periodical and stupendous
" blinds.

"

Mechanical L/ubrication.

Though the reader may be be-

coming fed up with favourable com-
ments, he must endure a few more
adjectives till we are through with this paragraph.
A lubricating trouble with P. and M. engines hitherto
has been the drying of the top side of the piston. This
alone accounted -for their high oil consumption, as, in

order to keep the top side of the piston anything like

adequately lubricated, it was necessary to maintain a

larger quantity of oil in the crank case than would
otherwise have been necessary. Because the engine
had one dry spot it was necessary to keep the rest

swimming. Even then the top side was alternatively
dry and half dry. A little exaggeration may be par-
doned in order to emphasise the point, but examine the
piston of any P. and M. prior to the post-war model,
and that a dry side existed is evident, at a glance.
This, of course, led to uneven wear and .an irritating

piston tap, quite apart from loss of efficiency and high
oil consumption, while the high oil consumption corre-

spondingly led to the necessity for frequent decarboni-
sations.

These" points could, perhaps, be ignored previous to

the present era of perfection, but the fact that the new
system of lubrication has removed them is an important
step. I cannot say whether my machine acquires less

carbon deposit than the present model, because,
living in the mountains, and generally using a side-

car, I habitually over-ril, liut certainly it does not
'iirbon ui) quickly. That the forced lubrication has

An aclditiona! coolins: device fitted to

the author's P. and M It consists of sKeet

copper and fits under the valve caps.

improved the engme enormously is a fact any tyro

could perceive. At all times it runs with the silken

smoothness suggestive of night riding, and which indi-

cates perfect lubrication

—

i.e., that a steady flow of
oil is reaching the spots where it is required. A con-

stant feed goes to the top side of the piston walls, the

original dry spot, and thus the dry spot is ruled out,

while the second force feed goes to the big end.

The ruling out of that dry spot is an enorrnously

important point. Hitlxerto P. and M. engines have been
fitted with pistons on the tight side in order to reduce
the piston tap, which came in the end anyway. This
is -no longer necessary; the advantages of a. free piston

can be enjoyed without irritating mechanical noises and
without excessive wear. In point of fact, the present

piston is so well lubricated that it wears imperceptibly,

as the following will show.

Reliability of the System.
When my machine was first turned out it was fitted,

in error, with the usual P. and jNI.

tight piston. After i,ooo miles of

hard riding, I one day -accidentally

left the oil turned off, and, though
there was a sufficient supply in the

crank case, the piston dried up
almost immediately, indicating that,

after i.ooo miles, it had not run in

sufficiently to take off its initial new-
ness. Again, at a more recent date,

I accidentally ran out of oil, and
again • the piston dried up im-

mediately.

This brings us to anot4ier point.

Riders of the old school are still

sceptical about mechanical lubrica-

tion. " What if. the pump fails,

and you ride on wdthout knowing
it? " they ask. The reply is, " The
pump is never likely to fail, and if

it does you will know about it in double quick time."

The piston will dry up long before any other damage
will occur, because a piechanically liibricated piston

never becomes a really .sloppy fit.

The pump under discussion cannot very well fail.

It contains no valves nor springs, is simply a little solid

plunger reciprocating and rotating in a little solid tube,

and the onlv conceivable manner in which it can give

up the ghost is by stripping its pinion ; and you are

just as likely to strip the magneto or half-time pinion.

Should this occur to some luckless vagabond, he can

very easily strip off his pump, send it to the makers,

and go on riding bv the use of his hand pump, as he

did when he was a boy. It may be added that the

lubrication now employed has been in use on machines "

(not served to the public) .since 1914, and first proved
itself on the P. and M. twin.

Minor Points.

Practically all the points one would criticise on this

attractive and serviceable machine ate to be washed
out on the post-war model the public will get. Tlie

R.A.F. model kick-starter left a good deal to be de-

sired. Sometimes one kickctl with effect, .sometimes

one kicked the air and, in effect, almost broke one's

ankle. Its chief weakness lay- in the fact that the

public seemed incapable of grasping the one or two'
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adjiislments provided, and on which its satisfactory

working dci)en(led. The new kiclc-startcr is a big,

husky ratcliet affair, wliich swings the engine over

half adozen times. It is neat and infallible.

Some Points for Improvement.
One recalls also having to hang head downwards

lit tween the machine and the sidecar in order to remove

oily little screws and an ornamental cover in order to

inject oil with an oily^ injector throngh a red elbow

and into the gear—the sort of circus trick the public

ought not to be called upon to perform. That, too, is

gone. 'I'he new gear is provided with a big roller

bearing packed with grease and requires no attention

from the beginning of the season to the end.

The front mudguard remains the same—a blot in an

I'liicrald landscape. It might profitably have been re-

designed five years ago. There is so little tyre clear-

ance that, unknown to the rider, a stone can jam
between it and the cover, and cut the front tyre all

the way round—as has happened in my case. Wider
guards and larger tyres are really needed. The
friction shock absorber either absorbs nothing at

all or it absorbs the whole drive. If perfectly ad-

justed, it remains so for about j-po miles, gradually

slipping more and more till at 150 miles one lias to

get out hammers and crowbars to tighten up the whole

affair. Every practical P. and M. rider I know keeps

the lock nuts rammed home, and rides with a solid

drive, but this is also, I learn, to be superseded by

a shock absorber of th* mechanical and unadjustable

type, which is bound to function, and to function

always.

The B. and B. variable jet carburetter is, perhaps,

the writer's favourite on account of its economy, wide

range of adjustment, and general efficiency. The only

63

Iroulilc widi it is that one is never sine of the best posi-

tion of the levers for an easy start. Tlie best position

to-day may prove hopeless on Saturday next, and
once liaving properly muddled the mixture, it is neces-

sary to make a clean sweep and start all over again.

I'^ven with this defect, the variable jet is miles above
most other designs.

'i'he K.I.C. magneto has given no trouble. It seems
a thoroughly sound proposition, hut it will Ijc more
appreciated wlien British maniil aclurrrs git away from
minute adjustment screws.

Economy.
A machine of. the type under review probably affords

the cheapest possible , travelling for two. A t,% h.p.

two-speed is not, of course, ideal for sidecar work,
though the climbing abilities of this mount" are equal
to anything but the most freakish conditions. Heavy
winter roads and winter winds are the real trial.

The reason why the f. and M. sidecar and one or

two others of its class are essentially adapted to the

poor man's reijuirements are, first, because they

are absunlly cheap to run and, secondly, because
they fetch good seCqnd-hand prices. The market
value of a well-used P. and M. falls very slowly. At
the end of two years, if it has been well kept, one
should have very little to write off as depreciation.

With luck, repair hills and renewals run to only a

few shillings per year, and petrol and oil consumption
is very Io\V. From Peebles to Skipton via Carlisle

and Kendal, with passenger and luggage, our petrol

consumption panned out at 108 m.p.g. From Peebles

to Glasgow via Lanark, through mud and against wind,

it once dropped to 62 m.p.g.—the lowest vet. Oil

consumption has not been measured, but 1 should say

it is roughly just over half vphat it was with the R.A.F.
models. Chinook.

A war memoriaJ in the village ot Lugwardine, Heretordshire It has thirty-two names on it—a large total tor a village oi only a tew houses.
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A Highly Developed Motor Bicycle.
A READER'S SUGGESTED DESIGN.

RUSTLESS HAMMOCK /fBACKEEST
WIRE SPRINGS IfFILLER,BAG _

\, ^AP^STRAP

CLOCK
OIL
SIGHT ,

FEED \

HORN REGULATOR
/LAMP _

SWITCHES

DYNAMO I GEAR

, STARTER^

.CONNECTIONS FOR PORTABLE
OIL ® PETROL QUANTITY
INDICATORS \Twik CEr'*' P^FLYWHEfeL ® CLUTCH (VANED) .

Details of an ideal motor cycle suggested by Mr: H. P. Blake, of Wimbledon.

SOME years ago Mr. H. P. Blake, of Wimbledon,
sent us a model and sketches demonstrating his

ideas of a motor bicycle de luxe; and the

attention recently devoted to this topic by Thz Times
and ourselves has moved him to submit the accom-
panying specification and sketches, which he places

freely at the disposal of anybody who may be inter-

esped, since he is unable to develop the design

fur liimself.

The general view shows a smooth-sided casing of

Diu'alumin utilised to conceal an ordinary frame of

steel tubin_g. The whole of the mechanism and acces-

sories are protected and hidden by this casing, so that

the machine does not look " spiky," and is very easily

cleaned after a dirty ride. The back wheel is carried

on semi-elliptic leaf springs, a U tube being carried

up from the rear forks to the tail of the main frame

in order to prevent lateral sway when cornering. The
front wheel is trailed caster fashion, with its. springs

concealed in telescopic tubes.

A vertical three-cylinder engine of the two-stroke

type is 'Suggested, driving the rear wheel through a

four-speed gear box and enclosed shaft. A combina-

tion electrical outfit would cater for ignition, engine

Starting, and lighting.

The cowl surrounding the steering head houses three

items, viz., the head lamp (which has a dimming
device), the electric hooter, and the air intake to the

fan which cools the encased engine.

The frame is' narrow, the rider's legs -being outside

the engine cowl. The footrests are carried up in a

slow curve at the front end to form mudshields, and

lockers , beneath the footboards are utilised for the

storage of tools and spare parts.

The lubricating oil tank is set low down between

''the footboard lockers, the oil being pumped to the

engine via a si dit-feed mounted on the dash or instru-

ment board. 'J'he dash also carries a sunk speedo-

meter and clock, together with the adjustment for the

oil-feed. An unusual petrol tank of 35^ galloifs

capacity is mounted above the rear wheel, its fore and

aft bottom levels being connected by an equalising

pipe concealed under . the Duralumin ' cowling. The
registration numbers are, of course, painted on the

cowling, and the tail lamp is built into the rear o'f

the petrol tank.

The handle-bar controls would naturally^ be 6f the

concealed type, viz., twist grips or thumb slides.

In lieu of a saddle, a hamrriock seat of cycle car

pattern is suggested, but the use of rustlcvss steel links

is preferred to leather.

The approximate dimensions are :

Wheelbase, 56in.

Saddle to footboards, lyin.

Ground clearance, 7 in.

Wheels, 28 x 3in.

Width of bonnet, 7^2111.

Width of petrol tank, i2in.

Maximum width (across footboards), i4in.

Such a machine, it is claimed, should not be appre-

ciably heavier than a conventional mount of equal

horse-power, since the light cowling would not weigh

much more than the numerous fittings required to carry

the parts as usually arranged.

Perfection in Motor Cycles.

It will be interesting to see how far Mr: Blake's

design conforms to readers' notions of a machine
de luxe. His specification is tantamount to a heavy-

weight built with two special points of emphasis, viz.,

ease of cleaning and disregard of cost. But the cachet

of the Rolls-Royce car—so often quoted as the zenith

of motoring luxury—is not unconventionality in genera!

outline, but the perfection of a normal first-class design

bv dint of first-class material, first-class workmanship,

and incessant testing. It follows that a Rolls-Royce

motor bicycle need not be unconventional. The policy

might imply no more than the following points:
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A Highly Developed Motor Bicycle.—
(i.) I-imiteiloutput.

{2.) Higli iJiice.

(3.) Vibrationless engine.

(4.) Vibrationless frame.

(5.) Ten liouns' bench test of each engine.

(6.) 500 miles road test of each machine.

The quality of the machine would then embody a
host of minor perfections, which cannot all be guaran-

teed in a cheap machine built on the quantity system.

For example, it would have no oil leaks at the tappet

,I£ 65

guides or crank case joints; it woiiNJ never soot a

plug; its carburetter would not flood until, say, the

third season; it would be impossible to adjust the

back wheel out of track with the front wheel ; it would
tick over at 75 r.p.m. in neutral; its clutch could be

operated with one finger, but would not slip within

20,000 miles; it would not carbonise its cylinder

in less than a full season's riding; its wheels wouh.l

be interchangeable within sixty seconds, etc., etc.

Nevertheless, it might closely resemble in outward

appearance one of our standard production machines.

OUR EXPORT TRADE.
BOTH IMPORTS AND EXPORTS ON THE INCREASE.

THIS year will mark the resumption of trade in

Ltverseas markets on a scale fitting the nation

tliat turns out the world's finest machines.
Last year, of course, an effort was made to fulfil a

small ]ieroentage of the Overseas orders in—hand, but
~the, few machines exported did little to satisfy the

ever-incre;Lsing demand, the number exported being,

roughly, half of those in 1913. Many have been the

criticisms levelled at Britisli makers at their efforts

at building up Empire trade. Lethargy, indifference,

and shortsightedness, have been among the accusations

'advanced bv Overseas motor cyclists, the greatest

grie\-ance probably being the spare part question.

We ha\'e been told that in a few years time British

trade will be entirely eclipsed by American, that our

antiquated methods will result in the total ruin of the

pioneer work performed by a_few British firms years

ago. - Yet, in spite of all this condemnation and rather

tiring tirade, in spite of the American trade organisa-

tion, and the magnificent opportunity they had of

penetrating our reserves during the early part of the

war, the demand for Britisli machines is as firm as

ever. When British motor cycles are sent out—whether
to South Africa, New Zealand, India, or Canada

—

they are snapped up in spite of price and the so-

called bad spare service. That fact speaks for itself.

The demand is there, and will unquestionably remain

so long as our machines maintain their high standard

and W'Orkmanship.

British Service Abroad.

There is room for much improvement in British

service abroad without a doubt, but the many grumbles

.heard are uttered without giving thought to the

obstacles that confront the comparatively small and

individual manufacturer in his effort to supply a world

market. These obstacles will be overcome when
British firms combine in their efforts to form central

spare depots in various countries—a scheme we dis-

cussed some months ago, and to which reference w^ill

be made at a later date—and when the strangling

effect of labour troubles is overcome.

The coming year British makers will have great

difficulty in meeting the demands of the home market,

but -the wi^e manufacturer, who is looking right ahead,

will make provisions for maintaining or building up
goodwill abroad. There will be an ever-increasing

demand at home for machines : a demand that is

likely to lull to sleep the faculty for a full reahsation

of the gigantic possibilities of " foreign " demand,
for not only is there the white population of such

places as Lidia and China to consider, but also the

coloured races. Let it be remembered that the en-

lightened population of India and China is a large

one, and, judging from correspondents' letters, it is

interested in the cheap and simple type of motor
cycle. The world's demands for motor cycles is

huge, and the makers who have imagination, mettle,

and push, will reap a big reward: there is no ques-

tion whatever on that point.

Exports for 1919.

So far as export trg.de for the last year is con-

cerned, no remarkable feature presents itself on study-

ing the. figures. It will be observed from the table

below that about half the number of machines were
exported last year compared with 1913, but their value

was nearly ^./^i 60,000 more.

Compared with the month of No\ember, last

month's figures show a very slight decline, the

number of machines exported being 838, their value,

together with parts, accessories, tyres, and tubes,

amounting to ^115,035.

E.XPORTS.

Year ended 31ST December.

No. ot machines

Value of motor cycles,

parts, aild accessories , .

No. of machines

£991,035

16,850

.(1,237,207

14,159

£1,305,250

20.877

£675,649

5,652

£1.158,139

8,330

Month E.NDED 3IST DECEA BEE.

and

J917. I918. 1919.

Value of motor cycles, parts

£95.907 £45,717 £llS,S;:2

MOXTH
IMPORTS.

EKDED 31ST DeCEM P R

, and

1917. JOlS. igiy.

Value of motor cycles, parts

£1.691 £491 i42,af>o
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HOT

IT
is not a mere accident that several prospective motor
cycle engines are to be fitted with detachable iieads

;

nor has this ancient system of construction been re-

vived solely or mainly to facilitate decarbonisation, or

to permit the interior surface of the combustion chamber
to be machined. A little consideration will show that

a detachable head is essential to full cooling efficiency.

AVhere " hotstuff " engines are concerned, it is de-

sirable to keep the inlet pocket as cold 'as possible.

It is true that a portion of the inlet pipe should be

well heated, to assist vaporisation of the fuel on any
type of engine, and to ensure equal distribution of the

charge to the several inlet valves of a multi-cylinder.

But if the inlet valve pocket is really hot, it is impos-

sible for the engine. to inhale a maximum charge, since

heat expands the gases ; and the inlet valve is open for

a miserably brief period at the best. Consequently
the inlet pipe should be heated close to the carbu-

retter, and cooled near the valve. For this reason it

is desirable to prevent the inevitable heat of the ex-

haust valve pocket from raising the

neighbourhood of the inlet valve to

a very high temperature. If the

cylinder head is made of a metal

possessing a high degree of conduc-

tivity, e.g., aluminium, the tempera-

tures of the inlet and exhaust valve

pockets will be approximately equal,

which is undesirable. On the other

hand, if the cylinder head is made
of cast iron, which possesses com-
paratively low heat conductivity, the

inlet valve will keep fairly cool,

and the heat of the exhaust valve
will be isolated, and the cylinder

head will expand unevenly.

A Composite Cylinder.

A recent patent solves this di-

lemma with satisfactory results. A
one-piece cylinder of aluminium will

suffer from too hot an inlet valve,

with resultant wire drawing of the

charge. A one-piece cylinder of

cast iron will tend to distort egg-

shaped with its long diameter bi-

secting the exhaust valve, with consequent piston fric-

tion. Hence a detachable head is clearly indicated
as the load towards a solution.

'I'iie nature of the problem is absurdly simple.
Theoretically, the cylinder head should be hot on one
side and cool on the other, for reasons already stated :

COLD

Relative distortion ol cast iron and aluminium
cylinders (exaggerated).

ture as possible.

while the cylinder barrel should be of an even tempera-

ture all round to avoid distortion and piston friction.

In other words, the designer must devise a detachable

head which will not pass on uneven heating to the

cylinder barrel. Any type of joint between head and

barrel interferes to some extent with the flow of heat

from one part to the other : the best made faced joint

is an insulator of heat to some extent ; racing sparking

plugs are made with one-piece electrodes to secure the

most rapid conduction of heat and so to prevent the

points from becoming incandescent and causing pre---

ignition. Hence some designers deliberately fit a type

of head-to-barrel joint which is a bad heat conductor.

Such a joint is necessarily apt to leak; since the hot

exhaust side of the head is expanding away froni the

cool inlet side, and exerting a sideways pull. The
patent, above referred to, embodies a thickish alu-

minium washer of considerable diameter between a

cast iron head and a steel barrel. Aluminium pos-

sesses splendid heat conductivity, and measurements

of temperature on the top and

bottom sides of this washer are

very interesting. At the top the

exhaust side of theWasher is appre-

ciably the hotter : at the bottom
there is no material difference be-

tween the temperatures on the two
sides. In other words, this washer

puts the heat into equilibrium before

communicating it to the steel cylinder

barreh Thus all three desiderata

are obtained, viz. :

i-. A cool inlet valve pocket.

2. Full internal machining of the

combustion head.

3. A symmetrical piston path
under full load.

. It is doubtful whether any other
'

method of construction at present in

use fulfils all these requirements

quite so satisfactorily.

Piston Temperature.
In the second place, it is equally

necessary to maintain the whole area

of the piston at as even a tempera-
In pre-war motor cycle engines this

necessity was fully realised, but clumsily tackled.

The designer's main expedients consisted of:
1. Drenching the cylinder walls with oil.

2. Retaining the hand lubrication system, simply
because it furnished cold oil at periodic intervals.

COOL



(A) Gist iron h<ad

(B) Aluminium washer

(C) Steel cylinder.
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Air-cooling Up-to-date.—

3. Spraying the interior of the piston with oil.

4. Compensating for the excessive expansion of
the red-hot crown of Ihe piston by giving the lop
"land" of the piston from .ooiin. to'.oojin. more
clearance in the cylinder than the lower ""lands"
{i.e., using a *' tapered "

piston). All these expedi-
ents were faulty. - For ex-

ample :

1. Created excessive
piston friction, as the tight-

litting rings had to over-
come the resistance of a
" wave " of oil which they

squeezed along the cylinder
walls on both the up and
the down stroke : led to

rapid carbonisation
; pro-

duced absurd oil consump-
tion.

2. Gave the rider trouble

which no car driver would
tolerate: 75% of motor
cycle engines were either

(jnder or over lubricated.

3. Exaggerated the overheating of the piston as

soon as carbon crusts formed under the piston crown
(few riders removed these crusts during amateur over-

hauls) and produced excessive oil consumption.

4. Rendered the second ring from the top the real

"compression guard" whenever the engine was cold,

aud the top edge of the piston had not yet expanded
to tit the cylinder bore. For this reason the second
ring bore heavy responsibilities, and three rings became
advisable. Moreover, the tw'o top lands and rings

carbonised heavily, and after a few hundred miles

this »arbon wiped out the extra clearance.

Experiments Five Years Ago.

Quite five years ago a number of piston experi-

ments were in progress, though it is doubtful

whether even their originators fully understood the

factors by which they achieved notable successes.

The three principal innovations were the recessed or

drilled steel piston, the alu-

minium piston, and the scraper

ring. The steel piston with a

recessed waist ranged from the

Rudge pattern, on which the
" waist " was barely noticeable,

to the Zephyr patent, which re-

sembled an. hour glass : in be-

tween these extreme patterns

came all manner of " perforated

jam jars." Some inventors

claimed improved efficiency as

the result of the lightness of

their designs, others emphasised
the fact that their perforated piston skirts made for

improved lubrication of the cylinder walls. In prac-

tically every case the main merit was the fact that the

harassed piston rings were able to get rid of the waves
of compressed oil which they had pushed in front of

them for years. Similarly, the original devotees of

the aluminium piston made great play with learned

Arrows show circumferential

radiation o( heat in aluminium

washer.

Alummium piston witTi

crypt-type internal ribs

for cooling piston head.
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talk about the liglitntss of tiic reciprocating parts. In

one cxix'riment ahnniiiium pistons, weighing consider-

ably less than the steel pistons which they superseded,

made no pcrcei)tible difference in the running whatso-

ever, except when the engine was cold and their exces-

sive clearance caused them to " slap " (|uite audibly

until they had warmed up
" .uid grown " to a better

fit.

It follows that the prime

essential in piston design is

to get rid of the oil friction'

as far as [wssible. This

implies proper cooling of

the piston ; otherwise
cutting down the supply of

oil will lead to seizure.

Getting the Heat from
the Piston Head.

Since the crown of a

piston is subjected to

enormous heat, and the skirt

is protected from direct

contact with the explosion

flame, it is essential to use

a metal of high heat conductivity ; and in this respect

aluminium has cast iron beat to a frazzle, and is suitable

in all other respects. The main value of the earliest

aluminium pistons was their superior heat conductivity,

considerably assisted by the inevitable thickness of

their skirts, since a thin aluminium skirt would not

bear the load.

Drilling a piston impairs its heat conductivity.

The holes narrow- the path by which the heat struggles

to flow from the head to the skirt. From a thermal

standpoint this device is as foolish as trying to empty
the Chelsea football ground quickly after a cup-tie by

keeping half the exits shut.

Secondly, the interior of a piston should be heavily

ribbed, not to withstand the thrust of the explosion,

but to conduct heat from the centre of the piston crown
into the base of the skirt. On some of the Sunbeam
aircraft engines a metal .stud

connects the piston crown to the

gudgeon pin. A superior prac-

tice is to web the whole of the

crown to the skirt in a fashion

reminiscent of the groining of

the roof of a crypt.

If an aluminium piston de-

signed on these lines should

weigh more than the cast iron

piston which it supersedes, the

engine will nevertheless be im-

proved. If, in addition, the

aluminium piston weighs less,

additional revolutions will he

obtainable.

The famous Ricardo piston, known as the " slipper
"

type, reduces the oil friction to a minimum by dis-

pensing with a skirt except for two brief panels on the

pressure sides. Mr. Ricardo has also patented a
" trunk " piston, which has no skhrt at all : the rings

are carried on a shallow cap, and the bearing surfaces

lower down are out of range of high temperatures.

BII

Old type piston forcing

waves of oil (exaggerated

diagram) up the cylinder

bore on each upstroke.
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CHOOSING A TOURING SIDECAR.
Some Details concsrning Sidecars are Discussed by a Practical

Motor Cyclist.

PERHAPS it is unnecessary to go

into the reasons which impelled the

writer- to consider the necessity of

choosing a sidecar, since they appear to

crop up eventually in the life' history of

every motor cyclist. Let it suffice to

mention the fact that whatever^ attach-

ment was ultimately decided upon a

certain amount of luggage had to be

carried without interfering with the

comfort of the passenger.

To this end. a large collection of side-,

car manufacturers' literature was gathered

together and perused.

(Lelt) The Herder and Lane—a newcomer wh'.ch closely follows the lines ol a well-

known French sidecar. (Right) The Rover sidecar, which is one ot the many fitted with a

luggage carrier on the body itsell

In the first place, the writer is an
ardent solo enthusiast, who regards the

sidecar as a necessary evil which will

persist concurrently with the continued
existence of the social (and sociable)

instinct.

Following this confession, it may be
assumed that a critical eye was brought
to bear upon the sidecars described,
and so much as this may be said at

once—that the writer found so little to

criticise and so much worthy of praise

that he became quite disgruntled, feeling

that the day of the meticulous scribe
was ending.

Luggage Giids.

Regai'ding sidecars in general, one dis
tinctly noticeable feature must be men-
tioned. Hitherto the carrying of luggage
has been a difficulty with the touring
sidecarist. Most luggage grids were mere
extensions of the rigid chassis, and were
ultimately of greatest value to suit case
makers—even a solid steel case could not
be guaranteed to withstand the chafing
of a tour to tlie North of Scotland i>r a

week of mountaineering amongst the
Lakes.
The 1920 catalogues reveal a change.

With few exceptions the luggage grid,

such as is fitted to almost all the best
class of machines, is mounted on the body
itself, thus insulating it from vibration
in the same degree as the passenger is

insulated. One firm, the Kudge,' goes
even so far as to mount the body on the
spring luggage grid as it wei'e, since the
main springs carry a frame which rear
wardly is the grid, while in front it forms

iI2

a support for the body. The mudguard
is also mounted on this, and is likewise

removed from the effects of the road

wheel vibration.

Another ingenious arrangement, as

effcftise as it is unobtrusive, is the con

cealed luggage platform on the MiUford
de luxe sidecar. The
body is of the new
popular bulbous back
variety, and if luggage
has to be carried the

back may be let down
and retained at right

angles by the same
strap which secures the
suit cases. A tool box
is also hidden in this

arrangement.
Another sidecar era

bodying., a tool dra\\ei

with the grid is the
A.J.S., which has a

convenient rear plat

form attached to the
back of the body im
mediately below the
spare wheel caniei
yince A.J..S. machines
receive such arduous
testing in public com-
petitions, they are re-

plete with the details

suggested by practical

road experience, and
that mentiolied is un-
doubtedly one.

Spare wheel carrying
i s somewhat of a
problem if other im-

pedimenta are to be accommodated, and
the Excelsior people meet the case in a
very cute manner. In the centre of the
folding grid is a lug bored and tapped
with a screw thread. A bolt, which goes

through the hollow centre of the wheel, is

' screwed into this, so that when the grid

is in use the wheel is horizontallj- be-

neith it.

£:pring Wheels.

Sidecar wheel springing has likewise

received much attention in these latter

days, and more_than one firm produce
thoroughly sound springing systems.
Grindlay sidecars have double leaf springs
which insulate everything but the wheel
itself, while the Henderson, which has
the wheel and axle sprung, only carries

11 lb. dead weight. The Bamco leaf

spring model has the stub axle mounted
at the centre of a heavy laminated half-

elliptic, and is extremely simple. Clyno
and A. B.C. outfits have sidecars with

Gn the Royal Ruby, special attention has been given to the

carriage of petrol tins.
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Ch osing a Touring Sidecar.—

wlu'cls siipnoi'ted on quarlpr-clliptic leiif

springs, wtiile the Alatchless L-mbodies
I'liil springs; all these work in nnison
Willi the motor eycle frame springing,
The general tendency to snpport the

wheel imh spindle at its outer end is.

|Hi)l)ahly largely duo to the growing
l.iMuu- (if ili'tafhable wheels, and a good
I'liliit i[i this eonnection is to bo seen
I'll the Hex chassis. Here the outer
nuinhcr of the frame encircling the wheel
IS (letai'hahle, this making for easy with-
ili.nval of the wheel.

Bodywork.
Bodywork generally nnich inipi'oves,

and some e.xcellent liiiish is to be seen.
The purple Scott sidecar, for instance,
is made up with alununium panels and
is extremely light. Norton sidecars can

arge rounded back which
nil :, dielcev seat, while.

\vc;it!irr |iriitrcti.ni. there
lit li. ,iii]n-:il tn tlio most
;('!. IK' [i>\- she, wo must
c between the exti'eme
represented by the open
simjile screen like the
through the intermediary
by the touriii;^ types

ndscreens, and side eur-

ic had with a

|.eiis ut to f

n the 1 laltoi' o

s ever\ rrliiini

yl.anti iKissn

l' the

East,,,- p;

LM-nmid n
with ll.HK

tains, cm to Ibe other end of the scale,

where we find the complete sidecar-

liimiusine type of body.
.\.« stated in the prefatory remarks,

tlu' writer is something, of a solo

eiillnisiast of the all-weather type, and,

altlidUgh the eru'lo.sed, glass-sided body
appeals to him as a commercially valu-

able innovation for sidecar work, he
would be most distinctly affected by the

eontra.st of his position with that of the

passenger if he chanced to be driving

such an outfit regularly in Manchester
or any of those places on which popular
repute bestows a ceaseless downpour.

In conclusion, even this very cursory

glance over the catalogues is sufficient

to give one food for relhn.tion on the

advanced state of .sidecar design to which
our manufacturers have attained in the

comparatively short period since the

exit of the once-popular basket body.

Actually the sidecar has not yet been
chosen, because it has been decided that

tlwr most important point is the colour,

and a more influential personage has in-

formed the writer that it must be selected

next spring in accordance with the pre-

vailing fashion in complexions at that

date. \ViiM!FF.n\LE.

Many s:decaro now incoipuiatt a looker

or dickey seat in the bulbous back The
Chater-Lea is a typical example.

A PICNIC SIDECAR-
WE have often urged sidecar iiianu-

facturers to consider the demand
which undoubtedly exists for a

sidecar embodying equipment for the

large number of motor cyclists, who
during the summer months make a prac-

tice of taking their meals in the open.

On the score of economy alone, the picnic

has much to commend it, but apart irom
this question the majority of motor
cyclists' wives prefer to cater for them-
selves, when they are sure of obt-aining

meals exactly to their liking at no grieater

expense than if they stayed at home.
So far, however, accommodation for

the picnic equipment has been a matter
for the sidecar owner to arrange as best

he could, and especially where a sprung
grid is not fitted it has not been easy.

As we have frequently pointed out, it is

a problem tor designers of sidecars to

solve, and in this connection the Langford
Sidecar Body aud Chassis Co., London
-Eoad, Norbnry, appear to have been
singularly successful.

Langfoid's picn.c sidecar

bodv. showing lear :nd ex-

tended to form table-

To provide a comfortable sidecar
capable of carrying fuel, oil, and spares
for long-distance touring, and suitable
equipment for a picnic, a most ingenious
and compact arrangement has been
constructed within the rear of the' body
of the new sidecar offered by this firni.

Two doors are •provided, the lower one
of which, when opened, is held in a
horizontal position by means of two
hinged brackets. On' the inside of the
door is a complete luncheon box equipped
for two persons. Two wooden brackets
are hinged to the side of the box,
which enables a'false top to be opened to
form a large table. The complete box
may, if desired, be slid out on the rails
fixed to the door. Also housed in the
lower compartment are two collapsible
seats. The upper locker is constructed
to accommodate a two-gallon tin of
petrol and a quart tin of oil, and should
the sidecar be required for utility pur-
poses, the luncheon box may be substi-
tuted by the passenger's luggage.

A very neat appear-
ance has been obtained,
the rear of the car
possessing a gracefully
curved line. A small
tray is also provided
in the nose of the body
for the accommodation
of papers or maps.
The price of this

sidecar when fitted with
a special ehassisrwdiich
is provided with coil

spring shock absorbers,
wjll be approximately
£38.

A LEVERLESS COM-
PRESSION TAP.

A LEVERLESS compression tap of

simple design has recently l-.een

placjd on the market by Messrs.

Leo Ripault and Co.. King's Road, St

Pancras, Loud'

The Ripault com-
pression tap

N.W.I.: T'

ponents only are

used in its con-

struction, one
being the brass

body provided
with an hex-
agonal nut on
the outside, the
lower portion of

which is threaded
in order that it

may be screwed
into the cylinder.

The other com-
ponent consists

of a brass screw
provided with a
circular adjujting
head, serrated

about its circimi-

ftrence for ease

of turning, in the

,
centre of which

cup. A hole isis a large primiui^

drilled through the centre of the screw
to allow the petrol to flow from the prim-
ing cup through a hole in the tapered
valve (located beneath the screw) to the

engine. When the tap is in the cloied

position, the tapered valve is screwed on
to the tapered seating inside the body iiv

such a way that no leaks may occur. This
tap can be easily aud readily detached
for cleaning puiposes.
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OUR AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.
Some Notes of Spor.ing Events in the United States.

AT the Passaic (N.J!) jM.C.C.'s recent hni-climbing
contest at Pomptor. Plains, the principal interest

centred about the first competition between the Indian
Scoutvand the Harley-Davidson sports model. The -

Harley-Davidson mediumweight, handled by a seventeen-
years-old rider, who was compelled to carry a 25 lb. sack
of sand to meet the minimum weight set by the M. and
A.T.A., won with a climb of 703 feet. The^ Indian Scout
weiit over the hill three times in practice, but in the hands

'

of a novice lider, unfamiliar with both mount and hill,-

filmbled a good climb twice running near 550 feet iip.

The Scout has plenty of reserve power for gruelling work
in heavy sand. The
hill is 800 feet long,

with a gradient of 1

in 3.

For the first, time
in three contests the
hill has been topped
by sidecar outfits,

both times by Indian
riders. This event
was watched with in-

terest, because new
rules of the M. and
A.T.A. were being
tried out. Formerly
a sidecar passenger in

hill-climbs was per-

mitted to ride on the
rear mudguard of the

machine. No more,
however, for the new
regulation calls for

the passenger to keep
in the car, from the

hips down. The terrific draj; of the sidecai

wheel was overcome by the driver thro\\ing hi.s

weight as far to the left (we use right-haml
sidecars) as possible. This method held the two
successful drivers to a straight course.

A Crare for FreaK HilUclimbing.
. With the running of the Passaic Club's climb,

the "season'' rou4ids out with no fewer than
six big hill-climbs being promoted within a

radius of one hundred miles of New York
Gity. The craze for grade-conquering stunt^

does not abate, for everyone is talking of the

1920 climbs he W'ill organise. Trouble is, we
ihall run out of hills if this activity keeps
up. In' fact, one ambitious set of promoter.^, ,

keen for a real hill-climb, are planning to hold
a contest up Jlount Washington, in New Hamp- -ri „ 1 j-

1
• rni • 4 - 1 t ii -iTTu-l ine Indian

shire. this mountain is a part of the White
Mountains of that State, and is a pimple of

considerable size. Eight miles is the length of

the waggon road, and the top is 6,254 feet into the sky.

This hill was the scene of a famed climb in 1905. ' An
Indian rider made the eight miles in 20m. 59|s.,- or |s.

slower than the fastest automobile time.

High Speeds.

Since the F.A.M. passed out and the Motorcycle and
Allied Trades Association Competition Committee assumed
control of motor cycle competition, there has occurred a

wonderful revival of interest in contests of 'all sorts.

Shortened to M. and A.T.A., or " Mattie," the controlling

body put over four championship race meets in various

parts of the United States, at all of which amazingly fast

times were clocked by the timers. Foolishly or otherwise,
" Mattie " officials did not attempt to affiliate with the

Federation Internationale des Clubs Jlofcrcyclists, which
deprives the Indian and Harley-Davidson machines of

official world's records at various distances. At Sheeps-
head Bay, on October 11th, 1919, two miles were ridden at

an average a shade under ninety-seven miles per hour; and

at the same meet another mark was set for fifty miles at an

average of 91 nCp.h. At the next meeting of the F.I.C.M.,

American representatives from the M. and A.T.A. will be

in attendance, and this oversight- will be rectified.

Although road record riding has been brought to a stand-

still in most parts of the States,^ on_ account of winter

weather. Southern California continues to be the scene of

~ some fast riding. Roy Artley, riding a 1920 Indian, rnotor

.bolted in a rigid frame, shattered the San Francisco-Los

Angeles mark by rolling the 465 miles in 9h. 25m., on

October 31st, 1919. This clips his Henderson record by
39m., and breaks the Cadillac automobile time by 12m.

Artley averaged close -to 50 m.p.h. for the journey. One
stretch—the 221 miles between Frisco and Fresno—was
1-idden in 3h. 54m., which, figured out, creeps up to

56 m.p.h. for four hours^—almost unbelievable.

An Unsuccessful Transcontinental Trip.
E. G. Baker

—
'lie of the numerous road record stunts

—received his fourth setback on a Transcontinental
attempt. Baker.
di'iving an Indian
sidecar outfit, left

New York City on a

schedule that called

for his appearance in

Los Angeles, Cal.,

3,327 miles away, just

seven days and five

^^ hours later. He estab-
'^"^^ lished a sidecar mark ^

of 27h. 5m. for 802
^ ^ " miles when he pulled

;,
' ' into Indianapolis for

liis first rest. West of

„ • that point, he encoun-

^.j

•" * tered rains in country

1
"^ " that has clay main

\ ', s '

roads. After many
j -..

'^' discouraging delays
,.

caused by miring into

1 • ' the mud deeply, Baker

J
was forced to abandon

«-* ^. ,, his trial somewhere
"•''•^'•^'

_• west of Kansas City,

i Kansas, or about half-

*.• way across.

American View
of the Six Days.
At a time when we

were turning to the
- A.C.U. Six Days
Trial as a solution to

Scout and Harjey-Davidson flat twin in a our machine-wrecking
climbing contest at Passaic, N.J. endurance runs, that

do not decide a one-

man whinner, along comes news of a lot of dissatisfaction

over the results of'that same contest. From a seat 3,000 miles

away, the affair looked like an illustration of that old saw,

"Too many cooks spoil the broth." Inspections of motor

cycles before and after a contest are fine ideas; but this one

about silence, that lost the Harley-Davidson and Indian seven

points, or so, how was that arrived at ? We always prided

ourselves that, muffled down, both of those makes were

rather quiet running. E. B. HoltON.

There have been many efforts on the part of Australian

motor cyclists to establisli a record for the Inter-state route

between Adelaide and Melbourne, and the Dunlop Rubber Co.

has offered a trophy for the first rider to complete the jouriiey

in twenty-four hours. A .South Australian rider, Mr. E. C.

Wagener, recently made a plucky attempt to win this cup on

a Harley-Davidson, and succeeded in covering the 589i- miles

in 24h. '22ni. The ride was checkect by the officials of the

motor cycle clubs of South Australia and Victoria, and, re-

cognising' the merit of the ride, the Dunlop Co. awarded
him a special trophy..
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SIDECAR SUSPENSION BY COIL SPRINGS.
OWING tfi tlio length of the n-verage.

C siiriiii; used on tlio modern
sideciiv, there is always a ten-

dency for the body to bounce
when the machine is driven sani pas-
senger. With the idea of eliminating
this, and also to provide a suspension
system which will prevent side sway
and canting, .Messrs. Collett Bros., of
1, •Railway Buildings, Sonth Norwood,
have introduced a new sidecar embodying
holt ornnk.'; nnd coil springs in tension.

ll will b;' si'cn from the illustrations
thai (hiiililc I'lank levers are pivoted on
llu' liHiL^ituilinal membor.o of the chassis,
aiid carry cm tlu'ii upper arms the trans-
yc.-.se plates which suppi.rt the body.
The lower arm uf each jiair of cranks
is connected to one end of a coil .spring

which is fi.xed to the chassis. By this
system the body occupit-s a |.iosition

relative to the chassis appro.ximatelv the
same as those which are fitted wi'th C

Th. suspension ol the s.dccar is by bell cranks and coil sprmgs instead ot ordinary leaf springs.

The chassis of the Messrs. Collett

Bros, new sidecar.

springs, and the direction and amount of movement are
also similar. The design certainly has a clean appearance,
and, provided that the bearings supporting the shafts of

the bell cranks are ot good size, are a good fit, and are kept
lubricated, there is no reason why it should not be a grbat
success. Some of the most comfortable sidecars we have
used have been fitted with, coil springs, in tension, and
there is a marked tendency at the present time for car
designers to consider the many advantjiges obtaining with
this type of spring for suspension purposes, . With the
Collett system it should be quite possible to include a means
ot a'djnsting the spring tension. Owing to the light weight
ot a sidecar, it' is e.xceedingly difficult to provide springing
ideal for both light and heavyweight passengers.

A SIMPLE
AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER.

THE demand for carburetters operated by one lever only
is steadily growing, and designs for this type are flow-

ing in in -large numbers. .\ very simple instrument,

-

which depends foi its automaticity on the shape of

the throttle barrel and the size of its jets, has beeu pro-

duced by Jlr. E. R. Turner, of Kildwick, Keighley,
Yorkshire, and is said to be giving
excell-^nt I'esults on a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder motor bicycle. Two jets

Section of the Turner V.A.C. carburetter.

are mounted in an extension of the tioat chamber, each
being adjustable by means of a screwed taper needle. The
jet nearest the engine acts as a pilot jet, and lies- in a

groove in the throttle barrel, thus the incoming air is con-
centrated round the jet orifice. Delivery from the main
jet IS delayed until the throttle is about one-third open.
A curious feature -is introduced in the float chamber, for

the petrol orifice is normally closed by a spring-loaded ball,

w-hich is opened by the weight of the float and needle when
the fuel in the float chamber sinks below the required level.

A SPRUNG
SIDECAR LUGGAGE CARRIER.

LUGGAGE platforms rigidly attached to unsprung side-'
car chassis have almost disappeared from present-day
sidecar designs. Current practice insists on the grid
being spring supported, and this is done either by

mounting the carrier on the body, where it has the benefit
of the latter's springing, or else a separate spring arrange-
ment is used.

On a rigid grid it is not only difficult to fi.x a luggage
case to prevent it chafing the sidecar body, but the contents
are sometimes damaged by vibration
A device readily adapted to standard sidecar chassis

that brings- the specification into conformity with modern
ideas as regards the carrying of perso»al effects is manu-
factured by the R.V. Sidecar Co., of 92, Humber Avenue,
Coventry. The platfoi-m, which is of enamelled wood, is

The R V. sprmg luggage

grid and petrol tin carrier

carried on four springs, supported in turn on two arms
clamped to the main chassis tubes. Lightness of the whole
construction is obtained by making these arms of a.sh, and
they are stiffened by entirely surrounding them with steel

flitch plates. A petrol can carrier is also fitted, and various

modifications to suit different makers' chassis are uuder-
takeu.
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"Glmes to TLl3l)t Ccmps.
Greenwich Time.

Jan. 15th 4.47 p.m.
„ 17th ... ... 4.50 ,,

. „ 19th 4.53 „
„ 21st 4.54 ,,

Police Trap.

We have received indications on
several occasions recently of considerable
activity on the part of the Metropolitan
police. There is a trap working between
the Wheatsheiaf, Banstead, and Banstead
Downs.

Cubical Capacity Table.
'

A useful table, giving the cubical
capacity of cylinders having bores from
50 to ^0 mm. and strokes from 50 to
100 mm., is available from the offices of
The Motor Cycle. The price is Is. post
free.

Three-cylinder Radial Engines.

We are advised that the three-cylinder
radial engine fitted in the Beaumont
motor cycle, which was described on page
46 of la.st week's issue of Tlte Motor
Cyde, is manufactured by a separate
coucern, and will be known as the Rtdrup.

An An?!o-American Alliance.

We are able to announce that Miss
Marjorie. Bridgeman, the daughter of
Mr. E. A. Bridgeman, the well-known
Indian expert, was married to Mr. Rus-
sell .Reed Goes on tlie 3rd inst. , Mr.
Russell Goes, like his father-in-law, is a
skilful rider, and took part in the
London-Exeter run, gaining a gold medal
on an Indian Scout motor cycle. He is

an American subject, and has been over
in this country for a holiday.

New Motor Fuel.

Renter reports that successful tests of
a motor fuel declared to be more
economical, than petrol were announced
"recently in Nevi' York by Mr. Otto
• Praeger, Second Assistant Postmaster-

;,General, in charge of the air mail ser-
' vice. The fuel consists pf 38 parts
alcohol, 30 petrol, 19 l)enzole, 7.5 ether,
and 4 toluol. The ingredients making
up the remaining U )):iits were not given.
It is stated tliat a saving of 3.9 gallons
an hour in favour of the synthetic fuel
was indicated in the' test, frir which two
aeroplanes of identiral design were used
—one cons^nTlill^ |ie|)i,l alone. While
extremely int ii .-J ing as showing efforts
to develop wlial is (,Miiicd a synthetic
fuel, it must nut be overlooked that the
B.T..U. in such a mixture do not erjnal
petrol. In view of the ingredients tho

|term synthetic is perhaps hardly applic-
y-able.

Paris-Rouen Trial.

In view of the large number of com-
petitions announced for this year, the
Touring Moto Glub of France will only
organise one trial, namely, Paris-Rouen,
which will take place on June 20th.

Air-cocding.

An interesting article on the future of

aii'-cooling appeared in last week's issue

of our sister journal - The Autocar, in

which the author states his conviction
that in 'a vei'y few years the air-cooled

engine will become the standard motive
power for touring vehicles. Most types
of air-cooled engines are discussed.

A Story with a Moral.

At the London Bankruptcy Gourt,
last week, a schoolmaster, who had filed

his petition; stated that his failure was
due to a motor cycle accident. Last July
he knocked down and injured a woman,
who, in an action against him, was
awarded £200 and costs. In spite of

previous warnings of a like nature, o)ie

frequently hears of motor cyclists who
prefer to take third party risks them-
selves rather than pay for insurance.

French Scooter Trial.

The organisers of the French Scootei
Trial, to be held on April 18th, have
discovered that the maximum .weight
fixed by the Auto Gycle LTnion, and
which they had adopted, will not allow
many French manufacturers to take
part ; they have, therefore, increased the
weight from 66 lb. to 88 lb. The
height of the platform from the

ground, also an A.C.U. regulation, is

not sufficient for French roads, so the

'

, Sf>eciat o'^eatu.res.

STAINLESS STEEL FOR MOTOR GYCLYS.

AIR COOLING UP TO DATE.

CHOOSING A TOURING SIDECAR

organisers have increased the platform
height to eight inches. In making the
announcement with regard to the altera-

tion in platform height, English roads
are referred to as billiard tables.

Possibly, on the whole, our main roads
are better than those of France, but they
are not all "billiard tables."

123 m.p.g. with 3J h.p. Motor Cycle.

To obtain 123 m.p.g. with a 3^ h.p.

motor cycle during a reliability trial in

•Wales is indeed a good performance.
This was achieved by Captain "A. W.
Brittain on a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, fitted

with a Binks carburetter, in the Liver-

pool M.C. Trial, last October. The aver-

age consumption of the six Sunbeam
riders competing was 101 m.p.g.

Old-fashioned Road-making Methods.

The Fosseway, so far as the' Leicester-

shire section is concerned, is a notorious
stretch of road, which for some years
has been • neglected and is full of pot-

holes. In an attempt to put matters
righ't, the holes have been filled up with
loose stones for a, considerable distance

after passing the Syston lane-end, arid

considerable damage to tyres is now the

result. The Nottinghamshire section re-

mains in excellent condition, and a

splendid oTjject lesson to the road sur-

veyors of the neighbouring county.

A6h.,
THREE ST.\GES IN THE WORLD OF WHEELS.

, a 2i n.p., and a one foot power nrvount starling out for a run in Kent

!
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Taxation.

We are iiifyrnu'il 011 excellent autliority
that the revised taxation 011 motor vehicles
will

, be based oil Cubical capacity of
engines.^

Companies Registered [rem August to

December, 1919.

The number of companies associated
with the motor industry registered during
the last six months was 411, the capital
prescribed being £18.408.925.

The 1920 Tourist Trophy Races.

We know of a well-Unowii private
<nMK'i- who is anxious to compete in one
i>i llic 1920 Tourist Trophy races. .Any
niauufacturers who are interested and care
to communicate with this gentleman
should write to the Editor, who will be
glad to place them in touch witli him.

£10 Reward.
.V reward of £10 will he paid by .Mr.

C. Bo.^well. Iver House. New Barnet,
for information leading to tlie recovery
of his 2| h.p. Douglas, wliich was stolen

from the front of the Warriiigton Hotel,
.Maida Vale, on Sunday, January 4th.

The machine was titled with disc wheels,
i and biu-e the number LH 2987.

The Moulders' Strike.

.Several of the leading motor cycle
ni.inufacturers are " closed down " owing
to shortage of materials due to the
moulders' strike. Apparently the majority
of the moulders who are connected with

^the motor cycle and automobile industry
are in favour of accepting the terms
which have been offered to the affected
trade.

59.8 m.p.g. with G.N.

The R.A.C. has now i.ssued its "certi-
ficate of performance " in connection with
Mr. Rex Mundy's non-stop engine run
from London to Edinburgh- on N.B.A.
benzole. It certifies that the engine was
not stopped nor the clutch disengaged
when descending hills. The oil con-

sumption was 3i6.4 m.p.g., the benzole,

consumption being 59.8 m.p.g.—equiva-
lent to 42.6 ton-miles per gallon. The
total running weight of the runabout
with passengers was 1.594 lb. (approxi-
mately 14 cwt.), the weight of the car
being 1,246 lb. (approximately 11 cwt.).

The equipment included a Sthenos type
B.H. carburetter, Cooke plugs. Easting
car screen, and Palmer 700x75 mm,
tyres. Coolie oil was used.

Motor Permits £or Ireland.

fn conjunction with the Irish authori-
ties, and working through the Eoyal
Irish Automobile Club, arrangements
have been made whereby members and
associate members of the R.A.C, who
wish to proceed to Ireland with their

cars, can obtain the requisite permits
beforehand. The details required by the
authorities are ;

(2.) Owner.—Surname ; Chrift:.-i!
l'S5ion or occupation; address; res:.-

of Ihe car; make, horse-power, loIoi
accommodation of car.

(3.) If the owher of the oar ivis
h2 m^iit suppl.v precisely the inforn
ing himself as lequested for the dr:

Second-hand Prices.

High prices f(n' second hand machines
are likely to prevail this njiring on

account of the luck of new nnichiues

resulting from the moulders' strike,

which has suspended m.-nmfacture for

about three months.

Alcohol as Fuel.

There is every possibility of a test

being made in the near future of a British

motor spirit that h,is alcohol as its biise.

The trial will probably be conducted on

the lines of the recent 5,000-mile National
benzole test, and a driver with much
experience in. this class of work has
already been retained. Extremely low

cost will'' be a feature of the new- fuel,

but it remains to be seen whether the

lower thermal value of alcohol will com-
mend itself to motor cyclists with low-

powered engines in competition with

petrol and benzole.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sat. Jan 1 7lh, lo "a- , Jan. 24th-
Montreal Mo'or Show.

Fri.. Jan. 23rJ, toS t, Jan 31st-
ScoHish Mo'or Show, Glasgow.

Thurs., Jan. 29th—
Institution of Automobile Engineers. '~ap?r
by Dr. A. H Gibson on " Air-cooling of
Engines." . hamber of Commerce, Birming-
ham, 7 30 p m.

Fri , Feb. ISlh. to Mjn, Feb 6th—
Paris-Nice Trial

Mon , Feb. 23rd. to Sat. March 6lh—
Bril'sh Industries Exhibition, t itm;n:iham

Sil. Feb. 28th—
Sutton Coldf eld A.C Trial for Co'.more Cup

Mon, Ma'- h Is , toTues, March 16.h—

Good F. iday, April 2

—

Inler-club Meet at Richm nd, Yorks.

Fri.. May 21st

—

M.C.C -London Edinburgh Run.

Mon.. Ju e 14lh, to Sat. J jn 19—
Roya Scot ish P .C. Light Car Trial.

Tues. Jjm 1.5 h—
Junior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Thurs. June 17lh—
Senior T.T. Rac=, Is'e of Man.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th—
Arbulhno'. Trophy Trial.

Sun , July 2 5 lb, to Aug. 1 -

In'.er.ia ional Six Days Trial in France,

r.'on . AuT 23r.', to Sat , Aug. 2 8l.i—
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

The T.T. in Danger.

If the moulders' strike is not settled

soon, it is extremely doubtful whether
manufacturers will be 'able to build their

special machines for the .T.T. races.-

Junior T.T.

Considerable interest is being mani-
fested in the 250 c.c. class for the
Junior T.T.. which will compete for The.

Miifiii Ci/rlc trophy. As was to ' be
expected, our suggestion to encourage the
•development of the smaller machines
promises to swell the entries for the

Junior race, as there are quite a number
of makers interested in engines under
250 c.c, who would not otherwise have
entered in direct competition with engines
100 c.c. larger. Nevertheless, should a
particularly fast 250 c.c. machine be pro-

duced,, it may have a ciiance to win both
trophies, i.e., the Junior T.T. and The
Motor Cycle Cup.

7J

New South Wales T T
Messrs. John .\larston, Ltd., have Ijeen

advised by cab^e tFiat the New South
\\';iles Tourist Tiophy hats been won on a

3J h.p. H^nnbeam.

Ilford Bridge.

'I'bfi R.A.C. warns motorists that great

care is required in crossing Ilford Bridge.
"The surface of the road in this locality

is particularly bad.

Evesham.
The police at Evesham do n6t allow

-jnotor vehicles to ^tand in Bridge .Stiiet,

and motor cyclists desiring to stop in tire

old town are advised either to garagfe

their machines or leave them in High
Street or Market Place.

Entrant for Paris-Nice Trial.

Among the several British entrants for

the Paris-Nice Trial is Mr. JIaurice

Cireenwood, who is riding the machine
he entered for the F.I.CM. Six Days
Trial at Grenoble in 1914—a 2i h.p. two-

stroke Connaught.

French Trial and Beach Races.

The Moto Club Parisien will hold a

trial for mo'or cvcles and sidecais from
Paris to f^a Baule and back on M;iy 2nd.

A .=peed trial in conjfinclion with the
reliability test will take place on the
beach at La Baule

Police Trap.

We have received information of a

police trap working on Saturdays and
Sundays chiefly, on the m.iin Croydon
Road between the Anerley Road and the

JMitre Hotel. The road is absolutely

straight a«d down hill, and is therefore

an inducement for a good turn of speed.

Another Trial in Fiance.

The ^k)to Club of Marseilles will hold

a touring reliability trial from JNIarseilles

to Nice and Monte Carlo on April 4th.

Thei'fi will be twelve classes and numerous
prizes. Entry forms and further par-

ticulars can be obtained from the secre-

tary of the Marseilles 51. C, Brasserie

du Chapitre. Marseilles.

One Car Every 25 Seconds.

In a paper read before the technical

section of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, on the 7th inst.. Mr. A. Tilt,

the author, stated that the Ford factory,

in addition to the skilled men, employs
the "scum of the earth," represented

by fifty-two nationalities', speaking 100

dialects, working in soulless monotony.
The result is a complete chassis every

twenty-five seconds.

Re-making Be^.gian Roads.

The Royal Automobile Club has re-

ceived information from the Belgium
Jlinistry of Public Works that it has

decided to commence a vast programme
of road improvements which will prove

a real boon to motorists who may wish

to tour in Belgium. The programme in-

cludes the" remaking -of a network of

roads which will connect Brussels with

all important towns and centres, and
will afford communication by means of

good cross-country roads between various

tourist resorts, the devastated districts,

and the battlefields of Flanders.
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South Biimingham M.C.C.

The final results regarding the Palmer
Cup Trial, held last autumn, have now
been announced as under :

B. -Biid (ay B.S.A.), Palmer Cup and Camcta
Cup.
G. Kuhn (Levis), Upton Cup.
A. Walker (4 Triumph), Cooper Cup.
A. Milner (Diamond), gold medal.

There were no other awards.

The Brookdale Club.

The Brookdale Club {Catford), Ltd.,

has just completed the purchase of the

freehold of its headquarters at the

Brookdale Hall, Catford. It will be
carried on as a sports and social chib,

and prior to the war was making great

progress with its motoring section.

The New Bedford Club.

A large number of applications for

membership have been received for the

proposed new club in the Bedford district,

and a meeting will shortly be held in one
of the central hotels in Bedford to elect

officers. All local riders who are inter-

ested should send their names to either

Mr. C. F. Plowman, 37, Broadwater
Avenue, Letchworth, Herts, or Mr. H. H.
Berrie, Goldington, Beds.

'

Bath and West of _England M.O.
The above club is holding a twenty-

four-hour reliability trial from Bath to

Land's End and back on the 23rd and-

25th inst., which will be confined to

members only. The entrance fee is

7s. 6d. Motor cyclists wishing to join

the club and desirous of competing in

the ti'i;il should communicate with the

secretary, Mr. C. B. Kewman, 20, Stalf

Street, Bath. ,

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner of the Ealing and
District M.C.C. will be held at«the Claren-

don liestaurant, Broacl\vay, Hammersmith,
on March 2nd, at 8 p.m. Prizes won
during the 1919 season will be awarded.
Motor cycling events, filmed by the Hon.
Victor Bruce, will be shown on the screen

during the evening, and a concert has

been arranged. the price of tickets is

lOi^. 6d., application for which should be

made immediately to the hon. sec.

An interesting non-competitive qvent

is fixed for February 1st. This will be

in tlie nature of a run under Colonial

conditions as regards road surface and
course. The run will start from Kew
Bridge at 10 a.m., and the Colonial section

will be entered at Horsley Towels, ne:'.r

East Horsley, at 11 a.m.

Those desirous of riding, but who are

not members of the club, should apply
fnr particulars of membership to the hon.
sec, Mr. S. P. L. Brown, 25, Urmiston
Road, W.12.

JF^uturc ^vants.
Jan n.—N.M.C.F.U., Shcffldd. Meeting in Rothc.

Jar,
Twenty-four Hour Trial to Land's End and

Feb. l.—Eahng and Distriet M.C.e. Sporting Ttiin

under " Colonial " Conditions.
Feb. is.—York and Distriet M.C. Annual Dinner~~

and .'l.G.il/.

Mar. S.—Ealing and Distriet M.C.C. Annual
Dinner, Clar.ndon Restaurant, Hammer-
smith.

Mar. 20.~Home Counties Clubs' TIeVmhility Trial.
Apr. 3.—M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Trio!.
Apr. i.—Westmorland .M.C.V. Hill-climb.
April S.—BrooUa'n.ds A.K.C. liaee Jleeting

-Apr. 2!.—Birming7iani M.C.C. Trial.
May St.—M.C.C. London-Edinburgh liun.
Mau 32.—Bristol M.CJJ. Speed Trial.
Mau S',.—Liverpool M.C. Sp'ed Trial.
Mail Si.—Brooklands A.Tl.C. Race Merling.
June -i.-imev M.C. Hcliabilitu Trial.
July S.-Blaekburn and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.
July 10.—Midland C. and A.C. Trial.
Jul'ir li.—Essex M.C. and Southend M.C.C. Speed

Trials.
Jnhi II.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Trial. I

Jvl'u «!,.—Lnton and Beds. A.C. Sit-cd Trial.
'

Jul'u 3L—Abrrdore. Blaenarun. Welsli A. and A.C.
Cnrdilf, and Tredegar Clubs. Joint Hill-
climb.

Aug. 2.—Brool-lnnds A.n.C. Rne: Meeting.
Aug. r.-Shetlirld, Lou.jhborougli . N. Derbyshire,

and Nottingham Clubs.' Joint Speed' Trial.
Aug. II, or 21.—Carmarthen and I'stah/fcra Clubs.

Joint Speed Trials.

Sept. l.-rort and District M.C.C. Hi'l-climb
Sept. l.— Woohrich. Streatham. Uoclirslrr. ant

Snrrcv Clubs Joint Rrliabilitii Trial.

Sept. 11.—Bristol M.C.C: Hill-climb.
'

Sept. IS.-Livrrpool M.C. Reliabilit i, Trial.

Sept. 2,5.—Jledditeh. Wrjlcerhampton: and Kidder'
minstn- Clubs. Joint ndiobility Trial.

B.M.C.R.C.
In addition to the above the B.M.C.R.C. will

hold two race meetings in April, and one eaeh in

June, July, August. Septembsr, and Octob-?r.

East Midland Open Events.

A meeting of representatives of tbe

affiliated clubs in the enlarged East
Midland District was held on Saturday
evening at the Angel Hotel, Sheffield.

Considering the size of the area, the
meeting was splendidly representative,

delegates attending fvom Loughborough,
Nottingham, Ilkeston, North Derbyshire,
Sheffield, Lincoln, Wath - on Dearne.
Ilkley, York, and Derby N.F.U. The
-business, mainly, was to discuss the

arrangements for the running of -the

three open trials allotted by the A.C.U.
at the meeting at Olyrapia. A discus-

sion took place respecting the arrange-

ments made in London. Mr. Myhill, of

Hkeston, considered that, as the largest

number of clubs were situated in the
southern part of the area, one of the
two dates allotted to the northern clubs
should be transferred. The arrangements
made in London respecting the York and
Ilkley clubs were confirmed. It was re-

solved to allow all other than the York
and Ilkley clubs to participate in the
organising of the remaining fixture (a

speed event). North Derbyshire was

deputed to find and submit a suitable

course, 'the Lincoln club t;0 have the
second option. All clubs joining in. the

orgahisatiou of the event to share profits

or losses in ratio to their club member
ship. It was resolved that the East
Midland Centre Challenge Trophy be
competed for in the three open events,

three teams of three riders from each
club competing for reliability at the
Ilkley trial, hill-climbing at the

' York
trial, and speed at the North Derbyshire
or Lincoln event. The cup holders. North
Derbyshire M.C.C, proposed that new
clubs joining up pay an entrance fee of

£2 2s., this, as in the past, to cover all

entrance fees for all future trials. The
proposition was agreed to. It was pointed
out that at previous trials the inclusion

of the Trophy had ensured the success of

the meeting, Doncaster in 1914 havim;
what was probably the largest gate for

any event held outside Brooklands. Mr.
J. Simmonds,. Nottingham and District

M.C.C, was elected as the centre repre
sentative on the General Committee of

the A.C.U. The hospitality of the
Sheffield club in providing a substantia!

tea was much appreciated.

Wanted, a Club for Mansfield.

Mr. G. Mills, 16, Hall Street, ftlans

field, will be pleased to hear of motor
cyclists who would be wilHiig to help

in organising a motor cycle club for the
district.

A Club ior Finchley?

Sir. Bernard Staley Burnage, Victorra

Avenue, Finchley, N.5, proposes to form
a motor cycle club in his district, and
asks fellow enthusiasts^ to communicate
with him with a view to forming a com-
mittee to discuss the matter.

N.M.C.r.U. (Sheffield).

A meeting in connection with the above
will be held in the Y.M.C.A. Boys' Club
Room, Talbot Lane School, Rotherham,
on Saturday, the 17th inst., to commence
5 p.m. As a result of this meeting it

is hoped to form a branch of the
N.M.CF.U. in Rotherham, and all mem-
bers and other motor cyclists in the dis-

trict are invited to. attend.
(

Bargoed and District M.C.
A meeting was held at the ."Vl Re-

'staurant, Bargoed, on Tuesday of last

week, when it was unanimously decided
to form the above club. Great interest

was manifested by those present, ' and
about eighteen members were enrolled.

The opening run has not yet been ar-

ranged, but meetings will be held every
Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m., till furtlier notice.

All interested are asked to Connnunicate
with the secfctarv, Mr. W. H. Merchant.
60, Park Place, 'Gilfach, Bargoed.
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A Test of an Air-cooling
Device.

The 2;] h.p. Ne\v Imperial fitted witli the device, and the Triumph :

which followed the test.

IN
the issue of December 18th we described an ingenious

coolino- tvstem invented bv Mr. Hawley Morgan, and
during a recent week-end" we took the 2| h.p. New
Imperial equipped with his invention for a run of about

thirty miles Leading the way on a 4 h.p. Triumph and

sidecar, we set the pace to a speed which kept the little

solo mae!\ine hard put to it, and after covering about five

miles a sharp tuin to the right was taken up a fairly steep

hill. The little engine took the gradient on about quarter

throttle, and shortly after that we took it over ourselves

and drove it for a' further fiv^ miles, and then, without
stopping to cool, went straight up a gradient of 1 in 5 on

the slopes of the Chilterns. Unfortunately, . on the first

attempt the machine was brought to a stand.still through

A Road Test o\ Mr. Hawley Morgan's

Exhaust Cooled Molor Cycle tngine.

missing the gear, but the machine wa.s immediately
taken to th(f bottom and restarted, the hill being

clinrbed without a falter. A second attempt by
the inventor was enliiely sucressfu!, and through-

out the run the iiiginc showed no signs of dis-

tress. The third attempt was made to climb the

hill with the 1 1 iiiiii|i!i ,, passenger on tlie back
carrier. Tlii' .iij.iin . Inmcver, wa.s not sufli.ijntly

powerful to take llir '.^ladieiit, but it came to a

^laniUtill oil the steepest portion, half way up
the hill, without signs of knocking.

Tile letnni journey was also made at a good
spied, and certainly it seemed impossible to make
tlie little engine iitttd with the cooling device

oveilieat, htit it was -o I'.xtremely cold (a stroirJ

north-east wind was blowing! that we shor.ld

have been more satistied had the test taken place

in really hot weath.er.

Our readers will remember that Mr. Hawley
Morgan's idea is to surround the cylinder by

a special jacket in wliich vertical slots are cut,

and to introduce a forced draught by means of an ejector

incorporated in the exhaust system, causing the air to be
drawn through the slots in the cylinder Hns.

Kt is very difficult to form a conclusive opinion of a device
of this kind in a short run, and a more extended trial is

really necessary. A long trial over difficult country and
under varying temperatures would be far better. We can
say, however, that during the brief test to which we put the
machine the system behaved satisfactorily, and the idea is

really well carried out. Our photographs will shjw the
excellent protection afforded the rider's legs, but as the
day was dry the efficacy of the mndguarding could not be
adequately tested.

.^-!^.-,

means of

Mr. Hawley Morgan making a good ascent ol Chaul End Hill near Dunstable.

THE thirteenth annual dinner of the Auto Cycle Union
will take place in the Great Gallery of the Royal
Automobile Club on Wednesday, January 21st. The
Hon. Sir Ar'thur Stanley, President of the Union,

will lake the chair. The reception will be at 6.15 p.m. for
'

dinner at 6.45 p.m. Tickets, price 15s. each, mav be obtained
of the Secretary, A.C.U., 83, Pall Mall, S.W'il.

Paris>Nice Trisl, 1920.
The Auto Cycle Union is making every arrangement to

facilitate the convenience of lirembers attending or comcet-

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
ing in the trial. The requirements of the French authorities

in regard to Custonrs formalities are being met in the most
e-\'peditious manner, and A.C.U. members will be able to

obtain triptychs and other documents which will eliminate

several inconveniences to which they would otlierwise be

subjected.

Intending competitors are remmded that petrol and
lubricating oil may not be' taken across the Channel
with their machines, but the leading firms marketing these

commodities have taken steps to ensure a ready supply in

France.

C13
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30,000 Miles
on a

Two-stroke.
The Lighlweight Mctor
Cycle for Long Disiance

Utility Work.

SINCE the days when there
lirst appeared on the market
the lightweight motor cycle,

there seems to have- been some-
what of a doubt as to its possi-

bility for really hard and constant
work. Even now it is looked on
in many quarters as a mere handy
runabout for short journeys and pottering. That ilie

contrary is the truth does not yet seem to strike many,
and the experiences I give below may bring home to

them how veiy much can be done with such a machine.
In fact, given a good model, it is the equal in all

respects to its big brother (bar one thing, namely,
for sidecar work), and it has an extra advantage that
many riders of big horse-power and hfeavyweight
machines do not recognise, viz., exceptional handiness
for storage and convenience on the road.
The writer some four years ago, being very much

'struck by an article by " Ixion " in The Motor G i/cJe,

bought his first lightweight, taking it ' as merely an
adjunct to a heavy sidecar outfit, which was then
doing all his Avork. At first it was used merely for

tlie purpose that the makers nominally gave as its

reason for existence, i.e., short journeys and general
handiness for pottering about. For a ye_ar the machine
was used for such purposes, and was actually sold with

the idea that it was not meant for serious and
heavy work.

Ligh '.weights for Business Purposes.
Three years ago, however, having to make a lot

of business calls to farms and cottages in a country
district, and finding the heavier machine had ' disad-

vantages in that direction, I invested in a new Triumph
Baby, and the work on which it has, been used for

30,000 miles has been to all intents and purposes that

of a hard-driven commercial traveller." Day in and
(lay out, in all sorts of weather, through mud, over

good, bad, and indifferent roads, over grass tracks oh
the Sussex Downs, hilly country and plain, the machine
has been gi\en everv i^hance of failure.

For three years this little machine has been on
the road, it has been taken out and run with no regard
to speed, often when in the company of one of the

motor cycle riders of a big London daily, and it has

been kept hard at work at over thirty miles an hour
for hours on end. It has not been merely a question

of short journeys, for often it has been on the road,
frcmi early morning till late at night. For two years

it was u.st(l l(ir e.xtra hea\v work by a despatch rider

(if siiecial conslabularA , o\'er rough rutty farm tracks,-

o\er grass tracks, climbing hills of i in jo and i in r^,

'•Ic, over mads full of pot-holes, and over roughly

laid country roads full of loose stones.

C14

The Junior Triumph used by the writer on constabulary duties.

It has proved handy in a way that few realise. One
can store it in a passage and take it up and down
steps quite easily. For constant stopping and starting

it has no equal in the big machine, for I have never

yet in all this big mileage failed just to get astride

it, and walk a few paces "and off, on the journey.

Its running cost has been exceptionally" small : an

average of ninety-five miles to the gallon for petrol.

Very little cost for lubricating oil, one new Dunlop
belt, one new set of Dunlop tyres, and one new wire

fo-r a brake, are, I find, from my carefully kept cost

records, the total expenses for the fine total of -30,000

miles. I find it, too, an exceptionally clean machine
to ride. I often go ou^ in my ordinary walking

clothes, with a heavy black overcoat as outer costume,

and never yet have I had anyone comment on my
appearance when I call. Of course, on wet journeys

a complete set of oilskins has been used, and I can

arrive at the end of a journey, take' them off and turn

in to my call as clean and tidy as if I had made
the journey by train.

Those who are considering the employment of motor

cycles for their work should think seriously of the

lightweight. Such a machine should be kept clean.

Ten minutes' attention on arrival home on a -dusty

day, and twenty on a wet day, have been enough to

keep my machine in good condition. The bearings

should be lubricated regularly, and the bright parts

vaselined once every month in winter or wet weather.

Good sparking plugs are essential. I have used two
Lodge plugs only: the last one, an Aero plug, which
is very efficient in this engine.

Minimum Attention Necessary.

Finally, it must be remembered that, to obtain

satisfaction, the lightweight—or- any motor cycle, for

that matter—should be kept in trim.^ Oil and reason

must be used. No- man s'pends fifty pounds on a horse,

aiid then leaves it irt a shed at night withoui any

attention. If he does, he soon has a dead horse.

I have ridden and experimented for pleasure and profit

since the first motor cycles- were put upon the road

;

and, though I still cling to the sidecar outfit as the

best fOn in the line, I think that the lightweight is

a serious—aye, a very serious—proposition to be con-

sidered when we are all looking at the question of

motor cycle utility. R.C.' Measures.
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A new 350 c.c. two-slroke—llic Prcclslon-

engined Armis.

77

tlio liaiidle is scrcvvcd down, it fmics .1

steel disc oil to the petrol orifice, aud a

perfect joint is secured. It is difficull

to see Imw any petrol leakase can ocnn
in a tap of this Uiud, whether open 01

shut, if the unions are ti(;ht, as it is

simplicity itself. If necessary, the disc

may be welded to the lop portion of

the tap.

A NEW 350 c.c. TWO-
STROKE

VHEN Messrs. F. E. BaUer intro-

duced their new 350 c.c two-stroke

engine unit, we expected that it

ould attract newcomers to the so-called

otor cycle assembling Held. The Armis
ycle Manufacturing Co.. of Heneage
treet, Birmingb.im. is one of these, and

le Armis motor cyole is the result. It

a new nan-.e so far as motor cycles

re concerned, but the *• men behind it

re not new to the motor cycle industry.

)r Messrs. Harrison and Baker, the

rincipals, have long been associated with

le Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co.

Having a straight tube frame with
iagonal top tube, the machine follows

lore or less conventional lines with good
ludguardiiig and aluminium footboards,

'he "forks are of the Saxon type.

The saddle suspension is rather unique,

nd consists of a laminated leaf spring

lipped to the rear tube of"the frame in

n approximately parallel position. At
;s upper end the saddle is fixed, so that

he weight of the rider is carried on the

pring in addition to the usual pair of

oil springs

; DETACHABLE RIM FOR
MOTOR CYCLES.

rHE fertile brain of Dr. A. M. Low
has been responsible for two more
inventions in connection with motor-

ig. One of these is a detachable rim
or high-powered motor cycles which are

ow fitted with light car tyres.

The joint of the Low detachable nm.

Referring to the drawings it will be
een that one part of the rim carries

he spokes. The detachable portion is

, half-split rim, so that by unscrewing
b toggle, shown in the small illustra-

tion, situated at the end of the
letachable portion, the rim can be ex-

tended, and thus Half the rim can be
lifted out of the recess carrying the
spokes and entirely removed, allowing
the tyre to be slipped off without any
trouble. It is probable that the device
will be marketed by Rapid Rims, Ltd.,

7, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.
Dr. Low is also responsible for a

simple and practical form of petrol tap
which is quite suitable for use on motor

Construction of the Low detachable rim.

cj'cles. The tap. consists of a brass

casting, into which the top is screwed by
means of a peg spanner. In the top

'there is threaded a small rod to which

the lever or tap handle is fitted. When

THE ROMPER MOTOR
BICYCLE.

ANEW lightweight has been placed

on the market which is known as

the Romper. It is fitted with a

2| h.p. Union two-stroke engine, equip-

ped with an Amac carburetter and
Runbaken magneto.
The frame is of somewhat interesting

design, as the engine is placed exactly

in the centre, with a view to giving a

perfect balance to the machine. Special
- attention has been given to the con-

struction, the head being reinforced, and
incorporating lugs for the top tube and
the auxiliary tube, it is consequently very

strong. The back forks are detachable,

and the portion forward of the rear mud-
guard is designed so that a two-speed
gear box can be fitted without difficulty,

'file machine, as sold, is of the single

gear pattern. The back lug casting is

similar to that of the head, the same
casting having lugs for the top tube and
the auxiliary frame tube.

An unusual fitting is a long bi-ass pipe
which is carried underneath the tank for

the purpose of conveying acetylene gas
from the generator to the rear lamp,
thus doing away with the unsiglitly

appearance of loose rubber tubing. Ex-
cepting thai, it has a short wheelbase,
standard lines are followed for the re-

mainder of the machine. It lies 26x2in.
wheels, taking 2^in. tyres, wide, com-
fortable saddle, Bowden front brake, and
a pedal applied rear brake engaging with
the' belt rim.

A newcomer on the two-stroke market. Th
Union-engined 2] h.p. Romper.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, '"The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must he accomnanled by the writer's name and address.

RIDING AT NIGHT.
Sir,—If "J.M.," who wrote about " Riding at Night" in

your issue -.of December 18th, will procure the coiled wire
covering of a Bowden cable (Bowden solo) and slip over it

an Exonite casing, he will obtain the gastight, flexible, un-

pinchable, and inconspicuous connection tube he requires tor

his rear light. J. C. BENNETT MITCHELL.

FLREWORKS FROM MAGNETO
Sir,—Some little time back a correspondent in your

columns wrote of a~ firework display from his magneto. I

have had a similar experience. On a recent wet Saturday
afternoon I stopped to give another rider a push off, and on
running my own 'bus (2| twin Enfield) the magneto terminal
sent out a shower of sparks, about Bin. in length and feather

shaped. I immediately stopped and removed the terminal,
wiped it dry, and replaced it. The sparks did not recur
again, and the bus went as well as ever. Can any reader

explain this?
.

ECLAIR.
Birkenhead. '

T.T. RACES AND THE l.O.M

Sir,—In view of the large number of motor cyclists who
will be visiting the l.O.M. for the T.T. Races, there is a

very vexatious and unnecessary regulation which all motor
cyclists and car owners have ,to comply with and, I am
sure, would like to see abolished, viz., all motor cyclists and
car owners must register themselves and motor cycle within

twenty-four hours of landing, and if they reside on the

island over one month they have to go to the expense and
trouble of taking a Manx registration out.

As this unnecessary regulation is not in force in any other

part of the United Kingdom, I should like to see this letter

published in The Motor Cycle, and brought to the notice of

the R.A.C., A. A., and A.G.U. with a view to the above
vexatious and unnecessary regulation being abolished.

Liverpool. R.il.

CLUTCHES ON LIGHTWEIGHTS..
Sir,—An examination of the latest specifications shows an

increased tendency amongst makers to incorporate clutches

in lightweight machines. This prompts me to ask—" Is a
clutch really necessary On a lightweight motor cycle, and do -

the advantages which accrue justify the extra expense?
"

On several occasions recently here in Edinburgh I have
seen motor cyclists held up by the policeman regulating the-

traffic at the west end of Princes Street. Those cyclists

having" clutch machines declutched, and kept their engines
ticking over, whilst their clutchless brethren stopped their

engines. When permitted to proceed, the latter got away
quite as quickly as the former, merely by pushing oft with

their feet, particularly those possessing a certSin 2| h.p.

Hat twin. This machine is extremely popular in this dis-

trict, and I notice that all the 1920 'models are fitted witli

clutches.

Personally, I never considered a clutch necessary on
lightweight machines; my first mount was a 1910 2^ h.p.

Correspondents are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, especially in view of the fad that only a small

percentage . of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in conse-

quence of their abnormal length.

Motosacoche, and I scrapped the_ jockey pulley clutch

arrangement on- this excellent little machine immediately on
taking delivery.

I also notice from recent correspondence in The Motor
Ci/de that some readers experience difficulty in starting big

single engines from cold.

1 have at present a B.S.A. combination, which never
gives me any trouble in starting.- I give the jet about
three-quarters of a turn, open the throttle about one-third,

and the air just a trifle. I then put the machine into first,

and push oft. About two yards usually suffice. In very

cold "weather a few drops of fuel through the compression
tap help considerably. I always use equal parts of petrol

and benzole. DAVID W. MUNRO.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR PLATINUM.
Sir,—Perhaps some of your readers would like to hear of

a new substance instead of platinum for magneto points.

I have a Ruthardt magneto, and, through running without
a carbon, I burnt the points out and for a new~pair at a
magneto ag'ent's I was quote;! 12s. 6d. per point, a price

which I thought too high. Anyway. I went home without
the points, but with the expectation of inventing something
not so dear as platinum. To begin, I ground all the odd
bits of platinum from the spring and screw-, an.d cut out
two small pieces of pure nickel, which I soldered on instead'
of the platinum. After some time of solid hard wear I

examined -the points, and found them perfect, not even
burnt, notwithstanding I am running without a carbon. 1

might add that the cost of these points would not be one-
tenth the cost of- platinum points. Perhaps some of your
readers will lilrewise try this, and let us know the results.

Belfast. H. W.
'

THE A.C.U. REPORT.
Sir,—May I be permitted to reply to " Lightweight's

"

remarks in your issue of December 18th re Mr. Norton's letter.

One would gather that "Lightweight's" ideal motor cycle
1

is the Henderson, plus another seventy or eighty pounds of

water jacket, radiator, and water, bringing the weight right
up to approximately 400 lb. solo,

^
Right here I would hasten to add that I do not go all the

\vay with Mr. Norton, who, of course, is the champion of the
" big single," although I ride one myself.

It is well known that the ratio weight horse-power decreases
as the number of cylinders increase, and I fancy that motor
cycle design will tend to follow this line, a thing supported
by the greatly increased popularity of the h.o. twin.

We may or- may not get the aeroplane type of engine on
the motor cycle. One thing I am certain of, and that is that
water cooling will never enjoy any very great popularity
amongst motor cyclists. More, I venture to prophesy that it

will eventually die out, even amongst heavy cars. The air-

cooled cycle car has been with us a long time, and no one
would venture to say that the Morgan, for instance, would
n6t comply with "Lightweight's" definition of utility.

Anyway, the big single is not dead yet. I have yet to be
shown a multi-cylinder 'bus that will put up with the
" brutalising " that mine has suffered and still go anywhere
on a 4 to 1 gear fixed engine. When I can, I shall welcome
it with open arms, provided that it is light for the power
developed.

I wish the A.C.U. luck in its eflorts to make rear lighting

permanent for all vehicles. I kno-w what the unhghted
cyclist is to my cost. WILBERFORCE DURELL
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I low MOTOR CYCLES ARE STOLEN.
Sir,— I I'l'jirivt to say that lli« macliine 1 recently advpr-

I
isi'd was stiilou by moans of the following trick, and it you

' iciulil Kive lliis iniblicity it might jirevpnt any other adver-
iscr being victimised in the same manner.
'I'lu' thief, a pleasant, well-dressed man, age about 27,

ii'iijbt 5ft. 8in., hair light brown, oycs blue-grey, clean
haven, called dnriui; the morning, stating that he was .a

haurfonr, and unable to call after Six, as requested in

dMM'tisement, and obtained my business address from my
islcr. He then called on me, informing me be had' seen
iiy machine, etc., aiid asked for an apponitnient that even-
n;;, and after leaving me sent a forged wire, in my name,
o my mother, stating I had seen "Taylor," as he called

I liiu.sclf. anil minht let him try the machine that afternoon,

I

vliicli. nufoi'tnnately, .she did.'

I
As the affair was apparently carefully planned, it is not

mlikelv that the trick mav be tiied attain.

Leytonstone.
'

J.W.B.

INBUSINESSLIKE METHODS.
Sir,— I think the following, as an example of post-war
Im.^iiiofs" methods, might be of interest to your readers.

I'lom a firm which has a world-wide reputation for high-
la.-s motor cycle lighting accessories I ordered an electric

KM. I lamp, after which the sequence of event.* was thus:
Nover.iiier 6th.—Receipted invoice received.
XoNcniliei- 7lh.—Lamp received, tested, and lamp holder

iiiit found to be faulty. Lamp holder returned same' day,
vith request to rectify fault as soon as possible.

Xu\ ember 20th,
—"Hurry up" letter sent, having had no

e|i!y to my letter of the 7th, and requiring lamp urgently,

Xovriiihei- oOth.—Still no reply, so wrote again.

n iiilu-v lOlh —Xo reply to any of my letters, so handed
njiir,- uf Lunrspmulence' to the Automobile Association.

lioceniber 12th.—Lamp holder received. Xo letter.

December 13th.—Letter from A-A. saying lamp holder was
)ehig despatched on the 11th inst. Also letter from makers
dated 10th), saying holder was being posted " to-iii^fl;.''

'Jo mention of an apology for non-reply to my letters.

Needless to say, that firm has booked its last order from
ae or any of my friends.

I should like to add my testimony to that of the many •

ithers who have found membership of the A. A, a " verv
)reseiit help in trouble," SYDN-EY R. ELLIOTT.

'

CE ON THE ROADS.
Sir,— I should like to give a word of warning to night

iders of the condition of the roads at this time of the year.

On returning from Kendal the other night, rather late,

or the first ten miles the roads 'were in quite good condition

—in places, perhaps, rather muddv. Without any warning
[ came upon a stretch of ice. and did two conqilete spins

jefore finally settling dow'u. I had to drag the machine to

he side of the road before I could get it on to its wheels
igain. After riding in the gutter tor a couple of miles,

he road apparently became better, so T ventured into the
niddle of the road. Feeling more confident, I opened
Hit a little, perhaps 15 m.p.h. A policeman, standing at

,he side of the road, never gave me any warning. Soon
liter I passed him I came upon another stretch. I did one
lomplete spin, and finislied with a somersault.
With the policeman's assistance, I got going again.

I did not encounter any more ice—in fact, mud was the rule

for the remaining part of the journey.

My machine, an 8 h.p. Zenith, was very slightly injured,

due, I suppose, to the weight being carried low and the
aiachine being so strongly built. J.L.W.
Lancaster.

iCOOTERS.
Sir,—I think that if scooters are to tecome popular they

should be cheaper. Just on £50 is too much for these
iiminutives. It is nearly £10 more than the lightweight
that aspires to become the two-wheeled Ford. If they are
to. appeal to women they must be both simple and cheap.
With a valveless engine, one lever carburetter and simple
transmission, satisfaction (in starting, upkeep, etc.) is

assured to the biggest duffer (mechanically), whether he or
she. Mr. Frank Whitworth seems against the " no seat

"

idea. Scooters are generally given a seat to hide the defect
of wheels and footboard not being sprung. Another reason
for a seat is to use it for a wrong purpose (for long journeys

ui-tead of short trips). The word "scooter" should appiv
only to those ultra simple aeatlcss machines with wheel's
up to Ibni. borne of the machines now masqueradinc as
scfloters are really poor imitation.s of the Pha>nix Cob; an
open-lramo machnie, made by Mr. Van Hooydonk seventeen
.years ago, for elderly riders. Mr Wbitw.n-th has evidently
done no practical exiieriinenting with scooters, or he would
not question the comfort of lOin. wheels, referred to by
.Majcjr Kennedy. Years ago I made a motor skate with 8in'.
wheels wlucli was comfortable at ten miles an hour (even
with cushion tyres). Any size wheel has its safe speed 1

think .a. reliable scooter could easily be made to sell at £35
l.ewisham, S.E. .STANOOP.

AN INVALID MOTOR CHAIR.
Sir,—No doubt the invalid motor chair which your corre-

spondent .Jas, Cooper, saw in the Hammersmith Road
during the Motor Cycle Show was one of our production,
and the one on which our Mr. Garnett, himself an invalid,
visited the .Show on several occasions.

The " Argson " three-speed hand tricycle with Auto-wheel attached.

The cliair itself was one of our three-speed gear-driven
models, with an Autd-wheel attached, and, as the latter can
be removed or replaced in less than five minutes, Mr.
Garnett was able to proceed to the Exhibition under jjowef,

and, on arriving there, detach the wheel, and "paddle"
around the Show by hand.
A speed of anything from 3 to 25 m.p.h. can be main-

tained, and the machine is perfectly steady on the road,
and easy to steer and control.

THE ARGSON ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
S. 0. Needh.\3i, Director.

SPEEDING-UP THE TRAFFIC.
Sir,— In view of the tremendous increase of all motor

traffic, an increase which will probably doable and treble
in the ne.xt few years,: is it not time that the laws relating

to traffic control were thoroughly overhauled'?
Obviously the ridiculous twenty mile limit should go

—

driving to the danger of the public would cover all cases of

road-hogging.
The unwritten law of main road precedence should be

made actual law. I would suggest going one further, and
having three grades of roads, the higher grade always to

have undisputed right of wa,v over the lower. Roads are
already classified in this way in most maps, and a standard
map could be used as a basis for argument until all entrances
to higher grade roads could be marked by sign-posts. Once
the public was accustomed to this, an average main road
speed of 35 to 50 m.p.h. could be maintained with -as much
safety as the present-day twenty.
A speeding-up of all forms of transit is the natural form

of evolution, and should be catered for rather than hindered.
Why, in the name of fortune, should blatant signs order
the whole mighty stream of traffic of a great main road to

pull up because a carter occasionally drives out of a farm
entrance, or a munitionaire out of his lodge gates?

Granted, the said carter and munitionaire would need
much education before speeds previously mentioned would be
reasonably safe, but time and fines, for breaking such a law
would do even that.

In any case, the onus of avoiding accidents is put de-

finitely on to the few for the beneSt of the many, which is

surely the essence of just law.
Your readers' opinions on this subject would be interest-

ing if vou could find room to insert this in vour valuable
paper.

'

GET A MOVE ON.
Luton,
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SIUECAR HUBS '

Sir,—This is probably an old complaint, bvit worth venti-
lating again. Cannot something be done to persuade manufac-
turers of sidecars to fit wheels to their chassis which can stand
up to the heavy strain imposed upon them? The hubs of most
of the wheels are altogether on too small a scale, both cones
and balls being undersized, besides the design being unsuit-
able for a- wheel that is Jiable to severe side strains. Should
not all sidecar wheel spindles be supported at both ends, at
least for high-powered machines? 1 have recently been
endeavouring to obtain a sidecar chassis for a new heavy
8 h.p. machine, and have tried many firms in and around
Ijondon, none of whom are in a position to give immediate
delivery of what I require, but all offer various makes of
chassis with same unsuitable wheel. When I complain that
the wheel is of a size totally inadequate for the work they all

admit that it is so, but say that customers prefer a cheap
model rather than pay a few e.xtra shillings for a good article.

Tins may or may not be true, but it is surely up to the trade
to advise their customers as to what design of cha'ssis- is

suitable to their requirements, rather than to sell an article

which they know cannot give anything- but trouble. Is it

because the manufacture of hubs is practically the monopoly
of firms who probably have no experience of motor cycles
and sidecars on the road? It is certainly time that motor
cyclists could feel that the reliability of an outfit will not
be jeopardised by the failure of the cups or cones of their

sidecar wheels. One has only to compare tlie sidecars made
by or to the design of motor cycle manufacturers and those
made by many firms who specialise in, sidecars only. I am.
aware that there are one or two- sidecar manufacturers who
are rtbove reproach, but. judging from what one sees on the
rond, they are few and far between. STANDARD.
London.

^N IMPROVEMENT JN AIR COOLING
Sir,—Regarding power'ful two-strokes. I think they will

serve the rider well if under-driven,
out for any considerable

JANUARY J 5th, 7Q20

not driven all

distance, that is, as they are
constructed at present. . I

used one with a light sidecar
for about four years, a 318
c.c. belt-driven, three-speed
hub, kick starter machine.
Passenger ten stone, rider
ten stone. Longest run with-
out any stop, forty-si.x miles,

and then only on account
of arriving at destination.

I found it a good climber
and comfortable to drive, but
it wore out three or four
belts during the time I had
it. I found the three-point
ping the best.

I like the idea of a coolinc;

COLDflCMI—

Q

A suggested improvement in

air-cooling. (See letter from
"Rider.")

jacket by Mr. Hawley Morgan, as shown in your issue of
December 18th, 1919, but as 75% of the heat is around
the head of the cylindCT, I should think it only necessary
to cool that portion.
Would it not be better to have the air space around the

head of the cylinder the same size throughout, so as to
have a clear passage of cold air passing at each impulse?

Enclosed is a lougli sketch of the idea. I must admit,
however, the spiral core niisht be a trifle awkward in

moulding. .
" RIDER.

Warrington.

CAVEAT EMPTOR.
Sir.—Speaking from my knowledge

L'nerally, and from my own jk

think that motor cycles (ai

iilso) were ever being tni-i

^Vith the except ioii'^ of

id f, tin

vim, I

Hictl

rminnig new

of the motor trade
!-'N]ierience, I do not
matter of that, cars
Kidly as at present,

f-ii-dozen makes of

reproach, it seems
iiT one gets a good
vclists, are as a rule

i able to o-,-| M trial

oM's lli....p ,,[ us, to

ouscijuetice. to make
machines as far as

A PEEP INTO THE FUTURE.
The first hill-c!imbing competition on the new " Bump bicycle

depicted by a reader^, Mr. H. W. Moss.

such as engines and gear b.oxes. and to insist on seeing that

all parts are prdperiy 'adjusted., .and 'at least in running
ordei'. ' Unfortuhately,' nranufactuiers are. in a position to

say, " Take it or leave it," and many agents do not care

what they sell so long as they can sell it ; but if we want
;

proper value for money, it is up to us to insist on getting
j

properly finished machines, even at the sacrifice of a larger '

output. Personally, I have always found the chief, offenders

in this respect to be assemblers of motor cycles ; not those
who, in the strict sense of the word, manufacture them, but .

tliose^ who buy the various parts and put them together,

or stick them together, as the case may. be, many of whom :

cannot even properly build a wheel. After keeping a vow .i

for several years never again to buy a machine of this kind, •-

I was tempted some weeks ago to give an order for another, -

a so-called lightweight, for which the makers have the
impudence to ask nearly the price of _a coxintershaft ;

Triumph. The condition in which this machine was sent
to tlie agents was simply disgusting ; some parts of it ^

would not even have done credit to a blacksmith. I will ,

avoid going into details which Would encroach even more -

than I am doing upon your valuable si^ace, and suffice it to

say. that I absolutely refused to. take delivery. Fortunately
for me, I am never without a trusty Triumph, no matter
what other machines I may or may not possess, but even •

if I had not been in this fortunate position, I. sliould still

have refused delivery of this machine.
Thanking you for the many happy days this year which

your publication has afforded me ENTENTE.
'r

Loiidon. .'

GOOD SERVICE. ;'

Sir,— I recently placed an order for a motor cycle accessory ^

with a leading London firm, and sent a. cheque in advance. \-

I received a polite reply and promise of attention, but no
,

goods. After some waiting I placed the order with cheque ;

with another London firm. Result, exactly the same. After Ij

weeks of waiting I sent my order to Harrod's, London. ^
Result, goods arrived in due course. ^

I think that other motorists who may have had similar i>

difficulties to mine may be glad to know of a place where s.

orders get promptly executed.
''

(Rev.) EDWARD W. WILMOTT. .i

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motoi- Cycle.

*'HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Kdition.
(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES.'*
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition ....

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Enjftand and Wales. Scotland. London {showing
roads into and out of London and avciiding Loudon).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case

(leliveiy, especially the vital parts,

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from 1LIFFE& SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection ot questions of general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor v_ycle/'

ao, Tudor Street, London, EC. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanieil by a stamped aildresssil envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to wiite clearl> and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing l?gaj

questions should be marked *' Legal " in the left-hand (Sjrner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Sparking in Contact Breaker.

Will you advise me wliy my
1^1 lUithardt magneto sparks at the

> platinum points? What would
Li-I you advise me to do, as it will

oul\ sparU occasionally and then
ceases for a lime, and so on?—W.E.H.

E.\cessivc sparking at the contact breaker
platinum points indicates a defective

operation of the condenser, and we
should advise you to submit your mag-
neto to C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.,

Wai'ple Way. Acton Vale, W.3, who
formerly handled the Ruthardt.

Gear Ratios.

Will you inform me what size

IqI engine sprockets I should need
> to give a 4 to 1 top gear on one
LLl machine and 4^- to 1 on another?

Both machines have' 20in. belt

rims and 8in. pulleys on gear box.

Clutch sprocket has 36 teeth.. What size

belt rim should I need with an 18 T.

engine sprocket, 36 T. clutch sprocket,

and Bin. gear box pulley?—T.S.

With the sprocket and pulleys already
fitted to your machine, you would need
a 22 tooth engine sprocket td obtain a
4 to 1 gear ratio, and a 20 tooth sprocket
to obtain a 4^ to 1. To obtain a 4| to 1

gear, using an 18 tooth engine ^piocket,

the rear belt rim should be 18in m
diameter.

Wheel Building.

1 am about to fit mv 3^ h p

@ British -Excelsior with a 550 x
- 55 mm. back wheel, theretoie I

should be greatly obliged it you
could give . me-^a. little mlovmi

tion that would enable me -to build

the wiieel myself, i.e. : (1.) The correct

method of arranging spokes from hdb
to rim. (2.) Is there any particuUu way
of crossing the spokes? (3.) The general
method emploved in truing up the
wheel:-—H.C.S'.

(1.) We should recommend you to have
the wheel rebuilt by an experienced
cycle mechanic,' ^ as wheel-building is a
trade in itself, and if you are not skilled
in it, we .do not think that the result
will be very satisfactory, should vou at-

tempt it .yourself '

(2.) In tiuing a
wheel, the method is alternately to
tighten and' slacken the spoke nipples
until the rim runs truly, both circum-
ferentially and centrally with the hub.
When this is completed the tension of

.

aU the spokes should be equal. Experi-
ence alone can make you an expert in
this process. '

.

Removing Timing Pinion.

Will you please inform me if

Sthe crankshaft pinion of the

1914 Douglas 2| h.p. engine has

a right or left-hand thread?

—

A..J.O.

The crankshaft pinion on the 1914
Douglas is not screwed on at all ; it is a
tightly pressed fit on a parallel shaft.

Possibly you refer to the retaining screw

in the end of this shaft, which has a

right-hand tliread.

Surging in Inlet Pipe.

(1.) Do the unequal periods

r^ between the induction strokes

> of a V-twin cause "surging" of

LLJ the mixture in the T-snaped
inlet pipe, and, consequently,

unequal distribution of gas to the two
cylinders? (2.) If such is the case,

which cylinder is adversely affected

—

front or rear? (3.) Is it possible to

overcome this defect by making use of

a special timing for the inlet valve of

the cylinder affected? (4.) Can you
give particulars of such a timing?

—

R.F.M.

(1.) You are correct in supposing that

the unequal periods between the induc-

tion strokes of a 'V-twin engine cause

surging of the mixture. (2.) Skilful

design of the induction pipe and ports

will eliminate any bad effects. It Is

impossible to say which cylinder will be

adversely affected, as everything depends
upon the design. (3.) Slight variations

in the timing of the two cylinders are

sometimes adopted, but if this is not

done by the makers, the usual form of

timing gear prevents it being done sub-

sequently.

Moto-Reve Questions.

I should like your opinion on
a twin-cylinder 2| h.p. Moto-
Eeve, especially as regards maxi-
mum speed and ease of starting.

Will you give some particulars

on starting and running a motor cycle?

—A.T.H.T.
Moto-Eeve motor cycles were made in

Switzerland, and they have not been
imported into this country for some
years. They were quite well made,
but of very light parts. They are

capable of about 35 m.p.h. on the level.

With the standard carburetter they were
not particularly, easy to start. They
are much improved, however, by having
a good modern lightweight carburetter

fitted.

Flooded roads are now frequently met with in many parts ot the country, but waterprool

magnetos and chain drive have eliminated the old trouble that attended tne passing through

flood water.

BI3
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Charging Irom Alternaling Current.

(1.) Is it possible to charge

B
accumulators from the switch

terminal of a magneto by using

the Noden chemical rectifier

which converts alternating cur-

rent to direct current? (2.) What is

the approximate voltage of the A.C.
• current generated by a Bosch magneto,

as I should have to transform down
to the necessary voltage? (3.) Would
it be detrimental to the magneto, and
what effect would it have on the spark

• at the plugs?—H.S.

(1.) It would no doubt be possible to

charge an accumulator from the low-ten-

sion circuit of the magneto, by using

the Noden valve. (2.) The maximum
voltage is approximately six. (3.) It

would not harm the magneto, but the

spark would be considerably weakened
at low speeds, and you would not be
able to start with the battery in circuit.

Two-stroke Efficiency.

(1.) Is it possible and practi-

[^1 cal to make a diagram, on crank-

> shaft degrees, showing opening.
1-2-1 and closing of the ports in a

two-stroke engine? (2.) Why
is the explosion of a two-stroke engine
less powerful than that of a four-stroke

engine of similar capacity? (3.) Which
of the following types of engine is

theoretically the most efficient, and
which suffers the least from heat
losses, provided that the bore and
stroke are similar in all cases : (a.) A
two-stroke engine, with Scott type oi
piston ; (h) a two-stroke engine, with
Connaught type of piston ; (c) a four-

stroke engine, with overhead valves

inclined to one another
;

(d) a four-

stroke engine, with side by side

valves?—F.M. A.

(1.) A timing diagram can be made to

apply to the two-stroke engine quite as

easily as to the four-stroke type. C2.)

The maximum effective pressure in a
two-stroke engine is less than that of a
four-stroke of similar capacity, because
the volumetric efficiency of the former
type is not so great as in the latter. In
all such comparisons it is assumed that
compression ratios and other details bear
a, reasonably close relationship in each
case. (3.) Theoretically, the four-stroke

engine, with overhead valves inclined to

each other, is the most efficient tj'pe,

since the volumetric efficiency is greater
and the heat losses smaller than in the
other designs you mention.

Hal) Gear, Magneto, and other Queries.

(1.) How can I adjust clutch
ra and gears of a 1914 T.T. three-

^ speed JIark VII. Armstrong moto-
L^ gear for 8 h.p. ? The clutch will

not work at all. I start in low
and change to middle all right, but
cannot- change to high or down again
to low without stopping. (2.) How
should I test a Bosch magnet«, type
DA2, and where can I obtain any hand-
book concerning it? (3.) Is it possible to

increase compression of a 3i h.p.
J. A. P. engine? It turns quite easily

by hand with valve lifter down. (4.)

What alteration is necessary to a
Senspray carburetter to use benzole, and
what make of benzole would you re-

commend.?—A.L.

(1.) It your gear is of the correct T.T.
pattern no clutch is fitted. The gears are
adjusted by securing the control lever in

the position marked " adjusting " on the
quadrant. The road wheel should then
run freely and without noise, while
the belt rim is stationary. If it does not
do so, tighten or slacken the milled
adjuster on the control rod until the
necessary free running is obtained. (2.)

You do not say to what particular tests

you wish to subject your magneto. If

you merely require to know its working
efficiency a good spark at the plug will

be sufficient evidence. (3.) Evidently the
engine is in poor condition, and it will-
probably need new piston rings, and the
valves will also require grinding in. (4.)

Slightly lower the petrol level, also fit a
jet two sizes smaller. Benzole which
conforms to the N.B.A. specification can
be thoroughly recommended.

OOOOOOOOOOOCXSOOOOOOOOOO]^

THE NEXT STAGE!

MOTOR CYCLISTS
interested in small or large

cars should read

{!.) Apparently your carburetter ii

flooding. This is rather unusual on the

top feed B. and B., and may be caused
by the collar on the needle having
altered its position, or by a small ob-

struction in the valve seating, which
prevents the needle closing the orifice

completely. A further possible cause
may be that the float is punctured and
weighed down with petrol. You can
ascertain this by removing the float and
shaking it, noticing if you can hear the

petrol inside. (2.) It seems almost im-
possible that the clutch should slip on
low gear if it does not do so on top. In
all probability yoa are mistaking the

fact that the engine is racing on a light

;

load for symptoms o"f clutch slipping.

the forernnner of all motoring
journals. Founded in 1S95,
it remains the largest and
most successful automobile

paper, and enjoys the greatest

9 circulation. It is universally

ft accepted as the representative

British motoring journal.

ocoooooooooooooooooocooD

Flooding Carburetter.

(1.) My machine is a Big
@Four Norton and sidecar. Until

a few days ago I could do 70
miles, per gallon, and now can-
not do more than 20. The

engine eight strokes at low speed, but
has great power, as -I have not yet
seen a hiU which cannot be taken on
top gear. If the engine is running
even with the pilot jet the whole air

must be given. Controls seem to be
all right. If I am using the pilot jet

on the level or down hill it misfii'es

and eight strokes continually, but if a
small incline appears as soon as I go
uphill the engine picks up and runs
much better. I quite understand that
too much petrol is passing to the
engine, but not being acquainted with
the B. and B. carburetter I do not
see the way to remedy it. (2.) The
machine is fitted with the Sturraey-
Archev gear When low gear is

engaged for a few minutes, for traffic

work, it begins to race and the cfutch
slips. This slipping is not felt when
going on second or tliird speeds.

—

J.U.

READER'S REPLY.
Belt Trouble.

lie queries on belt trouble and your
reply in the issue of December 18th.

Might I suggest, from my own experi-

ence, that belt wear is also very much
accentuated by changing the direction in

which the belt runs. With a Rudge-
Multi I find belts wear well until, through
oversight, perhaps after shortening, the

belt is put on again the opposite way
round froin which it was taken off. To
avoid this I now mark an arrow on the

top pointing towards the engine pulley

to ensure replacing the belt always in

the same direction after taking it off for

any purpose.—H. W. Jessop.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
EuESJiEBE TO Loughborough.—J.P.B.

Eilesmere, Whitchurch, Woore, Stone,
Uttoxeter, Burton, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
Loughborough.

Launcesion to Wadebridge.—E.H.
Launceston, Piperepool, Davidstow,

Camelford, St. Kew Highway, Wade-
bridge. Return same way, or over Bod-";

min iloor, via Bodmin. ;-,

Chester to Duffield.—A.R.M.
Chester, Tarvin, Middlewich, Holmes,

Chapel, Congleton, along Brixton Road
five miles, turn right to Leek, Ashbourne,
Turnditch (Belper Road), Duffield. The

.

direct route is by Nantwieh, Newcastle,
and fttoxeter, and passes through the
Potteries.

Launceston to Bidefobd and Bristol.
—E.H.

Launceston, Tower Hill Station, Hols-'
worthy, Slonkleigh, Bideford, Barnstaple, ;

Swimbridge, South Molton, Bampton,
;

Wiveliscombe, Milverton. Bridgwater, «

Highbridge, Cross, Red Hill, Bristol.

Chichester to Plymouth.—L.J.H.
Chichester, Emsworth, Havant, Cosham,

Fareham, Burgledon, over ' Northern
Bridge for Southampton, Totton, Lynd-
hurst, Bournemouth, Constitution Hill,

follow Wimborne Road to Fleet's Corner,
and then branch left over railway bridge
for Lytchett Minster, left for Wareham,
Wool, Warmwell Cross, Dorchester,
Winterborne Abbas, Bridport, Charmouth,
bear right for Hunter's Lodge Inn, Ax-
minster, Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh,
Ashburton, Buckfastleigh, Ivybridge,
Plymouth. Distance, 100 miles.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

aiini9
5 6h.p. A.J.S., <'iiiripli't.< with sulooiir. »l)

i,«7 wh.Hjl ini.l tyiv li;4/17/6l, 1,uim» liuiiij '.2716], I.u

hoin (27/61, aiikrm liiiiin (17/61, I.ii.'iia tiiil Immi.
new: f 190,-l'o.ir<fy. liiwer, WoBtliuiii. Wevm.nitli.

nny

21, Ho

JX Wiltforil tlill (nll-lilu

oeipta bIiomu), inclmliii^ i

accnron; owiior boiiRlit cm
OlllOf, Exeter.

-Lettc

Luoili

lirat

(7890
hood,

ost £225 (re-
" MUe £210

Holirfi'!

1X2656

A.J.S. Comhiiiotioii, 1919 • (Nov.), Ace disc kIhvIs,
»imre vluxl (umisecl), Lmiis oiiuipuient thruufliout,

A.J.S. aliovt h.ir», hmiille-l«ir ui'\iffs, wnti'li, eto, . this
mnoljiue is in iin\- londitiim. tvres niid ennuiel iin
•COltohcd: f 19S.-Biikuell, Wooljmck, Wiirwick. (X2682

Alldays.

ALLONS nt Blackburn and Sons, Station
Spalding. Early deliveries. [7916

A LLDAY^S Allon. lnte.«t_niodel^as new.—95, Ci
dish lid.. Ilighi Park, Ess [7939

best deliveries
[8082

HONOR Onk Motor Hiirt.-lmmedi.nte delivery
Alldays AIIon.-129 Brookley Rise, S.E.23. [7732

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, clutch, condition as new
£53, or neiir.-36, Bromfield Ed., Eedditch. [7583

"IQ16 Alldnys 3'l.h.p,, perfect condition; ciisli onlyJ." £60, or near oSer.—Bonrer, 3, Marine Terriic*
Mews, Brighton. [X263E

JONES' Oarage, special agents for AUdays Allon
llroiidwav, Uuswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchler. [0027
1020 Allon 2-speed, kick-start and clutch, unt-U scratched and as new. perfect, very reliable:
£72.-West, Popeswood, Dinfleld, Berks. [7938

troke, 2.speed, lamps,
, -, -j; best offer over £59
London.—Bo.\ 6,673, c/o The Motor CvcU.

[787;
latest model, 1919, 2')ih.p., 2-«peed

legshieldfl not dont
jroye Rd., SparkhiU, Birming

[X263E
, fitted with 1919 Villiers 2\

„ B, electric lighting, just re-enauj
ite, or seen Saturdays.— 3, Elmfleld Park

Diuuiiey, Kent. [X256!

A LLIIATS Allon, 2-stroke. 1918, 2-speed, rlutcli

, ,

."-'^ st'ixt, lamps, horn, leg shields, tools, just ovei
hauled, pertect condition: best ofler over £55 secure-
-Hall, 216, nerby St., Burtou-on-Trent. [778:

AILDATS Allon 2-stroke, new Aug., 1919, 2-speedXV clutch, K.S., electric lamps, tools, horn, excel-
lent condition, low mileage, tyres unnunctured: bargain
£56, no oflers.-BoT 6,625, c/o The Uoior Cycle. (D)

'

[7544

ham

elled

:

Ariel.

. 3Vih.p., S-speed, countershaft
[X2653

Idford, Ariel agents
[X7944

•^ model.—Mc
rtROW Bros.. High St., G
v.' supply at makers' prices.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, tor early delivery of Ariel
Chapel «sh Deoot, Wolverhampton. [Xai

1 Q20 Ariel Combination. 6h.p,
Ai' in crate; £153 cash.—Bo;
Cuch.

A RIEL 3!^h,
Wandsworta

[Xa625
twin, brand new, still

6,683, c/o The Motor
[7884

spring frame; 28 gns

-

hange, Ebner St., Wands
worm. [7934
JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariela Bromi

way. Mnswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Fara.lr
North Finchley. [002?

1Q 18 -Ariel Combination, Si.oh.p., 3-speed, splendic"X" condition, all accessories, any trial; £110 or
offers.-Neale, 129, W'alton Rrt., East Molesey. [800E

ARIEL, 3'/2h.p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries- all
spare parts stocked. — F. Spe.akman, Ariel Ex-

pert. 7, Rochdale Ed., Harpurhey, Jtanchester. [4020
Qlh.p Ariel Coach Combination, 3-speed counter-".i shaft, disc wheels, running order; best ofler.-
Humphrey, King Egbert Ed., Totley Rise, Sheffield.

"1Q20 Model 3l2h.p. Ariel, spring seat-piUar, specia*-«/ show finish, Montgomery sidecar; bought Decern-
her, not used; £115, or nearest—Bos; 91, c/o The Moio*-"*

(S2648

A^i^^n ^1*'P- ^^'°; '"'« 1918' 3-speed, kick,
„

,.*-I-C.. Amac, Dunlops, very fast, low mileage,
condition as new; best over £110.—Bracey, Bennington,
Herts. |-gjg4

ARIEL 1920 Sljh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, n^w:a- in stock; £130; this model won two gold medalsM London-Exeter run.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed.
South Kensington, S.W.?. [8212

Auto-Wheels
perfect

;

'V.6.
[7694

AUTO-WHEEL, attached B.S.A. cvcic
•t*. £21, offer.-102, Kenyon St., Fnlham, S.W.6.'

London.-
Telephone :

Museum 557.
Telegrami

:

" Combustion, Exeter.'
Telephone : Exeter 933.

MOTOR

^^i Of SATlSfoC^

IF YOU LIVE IN

LONDON
or the Home Counties

and are interested in

MARTINSYDE
VERUS
D.O.T.
J. E. S.

vve invite your enquiries, as we
are the distributing agents

for this area.

TO THE TRADE. Agants
now being appointed
iOr 1921) seuoii.

SECOND-
HAND

BARGAINS
SOLO MACHINES.

NEW RYDER, igrg 2? h.p. J. A. P.
2-speed £57

RUDGE, I9r4. 3I h.p.. multi gear .. .. £65
DOUGLAS, 2j h,p., VV.D. model, 2-speed £75
JAMES, 1914, 2} h.p., 2-speed £46
IVY, 1919, 2j h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc. £50
TRIUMPH, 1913, si h.p., 3-speed, bub

gear £65
ZENITH, igrg, 8 h.p., full equipment .

.

£145
CONNAVGHT, igrs, 2i h.p., single gear £30
RUDGE, 1917, 3i h.p., multi, all accessories £85
ROVER, 3i h.p., T.T. model, speedometer,

lamps .£78

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 1915, 3i h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus.. .. £138
SUNBEAM. 3^ h. p., 3-speed, spprting

sidecar £170
JAMES, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed £82
ARIEL, 1919, 3.1 h.p.. lamps, etc., as new £130
DOUGLAS, igrs, 3.V h.p., coach sidecar. . £130
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 4 h.p., 3-speed .. .. £100
SUNBEAM, r9r4, 3J h.p., lamps, speedo-

meter £110
REX, 19T4, 6 h.p., twin, 2-speed .. .. £84
ROVER. 3\ h.p., 3-speed. Mi Iford sidecar £90
ARLEY-DAVIDSON, rgie, 79 magneto £150

SUNBEAM, 1919, 3,'. h.p.. Swan sidecar ... £170
BRADBURY, 1919, 6 h.p., fully equipped £183
RUDGE, 1913, 3.t h.p., multi gear £75
B.S.A., igiz, 3i h.p., 2-speed, Millford . . £68

lOCPAmt fhtlwid St.

jRmdon W.i.

too. Poms St. €xet&c.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheela.

AUTO-VVEEEL, nearly now: £12.-Cll(lord ^Vil«on
Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital lid., Chclnea, 8.W.3.

(8279
\A7"ALL Auto-wheel, agent guiirantceii jierfcet running
»» ordei ; 12 gn«.-Howard, Dunk Uoune, Hlaili-

'iiirn, (7662

AUTO-WIIEBL, 1920, Model do Luxe; £25; in
stocrk, brand new.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,

ipiiosito Olympia, London. [68S2

AUTO-WHEEL and Rover Cycle, both in good con-
dition, ready to ride away; £15, no offers.-Mont-

iumery, 35, Mill Kd., Maldon, Essex. (7956

AUTO-WHEEL, good condition, attached to nearly
new cycle, tyres all new (l^nlops), spring forks;

£25.-83, Diggon St.. Stepney Green E.l. (7926

iir-t.-d f.ir use on Ijiind fi

ston, valves, et<:.,

£12.-R, Pnine, Be
Dorset.

ing Edward Par:

>h.p. Bat-Jap, N.S.U.,
> and double-seated
Dn; £65.-Sealey, 83, :

rll.-l,

rbury, S.W. [8129

speed, spring frame model,
le sidecar, excellent condi-
nce's Av., Watford. CX2542

splendid condition; £85.-65, Etlielred St., Kennins-
I Cross, London, S.E. [7898

3n, 1913, 6h.p., lamps, 2-

any trial, after 5 p.m. or
fveelt-erids; £68.—Wark. 2, Kenilworth Villas, Bedon-
well Hill, Belvedere, Kent. [7814

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, 1913, 2-Bpeed countershaft
gear, chain drive, spring frame, torpedo wicker

5idecar, good order: price £60.—Taroads Syndicate. 9.

Victoria St., S.W.I. Tel.: Victoria 6851. [7598

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p. Combination, countereliaft, chain
drive, fully eqquipped, manv spares, Canoelet

.sidecar, in perfect order; nearest olTer to £80 secures
this bargoiu.-46, Cromwell Ed., Walthamstow. [8032

YOUE Name can be first on our waiting list for the
1920 Bat-Jap. Wo have just started busi-

ness, and have secured a contract for this well-known
machine. The first cheque for £5 w© receive as deposit

will secure the order for the very first machine we
receive, and all applications dealt with in strict rota-

tion; any model.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
lord Passage, Earringdon Rd., E.C.I. [3315

Beardmore.

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, are old Black-
burne agents, and invite enquiries. [X7945

for arly
Ipswich. [7639

new 1920. 4h.p.. cshain drive, in
Edwards, .-7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. S.W.7. [8213

TONES' Garage, special agents for HIacklrarnps,
Miiswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside
inchler- [0029

Are Agents for Blackburne. Place vour
rder with us to secure good deliverr.-Apply,

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [7665

OLACKBURNE.—New 1920 4h.p. models actua

I'arade, North

WE Are Agents
on

Revre
Hitchh

and Wiili!
requ

Hitchin. Herts 'Phone : 165
[0062

stock, com-
. Ellis and

, London, S.W. 'Phone :

[7550

Bradbury.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,—4h.p. Bradbury, 1911 model; £40.

S.W.I. Tel.: Victoria 6851.

Ion St.. Wal-all. Tel.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7
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Charging Irom Alternating Current.

(1.) Is it possible to charge

S
accumulators from the switch

terminal of a magneto by using

the Noden chemical rectifier

which converts alternating cur-

rent to direct current? (2.) What is

the approximate voltage of the A.C.
• current generated by a Bosch magneto,

as I should have to transform down
to the necessary voltage? (3.) Would
it be detrimental to the magneto, and
what effect would it have on the spark

at the plugs?—H.S.

(1.) It would no doubt be possible to

charge an accumulator from the low-ten-

sion circuit of the magneto, by using

the Noden valve. (2.) The maximum
voltage is approximately six. (3.) It

would not harm the magneto, but the

spark would be considerably weakened
at low speeds, and you would not be
able to start with the battery in circuit.

Two-stroke Efficiency.

(1.) Is it possible and practi-

IqI cal to make a diagram, on ci-ank-

> shaft degrees, showing opening.
LiJ and closmg of the ports in a

two-stroke engine? (2.) Why
is the explosion of a two-stroke engine
less powerful than that of a four-stroke

engine of similar capacity? (3.) Which
of the following types of engine is

theoretically the most efficient, and
which suffers the least from heat
losses, provided that the bore and
stroke are similar in all cases : (a) A
two-stroke engine, with Scott type of.

Siston ; (h) a two-stroke engine, with
onnaught type of piston ; (c) a four-

stroke engine, with overhead valves

inclined to one another ; (d) a four-

stroke engine, with side by side

valves?—F.M.A.

(1.) A timing diagram can be made to

apply to the two-stroke engine quite as

easily as to the four-stroke type. (2.)

The maximum effective pressure in a
two-stroke engine is less than that of a.

four-stroke of similar capacity, because
the volumetric efficiency of the former
type is not so great as in the latter. In
all such comparisons it is assumed that
compression ratios and other details bear
a. reasonably close relationship in each
case. (3.) Theoretically, the four-stroke

engine, with overhead valves inclined to

each other, is the most efficient type,
since the volumetric efficiency is greater

and the heat losses smaller than in the
other designs you mention.

Hub Gear, Magneto, and other Queries.

(1.) How can I adjust clutch

a
and gears of a 1914 T.T. three-
speed Mark VII. Armstrong moto-
gear for 8 h.p. ? The clutch will

not work at all. I start in low
and change to middle all right, but
cannot- change to high or down again
to low without stopping. (2.) How
should I test a Bosch magneto, type
DA2, and where can I obtain any hand-
book concerning it? (3.) Is it possible to

increase compression of a 3^ h.p.
J. A. P. engine? It turns quite easily

by hand with valve litter down. (4.)

What alteration is necessary to a
Senspray carburetter to use benzole, and
what make of benzole would you re-

commend.?—A.L.

EI..

I

(1.) It your gear is of the correct T.T.
pattern no clutch is fitted. The gears are
adjusted by securing the control lever in

the position marked " adjusting " on the
quadi'ant. The road wheel should then
run freely and without noise, while
the belt rim is stationary. If it does not
do so, tighten or slacken the miUed
adjuster on the control rod until the
necessary free running is obtained. (2.)

You do not say to what particular tests

you wish to subject your magneto. If

you merely require to know its working
efficiency a good spark at the plug will

be sufficient evidence. (3.) Evidently the
engine is in poor condition, and it w-ill-

probably need new piston rings, and the
valves will also require grijiding in. (4.)

Slightly lower the petrol level, also fit a
jet two sizes smaller. Benzole which
conforms to the N.B.A. specification can
be thoroughly recommended.

Q SOC-0000<XXXXXXX>CX>CX><5000[2

I
THE NEXT STAGE!

\ MOTOR CYCLISTS
interested in small or large

X cars should read

{!.) Apparently your carburetter is

flooding. This is rather unusual on the

top feed B. and B., and may be caused

by the collar on the needle having
altered its position, or by a small ob-

struction in the valve seating, whicli

prevents the needle closing the orifice

completely. A further possible cause
may be that the float is punctured and',

weighed down with petrol. You can
ascertain this by removing the float and
shaking it, noticing if you can hear the

:

petrol inside. (2.) It seems almost im-t

possible that the clutch should slip on
low gear if it does not do so on top. In
all probability yon are mistaking the

fact that the engine is racing on a light

;

load for symptoms o'f clutch slipping.

the forerunner of all motoring
journals. Founded in 1S95,
it remains the largest and
most successful automobile

paper, and enjoys the greatest

circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative

British motoring journal.

'OOC<>00<XXXXX>OOOOOOOOCOC.[I1

Flooding Carburetter.

(1.) My machine is a Big

IqI Four Norton and sidecar. Until
I > a few days ago I could do 70
1-2J miles, per gallon, and now can-

not do more than 20. The
engine eight strokes at low speed, but
has great power, as -I have not yet
seen a hill which cannot be taken on
top gear. If the engine is running
even with the pilot jet the whole air

must be given. Controls seem to be
all right. If I am using the pilot jet

on the level or down hill it misfires
and eight strokes continually, but if a
small incline appears as soon as I go
uphill the engine picks up and runs
much better. I quite understand that
too much petrol is passing to the
engine, but not being acquainted witli

the B. and B. carburetter I do not
see the way to remedy it. (2.) The
machine is fitted with the Sturmey-
Archer gear When low gear is

engaged for, a few minutes, for traffic

work, it begins to race and the cfiitch

slips. This slipping is not felt when
going on second or third speeds.

—

J.U.

READER'S REPLY.
Belt Trouble.

Re queries on belt trouble and your
reply in the issue of December 18th.

Might I suggest, from my own experi-

ence, that belt wear is also very much
accentuated by changing the direction in

which the belt runs. With a Rudge-
Multi I find belts wear well until, through
oversight, perhaps after shortening, the

belt is put on again the opposite way
round froin which it was taken off. To
avoid this I now mark an arrow on the

top pointing towards the engine pulley

to ensure replacing the belt always in

the same direction after taking it off for

any purpose.—H. W. Jessop.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Ellesmbre to Lotjghborough.—J.P.B.
EUesmere, Whitchurch, Woore, Stone,

Uttoxeter, Burton, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
lioughborough.

LAtTNCESTON TO WaDEBRIDGE.—E.H.
Launceston, Piperepool, Davidstow,

Camelford, St. Kew Highway, Wade-'
bridge. Return same way, or over Bod-*J
mill Moor, via Bodmin. r,

Chester to Dufpieid.—A.R.M.
Chester, Tarvin, Middlewich, Holmes.

Chapel, Congleton, along Brixton Road
five miles, turn right to Leek, Ashbourne,
Turnditch (Belper Road), Duffield. The
direct route is by Nantwich, Newcastle,
and Uttoxeter, and passes through the
Potteries.

Launceston to Bideford and Bristol.
—E.H.

Launceston, Tower Hill Station, Hols-
worthy, Monkleigh, Bideford, Barnstaple,
Swimbridge, South Molton, Bampton,
Wiveliscombe, Milverton, Bridgwater,
Highbridge, Cross, Red Hill, Bristol.

Chichester to Plymouth.—L.J.H.
Chichester, Emsworth, Havant, Coshani,

Fareham, Burgledon, over ' Nortliern
Bridge for Southampton, Totton, Lynd-
hurst, Bournemouth, Constitution Hill,

follow Wimborne Road to Fleet's Corner,
and then branch left over railway bridge
for Lytchett Minster, left for Wareham,
Wool, Warmwell Cross, Dorchester,
Winterborne Abbas, Bridport, Charmouth,
bear right for- Hunter's Lodge Inn, Ax-
minster, Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh,
Ashburton, Buckfastleigh, Ivyjbridge,
Plymouth. Distance, 180 miles.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

I !»•;:,,

Wc

I
^19 A.,I.S. GiMi.

I I
IS tJIIUIIH, Klit.XOIl,

ix;;
Milllord conolibiiilt

'iuii<I eouditioii ; nriy 1ri;il

, ami e.Ktrn Inrge leK Hlnri.is;
' Bwvons, zi, liuwmd Uil., SoutUvillo, ii]i»t"l.

17890
' s., iH'w Nov., 1919, hood, Luoos lamim. Iinni,
Wiitlord trip (nll-blnok), spnres; cost 1'225 («

. slioivn), ineludiiiR iusuiiinre; flrst rhcciue £210
• .

: owner bought iiir.-Lottors, F. Hollifos, P(i«t
, Esetor. LX2656
IS. Coinbinntion, 1919 '(Nov.), Aoe disi' winds,

lire wliet'l (iiunseil), I.iu-tis cnuipiiierit thruuyhoiit
Sa, wntch, etc.; thii

nulituiii, tyres nnd eniiuiel iiii

ell, Wuolijuok, Warwick. tX268;

Alldays.
i l.l.dN.S at Blackburn and Sons, Station Garage.
^V Simldine. Early deliveries. [7916
i I.I.UAY.S Allon. latest model as new.—95, Cn

>-y- dish ltd.. Ilisham's Park, Essex. [7939

A LI.ON. 1920. _2-speed, kick, clutch; best del

.short burs, haudle-ln
1) ia iu new .onditi
'd; £195.-

-Cliflord Moto

JTOXOH Oak Motor

>twood, Notts.

Mart.—Ininiedi.nte

[8082

delivery

Eedditch. [7583

;sh only7Q16 AUdays S'ih.p., perfect condition- c:i
J.i' £60, or near oBer.-Boarer, 3, JIarine -
Mews, Brighton. [X263E

JONES' Oarage, special agents for AUdays Allon
llromlwav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Pamde, North Finchley. [0027

1Q20 Allon 2-speed, kick-start and clutch, un
-i-" scratched and as new. perfect, very reliable;
£72.-Wcst, Popeswood, Binfield, Berks. [7938

Al.l.DAYS Allon 1918-19 - 2.stroke, 2-spced, lamps,
etc., only done 2,000 miles; best offer over £59

seen near London.—Bo.v 6,673, c/o The Motor Cycle.

ALLON, new, latest model, 1919, 2';ih.p., 2-ipeed
clutch, lamps, horn, tools, legshields not dont

200 miles; £65.-43, Grove Ed., SparkhiU, Birming
'''m [X263e
ALLllATS Matchless, fitted with 1919 Villiers 2'
J|»- h.p. 2-stroke engine, electric lighting, just re-enanj
elled: write, or seen Saturdays.— 3, Elmfleld Park
Btonlley, Kent. [S2561

A LLn.W'S Allon, 2-stroke. 1918, 2-speed, clutch

f^, ^^^^ start, lamps, horn, leg shields, tools, just ovei
hauled, perfect condition; best ofler over £55 secure-—Unll, 216, Derby St., Burton-on-Tient. [778:

A.LLDATS Allon 2-stroke, new Aug., 1919, 2-speedx»^ clutch, K.S., electric lamps, tools, horn, excel-
lent- condition, low mileage, tvres unnunctured bar-ain
£56, no oflers.-Bov 6,625, c.'o The Motor Cycle. (D)

'

Ariel.

ABIEL. just arrived, 3V-.h.p., 3-speed,
model.—Moss. Wem

(^JROW Bros., High St., Guildford,
^^ supply at makers' prices.

crate; £158

ntershafl
[X265;

Ariel agents.
[X7944

--rly delivery of Ariels.-
sh Denot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

;win, brand new, still

- , 6,683, c/o The Molo,
Cvcle. |-783^

ARIEL 3^h.p. magneto, spring frame; 28 gns

—

Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St Wands
worth. [ygj^
JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels

way. Muswell Hill. " ^
North Finchley.

"IQie Ariel Combination, 3^ih.p.
J-»/ condition, all accessories, ai
offers.-Neale, 129, Walton Rd., East Moli

AEIEL. SVjh.p. and 6h.p. : early deliveries; all
spare parts stocked. — F. Speakmon, Ariel Ex-

pert. 7, Rochdale Ed., Harpurhey. Manchester. [4020
Qlh.p. Ariel Coach Combination, 3-speed counter-^ ^ shaft, disc wheels, running order • best ofler —
Humphrey, King Egbert Ed., Totley Rise, Sheffield.

"IQ 20 Model 31 ..h.p. Ariel, spring seat-pillar, speciaJ-f show amsh, Montgomery sidecar; bought Decern
ber, not used; £115, or nearest.—Box 91, c/o The Molo
'^''"''- [X2648
A KIEL 6-7h.p. T_win. late 1919, 3-speed, kick,

condif
Herts,

IF YOU LIVE IN

LONDON
or the Home Counties

and are interested in

MARTINSYDE
VERUS
D.O.T.
J. E. S.

rt'e invite your enquiries, as we
are the distributing agents

for this area.

TO THE TRADE. Ag«nt>
now being appointed
,or 1920 season.

SECOND-
HAND

BARGAINS
SOLO MACHINES.

NEW RYDER, 1919 s| h.p. J. A. P.

2-speed £57
RUDGE, I9r4. 35 h.p., multi gear .. .. £65
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., W.D. model, 2-speed £75
JAMES, 1914, 2j h.p., 2-5peed £46
IVY, 1919, 2i h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc. £50
TRIUMPH, r9r3, 3i h.p., 3-speed, bub

gear £65
ZENITH, r9r9, 8 h.p., full equipment . . £145
CONNAMGHT, 1913, 2i h.p., single gear £30
RUDGE, 1917, 3i h.p., nmlti.all accessories £85
ROVER, 3i h.p., T.T. model, speedometer,

lamps .£78

md Woodside Faradi-
r002P

3-speed, splendic'
any trial; £110, or

[BOOS

. . . 1919, 3-speed
Amac, Dunlops. verv fast, low mileage

best over £110.-Bracey, Bennington,
[8104

ARIEL 1920 S'^h.p. Coachbuilt Combinat
in stock; CI }?n • thic mn.?..! .,-nT. t^^ rr^t

.
stock; £130; this model

Ul London-Exeter run.—Edwards
South Kensington, S.W.7.

A^
Auto-Wheels
attached B.S.-

two gold medals
7, Exhibition Bd.,

[8212

perfect

;

-V.6.

[7694

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 1915, 3.!: h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus.. .. £138
SUNBEAM, 35 h. p., 3-speed, spftrting

sidecar £170
JAMES, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed £82
ARIEL, 1919, 3% h.p., lamps, etc., as new £130
DOUGLAS, I9r5, 3.5 h.p., coach sidecar. . £130
DOUGLAS, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed .. .. £100
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3! h.p., lamps, speedo-

meter £110
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., twin, 2-speed .. . . £84
ROVER. 3l h.p., 3-speed. Mi Ifoid sidecar £90
ARLEY-DAVIDSON, igrS, 79 magneto £150

SUNBEAM, 1919, 3,5 h.p., Swan sid.-car ... £170
BRADBURY, 1919, 6 h.p., fully equipped £185
RUDGE, 1913, 3.1 h.p., multi gear £75
B.S.A., igr:;, 3J h.p., 2-speed, Millford .. £68

muuhlM^mmtr
100;9Azat fhtUaad St.

Jdotidxm W.i.

IOC. Poms St. Czet&i.

Telegrams :

Abdicate, Wesdo,
London.

Telephone :

Museum 557.
Telegram 1

:

Combustion, Exeler.'
Telephone: Exetec 933.

mtm)

'«*t Of SAIlSffC^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AutO'Wheelt.

AUTO-WHEEL, nearly now; £12.-Cllllord ^Vil.on
f^ Mlg. Co., 70, Royal Uonpltal Kd., Chclnea, 8.W.3.

[8279
UDninit
llhick-

>.iirn, (7602

AUTO-WIIEEL, 1920, Model do Luxe; £25; In
stm-k, brand new.—Wilkins, SlmpBOn, and Co.,

)|j|).)aile Olympia, London. [68S2

AUTO-WHEKL and Rover Cycle, both In good con-
dition, ready to ride away; £15, no oHurs.—Mont-

,'..rnery, 35, Mill Rd., Maldon, Essex. [7936

AUTO-WHEEL, good condition, attached to nearly
new cycle, tyres all new (IJunlops), spring forks;

E25.—83, DiBBon St., Stepney Green E.l. [7926

B.S.A. Auto-wheel, adajited for nse on hand tricycle,

with hfoid tubo .iiid forkrt attached, new cylinder,
oiston, valves, etc., fltted, oasily detached for cycle use;
£12.—R. Pniue, Beechwood, Sandeeotea Ed-, Parkfitone,
Dorset. [7572

Bat.

SOLE Birmingham Bnt Agents, The Premier llotor

Co., Aston Ed. 'I'lione: Central 4310. [7706

counter-
<ingtoa, 2,

JburV, S.W.

2-speed, spri ...

ine sidecar, excellent conai-
s Av., Watford. [X2542

Xing Edward Parade

Qh.p. Bat-Jap, N.S.U.,

[8129

g Irame model,
nd doubie-se,
£65.—Sealey, 83, Pn

BAT-J.A.r. 1913 61i.p. Twin, 3-speed Armstrong gear,

coachbuilt sidecar, good condition and good tyres

:

ririce £60.—Taroads Syndicate, 9, Victoria St., S.W.
Tel.: Victoria 685;. [7600

C.B., 7h.p., 1915. 3-speed
,
horn,

jnniuK-
[7898

lamps, 2-... 5 p.m. or
Kenilworth Villas, Bedon-

[7814

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, 1913, 2-speed countershaft
gear, chain drive, spring frame, torjiedo wicker

5i(lecar, good order: price £60.—Taroads Syndicate. 9.

Victoria St., S.W.I. Tel.: Victoria 6851. [7598

eounterehaft, chain
v spares, Canoelet

perfect order; nearest offer to £80 secures

this bargain.—46, Cromwell Ed., Walthamstow. [6032

YOUE Name can be flrst on our waiting list for the
1920 Bat-Jap. We have just started busi-

ness, and have secured a contract for this well-known
machine. The first cheque for £5 we receive as deposit

will secure the order .for the very first machine we
receive, and all applicatioufi dealt with in strict rota-

tion; any model.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
lord Passage, i'arringdon Ed., E.C.I. (8313

Beardmore.

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, 8

bume agents, and invite enquiries.

Kensington, S.W. 7.

T ONES'

1920, 4h.p.. c'shain dr
ards, ^7, Exhibition Rd.,

special agent:
ladway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

Parade, North Finchley

for Blackl.
Woodside

[0029

Are .Agents for Blackburne. Place your
irder with us to secure good delivery.—Apply,

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [7665

BL.4CKBDRNE.—New 1920 4b. p. models actually
in stock; no premium required.—C^handler,

Revre and Williams, Hitchin. Herts 'Phone : 165
Hitchin. (0062

LACKBUENB 4h.p.. 1920, octuallv in stock, com-
plete with Grindlay sidecar: £135.-P. Ellis and

,
Fulliam, London, S.W. 'Phone:

W^

B^

[5:2635

Bradbury.
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

1911 model; £40. [8287

BEAriBUET 3> .h.p.. belt drive, in going order- price
f25.-Tar«arts Syndicate, Ltd., 9, Victoria St..

S.W.I. Tel.: Victoria 6851. [7601

BRADBURY.-For the earliest possible deliveries of
ljl9 mode's.-The Walsall Garage. Wolverhamp-

ton St.. Wal-all. Tel- 444. [9575

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, B17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

4h.p, Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, kick start,

acfessorie^^, guaranteed ; £49, or excliauge fiolo and
cash.-49, Well St., Hackney. [7660

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 2-si)eed, free en
gine, clutch, starter, guaranteed perlectly re-

liable; 48 gns—14, Arundel Rd., Croydon. [8207

BRAIJBUEY 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed. K.S.. all-

chain countershaft, h.c. clutch, Boscb, B and B.,
disc wheels: any trial gnen; first £80 secures.—Tweedale,
Madura Rd., Eochdale [7689

SALE, 4J.ih.p. Bradbury, with 3-speed, business com-
bination, overhauled, rsplatad and enamelled,

splendid bargain ; £85 ; stamps for reply for particu
lars.—Gray, Green Lane. Barnstaple. [7494

BR.^DBUEY, 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed countershitft, kick
etarter, chain drive, Canoelet sidecar, storm apron,

brand new. at makers' price; £147/5.-Wilkins, Simp-
son, and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6847

4ih.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 1914,
4 stored throughout war, 2-speed countershaft,

clutch, lamps, recently overhauled and reupholstered

;

£80.—.Seen at Southern Motor Exchange, Bromlev
Rd., Catford, London. [8271

BEADBUEY SVjh.p., 1913, 2-speed, F.E., Splitdorf
mag., speedometer, new lamp, horn, warning

siynal, coachbuilt sidecar, new hood, new wind screen,
lumps, luggage carrier, smart turnout; £65; exchange
runabout.-Beestou, Wood Villa, Wellington St., Slough.

_ [769S

Brough.
QOL^E Birmingham Brough Agents, The Trem

Motor Co., Aston Rd. [7707

MY Brough Comhinotiou due this month. Unable ti

purchase. What offers?-Box L6,547. c/o TJtt
Molor Cycle. [7486
"1 Q16 Brough 3"/ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starrer.
-Lt/ speedometer, verv Jast ; best reasonable offer.- 1,
Ovington Gardens, S.W. [8007

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ol
Man only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester, [65S8

1 Q16 Brough SVah.p. Flat Twin, 3-speed Sturmey-J-f Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and kick
starter, very fast; £82.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. [0070

FOR Sale, Brough Combination, 3-speed, free engine,
kick start, Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, everything

in splendid condition; reason for selling, buying new
car.—0. Bennett, Hale Farm, Honiton, IJevon. [7680

Brown.
qih.p
02 1

Clapham Junct

BROWN 3y2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., clutch, in per
feet runnine order: £25. or pxrh.nnfrp l.;<riio.

- -, wheels, large copper ex-
haust; £28.-21, Louvaine Ed., St. John's Hill,

[769:

anning order; £25,

B.S.A.

[8074

BRAND Xew B.S.A. Model E. in stock.-Brook Bros.,
Burnham, Somerset. [6820

B.S.A., 4i:ih.p., Bosch mag., splendid condition: £40.
—7, Bellenden Rd., Peckham, S.E. [7904

"D.S.A., 4i,4h.p., W.D. model, wants slight attention;
-L» £55.—Collier's Motoiies, Union St. South, Halifax.

O.S.A., 2-speed, clutch, excellent condition, and com--•J plete; £50.-Brun6wick Lodge, Thames Ditton.

B.S.A. Si.le District Agents; book now.—The w'Zsff
Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London"
1914 41/ih.p. B.,S.A., 3-speed gear box, kick starter

TO 16 B.S.A. Combinatior
-t-t» £90.—Barnett, Llandore Garage, Stratford

[8308
ntershaft, 3-speed

"' -Pord-on
[X2592

bination, all-chain ; delivery thi^
0.—Box 6,729, c/o The 'Motor

Cycle. [8252

B.S.A., foot start, clutch, lamps, horn, tools good
condition; £52.-William, 54, Dundouald Ed.,

Wimbledon. [7615
1 agents for US. A.. Broad,

d Wood.^ldo r.ir.nili-.

[0030
-1020 B.S.A. (4;4h.p. chain drive), just djlvjred-
-l-t» £105 spot cash.—W., 28, Cranbuurnj Tcrracp
Stockton-on-Tees.

'

[7923

B.S.A., 1915, 4ilh.p., countershaft, 3-<peed and
sidecar; £60.-Speeohlcy, 1, Giinnersbary Lane

Acton Hill, W.3. [8017

JONES' Garage
wav. Mnswell Hill. N.IO,

North Finchley.

B.S.A., 1911. fine
tyje,<. tube-., an

iditii

. and belt; accept £35.- Welch,' 135,
Kdgn-aie Ed., W.2. [799r
"D.S.A.. 1920, new Model K, never been ridden
•-» bc.5t, cash qlicr over £100; London.—Box 6,715
c/o riic Molar C,id.e. ^ [324£

Bl8 All letters relating to iidverti.ssm(;nts

B B

vaNo:
The firm that makes I

the pace I
\

I have now in stock,
,

all ready for you
i

to ride away, the i

famous '

MOTOR CYCLE.
Po'werful, Comfortable,
Reliable, Strong, .

and
Durable.

H 7-9 h.p. 1920 Powerplus spring
frame model, complete with
dynamo lighting set, electric

horn, and speedometer.

Solo • •
.

• •

Combination
£158
£190

Don't delay your order

for the 4 h.p. Scout Model.

Solo £125
Combination .. £155

Be in the first flight

tor quick delivery!

The Birmingham House

for Motorists

87 to 91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.
Mid, t6i

« B B B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAXE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 41i.p. Model, witll special sidecar, equippe
Lucas spares tr-al or examination.—Parker'

Bradshawgate, Bolton. [739

B.S.A., 4l(SIl.p., 1919 model, Henderson sporting sid
car, acetylene lighting,' in perfect nmning orde;

£120.— Gill, Earlsheafon, Dewebury. 1751

B.S.A. 1919 Model K, P. and H. lamp set, mecban
Ciil horn,- tyres excellent, machine in pei-fec

order; £100.—Bird, Metton, Norwich. [77S

I Q13 B.S.A., 3i/..h.p., Philipson pulley, lullv 'efinipp?!
J-t/ too's, spares; mn^t sell: £45, or best offer.—

I

Pearson, 10, A.A.P., Brooklands, Surrey. [X250

B.S.A.,- Model K, in stock, list price; also B.S./
sidecar to match.—Newnham Motor Co., 22;

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[774

B..S.A. 1919 Model H, mileage under 1,000, cm
dition as new, with sidecar, coachbuilt, u:

nearest offer, £130.—Qark, Blackford, Cowes.,
[8051

B.S.A Specialist».-All replacement.', in stock: ll.S.ij

sidec.iTs in stock.—The County Cycle and Mott
Co., Broad St., Birmingham. T.A. : Comocyco, Bit
mingham. [776

1 015 B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, kick start,

-Lt/ good order, with MiUs-l'ulford coachlinilt sideo~ ' -
_-.-..-

rington Ed., Altri

[7!

1£|16 4h.p. B.S.A., all-chain. 3 speeds, thorough;
i-'J overhauled, £80; also 1914 3i,ih.p.

umph engine, clutch model, fine solo, £55.—Waltoi
Dawson Sq., Burnley. [S24S

1 Q19 4iih.p. B.S.A. Motor Bicycle .and sidecar, al

i-*J chain drive, just delivered, done about 100 mile
Lucas lamps and horn, condition new ; £145.—D.aniel

Lightpill, Stroud, Glos. [77fi

41h.p. B.S.A., late 1916, all-chain 3-spced, recent!
4 overhauled by Armv and Navy Stores, perl€(

order; £85, or nearest offer for quick sale.—"^rite Horo
14, Brunswick Sq., W.C.I, by appointment. [761

2-speed, kick etarte i

early new, lamps, hori

:

:w condition; great ha:,'

ire.s.-Borker, Salisbui:
[784;

B.S.A. Combination, 3y:;h.p.,

countershaft, tyres, belt -n

and spares, had little use, in nt

gain, £62 ; first cheque secu

Villas, Shotley, Ipswich.

-| Q19 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 3-speed clutch, kick starte,

JL J7 complete with coachbuilt sidecar, fitted with Eas

'

ing wind screen. Klaxon horn, A.K. knee-grips, lampi
I

,ind tools, also full insurance policy^ perfect condition
£130.-9, Mostyn Crescent, Llandudno. [778

"I Q16 4i4h.p. B.S.A., Model H, Canoelet sidecai
J-«? specially sprung, electric light, bulb and Elaxo
horns, Stewart trip, extra mud fiapfl, handle-bar mufif
oversize Dunlops, recently overhauled, condition esee;

lent, not used 1917-18: any trial or examination; £1I£
—Box 6,647, c/o fhe Motor Cycle. [763.

1Q17 4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, clutch, nei
X?/ head lamp set, both brand new tyres, 1919 lAug-
sidecar, Ibvely upholstery, unscratched, new tyre, uev
lamps, apron, mat, etc., both guaranteed in i«rfec
condiisoui any reasonable trial allowed: price £115.-
Strange's Garage, Wootton Bassett, Wilts. [775'

Calthorpe,

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London
—2%li.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1914 model; £48. [828!

CALTHOKPE-PEBCISION, engine No. 13324, 2

si>eed, variable puUev, new Dunlops ; £27.—Noyee
Br.icknell. [X254f

CALTHORPE-J.A.I^. 2')4h.p., 1916, Enfield gear

Amac, E.I.C., new condition; £45.-63, Solor

Rd., Brixton. [818S

'1016 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid conSi
i-V tion, mechanical horn, drive away; £38.-49,
Well St., Hackney E. [8203

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2yh.p., Enfield 2-speed, brand

new, at makers' price; £64/1.—Wilkins, Simpson,

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [6349

CAITHORPE-J.A.P., 2'!ih.p., Enfiekl 2-speed, brand
new, at makers' price; £65/2.—Wilkins, Simpson,

and Co, opposite Olympia, London. [6846

CALTHOEl'E Junior, 1914, 2-speed gear, I'redsion

engine, B. and B. carbnicttcr, llunlop belt, in

good order; £20.—P. D. Mitton. Rectory, Kirkli:im.

Lanes. [X23i4

C.ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2«ih.p., Enfield 2-spced, P.
and H. lamp, electric rear light, nearly new;

delivered February, 1919; £45.-4, Hanover St„
London, W.l. [8270

Campion.

1 Q16 8h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, lamps, horn,
±.*J speedometer; accept £100; ordered car.—Bafc^r.

16, Lavington Rd., Ealing. [7507

CAMPION-J.A.P. 1918 4b. p. Combination, not done
800 miles, a real posh lot; £ 120.—Bunting's

Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7624

Cedos.

CEDOS.—The finest 2-stioke ever produced ; ladies' or

gentlemen's; order now for snring delivery.—J.

Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor cycle

dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6576

.lioulU Quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

Dounr.As (Oct.. isiai 4h.p.
upOL'ds, clutuh, kick Btartci

f Klixon, new condition; £118.-
, rMiio Hil.. lOinra Couit. Wcyt

54, Mulveni liil.,

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement vH.) Advertisements.

* nis. la. r.A.V.

49

at ilOO. -Hill, 111

[8175
DOI'CJLAS 2?41i.p.. 2-speed, fully eciuipned, nov

mors, SOgiig. ; iilso Cliiiter-Leil 2-8trol;e. 191_. _ .

h.p.. 2.apeccl, very lust, nil accessories, £60.—Bureess
Hill Auto Works, London Rd;, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

[7995
^li.p. lloiiglirs Coniltinntion (not run 50 miles).

plete Mitli sto
ut terms on fipp

11- lis. lUompton

.npron
:

prici
. . niut extended pny-

>n.—Harrods Motor Showrooms,
. opposite Miiiu nuilding. Lon-

S\^.l. [7537

IT Apreiirs Ridicnious to Advertise when you liiive
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. I'hice your order at once if you want de-
livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
B(]., Bristol. 10016

£85.—Douglas 4h.r. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, new magneto fitted, 3 lamps,

mechanical horn, in absolute perfect condition: or
exchange tor car.—234, Earlsfield Rd.. S.W.18.
Phone ; 370. [8013

DOUGLAS 2-"',h.r.. 2-siiepd. 1916 T.T. model, excel-
lent .(iiidition tlimuahoiit. like new. l.erlert eni-ine

Bosch w.i'^., ijist ;m
ride 30 miles: I'uu
West Norwootl, S.E,

19

quiet, horn, pump, toojhass, otr.

:

n, f65.-Burcli, 178, Gipsv Rd..
[7785

20 2'4'h.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear (- . =— - -...— „.— ,— clutch),
latest type forks and tank, undershield, etc., in

stock for immediate delivery; £86, plus carriage.-
Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge.
'Phone : 995. Tel, : Bicycles. [8227

1917-18, 2"'jb.p., 2-spced, perfect
... as new, all occessorio.!, large P.

(ind H. front lamp, rear lamp, Watford speedometer,
watch, etc.; bargain. £80.-Applr after 5 p.m., 58.
Church Bd., Tovil, Maidstone, [X2471

iqi9 4I1.P. Douglas Combination. Binks, Klaxon.A" Orlo screen. 3 P. and H. lamps. 2 generators.
2"jin. bai.k cover and tube, sptire belt, 2 tubes, valve,
belt fnsfpiicrs: £140; letter in first instance.-Soutli-
corab Jl.ir. 34, Gower Place, W.C. [7623
.T^OUGLAS 2">4h.p.. 2-speed, T.T.. B

and

-Hox

Huti-hins.

'co Tilt 'Motor Ciiclr.

1Q20 4h.p. Douglas CombiiLO finished in saxe blue, a

premis.-:

studded tyres almost
West LonBon.

[7546

lations. latest sidecar,
bsolutely new, on the

or immediate delivery: £1-45. plus crate and
carnage.—Robinson's Garage. 32-35. Green St., Cam-
bridge. 'Phono . 995. Tel. : Bicycles. [8229

DOUGLASES, 1920 models.-The nofed house in
the South for early deliveries. We are specialists

and stockists for Douglas machines only -for over
11 years.—Sole District Agents. Thompson and Co

,

.408, Commercial Rd.. Portsmouth. 'Phone: 7105.

1Q19 4h.n. Douglas Combination, engine perfect.
-*-»' sidecar unscratched. accessories as under, if
.required, large Lucas head lamp, electric tail and
sidecar. Watfcd speedometer. Lucas horn; -nearest
£150.—Lt. Roberts. Airstores, Steventon, Berkshire.

1Q20 2l,h.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear, hand controlledLif clutch, kick starter, latest type forks and tank,
undershield. etc.. in stock for immediate delivery; £90

,
plus carriage.-^Robinscn's Garage, 32-35, Green St.,
Cambridge. 'PhoT^ : 995 |2 lines). Tel.: Bicycles.

[8228

I

-1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just overhauled.
--«.' with special case, crank case polished bright, oil
pipes, carburetter, etc.. plated aluminium discs, T.T.
bars, Vedley grips, new trip speedometer at zero, dis.

ed acetylene lighting outfit, horn. wat<'h. very smart

Duzmo.
DFZMO 3',4h.p. Single and 8h.p. . Twin. Orders in

strict rotation. Deliveries commence February.—
All Lancashire ajid Cheshire enquiries to Leach .and

[X2657Seed, 16. John Dalton St.. Manchester.

Edmund.
pDMUXD 231h.p.. 2-speed geai

19

Enfield.

1920. 2.stroke. 2-speed

latest model, sprung
twict, Dalston. Cum-

[S2535

,, „. . _-,-__ -nd free
Moss, Wem. [X2652

19 Sh-p
. Royal Enfield Combination for sale.

£150.—Grose, Ltd., Northampton. [X2544

We are actually the largest, buyers and
sellers of first-class machines in London. If

you are in need of a really first-class 1920
model, c;dl on us, and you will get a quicker
ilclivery than ciscu'hcrc. Every machine
quoted below is for innuediate delivery.

COMBINATIONS.

t9::o Sh.p. SUNBEAM Combination.
Lamps, all accessories Offers

1920 MATCHLESS Combination. Just
delivered. Sparc wheel, wind screen. Offers

1920 8 h-.p. ENFIELD Combmalion. Just
uncrated Offers

19:0 bh.p. NEW IMPERIAL -J.A.P.
Combination Offers

Tg2o 7-9 h.p. HARLEY Combination.
mag. model, complete with lamp-.
wind screen, and horn List price

1920 loh.p. HENDERSON Combination,
sporting Sidecar, T.T. bars, disc

wheels, electric lighting Offers

1920 6h.p. ENFIELD Coiabination.
Lucas dj'riamo lighting set, wind
screen Offers

I9r9 3i h.p. SUNBEAM Combuiation,
complete with electric lamps and
horn J £165

tgtS HARLEY Combination, fitted with
1920 dynamo lighting, set, T.T. bars,

sporting Sidecar. Real tiot lot .... £165
I9r6 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

Lucas dj-namo lightmg set £135

SOLO MACHINES.

Brand New BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. List price

1920 Brand New 4 h.p. twin horirontally

opposed HARLEY List price

1920 7-9 h.p. electrical model HARLEY.
List price

1920 TRIUMPH, countershalt model . . .Offers

1920 Isle of Man RUDGE Multi £105

igrS 3 h.p. twin ENFIELD, speedometer,
lamp:, and horn, original t>Tes, ex-

ceptional condition £75

1919 3.1 h.p. sporting SUNBEAM, racing

canis, specially timed bv Sunbeams. Offers

1917 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, Lamps £75

1920 D'IAMOND, 25 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

Enfield 2-sp?ed gear List price

t9l7 8 h.p. ZENITH, coimtersh.att model,
excellent condition £87

CARS.

CALTHORPE, ro h.p., special racing
Brookland^ model, aluminium body,
bucket seats, Brolt di-namo lighting

set, exceptionally smart-little car . . . £453

1916 Baby PEUGEOT, limousine, interior

drive, upholstered Bedford cord, 3-sp.

model, electric lighting £283

We are London Agents for the famous
CAS'TLE 3-wheeler, complete with dynamo
lighting set, £250. Early deliveries guaran teed.

We are also London .\gents for the HEN-
DERSON Elite Sidecar. Deliveries commence
this month.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENl'IKLD 1914 CoMiliination, Hplondid eonditi.iji

;

fllO.-Holden, West Wickham, Beckcuhnm, Kent.
15787

ENI-'IRLD, 3h.p.. 2 siieedd, kick Htarter, good tyre«,
rcliahle inacliino; £38.-72, The Clnioc, Clnpliiiin.

(7944
EM'TELD 1916 3h.p. Combination, fully enuipped;

£75.-3tcvcn8, J8, Endlcsham Rd., Balham.
18045

ENFIELD CoinbiflOtion, 1913, recently oveihauh-d,
splendid condition ; £85.—86n, Temple Ed., Crickh-

wood. [7994

JONES' Garage, special agents for • Euflelds, .Broad-
way, MiiswcU Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Pararle,

Noitli Finchley. [0031

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.11.

'Phone Kg. : Museum 3419

opposit

Sh.p. Enfl-
did vol

St., Daiftehl.

"pNFIIiLD

new, 2-stroke, 2'4h,p., 2-tspeed, at
£63.-^Wilkins, liimpson, and Co..

.onuon. (6850

''h kick (Start, lamps, horn, splen*
60 gns.-Beeden, 12, Coronation

arnsley. [7675

Combinati.
£128: exceptii

Walk, Worcester.

Westlode St., Spalding. Lines

ENFIELD 2''ih.p. Twin, Bosch, looke like new; must
sell; £30.-Letters, L. Housley, c/o Mrs. Smith,

Bastn :id. Notts. (7592

E^^
NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1916, Lucjis

lif;hting. 3 lamps, excellent condition

:

fl35.-Lyons. 136. LoinbetU Walk. [7792

-|Q17 Sh.p. Twin Enfield and sidecar, complete withXU lamps, good condition; anv reasonable trial: £135.
-de Meiic. c/o Dan Guy. Weymouth. [X2518

ENFIELD 1$12 25ih.p. Twin, chain drive, not used
for 4 vears during war, splendid condition : £30.

no offers.-Hardy, Teviot-Dale, Stockport. [7691

coaclitmilt sidecar, com-
is order; £160.—Apply,
St., Cambridge. [6885King and Harper, 6, Brid

FIELD 6h.p. Combination appear;

-Andr

tour; £100.-56. High St., Tooting. [7992

tyre,
i;56. or

gfleld, Penn. Wolv hampton.
1X2585

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., late 1913, child's
seat in sidecar, lamps, horn, and tools, excellent

condition; £85.-120. Estcourt Rd.. Soutl^ Norwood.
(3059

NFIELD 1920 Brand New 6h.p, Combination.
late MorgiE^

offers.—C.S.. 14. Swi E3155.
[8065

ation. Sh.p.. Nov.. 1918. only done
new. complete with lamps, tools,

;.—Jones, Cardigan House, Gorsei-
[7763

ation. 1914. in perfect order, new
ir repainted; £96.

any tim'e.-Box 6.669. c/o The Mo(or
(7867

GlascoedLsiif. Llanarthney. Car-
[7687

nd Watsonian sidecar,
tyres, smart combina-

rhauled; 64 gns.—Larkhall Brewery.

nd tube; £120.—Arscott, Eastway Farm.
Witheridge, Devon. [7676

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
bination, £165;

1917 combination. £155: 1913 or 1914, £87/10; 1919
8h,p. combination, £167/15. [S295

E NFIELD. 1916, 3h.p., 2-speed. kick start, lamps,
tools, mirror, stored, appearance and con-
lew, only done 500 miles, ride awav ; 60

5.—Taylor. 96. Wellington St., Gravesend. "[7861

nd hood, pillic seat,ENFIELD Tandem Sidecar
Lucas dynamo lighting

speedometer. 700x30 tyros, fully equipped, and just
overhauled and rebushed, outj^t in perfect condition:
£152/10.-764, Seven Sisters Rd., N.15. [7609

"I Q16 Enfield, 2-stroke, engine overhauled, new pi%ton
-I-*/ rings, new Amne Carburetter, new saddle liag,

M.L. magneto just back from makers, lamps and horn,
saddle slightly damaged, front brake wants refitting,

otherwise in perfect order: first cheque for £48 secures:
telegrams precedence: can be seen 11 to 5 at Eelwriv.
Hxircot. Somerton, Somerset. [X2630

All letters relatinii to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

"1Q20 British Excelsior 61i.p. Combinalicn, 3-speed,
J-t/ counterdliaft, in stock; £150.—C;ifford Motorics.
Eastwood, Notts. [8080

ij- 3.1J.P. Excelsior, mechanically, sound, wants new tvre^,
'^4 belt, and accumulator: £7 (or uuick sale.-Bar-
weH, Swavesey, Caiubs. [S2S03

AilEEICAN Excelsior. New Model 19 and 19E. now
on view.—Sole Midland distributers, The I'remier

Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birminsham. [7708

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
on'ly.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Cq., Official. Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6586

AMERICA.N Excelsior 1915 C.B. Combination,
7.9h.p., clutch, kick start, electric lights, plate

glass wind screen, step to sidecar, excellent condition;
£125.-Hawkes, 77, West Green Ed., Tottenham.

[7279
THE New 1920 Ame/ican Excelsior represents tijc

best value for money on the market. Book now
tor early delivery^ fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar.—
Edwards and I'arry, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St. Mavfair
2666. 16234

BEITISH Excelsior.-We can give delivery from
stock of the British Excelsior 2-strrike. 2-speed,

kick starter, hand-controlled clutch model: .£69/17/6.
AmericanTSxcelsior 7-9h.p. in January.-Fovfield Motors.
11-13, Foriield Place, Leamington Spa. ,. [A.2649

AMERICAN Excelsior 1916 Combination, 7.9h.p.,
3 speeds, hand and foot clutch, kick starter,

mechanical lubrication, latest Binks, with Sandum
torpedo sidecar, complete lighting set. Klaxon, etc.,
in perfect mechanical condition throughout^ excellent
finish, handsome, powerful, and reliable turnout;
£125; any trial or examination.-A. Rose, Iligjifield,
Gainsborough. Tel. : 36. [X2587
"VAOTIR Name can be first on our waiting ^list for the
-•- 1920 British Excelsior. We have jrist started busi-
ness, and have secured a contract for this well-known
machine. The first chegue for £S we receive as deposit
will secure the order for the very first machine we
receive, and all applicatione dealt with in strict rota-
tion; any model.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Craw-
ford Passage, Farringdon Ed., E.C.I. [831

F.N.

£24; F.N. SVjh.p.. clutch, fast, good order through-
out, ride away.—103a, High St., Wandsworth,

S.W. [8196

F.N., 2l4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled and rebushed,
tyres good; £30.—Keen, 101, The Avenue, West

Ealmg. [8044

F.N. Show Models on view, the 4-cyl. model £135,
and the 2'!4h.p. £85.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139.

New St., Birmingham. [7706

ITh.p. F.N., 4-cyl., and ZVoh.p. 2-speed, new 1920
• models. Orders now booking Birmingham only.-
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Binningham. [7709

T.T. 5-6b.p. 4-cyl. F.N., sloping top tube, large
tapered tank, long exhaust, air red, gold

lining, hot stuff mount; £40.-2, Blenheim Gardens,
Wallington. - [8114

I^.N., 2Vih.p., new C.A.V., Amac, and horn, new
Dunlop on b_ack, new A.B.C. lamp set, good

order, ride away; £26.—Murray, 42, Myrtle St.
minster, Bristol. [7831

F.N. 5h.p. 4-cyl. cycle with new coachbuilt sidecar,
2-speeds, plate clutch, shaft drive, 2 drum brakes,

speedometer, 4 covers, 5 tubes, all unpunctured;
machine was practically rebuilt last August by the
makers, and is in peifect order; £80. Seen by ap-
pointment only.—Hall, The Tyrrells, Great Eookham,
Surrey. [7980

Harley. Davidson.

JACK HEALT, Cork, official Harley agent.-Eo-
tational delivery. No premiums accepted. [6488

1Q19 Harley-Davidson, electric eauipment, excellent
-L«/ condition: £140.—C. E. Lovick, Growthorne,
Berks. [S2510
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F, solo, in stock: list

price; e:trliest delivery of complete co.mbina-
tions.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.

[5760
HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, in excel-

lent condition: £106 for Quick sale, spot cash

—

The C.G.L. Engineering Co., Swanley Junction, Kent
[7973EW 1920 SiiortinK Harley-Davidson Comhinatiou,

electric model, not run 50 miles, private sale-
price £210.— Seen, Middlesex Autocar Car Co., Golders
Green. [771

3

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915,
bulbous back sidecar, hood, screen, lamps

HAUI.KY-DAVinsON Combination, 1915 electric
model. 3 electric lamps, electric horn, disc wheels,

vre., as n^/iv ; £135.-Brown, 7. Manor Park Par.ade.
High Ed., I.ee. S.E. [8165
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Model. F.S. mag., in

stock, fitted with speedometer, lamps, Klaxon:
second-hand Triumphs wanted.—Goodwin and Cragg, I

Statlord St., Derby. [X2593
"|Q18 (late) Harle.v-Davidson and Right-hand Side-

I

•LU car, £20 spent in complete overhaul and new i

tyres 3 weeks ago; combination £155, solo £145;
perfect order.— 123, Amesbury Av., Streatham Hill,
S.W.2. [8166

N-

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING.
"Elite Rivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK ON-NO TOOLS
REQUIRED.

j

These Soles are specially prepared with an adhesive
j

surfafce and fi.xed with Elite Sol-fix Solution.
|WE GUARANTEE THEM TO HOLD AS FIRM

AS RIVETS OR SEWING. The process of fixing I

is exactly the same as that of repairing a- punctured |

Motor or Motor Cycle Tube. One ot the many great
advantages of our process is that no damage what- i

ever is done to the Boots orShoes which, whenfitted
with our Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATER- I

PROOF. FuUmstructionsgivenwithpairof S-i'cs.
|

PLAIN SOLES^ PRICES :
[

Genh'

:

Ladies' : |

Size. lerpair iize Perpair.f
10-11 . 2/9 G-7 21-
8-9 . 2/9 4-5 21- f

6-7 .2/6
I

Boys' and Youths'

:

[
Size. For pair. Size. Fcr pair.l
4-5 2/3 1-13 • 2/- [

2-3 2/- U-12 1/9 I

Size 7 for 8 Boots
.. 6 „ 7 „ - .

.. 5 „ 6 „ -

.- 4 .. 5 ..

.. 3 ,, 4 „

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins 8d., 1 /3, 2/6. and 4/6. An 8d. Un i

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.
Solution Bmsh, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

C|iT£
(Dept. A).

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road
Victoria S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

W-4DCH0PES, 9, Shoe Lane,' Fleet St., London,—7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, new 1920 model,
solo and sidecar combinations from stock; also 7-9h.p,
Harley-Davidson combination, 1919 model, £186:
1916 Harley-Davidson coinbinaticn, £150. [829'!

HAELEY Combination, electric model, 1915, recentlj
re-enrmielled silver-srey, excelleut condition, Ijeer

treated kindly, just deciirbonised, origitially demon
str.ntor's machine [Rending): owner taking dehvery 192C
model; first offer £130 secures.-Lt. Roberts, 17, Hush
wood Rd., Keiv. S.TV. [7514

Hazlenood
HAZI.EWOOD Combination, 5h.p. .J.A.P.. twin, ;

speeds, kick start, ^ord tvres, new appearance
l.imps and Tan-Sad; £77/10.-91, Mapledene Ed.
Dalston. [7941

H.B.

1 Q20 H.B., brand new, still in crate, fitted witl
-LtF 2"ih.p. Blackburne engine, 2 speeds, kick starter

hand clutch: list price £85. will accept £85 for quicli

sale: Cambridge.-Box 6,676. c/o The Mo'-ur Cycls.
[787C

Henderson.

Aston Kd., Birmingham. ^ [7711

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle o

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. wanted.-
.]. Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man
Chester." [658'.

1 Ah. p. Henderson ,'solo). lamps, speedometer, discs

JLv iust overhauled; £93» or exchange for lowe
power. Triumph, Eudge, or twin Zenith preferred; easl

either way.—Kinch, 73, Hunter St., Northampton.
[X244<

Hobart.
^

23h.p. 1915 Hoh.ait-Villiers. 2-stroke, 2 speeds, full)

4 equipped, and in splendid conthtion : lowest £38
—24, Manby Ed., Kewtown, Stratford, E.15. [752e

16 Hobart-Villiers, a^ih.p., 2-speed, countershaft
Thomson-Bennett, Amac, lamps, horn, excel

lent condition; £39; any trial; approval.—Gibbs. 58
Ashd-wn Ed., Worthing. [781C

19^

Humber.

HUMBEE 3i,i.h.p., grand machine; £37; approval
paid.-Frederick, 3, Priory Plain, Gt Yarmoiith.

[7530
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

—8b. p. Humber combination, twin, 1919; £175.

HUMBEE Lightweight,
order; £20; after 6 p.l

stead, E.11.

Dod condition, running
-96, Belgrave Ed., Wau-

[78-50

HLTMBEE, 1914. 3-speed clutch, kick start, lamp,
tvres and condition excellent: £45.—W'rite, Geacli.

Kenihvorth,_.Newburgh Ed., Acton. [7606

HUMBER Jl.ih.p.. 2-speed, handle start, semi-T.T.
bars, new rear nunlop, fine condition; ride iiway;

nearest £45.— 18a, High St I'utney. [8097

HUMBER Lightweight, lamps, horn, pump, tool
bag. tyres, enamel and plating good, in fine run-

ning condition; bargain, £30.-352, High Rd., Willes-
den, N.W.IO. [8199

1 Q17 3U.h.p. Flat Twin Humber, mileage guaranteed
X«7 under 1.500. condition as new; £85; reason for

selling, have bought sidecar machine.—Mrs. Knowles,
Gissing Hall, Di.ss. [7965

HUiHBER Combination; 1914. 3i.L'h.p.. handle start,
2-speed. complete with lamps, speedometer, tools,

and spares, all guaranteed: £70 quick sale.—Hansford.
11. Beehive Cottages, Wickham Rd., Fareham. [8016

B2 2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

PLACE vour orders now for early delivcrv. 'Phone-
943 Horswill.-Castra Motor Cycle G.irage. 42,

Bridge St., Chester. [7752

IQ20 Indians; prompt deliveries.-E. Brown. Indian
-Lt/ Specialist 3 and 7o, Parker Lane, Burnley.
Tel.: 194. [X0334

INDIAN 5h.p., clutch, disc wheels, copper exhaust,
very f.ist, perfect condition; £60.-33, W:inviok

Gardens, Ilford. [7993

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Co;ichbuilt Combination, 2<peed,
spring fnmi... etc.; £90 for quick sale.-Bartletf.

(ioudlmrst, Kent. [7729

INDIAN Cnmliiicdion, 7-91i,p., 1915 clutch model,
all in excellent nuiditioD ; £75, or near offer -

H:lrris, High St, Slough. [8178

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCI.liS FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1920 7-9h,|i.. dynamo lijlitlng. Indion best

sMoi'iir, now. in stoi'k, not ridden; olters.-29, St.

Uonuida St., Dromley-by-Bow. [8182

11116 Indiim, 5-6h.l),. S-swed, ovcrlimded. enimiell.'.l

XV pliiti'd, Bluku. now' lliinlouai iSS.-Miirnnivi-,

Wliili'KiitM, Miittnmi, Mimi'liester. [X25G'.

ian Combiniition, like new,
r. I)ooL>y, 33, Killyon Rd..

WnndsK.iitirUd. Station, Claphara. (7984

INDIAN 5 6b. p. and Swan Sidecar, splendid runniuB
ordir. eiindition Beod.-Ceorfo Smith's Motor

Cycio lU'iwt. Clapham .Jjuu-tion, S.W. 18224

IQHJ 5-6h.p. Indian Conibinution, Easting wind
1.U srrcen, lamps, Klaxon, just overliauled; £115.
-.\rcher, 6. Park Av., Oillingham, Kent. 18049

5-6b. p. Indian Combination, 3-spGed, ohitcb, kirk
start, Henderson sideenr with diac.^, very sporty

and fuatr I'est offer beeures.—D. Korris, Talbot Jlere,

Wilts. ~_ [7568

IXIUAX Sideear Combinntiou, 7-9h.p., S-apeed, date
I9I4, speedometer, and good tyres: priee £50.—

.'ivmliiate, 9, Victoria St., S.W.I " '

iDlia 6851. (7599

Ind Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

atart, hood, lamps, horn, etc., nice
436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton

[8060

n -9b.p.

dis

1019 Big Ind

Indian Combiua.ti<
tell. I

hood,

dered C
iil.solHtelv

Ltd., Fan

c lamps and horn.
e new; £115.-32.

[8175

nntion, not done 1,500 miles,
staiitiuople, better than new,
•erl'ect; accept flrst £185.-
irongh, Hunts. [7580

speedometer, and Cnuoelet spoiting sidecar'
. be

£8S.-Box 6.622, c/o

start, clutch
Dunn, 2,

[7559
-Apply, C. T.

i- tyres and tubes,
gain, £48, or excha
way.—Apply, A. Spear

isthou

7-9h.p., clutch

litber

, Crowthorne, Berks.
[X26C3

twin red lQdian,_ 3-speed
ode'

ditioQ, perfect, new Dunlops, Lucas accessories; geuniue
I'argttin, £65, lowest.—233, Lea Ed., Wolverhampton.
Ill [X244J

INDIAN Scout (the star turn in the London-Exeterl.
Advertiser has definite delivery promised from

first batch to arrive, now on way over, but cannot
complete purchase; oflers.-Box i4, c/o The Moto/
Cuch. [X2581

clutch.

toil-hole condition, like

it. John's Ed., Putney.
[8166

liausts. the whole turnout
new; £115. no offers

Phone: Putney 1177.

1Q19 (late! Indian Powerplus Combination,
J-v frame, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,

lighting, Corbin speedometer, screen, very little used,
ptacticallv as new, a leallv splendid outfit: £185: Liver-
pool.—Box 87, CO The Motor Cycle. [X2325

lU-round condition, smartest bike on the road; first

"heque for 100 gns. secures.—West Sussex Motor Co..
Portland Ed.. Worthing. 'Phone : 272. [8124

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
lation, 1914. disc

heels. 2 speeds, clutch, and kick start, at £67/10:
also 7-9h.p. Indian combination, 1914, 2 speed-,
-String frame, at £87/10; also 1914 model, price
£35. [8299

lamps, bora
uiilenge 4,000, enamelli
perfect, very fast; £90
Triuiuph, or late Sunbe:
ton, Cheshire.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powe
minium torpedo-shat

October 18tl:

:, nickel as new, guarontee<'
>r offers; exchange for 1919
.-Watkins, The Vale, Conele

[S2596

plus Combination and alu-
td sidecar, spring frame, kick

tart, electric light, batteries, carrier, w^nd screen.
plete, tyres as new, run 1,200

-Lt. Eussell Jones,
shions,

perfect order; £145.-
Hotsl, Eoom 4XL. [7906

INBIAX 1916 Model, 5-6h.p., 3-sr*ed, clutch, kick
st;irt. Miller bead and tail lamps. Klaxon, and all

tools, etc , whole machine in perfect condition and
little used, being laid up during war; owner going
abroad: first cheque 75 gne. secures; no offers.—E.
Ibigot, Moor Hall, Ludlow. [X2451

TYRES
SPECIAL

Clearance Lines
All e^oods sent on seven
days' approval afifainst
remittance.

COVERS.
WJILL-KNOWN MAKE. Our List

Price. Price.

26X2i Passenger Heavy, rubber
studded 49/6 55/-

=6 X aj Tourist Trophy, rubber stud. 39 /- 44 /6

:6x23 Tourist Trophy 39/6 45 '9

26X2i X2i Tourist Trophy, rubber
studded «3 /6 50 /-

ELITE—
26 X 2J- Heavy. srnoveJ 27/6. —
goodyeAr—
29X2J Oversize for 28X2i rims,

rubber studded ." M /- —
28X2J di:imond studded 45/- —
2SX2" rubber studded heavy. O.S. 35/- 44/-

PEDLEY—
25 X 2t Heavy model 60 /- —
26 X2.\x 2} Heavy model 69/- —
26x2t Medium 52/6 -

AVON-
650 x 65 Extra Heavy, 3-ribbcd . . . 61 /- -
650 X 65 Heavy, 3-ribbed 58/- ^
BATES—
26 X2f Special Heavy 52/6 —

WOOD-MILNE—
26X2J Keygrip. extra heavy 60/- —
650 X 75 X 65 Keygrip, heavy 62/- —
26x2^ Combination 84/- —
26 X 2i X 2i Combination 96 /- —
26x2! Combination 90/6 —
SKEW—
26x25 rubber non-skid . ..• 68/6 —

GOODRICH-
25 X2S Safety Tread .' 57,'6 —
28x3 Safety Tread TO/- —

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED

2(5X2? ,. 10/- 11/-

26X2,V 9/6 ri/6

26X2i 9/6 ir/-

28x2 9/- ri;9
26 X2ix 2} lap-ended butted 8/6 —

BELTS.
All makes in stock at special prices.

Belt, English make, lin. section, 6ft. lengths,

1 /S per foot.

|in. section, 6ft. lengths. 1 /4 per foot.

RETREADING
Extra Heavy • 17/6 -
Heavy 15/- -
Medium 12/6 —

Wc have a large motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quote on
receipt of^ postcard.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

IQU 7-911.1.. Iiiiiiaii Ciiiiiblnatinn, .-riKlno No.
i-V 7811002, I'.iMcri.liH Model li., Mill»-Kulf"rd roomy
lie Luxe Hidecar, -Oito wind »croen, «ldo winns, eleetno
si.l.iiar and re;ir lliihls, Ka» head, all to(jl«. Klaxon,
Miiiiu flialn liartu, .undltioii of couibination exc.ellcnt

;

"llcTs; any trial he
Kiidstock, Som.

INOrAN lied riimbinalion, 1915, 5-6h.p., J-Rpeed, kick
htiiilei, ..iiaiii.l and ),liiting lis new, OMBine I.i'ricel,

.ill ;m ..ss.iii.'.s mid ,|ii;ii;htv- .si.nres, Biioiting model nide-

lar tllt'd lilt. I I1.....I, SI. I- lultaini!, Orto m-reen, »id«

imidoiVK, tyies i.riii ti. iillv n.-n' (4 npiiru tubes), sumtt
:ind reliable: offers iifvited.-l'etiio, 271, U.\bridei. ltd..

West Ealing. 'Phono 1730 Eulinu. 17321

Iver Johnson.
TVER JOriN.SON, brand new, Sli.p., 2-«i)i;ed and
i clutch, mechanical lubrication, as recently described

m •• The Motor Cycle "
; £120 or ofletn.-Letteta only

to Price, 18, Queensbeiry I'lace, South Kensington.

Ivy

umediate delivery, practically

h, Fuller'a
~

[7588

16186

H

TV Y.-

St. WalsalT."Teir:''"444.
'

(9577

IVY —One machine avail.ablo for immediate delivery,

2-stroke, 2-8peeil, £62.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd.,

139, iS'ew St., Birmingham. [7703

HENLY and Co. have lor immcdia,te delivery

or 3 Ivy motor cycles.^FuU partic

garding price
St., W.l.

IVY 3h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, new December 18th,

ridden 25 miles, sporting bars, footrests, disc

wheels: cost £67, accept £62.-Boi L6,S42. c/o //is

Motor Cycte. ['"S"

liCblS (Junel Ivv 2y,b.p., single speed, perfect going

-Li/ order, complete with all accessories, including

:icetvlene lamp set, ceparate generators. Trichord horn,

knee-grips, etc., recently overhauled, small mileage: any
trial- l.uving combinSllon : £46.-Collier, Sandnngham
Kd., Northampton. lX1977

Ixion.

IXION', 1915, 2-sp6ed, lamps, horn, speedometer,

tools, tyres good: £45.—Ring up Bromley 1930.
[7961

St., Gla'sccte,' Tamworth. [802S

James.

ALT. James Models at Blackburn and Sons, Station

Garage, Spalding. Sarly delivery. [7918

HONOR Oak Motor Mart.—Immediate delivery

James model6.-129, Broekley Ri^e, S.E.23. [7733

5-6h.p. James Sporting Outfit, new Aug., discs, screen,

etc : seen appointment.—Wills, 2, Denning Kd.,

Hampstead. - [7771

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London.
EC—7-9h.p. James-Howarth combination, 1914

model: £125. (8283

JAMES New 1920 3'Ah.p. Twin in Stock. 3-speed,

all-chain drive; £115.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington. (8217

JAMES 3i:.h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, just delivered: list price £115/10.—E.

J. Gittius, Ltd., Oswestry. [7533

JAMES, 4Vih.p., 2-speed, countershaft, chain drive,

kick starter and clutch, and coachbuilt sidecar;

£75.—Tucker and Co., Hi&hbridge.

JAMES 4i4h.p. Big> Single, in good runni:

.-uitalile for sidecar if desired, powerful

£50 —Ross, Grand, Brora, Sutherlandshire.

g order,
iiachine

:

[X1S96

III Vanxhall Bridge Road,s.w.

Victoria

!!

JAMES 1919 5.6b. p. Twin, 3-speed, chain drive,

nracticallv new. used for a tew miles solo;

£115—Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., EC.3. [0068

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shce Lane. Fleet St., London.—
4«h p James and sidecar, 1916 model, 3-s[K>ed.

clutch and K.S., £125; 3i,<ai.p. James twin, 1920

model,' £115. (8304

1 Q20 James 2-stroke, 2',4h.p., 2-specd countershaft

J-t/ gear lamps, generators, horn, and all accessories,

ridden 20
' miles, a beautiful machine; £73.—School

H.™se, Shrivenham, Berks. [7556

JAMES Combination, 1915. 4h.p.. 3-speed. pedal

start, new Dunlops. C.B. sidecar accessories,

etc splendid turnout, must sell; £80, or offer.

l,"~'Melrose Terrace, W.6. [8206

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, De Luxe
sidecar, complete with lamps, etc., etc., as new, not

•lone "1.000 miles, ready to drive away; oflers.-Pullen

38. Brampton Rd.. St. Albans, Herts. [X2563

JAMES 5-6h.p. Dc Luxe Combination, 1919 F.R.S.

electric set. Klaxon horn, ridden about 200 miles,

IS new in everv jespeot, £155; another, only fitted with

Lu.a- dvnamo lighting set, £170.-Campion Garage,

London Ed., Derby. (7836

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement. and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

4iii.p. James and Sidecar, 1916 model, 3-speed,
4 clntr-b, kick starter. Easting wind screen,- Stewart

speedometer, 2 spare tyre*, P. and H, "

v;il all

320 ;
price

Chatham.
[7767

rly
painted
[X2022

light, completed thorough overhaul
gine parts at makers at co<^t £30, Jan., :

£120.—Commander Landon, H.aI.S. SySille

just overhauled, speedometer, horn,
. tlie whole in perlect running or

£85.—Tupling, The Bars. Chester.

Brooklands, Langpoit, Somerset. [X2631

J-E.S. Motorcyclette, model de luxe, condition as
new, running order perfect, Dnnlop covers; £22.

for quick sale.—Butterworth. 11, Park Lane, Harefieid,
Middlesex. f8063

J.E.S. Ih.p. Motor Set. fitted to S-speed Ealeigh with
extra tube in frame, in perfect running order

;

hest offer over £18; rider buying heavyweight.—Station-
master, Shepshed. [8167

J.H.
Fleet St., London

)mbination, M.A.G
. Sturmev-Archer countershaft

clutch, and kick start; £115. [8284

WAUCHOPE'S,
3 'ill. p. Kerrv-Abi)

£72/10.

KERRY Motor Cycle
first 'cheque £19 s(

Brighton.

Kerr>
Shoe Li Fleet St., London.—

ion combination, 1914
[8305

d Sidecar, running order
ires.—Dee, 1, Victoria Rd.

. Lea-Francis
LEA-FRANCIS. 1919. done 500 only, as ne

etc.; £117.—Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt.
St.. W.l.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.
waiting list for d(

mounts.—A, J. Sproston
W.l.

livery nf these aristocratic
Ltd., 198. Gt. Portland St.,

[0099

icis, twin .J.A.P., instantly
detachable wheels; list price, or near offer.—

Write. Frank Hey, Kirkbnrton, Huddersfleld. [XZ018

LEA-FRANCIS. 1920, spscial M.A.G. engine, dynamo
lighting by Lucas, as new throughout, the most

luxurious solo mount on the road, speedometer and
spares.—Offers to .Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland
St.. W. [7929

Levis
T EVIS a'jh.p.. 1915. splendid condition.—Below.

LEVIS Popular. 1916, perfect running order; as new.
—George Smith's Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham

•Junction, S.W. [8223

lor

EVIS.-For 10 gns. we will fit your Levis with a
J 2-speed gear, which will take you anywhere.

us demand from Levis owners
rrangements with the manu-
LT to design and supply corn-
it set.i. A machine so fitted

has been submitted to the Levis manufacturers for
tbnir approval, and after exhaustive tests their ver-
dict is Al.—The Ray Motor Co., 49. Brick St.. Picca-
dilly, W.l. [OlOO

LEVIS Popular, 1914. cood order, merhanifal horn:
any trial; £38.-Skidniore. Bank Top Farm, Bake-

well. [X2580

1 Q16 Levis 2i,ih.p. Popular, just overhauled, new
J-O cyl., lam!:.'.-A[ip;y, Phillips. Cycle Agent. Chip-
pmhara. [X2468

J EVIS 2-strokp. excellent running order; seen by

OWING to the enorr
we made special

facturers of the Roc j

plete 2-speed

= We ask the favour of youp =
= enquiries concerning any =
® of the following motor @= cycles for which we are =
= Agents:— =
~ A.B.C. =

ARIEI. @
AUL.ON =
B.S.A. =BROU GH =

BI.ACKBURNE @
CL.YNO =

Dl AiVI ON D =
UE VIS =

IVSATCHL.ESS [e]

IVIARTINSYDE =
METRO -TYI-ER =

N U.T. =
NORTON [1

NEV^ IMPERtAU =
O.K =

O EVI E G A =
RUDGE r^ROVER =

ROYAL. ENF-IEILD =
SUN ESCOTT =

TRI U (VI F»H EZENITH E
SIDECARS. i

SWAN HENDERSON E
CANOELE.T EMPIRE
GLORIA MILLFORD

A good selection of the ab^

-LJ appointment.—Martin. Hillside Cotta
field. Surrey.

LEVIS.
tvn-,

Lin

nmlition
ir liiBhe;

S.W. 18.
oKir

LEVIS, brand new. oi

siieeds. lamp set,

—Wallis, Lynn Rd.. Ely

T EVIS 2-st:

ih.p..

.Hmi. 29. Station St

T EVI.S. 1914. p.

>n 200 r

lamp, horn; £65
[787:

ngle and 2-9peed mf.dels.—EarK
the appointed agents. Lloyd and
Lees. .1958''

I- I iiriiiing. original front tvr/--
"i!

: i7i. no offer. -Advertiser.
Iiii-'niil,, [7772

H

H

®

H

®

a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-stroke in the worl
book now for early delivery and BUper-serviec

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [96

HOVE Engine
deliveries fn

all accc'strict;

EVI3 1916.

Estd. 12 years. [81

splendid hill-climber, practirallv h
F; £38; owner bought new Triumph.-Bin
Bonner Hill Rd.. Kingston-on-Thames. [81

^/4h.p. Popular Model now in stO(

w booking Binningham only,—

T

Premier ilotor Co., Aston Rd.. Birmiughiuu. [77

1020 2>/ih.p. Levis, mileage under 100, head a
-LtJ tail lamps, mechanical horn. T.T. bars; £57
To be seen at 20, Pembridge Rd., Notting Hill Ga
W.H.

LEVIS 1915 2
P.M. lamps,

during war; £35.-
Wilts.

[80

, stor
Aughton Farm, Collingbouri

[82

LEVIS 2i,4h.p, 1920 Popular Model, in stock.—Vivi
Hardie and Lane, Ltd.. authorised agents, 1

Woodstock St, lofl Oxford St.l, Bond St.. W.l. 'Phou
Mayfair 6559. [00

LEVIS Popular, excellent condition, U.H. ma
Ara.rc carburetter, lamps, horn. pnUip, Dunlops, n

chanically perfect'; trial; £40.-Bidder' Strer; Schn
Canning Town. [81

LEVIS, 1915, 2yh.p., excellently ttmed srorti

model, disc wheels, T.T. bars, long alumiuii
exhaust. Stewart speedometer, metal cal)le, lauti

generator, tools; any trial; appointment; £46.— Gibbo!
4, Berrylands, Surbiton. [76

LEVIS Populars are now convertible into 2-spe
models by the addition of the Roc 2-spe

countershaft gear; price of complete outfit, wi
special attachment, £7/ 10.—Apply, Hoc Gear C
Hay Mills, Birmingham. [X20i

LEVIS Popular, 1916, engine No. 4517. milea
under 3.500. overhauled, over 120 m.p.g., m

tyre (Palmer), original Hutchinson, disc wheels, sei

T.T. complete. Miller's lamps, pump, horn, spari
tools, etc.. excellent condition; £42.—C. Minchi
Norcot. Reading. 'Phone : 925 Reading. (81'

Lincoln-Elk.
iscJi, B. and

£25.—Ascott. 13. Pri

arbi

[S23;

footboari

Wales Rd., Kentish Town.

3 ih.p. Lincoln-Elk. Bosrh, B. and
2 horn, lamps, nsw tvre and tub3.

cellent condition; £37.-42. Beschhill Rd.. Elthmi
S.E.9. '''"*•'

L.M.C.
Olh.p. L.M.C. Jlotor Cycle, mag., running orde:
<J2 £23.—Ratcliife, Gt. Holland. Essex.

41:1b. p. L.M.C. Crjmbiuation. used 42 mile.'

st £125. ar>(.(-pt £115: correspondence invited.

L6.539. c/o The Motor Cycle. [74V

19^

—
\ Jiartinsyde.

= 1 "\fl"ARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination,

supplied from stock.

of Olympia.—Book vou order^ 1 rotation dcliverv with J. Blake and Co.. t

=z
;
cy.le experts, 110-112, Bolt St.. Liverjiool,m

1
premier motor cycle saloon ; ' at Blackfri

= EXCHANGES ARRANGED. ^,

19^
SECOND-HAND MAGKIKES =

ready for immediate use. =
9r6 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 3 sp-jcds, dutch, E
and kick starter £53 ==

gr3 Oh.p. J.A.i>., Enfield 2-specd geai W
and starter, 3-seated Sidecar, lamps, -^^

aird horn £75 rz
915 4i h.p. B.S.A., 3 speeds. Supreme —

^

Sidecar, lamps, and horn £78 ^^ yorth FinchTey
91Q 2ih.p. JAMES, 2-slroke, 2 speeds, S

| T\/rATCHLESS Coi
f6D !^

i

IVl j„st overh.anled.

ps-

rois O.K., 2-stroke

1910 s-6h.p. RUDGE iV'Iulti

hood and wind screen, as

rgig 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combii
horn, and sprf-di:>metcr, a;

1919 C h.p. A.V. Monocar, cle

dt-c wheels, screen, etc. .

Matchless.
® I'XT-^UCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., Londes

VV Matchless twin, single speed; £72/10. [8|

Matchless Combination: the world's
ly deliveries.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwoot

Notts. [808

MATCHLESS Combination. 1914.' 3-speed. in goc
fouditinu ; £80 for quick sale.-Davliy. 16. Big

St.. Brentwood. [772

JONES' Oarage, special agents for Matchless. Broni
wav. Maswell Hill. N.IO. and Wocdside Pftrndi

[003

Combination. 1913. 8h.p.. 2-speei'-

plete with lamps, etc. ; f BO.-'

nd Sideca.

fioa.'iam'p

.£143

E2/1 All letters relating to aJ\

18038

-emsnts sh.

I Eastern Garage Co., I

M

E Official Repairers to= R.A.C.. A.C.U.. A.A.. & M.U.

E 418, Romford Road
E Forest Gate, E.7.
= Telephone : ',90 East Ham.= Te'eirams ; "Egaraco. London." = 1 | Q20 30

^iinii®iniiiiiiiii?iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii®iiiii^|«i;UV

S25 ^ [

Sbugci, 11, Hythe Bridge" St., Oxford. ' ' "[S2SS'

bookin
of tTi»|

St.. W.l. [009'

hlioi WI TV/TATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, new, i

£10n =I-LV1 st.o,-k. list price, no premium; £176; order nov.;:
*""' — r-29. St. Leonards St.. Bromley-by Bow. [8181

'

E Arc A'lents tor the Matrhl'ss. IMacp yon
order with ns to secure gooil (lelivery.-Apply

6, Bridge St.. Cambridge. [766

ATOHLESS 6-8h.p.. o.h.v.. single gear. T.T. mode'.
ts. lamps, tools, new Dnnlop hack=

I

spritim; miiinit' i45.-S,.i-n Wnottens (Janice, High St

E 0x1. .I'h (761

-— HJ'.\TC[TLESS. 1913, 6 8h.p., fre? tngine, 2-spcr—
;

iVl bub gear, i'l-t oveihauled bv nnkers. tyres, bell

aJ I etc.. in good .ondition ; .C60. or cfTer.— 7. Bellendr;

^1 Ud.. Peckham. S.E. |790;

Model H Matchless (two cnfiihin.'itious). deliveri

. and Feb.. t--tandnrd enuipment; advertt'jp!

;cnt's li.-t; 180 gns. each.— 4, Napier Bill

Mid'llcsex. [7T2

at the end o( each .irtvp.rtisement. and the date of the issue.
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M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

MntchlcsB.

ATOllI.KSS r,.-ul.iii;iti..i,. 1910,
Mjit.l.l.'

cfiil, ;illy V
iit.'rlii

.,lo l«..ly

lilst

177i90.-('imly, 891', Huxi^l St.

MATCHLESS 1920 Modiil H Combination.—We oif

now booltine ordors (or very early delivery.

Onll and «oc tlio model in our showroom.—Wilkms,
Simp.son, and Co., opposilo Olympin, London. [685j

MATCHLESS-J.A.l'. Combination, 8h.p., 2siH'ed.

iwaohbuilt, lamps, horn, anron, wind surci-n.

ipeedonieter, very good tyros, real bargain; £80, for

oiiiek sale—Howe, 19, Park Avcnuo South, Crouch
ifcnd, N,8. [3202

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynamo light-

iuB, fully equipped. Honk now for oiirly dcliverv.

—Autliorisod London .igents, Viviiui Hardie and Lane.
ttil. 24, Woodstocl! St. (OS Oxlord St.), Bund St., W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0081

1Q14 MatchlessJap. 5-6h.p., latest Zenith oarbu-
X*y rotter. Boscli. fully equipped, spare tube, driii

lubrieatiT, tnntc re-enamelled makers, good sportv

lookinn like, fast and tound; £55, or best olfer.-
Homestead, Bi.clungton. [7835

MATCHLESS.—We hold a large contract for the
Model H spring frame combination, so can give

goud deliveries. Note London-Exeter results-^7 gold
and 3 silver medals; book now for spring delivery.

—

Edwards. 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. C8219

MATCHLESS Combinations.-Book your orders early
from T. J. Eoss, 86, Hish Rd., Lee, S.E., for

1920 spring frame 8b p. Matchless combinations; a H
luotlel always on view at above address. Deliveries
pnarnuteed strictly as .per order received. Retail price

a» ruling at time of delivery. [1505

MATCHLESS Combination, bought new in 1919,
3-speed, countershaft, Sh.p. J. A.P. engine, 4

detachable wheels, luggage carrier, large Lucas head,
sidecar, and rear lamp, only been 500 miles, and
guaranteed perfect; best offer over £150; Cambridge-
shiio.—Box 6,726, c/o TItc Motor Ci/cle. [8259

vemher, 1918,MATCHLESS Combination, new in I

tyres good, spare wheel, luggage
head, Bide, and tail lamps, Kla.xon horn, mirror, new
Bidecar springs, very carefully use'd. complete, and ready
to go anywhere; £150.—Julians, 84, Broad St., Rending.
'Phone 1024, Biggest dealers in the South. [0076

Mead.
MEAD-l'RECISION 2y,h.p., 2-speed, very good con-

dition.—Higgins, Beeches, Penyffordd, Chestei.
[X26a0

Metro.
METRO-TYLER 2".'.h.p. 2-stroke, new, jtist arrived:

£65.—Saunders. 31, High St., Hampstead.
'Phone : 5392. (6841

\fETRO-TyLER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
i'i district invited by J. Blake and Co., 110-112.
Bold St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

«v,te

M

M

desired.—Box L6,540, c/o The Motor Cycl
[7478

ETRO-TTLER, 1919 (Nov.), 2l/.h.p., 2-strok6, discs
optional, ridden only 100 mile<s, better than new-
er ofler.-Pressland, Larkhill Post Office, Salis-
Plain. [7716
F.TRO-TYLER. new models; we can give early

deliveries of this super 2-stroke motor cycle.

—

Mice and Co.. City Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

METEO-TrLER.-1919 Sporting Metro, disc wheels,
perfect order

;
price £42 ; viewed evenings or

Saturday afternoon.—'Wilkin, Rathmell House, Heath-
g;ite, Golders Green, N.'W. [7714

Minerva.
DfERVA and Sidecar, in running order; bargain,
£18.—Nortt, 41, Montpelier St., Brighton. [7848

li.p. Minerva, Dixie mag.. Amac, overhauled, good
running order: £25; any trial.—Goodall, Ccp-

Tue, Chase Rd., Epsom. [8164

ih.p. Minerva, low, sporty machine, adjustable
2 pulley, lamps, horn; £26/10.-10, Upper Park
I., New Southgate, N.ll. [8089

r tyres, Bosch

M

4 ih.p. Minerva, clutch, drop fr;
2 mai:.. T.T. b.Trsr f.^fi- tr -39, Bo

Monopole.
IQIS Monopole, Sun-Villiers
i-iJ buretter, excellent condition
Osbaldwick, York.

engine, Sensprav car-
£40.—Rushclmc.

. [S2467

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 3iih.p. Twin, Enfield 2-speed gear,

overhauled, new tyres and chains; £60.—Frost.
Duatou Green. [7769
Qlh.p. Motosacoche, 1914, twin M.A.G engine, 2-
*-*2 speed and clutch, waterproof Bosch, Amac lou'-
plated exhaust, Lucas King of the Road head lamp,
horn, tools, spares, splendid condition, carefully stored
during war. tyres excellent: £55.-70, Nansen Rd
Sparkhill, Birmingham. - [f

—

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW nUDSON 2i.tiokn, 2 upccds, Inrnpn; £39
South Purndo, Oxford.

NKW HUDfeON 1919 4h.p., jplcndid conditi
St. Jamos' Ed. 'Phone: Cmydoii 1087,

Fig 893. Headlamp, 63,- Fig. 573. 9/6

IMPORTANT NOTICE

WILL ALL CUSTOMERS
KINDLY NOTE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
THE REMOVAL from 115
117, Cannon Street, E.G.4, has
been rendered necessary owing to

the enormously increasing demand
for H.A.H. Accessories and
Specialities, and, in view of this,

New Premises and Works have
been specially built in order to

INCREASE PRODUCTION
and give all customers

FULL SATISFACTION
by EARLY DELIVERIES.
THE NEW PREMISES
are 7 minutes' walk from East
Croydon Main Station (L.B. &
S.C. Railway and S.E. & C. Rail-

way) which is 20 Minutes from
London Bridge.

ALL GOODS should be ad-

dressed as below and consigned to
East Croydon Main Station.

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. V^^ORKS

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.
Telephones

:

CROYDON
2225 &. 2226.

Telegrams

:

" KEYAGE

•

CROYDON.

[8103

I09a,
[7016

[8048

Oih.p. New Ttudson-Jap, 1914. 3-sp6cd, clutch, just
lil^ ovcrhuiilcd and re-«naniellcd ; 43 Bn»., no offerii.-

Waterloo Ud., Shopton Mullet. (X2559

in 19 Now Hudson, has only run 32 miles, owner

£100.-
dciod abroad, full kit of tools and Lucas lamps:
oyce Bios., Ltd., Farnhoiough, Hunts. [767?

NV:W HUDSON 2',!..ll.p., 1914,
order : inspection Sunday hetwee

xtellcnt
nspection Sunday netween 11 and 4;

£32.-1, Heath M;m»ionB, Putney Heath Lane, S.W.
[7886

NEW HUDSON Coachbnilt , Combination, S'/ih.p.,

AnnstrouK 3-spe6d and clutch, 1914, in exceilent

dition- £80, or near oSor.— Sihson's GaraBO, 7a,

Wellington St., Leicester. [X2601

EW HUDSON Combination, 1919, 3-speed counter,
haft, kick start, Montgomery sidecar, Lucas,

Dunlops, all accessories, tools, must sell; £120, or

oifer.— 1, Melrose Terrace, W.6. [8204

Combination, 1814, 3 speeds,
lutch renewed recently, Bosch

mag , lamps, horn, new Amac, hood and wind screen,

3 spare covers, outat enamelled grey, a bargain; £80;
write, appointment.—John James, Junction Inn,

Wombwell, Barnsley. [8061

w-

New Imperial.

High St.. Guildford. have contracted
perials. (X7945

Mart.—Immediate delivery

Brockley Ei.se, S.E.i

EW IMPERIAL, believed 1917, 2';4h.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed, Amac, E.I.C, new condition; £48.-63.
m Rd., Brixton, W. [8188

Small Heath, Birmingha

ery little used, original
,g car,—

Eusholme, Osbaldwick, York. [X2466

NEW IMPEEIALrJ.A.P., 2";lh.p., 2-speed counter-,

Shalt gear, in splendid condition; £50.-65, Ethel-

red St., Kennington Cross, London, S.E. [7899^

NEW IMPEBIAL-J.A.P., 2'/2h.p., 2-speed, good con-

dition, engine just overhauled by makers; £30.—
Norman, JTormanhurst, Eustington, Sussex.

.
[7717

for the New Imperial. Place your

is to - secure good delivery.—Applr.

6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [7666

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
and sideear, new.
Imperial-Jap, £47/10. [8307

King and Harper,

VX/"AIJCHO_PE'S_,

delivery, £165; 2y2h.ip.

OHh.p. New Imperial, 1919, 2-speed, cluteh and kiek

/W4 starter, lamps, mechanical horn, and spares, as

new; f 63.-Harri60n, 20, Eosedew Ed., Fulham. [7727

New Imperial, 254h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

kick start, spares, very little used, e.xcell6nt

chine; £65.-8, Garlies Ed.. Forest Hill, S.E. 23

Imperial-Jap 25ih.p.,' E.I.C, Amac, 2-

recently overhauled, absolutely reliable,

nywhere; £47/10.-24, Page St., Weit-

mi'nsfer; S.W.I. [8112

1 O20 Sh.p. New Imperial-Jap. just delivered, 3-speed,

-Li' clutch, ki.k start, all accessories: deliver reason-

able distimoe: £140. or oiIers.-2nd Ltd. F. Moss,

E A.F., 158. North Ed., St. Helens. [X2620

19'
machii

19'

stock; £135 c:

lents of £9/1/8.
3ue, Camomile Si

£35/2/6 and
-Elce and Co., 15-15.

., E.C.3. [0065

•"ROW Bros.. High

Meadowcroft, Eipou.

i
Burnt Mill, Essex.

Norton.
St., Guildford, Norton agents-

)u one. [X7947

grips, horn, tool^

i-T.T.

: £1
Wood St.

[7683

bars, en-

jnst thoroughly
£25.—Dearlove,

[7684

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.D.

N.S.U. 5-6h.B. Frame, tank, F.B. clutcli, Bosch mag.,
Amac carburetter, front e^-linder missing; £12.—A.

J. Allen, Brookend, Sharpness, Glos. [8099

N.S.tr. 6h.p. Twin, £28, bargain; also 4i4h.p. single
and sidecar, powerful Grado machine, Bosch,

435.-12, Cheshire St., Bethnal Green, E. [7730

N.S.U., 1914, 2h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, mag., belt drive,
run about 5,000 miles, good order and condition

;

£30.—Goodwin, 1, South Bank, Northenden Hd., Snlf.

[7649
N.U.T.

Stanley EITSSELL, Newport, solo Isle of Wight
^^ agent for N.U.T. motor cycles; early delivery.-

[5295
N.U.T., believed 1914, SVA.p.. 3-speed, K..S., ICO

m.p.g., will do 5 or 55; £55, or would e.vchange
good combination, ca.sh adjustment.—Hazelwood, 27,
Doggett Ed., CatJord. [7865

N.U.T.—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particn-
lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-

nou.ncenients.-TJie Walsall Garage, Wolverhamnton
irt.. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9579

N.D.T.JAP 6-8h.p. twin, o.h.v., splendid condition,
new tyres, bslt, etc., just been thoroughly over.

hauler, very fast; £68; nu offers, privately owned.—
Ward's, Larkhall Lane, Clapham. [7496

N-^
Klaxon, engine re!nislied, new piston titteii, spotting
sidecaT, all gi.cd .-ouditn^u ; £80.— Fost-;r, 468, Holden-
hurst Bd., Bouincuioutli. [X262V

N.U.T. 1920 Model SUh.p., Luciis dynamo lighting,
electric horn; 140 gns., complete.— Authorised Lou-

don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stuck St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: May-
fair 6559. Book now for early delivery. [0080

O.K.

O.K. Junior, 21,4*. p., 2-stroke. good condition; £30,
or near offer.—3ewell, Brampton, Huntingdon.

[X2604
O.K. Junior, 4-stroke. 2-speed,~ engiiie recently over-

liauled; £35.-Apiily, Parker, 147, Pretoria Ed.,
Eomford. [8163

O.K.—New 2-speed 2-stroke, Villiers, in stock-
Chandler, Eeyre and Williams, Hitchin, Herts-

Phone : 165 Hitchin. [0064

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines.
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

*Parade. North p'inchley. [0033

ADVEETISEE has first place on large agent's list for
O.K. Union 2-stroke; willing to substitute name.

No premium.-Box L6,546, c/o The Motor C'ljcle. [7484

"IQ16 O.K. Junior 2i,!,h.p. 4-stroke, 2-speed model,
.J-*' perfect condition; £38, bargain; after 6 p.m.
—2, Harewood Ed., Collier's Wood, .Merton, S.W.
_ ' [8238
f\S.. ,1916 aVsh.p., 2-speea, splendid condition,
vy running order, lamps, aluminium footboards,
Amac carburetter ; 41 gns.— 1, Eosebank Villas, Friern
Park, North Finchley. [8231

O.K., 1916, countershaft 2-speed, clutch model, 2-
stroke, long e^hau-t, practicallv new tyres, lamps,

horn, pump, tools, hanfUe-bar mirror; f40.-Eai-kha-m,
Clavering's Farm, Bounces Ed., N 9. [7513

Omega.
STANLEY EUSSELL, Newpoit, sole Isle of Wigh'

agent fur Omega-Jap motor cydes; early delivery.

_ [5296
-/^MEGA-J.A.P. Model de Luxe and 2.sp«d Models;
v-' 72 gns. and 64 gns. respectively.-Stocked by
Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St.. Lewes. [9584

P. and M.
LACKBURN and Sons, Station Garage, Spalding,
for P. and M.'s. [7920

P.M., late R.A.F. model, 2 speeds; £64.-Hole,
129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [8116

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery ol P. and
M.'s.-Ch-pel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton.

[X8634

P.
and M.. 4Vih.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, 1918, not
been us;d much; £78 lowest.—82, York Rd.,

Battersea. [8051

Motor Exchange, 'Un
[7798

19 P. and M., brand new, still in crate 4h p
2 speeds, ckitcb, etc; £105; Cambridire'shire

—

Box 6,725, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle- ' '

[8268

P. and M., 1919. excellent order, not an Army
machine, lamps, horn; £88.—Edwards, 7, Ex-

hibition Rd., South Kensington, [8218
"I Q19 P .aud M. Combination, in very nice order
-4-t' complete with accessories; £120.— IClce and Co'
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camcmije St., i:X:.i. (0071

B

19

High St., Hampstead. 'Phc Hampstead 6392. [6842

Douglas^
FROM <^^tf^

Colmore Depot
. advise you to purchase your
new ou'tfit new.

All mofor cycles of repute
will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
pricesare certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or
high prices for second-hand
machines.

4 h.p. Douglas
and

Sidecar
now ready for imme-
diate delivery at the
following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £145

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

smith.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

LATE P. and M. Combination, 3%h.p., 2-speed,
1920 colours, as new, beautiful outfit, Lucas

offers.—365, King St., Hammer-
[8078

P. and M., 1919, S'/jh.p., 2-speed, kick start, perfsot-
condition, £80; also 1917 ditto, good ordel

throughout, £60.—King, Stores, Peaslake, Gomshall,
Surrey. [8087

1 020 Model P. and M. Combinatiou, 3 lamps, honi^
-*- *^ all tools, sidecar apron and mat, mileage 100,
handsome outfit, first-class running order.— 4, Napier
Rd., Wembley, jSIiddlesex. [7725

J Q19 P. and M. SVjh.p. Combination, fully insured,
-*-«-' delivered late Sept., under 600, lamps, tools,
mat, spare tube„ gear gun, all accessories; nearest £120;
owner bought car.-Letters, X., 16, Caeewick Ed., West
Norwood, S.E.27. [7685

P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, a, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
2y2h.p. P. and S„ new 1920, immediate de-

livery; £67; easy terms arranged. [8300

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT 5-6Ir.p. Twin and sidecar, mag., E. and

B. : £35.-Wells, 289, West Green Rd., N.15. [7608

3H.P. Peugeot, Cha:ter-Lea frame, Bosch mag., tyres
nearly new, ride a-way, seen by appointment;

£35; no lower offer entertained.—Blott, Dunmow.
[8043

5-7h.p. Peugeot Twin Coach Combination, 2-speed,
kick start, Boscir, B.B., practically new tyres

and tubes, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, aud
spares; £75, or near offer.—Burr, 54, Harder's Ed.,
Peckham, S.E.15. [8050

Precision.

PRECISION Enaniries Invited by J. Blake and Co.,
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

JVIanchester. [6582

, 3-speed and clutch, and Gloria coach-41h.i
4 I

PEEMIEE, 2iAli.p., everything perfect condition;
£50.-Clarke, 39, Holden Ed., North Knchley.

[6873
1Q14 Premier 2V.h.p.; £32; seen before payment.
-«-«' —Bay Hottse, Priory Plain, Gt. Yarmouth.

[8105
2ilh.p. Premier, 3-speed, free engine, B. and B.;

-1 £32.—Barnett, Llandore Garage, Stratford-on-
Avon . [X2591

PEEMIEE, 3Vih^p., wicker sidecar, Bosch, mag., new
eyl., speedometer, working order; £45.—Shaw, 30,

High St., Margate. [7757

SXh.p. Premier Gombination, Bosch mag., re-

2 magnetised, new covers, tubes, £36.-33, Hey-
worth Rd., Stratford, E15. [7827

PREMIER, (late 1914) 2;.^.p., C.A.V. mag., just
been thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent;

£45 for quick sale.—B. S. Marshall, Ltd., 33 34, Foley
St., W. 'Phone: Maylair 5906- [0077

good condition, good tyres, lamps, mechanical horn, and
iicessories ; £43.-209, Broadway, West Hendon, N,W.
Phone: Kingsbury 162. [8320

I., Boundaries Ed., Balha

QUADRANT.-Immediate delivery of 4i/..h.p., double
purpose, 3-speed, £92, or with sidecar £118.—Frank

Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [7704

Radco.

HONOB Oak Motor Mart, district agents for Radco.
-129, BrocJdey Eise, S.E.23. [7735

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of \Viglit

agent for Radco motor cycles ; delivery commenced,
15298

^ES' Garage, special agents for Uadco. Broa<i-

wav, Wuswell llill. N.IO, and Woodside Piirml.

North Finchley.
'

(0054

I018''i Radco, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, 100 m.p.g., ex-
\.*y cellent condition, perfect running order; £39/10.
-Lynlon, Park Crescent, Church End, Finchley. [7958

a:!4 am letters relatinf! to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the dat? ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Ilex.

*)lli.p. T.T. liox. Rood i-nti(]itiori, Dunloi) tyrm. nln

02 iniijiuin plKton, tools, otc: fS5.-7, Iliil:.- St,

I,.vininiBtoii Sira. (X2533

RKX 31.I1.11., 1912 modi'l, iiprfoi't runilint; .m(I.t;

ijMist iii'll, £25, ot i*jr.-D., 102. Soutlminptoii

Itow, W.O. 'I'l I-: Ct'Utml 2230. ' t753(i

OJLIi.p. Uox, SiuiHis iiinK., T.T. bnra. Wooil-Milue tyres
O a 08 now, I'owov, Klitxon. Kootl coudition : £25.
otfor.-BnitiT, 28, tioio Ed., ihickney. [X25a3

REX do Luxe 6-8h.p., 2-spe('ds, handle slarter,

lamps, horn, 2-scntiT .sidi><'iir, wind aoro -n, vei'y

powerful combination: £95.—Bjikor, Crowland, rt'ter

borouBh. [7<198

RliX Combination. 1914, Bosch mag., S.Tisinai ,

sidecar do luxe, 6-8h.p., in .iierfect condition.
can bo seen at any time; price' £100; also K.N.
motor bicycle.—Hi .1. Kins. Albury. L782b

Qlli.p. Kex, eoml loiiditiou, pulls well, overliimle<l.

05 rcbushed, new bioIsoou piu. coil, li. nnd 1),.

Rood, spare l.i-lt. t..ols. liorn, inunp; £20,VI
Kl-,tj Wmi1(>. Iliiidbeiid. [7788

hr ]h-«- Bex Model 77
vni, |.|a, e your order ot
Th- Pr.-iurer Motor Co..

Ill-: CVutnd 4310. [771.;

4li.p. Rex. 1914. : itie.'ds. free eiieitie. briudlr stait-

tng, 26x21,2 now Dnnlops. new belt, Bosch water-
tight inng.. uuiehiue tlii..Mi:l..iut new 0(m<htiou, li. ami
B. carburetter, all ai.ess.iries, conit'ortable conch sid.-

-mi', nice oiitlit; bari;aiu, £6S.—45, Charles St., Stepney.
, \ [8172

Rex.,Iap.

REX-J.A.P. Couilanatioii, 8h.p.,~1915, C.B. sidecar,
wiiul f^creeu, Slewait siiecdoiiieter, acetylene lislit-

ins, foot-coatrolled. haialle start, tyres excellent' £95,
or Enfield 3h.p. and lash.-Ashby House,. York Av..
Huustjiutou. [X2470

Roc

ROC, ,
SVjh.p., 2-speed, variable pulley, free engine,

clnteh, ftosfh. B. and B., neiy Avon tvre. moke
Eood sidecar machine; £28, nenr.—Xoung, Kinp St..
Bedwoi-th. [X2516

Rover.
"pOVERv brand new. 3' .h.p.. 3 speed

-Chaiai

ntJli i:ailM

stock.—Alosi,

rkhall Bp

B^

model. V!

y. C'laphi

[8274

3-speed, clutj^h, lamps

ountershaft
[X2655

little used:
S.W. [8033

F.E.. rlutch, sood con-
'.—'Phone: Western 6261.

[7697
-_. .-, eood
Ed., Bos

[7728
£45.-Eover Siyi.p. T.T,. F.E., 1914, Hew tvres and

belt.-Warnei, 64a, Eyaham Ed., Wood Lane.
W.12. - > [7843

ROVER, 3i..h.p.. 1917. T.T.. Philipson pulley, top-
1 ole condition: £70, offers. — Atkins, Crow-

borough. [7834

JONES' Garage, special agents for RoTors. Broad
wav. Muswell Hill, K.IO, imd Woodside Parade

North Finchley. ^ [0035

ROVER 6h.p. Coinbination, 1919, unused, not W D
sidecar; £140.—Cliflord Wilson JOg. Co., 70.

Royal Hospital Rd.. Chelsea, S.W. 3,

ROVER Si.jh.p.. 1914,
equipment, excellent order; £49.—Kington, 2

Kittg Edward P.irade. Norbury. S.W. [8126

1Q19 Rover 6h.p. Coinbination, 5-speed countershaft,
-It/ coachbuilt sidecar, exeellcnt condition; £165. or
tiest oSer.-80, Aldrrdae Rd., Perrv Barr, Birmingham

[X2334
1 Q19 3i'oh.p. Rover. T.T., h.c. Philipson, Lucas lampsL
-Lt/ mechanical horn, spares, new condition, very

Sunuymead. Abbotswood, Guildford.
[S2552

and Twin Models : a limited number
-^^i available lor nest season.—Particulars of delivery
dates and prices from Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St.".

Lewes. [9581

RO'VER 3i:.h.p., new last April, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick start, Bowden extra air,

Stewart speedometer, horn and lamps.—Brown, Beech-
-roft, Devizes. ' [8206

ROVER T.T., 1919, 3'!..h p., mileage under 700, tvre--
unpunctured ,complete with all accessories nnd

tools, spare Dunlop belt and valve spring; offers.—Wil-
luot. The cese, Hereford. - [7574

ROVER, 1914, 3 speeds, pedal start, clutch, light
coachbuilt sidecar, real sporting lot, lovely con-

dition; £70; deferred payments arranged.-Buriting's
Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [7825

ROVER, 1919 (late), 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
clutch, kick, practically indistinguishable from

new, fully equipped, classical machine ; 92 gns.—Pent,
72, The Chase, North Side Clapham Common. [7943

NOW Ye Sporty Boys.-1919 Rover 5-7h.p. J.A.P.
solo, all enclosed chain drive, under 2.000, com-

plete with Lucas lamps, twice used, Lucas and Kla:xon
horns, tools; first £130 secures.-Batho, Broome, Elles-
luere. [X2330
Slh-p. Second-hand Eover Combination, 1919 model,
2 in good going order and condition ; offered on

behalf of a client.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-
118. Brompton Ed., oppo«ite Main Building, London.
" "^ '

[7538

fast; £110.— Luc:

ROVER Sir

DELIVERY
OF THE FOLLOWING

1920 MODELS
FROM STOCK
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p.

Ditto 6 h.p.

ARIEL. 3,', h,p,

LEA-FRANCIS.
BRADBURY. 4 h,p.

NUMBER, 3.'. h.p.

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed
(4 in stock)

IVY, all-puroose model. 2-speed.
CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed
OMEGA-JAP, 2-speed, kick start,

clutch, disc wheels.
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

kick start, hand clutch.
INDIAN.POWERPLUS

8 machines, Solo or Combin-
ation at option, delivered
January, all dates open.

COVENTRY ,td

MOTOR MART
CONTRACTING AGENTS FOR

F>. & IV1.SCOTT
IN D I AN
H U l\n B E FCBAT OAF*

UEA - FRANCIS
C I. Y N OROYAI. RUBY

H AZl.E\A/OODNEW IIUIPERIAL
nn ARTI NSYD E-N EWnn ANBRITISH EXCELSIORALLOAYS ALLONBRADBURY

IVI ETR O-TY LER
NUT QUADRANTCAI.TI-IORF>ECON N A U G H T
OIVIEGA UAF>
SUN . VITESSEWOO L E R •ZEN I T H
E D nn U N D
L. nn. c.REX

I V Y
DOT

SIDECARS: GRIN DLAY.CANOELET
MILLS-FULFORD, MONTGOMERY
RUNABOUTS: PREMIER-SUPER,'
"CASTLE THREE."

CARS: HUMBER.

For early deliveries you
cannot better

THE COVENTRY
MOTOR MART

LTD.,
Telegrams: London Road,

" Selection, .•.fc.^^...-...^^.,,
Coventry." COVENTRY

MOTOR CYCI.nS rOR SAI,n.

Roynl Ruby.
OXnn Oak Motor MiirL-Ilnrnedialo d.-lu.-i»

1 Hul.r.-129, Bto<;kley niw), 6.E.23. [77J6H
T.VCK HK.M.V, Cork, omd.il Bojial Buhr ngcnt

•' R"tationaI delivery. No luerniuuiil accented. [64'

R'

[6490

V.VI, RTBY 2'-4h.p.. J.A.P. enKinc .2-«peed. kick
start, hand clutch, fully equipped; £65 Parker'l
daaiBalc, liolton. [739;

R
do, Nojtlj'l''iniblcy. (0036

OYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combirration, Huby sidecar
'

, new, delivered this week; olfcrE.—29, St.

St., Bromley-by-Bow. [8183

FOB Sale, 2',!.ll.p. Eoyiil Euby, VillierB cnsiue, sinijit

Kciir. !18 new, done idiout 200 lliileB; £50, or no.il

titr-'r.~.\i.[dr, H. Bertu-Jouea nnd Hiihtewell, Architei't^,

l!li.i,.,jn-Sea. [X2435

OV.\L BL'BY.—Innnedinto delivery of new single
il 2-stioke £48. or new 8li.p. sidecar conr-

£I55.-Frauk AVllitwortl), Ltd., 139, Ne
R
r.irioinchmu. [7701

W.AUCHOPES, 9, Slioe T.ane, London, E,C.4.-
8li.li. Royal Ruby and sidecar, 1919 model, lasl

macliine, powerful on hills, very flexible engine, 3-

sticcd countershaft gear, clutch, and kick starter, all-

chain drive, including accessories; £150. [828E

SPi;CIAL T.T. Super-sporting Royal Ruby 'S'Mi.p.
twin, o.h.v. J.A.P., 1914, little used since, 2-6peed

couiitershaft, clutch, extra large round tank, long oi-
liau.^t pipes, enamelled red, plated, equal new. do 65;
£80.-,Secn garage, 361, Green Lanes, Harringav,
London, N. ;3029

Rudge.
CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Rudge agent-,

supply at list prices. [X794a

p.kRLY Deliveries of Rudge Multjs at Blackburn
and So Static geT Spaldii [7921

R^

1Q19 Rudge Multi, splendid condition; £90.—
it/ Thompson, Rennington West Farm, Alnwick.

[788B
"VTEW T.T. Budge ' Multi. hand chttch, ridden 250
L^ miles; £93, or nearest,—Askwith, Jeweller.
Tewkesbury. - [7576

JOJi^ES' Garage, special agents for Budge, Broad-
wav. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside P.irnde.

North Finclilev. [0037

iridge Ed., Hnrlesden. [7715

1Q19 5i:l. :. a- i-. \li

i-V iidden, spare tube
86 gns.—Bird, 50, HiUar.

Slh.p. Rudge llulti, 1915 War Office model, in gonl
2 order, with conchbullt sidecar; £67/10.-John

Surridge, Ousar, Essex. [X2512

T.O.M. Rudge, 1919. done 500 miles. £10 worth ac-
i cessories; £100.—Cvril Williams, Chapel Asljr
riepot, Wolverhampton. . [S218J

3Jlh.p. Rudge, Grade, lamps, horn, fine condition.
2 perfect order, good t\Tes: £45, or good offer.—

64, York St.. Twickenham. [8233

RUDGK, jriyj 1915, fast machine, excellent eon-
ditini: .-f.ries; £72.—Apply, W. Dou:;-

l;is, 37. ^i.--; >' .N"
. l.-imptou. [7628

ti, equal to new, very little
iccessories: seen Saturdavs;
St., Walsall. [8106

1 Q20 5-6h.r. Eudge Multi and Eudee sidecar, brand
-fl-*/ uew, awaiting criUcction from Budse depot; prite
£150.-0wner, 190, Plashet Grove, East Ham, E.6.

[7774
1Q19 Rudge Multi 3>2h.p- Roadster, lamps, speeo-
-Lt/ ometer, horn, in very nice order: £90.—Elce
and Co., 15-15. Bishopsgate A.V., Camomile St., E.C.?.

[0059
-I Q19 5-6h.v. Eudge Multi. done 600 miles, lamp.
-L»/ meihanical horn, speedometer, condition as new;
£112.—Wellington. 7, Latchett Ed., Woodford, E.18.

[7907
1 Q19 Rudge T.T. Multi. September. P.H. head lamp.
At' Premier horn. Tan-sad and fcotrests, as new;
£100. Apply week-ends.-34, Cornwall St., Fnlham.

[7973
TDGE 31 .h.p. -Jfulti with Coachbuilt Sidecar,

' model: £80.—Xewnham Motor Co.. 223,
Mamn ersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.

[7744
RrnGE Multi 3'ih.p., 1919 (Sept.l. I.O.M., Lucas

la!2c lamp set, mechanical horn, rear light, guar-
anteed- £98; evenings.—85, Ermine Ed., Lewishaui.
S.E.15. [7794

1 Q17 Eudge Multi. 3Uh.p., in splendid' order, T.T.XU bars, lamps, horn, and accessories, new hack
tvre, verv hot strtS : £73.-209, Broadway, West Hen-
don. N.W. 'Phone: Kingobrjry 162. [8319
"1 Q16 Rudge Multi 3'ih.p. Combination, hand clutch.
Xt/ tyres, etc.. perfect, overhauled, and in splendid
condition: £78, bargain.—Write, Wilkins, 1, Pitcairn
Rd., Mitcham, or telephone City 628 for appointment.

[3237

RUDOE
1915

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issu A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

5 -611. p. Rndge Multi, late 1914, liand chitcli, lamps
and horu, tyres and belt as miw, jiist fitted with

new cylinder, piston, and exhaust vahe, in perfect run-
ning order; £75.—Haines, Elm Tree House, Holmer,
Hereford. [X2597

RUDGE, 3',2li.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, N.S.U., 2-

speed, new tyres and belt, in first-class condi-
tion; £65.—Webber, 97, Haunchwood Ed., Stocking-
ford, Nuneaton. [X2608

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
—3i,ih.p. Rudge Molti and sidecar, 1916, £130;

5-6h.p, Rudge Multi and sidecar, £87/10; S'^h.p.
Wudge, £75; and S'ih.p. Budge, £45. [8302

T.T. Endge Multi, new Not. last, done 621 miles by
Cowey speedometer (included); in perfect condi-

tion and bas been carefully run in, does over 100
m.iJ.g. on petrol; illO.-Capt. Allen, Victoria Hotel,
Southport. [X2640

RUDGE Multi, free engine, clutch model, complete
with brand new sidecar, Lucas lamps. Klaxon

born, Cowey speedometer, and all spares; big bargain
£90; any trial.—A. W. Buckingliam, Tindal St..

Chelmsford. . [8145

YOUR Name can b© first on our waiting list for the
1920 Eudge. We Jia-ve just started busi-

uess, and have secured a contract for this well-known
niacliino. Tile first cheque for £5 we receiye as deposit
will secure the order for the very first machine we
receiTe, and all applicatione dealt with in strict rota-
tion; any model.—Hubeit Turner and' Co., 4-5, Craw-
ford Passage, I'arringdon Ed., B.O.l. [8317

Scott.

Box 6,713, Ci'o

what offers ?

—

[8247

£90.

Dorset.

1 Q16 Sporting SCott, dis
i-V CO • ---

; Works, Scarborough. [7531

ew 3->4h.p. Scott combina-
adway, Newbury, Berks.

[7909
1Q19 Scott Combination, only done 100 miles; £165.
J-U —Apply, H. Dix, Arcady, Highworth Av., Cam-
bridge. [6886

We can deliver from stock,

—Central Garage, Swanage,
[7525

wheels, little used, perfect
condition; trial; £68.— J. Ivens, Stanmore, Kidder-

njinster. [X1957
BLACKBURN and Sons, Station Garage, Spalding,

for Scotts. Book your order and secure early
delivery. [7917

ff?45; Scott 5-?4h.p., in splendid condition, just over-
cV hauled, wants tuning up.—103a, High St., Wands-
worth, S.W. [8197

John's Crescent, Cardiff. [8069

1Q12 Scott, Binks, splendid condition, recentlyXU thoroughly overhauled, fast; £55; Saturday
only.—Seal, 14, Woodend; Sutton, Surrey. [7863

£53.—R. Jolley, 16, Park Ed., Wellingborough. [8035

DC Lane, Fleet St., London.
_ _ jtt. new 1920 model, immediate de-

livery, £115/10; 3iyi.p. Scott, 1910 mode], £32/10.
[8303

"IQ19 Scott, new November, ridden 200 miles only,
i.*J and sidecar; dehvery expected shortly; both or
separate at cost price.-Major Pepper, Grain Fort,
Eochester. [8003

1915, in first-class condition,
light, head lamp, sidecar lamp,

lains; any examination; £80.—
I., Beccles. [7552

. . large quantity of spares; £60.—Bernard,
.Tacques Court, Elham, Canterbury. [7765

SCOTT Combination, Sept., 1919, electric light all

round, Orto glass wind screen with side valances
fitted to sidecar, Clieleea polished aluminium discs fitted

to all wheels, mileage 16 g;ils. benzol, condition as new,
no rust; also 3'4; S.C. Drammond lathe, as new; above
will be sold to highest offer received first post Saturday,
17tli, no reserve.-Lepper, 64, Croxted Ed., Dulwich,
S.B.21. [7689

Singer.

QINGER, SVoh.p., clutch model, lamps, horn, inO splendid order; £50.—Jackson Bros., Horsham,
Sussex. [7184

Southey.

"IQ14 (June) Sonthey-Jap SVjh.p, Twin, 3-specd,
Jt-*J clutch, Bosch, Senspray, Dunlojis, mileage 7,000,
rierfect solo machine, last, reliable, economical;
40 gns.—Box 6,728, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8261

19^'
Sparkbrook.

Sparkbrook 2%h.p.,
tools, as new

Stoke.

All letters :

!-speed, F.E., lighting set,

£60.-9, Temple St., Ens-
(X2554

"T^otors
Piopriefor.5:-'E,rlin9 L. Newbenr Cobbelt

- 6- Cedric Croitb'A'iNite

Motor. CYCLE/ Dept
THE LEADING
SOUTH WESTERN

MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY.
Sole Distriliuting Agents lor the

D U Z IVI O
for London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 1920.
We are also Agents for the following machines:

B.S.A4, A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON. F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

List Pricfr

1920 3} h.p. DUZMO, overhead valves, de-
tachable heads, outside flywheel, dry
sump lubrication, light reciprocating

" parts. Delivery February. Fastest
3J h.p. solo machine on the road .... £75

1920 3i h.p. twin JAMES, 3-speed, kick-

start, chain drive. List price £115
1920 2^ h.p. 2-5peed EXCELSIOR. List

1920 JAMES, ail models. Deliveries each
week.

1920 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combinations. At list

price. Early delivery.

igig B.S.A. Combination, fully equipped.
Price £135

3920 7.9 hp HARLEY-DAVIDSON. List

1919 (late) 4h.p. DOUGLAS Corabination,
fullv equipped, Swan sporting Sidecar £125 10

1920 READING STANDARDS. Deliveries

cdmmencing this month.
1915 ALLDAYS MATCHLESS 3 sp. coun-

tershaft all-chain drive T.T. Combina-
tion, ne\v_Sidecar, new lamps, etc. . . £79 10

1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, fully

equipped £127 10

1913 3-speed TRIUMPH, fully equipped, in

top-hole condition, completely over-

hauled £48
1920 WOOLERS. Delivery January.

4I h.p. JAMES Combination, hardly used,

htted with Lucas dynamo lighting, and
in perfect condition, speedometer, and
all lamps £143 (or near offer)

1914 DOUGLAS, 2ih.p., completely over-

hauled, 2-speed, T.T. model £50

1915 8 h.p. ZENITH Combination, coach-
buirt, countershaft, kick-starter, clutch

model, speedometer, hood, scireen,

discs, Tan-Sad seat ; stored since 1916.

Condition as new £139°

1919 5-6 h.p. ZENITH, gold medal winner,
T.T. bars, aluminium discs, mileage
i,goo £123 10

All Second-hand Machines sent out are iilled

with petrol, mechanically sound, and ready to

drive away.
1920 F.N., 7-9 h.p., 4-cylinder. Deliveries this

month.

Accessories in Steele.
Cameo Windscreens, B. & B. Carburetters,

Amac Carburetters. Spares tor both types.

p. & H. Lamp Setj. F.R.S. Lamp Sets. Horns
of every make. Klaxons and all Types o»

Mechanical Horns. Aluminium Discs ior all

makes. Aluminium Leg Shields lor all makes.
Valves, Hoods, Belts, Chains, Tools, etc

CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.

OFFICIAL REPAIRERS A.C.U.
FINEST EQUIPPED MOTOR CYCLK
REPAIR SHOP IN SOUTH-WEST LONDON.
WELDING, TURNING, GEAR CUTTING,
OVERHAULS of every Description.

BALLARD'S iVIOTORS,
92. Gloucester Road,
S. Kensington S.W.7.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sparkbrook.

1Q17 Sr.Trl-ibrook, Villiers 2V2li.p., 2-speed, real good
-Lt/ machine; £45.— Greatres, I'ox Cover, Hamrner-
ivich, Lichfield.

,

[X2695

1 Q19 Sparkbrook S-stroke, 2-speed. new June, 1919,
-*-^ as new, ''with lamps, etc; 44 gns.—365, King
St., Hammersmith. [8076

Sun.
SUN-VITESSE. 2-stroke models, £48/10, at Black-

burn and Sons, Station Garage, Spalding. [7922

1 Q16- Snn.Villiers, 2";jh.p.. appearance and running
1.U good as new; £34.-riiller, 1, Victoria Bd..
Brighton. . [7832

Sunbeam.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, J'leet St., London.

—4h.p. Sunbeam combination; £165. ' [8281

SUNBEAM 191S 3M;h.p. and coach sidec-ir, TVimte
' slight renovation; £125.—Collier's Motorics, Union

-St. South, Halifax. [7799

SUNBEAM 3!2h.p., unused, with lamps and horn,
seen by appointment; £160.—Salmon, 25, How-

land St., London, W. [7497

4h.p. Sunbeam, 1916, all-chain driTc. 3-speed gear, in

good order; £75.—J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Rd..
Wandsworth Ed. Station, Olapham. [7986

"I Q 17 Sunbeam Combination, SVjh.p., black and gold,
JLt/ speedometer, horn, lamps, new tyres, condition
as new; £140, or near offer.—Fryer; 52, London Bd..
Twickenham. [7648

"1 Q17 S'/ih.p. Sunbeam (black and gold), coachbmlt
jt-iJ sidecar, condition splendid, practically new, stored

2 years, Lucas lamps. Klaxon; £120.—ElUot, Ordnance
Depot, Chatham. [7775

CUNBEAM 1919 S'/oh.p., Gloria sidecar, lamps, tools,

Trinity, Cambridge.
'

[7888

1019 S'/'h.r. Black and Gold Sporting Sunbeam, per-
1-t/ fept inside and out, minor 1920 improvements,
winner ten gold medals, four cups ; £120.—Sunbeam,
Inchanga, Teignmouth. • [6353

1 Q19 (Oct.y Sunbeam Sh.p. with Sunbeam de luse
Xtf sidecar, hood, wind screen, coverall, electric light-

ing, etc., perfect, few mile* only; £225.—The Bungalow,
Cinderhill, Nottingham. [7674

QUNBEAM, S'/jh.p., 3-speed, -with coachbuilt side-
O' car, speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.: £137/10.

—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7745

1 Q19 SVsh.p. Sunbeam Combination, new DecemberXU 3rd," Klaxon, acetylene lighting, condition as
wner going abroad: £175.—Lieut. Green Price,

M.T. Co., Claydon, Suffolk.
"

[8145

SUNBEAM 1919 Combination, 4h.p., French military
' model Iblack), Mills-Pidford Skifl sidecar, lamps,

horn, apron, etc., outfit as new {sidecar unused); £150.—
Arnatt, 64, Holdenhurst Ed., Bomnemouth. [X2645

SUNBEAM Sh.p. Combination, new last October,
screen, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, spare wheel and

used, under 1,000 miles: £230.—T. Blyth
Clayton, Cannon Passage, Birmingham. 'Phone :

Central 107. [X2613

I^UNBEAM Combination, 1915, 3V..h.p., in good con-
dition, low mileage, mechanically perfect, recently

rhanled. fitted AYatford trip speedometer, Lncas all-_

biHck lighting, tools, i nmp, spares, etc.; price £110, or
oHer.-Evaus, 211, High Bridge, Lincoln. [7522

T.D.C.

rest—

i

(after 6), 91, Goodmayes Lane, Ilforcl.

[7658
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, ,1914, 3 speeds; £54.—Hole, 129, Park
Laie, Carshalton.

"
[8117

4 h.p. Triumph, 3-speed. 1916, as new.—Dodd. 104.
Plough Rd., Battersea. . [8014

rpRIUMPH. 4h.p., countershaft; £72/10.-10. Crow-
borough Rd., Tooting,- S.W. [X?636

still in crate; £68.

TSIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, good condition; £78.
^22, Princess Rd., Fiusbury Park, N.4. [8028

Oih.p. 'Triumph^clut^'h. I'hilipson pulley, goodj
£45.-36, Portland St., lieamington. [S2557

K.S.;
[8142

4hr. Triumph, '1914, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, tools,

perfect order; offers wanted.—Drye, Marlow. [8072

19 19 4h.r. Triumph and sideoar,

elating to ndvertisements should quote the numbet- at the end of each gdvertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TBIUMPH. 4h.p., T.T.
- order; £63.-262,

, 3-snc(
Blackh'

AIOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALF..

Trltiinpli.

TlllUMl'ir, 1919, th.v. iniiiU'l, fully I'Quiiiiiml, lull

T.l'. burs.—PurUoi's, lliiidshuwgute, lioltuu,

\ (XI915
OXIi.P. Tiiumi)li, olutfh, Bood condition; £45; Jiiin

Oa 11 o'ulw^k.-St. Auliius, Klui Urove, Wiuililod.ui
feno;-

ly fnsl.

.s.w.
[8195

Bino, ovoilinnl.Ml, li«,l;» liki'

kluuds, lluxt.Ml, Cil.li.'st.i

18101'

__ .. ..__ J.000 mil, a:

Ajiply, Cmit. J. U. Allen, Bull
[7607

WalUiani
slow. [8053

in 19 (late) Triumph 4h.p., little used, perlect in
1-V every way; £100.-Box 6,706, c/o T/ie Moloi
Cl/clc. [8239

TKIUMl'nS.-t,iir(:e nssortment of seroud-linnd luodrl.'

iu stoek, all fully euarnntoeil.—Koss, 86. Higli ltd..

I.oo. S.K. [5540

TRIUMPH 3!5h.p., Orado nuilti gear, horn, tuols;

£40; just overhauled.—12, Daronsss Rd., Bethiia'
Croon, E.2. [7503

umiihs, iiiciiid

ortside I'nnidt'

I003f

r. Model, brand now, still in
anlbridgeshire.—Box 6,679. c/o

[7880

Clutoli Model, just overhauled,
f45.—Henderson, 209.

[7768

aph and Sidecar. 3-speed, clutch; price
district Buckinghamshire.—Box 6,719.
r Cyrlc. [8251

.\oitli Finehley.

1 020 Triumoh.±0 crate; ..C95;

Ed., Chelsea

in 14 TiXa £58

.nud C.B. eideca

FIVE
all

iumphs. late mod
good condition; !

York Rd., Wandsworth.

TRIUMPH 4h.r.. 1917,
throughout: £75; e,ill ev

liilge Av., Horlesdou, N.W.

iph. 5-speed, ns
spare ben iind
ark Ed..' S.E.4.

flted

[8309

rshntt.
s. 455.
[7979

oli.T

19'
90. Cn.tt"

after 6.-49, Enrk-
[7696

new, lamps, horn, sjienl

chain,, full kit; £100.-
[789;

Sidecar, 4h.p., 3-speed,
tion; £70.—Claybourn.

[8055

1014 Triumjjh and C.B. I

J-*^ clutch, perfect condi
tlarage, Askern, nr. Doncaster.

TRIUMPH, 1915. 3-speed conntershaft (1918) gear
box. all in fine condition; £75, or near ojfer.-

Welch, 135, Edsware Hd., W.2. [8027

St del

offers.-Hardj-, Teviut

'T'EITJMPH S'ih.p.,

rnridden, 4h.p., chain-
sht Morgan; £105, nt

ale. Stockport. [X2441

N'.S.U. 2-speed, in excellent con-
good tvres. lamps, honi ;. £45, or nearest

offer.-Boxer, Swingfleld, near Dover. [X2629

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-specd, owner had it since new.
been well oared for; £65, in good condition.

-

Marslaud, 451, Atterclifle Ed., SheJfield. [7990

"IQ17 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, counter-LO shaft, all accessories, beautiful outfit; 98 gns..
no offers.—365, King St., Hammersmith. [8079

TEIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds, clutch, in e.-ccellent con-
dition throaghorrt, new trre and belt; £60.—Tier-

nay, 22, Adelaide Rd., Le.amington Spa. [X2490
3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch mag., adjustable pulley, lamp,

2 2 brakes (both work), good rnnning order; £32/10
-Cook, 148, High Rd., East Finehley, N.2. [X2491

TEIUMPH Junior, not done 100 miles, guaranteed
- 06 new, Lucas horn, tools; deliver at once; £65;

owner going away.—36, Bromfleld Rd., Redditch. [7582

TEIUMPH Road Eacer, latest model, delivered Vet-.
25th, selected en ,'me, with equipment, ridden once

price £94 cash.—32, Winchester Ed., Colchester. [7520

1Q20 Triumph, T.T. Model, only used 90 miles,
-l-«^ fitted with lamp set, rear lamp, and Lucas
hornj £95.—Box 6.680, c/o The Motor Ci/cU. ['7881

Oih.P. Baby Triumph, just overhauled and in good
/W4: condition, new t^'res and tubes; for quick sale.
—Apply, 32, Skipton Ed., Pitsmoor, Sheffield. [X2588
"1 Q19 Triumph "Combination, 3 lamps, spare belt.
J-«/ apron, tools, etc.- £120, or exchange big twin,
cash adjustment.—15, SummerhiU Ed., Darttord, Kent.

[7780
TEIUMPH, 3i.4h.p., believed 1908, B. and B., n( '

new tyree, ma^r., P. and H. lighting set; must
sell; highest offer.—Warden, Bushes Rd., Sevenoafcs.

[8092
"I Q20 Triumph Junior, unpacked, received Jan. 4th
--«/ 1920; £69: cmrntershaft or T.T. Triumph in ex
change, pay difference.—Bos L6,538, c/o 27ic Moto:
Ciiclc. [7476

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, late 1917,
Dunlop tyres, belt, plating, and tank;

London; £75 spot cash.—Box 6,709, c/o T/ie M
Cycle. [£

fE^^^i^iiMi^MMI^

1908_ 1920

HAS STOOD THE TEST

OF TIME.

1908 1920

THE DE LUXE IVY TWO-STROKE.
All'Purpose Model,

We shall be pleased to give full

information concerning 19 2

supplies- on receipt of P.C.

Abridged leaflet now ready.

S. A. NEWMAN Ltd.,

Aston Cross, Birmingham.

i MOTOR CYCI,i:S FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TniUMl'H 1914 4h.p., Millford ErnprcM nidoMir, 3
Hpeed, rdutch, BohcIi inag., tyictt, belt, nttlli'V now,

littlf uBcd during war; £75.-174, Knocklinll fid., fjici-i.

hitho. (7587

1Q19 Triumph (November), 41i.p., counterihnft, 3-

XiJ Hppod, clutch, liilnpH, horn, Tim-Snd, not done 50
mile«: £115, or ncaroHt offer. -Flslier, 29, Kinnr-i|.-v

St., Walsall. (X24?9-

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph; with Mills-Fultord coachbuilt
XiJ sidecar, S-speed, Bosch mag., juRt thoroU'^hW
ovorbauled and in perlect running order; £90.-Ward.
Hiil.lord, Devon. [8015

ad ran

ill II. laiiiiis; any exainiuntion ; £45.-
jind belt

Griffith!.

[X248£

triumph Combinution, Gloria de hix«
complete with accefisoriefi, in beinitiful

fl35.-F. W. Potts, 6, Hawkin St.,

[rponl. • [7751

"UIIT.MI'II .111

19^

Bein nftt

15, Klderslie Ed., Eltharji.

[8091

119, unused, 2'4h.p., 2-»i)eerl.

irdfi, lamps, horn, and tools,

£68, no offers.-Lock, Bailev
(7624

mi)h, in fine condition, Itosr h
w Dunlop on back, B. and B.
mount; £43.-5, The I'arad".

(7607

TRIUMPH 1920 T.T., unpacked, just delivered ;
owner

will re-address to first person sending oheQue. <jr

agree " Motor Cycle " deposit system ; £90.—Bo.x
L6.543, c/o The. Motor Cycle. [7481

1 Q19 Triumph, 3-speed countershaft model, sidecar,

-l-«^ lamps, horn, ^pendonieter. etc., ns new; £130.—
The Park Motor Co., Ltd.. Wells St., Jermyn St.. Inn-
don, S.W.I. Gerrard 1927-8. [7668

T'RUSTY Triumphs, 4h.p., standard models, ona

Hd., Forest Hill, S.E.
irder, £80. We-t-

[7940

tit fully „ .... _._ punctures, horn, usii;il

tools and repair kit, ideal little mount; lowest £65-
D. Laviu, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [7E44

TRIUj\rPH, 1916 C.S. 3-Epeed, and new grey ccach

IMontgomery sidecar, ncod, apron, lamps, hern,

etc all good Dunlop t\Tes and belt; £87; seen an<l

tried.-161, Kew Rd., Richmond, S.W. [8211

3Xh.p. T.T. Triumph, 1912. 2-specd, MilHord sid- ar.

2 Lucas lamps, full equipment, spares and fuels,

stored during war, excellent condition ; 70 gns.-Wans-
hrough, Clift House, Westbury, Bristol. [7999

speed, semi-T.T..bars. sport-
lamps, horn, etc.. complete

piendid order;' £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16.

Bi.shopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. [C065

TRIUMPH, new December, countershaft, lamps. Lorn,

mileage under 200, Montgomery grey sidecar (co't

£25) not yet fitted; combination £134, machine solo

fll2.-Box L6,544, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7482

Ih.p. Trimnph Motor Cycle, with- variable gear

3

19

„^.. and B. pilot jet carburetter, perfect

order, £25; sidecar for above, £3/10.—Coliett
. 1 and 4, Eailway Buildings, Norwood Junction.

[7519
19 (Deeember) Triumpli, Type H., oountersliaii.

mileage 200, complete lamps, horn, tool tit:

auy time: offers to esce'.-d

Tresco, Warminster, "Wi'ti.
i

CX2566
fitted with new sidecar. Lucas

tali lamp, Lucas sidecar lamp (£1/8,'61,
tration: £135.—Lambart, c,/o Dau Guy, Weymouth.

[X2067
TEIUMPH, 41i.p., coufitershaft 3-speed, kick stmt.

Lucas horn, new P. and H. lamp set, re-enameUed
makers' colours, excellent appearance and condition
throughout: bargain, £75.-22, Havelock Terrace, Bntt --

5ea. [7756

GEXTLEJIAN wi.^hes to dispose of his Triumih
4Uh.n. 1919 combination, fitted every refineme-.,t.

special outfit, mileage_ 3,500 appros., perfect: appciiat-

ut by letter.-27, Langley Kd., Small Heath, Bii
[7E58

hiding pillion riding); best offer over 100
gns. : write, or call Saturday after 2.—Carter, 6. Bel-

mont Grove, Lewisham. [X2101

TRIITilPH 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, engine just
- overhauled and new parts fitted, plating and en-

amelling as new, complete new set hub gears fitted a

few davs aso, also new extra heavy Dunlop back covi r

and tube; price £95.—Fletcher, 12, Derwenfcwater Ed..
Acton. [8177

TEIUMPH Si.'.b.p., T.T., clutch model, B. and B..
Bosch, just re-enamelled light blue, new fror't

spring. 1920 handle-bars and l&mps,
^ condition, the whole guaranteed perfect condition.

fast and sporty; £55.—Lieut, Wilson, Keble College
Oxford. -

'"'

"

8143

AH letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1919 Combii
efinipper], speedoiiiet-e:

,

black ami gold sidecar, 2 oaparious loflce

spare chain, complete vnlve. beltinp. etc-,

applv after 6 p.m.— 122, Upp
bheen, S.W.

nndi|Q19 Triumph Juuior. 2-speed, 2-<tti]:-^'

-Ltf tion, mileage under 700. ieiii l^aiii-. hviu. Toois,

£64: new B.S.A. countershaft Thmuph or T.J: Tiiumph
akeu esrcliaug'' ; give cash adjnslTnent :

" The Motor
Ov.'le *' deT'osit sj-3tem if desiied.-Bos L6,537, c/c

The Motor Cycle. [7475

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, 1918-19,
T.T.. rubber grips, overhauled, replated and

enamelled, good tyres and belt, lamps, speedometer,
light Watsonian sidecar (C.B.). perfect condition and
appearance; £95 lo-\vest: any time bv appointment.—
39, St. George's Rd., N.W.6. [7870

"IQ19 Triumph, geared 4Vfto 1. delivered Oct., not
-i-t? done 500 miles, complete ^vith Lucas acetylene
lig:htinn-, seuii-T.T. bars, "U'atford speedometer, mechani-
""al horn, padded knee grips, special long exhaust pipe,

tool kit complete -^-ith repair outfit, spare chain, inner
tube; £105,.. or otfer. -Ransom, The Cottage, Sbortland.s.

Kent. [7560

rpRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 4h.p., S-.'^peed, Stur-
mey iiub, band and foot clutch,

Cowey speedometer, leg' shields, lin
Clinchers, new Palmer heavy back tyr
sidecar, leupholstered cloth, sound o<

to Sept., 1920; £73.-16, Redan St.,

"W.14.

lamps,
Uunlop, 2Vi?iu.

, boatshape cane
idition, insuered
W. Kensington,

[X2545

TRIUMPH (late model), magnificent macbine, just
as turned out by makers, 4h.p., magneto, 3-speed

oountershalt gear box, clutch, new tyres, overhauled,
newly enamelled, nickel-plated, absolutely iust like new,
unscratched; price, only 97 gns. : the finest motor cycle
in London, or anywhere els?, it's just like going to
the Olympia and picking one off the stand; it's it.—
AVandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
;Town Station). 'Phone : Battersea 327. [7935

COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs, indistinguishable from
new, guaranteed mechanically perfect.—These are

all late models, completely overhauled, re-enamelled,
plated, new saddles, belts, toolbags, front brakes, con-
trols, Pedley grips, and all tyres in almost new condi-
tion; we have several now in stock, but they go like hot
cakes, so don't delay: the price is £85 each, and we
guarantee them for 3 months; this costs us nothing.
—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray
St., Farringdon Rd., E.G. Tel. : City 7238. [7369

-j 014 4h.p. Triumph and Millford Coachbuilt S.C.X tJ and apron, Stnrmey-Archer 3-speed hub gear
(recently overhauled by makers}, pedal starter, electric
lighting [just lewiredC accumulators [new) and switch
in sidecar, Lucas and Klaxon horns, new inner tube
and cover on driving wheel, new cover on sidecar wheel,
new belt, and spare valves eidecar upIioUterey, enamelling
and plating on machine really good; machine v:;tored

during war, has been welt cared for, and is mechanically
sound; tools, etc.; trial; price £90.—Ruseell, 74, Fair-
field Rd., Winchester. (D) [8176

Id 19 (September) 4h.p. Gountersltaft Triumph Solo,
-L V 3-speed, kick start, latest gear control position,
mileage under 300, fitted Ace discs, enamelled grey
with gold and red, lined olive green band to match
tank. King of the Road acetylene lighting set front
and aluminium rear, also specially fitted Voltalite
electric lighting set front and rear, insurance policy,
makers' guarantee. Tan-Sad pilbon seat, knee grips.
auxiliary foot clutch, carbide carrier, complete tool
kit with additions, pump new, spare belt, inner tube,
and exhaust valve, aluminium valve guard. Klaxon,
unique and distinguished appearance; £150 cash.—
Box 6,720, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8252

Tyler.

"IQ15 2";.'ih.p. 2-speed Tvler, mileaee under 3.000,±0 ];imps, horn, etc.; £45.-Heath, 28, Old Park
Rd., Pabu^r's Green, N. [7901

TYLER Precision Junior, 1916, 2h.p., 4-stroke, 2-

speed and free, good condition: also another en-
gine for same; £45.—Straw, Sherwood Ed., Worksop,
Notts. [8201

TYLER-PRECISION engine 2] ,h.p.. 2-speed, P.E.
, lamps, all completev excellent condition; £40, or

near offer. After 2 Saturday.—12, Hebron Rd., Ham-
mersmith. [7506

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early deliverv of Velocettes,
—Chap-; \sh Dert-t Wolverhampton. [X8623

ITELOCETTE, 1918, 2-.sreed, equipment, as new
V 42 gns.-Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Nor-
3ury, S.W. [8128

VELOCETTE 2-strokp, 2-spepd, new last April, per-
fect con'iition, only used week-ends; £50, or best

offer.—Walton, ,HensalI, Goole. [52594

1 019 Velocette Motor Cycle, 2',^h.p., 2-Epeed, all-
XtF .>hain drive, with aeceasories, i:om.plete, equal to
new: s;Kritlce £55,—Gittins, 35, Church St., Oswestrv.

[7534

Verus.

VERUS 1920 2-speed, 2-strofce, clutch, kit^k-starter;
£75; new. immediate delivery; come nnd inspect.

^Edward;-:, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.
[8220

bppEN
i^LAN&Ca

89, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l.

Offer for 1920 the most
complete range ol

Mathines, amongst
others being th§

following :

—

NEW HUDSON
2i h.p. Two-Stroke,
Two-Speed.

F.N.

2^ h.p. Four-Stroke,
Shaft Drive.

RUDGE -MULTI
3| h.p. Single Cylin-

der Roadster, or
T.T.

HUMBER
4i h.p. Flat Twin,

Solo or Combina-
tion.

RUDGE- MULTI
5-6 h.p. Single

Cylinder, Long
Stroke Motor.

F.N,
7 hp. Four Cylin-

der, Shaft Drive.

CLYNO
8 h.p. V. Twin 42
Degrees. Ideal
for Touring.

And the world*s master
Motor Cycle

Reading Standard,

10 h.p. V Twin 1170C.C.
Always good class slightly/ used

machines in stock.

'Phone : hlayfair 5399.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
MAYFAIR """

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
White and Poppe.

POE, Sale, 5' .li.p. White and Poppe motor cycle:
51, Lyall Mews, Eaton

[8115

WHITE and Poppe, aii.p;, Cliater fltting-s, Drnids,
Splitdorf mag,, Anpstiong S-speed, clutch, sonnd

combination; £55.-138, Bingham Ed., Croydon. [7700

Wilkin.
WILKIN Enquiries lor early rotational delivery

invited by J. Blake and Co., -the leadins motor
cycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. [6583

Williamson.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe L,ine, Fleet St., Loudon.-

8h.p. irater-cooled Williamson combination, 1914;
£110. [8310

8-lOh.p. Water-cooled Williamson. Canoelet sidecar,

screen, apron, 3 lamps, liorn, new tyres; £88;
after 6.-5, Eossiter Rd., Balham, S.W. - [7625

H^
Wo!I.'

WOLF 2-stroke. 1916, 2 speeds, clutch, kick statt,
lamp3 complete, perfect order; £42.—51, Maple-

thorpe Ed., Thornton Heath, S.K. [7816

WOLF, 2-stroke, 2-sreed, clutch, idck starter, new
tyres and belt, lamp.s, horn, tools, good going

order; £38.-Giegory, 16, Victoria Ed., Fiome. [7577

"IQ19 (August) Wolf 2l.th.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
^iy clutch, kick start, etc., lamps and horn, run
250 miles only, condition as new ; list price .€70, with
accessories, accept £57/10.—Watson. 132, High St.,

Aldeburgh .Suffolk.
_

[8154

Wooler.
I'GjS'ES' Garage, special agents for Woolers. Broa<l.

~
d Woodside Parade,

[003S

Zenith.

ODEL C 1919 Zenith from stock.—Morriss, 139
hley Ed., X.W. [7740M

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lone, Fleet St., London.-
4-5h.p. twin Zenith and sidecar, 1919; £145.

[8311.
ZENITH 5h.p. -nith Millford sidecar, in very good

condition. 1915 or 1916; accept £1 10.—Morrison,
Culphin, Cornhill, BauS. [X2437

6 h.p. Zenith Combination, C.B. sidecar, 1913, good
condition; £75, n&ar cfler—Write, Brown, 45,

Hermon Hill, Snajesbrook, E.ll. [7721

ZENITH 8h.p., T.T. model, in ijerfect tune, every-
thing good, all accessories: £72 for immediate

sale.—23, Crockerton Rd., Dpper Tooting, S.W. [8240

ZENITH, 1914, eh.p. J.A.P., 90 bore. Bosch mag.,
lamps, etc., mechanicallv perfect, little used;"-

75 gns.—Tintern, Norman Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [7864'

ZENITH 1920h.p. 5h.p. Sporting Model, delivery'
promised March; £10 deposit paid; small pre-

mium reanired.—Davis, "50, Clevland Av., Chiswick,
W.4. [7624

ZENITH 1918 Jiih.p. Twin, Gradno, clutch, K.S.,
fnllv equipped, speedometer, complete !amps, horu,

pillion, Millford sidecar; flOS.-Averies, Englefield;
Green. [7987

1 Q20 Zenith, 4-5h.p.. Olympia Show model, semi-
-L*J T.T. bars, with accessories, unused, immediate
deliverv. private owner; £135.—Box 6.671, c/o The
la.itor 'Cycle. [7869

1 Q17 Zenith, 5-6h.p- engine, completely overhauled,
-I- *y with Bucks carburetter, kick start, enamel and
nickeling as new. owner ordered abroad; £98.—Joyce
Bros., Ltd., Farnborough, Hants. [7579

-|Q19 Zenith Combination. 4-5h.p. twin, with large
J-*y p. and H. lamp set. rear set, Lucas large side-
car set, large Lucas horn, aluminium disi

lovely Swan sporting
periect, only been 800 :

L^.^L^^ uis,, wheels,
St £175, guaranteed

will accept £140;
must sell.-Box, 6.681, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [7882

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

TO 15 Ladies' 23,h.p. New Ryder Villiers, 2 speeds,
Xt7 excellent condition, new appearance; £45.—
Wood, Caversfleld, Disley, Cheshire. [80ff5

Miscellaneous.

1Q17 Eudge Uulti SWi.p.. as new; £85.

1Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination; £115.

"I Qig T.T. Rover, with accessories, as new; £.87.

JQig 3-speed Oountershalt Ariel, £95.

THE H.O. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Ed.. N.W.3.
'Phone: Hnmpstead 4631. Open afternoons and

A38 Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Simplicity.

SIMPLICITY should be the keynote of all

designs, and it is satisfactory to note that

more manufacturers are now giving atten-

tion to the point. Simplicity, however,

does not necessarily mean that a machine
should be shorn of the many items of specifica-

tion which make it efficient, but rather should

it make for greater all-round efficiency, A
gen'eral reduction of separate parts, while retain-

ing every advantage of the most fully equipped
machine, is the chief essential of simplicity in

motor cycle design; and, to secure this end, a

machine must be so designed that the term also

applies to methods of construction, ease of

handling in assembling, and accessibility in

dismantling.

A single-speed two-stroke with a single lever

carburetter represents one type of simple

machine, where simplicity has been obtained by
elimination which reduces its scope, but we have
in mind more ambitious mounts, in which a

single unit is made to serve where half a dozen
are employed in the conventional type of

machine.
Simplicity may be looked on from various

view points, but that of the rider is one of the

most important, so that such details as single

lever carburetters and automatic lubrication

may be regarded as simplifying the machine.

Simplicity implying risks must, however, be

avoided, and it is useless, for instance, tO' control

the whole vehicle by one lever if this entails

extra complication in tracing a defect, or in-

creases the cost of manufacture.

In addition to certain obvious means of re-

ducing the number of parts, both complete units

and a number of members built up as a unit,

there is now a school of designers who aim to

decrease the total of parts by half, and, again,

so design their units that the number of opera-

tions necessary to produce them also are greatly

reduced. Several such designs already have

appeared in the columns of TJie Motor Cycle,

but few, so far, have reached the stage where

they are commercial propositions. When they

come on to^ the market, they are bound to in-

fluence subsequent design. This date is not so

far distant as may be imagined.

The Motor Cycle Thief.

THE
theft of motor cycles is becoming so

common that the subject is worthy of very

serious consideration. In some cases the

owner deserves some of the blame for

negligence in leaving his machine un-

guarded for long periods. A chain and padlock

or other simple device are sufficient to deter the

majority of thieves from stealing a machine from

the roadside, especially in a populated district.

There is, however, an insidious type of thief

who obtains access to a motor cycle by means

of answering advertisements for sale or by apply-

ing for a trial run. This type of theft requires

further precautions. Naturally, an owner who
is anxious to sell his mount does not cafe to

refuse a reasonable trial run, and equally a

forged telegram to the owner's wife or people is

not likely to arouse suspicions during his

absence at business.

Therefore, it behoves all who have motor

cycles for sale to act warily : to refuse a trial

run unless a satisfactory deposit- is first paid over,

and to give strict instructions to all whom it may
concern that the machine is on no account to

leave its garage in the absence of the owner.

We receive, almost daily, stories of daring

thefts, with details of the machine, in hopes of

recovery; but the man who succeeds in taking

charge of a motor cycle in the absence of the

owner is likely to be clever enough effectually to

disguise the motor cycle. Our sympathies are

extended to those who have suffered, and we
hope that their misfortunes may serve as a

warning to others. In the meantime, the risks

of loss through theft are such that add one

more reason why every motor cyclist should

protect himself by insurance.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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A " Passenger " Six Days.

HAM not in the confidence of our motor cycling

politicians, nor have I heard any rumour that

the R.A.C. and A.C.U. intend to revise their

respective shares in the control of light passenger

machines. But if Ave look ahead, it is difficult to

arrange a programme for the 1920 trials without

lumping all the passenger machines together in -a

separate event from which motor cycles should be

excluded. On the one hand, the A.C.U. Six Days
are already becoming too cumbrous and unmanage-.
able—it is quite difficult to secure the accommodation
required for such huge entries, and the exclusion of

sidecars and three-wheelers would simplify matters.

On the other hand, it would be a great absurdity

for the A.C.U. to test all the sidecars and runabouts,

whilst the four-wheeled cycle cars figured in the

cheaper classes of a " Light Car Trial " run by the

R.A.C. In fact, such a divorce would be a calamity

all round, both technically and commercially.

Technically, it has yet to be proved whether the

sidecar, the runabout, or the " quadricycle " is the

best cheap proposition for two passengers. Com-
mercially, all three types compete against each other,

and should therefore be tested in each other's company.
The logical plan from every point of view is to organise

a "Passenger" Six Days in 1920; and the chief

practical difficulty is to arrive at a satisfactory

classification. I am inclined to agree with Mr. L.

Francis Jones that, though price forms a somewhat
arbitrary canon, it should be the least objectionable

method. Like the lawyers, we cannot legislate Tor

hard cases ; and if one or two machines are crowded
out of the competitions by a margin of ^5 in their

list price, that is their funeral.

Nomenclatare.

OF late years terminology in the sphere of light

rnotors has lost its old accuracy, and a certain

amount of inconvenience has resulted. Ten
years ago each type of machine had a definite ^nd
unmistakable appellation. We spoke of sidecars,

tricars, and quadricycles ("quads," for short), and
everybody knew exactly what was meant. To-day,
as the result of blundering definitions which are

already obsolete, the two terms in commonest use,

"runabout" and "cycle car," are both excessively

vague. A Morgan can be referred to by either term.

An American might apply either to the G.N., but
six motor cyclists out of ten reserve " runabout

"

(quite illegitimately) for three-wheelers. So we
become afflicted with such frightful mouthfuls as

"three-wheeled runabout," "sidecar combination,"
and other verbal atrocities. Really, the obsolete

names "tricar" and "quad" were much more work-
manlike; "tricar" philologically ought to cover side-'

£>y Ixiom'

h'i'^rj^

carSj but never did, and ousted the more accurate

term " forecar." If we cannot evolve accurate names,

let us at least fix on something brief and to the point.

Unfortunately, so long as control is divided, it is

nobody's business to attend to such matters, and the

trade continue to complicate our language by advertis-

ing "super runabouts," "threes," "tandems," "mono-
cars," and so forth. Yet we must all admit tha
difficulty of simplifying control when the "quad^"
merges into the light car and the light car into the

medium car by a series of infinitesimal gradations.

Two Desiderata.

GRANTING that terminology is a trivial matter,

affecting convenience and nothing else, I fancy

the first urgent matter is the 1920 Six Days
programme, which surely ought to include three events

:

(i.) Motor bicycles, organised by the A.C.U.
(2.) Passenger motor cycles, organised by ?

(3.) Light cars, organised by the R.A.C.

This scheme would mass together for road competi-

tion purposes vehicles which actually are commercial

competitors, and would vastly assist the buyer to make
a selection, the manufacturer to determine his policy,

and the designer to clear his wits, especially so far

as event 2 is concerned.

The next urgency is a decision about the classifica-

tion and control of the vehicles concerned in event 2.

Classification, as I have already suggested, should-

preferably be by price. When this point is settled,

a second problem arises. There are three claimants

to control, or to a share in control: the R.A.C,
the Junior Car Club, and the A.C.U. There is much
to be said in favour of a separate organisation in the

interests of each separate type of vehicle. The motor
cycle never went ahead until it was divorced from the

Automobile Club, and entrusted to the Auto Cycle

Union. Light quads {e.g., the 7 h.p. Swift and the

G.W.K.) were harnpered by association with other

types of vehicle; the G.W.K. lost credit by being

classed with motor bicycles in its early competition

feats; and the 7 h.p. Swift was grossly overshadowed
by more refined vehicles in the Harrogate Light Car
Trial, in spite of its splendid performances.

Against a Cycle Car Club.©N the other hand, there is no existing body to

which the supreme control of the passenger

motor cycles can safely be transferred; and if

such a body is developed out of existing organisations,

or formed de novo, precautions must be taken to pre-

vent it splitting up the organised forces of motordom
more lamentably than they already are. I believe the

Junior Car Club contains enough talent to organise a

good Six Days Trial on the lines suggested. On thet

other hand, its financial resources are not unlimited ; (
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and a club with a sliallow purse is always tempted tq

kow-tow to the trade, and make its events too easy,

so that they do not weed out the duds—we saw a

lot of this in the early days of motoring. Moreover,

up to the present the Junior Car Club is interested in

the bijou Rolls-Royce type of four-wheeler, and such

cars necessarily overshadow the genuine quad whenever

the pair meet. It is like standing a man half a bottle

of Bollinger and then a quart of Government ale.

Personally, I should like to see a Junior Car Club,

which was rechristened, endowed to the tune of a

thousand pounds or so, closed to all vehicles listed at

more than ;£2oo or ;£^250', and put in absolute control

of all three and four-wheelers under that figure, in-

cluding sidecars. These ideas may serve as provo-

cative of discussions which are badly needed as a

IHcparation for the politics of cheap motoring

ikiriiig 1920.

Woman and the Motor Cycle.

EWAS hugely tickled by Col. Moore-Brabazon's

charming treatise on breeches for ladies and the

drop-framed horse. I am open to conviction,

but I am not quite sure he is right in pleading for

llic girls to don knickers and ride diamond frames

instead of sticking to their skirts and demanding open
frames. It is quite true that during the war many
^irls appeared as bipeds. Col. Moore-Brabazon was
ilso visible in Bond St. in a pale blue suit with gold

lace on the peak of his cap. But there is all the

iifference in the w'orld between unifoiTn and civvies.

The hon. member's record shows that he is a man of

Tiurage. But he would hardly dare to walk down
Piccadilly in a turquoise blue frock coat with a gilt

'^pper. Similarly many damsels hesitate

" motor cycle in civvy knickers : it was
iiherwise when they compulsorily w"ore

he togs of a Wraf or a Wren or a Waac.
'articularly does this hesitation apply
o the dismounted moments. Suppose a

,irl is on tour with a brother, both
iding T.T. solos. She enjo\s her

85

breeches all along the road. At night they put

up at the " Empire " at Bath, let us say. It is diffi-

cult to carry frocks on the carrier, and not every girl

cares to wear breeches in a dining room where every

other woman is in skirts. I hope we shall establish

feminine breeches as a standard fashion, but it is not

yet certain. On the other point, I go all the way with

Col. Moore-Brabazon. We want the girl on the saddle

quite as much as the girl in the sidecar. But when
many men are clamouring for a machine that can

be ridden in ordinary clothes, it seems odd that a

notable authority should ask women to put up with a

type of frame that is mechanically unnecessary and

practically unsuitable. My own position is that I

am rather looking for machines like the Scott, because

I find a long coat handy on occasions.

Speed Wobble.

WILL Lt. Olechnovitch please answer two objec-

tions to his theories about speed wobble ? He
will hardly find a machine on the road which

has its front wheel centre in the line of the steering

head axis, yet a large percentage of existing machines
do not wobble at the speeds which are within their

compass. Secondly, what machines have their centre

of gravity in or below the horizontal plane in which the

wheel centres are located? This position of the C.G,
is surely almost an impossibility when a rider is in

the saddle ? My own champion wobbler is now on a
visit to the factory, as I have succeeded in interest-

ing its designer on the subject of its eccentricities

;

but I have owned other machines which failed to con-

form to Lt. Olechnovitch 's ideals, and yet did not

wobble. The machine in question is peculiarly inter-

esting, as it wobbles at all speeds!

BROOKLANDS: PRE-WAR AND
POST-WAR.

(Left) This photograph will convey a good

idea of one of the worst parts of Brooklands

track as it exists at the present time. Repairers

are busy, however, on putting the course in

order for this year's activities, and a great amount

of -repairing has already been accomplished.

(Right) A pre-war scene at Brooklands. The

start of a sidecar race.
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Some No(es on (he Care and Use
of Acetylene.

THE recent London to Exeter run seems to point
to the fact that a great number of riders have
not yet learned to minimise, much less entirely

to avoid, trouble with acetylene lighting outfits.
It was astonishing to see Jiow many competitors,

during the hours of darkness, were delayed at the
side of the road, often in the pouring rain, taking
their generators to pieces. It is out of sympathy that
I feel constrained to give them and others the benefits
of my experience. Most riders, I notice, favour the
plan of having several generators, one for each lamp,
and this, to my way of thinking, is a cause of trouble.
With the ordinary motor cycle generator, taking a
charge of carbide of about a quarter of a pound, it-

is difficult to maintain an even pressure of gas. The
space being so confined and the carbide swelling with
the water tends to choke up the gas passage and the
water feed.

The proper way to prevent nearly all troubles is

to ruii all the lamps off one large generator. I agree
that a large generator on a motor cycle or a sidecar
combination is somewhat unsightly, but I feel sure
that most of my readers will put up with that if they
can secure efficiency with a modicum of attention. A
light car generator, holding a charge of carbide of
not less than one pound, is the minimum size that I
recommend. It does not matter, except from the
point of view of initial expense, how large the generator
may be. The best place in which to put the generator
is on one of the horizontal back stays of the motor
cycle, and if a sidecar combination is used the left-

hand stay gives the best position. A couple of' split

lugs should be procured to fit the size and section of
the stay, and into each of these lugs should be brazed

The gas lighting equipment suggested by R. Creak Davis, who
has had long experience of night riding.

a short length of steel tubing. It then becomes a

easy matter to bolt down to these stays a piece (

hard wood, such as oak or teak, upon which to moui
the generator. If the generator be fixed in this positic

it is screened to a great extent by the rider, anc

further, the regulating screw for the water is easi

reached.

Connecting the Lamps.

Having fixed the generator securely, an indiarubbe

gasbag of fairly large size should be secured to tli

gas outlet from the generator. Most gasbags ai

made with a stout piece of rubber tubing protrudin

into the gasbag for about two-thirds of its lengtl

thus forming a trap for water produced by cor

densation. It is essential, of course, in fixing tb

gasbags that this thickened protruding piece shoul

be at the bottom of the bag. Having fixed this gasba

:

to the generator, if a motor cycle only is in contemplaj

tion, a brass Y piece should be obtained and pushe;

into the gasbag connection. From the ends of th'

Y piece lengths of rubber tubing can be taken to tb

head and tail lamps. If a sidecar combination !

being dealt with, the connection for the tail lamp wil

be the same, but the method of carrying the rubbe
tubing to the head and sidecar lamps will be some
what different. From the forward end of the Y pieoi

take a piece of rubber tubing along the side menibe
of the sidecar chassis, and then continue it upwartj
along one of the forward diagonal struts. At thi

point attach another brass Y piece, and to this con
nect the head and sidecar lamps. Brass tubing cai

be used if desired instead of rubber tubing, but
has the disadvantage that it corrodes, to a certain ex

tent, because of condensation, and is more difificul

to clean out.

,

The easiest .way of securing the rubber tubing tt

the various parts of the frame is to use insulating

tape, taking great care, if rubber tubing is used, no!

to pinch the tubing. Having arrived at this stage;

fix a rubber gasbag, of somewhat smaller size thaii

that on the generator, to the head and sidecar lamps I

and. if possible, secure the lower ends of the gasbags
|

to some convenient place. to prevent chance of kinkinj:
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in Ihc bags themselves. Similarly attach quite a small

};ashag to the tail lamp, and also see that any chance
(.1 kinking here is obviated. Occasionally the gasbags

sliniild be detached from the lamps and the generator

ill 111 any water removed, but it will be found that this

is nut often necessary.

Service to be Expected.

Should any of the burners become sooted, a few

1 lisk aiipiications of the tyre pump to the burner
.MH ket will almost in\ariably remove the obstruction.

Sometimes the generators are fitted with a felt pad
to filter the gas, and I have found this ao-called

rrilnement one of the greatest causes of trouble. In

c'\ory case without exception I advise that this pad
sliuuld be removed and never replaced.

As regards, the size of carbide most advisable to

111.', I have found that lumps just able to pass through
:hi inch mesh are most suitable; never should small

carbide as sold for cvcle lamps, be used on a motor
cycle if trouble is to be avoided. It is the custom
with cycle car and car generators for the makers to

lit a. riddling grid to the generator. If such a pattern

sy

generator is to be used on a motor cycle, I advise

the abandonment of the grid because the vibration is

much greater on a motor cycle than on the running

board of a car, and uneven illumination, unless the

grid is removed, is almost bound to ensue.

With the average generator, although the light may
only be required for fifteen minutes or so per day,

one charge of carbide will not last more than three^

occasions, mainly because a great deal of carbide is

wasted even after the water has been turned off.

In my own experience I have found that a large

generator will run two head lamps and a tail liglit

for half to threequarters of an hour every day for a

week, and will give continuous burning of such three

lamps for competition work for six to seven hours.

To make a neat and serviceable joint between
rubber tubing and gasbag use a small length of a

couple of inches of brass tubing. Copper tubing

should never be used. Many years ago I used copper
tubing until one day, finding a junction piece much
corroded, I attempted to remove the corrosion with

the blade of a penknife, and, as a result, caused a

somewhat violent explosion and scorched my face.

R. Creak Davis.

Back to Plain Bearings?
A Reply to "Ixion's" Crilicism on Mechanical Progress.

I

AM honoured to find that " Ixion " should criticise

my article on mechanical progress, but if the Editor
can spare a little room I should like to reply to

one or two points mentioned in last week's Comments.
I thoroughly agree with "Ixion" that design is "an

extremely contentious affair," but taking his remarks
seriatim I would reply as follows.

"Ixion" requires overhead valves with

cooled stem and springs, and therefore

objects to enclosed valves. In The
Autocar of January loth he will find

a suggestion (illustrated herewith) from
my humble pen for combining these

two points. The valve spring and
upper part of the stem are exposed
to the air, the rocker gear is entirely

enclosed, and the lower part of the

stem is well cooled through the large

radiating surface round the guide.

Next he states that the only ball and
roller bearing engines have printable

oil consumptions. May I refer him to

just two plain bearing engines—the

Blackbume and A.J.S. The former is

one of the most economical engines,

as regards oil consumption, that I have
e\er handled, and the latter is at least

reasonable for a heavy sidecar machine. Xo, "Ixion,"

you must study piston design if you would save oil.

The difference in the amount needed (or rather ob-

tained) by the bearings is negligible. Next, the only

plain bearing engine with forced lubrication which
" Ixion " has ridden " was not a hot-stuffer." I think

I can place this machine, and if I am right I also have
ridden more than one of the same make. It certainly

was not a hot-stuffer, and was not designed as such,

for in this respect, as also in regard to consumption

An enclosed valve gear on an air-

cooled engine. The rocker is forked

at the valve stem, and the springs,

whether coil or leaf type, are exposed

for cooling purposes.

and wear, there are other things to be considered be-

sides lubrication. I certainly never intended to convey

the idea that, provided plain bearings and forced lubri-

cation were incorporated in a design, there would be

no need to study material or the proportions of bear-

ings, etc. I hate to drag aero engines into a discus-

sion on motor cycles, as though we
have much to learn from them. They
have many features unsuitatJe for motor
cycles, yet, with one noticeable excep-

tion, plain bearings and forced lubrica-

tion were used on all the really high

efficiency aero engines—rotaries and
radials may be excepted, and very few

of the former, at any rate, had mention-

able oil consumption.

With regard to gear box noises, I

think " Ixion " must have been unlucky,

since, without exception, the three

machines which I have owned since the

armistice and a dozen or so I have
ridden since that date have compared
extremely favourably with car gear

boxes, both as regards noise and ease

of change. I have heard the old De
Dion tricycle with Dupont gears, and
from the saddle, too, and the compari-

son seems to me to be a difficult one. If " Ixion
"

has studied the Raleigh, I am surprised at his remarks
re frame distortion. There appears to be very little

chance, of distortion between the engine and gear

box, which is the only place that matters, since he
can still skew the rear wheel if he must.

In conclusion, I appreciate "Ixion's" gentle

iirage de jambe, as Mr. Punch would have it, and hope
that he will take my reply as even further proof " that

we are all faddists." Ubique.

B5
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A JAPANESE cycle car is a real

novelty, though scarcely a sur-

prise, since it is common know-
ledge that the Japs do not intend to

rely permanently on imported motors.

Messrs. Tamura and Watanabe have Jiro-

duced an original, but not too practic-

able, design. "The basis of the patent is the

Tamura and Watanabe's vertical twin runabout. No. 119,223. 15/8/17.

location of an air-cooled engine under
the driver's seat, which lifts up for pur-
poses of access, and the provision of a
through air conduit under the dash and
around the engine. Two grave flaws are

evident at the most cursory scrutiny.

A tender part of the driver's anatomy
will share in anj' overheating that may
develop, especially during a Nippon
summer, and the driver is so hoisted up
as to interfere with the stability of the
cycle car and the passengers' view (it is

apparently proposed to provide one seat
in front and two behind). If a flat twin
engine were substituted for the vertical
twin shown in the drawings, and if, in
addition, the driver were equipped with
asbestos trousers, the design would
acquire real interest.

For Tyre Repairs.

Jlr. P. F. Power suggests an improve-
ment on a familiar method of rendering
a rear cover or tube removable from a
motor bicycle without dropping the
wheel, disturbing the transmission and
brake connections, or going to the ex-
pense and complication of "detachable''
wheels (I put "detachable" m inverted
commas, seeing that all wheels are de-
tachable, though the term is here re-

served for the modern drop-out variety).

Under the original patents, the hub
spindle is not long enough to enter the
fork slot on the side remote from the
driving spirocket ; the end of the spindle

is coupled to the fork slot by an inter-

nally threaded sleeve bolt. The junction
of the spindle and the sleeve bolt was

provided with a
bearing in a plain

collar, pinched be-

tween the fork end
and the outer cone
of the hub bearing.

Obviously, by un-
screwing the sleeve

bolt, springing the

forks apart, and re-

moving the collar,

clearance could be
made to remove a
damaged tube or
cover. Mi\ Power
desires to avoid the

need for springing
the forks apart, and

proposes to cut a slot on the inner side

of the collar, so that the tip of the hub
spindle can be dropped through this slot

when the sleeve bolt has been unscrewed.

A Sight-feed Oiler.

The Douglas people have filed an un-
usually large number of interesting

patents lately, and their new sight feed
oiler is quite a iiovel fitting for motor
cycles. Bitter experience has set many
riders against the ordinary sight feed
drip, because the interior of tlie glass

gets foul if (1) the owner opens the needle
valve wide to feed a full charge quickly ;

(2) if there is too much "blow-back"
from the crank case : or (3) if the outlet

pipe gets obstructed. Once fouled, the
glass will not cleanse itself, and some
patterns are not easy to reassemble after

cleansing. The new Douglas sight feed

consists of a water chamber into which
oil is admitted at the base under pressure,

derived either from a spring-loaded hand
pump or an engine-driven pump. As the
oil is of lower specific gravity than the

water, the oil rises up through the water,
and is guided to the outlet pipe by the
slender needle of the adjusting device.

The oil cannot reach or foul the glass,

but is seen passing upwards either in a
string of drops or in a thin stream.

jMoreover, since the pressure is communi-
cated to the water in the chamber, the

oil leaves the glass under pressure, instead

of merely entering under pressure as in

the ordinary patterns. The device is illusr

trated herewith. Of the two centre ball

valves, the lower ball is a check valve,

and prevents the water escaping from the
glass when no pressure is present. The
upper ball of this pair is held open to a
greater or less degree by the tip of the
needle adjuster, and controls the flow of

oil. The third ball on the left is a relief

valve : supposing the feed pipe from the
glass to the engine should become choked,
oil would be unable to enter the glass,

and would be by-passed through this side

valve back to the tank.

Douglas sight-feed oiler. No. 129,785.

13/7/18.

Unit Frame Jor Sidecar Outfit.

Detachable sidecars cease to be desir-

able when a certain weight limit is ex-

ceeded, and lighting dynamos and inter-

changeable wheels begin to figure in the

specification. Mr. L. E. L. Calvert's

SLOT

Powe.'shubspindie. No. 128,135. II/I/19. Calvert's integral cycle and sidecar frame. No. 128,010. 15/6/
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Recent Patents.—

hiris on a " unitary " sidecar combina-
I frame are illustrated on the previous

IKigc. Three-point attachment is pro-

vi<leil, reinforced by a short cross-piece

lictwi'cn the front connecting tube and
the down tube of the motor cycle frame.

Simple Belt Punch.

Since Mr. S. T. Kobson thinks it

worth while to invent a new belt punch,
the .wails of certain correspondents on
the prevalence of the all-chain drive are

shown to be premature, like the announce-
ment of Mark Twain's death. He em-
ploys two sheet metal blanks, which are

riveted together, and further secured

by a nut or a ring. I am glad a really

cheap belt punen is coming along.

Robton's belt punch. No. 126,267.

24/2/19.

Breaking a belt is bad enough. Find-
ing that one has left the belt punch on
he drawing-room mantelpiece is worse.

Having to pay five shillings for a new
punch after pushing three miles to a

garage is enough to make an archangel
discourse like a sergeant-major. If

Mr. Robson can sell his punch at a

shilling, he will save my soul from many
potential blotches.

New Bowden Lever.

In previous applications of the Bowden
vire control system, the radial motion of

'he hand lever has usually been com-
nunicated to the wire, either by a nipple
)r other anchorage member. This radial

!ffect is not always satisfactory ; it

.hrows undesirable strain on the wire.

and puis resislanoo on the lever, whilst

a, straight pull would often bo more con-
venient. The illustration depicts a now
arrangement which is free from such de-

fects. The member to which the wire ia

anchored is slidably mounted in straight

guides, and is coupled by a short link

to an arm projecting from a special bell-

crank lever, pivoted as shown. The
pull on the wire is always straight, and
there will be no tendency for the anchor-
piece to jam in its slides unless the
lever exceeds a certain arc of movement.

Two-stroke Throttle.

We all know that two-strokes are
prone to " four-stroke," or even Sre in

tlieir crank cases when running with a
carburetter throttle nearly closed. One
reason is that the mi.\ture is compressed
in the crank case, which is always much
too large to be ideal for such a purpose,

Everingham transfer pipe throttle.

129,950. 26/3/19.

and is particularly excessive when a very
small charge is under treatment. Various
inventors have suggested that the
throttle should be located in the transfer
pipe^ so that crank case compression

Bowden control system.

No. 127,691. 18/5/18

would be more efficient,

ham follows suit, but
considers that the par-
ticular type of transfer
pipe throttle shown in

his drawing is "the best
ever.

"

Piston Cooling.

I do not know whether
the Douglas patent is

merely precautionary , oi

whether it is to be
embodied in a 1920
engine ; I should almost
suspect the former, seeing

that no such system has
been found necessary on
aero pistons subjected to

far greater temperatures
than motor cycle engines
have to face. The sketch
needs little explanation.
The piston is provided

Mr. Evering

with an air chamber in its holhjw crown.

Beneath tlie single piston ring and on

opposite sides of the skirt are two holes,

serving respectively as the air intake and

outlet to this chamber. Corresponding

air ports pierced in the cylinder walls

register with the piston air ports at

the bottom of the stroke : during the

remainder of the stroke the cylin-

der ports are covered by the skirt

of the piston. The flywheel is pro-

vided with vanes and encased ; it delivers

air at the intake port drilled
_
in

the cylinder wall, and this blast drivea

out the heated air from the chamber.

If desired, baffle plates may be cast in

the air chamber, so that the internal

cooling blast will take a devious course.

The invention should add little to the

cost of manufacture, whilst it will

minimise carbon deposit in the "hottest

spot" of an engine.

An Aluminium Jacket.

The Villiers suggestion for improved
cylinder cooling shown has a flavour of

aero engine practice, with sundry novel

details. In the first place, a ribbed
cooling jacket of aluminium is ca-st on
to a cast iron or .steel cylinder, which

Villiers cooling system. No. 127,856.

21/6/17.

is machined off smoothly. Secondly, this

aluminium cooling jacket covers the
entire "sub-cylinder," not merely the
barrel portion ; the necessary accommo-
dation for valve guides, gas passages,
and sparking plug is provided in the
jacket. Thirdly, the construction lends
itself to the conversion of existing - cast
iron units, from which the projections
may be machined off, so that an alu-

minium jacket may be cast on.

Douglas cooling device

for piston. No. 127,757.

1 3/5/ 1 8.
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100 lb. LIGHT-
WEIGHT.

The Moonbeam—a New Two
stroke with Simple Specifi

cation.

The 1001b. Moon-
beam with a fair

rider who has not

quite solved the
" what to wear

"

problem.

THOSE readers of eitlu-i te\

favour the extremely simple and
light t^lO-stroke machine will be

interested in the IMoonbeam motor cycle,

which has been placed on the market by
the IM.R.P. Trading Co., 62, Pall Mall,

London, S.W.I
Its motive po\ver is a 2J h.p. two-

stroke engine (70x70 mm., 259 c.c),

whicli has roller bearings throughout and
an adjustable pulley.

Owing to its e.xtreraely light weight
(under 100 lb., we are told), and the

fact that it has a low saddle position

(having 24in. x25in. Kempshall tyres), the

machine may be easily paddled off.

In future models there will be an
auxiliary horizontal tube to the frame,

w-hile another model is made fitted with

a two-speed gear.

JANUARY 22nd, 1920.

A NEW FLAT TWIN WITF
3-7 h.p. ENGINE.

JUST as the introduction of the J.A.P,
Precision, and Villiers engines enable
a number of comparativelj" sma

makers to produce motor cycles of thesj
types, so may the advent of a proprietar
flat twin be responsible for an increas
in the number of "makes" fitting thi
type of engine.
We have several times referred to tli

5-7 h.p. Coventry Victor engine, whic
has a capacity of 688 c.c. This engin

:

apparently is being taken up by sever:
^

firms, together with the special frare
[

parts designed by the Coventry Victc:
Co. to accommodate it.

One of the latest machines embodyin
(

the Coventry Victor specialities is " tl:

Regent, which is handled by Reger
Motor Cycles, Ltd., 116, A'ictoria Stree
Westminster, London, S.W.I.
The lower portion of the duplex fran-,

is composed of detachable tubes, tl
bottom members being held by two bolt
the removal of which allows the who
engine to be taken away from the frami
The Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear an i

28x3in. t3'res formpart of the eqnipmen
'

A duplex-framed flat twin

engine.

1th 688

THE VERUS '4.

OWING to the de-

mand for sidecar

outfits, the majo-
rity of manufacturers of

500 c.c. machines make
such models more suit-

able for attaching
sidecars than for use

as solo mounts. One
of the exceptions, how-
ever, is the new
Verus "4," a Black-
burne engined machine,
which is bound to ap-

peal strongly to tlie

solo rider, especially he
who is short in the
leg. We recently tried

one of these machines,
and were much struck
by its compactness,
comfortable riding
position, and ease of

handling. It I'epresents

a type of mount for

which many solo enth.i-

siasts have waited for

some time—"a little

machine with a big

engine."

bS

Aluminium footboards specially designed

Triumph Junior.

for the

FOOTBOARDS FOR
TRIUMPH JUNIOR.

THERE appears no doubt that for al

but sporting machines the footres

now takes second place to footplate,

in popularity. This is illustrated by tb'

demand known to exist for footboard
which may be fitted readily to existing

machines having footrests. It is no';

always an easy matter to convert a " foot

rest" machine, however, and pi'obably oni

of the most difficult in this respect is th<

Triumph Junior, but Messrs. Brandisl

and Sons, of 625, Foleshill Road, Cove|
try, who specialise in fitments {9

Triumph motor cycles, have overcon
these dilEcuIties in a very neat manne
The front end of their patent aluminiu^
footboard, incidentally where very litfcfi

weight is carried, is supported on a hoi

which passes through the silencer

plates, the back bemg connected to tS

existing rod with the standard footpad
removed. The lugs through which th^
bolts pass are amply large and a deej)

web is cast on the underside of the foot'

plates for stiffening purposes.
Several comfortable positions for the feei

are provided, and the appearance of the
machine is enhanced by the fitting of the
boards, which sell at 34s. 5d. per pair.
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K Spring Device
for Rigid Frames.
. Conversion Set for Use on

Exisling Machines.

"HE idea of providing a device to

convert existing rigid motor cycles

into spring frame mounts is not new,

it it continnos to attract many motor
cling iiivonturs, who from experience

,va fomul llip need for some means
insulate maeliine and rider from road

ocks. Usually, however, results have

en only suitable for sidecar machines,

d tlioso which may be used in safety

eolo macliines have been few imleed.

llr. J. A. Barnes, of 38, Marlborough
md, Coventry, has made and patented
device which for several years has been

Showing the principle of the springing

system.

An American
Lightweight.

A Molor-assisled Bicycle
weighing 1261b.

/I ANY years ago tlie Singer Co, intro-

'1 duced a motor cycle which had
the power unit iu tlie back wheel

the machine, and only recently we saw
le of these in service. From time to

ne" the same idea has been followed in

per designs both in this country and
e U.S.A., but very few have been placed

A combined system of springing, insulating both the driver and passenger on the pillion seat,

fitted to a single-cylinder Humber.

undergoing test almost entirely as a single

tracker; in fact; this designer is a pillion

enthusiast, wHio has travelled many thou-

sands of miles with his wife as passenger
on the carrier. We understand he is now
prepared to undertake conversions, and
on this account his device will interest

motor cyclists.

Unusual Practice.

As will be seen from the drawing, the

Barnes arrangement consists of a wlieel

frame, which is carried forward to a

pivoting point in front of the engine.

upon the market. The Badger, however,
is one of the few, and is intended as an
ultra lightweight motor cycle, a combina-
tion of the motor-a-ssisted pedal cycle and
the pedal-assisted motor cycle. Its weight
is 126 lb.—not an ultra-lightweight

according to the English view, but in

America, where 600 c.c. machines are

termed lightweights, no doubt it is

regarded as something particularly light.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

62 and 56 mm. respectively, and is of

the four-stroke type, having an overhead
inlet valve. It is built up as a unit with

the rear wheel, which is of slightly

smaller diameter than the front wheel,

and is contained in a detachable frame.

A new American light-

weight, the Badger, the

power unit of which is a

four-stroke engme built

into the rear wheel.

The wheel is carried in two side plates,

which are also pivoted and carry vertical

tubes enclosing coil springs. Telescoping
over these tubes are others connected
to a carrier member, which is staj'ed

diagonally from the rear engine bolts.

Our photograph depicts the converted
Humber owned by Mr. Barna*, with a

seat and pillion tor tandem riding. Th«
diagonal members from the hub to the
tinder tube of the frame are introduced
only where the conversion is of a hub
gear model. They form a guide for the
change speed operating rod.

The spokes of this wheel are tubular, and
altogether the machine gives one the im-
pression that it is a composite, adapted
from the main parts of the several pedal
cycles which in America are built in

imitation of the motor cycle, and a motor
wheel of the Merkel type.

A GOOD BELT FASTENER
Although adjustable belt fasteners are

not new, there are very few made these

days, and there is no denying that they
have very decided advantages, especially

on countershaft machines, where lack of

correct tension causes belt slip. With
the R. and H. belt fastener the belt need
not be removed to increase or decrease

Roberts and Hibbs's belt fastener.

the tension; a small "tommy bar" is

inserted in a hole in the central screw
member, and the belt is tightened or

slackened as required. The fastener is

instantly detachable, having a hook
member screwed to one end of the belt.

It is made in |iu., -|in., and lin. sizes,

and sells at 2s. complete. The iruiker*

are Messrs. Enberti' aini Hii'
'

Street Works, fanfield Road, ','

Manchester, who, incidentally.

New Scale -motor cvcle.
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FITTING NEW
PISTON RINGS.
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SOME TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. By H. George Harley.

THE proper designing of a piston ring is not such
a simple operation as tiie simple form of the

.object may seem to suggest, and several points

need to be taken into consideration when making rings

to replace those of a different pattern if the best results

are to be obtained.

The all-round best material for piston rings is cast

iron, although the elasticity is not high; and, in

order to keep the maximum stress in the ring as low
as possible, it is important that the stress in the ring

Fig. 1.

when fitting over the piston is about equal to the stress

when fitting into the cylinder bore. Now, if the ring

is to be subjected to the least maximum stress, as men-
tioned above, it is obvious that the radius (r), fig. i,

of the ring when in a free position should be nearly a
mean between the radius (r.^) of the ring when slipping

over the piston and radius (i'^) of the ring v^'hen in

position in the cylinder. The reason why the radius

r is nearly a mean between the other two radii is

that the maximum bending moment of the ring is

opposite the cut, and, therefore, the ring, when ex-

panded to slip over the piston, is not a true circle,

but is rather elliptic in shape. Most motor mechanics
have the knack of holding rings, while fitting on to

the piston, in such a manner that the shape of the

ring is as nearly circular as possible.

Eccentric Rings.
The point subjected to the greatest bending moment

of a concentric ring is at the point opposite the cut

;

and, if the stress at this point is within safe Hmits, the

stress at any other point in the ring must be well

below the safe figure ; nevertheless, the pressure of

the ring on the cylinder wall, and the stress in the ring

itself, are not uniform, and this is a disadvantage.

Some makers in this country, and a great many in

America, use the eccentric type of ring (fig. 2), which
gives a more uniform pressure and stress. This type

of li.ig, however, can only approach uniformity, as tlie

thickness at the ends would have to be infinitely thin

to give absolute uniformity. Although the thickness

at the ends cannot, of course, be reduced to nothinj

the more practical considerations will allow the thiol

ness at the ends to be reduced, the nearer will tt

pressure and stress approach uniformity.

The reduction of the thickness of the ring at tl

ends is limited to the minimum thickness which wi!

allow of maximum gas tightness, and the thickness

the point opposite the cut is limited by the figui

denoting .the maximum allowable stress of the rir

when deflected ; the ratio of the thickness of the rir

opposite the cut to the thickness at the ends afifeci

the degree of uniformity of pressure and stress wliic

may be attained.

While it is true that the pressure upon the cylinde

walls is more uniform than the thinner ends of th

rings, it must be borne in mind that the ring mu;
not be reduced at the ends to such an extent ths

gas tightness is impaired.

Without question, eccentric rings properly designc

are superior to the concentric type, and should b
used if possible in cases where an engine is bein

tuned up for best possible results.

Width of Ring.
Comparatively narrow rings are preferable to wid

rings j.n many respects ; for instance, three rings mad
.lin. wide are much better than two rings made .r^m
wide. In repair work there is sometimes no optioi

but to fit rings as wide as the rings previously fitted

or tx&n wider, when the grooves in the piston ha\i

been worn or machined out as a consequence of wear
If the grooves in the piston are fairly wide, gooi

results may usually be obtained by fitting two narrov
rings in each groove ; this pro
cedure is particularly good whei
the grooves require a fair amoun
of machining out, as, by thi:

method, the extra width of groo\'t

is decidedly useful, in that i

allows more efRcient rings to bi

used ; for that matter, when n 1

engine is inclined to be bad 01

rings or to over-oil the cylindei

or to have poor compression, it is worth while to fii

two narrow rings in each groove in place of thi

original rings.

It is also advantageous to use narrow rings in

cxlinder which has become worn unevenly, as the tw
narrow rings in each groove, being able to expanc
independently of each other, are better able to follov

inequalities of surface, the one ring being expanJci

Fig. 2.
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Fitting New Piston Rings.—

into the worn part while tlie other ring is approach-

ing or leaving it.

It will be obvious at once that, if two rings are

fitted in one groove, the joints ol' the ring can be

plared diametricallv opposite and will not be likely

by any chance to coincide, with the result that the

joint leakage will practically cease to exist.

The writer, after extensive tests of these rings,

is of opinion that the advantages above mentioned
are reahsed in practice, and that the use of two narrow
rings in one groove is far preferable to the single

rings of ordinaiy width, especially when tuning an
engine up for any special event or service.

Gap in Ring.
When replacing broken or worn piston rings,

information regarding the proper gap required is

usually unobtainable ; the consequence is that the

amount of gap in the ring is the result of a guess

backed up by experience.

The gap made under these conditions is usually on
the large size, and, although gas tightness may not be
affected seriously when newly fitted, the life of the

ring will be shortened owing to the gap reaching its

maximum allowable size earlier ; in fact, by making
the gap over-size in the first instance, the ring is

•robbed of its period of most efficient service before
it has been in service at all, and, for this reason, the
gap should be the minimum safe dimension possible.

The ring when working reaches a temperature which
lies between the maximum temperature reached by
the piston top and the cooler walls of the cylinder

and piston, the exact relation between these tem-
peratures depending upon the individual design of

the engine and its conditions of working.
The expansion (e) of cast iron being .00000556

per unit length per degree Fahr., linear expansion
of a ring

.00000556 Tifjr (i)

in which T = temperature in degrees Fahr.
Assuming for a water-cooled engine a maximum

ring temperature of 350° F. and substituting this for

T in the formula, we get, after simplifying,

e — .oo6id (2)
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The gap should be slightly larger than is necessary

to allow the ring to exi)an(l an amount equal to e,

ccjuatinn (j), and in the case of diagonally slotted ri'igs

the angle of the slot^ has some effect upon the amount
of gap allowable.

For a ring slotted at an angle of 45° the wJxlth uf

gap (g) allowed should be a little more than

g=e.']o-]i (:,)

Temperature of Air=cooIed Engines,

In the case of air-cooled engines the cylinder is, of

course, liable at times to attain a much higher tem-

perature than in the case of water-cooled engines, and
it may be safely assumed that the temperature differ-

ence between the cylinder and rings in an air-cooled

engine is not likely to exceed the figure given for water-

cooled engines—in fact, the reverse is more probable
;

for this reason the figure given may be safely used for

either air-cooled or water-cooled engines.

The following table gives the main dimensions of

piston rings calculated according to the general con-

siderations outlined above, the notation being the same
as used in the text, e in the table should be increased

by a slight amount equal to the minimum clearance

required while hot

:

Dime NsioNs OF Rings.

Concentric
Rings.

Eccentric
Rings.

b t ( i' t

2" .062 .072 .036 009

2-5' .078 .092 .046 oil

3" .094 .110 •055 013

3.5" .109 .128 .064 015

4' .1=5 .146 .073 017

4-5" 14 .164 .082 019

5' .156 .1S2 .091 021

5-5' • 172 2 .010 023

6" .1S8
_

.218 .log 025 _

b = diameter of piston.

i = greatest thickness of ring

i^ = least thickness of ring.

MODERN SPRING FRAMES.
An Experience and the Moral to be drawn therefrom.

FOR some months past I have been riding an
experimental model fitted with an ingenious
spring frame. Being rather an enthusiastic

advocate of the simple machine, I embarked on this

experiment with certain qualms, and my fears were
not allayed by the remarks of certain of my friends

who prophesied all kinds of troubles. For the first

few weeks I had a feeling that the increase of comfort
was too good to be true, and spent much time examin-
ing springs, joints, and bearings.

This feeling has now entirely disappeared, and I

revel in the most comfortable motor cycle that it has
yet been my lot to bestride. A daily journey which
includes a stretch of villainous road surface is accom-
plished with such comfort that it requires a run on

a rigid frame machine to make one realise the shocks

which are caused by deep pot-holes. The machine
in question is also particularly well sprung forward,

and the combination of good forks and rear springing

is almost ideal.

Makers of spring frames must pay alter.tion to

the forks, as comfortable rear suspension is apt to

emphasise the faults of the spring forks to a surprising

degree.

So far, no symptoms of- side play have developed

in any of the frame joints, but, should this occur,

each point at which wear can take place is adjust-

able—a feature which shows the forethought of the

designer, and one which is commended to others who
may be contemplating spring frames. - H.D.T.
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EQUIPMENT FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
A Further Selection of Novelties for the Motor Cyclist's Needs.

To Prevent Air Leaks.

THERE are many devices for -the pre-

vention of air leaks through the
inlet valve guide, and it is probably

true that comparatively few motor cyclists

know about them.
By effectually elimi-

nating leakage at

this point, easy

starting, of twin
engines especially,

is greatly facili-

tated, and we won-
der that manufac-
turers do not give

~ closer attention to

such fitments.

One of the latest

devices designed for

this purpose is

shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

As will be seen, it

consists of a flexible

casing enclosing the
valve stem, and

wM/////m/////A. 3fi4 "filled

Pressland s air leak with graphite and
preventer. having a washer top

and bottom. It is

manufactured by C. Pressland, The Sub.,
Hampton-on-Thanies.

A Simple Spring Handle-bar.

This handle-bar possesses two brackets,
one fastened to the headstock tube, to
which is brazed or welded a fixed webbed
bracket which serves as a mounting for
the actuating spring. This bracket is

split, and contains a semi-rotating bush
provided with a bracket brazed on its

dead centre, which passes through a slot

in the head bracket. The bush is secured
to the handle-bars by means of a clamp
at each end, and drawn tightly by means
of cotters and nuts. It is retained in
the head bracket by means of a milled

Sleight's spring handle-bar.

locking nut. The two brackets are con-
nected by means of a coil spring.

Spring handle-bars have been in vogue
for many years, but for several reasons
they have not caught the public fancy.
However, in view of the rough roads
encountered at the present time, there
is little doubt that they will now receive
closer attention.
This patented handle-bar is made

and sold by Messrs. W. E. Sleight and
H. F. Robinson, 68, Bradford Avenue,
Cleethorpes.

A Nest of Screwdrivers.

Messrs. Ramsay Brothers and Co.,

245, Oxford Street, London, W.l, have
lately placed upon the market a very use-

ful tool, in the shape of a nest of small

screwdrivers. The large screwdriver is

useful nest o\

screwdrivers.

provided with a cap,
allowing the tool to

be carried in the
pocket, also when
stored in the tool-

bag the sharp point
cannot get damaged.
In the body of the

screwdriver three other smaller ones are
carried, the smallest being' quite tiny

enough for jewellers' work, while the
medium sizes should be invaluable when
adjustments are required for such a
delicate piece of mechanism as a magneto.

An Easily Fitted Sidecar Hood.

Those users of sidecars who are solici-

tous of the welfare of their passengers
will be interested in a well-made sidecar

hood, sold to fit any standard sidecar
body, which is turned' out by Slessrs.

James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry, Lon-
don, E.C.I. It is quite well finished,

and is constructed of the best waterproof
twill.

Flexible Oil Pipe Connection.

There has also been placed on the
market a flexible oil-pipe connection, a

very useful adjunct, as it often saves the
breakage of a pipe through vibration.

These connections are made by Messrs.
Grose, Ltd., and there is now no diffi-

culty about delivery.

Rimfix repair band.

The Bimfix Inside Repair Band.
The Rimfix inside repair band is e

novel form of gaiter, designed for use
on the occasion of a bad burst. It i;

similar to the ordinary type of gaiter
except as regards its ends, which, as tht

illustration shows, provide a large over
lap, so that the ends of the gaiter art

folded right
round the bead-
ing of the tj're,

and each termi-
nates in a rolled

edge. By this

means the gaiter
is securely locked
to the rim by
the beading, and
the gaiter is then
enabled "ade-

quately to fulfil

the purpose for
which it was in-

tended. It shows great promise, ancj

should be a valuable item in the motoi
cyclist's tool-bag.

It is manufactured for the inventor,
Mr. E. Barry, Milton, Portsmouth, b\
the Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., Bir-
mingham, and is sold in London by
Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holhoni,
E.C.L

The Leosco Tube Saver.

Although introduced in 1914, the Leosco
tube saver is not so well known as it

deserves to be.

The tube saver consists of a patent

extensible band of red rubber and fabric,

thick m the centre and tapered to the
edges, and, on being stretched over the

rim, the band beds firmly into the base.

There it wards off the corrosion caused
by wet and rust to the tube and to tlie

beads of the cover ; it prevents nipping
and creeping ; and it reduces the liabiUty

to punctures. It is marketed by Leo
Swain and Co., 237-9, Deansgate, ilan-

chester.

Another article well worthy of tlie

attention of motor cyclists, made by tlie

above firm, is an inner tube so con-

structed that, before it is inflated, the

inner portion turns back upon the outer :

tlius the whole tube lies in the outer part

of the cover, and cannot be nipped be-

tween the bead and the rim. This \\;i5

illustrated in The Motor, Cycle of

December 4th, 1919, page 720.

A hood that can be fitted to any standard sidecar
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THE BUMP BICYCLE.
An Oil Turbine to be adopted as an Auxiliary Power Unit for a Bicycle

IN The Mntor Ci/de of Ihe 8tli iiist.

there appeared 11 sliort article entitled

"Why Fit an Engine?" This has
brought forth particulars of a unique
nmchnie, in which any kind- of unused
energy is employed to drive it. The
inventor of the Bump bicycle, -as it is

culled, has adopted a different system
fniin our French friend. No engine

The Bump bicyc'c, to which is fitted an auxil

the form of a wheel.

proper is fitted, but Iris is an attempt
to make use of the waste energy caused
by the action of the saddle to assist the

rider in propelling the machine. The
Bump is in no sense a motor bicycle

as we understand it, but is intended to

be a raotor-assisted bicycle, concerning
which we are enabled to publish tlie

following preliminary details.

There is a cylinder

attached to the saddle
tiihp of the bicvcle, pro-

vidc.l with an' oidiiiinv

lyre vah'c at the tup.

Air is piiiii|n'd int" this

by means of :iii (irdiiiaiy

bicycle piini|i tu a pres-

sure of about 15 ]b. tu

the square inch. The
lower portion of the
cylinder contains oil, on
which a float rests, thus
separating- the oil from
the air chambers. The
pump is attached to the
back of the saddle, and

iary motor in is operated by the saddle
moving up and down.

owing to ordiiKuv iiiiduhil inns in the
road. It serves lo pump the oil from
the small riscivoii uver the rear wheel

—

the exhausi ( hiinibi-i-. as it were—to the
large resci\nii, whiili in lurn delivers it

to a small Felton wlieel. 'I'his is situated
on the top of the oil tank. The power
is conveyed to the rear wheel by means
of a chain, and the flow of oil is controlled
by a lever on the handle-bars. Similar
pnnips can also be attached to the front
forks when these are sprung.

Not yet on the Road.

The ni.'irhine lias not yet been maiiu-
f.i(-lui-((l, but wi- understand that the
lii'st uiMih-l will li(> nil the road in about
a fortnight's time. It is handled by
Central Traction, Ltd., 125, Wool E,x-
change, London. E.C, and the inventor
is Mr. A. E. Steel.

We may say we have received quite
a number of letters regarding this in-

vention, and in our corre.spondence
columns last week there was shown a
sketch by a reader, who goes so far as
to imagine a hilbclimb for riders of such
machines.

A RACY CYCLE CAR.
A Small Four-wheeler which may Appeal lo the Sporting Soloist.

ANEW cycle car, possessing a very
racy appearance, which can be
used either as a monocar or a

tandem two-seater, will shortly be placed
on the market by Messrs. Herrtage,
Holyoake and Company, 127a, Fleet
Street, London, E.C. 4.

Mr, Earl, of Earls, Ltd., Hampstead,
London, N.W., is responsible for the
design, which incorporates a Coventry
Victor flat twin engine, housed beneath
the removable bonnet, at the forward
end <»f which , is a dummy radiator, the

The front axle and spring on the Earl

cycle car.

water tubes being replaced by metal
slats arranged horizontally. The drive
from tlie engine is transmitted through
a three-plate clutch by a propeller-shaft
to a countershaft gear bo.x, containing
bevel gears. The drive from the counter-
shaft to the live rear axle is by two
roller chains, engagement of the two

forward speeds being
by means of dogs on
the countershaft. A re-

verse gear is also fitted

The forward gear latios

are 5 and 8 to 1, whilst
the reverse gear, which
is actuated by a
separate lever, gives ^

ratio of 9 to 1.

Two brakes are pio
vided, foot and hand
operated respecti^ eh
and consist of external
brake bands contract-

ing on drums mounted
on each rear wheel.

The chassis is of ash, strengthened by
flitch plates, and laterally held by angle
iron cross members. The rear springing
is of the conventional quarter-elliptic type,

whilst at the front a single-point sus-

pension is used, the front axle being
suspended in the centre on a single

volute spring, whilst the ring in which
it reciprocates is pivoted to the front

end of the chassis, in order that the

wheels may ride at any angle whilst
the chassis remains horizontal. Steering
is by cable and bobbin in conjunction
with a telescopic steering column of

novel design to facilitate entry into the

single seat. The cables from the bobbin
are conducted to the front axle through
heavy gauge Bowden casing. An adjust-
able seat is provided, and the movable
tail, fixed directly at the rear, can be
removed to accommodate a passenger;
The simple bodywork should permit

the price to be comparatively low, for

usually the body of a car costs a large

percentage of the chassis price, and is

A cycle car of simple design—the Earl fitted with fiat twin engine-

therefore the most expensive item in a

specification. No doubt there are quite

a number of sporting motor cyclists who
would favour such a machine as the Earl
promises to be.

A HINT FOR COLD WEATHER

^^

Utilising an odd sock to enclose the top

half of lighting generator and prevent the

water freezing on a. frosty night
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A Simple Miniature with Spring Frame.
The Macklum Scooter, with a SimDle Pressed Steel Frame and Springing System.

THERE is no gainsaying that a very
certain demand exists tor a type of

machine different in many respects
fi'om the conventional form of motor cycle.

Ten years ago we urged manufacturers to

give more serious thought to the open
frame machine to meet this demand. We
have also advocated lighter lightweights.

does come it will open up a vast field

—

hitherto untouched by present types

—

which consists of potential buyers of
handy little mounts, with which the use
of special clothing will not be necessary.
A new scooter which interested us as an

embryo open frame motor cycle is the
Macklum, the design of Jlr. F. iSIacCallum,
of Guildhall Buildings, Birmingham,
which embodies a spring frame of novel
design.

Wide Power-weight Ratio.

The machine illustrated is one of the
many forms in which the frame design
may be used, and is a proposition specially
-produced to fill orders sent to the designeV
from the East, where buyers are keenly
interested in such machines. The engine
fitted on this particular model is a Union
2| h.p. two-stroke, which is embodied in

as witness the presentation to the A.C.U.
of The Motor Cycle. Trophy for a 250 c.c.
class in the Junior T.T. race. Sooner or
later the lightweight open frame machine
will come. Of this we are convinced

;

more convinced now perhaps than before
the reintroduction of the motor scooter
during the past twelve months. \Yhen it

A single pressing, lorming the rear guard,

platform, and "chassis" of the Macklum
minialure.

order to provide a very large reserve of

power to enable the machine to climb any
ordinary hill on a single gear, but modifi-

cations in this respect may be made to

suit different requirements.
As will be seen from the illustration,

the engine is carried above the front
wheel, with which it forms a unit with
the front forks, etc. These latter are of

stamped steel, as are also the stays sup-
porting the engine. The transmission is

by chain, and the wheels are 16 X 2in.

A One-piece Frame.

More interesting, however, is the frame
design, if frame it may be called.

Simplicity is its keynote, which will b.e

appreciated when it is known that the
rear mudguard, platform, and " chassis

"

will be a one-piece stamping. In the

experimental model, however, this has

been built up, but we are reviewing the

design rather than the actual machine as

it exists at present.
From the diagrammatic sketch of the

springing system it will be seen that the

back wheel frame is pivoted at the real

end of the pressing at that point where it

forms the tail end of the mudguard.
At the forward end the wheel fraine is

connected to one end of a half-elliptic

laminated spring which is fixed to the

"chassis" at its centre.

The front portion of the machine (i.e.,

the steering head and fork, engine, etc.),

is connected pivotally to the main frame
by means of a duplex triangulated

structure of which the top and the bottom
of the steering head form two points of

the triangle. Between these points is a

lug upon which pivots a tube which passes

through a slot in the platform and is

connected to the fore end of the spring.

A demonstration of the machine on the

road gave ample evidence of the efficiency

of the frame design, which is patented in

most countries, and we await with interest '

further developments in the form of a

machine which will have the same
extended scope as a motor cycle.

Accommodation)

In the meantime, Mr. MacCallum is

e.xhibitiug at the Birmingham Industrial

Fair next month to test the possible

demand, both in this and other countries,

for his machine as a seat type scooter on
the lines of the machine illustrated, which,

it will be seen, is fitted with a box lor

the carriage of parcels and a Tan Sad seat

to accommodate the driver.

The experimental model was built

throughout by Messrs. Alfred Wiseman,
Ltd., the manufacturers of the Verus
motor cycle, under the supervision of

Mr. T. Weaver, the Verus works manager
and a keen competition rider. The
machine was produced in less than a

month.

The springing system 1

diagrammatic lorm.

WE recently inspected, at the works
of Mr. Leopold Ward, experi-
mental engineer, Harmood Place,

Ohalk Farm, London, N.W.I, an in-

genius device he has made for an in-

ventor for the purpose of lubricating
Bowden cables. The triangular box,
through which the cable passes, is filled

witli grease, and extra grease is forced
in from time to time by means of the
grease cup shown in the illustration.

C4

A LUBRICATOR FOR BOWDEN CABLES.

An excellent device tor keeping Bovvdei

cable in good condition.

The reciprocating movement of the wires

and the pressure exerted through the

grease cup cause the lubricant to pass

throughout the length of the controls,

thus Keeping them in good order and
preventing any likelihood of breakage or

wear. Undoubtedly cable breakages
are frequently due to lack o£ lubrica-,,

tion, and such a device might find

favour with those who desire to add
every refinement to their machine.

\
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A Miniature Two-stroke Engine.
The 2h.p. Mepward Power Unit for ScoT'es and Auxiliar'es

The Mepward hvo-stroke scooter engine of 116 c.c. The crank case and cylinder Note the ports in the cyl. ne'er barrel.

THE promises of increased production

of motor scooters are very apparent.

Each week a newcomer, incorporat-

ing advanced designs, joins the ranlis of

the producers of the miniature motor
cycle. An experienced and enterprisiue;

firm. Messrs. .Mepsted and Hayward, 52,

Rodney Street. Pentonville, Loudon, N.l,

has recently placed on the market au

interestino- little power unit possessing

many of the features which render it suit-

able' for' adaptation to motor scooters.

Two models are made, one of which is

constructed primarily for attachment to

pedal cycles.

The scooter engine, which is of the two-
stroke two-port type, has very small
external dimensions. The latest pattern
Fellows magneto is fitted, the miniature
size of which is in keeping with the
remainder of the engine, and this can be
mounted in different positions around
the crank case. A steel cylinder is used,
having a bore and stroke of 54 x 51 mm.
(116 c.c), which, being cut from the solid,

enables the walls, ports, and fins to be

The Mepward power unit, as designed for use on a pedal bicycle

mjichiiied to more e.xact dimensions
than \vben a casting is used. 'I'he

cylinder is let into an extension of the

crank case to a point beyond the ports.

The crank case is an aluminium casting,

the flywheel side of which receives a plate

which acts as a support for the miigneto

platform and forms one of the main
bearings. On the other side of the crank
case a phosphor bronze bush is located in

the casting and supports the other end of

the nickel steel crankshaft. Ribs (not

shown in the photograph) are cast in the

exhaust port (formed in the crank case

extension mentioned above) to assist the

dispersal of heat, whilst the inlet port

is provided with a diaphragm valve, which
latter and the crank case are covered by
patents.

Petroii Lubrication,

Lubrication is on the petroii system.

A petrol tank, however, is not included
in the outfit, as the disposition of the

engine necessitates many variations in

design. Steel stampings are used both
for the connecting rod and flywheel.

The second model, suitable for pedal
cycles, is similar in construction to the

scooter engine, with the exception of the

position and method of mounting the

magneto. In this case it is held by spring
bands to the bottom of the crank case,

which latter differs from the first design,

inasmuch as both main bearings are made
integral with the casting, _ whilst one side

is held to the remainder of the crank case

by means of bolts.

IS PETROL TO BE DEARER?
THE daily jaress during last week suc-

ceeded in creating such a scare as

is seldoni caused in motoring
circles. Petro.l prices were to be in-

creased by as much as 8d. per gallon,

we w-ere to be shamelessly fleeced, and,
in fact, all was lost.

But is the price of petrol going
up ? Who knows ? Certainly not the
journalists who created the scare. At
the time of writing nothing whatever
h^s been decided by the oil importers.
No joint meeting of the representatives
of the various petrol companies has been
convened to discuss the matter, and,
though a "lightning" decision may he

made at any 'moment, the probability is

that there will be no increase in the im-
mediate future.

It a rise is decided upon it will be
excused, almost certainly, by the im-
porters on the score of high sea freight

rates and the increased railway goods
rates, the last-named being raised by
60% on consignments weighing less than
three tons, and by 50% on heavier con-

signments, while the rate for "empties"
has been doubled.

So far as sea freight rates are con-

cerned, it is difficult to get at the true
facts, for the oil companies own most of

the tankers, and can establish any rates

they like, the precise figures being
merely book-keeping entries.

The outstanding fact is that a cargo
of petrol can be purchased f.o.b. New
York at approximately Is. 2d. per gallon,

and it is sold in England at 3s.. O^d. per

gallon. There is an import duty of 5d.

per" gallon to be paid to the British

Government, so that a cargo bought f.o.b.

New York at Is. 2d. would cost landed
in England Is. 8d. per gallon, and to that
figure must be added the value of freight

and insurance. Also, we must add the
retailer's profit of 4id. per gallon and the

cost of distributing the petrol from the

depots to the garages. Figures for that
item and sea freight are kept secret.

The question at the moment is, taking
2s. Ojd. as the cost of petrol in England,
after the import duty and the retailer's

profit have been paid, is not Is. a

gallon ample to provide for freight, in-

surance, and distribution? We trust that

the Profiteering Committei! will be able

to solve the riddle.

C7



I5lmc.s to Clgl^t Camps.
Greentvich Timk.

Jan. 22nd 4.57 p.m.

„ 24th 5.0

„ 26th 5.4

,, 28th 5.8

IV Race for Tanks.

It is proposed to hold a race for French
tanks at Lyons next March. The military
approval is being sought, and, if obtained,
the Automobile Club du Rhone will select

a course in the neighbourhood where
natural obstacles abound. All types of

tanks used in the French Army will be
eligible to compete. L'Aulo also an-

nounces a "cross-country." for tanks, to

take place some time this year in the
neighbourhood of Paris.

Broken Glass on Roa4s.

The recent -offer by the Automobile
Association of a reward of one guinea
for evidence leading to the conviction of

persons wilfully placing broken glass or

other destructive materials on the high-
ways has brought good results. Among
the cases reported was one by a police
constable, who has received the promised
reward. In this case the constable saw
the delinquent, who was subsequently
fined, deliberately take a bottle from his

pocket and smash it on the roadway.
The A. A. road patrols have reported

the use of granite chippings, cinder ashes
containing glass, and other tyre-destroy-
ing road dressings by local authorities.
The authorities concerned have invariably
taken the necessary action for stopping
the practice when informed of the
dangerous practice.

The Trade and Competitions.

The Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Section of the Cycle and Motor Cycle
Manufacturers' Union has had under
consideration the question of trade sup-
port to open competitions during 1920,
and has derided to raise no objection
to me.nbers supporting any of the twenty
open competitions ^w-liich are receiving
licciices from the .VC.IT. if they feel so

disposed.

The Section also decided to accord
permission to manufacturers desiring to

enter anv of the four events promoted
by the A.C.U., namely :

1. Toui'ist Trophy Races.
2. Six Days Trial.

3. Trial for Three-wheeled Cars.

4. Trial for Scooters.

Ihe approval of the Competitions Com-
mittee is required to the rules and regula-

tions governing the various competitions
of 1920.

c8

News from France.

At -the hill-climb held by the Nice
Motor Cycle Club on Mont Chauve the

motor bicycle class was won by a B.S.A.,

with a Peugeot second and J. A. P. third.

Among the sidecars an Indian was the

winner in the 1,0C0 c.c. class, a Motosa-
coche in the 500 c.c, and a Clyno in the

750 c.c. class, with a B.S.A. second and
Moto-Reve third. We understand that

French makers are behind time in the

production of new models.

H. R. Davies Still a Motor Cyclist.

H. R. Davies, who tied for second place

in the last Senior T.T. race on a 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam, has now been demobilised, and
will re-enter the competition field in

earnest this year. He has joined Messrs.

Amac, Ltd., and will enter most of the

important events, including the , T.T.

Davies has a creditable war record. He
joined as a D.R. in October, 1914, and
went straight to France, where he re-

mained until December, 1915, returning

home for his commission in the R.E. He
was transferred to the R.F.C. in June,

1916, acting as pilot for several months
over "the hues." He was eventually shot

down and reported missing for some time,

but it transpired that he was a prisoner

in Germany^ ivhere he remained for

twenty months, and was repatriated about

a month after the Armistice.

Special J^eatures.

THE PERFECTLY FITTED MOTOR CYCL^

ACETYLENE LIGHTING.

FiTTING NEW PISTON RINGS.

H. R. Davies, ihe well-known pre-war

T.T. and competition rider, who has now
re-joined the motor cycle trade after five

years in the R.E. and R.A.F.

The Junior T.T. 250 c.c. Class.

There is no doubt that this year's T.T.
will receive support from every manufac-
turer who is in a position to build suitable

machines for the races, but the moulders'
strike has already ruled out several firms

who would have competed had labour
difficulties' been less acute. Several

makers have signified their intention to

enter, and amongst the entrants may be
mentioned the Levis and Cedos, both oL
which makes will probably be represented
by several machines in the 250 c.c. class

for The Motor Oyde trophy, as will the
makers of the O.K. lightweight. ^

The Research Association of British Motor
and Allied Manufacturers, Ltd.

Negotiations have for some time past
been carried on between the Government
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research and the Association of British

Motor and Allied Manufacturers with
the result that the Research Association
of the British Motor and Allied Manu-^
facturers has been formed under condi-

tions entitling it to substantial financial

assistance from the Government. The
movement, too, is receiving influential

support from within the industry.

The activities of the Association will

fall under two headings : the collection

and dissemination of scientific informa-
tion of value to the industry, and actual

research and experiment.

Motor Cycle and Sidecar v. Train.

On a recent morning we left a certain

village rather over twenty-five miles from
London on a 4 h.p. single cylinder and
sidecar, carrying a twelve-stone pas-

senger. Just on the outskirts of the

village we passed a colleague who was
on his way to catch a train leaving at

8.31. We were, perhaps, seven minutes
in front of the train. One stop was made
during the journey, and a further stop

was made in the outskirts of London to

deposit our passenger. The colleague,

who travelled up by train, reached Far-

mgdon Street Station at exactly the same
tmie as ourselves, and we drove him from
there to The Motor Cycle Offices in

Tudor Street. This is rather an interest-

ing performance, as it shows that a

journey from door to door can be accom-
plisheci more quickly by motor cycle than

by train, even though the said train

touches fifty miles an hour, and only

stops once between the starting point and
the Metropolis.
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Kotth-Eastern A.A. and the Six Days.

A meeting of the Motor Cyde Board
of tlie North-Easlern Automobile Asso-
cialioii was lield at Newcastle on
January 13th, when Mr. Q. A. Nicol,

O.H.K., presided, and there was a repre-

sentative attendance.
Over a dozen possible routes for the

A.C.U.'s Si.K Days Trial, next July or

August, were submitted, and ultimately
accepted, in order to be forwarded to

the A.C.U., with the observation that,

if more severe routes were desired, the

Board would be prepared to submit an-

other scheme with some other centre

than Newcastle.
It was decided to delete from the rules

of the Board all reference to distinctions

between amateurs and professionals, and
to allow the general rules of the
N.E.A.A. to govern the situation.

The Motor Cycling Club.

rh» annual general meeting of the

Motor Cycling Club will be held at 6.30

p.m., at Piiganni's Eestaurant, on Wed-
nesday, January 28th.

The openuig run, following pre-war
practice, will be to the Old Ship Hotel,
Brighton, on Saturday, March 13th.

Dinner will be served at 7 p.m., after

which the medals won in the London-
Exeter run will be distributed. Mr. W.
H. Wells will be in charge of the ar-

rangements Those members who desire

acconnnodation should write to him, c/o

The Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
366, Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

Saturday, June 26th, has been de-

finitely fixed as the date of the M.O.C.
Inter-Team Trial for y/ie Motor Cycle
50 Guinea Challenge Cup.

Rolls-Royce Workers' Welfare.

The twelfth annual general meeting of

RoUs-Roj'ce, Ltd., takes place on the 23rd
inst., when the directors' report will be
presented. After providing for all

charges, a net profit of £153,261 has re-

sulted, and a 10% dividend having been
paid it is proposed that one-half of the

surplus profits ubox'e that am(.iunt bo
devoted to a works welfare aclienie. The
fund thus created will be expended in

houses, recreation grounds, and other

matters appertaining to the betterment of

the social life of the employees of the
company. It is also proposed that a

IMPORTANT DATES.

Fri.. Jan. 23rJ, lo S>t.. Jan 31sl -

ScoUish Mo'or S.Sow, Glasaow.

Thurs., Jan. 29th—
Institution of Automobile Engineers. ^ap;r
by Dr. A. H Gibson on "Air-coolinsr of
Engines," f hamber of Commerce, Birming-
ham, 7 30 p m.

Fri.. Feb. 13th, to Mon., Feb I 6th-
Paris-Nice Trial

Mon , Feb. 23rd, lo Sat. March 6:h—
British Indus.ries Exhibition. Eirmmiham

Sit. Feb. 28th—
Sutton Coldf eld A.C. Trial for Colmore Cup

Mon , Mar, h I St, to Tues , March 1 6 .h—

Good F. iday, April 2nd—
Inter-club Meet at Richmond, Yorks.

Fri.. May 21st—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Mon., Ju-e 14th, to Sit. June 19—
Royal Scot ish A.C. Light Car Trial.

Tues. J>:n, l.'Dth—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs. June 17lh—
Senior T.T. Ra=3. Is'e of Man.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th— .

Arhu:hno^ 1 rophy Trial.

Sun., July 2Sth, to Aug Ist -

Interna ional Six Days Tri*l in France.

Mon . Aug 23rJ, lo Sat , Aug. 28t:i—
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

99

The Pari>Nicc Trial.

\\a leani that the nui.ibcr of liriti.-li

onirics for this competition lias beaten

all records. A further attraction to the

event is the offer of a cup, value £100,
from Le I'etit Jurirnal for the best per-

formance of an international club. Eng-
lish clubs intending to compete should

nominate teams of three men and forward
lliem to Mr. G. Sweerts, MotocijclUme,

1, Cite Paradis (Xe), Paris, France.

British motor cycles will be weighed
and examined at the laboratory of the

Automobile Club de France, Boulevard
Bourdon, Neuilly, on February 12th fiom
eight o'clock in the morning.

All competitors should write to M.
Sweerts as soon as possible, stating how
many rooms they require at Montgeron,
Dijon, Lyon, Marseilles, and Nice.

class of shares, to be known as
workers' shares, be issued at par, avail-

able to the workers for purchase by
instalments. Should the holder leave the
firm, the shares are to be redeemed at

par. The scheme is one which may com-
mend itself to other large companies.

The silver cup, valued at £100, given by

Le Petit Journal for the best performance of

an international club in the Paris-Nice trial.

PARIS -NICE RUN.
Official List of Entries for the Popular Event on February 13th to 16th.

CLASS 1.-250 C.C.

.\iKjre Diipout (248 c.c. Motosolo)
Emmanuel DuboEt (248 c.c. Motosolo)

CLASS 2.—350 C.C.

L. Hoi'ton "(295 c.c. New Impeiial)
A. Milner (293 c.c. Diamond)
W. Maurice Greenwood (293 c.c. Connauglit)
Gordon Uren (350 c.c. Ixion)

17. Camille (269 c.c. Diamond)

CLASS 3.—500 C.C.
20. Graeme Fenton (400 c.c. A.B.C.)
21. Gabriel (400 c.c. A.B.C.)
22. Naaii (400 c.c. A.B.C.)
23. J. Newmann (499 c.c. Sunbsam)-
24. lorn Gillies (499 c.c. Sunbeam)
25. F. Hutherford (499 c.c. Sunbeam)
26. Bartlielemy (499 c.c. Rover)
27. Rex Mundj- (499 c.c. Rover)
28. (499 c.c. Rover)
29. Luciefi Clave (500 c.c. Coventry Ea^le)
30. J. Peruettee (500 c.c. Bleriot)
31. E. Grappercv (500 c.c. Bleriot)
32. M. Brunet (500 c.c. Bleriot) '

33. F. Gallie (Triumph)

CLASS 4.—750 C.C.
48. Calyignac (540 c.c. Louis Clement)
41. (540 c.c. Louis Clement)
42. 1540 c.c. Louis Clement)
46. Mme. J. Ta.vmans (550 c.c. Triumph)
47. H. O. Wood (532.5 c.c. .Scott)
<!8. Capt.-N. D. Vinter (532.5 c.c. Scott)

1532.5
coifrey Hill
i:iney (550 t

Scott)
550 c. Triumph)

CLASS 4 fOontiniiedJ.
52. Ringot (550 c.c. Triumph)
53. H. White (550 c.c. Triumph)
54. Debav (654 c.c. Rover)
55. Jesse Baker (532.5 c.c. Scott)

CLASS 5.-1,000 C.C.
60. Huret (950 c.c. Janoir)
62. M. J. Taymans (997 c.c. American Ex
63. Werder (998 c.c. Havlev-Davidson)
64. Vandeville (997 c.c. Indi.an)
65. Maj. J. Woodhouse (Matchlsss)
66. Harry Reed (770 c.c. Dot)
67. (770 c.c. Dot)
68. (770 c.c. Dot)
69. Barnard (997 c.c. Indian)
70. H. P. Lucas (770 c.c. Zenith)

CLASS 6.-SIDECARS, 350 C.C.

CLASS 7.—SIDECARS. 500 C.C.
100. Detruche (400 c.c. A.B.C.)
101. L. Psaltv (499 cc. Rover)
102. Guiguet (G.L.)

<;LASS 8.—SIDECARS, 750 C.C.
110. Delabre (654 c.c. Rover)
111. F. Gompertz (750 c.c. G.L.)
112. Moret (750 c.c. G.L.)
113. Lacour (750 c.c. G.L.)
114. E. G. Fern (595 c.c. Douglas)
lis. W. Douglas Hawlces (748 c.c. A.J.S.)
116. Harold Petty (633 c.c. Norton)
117. V. E. Horsman (633 c.c. Norton)
118. R. Dupuis (557 CO. B.S.A.)
119. (540 c.c. Louis Clement)
120. (540 c.c. Louis Clement)
121. (540 c.c. Louis Clement)
122. Stanley Parker (633 c.c. Norton)

CLASS 9.—SIDECARS, 1,000 C.C.

130. Collot (988 c.c. Hailev-bavidson)
131. P. L. Bois.serie (988 c.c. Harley-Davidson)
132. C. Soberer (988 c.c. Harlev-Davidson)
133. Oblin (976 c.c. Royal Enfield)
134. M. Brodt (988 c.c. Harley-Davidson)
135. Bonnard (988 c.c. Harlev-Davidson)
136. Paul (983 c.c. Harlev-Davidson)
137. (988 c.c. Harley-Davidson)
138. (988 c.c. Harlev-Davidson)
139. (988 c.c. Harlev-Davidson)
140. Remv (997 c.c. Indian)
141. Marchand (965 c.c. Janoir)
142. (965 c.c. Janoir)
143. (1,000 c.c. iMatchless)

CLASS 10.—CYCLE CARS, 750 C.C.

CLASS 11.—CYCLE CARS. 1.100 C.C.

150. (Elfe)
151. Kay Don (Wilton)
152. JMaj. H. C. Empson (988 c.c. A.V.)
153. E. A. Taraplin (TamplinJ
154. Cai3t. Nash (G.N.)
155. Bondelocvne (Morgan)
156. E. Chapman (Morgan)

NOT YET CLASSIFIED.
Daudois James Milhous [ )

J. Rutherford ( )

Colombel ( )

Giribert ( )

John Moos (Harlev-David onl
rZenith)
(Zenith)
(Zenith)
(Zenith)

Foulhoux (
)
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Lack, of Power in Sidecar Outfits.

The Ultra Ligfitweigfil for

A FEW years ago sidecar machines with engines
of very small capacity were considered by some
to be the ideal outfit for the lady driver.

These have now almost disappeared, and quite rightly

too, for, in the scales of continued and efficient

Ladies' Use.
By MAY WALKER

service, they would generally be " found

wanting." The two-stroke engine—with

which such machines are usually fitted

—is essentially the engine for a light

solo mount; such machines provide an

enjoyable means of travelling for one

person with far greater comfort and less cost than the

railwav.

Doubtless when manufacturers are in a better posi-

tion to cope with the unusual demand for motor cycles,

we shall find light machines listed that can be used
as miniature passenger outfits. The sidecar may be
'ight and attractive, but, unless the engine is up to

h.p., I would strongly advise the lady motor
cyclist to resist its appeal.

I have travelled far and wide during the last twelve

months, and have been surprised to notice how few-

lady motor cyclists are riding in the Midlands. This
being the home of the motor industry, one expects

to find many women awheel, hut I encountered many
more "down south." Probably this is due to the lack

of machines specially designed for ladies' use. In this'

diiection manufacturers appear to ignore what must;;

THE 6 h.p. ENFIELD SIDECAR

ON THE ROAD

This machine has proved an

admirable outfit for a lady to

handle where power is needed

Its two-speed gear is probably

the simplest type fitted to a

powerful mount
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Through Feminine Goggles.—

Ihc1)0 a very ceilain ili'maiid Imlh for llic sol(

siilt'L-ar typos of iiiacliine.

Wanted—a Simple Lightweight.
I'or a solo niacliine, llic (lucstioii is how low can

OIK' kocp ill',' power and consequently the weight and
yet olilain a mount that is fully capable of carrying

one person up all main road gradients ? I remember
a I '4 h.p. Little Giant that 1 owned round about

1912. It had many faults, but not unreasonable
ones. I feel sure, with latter day knowledge con-

cerning small engines and scientific frame design,

the British industry could now proilnce such a machine
to lie in every way relialile. Not onlv ilo lailies—but

a large number of men also

—

re(|uirc an ultra-Iight-

weight nKuiiino, and perhaps the introduction of a

250 c.c. class in this year's T.T. Race may be the

means of bringing the real lightweight machine
toiwaid. In the meantime such a machine as the

Levis Poptilar is a sotnid investment for the lady who
looks for efficiency without the extra weight in the

way of gears and such extras. These machines are

exceedingly simple, easy to ride, and light to handle.

They are usually made with diamond frames only, but

the J4in. wheels and saddle position are low enough
for e\en a small woman. There is no need for

ungainliness in mounting, while the controls are so

few that the novice can easily acquire the necessary

knowledge to master them.

A Novices Long Journey.
We al! know how the Le\is performed in expert

hands during last year's trials, but a fact that seems
to me to portray greater reliabilitv is that a young
girl of my acquaintance undertook, and successfully

carried out, a journev of some two or three hundred
miles without kn.owing the sparking plug from the

belt fastener.

I do not belie\e in asking a machine of this power
to carry an extra passenger. Not because it would be
incapable of it, but because the practice, if not

('angciciiis, is nvist uncomfortable. We ha\'e heard
much of thr dri\er's x'icws on pillion riding, but ue
rarely hear the jjillion rider's ideas on the subject,

I am (jiiite certain that members of my own sex who
have tasted the comfort of a modern sidecar, or any
sidecar, would infinitely ])refer it to being jolted and
bumped above the unspnmg back whee^. The man
who asks a lady to pl-eteiid to enjoy this mode of

travelling, when a sidecar i.s obtainable at a little cost,

is sacrificing his fair companion's comfort to his own
preference for a solo machine. There are ages and
stages when one can enjoy the most crude forms of

pleasure—one recalls the seesaws of one's yoiUh—but

tastes change.

A 6 h.p. Sidecar.

A contrast in types is afforded by the 6 h.p. Enfield

combination. One does not ask what the engine

can do. It ha.; all the power that reasonable mai
requires. It is fitted with a most comfortable and
well sprung sidecar, and the brakes are better than

those on many makes. When the manufacturers
have had time to look round, perhaps they will gi\e

us a niche in which to fit the petrol can to save

strapping and unstrapping when the tank requires re-

plenishing, also a nice aluminium locker permanently
fitted to the back grid large enough to hold the luggage
necessary for a holiday. Of course, the grid should
be sprung with the body, and then we can pack
our luggage without fear of damaging the body.

/^

Tfie wntei of the artxle undet ilie ;:itlt

" Feminine Goggles combines the pleasures

of photography with tho:e of motor cycling,

the two photographs .hown recording im

pressions of a run round Abmgdon Tha

on the left is the old Town Hall ; on the

right one of the several quaint old streets

of the town. The motor cycle shown is n

4 h.p. Douglas
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TAXATION.
Increased Molor Cycle Taxation is Threatened, gnd it is Practically Certain that the

Fuel Tax will not be Retained. Below are given Several Alternatives.

'
g HE vital question of taxation is discussed in The

I
Autocar of Januaiy lotli, from which it would
appear that the difficulties of collection are

likely to put the fuel tax scheme out of court. This
leaves us with the alternatives of a direct tax on each
vehicle on existing lines. It is likely that this tax will

be increased, so that the question of horse-power rating

lurmula is of the greatest importance.
In spite of its disadvantages, The Autocar is inclined

to agree that the present Treasuiy rating should be
retained for cars, in view of the possibility of even
more unsuitable formulae coming into use.

So far as motor cycles are concerned, it is satis-

factory tO' know that motor cyclists are capably repre-

sented on the Motor Legislation Committee, which is

acting in an advisory capacity to the Government

;

and, if one goes into the question thoroughly, it must
be appreciated that such representation is very neces-

sary, as^it does not follow that a satisfactoiy formula

for car taxation would be equally satisfactory for

motor cycles. As far back as 1913 we ventilated this

question when the Treasury was before considering the

revision of motor cycle taxes. We showed how absurd

the present car formula would be when applied to

motor cycles, as was suggested. In fact, it was largely

due to these examples of anomalies and a Motor Cycle

petition that the idea was dropped.

We repeat some of these below ;

6 h.p. twin motor cycle

8 h.p. twin light car (72 ram. bore)

4g h.p. four-cylinder F.N
7-8 h.p. four-cylinder F.N
3^ h.p. .single

2J h.p. twin '

According to The Autocar, the final

modes of taxation will probably lie between :

A.—Taxation by unit of horse-power (formula).

B.—Taxation by unit of cubic capacity.

C.—Compound tax.

Taxation by Cubic Capacity.

The first-mentioned will bring up the old question

of horse-power formula, for it is obvious that, if

bore alone is taken, as in the present car rating for-

mula, it will not be fair to motor cycles. The second

—taxation by unit of cubic capacity—has many pit-

falls ; and the last means abolishing the present petrol

tax, and compounding it with either A or B on an

assumed petrol consumption, say, for 5,000 miles

annual running.

We have already shown some of the anomalies

obtaining where the present Treasury rating for cars is

used, and, therefore, if a horse-power rating is used,

it will have to be different from the one now in use,

stroke being taken into consideration. In this con-

nection a simple unit to use would be for 125 c.c. to

be regarded as r h.p. It is a formula which may be

regarded as giving actual power quite as accurately

as any other formulae can give, and has the advan-

tage of also covering the second suggestion.

If such a unit were used for both cars and motor

£ s. d.

4 14 6
4 4

4 14 6
4 14 6

2 2

3 3

slection of

cycles, and we assume a tax of 5s. per horse-power,
we get the following results :

125 c.c. ... 5s.
I

500 c.c. ... 20s. 1 87S c.c. ... 35s.

250 c.c. ... 10s. 625 c.c. ... 25s. 1,000 c.c. ... 40s.

375 c.c. ... 15s.
I

750 c.c. ... 30s. |

It is clear at a 'glance that such a unit for cars

would not be satisfactory to the Treasury Depart-
ment, which at present derives a greater revenue from
the present rating, of which the following are a fe\v

examples

;

Singer (1,097 c.c.) ... 65s. I 2,000 c.c. „. ... 84s. -

A.V. (961 c.c.) ... 65s. 3,000 c.e 126s.-

1,500 cc 6Ss.
I

From the above, it would seem that any attempt to

adjust present car formula with the intention of em-
bracing motor cycles will be veiy hard upon the latter,

because even the basis of present rating makes a

100 c.c. unit approximately 6s.

On this basis, motor cycle taxes would be as follows

:

100 c.c. ... 6s.

200 c.c. ... 12s.

30O c.c. ... 18s.

4O0 c.c. ... 24s.

It will be appreciated that such taxes, in addition
to a petrol tax, would make motor cycles very expen-
sive ; and, while it is understood that motor cyclists

will have to pay an increased rate of taxation, the

cubic capacity unit is not altogether ideal if the same
rate is to apply to cars.

Effect of a Compound Tax.
There is one more system which may be suggested,

and this is that the basis be one of weight and include

the present petrol tax. If such should be adopted, it

cannot be expected that very small units will be used

—

motor cycles may even be divided into two, or at

most three, classes, say 200 lb., 500 lb., and over

500 lb.

To appreciate fully the effects of this system, the

present taxes should first be considered.
Tax on

500 c.e. .. 30s. 800 c.c. . . 48s.

6O0 c.c. .. 36s. 900 c.c. . . 54s.

700 c.c. .. 42s. 1,000 c.c. . . 60s.

Approx. Tax on Petrol Total.
Weight. Machine (5,000 miles)

572 lb. . Sidecar, 50 m.p.g. .. £1 . £2 10s. .

.

£3 10s

300 lb. . Solo, 75 m.p.g. .. £1 . £1 13s. .

.

£2 13s
196 lb. . Solo, 100 m.p.g. .. £1 . £1 5s. .. £2 5s

From the above it will be observed that a new in-
'

elusive tax of ^2 for machines of 200 lb. or under,

jQ2 JOS. for those between 200 and 500 lb., and

;^3 los. for the over 500 lb. class, which would
cover pi-actically all sidecars, would be in keeping with
present-day taxation, when a motor c^'clist rides 5,000
miles during the year. True, many exceed this figure;

on the other hand, there are a large number who do
not reach it, so it may be taken as a fair average.

It is agreed that motor cyclists mu.st pay their share
towards the upkeep of the roads, and, so long as this

share is in proportion to..the weight and power of

their machines, no fair-minded I'ider will object ta
paying such apparently large sums. What he will

object to will be' a formula by which he may be
called upon to pay as much as or more than the

owner of a machine weighing perhaps double the

weight of his own.
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Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.

The lifteeiith annivei'sary ot the Essex
I i.e. was celebrated by a dinner at the

Icstiuirant Frascati on Saturday last.

An Earlsfield (S.W.) Club?

It is proposed to form a motor cycle

lub for EarlsHeld district, and any motor
yclist in the locality, or adjacent Ihere-

0, wisliing to join should communicate
irith the secretary (pro tern.) at 20,

Valdron Eoad, EarlsHeld, S.W.18.

South Birmingham M.C.C.
The annual dinner and prize distribn-

ion was held on Friday evening at the

Vhite Horse Hotel, Congreve Street,

'he attendance, which was large, in-

luded many prominent motor cyclists

nd representatives of the trade.

North Wilts M.C. and L.C.C.

An enthusiastic meeting was held on
he 14th inet., when it was decided to

Drm a Motor Cycle and Light Car Club
nder the above name. Preliminary de-

ails were discussed, and a temporaiT
hairman and secretary appointed.

A further meeting will be held on Wed-
esday. January 28th, at 8 p.m., at

ay's' Restaurant (side entrance), Wood
treet, Swindon.
The secretary (pro (em.) is Mr. A. R.

lorris, 25, Kent Road, Swindon.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held at the Fox and

tounds Hotel, Surbiton, on the 14th inst.,

as unanimously decided to form the

bove club. About sixty prospective

lembers were present.

It has been decided to call the first

nnual general meeting to take place on
!• about January 28th at more commodious
uarters to elect officials, arrange competi-

ions and social functions for the coming
Jason, and to elect members.
Mr. W. B. Reeve, of 25, Ditton Road,
urbiton, who was elected hon. sec.

iro tern, will be pleased to hear from

ny motor cyclist or light car owner who
1 interested.

N.M.O.F.U.. (Rotherham).

A very successful meeting ot members
i the "N.M.C.F.XJ. was held in the

r.M.C.A. Booms, Rotherham; on Satar-

ay, the 17th inst. It was agreed unani-

louslv to form a branch of the

f.M.d.F.XJ. in Rotherham, a provisional

'lommittee being appointed, with Mr. C.

•rown " Glencroft," Deepdale Eoad,
lotherham, as convenor, and a further ^

leeting arranged for Friday, the 30th

1st., in the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, Rotherham,
commence at 7.30 p.m., to elect officers

nd arrange a programme for the 1920

Jason.

Jf^uture Cvents.
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Skewen M.C.C.

A motor cycle club has recently been
formed at Skewen, Glam., and the open-

ing run v;ill take place on Saturday, the

31st, at 3 prm., from the Harp Hotel

(weather permittin"). The secretary prn

tern, is Mr. Joseph Evans, 14, Newall
Road, Skewen, near Neath.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

The conmiittee of this club, having
decided to assume the responsibilities ot

the 1914 committee, will be glad if

persons having claims against the club

for prizes won in competitions prior to

the war will communicate with the hon.

secretary (Mr. T. J. Mooney, The
Wessex' Garage, Exeter) on or before

January 30th. The committee will not

hold itself responsible for claims made
after this date.

Liverpool M.C.

Tlie following alterations have been

made to the provisional results of the

above - mentioned trial, published in

October, 1919 : J. A. Newman (3i Sun-

beam), 102 marks. Reliance cup. Noel

H. Brown (7-9 Indian sc), received 101

marks. T. Weaver (2| Verus), received

90 marks, and is therefore awarded a

silver medal.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

A reunion dinner has been arranged
- at the Albert Hotel, Derby Road, on
Friday, February 6th, at 7 p.m., to

which ladies are cordially invited. The
tickets are 10s. each.

Members requiring tickets are re-

quested to apply, at once, to Mr. J.

Simmonds, hon. secretary, 10, Cranmer
street, Nottingham.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution

of the Birmingham M.C.C. will take place

on Saturday, the 24th inst., at 6 p.m. It

is to be held at the Queen's Hotel. An
i'\( rllriitly arranged li.st, in tabular form.
Ill awards gained in the 1919 competitions
Inis been prepared.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

The Sutton Cold.ield A.C. have now
incorporated the North Birmingham
Motor Cycle Club, and in future the

combination will be known as the Sutton
Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.
The club will hold the Colmore Cup
Reliability Trial on Saturday, February
28th. All particulars may be obtained
from Mr. Phil. Mosedale, The Nook,
Maney Hill Road, Sutton Coldfield.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The Dublin District and Motor Cycle
Club have elected Mr. N. E. Drury as

president for the coming season. Mr.
Drury has recently been demobilised
after a lengthy term of service with the
Forces, having served with the "Dublins"
in Gailipoli and Serbia. Mr. W. H.
Freeman will again act as hon. sec,
and the committee has been strengthened
by the addition of se\'eral new names.
Although the club will not have the dis-

tinction of running any of tlie open e\'ents

recognised- by the trade—the only recog-

nised IriL^h event being the End-to-end.
which will be run under the auspices of

the Ulster centre of the Uiiion—they have
. issued a very comjjrehensive competition
programme, which includes no fewer than
thirteen events.

Amalgamation o£ Clu'os.

The proposed amalgamation of the
Burnley and Preston Motor Cycling
Clubs with the Blackburn and District

Club was carried a step further at a

recent meeting of the latter organisation,

when it was decided to change the. name
of the Blackburn Club to that of the

East Lancashire Motor Cycling Club.

The area of the club's future activities

will thus be considerably extended, and
will embrace all districts from and in-

cluding Colne, Nelson, Burnley, Accring-

ton. and Haslingden, and the Eossendale
Valley, on the one hand, and Darwen.
Chorl'ey, Ormskirk, Leyland, Preston,

Blackpool, and Lancaster, on the other.

Motor cyclists beyond this area will also

be eligible for membership. It was
further decided to make refjresentatioris

to the Bolton club, with a view to their

inclusion, and to have conferences with

representatives ot the Burnley and

Preston clubs in regard to the scheme.

CI7
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A Plea for Syrrmery of Design and Enclosure of Detaifs.

FROM an accessory standpoint, most riders liave

two principal complaints to make against modern
machines. It is the easiest thing in the world

to equip a machine with iirst-class accessories, all

of them reliable, and all of them thoroughly well-

designed to suit the purpose they have in view. On
the other hand, the day of perfection is not yet.

After an outlay of up to ^200 on the naked machine,

further investments are necessary to make the mount
i-eady for the road, and this secondary outlay may
reach as high a figure as ^15. Secondly, when the

purchasing process is complete, the machine bristles

like a heap of spillikins. It has probably lost any

symmetry 01 beauty of outline with which its, designer

originally endowed it ; the difficulty of cleaning it and

its liability to rust have been greatly enhanced.

: Neither objection is of a fundamental character : the

first is financial, the second is mainly assthetic ; but

the perfect motor cycle will be free from them both;

and they are worthy of attention.

Moreover, the time has evidently come when such

matters must enter on a new phase, for two novel

factors have arisen. Untiligip, every buyer of a

motor cycle bought a lamp and hooter immediately

after his machine w^as delivered ; and in many cases

he added a speedometer as well. At the iprg Show,
many of the exhibits included all these items in their

specification, and, by the 1920 Show, this innovation

may have become standard practice (bulb horns will

no longer survive on electrically-equipped machines).

From this single innovation it follows that in future

designers will plan a layout which includes the bulkiest

accessories ; and there is no reason why they should

not aim at a cleanliness of outline of which we have

not yet dreamt.

Cleanliness of Design.

A second factor may be added. An influx of new
blood is jerking motor cycle design out of the groove

into which it had tumbled. Should the motor cycle

factories decrease in number and increase in size,

they will attract engineers from the motor car industry
;

and in that industry cleanliness of design is a high

spot at present—so high that it is sought after where

it is of comparatively small importance, e.g., under

a bonnet, protected from dirt. On a motor cycle,

spiky design has a profound effect on the rider's

happiness. .AH the spiky portions of a car's exterior

are being cleaned up ; discs conceal the spokes

;

valances cover up the springs and brake rods ; the

control levers have vanished into the interior of the

body ; the running boards are being cleared of boxes.

A casual glance through the illustrations in any issue

of Tlie Motor Cycle suggests that motor cycles stand

in far more urgent need of such treatment; there is

not a machine on the road which is not an appalling

dirt and rust trap.

Hence completely equipped machines with a clean,

smooth exterior are bound to come. They would have

been with us already had the Italian industry reached

an advanced stage ; for the Italian engineer is an

artist even when he is most practical.

A Smooth Outline.
~ The cleaning up process must, of course, be applied

to the "chassis" before there is any great point in

applying it to the equipment. The wheels, the front

fork, the crank case, the gear box, the cylinder, the

carburetter, and the magneto installation are at present

honeycombed with chinks and crannies. Until these

The Metro-Tyler power unit, one of the first of British designs ^

to be totally encased

have been cleaned up, the bristly appearance and

dirt-trapping propensities of bolt-oh horns, lamps, and

speedometers are comparatively trivial. But these

components are already being subjected to the neces-

sary treatment, although the process is in its infancy.

:

There is a tendency to eliminate nickel plating.- Front:-;

fork springs are sometimes encased. Crank cases and

'gear boxes are cast smooth. Patents are out for cowl--

ing in cylinders. The base of the machine is being

j

flattened out into a broad platform with upturned ends

in front. Disc wheels are growing in popularity. The

'

magneto is neatly housed on most modern flat twins.'

Technically speaking, there is absolutely no reason
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The Perfectly Fitted Motor Cycle.—

The makers o( the Cedos have evidently reasoned on the same
lines as our contributor, all the fittings of the machine being

rigidly attached to lugs incorporated 'n the .frame.

why the entire power unit should not be encased as

completely as it is on a car. Given disc wheels and
a neat fork, the machine would then be ten times as
" clean " in appearance and in use as any machine
which has yet appeared.

Improvements Suggested.
A little thought will reveal how simply many spiky

appurtenances of the modern machine can be tidied

up. The automatic carburetter already tends to oust

the air lever. An ignition lever we must have, but

few riders touch it, except on T.T. engines ; and it

need not be mounted on the handle-bar. T"he Indian

machines ha\e alwavs carried their air lever on the

carburetter, because it is seldom operated. A tiny

knob on the timing cover of the magneto could be

operated by the knee on tlie rare occasions when a

slight retard is required. If the pedal clutch is used,

only the valve lifter and throttle would remain to be

operated from the handle-bar; and, if these controls

were of the twist-grip varietv, an absolutely clean

handle-bar would be the result.

An electric lamp is essentially " cleaner " than an

acetylene lamp with generator and tubing. The wiring

can be run inside the frame tubes or beneath the

detachable side panels covering our imaginary power
unit. These panels need not even be of metal

;
patent

leather secured by the Hall lightning fastener would fil!

the bill. The tail lamp should be sunk flush with the

rear number-plate, instead of being a clipped fitting

projecting at the side.

J05

The electric hooter should be get-at-able and_ de-

tachable, since such devices require occasional adjust-

ment. It might be mounted in the angle between the

front mudguard and the front forks, or secreted beneath

the engine " bonnet." In no case should it be mounted

on the handle-bar, where it would look ugly, and dis-

tinb the steering balance.

Neat Methods of Fitting Speedometers, etc.

The speedometer might well be accommodated in

the tank. Many modern tanks are broad enough at

their front ends to house a countersunk clock on one

side of the top tube and a speedometer dial on the

other. \\\\h the "tape" pattern of speed indicator

used on some instruments, a very small space of tank

surface would be required, since it is not really

essential that the distance recorders should be legible

from the saddle.

Numbers will cease to be carried on flimsy, protrud-

ing sheets of tin. The front numbers might be painted

Scott fashion on the sides of the valanced front guard,

and the rear numbers will perhaps be painted on the

stern panel of a pressed steel rear frame. The saddle

is practir-ally the only item which will

A pressed steel trame de-

:^' igned by the D. F. M Co .

/j makers of tbe Diamanl
lightweight, which tolaiiv

encloses the power unit

refuse to be absorbed into the smooth outlines of the

really " clean " machine.

Sooner or later some sound engineer and practical

rider will evolve a machine of this character. It will

not necessarily be a penny more costly than a bristly

machine of the ordinary type, and riders will then

inform the industry with no uncertain voice how greatly

they dislike the ^ad appearance and filthy habits of

existing types, which only sell because no alternative

of equal quality is on offer. B. H. Davies.

THROUGH AMERICAN SPECTACLES.
t. A LOXDOX correspondent of our American con-
• AA temporary Motor Cycling and Bicycling, and

one whose nationality is not in doubt, is respon-

sible for the following comments :

"Bicycle motor attachments, which have been" thoroughly
tested in America and have won merited recognition, are

not yet well established in British esteem, although the
scooter, which tailed to take in America several years ago,
is creating quite a furore. From our point of view, it

is difficult to understand how some of the British critics

can fail to recognise and commend the American bicycle

attachments of obvious and proven utility, like the Johnson
motor wheel, the Evans power cycle, and the Briggs aiid

Stratton wheel, and then proceed to laud the fantastic

British scooter creations. To the American mind, the
scooters seem to be a sort of second cousin to the common
or garden variety of lawn mower. . . . It is to laugli

when they hear of British propagandists attempting to

criticise the American products,"

It is hard to believe that the writer of the foregoing

is in close touch with the motor cycle movement either

in this or his own country. In the first place the

" furore " created by the scooter is largely due to pro-

minence gi\-en to an American machine by the lay press,

which we are now calmly informed failed to take in

America. The Johnson motor wheel had lot

been seen in this country prior to the Olympia

Show. The Evans power cycle is of a type which

has been marketed in various forms in this country

-

ever since the motor cycle movement commenced.
So far as the Briggs and Stratton wheel is con-

cerned, is this an American invention ? Is it not the

British .\uto-wheel made under licence ?

Truly it is to laugh when we hear American opinion,

if this be a fair example.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must te addrcssel to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

REMOVING CARBON.
Sir,—A writer in the ScientiAc American advises using

common salt to get rid of the carbon in your cylinders.
" VVarm up the engine, remove the plugs, and pour a

teaspoonful of salt into each cylinder. Replace the plugs
and start the engine, and 'the carbon will pour from the
exhaust.'

"
-

I wonder how many of your readers have ever tried this
method! L. HARLEY.
NIGHT RIDING.

Sir,—May I submit the following suggestion for making
night driving less dangerous? I do so, after exhaustive
personal tests, with the fullest assurance that it will meet
the exigencies of the case, and prove a boon to all road users.

Instead of the short hood fitted to most lamps, I would
make it compulsory to fit a longer and deeper hood that
would prevent any rays of light rising above a horizontal
line from the burner. A deflecting shutter fitted to the
upper half of the lamp's front, diverting all upward rays
to a forward direction, would also meet the case. The
effect is to strengthen the light on the road, giving clearer
vision in fogs and mist, and . for approaching lights to
disappear gradually from tlie eyes of drivers when passing
each other. H. J. HOWARD.
AN IMPROVEMENT IN AIR COOLING.

Sir,—I notice that Captain Lindon Pearson states he has
protected a device similar to mine. That may be so, but
I fancy that I anticipate him by some time.

I also note that my device, according to Captain Lindon
Pearson, will not work except for very light running.

It is a small point, but may I state that the engine con-
cerned has been run for many miles under an extra load,
i.e., a passenger. It can be overloaded to a degree thai
can be upheld by official observers, and brought to a stop
without any semblance of overheating.

I may also add that the machine is going before the
A.C.U. official observers at an early date.
On bench tests the engine has run for half an hour at

full throttle, developing .5^ h.p. at 2,000 revolutions. Per-
haps this is what Captain Pearson would call " very light
running." HAWLEY MORGAN.
PRICES.

Sir,—Do British motor cycle manufacturers realise how
much business they are losing by not taking the trouble to

fix the prices of their new models? Many of us are thinking
about the coming season, and looking through the advertise-
ment pages before placing an order for a new mount. We
know we shall not get a new machine in. a week, and are
prepared to wait, but before committing ourselves we do want
to know approximately how much we shall be required to

stump up when the long-expected day arrives. Yet we find

that firms who have spent thousands of pounds advertising
their new models have never yet condescended to give the
slightest indication of the prices they propose to charge.

One firm has the pluck to announce that there will be no
increase in its advertised prices for the coming year. May'
they succeed ! If it is possible tor one it must be possible for

another, and in the coming stress of competition the firm

wliich will face no risks can hope tor no prizes, I have been
waiting for months to know the price of a certain machine.
I will wait a little longer, then, unless the price is published,
niv order will go where others are going—elsewhere.

'Canibri.Igc'. P.G.S

REPAIR OF ROADS.
Sir,— I would like to back up "D.G.R." in his statement

of roads and road repairing in Scotland.
I~am not actually acquainted with the particular road he

speaks of, but I can bear out his statements in regard to the
main road from Stirling to Glasgaw.
Near the former town there is a stretch which has been

patched time and again, but it is crowded with bumps and
pot-holes : in tact, to such an extent that on one occasion

I found a steam roller reposing there with a broken rear
axle. SOUND LIVER

Stirling, N.B.

DETACHABLE CYLINDER HEADS.
Sir,—I have from time to time seen references in your

paper to the difliculty of keeping a gastight joint in the
cylinder when fitted with a detachable head. Not long ago
" IxiOn," in his Comments, refers to this difficulty in connec-
tion with a cylinder provided with two annular joints in the
combustioii chamber, and it has occurred to me that it might
not be without interest to mention a dodge which I found
very effective years ago on my 1903 Werner. This machine
was fitted with a detatchable head held in place by_two long
bolts passing through lugs in the crank case, and the jojnt

was made with a copper and asbestos washer. For the
first three or four hundred miles after decarbonising the com-
pression was always poor, until I hit upon the plan of smear-
ing some engine oil on the copper and asbestos washer before
bolting up the head. This oil used to carbonise at once and
form a perfectly gastight joint.

Since those days I have ridden machines fitted with cylin-

ders made in one piece, and when decarbonising havt often

sighed at the thought- of the ease with which the job was
done in those old days. A.~ JI. HICKS.

WHY?
Sir,—In reply to the query of your correspondent, "B.T.P.,"

in your issue of January Ist, as to the reason for what he
calls "running down" of the modern three-speeder de luxe,

"may I venture the opinion that he has missed the point of the
writers ("Ixion," presumably, for one) referred to.

I hardly think anyone doubts for a moment that a very
large section of the motor cycling community has no use
whatever for volumetric efficiency unless it goes hand in hand
with increased comfort and ease of handling, and the single-

geared T.T. models beloved of the sporting section of our
pastime very rarely combine their volumetric efficiency with
quietness or docility. But to imply, as "B.T.P." does, that
the lovers of the single gear belittle in their hearts the modern
three-speeder is, in my opinion, misleading. As an ardent
enthusiast for the single gear and as the late owner of a very
" hot " specimen of this type, I may say that I have no dis-

respect for the three-speeder on grounds of inefficiency,-

although I think the weight of some of the more modern
specimens excessive for solo work in normal country. The-
advantages of a slow quietly running engine and three speeds^
and clutch are invaluable under certain conditions—in fact,;-

riding without them under these conditions ceases to be
pleasure of any kind.

Nevertheless, there is, and pi'obably always -will be, room?,

for the sporting single speed, because there are, and always'->

will be, motor cyclists who prefer tuning the engine to adjust-

ing gears, clutches, chains, etc., in the garage: and driving

on throttle, air and spark to driving on clutch and gears on
the road. REVS. :

Beckenham.
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BAD TESTING.
yii'^—Rfay I sav a few words in defence of tlie "D.R.'s."

In the Christmas Day number of Tlie Motor Ci/dc, under

tlie heading of " Ua'd Testinp;," " Ixion " says: "I am
iierfectlv certain that niv 1919 machines were passed for

delivery bv D.ll. testers, f,ir no C3 nnui could have started

them i'n the tune in which thev reached me." Just over

one year ago, the life of a D.K. very often depended on

the easy starling of his machine; now is it possible for

anyone to forget haw to tune a machine in so short a time?

I No, the so-called testers of " Ixion's " machines were

certainly not D.E.'s.
t. , .

'

,0f the four years' despatch riding in France and Belgium,

I have not come across a D.R.'s machine that was hard to

start.

"I.xion" asks: "Have all the D.E.'s found e.xcellent

jobs?'' No; yet another case of those who stayed at home
holding the best jobs.

I, for one, was demobilised last April, and have been look-

iniT for a tester's or demonstrator's job ever since.

'rvothei'Tiam. Ex-D.R.M.M.

MANUFACTURERS' INSTRUCTIONS.
Sir,—Being one of those ardent motor cyclists who, on

seeing any advertisement, book, or pamphlet, even remotely

connected with a motor cycle, at once devour it, I am at

once struck with the apparently absurd instructions makers

issue with their motor cycles.

We are told on taking delivery of a new motor cycle to

drive extremely carefully for the first hundred odd miles,

and on no account to let the machine "all out"; whilst.

on the other hand, we have a well-known maker advei-liaiinj

ins machines to have exceeded 75 m.p.h.

. I also know that the mak&i-s of a certain 2^ h.p. Jap-

engined lightweight test their machines at 45 m.p.h. : surely

an" excessive speed for such an engine.

Either the makers are making unnecessary trouble in

telling theiu customers not to do this or that, or they wil-

fully "mishandle their machines, for the sake of advertise-

ment before the ultimate owners have a chance to do so.

W. A. BOURNE.
[The makers' advice is good. Not all riders are experts,

and the makers have to consider the inexperienced. A
short speed burst, wdth plenty of oil, will not hurt a new-

engine with every part an accurate fit. It is, however,

easy to damage an engine by furious driving and mider-

lubrication.

—

Ed.]

A REAL PUNCTURE PREVENTER.
Sir,—I was yerv much surprised to see a description of

"A Real Puncture Preventer" in The Motor Ci/de for

December 24th, 1919. I beg to enclose a photograph showing

a similar device. This was designed by me in 1911. As

,]£

An overhead valve Matchless fitted by its owner with a puncture

preventer. '

you will see it was a piece of sheet iron riveted or bolted to

the front of the rear mudguard, and a piece of thick leather

with a square of sheet iron riveted to it to keep it flat. I£

any large substance came in the w-ay it sprang back, and
then returned to its former position. I never had a puncture
in the back wheel whilst it was fitted.

J. H. WILKINSON.

W7

THE VALUE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.

Sir,—I observed, a little time back, a reference to a liltlo

known department of the Automobile Associallon, but

having had occasion to invoke its aid recently, I am con-

yinced that a wider knowledge of the work of .the Associa-

tion in this direction would be of interest and value to

present and prospective members.
It concerns disputes between members and the trade,

and to particularise I may say that I purchased, in the

summer, a sidecar combination, at a price which was

inclusive of various accessories, and was also to include a

lamp set for the sidecar. This lamp set was not supplied,

and efforts on my part to get the firm in question to fulfil

their part of the contract were eutirely fruitless : legal

process would have been bothersome and expensive. I

placed the matter in the hands of the Automobile Associa-

tion, and they took it up with such vigour that a most

satisfactory offer was made by the firm in question in lieu

of supplyii'ig the lamp set, which I had eventually purchased

myself.

There are many ways in which this method of interven-

tion can be of value to members, and I hope you will agree

that it deserves publicity. LX 3468.

London.

THE FUTURE LIGHTWEIGHT MACHINE.
Sir,—Haying read with great interest in The. Motor Ci/cle

many articles and letters on the above subject, it would be
interesting to know how the opinions of your readers agree
with, or differ from, my own on this subject.

I have no knowledge of the manufacturing side of the
trade, but have experience of riding all types, and have
had charge of the maintenance and repairs of many makes
of machines.

Being stationed in Germany, I lose toucli-: with current
ideas, and can only keep up through the medium of your
valued paper, for which I look eagerly every week.
My ideas of the ideals to be amied at are as follow :

(a.) A machine of light weight, possessing a wider sphere
of action than the scooter, (b.) Cheapness of running and
low first cost essential ; retail price should not exceed £45
complete. (c.) Absolute simplicity, as the majority of

riders would be non-technical, and would have little or no
time for constant adjustments, etc., being in all probability
business men, whose leisure hours are all too short, (d-)
Reliability and capability to maintain tune ; speed would not
be essential, say 27 m.p.h. maximum; control should be
absolutely simple but safe.

My suggestion for specification is as follows :

Engine : Single-cylinder two-stroke, about 250 c.c. ;
plain

bearings, with lubrication by oscillating pump. Magneto
ignition with either fixed or automatically variable firing

point.

Petrol tank to have chamois leather petrol filter fitted in

filling orifice, as this entirely prevents entry of water or

dirt. Two-"speed gear (constant mesh operated by dogs), con-

trolled by handle-bar lever. Shaft and spiral drive to rear

wheel. Wheels to be plain pressed steel disc, easily re-

movable by large wing nuts, as in new C.L. sidecar com-
.bination. Easily detachable and contractible rims to be
fitted, to minimise puncture repair difficulties. Large tyres.

Frame : Open type of pressed steel to enable it te^ be a
"family 'bus." Spring forks; also a spring saddle pillar,

as this would cost and weigh less than a spring frame. Pan
seat. Footboards and ample leg-shields and mudguards to

avoid the necessity for overalls. Rear stand spring operated.
Brakes : Internal exjiaiiding inside crown wheel of rear

wheel, operated by sensible sized pedal and rod.
Nuts and bolts to be, as far as possible, of two or three

sizes at most, to avoid necessity for large and weighty tool

kit. Weight should not exceed 110 lb. fully equipped.
iNIass production and a thoroughly efficient service scheme

would be essential. Foolproofness is absolutely necessary.
Controls would consist of decompressor, change speed lever,

throttle, and brake.

Correspondeiits are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, especially in view of the fact that only a small

percentage of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in conse-

quence of their abnormal length.
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Would some practical manufactui-er or other experienced
person say whether such a machine is possible at the price
and weight stated ? Opinions on the specification would be
highly interesting. D. S. D. WILLIAMS,
Germany. Lieut., E.A.S.C, JI.T.

FUTURE DESIGN SUGGESTIONS.
Sir,—I believe all serious motor cyclists are keenly alive

to the very obvious shortcomings of the present method of

construction of the average motor cycle as adopted generally

by English manufacturers, and probably in their hearts the
majority of makers are just as fully alive to the field that

is open to sweeping and real improvement in the machines
they are to-day constructing. The chief brake on initiative

I put down to the huge demand by the general public, and
thus the manufacturer continues to supply a machine that

is recognised by himself and the buyer as a mass of assembled
oddments, the one exception to this being Mr. Granville

Bradshaw's A.B.C., and he has made a real and conscientious

effort to produce a machine that had as its origin the

drawing board and the brain of an engineer who looked into

the future instead of the past. It is perhaps a case of

where angels fear to tread, but I want to suggest a few
points in addition. Let us do away with tubular construc-

tion and have pressed steel frames sprung fore and aft.

Let the hot-stuff engine makers—to choose at random
from amongst, say, Blackburne or Metric—produce a

clean unit engine with outside flywheel, three speeds, bevel

and transverse shaft, and chain sprocket, complete with self-

contained aluminium silencer ready to drop into the pressed

Bteel under tray of the frame with four bolts onlj-.

Let the petrol tank be built in front, forming part of

really substantial leg guards, pressure fed, and low down.
Let the back and front mudguards be at least six inches
wide, the front valanced four inches, the back to be valanced
level with the aluminium chain cover. The aluminium chain

cover to be rigidly fastened on the mside to the frame, the

iront to be attached by four large wing nuts, the interior

to be lined with heavy felt, and two large oil drip lubricators

to be fixed over each sprocket. —
Internal expanding brakes fore and aft. Back wheel to be

able to be withdrawn without disturbing chain, chain case,

brake, or chain sprocket. Scrap all Bowden wu-es, and
actuate single-lever carburetter by sector throttle on top
frame bar, coupled up to accelerator pedal on footboard ; the
magneto advance, which requires but little manipulation,

to be by hand lever also attached to the top bar of the
frame.
Gate change speed, both tyres three and a half inches, and

at least two inches clearance between wheels and forks each
side; provision for luggage carriers, instantly detachable, on
each side of the back wheel. Six inches top width, and
extending to the bottom of the chain case, ditto off side

;

top bar pressing to contain large compartment for tools.

Replace present type saddles by bucket seat with leaf

springs. Head light to be built in the frame head, electric

installation and starter, rear lights ditto.

I will engage to say the first English manufacturer who
produces a machine on these lines at his own prices will not
need to look for buyers or spend money in advertising. He
will have the market that RoUs-Koyce or the Hispano people
have now. L.S.D.
Craven Arms.

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,— I suppose anyone who has the temerity to express,

through the medium of the press, views disapproving of any
particular cause must e:!:pect a mure or less uncomplimentary
chorus of dissent from its fervent supporters. To .this

custom I ascribe some of the remarks of your corre-

spondents.
Mr. Holland challenges me to prove his defective logic,

but I have neither the time nor the inclination to ^go into a
long dissertation on this head, merely confining myself to a

bald statement of facts. Thus : when anyone, referring to

another correspondent's letter, gives, in inverted commas,
what purports to be an e.xtract from that letter, it is

generally understood that such extract represents a literal

rendering of the passage in question. Jlr. Holland may,
or may tiot, be aware of this, but the fact remains.
" lorwarth," in his first letter, quotes me as saying (regard-

ing certain impedimenta): "Why sliould not these have to

carry lights as well as bicycles?" I said nothing of the
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kind, and np one reading my letter in the serious spirit in
which It was written would import any such ridiculous
meaning into it. The natural, and logical, result w-as to
evoke a protest from me. Mr. Holland then takes up the
cudgels on behalf of "lorwarth," and endeavours to justify
what, I repeat, was a deliberate misquotation, and to affect^
astonishment at my objection. And this is the. gentlemailJ
who is so emphatic on his powers of logic and reason

!

*
j\ly whole "point is this : Anyone who has had much"

experience of night-riding will admit that the pedal-cyclist
is but one item m a long list of obstacfts met with. What
do the rear-light enthusiasts do when they meet such
obstacles if their head lamps do not reveal them? Any
experienced rider will also admit that an oil or acetylene
rear lamp is not a thing to depend upon to keep alight.
If anyone is inclined to dispute this, for goodness sake let
him read the account of the experience of some of the
acetylene lamp users as recently as the London-Exeter run,
to go no further, and thus acquire real knowledge. Read,
also, our own motoring papers thoroughly. For instance,
" Ixion's " fine article in the issue of January 1st. I am
fuUy^ in accord with his views, with this reservation, that
I object, on principle, to the enforced use of this mireliable
lamp. Of all the list I refer to, the lamp enthusiasts pick
out the cyclist. He must carry a red lamp ; he is the only
obstruction on the road my head lamp will not reveal ; if,

as constantly happens, the lamp blows or bumps out,
summon him ; if he cannot afford the more reliable electric
light outfit, let him keep off the road. I, in common with
a few thousand others, do not use an electric light set, but
I do not intend, on this account, to lea^-e the roads to those
who are either too selfish or too sUly to ride at a reasonable
pace after dark. Tlie grounds they put forward illustrate

the paucity of their arguments, e.g., one gentleman instances
the case of ships at sea. Surely, very little reflection is

needed to show that the two cases are not analogous. It

is also stated that pedestrians and dogs are expected to keep
to the side-walk. "Expected," forsooth! Another one
calls my letter silly, and it is further contended that the
objection to the lamp by cyclists is due to laziness. The
editors of the cycling papers will doubtless appreciate the
implied compliment if the energy they display in combating
this iniquity is any criterion. Or are they anxious, for

some occult reason, to assist in compassing the death of

their very numerous clientele? Why was not the lamp con-
sidered necessary before the war? Also, how many of these
rabid enthusiasts of rear lamps (for others) [and themselves.—Ed.] have had hona-Ude accidents with cyclists before
1915 ? The unanimity with which some of your correspon-
dents tot at the cyclist, and refrain from any suggestion
as to how the many other obstructions one is liable

to "crash" over when riding too fast at night, are to be
dealt with is, to say the least of it, significant.

SIVEL.
[As the riders of pedal cycles are alone among users of road,

vehicles in making an organised objection to a very
reasonable regulation, it is only natural that the com~
ments of those who approve of the said regulation should\

!

be directed to them, and we fail to see that " Sivel " hag;
proved that the pedal cycle only should be exempt from
a rule which tends to the general safety. Both sides have
had an opportunity of expressing their views, and ths
correspondence, which is wandering from the point, must
now cease.

—

Ed.]

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. \^

Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR IVIOTOR CYCLISTS." Price By
Containing over 400 useful " wriuivles " and hslpful net. post,

hints in regard to motor cycles. Si.xth Edition.

{Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Ensland and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 .1/10

!/3

2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from 1LIFFE& SONS Ltd., 1

20, Tudor Street, London, E.Ci, or of leading Booksellers and X
Ra'Iway Bookstalls,

^
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A selection o( questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended tor publication or not must too accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor leply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of leference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Slipping Shock Absorber.

I have a 4 h.p. single-cylinder
all-chain machine fitted with a
Jardine two-speed gear box. The
friction plate cnsh drive is always
giving tronble, viz., slipping

sprocket on the engine-shaft. I shall
be much obliged it you will tell me

- how to remedy this.—V.P.B.
Clean out the plates of the shock absorber
with paraffin, and screw up the adjust-
ment rather tightly.

Small Two-strokes.

AVould you give me some
rZl opinion of small two-strokes as

> regards wear and general relia-

LiJ bility, also what mileage per
gallon has been obtained with

them? I have had varying opinions
given me as regards petrol consump-
tion, from 60 to 140 m.p.g.—F.D.

Small two-stroke machines have an ex-
cellent reputation tor wearing qualities
and ge'neral reliability. The average
consumption with single-geared models
of the best makes is m the neighbour-
hood of 100 m.p.g. We have heard of
much better consmnption, however, than
this : 120 m.p.g. is not uncommon.

Making a Dynamo.

^_^ Might I have your advice on
|n| tlie following ? I have a three

> magnet type ringing magneto,
LiJ out of a telephone instrument,

which I have converted into an
A.C. generator by means of a slip ring.

I am desirous of winding the armature
to get about 4 volts (1 or 2 amps.),
to act as a- lighting dynamo on a motor
cycle—alternating current, of course.
Could' you tell me what gauge wire
would give the best results, and the
approximate quantity thereof ? This
output to be given at a reasonable
r.p.m., to permit of gearing for an
average road speed. I am presuming
that the permanent magnets will not
allow the output to rise above 5 volts
Avhen at high speeds. Will a choking
coil be necessary automatically to re-

gulate as far as possible its fluctuations
in voltage ?—I.R.F.

We presume you intend to use a single
coil winding on an ordinary H-shaped
core like a magneto armature. In this
case use No. 26 S.W.G., enamelled if

you can get it, or double silk covered
otherwise. Wind on as much of this as
you can get -into the slots. The more
you can get in the slower will be the
necessary speed. The voltage given will
depend on the strength of your telephone
magnets. You are, no doubt, aware of

the necessity of keeping an iron guard
across the pole pieces all the time that
the armature core is not in place between
the poles. This is most important in

order to retain the strength of the mag-
nets. Also make the air gap between
the pole pieces and the armature core

as small as possible. We think you
should obtain the result you desire at

a reasonable speed. A choking coil will

not be required ; the constant strength
of the permanent magnets and the arma-
ture reaction will keep down the output
at high speeds.

Seized Piston.

I have just recently purchased

IqI an O.K. Junior motor cycle fitted

> with a Villiers two-stroke engine.
LS-I After running about thirty miles

the piston stuck, and I was un-
able to turn the flywheel. The cylinder
was removed, and although the" crank
case was half full of oil, there was not
a drop on the piston or on the little

end bearing. There is no dirt on the
gudgeon pin, and the oil hole is point-
ing towards the bottom of the engine.
—C.E.H.

From your description we should imagine
that the piston seized momentarily in the
cylinder. This might be caused by its

being originally too tight. After a few
miles light running, never exceeding half
throttle on the level, there should be
no danger of this recurring,

gooc

THE NEXT STAGE!

MOTOR CYCLISTS
interested in small or large

cars should read

the forerunner of all motoring
journals. Founded in 1S95,
it remains the largest and
most successful automobile
paper, and enjoys the greatest

circulation. It is universally

$ accepted as the representative

X British motoring journal.
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Chain v. Chain-cum-belt.

I have recently placed an order

for a motor cycle with chain-cum-

belt transmission, for which I

thought of getting a sidecar ; but

one thing that has struck me very

much since I placed the order has been

the great difference of opinion as to the

relative value of the all-chain or the

chain-cum-belt drive amongst my
friends. As I have had no experience

of the all-chaiu drive, I should like

your opinion.—J.H.

Our own preference would be for the

model having chain drive throughout.

At the same time there is no objection to

the chain-cum-belt models, especially for

solo use or ordinary sidecar touring.

With a heavy sidecar in very hilly

country, in wet weather, you might
experience a certain amount of belt Blip,

but, in other respects, the chain-cum-belt

transmission is thoroughly reliable.

Effect of Windscreen.

SHow does the extra wind
resistance of a sidecar wind-
screen, fitted to a 3^ h.p. outfit,

affect the running?—A.M.W.
In actual experience we do not find that

a rounded windscreen creates any appreci-

able increase in wind resistance. We
recently made tests with and without
such a screen in operation on a 4 h.p.

single cylinder machine with a view to

ascertaining if the petrol consumption
was increased by its use ; we found that
there was no difference at all. The type
of sidecar and screen, however, may make
a big difference.

Double-pole Ignition.

Can I obtain a magneto which

Swill give two sparks simultane-
ously, and, if so, where? If I

cannot obtain a magneto as above,
can I fu-e two plugs at once from

a single magneto by connecting in

parallel, or by storing every alternate
spark in a condenser and running the
magneto at twice the engine speed ?

—

P.B.T.

Before the war a two-spark magneto was
made by the Bosch Co., but we do not
think any of the English manufacturers
have yet placed one on the market. The
makers of the Lodge sparking plug manu-
facture a double pole plug which can be
connected to an ordmary plug in order
to obtain two simultaneous sparks.
Possibly this might be of use to you.
You cannot fire two plugs simultaneously
(if they are connected m parallel) from
an ordinary magneto.
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THE SIDECARRIER IN

THE PRINTING WORLD.

A commercial Sandum, built

to carry " prmting formes " for

the Daily Mad.

The Sandum sidecarrier,

suggests several purposes tc

which It may be adopted

where two men and a

certain amount of goods

have to be cariied.

Payment of Tax.

I have just purchased a motor

S
cycle, and wish to know if it

will be necessary to pay tax at

once, or do I get twenty-eight

days' grace?

—

c!k.S.
You are not bound to take out the In-

land Revenue licence immediately, and
twenty-eight days' grace is usually

allowed ; at the same time use of the

machine renders you liable to pay the

tax, even though you dispose of the

machine before the twenty-eight days
expire. It is much-safer to pay at once.

Revs, and Speed.

My 3i h.p. Eudge Multi will

IqI do 33 m.p.h. on low gear (7 to 1),

> climbing Handcross Hill, Sussex,
L-SJ on the road to Brighton. This

works out at roughly 3,010 revs,

per minute. Calulating on these revs.,

ray machine when in a gear of 4^ to 1
(the gear I have found most satisfactory
for speed) should do over 51 m.p.h.
Instead of this it will only do 45 m.p.h.
on the level. Can you give me the
reason? The only solution I have been
able to find is belt-slip, but in any case
why should the belt slip beyond 45 on
a fairly high gear, when it does not
slip at 33 m.p.h. on a hill on low
gear?—E.M.

The point you raise is very interesting,
although it is not open to any obvious
solution. It is, of course, well known that
certain engines will "rev" more freely
on light load, and racing experience has
often proved, by slightly lowering the
gear, higher speeds may be obtained.
Perhaps you have not taken into con-
sideration the effect of wind resistance
at high speeds ; this resistance increases
as the square of the speed, and the power
siiould increase as the cube of the speed.
At the same time, this does not fully
explain your inability to exceed 46 m.p.h.

. on the 4|^ to 1 gear, and we should think
that at high speeds on this g'ear, when
you will necessarily be using full throttle,
the engine is starved, and would suggest
the fitting of a slightly larger jet.
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Extra Air for Triumph.

I have a 1919 4 h.p. Triumph,

Sand wish to ask you if there is

any appliance on the market for

fixing to the carburetter as an
extra or enlarged air intake.

Riding all last summer I was under the

impression that the engine would have
taken more air ; but having the air con-

trol fully open I could not give the
engine more.—W.S. ,.

We know of no fitments on the market
which provide an extra air supply specially

for the Triumph carbuietter. This cai'bu-

retter works almost automatically, and it

is usual to run it with the air fully open.
If the petrol consumption is abnormal,
you might try fitting a smaller jet. - The
usual consumption with this machine is

about 90-100 m.p.g. solo, and 70-80 with
sidecar. If a reduction of jet size does
not meet j'our requirements, we would
suggest that you have a small compression
tap inserted in the inlet pipe between the
carburetter and the engine, or a proprie-

tary air inlet, such as the Bowden.

Excessive Consumption on Two-stroke.

I have bought a 2| h.p. two-
stroke motor cycle, but cannot
make out why it should use so

much petrol. Its consumption
is about 36 miles to the gallon,

and I have taken the jet out, which
pi'oves to be size 24. 'Will you tell me
if it is the fault of the jet or any other
fault of the engine? It is no trouble
to start, and runs well.—^B. A.

The petrol consumption of your engine
is certainly excessive, and we should
imagine that it is due to flooding of the
carburetter. You do not state the make
of the latter, but if it is an Amac, the
level should be set quite low—about
fViii. play being allowed between the
needle split pin and the float. With any
other carburetter, set the level about
3^2in. below the top of the jet. Over-
haul the fuel supply system to ensure
that there are no leaks. The jet size
appears to be correct, but may have been
enlarged. It is advisable to run with
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the ignition fully advanced, and you
should verify the timing as follows :

With the ignition control -in the ad-
vanced position, the contact braker
points should separate when the piston
is T^in. from the top of the stroke.

Blow-baek on Two-stroke.

The two-stroke engine fitted

IqI to my motor cycle has ' developed
> the annoying .trouble of blowing

^

1-2-1 back through the carburetter
(Senspray fitted). I have

thoroughly overhauled the engine,
cleaned the carburetter, petrol pipe,
jet ; in fact, every part that would be
likely to cause this. I have tried
raising petrol level, changing jets, and
floodmg, etc., which do not improve
matters very, much. This trouble is

caused in two ways, I am given to
understand, viz. : shortage of petrol
and under lubrication.—J.E.B.

Since you have effected various car-
buretter adjustments without eliminating
the trouble, we are led to believe that
the cause of your engine's irregular
running lies in some defect of the igni-
tion system. Probably a new sparking
plug, especially one that does not project
too far into the cylinder, will put matters
right ; also, see that the piston rings are
free.

READER'S REPLY.
In reply to "D.J.'s" (Chelsea.) query

under "Experiences Wanted" in your
issue of January 8th, I would not recom-
mend steel-studded tyres where tramlines
are encountered, my own experience being
(especially on a greasy day) there is more
tendency to skid with these fitted.

—

StTNBEAJi (Twickenham).

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Plymouth to Laukceston.—E.H.
Plymouth, Saltash, Callington, Wocda-

bridge, Launceston.

London to Whitehaven.—J.P.
London, Edgware, St. Albans, Dun-

stable, Fenny Stratford, Towcester,
Daventry, Coventry, Stonebridge, Coles-
lull, Lichfield, Rugeley, Stone, Woore,
Nantwich, Tarporley, Warrington,
Newton-le-Willows, Wigan, Preston,
Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal, Winder-
mere, Ambleside, Keswick, Cockermouth,,
Whitehaven.

The " lockers " of the Sandum commercial
sidecar shown above
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FOR EASTER!

MOTOCYCLES
7 h.p. Indian Powerplus

Twin engine, cradle

spring frame, kickstarter,

three-speed, with
eJectrlcal equipment and

speedometer.

Solo £158

Combination £190

Send for 1 920 Catalogue

to the

LONDON AGENTS:—

We can accept a limited number of

orders for

7 h.p. Powerplus Combinations

for delivery in good time for

THE EASTER HOLIDAYS.

If you want your name on our special

Easter List send an order right away.

To make doubly sure, send a wire, or

'phone us to reserve and forward your
order by post afterwards.

There is no need for us to enthuse on the

merits of the Indian.

YOU will do that on your Easter Tour.

^S

GODFREY'S LTD.,
208, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.l

Telephone : Mayfair 7091 (two lines).

S^^
'HaHaaBBBBBBaBa
j
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words 2/6, and 2d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are chargel double rate, i.e., 5/-. Each
paragraph ii charged separately. Name and
address must be counted. Series discounts,

conditions, and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment lor

advertisements should be made payable^^-r-gr"
to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,.—-3^^=^

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All aivertisa.nants in this section should be
aecompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED
For tue convenience o

addressed to numbers at

When this is desired, the

ADDRESSES.
advertisers, letters may be
"The Motor Cycle" Office,

of 6d. to defray the cost of

SYSTEM.

registration aad to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, wliich must include the
words Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudol Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing
renittances should be sent by registered post, but in all sucl

cases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System

In the case ot motor cycles offered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusuaUor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention ol the district in wliich the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

Mr DEPOSIT
Person? who hesitate to send money to unknown person;

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, bat, if not, we return the amount
to the dspositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to ;fio,

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £i

and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75. 5 / .

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
over £100, 1- %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to IHfte & Sons Limited,
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised bave
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
tach one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.B.C,

JONES' Garag:e, special agents for A.B.C, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [002eWE Are Agents for the A.B.C. Place your
order with us to secure good delivery.—Apply,

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8515

1 Q15 A.B.C, spring frame T.T., 4-speetl. fast, will
jLtJ climb anything, stored 3 years; £75 ; deposit
approval, Somerset.—Box 6,905, 0/0 The Motor Cycle.

[9156
A.B.O. — Booli early and prevent disappointinent,

Specifl.ntion and full particulars will ho seut (.11

nppliootion.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Suiililiiin,

diBtribnting ageuta fur Lincolnshire. [0015

WAUGIiOPES

IP.

9AoeJ&se. t
9'reef- 9tped. B

^op sgaare

cfeafs ant/

Va/ues-

Our Stock includes the following Machines.

NEW.
No. H.P. Machine. Year. 1

12267 AUTOPED MOTOR SCOOTERS 1920 i— 7-y HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920— 7 9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb... 1920
12291. 2j P. &S 1920
12 118. jj QUADRANT Combinaiion 1920
12342. 3! ARIEL 1920
12341. 4i B.S.A., Model H 1920
12337. 8 ROYAL RUBY Combination .. 1920

;>tCUNO-HAND SOLU KIACHINES.
3i SCOTT 1910
2 J FORWARD —
4 BRADBURY 1911

ZENITH, Gradua gear 1914
8 MATCHLESS, single ge.nr 1913
3J RUDGE 1913
2i CARFIELD 1920
2j CALTHORPE J.A.P 1914
2i NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P. 1916
4 TRIUMPH 1910

12292.

12074.

2059.
J762.

2 333-

£67
£122 10
£100
£95

£72 10
£45
£59
£48
£47 10

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

3jlh.p. A.B.C, 4-speed. 80 m.p.h.. speedometer, jfi*

2 Claudel, spares, etc., in tip-top conditionT?,
sporting go anywliere mount, laid up since 1916; S]
pointment.—Bo.\_ 6,916, CO TJie Molor Cycle. 191E

Abingdon.
"I Q19 Abingdon 6h.p. Combination, fully

F. Arnold, 35, Oldridge Ed.,
See under Excna
Balham, S.W.

A.J.S.

The TValsall Gamg
[95,9

TACK HEALT, Cork, official A.J.S. agent.-Eotati(Hl;
No premiums accepted. [64Si

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.!
since 1912, accept no premiums.

A .J.S., 1919 (August), luxurious combination, nith i

.ex. cessories, like new; £200.-Hackett, Gratwicj
Southdown Ed., Shoreham. I84f'

WArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
4-5h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, 1915 model, 3-speiBl

clntcb and K.S. ; £130. [9iS

w ! Are
order with
and Harper.

for tie A.J.S. Place .

to secure good delivery.—Apfii
Bridge St., Cambridge. [85i;

ROYAL ENFIELD
12344- 2i DOUGLAS 1917 £75

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
[227e. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1914 £95 C

[2275.8 ROYAL RUBY and Sidecar igrg £150
[2273. 4i JAMES Combination 1916 £125
[2l6b. 8 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1919 £167 15
12010. 7-9JAMES-HOWARTH Comb. .. 1914 £125
[2I20. 3i KERRY-ABINGDON Comb. .. 1914 £72 10
12082. 5-6INDIAN Combination igrs £125
12000. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £85
12184.6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1917 £155
12196. 4 DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £125 C

12101. 4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915 £130
11977. 8 WILLIAMSON Combination .. 1914 £110
12159. 5-6RUDGE-MULTi and Sidecar .. 1914 £87 10
12164. 4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar ... 1919 £145
12104. 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . 1915 £150
:2i88. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £87 10
2293. 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 £185
2136. 3i RUDGE MULTi 1916 £130
:2i68. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £77 10
:i983. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £82 10
2314. 8 HUMBER Combination rgig £175 (

2321.6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1916 £150 (

2332. 7-9 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR Comb. 1914 _
2340. 4 DOUGLAS Combination 1918 £140 (

2343. 8 ROYAL RUBY Combination .. 1920 £190 (

SECOND-HAND CARS.
12135. - CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 b.p. Har-

ley-Davidson engine £115 {

12090- 8 DUO Car, 1.A.P. engine £150 (

r2299. 10 CITROEN Car (new) 1920 £525 (

12300.8 G.N. Car 1916 £105 (

12345. 5-6 GARDEN Moncoar igij £100 (

blDECARS.
Canoelet Minor. Royal Ruby.
Canoelel D4. " Wauchope's " No. 1.

Canoelet K4. " Wauchope'i " No. 2.

Canoelet K3. Williamsons.

Douglas. Triumph.
The Latest 1919

6h.p. J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.
From Stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application

hese include extras. 50 engines, for immediate delivery
£37 10s. each.

6 h.p. J.A.P. Cylinders, including valves, springs, each
and compression plugs £5 t

h.p. J.A.P. Pistons, ivitb rings and gudgeon pins £1 t

4 h.p. DOUGAS Cylinders, new, for 4 h.p. engines £2 6

^econd-nand Machmes taken in Pan Payment, tioot
price allowed. Maker's guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

Fhonr: Holborn 5777
Gtains. Upi/iccr, Fleet, London.

splendid order; £110.—Evans, High St., Beacoosflsl;

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Liglit Car Co., I4H
Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed., B?

mouth. Sole agents. Xow booking for earliest ^t
liveries. [Opi^

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The attention ot Advertisers

fact that Deposits are now
IS ca.led

dealt wi

20, Tudor St, London, E.C.4,

to \7hich address all

to deposits should be directed

"I Q 1 9 A.J.S. Combination, delivered August lasXO spare wheel, Lucas acetvlene lamps ; higfie
cheque over £180 secures.—Elkin, Weston Rd
Stafford. pC30S

st £240, what offers.—Box 6,917,
Motor Cycle. [!

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915-16, spare wheel,
cover, tyres sound, screen, lamps, body rera

nished; £160j alter 6.-2, Buckland House, Blan*
ford St., W.

19 model. Sunbeam eideca
, Lowe generator, complel

J.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, lamp
speedometer, etc., tip-tob condition ; £ 140.-

nham Motor Co.. 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.i

me : Hammersmith 80. [774

. sidecar stand, pillion sent,

d horn, full set of tools and spares, tyres poLxl. tv .

practically new, conrlition and appearance periect : £17ji

-Carter, Eegent House, Lostock, Bolton. [XgOM

A .J.S..-Tliird on list for 1920 6h.p. A.J.S. oomtoj]j
cjL tion. apare wheel, tyre, hood, screen, side curt('
torraproof apron, spring eeat-pillar, AVntford trip SQet^L
ometer, Lucas best lamps and horn; deUveiy expect^fl

day: £10 deposit paid when ordered last Jtm'l
What offers over tho £10 to take over delivery.'—B^l
149, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X50P*

verhampton. T.A. : Parts.

Bi8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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speed, complete
man. 33. Cirtoa Hd., 'Sydenha

k20__Aillon, clutch, kiok-stnrt,2-siieod.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Allduys.

LI.ONS at Blackburn and Rons, Station GaraRc.
SpiildiuK. Early dclivurlca. [7916

rONOU Oak Motor Jrnrt.-Inimedinta delivery All-
. diiya Allon.-129, Ilrockley Uise, S.E.23. [8601

I.I.ON 2''^ili.p.. late model, excellent tyres, email
mileage; £a0.-49, St. Ix'onard's Rd., Mortlnke,

'. [8400

LLIIAYS 3'i.li.p., 2-speed, free eiigino, splendid
order; sell or excliiingo DoubIms.—Eurl'a Colne,

mcr. [9066
LLDAYS Alton 251h.p., 2-speed, excellent order,
1917; £45.—Fowler, Gobions Farm, Collier

V, Romtord. [8953

)NES' Garage, special aceuts for AlUlays Allon,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsido

ado, Nortii Fincldey. [0027

1 19 Alloa de Luxe, 2-spced. linnd clutch, kick
' stait, unscratched. mileage under 200; £70
Kobinaou, Brewery, St. Helens. [8647
I.LDAYS Matchless Lighliveight, 2-.^troke, singl

' ' splendid condition; £30.-
"

' . [8949

, -.--leage under
„. Jtclied, perfect condition: price 66

-Write, Lt. Ainslie, H.M.S. Excellent. Portsmouth
[8499

|19 AlKUiys Allon, delivered about Oct., 2-si>ee<l,
' llaiid-coutroUed clutch. K.S., Lucas horn, and
plete lamp set; £70.—E. Spockman, 85, Bath Ed
idou, Wdls. [X2987

Ariel,

tow Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents
supi)ly at makers' prices. [X7944
:EIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.-
Chupcl Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

1 19 .-Vriel S'ih.p, Combination, good machine-
iEUS—May Walker, Eedbourn, Hells. [X3079

.\UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London,
E.C.4.—3i:,h.p. Ariel, new 1920 model; .£100.

- [9184
JTES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
h Finchley.

_ [0028
tIEL 3';h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, B.B., 2
lamps, good tyres, overhauled; £50.—Bray, Hook-

!, Horley, Surrey. [8764
tIEL 1919 Combination, SVob.p., ridden two
journeys, unscratched, lamps, horn; £130 —
rton, Hardwick Rd., Eeigate. [8746
IIEL. 3Vjh,p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries ; all
spare parts stocked. — P. Speakmon, Ariel Es-
7, Rochdale Ed., Hnrpurhey, Manchester. [4020

19 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, as new, hood, screen,
P. and H. lamps, and all accessories ; bargain^

,-Townsend, 15, Nightingale Lane, Hornsey, N.8.
[8474

;IEL S'lh.p., 1913, 3-spced, cluteh, B. and B.,
imot jet, F.E.3. lamp set, mechanical horn, fine
;tion, guaranteed perfect; £48.-12, Temple Sheen
East Sheen, S.W.14. [X2910

Arno.
15 3',i..h.p. Arno, 3-speed, clutch, overhauled, re-
cnamelled, coach sidecar, wind screen, luggage

raUv^cciuipped, condition perfect; £55.-3. South-m. Southampton St., Farnborough,Terra c

Auto-Wheels
TO-WHEEL 1920 Model de Luxe; £25 —Wilkins
Simpson and Co., 3, Ranelagh Gardens, Barnes'
on, S.W. [3513

A TO-WHEEL, good
I climber; £15.-Ki

t ALL Auto-Wheel, nev

J
100 miles; 12 gns.—

B

an, splendid hill-

^^ £15.—Kendall, 10, Ellerdale Rd.,
N.W.3. [8410

condition, mileage under
,,. - , . - Hancock, 13, Station Parade

ions, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [S570
A TO-WHEEL, in excellent condition throughout,

r *S'j"'"S,'J-''
°'=": =^12, no offers.-436, White-

to Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [8924

I
TO-WHEEL, B.S.A. Model de Luxe; £15; per-

^ lect running order; bargain; owner buying motor
J] -Miss Jones, 52, Broad St., Worcester. [X3060

p-TS, 1920 Models, booking orders.-SoIe agent,
Longman, 97, Fisherton, Salisbury. [8624
•B Birmingham Bat Agents, The Premier Motor
Lo., Aston Ed. 'Phone: Central 4310." [7706

T.—Chatham and District Motor Cycle Mart
Fair Row, Chatham. Earliest deliveries. [8556
T Sh.p., chain drive, countershaft gear, clutch,

M '^°".?'' sidecar; £75.-Collier's Motorics, Union
"3 outh, Halifax. [ggjg

T-J.AJ> Twin Combination, spring frame, gear
>i S.^'- ,

• ,' complete, accessories; £75.-3, SionW Twickenham. [8755

||
I. Bat, good running order, new- belt, enamel and
plating good, mag. ; £20, or close oSer.-Molonev""

Swansea. [8684

NEW OR SECOND-HAND

SATISFACTION

NEW
MODELS IN STOCK,

ielen's

VERNO, 2-stroke, 2 speed £75
DOT, c} h.p. J..\.P., 2-speod, kick-start, .. 875
PORTLAND Villi.rs, 3-stroke, 2-spccd, .

.

£63
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-spccd, clutch, .. .. £70
QUADRANT, 4 h.p. combination, .. ..£122
AUTOPED Scooter, electric light .

.

. . £42
(in 7 days.)

NEW SIDECARS.
B.S.A No. 2 .. £34 MILLFORD Skiff, £23
MILLFORD Corvette. £26 5s. PORTLAND, £28
MONTGOMERY No. 3 .. £17 178.

MONTGOMERY No. r, with 28ia. wheel for
Harley £28 lOS.

P. & M., £28
Canoelette, racing model, etc.

SECOND-
HAND

BARGAINS
SOLO MACHINES.

NEW RYDER, 1919, 2i b.p, J, A. P.,

2 -speed £57
CONNAUGHT, 1913, 2J h.p., single gear £30
RUDGE, 1914, si h.p., multi gear . . .

.

£65
RUDGE, 1917, ^i h.p., multi, all accessories £85
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. model, 2-spced £70
JAMES, r9i4, 2j h.p., 2-speed £46
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3l h.p 3-speed, hub

gear £65
ZENITH, rgig, 8 h.p,, full equipment . . £145

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ROVER, 5-6 h.p., Jap twin, W.D., guar-

anteed £145
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., twin, W.D.,

guaranteed £145
ARIEL, 1915, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus.. .. £138
SUNBEAM. 3i h.p., 3-speed, sporting

sidecar £170
JAMES, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed £82
ARIEL, 1919, 3.^ h.p., lamps, etc., as new £130
DOUGLAS, rgis, 3.V h.p., coach sidecar. . £130
DOUGLAS, 1914, 4 b-P-, 3-speed .. .. £100
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3! h.p., lamps, speedo-

meter £110
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., twin. 2-speed .. .. £84
ROVER, 3* h.p., 3-speed, Millford sidecar £S0
hARLEY-DAVIDSON, i9r6, 7-9 magneto £150
SUNBEAM, rgrg, 3^ h.p.. Swan sidecar ... £170
BRADBURY, i9r9, 6 h.p., fully equipped £183
B.S.A., i9!2, 3; h.p., 2-5peed, MilUord .. £68

muuk)-mot Matt
/00;P/uat fhttUuid St,

JFondon (i).1.

10^, Pmis St, €xet&i.

Telegrams :

" Abdicate, Wesdo,

Museum 557.
Telegrams :

" Combustion, Exeter."
Telephone: Exeter 933

^i OF SATISI

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

SpLK Ilorkn. and Jlmks, AKoiit for riat«, A. .1. Lure,
Hamilton (iarace, Wokiunham ltd,, H«adini{.

flinnc: 967. Marly delivoriua of all modeli. (9083

rjAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Just coit £21 to
-*-• overhaul, proof, N.3.U, gear, perfect runnini;
order; £55.—White, 62, High St., Kingston. [8776

, Brooklai
.... _ - „ .. _jdccar, hood,

screen, lamps, fast and powerful; £90.—Junior, 17,
Betlmal Green Bd., E.l. [9146

Beai'dmore.
BEARDMORK Precision.—Chatham and

Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Bow, Chatham.
District
Earliest

(8553

Blackburne.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, are old Black-
burne agents, and invite enriuiries. [X7945

ERIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Blackburne agont.-
Early delivery 4 and Sh.p. models.- 1 2, The Fore-

gate. Worcester. [X1494

South
Exhibition Rd.,

[9011

BLACKBUBNE, neiy models. Early delivery by th«
City agents, Elco and Co., 15-16, Bishousgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.C.3. (0070

JONES* Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0029

new : owner unable to
Blackburne, 9, Mirfield

Drive, Monton, Manchester. [8368

BLACKBURNE Motor Cycles Delivery, 4h.p. model
from stock.—Agents, Lankester Engineering Co.,

63, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. [9143

Are Agents for Blackburne. Place your
order with us to secure good delivery.—Apply,

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8517

BLACKBURNE.—New 1920 4h.p. models actually
in stock; no premium required.—Chandler,

Reyre and Williams, Hitchia, Herts. 'Phone : 165
Hitchin. [0062

BLACKBUBJS'E 4h.p., 1920, actually in stock, com-
plete with Grindlay sidecar; £13'5.—P. Ellis and

Co., 360-364, Lillie Ed., Fulham, London, S.W. 'Phone;
Hammersmith 1553. [7550

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920 Models.-Delivery from
stock at makers' list price.-Eogden and Butler,

Loudon Ed., Southend-on-Sea. 'Phone; Southend 106.
T.A. : Fogdens, Southend. [9070

BLACKBURNE 1919 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch,
etc., recently delivered and like new, perfect,

with semi T.T. bars; first cheque for £115 secures.—
Guard, St. Patricks Hall, Reading. [8810

1tC|20 ELickburne, the super motor cycles. We are
-L^ actually delivering. Place your order now for
early delivery with the sole South Hants, distributers.
The Fareham Motor Cycle and Engineering ^^ oiks. High
St., Fareham. [8896

Bradbury.
Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
1911 model. [9200

BRADBURY 1920 Models, early delivery.-Agents,
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

[8885
model, also 6h.p. twin.—
Louis G. Ford, opposite

[3065

W^

G.P.O., Eastbourn

West Ealing, Middlesex.

ton St., WalsaU. Tel. ; 444.

[8832

r the earliest possible' deliveries of
The WalsaU Garage, Wolverhamp-

[9575

£42.-157, Leander Ed., S.W.2

plet-e.—WUso Jones, c/o Nelson'i

4h.p.,

[8694

200 miles,
ar; ±140, corn-

Garage, Rhyl. [5590

pulley, waterproofPhilipson
nd B, carburetter, thoroughly

hauled, new Dunlop belt, fast machine, good tyres,
good condition throughout, accessories; 26 gns., "bar-
gain.—Mason, 11, Thomas St., King's Lynn. [8913

BBADBU^ET 6h.p. Combination, 1914, stored nearly
5 years, enamel and plating perfect, bulb and me-

chanical horns, 3 lamps, spares and tools, all-chain drive,
3-speed, kick: start, wind screen, excellent order: £100.
—90, Claremont Ed., Alexandra Park, Manehest^^r.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue

L
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Brough.

SOLE Birmingham Brough Agents
Motor Co., Aston Ed.

5h.p. T.T. Brough, promisei
—Boi L6,54S, c/o The

SALte.

What oltersP-Box L6,547. c/o Th

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester.

BEOUGH, ISTOY., 1919, 5h.p., Sturmey countershaft
3-speed, not done 500 miles, Jones (speedometer,

mechanical horn, Miller head light used ouce, perfect
condition, ovrner going abroad; £128 cash.—Nisbet,
Easiugton, Castle Ed., Walton-on-Thames. [8419

Brown.
31i.p. Brown and sidecar chassis, tank re-enamelled,

spring forks, Barlow carburetter, horn, stand,
earlier, pan seat, wants magneto and attention; private
owner; first £20 secures; no cheques, no dealer need
apply, no callers.—Baker, 49, Murray St., York. [X3063

B.S.A.
"D.S.A. 4>4h.p., late 1915, with sidecar,

B.S.A. Sole District Agents; book now.-The Walsall
Garage, Woh-erhampton St., Walsall. Tel.; 444.

[9576
/CLUTCH Model B.S.A., splendid condition through

The BIRMINGHAM HOUSE for

MOTORISTS

sacrifice £38.-38, B.

AUCHOPB'S, 9,

St., Lichfield.
[X2768WAUCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

B.0.4.-1914 4i/4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, K.S. ; £65.
[9201

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way. Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade,

[0030

B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick-start, hood, screen,
fully equipped, new condition; £95.-64, Mile

End Ed., E.l. [8969

B
Brii

19^

r

p. J. EVANS
the firm with the" cream of the

Agencies, has placed large contracts

with the following Makers.

Place your order now for rotational

delivery.

A.J.S. INDIAN
ENFIELD NORTON
TaiUMPH BLACKBURNE
JAMES GONNAUGHT
HUMBER NEW IMPERIAL
EDMUND GALTHORPE
ROVER METRO-TYLER

ZENITH

Brand New
ipeed clutch

;

Ise Ed., S.W.

Combination, fully equipped, 3-

what ofiers?—332, Wandsworth
[8847

, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, lamps and
horn, good order; £60.-0. Franklin, Swlnford,

Eynsham, Oxon. [9117

K.S., lamps, horn,
Deller, 16, Camden

[8478Gardens, Shepherd's Bush.

and North, Peterborough.

Eobertson and North, Peterborough.

tyres and belt
iideci

Edward Gara:

1Q20 B.S.A. Model K 4V.h.p. Combination, new;LU £127: at Llandrindod Wells.—Tom Norton,
Ltd., The Automobile Palace, Llandrindod Wells. [8733

•p.S.A._, Model K stock, list price; i

—Newnham Motor
'Phone : Hammer

lith accessories, spares.—Parker'

TO.S^A., 5_-6h.p. Twin J.A.P.

so B.S.A.
Co., 223,
nith 80.

[7741

fully equipped
3, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[8351
engine, B.S.A. sidecar.

nd Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

£45.-Walker,
Henlow, Beds.

[8538
. . , ,. . . eingle speed, oyerhauled, very
sound condition, new P. and H. lamp &et, Bosch,
n and Barlow; lowest £42.— Gibhs, Bell, Melk-
. Wilts. [S2942

sidecars in stock.—The County Cycle and Motor
Broad St., Birmingham. T.A. : Comocyco, Bir-

;ham. [7753

, coachbuilt sidecar, 2.>speed, clutch,
lamps, horn, speedometer, completely

iihauled; £75.-18, Kathleen Ed., Claphnm Jnnc-
n (after 6). [8493

mouth.
[8454

nation,
. . I, etc.,
Northants.—See
motor cycles.

[8619

Immediate Delivery
from. Stock.

of the following new machines.

Combinations.
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Electrically Equipped

:£i90 o o
5-6 h.p. ROVER £i88 o o

3i h.p. ROVER £153 o o

Solo Machines.
7-9 h.p. INDIAN Electrically Equipped

^158 o o
6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL £123 18 o
34 h.p. TWIN JAMES £115 o o

2i h.p. JAMES 2-stroke ;£65 o o

2f h.p. CALTHORPE JAP Lady's
Model £65 2 o

2| h.p. CALTHORPE 2-stroke ;£64 i o
21 h.p. EDMUND Spring

Frame
21 h.p. CONNAUGHT

Kickstart

2| h.p. VERUS Kickstart

m
ins

lis

Sidecars.

Special GLORIA for Triumphs ;g33 10
MILLS-FULFORD

Corvette

MILLS-FULFORD Skiff

CANOELET Model D
„ Sporting

Minor
HENDERSON Lightweight

i2S 5
£23 o

1^9 8

£22 8

fi7 8

:£i9 19

Come along and inspect

these machines at leisure

in my commodious Show-
rooms at

87 91, John Bright St.,

Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

.ed.—Box

sporty CO:

[f

K.S
speed countershaft, cha:

horn, tools, spare tubes, belt, etc., just been t

oughly overhauled: £115, or nearest.—Cole, Dogi
Shrewsbury. [t

Calcott.

CALCOTT 1914 2%h.i)., Bosch, new tyres, new c:

der; first cheque £25.—Eeynolds, Waterbe
[<

Calthorpe.

-j Q16_Calthorpe-Jap^ 2 speeds, in good order;
[X;

C^

Cross, Agent, Eolherha

Oih.p. Calthorpe, 2-speed
/C2 —Bellwood, Victoria :

ford.
.

tX

CALTHORPE 2'4h.p. 2-stroke, Enfield 2-spee4

See Gre.at Leap Tear 6d. Draw, as advertise

displayed pages. ' [

ALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1915, Enfield
1

Amac, E.I.C., new condition; £45.-63, i: i

Rd., Brixton. [ '

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 25,4h.p., with Enfield 2-sl

£65/2; immediate delivery.—Wilkins, Sim 1

and Co., 3. Ranelagh Gardens, Barnes, London,

-|Q19 (August) Calthorpe-Jap 2">4h.p., Enflel<

JL J/ speed and clutch, lamiia, horn, tools, and pi

done 300 miles only, engine No. 8/1288/; cost

accept £57 lowest.—Greenside, Village Rd.. Ch
End, Finchley, N. (Write, or call week-end.) [ I

Campion.
CAMPION-J.A.P. -JJJh.p., 1914, new tyres and

daytime.—63, Old Town, Clapham Com
S.W. I

LATE 1919 Campion 2'ih.p., Villiers engim

speed, ridden about 100 miles; £56.—Bellv
Victoria Rd., Scarborough. [

CAMPION-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1918, 4-spced gear

Cauoelet sidecar, splendid outfit, condition as .

full? equipped; £110; deferred payments aironp

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. I
'

CAMPION-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Stai

Archer countershaft 3-speed, mei'hamcally pei

appearance as new, £105; Hobart,_2ih.p., Grado

splendid tyres, £37/10.—Fryer,
[X

w

J

ondition
ton, Notts.

CAMPION-J.AJP., 8h.p., late 1916, large roomy
car C.B., Sturmey countershaft 3-speed,

clutch, kick starter, screen, leg shields, horn, 1»

mirror, spare tyre and tube, new Eeynolds chain, r

series splendid outfit, did 250 miles at Xmas-; i

—Pepper, 23, Market Place, South Normanton. !>

shire. „ „ . .
^

Carfield.

AUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Ici

E.C.4.-2i4h.p. Carfield, 1920 model; £59. [

Cedes.

CEDOS.—The finest 2-stroke ever produced; ladi

gentlemen's ; order now lor spring deliverj

Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor
dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. t

Centaur.

CENTAUE Combination, 314h.p., 2.6peed, free eii

handle st,art, lamps, horn, tools, etc., all in

feet order; £55.-123, Godolphin Ed., Shepherd's 1

W.12. ,
[

Chater.Lea.

CHATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blah
Co., leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool

Manchester. 1

HATER-LEA 8h.p., 1915, 3-speed counters

lachbuilt,- hood, screen, all-chain, accessories

;

gain, £80.-40, Lome Ed., Forest Gate. I

HATEK-LBA 8h.p. Combination, 1914, S-speeil

box uU chain drive, good order, all acceesi

£105, or near offer.—32, Hambledon Ed., So'jtli

S.W.18. 1

0. 7 Chather-Lea 8h.p. Combination, hood, so

peedometer, acetylene lamps, horn, Bl

lockers and luggage carrier to sidecar, all tjn

good condition; trial willingly given; £90.-15,
Rd., Hounslow. I

Chater-Lea-Jap.

iriil9 Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, all accOBSC^

i-U £135.-26, Colson Ed., Croydon. [•

HATEE-LEA-J.A.P. Combination, 1914, Sb.r.l;

gine, 3-si>eed

Bosch, B. .and B.
tersluift, clutch, water

rburetter, new back tyre,

Bvuu, u.... C,B. sidecur, lamps, horn, etc., re-enaa:

and plated; £78; after 6.-75, Cambeiwell Grove, P

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU CYCLES rOR SALE.
Clyno.

Cr.YNO 2-stiako, 1914. piston, bmrlngB, etc, ro-

niMrcil.-Mcaring. Williura St., SlouBh. [8411

Cr.YNO 2-9troko; £70; inimoJiato tloHvcry.—Maudes'
iModir Mart, 100, I'nrls St., Exeter. [9123

CLYNO, 1920, a-stroke model, in stock; £70.-
Kdwards, 7, K.Nliibltion Rd., South KonsinRton.

19012
WATTHOrE'S, 9, Slioo I.niio, Vloet St., I,(ii»l"n.

E.CA .fnvviy new 1920 Clynos from stock: 2'--

ll.p. lit iTO. [9603

CLYXO, 1920, ..speed, clutoli, 2'/'li.p., new, in ,«tork:

I'li.i. f70.-Greiivos, Motor Engineers, llnrl.y.

Melton Mowlirnj-. [8655

I A 16 Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, good condition.
It/ loiv mileage: £95.-19, Wileox Rd„ SoMtJi
Jimbelli, London, S.W.8. [8957

CLYNO.-New 1920 2-speed Z-stroke models actually
in stock.-Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Uitcliiri.

:lcrts. Tliono : 165 Hitchin. [0083

CLYNO 1919-20 Liglitweisht, 2-stroke, 2.spced,
clntrh. onntpU'ic limp, llorn, accessories; 65 gns.

-Browne. 2, Westland Rott', Dublin. [8874-

WE Are Asont5 for Clyno. Pl.nce your order
ivitli us to secure good deliyery.—Apply, King

lud Iliiiper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8519

IQ17 5 6h,p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick
It' Stan, interchangeable wheels, good tyres; £90.
-150. C.unberwell Grove. Camberwell. [9041

CLY'NO 2-stroke, 2-speed and clutch; £70; im-
mediate delivery.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., 3.

tonelagb Gardens, Barnes, London, S.W. [8512

ERIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Clyno ngent.—
Immedinte delivery 1920 lightweights, combinations

irly spring.— 12, The Foregate, Worcester. [X1491

IQ16 6h.p, Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, couuter-
Lv shaft, 3-speed. kick starter, clutch, in good
rder; *88 for quick sale.—66, High St., Tooting.

[8899
"CLY'NO 5-6h,p. 2-specd Combination, complete with
-^ screen, hood, lamps, tools, excellent condition:
,90; seen Dartford.—Box 6,873, c/o TJie Motor Cycle.

[8737
J Q 16-17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed. clutch.
It? kick starter, cast aluminium chain cases,
vcellent condition; £115.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton.

[9102
(Q 17-18 6h.p. Clyno Combination. 3-speed, clutch,
r.t7 kick starter, cast aluminium chain cases, black
ad gold, as new; £120.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[9103
^LTSO. unused, 1917 W,D., 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-seater
y sidecar, hood, screen, horn, lamps, splendid condi-
on; 145gns.—Urquhart. 685, Fulham Ed., S.W'.6.

[8685
Jb.p. Clyno Combination, 1916 model, 3-speed. kick-
9 starter, interchangeable wheels, in fine condition;
85. —J. Doolev, 33, Killyon Rd., Wandsworth Rd.

1 tation. [8724

~1L\"N'0 Sh.p. W.D. 1919 Combination; Sandum
y sidecar, pillion seat, lamp, horn, spares, new-
it September; £125.—Vicarage, 123, Peckham Rve.
.E.15. [8904

^LTNO Liglitweight in stock. Orders booked in rota-
-^ tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotation,
'liverv from March.—Eothwell and Milbourne, Cow-
igh Garage. Malvern. [6185

^. BERRY'S 6h.p. 1915 3-speed kick-start Clyno
-.' combination, lamps, etc.. £75; also 1916 Clyno
>rabination, £95: both in good running order; trial

ven.—125, Canal Rd., Mite End, E., London, [8711

917 Clyno 6h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed, kick
start, interchangealde wheels. 1 spare, 4 new

res and tubes, Lucas lamps, mechanical horn, tools,
' I'., condition and appearance absolutely as new; £125.
59, Aytoun Rd., Brixton, S.W. [8687

I

"<LY-KO 5.6h.p., 1918, little used, entirely over-
^ hauled, enamelled makers' colours and replated.
iecar re-upholstered, interchangeable wheels and
are, Binks carburetter, Lucas lamp set. mechanical
irn and tools, appearance and condition absolutely
new. a thorough snip.—Stanley, 74, St. George's Sq.

ews, Lupus St., ^Vestminste^. [8771

Connaught.
lONKAUGHT.-For early deliveries, order from J.
^ Barran-Ackroyd Hyde Park Corner, Leeds. [7340

lOXXAUGHT 2-strokes.-Early delivery of all models
^ from the authorised agent. A, J. Luce, Hamilton
(nifL\ Reading. 'Phone; 967. [9064

ft-O Oonnanght Junior. Z^Jh.p., 2-stroke, 2-specd,
"-^ 24in. wlieels. new januarv 5th. unpacked: ao-
it £62.-Box L6,541, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7479
Ql5 a'jh.p. 2-stroke Connaught, just raid £10 over-f haulmg, lamps, horn, pump; £24.—W'aring.
ewster Cottage, Dewsbury Moor. Dew-sbury. [8793

jONNAUGHT, countershaft 2-speed Sturmey-Archer
with kick-starter, £75: quick delivery can be

en.-Louis G. Ford, opposite G.P.O., Eastbourne.
[X3066

Coulson
lOTJT.SON B 2%h.p., 2-speed mode!, in stock.-

Malvern Agents, Woodyatt. Ltd., Malvern. [3865
lOULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.-Enquiries
' invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cycle
ports of Liverpool and Manchester. [6578

Call & See Us

THE FIRM FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS
LEVIS
N. U. T.

MATCHLESS
ZENITH

Cars.

DOUGLAS
LITTLE MIDLAND

IN STOCK.
Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Chain
Guards, 12/6.

Douglas Instruction Books, 1/3.

Patent Leather Mudshields, £1 is.

Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs,

f,'i 1 8s. per set.

Tan-Sad Pillion Seats.

Bo'wden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

E.I.C. Magnetos for flat twins.

Cowey Speedometers.

Co'wey Mechanical Horns.

Klaxon Horns.

D. A. Cylinders.

Electric Lighting Sets.

Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.),

BOND ST., LONDON, W.I.

Telephone—Mayfair S'^sg.

Telegrams—IVHARDILAN', WESDO, LOXDOX.

MOTOR CYCLnS FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle.

(COVENTRY EAGI-E-,IAP, 2.»pecd, clutch and
^^ kick start, rlelivsry February; £79/16.—Lnulu i:

I'Vrd, opposito G.P.O., Eastbourne. [X30'//

Crescent.
CUESCENT, 2-8trQko Villiers, 2-Jipecd, perfect, coin-

plete tor rond.—Clurli, 8, Loidswood Hd.. IImi
Irarno. [X2997
CRE.SCENT 2i,ih.p., 2-speod, tree engine. Villicr« 2

stroke, brand new last February, perfect, racing
bars, discs, sporty and fast; £55, or exchange 2'Mh.|.
2-sr"cd Douglas, not earlier than I916.-Ru»scll. 150.
ICarlham Hd., Norwich, |850H

Diamond,
CYRIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery ot all mod.-l

Diamonds.—Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. |.\8622

JACK HEALY, Cork, offlciul Diamond ngent.-R.H
tntionnl delivery. No premiums nccejited. (6487

District Motor Cycle
Row, Chatham. Earliest deliveries,

[;8555
under 500

Surntislanrt,
[8523

stock;

"IQ19 Diamond 2-stroke, good conditio
-I'-' miles; £50.—Laurie, Starleyhall,

DELIYEET from stock of Diamond 2-stroke, single-
speed models: f56'10.—Bedford Garage, Walsnll

'Phone: 270. [X3106

I^iEIC WILLIAMS, the Worcester Diamond :i=ent -
J Delivery January of these famous lightweights.—

12, The Foregate, Worcester. [X1492

DIAMOND-J.A.P. 2''ih.p., Enfield 2-8peed gear,
lamps, tools, horn, spares, etc., delivered Septenilier,

1919, as new: £75, or near ofler.-Kendall, Lvndhiirst,
Sale, Cheshire. [X2966

Dot.

DOT.—For earliest deliveries, order from J. Barran-
Ackroyd, Hyde Park Corner, Leeds. [7341

DOT.—Chathain and District Motor Cycle Mart,
Fair Bow-, Chatham. Earliest deliveries. [855*

Douglas.
VIVIAN HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas Special-

ists.

Ah.v. Combination, 1920 model; £145.

Oilh.p. Solo, 1920 model, clutch and kick starter: £90. •

S>3.h.p. Solo, 3-speed model W. ; £86.

Oilh.p. 2-speed W.D. Model: £80.

"'^f/'E Stock Everything you require for your Douglas.

nA, Woodstock St. (oH Oxford St.), Bond St., W I/^^ 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. 10012

Qih.p^ Douglas^ 2-spced, 1912^ good running order.—

Below.

Combination, as new, immediate de-
,1 and Plaister, Finsburv Ed.

Garage, Wood Green, [8842

DOUGLAS, 23,ih.p., W.D., in crate; bargain, jE70,-
Milton, 106, Gloucester Rd,, Bristol. [8919

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, lamp, good tyres, runs
well; £36.-47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [8813

"piOUGLAS 1920 Models, order early from sola
-»--' agent.—Longman, 97, Fisherton, Salisbury. [8621

4>3,h,p, W,D. Douglas, as new, done 600: £80- East-fW* bourne.—Box 6,847, c/o The Motor Cycle. (8505

81 gns,—
s, Sussex.

[9054
Douglas ombination, in stock; £145.

Agent, Rotherham.
[X304S

, . W.D. model, with lamps
-Apply, Box 6,816. c/o The Motor

[8393

[8844

DOUGLAS 2">ih,p,, 2-speed model, excellent condition,
lamps, horn, tools,—Parker's, Bradshawgate, liol-

ton. [8350

. 2^4h,p., splendid condition; bargain,
-116, Sternhold Av„ Streatham Hill.

[8799

-1 017 Dougia
-LJ? 59 gns.-
S,W.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B2i
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motor cycles for sale.
Douglas

DOUGLAS 2';ib.p., late, like new, 2 speeds- 57 gns;

engine gear box parts, cheap.—55, Wiltshire Kd.,

Brixton. [87«3

Jewr
Winchester.

D
Trent.

OTJGLAS Solo and Comlii
deli- Novembt

Station St., Leiv

il9 Donglas Combination, lamp;

DO'CTG
diti

V St..

[8398

w Dlinlop tyres and
£28.-98. Oali St.,

[X3043

ion : regnlar montlilv
Lloyd and Son. 29.

[9583

._ -.--, nd horn; bargain,

£125.—Bridge House, Manchester Ed., Hollin-

d, Manchester. 18484

(TGLAS 2S.'ih.p., 1916, 2-Bpeed, tvres in good con-

fast- bargain, £48/10.-261, Mitcham
Lane, Stieatham. [9081

Oa.h.r. Douglas, 1915, 2-speea, thoronghl.v overhauled,
^4 perfect condition; bargain, £48.-82, Church
Rd., Mitcham, S.W. [8701

4h.p. Douglas, 1916. -tvith sidecar chassis. 3-speeds,

kick start, clutch; .?S0; trial.—199, King's Cross
Rd., London, W.C.I. [9145

DOUGLAS 2=,ih-p. and Sidecar, 2 speeds, excellent
condition; £50.—Shuse. 70, Devonshire Rd.,

Walthamstow, E.17. [9108

DOUGLAS.-Large assortment of 2'4h.p. second-hand
models in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ross, 86.

High Ed., Lee, S.E [5541

^.3h.p. Douglas, new, in stock. W.D. model, makers'
^4 colours, with lamps; £85.—Mason's Garage,
Letchworth, Herts. _ [8821

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p., good running order, Bosch mag.,
good condition; bargain, £26.—Bartlett, La-vvn Cot-

tage. Milford-on-Sea. [8473

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speed, condition as new,
mileage low, very laet; any trial; £65.-179,

Jirixton Ed., S.W.9. [X3031

DOUGLAS.—New 1920 combination in stock; also
3-speed 2-?.jh.p. model.—Edwards, 7. Exhibition

Rd., South Kensington . [9014

DOUGLAS 1918 4h:p. Combination, coachbnilt side-
car, 3 lamps, horn: £95; any trial. -h27. Crystal

Palace Ed., East Dulwich. [8786

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed kick starter, good condi-
tion, new tyres; £75.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham [8623

"I
Q20 Douglas Models in stock; 4lLp. combination

J-t? £145, 2!'lh.p. s^'ipeed £86.-Muflat, Douglas
Agent, Teoyil. 'Phone: 50. [1103

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, 2-spced. splendid condition,
only done 2,000; any trial; £60.-174, Barcombe

Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. - [X3030
<>3.h.p. Douglas, 1916-17, replated and enamelled,
/W4 as new, perfect runni
Coombend, Radstock, Somerset,

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^4h.p., indistinguishable from new,
-LC very last; £55, all on; after 6.30 p.m.—65,
Clifton Av., Wembley Hill. [9007

DOUGLASES.-Call at Smith's for your next
Donglas.-Smitli's. 10-16, Haverstoek Hill, oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0093

SMITH'S have in stock new W.D. 2"'4h.p. Douglases
nt 70 gns.-Smith's, 10-16, Haverstoek Hill,

opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0083

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-specd, uncrated July, absohiteh-
perfect, fully eauipped, low mileage.—Hiliier. 216,

Poitobello Ed., JSTorth Kensington, W. [X2547

1 Q20 Douglases.—By one who knows; delay is
-*-t/ dangerous.—Order yours now from tlie Douglas
Specialist, Gibh. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, 4h.p., perfect con-
dition, long exhaust, only wants seeing; £125.

—

6, Glenham Grove, Brooks' Bar, Manchester. [8577

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, speedometer,
-l.t/ electric light, and all accessories: £125.—
Pimm, Wandle Cottage, Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [9113

DOUGL-AS, 2»ih.p., W.D., 1919, .absolutely new,
won in sw-eepstake, Christmas: bargain, £8t).—

Cherry, 71, Denmark Hill, Camberwell, S.E. 5. [8494

SMITH'S for Second-hand 1916 2?;lh.p. Douglases,
' overhauled, from 50 gns.-Smith's, 10-16, Havei-

itM;k Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0092

DOUGLAS, 2'^h.p,, 2.sre€d, uncrated last October,
absolutely perfect, well equipped, brand new con-

ilition ; £65.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Ken-siagton. [8552

41rr. Douglas Combination, delivered Oct., speedo-
meter, electric lights, mileage 500; £138.—Apply

T.M., 16, Seldou St., Stewarts Ed., Wandsworth. [8376

DELIVERY To-day, new 2';;lh.p. Douglas: 70 gns..
plus .£1 lor crate and packing.—Kirkdale ]\Iotors,

Kirkdale, Sydenham, S.E. 26. 'Phone : 739 .Sydenham
[8731

4h.r. Doughas Combination, W.D. model, appearance
and condition as new, new bulbous back body,

finished green, any examination; £90.-56, High St.,
Tooting. [8900

Sole London and District
Agents fop A.J.S. and British

Excelsior IVlotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agent s for Tri urn plis,

B.S.A., Hendersons, Enfields,

Calthorpes, Allons, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, etc.

COSY COIViFORT
FOR THE

WINTER RIDER.

ROBI HAND MUFFS
Keep your hands cosy but leave your

fingers free.

Green waterproof fleece lined
(post 6d.) Price 12/6 pr.

Black waterproof Teddy lined
(post 6d.) Price 21 /- pr.

RACIN3 HELMETS.
Tan leather fleece lined .. .. 11/8
Tan leather leddy lined .. .. 25/--
Waterproof fleece lined . . . . 15 /-

(Postage on helmets -3d. extra).

OVERBOOT LEGGINGS.
Separate legs (3 sizes) . . . . 23 /- pr.

Special seatless type 27 /- pr.

(Postage 6d. ex'.ra).

KNEE GRIPS.
Easy to ii.x and very effective

(postage .|d. extra) .. Price 8/- pr.

TAPPS PETROL POURER.
Will empty a two gallon can in

\\ minutes. fits any can.

(Post 3d. extra) Price 2/3

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Just Ihc thing for winter riding £2 15

-ith vala £3

i _.

MOTORING GLOVES.
Tan leather Gauntlet one finger

mitts, a really excellent glove 21 /- pr.

Tan plain one finger mitts .. 9/S pr.

Reindeer hide gloves with wool-
len wrists 12/6 pr.

(Postage on gloves 3d. extra).

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I,

^Vholesaie: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Garaee—Tottenliam Court RoatU
'Phone—MuBeum, 1240.

TeleRrama
—

"Dynametro, Weatcent, London."

D
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
0UGLA3 4h.p. Ck)mbination, 3 speeds and clut-di

enamel, plating good, lamps, horn, etc., reall:

good lot, complete; f95.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwel
Rd., S.E.5. [890

DOUGLAS 2^^.-^., 1916 special W.D. model, m.
chanically perfect, tyres new, complete Trith tool,

lamps, horn, only i3one 500 miles.— G., W. H. Smit
and Sons, "Weedon. [859

DOUGLAS S^ih.p., 1911, Bosch, splendid cond
tion, wants slight adjustment to put in runnin

order, belt and tyres as new; oiSers.—153, Manor Rd
West Ham, E.15. [876

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, complete, lamps, !ion

tools, speedometer, etc., splendid condition; an
trial given; £100.—Young, 231, Coventry Ed., Sout

Yardley, Birmingham. ^ [5:296

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., ne'

Miller lamp, just thoroughly overhauled and r<

bushed, excellent condition; 100 gns.—Chapman, 61

On-slow Gardens. S.W.7. [849

3.h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, recently overhaulet
1^4^ new crankshaft fitted. Bosch, lam^1S, generate
smart appearance, fast; £43.—Bowler, St. Ives, Bn-
wood Park Ed., Hersham. -, [904

ACTUALLY in Stock for immediate delivery (no pr.

mium), brand new 4h.p. Douglas oombinatior.
first cheque secures.—Edwards and Tany, 4, Blenheii

St., Bond St. Mayfair 2666. [622

03.h.p. Douglas, not done 300 miles, whole maehiu
'^4 and tyres perfectly as new, lamps and Kiasoi
W.D. finish; £70, or near ofier.-Seen 9 till 5 at 14!

High St., Nofcting Hill Gate. [X298

D,OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1919, little iiGC

1920 gear, forks, etc., Orto screen, hood, Klaxo
horn, lamps, leg shields, spare tyre, belts, etc.; £14(

^Robinson, 39, Catherine St.. Salisbury. [838

3^h.r. Douglas, 1919 W.D., 2-speed, ridden uDd^
4 4.000 miles, in perfect condition, usual ncce

sories; only £75.—Apply, O. B. Andrefle, Middletf
Castle Ed., Oatlands Park, Weybridge. [X300

DOUGLAS, 1918, 3-speed, 4h.p., K.S., combin;
tion, renovated as new, head and tail lamp,

new coachbuilt body, very powerful, seen any time
£105.-262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow. [899

1019 Douglas 2^h.p., 2-speed, recently deliverer
-L*/ special steel undershield, also chain cover, ali

minium footboards, tools, excellent condition, tuned J'l

speed ; 72 gns.—Philpot, Cromwell Rd., Canterbiuy. [866

COLONIAL Model Doiiglas, 2Vib.p., 3-speed, 1911

footboards. Klaxon horn, lamps, all accessorie

ju-st overhauled, beautiful condition; £70, or ueare.-

offer.—Write Rink, Solent Cliffs, Bournemouth. [X289

OUGLAS 2"?4h.p., W.D., Lucas lajnps, horn, un
crated August, 1919, perfect, under 1.000 mile^

seen any time; offer or exchange with cash, 191'

countershaft Triumph.—Bert Terry, Odiham, Hant^
[897;

IT Appears Eidiculcus to Advertise when you hav

no stoi?k, but we are giving- deliveries to the earl

1 lirds. Place vour order at once if vou want di

nt, 196, Cheltenham W.
[OOli

DOUGLAS 2^:;h.p., 1914, fitted with Watsoniai
- featherweight sidecar, lamps, etc., re-euanielle'

and pbited, speMally tuned, and very fast; best over £60
—Henry, 22, GrocTeiior Ed., Chiswick. Tel.; Chis
wick 1186. [855'

DOUGLAS, 2~j'ih.p., 1919, W.D., 2-speea, very goo^

condition, year cast on, cojiiplete with lamps
Klaxon, pump, tools, also new valves, chain; £72; seei

iveek-dar.^ after 6 p.m. by appointment.—Bottone. 2?
Virarage Ed., Engby. [855!

"I Q19 4h.p, Douglas Combination, new Dec. Utli
i*' nn.scratched, latest type clutch, 3 lamps, 2 geDO
rators, spare tvre. etc., not done 800 miles; ownoi
^oing iibioad with regiment; £145.—Lt

, Clovelly, Junction Rd., Andover.

D

mirtoii

[842;

hitch*"I Q20 23ih.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear {no
-l-t/ latest type forks and tank, undershield,
stock for immediate delivery ; £86, plus carri^ce.-

Robinson's Garage, 32-35. Green St., Cnmbriilc*'

Pbone: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. '^Vi'

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Xo\. nilr
-t-«7 latest type clutch, under 300 miles. Eaytm-, .

lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, tools, insiiniuii

polii'v; officer going abroad; perfect: £150; inspection

-Richardson, Hyde Court, Chalford. Glos. [868!'

"I Q20 4b.p. Douglas Combinations, latest sidecnr.
\.*y finished in saxe blue, absolutely new, on lli''

premises for immediate delivery;' £145, plus crate ant;

carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green Sfc., Cam
bridge. 'Phone :-995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [9127

DOUGLAS 1919 Model, brand new, makers' colourfi,

2^4h.p., 2-speed, beautifully equipped, larg«

Miller's' lighting eet, mechanical hoin, knee gripe;

Douglas toolkit; cost £95, accept £85, guaranteed per-

feet.—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [8551

STOP I—If you are looking for a good bargain in 4h.ii

Douglas combinations. Model 1917, 3-speed, clutcli

K. S. . new lamps, Klaxon, no neoessories, everythibj^

in Al condition, especiallv the engine; £95. or honresf

offer.-Dodd, 2, Surrey Ed., Cliftonville, Margate. [8471

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Uoutflns.

)OnGT.ASES, 1 920 moiiola.-Tllo nolod he
tho Sonlh tor early llollvoi'Ics. Wo aro sne

d etockista lor IlonBlas mat-hlnoa only Ic

years.—Solo District Aiioilta, Tliom
B, Commerciiil Rd., PortainoiiUi r>Co

and Co..
7105.

clutch, kick starter, latest

dorshiohl. etc.. in stork for iinnu

IS cnrritib'c. Robinson's Garage,
mbridgo. 'Phono; 995^(2 lines).

[JAtlCIIOPE'S, 9. ShoD Lane. Fleet St.,- London,
T E.0.4, supply new 1920 Douglas machines from
<ik, solo and sidecar combinations; also 4h.p.

uglas combination, 1919, £140; aUo 4h.p. Douglas
nbination, .-CllO; 2^ih.p. lady's Douglas, 1917,
5. [9182

lll.r. Douglas Coniliinntioi
i lohushed, Bosch, wide l«i

speedometer. Klaxon, nee'

1914, overhauled
, long exhaust, vaii
leno head, cleettie

w Canoelet with up
. Ashley House, Shr

1.8357

peed, linnd .clutcb, kick
i!ic. ridden from makers

udon), perfec-t, fitted M-ith new C'owey speedometer,
ncll-Hanmer hinips, generator, nil accessories; £115,
hiK'hest offer.—V. Long, Moorings, Burdon La

[8485

ftl9 2";ih.p. Dougia
ff lamps and gei

;peeds. W.D., complete with
imps and generator. Klaxon horn, Stewart

odometer, 3 pannier bags and numerous spares. Tin-

ted September last, condition as new; or exchange
h cash adjustment for Morgan.—Newholm, Left-
ih Green, Northwich. [8571

919 (Sept.) S'-jli.p. Douglas W.U. Model (makers'
colours), run 1,800 odd miles, Watford trip

edometer, small ele trie head light and rear. Miller
16 head light, niud^hield. Brooks saddle box and
er box, si>are valve..;, chain, etc.; £75, no offers.—
t 126, c/o The Malar Cijclc. [S2984

Duzmo
,UZMO.—For earliest deliveries, order trom J.
Barran-Ackroyd, Hyde Park Corner, Leeds. [7342

|UZMO 3i!.h.p. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Orders ir
strict rotation. Deliveries commence February.-
Lancashire and Cheshire enaniries to Leach and

3, 16, John Dalton St., Manchester. [S2657

Edmund.
DXIUN'D, soring fr;

1917, good order;
igsley, Cheshire.

)20 Edmund, spring frame,
ridden: sell near offer 1

hange.—Box 6,539.

2-9pppd, lightweiTlt, latF

A. W. Lewis, Mill L,ane,
[8365

h.p. J.A.P., never
T.T. Triumph

Tlie Uolor Cycle, [7477

Elswick.
LSWICK Lightweight, sound (

£28.-The Stores, Ooxheath,
on throughout

;

Maidstone.
[X311'

Enfield.
VFIELD 1920 Models, order early from
Longman, 97. Fisherton, Salisbury.

"] -fFIELD 2-strok6. new September, 1919
-I perfect; £60.-Janes and Adams, East
r

1 ITE iaj6 Enfield Combination, ne
J lamps, tools, etc.; £120.—H. Wrii

I h Fr:

I- condition.
ht, Arlesev.

[8720

N'ES' Garage, special- agents for Enflelds, Broad
gjj^ Woodside Parade

[0031

1 )YAL ENFIELD, 1919 model, 2Jih.p., 2-stroke,

1
2-speed, splendid condition, lamps, tools; £60.—

li bira Rd., Leytonstone. [8944

J
h.p. EnBeld, splendid machine, less mag.; £25

n, " i?'^',,",*!"' carriage paid.—D. Gribben.
P-terer, Blaekhill, Co. Durham. [8522

J FIELD 3h.p., 1914-15 standard model, reecntlv
•• overhauled, lamps, horn, etr. : owner abroad- £48
- mhrough, 259, Lewisham High Ed., S.E.4. [8327

] FIELD, 1917, 3h.p., 2 speeds, kick start, lamps,
J

tools, tyres excellent, machine in good condition-
i- -Dr. Warren, 43, Freezywater, Enfield Wash.

T 19 (August) Enfield 3b.p. and Watsonian, latest
;», featherweight de luxe model, fitted with storm-
P", apron and quick detachable fittings; a -well cared
loj utfit; iElOO. Box 144, c/o J7ic Motor C.uclc.

jj FIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speed
*^ ometer, tools complete, in good condition, recenth
1' nuled; seen by appointment: £115.-Pnulsori
ji esiUe, St. Leonard's Av., South Havling, Havant
" ' [911€

Wc are actually the largest buyers and
sellers of first-class macliuies in London. 11

you arc in need of a really first-class 1920
model, call on us, and you will get a quicker
delivery than elsewhere. Every machine
quoted below is for immediate delivery.

COMBINATIONS.

o 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combmation,
lamp.., all actTsborics Offers

o MATCHLESS Ci>rTihinatian. Ju-t
dclivrn-d. Si. nv wlicrl, whid screoti. Offers

920 8 h.p. ENFJELD CoinhiiKUioii. Just
uncraud Offers

920 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL- J.A.P.
Combination j. Offers

920 7-9 h.p. HARLEY Combination,
mag. model, complete with lamp_i,

wind screen, and horn List price

920 B.S.A. Combination. Brand new —
gjo 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

Lucas dynamo lighting set, wind
screen Offers

919 3ih.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
complete wi th electric lamps and
horn £165

gi8 HARLEY Combination, fitted with
1320 d%'namo lighthig set. T.T. bars,

sporting Sidecar. Real hot lot £165

916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
Luca-; dynamo lighting set £135

918 A.J.S. Combination, spare w;heel,

speedometer, lamps £175

19

SOLO MACHINES.

1920 Brand New 4 h.p. twin horizontally

opposed HARL.EY List price

1920 7-9 h.p. -electrical model HARLEY.
List price

1920 TRIUMPH, countershaft model . . .Offers

1920 Isle of Man RUDGE Multi £105

1915 3 h.p. twin ENFIELD, speedometer,

lamp-, and horn, original tyres, ex-

ccplional condition £75

1919 3V h.p. sporting SUNBEAM, racing
— carai, specially timed bv Sunbeams. Offers

1917 3A h.p. SUNBEAM, lamps £75

1920 O'lAMOND, 2.5 h.p. J.A.P. engine.

Enfield 2-speed gear List price

1917 8 h.p. ZENITH, countershaft model,
excellent condition £87

GARS.

CALTHORPE, 10 h.p., special racing

Brooklands model, aluminium body,
bucket seats, Brolt dynamo lighting

set, exceptionally smart little car ... £450

1916 Baby PEUGEOT, limousine, interior

drive, upholstered Bedford cord, 3-sp.

model, electric lighting £280

We are London Agents for the famous
CASTLE 3-wheeler, complete with dynamo
lighting set, £250. Early deliveries guaranteed.

We are also London Agents for the HE^T-

DERSON Elite Sidecar. Deliveries commcn:e
tliis month.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.11,

"Phone Kg. ; Muse

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

red Septenilier) nnd Boyal Enfleld
nr, iiH new throngliont, nil neccn-

Hories; £125. bargain.— Scon nnd tried nt Station (iiii-

uge, Hanbuiy. tXSOT.'i

1Q16 Ch.p. Koyol Enfield Coinblnnlion, horn, upeedo-
-- 1' meter. )Josch iinig.. 3 new tyrc«, sidounr re-

cif:oii.-]|,.,j. splendid running order; £105.-Jnrvia, Ched-
'tui l-ilziMi.j.-, Taunton. (8546

19'^ ill, 1 1. Royal Enfield Combination,
h 2 large licad lamps, Stewart ho

in excellent condition; £125; owner'
lline, having Ford van.—Purser, Ilampdf

pure 1.1.,ing con bination; first cheque over £60
's. — Willia ons. Wichael^vood Lodge Cho rfield.

Cllou es er-sliir-'. [8406

w ^1 flKll'K S, 9. .Shin I,;iiif, ]--|.-et St., Lonrton.
:x\4--rA .p, Ui.v;,l Kijli- III ' ninloi iti'in 1913,

£87 10 ;ilsn nt iiT Klili-I'l [:iti..ij.^. 1916, 1916.
1917 1918. ;iiiil

ItoVMl Eut
1919; 3<..

eld, 1916;
].P. l!o
£62.

:d Eliti •Id £6 0. ;oid
Jh.p. [9205

19^

.s.w.

Llir.T"

. , hood,
riliite-plaas wind st-reen, ^piinfj carrier seat, ovetsi/.o
Ivies jdniost neiv, just overhnnled, perfect iiinniu^
order; fl20.-Booth, Sunny Jiank, liacnp. [8465

> Enfield 6h.p. Combination, J.A.P. engine,
thoroughly overhauled and renovated by
, screen, luggage grid, speedometer, lamps,
tries, splendid condition, any trial given; £120;
bought car.—234, Coombe I.ane, Raynes Park,

[3525
' Excelsior.

WArCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. Amei-ican E.xcelsior and sidecar,

1914; ^125. [9183

BRITISH EXCELSIOE-J.A.P. 2'4'h.p., 2-speed,
delivery from stock; £70/10.—Louis G. Fcrd,

opposite G.P.O., Eastbourne. [X3053

A.MEEICAN Excelsior. New Model 19 and 19E. now
on view.—Sole Midl.ind distributers, Tho Premier

Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7703

£50.-2"-4h.p. British Excelsior (19171, 2-speed, cluti-h,

jdl-chain drive, electric lamps and horn.— 18, Sonier-
ville Ed., Waterloo, near Liverpool. [X2917

Isle of Man
—J. Blake

nd Co., Oificial Dealers, Livecpool-Manchester. [6586

BEITISH Excelsior, 234h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-speed
gear box, F.E. chitcli, electric lamps, built lato

1918. splendid condition; £52/10.—Biclcnell, Newl.nudi
Farm, Keresley, Coventry, [2956

EXCELSIOE (American), May (1915), 7-9b.r. com-
, bination, coachbuilt, electric light, wind screen,

speedometer, petrol tin carrier, tools, etc.; £100.—A-E..
105, .St. Stephen's Ed., Bow, E.3. [8678

T^H E New 1920 Americ in E.'icelsior represents the
best val IP to money the Jook noM

or f arly deli erv fitted w th Swan
•Idw rds and 'arrv 4, Bier heim St., Bond St Mayfair
2666 [6234

AAIEKICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., European
model, 1916, 3-speed, neutral, hand and foot

clutch and brake, kick start, Bosch, Firestone tyres,
aluminium sidecar, luggage grid, everything as new,
fast, powerful, distinctive appearance; offers.—123,
Godolpliin Kd., Shepherd's Euf-h, W.12. [8504

F.N.
verything splendid condition;
d., Leagrave, Beds. [8807

Chatham and District Motor Cvcle Mart, Fair
How, Chatham. Earliest deliveries. [3557

4-cyl., 2-speed and clutch, in running order,
t wants rebushin*; £22.-47, Approach Rd.,
Park, S.W.19. [9095

F-'^i
Raynt

Cotter, 17, Oflmore Rd., Kidderminster. " [8644

F.N., 5-6h.p., just had new piston and complete set

of rings, mag. wants remognetieing; first £25
Gibbs, Chapel St., Bumham, Bucks. [8369

2-speed, new 1920
Birmingham onlv.—
Birmingham. [7709

2-speed, Bosch,
pre-war model,
c;o TJie Motor

[X3056

fyh.i1. F.N., 4-oyI., and 2VL'h.r.

models. Orders now booking
The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd.

Londo: -Box 141,overhauled ; sd
Cj/clr.

F.X.. 4-cyl., 2-speed, clntch, Bosch (rewound, remag-
netised;, complete but wants tuning; £28,—Capon,

2, Lynton Villas, Rydeas Grove, Hersham, Walton-on-
Thames. [8452

F.N. Sh.p. 4-cyl. cycle with new coachbuilt sidecar,

2-speeds, plate clutch, shaft drive, 2 drum brakes,
speedometer, 4 covers. 5 tubes, all nnpunctured;
machine was practically rebuilt last August by the
makers, and is in perfect order; £80. Seen by ap-
pointment only.—Hall, The Tyrrells, Great Bookham.
Surrey. [V9B0^QaEiHEiaQsaB

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Forward.
Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
Forward motor cycle, twin

engine; £25. [9186

Harley-Davidson.

JACK -HEAXY, Cork, offirial Harley agent.—Ro-
tational delivery. No premiums accepted. [648R

rABLEY-DAVIDSON, all models, immediate de-' Motor Mart, 100, Paris bt.,

Exeter. [9124

n, inst out ol crate, list price;

ept ;£150.— Reynolds, Water-
beach. [8980

model, in perfect

n ofier.—Herschell

n^.

19^
Eobi' Dalton-in-Furness. [8337

cet.v-

OTlt

JE170.-E. J. Philpot, 'Canterbury. [9078

lew. Model J, just

done 200 miles; £160, or

nearest otfer.— Phone; Tilbury 622. [8726

HAELEY-DAVIDSON.—New models can be deliTered

from stock by the City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,

BishopsEate Ay., Camomile St., E.0.3. [0067

HARLET-nAVIDSON Combination, 1919,
only done 500

Apply, Robt. Rankin, jviarKel &r., Btranraer. [ooua

HARLEY Combination, 1915, mag., O.B. sidecar
discs, screen. Cameo, lamps, etc., good condition;

£120.-39, Kirkstall Ed., Streatham Hill, S.W. [3992

HARLEY Coach Combination, 1915, guaranteed per

feet order; best oiler over £95 secures.—12, Jessop'i

Ed., opposite Turnliam Green 'Bus Garage), W.4. [878'

XTARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar, 4h.p., lampi

£185; mag. model.-

hori order

;

H
gham distict.—Box 6,871, c/o The

AELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Khaki
wheels, in grand condition; £150, or
Biomfelde Ed., Jeffreys Ed., Claphau

Motor Cm-Ie'.

[8739

" Having placed a very W
* large Contract we can DUl

^ offer early delivery of m

S The Classic m

HARLKY-DAVIDSON Combine tion_, magneto model,
1915, Swan wind screen, disc wneels, leg sliieldf?;

£90, lowest.— 47, Lansdowne Crescent, Leamington Spa,
[S3062

vidson Combination, 7-9h.p., Magdync
electric horn, periect condition : any

al; £140.—Bedford Garage, Wali^nll. 'Phone; 270.

Laundr:
N.W.

19^^

AELEY-DAVlnSON 7-9h.p., 1916, double
ortel, wind screen ; £145.-Whit'

ILondou), Ltd., Garage, StoneViridge Park,
[8325

Harley-Davidson Combination, professionally
loach-painted latest khaki, superb condition;
; near.—Rippingale, 20, Canterbury Ed., Croy-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915,
dvnamo lighting, just back from complete i

h;inl; £125; Saturday or Sunday.—5S, Ley St., Ill

Essex. [9093

model, liocd.

3h I

solo

over 2,000; highest ofier £185; Sheffiie!d.-Bo
c/o The Motor Cycle.

-IQIS Harley Combination, 7-9h.p., electric
J-*y lamps and horn, in splendid runnini
tion; £120; would exchange for solo and cat

High Ed., VViUesden, N.W.

6,866.
[8599

model,

1.—352,
[9141

tyre all

nder 2,000,
ally perfect, owner buving car; £190.—Logan,

Belfast Bank, Central Branch, Belfast. [9062

HAELEY - IIAVIDSON 1916 Combination, mag.
model, fitted up complete with all lamps, horn,

hood, screen, disc wheels, first-class condition, been well
kept ; £140.—Campion Garage, London Ed., Derby.

[8673
complete with

1 extended pay-
nts 4X; extra.-Harrods' Motor Showrooms, 116-118,

Bromptou Ed., opposite Maip Building, London, S.W.I.
[8491

1Q15 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, dual con-
A-Zf trolled, clutch, kick starter, Boschj acetylene,
Millford sidecar, tradesman's box, new tyres, over-
hauled, re-enamelled; £120.—Motor, 174, Hanover
St., Sheffield. [9112

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.-7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsons, solos and

combinations, new 1920 models from stock; also
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson combination, 1919, £185;
1916 Harley-Davidson combination. £150. [9189

FLAT Twin 1920 Harley, 3-speed, lamps, horn,
discs sporting metal torpedo sidecar to match,

just fitted, full A.A.M.U. insurance, cost over £170;
accept best offer.—Harley, 7, Orleans Rd., N.19.
Ciouch End (G.N.E.); Highgate (Tube). [8822

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, mag.,
gas lighting set (3 lamps), luxurious sidecar with

large locker and large luggage grid, mechanical horn,
good tyres, kick start (will start first kick), machine
in splendid condition throughout, any trial; £130:
exchange, letters.—Green, 35, De Crespigny Park. Den
mark Hill, S.E.5. [8973

up. twin

machine

S equipped with

^ DynamoLighting
QUI

m and every possible

1 refinement.B
m
* May we send you

particulars ?

Full value allowed for

machines accepted in part

exchange, and deferred

payment terms arranged to

suit the convenience of

purchasers.

Eastern Garage Co.
Offi ial ntpaircrg to n.A.C, A.C.U., A.A., & M.U.

418.BomfordRd.,ForestGatc,E.7

Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

490 East Ham "Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson, electric model, luxurit
Xt7 coachbuilt sidecar, Tvind scwen, apron, dis

enamel, plating as new, only run 500 miles, full 1

of tools, spares; £210, or nearest offer; seen by i

pointment: any trial given.—Coles, 86, Westbourne T-

rao©,.W.
' "

[86

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915.
perfect touring condition, repainted last Noveuili

little used till 1919, 2 spare chains, 2 spare tyies ;i

tube, 3 lamps, 2 generators, spare plugs, tools, e1

insurance policy ; oimer ordered abroad ; seen at Lnvl
Garage, High St., Oxford; irOgns., or near ofipr.-

Collins, Grey Gables, Monkton, Ayi'shire. [87

i Harley-DaTidson Ele^trio' Model, ju^t eo
plefcely overhauled by makers at a cost of £,

perfect condition, one of the best Harleys ever p
dnced, tools and eQuipment complete, 65 m.p.g., 7 .

70 m.p.h. on top; will exchange for G.N.. cycle <

Tvith cash adjustment, or sell outright.—OfEers for •

change, or cash offers about 150 gns., to P.G , •

Elsivorthy Rd., N.W.3.. [89

Hazlewood.
I 5-6h,p. Hazlewood Combination in stoi

£186.—Belhvood, Victoria Rd., Scarborough
[8t

HAZLEWOOD Combination, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., 19
only done 1,400 miles, date guaranteed, just b*

thoroughly overhauled, hood, side curtains, 3-speed g
box, K.S., guaranteed perfect: £125.—Kinnilud 2
Portobello Ed., W.IO. rg^

H,B.

H.B. 1920, 25^h.p. Blackburne engine. 2-speed. 1;

starter ; 85 gns. ; early delivery from sole disti
agents, Joseph Devey and Co., 50, Darlington i

Wolverhampton. Tel.: 606. [X2:

H.B. Cycles now on view at Guthries, Ltd., the G
gow and district agents. Spare parts made

samrile or sketch
; gear cutting, machining, and rep

tion work ; repairs to all makes of motor cvcles i

cars; frames brazed or welded; accessories, oils; pet
etc., stocked— Guthries, Ltd., 368, St. Tincent
Glasgow. Tel.: No. Central 2581. [8'

19^

19=

Henderson.
HENDERSON, latest model issued, e

equipped, mileage about 250; oifers.—

E

c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.
Box 6,9 ,"

W on View, new Henderson Model Z2 and Z2J.
Sole Midland distributers, The Premier Motor-*

Aston Rd., Birmingham. [71

y ANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle
Man.—Enquiries Jor Henderson 4-cyl, waatec:

[^

02 frain; sidec

thorpe, "Dewsbury.

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-!
cnester.

Hiskison.

HISKISOjSr.-Dolivery from stook.-Cbatlaam ,,
District Motor Cycle Mart, Fair Row, ChatS*

Hockley.

HOCKLEY 1917 2-strok6, 254h.p., 2-spee(i com
sbal t, almost new conditioa ; £42 ; only l

seeing.-35, Freesrore Bd., Holloway, N.7. |i

Humbei'.
3, Shoe Lane, * leet St., Lo^fl;

Humber combination, twin, ISJ

, neiv trra'a
Box 6,8«6A'

The Motor Cycle. tW

Ih.p. Humber, 2 ^peed, F.E., good order: £25,.%~ ' fS.-Balme, 19, L«e St., Hi

Humber twin combin.ntion -^
-Apply, H. Dix, Arcady,

wortli At', Cambridge.

3 ih.p. Humber, 2 speeds, F.E., Bosch mag., B^'
2 B. cirburetter, lamps, horn, etc.; £28710.—Sji

Mile End, Colchester. ^
HUMBER 3i/,h.p., S-speed and clutch, and Cm

sidecar; best offer over £60.—MacKinnou^^
Dame Agnes St., jSTottingham. [X

14111-12 Z'Ah.p. Humber, 2-speed gear, lamps^
XU running order, tyres very good; £35.—The .

124, Holdenhurst Bd., Bournemouth.

3 Ih.p. Humber, 2 speeds, irith Conoelet
2 good running order; £60, or near ofler.—

4

4, St. Maiy Abbott's Place, Kensingto

3 Ih.p. Humber O.B. Combination, 2-speed, hw
2 start, good condition; £69/10.—Williams,

Dyeon Terrace, Blanmerle Rd., New Elthaiu, S.fi.9.

b.p. Humber, 2-speed, engine just overhnulet'

tyres and tubes, new Millers head lamp ;
bl

£33.—J. Atkinson, Crosslauds, Endnioor, Kendal,

morlaud. C

31b
2

good oonditiffl

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, SI

E.C.4.—8h.p. Hun
£175.

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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The International Congress.

A
SIGN that we have finished with the war,

and that more or less peaceful conditions

now prevail, is that representatives of the

world's motor cycle organisations met last

week in London. The conference of

delegates of the Federation Internationale des

Clubs Motocyclistes was notable for the un-

doubted good spirit which animated the whole

proceedings. Tlie Motor Cycle was closely in

touch with the visiting delegates, and the result

of our conversations with them appears in another

part of this issue.

An outstanding impression of the gathering in

London was the evidence of a great potential

demand for motor cycles in every country repre-

sented—and also in the Antipodes. It was
affirmed that in New Zealand there are more
motor cyclists in proportion to population than
any other part of the world—not excluding, the

United States of America—^while the potential

demand is enormous. In France, Belgium,

Holland, Switzerland, and America, demand and
outputs continue to grow, placing the world's

motor cycle industries in an important position

in the commerce of the nations.

The position of Germany and Austria as

members of the F.I.CM. is now defined. Our
late enemies are to be permittetJ to join when
they are admitted to the League of Nations.

An interesting point was raised in connection

with America, in which countn,' the body
governing competitions is a Trade organisation.

It has been a general idea in this country that

trade control of the sport and the development

of the motor cycle is highly undesirable, and,

no doubt, there are many arguments to support

this- contention ; but in the United States con-

ditions prevail of which the average British

motor cyclist is not cognisant. It may be said

that the motor cycle movement across the

Atlantic has been built up more by trade pro-

paganda than by riders themselves. The system

has been highly successful, and since the

" trade " took over the duties, for which, in this

country, the A.C.U. is responsible, there have

been better organised competitions than at any

time during the life of the Federation of Ameri-
can Motor Cyclists, which has now. ceased to

exist. The Motor Cycle and Allied Trades
Association of America, therefore, is accepted,

subject to endorsement by the Automobile Club
of America, as a suitable body to represent

United States motor cyclists at the, F'.I.C.M.

Home-produced Fuels.

IF
ever argument was wanted to emphasise
the desirability of encouraging in every

possible way the production of home-
produced fuel, either power alcohol or

benzole, the constant threats of increased

petrol prices, once more before the motoring

public, provide it. For some time carefully

prepared propaganda has been appearing in the

dailv press preparing consumers of imported

fuels for impending rises in prices for which

the increased cost of freightage is largely

blamed. So long as imported petrol is the fuel

used bv the majority, the chances of an un-

expected rise in price ivill always threaten motor
cyclists and motorists of this country. This

journal has ofttimes pointed out the absurdity

of an important kev industry, such as the auto-

mobile industry of this country represents, being

nominally " controlled '' by the petrol ring.

The British Government has constantly been

urged to take action to develop a home-produced
fuel and to control our own oilfields abroad.

Unfortunately, there is no direct competitor

to the petrol trusts. The distributing of benzole

leaves much to be desired, and, in spite of 'the

propaganda to convince fuel retailers that

benzole has no detrimental effects upon engines,

to counter the efforts of the petrol trusts to

prove otherwise. No one who uses N.B.A. fuel

has any doubt as to its all-round efficiency, while

the recent A. A. 10,000 miles test proved that no
deleterious effects accrue.

An index to the atJvertlsements In this issue will be found on the page facing the baci<
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Helmets—for Wet Weather.

A KINDLY correspondent, notnig my wails about
suitable headgear for motor cycling in , wet
weather,' informs me that he uses helmets. He

carries two spares in wet weather, and- hangs them on
the plate rack over the kitchen range on reaching

home. Next morning they have quite recovered.

This gentleman is evidently a bit of a wholesaler.

I should hate to ruffle his feelings," but if by helmets

he means those pseudo-airman, hun-crash, leather

skullcap brain-warmers, I have no use for them. If

the sun is shining, you get dazzle-blindness. If it

hails, your eyes get mashed to a plup. If it rains,

there is a river down your back. Dismounted, you
feel—and look—an idiot, unless you carry a Saxe-

blue velours flapper-dazzler crushed up in your side

pocket, and at the present price of velours I cannot
afford to do- that. When the war was on, things were
different. You could walk down Bond Street in one
of those helmets, and some dear old patriot probably,

mistook you for Warneford or McCudden, and invited

you to refresh at his expense. Nowadays one just

feels silly in them. Next, please.

A Goak.

SOME famous literary man—I forget whether it

was Uncle Remus or the chap who wrote the

office boy's column in Ally Slopcr—used to

append the phrase "N.B.—^This is a goak" to any
remarks of a humorous nature. This legend, ought
certainly to have been inscribed on a label attached
to a new machine of leading make recently delivered

to one of our readers. He took delivery, and, after

repeated failures to start the engine, he began to dis-

mantle sundry items. Finally, he discovered that

the carburetter jet was so fat from having been flow-

metered that it had not even been drilled. The point

of the drill had been entered in the jet plug, but had
been stopped before it broke through, so that there

was no spraying orifice at all. As if this were not

enough, the oil feed pipe to the crank case was neatly

blocked with a blob of solder. This 'is sabotage of the

first order. I should advise my correspondent to

investigate. He will probably find out that he cut

out the head tester with a pretty flapper. Revenge
is sweet.

Against Naked Chains.

EHAVE always been puzzled by the discrepant

testimonies produced by apparently honest men
as to the working life of a chain. The last year

or two has given me a glimmering of the key to such
contradictions. For one thing, some chain drives are

poorly insulated from shock, whilst othei's run like

oiled silk. For another, some chains are encased,

and others are naked. 1 have just stabled a machine
of the latter variety after a century run in heavy rain

over sloshy roads. The chain is literally dripping with

rain-diluted mud. Water is certainly present in all

its joints and on all its. bearing surfaces. The only

thing an engineer can possibly, do is to defer the hot
drink, hot bath, and hot dinner, of which I have been
dreaming for the past four hours, detach that chain,

and put it in a paraffin bath. Not being an engineev,

but a plain John Citizen sort of fellow, with a slack

mouth such as Poy loves, I shan't do it. To-morrow
that chain will be red rusty in .the portions which are

not gunbarrel-finished, i.e., the invisible working sur-

faces. If I bathe it in paraffin all to-morrow, and then

relubricate it, it will be a little the worse—not much,
but a little. If I need the machine to-morrow, it will

get no paraffin bath: it will go out with little orange
flakes corroding every" vital atom of it, and be in a

worse mess to-morrow night. On the other hand, if

I don't feel like a ride to-morrow (it is hailing as I

write), I shall probably feel still less like befouling

myself in the garage—being a plain John Citizen, as

stated above, and self-indulgent when I know the

Editor is away at Birmingham. In that case, the

rust-coat will probably be paraffin-proof by to-morrow
night; and if it isn't, the Editor will be back the next

morning, I shall have to put up a show of work, and
there won't be time for that paraffin bath. It is

easy to estimate how long my naked chain will last

under this treatment. On the other hand, I am daily--

expecting a machine with enclosed chains; and, if it

had been my steed this day, you could strip and inspect

its chains after the century runs, and find them lus-

ciously oozing nice, green engine oil from every

interstice. Verb. sap. All the same, just- to be incon-

sistent, I'd sooner have' chains naked than encased

according to sundry fashions, which have afflicted me
in the past. And that's just where the shoe sometime?
pinches, isn't it ? '

The Chances of the Monocar.

MY paragraph on the monocar has tickled up
several enthusiasts, one or two of whom are

busily experimenting with a view to commercial
production. The most obvious snug is indicated by
'the fact that 98% of the enquiries received by one
firm specified the addition of an extra, seat for 'occa-

sional use ! Such experiences dishearten designers,

and switch them off into something which affords good
flapper transport. On the other hand, it must ever be
remembered that there are now at least 200,000 would-
be motor cyclists in this country; and when we have
written off the man who adds a ^decar or a carrier

cushion, the surplus must include innumerable potential

monocarists. The potential monocarist, to my mind,
is the man who generally travels alone, whether by
compulsion or for preference ; who dislikes sideslip

;

who dislikes cold ; whO' dislikes dirt ; and who dis-

likes the weird garb essential to all-weather cycling.

Gentlemen, if a leading firm, e.g., the Triumph,
marketed a monocar at a low price—a machine which
could not and would not carry two people anyhow,
which gave no more trouble than a motor bicycle, and
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Occasional Comments.—

wliii h cosl coinijarativcly little to buy aixl run—do \vc

not all know that most of the loughriders would buy

it? There are thus three requisites for the Starting;

of a booiii in monocars, viz. :

(i.) Quality. It must be good, and known as such.

(2.) Self-restraint. Any form of dickey must be

amilJicnia maraiiatlm.

(3.) Price. At £,2.00 it would liardly attract. It

must be nearer the price of a si>lo mount.

My Dreadnought Kit.

nDO not l>eli€ve it is possible to devise a coldproof

kit even for our comparatively mild British

winter, but I have at last evolved a water])roof

kit which is at least tolerably frostproof. In summer
I wear Barbour oilies as drencherproofs : they fulfil

their primarv purpose admirably, and have the addi-

tional merits of being cheap, portable, and as present-

able as any other motor cycling rig can be—which

is not saving so very much after all. For wint'^r 1

lion, item, a leather helmet (.Astrakhan or Bolshevist

pattern) by Shekman
,

A Tyne Dock, with ^^^ :'--

side and back flaps ;

;tem, a heavy twill ., :

suit by Irvine Smith , _

jf Bradford, which

-las not let a drop

n anywhere yet

'put lots of leather

.in der n e ath, of

curse) ; item, either

A two pairs of gaunt-

ets, one a special

)air built by Dun-
lills of proofed
will, lined with

leece, the other a

nitt designed for

he Archangel
i^orce, with three

kins—twill, para
ubber, and cam
jeece ; item, a pair

>f gum boots. The
' annular orifice

''

at

he neck is the sole

•ulnerable point in

uch a get-up, and
hat is best guarded
)y having the collar

'f the Jacket care-

ully tailored to
it close r o u n d

—

lorresco rcfcrtns—
. celluloid collar,

he coat collar ;

he celluloid atrocity

'eing carefully
apered to fit to-

.ether like the male
nd female portions
•f- a cone clutch,

^here are jugginses
broad who swear

Now that one is free to tour in France and Italy, possibly the beautiful

districts of those countries will attract many motor cyclists who viewed the
exquisite scener>- under war conditions. The photograph shows despatch riders

in Northern Italy in less happy days.

by the sort of scarf which rowing men used to call a

cravat. It certainly caulks the above-mentioned orifice

successfully, but it is unco' clammy after an hour's

rain ; and my own dodge is far, far better. But of

my hoary experience, I present the unwary with an

invaluable tip anent celluloid collars. In my
youth I regarded such collars as a social crime,

i^n a |iar with shovelling peas into one's mouth
with a knife. When I tardily discovered their

celestial affinities with motor cycling, the sporting

hosier who put me on to them gave me warnings. I

must use a hinged stud, bicn enlcndii. As an ordinary

tie would seize in celluloid bearings, I must use a

made-up stock, affixed by a spring pin in the back
half of a special stud. His m^de-iip ties were truly

frightful. I finally selected a chaste pattern in Saxe
blue with mulligatawny dragons on it. Thus attired,

I started out on a Six Days. At 7 p.m. we arrived at

the Empire at Bath, or some such caravanserai. I

discovered my made-up tie had projected itself auto-

matically into the void. All the shops were shut. I

bribed a waiter, and dined in a pink sailor knot with

;
a semi - gladstone

^
- collar 'two sizes too

large. Moral : if

you motor cycle in

a celluloid collar

(and sooner or
later you must),

always carry a spare
tie.

Wrenched Sidecar

Frames.

V owii enthu-

siasm f.or

sidecars has
always been some-
what tepid, and the

present paragraph is

inspired -by several

correspondents who
have asked me to

take the matter up.

They find that with

various makes of

combinadon the rear

cover does not give

a satisfactory work-
ing life,' and, on
examination, they
notice that the rear

half of the bicycle

frame has been
badly wrenched
over towards the

sidecar. They allege

that the rear con-
nections of the

sidecar to the cycle

frame are respon-

sible. I merely
ventilate a grievance

which reaches me
with some insistence.

B3
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WEIGHT, COMFORT,
AND CLEANLINESS.

By B. H. DAVIES.

EVERY motor cyclist has his fads. Some men
plump for a substantial simplicity, some for a

sports model, others for a flat twin, and so forth.

Personally, now thA we can take cooling and chmb-
ing and reliability—the naked essentials of a usable

machine—for granted, I attach increasing importance

to weight, comfort, and cleanliness.

So far as weight is concerned, 1920 model's bring

two plain tendencies into relief. The first is that

general purpose touring machines are designed and
constructed < practically regardless of weight. It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that nobody cares and
nobody knows what is the ready-for-the-road weight of

any machine exceeding 500 c.c. It is unquestionable

that the popularity of the " sidecar is answerable ,for

this recklessness. Post-war machines which scaled

less than 2 cwt. a year ago in their experimental form
now tot up to nearly 3 cwt. The public does not

complain. It buys these monsters with avidity. On
the other hand, there is an equally clear demand for

light machines, but no discriminating rider sets them
on a level with the bigger machines in general

quality ; and dozens of them are still very dark horses

indeed. Now, my main point is that these opposed
tendencies are bound to react on each other. The
machines which are easy to handle, cheap to buy and
cheap to run, are not general purpose machines. They
are being sold to people who dislike handling several

hundredweight of metal, w;ho do not care to expend •

over ;£ioo on a solo mount, and who wish to economise
in petrol, tyres, etc. These buyers will, in most
cases, yearn for a general purpose machine which' is

very light and, very economical. Sooner or later a

designer will produce a specification along these lines;

and then the heavyweight firms
, will get busy on

new lines. That day is not yet. There is an
immense advance in the number of lightweights of

all i)atterns. Some of them are " designed " jobs from
stem to stern, with nothing experimental, shoddy, or

criticisable about them. The all-purpose medium-
weight is almost conspicuous by its absence—even
the dear little 23.4 h.p. Dougla-s has put on a lot of

flesh since its original debut, as a multi-speeder, and
it has hardly a single competitor in its class. The
big fellows are becoming extraordinarily heavy, what
with their dynamos, spring frames, detachable wheels,

and other bulky additions.

Comfort.

AVhen we turn to the question of comfort, we
note much riper jirogress. Designers admit that the

layout of a perfe< t spiing frame is an extraordinarily

tough proposition. ]n sjiite of this, there are many
new spring frames. Simultaneously a strong critical

school has arisen. Some makers say in effect,

". Extra insulation from road shocka^is unquestionably
needed ; but the spring frame is the wrong means to

a noble end." So a good many engineers propound
special methods of mounting the saddle in lieu' of

springing the entire fear frame. The merits of this

revived antiquity are obvious. It is neater, lighter,

and cheaper than any spring frame can ever be. On
the other hand, it has equally plain shortcomings. It

furnishes no protection whatever for the chassis. It

cannot endue the rider with as much comfort as a

spring frame unless his footrests are also sprung (e.g.,

Bat fashion). In other words, it is a compromise.
Next season will show whether riders will accept the

compromise as a sound substitute for a fully sprung

frame. I think it is quite possible, especially if spring

footrests accompany it. In this connection we must
rejoice that no previous year has produced such a

luxuriant crop of new spring forks. The experts

always said that the introduction of good rear springs

would compel many front forks to be redesigned.

They were right. The man who fits a good sprung

rear frame immediately notices what a lot of jolts he

gets from his front wheel. On the whole, however,

the industry is in a remarkably healthy condition on

the Sjpore of comfort. It has improved spring forks,

added rear springing in one form or- another, and
standardised larger tyres. These are wise efforts to

cope with the appalling badness of our roads, and the

fact that many recruits to the sport are less hardy than

the youthful sportsm&n who once provided the majority

of riders.

Cleanliness.

Scientific efforts -to produce a machine which will

keep itself and its rider clean, or which will be easll\

cleansed of such dirt as it collects, are very few and
far between. On the other hand, the "clean''
machines are nearly all of the best grade in other

respects, and will exercise an influence on development
quite out of all proportion to their numbers. Thu
commonest specification is somewhat as follows : Tin-

front mudguard is a little wider than it used to be.

and has deep side flanges. You can say two thii\!j,N

of it—that it will divert all filth flung from the top arc

of the wheel (say from ten to five o'clock on the

circumference, viewing tht; wheel from the near sirlc),

and that the wheel will never be jammed in the guard

by accumulated -dirt. But the designer has not thought

what will become of the mud flung off the wheel. H.'

has taken no steps to deliver it at the rear tail "of the

guard, or even to prevent liquid mud from being blown
backwards off the entire arcs of the edges of th;'

flanges. So in imagination we follow this flung mud
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l);u-k\vanls towards the chassis of the machine, and
we fnid that it will foul the silencer (perhaps neces-
sarily); besmirch the magneto in some cases, and
on not a few flat twins the front cylinder head and
cs])ecially the front sijarking- jjlug; soil the rider's

legs and feet, and bespatter a host of awkwardly-shaped
projcciions and inaccessible crannies in fi-ont of the
engine, heneaiii the engine, and on both sides of the
engine. There may be a small flap to guard the mag-
neto ; but nothing else is generally protected except
the rider's bcjot soles, which lie flat on aluminium
plates, and are already dirty.

Some Good Examples.
Contrast this tlioughtless layout with that of the

Douglas or A. B.C. or Cedos or Scott. These
machines embody front, side, and underneath protec-

tion in various forms. The tilth—solid or liquid

—

flung back from the front wheel is caught and diverted

just about as efliciently as riding conditions permit.

You must allow a good draught to impinge on the

Uleiicer and on the cylinder-cooling devices. In each
3f the above cases the front screening is as complete
IS is compatible with efficiency. In each case the

"ootboards cither form part of a wide underscreen or

ire mounted upon sucl> a screen. This screen extends

ight underneath the machine from side to side, so that

.in absolutely smooth surface is presented, and clean-

ing is proportionately facilitated.' In the Cedos, in

partictJlar, the undenscreen is carried right aft and

joined up to the rear mudguard. No designer has

gone the whole hog, in the sen.se of enclosing his power

unit in a smooth, slab-sided casing, though I under-

stand the Black Prince design allows for this_. But

tljese.four machines present schemes for keeping all

front wheel flingings off the rider and off the

mechanism.' Xone of them is 'appreciably heavier or

costlier than the common or garden layout, which

either deserves such a stigma as the word " naked"

implies, or else hesitates and is lost. Many machines

are fitted with contemptible little front shields, large

footplates, and possibly a petty caricature of an under-

screen. If these four items had been joined up into

one big all-embracing protector, they would be ride-

able in cricket toggery, and would neither have cost

nor weighed much more than at present.

Rustproof Finish.,

A parallel tendency is apparent on different lines.

A few machines—notably the Beardmore-Precision and

the Cedos—evince far less nickel plating than we are

accustomed to. .Some years ago the Rudge took a bold

stride in. abolishing nickel-plated handle-bars. The
two machines named go a step further in the same

direction.

An Electric Sidecar Outfit.
Silence, Even Torque, and Simple Control are its Chief Advantages.

In these days of high cost of

fuel, it is of special interest to

Icam that an electric sidecar is at

the present moment being run at

one-third the cost of petrol. Its

range and speed are, of course,

limited. (Photo. East Anglian

Daily Times.)

[T is perhaps true that the electric motor cycle is

the ideal of the majority of motor cyclists.

- Whenever they are asked to prophesy the
ype _ of machine
if the future, they

Imost -invariably

ay, " Electric,"

Ithough they may
now little about
lectricity. They
:aUse that, so rapid

aye been develop-

lents in its connec-
on, sooner or later

ew discoveries may
lake possible the

ight, powerful,

lectrical vehicle a

ractical p r o p o -

tion.

The machine il-

istrated was made
: the Orwell Works,
3swich, where elec-

r i c commercial
ui?ks are built, to — " '

le order arid design
1' Mr. P. A. G.
fossay for service when petrol was scarce. As will
e seen, the nucleus of a petrol-driven machine was
sed as the basis, and the electrical equipment was
ot designed specially for the machine; which might

' ? considerably modified and lightened for this purpose.

We are informed that, even in its present form,

the machine has a thirty miles range at one charging,

which from town mains at twopence pe'r unit costs

sixpence (one-fifth

of a penny per mile,

as compared with

-three - fifths of a

penny the average
' petrol machine costs

for the same dis-

tance). With its

present equipment,
the m.a chine is

capable, of about
12 m.p.h., but, we
understand, it will

climb any hill i-.} the

district. Its great

advantage is, of

course, its cleanli-

ness and simplicity

of control, there

being one switch
onljr, which operates
\ery much after

the manner of those

on electric tramcars.

The accumulators
are carried in the box sidecar. Obviously a good deal

of space is occupied by the batteries, and thd electric

system could not readily be applied to a solo motor
cycle ; suitably designed, however, the sidecar accom-
modation need not be too much limited.

B5
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Experiences with and
Impressions of a Norton

"Big Four."

EXPERIENCE with the

Norton "Big Four
has shattered all the

writer's preconceived ideas

of big single-cylinder engines.

The first run with this 637
c.c. mount attached to a

heavy sidecar was something
of a revelation, especially

to one who had always
associated really fast sidecar
touring with the 8 h.p. twin
to the exclusion of smaller
capacity engines.

A knowledge of the ex-
ploits of tlie Norton "Brook-
lands ' model and, indeed,
of the ordinary "Roadster"
models, led one at the outset
to expect something a little

out of the general run of f •

single-cylinder engines. Tliere

was, how-ever, at the back of the mind, a feeling that
a big chain-driven single would lack the refinement
of running, if it can be so expressed, that one obtains
with a multi-cylinder engine.
The first striking feature, however, on taking out

the machine was the remarkable smoothness of the
transmission and the manner in which the engine
"turned over." It w-ould be absurd to sav that
it was vibrationless, but it can truthfully be said
that there was a good deal less vibration than is

produced by many twins. One sometimes sa\s ,in

laudation of a rider that he was "part of the machine."
In truth, one does feel part of the ma'chine on some
moimts, and many will recollect certain motor cvcles
which seemed to con\ey every moAement, e\'er\ bit
of vibration of ^'ery" working part—e\-en to the studs
on the tyre, via the hands through the body to one's
very extremities. -

Sitthig on the saddle of the "Big Four,:' one feels
very little of the engine ; its " kick '' is devoted to its

proper function, and not to making the rider un-
comfortable.

In these brief notes, a mention, too, might be made
of the sidecar that was attached. This was a double-
sprung Grindlay. It will be remembered that the
wheel of the sidecar is carried between two long
semi-elliptia springs. For very particular reasons'^
the writer was nxost anxious to obtain a sirlecar which
insulated the passenger from all road shocks, and also
was roomv enough to take a child, and the choice
was completely justified.

A long run from Coventry to mid-Lincolnshire
was the first .serious, test of the combination, when
b6

Mou&m A Speed Test of Forty

Miles Duration with

Loaded Sidecar.

two adults and a child and a

quantity of hea\-y luggage

constituted the loud. On
this occasion, the newness of

the engine dictated the polic\

of, moderate speeds, and the

long straight stretches of thj

Fosseway between Leicester

and Lincoln were cove'red at

a "trot." It was on this

road at a later date, when

the engine was well " run in,

that a test was undertaken

which few private sidecars

ever undergo. In the inlerxal,

the Norton's capacity and

positive liking for hill-climb-

ing was fully realised. On
ane occasion a fast run was

undertaken from Birmingham
to the 'Worcestershire Beacon.

'With a passenger in the

sidecar and with a warm engine, the hill through

jNIalvern to the cutting at the tap of the Wyche, lead-

ing to the' actual track up the Beacon, was climbed on

top gear. The Beacon itself is, of course, an ordinary

climb, and the summit was easily surmounted.

Good results on freak hills are no criterion as ti>

an engine's " suitabihty '' for touring. The most im-

portant thing is to know whether the engine will tire

after a long run at speed on the road, and whether

it can stand stiff climbs against the wind on a road

deep in mud with the hood up and carrying a big

load after it has covered sixtv miles non-stop.

This the Norton has done, .and the following test

—

really a more severe one than it appears—pro\"ed

conclusi\ely that it can do, as much as the great

majority of 8 h.p. machines. 'V^'hen riding along that

fine speedway between Six Hills and Lincoln-
forty miles—probably the longest straight stretch of

engineered, roadway in England—the writer wondered
what would happen if he rode that distance " all out

"

with just one slowing up in Newark. 'Would it be

vah'e, chains, plugs, or tyres that would gi\e up the

ghost, or would the engine simply "peter" out througli

o<erheating?

"They Rode Straight, those Old
Centurians."

It eventually happened that Six Hills was reachei]

one fine autumn morning'with a heavilv loaded sidecar,
and th^re and then a decision was readied to make
a " record " run.

With windscreen up, the ihrollle \\ a.; opened, and
plenty of oil supplied. The ribbon of roadway lay
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The " Big Single " as a Sidecar Machine.—

stwiglU as a spear in front. The old Romans scorned

hills and dales—they cut straight across them—there

was no deviating to avoid a rise. The actual speed

need not be mentioned ; the engine roared on full

throttle i% fast as it could be driven for mile after mile.

There are no villages, and only one or two minor cross-

roads quite visible. It was no temporary speed burst,

but a gruellin'g such as probably could take place

nowhere else in this country, except at Brooklands.

At first there was an uncomfortal>le feeling that

it was not fair to

the engine ; one
thought of broken
chains, then of the

valves. After five

or six miles of

"blinding," com-
monsense dictated a

more moderate
speed, but it was to

be a test, and so
onward. Down one
or two small declines

the road speed was
slighdy slackened,

but not sufficiently

to cool the engine
in "the slightest

degree.

At Newark there

.vas, of course, an
?asing down—the

narrow " gates " of

:he old town neces-

sitated this. First

:hrough Millgate,

hen_ Castlegate, Bargate, and finallv Northgate, and
jn to the straight flat stretch of Lincoln Fossway.
3h this run of sixteen miles, there are no villages

mtil four miles from Lincoln and full throttle was
;iven again immediately on leaving the town. It

vas on this stretch that a modern 8 h.p. sidecar was
)bserved ahead and finally passed after a tussle—and
I sporting contest it was too. The run culminated
a the climb of Lincoln cliff past the cathedral

;

his acclivity needing only second gear at the bad bend
efore the arclway.

The " Big Four" Norton on the road,

its ability to maintain high speeds

117

It was a great run, and on dismounting tlie'wiTffer'

metaphorically ]iatted the maciiine. It had stood

practically full throttle—old motor cyclists will know
what that means—for .forty miles without the

slightest feeling of distress, and was as lively at the

end of the run .as it was at the beginning. It should

lie remembered, too, that a heavily loaded coachbuilt

sidecar was fitted, and that this was equipped with a

screen, side curtain, and a grid carrying a quantity

of luggage, enough to dry up the best of engines

when driven all out for many miles.~
After such a test,

one was constrained

]., ,,_ to ask, "Why run

a twin?" Well,
Why ?

The single cylin-

der has the advant-

age of the simplicity

which, even in these

days of " no trouble
"

twins, is something

of a comfort. To
the gallon of petrol,

sixty-six miles can

be covered, and
the oil consumption

is also low. Valve
trouble is prac-

tically unknown on
Xortons, and the
engine is quite
happy w'ith the

carbon deposit of

many hundreds of

miles running still

within the cylinder.

With the exception of a minor repair to the chain

case and rear brake adjustment, nothing whatever

has been done to the machine since taking delivery.

"A good wine needs no bush," it is said, yet a good
thing should be known, and, from the writer's experi-

ence, the Norton " Big Four "

is everything the makers
claim for it. A final word also is needed for the

sidecar—Mr. Grindlay's patent suspension has proved

particularly efticient ; one can pass over the most
atrocious pot-holes at a speed impossible with a

rigid wheel sidecar. A.F.J.

An outstanding feature of this machine is

with heavy loads without overheating.

THE TRADE AND COMPETITIONS.
FROM a recent interview with Major Watling, the

general manager of The Cycle and Motor Cycle

ilanufacturers' and Allied Traders' Union, we
lere very favourably impressed by the general feeling

f the trade concerning competitions. Despite the-

riany difficulties under which the makers are now
lOrking, the motor cycle section of the Union has
greed to support all the twenty open events for which
he A.C.U. has granted permits. This, of course,

'oes not mean that all makers will necessarily support
11 these trials; it is recognised that certain trials

ppeal to certain manufacturers. No doubt those

eld in the motor cycle manufacturing centres will

I

eceive greater support than others further afield,

' Ithough it is to be hoped that many will seize the

opportunity of entering in the latter events and so

widen the field of their efforts and publicity. Such
propaganda work cannot fail to become ultmiately

of benefit to them.

It is desirable that the public view- average perform-
aiTceun these trials ratlier than assume that, because a

certain machine is not entered in a particular trial,

perhaps far afield from his district, its makers lack

the confidence to enter it. \<<t do not think that the

public is prone to draw such conclusions, but there

appears to be a tendencv among some manufacturers
to think such might be the case. No doubt most trials

held in the London and Midland districts will be well

supported by trade entries, and that all others w-ill

receive full consideration on the part of manufacturers.

B7



An Oscillating

Cylinder Head,
Further Delails of the

Lightning Valve

WHILE at the works of Mr. Leopold
Ward, experimental engineer,

Harmood Place, Chalk Farm,
London, N.W.I, the other day, we in-

^Bpected an engine ready for test which
was fitted with the Lightning valve de-

scribed in the issue of The Motor Cyda
of December 18th.

We may remind our readers that the
valve consists of what is practically a
rocking cj'linder head working within a
spherically sided chamber and oscillating

so as to open and close the exhaust and
inlet ports, which are at opposite ends

The Lightnmg valve engine on test.

An Attractive
Sidecar Body;

Comfortable Accommodation
for Passenger and Ample

Space for Luggage.

WHEXEVER a successful design in

motor cycle or sidecar has been
evolved there has always been a

tendency for that design to be followed
closely by a large number of makers.
The rear locker in sidecars is now regarded
as an essential, but the majority of bodies
follow more or less set outlines. A side-

car which rfiows individuality, however,
is that constructed by Messrs. Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church Street, Camber-
well, London, S.E., who do away with
the bulbous back, thereby providing a
spacious locker at the rear of the body,
which will carry two gallons of petrol,

^JANUARY 2gth; 192

(Left) The special cylmder head with the valve

tilted to show its construction. (Right) One set 01

valve ports will be observed on the right. The
orifice on the top is for the sparking plug. ^

of a diameter. The valve is furnished
with a couple of rings, which share a

common groove, and is actuated by rockers

from a " tramway " cut in the face of the

flywlreel. A diagrammatic view of the
valve is shown in the issue previously
referred to, but we are now enabled to

illustrate the valve, and also to present
a view of the piston head in which the
ports may be clearly seen. The engine
has already run, and run satisfactorily,

but we have received no reports up to the
present of the power it has developed
With the exception of the valve, special

cylinder head, and valve operating
mechanism, the engine is a 2| h.p.

Blackburne.

Ideal Gas Flow.

It is claimed that a considerable in-

crease in "revs." and power can be
obtained, and this should certainly be
the case, as from the point of view of

gas flow the design is well nigh ideal

At the same time it will be interesting

to hear how the operating mechanism
stands up to the sudden changes of

acceleration. The valve, however, is

very light, and the movement compara-
tively sm..ll, so that if any difficulty is

experienced in this direction it should
not be insuperable.

In addition to any other advantages it

may possess, that of ' mechanical silence

is sufficient justification for such a radical

departure from standard practice, pro-
vided, of course, the rocker gear is silent.

The Lightning valve was one of the few
really novel anij interesting developments

sho.vn at Olympia, and its progress will

be closely watched by- very many motor
cyclists.

spare tyre, a gallon of oil, and other acces-

sories. Many types of bodies have a fairly

large locker at the rear, which is only

accessible by tilting forward the back
of the seat, which is very annoying,

necessitating the passenger getting up if

anything is required from the locker.

A Blackburne engine fitted with the

Lightning valve connected up to a testing

apparatus at the Leopold Ward Experi-

mental Works.

It will be seen that the lines of the

body illustrated are graceful, and yet,

by means of the door provided, access

to the locker may be obtained without

disturbing the passenger. The body i^

well upholstered, has a spring-back

cushion, and a spring seat. .

A sidecar body of graceful design.
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Altering the

Makers' Design.
An Enlhusiasfs Experiment

with Extra Exhaust Valves.

V KEEN Douglas rider of many years'

i\ standing, Mr. VV. F. Brook, of

MartocI;, Somerset, lias carried out

1 interesting experiment which, he -

aims, emphasises the value of increased

;haust port area. He has fitted an

itra exhaust valve to each cylinder of

3 2J h.p. Douglas. Mr. Brook states

A 2} h.p. Douglas with additional

overhead exhaust valves.

extra valves are operated by a

shaft of the intermediate timing

that he found a slight tendency for his

engine to " dry up." or overheat after

a prolonged speed burst, and, after a
process of elimination, thonght that this

was due to imperfect scavenging of the

exhaust gases. To obviate this, he de-

signed auxiliary exhaust valves and
pockets which take the place of the
usual inlet valve cap. The auxiliary
valves have the same lift as the standard
exhaust valves, but are given a slight

lead to prevent .the hottest gases im-
pinging upon the filug points.

It will be observed, from the accom-
panying illustrations, that the extra

valves are operated by a cam on the
shaft that carries the intermediate
wheel of the timing gear. Additional
rockers are carried on the same pivots

as the standard rockers, but in order

to accommodate them, it was necessary

to inter-step them with the standard
inlet rockers.

We are tol'd that the attachment has
been in every way satisfactory, and that
all signs of overheating have vanished.
Tune is also maintained for longer
periods, and oil consumption consider-

ablv lessened.

*^ 3D

Showing hew the extra rocker is attached by
stepping the existing rocker.

While the attachment is not yet on
the market, we understand that Mr.
Brook is seriously thinking of manufac-
turing it commercially, as it can be
fitted to any standard 2J h.p. Douglas
in a few hours by any good mechanic.

CONTROL FOR W.S.R. JET ADAPTER.
'HE W.S.R. adapter gives very good

results when used with a 2| h.p.

Douglas, but is somewhat awkward
manipiiiate. The following hand'le-bar

itrol was sent us by a reader, and may
useful to other owners of Douglas

chines.

V piece of i^in. brass sheet was cut

having a hole large enough to fit

ily over the bush in the centre of the

.led wheel. The end was turned over

ittle, drilled, and slotted to take the

lie and small nipple.

A Simple Adjustment.
' >!gw, before coupling the lever on to

wheel, some means has to be devised

1 rarying the range over which the wheel
be moved, so that the best positions

be found. - This was done by drilling

tin. hole in the lever, and by means

I

a small distance piece, a brass bolt,

ha milled nut and fibre washer, the

1 5r was attached to the wheel. Now-,
slackening the milled nut, the wheel
be rotated independently of the lever.

I

I

can be clamped firmly when the best

1 ition has been found.
he stop for the outer sheath of the

I

le is also made of T%^in. brass, bent,

as indicated, and drilled, and slotted to

receive the cable.

It is clamped in place by a tli'm nut
screwing on the same thread as the union
nut. which had to be filed down a trifle

to admit it.

If there is not sufficient room to take

it, a brass terminal could be soldered on

to the bottom of the float chamber, and
the outer pheath clamped in the same

The general arrangement of the variable jet

control fitted to the Amac carburetter.

way as the wire is fixed to the terminal.
A small spring fixed to the cylinders,

and the lever providing the means of

return, and a lever on the handle-bar,
completed the fitting.

In my case, the extreme range of the
wheel is an arc of about 30°, whose
central point is about 110° • from the
closed position of the valve ; and the

lever en the handle-bar has a movement
ol about 45°.

Practical Advantages.

Lest any should say that they dislike

having four levers to play with, let me
say that I found there are only three

]iositions of the jet lever which need be
considered, namely, a small opening foi

nrdinary country work, a little more for

town worlv. ancl the full 30° opening for

special hills. &jt. of course, the rider

who is willing to take a little trouble over

the jet lever will find his trouble amply
lepaid. Jly petrol consumption now
varies frorii " 130-140 miles per gallon on

a half and half benzole and petrol mixture,

and a still greater mileage "is obtained

en undiluted benzole, so that the benefit

derived well repays the slight trouble of

fitting.—X..J.C.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

makers exporting motor cycles, none of which attain

the number of a concern like the Hendee Mfg. Co.,

for instance. Therefore, instead of, say, a dozen

chief distributers required by an American firm, most

of the British firms employ that number each, so,

instead of three dozen stocks' of spare parts required

by American manufacturers, there are probably over

a thousand " sole agents " for British machines, who,

to give the same service, each require a stock.

19 ® tj]

A Great The demand for British motor cycles
Overseas Overseas is so great .that several makers
Demand. need not trouble at all about the home

market if they are so disposed. In fact,

more than one of the smaller makers of first-class

machines, who produce from one to two thousand

machines per annum, have told us recently that any

one of their Continental distributers would absorb their

entire output.

The Needs of Ix is satisfactory to note that the majority
the Export of makers are allocating a fair prepor-
Trade. tion of their outputs to Overseas de-

mands, but a few, perhaps, prefer to take

the line of least resistance, and give the home market
preference. There is, of course, a great temptation

for them to do this, because, as one maker confessed

to us, a better price is obtained from agents in Great
Britain than from shippers, and, in addition, goods
for " local " orders do not require special packing

cases nor the necessary time-absorbing attention de-

manded by shippers. Such a policy is very short-

sighted and unpatriotic, considering that Great Britain

is in need of the export trade. There is a world-wide

market for motor cycles, and those who help to meet
the immediate demand will surely reap a big harvest

later on.
. tj3 Cjl !jl

The Big Whenever British export trade in motor
Question of cycles is discussed, the que.stion of spare
Spare Parts. parts almost invariably crops up. It is

a most important problem, and one which
may be difficult to

solve. Frequently

the good American
spare parts sei-vice

is quoted by Over-
seas readers, but
very different con-

d i t i o n s prevail.

America is export-

ing machines of only

three or four makes,
and, therefore, these

firms can profit-

ably send out ade-

quate spare parts

stocks. With British

machines it is

different. There are

at least fifty more
or less well-known

Suggested American manufacturers have also

Amalgamation opened branches in the important 0\er-
of Firms. seas centres from which their distribu-

ters are supplied. No single British

manufacturer could do this profitably, hence it would
appear that it is a matter for the trade as a whole

to consider, in which connection we once more reiterate

our suggestion that spare parts depots are established

by combinations of firms. Just as the many clubs in

England are to-day amalgamating for purposes of run-

ning competitions, so should manufacturers combine
to establish spare parts depots in the various Overseas

markets.

Central

Depots for

Spare Parts.

A YORKSHlRh ROAD.'

' Overseas conditions " abound in many outlying districts in Great Britain

a road recently encountered in Yorkshii

Such an idea could be carried out

in many ways. For example, small

companies could be formed composed
of those who export motor cycles to a

certain country. Holdings in such companies would'

be in proportion to the amount of trade done in that

countiy. Each would contribute and maintain stocks

of spare parts for a central depot. Another method
would be to have
one larger company
working from a mo in

distributing- depot in.

London. which

would supplv llic

distributing de|)i'i>

in various countrii',^

according tn w-
quiremenls. A ser-

vice as outlined

above is capable of

being developed bv

the British m<>\-n-

cycle trade, and \vc

urge manufacturers

to give it theLf_

earnest and most'-

careful consldera

tion.
This is

by a member of The Motor Cycle staff.
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MOTOR BICYCLES.

THE thorough reliability of B.S.A.

Motor Bicycles under most exacting

conditions^ was conclusively proved

in the strenuous A.C.U. Trials, held last

Sept. over the mountainous Llandrindod

Wells district of Wales, where B.S.A,

Motor Bicycles were successful in securing

the Team Prize (the chief award) 3 Gold,

2 Silver, and 1 Bronze, medals. The sinie

sturdy construction and scientific design

which ensured their success under these

adverse conditions guarantees to you a

trouble-free and reliable mount in a B.S.A.

B. S. A. CYCLES LIMITED,
Small Heath - - Birmingham
Proprietors: The Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.

%IN0V5

For Solo

and Sidecar

Write for illustrated

Catalogue, post free

In answering this advertiaeifient it is desirable to mention 'The Motor Cycle.'
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THESE ARE THE ORIGINAL CEDOS PATTERNS
Made in our own
Pattern Shop
at Northampton,

A GOOD CEDOS POINT
And proves CEDOS is not an assembled components machine.

Cedos Motors, ".!:,. Northampton.

In answering tins advertisement it is desiralh to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A Selection of Leders from Readers scal(ere,d all over the World.

THE
WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

FIVE MILES

CHAMPION-
SHIP.

0. Cranston, the

winncrof the event,

also holder of the

three miles State

championship. His

machmc is a five year

old Triumph.

Gudgeon Pin Fixing.

Mr. H. Pr.THiCK. Broken Hill, New South Wales, writes:
"Being a constant reader of I'hc Motor (_'i/il'' for the past
four or five years, I thought I would write to you about
a most important subject bearing on the design of the motor
cycle engine. I refer to the different njethods employed in

fastening the gudgeon pin into the piston, shown in describ-
ing various engines. I enjoyed the article recently about
the different magneto drives and position, but I noted
amongst the illustrations yon never included the Siirger

magneto drive. I have ridden at different times various
makes, but none that I have ridden would compare with the
Singer for an all-round machine. It was fast and powerful,
reasonable in fuel consumption, and free from that rattle

that so many machines seem to develop. It also had decejit
sized bearings, not microscopic like some I have seen.
In fact, the only fault I found with the Singer was that
the gudgeon pin used to become loose after a good mileage
and turn in the piston, although it was a driving fit when
fitted. I ratlier fancy the idea of fastening the pin in the
rod, and allowing it to turn in the bosses of the piston.
This idea seems to have been well tried out now. The only
other idea that appeals to me is that of a mortised end
gudgeon with the .special ring to keep it in position. British
machines are going strong here, despite Yankee competition,
a.nd my next machine will be British also."

Trade Abroad.
"Facts," V'irarajeudrapet (Coorg), India, dilates on the

subject of prices, and says: "It is with great pleasure that
I read, under the heading 'Profiteering,' in The Motor Ci/cle
of September 11th, that manufacturers of motor cycles have
for some time been consider'ing the various steps' that caji
be taken to prevent agents from profiteering when selling
machines to the public. The pubHc in England will no
doubt feel thankful to the manufacturers and to the Manu-

• facturers' Union if agents are made to sell machines at a,

reasonable profit, as now contemplated. I would ask our
leading manufacturers to allow their agents in India a fixed
discount, or to fix the price of machnies, and to get their
agents in India to sell them at that price. Of course, we
should not grumble if the agents here were to charge us the
actual cost of machine—retail price as sold in London, plus
freightage, "duty, etc.

" I am sure most of our English manufacturers are not
aware of the prices^ charged by their agents in India. Such
profiteering will in the long run only result in keeping out
the W'ell-tried and time-honoured British products' and intro-
ducing the cheaper American stuff, as there is no such thing
as 53^% duty here on the latter as in England.
"The following list will give you an idea of the prices

charged by one of the leading agents in Jndia for most makes
of the well-known machines. I do hope our leading English
m.auufacturers will "shake off their lethargy and fix the

prices of their mauhimv, whijh we in India know to be the

best the world can produce to-day ;

"1919 Moiii'LS, New >L\chixes.
,
(Prices do not include lamp

or horn, or any other accessory except tools as .sent

out by the makers.)

1. 4 h.p. Triumph, three-speed gear... ... £150
2. 2i h.p. Baby Triumph, two-speed ... £115
5. >4i h.p. B.S.A., three-.speed £150
-4. 34 h.p. Ariel, three-speed £150
5. 3i h.p. P. & M., H.A.F. model, two-speed £150
6.' 3j h.p. flat twin Humber, three-speed ... £160
7. 2| h.p. Douglas £115
8. 3 h.p. A.B.C £150
9. 2| h.p, Invicta-Jap, two-speed £100

10. 6 h.p. Enfield and sidecar £240
11. 6 h.p. Enfield and sidecar, electric lighting £280

" The agent quotes the above as approximate prices."

An "Ideal" Specification.

JMk. C. H0LL.A.ND, writing from Ishapor". near Calcutta,
says :

" I often note different riders' appeals for an ideal

motor bicycle. They diflfer from mine in a good few details.

What I want is a 3i to 5 h.p. h.o. twin, three-speed gear
(all one unit), swivelled from front down tube, divided
chain case behind the gear box, drive to be on right-hand
side, magneto high up Behind the cylinders, or on top, all

silent chain drive, clutch on left hand, brake on right-hand
side, quick detachable aluminium chain cases, wheels to drop
out the same as the Indian front wheel, back chain wheel to

remain on separate ball race on back stays, on removal of the
back wheel and connected when together by a, dog clutch,

chain cases to be held together by half a dozen small bolts,

sprung fore and aft, electric lighting, mechanical oiling, and
hand pump reserve or drip feed, inside belt rim brakes, as

per B.S.A.—in fact everything to be accessible and quickly
detachable, contact breaker, and carburetter adjustable from
the right-hand side, and no trouble with sidecar attached.

" I notice in recent issues that some motor cyclists are
satisfied with makers' and repairers' courtesy. What about
this ?

"I got a 3^ h.p. Douglas through agents in Quetta,
Baluchistan. On receipt I noticed the carburetter to be
cracked The makers promptly sent one out. After three
montljs' riding I complained about oil leaking from the valve
guides and gea*' box trouble. I wrote to the Douglas Co.
Never addressed them before. They promptly sent me an
entire new engine and gear box, and waited about six months
for the old one to be returned, through the fault of the
shipping agents, and not a bit of a grouse about it either.

Mind you, this is not at home, on th,e spot ; all seven to eight
thousand n"iiles away, and not a word about trouble or cash."

ADELAIDE-MELBOURNE
INTER-STATE

RECORD BROKEN.

C. W. A. Korner (7 h.p. Indian), president ot the M.C.C. ot

S. Australia, who rode from Adelaide to Melbourne, 583 miles, in

19 hrs. 35 min., breaking the first official record between the two
capitals, set up the week before, by 4 hrs. 47 min., thus winning
the Dunlop trophy for. the first rider to cover the distance in less

than twenty hours.
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THE A.C.U. ANNUAL DINNER.
Prince Albert to be Patron of Auto Cycle Union. Distinguished Visitors.

MUCH has happened in the history ot

the A.C.U. since the last annual
dinner of that body in 1913.

Still, many well-known faces were to
be seen among the guests ot the Royal
Automobile Club on Wednesday last week
at the thirteenth annual dinner, many of

whom had done noble service for their
King and country. The chair was taken
by the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, G.B.E.,

.
C.B., M.V.O., president of the Auto Cycle
Union, and. chairman of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club. The dinner was a particu-
larly interesting affair for several reasons.
There were many distinguished guests,
among whom may be mentioned Mai. -Gen.
Sir G. P. T. Feilding, K.O.B., C.M.G.,
D.S.O., Sir Julian Orde (secretary of the
R.A.C. .and a vice-president of the.
A.C.U.), the Mayor of Marylebone (Mr.
Duncan Watson), Lt.-Col. A. Hacking,
D.S.O., M.C., Brig.-Gen. Sir H. Capel-
Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S., and Major
Watling (General Manager of the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union).

Guests from Abroad.

The dinner preceded the conference of
the International Federation of Motor
Cycle Clubs, and so several foreign dele-

gates were present ; MM. A. INIichant and
G. A. de Ro representing- the Belgian
R.A.C, Mr. Graeme Fenton, O.B.E.,
representing the French Motor Cycle
Union, Jlr. Frank R. Jones representing
New Zealand, and Mr. W. H. Wells
America. A most interesting announce-
ment was made by the Chairman after
the toast of the King. He pointed out
that those present were, of course, aware
of the interest the Royal Family took in

the sport and prosperity of the community.
The King was patron and the Prince of

Wales vice-patron of the R.A.C, and he
was glad to be able to announce that
Prince Albert, himself a motor cyclist,

had consented to become patron of the
Auto Cycle Union, and he hoped to convey
the Union's grateful thanks to the Prince
for his kindness, and trusted he would
occupy the chair at the next A»C.U.
annual dmnei

The toast of "His Majesty's Forces"
was proposed by Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-

Smith, C.B.E., who, in his speech, re-

ferred to the excellent work carried out
by the Union and its members during the
war in the Navy, the Army, and the Air
Force. The Union consisted of members
mostly on the right side of forty, a large

percentage of whom joined up even before
war was declared. The war had naturally
brought down the Union's revenue, but
it had now made a splendid recovery
and boasted of over 60,000 members. It

had not only helped the right men to

join the Forces, but had helped them
when on leave to get them petrol. In
return for their services, he hoped that
those responsible for the proposed new
taxation would place the solo motor
bicycle weighing up to 200 lb. in a Ion-

classification—in fact, as some recognition
of what motor cyclists had done during
the war he trusted that it would come
under half rates.

Gen. Feilding, in reply, said of the
three Forces mentioned he would confine
himself to the Army. His first acquaint-
ance with the A.C.U. was in 1912, when
the Union representatives met the War
Office and a discussion ensued as to how
motor cyclists could be utilised in the
event of war, with the result that when •

war was declared in 1914 a perfect organi-
sation was in force, and some 11,500 motor
cyclists were enrolled through the A.C.U.
alone, showing that the work done in

peace was justifiable when war broke out.
In peace we must be prepared, and if

America and England stood together they
^ould preserve peace.

A Wake-up-England Speech.

The toast of the Anto-Cycle Union
was proposed by Alderinan Duncan
Watson, Mayor of Marylebone. His only
complaint, he said, was that Jlr. Shrap-
nell-Smith had covered so much of the
ground he intended to cover himself.

Every sport and industry had its union,

and unless its policy was representative
and constitutional it could not succeed.

The A.CU.'s policy, he was glad to say.

was both. Its age was, he believed,

seventeen years, an age always associ-

ated with imagination and promise. As
the Jockey Club, by its devotion and
support of racing, had improved the

breed of racehorses, so the Auto-Cyc!e
Union had not only developed the motor
cycle, but had sustained and encouraged
a great national industry. It had great

opportunities and great responsibilities;

it helped a great-mass of people to enjoy

a healthy and helpful recreation, and
assisted the worker to transport himself

to the open country. Among our
Allies and foreign representatives the
prestige of Great Britain had never been
so high. In the great work of recon-

struction all eyes were upon us, and we
must go ahead, or sink into indifference.

i\Ir. Watson's was a real "Wake up,

England" speech, which he concluded
by saying, "May Fortune's golden
smile attend every effort of the A.C.U."
i\Ir. A. -W. Torkington, chairman of the

Union, spoke of the motor cycle and in-

dustrial discontent. How. he asked. Could
a man be discontented when he could
leave a city like Manchester, of whick h«
(the speaker) was a native, and reach our
beautiful country. He was glad to say

that during the war he had been success^

ful in obtaining petrol licences for men
working in Sheffield and other industrial

centres.

Financial Position.

As regards the Union's financial con-

dition in 1914, it owed the R.A.C. over

£700, which took three years to pay off

;

it now had thousands invested in War
Loan. He referred to Sir Julian Orde
and Mr. Armitage, of the R.A.C, as

great sources of strength, and Sir Arthur
Stanley as a great rock to cling to. The
A.C.U. had schemes for the future. It

should encourage the cheap and light

motor cycle to get the masses out of the

towns, a machine which could be bought
by the rank and file of working men. It

had been suggested that the reason of

the existence of the Union was to run

competitions and issue bronze instead of
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The A.C.U. Annual Dinner.—

gold iiii'ilnls— (liiuglitcr)—but this waa
not its main dlijcctr.

Mil' Ai'tliur Stanley, ill proposing " Tlio

Oufsts," said he had been compaied In

a rock, and was not sure it' he liked il.

Andromeda |iad rather a close attaehnient

to one, and ho was sure she did nut like

it. He spoke of Sir .Julian Orde and
Mr. Armitage and their work during the
war, of the other guests, Sir EInisley

Kerr, tlic press and the assistance they
had been to the R.A.C. and A.C.U.

,

paying a great tribute to the newspapers
•of the country. He also mentioned Mr.
T. (^larkson. president of the Society of

Automobile Engineers. Mr. .S. Henshaw,
and Mr A S Hill, the piosident of

17 fi.^ Va^/' ^''^!f
fj

I _
('" '
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the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union.
He concluded by referring to the dele-

gates of the foreign motor cycle organisa-

tions, and mentioned the glorious stand

made by Belgium in the early days of

the war, and Col. Hacking, secretary

of the Motor Legislation Committee.
Mr. G. A. de Ro. in reply, made a

brief and graceful speech in French,
telling of an incident in 1914. when tlie

Belgian Army was in a bad way ; then

came their^ friends the British troops,

and those were the happiest days of the

whole campaign. As interpreter of the

Allied clubs, he thanked Great Britain.

King George, and the great British

people for saving his cmmtry.
Col. Hacking, also in reply, paid a

humble tribute to the despatch riders.

He remembered finding one in France
grievously wounded and at the point of

death, lying by his battered machine.

123

who, |il;iriiig IliK h.ind 01: his wallet,

coul<l oidy niniiniir, " Despatches, dcH

patches," before he e-xpired. That was a

tribute to the esprit (In ror/w in the

IJ.R.'s. There was the same esiiril. di:

ciirpn in the Motor Legislation Committee
—a valuable asset ' to any body or

ijidustry.

The. Rev. E. P. Greenhill then proposed
the toast of "The Chairman," mention
ing his great walk for the British Red
Cross Society. When he (the speaker;

sought to enlist his .services, he found
Sir Arthur the man to go to. He only

wished they saw more of him in the

A.C.U.
Sir Arthur Stanley, in reply, expressed

his thanks to the proposer, and men-
tioned the indefatigable work of the

Chairman of the Union and its secretary,

Mr. T. W. Loughborough.

10, ,.

'^i^i'X
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queriesA MONG the multitudinous
^\ which reach this office

number ask us how to tit modern
hree-speed gear boxes to an old machine.

Modernising Out»of-date Models.

I

Modernising a 1911 model Bradbury.

A Binks carburetter and three-speed gear

box was fitted.

Looking round the show rooms of Messrs.
•Wauchopes, Ltd., 9, Shoe Lane, London,
E.G. 4, the other day, the w-orks manager
pointed out to us a 1911 Bradbury,
which he had' most successfully modern-
ised. Tliis particular machine strongly
appealed to us as being an e.xcellent

example to show our readers how easily

.modernisation could be carried out pro-

vided the necessary parts could be ob-
tained from the manufacturers. The
photograph of the power unit shows a

Juckes three-speed gear box and kick-

starter, which is~ made by Messrs.
Juckes, Efficiency WoVks, Bilston Road,
Wolverhampton. Suitable fittings for

the bottom bracket for this gear box.
the works manager informed us, were
supplied.

The other photograph shows the clutcli

and chain drive The original pulley
was removed, a complete new boss turned
up, and a sprocket screwed up against this.

Gear levers are usually designed to

fit on to the top tube, or to the
secondary tube of the frame, but in this

jaarticular instance this method of fixing

was not convenient, and so the lever

was bolted directly to the tank.
Another interestmg conversion has

been maae to the rear wheel. This was
turned completely round, so that the
free wheel was on the near side, instead

of on the oft side, and the belt rim was
changed ov-r. The free wheel was then
removed, and in its place a drum was
screwed, on which an excellent band
brake was mounted.

Tidnsmission side, s.ho^^ma the sprocket

sciewcd on to the special boss.
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CURRENT
CHAT IglSB

Oimcs to Clg^t Camps
Greenwich Time.

Jan. 29th 5.9 p.m.
„ 31st ... ... 5.12 „

Feb. 2ncl 5.17 „
4tli 5.20 „

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

Mr. A. P. Young and Mr. H. Warren
will read a paper entitled " The Process
of Ignition " at the meeting of the Insti-

tution of Automobile Engineers, Storey's
Gate, St., James's Park; London, S.W.I,
on \Vednesday, February 4tli, at 8 p.m.

An Inter-'Varsity Trial?

The secretary of the Cambridge
University M.C.C. desires to arrange an
inter-'Varsity trial, and will be glad to
hear from an official of the Oxford
University M.C.C. The secretary of the
former club is Mr. G. A. Jenkin, 28,

Malcolm Street, Cambridge.

At the Sign oJ the Tin Hat.

An association, called the Ex-Service
Professional and Commercial Association,
has recently been formed, with the idea
of providing means of distinguishing the
fact that members served in the war.
A badge, called "The Sign of the Tin
Hat," will be issued to members, which
can be displayed in office or garage, as
the case may be. The head office is at

'

38, Piccadilly, London, W.

Police Activity.

The police at Alton (Hants) are taking
active steps against all infringements of

the lighting regulations on both motor
cars and motor cycles.

Some activity is being displayed by the
Exeter police, who issue summonses if

motor cyclists' tail lamps are not alight.

They are also keen to see that motor
cycles are fitted with two brakes.
A police trap, or traps, are operating

at various parts of the high road, Wood
Green, for the purpose of catching
motorists without rear lights.

Motor Cycling in New Zealand. Beach
Races at New Brighton, Christchurch.

The Pioneer Sports and Motor Club,
Christchurch, New Zealand, conducted
two beach races at New Brighton on
November 29th. . The beach was in fair

condition, with a strong wind blowing.
The following are the results :

3 MILE .SOLO HANDICAP (PRIVATE
OWNERS).

I. .T. N Jnhnson (7 Harley-Davidson) 65s.
. 2. D. \V. Gould (V Indian) 95s.
Time not available.

'

,

100 MILE SOLO HANDICAP (OPEN),
1. R. L. Kennett (7 Harley-Davidson) 4ni.
2. a. Lambert (7 Indian) 8m.
3. O. C. MoHatt (7 American Excel-

Ih. 52nf 49s

In this event the beach became very
wngh, thus preventing faster time being
rccord'ed.

c8

"The Motor Cycle" Mail.

E\eiy moinmg Tli( Motor Cyde letter-

bag reveals the extent of its world wide
circulation Seldom a, morning pa-'ses

without correspondence reaching us from
the fartliermost parts of the earth. This
last week letters were received from
Belgium', France, Austria, Australia,
Canada, India, Japan, West Africa,
Egypt, Peru, and the Straits Settle-
ments.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Fri., Jan. 23rJ, to Sit., Jan 3Isl -

Scollish Motor Show, Glasgow.
Thurs., Jan. 29th—
Institution of Automobile Engineers. Pap°r
by Dr. A. H Gibson on "Air-cooling of
Engines," Chamber of Commerce, Birming-
ham, 7.30 pm.

Fri., Feb. 13th, to Mon., Feb. 16lh—
Paris-Nice Trial

Mon., Feb. 23rd, to Sat.. March 6lh—
British Industries Exhibition, hirmingham

Sit. Feb. 28th—
Sutton Coldf eld A.C. Trial for Colmore Cup

Mon. March 1st, toTues, March 16 h—
Lyons Fair.

Good Friday, April 2nd—
Inter-club Meet at Richm-nd. Yorks.

Sun., May 30lh—
Motocyde Club de France Grand P.

Fri.. May 2 1st—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Tues. JunV 1.5th—
Junior T.T. Race, Is'.e of Man.

Thurs. June 17lh—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th—
Arbu-hnol Trophy Trial.

Sun., July 25th, to Aug. 1st -
Interna'ional Six Days Trial in Fran

Sun., Aui. 1st, to Wed , Aug. 4lh—
Anglo Dutch Tr;al.

Mon., Aug 23rd, to Sat , Aug. 28lH—
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

t Race

The Paris-Nice Trial.

The following entries from teams com-
peting for the cup presented by Le Petit
Joirninl have been received : Motocycle
Club de Lyon, Darier, Yenne, Lapallud

;

Motocycle Club de France, not yet
nominated ; Motocycle Club Parisien,
not yet nominated ; Jmiior Car Club,
Kaye Don, E. C. Einpson ; Cumberland
and Scottish Border M.C.C, T. Gillies,

T. Eutherford; Birmingham M.C.C, A.
Milner; . Liverpool M.C.C, M. Green-
wood, Harold Petty, and V. E. Hnrsman.
To the list of entries published last

week the following names should be
added : No. 53, Lieut. Virginio Appiani,
Italian (.James) ; 54, Kaye Don (Zenith)

;

Fred Dover (Triumph) ; 123, Varlainc,
Belgian (Sarolea) ; Roily, machine not
mentioned and entry not classified.

Entries at double fees close on Satur-
day, the 31st, and should be sent to M.
G. Sweerts, AIotoi-!/cli.^mc, 1, Cite Para-
dis (Xe.), Paris, France.

r fi^er Alcohol Investigation.

Col. Sir Frederick Nathan, K.B.E.J^
late R.A., has been appointed PoweiV I

Alcohol Investigation Officer under the'
I

Fuel Research Board of the Department'
of Scientific and Industrial Research. It

is hoped that this indicates that the

e.xtreme importance of producing on a
commercial scale alcohol for power pur- I

poses is not to be overlooked. '..

Nice Club's Members' Trials.

The Moto Club of Nice is arranging
a series of trials for its own members,
whereby anyone can undertake a long-

- distance trial between January 1st and
i

December 31st, notifying the secretary

by means of postcards from different

points on the road. Distances under
sixty-two miles and altitudes reached

under 3,300 feet will not count. Prizes

will also be given for rides exceeding
310 miles in twentv-four hours.

Artist's Licence?

Mr. J. B. Duiilop, the inventor of the

first practicable pneumatic tyre, is bring-

ing an action against the Dunlop Rubber
Co., Ltd., to restrain them from pub-

lishing in their advertisements the

figure now so well known, and which
represents Mr. .Dunlop in "absurd cos-

tumes." For some time, Mr. Dunlop
complains, the Dunlop Co. have used,

witliout permission, pictures obviously

intended to represent him, but the

features adapted from a portrait were
placed on the body of a very tall man,-

dressed in an exaggeratedly foppish

manner, wearing a tall white hat, white

waistcoat, and carrying a cane and an
eye-glass, none of which it was his custom
to wear. Below we give a portrait of the

veteran inventor, who is now seventy-

nine years of age, together with the figure

used in the Dunlop Co.'^ adveitisements.

B'-^ The familiar Dunlop
advertisement and the

photograph of Mr. J. B.

Dunlop.
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etrol Shortage in Italy.

It is ililliiMilt to obtain pi'tnil in Italy.
.11 motorists are on strict and low
jtions. Tyres, too, it is stated, arc
iffiiiilt to obtain.

8 Hour Winter Trial in Holland.

'I'licri' wi'i-c si\t\-tlin-e rcinipi't ilois in

le ivi.Mit 36 Hours WiiittT 'I'rial. held
1 Holland, of which fifly-nvc- linished
10 course of ninety-four miles. The start'

as at live a.m.. and the competitors
ero divided into three classes : 350 to
X) c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c, and sidecars,
riinnph. .Matchless, Scott, and Douglas
ere among the British machines com-
etinj;, the last-mentioned capturing the
[ennor award.

etrol in France.

Ilie li.A.C. are advising members who
iteiid talcing their cars to France to
ijourn their visit it possible until' the
etrol situation is easier. At present,
iving to the shortage of coal, there is

ig difficulty in the distribution of fuel.

1 certain districts in the South of France
e hear that, petrol is almost unprocur-
)le. but this temporary shortage is only

local nature.

iternational Trials. -

At a F.I.C.il. gathering, last week,
r^ T. W. Loughborough, secretary
,C.U., referred to the French Inter-
itional Trials. The first trial was held
1913. The 1914 Trial was abandoned
the eleventh hoiu', when war broke

it—many of the competitors being at
renoble, the centre of the" trial, and
id difficulty in getting back to Eng-
nd. In fact, several had to abandon
eir machines there. The Anglo-Dutch
rial is another international trial which
very popular. It was suggested that,

ter the French event, "competitors
.ould proceed to Holland i'or the Anglo-
utch Trial, and that the A.C.U. should
fer a special prize to those competitors
ho had a clean sheet- in (1) the French
X Days, (2) the run from Paris to
oUand". and (3) the Dutch Trial. Mr.
'. H. "Wells suggested that the technical
ipers should ask their readers to ballot
r the four private owners and four
ade riders to represent England in the
st-mentioned event.

ore Motor Cyclists than Car Owners.
There were only 116,600 motor cycles
gistered in Great Britain and Ireland
) to March, 1919—a figure less than
e weekly circulation of The Motor
t/de. In 1915-16 158,000 motor cycles
S're licensed, and it is expected "that
ben the figures for March, 1920, arc
i'ailable, it will be found that the 1915-

' figure will be at least equalled.
I In 1915-16 there were 9.2CO fewer cars
;gistered than motor cycles, while the
119 figure shows 3,600 motor cycles in

cess of cars.

^At the last census taken m this
imtry, the population was given as
,370,530, and, taking the 1915-16
;ures of motor vehicle licences, it is

en that one out of every 125 'was the
mer of a car, motor cycle, or hackney
hide. The latter type numbered
,400 in 1915-16 and 43.400 in 1919.
It is estimated that bv March, 1921,.

ere will be at least 200,000 car licences.
hat will be the motor cycle figure ?

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS ink-rested

in small or larilc cars slioiiUI read

(he forerunner of all motoring
fournals. - Founded in lH'.t-'>, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys the

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative British

motoring journal.

A.C.U. Consul in Coventry District.

Mr. T. Mallilieu, the hon. secretary of
the- Coventry branch of the N.M.C.F.U.,
has been appointed A.CU. consul for

Coventry district.

Antidote Against Bolshevism.

Speaking at a dinner, last week, at
which all the foreign delegates of the
F.I.C.il. were present, Jlr. W. H. Wells,
of Indian fame, said that the motor
cycle was the surest antidote against
Bolshevism.

The Scottish Show.
What may be said to indicate the

trend of .public feeling—or rather public
finaiice^is the fact that the cycle cars
and liglit "oars attracted more attention
at the Scottish Show than the larger
cars. There were no motor cycles at the
Show.

A scene durmg the recent Presidential

Election at Versailles. It will be observed

that the despatch rider who is, Incidentally,

posed before a statue of Louis XIV., is

mounted on a B.S..'\., to which is attached

a French military pattern sidecarrier.

125

Benzole Up.

X.li..\. benzole is now 3s. Id., to
which figure it was raised latt .\loiid;'y.

The Anglo-Dutch Trial.

This event has now been arranged to

take place from August 1st to 4th.

Holland is the venue this year. The
trophy—or rather the X.M.V. Pieker

—

won by the British team in 1913, was on
• view at the .'V.C.U. dinner last week.

Mr. George Robey as Auctioneer.

On Wednesday of last week Mr. George
Robey, O.B.E., gave his assistance as

auctioneer at a sale at the premises of

Messrs. Knight, Frank, and Rutley, Lon-
don, "W.l, in selling a selection of articles

for the benefit of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital.

There came under Mr. George Robej''s

liammer a Coulson two-stroke, which
went for sixty-five guineas; an Albion
two-speed gear box presented by the

Albion Engineering Co.. Ltd., £4 1ft-. ;

a number -of smaller and money contribu-

tions were also contributed.

An Informal Dinner.

Unfortunately, the delegates to the
Congress of the Federation of Inter-

national Motor Cycle clubs from Holland
and .Switzerland w-ere unable to attend
the annual dinner of the Auto Cycle
Union on .'Wednesday last, so at thf

conclusion of the congress on Thursday,
they were invited to an informal dinner
by the chairm.an of the A.C.U. on Friday
last. It was a most enjoyable little

gathering, totally without ceremony.
There were present Mr. A. W. Torking-
ton, chairman of the A.C.U. (in the

chair), M. Jules Neher (Union iloto-

cvcliste Suisse), Mr. G. F. Sharp
(Treasurer F.I.C.M.), Mr. \X. .J. Becker
(Konninklike Nederlansch Motorwiel-
rijdes '\''ereenigen). Major Di.xon Spain
(assistant secretary A.C.U.). Mr. T. W.
Loughborough (secretary A.C.U.), Mr.
E. M. P. Boileau (A.C.U.), Mr. Nico
Jannink (K.N.M.V.), Mr. -W. H. Wells
(M.T. and A.T.A. of America),, and :M.

G. A. de Eo (R.A.C. of Belgium).

The Moulders' Strike Ended.

After holding up the engineering indus-

tries for over three months, the moulders'

strike was concluded by an agreement
reached last week. A large number of men
resumed work on Monday of this week, but
it will be several months before the

ill-effects of the strike disappear. So far

as the motor cycle industry is concerned,

the loss must have been heavy, and pro-

bably outputs of the present financial year

have been reduced at least 20%. The
public will be called upon to .pay extra

for their machines, because the cost of a

machine is considerably influenced by
overhead or establishment charges. If

production is reduced, then a lower

number of machines has to bear these

charges, in addition to any increased cost

of production caused by the labour rates,

concerning which the strike was organised.

Decreased output means also that demand
will be greater in proportion, which also

influences prices, both of new and second-

hand machines. Finally, the influence of

the strike will he felt at the T.T. Paces,

for a number of manufacturers have hnd

to ab:-;iidrjn the iCea (J. entfiiiig.
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World's Motor Cyclists' Representatives Meet in London
The First Post-war Conference of tlie Federation Internationale des Clubs Motocyclisles.

THE F.l.C.M. IN CONFERENCE.
Reading from left : Nico Jannink (Holland) ; W. J. Becker (Holland) : A. W. Torkington (Chairman A.C.U.) ; H. P. E. Harding (A.C.U.)

:

W. H. Wells (America) ;G. F. Sharp (Treasurer F.I.CM.) ; Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley (G.B.E., C.B.. M.V.O., President F.l.C.M.) ; T. W.
Loughborough (Sec. F.l.C.M.) ; Rev. E. P. Greenhill (Chairman Competitions Committee, A.C.U.) ; Graeme Fenton (France) ; A. Michant

(Belgium) ; F. A. Jon is (KW Zealand) ; Jules Neher (Switzerland) ; E. M. P. Boileau (A.C.U.) ; Maj. Dixon-Spain (Assist. Sec. A.C.U.)

Dinant for 1921. The prospects of the does his best to see that the rules are

industry and pastime in
THE first post-war congress of the

Federation Internationale des Clubs
Motocyclistes was held at the Royal

Automobile Club on Thursday last, the

22nd inst. Before the meeting we had
had several interesting talks with the
representatives of various Continental
motor cycle organisations. ,

Talks with the Delegates.

Belgium sent two especially interest-

ing men—Messieurs A. Michant, secre-

tary of the . Royal Automobile Clnb of

Belgium, an'd G. A. de Ro, a member of

the committee of the same club and a

member of its board of directors. Of
these, M. Michant is a great devotee of

sport, and before the war he used to

visit this country practically every week
in connection with swimming, boxing,
football, etc. He spent the whole ol the
period of the war in Brussels, and was
particularly eloquent concerning the
horrors perpetrated by the Huns on his

fellow-countrymen. He himself was pnt
in prison because he could not produce
certain cars which he was ordered to

lequisition. His colleague, M. de Ro, has
been a motor cyclist since 1904, He
served with the Belgian Staff, and was
in charge of seven cars. He then served
with various regiments and units, and
finally became a liaison officer at the Air
Ministry in London. During his period
with the Belgian Army he had various
British motor cycles under his care, includ-

ing the Enfield, James, and B.S.A. He
greatly admired the Scott machine guns.
Asked if thei'e would be any motor cycle
racing in Belgium this year, the P.elgian

delegates informed us that they did not
think so, but they had a good couise near

Ciz

gium are
particularly rosy.

France was represented by Mr. Graeme
Fenton, an Englishman, who has spent
most of his time in that country. He is

a keen sportsman, an active motor cyclist,

and has done much valuable work ii.

bringing the two countries together in

the motor cycle movement. He- has
helped - Englishmen \yho have entered
competitions in France, and has helped
Frenchmen to develop their machines on
British lines, aird to run the sport accord-
ing to English ideas. He was formerly
connect-ed with tlie Clement firm, but
since they have ceased to manufacture
motor bicycles he has joined the French
manufacturers of the A. B.C., and will be
riding one of these machines in the Paris-
Nice Trial. He has long been connected
with the F.l.C.M., and has done very
valuable work on its behalf.

As a contrast td Belgium, where there
are a hundred British machines to one of

Belgian make, and British machines are
in great demand, Mr. Fenton told us that
there are comparatively (ew British motor
cycles in France, but that the industry is

going ahead, the workman has settled
down to work hard, and prospects gener-
ally are brighter.

Switzerland was represented by M.
Jules Neher, a great admirer of this

country. He also is an active motor
cyclist, and devoted to the Motosacoche
of the Mann factory, of which firm he is

managing director. He prefers a motor cycle
to a car. For a long time he has taken
an active part in the Swiss Motor Cycle
Union, of which he is president. He is a

keen follower of all competitions, and

establislied on a fair basis so as to

encourage the production of the best

possible machine. M. Neher is frequently

in this country and foUo.ws the movement
with the greatest enthusiasm. Impartial

to a degree, a thorough sportsman in the

best sense of the word, he is a real asset

to the International Federation.

Dutch Repiesentatives.

Holland was represented by Jlr. Nico
Jannink and by Mr. W. J. Becker, the

latter an enthusiastic rider of an American
Excelsior. Both these gentlemen informed
us that motor cycling was booming in the

Netherlands, but that motor bicycles were
exceedingly -hard to obtain. British

machines are in great demand, but there

are many American mounts on the road.

The trade in 1920 bids fair to be most
prosperous, provided the supply could meet
the great demand. These gentlemen told

us that track racing was popular on a 500

metre wooden track in Amsterdam, and
they were greatly looking forward to the

Aiiglo-Dutch trial this year'

From these interviews with the dele-

gates representing Holland and Belgium,
it will be seen that the demand for

British-made motm' cycles in these

countries is enormous, and if British

prestige is to be maintained it is up to

every man in the industry, from the

managing director to the humblest
worker, to do hi.s best to see that pi'o-

duction is such that this great demand
may be met.

Views from the Anlipodei.

Our final interview was with Air.

FranI; R, Jones, who represented the

Pionerr Spoi'ts Club in Christchurch,
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World's Motor Cyclists Meet in London.—

Ni'w Znilaiul, iuul alU'iuUHl Uic Congress
ununii'ially. His club was a pmspcnms
line aiul consisted of somo 300 nu'iubors,

bill of llioso 50% bad been lost during

tliB war. Talking of the conditions in

the South Island, ho informed us that

there were quite good roads, a longer

summer and a inilder .climate than in

England ; llierc was no excessive beat

nor cold, and the conditions for motor
cvcling wore ideal. There were 10,000
iiiutur cvclisl.^ in Cliristchurch, and motor
cycling is ra|>iillv increasing. He con-

c'Uidcd by telling us that New Zealand
was doing three limes more motor cycling

business in proportion to i(s ]iopulation

than any State in the U.S.A. or the
British Empire.

The Congress.

The Congress was held at 2.30 p.m., in

the Committee Room of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club, under the presidency of the
Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley. The Chairman
welcomed the delegates, and stated that
lie was pleased to say that happy and
peaceful times prevailed once more.
After the minutes of the last Congress,
held in Paris, on October 25th, 1913,
were read, the Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley
was re-elected president, while Mi\l. G.
A. de Ro (Belgium), J. Neher (Switzer-
and), and G. Longuemare (France),
ivere .elected vice-presidents ; Mr. T. W.
Loughborough being re-elected secretary,
ind IMr. G. F. Sharp ti-easurer. It was
'ecided to hold the next conference in

Paris, about the 1st or 2nd of August,
ind at the conclusion of the International
5ix Days Trial.

Germany and Austria.

An interesting discussion then followed
is to the position of the Imperial and
[{oyal Automobile Club of Austria and
.he German Club as constituent bodies
)f the Federation. Th4 suggestion of the
Chairman that these bodies no longer
jelonged to the Federation, as they iiad
lot paid their subscriptions, but that
heir applications for re-election might

~

be considered after Austria and Germany
had been admitted to the League of
Nations, was adopted.

M. Jules Neher spoke at some length
on this subject, and concluded by saying
that he would be happy x)n his return
to Switzerland to place the decision
arrived at before the Swiss Motor Cycle
Union.

Trade Control in U.S.A.

Another interesting point was brought
up by Mr. W. H. Wells, who applied
for the membership of the newly con-
.stituted body representing motor cyclists
in the U.S.A. taking the plafc of the
F.A.M., which had now renounced its

rights. This was the Motor Cycle and
Allied Trades' Association, whose secre-
tary, Mr. W. H. Parsons, was a man
entirely unconnected with the motor
cycle industry. It was rather curipus,
he said, that a body composed of the
trade held this position, but it had carried
out its duties very successfully and
its rules were almost word for word the
same as those of the Auto Cycle Union.
It was finally decided that this body
should be admitted to the Federation oil

its status being confirmed by the Auto-
mobile Club of America.

The International Trials of 1920 and 1921.

The promotion of the 1920 International
Trial by the Union Motoeycliste de

M. Jules

Neher, of

the Motosa-

coche Co.,

Geneva.
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France at Grenoble from July 25th to

August 1st was then confirmed, and it

was next decided to bold the 1921 Inter-

natimial Trial in Helgiuin.

International Classification

The ne.\t two items on the agenda dealt

with the rules for the classilication of

motor cycles in open competition, and
international rules governing the recogni-

tion of records. A long discussion then
ensued, the first part of which dealt with
such details as the definition of a motor
cycle, the definition of a cycle car, the

size of tyres, mudguards, and luggage
carriers to be allowed on various sizes

of motor cycles in open competition, and
similar details. No definite decision was
come to, and while it is expected that

the lines followed by the A.O.U. will be
adopted, it was agreed to refer the matter
to an ' International Competition Rules
Sub-committee, consisting of Messrs.
Graeme Fenton (France), Jules Neher
(Switzerland), W. J. Becker (Holland),

G. A. de Eo (Belgium), and Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, secretary (Great Britain).

This body will also have to decide the
question of records, and it was generally
agreed that the A.C.U. procedure as

regards the taking of the mean of two
attempts should constitute the record up
to records of one mile.

Towards the end of the meeting the
secretary read letters from clubs in

countries which were not members of the

Federation. The Royal Automobile Club
of Spain replied that there were plenty
of clubs in that country, but none suffi

ciently strong to be representative. M.
Neher then made the happy suggestion
that a union of Spanish clubs should be
formed. The reply from Norway was
to the effect that the matter had been
handed over to the Motor Cycle Club of

Norway, whose reply was awaited. No
answer had been received from Sweden.
The -Danish Club replied that it regretted

the delegate could not attend.

The meeting concluded with a financial

statement of the Federation.

M. G. i\. de Kg, member of

the R.A.C. of Belgium.
M. Michant, sec. R.A.C. ol

Belgium.

Mr. Graeme Fenton, ol the Union

Motoeycliste de France.

Mr. Frank R. Jones, ol

Christchurch, N.Z.

NATIONAL MOTOR CYCLISTS' FUEL UNION.
Birmingham Branch.

! The ' Birmingham branch of the
'l.M.C.F.U. is holding a concert in the
dbion Hotel, Livery Street, Birmingham,
>morrow, the 50th, at 7.30 p.m. A good
I'ogramme has been arranged, and all old,

ew, and intending members are invited.
ton. district secretary, Mr. F. Murray,
trathmore, Wharfdale Road, Acocks
reen, Birmingham.

Leeds Branch.

A highly successful dinner was held

at the Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on Wed-
nesday of last week. Mr. L. W. Hague,
vice-president, presided. Mr. L. Wozen-
croft, vice-chairman of the National
Executive, was the guest of the evening.
The hon. secretary of this branch of the
N.M.C.F.U. is Mr. T. W. Lancaster.
7, Evelvn Street, Leeds.

Coventry Branch
A whist drive and dance has been ar

ranged for Wednesday, February 4th,

at I.L.P. Rooms, at 7.30 p.m. Tickets

mav be obtained from the committee or

the" secretary, Mr. T Mallilieu, 70.

Gorton Road, Coventry.

and Fi.rtur HI be found
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CLUB NEWS.
Renewed Activity and Several New Clubs.

Bristol M.C.C.

The date of this club's speed trials
at Weston has been changed from May
22nd to May 8th.

A New Club for Barnsley.

Mr. J. S. H. Davies, of Newhohiie,
Pollitt St., Barnsley, and several motor
cyclist friends, are desirous of forming
a club in their district, and invite local
motor cyclists to communicate with Mr.
Davies.

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

The annual meeting and dinner will be
held on Tuesday, February 17th, at the
headquarters. Ladies are cordially in-

vited. Tickets, 5s. each, from the hon.

secretary, Mr. W. Thornlej', 1, Station

Eoad, Ilkeston.

A Bromsgrove Club?

ilotor cyclists who are anxious to help
to form a club in Bromsgrove and the
sunxiunding district should communicate
with Mr. P. J. Hayward, 71, Grantham
Eoad, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Cumberland County M.C.C. Lectures.

Mr. A. P. Young, of the British
Thomson-Houston Co., Derby, recently

delivered a lecture on magnetos before
members of the Cumberland County
Club, who proved to he a keenly appre-
ciative audience.'

A Club for Pembrokeshire.

A club for motor cyclists iii the county
of Pembrokeshire is under consideration,
and any prospective members should com-
municate with Mr. W. L. S. Ludwick, 2,

-Meyrick Street, Pembroke Dock, or Mr.
W. Fox, c/o Greens' Motors, High Street,

Haverfordwest.

Sbcffield and HallamsMre M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the

Sheffield and Hallam.'^hire M.C.C. will

take place on Thursday, February 5th,

at headcpiarters, the Angel Hotel, Angel
Street, at 8 p.m., when it is hoped all

members will assist the committee by
attending and giving their views on the
1920 programme.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at the Rose
Hotel, High Street, Bedford, on Saturday
evening next, the 31st inst., at 7.30 p.m.
All local motor cyclists—ladies and
gentlemen—interested are cordially in-

vited to attend. There is ample accom-
modation for all motors and a private
entrance to the club room.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The above club has been revived under
the management of a keen, hardworking
cnmmittec and officers. The revival of
tlie club is to be mai'ked by a smoking
ciiiicert at the club headquarters, the
De Montfort Hotel, Wellington Street,
Leicester, on Thursday, February 5th,
at 7.15 p.m., to which all motor cyclists
or those interested in the movement are
coidiallv invited. The hon. secretary
is ,Mr. F. Leslie Barratt, 78, St. Peters
Un.id, Leicester.

Tf^uture "Events.

Jan.

Feb.

F,b.

l-eb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

SO.—N.M.C.F.a., Tiotlicrham. Meetinj,
V.M.C..i., 7.30.

30.—Heading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Genera) Meeting, Ship Hotel, '.30 p.m.

31.—Bedford and District M.C.C. Meeting,
Kose Hotel, High Street, Bedford, 7.30 p.m.

I.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Sporting Hun
under " Colonial " Conditions.

3.—Dorchester M.C.C. Meeting, King's Arms,
7.30 p.m.

.;.—N.M.C.F.V. (Coientru). Whist Drire and
Dance.
i.—N.M.C.F.V. fLeeds). IJ7, i(c Drire and
Dance.
5.—Shc0eld and Hallamshire M.C.C. Annual
General Meeting, Angel Hotel, Slieflield, at
S p.m'.

e.-?;ottin,ihaui lind Distiiet M.C.C. Annunl
IJinn'r. tl'elbrek Hotel.
6.—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Keiinion

-Glasgo
Br:

-V.r.C. Annual Dinne

nd J.C.C. Annnal dinner.
I.v.-Hof/ifsfcr. Chatham., and District M.C.
ifhist Drire an.l Dance, Queen's Hall,
Chatham.
i:.-llkeston ano District M.C.C. Annval
Meetina and Dinner

York and District M.C.
The York and District Motor Club

held -a supper and concert on Wednes-
day of last week, at the Windmill Hotel,
over seventy members attending. Mr.
G. A. Reed, the hon. secretary, gave a
brief review of the past year's work,
and of some of the events tor the coming
summer.

Western M.C.C. (Glasgow).

The Glasgow Western M.C.C. holds
its first annual dinner and presentation
of prizes in the Grosvenor Restaurant,
Glasgow, on Saturday, February 7th, at

7 p.m. The tickets can be obtained from
the secretary, Jlr. J. Robinson, 1, Yarrow
Gardens, Glasgow.

Dorchester M.C.C.

With the object of reviving the above
club, a meeting will be held at head-
quarters, King's Arms Hotel, Dorchester,
on Tuesday, February 3rd, at 7.30 p.m.
All old members and any interested motor
cyclists in the district are invited to

attend or communicate with the secretarv.

Mr. Arthur G. Stone, . Lloyd's Bank
House, Dorchester.

Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A general meeting of the above will

be held at the Ship Hotel to-morrow, the
30th inst., at 7.30 p.m. Members are
particularly requested to attend for the
purpose of electing officers and com-
mittee, passing balance-sheet, aiid.-dis-
cussing the general future of the club.
Hon. secretai-y : Mr. T. Len. Jilorley,

40, King's Road. Reading.

North-Western A.A.

The above Association, which consti
tuted the North-western Centre of the
A.C.U., suspended activities early in

1916, and the co-trustee, Mr. C. E.
Kettle, is now anxious to get into touch
with the honorary secretaries of the
clubs interested, with a view to calling
a meeting- at an early date, either in

Manchester or Liverpool, with a view
to immediate reconstruction-. .Mr. C.
E. Kettle's address is 34, Chester
Road, Southport.

Wakefield and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the
Wakefield and District Motor Cycle Club
was held on January 19th at the White
Horse Hotel, when the officials were duly
elected for the ensu*ing year.

At the termination of the. meeting a

presentation was made to the hon. sec.

(Mr. S. E. Wood) of a silver-plated spiiit

flask as an appreciation of his services.

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A .C

.

The above club are holding a Panto-
mime Night at the Alexandra Theatre
on March 8th. They have already in-

vited all the Midland motor clubs to

join them, and named the event the

"Midland Motor Cyclists' Night."
The social secretarv is Mr. Sam Hall.

24, Frederick Road, Gravelly Hill,

Birmingham.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The Nottindiam and Dis. M.C.C.
dinner will take place at the Welbeck
Hotel on February 5th. and not at the

Albert Hotel, as first announced. An
invitation is extended to all local motor
cyclists. The sale of tickets closes on

February 2nd. Tickets, 10s. each, may
be obtained from the hon. .secretary,

Mr. J. Simmonds, 10, Cranmer Street,

and from all the local garages catering

for motor cyclists.

Amalgamation of Clubs in Durham
District.

A general meeting of the Durham and
Dis. M.C. and the Chester-le-Street

Jl.C. was held on January 20th. It was
decided that the two clubs should amal-

gamate, and that other local clubs be
invited to join, so as to have one strong

club for Durham and District, with head-

quarters at the Neville's Cross Hotel.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the

above club was held at Genonis Cafe,

Plymouth, on January 14th, and was
particularly well attended, the interest

sho\WL boding well for the prosperity ot.

the club in the coming year.

It was decided that the club should

become affiliated to the A.C.U.. The
secretary is Mr. Lionel B. Jackson, Lang-
ham House, Plymstock, S. Devon.

Mid-Bucks M.C.C.

It is the intention of the committee of

the above club to hold the annual general

meeting, followed by a dinner, on Februai-y

26th, at the Bull's Head Hotel, Aylesbury.
General meeting at 6 p.m. Dinner at

7 p.m. Motor cyclists will be heartily

welcomed, as it is hoped to secure a

successful season for 1920.

A New Club for Newcastle-on-Tyne.

At a meeting of about sixty of the spovi-

ing cyclists w'ho had offered their ser-

vices to the nation, it was decided to

form a motor cycle club, to be called

the Northern Counties M.C. A com-
mittee was formed w-ith Major Anderson
as chairman.
The hon. secretary is Mr. J. M.

Livingston, 160, Portland Rd., Newcastle-
on-Tyne.
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TAXATION.
A Possible Weifihl Basis for Molor Cycles.

So fill' as iiiotoi' cycles are conccnied,
wo uro iKil, sure that the abolition

of the petrol duty, which the Chan-
cclloi' of the Exchequer will, of course,
announce in his Budget speech, will be
an unmixed evil. We most naturally
unticipato in place of it a somewhat
liiglier annual licence fee on the nuichine,
hut so long as that fee is not fixed at
an excessive figure, we may not, under
the new taxation regulations, be in a
position appreciably worse than we are
to-diiy.

At last weeli's A.C.U. annual dinner
one of the speakers mentioned that a fair

tax per year on a light solo machine
would be 30s. We think it quite possible
that this sum will be agreed to by the
Government. If it is, we shall, as com-
pared with the old licence fee of £1, be
10s. to the bad, but against that 10s.

we may set off the saving of 5d. on every
gallon of petrol we use^ It would on this

calculation appear that, after we have
consumed tw-enty gallons, we shall begin
to improve on matters as they are to-day.

A higher tax will, we anticipate, be

exacted on the heavier class of solo

machines, and one still higher on sidecar

outfits, but if the figures we have here
mentioned in connection with these two
types are agreed to by the Treasury, we
shall not have much cause for complaint,
always bearing in mind that the licence

fee will be i^ substitution for the present
impost of 6d. per gallon on petrol.

One decidedly bright spot is the proba-
bility of quarterly licensing being sanc-
tioned ; under that system, if the rider

does not intend to use his machine for

the period of three months, he need not
license it for that time.

The latest reports concerning the pro-
posed new taxation of motor vehicles are
such that the majority of motor cyclists

may be led to suppose that riders of

single track machines and sidecars will

be Jaxed on the same basis as cars. An
impost of £1 per horse-power in the case
of private cars, • it is said, will be a
feature of the new scheme, which
abandons the fuel tax and compounds it

with a flat rate according to power.
Whether such a basis would be fair to

motor cycles would depend upon tho

formula used to calculate horse-power
The present Treasury rating is grossly

unfair to motor cycles, as it takes into

account bore only, and cars have been
developed on the.'se lines, and generally
have small bores in proportion to the
stroke.

The unfairness of the present Treasury
rating,' as applied to motor cycles, may
be gathered from the fact that a motor
cycle single-cylinder engine with a bore
over 80 mm. is rated at over A h.p.

Certain two-cylinder light cars with
engines around 1,000 c.c. are rated at

6i h.p., while a J. A. P. 8 h.p. twin with
an equal capacity is 9 h.p. An old four-

cylinder F.N. (under 500 c.c.) becomes
5.85 h.p., and a 2J h.p. Douglas 4^ h.p.
Thus, at £1 per h.p., practically all

single-cylinder sidecar machines would be
subjected to a tax of £5, 8 h.p. twin.-

£10, F.N. four-cylinder £7, and 2| h.p.

Douglas £5.

BATH TO LAND'S END AND BACK.
MEMBERS of the Bath and West of

England M.C. are to be congratu-
lated on their enthusiastic support

)t the club trial held on Friday and
Saturday last to Land's End and back.

Of the twenty-four entries twenty
started on the long journey against a

.vesterly gale. There "were seven solo

iders, one each Rudge-Multi, Levis,

Pearson and Sopwith, Norton, and three
Douglas lightweights. Of the eleven side'-

;ar outfits there were two Indians, one
Lnfield, one Norton, gnd six Douglas. The
ight cars that finished the course were
I Singer and a Douglas.
The first competitor, Mr. C. B. New-

man, left Queen Square on the Singer car

at four o'clock on Friday afternoon, but he
retired with gellr trouble in the neighbour-
hood of Exeter. The other competitors
followed at three minute intervals, and
got well away into Devonshire with one
or two exceptions, but the wild weather
and atrocious roads accounted for many
retirements. Ultimately, two riders only
reached Land's End. They were E. G.
Eery (4 Douglas sc.) and E. Colmer (2i
Levis. The latter had retired somewhere
on the return journey. Fery made good
running, although somewhat behind time,

but, by extraordinary misfortune, his big

end bearing seized within ten miles of the

finish, no doubt due to hard driving in

the attempt to make up time.
The large crowd which a.ssembled t.j

see the finish had to go away disappointed,
as except for two or three riders who had
not completed the full distance no one
arrived back at the starting point. A
schedule speed of 20 m.p.h. average run-
ning time for 416 miles on the route, with
fifteen hours night riding included, i.-;,

undoubtedly, a very stiff proposition at

this time of the year. Nevertheless, the
enthusiasm displayed in Bath, both by
members and spectators, augurs well for

the future of this sporting. West Countrv
Club.

PROGRAMME OF THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
rHE follovifing are the arrangements

made by the organisers of the Paris-

Nice 'Trial, which takes place on
"ebruary 13th to 16th.

February llth : Weighing in Labora-
ory, the" Automobile Club of France,

ioiievard Bourdon, Neuilly, 5 p.m. Re-
eption at the offices of the Pttit Journal,

9, Rue Lafayette, Paris, where there

1 /ill be an explanation of the regulations

10 the French, British,, and Italian com-
etitors.

I February 12th : Conclusion of weigh-
ig in. Afternoon : All the competitors

ill start for Montgeron, where rooms

have been booked for all foreign com-
petitors.

February 13th : Paris-Dijon, starting

5 a.m.
February 14th ; Dijon-Lyons, starting

5 a.m.
February 15th : Lyons-Marseilles, start-

ing 5 a.m.
February 16th : Marseilles-Nice, start-

ing 6 a.m.

February 17th j On the Promenade des
Anglais, starting from cold test and brake
test : Afternoon : Conclusion of trial and
examination of machines. Evening : Bal
Masque at the Opera, Nice.

February 18th : Competitors are free
to explore the Riviera on their machines.
February 19th: Nice-La Turbie Hill-

climb. This is a separate competition
for special prizes and cups.

British competitors who want to go to
the Bal Masque or show, places of Nice
are advised to take evening dress.
Luggage for Nice must be handed to

the depot of the Voyages du Cherain,
10, Cite Moynet, Gare de Lyons. Com-
petitors can obtain this luggage from
the Nice depot of the 'S'^oyages du Chemin
16, Avenue Felix Faure, Nice, on the
15th February.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C ANNUAL DINNER.
"NN Saturdav last the Birmingham
J il.C.C. held their first post-war

annual dinner at the Queen's Hotel,

irmingham. Some eighty-odd members
id visitors were preseiit, and the gather-
ig was presided over by Mr. E. R.
ycett, while quite a social touch was
lit to the occasion by the presence of

veral .ladies.

After the loval toast had been drunk,
:Mr. Charles Hyde, of the B.S.A., pro-

posed "The Club," and touched on the

difficulties of manufacturers and the need
for increased production.
Replying for the club, Mr. E. W.

Winchele gave a short account of the

sound position of the club, both financially

and numerically. The prize list was the

largest in the history of the club, and
was valued at over £300.

Maj. R. V. C. Brooke then propo.=ed

"The Visitors," and Lt. -Commander G.

Pierce, of the A.C.U., replied.

Mr. F. E. Baker, in proposing "The
Pre=s," gracefully acknowledged the ser-

vices rendered, and Jlr. A. D. Arter
then proposed the health of the Chairman.

CI7
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Some Light on a Phenomenon Occasionally Experienced by Track Riders.

ON a recent morning, some friends and I armed
ourselves with a surveyor's tape and stop-

watch and at dawn sallied forth for a test.

Our destination was about ten miles away, where there

was a dead straight road whose surface was practically

new Tarmac. We selected a stretch between two- almost

imperceptible elevations situated so that a clear view

of approaching traffic (if any) w-as assured to the time-

keeper and starter at their respective ends and

measured carefully a distance of 660 yards.

In one of the tests I noticed a most decided attempt

on the part of the steerin|; to defy my control as the

pace increased, so I experimented by gradually closing

the throttle and releasing the clutch. This had the

desired effect of steadying the machine.

What Happened.
On a further test at a fair rate of speed the front

wheel began to oscillate laterally in spite of my
attempts to steer a straight course. Releasing the

clutch gradually had apparently no effect. From
previous experience of speed wobble, I decided not

to apply the brake, but slightly and slowly closed the

throttle.

The oscillations, however, increased in amplitude,

until the machine occupied practically the full width

of the road, and I awaited the result.

The machine seemed to slide ^ from under me and
my shoulder grazed the ground. A moment later I

was sliding bodily on my side watching a shower of

sparks in my vicinity, caused by the abrasion of the

nut on the near side front footrest.

My own injuries were confined to a few very slight

skin abrasions on the knuckles, a bruised elbow and

hip, and torn clothing.

We examined the road to try and find a cause of

the mishap. The slightly greasy state of the surface

accounted for the comparative lack of damage done,

but the tyre marks were a source of surprise.

Seventy-four yards from the point where the

machine stopped, we saw where one of the tyres had
commenced to sideslip. First to the amount of about

two inches, then a couple of yards further about four

or five inches, increasing at intei-vals until sideslips

of three to four feet were plainly visible before the

final slip of twenty yards in length where the machine

h.nd e\iilently progressed sideways.

Scratches caused by footrest nuts were in evidence

about thirty yards from the commencement of the

skid mar-ks, alternately on either side of the marks

until the final slip.

My personal skid mark was fifteen yards in length

measured t^ the road grease displacement.

The figures may be taken as correct, being measured

immediately after the spill: A singular thing is that

the opposite side footrests should have touched the

ground alternately several times. This points to the

fact that some dynamic influence was at work more

powerful, than the gravitational effect of the weight

of the machine, wiiich did more than restore it to

the vertical position, even after a succession of

sideslips.

We intend to dismount the steering head, measure

the steering angle and fork offset, and ascertain the

weight on each wheel with both riders -mounted to

see what difference exists in weight distribution with

tall and short riders. The handle-bars were wide

and fairly low, similar in, dimensions to a W.D.

;

Triumph. '^

Riding Experience.

As regards the question of riding experience, my
friend has the benefit of some Brooklands training,

whilst I have only been riding since 1899, and naturally

have a lot to learn yet. ' Incidentally, in the early

days of variable gears, I rode almost every make of

machine, new ones and old crocks in all Aveathers

and on all roads.

Why could I not manage that 6 h.p. twin? My
own theory is that the front wheel is out of lateral

balance, much in the same way as a two-throw crank-

shaft is, and at high speeds it attempts to revoKe
around its centre of gravity which does not lie on

the hub spindle centre. This tends to cause a

corresponding reaction of the hub spindle, and thence

of the forks.

In the case of a fairly heavy tyre having light and
heavy places in the side walls, it is quite conceivable

that the disturbing action must attain a very high

value at high speeds, especially, when it is remembered
that the disturbing action varies as the square of the

speed, being two and a quarter times as much at

sixty miles per hour as it is at forty miles per hour.

I. Cohen.
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•HE S.A.B. SPARK TESTER
""HE S.A.B. spnrk tester consists of a

glnss vncmiiu tiibo enclosed in a

metal receptacle to protect it, with
1 ojjening so that the tube can be clearly

en. Within the tube are two platinnm
ectnxies through which the spark
isses. It is provlileil with an insulated

uidle and a terminal for connecting up
le plug terniinal, and a small Jead to the

etal terminal which comes inlo contact

ith any convenient metal part of the

iijine.

By means of the S.A.B. spark tester, it

I
easy to judge the condition of the spark-

g ping and the nature of the mixture.
' the plug is in good order, a brilliant,

The S.A.B

spark tester

ep purple spark will be noticed ; if

e points are too far apart, a weak pink

ark is seen : if the insulation of the

ug is ci'acked, an irregular spark is

iticed : in the case of a sooted plug, a

;ak spark is all that can be detected,

id if the plug is really

dly sooted up no spark
'pears at all.

~

The tester is useful not
ly for diagnosing faults

the plug, but in the

\gneto, too. One of the
vantages of the tester

that it can be used with-
t the necessity of re-

'\insj; either plugs or

le.v The protecting
-t' is made of nOn-oxidis-

; metal, blackened in-

0, su that the spark can
ilcarly seen even in

\'M daylight. It is

Id in a wooden tube, so

:U it can be safely put
a tool kit. and cannot
me to any harm.
The device under review
handled by The S.A.B.
ark-Tester, 133, Broadway, Crickle-
>od, London, ISf.W.

the laths being glued to the fabric, aiid

let into the roll is a sheet of ccllnloid

secin-erf to the inside beading with three-

ply material, which is screwed on to the

laths. As soon as the hood has attained

a forward position, it is easy for llie

passenger to draw down
the screen and be com-
pletely protected from
the elements, and when
erected it is capable of

being locked in position

by means of a locking
device.

The apron runs across

this body in grooves
each side of the sidecar,

and is composed of soft

material which will not sag to any
appreciable extent. It is designed on the
spruig roller-blind principle, and when
pulled out to its fullest extent the rail

on the end of the apron engages with the
corresponding rail on the windscreen.
When the apron is released it automatic-
ally rolls back. .

Celluloid Side Windows for Hood.
The seat is of the bucket variety,

suitably upholstered, and surrounded at

the top by a beading, which gives a
generous clearance for the hood. This
idea is distinctly ingenious, and should
ensure complete protection for the pas-
senger, while it possesses the distnict

advantage of folding neatly away when
not in use.

It will be noted from the illustration

tliat side windows are provided for the
hood.' These are of thin celluloid let

in with oval aluminium beading on each
side.

mechanical .-nHl exhaust. The forn.er I,-

a prdbieni fm' engine manufacturers t>i

solve, but the hitler may be attacked by
almost anyone having the necessarv

knowledge and facilities. Messrs. Robin
son and .McNeill, of Napier Ru.-ul,

The Robinson and McNeill silencer.

Wolverhampton, evidently have both, foi

they have produced a silencer for existing

machines wdiich should be highly efficient

both in reducing the exhaust note and in

preventing back pressure. Instead of a

sudden expansion of exhaust gases into

an empty chamber, as in the majoritv

of box or barrel silencers, with tlii-

Robinson and McNeill device the gas ^

enter the centre of a spiral, and thence

pass through a slot the full length of tlii

silencer into a gradually increasing area

of the spiral itself, finally passing ir.to

the atmosphere via a long perforated tube

At a later date we hope to test one of

these silencers, when our impressions will

be duly recorded.

CONCEALED SIDECAR
HOOD AND SCREEN.

. N ingenious sidecar hood and screen
\ have been invented by Mr. G. W.

Davis, 35, Britannia Eoad, Nor-
ch, the assistant managing engineer
Messrs. Mann, Egerton and Company,
d.. Prince of Wales Eoad, Norwich.
The hood is composed of sheet metal,
designed that when out of use it

Ids completely out of view. The wind-
I'een is made up and fitted exactly on
e same principle as the roll-top desk,

1 hood and screen designed to fold out of sight

when not in use.

A hood may now be regarded as one
of the sidecar passenger's necessities, but
it is to be hoped that, in their search

for luxury, manufacturers do not over-

develop the sidecar to such a degree that
the price becomes prohibitive and the
weight excessive.

GRADUAL EXPANSION OF
EXHAUST GASES.

IT is very satisfactory to note that the
question of silence is receiving the

attention of both makers of motor
cycles and those who specialise in fit-

ments for them. There are two distinct

sources of noise in motor cycles, ».e..

PROTECTION FOR THE
HANDS.

ALTHOUGH fine weather is ahead,

there still remains the possibility

of sufficient cold weather to induce

the all-weather motor cyclist to inve.'-t

in a pair of handle-bar muffs. The
Cameta muffs illustrated are made of a

waterproof material, lined with extra

thick felt, and in consequence they will

find a place on many handle-bars through-

out the year, for there are few things so

unpleasant as driving in rainy weather
without adequate protection for the

hands. They are made sufficiently large

to accommodate present-day levers, and
the design is such that they will retain

their shape without aid of supports. The
method of fastening and attaching per-

mits of them being opened out over all

levers, and to be fitted in the minimum
of time.

The price is 12s. 6d., from agents or

direct from the manufactnieis, the

Handle-bar muffs made by the Cameta

Rubber Co.

Cameta Rubber Co., 93, John Bright

Street, Birmingham, which firm, we may
add, is composed of practical riders who
are able to judge the motor cyclL-it's

requirements from their own experiences

on the road.
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The Editor does not hold hirpself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must te addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry^ and must be aeeompanied by the writer's name and address.

BONOVR TO WHOM HONOUR'
Sir,—1 should be greatly obliged if you could find space

in your paper to publish the following example of the kind
and considerate treatment recently shown me, which is not
too often found, I fear, nowadays. The other day I was
returning from Edinburgh to Glasgow on my 7 h.p. American
Excelsior when I had the misfortune to shear the key holding '

my clutch on. I took the machine into Kyle Brothers, of

Coatbridge, and, notwithstanding the fact that the next day
was Christmas Day, they immediately set to work and took
down my clutch. A new key was made, hardened, and fitted,

and the clutch entirely cleaned. The machine was also

cleaned and generally gone over, and the controls were re-

adjusted. The charge rnade was only 7s. 6d., and the treat-

ment I received was most fiourteous.

It is indeed a pleasure to be able to find someone who will

go out of his way to tackle a job at once.

Usual disclaimer. ALAN L. -B. DOUGLAS.

T.T RACES AND THE I.O.M.

Sir,—Your correspondent, "B.M.," who complains of motor-
ists having to register themselves and their cai's within
twenty-four hours of landing in the Isle of Man commits the

pardonable error of assuming that the Island is a part of the
United Kingdom.
The R.A.C. ie perfectly aware of the reason for the regula- -

tion. It is because the Isle of Man is not in the United
Kingdom that the Club runs the T.T. races here, the necessary
legislation being easily and cheaply accomplished.

Let us suppose the vexatious regulation were abolished

—

the new order of things would, of course, cut both ways

—

then Manx (and pseudo-Manx) car owners could romp about
Great Britain without purchasing a British licence or paying
the Inland Revenue tax. If such a state of affairs obtained,

very few cars would be registered in the United Kingdom 1

It might mollify " R.M." to learn that when he comes to

the Isle of Man he will not need to show a rear light on his

motor cycle. HOME RULE.
Douglas, I.O.M.

SPEED ON THE ROAD AND PILLION RIDING.

Siv,—May I encroach on your valuable space and make a

few remarks on the above much contested questions?

I have seen many articles in The Motor Cycle (of which

I am an ardent reader) on speed, and many readers aver that

it is impossible to do more than 60 m.p.h. on the road, and

that one gets a speedman's " wobble." I very strongly dis-

agree, and the only thing I can suggest is that the owner

does not know how to drive. I maintain that it is possible

to do any speed up to 70 m.p.h. on the road, provided that

the surface is good and straight.

As regards wobble, I find that if the hands are rested

lightly on the handle-bars, instead of gripping them tightly,

the s'peedman's wobble will not occur. It also depends

largely on the type of handle-bar fitted to the machine. I

certainly agree that it is impossible to do high speeds with

touring handle-bars, as there is not enough weight on the

front wheel. I have done 65 and over many times on the

load on different machines, and shall always maintain that

it is both possible and .safe, provided tlie driver is experi-

uiiccd.

As regards pillion .riding, in my ojjinion there should be

B law passed to the effect that mt rider should be allowed

tri lake a passenger on the carrier unles.s he has had over

tix months' experience. I will go even further, and say

that no one should be allowed on the open road until he

has passed a test in driving. It is not the driver who drives

fast and ha,s had experience on the road who is a danger

to the public, but the new owner, who thinks that everyone
else should get out of his way. To be really safe oh the

road one should imagine that everyone else is a fool, and
does not know how to drive. E. B. BALL.

THE PATENT LAWS.
Sir,— It will be of interest to - your readers to know tliat

the Patent Act of 1919 contains material alterations in_ the

practice of procedure of protecting inventions by letters

patent.

The most important of these are :

(1.) 1'he period within which a complete specification can

be lodged on an application filed with a provisional specifica-

tion is extended from six to nine months.

(2.) A -patentee can have his patent so marked as to

indicate that he is prepared to grant licences under it.

(3.) The investigation as to novelty is e.xtended to publica-

tion in any document published -in the United Kingdom. ,

(4.) The term of a patent is extended from fourteen to

sixteen years.

(5.) Any patentee who can show that he has suffered loss

or damage in the matter of a patent, owing to a .state of

war, may be granted an extension of the term of said patent.

(5.) No one other than a registered patent agent may
describe himself as a patent agent, i.e., one who for gain

carries on the business of applying for or obtaining patents
in this country or elsewhere. PHILLIPSS.

SIDECAR COUPES.
Sir,—Your interesting article in The Motor Ci/rh of

January 8th describing and illustrating a coupe sidecar ends
with these words :

" We think a little experimenting will

prove that a draughtless sidecar can be produced without
resorting to a coupe body."

Maj' I take this opportunity of informing your readers that

this has beeii done, and that all interested in weatherproof
sidecars, cycle cars, and runabouts, especially manufacturers,
should' communicate with me at 28, Ravenshurst Road,
Harborne, Birmingham, when I shall be pleased to give them
particulars of an'invention I have just protected.

The coachbuilt coupe body is not the solution of the
draughtless eidecar problem as it has the following defects

:

(1.) It is a horrible affair to be saddled with during the

bea'utiful runs in the summer months.
(2.) It is imposffible, without making the body unsightly

and the wind resistance serious, to make a door big enough
for a fully grown person to enter with comfort.

(3.) It is on the heavy side.

The weatheiiM'oof draught-tight "top" I have invented

does not depend upon a door for entry, and, in fact, the

passenger enters in exactly the same manner as with an

ordinary open body. It has tlie following advantages :

(a,) It is considerably lighter than the coupe illustrated,

and cheaper to manufacture, as in its simplest form it is

made with ordinary hood canvas.

(I) It has the same graceful outline of Mr. AtkinsoiiV
coupe.

(r) It is instantly detachable at any time for a fine weathfr
run, leaving the sidecar in the ordinary open condition.

(rl) It is applicalile to existing sidecar bodies witliout

alterations and also to cycle cars such as the G.N., runabouts
surli as the Morgan, aiul 1 have designed a special engine

cooling model for use willi the monocars.
W H. BURLEIGH.



'CURING IS the most fascinating phase of motor cychng. For i'.s full

enjoyment agreeable hotel accommodation is essential. Vc^herever

A.C.U. members tour they are sure to find this in the specially

appointed A.C.U. HCTELS. These are regularly

inspected by the Union's Consuls and Headquarters

Staff, and in visiting them the A.C.U. member

may always be sure of efficient service, courteous

treatment, and reasonable charges.

Do not tour without the A.C.U. Badge on

your machine. It is the passport to the

best hotel service and " The Freedom

of the Road " everwhere.

Information Coupon
The Secretary,
AUTO-CrCLE ONION
83, PALL MALL,

LONDON, S.W.\.

Please send vae further particulars regarding the
advantages o) becoming a member of the A.C.U.
together with Application Form for Tneitibership.

"The Motor Cycle.'

lO/- S0B«!R|£t10~ A..C\J.
brings you the following FREE Benefits :

FREE ••GET-YOU-HOME" SCHEME, whereby in case

of accident or breakdown on the road practical assistance is

afforded you, FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all tech ical

motor cycling matters. FREE Assis'ance of the R.A.C. R ad
Guides, FREE Use of a Readinj Room at the R.A.C, Head-
quarters. FREE Assistance in Touring and Foreign Travel,

SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc, etc.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " I'he Motor Cycle.'
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^Ybxi insure yoxir Ca
Why not insure your Si^hi

i

TriE first thing you do when you buy a car is to

insure it against all the sudden dangers of the

road by taking out a "Triplex Policy " which allows

a rebate on Triplex fitted cars. Do you also insure

your eyes—your most precious possession—by wear-

ing Triplex Safety Glass Goggles which are as clear

as ordinary glass, and absolutely unsplinterable?

Secure a pair of the above model, " C2," specially

designed for motorists, which is 12/6, net (including

case).
Write for Qoggle Booklet No. 59, to

THE TRIPLEX SAFETY GLASS CO., LTD.
{Reginald Delpech. Managing Director),

1. ALBEMARLE STREET. LONDON. W.l.

Telephone : Regent 1321-2. Telegrams :
" Shatterlys, Piccy, London.'

IT IS THE GUARANTEED
BRITISH PRODUCT

.%
FOR YOUR 1920

MACHINE. LQDKfqr
THIS NAME ON

YOUR ENGINE

IT IS THE

OUTWARD SIGN
OF 1

INTERNAL PERFECTION.

If you want a Sidecar Machine that will carry

you with unfailing regularity, specify the famous

6 or 8 h.p. J.A.P. Engines. A new booklet, fully describing

these models, is now available for those who are interested.

Write for your copy NOW.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., LTD.,
Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N.17.

Telegrams; ** Prestwich, Totlane, London." Telephone; 2285 Tottenham.

C24 In answeiimi t/iesc adcertiseiiicnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclii.'
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COMPETITIONS IN THE SOUTH.
Sir,—Having been n regular reader of your valualjle paper

for over five years (four of which liave been sp(>nl in Ihe

Army), I have often read different readers' comments on
various trials and sporting events that have tnUen place in

several parts of Kngland, but how many have taken place

in the South or fjoulh-Kast? Jsone, or very few. What I

want to know is, why these parts of the country are neg-

lected so much? Of course, there are not so many test hills,

but, surely, there are some interesting places, such as

Canterbury Cathedral, and several historic sights near; then
there ^re various interesting places 011 the coast, such as

Reculver Towers, Richborough, Dover Castle, Romney, and
many places in Sussex So why not Jiold some events this

sinnmer in this part of the country?
There is no lack of hotel and garage accommodation in

places like Canterbury, JIargate, Ixamsgate, Dover, and
Folkestone. These events all help to encourage the motor
cycle movement and the trade.

'

I might mention that I was with the R.A.S. and M.T. at

Peshawar, N.W.F. India, for 3i_j-ears, and was always very

gind to receive the " Blue 'Un " every week, as also were
the other boys in my company. D. ARTER.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Sir,—May I be 'permitted to answer your lady reader.

J. C. Patrick.- regarding the " Slioppin::; Scooter"? Vvum
personal experiences, 1 have found the ordinary lady's

handle-bar basket as used on pcilal cycles to hold a good
deal, but I am having •

a light box made to tit

ill under the saddle in

the case of exceptional

"loads," similar to the

boxes fitted to the

Skootamotas at the

recent Motor , Cycle
Show, the machines, I

believe, being made for

Messrs. Harrods. It

must be remembered
that everything added
to these little machines
puts the weight up,
which means spoiling

their utility and handi-
ness. Above 65 lb. in

weight, the machine be-
comes a little clumsy for

jetting down the passage
ind a few steps at honie.
Regarding the " liold-

.ng on " of machine, can
this lady reader get a
trial run from a local

agent (or, if I may be
50 bold as to ask if she
lives in this part of the
country, she can try
my little machine with
pleasure)? She will then-
>ee for herself that with
1 properly designed
nount nothing is so
iimple. Certainly riding
)ver bricks or fields is different. My sole complaint so far
s that there is too much nickel-plating; it looks pretty,
)ut no one likes keeping it clean, so whv not stove enamel
n? 'ot? HAROLD SOLOMON.
Bristol.

Sir.—As a very -old motor cyclist, and, latterlv owner cf
I. scooter, I would like to give vent to ray views on the
isefulness of these machines, and also as regards other
joints. I agree with " Stanoop ' that the price now gener-
lUy asked is too much, and that a good, sound practical
icooter should be built for £30 to £35. As far as I can
rather, there is only one (the Autogbder) on the market
hat 'is capable of climbing a really steep hill, and that one
1 weighty machine, but sells at a more reasonable price
£40) than some of the other puny devices. I have owned
1 scooter of foreign make, which is now being advertised in
his cuunti)-, sold at a price in eJTcess of the above, which

Trying the real thing. A young
scooter enthusiast interested in a

"Skootamota." (See letter by
Harold Solomon.)

h,is sonic i|uile good features, Inil 1 n-.ir that they are
doomed to cause considerable trouble and disappointment

. /I'liey weigh well over 100 lb., have only one brake, rigid
frame, and a most unj^etatable engine, with automatii
inlet, and that abomination, a drip vajioriser, in lieu of

carburetter. My machine was absolutely incapable of climb-
ing anything wliicli could be called u liill, being only ablu
to negotiate a very slight incline, say, about 1 in 18 or 20,
at most. It could travel about thirty miles an hour on the
level. The gear was undoubtedly much too high, the mix-
ture was inconstant, and the exhaust valve in a sheltered
position, so thaS the four-stroke engine knocked on the
slightest 'gradient. These defects cannot be remedied with-
out structural alterations. No ; my idea of a successful
scooter would be a machine having a valveless two-stroke
engine of about 60 mm. x 65 mm. bore and stroke, cork
clutch, 15in X 2|in. tyres, disc wheels, two brakes, one
on each wheel, footboard resting on thick rubber pads cm-

else sprung, petroil lubrication (for simplicity), tank to hold
about half or three-quarter gallon fuel, and -with a steering
column to fold down. For very hilly country, an engine
having a bore and stroke of about 65 x 70 mm. should be
large enough. Weight about 80 lb. at outside. Seat at
option, but 1 would not use a seat myself, as I think th^t
with spring footboards the standing position better, and
certainly the steering is under better control.

li such a machine were geared to a limit speed of twenty-
five miles an hour, I believe it would be a machine'capable
of anything a real scooter could be expected to do; it would
be light enough for ladies' u'e, and' a boon to many others.

Such a machine could be sold at £35 to £40, even at the
present time: indeed, with the smaller engine it should be
possible to sell at £30 to £35. or even less—£50 seems a

wicked price for a machine with tiny engine and unsprung
frame.

'

SCOOTERLST.
Redhill.

SHAFT DRIVE.
Sir,—As a rider of an F.N., I am extremely interested

in the recent correspondence about shaft drive. As both

Mr. Burn and ilr. Smith use the word ideal, it would appear
that this method of transmission is very much appreciated
by those fortunate few who are the users thereof. I would
not for a moment dream of going back to the primitive or

belt system. The best belt slips at times, and even a chain

stretches. Add to this the total absence of jerky take up.

and the soothing hum when going at a decent speed. Only
a user of shaft drive knows what this hum is like. In

speaking of economy, well, I do not think the F.N. or other

shaft-dnven machines, if there are any, ever call for renewals.
My 1915 'bus has bevel gears that are perfect, and the
machine has done an average amateur's mileage. In reply

to -Mr. A. A. Smith, I would like to say that wear can be
taken up, as there is an adjustable cone between the gear
box and bevel cogs. The only sign of tear I find on the
low side of the gear pi'. ion. The shaft drive is "ideal."

THOMAS A. WEDGWOOD.
A WINTER RUN.

Sir—I have had many delightful runs from South Lincoln-
shire and Leicestershire to Scarborough, but none pleasanter
than the journey quite recently.

Departing from Melton Mowbray at 10.10 a.m. in a 1920
Indian Powerplus combination, we took the Nottinghanr Road
for ten miles until we came to the Fosse Way, which took
us right into Newark, one of the finest bits of road in the

Kifigdom, I should say.

We did the first seventy miles of the journey in two hours.

From Doncaster we took the Tadcaster Road, as in pre-war
days it was always superior t-o the slightly shorter one by
Selby, but at present it is bad from 'W^entbridge to a few
miles east of Tadcaster. Once over thit, a splendid run again
on to .Scarborough by four o'clock. Barring a little snow and
a hailstorm at the outset we had fine weather and the sun on
our backs all the w-ay after Newark.
Having another fifteen miles to do over a moorland road,

finishing with a descent of 1 in 4—an excellent brake test

—

we hurried on and completed the practically non-stop journey
fresh and with the machine in perfect order, which only
impresses upon one more firmly than ever that Indians are

the acme of comfort and reliability. The machine was
obtained from the Coventry jMotor Mart, and I cannot speak
too highly of their chief demonstrator's driving.

(Mrs.) S. TURNER.
EI 3
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MOTOR CYCLE TRANSMISSIONS.
Sir,—Your correspondent " All Belt," writing in the issue

of October 30th, appears to miss two very important points
in favour of the single belt type of transmission—the much
greater belt economy afforded by this tjfpe, and the fact that,

should a breakage occur no part of the transmission can foul

any other part and cause an accident.
While I quite agree with your correspondent as to the

numerous advantages of the plain belt drive, there seem to

be two matters open to question.

(1.) Why is the spare belt of a T.T. machine easier to

carry than that of the chain-cum-belt transmission of the
usual type? Being a longer belt, it should be, if anything,
more difficult to carry.

(2.) It would require a shaft on either side of the back
wheel to make it at all symmetrical.
Can "All Belt" tell me of any motor cycle having a

symmetrical transmission, except perhaps one of the rare
birds with twin belt drive ?

His own pet drive—single belt—drives only on one side

of the wheel, and therefore is not symmetrical. W.C.W:

PISTON PACKING.
Sir,—iOn page 759 of The Motor Cycle for December 11th,

1919, there was shown a piston packing^.a substitute for

conventional rings, as devised by Mr. F. Shntler.

It may interest your correspondent and other readers to

know that similar piston packing is already in use, and has
been for years, on Tyneside shipyards, in oil pumps, and also

in Diesel engines. It is only with the latter that I wish
to deal.

It is a fact that much trouble was (and "is) experienced
with the wear on cylinders of these engines, caused by
great pressure behind the rings. So great was this pressure
that it caused steel cylinder "liners" to be renewed after
each voyage (about 2,000 miles). This wear was practically
eliminated by the use of piston packing, on the same- prin-
ciple as that submitted ^ to you by Mr. Shutlei , the
construction being different,

sketch.

Three rings were used—A,
B, and C. A was a dead fit

to the piston ; C was a dead
fit to the cylinder (neither

contracting nor expanding) ; B
was an, expanding ring press-

ing C against the cylinder
wall. The rings were all

pegged together in an ingeni-
ous manner.

I understand that this principle of using rings in

multiple to prevent explosive pressure from getting behind
the " compression " ring is thoroughly protected.
Wherein this device interests me is that I am unfortunate

enough to be restricted to second-hand motor cycles, nearly
all of which are sadly innocent of compression when they
reach my hands. It would be a good thing if rings of this
principle could' be fitted to Our mounts.

If three rings were too small or complicated, why not one
.
"compression", ring with an L ring to keep pressure from
the," inside" of it, as sketch? The downstroke of the L
to be- dead fit to piston, and may be made of sheet brass or
copper (if practicable). Of course, pistons would require
detachable heads. TOP HEAVY.
UNBUSINESSLIKE METHODS.

Sir,—I have noticed during the past year a large number
of complaints published in your paper against British motor
cycle firms on account of their unbusinesslike and dis-
courteous treatment of customers. I do not think they at
all realise the danger they are running in aimoying and
inconveniencing their customers in this very unnecessary
way. •

Just before Christmas I bought a new 3^ h.p. bicycle,
fitted with low gears, for a sidecar, and as I wished to ride
it solo I wrote to the firm asking if they would exchange
the engine sprocket for a larger one. I received a reply
in about a week, and on January 2nd sent off the sprocket
and^ also a letter containing a postal order for some extra
chain links. I received no acknowledgment, and having
heard nothing from them by January 7th, I wrote again.
On January 10th I received a reply, with no hint of
apology, saying that they had the matter in hand, and
B14

-See letter " Top Heavy."
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would forward the goods on receipt of a further remittance,
as the first did not cover,

,
(This, in spite of the fact that I

had obtained the prices from their own price list, sent only
a fortnight before, and had added 75% according to their
directions.)

I only hope I shall not experience any -trouble with the
machine, as iff that case it looks as if it will be in dock most
of the time.
This kind of treatment will inevitably bring its own

reward as soon as production becomes normal again, and
may do considerable injury to British trade.

W. W. THOMAS.^
THE A.C.U. REPORT.

Sii-,—This report, tog"ether .,with the subsequent corre-

spondence published in The Motor Cycle, is most interest-

ing. In the first place, I was rather surprised that Mr.
Norton should attack this report. '

I consider that the
A.C.U. report is quite justified, and admire the out-
spoken criticism of motor cycle engines. That air-cooled
engines are not ideal for these trials is quite evident to

anyone who was there to observe. The average person,
however, observes in the wrong place. He stations himself
on the steepest part of the steepest hill, and, if the machine
climbs this successfully, he knows it to be "some 'bus."
If he went to the top of the hill and saw the clutch slipping
aiiid tap twiddling of the driver in the process of " changing
-up," he would be set thinking. Konking is by no means
rare, and sluggishness, caused by an over-heated engine,
very common.

I had hoped that manufacturers would benefit by their
wai'-time experience on aero engines. But, as regards cool-

ing, I think that if has influenced them in the wrong
direction—toward air-cooling.

On aeroplanes air-cooling is, as on motor cycles, only
fairly satisfactory. All large, long distance -machines, in

wliich the engine must keep its tune, are water-cooled.
The disadvantage of air-cooling on motor cycles is much

more evident than on aero engines. There are no long hills

to be taken on low gea> by aero engines, and the speed
attained by the machine always causes quite a respectable
cooling draught. Most motor cycles rely as much on oil-

cooling as on air-cooling, and after about two miles of 1 in 4
the riders have to drain some oil out of their crank cases,

when they get to the top of the hill, if they do not want
sooted plugs. I have seen this happen in many big trials.

Motor car drivers have not all this fuss, and, of course,

the Scott, although it has a small oil sump, is not
fitted with any means of draining out the oil. I have a
Scott combination, and it is a no-trouble machine. It is

quite impossible to overwork the engine.

I consider the engine of the future is the-^two-stroke, but
the advance in design of this type of engine is almost at
a standstill, manufacturers being content to copy a few
of the most successful makes. In its present form the. two-
stroke wastes more petrol than it uses. This drawback can
be overcome easily. I wonder it was not done years ago.

I sliould like to see your paper open a competition for

designing the best all-round engine. Most riders take a
great interest in their engines, anS .nearly all have some
little gadgets of their ovih for improving the running and
power. ^

There is no knowing what such a competition would bring
out.' Perhaps, a petrgl-driven turbine.

. W. ROWLAND BROOKING.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

2/- = /3-

• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MQTOR CYCLISTS.'* Price By
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles " and helpJiul net. post,
hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint.) °

,

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

' Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/10

Obtainable by post {remittance \vi th order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers and

^
Railway Eootstalls.

2/- 2/3
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ch query separately, and keeping a copy for ease olteferrnce. Letters containing legal

and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Using Benzole.

(1.) When using benzole on a

nri motor cycle, and moie air is

> required than it is possible to

LLJ gi\e without altering the carbu-

retter, is it more satisfactory to

reduce the size of the jet or to

attach an additional air inlet?' (2.)

If the former is the better plan, does
it reduce the power of the machine ?

—J..M.B.

I.) It is better to reduce the size of the

•t. (2.) No, it, increases it by improving
le mixture.

Fixing an Exhaust Lifter Cable.

@^Yill you kindly let me have
instructions for fitting a Bowden
exhaust lifter cable to a 2| h.p.

Douglas?—W.L.
particular skill is required to fit a

?w exhaust lifter cable to a motor cycle.

11 you have to do is to measure off the

ible to the exact size, then you have to

plder on the nipples. Before cutting, the

ire should be tinned, as unless this is

jne the wire Avill fray badly and become
amanageable. Having tinned the wire,

ip the nipple in position, leaving about

;in. of cable projecting, put a fairly

rge lump of solder on the end of the

lUe, and let it run down welt between
le nipple and the wire. When cold,

.irr the projecting end of the wire over.

his is the only difficulty in fitting the

ible, though, of course, it must be pro-

;rly adjusted afterwards.

A Sticking Valve.

I have a 1914 6 h.p. Royal

S
Enfield fitted with two-speed gear

and sidecar. After a long run
the front exhaust valve burnt
out. .\fter renewing this, I found

that on the road it would only fire on
The valves are

If I take off the
fire on the front

and if the front

U .fire on the

the back cylinder,

properly adjusted,

back plug - it will

cylinder quite well

plug is taken out - -

back one, but if the two are in position

the engine will only stai't on two for

about half a minute, and^ then the front

cylinder gives up the ghost with a series

of flashes on the exhaust box, but the
back cylinder continues firing properly.

I should be greatly obliged if you
'would give me some information on this

matter.—J.W.
he trouble is probably not due to the
lugs at all. Are you sure that the new
alve is not sticking and that it is seating
roperly? It is possible that the stem
i the new valve is too tight and jams in

le guide as it warms up.

Side PlB^.

Will you be good enough to

1^1 let me know if there should be

> any side plaj' in the crankshaft
LlJ of a Levis two-stroke, as my

motor cycle has an appreciable

movement from side to side, but no
up and down motion, in the crank
case? If this is detrimental to the

running of the engine? Please tell me
if two very thin washers put between
the inside of the crank case and the

inner end of the shaft would be effica-

cious?—C.E.S.

Such a small amount of side play can be
ignored ; this is in no way detrimental

to the running of the engine. There is

no need to fit thin washers to prevent it.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

(1.) Will you tell me the

S
setting of regulating screw for

oil drip, average running, 2|

"OK-Union"? (2.) Effect of

longer reach plugs. If an advan-

tage, or otherwise, in two-strolces?

—

G.B.P.

(1.) You can only find the setting for

the oil drip feed' by experiment; it

entirely depends upon the normal speed

and the nature of the oil used. It is

usual to open the regulator until the

eno-ine pei;manently sinokes, and the

setting can then be easily found by clos-

ing down the supply until tlie smoking

ceases. (2.) Long reach plugs are not

usually satisfactory on two-stroke

engines.

Belt Bim Diameter.

Will you please tell me what

Ssiz belt rim I shall require to

give a 6 to 1 gear for a 3^ h.p.

cycle car? I do not want to be

undoi 6 to 1. I have 14 teeth

on engine sprocket and 36 on gear

box. The countershaft belt pulley is

Tin. diameter.—J.C.

The diameter of the belt rim you require

is IGjin.

Single Gear Riding.

I am thinking of purchasing

Sa 2| h.p. single-speed two-stroke,

and before doing so I should be

glad to know if you think this

a reliable machine. (1.) With
ordinary handling, can I get up the

hills usually met with on the roads in

Ulster? I do not mean hills such as

are traversed in the reliability trials,

but such fairly stiff hills as are

ordinarily met with on main roads.

(2.) In case of failure on hills, can an

adjustable pulley be fitted with good

results?—T.F.O'G.

(1.) You wijl find that a 2| K.p. t\vo-

stroke single-speed motor cycle quite

capable of ordinary touring, and it should

climb most main road hills in your dis-

trict without difiiculty. (2.) An ad-

justable pulley cannot be fitted easily to

an engine with outside flywheel.

An Edmund motor cycle fitted with an M.A.G. engine, specially built from frame parts

supplied in the rough by Messrs. Chas. Edmund and G). Mr. Moran, who built the

machine, was formerly with M.A.G. Engines, Ltd., and has been three years in charge of ar'

R.A.F. workshop in France. He is now with Regent Motor Cycles, Ltd-
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Electric Lighting.

; (1.) I have a 4 volt 60 a.h. accu-

1^ mulator. What bulbs must I use

I
> I for head light, tail and sidecar
LlJ lights, to get best results-from

above accumulator ; series or
parallel? (2.) Suitable size wire;
would 7 mm. ignition rubber covered
do? (3.) Approximate hours (all three
lamps) from one charging, under nor-
mal road conditions?—C.E.T.

(1.) A 4 volt 2 amp. bulb in the head
lamp and 4 volt ^ amp. in the side and
tail lamps (all the lamps being in parallel)
will be the most suitable. (2.) The wire
known as Workshop Flex is most satis-

factory for motor cycle lighting equip-
ment. (3.) About twelve hours.

Firing on One Cylinder.

My 2| h.p. Douglas is in every

IqI
way satisfactory, _ except that

> when I slow down to turn
LsJ corners only one cylinder will

fire, which means I have to drop
into low gear to pick up speed. I

have even found this happen on the
straight when not going fast, but so
soon as I open the throttle and ac-
celerator, the two will get to work.
Is this as it should be, and, if not,
will you please advise me as to what,
in your opinion, is wrong? (2.) Is a
bare ^in. enough for the tappet to lift

e.xhaust valve?—W.J.S.
(1.) Probably you have not adjusted
your tappets properly. The clearance
.should be equal to the thickness of the
blue cover of The Motor Cycle. The
valve springs, also, may be weak. An-
other possible failure is that -the spark-
ing plug points are too close together.

<2.) The valves should lift nearly a
quarter of an inch.

Starting Difficulties.

I recently purchased a 3^
f^ h.p. Eudge Multi, 1916 model,
> which was ridden a matter of
LL] twenty miles by the seller. I can

get the engine to go whilst the
machine is on the stand, but immedi-
ately the back wheel touches the
ground it stops. I have started the
engine on the stand with clutch in,

and, also, with^ clutch out, and, in the
latter case, gradually let in the clutch
before pushing the machine off. the
stand. In addition, I have accelerated
the engine, as advised by the Rudge
people, before letting in the clutch—

m

my case, before pushing the machine
off the stand. I have checked the
timing, examined the plug and mag-
neto, have tested tlie compression and
carburetter, and the belt seems to
have the right tension, -yet, although
it will start on the stand, directly it

is pushed forward and the back wheel
touches the ground it stops, not iiii-

mediately, but after about half-a-dozen
yards.—F.K.

You .:ire apparently .[tempting to start
your machine incon-ectly. You should
not push it off the stand with the engine
running, when the clutch is engaged.
The correct procedure is as follows :

Start the engine, fully lower the gear,
disengage the clutch, and apply the foot
brake in order to stop the wheel ; now
push the machine forward off the stand,
th.^M, having taken your seat, accelerate
'hi cjigiiie slightly, and gently release

the clutch lever. If this is done on level
ground, the machine should glide away
without any effort. You will get full

inforrhation on starting and all other
points connected with the Rudge from
the booklet issued by the makers. |

Lubrication.

I have a 1920 2| h.p. New

@ Imperial-Jap, fitted with clutch
and kick starter. (1.) How
often is a pumpful of oil re-

quired? (2.) How is the gear
changed—is it necessary to declutch ?

(3.) When I have started the en^ne
and try to put the gear from neutral
into low (with clutch out), the teeth
seem to grate afed the engine stops.

What is the cause of this?—H.R.C.
(1.) Half a pumpful every five miles..

(2.) You might either declutch and
throttle down, or raise the exhaust lifter.

(3.) Probably the gear operating mecha-
nism requires adjustment owing to the
gear box position having been altered to

adjust the chain.

Overheating.

A few months ago I purchased

Ba 1914 3i h.p. three-speed Eover,
-which appears to be in a fairly

good condition, for with a pas-
- senger on a pillion seat I had no

'difficulty in hill climbing, generally on
top gear. Recently, I have had a
coach-built sidecar attached by a com-
petent man. Our trouble begins at

the first hill, for miless we can take
it at a rush, I have to change into

second or third gear at the start, and,
as the engine heats up, the machine
slows down, and cither stops alto-

gether, or we reach the top of the hill

at a crawling pace. I have noticed,
when taking a hill at a rush, I can
keep going until the throttle and air

lever are opened to just over half-way ;

any attemjit to open otit more slows
the machine down, but this is not the
case when the passenger is on the
pillion seat. Thinking to solve the
difficulty, I removed the cylinder and
thoroughly cleaned the piston and
rings, out the result is the same. Is

it necessary to lubricate tlie valves, as

they always run dry? I might add
that the top gear is 5j—1, belt -Jin.,

carburetter Brown and Barlow, and I

run on half benzole.—W.H.
The trouble you refer to may be due to

too large a jet, or to a sparking plug the
points of which become 'incandescent
and cause pre-ignition. It should not
be necessary to lubricate the valve stems,
and lubrication will not remain on them
for long, but you might -i-ub on a little

graphite the next time you have the
engine down. A lower top gear would
certainly be advisable ; try^ 6 to 1.

JANUARY 29th, 1920.

that the pilot jet would do with a redac-

tion in size. I found the pilot on ray

own 3i h.p. Norton about .025in. diameter

and excessive. On reduction to .OlOin.

diameter—by soldering over the end and"

reaming out with a small jeweller's

broach—the engine starts more certainly

and the carburation ie not upset if the

pilot is left in operation, though, of course,

the consuinption of spirit is somewhat
increased.—J. C. Bennet Mitchell.

Belt Trouble.

In one of your recent issues I, read the

comment, re belt wear with variable

gears, with much interest, and I should

like your readers to hear my opinion.

Having owned a Rudge Multi, I found

the Jlulti gear ideal, in practically all

conditions. Three years ago my wife

and I went touring in the Lake District,

my wife as pillion passenger. We climbed

all hills, such as Kirkstone and Honister

Pass, in wet weather, with absolutely

no sign of belt slip, our one and only

trouble being a sooted plug. Now, as

regards belt wear. The Rudge Multi

had the same belt on when I sold it ss

the day I first rode it, and at the time

of selling it had over 6,050 miles to its

credit, as registered by a Jones speedo-

meter, and the belt was still in a condi-

tion to do another 1,000 miles. During
the whole of my riding with the Rudge

,

Multi I only experienced one break, due

to the fastener pulling through. In con-

clusion,. I may say that, should I ever

again require a fast; sporting, reliable,

trusty, single-cylinder solo mount, I shall

get the good old Rudge Multi. Usual .

disclaimer.

—

Wilkie.

Referring to '_' H.W.J. 's " suggestion

regarding belt w'ear, I should strongly

advise the nse of the Rapit belt end
protector, marketed by H. B. Sanders,

14, Woodhouse Parade, N.12. I have
just completed 3,000 miles with one of

these useful little accessories fitted, and •

the belt ends show no signs of wear
at all. JIaking, as they do, what practi-

cally amounts to an endless belt, I

should imagine that they would be

particularly suitable for machines fitted

with expanding pulley gears.—D.J.C.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
K.G." (Bedford).—Paragon foldi

sidecar.

READERS' REPLIES.
Flooding Carburetter.

lie query by "J.V." in your issue for

January 15th on carburation trouble with
a Big Four Norton. I think it quite
possible that the trouble is caused by the
pilot jet being in operation continually.
This may come about by the sleeve whi'ch
acts as a throttle for the pilot not being
turned by tlie small lever. The lever is

only held on the sleeve friction tight by
a small screw. Also, it appears to me

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Hinckley to Dover.^J.!M.
Hinckley, Daventrv, Towcester, St.

Albans, Hatfield, Waltham Cross, Wal-

tham Abbey, Romford, Tilbury (ferry),

Gravesend-, Sittingbourne, Canterbuiy,

Dover. Approximately 175 miles.

Newport Pagnell to Clacton.—F.W.
Newport Pagnell, Woburn, Dunstable,

Luton, Chiltern Green, Kimpton, Wei-

wyn, Hertford, Ware, Bishop's Stortforcl,

Dunmow, Brainti-ee, Coggeshall, Marks
Tey, Colchester, Clacton.

Swindon to Ipswich.—A.B.H.
Swindon, Faringdon, Kingston B:i--

puze, Oxford, Thame, Aylesbury, Ast. n

Clinton, Ivinghoe, Dunstable, Lutuii,

Hitchin, Baldock, Royston, Whittlesford,

Haverhill, Clare, Long Melford, Had-
leigh, Ipswich.
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TJie matter ofRESULTS
from small advertisements.

Corroborative Evidence.
The following letters confirm what has already been discovered by
the majority of motor cyclists—THAT SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
IN "THE MOTOR CYCLE" INVARIABLY BRINGS THE
BEST RESULTS.
The unrivalled circulation and influence of the paper explain the reason.

124 Applications
" I have much pleasure in offering you my sincere thanks for

the wonderful results of advertising in your medium, ' The
Motor Cycle.' I advertised a 2 h.p. Minerva and Cycle Car parts,

etc., and sold both articles immediately after the publication

of your book.

Altogether I have had 124 applications for both the
machines.

With such fine selhng powers, I think your paper is deserving

ot every success.

Believe me in my great appreciation for same.

G. H. WILSON
15, Ashvale Road, Tooiing, London, S.W.iy."

74 Enqniries : Excellent Resnlts-

" In reply to my last Advert in 3'our

valuable journal ' The Motor Cycle ' a
few weeks ago, I had no less than 40
Letters, 14 Telegrams^ and about
20 Callers, one coming all the way
from South Wales, which speate
wonders for your Advertisiug Medium
You are at liberty to use tliis as an
example, should you care to.

F. P. Cook
12, Lesboume Road,

Reigate."

"I am sorry I omitted to reply to
yours of the 12th inst. before, but I

have been so busy replying to enquiries
received for the motor cycle parts
which I advertised in your valuable
paper. Very many thanks ' for the
return of the amount which I sent in

excess and also for Ihe excellent
results obtaineil.

A. W. Miller.
S Farm Street,

Barrow in-Fumess."

Send your next advertisement to "THE MOTOR CYCLE," 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or Coventry.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 2/6, and 2d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

are- chargel double rate, i.e., 5/-. Each
paragraph is charged separately. Name and
address must be counted. Series discounts,

conditions, and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor
advertisements should be made payable^^-j-Q^^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^.—*-

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisaments m tbis section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, Jettcrs naay be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Bo.\: 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoi Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

re-nittances should be sent by registered post, bid in all such

cases it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case 0! motor cycles offered for sale under a tox

number, as it is unusuallor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
f-iiriage one way. For aU transactions up to £10, a

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over ^^10

and under ;f50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/G; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. AU deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence a> an indication that the goods advertised liave

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A:. B.C.

ordered March;

FOR SALE.

shire : what offer for

A-'
MiAor Cycle.

3h.p. A.11.C. from first batch, expected t

rtepnsit with ngent since last April;
e,978, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[928
.p., late 1914, only driven
ally as neiv; £100.-Bcx 7,050, c/o' The

[9626

JONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C., Broad-
way, JIusiveil Hill, N.IO, and Woodslde I'arade,

North Finchley. [0026

ny day; fS
offers.—Box

[9281

VAUCHOPES

I
Our Stock includes ths following Machines.

NEW.
H.P. Machine. Year. Pries.

2.V ALLON 1920 £70
8 REX twin Combina lieu r92Q £195 10
2} CLYNO 1920 £70— AUTOPED MOTOR SCOOTERS . 1920 £42
2; P. & S 1920 £67
4I QUADRANT Combination 1920 £122 10

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
3.V I.O.M. RUDGE igrg £110
8 MATCHLESS, Gradua 1915 £57 10
3/, SUNBEAM 1917 £115
31 SCOTT i9ro £32 10
4 BRADBURY igrr £40
8 MATCHLESS, single gear J913 £72 10
3l RUDGE igrs £45
2j GARFIELD 1920 £59
2j CALTHORPE-J.A.P. .1914 £48
3 ROYAL ENFIELD 1916 £62
23- DOUGLAS, l.ndys 1917 £75

. SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
79 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . . I9r5 £157 10
6 NUMBER and Sidecar, w.-c. . . . 1919 £175
4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar rgro £95
4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar igrS £110
7-g INDIAN Combination I9r4 £95

4i JAMES Combination r9r6 £125
5 ROYAL ENr'HcLU Combination rgrg £167 IS

7 9JAMES-HOWARTH Comb 1914 £125
3.1 KERRY-ABINGDO.>l Comb. ... jgj4 £72 lJ
5 6 INDIAN Combination rgr3 £125
7-9 INDIAN Combination rgr3 £85 C

6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combinaiion irgi7 £155
4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915 £133 G

8 WILLIAMSON Ccmbination ... I9i4£11)
5-6 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar ... I9r4 £8/ 10

4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar 1919 £145
7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON igrg £185
3.; RUDGE-MULTI 19113 £130

,

6" ROYAL ENFIELD Combination rgn £82 10
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combinaticn igrii £150
7-g AMERCIAN EXCELSIOR Comb.. igr4 —
4 DOUGLAS Combination 1918 £140

SECOND-HAND CARS.— CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p.
Harley-Davidson engine ... £115

8 DUO Car, J.A.P. engine £150
10 CITROEN Car (new) 1920 £525
8 G.N. Car 1916 £105
5-6 CARDEN Monocar rgrs £100

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

Are Agents for the A.B.C. Plate.J
order with us to secure good deli-very.-

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge

A.B-0. — Book early and prevent disappolD!
Specification and full particulars will be

application.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., S
distributing agents for Lincolnshire.

Abingdon.
1 Q15 T.T._ AbingdonKing Dick, 4iih.r., fitted Sitl

tyres; £65.-^The Nest, ' Lyeway, Ropley, Hants'. [|

A BI>'GDON King_ Dick, SVjh.p., Bosch,

ABINGDON King Dick 6h.p. Twin, S-speed im,'
kick starter, cham drive, complete with CaBoe

let sidecar; £160.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139,
St., Birmingham. [1131

1 Q 13-14 Abingdon King Dick and Phcenis tor^
-L*^ sidecar, S'/oh.p., 2-speed, free engine, clutch, Dbd 1

lop tyres, B.B., new mag., just overhauled; £55: ew:

after 7 p.m.—21, Queen's Ed., Kingston Hill. 1956

JACK HEALT, Cork, oflicial A.J.S. agent.-
delivery. No premiums accepteti.

CROTV Bros., High St.,

since 1912. accent no

Canosiet Minor.
Ganoelet D4.

Canoelet K4.
Canoelet K3.
Douglas.

SIDECARS.
Royal Ruiy.
" Wauchope's

'

" Wauchope's

'

Williamsons.
Triumph.

The Latest inrg
6 h.p. -J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

a Stock. Trade supplied. Tcnns on application.

These include extras, soengines, for immediate delivery,
£37 10s. each.

'

6 h.p. J.A.P. Cylinders, including valves, springs, each
and compression plugs . . ; £5

6 h.p. J.A.P. Pistons, with rings and gudgeon pins . £1 S

» h.p. Douglas Cylinders, new, for 4 h.p. enguies .

.

£2 S

Second-hand Machines taken in Part Payment. GOOC
Price allowed. Maker's guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, §HOE LANE, E.C.4.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The attention of Advertisers is cabled .o ie
fact that Deposits are now dealt witi. at

20, Tudor St, London, E.C.4,

to which address all communications reJaun'

to deposits should be directed

19^
Cycle.

A:' _

Workington. ^
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, ShosXane, Fleet St.. Lcn((

4-5h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, 1915, 3-speed, clri

and K.S.; £130.
(;|

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combinfition ; T^'hut option? depositj
-J- *y Sept. ; delivery slioitly ; Guildford district,-;

6,984, c/o The Motor Cycle.

E 234R.P. A.J.S. motor bicycle frame,^
engine, gear box, and wheels

Macrae and Dick, Garage, In
O^

combination.—31, Hoghton St., Sonthpoit.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1915, oouiplote^,

lamps and horn, storwl during win, splendid i—
dition; £160.-Carter. 31, Wagg St., CoDgletoii. [$W

W^ Are

King and Hi

yourAgents for the A.J.S. Place .

ith us to secure good delivery.—AEpi!

rper, 6. Bridge St., Cambridge. [851

exchange combination.

3-speed clutch, head
onrtition; £65, or neai

-G., 58,. Canning Ed.,

A J.S— Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Oar Co., W
Bath Rd., Esoter, and 28, Tatistock R"'-, P

'

' '

"' ^ "rliest ti'

[OOe:
Sole agents. Now booking lormouth,

liver

A.J.S. 6h.p., 1914-15, engine just overhauled, C.f

sidecar, go anywhere, accessories and spnrw

week-end.—Goodwin, 4?; Maple St., Bracebridg

coin. r997:

All letters relating to advertisements should quote ttie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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dOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
A.J.S.

1918 61i.i>., militnry model,
nrc whcol, lumps, spfptlomotei
llfl-;: veil nny llmu.-29, St.

l.\ How.

A..I.S. sidcrnr
. whole lot ns
Lconurd"* .St.

(9815

1. iiiiitinn, Oli.ii.. liiJe 1915.
.'.I ,,,„l Iviv. Hiirii.K »o„t-i.illili

l\ 1.1 SI Inni.'t.'r, ,.vr,.||,M,t

llwlMiillii IM , W mil. 1. '-Inn, s W

oomiil.'tp, Slum
wind sriTi.n

niiilltinii; £150
17. 19769

6I1.11. A.l s
, ,,,il , ,iii»|p|.

llrlcnll. s uiNvl, .,,„. ,,,»,

liRliti.iii, Ul,i\..ii 1 i.i„. ,1,11

fOrUv) .'.man hill : MTii iiiiy tin
lit;: J;i95.-ll..|iliili Sii:i V,iu:\se,

with SuiiI.eiill

I'tl'V. nil ll.'.H'.S

..; tlild liv lip

KpiHT Nulw.i.iil

19370
I

bettor thtiii

NO WAITING
FOR THESE MACHINES

1920 MODELS.

VERUS, 2-stroke, 2 ^pced, £75
PORTLAND ViUicrs.a-itroke, 2 apecu, £63
CLYNO, 2 stroke, 2 -speed, clutcli £70
QUADRANT, .| h.p. combiualioil, £12S
METRO-TYLER, 2.slrokc,2-spml, £65116
AJTOPED Scooter, dynamo ligh.ini,' £42

NEW SIDECARS.
88 A No. 2 .. £34 MILLFORD Skid, £23
MILLFORDCorvetle,£26 5s. PORTLAND £28
MONTGOMERY No. 3 '. £17 17s
MONTGOMERY No, i, witii 2«in. wlieel for
Harley £28 lOS

P. & M £32
Canoelette, racing luodel, etc.

MOTOR CYCr.IiS FOR SALF..

..[ifl A^li Uoimt. \Vi

Alder.
'ill. p.. 2-speeil, 2-stiT.lce.

Alecto.
1920 3'AiV 2-5troke. K

; in .stock.-Wilkins and Co.,

l.W.ll.

speed

:

Ec'Ie-
[1044

[9461

'[949'5

et St.. London.—
: £70. [9936

i;ift nimlel. splen-
rth Ed., Wokinc.

[9343

Rd., Mo

iltfoid.

Alldaii Ail(
new; £45.-

ark, S.K.12.

wheels, l.nnip?, -ind

ell Hill, N.IO, and 'Woodsidft

)°- Ci'dr.

'^, 2-sroei

i.Ji. 1918, 2
mill;, fnllr

, Heading.

delivered S
pnnctured

:

e over £55

.pte

[0027

;:ls. 2-stroke,
i2, nearest.-

[9444

, - sjieed, hand
nlops (heavv); E.veter

7,063, -e/o
[1104

cv., I9ia. done 2.000, per-
!W, Lii.as horn, hinse Miller
laid, ditto l,elt, iiudersere.-'n
te siiaiib; f60.-H. Band'
!"«'«' [X3459

Bros.
Illy at

High
lakers'

;

Gniklfi Ariel

[X7944

Ariels.-
[X8625

London.

—

[9930
Garage spwial_ agents for Ariels, Broad-

, MnswoU Hill, ^.10. ;md Woodside I'.iiade
ueliley.

. [O028
' 1920 3i._,h.p., 3-?peed, new, in stock: £100
leg and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
*'-'--3- [0069
Ealing .and Acton District Ariel A™nt=
ly deliveries.—Lougniau Eros
'Phone: Ealing 689.

Late 1919 6.7h.p. Twin, as
:, E.I.C., Amac, Dnnlops. last
acey, Beamington, Herts.

1 'WILLIAMS, for earlv deliveiv
pel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.
I3H0PE-S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St
ih.p. Ariel, new. 1920 model; £100

Bond St..

[9983
7;, 3-speed,

l.inati

horn

[9686

m. ridden 500 miles, nn-
£120; take Douglas part

lotor Ciich: [9811

SECOND-
HAND

BARGAINS
SOLO MACHINE?.

ZENITH 1913,50 bore, J. A.P.eiiRiiic .. .. £85
GONNAUGHT, 1911, 2.} h.p., single gear £3D
RUDGE, 191.1, 3.'. li.p., mnlti gear , . . . £65
RUDGE, 1917, 3.1 h.p., muUi, all accessories £85
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., W.D. model, 2"-speed £70
JAMES, 191+, 2j h.p., 2-spcei] £4S
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3'. lip 3-spccd, hub

gear £35

SIDECAR COMBINATI -NS.

ZENITH, I9r6. =;-6 h.p. clulch model . . £145
SCOTT, 1914, just overhauled £85
ROVER, i-6 h.p., lap trviii, W.D., guar-

anteed . . £143
NEW IMPERIAL, 3 h.p., Iwin, W.D.,

guaranteed ,. £145
ARIEL, igi.T, 3! h.p., 3-speed .. t115
INDIAN, 1916. 7 9 h.p., I'owerplns.. .. £138
SUNBEAM 1919 3'. h.p., 3-spced sporling

sidecar £179
JAMES, rgrr, 4 h.p., 3-5pecd £82
ARIEL, 1919, 3.'. h.p,, lamps, etc., as new £133
DOUGLAS, 191.;. 3,', h.p., cjach sidecar. . £130
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 4 h.p., 3-speed . . . . £190
SUNBEAM, :9r4, 3.'. h.p., lamps, speedo-

meter £in
REX, r9r4, 6 h.p., twin, 2-specd .. .. £84
ROVER, 3'. hp., 3-spced, Miilfoid sidecar £60
hARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9 magneto £150
BRADBURY, 1919, 6 h.p., fully equipped £183
B.S.A., 1912 35 h.p., 2-specd, lliilford . . £68

muuh-WDtaMmt
lOQPAeat fhttlattd St.

£<mdan tO.i.

too, Pmls St. €xei&i.

Tele^ -

"Abdicate. Wesdo,
London."

Telephone :

Museum 557.
Telegrams :

*' Combustion, Exeter,"
Telephone: Exeter 933

MOTOR

"^^
'̂! Of SATlSf"

.
niEI 3i;..li.p. ni

liro lUlltH ntiK

Itoehdiilo liil.,

Ariel.

d fill. p. ciirly <lellvortS«: nil

Siieiikiniiii, Aiicl Ex-
Hilrpurhey, MiinclieKtor. (4020

A KIEL, 1915, 314I1.P.. Bn«nh mug., IMI. enrlnireltni.
Adviinre adluHiihlo pulley, lioni, Imiipii, exi-elleiit

riiiiniiiK iirder: f35.-Ciildrii, Anlidown ltd., Kpnoni.
19352

AniKL 1919 5.6I1.P. Twin, Montfioinery nide-iir,
liliiipH, hill II, Hpeediimeter, npfilos, iiiileiiKO 3,000;

£140.-Il,U., 70, Wooduido Park ltd.. North Firiehlev.
N.12. (9421

4h.p, Combination, cliain-cum-belt. 3-«i I

box, cliitc'li, lighting set, as new; £8.^
or CaiaKC, Manor Place, Walworth H.I .

[97 1 (,

' ..' '!! 't!..i., liif.. model, 6I1.P., 3-Bpeed near
III!,

1 .' I; sliiit, upeedometer, wuteli, Lura^
I

I 11 Mill sprung Ariel sidecar, 4-p(.int
111- I . 1:11,1. hiiod nnd screen, npron, Iiiiiip,

i..- 110 KI1S.-15, Summerhill Ed., Dalttord,
[9840

Arno.

AHIEI,
gi'irr

Seen, Mni
S.K.

AltXO 1915 Ji.h.p., S.A. Imh gear, C.H.
H r->. ..t... ! litiou ns new, complete

West.. 11, 86, li..|rii..iit St., Soiithpoit.

Auto. Wheels
iTT(i.\\iii;i;i„

i'(i-\\iit:i-,i. .1.. I,.

Bat.
i.p., e:

'.O., Eastbourne

A
A^'
size Fla.-e, .N,\\ .=,,

AUTO-WHlOia,.
slock, l.riin.l

..Iil...slt.' lllviiilila. 1

BAT f,.nihinnli..r

Furd. immisite

B
SOLE Birniii

Co., Astu

BAT Bh.p.,
coach si.

St. South, H;il

BAT-.T.A.P.
slroni K.-

trial; £80.- \V., 65, Ethelred St.,

-I015 Bat-.Tap r.-.liiliiuati.i.i, eii.f

Suam
Weill

and

[9799

xcel-
liel-

[9309

dc Luxe; £25; In
s, Simpson, and Co,.

[9515

,fc delivery.—Lc

Sole

(1003

agent,
[8624

Bat Agents, The Premier Motor
Phone: Central 4310. [7706

drive, countershaft gear, clutch,
£75.—Collier's Motorics, Union

' - [9532

7I1.P. rorabinalii
id ckr

C.B., 3 speed Arm-
splen.li.l conditiim,
Kenniugton, S.E.

[1015
., Klax..n, 3 lamj.s.

;d p.' 169, l!.l ,

£116.-30, I\Iarket St.

ion de Luxe, perfect
do 50 m.p.h., 3-speed, chain-
clutch, 2-speed countershaft;
Mawfrith, Rochdale. [9693

B^t^
2-speed K.S.r. ge.

6h.p., 3-speed, handle stiirt.

Beardmore,
(West) and Cheshirc-Beardmoro'

e most advanced and practical motor
.-Enquiries invited by J. Blake- and

Liverpool. [6575

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, are old Blarl;-

burno .agents, nnd invite emjuiries. [X7945

QTANLEY BUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wigjit

ERIC WILLIAM
Earlv delivery

gatei Worcester.

BLACKBURNE 4h. p.

105 sns.-Longnia:
Tel.: Ealing 6S9.

TONES' Gaia

le Wnrcf
ud 3h.p.

arly delivery. [5297

ter Blacklniriie agent,

-

models.-12. The I'oie-

[XI 494

Parade, North Fi

special
luswell U
chley.

OS., 17, Bond St., E:ilinK.

[9973

agents for Blackburnes.
II, iSMO, and Woi«1si.le

B
tion B

LACKBURNE Nev
.sidec.ir. ready tni

Jd., South Kensii

nd Wi

liyi.p. Combination, Milhnrd
elivery.-Edwards, 7, Exhilii-

)n. [951B

for Blackburne. . Place yonr
o secure good delivery.—Apply.
iridge St., Cambridge. [83IV

:w 1920 4h p. models actually
premium required.-Chandler
Hitchin. Herts. Thone; 165

'[0062

19^ 4h.p. Blackburne; immediate deliverv
list price. Book now Jor 4h.p. and 8

models. - Sunningdale ilotors, Ltd., Sunningc
Surrey? [£

BLACKBURNE 41i.p., uerv December, 3-speed com
shaft, kick starter, fullv equipped, nnscratched.

faultless: good reason tor selling: £110. or ne:n.

Donisthorpe, 22, Fourth Av., Seily Park, Eiuuiioil:

til lettejs relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dnte of
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

November, little used: best offer over £105
mediate delivery.—Treeby, Llewellyn House, Basset St.,

Camborne. [9301

Bown.
-Immediate delivery 2-speed 2-

;ight; £65.—Frank Wbit-
139, "New St., Birmingham. [1137

1Q19 (late) Bown-Villiers 2-stroke, electric lamps,
Jt-tJ mechanical horn, leg-shields, many improve-
;,r.ents. spare belt; £55, or near offer.—Elliott, Fron
Deg, Talybont, Talycain, N. Wales. (D) [1097

Bradbury.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—

4h.p. Bradbury, 1911; £40. [9931

4h.p. Bradbury, Bosch, U. and B., Whittle belt, N.S.U.
gear; cheap.—98, Napier Ed., West Ham. rX3360

BHADBUEY, 4h.p., splendid condition, clutch, tvres
as new.-84, Olive Ed., Upton Park, E.13. [9363

£58;
[9656

ntershaft, kick
ve, Canoelet sidecar, storm apron,

brand new, at makers' price; £147/5.—Wiikins, Simp-
son and Co., opposite Olyuipia, London. [9512

1 20 Model Bradbury 4lih.p., bought new August,

Brough.

SOLE Birmingham Brough Agents,
Motor Co., Aston Ed.

Official Dealer;

The Premier
[7707

3, and Isle of
Blake and Co.,

d Manchester. [6588Liverpool

BEOUGH, 1915, H.O. twin model, h.c. Sturmey-
Archer 3-syeed, olutch, and K.S., just thoroughly

overhauled and rebushed, tyres like new; 80 gus.—
Hutchinson, High St., Boroughbridge. [9434

Brown.
BROWN SVjh.p. Combination, Druid forks, B. and

B., Bosch, Osborne pulley gear, good condition;
£37.-38, Hopedale Ed., Charlton Rd., S.E.7. [9823

B.S.A.

1Q19 B.S.A. 41/lH.p., Model H., brand new condition.XU —143, Peckham Eye, S.E. [9600

4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speec
£75.-22, Clapha

countershaft, condition as new;
Ed., Kennington Gate, S.W.9.

[9786
"I 4il5 E.S.A., 3-speed, lamps, speedometer, and spares,
J-*' tyres good; £65; deposit—Hird, Jeweller, Ulver-
ston. [9858

B.S.A., foot start, clutch, lamps, horn, tools, good
condition; £52.—William, 54, Dundonald Ed.,

Wimbledon. [9350

JONES' GarfifS, wecial agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, K.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [0030

B.S.A. 3i^h.p. T.T.. variable pulley, fast, fully
equipped, conditioti excellent; £50.—61, Nether-

hall Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.3. [1021

B.S.A., 1919, 4yh.p., chain-cum-belt .model, fitted
with special siticcar, all accessories and spares.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3485

B.S.A. 1920 Brand New Model E, B.S.A. best side-
ear, powerful C.A.Y. electric lighting; 145 gns.-

116, Askew Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [9565

B.S.A., Sept., 1919, with eoaclibuilt sidecar, complete
with Klaxon horn, lamps, and mirror.—Apply,

Wolley, Abcott House, Clungunford, Shropshire. [9407

B.S.A. 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, 3-speed, J.A.P.
engine, in splendid order; £135.—Elce and Co.,

15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067
-1 015 B.S.A. 4Mh.p., all-chain, 3-speed and kick start,
-Ltf good tyres, and perfect condition throughout;
£77.-Fraser, 2, Eandolph Cliff, Edinburgh. [X3422

B.S.A. Specialists.—All replacements in stock- B.S.A.
sidecars in stock.—The County Cycle and Motor

Co., Broad St., Bumingham. T.A. : Comocyco, Bir-
mingham. [7753

B S.A.
cha

4i/,h.p., 1916, 3-speed, ki
in-cnni-belti, coachbuilt Jii_

der; £90.-Byott, Broadway, Snakes La

starter, clutch,
deci

- . - .. , Wood-
lord Green. [9269

~|Q19 B.S.A., Model K, and Canoelet heavy sidecar,
-•-«^ Cowey speedometer, P.E.S. head lamp, tool kit,
etc., good condition; £120; Greenwich.—Box 7,042,»c;o
The Motor Cycle. [9616
T ATE 1919 B.S.A. 4'/ih.p. Combination, accessories

' ' ctured, mileage 500; trial Saturday
aftei

Twyn

'^OR MOTORISTS

87-91, John Bright St,

'Phone; 66a Mid. 'Graph: "Lytcar, B'ham."

Where can you beat

this list ofAgencies?

A.J.S
ENFIELD
TtilUMPH
JAMES
HUNBER
EDMUND

INDIAN
NORTON
ZENITH
ROVER
NEW IMPERIAL
CALTHOfiPE

CONNAUGHT METRO TYLER

I have large contracts with
all these famous makers,
and all orders placed with
me will be executed in
strict rotation. Don't court
disappointment by delaying
.YOUR order.

Increased business demands
increased space, and I ana at
present engaged in alterations
and extensions that will place
my showrooms among the finest

in the Kingdom,
,

These alterations include:—Vast
new ground-floor showroom

—

7,8oo sq. feet—where it will be
possible to show my large stock
to the best advantage.

Service Depot, 14-22, Severn
Street, where I shall be in a
position to give my clients un-
limited service, and where they
may be sure of the attention
and courtesy upon ' which my
business has been built up.

See

P. J. EVANS
before deciding on a
Motor Cycle and get the
advice of an Expert.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
as.A.

7013 SVih.p. B.S.A.' Combination, waterproof BoBc
-•-«' B. and B. carburetter, Dunlbp tyres, Dunlop 1»
all r- '' '

'

Lyn

"D.S.A. 1916 Combination, 4.'4h.p., 3-speed counte
-«-' shaft gear, all chain, electric and gas lamp
speedometer, mechanical horn, wind screen, tools, ai
insurance, trial given after 1 Saturdays; 110 gns.
176, Ardgowan Ed., Catford, S.E.' [10;

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 4Vih.p., 3-spe(
gear box, clutch, kick start, special spring cni

all-chain drive, Binks carburetter, extremely fas
ready lor touring, guaranteed; price 78 gns.—Barrin
ton, 14, Arundel Rd., Croydon. [10:

OFFBES Invited.-1917 B.S.A. 4y4h.p., Model 1

Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, mileage 2,00
wind screen, spring cu.shion, coverall, luggage gri

petrol carrier, 3 lamp sets, F.R.S., Lucas horn, spare
a,-: new, carefully -used; letters only first instance.—12,
Mount Pleasant Ed., Ebbw Vale, Mon. [lOf

Eoad head light, tail lamp, and Lucas sidecar
with separate generator, all lamps brand new, Veei
nnieter. Klaxon, spare new lin. Dunlop belt wi)
fastener, tools, , etc., smart machine; £150, bo offer

and no dealer.s.—Write for full particulars. Box 1, Ci

The Motor Cycle. [X341
Calthorpe.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoa Lane, Fleet St., London.-
2?ih.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1914; £45. [992

Rd., Brixton. [977

CALTHORPE 1920 2'l4h.p. 2-stroke, Enfield 2-speet

in stock; £66/11.—Wilkins and Co., 635-7, Eccli

sail Rd., Sheffield. [104

CALTI-IOEPE 2Silh. p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, horn, tool

new tvres and belt; any trial; £40, or nearest.

-

1, Othello St., Liverpool. (970

CalTHOKPE 2-stroke, 2V4h.p., Enfield 2-6peed, bran

new, at makers' price, £66/3.—Wilkins. Sinipso

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. - [951

CALTHORPE-PRECISION, 2-5peed, excellent cond
tion fully equipped, ride away; £28; Saturda

afternoon or appointment.—'Phone : Central 461

Giblin, 143, Crossbrook St., Waltham Cross. (108

CALTHOEPE-PEECISION 4i!Sh.p., 1914-15, 2-sp«
countershaft, clutch, Bosch, B. and B., lampi

horn, etc., good condition ; trial ; 45 gns.-Write, Jami
son, Merton House, St. Bride's Av., Fleet St., B.C.4.

[922

Campion.
CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, 3V2h.p., 3-spe«<

clutch, .almost new; £58.-57, Kenbury St., Cok
harbour Lane, ' Camberwell. [996

Carfield.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
2;ih.p. Garfield, new, 1920 model : £59. [993

Cedos.

CEDOS.—The finest 2-stroke ever produced ; ladite

gentlemen's; order now for spring delivery.—

J

Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor cycl

dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [657i

Centaur.

CENTAUR 3Voh.p., just thoroughly overhauled, nfil

Bosch mag.~and clutch,- Amac carburetter, perfec

running order; £35.—Central Motor Workf, Epsom.
(IDS'

Chater-Brown.
Chater-Brow-n, clutch, T.T., Fischer rang,

mac. Pedley, Brooks, Druids, all h.li.c, olii

footboards, speedy ; £36.—Thomson, 59, Lod
don Rd., Croydon, Surrey. [113,

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blake am
Co., leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool' aD(

Manchester. (6571

CHATER-LEA 2'jih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke. in stock

£67.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, "'

Birmingham.

O2

[11*

arrief

r Soi

wood, S.E.

Chater-Lea-Jao.
CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 234h.p., Bosch, perfect order

£30.-6, CUflsea Grove, Leigh, Essex. [9261

CHATER-LEA, 4y:.h.p. JCA.P., Sturmey-Archer 3

speed hub, coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order

£100.—Pullin, Coalpit Heath, Gloucester. (989!

Clyno.

, 2-stroke, 2-speed model in stooh

JX360;

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London
supply new 1920 2,'2h.p. Clynos; £70. [993'

LYNO 6h,p., 3-speed, new lamp, horn, t^pare wheel
' £90.-26, Harrington Eil, S.\V.9. (927iC^I;

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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rtOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

'O C'lmibilUltion. 2-slt0C(I. cllltfll. Icick stjltei;

i![». -I'lnltoiiw, Clitfsen Grove, LeiBli, Kssnx.
(9262

61i I). Clyno Combination, 3-3peod, clutch, kirk-

tnrtiT, splendid condition; £120.—6S, Solon
iKton. [9772

O.—Now 1920 2-'*poQd 2-stroko models actually
stock.-Chandler. Royre and Williams, Hiloliin,

'Plion'o : 165 Hitchin. [OOes

Are .\K6nts for Clyno. Place your order

th us to secure good delivery.—Apply, Kiiig
rper, 6. Hridgo St., Ciimhridge. [8519

, Wir.LIAMS, tho Worcester Clyno agent.-
mediate deiiverv 1920 liBlitweishts, eoiiiliiniitious

rinB.-12. TliB lAiresate, Wonester. [Xl")91

1920 2.stroke. 2-speed and clutch: £70;
md new, actually in stock at maker.s' price,—
, Simpson, and Co., opposite Olymjiia, London.

[9514
I.iKlitweiRlit in stock. Orders hookeil in nit:i-

u. Clyno combinntion orders booked in rototmu,
from Marcli.-Eotbwell and Milboume. Cow-

irage, Malveru. [6185

1913 Clyno Combination. laid up through
k starter, gears, coaehbiiilt sideciir, and Ian
argain, £80, or nearest; etamps for rep
oodleigb, Barnstaple. [9249

5-6h.p., 2-speed, K.S., enclosed Bosch,
iac carburetter, practically new heavy Dunlop
wheel, front, rear lamps, generator, enamelling
.ting good, condition good throughout, smart
roe; accept £65,—N., 32, Somerbv Rd.,

[1092

Coulson.
SON B 254h.p.. 2.speed model, in stock,
lyern Agents, Woodyatt, Ltd., Malvern. [3865

30N B.—The ideal spring frame.—Enquiries
ited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cycle
of Liverpool and Manchester. [6578

Coventry Eagle.
NTRY EAGLE-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, and
k start, in stock; £79,'16.—Louis G. Ford,
G.P.O., Eastbourne.

, [1009

NTHY EAGLE, 25ih.r. J.A.P., with 2-speed
1 kick starter; 76 gas.; immediate delivery.—
I'hitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

[1139
Diamond.

J WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model
monds.—Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [XS622
HEALT, Cork, official Diamond agent—Ro-
onal delivery. No premiums accepted. [6487

OND, new 1920, 2l,.'>h.p. J.A.P., -in stock- £75
dwards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington.

[9518
WILLI.\]VI3. the Worcester Diamond a^ent,-
livery January of theso famous lightweights —" '- ^

[X1492Foregate, Worcester.

Douglas.
N HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas Special

'ombination, 1920 model; 1145.

Solo, 1920 model, clutch and kick starter; £90

Solo, 3-speed model W. ; £86.

2-speed W.D. Model: £80.

took Everything you retjuire for your Douglas

.^oodstock St. (oft O.^cford St.], Bond St;, W 1
•hone: Mayfair 6559. [0012
Doriglns. 1915. 2-speed, in good order; £52.-
,_Hrgh St.. Tooting. [9665
t'AS 1915 25:,h.p., 2.speed, perfect; £65.-87.
ro Ed., Wood Greeu. [9609
ICAS, 2-Epeea

; £36/10; ride aivav.-16, St
y Abbott's Te:race, Kensington. ' (9507

\[JAS, 1915, 2 speeds, very nice mount; £50 —
3, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [9634
i4h.p. Douglas, new, guaranteed in pericpt
der; £85.-2a, Si,itova Ed., Balham. [9503
iCAS 2\h.s.. 1916 W.O. .iliodel, 2-speed- £54

, Xownsheud Ed., Richmond, Surrey. (9302
'jAS 1920 Models, order early from sole
t.—Longman, 97, Fisherton, Salisbury. [8621

"'i!kS-
Douglas, 2.speed, W.D. model, not rid-

:
200 miles; £68.-Eeynolds,,Melbourn, Cambs.

'''^?,^v','^-I'- ^'-D- model, splendid condition-
—15, Mervan Ed., Ettra Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.

'A,S 1914 254hp.. 2-speea, thoroughlv sound"
-Messiter, Vicanigre, Kingswinlord, Dudley.

VI, „ n 1 „ ,
[X3450

%n.p. Douglas. 2-spced. free, fully equipped -

gns.-^o £;.„.,„. 1... x,_. ^ , ,- -^ .j'.f.. _-19, Streatley Rd., Brondesbury, N.W6'
[9917

Specialities.

Genuins

Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

THANK
their numerous customers
for the consideration and
indulgence extended to them
during the difficult period

of removal from LONDON
to New Offices, Warehouse,
and Works at CROYDON.

Delays have unavoidably
occurred during the past

two weeks occupied in

removal, but increased staff

facilities and better working
conditions will ensure the

utmost promptitude and
attention to all enquiries and
orders, in as far as the un-
settled conditions existing

in the labour and raw ma-
terial markets will permit.

As soon as the Works are
in fall swing it is hoped that
Stocks will be increased to
such an extent that de-
liveries can always be made
immediately on receipt of
order.

Many new lines are in

course of production, and
customers should therefore

ask for their name to be
added to the mailing list for

new catalogues as issued.

OUR AIMS ARE
BEST QUALITY AND DESIGN.
INCREASED PRODUCTION.
PROMPT DELIVERIES,
NO COMPLAINTS.

Will all Customers kindly note

CHANGE OF ADDRESS,

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, EIMG.
Telephones

:

Telegrams

:

CROYDON "KEYAGE"
2225 & 2226. CROYDON.

MOTOR CVCLESTp<r«f BVljifi-''

Douglas,
4h.p. DoURlas. 3-spoed, new (-ondition, £75: f '.B.

'

sidecar, £20.--^, Clmroli Rd,, Willesdon, S.W.
19662

T~VOUGLAS 1920 4h.P. Combination, In stock.—Wil-
J-' kins and Co., 63S-7, EcclesaU Rd., Shcflleld.

^^ [1041
T~J0rfiLAS 2')ili.n., 2-8peo<l, tyres almost new; £48:
-L' alter 6.-4, Kereley St., Battersea Pork, S.WMl.

[9443
D,OUGLAS a-Yili.p., 2-«[ieed model, recently over-

laiuled, fully eanipped.—rnrker's, Br^i-lshawKnte,
lioltoii. * [9241

1 Q14 (late) 2-)41).p. Dongia*, in extra pjod condition,
--«' eiiual to new; 49 gn«.—11, May St., Newport,
Mon. [9696

DOUGLAS 2"»;ii.p., 1911, sinKy gear, nr»t-clii»« con-
dition ; £25.-liradbeer, l'';iir Vi.-w, Friday St.,

llineliead. [9573

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p., 3-8peed, K.S., perfect condi-
tion: £90.—Chnney, 122, London Bd., Kingston-

on.Thamas. [9867

Rd., Cambridge.

High Ed., Lee. S.E

Aston Rd., Bir

condition,
44, Hilla

[1D75

[5541

kick starter, good condi-
-The Premier Motor Co.,

[9967

tedT*i70.
0. Drake, Sutton, Ely.

1 Q 15 Douglas 2')ih.p., 2 speeds, new
-L«7 and tube; £65; call after 7 p
Sq., Goswell Bd., E.C.I.

spare tyre
.—30, King

[9731

E.C. 'Pljone: City 4191.

daries Mansic

Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50.

[1038

-p. combination
ioft'at, Douglas

, [1103

£90.—Bell En!
Works, Bell St., Maidenhead.

North, Watford. ' [9335

QiLh.p. Douglas, 1916-17, replated «nd enamelled,
^4 as new, perfect running order; £68.—Griffin.

Coombend, Radstock, Somerset. [0103

DOUGLASES.—Call at Smith's for yonr ne.\t

Douglas.-Smith'a, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppo-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0093

D.OUGLAS 23,ih.p., 2-speed, overhauled ind re-euani-

elled makers' colours, eanal to new; £50.—Owen,
59, Scholefleld Bd., HoUoway. [X3452

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, in stock; 1915
2»/4h.p. models, £50 and £53.-Edwards, 7, Ex-

hibition Ed., South Kensington. [9517

Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow,

DOUGLAS ^SJii. p., 2-speed, nncrated
lately perfect, well equipped, as

Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.

i2, Beeehwood Av.,

3h.p. Do
'WA head

[9816

Oct., abso-
; £65.-60,

[9486

speeds, Amac, engine
enings or Saturday.-

Thornton Heath. (9775

_las, as new, complete with speedometer,
head and tail-lamps, horn, etc.; price £62.—

Wallet, 39, Xork St., Baker St., W.C. [9374

£100,

19^

-25, Ashmore Rd., Paddingto

2^;ih.p. Dougla*?, unused, complete with lamp,
horn, and tools; best offer over £80.-Morris,
Germain St., Farnworth, Bolton. [9268

,, perfect condition,
what offers?—John-

near Leicester. [9356Kibw

03.h.p. Douglas 2-speed, W.D. model
'W4 new, £59; or fully eauipped £67; bei"

-189, North End Ed., West Kensington.

jih.p., 2-speed,
tion, nearly new tyres, lamps,

Melrose Ed., Meiton Park, S

appearnce as
B 4 p.m.

[9478

perfert oondi-
essorles, etc.

:

[9641

naker,

Anderson, 125, High St., Merton, S.W.19.

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

IQI6 Douglas, W.D. model, 2-speea, splendid con-
X«/ dition, very fast, lamps, etc.; after 7 o'clock.

—

Tandy, 122, College Rd., Bromley, Kent. [9678

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.r. Combinatfon ; £145, pins car-

ri:if?e; immediate delivery,—Arthur Horsfield
(MotOK-), Ltd., 19-20, North Audley St., W.l. [9228

1 Ql5 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, new Dunlop heavy
-1-^ and Hutchinson, Amac, original enamel, excel-
lent condition; £55.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [9771

OUGLAS 2%h.v-, 1915, tip-top condition through-
out, enamelling and plating like new : first 56 gne.

seiuies.— 216, Corporation Ed., Newport, Mon. [9595

DOUGLAS 2yili.p., W.D., 1919, perfect condition
tliinugliout, mileage 4,000, lamps, horn, toole,

.spares; £70.-Cox, 76, St. John's Ed., Oxford. [9451

DOUGLAS, 1920, 2?4h.p., 2-speed; £80 plus car-

ii:ige; immediate delivery.—Arthur Horsfield
(Motors), Ltd., 19-20, North Audley St., W.l. [9227

-| Q20 Douglases.-By one who knows; delay is

i-tJ dangerous.— Order yours now from the Douglas
Sreci;dist, Gibb. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS 2!!ih.p., 2-speea, uncrated July, 1919
equipped, perfect and unscratched; £62.— Dentist

216, Portobello Ed., North Kensington, W. [X3356

OUGLAS 234h.p., 1916, new 1916, 3 speeds,
ck tyre, perfect condition, very fast, all n'

series; £60.-146, Widmore Ed., Bromley, Kent. [9377

QMITH'S for Second-hand 1916 234h.p. Donglases
^^ overhauled, from 50' gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haver
stoi'k Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0092

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combination, just been c

liauled, new tyres, lamps, spares, etc.; £110;
1)6 (;eeu by appointment.— 5, Thoruhill Ed., Croydc

[9449
DOUGLAS 2?lh.p., 3-speed, kick starter, actual

Olympia show model; 100 gns.—Longman Bro
387, Uxbridge Ed., Acton. 'Phone: Chiswick 1578.

DOUGLAS, 2?-Ah.j:,., 2-specd model, completely ovi
hauled and renovated, fully equipped with all

spares; £65.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X3483

4h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, clutch, kick stai-ter, top-hole
condition, also motor cycle shed; the lot £85.—

W.. 2, Sylvan Ed., Forest Gate, E.7 (by appointment
only). [9560

1014 Douglas, thoroughly overhauled,, good condi-
-*-«^ tion, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, and equipment; £48.—
C.B., 20, Bathcoole Parade, Tottenham Lane, Horn-
sey. [9657

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, 3-EDeed, kick
start, lamp, etc., splendid outfit, only -wants

seeing; £100 for quick sale.—S5a, Upper Tooting Ed.,
S.W. (9232

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1919, good condition, complete with
lamps, speedometer, horn ; £106 ; seen Saturday,

or bv appoiutment.—Holmesdale, Hndley Wood, Barnet.
Herts. [9764

1 Q19 Douglas 2%lh.p., new October, very little used,
-L^ P. and EL. lamp set and Douglas .spares, guar-

£73.—Eohinson, Fulbourne,
[9778

1 Q19 Douglas, 2%h.-p., for sale, nearly new, electric
-fi-»^ lighting. Klaxon horn, unpunctured tvres,' disc
wlieels; £90, or offer.-Shaw, Spade Oak, Bourne End.
Bucks. [9344

1 Ql5 4h.p. Douglas Combination, special 2-seater
-Lt/ sidecar, complete Tvith kick start and electric
lighting outfit; £85.-'V'irgo, 166, High St., Houuslow.
'I'hone: 125. [9497

DOUGLAS 1915 2yili.p., 2-speed, nc
tuhes, and belt, recently overhauled

Older; fSO.-Dr Talbot, District Inflr
uiuler-Lyne.

7 tyrei

good innnnjB
.\sllton-

[9492

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
.supply new 1920 Douglas machines, solo and

sidecar combinations; also 2i4h.p. lady's Douglas,
1917, £75. [9938

DOUGLAS 1916 S'-ih.p., in most excelitional condi-
tion, just overhauled, tank re-enamelled makers'

colours; £55; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley,
Raylcigh, Essex. [9743

D,OUGLAS 2«ih.p., 1916, W.D., uncrated July last,
long copper exhaust, buffer spring forlcs, horn,

tools, insurance, excellynt condition ; £70.—Emsley, 22,
jMorley Rd., Doncastei'. (D) [9575

Oih.p. Douglas, Bosch, thoroughly overhauled, fully
f^4 equipped, new crankshaft, etc., appearance as
new; genuine bargain, £46, or nearest ofi'er.-236, Cale
donian Rd., King's Cross. [9428

ACTUALLY in Stock for immediate delivery (no pre-
mium), brand new-4h.p. Doiiglas combination;

" cheque secures.—Edwards and Parry, 4. Blenhei
St., Bond St. Mayfair 2666.

1Q19 2'^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed,
J-tf end September, 2 lainp.s,
all new, bike looks brand new

;

l''ox Lane, Palmer's Green, N,

DOUGLAS.—We have a number ol new and second-
liand 2'j4h.p. models in stock. Please call and

inspect.—Bice and Co., Douglas Agents 15-16, Bishops-

[6233

received from makers
speedomclier. Klaxon,
nust sell; £80.-199,

[9307

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British
Excelsior iVIotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agentsfor Triumphs,
B.S.A., Clyno, Enfield s,

Calthorpes, Aliens, A.B.C.s,
Matchless, Rudge, etc.

IMMEDIATE
DEI-IVERV.
New Machines.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR 1920 2^ h.p. s-
stroke, 2-speed gear, £63 16s., plus
carriage from works.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR 1920 2^ h.p. 2-

stroke, 2-speed gear, clutch and kick-
starter, £69 175. 6d., plus carriage
from works.

BLACKBURNE rg20 4 h.p., £110, plus
carriage from works,

DCAMOND 1920 2j h.p,, £55, plus car-
riage from works.

HARLEV- DAVIDSON 1920 7-9 h.p.,

iModel J., complete with electric
lighting set, horn, speedometer,
£183 18s. 8d.

HARLEY - DAVIDSON 1920 7-9 h.p..

Model F., £169 16s. 3ll. Acetylene
lighting set and speedometer, £15 8s.
extra.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4 h.p., Jlodel
W., £135 6s. Acetylene lighting
set and horn, £8 5S. Speedo-
meter, £7 3S.

CALTHORPE-JAP 1920 25 h.p., ch. drive,
2-speed, £67 12s.

New Canoelet, Watsonian,
A.J.S., Millford, and Swan

Sidecars in Stock.

Used Machines.
SUNBEAM Combination, late 191 6 S h.p.

Model, £130.
JAMES 1919 4i h,p., £95.

JAMES 1919 5-6 h.p. Combination, .very

fully equipped, £135.

B.S.A. 1919 4i h.p. Combination, in first-

rate condition, £130.
B.S.A. 1916 4i h.p. Combination, sound

condition, a bargain, £95.

RUDGE-MULTI 1919 3J h.p. Combina-
tion, nice condition, well equipped,
£100.

IVY igig 2! h.p. 2-stroke, £60.

NEW IMPERIAL 1918 6 h.p. Combina-
tion, speedometer, etc., £130.

All the abovs Second - hart J
Machines are in thoroughly
sound condition, and many are
very fully equipped Write tO'

day for detailed description of
any machine or combination
that interests you—and remem-
ber, there is no PROFITEER.
tNG AT TAYLORS.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.

tVholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C 1.

Garage—Tottenham Court Hoad-
'Phone—Museum, 12-10.

Telefirama — " Uyiiametro, Weatcent, London."

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

rxOTJGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed KS
-•-' 'Venus sidecar on Douglas chassis, locker, wii
screen, new model tank and drip feed- £100, or ne
offer.—40, Queen's Ed., East Grinstead. [921

"1Q20 2JJh.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear (no clutch
--*^ latest type forks and tank, undershield, et-

£86, plus carnage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35. Grf
St., Cambridge. <, Tel. : 995. T.A. : Bicycles. [loi

DOtTGLAS '2%h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, excellent con-
tion, tyres, lamps, etc., good; ride away; call c:

Saturdays from 1 p.m. until 6 p.m. ; nn dealers.—4e
Sullington Lane, Storrington, near Pulborough. [9:

33h.p. Douglas, W.D. model, just
4 (makers' colours), new tyres fitted,

lighting set, very fast and reliable machine,_spl(
condition; £46.-171, Camberwell Grove, S.E.

-| Q 20 Douglas 2%',h.p., 3-speed, kick start, hand'^foi
-L*^ trolled clutch, lamps, horn, and tools couiplpt
condition absolutely new, as received from makers lai

month; £96 nett.— 120, Momiment Ed., Binningllarj

[X34£

IT Appears Eidiculous to -Advertise when you
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the I

birds. Place your order at once if you want 'A
liverv.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenhaii
Bristol. [001

1IQ20 2?»'h.p. Douglas, 3-speed gear, hand cnntrolli
JL^ clutch, kick starter, latest type forks and tan

;

undershield, etc; £90, plus carriage.—Robinson
Garage, 32-35, Green St., Camhridgi
T..4. : Bicycles. [WC

BOUGLAS (Oct., 1918) 4h.p. Combination, elSlti

cally equipped. Klaxon, new condition, £120,''iil I

1915 254b. p. touring model, clutch, kick starter, 1

shields, unused 3 years, £60.-72, Longridge Ed., Eflr:

Court. Western 1344. ""' '

"I 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new Dec.
^iy unscratched, latest type clutch, 3 lamps, 2
rators, spare tyre, etc., not done 800 miles;
going abroad with regiment; £145.—Lt. Barriugto i

Clovelly, Junction Rd., Andover. [M'.
j

19^
premises for

carriage.
bridge.

Robii
mediate delivery; £145. plus crate ai

:

son's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Dit

995. T.A. : Bicycles. [10(

T.T. Douglas, 2^h.p., 1916, OTerhauled, euamelle
,

ami-Tie new, very fast, lamps, 2 horns, footboaH
j

knee grips, toole, pump, etc., aluminium cliain oas

new tank, tvree, tubes and belt eseellent; £77/10, i

offers.—Speueer, Castle St., Trowbridge. [X33.'

TO 15 Douglas, 2-speed, tourist model, with fpc

Xt/ boards, £42; another, 1915. 2-3peed.

model, £48; both good running order and makei
colours; or exchange both for good combination.

436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.X. [99:

Tj 019 '^h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered iSTovembc

'

i-v latest type clutch, under 300 miles, Enstinff, 1

lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, tools, iiiaanw

policy; officer going abroad; perfect; £150; inspeotio

-Richardson, Hyde Court, Chalford, GIos. [861

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1917-18, like new, Thomson-Be
nett, Amac, tyres all new; accept £85, or e

change C.B. combination or high-power solo, oaah a

ihstment, wanted to pay debt^Apply by^ letter
,__

D
158, Lnndell's Ed., E. Dulwich, S.E.22.

OUGLASES. 1920 models.—The noted ho«^

the South for early deliverii

and stockists for Douglas machines only
11 years.—Sole District Agents, Thompson
408, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth. 'Phone : 710,5.

W
Duzmo.

Book vouT orders nOAv with Glassborow?.

Grove, Leigh, Esses. [92!

DUZMO 3y-h.p. Single and Sh.p. Twin. OrdMF
strict rotation. Deliveries commence Feb

All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Lea
Seed, 16. John Daltou St.. Manchester.

BALLAED'S Motors, 92, Gloucester Ed., .

iKensington 6312), Duzmo distributing age'SI

London, Middlesex, Surrey, Hertford; and Bc'L

shire. Trade euQuiries invited. All models. 0[.Ofl:

Elswiok.

ELSWICK 2Voh.p., 2-stioke, 1915, -perfect; fJO.'

25, Clitherow Av., Hanwell, W.7. '"''

"1014-15 2'/>h. p. Elswick Precision, waterproof B<^cl

-L*y B. and' B., good tyres, just overhauled at *0?

of £10, nice little lightweight; cash or deposit -JJSJ^

offers.—Jarvis, Coates, Cirencester.

-

Empirg.
23h.r. Empire Motor Cycle, 1919 T.D.C. ea

4, speed gear Ijox, semi T.T.. fast, reliable, v

light sidecar ; £43.—Chamberlain, Desborough.

Enfleld.

ENFIELD 1920 Models, order early from sole a|«»'

Longman, 97, Fisherton, Salisbury.

ENFIELD 1914 C.B. Combination, all aci^essotif!

£90.-C.S., 14, Swiiton Ed., Bow, E.3. [970

B22 All letters relating to aUvertiscments should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the Issue.
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)TOR CYCLliS POR SALE.
GnBcld.

Ili.i). K.nnt'M, iwpiiUy overlmiiled, i-onilili.'ii

Jlont; i:60.-Lc>bb, Jii, l.nlor St.. I'"ulli>""

[1033
LT) Gli.p. Coinbittntion. 2 ^peotlii, foiidiUu.i i\-'

; £115.—Lumiou Bond Gunige, Lejiuiiiit'+'-'

[9230
nov;il Eutiold, iVih.p., 2-!<t;rokp, 2•^| 1,

iiw, licirn, tociis. lis new; £65.-Wi'«l, Ilnii!ii.t 1,

[9390

'HOI'E'.S, 9. Slioo Uno, Ploot St.. London.
Add I'ombiniitions, 1916, 1917. 1918, 1919.

[9941

r.D 61i.i». Combination, sidendid conditiun,

ixto

.Mil

quick 311I0, £90.-96.
19611'

K'llll'

Wuoilsido I'l lilr,

[0031

Boyiil Eiiflt'ld Couibimitiou. {iccessoiies. pvi-

t; wliHt u«era?-Chilterus, Clitfaen fjnne,
sex. [9257

L!) single-cyl.. good tyres, magneto needs rc-

il £10 for immediate sale.—45, Duke St..
Thames, v [1006

loyal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, excellent con-
'o'l; trial; £130.-Tlie Studio, Diaycott Hd..
Wilts. [9476

n Combination. 1917-18. fl35; ditto 1913,
small, £98/10.-Hali' " " '

South. Hillifilx.

Motor

eh.]].,

95.-145.
LD Comliiuation,
idid condition

Tlioiie : 946.

Snflcld Coacbbuilt Combinatii

biiuiie

[9533

concbbuilt,
s Ed., Tnn-

[9338

2 horns,
iverhauled; cost £150, take
Infield. [1091

LD 3b.p.. 1914. 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, like
mechanically perfect; 38 gns.—Simpson.
Park Rd., Fulbam, S.W. [9718

LD 6h.p. Combination. 1916. complete with
perfect. fllS; also 1917 ditto, £125.-40,

I Ed., Southfields, S.W. 18. [1076

oyal Enfield, tni
'bnretter, very last
High St., Ilminster.

LD 6h.p. Combina
lighting set; bar
anor Place, Wahvo

yl.. Bosch mag., Aiuiii'

10 offers; £35.-Mr. B

ion. J.A.P. engine, elec-
;ain. £115.—Seen. Manor
th Rd.. S.E. [9715

tion. hood,
£180,

3156,
)S. etc., not done 100 miles; £180.—C.S., 14,
Id., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E. 3156. [9707

LD 2Uh.p., November. 1919. mileage under
ance, etc., as new; £57.-
Upper Norwood. [9687

LD 1913 Combination, not used during war.
condition; seen by appoint-
7.071. c/o The Motor Cue''':

[IIT2

,_ . . ember,
lamps, horn, insurance
gate. Hawke Rd..

otfer.-

ENVIELD Combination,
led liy makers ; open to examination ; believed

Powell, Ltd., High St., Tunbrid-re
[1071

{oral Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speca, kick start,
nps. horn, perfect condition; £57; must sell
The Laurels, Minley Ed., Cove. Farnborough,

[X3377
LD 1912 2i4h.p., twin chain drive, almost
Dunlop studded tvres. in excellent condition

It; £35; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thunders-
[9744

ENFIELD, 3h.p., and Watsonian sidecar
leds, kick start, new tyres, smart combina

ntly overhauled: 64 gns.—Larkball Brewerv-
S.W. (9833

infield 6h.p. Combination, good tvres. Lucas
litiug set. mechanically perfect; £110; con-
adjustment for V-'-ton lorrv.-J. Winn Main

lam, Yorks. . [9435

nfield Combination, 6h.p., speedometer Lucas
.trie lighting set', Bosch, all aoce,«sories. per-

Margaretta Terrace
[9327

LD Combination, 6h.p., wicker, Boaeh water-
f, new B. and B., Lucas born and lamp, discs,
lops, fine condition; £95.-L. Watts, Court-
Qg Av., Limerick. ("9312

LD 19X4 Combination, hood. Cameo screenm seat, lamps, horn, spare tvre, tube, tools'
tour; £120, close offer.- 131, Regi-
Portsmouth. [9612

nfield 3i,'2h.p. Twin, good tyres, lamps, horn"" -' —-"•'- £65: Shepperton,
apply, Kwik

demobilised offici

Eastnev

excellent ,

—For tree introduction to ... „j,j,.,
te Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.'c,'"

' [9628

- 1918 8b.p.
horn, speedomet,

fast. ilTOj' also 1917' 6'h'p.°°EirT 1 _ ,
^ngi-fj^oj-g^ horn

Jnd, enamelled, as
Stockport. [987C

iination, 3 Lncas lamps, ^
id, thoroughly .overhauled

-Bissell, Bramhall, near

mhiw
Wo arc artu.illy llic largest buyers and

sellers of liist class machines in London. If

von are in need of a really first-class 1920
model, call 011 us, and you will get a quicker
delivery than elsewhere. Every machine
quoted below is for immediate delivery.

COMBINATIONS.

1920 8h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
lamps, all accessories Offers

ig:o MATCHLESS Combination. Just
delivered. Spare wheel, wind screen. Offers

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination. Just
uncrated .' .Offers

ic/zo 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL -J.A.P.
Combination Offers

ig^o 7-9 h.p. HARLEY Combination,
mag. model, complete with lamps,
wind screen, and horn List price

1920 B.S.A. Combination. Brand new —
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,
^ Lucas dynamo lighting set, wind
screen Offers

1919 3I h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
complete with electric lamps and
horn £165

1918 HARLEY Combination, fitted with ,1

1920 dynamo lighting set, T.T. bars,

sporting Sidecar. Real hot lot £165
J916 6 h.p. ENFIELD' Combination.

Lucas dynamo lighting set £135

19x9 A.J.S., Lucas dynamo lighting,

Henderson EH-e sidecar, spare wheel,
delivery August last.

SOLO MACHINES.

1920 SCOTT, brand new.
1920 brand New 4 h.p. twin horizontally

opposed HARLEY List price

1920 7-9 h.p. electrical model HARLEY.
List price

1920 TRIUMPH, countershaft model . . .Offers

1920 Isle of Man RUDGE Multi .. . . £105
igiS 3 h.p. twin ENFIELD, speedometer,

lamp=, and horn, original tyres, ex-

ceptional condition £75

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, brand new,
countershaft model, T.T. bars, spare
sprocket £115

1917 3.1 h.p. SUNBEAM, lamps nlj

1920 DIAMOND, 23 h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Enfield 2-speed gear List price

1917 8 h.p. ZENITH, countersh.itt model,
excellent condition £87

CARS.

CALTHORPE, 10 h.p., sp?cial racing
Brooklands model, aluminium body,
bucket seats, Brolt dynamo lighting

set. exceptionally smart little car . . . £453

igi6 Baby PEUGEOT, limousine, interior

drive, upholstered Bedford cord, 3-sp.

model, electric lighting . . .-. £283

We are London Agents for the famous
CASTLE 3-wheeler, coinpfete with dynamo
lightmgset, £250. Early deliveries guaranteed.

We are also London Agents for the HEN-
DERSON Elite Sidecar. Deliveries commence
this month.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LON^O.^, N.W 11

'Phone No. : Museum 3419

MOTOR CYCLES, FOfl. ^XJfli.,-,yj,

Hxcclslor. '

no. Fleet St.. London.
ExecUlor und hld'.-r

[99SS

Motor Co., Anton lid.. Biitiiinghiiin.

LANCASIIlnE, Cheshire, North Wale
only. -,Ani.limn I'.xrrlsior; en.niiri

and Co., Olli.ial De:

3ih.p. Excelsior,
2 countershaft

79.

1919, 3-speed S
model, hand clutch.
i; £100.-Poplars, Wellingl

L lllako

:r, 16586

y-Arciier

head lights, Lu
screen, Tan-Sad. magneto guard, perfect condition

;

£158/10.—Southern, Grocer. Gloucester. Tel.:
(9666

1920 An
X best viilii

for eiuly drlivc

Edwiiids and I':

2666.

BRITISH E
The liiilitv

the huudied i"

for di-liv.

field Pla

Excelsior represents
the

ith Swan
iheiin St.,

till

larket. Book now
de Luxe sidecar.—
Bond St. Moyfnir

[6234

1 .sfiiik for immediate delivery.

h a better finish thiin most of
v\\\,-it;lits. American Excelsior
-Forfield Motors, Xl-13. Fnr-

Slia. [X3448

1916 7-9h.p. CoacbbuiltAMERICAN Exc
Combination, clutch. Kick starter, completely

equipped with flood, screen, electric lighting, magni-
ficent condition; £135: deferred payments arranged.
—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [9738

AMERICAN Excelsior 1916 Combination. 7-9h.p.,
3-speed. hand and foot clutch, kick starter,

mechanical lubrication, torpedo sidecar, complete
lighting set, excellent condition throughout. 3 spare
tyres new. 2 spare chains, pump, tools; after 6 or
appointment; £110.—Grove 'Villa, Highfield, West By-
fieet, Surrey. [9679

AMERICAN TSxcelsior 1916 Combination, 7-9h.p., 3
speeds, clutch, kick starter, in perfect mechanical

condition throughout, fitted with Sandum sporting tor-

pedo sidecar, powerful acetylene lights, disc wheels,
Klaxon, in beautiful trim, excellent grey finish, very
fast and Jiandsome turnout ; any trial or examination

;

£110.-A. Rose, Highfield, Gainsborough. Tel.: 36.
[X3466

Fafnir.

FAFXIR, 3h.p., F.E., clutch, Bosch, B.B., copper
tank, new valves and guides, rubber studded

tyres, new tubes; £40; after 6.-10, Byrne Rd..
Balham. [1093

F.N.
5h.p., 4-eyI.. 2-speed. clutch, lamps, horn; £33.

' Well St., Hackney. [1030

1920

p.NJ

The Pi

and 2i/2h.p. 2-speed,
low booking Birmingham only.-

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7705

clutch Scott.-Foulger, Carleton St., Beechcliife,
ley. [9314

F.N. 4-cyl. model, complete with Millford sidecar.
£170; also 254h.p. shaft drive 2-speed light-

weight, £85.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St..

Birmingham. [1136
Harley-Davidson.

JACK HEALT. Cork, offlci.al Harley agent.-Ro-
tational delivery. No premiums accepted. [6488

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1915 model, with sidecar-
£125; in good order.-Brook Bros., Burniiam,

Somerset. [9394

St., Walsall. ' [S!3382

HAELEr-DA¥IDSON 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination,
etiual to new; price £145.—Aehbv House, York

Av., Hunstanton. [X3345

j
Earliest deliveries.

Q
i
ley. 'Phone; 1119.

SouthaU, Middlesex.

field. Greetland, Halifax

[9984

' Finch-
[9672

2-spe«d, lamps, etc., excel-
75 gns.—76, Western Rd..

[9419

EJBQBQHElElElQHaElHHQQtaBElBCaaElQElia

II letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at tlie end of eacfi advertisement, and the .date oi the i

ment.-137. Cambridge Rd^, S.W.19.

TWO Harley Khaki Combinations, any trial
pert examination; 170 gns. and 155

Stevens, 184, Pentonville Rd.. London, N.

dson 7-9h.p.. electric madel
ased, and well kept; 150 in

ot Ed., St. Helens, Lanes
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

TJARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Electric Model,

1 Q15 Harley-DaTidson Combination, professionally
J-*^ coach-painted latect khaki, superb condition;
£130, or near.—Rippingale, 20, Canterbury Kd., Croy-
don. [9051

HAELET-DAVIDSON Comliination, 7-9h.p.. 1915,
dynamo lighting', just back from complete over-

haul; £125; Saturday or Sunday.— 58, Ley St., lU'ord
Essex. [9093

H

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p., in fine nmning
order, new mag., new tyres, tools, spare inner tube,

eto. : fllO.—Chnpman, \Ye3tIield Tenacei Gawthorpe,
Ossett. [53443

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, 3-speed,
hand and foot clutch, extremely last, and in good

order; £100, or best offer.—Salvage and Sons, Fleet St.,

Swindon. [9751

\RLEY-DAV1D30N 7-9h.p. Combination, 1916-17
model, equipped with lamps, horn, speedometer,

screen; trial or examination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bclton.

'
- [X3484

HARIiEY, 4h.p. fiat twin, completely eqnippe
tuUy lun in, mileage iiiiout 500; seen in London

by appointment.—Oflers to Hovendeu, H.M.S. Stork,
Chatham. [9599

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson combination, 1919,

£ 185 ; also 1915 Harley-Davidson combination,
£157/10. [9940

HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination. 1915 electiic
model (delivered February, 1916), 1920 Binks,

good condition; £140, or nearest.—Bedhead, Kirkgate,
Thirsk, Yorkshire. [9263

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds. I

luxurious C.B. sidecar, all" lamps. Klaxon. Tan-
I

Sad. nice order ; 111 gns., lowest.—565, King St..
|

Hammersmith. 1095 i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., horn, new P. and H. I

lamp, special back tyre, exceptionally fast, grand
condition; £98; no offers.—Gornall, Church St., '

Bishop's Castle, Salop. [9669
|

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Solo, believed 1916,1
handle and foot clutch, good tyres and condition, I

no lamps, verv powerful, ready to ride awav ; price i

£100 ciish.—Tegg, Camille, Pangbourne, Berks. [X3375 i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric mod-I,
olive green, screen, Tan-Sad carrier, new Rom

tyre, mechanically perfect, and in new condition;
£l65.—Coles, 70, Coombe Lane, Raynes Park, Surrey.

[9915
1Q15 Harley-Davidson, sporting sidecar, electric
JL t/ model, just been overhauled and re-enamelled
£nd replated by the makers, propertv officer ordered i

overseas; £140; seen London.—Box 7,065, c/o The,
Motor Cycle. [1106 i

HARLELY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Opposed Twin,
j

new, in stock for immediate delivery at list price ;

!

also' 1915 combination, guaranteed condition, 125 gns. i

-Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone; Eal-

!

ing 689. [9977
1

"j Q20 Harley-Davidson, new 4h.p. horizontal model,
Xt7 lamps, horn, and speedometer, under 400 miles,

immediate deliverv, in splendid condition ; list price

!

now up 10%; price £152.-Lt.-Com. Barrett, H.M.S.
|

Vernon, Portsmouth. [9594 .

-jQ17 Harley-Davidson with Harley-Davidson Side-

j

JLi/ car, magneto rhodel, mechanically sound, fast,
|

potverful machine, *pare tubes, chains, mechanical;
horn, mirror, large acetylene head lamp and tail

lamp, excellent tyres, any trial; £129.—Shelswell. 5.1

South Parade, Oxford. [9647

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p.. clutch, kick :

start, special T.T. engine, with coachbuilt und.r-

1

slung sidecar, complete with head lamp, rear lamp,
sidecar lamp, 2 generators, horn, luggage, grid, spare
tube.' etc., insured till next September for £130 trans-
ferable, in excellent condition throughout ; accept

1 017 Harley-Davidson and bulbous sidecar, sprung
Xt7 luggage carrier, mechanical hoin, complete acety-
lene hghting outfit, including large brass car head light,

has been very little ileed and caiefullv.kept, undoubtedly
one of the smartest and fastest outfits on the road.
frequently mistaken lor new,
genuine bnrgain, £160: seen bv appointuj
14, Alexander Sa-. S.W.3. [9469

anteed perie

19 19 Harley-Da
son Elil

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD 5-6h.p., lyith sideinr. S-spccd. kid-

start, 1916, all accessories, only had 6 mouths'
nee; owner been abroad; in pcrlwt condition; £95.—
Jenkins, 137, Tredegar Hd., Bow, E,3. ' [9606

Having placed a very

large Contract we can

offer early delivery of

The Classic

N.U.T.
3i h.p. twin

solo machine
equipped with

DynamoLighting

and every possible

refinement.

May we send you
particulars ?

Full value allowed for

machines accepted in part

exchange, and deferred

payment terms arranged to

suit the convenience of

purchasers.

Eastern Garage Co.
Cfti i:il Repairers to B. A. C. A C.U.. A.A,, a: M.U.

418 RomfordBd.,ForestGate,E.7
Telephone: Telegrams:

- 490 East Ham "Egaraco, London. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALEj
H.B.

H.B. 1920, 2'>4h.E. Blackburne engine. 2-specS, i.

starter; 85 gns. ; early delivery from sole difiti

agents, Joseph Devey and Co., 50, Darlington
W olverhampton. Tel. : 606. rX2-

H.B. Cycles now on view at Guthrics, Ltd., the G
gow and district agents. Spare par*ts made

sample or sketch ; gear cutting, machining, and lei-

tion -work; repairs to all makes or motor cycles ;

cars ; frames 1 irazed or welded ; accessories, oils, pel

etc., Etockert.-Gnthries. Ltd., 368, St. Vincent ;

Glasgow. Tel.; No. Central 2581. [S'

Henderson.
it model
; about 250; offers.—Bo>: 6.9

The Motor Cycle. [i:

NOW on View, new Henderson Model Z2 and Z2F
Sole Midland distributers. The Premier Motor (

Aston Rd., Birmingham. , i7^

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle

Man.—Enquiries tor Henderson 4-cyl. wantec
Blake and Co., OMcial Dealers, Liverpool-M.

hester. .i6;

Hobart. ^

XTOBAET, 1916, 2-spe_ed, excejlent cnnditii

nearest £45.-11, Harle

Hobart, Villiers 2?4h.r., with laini.-, .-.u-

nee and running order excellent; £38.-7, L^e

,
Gateshead. [S:

Hobart-Villiers 2%''4h.p. 2-?troke. comphrJ
jverhauled this month; any trial; £3T/Ji

Bale's Garage, Grand Parade, South Croydon. f9

-1Q19 Hobart 2-stroke, 2=/ih.p., little used, perl-

,19^
j

Garde]

19^

C. and
Turk.

Fleet St., Loidor
twin, 1919; £17

[9!

HUMBEB Twin, 2';ih.p., 3-spced, <lutch, fine vci

tion ; £50.—Garaged at Nurton, Montpelter V
Blackheath, London. - [9.

HUMBER oV'jh.p., handle start, 2-speed, spc

sidecar, Dunlops; £50, or offer.—Stonham,
Station Rd., Heme Bay. [U

HUMBER Coachbuilt Combination, SVyi.p.. 2 ape
etc., overhauled by Humbers last week : £t

cheque acceptable.—109, Leavesden Ed., 'Watiwi.

[9'

electric lamps and horn, 2 pairs handlfl-K

speedometer, delivered Nov. ; £135.—Miller, 13, B
Terrace, Ferryhill, Durham. . .[Si

HUMBER, 5-6h.p., W.C, 3-speed eouDtafclls

Binks, Klaxon, Watford speedometer, 3 xu-

-lamps and generators, Triplex ecresn, hood, petjd c

fier, tyres practically new; any trial; f 140.-24jTDll
ford Ed., Dartford. ;:<»!

Indian
speed m<

Church St., Camberwell Gri

-9h.r- Indian Clutch Model, in first-class ordej^'
18, Bruton Place, W.l,

;ilent Indians; £158 solo, £190 combinaS

PLACE your orders now^ for early delivery.
943 Hniswill.—Castra Motor Cycle Gara|

Bridge St., Chester.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch mod.. . .,

£63 lowest.—77, Congreve Ed., Eltham.

j
1 Q20 Indians: prompt deliveries.—E.BrowUj

jTel, : 194.
Parker Lane.

si>lendid conditio

I

Fulhal

1 Q15 Indii
-L»7 and sp
Ltd., Bedford.

pOWEErLUS Indian, 1916. fully eduipped,;

Shcpt

I'Sons, Fleet St., Swindon.
irdcr: £90.—SalvHI

24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at ttie end ol eacli advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Weight the Governing Factor.

DESPITE the fact that a tax on fuel is

the most fair method of taxing motor
cycles, it is certain that the fuel tax will

be abolished and that in all probability-

weight will be the factor used. Such a

factor would he quite fair to motor cycles,

]iro\-iileJ the owner is only required to pay an

aniriuiit in direct proportion to the weight of

his macliine, but we fear this -^vill not be the

case, and that weight will be used only to

define classes of solo motor cycles.

The proposal has been made that motor cycles

be taxed in three classes : (i) lightweights up
to JOG lb. _^i IDS., (2) solo machines over 200 lb.

;^3, and (3) sidecars ^4. Considering the

means of the average motor cycle owner, such
ligures as these are surely unreasonable.

Although they are proportionate to the suggested

new car taxes, -ivhich it is said will be on a

basis of ^i per h.p., we feel that the acceptance
of such proposals would have the effect of

restricting the motor cycle movement and less

revenue will be forthcoming than if the tax

were lower.

We know there is a feeling among many
motor cyclists that any appreciable increase in

taxation will force them to give up using motor
cycles. It appears to have been overlooked that

the motor cycle is the poor man's mount, and is

owned, as a rule, by a section of the public

which has suffered more than any other bv
the general increase in the cost of living, and
includes a large number of persons who, at the

present time, are living very near to the limit

of their income.

A clean cut between machines of under and
above 200 lb. means that the difference of a

few pounds in weight may subject two machines
of practically identical ^design to 30s. and ^3
taxes -respectively. It is true that any sharp
line of demarcation generally discovers such

cases ; there is room, then, for a more gradual

scale. In no case with car taxation has there

been a parallel—a fraction one way or the other

has not before involved double taxation.

So far as concerns the motor cyclists' con-

tribution to the amount which the Government
has decided that users of mechanically-propelled

xehicles shall contribute, probably the estimated
total is quite proportionate, but we feel that it

should be more evenl-y divided.

The Number of Motor Cyclists.

IX
March, 1919, there were 116,600 motor

cycles licensed in Great Britain and Ireland

as compared with 158,000 in 1916. The
former figure is due to the fact that the

majority of motor cyclists had not returned

to civilian life at the date mentioned.
In 1916 148,800 motor cars were licensed,

and it is estimated that by March this year there

will be at least 200,000 private cars in this

country. If an increase of over 50,000 is reason-

able to expect in the case of cars, then at least

75,000 may be added to the 1916 figure to

obtain the possible total of motor cycles in use.

Considering the comparatively high prices of

motor cycles, this figure must be considered as

highly satisfactory by all interested in the future

of the industry. It reveals the possibilities of a

general utility type of machine produced at a low-

figure, which will attract those who would use

it in preference to trams, trains, and pedal cycles.

Whether there will be a quarter of a million

motor cyclists in this country by the end of this

year depends to some extent upon the new taxa-

tion, which we hope will not restrict the de-

velopment of a young and growing industry and
the training of men in mechanics, which has
been of such value to the nation. But for the

motor cycle, thousands of men would have never

attained the degree of usefulness which was re-

vealed cluring the war.

It should be pointed out that the 19 16 and

1 91 9 figures quoted represent the number of

machines upon which the jQi annual tax has
actually been paid.

An Index to the advertisements in tliU Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover
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The Stanger V Two-stroke.

fR. MACBIRNIE, of the Biimac Aeroplane Co.,
tells me that the Stanger V twin two-stroke
is not a mere glass case engine, an experimental

brainwave, which has never sampled the roads, as
some visitors to Olympia supposed. He was down
in the Cotswolds the other week, and saw it romj.i

up Nap Hill and the Nailsworth Ladder. At. the
top of Nap Hill Mr. Stanger asked him to put his

hand on the cylinders, and they were so cool that it

was possible to keep the hand on them. Is there any
four-stroke of which the same could be said? Mr.
McBirnie is my twin soul on the controversial question
of silencers. He considers that his Powerplus engine
is " positively dangerous " with the cut-out shut, and
he only employs full siknce when he is alone on the
earth with an interesting passenger in the sidecar.

By the way, if the Stanger twin can tackle Nails-
worth Ladder without stewing its sparking plug, it

mny hr- just the ch^ap, high-powered engine for which
the ^100 monocar is still searching.

Big Trade Teams in the Six Days.

PURLNG next summer we shall witness frtsh

attempts to " find a winner " on the part of
ingenious trials organisers. At present the

A.C.U. policy on the question embodies the follow-

ing items :

i. Freak surfaces.

ii. Freak hills.

iii. Freak speeds over freak going.

iv. Examination of finishing condition.

The first three items are admittedly counsels of
despair, which permit good machines to be penalised

by bad riders or by bad luck; they are mainly
adopted because the distance would be inadequate to

classify modern machines unless " stunts " weie ii--

clude'd. The fourth item is entirely sound in prin-

ciple, but leads to friction, because

(a) It is difficult to justify all the penalties ;a

published report would occupy reams of paper ; the

marking of various defects stirs up criticism, and
secrecy makes for trouble).

(h) With a large entry it is impossible for one
judge to overhaul all the machines. It is difficult to

get a dozen reliable judges. It is difficult to obtain

consistency in the markings of several judges.

To do the A.C.U. justice, they would probably
have included a long sprint on Brooklands in 1919,
if the track had been rideable. The track will be
ready by August, 1920. If the freakish element ra

the route is largely reduced, and large teams of, say,

six riders apiece are insisted upon, there will then

be no difficulty in finding a winner, and the winners

will win on merit. If the going is comparatively
normal, the trade might evince no objection to each

team consisting of three professionals and. three

amateurs. Mr. Stanley Wells's analysis of the last

Six Days proves how vital the size of a team is to|

an accurate estimate of comparative merit.

An Ahernative Suggestion.

A CORRESPONDENT has sent me quite a

different suggestion of distinct though revolu-

tionary interest. He considers that the familial

type' of Six Days is as unnecessary as it is unsatis-

factory. It fails tO' provide accurate tests of stamino

and tune maintenance. It is no longer required for

" exhibition " purposes, since' the numerous loca

agencies enable the public all over Great Britain tci

inspect the various makes of machine, and loca

owners provide opportunities for seeing them on th(

road. He considers that a comparative test of tht

efficiency and durability of the various makes is wha
the A.C.U. ought now to furnish, and that this couk

be best pi-Qvicled in the form of a really prolongec

trial on Brooklands. Entries to be limited to tlif

trade, each concern to enter a single machine, witl

two, three, or four riders. The bulk of the trial ti

consist of high-speed reliability, say, 40 m.p.h.

more,'\vith a change of rider every hour. Every stop

except tyres, to count. Fuel and oil consumption t<

be recorded.

I dare say we shall eventually arrive at scmethim

of the kind. The natural tendency is for trials t(

become more and more technical, and the idea

long distance high-speed test of the reliability

the machine, on the irack, balanced by a prolongec

test of tlie engine on the htnch. But I fancv

correspondent has been born a few years too soon

Pistons, Bearings, and Oil.

(ifi TyirBIQUE," who has forgotten more than I eve

\<J) knew, lets me down lightly for daring- t(

differ from him. Of course, this encouraj

me to persist.' I crave further enlightenment. ''.'•

ventured to assert that ball and roller bearings reduci,

an engine's thu'st for lubricant. He retorts thai

piston design is the determining factor in oil economy!

Without thought of controversy I want to put th(

following experiences to hun in my own fat-headec

way. I have often seized a motor cycle piston, bu

never for want of oil—always because it was originajf

fitted too tightly, or because faulty cooling prodiiG
'

distortion and piston friction. On the other hau'

I have more than once seized up big end bus|

without seizing up the piston. I gathered (being

'

uninstructed person, dependent on my own brainwavl

that when a plain bearing engine is working sweelf

you have to allow a little more oil than the pist|j|

requires in order to prevent your big ends from heat^

up in a prolonged blind. I was confirmed in tlii|

apparently wrong opinion by the fact that, when
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Occasional Comments.

—

get lujld ol' ;m engine wliieli lias no plain bearings in

the erank case, 1 can usually run it on a quarter, a

third, or a half of the oil whicii more conventional

enyines (leiiiaml. Will "Ubiquc" please deal gently

and lucidly wiUi my perplexities?

D.R. Testers.

DAM sorry '• 11.R.M.M. " chose to take my jesting

remarks so seriously. \Vc all know that D.R.
machines had to start ea.sily. As a matter of

fact, my 1919 machines received no road test at all,

partly because we were all hotstuffing the factories for

delivery and perfectly willing to do the testing

ourselves, partly because it was unsafe to keep a

complete machine at the factory for an hour after it

had left the erecting shops—somebody -with a pull

was sure to come along and annex it, so that timid

manufacturers despatched completed 'buses as fast as

they were assembled. The details of tune in the

frightful scurry which accompanied the resumption of

production last year were thtrs largely a matter of luck
;

atid it says much for the trade that delivery tune was

not worse. Things are getting more normal now—
indeed, might have been already normal but for the

jiioulders' troubles.

American Magnetos.

E
SUPPOSE everv manufacturing country turns out

good and bad samples of the various commodities

which it produces. But—to put it as kindl'y as

my natural politeness allow.s-=-the average quality of

American inagnetos exported at present docs not reach
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hreaker lever had to oscillate 9,000 limes in each

minute. Tlicse reqDisites—at the aviation level of

reliability—are sufilicient proof of quality. Re-

organisation may have allowed a few dud magnetos

to leak out of some British factories, but there are

American patterns of which the majority do not seem

to be worthy of trust. One correspondent took a

pair of these instruments to be remagnetised the other

day and tested them before leaving the repair shop

and again on arrival at his home half an hour later

;

they had already weakened appreciably—a fact which

suggests that the' magnets themselves were made of a

quite unsuitable steel.

Sideslip.

HAVE other riders noticed liow the terrors of side-

slip have diminished of late years? 1 grow no

younger, and nerve, which is a vital element in

tackling dangerous surfaces, cannot be better than it

used to be. I find that nothing really frightens me
nowadays except deep, mud-clogged ruts. Years ago I

did not dream of entering in a Six Days without fitting

very special covers. To-day I ride faster and over

worse roads without thinking of a tumble. There are

several elements in this added security. Machines
are well balanced with good steering. They are not

so top-heavy as they used to be. The drive is smoother.

Yariable gears destroy the old urgency for taking

uphill corners rather fast. Not long ago I tested a

somewhat prehistoric machine on a bit of grease, and
the old sensations flowed back into me instantaneously.

I at once felt as if I were perched up on a dizzy

eminence, skating over a surface which
was threatening to slide away from be-

neath me. By comparison, the modern
machine sits down firmly on the road,

and gives the impression that its wheels

are biting remorselessly through the

surface grease into the hard substratum.

SCENES AT THE RECENT THIRTY-SIX

HOURS WINTER TRIAL IN HOLLAND.

k--

the standard set by their British com-
petitois. Strictly entre nous, I doubt
whether British quality in this line is

cjuite maintaining the brilliant level

which it attained during the war. After
the fiightful spasms of the 1Q14-1915
magneto famine, the new British in-

dustiy begot itself, and, to my mind,
?ave Herr Bosch a thorough thrashing
It his own game. -Consider, for

2.\ample, the magneto of a nine-cylinder

\

radial engine \\ ith a maximum speed of

I

2.000 r.p.m. The armatuie shaft had
tn run at 4,500 r.p m. and the contact The result of this trial was given on page 125 in last week s issue
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A THREE-CYLINDER
RADIAL ENGINE.

The 309 c.c. Redrup Power Unit wi(h

Aluminium Pistons, Enclosed Valves, and
Mechanical LuTjrication.

E^Q^RT into the possibUities of
radial engines for motor cycle work
has long been urged bv this journal,

notablr in an article reiriewing past efiorts

in this direction, which appeared in the
issue of February Tih. 1918; and it is

therefore a matter of considerable interest
that Tre are able to give the first descrip-
tion of what is no donbt the earliest

commercial example of this type.

TTiree - cylinder higt-tension

distributer fitted to the

Runbaken magneto.

The engine in question is the product
of Messrs. Boyle and Eedrup, of Bnrman-
tofts, Leeds, and is designed by Mr.
C. B. Eedmp. Additional interest is

attached to the sabject by the" fact that

it is being produced in a
centre noted for h^avy
engineering work that' has
notoriously eschewed the
light internal combustion
enginev and it becomes
significant, therefore, that
a power imit radically
departing from conven-
tional motor cycle prac-
tice should em2inate from
the home of leviathan
locomotives. There are
indeed signs that the
engineering North is

waking up to the pos-
sibilities of the lighter
forms of transport.

No Exposed Working
Parts.

First impressions o f

the Redmp engine are
apt to be deceptive, since
there are no Tisible
working parts other than
the flywheel and chain sprocket. Such a
complete hiding of mechanism at once
leads the observer to expect complication
and difficulty in dismantling, but after
duly examining the exterior construction
it came as a surprise to see the designer
dismantle the engine in a few minutes,
and. later, reassemble it almost as
quickly.

The engine is built within a cylin-
drical cast iron shell, from which radi-
ate the three cylinder barrels, spaced
at 120^ intervals. Extremely wide cool-

ing flanges are used, which make the
cylinders appear much larger than one

Mechanical details of the Redrup engine ; (Top
left) TTie inlet valve, with guide, spring, and distance

piece. (Top middle) One of the oil pumps in the

sump. (Top right) The big end beanng consists of

bronze bush floating in the e^'es of the three

connecting rods. The drawing on the left shows

one of the aluminium slipper pistons ; the lo\%"er ring

secures the gudgeon pin.

A general view of the 309 c.c 'three-cylinder Rednip radial

engine. .All working parts are enclosed.

would be led to expect when, the

50,8 mm. bore and stroke are remem-
bered. Parallel with and on each side

of the cylinder bore are smaller cylin-

drical holes bored down into the crank
chamber. These holes are chamfered at

the top to form the valve seats.

The cylinder heads are of aluminium,
and secured by a number of small screws

close together, thus avoiding distortion

in bolting down. The only operdng
the head is the plug aperture.

SymmeWcal Craak Assembly.

A single-throw bnilt-op crankshaft is

employed, and the two parts are rigidly

secured together by a taper on the crank
pin. which is further prevented from
movement by a bolt passing through the
pin. Four dowel pins are pressed

through the bolt head into holes drilled

half in the pin and half in the crank web.
The balance weights are heavy gim-
metal castings secured to the crank
cheeks by a projection which passes

through a hole and is there riveted over.

The connecting rods are beautifully
made in nickel steel: one has a single;

eye, and the others are forked, so that

the three are in the same plane, A
bronze bush floats between the crank
pin and the three rods, Xo bushes aie

^tted in the small ends, the gudgeon pins
working directly in the rods and floating

in the aluminium pistons. The latt»
are extremely light, being of the slippa
trpe. and fitted with three very narro*
rings : the lower ring covers the edge
of the gudgeon hole to prevent the gir

from working out and scoring the cylin-

der wall.

A long screw thread is made insi4_

the ends of the cylindrical crank chambe^
and into each side is screwed
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luiiiiiiiiim disc hin ing a bmir/,*' Imsliiiif;

1 till' coiitro, ill which the main shaft

utatfs. Next to these' are placed bronze

»8tiii{js with flangw turned to fit the

ecessed faces of the alumiiiinm discs.

The hitter have indentations at iiiler-

als around their outer edges, and when
disc is screwed into the case one of

liese recesses is brought opposite a large

iroular hole in the outside of the crank

lae. Tlie bronze casting above-mentioned

1 pushed into place and rotated until a

liall hole conies opposite the hole in the

jse. and a locating stud having a small

iameter stem and a large head is dropped
1. The head fits the hole in the crank

l^,' and also the indentation in the
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in consequence of this extremely light

tappets only are needed. The oil pump
tappet is operated by all Uie cams in

turn, and it therefore makes four strokes

ill eight revolutions of the engine. Inside

the cam ring is a bronze bush bearing on

the .ecejilric.

Ciiveriiig the timing gear is- another

aluminium disc. This has a ring of

nine holes, and when it is screwed close

to the studs . sleeve nuts are passed

through and screwed down, so locking

the disc and enclosing the whole timing

gear. A long bronze bush for the main
shaft is also fitted into the outer disc.

The Enclosed Valves.

The valves

The deep radiating flanges of the Redrup cylinders ensure

oool running. The flywheel has been removed to show the

exhaust pipes.

ner disc, thus locking the latter, while

e stem locates the casting (which .con-

ijis the tappet guides) in relation to

e cylinders.

Tlie Timing Gear.

Besides the locating stud, each bronze
sting has three equidistant bosses

illed to form tappet guides, and a
urth and similar one in which works
c tappet operating the oil pump. Fitted

the back of the casting are nine
ids, equally spaced around a circle

acentric with the shaft, on which is

yed a steel eccentric. Rotating on the

'entric is a form of gear wheel which
peculiar in having the space between
lat would be the third and fourth of

:h set of four teeth left solid. The
imeter of this wheel is less than the

iDieter of the circle of studs, and conse-

eutly as it rises and falls with the

."olution of the eccentric it meshes
ill them aiid rolls round, making one
iiplete revolution to eight of the shaft.

As the broad topped "double" teeth
ue beneath the tappets, their rising

th the movement of the eccentric lifts

f valves smoothly and directly, and

vith their springs and
guides assembled are
dropped into the holes

at each side of the
cylinder bore. A very
higli quality steel is

employed, and the
valves are practically

unbreakable ; they are

very light in weight,
and only require very
weak springs. Bronze
guides are used, the
exhaust side having a
solid cylindrical one,
while that on the inlet

side is of cruciform
section to ' permit the
passage of the gas,
which travels from be-
low through the spring
and past the valve head
to the cylinder. The
guides are secured by
small set screws in-

serted through the cylin-

der casting. The valve
springs are secured by
turning the lower end
of the wire itself dia-

metrically across the
coil and passing it

through the hole in the
stem. Owing to the
fact that the valves
work in a tubular space,
the valve springs do not

need to be secured iu any other" way, as
they cannot work sideways sufficiently to
get loose. Cup-shaped distance pieces
are fitted on the ends of the valve
stems, and discs can be placed in these
for tappet adjustment.
The induction system .is contained

within the engine itself, the carburetter
being bolted to the aluminium oil sump,
on which the iron shell of the engine is

secured by four
long bolts. Two
oil pumps, the in-

duction pipe, and .

a butterfly throttle

are housed within
this base chamber
in addition to the
capacious oil com-
partment.
A very simple

c a r b u r e 1 1 e r is

fitted, and it is

bolted directly on
to the engine base.

Top feed is em-
ployed, the float

being fitted with
an inverted needle.

The sump is divided inlo

two portions—the top contains

the induction passage and

throlllc ; the lower conlains

the oil pumps.

The let prujecls uiIm the induction pipe,

which at this point is of ventirri form.

The throttle is the only control.

Gas enters the annular space between

the two screwed aluminium discs on the

ind iction side of the engine, and passes

to the valves through, the springs and
guides as described above.

The exhaust gases pass out of the

cylinders through large ports into alu-

minium boxes having double outlets.

These are all connected so that the

three cylinders discharge their gases

through a triangular pipe into the silencer.

The sump is divided into two parts,

and the base contains the two pumps.
The latter are quite simple, being of the

plunger type, depressed by tappets from
the timing gear and returned by springs ;

ball valves control inlet and delivery.

Each pump is connected by internal ducts

to the timing gear on its own side, and
the oil thence passes through the drilled

shaft to the big ends, finally splashing

on to the small ends and cvlinder walls.

Crank assembly, showing

the symmetrical and central

design. The screwed alu-

minium discs, tappets, and

ocating stud are clearly

shown.
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A Three-cylinder Radial Engine.

—

As may be expected, a special distri-

buter is necessary for this type of engine,
and this has been very ingeniously
arranged on a RuHbalcen single-cylinder

machine.

The Distributer.

The armature runs at one and a half

engine speed, and in place of the usual

high-tension terminal a flanged bronze
gear wheel is fitted as an extension of

the shaft. Around the wheel is an in-

Diagram of the Redrup timing gear.

ternally-toothed fibre case, in which are

three equidistant brass segments: project-

ing outwardly to form terminals. Be-
tween the case' and the wheel runs a
toothed bronze roller, which makes one
circuit of the internally-toothed track to

three revolutions of the armature. The
separations of the contact breaker points

are coincident with the passage of the
roller over the brass segments; -therefore

the current is distributed to them at the
proper intervals required by the cycle

of operations.

'High Revolutions.

The engine dimensions are extremely
small, the total height being under
12in., while the distance over the heads
of the front and rear cylinders is 9in.

The light steel flywheel fan is about
lOin. in diameter.
Owing to the light weight of the

reciprocating parts, high revolutions
are obtainable, and we were informed
that 6,000 r.p.m. have been obtained.
Actually we have seen the engine turning
over at well above 4,000 revolutions, and,

, no doubt owing to the large cooling
flanges and the draught from the fly-

wheel vanes, no distress was noticed after

considerable running in a very confined
spaceS At this speed over 9 b.h.p. was.

indicated, and at 800 r.p.m. 1 b.h.p. is

given. These results are indeed excellent'

for an engine of 309 c.c. capacity, which
weighs only a little over 30 lb.

FEBRUARY 5th, 1920.

Unfortunately, the engine was not

available for a road test, but we antici-

pate an extended trial on one in the neai

future, when it will be interesting to

observe the behavious, under strenuous

road conditions, of this genuine miniature

aero power unit.

In the past such engine designs as th«

one under review have been the subject

of speculation rather than otherwise, and

it must indeed be taken as a sign of the

times that the lessons gained during the

war are now demonstrated by the passing

of a motor cycle power unit of this type

into production ; it may even be the

beginning of a new trend of development.

Built-up crankshaft, showing method of,; ,

securing the two parts and attachment of

balance weights.

An Infinitely Variable Gear.
A Positive which can be Varied Gradually from Zero upwards and also provide a Reverse,

THERE have been in the past many
attempts to provide an infinitely

variable gear, which should be posi-
tive in action and have a wide range.
Another neat solution of this problem
is offered by Messrs. Wonham and
Walker, whose gear not only provides
a gradually varying ratio from zero to
engine speed and over, but can also be
constructed to give a reverse.
the engine has a driving sprocket on

one side, and over this runs the chain
that provides the greater amount of the
power required to drive the machine.
On the other side of the engine is an
expanding pulley, which, in conjunction
with another similar pulley on the
countershaft, controls the gear changes,
and at the same time does a certain pro-
portion of the driving. In a housing,
shown black in the drawing, is carried an
epicyclic gear containing two driven and
one driving components. Of the two
driven components, one is driven at a
constant ratio, while the speed of the
other is varied by the expanding pulleys
just mentioned. The operating mechanism
of these pulleys is so arranged that as
one opens the other contracts, and the
belt tension is thus kept constant. The
construction of the gear is made perfectly
clear by reference to the sketch, and its

action is as follows :

Wlien the speed to the two sun wheels,
driven by the chain and belt respectively,
is tlie same, then it is plain that the
whole gear will revolve en Hoc, and the
gear at the road wheels will be that given
by the sizes of the various chain

B4

sprockets ; in other words, the Inachine

will be running on a direct speed of, say,

4 to 1. Now supposing that the total

ratio of the four gear pinions be 2 to 1,

if the belt pulley revolves at twice the

speed of the chain sprocket, the cage con-

taining the planet gear and carrying the

driven sprocket will remain stationary,

and the road wheels will not only be
standing still, but will be locked, and

TO ENCIME. PUUXT -"

Wonham and Walker's variable speed gear, which will give forward

speeds from zero upwards and a similar reverse.

no brake will be required to hold the

machine when starting on a hill. Since

an eq^ual speed gives a direct drive and
a difterence of 2 to 1 gives zero, it ij

plain that any ratio between these will

give some speed lying between zero

and direct. Moreover, if the pulley

speed be increased to more than the

2 to 1 ratio, a reverse will be brought
into play, and again, if the pulley

speed be reduced below
that of the sprocket, an
indirect top speed will

be obtained, which ia

limited only by the con-

struction of the gear,

i.e., the number of teeth

in the pinions and the

variation of speed per-
mitted by the expanding
puUej's.

This gear somewhat
resembles that of Mr.
Ingall, which was de-

scribed in The Motoi
-\\\\\\\\^j Cycle of January 20th,

1916, but it differs in

one or two important
particulars, and novelty
is not claimed for the
same points. It will be
apparent that such a

gear is highly suitable

for cycle cars and pas- -

senger outfits, as it

would enable a start to
,

be made on any hill
,

where wheel grip could
be obtained.
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A Lightweight with Triangulated

Frame.

The Cotlon motor cycle,

which 1)08 jin unusual

lypc of frame.

A Design in wh ch Sound
Mechanical Principles are

Followed.

I LTHOUGH the traiiio illnstiated

\ (111 this jiage is not :ni entirely new
ilosigM—wo ti'iod it ourselves in

il4— it is of interest at the present

lie, because it I'orras the leading feature

II new lightweight motor cycle pro-

iced by the Cotton Motor "Co., 11,

ristol lioad, Gloucester. The design

IS first experimented with in 1913 ,ind

W, as a consequence of the judges'

ilicism in the open trials concerning
lime design.

The frame is designed iu accordance
itii acknowledged mechanical principle,

ery tube being straight and subjected
ily to compression or tension, bend-

g strains behig obviated as far as pes

lie : in fact, if the seat tube was not
uiected to the duplex diagonal mem-
is from the head to the rear wheel
itre, a true triangulated construction
uld be obtained. The aim has been
produce a frame triangulated at every
iut, with stress or tension at the apex
ly of any set of tubes. The result is

light, strong, and rigid construction,
minating the chances of brealiage
ough fatigue of metal to a minimum,
ch

^
construction should also prevent

salignment of wheels and provide
raordinary stability.

Embodying a specification including a
lliers two-stroke engine, Albion two-
ed gear box, chani-cum-belt trans-
ision, Saxon forks, 26 x 2^ wheels,
cett's pan seat saddle, the price is

guineas, at which figure it will ap-
il to a lai'ge coterie of riders who re-
re A light, handy machine, built on
entific principles.

an additi(

child's seat is

manufactured by
Messrs. J. Ayden
:nid North, 4, St.

Albans Place,
Upper Street,

London, N.l.
Held below the

seat are two
arms, which, pro-
jecting from each
side, are clipped
into slots screwed
to the sides of

the body. These
arms can be
adjusted laterally

to fit any width
of sidecar. The
seat is held up
by a rod pivoted
on its underside,
which fits into a
hole drilled in a
plate screwed to

the floor of the
sidecar. The
arms of the
upholstered back-

rest are pivoted on rollers in the rear
of tile seat,' and can be folded down
over the latter, which enables the whole
fitting to rotate on the side clips, and be
placed inside the nose of the body. This
useful fitting does not interfere with the
comfort of the passenger, and can be
fitted to any ordinary sidecar in a few
minutes.

Showing tnangulctid construction of the

Cotton motor cycle frame.

THE J.A.N. FOLDING
SIDECAR SEAT.

obviate the necessity of purcliasing
a two-seater sidecar, the bulkiness
and weight of which are inclined to

. the engme on lower powered outfits
a greater extent than is necessary.

SPRING FOOTBOARDS.
IN our issue for December 4th, we

illustrated a spring footrest, a .speci-

ality of Messrs. Rose and Co., of

365, Foleshill Road, Coventry. The
accompanying illustration depicts the

The Roseden spring footboards, which are

adaptable to many makes of motor cycles.

aluminium spring footboard, marketed
by the same firm.

In conjunction with a well sprung
saddle, eR,iecially if the latter is mounted
on a spring seat-pillar, this device should
give the maximum of comfort on a rigid-

framed machine.

RAPIT BELT FASTENER
PROTECTOR.

A
FREQUENT cause of trouble on
belt-driven machines may be located
at the vital point where the two

ends of the belt are locked together by
a steel fastener. As the belt rotates

round both the engine pulley and belt

rim a considerable amoiuit of wear takes
place. A useful and cheap accessory,

which has recently been marketed by
the inventor, Mr. H. B. Sanders, 14,

Woodhouse Parade, London, N.12, has
been made to protect the fastener on the

three sides which are in contact with

The J.A.N. child's folding sidecar seat.

The " Rapit " belt fastener protector

the rim. This device, which consists

simply of a leather strip held together
at the top by a screw, in addition to

offering a gripping surface to the rim,

renders the belt practically endless. It

is made to suit all sizes of belt.

B5
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The farmer as a fuel producer. It is more than

piobable that more uel will in the future be obtained

from potatoes and other vegetable products. Contrast

this rural scene with the oil field on the next page.

1^ we were told that we could sow a ie^v• petrol

seeds in our gardens in the spring and reap a

crop of petrol in the autumn, our first impression

would be that our informant was either joking or

mad. Yet, although the statement would not be

true of petrol, we have only to substitute the word
"alcohol" to make it very near to the truth.

Ever since motoring has been possible, the problem

of fuel has been a vexed one. In the early days,

when surface carburetters were the only kind known,
we. were supplied with a spirit of low specific gravity

distilled from crude American petroleum. As the

demand for the spirit went up, the makers increased

their output, but, in doing so, produced a different

type of substance, the reason being that, in the

distillation of the crude oil, the portion of the distillate

boiling between certain predetermined temperatures

was separated from the rest and sold as "petrol."

Tills petrol consisted largely of the hydrocarbons
hexane (CgHi^) and heptane (C^Hjg). It was found
that, if the distillate taken were such that its boiling

point were a little higher, a verv much greater yield

of "petrol" could be made from the same quantity

of raw oil. The petrol thus made contained less

hexane, and, in addition, a large quantity of a heavier

hydrocarbon, octane (CgH^g).

The Specific Gravity of Petrol.

As time went on and the demand increased by leaps

and bounds, the petrol distillers supplied the public

with a heavier spirit, until, a»t the present time, instead

of using a petrol of specific gra\ity 0.6-0.7, we are

ALCOHOL AND ITS POSSIBILI 1 lES.

content to use one ha\ing a gra\it} of nearly 0.8.

This heavier spirit is not necessarily inteiior to the

lighter products ; in fact, used under the right con

ditions, it is better. The alteration in quality ol

the petrol necessitated the adoption of a new kind ol

carburetter, and, with the increase in specific gravit)

of the spirit, the efBciency of the surface carburetters

decreased and the modern "spray" type became
absolutely essential.

One of the greatest evils in the history of motoring
is the " cornering " by the oil syndicates of practically

all the large natural oil deposits in the world. This
has led to the inflation of prices paid for petrol, and,
as long as petrol continues to be the i-ecognised motoi
fuel, so long will the motoring public suffer from this

trouble.

No Monopoly of Potatoes.
It is on account of the limitations imposed on the

supply of petrol at a reasonable price that other
fuels have of late years been sought after. Benzole,!

made from coal tar or coal gas, has, to a large extent,

replaced petrol, and has the advantage that it is^a:

home-produced product. Here, however, the samej
difficulty of a limited supply presents itself with all the

attendant evils of monopolisation by a comparatively
small body of men.

On this point alcohol scores. It has been proved
that the manufacture of alcohol from potatoes and
other vegetables is a commercial success. No amal-
gamation of firms would seriously attempt to "coriier"
potatoes, for the simple reason that a rival syndicate
has only to plant one potato in order to produce,
in a few years, as many more as it requires.

Unfortunately, however, alcohol is liable to a heavy
duty in this country, and the payment of this duty

makes its price very high. Steps are being taken by
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MrioiLs organisations to try to jicrsuaile the Govern-

nent to see tlie folly of its ways, and it is hoped
hat, in the near future, alcohol will be obtainable at

: prirc much below that of petrol.

In this connection it is interesting to note that,

)wing to its use as a fuel in Germany, its price in

hat country fell from 3s. pd; per gallon in 1887 to

id. per gallon in 1904.

Our Continental neighbours, notably France and
'.erninny, and later, Russia, have successfully used

Icohol as a fuel for many years past, and the problem
I'e have to face is not so much that of its use as of

ts production.

The Brewery of To=morrow 7
The manufacture of alcohol from potatoes and other

egetables which can be grown in huge quantities

rithin the ptecincts of the British limpire, depends

iriniarily upon the same chemical processes as are

ised in the brewing of beer, etc., viz., that any sub-

tances which contain starch or sugar can, by a suit-

ble process of fermentation, be caused to yield

icohol.

Other processes, such as the manufacture of alcohol

rem coal gas, acetylene, etc., are likely to be com-

letitors of the fermentation process during its early

.ays, but these processes have the disadvantage that

hey are capable of being " cornered " by mine-

wners and that they depend on the presence of fixed

eposits in the country, whereas the production of

egetable alcohol practically amounts to har<iessing

he sun's rays, and can be carried out in almost any

ountry.

In order to comply with Government requirements,

11 alcohol used for commercial purposes (e.g., fuel,

T varnish-making) must be " denatured," i.e., ren-

ered unfit for drinking purposes. This denatured

Icohol is the ordinary "methylated spirit" of com-

lerce, and consists of alcohol to which has been added

mall quantities of other substances, notably methyl

Icohol, and sometimes a little paraffin, benzole, oi"

lyridene. which substances give it an unpleasant taste.

Its

Tliis spirit is sold at a much lower rij^urc than pure

alcohol, and is quite suitable for use in motor engines.

In order to study the effect of using alcohol in a car-

buretter, it is necessary to consider the following

]X)ints : First, every different fuel used in an interna!

combustion engine requires a certain fixed quantity

of air completely to burn it. Thus, if a gallon of

benzole is used up, and the mixture of gas and air

has been correct, it is found that more air has been

consumed than if a gallon of light petrol had been

used. Similarly, the amount of air used up is dif-

ferent when alcohol is used. If we admit into the

cylinder either more or less air than the theoretical

amount, the efficiency of the engine is impaired.

Secondly, when air is in contact with any liquid,

it takes up the vapour of that liquid, and becomes

saturated. . The amount of vapour taken up depends

upon two factors : first, the nature of the liquid, and

secondly, the temperature of the air; the hotter ) the

air, the more vapour it will take up. With petrol

or benzole, the amount taken up by the aii at the

temperature of the carburetter is more than is neces-

sary to form a perfect mixture.

Consequently, in order to adjust the ratio, it is

necessary to admit a certain variable amount of

" extra air."

Fuel Value of Alcohol.

When alcohol alone is used in a carburetter intended

for using petrol, die amount of vapour taken up is

very small when the air is drawn in at ordinary tem-

peratures. If, however, the air is heated before being

admitted to the carburetter, it will take up sufficient

alcohol to form a good explosive mixture, but, as

the calorific value of alcohol is lower than that of

petrol {i.e., its explosive force is less), we need more
mixture to produce the same effect as with petrol.

Conequently, it is not only necessary to heat the air,

but also to have a somewhat larger jet and alcohol

supply pipe to the carburetter. It is proved by ex-

perience that a temperature of 190° C. is a good one
for the air. The heating may be conveniently arranged

by warming up the intake pipe with exhaust gases.

A typical oil field scene in the Baku district. -Defacement of the landscape,could not po5S)bly be more complete.
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It is usually necessary to "lag'' the carburetter,

pipes, etc., in order to prevent the liquid from be-

coming too cold. In the case of water-cooled motors,

the water in the cylinder jacket should be almost

boiling, as it is found that too cool a cylinder causes

incomplete combustion of the alcohol, with the con-

sequence that certain injurious products, notably

acetic acid, are fonned in the cylinder. These products

are very corrosive and would soon attack the piston,

etc., so that many motorists, running on alcohol,

prefer to start and. stop on petrol, thereby ensuring

that any products of incomplete combustion are cleared

out of the cylinder before the machine stops, and do
not have to lie in contact with the mechanism for any

ionsiderable time.

From the above it will be seen that the ordinary

fitments for petrol engines are not well adapted for

alcohol. It is found, however, that a mixture of two

parts alcohol and one part benzole can be used in most

of the existing makes of carburetter as readily as

petrol—in fact, with marked -advantage, as, for some

reason not yet fully investigated, the presence of a

little water, which always exists in alcohol, gives

smoother running. Such water, if present in small

amounts only, remains completely in solution and does

not separate out in the carburetter, as is the case when
water accidentally gets into petrol. (Incidentally, the

fact that water mixes freely with alcohol renders it

possible quickly to put out an alcohol fii'e with water

—

a thing which cannot be done with petrol or benzole.)

AlcohoUbenzole Mixtures.

The reason why a mixture of alcohol and benzole

may be used in place of petrol will be understood when
the' following facts are considered. In the days of

the surface carburetter and low gravity petrol, the

mixture entering the cylinder was probably all gaseous.

With the spray carburetter and heavier spirit, probably

a mixture of gas and finely divided liquid (in the form

of mist) enters the cylinder. Such a mixture, pro-

vided the liquid is not in great excess, is easily ex-
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pjoded. Probably what happens is that the gas present

first explodes, and the heat produced by its combustion
gasifies the liquid spray, which then explodes with the

air present. It must not be thought that two distinct

explosions take place. The following up of one after

the other occurs almost instantaneously, so that,- in

effect, only one explosion is produced.

Slightly Lower M.P.G. Inevitable.

When a mixture of alcohol and benzole is employed,
the mixture entering the cylinder contains alcohol anc

benzole gases and alcohol and benzole liquids (spray)

the main portion being, probably, the benzole gas

which first explodes, and then gasifies the liquids,

which themselves form a further supply of gas foi

explosion. -

With regard to the power developed by alcohol, i

is well to bear m mind that the horse-power producer

from a given fuel depends (all. other factors beinj

constant) on the calorific value of the fuel. Thi

.

calorific value of a liquid fuel is expressed in B.Th.Uj
(British thermal units) per gallon. A B.Th.U. is thij

amount of heat which will raise i lb. of water 1°
~

The following figures represent the calorific values

alcohol, benzole, and petrol

:

B.Th.U.
per gallon.

Alcohol approximately ... ... 90,260

Petrol approximately 145,800
Benzole approximately 156,450

Only a fraction of these heat units are actual!

developed as useful power in an internal combustioi

engine, but it may be stated as a general rule tha

the higher the calorific value of the fuel, the greate

the m.p.g. of the cycle or car.

The subject of alcohol as a motor fuel being (!)

Great Britain) only in its infancy, it is difficult to ge;

any reliable figures showings how it compares wit]

petrol and benzole in, actual road tests ; but the fdl

lowing figures, taken from,Clerk's " Gas, Petrol, anr

Oil Engines," give the result of tests made unde
actual road conditions on a motor car, by Prof. E
Meyer, in 1901.

Fuel % by Weight. B.Th.U. *B.Th.U.
per

Lb.
per

Gallon.

'"Specific

Gravity.
R P M BH P Fuel per B H P % Efficiency

Alcohol. Benzole. Water.

lb. *gallons. ^.

87.2 12.8 10,440 8(),t).52 0.83 280.3 13.91 1.00 0.121 24.3 ::,

86.4 13.0 10,3.50 8,5,905 0.83 273.3 13.6 1.03 0.12t 23.8 ".

90.9 9.1 — 10,980 90,03() 0.82 282.0 13.87 0.908 0.118 23.8

85.7 14.3 11,340 92,988 0.82 278.3 13.9 0.918 0.112 24.3 •;

79.1 20.9 — 11,808 98,000 0.82 280.2 14.0 0.859 0.105 25.0 ..;!

The ftiures ia the colum.is marked * am not give:i in t IS original pap^r , but are calcu ated, a5sumin= die specific g avities to be a s above. In all piobaoiiiLy

the low cost at which alco lol will be sold will probably outweish any consideration of i s slightly lowe r m.p.g. "^

MOTOR CYCLE TO

THE Herefordshire Education Committee, as part

of some drastic administrative reforms about to

be introduced, has decided to apply Lord Fisher's

political advice, " Sack the lot," to all the school

attendance officers in the county, and to replace them '

by motor cyclists. The work has so far been done by
about fifteen part-time officers ; in future it is to be
done by five whole-time men, and it is distinctly stipu-

lated that they must use motor cycles in pursuance of

their duties. Presumably, they are to provide their

b8

HELP EDUCATION.
own mounts, and for their maintenance they will 1

receive an allowance of ^^o per year. When th

matter was under discussion some members of the C05

mittee ridiculed the idea of motor cycles being able t

surmount many of the stiff gradients with which He^
fordshire abounds, especially near the northern a^'

western boundaries. These doubters ob\'iously haj

little or no acquaintance with the modern motor cy4
and its hill-climbing capacities, and evidently, hif

never witnessed a Six Davs Trial

!

'5,
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rHlS is not a political article, though it may be
said that it is written with the intention of
showing how necessary a knowledge of the

irinciples of protection is to the present-day manu-
acturer of motor cycles. Especially to him who
aters for the touring sidecar user.

It is, and has been for a long time, obvious to

verybody with eyes to see that the man on the saddle

f a motor cycle comes off very badly as regards pro-

action from the slush, mud, and rain which are en-

ountered on the road during three or four months of

ur normal year. And it is for this reason that during

lose months the proportion of motor cyclists- to users

J-,^-i'.'>-

'^^^yJXz^f-:?:i\jU'j

\ \

Fig. 1
.—Madshield as at present used by many riders.

f small cars or " fords " (it is time this word
assed definitely into the dictionary as a common
ibstantive) drops such an enormous extent. Some
ithusiastic riders would, I know, take the road in

ny sort of weather, and with or without mud-
jards, but these are not the people in whom I am
imediately interested. I am after "the people who
ay inside or at home. Until the beginning of
ovember, on any of the pleasure routes at a Aveek-

id, more than half the vehicles met with were side-

r turnouts. Tl^^ first and second week-ends in

ecember showed a considerable difference, there

:ing observed about four cars to one sidecar.

Apart from the fact that the driver of a motor
iecar is not protected directly from the elements,
ere is also the front wheel effect to contend with.

lie front wheel acts as a continuous sling for all

The Debatable Question of "Protection"
discussed from llie Motor Cyciist's Point

of View.

the liquid or semi-liquid matter it meets with. If

you are steering a true course the engine gets the

benefit. Steering to the right your left leg and side-

ear are bespattered with mud. A left turn deals with

^^

Fig. 2—^An improved pattern, incorporating an under screen.

your right leg, and occasional splashes carrying up as

far as your face and goggles complete your mudbatli.

But there are mudshields. There are, and most of

them you have to buy as extras. These guards have
not, except in two or three cases, been designed and
built to suit the machine, and anyone can see they

are afterthoughts. And yet, as an interested outsider,

I know that The Motor Cycle has been asking for

these tilings every winter for donkey's years. What
is the reason ? Does the trade wish the rider not to

use his machine in rough dirty weadier, or will it

only provide things when the rider goes on strike for

them ? Is it for the trade to supply only what is

asked for, or to foresee what will be wanted ?

Two sketches are given showing roughly the kinds

of mudshields in use at the present time. Unfor-
tunately, these do not give anything like complete

protection for the driver, and will not do so unless

developed into something like fig. 4, and the latter

'"11--

Fig. 3.—A further development.
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is only possible with wheel steering. It is rather

surprising that wheel steering has not been developed

in the case of the heavy sidecar machine. The
original T.A.C., which was born a few years before

its time, had wheel steering. The only one I ever

saw (so steered) was rather exciting to watch on the

road. It was driven solo, and its mode of pro-

gression along the road resembled a skater doing

Fig. 4.—A suggested guard.
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alternately the outside and inside edge. But the

seems to be no reason why wheel steering should n-

be made satisfactory for sidecar work. Probably son
form of gearing would be necessary as, under certa

conditions, direct steering by handle-bars of ey(

normal width leaves much to be desired. It rij:

be remembered that the T.A.C. later model embodii
a handle-bar, and the abandonment of the wheel mi
have been due to the fact that it was not geared.

Reverting to fig. 4, it may be said, why not g
a car and be done with it? Quite so, if you ha
the cash, but when all is said and done, the sidec

is still by a long way the cheapest passenger vehic

really on the market and obtainable. A two-seat(

car costs over double. There is a vast field for t'

designer in producing a new type of motor cycle, wi
which the necessity to wear special clothing is render
unnecessary, and, so long as such a design is not ug
and cumbersome, it will attract many -who will n

otherwise become motor cyclists.

^^'ho will be the first to give us the fully protect
motor cycle, fitted with body, wheel steering, ai

sidecar to match? Don't all speak at once ! C.R.E.

BUYING AND SELLING.
Some Practical Advice to Prospective Purchasers of Second-hand Motor Cycles.

WE are still living in abnormal times, and the

shortage of supplies resulting from the war
causes a brisk interchange of ownership of

motor cycles. This state of affairs must last some time

yet, and the moulders' strike lias undoubtedly prolonged

the period of high second-hand prices. We dO' not mean
to infer that in normal times there is little buying and
selling of second-hand machines, as the reverse is the

case, but that during the present dearth of new motor
cycles, so many of our readers are forced to buy

second-hand mounts or none at all, that there is more
of this kind of trading than usual, and that second-

band prices are abnormally high. Consequently we
get numerous letters from readers who purchase a

motor bicycle said to be, say, a 1915 model, and, after

having it for some time, find it necessary to aoply to

the makers for a spare part. They probably ask for,

say, a spare exhaust valve for a 191 5
, engine

No. , and receive a reply to the effect that the

valve is sent, but pointing out that the machine is a

1912, and not a 1915 model. This may happen weeks,

or even months, after purchase; yet we receive a letter

from the victim asking if any redress can be obtained

from the vendor. Unless the purchaser can prove

that the vendor wilfully deceived him as to the date,

there is no remedy, and also the time to take pro-

ceedings is at the time of purchase, and not months
afterwards. The vendor might quite well have

bought the machine as a 1915 model, and have

used it with success for a year or two, and have been
quite satisfied as to the date. His was a case of

" Where' ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise," and

he may have acted in perfectly good faith. There
was nothing tO' have prevented the victim from taking

the engine number befdre purchase and getting a con-

firmation of the date .of manufacture in a couple of

hours. Is the vendor necessarily to blame? The answer

is. No ! Manv readers seem to think that if they send

the engine number to us it will suffice. An absu

procedure on the face of it, as it is hardly likely th

this journal has the engine number of every mot
cycle engine ever made, no matter of what mak
An amateur may be forgiven for having purchased
worn or defective machine through lack of technic

knowledge, but when the simple precaution of verif

ing the date is not taken advantage of, the blame res

with the buyer. In several cases machines have ni

been altered in design from 1914 to 1919, which
in itself an example that shows the buyer how caref

he must be.

Advice to the Seller.

Now, after a little advice to the buyer, let us sa

a Jew words to the seller. The man who has a goo
motor bicycle to sell has nothing to conceal. He hs

but one object in view, and that is to get the bei

price he can. To do this he should have the machin
cleaned and in perfect order. He should advertise ;

in The Motoi- Ci/cle miscellaneous advertisemer

columns, giving full particulars and the price. It i

best to state a fair price and to stick to it, and i

is desirable to give the prospective purchaser confid

ence, therefore there is no reason why the engim

number should not be stated in the advertisement

and if this were done in every case, there would b'

far fewer cases of dissatisfaction. As there are S(;

many thefts of motor cycles at the present time, ni

trial runs should be granted unless the value of thtj;

machine is deposited in notes ; and, if the vendoi

cannot see to the sale himself, he should depute ;

trustworthy agent to see after the business for him
It is cheaper to pay a small commission than to loK

the machine altogether. The Motor Cycle dejjosii

system has been arranged to protect both vendor anf

purchaser, and we especially warn readers to have-

nothing to do with those who refuse to take advantage

of tills arrangement.
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Accommodating Luggage on Light Sidecars.
A Grid for (he Sporting Canoelet and a New Tourinji Model.
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Left) The Canoelet luggage grid holding two tins of petrol (Right) Showing how an attache case can be carried, and also interior

of the tool case.

'

is generally supposed that the sport-

ing motor cyclist who decides to fit

a light semi-racing type of sidecar

:omaticaIly forfeits the conveniences
luggage accommodation. In contem-
ting the outfit of his younger brother,

! family sidecarist almost invariably

ijiu'es up a picture of the former's

chine with T.T. bars and a tiny side-

, resembling a slipper, in which the
iseiiger, reclining in a more or less

afortable position, is forced to

urse " the bag containing the neces-

ies for a week-end jaunt. Jlany such
chines so loaded are to be found in

lost every part of the country during
'summer months, when their owners

I companions make a dash to the
st and back again between the closing

of the office at mid-day on Saturday and
its reopening on Monday morning ; but
no longer need the sporting passenger
be called upon to carry the suit case,

for Messrs. Mead and Deakin, Ltd., of

Tyseley, Birmingham, the makers of the

Ca.noelet sidecar, have introduced an
additional sporting model, to which may
be fitted a useful luggage grid of their

design.

A New Model.

This grid goes a little further than the
majority of sirch fitments, and is so con-

structed that, in addition to a tool box.

it will accommodate two tins of petrol,

or a suit case, in such a way that they
are securely fi.xed by clamps. The tool

box deserves special mention. In the lid

^A new model Canoelet touring sidecar. It

wiU be observed that the rear springing

arrangement is on conventional lines. The
patent Canoelet system is, however,
abandoned only on this model to allow for the bulbous back.

is a separate compartment for the car-

riage of small tools, while the main bo.x

is sufficiently large for the storage of

every other tool and spare usually
carried.

Another new model of the touring type
is the Model MM 4, which differs, both
in appearance and in suspension, from
the well-known attachment. Model D 4.

This sidecar has a bulbous back, con-
taining a locker sufficiently large to hold
a tin of petrol or personal luggage, and
is sprung at the rear on C- springs of

the conventional type. We have no doubt
that this new model will become as

popular as the better known Canoelet.

HOME FUELS.

IT is estimated that if less than half
our total coal consumption were
treated scientifically every year the

whole of the motor fuel we required
before the war could be produced in

Great Britain. The fact has an interest-

ing bearing upon the efforts that were
made by the Motor Legislation Com-
mittee to secure amendments to the
Electricity (Supply) Act of last session,

with the object of encouraging the home
production of benzole. As a result, the
Electricity Commissioners, who will con-
stitute the central authority for future
developments, were given power to
" conduct experiments or trials for the
.improvement of the methods of the
utilisation of fuel." Further, the Joint
Electricity Authorities, which may be
set up under the Act, were empowered
to establish plants for the extraction of

the valuable by-products " arising

directly or indirectly from the generation
of electricity."

Another amendment ensures that any
sources of electric supply under the con-

trol of the Joint Electricity Authorities
will be available for the charging or re-

charging of electric motor cars.
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OUR AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.
WinJer Trial in New York States : Medals Awarded to Passengers as well as Drivers.

THE Crotona Motor Cycle Club, of

New York City, started the 1920
competition season off well with a

150 miles reliability run that left New
York at midnight. The course was x'm
Albany Post Road to Poiighkeepsie and
return on a 20 m.p.h. schedule. About
58 miles of the run was through ice-rutted

roads, with sriow averaging seven inches
in depth. Thirty-six riders faced the
starter, and were sent off at one-minute
intervals, twenty-seven sidecar outfits and
nine solo machines comprising the field.

The Indian sidecar won highest score

with 1,000 points, which took a gold medal
and the Hendee trophy. The Indian solo

rider with 988 points won a gold medal
in his division. The Indian Scout scored

949 points. A lady driver, with a pas-

senger of the same sex,

scored 915 points. The ["""

Crotona M.C. will award , ^

three gold, twenty-six |

silver, and nineteen
\

bronze medals, pas-
\

sengers sharing equal 1

awards with the drivers. }

The run brought out
\

_ much winter equipment,
handle-bar muffs, splash-
boards, and rain clothes
being in evidence. Most
riders using electrically

equipped machines added
Kay Bee Spot-lights to
their handle-bars, or for
the sidecar passenger to
operate. These Kay Bee
lamps are fitted with 21
c.p. nitrogen lamps and
are swivelling, so that
all parts of the highway
may be illuminated.
Three and, four lamps
were used by some con-
testants, which gave a
good imitation of sun-
light, and permitted of

high speeds. '

Drastic and sweeping
present motor cycle competition rules
marked the semi-annual meeting of the
jNIotor Cycle and Allied Trades Associa-
tion Competition Committee, held in

New York City in January.

Racing Engine Sizes Limited.

The most impbrtant changes affect

racing on one mile tracks, although other
phases of the sport are dealt with.
The growing realisation that modern

motor cycle engines are packing far more
speed and power in their 61in. of dis-

placement (1,000 c.c.) than when the
present rules were formulated caused the
ciimmittee to cut down the limit of piston
displacement. In overhead valve special
r::cing machines, the limit is to 50 eu.

in. (819 c.c), this rule to take effect on
and after January 1st, 1921. The year
of grace was granted the manufacturers
in which to prepare racing engines of the
smaller size.

.Mr. C. B. Franklin, of the Hendee
.Miinufacluring Co., advised making the
liniil in the neigl;bonrhood of 46in., su

:.> to conform to 750 c.c. Ko r.ction wns

taken in the matter. For the current
year overhead valve motors may compete
on mile tracks, but not mixed in with
our so-called stock class. The stock type
of_ motor, of 61 cu. in. piston displace-
ment, may continue to perform on one
mile tracks after 1921. Eight here we
might interpolate that the definition of

In hill-climbing contests (and this soi

of sport was absolutely like the measles
breaking out all over, dui-ing 1919) tli

M. and A.T.A. has made new rulings

For the present year four classes will b^

recognised : 37in. (600 c.c), which in

eludes the Scout Indiair and Spoil
Harley ; 61in. (1,000 c.c), taking in mo.<

stock in American motor cycling circles ' of our road machines; 74in. (1,200 c.c.;

is as vexing a problem as trying to ex-

plain the fourth dimension to a lop-eared
Laplander. The rule will affect the eight
valve Harley-Davidson and Indians, and
the new Cyclone overhead valve Excelsior.
Another needed ruling for one mile

track competition is the restricting of

the number of contestants on the track
at one time. Six riders in one heat or

final are all the M. and A.T.A. will

Competitors in a recent American reliability trial. Extension sidecar axles

are optional equipment on Indians in the U.S., and a big convenience on

rutted roads.

changes to the allow, henceforward, evermore. - At the

same time, no race longer than fifty miles
will be permitted on one mile tracks.

This is a good rule, for most mile tracks
are dirt surfaced. The feature event is

the long-distance race, and generally the
last on the programme. The track sur-

face has been cut and slashed by skidding
wheels, and the dust rises in heavier
clouds, obscuring the view of contestants
and spectators, the riders are tired, and
the sun is low and blinding, All these
conditions are the sort of stuff accidents
are made of, and that is what the con-
trolling body n-ishes to avert.

Track Events.

There are no restrictions as to valve
construction- on tracks larger than one
mile, but the cubic displacement is

limited to 61in. There are a number of

mile and an eighth tracks and two or
three two mile speedways in the United
Sillies, and well scattered, so as to afford
fiif-t riding in many sections of the
country. 5few York City will be without
a fast track, the famous Sheepshead Speed-
way being demolished at the present time.

which includes big valve Indians, C.A.B
Harley-Davidsons, Reading-Standards
and Hendersons of former years; and lli

SOin. (1,300 c.c.) class, which permits tli

Henderson and new Ace to get iiil

action. That for this year, but n

Jan.lary 1st, 1921—momentous date— tli

lid slams down on the 74in. and 80iii

class. After that time only Clin, an

37in. motors will be permitted to compel
in hill-climbs.

."" Another hill-climb nil

that was added was ths

compelling a contestan

to equip his mount wit

a rear mudguard tha

extends 18in. back froi

the saddle. In pa-ssinf

it might be well to sa

that the California typ
of hill-climb is niot

popular here in th

States. This sort of

climb is pulled in a

open field, with a grad

varying from a sligl;

tilt to straight up. Th
course is loose surface!

and riders use chain-sbo

rear wheels to grip tli

ground. When a ride

competes with a nake
rear wheel, and is ui

seated, he might as we
sit down on a buzz sai

as on that spinniii

wheel. Hence the ca

for a rear mudguard.
For road events, sue

as endurance runs, reli;i

bility contests, economy, and non-ste

trials, no limit has been placed on th

piston displacement on a machine.
Inst-ead of one national hill-climb an

endurance run, the M. and A.T.A. li:i

decided on sectional championship con

tests.

Finding a Winner.

Discussion regarding tlie road contest

!

for the coming year shows a trend awa,!'

from the. machine-wrecking, man-kiUiii

contest. Both the New Jersey IM.C. atHj

Crotona M.C, the leading motor cyclr

clubs of the United States, have come t'l

the conclusion that modern motor cycl€|i

cannot be put out of the running, so the;

have adopted the slogan for the year
" Not how few, but how many C8

finish?" The Crotona has in mind
twenty-four hour-' run the first week ii

Jlay, while the New Jersey Club plan,

a "dawn to dusk" ride of 308 miles o^

a fast time schedule. Both clubs wi|:

make use of the unsatisfactory secre;

check to break ties, simply because thei>

have no better method of solving thii

perplexing problem. E. B. HoltoS.
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A CAR ON TWO WHEELS.
The American Mililor, embodying a 1392 c.c. Four-cylinder
Engine, Three Speeds and Reverse, and Pressed Sleel Frame

forming the Lower Half of (he Cranio Case and G ar Box.

THE trend of motor cycle design in

America has long been approaching
the production of a machnie which,

inc(ir|Hirating the desiraMe features of a

four-whooU'd car, will provide the equi-

I'olent advantages gained therefrom, and

,-et retain the tractability, weight and
'ase of handling associated with modern
not or cycles. Four-cylindered power
mils, combined ignition and lighting

tencrators, and tlie like, have been in

'vidence for a considerable time. A great

lepartuse, however, even from the most

'car like" designs has been made in the

'onstruction of the new Militor.

Built originally to provide an inexpen-

ive yet efficient vehicle for economic
ransporation, either for commercial de-

ivery purposes or as a mode of passenger

onveyance. the design and construction

if tlie Militor was. during the war,

:reatly influenced by the exhaustive

ests to which it was subjected by the

Urierican Ordnance Department of the

Jnited States Army, which were re-

uired to ascertain the rigidity of the

raine construction, and to set a standard

f efficiency which would be adequate

ir the abnormal wear experienced under
attletield conditions. ,

With this fact in

lind. therefore, the unconventionality

f the general design and the provision

f a reverse gear, a substantially designed

laft drive, fitted with two universal

lints, will be recognised as the result

f attempting to provide for every emer-

ency in war se;;vice conditions.

Sprung Front and Rear.

The general appearance of the machine
; once suggests heaviness ; the use of a

le-piece steel stamping, however, for

le fraffle, considerably reduces .the ap-

irently excessive weight. A patented
iring suspension is employed for both
le front and rear wheels. The former
nbodies two coil springs, located in the

ont fork tubes, which are totally en-

osed 'by lubricated sliding sleeves. The
out ade is of special design, which is

iistructed to absorb head-on' shocks of

THE "MILITOR

0VERHE.4D

V.ALVE ENGINE.

considerable pressure, and when the
machine, during its trials, was driven at
thirty miles per hour into stone abut-
ments thi.s component successfully with-
stood the shocks, 'fke rear wheel sus-
pension consists of two quarter-elliptic

The sturdy frame con-

struction of ihe Militor

will commend itself

to users of powerfu
sidecar outfits. J

three-leaf cantilever springs, mounted on
a patent rear axle construction, which
controls the spring deflection in every
direction, and evenly distributes all un-
equal stresses transmitted through the
rear wheel. . This stabiliser also controls

the angle of tilt when the machine and
sidecar (which latter is mounted simi-

larly to the rear wheel on semi-ellipticf

springs, and is attached to spring pads
bolted to the stabiliser) are turning a

corner.- or riding on uneven roads. The
device forms a combination of double
spring suspension, and provides a posi-

The pressed steel "chassis" of

the machine forms the lower half

of the crank case, clutch housing,

and gear box

tive control of balance. The main frame
steel stamping constitutes the lower half

of the crank case, clutch, and gear boy
housing. The upper halt of these two
latter is cast integral with that of the
crank case. Hence the complete powrr
unit and transmission, less the propeller
shaft, can be lifted bodily out 6i the
frame, thus exposing all the internal

mechanism.

Overhead Vaive Engine.

The four air-cooled cylinders, having
a bore and stroke of 64 mm. and 89 mm.
respectively (1,592 c.c), are held separ-
ately to the crank case by means of
bolts." The detachable heads are held
by bolts located in the top of the cylin-
der castings. Overhead valves are used,
whilst the rocker arms are efficiently

lubricated. The ignition and lighting
generator is mounted on the near side
of the' crank case, and is driven from a
helical pinion engaging with another
pinion on the front end of the crank-
shaft. An 8i"n. diameter dry plate
multiple-disc clutch transmits the power
through an enclosed flywheel to a
selector type gear box, which, in addi-
tion to the three forward ratios, is pro-
vided with a reverse gear. The gear lever,
situated below the saddle, is not fitted
with a gate, but is capable of moving
on a swivel head in any required direc-
tion. Two universal joints at either end
of the propeller shaft permit generous
movement of the rear wheel. Great
attention has been paid to cleanliness.
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A Car on Twa Wheels.—

The rear mudguard, which is heavily
valanced, is held by bolts beneath the
rear spring retaining plates, whilst the
wide front guard is fixed by stays b&Ued
to the front forks. A triangular con-
struction, with which is incorporated the
steering head, supports the front forks
and tank, which latter, having a capa-
city of 3i gallons of petrol and 1^ gallons
of oil, is held at the rear by supports
bolted to the flywheel housing'.
A gauze screen is fitted on each side

of the engine to protect the legs. Front
wheel brakes are entirely dispensed with,
the braking being located in the transmis-
sion system. Force feed lubrication from
a postive drive oil pump located in the
oil sump of the main frame stamping

The r mudguard of the Militor is of

sensible dimensions.

FEBRUARY 5th, igio.

adequately lubricates all the engine bear-
ings through a hollow crankshaft, whilst
the cylinders are lubricated by splash.

A kick-starter of new design is incor-
porated in the gear box assembly which,
engaging with the transmission gears,
gives an accelerated rotation to the
crankshaft. The control of the electrical

equipment follows standard American
practice, the lighting and electric horn
controls are mounted on a handle-bar
instrument board,- in the centre of which
IS fixed the speedometer. An air cushion
sprung saddle is mounted on the rear
mudguard assembly.

This machine will be handled in the
United Kingdom by London and Mid-
land - Motors, Ltd., 445, Oxford Street,
London, W.l.

A 500 cc. DUAL-PURPOSE MOUNT.
The 3^ h.p. Coven(ry Eagle with Abingdon

"King Dick" Engine. The 1920 Coventry Eagle

pleasing though conventional design.

A 499 cc. engine and a Sturmey-
Archer gear are fitted.

IT may be said that there are three
distinct classes of motor cycle pro-
ducers. First, that consisting of

firms manufacturing their machines
throughout, including engine and gear
box ; secondly, those who buy from
specialists engines or gear boxes or both,
and build a machine to their own design

;

and thirdly, those who merely assemble,
bought engines, gear bo.xe#, and frames.
Motor cyclists will appreciate that there

is almost as much scope for the manu-
facturer who buys only the main com-
ponents as with those who make all

parts themselves, and it is surprising the
difference in design between macnines
embodying practically the same units.

The bending of a top tube, the angles of

the down tube, an inch on or off the
wheelbase, and the rake of the steering

head, all contribute to the quality of

design.

Graceful Appearance.

Some machines look awkward, unduly
large, and clumsy. Others have an ap-

pearance quite the reverse, and the

Coventry Eagle 3^ h.p. illustrated is one

C4

of the latter—a machine following quite
conventional lines, yet neater and more
symmetrical than the majority. It will

be seen that such a machine is a very
good step between the two types of

machines designed essentially for solo and
sidecar work respectively, and therefore

suitable for either purpose.
The Abingdon King Dick engine with

which it is fitted is perhaps not so well

known to recent comers to the motor cycle

Internal cam mechanism of the engine used

in the Coventry Eagle.

field as it deserves to be. It needs no
introduction to the pre-war motor cyclist,

to whom its very good qualities are

known. For the benefit of the former,
however, we mention that it has side-by-

side valves, operated through bell crank
rockers by internally cut cams. The
exhaust valve lifter mechanism is en-

closed. The bore and stroke are 85 mm.
and 88 mm. respectively, the capacity
being 499 cc

Chain-cum-belt Transmission.

A Sturmey-Archer gear box forms the-

gear unit, and a handsome cast aluminium
case encloses the driving chain. The
final drive is by belt. The equipment of

the machine is first-class in every way,
including Brampton forks, aluminium
footboards, and well-designed mudguards,
while Ace disc wheels are fitted when so

ordered.
Tlie manufacturers are the Coventry

Eagle Cycle and Motor Co., Coventry, a

firm founded in 1890, and they also

market J. A. P. and Villiei-s-engined light-

weights following similar lines to the

3^ h.p. model illustrated.
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A Leclure by A. H. Gibson. D.Sc:, before Ihe Ins:i(u(ion-of Automobile Engineers.

~\N Thursday List a most interesting

J lecture was given before the Insti-

tution of Automobile Engineers at,

le Chamber of Commerce, Birmingham.
The subject—air-cooling of petrol

igines— is one that is of intense interest

. all motor cyclists, particularly in view
' tlie amount of discussion which has

•cently taken place on this matter. The
cture'r, Dr. A. H. Gibson, of University

ollege, Dundee, is particularly well

lalitied to speak on this subject, as

n'ing the latter part of the war his

forts were entirely devoted to research

1 air-cooled aero engines, which was
irried out in a most thorough and
stematic manner.

Choice of Materials.

The cylinders on which the lecture is

ised were of considerably greater capa-

ty than any that are used for motor
cle work, and in consequence presented

eater difficulties. In view of this fact

e high efhciency obtained will probably
me as a shock to those interested in

jtor cycle design. Perhaps the most
•iking features of the lecture were Dr.

bson's comparisons of different cylinder

iterials, and in particular the results

tests carried out on similar cylin-

rs constructed of (1) all steel

;

all steel with aluminium cap
Ited on ; and (3) steel cylinders

th cast-on aluminium head. 'We
isider the whole question to be
important that we make no apologies

quoting at length, in the hopes that

may take to heart the lessons to be
rned, so that in the future \Ve may
tain better, lighter, and more economi-
motor cycles. Present-day design has
gnated to such a degree that it would
aear as if few people realised that im-
ivement in cylinder design is possible

1 essential, and that cooling ribs

uild be designed (not guessed), and
it their disposition is most important,
yone who has studied scientifically the
it problem of air-cooling and motor
lies must be struck with the fact that

( ny modern productions have massive
< ling fins where they are not particu-

\ y needful and a minimum of cooling
.• a m tlie most vital parts. Probably
< main reason why such designs are
<, n moderately successful is that their

\ :iency is so low. It is a very notable
f

. that recent experiments have proved
t t an increase of power is often accom-
T led by a decrease in petrol consump-
* 1, thereby showing an increase in
1 ;iency m two directions at once.

he following extracts from the paper
J quoted verhaCim :

Laws of Aik-cooung.—The cooling
E 'aces of the modern air-cooled cylinder
£i ost invariably take the form' of a
ij es of fins, though in some special
fi « cooling spikes may be used with
a antage over certain portions of the
C| nder. A large" number of tests have
h 1 made to determine the rate of heat

dissipation from such surfaces, with
results which show that for wind speeds
between twenty miles per hour and sixty

miles per hour the heat loss is sensibly

proportional to the mean temperature-
difference between the Hn surface and
the incoming air, and to the 0.73 power
of the wind speed. For a given material

the heat dissipation is sensibly inde-

pendent of the roughness of the surface.

Different materials have slightly differ-

ent dissipation coefficients. A steel sur-

face appears to give somewhat greater
heat dissipation than an aluminium or a

copper surface, the difference being, how-
ever, only about five to ten per cent.

The dissipation from cast aluminium fins

appears to be improved by a coating of

suitable stoving enamel, the difference

between the enamelled and plain fins

being about ten per cent.
" Over the range of cylinder sizes usual

in practice, the dissipation coefficient is

sensibly independent of the cylinder
diameter."

" Shape and Size op Fins.—The fin

which gives the maximum heat-loss per
unit of weight is one having slightly

concave surfaces and a sharp tip. It may
be shown, however, that a plain tri-

angular fin is only very slightly less

efficient. The best proportions for such
a fin depend on the conductivity of the
material and on the wind speed.

" If such a fin be truncated until the
tip breadth is one-fifth of the bottom
breadth, the lengths become 80% of those
given above. 'The heat dissipation is

about 0.88 times and the weight 0.96 times
as great as for the complete triangular fin.

The Shape of Fins.

" Since the heat dissipated from a fin

of given sliape varies directly as the length
of the fin, while the weight varies as the

square . of the length of the fin, other
things being equal, cooling fins should be
as short as possible, a large number of

short thin fins being used in preference
to a smaller number of longer and thicker

fins. While in practice this is to be borne
in mind, many other factors besides that
of weight have an important bearing on
the best size of fin to be adopted. Ihus,
in a thin steel cylinder, or in a cylinder
of cast iron or cast aluminium alloy, the
circumferential riljs add greatly to the
strength and resistance to distortion.

Comparatively deep and heavy fins have
a greater effect in this direction than a-

larger number of similar but smaller fins

giving the same cooling. Again, as the
number of fins is increased, the pitch is

correspondingly diminished. This dimi-
nution in pitch reduces the air flow-

between the fins to an extent wdiich may,
with very small pitches, render the fins

practically useless for cooling purposes.
" In a cylinder of cast iron or of

aluminium alloy, foundry difficulties put
a definite limit to the minimum pitch of

the fins."
" Foundry difficulties also prevent the

casting of a fin having a tip less than

about 0.5 mm. in thickness, or a root

thickness less than about i/10, so that an
aluminium fin lin. long would not have
a root thickness less than O.lin.

" The amount of heat dissipated from
the internal surfaces of a petrol engine
depends very greatly on the amount of

oil reaching these surfaces. Where the
oil supply is only sufficient to give ade-

quate lubrication, this component of the

heat dissipation is reduced : morn heat
must be removed from the outer cooling

surfaces, and the cylinder temperature
is increased. Variations in the degree
of cylinder lubrication readily explain

many of the inconsistencies which have
been observed in temperature measure-
ments on cylinders otherwise apparently
similar."

Effect of Mixture Variations.

"Dksicjn.—The influence of design is

shown by a comparison of two engines,

one with overhead valves, and ,the other
an L-shaped head. The L-head cylinder

transmits approximately eighteen per
cent, more heat per b.h.p. to the walls

than does the overhead valve cylinder.

In this L-head cylinder the design was
probably as clean as can be obtained
with such a type of cylinder."

" The strength of the working mix-
ture has a very appreciable effect on the

heat transmitted to the cyUnder walls.

The hottest cylinder is obtained with the

weakest mixture capable of maintaining
maximum load. This is roughly a 13.5

to 1 air/petrol mixture. Any weakening
of this mixture not only reduces the

brake horse-power, but also the heat-loss

per b.h.p., and so in a double degree
tends to give a cooler cylinder. At the

same time it gives an appreciably hotter
exhaust, and so tends to cause over-

heating of the exhaust valves."
"Fuels.—The aniount of heat trans-

mitted to the cylinder walls varies some-
what with the composition of the fuel.

The author has no evidence to show how
it varies with the quality of the petrol,

where this is used. A number of tests

have, however, been made with petrol-

benzole mixtures, with results that show :

" (aj The heat transmitted to the
walls per b.h.p. is somewhat less with a
20% benzole mixture than with petrol.

" (bj The difference increases with
the compression ratio.

" (c) The difference increases with the
engine speed.

"In the case of the single-cylinder
Mercedes engine the difference was

:

with compression ratio of

ith compression ratio of

with a compression ratio of

"1.0%
4.0%,
"2.0%

5.0%,
"3.0%

6.0%
at a speed of 1,400 r.p.m.

" As the power developed under normal
conditions is about 5% greater with a
20% benzole mixture than with petrol,

the total heat transmitted to the walls
is sensibly the same with either fuel.
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A r-coolins.

—

"This is borne out by the results of

tests on an aluminium air-cooled cylinder,

tested with Shell A petrol, and with a
mixture

_ o£ Shell A and 25% benzole.

In this case the compression ratio was
5.0. At the same speeds the benzole-

mixture gave 5.3% more power with a

2^% increase in consumption by weight.

The maximum cylinder temperatures
were, nevertheless, sensibly identical, the

difference being less than 5° C. The
dilference is, however, very marked
where, owing to insufficient cooling or a

very high compression ratio, severe pink-

ing or detonation is caused when working
on petrol.

Cooling Sur.ace Area.
" WoKKiNG TEiirERATURES.—Experi-

ment shows that the maximum tempera-
ture of the head of an air-cooled cylinder

shouH not exceed about 270° C. for

satisfactory working. With maximum
temperatures of 200-" to 220° C. results,

both as regards petrol consumption and
brake mean effective pressure, can be

obtained, which are quite as good as

those from a water-cooled engine of

similar design and size. If the tempera-

ture exceeds about 230° C, trouble is

usually experienced through pre-ignition,

and plug trouble becomes apparent, but

this is more marked on some cylinders

than others."
" In a well designed aluminium cylin-

der of the overhead valve type operating

in a 60 m.p.h. wind, experience shows
that a provision of from 0.28 to 0.35 sq.

ft. of cooling surface per b.h.p. is ade-

quate to give the required temperatures

under normal conditions of operation, the

larger area applying to cylinders of about
4in. bore, and the smaller to cylinders of

about 5in. bore. For steel or cast iron

cylinders with overhead valves, this area

should be increased by about 50%, and
for L-head cast iron cylinders by 100%."
"The table shows the minimum air

velocity necessary for first-class perform-

ance of air-cooled cylinders of good design

and material under normal full throttle

conditions.

Diameter. Velocity.

in. m.p.h.
2 30

3 40

4 50

6 70
3 90

" It is true that cylinders may be suc-

cessfully operated on considerably lower

air speeds, but only -with reduced output

and on appreciably higher petrol con-

sumptions."
" For cast iron L-head cylinders the

maximum air blast should be increased

by at least 50%."
" Cyhndek JIaterials.—With cylin-

ders of normal design, the middle portion

of the head is the hottest point. The
difficulty of keeping it satisfactorily cool

!s mainly due to the fact that the free air

How is impeded by the inlet and exhaust
snive ports and valve gear, and that

owing to the presence of these ports it is

almost impossible to provide adequate
cooling surface at this point. This results

in the heat having to travel outwards, to

be dissipated mainly from the cooling

c8

surface surrounding the combustion head."
" For Autminium Cylinders.—The

valve seats may consist of rings of steel

or of bronze, and these may be either

cast or expanded into position. Both
methods and both materials have been
used with success" (fig. 1).

"Tests have been made with screwed-
in steel liners, but with unsatisfactory
results."

" In one system of composite con-
struction the aluminium easting has been
confined to the cylinder head, and into
this has been cast or screwed the steel

barrel, with its own steel cooling fins, as
shown in fig. 2. Mechanically, this
system has proved sound."
"In another system, exemplified in a

well-known series of engines, the barrel
and head are formed of steel in one
piece. An aluminium cap, embodying
the inlet and exhaust ports, is secured
to the cylinder head by a series of bolts.

This type is intermediate between the
aluminium-headed cylinder and the all-

steel cylinder."

"An interesting series of tests has been
carried out by the author on a series of

three cylinders, differing only in the con-

struction of the head. In one case this

was of steel, with one aluminium inlet

and two cast iron exhaust ports bolted to

its outer surface. In the second case,

an aluminium cap was fitted to the head
of the same cylinder ; and in the third
case the original head was cut off,

and an aluminium head was cast on to

the same barrel. The cylinder diameter
was 5^in. x 6^in. stroke, and the com-
pression ratio 4.6. The tests were
carried out at 1,450 revs, per minute,
and in a wind of eighty-two miles per
hour. The results showed that under
maximum load conditions the aluminium-
headed cylinder gave fifteen per cent,

more power than either the steel cylinder

or that with an aluminium cap. The
petrol consumption of the aluminium-
headed cylinder was twenty-six per cent,

less than that of the steel cylinder, and
twenty per cent, less than that of the

capped cylinder.

" Cylindeb Distortion.—Other things

being equal, cylinder distortion -will be
proportional to the difference of tempera-
ture between its hottest and coldest sides.

Temperature distortion of the head itself

is not usually serious, if the head itself

is not of composite construction. One of

the objections often raised against air-

cooling is that an air blast on one side

of a cylinder leads to excesive distortion

of the barrel.

Tempeiatoie Differences.

" In such cylinders the differences of

temperature between the two sides o'f the
barrel depend entirely oii the way the
blast is applied. The exhaust side is

normally the hottest, and by applying
the blast to this side the difference of

temperature between the two sides may
become comparati-yely small. As an
example, the following figures taken from
tests on a 5^in. air-cooled aluminium
cylinder may be of interest. With the
blast on the exhaust side of the cylinder,
the maximum difference of temperature

between the front and back
of the barrel was 58° C,
while the mean difference
was only 19° C. With the
blast on the opposite, the
inlet, side, the difference
of temperature rose to a
maximum of 180° 0. and a
mean of 120° C. In spite
of this however, the cylin-
der, which -was fitted with
an aluminium piston having
only 0.025in. clearance,
showed no signs of binding
after a prolonged run, show-
ing that even in this extreme
case and in a cylinder of

this size, the distortion was
not serious."

The discussion was most
interesting, and the speakers
included such well known
air-cooled enthusiasts as

Messrs. G. Lanchester, F.

^. Green, A. W. Reeves,
A. H. R. Fedden, Granville
Bradshaw, T. S. Irvine, A.
E. Parnacott, and others.

All agreed as to the
extreme value of the paper
as being based on actual

results, which could be repeated, and
the chairman, Mr. G. W. Watson, and
others, referred to the paper as a classic.

Certain mainufacturers pointed out that
the ideal cylinder for aero work was not
necessarily the most suitable for auto-
mobile practice.

Dr. Gibson, in the course of an able
1

reply, pointed out that in the case of

the comparatively low power output re-

quired for standard automobile work,
cast iron or steel cylinders should prove
quite satisfactory.

There were present at the meeting a

very small number of motor cycle de-

signers, and we cannot help feeling that

by the absence of further representatives
the motor cycle industry has lost a great
opportunity of obtaining some most valu-

able information upon a subject which
affects . their products vitally, but of

which very little reliable information is

available. The complete paper will be
published in the next issue of The Avio-
mobile Enmneer, the official organ of the

I.A.E.
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CURRENT
CHAT

Kcb.

ALCOHOL AS A FUEL.

MUDGUARDING.
A RADIAL ENGINE,

Oimcs to TLlgl)! "Camps.
Greenwich Time.

5tli 5.22 p.m.
7th 5.26 „
9th 5.29 „
lllh 5.52 „

Automobiles in the U.S.A.

It liiis been estimated that there are

7.602.000 autumobiles—either passenger
nr t-ommercial

—
"ufficiallv listed" in the

r.s.A.

[nstitation of Automobile Engineers.

The Graduates" Section (London
Bvanch) of the Institution of Automobile
Engineers aniiounces that a paper on
" Steering Gears " will be read bv Mr.
F. R, Cowell on February 12th, it the

offices of the Institution. 28, Victoria

Street, S.W.I, at 8 p.m.

Busybodies.

The Executive Council of the County
Councils Association, last week, adopted
the resolution of the Wilts County
Council, that the strongest representa-

tion should be made to Parliament for

immediate measures to constitute pillion

riding a punishable offence.

\ Straw in the Wind.
" Prices on one make of machine," says

I correspondent in New York, "have
idvanced quite a deal.> I will not men-

ion names, but the lone firm will soon

De joined by the rest of the manufac-

urers, and i'f the increases keep up they

vill soon match British prices that at

n-esent look skv high to us Americans."

[nternational Voilurette Race.

The Automobile Club de I'Ouest will

hold a race for cycle cars and small cars
over a 400 kilometres course in the neigh-
bourhood of Le Mans on August 29th.
The engine cylinder capacity must not ex-
ceed 1,400 c.c. Entrants sliould com-
municate with the A.C. de I'Cuest, 54,

Place de la Kepublique, Le Maiis.

The Rpnovation of Old Models.

So many of our readers ask ns for in-

formation concerning the fitting of counter-
shaft gear bo.xes to old pattern but reliable

motor cycles that we should be glad to

have some particulars on this subject as

to the cost of fitting, amount of alteration

necessary, and any further details which
would help other readers of The Motor
Cj/dc. Deliveries of new models are still

all too slow, and many riders are desirous
of bringing old pattern machines up to
date.

Engelsche as She is Wricht:
The following curiosity has been

received from Holland by Zenith Motors,
Ltd. :

" Y to look about near Engelsche
House which to make ilotorcyeles 4
Stroke one and two cylinders of 2| to

9 H.P. Solt you so friendly will to be
my to give antwerd of your House is

represente in Holland for Sole agent.
Can you deliver motorcycles. When can
you deliver. How much stuks for seisoen
1920. Which motorcycles can you deliver,
and wath price and wath condition.
Please will you do asure your give mv
up. You asure that y your wrichting
solt to recieve with to most -interest.
Your Faitfully." Then follows a signa-
ture, which is absolutelv illegible.

What Then ?

In a report from the Bui'eau of Mines
in the U.S.A. it is staled that probably
all existing underground reserves of oil

in that country will be exhausted by 1928.

A Smart Capture.

An A.C.U. member left his Douglas
combination in a Bournemouth street

recently while he made a call. On return-

ing "to the spot a few minutes later he
found that the machine had disappeared.

He immediately telegraphed to the

Union's headquarters in London, where
details of the combination were received

at 11 a.m. The headquarters staff at once
took steps to inform, their road guides

throughout the country of the loss. At
2.30 p.m. the same day the missing

Douglas was recogni.sed by a road guide
in Basingstoke and was duly secured.

The Moto Club Liegeois.

The oldest motor cycling club in Bel-

gium, the Moto Club Liegeois, has re-

cently been authorised by his Majesty
King" Albert to take the title of Royal
Jloto Club Liegeois. Sixty-five members
of the club joined the Army at the__' out-

break of w-ar, and they distinguished

themselves as despatch riiJers, in the air,

and technical services, and in fighting

corps, iloreover, at the beginning of the
war, the R.M.C.L. formed a corps of

fifty despatch riders, who rendered great

services, especially in reconnaissance
work in the German lines. The R.M.C.L.
will promote four big events this year :

A winter trial in i\Iarch, a two-days
trial in May, the great ' international

event, Paris-Nancy-Liege, in August
and a great trial in September.

S ParEer (Bolton), H. Petty (Leicester), and V. Horsman (Liverpool), who are all riding " Big Four " Norton sidecars, will compete for a team prize.
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Colmore Cup Finai

The first two entries received for this

classic Midland trial are Frank Whitworth
(Premier Runabout) and Howard R. Lane
(B.S.A.).

Paris-Nice Iiiai.

The Paris-Nice entry list closed with
114 names. It is expected that the
starters will number about 100. The
weighing and sealing of British machines
will be on the 11th inst. at .8.30, a set

time being fixed for each competitor.

American Champion Kl'lel.

"Bob" Perry, an Excelsior exponent,
was killed on the 3rd ult., at Ascot
Speedway, California, U.S.A., while
riding a Cyclone-eiigined Excelsior. It

is said that his speed at the time of his

accident was 95 m.p.h., which is far

faster than the safety limits of the track.

Through a skid he lost control of his

machine, falling, and striking his head
against a post. He was taken to the

hospital, but the efforts of the' surgeons
proved futile.

IVIOTORS FOR
POLICE WOMEN.
The women police

of London have for

some time realised the

value of the motor cycle

in their rescue work,

and we have before re-

produced photograplis

of the staff with their

motor cycles. New
machines have now been

supplied, among them
being an Enfield two-

stroke, and the Sun-

beam and Matchless

outfits shown

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

the forerunner o/ all motoring

journals. Founded in 1S95,. it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys the

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative British

motoring journal.

The Commercial Motor Users' Asso-
ciation.

, We have received a pamphlet dealing
with the aims for "which the C.IM.U.A.

has been formed. The Associa-
tion has for its objective the
unification of all users of com-
mercial motor vehicles ; it is not
run for profit, but for the general
good.

Application foi membership
01 fuither paiticulais, should
be addiessed to E S Shiapnell
Smith, C B E , 50, Pall MaU

FEBRUARY ji/t, iq20.

Second-hand Prices.

It will be noticed that a departure
has been made from the method pre-

viously used when dealing with second-
hand prices. There are now two prices

given wherever possible ; the first repre-

sents the cheapest machine of its type
for disposal, and the second the most
expensive. It is to be feared that the
total number of machines for sale is

still somewhat restricted, owing possibly

to the fafct that spring, with its promise
of better motoring conditions, is fast

approaching.

A.J.S. U9I3), 6 li.p., sidecar iUo
(1916 to 1919), 6 h.p., sidecar £iio-£iS5

„ {1920), 6 h. p., sidecar . ^235
Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £ii5-tr40
AlloQ, 2-stroke, 2-speed Ci^C^S
Bradbury, 4 li.p., siugle-speed, solo £40
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-spsed, sidecar £90-£i5o
Calthorp.i-J.A.P., 2^ h.p., 2-speed £40-i45
C!yno, 5-6 h.p., j-spsed, "sidecar i9o-£i2o
Douglas, 2i h.p., W.D £50-165

23 h.p., 1919-20 ijo-igo
4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £ioo-£i3o

Enfield, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 1919 £65
3 h.p., twin, 2-speed, 1915 (.i7-(fi5
6 h.p., sidecar ^ i9o-^l40

Harley-Davidson, 3-spced, sidecar £i25-£2qo
Humber, 32 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £50-i,58

3.i h.p. flat twin, 1919 £135
Indian (1914), 7-9 h.p., -2-speed, sidecar .. igo-iiio

(1916), 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar . £i20-£i35
Levis, 2i h.p., smgle-speed (.ii-iiz

„ 2i h.p., 2-speed ^52
Matchless, M.A.G. and Victory Model, with

sidecaP ii-io-iiyo
New Hudson, 2V hp, 2 stroke, 2 speed £42-^,65

(1914), 3! b p , 3 speed hub,-) Lo-i55
Neu Imperial 24 h p , 2 speed £45^48
P \ iM 1919 3'hp,solo £»8-i9o

I9t9> 3; h p , sidecar £io5-£i2S
RjNcr 191819, 3ibp, IT £85

1918, 3! h p , 3 speed countershaft,
and -sidecar . £130

Rudge Multi, 35 h p i40-£7o
,, 5 6 h p , and sidecar ^147

Scott, solo, I919 £jjo
„ sidecar i9o-£i55

Sunbeam 3I h p , and sidecar £iio-£i4o
Inumpa, 3; h p , single speed £25-^48

3I b p , 3 speed hub . 1^55

4 h p , 3 sp^ed Louulershalt, solo £05-^120
„ ( b p , 3 speed countershaft, side

'^'"^
, ,

,

• jC93-il45
2; hp, 2 -uoke £53 10

i
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Trial for "James" Employees.
Slaff Trials are becoming Popular among Molor Cycle Manufacturers,

DKSIMTE the sunshine and strong

wind, ihe ro«ds selected for the trial

pionioted by the James Cycle Co.,

..td., last week-end were very soft and

rCHsy in places. Many well-known Mid-

uid "hills were included, amongst thgm
eing tlriivel Pit, Gaby Glide, Beacon
iill, and Flagstaff. lE.\citement was
rented by the overturning of two outfits

I Beacon. On Flagstaff nmch poor driv-

ig was exhibited, few competitors getting

p unassisted.

Some confusion was caused at this

lace, everyone being sent off the course,

id many finally reached the hill an hour
r more behind schedule after covering

lueh unnecessary mileage.

. (Top) A. C. Warr (44 h.p. James). (Lelt) Willing helpers restore F. Russon's 3-6 h.p. James sidecar, whicli overturned on Beacon Hill.

(Right) G. E. Stobart taking the bend on Beacon Hill.

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
3E annual general meeting of the

Bi Motor Cycling Club was held at

Pagani's Restaurant, at 5.30 p.m.,
01 vVednesday last week^ In the absence

the president, Lt.-Colonel Charles
J' ott, O.B.E., the chair was occu-
pi by Mr. '

R. H. Head, chair-
m of the committee, who put the
a» lal report to the meeting, and it was
ui dmously adopted. He regretted the
111 nee of their president, but hoped
th he would be re-elected. He then
pi osed Colonel Jarrott's election to the
P<i which was duly seconded, and
cf ed unanimously. The following vice-

PH dents were then re-elect-ed : Messrs.
A rt Brown. R. C. Davis, E. B. Dick-

C. J. Jenkins, S. H. Fry, J. Van
' Jiik, J. A. Jackson, Ernest Per-
and Harry Smith. Mr. W. H.

; 5 was then elected captain, and in
th ourse of a short speech he said that
he ould endeavour to keep up the social
S"-' of the club. The following officials

were then re-elected : Hon. secretary,
Mr. Southcomb May ; hon. treasurer,

Mr. L. A. Baddeley; auditor, Mr. W.
Richards. The next procedure was to

elect the 1920 committee, and while the
scrutineers—Messrs. Vivian Olsson and
Edward Pond—were counting the votes,

the Chairman made a brief announce-
ment concerning the 1920 programme,
mentioning, as the principal events, the
opening run on March 13th to the Old
Ship Hotel, Brighton, the London-
Land's End run at Easter, the London-
Edinburgh run at Whitsun, a meeting
at Brooklands in July, the team trial for

The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup on June
26th, a run to Devonshire in August,
and the Avinter run in December.
Mr. W. H. Wells then made some

interesting proiMsals regarding the Lon-
don-Edinburgh run. He suggested that

a detour should be made from the Great
North Road into "Westmorland and
Cumberland, comprising such hills as

Tow Top, Staveley, Kirkstone Pass, and
others, finally joining the western road
to the north of Penrith. This would
add about fifty miles to the journey.

It would naturally make the run more
difficult, and the medals really worth
winning, and would take the" place of. the

return journey from Edinburgh to

London, as part of the run.

This proposal was met with consider-

able approval. The Chairman then stated

that it was proposed to offer prizes of

silver-plated ashtraySj with the club's

silver medal in the centre, cigarette

boxes, or match stands, on which the

club's silver medal was mounted, as

alternatives to gold medals.
The following were elected members

of the M.C.C. Committee for 1920 ;

Messrs. R. H. Head, A. Candler, E. A.

Bridgman, W. Cooper, P. G. E. James,
R. 6. Bell, B. Marians. 0. G. Seed, B.

A. Hill, E. M. P. Boileaa, and S. R.

Axford.
CIS
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CLUB NEWS.
More New Clubs and Revivals of Pre-war Organisations.

Motor Cycling Club.

All members of the Jlotor, Cycling Club
should communicate their addresses to

the hon. sec, Mr. Southcomb May, 34,
Gower Street, London, W.C., whetJier
they hare recently done so or not.

Abertillery M.C.C.

A new club has been formed in Aber-
tillery, Mon., the membership of Avhich
is already over 25. Motor cyclists de-
siring to join should communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. S. Williams, The
Cwm Hotel, Abertillery, where all in-

formation concerning meetings, club runs,
etc., may be obtained.

Cheltenham M.C. and L.C.C.

An enthusiastic and well-attended
meeting, of motor cyclists was recently
held in Cheltenham, at which it was
decided to revive the old Cheltenham
il.C.C, under the name of the Chelten-
ham Motor Cycle and Light Car Club.
_The first meeting of' the reconstituted
club will be at the Belle Vue. Chelten-
ham, at 2.30 p.m., on ilarch i3th. All
motor cyclists are earnestly invited to

attend. Plon. secretarv is C. H. Dickins,
3, Bath Road, Cheltenham.

Crlasgow Western M.C.C.

The Glasgow Western Motor Cycle
Club, at its annual general meeting in

the club rooms. Great Western Road,
C41asgow, on January 25rd, elected the
following office-bearers : President, Jlr.

Wm. Simpson ; vice-president, Mr. James
Barclay ; captain, Mr. E. N. White

;

vice-captain, Mr. M. J. Fraser ; secretary,

Mr. John Robinson, 1, Yarrow Gardens,
Kelvinside

;
press secretary, Mr. R. Scott,

11, Percy Street, Ibrox; committee,
Messrs. D. S. Alexander, D. S. Anderson,
J. Bell, S. Gibson, A. Lindsay, J. Walker,
J. Mackenzie, J. Spence, and H.
JIacdonald.
The reports of the secretary and

treasurer showed that the club was in a

flourishing condition, and optimism was
expressed regarding the prospects for the

coming season. The first annual dinner
of the club is to be held in the Grosvenor
Restaurant on Saturday, the 7th inst.,

and a dance at the end of Jlarch.

Fch.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

F b.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Jfuturc (Tlub "Events.

J.—Sheffield and HnUamslihe M.C.C. Annval
General Meeting, Angel Hotel, Sheffield, at
S p.m.

H.—Nottingliam and District M.C.C. Annual
Dinner, Welbeck Hotel.
li.—Finchlcu and District M.C.C. General
Meeting, Orange Tree Hotel, Fricrn.Sarnct,
y.30 p.m.

".

—

Glasgow Western M.C.C. Annual Dinner,
Grosvenor Tiestaurant, 7 p.m.

II—Exeter M.C. and -J.C.C. .innual Dinner.
13.—N.M.C.F.U. Kotherham Meeting,
Y.M.C.A., r..w.

U.—Stalybridgc and District M.C. Annual
General Meeting, Tleadgvarters, 7.^5 p.m.

17.—Hke.-iton ano District M.C.C. Annual
Meeting and Dinner.

IS. -Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Kliist Drice anl Dance, Queen's Hall.
Chatham..

1 .—N. nuts. M.C. and L.C.C. General Meet-
ing, King's .irms Hotel, Su-indon.
IS.—.'Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Smoking

and A.G.ltl.

:S.—York and Dislrirt M.C. Annual Dinne
and General Merlnu]. lllnilmill Hotel.

V.—Staliibridge inid District M.C. Annuo
Dinner, Pit and Selaon Hotel, Ashton
nnder-Lvne, 7.30 p.m.
-Baling and District M.C.C.
Dinner, Clartndon IlLstan

iith.

Han

and

K.itLC.F.V. (1.1

Viclorv Hotel.
f.—Siitton ColdUe
A.C. Pantomime Mght.
3.—Cheltenham 'M.C. 'and L.C.C.
Belle T-ieic, 2.30 p.m.
3.-M.C.C. Opening Pvn to Brighton.
l.—Homc Counties 'Ch:bs' Seliabilitn Trial
l.—N.M.C.F.C. (Leedsl. nliist Drire and

mingham

Meeting,

S.-Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Bun to
Pichmond to North of England Ralhi.

3.—M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Trial.

5.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Slanton Hill-
climb.

5.—Westmorland M.C.C. Hill climb.
S.—Srooklands A.E.C. Face Meeting.
SS.—ScarboToirtih M. and M.C.C. Ran to
FarndaU.

S7.—Birmingham M.C.C. Trial.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

The Stalybridge and District 31. C. will

hold its annual general meeting at

headquarters, on the 15tli inst., at 7.45

p.m. The annual dinner- will be held at

the Pit and Nelson Hotel, Ashton-under-
Lj'ue, on the 27th inSt., at 7.30 p.m.
The hon. secretary is Jlr. G. E. AYatts,
Balmoral House, Stalvbridge.

Surrey M.C.C.

The first pest-war annual dinner and
distribution of awards took place at the
Angel Hotel, Guildford, on Wednesday,
January 28th.

Finchley and District M.C.C.

At a rally of Finchley motor cyclists,

held at the Orange Tree Hotel, Friern
Barnet, on the 23rd ult., it was decided
to form a motor cycling club for Finchley
and district. The following temporary
officers were elected : Chairman, Mr. R.

J. Lisles; hon. sec, Mr. Bernard Staley,

Burnage, Victoria Avenue, Finchley.

The question of amalgamation with the

Middlesex Motor Cychng Club was die-

cussed, and it was decided that as there

were sufficient promises of support not to

agree to amalgamate for the time being.

A general meeting is called for February
6tli at the Orange Tree Hotel, Friern
Barnet, at 8.30 p.m.

Newcastle and District M.C.C

There was a representative attendance
of motor cyclists at the annual meeting
of the Newcastle and District M.C. held

on the 27th ult., when Mr. F.
'

Keir
presided.

It was reported that ilessrs. Travel's,

of Newcastle, were an.xious to present a

trophy for a hill-climbing competition foi

clubs affiliated to the North Easteri;

Automobile Association, to be organised
and run by the club, and that gold medah
would accompany the trophy. In addi
tion, Jlr. Jlurray offered a rose bowl,

and Jlr. Lister offered a cup for indi-

vidual club events. All offers wen
accepted with thanks.

Jlr. Clifford Allison, a pre-war Tnenibei
of Sutton Coldfield Club, now of New
castle, joined Jlr. James Cooper in the

capacity of joint competition secretary
Jlr. W. Robson Lister was re-elected gen
sec, and the committee elected compriseo
Jlessrs. G. Batty, C. Allison, S. Bel!

Geo. Roper, W. C. Crompton, W. Spoors
Jas. Reed, W. Baxter, F. Keir. H.
Brogden, G, Jliddleton, J. S. Pendleton
and J. L. Murray. The rules wert

amended in such a way as to remove al

trade distinctions.

The Qmbridge University M.C.C. is already showing enthusiasm, several ol its members participating in a club run last

'

the first of many arranged for the year.
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1,'lub News.

—

Scarborough M. and M.C.C.

TliG first iiiimial mooting of the iiewly-

toniiod Siiirboi'ougli niul Dis. jM.C. was
held at tlu' \'irtoria Hotol 011 Monday
at last week. There was an attendance
)f about thirty members. The hon. sec.

s Mr. VV. Marriott, 28, Gladstone Road.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

A spirit of optimism prevailed at the

ecent annual mooting of tlie Kidderminster
vI.C.C. Much satisfaction was expressed

it the position of the club financially,

nking into consideration the ditBcult

ircumstances under which the club had
arricd on during the past few years.

Mr. J. G. Nixon was' unanimously re-

lected captain, and thanks accorded for

is past services to the club. Mr. Derrick
lurcher was elected as vice-captain, and
he following were elected on the com-
littee : Messrs. R. Grove, jun., R.
'ritchard, \V. H. Walker, T. Jenks, G.
liltcn, and R. Stone. Mr. Gilbert
'ritchard, Bewdley Road, Kidderminster,
as elected as hon. sec, Mr. C. Brown
s assistant hon. sec, Mr. A. W. Lucas
as re-elected treasurer, and Mr. Reg.
'ritchard as trial secretary.

: utton Coldfleld and North Birmingham A.C.

Kntrv forms for the t'olnKire Cup
Trial, 'on Saturday, the 28th inst., will

be sent immediately on receipt from the
])rinters. The organising secretary is

Mr. Phil. Mo.sedale, The Nook, Manov
Hill Road, Sutton Coldfield.

North Wilts M.C. and L.C.C.

On Wednesday last week a well-

attended and very enthusiastic meeting
was held at Lay's Restaurant, Swindon, •

to inaugurate the North Wilts Motor
Cycle and Light Car Club,
Mr. E. C, Skurray, having consented to

accept the presidency, opened the meeting
with a .splendid speech in which he out-
lined the necessity of and benefits such a
club would ofi'er motor cyclists in the
district. i\Ir. Skurray made a generous
offer to present the club with a cup for

competition. The only condition attached
to the gift is that it is to be won three
times before it becomes the property of

the competitor.
Some eighty prospective members were

present, which, considering the bad state
of the weather, was most gratifying, and
many who were imable to be present wrote
assuring the club of their support. The

headquarters of the club are at the King's
ArniK Hotel, where the next general meet-
ing will be held on the 18th inst. The
subscription has been fixed at £1 Is. per
annum. The secretary pro tein. is Mr. A.
R. Xorris, 26, Kent Hoad, Swindon.

N.M.C.F.U. (Rotherham).

The Rotherham Branch of the
N.iM.C.F.U. held a highly successful
meeting in the Y.M.C.A., Howard
Street, on Friday last. Officials were
elected, and many interesting problems
discusised, particularly the new taxation
proposals, and the following resolution
was unanimously carried :

"That this branch of the N.M.C.F.U.
urges the executive to protest against
any further taxation on motor cycles and
sidecars, as it is considered that the
present method is totally adequate, and
any further tax would be an imposition
on those who use their machines primarily
for pleasure, and who do not do any
exce.ssive damage to the roads."

Meetings are arranged for the last
Friday in each month, but owing to the
large amount of business requiring im-
mediate attention, it was decided to hold
a meeting on Friday, the 13th, in the
same room at 7.30 p.m.

THE THURLOW CYCLE CAR.
A Simple Three-wheeler with Motor Cycle Transmission

rHE ThurUiw three-wheeled cycle car,

which, although under construction

and experiment for several years,

IS hut recently been redesigned, will,

ithin a short time, be placed on the
arket by the designer, iMr. Thurlow,
Kingston Road, Wimbledon, London,
W.19. Tubular chassis construction is

led throughout, the simplicity of which
a marked feature of the car.

The power unit, which at present is

I 8 h.p. twin Precision, is conveniently
sposed at the forward end of the chassis.

Fellows magneto is mounted on a plate

:ed to the off side of the crank case,

id is driven by a roller chain. Carbu-
tion is supplied by an Amac single-lever

rburetter, which has, during the ex-

lustive tests to which it has been sub-
itted, given great satisfaction. On

\ moving the bonnet the forward as embly
'pears to be somewhat complicated,
lis impression is probably due to the
?enious method of crowding the com-

i ete transmission system be-

•een the false radiator and
e dash. Mounted directly

' hind the engine is a
nrmey-Archer three-speed

' ar and kick-starter. To the

crank pedal of the
latter has been fixed an
extension shaft, which
protrudes beyond the

off side longitudinal
chassis member, and
bolted to this shaft is

a long handle, held
stationary by a spring
clip fixed to the front

mudguard. This fitting

not only enables the
driver to start his

engine from the seat,

but the great leverage
afforded by the length
of the arm greatly
facilitates the rotation of the engine.

Further, to reduce the difficulty of engine
starting, an arrangement is fitted to the
starter extension shaft, which, for half

of the arc described by the handle, raises

the exhaust valves from their seatings,

and when this period has been covered

The redesigned Thurlow three-

wheeler has chain - cum - belt

\ transmission.

The Thurlow may be started from
the driver's seat by a side lever.

the valves drop, and the resulting full

compression, with the engine turning at
a moderate speed, ensures a rapid start.

Chain transmission is used only from
the engine to the gear box, and a long
belt subs^equently transmits the drive to
a belt rim on the rear wheel. A disc
clutch is incorporated in the gear box, and.
is operated from a pedal located on the
left side of the accelerator.

Efficient front and rear springing is
employed. In front laminated springs
anchored to tubular radius rods, conside'r-
ably decrease any side sway. The patented
rear suspension consists of a sub-frame
supported by the single rear wheel, which
is free to move about an axis. Mounted
between the rear axle and the point of
rotation of the sub-frame are two helical
springs. This suspension similarly obvi-
ates the amount of lateral sway 'usually
experienced on single wheel rear-driven
cycle cars.

Tw'O brakes are provided, the rear ona
of which, controlled from a'handle on tha
off side of the body, acts on the rear belt
rim, whilst the second is brought into
action by a further depression of the
clutch pedai which forces a brake block
between the flanges of the gear bos pulley.

C17
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The Editor does not hold himself responsiole for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters mast te addressel to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry^ and must be accompanied ty the writer's name and address.

RUSTLESS STEEL HIMS.
Sir,—I was much interested in your article on stainless

stee]. Would it not be possible to have rims made of this?

They are the parts most subject to rust, and it is most
essential to keep them free of it to prolong the life of the
tyres. JOHN J. ARNOLD.
[Certainly ; the only obstacle is the cost.

—

Ed.]

THE "BUMP" CYCLE.
Sir,—Doubtless many of your readers have been much

amused by the Account given in The Motor Cycle of the
Bump bicycle.

The absurdity of the arrangement should be obvious when
one considers that the energy required to work the motor
can only come from the rider himself (except, of course, when
going downhill). The arrangement really comes to dividing

the drive between the pedals and a machine of very doubtful
efficiency, actuated by the saddle and front forks. It is

obvious that the overall efficiency cannot be increased this

way.
Furthermore, I worked- out the maximum power which

would be derived from a Bump motor travelling at 15 ra.p.h.

It came to ^ li.p. It might be confidently expected that

such a motor would be able to drive its own chain, but, I

fear, very little else.

It is indeed surprising that such an idea should have
been embodied in a proposition intended" for the market.

HAROLD J. POOLE, B.Sc. (Lond.).

HOW MOTOR CYCLES ARE STOLEN.
Sir,—In reference to " J.W.B.'s" letter published in your

issue of January 15th, I regret to say that a machine I

advertised on January 8th was stolen in a very similar

manner. A pleasant, well dressed man, age about 27, height

5ft. 8in., light brown hair, clean shaven, called and stated

that he was a chauffeur. You will note that the description

is exactly that of the man who stole "J.W.B.'s" machine,
and doubtless he is the same. He called one Sunday evening

and arranged to bring the cash and take delivery of the

machine early in the week. In course of conversation he
obtained my business address,- and on Monday called on
me with the request that I would give him a guarantee

that the bicycle was in running order. I accordingly wrote
out a short form of guarantee and gave it to him. He
then sent a forged telegram, in my name to my mother,
stating that I had just seen "Wood," as he called himself,

and had received the money, and that my mother might let

him have the machine. My mother had some doubts about the
telegram, but these were dispelled when "Wood" produced
the guarantee which I had given him, and thus proved that

he had seen me that morning, and she let him have the

machine. This man is apparently going strong, and motor
cyclists would do well to be on their guard.

T. A. DICKESON.

A HIGHLY DEVELOPED 'MOTOR BICYCLE.
Sir,—I have read the article (January 15th) describing

Mr. H. P. Blake's design for a motor cycle de luxe with
great interest. While his design has many good points and is

well thought out, I think it is slightly too unconventional in

appearance to appeal to the majority of riders. I consider
the ideal motor cycle should be fairly conventional in appear-
ance and designed purely for solo work, as the powerful sidecar
combination de In.re must finally give place to the cycle car.
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The machine should be quiet, free from vibration and
comfortable, and yet be capable of 45 m.p.h. on the level.

My specification would include the following points

:

Frame Parts.
1. Frame built of straight tubes throughout.
2. Well sprung rear wheel (not a spring frame).

3. Brampton front forks and ample mudguards front and
rear.

4. Easily detachable wheels and big tyres.

5. Two good rear wheel brakes.

Engine and Transmission.
1. H.O. twin engine of 3-4 h.p., placed across frames,

detachable cylinder heads, and mechanical lubrication.

2. Multiple-plate clutch (hand and foot controlled), run-

ning in oil.

3. Four-speed gear box and enclosed shaft and worm
drive to the back axle.

Accessories would include Lucas lighting set, good tool-

bags, comfortable saddle, wide footboards, and leg shields.

Screw-down greasers to be fitted to hubs and spring fork

links.

A machine on these lines should satisfy the, solo rider who
requires speed and comfort, and who does not want a machine
on conventional lines. - M. L. P. REILLY.

THE SPORTING SINGLE SPEEDER.
Sir,—I was much interested in " Revs's " letter in a recent

issue, having had twenty years' experience of single-gear

machines. I have no wish to own any other type.

On ordinary English roads the 'single-speeder is all that

is required : even a Philipson 'pulley I find quite unneces-

sary, though it fulfils all its makers' claims. The existing

prejudice against the ordinary T.T. model is due to the fact

that it is designed on "hot-stuff" lines for competition

purposes. The compression is too high, the engines too

small, and the ordinary modern carburetter unsuitable.

The rider soon tires of them; also, they are too noisy. In

fact, there is no suitable- type made, and I have to have
mine specially constructed to order in every case. \ ;.

The first requisite is an aversize motor : 500 c.c. is not {

enough; for a single, 600-550 c.c. is about right. A twill

should be V-type, not less than 700 c.c, preferably l,OCIw

Direct belt-drive should be fitted. S
The next is low compression. A spare set of shallaS

valve caps is most useful. The third is a decenf;ly designs
carburetter. The fashionable single fixed jet, semi-aut^
matic ones are hopeless. They give hard starting with 4
big jet, are heavy on petrol, and possess no flexibility.

.f.

The carburetter must have a variable jet. Two of tis^

B. and B. models, or the B.S.A., are good. For duffer^^

or for big twins, the pilot jet, B. and B., is the best. Jwl
attempt must be made to obtain high volumetric efficiency^

or the whole design is upset, nor to get very high speed.

A machine on the above lines is fast enough (with decei

driving it will do a genuine 8 m.p.h. up to 50-62 witho
tuning), and will climb normal hills with ease geared 4 to

to 1. It is tractable in traffic, and more economical thai

a two-stroke in petrol and oil. (I have regularly averaeei

120-140 a gallon with two of my old machines, and the;

were not driven slowly. One was a 557 c.c, and the oth
600.) Overhead valves are nnnecessary and undesirabli

Further, there is no plug trouble.

Such a machine is as reliable as a clock, easy to stan

and a joy to ride. Moreover, it is the last word in elimina?
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1, iiiul er(jo ideal for the busy riJei'. The difTicultios In

idliiij;; are exatjgeraled, in my opinion. I have tantjht

old gentlenuiu of 65, and several younc girls, to drive

10 after ten minutes' tuition—none had ever driven a

tor cycle hefore. Also, it is cheap to build—a vital

nt in these hanl tiines— inid the belt works under the

t conditions. It is kind to tyres, wheel, and engine
rings.

'he ordinary rider has never bestridden such ; I doubt
oh if " Ixion " or "Road Rider' ever has. It they

they would not emit such fulsome prai.se on the multi-

fed, 300' lb., flat twin creations they affect. They are

come to inspect or try mine at any time,

he sidecar has spoilt the true motor cycle. I sincerely

e the development of the cycle car will kill the over-

eloped, ponderous car on two wheels. AUTOBORE.
ondon, S.W.

ir,— I wonld like to answer your correspondent,
.T.P.." under the heading "Why?" in reference to

pie single-speed machines. As an old motor cyclist, and
ider of single-speed machines for about twelve years, I

have a hankering after the old single-geared machine
solo riding, and for the following reasons :

..) It is very light and easy to handle.,

\.) Will climb any main road hill, and on a higher gear
than the modern three-speeders.

;) It is fast.

.) Very simple and easy to keep in running order.

.) Lower petrol consumption.

gainst this one has the disadvantages of traffic riding

1 a high gear ratio, also riding in grease, and the in-

ity to climb sing'e figure gradients without shortening

s belt and opening the pulley flanges.

good compromise is effected in the case of two machines,
Rudge and the Zenith, where something of the simplicity

,he old single belt driven machine is retained, and a
' ratio low enough for almost any hill solo is obtainable,

the weight is not too much.
B.T.P." seems to be under the impression that previous
espondents were advocating the single-geared machine
passenger wo 'k, which, of course, was not the case,

constant passenger work, with the modern coach-built
: ;ar, let us have the three-speed chain-driven machine,

all means, but nowadays the solo rider who wants a

;, powerful and sporty mount is not catered for in

( lines over 2| h.p., with the exception of the two firms

ed above, and the T.T. single-geared Triumph,
athersage. C.E.T.

:ation.

:,—There has recently been a lot of 'discussion as to the

1 of taxation for motor cars and cycles,

iw, all motorists want roads, and, to my mind, should

in proportion to the amount of damage they do to the

lice, why not tax tyres? It would be quite easy to put
tax on at the makers. And this would apportion the

ion according to the use made of the vehicle. The
r the tyre the heavier should be the tax.

H. W. HILLS.

,—I have read with much interest, the article in your
: on taxation, and although I appreciate that this is

ly your comment and has no connection with official

i. seeing that the members of the Advisory Committee
tless feel their way through literature such as this, I

I

d like to make a few comments on the article in question
;ive you another point of view of the subject,

st, it is rumoured that the Government intend to

|uish the 6d. tax on petrol. I think I am correct in

ig that most motorists have looked upon it as an estab-

1 tact that sooner or later this tax would be entirely
luil. Now, however, the idea seems to be to knock off

ul. tix merely in order to allow the oil magnates to clap
I'llier 8d. or so for the benefit of their already good
-nils, so that the nett result of this little part of the
ictiuii will be that motorists will have to pay 2d. more
leiv petrol. It makes little difference whether it is in
)nn of taxation or increased price, the fa-ct remains that

s nail have to pay 3s. 2^d. per gallon if the runpured

I

le comes into force. In the second place the Govern-

j , havinij taken off the tax of 6d., intend, presumably,
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to add it to the Inland Revenue licence, .*o, therefore, sup-
posing they merely add an, additional sum based on a ta.\ of

6d. per gallon it would moan that we should have to pay
twice over. Whilst on this point I should like to say that I

think the figure you mention in your article under the heading
of " Eil'ect of Compound Tax " is not at all a fair one.

I have a 3^ h.p. sidecar ontht, weighing, I suppose,
somewhere about 400 lb. According to your calculations, I

should have to pay either £2 13s. or &Z i0.s.—I am not (|uite

clear which—worked out on a basis of 5,000 miles per annum.
I, personally, do not reach anything like this figure, and 1

think if an average could be arrived at you would find that
2-3,000 miles per annum was nearer the mark. Myself, 1

reckon on 2,000 miles per annum, and with sidecar attached
I can get 80 m.p.g. Under the present taxation, I have to

pay £1, plus 6d. per gallon on, say, twenty-five gallons of

petrol = 12s. 6d., but under the compound tax as above I

should have to pay £2 13s., and perhaps £3 10s., plus the
12s. 6d., which would be absorbed in the suggested increase
ill price of petrol, and doubtless there are thousands in the
same position as myself.
The present system of taxation is, in my humble opinion,

quite fair, and I will give you the basis of my argument. In
the first place, the ultimate desire of any taxation is to

recover compensation for the damage done to the roads.
Now, when the 6d. is added to the petrol the system auto-
matically collects from each individual motorist a sum in

proportion to the amount of usage which he gives his machine,
and, consequently, the amount of wear thrown upon the roads
is also in proportion. Therefore, the petrol tax, if indeed an
additional tax to that already paid for the Inland Revenue
licence is necessary, should stay as a fair and equitable one.

If the tax was placed upon vehicles according to the
amount of damage they do motor cyclists would not be called

upon to pay a single penny piece, as the Treasury coffers

would be bulging out with the enormous revenue obtained
from motor 'buses, lorries, and the like, which seem to be
allowed about with their tyres worn to a mere shadow.
Another point is that during the war the majority of motor

cyclists, owing to military duties, have been prevented from
using their machines, and if not engaged on military duties
the obstructive factor was the difficulty of obtaining petrol
(except in a few cases where permits were granted), and the
fact remains that they have been unable to use the roads,
which have been absolutely broken up and spoilt by 'buses

and lorries used on the public service for the benefit of the
entire population. Now, however, that the roads need repair-

ing the authorities are ever ready to seek out the unfortunate
motor cyclist to pay the necessary amount to put right this

accumulated damage caused at a time when he was absorutely
debarred from using his machine upon the roads.

There are thousands of our best citizens on the road to-day
who are running this beneficial pastime on very near lines,

deriving pleasure and health, not only for themselves, but
also for their wives and families, an-d I suppose the policy is

to tax these out of existence for no other reason than that
the tax is easy to collect. However, any such move will no
doubt have the effect of killing the goose that lays the golden
egg ; but this would be no consolation to the motor cyclist

who is absolutelv frozen out. It is far better to prevent
spilling the milk "than to cry afterwards. P. SillTH.

An old tandem motor cj<cle, modernised by J. J. W. Pater, of

Bedford, and still doing good service. The engine is an old

pattern 2i h.p. Minerva, to which a magneto and B. and B.

carburetter have been fitted.
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Sir,—Apparently, no distinction is to be made between
an 8 h.p. twin, eight or ten years old, used solo and single-

geared, and a 193) 8 h.p. sidecar combination, with three
speeds, twice or three times as heavy as the old machine,
and costing four or even £vr times as much. It is ridi-

culous to tax such utterly different machines on the same
basis, and I should have thought it would have been obvious
to anyone with the vaguest idea of fair dealing.
Why would not a tax based on the original cost of motor

cycles be the fairest and most satisfactory? Then the man
who gave only £50 for a motor cycle would pay, say, 15s.,

and the man who could afford to spend £200 would pay
45s., if we reckon 10s. increased tax for every £50 increase
in the original cost. In that way everyone would pay an
amount proportionate to his means, and the extent in which
he indulges in motor cycling. I wonder such a proposal as
this was not made long ago, as it seems fairer than any
other.

Finally, with reference to the suggestion that a tax might
be levied on the amount of petrol used in a year, I think
5,000 miles as the proposed average distance covered by
motor cyclists is far too high. I do not see how a man who
is at work all day long, and has only a few weeks holiday
in the year, can possibly approach this distance. Person-
ally, I consider I have had a fair year's riding if I do 2,000
miles, and there must be a very large number of men in a

similar position to myself.

London, N_W. EIGHT YEAR OLD H.P. J.A.P.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN AIR-COOLING.
Sir,—With reference to

"Rider's" suggestion in your
last issue, for cooling the cylin-

der head on powerful two-strokes,
'

' Rider " has totally enclosed
the head of the cylinder except
for the air inlet and outlet to the
silencer. Would not this tend to

overheat the rear portion of the
cylinder head ? The air, passing
down the spiral course in the en-

closed head, would be heated
more and more, and would have
little cooling eifect. Would not
flanges encircling the enclosed
portion eliminate the overheating
to a certain extent, if there is

any ? Enclosed is a sketch of a
simple form of semi-enclosed
cylinder head which can be easily

attached.

R. T. HALLIWELL.

A suggested method of air-

cooling by R. T. Halliwell.

WOMAN AND THE MOTOR CYCLE
Sir,—In The Motor Cycle of January 22nd, " Ixion

"

waxes eloquent on the question of knickers, or, more cor-

rectly, breeches, for lady motor cyclists. At the outset, and
while trembling at my own temerity in opposing my opinion
to that of such an august and eminent authority, I wish it to

be understood that I take an entirely different view.
Broadly speaking, there are two issues at stake. Let us

deal with the lesser of them first. I refer to utility.
" Ixion " will surely agree that the ideal motor cycle for a
lady must combine . lightness with strength, hence the
absolute necessity for a diamond frame. Given that a girl

is riding a frame of this description, surely the breeches
score points on comfort, warmth, and safety.

But these are secondary considerations, for the major
issue is, like all questions concerning the eternal feminine,

one of appearance. No girl should wear breeches who is

under 5ft. 3in. ; but the vast majority are of this stature or

above. This is the ideal wear for the average girl. Breeches
of proofed cord, in khaki, green, or fawn, and cycling stock-

ings, or alternatively high brown boots or puttees.

These should be a three-quarter length, or preferably a
knee-length, coat of the same material, having "officer's"

pockets and a turn-back collar, capable of being buttoned
up round the neck. There should also be a belt of self

material. Underneath the coat may be worn a woolly

"juniper," or a shirt blouse, according to prevailing weather
C'jnditions. The fair rider may al.so have a bright coloured
" Tani o' Shanter," or a storm cap of the same material as

the suit, after the style of those worn bv the R.A.F. girls.

A girl dressed after this fashion need not lose -one iot

of her femininity and charm. Picture to" yourself a " joll

good fellow," with sparkling eyes .and wind Mown hail

burbling along on a fast T.T. Was ever fairer vision

Surely a sight to make the pulse of even our sage an

counsellor "Ixion" "rev." one beat faster.

And afterwards, in the coffee room of the hotel, let he

appear in breeches, but without the coat, and the "jumper
replaced by a neat crepe de chine blouse of toning or cor

trasting shade, accordmg to complexion, brunette or blond(

Then shall we worship from afar, and afterwards in th

lounge she will hold her court. The perception o.f Britis

sportsmen is not bounded by silk lace and frills, nor cor

fined to the. immediate vicinity of powder and pink ribbon.

Barnstaple. .
NAIRB.

PROVISIONAL PRICES AND DEPOSITS.
Sir,—How long are motor cyclists going to put up wit

the one-sided system of provisional prices and deposits? Tak
my own case. I made a special journey to Olympia, settle

ill" my own mind what I thought would suit my requirement!

viz., a runabout, and was assured by the representative i

charge that the price was pretty well fixed. I was prepare

to place an order, but was told that I should have to bu

through an agent. As there are no agents in my own tow

I must deal through one in a town ten miles away. Wa
there ever such ridiculous nonsense? An agent in a tow

ten miles away is of no more use to me than the makers
hundred miles away. Anyway, there it was ; take it c

leave it. So I wr-ote to the agents, and received a lettc

saying I could have delivery in June if I booked at ones

which I did by wire. A week after I received a letter t

say that, owing to the national increase of 5s. a week i

wages, my runaliout would cost me £50 more. Thus, if I ai

an engineer and get 5s. advance it will take 200 w-eelvs of i

to pay this increase in price.

Now the makers already knew that this increase was dui

as it had been awarded a month before. Why could the

not have fixed this later price for the Sho^v? Possibly the

got- more orders than they expected. On top of this I ai

asked to pay a deposit of one-third of the price, and sig

an agreement to the effect that they may cancel the orde

and return tlie deposit, but whatever the price the maker

fix, or whatever way the makers alter their specification,

may not cancel the order without losing the deposit.

Ivfow why should I and others provide one-third of th

agent's capital for six or seven months without having son:

'share of the profits? This sort of thing is going to I

permanent unless we make a stand against it.

Patriotism does not mean allowing makers and agents i

diddle us. I know times are a bit unsettled, but they ai

settling down very quickly. I notice .one or 'two makei

have withdrawn tile selling price from their advertisement

and instead refer to the price the machines 'are fetchiii

second-hand. Are they preparing the ground for a jump i

price? To prospective buyers I would say hold your breat

a bit.' Do not get tumbling over one another to leave oni

third deposit with any firm without a good security for i

when by waiting a little, without getting excited, you wi

soon be' able to pick and choose, pay the money down, an

t.ake the article away. A lot of us have gone without motoi

for three or four vears, and a little longer will not matte.

Bolton.
"

A.J.JI.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with TJie Motor Cycle.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price By
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " and helpful net. post,

hints in regard to motor cj'cies. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprint.) ... ... .. ... 2/- 2/3

'•tracing motor cycle troubles."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when foimd. Fourth
Edition ... ... ... .. -. 2'* 2/9

"THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London)
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4 /to

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONSLtd.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers and

Ra'Iway Bookstalls.
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QyEsa«K^

A selectioa of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/'

20, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for lejply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kepi distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Disc Wheels.

I -should be much obliged il

^ you would give mo your experi-

5 euccs with disc wheels on a 5
iJ h.p. twin, for solo touring.

—

G.F.E.W.

\ member of our staff, who has been
uuning disc wheels on a 5-6 h.p.

tiiichine, finds no difficulty or trouble
tteiidino; their use when riding solo.

Some of our correspondents, however,
Inini that in strong winds there is a

loticeable effect on the steering. It

I'Ould appear, therefore, that the effect

f wheel discs depends largely upon the

articular type of machine, and also,

lOssibly, upon the rider himself.

Hints to a Novice.

I have recently |)urchased a

S2|
h.p. two-stroke. I had a few

minutes in trying to get it to
run, without success. Will you
please tell me which is the

easiest way to get a two-stroke in

motion ? Tlie machine has an Albion
two-speed gear, B. and B. carburetter,
and C.A.V! magneto. Is the machine
in low gear when the lever is pushed
forward, or the reverse?—H.T.

The machine in question should be reli-

able. Flood the carburetter, engage the
low gear, release the compression, and
push, letting go the compression release

lever as soon as a fair speed has been
attained. The engine
should then start. You
can easily tell which is

the low gear by seeing
which offers the greatest
resistance .when you. raise

the compression release

and push the machine
forward. The greatest
resistance, of course, is

felt when the machine
is in low gear, owing to

the greater engine speed.

Silcncei' or Long Exhaust i"

I should be obliged if you

a
would kindly tell me if a long

e.xhaust pipe, about 2in. dia-

meter, and about 4ft. long, with-

out a silencer, complies with the

regulations?—R.W.J.
An e.\haust pipe, without an expansion

chamber,' does not comply with the letter

of the . law, although, if the machine is

reasonably silent, it is not likely tliat

any action will be taken against you.

Too Large a Jet.

I am unable to open fully the

@ throttle, so I should be obliged

if you would kindly give me
your opinion as to the cause ot

a very limited range of control.

I am only able to advance and retard

the lever about one inch. Is the jet

too small in the Amac carburetter on
my 3 h.p. Royal Enfield?—M.M.

The trouble to which you refer is pro-
bably due to too small or too large a
jet, which latter would cause the engine
to choke. Examine the plugs ; if these
are covered with black soot, which easily

rubs off, the indication is that the
mixture is too rich.

This type of sidecar has the de-

I
Iciaed advantage of being completely

ither and draught proof when
jtlhe hood and screen are in position,

llyet when desired full advantage can

i
be taken of fine weather. The

,
Dutfit was supplied by Mr. E. W.
Ball, the Scott agent, Birmingham,
.0 the order of Mr. G. L. Bowley,
--ondon.
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A Fierce Brake.

When applying tlie internal

r^n expanding loot brake of my 7

I > h.p. Indian a horrible squeak
LU occurs. The brake is very- effi-

cient, doing its work thoroughly,

and, of course, application of oil might
stop the noise, but would make the

brake liseless. This 4;rouble is very

annoying. I have a smart mount, and
this hideous noise is not pleasant when
pulling up.—F.M.

We should recommend you to try

putting a drop of oil on the brake ; if

you do not overdo it you will not .
seri-

ously interfere with the stopping powers
of the brake.

A Hub Clutch.

My machine is a 1913 6 h.p.

1^.1 Zenith, multiple disc' clutch in

^ rear hub. How is the clutch
LJJ adjusted? How far should the

operating rod protrude from the

worm on the axle? The number of

degrees that the actuating arm and-
cap should revolve when the clutch is

thrown out by depressing the pedal?

—

J.R.K.S.

The operating rod on the 1913 Zenith
rear wheel clutch should not require
more than about ^in. of movement, and
the operating arm on the hub spindle

should move about 45° completely to

effect disengagement. From the sketch
you submit, apparently no adjust-

ment is provided, but the makers of the
clutch would give. you fuller information
on this point.

Tuning Old Machine.

I have recently taken down my

S3^
h.p. Indian engine for decarbo-

nisation and fitting new inlet

and exhaust valves and springs,

also new exhaust valve guide and
piston rings. I have a B. and B. carbu-
retter which had a 48 jet, and the taper
needle used to fit right down into the
top of it, closing it entirely. Now I

have fitted a 45 jet and the taper needle
cannot close the hole at the top of the
jet. The difference on the road is that
the air lever has to be absolutely fully

open, whereas before I could not open
it more than ^in. past the throttle lever.

(1.) Would this mean that the 45 jet is

bigger than the 48 jet, or that the extra
air is the outcome of the work I have
done as above? (2.) How to determine
the petrol level and to get it correct,

as the new float chamber I hav« fitted

to my 1914 B. and B. is oflf a 1918
model, and the level has been tampered
with. (3.) My engine fires well, but
every time the platinum points part I
find that they leave a space of about
Vgin. instead of the usual visiting card.
Should this be adjusted? (4.) This is

a countershaft clutch model. Could I
have fitted a back wheel hub, three-
speed gear, or any other sort of speed
gear? I do not use a sidecar. Chain
drive throughout. (5.) Taking full air
ns my B. and B. pilot jet carburetter
does, which is the best position of the
levers ; also the ignition to start up
from cold?—A.E.K.

(1.) Marked jet sizes are not always
accurate, and this may account for your
difficulty. Also the new jet may not be
quite so high as the old one; this would
; Iso have the same effect. (2.) The petrol

C14

level should be about -j^n. below the
level of the top of the jet. (3.) -["gin. is

rather excessive, and the contacts should
be adjusted to about j'jin. (4.) It would
be almost impossible to fit a three-speed
hub to the single-speed Indian. Possibly
the makers can suggest some suitable

fitting of countershaft gear. (5.) When
starting, the air lever should be closed,

the throttle about one-quarter open,
and the ignition fully, or almost fully,

advanced.

Long or Short Wheelbase?

\fy\ Is a short wheelbase on
^ 3^ h.p. machines preferable to
LiJ the long one?- If so, why do

the manufacturers neglect this?

For general comfort the short wheel-
base is not very satisfactory ; it is only
used on T.T. models to facilitate corner-
ing at speed.

Angle oJ V Xwin.

I had the magneto stolen from
my 5-6 h.p. twin, and I bought
another, but the degrees are
wrong. Can you tell me how I

can find the correct angle? The
timing is by the eccentric lever. If I

canjiot refit this to another magneto,
will you tell me the right size gear
wheels to get?—W.R.P.

The angle of a V twin engine is that
between the centre lines of the two cylin-

ders. This you will have to measure
actually on your own engine, possibly
by carefully taking external measurements
and making a scale drawing. The space
between the two cams in the contact
breaker will be 180° plus half the angle
of the cylinders. We do not understand
your statement respecting the timing
being by eccentric lever. The gear ratio

between the engine-shaft and the magneto
spindle is 2 to 1—that is, the magneto
should run at half the engine speed.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"T.D.F." (Huddersfield).—General ex-

periences of 7-9 h.p. Indian, electricalty

equipped model, also Scott.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
SOCTHAMPXON TO EXETER.—E.H.
Southampton, Cadnum, Ringwood, Wim-

borne Minster, Bere Regis, Dorchester,
Bridport, Axminster, Honiton, Exeter.

Dunstable to Reig.4te.—W.F.D.
Dunstable, Tring, Chesham, Beacons-

field, Slough, Windsor, Egham, Cobham,
Leatherhead, Reigate.

Reddiich to Swansea.—J.B.P.
Redditch, Droitwich, Worcester, Great

Malvern, Ledbury, Ross, Monmouth, tJsk,

Newport, Cardifl', Cowbridge, Bridgend,
Neath, Swansea. Approximately 135
miles.

Liverpool to Exeter.—H.H.
Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, Whit-

church, Hodnet, Wellington, Ironbridge,
Bridgnorth, Kidderminster, Worcester,
Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Quedgeley,
Alverston, Bristol, Bedminster, Red Hill,

Churchill, H i g h b r i d g e , Bridgwater,
Taunton, Wellington, Cullompton,
Exeter.'

Triplex Glass.

We understand that Triplex safety

glass has been standardised in the wind-

screens fitted to Montgomery sidecars.

Rotax Accessories in Manchester.

The Rotax Motor Accessories Co.,

Ltd., opened last month their northern

depot at 291, Deansgate, Manchester.

The Regent Motor Cycle.

In our descripfion of the Regent motor

cycle we referred to the Coventry 'Victor

specialities as forming part of its specifi-

cation. We understand that the frame,

although closely resembling the Coventry

Victor design, "is not exactly the same,

every lug bolt being interchangeable.

Tyre Firm's Success.

At the Glasgow Housing and Health

Exhibition, J\lend-a-Tear process, for

mending rents in clothing, to which we

have previously referred m our columns,

and which is sold by the Leicester Rub-

ber Co., Ltd., Post Office Place, Lei-

cester, was awarded a first-class diploma

for excellence.

Bractioid Carburetter.

The carburetter described recently is;

we are informed, fully covered by Patent

No. 27,060, 1919. New instruments can-

not be supplied until the effects of the

moulders' strike have subsided, but a

limited number of old pattern Amacs
can be converted.

Magneto Contacts.

When platinum and iridium were Gov-

ernment controlled the price rose from

£24 to £26 per ounce, and now that the

control has been removed the price has

risen to over £51 per ounce. We have

known the firm of J. Edwards Brown,

38, Herbert Road, Plumstead, London,

S.E.18, makers of Jebron contacts (which

contain the abov« metals), for over fifteeii

years, and it is with great regret that

they ask us to announce that their prices

have had to be advanced in consequence

o£ this rise in the cost of the metals in

question.

The Price of Benzole.

As announced last week, the National

Benzole Co. have raised the price of ben-

zole as from Monday, January 26th, by

4d. per gallon, making the retail price in

England 3s. Id. per gallon in tins, instead
^

of 2s. 9d. as previously.

The increased costs of material andj

labour are advanced as the reason lori

this rise in price. These costs are stated

to be more than three times greater now|

than they Avcre in 1914, and have resultedl

in many instances in a loss to the pro-l

ducers. Another factor which affects the|

costs of distribution is the 60% incrtasel

in railway rates, " '

No further increase is anticipated, unit's

the cost of production again rise. Tin

National Benzole Co. do nut interid t

vary the price of benzole in aciuiifaiin

with that of other fuels.
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Surrounded by Good Things.

Sole London and District Agents for A.B.C., Blackburne, Coventry Eagle

Indian, Scott Motor Cycles, and" L.S-D. Cycle Car. Special Agents for Levis

Motor Cycle.

WRITE FOR CjJTjlLOGUES.

GODFREY'S LTD.,
208, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.L

Telephone : 7091 Mayfair (two lines).
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns
—First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
are .charged double rate, i.e., 6/-. Each
paragraph is charged separately. Name and
aldress must be counted. Series discounts,

conditions, and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Che ques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable___-r-c57
to ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed,

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances .

All advertisements m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices ol " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
Street, London, E,0,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should
be postal in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle," by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " Tlie Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which _must include the
words Bo-^ 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. ooo, c /o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudol Street,

H.C.4. Replies to Box Number adveriiscmenis contaming
i-einiUaiices should he sent by registered post, but in all such
cases it is advisable to 7nake use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles oDered for sale under a box
number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

im- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal ia perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The tune allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
.unount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
lo the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
cirriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over ;fto
and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-;
over £7$ and under jC^oOj 7l^> and on all transactions

over ^100, ^ %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter *' D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silenca as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C.—£5 deposit paid Fehiu.iry, 1919. What oScrs
lor option deliveiy.^—iVIanvood, Ciiitlniess Drive,

W.nllasey. [1339

JONES' Gniage, special aceiifs for A.B.C., Broad-
iviiv, Muswell Hill, N.ld, and Woodside I'njade,

Noitli iMnchley. ' [0026

Midillclon, "King's Lynn.

WE Are Agent!
(iriler M'itl. ii«

[X3725
for the A.n.O. PInce your

to 1 secure good delivery.—Apply,
(] Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cajniirklse. [8515

WAUCBOPES
P. PAoeJ&oe.

^feet Street.

5Bondon.€C4.

f?o/» square

cfeafs and
Va/ues

Our Sfocit includes the following Machines.

NEW.
No. H.P. Machine. Year. Price.

12353. 8 REX twin Combination 1920 £196 10
12352. 2J CLYNO 1920 «70
12267. — AUTOPED MOTOR SCOOTERS . 1920 £42
12291. zl P. & S 1920 £67
12318. 4l- QUADRANT Combination 1920 £122 10

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
1235S. 35 I.O.M. RUDGE 1919 £110
r2347. 3V SUNBEAM 1917 £115
12272. 4" BRADBURY 1911 £40
12059. 8 MATCHLESS, single gear 1913 £72 10
11762. 3l RUDGE 1913 £45
12315. 2i GARFIELD 1920 £59
12344. 2i DOUGLAS, lady's 1917 £75

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
12104. 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. .. 1915 £157 10
12314. 6 HUMBER and Sidecar, w.-c. ... 1919 £175 "

12349.4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar 1916 £95
12350. 4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar 1918 £110
12276. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1914 £95
12273. 4i JAMES Combination 1916 £125
12166. 8 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1919 £167 15
12010. 7-9 JAMES-HOWARTH Comb 1914 £125 "

12120. 3'. KERRY-ABINGDON Comb. ... 1914 £72 10
T2082. 5-6 INDIAN Combination 1913 £125
12000. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £85
12184. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combuiation 1917 £155
11977. 8 WILLIAMSON Combination ... 1914 £110
i2i';9. 5-6 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar ... 1914 £87 10
12 164, 4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar igig £145
12293. 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 £185
12136. 3; RUDGE-MULTI 1916 £130
11983. 6" ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £82 10
12321. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combinatiou 1916 £150
12332. 7-9AMERCIANEXCELSIORComb,. 1914 —
J2340. 4 DOUGLAS Combination 1918 £140
12360. 4 DOUGLAS Combmation 1917 £125
12368. 3V SUNBEAM and Sidecar 1914 £127 10

ROYAL RUBY Combination

.

1920 £195

SECOND-HAND CARS.
35. — CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h-P-

Harley-Davidson engine ... £115
199. 8 DUO Car, J.A.P. engine £150
99. 10 CITROEN Car (new) 1920 £525
,45. 5-6CARDEN Monocar 1915 £100
i72. 5-6 A.V. Monocar 1919 £142 10

side<;ars.
Canoelet Minor. Royal Ruby.
Canoelet D4. " Wauchope's " No. 1.

Canoelet K4. " Wauchope's " No. 2.

Canoelet K3. Williamsons.

Douglas. Triumph.

The Latest 1919
6h.p. J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

From Stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application.

These include extras. 50 engines, for immediate delivery,
£37 10s. each.

sprmg6h.p. J.A.P. Cylinders, including valv
and compression plugs £;^

6 h.p. J.A.P. Pistons, with rings and gudgeon pijis . £1

4 h.p. Douglas Cylinders, new, for 4 h.p. engines . . £2

Second-hand Machines taken in Part Payment.
Good Price allowed. Maker^s guarantee.

Large and varied selection of accessories, including n
and second-hand Lamps, Horns, Speedometers, etc.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

Phonr: Hoiboyn -^yyy

(.ranis: Opiftcer, Fls<it, Lottion.

each.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C. — Book early and preTeut disappointn
Specificatiou and full particulars -nill be sen

application.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., - Spiili

distributing agents for Lincolnsliire. [i

3 h.p. "A.B.C. Combination, priority 1916 with leai

London agents, deposit £5 paid, advertiser
pecting appointment abroad; option for delivery, i

or best offer.—Box 1,121, c/o The Motor CycU. H

Abingdon.
ABIj^GDOX King Dick, 3V::h.p., speedy mount.*

KOod climber, lamns. ctcS. nerfeet condition:
f
[]

. A.J.S.

TACK HEALT, Cork, official A.J.S. ngent.-Eotati
^ delivery. No premiums accepted, [(

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S.^ ag
since 1912, accept no premiums. [X";

1 Ql9 A.J.S. Combination, mileage 700.—Mapleth
--*^ and Brook, 12, Bmton Kd., Lincoln. [X;

i.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, complete lai

£72,—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X3

best Mil:
Lucas la:

Four Oaks, Birmingham,

1 Q19 6h.p. A.J.S., military model,
Xt/ sidecar, interchangeable wheels.
£145.—Reynolds, Waterbeach.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination (or machine alone)

offers for Jlarch delivery? Advertiser now
car.—Bos 1,022, c/o The Motor Cycle.

A.J.S. 1920 6h.p. Combination, just delivered
wheel, lamps and born; £200; seen -tmy

Dr. Morehead, Lompits, Hoddesdon, Herts.

A

[1

!

order "with us to secure good delivery.—Ap
King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. [8

. 1919 (July) 6h.p. Combination, hood, et

heel, luggage carrier, acetylene lamias, ow
going abroad; £190.—Downey House, Royton, Lai
shire. [1

A.J.i3.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., I
Bath Hd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed.,

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest

liveries. (0

Combination, total mileage under t

it throughout, niagniflcent ti

price £215.—Address Box 7,1

fl.iS.-Sergt. i

3. 5-6h.p. Combination, countershaft gear, 1

tart, h.b.c. clutch, Fuiford sidecar, reiently c

hauled, lamps, horn, seieen, tools; £87/10, lirst chec

36, Wesley Place, Ingrow, Keighley. [1

tershaft driven, 1

1

.
just

Maidenbei
[1

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1917 militaiy juc

stored 1 year, Volex electric lights, spare ivl

1, pillion seat, just overhauled, splendid eondili

£160.—Hnnckel, AVoodlea, Grassendale, Liverpool.
,

peedcmeter. wind screen, spare wheel; £34
best over received by February 14th.—Box 1,120,

The Molor Ci)cU. I

heel, hood
n with dr.-a

proof wings, adjustable sidecar footboard, knee ;:

seat-pillar, best Lucas lamps all round, 1

stormproof apron, tools and spares-, t>erfect i;

and out; best oiler over £190, or good 2-seatej

tained.— 41, Bernard St,, AValsall. [

verbompton. T.A. : Parts.

Alecto.

ALECTO 1920 31i.p, 2-stroke, 2-speed ; del

Irom stock; list on receipt of p,c.—Wardi!

High St.. Cheltenham,

iiO All letters relating to ••idvertisenients should quote the niimhei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldnys,

3N0U IJiik Mittor Mart.— Iimiiedinto delivery All

duys Allim.—129, Biookley RI«o, S.E.23. [1399

nil

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.

>n.iiiintfod

(or.

16 AlMny..

2-Hiieed, oliitrff" kirk stiirter: delivi'ii
'

'

En»tel.-PrilucllS, Ltd.. Ividder
lX38i;

I'liik, S.K.12.

>n. ill first-olass condition, tyres
-l-iddiiux, Dudley. Fairfield iM .

[937'!

\l':s' t.iiiiigo. siiecinl jiReuta for Alldnya Alloii.
Ki,.M«,.y. Muswell Hill. N.IO, imd Woodside
I.', N.'itli I'-imOdey. [0027

LIIAVS.ALLON. 1915. 2 speeds, spare chain
nei'cssorics. splendid condition; £50.—Tice. 2.

rne Ril., Pctersfleld. [1614

em\m
-Bate.
[X360C

idel) 2^ah.p., 2-spced. cx-
i. perfect; £55. or near

'alter 7.-2. llarewood Rd., Colliers Wood. Mei-
§.W. [2051

LDAVS Matchless (2i.:.h.p. .Villiersl. 2-struke
Aniae, M-L mag., Druids, footboards, lighting set,

iie<'liaiiiial horn, re-enamelled and overhauled, ei'

et>asTie<i : ride away; £35.—Mutton, 17, Lansdowni
Cri'.rdnii. [118,

3-3peed Rear box
..inehliiiilt sidccai

^^O-O V-/*-'^ " *»''»C rWi>>*:r' r^KOW nro«., IliKl. .St, (luildford. ore old niarll-

/^^^^Si^^rM ^ Msn^lWkN '"""" """"' ' '""'" "'""'"'" '''""
f^\><rT I 7n/- I rrT>-MI>>* '4JTANI.KY IllISSKl.L. Neiipoit. aolo lulu ot Wlnht
\ ^>^:'^~LLLiliiiM. illJjmllij^-^^'^^-^'-

'^ unent tor maikl.u.ue motors; curly delivery. [5297

. Klux
;onditi(

», Coi.e

u horn, i

u; fl50.
i Hall, W

nd all

Liotton

Ariel

ire.st offer.

Bassett, W

all

-Her
ilts.

el f El
[122

OW B
sniiiily

OS., High
It makers'

St.,

prices.
Guildford, Ariel agent

[X794
RIL WILLIAMS
Cliai'el Ash Depo

for early deliver
. M'olverhampton.

y of Ariels.
[X86;

<ES' (iaragc. siircial agents for Ariels, Broa<
way. Musvvell Hill, K.IO, and Woodside I'arad.
I I'iuchley. [OO:

i.p. motor cycle, Ariel, less mag., in good ccn
ditiim; £15.—Wm. Thomasl Little Slountain

lerhill, nr. Wrexham. [1622

lEL 19191:. 3i:.h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, K.S
doru, haidlv used: nearest oKer £95; after 6.3C

loxash Ed., Clapham. [149.pointjiient.

(EL, 3V2I1.P. nnd 6h.p. ; early deliveries; n
lire parts stocked. — F. Speakman, Ariel Es
Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey. Manchester. [402

j
IKI.. 1919, 6h.T... Millford sidecar. Easting
Tansad, speedometer, electric light: £:
nge.—Hodgkinson, 150. Park Rd, "

160, o
Crouch End.

[196-

xchange.—Smith,

Auto-Wheels
£15.—Platts, 602, Rd

[196;

ing order, very little used
Barpenden, Herts. [141!

'0-WHEEL, Model de Luxe, splendid conditior
and appearance, powerful; £11. Perkins, Win

(1981

'Cr-WHEEL, 1920. Model de Luxe; £25; ir
tock, brand new.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.
te Olyuipia. London. [9511

'0-W'HEEL and Bicycle Combination, perfect
unning order, electric lighting; only £20. com-
-Apply, E. Richardson, Christ Church, Oxford

[1805

Bat.
'-.LA.P.—Sole agent for Cheltenham and Dis
net. Wardmans. High St., Cheltenham. [172',

'-J.A.P. 3i;.h.p.. Bosch, B.B., fast and powerful
bargain; £35/ 10.—Jlaw, 276. Roperv Rd..

lorough. [1822
8h.p., chain drive, countershaft gear, clutch

3ach sidecar; £75.—Collier's Motories, Union
uth, Hapfax. [143£

October, 1919, not ridder
£125.-33, Ewhurst Rd.,

[172f

i Bat-Jap Combination, 6h.p., Klaxon, 3 lamps
generators, tyres as new, all accessories, engin.
teed perfect; £135.-I>age, 169, Knox E4
;borough. [S340;

Beardmore.
r I CASHIEE (West) and Cheshire.-Beardmor.
"-* recision, the most advanced and practical motor
n '}: designed.-Enquiries invited by J. Blake anci
0.1 0. Bold St., Liverpool. [657;

-J.A.P. 8h.p.. new
10 miles, perfect

;

Park, S.E.4.

The House for 1920

Models.

We have from 20 to 30 New Com-

binations coming in stQck every

week ; so give us a call, and if we

cannot get you what you want,

nobody can. Machines quoted

below are for immediate delivery.

' 1^' 13LACKBURNE 1920 3V.ih,p., Milllord sidecar, inU stock,—Edwards, 7, Kxhibition Rd., South Ken-
sington. [1873

tf>Jili.p. Blackburne. magneto requires attention,
'-^•l otherwise good condition: £19.-45, Mansion
ltd., Exeter. [1999

JONES' Gfirago, special ngents for BInekburnes.
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. and WowUido

rnrade, Noith Fiuchley. (0029

WE Are Agents for Blacklturne. Place your
order with us to c-e<-ujo good delivery.- Apply.

King and Harper, 0, Bridge St., L.aiiilnidBe. [biilV

BLACKBURiNK.-New 1920 4h.p. models actually
in stuck; no premium required.—Chandler,

lleyre and Williams. Hitcliin. Herts. 'Phone: 165
Hitchin. [0062

Bradbury.
WAUCHOPE'.S, 9. .Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London,

E.C.4.—4h.p. Bradbury, 1911; £40. [1686

BRADBURY 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bosch water-
proof mag,, lauip*^, liorn, ride away; £38, bargain.

-Albert, 258, CamterweU Rd., S.E.5. (1167

19:

COMBINATIONS.

a MATCHLESS Combination, H Model,

o HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combmation,
lamps, windscreen, horn,

o 6h.p. ENFIELD Combination, com-
plete with accessories.

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combina-
tion, show model Sidecar, speedometer,
horn.

1919 (Nov.) 10 h.p. HENDERSON Combina-
tion, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, hand-
some Sidecar, F.R.S. lighting set, mile-

age 500.

1919 A.J.S. Combination, Henderson Elite
Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting, spare
wheel,

t9i8 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, zgzo
lighting set fitted, T.T. bars, sporting
Sidecar, very fast.

rgiq (Nov.) 3! h.p. SUNBEAM, brand new
Dinky Sidecar, Lucas lamps, electric side-
car and back, as irew.

igrg (Dec.) 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combmation,
spare wheel, Lucas lamps, niileage 250.

SOLOS.

1920 2i h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp.

1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft, new.

r9r9 5 h.p. twin ZENITH, almost new.

Special Racing CALTHORPE, 10 h.p.,

sporting body, dynoamo lighting,

guaranteed over 60 m.p.h £450

igi6 Baby PEUGEOT Limousine, very
smart, 3 speeds and reverse, com-
plete £285

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone No. : Museum 3419

Coachbnilt Combination, 1914,
_.hout war, 2-s|)eed. countershaft.

£80; trial.—Seen at Southern Motor
iiley Ed., Outlord. (1936

price; £147/5.—Wilkins. Simp-
son and Co., opposite Olympia, London. (9512

BRADBURY 1914 4;^.p. Combination, 2-speed,
Bosch. B. and B.. Grosvenor coachbnilt sidecar,

3 lamps, mechanical horn, excellent running order;
£50; owner gone abroad.—Hogben, Elmwood, Harro-
gate. [2005

BRADBURY 1920 6h.p. Combination, Grindlay
patent sprung sidecar. Tan-Sad pillion seat, lamps,

born, luggage grid, tools, Olympia Show model; £198.—
Arthur Horsfteld (Motors], Ltd., 19-20, North Audley
St., W.l. (1891

BEADBUET 1914 C.B. Combination, 4yh.p., stored
during war, 2-speed, F.E., pedal starter. 3 new

tyres, complete lamp outfit, sidecar completely over-

hauled, new cover, fast, reliable; £75: any triaL-
Willowbank, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [1467

Brough.
1 Q20 5h.p. Brough, 3-speed and clutch, chain drive,
J-t' electric lighting, all .accessories, just delivered:
liest offer.-Box 1,058, c/o The Motor Cycle. (1547

official Dealers. Liverpool and Ma

BROUGH 1916 3'.2h.p.. o.h.v. twin model, h.b.c,
Sturmev-Archer 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps,

etc, just had £11 overhaul; £75; owner bcu:ht car.-
M., Little Buntings, Ickenham, Middlesjx. (1620

B.S.A.

TD.S.A. 1917 Combination, K.S,
order: £95.-362, Edgware Ed., W.2.

,'>h.p., 2nspeed hub, just
£55.-Hemming, Tillingto

good
[1912

Thauled, ride
Hereford.

[1378
l Q20 B.S.A.. T.T. model, brand new. not been on
l-tJ road; £94.-Box 1,066, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

(1556
"I

tjil5 E.S.A., 3 speeds, thoroughly overhauled and re-
^*y painted; £75.—Jones Motor Co., Mold, N.W.

[X3832
1 Q15 B.S.A. Combination, overhauled, ready ride
J-«7 away; £90.—Brawn, 94, High St., Beckenham.

[1576

Edinburgh.—Box 7,171, c/o The Motor
[1212

) B.S.A. Combinatkn. brand new; offers.—J.
Smith and Co.. 16, Hampstead Rd., London,

N.W.I. [1856
J92

North Fiucliiey.

Thatchan

-1913 B.S.A. and coachbnilt
tarter, lamps, splendid ty

Seacroft, Highfield Park, Rhyl.

[1796

sidecar, kick
Applj

belt Sfodel

Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

"D.S.A. 3VL>h.p., 2.-speed, clutch.

[1679

fitted

£60.—Baker's^^oot Stores, Deal.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

[X3916

kick start, lamp.;,
a, carefully used

;

[1737
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1913 3%)3.p., Bosch, not '.»=«'' „5SS?^ hn™:
top-hole condition, all aeeessones except horn

E45.-BO!; 7,172, c/o The Motor Cycle. L"is

¥-» s 4 iqpo brand new, Modlel K, B.S.A. best s:de-

I3-'tr,"p?weriSrC.A.y. electric lighting ; 145 gns^

-116, Askew Rd., Shepherd's Bush. U628

O.S.A., 1913, 3V,h.p., 2-speed,
.

M^* .^t^"*',
,fg°^

t> .liming order, snitrtle for sidecars, £62/10

llobertion and North, Peterborough. UMi
r-iriT) t;'ilp B S A 4yh.p. motor cycle ana sidecar,

F°lrst-class conditioii^ l-speed gear; £95 or qnicl;

iile -Letters, Gal.le End, Farnborough, Hants. 11412

-O.S.A. Canoelet Combination, 1918, 4%h p S^speed

Xi iountershatt, luxurious sidecar, run 1,700

£125.-78, Springbank Rd., Hither Green. [1827

BSA Snecialists.—All replacements in Btoc,k:B.i^A

sidecars screens, hoods, and grids in stoek.-The

county Cyole'.'Tna Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingham^

T.A. ; Comocyco, Birmingham. !"==

BS A 1916 3V>h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, K.S., lamps,

hoin tool ba"s, new Condition, ride away; after

6 p.m"!? barg°ain £60. - Brown, 103, Norroy Rd.^

Putney.
, ,

B.S.A. 4r/,h.p. 1916 C.B. Combination arge lamp

set, iiieclKiuiPal horn, spare chain, belt, tnbes et

£110. as new.-Johnston, 216, Rodney Hut, Ci-'f^™^

Kent.

1 rkie 4iAh p -B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, cha.- -

19 ho4,iauips. accessories, receutly_ovejhauled

'^OR MOTORIST^

87 91, John Bright St
,
B'ham.'

driyc,

_ jd, ex-

«llent -running orde:r-"£95, or ofler.-D. J. Atkinson

Cmln Church, Oxford. l"^"

-D S.A. Combination, late 1919, h»f. ,^"«™',, '*°'"!

Se"''s^^^nv^;i!^!"£l^"'^tr*'r^sf'^cS.
'Sge St", Eedditch.

_,
t^f

"

-I rkl9 BSA new last Sept., 4y4h.p., 3-speed counter-

19 Shalt a. d Enfield coaehbuilt sidecar, as new

^imighoii? 'bargain, £125.-l.-or yiew and trial apply

station Garage, Banbury. lis/aa

T-. t; 4 1915 4iAhn, all-chain, 3-speed, kick start,

S^lsSnM|Sef^0^iMS
High Holboin, W.0.1

'""1,°""'.,
''&5S,

._84, Carlyle
[1819

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Carfleld.

9 Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loadoi

). Carfleld, new, 1920; £59. [16S

Cedos.

CEDOS —The finest 2-stroke ever produced ; ladies .

gentlemen's; order now tor spring deliyety.-^

Blake^ and Co.,' Lancashire's leading motor a
dealers. Liverpool and Manchester. I*

Chater.Lea. y

CHATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blak6.>m

Co. leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool^

Manchester.
_ ^

Chatei-'Lea-Jap.

8h n Chater-Lea-Jap, with Pureell sidecar
;

oto

seen by appointment. -Balshaw, 84b, 6alm*|

Ed., Kilburn. ''^
I

/-(HATER-LEA-J.A.r., 6h.p., Biooklands model.^^i

1> clutch, as new; i;70.-Turner's Motor Works Ci

zon Rd., Ealing.
''''

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., spring lorks. Bosch, B.

B, perfect: sacrifice, first £30 secures.-TO

39, Tivoh Rd. Margate. i-'"

r^HATEE-LEAa.A.l>. 81i.p. Coaehbuilt Combinati.

O 3-sjeed, complete: -£95: seen any time.-B.

Oaistor Mews, Loehinvar St., Balhain. pt

19 '\o?d'""'""
''" "•"""' J,-,:^;?.-i»''in-n?o'"'

-n. s A 1913 SV.h.p., 2 speeds, F.E kick start, chain

B dTive, in siileSdid condition, lamps, etc.; £56,

'little higher power;
Park, E.12.

cellent condition, spa

afternoons.- 4, Killbro

i T T CHAIN Drive 4y4h.p. K.S. 3-speed Conntershaft

A^'S^^^4, Mm^d^coacj^ s^car.^. lanr^,

ITio', r'^ofle?I-wSMelV'3l. Park St., Korthwicl.^

BS A 4''.h p. Combination, late 1915, 3-speed countei-

kvift'l-ck start 3 lamps, horn, spares, take 3
shatt, I ick sian o i^ • j ' combination

auvwhere; ?>"f !,«
„!?f,. f 95 secures.-A. \T. Timson,

this week: first oftei o\el ±»o a^q • 11292
159. Well Hall Ed., Eltham, S.E.9. U

-i^lQ (October) B.S.A. and Mead and Deakm best

19 ' sii2»cl^H l^^haiuK^ 3^
Ump^^separate

f ""'''mUeage 1 C0°0 "?res unpunctured; price £135.

i°Sle"y','?l4, Mans'el ^Rd., Small Heath, Birmmghan.

19^'B^a^lB'^,°1^?^eSgTne,^&^-st?rtrlsS"a^i

''-'°^^d'S-^'i6f'or^Si!est"°J«"err^llorFunl?;l;
'26t2A?'s&ly"uted"3Sr'each.-Watson. 8, Broom^

field Grove, Rotherham.

R-^-^- i^^e '^Sc'irSr; rn=l1!7mpt"oSf-dot

t^al ™f"60'Sfi. pe"rfect,° £140; also BS.A. 4%h^.

:.^\i\,l'4tion, h,te 19»^j,^' '-^-^^-^.^^er^Kfughr cS:

'iDa'nierLtMpill StCl: Glo." [1509

Calthorpe.

/-IALTHORPES.-1920 models actually ^ foct-
KJ W. H Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton i-iace, i^.^i^

r^ .^LTHORPE-J.A.r. 2y4h.P., ISlS, 2-_spee_d ge.ar,,all

Kj spiires, stored during war; £41

18, York Ed., Woking.

-tf\-\5 2-sneed 2-!4h.p. Calthbrpe-Jap, countershait,

19 new ty>S in s:>lendid condition; £48.-Qiienby

15, High St.', Baldock. i^'"^

/ 1*1 I'HOUPE 2-swoke, 2Vih.p., Enfield 2.6pecd, brand

C new at makers' price, £66;3.-Wilkins, Simpson

and Co., opposite Olynipia, London. L»=.i =

'/-l\LTHORPE-.J.A.P. Combination, 2-speed, last

\ y vn,--s model original tvres and enamel, in first-

cfess coi'diUmi; £65!-60, 'Gakfield Rd., Waltham-

^i^ALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1920 new, fully

(J eauimied, lamps, horn, etc., registered, insured;

^t off r ver £75 secures; London, S.W.-Box 1.060,

^jtn"Mo<^ cUe. "650

Campion
/CAMPION 4h.p., Armstrong S^speed, wants slight

Kj reiriir- otherwise good lunning order; £50.-1:,.

S.bpy, 20, Charles St., New:nk. [1605

1Q16 Campion Combin:,tion, Sh.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds

ly and itntrli |.i.arlil,ni t sidecar, good condifion;

£105, o."'..»''v nA>i-Sb V. c/o North Essex Motor

7-0 hp 1920 Powerplus spring frame model

cciupiete with dynamo lighting set, electric

horn, and speedometer.

Solo £158
Combination - - - £190

plus delivery charge from London.

CALTHORPE.
Special offer of ladies' model fitted with zl

J.A.P. engme and Enfield 2-5peed gear.

Brand Ne-vv—63 guineas.

naiueiled, "inileage 10,000,

and all accessories; £1

New Maiden, Surrey. [If

-lOh.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, wc, 3-speed '^uMet^
_' handle start, Bosch '•'l^':\^'f^',,f^;^lS,

^'2

usual accessories, just rebushed,_ thoioughlj

hauled; first ovei- £70 secure

Hotel, Nuneaton.
Clyde.

rth.p. Clyde, mag., B. and B.

O £17/10, no oflers.^Rosse

Devonport.

1014 Clyde, 6I1.P. twin J.A.P
XiJ free: £50, nearest: stamP:

ton Rd., Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Bosch, N.S.TT. Spi
'

;ply.-Stott, Pack;

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, brand new, .actually

Jones Motor- Co., Mold, N.^A

.

i^LY-NO 5-6h.p., 3.spee?l, K.S., less mag
(y order; £70.-104, Plough Rd., Batteise

WAUCHOPE'S, i

E.C.4, supply

stoc

19

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lone

ew 1920 2i,ih.p. Clynos; ,£7

6 Clvno CombinaUon, oTerhanled, ready :

away; fiUO.-Brawn, 94, High St., Beckenh

-< ,rvi7 6h D Clyno Combination, electric lirtting, s;

19 wteS; S125.-Lathe, CasUe St., Coseley.^^

ston.

/-ILYNO 1917 Combination, 3 speeds, 5-6h.p^sm
j

V^ very fast; £110.—Lee, 14, Half Moon cresc

London, N.l.
-''

CLTNO 1920 2-stroke, clutch model, lamps, _

tools, not done 50 miles; £73.-A. Howard, Bij

?t., Chesham, Bucks.

CTVTCn—Orders being booked for early _,-

TShtweight and combinatfon.-Bhosha Mote

Mawneys Rd., Romford. *'

r-ILYNO 1919-20 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutcli, acoew;

C perfect running order, as new; £66, near «fl

5 St John's Ed., Cambridge. L'

/-^TYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick^
C clutch £120, or nearest; tried by oppomtme i

A.B Lodge House, Lindfield. '•

/-lYLNO Combinations laJ'-.S^^P^f^^ f^A°Ms'
' start, both in g°b|jj™t°**'°" '

^
ri

i^.,uu. Place yottt -

c^u^« good delivery.-Apply, i'

aid H"an«r,"6, Bridge St., Cambridge. U

C^T''" J:tt''Sri.-
'°

o?iiWn.^titJ°iB?ck1^*

cVegg'°^5l'HjhRVwrllesd.n NWIO -[

"^V^'HS a'cUiaiU iSTofk ;fmale*^'

ofters.--63,' Solon Rd., Brixton.

-TTTE Aie Agents _fOT _Cl_yno.

WUinr'bimpon and Co opposite 01

lyNO Lightweight in sto.k Older

tion Clyno
i\ci\ from W

Londi

Cfyno < ombuntion
1 K
Mil

tool.

'h'-Rothwcii ind Milbor

1 in

c

Wiivlcs, Saft'r Wiilden. [1201

BiS All letters relating to advertisements s

40 guineas.

Trade inquiries invitid.

Immediate Delivery.

:H"ld"u.?e tH"nu°.e?aftHe"nd"of "cH-advertisentent, and the date o, the issue

-^Xf?Snlitr^i Inl' sr^^"^^
fjgj,' .Seen by appointment onh —K H VSi

Sandcrstead Rd Croydon t

|-s\^dSe?s''•^n^?rSor?t^h.''?h'•ontVl?lr^

i9"st^;r"entJii..r j:;c,='s%.r^"^
lighting set, spa

™l„Mfection: £110
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

LYNO rorabination, 1915, S-spced countcrshiilt

gear box, dctncbiiblo wheels. Rood tyres ami
re whocl, in good rmininK order; K120.—Apply,
r 2 p.m.. 6. Harably Mansions, llifsli Rd., Strciitbnni

anion, S.W.ie. [1753

[1391

)NNArGHT, Sept., 1919, been 150 miles, 2"'ili.p.,

2-»iH'od model : llrat chequo aocnres, with lanipi

liorii; £65.—Gilbeit, 77. Eastlionriie Tcrrnco, Gains
ngh. [1478

Cook.
OOK, Da Diou 2%li.p. Seusprny, Ilasch, front and
war lik-hts, ruJUen dady, reliable; 29 gns. : withnat

1. 27 SUS.-UOX 1.020, 0/0 27if Molor C'ucle. [1317

Coulson.
)UI.SON B 2Mh.p.. 2-speod " model, In stock.

-

Malvern Agents. Woodyntt, J.td., Malvern. [3865

i20 Conlsou-B, spring, 2''4li.p. Union engine, 2i,oin.

' tyres : £65, carriage paid.— Couke, Guiey, Ireland.
[139<)

lULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.-Enquiries
invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cycle

vts of Liverpool and Manchester. [6578

20 Conlson B., used ISO-Liiilos only. 2U'h.p. Ttlark-

harae engine, 2 speeds, sprinn Iriiuie, pei-fet-t:

£95, accept £85.-Bo}; 1,068, c,u The Motor Ciich:

[1558

Dayton.
.VTOX I'ili.p.. 2-stroke, good condition and run-
amp order, with lighting set; £25.-Guv, Qneeu's

,
Ilianie, Oxon. [1476

.^TOX 2-stroke Lightweight, splendid order,
tvres and belt. e.\cellent; bargain. £26/10. or
"utfc.-.-H.S.D.. 39. The Hill, NorthBeet, Kent.

[1808

Diamond.
niL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model
Diamonds.—I'hapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [X8622

d agent.-Eo
c-epted. [6487

\MOND, 1920, J.A.P. S'uh.p., Enfield
Edwards, 7. E.\lubition Bd., uth Kensington.

[1,871

lamps, Lycett's.
on, Singer Shop.

[1990

ssex, agent for

early delivery of

[1732

V:M0ND 2-ih.p., new tyres,
• 1917 T.T.; bargain, £42.—Dav
I borough.

D. V.\RTY, Thundersley,
Diamonds; 2-strokes in stock;
. models; exchanges.

iMOND 2-stroke, 2-speed, overhauled and re-

euamelled, perleet condition ; £45, or nearest
-Buicher, Hawthorns, Kidderminster. [1240

iMOJTD, late 1919, 2i:ih.p., 2-strok6, single gear,

pump, tools, T.T. Jiandles, mileage 500, good as
seen bv appointment.— G. 12, Bordyke, Tonbridge.

[1361
iJUOND 1916, Villiers, disc rear, tyres, belt

nearly new, 55/- mechanical horn, pump, Pedley
ride away; 35 gns. ; snip; sacrifice for cash.—

, Foston Hall, Leice.iter> [1421

Douglas.
tAS HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd.. Douglas Special
sts.

Combination, 1920 model; £145.

p. Solo. 1920 model, clutch and kick starter; £90

p. Solo, 3-speed model W. ; £86

Stock Everytliiug you reciuire for your Douglas.

-16 T.T. Douglas, in perfect condition; £60.—
rones ilotor Co., Mold, N.W. [X3830

4h.p. 3 Speeds Douglas, nearly new, all acces-
lOries; £98.-16, Xork St., Dover. [1527

3LAS 234h.p., 2-speea, in new condition; £4.8.—
swett, 1, Welham Ed., Streatham, S.W. (1192

Douglas. 2?4h,p., 3-speed, like new. lamp and
aoux; £60.—Douglas, Waterside, Coleraine.

[X3618
jLAS 1917 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, like new:
15.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

[1917
Douglas 2»ih.p., 2-speed, as new, spares, acces-
ones; £70.-C. Whatley, Aston Lodge, Malvern.

[S;3871
iLAS W.D. 2Slh.p., 2-spced, brand new; £70.-

J. Hueker, Hillsborough, Acock's Greeu.
[S3877a

*11 letters relating to advertisements sho

Call & See Us

T̂HE FIRM FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

MOTOR CYCLES .

DOUGLAS
LEVIS
N. U. T.

MATCHLESS
ZENITH
IN STOCK.

8 h.p. ZENITH Combination.

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, W.D. Model.

8 h.p. MATCHLESS, Model H,
dynamo.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.

Several guaranteed second-hand late

models, DOUGLAS, etc.

Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Chain
Guards, 12/6.

Douglas Instruction Books, 1/3.

Patent Leather Mudshields, £1 is.

Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs,

£2 1 8s. per set.

Tan-Sad Pillion Seats.

Bowden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

E.I.C. Magnetos for fiat twins.

Cowey Speedometers.

Cowey Mechanical Horns.
Klaxon Horns.

D. A. Cylinders.

Electric Lighting Sets.

Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

.Altrincham, 2l5t Juuuar;.-, 19-20.

To Vivian Hardie &. Lane, London.
Dear Sirs,—Very many thanks foe the promptness in

-

' Boamcmoutli, January 20th, 1920

Dear Sirs.—I am extremeir pleased with the 1920 Douglas
i h.p. Combination pnrdlasel from yon last week A so
for your generous offer for my 2| h.u. 1919 t.olo. ... A
great friend of mins has taken such a Hieing for iny
Douglas 4 h.p. Combination that be wishes to have one
from you. ^^^^ faithfully, A. J. L.

24, Woodstock St, (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.L
Telephone—llayfair 6559.
Telegrams—IVHARDIL.-iN, WESDO, LONDO.N".

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGr,A.S 4h.p.. 3-8necd, oa new, guaranteed porlect
order; £80.—Bi.rlcy, Sheldon, Warwickshire.

DODCI.AS ah. p., 3-8pood gear box, leu clntih ;

£7/10.-\Valker, Brook St., Works, Birnilnghain.
rX3894

1(116 DoiiBlns Coniliination, oTorhauled, ready iido
LU away; £05.-Brawn, 94, llieb St., Bcckcnhan].

[1578
Oah.p. W.D. Douglas, as now; £65.-H, Martin,
'W4 The Spinney, Apslcy End, Ilcmol Hempstead.

DOUGLAS 27lh.p. (W.D. rehnildl. Klaxon, lamn, eorn.

hiuation tyres; 60 gns.-rlO, Ciowborougli Ud.,

Tooting. rX37a7

DOUOLAS 2'lih.p., 1915, 2-8peca, now rendition;

£49, bnisain.-18, Marlborough Ed., Old Kent
Ud., S.E. [1157

Oiih.P- Douglas, 191J, 2-specd, perfect condition;
/Wi £50 or near oUcr.—Pyner, Godinton Kd., Ash-
lord, Kent. [1837

D0UULA8 2'!',h.p. T.X.. 2-speed, neatly new, perfor^t

in every way; £70.—Pollard, Broomfield Ed.,

Chelmsford, [1326

4h.p. Douglas, 1919, brand new, 3-speed, clutch model;
£105: first deposit seeuies.-Box 1,061, do The

Ai'PEOVAI, Paid. -Douglases, 2'}ili.p., £25; 4h.p.,

kick starter, £65.-l''rederieks, 3, Priory Plain,

Gt. Yarmouth. [1239

"IQ19 2-speed Douglas, lamps, horn, perfect order;
i-*y 65 gns. : any examination.—Clarke, la, Arundel
Ed., Brighton. [1929

DOUGLAS 2';:,li.p. W.D. Models: several at £72.-
Clifford Wileon M(g- Co., 70, Eoyal Hospital Ed.,

Chelsea, S.W.3. [1535

Walthamstoiv.

Regent's Park. [1974

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1920, in stock; list

price plus carriage.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

South Kensington. [1875

horn, tyres r

Hadby Rd„ Enfield.

4h.p. 1919 Douglas, Empire sidecar, horn, lamps,
tools, undershield, and knee grips; £125.-19,

Milton Av., Bath. [1985

"IQ15 Douglas 2^/ih.p., 2 speeds, new spare tyre
i-iJ and tube; £65; call .after 7 p.m.—30, King
Sq., Goswell Ed., E.C.I. [9731

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. C.B Combination, 1918, perfect 1

order; £110.—H., 3, Broadway, Ludgate Hill.

E.G. 'Piione: City 4191. [9614

1020 Douglas Models in stock: 4h.p. combination
LiJ £145, 2%h,p. 3-epeed £86.-Moffat, Douglas
-Igent, Teovil. 'Phone: 50. [1103

Kros., Burnham, Somerset.

SECOXD-HAND Douglas, 2-speed, kick starter, in
excellent order, not t>een used for 2 years; £65.—

Nicholas, Yeibeston, BegeUy. [1208

Q3h.p. Douglas, 1916-17, replated and enamelled,^4 as new, perfect running order; £68.—Griffin.

Coombeud, Eadstock, Somerset. . [0103

1 Q14 2^ih.p. Douglas Combination, plenty of power,
-LtF very sporting appearance; £85.—Whitaker, Ash-
ley, Monkmoor Ed., Shrewsbury. ^[1746

DOUGLASES.—Call - at Smith's for yonr next
Douglas.—Smith's. 10-16,. Hayerstoct Hill, oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Siation. [0093

4h.p. Douglas C^ombinatlon, engine No. 6507, perfect
order, electric light; 105 gns.—C.Or, 13, Bloem-

lontein Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [1984

DOUGLAS 2"ih.p., 1915, new lamps, fully equipped,
long exhaust, genuine machine: £65.—Boxall,

Beulah Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey. [1389

DOUGLAS 2».,h.p., 2-speed, unerated in October,
absolutely perfect, well equipped, as new; £65.

—

60, WalUngford Ay., N. Kensington. [1471

D0UGL.4.S 23ih.p. 2-speed, 1915, brand new con-
dition, fully equipped; £65; after 7.—Colher.

33, Hamm ersmith Huts, Wood Lane. [1937

"1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, complete with
-Ltf lamps and horn, in perfect condition through-
out; £130.—The Grange, Hendon Av., rinehlev, If.S.

[1165

uld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the fssue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE, '

Douglas.
"I Q19 41i.p. Douglas Combination, perfect order,
XJ7 mileage 1,000, Easting, lamps, aU accessories.—
Oilers to Owner, 80, Mercer's Hd., N.IS. [1963

1016-17 Douglas, 2°41i.p., 2-speea, in perfei:t condi-
J-f tion. neorlv new tvres, lamps, accessories, etc. ;

£66.-1, Melrose Ed., Meiton Park, S.W. [9641

SIX Douglasas, 2'Ji.v. W.D. models, practicall.v new^
in perfect running order; £65 each.—Tlie Mattock

Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing W.5. [1610

DOUGL.A.S, 41i.p., 1919, complete with sidecar, first-

class condition throughout: £120.—Frank Whit-
worth, Ltd., 139, New .St., Birmingham. :i6Sl

r> 3.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed. lamps, horn, and tools, etc.,

^4 just been overhauled, in first-class running order;
-.0 gns.-FulIer, 19, Trafalgar S(j., Chelsea. [X3776

DOUGLAS 2?)ih.p., 2-speed, uucnrted July, 1919,
equipped, perfect and unscrntched; £62.— Dentist,

216, Pojtobello Ed., North Kensington, W. [X3356

1 Q20 Donglases.-Ey one -who knows; delay
-B-t/ daugerous.— Order yours now from the Dougl;
Specialist, Gibb. Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [6340

1Q19 2^4h.p. Douglas, new makers November, lamps,
-L*^ horn, accessories, insurance policy, any trial

examination; £85.—Lloyd, Moira, Leicjstershire. [2006

SUITH'S for Second-hand 1916 2:;4h.p. IJouKlases
' overhauled, from 50 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haver

stoci: Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube .Station. [0092

DOUGLAS 2",4h.p., 2-speed, splendid coaidition, fast
Boecli mag., new lamps, etc. ; trial by appoint

mcut.-G.H.B., 768, Fulham Ed., S.W.6. (D) [1342

DOUGLAS 254h.p. 2-speed Model, completely c

hauled and renovated, fully equipped with all
spares; £65.—Parkers, Bradshawgate, Bolton, [X3914

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 2-speed, D.W., specially selected
by esi^ert, uncrated last October, perfect condi-

tion; 75 gns.-Chatham, Cetn Quarries, Enabon. rX3613

DOUGLAS 2?zih.p., 2-speed, Duulop heavy tyr
slightly shop-soiied; £79.-Vivaau Hardie a

Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodetock St., New Bond St., W.l
[1215in 15 Douglas 2:"j4h.p., full T.T. bars, new aluminium

J-O discs, new tyres, front and rear lighting, fasi
'Inis; £58. 30, Eiggindale Ed., Streatliam, S.W.16

[1506
NEW 1920 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Saxe blue

sidecar delivered this week, unused; £165.—Apply
v., 38, Frederica Ed., Winton, near Bournemouth.

[1231
DOUGLAS 1914 3',:..h.p.. 2-speed, sporting wicke

sidecar, 6in. F.R.'S. head lamp; fflust sell, what
offers ?—Rap, Longfield, Broom Rd., Hampton Wick

[1739
DOUGLAS 2';lh.p,, 1916. 2 speeds, gotMl conditior

£57, or exchjuiiie for higher power, cash either wa
—Applin, 2, Nora Villas, French St., Sunburv, Middl
sex. [1517

1Q15 Douglas 2';.lh.p-, 2-speed, lamps, horn, spares,
-^iy excellent condition. Palmer and Clincher un-
iiunctured; £51.-18, Atherton Rd., Forest Gate.
E.7. [1720

~|Q15 2^ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed. lamps, horn, etc..
-i-^ excellent running order, all original, not army
model; £56.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath,
S.E. [1879

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., late 1919, lamps. Klaxon hom,
knee grips, mechanically as new; £80.—Vivian

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^.ih p., 2-speed. enamel and plate
-l«/ like new, yer.v fast: £55; garaged.-Moslin,
645, Harrow Rd. (opposite Kensil Green Station.
Bakerloo). 1938

D.OUGLAS 1915 2^,ili.p., 2-speea, new tyres, inner
tulies, and belt, recently overhauled, ;:ood running

order; £50.-Dr. Talbot, District luflrmary, Asljton-
nuder-Lyne. [9492

DOUGLAS 2Sh.p., 1915, very fast, complete, with
all accessories. £47/10; also Rudge 3;^h.p.,

clutch, Bosch, good order, £39.—Dowell, High Rd.,
Byfleet, Surrey. [1626

DOUGLAS 2¥,lLp., 1914, clutch, kick stmt, very
good condition tlirouehout, almost new tyres ; £65.

—Viviau Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St.,

New Bond St., W.l. [1216

D,ODGLAS 2")4h.p., 1916, 2-speed, just been thor-
oughly oveih:iuIed and re-enamcUed, buffer spriugs,

etc., uiakers' colours: £58, no offers.— Simpson. 51,
Belvedere Ed., Lambeth, [1176

W.AUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London,
E.C.4, supply new 1920 Douslas machines from

.stock, solo and sidecar combinations; also 2-'.4h.p.

ladj's Douglas, 1917, £75. (1693

D.OUGLAS 1914 2"!.lh.r., 2-speed, complete with
lamps, horn, .and tools, T.T. bars, pood running

order: seen any time after 3.45 p.m.; £57. or n«er
ofier.-2. Westgatc. Bridgnorth. [1473

1,

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

NATCO 16-spindle Multipls
Drill.

CHURCHILL No. 2 Vertical

Surface Grinders

18in. and 23in. POLLOCK
and MACNAB Combina-
tion Turret Lathes,

KENDAL & GENT Bar Lathe,

2i capacity.

10x36in. LAND is Plain

Grinder, with camshaft
attachment.

10x72in. NORTON Plain

<3rinder.

HERBERT No. 9 Combination
Turret Lathes.

1 8Jn. Swing 8ft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Works Lathe.

2|in. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 12 Horizontal
Plain Miller.

No. 3 HERBERT Vertical
Miller, table 45in. x 1 2in.

BECKER 4B Vertical Miller.

7|-in. Centre PARKINSON
"Twink" Lathes.

15in. Stroke H E N D E Y
Shapers.

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: "LATHES. HYDE.""

Telephone: 78 HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, BENNETTS HILL.

LONDON office:

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

^ DouglaB.

DOUGLAS 2V4J1.P. Toiiring Model, 2 epeeOs, ^
leat ionditiou, £45, or offer j al^o sin(:3e-8"?

Douglas, oveiiiauled, £18: (.-allers preferjtd.-Mn
Boot Stores, 121, ji^cton Lane, Ciiiswid;. [1,

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1916-17, practici
new, Easting sci'een, lamps, complete to

spares, highly insured; seen by . appointmen
Tyrwiitt, 54, Ashleigb Av., Bridgwater. [X3:

DOUGLAS 2^'4h.p.. 3-speed, December, 1915. aci
lene and electric lighting, new chain and &p]

new 21/. Dunlop rear, knee grips, heel brake; £6;
Banson, 23, Tivoli Rd., Crouch End, N.8. [1'

I iQlS Dougliis 4h.p. Combination, kick start, clu
-*-t/ 3 speeds, sidecar, chassis, tvrt^. tube, lull ar
are all brand neiv, excellent lot: £125.-51. Townib
Cottages, ToT\nshend Ed., St. John's Wood. [1

DOUGLAS 2"jih.p. Combination, Watsonian katl
weight sidecar, lamps, etc., re-enamelled

;

plated, specially tuned, vcrv fast; £60.—Henry,
Grosvenor Rd., Cbiswick. TeL : Chiswick 1186. £1

DOUGLAS Combination, 1916, 3-speed, kick si
complete lamps, horn, tools, speedometer, api

etc., splendid condition; bargain, £90.—Young, Drar
Stores, 231. Coventry Rd.. South Yardley, BirminglL

1X3'

IT Appears Eidioulous to Advertise uhen yon 1

no stock, but we are giTiug deliveries to the e;

liirds. Place your oidei' at once if you Tcant
livery.—Eli Clurk, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham 1

Bristol. iOi

BARGAIN.— 1915 Douglas, as new, not done
miles, lamps, horn, and accessories, enamel)

and plating like new, guaranteed sound and perft
£58.—Refi'eshment Bar, 45, Bow Common I-a
E.3. [1

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, uncrated 1919, spt
exhaust, extra la>rge mudguards and sad

lamps, horn, buffer springs, excellen.t condition; £
ride away; after 6.^4, St. John's Wood Park, Sn
Cottage, N.W. [1

1Q19 (Oct.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination; latest t

J-V clutch Klaxon, gas and electric light,
scratched, mileage 300; £145, -or best offer; wo
exchange modern light car.—M., 29, Larkfield I

Richmond, S.W. [1

DOUGLAS 2\h.p., run 2,000 milas. just overhati
and tuned up to 55, Binks, Bosch, 2 laii

Klaxon, full tool kit, spares, etc., insurance, ti

painted makers colours; any trial; £70.—Watts-Joi
R.E. Mess, Aldershot. [K

DOUGLAS 2^:ih.p., 1915, Amac, DLxie, P. and
lamps, heavy Dunlops, as new, tool kit and vari

spares, priy^tely owned, ciirefuUy lidden, and in tl

ough good condition; ride away; £52.—Naval Offit

6, Hartingdon Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [i;

DOUGLASES, 1920 modele.-The noted house
the South for early deliveries. We are special

and stockists for Douglas machines only lor

II years.—Sole District Agents, Thompson and (

408, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth. 'Phone : 710.'

[51

DOUGLAS Zh^h.v., Nov.. 1919. ridden 500 lu;

7V:'in. F.R.S. head lamp, rear lamp, footbai

Watiord speedoujeter. Klaxon, tool l;it as issued, spa

and full insxirance until Nov., 1920, enamel nnscrntc!
everything as new ; 80 gns.-Reid, Westminster B
Bourni^mouth. {!

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipj
-L tJ lamps, horn, speedometer, new belt, new b

tyre, spares include outer cover, inner tube, belt, \fi

sparking plus, eto., just been overhauled,
perfect condition, enamel and plating as new, njik

under 2,000; any trial; £125.-115, Stapleton Halll
N.4r [!

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid on'

-Lt^ dual lighting syst»m, electric and acetylene^nei
new extra heavy Dunlops, Cowey speedometer, first-o

hood, Triplex screen, side curtains, luggage grid, u
shields, mechanical hom, mirror, etc., mechanically
feet; any examination and trial; £138.—Cooke,
Hoveden Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [1

AS New.—2?/4h.p. (1916) Douglas, completely c
hauled, re-enamelled rackers' colours, all bri

parts plated, complete with front brake, tool, b:

nearly new tyres, new belt, mechanically perfect 1

guaranteed for 3 months; just like getting a i

machine from the works; £75.—Hubert Turner t

Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Fairingdon 1

E.C.4. [I

1 QIS Douglas 25^h.p., 2-speed, September, Wh
l~*y No. 41468, makers' colours, in perfect ti

luiich better than new, absolutely complete witli T

patent spring rear seat, P.H. lighting set, rear li;

Klaxon, adjust;ible and plain pulleys, front mud
Iniudle-bar mufls, eiugle lever Amac, chain cover, 1

ley grip£, spare chain and inner tube, tools and pu

long exhaust, knee grip, extra Terry's front «pri

spring eent-pillar, tyres uupunetured, n perfect Douf
«.„+ .,i,«-,,„. .pflQ .;o,.,iTcc._L. Ballanee, 82, Lee ^

Hi

Duzmo.
[

Order^

_ , _. Fc*niM
All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leacii ,

Seed, 16. John Dalton St., Manchester. [i-,

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLliS FOR SALE
liiinciu.

S'.ih.p. Enfleld, as new; £60.—TT
ho Spinney, Apsley End, Homul lloi

_ VAUTY, Tluindorsley, Kssex.—Endeld
l^h.p. twin, chain drive; £35; oxchaiig

lEI.n Coinbinntiou. 6h.p. (new), fitted wit
men, horn, cte. : £160.-4, Beresford Sq.,

Martin,

' [1858

.Musiii'll Hill. N.IO,
nts for EiineWa. Jii

ul WoiKlsiilo

eh. p..

I
00.1

1

. good

12051

'.obertso

llil.D Combii
pros, oxi'fllont i-ondilion;' £140.-Uo
olor Vi/rle.

VrUOPKS. 9, ..,.„, ,,„,„, ,,„,,., ,^^ .onao.i

"iromefaf"
™"''"-""«. 19'6, 1917, ms,

^^J:Pn
2'(il'-P-.Tivin, 1910, good condition, Bo.«cli

;

Z]%rZ"""-^°'''' ''' VV.rnin.han,^nd^

krd?r'L-'''if"'i'
Twin 1911 (?). good running

orde
, cxcellont condition; £26.-6, Knaies

1 Rd., Ripoii. [1220
Enfield Combination, 1916, lamps, acceworie«
)0\80 lyiM, now condition: £120.-11. Wheel-'
Hd.. Birraiiighiini. [X3909
IKLD 1915 31i.p., 2-spccd, kick start, Ifimps
lod ordoi, siuiirt; £60, or offer, excllnnge -246
irsraith ltd., W.6. (1545
ELD 6h.p. 1915 Combination, electric lightinr

s A\., tast Ham. [1580
;LD CombiiiiUion, 1917-18, £135; ditto 1913
S l™"?'

^9S 10-Hulifax Motor Exchange
St. Sonth, HaliJax. [1440
ELp<.Combination 8h.p., mechanically perlect,
ndition as new; £145; bargain.-Dow-son 100
!ord Rd., Colne, Lanes. [2050
a. ENFIELD 3h.p., chain drive, completely

led, good tyres lamps. Klaxon horn':
id North, Peterborough. [1582

ELD 1919 2lili.-p. 2-strokc, practically unused
iscratched lamps generator, exhaust whistle,'
65.-Lt. Cole, Alliance Hotel, Southampton.

SnfieW, bongbt Feb., 1914, stored 4 years ^new
'II ?i"i"o°^''

"«'''-'ni'-idly perfect, all spares;
loe £110, or neavest.-146. Broad St., Coppen-

[1206

Jk^-1?r'"
?"'*"''' C^«''Wi'"i™. complete with

WIS lamps, t^owey speedometer, spares, perfect
order, good condition; £190.-Box 1,049, c/o
5r L-itiU. (D) [1397
,J915 6h.p. Enfield Combination. lamos
'dometer, Klaxon horn, etc., new conditio^

;"'Heat'£:%!^='''-
^1=5-^36. ^^^it-hor.e n^,..

SLD 2>4h.p. Twin, 1910-11, thoroughly over-
red and lined gold, copper ex-
"" '^^""" 31 gns., no oilers.

[1338

'™tn?=°'"l'''"''*'?''-
l^''^' ^''-P- 2 lamps and

erators, lucas horn, luggage grid, absolutely
-;• Ia %"' ;*",, ^ '° 8 p.m.-Wilson, 25,
3 Kd., Parson's Green, S.W.6. [1806

f,?*d?,
^o^Wi.ation, Sh.p., delivered August,

ti ^^ I'^f""
''«id lights, Lucas horn. Cameo

^sfi n o A °'-"Sn«t,o S"=>rd, perfect condition

;

58/10.-Soutliern, Grocer, Gloucester. Tel
[9668

.ENFIELD 2-y,h.p. Twin, 2-speed, srieed-

.er, acetylene head and tail lamps, tvres nearly
Jel and plating good, splendid appearance and
rder; f45.-Lees, 10, Westbourne Place, Hove

[1911

''°mfl ^°^f\ Coachbniit Combination, late

t. „™T''' '"'"i
i">i«'"?o '•600, perfect order

L„^ i *° expert examination and any trial •

hto^,
<'fi'='--Shannou Lodge, Cross Kd., Souti:"™-

[1602
itgain.-Eoyal Enfield combination, 2 speeds

* hi Si ? ensmo and gears, 2 tyres poor,

nfr«;
™'^^ ™,"°"'^: °™«r must clear this

*- i"""-^'"" Poxon's Garage, Canterbury,
[1529

.meld Combination, borrght new in 1915 2
f«^ % starter, clutch, lamps, horn, lovely
-ar, with apron, outfit only used 1,000 miles
Vmh?'?''"'?- P"'ff''

1''-'''"^ and ename asCambiidgeshire.-Bos 1,063, c/o The Molo,
[1553

|D Combination, sh.p., late 191a, dvnanuog tnspection lamp, 2 electric horns, Binks
4 and***h'™,yi°°^''°.

*'-'?• "" "npnActurcdxa and hood, speedometer, Tan-Sad <iirirl
as, tools, etc., absolutelr first-class- anv frin^nation; £170.-267, Lyham Ed.', "Brixton

[1246

Advertiseme.vts. 49

lied, enamelled .__
?w. tyres; genuine barga
thur Ed., St. Albans.

THANK
their numerous customers
for the consideration and
indulgence extended to them
during the difficult period
of removal from LONDON
to New Offices, Warehouse,
and Works at CROYDON.

Delays have unavoidably
occurred during the past
two weeks occupied in
removal, but increased staff

facilities and better working
conditions will ensure the
utmost promptitude and
attention to all en quiries and
orders, in as far as the un-
settled conditions existing
in the labour and raw ma-
terial markets will permit.

As scon as the Works are
in fnll swing it is hoped that
Stocks wiil be increased to
such an extent that de-
liveries can always be made
immediately on receipt of
order.

Many new lines are in
course of production, and
customers should therefore
ask for their name to be
added to the mailing list for
new catalogues as issued.

OUR AitVaS ARE
BEST QUALITY AND DESIGN.
INCREASED PRODUCTION
PROMPT DELIVERIES.
NO COWSPLAINTS.

Will all Customers Rindly note
CHANGE OF ADDRESS,

A, H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.
Teleplro__

CROYDON
2223 & 222S.

Telegrams :

'• KEYAGE "

CROYDON.

WAUCIIOPIi'S, 9, Sho
J0.O.il.-7-9li.p. Ami

MOTOR CVCI.nS F0« SALB.
n.Kcelsior.

R. r). VARTV, Tluindersley, Essex, agent for-»-«' American Excelsior; early Joliveries; oxcliangcs.

QJ.h.ii. Excelsior, mechanically sound, ronuircs rafly-' and hotu; ilO.-Sutntnerfleld, Lodge, Oiiiel,
.5111 rev.

ujgg
Lane, Fleet St., London,

1914; -£l25. •
-'• —-'"> ExcMoT and Mdecar.

T7XCELS10E Combination, 8-lOh.p., electric model,

.„n
,i"";"',''K''*'"e «et, electric horn; fl25.-Uohin-•on, 12, Angles Ed., Stronthom. [1171

igXCELSIOR (British) 1915 2Kh.p., 2-stroke Peco
.

engine, 2-5pecd gear, clutch, chain drive lanin»etc.; £40.-371, High St., Lewisham. [X3897
AMCASHIRi:. Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Mao

T„rl r^ ''i7,r""\"i?",
Excelsior; enquiries.-J. Blak«

iina L.o., Ullicial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6586
"1Q20 2-stroko 2-speed Model Excelsior in stock tor

M nnn""!? .S"';; ;';-''>;?iT; £63/16.-Porfleld .Motors,
11 and 13, I'orheld Place, Leamington ,Spa. [X3974
A MEKICAN Excelsior, electricnlly equipped, in stock.

1

^Ik'.irlv dclivenes ot Henderson, Allon, Conn.'iusht,

".n^ °u\ "ri""', *'"';'- ",'*,'"'« 'I'"'"''' "B'*'"*- Hutchi,,;
son, Boronghluidge, lorkshire. [1329
JIHE Ken- 1920 American E.xcelsior represents the
-•- best va ue lor money on tlie market. Book now
^LT^'' '^"'Ify- flttrf, «itl, Sivan de Luxe sideciir,-
Edwards and Parry, 4, BlenUeim St., Bond St. il.ivfair
^^^^-

[6234
F.N.

L'

Wimbledo [1190
Tf-N., 2?!ih.p., shaft drive, 2-speed, lightiveiel.t £R«i

f -Prank Whitworth, Ltd., isg! nIw st^^BirnfinB:
''^"-

[1680

F''^'-eaK''''»w.'fllo!!l' ?:'"??? *^'"*Si^
^o^"*. stored 4

Wood Green
•ellent con'dition

; £3b.-6,""~Sirdar''Rd'
[1643

Jji.N 5h p., 4-cyl., new tyres, rebushed andhauled, reenaruelled,
perfect; £80.-192, M -eyton, E.lo. [1169
p.isr. 2y»h.p. 2-Bpeed shaft drive, spring forks, Bo«ch

m.o.v., 1920 Amac, tank enamelled and lined'

^£'of i"o°56;°f/o"r.^c '^ir Eyir'-'
''"' '''"%%'

1Q13 F.JS-., 2i4h.r., 2-speed, clutch, h.e., lamps 2-L" tionia, one mechanical, dismantled in 1916 notreassembled until 1920, has just been thoroughly 'over-
oauled, excellent condition, fast; £30.-Kirkpatri.k
Corpus, Cambridge. (D) [S3783'
Tf.N. 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch model, 1912, £45-
i"ooQ^"'!."'^j''.tP- X'^^^^ machine, ^30; Triumph',
1909, good old 'bus, £30, or offer; MC 25lh D ma"
*i^l''*,°J'i''^''-P- ^22; trial given on any machine"—Job, 186, Putney Bridge Rd., Putney, S W [1820

G
Grandex.

EANDEX-PEECISIOX Lightweight, 2-speea, ?ood
c*„

'=<™'lit'™, and in running" ordeV;" 'offers "ovei Tzlx-Stockton. Lynn Garth, Bright St., Sowerby Bridge

^ [1S06
Green.

rjREEN Precision Combination, water-cooled 3-V^ speed clutch, winner of 5 world's records; 'seenany day; £58.-Townshend, 463, Green Lanes, Small,Heath, Birmingham. [1830

Harley. Davidson.

19^°f?^f'"''iP''"m°°',l'.''^.°1 °*": *155; lisl price-»-t» £171.—Reynolds, Waterbeach. [2063
"IQ20 Harley-Davidson's, all models actually in-«-«^ stock.—Kemp's Garage, Louyi, Lines. [X3898
JACK HEALT, Cork, official Hariey

a I deli 'cepted. [648S
AELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch
equipped; £130.-5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [2023

H
H^?^^^^''^-*-'^^^!'^-''', "1= ™0'3»l. -^itt «deca\,J--"- £1.^5; in good order.-Brook Bros., Burnham
somerset.

|-g3g^

-DEFOHE placing your order for new Harlevs, writeJ-» Brook Bios., Burnham, Somerset. Immediate

HAELET-DAVIDSON.-Book now for early delivery
„,

-Offl"-'l ^B<="t«. The Motor Cycle Mart, Staiord
St., Walsall. [X3382
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1915. and coach =idecar-

iei25.-Halifax Motor Exchanee. Union T^,'
South, Halifax.

"

[1441
T>. D. VAETY, Thundersley, Essex.-Harlev-David-
-«-l/ son 1915 7-9h.p. combination, all accessories-
£105; exchanges. [1735
TMMEDIATE Delivery ot 1920 Hailev-Davitbon elec-
-•- trie model: cash or exchange.-Williams and C'o"
Portland St., /Cheltenham. [1195

ATE Model Hariey Davidson Combination, bulbous*'"''
perfect; £160. or take solo part

-

[X3sis

L^ „..„ _^
185, Brighton Ed., South Croydon.

Weymouth Mews11
,

(.J. .
"'»i""i«^"»"^Bl weymourn juews, Jr-ortland Place, London.

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each .^vertisement, and the date oj the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

GOODWIN aud Ciagg, Stnflord St., nerby.-We cnn
give eaily delivery of Hailey-Davidsons. Second-

liand macliines bou;ht, sold, 01 exchanged. [X3620

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON 7-91i.p. Combination, 1916-17
mode], equipped with lamps, horn, speedometer,

screen ; trial or examination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate.
Bolton. [S391.'i

"IQ15 Harley-Davidson Solo, electric model, new
-LV Easter, 1917, splendid condition; £115, or

nearest offer.—Averay, 23, Salthouse Rd., Barrow-in-
Furness. .

[X3911

e. Fleet St., London,
Harley-Davidson
Harley-Davidson

combination,
combination,

[1691
1919, £185; 7-9h.i]
1915, £157/10.

Combination, elect:
" accept £208, list

11 and after 7.—Eatbmell House,
Green. [1323

price ; seen before
Heathgate, Golder

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 2-speed Combination, recent
overhaul and renewals, perfect condition, double

Phcenix sidecar; £125; Saturday only.—30, Arlington
Park Mansions, Chiswick, W. [2004

gate A
HAELBT-13AVIDS0N Combination, 7-9h.p., 1919,

electric model. Klaxon, speedometer, etc., gorgeous
turnout; seen after 6.15 p.m.; owner going abroad
£190.~Attwood, The Vale, Eavensbourne Ed., Brom-
ley, Kent. [1289,

HAELET-DAVin301Sr Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915
model, in excellent condition, engine as new, has

been stored 4 years during war, hand clutch, 3 speeds,
^11 tyjes as new: too powerful for owner; £130.— Shrubb.
The Strand, Walmer, Kent. [1257

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model,
-Li/ luxuiious sidecar, large bulbous back luggage
carrier, -wind screen, hood, and side curtains, apron,
full kit of tools, etc., tip-top condition; £lS5.^;'letcher,
Lower Eavenhurst, Harborue, Birmingham. [1165

side curt;
order and condition,
£160; buying car.—'

grid. Klaxon, in first-class
sidecar, enamel as new
Barna, Hindhead, Surrey.

[1633

"I
Q18-1919 Harley-Davidson and sidecar, special

X?/ spnrng tandem scat, 7-91i.p., 3 speeds, hand and
foot clutch, ammeter, dynamo lighting, electric horn,
speedometer, privately owned ; can be seen Maudes'
Motor Mai-t, 100, Paris St., Exeter; nearest £175
secures. [1492

HARLEY.D.4VIDS0N, 1919, mag. model, Cooper
bulbous back sidecar. Easting, Klaxon, Bonnik-

sen speedometer, lamps, nnscratched, won London-
Edinburgh gold; £180; would exchange for A.J.S..
Sunbeam, Scott, or light car.—Thompson, Chemist,
159, Stratford Rd., Birmingham. [1590

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, with ele-

tric lighting and elctric horn, machine just been
completely overhauled by makers, sidecar just re-en-
amelled and renpholstei;erl

;
_tbe outfit __i.s in perfect

19=1 20 Harley-Davidson, 4h.p. flat twin, fully fitted
,'itli lamps, mechanical horn, and

Harlev speedometer {rear drive), guaranteed new; this
machine is the finest sulo mount on the road, and has
the great advantage over any other make of the same
power to do easily 90-100 miles to the gallon, a point
well worth considering at the present with petrol going
up. With sidecar fitted, this little mount will hold and
surpass any other make on the road; price, list.—Nott-
beuk, 37, Tumham Green Terrace, Chiswick. [1161

H.B.
engine, 2 speeds, K.S., P.

Klaxon horn, indistinguishable
frora new; no reasonable offer refused.—Woolley, Blox-
wkh Ed., Willenhall, Staffs. [X3782

Henderson.
LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle ol

Man-—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. wanted.—
Official Dealers. Liverpool-Man-

[6587

coachbuilt side-
lainps. Klaxon, re-

ntly overhauled by Robertsons; any part dismantled
lor inspection; accept £135 for quick sale, no offers.

—

13, Victoria Rd.. Sheffield. [1745

HENDERSON lOh.p,, 1915, 2-speed, clutch, head,
tail, and side lamps (electric), horn, speedometer,

pillion seat with backiest and footrest. Empress coach-
built sidecar, Ingsage carrierj wind screen, spares,- stored
2 yenr.5, -piciidid condition; £130, offers.—Box 1,018,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [1315

Hobart,

LATE 1919 2':jh,p. Hobart, as new, complete; what
nfl- ' - ,.

.

Blake

HENDERSON Late 1916 8-lOh.p.,
car, ajjron, speedometer, all lar

iiith, Briugton, Noi

HOH.-^RT a'ih.p. 4-stroke, Bosch, Senspray,
ordcj

; i22.-Box 1,017, c/o The Motor

[1300

running

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British

Excelsior IVlotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for Triumphs.
B.S.A., Enfields, Calthorpes,
Aliens, A.B.C.s, Matchless,
Rudge, Clyno, Harley-David-
son, etc.

COSY COMFORT
FOR THE

WINTER RIDER.

ROBI HAND MUFFS
Keep your hands cosy but leave yoni

fingers free.

Green waterproof fleece lined

(posted.) Price 12/6 -pr

Black waterproof Teddy lined

(posted.) Price 2) /-pr.

nACINC HELMETS.
Ian leather fleece lined . . . . 11/6
Tan leather Teddy lined . . .. 25/-
Waterproof fleece lined . . .

.

15 /-

(Postage on helmets 3d. extra)

KNEE GRIPS.
Easy to fix and very effective

(postage 4d. extra) .. Price 8/- pi

TAPPS PETROL POUREtt.
Will empty a two gallon can in

ih minutes. Fits any can.

(Post 3d. extra) Price 2/3

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Just the thing for winter riding £2 15

or with valance £3

COWEY SPEEDOMETERS.
To fit 26in. wheels £5 10

OVERBOOT LEGGINGS.
Separate legs (3 sizes)

23 /-pr.

Special seatless type
27 /- pr.

(Postage ed. extra).

MOTORING
GLOVES.

Tan leather Gauntlet one
finger mUts, a really

excellent glove 21 /- pr.

Tan plain one finger

mitts .. .. 9/6pr.
Reindeer hide gloves with
woollen wrists 12/6 pr.

(Postage on gloves 3d.

extra);

REPAIR OUTFITS.
Special offer, motor cycle

size 1 /- ea. (Post 3d.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 2I3, STORE ST., W.C.I .

.Vholesale; 38, ALFRED PLACE, W C.I.

Garase-Tottenham Court ItoaU.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

WHAT Offers?—2-speed Hobart cycle (1915), 2;-;h

2-stroke,"all spares, keys, etc., tyre and tu
lamps and horn, all complete.—Wilfred Coldwell, I
Top, Clayton West, near Huddersfleld. [X3i

H umber.HUMBER 3i/,h.p., 2-speed, splendid condition;
gns.—Thorns, 64, Church St., Edgware Rd..

[2(

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loud
E.G. 4.—6h.p. Humber combination, twin, 19

£175. IK

Rd., Exeter. [1!

HUMBER, SVjh.p., 2.speed, Bosch mag.; £3!
Speechley, 1, Gnnnersbury Lane, Acton B

London, W.3. [II

ANCIEiSTT S'/oh.p. Humber Motor Cycle, chain di

complete, less accumulator; £10, offers.- 10. I

coin St., Sivindon. 1a3!

24, West St., Carshalton.

FOR Sale, Humber combination, SV^h.p., 3-9p*

handle start, coachbuilt sidecar, in perfect c

dition throughout.—Write, Johnson, 293, Hainton j

Grimsljy. [%

HUMBER 3'/jh.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer 1

clutch, tick start, coachbuilt sidecar, wind jcn
lamp and generators, horn ; £73, or nearest.— Speiiee

High St., Whitstable. [1

HUMBEE 3M>h.p., Boech, B. and B., PMij
pulley, 2-speed, F.E., good condition aud app

ance; £30, sidecar chassis £3, or £32/10 both.-Tur-
Bridgeman Place, Bolton. [X5

HUMBEE New Flat Twin. 3-speed, hand centre
clutch, electric equipment, horn, tools, etc. ; »

ally in stock; £105. Sidecar if required.— Uuive
Supply, Park Ed., Rugby. [55

HUMBEE 1912-13 3¥jh.f., S-speed Sturmey-Af
huh, hand control clutch, lamiis, born, pump, si

bntt-end and coyer, fine order; £40; Middlesex.-^
7,177, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1

HUMBER Lightweight,- about -iai4, lamps, h.

pump, toolbag, tyres and plating 'good. B.B.
buretter, Dunlop belt. £30; exchange considere

352, High Ed., Willesden, N.W.IO. (2

HUMBER, 3V;jh.p., 3-speed Stnrmey-Archer g
clirtch, enamelled red, blue disc wheels, .

bars, lamps, horn; £45; appointment.—Golding.
St. Kilda's Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [1

T 0191/2 3i/l>b.p. Flat Twin Humber. 3-speed COBB
-Li/ shaft" clutch, tyres and condition excelli

mileage about 1,000, P. and H. head, electric 1

lamps, horn, mudshields, tools; £105: SuHdlk.-!

1,093, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2

-|Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p. clutch model, splendid cd

-LfJ tion, enamel luiscratched, vei"y fast; ^SS-j

Canning Ciesceut, Wood Green. 1^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Indian.

THE Scout Model. £125 solo, the finest solo mo
in the -world; £155 combination.

Bridge St., Chester.

i.p. clutch model; £55; i

Tel. t 194.

3}. . .

Bosch, perfect condition
Byfleet, Surrey.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1916 Combinati
lamps an '

-----
St.. Nantwich,

perfect,. elec

£95.-Shakeshalt. 109 Bi

(1

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplu
i-if wheels,

'
Bromley-by-Bo

IMMEDIATI
used, pren

;/o Tlu Motor Cycle.

Indii

U

s Indiao.
r.-Boi I,'
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MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Iii.liiin T.T. I!"a.l Uiuor. 71i.r. twin. iiiiiB..

clul.li: . fV.Ms- Waii.Uwortll Mntor Kx.'lumm'.

St., Walicl^ii.llli /I'.iwii Stutiou). 11637

AK 1914 7-91i.p.. cluti'li mocicl. milenEP 2.000.

eilpiil foiulition: iiSO; bv appolntmont.—Piillcn.
evill.^ ltd.. Kilburn, N.\V.6. [1841

AN- INworplus roMil.iniition. 1916. «iiriiii; fimii.'.

•Otllr lillllps, spwioill.'t.l : J!;i25.-Cli«iiii] Wllmill

lo., 70. Royal Uosijitiil Uil., Clrelseji, S.W.3. (1534

I ludiiiii Combinntitm, 7-91i.p., new lute Ootolier.

nnsdiitilieil. full elPotticiil eqnipniont, Hpeed-

: o»T».-Wui<I, 81, Monks Hd., Lincolu. (1463

thoroughlyAN .Sport... „ .^ ^
.ulcd mid pi.il.s niiirluled; ownor eoing abroad:
ell, £90.-26. Itiittniy ltd., Bri.xtoo, S.W.2. (1855

AN 5 6h.p. Condiination. 1916. 3 spct'd, clulcli.

ck starter, stored 3 years, almost new; £125.
ton, 2. King Kdward I'aradc, Norburv. S.W.

11959
I Piiwerplns Indian Condiinntion, 3-spped, kiel;

.tnit-l, eleetrii' liBlitfd, in Rood oider: £110.-
33, ti.N.B. I'otatii Market. Yolk Ud., Loudon.

[1245
IVnierplus Indian, clutili model, spiiuK Irann-.

tlinriaictdy ovorbaided. .'splendid eondition, hot

eanh- tor speed and p6«er; £85.— l''alier. Pep-
oiunion, Henley. [1283

completely overlinnled,
ator. niechnuieal Lorn,

trial: £65,
•. Jeuniu^cs. ^.

JCHOPES. 9
5.C.4.—7-9h.p.
i: 5-6h.p. 1

Indian eonibi

lutuient.-

;.\V.2,

Ik-L-t

[1349

iTiiiiaii ...inbination. 1914!
idinn and sijeear. 1914. £80:
nation, 1914, disc wheels, £105.

[1698
VN, 7-91i.p.. 1915. 3-spced. haud-ioot clutch.

It sidecar, with hood and 2 lockers,
, all on; £115: Sunday morning
Eeereation Ed., Sydenluiui, S.K.

[1650
IN Combination, 5-6h.p., 1915. 3 speeds, hand
i loot clutch, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind
2 spare tubes and 1 chain, tvres almost; new,
'D go-Dd; £100.—Smith, 38, Sydenham Hill.

[X3905

lN Combination, 8-9h.p.. late 1915. 3-speed
ch. touring bars, beautiful sidecar, with wind
and hood, electric head and tail lamps, acety-
lecar lamp, speedometer, mechanically perfect;
Apply, Whyman, 17, Soho Sq.. London. [X3971

iN 7-9h.p. 1914 Combination. 2' speed, kick
irt. foot clotch, Glol'ia sidecar, complete with
!. tools, spares, 2 new spare covers and tubes.

miles since August. 1914. just overhauled.
1 condition; £120.-114. ITnderhill Ed., S.E.22.

(2028
n| .N 3'tjh.p. Twin, late 1915, Amac carburetter.

peeds. clutch, kick starter, plating and enamel
brand new JMiller head light, electric tail

)rn. new tvre rear wheel: beautiful condition;
getting heavier bike; £70.—Nisbet, Trinity
Cambridge. [1934

,N 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination. Millford
rear, new Binks carburetter, kick starter, side-
•alve-:. Eenolds chain, t^t tool,; and lamps, 1916
issued 12 Months, overbanltM recently, mileage

HI )0: seen .at Plymouth; 100 gns.—Box 1.050.
^ Motor Cycle. [1398

-Late 1919 Indiau combination. 7-9h.p. I'ower-
s. Swan sporting tori>edo sidecar, all disc wheels,
ectric lamps and horu, special copper exhaust,
t, excellent eondition, distinctive turnout, not
.00 miles: first cheque secures.—F. Gougb, 20.
\ Norwich. (X3834
1915 5-6h.p. T.T. Indian Combination, 3

:ed6, clutch, kick start, Mills-Pultord sidecar,
een, disc wheels, and 2 long nickel-plated ex-
?es, new chains and tyres," Klaxon, speedometer,
ipares, etc., just been overhauled; £100, or
-Gwaha, Osborne Ed., Southampton. [1341

Indian Powerplus, 3-speed, ideal sidecar ma-
ine, lamps, mechanical horn, Eonniksen speed-
just fitted new Rom combination, Brooks 400
"ell looked after by engineer owner, mechani-
teot, appearance very good, £110; sidecar, not
£20 extra if required.—J. Dowland. 15, Park-
i., Sutton, Surrey. [1631

if 1915 7-9h.p. Spring-frame Combination. 3-

.id, clutch, kick start, and Bosch mag., Mills-
55 gn, coachbuilt sidecar with two commodious
3ne at back, fitted with storm apron, recently
d, replated and enamelled, new Dunlop extra
:es, mileage under 200, fitted with electric and
lighting sets, disc wheels, long polished ex-

td a more than complete equipment of tools,
ind accessories; b&>t offer over £110 secures
iWiite, Atwool, Sandhills, Knowl Hill, Twyford,
Or appointment to view in London. (1327

Ivy.

speed 2-stroke. Orders booked for early de-
7.—Eothwell and Milboume, Cowleigh Garage,

[6186
Ivy-Precision, 3-speed, P.E. clutch, coach-

ilt sidecar, lamps, spares, as new; £65.—11,
ght Rd., Birmingham. [X3910

i

I In the ''News and Leader,"

May 28, 1915,

"KUKLOS" related how he

} obtained his new machine

from

JULIAN'S
OF READING
At first I expected to find my choice a matter

of anbanas <ie richesse, but a Week o£ inquiry
left me ^\'ondering if I had not pirted with the
light car carelr^ssly. T lie lremendou.s extent to
wnich the inakvrs oi all motors, big and little, are
involved in the war Wa-J bronght liglit home, and
I ran against the stone \VM\ ot " deliverv."

I was after a big twin of 'JUU to l.UMU cc, with
three-sji-ed conntersliaft gear box, ;nid eithc-r all-

chaiu drive or chain-cum-lx-lt. The 7-Si h.p. Match-
less was cue of niv earliest fancies until I heard
Uiat the Plunistead firm wanted three months lor

,
new orders. I wrote my old friends, Phelon and
Moore, Ltd., haWng heard glowing accounts of

th^ir-ne\V (1-7 h.p. twin. " Perhaps you are not
aw.iro," they replied, " that the War Office have
ab. olutely taken the Whole of our output for th?
next twelve mouths, and we cannot supply an
odd machine of any descrip;ion to anyone. We
have now had a nightshift working for some time,
but even so We are not able to supply machines
to the War Oftice as fast as they would like them."
Triumphs and B.S.A. have no big twin to offer,

alas ! I inquired after the very fine Colonial
iModel K of the Royal Ruby Co., With G or 8 h.p.

J.A.P. engine, but "about four weeks" was
longor than I wanted to Wait.
There were stUl the Clyno and A.J.S. out-

fits, the latter more easily obtainable than the
former, but both are used by near neighbours of
mine, and I wanted something unfamiliar. A
hasty tour round the principal London depots left

rae still empty-handed. They carried a*out half
their usual stock, and smiled When you suggested
n?vf machines of British make. The great stores
were even Worse, though Selfridge's had a very
fair show of new machines, mostly lightweights.
The position was getting desperate. A rush" to

Edinburgh began to loom large, where an agent
wjs advertising a Matchless outfit. But when
The Motor Cycle came out on Thursday of last

week I saw that JULIAN, of READJNG, had
one also. As a matter of fact, it had been driven
Irom Plumstead the day before, for one does not
nowadays rely on goods trains for quick delivery.
By i>.3U I was in touch With that Matchless per
telephone. By 10 o'clock I had Wired, a deposit.
By :i.30 sundry trains had landed me in Readmg.
Before 4 o'clock I was ofi back on the road with
the new outfit, and home before 8 o'clock. We
live in times of unceremonious haste, but I fancy
I have got the pick of the basket.

You may also be lucky if you write at once.

H.JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.
•Phone: 102i.

Biggest Dealer in the South.

MOTOR CYCI.I-S FOR SALE.
Ivy.

'iJ.li.P. Ivy M.ilor Cvcli-, .I.A.I' cuKlno. Bo<ch mag.,
•>li in good running onler, trial given; £.22.—Bid-
lord, Sunnyliill I(d., .Strcatham. [1155

H. (i. HENl.Y and Co. nro London and District
agents lor the Ivv motor cycli;.—Full particu-

lars, Dl, Ct. I'ortland .St., W.l. Jlaylair 1081. IC022

IVY 2':lh.p. 2.»trokc, 1916 Kpoits model, new tyri>«,

tul>e«, and belt, witll lauip«. «tore<i 2 years, pel-

feet condition; £40, or neniest oiler.—P. Woodman, 43.
Victoria St., Iluruhnm.oU'Scn, Somerset. [9346

Ixion.

14 Ixon 2-Btroke, 2',ih,p. Villiers engine, not used
. since 1916, guaranteed perfect; £30.—liox 1,064.

.,n riii: Motor C'lich. [1654

"I a IS 2>Ah.p. Ixion, Villiers 2.«troke, nnd accessories,
J^O in good eondition; f35.-Call or write, l'nr«ou».

43, Stephenson St., Thornidjy-on-Tces. [1221

James.
ONOB Oak Motor Mart.—Ininiertiate delivery .T.tn-",

-129, Brockley Rise, S.E.23. [1400

19

H
JAMES 3^ih.p. twin, 1920 model, in stock; £115.

plus carriage.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. [1876

JAMES.-New 1920 S'Ali.p. twin model; delivery fioni

stock: price fI15.-Redditch Garages, Ltd., Red-
ditch. (X3878

JAMES 4;ih.p. Combination, 1919; £115; seen atler

3 Thursdays, or appoinbraent.—25, Jlavisville Rd..
Shepherd's Bush. [2010

JAMES, 1910. 5-6h.p., run about 10 miles. Iamp5.
and Klaxon: £98.— Phone : Hammersmith 888

for further particulars. [1949

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
E.C.4.—4',4h.p. James and sidecar. 1916, 3-

speed, clutch, and K.S.; £125. [1699

JAMES 4l/,h.p., believed 1914, powerful, good tyies,

2-speed gear, perfect; £60, or nearest offer.—

Griffith, 6, Gipsy Hill, Nonvood. [2066

4Jlh.p. James, 1914, recently overhauled and
4 enamelled, T.T. bars, complete with lamps, etc.

:

£43.—Sewell, 2, Holly Park, Finchley, N.3. [1721

R. D. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex
the famous James motor cycle

Sea and district; early delivery; book

TAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Tw

sole agent for
a Southend-on-
low; exchanges.

[1786
', 3-speed,

19
splend
Salop.

19^

ly 1 , -

, -lutch, only ridden a few miles solo;

).—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomiie
E.C.3. [0069

16 4',ih.p. James and Coachbuilt Sidecar, lamps,
i-hanical horn, speedometer, tyrea nearly new.
onditioD; £85, or nearest.—Aguew, Wellington,

[X3786
James 5-6h.p. and De Lux

Carter, 'Chlttoe, Chippenham. [1663

JAMES 1915 3V>h.p. Twin and Sidecar, engine over-

hauled, good condition, complete with tools,

lamps, cvcloineter. owner deceased; £75. — D., Pox
1.118, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2044

JAMES 1913-19 Big Single Countershaft Coachbuilt
Combination, aluminium disc wheels, engine and

f^ear box like new, sound outfit, little and carefullv

used; £100.—HD., 6, Park Rd., Kingston Hill, Surrey.
[1953

JAMES, late model, 2-speed, 2-strote, good tyree,

speedometer, Lncas lamiv^, mechaniciilly perfect,

as new, written guarantee: lowest £50, or exchange with
£10 rash for 3V'h.p. or Douglas; seen Willesden.—Box
1,019, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1316

JAMES 1919 (Dec.) 3'.i.h.p. Twin, 500 miles, Dunlop
heavv, Terry's spring links, Lucas lamp^, Eonnik-

sen speedometer, Cowey horn, handle-bar muffs, knee
grips, the -whole indi-^tiuguishable from new; £130;
Cumberland.-Box 7,169. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1210

"\TrHITBY and Son have in stock: 1919 Jnmes de
V\ Luxe eombinatious, fxUly eawipped, several, £140;
James SV-'h.p. twins and 2-strokes, brand new. excep-
tionally fine selection of James big single combinations

;

Tourist Trophy 3V->h.p. James twin, £85; luggage grids,

42/-; leg shields, 52/6; spares and repairs.—Write,
'phone, or rail, Whitby and Son, the James specialists,

7, The Tale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone

J.A.P.

COMBINATION.—C.B. Sidecar, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Jardine 4-speed. good order; £75, or near.—

Shakeshaft, 109, Beam St., Nantwich. [1596

J.A.P. 234I1.P. 1919 Model, hardly used, Enfield gear,

new tyres, all accessories; price £62.—Seen between
9 and 5 at Messrs. Lawler, Ayes and Co., Ltd., 1.

Broad Street Place, E.C. [8490

J.A.P.. 90 bore, special machine, 8h.p., o.h.v. J.A.P.
engine fitted into special B.S.A. frame, with 3-

I

speed countershaft gear, special coffin-shaped tank.

This machine is practically new, mileage under 1,000,

fittings include electric lighting set, Cowey speedo-
meter, etc., a fast and powerful machine, suitable

for a sporting rider; £130; any time after 5.30.—Bern-
rose, 24, Harlington St., Derby. [X3969

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei- at the end of each advertisement, and the dnte of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
J.E.S.

-E.S. Motorcyclette, better than a scooter, economvJ.Ji.a. Motorcyi
cal, reliable.—Enquiries invited by J. Blake and

Co., Liverpool and Manchester. [6579

J.H.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

E.C.4.—7-9h.p. J.H. combination, 1915, M.A.G.
engine, Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and
K.S.; £125. [1700

Lea-Francis
LEA-FEANCIS, 1920. —Place your name on oui

waiting list for delivery of these aristnerntic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [0099

LEA-FEANCIS S'.lJi.p. Twin Combination, 2-speed, kick
start, detachiil)le wheels, coaehbuilt sidecar, tyres

in ?ood condition; £85, first cheoue.—40, Junction Ed.,
Eingsley, North.nmpton. [53868
IQIS Lea-^ancis Combination, Grindley sidecar,
J-tf 4!l.p. J.A.P., lamps, horn, speedometer, and
tools, new August, 1919, perfect, bought car: £140
or near offer.-Allsup 37, Gt. Bolton St., ilackburn,

[1952
T EA-FBANCIS Late 1915 SV'h.p., but 1919 model,

clutch, kick starter, enclosed chain drive, detachabli
wheels, beautiful condition, most reliable and luxurious
machine, and exceptionally powerful, excellent lamps

speedometer, and tools; 85 ens,, no offers
by appointment.—Charles Nettleto

Levis
nbridge Wells, [1864

EARLY Delivery Levis.—Jolm Aldrich and Co.. n
trict Agents, Diss, jStorfolk. [6632

CYEIL WILLIAMS for e.lrlv delivery of Le
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhnmptou. [X8626

LEVIS Popular. 1919, as new: £49.—Shell, 7, Devon
shire Row iVIews, Devonshire St., W.l. [1944

LEVIS 2'Ah-V; 1919, semi-T.T. bars, like new througl
out: £37;i0.-D. F. Heybourn, 22, Powney Ed

Maidenhead. [1598

I-QIS Ijcvis 2>/oh.p., beautiful machine,_all on; £45

Kd Haplesden.
good 3'/l;h.p.

;

LEVIS Popular 1920, brand i

ride away: £65, or nei
Felbrigge Ed., Goodmayes, Ess

after 5.-79, Tubbs
[1268

V, never been ridden,
offer.—Lithgow, 96,

[X3611

LEVIS, brand new 2yoh.p., 2 speeds, chain driv
lamps, horn, and accessories, only used 150 milei

£65.—Dox 1,069, c/o riie Motor Cycle. [1659

LEVIS, 1919, 200-300 miles, new lighting set, maker
tool outfit, etc., splendid machine; owner goin

abroad; £48.-3, High St., Newport,- Salop. (D) [1236

HOVE Engineering Works. Davigdor Rd.—Lev
deliveries from stock: sole agents Brighton a

district: all^accessories. Estd. 12 years. [8190

InflS 2',Jh.p. 1920 I'opuliiT Model, in stock.-Viviai
J Hnrdie and Lnne, Ltd., authorised agents, 24

Woodstock St. (dfl Oxtord St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone
Mayfair 6559. [0082

1Q15 Levis Popular Model, 2i/|h.p. single, lamps
-i-*^ horn, etc., drip teed lubrication, new Palmer
cord back, condition as new: £40.—W. J. Dawson, 45
Thorpe Ed., East Ham, E.6. [1511

"I
Q19 (Sept.) Levis de Luxe, 2-spced, cliain drive,

-!-•-' mileage under 1,000, tyres unpunctured, adjust-
fltile jet, accessories, beautiful condition ; nearest £65.
—Wood, 17. College Ed., Alnm Eock, Birmiughani.

[1417
L.M.C.

L.M.C.. 6h.r.. bought January, 1920, Millford sideoi
iHind, smeen, 3 lamps. College shields, speedoniet'

etc.; £165.—Eiehardson, Green Lane, Eumiley. [X3616

L.M.C. 1919 4'/'ih.p.. 3-5peed, hand or foot clutch,
K.S., comi}letc set of spares and tools, P. and H.

acetylene set. horn, in perfect condition throughout,
as new, any trial; 90 gns.—Dent, 47, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge. [1833

M.A.G.
"|-Q19 4h.p. M.A:G., overhead, fitted with Dixie,J-^ Amac, Dnnlops, 2-speed countershaft, not

coach sidecar, not run 400
;c, Pitt Rd., Ilanham,

[1987
Maitin.

ARTIN-J.A.P. 4h.p., o.h.v., single, overhauled, re-
lileage 8,000; -£40.—

[1861

nellcd. 1914,M
Rd., Pangl

MARTIA'-J.A.P. 1915 2^:ih.p. Twin, o.l

r-lcel ,pi-tniis, lanji.s, siteedonietcr
machine; -£60, or uffers.-24, Faraday Ed

1 Q 14 JMarl
JL t/ speeds,
exchange Ti

o valv.,

uiietiti(

M

|i 31i.]i. Spm-ting Overhcid Twin, 5
"i; £57; particulars, pholo, 3d.-'
h-- 107. IMavket St., Hedneslord,

[X3920
.Miirtinsyde.

ARTINSYlilC - XIOW.UAN. - Arthur Horsficid
nv l,..„l:inB orders tor early rata-
,
^clth Audlcy St., W.l. [1893

al-,o at blacklr:

[6580

eASTERN
CARAGE
We can offep delivery of
many of the following
before Easter.

Motor Cycles.

A.O.S.
A.BC.
ARIEK.
AUL.ON
B.S.A.BROU GH

BI.ACKBURNE
CUYNO

D I A IVl O N D
UE VISMATCHILESS

MARTINSYDE
n» ETRO-TYL.ER

N.U.T.NORTON
NEV«^ IMRERIAU

O.K.OMEGA
RUDGEROVER

ROYAL. ENFIELD
SUNSCOTT

TRI U M PHZENITH
Sidecars.

CANOELET EMPIRE
GLORIA HENDERSON
MILLFORD SWAN

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

From Stock—
ROV£R 6 HP. AND
NEW IMPERIAL 8 H.P.
W.D. COMBINATIONS.
Finished "Service" Green, J.A.P.

Engine, three speeds,- clutch,
kicl<-starter, all-chain drive

Cash Price - - - - £145
D&ji.n-ed Paiimcnt Terms:

Deposit with order - - - £45
12 'Monthly Instalments o? £9 7 6

EASTERN GARAGECo.
Official Repair

R.A.C., A.C.U., A./

418, Komford Road
Forest Gate, E.7.

Telcpho
Telegrams ;

490 East Hai
"Egaraco. London."

M"

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Matchless.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless,
way, Miiswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside 1

"North Finchley.

WE Are Agents for the Matchless. Place m
order with ns to secure good delivery.—, [tly

iKing and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge. I|)li

MATCHLESS.-Orders being booked lor cat ;df

livery. Mode] H. spring frame combina 'i.-

Rhosha Motor Co., Mawneys Rd., Romford. |18t:

REX G. MUNDY, Matchless expert, now h m,
ordei"s for early delivery at list price or

famous combinations.—10, Dean St., W.l.

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. 1913 J.A.
gine, kick start, electric light, wind sncc:

tvr&5, iwrfect condition; 90 gns.—175, SLoolo!

Ed., Blackheath.

OFFERS Wanted tor 8h.p. Matchless-Jap Ct,-

tion, o-speed hub nearly new, aluniiniun
:all round, first-class running order.—Bo.x 1,12 l- o

The Motor Cycle. )6<

8h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, cane bod> ..A.

gear box, 3-speed, K.S., engine rebushed, -m
and tank re-enamelled; nearest £85: bargai '57,

Villiers St., Stoke, Coventry. I
j37C

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, hood, m,
lamps, horn, speedometer, .spare wheel am .n-?,

driven 2,400 miles, perfect condition, ready t( ;iie

away; £195; seen London.—Box 7,173 c/o The bhr

Cycle: ''M

MATCHLESS New Spring-frame Model.- \m
booked for rotational delivery. Demon; ,iou

model on view. Replacements for Matt^hiess un: ,i of

all dates in stock.—Tassell, la, Bloomlleld Ed.. ,om-

stead, S.E. !4]1

MATCHLESS Model H., 1920, only run a fe» >

Cowey horn and speedometer, all tools. J.\w

and lamps, tvres all perfect, condition ;is ne

trial; offers wanted.—Barker, 19, Eookflold Av i,

well Hill, London, N.

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynam- !glt

ing, fully equipped. Book now for early ( leiv.

—Authorised London agents, "Vivian Hardie am |anf,

Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (o« Oxford St.), Bond 8 \'.\.

Phone: Mayfair 6559. |i081

MATCHLESS Combination, ah. p. J.A.P? en" , «J

new, brand new coaehbuilt sidecar, S-spee, mr.-

tershafb gear, kick starter and clutch, dot "'"''

wheels, splendid condition, any trial given

;

Grrlfin, Coombend, Radstock, Somerset.

MATCHLESS 1920 Spring Frame Mod. I 1

bination for early delivery; book yiiur ou
with us, one of the largest contracting ageiit.s

;

stiation model in stock.—Elce and Co., 15-16, 1 <

gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone : Avenue J

Metio.

Thornhiil Edge, Dewsla

Bold St., Britaii

£43.—Fuhvood, Vaults, Eastwood, .^o

METRO-TYLER, 1919, in splendid condLtiD:»hB
trie lighting, tools, Pedley grips, very ,ii

sporting; £47.-27, Lower Clapton Rd., Cl»pti

Co 15-16,

St, hunps. doii

49 gns.

le St., E.C.3,

19 T.T. Metro-Tvler. disc wheels, long 3JI1

hiuist. lnne Miller lighting set, KlaSOli
vcrv spoitiuK lli'iiuit; 50 gns.— 2, Bleillai

Walliugtoii. Surrev.

I'OETING Metro-Tvler, 1920 model, longjffl

00 miles, a BoUgB
oiiibinntion not eonii

nth Ed., East Fiiichl^,

Park Rd., Ne

B24 All letters rehiting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Minerva.

'INKIiVA (niul.hiiiti..i

. iniint si.li'.ai. .-xivll

iioMgliout

It St.,

lh.|i. 2 .['!-) Mi
I .^i(lt«-ar, in /

li.Ji.p, twin, olnti-h. 2-8ii,v.,l

t liinip (tft, liorh, etr,. in-;

hWliBto ISS.-NiUdrett. 5i

[111:

erva. bclioved 1912. and wick.
ining ordiT. new Uunlop bi'l

siHwlometer; £25, or otiers.
CombV, Slowniarkot, SiiUolk.

[124
Moto-Reve

•10 21,1, p, T.iKlitwciglit Twin, B. and B.
K.H.,1 {iivv „nd condilion. overhauled
5.- Mujisli,. 195-197. Stonhouso St.
inion, l.oiiUuu. [171:

Motosacoche.
|14 Moto^nooohe Liijlitweight, iwrfect rnnninff order
» any trial; i20.-Iiimou, Worknop, [160£

little maeliine
re. Cricklewond

[1491

)14 Motosaonehe. .nhuost new, M.A.G. 2i<'Ii.p., rer
I'ei't; £25.—Lovatt, Dov« House, Groby Ed

ipeuliall, Crewe. [1381

OTOSACOCHE I'lili.p., just overhnnled, splendi
.oiiditiou. new tyres, Boaeh : f2S.-Kose, Rntlj;

i Rd.. Wing, LeisUton Buzzard. [192i

OTOSACOCHE-M.A.G., 2lili,p., Bosch mag.. Sen
perfect condition guaranteed,

. linlit,

hiuil'd

ituieilt

;

-141. 1'

lied. I.i0 . _ ,._.

wall: seen Sundays or^ap
11 Ed., W.9. [XS79;

New Hudson.
EVr HUDSON 41i.r.. 3-speed, kick start, good cnr.
dition; trial; f 59.-Ecgerson, Kewtowri, Wigau.

X. „ , [X382
5. ^ew Hudson. 3 speeds, kiiJ: starter, lamps, et.'
coach sidecar; £100.-82, York Ed., Battersea.

EW HUDSON 1914 4h.p.. 3-speed. good reliabl
machine; £45.—Fitt. Barrossa Ter., Church St

Isea. [201?

5\V HUDSON- 1915 2-stroke, 2-,spci',l. 2-jli.p., :,.

ce?3onci. little used, splendid rmiuing older- £45
a he s"-', Central Maryleboue Garane, 300, Jlarvji
Ed., X.W.I.

-

[128

p. Twin New Hudson and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 3
speed, ki,k starter, new couditinn throughout

1 £90. or nearest ofler.-Derweut Garage, Chaie'
Helper. 'Phone: 30. [l^Sf

i\V HU11S0X, 1914, 2-'4li.p. J.A.P.. 3-sp=e(!
elut.-h, electnr huiip.s, Kl:ixon, pump, tools, spier
condition: £40; tviiil Sataivhivs only bv appoint
--Cook, Soutiin-I.' Atkuis Ed.. Claplmm, S.W.lf

1 18 Xew Hudson 2.strol:o. 2-speed. lightweight
bought May, 1919, oulv done 850 miles "on(

ition. electric head and rear lamps, horn, tools
.rgnm, £45.-Stocks, 6, BroomfieM Place, Headins
Leeds. i;i42V

New Imperial.
OVr Bros. High St., Guildford, hare contracte
Inrgelv for 1920 New Imperials. . [X794
ONOE Oak Jlotor Miirt.-Immediate delivery X-
Impjri.-il3.-129. Brockley Rise, S.E.23. [140]

nperial-Jap, good condition
Bootmaker, Bracknell. [146t

20 Xew Imperial, 6-8h.p., brand new, deliverer
June 28th: £125 cash.-Bos: 1,067, c/o The Mule,

[155'.

W IMPERIAL 8h-.p. Unused W.D. Combinations
£145.-Clifford ^yilson Mfg. Co., 70, Eoyal Hcs-
Ed.. Chelsea, S.W.3. [153:
W IMPERIAL 1916 2=4h.p.. 2-speed, lamps- "am
trial; £40.-Laurel Motor Co., Melbourne Rd!
m, E.IO. Walthamstow 426. [184',

19lj Xew Imperial. 2"'jh.ii. J.A.P., 2 speeds, jus"
as new-; otfers.-Wandsworth Motor Exchange

r St., Waudswoith (Town Station). [163;
E Are Agents for the Xew Imperial. Place you:
order with us to secure good delivery.—Appiv
and Harper, 6, Bridge St.. Cambridge. [8511

W IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916, 2^ih.p., 2-spee<
count?rslialt. in splendid running order; 45 gns

-

r. Tor Castle, Banavie. Fort William. [122=

VV IMPERIAL-J.A.P. T.T. 2Sih.p., 2 speed- I

lamps, horn, copper exhaust, disc wheels, beauti
Crescent, Wood Green

[isic
1915, 2-'4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed

Advertisements. 53

imdition; £42.-30, Car

(V IMPERIAL. -,_..,. „.„.^., ^-.i,„,
IF.E.. countershaft, perfect condition, ianips. horn
,C6 £43.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barne-

[149;
i9 Sh.p. Xew Imperial-Jap, Combination, practi
cnlly new, khaki, 3-speed, clutch, kick start

•a, and all accessories; £138.- Gray, Eastgate
ley. (Xo dealers.) [I75;

il 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, new AprilW Imp.

\] 1S19, RUS:
tion; £145
outh Rd.,

RELIABLE
:S&SERVICE
FROM

The Service Co.,

AGENTS AND CONTRACTORS

FOR ALL THE BEST MAKES

A. B.C., ALLON, ARIEL, A.J.S.,

^AT, BLACK^URNE, BROUGH
B.SA., CLYNO, DIAMOND,
ENFIELD, HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
HUMBER, LEA-FRANCIS, LEVIS,
VIARTINSYDE, MATCHLESS.
.1ETRO, NEW-IMPERIAL. NORTON,
N.U.T., O.K., OMEGA, P.M.,

QUADRANT, REX, ROVER, ROYAL
kUBY, RUDGE, SCOTT, SUNBEAM,

TRIUMPH, ' ZENITH, ETC.

It is impossible to quote DEFINITE
DELIVERY DATES, but the moulders
stt^ike is over at last and we hope
the manufactui^ers will soon b.'

getting busy with deliveries.

Let us know the make and type of

machine you are requiring, we
shall be pleased to let you know

what we can do for you.

AT THE same time we have some
good SECOND-HAND machines (solo

and combinations) in STOCK, all

overhauled for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY. When writing, kindly

state make, type, and aporoximate
price you wish to oay

Cash or Extended Paymznti

289-292,

HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.0.1.

MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
New Impcriul.

1Q15 2i,:..li.i.. New Imperial Jap. 2 «peed. T.T. model,
->-«/ in good condition. Ia«t, Arnao with variable Jet.
lampa. horn, and accessories: £4B: «cen alter 6
li.m.-Da«h-*ood, 18, Chernwood St., Derby. (1609

NEW IMPEBIAL-J.A.P. 1915 2';lli,p., 2-.ipeed, eom-
plotoly ovorhaulod last month, new parts fitted,

new tyr«, tube, B. and B. carburettor, liouch mag., firnt-

loudition; what oflers?-Hughes, Newsagent, (iam-
" • [1512lingay, Sandy.

N'KW IMI'iail.M
:dl-«-illi.-, ,11,1

liwc.l ,dl .hiiia ilr

lilies, coliir.l.-in nit
l:ilor, horn; Nc.itli I,

1,015. c/o The M,)lu Cycle.

on, eh. p. J.A.P., WO
shaft 3-speed gear, en-
st De<-., not run 500
ter, 3 lami«», aci-uniu-
oHers over £130.-l!ox

[1312

Norton.
PROW Bros., High St.. Guildford,
^^ I^et us reserve you one.

TACK HEALY. Cork, official Norton agent.

Norton agents.

[X7947

Rota-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted. [6486

19^
, ... tment.—F. Anrirew-. -..'- .

^-^::^=*5>^

ford. Suffolk.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

19

1020 Big Four Norton, just delivered, unused;
-Lf otters.—I.ee, Westfiold, Wetherby, Yorkshire.

[1955
NORTON, 1916, B.R.S. certificate, mileage 7,500.

Philipson, horn, Bonniksen, tools; £80.—Hawes.
Woodview Rd.. Pangbourne. [1860

16-17 Norton Conchlmilt Racy Combination,
countershaft 3 speeds, lamp, mechanical horn,

iiiarantee perfect; £120.-16, York St., Dover. (1528

BIG Four Norton and Sidecar de Luxe, ordered May,
1919, promised February. Advertiser will trans-

ler order for £20, including £5 depasit paid.—Bos
1,021, c/o The Motor Cycle. (1318

NORTON No. 16 3'/ih.p. T.T. Connterslioft Sports,
ordered Feb., 1919, first place important agent's

li^t, expected Feb.; advertiser will transfer order for
£10 or offer; buying car.—Lt., M.C.C., Shoreham-Viv-
5ea. [1425

NORTON 1919 4h.p.. 3-speed, disc wlleels, watch,
small mileage, fitted Canoelet Minor sidecar, enam-

-lled aluminium, very fast machine, and new appear-
ince; £165.—Jones, Rocklands, St. George's Ed., Wall-"

shire. [1537

T.T. Norton, h.b.c. Philipson pulley, just
rhauled, new mudguards, 1920 pattern,

jine .as new. very fast, in first-class running order,
belts, lamps, horn, tools, spares; first otter £90
ures.—Box 1,003, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9402

new wearing parts, in-
luding piston, brand new 3-speed Sturmey, chaio-
um-belt also fitted, very sporty and fast, fitted with
iluminium discs, knee grips, mechanical horn, large
?. and H. lamp, Binks; any examination here; first
:heque for £110 secures. I have also a brand ne.v
:porting sidecar to matoh Norton; price £30.—A.
Thomas, 15, Shrewsbury St., Frees, Salop. (X3939

N.S.tJ.

peed. Bradbury, Boech, B. and B.
. „ ' '. going order, sidecar

Derwent), excellent condition; £55.—Compton, Newtmi
i^urgoland, Leicester. [13»

N.U.T.

TACK HEALY, Cork, official N.U.T. agent.-Rot:i-" tional delivery. No premiums accepted. [6489

CTANLEY RUSSELL

34"-?;,

-vr.u.T.-
i> this

nt for N.U.T.

Orders b
superb m

neys Rd., Romford

N.U.T., 1920. quite
ligiiting, im

c/o The Motor Cych

Isle of Wight
irly deliverv.

[5295

3'/jh.p. twin, Lucas dynamo
ediate deliverv: ofilers.-Box 37.

[1956

-j qi5 T.T. N.U.T. 3y2h.p. Twin, o.h.v., 3^peed, knee
i-*^ grips, lamps, etc., fast and sporty; £75.—Stevens.
Woodcroft, Springfield Rd., Windsor. "

[1429

W. SPARROW. Ltd., Osborne Garage. Yeovil, sole
agents for Somerset, including 10 miles radius

)[ Yeovil, for N.U.T. motor cycles; early deliveries.
Write for particulars. [8395

N.U.T. 1920 Models.—To obtain earliest delivery book
J'our order now with the citv agents; demonstra-

tion machine in stock.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
^ate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0066

N.U.T. 1920 Model 3'/oh.p., Lucas dynamo lighting,
electric horn; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Lon-

lon agents, Vivian Hordie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
tock St. (oft Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: Mav-
fair 6559. Book now for early delivery. [0080

Unit
O.K.

23<h.p.,

e. tyres, etc., perfect .overhauled;
hall, 1, Highworth TiUas, Worth-

rS3809
5 2''^ih.p. O.K. Junior, overhead valves, 2-speed.
lamps, perfect: £40.—Ward, 104, Pemdevon Rd..

don. [1454

A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
O.K.

O.K.—New 2-speed 2-stroke, Villiers, in stock-—
Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin, Herts.

•Phone: 165 Hitchin. [0064

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,
Bioadivay, Musnell Hill. N.IO, and Woodsiae

Parade, North Finchley. [003S

"1 Q17 O.K. Junior, J.A.P. engine, 2%h.p., jnst over-
-*-«.' hauled, all accessories; £45, bargain.—28, Napier
Av., Pntney Bridge, S.W.6. [X3796

DO not delay in ordering your O.K. Union. You will

be disappointed if you do. We can give earliest

deliveries.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens. [X3932

Omega.
1 Q20 Omega-Jap, brand new, not ridden, 2 speeds,
-LtJ kick starter and clutch; 72 gns.-Box 1,071, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1561

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-spced, and model de luxe, at 64
and 72 gns. respectively.—Stocked by Lloyd and

Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [1675

STANLEY EUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wigh
agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early delivery.

[5296
OMEGA-J.A.P., 1919 (August), 2-speed, sports model,

disc wheels, rubber grips, mechanical horn, run
1,000 miles.—Maxted, Queen's College, Cambridae.

[1451
P. and M.

19'

1 Q12 (?) P. and M., 2^4^.^., 2-speed, just overhauled,
^*^ in good condition; £30.—W. Walden, Wisbech
Rd., King's Lynn. [X3787

1015 3Voh.p. P. and M., now being overhauled
J-*/ new "bearings fitted, new tyres, all lamp?, etc.

£65.—Carter, Chittoe, Chippenham. [166''

P.
and M., 1919, excellent condition, lamps, horn,
£88; 1917 ditto, overhauled, £70.—Edwards, 7.

Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [187^

10 P. and M. 2-speed Motor Cycle, just l>ee

hauled, complete less magneto; £30.—Pid
X, Fairfield Rd., Grove Park, S.E.12. [9875

and M., 2-speed, excellent climber, lamps, pump
etc. (new), recently overhauled; bargain, £42.-

, Anally House, Djum Hill, Walmer, Kent. [152^

17 3h.p. P. and M., Lucas accessories, new tvrc
and tubes, in splendid, condition ; £80, or bei'.

-Wocdheiid, 23, Hutton Av., "West Hartlepool.

19
dou

F
19

19'
sidecar apron, all tools, etc., unscratched, perfect
ning order, mileage 300 ; £125, or best offer.—4, Nauie;
H||, Wembley. [1411

P.
and M., E.A.F. model, delivered end of December,
1919, pertect condition, 500 miles, complete witl.

Cowey speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., and Dunhili
coachbuilt sidecar, screen, apron, etc. ; £130.—Clarke.
2, Grimwood Rd., Twickenham. [1632

Self-
--_„-- _. __. T"

side, rear lamp, horn, mat, apron, pump, tool ,

occasionally week-ends only, mileage about 400, almc;;'
indistinguishable from new; £120; alter 6.-64, Glads
muir Kd:, Highgate, N.19. [1961

.P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—2i/,h.p. P. and S., new 1920; £67; easy

terms arranged. [1702
Peugeot.

5-6h.p, Peuegot Combination, twin {less body), 2-

speed, clutch, countershaft, all-chain, Bosch, B.
and B., 2 band brakes, running order; £45.-195,
Stonhouse St., Clapham Common, London. [1715

Phoenix.
3Jlh.p. 2-speed Phoenix Combination, mag., chain

2 drive, good going order, tyres equal to new

;

leparate; by appointment.—S. O. Chappell,3-^f, ur seijaiaue; uj
Peak Dale, Stockport.

PEECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and Co.,
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. [6582
Premier.

PREialEH, 2Vjh., iemi-T.T., perfect order, lamps,
iiorn etc., good tyres; 30 gns.— lO, Barons-

mead Rd., Barnes. [1954

PREMIER Lightweight, less tank, been convert.:d
similar to Calthorpe-Jap; £19.—Syd Pearson.

(Sec Miscellaneous.) [X3976

£38: exchanges.

1 "TTHESE soles are specially prepared wlft
[

! Ian adhesive surface and fiXcd with Elite

! Sol-fix Solution. WE GUARANTEE THEM
I TO HOLD AS FIBM AS KIVETS OK SEWING.

The process of fixing is exactly the ssme
I as that of repairing a punctured Motor
I

or Motor Cycle Tube. Oiie of the nuny
great advantages of our process i« that
no damage whatever is done to ttaeBooti

or Shoes which .when fitted with our
Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATERPVOOF.
Full instructions given with paar of s<de6.

Gents'- Ladies':
Size Per pair Size Per pair.

1011 2/9 6-7 2/-
8-9 2/9 4-5 2/-
6-7 2/6

Boys'and. "ybutlis':
Size Per pair Size. Per pair.

4-5 • 2/3 1-13 2/-
2-3 2/- U-12 1/9

Sol-fix Solution
InTins8d.l/3, Z/6.ani^6. An 8d tin

is sufficient for Z pairs of soles

.

Solution Brush. 4 d.

mVaMxhall Bridges?
Victoria.SWl.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PHEMI'EE 5i'.>h.p., Tvicker sidecar, Bosch mag.,
cyl., speedometer, working order; £45.—H. ?

10, Marine Drive, Margate. [:

PEEMIEE (late 19141 2i4h.p., C.A.T. m.ng..
been thoroughly OTerhnnled, condition exceli-

B. S. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley St., W. 'I'b'

Mayl'air 6906. [t

1 qi3 2V2h.B. Single Gear Premier, S'/ah.p. Chater-
-L t^ 2-speed, both excellent condition ; exchange
sy^h.p. or 4h.p. combination, cash adjustment.—

H

18, Comfleld Ed., Eastbourne. L

7-9h.p. Premier, guaranteed as good as new,
anything on the road, new pistons, one cyli:

bushes, etc., 1 new Dnnlop, tank and frame
new, 2-speed clutch; with Burbury sidecar £
solo £105, or very near offer.—A. Thomas, 15, Sh
bury St., Frees, Salop. fX

Quadrant.
QUADEANT 2h.p., Amac, footboards, low posi

,

coil ignition, le^s accumulator; £15, or offer.

29, Pulross Ed., Brixton, S.W.9.
[

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loi
E.C.4, supply new Quadrants from stock,

models, for immediate delivery; solos £95, coni
tions £122/10. i

QUADR.ANT.—New 1920 models in stock : 4'

3-speed, chain drive, solo ^£95, combin
£122/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., (

ile St., E.C.3.

QUADEAjSTT 4h.p., Mabon clutch, adjustable i

B. and B. carbrrretter, Simms mag., good
and belt, absolute running order; £40.—A., 54, T<
ton Place, Finsbury Park, ^.4.

129, Brockley Rise, S.E.23.

RADOO 2-stroke, a real gem; £32;lO.-A^
Thornhill Edge, Dewsbury. [S

ft. D. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex,
-i-^ Radco motor cycles, all models; earl-

Crump, 16, In

-j til9 Eadco 2l.ih.p., 2-stroke, single gear,
-i-t7 1,000 miles, peiTeet condition, complete,
ai?etylene lamps, new rear tyre oversize, belt, ;;

speedometer, and Berko dvnanio extra ; what off

Armytage, Waterside, Liphook.

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDARD 7-9h.p. 1917-18 Con

tion for Side; 98 gns.—Seen at 2, Kingston
Teddingtoii, Middlesex, after 6 p.m.

READING-STANDARD, the world's master
cycle ; deliveries this month ; book now.

agent Northumbeirland, Melville and Co., Campb.;
Westgate Ed., Uewcastle-on-Tyne.

READING-STANDAED, the world's master
cycle, 101i.p.—Distributing- agents for this i.

machine for Manchester and wide radius : Leecl

Taylor, 4, Cateatou St. [opposite Market Place).

Chester. i

Regent.

R. D. VARTY. Thundersley, Essex, agen
the Regent 5-71i.p. flat twin; book now tor

deliveries: exchanges.

SEND postcard for particulars of Regent 577h.i

twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries oi

machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambi
Lanarkshire agents. [^

Rex.

K -6h.p. Eex. recently overhauled. 2-sreed. '

start; £35.—M., 2, Macclesfield Rd., South

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. L<
E.C.4.—Sh.p. Rex twin combination,

equipped, new 1920 model; £196/10.

5h.p. Eex Twin, drop frame, spring fork,",

map., hand-controlled clutch, 13. and B,

retter, requireLS aaju.<tmcut; £20.— Ivydene, CJO.-

South Farahnrougli.

1 Q15 Sh.p. Eex Combination, comrlcte with ."

-Lt7 trie lamp=. horn, locker, etc., recentlv

hauled, in splendid condition.—B. S. Marshall.

17n, Hanover Sq., W.l.

f:X Combination, 6h.p. twin, 2-speed, free fw

All letters relating to ailvertisements should quote the nuni;ier at the end of each

m-w ,i-.|,car:"'iii'. £55.-Mi'utiu, 10, Herliram

(nr. Rus..iell Hotel).
St.

dvertiscnient, and the date of the iss le.
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Petrol at Three and Tenpence.

AN
addition of nine and a lialf pence to the

price of petrol, combined with the cer-

tainty of inci'eased taxation when the

Budget comes along, is a serious setback

to a large nimiber of motor cyclists. So

serious is the position that we feel it must un-

doubtedly have an adverse effect on the motor

cycle industry. It is true that, in all probability,

the petrol tax of sixpence per gallon will shortly

be removed, but if that tax goes the increase

in the flat rate of motor cycle taxation will more

than counterbalance this slight relief, and the

remaining three and a half pence will prove the

last straw tO' a number of owners and prospective

owners. The industry has not had a chance of

recovering from the effects of war. It was hard

hit by the moulders' strike, and this 'additional

blow is unjust to a young and growing industry.

Clearly, anv decline in the sale of machines is

bound to lead to further unemployment, which

is distinctly against national interests. One
cannot help feeling that the Government is

largely responsible for this grave state of affairs.

Nothing seems to have been done to check the

petrol ring, and nothing to develop a home-

produced fuel.

New Legislation Wanted.
Regarding the new taxation, we emphatically

protest against any considerable increase in the

taxation of a type of vehicle which occasions

little or no damage to the road, and is un-

doubtedly the poor man's automobile.

The price of fuel, however, is a different

matter, and we feel that //le Qovernmciit is sadly

to blame in allowing a key industry, such as

the motor industry has proved itself, to be

almost at the mercy of the petrol ring.

We repeat that this country can produce the

whole amount of fuel required for mechanical

transport, and is only restrained from so doing

by effete legislation. The obvious solution is

a mixture of Benzole and alcohol. The former

is already available in fafrly large quantities, and

the output could be increased considerably given

suitable encouragement. Alcohol could easily

be produced in almost unlimited quantities were

it not restrained by legislation. A home-pro-

duced fuel would tend to reduce our imports,

and tliereby assist our exchange ; it would pro-

vide employment for a mass of labour ; and

would have a very beneficial effect on the motor-

ing movement by lowering the price of the most

vital necessity. What is hindering the Govern-

ment in encnura"ing the production of alcohol ?

Is it the fear of increased inebriation? If so,

it should be a simple matter to prevent the sale

of power alcohol otherwise than in a form suit-

able for power purposes (e.g., mixed with ben-

zole), which would be sufficiently unpleasant to

discourage any but the most determined drinker.

Protection has been Earned.

The war proved conclusively tliat the motor

.industry is a key industry. It made possible the

enormous and vital transport services, aviation,

tanks, and other kindred branches, and yet it

is rewarded by increased taxation and an entire

lack of protection. It attained its present im-

portance in face of repressive legislation, though

the Government was glad to employ its services

to the fullest advantage during the war. Why,
therefore, is the opportunity to repay the industry

to some extent ignored? Did not the war prove

that the motor industry was a national asset?

Our needs in war time were demonstrated with

-sufficient clearness to leave no excuse for further

blundering into repressive legislation. The pro-

tection and encouragement extended to the mag-

neto industry should at least be extended to the

motor industry as a whole, firstly, by ensuring

supplies of Government fuel at a reasonable

charge, the profits to go into the National Ex-

chequer to assist in road development; and,

secondly, by reasonable taxation, which will not

prove a burden and hinder the growth of a young

and important industry.

An Index to t!i3 advarti! bs found on the page facing the back cover.
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The Lagonda Tricar,

THE other week I remarked that I did not know
why the Lagonda tricar disappeared from the
market. One of the principal exponents in-

forms me that he gave it up for two main reasons, viz.,
the accumulator ignition and the automatic inlet valve.
He owned a final model equipped with magneto igni-
tion, but it was practically impossible to obtain a
handle start with this ignition. He adds that the
water-cooling was none too well carried out. Other
correspondents confirm my suggestion that there was
nothing the matter with the tricar principle, and. that
if modernised outfits on similar lines were well made,
they would give the average sidecar something to
think about.

Detachable Cylinder Heads.
fR. A. M. HICKS alluded the other week in

interesting fashion to the difficulty of maintain-
ing a gastight joint between the cylinder and

its detachable head. That the job is by no means
impossible is proved by the number of car engines
now equipped with the " loose head." Of course,
this joint is infinitely more complex with a water-cooled
four-cylinder monobloc than on any motor bicycle
engine. On the other hand, the reality of the difficulty

is shown by the readiness with which a single valve
cap will leak. The exhaust cap on one of my engines
is leaking at this moment, although it has a deep,
tight-fitting thread, is anointed with Rotary jointing
piiste, and was clumped well home with a long spanner
and a mallet. Mr. Hicks suggests anointing the copper
asbestos washer with engine oil, on the ground that
the oil will carbonise when the engine is run, and -

so seal the joint. The notion is not absolutely sound.
If the C.A. washer is soft, it will shrivel when it is

heated, and the pressure may blow out the carbon;
if the C.A. washer is old and hard when the joint is

made, there will be leaks at first fitting, and the oil

will possibly be blown out before it has time to get
carbonised.

The Causes of Leaks at a Detachable Head.

AS detachable heads are far commoner than they
used to be, it is worth noting the causes of
leaks and the appropriate treatment. Leaks may

arise from

—

(e.) Untrue surfaces.

(2.) Distortion of parts, due to uneven cooling.

(3.) Nuts not being tight.

(4.) Dirt between the surfaces.

(5.) Shrivelled gaskets.

Thf last three causes are within the control of any
amateur tinkerer, and are easily dealt with. The
first two demand rather closer attention. In ninety-
nine cases out of one hundred the faces of the joint
are probably true when a new engine is delivered to

a user, but if leaks persist, the faces should be tested,

and, if necessary, ground true, which is not a job for

a novice. Whether faces which are originally true will

remain true throughout a season depends on the de-

signer of the machine. If an engine has a very narrow

safety margin in respect of cooling, and is maltreated

on the road, either the head or the barrel may distort

permanently to a degree which will spoil the gas-tight

joint; in this case regrinding is necessary. There may
be engines which distort when fully heated, and shrink

true again as they cool ; but I have never struck a

sample of the breed. So far as my experience goes,

it is alw'ays possible to get a gas-tight joint with the

engine hot, provided the joint is sound with the

engine cold.

Remaking a Cylinder Head Joint.

AS these joints have been comparatively rare for

many years on motor cycle engines, readers may
be interested in the standard method of refitting

the far more complex joints on car engines, such as

the Ford, Maxwell, Morris-Cowley, etc. The pro-

cedure is as follows :

(i.) Make the metal faces scrupulously clean.

(2.) Examine the old gasket, after cleaning it

thoroughly. Reject it if damaged in . any way,
e,.g., copper buckled, asbestos packing lumpy or

detached, etc.

(3.) Smear both sides of gasket with goldsize.

(4.) Tighten nuts a turn at a' time .in rotation

(central nuts, if any, first).

(5.) Run the engine for a minute, and apply

spanner again.

(6.) Give the engine a short trip on the road,

avoiding full throttle, and tighten nuts again.

When a washer is used at the joint, it is always

wise to have a .spare washer at hand before breaking'

the joint, though old washers may be utilised repeatedly

if they are carefully handled.

Dissolved Acetylene.

n
RETURN to this subject because various letters

received show considerable interest in my opinions'

about this illuminant, especially with regard to its ;

absolute reliability in competition work, and particu-„'

larly in twenty-four hour trials. The general cout

sensus appears to be that its comparative unpopularity
in England (as opposed to the United States, where for

years past it has been the motor cyclist's standby) is

due to: (i.) Scarcity of exchange depots (for obtain-

ing new cylinder). '(2.) High price (the outfit, minus
lamps, costs about ^.^s). (3.) Sale of short, fat

cylinders, whereas long, thin cylinders are desirable

for use on motor cycles. I admit the indictment.
In fact, I referred to the subject because such lighting

still has a potential future upon motor cycles when the (

necessary remedies are applied. I
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An Object Lesson in Freak Hill-climbing,
Correc( and Incorrect Methods of Negotiating Abnormal Surfaces and Gradients.

When descending a steep and greasy hill, a steady pace, with engine

revolving in low gear, together with gentle braking, is better than locking

the wheel. (Inset) The driver finds the best surface at the side of the road.

SCENES
ON FLAGSTAFF

HILL,
WORCESTER-

SHIRE.

Ar a recent week-end trial, in which the competitors
were all employees of the James Cycle Co., Ltd., a

lather amazing variation of performance was observed
on one of the test hills included.

With one or two exceptions, the entrants, despite their

trade connection, were pure amateurs as far as motor cycle

competition riding is concerned, and, being mostly mounted
on identical 5-6 h.p. sidecar outfits, comparison of their

methods was interesting. The hill concerned was one of some
severity, with a very loose and moist surface, and we have
seen from time to time the most expert competition drivers

fail to persuade a sidecar over the worst part, hence failure

thereon is no disgrace.

The majority failed through v. heel slip, resulting from
ru.shmg tactics. One or two old hands climbed steadily,

avoiding the loose crown of the road and selecting firmer
ground at the side. The engine inust be kept turning over
at a moderate rate, well within its power. Undue accele-

ration and konking are alike to be avoided.
Solo failm-es mostly resulted from too great a speed. The

old hands climbed steadily and slowly, wrists braced, feet

on footboards, and eyes selecting the firm places. Main
road riders see the hill and loose stones, dash, forward, fling

out the feet, give a spectacular display, and then subside
—the old tortoise and hare story

!

Th:ie passenger endeavours to prevent wheel slip. A lightweight owner runs alongside. Wheel grip is the deciding factor on freak hills.
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IT
must be quite obvious to all who are interested in

motor cycling that electric lighting is at last coming
into its own. While this must be a matter of

great gratification to those fortunate individuals who
are shortly to bejrome possessors of new machines fitted

with this "luxury," it is apparently only of passing

interest to those motor cyclists who have already in-

vested in their post-war machines, and who regard the

fitting of electric lighting as being too difficult and
expensive a matter to warrant their consideration.

The object of this article is to lay my own experiences

in electric light installation before those who, like

myself, have wearied of messing with carbide and
jugs of water on a dark night, and to wliom the

anticipatory joys of " waiting for the smell " make
no appeal.

Moderate Cost,

Some people seem to have the happy knack of being

able to get 100% efficiency out of acetylene lamps

;

they can ride ten miles to town, spend three or four

hours shopping, and they can leave their lights un-

attended for half an hour at a time outside shops,

and then ride ten miles back in a high wind over a

bumpy road, and arrive preceded by a i, 000ft. beam
and with the rear light going strong. I am not one
of these. It is only a few weeks since I last fumbled
for. my licence under the suspicious gaze of a con-

stable at about ten o'clock on a wet night, and as I

pushed my heavy machine out of his sight, with but

the faintest glimmer of a blue bead in the head lamp,
I swore a mighty oath. I have now fulfilled it, and
have but to turn a switch before leaving the garage
to get ample illumination under most economical con-

ditions, and without covering myself with carbide and
the tank with water.

To take the question of expense first, this naturally

varies for different requirements and different types,

but, broadly speaking, from ^7 to^io will equip a

combination with a thoroughly efficient lighting equip-

ment, and naturally, anything that can be raised on
the old acetylene lamps reduces the outlay. The
A32

A Practical Method of Fitting a Battery

Lighting Set. Soms Hins to Owners of

Existing Machines.

change-over cost me under ^(). Let me say here

that I am not referring to dynamo lighting. The
additional outlay on a dynamo was beyond my purse,

and, moreover, all my letters to manufacturers elicited

the reply that " owing to our heavy commitments with

manufacturers we regret we shall be unable to supply

these to individuals for some considerable time."

Battery or Generator ?

Now a few Avords as to the selection of the outfit.

The first question is " Accumulators or dry batteries?
"

My.advice as regards this is that, considering the state

of our roads at the present time, solo riders will get

equal satisfaction with less trouble by using dry bat-

teries. A pair of these, costing about 10/6 each, and

used at alternati\e intervals, will last a most surprising

time. I used a pair alternately in, the above manner
for over three months of heavy riding, and could

detect no falling off in the light whatsoever at the

end of this time. For sidecar outfits I unhesitatingly

recommend an accumulator. These will light three

lamps for ten hours or so continuously, and can be

rechar'ged in the home or elsewhere at a trifling cost.

It is also an easy matter to carry a dry battery on

the carrier or footboard, to use when riding without

the sidecar and as a spare in case of emergencies.

There are other methods still of obtaining current,

two of tl"fe most well-known being a machine of the
" Voltalite " type, and a. conversion set to enable the

primary current of the magneto to be utilised. With
both of these, however, it is necessary to have a battery,

to provide light while- standing. The latter system,

moreover, needs a battery for slow speed work, as the

for sidecar
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lOlric Lighting on Motor Cycles.
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Igiielo curniil is all required lo pi\Hlii((

ark under these coiuliiioiv

Now as regards tlie type of light lo select. 1 wish

warn motor ryelists Innn inxesiinij, in an " earth

:iirn " or "single contact t\|«' ' nt lighting set.

unrt from the fact that these slIs usually necessitate

; scraping of a bright patch nn the frame under

; switch, and the scraping, in a similar manner, of

It jiortion of the carrier which is to hold the rear

lit, the danger of an undetectable leak through

ulty insulation is always present. This might w^ell

liaust and even damage^the accumulator, and might
;e' trouble on a very wet night. _ The best possible

)e of lamp set to get is

It which is worked on the

louble contact " prin-

ile, as in ordinary house

hting.

Another small, but im-

rtant, puint is that ter-

iials on lam]is are, to

' the least of them, un-

iable methods of attach-

nt. They may get wet
;1

" short circuit," nr

y may become unscrewed

ough vibration and drojs

, The best lamps have

ronet sockets, into which
iiiniature edition of the

linary household adaj^-

fits. Choose also a

id lamp from Avhich the

be and holder may be

dily removed w li i 1 e

^ht. An inspection lamp
this sort is a great Ijoon

the event of trouble on
road at night. As re-

'ds wire, the usual twin-coloured " flex," though
istic, is hardly strong enough in the insulation to

ist mucli of the inevitable chafing which it will

fer; its insulation is not ab.solutely w^eatherproof,

i it soon loses its colour. A good stout single cable,

h as "workshop flex," widi two wires inside, is

ferable, and will last for vears without attention.

Four or Six Volts ?

5witches of various types are on the market, some
them most ingenious creations of nickel and ebonite,

igned to go on to the handle-bar. They are, as

!rule, expensive, are not alwavs weatherproof,

1 sometimes must be carefully insulated from
t portion of the frame to which they are attached.
in my faith to the ordinary porcelain-based timibler

tch, which is best attached to the top tube on a
ilJ wooden block. It can then have a: sort of in-

ited sponge-bag arrangement made out of a piece
oilsilk,- laced over it. The switch is quite water-
of, can be worked through the folds of the bag,
I, last but not least, children playing in the street,

trgh they may squeeze your horn, will not waste
ir precious " amps " by switching on 3'our lights,

j
the switch is most effectively hidden.
before going on to describe the fitting of the lights,

:ei,v words would not be cut of place as to the

atli.

(Top) Showing the bayonet fixing for the electric bulb, the type

recommended by the writer. (Left) Junction board fitted in the

sidecar. (Right) Top tube switch covered with oilskin.

Ilage, at which to run the system. The c hoicc usually

s liclwccn biur and six volts, i mysell dicinse ihc

which gives a slightly stronger light at the

ciist (if an hour or two cell capacity. ' It is well to

bear in mind when making this decision that most

motor cycle dynamos are constructed for this voltage.

If you conteniplate getting a dynamo in the future,

it would be advisable to pay the small extra sum
usually charged for a six-volt accumulator and lamps

In lieu of a four-volt, as neither the bulbs nor the

accumulator will have to be replaced.

Now I will assume that the' box containing your

electric liuhting set has arrived, ami . lies before

you. Unpack it carefully, sifting the straw packing

thoroughly for loose bolts,

terminals, and other odds

and ends. Bring out the

wooden box ccaitaining the

accumulator, and carefully

remove the accumulator

from the inside. Take this

off at once for its initial

charge, usually at least

twenty-four hours, so that

it will be ready for you
when you have completed

the wiring-up process. The
object in leaving the _box

behind is to help you to

choose a suitable resting

place for it in the body of

the sidecar, and to have it

ready secured there by

the time the accumulator

is charged. Do not be

tempted to utilise locker

space, which is usually

scarce, for this. My accu-

mulator, which is about

loin. X 5in. x 5in., fits

lengthways very comfortably on the floor of my
Douglas sidecar on the opposite side to the door and

about a foot forw'ard of it. The box should be bedded
level on the floor with a block of wood at one end if

necessary, and should be turned with the hinges away
from the side. If placed the other way, it cannot

be opened owing to the fall back of the lid. Secure

the box in position with two bolts passed through the

Avood and the side of the sidecar. The inside heads

should be slotted and countersunk so as to be clear

of the side of the accumulator. After cutting out

a small section of the side of the lid (to allow it to

close on the wire) the box can be bolted in position

and secured with a nut and washer on the outside of

the sidecar body.

Mounting the Lamps.
The lamps, which are supplied with usual clips,

etc., should now be fitted. This requires no explana-

tion. A tip which I can give, however, is to place

insulating tape or soft packing of some sort under
the clips on the handle-bars, carrier, and sidecar lamp
fitting. This eliminates any slip, insulates the lamp
from the machine in the event of an earth, and also

has an insulating effect from road shocks to the lamp
filaments. Fit lamps, where possible, on a sprung

portion of the frame or chassis. Now obtain a block
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of wood for the switch, square if possible, drill it for

wires and screws, and hollow out base so as to seat

it on the top tube. It should be secured by a broad

metal band passed under and around the tube, and

with two small nuts and bolts. Place it well clear of

filler caps, gear change levers, and clear of the bounce

of the saddle. Now procure a ready-made wooden
block, such as is commonly sold as a base for an

electric light switch or a wall gas bracket. Drill a

hole in the centre to take a ^in. bolt. Procure eight

brass terminals with wood screw stems. These can

be bo'Ught for about twopence or threepence" each,

and should be screwed into the block in rows of

four, one row on each side of the central hole. The
left-hand row should be bedded down on to a strip

of thin metal (to connect all four together electrically),

and the top three of the other four should be bedded

on to a similar, but naturally shorter, strip.

An Accessible Junction Board.

After making sure that the points of the screws do

not project through the wood and touch the sidecar

body, the block can be bolted up through the side of

the body and four or five inches above the battery.

Three holes for the wire must now be drilled through'

the side of the sidecar, and should have ferrules

opened out in them to prevent the wire chafing.

All that now remains is to run the wires. Run one

double wire from each lamp to a pair of terminals

(one on each strip) on the board. For the sake of

simplicity, I suggest the top pair for the head 1? p.

the next for the rear, and the third for the sid,

lamp. Then if any lamp gives trouble its own
nections may instantly be inspected. The bottiim

of terminals should be connected to the terminal

the accumulator, the last connection of all being

joining of the bottom terminal of the short stri

the isolated terminal below it (which already ca

one battery connection) through the switch.

To Safeguard the Battery.

The switch will now be found to control all 1

lights. There is no possibility of battery lea

through a defective lamp, since the breaking of
switch completely isolates the battery, and, lastly-

wires are neatly arranged with no forked endSj _

are therefore quite weatherproof.

I have purposely omitted all mention of the

of the wires from the lamps to the board, as

must necessarily vary for all different machines. A
for the movement of the forks in the head lamp
and remember the inspection lamp—you may.

to use it—also allow for the spring of the sic

body. Clip the wires at intervals with Bowden
and you will never have any wiring troubles.

In conclusion, for purposes of current econon
recommend the fitting of a higher voltage bulb ir

rear light ; it gives a slightly dimmer light but

a lot of " juice." I use an eight-volt bulb in my'
light, and it gives quite a good light on si.x volts.

W.D.

AMERICAN RAC: ;]

ENTHUSIASM

:

A crowd of 25 1

people gathered for ;

motor cycle racing t

Ascot, Los Angeles, 1

month, the largest cro .

it is stated, that ( i

witnessed a motor c e

race. The great con 1

was between Har

Davidson and In; i

machines for the e

hundred miles A I

championship, when e

former gained the vici i

in Ih. 17m. 42s., i

average of 77! m.p.l

NICE-LA TURBIE HILL-CLIMB.

THE Moto Club de Nice will hold the above climb

on February 19th over a distance of about five

miles, the average gradient being i in 14.

There will be three classes. Class A, motor bicycles

;

B, sidecars ; and C, cycle cars.

The prizes include a bronze trophy, held since 1912
by the M.C. de Nice, to be competed for by club

teams. The Martini trophy is another award for club

team competitors

Classification for both trophies will be by tlie p
gained by the first three team members for the i.u

trophy and the first two team members for the iar-

tini trophy.

Entrance fees—motor bicycles, 50 francs ; 'lie-

cars, 60 francs ; cycle cars, 75 francs—should rlcli

the hon. secretary M.C. de Nice, Tilonsieur Fsta et

39, Avenue de la Victoire, Nice, on or bi

February 17th, at 10 p.m.

\
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A Ci(y Motor Cyclisl's Impressions of a Trial Machine

["HE opinion expressed by the motor cycling

public with reference to the general utility of
" the motor scooter is usually of a vague and
fuiring nature—a misunderstanding which is, of

irse, emphasised by the fact that there still remains
great deal of prejudice against this " expensive
''— and the new public, although interested in the

I'elt)', have been unable to experience the joys

ociated with its use, as the supply of machines
mavoidably curtailed. The use of the motor scooter

the limited purposes of the country postman, the

irtsman-, and the like have been previously criticised,

an experiment with one of these vehicles for use

large towns and cities, where the congested traffic

1 greasy roads present great difficulties to the two-

^led rider in maintaining his equilibrium, has
ealed the practicability of a motor scooter.

L member of

: Motor Cycle

F recently tried

of these ma-
les in the heart ;

London traffic,

his impressions

probably iden-

1 with any cyclist

QOtor cyclist who
not ridden such
machine under
s e conditions

\

)re.
! \

'rior to the run,
i

Ij burden of a '

9 It fear was
8 aient, and it out- ' ^^ scooter in London traffic

i] is one of its

lined a vision of enormous motor lorries, '"buses, and

waggons. Regardless of the little scooter on the road,

they appeared to loom in the distance, only awaiting

an opportunity to leap upon the impudent machine
which dared to take a place on their privileged route.

In practice, however, this impression was quickly re-

moved, and the rider soon discovered that an

entirely opposite situation existed. A feeling

of growing confidence could be felt as the heavier

vehicles, which hitherto monopolised the road, were

rapidly passed. Drivers glanced with scorn at the

little machine coming along the road and gradually

creeping to the front . of the colurmi. Amusement
could be seen on the faces of the interested crowd
who had assembled to witness the over-handicapped

race. Nothing could restrain the progress of the

scooter until, having arri\ed at an open space in

front of the vehicles,

^ " a touch of the

throttle caused the

machine to leap

forward and con-

tinue a non-stop

journey through the

heart of the City of

London. It was
amusing and grati-

fying to notice the

courtesy shown - by
the drivers of the

heavier vehicles as

the machine sped
by. This was also

noticeable at most
of the big trafitic

B3

The mobility of the httle vehicle

great advantages.
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The Scooter as a Utility Machine.—

centres. The police, probably realising the nimbleness
of the scooter, gave privilege of passage.

It is possible to classify the advantages observed
when using the scooter for the purposes outlined in

this article. First, one of the most important factors

essential for its general use is the ability to place

the machine in safe custody at the termination of a

journey without the time-wasting difficulty of locating

a garage or other shelter. The scooter, weighing
just over loo lb., can be carried if necessary into

the porch, of the office or building and left without
fear of theft or infringement of the law until it is

required again. Secondly, journeys from door to door
can be made at an average speed greater than that

of public vehicles plying for hire, w^ith greater comfort
and at a minimum cost. Should the machine at any
time sustain a breakage from which, throughout the

writer's experience, it seems to be immune, the smallest

corner of any neighbouring building can accommodate

^CILS FEBRUARY i2tk, ig20.

it until the rider deems it necessary'to repair the defect.

Of course the A. B.C. machine under discussion is

in effect a miniature motor bicycle suitable for a lad)

or gentleman. Its open frame enables - a heavy coal

to be worn in wintry weather. With an engine of 60 x

44 mm. = 125 c.c. bore and stroke and rated at i J^ h.p

it is naturally low geared, but the little engine does no'

seem to mind such a low ratio and keeps cool undei

all normal conditions.

What difficulties does a greasy road present to

rnachine with such small wheels might be asked

This, of course, depends to a great extent upon thi

experience of the rider and the type of scooter used

but, during our trial with the Skootamota in questioi

(it was loaned by Messrs. Gilbert Campling, Ltd.

Albemarle Street, London, W.r), no difficulties, sofa
as skidding is concerned, were encountered. ShouL

the rider, however, experience a side-slip, the distanc

from the footboard to the road is so small that a spi'?

should be impossible.

THE "T.T." AND "TRADE."
Manufacturing DifficuUies Not the Only Reason for Probable Lack ol Entries.

THAT it is not desirable to hold the T.T. Race
this year appears to be an opinion shared by
several manufacturers of motor cycles. Even

among those who had fully intended to compete, there

are now many who have had to abandon the idea
owing to the delays caused by the moulders' strike.

Among these latter may be mentioned Messrs. Josiah
Parkes and Sons, Ltd. (the makers of the Union
engine), Veloce, Ltd., Messrs. Bradbury and Co., Ltd.,

and Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd. Several other manu-
facturers will not enter on account of other difficulties

chiefly concerned with reconstruction problems.
Among these are Messrs. F. E. Baker, Ltd., the
makers of the Beardmore-Precision motor cycle.

Probable Entrants.

Quite a large number, of course, take a more
optimistic view and have already signified their inten-

tion of entering, and these include such firms as the

Sopwith Aviation Engineering Co., Ltd. (A. B.C.),
the Wooler Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Paragon Motor
Manufacturing Co., Messrs. Humphries and Dawes,
Ltd. (O.K.), Messrs. Butterfields, Ltd. (Levis), the

D.F. and M. Engineering Co. (Diamond), Messrs.

Cashmore Bros. (Alecto), Messrs. H.anwell and Sons
Components, Ltd. (Cedos), and Messrs. S. A. New-
man, Ltd. (Ivy).

A significant feature of the above list is the pro-

portion of newcomers to the motor cycle world. By
this progressive attitude there is eve;-y indication that

they are bidding for recognition ; a fact which firms

having established reputations should not casually

ignore.

There are other reasons responsible for the with-
drawal of support this year, and, in this connection,
we publish a letter from the Triumph C\cle Co.
in which the questions of national economy and
output are put forward. The decision of tliis im-
portant company not to race this year may have
serious effect upon the " entry."

B4

To the Editor of The Motor Cyde.

Sir,—My directors have carefully considered the advisj

bility of participating in races or trials during the comin

-season, especially the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle (

Man, and have come to the decision that it would not I

in the interests of the company, or of the trade general!;

to do so.

Will you permit me to exi^lain, if only inadequately, tl

reasons which have guided my 'directors? The present ui

satisfactory state of trade is not only based, as we ofte,

read, on the industrial unrest dominating the world, bi

also on the depreciation of the value of money. Among tl

chief remedies mentioned" for the latter disturbance

economy and output.
The Triumph Cycle Co. knows from experience that tl

special preparation of machines for a particular race great!

hampers the output ; the result of such restriction in trac

it is impossible to give in exact figures.

Economy and Output.
As regards economy, we do not think that the participatac

in a race, which is connected with great expense, is a nece'

sity for the furtherance of the trade. It may be argue

that the Tourist Trophy Race has contributed a great de

to the present efficiency of the motor cycle. We ha\:

accepted this argument and acted in accordance with it I

having participated in every race but one, when the nuim

facturers unanimously decided not to do so. Besides, tl

Triumph motor cycle, having been adopted as one of tl

standard machines by the British Government during tl

war, has had such an experience during those five years :

will necessarily counterbalance many Tourist Trophy Kace

The Triumph Cycle Co. believes that it can further i!

interests of the country and of the trade better by en

centrating all its energies on an increased output rath'

than by participating in races which, as has already -betj

stated, must have a very detrimental effect on the oiitpi!

of the company.
It must not be forgotten that, owing to the protracti

moulders' strike, valuable ground has been lost. Deliveri

which were promised for past months have been, and n

be, delayed, and under the present circumstances it is almo
impossible to regain lost ground.
For these reasons the company has decided not to bui

special machines for the Tourist Trophy Race, and to absta'

during the coming season from those trials where special!

constructed machines are essential in order to ensure siicce?

Yours faithfully.

For the TKiuMrH Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Edw. G. Firkin.
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M.
THE POLICEWOMEN OF LONDON

A Few Humorous Notes on All-wea(her Riding
and Ladies' Riding Apparel.

By COMMANDANT DAMER-DAWSON. O.B.E.

MI-".MI!1'",RS of the Women Police Service are con-

gratulating themselves on the possession of the

Olympia Show model 3^ h.p. Sunbeam side-

jar nutlit. This " Rolls-Royce " of motor cycle outfits

s tlie most valued possession of Sub-Commandant M.
5. Allen, O.B.E. It carries as its mascot a silver

nodcl (or should we say caricature) of a " brother

lobbv," with a brass clock under one arm and a hand
aised in time-honoured fashion.

Our sister-riders will welcome the advent of this

)erfect little roadster. Think of a sidecar with a

nudguard so broad that no splashes can adorn the

passenger's face, and a wheel so constructed that one

)in extracted enables the rider to pull out the whole
vheel from under the mudguard, slip on a spare, and
iiend the' punctured tyre at leisure.

I was riding a big 8 h.p. combination in pouring

j-et twilight a few weeks back. Bang went the front

yre miles from anywhere ! Wheels supposed to be

iiterchaiigeable. In the growing dark the various

'washers" rolled helter-skelter, and oh, the Chinese

luzzle to fit that spare wheel, and its washers I When
t last all seemed well I found the cone gradually

undoing itself—a terrible wobble resulting. It was a

borrowed mount, so I will not abuse it further—per-

haps its owner understands its tricks better.

Our service owns a varied fleet, among which may
be found the Sunbeam, Enfield, Rover, Levis, and

Matchless. Among them all I love best a little green

3i h.p. Sunbeam—a faithful war service friend. It

is^not pretty to look at now—rather like Charles Kings-

ley's " Doll " poetry
—

" The
paint on her cheeks washed
away, dear "—but to me it

will always be " the dearest

doll in the world." What an
engine ! It purrs all day
almost -noiselessly. Twice has

it trotted to North ^Vales and
back this year, and once to

Scotland. Another prime
favourite is a black and gold
colleague ridden by Sub-Com-
mandant Allen, who has many
times inspected policewomen
all over the United Kingdom.
In the sidecars we carry our
luggage, enough for a fort-

night's tour, spare tin of petrol,

and lunch basket. The greasy
hills of Halifax, Huddersfield,
or Shefifield, equally with in-

describable stony mountain
tracks in North and South
^^"ales, have no terrors for these

excellent machines. I went
from London to. North Wales
and back again this summer
put a tool on the outfit

or plug. This is what I call a reliable machine.

Sub-Commandant Allen,

O.B.E. The suitability

of tbe ridmg apparel

will be appreciated.

without having to

even change a tyre

Commandan'. Da.mer- Dawson, B E , with a 1920 Olympia Show
model Sunbeam.

A Comparison.

- In the early days of the war our service possessed
two cars. We were very proud of them, and placed
them and ourselves at the disposal of our male col-

leagues for air raid and emergency work. But the

trouble they gave us ! How we cranked and cranked
at 2 a.m. on an icy winter night, when the Germans
would come and would not wait for us. How our
brother bobbie'S cranked also in vain. Then came
petrol shortage, and we took to motor cycles. When
the call came " Report at nearest police station in

seven minutes," our handy mounts were ready to go
off first kick, in jumped the passengers, and we were
ready to go anywhere at top speed.

There will be no more grateful or more enthusiastic

motor cyclists than we of the \A'oraen Police Service

in the glorious days of open roads and joy rides galore.
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The Policewomen of London.

—

Are we down-hearted about taxes, the rise in petrol,-

or rotten roads ? Not a bit of it, for we know that

nothing can or will daunt the real motor cyclist. He
and she know joys that nO' Chancellor of the Exchequer
and no petrol combine or Transport Minister can choke.
Where there's a will there's a way ! Are we not en-

franchised citizens? M.P.'s, beware! Have we not
tongues and pens, and The Motor Cycle to voice our
wrongs ?

But I must say a word upon dress. These are a
woman's views written in The Motor Cycle for women
readers, and we must not forget that dress came be-

fore the ' franchise. We are so interested and so

amused to read all that is written in motor cycle

journals of the struggles of our sisters to settle motor
cycling dress for women, and we appreciate the kindli-

ness of some male encouragers and smile at the

venomous " boot " given by some jealous young bloods

and stone-age old fogies. Of course, we ride in

breeches and boots. With mufti we sometimes affect

stockings with bright tops and Scotch garters with

tassels and smart brown brogues. Corduroy breeches

with corduroy riding coat and hat to match we have

1 anc

y, anc

whil(|
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proved can be smart enough to wear without adverse

notice in the smartest hotel.

Our experience is that as motor cycle riders

whether in uniform or mufti (we have gained a verj

wide and varied experience in the last four years), w(

have met with unfailing courtesy from men anc

women, much interest from all classes of society

have made some very valued and firm friends

on the road.

The Value of Mudshields.

Mud! It does not trouble us. We can ride ou

Sunbeams with legshields in the muddiest Londoi

streets, and arrive with blue cloth and topboots un

spotted. If it rains hard, the naval " slip-on," wit 1

inner oilskin or mackintosh lining and mackintosh ovei

alls, is an impervious and easily donned protection.

We can claim that we are all-weather riders. _W
have undertaken '

' inspections
'

' in blizzards with ice I

fronts to our coats, and are occasionally almost blpw|

off the road when crossing the Romney Marshes in

howling sou'-wester^but nothing cools our ardour c

alters our conviction that a motor cycle w'ith.or withoi

sidecar is a fine sport and tremendous convenience f(

women as well as for men.

FRENCH NOTES.
No Sidecars in this Year's Grand Prix

IT
is on Saturday, August 28th, that the French

Motor Cycle Grand Prix and the Cycle Car Grand
Prix will be run in the neighbourhood of Le Mans.

These two races, which will be held together, will

be the most important speed contests of their kind
in France, for, although the detail organisation is

left in the competent hands of the Automobile Club
of the Sarthe, they nevertheless constitute the official

events of the Automobile Club of France.
The last time the Motor Cycle Grand Prix was run

was in 1913. The following year all preparations had
been made, but the war interfered with the realisation.

Several changes have been made in the rules since

.the last race. Notable among these is the increased

distance and elimination of sidecars. The authorities

have been led to this decision by reason of the very

poor showing made by sidecar machines in the past,

and it is considered that they do not lend them- ^

sehes to high speeds. It should be remembered that

this is a speed contest pure and simple, held on
practically level and very fast roads, carefully pro-

tected at all dangerous points.

Grand Prix Course.
On the day following the motor cycle and cycle

car races there will be held an important voiturette

or light car race. The detailed rules of this have not

yet been published.

The Sarthe course selected for the Grand Prix is

33^^ miles round. The 500 c.c. machines will have
to cover nine laps, or 301]^ miles. For the 350 c.c.

machines the distance is reduced to eight laps, or

268 miles, and for both the 250 c.c. motor cycles

and the 750 c.c. and the 1,100 c.c. cycle cars, the

distance will be seven laps, or 224)^' miles. In
accordance with the general rules of the Union
Motocycliste de France, there will be a minimum
weight for each class of machine. The 250 c.c.

for Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.

machmes must weigh not less than 88 lb. wlthoi

oil or petrol; for the 350 c.c. machines the minimu

weight is no lb., and for the 500 c.c. machines tl

minimum weight is 132 lb.

Two classes are provided for the Cycle Car Grar

Prix, one of these being 750 c.c. machines having

minimum weight of 3 cwt., and the other the r,Too c.

machines weighing not less than 3 cwt. 49 lb. Fii

the small cycle cars, the minimum tyre size is 55 mm I

the bigger cycle cars must have 60 mm. tyre 'size
'

least. All the cycle cars must be fitted with a clutci

and change-speed gear, and must carry two persoi'

throughout the whole of the race.
{

1

Some Regulations. \

For both the motor cycle and cycle car races, i\

the essential organs will be sealed and must not 1'

changed during the contest. Tyre and petrol pi

will be established opposite the grandstands, aij

supplies can only be taken from this point. Ai|

competitor receiving outside assistance away from tlj

grandstand will be disquaUfied. Entries for the:],

two races are received both by the Union Motj

cycliste de France, Place de la Concorde, Paris, aij

by the Automobile Club de I'Ouest, Le Mans. Tl'

latest date for receiving entries at ordinary fees

June 15th, but entries can be made on payment '

double fees until July 15th.

In France competitors must be supplied with tl

regulation driving and road licence, but in the ca|

of foreign competitors, the international car and driviij

licence will be accepted in place of these. In th,

way, British competitors who bring their machines li

roaci and who enter France with the usual triptvi

issued by the Motor Union, will not have any spooi

formahties to comply with.

The cylinder measurements will be verified on Augi

26th and 27th, no tolerance being made.
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FRICTION CLUTCHES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
By R. WARING-BROWN. A M I.A.E.

i/arl I.—Some Remarks on Clutch Design and Descriptions of the Best Known Types.

The (fes!i;n of a cliilch may maJcc or mar an otherwise good machine. With the object of discussing the advantages

and disadvantages of the differenl types of clutches on modern motor cycles, the accompanying article—written by an

experienced designer—has been prepared. The writer holds Vie view that, notwithstanding the perfection to wliich the

modern clutch lias attained, finality has not in any way been reached.

*HE adoption of tree engine and speed gear trans-

mission is accepted as standard practice on the

modern motor cycle, and tlie advantages gained
the use of such transmission are very apparent.

!Se are made possible by the use of some form of

ch whereby the transmission of power from the

ine to the road wheels may be gradually applied

juickly disengaged.

•ii investigation of the subject, it is first necessary

ibserve the chief essentials in th€ design of a really

;essful clutch. These are:

[.) Capability of transmitting the full power of the

ine efficiently.

J.) Simplicity in construction.

5.) Accessibility and ease of adjustment.

'here are three types of friction clutch in general

for motor cycle engines, viz., cone, band, and
:e ; and, as far as design goes, their calculation is

:mple matter.

I'here T = Torque or twisting moment in pound-feet.

r= Revolutions per minute.

H.P. =Maximum horse-power to be transmitted.

n the initial calculations for a clutch, the informa-
at the disposal of the designer is the maximum

•er to be transmitted and the revolutionary speed
eet per minute. From this the torque or twisting

nent mav be obtained from formula

:

'•) T = 5252 H.P.

"he design of a motor cycle clutch presents a
culty not frequently found on a car or other

?hinery, in that the space at the designer's dis-

aUs very limited.

The Cone Clutch.

n early designs the simple cone clutch was fre-

ntly adopted, and is still used, although not exten-

ly on motor cycles. This is probably due to the

fact that, to be absolutely Successful, the cones require

to be of comparatively large diameter, which is not

always possible, owing to the restricted space at the

designer's disposal. The cone clutch involves an
important point in reference to the angle of the fric-

tion surfaces. The smaller the angle the less the axial

pressure F. This may be seen from the calculation

where
P = Pressure in pounds acting perpendicular to the

cone surface (usually about 40 lb. per sq. in.).

Then
F = P X sin a

It will be easily understood tliat the angle of the

cone surface (a) must not be too small, as otherwise

the clutch would tend to " jam," and become difficult

to withdraw.

The three factors attending the design of a cone
clutch are :

(i.) The frictional resistance between the surfaces

in contact (/*).

(2.) The radius of clutch (R).

(3.) The angle of the cone (a).

Hence it will be S£.en that, being limited in regard
to pressure on the friction surfaces, and also .to their

angularity, the designer has only two flexible particu-
lars, viz., diameter and width. As showing what has
been done in cone clutches, it is interesting tO' examine
designs herewith.

The only clutch of the cone type which the writer

remembers favourably was a design fitted to an F.X.
shaft-driven machine, shown in fig. i, where it will be
noted more space is available. A is the outer member
of the clutch, consisting of a cast iron annular face
bolted to the flywheel. B is the inner member driving
the primary gearshafts through a flexible coupling C.
It -will be seen that this clutch is of adequate diameter
and surface, and is extremely simple in construction.

It is obvious that if high powers can be transmitted
on cars solely through the medium of friction, the

f^ '

rig. I. Fi" 2
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Friction Clutches for Motor Cycles.—

same is possible on a motor cycle by the provision

of a friction surface of ample dimensions.

The Band Clutch.

Band clutches can be of two kinds, viz., contracting

and expanding. At a first glance it would appear that

there is little to choose between either of these types.

On consideration, however, there is a considerable

A difference. A t

high speeds, such

as are employed
in motor cycle
engines, the cen-

trifugal force on

the band h a s

quite an effect on

the friction be-

tween the band
and the drum.
Centrifugal force

at high speeds

tends to expand
the band, and
hence to decrease

^^ the force of a

contracting band, and to increase the frictional force

of an expanding clutch. The band clutch, is most

generally used where the transmission gear is of the

epicyclic type.

In fig. 2 is shown, diagrammatically, a common
design incorporated in a rear wheel transmission.

Where epicyclic gear is enclosed inside the clutch

drum A contracting bands are fitted, and the pressure

is applied through a spring and lever L, which thmsts

against a plunger P having a helical cam cut upon

it. This cam, in turn, forces rod R, attached to links,

outwards, thereby contracting the band on to the drum.

The method of applying the expanding type is shown

in fig. 3. A and B are the driving and driven drums

respectively. The expanding mechanism is mounted

to B by the pin P, upon which operates the lever I,,

whose movement
controls the ex-

pansion of the

band. This lever

L has fitted to it

a roller R, which

is acted upon by

a wedge. The
w hole is em-
b od ie d in the

rear wheel, in a

similar manner to

the preceding

example. T h e

drawback which

shows itself most,

both in practice

and theory, is the

very great difficulty of balancing this type of clutch

rctationally. The advantage of the band clutch is the

partial and sometimes complete elimination of end

thrust.

Segmental Clutches.

These arc clutches \yhcreln the driven members of

the clutch are formed in segments. The one in fig.

Fig. 4.
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4 is really an offspring of the band type, except

the segments are formed as blocks. The axial pres

is transmitted through a sliding sleeve, to whic

attached levers L acting on collars C attachei

screws, having right and left-hand threads S.
^

forward movement of these levers rotates the scri

which thmst the segments B outwards against

dmrn A. It will be seen that the axial pressui

multiplied by the mechanical advantages of the p
cular mechanism employed. It is advisable not to a

a greater pressure than 50 lb. per square inch, \

fifty per cent, less pressure will greatly enh

success in this type. The axial pressure is natu

diminished in this pattern, but the rotating i

when the clutch is disengaged is very consideral

The clutch shown in fig. 5 is another type of

mental clutch, designed on the principle of the Ro
son friction gear, and is a Premier design,

clutching action is produced by expanding a t

section inner member A outwards until it engages

steel plates B keyed to the hub shell C. The i

member has V grooves which give maximum fri

surface. The cone D^ which expands the segm

is held in action by the springy S. When this is

pressed by the actuating rod' working through

centre of the spindle, the clutch members are
;;

tively drawn out of engagement.

Plate Clutches.

There are three general types of plate cluta

use, viz., corrugated plate, muhiple plate, and si

plate. All these types are the outcome of the o\\

Weston clutch, Avhich is on the principle of m
gripping surfaces. As friction increases in propoi

to the number of pairs of friction surfaces in con

it is possble to increase their number and mull

the resistance due to friction to any desired amour

The outstanding feature of the Hele-Shaw cl

is the use of friction plates, stamped to form a

rugation at an angle of 30-40°. The surface

contact are limited to the raised part_ of the pi;

which are arranged in series of driving and dr

members. The driven members are free to .'

laterally, but are prevented from rotating by key

the drum connected to the driven shaft. The dri

plates also are allowed lateral movement, and

keyed to the inside of the casing connected to

driving or engine-shaft. It will readily be un|

stood that the force required to press the plates|

gether is inversely proportional to the nurabe

'
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tlon Clutches for Motor Cycles.—

tes and tiioir effective diameter. By eornigatiiif:

plates, as in the Hele-Shaw, the axial pressure

reduced practically fitty per cent. ; consequently,

a f;iven pressure, the clutch will transmit twice

turning effort of an equal number of flat plaUs
similar materials. 'I'lu' dlher advantages of this

ch arc that, under rundilinns whtTo heat is gener-

3, the shape of the plate allows of the free cir-

ttion of lubricant, thereby forming a means of
t dissipation. The corrugations add so greatly to

strength of the plates that distortion is practically

lossible. The calculations for this type of clutch,

ig the same designations as previously, are as

ows, where

N = Number of pairs of friction surfaces,

a = Angle of corrugations.

J,
_ T X sin a Q X sin a

RxNx/i~ Nxyu
i.t the same time, the disadvantage of this type
n its slow disengagement, due to oil between the

tes. For this reason springs are fitted to the plates

separate them.

Multiple Flat Plate Clutch.
Phis type of clutch is made to innumerable designs,

number of plates used being anything from two
twenty. They possess the advantages and disad-

tages of the corrugated plate type. They have
further disadvantage in an increase of pressure

uired to keep the plates together, the formula in

; case being :

T
F: RxNx /^

t77

In sli|f^)ing this type of clutch, obviously great heat

is set up, which it is not possible to dissipate efficicnll)

as the nature of the plates does not allow free cir-

culation of the oil. Consequently, the plates have a

tendency to burn and buckle. llie plates arc fre-

quently i)erforalcd in order to allow of a'^bettcr circu-

lation of the lubricant and also to diminish the

tendency which they ha\'c (}f -ticking tog<'llier.

Elimination of End Thrust.

In fig. 6 is shown a Chater-Lea design for chain

drive. A is the driving centre fixed to the engine-

shaft, and B is the driven drum, which is connected

to the chain gear C. D is a presser ring, forcing the

driving and driven friction plates together under the

influence of coil spring S.

The most satisfactory re-

.sults are obtainable with

jilates alternately bronze

and steel.

Another interesting

example of a clutch which
has only two plates is that

illustrated in fig. 7. This
is fitted to the German
Magnet machine, runs in

oil, and is embodied in the

belt pulley on a counter-

shaft. The two discs MN
inside the pulley flanges P
are pressed apart by eight

springs (S), and are con-

nected to the hub carrying

the small chain wheel R,
driving on to the rear

wheel. In the end of the

axle A, which does not re-

volve, is a quick-thread

screw, operated by lever

D, which, by means of a

distance piece F, presses

against the centre of the

part M when lever D is

turned in a right-hand

direction ; thus, M and N
are drawn together, and the clutch consequently re-

leased. This clutch has several good features,

amongst which are notably the equalised pressure, and
consequent elimination of end thrust, both in and out

of action ; also, there is a good leverage for disengage-

ment, which is obtained by means of the screwed lever.

The friction surfaces are of cast iron and steel and in

practice work together well.

(To be continued.)

THE MOTOR CYCLE
I ECENTLY we observed an aeroplane landing in

a field some two miles from a town, and were
surprised to see that a motor cycle was

urely fixed to the side of the fuselage. Enquiries
B the pilot revealed the fact that he was touring

air in order to arrange for suitable flying grounds,
it is not always possible to land near a town, an
on two-stroke was carried to save fatiguing walks
points where infoiination could be gained. The

AND AVIATION.
method of attachment was interesting, the machine
resting on a special board recessed to take the tyres,

and attached to the lower starboard main plane. After
completing the necessary business, the motor cycle

was replaced very quickly and without difficulty, the

160 h.p. Beardmore engine fitted to the Armstrong-
Whitworth biplane burst into song, and the whole
combination soon became a microscopic speck in the

far distance.
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TAXATION.
Readers' Views on (he Hardships of ihe Proposed Increased Taxation.

WE have received many letters on the subject

of the proposed alteration to the motor cycle

'tax from our readers, whO' regard the increase

as an injustice, especially to the poor man whose
riding time is confined to week-ends with the con-

sequence that his yearly mileage is low. A flat rate

bears very heavily on such a man, who possibly runs

a sidecar outfit to give his wife and family a breath

of country air, in comparison with the leisured class

who may very likely ride"'ten times the distance.

We note that the Motor Legislation Committee
disclaim all responsibility for the proposals, which they

say "have perhaps been injudiciously and prematurely

published."

Below are extracts from some of the letters received :

Sir,—The proposed new taxes have prompted me to com-
pile the enclosed tables, showing at a glance what the
motorist who runs up only a small mileage per annum will

have to pay, compared witli the man of more miles. Petrol
prices are assumed, i.e., 3s. less tax, and 3s. 5d. with tax.

It will interest many motor cyclists like the writer. -

Total Cost TotalCost
Total Miles Price of Tax, of Petrol, of Petrol,

Miles per per Petrol. Cycle and including per Gallon,

# .^nuin. Gallon. Sidecar. Cycle Tax. including
Cycle Tax.

42 lip-,
r I.OOO 50 3/- 80/- 140/- 7/-

Based
on I 1,500 50 3/- 80/- 170/- 5/8

Proposed
3,000 50 3/- 80/- 260/- 4/4

4* li-P-. f 1,000 50 3/6 20/- 90/- 4/6

on I 1,500 50 3/5 20/- 125/- 4 /J

Existing
Tax. [ 3,000 50 3/6 20/- 230/- 3/10

[This letter was written before the increase in price.

—

Ed.

1,000 MILES PER ANNUM.

Sir,—iMay I be allowed to express my opinion on what I

consider an unfair system of taxation. There are thousands
of working men, like myself, who, shut up in factories all

the week, enjoy a short run on a motor cycle at a week-end ;

for, after all, the actual maker of the article in question is

a factory hand. My point is this. Under the proposed new
system of taxing motor cycles it will be extremely unfair for

this class of rider, inasmuch as the rich motorist, who lives

on unearned income, and to whom the aj^peal for increased
production matters little, will escape as lightly as will the

labourer. As is well known, the majority of workers would
not cover a great distance in the course of a year. The
more one rides, the more one should pay.

JAMES PvEECE.

Sir,—Sir Eric Geddes is reported to have said that the new
taxation is to be based on the use of the roads and the

amount of damage done to the roads by different classes of

vehicles, and that motor cycles with the right to draw a
sidecar will be taxed £4. I fail to see how the amount has
been arrived at. There are thousands of motor cyclists who
only get the opportunity of using their machines for a few
hours at week-ends during tlu'ee months of the year, and
who have to deny themselves in other directions for the
pleasure of having a ride and taking their wives and children

tor a spin through the country lanes. This tax will mean
that they will be paying at the rate of 6s. for each run,

exclusive of petrol, tyres, etc., supposing they are foi-tunate

enough to have twelve or fourteen rides during the season.

Add to this the cost of petrol, tyres, insm'ance, and garage,

it will mean that the average motor cyclist will be forced to

give it up. Certainly the writer for one.

Plumstead W.T.J.

Sir,—In reference- to the taxation and registration

motor cycles, I think it is excessive, and a hard hit

working men, like my father and myself, who look to,

little enjoyment at the end of the week, and an opportujy
,

of getting a few hours' run out into the country to oW.i

a little fresh air, which we are deprived of from Moni

until Saturday. I should be pleased to see m your cote-j ;

a general dissatisfaction of the Government s behavi. i •,

Some friends of mine declare that they would rather ,1 11

their machines than pay the heavy taxes; and in nia^ c ,i J

they cannot afford to pay them. A. E. VAUGHAi
, 1^

Sir,—Statements have recently appeared in the press
1 i- :(

portintr to be an intelligent anticipation of the recommei - i

tions of the Departmental Committee of the .Ministry t \

Transport, which is known to be now considering the ques 1
j

-" -'h" future taxation of motor vehicles. !

Vs the name of the Motor Legislation Committee has 1 1

confused with that of the Government Advisory Commil
,

: should be grateful if you would allow me vu oiate that s

alotor Legislation Committee is a body absolutely 1

pendent of the Ministry of Transport. It has in no s s

countenanced the proposals which have perhaps been

judiciously and prematurely published. Nor is it -

opinion of the Motor Legislation Committee that it c< 1

usefully, at the present moment, publicly express :

opinion for or against a schedule of direct vehicle taxa 1

as an alternative to the petrol duties, which is stated t< ?

the provisional recommendation of a confidential Goveriir t

Committee. ALFRED HACKING, General Secretary.

Motor Legislation Committe

Sir,—I think this instance of how the new proposed ;

on sidecars (£4) hits will show how unfair it is.

I have an old twin (thirteen years old) and sidecar, i

have spent the best part of a year since demobilisation d> ;

it up in spare time, fitting magneto, etc. I shall prob; :

use it once a fortnight or perhaps once a week, owing 3

long hours and not being in the engineering trade.

My last ride was in 1915, and now I must give up m jt

cycling after four years of the rough.

Surelv the petrol tax would be more fair to all.
•^ ^

F. VICTOl

Sir,—It is with great alarm that I read of the propi

increased taxation of motor cycles. The increase seems

of all proportion, and will prevent very many people f

continuing to use motor cycles, and many more from be

ning the sport at all. The tax Avill press most unfairly

those who can least afford the increase—e.y., the " ku'

who 'has money and time to do nothing but run about

country on a lightweight with probably a passenger on

carrier, will get off w'ith 30s., while the struggling far

man,' who has only week-ends for the pastime, and is obli

to have a powerful 'bus to carry his load, will have to

£4. The only fair way of increasing the tax and nial

those who use the roads most pay the most towards th,,

is to put a stiff tax on petrol ; then the man with a he v

'bus, but who only has time for week-end runs, would 1
'

pay according to his petrol consumption.

All motor spirit of any kind should be taxed so that')

one could possibly avoid paying. Even if the existing r:l

licence were doujaled and a tax put on motor spirit, tie

would not be much grumbling. A motor bicycle of i'

heaviest type does scarcely any damage to the roads [n

fact, at present, it is the road"s that damage the bicyci;-

It is the heavy lorries and 'buses and steam tractors wl 11

tear them to pieces, and it is on these that the burdoiiii

the" taxation should chiefly fall.

There must be thousands of people in England who 1

only just afford to keep a sidecar and who do soi"

enable them to get their wives and children about witli^il

the endless expense and bother of train journeys. Theypi

not want to go fast, but are content as long as the old ';«

gets there; the damage they do to the road is ncglisi|'

but the good they do to themselves and their familioji*

incalculable WILFRID M. BE.Ali
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sIOlSE : Its Value and Assist-

ance to Motor Cyclists.
A Few Extracts from a Paper by Dr. A. M. Low, A.C.G.I.,

D.Sc, etc., read before the Cumberland Cour^ty M.G.C.

T is a very humiliating thought to

realise yijt the modern motor cycle

possesses silence only relatively.

There can be no ijiiestion that in a

liet street a 'motor cycle is noisy, nm\,
hen we remember that every kind of

list! means wear and loss of some kind,

is nlone sliould give us a hint of the
terest in the subject of noise and sound.
If a Rolls-Royce si.\ feet wide can
o^'el through traffic safely and silently,

irely a motor cycle can do the same.
Noise is produced by irregular vibra-

)iis of air, and owing to our particular

lysical construction it is unpleasant.
All forms of sound waves are relatively

i;ular vibrations.

fiet us now "see of what particular in-

lest this is to a motor cyclist.

It is by means of noise and sound and
X ears that we do practically i:rrrji

ujle. operation on a motor ci/c/r. Riding
night is a proof of this, for our eyes

c solely occupied in seeing the way.
Our eyesight does not tell us whether a

ichine is running, well, it does not tell

to cJiaii^e gear neatly, and it does not
11 us when an engine is labouring.
•en the heavy feeling of a machine
ediiig a lewer gear is due to the ear.

Noise and Sound.

Not only do we drive well or badly by
md and noise, but we _ use these two
ides almost entirely when we are
Iging the etficiency or otherwise of a

itor cycle quite apart from mere tech-

al investigations, which can be con-
cted by indicators.

Noise and sound differ solely as wfe

ve considered, by being either irregular
regular vibration respectively.

Vibration exists in the forms of life,

ctricity. heat, sound, and noise.

5oiuid is a regular oscillation, and
'refore has a building-up effect.

N^ow on a motor cycle there are very
ny noises, and still more parts which

' ve irregularly at portions of their total

; vement, such as a valve, and regularly
•oughout their movement, such as an

I liuary hub bearing which contains
Is moving partially irregularly.

Juite a number of mysterious sounds
i 1 be investigated ; by miming on

.

I
ferent gears and at different speeds it

easy to see whether a noise synchro-
; es with the rate of movement of the

[

un, the belt, gear box, or wheels.
; Vt the same time, one can distinguish

i'

ween a distinct tap and a knock due
a rough cam by noticing how often per
;iiie revolution this noise occurs, and
' can then see whether it synchronises
h the crankshaft speed or with the
ve or half-time shaft.
This is, of course, exceedingly simple

;

ny other tj'pes of noise can be ex-
' ined in the same way.
I )ther sounds can be tested for sepa-

,

ely. Suppose, for example, one has
her a loose aluminium piston in an

Some of the apparatus used at Dr. Low's lecture to Cumberland County M.C.C., at which
an apparatus was shown for photographically recording noises.

engine', it is very intei-esting to try the
machine both hot and cold and at
different speeds.

If one has a two-stroke engine, and it

is suspected that a loose gudgeon pin
exists, or if one wishes to distinguish be-
tween a carbon knock and a gudgeon pin,
which may not be always an easy case,

it is a good plan to run the engine fast,

and then to slow down and accelerate
again, simply because we all know that
at high speeds the load on reciprocating
bearing parts is far greater due to in-

ertia than it is to actual explosion.

The same case applies to overheated
plugs and similar points ; that is to say,

one can try tlie effect of accelerating on
high gear or intermediate gears in order
to see at what particular speed an engine
will make a noise.

Periodic Vibrations.

Often, we must remember, we delibe-

rately run on wrong mixture in order

to make up for other mechanical faults,

and in many engines overheating will

only appear at particular speeds or car-

buretter settings, just as sometimes a

machine will be running with perfect regu-

larity and will suddenly get into a state

of vibration. This is usually due to the

synchronisation of out-of-balaiKe forces.

It is not possible to balance a single-

cylinder engine perfectly when con-

structed m the ordinary manner, and,
therefore, all forms of balance are a

compromise, and an engine must either be

balanced for low or high speed.

Testing by Sounds.

An mtelligent examination of sounds

produced from an engine is practically

the only method adopted by road testers,

and if the public once realise how im-

portant it is to use their ears we. would

have fewer overworked engines.

Take the example of a worn tappet

when the engine is raced under load, and

suddenly shut off and opened up again
slowly.

In almost every case a knock will

result as the engine is shut off. but will

entireljr disappear when the throttle is

reoponed, and the pressure in the cylin-

der becomes sufficient to steady the valve
against the bouncing effect produced by
the spring. This I have actually tested,

e.xamfning the valve in motion by means
of a cinematograph.

Varying the sparking point of the mix-
ture will also often show a definite cause
of knocking, and Iielp us to distinguish
the reason.

In cases where slackness of drive is

suspected, the obvious method to adopt
is that of producing reversal of stress,

either by brake application or by raising

the exhaust valve and suddenly dropping
it when the engine has slowed down.

In the same way the application of the

foot to the i^ulley of an engine will often

either stop a noise entirely or make it

worse, clearly showing that we have a

loose bearing, and nothing to .do with
connecting rod or piston attachment. All

these noises are what I may call deter-

minate noises.

Bad roads show up indeterminate or

periodic sounds, whereas most deter-

minate noises are more of the nature of

sound than noise.

It is extraordinary how most riders can

be content with the most weird noises

proceeding from their machines, and a

trip in a. sidecar attached to a motor
cycle which the rider has never yet heard

except as a rider will often astonish him.

It was once said by the elder Mr.
Winans, who was a great lover of horses,

that if these animals could cry out every

time they were slightly hurt it would
be impossible for passers-by in the street

to hear themselves speak.

If people would only realise how they

are hurting motors by not listening to

their gentle voices complaming, they

would save half the trcul'Ies which exist.
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A LEG GUARD AND
FRONT SHIELD.

THE day cannot be far distant when
every motor cyclist will be able to
mount his machine on a muddy day

without troubling to don special overalls
to keep the mud from his legs. Quite a
large number of riders have dev'scd really

FEBRUARY 12th, igio.

THE CRESCENT KNEE-
GRIP.

KNEE-GRIPS are very popular among
motor cyclists, and the particular
pattern mider review is most

effective. The pads are mounted on
circular leather discs with slots for the
straps arranged at intervals so. that the
position of the pads may be altered to suit

the taste and fancv of the rider. As at

A uselui type ot leg shield, tootboard,

and front shield. The leg shield and foot-

boards, It will be observed; are hinged,

permitting easy access to the engine.

efficient guards, and those whose business
ig connected with motor cycles are placing
them on the market. Soon, per-
haps, manufacturers will render
these extras unnecessary by turning
out their machines equipped with
such fitments ; in the meantime,
no doubt there will be a big de-
mand for those sold as accessorie*.
One of the latter is about to be

placed on the market
by Messrs. Forfield
Motors, Leamington,
and has been designed
by H. Stretton Ward,
a Midland competition
rider, who is one of
the partners of the
concern.
As will be seen from

the illustrations, the
guards are hinged, by
lantern hinges, to a

front shield, so that by
releasing . a butteifly
nut attaching the
former to the foot
rests the leg guards
may be swung outwards
to give accessibility to
the engine. The footrest portion of the
guards is fitted with rubber mats.
The illustration of a complete Triumph

machine gives a good idea of the ex-
tremely neat appeai-ance these guards
present when fitted, and also shows the
large degree of protection which is

afforded to the magneto and lower portion
nf the engine' where it is most needed,
especially on machines which have not
the protection of a specially designed
fronlj. mudguard. The designer is to be
congratulated upon the pleasing appear-
ance of his produtft.

The Crescent Icnee-grlp.

present arranged on our machine, the
])ads are so adjusted that the knees fit

tightly up against them, thus giving an
additional sense of security when ill the
saddle. The Crescent knee-grips are
made by H. Bednall, 55, Sutton Cres-
cent, Walsall, who specialises in leather
caps, helmets, and wiist stiaps

The Forfield combined front

guard and footboard.

A USEFUL
MAGNETO KNIFE.

THERE have been many magneto
knives on the market containing a
blade, a file, and a platinum point

gauge, but the one illustrated is the only
specimen we have setfn which contains
a plug tester. This tester consists of a
vulcanite body and adjustable spark gap,
and is so arranged that it can be held
between the terminal and body of the
plug while the machine is running and
thus indicates whether or not the current

is passing. The distance of the gap i

adjustable by knocking one of the mets;

Brown Bros, magneto l-nife

portions to one side. It is sold by Messrs
Brown Brothers, Ltd., 15, Newman Stree;

London, W.l.

TWO USEFUL TOOLS.
MOTOR cyclists who are capable

doing their own repairs will

interested in two small machi

'

tools which form useful adjuncts to

workshop. One of these is a small' se

sitive drilling machine, while the oth

is a grinding and polishing head. Bi

these may be driven by foot pow
by means of a small electric mot'
or by other means. They are reaS'

able in price, and any skilful amat

A polishing head well suited for a motoi

cyclist's workshop.

possessed of a lathe may manufael
them himself from castings which 1

be supplied by the makers, the f,''i

Brass Foundry, Rylance Road,. Wigif
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VERHEAD VALVE GEAR.
Sii-.—In 'f/ic Moinr Ci/rle,ior January 22nd I have seen

lie article, "Back to Plain Bearings?" and the illustration
f oyei'liead valve and tappet gear, by "Ubique." I wish to
jmiiid this gentleman that tTiis illustration is the subject
f a Mag^ patent, and is very similar to the design of the
verhead inlet valve gear on i\lag engines.

THE MAG ENGINE COMPANY, LTD.,
OsiiORNE DE Ltss.\, Managing Director.

ATE OF THE MOTOR CYCLE SHOW.
Sir,—May I trespass upon your space to put forward a
lea for the holding of the Motor Cycle Show in August or
December, as there are many hmidreds of prospective buyers
etvveen the ages of 16 and 18 who cannot get away for' the
how in November, and by this fact are prevented from
loosing their machines from a large selection of models,
ad thus have to choose it from the comparatively small
Section available at an agent's or local dealer's?

Malvern.
,PUBLIC SCHOOLBOY.

HE PATENT LAWS.
Sir,—May I point out to your readers that the third
atement in the letter of Messrs. Phillipss relating to the
atents and 'Designs Act, 1919, which appeared in your
6ue of January 29th, is incorrect, if the investigation
iterred to is that made in the Patent Office? The investi-
itipn for iM>velty prescribed by Sections 7 and 8 of the
atents and Designs Act of 1907 is in no way extended by
le Act of 1919. Accordmg, however, to Section 4 of the
tter Act, an ojipositlon to the grant of a patent may be
lunded on "any document published in the United Kino;-
3m, etc."

As regards the last statement in tlie same letter, it should
; noted that the position of solicitors is unaltered by the
ct of 1919, and this is expressly stated in the Act.

T.K.S.

CANDARD TYRE SIZES.
Sir,—^Our attention has been called to reports which have
cently appeared in the technical press of a meeting of
aropean manufacturers, representing England, France,
aly, and Belgium, recently held in Paris, when it was
cided to adopt certain sizes of pneumatic tyres. As these
ports are likely to create a wrong impression, we beg to'

vise you that this Association, the official organisation
the British rubber tyre industry, had no part in the

gotjations referred to, and does not accept the range of
5ndards named.
Our Association has for some time had the question of
le standardisation in hand and formulated proposals', which
re accepted by the official organisations of the car makers,
Jtor cycle and cycle manufacturers, and wheel and rim
niufacturers. These proposals were laid before the British
igineering Standards Association, and we understand an
terim report will shortly be issued by that body setting
L-th a complete range of sizes of all classes of pneumatic
d solid rubber tj-res and rims adopted as British standards.
\\ e shall be glad it vou will give publicity to this com-
mication. THE BRITISH RUBBER
ITRE MANUFACTUPuERS' ASSOCIATION, LTD.,

W. B. Peat and Co., General Secretaries.

PRICE OF FUEL.
Sir,—In T/ie Motor Ci/rJe. of January 29th I read with

interest your remarks on "Home-produced Fuels." for
some time past there has been "toll-" of advance in prices

of impor/id fuels ; and the only way to counteract these

threatened advances is to use a))d Support home produce.

But how are we enconrafced to support home production?
When I turn to page 125 of The Motor Cycle, I find, with-

out any "talk" orprevious threats, that N.B.A. benzole is

advanced Jrom '2s. 9d. to oS. Id. per gallon.

Are we in the toils of a "home ring" as well as a

"petrol ring"?
"

W.A.S.

Derby.

INCREASING THE BRILLIANCE OF ACETYLENE
LIGHT.

Sir,—With refei-ence to your article, which appeared in

your paper of January 8th, concerning carbide economy,
may I add the following hint :

If a little hydrogen peroxide is added to the water for

the gen(5rator I have found that a noticeably more brilliant

light is obtained. One teaspoonful of hydrogen peroxide

to half a pint of water was sufficient in my case.

CHARLES W. VINES.
[An ounce of hydrogen peroxide to a pint of soft water is

said to increase the light by upwards of 60%, 2 oxmces by
nearly 70% ; beyond this point the increase is at first

. slight, then it drops.

—

Ed,]

PISTON RINGS.
Sir,—With reference to your contributor's, George

' Harley's, article on piston rings, the following may be
interesting :

^'~

It can he shown mathematically that if a piston ring is

turned to a diameter larger than its cylinder, has a portion

of its length removed at the cut, and then has its ends
pulled together by a tangential force, and, being clamped
in this position, is finally turhed on the outside to the

cylinder diameter, it will, when in the cylinder, press with

exactly equal force on the cylinder walls all rouncl, whether
it is of even thickness or tapered as Mr. Harley recom-
mends.

I have made piston rings on these lines in the following

way, with results whi' h are in every way perfect.

The rings are cut from a concentrically bored cylinder of

such a diameter as to allow of the necessary portion being

removed, and with an extra small excess diameter to allow

for final turning, say, l/52in. for motor cycle diameters.

A jig is made, consisting of a bar with a flange in its

middle, slightly less than the diameter of the cylinder,

and a washer fitted on the bar part and secured to the fixed

flange with three or four bolts or a nut running on a thread

in the bar. The rings, after cutting, are laid, three or four

at a time, in a thin tin or brass clip, with two small bolts

passing through its bent-up ends, so that the clip and the

rings m it may be closed up with a near approach to the

"tangential force" of the mathematician. The rings are

then clamped between the .fixed and loose collar on the jig,

set to run true, the clip removed, and are then turned with

a light cut. All that remains is to file the allowance for

expansion given by Mr. Harley from the end of each ring,

and the job is done. - .V.P.

C5
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LARGER ENGINES.
Sir,—As a reader of your invaluable paper since 1911,

may I endorse the remarks of your correspondent, "Jay
Gee," on the subject of "Larger Engines."

Although, as a matter of principle, I would not ride a
fc<reign machine, one must admit that, broadly speaking,
A'merica is the home of the big engine.

I have a friend who owns two big American machines

;

he would prefer English ones if he could get them as power-
ful. I do not wish to touch on the subject of English v.

American machines, but may I suggest that, if the smaller
English engme is more efficient than the American, why
not build up this engine to the size of its rival, and let the
rider have the benefit of the extra efficiency?

I notice immediately following "Jay Gee's" article comes
one on "Protection from Mud and Rain." Now, surely, if

we had larger engines we should see more luxurious sidecars
giving the extra protection required : one would not then
feel that power was being sacrificed for comfort.
There are still a large number of people who prefer the

powerful sidecar combination to the light car.

W. B. CLEGG.
A "PASSENGER SIX DAYS".

Sir,—Your contributor, "Ixion," has always something
interesting to say, and his contribution about passenger trials

deserves careful attention. There can be no doubt that*
. passenger machines have more in common with each other
thai! have sidecars and three-wheelers with solo motor cycles

;

also, that it is more useful to compare the runabout and
cycle car (the names are unsatisfactory, but there are no
better) with the sidecar than with the luxurious light car.

The man who can afford £500 will not be much interested in

a Morgan or a G.N. (though I know owners of large cars who
keep a Morgan as a tender), whereas the owner of a sidecar
is very much interested in a runabout or cycle car, and I'ice.

versa. The difficulty of arranging a " Passenger Six Days "

is, as "Ixion" says, the -question of classification. At present
the definition of a light car is based upon horse-power.

So long as 1,100 c.c. was the limit this was fairly satis-

factory, especially whilst it included a weight limit ; but
now that the limit is 1,600 it is another story. The price

limit is to be preferred, especially if a consumption limit

be added. It is significant that the first light car trial was
run on a price limit.

Probably most people would be in . fnvour of such a trial

as " Ixion " suggests if a competent authority could be found
to conduct it. I believe that the Junior Car Club could do
so if it were willing, but tliis seems doubtful. There seems
to be a reluctance Oil the part of the club to have any deal-

ings with sidecars, and it would be difficult for it to exclude
' any light car, however highly priced. The name of the
club is against it; but is it impossible for the R.A.C. and
the A.C.U. to appoint a joint committee?

If such a trial is impossible, it seems to me that the best
means of comparing all kinds of light passenger machines
is to hold two Six Days Trials over the same course and under
precisely similar conditions, either in England or Scotland,

or, preferably, in both. In this way all machines would be .

put to the same test, and the public could judge their per-

formance. Let me add that, ill my opinion, the three-

wheelers will be well advised for the present, and until some-
such scheme as " Ixion's " can be carried out, to remain under
the A.C.U. Their most-to-be-considered competitor is the

sidecar. H. GEORGE MORGAN.

THE SINGLE-GEARKD LIGHTWEIGHT.
Sir,—I notice in T?ie Motor Cycle of January 8th a photo-

graph of Mr. Hugh Mason, climbing Clara Street, Newcastle-
iin-Tyne, on a N.U.T-, and I can say from my experience
that it is a fairly stifE proposition, on account of the steep
rise at the foot. I have been up tiiis hill on a number of

machines, but the most iiiteresting climb was on a little

single-geared 2^ h.p. Villiers engined New Ryder two-stroke.
I got right to the top of the hill without any aid at the first

attempt. I toured the Lake District and part of Scotland
last summer on this same machine. Starting from Mi>nk-
r.eaton, I passed through Newcastle, Haydon Bridge, Alst-on,

Penrith, and Kendal on the first day. The second day I took
things easy, as the. scenery was lovely, and viewed Winder-
mere, Rydal Water, Grasmere, Thirlmere, and Derwentwater,
putting up for the night at Keswick. Third day, I passed
''•fissenthwaite Lake to Cockerniouth, Carlisle, Gretna, and
Gla.sgow. Fourth day I rode through Bearsden to Drymen.

c6

and Loch Lomond, then made tracks for Dunfermline, passing

through Stirling, Bridge of Allan, Tillicoultry, and Rumbling
Bridge. Fifth day I crossed the Forth at Queensferry, and

passed through Edinburgh, Dalkeith, Coldstream, Wooler,
and arrived at Monkseaton early in the evening feeling very

fit after my short tour.

The only hill I failed on was between Grasmere and
Keswick, known, I think, as Dunmail Raise. I got nearly

to the top, when a head wind beat me.
The distance covered on this run was about 500 miles.

Petrol and benzole used, five gallons. Oil, about two quarta.

Thus, I averaged 100 m.p.g., not a bad performance cofi2'

sidering the contour of the country covered.

The only adjustment I made to the machine was to tighten

up the cones in the front wheel hub, with a small spanner
which I carried in my pocket. The tool-bags were never

once opened. I oiled the bicycle parts once, and that was
,

near Stirling.

I have no connection with either the New Ryder or

Villiers firms. . J. B. TAYLOR.

TH£ MACHINE FOR SPORT.
Sir,r-'It was with great regret that I marked the falling

off in numbers of the sporting solo single ' at the Show. .;j

mean the machine fitted with a neat simple engine of about
1

£00 C-C. in a strong rigid frame with T.T. bars, the wholi ;

being utterly destitute of such unnecessary hoojahs as gear i

boxes, clutches, and the like. As far as I can see, the onjy

firms who stilf boast such models in their original form are

Rover and Norton. Only two survivors out of such a mighty
host

!

Surely there must be hundreds of young riders like myself
who regard this type as the only mount worth riding for

pleasure. Personally, I know no more -fascinating sport than .

ridi-ng a high compression, high geared 3^ h.p. through
heavy traffic, provided one does not mind a little strenuous
pushing at times.

Riding this type, one learns to study one's engine, and;
with a large exhaust, one hears every complaint that it-

makes when one juggles with the air and throttle levers. . As
one gets to know one's 'bus, it is a great pleasure to realise

that one can give it just that perfect mixture which affords

ma.ximum. power and speed.

It is an art in itself to get good acceleration without knock-
ing out -of a fixed gear thi-ee-and-a-half, yet what acceleration

means can only be demonstrated on such a mount. -

On a big single-geared machine one must be continuallyl

alert, the throttle and air must be kept moving to suit the

road, and the engine to a much greater degree than on
sidecar 'bus.

On a machine " with every modern convenience " one has
a similar sensation of being out of work, and consequently,
bored, as when driving a particularly sluggish touring oai

\vliich surely cannot be compared to riding a fast raotoi'

cycle solo without a clutch.

I have never owned a machine which boasted gears, except
one with the delightful Philipsoii pulley, and I do not eTOii

want to. This is in spite of experience of other people's,

pukka machines \Thich simply bristle with gadgets atf

fittings of all sorts. '

.J

In the old days, when engines needed gear boxes a3
clutches, there were no such things : now, when they are ufl-i

necessary, every motor bicycle is cluttered up with su#
gadgets till you can scarcely see the engine at all. PresSjl;
engines are hot stuff, but will they go into a decline? Ther
perhaps every machine will be woolly and high compressior
be a thing of the past, and everyone who yearns for excite

inent will have to save up and buy an aeroplane or a sporting
light car, which costs nearly as much nowadays.

I am becoming morbid. We are all right really so long i|:

Rover and Norton continue to keep us supplied with tj)<

goods and firmly resist the guiles of the gadget fiend ; but|i

was sorry to miss my old friends. Reguiescanl. in jMce. fi

Bournemouth. " T.T."

Correspondents are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, especially in view of the fact Vial only a small :

percentage of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in const

qnence of their abnormal length. :
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N IMPROVEMENT IN AIR-COOLING.
Sir,

—

lie Mr. Hawley Morgan's ideas iii improved air-
wling 1111(1 -'Rider's" letter in your issue of January IStli,
lay 1 add a further suggestion ? In order that there shall
a no possibility of the draught of air "short circuiting"
f flowing across the tops of the fins. I would have a
ffinile channel for the air thus : Cast the cyliiidrv of in.n
ith the fins spiral, and machine the edges; casi lli, |:i(l>,l

f aluminium, also with fins on the outside. AhMliiii,- \\u-

iside to such a size as will make a tiijht joint wIrm .shiuiik

1 the cyliiulor. Natiiv.illy, overhead'valves would present
lesimplest job ; the ccild air would be drawn in round the
ihaust valve port, and the greater heat of the iron evliii-
jr would probably make up for the greater expansioii of
le aluminium. 'l may say I put this idea before a
•ominent firm of car manufacturers some years ago, in-
uding to use a fan in the fiy wheel, crank case c()mpres-
on, or the in-

letion to cir- EXH.a,U.ST

ilate the lir /V /
. I had '
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iking tlie mixture after it comes from the carburetter fiow
rough a duct cast round the exhaust valve port before
reaches the inlet port. This would be very simple in
Slde-by-side valve engine; if the mixture onlv' passed be-
een the exhaust port and cylinder, I believe' a great im-
3vement would result. I expect theorists will say the
.vture would get too hot, resulting in wire-drawing; if
It could easily be cooled by taking a, pipe out into the
again. Overheating is the greatest drawback with motor

;ies to-day
; half our troubles would disappear if our

jmes would stand full throttle for six hours on end, as
0' should do, without warping their cylinders and using
much oil as a five-seater car I enclose sketch of over-
id valve engine with induction passing round the exhaust
''• PSEUDO-DESIGNER.

EED WOBBLE.
iir,—In the issue of The Motor Ci/de of January 22nd,
xion, referring to my letter, asks two questions about
speed wobble theories. The first question " Ixion

"

answered himself, saying that I- "will hardly' find a
chnie on the road which has its front wheel centre in
hne of the steering head axis, yet a large percentage of
^tmg machines do not Avobble at the speeds which are
AiH their compeers." (Italics are mine.) I have pointed
two conditions of wobbliiig : Position of the centre of
front wheel, and the position of the centre of gravity
appose it is quite clear that a different combiniftion of
se two positions gives a very wide range of wobble
•ting speeds. Some of the machines are pract>ically un-
iblmg because they simply cannot reach a critical speed.
. only a machine with the centre of front wheel in the
of the steering head axis will not wobble at any speed.
he second question, about the centre of gravity, is not
"iimple, and needs some experiments. I qiTite agree with
Qon " that the centre of gravity is higher when a rider
n the saddle. But I notice that my machine becomes
e steady when I stand on the footboards, therefore I
aose that the centre of gravity of the machine changes
place according to the riding position. [Standing upon
footboards does not, of course, lower the centre of
ity.—Ed.]
Ixion" does not give to us any description of his
anipion wobbler," and I should like to know if it has
following features : (1) Nearly vestical position of the
rmg head tube; (2) centre of the front wheel is in the
nctly forward position ; (3) distance from the approxi-
3 centre of gravity to the centre of the rear wheel is
h less than the same to the front wheel? It mv con-
M;es are correct, I can give explanations of the w^obbling
his machine "at all speeds."

NICHOLAS OLECHNOVICH (Lieut.).

iSj

Sir,—I have read with great iirteie.st a letter signed " E.

H. Ball " in your issue of January 29th, with reference to

speed on the road, and I am in entire agreement with all

your correspondent states.

I have ridden, during 1911, a T.T. triumph, and in 1912
a T.T. Hover, both machines liaving done well over 65
in.|i.li. before I sold them, and never had a suspicion of a
wnlililc" when all out on either.

in 1913-14 I rode a 2J h.p. Douglas, which has done 61
ni,|i,li. stripped, overwhort distqiices, and never "wobbled."

It was quite easy to ride any one of the foregoing "hands
off" from about 20 to 45 m.p.h., and "for this reason I

should be very glad if one or more of your readers, who
may possess a " Wdl.l,

it is possible to ride i

I have vet to ride
" wobble " that could
Cambridge.

lot bi

ill state at what speeds
I. Is off"—if at all.

. iiiacliiiie which developed a

cured in a couple of seconds.

S.A.B.

PROTECTION FOR THE DRIVER.
Sir,— I have been an interested reader of 7'fie Mufeir C'l/rlr

fur sc\eral years, and although I have only had an ordinary
pusli bicycle for the past two years, I still get your delightful

paper, and thoroughly enjuy the reading of it over the
week-ends.

I disposed of my 3^- h.p. combination fully two years ago,

and having reached an age when comfort, etc., is a serious

consideration, I vowed then that with my next mount,, what-
ever it should be, I must have more comfort and protection

from the weather, I have kept careful watch on all your
publications regarding this subject, and especially followed

the controversy that raged round the Scott Sociable, but uyj

to the present have not come across the ideal between the
cycle combination and the light car.'

I am unable to afford a car, and I know there must be
hundreds in the same position, who, failing something not
yet on the market, will either decide on a combination and
keep on grumbling, or, like myself, will, like the immortal
" Micawber," wait and see it something more suitable will

turn up. And I feel that such a machine is not beyond the

brains of our British designers. One of these days, I am
certain, a genius wuU hit on the right idea, and we middle-
aged riders, with our wives, will be able to enjoy our week-
end spin clean and in comfort, and not be arriving at our
friend's house more like scarecrows than human beings.

Now, I am neither a genius nor a designer, yet many a

time when looking at my old combination, I wondered if it

was a-n impossible proposition so to design the sidecar that it

w-ould also protect the driver. Is there any reason why the

body of the sidecar should not contain the engine, etc., of

the cycle, come up in front between the forewheel and the

frame, and so go -right over to the outside of the driver's

right leg, he' still sitting astride his machine, while his

partner's seat could be brought forward and raised to a level

with his? This would allow theni to converse without all the

pedestrians on the King's highway hearing what was being
said. The steering of such an arrangement might present

some difficulty, but I think it could be managed, I should

like to hear opinions as to the feasibility or, otherwise of the

idea, as it seems quite practical and capable of accomplish-

ment ; while several motor cyclists to whom I have mentioned
it seemed to think the idea all right.

Meantime, let me "again assure you. and those who are

interested in motor manufacture, that there is indeed a great

market open w-hen the right thing comes along at a reason

able price.
" A MIDDLE-AGED RIDER.

Harthill.

\ Books AND Maps for Motor Cyclists
\

\ Issued in conjunction ivitli Tlie Moto- Cvde <)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mor.nted on linen. Set of three, complete in case

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E,C,4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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CJlmes to TLlg^t TLamps.
Greenwich Timr.

Feb. 12th 5,34 p.m.
14th
16th
18th

... 5.38
'... 5.42

... 5.45

One Year's Production.

Motor car manufacturers estimate that
1,700,000 passenger cars will be produced
in the U.S.A. this year.

New Index Marks.
ilotor vehicles, registered in Liver-

pool, which at present bear the index
mark K and KB, have the additional
mark KC. Bristol motor vehicles, be-
sides being marked AE, may now bear
the letters JIT, while London has received
an additional index, XA.

Monument to Sir John Alcock.

It will interest many motor cyclists to
learn that a movement is afoot to com-
memorate Sir John Alcock's work as an
aviator. The Daily Shetcli is opening
its columns to a public subscription list,

among the chief donations up to the
present being a 1920 Douglas coupe car.

The directors of the Douglas Motors,
Ltd., were about to present Sir John
with this car, but, unfortunately,
his tragic death prevented this happen-
ing. Sir John Alcock was an enthu-
siastic motor cyclist, and was in close

association lor many years with jMr.

S. L. Bailey, of Messrs. Douglas Motors.

Petrol Prices.

A correspondent has forwarded ' the
following figures relating to the cost of

importing and distributing Amei'ican
motor spirit. It is only fair to state that
the source of information may be not
untinged by interest. Also with regard
to the price of petrol in New York. We
believe we are cori-ect in stating that at

the beginning of January petrol could be
obtained at 19 cents per American gallon
in New York, i.e., approximately Is. 3^d.
per imperial gallon—not 25 cents, as

stated ;

" The selling price to the public is now
2s. Oid. for the ordinary petrol of com-
merce. Out of this the retail dealer has
as his profit 4id. ; the wholesale distribu-
tion charges in two-gallon cans cannot be
put at less than 7^d. ; the duty is 6d.

;

American petrol, as the correspondent in

the Daih/ Telegraph has it, can be bought
at about 25 cents per American gallon,
which, at to-day's rate of exchange, is

equal to Is. 8-^d. per imperial gallon
f.o.b.. New Y'^ork. The gallon we use in

England is the imperial gallon—one-fifth

larger than the American gallon. The
charges first enumerated, plus the cost of
the petrol, equal 3s. 2id., or 2d. more than
the public are now paying for their petrol,

and, "in addition, nothing whatever is left

for the freight. In addition to the above,
the wholesale distributer has to sustain
the enormous organisation tor safe and
econiimic distribution."
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''Mf <iaj£p

A miniature motor bicycle owned by

Mr. Alfred Kidd, 14, Humphrey Street,

Old Kent Road, London. S.E. This he

uses daily in travelling to and from his work.

It will be observed that the motive power is

an Auto-wheel unit used as the rear wheel.

The frame and the front forks are built on

pedal cycle lines.

Special JFeatures.

electKic ugh.ing
NOISE.

CLUTCH DESIGN

Royal Motor Cyclists.

Motor bicycles are growing in popu-
larity with the undergraduate to an even
greater extent than before the war.
T.R.H. Prince Albert and Prince

Henry were seen last week with their

Douglas motor cycles at Robinson's
Garage, where they called in the ordinary
way for some minor adjustments. Their
Royal Highnesses are using their machines
in a similar manner to other members
of the University for the purposes of

keeping engagements or reaching the
golf links and the river.

Fixing a Price.

From our sister journal The Autocar
we notice that an excellent example to

manufacturers is set by Vauxhall ilotors,

Ltd., who have adopted the policy of

fixing a definite price for a predetermined
number of cars. This example might
well be follow.ed by motor cycle firms,

as it would undoubtedly appeal to the
public, and also prevent
the dissatisfaction with
which they view the in-

creases in price, of which
they are now being con-
stantly notified.

Oil from Shale in the U.S.A.

Manufacture of oil from oil shale

destined to assume a more prominer

place in the U.S.A. 4han it now occupie;

An Acknowledgment.

We are indebted to Messrs. Sutton an

Sons, seedsmen, Reading, for the admii

able photographs used in illustrating tl:

article entitled "The Motor Fuel of tli

Future" last week.
i

From the Midlands to the North. ,

We are constantly being asked ft

routes from the Midlands to the Nort

of lijngland. One of our correspondeni

points but <that the best route is via tl

,
Fosseway, most of which is in an exce

lent state of repair. There, is a ba

stretch, now heing - repaired, whic

begins two miles after leaving tV

Leicester-Melton road, and ' ends at tl

" Durham Ox "
; after that the surface :

in first-class condition. There is vei

little traffic, and no villages.

A Suggestion.

A reader in the extreme North (

England complains that, owing to tl

indifferent railway service to his distric

his weekly copy of The Motor Cycle
not always obtainable on Thursday mor
ing. He suggests that we despatch su'

plies to such districts by lorry or uer

plane, oblivious of the fact that, despi

poor organisation, the average speed 1

trains is infinitely greater than' that 1

lorries, while several squadrons of tl

largest aircraft would be required
|

deal with the tons of copies distributKj

each week. • I

i

American Licence Number Plates.

Our American correspondent writes :

follows ; .
>

" This is the season of the year when i

our States change the colour scheme
their licence plates. As we understand
you use the same tag year in and year or|

same tag and same number. We do nc;

Since 1912 New Jersey has used blue 91

yellow, red and white, green and whil

white and blue, brown and white, bl

and White, grey and white, and red ai

white. That is only one instance,

we have forty-eight States. Some colo

combinations are the result. The mc
weird we ever lamped was Indiana
1915, brick red and green."

To British readers the system of issui

a nfw nuinbrr plate each year may appt
somewhat cumbersome, but it should
recollected that it eliminates separi

taxation, and the annually chang
numbers are useful as a visible and p
manont receipt tor the payment of (

annual tax.
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A Paris-Nice Team.
'I'ho Sutton CdUlfieUl and Norlli Hir-

mingliiuii A.C. li.is nominated H. ().

Wfidd, ]ii>x Mnndy, and Albeit MiliuT
ns the club team.

Taxation.

At a motor cvcle club dinner last week
in Nottingham; Mr. A. K. Atkey, M.P.,
humorously suggested tliat tlio people
who walk should be taxed, as they are

the real time wasters—the people who
lire clogging the wheels of progress.

James Employees' Trial.

In the recent trial organised by the
James Cycle Co., Ltd., H. Wardle w-as

awarded the premier sidecar prize of a
lighting set, whicli had been presented
by Messrs. F.E.S. In the solo class of

500 CO. or over, Povey won the gold
medal, V. Davies taking the silver medal
for the best performance in the two-
itroke class.

Che Price of Petrol.

There appears to be a great deal of

;ontusion as to what is the " official

"

orice of petrol. Last week retailers were
charging os. 9d. and 3s. lOd. per gallon,

.vhich represents in the first case a profit

)f 5d. per gallon, and in the latter 15%
>n the wholesale price. At the time of

;oing to press, however, we are informed
ly the j\Iotor Traders' Association that
he "official" price is 3s. 8id. per gallon

md 3s. S^d. for No. 1 and No. 2 respec-
ivelv.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Fri.. Feb. 13lh, to Mon.. Feb, I6lh-
Parin-Nice Trial.

Mon,, Fob, 23rd, lo Sat,, March 6lli—
BriliBh Indualries Exhibition. Birmin-:

Sat., Feb, 28lh—
Sutton Coldfield A,C, Trial for Colmori

Mon , March let, to Tiies, March 16lh-
Lyo Fair

Yorks,
Good Friday, April 2 nd-
Intcr-club Meet at Ric

Sun,, May 30lh—
Motocyclo Club de France Grand P. ix Race

Fri., May 21sl—
m.<i.C. London Edinburgh Run,

Tues., June 15th—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man,

Thurs.June 17lh—
Senior T.T, Race, Is'e of Man.

Wed, and Thurs.. July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Wed,, July 7th—
Union Motocycl'St de France et Automo-
bile Club de rOuesI, Grand Prix Ra e
lor Motor Cycles and Cyc'e C^srs,

Sun,, July 25lh, to Aug. 1st •

International Six Days Trial in France,
Sun.. Aug. 1st, to Wed , Aug. 4th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Mon,. Aug 23rd, to Sat , Aug, 28l!i—
A,C.U. Six Days Trial,

competition has been abandoned. The
same may be said of the Jarrott Cup
competition, which is held at" Easter.
Both as regards the Land's End and

Edinburgh runs the effect of these inno-
vations will be that competitors at the

Coventry's reminder of the late war. The Tank now installed in Grey Friars Green
was oflficially unveiled this week. Note the extra petrol tank of '.fie Triumph two-stroke.

iiiore Difficult M.C.C. Competitions.
In the past the Jlotor Cycling Club
IS heen not unjustifiably accused of
liaking its competitions too easy, and
spending too much on keeping time to
t fifth of a second, with the object of
iiding a winner.

^

' For 1920 the njore important events- him not later than ifarch 1st.
im hv this popular club will be con- •„ , i
'derahly improved for the better. As The Militor.

entioned in last week's issue, the Edin- The capacity of the engme fitted in the
jrgh run is to be stiffened up consider- American ililitor machine is 1,145 c.c,
ily, and the return journey part of the and not 1,592 c.c, as stated last week.

conclusion of the 'trials will be free to
return home in their own time.
Motor cyclists 'who intend entering for

the Jarrott Cup competition must send
their applications for membership to the
secretary, Mr, Southcomb May, 34,
Gower Place, , London, W,C,, to' reach

1S5

CLUB DINNERS.
Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Till': reunion (liniiiT held by thi'

Nottingham and District Motor Cyrle

Club on Friday evening last proved

a thorough success, nearly 100 members
altendiug. Evidence of tlie revival of

interest in motor cycling was shown by

tlie attendance of members living beyond

the city boundaries, while two other

clubs in the northern area of the East

.Midland district were represented:

llkley by Captain N. LongKeld, and

Sheflield "by Mr, S. Sawer. Mr. A. K.

Atkey, M,P,, in the absence of tlie presi-

dent, Sir II, Dennis JSayley, distributed

the prizes, and reviewed the situation

regarding the proposed new ta.xation.

Mr. (5. C. Elborne announced that

the president, Sir H. Dennis Bayley,

had again extended an invitation to the

members to visit Hunmanby Hall, Filey,

on a date coinciding with the open hill

climb organised by the York club, in

which the " Dennis Bayley " Cup will

be included for Nottingham riders.

Captain Longfield, in replying to the

toast of " The Visitors." said that any

doubts that had been in his mind as to

the .speedy restablishment of motor cycle

competitions had been swept away after

the splendid meeting of club representa-

tives, held at Sheffield, in .January, and
that he foresaw the keenest sporting

rivalry in the three open events allotted

to the district. The Illdey club w;as

determined thoroughly to extend its

teams competing in the reliability hill

climbing and speed events, and would
make a strong bid for the centre trophy.

The hon. secretary, Mr. .J. Simmonds,
said an effort was being made to raise

the club membership to 5C0, and a|j-

pealed to the trade member^ present fur

their hearty co-operation. One new
benefit which will be proposed at the

A.G.M. in March is the free weekly

distribution of The Motor Ct/cle to each

member.

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

Fully two hundred members of the

above and kindred clubs gathered together

on the occasi-on of the first annual dinner,

which was held at the CJrosvenor Res-

taurant £n Saturday last. A most
enjoyable ' evening was spent, and the

president, Sir. W. X. Simpson, gave a

brief summary of the life of the club, out-

lining the past and future programme.
The ultimate aim of the club is to acquire

an official club house, which would be the

rendezvous of all motor cyclists in the

West of Scotland. Valuable trophies are

to be competed for this season, including

a 100 guinea challenge shield (presented

by the James Cycle Co.). sixty guinea

cup {presented by the Leicester Rubber
Co.), twenty guinea cup to be won out-

right (presented by the Palmer Tyre Co.),

the McLean Challenge Cup, also prizes

of twenty guineas (presented by ^!^,

George Stevens) and ten guineas (pre-

sented by Mr, John Robertson), The
season opens on March 6th with a

- reliability trial.

SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE.
§

MARCH 25th has been fixed'as the date of the Annual Spring Number of The Motor Cycle. Special articles are
J)

in course of preparation, and a feature of the issue will be an illustrated Buyers' Guide. <>
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THE 1920 Tourist Trophy Races.
Exlracls from the General Conditions and

Object of the Races.

THE international Tourist Trophy races
are organised with the object of

assisting the development of the
touring motor bicycle. They are not
intended for purely racing motor cycles,

neither are they necessarily races between
existing standard types.

In order specially to encourage - the
manufacture of lightweight motor cycles,

entries of machines with engines not
exceeding 250 c.c. capacity have been
invited.

The Course.

The races will be run over a course

starting from a point near Douglas, Iisle

of Man, thence x'la Ballacraine, ifirk-

niichael, Ballaugh, Sulby, and Ramsey,
and over Snaefell mountain, back to the
starting point ; one ' circuit being a

distance of 37 miles 4 furlongs. The
length of the Senior Race will be six

circuits, making a total distance of 225
miles, and that of the Junior Race will

be five circuits, equal to a distance of

187 miles 4 furlongs.

Awaids.

The entrant of the winning motor
bicycle in eacli race will be entitled to

hold the Junior or Senior Tourist Trophy
under terms of an agreement. In addi-

tio4i, the driver of the winning motor
bicycle will in the Senior Race receive

£50 and a special gold medal ; and in

the Junior Race £40 and a special gold

medal. The drivers of the second and
third motor bicycles in each race will

receive respectively £25 and £15 Senior

Race, and £20 and £10 Junior Race.
A gold medal will be awarded in each

race to the entrant ot every motor bicjcle

that completes the course within tliirty

minutes of the winner's time—except

in the case of motor bicycles not exceed-

ing 250 c.c. engine capacity, when the
period shall be calculated from the time
at which the fastest machine ot that
capacity finishes the course.

The. Motor Ci/ch lightweight cup will

be awarded to the entrant of the winning
niutor bicycle having an engine capacity

not exceeding 250 c.c.

Team prizes will be awarded on points
to the nominated team of motor bicycles

in each race, all of which finish' within
thirty minutes of the winner's time. One
teiuii only may be nominated by each
entrant.

The " Nisbet " Aw.^rd.—The stewards
of the meeting will be empowered to grant
the "Nisbet" award to such competitor
or competitors who, in their opinion, shall

have exhibited such pluck and endurance,
or such capacity to triumph over difiBcul-

ties. as to di.serve special recognition. It

shall rest with the stewards either to

grant or withhold this special award in

any year at their discretion.

Entries.

1. CoMrETiTOR.? Eligible.—Every
competitor must be on the competitors'
register of the Union, ot the Scottish
Antii (.'yde Uniipn, of the JMotor Cycle
Uniun of Ireland, of any Colonial club
lecognised by the Union, or ot any club
in the F.I.C.iM.

CI4

2. LiMiT.\TioN OF Entries.—The
Union reserves the right to refuse any
entry without assigning any reason, and
to limit the number of acceptances as

circumstances may require.

3. When Receivable.—Entries for

1920, at ordinary fees, will be received

by the Union at 83, Pall JNIall, London,
S.W.I, up to noon of iMonday, May 3rd.

After that date entries will be received

at double fees up to noon of Monday.
May 17th.

4. Fees.—The "entry fee shall be £21.
5. Fees Non-keturnable.—Unless, ~in

the opinion ot the Union, suificient entries

are received, no race will be held. The
entry fee will be returned in full if no
race be held, but under no other circum-
stances will it be returnable.

6. Specification aud Guarantee.—
Every entrant shall supply the Union,
not later than May .17th, a complete
specification of the motor cycle or motor
or motor cycles entered by him, and no
variation iu this specification shall be
permitted unless application in writing
is made to t'ne Union by the entrant not
less than three clear days before the race,

"

which application it shall be within the
discretion of the Union to grant or not.

Eciuipment.

7. Specification op Motor Cycles.
Seniok R.iCE.—A motor cycle entered for

the Senior Race must comply with the
following specification :

Engine : "Internal combustion, c^dinder capacity
not exceeding 500-c.c. Weight : Not less than Go Iviloi

{U>i ib.), without oil, fuel, or tools. Tyres : IVIini-

nlum diameter 55 mm. (2.17in.), -with cover and inner
tube separate, fitted With at least three security bolts,

o;ie of Wiiich may be a bolt valve. Brakes ; Two,
Working independently. Tool B.\g ; One. Mud-
guards : To measure not less than 75 mm. (2.95in.)

across the chord, and to cover at least 12U° of the
circumference of the front Wheel, and 1SU° of the cir-

cumference of the rear Wheel. Saddle OR Seat : One.
Stand : One. Petrol Tank Capacity : Not less

than If gallons.

8. Specification of Motor Cycles.
Junior Race".—A motor cycle entered for

the Junior Race must comply with the
following specification :

Engine : Internal combustion, cylinder capacity not
exceeding 350 c.c. Weight ; Not less than 5U l«-ilos

(llnj lb.), without oil, fuel, or tools. Tyres ; Mini-
mum diameter 50 mm. (1.97in.), With cover and inner
tube separate, fitted with atTeast three security bolts,

one of which may be a bolt valve. Brakes ; Two,
working indcpendentlv. Tool - Bag ; One. Mud-
guards : To measure iiot less than 70 nun, (3.76 in.)

across the chord, and to cover at least 120° of the cir-

cumference of the front wheel, and 180° of the circum-
ference of the rear wheel. Saddle or Seat : One.
Stand r One. Petrol Tank Capacity : Not less

than li gallons.

Provided that in the case of motor
bicycles with engines not exceeding 250
c.c. capacity the weight, size ot tyres,

mudguards, and petrol tank capacity may
be reduced as follows :

Weight : Not lessjhau 40 kilo; (88.18 lb.), without
oil, fuel, or tools. Tyres : Minimum diameter 45 mm.
(1.77in.), with cover and inner tube separate, fitted,

with aj least three security bolts, one of which may be -

a bolt valve. Mudguards ; To measure not less than
G5 mm. (2.5Gin.) across the chord, and to cover at
least 120° of the circumference of the front wheel, and
180° of the circumference of the rear wheel. Petrol
Tank Capacity: Not less than 1 gallon.

9. Disqualification.—The Union re-

serves the right to disqualify any motor
cycle from which, in its opinion, any
essential detail is omitted or is iitiper-

tectly applied.

Regulations.
10. Silencers.— Sil-encers are not com

pulsory in the race, but they must
fitted for practising, and at all oth^
times during which the motor cycle is

on the Island. Such silencers must COB-

torm iu all respects to the regulations

laid down by the Local Governmefll

Board of Great Britain, which came in^
force , on April 1st, 1913._ Any motdr

cycle driven, except in the race, without

a silencer will be liable to disqualification,

When detached for the purposes of the

race, the exhaust must be carried by a

pipe or pipes from the engine, extending

as far bade as the back axle, in such :a

position as not to discharge directly upon
the ground. When au.xiliary ports are

fitted, they must be closed in completelji-.

and the chamber into which they dis-

charge must lead into either the .exhaust

pipe or silencer.

V

Practising.

14. Practising. — Practising, which
will be regulated and supervised by tKe

Union, will be allowed at certain definite

times. From the day on which prac;

tising commences until the conclusion

of the races no competitor will be allowed

to traverse (except during the hours of

practising and during the races) any part

of the course on any description of motor
vehicle, other than as a passenger, with-

out having first obtained a permit
drive over the course, or any part of it,

from the Union. Competitors shoidd

note that the roads are not closed to

other traffic during the times allotted for

practising, and carts and other traffic

may then be encountered.
15. Minimum Amount of Practice.—

A motor cycle will not be_ allowed

start unless the driver has completed' at

least six circuits of the course in practice,

one of which must be covered in one

hour by drivers in the Senior Race, and

one hour and ten minutes by drivers jm

the Junior Race. Provided that, in the

case of drivers of motor cycles wifli

engines not exceeding 250 c.c. capacity,

this time shall be extended to one hoiff

and thirty minutes.

Inspection and Examination

17. Weighing.—Both the competitors

and their motor cycles will be weighecl;

and the weights will he published

to

NEWS FROM THE I.O.M.
Our Isle of Man correspondent advis^Si

that hundreds ot men—mostly dischargMl
soldiers—are now employed getting the

I.O.iW. roads in good condition, and that

the Manxmen are again organising

carnival, to be held during the T.'

week, which is to m^ke it the " bigg^

week of the season."
There is a little hitch, however, cd

cerning the necessary formalities

legalise the race. A special Act to cloi

the roads has to be passed by Tynwald
the Manx Parliament, and at the present

time there is a constitutional crisis, tljf

House of Keys refusing to meet iu TyB
wald ; consequently the resolution author

ising the continuance of the Act is hijk

up. It is hoped, however, that every

thing will be settled in time for the races
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Notes on the Paris-Nice Trial.

An Instructive Trial with a Represen

Tt1-M0RR0\V (Fii(l;iy) mnrning- at six o'clock

the lirst man will start Irom Paris 011 the 650
miles French reliability trial, Nice being the

destination. The day's rini of 193 miles will end at

I Dijon, whence a start will be made at 5 a.m. on
Saturday. Lyons is the next stop (the distance being

J 24 miles), and the latter place is left on Sunday
morning, again at live o'clock., A day's run of 193
miles will bring the competitors to Marseilles, where
the third night is passed. Xhe final stage of 140
miles from Marseilles to Nice is commenced at 6 a.m.

on Monday.
: A "starting from cold" test and brake test will

be held on the morning of the 17th inst. (Tuesday)

on the Promenade des Anglais at Nice, while the

afternoon will he devoted to an examination of the

machines. In the evening the competitors may relax

at the Bal Masque at the Opera, and on Wednesday
they are free to explore the Riviera on their machines.

A separate hill-climbing competition from Nice to

La Turbie takes place on Thursday, February . 19th,

for which cups and prizes are being offered.

Some of the Rules.
During the actual Paris-Nice trial, an average speed

of 18% m.p.h. must be maintained, an allowance

of ten minutes before or behind schedule time being,

allowed. Solo machines of 250 c.c. and 350 c.c.

sidecars will be allowed fifteen minutes. For each
rriinute earlier or later than these tolerances permit,

one mark will be deducted.

Most of the spare parts carried will be stamped, and
to those who do not need them a bonus of twenty

lative Entry. Fuel Shortage Probable.

marks wil\ be given, and two marks will be deducied

for each item used.

The competition will be of great interest owing to

tin; number and variety of entrants. At the moment
of writing, the entry is made up of seventy-six solo

riders and forty-six sidecarists. There, are six cycle

cars and fourteen imclassilied entries.

Additional Entrants.

In addition to the official list of entrants for the

Paris-Nice run, published in the issues for January

22nd and 29th, the following entries have also been

received. Class i, 250 c.c.—W. J. Brunell (Junior

Tiiumph). Class 2, 350 c.c.—Girardi (Garelli).

Class 3, 500 c.c.—Detrnchi (A. B.C.), Isodi (Stucchi),

and Georges Delaunay (Stucchi). Class 4, 750 c.c.

—

Russel King (Scott). Class 5, 1,000 c.c.—Vache

(Janoir). (In this class Duverne replaces Huret.)

Sidecars : Class 8.—Bastide (Norton) and Felix De-

launay (Stucchi). Class 9, 1,000 c.c.—Max Cyiil

Morris (Matchless). (In this class Pletsier ' will ride

the Harley-Davidson already entered, and Huret rides

a Janoir.)

Scarcity of Motor Spirit.

At the moment of going to press, we learn that the

fuel situation in France is decidedly grave, and it

would not be entirely surprising if considerable diffi-

culty is experienced by competitors during the course

of the trial.

M. Sweerts, the organiser, informs us, however, that

he has made the necessary provision to ensure the

success of the event, despite the situation which has

arisen.

The Colmore Cup Trial.
Some Comments on the New Marking lor Flexibility Hill-climbs.

THE Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.
regulations for the trial for the Colmore Cup
(presented by Mr. F. S. Whitworth) can now

be obtained from- the Trials Secretary, Mr. P. Mose-
lale, the Nook, Maney Hill Road, Sutton Coldfield,

:md all entries must be inhis hands by Wednesday,
February 18th.

The start will be from the George-in-the-Tree Hotel,

Berkswell, at 8 a.m. on Saturday, February 28th, and
lie route will be as in previous years. Lunch will

36 taken at Cheltenham, where, as well, as at the

liinish, competitors must sign time check sheets. The
i :ompetition will be conducted as a non-stop run (with

he exception of the luncheon interval), and no adjust-

nents will be permitted.

The flexibility test will consist of one hundred yards

idden slowly, followed by one hundred yards ridden
it speed uphill, and a new method of marking will

)e used. The slow part will not be taken into the

eckoning, but it must not exceed 6 m.p.h. For the

ast part of the climb, the formula recommended by
^hc Motor Cijde for hill-climbs will be used, viz.,

-Tt^— . It has been objected that, in so short a dis-

tance as one hundred yards, a big machine will not

be able to obtain sufficient advantage in time to equal

the performance of one of less capacity. For instance,

if a 350 c.c. machine, weighing 350 lb., takes 10 sees,

to cover the fast hundred yards, its figure" of merit

will be 100. To equal tlois, a 1,000 c.c. machine,

weighing 467 lb. (both weights with rider), inust cover

the distance in less than 7 sees.

Acceleration Test.

We do not think that there is anything in this

objection, and that, if the smaller machine can show
better acceleration on formula, it deserves to win.

The wise rider will open his throttle before reaching

the end of the slow section if his speed enables him

to do so, and the larger machine should be able to

climb more slowly,"^nd thus leave its rider with a

greater margin in hand for this purpose.

The principal award will, of course, be the Colmore
Cup, but the Calthorpe Motorcyclette Trophy will be

awarded for the best performance on a machine up to

257 c.c, and the Levis Cup for the best performance

on a single-geared mount. There will also be several

special prizes, gold medals, and certificates.
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The C.M.M.- Union Lightweight.

A Coventry-built Two-stroke, with 2| h.p. Union Engine.

The latest addition to the number of the lightweights using the Union engine, the C.M.M.

ANOTHER addition to the ranks of

tlie light two-stroke hails from the

CoveHtry Motor JIart, London
Road, Coventry. It is fitted with the

well-known Union two-stroke engine, a

Ruubaken magneto being driven from the

crankshaft. The latest type Amac two-
lever carburetter supplies the mixture,
and is neatly fixed at the side of the

cylinder. Three models are listed

—

single-geared, two-speed, and two-speed
with clutch and kick-starter—the prices

being £60 5s., £65 5s., and £73 10s.

respectively. A Burman two-speed gear
is fitted, the primary chain being en-

Sutton Goldfleld and N. Biimingham
A.C.

A classic event will be revived in the

"Victory" Colmore Cup Trial, which
will take place on the 28th inst. Pre-

vious winners 'are : 1911, W. D. South ;

1912, Frank Smith; 1913, W. B. Gibb

;

1914 (and present holder), N. Lea. All

desiring to compete must send in their

entry forms not later than the 18th inst.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The first trial of the season will be held

on the 21st inst. to compete for the Long--

man cup. - This event is a half-day relia-

bility trial, starting from "The Anchor,"
Ripley, at 2.15 p.m. A really sporting

coin-se of approximately sixty miles has
been selected, and all members, both
actual and intending, who would like to

take part should communicate at once
with the hon. sec, Mr. F. A. Longman,
17, Bond Street, Ealing, who will forward
all particulars.

An Isle oJ Wight Club.

Recently a new club has been formed,
known as the Isle of Wiglat M.C.C,
which lias already thirty prosjjective

members. It is desired to hold the first

annual meeting at an early date, in order

to elect officers and arrange for the com-
ing season. All motor cyclists interested

are asked to communicate with the secre-

tary, -Mr. E. G. Rapkins, "Lyndhurst,"
Wi'st Hill Road, Cowes, as soon as pos-

closed in an aluminium cover. In the
case of the clutch model a choice of foot-

rests or footboards is provided.
Turning from the power unit and

transmission, we find a sturdy little

frame, with a well webbed head lug and
Brampton Biflex forks. A wide rear mud-
guard is fitted, and the specification in-

cludes Dunlop 26 X 2iin. tyres, pannier
tool bags, and a tubular carrier.

Oil is supplied through a sight-feed

drip to branch pipes leading to cylinder
and bearings on the' usual Union system,
and the little motor cycle is well fitted

and finished in black and green.

CLUB NEWS.
Neath and District M.C.

A sporting hill-climb will take place
between the above club and Ystalyfera
M.C.C. at Crynant on the 21st inst.,

commencing at 2.30 p.m. prompt. This
event lias been organised by Dr. Alex.
Lindsay, Ystalyfera, and Mr. A. L.

Cranch, Neath. All motor cyclists are
invited to attend. On the 15th inst. a
friendly run to Brecon ria Pontardawe,
Abercrare, etc., returning through Hir-
wain and C^lyneath, will take place, -start-

ing from the Glamorgan Hotel, Neath,
at 12.30 p.m. Prospective members are
also invited to this run.

A New Edinburgh Club.

In process of formation is a new club

for Edinburgh, membership of which is

to be by invitation. Premises are not
yet opened, but Mr. L. B. C. Cunning-
ham has been appointed chairman. The
promoters intend that the club shall par-

ticipate in team events, and also in the
various speed trials which are being
arranged for the forthcoming competition
programme.

"

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

The committee has decided to in-

augurate short social runs, the first of

which was held on Sunday last. Ticl'ets

for the whist drive and dance, to be
held on the 18th, can be obtained from
the hon. secretary, Surgeon-Lieut. S.

White, 3, South Avenue. Rochester. All

iiiotoi'ing friends are invited.

The Union two-stroke engine, and the gea

unit in the C.M.M.-Union lightweight.

Motor Cycling Club.

In the report of the annual gene^

meeting of the Motor Cycling Cli.

which appeared in our last issue, t

name of J\Ir. Harold Karslake was
advertently omitted from the list

committee members elected tor 1920.

[Surbiton and District M.C.C.

Although but recently formed,
number of members already exco

160. With such well-knpwn niotoi

as Dr. A. .M. Low, A.C.G.I., D.Sc,
its president, Mr. T. 0. M. SopM
O.B.E., and Mr. T. W. Loughboroi.

as vice-presidents, and Mr. F. W. Barr

of Zenith Motors, as captain, the fuhi

of. the club seems assured. Dr. Low 1

promised to give a series of leetur

while the outdoor programme is mc,

comprehensive. Prospective membej
should communicate with the club saal.

tary, Mr. W. B. Reeve, 25, Dittoii R>oa|

.Surbiton. • .
"

Bury and West Suffolk M.C.C.

The annual .general meeting of

above club _wiU be held at its he.

quarters, the Suffolk Hotel. Bury
Edmunds, on Wednesday, February 25

at 7.30 p.m., when all motor cyclists

this district are cordially invited.

The honorary secretary, Mr. J.

Xmin, County Chambers, Bury
Edmunds, will be pleased to hear h
prospective members \\ho are unable

attend.

i
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tub News.—

A Motor Cycle Club for HastinRS.

Willi llu' cliji'it of f.iniiiin; a motor

yclc i-lub for llastiii{;s, a iiieeting was
ncently helii in the- Town Hall. The
ipcting W.1S organised by Mr. Fred S.

troum. Local motor cyclists interested

lioiild communicate with Mr. Douglas
ilchin, Broomfield, Sedlescombe Road,
It. Leonards.

York and District M.C.

.\ii excellent musical programme- has

ecu arranged for the annual dinner and
oncert, which will take place at 6.30

.m. (for 7 p.m.) on Wednesday, the

5th inst., at the Windmill Hotel. Ladies

re cordially invited, and it is hoped that

II members wjU attend.

Tickets are 7s. 6d. each, and the hon.

ic, Mr. G. A. Reed, will be glad to hear

•om members at the earliest possible

loment as to the number of tickets they
>qiiire.

Oxford University M.C.C.

We are pleased to learn that the Oxford
niversity iLC.C. has been revived

uder the secretaryship of Jlr. Godfrey
(arwood, 165, Walton Street, Oxford.

he old pre-war club was a thoroughly
iorting institution, which ran very
iteresting and enjoyable events, notably
ice meetings at Brooklands and hill-

imbs against its Cambridge rivals.

nc of the moving lights of the new club

L. P. Openshaw, a familiar figure on
le track in pre-war days.

Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

The annual general meeting of the
ochester, Chatham, and District Motor-
ig Club was held at the Rov'al Crown
otel, Rochester, last week, when there
as a large and enthusiastic attendance
:' motorists, which augured well for a
iccessful 1920 season.

It was decided that a whist drive and
nice, open to the motoring fraternity,

i held at Queen's Hall, Chatham, on
'edne^day, the 18th.

Other subjects discussed included a

iggested dinner, and also the advis-
lility of organising mid-week runs and
iturday afternoon competitions, in

Idition to the usual Sunday runs.
The new address of the secretary, Mr.

White, is 34, Maidstone Road,
I'chester. •

The Motor Cycling Club,

After a lapse of five years, the club is

ice more reviving its activities, and has
ranged an opening meet for Saturday,
arch 13th, at the Old Ship Hotel,
'ighton, on which occasion the medals
3n in the recent London-Exeter run
11 be presented and an interesting
tertainment provided. Application for
nner tickets, which are charged at
. 6d. each, should be made at the
rliest possible moment to the captain,
r. W. H. Wells, 366. Euston Road,
\^ 1, as it is necessary to guarantee
11 in advance the number that will be
attendance. Ladies are cordially in-

e.l. Members and friends intending
ftay in Brighton overnight are asked
arrange for their own hotel accommo-
tion. It is hoped that every member
U make a special effort to be present,
order that a good start may be secured
the 1920 season

Aberdare M.C.C.

A very successful dinner and prize
distribution was held in connection with
the above club last week. Mr. Illtyd

Williams was elected president, and he
has very kindly promised to give a cup. .

Mr. Hurt has also offered a cup for com-
petition purposes. - Two representatives
of the Cardiff club were ' present, and
both clubs are arranging inter-club runs
this season.

'y\x\.\xv<t (Tlub TEvants.
li.~Ilarroilatc and District M.C.C. Annual
aencral Meeting, 7.30 p.m.

IS.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Annual Dinner.
13.—N.M.C.F.C. Ttothcrham Mcetinn,
y.M.C.A., 7.30.

U.—BeilloTd and Uiatrict M.C. and L.C.C.
Inauaunil Mcctinu. Ho.ir ll„l,l, : JO p.m..

ie.—Slnliibrid,ic and IlixIricI l/.C. .Innual
Crueni'l Mtrtlu.i, Jl r,i,l,, inul < rj. ".',5 p.m.

V.-lll;csleju an,. l)i,il/iil MCC. Annual
Mc'li.m „„d Dinner.

!S.-Itiiel,esler. CluUham, and District M.C.
]n,i-^t Driee and Dance, Queens Hall.
Clmllinm.

IS.~N. inils. M.C. and L.C.C. General Meet-
inu. /lino's Arms Hotel. Sn-indon.

1^.

—

Searborouiih M. and M.C.C. Smohing
"Toncerl. Ilctoria Hotel.

md iWat Suffolk M.C.Q. Annual

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

General Meetij
2j.~York and District M.C. ^Annual Dinner
and A.G.M.

Si.— Yort and District M.C. Annual Dinner
and Ci-neral Meeting, nindmill Hotel.

S: .—StaUibridoe and District M.C. Annual
Dinner, Pit and Nelson Hotel, Ashton
vnder-Lme, 7.30 P.m.

S.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Annual
Dinner, Clarendon Restaurant, Hammer
smitll.

',.~N.M C.F.r. (Leeds). Smoking Concert.
Viclaru Hotel.
S.—Sutton Coldfleld and N. Birmingham
A.C. I'antomimc Night-.

13.—Cheltenham M.C. and L.C.C. Meeting.
Belle View, S.30 p.m.

13.—M.C.C. Opening Dun to Brighton.
20.—Home Counties Clubs' lieliabilitu Trial
31.—N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Whist Drive and
Dance.
S.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Run to
Richmond to North oj England Rally.

3.—M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Trial
i.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Stanton Hilt-

climb.
}.—Westmorland M.C.C. Hill-climb.
S.—Brooklands A.R.C. Race Reeling.
25.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Run to

Forndnle.
M.C.C. Trial.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

At the first annual general meeting of

the Surbiton and District M.CIC, held

at Woolworth's Cafe, Kingston-on-
Thames, on January 28th, the club was
launched on its career.

The club president,. Dr. A. M. Low,
was in the chair, and had the satisfaction

of seeing a crowded meeting, in spite of

the adverse weather conditions.

The club is fortunate in having as its

vice-presidents Messrs. T. O. M. Sop-

with, O.B.E., T. W. Loughborough, R. P.

Clowes, and A. S. Mays-Smith ; whilst

its other officials elected at this pieeting

include Mr. Walter Scott, hon. treasurer

;

Mr. F. W. Barnes, JI.I.A.E., captain;

Capt. R. Charlesworth, vice-captain ; and
fifteen committeemen, including Messrs.

Kay Don, AV. Pratt, and Morgan, and the

well-known lady motor cyclist, Mrs.
W. Uhde.
The official opening of the club season

will be marked by a Bohemian concert,

the date of which will be announced later.

The present membership numbers over
130, and there is every prospect of a very
successf'jl season before the club.

The subscription was fixed at one
guinea, and an entrance fee of 5s. ; this

includes the full R.A.C. benefits of the

Auto (;yclo Union under Division C.

The hon. secretaiy, Mr. W. 15. Reeve,

25, Ditton Road, Surbiton, will be pleased

to hear from any prospective members in

this district.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A successful trial was held on the

31st/ ult., the severity of which may be
gauged by the fact that out of twenty-
two competitors ten only finished. A
brake and acceleration test was incor-

porated, in which the highest marks
were secured by J. V. Prcstwich (Nor-
ton). The premier award went to B. A.

Hall (4 Triumph), with J. R. Allen

(Scott) second.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The inaugural meeting of this body was
duly held on January 31st, when officers

were elected and a committee formed.
It was decided that the sphere of opera-

tions is to have a twenty-mile radius 4rom
Bedford, and over thirty riders gave in

their names as intending members. The
committee has set to work, and the first

general meetnig proper is to be held at

the Rose Hotel, Bedford, on Saturday
next, the 14th, at 7.30 p.m.

Mr. H. H. Berrie, Goldington, Beds.,

was appointed hon. secretary, and will

be glad to 'forward particulars to any
person interested. There is no dearth of

suggestions for the first year's pro-

gramme, and a successful season is

anticipated.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton.)

The fourth of a series of members'
and friends' social evenings was held on
Saturday, the 31st ult., at the Trocadero
Hotel, Wolverhampton, an attractive

musical programme being presentedi In
the past season numerous runs, etc.,

were organised, while by means of con-

vivial evenings during the winter
months, the club has not been allowed
to flag, and enthusiasm has been main-
tained, with the result that additional

members have been enrolled, and an
enjoyable 1920 season is assured, for

which the sports committee have pre-

pared an attractive programme. Local
motor cyclists who wish to join should
communicate with the hon. sec, Mr. D.
J. Thornton, 62, Dudley Street, Wolver-
hampton.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of this

club will be held at the Imperial Cafe,

Parliament Street, Harrogate, this even-
ing, the 13th, at 7.30 prompt.
The usual business of a general meet-

ing will be first transacted, followed by
a general discussion. Light refresliments

will be provided free.

Now that practically all Active Service
members of the club have been demo-
bilised, it is expected that the cllib will

return to something like pre-war activi-

ties, and as a good programme was
always given, it is hoped that many new
members will be attracted, who will sup-

port the committee during the coming
season.

All old and intending members are

requested to attend this meeting, if pos-

sible, or, if unable to do so, to com-
municate with the hon. secretary, Mr.
H. W. Fortune, St. James Chambers,
Harrogate.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

Sh.p. BrowB Combination, 1919. Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed, K.S., countershaft, electric lighting, Hen-
derson sidecar, wind screen, insured £140; nearest
£135.—Street, Heatherfleld, Totley, Sheffield. [2478

B.S.A.
Olh.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, excellent condition; 50 gns,

-Hose, 105, Tavistoclt St., Bedford. [2809

B
[2140

B.S.A. 4l,li.r., 1915, 3-speefl coimtersliaft. sidecar
lamps; £90.—Eipley, Motor Works, Eipler, Surrey

[2646

1 Q20 B.S.A., T.T. model, brand new, not ridden,
M-iJ special engine; £94.—Box 1,289, c/o The Motor
Cijcle. [2540

B.S.A. K. Model, late 1919, Inmps, Klaxon, mirror,
eyls., dissolved acetylene; fl20.-Box 56, c/o J

Motor Cycle. [S41
3ih.p. B.S.A., Grado g«ir, only wants feeing, plate

2 and enamel like new; i45.—7, Moyers -'
Ltyfnn, E.IO. [2089

JONES' Gainsa, »iiecial agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

Noith Finehley. [0030

LATE 1915 B.S.A. Sidecar Outfit, fully equipped
perfeot condition, little used; f 125.- Woodcock's

Giuagc, Wiccanton. • [2204

B.S.A. 1915 4i4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch,
kick start, perfect condition; £75.-1,078, Harrow

Ed., \Yill6«den, N.W.IO. [2237

3ih.p. B.S.A. and sidecar, engine overhauled bj
2 makers; £55; exchange for larger power.— 10

Colyers Close, Entb, Kent. .
- [2433

"IQ13 B.S..A. 3V;;h.p., free engine, 2 speeds, Bosch
Xc/ mag., tank, horn, tools perfect; £40.—Bruns-
wick Lodge, Thames Ditton. [2555

B.S.A. 3'/2li.p. T.T., excellent condition, lamps, gene-
rator, hoin, variable pulley, good tyres and tubes,

fast; £50.-20, Denue Parade, Horsham. [2292

B.S.A. 1920 S'.jb.p., T.T. model, bought January 6th,

in beautiful coudition, lamps, horn, and tools
£95.—Foster, 3, Arrow Hotel, Ebodes, near Manchester

[2208

B.S.A. Combination, 1913-14, all-chain, 2-speed,
sporting canoelet sidecar, perfect; £68; genuine

bargain.—253, Kayenscroft Rd., Beckenham, S.E.
[2629

1Q19 B.S.A. Combination. Lucas lamps, mechanical
-B-*/ horn, fccreen and hood, fitted up regardless of
cost, only done 500 miles; £145, no oilers.- 7, Moyers
Ed., Leyton, E.IO.

"
[2125

B.S.A., clutch, engine mileage 500, the w'hole 1

chine as new, guaranteed; 55 gas., or near
offer : apply after 6 p.m.—Blackmote, Hut 30, No.
(E) A.H.D., Henlow, Beds. . [2079

B.S.A. 4,'4h.p., Model K, new August, 1919, in
thorough running order and good condition, with

Mead and Deakin sidecar; £125, lowest.—Matthews^
74, Windsor Rd., Neath. [2438

B.S.A. Specialists.—All replacements in stock : B.S.A
sidecars, screens^ hoods, and grids in stock.—The

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmingh;
T.A. : Comocyco, Birmingham. [7755

B.S.A. 1917 4i4h.p., coaclibuilt sidecar, all cha
3-speed countershaft, kick, Lamps, pump, good

tyres, new chain.s, splendid condition; £^15.-16, Hod
desden Rd., Belevedete, Kent. [X4058

B.S.A. 1912 S'/oh.p., fi-xed gear, semi-T.T. bars,

and B., waterproof Bosch, good tyres, good
ning order; £35, or nearest—A, Eollo, Greengate,
mond, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. [2358

B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Model K, new Augu.st, 1918, Millfnrd
C.B. sidecar, wind screen, storm apron, F.R.S

electric lamp set, Lucas horu, spare belt, tools, not
done 2,000 miles; any trial; £110.-Parker, 66, King
George Ed., Hyde. .

[2158

IQI5 B.S.A. 4i4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick start
-L^ chain-cum-belt, lamps, horn, speedometer. Mill
ford sidecar. Cameo wind screen, perfect condition
throughout, Dunlop tyres as new; £105; any trial.—
Canibray, 63, Lonsdale Bd.. Oxford. [S418i

1Q19 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., chaiu-cnm-belt, Montgouierv
JLt/ sidecar. Easting wind screen, 3 lamps, horn, ncw
spare cover, all excellent conditio*!, good as new ; can
be seen evenings or week ends; offers over £130.—Cap-
tain Thompson, Croucbley, Lynlm, Cheshire. [276e

B.S.A. combination, V.i h.p.. 1914. all-chain; stored
during the war; tlii'-- -i

- » .1 - nuT'-rshaft, clutch,

lamps, tooh, horn, etc.; *'
i 11 1; - .V. sidecar, with

luggage-gnd. screen; cr,c»i .

1 l.-ndid running
order; £115.—Burn, Hill-i-l' . h.-iii.h-, near Birming-
ham. [X4174

-t t|16 B.S.A. 414b. p., T.T. model, idle during w;ir.

-LJ7 variable pulley, very fast and economical, newlv
enamelled and fitted with 1919 mudguards, King of the
Erin.l );jiiir, lc)nk« and luns just like new, gaaranteed
.ilisnlijb-lv 11-11. t oid.r: what offers -O'Hagau Brns,,
riin.d.ilk. [2551

B.S A. 4','i!i.p. Comijination, recently deliverTd, ali-

chaia thivc, Lnc.-is horn and -lamps, only done
dial Ilia 50 miles, perfect, £140; also B.S.A. 4'41i.p.
cuiiiblnation. late 1919. chain-cum-belt drive, lamps,
li.iin. done about 500 miles, £125; owner bought car
-IJaniel.«, Ligl.tpill, Stroud, Glos. [1609 1

HH

''OR MOTORISTS

87-91, John Bright St.

Pions: 662 Mid.

'Graph :
'* Lytcar. B'ham "

I can give early delivery
of many of the following
famous Motor Cycles :

A.J.S.
INDIAN
ENFIELD
NORTON
TRIUMPH
ZENITH
JAMES
ROVER
HUMBER

NEW IMPERIAL
EDMUND

CALTHORPE
CONNAUGHT

METRO-TYLER

But
I can only guarantee

this if your order is

placed NOW.

The demand for Motor
Cycles far outstrips the

supply, and orders are

piling up daily.

If you Would not be

disappointed, call,

write or 'phone to

THE
BIRMINGHAM HOUSE

FOR MOTORISTS.

QBBBBB
Clyno.

LYNO 1920 2-stroko, 2-speed, clutch, in

. £70.—Dominy and Co., Winchester.

TADCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., I

I supply now J920 2ii.h.p. Clynos; £70.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calcott.

PJALCOTT 2%lh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,, tc
^-> hole condition

; £35.—Drabble, Anderton, PI
mouth. (II) [25]

Calthdrpe.
CALTHORPE 2'4h.p.. 2-speed, 2-strok*; £39; ar

trial.—8, Upper Brook St., Oswestry. [272

1 Q 17 Calthorpe, 2 speeds.
J-«/ £38.-38, Wallbutton ]

1 Q16 CalthorpeJap, Enfield 2-speed, Amac, comple
-L^ with lamps and horn: £37.—Moses. Clyrr. Bi

GALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 1915 2iih.p., 2-speed gear, a:

free engine, stored during war, splendid coai

tion.—Moss, Wem. " [X43:

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 1919, Enfield 2-spe.

nearlv new; £53.—Erind. Gillingham and C-

Abingdon, Berks. [X41

CALTHORPE .Junior 1914 2h.p., 2-speed, in perlc

order, to ride away; £27/10.—Tiller, Greenbar
Damerham, Salisbury. [23

CALTHORPE 2-stroke 2i4b.p., Enfield 2-speed, brti

new, at makers' price; £66/3.—Wilkius, Simps
and Co., opposite Olympia, London.

"

[23

1 Q16 (Sept.) Otilthorpe-Jap 2S/ili.p., Enfield 2-8pf"

-B-*^ p. and H. lamps, fine condition; any tiiid; £^

33h.p.
4 tion almost

getting combination.—Capt. H,
Place, Barnstaple.

Calthorpe-Jap, 2-specd Enfield gears, con
""

Is; £53; owr
Jewell, Clarer

[30

"I
Q15-16 Calthorpe-Jap 4-5h.p. twin. 2-speed, li

-L *y engine, all chain drive, in perfect runni
order; £55. Seen between 7 and 9 p.m.. or week-en
—W., Guildford Garage, Guildford Rd., Clapham, S.

Campion
AMPION-VILLIEBS aVdi.p.. 1917 mo.lel,

for same; £30.-258, Brockley Bd.,

^AMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, 3-spe

clutch, first-class condition, coachbuilt sidec

with spring wheel, exceptional bargain; £80.—Ward
Hillmorton Paddox, Rugby. [X42

^AMPION-S.A.P. Combination, Sh.p, 3-specd dut
-^ Gloria de Lu.'ie Projectile sidecar. Easting w
'reen. Klaxon, speedometer, lamps, and tools, iiist tl

aghly overhauled, tyres as uew : £110, or u-.-iii <r

-Kirkham, Builder, Wood-St., Sheffield.

Carfield.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lans. Fle;t St., Lcndcn
2'4h.p. Carfield, 1920: £59. [3C

1Q19 Carfield, 2 speeds, countershaft, VilHers.
l-O gine, as new; £49- bargain.—Willetts, Eooke 1

Lanesfleld, Ettingshall, Wolverhampton.

1Q19 C.B. Combinaticn, only riddjn a lew t§l
-It? complete set ol lamps and spares, ab:oIi|it

perfect; any trial; £160.—Apply. Aldeison, BOS
House, New Barn?t, (by appointment). -fa

Cedos.
IDOS.—The finest 2-stroke ever produced; Indies

gentlemen's; order now for spring delivery.-

:e and Co.. Lancashire's leading motor cy:

ers. Liverpool and Manchester. f6£

Chater-Lea,
(~tHATEE-LEA 3h,p., excelleut ty: n;ig., stand. «

fine condition; "28 gus.-White, 93. Forest Dr
Leytonstone. - [?•

CHATEr'-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blaks
Co., leading -motor cycle experts. Liverpool

Manchester. fK

1 Q15 8-lOh.p. Cliater-Lea Combination, lamps, ic
Xi/ screen, speedometer, and watch, most beaoti

f«,

turnout; £140, no offers.—7, Moyers Ed., Leyton,

ehater-I.eti-Fafnir.

31h.p. Chater-Lea Fafnir, Bosch, B.B., good
2 £19.—Brown, Salisbury St., Blandford.

Chater-Lea-Jap.

Chater-Jap.
,p(HATEE-J.A.r. 3V...h.p., Bosch. Triumph carbimt

Chater.M.M.C.

CHATER-M.Jl.C. 3i/!h.p, Dixie, B. and B.,

forks, goo^T coudition, cane sidecar; trial;

39, Calcutta Ed., Tilbury. Essex.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ootiglds

19 111. p. Dciieliis CniiiLiiNition, splondid outflt,

dual liglitiiiff systtMii, .'lortiic and iicotyleue, nearly
uow pxtrn heavy Jtnnlnp.^. (Vi\i('\- speedometer, first-class

hood. Triplox spiinti, khIm , hm mis. luggaKe grid,

19

(hIelJs,

foot: a

Hovedo
ly OS
Ed.,

mm. fto., mechanically per-

I tiiil: fl38.-Cooke. 33.
,\,W.2. [1764

Duznio.

DUZMO 3Vjh.p. Singlo niid Sh.p. Twin. Orders in
strict rotation. IJeliveries oommeuco February.—

All Lancashire niid Cheshire enquiries to Leach and
Seed, 16. .Tolin Dalton St.. Manchester. [X2667

Edmund.
3ih.p. Edninnd. spring- frarno. 3 models.-Lists irff
i li-.ira ii, Mil lay's. Falknvliold. [2951

EDMI'XD.T..
iraiim mm

EnHeld.
TWIN Enneld, good order; f26.-Vail, 57, Colebrooke

V.mv, Islington, London, N. [2439

ENFIELD 3;^h.p. twin, 2-speeds, all chain, fast and
reliable; £50.—Gadsdon, Crawley, • Snssex. [2882

ENFIKLD 1920 2l,',h.p. 2-stioke, jnst delivered:
£64.—.Motor Cyclist, 70, Long Acre, W.C.2. [2801

R.
D. V.VRTV, Thnnder.sley, Essex.—Enfield 1912
2',;ni. twin, chain drive; £35; exchanges.

[1783
ENFIELD 2-stroke, 1919, mileage 200, ns new; £58.—Uraileford, 17, Glenalmond Kd., Sheffield.

[X4316
I^XFIELD 1913 Combination, mechanically perfect.U but paint bad; £75.—Ashville, Honor Oak, S.E.23.L[2645ATE 1916 Enfleia Combination, 6h.p., lamps, horn,

re-enamelled; £135, ofleis.-62. Hall Bd., East
lam. [2660

ENFIELD Combination. 6U.p., 1917, splendid con-
dition; £125.-40, EepUngham Ed., Southflelds,

.M.18.
-

^
[2774

PXFIELD 2^h.p., 2-speea, F.E., lamps, etc.: 40 gns.

;

'-' condition as new.— 1, Cheval Place, Brouipton
;d.. S.W. [2989
117"AUCH0PE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
'» Enfield Combinations, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919,
om £120. [3010

(7NMELD Combination, Sh.p. .JA.P., £85- Clyno
-' 5-6h.p., 2-speed, K. start, £55, oSers.- 12, Asmun's
till. Hendon. [2070
[?NFIELD Combination, late 1914, lamps, hood,

Y. screen, line condition; £110.-39, Wigston Ed.,
laistow, E. [2368
:;iXFrELD 2-stroke, 2 speeds, good as new; £48 —
-' WiUetts, Rookery, Lanesfield, Ettingshall, Wol-
rliampton. [2598
NFIELD Combination, 1920, 61i.p.; best ofler
over £170; just received.—Bos 1,319, c/o The

otor Cycle. [3066

1
["ONES' Garage, special agents lor Enflelds, Broad-

' way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
ath Finchley. [0031

I il-'''^;
Enfield, 1913, fast, chain, 2,Epeed, overhauled;

'* £40.—Ou view Patterson's Garage. Green Dragon.
indimore Hill. [2244

{ J
Enfield S-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed. lamps

> :iiid horn, screen, powerfjll outflt; £95.-36 St
' Rd-. Hackney. [2993

,^XIELD Combination. 1917-18, £135; ditto 1913,TT„..^._
ilotor Exchange,

£2423
Iil9 2Hh.p. Enfleld. 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, horn," leflcx mirror, perfect order, almost new; £55.—
':i^r. Headlands, Kettering. [2201
Q 18 Enfield Combination, 7-Sh.p., twin, excep-
I'tional condition; £140.-Youngs, Heath Gar-
. Newmarket. 5Phone ; 214. [0120
t)16 Enfleld 6h.p. Combination, little used, hood,
t^ screen^ speedometer. 3 lamps; £130.—Spurling,
irthorpe Ed., Hampstead, N.W. [2847
NFIELD Combination, 8h.p., May (1915] in per-

leet condition, done under 5,000 miles;' £140-
uers, Ltd., Sharpness Docks, Glos. [2509

;
OYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, in per-

',^ ?.' condition; 125 gns.-Longman Bros., 17,
Id ht., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [2982

^T?^^° ^,''-P- Combination, new 1919, not done
l.bUO miles, speedometer, lamps, etc., as new

W.-94, north Denes Ed.. Gt. Yarmouth. [2456
OYAL Enfleld 2S4li.p. Twin. 1912 (rl, Mofosacocbe
'-"--'""' „2-speed, 2 new cylinders, splendid condi-

: iiO.-Startin, 5, Market Hill, Cambridge. [2685
)15 3h.p. Enfleld, 2 speeds, kick starter, lamps,

horn, only used 1,000 miles, good as new, guar-
•d, perfect; £55.—Box 1,235, c/o The Motor Cycle.

P-, 1919 Enfleld, kick starter, automatic lubrica-
tion, not ridden 150 miles, new this year-

--^^PPly, Cecil Thomas, Penybont. Llandovery
[2814

The House for 1920

Models.

We have from 20 to 30 New Com-

binations coming in stock every

weel< ; so give us a call, and if we

cannot get you what you want,

nobody can. Machines quoted

below are for immediate delivery.

COMBINATIONS.

19:10 MATCHLESS Combination, H Model,

r920 HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combination,
lamps, windscreen, horn.

19:10 6h.p. ENFIELD Combination, com-
plete ivith accessories,

ig.'o Sh.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combina-
tion, show model Sidecar, speedometer,

igrg (Nov.) ro h.p. HENDERSON Combina-
tion, 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, hand-
some Sidecar, F.R.S. lighting set, mile-

age 500.

1919 A.J.S. Combination, Henderson Elite
Sidecar, Lucas dvTiamo lighting, spare
wheel. •

i9rS HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, rgio
lighting set fitted, T.T. bars, sporting
Sidecar, very fast,

rgrg (Nov.) 3} b.p. SUNBEAM, brand new
Dinky Sidecar, Lucas lamps, electric side-

car and back, as new.

1919 (Dec.) Sh.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
spare wheel, Lucas lamps, mileage 250.

SOLOS.

rg-o 2; h.p. DIAIHOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp.

rgio 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft, new.

I9r6 3.1 h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-speed, lamp, and
horn.

r9r9 5 b.p. twin ZENITH, ahnost new.

CARS.

Special Racing CALTHORPE, roh.p.,

sporting body, dyoaino lighting,

guaranteed over 60 m.p.h £450

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W1.

Phone No. : Museum s+rg.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

1^1 NFIELD 6I1 p. Tivin Combination, as new. win.

I

* -^ screen, electric liglitH, disc whecli}, Hpcedomi-l.i

.

.-pare chain; price £180.-Hodgson, 6, Union Plac. .

Ili.slon. (3041

ROYAL EXPIELD, 1912, 6h.p. combination, nearly
new wicker .^-idecar, 3 laiiipn, tyres in fair con-

dition, best offer over £50.-Chappell, St. Buryan.
Cornwall. [2149

1Q20 Enfleld Combination, Jnst arrived, brand new,
J-^ complete with tools, horn, and 3 lamp«; what
offers over £180; owner ordered car.—Wire: Eeynoldn,
Sheflield. [2179

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1917, T.T.. lamps, horn, eiieedo-
nieter, watch, etc., tyres and enamel good, fflet,

siiorting lot; £68; after 6 o'clock.—28, Hopedale Bd.,
Charlton. S,E.7. [2234

QSh.p. Enfield Twin Lightweight, chain drive, Bosch,^4 B.B., new tyres, splendid condition; £35, or near
olfer : Saturday or Sunday only.—Lynton, Churclifleld
A.V., North Finchley, N. [2093

-|C|19 (October) Eoyal Enfleld. 3h.p., 2-speed, clut.li,
-L*/ kick starter, horn, speedometer, etc., run 950
miles only, just been overhanled, in perfect condition:
£82;i0.-Verity, Trinity College, Cambridge. [X4333

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, co.achbuilt, 1913, new
pistons, connecting rods and bearings, and engine

bench-tested by makers, also new gears, electric light-
ing, condition perfect; £90.—Halliday, 121, Lewi.?ham
Ed., London, S.E. [2240

1Q19 (August) 3h.p. Eoyal Enfleld. engine No.
-l" G3485, perfect condition throughout, tyres un-
punetured; 80 gns.; also nearly new Watsonian
featherweight de luxe sidecar to fit above, enamelled
Enfield green to match, detachable fittings can be
had if desired; £20.—Box 73, c/o The Motor Cycle.

X4388
VERY Late Model Enfleld Combination, 6h.p., 2

head lights, side and tail lamps, mechanical
horn, mud shield, aluminium footboards, sidecar fitted
with aluminium dash, wind screen, apron, luggage
grid; this outfit is absolutely as new and unscratched;
privately owned.—Seen at Red Lion Garage, Red Lion
St., Eichmond. 'Phone : No. 133. - [3042

R
Excelsior.

D. VAETY. Thundersley. 1

American Excelsior; early delii exchanges,
[1784

LondoWAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St
7-9h.p. American Excelsior and sidecar, 1914

£125. [3011

EXCELSIOR 7-9h.p.. C.B. nnderslung combination,
speeds, clutch, good tvres, etc. ; £90.-69, Cam-

bridge Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [2946

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6536

EXCELSIOR (British), 1915, 25ih.p., Jardine 2-speed
countershaft, hand clutch, all-chain drive, lamps,

pump, horn, etc. ; £45.-36, St. Thomas Ed., Hackney.

AMERICAN Excelsior 1917 8-lOh.p. Coachbuilt Com-
bination, hood, screen, electric lighting, clutch,

kick starter, accessories, very fine turnout; £150.—Bos
1,280, c/o TU Motor Cycle. [2524

AMERICAN Excelsior, electrically eauipped, in stock.

Early deliveries of Henderson, Allon, Connaught,
and O.K. tjnion. from the sole district agent: Hutchin-

, Boroughbridge, Yorkshire. [1329

THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents the
best value for money on the market. Book now for

earlv delivery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar.—
Edwards and Parrv, 4, Blenheim St., Boud St. May-
fair 2666. [2262

BRITISH Excelsior, the best finished lightweight
at present made, 2-speed model; £63/16; in

stock for immediate delivery; first cheque secures.—
Forfield Motors, 11 and 13, Forfield Place, Leam-
ington Spa. [X4394

-| ia20 Briitish Excelsior, 2?4h.p. J.A.P., clutch, K.S.,
-Lt/ 2-speed, all fittings, including speedometer, every-
thing brand new: ride away; cost £87. take £80, with
or £70 without fittings, or offers.-C. B. Wigan, Portis-

head, Somerset. [2304

A MBRICAN E.xcelsior Model 19 7-9h.r., 3-speed, 136
-^\- gns-: Model 19E., with dynamo lighting equipment,
142 gns. : Montgomery sidecar to match, £32 ; orders
now booking for early- delivery.—Sole Midland distri-

butors. The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.
[2412-

Fafnir
lag., B. and B. carburetter,
; order; £25.-150, Camber-

[2672

F.N.
N". 2i/3h.p., just overhauled, good as new; 33 ens.—
ElUott, 93, Forest Drive, Leytonstonc. [2103

N. 4-cyl,, 2-speed and clutch, Bosch, perfect con-

dition; £35.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish Town.

4h.p. Fafnir, E.I.C.
good tyres, 1

well Grove, S.E.5,

!F
I.N.. 1920, ih.p..

[2763
„ _ _ shaft drive, 2-speed, light-

£85.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St..

2i.ih.p.

with the Premier
[2413

FOE Earlv Delivery of the F.N. 7h.p. 4-cyl

lightweight, book your ore'
""" "

' Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmin

All letters relating to advertiseitients should quote the number at the errd of each advei*=sement, and the date of the issue. BI5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

F.N. .

X £25- exihange, cash adjustment.-Wnte StuOB.

1G3, Moore Park Bi, Fulbam, S.W. L^t^

-p.N., 1913, 2.Ah.p. single, ™untershaft 2-speea free
]

X engine, lianfl cluteli, guaranteed ;

£34.-I,etteis

Watson, 217, Guinness Buildings, Ji.C.l. l-^^'-'J

opped frame, want-i

i 10-16, Haverstock
'station). [3101

HiU (o

4V''li.P., 4-cyl.,

i: £13. — Smiths
Chalk Farm Tube

-t f^L^9 PN 5.6hp, 4-cyl.. 2 speeds, dropped Irame,

JSSsMkal#^^^i;^sSi^.^--
clutch, Shalt drite,

,sch, B. and li.. goou .y.™, -n perfect «'«MKm

;

£55, or nearest oSer.-Shaw, 121, Ecclesall Ed.,^sh-

field.

3h.r. F.N., good condition, re-enainelled, drop b-ac;

?*4 Irame iew mudguards and lootboards, horn, and

iTmp set
2 'spare tyres; nearest ofler £33 secures-^.

J. Dickson, Uungannon, Tyrone. • L^^==

1 rtl4 FN 23,4h.p., 2-speea, shaft drive, hand clutch,

19 Duulopstopunct-uSl, lamps horn tools, PU^^^^^

outfit and plug, mileage about 4,000, easy starter,

perfect order, owner giying_up cychn £46.-

goia Scl, Tottenham, N.15.

Orandex.

GEAXDBX' 3Kh.p., just oyerhauled, with good

ticker sideiar, tools, lamps, new nrbber and

Whittle belts; for prompt sale £47A0.-Apply ^Amie,

11, Priest Hill, Cayersham, Eeadmg. l'"-^''
,

Hailey-Davidson.

TACK HEALT, Cork, official parley agent. --Eo-

1

«J tational deliTery. No premmms accepted. L648ci

BEOOK Bros., Burnham-ou-Sea, can gire immediate

delivery of Harlcys. Send for catalogue tc-*»^g

_„ ___ iui „»,. HarlcTs, write

Burnham, Somerset. Immediate
[1372

BEFOEE placing your order for

Brook - " "-

deliveries.

TTAELET:DAyiDSON,-Book now for _early d_elrv_ery.

-Oflrcial Agents, The Motor Cycle Mart, Stafford

„.., Walsall. [X3382

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. and coach sidecar;

iE125.-Haliiax Motor Exchange, Union St.

South, Halifax.
' '-^^'^^

HAELET-DAVIDSON Late 1916 7-9h.p. Oombina-
+;„,. oia,^+rif, liFlitins. horn, screen.—rarker s
tion, electric lighting, horn.

[X42S3
Bradshawgate, Bolton

-j Q15 Harley-Davidson CombinaHon, stored 3. years;

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
delivery, solo

little

^- 115 gns.; private owner.-Eippingale, 20, Can

terbury Ed., Croydon. 1.24BJ

^S. all models, ior immediats

ji combination.—Maudes' Motor

Mart," lobV Paris St., Exeter, [2877

HAELEY-DAVIDSONOornbinatioii, 1916 electric

model, perfect mechanical condition, £140-37
Preston Ed., Upper Norwood. L-iB'':

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 191.8, khaki model

wheels, in grand condition; £140, veiy

used.-I. Bromfelde Rd., Jeffreys Rd., Olapham „-.
3.W.4.

^'^"•^

1019 Harley-Davidson 7-91i.p. Combination, mag.

ly model, electric lights, fully <=1'^'W«i^f1J°;-
Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm

^TTAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LondonW EC4--7!^9h.p. Harley-Davidson combination

1919, £185: 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson combination

1916, £167/10.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916,
J""'!

,?°n<lition 5h^p.,

^-speeds and kick. Coronet car, original tyr

front n?w Palmer back, exchange Harley twin: s|n

£110—T. H. Hinson, Bourne. LA4.!M5

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7:9h.p. 1918, 3/Pef|j/l;;t^;j'

kick starter, mag., disc wheels, very little useu,

exoelleit condition; any taial, examination; £150.-

198 King St., Hammersmith. 1-'="'=

H'aRLEY-DAVIDSON 1917 7-ah p. Sporting. Outfit,

disc wheels, semi-T.T. bars, electric light

in very nice order; jeiTO.—Elce

gate Ay., Camomile St., t.c.3.

TrkPO Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., complete with 3

19 lamps, horn, and 'speedometer, and *45 eidecar

never l^n^ridden, owner ordered car ;
what oB^T.meT

. £230f—Wire: Reynolds, Sheifield. iziou

-I rk20 Harley 4h.p. flat twin, completely equipped

19 automatically lubricated throughout, only 360
., \, «,i noiTT miHrlle January: best oner ovar

Sl52-G?iSbeiri06"Albert Ed., Sevonport. [2441

r AT!LEY-DAVIDSON 1916 5-6h.p. Combination,

^ce condition and appearance, accessories

i^iic >,.. pxrhan-'e lower power combination

^rti^ghtwcight.-ClcSSiTtynton, Sordon Rd., South

Woodford.

LrvNTPMlw Bros 17, Bond St., E.aling (Tel. 689),ON&MAN BIOS., ; <,
j^^ ^y^ Tel.:

Olusw'l^k l'6%.-w' arl' district agents^for Harley

TTAR]

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

NATCO 16-spinclle Multiple

Drill.

CHURCHILL No. 2 Vertical

Surface Grinders

18in. and 23in. POLLOCK
and MACNAB Combina-

tion Turret Lathes.

KENDAL & GENT Bar Lathe,

2i capacity.

10x36in. LAND IS Plain

Grinder, with camshaft
attachment.

10x72in. NORTON Plain

Grinder.

HERBERT No. 9 Combination

Turret Lathes.

1 Sin. Swing 8ft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Works Lathe.

2|m. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 12 Horizontal

Plain Miller.

No. 3 HERBERT Vertical

Miller, table 45in. x 12in.

'BECKER 4B Vertical Miller.

7

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Harley-Davidson.

Davids.-...., -.--
. -

models at list price.

H.D. 1915 Combinatii

nediate delivery of

special conditit

l7-9h.p. Harley and large Slilllord sidecar, thoroughly

4 overhauled, tyres as new, bought new m 1915.

sacrifice £95.-Reynold3, Waterbeach, Cambs. [2725

HAELEY - DAVIDSON Coachbuilt Combination,

about 1917, hood, screen, lamps, heap of srara

and tools, spare tyie and tube new scarce.y 'if!'': "=0^
or near ofl'lr: would consider hght car in exchange.

McKnights, 30, Legard Ed., Highbury, London, N.^^

FO f! H have two brand new 1920 Harley-Davidson

^ri^^fiV ovcles Model F, in stock, fully equipped

by mfkers ^'pricj^-l^air bfler Car House, |,
Hea^h

.turdays. ,

T-kELIVEEIES this month of Barleys the naotor

U cycle magnificent; order now y?a , '^="'^„°
;„,,,

°'

your liount fSr Easter. We ride Parleys ours elies^

H'^^^^^e"mb"ef\'i'l'5nnIife'''N0^'L13"°6'2l'Gi^r!:

S^ca?;° ho^^A^Eaftil-g^c^en (new, 3 lajips, ne,

chains, beautiful condition; ^160, or excna

Morgan family runabout or powerful _outflt_

seatlr sidedar.-Burfoot, Woodhous

in. Centre PARKINSON
"Twink" Lathes.

15in. Stroke
Shapers.

H E N D E Y

Andover. [2674

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: "LATHES, HYDE."

Telephone: 78 HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE;

40, BENNETTS HILL.

LONDON office;

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

Harris.

1Q14 Harris Peugeot T.T.
|.!;?1'-P;,V,?}?!'. .''"fg^'gnl-

N.W.3.
Henderson.

Bolton, Eocliiey St., \A ^

4-cyl. wanted.—
Liverpool-Mau-

. [6587
,

LANCASHm^^,.Cheshire,Jv:orajVal^e3,^and^^^^^^^^
Alan —Jinauiries for 'Henders,.

„. bSo anrco.. Official Dealer

Chester.

N%SeS^ - «^^SfiS^^™
electric lighting «<iuipment 167gns^ iM e

liyerv book your order now with the soieiMiu'.iu

"rs,Ve Premier Motor Co., Aston Hd., Birm._„^^-^^

Hobart.

XTOB.«lT 2.,ih.p., G-4°,if,''„^^l3fen,'tott'XI running order; £37/lu. J:ije», ^=
[S4342

-./-VIS TTohiTt-Villiers appearance and running ora«

le^'exfefS ^S'y ^'-^^i^£i^IiX''ioX.
boards; 38 gns.; erenings or Saturdays. i=

, ^^^^

^OB^Ts"fofB?;:Son and Hoye. The V.Uer, en,

H gined .2=Ah.5.
2;!f

«<i
J^ LimSId niSbei onlj-.-

^

!jr^GcJZ:?on"e |lol^fcVclf!ieP^t'r^32. Goldstone Y.|a..

S"'*- Humber.

W-SSTi;! «er ^iSi.^>^3;
?qi9 3y.h.p. Humher, combination (Mmford^^

LV lamps, new condition; £125, or ncaie
^nn;:^

,
Coyentry.

-, ti a '

3r-^w^niekS?'^^^^3-: -^^1^:

eS ^.l-d-'^W.^^^^nS^d^^'waf Farm, MiX

-pOE sale, H^ber combination 3V.h.B^, J-st«a

iton A^.
[944!

Gnmo y.
Rnmber C B. Combination, 3

-1 019 SV^h.p. Twin Humoer >-.^i
u„„,

EonSS^;i?mf=^S*^- Sunday.-No™«

illhon Sunnvside, Hitchm. •-

.^Alioon, Bun
.

carburetter, Bosch waf«

..i'^-S'roST^' toge head aSd tail lamp, horn 6^
tj' 2 proof mag., larBo

.^ ^jj^qne secures.-Ad

SeT'43'spiShoe^s'.', Leicester.
,

j?'

IV little used, tyres =>= ™w, l.
ointr-

'^Sl^i:cSSi. K-Mts: Bullord, ^Vilts

u > -i.'i, T, HiimluT aii'l Milliord

i9"ci?''S1=.^".r' fe
^^^1%!^^^ ^^^ Om^cr-Melbol^

Derbyshire
(S4

Indian

•.9h.p. Indian. 3.speed. kick starter, nearly new

s.—29, Streatlf ,
Kilburu. t

ndition; £55.-18, 0.
Station

rNDIAN Vo^^f^^iarl!^St^^S^ V

rNDlIS "nd^ Sidecar,
^;^Va^e" Rd.,°^uLd

time.-8

All letters relating to advertisements should qi.ote the numbe. at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLns FOP SALE.
Indian.

[2902

914 7-9li.p, Indinn. 2-speca. coQolibuilt sicloirir;

£75.—Mnudos' Mutor Hurt, 100, Poris St.,

scter. [2260

920 Indinniit promiit dollteriea.—E. Brown. Iiidiiiii

Specialist 3 and 7ii. I'arker I.aue, liunilL'j-.

1. : 194. 1X0334
Nni.\N 1920 7-91i.l>. Combination, delivery pro.
mised 2 weeks; omMS.-AppIy, J.O., 12, Amptliil!

., N.W.I. [2866

ins AkTHoy, S.W.l.

NIJIAN, 5-611. p., Int 1914, oliitoh, K.S.. nil neces-
ditiou; best offer,—Wyreliolnie,

[2113

NMAN Combination, 7h.p.,
lamps: £85, or neur ofler;

, Bridt'o St., Heading.

NDIAN, 1913, clutnh; S-6h.p.,
cxeellent condition : £48.-

lingeway, Winclimoro Hill, N.

lOE Sal
.

splendid „
er.—Cuuningtor, Brooke Rd

7-9h.p. Indian motor cycle, 1914 pattern,
dition, good as new; £65, or near

Oakham. [2627

NDIAN" 5-61i.p. Combination, 1916, 3-speed, clntch,
kick starter, stored 3 years, new condition; £125.

vmston. 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W. [2844

NDIAN 3i;..h.p. Twin. 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, generator, mechanical horn, splen-

i condition; £75.-15, Dorset Ed., Wimbledon.
[2589

NDIAN. 1915 7-9h.p., dutch model, fast, sporting
uiacliine, in perfei't condition, Lucas lighting set,

5ls, tyres as new; £75.—Welch, 135, Edgware Ed.,
•2. [2293
NDIAN Combinations. 1915, 3-spced, 95 gns. ; also

1914 combination, 65 gns; both perfect condition.
Sascoine and Jones, Parade, Lambeth Walk, Ken-
igton, S.E. [2619

'OB Sale, Powsrplus Indian and sidecar (sporting),
in splendid running condition, all spares, lamps,

iedometer, etc.; price £135.—Goudge, Danesfleld.
judsor Ed.. Worthing, Sussex. [2992

-9h.p. Indian, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
speedometer, luxurious Swan sidecar, screen, storni

ran, spare pair handlebars, condition excellent; £98.
it. iTes, Burwood Park Ed., Hersham. [2755

-9h.p. Indian-Rennoc Combination, spring frame.
2-speed, clutch, K.S., mileage 8,000, spare tube

d cover, tools. 3 lamps, screen, apron, excellent
ier; £90.—Shepperd, Ottery St. Mary, Devon. [2593

016 Indian, 7-9h.p., road-racing clutch model, en-
*^ gine in perfect tune and condition, aluminium
OS, lamps. Klaxon, tools, complete; £85.-H. Ba'tlett,
arsholt, High Wycombe, Bucks. 'Phone: 85. [2909

(il3 7-9h.p. Clutch Model Indian, guaranteed per-
t' feet mechanical condition, professionally re-
Jmelled and renickelled, lamps, horn, tools, easy
rter; seen any time; £60.-237, Iffley Ed., Oxford.

9
[2968

16 7-9h.p. Indian Sprin" Frame Combination, 3-

,
speed, clutch, kick, electric lighting, polished

minium discs, indistinguishable from new, stored
years; nearest £125.—38a, The Vineyard, Eich-
™. [2863

[116 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, spring
^ frame, 3-speed, foot clutch, electrio lamps, hood
I screen, in flue mechanical condition, stored 3 years
trial by appointment; £135.—P. Egerton, Gomshall

11. Surrey. [2455
l.O.C.H. have a 1913-14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed and

clutch, T.T. bars, excellent order.—Fair Offer Car
use, 6. Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead
be Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.
Inding Saturdays. [2400

iDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed
and clutch, Dunlop extra heavy tyres, horn, Corbin-

'Wn speedometer, clutch, reouires slight repairs; offers
r £66, by letter only, to Lieutenant Griffiths, H.M.S.
icula, Greenock. (D) [2300
6h.p. Indian Cluteh Model Eoad-racer, very fast,

diec, lamps, spares, tools, speedometer, pillion, etc.,
lition as new, engine perfect, a beautiful machine,
very sporty; sacrifice 85 gns.; seen London.—Box

19, do The Motor Cycle. [2129

fAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. Indian combination. 1914

/lO; 5-6h.p. Indian and sidecar, 1914, £80-
up. Indian combination, 1914, disc wheels. £105-
7-9h.p. Indian combination, 1916, £150. [2997

115- 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indian Spring-frame Combina-
tion, electric and .acetylene lighting, disc wheels,

td new back tyre, all good, thoroughly overhauied
used during war, owner unable ride through flying

Capt. Harrison, Hayle, Cornwall. [2370lent; £115.-

All letters

Fig. 573, Fig. 1040.
HAH RearlampshowsRed HAH Portable Elee-
light, lights No. plate, trie Handlamp corn-
Complete with switch, plete with "Flash"
bulb, wire, clip, etc., 4* volt Battery as
Price 9/6 each. illustrated.

Price 25/- each.

THANKS
are extended to all customers for

the consideration and indulgence

extended during the difficult

period of removal from LONDON
to New Offices, Warehouse, and
Works, at CROYDON.
Conditions are already very
mneh improved and as
soon as the Works are
in full swing it is hoped that
Stocks will be increased to
snch an extent that de-
liveries can always be made
immediately on receipt of

order.

Many new lines are in course of

production, and customers should

therefore ask for their name to be

added to the mailing list for new
Catalogues as issued.

Will all Customers kindly note

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H.W^ORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.
Telephones

;

Telegrams

;

CROYDON KEYAGE."
2225 & 2226. CROYDON.

MOTOR CYCLUS FOR SALE. ,

Indian.

"IQ15 7.9h.p. Indian, S-Rpecd, kick start, hand and
-•-«/ loot cliilch, spring frame, electrio llshtlng.
largo head lamp, liorn, tools, guaranteed sound
mechanical condition, enamel and nickel perfect, veiy
easy starter; seen any time; £85.-72, Lonsdale Rd..
Oxford. [2969

"I Q20 Indian. 7-9h.p.. S days' old, electrically
-*- 1' equipped lami)s and horn, owner must sell ns
too heavy through wounds to lift. £160; or will tako
41i.p. (late) Triumph in part .exchange, or other suit,
able machine.—Write R.L., c/o Martin, 18, Or.bar.l
Sl_., Bristol. (2931

iTa 15-16 5-5h.p. Indian (red), 3-spced. hand-loot
JL»/ clutch, kick starter, Canoelet coachbuilt fide-
car enamelled red, dark red morocco upholstcrin;;,
4-point connection, apron, mat, petrol tin carrier,
Lucas lamps,- hooter, speedometer, spares, low mile-
aee, like new, faultless, trial; £120.-63, Solon Rd..
Brixton. [2583

Invlcta.

INVICTA 1919 2l,i.h.p. 2-stroke, Villiers engine,
done less than 100 miles, perfect condition with

£55.-7, Courtfield Gardens, W. Ealing,
[2568

Ivy.

16186

Co. are London and District
V motor cycle.—Full particu-

Mayfair 4084. [0022lars, 91, Gt. Portland St., W.l

Ixlon.

IXION 1914 2-stroke, Villiers
1916, guaranteed perfect;
Motor Cycle.

James.
TTONOR Oak UcAni Mart.-Jramediate delivery .Tan'

J.—Box 1,286. c/o

models.— 129, Brockley Rise, S.E.23.

[3029
les Combination, brand new; list

Poulton. Westhagley, Stourbridge.
(2718

TAMES, 1919, 2-speed, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, tools,

first-class order, hardly ridden ; £67.—Lamb, Seven
Rd., Wigan. [2836

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.
E.C.4.—4i4h.p. James and sidecar, 1916. 3-

speed, clutch, and K.S.; £125. [3021

TAMES (Sept., 1919). JiAh.p. twin, lamps, Klaxon.
Binks, 3-speed. clutch, fast; £110. or offer.—

ttwell. Fox Mead, Little Bookham, Surrey. [2499

grand

Hampstead, 78, High St., Hampsti

ley, Essex
or cycle i

ly deliyery; book

London, N.W.3.
[2548

R. D. VARTY. Thundersley, Essex, sole agent for

the famDUs James motor cycle in Southend-on-
Sea and district; early deliyery; book now; exchanges.

[1786

1 Q19 James 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, accumulator
-!-»/ electric lighting, wind screen, tools, horn, etc.,

splendid condition; £135.-60, Thistlewaite Ed., Clap-
ton, E.5. [2111

"1019 James lijh.p. Combination, only ridden few
J-c/ miles, fullv equipped, equal to new; £145.—
Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock HiU (opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). [3098

High St., Long
Sutton, Lines. [2225

LATE Model James 2-stroke, 2-speed, model de luxe,
lamps, horn, tools, all, including tyres, practi-

Shei^ton Mallet.

pri

-Hobbs,
[2851

of James
and

spares, repairs, exchanges.-7, The Vaie, Acton, W.3.
Tel. : Chiswick 1513. [2687

JAMES 1917 2Mh.p. 2-stroke, complete with speed-
ometer, horn, lamps, accessories, etc., in perfect

condition and thoroughly reliable; £75, no offers.—
Capt. Harris, 66, Gower St.. W.C.I. [2707

JAMES 1919 (Dec.) 5-6h.p.. only dene a few miles,
fitted with dynamo lighting set, electric horn,

hood," screen, and spares, ready for any long tour;
£180.-338, Heather Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham.

[2893
T ATE 1914 James, A^Ah.p., 3-speed countershaft, and

I B.S.A. coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, and speed-
eter, spare tyre and tube, excellent condition ; after

4.30 : taken delivery new machine ; 86 gns.—27, Crau-
td.. Barking. [2826

) 3i/2h.p. James Twin, just been thoroughly
overhauled, replated and re^namelled, complete

with horn and lamps; £75.—Holland, Handscomhe.
Stoneygate, Leicester. [2248

AUG. (1916) 41/ih.p. James Combination, 3-speed
(Ountershaft, clutch, kick start, all-cluiin. lamps,

liorn £90 ; trial by appointment. Griggs, Photographer,

Folly Av., St. Albans. [2655

JAMES 2i4h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed. 1915, complete '

lamps and ho

19^

nditit -Buttsr irth's Ga
Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

lating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

good
'., 64,
[2347
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iranteed lata 1914, 3
rhaiiled, plating, en
:. tools, lamp?: £75,
[C Motor Cycle.

h.p. twin engine
moiling as new,
r near oifer.—Box

[3082

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.Tames.

JAMES
iuit

stored 3
1.335, 0/

JAMES 1916 4Voli.p. Big Single and Sidecar, in ex-
cellent order, recently overhauled, everything

loniplete: reason for selling, going abroad; £110.

—

larver. Hatchlea, Ockley, Surrey. [2551

:s 4^4h.pl Combination, Easting wind
hood, pillion, Lucas lamps and horn,

cost £200; accept £160.—Willetts, Kookery, Lanes-
field, Ettingshall, Wolverhampton. . [2595

19^°

lamp, and liom, splendid outfit; £85.—Butterworth's
G.nragc, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [2345

JAMES 1915 or 1916 4h.p.. all-chain driven, ccach-
Iniilt sidecar, electric light, et.?.. in excellent con-

dition; £100, or near ofler.-U., 27, Caafield I'lace, .nd-

ioining Finchlev E4., Metropolitan Station, N.W.6.
Tel. : Hnmpstead 6247. [2830

pillion seat, spare chains
condition; £165.—Cox, 15, Devonshi
h Wood, Birmingham.

valve, tools,
e Rd., Hands-

[X4331

1914 I.O.M. T.T. SVoh.p. Twin. :

that took part
just completely overhauled by makers, all nev
parts in engine, new chains and sprockets, :

trols, steers like a dream, paddles off;

Browning. Lcftus Hotel, Earls Court, S.W.

.I.A.P.

Clark, Brickworks, Grole,

nd clutch, Bosch, B. and 1

1 good running order; £38
ne.nr Doncaster. [2653

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Motorcyclette, better than a scoote
cal, reliable.-Enquiries invited by J. Blake and

Co.. Liverpool and Manchester. 16579

J.E.S. Motorcyclette, mechanical inlet valve, Druids,
Whittle belt, -Eadie coaster hub, condition as

new throughout; £25.—Tulloch, 59, Watson Crescent,
Edinburgh. [2608

J.H.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. J.H. combination, 1915, M.^.G.

engine. Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear, clutch, and
K.S. ; £125. [3027

Kerry.

KEEET 234h.p., new tyres, B. and B., new E.I.C. :

£17, lowest; ride away.-Eernlea, Grove Hill,
Woodford, E.18. [2189

Lea-Francis
i-FEANCIS, Sept., 19191, 4h.p., mileage 1.000:

[X4270

countershaft.

Birmingham.

LEA-FRANCIS 1914 Twin, 2-speed,
K.S.. clutch, in exceptional ccnaition; solo

£75. combination £90.-56. High St.. Tooting. [2624

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920. — Place .vcui name on o:i

waiting list for deli;ery of these aristocratic
J. Sproston.'Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,

[0099W.l.

Combination, Grindley sidecar.
lamps, horn, speedometer, and

tools, new -August. 1919. perfect, bought car; £140,
or near offer.-.Allsup 37, Gt. Bolton St., Blackburn.

Levis.

2-sreed gear, and free engine, good
Wem. [54354

pAELT Delivery Levis.-John Aldrich and Co.
[6632trict Agents, Diss, Norfolk.

LEVIS Popular 2l';h.p., 1920, now in stock; £50.—
Dominy and Co., Winchester. [2600

CYEIL WILLIAMS for e.nrlv delivery of Levis.-
Chaiiel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8626

"I Q19 Levis 2'4'h.p.. fully equipped; bargain, £47.—
J-ff 55, Ballspond Rd., Dalston, London. [2445

LEVIS 1916 2^'4h.p.. lamps, horn, perfect condition:
£40.-127, Maiden Ed., New Maiden, Surrey. [249C

Popular Model; list price in stock.

—

, Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone:
214. [0116

LEVIS 2^411. p., stored during war, just overhauled,
liiijips, new back tyre; £36.-50, T:iybridge Ed..

ChiplMiiii. [2454

perfect
, Chalk

[2154

omplete
£48.-

i

[2591

19=

^VIS 2^;.ih.p.. 2'sreed, perlect conditio
lamps, Klaxon, pump, etc., good as i

(-11. Higb Rd., Byfleet.

^J^^
TAYLORS

Sole London and District
Agents for- A.J.S. and British
Excelsior IVlotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for TriumpPis,
B.S.A., Clyno, Enfields, Cal-
thorpes, Aliens, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, etc.

Now is the time to smarten

up that machine of yours ! !

A good coat of famous

ROBBIALAC
enamel not only makes the

shabbiest machine look like

new, but it preserves it

against rust. Supplied in all

colours at 1/6 and 2/6 per

tin, post 3d. extra. State

colour desired, or send for

colour card.

ROBI HANDLE-BAR MUFFS.
M7 Tan leather, fur lined 39/6
Ml Mackintosh, fleece lined ... 21/-
M6 Mackintosh, tweed lined ... 16/6
M3 Mackintosh, cloth lined ... 13/9
Mj Khaki, cloth lined 12/6

(Postage 3d.)

RACING HELMETS.
Tan leather, fleece lined 11 /S
Tan leather, Teddie lined 25/-
Waterproof material, fleece lined 15/-

(Postage on Helmet 3d. extra.)

OVERBOOT LEGGINGS.
Separite legs (3 sizes) 23/- pr.
Special sfatle'^'i t\pe 27/- „

(Postage fid )

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Light, strong, and easily fi.xed, with
celluloid panel and nickel fittings, 55 /-,

or complete with side curtains, made of
stout waterproof khaki, 60/-., (Post 1/-.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I,

r^hotesale: 38, ALrRED PLACE W.C.I.

GaraBC—Tottonliam Court Road.
'Phone—MiiseDm, 12.10,

Te!e?ram9
—

" Dyiianietro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levi?.

T EVIS 1918 Popular 2yh.p., Amac, E.I.C, excellent
Write, first instance, Knott,

20, Wycombe Gardens, N.W.2I [2870

complete.
-Xeivbe 10.

H'^

Heddon St., off Eegeit St., London. [2200

LEVIS, brand new, only heen 200 miles, 2i,ih.p., 2
speeds, chain dri', e, lamps, horn, cost £75; accept

£62.—Box 1,290, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2641

OVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed.—Levis:
k; sole agents Brighton and

district; all accessories. Estd. 12 years. [8190

F'OE Early nelivery of the new 1920 a'ih.p. Levis

Popular model, book your order now with the Pre-

mier Motor Co., Aiton Ed., Birmingham. [2414

stock.—Vivian
_ _ authorised agents, 24,

Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.. W.l. 'Piioue:

Mayfair 6559.

1 Q16 2;2h.p. Levis (not Baby model), as good a^
-i-*^ new, Lucas lamp, footboards, horn, new tyresf^

[

climb anything; " £42, or nearest.—11, End View;^
Letherne, Coulsdon, Surrey. . [2893-

LEVIS 2V2h.p., 1917 T.T. model. Enfleld 2-spe«a'

gear, lamps, horn, unused 18 months, looks new;**

mechanically perlect; £50; trial by appointment.—'
'I'hone Maiden 171, or write Beck, 10, Poplar Grove,

New Maiden, Surrey. [2194

Lincoln^Elk.

LINCOLN ELK 2*.ih.D., sound coi

good; £32.-Write, J.C, 24a, 1

Streatham.

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, Bosch. B. and
2 and tube, all accessories, excell

£37.-42, Beechhill Ed., Eltham, S.E.i

[29l2

S.
" [2715

believed 1913-14. T.T.
haust, adjustable pullej,

fine machine,-- £45.—E., 92, Savernake Ed., N.W.3^..-
[2Bt^

L.M.C.
;

L.M.C. 6h.p. Twin. Sturmev-Archer 3.speed and kici

start- best value in high powered twins; £120.-

Louis G. Ford, cpliosite G.l'.O., Eastbourne. . [2106

Jlartinsyde.

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the ,_
sation of Olympia.—Book you order^now for strict'

rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co.. the motor
cvcle experts. 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britafn'a

niemier motor cycle saloon; also at Blacklriars St'.

.Han-hester. [6S8fl
"

.Matchless.

W'AUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—8h.p. Matchless twin, single-speed; £6D>

[3023

MATCHLESS Combination, Mc4el H.. delivCTJ

Fel.niarv what c«.-rs for same -Box 66, c/o T»<
,

Motor Cycle.
'

[X4293
;

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless. Brood-
wnv, Miiswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodsifle Paradft

N'orth Finchlev- ["Oj®

in 20 Matchless Combination, delivery March,
-Lt/ deposit paid; offers.—Goi tier; Hnslemere, Bushey '

Pork Gardens, Teddington. [22«8

W^ 1 Aie Acents
order with us

King aud Harper, 6

for the M;itchless. Place yfflll

;

to secure good delivery.—Apply. _

Bridge St., Cambridge. ieSU,

B and B. complete, and in thorough order,2leBS

wheel; offers.—Lee, 14, Hall Moon Crest,

don, N.l. [2966

1 Q20 Spring Frame Bh.p. Matchless Combination. H.
i-t? model, promised next week; offers wanted ilj

letter—A. Martin, 59, East India Dock Ed., Poplar,

Lnndon, E. ' [2183

MATCHLESS eh.p., coachbuilt sidecar, powerlnl,;

perfect order; bargain, £75; gradual paymeirts:i

arranged; closed Sundays.—Bunting's Motor Exchange,
Wealdstone. [3036

Spring Frame Combination,
manv ex-tr.as, as new; £210.-

jrfg. Co., 70, Eoval Hospital Hci..

[3031

-We are still booking orders lor Model
biuatinn ; deliverv April or May. Order'

iit rotation.-Edwards. 7, Exhibiticr

angton. [;?!'

oarlv 1917, M.A.G. engine, l" 'i

etvlcne lamps, Tan-Sad and bnik s''

'

any time.— 19a, Hardess St., Loughborough Juniti.in

S.E. (Private owner). £165. 1X419V

OA Bore 8h.p. Matchless Eacer, little used

ifyf enamelled Indian red, Schebler, Bosch, excel

tionally fast, but docile as a kitten; £85.—lirorl

banks, 58, Lord St., Soutbport. [X4,'.

MATCHLESS Combination, 8B2, 7h,r. M.A.G
gine. detachable wheels, spare, good tyres, 1

dynamo electric lighting, hood and screen ;
price ^i6M

—F. Jackson, Hockenden, Swanley Junction, Kent. [294.

MATCHLESS.
H. combiu

executed iu str

Rd., South Ken;

VTATCHLESS,

BiS All letters relating to advertisements sUouId quote the number at the end of e.-ich advertisement, and the date of the issue.

t
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es from Liverpool and
Blake and Co., 110-112,

notor cycle saloon. [6581

MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
Miitclilcss.

ITCIir.K.Sa N,\v Siiiinit-fnimo Mo(lol,-Ordoi»
booltvil I(ir lotiitliinal ilelivoi,v. Domonstrjitiun

I on viow. Ui'|iliui)iiieut.i ior Mntr'lilesii moil.'U nl

litw ill titoik.-Tinsoll, 111, illooiutteld Rd., I'liiiii-

, S.K. [9411

ITOIIl.ESS 1911 Gh.p. Combinntion, 2 srocds.
clnfi-li, nu(i kick start, Iiixm-iou3 Swan uiidiT-l|

.' hbiiilt sidecar, smart oiUflt, and in exrol-
"(i.Hi; £88.-436, Wliilcliorse Rd., Thornton
1: [2817

1.11. Ill, i;SS, 1914, 7-9h.p. M..^.G. engine, Inmps.
liiuii, .ipcrd.imeter, new O.B, sidecar and K:i>t

iviiid s.-iiTU, all recently ovcrhouled and llni
ly loliiibl.'; £140,—Writo H.H., 155, Mclforl IM..
lUon llculb.

,
[2U24

iTCITl.KSS, M..\.0., 3-speed, all-chain, complete
combination, just thoroughly overhauled and
new part necessary fitted, lamps, horn, etc.

:

pns.—Ijongman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,
le : Ealing 689. [2984

iTOULESS Model H Combination, dynamo light-
iiiK. I'uily eiiiiipped. Book now lor early deli\xM^
thoiiMcd London agents, Vivian Hnrdie and Lane.
24, W.ioilstoil; St. (ofl Oxford St.|, Bond St., W.l.
10; lUaylair 6559. [0081

15 Matchless Combination, 8h.p. J,A,P., 2-speed,
kiik start, Bosch, B. and B„ all lamps, wind

0, specdonirhr, inr.lianioal and other horn, tools,
splendi.l r,,n,lili,.ii: v;i25.—Capt. Palmer, Coun-
ifflcer, llav-, Mhl.ll. :.,x. [2469
>,p. 2-sp,r,l Mah-hlrs-, adinstable pullev, F.E.,
B. and B. pilot, Bosch mag., C.B. sidecar, nicely

[stored, springs in back and seat, overalls and
tity of spares, a smart turnout, all in excellent
; £60.-42, Tavistock Ed., Westbourne Park.

[2464
r iTCllLESS 1920 Spring Frame Model H Com
1 bination for early delivery; book your order now
\ us, oue of the largest contracting agents; demon-
ion mode! in stock.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
Av„ Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue 5548.

[0065
Metio.

1 OTRO-TYLER.-Enqu
district invited by ,

St., Britain's preniiei

•^'RO-TYLER.-New models in stock of this super
2-stroke lightweight, ready to ride away.—The
Agents. Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.
imile St., E.C.3. . [0067

Minerva.
i.p. Minerva, new rang., Grado gear, good puller:
f20.-Call or write, Wray-, 41, Maidstone Ed..

5 Park. [2489
i.p. Minerva, Bosch, B. and B., tyres good, fast,
good climber; £33, or nearest.—Gables, Bramp-

Id., Bexley Heath. [2874
NEEVA 3h.p., Mahon, mag., m.'o.v., £15/10; also
motor bike, less mag., £7/10.-H. E. Hall, High
Whetstone, Middlesex. [2164
•t Sale, SVih.p. Minerva, running order; first £16
secures; carriage paid.—T. Wells, 90, Edward
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. [2587

MotO'Reve

]f
I.p. Moto-Eeve Twin, lecentlv overhauled, new B.
and B. carburetter, etc. ; first £20 secures.—56,

er Ed., Wealdstone. [2202

ITOEBVE 254h.p. Twin, magneto wants repair-
ing; bargain, f12.—Ellenger, c/o Mrs. Calling-
12a, Eectory Lane, Chelmsford. [2171

Motosacoche.
ITOSACOOHE l?ih.p-, mag., Druids, B. and B.,
lamps, horn; £12.-18, Herbert Ed., Woolwich.

[2328
TOSACOCHB 2i4h.p., Bosch, new B. and B., and
Dunlop belt, tlioroughly overhauled, Druid forks,
good, perfect condition: ride away; £25, or

it.— 66, Chaucer St., '-Northampton. [2329

New Hudson.
14 2'^4h.p. New Hudson, mechanically perfect

:

£38.—Rhodes and Co., Eigineers, Staincliffe Ed.,
™ry.- [X42S1
T HUDSON, countershaft 3-speed, 1916, lamps,!
etc., new condition; 70 gns.— 1, Cheval Place,'

jton Ed., S.W. [2990
(V HUDSON 4h.p., good tyres, belt, lamps, tools.

V HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, S'Ah.v.,
!-speed3, clutch, lamps, accessories, perfect con-
; £70.-186, Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham.

;t HUDSON 1914 4h.p., 3^peed, clutch, lamps,
si(^el\^r machine, splendid condition ; seen any
£65. offers.-Eoy, Wyke Green, Frosfleld, Peters-
Hauts. [S4322
4 New Hudson 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed and
clutch, lamps, horn, speedometer, excellent condi-
£70; trial by appointment.—Cock, 25, Tyleeroft
forbury, S.W. [2273
y HUDSON, De Luxe Model, 2%h.p., 2-spced,
amps, horn, speedometer, good tyres, all in escel-
oudition; £48.-Madgwick, Biltmore, Portsmouth
imdhead, Surrey. [2491

bPPEN
JVi.LAN&(4

Reading

Standards

10 h.p. TWIN II70 C.C.

LONDON Agents for

Clyno Humber
Rover F.N.

AUon Rudge
AND

NEW HUDSON.

New Machines in Stock
HONARCH-J.A.P. - 8 h.p. COMB.
DOUGLAS - 4 h p. COMB.
VE"US - - - 2J h.p. SOLO
CLYNO - - - 2* h.p. SOLO
LEAFBANCIS - 3|h.p. SOLO
BOVEB - - - S-6 h.p. COMB.
NEW HUDSON - 2* h.p. SOLO
JA.MES - - - 3|hp. SOLO

Used Machines
919 Harley-Davids n, 7-) h.p.

- - - COMB.
1920 Lta-Francis - 3* h.p. COMB.
1919 Budge - - 3^ h p. COMB.
l919D;uglas - 4 h.p. SOLO
1918 Sunbeam - U h.f. SOLO
1918 „ - - 34h.p. COMB.
1920 Clyno - - 2i h.p. SOLO
1919B.S.A.- - 4 h.p. COMB.

Powel! & Hanmer, Miller &
Bobjon LAMPS. Klaxon
and other HORNS. Dunlop
650x65 and 28x 3,COVERS
and TUBES. NEW RUBBER
WADERS, 25/- per pair

DISCS. SIDECARS, etc.

89,GtPbrtlancI

Street London.
MAYFAIR ' ="

MOTOR crCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NHW jrtriJSON Z'/ih.p., 2*troko, 2*peca, Thomion-
llennett nine, Jnnt re-onuincllod, plated, nni

thorouBhly overliaulcd; f42.—Weokley, Atherly, Klnss-
ley Av., DavoMtry, Nortlinns, CX4274

19 19 Jl/Ji.p. Ne
clilnnit Hpi

nplete T.n

,
Lyswuy «t., Walsiill, Staffs. [2601

uke, 2-8pcGd, nearly new Dun-
npletely ovcrlinuled, with hiiiipB

horn, ready to rido away: f40.-Iilutchtord, 42,
opsthorpo lid., Sydenham, S.E. (2655

lamps, etc., 'good condition; nearest .£65.—C.B.

,

Rathcoole Parade, Tottenham Lane, Hornsey. [2959

New Imperial.

High St., Guildford,
1920 New Imperials. (X7946

19^
[1401

New Imperial-Jap 6-8h.p., brand new, not
idden; £125.-Boz 1,288, c/o The Molar Cycle.

[2539

1 Q20 8h.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, fully
-Lt/ eciuipped, speedometer, etc.: 175 gna.—14a,
Bolham Hill, S.W. [2365

NEW IMPEKIAL-J.A.P. 23ih.p., 2-specd, Iamp.5,
accessories, splendid condition; £48.-36, Dayid

Lane, Shadwell, E. [2811

;, unused W.D.;
70, Boyal Hos-

[3032pital Kd., Chelsea, S.W.3,

Mews Kinnerton St., Wilton Place, S.W.I.

order writh us to secure good delivery.

-

King and Harper, 6, Bridge St., Cambridge.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 6h.p. and Sideca
once; £165; not W.D.—Clifford Wilso

Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

ifter 5 o'clock.-50, Fairlawn Groye, Ohiswick. [2320

bsolutely
not be-

1, Kent.
[2305

clutch,
)earauce

as new; £70, or near offer.—G.W., 96, St. Hiehael's
Ed., Aldershot. [2815

"I Q19 New Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
3-.U usual accessories, small mileage, carefully driven;
best offer over £60. -Williams, c/o Lloyd's Bank House,
Ebbw Vale, Mou. [2334

kick
and

order perfect, ride away; £55 lowest.—Treyista, The
Grove, Coulsdon, Surrey. [2858

spares, perfect: lowest £140; seen by appointment.—
13, Oxford St., Rugby, or Carlyle House, Carlyle Rd.,

South Ealing. [3043

I Q19-1920 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, bought
-Li/ end of December, not done 300 miles, condition

as new, electric lighting to sidecar and rear lamps, Lncas
head lamp, tools, etc.. guaranteed in perfect order;

£140.-A. Cm, 15, HolyweU St., Oxford. [X4224

BRIGHTON.—1919 2?4h.p. New Imperial Light
Tourist, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, new June, W af-

ford speedometer, W.E.S. jet, lamps, horn, Pilliou sent,

tools, spares, unusually powerful, very economical 140

mpg., smart appearance; £75, no oflers.-12, Highcrott

Villas. 12829

New Ryder.

Olh.p. 2-strok6, 2-spe6d, Vrlliers New Ryder, good
/W 2 condition ; £35.—James Garages, Church Stretton.

Norton.
Cork, official Norton

OBTON 3Mh.p., 2-speed gear, chain-ci

N'
entry.

TjlXPRESS Norton,

[2341

i-belt, good
~d., Cov-

[X4397

/o
[3084

;hout, very fast,

etc; £60.—Put-
[3102

perfect
The Motor Cycle.

4h p. Norton, good condition Ihro

splendid climber, lamps, horn
terill. Garage, Harpenden.

19 WD. Big Pour, delivered end of Novembi
mileage under 1,000, excellent^ condition ; se

any time, except week-ends. "^ '^""'
'

Loughborough.

SPORTING Norton and Sidecar, Sept., 1919, condi-

tion perfect, all accessories,
'"'

clutch; £160.—Vernon-Hor '

Lichfield St., Wolverhampt'

19

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end pi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

O. 9 Standarcl T.T. Norton, delivery any day
advertiser will transfer order for £20; £15

already paid; reason for disposal, finance.—J. C.
Ibison, Newland, Ulverston, Lane. . [2740

LATE 1919 Bis Four Norton, Lucas lamps, speedo-
meter, knee-t'rip.s, Tan Sad. not done. 600 miles;

£125, or excliange late solo Triumph or cojubination,
. a^h adjustment.—Xoung, 501, Commercial Koad, Ports-
mouth. [2166

NOETOX Combination, believed 1914, new engine
fitted this year, not run 50 miles, new Mart

III. Druid trout forks, S.epeed, hand clutch model,
Stewart speedometer; £90, or nearest otter.— 153, Murray
Ed., Eugby. [2235

N.S.IJ.

N.S.TJ. 2-speed and Coachbuilt Sidecar; £35.-Hall,
ne.xt to Green TVIan Hotel, Whetstone, Middlese.x.

[2163
31h.p. Twin N.S.U. Albion 2-speed countershaft

2 gear box complete, less carburetter; £20.—
Moundsmere, Basingstoke. [2689

N.U.T.

STANLEY EUSSELL, Newport, sols Isle of Wight
agent for N.U.T. motor .cycles; early delivery.

[5295
1Q20 N.U.T., aristocrat of motor cycles; list price;
-Lt/ in stock.—Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket.
'Fhone : 214. [0119

SHEOPSHIEE.-N.U.T. sole agents for the county
demonstration model in stock. Orders booked ii

strict rotation for early deliveries.—James Garages
Church Stretton. [2339

1Q16 N.U.T.-J.A.P., 2?'4h.p., o.h.v., 3-speed, clutch,
-*-*' K.S., accessories, back tyre new, condition as new,
stored 18 months; after 5.—Driver, 17, Acton Lane,
Hnrlesden, N.W. [2688

W. SPAREOW, Ltd., Osborne Garaee. Yeovil, cole
agents for Somerset, including 10 miles radius

of Yeovil, for N.U.T. motor cycles: early deliveries.
Write for particulars. [8395

N.U.T. 1920 Models.—To obtain earliest delivery book
your order now with the city agents ; demonstra-

tion machine in stock.—Elce and Co., 16-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.0.3. [0066

N.U.T. 1920 Model 3i/2h.B., Lucas dynamo lighting,
electric horn; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Lon-

don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (oft Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: May-
fair 6559. Book now for early delivery. 10080

LATE 1914 4-6h.p. Sporting N.U.T. Twin, picked
engine, T.T. bars, 3-speed Armstrong c-lutch,

kick start, F.R.S. big head lamp, Lucas horn, long
exhaust pipes, enamelling and plating unscratched,
good tyres, been properly looked after and in perfect
mechanical order, spare valves, springs, exhaust box
and pipes, genuine machine for solo or sidecar, open
to expert examination; price £78; no offers.—Stookes,
48, Highfield Av., Grimsby. [2479

O.K.

O.K. 2-?.'|h.p. Junior, 2-speed, brand new: £65; im-
mediate delivery.-Birch's Garage, Wolverhampton

[X4179
O.K-J.A.P., 2 speeds, about 1917, fine order; £41

—WiUetts, Rookery, Lanesfleld, Ettingshall, Wol-
rerhampton. [2599

O.K. 1916 2i4h.p., 4.stroke, 2-speed countershaft,
splendid little machine; £42/10.—Welch, 135,

Edgware Ed., W.2. [2141

O.K.—New 2-specd 2-stroke. Villiers, in stock.—
Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin. Herts.

'Phone : 165 Hitchin. [0064

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,
Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0033
~r\0 not delay in ordering your O.K. Union. You will
-*-' be disappointed if you do. We can give earliest
deliveries.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens. [X3932

O.K. Junior 2-stroke, 1916, engine No. 1298, new
tyres, lighting set, and horn; £33.—Caldccourt,

105. Mount Pleasant Lane, Clapton, E.5. [2565

LIGHTWEIGHT, O.K. 4-stroke engine, 1917, Albion
2-speed; exchange with cash for good combina-

tion, or sell £37/10.—Morley, Markbeech, Edsnbridge,
Kent. [2210

O.K. Junior, O.H. inlet, 2-speed, aluminium fool^
boards, lamps. Klaxon, just overhauled from end

to end regardless, new ball bearings and dogs in gear
box, new chain, etc., perfect; £40-—Gregory, 2, Rus-
sell Ct., St. James's St., S.W.I. [2876

Omega
0MP;GA-J..\.P., 2-speed, and model de luxe, at 64

and 72 gns. respectively.—Stocked by Lloyd and
Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [1675
QTANLEY EUSSELL, Newport, solo Isle of Wigh
^^ agent for Ouiega-Jap URdor cycles; early delivery

1.000 miles.- Masted, Queen's' College, Cambrid!
Tl461

The following new models
are either in stock ov avail-

able for quick delivery.

MOTOR CYCLES:
ARIEL,
AkL.ON

BUACKBURNE
CUYNO

METRO-TYUER
N.U.T.

NEV«^ IIVIPERIAI.
RUDCE
ROVER
SCOTT
ZENITH
SIDECARS:

CANOELET MILLFORD
HENDERSON SWAN

EXCHANGES
ARRANGED.

READY NOW
ROVER 6 h.p. W. D.

COMBINATIONS.
J. A. P. Engine, Three Speeds,
Clutch, Kick-starter, All Chain

Drive.
Cash Price - £145

Deferred payment terms:
Deposit with order - - £45
12 monthly instalments of

£9 7s. 6d.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
igig JAMES 2j h.p., two -stroke, two

speeds, as new, £60
ijrg QUADRANT 4J h.p. and sidecar, three

speeds, clutch, and kick-starter, £115
1019 BUDGE MULTI 5-6 h.p. and sidecar,

£115
1919 TRIUMPH 4 h.p.^ three-speed counter-

shaft gear, and Triumph de Luxe
sidecar, lamps, and horn, as new, £145

1915 G.W.K. Light Car, 4-seater, dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel,
horn, speedometer, etc., £240

Eastern Oarage Co.
Official Repairers to R..\.C.,A.C.U.,A..\.&M.U.

418, ROIVIFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALB.
Omega.

LATE 1919 Omega-Jap, 2';ih.p., 2-speed, clutch,
stmt, witli following accessories, lamps. Lorn,

bars, undershield, valve guard, W.S.R. jet, pump, *

and spares; £70.—Ri.kett, Brockham "Green, Eetchv.
(Ll)

Overstone.
1019 (Jnlyl 2Vjh.p. 2-speed Overstone-Viffiers,
XC7 decarbonised, clutch, kick starter, brand
Millers head lamp, electric rear light, pump,
horn, unptrnctured Duulops, as new: £68, or ne
ofler.— 20, Alexandra Drive, Setton Park, Liverp<

P. and M.
Pand M., 1915, coach sidecar; £85.—Co!

. Motories, Union St. South, Halifax. [

1Q12 P. and M., 2-speed, Bosch mag., good c

-LU tion; £28.—Bull, Triumph Agent, Northam
[S

LATE 1919 P. and M. and Sidecar, condition pe
lamps, accessories; £110.-11., Leigh Place,

Reigate. [

P. and M.. Type S, 2 speeds, with sidecar
R.A.F. model; £64.—Hole, 129, Park 1

Carshalton. ;

P.
and M. Late Model, with lamps, overhauled

" cellent condition; £65, or offer.—193, Broon
Kd., Clapham Common. !

"IQ20 P. and M. Combination, never been ri.

-Lt/ offers.-A.B., 39, Westbourna Xeiriiic >

'Phone: 3418 Paddington.

P.
and M., late model, mechanically sound, e''

pearance; £75 cash; any time by appomnij -

39a, St. George's Rd., N.W.6. 3

P. and JI. 3V2h.p., 1920 colours, late n 1,

mechanically perfect; £85, or near offer t,

Shaftesbury Rd., Highgate, N. .
I

3

P.
and M. 2-speed Combination, engine and gear r

feet; £66.—Silver Star Garage, Frederic :

Kinnerton St., Wilton Place, S.W.I.

10 P. and M. SVjh.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosc'
and E., serviceable and reliable 'bus; £28, (

—Walder, Chelwood, Uckfleld, Sussex.

P.
and M. 3^^h.p. Combination, kick starter, Cai

Minor sporting sidecar; any trial; £88. Hi.

mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

P.
and M., new October, 1919, and coacLliult

car, Lucas lamps. Easting wind screen, i

condition; £120.-9, Stoneleigh Rd., Kenilwortli. [S
'

P.
and M. Combination, 2-speed, kick starter, :

did running order, lamps, generator, horn, si ;

meter, etc. ; £60, or near ofEer.—Bracher, 8. C) :

ways Crescent, Horfield, BristoL

P.M., 1912, 2-speed, overhauled by maker.-, i-
'

mechanically and appearance, new ywii. ^

brake, and tyres, special heavies, fully equipi ej, 'i

shields, footboards, several spares, unused 5 .\

owner abroad; wicker sidecar, £4.—Call or :

(stamp), 5, Crompton Terrace, Station Ed., \V;i

Kent.

1Q19 Late P. and M., scarcely ridden, un^^;l:
-Ltf large Lucas head light, etc., L.W.K. r.yi.i

set, Stewart £6/6 trip speedometer, 40/- K1.l\lu :. .

alternate footboard and footrest, spare tube, plu^s

alve spring, alternate wheel sprocket for solo or ,5),

,ork; £100; owner buying car.-Home, OolleyaU
Reigate. £1

P. and M. S'/oh.p. Combination, 2-speed, clntA,
1912 engine (P. and M.'s best year for «gi

perfect order, done 2,000 miles (no trouble) ia li

owner getting big twin for family; 3 H.A.H.-'-ieli.

lamps, accuumlators, etc., ^complete. Mills under
sidecar, waterproof cover, new tyres front and '

eady to ride away; £75; best ofler accepted.—Hirni
Temple Sheen Kd., East Sheen, by appointment, pr

Phone London Wall 8220. 't

P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, Fleet St., Loi
E.C.4.—2i,ih.p. P. and S., new 1920; £67;

terms arranged. i

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 6h.r., free engine, fast maohinel
away; £45.-54, Osman Rd., Tottenham, .3

19

pEUGEOT 7-9h.p., powerful, running order,.*
J7 Scnspray, Grado pulley; offers.-Moore and-K
Benacre St., Birmingham. ..PE

Precision.

PRECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blako and
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool^

Manchester.

PRECISION 6h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed coi

shaft, speedometer, all accessories; £96,—Hi
341, Pershore Rd., Selly Park, Birmingham. .. 1

PRECISION" 1914 Combination, 4h.p., 3, sj

clutch, splendid condition, plenty of power;
a bargain.—Cox, 3, Southbridge Row, Southbiidgei,

South Croydon. \\

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
riemier.

lEMIlOB 2'',li.p., I'lw oMuino, portent oonilitinn;

f29, IG. iliilimmt Kil., MiiicIoiilnM.I. IX.4330

lEMllOU, Syih.v., now Griulo oono sidoonr. Rooil

conililiun; £55.-54, Uuuyim Roud, Wulthninstuw.
[2196

IGMIKR, 2J^i.p., Arinstron? hub, ROfirs ooniplete;
135.— U. Wliittiiighnin, 17, New Road, CliippenliQiu.

D. V.\I('^^•, Tluindor.sley, Essox.—Picmlo
2':.l].p.

; £38; c

'.EMIKR

ColliiK ,

i-:.Mii:ii

loot olul

[214

1914
most excoptionid coiuli

«. [1787

191>; 1<114. rnndllion and appe,Tr-
II .1". -II.

: C33.-T. Blacliman,
I i; I II. .Surrey. [2563

II. ...
I

.
ii.iscli rang., 3-8peed.

. .L. iiillj I .1 ih;iiiled, good tyres,
9, fti.; £40.-2, Aiioiuau I'luca, Sherborne, Dor-

[2109
lis 3',.ili,p. Premier nnd Ooaclibuilt Sidecar, 3-speed,

clatoli, luuipfi, horn, etc., Ilrst-ol.'iss condition

;

lln, £76 ; will separate.—H. Woods, Normandy, near
liocd.

'
[X4318

EJIIHU 2VL'li.p., Inte 1914, S-specd, lamps, etc.,
loothuards, spare tube, belt, and good climber, re-

II £38, or oners.—Hett, Hilcote, near Allreton,
ysluro. [X4195-
JSMIEB date 1914) 2i,ih.p., C.A.V. mas., just
oeeu thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent.—
: .

M"!!,li"ll. Ltd., 33-34, I'oley St., W. 'I'houe:
nir 5906. [0077
EMIEE Coachbnilt Combination, 3i,Mi.p., 3 speeds,
clutoli, long e-ilmust, mecliauically sound, spares,

iipiwnimce, reliable; £68.-13, Halleru Utove.
.ink, \\.4. [2318
E.MIIOB SVih.p., 1914, 3-speea, free, clutch model,

peiial start, P. and H. lamps, perfect order
ghout: £48;i0.-Mr. Cantor, Velle View, Glue
bturuiiuster Newton, Dorset. [2243
EAIIKK SVih.p., 1914, MiUs-Fulford sidecar,
couutershalt, kick start, tyres as new, P, and H
I, tull accessories, tirst-class condition; £75 —
igs. Brook Cottage, Nazeing, Essex. [2287
EitlER, Icte 1913 Siih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick

.J^*m' 'f°™'' 9-^- sidecar, lamps, horn, Watford,
excellent, mecbamcally perfect, splendid order;

-Alerrett, Bruckenhurst, Sunninghill, Ascot. [2535
SMIER 3}^h.p., 1914, in super tune, mechanic-
ally perfect, starts first kick, original enamel and
ig. Binks, Bosch watertight, 3-speeds, clutch,""'' H. lamp set, Lucas horn, Watsonian

suit; lot £65.—Gadsdon, Crawley,1 built

P.V.

.„t}\l- '^'^''i- ^^'1"', f'^'™*'' fu^'y eauipped, thor-
Jugbly orerbnuled last week, perfect; £50.—

H

d.. Knight's Hill. w«st Nor-
[2343

t ior, 2, Hann

Quadrant,
.UCHOPE'S, 9, SI-
E.p.4, supply new Quad

£122/10.

IDBANT.
S-speed. I

Lane, Fleet St., London,
. . ;, _- . .^..adrants from stock, 1920

S,'',,'^™"'^""'''^
delirery; solos £95, combina-

[3020
New 1920 models in stock : 4iAh.p.

in iri
•'in drive, solo £95, combina'tion

lO.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camo-
"> l"0-5-

[0071
Kadco.

-?2l°^?oc'kt°'R'fr:,'-S.£f3f^"*^
"''"'''

^{i%%

^•l'S\^?^?^^H Newport, sole Isle of \\-ight=ent tor Eadco motor cycles ; delivery commenced.

D. VABTY, Thundersley, Essex, agent^^o?adco motor cycles, all models;, early deliveries;

p^.'
f.

tl788
i-» barage, special agents for Radco Broadly, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and WooS I'arSe,
'"'iiiey.

[OQj^

ReadingStandard.
||AI_N.-1918 lOh.p. Reading-Standard combina-

!l *fSo rJ^'S, */'"*,-?." '> excellent condition

;

..lie £100.-T. Carter, High St., Weudover. [2148

^.JF^fT-^^^'^P' '''<' 'world's master motor
ycie; deiveries this month; hook now -SoleNortiumberland, Melville and Co., Campbell St

lui., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [gJs^'
IXti-STANDARD Combination, 1917 10-12

i
.
--speed, in perfect order, tvres as new engine

r''"r'i,'S
Eennpc, new, with hood arid w°ind

I ii-e £125.-Reply, Box 1,221, c/o The Motor

-.0 Reading-Standard lOh.p., 2-speed, clutch,
k'.^k starter, all chain, 28x3 wheels, Bosch
.-..I mag., Schibler, good t.yres and appearance.
ondition, lamps, mechanical horn;, bargain

!.-> cliers.—Majestic, 195-7, Stonehouse St., Clap--mmon, London. [2449

1 „ Regent.
0. VARTY, Thunderslev, Essex, agent for

J
le Regent 5.7h.p. flat twin; book now for early
m; exchanges. [1789

I
' postcard lor particulars of Regent 5-7h.p. flat

I

"'
*?,,^.*-i

^e can give earliest deliveries of these
fs -tlUott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang.
ihire agents. [X3930

Getting Ready ?

\'ou iirc probably getting your machiiio rc.ndy

Inr EASTtR. If you arc, these clearance liiK--.

will iiit.MVst voii. KtMncinbor, Service Accus-
snrir. iiir.ui vnn not t.nlv );<-t GOOD VALUE,
iHii GOOD SERVICE m cwry b.-n^t'.

Druid Fork Springs, snilcd only. 1/9. Ca^t
.ilmniiiium Ga^ Rear Lamps, no trouble to hi,

bolt on to number plate, neat and very satis-

iuctory, 6/-. P. \- H. Ltugest Si/e Head Lamps,
painted Service green, and ex Goverumeiit stock,

no brackets, remarkable value at 32/6.

New Tool Bags, armoured, with lock and large
strap, quickly titled, all clips and screws sup-
plied, larger tiian Ibe usual bag fitted to machines,
remarkable value at 9/6. Service Mechanical

'Horn, all-black, gur.raiitccd as regards con-
struction and noise production, 25/-. Service
Post Horn, all-black, mcdiuta size, specially
made by a nm^ical instrument maker ; each
has a perfect note, 22/6. Tank Gauges, all

ready for fitting, special price 5/- each. Alu-
minium Wheel Discs, best British make, easily
fitted, only a screwdriver required. To fit all

makes from, stock—solo machines, 70/-

;

sidecar combinations, 105/-.

Service Metal Mud Side Wings, to clamp to

Iront mudguard, black finish, very neat, very
effective, 7/6. Genuine Howes & Burley
Motor Cycle Horns, Service Green finish, ex
Government stock, 24/-. Genuine Douglas
Tool Kits, ex Government stock, 27/6. Chemico
Tyre Repair Outfit3, new stock, 3/-. Goodrich
Inner Tubes, 26x2^x2^ American valves,
extraordinary value, 7/6. Absolutely new
Goodrich Outer Covers, safety tread, 26x2:^
to fit 2i rims, 41 /-.

Johnson's Hastee Patch, THE patch for road
repairs, complete outfit, 3/-. Johnson's Wax,
puts a new polish to sidecar bodies, tanks, and
all enamel parts, 2/6. Johnson's Carbon Re-
moveri really removes carbon ; motor cycle
size, 6/-. Four only Genuine Smith & Sons'
Motor Cycle Mechanical Horns, 35/-.

We have accumulated a large stock of shop-
soiled and odd Belt Fasteners. Send us 5/- and

. the size of your belt, and we post you a large
assortment. Every fastener a " rumier," no-
jmik. Service Handlebar Watches, in sub-
stantial metal carr>-ing cases, 21 /-. Special
purchase of Hunt's Insulating Tape, large roll,

in tin box. Id. Postage 2d. extra. Bob John
Lamp Sets, all-British, handlebar fittings,

wonderful value at 52/6. Special purchase,
Robbialac Enamel, all colour^, 2/-, 2/6, and
5 - per tin.

A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY.—An ail

Biitibh Large Si7e Head Lamp Set, genume
Mangm minor, handlebar fittings, large iiddlmg
grid generator (large enoughto feed three lamps),

black finish with N.-P. mounts. Only 63/-.

Special Ser\'ice Spring Cleaning Outfit, con-
taining metal polish, wax polrh, black enamel,
insulating tape, high-tension terminals, grease,

cleaning brushes, rags, and polishing cloth.

Worth 25/-. Wonderful value, 15/-, post free.

All the above items carefully packed, and
carriage paid. Trade supplied.

289-293, High Holborn, London, W.C 1.

TelephOQ' : : Holborn 64'

Telegrams :
" Admittedly, I-ondo

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Revere.

KVERE, 1920, sinitlo and 2^pecd modcU: £55 .'ind

£05; iiuiuudluto delivery.—Blrcli'i Gaioge, Wolvcr-
liUtun. 1X4177

Rex.
111. p. Eex, fixed pulley, belt flrive, with mng. ;

£2*-,

•i hiiiKiiin. -Seller, 4, Perth llil., I'liibtuw. (2118

14 6h.p. Rex Combination, 2-8peed, splendid
dltion; £68.-7, Tliornbury Hd., Clapli

S.\V.2. [2721

A SNIP.—Bex Combination, 5-6Ii.p., 2*pced, free

e[ii!ino, just overhuuled; £55.—Goraso, 2a, Keucnt
St., Hull. [2255

REX S'/ah.p., lloscli, Amne, running order, nmnll re-

nnira needed; £18, or ne;irest.-22, Schofleld Kd.,
[2185

d B., recently overlii

;ied

L.iii.lon, N.19.

REX, 3V..h.p., mag., B,
good order; £30,

Ti|)tree, Kssex.

REX 4h.p. 2-speed, frei

ride; letters o

Police Stn., S.E.I.

[2788
th 3 eleo-

recently over-

's. S. Marshall, Ltd.,
[0103

. -Robinson, Heath,
[2667

Bosch, B. and B., ready to

J. Nash, 3, Married Quarters.
[2895

REX 3','-li.p., mag., fixed gear, good tyres, in splen-

did nuniLiig order; bargain, £15.—Butterworth'i
Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Briston Hill. [2346

REX Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start,

smart and powerful; £65, or exchange lower
power and cash.—57, Kenbury St., Coidharbour La^

Camberweil.

"I Q15 8h.p. Rex Combination,
A*^ trie lamps, horn, locke

hauled, in splendid condition.-
17a, Hanover Sq., W.l.

-| (£112 6h.p. Eex, with coaclibuilt sidecar, 2-specd,
-L«/ handle start, good condition, stored during war;
any trial here; £60 cash; buying runabout.—I'orster,

Winsley, Bradtord-on-Avon. [2843

5-6h.p. Overhead Valved Eex, 2 speeds, H. starter,

sight drip lubrifation, knee-grips, lighting set:

photo; £49; alter 7 p.m., or week ends.—35, Wilson
Rd.„ Biichflelds, Birmingham. [2842

FOE Earliest Delivery of the new Ee:s Model 77
single-oyl. 4h,p. combination or Model 66 twin

Sh.p. combination, ulace your order at once direct with

sole Midland agents. The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Kd., Birmingham. [2416

1Q20 6-8h.p. twin Rex 3-speed coaclibuilt combina-
-Li/ tion, London-Exeter gold medal machine, spare

wheel and tvre, screen, side curtains, horn.-
"

Hex distributers, B. S. Marshall, Ltd.,

Sq., W.l. 'Phone: Maylair 5906.

1Q14 6h.p. Eex Twin, U.H. mag., Senspray carbu-
-LJ/ letter, 650x65 extra heavy Dunlope, free engine,

lamps, sidecar fittings, needs slight adjustment to con-

trols, engine equals new; genuine bargain, £32.-5,
Stanley Terrace, Castlefields, Shrewsbury. [2214

Rochet.
sidecar, Bosch mag., running order

;

South Ealing Ed., W.5. [2953

Rover.

n Ckl9 3i/.h.p. 3-speed Rover and sidecar.—White. 42.

i-V London Ed., Camberley. [X4192

ROVEE, new 3iAh.p., 3-speed countershaft combinn-
tipn in stock.-Moss, Wem, [X4352

RD. VARTY, Thundersley, Essex, agent for

Rovers; T.T. models in this month; book now;
exchanges. . [1790

-1 O20 Rover Combination, 5h.p. twin; list price;

X-tJ in stock.—Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket.
•Phone: 214. tOUS

JONES' Garage, special agents for Rovers, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. ["035

1014 Eover 3V>h.p., in perfect order, lamp, acces-

X-tJ ..ories.—Williams, 38, Thrale Rd., Streatham.

&.W. Price £55. [2972

unused W.D.; £145.-

sole

17a, Hanover
[0107

Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

TJOVEE 1914 T.T.,
-El; £45, no oflers: c

Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.

TJOVEE Combinatit
horn, good ty

speedometer, lamps, new belt

;

wuer buying combination.—336.
[2649

, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch' lamps,
mechanically perfect; 75gns.—

48, Derwentwater Ed., Acton. -[2758

ROVEE 31/ih.p., 1914, S-speed, clutch, Bosch mag.,

recentlv overh.anled, thorough repair, very little

used; £86.—Bailey, Thame, Oxon. [2067

ROVER 1914 3i,4h.p., 3-speed, engine tuned for

speed, long exhaust, Lucas head light; £80.—
Ince, 69, London Rd., Horsham. [2794

Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [2918

ROVEE 3V'2h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, Canoelet

sidecar, splendid condition, new Mdler lamp, tools:

£65 -Condy, Hill Lee, Russell Hill Ed., Parley. [2832

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bover.

3ih.p. Eover Combination, delivered kite October,
2 about 500 miles, as ne^, complete vitli lamps,

Ijoin, etc. : £135.—Linnell, WhiteBOte House, Noithwicli.
[2209

"E> OVER 3;,Jb.p. Clutcli Model, Bosdi, B. and B., ad-
J-V instable pulley, footboards, good order; £38:
6.^tu^days or appointment.— 5, Percy Rd., South Nor-
wood, S.E. [2084

ROVER 1918 T.I. Model, Plilipson pulley, Lucas
lamps, horn, speedometer, beautitui condition, and

exceptionally last; £85.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed.,
South Kensington. [2919

"j Q16 Boyer S'^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, horn, new light-
J-*^ ing set, new belt, Bosch mag., excellent condi-
tion, re.ady to ride away; £75.—Evans, 27, TVinterton
Rd., Scunthorpe, Lines. [2271

ROVER New 5-6h.p. Combination and S'.ih.p. T.T.
Solo, Philipson pulley; in stock ready ior de-

livery at manufacturers' list jirice.—Elce and Co., 15-16.
Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0059

ROVER 3h.p., excellent running order, Bosch, E.
and B., new belt, good tyres, £27/10 ; also wicker-

sidecar, complete, good condition, and comtortable,
£7;5.-Huggett, Stiood Parm, Broadbridge Heath,
Horsham, Sussex. [2944

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 3i4'h.j>. Rovar, 3-specd,
countershait, small mileage, fnlly equipped.—

Fair OHer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3572.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2397

"IQ19 Rover Combination, only rtrn 600 miles, .JA.P.
XiJ 5-6h.p. engine. Klaxon horn, lamps, 2 generators,
speedometer, clock, etc., condition perfect; £165.—
Seen and tried at Kavtons' Garage, ]Hii ester, or by ap-

pointment with O. Reyersbach, Trinity College, O-xtord.
[X4053

F.O.C.H. have a late 1919 S^h.p. Rover coachbuilt
sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, fully equipped, as

new, negligible mileage.—Fair Offer Car House 6,

Heath St., Hampstead (near H.ampstead Tube Station),
phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-

days. [2396

Royal Ruby.

HOXOR Oak Motor Mart.—Immediate delivery Eoval
Ruby.—129, Brockley Rise, S.E.23. [1405

official Royal Ruby agent.—
No premiums accepted. [6490

1Q19 Royal Euby 2-stToke, lamps and horn; £45
J-V after 6.-130, Drayton Park, Highbury, j;.5.

[2838
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

6h.p. Royal Euby combination, 1918-19; £166.
[3012

ROYAL RTTBY, new 1920, 2>^h.p., 2-stroke; 48 gns.

plus 5%.—Prank Whitworth, 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [X4328

gine, just been
£45.—Glossop,

[2308

Parade, North Finohley. [003'6

ROYAL RUBY 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, splendid conditio
£32, or exchange with cash for. latest Levii

45a, Duntshill Rd., Earlsfleld, S.W.18. [2700

1 Q19 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, bought end
X *y October, mileage 200 : owner ordered abroad

:

£160, or offer.—Uoi 1,283, c/o TJic Motor Cycle. [2529

your machine. Why not buy my lat© 1919 (July)
8b. p. Royal Ruby and eidecar, absolutely complete, as

new; bargain, £160.—A.J.W.B., 2, Princes Parade,
Church End, Finohley. [1320

Rutfells.

-| Q19 (late October) Enftells, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2"i

-Li7 h.p., lamps, 2 horns, spare outer cover. Tan Sad
best offer over £62/10 secures immediate delivery. Who
will help a disabled officer?-Burt, Harborne, Binning,
ham. (D) [X4200

Rudge.

I.O.M. Rudge Multi; £70, or exchange.—G., Park
View, Weybridge. [2762

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Rudge agent-
supply at list prices. [X794

HONOR Oak Motor Mart,-Tmmedi.^te delivery Rud
Multi.—129, Brockley Rise. S.E.23. narMulti.—129, Brockley Rise, S.E.23,

ti S'/oh.p., in per..
Balhnm Hill, S.W.

[1403

lition;

[2366

order ; £ 75. -P'i

Sol-fix Solution. WE GUARANTEE TISM
TO HOLD AS FIRM AS RIVETS 09 SEWIMG.
The process of fixing is exactly the -same
as that of repairing a ponctuureil Motor
or Motor Cycle Tube. One of the many
great advantages of onr process t« that
no damage whatever is done to theBsots
or Shoes which.when fitted with our
Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOF.
Full instructions given with pair rf soles.

Gents'- Ladies':
Size Per pair Size Per pair.

10-11 2/9 6-7 2/-
8-9 2/9 «*-5 2/-
6-7 - 2/6

Boys'and 'Viu'tSts':

Size Per pair Size. Perpair.
•*-5 • 2/3 1-13 2/-
2-3 2/- 11-12 1/9

Sol-fix Solution
lnTiiis8<I,l/5, 2/6.and4/6. An 8d tin

is sufficient for Z pairs of soles

.

Solution Brush. 4 d.

Please remit Grf. to cover cost oy^
postage. Any t;jccess a)in be refunded.

(DeptA)
mVauxhall BridgeR?

Victoria.SW:!.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement

Oxford

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sudge.

p. Budge Multi, 1915, clutch, lamps, horn, ton
spare belt and valve; £45.-84, WoodstOL-k Bi

[21'

"Winchester.

JONES' Garo
way, Mtisi

North Finchley.

Qlh.p. Rudge, clutch model, thoroughly"^ hauled, new condition; £50.—J. QaBnliBromham, Bedlord. [^,1

"DUDGE Multi 1917 S'/.h.p. Coaclibuilt CombinSSiJ-t hand clutch, lamps, splendid order; f93.—SSi^
n:omas Rd., Haclrney. j;^

XJUDGE Jlulii, 1914, handle-bar clutch.- spleht

'

fully equipped; £55.—Simpst

-\v.. Camomile St., E.C.3.
'

ivood. Guildford.

Multi, mileage 250, lamps, he'
.iE140; Cambridge district.-!

1,284, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle.

IQ16 3",ih.p. Hudge Multi, semi T.T., fast,
-it' speedometer, knee grips, spares, tools; b
—Stone, West Wycombe, Bi'cks. [2:

RUDGE Sf.jh.p., powerful and sporty; £45, or
change lower power and cash.—57, Kenbury ;

Cildharbour Lane, CamberwelL [2'

EUDGE 1914 5-6h.p., multi gear, in splendid
dition, lamps and horn: £70.—Butterworth'sH

age, 64, Mill Line, Brixton Hill. [2,

T>TTDKE 3'/;;h.p. and Sidecar, handle-bar clutch,
-S-\j instable pulley, lamps. Klaxon; bargain, sk
B9, French St., Intmry, Middlesex. £2

1

RUDGE Multi, 1914 SVjh.p., with 1919
fitted, in good condition : 50 gns

;

p.m.— 13, King Sq., Goswell Ed., E.C.I.
call aftei

1 Q13 Fudge Slulti, S'.ih.p., perfect condition, om
J-*.*' bnilt sidecar, new lamps, complete; £~
Bradford, 21), Boundaries Rd., Balham.

•Oih.p. Eudge Multi, 1919, all accessories,^2 Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, in pi

order; £110.—G., 42, St. Aldate St., Gloucester. [2'

Vealdstone.
closed Simdays.-

irder ; 50
Motor Escha;

[3

VTEW 3'/jh.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, mileage
J- 'I special racing cam fitted, lamps and horn; o.
going in for higher power.^idehottom, R.A.F. S
Park, Edgbaston. [2

3i/;.'h.p^ Rudge Multi, recently delivered, '

19„?nnder 300 miles, lamps, "horn, spare tube :

and all accessories; £100; owner purchased car,-

Home, OoUey Manor, Rcigate. £2

T Q19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, Rudgff'1
J-«7 sidecar, condition as xew, aluminium diacfli
round, all accessories ; £145.—L. Robottom, Park H"
Balsall Heath Rd., Birmingham. [S

"IQ14 3>l,h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, C.B.
-Ltf car, lamps, horn, etc., just been orerhati
good condition; nearest to £80 accepted.—A. Bla*
Summer Lane, Royston, Barnsley.

TDUDGE Multi Combination, hand clutch, „.i. „
^"> Senspray carburettef, Ruthardt mag., Dimlop t),

perfect; £57/10.-Silver Star Garage, Frederii
"

Kinnerton St., Wilton Place, S.W.I. £2'

.-.^.— , .- -_..„... ^,..^..... .^-..binatic. ..,

or offers.—Apply, Allum, Jesus College, CambndjHJ

F.O.C.H. have a S.'jh.p. Rudge Multi, brand l(

list price—Fair OHer Car House, 5. Heath
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phc
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays

Watford speedoiDi
Klaxon, new belt, tyres impunctured, engine petf
any trial by appointment; £95.—H. C. Juta, lEn'

College, Oxford. Ji

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, J^leet St., Lou*
Sii.h.p. I.O.M. Rudge, 1319, £110; ' "

Budge M'ulti and sidecar. 1916, offers; 6-6h.p.
iMr.lti and sidecar, £37/10; 3',ih.p. Rudge,
3'jh.r. Budge, £45. ^
F.O.C.H. havo a 1914 Rudge ra-- '-"

2in. exhaust, a fine sporting
ing figure-Fair OHer Car House, 5, Heath St., _.^

sUad (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'P!l(

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays
- [2

fully eq»ip

[ind the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Uud)!e.
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m tul>.-., I". 111. I 11.« li^HiH",
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THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Suppi-EMF.nt xliv.

llisl'

Scott.

rOTT. 1915-16. good comlilion; £45, or oltor ;
nms

S0II.-23, Ilex Rd., VVillesdeu.
,

1244

lATE nll-Soott Comhinntion, every nrccssorr, f;

I- h'sa; 90srn8,-12, St. MichiieVs Ter .

"

Ben. 12325

COTT T.T. 1919, niilenee 197. £20 worth of
' sorLL's; price f 125.-Biitilifle. 200, Gt. Portlnml

, W. [2295

1(115 3"';li.i). Scott. 2-speed. K.S.. lamp set. perfect
17 £60.-26. Aiha .\v.. St. Margarets. Twicken
m. Miikllese.\. [2719

COTT 3"^jh.p., 2-spced. water-cooled, kick start, fin

condition; £55.-57, Kenburv St., Coldharboli
ne, Camberwell. [2790

COTT. 1919, fust sports model. T.T. burs, dist

wht'i'Ls. Lucas accessories, condition indistiupuish

e from new.-Pnrker's. BrndslmwBiite, Holton. [X4252

id 20 Scott, mechanically perfect and indistinguisl
."!/ able from new. large Lncas lamp set. tyre.

iminctured; £128, or near offer.—37. Regent St..

I

gby. [2742

COTT. 1919 (Sept.). perfect condition, lumps, horn.

hU jiccestiorift^. discs enamelled to match machine:
offer over fUS.—Millburn House, Canann Lane.
ingside, Edinburgh. [2232

1111-12 Scott, in perfect condition, will exchange
'/ for fixed or clutch model Triumph, in running

deposit wanted with same.—Girling Villa, Oir-

;., Sudbury, Suffolk. [2465

dfTT Cnnoelet Combination, mileage 6.722. Joue'

t\ip speedometer, Biuks, Buulops, inogneto-electri

iting set, Loninx apron, Enk easy starter, horn an<'

ed A.C.U. until August, overhauled and
parts (receipts shown); £90, offers; after 5 p.m.—

Iiercn. 121. Noithbrook Ed.. Ilford. [2191

Singer.

XGER 3'-'>h.p.. T.T.. perfect condition, nearly new
and belt; £47.-4. Hamsgate, Louth. [2856

1914. 3-speed. very little used, sears
,1 ••nm makers; £60.—OUver and

. Mou. [1172

all accessories, just rebushed.
£42. or offer.— 14, Tottenh

XGEE 3i.jh.p,

jii-t ii'ti""'a "I
ris, Abersyclian. Moi

SGEE 2=4h.i... clntrl
" ridul .-..nditinu;

aer's Green. London

NTtEE Lightweight ;

electric lamps, horn
ley Eocks, Stoke-

[2184

Bosch, good tvrcs.

£29 lowest.—Sheldon.
Trent. [2144

kl4 Singer SV^h.p.. clutch, free engine. Bosch mag..
' new tvre. belt, sound, perfect ; offers.—Percy
I'hing. Norton, Ualton, Yorks. (2247

vTGEE aiih.p., clutch model,
lamps, horn, mirror, tools

;

Stoney Stanton Kd., Coventry

excellent condition.
u-ice f40.-Gardncr.

[X4308

[GEE 3i,oh.p., 1913-14. recently overhauled, in
splendid running order: £42/10. cheap; offers;

sell.-F. J. Rice, New Buildings. Sondford. near
iton, Devon. [2147

TE 1914 4',4h.p. Singer Combination. 2-speed.
clutch, B.B., Bosch, tvres as new, stored during
ride aw.ay, or trial; plating good: £75, or offer.

ply Saturdays, 2 to 5 p.m.. or write appointment,
'earce. Station Ed., Ascot, Berks. [2138

Sparkbrook.
llkEKBEOOK. 2-speed. Lamps, Klaxon, mirror; £58.

Down, 6, St. Clement's Gardens, Cambridge.
[X4175

atKBEOOIv, 1920, brand new; immediate de-
livery; 2-srjeed; £65.—Birch's Garage, Wolverhamp-

[X4176
^16-17 Sparkbrook 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete

with lamp set, 100 m.p.g,, fast machine; near-
il;46.—Lionel Cook, Red House, Amesbury, Wilts.

[2613
hHKBROOK Combiuatiou. 6-8h.p. J.A.P. engine.
iiEaating wind screen, speedometer, complete with
I Giles and tools, excellent condition, ready to drive

price £120.—W. J. Barkus. 67, Caversham E<1..
Qg. Tel.i 1011. T.9. : Barkus, Reading. [2393

Sun.
' V.T.S., 2-stroke, 2'.speed. perfect in all wavs.
amps, horn, etc.; £50.—Brown, Maldon Hall.

. Essex. [2440

I

7 Sun Villiers. 2-speed. excellent condition
throughout, mileage 2.000; £47.—Jack

I

lorne, Oundle. [2477

Special
Clearance
Lines.
All goods sent on seven days
approval against remittance

COVERS include—
SPECIAL LINE of Government Covers in

almost new condition (inostly Dnnlop extra

heavy rnbber-slnddedV
25 X 3, ist grade', 37 /6. list price 80 /- ; =8 X J,

end grade, 30 /- list price 80 /- ; 28 :; 3 Clin-

cher rubber-studded (new, slightly soiled),

32/6, list price 70/-; 26X;i Hutchinson
Passenger (slightly soiled), 25/-, list price

60 /6 ; ;6 X 2} Dinilop rubber-studded (sliijhtlv

soiled), 25 /-, list price 60 /6.

WELL-KNOWN MAKE.
Our Lit

Price Price

:6-.-2j Passenger Hcavj, rubber
studded 45/- 55/-

26x-2}TouristTrophv,rubberstud.35/- 44/6
26 23 Tourist Trophy 35/- 45/9
:6 2.'. >^2.|TouristTrophyrnbber

studded 40/- so/-

GOODYEAR—
:q<2i Rubber studded (oversize, for 28 v 2.;

ims) 42/- ; 28 V 2.^ Diamond studded, 45 /-

PEDLEY—
:6X2} Heavy model, 50/-; 26X 2J X2I Heavy
model, 59/- ; 26X2} Medium, 42/6

AVON—
2SX3 Extra heavy 3-ribbed, 72/6; 650x63
L-lxtra heavy 3 ribbed 55/-. list price 74 /-

WOOD Wl I LIME (slightly soiled)

—

26x2 J Keygrip extra heavy 48/- 60/-

650 X 65 X 75 Kevgrip heavy 49/6 52/-

:6X2i Combination 67/3 84/-
26 X2iX2i Combination 77/- 96/-
26 X2I Combination 72/6 qo /6

SKEW—
26X2.V Rubbernon-skid,68/6; 700XS0 Heavy
rubber non-skid 95/- (to fit 650 X 65 rims).

GOODRICH—
26x2; Safely tread 57,/6 —
TIIRP^ NEW AND FULLY

'-'"St,*'" GUARANTEED.
26X23 6/6 rr

26X2* 8/3 rr

26X2J 8/3 rr

=8x2 7/9 11/9
26 X2tX2t Lap ended butted ... 7/8 —

*" ^i at special prices.

Best English make
-J

in. section, 6ft. lengths,

1 /2 per foot

RETREADING
Extra heavy, 17/6; Heavy, 15/-; Medium,

12/6
repairs are charged extra accord

ing to the description of repairs.

We have a large motor cycle stock, and shall

be pleased to quote on receipt of a Dostcard,

I
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Sunbeam.
QUNISKAM 1918 3i,L,h.l)., with Snuln
>^ £145.—Halitax Motor JSxchange, Uni
Halifa.y.

;nji sidecar;
n St. South,

[2425

B
olds, Waterbcach, c'ambs.

my trial; £145^—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd.,
ham. [2621

SUNBEAM 1916 Sl-jh.p., lamps, horn, speedometer,
tools, guaranteed in perfect condition through-

out, owner going abroad; £120.—Gill, Mellon Mow-
bray. [2722

WAUCIIOPE'S. 9. .Shoe Lane. Fleet St., L.ondon.—
i'ih.p. Sunbeam. 1917, £X15; 3>ih.p. Sunbeam

and sidecar. 1914, £127/10; 3J^h.p. Sunbeam and
sidecar, £175. [3003

LATE 1919 3'Jh.p.. Sunbeam, black and gold sporting

model, Cowev, Klaxon, quite new. mileage only

180, including delivery from works in October; £140.
Xo otfers.-Write, M., 9, Wood Street, Swindon. [2170

"1 Q20 sr.ih.p. Sunbeam, delivery promised second
A-fJ week'in March, owner unable to accept delivery

owing to financial difficulty; best offer over list price

secures; Su3se.\.—Boxl,339, c/o The Motor C.ticlr.

[3086

SUNBEAM, black and gold, bought new February,
1919, large new P. and H. lamp sets, knee grips,

low mileage, condition and appearance perfect;

bargain, £125, or near.—Reynolds, Waterbeach,
Cambs. [2729

1 Q17 2";4h.p. Sunbeam, chain-driven. Bosch mag..
-Ltl Senspray carburetter, perfect condition, £70, all

accessories; also Comfy coachbuilt sidecar, very light,

£12/12; both £80.—Grafton, Uplands Cottage, Dym
church, Kent. [2731

31h,p. Sunbeam, late 1916, appearance as new, only

2 run 2 years, engine recently overhauled at

makers, new tubes and covers. (Lucas lamps, horn,

spares, and kit of tools; best offer over £100.—Roberta,
19, Bassaleg Road, Newport, Hon. [2231

3ih.p. Sunbeam Military Model, new June, 1919,
2 olive green finish, complete with Tan-Sad, lamps,

2 generators. Klaxon, tools, numerous spares, everything

guaranteed perfect condition ; owner bought car ;
no

oflers; £118.-2. Westminster Villas, Ufrncombe. [2206

HANDSOME Combination, 1919 Sunbeam and
sporting canoelet black and gold sidecar, black

discs all round, Lucas lamp and rear, sidecar ditto,

horn, and knee grips, in new condition, done about
1.000 miles; bargain, £165.—Reynolds, Waterbeach.
Cambs. [2727

LATE 1919 Bh.p. Sunbsam Combination, Henderson
sidecar, windscreen, complete with all spares.

Lucas head. rear, and sidecar lamps. Lucas horn. Cow-

ley speedometer, disc detachable wheels, low mrleage,

in perfect condition; price £200.-107, Laugherne Rd..

ester. [2896

f>3.h.p. Thoma

rill8 8h.p Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed gear box,

J kick start, and all-chain drive, detachable wheels,

md complete spare wheel, sidecar is fitted with hood,

screen, and will seat 2 or more persons, in perfect

irder- 160 gns., or nearest oiier; seen any time.—Wood,
36, New End Sq., Hampstead. (Few minutes from
Tube Station.) [2835

Thomas.
_ _ (American], very low frame, nearly

ci'4 new tyres, Dixie mag., airtomatic carburetter,

footboards, aluminium rims, ready to ride away ; first

£24 secutes.-21, Middleton Rd., Hnnslet, Leeds. [2263

Thor. ~
16 Thor C.B. Combination. 7-9h.p.. 2-sp6ed. kick

start, foolproof gear,^. enamelled blue, splendid
best offer.-74, Onslow Rd.. Sheffield. [X431S

Torpedo.

TORPEDO. 2iAh.p. Precision engine, m.o. valves,

Bosch mag.. B. and B. carburetter, single gear,

• "uuilete, lamps, horn.—J. T. Cleaver, Stoborough. Ware-
'

[X4247

Triumph.

TO 17 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, nice order; £80.-1,
Xt' Delbngham Terrace, Catford. l^lbl

TRIUMPH, clutch model, all on:

cox Rd.. South Lambeth. S.W .

ph. free engine; E44.-E.. 37. Mel-
Ih.p.

;e Gardens. Han litii, W.6. [2566

All letters relating to .idvertisements should qr.ote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

3-SPEED Triumpli, coachlrailt sidecar; f85.—Mauflps'
Motor Mart, 100, Piiris St., Exeter.. [2261

3jLli.r. Triuiiuili, Million chitell, runuing order:
2 £27/10.-176, Soutli Ealing Ed., W.5. [2954

TEIUMPH, 1913, V.E., good condition, Dunlops,
lamps : £40.—Lovegrove, Silcliester, Reading. [2656

£129.—Eeginald Boase, Solicitor, Toningtoii.
[2152

TEIUilPH 5V-'h.v- Early Model, good running order;

accept £24.'—Welch, 135, Edgware Ed., W.2.

3 111. p. Single' Speed Trinmpll, just OTCrhauleil, very
2 reliable; £30.-Jame3 Garages, Clinrch Stretton.

[2340
TRIUMPH 3h.p., single speed, in good running

order; £20.-39, Poynings Ed., Highgate, N.19.
[2879

tX4248

1Q18 Countersliatt Triumph, discs, sporting Jlont-
Xt7 gomery sidecar; £95.-37, Arlington Ed.. Sur-

biton. [2737

TRIUMPH Siih.P.. clutch model, good running
order; £32.—Surrey House, Balfour Rd., Wey-

bridge. [2776

AN Exceptionally Good 1913 Clutch Triumph;
nearest £45.—Lapthorne, Revelstoke, Shoreham,

Sussex. . [2633

TEIUMPH SV.h.p., lamps, tools complete: ride aivav

:

f38.-Eeed," 18, Merthyr Terrace, Barnes. (After

6 o'clock.) [2132

TRIUMPHS.-Laree assortment of second-hand models
-L in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Eoss, 86, High Ed.,

Lee, S.E. [5540

1 Q18 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft Model, complete,
i-fJ in perfect order; £95.-Brook Bros., Burnliam,
Somerset. [1370

41i.p. Triumph, special T.T. model, guaranteed, 60
m.p.h. ; 50 gns.-Hyland, 12, Fordivych Ed.,

Eiondesbury. [2375

1Q20 Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, brand new and
J-V unridden; £155.-53, Cooke St., Old Tiafford,
^lar.chester. [2797

TEIUMPH, 1919, Swan sporting .sidecar, aluminium
discs, lamps, etc.; £130.—Eatclifl*, 200, Gt. Polt-

land St.. W. [2296

ton Ed.. S.W. [2988

TEIUMPH SV'h.p., 2 speeds, just overlianled and
enamelled: £50.-25, Susse-x Mews, Sussex Place,

Regent's Park. [2124

JOTsES' Garage, special agents for Triumplis, Broad-
•nav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [0038

TRIUMPH, 1919, little used, sidecar complete;
£126; no oHers.—41, Church Crescent, Church

End, Finchley. [2594

"IQ16 W.D. Countershaft Triumph, in perfect con-
JLt/ dition, complete with himps; £85.—Norman, 94,
East St., Bridport. [X4170

;h, splendid condition through-
. . . etc.; £47/10.—PutteriU, Gar-

,
Harpenden. [3103

TRIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, beautiful ore

3 bock- tyre; £85.—Edwards, 7, Exhibit
South Kensington. [2920

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3.speed. countershaft clutch, ex-
cellent condition; £85.-122, Wimbledon Park

Rd., Southfields, S.W.
~

^ [2708

\arest.
BRAND New 1919 T.'r. Triumph, road rac<

1,000. lamps, horn, tools, complete; £90,
—Todd. Waterbeach, Cambs. [2335

TEIUMPH 3-speed, C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter. Easting wind screen, perfect condition

;

£90.-5, George St., Eugby. [X4267

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3l/.h.p., just overhauled,
fixed gear; £35; exchange Levis motor cycle.—

Garage, 2a, Regent St., Hull. [2256

TRIUMPH, late 1919, 4h.p., 3-£peed, and Gloria side--
car, complete, very little used; £160, or offers.-

Lamb, Seven Stars Ed., Wigan. [2837

NEW 1919 Baby Triumph, lamps, tools, and horn
complete; £70. — Apply, E. E. Greenland.

Tucker's Grove, Falkland, Bath. [2745

1Q13 Clutch Model Triumph, good condition, full-l" equipment; £48; exchange Douglas.—Fernside,
Ollerbarrow Eoad, Hale, Cheshire. [2207

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1917,"cniintershaft, lamps, Klaxon,

[2641
38.

^^otors-
Motor. CYCLE/ Dept

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for the

D U Z iVi O
for London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from Febraary, 1920.

WE CAN DELIVER
31 h p. SUNBEAM machines at the rate of one per

week, absolutely as new, black and gold, just out

of finishing shop, complete with new heavy Dunlop
lyres, ne'o Lucas lamp set. and horn This is no
"fal'je " description, but it is practically impossible

to find any difference from 192) models ; £120 each.

We are also Agents for the following machines :

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, - WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO-TYLER, NEW HUilSON, F.M., LEA-
FRANCI.S.

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

1918 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2 speed,
discs, fully equipped, as new £68

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpli.

Tt/'AUCHOPE'S 9^ Shoe Lane, Pleet St.. Lcndon

nn.T. Triumph, fri splendid eonditit

rgig T.T. NORTON (LATE), all

;

under 100 miles, very hot 105 gns.

igig late B.S.A. Combinatiou, completely
overhauled and fully equipped, ready
for immediate delivery 139 gns

2? h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-specd, as now, C.A.V.
magneto, not W-D. Model, privalelv
owned .' £60

Late igrg HARLEY-DAVIDSON, special

1920 Harley Sidecar, fully equipped
and as new, mileaa:e 800, hood, screen,

step, aluminium discs £195

1920 3' h.p. twin JAMES
;

just delivered.

Lis'tprice £115

1920 sSh.p. ROYAL RUBY, Kghtweight,
slightly shop-soiled £47

1915 ALLDAYS MATCHLESS Combina-
tion, countershaft, kick-starter, chain
drive, spring footboards, new Sidecar,

new lamp set, and horn complete .... £85

1915 8 h.p. ZENITH and MiUford Sidecar,

hood, screen, cli'tch, kick-starter,

all lamps, and Tan-Sad seat £1 35

Accessories in Stock.
Cameo Wind.'icreens, B. & B. Carburetters, Amac
Carburetters. Spares for both types. P, & H.
Lamp Sets. F.R.S. Lamp Sets. Horns of cvcr\'

make. Klaxons and all Types of Mechanical
Horns. Aluminium Discs for all makes. Alu-
minium Leg Shields for all makes. Valves, Hoods,

Belts, Chains, Tools, etc.

CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.

OFFICIAL REPAIRERS A.C.U.
FINEST EQUIPPED MOTOR CYCLE REPAIR
SHOP IN SOUTH-WEST LONDON. WELD-
ING, TURNING, GEAR CUTTING.
OVERHAULS of every description.

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S.Kensington, S.W.7.

Telophor
Telcgran

TEIUMPH 191(1
1 ;. I.' t luuni

NnitiiTi, Braunston, Oakham, Rutland.

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o( the istiie.

-S- lamps, speedometer, horn, Bosch; £55.—Coulsor
Huddersfield Rd., Birstall, near Leeds. [2-26

—Ward, 104, Pemdevon Rd., Croydon.

TRIUMPH, in splendid condition, brand new sideeai
new DunloT

£80.-Ling

'p.T. Trii

100, Lansdowne Ud~, Seven King's, Essex,

19 14 Triumph and C.B. roomy sidecar, sound,
liable condition, lamps; £78, lowest.—Letters (

Irove Lawns, St. Albans. [2first. Hutch:

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Cycle and Sidecar, perfect cond
tion, speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, completi

£120.—E. Bemrose, 91, Peter's St., Derby. [27;)

ORDERS Now Booking lor rotational delivery of m
1920 Triumph models; Biimingliam only.—

T'

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2^:

TRIUMPH Junior, January, 1920, electric li?!

£70: owner buying combination.—Seen, 11. Hi.
mond Park Rd., East Sheen, S.W. (Alter 6.30.) [5421

J

TRIUMPH, 1911, new tyres, new pi.ston and nnt
sound throughout, stored since 1914, just ov(

hauled; £35, oflers.—Dickinson, Tidworth, Hants. [21'

31h.p. T.T. Triumph, clntch, in excellent eondiSc
2 Dunlop tyres, and new spare belt; £45; am

buying car.-Rawlinson, 33, Kew St., Chelmsford, E6S<
[25

TRIUSIPH, countershaft model, very fast, thoroufl
overhauled, enamelled and plated throughmi

80 gns.— 10, Bonner Hill Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
[25

FOUR Countershaft Triumphs, 3 speeds B
'

clutch : from £75 each, or near cash offer
lot to one buyer.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshaltoi -

[28
'

4h.p. Triumph, late 1916, 2-speed C.S., hand clufr

disc wheels, plated exhaust, sportv, like ne
£87/10, or near ofler.-72, Henry St., Woolwich, S.E.:

[23
TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., Sturmey-Areher S-speed

clutch, T.T. bars, tvies and condition very gee,
£75.-Buck's Garage, Sackville Rd., Bexhill-on-Sea.

'

tas
TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1919 (late), Millford sidec

speedometer, horn, P.H. lamps, good conditi
thronghout; £130.—Scroggs, Merton College, Orfo'

[27
|Q12-13 3'!.h.p. Triumph, 2-speed, free engii
i-O Dunlop tyres, good condition throughout. _
—Smith, The Oct, Market St., Wymondham, Norlo

TRIUMPH, 1918. countershaft, new conditi<
and "belt nearly new; price £85, or near of!e:

Lane, 1, Messiter Place, Eltham. 'I'houe: Lee Gli
284. [g'i,

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft model, 3 speeds, btl

clutch, neiv sidecar; anv triijl; £110; please
after 6 o'clo.'k.-136, Lavenham RiT., "

'"

S.W.18.

1 Q12 a'Ah.p. Triumph, clutch model
-LiJ pullev. Klaxon, Avons, lami;6, eve:
serviceable condition ; £42 ; ride awav.—86, Besni
Rd., S.E. 5. [2;

TRIUJNIPH Sijh.p., Grado, about 1912, c.vlinder
bored, new piston fitted, new tyres, ride aw

£45; after 2 Saturday.—55, Pages Walk, Old S<
Rd., S.E.I. [21

TRIUMPH Cycle, 1914 model, 3'oh.p.. fitted clul

Bosch mag., tyres good, in perfect rnitniug ortl

best offer above £40 accepted.—Cliffords, 34, Haml
Rd., Fulham. 13!

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p. Combination, S-speede «

clutch, lamps, horn, etc., splendid conditi'

little used, any trial; £85.-62b, Highg.ate 'S

Kentish Town. [2!

TRIUMPH, 3iyi.r., 3-si.eed, and clntch, pan sai
plating as new, meclianicallv perfect, InD

Klaxon, bag and tools; £60.-48, Princess Ed., VI
ston, Manchester. E2(f

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p., 3-speed. semi-T.T.,
"

sporting Swan sidecar, lamps, horn, etc., in spl

did order; £135.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

V

Camommile St., E.G. 3. {0(j

TRIUMPH, T.T., new tyres, carburetter, KI»st
saddle and bags, footboards, perfect, renova

perfect running order; price £40.—Lawrence, 2, S
derland Rd., Forest Hill. I2tf

TRIUMPH Combinatiou, 4h.p.. 3-speed coiiufeteli||

standard handle-bars. Moutgomcjy coaclibuilt *

car, good condition: £105.—The Premier Motor
Aston R<1., HiiiuiiislNiiii. [2|1

TRIUMPH, c ,.ii!itr'-li;nf, 3-speed.s, kick si

cnnioiltd ini.l plainl. new parts, yiz., eylin|j

pislon, valves, cbtt-b. cuudition perfect;
R.L., 0/0 Martin, 18, Orchard St., Bristol.

TEIUMPH, 2-speed and clntch, Bostdi, Amac, 111

P. and H. lighting set. mechanical horn,
belt, tyres, enamel, and plating perfect conmtil
£48.-2, Blenheim Gardens, Wallington.

Soutligeiim
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ITOK CYCLKS l=OR SALK.
Triumph.

iumpl". i-nn.llliiiill, ,,iili'.ai, Ih.v..
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12932
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.p.
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[2367

IT C'nlllliilK ti. 1. 2-»r, 'd. .Int.* kick stmt,
new eoflch-
£75.-Write,

[2911
1 Ullll <.

nihllim.,1 K "son '"v'u'.y.l.

imii.l,, .->.„

nnd is ,is"

Box 1.281

rs mil.
pi.l

01' II

Tllf

oiiipku- with lamps,
ty, not used duriiiK
ondon district; £110
Mulor Cvcle. [2528

3^19115 C. irl
'.'.',

lit C
5-Bpoeil.

, pnnrante<?d
piston find

ly, 355,
ivliiit oSer;

[2122IM
.

l.iytou, E.IO

igu.^t) T.'r. Triuuiiih. perfect condition, ac-
iries. 1,000 miles; £90, or nearest oHer;
919 lountei shaft Triumph, T.T. bars, cash
—Tilbury. 164, Uxbridge Rd., Ealinc.

[2607
HS.—We haye a few brand new 4h.p.
rsh.Ttt Triumphs in stock, never been on
10 premiums, makers' list price, carriage
. Giiiago, 300, Marylebone Ed. Padd.

[2751

tumph Combination, mileage 600, spotless
ition : any trial; Klaxon horn. Easting
1, 3 lamps, better than new; £140.-45,
d., New Maiden, Surrey. 'Phone : 39

[2562

1, 1919, almost new, 3-speed countershaft,
ars, disc wheels £5/5, Lucas lamps, Wat-
meter, Stewart horn, rear lamp, special ex-
grips, a posh outat; £119.—Box 1,287, e/o

''Sicle. [2538
4h.p.. coitntershaft. and brand

milt siileoar, entire outfit as new, tyn
enamelling and plating perfect, only
rately owned; £1.15.-48, Grenville Kd.,
le, N.19. [2446

1919 model, 4yih.p., countershaft

)I

practically brand
'largain; £90, no offers; reas
abroad: may be seen any day

done under 200
for ellii

Mount St., Londo
17, Adam's

[2628,

I, August, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed S.A.,
kick starter, perfect, 1919 handle-bars,

: hot air intake, XL pan saddle, new \Vat-
ecar. special chassis; £80.—Woodman,
lema, Essex Ed., N. [2867
imph. 4h.p., with MilKord ooachbuilt sidecar,
id, clutch, lamps, horn, spares, etc., stored
used 8 months onlv, perfect order; any

trial: 110 gns.; first cheque secures.-C.
Jesus Lane, Cambridge. [2382
I 4h.p., 1919, latest model Klaxon, Tan
egshields. lamps, 15 and 16-tooth engine
fast all-weather machine, specially tuned

feet condition; 110 gns., or best offer.—
inslade. Hills Ed., Cambridge. [2778
ay) Triumph, 3-speed countershaft gear.
sporting sidecar, Auster wind screen,

idometer, tools, in perfect order; £130,
.range 1919 A.J.S. or Enfield with cash.—
cers Arms, 17, Mercers St., W.C.2. [2738
aave a 3J ah.p. Triumph, just renovated and
lied by makers, Phillipson pulley, semi-
jEiS.-Fair OHer Car House, 5, Heath St.,
. (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone

:

3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[2403

immph, smsle-speed, new Hutchinson back,
nental front, new belt and tubes, lamps,
pedometer, pump, etc., spares, recently

condition and order; bargain,
St. Margaret's Rd., Hanwell, W.7.

[2894
umph Combination, June, mileage under
. ^liddleton touring sidecar, biggest Lucas
~" "'

speedometer, handle-bar muffs.

nental fr(

paedomett
W perfectW int, 112, I

£ 1 50

:

ital, Dollis N.W.2.
St.

j« [ Combiuafi
- 400 mile . ,_._. ,

Cowey, Elaxou, knee-grips

[2580
,
1919, 4h.B., 3-speed,

complete with all accessories,
.. — -ixou, knee-grips, screen, spare

alve, plugs, etc., very smart outfit; best
160.-A.B., 39, Westbourne Terrace North,
8 Paddiagton. [2636
: ?%h.p., semi T.T. model, 1913, Philip-
ariable pulley, decompressor, Stewart

• Klaxon horn. King of the Boad lamp,
k^ee pads, new back tyre, good front

wpt running order, stored during war:
K-N., going abroad.—Blunt, Springfield
lam, Sussex. [2475

Velocette.
tLLl-4.MS. for early deliyerv of Velocettes
•i.Ash Depot Wolrerbamp'ton. [X8523

Douglas

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
ne'w outfit no'vv.

A!l motor cycles of repute

will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums
high prices for second-hand
machines.

4 h.p, Douglas
and

Sidecar
now ready for imme-
diate delivery at the

following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St„

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £145
at Works.

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

MOTOR CYCLUS I-OH SALE.
Velocette.

VKLOCKTTK; Nov-mhiu-, 1919, 2-»peod, chain dri
mcchanicul lubrication, KIbx

lam|)s. iinus d, insura
7. Carturk St., Glasgow.

I, Bpe-it-

£72.—Stewart.
(2437

Veru8.
yl'fEns, Just deliveted,- Z-aiwed, kick »tnrtei, nno

of tho best; £75.—Uull, Triumph Agent, Noith-
unptou. . .

1X4358

VKBUS New 1920 2-»troke, 2-»powl, kick stiirt, in

Btoi:l!; £75.-Edward«, 7, Exhibition Rd., South
Kensington. 12921

DELIVERY from stock, iVih.T,. 2-8peed K.S. Verus
machines.' A serious touring mount, bend us

your enquiries for other models.—Elliott Bros, nnd
.S'tevens, Cambuslang, Glasgow. [X3931

Vindec.

VINDEC Special 5-6h.p. Comhinntion, new-- coneh-

built sidecar, wind screen and apron,, new tyres

nnd tubes throughout, 2 Bpeed.s, linud clutch, wliole

outfit like new; £85.-Write, A.M.S., 57,, Bitdliurrt

Rise, South Croydon. [2914

Viper.

Vl'PEE-JAP 2i/i!h.p., iniuiedi.nte dchvery, 2-speed

sporting model": £67. Agents, Tower Motor Gar-

age. Berkeley Sii., Bristol.—Enqniries to J. Ivens. Stan-

uioie, Kidderminster, until open. [X4231

Wilkin.

WILKIN Enquiries tor early rotational deliyery

invited by J. Blake and Co., the leading motor
cycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. [6583

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., w.c, 2-seater sidecar, hood,

trial; £90.-14, Barnehurst Av., North Heath.

Erith, Kent. [2690

WILLIAMSON 8h.p., water-cooled, 1914, Bosch
waterproof mag., E.B.S. lamps, horn, wind screen,

anron Canoelet, sidecar, perfect order; £78.-Gray and

Levin, 5. She Boulevard, BaUiam, S.W. Tel.: Streat-

luim 2417. ,.
\.2ni

Wolf.

HONOn Oak Motor Mart.-Immedi.ite delivery Wnlfs.

—129, Brockley Eise, S.E.23. [1404

Wooler.

JONES' ^aarnge, special agents for V-'oolers, BronA

way Muswell Hill, N.IO. and W.iodside Parade.

North FincLley. V)OZ%

WOOLEE 25ih.p., 2-stroke, variable gear, front and

rear springing, rebuilt, plnt«d and enamelled, new
lamps and Palmer cord tyres. £50 ; excellent for h.lrd

pillion work.-85. Dyne Ed., N.W.6. [X4264

BAEGAIN.— 2o/ih.p. Wooler 2-stroke, mechanic.nl

lubrication, variable gear, rear springing, pan

saddle, Cowey, P. and H. lamps, just overhauled: £55,

or part exchange big single.—Write, Soyers, Bavens-

field, Cambridge Ed.. Teddington. [2121

Zenith.

1 014 6h.p. Zenith, in good condition.—White. 42.
-Ly London Ed., Camberley. [X4194

BEAND New Zenith, 8h.p.; what offers.—Gaudier,

Churchfield Ed., Walton-on-Naze. [2793

ZENITH 1913 3'ih.r., all-red T.T., very fast and
smart: f 40.-Ashville, Honor Oak, S.E.23. [2644

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
4-5h.p. Zenith twin and sidecar, 1919; £145.

[3013

ZENITH from stock, and earliest deliveries of 1920

models.—Louis G. Ford, opposite G.P.O., East-

bourne. [2107

ZENITH 6h p. Combination, countershaft, K.S., all

accessorieJ, trial; £100.-C.S., 14, Swaton Ed.,

Bow, E.s: [2962

ZENITH Motor and sidecar. Model H.. 1916, com-
plete, in perfect condition; £130.—Brook Bros..

Burnham-on-Sea. [2418

1Q15 Zenith, 6h.p. accessories, tyres, etc., new.
i-XJ splendid condition: £72, or offer.—Lt. Burge.

150. Cambridge St., S.W.I. [2735

ZENITH-GEEEN, water-cooled, coachbuilt sidecar,

kick start. Zenith gears; £68.—Maudes' Motor
Mart, 100. Paris St., Exeter. [2259

ZENITH 1919 8h.p. Combination, ridden once,

lamps. Klaxon, perfect throughout; £145:
Surrey.—Box 1,338, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3085

-I iai5 Zenith 4h.p., new lamps, mechanical horn,

1-fJ tools, plating as new, good condition; £62.-43.

Offley Ed., Brixton. Tel.: 1137 Brixton. [2759

1 019^^ Zenith-Gradua 5h.p. Combination, very good
-LCr couditioa: owner going abroad: no I'casonahle offer

refnsed.-Apply, 10, Whitehall Park, Highgate, N. [2802

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1917, W.D., 4h.p.. little used,

lamps, horn, accessories: bargain, £65.—C, 66.

King Edward's Grove, Teddington. Apply after 8 p.m.
" [2239

1 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^s
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Zenith.

4h.p. Zenith Combination, Gradua gear, just been
OTerhauled, perfect condition, lamps and acces-

sories ; £68, no oflers.-4, Perth Kd.. Plaisto-w, West
Ham, E.13. [2076

6ii.p. Zenith, J.A.P. en§:ine, Gradua gear, Millford C.B.
sidecar, 2 belts, ^ pillion seat, paid up insurance

policv; lot £50. no oflers.—Humphries, 15, Alesauder
St., Eny:water. [2383

ZENITH-GRADTTA, SVs-ab.p. J.A.P., discs, lamps,
knee grips, plated exhaust, T.T. bars, condition

and appearance excellent; £55, loTrest.—Dental Sureery,
50, High St., Tonbridge. [2220

ZENITH GRADUA late model 6h.p., countershaft,
kick start, lamps, Lucas horn; a bargain, £105.—

Write Wilkins, 1, Pitcairn Rd., Mitcham. 'Phone

:

City 628 for appointment. 2029

ZENITH 1917 5h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, clutch, P.
and H. lamps (large], speedometer, horn, pump,

toole, pillion seat, tyres nearly new, excellent turnout

;

110 gns., or offer.—Hayivard, 54, Kingsmead Rd., Tulse
Hill. [2238

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 8h.p. Zenith, standard
model, fully equipped, mileage under 300.—Fair

Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2398

ZENITH-GRADUA Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., 1916,
overhauled, new plating, etc., large comfortal)le

Venus coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, privately o-^-i

£87/10.—Apply, Garage, 626, Seven Sisters Rd., South
Tottenham, N.15. (Near St. Ann's Rd.} [2486

1 Q19 8h.p. Zenith (October], large head light and
J~*/ rear light, knee grips, spare belt, horn, many
accessories, make speedy combination to person pur-
chasing racy sidecar, very fast; £125.—W. Stillwell,

jun., Park Corner, Little Chart, Ashford, Kent. [2162

ZENITH-GRADUA, late 1914, 8h.p. J.A.P., kick
start, Bosch, Amac, nearly new 26x3in. Dunlopi

.

new chain and variable pulley, U.S.A. sidecar, hood,
screen, grid, lamps. Klaxon, etc. ; £115; seen by ap
pointment.—Ackland, IS, Princes Av., Wood Green, N

[2519
ZENITH 8h.p. Combination, countershafts clutch, kick

start model, Millford coach sidecar, new Palmer,
Dunlop, and Avon heavy covers, Watford speedometer,
head and sidecar lamps, and spares, all in splendid
condition; any reasonable trial or examination; £125.
Matthews, Greenfield Lodge, Strafford Rd., Barnet.

[2274
ZENITH 6h.p., 1914, Mills-Fulford, with sporting

boat sidecar, hood, screen, discs, long exhaust,
T.T. bars, Lucas lamps and horn. Klaxon, Cowey, speed-
ometer, knee-grips, good Dunlops, and spares, fast, stored'

3^2 years; £125: exchange countershaft Norton soh
Eaves, 5, Thornfield Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London

[2f

Ladles* Motor Cycles.

1 Q14 2h.p. Huniber, lady's model, 3-speed clutch, per-
-L«/ feet condition; £32/10.-129, Grove Green Rd..
Leytonstone. [2521

Miscellaneous.

117 Rudge Multi 3y2h.p.. as new; £85.19»

19
19
19

16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination: ill5.

19 T.T. Rover, with accessories, as new;

9 3-speed Countershaft Ariel, £95.

THE H.O. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., N.W.3
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons and

Sundays. [9541

ATJTOPED Scooters, f42; delivery from stock; trade
supplied.

A.J.S. 1915 Combination, A.J.S. 1914 ditto, Douglas
1919 ditto, Douglas 1918 ditto, Indian 1919 ditto

Rover 1919 ditto. Campion 1917 ditto, Rudge 1919
ditto, Harley 1916 ditto, Harley 1915 ditto, Eovei
1920 ditto, Koyal Ruby 1920 ditto; A.V. Monocar
1919; Garden Monocar, 1919; Tamplin Monocar, 1920
Morgan G.P., mag., 1918; Zenith 1919 combination
Ariel 1919 combination: P. and M. 1919 Triumph -1919
Alldays 1919, Douglas 1919, Calthorpe 1919, Scott 1919'
Rudge 1919, Blactburne 1919, James 1919, Eovei
1919, Coventry Eagle 1919, Sparkbrooke 19^9, Lea-
Francis 1919, Diamond 1919, Ariel 1919, Zenith 1919-
several new and secoud-hand Sidecars actually in stock —
Percy and Co., 319-321, Euston Ed., London. 'Phone:
Museum 1337. [2938

RD. VARTY for motor cycles, cash or e.xchange.
• All machines guaranteed.—Below.

RD. VARTY guarantees all dates advertised to be
. correct, and date of machine is put on the

receipt.-Below.

RD. VARTY despatches all second-hand machines
• carriage paid at railway company's risk to your

nearest station.—Below.

D. VARTY tor satisfaction, a square deal, and
your old machine in part exchange.—Below.

D. VARTY, Thundersley, Rayleigh, Essex. [9748

OTOE Cycle, 2^strok6, .just overhauled, splendid
djtion.—Heal, jun.. Furnisher, Crewkerne.

[2364 1

All letters rchitiiig to advertisements sli

R
R
M

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART
LTD.

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegrams - " Selection Coventry."

Feb. To-day's Stock of

1920 MODELS 1920
HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p. twin combination.
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p. twin combination.
REX, 6 h.p. model 66, twin combination.
NEW IMPERIAL 6 h.p. solo or combination.
QUADRANT, 4l h.p., all chain drive combination.
BRADBURY 4i h.p., all-chain drive solo or

combination.
EDMUND, 2j h.p, spring frame.
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick -start.
IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke, 2-speed, dist wheels.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 speed.
CALTHORPE-PRECISION, 2 stroke, 2-speed.
HOBART, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2-speed, kick-start, hand clutch,

discs,

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2-5trQke, 2-speed, kick-

start.

SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke. 2-speed.
GONNAUGHT, miniature, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-

start, hand clutch.

To the Trade
We are now fixing up AGENCIES throughout the

Kingdom for

THE C.M.M. UNION:
BRIEF SPECIFICATION:

Engine.—Union 2| h.p. 2-stroke.

Carburetter.—Brown & Barlow.
Ignition.—M-L and C.A.V. high-tension water-

proof magneto.
Frame.—Exclusive design, with a one-piece head

lug, made from finest quality weldless steel

tubing.

Handlebars.—Upturned pattern or semi-T.T. or
or T.T. at-option.

Forks.—Brampton Biflex.

Tank.—Special design, narrowed at back, finished

in best quality e»amel, with green panel.
Wheels.—26 x 2^, wrai oil-retaining dust-proof

hubs.
Tyres,—Dunlop 26 xs^.
Belt.—Dunlop.
Saddle.—Panseat, Lycett's, or Leatheries.
Mudguards.—Extra wide.

Toolbars.—Pannier type, with tool-r.,-11 and
necessary tools.

Gear.—Burraan 2-speed.
Footboards or footrests at option.

Models.—Three, Single-speed, 2-speed, and 2-speed
kick-start, hand-clutch.

MANUFACTURED IN COVENTRY, not "Down
to a Price," but *'T0 AN EXPERT'S IDEAL.' '

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES. LARGE OUTPUT.

The
COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD.

London Road,
COVENTRY.

Telegrams : "Selection, Coventry."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Miscellaneous.

4? 5 under price list, just delivered, new 2-strc
^^ speed; crate 10/- extra.—7B5, High Rd., L
stone, E.

6 h.p. Twin, almost complete, perfect; stamps i
lars; bargain, £30.—Kichards, 10, Walteri;

Ammanford, Carm. '
'

8 h.p. Countershaft Combination, electric lamj!
horn, wind screen. SDarfts_ snlendid eondiiimi

I^OR Sale, ZVii^-V- motor cycle and C.B.- b1,

Albion clutch, Bosch, B. and B.. would er
ginners; £.28, or nearest cash offer.-Skeat,
Leven Rd., Poplar, London, E.14.

19^
T.T. Triumph, lamps, and horn, knee-grips, spai'

and outfit, done 100 miles, £100, or near of

3ili.p. T.T. Norton (Oct., 1919), as nevi, _.

,

2 300 miles; what offers? Complete lamps,
knee-giips.—McClure's Garage, Stoke-on-Trent.

BATCHELOR and Co. can supply from stoiit i

Douglas, 3-speed, £88; Ciyno 2-stroke, Ji

£70; Blackburne, 4h.p., 3-speed, £115; New 1

1

2-speed, 2-stroke. £65; Ariel 3V'h.p. combi
£135; all 1920, brand new.—Note address: 3J
ence St., Kingston-on-Thames.

1 Q20 Ciyno, 2-speed, clutch, just from mafiteri" 1914 Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch, in perfe
dition, only done 5,000 miles, mechanical
speedometer, watch, lamps, and generator,
accessories, £125; 1912 Douglas, 2-speed,
condition, lamps, and generators, £37.—A.
ilarpenden Garage and Coach Works, Hafpe

DON'T Buy From a Dealer. We will giT&.yo
possible assistance to obtain a privatdy

ear or motor cycle direct from an owner in any
the Kingdom. Call, or send six penny stamps (1

postage, etc.) for full particulars and current
cars or motor cycles and free introduction to w
want.—The Manager, The Kwiksale Private
Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. (run by den
officers for the benefit of private motorists).

F.O.C.H.—Call and see us. New and secoi
,

motor cycles combinations, and ligl.
j

always on view ; prices to suit everybody. V
\

buy yoi-r old mount or allow a good price Jc

part payment. Get in now on our lists for
deliveries of 1920 models. A few we specia
N.U.T., Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Rudg^
New Imperials, Allon, Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K.,

.

famous G.N., Citroen, Horstmann, and -. D
cars. Strict rotation ; no premiums. Oui
implies our business methods.—Fair Offer Car '

5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampsteat
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hon;,
including Saturdays.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.

SCOOXA-MOTOES.-Enrly delivery of thesSJS
—Applv, Lunkester Engineering Co.,

Ed.. Surbiton.

AUTOPED Scooters,
dvnaiuo lighting

St., Loudon, W.l.

AUTOPED Scooters.-Immediate deli.

\vitjt 01 without se-nts.—Apply, Lnulcestflr E
ing Co., 63, Brighton Rd., Suii.il

BUILD Tour Own Seooter (it

Drawings aud instructions 5/ .

played advt., " The Motor Cycle," Jan. 22nd.
Bailey, 9.6, King Edward Ed., Eugby.

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RATBECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fl

Sturmey-Archer 3-spee<l gear and Diinlo
render lame people delightfully iudependentjj c

free.—Harry Eayner, 10 and 12, George St.,'B!

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ET

iuia quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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BOUlliS.
stopped, and undersluoK

-Touring, sporting, tradosr
iting : cvclmngos.

-Tho sidecar body experts,
1, in ttio rougli it desired.

>-Bodies direct from factory
'; lists ready, write.

Sidecar Co.. 6-18,

ns; ropau^t.

Bodies, any

to

ley St.. S. Totlen
[6670

t.-Tandcm bodies. £10/10.-Makers, Briglit
aaylos, 78, Church St., Caraberwell. [2570

Lighlwciehl do hixo, £7/10.—Makers.
md llaylis. 78, Church St., Cnmberwell.

[2671
Coachbuilt Body, ne\yly painted, uphol-

and wind screen; £9.-15,
Win blv, on. [2590

riON
pal to

Uuioi

Oci

St
Ira.li

ilecar Bodies, undcrs
supplied.—Halifax

li. Halifax.

lung or
Motor
[2426

Leicps
n>:9 111

Writs

,H Sid.'c;

isli: iiiiu

Tlio Wil

r 1!.

Is ,^

owl 11

lies lire

i|i|.lie<l

.111; Co

built by experts
to fit every type

, Leicester. [0050

E'S, - We
to Tiinl;6

5, I'eutoi

lun

ville

for

Rd.,

veral soiled bodies to
new models ; insijectioii
King's Cross, London.

[5027

ary Bodv
eason to
jrade at »

and
place
low

Engineering Co. have decided
for disposal sidecjir modies
figure. Every body ennnin-

BEE, paint and varnish does not add to
of your iHissenger. We are builders of

r 6;itoon bodies, coupes, etc. Compare
11 with others. Our whole life lias been

OS! Ed.,
ony other firm.—Note the ad-
Ferme Park Ed., Stroud Green,

[2100
I Coachbuilt Bodies, smartest designs, lowest

V colour, from £5 : complete sidecars
1 and inspect at the Lancaster Motor
wood Ed., West Norwood. [2586

S. beautiful coachbuilt hodies. many desisns
lours to choose from; aprons, hoods, wind
airs. Trade supplied.—City Motor Co..
.25, London Rd., Manchester. [0046

3odies, bulbous back, touring, racing, and
patterns, by finish to order. Hoods,

ons, repairs.-T. W illiams. Manufacturer,
latham St., Oxford Rd., Manchester. [2085

3T0N. — Coachbuilt underslung bodies,
s back with locker, spring seat, uphol-
Pegamoid, solidly constructed, and not
;her; from £7/15; several types in stock
Torn.—Burlington Motor Cycle Co., Ltd..
de, Clapliam Common, S.W.4. [2979

Bodv Designs tor the trade only. Work-
loured, pencil, or line drawings of original
working drawings, full-sw,ed or to scale —

aide Journal, Ltd., established designers to
nde for over 80 years. Consult us when de-
ideas.—20. Tudor St., London, E.C.4. [0004

Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sidecar
'Uilders in the country. We have manu-
date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
ompleted or in the course of completion-
seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro-
1 featherweight. You can get what you

i<| dy ou a superfine finish at the Sandham
Co., 336, Gray's Inn R4., London, W' C
bom 933. [0020

• DECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ti E Coachbuilt Sidecar, axle broken £4 -
. >ert Ed., Dalston, E.8. [2378

Jl
' Sidecars. Send for illustrated catalogue.

»S s Motories. Portland Place, Halifax.

'^ ' Sidecars for B.S.A., Triumph, Harlev-
IV, 'D, Phelon-Moore.—Booth's Motorics, Hali-

ri iRTH-STEVENS Sidecars.-The best^'tbat
'P' can buy; illustrated catalogue on applica-

RTH-STEVENS. — Immediate
= built throughout of the finest
cvLry sidecar guaranteed.

delii

RTH-STEVENS can supply sidecars to fit
ype of motor cycle, correct fit guaran-
in any quautites.

I RTH-STEVENS.-Sidecars built to cus-
j

own designs if required; quotations on

RTH-STEVENS
I entonville Rd.,
> ctral 10264.

Eng Co..

[8742

(SUPPLKMENT XrX.) Advertisements. 03

L.M.C.
The motor cycle for the dis-

= criminating motor cyclist. =
= Sole Agents, London and =

the home counties.
= Deliveries now commencing =

I Beardmore-Precision |
= The spring frame model of =
B tiie future. Book for early =

g dehveries which have now a
= commenced. =
M Retail Agents, London and =
= twenty miles. g

I WILKIN I
g The super-efficient Gold
= Medal Mount. Book for =
P early delivery. ?
= Three models only. g

I Simplex Attachment |
= Convert your cycle into a g
= motor cycle at half the cost. =
H Lady's and Gent's demon- B
= strator in stock. =
5 Book for early delivery, =

i Henderson Sidecars. |
H One of the finest produc- =
= tions offered on the market
5 to-day. =
1 All Models on View. =
=

.

1 CONTRACTING AGENTS FOR =
S ALLDAYS "ALLON," ARIEL, BAT' =" BRADBURY, D.O.T., CALTHORPE, =
= ENFIELD, JAMES, LEA-FRANCIS, LEVIS,

L.M.C, MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN, NEW- == IMPERIAL, N.U.T. BEARDMORE- n= PRECISION, QUADRANT, RADCO, ROVER, —
S RUDQE-MULTI, SPARKBROOK, TRIUMPH, == VELOCETTE, WILKIN, ZENITH,

g SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON, etc. =
^ Place your order now for rotation g
gi delivery. You cannot do better =
= than buy the best, therefore come =
S to lis. —

154-6, Gt. Portland St., i
LONDON, W.l. i

lllllBIIIIBIlllHllilHIIIIHIIIIBIIIIHIIll

SIDLCAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
pOR

QAiVnUM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

AN 1 1 I'M Side, nodels, N08. 1, 2.s
S.\XriI'M Kill

tlio road;
Cv.le."

•Sidecar with the dis-

ngle-seater, yet capable
of seating two adults comfortably: the latest evolution
of the sidecar body; fully patented.

SANliUM Combination Hood and Screen, absolutely
storm-proof.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufacturers o»
coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and

SANDUM Sidecars.-The most noted body-bnilders in
the country.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn nd.,
W.C.I. 'Phone; Holborn 933. F.actories; 153

to 164. Pentonville Ed., N. ; and Britannia Works.
Britannia St., W.C. [0019

aiDECAE Hubs, all sizes.—Apply actual makers. A.O W. Wall, Ltd., Haymill, Birmingham. [X4052

list price.—^Youngs,
'Phone : 214. [0121

£16/10.-Makers. Bright,
ch St., Camberwell. [2572

TTINFIELD Chassis, Dunlop 26x2'/=, luggage carrier;
£7/10.—Slatter, 3, Cliff Terrace, St. John's.

8.E:8. [2306

Triumph Gloria .Sidecar, brand new, with
leo screen; £38.—Box 1,292, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [2543

IDEC-AES in Stock.—Crow Bros.. Guildford, have
large contracts running for 1920 Millford and

Montgomeiy. [6929

/^AMBEE.—Sidecars built to customers' requij

19c^
Cijcl

\y nents.
Camberwell.

B.S.A. Siciecar,

price: £34.-

Olympia, London.

and Hayles, 78, Chur<
[2574.

brand new, just arrived, at makers'
-Wilkins, Simpson and Co., opposite

[2352

COACHBUILT Sidecar, with Cameo screen; bar-
gain, £12; evenings after 7.—Guthrie, 35, Hails-

ham Av., S.W.2. [2661

fcxactitude sometimes.

lyriDULETON'S Must Get Eight Words :

MIDDLETON'S, howerer, do know bow to make side-

MIDDLETON'S Invented Chassis with double tubes,
also diagonal centre tubes.

"i»«"IDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar
irJ- makers, 27, Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Park.
Tel.: Hornsev 1584. [9479

Upper HoUoway. [X4320

NEW Chater-Lea with Venus body, tyre, done lOO
miles, S20; cjme body, 30/-; or near offers.—66.

Belgrave Av., Watford. [2174

stock, £23. plus carriage and
ichine.—Edwards, 7, Eshibition

[2923

Model 4. sprung back, beauti-
£19/10.—Bright and Havles, 78.

Ca'mberwell. [2573

', second-band, but as good
nd Co., -15-16, Bishopssate

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0073

.CtALE. Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, everything splen-
O' did, except upholstery [passable); bargain, ±'15.—

BO.X 1,279, c'o The Motor Cycle. [2525

COACHBUILT Sidecar, in excellent condition, light

and comfortable, new Dunlop tyre; £16.-Eig'iv.

P.O., Lougshaw, Billings, Wigan. [2476

Ed., South Kensingt<

C.AMBEE.—Sidecar:
ful :

Church St.

POETINO Swan Sideca

etters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tfte date ol the issue. A3.5
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
COACHBUILT UudersUmg Sidecar, nearly, new,

suit 4h.p. ; £13/10, exchange heavyweight.—86,
Townsend Rd., Southall. After 6. [2910

CAJSrOELET Sidecar, brand new, with storm apron,
just arrived, at makers' price; f29/8.—Wilkins,

Simpson and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [2551

SIDECAR, Douglas, perfect, Dunlop tyres, £15;
wicker sidecar, complete, £5; lamp set, £2, com-

plete.—25, Burlington Rd., Tottenham, London. [2664

ARIEL Sidecar, 1918 model, fine condition, £19/10,
cheap; countershaft Triumph, 1918, Lucas lamps,

horn, etc., £95.—Eveson, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [2508

GRINDLAY Coachbuilfc Sidecar, Cameo wind
screen, 4-point suspension; after 6 Saturday;

£26.—Cloverside, Fitzalan Rd., Finchley, N.3. [2834

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars.—Models for all purposes,
first-class finish; quick delivery; satisfaction gunr-

"' " for catalogue.—The Willowbrook Co.,
Lp 'st^r.

,
good underslung, practically new

fit almost any make cycle, com-
-1,078, Harrow- Rd., Willesden,

[2236

SIDECAR Chas!
tyre and tut

plet-e ; a snip ; £
N.W.IO.

WATSONIAN" Coachbuilt Sidecar, ;ipholstered red
morocco, good condition, apron, lamp, bracki?t,

excellent Dunlop tyre and tube; £14.— Gulliver, Steeple
Morden, Royston. - [X4290
BASTONES for Sidecars at low prices. No better

or cheaper house. Inspection invited. Latest
coachbuilt 1920 models from £16/10; latest coachbuilt
bodies from £4/10,.

BASTONES.—We have a large stock of coachbuilt
bodies. Latest pattern do luxe, torpedo undei-

slung, step pattern, tandems, and lightT\'eight. All
late models at low prices.

BASTONES for Montgomery sidecars, 1920, latest
models in stock. Distributing agent for North

London districts. Delivery from stock ; trade supplied.

OOG- i'entonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.I.
/^/WOXel. : 2481 North. [8265

SIDECARS (touring, sporting, and lightweight), fit all

makes of motor cycles; also sidecar chassis and
-bodies only; delivery promptly.—Burbury Sidecar Works,
Farm St., Birmingham. [1345

OIDECAR, fine American reed body, side door, uphol-^ stering perfect, new Dunlop tyre, unpunctured
tube, chassis just be^n enamelled ; £10.—Aldwinckle.
Earrowby R<1., Grantham. [2443

PERFECTION Lightweight and TTnderslung Coach
Sidecars from £17/10; Perfection sidecar chagpis

from £7/15; prompt deliveries.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Union St. South, Halifax. [2427

B.S.A. new Sidecars in stock, list price, carriage
paid; also B,S.A. hoods, grids, and screens, or

Easting screens to njatch.—The County Cycle and
Motor Co., Broad St.,' Birmingham, [1566

SPECIALLY Built Coachbuilt Sidecar.. off Bradbury,
finished black and gold, complete with storm apron,

very nearlv new, suit 4h.p. machine; cost £23; what
offers.—Ha'therlow, Oxford Rd., Birkdale, Lanes. [X4234

MILLFORD Corvette and Skiff, B.S.A. No. 2 Cano^-
let Minor and sporting, Montgomery all types for

ahnost any machine; over 100 actually in stock.-
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. i;2677

MILLFORD Sidecar, 1919, suit Triumph or similar,
Auto wind screen, apron, extra leather cushion,

Lucas sidecar lamp and generator, cost £33; accept
best offer.—Apply, J.G., 12, Ampthill Sq., N.W.I

[2864
T Q 19 Watsonian De Luxe, fitted with stormproof
Xi/ apron and quick detachable fittings, condition
perfect, not done 300 miles, weight under 70 lbs., suit
machine up to 4li.p.; £20.—Box 60, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X4245

MONTGOMERY Sidecars, all models, in stock; No.
1, £26/10; No. 2, £23/10; special Triumph,

£24/10; No. 3, £17/17; tandem, £26/10; plus crat^
and carriage; send for catalogue.^—Batchelor and Co.,
Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [3091

J.
BLAKE and Co., 110-112, Bold St., Liverpool,
Britain's premier motor cycle and accessories

saloon, have the largest assortment of sidecars for
immediate delivery, including Swan, Grindlay, Canoe-
let, Mills-FuUord, Fatey, Henderson, Luxurette, axid
J.B. [6584

BURLINGTON. — Strong, well-made, underslung
chassis, complete with 26in, wheels, but not

tyres, suitable for 4h.p. machines, £11/11; a heavier
make for higher power machines, £12/12; carriage
extra; bodies to fit. See our advertisement under
the heading of Bodies.—Burlington Motor Cycle Co.,
Ltd., 7, South Side, Clapham Cominon, S.W.4. [2980

SIDECARS.—Millford Corvette, £25 / 5 ; MilUord
Skiff, £23; delivery from stock; Venus sporting

I dersl ing chas'us

T ron<5 to s it abov
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NEW MACHINES AT
LIST PRICES.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model, and Sidecar-

HARLEY-DAVID80N, magneto inodel, and Sidecar
HARLEY-DAVIDSOM, flat tuln sports model.
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-spccd, and clutch,

RADCO, lightweight, 2-speed.

ARIEL and Sidecar, 3-speed.

Second-hand Bargains.
CLYNO Combination, 1918, spare wheel . £97 10
CLYNO Combination, 1917 £89 10
CLYNO, with gun carriage ; . . . . £85 10
CLYNO Combination, igi6 £85 10
CLYNOXombination, 1915 £82 10
OMEGA-J.A.P., igig, 2-speed £59 10
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1918, 2-speed £59 10
HOBART, 2-speed £48 10
RUDGE-MULTI £49 10
PREMIER, 3-speed. and new Sidecar .. £89 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershatt, & Sidecar £100
Ten 4 h.p. TRIUMPHS, countershaft, trom £7C
Twelve 19: i DOUGLAS, from £40
PHANOmOBILE, 10 h.p.. 4-seater, 3-

wheeled Car, in parts, to clear £38
ARIEL Lightweight, 1920, with, electric

lamps and horn £69 10

Binks Carburetters.
We specialise in these, and carry a big stock.

We will take your present carburetter in exchange.
Write for quotation.

Miscellaneous.
New 40 amp. Accumulators 25/-
New Stewart Car Mechanical Horns 30/-
New weatherproof Magnetos £5 17 6
Dixie Magnetos, for Douglas £2 19 6
New lightweight weatherpi-o.jf .Magneto . £5 2 6
New Chater-Lea 3-sp. Gear and Clutch £12 15
Good Hood for 4-seater car £4
2 J h.p. Singer Engine and Magneto .... £6
Stepnev Wheel and Tyr». for Ford £2 10
Second-hand B. & B., Amac, and Senspray

Carburetters, each .. £1 10

26X2i and 2i Rims. . . 7/-
Wide Sidecar Mudguard Blades, with side

valance, enamelled 7/6

li h.p. & 3 h.p. Petrol-Paraffin Engines

For Farm or other stationary work Hopper
cooled. Magneto ignition. Portable. Easy to start.

Weight 3 cwt. Sent
X .^^^^jjjgnjj^^N. out complete with
CL'^^^IiW^ljrv^ItfrOv petrol tank, and

mounted on wood
skids, ready for

Send for List.

e 1 i V e r y from
Stock.

HARLEYS,

B.S.A.9,

TRIUMPHS,

P. & M.3,

INDIANS,

and other

Machines.

SEND FOR LIST

LARGE STOCK OF COACH BODIES.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES
Portland Place, HALIFAX.

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-C
1 er-CWT. M.M.C. Lorry, 12h.p., 3-speed, goJ-^ order; £65.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham,

AUTO-CAKEIER, suit any trade, thnrou;;!
linuled, ready for roafl; £60.-12, Asmu

Hendon.

19^ S Matchless 8h.p. Yictory Model, cour
and tradesman's carrier; £115.-9, Ghu

Willesden, N.W.

ADAIIS lOh.p. Car, 3 and reverse, fitted
'

top, old but reliable; £40.—Buttetwo'tt
age, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE

"IQI6 Light Car, Precision twin; any trial]
-Lt» —Scaife, 1, Craven St., Colne.

MORGAN, 1914, electric light, perieot;
1

Clayton Garage. Clayton St., Kenning
S.E.ll.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., 1
5-6h.p. A.V. monocar, J.A.P. engiricJ

£142/10.

—H.B., 4, Albany Place, Dumfries.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St..

E.C.4.—Sh.p. Duo car, J.A.P, engini|

5h.p. Garden monocar, 1915, £100.

RUNABOUT Chassis, 3-wlieeler, engine
£16, or less modern Bosch mag. £11.—

11, Birkhall Ed., Catford, London.

Park, Finchley,'.

-Auto Traction Co., 153, Midland Ed.', Beflio

CYCLE Car, twin iT.c., S-speed, reverse, t4
axle, and tyres, new, wants little atteiitr'

or exohange.-Hatoh, Bast St., Satjron '" "

day or Sunday.—J.C, 389, York Ed., 'Wandswoi

Chester; authorised dealers for Lancashire
Fylde), Cheshire, and Isle of Man.

CGUARANTEED Cycle Cars —BedeUa 5h.p.

T i£67/10; Girling 5h.p. 2-seater, ^66
4i..',h.p. single-seater, £65.—The Southern A
(Est. 1895), 230-2-4, Brixto " ' "

""•
S.W.9.

^___ _ .
wir

amps, and "spare tube, £80, exchange
carburetters, from 7/6 to £3; Ih.p. 2-strolc

£3.—G. Houlston, 560, King's Rd., Fulham,

W.AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St-.,

E.C.4.—8-lOh.p. Morgan de Luxe, shot

M.A.G. engine, hood, screen, etc., splendid j

offers.

CASTLE-THEEB, the (super runabout) 4-cyI

interchangeable wheels and spare, dyaamc
provisional price £250; the finest runabout ma

Partioul
ost of Lancashire ami

and Co., Ltd., Birkdale, LancSi

immediately for early deli

ple.Tsnre. Sole agent:

It. Bambi

cd ate del [3015

rOEGAN 1916 Grand Prix, 90 bore J.A.

disc -wheels, Lucas lighting, all tyres, cli

perfect, new hood, adjustable screen, pan
outfit like new; reason for selling, m

gaiage; £205.-48, Greuville Rd., Hornsey E;

1Q14 Duo Cycle Car, J.A.P. air-cooled (

XJ/ seater, acetylene head lamps, hot

wind screen, aluminium disc wheels, ]ust 1

and varnished, new B. and B. carburetteri I

sood, very fast, 45 m.p.g. ;
price £140.—Gllj

A.V. Monocar, late 1919, mileage 200, SI.)

2 speeds, clutch, hand stiuter, ilttod_

sprung passenger seat, hood. Triplex sere

Kluxon, dome mudguards, electric lighting, me
iierfei^t, enamel unscratched, tyres unpuuetnri
tLoiiaity fast, haudsomecar, indistinguishablb f|

any examination bv appointment; photo: |i

neai est.—Rose, Highfleld, Gainsliotougli. 'I'lioj^

TAMPLIN Cycle Cars, *150, awarded goldj

London-Exeter trial, embody corulort, vU

and economy. Finest components: 8h.p. J|jl

gine, Sturmey-Archer 3-sp9ed gear box,

starter, inside controls, weight 31;. cwt., eoif

60-85 m.p.g.. Skctko bearings throughout,
co-achwork blue and black; delivery guaraj]

weeks from date of deposit with order.
,spe.-t.-The Tamplin Engineering Co., Kingf
Staines.

A,6 All letteis reliting to ad>ei tisenients should quote the number ;it the end of eticii at'.veitisement, and the d.ite of the issii|:
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International Competitions.

THE
nuinher of British competitors in the

Paris-Xice Trial is, we hope, a good
augury for international competitions in the

future. There is nothing quite so eflicient

as a means to create good feeling between
neighbouring nations as the meeting of their

representatives in a sporting event. This year

the competition programme includes many such

events both in this country and on the Con-
tinent, and it is a great pity that 3,000 miles of

water separate Europe fi-om America, and so pre-

vent the riders of both continents mixing more
freely. Australia, New Zealand, and South

Africa, too. are precluded from international

competitions for the same reason, although such

distances have not prevented representative

cricket and football teams, and even pedal

cyclists, from competing in Overseas events.

Riders, too, from distant lands have competed
in the Tourist Trophy Races. The present con-

ditions concerning motor cycle competitions are,

of course, due chiefly to the fact that most com-
petitors are enthusiastic amateurs or riders

financed by the makers for whom they ride.

In the days of cycle racing, it was the profes-

sional rider who generally went abroad, and,

while there are professional motor cycle racers

in the U.S.A., we have not their parallel on this

side. Probablv if motor cj'cle racing were
made attractive in this country, by the building

of suitable motor cycle tracks, a class of pro-

fessional racer would come into- being ; but

whether such a class is entirely desirable is a

moot point, for, as a rule, when racing is

reduced to a mere question of livelihood, sport

takes a second place. However, the idea should

not be dismissed without due consideration.

The professional teams of footballers which
weekly attract hundreds of thousands show that

good sport can be obtained by professionalism,

provided an efficient organisation exists to

govern it, and in this respect the motor cycle

movement should be very favourably placed.

A Petition Against Petrol Prices.

AN
enormous increase in the price of petrol

has led the Automobile Association and
Motor Union to suggest the organisation

of a petition from all motors users to the

Prime Minister protesting against a state

of affairs which threatens to drive many motor-

ists off the road. The suggestion is excellent,-

and the A.A. deserves the credit for its energetic

policy, but at the same time we feel that a

petition of this kind would carry more weight

if it had the official backing of all the leading

motoring associations. The R.A.C., the A.C.U.,
the Royal Scottish and Irish A.C.'s, and the

M.C.U. of Ireland, should all be associated with

this joint petition, when practically the whole
weight of the motoring community would be
brought to bear on this vital subject.

Our readers well know that we consider that

the increase in the price of fuel plus the possi-

bility of increased taxation will. produce a very

serious state of affairs, not only tO' motorists, but

to the country at large, for it must be borne in

mind -that both factors will lead to an increased

charge for all goods transported by road.

Taxation.

IN
another part of this issue we publish a

proposal for a novel taxation .scheme which
has much to recommend it. The idea in-

cludes a fuel tax, which is admittedly the

fairest form, in that the motor cyclist pays

according to his mileage, weight, and speed. A
novelty, however, is introduced in a system of

rebates which are arranged in such a manner
as to benefit fair trading, eliminate excess

profits, and encourage the manufacture of home-
produced fuels. It is almost impossible to put

forward a taxation scheme in which difficulties

do not arise, and the new proposal is no excep-

tion; yet it is incomparably more just than the

proposed weight basis of taxation, and we would
earnestly recommend its serious consideration.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on tlie page facing the back covef.



COMMCNTi
Plywood Sidecars.

AS everybody knows, a good many sidecars have
their forepeaks held down on the chassis by
means of two huge washers and a pair of bolts.

A friend of mine has a capacious sidecar, built of

plywood, which he hauls around the country by means
of a suitably powerful bicycle. The other day he
rashly put a couple of men in the sidecar and pro-

ceeded to tour at forty miles an hour. The roads
being—what roads are, and the plywood having be-

come, perhaps, a thought soggy with age and damp,
the two washers aforesaid bit holes in the plywood
after the fashion Of a cheese-taster. The sidecar

endeavoured to do a vertical climb, and the language

of the stern passenger, who was an ex-sergeant-major,

R.E.—but I spare you.

Enclosed Engines.

ON page 785 of TM, Motor Cycle for December
1 8th will be found a photograph of Mr. Haw-
ley Morgan's New Imperial, on which the

cylinder is wholly enclosed in a cast aluminium casing,

through which air is sucked by an exhaust ejector.

Mr. J. L. Norton has patented a somewhat similar

design, in which an engine-driven fan is employed to

create the necessary current. The same idea is em-
bodied in the experimental Palladium car. Its bonnet
has a dummy radiator devoid of holes ; all the air is

sucked in through scoops in the sides of the bonnet,

which deflect the draughts into cast aluminium jackets

bolted around the cylinders ; the head plate is almost

exactly like Mr. Hawley Morgan's design. All these

experiments indicate that cowled engines are prac-

ticable. Their merits are three in number. They are

easier to clean than the naked type. They permit a

machine to be properly mudproofed. They can be run

for indefinite periods with the machine stationan,'.

(Some tastes might add that their appearance is

potentially better—^I say "potentially" because the

designers in question have not, as yet, paid muth
attention to looks.)

The Next Stage.

TURNING for a moment to aeroplane design, most
of us are familiar with the spiky and naked
aspect of the primitive aeroplanes. They were

almost indecent, and reminded one of Kipling's yarn

about an elephant losing its temper in a carriage-

builder's yard. By contrast, a modern fighting scout

reminds us of a lady's shoe in a Regent Street window
—it is smooth, neat, and shapely. The transformation

in the external appearance of aeroplanes came to pass

within six years for purely technical reasons. Aero-
nautical research revealed the enormous wastefulness

of "drag," and the extra efficiency obtainable by
scientific streamlining. The immense speeds of

modern 'planes compelled designers to give the pilot

better protection from the weather. Enclosure and

A3^

streamlining were sheer necessities. No such te

arguments compel us to encase the works of

cycle and streamline its external contours. Ne

less, there are practical arguments of great ^

Look at the photograph of Mr. Hawley Morga:

Imperial, mentioned in my. last paragraph.

Morgan should ride it in a London-Exeter

he and his machine will keep cleaner than the

motor cycle. Yet the- upper half of him \vr

perished with cold, the lower half of him w

spattered with mire, and the machine '
could

be thoroughly cleaned with less than two hour

work after the trip.

The "Fuselage" Type of Motor Bicyc

EXT let your imagination play for a i'

about the photograph in question.

off side of the machine is shown, but v

exception of the tank there is hardly a square

smooth surface to be seen. The flank of the m
like all others, bristles with chinks and c

There is not the least technical objection (in

the special cooling system) to constructing

mount from pressed steel, with every part exci

front wheel and fork buried in a form.adon rese

the breast of a gull or the bows of a boat,

front down tube and the curved mudshields
^

jar on each other aesthetically) would be combii

a single handsome component. The legshields

be backswept at their outer edges, deflectin

winds and side splashes, whilst leaving clearai

,

the rider to disengage his legs. The steerinfj

might be formed into pressed steel scuttle and

ment board, and protect the rider from weather

to the level of his chin. Detachable panels,

screen the entire power unit from dirt and frcarj

The contrast betwec«n an aged Rumpity and a S

I

Snipe might be reproduced in terms of the motwl

The merits of such a change are obvious. Itsdtl

are that it would be slightly more expensiv

current designs, and probably a. trifle heavier.'

new A.B.C. machine represents a_ half-way

towards this notion, which is a logical develi

from Mr. Morgan's ideas. We are not a

nation, and I dare not prophesy that we shall p

along such lines. ^

An Early Avro Design.

OLD readers will recollect that before tr

Mr. A. V. Roe sketched out a " fuselage t

motor bicycle with characteristic thorou,;-

'

He totally enclosed both rider and mech 1

allowing no side gaps through which the ridei

could be cleared, and adding side whee

stabilising purposes at starting, at low speed

on skiddy surfaces. I belie^e he offered his '

to the trade without finding either takers or plag:i

Of course, the Avro design was before its day. 'i
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Occasional Comments,—

now its altraclioiis aio niinimisL'd liy the faot that

molor cycles are slill so much used lor lair-weather

joyriding. As a utilitarian all-weather vehicle, the

motor cy,cle-is still in its cradle. Most riders regard

the Kxetcr entrants as a species of gentle lunatic.

I cannot regard such a condition of affairs as neces-

saril)- permanent. For example, within the near
future we may see a new industrial city, consisting

of a central nucleus of factories surrounded by a five

or ten mile radius by a ring of garden suburbs, each
model dwelling built in the centre of an allotment.

Wages will be high: some day when mass production is

ill full swing and " ca' canny " fallacies have exploded,

motor cycles will be cheap. What more probable than

that the suburban workers w'ill motor cycle to the

central factories ? What less probable than that a

cold and filthy type of machine should be tolerated

for such purposes ?

Super-surcharges.

EVERY sane man is aware that costs are per-

petually rising, and that vendors hardly know
from week to week what an article will cost

ill two days' time. Hence, we are all reconciled to

the phenomenon of prices which are extremely elastic

with a stiff upward ,.^

Biidency. But there

s one type of sur-

charge which both
. „

',

^
igent and owner re-

gard as sheer pro- ' '^

it e e r i n g in the

ibsence of any public

explanation by the ,
-

:ulprit. I quote an

maginarv example,

suppose I buy a 1920
iiotor bicycle fitte

vith electric lighting.

\ require a new hea

amp bulb. This bulb
s obtainable for, say,

js. frniii ihc iK'ii|ilc \\\\i\ 111. d<r it, and at Ihc same figure

Iron) any agriu who has one in stock. The local agent
has na stuck. 1 order a new bulb from the factory.

When I paid for my bicycle, the invoice was for,

let us say, ;£75 pins 20% plus t,o%. I sympatheti-
cally accept the eloquent a[)ol(jgies and justifications

with which the firm tearfully announced these succes-

sive surcharges upon articles of their own manufacture.
But when they subject my little bulb to similar sur-

charges, I begin to kick and eke to doubt their bona

fides all round. I know they have bought that bulb
from the folk who made it ; I know they paid trade

price for it; that the village agents make a living on
the percentage which separates trade price from retail

price; and that trade discount plus two surcharges
spells a very walloping profit indeed. If the firm

sent a covering letter, saying that, owing to the

moulders' strike, they had only turned over ;£3oo
since October with weekly outgoings of ;^i,ooo, and
hence were compelled to charge such prices lest the
end of the company year should find them bankrupt,
I might buy my bulbs elsewhere, but, at least, I should
retain some respect for the firm. As it is, I—in

company with thousands of others — mark such
people down as sharks of the first water. In

any well -managed
concern, the cost of

handling goods made
I ,

by an outside firm
> should not be so high

that trade discount,

m i n u s surcharges,

fails to show a profit.

Bad debts? Quite. I

know some motor
cyclists are not as

prompt and honest
as they might be in

settling petty in-

voices. But surely

trade price is figured

to include all that.?

\V^'

,
A FOLDING SIDECAR SCREEN.

. ^11 Jan. 29th, page 131, we gave details and constructional drawings of the Davies concealed sidecar hood and screen. These
photographs show a design by Mr. Davies, which also incorporates the use of a roller windscreen, the hood and windscreen being easily

and quickly detachable-- from the sidecar when necessary.
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TAXATION.
Consensus of Opinion Favours a Fuel Tax as being Most Fair.

AGAIN" we print a selection of letters concerning
the recently proposed taxation scheme. Last
week a letter from an authoritative quarter

suggested that the publication of the proposals was
premature, and we would remind -our readers, especi-

ally those who would be hardest hit by the new rates,

that it is by no means ctertain that they will ever come
into force.

Undoubtedly a fuel tax would be the fairest way of

apportioning liability for road damage amongst
motorists. Those who ride farthest and fastest and use
the heaviest machines are those who do the greatest

amount of damage, and under a fuel tax would pay
most highly. Further, an extra tax might well be
levied for the use of steel and steel-studded tyres.

Pedal cyclists do but little damage, but a small tax

might be obtained from them. It would, as a corre-

spondent points out, give them " more voice in the

matter of ' rights of the road.'
"

Why not tax horse traffic more heavily? A horse's

iron-shod hoofs do more damage than a motor cycle.

Sir,—The problem of taxation can be expressed in a few
words. Petrol consumption indicates mileage, mileage
means wear and tear of roads. I quite agree with Mr. Hills
that motorists should pay in proportion to the damage done
to the roads, and in my mind the tax on petrol is the only
fair wav of making them do so. NEMO.
Norwich.

Sir,
—"Eight Year Old h.p. J.A.P." states that unfair-

ness lies in taxing old machines which originally cost, say,

£50, the same as modern motor cycles which cost £150.
Surely the basis of taxation is cost of road repairs. A

machine eight years old will do just as much damage as

new motor cycles.

In my opinion the fairest method of taxation is taxing by
the capacity of the cylinder or cylinders.

B. H. JOHNSON.

Sir,—The present system is more fair to the poorer class of

motor cycle owners than the proposed method of taxation.

Observing that the Government are seeking fresh means to

help the National Exchequer, as an alternative why not im-

pose a small Inland Revenue licence, say a few shillings a

year, on pedal cyclists ? I think the average pedal cyclist

would not complain at this, observing that it would give

him more voice in the matter of " Rights of the Road."
Gillingham. i-»EDAL CYCLIST.

Sir,—The suggested £3 a year for a motor cycle is a large

amount for anyone with a small income to pay, and in the

event of it becoming law, many will have to give up motor
cycling, and sell their machines, as an income of about £160
a year will not permit anyone to keep a wife, child, and
a home going, and pay £3 a year motor cycle tax, and just

use the machine occasionally when it is fine weather.
I think our motor cycling associations should insist on

the tax being put on the fuel, which would be the fairest

method for everyone. FAIR PLAY.
Millbrook.

Sir,—Let us analyse the new taxation and its effects on the
working man. To arrive at the amount, a distance Of 5.000
miles has been assumed as an average distance covered during
the year. Thou.sands of riders will not cover more than
2,000, and can only use their machines twice a week (perhaps
sixty-six runs), 'and will ran an average distance of thirty
miles each outing.

The standing charges will be for a 5-6 h.p. combination :

Tax, £4; driver's licence, 5s.; club, 10s.; insurance, say,
£3 15s. ; a total of £8 10s. For a distance of 2,000 miles
it works out at well over a penny per mile, or 2s. 6d. every

time the machine is used. If the mileage per gallon is fifty,

then the cost of petrol will, at 3s. 6d. per gallon, be .84 of a

penny, making a total of 1.84 of a penny per mile. This does
not include the cost of oil, repairs, and garaging, which are

common to all conditions and not affected by taxations.
To sum up the whole, new taxation and the price of petrol

is likely to cause such a burden on the industry and sport

that thousands will be compelled to lay their machines up
indefinitely. No working man can afford to spend a sum of

£20 or more to cover a distance of 2,000 miles for pleasure,

and that is just what it amounts to.

The key to the whole position seems to be that taxation
of petrol is the onlv fair method of dealing with the question.

SAMUEL TROUNSON.

Sir,—ilr. H. W. Hills says :
" Why not tax tyres? " and

then claims that in this way the motoring public would each
pay his or her own way, with regard to the damage done
to the road.

Surely the fairness of this is obvious to all, for I think
everyone will admit that the two fly-power scooter, with its

tiny wheels, small power, and light weight, cannot possibly

do the damage to the road that is done, say, by a big 8 h.p.

combination.
In my district there was a beautiful road, made of t.ir

macadam. Now, this was a main road in and out of the

town, and, of course,' was the bearer of a great amount of

traffic. Well, for years this road stood up to it manfully.
and during this time it would have been hard to guess

whether it was much used or not, but after a time a motnr
'bus service came into action on this road, and I can safely

say that in two months the cream was off it, and in another
four months it was absolntely ruined. I allude to Yarm
Road, which, I feel sure, many of j'our readers will know.

In conclusion, I may add that I am not a scooter maniac,
but a rider of a big twin combination. EF 702.

Stockton-on-Tees.

Sir,—Since the question of new taxation is apparently
assuming such serious proportions, one begins to wonder
what the ultimate outcome will be. Whoever is responsible
for the -new scale proposed should at least be practical and
unbiased, as well as being progressive, but the more one
reads about the methods of levying the tax the more ap-

parent it becomes that there is something savouring of

vindictiveness and persecution of a section of motorists in

the originators of a scheme such as we are led to believe is

now under consideration.

Obviously, it is not yet recognised that roads were neces-

sary for some purpose or other' long before motors came
into being, yet it is now almost suggested that the motorist

is the only person interested in such things. It hardly

seems fair to the average motorist that any exemption from

a reasonable share of the petrol tax, for instance, or licensing

rates, should be conceded to the holder of a hackney licence,

or to a doctor, or owners of large businesses necessitatinq

the use of heavy motor transport. These services are each

most useful in their way, but why extend to them privileges,

and, probably, through them to the public, in such a

manner as to necessitate the persecution of that section of

motorists who are not granted similar concessions?

If the taxes are intended to pay for the upkeep of the

roads, then let the wearers of the road and whoever they

serve pay, and pay according to services rendered. I con-

tend that a motor cycle, for instance, does not wear the
j

I'oad as much as a coal cart, or' a trader's van, in spite ofii

the greater distance covered. The proper method would

be to divide the estimated taxes required between niotori.=tS

and other users in their respective classes, and so far ast^
motorist section is concerned (inclusive of ordinary cycli^;

if more convenient), put the tax on the petrol and tyr^j

so that payment may be made or economies effected accord-

ing to the use made of the roads. We cannot all affordto

be running here and there just for the sake of consuming

petrol and wearing out tyres, and therefore many motorisif?

get only a copiparatively small mileage out of their machirieS

per annum, yet we are threatened with a most unfair method

of increased' taxation.
' ROBERT KIRTON.y
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A Scooter with Folding Seat.
A Miniature Designed and Built by (he R.A.C. Engineer.

PARTICUI.ARLY ingenious soooU-i-

L has latply been constrncled by JMr.

F. Hndlass, engineer to tlie Royal
tomobiie (.'hib, in .liis private work-

p. From tlio constructional point of

IV it is a most excellent job, practically

ry part, even the hub, having been
It by its designer.

it the present time the weight is

lb., but Mr. Hudlass hopes to reduce
i. The frame is light and strong, and
luitably trussed, and at the forward
tion of it an Auto-wheel engine is

'd, though Mr. Hudlass considers that

lore powerful unit would be desirable.

? rear portion of the frame is connected

the main portion by means of flexible

pliiigs consisting of

illations of spring steel,

le the lower portions

main and rear frames
connected by coil springs

tension, which are cap-

) of adjustment to suit

weight of the rider by
simple method of screw-

up or unscrewing the

Transmission sid<

of the Hudla?

scooter

bntterlly nnis provided. Long and com-
tollable i'ootboiU'ds are provided, which
are capable of being folded up so that tlui

little vehicle will occupy a very small
amount of space. The transmission is by
q long chain from the engine to a ball-

bearing countershaft, and thence by short
chain to the rear wheel.

Neat Spring Forks.

The design of the front forks is most
interesting, and Mr. Hudlass hopes that
they may serve equally well on motor
bicycles as on scooters. With them side
play is quite impossible, while of the four
springs the two inner ones are in tension,
while the two outer are in compression,
and serve to take the rebound. The
lower portions of the fork tubes slide

into long outer tubes filled with oil. In
the scooter the fork tubes or blades are
straight, but the designer sees no reason
why they should not be curved, as in

ordinary motor cycle design.
Not the least ingenious part of the

vehicle is the luggage box. When the lid

of this is raised, a small cushioned seat is

disclosed, which is first placed in position

and then laterally extended ; conse-

qnently the Hudlass scooter will suit

equally well the rider who wishes to

stand and the rider who prefers to sit.

1
1'

^ ...^!L 1

Bso j^^^sBssasss-s*

The Hudlass scooter,

and seat

showing the

infolded.

The band brake on the rear wheel is

controlled by a lever on the handle-bars.

Despite the small wheels, excellent spring-

ing, in conjunction with the large dia-

meter tyres, renders this scooter very
comfortable to ride.

Mr. Hudlass is naturally not placing

the machine on the market himself, but
hopes to have the design taken up by a
manufacturer

A New Proprietary Fork.
The " Y " Spring Fork embodying Link Motion and Leaf Springs.

is probably true that last year motor
ycle manufacturers experienced much
iiconvenience through the shortage
pring forks, which had some influence
1 outputs generally. For this reason
e the introduction of a new proprie-
fork is of interest at the present

, especially as arrangements are well
and for its produ-ction on a large scale,
lis fork is to be known as the "Y,"
is the invention of Mr. R. S. Whaley,
[.I.M.E., the designer of the Union
stroke engine, who is one of the
r.ers of the Patent Spring Fork Co.,
5, Francis Street, Ashted, Birming-
- The design is based on the theory

all shocks are transmitted to a

gf^ss^s?s
/•e-i-e-^^"^-

The sp.'inginj system on the Y lork

moving motor cycle at angles approxi-

mately between 35° to 45°, and that when
the front wheel strikes an obstruction the

tendency is for the wheel to move back-
wards, and as it mounts the obstacle to

travel upwards.

It will be observed that the Y fork

embodies two pairs of links of diflferent

lengths, and disposed at different angles,

which provide a backward and upward
movement through an angle of about 45°

to the perpendicular.

The construction of the fork should
make for quick production. No castings

are used, the spring carrier at the foot

of the steering stem being a steel pressing,

while another pressing is used for the
upper link support.

Two leaf springs are used, which are
connected by drop shackles to the moving
member of the fork.

Arrangements are being made to supply
the forks complete with brakework to suit

manufacturers' requirements, and we
understand that three sizes will be made.
The company is now in a position to

deliver the lightweight sets, and the

heavier types will be available at an

early date.
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Being an Incident in the Woric of a Press Representative, which
demonstrates the Utility of the Sidecar Outfit.

attempt long night rides in January for the

mere pleasure of compiling a presentable

annual mileage, and the writer has no shame in admit-

ting that the run to be described was done perforce.

Word being to hand that a decidedly novel power
unit was on the point of production " somewhere in

the North," it was urgently required to be reviewed

for the benefit of Tlie Motor Cycle readers. Rail-

ways, unfortunately, do not run to suit the convenience

of everyone, and finding it impossible to make a start

during the day, a night run by road was necessary.

Preparations for Machine and Rider.

Fortunately, the weather was fine but cold, and as

the chains had been recently bathed in grease and a

new tyre fitted on the back wheel, no attention Avas

bestowed on the " 'bus" other than filling the oil

and petrol tanks and radiator. A complete kit of

tools and spare chains was dropped in the sidecar

in addition to four gallons of benzole, one quart of oil,

and two pounds of carbide. The sidecar also con-

tained a suit case, a heavy

photographic outfit, and a

set of " sea-dog " oilies.

Fur a run of 140 miles at

night the lighting equip-

ment requires preparatory

attention. The head light,

an F.R.S. Major, is sup-

plied by its own generator,

and the sidecar and tail

lamp run off another one

of P. and H. manufac-
ture. Both of these were
scrupulously cleaned and
charged with water and
carliide, half a pound in

each.

Vox such a ride some re-

gard must also be paid 10

clrithing, and, in addition A Dowerful head lamp is appreciated on bad road:

to the ordinary attire, an extra pair of socks, a wooUe

cardigan, a leather vest, two scarves, an old dus

coat, and a racing helmet {pace Ixion !) were won

The handle-bars are equipped with muffs, and ordinar

soft leather gauntlets were used.

Mixed Weather and Rough Roads.
A\'ith engine running sweetly and all lamps alight

Co\entry was left behind at 9.20 p.m., and whe

the outskirts of the town were reached, a gentle rai;

commenced to fall. The roads were rendered greas

thereby, but it was not too unpleasant. Before reach

ing Leicester it was noticed that the sidecar lamp wa

out. and a stop was made to relight it. High speei

was not attempted, and two hours were spent in cover

ing the first twenty-seven miles. The first six mile:

out of Leicester (as far as Six Hills on the Fosseway
is a nightmare road—huge pot-holes, inches of mud
and long stretches of unrolled stones abound, and tin

powerful beam of the head lamp was appreciated.

Passing into Nottinghamshire, the road improves

and mile after mile was reeled off at about 25 m.p.h.

one stop being experiencec

due to a sooted plug res.alt

ing from using the

pump instead of rel

entirely on the automat

system. This stop on

lost five minutes, as tl

writer invariably carr

haversack (dear relic

which is placed p e tp)
squirt, plug spanner
plug, the priceless B
spanner wdiich fits

e\'ery nut on the ma(

and a flash lamp,
little equipment,

meets most running reqj

ments, saves both lang!

and wear and tear of"'

toolbati fastenings.
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'All Through the Night."—

Tlie run along the l''osse\v:iy was dL'Ii};lill"ul, the

roail liciiii; Ixiuiuled on eai'h side liy njlliii^; country,

and the licad ianii) jiicked out a liroad and lirilliant

patli for sonn' dislanco on the straight road ahca(

Thanks to the c.\lia clothing and a following wind
rio disconilori was Icli from Ihi' cold, and the heaven!

,\cic alternately starlit and cloudv.

A Noctu
' riiu' o'orLMst, bright si;

All Ihruiigh tlie night.

riic lran(]uillity exjiresscd

A'elsh song was im-

)ressive. To scurry

;cross the face of

he silent country in

little blaze of
ight which accentu-

tes the darkness is

1 realise one's isola-

ion in the inimen-

ity of night ; the

ven monotone of

le two-stroke twin

id not shatter the

uietness of things.

At Newark the
decar lamp w a s

'ain lighted, but

le precaution was
inecessary, for the town was wrapt in sleep. Pass-

ig the level crossing, I noticed a slight drag on the

eeriiig, and suspected the cause. Inspection veri-

;d that one of the spring fork bushes which had been

securely replaced, after remo\al for a packing of

ease, had become loose. Itsfitting entailed removing

e front wheel and a brake shoe, and the wdiole job

as done in ten minutes with the B.S.A. spanner,

xcellent running was made up the Great North Road,
ith no stops (other than a w'ait at a level crossing

lilst a goods train lumbered by) until Doncaster was

ached. The sidecar lamp w-as again out, and it may
•re be said that it is of a nameless and barbarous

:sign, lieing an egg-shaped aluminium casting having

ur air-holes below and live above. When standing

e lamp becomes filled with the products of com-
istion, and the flame expires in a ghostly glimmer,

hen on the move it is promptly blown out if windy,

dies out after a short distance. The said lamp
s disturbed my recording angel.

The Gleam of Furnaces.
After leaving the main road, Pontefract was passed

4.15 a.m. (the fare here was reminiscent of D.R.

One of the worst roads in England—the Fosseway, near Leicester,

showed the potholes, which are not seen at night."

day.s). Sonic miles of an evil tram track were

traversed, iiiuil liic distant gleam of steel works and
furnaces told us to branch off still deeper into the heart

of West Yorkshire. A little further on the tank went

dry, and a brief cal-

culation while re-

lilling proved the

consumption to be

65 m.p.g.

\\'ithout further

incident the end of

the J40 mile run

was reached at 5.20

a.m. (17^- m.p.h.

average). The
generators, w h i c h

had not been re-

charged, were still

supi)lying gas, and
neither head nor

tail lights had given

any trouble.

The Day's Work.
After a two-hour

sleep the work in

,

J hand was c o m-
menced, and a busy

" Daylight
(3;^y \vas spent
sketching, noting,

and photographing the object of the journey. The
evening was devoted to developing plates and
" writing-up " a lengthy and detailed report. After

that a welcome rest was sought.

The Road in Daylight.
I had intended to start at 10 a.m. next day, but

after refilling with oil and petrol I again noticed that

the front fork bush was out of place, and this was
remedied. The actual start was made at 10.35. Day-
light showed the pot-holes which are not seen at night,

and despite a head wind all the w:ay, the return "run

was made in exactly six hours, Coventry being reached

at 4.35 p.m. with the one stop for refilling the tank
(average 23.3 m.p.h.). The wind and increased sj)eed

lowered the consumption to 50 m.p.g., and the con-

sumption over the double journey equals 57.5 m.'p.g.

The average speed over the double journey equals

20.4 m.p.h.

, Iia proof of the negligible effect of vibration, even
on a machine fitted wdth a rigid frame, it was possible

immediately on arrival to commence work on a set

of mechanical detail drawings with a perfectly steady
hand. Wharfedale.

MECHANICAL
>0 far very few iiu'entors ha^'e turned their

\ attention to devices of a mechanical nature to

take the place of the "kick starter." The con-
ational pedal starter is certainly efficient, but its

; is hardly more graceful than the winding of a
r engine by its starting handle. No modern car is

jarded as complete unless it is fitted with an electrical
rter, but on a motor cycle perhaps electricity is

t likely to be considered in this direction for some
le to come if onlv on the score of added weight

ENGINE STARTERS.
and expense. Nevertheless, it would be interesting

to know why the electrical starter was dropped by
the Hendee Co., who, it. may be remembered, fitted

such a device on one of their electrical models a few
years ago. Very few machines have been equipped
with mechanical starters other than the type of
present-day kick starter, and undoubtedly the problem
is not a very easy one to solve, but if inventors would
turn their attention to devices such as starters, there

is undoulDtedly great scope for their ingenuity.
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International Competition.
In which (he Desirability of Supportin

"OW that the world is once more setthng down
to peaceful pursuits, the time is perliaps pro-

pitious to refer to international competitions,

in tlie past British sportsmen have never been loth to

enter into competition with the sportsmen of other

countries on the latter's own ground: but, except for

a British representative entry in Continental reliability

trials, the motor cyclist of this country is unknown
abroad.

The Tourist Trophy Race, which is an international

e\ent, generally attracts a few entries from America
and the Continent, despite the fact tlrat the types of

machines developed by the races are typically British.

In other words, America, for instance, has to design

and liuild special machines of a type with which they

aie comparatively unfamiliar,- though little is done on
this side of the Atlantic to support American events,

which cater for an altogether larger machine.
A strong effort is being made in the U.S.A. to

create an interest in the 1920 T.T., with the sole idea

that in. return British riders may be tempted to com-
pete in the American international two hundred miles

race in September : an event which approximates in

importance to the T.T. races.

The Sporting Spirit.

In the days when pedal cycle racing was in greater

vogue, British speedmen were to be seen on all the

important tracks of the world ; yet, excepting the

Grand Prix of France, British motor cycle racers have
rarely been in evidence. This is unfortunate if we are

to maintain our reputation as an enterprising nation, and
ws have no doubt that a British team at the American
e\ent would receive a splendid receptiiDn, especially

tills year, when international competitions will be

g Overseas Events is Advocated.

headed by the America Cup contest—the blue ribani

of the yachting world—^which will be held about thi

same time.

At the present time the only intercourse between thi

two great English-speaking races is connected witl

commerce. Cannot British motor cyclists do some

thing to assist in cementing present relations by mean
which do not take into account the influence of ttnar.ce

A Team for America.
In the past Britain's international representa

tion has generally been left to the individual. Th(

America Cup provides an example of the difference

between British and American methods in this connec

tion. This great international event will be betweei

Sir Thomas Lipton's Shamrock and a yacht built b;

a syndicate of New York yachtsmen. Would it no

be possible for British motor cyclists to create a func

to finance a team of motor cyclists to represent tht

"old" country in the "new" world.

THE TOOL BAG.
Considering the condition of present-day roads anc

that also of the tools after a few miles in a panner bac

on the carrier, it is surprising that the majority ol

manufacturers continue to fit these bags on a point

of the machine which suffers vibration more than any

other. This practice is probably clue to precedent

and convenience, but there is no reason why a toolbaj

or box should not be "fitted on the top of the tank,

as on se\eral machines, or in the diamond of the

frame, as on the new Raleigh flat twin, in which

positions they are less liable to be damaged through

\ibration. Vedette.

The Coventry Premier in Scotland.
SERIES of de-

monstrations
as to the f

capabihties of the

Coventry Premier

Runabout were re-

cently given in Glas-

gow, subsequent to

the motor show, bv
I\lr. R. P. Monk,
who is associated

with the manufac-
turers. This little

tinee-wheeler, it will

be remembered, is

litted with an 8-]o
h.p. V twin water-

cooled engine, shaft \

drive to gear box [

v. liich gi\'es three

.S|iecil5 and re\'erse,

and (hial drive by chain
(Jiir Scottish represen

round Glasgow, and was

D(5

A Short Test on the Hills in Glasgow. hills en-

w ere
without

which the

countered

climbed
effort.

Among others,

Balmano Brae, the

steepest gradient in

the town, was tackled

on the bottom gear

of II to I, and an

ascent made without

effort. The points

whichwere especially

noticeable included

absence of vibration,

quick acceleration.
|

ample power, and'

extreme handiness ini

traffic. The machine]

was driven up from

Coventry, Mr. Monk
in quickly detachable case. experiencing no trouble during the whole journey, and

tative enjoyed a short trip after spending a few days in Glasgow he left for the

impressed by the manner in south by road.

The 8 h.p. Coventry Premier climbing one o( Glasgow's many test hills
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FRICTION CLUTCHES FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
By R. WARING-BROWN. A M I A.E.

Part II.—Some Remarks on Clutch Design and Descriptions of the Best Known Types.

The first part of thib article (published on February 12lh, pages 175-7) treated of the general design of motor cycle

dutches, and contained detailei descriptions of several popul ar models. In the following pages will be found some

account of dry plate clutches, together with some remarks on the cocffic ents of friction between various surfaces and

notes or clutch position.

Dry Plate Clutches.

rHIS type of clutch is rapidly coming into favour,

andis undouluedly the most satisractoi7 type

obtainable, since it is sweet in action, capable of

considerable amoiuit of slipping without overheating,

id is durable in use. Clutches of the dry plate type

ilise either cork inserts or fabric as the friction

rface.

In fig. 8 is illustrated the Sturmey-Archer clutch,

hich has six discs (A) of Fero-do friction material,

operating between steel

surfaces. . The sprocket

R is driven from the

engine, and runs on a

ball bearing, w hose
inner race is formed on
the plate C lixed to the

gearshaft B. Keyed
slidably to the sprocket

are two steel discs D,
while two driven discs E
are connected to the

presser plate F. The
friction surfaces are

kept together through
the medium of springs S
W'Orking on pins P suit-

ably connected to the
plate C. Withdraw'al is

effected by a q u i c k-

thread screw and lever

attached by w"ire to a

suitable lever on the

handle-bars. The
screw, as in preceding

examples, operates a

i Q through the xrentre of the gearshaft, which
pushed against the pressure plate. This clutch is un-

ubtedly one of the best of its species, and has been

]
opted by many of the large manufacturers. The

i' ief point calling for critici.sm is the fact that w-ear

I
the frictipn surfaces Avould tend to move the posi-

1 Ti of the chain sprocket, thereby causing the drive

j>m. the. engine to the gear to be out of alignment.

Ball bearings in clutches are always a weak feature,

.'ling to the fact that the heat generated in slipping

j
jvents adequate lubrication. In practice also, oil

:$ through the gear box to the clutch, in consequence

V wliich the first friction ring seems to suffer, and
1 'ariably wears out infinitely quicker than the others.

'( is interesting to note that the American Harley-

J

ividson machine, equipped with a clutch of very

j
lilar design, does not use a ball bearing for the

I

rocket wheel-, but a bush of phosphor bronze, of

ample proportions. Also, only one clutch sjoring is

used, and more provision is made to prevent an excess

of oil in the clutch.

A dry plate clutch having cork inserts as a friction

medium is shown at fig. 9, that of the well-known
American machine, the Indian. In this device the
engine drives by a chain on to the loose sprocket O,
fitted with the cork inserts, which is clutched between
the tw'o discs M and N keyed to the mainshaft X ;

but while N is firmly fixed by the key, M is free to

slide on it. The spring S supplies the required pres-

sure. The clutch is released by a central rod worked
by a quick-thread screw, as in preceding examples.
This arrangement of clutch is very compact, but it

suffers from exposure to dust. Cork inserts form a
good friction surface, but are liable to disintegrate in

' course of time, and consequently act inefficiently.

Friction Surfaces.
The writer considers the question of friction sur-

faces of the very greatest importance, because Avhere

the requirements of a successful clutch can be com-
plied wdth in their entirety by the combination of cer-

tain friction materials, the reduction of w'eight, and
complicity of construction, are bound to follow. In
the table below are > shown friction coefficients, taken
from actual tests of various materials when dry.

Materials. Coefficient of Friction U.
Average. Allowable.

Cast iron on cast iron 170 ... .114
Cast iron on wood 220 ... .145
Cast iron on steel 180 ... .120

Cast iron on leather 270 ... .180
Cast iron on cork 340 230
Cast iron on brass 210 ... .140
Brass on brass 250 ... .165

Steel on wrought iron 240 ... .160
Steel on bronze 120 ... .080
Ferodo on any material ... .550 ... .310

All these tests are shown on absolutely dry surfaces.

Where lubricant is present, the coefficients generally

depreciate considerably. Consequently, it might be
argued that the best clutch would be that wdiich Avould

run dry while satisfying the other necessary condi-
tions. It is, of course, possible to construct clutches

having purely metal surfaces, excellent results having
been obtained with alternate plates of mild steel and
phosphor bronze, lubricated with graphite. However,
even with greatest care, attention and favourable con-
ditions, liability to scoring, seizing up, and distortion

of the surfaces remains ; consequently, attention has

turned to the use of non-abrasive materials.

Cork, which is more in evidence in clutches of
American origin, has a very good coefficient of friction,

particularly .w-hen absolutely dry. The cork used for

this purpose is generally prepared as follows : Small

B7



Frxtion Clutches for Molor Cycbs.—

pieces of cork are compressed into sheets or blocks

under great pressure and under enough heat to cause

tlie natural gums of the cork to exude and act as a
binder. The cork, of course_. is even then compres-
sible to a certain degree.

The Three=plate Clutch.

It is customary to make the cork plugs of such size

that they project about -^'m. above the surface of the

plate in which they are fitted. Hence, when the discs

are forced together, the contact is at first between metal

and cork only, and owing, to the compressibility of

the cork, the engagement is very smooth. This is the

unique and valuable feature of this material. How-
ever, when the full pressure of the clutch spring is

applied to the friction surfaces, the corks are com-

pressed flush with the plate, and one of the surfaces

is then part metal and part cork. This, of course, will

reduce the effective friction coefficient considerably,

depending upon the relative area of the corks and the

metal. As a rule, the cork covers from twenty to fifty

per cent, of the total area of the discs.

^U,tkk^lk^UkkkkUl^

The majority of clutches of this type are of the

three-plate variety, the middle plate containing the

corks. The corks are boiled, and thereby softened,

before pressing them into the plates ; the part of the

cork protruding swells : consequently a good fixing is

obtained. Under high temperatures cork is liable to

char quickly. This is partially prevented by lubri-

cation, .but, of course, this is detrimental to the

friction.

From the foregoing, attendon is naturally focussed

on to the question of fabric friction surfaces. The
chief property of such material should be its high

friction coefficient. It should also be impervious,
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insoluble, and durable. It should resist the destructive

'action of slipping, require no attention, and be easily

attached to the necessary surfaces.

Clutch Position.

From a survey of current design it will be noted

that the clutch is fitted either in the engine-shaft, gear-

shaft, or rear axle.

In the latest designs of motor cycle, where a speed

gear is fitted, it is practically standard practice to fil

the clutch on a gear countershaft running at hall

engine speed. Obviously, this is quite incorrect, as,

if two clutches of similar design are considered, one

being run at engine speed, and the other at hall

engine speed, the former could be half the effective

diameter of the other and yet transmit the same power,

provided the spring, pressure be unaltered. Alterna

lively, it might be of the same diameter, using hall

of the sprhig pressure, thus making for easy contro

and long life of the clutch. Evidently, therefore, nc

ad\antage wdiatever can be gained by running tlif

clutch at half engine speed instead of at engine speed

as a dry plate clutch could be designed considerablj

lighter, with a lighter spring pressure, and with fai

greater durability and simplicity than any countershaf

clutch now known. Actually, of course, the clutcl

should be run at the highest possible speed, and it i;

absolutely essential that it be placed • between thi

engine and the gear.

In arranging a clutch in the engine flywheel, then

are, of course, difliculties to contend with in engine:

having internal flywheels, but they can be overcome

while where outside flywheel is u.sed, the position i

considerably simplified.

Conclusion.
In drawing conclusions from current practice, th

Avriter believes the following offers the basis for ,

good clutch :

Position.—In engine flvwhej;!.

Type.—Dry plate, single disc.

F'riction Surfaces.— Ferodo on cast iron or steel

Spring Pressure.—Should be balanced whei

clutch is in or out of action.

Further, it is suggested that the modern machin
requires considerable alterations. Belts as a final driv

are undoubtedly being displaced by chains. Chain
require lubrication and periodical attention, and tli

writer believes they will be ultimately replaced b

the adoption of shaft drive, similar to the F.N. Tli

engine would be turned round, with flywheel faciri;

the rear wheel, allowing, in consequence, the fittin;

of a clutch of ample dimensions. The fitting of sue'

a drive can gi\e at least ninety per cent, efficiency

which is quite as much as can be obtained with an;

other drive on a motor cycle of conventional desigr}

AN ACCUMULATOR WRINKLE.
Many sidecar outfits are now fitted with electric

lamps which are supplied with current from a set

of accumulators housed in the body of the sidecar. A
member of our staff had the unpleasant experience

of discovering, late at night, that both accumulators

fitted to his machine had, apparently, run completely

down, the filaments of the bulbs not e\'en reddening

c8

when the current was switched on. A dimly reraen'

bered wrinkle was put into execution, and the accumrj

lators immersed nearly to the top in water—just hcj

enough to bear the hand in comfortably. Five minute!

of this treatment had the desired effect, and a furtha

two hours of satisfactory light obtained with no furthei

trouble. I
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The New Connaught Model.

e 1920 model Connauglit, it will be observed, has a newly-designed frame,

is 293 mm.

JITE a large number of motor cycle

manufacturers were so busy during

1919 they were unable to commence
itions upon their 1920 models until

A Well-lried Two-stroke wilh Re-designed Frame.

duced during the early part of this year,

winch really should have appeared at
the end of last year.

The new Connaught model is one of

these, and embodies an entirely new
frame, which has a sloping top tube,
an innovation so far as Connaughts are
concerned. As will be seen from the
illustration, the new type is of quite a
taking design, giving an exceptionally
low riding position for a machine with
26x2iin. wheels.
Having a bore and stroke of 73 and

70 mm. respectively, the capacity of the
two-stroke engine is 293 c.c. It will be
remembered by our older readers that the
Connaught was one of the firms who
pioneered the air-cooled two-stroke for
motor cycles, and also that it enjoys a
splendid reputation for its economical
running.
Brampton forks, Dunlop tyres, Sturmey-

Archer three-speed gear, "and well de-
signed mudguards are included in the
equipment.

The engme c.c.

the moulders' strike made matters so

difficult that they could not be got ready
for the Olympia Show. For this reason

there may be several new models intro-

A 452 c.c. Two-stroke.
Engine approximating to the 3| hp. Four-stroke and suitable

R several years Mr. Murphy, of ^^T SideCar Work.
Birmingham, has experimented with
all kinds of two-stroke engines,

al of which have been illustrated in

Motor Cycle from time to time—in

he may be said to be one of the

pioneers to introduce a realty satis-

fy engine of this cycle. His latest

n is a single, having a bore and
e of 80 and 90 mm. respectively,

r dimensions gi"ves a piston displace-

of 452 c.c.

;ently we were afforded an opportu-
lo test this machine on the road, and
rere impressed by two things, i.e.,

jower developed and the degree of

nee " attained without the use of an
ision bo.x, when on top gear,

e machhie approximates in size,

it, and speed to the average 3^ h.p.
stroke, while, as regards power, there
;d no doubt that it would propel a
er load than the 500 c.c. four-stroke.

machine illustrated is the experi-
al model which has been doing. duty
works tender for several months, and

An experimental model two-stroke of 452 c.c. designed by a Birmingham engineer.

we understand it is Jlr. Murphy's inten-

tion to market the machine when several

important contracts which now occupy

his plant are completed. The whole
machine is pleasing in appearance, and of

ample strength for sidecar work.

THE DUNELT BIG TWO-STROKE.
;I3IT0ES to Olympia last November

^; will no doubt remember the Dunelt
big single two-stroke machine exhi-
hy Messrs. Dunford and Elliott

~ field), Ltd. No orders were accepted
lis machine, as the company did not

desire to enter the market until the
machine had been subjected to an exhaus-
tive test, and an adequate manufacturing
and sales organisation had been got
together. The machines are now on the
road, and are behaving in a very promis-

ing manner, but some time must elapse

before they can be marketed.
Last week we witnessed a demonstra-

tion of the engine's capabilities on " the
bench," and, despite long running on full

throttle, the engine did not overheat.

SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE.
MARCH 25th has been fixed as the date of the Annual Spring Number of The Motor Cycle. Special articles are

in course of preparation, and a-feature of the issue will be an illustrated Buyers' Guide.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must lie addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Csveatfy, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

THE FUEL QUESTION.
Sir,— In order to create competition in motor fuel, I

venture to suggest that the right course would be to control
the price of raw benzole, so .as to give distillers a, chance
of putting on the market a competitive fuel, and that pur-
chasers should be rationed. This might prevent the whole-
sale purchase of rav/ benzole by petrol magnates to freeze
out competition. LOVELL ELLIS.

SIDECAR COUPES.
Sir,—The enquiries, as a result of my letter re above in

your issue of January 29th, having been too numerous for

me to deal with, I should be glad if you would allow me to

acknowledge them in a general way in your valuable paper,
and to say that the device is not yet on the market, but that

I am having some printed matter got out on the subject, and
in the meantime crave the indulgence of all those of your
readers who sent along enquiries. W. H. BURLEIGiH.

THE SPORTING SINGLE SPEEDER.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of February 5th a letter from

"C.E.T.," in which he affirms that, with the e.xception of

the Zenith, Rudge, and Triumph, the solo rider who wants
a light,, powerful and sporty mount, is not catered for in

machines over 2|- h.p. This is, of course, quite erroneous,

as the Norton Co. has for the past twenty years marketed
single-geared belt-driven mounts, and there are now four

single-geared Nortons (in addition to chain-driven models),

viz., 3^ h.p. Brooklands Special, 3j h.p. Brooklands Road
Special, 3^ h.p. Tourist Trophy, and the Big Four Direct
Drive, the last three being comfortable and flexible road
machines, with speed when required, and undoubtedly the
simplest machines of their power made.

JAS. L. NORTON.
Norton Motors, Ltd.

PRICE OF PETROL.
Sir,—The increase of 8d. per gallon on the price of petrol

is causing those of us who belong to the A. A. and kindred
bodies to realise that the time has come for united action.

Doubtless you are receiving scores of letters expressing similar

opinion, for members realise that in union lies strength. It

is, however, easy to clamour and difficult to offer suggestions
of practical value. Might I propose, however, that continued
pressure fronr constituents upon members of Parliament
should be brought to bear, in order that discussions and
questions in the House of Commons should stimulate the
dilatory Committee of Investigation into petrol profits, and
also that the Excise obstacles in the way of power alcohol
production may be removed? I am perfectly willing, person-
ally, to do all I can locally in the way of organising demon-—
strations, obtaining lists of signatures, etc., etc. Anyway,
it is up to the A. A., etc., to play the game, and' get busy
on behalf of the motoring public. There are vast numbers
of people waiting to fall in behind any attempt at organised
resistance against the absurdly high prices now obtaining.

J. F. BLYTH, JUN.

Sir,—The statement issued by the Shell Marketing Co.
In justification of the recent advance in the price of petrol
to 3s. S^-d. per gallon is curious. The 3s. S-^-d. is arrived at
by two processes—one of taking various items such as cost
f.o.b. New York, etc., and winding up with duty 6d.,
garage profit 4^d., making a total of 3s. B^d. They then go
on to state that they take 5% of this 3s. 6id., namely 2d'.,

which is added on to that figura, making a total of 3s. 8Ad.

CIO

As a member of the Profiteering Committee enquiring inti

the whole question, and which has as yet issued no report

I feel precluded from criticising any. of the figures given a

to cost, freight, etc., but I think that the public is entitlei

to enquire why the Shell Marketing Co. arrogate to them
selves the right of making a 5% proiit on the diity jjaid I

the Government and the remuneration allocated to th

garages.'

Assuming for the moment that the other figures, exclud

ing duty and garage profit, are correct, these total 2s. 8d.

and taking the Shell Marketing Co.'s own figure of 5%, i

is obvious that the figure of 2d. should be reduced to l^d.

When it is remembered that our imports of petrol las

year total something like 200,000,000 gallons, and that ou

probable consumption in 1920 will be nearer 250,000,00

gallons, the item of id. slipped in in this way represents

sum of approximately half a million sterling taken from th

public's pocket. ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY.

SHAFT DRIVE.
Sir,—I am an F.N. enthusiast, so have been intereste

lately in the correspondence regarding it, and I thin

I can add a convincing testimony to the merits of thi

machine^the only machine on the market with perfec

transmission.

Mr. Smith asks about wear. At present I have a 7 h.y

1914 model, which has certainly had as good a gruelling

with sidecar, as any machine could have in the time.

On examinatiotr, I find the bevels, stub shaft bearings

and universal joints pi-actically free from wear, and I ma
say here that should any wear take place in the bevels, etc.

it 'is very easily taken up by a simple adjustment.
Before having this machine I had a 2^ h.p. F.N. light

weight, in constant use summer and winter, in every con

ceivable sort of weather, for over five years, and for thrc

summers I had the cheek to hitch a coach-built Watsoniai

sidecar alongside, and during that time my transmissioi

troubles were nil, and the only replacements were one se

of bushes (about 5s.).

Now, as regards efficiency. I have yet to see tlie belt o

chain-driven 2^ h.p. Avhich will do what my old 1910 one

lung F.N. did, and I may add that the bevels, etc., wer

practically as good as new when I parted with it. Con

sumption was 90 m.p.g. sidecar and 120-140 m.p.g. solo.

The reason manufacturers do not consider the shaft-drivi

more is surely obvious when one compares the cost of pro

ducing the different systems.

In conclusion, I would say that I cannot imagine any

thing on two or three wheels more ideal than the 7 h.f

E.N., with its beautifully made engine, forced lubrication

large wearing surfaces, its very efficient multi disc clutcli

three-speed box, with foolproof spring change, and the driv-j

^yes, the real drive—which will take you through anythinjl

where the tyres can find the bottom, with no more attentioi!

than a bit of suitable grease occasionally.

The man who has never ridden a foar-cylinder with shaft

drive has not tasted 7notor cycling at its be.'it.

J. S. KNIGHT,

Correspondents are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, especially in view of the fact that only a small

percentage of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in conse-

qnence of their abnormal length.
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'STON RJNGS.
Sir, - -'I'lio fiillmviiig notes miiy be acceptable to snpple-
eiit tlio niticle uji piston rings in your issue of January
nd.

To niariiif.iclure a ring which^will exert uniform pressure
the cyliiulcr walls throughout its circumference is im-

ssihlo with any practical variation of section, if the cast-

1 is fniisli turned before cutting the ga)).

Perfect results may, however, be obtained as follows :

ire tile ring to the size required when expanded. Then
ugh turn the outside somewhat larger (say .020 per inch
diameter) than the finish size required when expanded,

d coiicentiic with the bore. Part off to width. Cut the

p so that tlie ring fits into a tube which is as much larger

in the cylinder bore as the outside has been turned larger

in the finish size. Now to ensure theoretically perfect
ipe the ends of the ring should be drawn together by
mns of a clamp so ajiplied that the opposing forces I'

i tangential to the mean cylindi-ic surface. See sketch,
lis is difficult in such small rings as are used in petrol
iters, so the tube mentioned above may be used, and gives

•y good results. Now fit a mandrel as shown, remove the
aining tube and finish turn the outside diameter to the
e of the cylinder if for a new job, or a few thousandths
jve .size if for replacement in a worn cylinder. Several

gs may be mounted and turned together.

\ / \

TOO LAEiJE

( y 1

COEKCT

I ./ \

TCO S>LM,L

(See letter, J. C. Bennett Mitchell.)

"he finish of the rings will be improved if they are now
ped in a dummy cylinder of the correct size. A plug
represent the piston may be grooved to take a number
riugs.

\"hen fitting new rings to an old cylinder it should be
ne in mind that the bore will be worn slightly larger in

iieter where the rings work than at the mouth. There-
: as the rings, mounted on the piston, must pass the
ith first, it will be impossible to get a sloping cut ring

Rt really closely at the ends when in position. On the
jr hand, if the new rings pass the mouth, however
itly, they will ease off when in place. Step cut rings

better for gas-tightness, but more difficult to shape and
i^ e fragile.

s stated above, replacement rings should be finished

4 itly larger than nominal size. When fitting try them
ij he mouth of the cylinder—without the piston—and trim
t[ ends with a fine file to the correct fit. When the ends
8! pressed together as shown, a step of a thousandth of
a nch is perceptible to the touch, with care.

' arrow rings are desirable, but the approximately square
s< ion is less liable to breakage in fitting. Headers who
d; re to acquaint themselves with the theory of this sub-
jd should turn up Unwin's " Machine Design," Part II.,

P: 248-256. and Perry's "Applied Mechanics," p. 404.

J. C. BENNETT MITCHELL.
»1 VTED—^ LVXURIOVS SIDECAR.

r,—I have been following- the correspondence on stain-
k steel and " Motor cycles de luxe" with some interest, as
I 1 still hoping (against hope?) that some British manu-
'^' irer will shed his brass-bound conservatism and at

li put on the market a combination 7-10 h.p. that will
II gentleman to get astride it without being immedi-
tiausforraed into a bounder. May I here state that

I not a youthful idiot, with Croesus for a father, but
l\' one of a large class who can afford a car, but prefer
>tur cycle provided one can keep clean on it, and not

bi <hamed to ask a lady—not a giggling flapper—to enter
tl* idecar.

this end some would go to £300 with pleasure, and
1 expect decent enamel, real mudguarding, with under-
1- and side shields, silver-plated handle-bars, and bright

'
. and last, but not least, the magnificent and safe

"t ican twist grips, and not the dangerous taps so

beloved of the B.P. Mr. M. Keilly is far from the niarn
when he asserts that the "powerful combination must finally

give way to the cycle car.

At the risk of being considered a parvenu, I will

say that the man in a cycle car resembles a vanman de-
livering parcels for his 8hop,~and, moreover, a cycle car has
" I-can't-quite-afford-a-car " stamped all over it.

I know that the motor cycle is the poor man's car, but
there are a multitude of reasonably priced makes tor him
to choose from. Cannot .those for whom price is no object
have just one handsome heavy motor cycle de luxe built

fur them? To would-be scoffers I say (in anticipation), "We
want lu keep ourselves clean, and our turn-out from looking
like the impossible grids one sometimes sees on the roads.'

Kensington. \XENOS.

WELDING MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
Sir,—With reference to the tendency in modern motor

cycle and sidecar frames to weld the joints, I should like

to draw attention to one point which, hitherto, does not
appear to have been appreciated, that is, the effect of the
high temperature of welding on the steel tubes used.

Steel tube used in motor cycle and sidecar frames is

usually cold-drawn, which cold drawing imparts certain

useful physical qualities to it. If this material is heated to,

say, 450° C. to 500° C, the effect of the cold drawing is re-

moved without change in the structure, and, as a result,

that portion of the frame is slightly weaker.
When welding, however, the metal at the weld is raised

to fusion point, and the structure is completely altered.

Assuming the weld to be perfect, i.e., that there is no
slag, etc., in it, there is still a section of the tube which
has been grossly, though unavoidably, overheated owing to

the welding.
This overheated portion, which may extend to an inch or

an inch and a half away from the actual weld, is very
brittle, especially under shock and vibration.

One can, therefore, readily understand that a welded
frame is very likely to fail in use, particularly at high speeds
on modern " roads."
This brittleness can be removed by heat-treating, or

"Normalising," the whole frame after welding, the treat-

ment consisting of heating the frame uniformly to a tem-
perature varying from 730° C. to 850° C. (depending on the

carbon content of the steel), allowing it to soak till the
temperature is uniform throughout, and then cooling it in

still air.

The grain of the metal is then very fine, and the strength,

generally, is increased, but it will not be as strong as the
original cold-drawn tube, and there is also the risk of

distortion.

Again, this reduced strength involves increasing the

weight of the frame to compensate, the resultant weight
being about the same as a brazed frame with lugs. There
is thus no advantage in the welded frame over the brazed
or even the sweated and pinned types. And if one is

unfortunate enough to get a broken tube, it cannot be re-

placed as easily, or as well, as if the joints had been brazed
, —in fact, it would most likely be cheaper and more satis-

factory in the long run to get a new frame.
I therefore suggest to those who are contemplating welded

steel tube frames that it does not pay to heat-treat cold-

drawn steel tubes, as a certain loss in strength is inevitable.

Ipswich. EO 795.

^
Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

^

^ Issued in conjimction wi.h The Motor Cycle.
(j

"HINTS AND TlPi FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Coiitaining over 400 useful " wrinkles " and helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint.)

'* TRACING MO I OR CYCLE TROUBLES "

A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition. - ...

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
En-Und and Wiles. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen, Set of three, complete in case.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SOX'S Ltd ,

20, Tudor Street, London, E-C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.

ii:
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Olmes to Clg^t Camps.
Greenwich Time.

B"eb. 19th 5.47 p.m.
21st

23rd
25th

5.51

5.55

5.58

Preparations {or the T.T.

A. R. Fenn, of the Sopwith Co.

(A.B.C.), has already been to the I.O.M.,
and O'Donovan (Norton) is expected in

the Island some time this month.

Petrol in Italy.

Owing to the railway strike in Italy,

the supply of petrol to all motorists,

even the holders of ration cards, is com-
pletely suspended.

I.O.M. Local Government Regulations.

The attention of T.T. entrants is

directed to the Light Locomotives (.Use

and Regulation) Order, 1913, Local
Government Board, Isle of Man. Copies

of this Order will be issued to all entrants,

and may be obtained from Messrs. Brown
and Sons, Ltd., printers. Times Buildings,

Athol Street, Douglas.

Second-hand Prices.

It is an indisputable fact that the

prices asked for second-hand machines
show no tendency to diminish ; on tne

contrary, an increase is noticeable in

several instances. This maintenance of

price is undoubtedly caused by the brisk

demand for machines no longer new,
while the continued demand may be
attiibuted to the extiemely low output of

the new models A reduction in the

puces IS not likely in the immediate
future as many prospectne puichaseis of

new machines aie deciding not to wait

indefinite peiiods foi deli\ei-y, and aie

acquiiing second hand machines in place

of 1920 models the pi eduction of which
has been delayed by the mouldeis' stiike

Maximum and Minimum Prices.

•A.j.S., 1914, 6 h.p., sidecar £11.,

„ 1916 and later ino-?iS2
Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £l55-£l6o
A.llon, 2-stroke, 2-spsed £58-£72
Bradbury, 4 h.p., single-speed, solo £35

„ 4 h.p., sidecar - £^
B.S..'V., 4j h.p., 3-spsed. sidecar £9o-£i45
Calthorpe-Jap, 2} h;p., 2-speed £37-£55
Clyao, 2-stroke, 2-speed £38

„ 5-6 h.p., 3-spced, sidecar i95-ii20
Douglas, 2j h.p., W.D i42-£78

4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £io5-£i47 10
Enfield, 2J- h.p., 2-stroke i48-£64

1919, 3 h.p. twin, 2-specd £82 /lO-iSs

„ 6 h.p., sidecar, £90-^180
Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, sidecar £95-£l85
Huraber, 3} h.p., 2-speed, sidecir £35

3i h.p. .*iat twin, 1919 £90
Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-spaed, sidecar .. £75-£ii5

1916, 7-9 h.p., 3-5peed, sidecar . . £i25-£i35
lames, 1919, 5-6 h.p., sidecar il35-£l65
Levis, 2i h.p., single-speed £40-£47

2i h.p., 2-spsed i48-f62
Matchless, M.A.G. and Victory Models, with

sidecar £i25-£l6o
New Hudson, 2; h.p., 2-stroke, 2-^ p?cd . . . £40-^42
New Imperial, 2| h.p., 2-5p?ed £4S-£7o
Norton, 3.V h.p., T.T £78

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar .
." £160

P. & M., 1919, 3! h.p., solo £100
,, 19^9' 3'i h.p., sidecar £iio-£r2o

Rover, 1918-19, 3), h.p. T.T £85
1914, 3^ h.p. 3-speed hub, and s /car

, £65-£77
1918, 3i h.p., 3-sp.c /shaft, and s /car "£;35

Rudge-Multi, 3* h.p £45-£Too
,, 5-6 b. p., and sidecar £i40-£i45

Scott, solo, 1919 '. £ii5-£i25
Sunbeam, 1915-18, 3S h.p., solo £ioo-£ii8

„ 32 h.p. and sidecar £l2o-£i75
iriumph, 3;- h.p., single-speed £27-£55

„ 32 h.p., 3-speed hub £60
4 h.p.. 3-rpeed countershaft, solo £68-£iig
4 h.p., 3-ipeed countershaft, side-

car £S5-£i50

„ 2i h.p., 2-3troke £70
Zenith, 6 h.p., solo £72-£io5

6 h.p., countershaft, and sidecar . . £ioo-i,i^s

Special ^Features.

PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
•ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT."

NEW MODELS.

Reunion of D.R.'s.

An effort is being made to hold a re-

union dinner of those D.E.-'s who served

with, or were at any time attached to,

Army Headquai'ters, Salonika Forces.

This will probably take place in Birming-
ham in the early spring, and those inter-

ested should communicate with Mr. J.

S. Gardner, 40, Coniston Road, Earlsdon,
Coventry.

Imports and Exports.

The value of motor c.ycle imports for

January was slightly under December
figures, being £38,265, as against £42,860,
this amount including tyres, parts, and

accessories.

- Export Figures.
The export of motor cycles is slightly

on the upward grade, January figures

showing an increase of £8,008 as against

the previous month. Compared with the

exports of January, 1913, the figures are

fairly satisfactory, the number of

machines exported almost reaching 1913

figures, their value, of course,, being

nearly doubled.

Exports during Janij.ajit.

1913. 1919. 1920.
Value ol m o t o r

parts, and acces-
sories £69.606 £31.490 £126.830

Number of machines " 1,289 308 1.123

I he mouldeis stiikc has been blamed lor delays in

i\eries of complete motoi cycles but many firms had not

used up their stocks when the strike came to an end The
photographs from which the above illustrations were made
were taken immediately at the end of the strike, and show

a batch of engines and the activity in the assembling shops

at the Connaught works.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK,
as on every highway, one meets motor cyclists displaying "THE BADGE
The practical value of the Auto-Cycle Union's famous token is enthusias-

tically testified wherever motor cyclists congregate, and in the" most out-of-

the-way spots one invariably finds a fellow A.-C.U. Member with whom it

is a pleasure to enjoy A.-C.U. advantages.

The A.-C.U. Badge entitles you, among other benefits, to FREE services of

the " Get-you-Home " scheme, FREE legal advice and defence, FREE
touring and technical assistance, FREE services of the R.A.C. Road Guides,

FREE use of a Reading Room at the R.A.C. Headquarters, and SPECIAL
INSURANCE FACILITIES.

JOIN TO-DAY and -^SAFEGUARD ALL YOUR INTERESTS.

Subscription 10/- a Year. From the date of joining at any time.

nforrnaHon Qoupon
I'he Secretary

\AVTO-CYCLE UXIOM i

"li PALL MALL, I

LOXDON, S.W.I
I

flease sc7i(l mc further particulars regarding tin
advantages of b-.coming a member oi the A.C.U..
together with Application Form/or membership-

' The Motor Cycle," 19 /a /^c.

10/= SUBSpVpTlON A.C.U.
Brings you the following FREE Benefits

:

FREE ••GET-YOU-HOME" SCHEME, whereby in case

of accident or breakdown on the road practical assistance is

afforded you. FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all technical

motor cycling matters, FREE Assistance of the R.A.C Road
Guides. FREE Use of a Reading Room at the R.A.C. Head-
quarters. FREE Assistance in Touring and Foreign Travel.

SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc etc.

In ansiuerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle

?
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™e automobile association

and motor union.
Fanum House, Whilcomb Street, London, W.C.2.

February, 1920.

To the British Public,

THE PRICE OF PETROL
WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU!!

1896 -9d. 1906-1/4. 1916-2/2. 1920 -3/8i NEXT YEAR

The exorbitant price exacted from the British public by the petrol interests

directly increasing your cost of living, and bids fair to strangle road transport an

the motor industry. To live, it is essential that you should be fed, clothed, an

housed, all of which are bottnd up with the road transport question. It is als

necessary for you to travel by road by some form of motor traction or another.

Do you realise that the oil magnates are practically deciding how much yo

shall pay for the privilege of living in your own country and travelling over il

roads ?

This is the direct result of being dependent upon imported motor spirit, shippe

here by combines, over whom our Government can exercise no control. Every yea

many millions of money pass from the pockets of the British public into those
the oil kings. All this can be prevented, and those millions can be kept in ou
own country.

Our common interests in this vital matter can only be attained by bringin;

home forcibly to the Government that immediate action is necessary.

YOU can help by signing this petition, and then obtaining the signatures of al

your friends ; both motorists and rion-motorists.

When all the signatures have been obtained, please return the form to :

The Fuels Department, The Automobile Association,

Fanum House, Whitcomh Street, London, W.C,2

Further copies of the Petition can be obtained upon application to th

Automobile Association.
Stenson Cocke, Seereta y.

1.^ /n answering this advertisement It is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Jl
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The fiist annual dinner of iho Gla

Memorial tc Sir John Alcock.

The highest offer np to date for the

light car presented by Messrs. Douglas
Motors, Ltd., as a subscription to the

Sir John Alcock memorial is £625. We
referred to this memorial last week.

iPoIice Activity in tiK Metropolis.

We learn that a police trap is in exist-

ence between Elgin Avenue and Suther-
land Avenue, West London, which works
alternately both ways.
We have also heard that the police are

very actiye in the matter of rear lights

in the neighbourhood of Cricklewood.

I'One of the First Dozen.

Cecil Burney—one of the two well-

known Bnrney brothers who were asso-

i ciated with the introdnction of the
Blackbm-ne engine—has joined the 6.N.

j
?ompany. Burney, with his brother, was
me of the first dozen despatch riders to

Hiive England for the seat of war, and
-'' to the rank of captain.

Benevolent Fund Concert.

The forthcoming concert of the Birming-

'i

lam centre of the Cycle and Motor Trades

i

Benevolent Fund which has been arranged
>

j

take place on Friday the 27th, promises
I

j

o be a success. An excellent programme

I

las been arranged, and the Temperance
I

iall, Birmingham, makes an ideal concert
.

j

oom. Tickets are obtainable from Mr.
.
i. C. Huckstepp, 10a, Temple Road,

1 Jirmingham.

) h'orthcoming Motor Cycle Events.

' The fi.Kt.ure list of motor cycle events
t ,

or
_
1920, drawn up by the Auto-Cycle

( ;
Jnion, is now available, and copies may

: V e obtained bv writing to the secretarv,
: jLuto-Cycle Ui'iion, 83, Pall Mall, S.W.'l.

I'his fi.xture list will be issued free to
he holders of competition licences, the

I
rice to other interested motor cyclists

I

eing Is. per copy, post free. This" little

ooklet contains, in addition to the

!
lotor cycle fixtures for 1920, the ad-

;
resses of all affiliated clubs, a calendar,

j
nd a lighting-up table, and should prove

}
t great interest and assistance to motor

1' vclists -who intend participating in com-
etitions during the year.

item M.C.C. held on the 7th inst Detiik nt the 1 921

1

last week's issue on page 185.

„c of the club

Daylight Saving.

The alteration from Greenwich to
summer time will this year, in all pro-
bability, take place on the last Sunday
in March, and continue until the last
Sunday in September or the first in

October. No special Act is required this

year, as some suppose.

Driving Licences by Examination.
Suggestions arise from time to time

that driving licences should not be issued
without regard to the applicants' qualifi-

cations, and the most recent suggestion
is that the eyesight of all prospective
drivers should be tested under various
conditions.

Such a plan would at any rate eliminate
the present anomalous state of affairs

wherein aiii/onc above a certain age can
obtain a licence by complying with the
regulation which demands the fee of five

shillings as the sole qualification.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Mon., Feb. 23rd, lo Sat.. March 6th— *

British Industries Exhibition, Birmingham
Sat.. Feb. 28th—
Sutton Coldfield A.C. Trial for Colmore Cup

Mon . March 1st, to Tues , March 16lh—
Lyons Fair.

Fri., April 2nd—
Inter-club Meet at Richmond, Yorks.

Sun., May 30'h—
Motocyde Club de France Grand Prix Race

FrL. May 2 Isl—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Tues.. Jan» l.'ith-
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June 1 7th—
Senior T T. Race, Is'e of Man.

M-n., June 28th, to Sal., July 3rd—
Sc ;ttish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs.. July 7lh and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyclist de France el Automo-
bUe Club de lOuest, Grand Prix Race
for Motor Cyc'-es and Cycle Cars.

Mon.. July 12lh, and Tues, July 13th—
Irish End-to end Trial.

Sun., July 2Sth, to Aug. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France,
Sun., Aug. 1st, to Wed., Aug. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Mon., Aug 23rd, lo Sal., Aug. 28th—
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Inventor's Machine Stolen.

The New Imperial, fitted with Mr.
Hawley Morgan's forced draught cooling

device,- described recently, has been

stolen from the artist-inventor's garage.

No Zenith Entry for T.T.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., write that they

fully endorse the views expressed by the

Triumph Co. anent this year's T.T., and

have decided not to build any special

. machines for this race, nor will they

participate ' in the eventi.

Mexican Oil.

It was recently stated at a meeting of

shareholders of the Scottish-American
Oil Transport Co. that oil is present

in practically unlimited quantities in

Mexico, there being over 300 producing
wells in the country, with a potential

production of 2,000.000 barrels per day.

Only about one-fifth of this is being
brought above ground on accourrt of the

lack of transportation facilities. It is

estimated that there are only about 650

oil tankers afloat, and it would require

fully 1,500 ships of the average size to

carry ilexican oil alone.

Swiss Statistics.

.According to the statistics published
at Basle, Switzerland, this country ap-

pears to have practically relinquished the

manufacture of motor cycles during 1919,

as imports of these machines are about
twelve times greater than exports, the
total figures of the former, being
640,000 fcs., and the e.xportations only
53,000 fcs. Switzerland imported from
Germany motor cycles to the value of

297,000 fcs., and from this country to the

total value of 153,000 fcs. ; her exporta-
tions to Germany and to this comitry
were nil, and her biggest customer,
France, took 33,000 fcs. worth. WTiether
these figures include engines is not clear

from the figures published.
Swiss exports in the first nine monthsi

of 1914 amounted to 575.000 fcs., and'

during the same period of 1913, 587,000,

fcs. Her exports have, therefore, come
down to nine-tenths of the pre-war
figure, while the imports have practically

doubled.

C7
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ICE TiRIAL

a|PA^ Seventy Competitors in this Year's Popular
Trip across B ranee.

Pronounced Deterioration of Road Surfaces.

A Scarcity of Petrol in the Southern Area.

OXCE again the Paris-Nice trial is

largely a competition for British

private owners of motor cycles and
manufacturers of British machines. It is

a matter of sore disappointment to the

organiser, Mr. Gaston Sweerts, editor of

Motoct/disme, that French manufacturers
have taken such a lukewarm interest in

the event ; but that fact is understand-
able pel haps when difficulties of pro

ductiun due to Ink of law materials and

differences w-ith labour are taken into
account. And let it be repeated here that
France has suffered more—much more

—

• THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
{Feb. 13th-19th.)

1st day .

.

Paris-Dijon mileage 193

2nd day.

.

Dijon-Lyons .

.

124

3rd day.

.

Lyons-Marseilles. 193

4th day.. Marseilles-Nice .. „ 140

Total 650
5th day.. At Nice {starting

from cold test and
examination of

machines).

6th day.. Cojnpetitot s
,

free

to tour Riviera.

7th day .

.

Nice - La Tiirbie

hill-climb).

113 entrants. 70 starturs. 1

ised by the British competitors. Most
of the solo riders, including Euthsr-

ford and Newman (with their Sunbeams)
Milner (Diamond), and Brunei! (two-strokf,

TriuBipli) journeyed to Paris by train vio

Boulogne ; but H. Petty and V. Horsmar-
crossed on Monday night via Southaraptor|

and Havre, with their Norton sidecaisi

The same boat—the Hautonia, piloteC

by a keen motor cyclist, Capt. Holt

O.B.E., who has recently purchased a ^

Wayside adjustments to an American
Excelsior early in the trial.

than any other country in the war. That
fact is plainly evident from the moment
one touches French soil. Road neglect,

dilapidated cars and lorries due to in-

evitable overwork without periodic

attention, and dwellings .crumbling and
rotting are evident on all sides. Every
route across the Channel was patron-

M. C. Moriss (8 li.p. Matchless sidecar)

successfully makes a temporary repair
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The Paris-Nice Trial.—

li.|i. Ikuigla.s si<leoiu' <iutfit— cnri'ieU Thi'

Mi'Icr I'l/r/r ivproseiitatives, and it should
bi' slated tliat everything possible was
(lc)iu' for the eumfoi't of the passengers.

'I'lu' Customs ofKeial at Jhivre, however,
c'xeentionally keen, occasional passen-

i being- requested to empty their

(Xiiki'ts for cigars, eigarettes, and matches!

M liolougne equal thoroughness prevailed.

Hex Mundy, who had brought over a few
spares for his Rover, endeavoured to get

hem through with the mys'tic words
spare parts," which very nearly had the

Icsired result, but the oHicial changed his

nd, called him back, ' and he was
dieved of many francs in duty. Dr. Low
U'ought his audiometer-to Paris by train,

lacked in a mysterious looking box like

miniature'ooffiu. Could anyone imagine

iiy such bux going through unquestioned''

)li arrival at Paris the otHcials were con-

iuced that he had .some infernal machine
-indeed the train attendants were evi-

ently more than suspicious, for Dr.

.ow avers that the lid had been removed,
fowever, the whole contents had to be
emo\ed, ,ind then the Customs ofticcis

Before the dawn last Friday : of the new Bleriot vertical twins at the start

(5 litres) for petrol, i.e., about 3s. l^d.
per gallon, as compared with 3s. lOd. paid
the previ^jus day in Eiigland. Whether
petrol is scarce in the .South, the com-

English teams, thf

id Scott.

the custom in French villages) the
various brands for which garage, grocer,
or general store is agent. We lost all

trace of Pettv and Horsman, who had

From left to right rhe riders are : T. Gil!ies, F. Rutherford, J. A. Newman, W. L. Guy, C. P. Wood, and H. 0. Wood.

r not too readily convinced. After

lent of eight-three fr.incs, however,
mystery box and its contents were re-

I'll to a taxi, whose driver again eyed
.- well as the owner with suspicion !

Execrable Roads near the Ports.

Hn- journey to Paris from Havre is

likely to be forgotten. Pot-holes in

mdauce were encountered practically

whole way, save for thirty kilo-

tres, from a point ten miles north of

ntes iiearly to Paris, which stretch of

red surfaced road formed a pleasing
itra.^it to the sadly neglected macadam
luvays fur which Fiance was once

We had paid 7f. £0c. per bidon

petitors will know by the time
lines are in print, but so far

North is concerned, . no shortag
experienced, almost every villa

route displaying on the footpath

these started ahead of us, and
s the river road to Rouen. They
wag going "terrible" on arrival

e en same evening at seven o'cloi

council of war, which took

followed the

reported the
in Paris the
:k. and at a
place after

Rghti A team whicti will be followed with

interest Tt.ev are .mounted on vertical twin

Bieriots. (Left) The only British lightweight

team ride New Imperials.

dinner, decided to abandon their sidecars

for the competition proper, and use their

.^olo mounts.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

mornings were given up to the weighing
and sealing operations at the laboratory

of the Automobile Club de France, in the
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An Italian team—F. Delaunay, Isoldi, and G. Delaunay—with their Stucchi machii

Boulevard Bourdon, just outside the city

Igates. Here the British riders, in parti-

jcular, had many interesting experiences
to relate of their troubles at the Customs
:octroi, or garages, where, apparently,
motor cyclists ' are not particularly
popular. One, Geoffrey Hill, who is

riding the same Triumph on which he
won the Scott Trial, was refused petrol
at a garage simply because they did not
icater for motor cyclists, and he went out,
|found a gendarme, and returned to de-
mand a supply of petrol, which was at

once forthcoming. Hill, fortunately,
speaks French fluently, and, moreover,
has just completed five weeks touring in

Brittany, so he knows the poor state of

the road surfaces as well as anybody.
Beyond removing the cylinder to scrape
away the carbon, and fitting an R.B.
magneto—a French production—his
machine is as it always was. He uses a
scoop of thick cloth to collect warm air

from the cylinder to the cai'buretter, and
claims an improvement of five to eight

There was a perfect battery of cameras
awaiting the competitors at the sealing

.

operations. Spare parts, as well ' as

.

cylinder, frame, carburetter, and wheels,

were sealed. It was amusing but signi-.

ficant that the Sunbeam trio produced
two chain spring clips and a valve spring'-

as their sum total of spares! One Sun-

beam sidecar is chain and belt-driven

;

the remainder have all-enclosed chain

drive.

Reception by the "Petit Journal."

In the evening (Wednesday) all the

competitors assembled in the Salle des

Fetes of the Petit Journal, and were
officially welcomed by the managing
director of the paper, a courteous old

gentleman of the Old School, who wel-

comed the British competitors in a charm-
ing speech in English. He told us that

he regarded the trial as a continuation

of the splendid alliance which existed

between the two great nations, and he

mentioned how years ago, when at school,

he and others had organised games be

The control at Fontainebleau.

ttiiles per gallon by the use of this simple
fitting.

tween French and English pupils, and
in this way sporting interests, up to that

Riders of liieh-powrrpH solo mounts. Kave Don (6 h.D Zenith) Bernard (7-9 h.p. Indian).
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The Paris-Mce Trial.—

time Miiii-i'xistoiit ill ]'"iance, had been
euomiriiHcd.

Jl. Swoi'its thou asked the Britisli

competitiirs if liiey liad any questions tn

afit al)init tho rule's. Several then replied
that tliey had not received them. 'J'liere-

upili a separate meeting was arrangeil

at (he end of the luigo room, presiileil

over hy Mr. E. U. P. B:nleau (Tlir M„lor
Ci/r/c). wlio read the most important rules

to the a.'ssembly, mid made all neeessary
explanations

The following afternoon the eompctitors
moved iiway from Paris to JMontgeron

—

tile official starting point.

The S(ar(.
Oil Tliuitsday evening the competitors

slid (literally and metaphorically) out of
Paris, the execrable road surface earlv dis-

heartening the solo riders. The HotVl de
la C'has.se at- -Montgeron, the official hotel,
was crowded, bedrooms being occupied
by four and five people. By 4 a.m.
jfficials and competitors were astir, and
X)ward 6 a.m. moved out of the villace in

»iiKmsprfsititmj*r>.t. x^m^a/s^ ai"iiN'iwrniOiii>^ aai

All along the route the public interest was most marked.

A Morgan and a Rover in the control at Fontalnebleau.

! e darkness for the official start. A
odly crowd had collected to give the
aipetitors a cheer, everyone seemingly
iiig in high spirits.

On account of the early starting, effi-

cient lighting sets are a necessity, and
in the early hours those who have e!ectri,c

sets appreciate their convenience.

List of Starters.

Dupout (Motosolo)
Dubosl (Motosolo)
W. J. Brnnell (Triumiihl
Ilorton (New Imperial)
A. Milner (Diamond)
W. M. Greenwood (Connai
Lauiiere (Ixion)
Gordon Uren (Edmund)
Rigal (New Imperial)
Gisquet (New Imperial)
Colombel (Douglas)
Graeme Fenton (A. B.C.)
Gabriel (A.B.C.)
Naas (A.B.C.)
J. Newman (Sunbeam)
Tom Gillies (Sunbeam)
T. Rutherford (Sunbsam)
Barthelemy (Rover)
L. Clave (Coventry Eagle)
J. Pernelte (Bleriot)
E. Grapperon (Bleriot)
Brunei (Bleriot)
Gallie (Triumph)
Detruche (A.B.C.)
Isodi (Stucchil
G. Delaunay (Stucchi)
H. O. Wood (Scott)
C. P. Wood "(Scolt)
W. L. Guy (Scott)
G. Hill (Triumph)
Pinney (Triumph)
Debav (Rover)
Jesse Baker (Scott)
Kaye Don (Zenith)
Sermeus (Sunbeam)
Russell King (Scott)
Bernard (Indian)

A Matchless outfit near a control Note the Rover " cab."
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The Paris-Nice Trial.—

jGalicn (B^ncit-Co-.iin)
P. \V. Wuite (Suubjam)
Hex Mundv (Rove;)
Delabie (Rover)
Gompeilz (G.L.)
Moret (G.L.)
Lacom- (G.L.)
G. Fery (Douglas)
Douglas Hawkes (A.J.S.)
H. Petty (Norton)
V. E. riorsman (Noiton)
R. Dupuis (B.S.A.)
Stanley Parker (Norton)
Guibert (B.S.A.)
Fred Dover (Triumph)
F. Delaunav (Stucchi)
CoUot (Harlcy-Davidson)
P. L. Boisserie (Harley-Davidson)
Oblin (Roval EnSeld)
Bonnard (ilarlev-Davidfon)
Moicau (Harlev-Davidfon)
H. J. Mulliman (Harley-Davidson)
Vnipault (Ilarlev-Davidwn)

(llarle:

(Matchless)
144. Etive (Indian)
145. D'Arsollo (Ameriran Excelsior)
145. M. C". Moriss (Matchless)
151. Maj. R. C. Emp.?on (A.V.I
15-1. Honel (Morgan)
155. F. Chapman (Morgan)
-. Slilhoux ( )

In contrast to the twenty-two kilometres
after leaving Paris, the going proved
e.x'cellent, though occasional patches of

:leep pol-holes were encountered. At the

1 wo ot the Rover sidecars were equipped with Easting screens. A third tool; the lorm ot a cab.

cross roads car owners and many soldiers

were assembled to eee the " racers " and
to give them a cheer. The dawn broke
soon after the competitors had traversed
a few miles from the start, with not too

much promise, since " a red sky in the
morning is a shepherd's warning."

Just before entering Fontainebleau we
overtook M. C. Jloriss (JIatchless side-

car) with a broken frame, the down tube
having snapped just below the head.
This, was repaired with straps, and the

Four ot the Harley-Davidson sidecar entrants.

machine was 'driven under its own power
into Fontsinebleau, a distance of five

miies. iloriss retired.

At the first control in Fontainebleau
the townspeople turned out in force. The
Scotts greatly impressed the crowd. The
French and the one Italian, as well as

the British teams, travelled excellently

throughout the run to Auxerres, but ccn-

tinuous jolting is bound to tell its tale

before the finish.

Graeme Fenton is putting up a fine

performance. His A. B.C. machine left

the factory thirty minutes before he was
due to leave for the start, and his

rnafrvrcs were even later.

Fred Dover, whose chain-driven
Triumph sidecar ii? one of the benzole
test machines, has developed a tiny

squeak in the front fork or sidecar (no

one can decide which), and this seems to

worry the veteran. motor cyclist.
" The Bleriot is a machine which promises
to do well. In the early stages riders of

these machines were well up to time.

Kaye Don (Zenith), though going well,

complained of the ^xii-c.

A Novel Taxation Suggestion.
A Tax on "Motor Spirit" to all Users, with Rebates (o Producers according to Prolix

THE suggestion put forward by the

Ministjr of Transport's Legislation

Committee l]as aroused a storm of

criticism.

An alternative suggestion has been pro-

pounded by Capt. E. de Normanville, the
iiiiitnring correspondent of The Daily
y-,',:/// c.-i. To put the matter very shortly,

Ca|jl. de Normanville recommends the

abolition of all taxes on cars and of the
existing motor spirit duty. Instead, he
contends there should be imposed a flat

tax of Is. per gallon on all motor spirit,

whether imported or manufactured in this

counti-y. The tax would be levied on the
manufacturer or the importer,

t^o far, there is nothing of startling

originality in the scheme, but Capt. de
Normanville combines w-ith the flat tax a
system of rebates, payable not to users of

certain types of vehicles, but to the manu-
fiiitui'crs or importers. The object of the
11 lull, s would be to encourage the sale of
iiinliii' spirit at figures representing fair

inotits only. The less the profit the
greater the rebate.

To take a concrete example, if a com-
pany were to trade on such terms that
the total di\idcnd that could be paid
would nut exceed 15% such company
would have the value of a 60% rebate on
the tax. If the profits were 20%, the

C14

rebate would be reduced to 40% A
25% profit would mean a 20% rebate
and a 70%, piofit a rebate of 10°,

Two French machines, a Bier ot and a G.L.,
in the Pans-Nice trial.

Captain de Normanville thinks—a.'id

we are inclined to agree with him—that

such a system of taxation would he ail

encouragement to the manufacturers of

home produced fuels, and particularly to

those who are prepared to sell their pro-

ducts at a reasonable figure. The pro-

fiteei manufacturer would suffer by
losing the whole, or the greater part, of

the possible rebate, and, since the market
price for his fviel would almost neees-

saiily be considerably higher than that of

the manufacturer prepared to trade on,

sa\ , a 10% basis of profit, the demand
for the product of the former would
decline, while the popularity of the

lattei s production would increase.
There is one considerable objection

that may be raised to Captain de Nor-
mauMlle's proposal, and this is that if

paraffin were excluded from the flat tax,

a good deal of revenue would be lost

;

on the other hand, if paraffin were in-

cluded, it would be difticult to differ-

entiate between paraflin used for light-

ing and heating and that used as fuel.

We are inclined to think that, since
the scheme still leaves open the defini-

tion of "motor spirit," the Board of

Customs and Excise and the Cloveni-
meiit chemists may do everything in

their power to _ prevent its acceptance.
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THE BRUSSELS SHOW.
British Maciiines Predominate. Interesting Belgian Designs.

A combined V twin and gear unit is the chief

calurc o( the Brevets Spring design.

ELGIUM seems to be i^repariug for

2;reat motor cycle developments, to

judge from the exhibition just

held at Brussels, and from information
lathered in different parts of the country.

The show, which is the first motor e.xhi-

tion in Belgium since the war, was thrown
jpen to the public, in the historic and
irtistic Palais d'Egmont, on February 7th,

jnd remained opeu until the 16th.

So little is known in England as to what
lappened in industrial Belgium during
;he fiur years of German occupation, that
iie importance of this exhibition, coming
July a little more than a year after the
(Vrmistice, will not be fully appreciated.
Although in the greater iTOrtion of Belgium
here are tew external signs of the destruc-
iveness of war, the factories were, with-
mt a single exception, stripped absolutely
lare of both machinery and supplies,

Phus, before it was possible to produce,
lew tools and machinery had to be sought
nd brought in from the outside, and the
ngineering shops had to wait until the
trel plants were in production before they
o'lld do any real work.

The Bate of Exchange.
On this account, it is not surprising

I lat the Brussels motor cycle show should
i e dominated by English makers, with a
I prinkling of Americans and Italians.
With the exception of Douglas, the
ritish firms at the Brussels Show were

I ^presented by local agents. Mr. Douglas
as present, and the firm was also repre-
nted by Mi-. Davis, of Paris. Despite
leir numerical superiority and the high-
:'.ss of goods they showed, the agents
r English machines were not altogether
ippy. The rate of exchange is so dis-

Ivantageous that the dealers did not
ire quote prices in francs. Thus, when
sifors asked the price of a machine—and
oy appear to be most keen buyers—the
ice was always given in pounds sterling,
'livery in England.
Notwithstanding this very difficult

luation, orders are being booked and
liveries are being made, for there is a
al demand among Belgians for good
>tor cycles,

j

Although the F.N. did not exhibit at

!
is show, it is uiiderstood that the firm
almost ready to make deliveries, and
jects to produce 15,000 machines dur-

ing the present year. These will be the
well-known single and the four-cylinder
types, with a number of detail improve-
ments. The next most important Belgian
firm is Sarolea, which exhibited a 3^ h.p.

single with chain-cum-belt drive, and a
sporting type sidecar.

The GiUet.

There were two new firms, Gillet and
Brevets Spring. The former exhibited
two types of machines : a single cylinder

two-stroke and a twin-cylinder four-

stroke. It was admitted that the latter

was not ready for delivery, and not very

much information was available regai'd-

ing it. The two-stroke contains a num-
ber of very interesting features, and is a
fine piece of work throughout.
This machine is equipped with two-

speeds, contained within the engine base
chamber- In all there are five pinions,

including those for the magneto gear, and
a countershaft is placed ahead of the

cylinder, thus increasing the length of

the belt. On the twin-cylinder model
the same general principle of unit con-

struction engine and change speed
mechanism is adopted. The engine has

an external flywheel on the right hand
side, with the clutch within it, and the

drive is taken from a big diameter
pulley, by means of a belt, to the rear

wheel.
The motor cycle, built to the designs of

iM. Spring, attracted an unusual amount

The Frera twin—a machine following more
or less conventional lines

of attention and a great deal of praise.

This machine is quite a distinct de-
parture from generally accepted motor
cycle practice, and is, undoubtedly, a
design which will be examined with the
greatest interest. As can be judged
from the illustration, a cradle frame is

used, and in this is mounted a twin-
cylinder unit power plant, clutch, and
gear box, on the same general lines as a
car engine and gear set.

Great Accessibility.

There is no doubt that any nimble-
fingered mechanic could take a cylinder
oft in less than five minutes, for of the
four holding-down bolts, three are per-
fectly accessible, and the fourth can be
reached with a curved box spanner. To
get at the timing gear four bolts have to

be removed. The valves are side by side,
but, of course, facing forwards. Adjust-
ment of the exhaust valve tappet is

child's play ; the inlet valve tappet is

not quite so easy to reach, but it cannot
be considered inaccessible. There is a
silencer with exhaust cut-out under each
of the aluminium running boards.

Saddle springing is obtained by means
of double, semi-elliptic springs, consist-
ing of a large number of thin leaves.
Another interesting feature is the single
piece steel stamping rear mudguard with
tool boxes. This is strong and light;
being a single unit, it cannot rattle, and
it can be detached in a few seconds by
undoing three winged nuts.
The drive is by chain, having a simple

guard above it. Provision has been made
for electric lighting. The electric gener-
ator will be mounted on the top of the
gear box, behind and just below the
magneto. On the gear box' cover being
removed, the electric generator will come
away with it without any connections
being broken.

Runabouts.

Only two cycle cars were shown, one
of these being the well-known G.N, and
the other the French S,I,C.A.M. This
latter has a two-cylinder vertical air-
cooled two-stroke engine carried under a
bonnet, and final drive bv belts and
expanding pulleys. A Belgian cycle car,
known as the Flaid, is announced to
appear shortly.

CI7
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Gloucester M.C.C.

It has been decided to revive the
activities of the club, and at a meeting
held on the 26th ult. the officers for the
coming season were elected. All motor
cyclists intere^ed should communicate
with the hon. secretary, Mr. G. Brooking.
24, Alexandra Road, Gloucester.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Arrangements have been made for the
following events. First Monday in every
month, meeting at Mikado Cafe, Old
Town Street, at 7 p.m. First Sunday
in every month (commencing ilarch),
meeting at the Rock, Yelverton, at 3
p.m. On the second Wednesday and
third Saturday in every month, commenc-
ing in April, a run will be held. In addi-
tion, a reliability trial to Penzance and
back has been arranged for April 2nd.

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

The first annual _ dinner was held at
the Rutland Hotel on the 10th inst.,

Captain C. P. Maltby, J. P., presiding.
The balance sheet for the past year,
showing a satisfactoi'y total in hand,
was presented by the chairman, Mr. AV.
B. jlyhill, for confirmation, and ap-
proved. Mr. P. Ormiston (captain) gave
his report on the club events held last

year, which showed the winner to be
Mr. W. D. Thornley, who was then pre-
sented with a cup and medal by the
chairman. An excellent musical pro-
gramme, which followed, was much ap-
preciated by all present.

Nuneaton and District M.C.C.

The first reliability trial was held on
the 12th inst. over a course of about 30^
miles, which included several severe hills

and a watersplash. Two gold medals
and two silver medals were offered as

prizes. Results : Solo.—1, J. A, Watson-
Bourne (4 Blackburne) ; 2, J. Spencer (2\
Triumph). Sidecar.—1, C. J. Curren (5

New Imperial) ,-2, T. R. Alkin (6 A.J.S.).
The trial was followed by a. most enjoy-
able dinner at the Peacock Hotel, at

which the medals were presented by tlie

Rev. J. M. Philpott.

Bolton and District M.C.

The activities of the club during 1919
proved a failure, but the coming year
promises to be a great success. An
interesting programme is in course of

preparation, and the annual meeting
Avould in ordinary circumstances have
been held last week. Owing, however, to

the fact that certain members were com-
peting in the Paris-Nice trial, it was
decided to postpone the event. Members
will be' advised by post of the date and
place of meeting, which information will

also appear in the local press. An urgent
appeal is extended to all owners of motor
cycles and cars in the district to attend
and a.«6ist with their united support. The
hon. sec. is Mr. J. E. Whittaker, 205, St.

George's Road, Bolton.

Derby M.C.C.

A meeting will be held in the Unity
Hall, Derby, to-morrow, the 20th inst.,

at 7.45 p.m., with the object of reviving
the Derby ilotor Cycle Club. All motor
cyclists in the district who are interested

are invited to attend.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.C.

An enjoyable evening was spent on the

occasion of the tenth annual dinner and
prize distribution, held recently at . the
Shakespeare Hotel, Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough officiating as chairman. Among
those present were Mr. H. H. Collier,

Major S. Axford, and many old members
who had been absent during the war
period.

"

York and District M.C.

It is desired to make the inter-club

meet of all the Yorkshire and Northern
clubs, which will be held at Richmond on
April 2nd, a great success. With this

object the club has been asked -to convene
a meeting at York, as being the most
central city, of all delegates from the

clubs concerned, in order to arrange
details. This meeting will therefore be
held on the 21st inst. at the Windmill
Hotel, Blossom Street, at 5 p.m., when
it is earnestly requested that all notified

will be present.

Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C.

Officers for the coming season were
elected at a meeting held on the 3rd
inst., at the King's Arms Hotel. ItWas
decided that the club be affiliated to the

A.C.U., that the membership be ex-

tended to light car owners, and that the

title of the club be changed accordingly.

An opening run to Bournemonth has
been arranged for March 18th, when it

is hoped that all actual and intending

members will , attend. The joint hon.

secretaries are : Mr. A. G. Stone,

Lloyds Bank House, and Mr. P. W.
Braybrooke, 26, High East Street, Dor-
chester.

N.M.C.F.U.

The annual general meeting of the

N.M.C.F.U. will be held in the Imperial

Hotel, Temple Street, Birmingham, at

7 p.m. on the 26th inst.

The executive meeting will be held

during tiie afternoon of the sahie day at

4 p.m., also at the Imperial Hotel.

N.M.C.F.U. (Rotherham).

On the 13th in.-^t. a well attended ineet-

ing was held at the Y.M.C.A., and a

large number of enjoyable runs arranged

for the coming year. Intending mem-
bers can obtain "list of benefits and al!

information from the hon. sec, Mr. H.

C. Tarbit BuUows, 34, Frederick Street,

Rotlierham. The next meeting will be

held at P. W. Musson's rooms, Howard
Street, at 7.3Q p.m., on the 27th inst.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

On the 13th inst. the annual dinner of

the above club took place at the Cale-

donian Hotel, when the awards for last

year's events were presented. A com-

]n-ehensive and attractive programme has

been fixed for this season, including the

Scottish Six Days Trial, which will be

held June 28th to July 3rd. The evening

was a great success, largely owing to the

excellent musical programme provided.

Leeds and District M.C.

An enjoyable smoking concert was held

on the 6th inst. at the Griffin Hotel,

over 130 being present. The list of

officials is now complete, and includes

Colonel Sir E: A. Brotherton, Bart-.,

M.P., as president, and Messrs. A. I.

Greenwood, Owen Brooks, Rowland
Winn, H. A. Crawford, and F. 0.

Langton, as vice-presidents. The hoii.

secretary is Mr. W. E. Asquith, 11,

Moorland Street, Hyde Park, Leeds. A
comprehensive list of fixtures has been
arranged for the coming season, and
social runs, picnics, etc., will take place

each month.

AT THE BRUSSELS SHOW. A single-cylinder Frera which at first sight appears to

be a composite of two well-known British designs.
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lub News.—

Newport and District M.C.C.

A now club (or Newport and district

las recently been formed, and is beinj^

mtluisiasticallv snpporled. The secre-

tary, Mr. A. 1}. Adams, Clcvedon Road,
'Newport, wonld bo glad to hear from
Illy prospective members.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A well attended lull-climb was held

111 the 7th inst. at Croyden Hill, there

leing four classes. The winners were :

Jnder 350 cc, S. J. Bassett (21 h.p.

)ouglas), 37s. ; under 600 cc, B. A.
lall (4 h.p. Triumpli), 30s. ; open solo,

il. H. Rollason (Harley-lJavidson), 27s.
;

nssenger machines (including cars), G. A.
enkin (Harley-Davidson), 40s.

Middlesex M.C.C.

This club is now reviving its activities,

nd will open the season with a dinner,

J be held at the Holborn Restaurant on
1 aturday, March 6th. An interesting

I jncert to follow has been specially

I rranged by Mr. W. Rouse, and it is

I oped that all actual and prospective

I lembers will attend. Application for

I ckets should be made to Mr. W. Luther
imoth, 14 Glebe Avenue, Enfield. The
!cretary is Mr. S. A. McCarthy, 2,

' ightingale Road, Lower Clapton, Lon-
m, E.5.

North London M.C.C.

The first general meeting of the
: Inchley and District M.C.C. was held

the 6th inst. at the headquarters,
'ange Tree Hotel, Friern Barnet, when

•i was decided to alter the title of the
ih to the North London M.C.C, in

Jer that its activities might embrace a
der area. Over forty members are now
rolled, and all motor cyclists interested
ould communicate with Mr. Bernard
aley, Burnage, V'ictoria Avenue, Finch-
'. N.3, from whom all particulars may
obtained. It has been decided that the
lb shall become affiliated to the A.C.U.
e opening run will take place on the
h inst. to the club's country head->

irters at Great Missenden

h-rb

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Feb

Feb.

Feb.

Feb.

Fell.

Feb.

Feb.

Tuture (Tlub ~Eve.nls.
U.-Dtrbn M.C.C. tnauonral Mcclino, Unltu
Hall, 7.J5 p.m.
tl.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Hall-day
Reliabilitij Trial /or Longman Cup.

SI.—Neatli anil District M.C.C. Inter-club
HiU-cHmb at Cninant.

il.- Yoih ,.iul llistrkt M.C. Meeting ol

of Norlliern Clubs.

It II 11 M,
»,l Ih et M.C. Mr. MHchelVa

'.i.-Ymk
and <:< I

tl.—Stiilu

SiilJolk M.C.C.
/Ml p.m.
,-l M.C. Annual Dint
<ni. Windmill Hotel,
lliatrict M.C. Anni
\iison Hotel, Asia

ual

es.—Pultun Vuldlirld and N. Birminghav
•I.e. •VicloTii" Colmore Cup Trial.

m.-N.M.C.F.U. (Birmingham).

Ii.-N.M C.F.V. (Leeds). Smoking
Victory Hotel.
e.-Glasgow Western M.C.C. Ope:
ability Trial.

Rcli-

r and.. -Middlesex M.C.C. Opening Diniu
Coned at the Holborn Restaurant.
7.—Leeds and District M.C. Mr. Water-
man's Run. Meet Diineley.

S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Fantomime Night.
S.Sutton Coldficld and N. Birmingham
A.C. Pantomime Night.

13 —Cheltenham. M.C. and L.C.C. Meeting.
Belle View. UOp.m

13.— M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.
IS.—Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C. Opening
Run to Bonrncmouth.
H.—Home Countin Clubs' Reliability Trial

Incidents at the

recent Cambridge

University M.C.C.

hill -climb. The

inset shows G. A.

Jenkin, captain or

the club, making a

good climb on his

Harley-Davidson

its

Bury and District M.C.

A meeting of tiie Bury and District

M.C. will bo held at the Derby Hotel,

Bury, to-night, at eight o'clock, with tlio

object of reviving the club. All motorists

in the district who are interested are

invited to attend.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The annual gcnej'al meeting of tha

above club was held at the Crown and

Anchor Hotel, Lincoln, recently. The
secretai-y's report showed the club to bo

in a very flourishing condition, while the

prospects for the coming season are in

every way satisfactory, and the pro-

gramme of events is well in hand. The
season commences with a hill-climb at

Thonock, near Gainsborough, on Easter

Monday, April 5th. Mr. F. W. Richard-

son, " Hill Crest," Yarborough Road,
Lincoln, is again the honorary secretary.

Birmingham M.C.C.

An attractive programme for the next
three months has been arranged, which
includes many interesting events. A side

board value £25, two prizes value £10
10s., and five others valued at £5 5s.

each, will be put up for competition, in

addition to the Victory, Duke, Midland,
Sangster, Lycett trophy, and Austin cups.

/

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY HILL-CLIMB.

and various gold,

silver, and bronze

medals. The com-
mittee desire- to en-

courage the amateur
lider to take part in

all club events, and to

this end have reserved
several of the above
prizes for the amateur.
Final arrangements
for the pantomime
night at the Alexandra
Theatre on JMarch 8th
have been made.
Early application for

seats (5s. each) should
be made to Mr. C.

Browne, Para Rubber
Co., John Bright
Street, Birmmgham.
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Four-wheelers at the Price of Motor Cycles,
The Black Prince Runabouts with Two-stroke Engines.

EVEN before the war th« £100 cycle

car was regarded almost as an im-
possiWe proposition, and to-day the

same ideals are attempted at a figure

nearly 100% in excess of that amount.
Black Prince ilotors, Ltd., however, are

introducing two light four-wheelers, which
it is proposed to market at the remarkably
low prices of 68 guineas and £100, figures

which the majority may regard as impos-
sibLe.

Simple Designs.

It is obvious that at these figures the

prospective purchaser will not expect all

the refinements of machines at double
their price, but when the Black Prince
.specifications are taken into consideration,

one must admit that remarkable value

is being offered. Value, of course,

depends entirely on the efficiency of a

machine to perform the functions for

which it has been designed, and when
this point has been demonstrated to the

satisfaction of the public, then it will

only remain for the companj' to concen-

trate upon output, for there apjjears no
doubt that at the prices mentioned they
will make a very wide appeal.

The first of these little vehicles is the

Black Prince Buckboard, which is sprung
at the front by means of a single volute

spring. The rear part of the "chassis"
is not sprung, comfort for the driver and
passenger beiug provided by mounting the

A four-wheeler at the price of a lightweight motor cycle—68 gruneas.

two aeroplane bucket seats on large coil

springs.

A 2J h.p. Union two-stroke engine
provides the power, and drives a counter-

shaft two-speed gear embodying a clutch

and kick-starter-, the final drive being by

The Black Prmce runabout, a four-wheeler which the makers hope to market at £100

belt. Both engine and gear units are

placed on the side of the vehicle after the

fashion of the old Chater-Lea runabout,

a practice which has been followed by

several designers both in this and other

countries.

The wheels fitted are 26x2in., and the

track and wheelbase are 3ft. and 6ft.

respectively. It is claimed that petrol

consumption is in the neighbourhood of

100 m.p.g. Included in the price of 58

guineas is a set of acetylene lamps with'

generator.

Jlr. Archie J. Cocks, the well-known
pre-war competition rider, who is the

new sales manager for Black Prince

Motors, Ltd., advises us that he recently

- made the trip from Barnard Castle to

Glasgow, on which the little machine
proved itself a good hill-climber and

capable of 30 m.p.h. on the open road

with two persons aboard.

We described the £100 Black Prince

runabout in our issue for December 11th.

It suffices now to repeat that its power
is provided by two Union two-stroke

engines coupled tooether, and embodies

a two-speed epicychc gear and final bell

drive. We look forward to trying these

interesting machines in the near future.

OF INTEREST TO THE T.T. ENTRANTS.
IN last week's issue we gave the main

conditions and regulations which will

govern this year's Tourist Trophy
races. Below we supplement these regu-
lations by extracts from others which
are of interest to the prospective com-
petitor.

" Each motor cycle will be I'equired to

bear three number plates, one of which
must be secured in front of the head
and one on each side of the back wheel.
The numbers on the back wheel must
be fixed to the motor cycle before
its arrival in the Isle of Man, and must
be retained as fixed until after the race.

These plates will be of stiff metal, 12in.

in diameter, painted with the competitor's
number in bold white figures on a black
ground.

" Both during practising in the Island

and the races each competitor must wear
a helmet of an approved type. A list of

makes of approved types will be furnished
by the A.G.U. on application. A com-
petitor will not be allowed to practise or

start in the race if wearing metal-studded
boots.

"One replenishment depot only will be
established at one point on the course.

Only one attendant may assist in replen-

ishing. No spare parts—as distinct from
tyres, fuel, and lubricating oil—'other than

those actually on the motor cycle at the

start and carried during the race, shall be

acquired or used, under penalty of dis-

qualification.
" Any machine which is stopped must

immediately be placed on the left-hand

side of the road. A competitor is ex-

pressly forbidden to drive or wheel his

motor cvcle in a direction opposite to that

in which the race is being run.

"The order of starting'will be decided

by ballot, provided that those com-

petitors whose entries shall not have

been accepted at ordinary fees shall he

started after those whose entries havi'

been so accepted."
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A selection oi questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to wiite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Building a Lightweigbt.

For some time I have been

a
contemplating building a two-
stroke motor cycle from com-
ponent parts, buying them either

new or second-hand. 1 should
\ bo pleasod if you would give me your
ipinion on the project.—W.A.C.
le firm from whom you buy the engine
uld no doubt supply all the necessary
ings for assembling a lightweight
tor cycle. At the same time, unless

1 1 have fairly good workshop facilities,

should not recommend that you
impt this yourself.

Increased Consumption of Speed

Supposing two points, say,

Z^ twenty miles apart, and a motor

,^1 cyclist rides the distance slowly.

;iJ Afterwards he does the same
distance, using the same machine,

ar ratio, etc., as before, but at a

•eater speed. Why should his petrol

nsumption be greater in the second
Is it due to more air or wind

sistance, thereby causing more power
be expended to overcome it? His

leels do the same number of revolu-

ins, therefore his engine does the

me revolutions as when he rode
.wly—W.P.
)vering the same distance at a greater

i it follows that the petrol consump-
will be higher. All other conditions

5 equal the increased wind resistance
I would account for this being so.

Timing Wheels.
Will you enlighten me on the

in timing of my 2| h.p. 1910 twin
Enfield? I bought it with the

\ J mainshaft timing pinion missing,

and I got one made, and had
teeth cut off the forty-tooth wheel,

I

I

when it came back it had seventeen
[lih on, but I may say the teeth mesh
Jifectly. When I time the inlet

lere to open on the downstroke of

Bl piston and the exhaust to open on
upward stroke, it will work all

[.it for a revolution or two, but if

rirn the engine, saj', three or four
nlntions, the exhaust will open on the
! nward stroke and the inlet on the
lard stroke of the piston. Is this

"ed by having seventeen teeth on
half-time wheel instead of sixteen

I may say that all four valves
c off the one camshaft, and the

iihaft is one piece, so the cams on
shaft cannot move. Should I get
her wheel with sixteen teeth instead
iveuteen?—A.B.
ming trouble with your engine is,

?se, due to the fact that you have

seventeen teeth on the driving pinion.

If the cam wheel has forty teeth, it is

obvious that you should have twenty
teeth, seeing that the cam wheel must
make one revolution to two of the main-
shaft wheel. If the cam wheel has
thirty-two teeth, you need sixteen teeth

on the small pinion.

A Spares Difficulty.

1^1 Could you tell me who makes
5^ the Alcyon motor cycle ? I have

"-i-l got one witli several parts miss-

ing.—J.B.
The Alcyon machines were made at

30, Avenue de Noailies, Lyon, and they
have not been imported into England for

many years. We do not think you will be
able to get original parts, and if you
require any spares you will have to have
them made specially.

Removing a Ball Race.

I want to remove the ball

\n\ bearing in the pulley side of the

> crank case of my 1914 2| h.p.
LSJ twin, in order to renew the felt

washer which, I see, is between
the ball race and the outer wall of tlie

crank case. I should be much obliged
if you would let me know how to

remove the ball race.—J.D.C.
Removing ball races from an aluminium
cr!aik case is somewhat difficult. The
usaal method is to warm the crank case
slightly and drop it on a level surface,
such as the top of a bench. In most
cases the ball race will fall out, owing
to the expansion of the aluminium. If

you cannot remove the ball race by this
method, we should recommend that you
place it in the hands of a motor
mechanic.

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

Every O J
Fridnv 'JU.Friday

the forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys the

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as therepresentaiive British

motoring journal.

Lighting from Magneto.
I have an 8 h.p. twin pas-

r^ senger machine, which is fitted

^ with accumulator electric light-

LiJ ing. I have been several times

caused annoyance during a long

night run through the battery running
down, and I should be obliged if you
would tell me if there is a device on
the market for converting alternating

into direct current. If so, what is the

name and address of the makers, and
the approximate price?—G.B.R.

It is not possible t9 charge accumulators
directly from primary circuit of a high

tension magneto, and there is no device

on the market for converting an alter-

nating current into direct current.

Still Running !

Will you kindly advise me as

[^ri to what you consider the best

\'^\ modern make of carburetter to

I
°

I fit to an old pattern a.i. valve

single-cylinder 2^ h.p. air-cooled

engine, fitted in the back wheel of a

1903 Singer tricycle? It was formerly

fitted with a Singer carburetter of

surface type. This I replaced by an

Amac, with throttle control by Bow-
den wire, but with the amount of air

controlled by a slide. The machine
works far steadier than with the Singer

carburetter, but is very poor on hill

climbing and difficult to start. The
consumption is only 50 to 50 m.p.g.,

this being, if anything, more than with

the former carburetter. ' The engine

and valves are in good order ; also,

there is ito apparent misfiring. Mag-
neto is a low tension, rocker, Simms-
Bosch. Of course, the whole engine

being built in a Singer wheel makes
it difficult to fit a carburetter, the

Bowden control passing through the

hub to the handle-bar. I have tried

several Amac jets, and use the one on

which the machine was steadiest. My
great difficulty is with starting, as

this must be done by hard pedalling

when the engine is cold. The whole
machine is in such splendid condition

that I am disinclined to scrap it,

especially at present.—H.E.B.
In all probability the starting trouble

with your machine is due to the in-

efficiency of the low-tension- ignition

system. The cai-buretter you have at

present certainly does not appear to be

very economical, but as the gear is pro-

bably very low, you may not be able to

obtain a much better result with any

other carburetter. Difficulty in starting

is often largely caused by air leaks in the

induction system, and you should elimi-

nate any possible source of these.
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READER'S REPLY.

Blow-back.

I notice in a recent issue of TIle Motor
Cijrh: that the question of curing blow-
baciv was raised by one of your corre-
spondents. This may, of course, be
caused by the inlet valve closing late,

if the timing is wrong, but is often
caused by the exhaust valve closing

taiiij through wear of cam and tappet.
In bad cases this can be cured by
rrtardinij the exhaust valve cam one
tooth, which may give a little overlap,
but is better than having the valve close

before the pistoa reaches the top of its

stroke, so causing the inlet valve to open
under pressure. Just recently I came
across an old engine that would hardly
run, and spat violently out of its car-

buretter. The gear wheels Avere all cor-
• rectly in mesh with the makers' mark-
ings, but retarding the exhaust valve,
as I have suggested, made it pull quite
well again, and instantlv cured the
blow-back.—E.M.L. (Colombo).

RECOMMENDED ROUTE
Luton to YAEjiruiH.—H.H.A.

Luton, Hitchin, Baldock, Royston,
Whittlesford, Newmarket, Bury St.

Edmunds, Ixworth, Scole, Harleston,
Bungay, St. Olaves, Yarmoirth. Approxi-
mately 122 miles.

Clevebon (vi.4 Dorchester) to Bourne-
MOtTTH.—F.O.JI.

Clevedon, Congresbury, Stock Lane,
Churchill, Wells,. Glastonbury, Ilchester, -

Yeovil, Dorchester, Warehani, Lytchett
Minster, Poole, Bournemouth.

Re.^-Ding to Gravesend.—E.P.B.
Reading', Wokingham, Bracknell, Sun-

ninghill, Chertsey, Cobham, Leatherhead,
Dorking, Reigate, Redhill, Oxted, Wes-
terham, Riverhead, Wrotham, Meopham.
Gravesend. - Approximately 85 miles.

Tarland to IMauchline.—W.L.H.
Tarland, Ballater, Balmoral, Braemar,

Spittal of Glenshee, Blairgowrie, Perth,
Kinross, Forth Bridge, by ferry to Queens-
ferry, Mid-Calder, West Calder, Lanark,
Hyndford Bridge, Douglas, Muirkirk,
Jiauchline.

Mauchline to Buxton.—W.L.H.
Mauchline, Cumnock, New Cumnock,

Sanquhar, Thornhill, Dumfries, Annan,
Gretna Green, Carlisle, Penrith, Shap,
Kendal, Lancaster, Garstang, Preston,
Wigan, Warrington, Knutsford, Chelford,
Macclesfield, Buxton.

Barrow to Witney.—H.H.G.
Barrow. Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale,

Settle, Skipton, Ilkley, Otley, Harewood,
Coliingham, Aberford, Ferrybridge, Don-
caster, Worksop, Mansfield. Nottingham,
Leicester, Daventry, Banbury, Bloxham,
Enstone, Charlbury, Witney ; approxi-
mately 230 miles. Alternative return
route : Witney, Burfoi'd, Cheltenham,
Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Whitchurch, Chester, Birken-
head (ferry). Liverpool, Ormskirk, Pres-
ton, Lancaster, Carnforth, Burton, Miln-
thnrpe, Lindale, Newby BridgF, Green-
odd, lllverftun, Barrow.

Motor-propelled Chairs.

A correspondent informs us that the

"Raybeck" hand-propelled i.nvalid

chair, with motor attachment, may be

obtained from the manufacturer, whose
address is George Street, Blackpool.

The S.A.B. Spark Tester.

When reviewing this device in our

issue of the 29th ult., we inadvertently

stated that it was handled by the S.A.B.
Spark Tester Co., of Cricklewood. We
are -asked by Messrs. Leo Ripault and
Co., of 64a, Poland Street, London,
W.l, to state that this accessory is now
handled entirely by them.

Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd.

Jlr. A. E. Gelder, who before the war
held the position of general manager of

jNIessrs. F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley
Road, Willesden Lane, N.W.6, has
again resumed the position after five

years' service with the R.N.V.R. He
says that great ]irogress has been made
in reconstructing the Belgian factory, and
he is most optimistic about the future
developments of the company.

Dunhill's Sidecars.

We have received a catalogue of side-

cars in which Messrs. Dunhills, Ltd.,
359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.I,
are specialising. All the models sold by
Messrs. Dunhill are priced and de-

scribed in this catalogue, while for

motor cycle clothing and accessories a

special catalogue containing much useful
information is issued.

Unwise Motorists.

Quite a considerable proportion of

motor cyclists neglect to insure against
third party risks, damage, and theft.

During the last few days the assistance

of the R.A.C. Legal Department has been
sought in resisting a large number of

claims by third parties in respect of

damage done by members to persons or
property, and on taking the matter up
the Club has found that these risks have
not been insured against. It is certainly
difficult to imagine any wise motorist
neglecting to tafie the elementary pre-

caution of fully covering himself, his

passengers and his machine.

A Two-stroke Honoured.

The Secretary of the Board of Educa-
tion has applied to Jlessrs. F. E. Baker,
of King's Norton, Birmingham, for the
loan of a. Beardmore Precision motor
cycle, which will be exhibited at the
Science Jluseum, South " Kensington.
The Beardmore Precision was described
in our columns recently,, and marks a
striking departure from the conventional.
This is the second occasion on which
Messrs. F. E. Baker have been honoured
with a request of this description : a
Precision overhead-valve " V " twin
engine already forms a part of the per-

manent exhibition at South Kensington.

FEBRUARY igth, igio.

Reward.
Mr. L. R. Reeve, 169, Grange Hill

Road, Eltham, S.E.9, is offering 10s.

reward to the finder of a special A.J.S.

square box spanner and two sparking

plugs, in case, dropped from a sidecar

on Shooters Hill on January 24th.

Magneto Spares for Scotland.

We hear that Simms ilotor^ Units,

Ltd., have opened a branch d^ot for

Scotland at 1,195 Argyll Street, Glasgow,

where a full range of magneto spare parts

and the company's motor accessories will

be kept in stock. There will also be a

repair department on the premises.

Sidecar Production.

The Stevens Engineering Co., 184-186,

Pentonville Road, London, N.l, inform

us that they have been able to increase

- greatly their production of sidecars,

which are now known as the Whitworth-

Stevens. They are now in a position to

give immediate delivery of 1920 models.

M-L Magnetos.

Interesting figures have reached us ftom

the makers of the M-L magnetos regard-

ing their 1919 output, which was consider-

ably in excess of the total produced during

1918, or any previous year, although

serious reconstruction and labour difficul-

ties had to be overcome.

Popular Instruments.

The three aeroplanes which are attempt-

ing the London-Cairo-Cape flight are.

fitted with instruments manufactured by^

Messrs. S. Smith and Sons (M.A.), Ltd.

An especially clever fitment is the Smith
recording air speed indicator, which
automatically records the air speed , on

special charts.

Messrs. AUdays and Onions' "Slogan".

Messrs. Alldays and Onions, Ltd.,

recently offered a prize to the members
of their staff who suggested the most

suitable phrase tor use as a " slogan
'

in connection with Alldays cycles and

motor- cycles. The phrase that, has been

selected is "Built by Engineers." This

phrase is certainly very apt, for Messrs.

Alldays and Onions have been in the

engineering business for very many -years

—long before the first bicycle was made.

Catalogues Received.

A list of excellent fittings, such as the

Clayrite horn, the rigid locking adjust-

able handle-bar mirror, and a variety

of mechanical horns and other useful

novelties suitable for motor cycles and

light cars, has just been issued by Clayton

Wright, Ltd., Great Hampton Street,

Birmingham, and traders are invited to

apply for copies.

Norton Motors, Ltd., Aston, Birming-

ham. A catalogue of the famous Norton,

describing the engine and machine clearly,

and dealing with the various models

turned out by the firm. It concludes

with a page of testimonials and an impos-

ing list of successes won during 1919.

An interesting illustration appears on

the cover of the Quadrant folder, de-

picting an African native on a 1903

Quadrant, photographed by Mr. T-

Silver during his visit to that country

at that date. The list also shows the

1920 4i h.p. models, which are pi'iced at

£95 and £122 10s. for solo and sidecar

machines respectively.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS m these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
Itional word. Paragraphs oC under 8 words

re chargel double rate. Each
aragraph is charged separately. Name and
Idress must be counted. Series discounts,

inditions. and special terms to regular trade

Ivertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment tor

Ivertisements should be made payable^__---^
lUFFE &, SONS Ltd., and crossed_^-*

—

'

•easury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

ansit. should not be sent as remittances .

All alvenise^nents in this section should be
companiel with remittance, and be addressed

the olUces of ' The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor
reet, London, E,0,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

ventry. To ensure insertion levters should

postel in time to reach the ofTices of " The
)tor Cycle." by the first post on Friday
)rning prevlDus to the day of issue

Ml letters relating to advertisements should

, Dte the number which is printed at the end of

I ;h advertise.'nent, anl the date of the issue

. which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

' printers' errors, although every care is taken
kivoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
>r tbe couveiiieiice of adverli^ers, letters may be
ressel to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Ill tills is dc-ured, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

.tr.itiou aud to cover postage on replies must be added
he advertisement charge, which must include the
IsBo.iooo.c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
essed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudol Street,

^. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing
tance^ should be sent by registered post, but in all such
it is advisable to make use oj the Deposit System.

the case ot motor cycles oRered for sale under a box
)er, as it is unusual lor tliese to i>e sold without flist

• inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

' tate business by embodying in their advertisements
mention of the district in which the machine

' 'd may be seen and tried.

3«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
^'")ns who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
\ d ill perfect safety by availing themselves of our
^lt 5\'-itein. If the money be deposited with "The
C\'.:le,"' both parties are advised of this receipt.

tiiii? allowed for a decision after receipt of the
K tluee days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
u CO the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
:l:p5jitor, and each party to the transaction pays

-:^ owQ way. For all transactions lip to ^'lo, a
'[ fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ;fio
ider t'so. the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £^75, 5 /-;

J75
and uader £100, 7/G; and on all transactions

.100. * %• All deposit matters are dealt with at

t
dor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited,
letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
;ioa that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

[
;posit System. Other advertisers may be equally

, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
iaders who reply to advertisements and receive no

to their enquiries are requested to regard the
.' as an indication that the goods advertised have

been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
i«nquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
;ad by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

"i.e. Combination, ordered earlr April: £5 deposit
paid: what offers for ontion:—Bos 1,431, c/o The
Cude. [3191

iJES' Garage, special agents for A.B.O., Broad-
war, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Par.ide,
i Finchley. [0026
ESTON.-A.B.C. Skootamota: delivevie; have now
commenced; 49 gns.—From the Lancashire agents,
radshaw, the Motor House. Tel. : 1288. [3496

— Bool: early and prevent disappointment.
Speciflcation and full particidars iriU lie sent on
ation.-The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
mting agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

TO THE
POTENTIAL
MOTOR
CYCLIST.

THIS winter has seen a phenomenal
demand for motor cycles and
sidecar combinations. Never

before have so man^' people attempted
to bu)' these t^"pes of motor vehicles.

We say "attenipted," for certainly

many prospecti\'c buyers have been
sent empty a\vay. Tliat depends on
where they ha\'e gone for their

machine, of course. The house of

Wauchope has had unequalled experi-

ence in motor dealing, and has always
been in an exceptional position to

meet the requirements of its clients.

By keeping at all times a very large

and varied stock of second-hand
machines, and by placing well in

advance large contracts for all the
principal new models, we have been
able even in these abnormal times to

keep pace to a large extent with the

extraordinary demand.

Now that the moulders' strike, which
for so long has delaT,-ed the production
of 1920 models is ended, deliveries of

new machines are daily improving,
and we hope soon to be able to offer

a large range of post war productions.

At present we ha\"e, as usual, a large

variety of coach-built sidecars on
hand, any of which can be fitted in a
few hours to any type of motor C3'cle.

The famous 1920 No. 2 B.S.A. sidecar

can, for instance, be immediately
delivered from stock, as can also

e\'ery model of Canoelet, Douglas, and
a large variety of other first grade
sidecars, ranging from £10.

The Autoped Scooter complete, with
electrical equipment, can be supplied
from stock at £42.

A number of excellent light cars are

also on our premises ready for

immediate delivery including Singers,

Standards, Citroens, and Morgans.

Call, write, or 'phone immediately and
make sure of t lie machine you require.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., E.C.4
'Phone : Hollorn 5777.

'Grams : Opificer, Fleet, London.

MOTOR CYCr.KS FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

5h.p. Twin Abingdon King Dick Corabfniition, oooch-
hnilt, 3-speed, clutch; trial.-HuyButth, Hettl«.

Vorkshire. [3314

ABINGDON King Dick, S'/Ui.p., 3-»pccd counter-
shaft gear, H.B. clutch, kick start, Bosch, U.

and B., good order; £68.—Browning, 32a, New Elvit,
Durham. [3457

A.J.S.

61i.p. A..T.S. Comliination, fuUv equipped, condition
perfect; £96.-24, Cottage Urove, Surbiton. [3606

A.J.S. 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed. kick start, clutch ; £90.-
41, Cavendish Rd., Brondcsbury, N.W. Week-

end. (4097

Qilli.p. A.J.S., 1916. 3-speed, good condition, new
'WA gears; i65.-Eeilly, Jiluiliuist, l-'unr UaKs. Dii-

niinghani. [3564

A.J.S. Combination, complete, lamps, horns, -spare

wheel, flr^t-dass couaition; price £145.—Mitrholl.
Hwtory Rd., Farn'jorough. [4012

6h.p. A.J.S. 3-speed Combination, hoed, screen,

lamps, repainted and overhauled; £145.—Alder-
ton, Hardwicke Ed., Eeigate. [39?S

A..T.S. 1916 Combination, 4h.p., detachable wheels

and spare, wind screen, lamps, good condition;

£127.—Central Garage, Southport. [3546

A.J.S. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, new tank, thor-

oughlr overhauled by makers; nearest £50.-35,
Golden Hillock Ed., Small Heath. Birmingham. [3337

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,

Bath Ed., Esetei, and 28, Tavistock Ed., Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

1 Q 19'/' Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps,
-LJ/ horn, wind screen, storm apron, splendid condi-

tion; £175; owner buying car.—Naylor, Leahaven, Kirl-

derminater. [3184

A.J.S., 2"ilh.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

in good running order; 25 gns.—Stored at B.

and B. Motor Works, East Dulwich Station, in name
Scott. [5S11

A.J.S. 4h.p. 1915 Sporting Combination, brand

gears chains, mechanically perfect, Middleton

sidecar. Palmers as -- -= -- v,-„„.:.,„ =,,i,.«<.i,t

Reading.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1920, Lucas lamps and
hoin, spare wheel, screen, and storm apron

;

£230; seen any time.—43, Grove Ed., Sparkhill. Bii-

mingham. L-i-4795

1Q18 AJ.S. Military Model, disc wheels, Eennoc
-LJ/ torpedo C.B. sidecar, electric lights, excellent

condition; £150, no offers.—Taylor, 31, Westminster

Rd., Coventry. [X4779

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Olympia Show model, small

i«7 mileage, Lucas lamps and horn, leg shields: be-f

Dttrv —Cvril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-

ton. Telegrams: Parts. [S4717

rind I

not done
Michaux.

[3221

spare wheel, spring seat-pillar,

1,500 miles: £170, or best ofier over.-

33, Sutherland St., Pimlico.

AJ S 6h p , 1914, 3-speed, lamps, speedometer, with

coachbuilt sirtec.ar, screen: £115: exceptional con-

dition —Newnham Motor Co-,« 223, Hammersmith Ed.,

W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80. [4137

1 016 A.J.S. Twin Combination, 3 speeds, clutch.

-Li? kick starter, Lucas lamps and horn, .spare

wheel, interchangeable wheels; £130.—Drug Stores,

13, Prince of Wales Ed., Kentish Town. [4083

1 Q 19 A.J.S. Combination, complete with spare wheel
\.\y and tViC, lamps, tools, and horn, turnout in

excellent condition, tyres unpunctured; .
price for quicl;

sale £182 —H. Bond Waterloo Av., Leiston, Suffolk
'245S

ation, 3 lamps,
ige, 2,716, re

front cover, new corks in . cliit_-h plate, othenrise ne:-

feet condition.—Offers, subject to view or f.o.r. to Box
1,507, c/o The U lor Cycle. [3586

LATE 1915 A.J.S. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed.

enclosed chains, interchangeable wheels. 3 lamps.

Klaxon, speedometer, new tyres (700x80), recently

overhauled, new condition: £140, or reasonable offer.

-68, Bingham Ed., Croydon. ,
[3834

Sh.p. A.J.S. Combination, specially built J.A.P. en-

gine, 3-speed gear, kick start, date 1914, recently

overhauled and sidecar repainted, lamps, hood, wind
screen, luggage and petrol grid, horn, fully equipped;

what offers over £100.—'Phone ; Lee Green 459. [3722

A.J.S. Spares- engine and gear box repairs: prompt
deliverv--Cvril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

xelhamplou.' I.A.: Paits. [2237

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alecto.

3h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed; delivery
[ist on receipt of p.c—Wardmans,

High St., Chelteoliam. [1726

Alldays. '

ALLON, 1919, 2?jh.p., 2-speea, eliitcl) model, lamps,
horn, tools; £70.—Parker's, Bladshawgate, Bolton.

[X4714
1Q17 Alldays-AIlon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new; ap-X^ proval; £65.—John Fletcher, Hetton Downs,
Durliam. [X4789

The Tdotor Cycle, [4107

Allon,

nde. North Finchley.

JO, Princes Pan

ALLON 1917
condition:

AVoodl.onse Grov

ALLON
tlie

,de. Finchley, N.3.

2~{41i.p., 2-stroke, countershaft, perfect
!55: after 6 p.m., or week-end.-l£
!, Manor Park, London, E. [331'

2i4h.p., 1915 (July), very little used durin,
ir, just thoroughly overhauled and two new

Dunlop tyres fitted; £40.-54, WhitweU Bd., Southsea.
[3170

ALLON 2';4li.p., 2-speed, very f.hst, smart appearance,
head lamp, toolbar, new speedometer.* tyres in per-

tect order; £48, or offer.-262, Blackhor.se Lane, Wal
thamstow. [5134

perfect condition, single
:s; £75.—George Smith's

Motor Depot, opposite Arding and Hobbs, Clapham
Junction, S.W.ll. [4083

1917 1918

Harewood Kd., Collier
[4096

1919 Allon, brand new.—Fair Offer
Car House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [2399

-| Q19 Alldays Allon, 2 speeds, and clutch, lamps,
-L«/ Kla-Kou, aluminium discs and tools, very smart,
and in perfect condition.—Miranda, 156, Roman Ed..
Victoria Park. [3228

Ariel.

Ariel, in running order;
Hanvvell, Middlesex.

Ariel agents,
.[S7944

ptYEIL yriLLI.\MS, for early delivery of Ariels,

Wood, Merton, S.W.

Tji.O.C.H. have

31h.p.
2 Ed

Clun)el Asli Depot, Wolverhampto

Stock, new 1920 3V,h.p. Ariel; £
AValbro Motor Works, Ely, Cambs.

[X8625

; price.—
tX4478

c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. [X4731

19=

AHIEL 6-71).p. Corabinntion, 3-speed, in stock, 1920
model, new; £155.—James Garages, Church Stret-

ton. [2336

North Finchley. [0028

1 Q20 Ariel, 3V^h.p., 3-speed eonntershaft, hand andAt7 foot clutch, etc., as new; ^100.—Ivimey, Manor
Crescent, E. Molesey. [3476

ARIEL Combmation, 19191/', hood, screen, lamps
horn, mileage 100, perfect; £120; Surre "

1.534, c/o The Motor Cijclc.

Midhurst, High Rd., Laindon,

ARIEL. 3V-h.p. and 6h.p. ; early
spare parts stocked. — F. Speak

oert. 7. Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester.

Box
[4108

-speed, clutch
i. ; week-end.—

[4092

deliveries; a

Speakman, Ariel E
" [4020

ONLY

AEIEL (July, 1919), 3'/l.h.p,, Stewart horn, accessories,
undeislunt; sidecar, stored since October, splendic

iitfit: £118.-Wardle.
splendi(

Grove Ed., Luton. [3218

Competition Combination,
condition absolutely as new;

125 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
Phone: Ealing 689. [3625

ARIEL 1919 6-7h,p. twin Combination, disc wheels,
hood, screen, and grid, electric lighting, 60 amp.

4 volt accumulator; £160. Coventry district.—Box 68,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4365

AEIEL Combination, 3i,yi.p., 1918, 3-spccd counter-
shaft, new condition, mileage under 2,000, speed-

ometer, lamps, spare tube, tyre, wheel, and tools; £125,
or best offer; seen by appointment. 'Phone: Sutton
955.—Freenum, Eiusole, Langley Park Ed., Sutton,
Surrey. [3230

We have purchased 20
only, 19 1 7 and 1918

P. & M. machines, Ex

Military Stores. They are

completely overhauled

and guaranteed by us.

Special Cash Price £78 eacL

NEW SIDECARS CAN BE FITTED
FROM STOCK.

B.S.A. No. 2 .. £34
MILLFORD Skiff.. .. £23
M

I

LLFORD Corvette .. £26 5s
PORTLAND £28
MONTGOMERY No. 3 £18 10s. 6cl.

P. & M
Canoelette, racing model, etc.

• MnaDEs •

TAotorTAhrt
100, Great Portland St.,

London, W.l.
100, Paris St., Exeter.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Arno.

AENO 3Vi;h.p. Single, good running condition, just
overhauled, acetylene lighting, horn and tools;

£40; Dulwich.—Box 1,473, e/o The Motor Cycle. [3357

AKNO S'Jh.p., 1914, 2-speed, T.T., special piston,
lightened throughout, very fast, excellent condi-

:ion; 45 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
Phone : Ealing 689. [3620

AutO'Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, practically new, in perfect nmning
order ; f20.—Dowsett, 8, Dowsett Av., Southend-

i-Sea. [3239

stock,AUTO-WHEEL, 1920 model de luxe; £25; :

brand new.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., oprosiie

Olympia, London. [2356

AUTO-WHEEL, peiiect running order, new tyre,

extra strong attachment lug, registered tiausier,

number plates; 12 gns., ofler.-Box 1,423, c/o Tfte M"'";

Cycle. 1^1'"

Bat.

B.\T J.A.P.—Sole agent for Cheltenham and Dis-

trict, Wardmans, High St., Cheltenham. [1727

3ih.p. Bat, a.i.v., B. and B., new belt..back tyre and

2 tube, in good running order; £25.—Hou^'htol^
High St., Finedon, JS'orthants. 13323

4h.p. Bat-Jap, Bosch, B.B., speedometer, lamps, pillion,

corel'ullv ridden, like new; £50, offers.-144, Links

Ed., Tooting Junction, S.W. 1^148

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.r. 2-sreed Sporting Combination,

Bosch, spring 'frame, tyres new, perfect comhtioii;

£85.-G. Young, Makepeace, Eeigate. [3162

BAT-J.A.P. 3JJh.p. Combination; bargain, £3i<j

deferred payments arranged; closed Sundays._-

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [4058

BAT-J.A.P. 7h.p-. C.B. Combination, 3-speed .A.rm-

strong gear and clutch, K.S., perfect running

order; lowest, 70 gns.—W., 65, Ethelred St., Kenning-

ton, London, S.E. [1091

Beardmore.
LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.—Beardmore

Precision, the most advanced and practical motor

cycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited bv J. Blake and

Co., 110, Bold St., Liverpool. [6575

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford; are old ninrk-

bume agents, and invite enquiries. 1X7945

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
4h.p. Blackburne, new 1920; £115. [3798

STANLEY FUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Blackburne motors; early delivery. [5297

Parade, North Finchley.

generator ; prr
The Motor Cycle.

for Blackllun

"[Odl

Bradbury
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londd

4h.p. Bradbury, 1911; £35. [«

BEADBUEY' 6h.p. Twin, brand new; £140; iinij

ate delivery.—Bircli's Garage, WolveThamni

-E.7.

BR-\DBUEY, 4h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, clutch, _

B.B.. Druids, splendid order; £42.-157, La
Rd., S.W.2.

4h.p. Bradbury, 1912, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch,
proof, good condition, cheap.—Ricketts, 115*S

ford Rd., Clapha

BEADBUEY 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, lam
cessories, good condition; ride away; »^

IJavid Lane, Shadwell, E.

£45.—Bradbury, 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed, just oi

and re-enamelled, lamp.-, horn, spare belt;

—Colthurst, Kehle College, Oxford.

BEADBUEY 41i.p., Grade gear, T.T. hnndl-
Miller Ijimp, took just enamelled, powerfuljj

seen by appointment.—Hutton, Eastcote, Leathr^

RADBURY 1915 6h.p. Combination. 3-speed' (W.r

box, kick starter, lamps, horn, splendid condi-

; £120.-Slater, Wellington Terrace, Belpcr, Dertj^

Telegrams :

Telephone

;

Telegrams

;

Telephone :

' Abdicate, VVesdo, London,"
Museum 557.

'Combustion, Exeter.''

Exeter 933.

B
shire

4h,p. Bradbury Combination (coachbuiltl. 2-sp«ei''

clutch, Bosch (waterproof), B. and B.,, lamP'-

spares, first-class order, trial; £58.-151, Kine'W
Rd., Teddington. I'""

1Q13 3',;.h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed 8tnrmc.v-Arfli«'

X«7 - gear" and clutch, with sidecar, in good condi-

tion, aTjargain; £55.-Flowcr, The Harpcnden GMtge

and Coach Works, Harpcnden. [5726

B16 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the is^'ie.
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n<l Co., on
30 Bh.p. Bi-

sidwrtr. h
niui toulM,

.-Siulliuiv.
pston.l. I.iiii.

l,|i. Hnulhii

;1, 1510 l!r

itorslinft, liirk
I

:,.t siil.'i'iir, storm iipron
|

£i;i7;5.-\Vill!in8, Simp
I„.iiik.u. r235?

Criudley patent BpnuiH
j

MI. luKiinKc gi'itU jriinp^.

Rd.. W.'St
[3331

Hosch. B. nnd B., tioo engine, do-

niulti gear, lamps, etc.. just over-

I I.eieoster sidecra, apron, excellent

w lvrc< nnd tubes; accept £70; trinl.-

liiiivh St., Newark. [3870

. 1914, sp.'.iiillv Imilt riiriuK taiB stroke

Innc. MliiniiiHuui tiuisli luid disc wheels,

10 nijicliini'. in splendid condition, insur-

,ow and trial liy appointment; £80, or

Ash Vale Hotel, near Aldershot. [3326

Brough.
iOUGH 1915 o.h.v. Twin, h.l'.e.. dutch. Sturmey-
. Archer J-slieed. K.S.. Canoelet sidecar; £73; tlrst

secnrcs.-lt. Skipper, Rvlmrgh, Fakeuhnui. [3966

3TH Lancashire. North Chesh
Man only. —Brough encjuiries.—

J

al Dealers. Liverpool and Man

e. and Isle ol

Blake and Co..

hester. t658P

OtJGIt 1916, 3-spe6il, eountor^halt, kick start

Binks carhnretter, all accessories, gnaranteeil

taically perfect and last; price £75.-l)nertale,

iaston Ud., Morecamlie. [X4651

-4, All Saints Ed.,
[X4662

1,11. Brown, Simms mag., Amac carburetter: £18.
bargain.-Tedhani, iiie.maid St., Eye. [3821

B.S.A.

16 B.S.A. Combination, .^ll aece=sories, luxnrion.s

sidecar; £100.-16, York St., Dover. [3140

11:0 T.T. B.S.A.. brand new. not used; £89 cash,
first deposit secures.—Bo-i 1.491. c/o The Motor

[3536

Gar«ge, STJeeial agents for B.S.A.. Broad
ray, Muswell Hil'., N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
Finehley. [0030

4>,4h.p.,

aew; £115.-
Enheld.

chain-oum-belt, Canoelet sidecar, like

-Bennett, East View, Chase Court Ga-r
[3782

1. 1914 T.T. (ehiteh). very fast, and in excellent
ondition; £45.-Capt. Laugley, The Cottage. St.

Bridge. Salisbury. [357'i

.. 1917 4',.'ih.p.. with nice coach sidecar, also
radesman's box carrier, with 4 trays; £130.—
1. Garage. Southport. [3547

4h.p. T.T.. new tyres and belt, all in nei\
londition. lamps, horn, speedometer; £55.-261.

Lane, Streatham. [402^.

2-speed and clutch, complete, lamp, new tyies,

a, speedometer, guaranteed perfect; £68.—Mit-
ftectory ltd., FarnlK.rough. [401:i

920 Chain-cum-belt Combination, in stock.
ford Wilson iMfg. Co.. 70. Eoval Hospital

helsea. Tel.: Kens. 7U3. [3923

L Model H. 1915. lamps, horn. etc.. absolutely
luurt: £85.—Newuham Motor Co.. 223, Hamme'-

,d.. W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith. 80. [4128

1919 B.S.A. Combination. Montgomery C.B.
ieear. 3-speed. K.S.. chain drive, low mileage,

fers,—Gresty. ShcothiU. Ford. Salop. [X4836

Ah. p.. Bosch.
t lamel and plating nev

' £55.—Want. The

and B.. clutch eng
w. lamps, toolbags. t

'ottage, Addlestone.
[4152

B.S.A. and Canoelet Coaohbuilt Sidecar,
lamps, all usual acc-^ssories ; £120

otter; any trial.—57, Mount Nod Rd., Strea-
ill, S.W. [3629

AVjh.v. Model K, 1917 model, with Millford
B. sidecar, excellent condition: £110.-Newn-

Itor Co., 223, H.ammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone;
srsmith 80. [4127

jr-B,S.A. Model E.. only ridden 500 miles, ex.el
litnt condition, horn, rear light, generator, tools
Ip): £88: after 6 or Saturday.-Griffiths, Wood-

I amhidl, Cheshire. [3142

Sidecars.

Specialists.—All rei) incements in

ecars, screens, hoods, nud prids
Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St.

p omocyco, BirmingUam.

I B.S.A., 1919 Model K. with c

i sidecar, new condition, in?!
ijintment; owner buying car

Gardens, Kensington.

(late) B.S.A. Combination, i
I decar, all lamps. Lucas horn, spare valve, 3
nntershaft, clutch, a

* '

took: B.S A
1 stock.—The
Birmingham

[3855

B.S.A.

.50.- 28, St. Jai
lileagi

B

MOTOR CYCI.nS rOR SALE.
B.S.A.

\
,

1017, 4Mh.P-. C.S., 3-speed, K.H.. 2 lamp
,1

. speedometer, mirror, horn, lugga;;.

Ml pare belt and tube, stored 2 year*
i, , n; £115.-No. 11, Cardill Rd„ KortI

I'.,, I , h. (363!

,h p , .Model IT, all

I
I . r.M-n, lamps

M ,h, .|,,i,.- 800 miles
, \l;i,i tor, 7, Ha

nbina1920 Co
r, U.,S,A. No, 2

d all accos.sorics. perfi-

pnmtured; £140, or ti

Darlington.

'^OR MOTORISTS

87-91, John Bright St.

'Phone: 662 M ci

•Graph :
" Lytcar. B'ham."

You want a
Motor Cycle

Then this list of my
Agencies will interest you :

A.J.S. INDIAN

ENFIELD NORTON
TRIUMPH ZENITH

JAMES ROVER
HUMBER NEW IMPERIAL

EDMUND CALTHORPE
CONNAUGHT METRO-TYLER
Write for approximate delivery dates

Immediate Delivery
from Stock of the following:

Calthorpe, Ladies- Model,
fitted with 2j li.p. J.A. P. engine
and Enfield 2-speed gear £66 3

Calthorpe 2 stroke, 21 h p.,

Enfield 2-speed gear . . £66 3

EamUna, spring frame. 2|
h.p., J. A. P. engine, Enfield
2-speed gear £84

Connaught 2j ii p , 2 speed
gear, kick s1art £75

AutOped Skooter, complete
with electric lamps, horn, and
parcel box £42

[3719

Bs A. 1914 3i,!.h.p. T.T. Model, mochine completely

ovcrhiiuled, «uninellcd, phited, lined out,
,
hy

11 S A Co., new front guard, belt, tube, mechonienl

horn, also new hushes, crank pin, gudgeon, valves, nnd
rings fitted, sound and fust, appearance like new-; 65

BUS.—U. Searlc, Biirnhnui Market. [3301

Calcott.

2 a h.p. Calcott. 1914. Bosch, excellent cnnrlitiol): flrnt

4 l.cst ciUei-.-18. Maude Rd., Camherwell, Lo""'""'

;^.K.5.
[38ar,

Calthorpe,

CALTIIORPE-.T.A.P.. 1919. .is new. 2-spPed. clutch

etc. ; £50.—S. Eiides. Uirrtwell, Harnsley. [3513

C.\I,THORPE-.J.A.P.. Enfield 2-speed gear. ne»; 65
Kns-Ball. Hooton Cottage. Boar's Head, T\ igun.

[X4777

CM,THORPE 2-strolce, Enfield 2-speed gear, new;

63 gn=.-Evani, 112, Zetland St., South^oH;^^

21 h.p. Calthorpe-Preeision, 2-6peea. lump set, tocils.

I Amac. ride away; £30.-76, iWestern Ed..

Soillhall. Middlesex. [3369

1
1 015-16 Caltliorpe-.Tap 23ih.p., Entteld 2-speed. Amac,
i-'-f E.I.C. mag., new throughout, hardly used; £46.

I

—63, Solon ltd., Brixton. [37bi

CALTHORPE 2-stroke 2>4h.p., Enfield 2-Bpeed, brani'

new, at makers' price; f 66;3.-Wilkius, Simpson

I

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [2354

CALTHORPE-PRECISION, 1915, 2h.p.. 2-ipeed.

lamps, horn, enamel and condition psrlect; *.3J.

' -Hornby, 19, Snowdou Rd.. Eccles, Lanes. [3463

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2"'!ih-P-, 1916, 2-5peed, lamps,

horn venerator, pump, good condition; bargain,

40 sns.—209, Shakespeare Crescent, East Ham. [3502

03hp. Calthorpe-Jap, 1915, Enfield 2-speed, lamp,

/C4: horn, Dunlop tyres almost new, new busBes.

rings .'udgeon pin; £39.-H. Deenn. I orrestfield. By

Aiidrie.
[X479b

TO 20 Calthorpe-Precision, 3>2h.p.. 2-stroke, Enfield

LV 2-speed, clutch, brand new, £70; also 2^h p;

_ 2-speed 2-stroke, £56/3; immediate delivery.-Clarko

•land Co., Queen St., Louth. [3 mo

_ r^ALTHOEPEJ.A.P. late 1915. 2;;4l].p., Enf-.dd 2-

M *^ speed gear, free engine, lamps, horn, speedometer.

I

perfect running order, stored last 3 years; £48; attei

_' 7. or Sunday.-36, Craven Av.. Eahng, ^^.5. [383d

i
/CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speea, 4-stroke, mag, decar-

^ bonised. wheels, tyres, tubes, belt, tank, brake,

plus, aluminum footboards, long plated exhaust, as

i

new-; £30, first chegue.-Blaushard, 45, I'enton street,

I

St. Helens. L^H'

U' r^ALTHOEPE 4"4h.p., Bosch mag.. B. and B.. kick

\\y start, free engine, variable gear, perfect running
! order, nearly new tyres, tubes, Wltu Browning's coach-

,
built collapsible sidecar: no garage required; £55, bai^-

gain.-364, 0!d Kent Ed., S.E. [3219

^ Campion.
^ 1 rkl8 Campion Combination. 3-speed countershalt

;

Hily £120-^496, FoleshiU Rd., Coventry. [X4345

C'
AMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination. 3-speed and
clutch: £58 tor quick sale.-57. Kenbury St.,

jColdharbour Lane. Camberwell. l4125

lAMPIOX-VILLIERS. new December, Miller, tor-

pedo, done 50 miles, and complete suit; £56.—

Jones, SomerviUe, Llanbadarufawr, Aberystwytu. [4006

A DVERTISER. unable to take delivery of Sh.p.

\I\. Campion-Jap combination, delivery early in

March will dispose of his deposit ie25 paid October

1 for b-st offer over £30.—Box 1,537, c/o 'Ihe Motor

iC

C.vdr

Henderson Elite £43 o
WodelB. . £30

,, Feather-
weight £22

Millford Express model £35 15
Corvette £25 5
Skiff £23

Canoelet Model D £29 8
Sporting £22 8
Minor £17 8

4112

2"4h.p., 2-speed.
and B. carburetter,
ughout, perfect con-
Mason, Ivy House,

[3713

Vll letters relating to advertisements stiould quote tiie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

dition, any trial; 40 gns,

Thomas St., Kings Lynn.

1 fkl4 (believed! Campion-Jap. 4h.p.. re-enamelled.
L\f lamp sets. 3-si.eed. H.G. Bosch watertight. Sen-
nrav. tyres good, engine overhauled, new piston,

.alves. lings, ta<i\i;t5, guides, pulley, etc.; any trial;

£50—C B. Baldwin. Cholsev. nr. Wallingford. Berks.
[3398

Carfield.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
2lih.p. Carfield, 1920; £59. [3800

CYRFTELD, 2-stroke. 2-5peed. ViUicrs engine, new;
£63.—Ball, Hooton Cottage, Boar's Head, Wigan.

[X4776
: Cedos.

CEDOS—The finest 2-scroke ever produced: ladies or

gentlemen's; order now tor spring delivery.—J.

1 Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor cycle

i
lealers. Liverpool and Manchester. [6576

BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
<:entaur

CENTAtlE Combination, 41l.p., EnfleW 2si>esd,
coachbililt sidacar, lamps, horn, one new Dunlop

lieavy on back, other 2 good condition ; £45.—Friend,
8, Cliurch Ed., Aldersliot. [3570

Chater=Lea.

CHATER-LEA 2-stroke, 2-speed, iust received from
makers; £66.—Evans, 32, Market St., Wigan.

- [X4775

CHATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and
Co., leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. [6577

CHATER-LEA, new 1920 model, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke. 2-

speed ; one available lor immediate delivery.—
Frank Whitwoith, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X4823
£27/10.—Chater-Lea SV^h.p., Grado-multi gear, new

tyres and tubes, engine and mag. just overhauled,
fast, and takes sidecar.—Morralee, The Terrace, Sotith-

wiok, Sunderland. [5516

£27.— 3;.Jh.p. Chater, Bosch, B. and B. tyres (front

new, back good), enamel and plating in good con-
dition, a reliable machine, will take 2 anywhere, quite
modern appearance; first deposit secures: after 6 p.m.—
A., Daisylands, Avondale Rd., Palmers' Green, N.13.

[3962
Chater-Lea-Jap.

3ih.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, Bosch, B. and B., a.i.v., good
2 running order, £18; 2 Midland tubes, 26x214,

new, 8/- each.— 1, Terront Bd., West Green, N.15.
[3548

CHjVTBE-LEA-J.A.P. 4h.u. Racing Model, speedo-
meter, lamps, tool kit, variable pulley, pillion

ecat, spare belt, horn, complete; £78, or nearest, bar-
gain.—C. Taylor. Trumpet Hotel, Stafford. [X4770

CHATER-J.A.P. 3h.p., Bosch waterproof mag., new
tyres, lamps, Amac carburetter, drop frame,

Druids, all in new condition, expert examination;
£36; after 7 p.m.—Bushton, 32, Caldew St., Camb;r-
well. [4086

—Graham Enock, 12, Hcathland Rd., N".16. 2280 Tot
tenham. (D) [3451

Chater-Lea-Villiers.

CHATER-LEA-VILLIERS, 2iAh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed
lamps, Kla.xon, fine condition; £43.-Webber, 58,

Shardeloes Rd., iStew Cross. [3973

Clyno,

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1920 Clync
speed, clutch, immediate delivery.

CLYNO New 1920 2-strok6 Models in stock; £70,
Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington

[2915
6h.p. Clyno Combination, W.D. model, spare wheel,

lamps, etc., complete; £97.—Cross, Agent, Rother-
ham. [X4798

PRESTON.-Clyno 2-stroke, clutch model; actually
in stock; £70,—E. Bradshaw, the Motor Hi

Tdl. : 1288. [3497

CLYNO, new 1920 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch
stock; book now for 1920 8h.p. combinntin

Moss, Wem. [X4S41

CLYNO 1918 Combination, electric lighting, first-

class condition; £120.-35, Franconia Ed., Clap
ham Park, S.W.4. [3646

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey Clyno agent;
have large contracts for 8h.p. combination.^ and

2%h.p. lightweights. [3172

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed countershaft,
good tyres, lamp set, running order; £66/10.

172, Thorold Rd., Ilford. [3477

CLYNO.—New 1920 2-<peed 2-stroke models actually
in stock.-Chandler. Reyre and Williams, Hitchin

Herts. 'Phone: 165 Hitchin. [0063

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed, interchangeabh
wlieels, K.S., lamps, etc., condition as new

£120.—Holt, 85, High Bd., Willesden Green, N.W.
[3835

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-5peea and clutch; £70
brand new, actually in stoi^k at makere' price.—

Wilkina, Simpson and Co., opposite Olvmpia, London
[2355

CLYTJO Combination, 1916-1917, 6h.p., 3 speeds,
clutch, kick start, finished black and g

Stewart; 100 gns.; good solo part.-75, Knowle
Brixton. [3897

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders liooked in rota
tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotation

lelivery from March.-Rotbwoll and Milbourne, Cow
Ipicli Garage, Malvern. [6185

1 Q20 8h.p. Clyno Combination.—We can offer
J-iJ liveries out of our first batch; approximate
dale. March.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.
Best dealers in tbe South, 'rhone: 1024. [0112

^RGAIP
All machines quoted below are

for immediate delivery. If you
want to secure a first-class

machine it will be well worth
your while giving us a call.

Combinations.
1920 loh.p. HENDERSON Combination,

just arrived (in crate), complete with
dynamo lighting set, disc wheels.

1920 EKFIELD Combination, complete
with lampi, all accessories.

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, spare
wheel, Lucas lamps, all accessories.

igig 6b.p.A.J-S. Combmation, Hender-
son Elite Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting

set.

1919 3I h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
Dinky Sidecar, disc wheels all round, Lucas
lamps, as new.

1919 3^ h-P- ARIEL Combination, disc
wheels, hood and screen, lampj;.

1919 ID h.p. HENDERSON Combination,
handsome Sidecar, F.R.S. electric lamps,
mileage 300.

1918 HARLEY Combination, T.T. bars/
sporting Sidecar, disc wheels ajl round,
dynamo lighting.

1918 6b.p. ENFIELD Combination, com-
plete with lamp?, all accessories.

Solo Machines.
1920 Isle of Man RUDGE, just delivered.

1920 4 h.p. BLAGKBURNE, chain drive,

28in. wheels.

1919 (Novemher) si h.p. SUNBEAM,
T.T. model, Lucas lamp.-, as new.

Cars.
jgiS II. h.p. PERRY, 4-5eater, dyna-

mo lighting set, detachable wheels £450

1914 10 h.p. STANDARD, excellent

condition £310

We are the London Agents for the

famousCastle three-wheeled runabout.

Early deliveries guaranteed.

PRICE APPROXIMATELY £250.

We are also London Agents

for the famous Henderson
Elite Sidecar. ^We have
numerous models in stock for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

J. SMITH & CO.,
t6, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, L0N30N, N.W.1I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTNO 2i,Jh.p., 2-Btiote, Oct., 1919 fengine 11146/
done 250 miles, excellent condition, hoin; boi

bigger machine; £63.—Fieeman, Wike Cottage, I*

ham Common, Slongh. 'Phone: Farnham Common
after 4.

__ [3

8 h.p. Brand New W.O. Clyno, J.A.P. engine, 2S
detachable wheels, heavy Dunlop tyres, spi

seat-pillar, spring pillion seat, commercial delii

chassis fitted with steel goods carrier, perfect order,
run 200 miles; 130 gns.—Box 131, c/o The Motor Ci
— [X4
CLYNO Special 6h.p., 3-speed, interchangeable

spare wheels, discs, 700.X80 car tyres (2 n
Lucas lamps, horn, Stewart speedometer, wind scr

luggage grid, petrol car canier, sidecar fitted Ti

check springs, Senspray carburetter, does averags
m.p.g., finished new colour, grey and black, new co
tion and perfect, expert ridden : £175, or ofier.-

C

Palmer, 47, Chestnut Av., Leeds. L3

Connaught.

Bar. [3

NEW Connaught 2-speed Model, with extra h
whcelfl and tyres, for immediate delivery ; i

—Busby's Garage, Fairford. ^
[3

CONNATJGHT 2%b.v., mechanically sound, good ty

wants enamelling: £29/10; oilers.—Seen at
Park Ed., Crouch End, N. [3

piONNAUGHT, 1914, 2%h.p., T.T., long exha
grips. tank, lamps,

7, Barnes, 83c, Trinil

COtJLSON B.—The ideal spring frame.—Enqui:
invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cj

experts of Liverpool and Manchester. 161

1Q20 23ih.p. Coulson B, 2-speed gears, horn,
-Li/ run 20 miles, owner going abroad; 98 gns..

offer.-Paterson and Kemp, Driffield, Yorkshire.
[41

20 Coulson B., spring frame, 2l^h.p. 2-sp
Blackburne, guaranteed unused, cost £92.

ceipt shown; offers.—Bolton, 10, Dean Terrace, Ec
burgh.

"
[3i

20 Coul:5on B, brand new, been 150 miles oi

2i.,h.p., Blackburne engine, 2 speeds, spr

frame, absolutely new; £85. — Box 1,489, ' '

Motor Cijclc.

19'

19=

[3!

COTJLSON-B., 4h.p., sporting, spring frame, d'

350, fitted Fallolite lamp and generator, si'e

ometer, horn, pump, tools, exceptional condition ; £1
—48, Doddington Grove, Kennington, S.E.17. [31

Dayton.

DAYTON 2-stroke, fine lightweight;
bargain.—Ashton, Thornhill Edge,

DIAMO:
hand

Diamond.
and new 1920 2-strok<

£56/10.—Moss, Wem.

£27/10 M
Dewsbniy.

[X4e

I6<

D^t;

1 stock

Newmarket. 'Phoa
[01

gle speed, brand new: £56/1

—Birch's Garage, WoUeilinr

J.A.P. models; exchanges. U':

-| 019 Diamond-Jap, 2^ih.p.. Jones speedometer, Ifliii

J-iJ horn, heavv Dunlop tyres, all spares, eicoll

condition ; 65 gns.-Write, Dr. Billington, St. Tlli"";

Hospital, S.B.I. i'-

1 017 2y,h.p. Diamond. Villiers 2-slroke, 2 spin

-Ltf P. and H. lamps, etc., long exhaust, aix.J''

studded cover back wheel; £55; splendid conditinr,

Cole, Elms, Minety, Malmesbury. i^'

soeedometer, Jardine countershaft gear box, latm.

tyres, all-chain drive; £60, or nearest offer; taal

day aft*r 3 o'clock.-Apply, A. Walker, 33. O];

St East Ardsley, near Wnl;efield, Yorkshire. I

<><><>c><xx>c<><><>c<><>o<>o<>o<><>o<><><>co^

Bi8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES
Duiigia!

IVrA.V IIAKIIIIO iiiitl l.ui,^

FOR SALE.

I.til., Dcuglus SpMinI

ill.p. .^olo, 3niu'eil JI.i.l.'l \V. : 190.

7E Stock Everytliing yen lequire lor your DougljiB.

kOl'lir.AS 2V,li,p
' Al tfs TelTO.'(

Q:n DouKlas tne
1/ £30.-88. Purl

tl, fust; £35.-16, St. Miirv
sington. [3436

;pped. clutch, kick starter-
Dulwicll. [3904

'OH .S;.;,'. 1914 4li.iv ri,rai;lii.< geiir .iiid clutclj [inrts.
-ti.ildluot. 2, Wa^lmistim St., Cork. [3522

919 4h.p. noi-slns (Aimbination; £112.-2, Tam-
worth Villas. HUtcham Corainon. [3886

BEltRY'S.-1915 2-si>e«l Doualas. graud order;
• £47.-125, Ciiniil Rd., Mile End. E. (3638

119 41i.p. Doushis .ind Sidciar; £125.-.Tamei
7Vo. Ltd.. --- - desnll lid., :SliL-m,'ld. [3201

srder;
[3552

iniii.-

[3485

i.-Al.i 1-1.
ijips, ho
Chi

(3986
1916^ in perfect running order
B., 29, Grc-en Street, Cambridjre.

[2160
L)19 Douglas. 2-;4h.p.. W.D.. new September, fine

' condition; £80.—Cross, Agent, Kotherham.
[X4799

irst-class condition

:

pton Rd., S.W.
[4099

)UGI,.\S 2'!ih.p., W.D. model, practicallv new;
£65.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing,

[3707

h.p. Douglas. 2 speeds, Bosch, Amac, perfect run-
order; £36.- J. Taylor, Peitenhall. St.

[5643

p. Douglas, new sidecar, electric lamps, mechanical
105 gns.—15, Enmore Rd., S. Norwood,

[4032

UGLAS 4h.n. C.B. Combination, recently over-
hauled, splendid order; £100.-129, B'rocklev
S.E.23. [3418

UGLAS, 4b.p., 1917, coaidibnilt siderar. Jlunlops,
discs, all accessories, as new; £115.— Dowell,

ft. Surrey. [3192

UGLAS 1916 2'4h.p.. 2-speed. .absolutely as
75 gus.—7. Hampton St., Wal

S.E.

rV 4h.p. Douglas Combinatioi
Bristol district; what offers
lotor Cl/cle.

[3940

50
1,543, c/o

[4118

7GLAS 2';j

smart; £55.
Btb, H-alifai-. ' [3426

.'GLAS 4h.p. Combination, looks new; £110, m

.ghtweight and cash.—C.S-, 14, Swaton Ed., Mmv.
M.: E.3155. [3442

JGLAS.—Large assortment of 2^4h.p. second-hand
models in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Ross. 86
a«-Xee. S.E [5541

^GLAS 2vili.p., 2-speed, 1917 model: £60.—Newn-
mm Motor Co., 223, Hammersmitli Ed., W.6.

I

ersmith 80. [4138

Douglas, complete with lamps, splendid condi-
tion: ride away; f60.-G.\V., 19, Springfield.
Heath, Herts. [3153

HAH Reariamp howsRed
light, lights No. plate.
Complete with switch
bulb, wire, clip, etc.,

Price 9/6 each.

4h.p. Douglas Com
delivered ; offers ove

St., Trowbridge.

2-iih-p.,|l GLAS
and

the Motor Ciiole.

ction. brand new. just
£162/10.—Douglas. 60.

[X4679

peeds. perfect order, gccd
lition; £30. bargain.—Box

[X4812
Douglas 2»ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, horn,

tools, etc., fast machine, very good puller; £47
Ireatham Hill, S.\V.2. [3526

xLAS 4h.p, Combination, cverhauled, enamelled
id plated, new tyres, condition as new; £105—
Qoombend, Radstock. [0103

5LAS Latest ilodel 2-^411. p., 2-speed, complete
3 as new; £95.-Brook

[1371

2%h.p. Dougl-^. September, guaranteed per-
ct, complete with £15 worth accessories; onlv
eing; 80 gns.—B.iUauce, 82, Lee Ed-, Black-
;^-3. [3823

Douglas 2?ih.p., full T.T. bars, new carbur-
ter, mudguard, saddle, black disc wheels, fasr
£66, without discs £54.-30, Eigsindale E,i

'

n, S.W.16. [3979

HAH Portable Elec-

tric Handlamp com-
plete with " Flash "

4.\ volt Battery as

ilfuitrated.

Price 25/- each.

THANKS
are extended to all customers for

the consideration and indulgence

extended during the difficult

period of removal from LONDON
to New Offices, Warehouse, and
Works, at CROYDON.
Conditions are already very
much improved and as
soon as the Works are
in full swing it is hoped that
Stocks will be increased to

snch an extent that de-
liveries can always be made
immediately on receipt of

order.

Many new lines are in course of

production, and customers should

therefore ask for their name to be

added to the mailing list for new
Catalogues as issued.

Will al! Customers kindly note

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

:

A, H. HUNT,
H.A.H.\;VORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON,
1 Plephoncs

:

CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

ENG.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vouglat.

at Sliiith'^ fni voiit next
10-16, Huver»tocl; Hill, 'ippi>-

Htatlon. (0093»ll.; Cljiilii !

DOUCr„\S, 1915, 2'lh.p.: JS50; iu-t been over-
hauled, disc wheels, lamp.s, pump, etc.—246.

I'ppcr Tooting Rd., Tooting. [3941

N MARLY X.'W Diinslas, very late model, 2-»ljeed, 2',

lip., all accoMorie.« r £75; 3l,ill.l). part pnyuuMit.-
185. Brighton Kd., South Croydoof 1X4655

DOfCLAS 2-',li,p,, 1915, 2^ipeed, new back tvrc,
b.lt, tboK.Hthlv ..vcili.iiiicd aud sound; f58.-Peri-v

Kit-I;iu;;. X.Ml .\l;rll Vnrks. , (3273

T)(ir-|,LASU .est i,n
A.lcliM.I.. ltd., Ashi

DOUCI.A.S, IS
PC teil 111 7

ill. p.. with K.S.. 3-5peed, ex-
from makers ; . what offer.s?—

1,554, e/o The Molor Cijcle. [4153
2iji.p., W.D., 2-speed, perfect me-
I'litiun, lamps, horn; £55, no olfers;

:iusstull Ud., Fulham. [a 760

N'=}:
E\V 2",h.|.. Dousla

'im;... horn. b.i^.

-llailr, 121. A.i Chis ck. [4101

DOUGLA.^ 2-snccil, 1915, good conditii
(;cutge Smiih's iMnlrir Depot, oppos.

£55.-
Depot, opposite Ardin;:

d Hobbs. Clapham Junction, S.W.ll. [4079

DilUGL-VS 2 ,,li.ii. 2-.ipefd. uncrated last October, ali-

Milutch- i.enc.t, well-eiiuipped. exceptionally smalt;
£65.-60. Walliu^-lor.J Av., X. Kensington- [3957

DiirdLAS. 1917. 234h.p., 2-spced engine, perfect
cfiuaifirin. la-t. belt, tvres, good; £50, or near

otler.-Whitinclr, 11, Crescent Ed., Bognor. [3183

DOUGLAS. 2^4h.p., ^-speed, Bosch, Amac, lamps,
Klaxon, tool bags, splendid condition; £50.—

Webb, 447, Itotherhithe New Ed., .S.E.16. [3197

DOUGLAS 2=ih.p., 2-speed, uncrated July, 1919,
equipped, perfect aud unseratehed: £62-—Dentist.

216, Poitubeiio Ed., North Kensington, W. [X3356

9 who knows : delay is

rs now from the IJoiislas

'Phone: 852. [6340Specialist. Gibb. Gloucester.

_ . . iih.p. Douglases,
from 50 gns.—Smith's, 10-16. Haver-

.k Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0092

DriUGLAS 4h.p., 1917, clutch, 3-speed, K.S., lamps,
horn, in new condilion, '78.—Chanev, 122, Lou.

don Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. 'Phone: 1156. [3699

teo.-Broomtield, 322, Whitehorse Ed., Croydon. [3311

1 Q16 Douglas, 2'..lh.p. engine, new condition, com-
-«-^ plete, mag., carburetter and controls: whar
offers:--Eiddell, 53, Thomas St., Wellingborough. (X4784

1 Q14 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, good condition, fully
-l-^ equipped, tyres and tubes in good condition;
owner buying a car; £55.—Breese, Chemist, Newtown.

[3465
DOUGLAS. 1915, £55: another, practicallv iudis-

tiniinishable liom n ' "-

lieiklev Ed.. I'rimrose Hill Chalk Farm Tube)
[3848

LAS, 4h.p., late 1915, electric lamps, new
dition throughout, new TJunlops, guaranteed

fe.t; first cheque £85.-49, Well St., Hacknev, F.9.
[400/

4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered December,
liles oulv. Lucas lamps, mechanical horn.

£165—Appleviird, 1, Eainclifle St.. Selby, York<.
[X4716

D
p.-rf

19"i

Cranweli,
13287

s. 1916. uncrated July. 1919.
1,000 miles, long exhaust pipes and

fully equipped; £68.—H. Ehodes, 595, Halliwell Bd.,

-Cpl. Weller, Hut 109, E.A.F,
Llll. ;.

Oilh.p. W.D. Dougla

Bolto [3930

DOUGLA
dition,

lioin. pumi:

1916-17. 2;^4h.p.^ 2-speed. splendid
enamel and plating practicallv like i

spares; £68.-67. Little Heath. "'hail-
5867

n-ar finish, no ric'-.'s-

1,500 miles, Binlc

;

2.—Write, Harpham, 24, Coleherne Ed., F:iir.s

rt, S.W. [3321

OUGLAS. 2"ih.p-, 2-specd, perfect running ordei.
a- new, accessories, lamps. Klaxon, spares, new

s; £55. or nearest offer.—Fox. 14, Eye Lane.
kh;mi. S.E.15. [3459

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1916. excellent
" '

'jn throughout, complete, lamps, tools, mc-

I

chanical horn; £100; trial by appointment.-40, Bnun-

!
danes Ed., Balham. [358J

4 h.p. Douglas 1917 Combination, new lamp set.

horn and spares, just enamelled and overhauled.

I
new tvrcs and belt; £110.—J. Brown, c/o Palmer.

!l Market House, Dowuham. [3544

D

V'l letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.ite oj the issue. Big

\k.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, Easting,
J-«? very fast and reliable outfit; £125. or nearest
offer; any trial by appointment; no dealers.—80, Mer-
cers Ed., Tufnell Park, N,19. [3712

1Q15 Douglas, £55; also t916 Wolf 234h.p. 2-speed
J- J/ countersliaft, hand plutch. kick-stait, £15; both

excellent appearance, condition guaranteed.—Rippingale,
20, Canterbury Ed., Croydon. [5953

LATE 1916 2»4h.p. Douglas, lamps, etc., tyres and
belt as neiv, lovely condition; bargain, £62.—Ap-

ply after 6 p.m., Bryntyrion, Tbicket Ed., Sutton,
Surrey, or 'Pboue: Richmond 631. [3972

in excellent condition througliout: il05.—33, Hoveden
Efl., Keyes Ed, Crickleivocd, N.W.2. [3852

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, good condition, ride away,
lamp, £37; M.L. magneto. 2-stroke, nearly new,

£4, or exchange twin, 45"=, clockwise; after 6.—H.
Jennings, 6, Coverton Ed., Tooting. [3901

DOUGLAS, 25iJi.p., 1914, W.D. model, tyres new
Dunlop, 2-speed, Bosch mag., Miller's lamp,

Klaxon, bulb horns, perfect condition; ride away;
ie55.— Iloile, Silcroft, Yatelcy, neat Camberley. [3414

"I Q19 4]]. p. W.D. Douglas Combination, delivered
JiiJ Julv, 1919, 3 Lamps, 2 generators, mechanical
Loin, tyre-^ perfect, various .spares, engine overhauled,
inst and powerful; £110.—Hosking, Parkhill, Bagshct.

[3756
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

supply new 1920 Douglas mach'- - ' '--'-from stock,

lo and sfdecar combinations; also 4h.p. Douglas and
sidecar, £112; 4h.p. Douglas and sidecar, £120.

[3802

IT Appears Eidiculous to Advertise -nhen you
no stock, but we aje giving deliveries to the (

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.-Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Ed..

Bristol. [0016

-| Q19 2%h.p. 1916 Model Douglas, as new, lamps,
Xty horn, tools, and footboards, well looked after

and little used, tyres perfect; reason for selling,

bought combination; ,£85.—Amis, Holmesdale, London
Rd., Ryarsh, Kent. [3407

r.O.C.H. have a 1914 Douglas, 2'ah.p., 2-speed, fully

equipped, good ord?r and fast.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tuba Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [2402

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2.speed, practically new, every-

thing tip-top condition, perfect engine, starts

walking bv side, fastest on the road, any trial, ride

30 miles;' bargain, £65.—W. Penning, 3, Addison
Place, Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [3704

"I Q18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, kick start, 3 speeds.

X tJ complete lamps, horn, tools, Orto hood and wind
scre'^n, luggage carrier, belt and tyre new, others ex-

cellent condition; £110, no oflers.—Captain Yonge, c/o

Ucait and Blackoll, Coulsdon. [3356

TO 15 2^/4h.p. Douglas, date guaranteed, overhauled, re-

XJ/ enamelled, new tank, footboards. Millers lamp set,

knee-grips, pump, black discs, 2 horns, tool roll, excep-

tionally fast, do over 50 m.p.h., and as new; oflers. over

£70.-Spencer, Duke St., Trowbridge. [S4680

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 1919, 2=ih.p. 2-speed,

extra large saddle, footboards, Lucas King of

Road head lamps, raised handle, -mechanical horn,

mudsWeld, mileage 100; price £85; immediate de-

liyery.-Tree House, Hurley, Brockenhurst. [4075

"1019 Douglas Combination, W.D. model, mileage
XtJ under 600, absolutely genuine sale and machine
perfect, owner (private) buying higher power mach

DOUGLASES, 1920 models.—The noted house in

the South for early deliveries. We are specialists

and stockists tor Douglas machines only for over
11 years.-Sole District Agents, Thompson and Co.
408, Commercial Ed., Portsmouth. 'Phone : 7105.

[5891
OUGLAS 2\h.p., Aug., 1914, 2-fpeed, carefully

3 years, fully equipped and absolutely as

w in every detail; sell £60, or exchange with cash
r countersliaft Triumph, B.S.A., or Norton; enquiries
vited.-H. Walters, 60, Cobdcn St., Kidderminster,
orcester. [X4471

D

w
33.h.p. Douglas.-A number of thoroughly sound ma-

4 cliines (W.D. 1916), rebuilt with up to £20 worth
new parts per machine. Many appear as new. Every
accredited purchaser allowed 2 days' approval. On view
Bristol, nourneninnth, Salisburv, and Yeovil.-W. St.ln-

tord, Midland Bank Cliaml.ers. [3144

1Q19 (December) Douglas Combination, not done
Xt/ 500 miles, latest type clutch, electric lighting
(2 new 4 volt 60 amp. accumulators), horn, tools,

sijare belt, perfect, new condition: any trial: owner
jmrcliased car: £150; seen London by appointment.—
Box 1,544, c/o The Motor Cydc. [4119

1Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
JL*y new sidecar witli new tyre. Easting screen, new
lamiis, new belt, tools, horn, pump, good spares,
" Motor C.vcle " insurance, bought rebuilt practically
new engine from Bristol firm wit); guarantee .Tanuary
last: cost £130, accept £125, offers.—Vine, 54, Ash-
leigh Av., Bridgwater. [3832

Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. a/id British

Excelsior iVIotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for Triumphs,
B.S.A., Clyno, Enfields, Cal-
thorpes, Allons, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, Harley-
Davidsons. etc.

WATSONIAN
SIDECARS.

Immediate delivery can be given
of several of the most popular
models. In every instance the
makers' fixed price is charged,
for NO PROFITEERING exists

at Taylors.

Watsonian Model N. Tourist, complete
with coverall storm apron, £24 16 8
Watsonian Model R34, complete with
apron, £33
Watsonian Monarch, complete with apron,
£31 5 8
Millford Skiff, complete with apron and
ma., £25 6

,Carriage from works extra).

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Just the thing for winter riding £2 15

or with valance £3

OVERBOOT LEGGINGS.
Separate legs (3 sizes)

23 /- pr.

Special seatless type
27 /-pi.

(Postage 6d. extra).

MOTORING
GLOVES.

Tan leather Gamitlet one
finger mitts, a really
excellent glove, 21 /- pr.

Tan plain one finger
mitts . . . . 9/6 pr.

Reindeer hide gloves with
woollen wrists 12 6 pr.

(Postage on gloves 3d.

extra).

REPAIR OUTFITS.
Special olifer, motor cycle

size 1 /- ea, (Post 3d.)
'

Green waterproof fleece lined

(posted.) Price 12/6 pr.

Black waterproof Teddy lined

(post (5d.) Pric 21 - pr

KNEE GRIP'.
Easy to iiX and very effcclive

(Postage 4d. extra) .. Price 8 /- pr.

H TAYLOR & CO , LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE W.C.I.

Garase
—
'rottenham Court ttoad.

Plione—MiiBcnm. lilO.

relo.,.rnma — " Dyiianietro, WeBtcent I.OTlon.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2'!ih.p.—We lave sever.al recent ni(

completely renovated, re-enamelled, and pi

tanks in makers' colours, new belts, toolbags, am
standard fittings, and guaranteed mechanically
feet. Now is your chance to get a reliable mai
for Easter. All our machines are guaranteed I

months from date of purchase.—Hubert Turner
Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Farringdon
E.C.I. 'Phone: City 7238. [

Duzmo
IJZMO 3Vjh.p. Single and 8h.p. Tivin. OrdeiD

Seed, 16, John Dalton St.. Manchester. [X

Edmund.
Q.3h.p. Edmund, spring frame, 3 models.—Lists^ 4: from Gonrlay's, Fallowfield. t

EDMUND-J.A.P., new 1920 2S4h.n., 2-speed, si

frame model in stock.—Moss, "Wem. [X4

1 Q19 (September) Edmund, 2i4h.p. J.A.P.,X^ m.p.g., 2-speed and clutch, all chain d
with shock absorber, rear suspension by long
springs, adjustable for any weight, rigid rear w
black and gold all-weather finish, fully equipped I
accessories, efficient mudshields, full insurance po
any trial; owner buying sidecar machine; £79.—!
bar, 18, St. .John's Kd., Cambridge. [,

Enfield

)19 2'^.p. Enfield, fully eauipped; bargain,
,

—55, Ballspond Rd., Dalston. t:

EW 6h.p. Enfield, with dynamo lighting, jasl

livered ; offers.—Read Bros., Tunbridge Well

ROTAL ENFIELD 3h.p., chain drive. Boscli,
- overhauled ; £55.—Robertson and North, P

t)orough. t-

6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condition: es

examination; iElOO.—Baker, Boot Manufacti
Fishguard. [:

WATICHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. Londt
Enfield Combinations, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1

from £120. [:

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields, B
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Pa

North Finchley. D

1 Ql'' Enfield 2,'ih.p., 2-.stroke, new tyres, 2-si

-L*' guaranteed perfect; £50.—Mitchell, Rectory
Farnborough. / ['

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1915, 2-speed clutch, lamps, I

good condition; £56.-Seen at 26, Queen's Jl

Queen's Ed., W. . [;

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, E.S., just rehashed,
back cover, good condition; £50.—Webb.

Queen's Rd., Watford. [;

ENFIELD 2!!ih.p., countershaft drive, in exce
condition, very fast; £36.—Church, 44, Strat

Rd., Sumniertown, Oxford. fX'

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.p., excellent
dition; 125 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond

Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing 689. (:

6h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1914, new Duu
apron and wind screen, perfectly sound; any t

-Haygarth, Settle, Yorkshire. [:

ENFIELD 1920 6h.p. Combination, 2-seater sid.

purchased this week, not ridden; offers.—29
Leone rd's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [:

1 Q 18 Enfield Combination, 7-8h.p., twin, ex

-f-t/ tional condition; £140.—Youngs, Heath
age, Newmarket. 5Phone : 214. [(

1 Q16 Enfield 6Ii.p. Coiubination, little used, I

XJ/ screen, speedometer, 3 lamps; £130.—Sparl
3, Courthope Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [;

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, engine perfect, lamps"; li

spare chain, tyres, good geunine machine; £67/1

190, High St., Stoke Newington, N,16. [.'

ENFIELD 1920 Magdyno 6h.p. Combination,
stock.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal

pital Rd., Chelsea. Tel.: Kens. 7113. [:

ENFIELD Combination, late 1915. perfect coadi

hood, screen, horn, lamps; £135.— GiilHths, 1'

tain. White Hart St., High Wycombe.
[j

1 014-15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, etoretl 3 s\

i-*y lamps, tools, spare chains, etc.; any trial.—-i

A. Goodwin, 8, Westminster Ed., Liseard. {>

3h p. Enfield, single-speed, perfect, less magneto,

unkmwn; £20 secures, railed; stamp for 1

—McGuire, 9, Plantation St.. Blackhill, Co. Durli

19^
[

19 (-August) 3h.p. Royal Enfield, engine

j^^ G3485, perfect condition throughout, tyref

punctured; £80.—Box 132, c/o Tlic Motor Cv

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., perfect coiiilii

1916; £150.—George Smith's Motor Depc'

posite Arding and Hobbs, Olapham Junction, S.

'

B20 All letters relating to advei tisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.

«FlrOt,D 6h.p. Twin CoiitWunlion, as new. wln.l

Bt'i-ccn. olecti'iii liBlitii, dis(; wlieeU, spci-iionietor.

clinin; price £180.-IIoilg.'^on. 6. Union Plm'f,

on. (3oai

s'FIKI.n 1915 31i.p., mileoBQ l.SOO, conrtitinn ex-
I'Clli'nt. enamel unscratelioil; £50, no oti'ers: owner

lit riMiihination.—Hur.st, Market Place, liedwoith.
Olltoil. [X17a:S

iFlKi.l) 2->ih.p. Twin, jnst overlinnled. splendid
ceii.iil urn, nearly new Dnnlops, last, lamps, actrs

s; tW; nppointraenl.—Ilunl. 51, Arthur Rd.,
lenl.iM. [3885
>I-'l|.'l,ll 3h,p, twin, 2-spced, kick stnrter, mac

"I condition; £60; deferred payments ar
I'M'd Sundays.—Bunting's IMotor E.xchani;.-.

M069
.1 li:i.l) 1919 61r.p. Combination, the finest oril

'",..'','; *','? '"""ly »"". in tip-top order; iiiiy

±lb5.-Uogers, 106, Fulhara Palace Rd., Ham-
(3475

on, 6lj.p., delivered August,
icil, speedometer, absolutely
iiniiuatioii : £155.—Alexandt'i

[3286

ion, P.H. lamps, Easti
irrliuretter. spare waives, p
out; £180, or near ottei

[X4700

h. W,

|I9 Enfleld Coml.iu
' ty.« all ,„„Mii>.
Aras; am- trial and
., Himneilord, lleik,

||19 Enlleld Coml.i
I winds,. r,_-pn, Hi,ilc>

I condition inside an
Olassow St.. Noitlia

I ,16 Enfield Combinatic 6h.p., just overhauled
uj inuiiers, niccnanirariy perfect, electric light-

hood. Klaxon, any trial; £l40; after 7 p.ni

—

(ims. 169, Adelaldr lid., N.W.3. 1369£

'" Sli.p Eoy.Tl Enlleld Combination, complete with
tools, lamps. Ci.wey speedometer, spares, perl'ert

ing order, po.id ...nditiou
; £100, or nearest offer

s 1,430, e/o r;,f MoU.r Cy.h. (D) [3179
15 61i.p. Enfleld Ooribiiiation, Lneas electric
speedometer, screen, numerou.s .spares: any trial

" 3',-. years; best offer over £135; Newcastle,
Jumberland.—Box 1,541, c/o IVie Motor Cycle. (D)

13-14 Enfield Combinaticn, 6h.p., splendid con-
dition, having been recently thoroughly over-

d at cost of £26/12, lamps, horn, tools, apron
any trial given; £90 lowest.—15. Summerhill
Ltartford, Kent. [3612

Overhead Valve Twin Roval Enfield, 2-speed,
""" '"' -'-'- ^^' - icce.-sories, T.T. bars,

new condition; £60,
V,, Daisylands, Avon-

[3961
?IELD. 1919, 3h.r.. October 28th. 2-speed,
:lutch. Kick starter latest Cowct speedometer,
in, P. and H, and Luca= light ni>; sets, in fault-
ondition; 85 gns.: wilhout aLce.-orie= 75 -n<'

—

rbourne Terrace, Worcester.
'

"4539

, J"''",.?"''*'".
Pr-lfticallv new. 2-speed. K.S.,

hitch. Klaxon, Miller lamps, speedometer, new
all-ciiain drive, complete set tools, spares spare
! cha-n; best offer over £72.-4, Vincent Avenue,
on cum-Hardys, Mauche.ster. [3137
'lELD, 1916. 3h.p. twin, 2-speed, kick starter
uodel, mechanical lubrication, complete with
horn, tools, etc., tyres as new, appearance ex-
just been thoroughly overhauled, trial and ex-

lion; £67/10. -Douglas, Bispham Hall, Billing'e

[3316
'.lELD Combination. 191617. 6h.p. J.A.P..

horn. 2 winci

handle start, chain drii_
tceeding y fast machine, i

or otter: call after 6 p.m.
U.. Palmers' Green. X.13.

dyn
g), 2 luggag

par
ids,

-Moon

Lucas
Easti

and tube unused^
insurance: 150 gn;.
Heath, Birminghan

9 (July) Enfleld Combination
perfect running order, cone
acetylene lamps, Enfield hood
ind screen. Tan-Sad. luggage
valves; £165.-The Bungalov

speedometer, back
and tube, acoes-

J, Cambridge Rd..
[X4618

.
8h.p. J.A.P., in

Sussex.

,nd screen. East-
id, spare tubes.
Pittdown, Uck-

[3820
3 Sh.p Enfleld Combination, fltted regardless of
,c»st, Lucas he.-id Limp.? .and horn, electric side

lium diec wheels,
covers for same.

111, watch, speedometer, alurnii
udshields, hood, screen, and
'. 300: price £200.—Watson

I ady St., Whitechapel.
Forester^' An

[3752

p. Excelsi(

Excelsior.
2-stroke. 2 speeds complete lamps,

s, Agent, Rotherham
[S4800

neric-iii): actually in stock

Tel.; 1288.-
-^- ^'"''^'""' "'^

f^^l
. American Excelsior, sidecar. 3-speed. in ner-
t condition; nearest offer to jSllS.-Paliner
House, Llailsantffraid, Mont. [3491

'3ASHIRE, Cheshire. North Wales, Isle of Man
celsior; enquiries.-J. Blake
Liverpool-Manchester. (6586

New 1920 American Excelsior represents the
at value for money on the market. Book now lor
lehvery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar —
and Parry, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St. May-

°- (2262

<5BeJlaxd's

"T^otors

'

piopriclors-Erlinfl L. Nevwberiy Cobbett

6r Cedric Crobiliw.'ff,itp

Motor. CYCLE/ Depx
The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for the

DUZMO
For London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries fro:;i February, 1920.

WE CAN DELIVER
3i h.p. SUNBEAM machines al the rate ol one per

week, absolutely as new, black and gold, just out
of finishing shop, complete with new heavy Dunlop
lyres, new Lucas lamp set, and horn. This is no
"false " description, but it is practically impossible
lofind any difference from 1929 models; £120 each

We are also Agents for the following machines

:

8.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N., LEA-
FRANCIS.

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

;3 h.p. DOUGLAS, E.xcellcnt condition . . 60 gni.

COULSON B, igjo. in stock. List price.

CALTHORPE JUNIOR, 2-speed, good
condiLion £48

O.K. JUNIOR, 2-srccd, lamps, etc £55

BRADBURY 6 h.p. 1920 Combination
run under 100 miles .

'. £205

ZENITH late 1919, 5 h.p. T.T., as new 12Jgn3

Noiv for the sporting rider, who loves

speed. Order now for >our

DUZMO
OVcR 70 M.P.H. FIXED PRICE

£75.
SUNBEAM, as new, all chain drive models.

igiS-igig machines £125

Accessories in Stock.
Cameo Windscreens, B. & B. Carburetters, Amac
Carburetters. Spares for both types. P. & H.
Lamp Sets. F.R.S. Lamp Sets. Horns of every
make. Klaxons and all Types of Mechanical
Horns. Aluminium Discs for all makes. Alu-
minium Leg Shields for all makes. Valves, Hoods,

Belts, Chains, Tools, etc.

CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.

OFFICIAL REPAIRERS A.C.U.

FINEST EQUIPPED MOTOR CYCLE REPAIR
SHOP IN SOUTH-WEST LONDON. WELD-
ING, TURNING, GEAR CUTTIiNG.
OVERHAULS of every description.

BALLARD'S IVIOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S.Kensington, S.W.7.

Telephone: Kensington, 6312.
Telegrams ; Efembalmot, Southkens, London

MOTOR CVCI.nS FOK SMS:.
lixcclslor.

le Lane, Fled .St.. London.

-

Kxcelkior and »id«:ar, 1914,
icon ExccUior, 1916, £95.

(3816
7-9h.p., T.T. jportu model,

. 111. )i. kick Htiirt, been re-

pB. horn, Mpeed-

7-9h.|

\ ^\ Iliac.\s v.-

metal
»alc £125 -Vli

3i"i
i.p. Fafnir, niaft.

boards, disc wli
splendid condition tliroi

piircliiiHer.— Ilo.\

Ct/clc.

F.N. 2i:.h.p.,

Wand-swol

F.N.. 1-cyl..

£35.-53,

iIm, good tyres,
houl;
1,550,

F.N.

shaft, 2-spccd; £18.-

cka. t395J

irbnrctter, foot-

appearance aa
£40; will ride
c/o 'i'/iC Motor

[3734

-Spe)

pN.,^n

Brccr St..

[3720

pfH^ds. 5-6h.p., a real sound bartiain.

,s.sell ll'l., Koutli Tottenliain. [3585

F.N . 5-6h.p.. rcbnshed. new heavv Dunlops. Bosch,
Bink.-^: £33/10.-145, Weslbrook St., Bolton.

[X4834

F.N. 4-cvl.. 5-6h.p.. T.T., ideal solo mount: trial: £35,
oUers.-Juli. 186, Putney Bridge Hd., Putuey.

[3982

CEOW Bro«.. Gnildtord, F.N. aseuts for tha 7h.p

4-iyl. and 2'jih.p. liglitiveight. Book yotir machine
now. [3171

F.X. 5-6I1.P. 4-cvl., clutch model, overhauled, re-ennm-
clli'd. splendid condition: f40.-Steveus, Crockern-

«ell. Ile.on. [3226

4-cyl. motor cvcle, in good condi-

eiirest.—Apply, J. 0. Gregor, Vulcan

Works, Forres. [3300

4-CYL. F.N.. Bo^ch, B. and B., new Unnlop, recently

overhauled, fast, fully equipped; ie35 ; exchange.
-42. Park Ed.. Darttord. [3871

F.N., 4-cvl., with all accessories, in excellent condi-

tion; "can be seen anv week-end by appointment.
, 134, Lambton Rd., Wimbledon. [388 5

ew 1920 model, 2'';ih.p., shaft drive, 2-specd

..htweight; £85; one available for immediau
^.j..,^., -^Fiank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-

mingham. [X4813

Sh.p. F.N. 2-«=peed, pings in cyUnder sides, variable

ignition, Bosch, drip lubrication, recently over-

hauled, good order throughout: £36, lowest; bargain.—

Walker, Abbey Gateway, Malvern. [X4726

SPORTING F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, overhead

exhaust, mechanical valves, discs, sloping saddle

tank, very fast and reliable; £65; any trial at w;eek-

cnd.-Wood, University College Hall, Queens Walk^
kaling. [333=

Harley-Davidson.

7-9 Harlev-TlavidsoQ. good order throughout; £90
for Quick 5ale.-42, Perran Ed., Tul^e Hill. [3108

1 Q20 Harley-Davidsons: immediate delivery of all

i-tJ models.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [S4806

JACK HEALY, Cork, ofacial Barley agent—Ro-
tational delivery. No premiums accepted- [6488

urnham-on-Sea, can give immediate
talogue to-dav.

[2419

H4.ELEY-DATIDS0N 1916 7-9h.p., new Montgomery
sidecar, lamps, tools: £160.—Jones, Garage, Droit-

wich. [3440

EFQRE plnring yoxir order for new Harleys, write

Brook Bros., Bumliam, Somerset Immediate
ies. [1372

ediate- de-

deli-

H^if
Exeter.

rxAELEY-DAYIDSON
Otflcial Agent*

Walsall.

ARLEV-DAVIDSON

Book now for early delivery.

The Motor Cycle Matt, Stafford
[X33B2

1915. and coach sidecar;

South, Halifax. [342J

HAELEY-ipAVIDSOX, 7-9h.p., 2-Epeed, broke.i

spindle, otherwise perfect; £68.—Bntless Farm.
Broomfleld, Chelmsford. [3114

HAELET-DAVIDSnN, 1916-17, 7-9h.p. combination,

electric lamps, horn, speedometer, screen.-Parker's,

Bradshaivgate, Bolton. [X4713

HAELEY-DAYinSON Fhit Twin, superbly equipped.

as new-Secretan and Mallett, Ltd., 149, Lowther

Parade, Barnes, .S.W.13. [3276

1Q15 Harlev -Davidson insured Combination, fitted

Xtl new sidecar body, piston rings, chains, etc :

£115.—'Phone: 1427 Sydenham. [3950

HAELEY-DAVinSIIN, 1918, 3-.speeds. electric light-,

in Al condition, e.Kcepting tyres; ^^15.-A.
Bennett, 28, Clipton St., Wolverhampton. [3366

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON 5-6h.p. Single. 1915, 2-speed

lovelv Sunbeam sidecar, all lamps. Kla:

Sad; sacrifice, £107.-353. King St., Hammi
Tan-

nith.
[394;

lAH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the iss 132i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidsoa

HAKLET-DAVIDSOX, 1916. imd M.M. sidei-iir, in
good condition, liing. model, nil on, and spares

,

£120; tlial by in)pointu]ent.-26ii, Haveloil! Bd., Hast-
ings. • [3312

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX 1917 Coiabin.ntion. just re-
painted and overhauled: £155.—Newnham Motor

Co.. 223, Hammersmitli Ed., W.6. 'Plione: Hammer-
suiith 80. [4135

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. Harlev.Davidson combination,

1919, £185; 7-91i.p. Harley-Davidson combination,
1915, .£157/10. [3804

HARLEY-DAVinSON Combination, 1915, 3-speed.
electric equipment, verv sound, perfect outfit;

130 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
Phone: Ealing 689. [3c22

H.\ELEY-DAVIDSO.N 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
electric lishting and horn, in perfect order and

tood condition, littlc,used until 1919; £140.—Nioholls.
P.anmoor Vicarage, Sheffield. [3914

1 Q17 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, mag.
-I-^ model, electric lights, fullv equipped; £175;
exchanges.—Smith's, 10-16, Havcratcck Hill,- opposite
Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0124

HARLEY.DAVIDSON Late 1915 7-9h.p. Combina-
tion, 5 speeds, mileage 4,000, engine and tyres

as new, 3 lamps. Klaxon; any trial; £125.—Matthews,
81, Little Ealing Lane, Ealing. [3503

HAELEl'-DAVIDSON' 7-9h.p., 1918, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick staiter, mag., disc wheels, very little used,

xcelleut condition; any tiial, examinalriou ; £150.-
198. King St., Hammersmith. [2765

FOR Sale, Harley-Dayidson. 7-9h.p., foot and handle
clutch, variable gear, very poy,-erful; best cash

offer over £80, or lower power in part payment.

—

Tegg, Camille, Pangbourne, Berks. [3461

1 Q15 Harley-Dayidson Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
-I-i' hand and foot clutch, 3 lamps, tyres as new, spare
tyre and tube, Binks carburetter; seen Saturdays aite]

1 : f135.—Hunt, Hensting, near Eastleigh, Hants. [3970

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1916, electrii

model, little used, recently overhauled, lates
llarlev colour, mistaken for new, tyres perfect ; ani
trial; £155.—Box 124, c/o 37ic Motor Cycle. {X4816

HARLET-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., C.B. combination,
jH>t been completely overhauled and enamelled new

colours, the outfit is in perlect condition, equal to new;
£150.—Ashby House, York Avenue, Hunstanton.

[i.4729
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., electric model,

and Ha\Iey de luxe sidecar, lamp, most magni-
ficent outfit, only used for a few miles; £235.—Elce
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0065
HAELET-DAVIDSON, 1919, electric lighting, very

(Special C.B. sidecar, disc wheels, hood, screen,
very powerful; f 210.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
mersmith Ed., \y.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[4134

1 Q 20 Flat Twin Harley, special sporting torpedo
Xt/ sidecar to match, lamps, horn, run in by
expert, conclition and appearance perfect, full A.A.
insurance; would cost £180 to replace, accept £170.—
Harley, Claremont, Orleans Rd., N.19. [3732

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Late 1915 Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., mag. model, in e-xcellent
running order, with roomy coachbuilt sidecar, two
acetylene generators, head and tail lamps, horn, etc.,

any trial; price 90 gns. for quick sale.—8, Malcolm
St., Cambridge. [X4616

"I
016 Harley-Davidson, 3-speed combination, recently

Xi/ overhauled, new cylinders, chains, and sprockets
throughout, windscreen, hood, lamps, tyres, nearly
new, perfect condition, seen any time, owner buying
car; £150.—Ward, Wynn Ed., Tankerton, near Wlit-
stable, Kent. [3202

F.O.C.H. have two brand new 1920 Harley-Davidson
mqtor cycles, Model F, in stock, fully equipped

by makers, list price.—Pair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone: Hanjpstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays. [2405

HAELEY'-DAVIDSON, 1915 (new August, 191611
electric model, stored 3 years, 80 iii.p.h, Watford

speedometer, maximum hand, Klaxonette, carrier spring
seat, full tool kit, new Dunlop front, new I'irestone
hack, splendid condition; £115: bought car.—Balham, 19.
.Sydenham Hill, S.E.26. [3220

HAELET.DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Flat Twin, done
less than 200 miles, delivered this month, me-

chanical horn, lamps, wpeedoureter [rear drive), finest
machine on the road, 80-100 miles per gallon, abso-
lutely perfect; £160, no offers; owner buying car;
Saturday afternoon or write.—Moorlands, Bickley, Kent.

[3291
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Genuine 1919 Combination,

7-9h.p.. electric equipment, large luxurious side-
car with- dickey seat in bulbous back, hood, triple
wind screen, apron, 4 spare inner tubes, extra me-
chanical horn, electric inspection lamp and cable, uew
spare cover, tools, etc., hardly used; 200 gns.—29,
High St., Worthing. [3560

Hazlewood
5-6h.p. ITazlewood, 1919, kick start; £98.-39, Ewex

Rd., Islington, N. [4047,

CalB & See Us

THE FIRKI FOR CUICK DELIVERY

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR
MOTOR CYCLES .

DOUGLAS
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
ZENITH
IN STOCK.

, appean
Owing to- the lact that advertisen
be sent in a week before the adv
it is impossible to state what machines
stock. However, we are able to deliver, either

from stock, or at an early date all the machines
for which we hold agencies.

Several guaranteed second-hand late

models, DOUGLAS, etc.

Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Cham
Guards, 12/6.

Douglas Instruction Books, i /3.

Patent Leather Mudshields, ;^i is.

Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs,

£3 1 8s. per set.

Tan-Sad Pillion Seats

Bowden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

E.I.C. Magnetos for flat twins.

Cowey Speedometers.

Cowey Mechanical Horns.

Klaxon Horns.

D. A. Cylinders.

Electric Lighting Sets.

Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

Deeds, not words.
Lancaster. Feh-ua'y 6 h. 1030.

Pear Sir.—I feel I must write t-^ thank yon for b3iiig so
rromiit in sending me thi flywheel nut Whicli is the
iicht size. I was surprised wlien I lecetved it this
moiDiug. Fiiday- In tlie future I sh ill ](Uow w lerc to
senrl to for stiare parts, and konw that 1 shall liavj

1 rompt return.
T. aukine you aga'n.

yours s:nc;rely, (Signed E.G.

Altrincham, 21st January, 1920.

To Vivian Hardie & Lane, London.
Dear Sits,—Very ma'iy thanks for the promptness in

sendii;ig the sidecar rear spring.

It is a pleasure to deal with your firm. Herewith cheque
'"'

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) H. C.

Eoumemoutli, .Tanuary 50th, 1920.

Dear «ir3 ,—I am eNtremely pleirsed with the 1920 Douglas
i h.p. Combination pun hasej from yon last week. A so

for your generous offer for my 23 h.p. 19t9 i-olo. , . , A
great friend of mini has taken sucli a liking for nw
Douglas 4 h.p. Combination that he wishes to have oue
'""" "»' Touts taithfuUy. A. J. L.

24, Woodstock St, (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.l!

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Hazlewood.

1 Q20 Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. en|ini
-*. t^ 3 speeds, jusfc de'ivered; £186: no premituii.-
Lightstrung Co., Ltd., Eushden. [S481

.\ZLEWOOD, new 1920 model, 6h.p., sidecar con
bination; oue available for immediate delivery.

trank U'hitworth, Ltd., 132, Ne\y St., Birminghar
[M8:

3i-4h.r. 1919 HazlewocKl-Jap, 871, 3 speeds, counle
2 Shalt, clutch, kick starter, "n'atfoirl speedomett

large I', and H. lamp, rear lamp, new Dunlop belt, nt
oversize Palmer tvre, very fast and reliable, inilea;

2,000, take sidecar anywhere, i>erteit machine : £85.
Waid, 7, Ciossley St., ' Wetherby, Yorks. [31-

Hendon.
;XDON 3'ih.p. 2-speea Countershaft, kick-sia

_ -'., spring forks, excellent condition: £32
Graham, 27, Waudle Kd., Wandsworth Common, S.W

Henderson.
1 Q11, 4-cyl. Henderson Combination, 2-speed. clBt.

-l^ must sell; nearest £90.-129, Orove Greene
Leytonstone, E.ll. w

H

TTEXDO>

, North Wales, and
Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. w..«,o«

Blake and Co., OfHcial Dealers. Liverpooyjli

, zi-jh.p. Hobart-Viliiers, 2-speed coun..

lamps, horn; any trial, approval; *39.—Oil,

LA,NC.\SH1RE, Chesh
Man—Entjuiries fc

J. Bla
Chester

Hobart.
"-

HOIJAET 2i;,h.p., new last May; fSO.-Pain, Vi

stead, Wandle Kd., lliteham. 13

1 Q20 Hobart, 2-stroke 2i,ih.p. Villiers engine, Alt
-l«7 2-speed, just delivered; £65, no pretiiuni

Lightstrung Co.. Ltd., Eushden. [Ml

19
58, Ashdown P,d., W
HOBART 2'.h.p., 4-stroke. fine condition;. *

deferred payments arranged; closed Sunday

Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. J*

1 Q20 HobQrt-,rap, brand new, 23-4h.p., Sturmey-^
i-V 2-speed, kick-starter model; Ust price, immeo
deUvery.-Clarke and Co., Queen St., Louth.

)BABTS for Brighton and Hove. The
J">11'»8

gined 2^',h.p. 2-speed model now availatile ffir,

livery within 2 weeks; £67/10. Limited niimber OT,

The Goldstone Motor Cycle Depot, 32. Goldstone Vl

Hove.

H umber.
HUMBEll Motor Cycle; £5.-Day, Broo^f

Chehnsford. . l-

HUMBEE Lightweight, good condition, ride «W;

5, Horn Lane, Acton, W.3. U

1 Q14 2h.p. Humoer, suit lady, 3-speed, clutcli,

-LI? feet.—129, Grove Green Ed., Leytonstone. i:

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loll

E.C.4.—6h.p. number combination, twin, 1.

£175. '

HUMBER Combination, 4h.p., C.B., 2-sree(i,'I

55 gns.—27, Bennerly Rd., Wandsworth (

men, S.W. >

21 h.p. Humber Lightweight, perfect order,

4 ticallv new; Brst iCSS secures; stamp ,rtl

Mac. 13, Victoria Rd.. Upper Norwood. 1

HUMBEE 3'Shp. Flat Twin, 3-speed, countsts

chain drive; this machine is brand new; ti

G, J, Arm, Hilhide, Admaston, Shropshire. li

HUAIBER and Millford Coachbuilt Sidecar, 35;

3-speed, clutch, kick starter, wind screen, la

*80.-Letters, F., 17. Dorset Rd., Ealing. W.5. i

2-speeds, handle stiirt,

Jones speedomet-
ofler.—118, 'Wbippf

HUMBER 3'ih.p., ^-M,.cw, uu..^..^ -..-..

minor adjustments, la^ps, Jones jpeedometet

also wicker sidecar; £40 "' " " " *

Ed., Watford.
]

HUMBEE Combination, 6h.p., W.C. tully eoni

epleudid running Older, good tyres, pleDti

spares; £160; Muswell Hill, Loudon.—Box 106

J

I'kc Motor Cycle. l-*

3ih.p. number, new coachbuilt sidecar, Bosch,

2 lamp set, 2.«pecd, handle start, new tyre',

tubes, all round new condition; £68.-76, Westen,"

Southall, Middlesex.

Slh.p. Humber, 2 speeds, F.E., B.B. 1919 pil'lj

2 T T bars, new Clincher back, 2' lamps, 2 Cfj

mechanical horn, accessories; ride away: first ovefj

secures.—23 Gr^ce St., Honvich, Lancashire.

HUMBER twin-opposed Combination,
countershaft, drip feed, new tyres and .g

engine and whole outfit thoroughly overhauleda

chanical horn, smart turnout; £125.-230, bW'J
Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23.

Indian.'
,

INDIAN 7.9h.p. Solo and Sidecar, in stock.-]

ton's, Northgate St., Ipswich.

1019 Indian Combination, £125: also 1914,1.

.L«7 M888, c/o Deacon's, Leadenhnll St., E.G. [f

All letters relating to ;id\ertisenients should auole the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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lOTOK CYCLES FOR
Indian,

iN 1916 rombinnlioii. iin.

In.lM

SUli'

prompt (leliverfen
und 7u, I'liikor Liii

B.l., Aldfi^li.

-E, Hl(
13399
i.lu

.111')-

1X033J

I'-n iTiluj Imlinn Comliiimtlon, not douo 2,000.
u;. II u

; £125; all (iccessories.—16, York St.,

[3139

111. h. III. cliitfli, sound condition, do 60 in.n.h.

;

5. -.Ml. .Meti'ullV, 1, Uectiuy Teuuoo, I'nrnhiiui
llu.ks. (3250

liuliiiii Combinnlion, 5-6h.p., dutch. 3 sptcds.
elrk sliirt, splundid condition; «65.—138. Mill
mbiiiluc [3391

vJI 7-91i.p. Cnne ComWnntion, 2 speeds, kick
Iter, new tyres; X77;i0.—21, Bnrmonth lid..
"till, S,\V. [3132

N r imliiuiitiiin ;i919l. dvnnnio lisktinR. speed
III, iiiiimicter, iieiirly new; best over £180.—

I'll ».ilk, S.K. [3348

DI.M'I-; lleliviiy 1920 Powerplus Indian, im-
:i, iiiiiiuiini wiiiited, private ajvner.—32, .Shcl-
.. Iijlnioiileii. [3822

Iniiiiin Sinutiuff Combinntion, speeds, K.S.,
"" gus.—Maderia House,

[3788
Ef. 1915. 2-specd. kick start, less mag. and tvres.
It* IIS eiiililiii!.-: bargain, £40.-152, Caiubehvell
iuial.eivvell. L.inilon. (3572
GUV. Wcymoutlr.—1920 7-9h.p. N.E. Indian
lubinatiun. electrically equipped, early de-

'" '

(4022

Killii

N 5-Sli.p. 7 £45: new
er, enjmiel and platin
Tenaee, Kensington.

Imlinn Comlii
lislit

Jieavy Dnnlops. perfect
: B001I.-I6, St. Mary

[3431

7-9I1.P., 2-seater C.B.
luy test; £110.—Apply,

[4117

•tc, very fast; £85.
Hammersmith Hd.,

[4130

The Malor Ciiclt.

N 5-6I1.P., 3-sreed, lamos,
lewnliam Motor Co.. 253,

ith 80.

N 5-611. p., 3 speed. K.S., lat..' 1915 model,
a.«t overhauled; £72;i0.-Aliuond
utle, Southampton. [X4672

N 7-9h.p. 1913 Combination, 2 speeds, clut -h,'

11 in good -

[3388

equipped. 3 speeds, K.S.,

'[3975

Bail,

BPLUS Indian, lull

ofli
ter Ed. Station),

S' 5-6h.p. Coinliinatiiin, 1916. stored 3 vears.
peed, ehiteh, kiek stiiter. new condition; £125.

2, Kins Edward Parade, Xorbuiy, S.W. [5697
^1916 Powerphis Spring Frame Combination,

£130.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co, 70
Tel. Kens. 7113. [3929

7-9h.p.. 1915, clutch model, disc wheels, ex-
Ucnt condition, very fast ; owner disabled -

T. A'ewton, Broadmead Bd., Torquay. [3243
3h.p. Clutch Model Indian and sporting side-
2 new- tyres, very good condition; price 85

lealers.-Xe Eooste, Loekmead, Maidenhead.
r „ „i „ (3969
I, 7-9h.p., Swan sporting sidecar, discs. C A.V

lighting, khaki finish, luxuriously fitted;
offer.—135, De Beauvoii- Rd., N.l. Dalston

[3632

h T.T., 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, cintli, very fast, iust
hauled, nevr tyre; owner going abroad; £85-
.eque secures.-Lieut. Uuilo, Tiie Lodge Nrntu

(3567
7-9h.p., 1915. 3-speed, spring frame, electric

ing and horu, 2 accumulators, with 1919 Swan
..rt«e,,r f,ist_ j„st overhanled; £110.—Impev,

Powerplus Coml
iped, outfit in fin
spning luirgage

j

id.. Brighton.

Combinat
ing order, 1916: ' £120.
rcle Depot, opposite Ard
VJVnction, S.W.I 1.

'HOPE'S, 9, Shoi

ition. 1916, electiieallv
ondition, engine perfect,

IV grid: f 125.-Bennett, 134a.
[S4669

5-6h.p,._ Swan sidecar, perfect
George Smith's
ag and Hobbs.

[4082

Fleet St., London.—
h.p. Indian combination. 1914, £87/10

and sidecarr. 1914, £80; 7-9b.p. Indian
1914. disc wheels. £105. [3817

dynamo liglTiing, starting, mileage
lotting sidecar, gear box, overhauled

1914,

: wner no
-Mary's Lodi

to put
; Ijox back, immediate

Ed., 'Woodford.
[3779

Advance orc'ers being accepted
for all leading makes of Motor

Cycles.

^v chbullt sidci^
I liirouithout, been stored,
.'iI5; Douglaii part cxcbangc.-

Actually in stock for

immediate delivery at

Makers' List Pricss.

ALLDAYS "ALLONS," 2-spaed, kick-starter.

ALECTO, 2-speed, kick-starter.

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

CALTHORPE Precision, 2-specd.

COULSDON "B," 2-speed.

L.M.C, 41 h p , 3-speed, kick-starter.

L.IVI.C., 6 h.p. tiKin, 3-speed, kick-starter.

SPARKBR30K, 2-speed.

ROVER, 5-6 hp, Combination 1920 model,
3-speed, kiok-starter, chain drive.

WOLF, 2-speed, kick-starter.

WILKiNS, 2-speed, kick-starter.

QUADRANT, 4} h p., Combination, 3-speed,
kick-starter.

HENDERSON Sidecars, Model "A" & "Bl."

Cars
MORGAN, 10 h.p., 1S:9, Precision Special
4-speed model. Winner of medal—.ix uays
Trial.

MORGAN, 10 h.p., 1919, W.C. electric head
lamp, acetylene side and rear, fully equipped,
nice condition.

MOTOR CYCI.US FOR SALE.
B| tndlun.

.VniAX. 1916, 5-611. )>., 3-ni<-cd. clutch, kick ftarl.

ptionat
under
Varty,
[4046

1913-14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-sni.cd and
irs, excellent oriler.—Fair Offer Car

I" ii I .SI., Hnmpstead ln.>ar Hampstca.l
'ii'i I rin.ne; Hampstead 3752, Hourit 9-7.
i.Iiim:i.„ .-...Uii :..}i. (2400
[.\liIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Conchbuilt Combination, 2-«pcert

and cliiteli. Duiilop (jitra heavy tyrca, born, Corbin-
n siici'doiiii'ter. clutch, requires slight repairs: olTcrs

||^cr £65, liy letter oulv, to Lieutenant GrililthB, H.M.S.
Aiiiicula, Greenock. (D) [2300

1Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, ointch, acmi.T.T. bars,X«/ Hosch mag., new Dnnlop tyres and lighting set,
iiiei-lianical horn and tools, excellent appearance and
eiiiirtition: £70.—Nicholson, 24, Aslifield Terrace East,
lilbwick Ed., Newcaslle-on-Tyne. [3126

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, dynamo light-
-»-•-' ing, head, tail, sidecar, and inspection lamps;
very efficient extra mud shields painted to match ma-
ehine. r.itehct hand brake; only done 500 miles, lietter
tlmn new; £195 cash; any trial.—Sheppard. 12, Maple
Urove, Bath. [X4.., ,

7-9h.p. Indian and Mills-Fiilfnrd Sidecar, 1916, 3-
• speed, K.S.. eletiie and acet.vlene liahting sets,

liiiru, tools, recently overhauled, insured until Sept..
1920, guaranteed perfect: for quick disposal; owner
lining abroad: first cheque over 100 gns. secures.— 41.
Alexandra Rd., Oxford. (3238

Ivy

II
TVr 2-speed 2-stroke. Drders booked for early de-

!i i livery.—Rothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage,
- Malvern. [6186

H. G. HENLY and Co. are London and District
agents for the Ivy motor cycle.—Full particu

lavs, 91, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

IVY 2-stroke, 2-spaed, 1919 (late December), P.II.
lamp set. Westwood rear with P.II. generator,

large Lucas Cyclorn, tools, and extras, mileage 400,
perfect, unscratched, fast and 'powerful ; 65.— 9, Haw.
kins Rd., Bedford. [3943

IYT, 2-stroke. 1915. single speed, engine and magneto
just overhauled by respective makers, receipt shown,

footboards, tyres, and belt exceUent, silencer, exhaust,
and tail pipes new recently, Pedley gripe; £35.—Wool-
ston, 48, Kcw St., Kennington. [3299

Ixion.

ViUiers 2-stroke, perfect condition.

L.M.C. I
Sole Agents for London and Home Counties. |

Beardmore Precision, M
Retail Agents London and 20 miles radius. =

Wilkin. I
Sole Agents London and Home Counties. H

" Simplex " Motor Unit. |
Converts your Cycle into a .Wotor Cycle at
small cost. Authorised London Agents. —

Henderson Sidecars. =
Authorised London Agents. All models on view.

TXION. 2r:.h.p,

-a- Dunlops. Miller
Mitchell, Orthopa:di

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, 1918, W.D. model, first-

class condition, with lamp and bom.-Edward-s,
(.iarage, Carmarthen. .

[3213

1 Q14 James C.B. Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., tvrcs
-L«7 as new; any trial; £85,
Wath, Rotherham.

offers.-

154-6, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.

S, 7-9h.p., 3-«peed clutch, kick starter, £78/10
P.. 2-speed clutch, kick starter. £65: botii
beueved ages 1916 and 1914, practically new
PS, etc.; any trials.-Burrows Motors, Barns-

[3355
ndian 5-6h.p. Coachbnilt Combination, 3-
«d, kick start and clutch, electric lighting.
ll horn, stored for 3 vears. in perfect con-
y trial; best offer over £130.—Carter, Glen-
'^"^ ^^^- ^^'^'' =HlIilBIIIIHIIIIHIIIiHIIIIBII|[HI!IIBIIII
II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the en^^of each

[X4723

and sidecar, 1916.
[3811

1 Q 17-18 James 4foh.p. Combination, only ridden
J-t' 1,000 miles, fuUv equipped, condition as new:
£120.-72, Longiidge Ed., Earl's Court. [3691

1 Ql3 (Aug.) James 5-6lj.p. Combination, machine in
it? new condition, all accessories; £145, or nearert
offer.—Bos 1,485, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3531

1 Q19 4]^. p. James Combination, Easting screen,
-i- *? lamps, etc. ; seen by appointment ; £125.—H.
"Wright, 180, Brearley St., Birmingham. [X4472

D. VARTY. Thundersley, Essex, sole agent for

the fam3U5 James motor cycle in Southend-on-
nd district; early delivery; book now; eschange?.=

{

[1786M l TAMES 2-stroke, 2 speeds, 1919 model, perfect con-— iJ dition, little used; owner buying combination;
Z= £60—Fisher, 12, Maplestead Rd., Brixton Hill, S.\V.2.m [3824—

I

"j Qi9 Jame^, 4'ih.p-, combination, 3-speed, hand
^' i t7 clutch, lamps, screen, horn and tools; £135,

I i
exchange lisht car considered.-Turner, Grey House,

™tUransgore, Hants. [X4631

19 James 4','ih.p. Combination, only ridden fe-v

miles, fullv enuipped, equal to new; £145: ex-

nges.—Smith's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chali^

:m Tube Station). [3093

AMES Aijh.p. Combination, 1917, thoroughly over-

hauled, magnificent condition, new gear bos, nearlv
7 Uunlops. enamel oulv second rnte: any trial: £9.i.

lawreace, 84, St. Mary St.. Weymouth. [5666

nliy equipped, countershaft com-
ain cushion ^drive, discs, luggage
t runuinK order, readv tor tcuring -

£85.—D.,' 6. Park Rd., Kingston Hill, Surrey. [3591

1 019 James 5-6h.p. Combination de Luse, Lncns
l-*y drnamo lighting, electric horn, leg shields, pillion

seat, screen, spares, etc., efficient, reliable outfit, in
lerlect conditio" n ; £ 185 ; appointment.—Andei "•

Swiss Cottage, QueensTille, Stafiord. [X4830

advertisement, and the date of the issue. b23

R

19^
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.MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
James.

WHITBY and Son, the James specialists, have
1919 4l4h.p. Combination, fully equipped, splen-

did order throughout; £135; also new and second-
hand 2-strokes and twins; spares and repairs; sole

agents.—7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswicl;
1513. [3896

J. A. P.

^H.P. Jap Motor Cycle, _gooa_ condition; £48, or

East Dulwieh. [X4701

tion, 3-speed gear, liocd

nearest,—63, Dunstans

6-8h.p. Jap-Bat 1911 Conil.i
and screen, spare tvres,

series; hargain, £100, or nei

I'lace Mews, S.W.7. L3232

8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, late 1914, 3-speed, chain
drive, juf^t thoroughly overhauled and T«bushed,

excellent condition, very fast and comlortable.—Kapadia,
Holluevilla, Algers Kd., Loughtou. [3980

dos Ed., Buckingham,

J.E.S. IVIotorcyclette, bett
cal, reliable.—Enquiries ir

Co., Liverpool and Manchester

:et complete; 12 gns.;

Hull, Chan-
[3778

tha

splendid conditic
uves.—Eev. Brow

Congletou Ed., Sandbach. Cheshire.

r6579

1; first

, 104,
[3288

J.H.

WAUCHOPES, -9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London,
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. J.H. combination. 1915. M.A.G.

engine, Stnrmey-Arcber countershaft gear, clutch, and
K.S.; £125. [3791

Keirj.

KERRY, S'L.h.p., late model, good as brand new,
little used, handle-bar control, clutch, and ac-

ccs,=ories, guaranteed perfect; a bargain, £40.—Box
1,496, clo'The 31otor Ci/de. [3541

Lea-Francis
3V;»h.p., perfect

rshaft
£65.—Box 1,532, c/o Tli

-Place yonr name on o.u

mounts.—a; J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. [0099

1Q16 Lea-Francis. 3-speed, countershaft, hand and
J-*^ loot clutch, mechanical horn, electric liglit, fa.-t.

lip-top condition; 80 gns.—62, Xew St., \\ oodbridse,
Snft.ilk. [4008

i-Francis Combination, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P..
. "src?rt, all chain.

lamps, horn, etc., perfect; £110; trial by apointnient.
-S:nith, 208, Gadsby St., Nuneaton. rX4718

T EVIS, 1916,

T EVIS. 1916.

Levis
gle-speed; £50.—Below.

;ingle speed; £55.-

Arding and Hobbs, Clapha

trict Agents, Norfolk. [6632

Berks. [3710

of Levis.-
[X8626

LEVIS, 1916, splendid mount; any trial; £38.—
Adams, 278. Dudley Ed., Wolverhampton. [X4685

1Q17 21/ih.p. Levis, tyres and condition very good:
-If £40.—Tayjor, Lower Heath, Frees, Salop.

[X4620
1 O20 Levis Popular Model; list price in stock.—
-LJ/ Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone:
214. [0116

LEVIS 2-stroke Lightweight, splendid order; £35,—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,

Halifax. [3422

last ye^
PS; bO

Little Buntings, Ickenham, Middlesex. [3742

LEVIS 21/lh.p., perfect condition and new, unused,
lady's B.S.A. cycle, for Douglas or combination;

cash .adjustment.—Davis, Crowtliorne, Berks. [3853

LEVIS Popular 1916 (guaranteed), 2 lamp sets, mc
chanical born, knee grips, etc., mileage 1,918. a

l>€aiityi £37/10.-136, Dalmally lid., Croydon. [4002

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART

L.TD.
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams ' Selection Coventrv."

Feb. To-day's Stock of

1920 MODELS 1920
HAZLEWOOD, 6 h.p. twin combinaUoa
ARIEL, 6-7 h.p. twin combination.
REX, 6 h.p, model 66, twin combination,
NEW IMPERIAL 6 h.p. solo or combination.
QUADRANT, 4i h.p., all chain drive combination.
BRADBURY 4i h.p., all-chain drive solo or

combination.
EDMUND, 2| h.p. spring frame.
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-stroke. 2-speed, kick-start.
IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke, 2-speed, disc wheels.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed.
CALTHORPE-PREGISION, 2-stroke. 2 speed
HOBART, 2-5troke, 2-speed.
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2-speed, kick-start, hand clutch,

discs.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR. 2-stroke. 2-speed, kick-

start.

SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke, 2-speed.
GONNAUGHT, miniature, 2-stroke. 2-spee(l. kick-

start, hand clutch.

To «he Trade
We are now fixing up AGENCIES throughout the

Kingdom for

THE C.M.M. UNION:
BRIEF SPECIFICATION

Engine.—Union 2| h.p. 2-stroke.

Carburetter.—Brown & Barlow.
Ignition.—M-L and C.A.V. high-tension water-

proof magneto.- "

Frame.—Exclusive design, with a one-piece head
lug, made from finest quality weldle:

tubing.

Handlebars.—Upturned pattern or semi-'.

steel

T.T. t optic

Forks.—Bramptt
Tank.—Special design, narrowed, at back, finished

in best quality enamel, with green panel.

Wheels.—26 x 2^. with oil-retaining dust-pi'oof

hubs.
Tyres.—Dunlop 26 V 2}.

Belt.—Dunlop.
Saddle.—Panseat, Lvcett's. or Leatbcries

Mudguards.—Extra wide.

Toolbars.—Pannier type, with tool-r.,.ll and
necessarv tools.

Gear.—Bumian' 2-speed.

Footboards or footrests at option.

Models.—Three. Single-speed, 2-speed, and 2-speed
kick-start, hand-clutch.

MANUFACTURED IN COVENTRY, not "Down

to a Price," but "TO AN EXPERT'S IDEAL.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES. LARfiE OUTPUT.

The
COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD.

London Road,
COVENTRY.

Telcgran Selectii Coventry,'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

"|iQ14 Levis de Luxe 2^4h,p., 2-speed, chain-cn
-LtJ Sinks carburetter, XL'all saddle, lamp, hoi
tools; f 60.—Xornlan, Campbeltown, N.B. (11)

I EVIS 2J/ih.p. 1920 Popular Model, in stock.-
J Hardie and Lane, Ltd., authorised ageni

Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. '1

Mayfair 6559.

LEVIS, horizontal 2-stroke twin engines, app
h.p., Thomson-Bennett mag., Einks caibi

drip feed, mechanical starter ; can be seen runn
44a, Wakeman Ed., Kensal Else.

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK, 3V.h.p., Bosch, B. and "B.. ty:

cellent; ride away; £37/10.—Curiam, 15,
man Rd., N.W.IO.

M.A.G.
1(020 4h.p. M.A.G., overhead, fitted Fellows,
J-O T.T. frame and handle-bars, adjustable
twin nickel exhaust pipes, Indian red, larnp^, no
150 miles, as new: £85; exch.ange Scott.-Lo
I'rittlewell Sf]., Sontlieiid-on-Sea.

Martin.

O.H.V. 4h.p. Martin-Jap, .speed 'bus; first f6C
-147, Gienfell Ed., Maidenhead.

Martinsyde.
MABTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Who is going to 1

lucky person to be first on our waiting li

one of these splendid machines ?—Julian, 84,
St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.

ARTINSYDE-NEWM-AN Combination, the
lation of Olympia.—Book you order now for

on delivery with J, Blake and Co., the
experts, 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Br
;r motor cycle saloon; also at Blacklriai

Matchless.
. Victory Mod?l Matchless Combinaticn;
-Clapham (Meters), King George St., Gresl

^ this

quality.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless, :

way, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and Woudside T
Xoith Finchley.

WArciIOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lou
Sh.p. Matchless-Jap, overhead valves,

wheels; £65.

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, to be delivered
-LtJ in March.—Offers to 30, Legard Rd., Higl

London, N.

M

19^

Potato Merchan

MATCHLESS Combination, 6-8h.p. j!.\.P.. 2-

fine turn-out; £85.-57, Kenbury St,
harbour Lane, Camberwell.

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Victory Model, late 191!

scratched and fully equipped.—Write, T, Gr

The Terrace, Foston, Cockermouth, Cumberland.

MATCHLESS Comtination, M.A.G. engine. I

horn, screen, outfit like new; any trial

Laikhonse, Longcauseway, Farnworth, Bolton.

MATCHLESS, Model H, delivery Easter,,

tiser unable to take delivery, £5 deposit

—Particulars, R.H.P., 6, The Strand, Walmer,

1 (fi20 Spring Frame Sh.p. Matchless Combinotii

1-S' model, promised next week; oflers wont

letter.—A. Martin, 59, East India Dock Ed., 1

London, E.

NEW Sh.p. Matchless Combination, with: H

wind screen, electric head, tail, and s,

lamps, only ridden 100 miles ; offers.—Eaad
Tunbridgs Wells. 1

ATCHLESS Comliination, 1920 Model H, I

Advertiser unable to take delivery. Smny prd

required. What otters .' Loudon district.—Box 1,4
^

The Motor Click. . 1;

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory JWcdcl Combiri,'

fullv eriuipped. spare wheel, hoed, screen, i'

cmeter, lovelv turnout; £170; genuine bitrgniiij-

Lambeth Walk, S.E, ,
»

MATCHLESS.-We are still hooking orders lor:]

H. combiiMrtion : delivery April or M!g. I'

executed, in strict rotatiou.-Edwards, 7, Eiu;

lid.. South Kensington.

M.ATCHLESS, early 1917, M,A.G. enpini

screen. 3 acetylene lamps, Tan-Sad and \:

any time.— 19a, Haidess St., Loughborough
S.il. (Private owner). £165.

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., new Mni'

(mlv done 2,000, spare wheel, electric Jk

Sad. hood, screen, tools; £180, lowest; after t

9, Gulney Ed., Stratford, E.

M

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS.—Wo are now booking or.lers tor

those lamous outfits, good dolivcrlos.—Princi-

Sill ollk'iol Euling ujents. Loniimnn Bros.. 17. l)o"'l

{,., Kuling. 'Phone: Ealing 689. [3624

M.\TCIILKSS Combination, the latest Model H, all

on; advertiser is untitled to immediate de

livery from works, but unable to oloar. offers wanted.—
A .1.1... •168, Harrow ltd., Paddinglon. [3474

MATCHLESS 3i...h.p., ovorhaulcd September,
scarcely used sinee. tyros and belt almost new,

good running order; £45, no oflers; Saturday ufler

2.-74. Arcadian (inrdeus, Bowes Park, N.22. 13825

1019 81i.p. Mal.-hli'ss Conibinntion. new Sepli'nilier.

11* spare wlie,'!. Kln.x.oi l.oin. roniph-le li-litiiif

oullit. clc. perli-.-l u.mditioii Kuaram,.,-d ; tlSO.-
Kreeth, 5. Cornwall I'anide, Chureh Kiid. Fin, hl.-v

N.3. 1349.^

MATCHLESS 1920 SprinR Frame Combination.-We
ore large contraetine uKents, and can oHor i%irly

deliveries at list price; demonstration model in stock.
-Elco and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Cam
E.C.3.

lile

[0066

MATCHLESS New Spring-frame Model.-Orders
booked for rotjitionnl delivery. Demonstration

model on view. Kephicoiiieuts tor Miitcliless nmdcls ol

all dates in ^toik.-Tasscll. la, Bloomfield Ed., Plinn
steild. S.E. [9411

MATCHLESS Combination. 1914-15. 8h.p.. I\t.A.(:
engine, 3-speLHi, completely overhauled and

renovated in our own workshop, as new, full equip-
ment; 130 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,
•Phone: Ealing 689. [3621

TyjATCHLESS Model HCombinatiqn, dynamo light
ing, delii

—Authorised London agents, Vivian Hardie and Law..
Ltd.. 24. Wood.stiicli St. (oa Oxlord St-|, Bond St.. W.l
'Phone; Muyt'air 6559. [0081

Metro.
19 T.T. Metro-Tyler, large Miller lislitiug set, full
etiuipmeut; £49.-2, Blenheim Gardens, Wollint-

Surrey. [3345
ETRO-TYLER.-Enquiries from Liverpool and

ted by J. Blake and Co., 110-U2
s premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

ETRO-TYLER Motor Cycle, late 1919. 2-speed.

19

M
Bold

M disi-

olfe

.vheels, ahm

M

19

Hraid, Mont.

ETRO-TYLER.—New models
super 2-stroke, for immedi
1; £69/18/3.—Elce and Co
Camomile St., E.C.3.

19 Metro-Tyler

Llan-
[3492

stock of this

reiii

? delivery. 2.speed
16-16. Bishopsgate

[0068

wheels, gnaiauteed
St £68, sell £63 : owner bought same
ires couutersholt 1919 or 1920 T:i-

speeds,

M
Minerva.

INERVA, 3h.p.. B. and B. carburetterii, J...[J.. It. niiu £.. caiuuieLLei. lamps,
£18.— 6, Dudley Rd., Chingford Rd., E 17

3
[3404

h.p. Minerva, new mag., tank new. spare Du'ilnp:
fl9.-Particulars. T. Shell, Longlionghton. Lesbniv

Qlh.p Minerva, .-omplote. a,,-, ignition. Ama^ca,-"Z bureiter. netds overhauling ;. £7. - Turner.
Bridgeman Place. Bolton. [X465f

MDfERVA 4h.p. T.T.. good tvres. .all good fittings
re-enainelled, and looks real smart; £35, offiers~-

Job, 186. I'ntuey Bridee Rd., Putney, S.W. [398;

Qa.h.1). Minerva, spring forks, rebored. new piston'V4 H.T. mag., good tyres and belt, frame beer
lowered; £15; footboards.-Rogers, 23, Hi-h St
Bromle.v. Kent. ^593';

Moto-Reve
TlfOTO-REVE 2i4h.p.. mag., splendid condition, tvre"XTX .almost new; £25; after 7.—17, AVoolstoue Rd

[3128

lent con<litiou.
£30.-Marks, 121. Acton

[3937

e. Bosch mag., Druid spring forks,— „. ol carburetter, adjustable pulley, 2
brokes. excellent tyres, stand, carrier, etc.; bargain
S20.-Ben, lS2a, Swaby Rd.. Earlsfield. [3701

Motosacoche.

I

AfOTtlSACOCHE 2,ijh.p.. perfect; ^25; snip -2
'

-L'-*- Burlington Mews East, Westboiirne Park. [3594

New Hudson.
"VTEW HUDSON C.B. Combination. 3-speed. 3> .h p
-^^ a real havMi,, ^58.-129, Biockley Rise, S.E.23.

"WEW HCDSOX. 4h.p. .T.A.P., 1914, speeds, cliit?"
-L^ ±49.-Adaius, 27S, Dudley Ed., Wolverhampton.

Nl^^ .HUDSON Combination, 6h.p. twin, gear bo:
£110. Adams 97fi nn.1lilT. T7rl W-r,\^^r^^nm^*n^

Cotford.

Lane. Chiswick

278, Dudley Ed., 'n-olverhampton.
[X4687

-" Combination, 6h.p., just de-
ham, 11, Pembroke Mews

[3903

eflSTERrM

LITTLE JIM.

[Willi apologies to E. Fanner.)

The bike it was a patched one,
The outside old and mean,
And everything within that bike,

Was wondrous far from clean.

Ti e frame it was distorted.

By many a hapless spill,

The compression of the engine
Was comparatively nil.

Jim, unsuspecting, bought it

From a "private owner" man
Who knew full well it was a "dud,
But didn't care a d .

He glibly lied to Jim about
It being "very hot,"
But when poor Jim had bought it,

He discovered 'twas a "crock"

Protests were unavailing,

For the man was not averse
To exposure of his treachery
To the whole Universe.

And Jim at once decided.

That another bike he must
Immediately purchase
From a firm that he could trust.

So he hied him to the "Eastern"
Where his friends were all agreed.

Second-hand machines embodied
Both trustworthiness jnd speed.

He selected one that suited him
From every point of view,

And though thiswas ' before the war,"
It's still as good as new.

Verb sap.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

6h.p. Twin Now Hudson Coachbuilt Combination,
1914, 3 speeds, now condition, equipped; £110.

Hawkins, Broadbridgo Heath, Ilorahum, Sussex.
[338110 14 New Hudson 4h.p. Comhiuution, 3-»pe<)d niid

--•-' clutch, lumps, lioru, litieedumetcr, oxcellont condi-
tion; £70; trial by oppoiufmoiit.—Cock, 25, Tyleorolt
ltd.. Norbury, S.W. [2273

IQI6 6'8h. p. New Hudson Combination, spare tube,
L*' cover, belt, lamps, speedometer, guaranteed ex-

, .^...;nt condition, soon by appointment; £150.—J. W..
I

403, Chingford ltd., Walthainstow. [4069

NEW Hudson Combination, 1916, 6-8h.p., V twin,
ho. id, screen, tansud, all accussorie., perfect con-

litioii, ride away; £140.-'Phone 12B9 Hampstead.
I.aiiibcits, Cressy Ed., Hnrupstead. Between 10 and
5.30. [3331

NEW HUDSON 6li.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
believed 1915 model, twin .J.A.P. engine, 3-»peed.

lutch and countershaft, powerful and comfortable
outfit, good running order; 80 gns.; seen by appoint-
ricnt only.—Write. Capt. Mann, 13, Bruton St., W.

[3326

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1916, twin, 6h p..

electric lighting set, electric horn, speedometer,
{ic'k stailer. New Hudson sidecar, complete, windscreen,
loccd; in C'xcellent condition, must !>« sold; owner going
I'.road; can be seen at any time.—West, 195, Elgin Ter..

.Vlaida Vale, London, W. [4003

1Qi4 New Hudson 3','ah.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
LU 3-spepd, clutch, Bosch, Aiiiac, Dunlops, and spare,

I head lights, 1'. and H., and rear, horn, new trip speed-
cnieter, mndshields. luggage grid, unused 3',.'.. years, done
300 sinc-c, all accessories, Amac, and tyres new Dec,
1919, hc-.aps sp.ares, tools, etc., mcclianically perfect,

eartv for anv distance; nothing to buy; £80, or ueccrest,

-Eadbnrn, 46, High St., Battersea, London. [3264

Eastern Garage Co.,

official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7.

Telephoiie—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco, London."fllO.-Ada

;c'IQ20 New Hud:
I

;*-«' livered; offei^.-u,
I
Xorth, Hyde Park Corn.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

Nl
New ImperlaL

[X4617
1 020 LTpused 8h.p. New Imperial, just delivered
-l-t» Devonshire; 129 gns.—Bos 1,486, c/o The Uolo'
Cilde. [3529

j Q20 8h.p. New Imperial, new, just received from
!-«' makers at list price; £123/18.-Rose's Garage.
Urtridge. [3763

GENTLEMAN has 1914 2-speed 2%b.Ti. New Im-
perial, good condition; £40.-54, Palace Ed.,

Streotham Hill. [3952

1 Q19 2^4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, as new, not done
it/ 400 miles, lamps, horn; £60.—Aldersley, Coates.
Barnoldswick, Yorks. [3450

1Q20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, just de-
It/ livered: £165: owner going away.—175, New
North Bd., Islington. [3545

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2«ih.p., 1916 modal, B. and
M., horn, overhauled, good condition; £55.—Eobert-

son and North. l'eter!jo1ough. [3993

NEW IMPEEIAL 2iih.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.; £45.
—New-nham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith- Ed.,

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [4il33

\TEW IMPEEIAL W.D. 8h.p. Combinations; £145.
L^ —Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Eoval Hospital
Id.. Chelsea. Tel.; Kens. 7113. [3925

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 254h.p.. 2-speed- counter-
shaft, licmps, accessories, splendid condition ; £49.

—36, David Lane. Shadwell, E. [5339

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. W.D. Combinations; de-
livery from stock; £145.—Elc-e and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0071

NEW IMPEEIAL 1919 2?ih.p., J.A.P., 2-speed,
clutch, ki.'k start, perfect condition, all acc-es-

.ories: £70; tvial.-ll, Wentworth Ed., N.W.4. [3252

NEW IMPERIAL 2^h.p., 1916, 2-speed, perfect
condition, very little used, accessories, spares:

£53.—Cleveland Hood, Nunthorpe, S.O., Yorks. [3610

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 6h.p. and Sidecar, not
W.D., in stock.—Clifford Wilson JUg. Co., 70.

Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea. Tel. : Kens. 7113. [3925

1 Q20 6-8h.r. New Imperial, brand new, still wrapped
Lif up, 3-speed countershatf model; ;)ei20 cash, first

deposit sec'ures.-Box 1,490, c/o The Motor Ciicte.

[3535
NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 1919, 2"'4li.p., perfect con-

diticin, hardly used, lamps, horn; £60.—Apply
Iv. Eae, Down House, Eottingclean, near Brighton.

(3195

NEW IMPERLAL 1919 8h.p. Combination, not done
1.000 miles, lamps, and all accessories; i£135,

lowest. —Buckland. Holme. Glade Rd., Marlow, Bucks.
[3865

-I Q20 New Imperial-Jap. 2Sjb.p.. clutch, kick
J-J/ starter. 2-speed, perfect condition, only ridden
100 miles; 5670.-Bo.'c 1.536. c/o The Motor Cade.

^[411.1

1 019 New Imperial. 6-8h.p.. countershaft 3-speed
X«7 mod9l. only used 200 miles, guaranteed perfect

and unscratched; jeilO.-Bo.'i 1.492, c/o The Motor

I
Ci/dr. [JS57
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

FOR Sale, New Imperial-Jap, 2^411. P-, 2-speed. 1916
lamp set, atewart speedometer, good Londition

very powerful ; ^48.—A. Phillips; Anzac Villa,

Chandler's Ford. [3156

Itlie Imperinl-Jap Combination, 4'-,h.p. J.A.P
JL J/ speeds, olutch, handle start, Eudee s

equipped, fine appearance; £105.—-Johnson
way, Bishop Auckland.

ADVEETISEE Advised by 'Agent his 6h.p. Imper:
(solo) is coming through in 3 days. HoTiug pi

chased Morgan, wishes to sell; cost £125; nearest offer

accepted.-Bo.x 1,516 '
""Tht Molor Cycle.

luUv
. Ba<4-
[X4657

[4106

price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4140

Norton.

JACK HEALT, Cork, official Norton agent.—Eota-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted. [6486

[4006
m list;

nst'er for £15.—The (\'hite House,
[3693

Model, opti

10, Ann SI

jV'OHTON

£76;io!

Hillhead. Glasg

i.jh.p., 1915 B.K.C.
„le speed, very las'

Robertson and North,

imminent;

C.A.V. mag., B. and
!, splendid condition

:

Peterborough, [3996

Philipson, 1917

49, Cause

1916, 3l,oh.p., T.T.,

..w.. ----^ughout, accessories, lamps,

.spare belt; £89 lowest; any trial,

Rd., Colchester.

"VrOKTON 1919, special Brooklands model

orn, knee grips,
32, Winchester

[3721

. specially
ae, 7b m.p.h. guaranteed, has
2 magnetos, 2 carburetters,

absolutely perfect condition;

-Li tuned racing machi
only been used 3 times
the whole machine in

b=st offer over £110.—Box 524, Wilson's, 185, Fleet
St., E.G. 4. [4074

N.S.IJ.

S.U. 2-speed. 234h.p., sprins fork^. B. nia?.. must
sell; bargain £20.-146, Murchison Kd., Levton.

[3205
S.TJ. eh.p. 2-speeds, clutch, Bosch, B. and B.,

good tvres, snip; £35.-14, Pha-nix St., Euston.
[3600

and B., adjustal'le pullev, Sim:

N'

3i'' mng.,
:St.^C/0

atlock Bath, Derbyshire.

£16,
Colchester.

[3127
N.U.T.

—Deane,
[X4736

JACK HE-iLl', Cork, official N.U.T. ncent.-Eota
tional delivery. No premiums' accepted. [6489

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle ol Wight
agent for N.U.T. motor cycles; early delivery.

[5295
"I Q20 N.U.T., aristocrat of motor cycles; list price;
J-O in stock.—Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket.
'Phone: 214. [0119

N.U.T., twin 5.6h.p., single gear, very power
good condition and splendid running order,

overhauled; faO.-Casson, Eskdale House,- Seaseale.
[3335

W. .SP.4EROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage. Yeovil, .sole

agents for-. Somerset, including 10 miles radius
of Yeovil, for N.U.T. motor cycles; early deliveries
Write for particulars. [8385

lighting

don agents, "Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood
stock St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone; May
lair 6559. Book now lor early delivery. [0080

O.K.

O.K. 2.);lh.p. Junior, _2-speed, brand
mediate deli

O.K.-N
Clia;

19\
just

;ry.— Bircli't
oew; £65; im
Wolverhampion

[X417?
5peed 2-stroke, Villiers, in stock.—
Keyre and Williams, Hitohin, Herts

166 Hitchin. [0O€<:

JONES'
Bniii

Pnradi', >

19="
,;,

Jill

special ents
.11 Hill,

.K..VILLIERS. new
one available for

Ilk Whilworlh, Ltd.,

1920 model, 2i.jh.p.

[X467.:

You will

; ;£62.-
ngham.
[X4821

[

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

Oih.p. O.K. 4-stroke, 2 speeds, aluminium fof.t'.c

^ -i new tyres, tubes, first-class condition, anv 1

£45; highest offer secures-—69, Britannia Ri,

Ladies':
Per pair Size Pa- pair.

• 2/9 6-7 2/-
2/9 4-5 2/.
2/6

Boys'and- 'Vbuths':
Size Per pair Size Per pair
*-5 2/3 1-13 2/-
2-3 2/- u-ia 1/9

Sol-fix Solution
InTins 8d,l/3. 2/6,aiid4/6- An Sd tin

is sufficient for Z pairs of soles .

Solution Brush. 4 d.

Pleame remit Orf. to COV«- coat of-postage. Any ^•cess win gte 2'efundeii.

(DeptA)
mVauxhall Bridges?

Victoi-iaSWl.

:ick starter,
-Evans, 32,

[X4774

Omega
("iMEGA-JAP, 2-speed hand
^"^ aluminium footboards, new
Market St-, "V^igan-

CjTANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wigh'
•^ agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early delivery,

1Q19 Omega-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, done 200. fully

, V Shipped, as new throughout.—Porter, 67, Wood,
lands Terrace, Darlington. [4029

r\MEGA-J.A.P., 2-speea, and medel de luxe, at 66
V.-' and 74gns. respectively.-Stocked by Llovd and
Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [1675

/-\MEGA-J.A.P., 1919 (Sept.), 2-speed. spSHing
v.^ model, horn, new Miller's lamps, run about 500

13, Sugden Kd., Lavender Hill.ie58.—Dys-
S.W.ll.

Overstone.
jh.p. 2-Epeed Overstone-ViUiers,

rbonised, clntoh, kick starter, brand
Millers head lamp, electric rear light, pump,''""" unpunctured Diinlops, as new; £68, or u

Sefton Park, Liveii

"IQ19 (July)
-«- «/ decarbou:

ofler.- audia Driv

19' '. and M.,
ke Ed., Eei

p. and M.

and M..
£96.-

;ate.
Har.

lamps,
; f95.-H

LX471J

. -Iv delivery of p! am
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X862-

p. and At. _2i.\h.p., 2-speed, chain

CYRIL WILLIAIIS lor
M.'s.-Chapel Ash Deuo

iloto Union St. South, Halilo
£35.-

[342
mil M. 3U,li.p., 1915, T.T., fully equipped, ex. tllei.
condition; £55; leadv for road.-^Aladdin, 204 .--

St., Clerkenwell, E.C.I. "jic

and JI. 2-speed, E.E., K.S., in splendid conditio]
iilly^ erjuipped, including Cowey, Stewait licin

Luke's Rd., Maidenhead. [39£

P. and M. SJJh.p., 2 speeds, Cowe.y, Bosch, P. and H
lamps, coachbnilt sidecar, handle starting; £60.-

i!., 71, Foyle Ed., Blackheath, S.E.3. [39E

P.
and M. 3i,oh.p., 2-speea, kick, ruiiov.'.ted, ne
chains, sprockets, etc., fullv insuTed; £55 —Seei

Finchley Engineering Co., Bedford Ed., Finchley, [33C

1Q19 P. and M. Combination, fully eonipped,
-*-*^ lamps, horn, speedometer, windscreen, spare
beautiful condition, guaranteed mechanically perfect
reasonable trial; £130.-153, Enollvs Ud., Streathaii

;36t
p. and M., late R.F.C. model, for renovation, cor

P
£65.-1, St..

hain
; bargain at £50.—Hubert
wford Passage, Ray St., Far

cept

19'

19'

rn, petrol til

ew condition
109, Princ<

carrier, single lever, Amac
mileage 1,500 ; offers over
Albert Ed., Portsmouth.

built sidecar,
iiuscratcheil; £88, or closi

-Smith, 3, The Parade,

'nteed bv us as new: £78;
P. and M. sidecars to suit if

irice.—Maudes' ,Motor Mart.
London. W.l., and 100, Paris

100. Gt. Portland

P. and S.

Shoe Lane. Fleet St., Londc
P. and S., new 1920; £6.7t««

;erms arranged. fes

'

Precision. s

PRECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blake ali4 C
the leadin;

'
. -.

Manchester.

Q3.h.p. T.T. Pi
04, Sens]
! 55gns.
Middlesex.

PRECISION
1914-15. I

n, 3-speea Stiiiuiey-Arrlier. Bot,

, speedometer, lamps, horn : Sntniday aJ

i.-l'ark Lodge Farm Cottage, Haiefl.

i'our Canoelet Combinflli
luutershaft, K.S.. hand dul

.h. B. and B., stored 2 years, new condition, i"

it-i'sceim;; 95 gns.. or nearest offer.-Alter 2 )'

7.50 p.m. evenings, Warren, 1, The 1rluirsda

19'=,,,

i38.-Qu

Premier.
V.VRTY. Thundersley,

, recently overhauled
11 lie-bars, etc; any
Moor, Ciimbeilond.

. incliiH

trull; (

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Paris-Nice Impressions.

MARKED deterioration of Frencli roads,

ccupled with the comparatively high

a\erago .speed of 18.^4 ni.p.h., accounts

for the fact that only forty-five com-
petitors of sixty-nine starters survived

the Four Days Trial from Paris to Nice.

British Six Days Trials competitors agree in the

opinion that the Paris-Xice event was—this year,

at any rate—more severe than any six days

event organised so far in Great Britain, which

opinion will please tlie A.C.U., and interest

"Six Davs " competitors. It may be argued

that 750 miles in four days is surely no searching-

test for a modern motor cycle, but the fact

remains that long stretches of notoriously pot-

holey roads^the Rhone Valley in particular

—

comparable with nothing we know in the British

Isles (the pave, the dangerous railway and tram-

way setts), accounted for many troubles, and a

large percentage of those machines which sur-

vived the ordeal bore unmistakable traces of the

severe strain that they had received. The'

organisation was good on the whole, and the

scenery magnificent; but to enjoy it to the full

would entail shorter daily distances and a slower

speed than the 30 m.p.h. necessary to average

the requisite 18.'4 m.p.h., for the competitors'

attention had almost invariably to be centred

upon the road ahead.

Road Surfaces.

Here it may be remarked that the solo

rider is at a distinct advantage in being able to

pick his track, in daylight at any rate, but early

morning starts with lamps alight ensured that

every cassis or caniveau or unexpected pitfall

was not avoided. Of course, several of the mag-
nificent stretches of road for which France was
at one tune famous gave the riders a welcome
respite and an opportunity for speeding of which
they were not slow to take full advantage. All

these condirions went to complete "the variety

for which the Paris-Nice Trial of 1920 will be

remembered. Petrol is not quite so scarce in

France as we had been led to believe, but in

country districts it is not always obtainabU-,

due to difiiculties in distribution, so that a reserve;

supply should always be carried by tourists.

British Successes.

British motor cycles stand out prominently

in the results published in full in another part

of this issue, solo riders heading the list. Much
remains to be done in the matter of improved
sidecar chassis design, and less frequent troubles

should be encountered with loose or broken mud-
guards. Engine trouble was rare, frame fractures

on motor bicycles and sidecars being the most
serious defects encountered on the trip across

France. This result is not so surprising to those

who saw and " felt" the roads; moreover, the

official cars were also frequently in trouble.

But, lest tourists should be dissuaded by these

impressions from touring France this year, we
would explain that the best surfaced roads were
not chosen for obvious reasons. The clear fact

remains, however, that E'rench roads have
markedly deteriorated during the war, probably

to a greater extent than is the case at home.

From what we saw of the conditions of the

country we were convinced that the future of

the motor cycle movement in France would be
severely handicapped by the state of the roads,

as unril enormous improvements have been
carried out the motor cycle as a pleasure mount
can never come into its own. Therefore, we
would strongly advise French motor cyclists, and
all those interested in the industn.-, to make
strong recommendations to their Government as

to road improvements, and we feel certain that

such a go-ahead country will not fail to recog-

nise the importance of fostering a new and ever-

grott'ing industry.

If public entliusiasm throughout the trial is

any criterion, the motor cycle movement in

France has at least popular approbation to

help it forward.

An Index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the back coven.
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Two-Strokes on Brooklands.

To)EFORE the war two-strokes were practically

JO) unknown at Brooklands, presumably because

they tended to get so hot in sustained high speed

work that they either pre-ignited or seized. We occa-

sionally got a very stunt performance from some such

engine at a hill-climb, in which case—:unless it was a

Scott—it usually arrived at the venue on a car. Things

began to look up in 1914, when a Levis finished thir-

teenth in the Junior T.T. at nearly 40 m.p.h. average.

To-day there are signs that the two-stroke may have

to be reckoned witli on the track before it is much
older. Two-strokes arrive by road at important hill-

climbs, and sweep the board up to their capacity limit.

I hear of hot-stuff two-stroke engines under manu-
facture, as opposed to the older type which was
deliberately detuned by its designer to prevent its

seizing. How soon will the Junior T.T. and the

Brooklands smaller class records fall to a vah'eless

engine or, perhaps I should be careful to say, to a
" two-stroke

'

' engine ?

Driving Two Motor Bicycles at Once.

n
OFTEN used to see mate cyclists riding one
machine and leading another—usually of the open
frame type—by its handle-baj's. The next time

I attend a motor cycling gymkhana I shall offer a

special prize to any rider who can perform this feat

with two motor bicycles. Moreover, I would pay the

winner a handsome retainer to teach me the art. The
name of my post town is not that of my railway station.

Needless to say, I emblazon the name of my station

on my private stationery in red letters 2in. high, but

this precaution is too mild for the demobilised White-
hall flappers who now staff most of our commercial
offices, so that parcels are always arriving at the station

near my post town, which is some ten miles awav.

As usual, my new motor bicycle was sent to the wrong
station. I blush in these days of famine to confess

that another machine was already champing its bit in

my stable. I thought of riding the one macliine to the

station, and leading the new one home by its handle-

bar, but prudence prevailed. I borrowed a comrade's
car, and enlisted his services to solve this fox, goose,

com, and river problem.

Standardised Controls?

THE price of his hire was that he should have
" first biff " on the new jigger (as events turned
out, it was some " biff," too). We collected

the new machine, and he set off at about fifty, with

myself following sedately and enviously in his slow
little car. He soon vanished, and I sought comfort
by calling at a house along the route to enquire if a

beauteous inmate felt like a joyride. She didn't. I

emerged crestfallen, and laboured for the next half-

hour to start the engine of the aforesaid car. Its

A.32

last suck before I switched it oflf had drawn about tw

mattressfuls of fluff into all the jets of its infernal

complicated carburetter, and it proved a weary jc

to cleanse them. Halfway up the last hill along tl

road, I met my comrade returning on my new jigg'

in search of me. I waved^ a hand, and shot u)

Twenty minutes later I was on the verge of settii

out in search of him, when he tottered in bleedin

My lovely new jigger had its footrests pointing

seven and one o'clock. Its foot-brake was nojt e:

Its front mudguard looked as if it had been trying

push a kicking horse. Its valve lifter lever was 1

the ramshorn type. Its front forks were, apparentl

trying to make a detour round their own crown. Whf
I was getting short of breath, he mefully explaint

that the throttle worked in an opposite direction

that on his own machine, and he had given

full gas on a hairpin. As I said before, I will pay

very handsome retainer to anybody who will teach n

how to ride one 8 h.p. o.h.v. Zenith, whilst leadii

another by its handle-bar. Alternatively, I will prese

a putty medal to anybody who will persuade the trai

to standardise their carburetter controls.

Tyre Adhesion.

D
NOTICE that many modern engines dispose

more power than the tyres can transmit to tl

road. I am at present riding a 4 h.p. machii

which climbs 1 in 5- at about 35 m.p.h. on a gear

&% to I. There is not sufficient weight on the ba^

wheel for the tyre to get a grip on the road surfac

When the tyre can grip, the back wheel does upwar,

of 400 r.p.m. under the conditions cited. In actir

practice, such hills are generally ^ery smooth :v

hard, very greasy, or very rough and stony. Un-

such circumstances wheel slip occurs, and the p.i

drops proportionately; the wheel alternately bites, a:

the machine accelerates; or the wheel spins, and t

machine slows. It is for this reason that back tyi

are recording rather short lives, especially on passeiiL:

outfits. Such bite-and-slip treatment is excessixc

destructive of indiarubber, and many trials riilt

practically did in a new cover during a one-day ti

last summer. I do not know that there is any possil

remedy. We can hardly carry extra weight, or sli

the centre of weight further back. But riders k

desire to be economical will not attempt to "stur

on hills, and should be content to climb slowly a

surely. Does anybody know whether the 3in. tvi

fitted to many modern heavyweights give super

adhesion? The average rubber-studded ajoin. co'

only bites at intervals if a bad hill is rushed. Stc

studded covers are worse from every standpoint. Tl

spin readily on hard surfaced climbs, and on soft

stony hairpins they bite too hard when they have eni'

through the "carpet,", and cause the machine to gi-

an almost uncontrollable plunge. f
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TO the motor o\clist ol small means who li\cs in a

house built before architects realised that a
garage is almost as necessary as a pantry, the

question of accommodating his machine is a problem
presenting considerable difficulty. He is usually forced

to decide between the local garage or the trouble of

attaching and detaching the sidecar every time the

machine is used. Should the sidecar owner have a
house with a reasonable side entrance, he is indeed
fortunate, for he may build his own garage. True, it'

entails a little trouble and initial expense, but, in the

end, it saves a. good deal of worry and after-expense.

In June of last

year, my father's This roomy portabf

family decided to buv building was erected from

a house and the ready-made sections

choice lay between
a small suburban
villa and an old-

fashioned semi-<le-

tached house; in the

heartofLondon. The
latter had ground at

the side of it measur-
ing' 14ft. frontage.
My brother and m\-
self (both owners of
sidecars and also
sufferers at the hands
of the local public
garage) were called
into consultation,

and, seeing the pos-
sibilities of the 14ft.

spare land, voted
for it, and it was
decided to utilise the
side ground for the
much longed-for
garage. ^

cost was £.28 12s.

There were quite a number of dilticulties to over-

come, also we had to decide whether it would be
cheaper to build of wood in our spare time, have it

built of brick, or purchase a ready-made portable struc-

ture from one of the many makers of such buildings.

Catalogues revealed the fact that prices ranged from
about -Q21 up to ^40 odd, so one had a good range of

selection. After much thought we eventually obtained

one from Messrs. Hobsons, of Bedford, for ^2% 12s.,

and very good value it is; if made at home in one's

spare time the wood alone would prob3bly cost

that sum. To allow of access to the building,

an entrance had to

be made — firstly

through the iron

railings leading from
the roadway. This
work had to be
put into the hands of

a smith. The photo-
graphs show how
the alterations were
effected. Part of the

iron railing has been
removed and iron

gates substituted, the

wood portion at the

bottom being used
as a ramp for the

kerb ; the cost was
^8 los., allowing

£,2 for paint and
sundries. The total

cost w^as £2,9 _2S.,

which, at first sight,

may seem large until

e'ne considers the

weekly cost of

garaging two side-

cars. D.O.
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An American Two-stroke Design.
Several Novel Features on the New 238c.c. "Yankee" Molor Cycle.

gas to pass through the carburc
Meanwhile the charge in the cylind
compressed, and the piston descends
the exhaust ports are uncovered, ^

in its lowermost position the top ro
ports in the piston uncover the ope
of the transfer passage, and the ga
the crank case passes into the cylii

At the top of the^ transfer passage
smaller automatic valve giving entr
the combustion chamber, and a ce
portion of the gas forces its way
this into the region of the sparking

]

By controlling this valve from the hai

bar, a decompressor action is obta
for starting purposes.
The exhaust ports are at the rear,

a bolted-on manifold carries the gasi

the silencer.

Mechanical Details.

•Internal flywheels are used, these t

turned from steel castings having
crank bosses integral. The latter '.

hardened and ground steel sleeves pre
on to form the main and cranks
journals, which run in bronze bushes
Gear drive is employed for the magi

and the train of three wheels is end
in a pressed steel case.

Lubrication is on the petroil sys
Ducts are drilled in the flywheel casi

to convey oil to each bearing.

Frame Coustiuction.

Usual American practice is followe
the general design of the frame, bt

departure is made in the steering 1:

which has plain steel (hal'dened) bef
washers, instead of ball races.

The wheels are 26x2^, and a coi

brake, in conjunction with peda
gear, is incorporated in the rear hul
A pressed steel tank is fitted, hoi

slightly over one gallon of petn
mixture, and on this quantity of fu

is claimed that 140 miles have
attained.

Constructional details of the Yankee two-stroke engine. There are two automatic valves in

the detachable transfer passage, and the larger of these controls the induction of gas from the

carburetter.

ALTHOUGH America was the home
of the two-stroke boat motor,
bicycle power units working on the

same principle have not been nearly so

popular there as in this country.
The two-stroke lightweight is indeed

particularly our own, only two examples
having hitherto appeared in America,
and both of these have been largely based
on British design. A new machine, how-
ever, is now being manufactured in

Chicago, which embodies several features
not usually found in conventional two-
stroke practice.

Known as the Yankee, this new model
is being made by the Illinois Motor Co.,
and its price in Chicago is $180 (£35).
for a fixed gear model with belt drive.

Engine dimensions are 2^in. bore by
3in. stroke (63.5x76.2mm.), and its power

will therefore be in the region of 2^ h.p.

Conventional three-port practice is not
followed, since the induction pipe enters

the transfer passage and is closed by
an automatic valve, while there are
two rows of ports in the piston, in addi-
tion to the transfer and exhaust ports in
the cylinder walls.

The Action of the Engine.

A separate casting forms the transfer

passage, and this is bolted on to the
cylinder, while an atmospheric inlet valve
and cage is screwed into the former cast-

ing. The carburetter is attached directly

to the inlet valve cage. When the piston

rises, the ports in its skirt uncover the
openings of the transfer passage, and the
depression in the crank case causes the

valve to lift off its seating, and allows

A New American Four-cylinder Machine.
Advance Particulars of (he Ace Mo(or Cycle

ANNOUNCEMENT of a new Ameri-
can motor cycle, to be known as the
Ace, is made. The machine will

resemble the existing American four-

cylinder job in many respects. The frame
is of the duplex type, with special' rein-

forcing bar at rear end, between the
upper and lower forks. This , gives
added rigidity for sidecar work. I'orks

are of the "pusher" type, with
straight lines, not unlike the forks on
1914 Hendersons. Having a bore of 68
and 82 mm. stroke, the engine has a
displacement of 1,192 c.c, and is said to
develop 20 h.p. All valves are Ijin, in

diameter, the inlets being overhead, with
fully enclosed mechanism. The crank-
shaft is larger, bearings are more ample,
and gudgeon pins are thicker than the
usual four-cylinder practice. The bottom
of the crank case is removable, per-
mitting of the tightening of the bearings
without removing the engine from the

An American newly-designed four-cylinder motor cycle—the Ace.

frame. Oil is carried in a sump in the
low-er part of the crank case, no oil tank
being fitted.

A Berling magneto is used, and sepa-
rate generator will be attached tor an

electric model ; 27in. x 3
fitted, giving a low saddle
Ace will be furnished in

out with gold stripes,

coloured rims.

iin. tyreiai

position, p
blue, p|m

with cv"
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A
French Machine
on Car Lines.

The Spring Frame 7 h.p.

Lutece with Shaff Drive.

IN rcconsti'iictiiig the French motcir

cycle industry, the manufacturers of

that, country appear to have s.ban-

doncd most of their pre-war designs,

and, as revealed at the last Paris Show,
ft large number of entirely new types
have appeared. Majiy of these show a
tendency to ignore conventional practice

md to follow more advanced lines, by
I he use of pressed steel frames, shaft

drive, vertical twin engines, etc.

The rear suspension of the 7 h.p. Lutece.

The 7 h.p. Lutece is one of these new
lesigns, having both wheels sprung and
._ composite frame combining pressed
fed" and tubular construction. The

Kx\ Open Frame
* Sidecar" Outfit.

A Three-wheeler with Large
Seating Capacity.

. ^E. W. H. PLUMilER, who is

V/j responsible for the motor cycle
** and sidecar of unconventional de-
ign illustrated, has aimed at improved
nd^ simplified construction, increased
eating capacity, together with greater
omfort, cleanliness, and protection from
he weather.
In this invention, the motor cycle

omprises. in combination, a single
mgitudinal frame member, located

;

omparatively low down at its centre,
nd provided with, or connected to, up-
.•ardly projecting members at the for-

ward end, which support the steering
olumn and road wheel. Further up-

*!ardly projecting members are pro-
ided at the rear end ; these carry the
nving wheel, and also form a support

j

Jr the seat. The longitudinal frame
lember may be provided with floor-

I

oards, while the forward column may
arry a windscreen. If desired, that

1 ortion of the rear frame which carries
;
le seat may be hinged, so that the seat
lay be swung over to allow of easy
ccess to the driving wheel. Suitable
revision is made, for the attachment of
36 engine, gear box, tanks, etc. For

A French design embodying several modern and unconventional id

engine is a vertical twin having cranks
at 360° (on the same centre), and is

mounted with its crank.shaft and cylin-

ders lengthways in the frame. The bore

and stroke are 84 and 90 mm. respec-

tively (998 c.c), lubrication is by forced

feed, an oil pump being driven from one
end of the camshaft and delivering oil to

the main and big end bearings through
oil passages made in the crankshaft and
connecting rods.

A Unic[ue Specification.

Next in order to the engine comes the
multiple disc clutch and the three-speed
gear, which are contained in an oil bath
casing. A compressed air starter is em^
bodied with the gear box, the former
serving also as a tyre inflator. Behind
the gear box is the propeller-shaft which
drives the rear wheel by worm and worm
wheel. A lighting dynamo is fitted be-

tween the engine and the gear box, and
ignition is by high-tension magneto.
Quick detachable disc wheels are pro-

vided with drums for external expand-
ing brakes ; two of these are in the rear

and one in the front drum, one front and
one rear brake being interconnected and
controlled by a lever on the handle-bar.

This lever can be locked with the brakes
in the "on" position. The second rear

brake is operated by pedal.

It is claimed for this machine that it

will attain a speed on the level of about
fifty-five miles an hour, and its weight is

said to be 3^ cwt.

Only a very few examples of the
Lutece gear-driven motor cycles hare
been produced, so that it is impossible to

speak of their behaviour on the road until

an opportunity has been afforded of

judging their performance in some of the

important road events.

A unique design for a three-

wheeled runabout, the driver of

which is fully protected.

example, these may be carried wholly
by the longitudinal member, or partly
by this member and partly by the rear
column. The driving road wheel and
sidecar may be spring supported in any
convenient manner.
The motor cycle may be used sepa-

rately, or be fitted to the sidecar attach-

ment, which may be of corre-

sponding construction, but having
no steering column. Its design is

-* such that the sidecar can be readily

attached to the motor cycle in such

a manner that the seats, floor-

boards, and windscreen meet, and
to all intents and purposes form a

single unit. It is claimed that the

combination described is especially

suitable for a motor cycle taxi,

since theite is ample seating accom-
modation and space for luggage.

3 If desired, a suitable hood may be

attached completely to enclose the driver

and passengers, thus rendering the outfit

absolutely weather-proof. For motor
cyclists who ride in all weathers, the

machine described would be ideal.

We understand that Mr. Plummer
would consider offers from manufacturers

for the right of producing under licence.

b3
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study ol Overseas Opinions.

Exports While the position regarding delivery
Improving. of new macliines so far as the " home "

buyer is concerned is very httle better
this year than was the case last spring, there are signs

that there will be considerably more machines sent.

Overseas during 1920 Last year,- manufacturers
appeared to regard export trade as "impossible"
owing to shipping difficulties, and were tempted to

lake the line of least resistance- by succumbing to the

persuasions of home buyers, who literally besieged
them. On the one hand they were confronted with
the usual difficulties of export trade, greatly increased
owing to uncompleted selling arrangements, the

ever fluctuating prices, the shortage of labour
and space for the packing departments, and, finally,

the difficulties attending the purchase of suitable wood
for packing cases. Perhaps, in some cases where
goods were shipped direct to Overseas buyers and not

through British shippers, the question .of credit, too,

may»have had an influence. On the other hand,
British buyers were willing to call at the works, take

delivery of machines fresh from the testers' hands,

and pay cash with a consequent saving in detail work.

This year, however, most manufacturers have been
able to restore their packing shops, which often during

the war were used for other purposes ; skilled packers

have been reinstated, suitable material for packing

procured, and office staffs reorganised and made up
to strength. But even now there are many difficulties

with which manufacturers have to contend. The
moulders' strike seriously retarded output, and this has

increased the demand upon the output for the rest of

this financial year. Further, shipping facihties are

still limited, and we have seen packed motor cycles,

which have stood there many weeks on this account

awaiting shipment in the works of several makers

In the case of smaller manufacturers, such consign

ments represent a great deal of money, and it is fa

from satisfactory for it to be Ijing idle at a time whei

agents are visiting the works daily hurrying u]

deliveries.
t& tf t>

British There seems to be an impression abroai

Industries that British manufacturers at the presen
Fair. time are almost apathetic where Oversea

trade is concerned. This is not the case

as witness the fact that about seventy manufacturer

are exhibiting at the Birmingham section of the Britis'

Industries Fair. These exhibitions are exclusivel

for Overseas buyers, being held under the auspice

of the Chamber of Commerce, and the general publi

are not admitted. The fact that so many manufacturer

are exhibiting is proof that the industry is seriousl

interested in export trade, and that, once condition

are easier, there will be little cause for complain

from Overseas buyers on this score.

Owing to the national necessity to export as mue!

as possible, manufacturers are displaying patriotisr

by drawing attention to this. We have a letter befor

us which was sent by the makers of the British Excel

sior to their home agents, pointing out that the supplie

of materials at present are insufficient to meet a

demands and asking for patience in delayed deliverie'

in order to enable the makers to send more good',

abroad. Other makers are making similar appeals t;

those w'ho have placed contracts with them, and ri';

doubt this will account for an increased market c

British machines abroad in the ensuring year.

THE CAPITAL OF CAPE COLONY.

Capetown seen from the picturesque motor road above the city.
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A Selection of LeUers from Readers scaKered all over <he World.

Magneto Drive.

Mil. VV. G. QuiN'TON, A.M. I.e. E., an executive engineer in

Hip I'unjab, India, criticise.s magneto drive of the conven-
lional mafhino intended for Overseas use.

Why do Uritisli manufacturers favour tlie chain drive to

iiiii);iieto? " Jie asks. "Why, also, do they put the magneto
ill t'ur forward or rearward of the engine'/ Tlie latter

M-actice only makes the chain drive worse, in my opinion,

linn it would be if the magneto were much nearer—fore
a- aft.

"Personally, I, as an Englishman, would prefer to buy
iiy motor cycle from the Home country, but when we see

111(1 know the better American machines what happens?
" I brought out a 6 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar in 1915. I had

'lulU'ss trouble with my magneto drive and cork clutch. I

lave also had similar magneto drive trouble with a 6 h.p.

Jlyno.
" In spite of a Dixie magneto and its alleged leakage of

nagnetism, I'ia the gears of its drive, I never had any
ivigncto drive trouble in 6,000 miles of running on an
\merican machine'.
" I think it is a fact that the Dixie driving pinions do

lecome magnetised, but it does not seem to do any harm or

veaken the magneto.
"However, this is a minor-point compared to the absolute

ivedom from breakdown that the magneto gear drive gives.

"Similarly with the Powerplus clutch. No harm seems to

le done if absolutely no oil is given to the roller bearings.

A'liile, with a cork clutch in the hot weather, in negotiating
lunipy ground or sand one slips one's clutch and spontane-
iisly starts a very odoriferous bonfire abaft the gear box.

"Twist controls, too, and the absence of twiddly bits on
he handle-bars, and 28in. wheels ai'e points which recom-
iiend the American product."
The latest A.J.S. has the magneto in the front position.

Jlost Colonial models of British manufacture have 28x3in.
i^idvkli/ dctacliahle and iiitefchaixjcahle. whtcla.—Ed.]-

A Letter from Canada.
Jin. E. A. Bkhtinet, of Montreal, sends a long letter on
arious subjects of interest both to maker and rider in this

ouiitry. He says

:

" During the war I wrote to a dozen representative English
rms asking for their catalogues. . All answered fairly

roniptly.
" Now, please note. American firms supply you people
ith sidecars on the left side, tor your rule of the road. Not
lie of the English firms mentioned whether they would, or
ould, supply a sidecar to go on the right of the machine
u- our rule of the road ! Look in your Overseas Supple-
lents. English firms appear to be represented in everj'

jlony except the oldest and nearest (Canada). Are they
i fraid of U.S. competition?

" I have been waiting for some spares for three weeks
oin an American firm that advertises it fills orders within
leiity-four hours of receipt. I waited two months last year
>i a kick-starter from the makers. I will admit this would
jt happen if I rode an Indian or Harley-Davidson, as those
rms have two fine agents who are well stocked with parts.
"Please 'let up,' so far as Canada is concerned, on this

ilk of ' Overseas conditions.' You discourage the fine type
man (who is usually a motor cyclist) from emigrating,

ur roads are of two types—very good or impassable. From
ine to New York, approximately 400 miles, is splendid road
1 the way, as good as city asphalt, and dustless. We have
ore good roads in Quebec than any other province, and
1 the motor fees go on the roads. We pay, approximately,

=. per horse-power and 2s. for the plate, plus £1 for driver's
I'ence. With me this amounts to $12.85 yearly (£2 12s.).
his is the highest fee in North America, New Y'ork State
?iiig, I believe, only $5 (£1.)
"I have tried to see my, way to buying an English machine
cycle car, such as the Jlorgan or Premier, but at the

ices over in England I regret my patriotism does not hear
e call. There is a 20% or 22^% duty on machines coming
le, and I can get a beautiful silent Henderson delivered
ith electric lights for £125. I can also get half a dozen
od makes of five-passenger cars for about £280. so I
sitate and think twice before I send to England to buy
lything that I cannot even see, and with which I have all

trouble of passing through the Customs. I can get a

2i h.p. two-stroke single for $295 (£59) after it has paid a

57i% duty. This is the Cleveland lightweight—an excellent

machine.
" At present I have a 1917 Reading Standard with electric

lights. I have been down to New York each year with
sidecar attached, and will endeavour to give a truthful

liistory of the weaknesses of this machine. It may be
interesting to English readers to learn that the American
Bosch Co. were bcliind the Reading Standard people, and
when the United States alien custodian took over the Bosch
works as enemy property it necessitated a reorganisiition

of the motor cycle firm. Mechanics have remarked to me
that the Bosch people saw that the excellent workmanship
that went into their magnetos also went into the Reading
Standard.

Some Details.
" I have made 47 m.p.h. on the level for as long as thirty

minutes with passenger and luggage. How fast it will go
my nerve will not hold out long enough to find out—I have
gone fifty-two for a few minutes. These are its faults :

The crank case leaks oil des'pite all efforts to prevent it ; the

pump leaks oil, and the crank case breather, which throws
on to the chains, does its work so well that the back wheel
(and my left trouser leg) is black with oil. It uses up
about a quarter every 500 miles. It starts on the second

or third kick without having to be primed. I have yet to

find the hill it will not go up. In the country I take all

on high ' with passenger and luggage. Our speed limit

is 18 m.p.h. in towns and villages, and 25 m.p.h. in the
country. New York State limit is 30 m.p.h. in the country.

"After 3,000 miles, I took the R.S. down, and found a

negligible quantity of carbon and some wear on the rocker,

otherwise everything was O.K. Bushings showed no sign

of wear at all. I have forgotten I have a magneto on
the machine ; it has never failed me, even in winter at

ten degrees below zero. Yes, I have ridden at that tem-
peratiire. I thi'ow some boiling water over the Schebler,

give it one kick, and I am off. I keep a Thermos bottle in

the sidecar, containing hot water for restarting when away
from home. Jly back wheel wears a chain.

Too Heavy !

" I have had trouble with the nuts on the machine loosen-

ing up, but now I rust them before using, and then put
them on with shellac or rubber cement, and they stick.

I have broken innumerable ball bearing retainers in the
front hub, due, no doubt, to the pull of the sidecar. The
latter is a Rogers, steel frame and body, and wooden floor,

and equipped with a top. I have broken both C springs

and frame, so, except for the body and wheel, the sidecar

is new ! ! ! It is attached to the machine by three ball and
socket joints. It takes about three minutes to disconnect
it, and six to attach it. I never worry whether it is in

line, but the tyres show even wear. I have had about six

punctures in three seasons, and use butt-ended tubes exclu-

sively. In fact, I class the tyres with the magneto, and for-

get about them. After reading this you w'ill wonder why, in

starting. I said I would like an English machine. Well, I

will tell you. I am 5ft. 6in, in height, and w-eigh about
150 lb. This machine weighs about three hundredweight,
and when it falls down, I feel like calling somebody to

help me pick it up. It is too heavv', and whatever trouble

I have had, I am convinced, is due to the enormous weight.

''If you see any British manufacturer ' cockmg ' his eye
this way, tell him Canada will buy his machines if he
will meet the American price, which he should be able to

do owing to the preferential duty, but that we must have
grip controls, 28 X 3in. tyres, sidecars to go on the right side

of the machine, and kick starters, preferably on the left

side. Appoint an agent here or at Toronto, supply him
with a stock of spare parts valued about £1,000, and you
can have our dollars,

"By the way, I noticed a kick from someone that the
tanks should be made to hold two and a quarter gallons, so

as to take two gallons, as you .sell your petrol that way.
" Here the village pump is the ' gasolene ' pump, and in

the settled parts these are numerous. These pumps w-ill

supply any quantity. Oil can be got also in this way, but
I prefer to get a sealed can of Mobiloil B. We are paymg
37 cents per gallon for petrol, and $1.25 for oil in tins."

B.S
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A Tobacco Box that Became a Rear Lamp.
The Romance of a Lamp, of which Many Thousands are in Use.

FOR several years the^ Molex rear lamp
has been on the market, and before
tlie war was often quoted as an

example of the quality of German-made
goods compared with British propositions

at the same price. Probably hundreds
of accessory dealers know the lamp as a

German production—and riders, too, who
have been under this impression, have
consoled themselves veith the knowledge
tliat, whatever its origin, it is a good
lamp.

It may come as a- surprise to many of

the thousands who use the lamp to learn

it is not, and never has been, a German
production. It is, as it always has been,

the leading speciality of Messrs. Stanley
and Hill, Ltd., of Buckingham Street,

Birmingham. How it came to be made
illustrates how necessity is the mother
of invention.

The Motex rear lamp.

TO FACILITATE TIMING.
WHEN retiming their engines, amateur

mechanics—and for that matter
garage mechanics also—frequently

experience the need for some instrument
accurately to show the top of the piston

stroke and positions near to it. Usually

a rod is used in the cylinder, and when
it is desired to time the engine, say two
millimetres before the top of the stroke,

the crank is moved until the rod falls

that amount. By this metliod it is im-
possible to obtain

accuracy, as it

depends so much
upon the eye in

watching the rod,

but with the de-

V i c e illustrated

such rough and
ready methods
are obviated. It

is the design of

Mr. E. Mitchell,

of 35, Oatsfield

Road, Liverpool,
who has protected
it.

Referring 1

the illustration,

the body is

screwed into the
compression tap
orifice with the

fingers. The in-

dicator rod is a
gofad sliding filt

in this body, and
when the piston

raises it to the

The ^ it:helltimmg

device. (A) Body to

screw into cylinder

head. (B) Extension

piece for valve timing.

(C) Measuring rod.

When the lighting regulations called

for rear lamps for motor cycles, Mr.
Towel, the proprietor of the concern,

could not obtain a rear lamp for his

machine. At that time he was manufac-

The lamp and generator attached to the

number plate.

turing metal tobacco boxes, such as are
sold in their thousands at seaside resorts.
This tobacco box formed the nucleus of
Mr. Towel's first rear light. A ruby
glass inserted' in ' the lid, a simple
"chimney," and a Bray burner quickly
converted it into a strong and good look-
ing lamp. Seeing tlie commercial possi-
bilities of tire lamp, IMr. Towel approached
several large factoring houses, who, while
being attracted by the price, would only
give orders for single thousands. A
German in England, however, gave orders
for thousand gross lots, and the name
Montie was given to it for these orders.
Hence its reputation as a German lamp.
Now, however, jNIessrs. Stanley and

Hill, Ltd., are manufacturing under their

piston's top position, the position
is noted on the rod and the crank
revolved again until the pistoii is further
down the cylinders. The rod is then
adjusted to give whatever advance is

required, the rod being marked in milli-
metres. When the piston is again
brought up to touch the rod, the exact
required position is assured.
An extension to the rod is necessary if

the timing of the valves is being checked,
the rod being in two pieces, owing to the
restricted space between the tank and
cylinder heads of most machines.

A CABRIOLET SIDECAR
DESIGN.

SIDECAR passengers ar-e almost unani-
mous that the majority of sidecars

are designed from the saddle of the
machine and not from the jjassenger's

point of view. Tliey complain of grit

thrown from the front wheel, and when
a screen is fitted point out that there is

a draught which appears to be thrown
upon their faces by the body of the

driver. When hoods are fitted, then the

complaint is transferred to the draught
which passes through between the top of

the screen and the hood extension.

The motor cyclist who provides his

passenger with a coupe sidecar probably
will be told that fresh air is required.

Mr. B. H. A. Chalk-, of 1, Kendal
House Road, Isleworth, jirobably heard
these complaints before (he war put a

stop to his motor cycling, and rip]iar-

ently for the past twelve months he has

own name, and in future the lamp
be known as the Motex, and sold ^

generator and a bracket for conned
the two to the rear number plate a

very moderate figure. A sidecar Is

has now been added to the Motex rai

and later on, perhaps, a head light

follow. In the meantime, the firm is (

centrating upon motor cycle lamp spec

ties, which are manufactured througl

in its own works. Incidentally,

manufacture of even a small lamp
generator requires quite a large pli

No fewer than ninety-eight sets of t

are necessary to produce the minial

generator alone. Messrs. Stanley

Hill make all parts themselves.

The Motex lamp, designed for sidecars

been working out a solution to

problem, for the date of application

his patent hood was November, 191£

The main part of the hood is a 1

structure of metal, wood, or fa)

which is pivoted at its forward end

that w-hen not required it may be s\'

down into the body at the sides and

hind the seat. The door is constructe

accommodate a sliding window, a

also the opposite side of the b

When these and the screen to which <

are closely fitted are in position,
,,

engage with an extension of the
'

which is made to slide in the main
tion. A design on similar lines was )i

trated in The. Motor C'l/cJc, January !i

but the screen in this case formed

of the hood itself.

A sidecar hood that folds out of sight vv

'

not in us^
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THE JOHN SCOOTER ENGINE.
A Tiny Power Unit of Except onal EHi iency.

\UITE a, new department of the motor
J cycle trade h«s sprung up in recent

times. The introduction of the

ooter niid. various cycle attachments
us necessitated the careful study of

iiiiftturc engines, inagiietus. carburetters,

being closed by

Oil is conveyed down this long bearing

by a spiral groove, and the crankshaft is

of the overhung type. A spigot on the

end of the crank pin drives a light crank,
the purpose of which is solely to operate
the timing gear. Large inlet and exhaust
cams mounted on separate shafts operate
the tappets through the medium of

rockers, and the simplest possible form
of exhaust lifter is utilised. The overhead
valves are actuated from the tappets
through long push rods and rockers, and
the sub.stautial proportions of the valve
gear are particulai'ly noticeable.

Ignition is provided by a tiny Run-
baken magneto carried on the case of the
chain by which it is driven.

Deeply .spigoted into the crank case

is a plain open-ended cylinder, the top

c, therefore we were delighted to
ceive an invitation to examine the little

gine built by Messrs. T. G. John, Ltd.,
Bolyhead Road. Coventry, during

rious stages of construction.

The engine is designed on up to date

,

les, and is a sound manufacturing
oposition.

The first feature to strike an observer
the enormous length (S^in.) of the main
.mkshaft bearing. The reason for this
usual feature is that the engine is

tended to be fixed on one side of the
Joter wheel, with the crankshaft passing
rough the hub. the flvwheel being
)unted on the further side.

fiat welbribbed head,
the whole being held in

place by a cross-piece
and two long bolts

With regard to the
piston, perhaps the most
unusual feature is that
the gudgeon pin is

can-ied remarkably high
up, thereby enabling a
long connecting rod to
be used without unduly
increasing the overall

height of the cylinder.

On the brake the little

engine (55x50 mm. bore
and stroke) developed
I5 h.p., and upon the
road it is wonder-
ful what a speed can

obtained and what
power is developed on
hills.

A very simple and
neat little automatic car-

buretter is supplied with
the engine, and the

complete unit with flywheel, magneto,'
carburetter and control weighs barely
30 lb.

The long main bearing previously re-

ferred to does not preclude the use of
the engine in scooters in which the fly-

wheel shaft is not required to pass
through the hub of the wheel, nor of
miniature motor cycles of the more or
less conventional type. It is possible to

Power unit of the overhead '

John engme.

adapt the engine on ths frame of a

scooter, the main part of the engine being

on one side and the flywheel on the other.

The whole unit presents a very neat
appearance.

Components of the automatic carburetter

fitted to the John scooter.

HOW TO ENSURE A CLEAN ENGINE.
I LL motor cyclists will agree that an
X oily engine is a bother to clean,

and detracts very considerably from
e pride of ownership. At the same

\ ne, , not a few otherwise excellent
gines are sinners in this respect.
Realising this point, Mr. R. Wood, of

, Westbrook Road,' Thornton Heath,
irtey, has gone to some trouble in pre-

paring an efficient substitute for the
usual paper washer. For some time
past we have' had some of these specially-

prepared washers in use between the
cylinders and crank case of a small twin
which was inclined to be messy at this

spot. The results have been excellent,

and we can confidently recommend their

use. Motor cyclists who are overhauling

their mounts preparatory to spring runs
should bear in mind that the prepared
sheets are made in different thicknesses
so as to be suitable for cylinder washers
or timing gear covers, etc. The material
is easily cut, either with scissors or iu

the usual manner by tapping round the
edge of the cylinder mouth, so no diffi-

culty is "presented in fitting.

SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE.
March 25th has been fixed as the date of the Annual Spring Number of The Motor Cycle. Special articles are

in course of preparation, and a feature of the issue will be an illustrated Buyers' Guide.
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A SIMPLE MINIATURE FOUR-WHEELER.
The Bleriot Whippet Cycle Car now on a Productive Basis.

The belt and cham-dnven Blenot Whippet. 1 his httle !our-wheeler is fitted with a Blackburne a;r-cooled engine.

A SERIOUS effort to capture the market
at present held by the de luxe side-

car outfit is being made by the Air
Navigation and Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Addlestone, Surrey, who will shortly be
producing in quantities the ingenious little

cycle car (designed by Messrs. Jones and
Marcliant) which was described in The
Motor Cycle of March 13th, 1919. Since
that date the vehicle has been improved
in several details, and on the occasion of

our visit to the works numerous chassis

were seen in a partially completed state.

As soon as the effect of the recent
moulders' strike allows a more rapid
delivery of engines, numbers of these cycle
cars will be in the hands of the public.

Some Innovations.

As regards improvements, one of the
most important of these is the fitting of

interchangeable and detachable wheels.
Changing a wheel on the Bleriot-Whippet
merelj' means removing a spring steel

locking ring in the hub cap, undoing the
hub cap and pulling out a special key.
A further improvement is the ingenious

form of steering fitted, a long nut being
attached just below the steering wheel,
engaging with a square thread on the
inner tube, sliding up and down inside
the steering column. In this tube, near
its base, is a slot in which an angle piece

Kick - starter,

showing Bowden
control for
engaging pinion.

(Inset) Spring to

absorb shock in

case of back fire.

at the end of the short steering arm is

fitted. The reciprocating movement of
the tube gives to the arm sufficient move-
ment to control the front wheels. The
angle piece of this arm comes up against
two hardened steel blocks, behind which
are two shock-absorbing rubber buffers so
that positive action without shock with
absence of wear is obtained.

Components of the Bleriot

Whippet detachatle wheel.

Yet a further innovation is the pedal
starting device attached to the timing
gear side of the Blackburne engine, which,
incidentally, has been slightly modified,
being fitted with Ricardo pistons and
roller big end bearings. The starter con-
sists of a rack engaging with a pinion
on the main shaft, engagement of the
pinion being effected by a Bowden control
conveniently situated on the dash. The
only objection to this device is that it is

fitted with a curved plate surrounding the
pedal for the purpose of lifting the rack
to its highest point previous to starting
the engine, and this curved plate is some-
what apt to damage the driver's boot. It
would be a simp'le matter, however, to
line the plate in question with leather or
some other suitable material.

Efficient Transmission.

We may remind our readers that the
drive is taken from the Blackburne engine
by means of chain to the countershaft ex-
panding pulley gear, in which the pulley is

expanded by means of inclined planes, the
tension of the belt being kept constant
throughout, any slack in the chain being
taken up by means of an idler pinion.
Tlie l-i^in. belt runs under ideal conditions,
being fully enclosed and entirely protected

from the elements, and by its si'

running should remove one of the c

objections to cycle cars, i.e., the n

of the transmission.

Running Impressions.

The chief object of our visit to

works was to have some little experii

of the running of the vehicle on the n

and in the course of the afternoon

made a short trip in the neighbourl

of Addlestone and Weybridge, which
sufficient to give us some idea of

behaviour of the little vehicle ui

power. What impressed us most es|

ally was the extraordinarily good spi

ing—in fact, it is one of the best spi

four-wheeled vehicles in which we 1

ever ridden. The control is simple,

gear being changed by means of a 1

situated near the driver's left hand, v,

the standard form of clutch and b|

control was to be found in the accustc]

positions. The clutch, which is f
|

with Ferodo, was particularly swee!

action. The steering would be gr

improved by. the fitting of a much li

steering wheel, and, in our opinion, s

thing might be done to render the ei

rather more silent, otherwise the Bit

Whippet is a little vehicle of
j

promise, and we do not doubt that it

become extremely popular when ofl

to the public in quantities.

The steering

arrangement of

the Bleriot
Whippet.
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A scene at the start of a Colmore Cup Trial, when nearly 250 competed.

THE COLMORE CUP EVENTS BRIEFLY REVIEWED.

THE Colmore Cup Trial, which will be held next

Saturday, was first organised in February, 191 1,

and its success probably had an enormous in-

fluence upon motor cycle competitions held by
organisations other than the A.C.U., for, prior to that

date, the Auto Cycle Union had not granted a permit
for an open competition. The decision of the Sutton
Coldfield A.C. to hold a winter trial was not arrived
at until January, 1911, and, in consequence, the pre-

parations were somewhat hurried. The committee
applied to the A.C.U. for a permit, but the week
before the trial was to be held, the club was advised
that "so far the A.C.U. had not sanctioned an open
reliability trial and did not intend to make a beginning
at this stage."

Over forty entries had been received, and the Sutton
Club was in a quandar)', which was overcome by
electing every entrant a member of the club, so it

will be seen that the first Colmore Cup Trial was a
closed event.

Forty-six competitors started from the Gun Barrels

Hotel, Birmingham, the course being through Alcester
via Rose Hill, Stratford-on-Avon, Sunrising Hill,

Wamiington Hill to Banbury. The return took in

Edge Hill.

The winner of the Colmore Cup was W. D. South

(3-'i Scott), who secured maximum marks. R. W.
Duke (31.^, Zenith Gradua) and P. J. Evans (3^^ two-
speed Humber) secured maximum marks and were
awarded gold medals. A secret check decided the

winner; only itine others made non-stop runs.

The 1912 Event.
In the 1912 event, held on Februarj' 17th, the

entries numbered 106, which, at that date, constituted
a record. Of these 104 started over the same course

as in 191 1, but during the intervening twelve months
machines had vastly improved, and no fewer than twenty-

four secured maximum marks, and a further thirteen

also made non-stop runs. The winner in this year

was Frank Smith (5-6 ClynO' sc).

The course for the 1913 trial was changed, and
was practically identical with that which will be used

this year. 200 competitors again made it a record

trial, and the severity of the event may be gauged by

the fact that only eight qualified for the premier award.

Secret checks gave the cup to W. B. Gibb (234

Douglas). Starting from Stonebridge, midway between

CoventiT and Birmingham, the course included Kenil-

worth, Warwick, Stratford, up Saintbury Hill, down
Willersev, through Broadway, Winchcombe, up Sudeley

Hill, through Roel Gate and Andoversford to Chelten-

ham. The return was via Rising Sun (Gamble's Lane), '

Winchcombe, a hairpin bend near the latter place,

back again to Winchcombe, up Willersey, and via

Stratford and Warwick to Stonebridge.

The 1914 Event.
No fewer than 252 machines were entered in the

1 91 4 trial over a similar course to that of 1913, but

omitting the hairpin at Winchcombe. 244 started and

125 made non-stop runs. Norman Lea (Lea-Francis)

secured the Colmore Cup^ H. Newey (Ltvisette)

made the best performance in the lightweight class,

E. H. Littledale (Ariel) made the best amateur per-

fonnance, and H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan) was first

in the cycle car class. The James's -team won the

team prize, and the Coventry team the club prize.

This year the secret check as a means of finding

the winner is eliminated, a:nd the awards will be made
to those who have secured maximum marks and niad^

the best performance- in the acceleration test.
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The Conversion of Fixed Gear Motor Cycles.
Fitting Ctiange-speed Transmission to Single-speed Machines.

FROil the large number of letters on r

this subject, received at the offices

of The. Motor Cycle, it is clear that
few owners of single-geared motor bi-

cycles are content to leave them as sent

out by the makers, as the exigencies of

traffic and the popularity of the sidecar

are creating a huge demand for the
delivery of gear boxes. Up to the
present time our readers have found it

extremely difficult to get their single-

geared mounts converted, chiefly because
not every motor cyclist is capable of

doing the work himself; firms which
undertake this work have been hard to

find, and manufacturers of gear boxes
have been unable to accept orders for

single units as they have to supply the
manufacturers with large quantities.

A Progressive Firm.

The Ray Motor Cycle Co., 49, Brick
Street, London, W.l, are making a
speciality of fitting Roc two-speed gear
boxes to .such well-known mounts of

modern manufacture as the Levis, O.K.,
and Diamond, while they also fit these
gear boxes to Metro-Tylers and the old

pattern 2 h.p. Humber. The company
also imdertake the conversion of older
pattern motor bicycles of 3^ l>.p. and
over, altering them so as to take the
well-known three-speed and kick-starter
Burman gear boxes, thus rendering these
old pattern machines suitable for sidecar
work.
The conversion on the two-stroke

models is particularly well carried out.

Special clips are supplied to suit the
various types of frames, as well as con-
trol levers to fit on the lower horizontal

A single-geared Levis fitted with a Roc two-speed gear.

tube of the frame, or, if the machine
does not possess one, on to the top tube.

A special sprocket is supplied, which can
be fitted in place of the pulley on the
Levis engine, and can be easily bolted

on the inside of the flywheel. The wh
conversion is an extremely simple matt

and can be carried out by an intelligi

mechanic without difficulty in a vi

short time.

A Motor Cyclists' Targa Florio.
Proposed Race for Mo'.or Cycles and Cycle Cars on the Famous Sicilian Course.

MANY of our readers are acquainted
with the Targa Florio race for

cars organised by Commandatore
Florio, president of the Automobile Club
of Sicily, held on tlie Circuit de la

Madonie, Sicily. Last year's race was
won by a Peugeot car after an exciting

contest. The course is very hilly, abounds
in corners, and is a very complete test of

a driver's skill.

This year the race will take place on
June 20th, and is confined to stock cnrs.

with slight modifications ; but what is of

gieiiler importance to motor cyclists is

the (suggestion that has been made in

I'aris to the organiser to create a race

for motor cycles and cycle cars to be held

over the same course a day or two days
after the car event.

If .sufficient support is forthcoming, the
length of the motor cycle race will be

three or four laps of the circuit, which
measures 108 kilometres (sixty-seven

miles), or a total distance of 201 or 268
miles.

For the car race a special train will

run from Paris to Marseilles, and boat
from there to Palermo, calling at Genoa
for the Italian competitors. A special

service from Paris on the Thursday

night, prior to June 20th, will carry
spectators to Sicily, depositing them close

to the starting and finishing point early

on the Sunday morning of tlie race. .

If the motor cycle race materialises,

motor
,
cycle competitors will be able

to avail themselves of the organisation
for transport which is being made for

the car race.

A Clashing of Dates.

We imagine that only Continental
motor cyclists could compete in this

event, for the dates of the T.T. races in

the Isle of Man are June 15th and 17th,
and it is most unlikely that sufficient com-
petitors could be found to support both
races. Possibly the organisers have over-
looked the dates already fixed for the T.T.
races, or are not counting on substantial
British support, and are willing to depend
on what entries they are likely to receive
from French and Italian riders who are
also unlikely to ride in our T.T.
By a strange coincidence, both the T.T.

and Targa Florio are held on island
courses in mountainous country, although
we imagine the winding, hilly- course ^n
Sicily is more difficult than the climb over
Snaefell and the twists and turns of

Manxland. Also, it is somewhat stra

,

that both French and British support

of motor races are a little shy of C(

petitions this year, the French very m|
so, although they appear ready to S(

port races that are being held outsj

their own country.

In the possible event of the raci

cycle Targa Florio receiving snffici

support this year, it may eventually

come as important to French and ot

Continental riders as our T.T. races

to us.

There appeal's to be a certain glani

about these island events. First, tl

is the fascination of a semi-holiday

practising and tuning up ; then ther

the journej' to and from the island ; i

lastly, there is a certain amount of free

of action that does not appertain to.

other event, either for motor cycle!

cars, that has ever been held in i

islands or upon the mainland.

We understand that the Autom(
Association is endeavouring to peri
architects and local authorities to p^
efficient garage accommodation
housing sclienies undertaken under
control.

'

i
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addrsssaJ to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer'r name and address.

PROVISIONAL PRICES.
Sir,—Seeing a letter in your issue of February 5th from

"A.J..M., Bolton." /(• the above, I wonkl like to give my
e.'cperieiice. Like "A.J.JI.," I required a runabout, and
wrute to -Messrs. Ale.xander, Edinburgh, a matter of 3C0 miles
from here, stating my requirements, and asking what
prospects they could offer me, and received reply per return
telling me what to expect if I cared to go on their waiting
list, which I did, and I am pleased to say I have now
received my machine. Nothing could have been more busi-

nesslike or courteous than the way they treated me. I

may say they did not ask for any deposit, or wish to bind
me in any way. I do not know this firm beyond this recent
transaction. T.U.

Stourbridge.

Sir,—The announcement of the Sopwith Aviation and
Engineering Co. of their intention to increase the price ot

the A. B.C. motor cycle from £85 to £130 must have come
as a rude shock to prospective purchasers. As one of the
latter, I-should be more interested if they would answer the
following question, instead of trying to justify their action
in advertisement pages :

Are they prepared to allow some concession to those who
li'Jered their machine twelve months ago, at the much
advertised price of £85, with delivery promised by their
agents last year?
They may be interested to know the reason I did not

complain when they put the price up to £110 was because
1 was fully aware of the reasons given by them in your
issue of the 12th inst., re materials, labour, etc., therefore

,
I thought their action justified and legitimate. Now I

think they have gone too far.

j
"Birmingham. KEENLY DISAPPOINTED.

I

rK£ "T.T." AND "TRADE."
I

'Sir,—One reads with very great interest the letter which
'has been published by the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., and. if

' it truly represents their views, it would be difficult to find a
more conscientious letter to the trade and motor cycling public
iliUe. It clearly states their circumstances, over which, I take
it, they have had no control, and in order to carry out their

)bhgations to the trade, etc., they intend to reserve all their
"esourccs to attain this end. May their letter be a guide to
jther manufacturers.
All motor cyclists fully realise the enormous difficulties

.vhich manufacturers have been up against, and much
Patience has already been absorbed in waiting for the new
iiachine, and unless manufacturers give the whole of their
•ime, money, and resources to the production of that machine,
vhich is already before the public, I fear even that valuable

;
:ommodity, public patience, will be exhausted, and much

; Hisiness go over to other countries—a thing to be deeply

I
'egretted in these times.

p Again, should not the Tourist Trophy Race be a gathering
ogether of all manufacturers, leading and otherwise, with

I
he whole of their best endeavours behind each machine

j
'utered so that it represents a true battle of brains and pluck?

,
No one regrets more than myself that the 1920 T.T. race,

t held, will not have the backing ot all manufacturers, and

I

f this is the case, I am fo-mly of the opinion it should be
!
lelegated to such a time when those most interested can
;ive it their whole-iearted support without endangering their
iresent commercial interests.

No words of mine are needed to lay stress upon the great

waste of time and money and the disorganisation such events

entail.

After all, a Tourist Trophy race is not a sine qua non of

production. THE MAN IN THE STREET.'
London, S.W.

Sir,—We' have noted with interest the recent letter from
the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., stating that they have decided

not to build special machines for the Tourist Trophy Races
and to abstain, during the coming sea-son, from those trials

where specially constructed machmes are essential in order

to ensure success.

We should like to say that we take an exactly similar view
with regard to the Tourist Trophy Races, and have decided

that we will not build any special machines for this race,

which further means that w'e shall not participate in the

Tourist Trophy Race this year.

We entirely endorse the remarks already made as to the
enormous demand on output which the production of special

machines entails, and we consider that, in view of the delay
in post-war reconstruction owing to labour unrest and other

difficulties, it is far more important to the industry and to

the nation that regular output of standardised machines
should be thoroughly established, both for home use and
particularly for export than that valuable time should be
expended in preparing special machines for special events,

however desirable these events may be under ordinary cir-

cumstances. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.

E^" ..-^

The Blerlot runabout on the road. (A road test of this little

four-wheeler will be found on page 228.)
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A COMPETITION FOR SCHOOLBOYS.
^ii',—Xow that competitions are again flourishing, after

many years of war, would it not be possible for The Motor
Ci/rle to organise another Public Schools' hill-climb similar
to one arranged some years ago, which was so successful
and well attended.

I am sure such a competition would again appeal strongly
to the motor cycling fraternity in Public Schools, and most
Public Schools would be very well represented. The motor
cycling spirit in schools is so strong at the present time that
I am sure the competition would be accepted unanimously.
I would propose a hill in the Midlands again, or on Shrews
Hill, Broadway, where the last climb was organised.

I am sure I am not the only Public School boy who would
welcome such an event in the near future.

Ramsgate. IN BONO VINOE.
[Wo are very much obliged to our correspondent for his

suggestion. The matter is being brought to the attention
of the Public Schools M.C.C., whose sphere it is to organise
competitions for present and past members of the leading
Public Schools.—Ed.]

MUDGUARDING.
Sir,—The article in your issue of February 5th on

"Comments on jNIudguarding of To-day" was of. consider-

able interest, but as I put ?7ie Motor (Jijde down I said to

myself, " I do not get in the mess some riders seem to do,

neither do I get on my person much muck or slush."

I have been motoring continuously since October in all

weathers, and knowing my overalls seldom, if ever, get a

brush, I examined them, and found mud around the ankle
of the left leg only, where it seems to get a rebound off

the sidecar. As for splashings around the neck and face,

they have never been my experience. I do not ride furiously

everywhere, neither do I crawl. My machine and sidecar

get \'ery dirty, except the engine, which gets no mud other
tlian underneath ; but in whatever weather I ride, and
whatever ro.'.d conditions, I always seem to come out clean.

, I have examined my mudguards again to-day, and it seems
to me that the makers of the "A.J.S." have evolved a

system of protection which is thoroughly efficient, graceful

in design, and which avoids- anything approaching freakish

and ugly mudguarding. This is my experience, after con-

siderable work with this machine. I do not know what
other r^.is of the same machine find.

My inexpft criticism of mudguarding in general is that

the guards are far too close to the wheels, and generally

too small for real protection. LEONAPvD A. WIDE.

SPEED WOBBLE.
"Sir,—In your issue of February 12th a correspondent,

" S.A.B.," mentions that he has never failed to cure a

"wobble" in less than a couple of seconds.
Does he realise that at a rate of sixty miles pel hour he

^m11 ha\e covered 176 feet in that time?
I hA\e had machines with twisted frames that showed no

tendencv to wobble, but were practically impossible to ride

hands off at any speed.

I ha%e painfully demon.strated to my own satisfaction, if

to that of nobody else, that one cause (not necessaiily the
onl\ cause) Qf "speed wobble" is a lateiallj unbalanced

front wheel. The simplest method of testing this is to de-

tach the wheel and bold a spindle end in each hand, then
get a second person to spin the wheel rapidly. If there is

a tendency to move each hand alternately, then the wheel
is out of lateral balance, and the machine will ^vobble at

high speeds. If the wheel pulls both hands simultaneously,

then it is not statically balanced. This latter state of

unbalance will have no effect on speed wobble, but will

make the machine most undesirable for speed, where fast

cornering is necessary, being most provocative of sideslip.

J. COHEN.

Sir,—There has been much discussion of late with regard

to' that disconcerting phenomenon of "speed wobble," and I

should like to suggest a theory which, to my knowledge, has

not before been advanced. I am referring to a belt-driven

direct drive T.T._ machine. 1 have noticed that the tendency
to wobble is much greater with a tight belt than with a

fairly slack belt. In fact, a short time ago I experienced a

wobble which I . directly attribute 16 the tightness of the

belt on that occasion (owingtothe fastener pulling through
and a hasty repair). '

'

Now, with almost all motor cycles, the engine has a

slight lateral movement, due to the spring of the frame.
Put your foot against the pulley and press. The engine can
invariably be " swung "—if I may so call such a slight move-
ment—a perceptible amount, where the modified diamond
type of frame is used, and this swing or vibration has a

definite period.
Now, especially in the' case of the belt-driven machine

referred to above, the snatch of the drive will tend to

produce such a swing, as the belt pulleys, to allow the

engine to assume a central position, are of necessity rather

overhung.
If the beat of the engine either corresponds with or bears

some simple numerical relation to the period of swing of tlie

engine in the frame, this will set up violent latei"al oscilla-

tions, with consequent effect on the steering, and subse-

quently, as in the case referred to, considerable effect on
the steerer also. E.R.O.
Birmingham.

Sir,—I have seen a lot recently in your paper ye speed

wobble. It is not my intention to enter into any long dis-

cussion on the question of stability, etc., but I woula sug-

gest that anyone who suffers from wobbly steering (especi-

ally at all speeds, as in "'Ixion's " case, in your issue of

January 22nd) should make sure that their spring fork springs

are of the same strength.; the majority of people, when they

unfortunately break a spring, simply fit one new one, and

not both.

THE PARIS-NICE TRIALS.

Tt'e 8 h p. A.V. driven by R. C. Empson.

(Inset) An Anglo-FrencS entrant of a 4 h.p. Douglas side;ar, M. E. G. Fery, of Gloucestershire, (ormerly well known in French car racing circles.
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Referring to the death of a Motor Cyclist, the Coroner,
Mr. S. Ingleby Oddie remarked, "The authorities should
consider whether the law requiring a motor bicycle to

be fitted with a front brake should not be altered so
as to allow both brakes to be on the back wheel."

(What the law says is

brakes.")

-" Two independently operated

We have always recognised the importance of fitting

efficient brakes, and all

Motocycles

for the past lO years have been equipped with two
brakes on the rear wheel.

This is only one of many points in
which the INDIAN excels.

^e};d for catalogue^

hendee manufacturing co.,
"Indian House, " 366-368, Euslon Road, London, N W.

nSHH^^^H Telerbore—Museum 16-1;3. Grams—" Heudiau, Eu-road. Loiulou '

' MB^^^^^H
AUSTRALIA—ioq-ii3, Russell St., Melbourne. AFRICA-
Jndi-in House, 127-g, Commissioner Street. Johannesburg
IndiiiQ House. 579, West Street, Durban. Indian House
Strand Street. Port Elizabeth

liu-criiuj this adci^rtisemrnt it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cycle.'
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.swcnnrj t/iia aih-crliscmciit il i- ilLsirabJe to mc nriini " T/ic .l/"^" Ci/cle.'
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I had a 2^ li.p. Hoiislas whicli sulfevoil from tliis trouble.

1 I'liminatetl all other sources, such as frame distorliou, liulc

yftar, etc., and found the above lo be the cause. The differ-

ence in frequency on hitting an obstacle is accentuated by

the free tit of the spindles and linlts (spindles, etc., are nut

Ml made to -njiffin. clearance).

1 have owned a 23 h.p. A.J.S. ; it used to wobble, but

1 did not at that time (1913) go into the m'Stter.

With a Kudge-.Multi (a single central spring) I never

had a single wobble, although its maximum speed was
greatly in excess of that of the other two machines.

1 have liad no experience of cantilever leaf springs, but

should like to hear of their behaviour, if such information

is available. WALTER HARE.

FINDING A WJNNER.
Sir,—This question has admitlidly become a real problem

for trials organisers to solve owing to the reliability of the

modern motor cycle.

The policy of freak hills and surfaces, combined with numer-
ous watersplaehe.s, ilm's ikiI aiipcal to many riders as a sound
means of eliminating i iini|H iibns in trials, and surely it is

now time for those \vlu> IVanie the regulations in sucli cvoits

as the Si.x Days Trials to endeavour lo encourage a machine
which, thougli strung and reliable, is yet of lighter weight

than the present standard—at any rate for solo work.

The objection to many presenl-day tri;ils is that compara-
tive engine ineiliciency and exces*i\e weights will not put a

machine out of the running for a |iremier award, provided

the machine is reliable, owing to tlie fact tliat abnormally
low tirst speeds are as a rule fitted.

The following is a suggested scheme for Hnding a winner
ill long (listaiK-e reliability trials which is not upon to the

above defeat ;

First, after the course has been chosen, the maximum
gradients to be ascended would be published for the benefit

of all competitors. Secondly, a certain minimum all-out

speed on lowest gear w-ould be fixed by the judges for all

types of machines. Thirdly, the usual system of marking tor

reliability, general condition at the end of trial, etc., w-ould

be retained.

With regard to the minimum all out speed on lowest gear,

this would be arrived at as follows : The judges, either by
their expert knowledge of modern machines, or by practical

trial of machines of various sizes on a steep hill, would,
having due regard to the difficulties of the course to be
covered, definitely fix speeds for three or four machines of

different engine capacities, which speeds they would consider
should be attained on lowest gear by these machines. From
these three or four points a cur\e would be plotted connecting
engine capacity with minimum all-out speed on lowest gear
so that this speed could be at once obtained for any machine.

For the sake of example, 25 m.p.h. might be fixed as the
minimum all-out speed on lowest gear for a machine of

250 c.c, 32
iii.p.h. for one of

5C0 c.c, and 40
111 p.h. for one of

1-COO c.c.

A curve would
ilion be obtained
^nmething like _
the sketch here- <^x,iO
with. A different

i curve would be
I arrived at for

j
sidecar machines.

i Before the start

!

if the trial all

i-ompetitors would

j
Je electrically

I

limed over a
; 'uriong or other
hort distance at

s!£

^?

-^
?iO ^
?! ^
?0

in

250 500 750
EneinE capacity in" c.c

heir fastest speed on lowest gear. These speeds would be
loted', and any competitor who did not attain the minimum
U-out speed on lowest gear as fixed tor a machine of his

ngine capacity would be disqualified.
At the end of the trial, which should contain several really

tiff hills, but no freak surfaces, and also a high speed test

i possible, a certain number of machines would pei-haps have
uU marks for reliability, general condition, etc.

-'JJ

The winning machine wi.uhl be the one out of the abovu

nnml;er for which the fraction

Actual all-out speed in lowest gear in timed test

"Minimum all-out speed in lowest gear as fixed

worked Out to the greatest figure.

Thus, reverting to the figures given above, a 500 c.c,

machine which did, 36 m.p.h. in its low gear speed test would

be beaten by a 250 c.c. machine which did 30 m.p.h., both

machines having obtained full marks for reliability, general

condition, etc. As for the former, the deciding factor

30

23

It will be observed that in the foregoing no account is

tal?en of the weight of the machine. The reason for this is

that it is assumed that the conditions of the trial, coupled

with the reliability, general conditon, etc., tests, should be
.so framed as to Weed out any machines not strongly enough
built or equipped with light and shoddy fitments or acces-

sories. Light sound machines would be directly encouraged
owing to the fact that they could carry a higher gear than
their heavier companions, and hence put up a better speed
in the low gear test.

It may be thought that fixing a minimum gear ratio

dependent on engine capacity would give as satisfactory

results in a much simpler tnanner, but a little consideration

will show that this would probably encourage the slow-speed

engine which takes a high gear at the expense of the high-

speed engine.

It will be noticed that if a curve of the nature indicated

above was once fixed by competent authorities, by merely
deciding a minimum all-out speed on lowest gear for one
size of engine and altering the scale of m.p.h. accordingly,

this curve could be used for trials of varying severity.

With regard to the practical difficulties that arise over
obtaining the gear ratios required for any trial, it would
seem that on the average three-speed machine a suitable

chain sprocket might be fitted to give the lowest gear

required, on second for solo machines, and on first for sidecar

machines. In the former case, the operating mechanism
woulA be sealed so that first speed could not be used. In

the case of variable gear machines, once the required lowest

gear is decided on the mechanism operating the gears could

probably be sealed so that it could not be used to obtain a

lower gear.

There are undoubtedly various objections to the above
scheme for "finding a winner," and probably far sounder'

methods can be thought o»it ; but if any alteration can be

brought about so that a machine, equal to the pre.sent-day

machine in power but of lighter weight, is definitely encour-

aoed I for one at least will consider it a step in the right

dh-eclion. F. P. DICKSON;

Sir,—Your columns have recently contained suggestions

as to the 1920 A.C.U. Six Days Trial. \i has been advo-

cated that the test should conclude with a speed trial at

Brooklands.
This may have much in its favour, but, after all, a track

test, while searching as regards the engine, does^ not prove

a great deal as regards the clutch, gear box, and in the case

of sidecars, chassis design.

I should like to suggest, as an alternative, a test of the

following description :

Assuming the trial to be held in the^ Newcastle-on-Tvne

area, there is within forty miles or so of this city a section

of country which, in about sixteen miles, contains four real

test hills. Two of these are. practically, what may be

termed "low gear" hills, and another is a grind, about

three miles in "length, which rises from 900 feet above sea

level to 2,000 feet. Include this section in the last day
of the trial. Take each competitor's time when he enters

and when he leaves the section. Allow sidecars about fifty-

five minutes and solo machines about forty-eight minutes

for the section. Deduct numerous marks for every minute

in excess of these times, and also tor failure on any of the

hills, which should be under observation, and the problem

of "find the winner" would be almost solved.

Petrol consumption should also, in respect of the whole
,

of the trial, carry much weight.
As a plea for "the .standard machine, may I suggest that

none but teams of standard machines be allowed to enter for

the team prize. C. J. LEATHERBAREOW.
C7
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CURRENT
CHAT I8ISIBI

Oimes to TLlg^t TLamps
, Greenwich Timk

Feb. 26th 6,0 p.m.

., 28th 6.3 ,,

Mar. 1st 6.7 ,,

3rd 6.10 „

Hard Luck.

S. Parker, one of the Norton tfeam,

was, unfortunately, prevented from
starting in the Paris-Nice Trial owing
to the contraction of a severe cold whilst

in Paris. This was, indeed, unfortunate,
occurring thus at the eleventh hour.

Locality for Garage?
Two demobilised R.A.F. fitters (Fitter-

Sergt and Sergt.), with pre-war expei'i-

ence, wish to start a garage and repair

shop, and would be glad to hear from
readers of a locality where such is

needed. Letters addressed to Engineer,
c/o Editor, will be forwarded.

47th (Lon.) Div. Sig. Co. R.E.

The D.R.'s propose celebrating the

anniversary of "going out" by a re-

union dinner on March 13th. Will any
D.R. who was attached to the section,

and who has not received notice, please

write to i\[r. J. C. S. Richardson, 8,

Cemraaes Terrace, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts?

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

Mr. P. J. Worsley will read a paper,
entitled '' Gears and Gear Gutting,"
on Wednesday, March 3rd, at the
Institution of Mechanical Enginceis,
Storey's Gate, , St. James's Park,
S.W.I, at 8 p.m. Application for

cards of invitation should be made
to the Secretary, Institution of Auto-
mabi'e Ent;iiietrs, 23, Victoria Street,

London, S.W.I.

PARIS-NICE TRIAL REPORT.
OVERSEAS NOTES.

HOUSING A SIDECAR.

Transport Difficulties.

Owing to the refusal of railway com-
panies "to deal with motor cycles and
sidecars, some of the Belgian competitors

in the Paris-Nice Trial were not able to

reach Paris.

Price of Petrol.

The Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd.,

announce the present retail prices of their

leading brands of motor spirit as follows :

Pratt's Aviation spirit, 4s. Ojd. per

gallon ; Pratt's Perfection spirit, 3s. S^d.

per gallon ; Anglo's Taxibus spirit, 3s.

6gd. per gallon.

The Auto-Cycle Union, realising how
hardly motor cyclists feel the ever-in-
creasing cost of motor spirit, is co-

operatiiig with the A. A. and M.U. in

presenting to the Prime Minister a mon-
ster public, petition urging the Govern-
ment to take steps to create independent
sources of supply and distribution of
home and lilmpire-produced motor fuel.

Motor cyclists will, we feel sure, recog-
nise the "friend in -need," and, by sign-
ing the petition in their tens of thou-
sands, help this movement to combat
what is becoming an insufferable burden,
a burden which not only increases the
cost of their pastime and business, but
directly affects the general cost of living.

All members are being circularised,
and additional Petrol Petition Forms
may be obtained from the secretary,
Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, S.W'l

Co-operation of Associations.

In connection with the public petition

(organised by the Automobile Associa-

tion) to the Prime INXinister, on the sub-

ject of the exorbitant price- of petrol, in

addition to the Auto-Cycle Union, the

following bodies have already signified

their co-operation and support :

United Kingdom Commercial Travel-

lers' Association.

British Engineers' Association.

Association of Factors, Merchants and

Importers of Leather Hides and Tanning
Materials, Inc.

National Union of Vehicle Workers.
British Electrical and Allied Manu-

facturers' Association.
Federated Home-grown Timber iMai'-

chants' Association.

Beach Racing in New Zealand.

At a time when British motor cyclists

were thinking of Christmas dinners a;ic

blazing hearths, the Pioneer Motor anc

Sports Club, of Christchurch, New Zea
land, were holding a very successful raci

meeting on the Brighton Beach. Thf
results of this event were as follow :

16 MILES SIDECAR HANDICAP (Opes).
1. F. .Haworth (7 Harley-DaTidson}, scratch.
2. F. V. Tljomas (3% F.V.T.)

Time, 23m. 355«.

8 MILES SOLO HANDICAP (Pkivate OwkebsI.
1. E. L. Ksnnctt (7 Harley-DaTidson), scratch.
2. J. V. Buchan.-m (7 Indian], 70s.

Time, 12m: 41s.

8 MILES SOLO HAJ?DICAP (Opex).

1. E. L. Kennctt (7 Horley-Da-i-idson), scratoi.
2. A. Morland (7 Excelsior), 70s.

Time, 7m. 40s.

THE ROYAL PRINCES
AT CAMBRIDGE.

Prince Albert and Prince Henry are enthusiastic owners ol

motor cycles. The Princes are here seen Starting up their

Douglases alter attending a lecture at Trinity.
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As Usual.

Must u( the daily pnpei-s have reportt'il

tile I'an's-Nice Trial as a race and gave
till' eiedit to an Anu'rieiui niaehine as

liaving won because it was the first to

aiiive ilt Nice!

20th Squadi'on R.A.F.

ll is |in)|iuso(l to hold a reunion diunef
in l^omiiin. Will all past members please

comnnun'cale with J. A. Hone. 23. Pal-

merston House, Old Broad St.. London.
E.C.. who will inform them when defi-

nite arrangements have been made?

Tbe British Industries Fair.

'rhe British Industries Fair, held
concurrently at London. Birmingham, and
Glasirow. opened last Jlonday. Upwards
of seventy manufacturers in the motor
cycle industry are e.Nhibitinp; at the
Birmiunham section, which is housed at

the Castle Bromwich aerodrome. Yester-

day. 8ir Alfred Jlond. un l.elialf uf the

Government, held a rcec[)tion at Olympia
to the foreign visitors, wlien the Right
Hon. .Sir Auckland Geddes. K.C.B.,
M.P.. President of the Board of Trade,
received the guests.

1.1. and the Trade.
In addition to the Triumph Co., several

other leading manufacturers are not sup-

porting the Tourist Trophy Races this

yeai'. Among them are the B.S.A.,
Zenith, Ariel, Velocette, Precision,
Indian, and Rudge.

-Mr. v. Holroyd, of Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., informed us that, owing to the
iremcndous difficuUies with w-hich manu-
facturers have had to contend as a result

f|f the moulders' strike, the loss of pro-
duction entailed by the concentration of

a staff of experts on. preparation for the
lace could not be faced under existing
trade conditions.

It will be remembered tliat Mr. C. G.
Pullin won the 1914 Senior Race on a
Ktldge-Multi. and it is therefore of more
than passing interest that the makers of

1 this machine will abstain from the 1920
iipclition.

Have you Signed the

Petrol Price Petition ?

Colmore Cup Trial.

The Colmore Cup so far lias always
been won by a rider having a single

svllable mime. In 1911, W. D. South
(.•^cott) : 1912. Frank Smith (Clvno) ; 1913,
\V. B. (Jibb (Douglas); and 1914, Norman
I^ea (Lea.-Fraucis). Seventy entries have
been received for this year's event, and
no less than thirteen teams will compete.

The "Y" Spring Fork.

The " Y " patent spi'ing fork de.scribed
last week is the invention of Mi-. S. J.

Young, late works manager of the F.
Aslett Coulson Engineering Co. Mr.
R. S. Whaley, of the Patent Spring
Fork Co., draws our attention to this
fact, and also that his concern is manu-
facturing the fork in conjunction with the
" Y " Engineering Co.. of 1. JIachise
Road, Kensington, with which Mr. Young
is associated.

Clubs Co-operating in South Wales.

Three South Wales clubs are co-operat-
ing in their competitions this year. These
clubs are the Carmarthen and District
M.C. and C.C.C, the Welsh Auto and
Aero Club, and the Ystalyfera and
Swansea Valley M.C.C. In addition to the
open speed event allocated to the three
clubs by the A.C.U., which will be held
in August, the clubs intend to run six
competitions, open to members of the
three clubs. This decision is the result
of an inter-club conference held recently
in Swansea, wdien a committee was formed
consisting of three officials of each club.
Owing to the very cordial relations

existing between the' clubs, the scheme
should result in South West Wales having
seven well organised and well-supported
events for 1920 which are quite distinct
from purely club event.s.

Eighty were present at the inter-club
dinner that followed the Conference.
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Petrol Prices Protest.

The petition to the Premier, organised
by the A. A., against the high price of

petrol, has been strongly supported
everywhere in Cireat Britain. Within
twenty-four hours of the distribution of

the petition forms over 10,000 signatures
had been received by the A. A.
At a largely attended meeting of tlie

Council of the Federation of Grocers'
Associations, held at St. l^ancraa Hotel,
last week, a resolution was passed unani-
mously pledging the Federation to giving
their full support to the petition, and
resolving that a copy of the petition

should be circulated to each individual
employee, asking him to secure nineteen
other signatures Ijesidcs his own.
When it is ivali.-^ed that the Federation

employ some 160,000 persons, the sup-
port of the Federation should mean a

minimum of at least 1,000.000 signatures
to the Automobile Association's petition,

apart from all other sources. From the
point of numbers the petition should be a

great success.

The London-Land's End Trial at Easter.

The route- of the M.C.C. Easter com-
petition to Land's End has now been
decided. The start will be from the
Berkeley Arms Hotel. Cranford Bridge,
Hounslow, at midnight, Friday, April
2nd. Arrangements have been made
whereby competitors may obtain supper
at the hotel li-om 8 p.m. onwards.
From Hounslow the route will be^ria

Maidenhead, Reading, ilarlborough, De-
vilies, Bi'idgwater, Porlock, Lyuton,
Barnstaple, Lauiiceston, Truro, Pen-
zance. The breakfast stop will be Bridg-
water, and luncheon will be taken at
Lamiceston.
Competitors for the .Jarrott Cup and

other cups must cHmb Porlock and
Lynton without leaving the saddle or
ha\ing a wheel stop.

The course is of a very sporting nature,
and no ~ doubt it will attract a great
number of entrants from the club's large
membership, the event being for members
onlv.

Blizzard in Yorkshire last Sunday. A Sheffield rider's B.S.A. on Owler Bar
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ACROSS FRANCE IN FOUR DAYS.
From Paris lo Nice over Atrocious Road, Surfaces. Magnificent Scenery on ttie Estereis

and R.viera. 43 Survivors of 69 Starters. British Mactiines Prominent in tfie Results.

FIRST DAY. — Paris-Montgeron (start),

Fontainebleau, Sens, Auxerre (lunch),

Montbard, Val Suzon, Dijon. (193

miles.)

HITHERTO the annual Paris-Nice
« Trial has been regarded as an en-

joyable cross-country trip appeal-

ing to private owners. . That was the

case in the trials held in 1913 and 1914.

But tliis year's competitors had quite an
eye-opener. Long daily distances over

varying road surfaces, sometimes atroci-

ous and quite as bad as some of those en-

countered in the war zone, coupled with
the time schedule, robbed the event of

interest from the viewpoint of the pleasure

seeking amateur.

In short, the trial, which lasted four

clays, proved a strenuous one. Some con-

solation was obtained from tlie magnifi-
cent scenery, particularly near the Franco-
Swiss frontier, on the second dii\ -md
also approaching the Cote d'Azur. The
Riviera itself formed a delightful change
from our English climate. No fe\\ei than
twenty-four starters ne^-er reached Nice,
their experiences being related heieafter.

So bad were the roads, generall\ speak
ing, that several successful competitois
who had intended riding back, abandoneil
tlie idea and came home b\ tiaiii

Another year, if the event is to continue
to attract the private owner as an tn
joyaljle method of spending ten daj-,

holida.v, the daily distances must be cut
down, and good average roads chosen.
Frame fractures hundreds of mjes fiom
linme are no joke, particularly to an
anialour. No such coritrefeniii^ would
liave been experienced had it been pos-
sible suitably to adjust the pace to the
slate of the road surface.

The Early Stages of the Run.
In the la.st issue of 7'/ie .Motor I'l/ih v\e

described tlie atrocious road sui face and
?x/rf from Paris to the official st.ntuig
point at Montgeron. Very wisel\ this
stretch had not been included in the eaily
morning start in darkness, but it iie\ei-

tlieless acted as a foretaste of what was
to follow, and Parker (Norton), who was

CI2

suffering from a chill, elected not to start.

Every hotel in the village was crowded,
three or four occupying each bedroom,
which became the usual order as the miles
were left behind.
Motor cyclists, car owners, and country-

side spectators were much in evidence at

tire start, witli whicli was associated the
usual hubbub and e.Kcited conversation of

non-competitors, who would persist in call-

ing it a race.- The names of the sixty-

nine starters were given in our last issue.

Pot-holey roads at tlie outset damped
the spirits of those who have been trained

to regard the roads of France outside the
war zone as superior to any in the world.
Heavy transport lorries and fast cars

have contributed to cut up the surface,

and jolts and jars were the rule. Just
before the first control at Fontainebleau
(40 kilometres) we caught up IVIax C.

Moriss, the frame of whose machine
had snapped clean through at the down
tubi tlie engine and the fiont of the side

car resting on the ground. ]\Ir. and JSIrs,

iloriss- were fortunately unhurt, though
the machine slithered along the ground to

the extreme left-hand side of the road.

Guignet (twin G.L. sidecar) suffered the

expefijence of the left handle-bar breal:-

ing clean off, evidently due to a flaw, but
with the throttle control on the riglit bar
he pluckily continued without liesitation.

Fontainebleau was tlie first of the

numerous time controls. Passing the
magnificent Chateau of Fontainebleau on

our left we turned along the Sens load,

appreciating once a^ain the sjjlrtididly

clear signposts and kilometre stones of'

France. Uren (Edmund-Jap) was passed I

later pushing his machine in an endeavour)
to start, but without success. Here-;

abouts on the good road to Sens, a Grand
[

Prix racing Itala car swept past us at aj

good mile a minute. Naas (.\.B.C.) was
early in trouble, which perhaps is nol:

surprising, as the three machines were'

only finished the night previous to the

Two of tie winning team in the Paris-Nice Trial, Captain C P. Wood and W, L Cu
(3-J h.p. Scott machines) traversing poVi
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At the summit o( Mont Agel competitors were entertained to tea by the Nice Golf Club. Our photograph shows a group ot competing

machines outside the golf club house.

' start, and were .-sealed but a few linurs

before the trial bei^aii. Auxerves was the

appointed place for liuieli, the macliiiies

being parked in an euelosnre in the open
sf|u;n'e, and ins]!ee'.ed by an interested

crowd.

Over Undulating Roads.

Then followed a run over open moor-

land roads with many a twist through the

Morvan district in the Cote d'Or, where'

occasional stragslers were encountered,

though for the most |)art the competi-
tors ran regularly ; indeed, most of the

marks lost lay the riders were for arriving

too early at controls. Owing to a mis-

understanding of the rules, the riders

contested this. Dupuis (B.S.A.), with
lis wife in the sidecar, was delayed by
I broken front spindle, but, having a

pare, he fitted it, and his pace there-

iltcr was astounding. The smart disc-

heeled Bedelia was held up temporarily
'v a broken belt hereabouts.
.Montbard was the point selected by

'1, Low for his audiometer tests, which
i:'lrumeut had been conveyed by W.
"'ode aboard his Hispano-Suiza saloon.
Before reaching Val Suzon, the non-

lop section, there were many miles of
eserted roads reminiscent of the York-
lure moors, and as darkness was
pproaching those in the rear of the
voocssion had to light up. We ourselves
Kperienced trouble, and were among the
iil end of the procession as a result,

I lougli we were able to pick up the
ragglers and learn their troubles. Not-
ithstanding the quick descents and sinu-
-is nature of the course, several French
ders actually continued without lights

—

remarkably dangerous procedure for
lemselves and other road users, but the
des of the road in France are notoriously

The official cars were delayed by
trouble on several occasions, one stopping
finally on the first day with a burnt-out
big end. There was not a competitor
who was not delighted to reach Dijon
that evening, after a tiring run of

287.6 km: Nine riders failed to report
at the finishing control that evening, and
no fewer than twenty-eight had marks
deducted.
Naas (A.B.C.) was towed into Dijon

liy a Douglas rider early on Saturday
morning, and on the tramlines executed
a hair-raising skid a,t the end of the

rope affi-xed to his machine. The risks

the French riders run are amazing I

Isodi (Stucchi) also arrived a day late,

but his cvnfrhcs on other Stucchi
machines are marking an excellent im-

pression.

SECOND DAY. -Dijon, Chalon-sur-Saone,
Macon, Bourg, Nantua (lunch), Mexi-
mieux, Lyon. (185-J miles.)

Once again in the dark, and fortified

only with ca/'e and a roll, the sixty odd
competitors set out from Dijon on Satur-

day. To-day the road surfaces were
better, and the scei;ery in parts magnifi-

cent, with an impression of Switzerland
as the Juras, the foothills of the Alps
were crossed. Several went off the

course, but man.-,ged to regain the correct

route. Brunell's two-stroke Triumph and
Greenwood's . two-stroke Connaught are

the surprise of the trial, for they riui

most regularly and have climbed all hills

with ease. The Connaught is a 1914
model, with Armstrong three-speed hub
gear. The Scott rider's team is com-
plete, also the Sunbeam, and_ Harley-
Davidson men are runing like clockwork.
One can well believe already that the
team prizes are to be closely contested.

Rex .Mundv's 5^ h.p. Rover is gouig

extremely well ; but, curiously enough,

his French passenger speaks not a word
of English, and Mundy admits that his

French vocabulary is extremely meagre!
Their sign.s, signals, and grimaces are,

con.sequently, distinctly amusing.

The twin-cylinder disc wheel B'eriots

have been suffering tyre trouble, but their

riders seem to have no feeling for bumps
when the moment arrives to make up
lime. A succession of hairpin bends in

the road became very trying.

At Premeaux we caught up Major
Empson, at first imagining that he had
suffered a horrible accident, for we saw
in the distance his A. V. monocar on its

side. Closer investigation, however,
showed that he had turned it over inten-

tionally in order to fit a new rear spring,

the Original cue having broken. JIany
hours later he caught us up, and con-

tinued to the end.

M. Psalty, with .Mde. Psalty in the

sidecar of his single-cylinder Rover, is

putting up a plucky performance, and is

continuing with a broken chain stay

supported by straps. Hitherto the course

has not proved severe, so far as gradients

are concerned.

A Real Hill-climb.

The first real test hill of the trial came
to-day after Bourg, four miles of 1 in 10,

stiffening to 1 in 8, being observed. Kaye
Don (twin Zenith) thoroughly enjoyed
himself on these ascents. On the corre-

sponding descent of the Berthian M.
_.

Gaston Sweerts warned the competitcts

of an impending brfike test. The per-

formances generally were good.

Just before reaching the brake te^'t, at

one of the numerous turns Pletsier

(Harley-Davidfon sc.) overturned while

trying' to avoid a wall, and managed to

"15
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throw his passenger clean over it. Both
got up again undamaged and resumed,
but the sidecar frame had been badly
strained, as subsequent experiences
proved.

The weather was getting noticeably
warmer as the trial progresed further
South, and the limestone roads threw off

much dust. Jireame Fenton (A.B.C.)
stopped finally with piston trouble, and
Fred Dover (Triumph sidecar) failed to
arrive at the luncheon stop owing to a
broken sidecar frame.
Some of the other machines were

already showing signs of battering, for

sidecar passengers were in two cases ob-

served cariying the mudgua;'ds of their

sidecars. Towards Lyons, the end of the
second stage, the road surfaces deterior-
ated again, and the one topic of conver-
sation that evening was the unexpected
severity of the trial, the miles of tram
setts encountered on entering Lyons pro-
viding the finishing touch to a strenuous
day. Quite a large crowd welcomed the
arrivals, fhe buzzing Scotts greatly
attracting the attentions of the Lyonnais,
who are great admirers of the English.
The Moto Clnb de Lyon is an active body
of enthusiasts, who gave the riders a very
hearty welcome during the evening.

THIRD DAY—Lyons, Serrieres, Valence,
Avignon (lunch), Orgon, Salon, Mar-
seilles. f205l miles.)

Whatever the riders thought of the two
previous stages, the third day was infi-

nitely more diflficnlt. Resuming in the pale
moonlight, competitors remaining set off

for Valence by the road on the right bank
of the river Rhone. Starting from the
tram terminus, a Blerint caH)iiretter
caught alight, one of the A B.C.'s liaving
also caught fire momentarily i-n gurdijr.

It was cold and misty—far colder than
hitherto—and when actually in the Rhone
valley the mist and awful roads rendered
a 19 m.p.h. average somewhat risky.

The riders were soon, too, enveloped in

frost, the whole countryside being covered
with a white mantle of hoar frost. But
the roads ! Words can hardly describe
the ruts and pot-holes. It is no exaggera-
tion to say that many were a foot deep.
Passing competitors was next to impos-
sible, and yet the sidecars scurried along
marvellously well.

The outskirts of Lyons formed a test in

themselves. Brunell, who had spent an
uncomfortable night (since Dover was
carrj'ing his night apparel and had failed

to turn up), preferred to ride between
the tram lines as most others did, but,

when after some distance the track sud
denly veered to the right-hand side of

the road, and a questionable macadam
surface appeared, he elected (in the dark
of course) to continue along the lines, and,
as a result, his front wheel dropped into

a deep square gap between the rails and
buckled the wheel. Brunell was precipi-

tated over the handle-bars, but, jirovi-

dentially, he was unhurt, though his front
wheel "Nvas crumpled up beyond repair,

A minute later Chapm.Ti; / JIorgan-JI.A.G.
Runabout) almost repeated this perform-
ance, but Brunell yelled out in time to

enable him to bring his runabout to a
standstill a bare foot before the chasm !

This Jlorgan, the only one in the trial,

is standing up remarkably well, though
one acquainted with the roads would pro-
nounce a three-tracker to be an impos-
sible vehicle under such conditions.

That Never-to-be-forgotten Rhone Valley

Soon we caught up Rutherford (Sun-
beam) repairing his second puncture,
which put him sixty-five minutes behind

SURVIVORS OF THE PARIS-,^

Among the competitors, reading Irom left

(Zenith), J. Baker, Wood, and Guy (Scotts).

'

(Diamond). Columbel (Douglas). Brunei (Bli

(Sunbeams). M

THE

Arriving at the Riviera each competito

with the palms an.
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Pinney, Ringot, and G. Hill (Triumphs), Don
aune (Matchless), Newman (Sunbeam), Milner

ar), M. Hamon (judse). Gillies, T. Rutherford

isel! Kino (Scot!^

. ( NTROL
^i^ mosa, so that the group on the promenade,
loij d an impressive sight.

time, but he iievei'thele?s managed tn

catch up again. P. W. White (Sunbeam
lid Douglas Hawkes (A.J.S. sc.)

have been noticeable for their consistent
and quiet running, and their machines
have so far stood the gruelling in a

wonderful way. Before Givors we over-

took several riders who .were ahead of

time and resting, but it was a relief to

every man when, chilled to the bone,
that never-to-be-forgotten Rhone Valley,
with its enormous pot-holes and ruts,

was left behind at Avignon. Before the
lunch stop at the last-named town we
caught up d'Argollo (American E.xcelsior),

who had run out of petrol and was begin-
ning to think that all was lost. His
passenger carried the sidecar mudguard.
We sent him on his way rejoicing, and
received. his gra.teful thanks. Incident-

ally: it should be remarked that the petrol

arrangements throughout were excellent,

and no difficulty was e.xperienced in ob-

taining supplies, the price varying in our
case between 6 frs. 50 c. and 9 frs. per

can of five litres (about one gallon),

which is cheaper than in England at the
present rate of exchange. The New
Imperial team complete. Mundy (3^
Rover sc), Columbel (Douglas), Geoffrey
Hill (Triumph), the G.L.'s, Sunbeanrs^
New Imperials, Scotts, and Nortons were
as usual well up to time at the luncheon
check.

French Summertime Commences.
On approaching Avignon, magnificent'

views were obtained. The competitors

passed beneath the fine Chateau of Ville-

neuve, and from the bridge first saw- and
then passed through the wonderfully
preserved walls of Avignon.
At this point we overtook Barthelemy

(3^ Rover), who has ridden most regu-

larly throughout. Dubost and Dupont of

the two-stroke ;\Iolo-Solos are also most
consistent perfoi'mers among the French
riders.

five-thirty (Sunday was the first

day of French summer time), all the sur

vivors were through Salon, the usual

crowd welcoming the competitors at the

control. Punctures, as usual, were a

feature of the closing stages until

arriving at Marseilles. At the sea

port the pave and tramlines caused
several falls but no serious damage,
though the front sidecar spring of

Hawkes's A.J.S. broke, rendering tho

going uncomfortable for his wife. G.

Hill (Triumph) broke his rear spindle, but

undaunted carried on to the end, thougli

his back wheel had quite half an inch ,

of play.

The manner in which the French riders

of the Harley-Davidsons, Indian, and
Excelsiors blaze along, stopping every

now and then to touch up any necessary

parts, is an indication of the keen com-
petition existing between them. On one
occasion we were travelling at 40 m.p.h.

when a Harley sidecar easily passed us

in a huge cloud of dust. A French rider

whose consistent running has evoked
general praise is E. G. Fery (4 Douglas
sc). Fery speaks English fluently, hav-

ing spent a long time in this country. He
has a cork leg, the result of an accident

at Brooklands fourteen years ago, but as

a private owner he manages his machine
with remarkable dexterity. Columbel
on a 2| Douglas is riding equally con

sistently.

One "of the 1920 French models, th^

Benoit-Gonin—the driver of which was

kissed on both cheeks on arrival at

Lyons, where the Benoit-Gionin works are

situated—is going splendidly. The Moto-

Solo two-strokes are also splendid littla
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The Paris-Nice Trial.—

lightweights, judging by the way they
keep up to time. Rex Jlundy finished
the day's run with straps supporting
his chain stay and sidecar hig, which
had snapped, whilst Psalty (Rover) had
made a splendid roadside repair to his

sidecar spring with a shackle and yards
of insulation tape.

FOURTH DAY.— MarseiUes, Brignoles,

Frejus, Esterel, Cannes (lunch), Antibes,

Nice, La Turbie. (140 miles.)

A daylight start was enjoyed on the
last day—probably the most interesting

stage of all from a scenic point of view.
The early portions, as on previous days,
were over atrocious pave, and miles of

it. too. Pitfalls everywhere awaited the
unwary.
Not an hour after leaving Marseilles,

Victor Horsman, whose performance on
a Norton has not received special men-
tion so far simply because he has run
consistently throughout and been on time
at all controls, discovered that he had
left his money in the hotel bedroom at

which he stayed. He promptly wired
the manager, and it is to be hoped that

he may recover the large sum he had
with him. His stable companion, Harold
Petty, was unlucky in another way. On
one of the turns eight kilometres out of

Marseilles, he encountered a car, and in

the tight corner he found himself adopted
the English rule of the road and swerved
to the left. As a result he collided

violently with the car and suffered a

broken nose. Several British riders

.stopped to render assistance, and he was
taken on the car to a doctor. His machine
was badly damaged. The going improved
towards Brignoles, but here Fery
(Douglas sc.) was late, and lost four

marks, having stopped to adjust a tappet,

whilst Pletsier (Harley) was late owing to

a broken sidecar coupling. Hawkes also

found a fracture in the sidecar frame, his

wife consequently adopting an uncomfort-
able seat on the carrier.

On the Esterel Mountains.

Outside Le Luc, Milner (Diamond-
Jap) broke a valve spring, was some time
tracing the trouble, and then could not
remoA'e the spring. He lost much time,

yet stuck on gamely, but in endeavour-
ing to make up time on the descent of

the Esterels, he fouled a corner and he
and his machine turned three somersauHs,
so he told us. The forks were bent and
rubbing the tyre, the mudguard crumpled
so badly that he had to remove it, but,

not to be beaten, he carried on to the
end, only to miss an arrow at the top of

La Turbie. Near the beautiful Esterel
mountains the scenery was superb and the
gradients long and tiring, though beau-
tifully engineered, and not really steep.

There were no failures and the test pro-

vided proof of the fact that the riders
generally possessed abundant engine
power, and it was only the execi'able

roads which were sei'ving to . swell the
casualty list. The descent of the INIedi-

terranean side was more rapid. At
Frejus, Psalty punctured and found seven
holes caused by a pin in his spare tube,

which he had hitherto carried in a 'coil

on the handle-bar.
Nearing Cannes, glimpses of the blue

Mediterranean were observed, and the
competitors' spirits obviously rose several

degrees. Entering Cannes, a long pro-

cession of cars^many British—were en-

countered. We passed Grapperon
(Bleriot) with a seized engine. A goodly
crowd had assembled on the promenade to

greet the hungry riders who had sur-

vived 5j hours' riding on coffee and a
roll. Machines and riders were promptly
decorated with beautiful mimosa. Can
it be wondered that lunch was welcome?
The surroundings were brilliant to the
tired riders, tliough the sun made but
fitful appearances through the clouds. No
rain had so far been encountered, nor
was it until the last five miles of the trial.

Along the Cote d'Azur.

Aft«r lunch the road ran along the sea

front to Nice, past glorious and sweet
smelling flower beds. Orange trees were
-abundant. But the end was not yet, for

an ascent of the sinuous La Turbie and
on to Mont-Agel was arranged with a
slow and fast hill-climb. It was extra-

ordinary and only typical of French rules

of the road that the riders were allowed

to race up while cars descended. Capt.

Wood (Scott) encountered a car during
his timed ascent, and was forced into

soft gravel and fell—but neither machine
nor rider was hurt. -Baker also touched
Rex Mundy's Rover, but with no un-

toward result. Surprisingly fast ascents

were made, the engines, apparently having
lost little or no power, picked up imme-
diately after rounding the hairpins. -

Magnificent seascapes and panoramas,
of the Esterels from the Alpes-Maritimes
were obtained from the top, where the

riders were entertained to tea, as in the

1914 trial, by the Nice Golf Club. Aftei

a considerable wait, what time a hugt
but impatient crowd awaited the fina

arrival of the competitors on the Nic(

P"omenade, the machines were parked li

the fine new Atlas Garage.

The competitors, headed by Kaye Doi
(Zenith), arrived in a bunch, much to th

enjoyment of the interested visitors t

Nice, who saw the w^hole of them th

second tima in the space of a t'ei

minutes. Of course, it was a race i

French people's eyes, and even th

manager of the Hotel Atlantique, wher
we stayed, was more interested to kno\
who had won than in the rooms fc

which we sighed, having had a total (

ten hours sleep in four days. Truly, tl

competitors' lot was severe, but pity th

journalists, whose lot is not easy" an
who obtain no gold medals ! But tli

run was worth it all. . A tour from Pin-

to Nice (preferably not too hurried!)
surely the most delightful form ol ho
day imaginable.

Tom Gillies (Vi h.p. Sunhcam), who was p'aced seventh in the genera' classification Detruche (3 h.p. French made A B.C '

who successfully completed the course
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rhe Paris Nice Trial.—

BRAKE EFnCIENCY TEST.

ATI'",ST ,.f the l)rakus l,M,k pliicr on llu'

ut'l.Tiiuoii ol tlu> ITlli.iiist. Uefoi'e

starting, competitors wore iiUowed

fifteen niinntes in wliich to attend to tlieir

mounts. I'lie way to the westernmost

end of the Promenade des AnjjUiis was

led hy .M. llanion. Dr. Lows fellow

Ijiidge. and nu one was allowed to pass

lie ear.

The afternoun mis fine, but eold and

.viiidy-in fait, nut at all the kind which

3 to' he expected on the Riviera.

Sev-<-ral incidents took place during the

est. Don (Zenith) pulled up very

mnrtls , but the fact that he had his

lipe ill his mouth during the run much
listi-esi^ed the sergent of police who kept

he eouise, and lie expatiated to us on

lie d.TUger of such a jirocedure at great

nigth. J. A. Newman (Sunbeam) ignored

II sign:ils, and proceeded towards Mar-
eilles^ at a rapid rate. Eventually, how-

vcr, he returned, and was allowed

nothcr Iry. (Ireatei' misunderstanding
a.s evinced hv the gallant Frenchman
•ho'drove the 6.L. sidecar outtit over 700

liles with a bi'okcn handle-bar, one half

f which was missing. Fast, he ignored

the signal to slop ; then, at his seecnid

attempt, he stopped at the tirst line

in>tead of the second ; but the third time
he did what was wanted. The perform-
ances are given in the tabulated list.

Silencers were tested as to their efficacy

bv means of Dr. flow's photn-electric
audiometer at Mnnlbaid in the Ci.te d'Or
and again at Nice dining tlie bi'ake test.

STARTING FROM COLD TEST.

A DULL and rainy morning followed
the arrival of the competitors at

Nice, sd • the starting test took
place in the huge garage.

Across the Hoor two tapes were
stretched, and each motor cycle was
wheeled by hand to the firpt one. At the
word "go" the petrol had to be turned
on. the carburetter flooded, and the
engine started, either by means of the
kick-starter or handle or by pushing.
The time was taken from the word "go"
till the engine wa.s tiring pn.perly. .^lost

of liie iii.achii:es came tinougli v.i'l!.

Milner created great enthiisiasin by
making a fjuicl; stait and vaulting with
his feet on to tile saddle. Don, who has
no kick-starter to his Zenith and a

damaged hand, made a brilliant start

by pushing otf.

Brunei's Bl^riot was badly gumnji;d

and refused to start. Piiiney, whose
'Triumph was fitted with a special car-

buretteV of his own, could not start.

TEAM PRIZE RESULTS.
TK.MIC Ti:.\.M.s.

.M.iik,..

1. 'Scott IC. P. Wood, II. O. Wood.
and W. L. Ouy) 381:46

2. IIarlev-David.son tl> (Vcrpault. Mul-
Uraan, and Pletsici) 378.72

3. Triumph (Pinney, Mill, and C.alliiS).. 35: r
G.L. (Gompertz, .Uuignet. .ind Lacour) 340. iij

SuNnE\.M (Newman, Gillieu, jind

Rutherfold) .. 357.-4

fUuLEV Davidson (2) (Collot, Bon-
naid, and Monan) ., .; .. 263-;

New Impekial (Rigal, ilorton, and
Gisquel) .. .. 247, 'i

ItovEtt (Psally, Dulabic, and Mundyl.. 175 J

1

•Winners of the Coupe du Prfeldent de li

Republique to tlie best team iioininati-'d b.. <

manufaeturer.

CLrB TEAMS.
1. IMoTo Club de France (Dubon. Bai-

ihelcmy. and Delanne)

2. Touring Moto Club de France fVei- .

Iiault. Pletsier. and Mulliman).

3. ILK1.EY AND' District M.C.C. (H. (i.

Wood, \V. L. Guy, and G. Hilll

Cumdcrland County M.C.C. (T.
Gilif.-, T. Rutheilord, and J, A.
Newman)

MOTO Club Parisian (Et.ive, Bernaid
and S.-rmeii<)

t Winn.Ti ol the Cour--' de r,tit .hnirnnl.

THE COMPLETE OFFICIAL RESULTS OF THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL, ARRANGED IN ORDER OF MERIT.

l^elia-

Compctitor's No., Name, aad Make. bility.

3'5

54

IvAYE Don (Zenith)

Barthelemv (Kover)

W. L. Guv (Scott)

\'erpault (Harley-Davidson sc.)

J, Baker (Scott)

E. Chapman (Morgan)
W. M. Greenwood (Connaught)
T. GlLHES (Sunbeam)

45. C. P. Wood (Scott)

19, CoLOMBEL (Douglas)

,55. Bonnard (Harley-Davidson sc.) .

48. Pinney (Triumpii)

37. Detruche (A. B.C.)

15, W. D. HwvKES (A.J.S. sc.)

51. DebAY (Rover)

33. Oblin (Enfield sc.)

14. E. C. Fery (Douglas sc.)

44. Etave (Indian sc.)

12. MORET (G.L. sc.)

30. .\. CoLLOT (Harley-Davidson sc.)

2. E. DfBOST (Motosolo)
! 49

10. L. HoRTON (New Imperial) 1 54
13. Lacour (G.L. sc.)

[ 44
17. V. Horsman (Norton)

| 41
31. GuiGUET (G.L. sc.) 30

P. W. White (Sunbeam sc.i .... 43
H. J. Mulliman (Harlcy-D. set . . 31",

3. F. Gallie (Triumph) 34
Pletsier (Harley-Davidson sc.) . . 48

' (',. Hill (Triumph) 26
Helaune (ilatchless sc.) 34

3. Sermeus (Sunbeam) 2S
.T. T. Rutherford (Sunbean,) •

3
-|. H. O. Wood (Scott) 2

3 X.VAS (ABC.) 21

4 Kex Mundy (Rover sc.) o
I .\. DupoxT (Motosolo) 10
". F. Delaunay (Stucchi sc.) o
' K. King (Scott) o

I F. Gompertz (G.L. sc.)

" L. P5.\LTv (Rover sc.)
'. R. Dupuis (B.S.A. sc.)

- M. Brunet (Bleriot)
- A. Galien -(Benoit-Gonin sc.)

^

Non-
Silence,

I

stop,

;o Marks 20 Mark;

Mexi-
bilitv,

^o Marks

20.0
15-9

16.3

Brakes
on Level,

20 Marks

7-6
13.0

g.S
6.0

14.6

10.3
II .2

II. o

13.6
5-4
10.3
12.5
8.3
9-1

6.6
8.0
8.5

8^9
9.6
4.6
6.8

7-9
7.8
.8.4

10.2
4.6
8.3
6.1

Brakes Starting

on Hill, from Cold
>o Marks to Marks

5-6
1,8

3 .

1

4.0
4-3
5-4
4-5
2.8

1 .6

2 ,

1

3 -3

5-9
5-7
7-7
2 .0

0.7
0.8

0.43
6.0
2.64

3-87

5.10
3-33
2.40
6.97

3-40
7.79
6.97
4.6
2.84
6.0
3-91
6.57
7.66
4.6
4,90
4-5
5-35
o

6.0
3-90
3-5°

^pare
Parts,

!o Mark:
Marks
Gained.

149
146

144
144
141

139
.139

138

109 04

103 9

104 71

98 97
98 56

98 9

95 6

1*3 7

87 Oi
86 3

85

79 7

70 3

68 4

51 62
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A Sporting Afternoon Trial.

Severe Road Conditions in a Competition for the Longman Cup.

THE disappointingly small number of

four competitors finished within
reasonable time in the trial organ-

ised by the Ealing and District JM.C.C.

on Saturday last.

A sporting trial, indeed, the odds
against which, the solo riders in parti-

cular, had to compete, constituted such

a test for both rider and machine that

but a few skilful riders survived. The
- starting and finishing point was at the

Anchor Hotel, Ripley, from which
twenty entrants were started by the
donor of the silver cup.

A route of approximately sixty miles
was selected, which had to be completed
non-stoiD, at an average speed of 20
iii.p.h.

NICE -LA TURBIE HILL-

CLIMB.

THE results of the Nice-La Turbie
hill-climb, held on Thursday morn-
ing after the conclusion of the Paris-

Nice Trial, are as follows :

Motor Cycles.

Agnero (Jlotosacoche)
— . Wood (Scott) ...

Mulliman (H.D.) ...

7 17

7 53
8 15

.Motor Cycles asb Sidkc.aes.

m. s.

1. Unia (Indian) ... 10 24
2. Roily (Motosacoche) 11 27

3. Noret (G.L.) ... 12 41

Cycle C.ves.

m. s.

1. .Maj. Empson (A.V.) 11 481
A record for the hill was set up by

Agnero in 6m. 49|s.

The challenge cup of the il.C. de Nice
was retained by that body, the total time
for the team (three riders) being 29m. 6s.,

and the challenge cup iJartini Rossi was
won by the Bradford Club team (two
riders) in 17m. lie.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

A meeting of the above will be held at

the White Lion Hotel, Smithford Street,

Coventry, to-night, the 26th, at eight

o'clock. Business : Taxation and petrol.

The opening run has been arranged to

take place on March 28th, Newnham
Paddox.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Financially, this club is in a very satis-

factory condition, having nearly £200
in hand for the coming year. At the
seventeenth annual general meeting, held
recently, it was decided that the sub-
scription be raised from 10s. 5d. to 15s.,

and that no entrance fee for new mem-
bers be charged. About twenty-five new
members were put up for election, and
a proposal to incorpoi'ate a liglit car
section was rejected.

From the start a steady climb along a

narrow track, with thick muddy sur-

face, necessitated driving of a very careful

nature.
The steep gradients, combined with

appallingly bad road conditions, began to

comb out the number of possible finishers.

The survivors seized every opportunity

to open their throttles in- order to make
good their time in anticipation of further

difficulties.

Passing through Peaslake, Pitch Hill

was encountered, .the hairpin corner situ-

ated about halfway up considerably reduc-

ing the survivors. After negotiating two
further diiiicult hills, the "star turn

of the run, Dunley Hill, was a veritab

nightmare to the already exhaustf

riders.

A circuit round Ranmore Comm<
brought the competitors to East Horsle;

and thence back to Ripley.
Unfortunately, this circuit upset m?.r

riders' sense of direction, and they Co

tinued to "blind" round the commo
The survivors to reach the Anchor Hot
within a quarter of an hour to time wers

1. ^lalone (Harley-Davidson sc).

2. Tilt (Triumph solo).

3. Sharratt (Triumph solo).

4. Boya (Triumph solo).

The A.A. defensive. A scout obtains signatures (or the petrol price protest. Despite

the great economy of the Connaught, its fair owner considers it worth while.

CLUB NEWS.
Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

A general meeting of members is con-,

veiled for 7.30 on Tuesday, JIarch 2nd,
at St, Ambrose Hall,' Alumhurst Road,
Bournemouth West, when it is proposed
that the existing club be formerly wound
up. A mass meeting of local motor
cyclists will be held in the same hall at

8 p.m. on the same date, and will be
presided over by Dr. George Frost, J. P.

At this meeting it is intended that a
new club and organisation shall be
formed. All who are interested are
urgently requested to attend.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

It has been decided that a general meet-
ing will be held some time in April, when
it is hoped that all local motor cyclists

will be present. The date will be an-
nounced later. .Apparently there is a

lack of enthusiasm on the part of the '

members, which is most regrettable,

view of the fact that in pre-war d^.

the club was recognised as being one

the most progressive in the North
England.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

In the recent hill-climb at Crovdon H
B. A. Hill won the 600 c.c. Class 01

4 h.p. Triumiih in 30s.

North London M.C.C.

Although formed quite recently,

club has made excellent progress, am'
now firmly established. Members
reminded that the opening run ta|,s

place on Sunday ne.xt, after whiclja

paperchase has been arranged for Mat'i

14tb, to be followed by a run ,0

Stevenage on JIarch 28th.
;
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Club News.—

Essex M.C.

On Mnirh 27th. an (iiion lull clinili,

for rniitm' cycles, will hn held. AU in-

foiiimticiu may be oUtained from the hon.

oru^Miiser. Ur. E. J. Bass, Hishop's

Sl'iiitliiid, Herts,

Hastings M.C.C.

.All entlmsiastic committee has been

olecteil for this recently-formed club,

with .Mr. T.aurance Lyon, iM.P., as

[U'esiilent ; Councillor A. Blackmail, J. P.,

iiid -Mr. .1. F. Martin as vice-presidents,

uid !\lr. F. E. Thomas as hon. secretary.

,

East Lancashire M.C.C.

I -Tickets for the aniuinl ball, wliich is

be hefd in the' Co-operativo Hall,

Town Hall Street. Blackburn, on March
1th, may be obtiyncd from any member
if th» committee, or from the hon,

ecretary. Mr. \V. G. C4ue.st, 9. E.xchange
<treet.. Blackbur4i. The annual general

iieeting will be held in the Banquet
loom, at the Old Bull Hotel, this even-

ng, at 7.30, wVi^n a most attractive

irogrannne for the year will be sub-

litted. To this meeting all intending
lembcrs are invited.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

A committee meeting was held on the

7lh inst.. Mr. V. A. "Holroyd presiding.

1 was decided to hold the opening run
a March loth, and that the date of the

luiual meeting be announced at a later

-ite. Mr. Holroyd, who was one of the
luaders of the club, and who has acted
4 chairman for many years, I'eluctantly

iiided in his resignation, owing to the
ct that it is impossible for him to attend
eetings called for the evenings. Mr. G.
. Roberts, one of the oldest members,
IS elected chairman in place of Mr.
I'lroyd. and Mr. Norman Rycroft, 48,

iiKuhvay, Earlsdon, Coventry, was
lulled hon. sec.

A Conference of Welsh Clubs.

The Welsh Auto and Aero Club and
e \stalvfera and Carmarthen Motor
ele Clubs, all affiliated to the A.C.TJ.,
Kl i conference at Swansea on Thurs-
y, February 19th, when it was
n>umced that they had been granted
.' licence of the A.C.U. for open speed
lis, to be held between August 14th

'i 21st at Pendive. An executive cpm-
Hee was appointed, and it was decided
it each club should run two events
:'i! to tlie other clubs. A letter was
eived from Mr. Ivor L. Roberts, of

' ausea. offering the Welsh Auto and
i ro Association a silver challenge cup
' the best performance throughout the

I The offer was accepted with
iiU'i.

New Barnsley Club.

lotor cycling enthusiasts of Barnsley
i district assembled on the 16th inst.

II decided to form a club, to be called

||
Biirnsley M.C.C. Over fifty mem-

:' 5 have already enrolled, and the Com-
1 tee have been elected. A smoking

;:• ;ert was held on the 17th inst., fol-
-1 ed by a meeting, at which a pro-

'- nme of events for the year was
iiged. Any interested motor cyclists

' lequested to communicate with the
' secretary,- Mr. Claude H. Gray,
' :-ite, Barnslev.

/»)

feb.

/•eh..

IrixtuTa. (Tlub TEvents.
S6.~Biinliiirii and Dhtrhl M.C.C. Imiwilaiil
Central Mrrtimi.

26.~lliiat I.ancasliirc M.C.C. .Inmiiil Cenerul

^ •
r /,/„,;/ Culmora Cup Trial.

-H.M.C.t-\r. iBirminnham). Annual
leral .Mrrtinti; ImiicrhU Hotel, 7 p.m.
<orlU London M.C.C. Oitening Run to

,v MX'.I'.V. (Leeds). Smoking Concert,

U.-Clieltrnhnm M.C. and L.C.C. Mee
Brllc View. >.:U ii.m.

P.~M.C.C. Onen'uui Ttvn to Brl.ililon.
U.-fivrbilon anfl liistriU M.C.C. Ope

Mar. IS.—Do rrhrster M.C. and L.C.C. Opening
nun Bonn einoulh.

Mar. JO.^Ho ne Con lies Clubs- Reliabili ij Trial.
Mar. 2T —F^"^CT M.C. Open llill-elimb.
A,,r. J.-I'bi

R.'lial '/7,f„
';,'

11. 1 District M.C. a
,•!. r.nzancr and I}c

nd L.C.C.

Apr.
'''

,ii',.':h

Hn,,«,,h M. uud M.C.C. Staxlon Kill-

Surbiton and District M.C.C.
The first annual concert will take place

at the Scotch Cafe, Kingston Bridge, on
March 10th. Tickets may be obtained
from the hon. sec, Mr. W. B. Reeve,
25, Ditton Road, Surbiton. Activities

will commence with the opening lun on
March 14th to Burford Bridge Hotel.
Members should meet at the headquarters,
Fox and Hounds Hotel, Portsmouth
Road, Surbiton, at 2.45 p.m., the actual
start being at 3 p.m., Mr. F. W.
Barnes (captain) leading. Solo machines
will start first, in pairs, at one minute
intervals, followed by sidecar outfits.

241

Public Schools M.C.C.

Canilidates for niemljership will h»

elected at a committee meeting whic.i

will be held on the 27th inst. All pa- ••

and present members of i-ecogiiised public

selujols are eligible, and intending candi

dates should forward their names at once
to the hon. sec, Mr. Jl. B. 1^'owning,

Loftus Hotel, Earl's Court, S.W. An
attractive programme, which includ,-.^

speed trials, hill climbs, and week-eiil

runs has been arranged for this year.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The committee report a substantial

increase in the membership list, and theie

is every indication of a successful future.

This evening the annual meeting will be
he'd at the Jlermaid Hotel, Stratford

Pioad. at seven o'clock, when officers will

be elected and a programme of events

li.xcd for this year. The hon., sec, Mr.
E. Boydell, 93, .John Bright Street,

Birmingham, will be pleased to hear from
anv motor cvclists who wish to join the

club.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

On the 13th inst. the annual diinier

was held at the Globe Hotel, Major \\

.

P. JIartin, .J. P., presiding. The prizes

awarded to members during the past year
were presented, also a silver cup won bv
Mr. Fry Allen in 1914. The membership
total now stands at 62, and it is hoped
that this 'number will be greatly increased

in the near future. Jlay 8th has been
selected as the date for the opening run,

which is the only fixture yet decided upon.

Banbury and District M.C.C.

The support given in the past having
been inadequate, a general meeting will

be held at headquarters, the George and
Dragon Hotel, Horse Fair, Banbury, to-

night, at 7.30, in order to decide as to

the continuance of the club. All members
are requested to attend, if possible. It

is hoped that interested motor cyclist.^

living in the district will communicate
with the hon. secretary at headquarters,
when full particulars will be given.

Sunbeam G.L. outfits used in Paris on taxi service. At present the tares are fifty centimes

(5d.) for the first 666 yards, and ten centimes for every further 333 yards, and three francs

per hour while " waiting."
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AN OPEN FRAME MINIATURE.
A New Scooter with Single Lever Control

ALTHOUGH described as a scooter,

the Autosco illustrated beloAV is

more a motor cyci3 than some of

the machines of the miniature class, and
illustrates the tendency for makers of

euch machines to fit larger wheels. The
Autosco has 20xliin. tyres, and a frame
which may be said to be a lady's cycle

frame slightly elongated. The rear wheel
is an Auto-wheel unit, while the front

uses the same size rim and tyre.

One of the most interesting features

of the little mount is the provision of a

single lever for the complete control of

the engine. A Bowden lever is located

on the handle-bar. which, when in the

closed position, releases the compression
of the cylinder, whilst a small opening
opens the throttle, and, at the same time,

operates the device for releasing the

compression,
A wide footboard, to which is attached

a small stand, forms part of the equip-

ment. The manufacturers are Brown and
Layfield, 12, Empire Parade, Sydenham
Road, London, S.E.25. An open-frame lightweight—the Autosco

A SCOTIISH OPEN TRIAL.
The Palmar Tropiiy Event organised by Glasgow Club.

ON Saturdav, March 6th, the Western
M.C.C; of Glasgow will hold its

open trial for the Palmer trophy,
which will be held under the open com-
petition rules of the Scottish A.C.U. A
course of 125 miles has been mapped
out, which has to be covered at a
schedule speed of 20 m.p.h., and
Mpparently the Gia.=gow club has been
unable to find a better means of finding

a winner among those securing maximum

marks than by instituting a secret check.
Solo machines will be allowed two
minutes, and sidecars four minutes,
either way, while competitors more than
ten minutes ahead of their schedule
speed will lose one mark for each minute.
Entry fees are : Manufacturers, agents,
and non-members of the club, 10/- -^non-
trade members of the club, 7/5.
Ah coinpeting machines accompanied

by their drivers and passengers must

report to the chief marshal at the clul

headquarters, 250, Great Western Road
Glasgow, before 9.30 a.m. on the da;

of the trial, and competitors will h
"started in pairs at one minute intervals

the first pair' leaving at 10 a.m. Thi

organising secretary is Mr. J. R. Bell

240, Great Western Road, Glasgow, am
entries close on Tuesday, March 2nd
Late entries, however, will be acceptei

at double fees up to Friday, the 5th.

THE MONTREAL SHOW.
An Exhibition consisting chiefly of American Motor Cycles.

A CANADIAN correspondent writes

from Montreal, Quebec, that new
models of a number of leading

American motor cycle lines, as well as

various exhibits of accessories, were seen

at the National Motor Show of Eastern
Canada, which was held in the Motor-
drome Building, ilontreal, last month.
This exhibition was attended by dealers

and riders from many centres of Eastern
Canada, and much interest was taken in

the latest two-wheel productions.

An Attractive "Indian."

One of the features of the exposition

was a new Indian Scout model, which was
finished in white enamel, with silver

mountings. T.Ms was displayed on a
s|iecial stand in the exhibit of the Arling-
tun Bicycle Co.. Montreal, Indian distri-

liuters in the Province of Quebec, and
the effect w'as heightened by the use of a
.spotlight, which added lustre to the
luaihine. Two Indian Powerplu? models,
ill regulation Indian red. an Indian side-

car, and several Indian bicycles were also

shown. -Another feature of the exhibit
was a Smith motcfi' wheel which was
i.ttached to an Indian bicycle.

C26

Gravelin and Kennedy, Montreal,
Quebec distributers of the Excelsior,
Henderson, and Cleveland motor cycles,

made a special feature of a 1920 Excelsior,
which had been rushed to the show from
Chicago, with its new mudguard design,

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOn CYCLISTS inlerested

in small or large cars should read

Ihe Jorerunner of all motoring

iournals. Founded in 1S95, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys the

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the representative British

motoring journal.

new spring fork, smaller wheels, an
larger tyres, as well as other refinement
The new Excelsior made a deej] impressii

upon the show patrons. A new Clev
land lightweight also had many admirei
The Henderson was not shown.

British Goods.

A feature of the show was the displ:

of samples of British goods. There we
tw-o e.xhibits of this nature, and thi

served to introduce a number of Britii:.

accessories and tyres. One of these exl

bitora was the Associated British Indi;

tries of Canada, Ltd., the head office ,'

which is at Toronto. The manager
this concern is S. A. Rowlandson, wli

it will be remembered, was responsil

in pre-war days for the competition i

partment of Messrs. Rudge-Whitwun
Ltd. The lines shown included Bni'

saddles, Powell and Hanmer la-ni]:

Sphinx spark plugs, Amac carburettel

Accles and Pollock steel tubing, Bal

tyres, and Harvey Frost vulcaiiisers. T
other British exliibit was that of 1

British and Foreign Agencies, Ltd..

Montreal, and this company also niadi

display of various 'British lines.
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A selection oi questions of general interest received Irom readers and o-jr replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Lycle,"

ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanieil by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Cotre'^pondentf

ore urged to wiite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters contain. ni> h'gal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

Combustion Space Design.

(1.) I have a V twin, with a

1^1 3in. boi'e and 4in. sti'oke, and
> sliould lil^e to know how much
LiJ clearance I should have between

the piston head at top deatt

ci'iilie and the cylinder liead for coni-

pro.^.'^ion. (2.) What horse-power should
such an engine develop? The engine
has overhead valves, with detachable
licad.—R.S.

1.)- We caimot answer this question, as

;lie actual distance from the piston top

:o the cylinder head depends entirely on
;he formation of the head itself and the
.alve ports. (2.) This also depends on
.he design, but is probably from 8 to

10 b.h.p.

Two-stroke for Sidecar Work.

I wish to purchase a motor
I— I tycle and sitJecar outfit, and

|> |iiefer quietness in running to

LiJ speed. I am inclined to try a

3| h.p. Scott outfit, but my
knowledge is very scanty, so I shall

be obliged if you will give me your
opinion on the following points : (1.)

Is the machine of sound construction?

(2.) Will it meet my requirpments as

regards quietness? (3.) Has it any
features that make it unsuitable for a
novice? (4.) Would it be capable of

carrying myself and two passengers

(combined weight 25 stones) on a tour

through the Lake District? (5.) Does
it compare favourably with other

makes in economical running?—W.H.

L and 2.) The Scott motor cycle is

.ctremely well made, and is one of the

lost silent machines on the road. The
ludguarding also is e.xcellent. (3.) It

as several unconventional features, lint

lere is no reason why it should be un-
litable for a novice. It is quite simple
' ilrive and control. (4.) The load you
iL,'gest carrying in such a district as the
akes is excessive ; you really need a
lachine of at least 8 h.p. for such
ovk. At the same time, a similar load

ay be taken up a 1 in 7 gradient with
>mparative ease on a 1919 model. (5.)

he oil consumption is reasonably low.
ow spare partis are needed, as the wear
1 transmission and tyres is small.
etrol consumption, with sidecar, aver-
res 50 ra.p.g., and fairly high speeds
iiy be maintained. One improvement
liich is recommended in order to secure
sy starting in cold weather is the
ting of a compression tap in one of the
Under heads. A few drops of netrol
rough this will ensure an instant^start

i the coldest morning.

Dual Ownership.

In co-operafion with

I am consideriii

use, and maintem
car combination,
basis. We ]»!<]

equally, the Hrst cost ot

lend,

lol -^ '"" cujiMufiicif; the purchase,

I
>

I

use, and maintenance of a side-

ii|in,.r I., shared

of tlir DiiK.t and
accessories, running and ujainlenanoe

costs being borne by the parties in

proportion to the mileage run by each

of them separately Owing to the

great difference between my friend and
myself, in our hours of duty and
leisure, we should each be able to have
a ma.ximum amount of use ol the out-

fit without causing inconvenience or

disappointment to the other. The
difficulty seems to be to determine the

procedure in the event of one party

wishing to dispose of his share, the

other being unwilling or unable to buy
him out, and a buyer approved by
both parties not being available. Can
you suggest a plan?

—

P.\1!TN'er,

If' you purchase a first-class machine,

there should be no difficulty in disposing

of it, provided it is kept in a reasonable

condition, so that in the event of either

you or your partner being unable to buy
out the' other's half .share, it would be

quite an easy matter to .sell and divide

the proceeds.' This seems to be the only

course possible of

adoption in the con-

tingency you suggest

Geneiaily speakin

\T THE
t RUSSELS
bHOW

there are several objections to co-

partnership in sucli, a vehicle as a niutor

cycle and sidecar, since different styles

of driving may account for faulty run-

ing w'hen in the hands of one of the

|)ai;tners, and the matter of costs would

then be somewhat difficult of adjustment.

Difficult Starting.

I have a 1916 6 h.p. Enfield

@ sidecar outfit, which will not

start unless one ni tin' plugs i.^

heated, and it onlv lires in one

cvlinder. On one ..f my cylin-

ders l' have a plug wiiich fires, no

matter what cylinder it is put in— the

spark seei/is to follow this plug. I

have tried the spark with the plugs

on the top of the cylinder?; and get a

fine spark from both plugs; and I have

put two new plugs in, and it did not

fire at all. although it gets plenty of

petrol, as when the non-sparking plug

is removed the engine is flooded with

petrol. I do not understand it, as all

the rest of the engine seems to be all

right.—J.C.S.
Probably the plug referred to has a

slio-htly ' wider gap than the other one.

Motor' cyclists often set their plug points

far too
'

close together, causing difficult

starting, owing to the thinness of the

spark ; and', also, we

should recommend you

to see that there are

no all leiks it the caibu-

lettei 01 induction pipe

unions 01 inlet

I\e guides

Early Sarolea design greatly influenced general practice in this

country. To-day the latest model closely follows British lines

C29



READERS' REPLIES.

Generator Trouble.

I notice in a reply to a correspondent,

in your issue of Eebruary 12th, who
cannot keep his rear lamp alight, that

you give three points to observe. I

should like to mention a fourth. 1

suffered from the same trouble until I

discovered that the flapping about of

loose portions of the gas tubing, due to

bumps, has such momentary effect on

the gas pressure as frequently to cause

the lamp to go out altogether. Since I

have had the tubing securely anchored

I have had no further trouble.—L. W.
2576. w

Bear Lamp Trouble.

I noticed in The Motor Cyde of

February 12th a letter from a reader

complaining of having trouble witb his

rear lamp. May I state that I used to

experience the same trouble with my rear

light. The small burners supplied foV

these lamps became either choked or the

light was jolted out, as the pressure of

gas decreased the rear and head lamp
working off the same generator. I have
now fitted on my rear lamp an ordinary

gas tap. To do so I cut a thread on the

lamp nozzle, drilled and tapped the

cock to suit, and screwed it home,
whilst in the other side of the tap is

screwed a piece of brass tube, over which
the rubber connection pipe slips. I now
use a large size burner in the lamp, and
regulate the flame by the tap. This has
been on my machine for the past seven
or eight months, and I have never had
.anv trouble with it.—R.T.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE
Bl DFOED TO BlRMIXGH.^M.—R.B.

Bedford, Olney, Northampton, Weedon,
Daventry, Dunchurch, Coventry, Meri-
den, Stonebridge, Birmingham. Approxi-
mately 70 miles.

Dudley to Llanelly.—J.B.
Dudley, Kingswinford, Kidderminster,

Bewdley, Tenburv. Leominster, Hereford,
Abergavenny, Merthyr Tydfil, Neath,
l^andore, Llanelly.

F.\ENHAji (Surrey) to M.irch (Caiiu.s.).—A. O.K.
Farnham, Farnborough. Frimley, Bag-

shot, Windsor, Slough; Denham, Rick-
mansworth, Watford, St. Albans,
Hatfield, Hertford, Ware, Buntingford.
lioyston, . Caxton, St. Ives, Somersluim,
riiiitteris, Alarch.

Increased Prices.

From the manufacturers of the

Douglas, Wooler, and Levis motor cycles.

we have received a notification of an in-

crease in selling prices, necessitated by

the increased cost of production.

A Well-known Douglas.

Although built six years ago, a 2| h.p.

Douglas, ridden by F. A, R. Zurcher,

has won every open hill elimb in Natal

since the Armistice, and' also gained two
medals and certificate in the Johannes-

burg-Durba* race of last year.

Oxy-acetylene Welding.

We understand that Messrs. Lyell,

Ltd., Flood Street Engineering Works,
Sloane Square, London, S.W.3, who
manufacture the "Auto" oxy-acetylene

weliltng plant, are prepared to execute

welding repairs of the most difficult

nature.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a folder dealing

with the 5-6 h.p. Hazlewood motor cycle

and sidecar, specifications of both being
given. Accompanying the folder is a

leaflet giving a sectional view of the
gejr box and a key of its components.

Electrical Accessories.

Messrs. Ward and Gladstone, Ltd., of

Manchester, inform us that they are ex-

hibiting a full range of electrical goods
of interest to motor cyclists at the
British Industries Fair, to be held at

Birmingham, from February 23rd to

JIarch 5th.

A B.S.A. Development.

The great demand for B.S.A. small
tools has decided the manufacturers. The
Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd., to

arrange this department as a separate
concern. The new company, which has
been registered as the B.S.A. Tools,
Ltd., will de\'ote its energies entirely to

the production of small tools and engi-

neering tool equipment. Messrs. Burton,
Griffiths and Co., Ltd., of Ludgate
Square, London, E.G., have been ap-
pointed sole selling agents for the new
company.

THE PARIS NICE TRIAL

G. L. sidecar outfits. A machine of this make took part in tiie English Six Days Trial

Ooserve the height of the handle-Lar.

FEBRUARY 26ih, 1920.

Magneto Deliveries.

The "M-L" Magneto Syndicate, Ltd.,

of Coventry, inform us that they are

now in a position to give prompt de-

livery of "M-L" magnetos. Enquiries^

from motor cyclists and retailers should

be addressed to Messrs. S. Smith and
Sons (M.A.), Ltd., 179-185, Great Port-

land Street, W.l.

A Request.

With reference to the disappearing

sidecar hood, reviewed in our issue 01

January 29th, we are asked by the in-

ventor, Mr. G. W. Davis, to state that

any correspondence regarding this device

should be sent to him at 35, Britannia

Road, Norwich, and not to Messrs.

Mann, Egerton and Co., Ltd.

Motor Cycle Repairs.

The Mead Cycle Co., Inc., Birming-

ham, ask us to state that they have
considerably extended their motor repair

department at 11 and 13, Paradise

Street, Liverpool, which is equipped
with all the latest appliances, and is

under the control of Mr. H. Alban
Brayshaw, M.I.M.E., who will give ex-

pert advice with regard to tuning and
repairing all makes of motor cycles.

Robbialac lor Decorative Treatment.

Messrs Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd.,

Robbialac Works, Stratford, London,
E.15, the manufacturers of Robbialac
enamel, had a big stand at the Ideal

Homes E.xhibition, at Olympia, showing
the application of Robbialac enamel for

interior and exterior house tlecoration.

Various attractive colour schemes for'

drawing rooms, dining rooms, and bed-

rooms were exhibited.

A UseSul Pocket Diary.

Information of considerable value to

all motorists is included in the excellent

pocket diary which Messrs. George
Spencer, Moulton and Co., Ltd., and

JMessrs. Wood Milne, Ltd., are issuing.

It contains calendars for 1920-1921, some
equivalents in popular measurements,

an English-French dictionary, lighting-

up table, hints and tips to motorists, a

dictionary of daily wants, and numerous
other items of useful information.

A Correction.

In our issue of February 5th we stated

that the Landaulet sidecar outfit, illus-

trated on p. 163, was supplied by Mr.

E. VV. Ball, the Scott agent for Birming-

ham. We are now informed that while

the motor cycle was supplied by -Mr.

Ball, the sidecar bodv was built tci the

design of Jlr. C. G. "L. Bowley, of the

Cabriolet Sidecar Co.. and is a purely

e-xperimental model of a type which will

shortly be marketed.

An O.K. Dinner.

With the object of overcoming the lack

of cohesion which usually exists betwei-ii

the shop and office sides oj a mauufacj

turing concern, a staff dinner was held

at the Nag's Head, Hockley Heath, oii|

Friday last, at which the works depart

mental foremen and senior members d

the office staff employed by JIessi>'

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., were pr>'

sent. An impromptu concert, whii I

followed, was much appreciated, an'

furtha' events of this character are to hi

arranged.
|
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Note&Watch
This Space
Every Week
When you will see full designs and particulars of the Motor Cycle

that caused such a sensation at the last Olympia Show, viz., the

mJlL WBY
3 h.p. SINGLE - CYLINDER
Patent Spring Frame Solo Model

Manufaclured by

The RUBY CYCLE Co. Ld., Cannel St., Ancoats, MANCHESTER.
Manufacturers and Patentees of Royal Ruby Cycles, Motor Cycles, etc.

Telepho.-.e City 3618 Ceniral 1570 " Telegrams: "Machines Manchester'

Look out for next week.

T IS THE GUARANTEED
SRiTISH PRODUCT \\

FOR YOUR 1920 OK FOR
HIS NAME ON

YOUR ENGINE

T IS THE

DUTWARD SIGN
OF

NTERNAL PERFECTION.

f you want a Sidecar Machine that will carry

ou with unfailing regularity, specify the famous

or 8 h.p. J.A.P. Engines. A new booklet, luUy describinj

bese models, is now available for those who are interested

i'rite lor your copy NOW.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., LTD.,
Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N.17.

i
;
" Prestwich, Totlaue, London." Telephone 2285 1 ottenham

In answering these aclrertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ic Motor C'yi
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2^/SSest Dealers

in tbe South"

SPRING
is coming!

—and never were there so many newcomers to the Pastime as
this year will see. Wise indeed -were they w^ho ordered their
new^ machines early—right well \vill they enjoy their Easter
awheel ! Have YOU heard the call of The Open Road ?

C Look through Our li^ of Agencies and write us TO-DAY

CLYNO. A.J.S. MATCHLESS. TRIUMPH.
NEW HUDSON. P. & M. NORTON. LEVIS.
A B.C. ROYAL ENFIELD. BLACKBURNE
ZENITH. NEW IMPERIAL. ROVER. ARIEL

H.JULIAN
TTAe 'Wo PrGmium Mouse
BROAD
STREET READING PHONE

I O 2l 4

THE LIGHT
CAR=

" The conditions under which we
tested the RlCHARDSON were exception-

ally bad, A gale of wind, accompanied
by rain and sleet, added to the joys of

a thoroughly greasy road . . it was
not long before we got away (three

up), and, once started, one of the first

obvious things was the handiness of

the gears. As the low gear is only

really necessary when starting, we
were soon in top, and before long

were roaring through mud and rain

at nearly 40 m.p.h. In view of the

bad weather conditions, we did not

prolong the trial, but we were out

long enough to satisfy ourselves as to

the strength,- efficiency, and comfct
of the Richardson."—Extract from
Light Car and Cycle Car. 20th

Dec., 1919.

(Copy of full Reporl sen! on applicaltoii.)

Pravisional Price, £250

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Definite Date given, if desired,

RAIN . SLEE^&^P

T-fWPCLOaltS TO JJMWTlKNEK. Wtl

/ C. E. RICHARDSON & Co., Ltd.,
FINBAT WORKS, AIZLEWOOD ROAD,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Moior Cycle.
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MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
liciudiiiore.

ANOASIIIIM". i\\\-A.) nnii Choslilro.-nonrdmnrc
Prci-iai(>ri. the nn.sL mlviiiiood and prnctirni motor

lo yet di'sinnoil.— i:Mcii\irii'S invited by J. Ulalio and

, 110, Bold St., Liverpool. [6575

Rlnckbuine.
niRll St., Guild tord.

ts, iiitd invite enQuiric

9^

rANi.Kv
UBinit Ic

olivcry. tioi

il-oslrte. \Vc

LAOKIlfliXK
' imdy t" diiv,

itll Kt'ii..iiiKiou.

Hi. p. Coiultinntinn in stor'U,

-Edwnrds, 7, E.'jliiliition Kd.,

^ (50G1

tACKUUHNE Motor Cycles, delivery dli.p. model
fioiu stork.—ARonts, Lankcstei" Engiueeiiue Co.,

liligliton lid., Suiliitou. [S127

LACKIUTiK'K 1919 (Nov.) 41i.p. Coml.inntion, Mill
foul sidei'iu', wvAvr 600; beat over £135; by np-

itineiit.-Dnnn, 37, Colelmuk IW., Hidl Uieeu, Jiir-

iSlliilu. [4587

|20 Blaekburne 4b. p., 3-speed Stui'mey-Arcber
' near bo.';, nll-i-baln drive, 28x3ip. wheels, in
k; list priee.—C.W. Jlotor Co., 209, Bioadwav.
,t Hendon, N.W. 'Phone: Kijigsbury 162.- [6029

Bown.

.—Frank Whitw.

2-stroke,

rtb, Ltd..
[X524I

Bradhury
^ATICHOPE'S. 9.»Shoe Lane, F
4h.p. Bradbury, 19U ; £35.

.p. Bradburv. Amau, llos.h, fit

elidituai; £5C.— 15, I'ttley St.,

11. Bradlniiv Cuiubi
£45,

londit

15, Kelv

Bi-adburv, 1913
)7/10.-

Bo

-Spri

PiUk, London. [4750

excellent mechanical
ett, Billeiicav, Essex.

[4170
.ll.p. 3-speetl Bradbuiy and Sidecar [new coach 1

absolutely perfect condition.—Harnett, North St.,

[4548

5-speed 'T^ountershaft, ehnin-
kick-start.-Harris's Garase.

[X5D96a

liester,

1920 lirni

ve, chitcli.

oath.

tADBl-KY Xe 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, kick-start;
2-speed kick-.start, actuallv in
AVolverhampton. [4449

VDBURY Combination, 4h.p., coacbbuilt side-
ar, in first-class condition; £50.—Seen, Scrase's
0. 331, Battersea Park Rd., S.W.ll. [5175

Coacbbuilt Combination, 3
d tvres. and all accessories,
£56.-72, Longridge Rd.,

.-Bitch's

14 Bradbury 4h.p
speeds, clutch

unning
Court. London

, Brndl

order

;

Bosch, n. and B., clutch,
Lucas lamp, speedometer and uc
'thauled, splendid condition ;

£'54 -

Catlord, S.E.6.

l5182

able

, Ard
[ 4t28

13 3'i;h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear and clutch, with sidecar, in good eondi

a bargain: £55.—Flower, The Harpenden Garagt
l^onch Works, Harpenden. [3726

ADBUEY 1920 4l7p., 3-fpeed countershaft, kick
starter, chain drive, Canoelet sidecar, *;torin apron.
new, at makers' price; £147/5.-Wilkins, Simp

ud Co., opposite Olympia, Loudon. [4395

t (late) 4h.p. Bradbury, Bosch
bnretter, T.T. bars, aluminium
ards, new Palmer cord tyres, '

excellent condition, very fast
Swindon.

f

ii\

nag., B.B.
lisc wheels
gine just (

£65.-59, I

[4246

. • Brougb.
TH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
[an only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
.1 Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6588

B.S.A.
A„ 2-speed, F.E., coacbbuilt sidecar, excellent
lOudition. stored 3 years; £60.—\V.. 352, High
list Ham. [4405

lA. 1919 Model K., complete with Lucas lamps,
orn, etc., done few- hunched miles only, and is

:'; £100.—Pitts, Eedditch. [X5247
3 B.S.-\., brand new, still wrapped, as received
from makers, T.T. model, special engine; £92.—
700, c/o The Motor Ci/cU. [4640
c. 1918 B.S.A. and sidecar, 3-speed countershaft.

It. h. kick starter, practically new, lamps^ horn;
-. Rrightou Ed., Surbiton. (4307
1917 4i.ih.p., countershaft, lamps, speedo-

Lor, Klaxon, excellent condition; £98, nearest.
1 ter sidecar, £5/10.-Bryant, 66, Mixfleld Rd.,

[6030
4i;h.p., 3-speed. -K.S., enamel and pkting as

'^1 PJ"^ tyre and belt, very smart appearance;
JliMleton sidecar to suit, £12.-7, Gibson Sq.,

1, 1>>.1. [4492

THE

1917

IOR( YCLE

1918

ONLY

THE

We have purchased 20
only, 191 7 and 1918
P. & M. machines, Ex

Military Stores. They are

completely overhauled

and guaranteed by us.

Special Cash Price £78 each.

NEW SIDECARS CAN BE FITTED
FROM STOCK

B.S.A. No. 2 .. £34
MILLFORD Skiff.. £23
M

I

LLFORD Corvette .. £26 5s
PORTLAND £28
MONTGOMERY No. 3 £18 10s 6d.

P. & M. ..

Canoelette, racing model, etc

7AoTOR7A;qRT
100, Great Portland St.,

Lo7idon, W.l.
100, Paj'is St., Exeter.
Telegrams :

Telephone

:

Telegrams

:

Telephone :

Abdicate Wesdo, London."
Museum 557.

Combustion, Exeter."

Eseter 93^1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B..S.A. and Sidecar, 1913-14, T.T. Iinndlc-ba
.speed and Ircc euBine, in

£60. --Write lor call Sundays)
South Norwood, S.E.25.

B.S.A
feet !!

bination;
l!hodc^, nr

ditic

hat olters.-Foster,

19'

cmnent» In -tock: U.S A.
and grids in stock.—Tlio
Itroad St., Uirminghani

[7753

lation. Model K, inileago
,l in perfect order; any
; Xi;5. nr oiler.-Ciiptnin
I, Siih-lHijy. (4377

B
iriiliy sonnfl; pn'-'\ '":

U:'fotte, Peteri-ham A \

3i'
1). B.S.A., 1913, 1

pedal htarter, in

Bood; seen and tried hy
near offer.—Box 682, c/o sanif

58, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

,11-.],;, in y\<A>-\

B-^;t.

p.o.
haft, all chn:

pprrintnient; £40, or very
niBOn Clark and Co., Ltd .

[4649

npl.-fe with Millfotd
,1,1 :ii. Lie IIS hiiiiii.- ;uid horn, oulv

I .11, lit tlliJ. .ir neareet oUer;
. II ,1 |.„ |,l,.||.n,r; or would I"'

I
.11, X'.ith .St. Y.iilc. [4166

1916 4Uh.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countei-
eanipped, excellent

C|ir House, 5, Heath St., Hampsteadorder.—Fa
(near Hampstead Tiilie Station)

3752. Hours 9 7, im-ludiug Saturdays. [4471

Calcott.

1Q13 Calcott, sinrie-speed, excellent condition.-Mil
-•-•^ lard, 55, Leifditon Garden.s Harlcsden, X.W.

'
' [4550

Cnlthorpe.
.\LTHORPE 2-st.roke, Enfield 2-speed gear, new;

Goodwin and Cragg, Stafford St..

Derby.
'

[X5297

CALTHORPE-PRECISION 1914 2l!;h.p.. 2-speed,

splendid condition; after 6.30; £35.-34. Magdala
Rd.. N.19. [4714

Enfield gear. King of Road
ew; £60.-181, Bulges Rd..

[4576

C-'

East Hai E.6.

perfect
Rusholme Ed.. Putney.

Rd., Fazakerley, Liverpool.

Calthorpj-J.A.P..
speed, lamps, just

£48.—Dewey. 73. B

bargain, £38.-

London.

late 1916, Am:

30,

[4396

Enfleld
haul?d, excellent con-
st., Sidcup. [4783

opposite Olympic"

2|h.p,

ditio

llrtlS CaltliDipc-J;ip 2''jh.p., 2-speed, excellent eondi-
i-V tion, verv last: oflers over £40. or exchange
higher power.—46, Victory Rd., Wimbledon. [4226

troke, counter.?haft gear box, ex.

in, lamps; nearest £42; trial.—

E

James, 8, School Terrace, Hawkhurst, Kent. [4184

1916 Lightn-eight, 2

anvwhere, iippearnncc
leenvale Rd., Elthain.

S.E.9. [1343

ALTHORPE-.J.A.P. 2''4h.p.. 2-speed, October, 1919,
le 1,000, lamps, horn, speedometer.
onths; £60.—Berry, c/o Bull Garage, Can

C^ a red

*brder
best offer ov
Cambridge.

iJh.p. Calthqrpe-Jap. 1917

[X6173

in good
good tyres

;

Oxford Rd..
[5092

/*4 gear, condition like new, Imt needs new cylinder;

worth £50- any reasonable offer.—127, Maiden Ed..

New Maiden, Surrey. [4828

Campion
CAMPIOX-J.A.P. 4h.p., Grado gears, clutch, all ac-

cessories, in splendid condition; £55; oit^r 6.—

22, Brent St., Hendon. [461G

Carfield.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lan
2iih.p. Carfield. 1920; ££

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue. B15
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ccdos.

CEDOS.—The finest 2-strolte ever produced; ladies oi

gentlemen's; order now for spring delivery.—J.
Blake and Co., Lancashire's leading motor cycle
dealers. Liverpool and Manchester. [6576

Chater-Lea.

CHATEE-LEA 2-stioie Gear Box, immediate dis-

posal.-Box 162, c/o The Uotor Cycle. [X5185

CHATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and
Co., leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. [6577

CHATER-LEA 1913 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination;
3 speeds, chain drive, perfect order; £95, or neai

oiler. 226, CvoTvnfield KdW Leyton, E.15. [4241

CHATER-LEA, new 1920 model, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke,

2-specd; £66; one available for immediate
delivery.—Frank VVhitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir
mingham. [X5240

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Countershalt Coach Combina
tion, fully equipped, hood, screen, speedometer,,

horn, lamps, carrier, regardless cost, been thoroughly
overhauled and re-enamelled by makers: sacrifice £115,
—Leo, 128, Queen's Ed., Brighton. 'Phone: 348.

[4929
CHATEE-LEA Model No. 7 Sidecar Combination,

specially built by Chater-Lea, Ltd., for member of
staff, late 1919, magnificent outfit, little used, stored
Minter, now refitted equal to new ; complete specification
upon application: price £170.—Smith, 98, Mayola Rd.,
London, E.5. Tel.: London Wall 7801. [X5154

CHATER-LEA, Si/jh.p. Minerva engine (good as new),
Palmer cord tyres, B. and B. carburetter. Brooks

B170 saddle, TJ.H. mag., footboards, all extras, enam.
elled red, take 2 anywhere, nothing more comfortable,
saddle height 29 inches, ready for thousands of miles

;

. lowest price 42 gns.—Mis5 E. Holland, Eastry, Kent.
[4572

Chater*Lea*JaD
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 1914 racing model, speedo-

meter, ride away; offers.—Taylor, Trumpet Hotel,
Stafford.

'

[4898

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 8h.p., Millford sidecar, speed-
ometer and lamp, in good order; £95.—Box 1,722

c/o The Motor Cycle. [496^

Clyno.

CLYNO 2-speed Lightweights
Bridge St., Chester.

19'

19=

CLYNO, 1916, just been overhauled; oflicer owner
ordered abroad.—Joyce Bros., Ltd., Farnborough,

Hants. [4167

PRESTON.—Clyno 2-stroke. clutch model; actually
in stock; iE70.—E. Bradshaw, the Motor House,

Tel. : 1288.
'

[3497

-iQie Clyi
Xt/ wheel
well Grove.

Combination, 3-speed, interchangeabl
take 3 anywhere; £98.—150, Camber-

[5023

6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, K.S., fully equipped;
appointuient ; offers.-Kenney, 7, Dawson Ed.,

Byfleet, Surrey. [4235

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey Clyno agents,
have large contracts for 8h.p. combinations and

2';^ih.p, lightweights. [3172

CLYNO C.B. Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft; £100; any inspection.—Lee, 14, Half

Moon Crescent, London, N.l. [5172

CLYNO.—New 1920 a-speed 2-stroke models actually
in stock.—Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin,

Herts. 'Phone : 165 Hitchin. [0063

CLYNO 2-speed 2-stroke; £70; delivery from stock.—
Jnlian. 84, Broad St., Reading. Biggest dealers

in the South. 'Phone: 1024. [0112

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch, lamps,
pump, splendid running; £42.-105, Marnev

Bd., Clapham Common, S.W.ll. [4717

CLYNO New 1920 Grey and Black Models actually
in etock ; makers' list price.—Clyno Ageats

:

Rhosha Motor Co., Mawneys Ed., Eomford. [4374

CLYNO 1920 2-stroke, 2-spced and clutch; £70;
brand new, actually in stock at makers' price.

—

Wilkiue, Simpson and Co., opposite Olympia, London.
[4397

CLYNO 2-speed. clutch, purchased Noverabor, Dun-
lops (unpunctnred), lamps. Klaxon, pump, tools

;

any trial; machine unscratched; £65.—Brayley, Wrox-
eter. Salop. [4949

CLYNO Combination, 1914, Just overhauled, re-
enamelled, spare wheel, screen. Cape, grid, spares,

£115; electric light, £10 extra.—Shipway, Donacloney,
Co. Down. [4753

All machines quoted below are

for immediate delivery. If you
want to secure a first-class

machine it w'ill be well worth
your while giving us a call.

Combinations.
1920 loh.p. HENDERSON Combination,

just arrived (in crate), complete with
dynamo lighting set, disc wheels.

1920 ENFIELD Combination, complete
with lamp.5, all accessories.

1920 MATCH LESS Combination, spare
wheel, Lucas lamps, all accessories.

1919 6 b.p.A.J.S. Combination, Hender-
son Elite Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting

set.

1919 3J h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
Dinky Sidecar, disc wheels all round, Lucas
lamps, as new.

1919 3^ h.p. ARIEL Combination, disi
wheels, hood and screen, lamps.

1919 10 h.p. HENDERSON Combination,
handsome Sidecar, F.R.S. electric lamps,
mileage 300.

1918 HARLEY Combination, T.T. bars,
sporting Sidecar, disc wheels all round,
dynamo lighting.

1918 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, com-
plete with lamps, all accessories.

Solo Machines.
1920 Isle of Man RUDGE, j\ist delivered.

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, chain drive,

28in. wheels.

1919 (November) 3! h.p. SUNBEAM,
T.T. model, Lucas lamps, as new.

Cars.
;gi6 ir. h.p. PERRY, 4-seater, dyna-

mo lighting set, detachable wheels £450
h.p. STANDARD, excellent

condition .^. . £310
1914

We are the London Agents for the

famousCastle three-wheeled runabout.

Early deliveries guaranteed.

PRICE APPROXIMATELY £250.

We are also London Agents
for the famous Henderson
Elite Sidecar. ^We have
numerous models in stock for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.11.

'Phone No. ; Museum 3419.

<><><><><><><>c>o<xxxx><><>o<x><>oo<><>oc>o<

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Clyno.

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked
:

tion. Clyno combination orders booked in i
deli-very from March.—Eothivell and Milbourn<
leigh Garage. Malvern.

CLTNO 2^4h.p., clutch, 2-Epeed. speedometer,
horn, new September, 1919, not done 500

can be seen at any time bv appointment; £70.-
11, Toller Drive, Heaton, Bradford.

1 Q20 2-speed Baby Clyno, mileage 100, cnai
-i^ ecratched, new spare belt, P. and H. use
aluminium rear lamp,- knee-grips, Lucas horn
owner getting Sh.p.—123, Rugby Kd., Leamini

1 Q16-17 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-6peed, kie
J-tf electric lighting set,, spare tyre and tube
etc., enamel and plating like new, new sidee,

fitted; bargain, £110.-101, Grove Lane, Cam

CLYNO Combination, 1915-1916, new inter
able detachable spare wheel, new patent

horn, ne-tv lamps, never been used, high-cla?e
B. and B. variable jet, 3 speeds, clutch, kic
all chaine enclosed, comfortable sidecar ; photog
required; condition as new: trial; bargain, 125
C. Jenner, 165, Church Ed., Mitcham.

£39.—White, 62, High St., Kingston.

CONNAUGHT.—Immediate deliveries, order f

Barran--4.ckroyd, Hyde Park Corner, Leeds

CONNAUGHT 2%h.p., mechanically, sound, gooi

wants enamelling: £29/10; ofCers.-Seen
Park Ed., Crouch End, N.

Coulson.
'

COULSON B 2',lh.p., 2-speed model, in s

Malvern Agents. Woodyatt. Ltd., Malvern.

COULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.—En
invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor

experts of Liverpool and Manchester.

COLTLSON B.-New 1920 model in stock, list

2-speed spring frame, 23-4h.p. and 4h.p.

burne engines.-Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., S
sing-ton.

1 020 Coulson-B., spring frame, 2=/ih.p. Blacl
J-*J 2-speed, Brampton Biflex forks, trip speed(

Lucas horn, not ridden 150 miles; £95.—T. A.
Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.I.

~| Q 20 Coulson B., brand new, 2y2h.p. Blacl
XtJ engine, 2 speeds, spring frame, 2'/^in. 3

tyres, only used 150 miles, guaranteed perfect;

first deposit secures.—Box 1,697, c/o The
Cycle

COULSON-B. 2%h.p., 2 speeds, spring frame,
hot air pipe, very economical, 100-120 to

speedy and sporty, new in December, done undt
miles, condition throughout equals new ; owner
abroad; £88.—Marshall, Barrow-on-Humber, Hull.

Coventry Challenge.

COVENTRY CHALLENGE b.^h.p., 2 lamps
machine; £50.—'Phone: Hammersmith 68;

D
Dayton.

AYTON 2-stroke, ilne running condition; £21

Fuller, 1, Victoria Rd., Brighton.

away; £28.-Tedd, 27, Whiteley Rd.,
London.

De Dion.

B'
De Luxe.

E LUXE 1919 2''4U.p., Senspray carburetter.D

DIAMOND, 2y.h.p. Jap-Enfleld, in stock, WSO
new; £75.—James Garages, Church Strettdn.

Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket, -v^^*

214. 5.-

1

"1 020 Z\Qi.-p. Diamond-Villiers, as new, coi

-L«/ lamps, tools, horn; £57.—wallis, Fowa
fordsbire.

T 020 2'j4h.P. Diamond-Jap, 2-speed,
.Li/ Villiers, single gear, in stock.—Wire, i

Hams, 12, Foregate, Worcester.

DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed gear,

miles, pUTOhased September, 1919,
new; price £60.—Apply, BirohaU, Brook Qa!

stang, Lanes.
Dot.

)T.—For earliest deliveries, order fron:

.4ckroyd, Hydo Park Corner, Leeds.

B16 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the^issue-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas.

jriVIAN IIARIIIK mill Liuio. Ltd., Donglas
r ists.

Ih.p. ComliiliiitiiMl, 1920 mmlel: £155.

>31i.l>. Siilii. 1920 tmxiol. ilutih niul liiil; stiiiti

>3Ii.p. Solo, S-spped Mcidel \V

lX^K Stock Everything you log

)OUOL.VS 1916 2yh.i)., as
, £58.-88, Leife'ham Vale,

[482

)''L*i'"^S,.l^'^„„-'';.'.' 1' • %.''I.'>''?'J;. splendid conditi
£52. otteis. 87, T

IHli.p. D.ui^-la.s, 1915,

78. Miiswell Rd.,

a 18 Douglas 2?4h.p., 2-speed,
'' £65, no offer.—Wil«nn
tding.

j
jOrOLAS 2Sjli

XtOD

£55:

nart appear,
. Barnes,^

GLAS Combinat
i new. little mi
Walthamstow.

I
JFGLAS 2>ih.p., 2-spoed

J ,<m;ut: £55.—Halifax JJ
'iith. Hali

I. II, alas. 1916.

I Cliit,

(4301

akers' colours; £53.
Hill, S.E. [47lit

accessories; £50.—
[4773

JOUCLA.S 4h.p. Combination, C B
' hauled: £100.-129, Biockle.v Rise, S.E.23. [4477
kOUGLAS 2'4h.p. W.D., new \i\*t Nor nerfect
' dit.on: £65.-88, Church Kd.? iarue "^ *

ili.p. Doujlns, 1916. splendid order; what oflers''-
4 Hewson, Uplands, nr, Christ Church, East yhe.n

[4822

iMa

Combinati
Tippctt, Arlington Hd"

[4899,

.... - .— , perfect condition;!
offer.—Wilson. 84. Whitley St.,

[4175

2sree-i, late model, not W.D.,
;( Dew lamps, new throuijhout ; £65,-65, Solon Ed.,

xton. [481g

1
OUGLAS 2-4h.p.. single geared model.
overhauled; £30. - 53. Russell Hd., South

lilihara. [4802
nniLA.S, 1915 23Jj.r., new tyres, lighting, tools,

lipaiitiful tune; £48.-Ballaaiy, 25, Wells St
:«-ell [4568

"I ''CAS 2=.',h.p., unciated October, 1919, onlv run
-50 miles, 1916 model; £55.-Bos: 1,736, c/b the

' <'."'•'' [5203
' L..iS, 2%h.p., late model, new condition:

bargain; also a few spares.—45, Burton
[479f

LAS 1915-16 2".lh.p., 2.speed, T.T., very fast,
...

20, Treen Av., Hoggers

Motor Eschi

-. - ._ shont, el,'-
111.' lamps, new covers ami tubes; £79.-49, "\T.-I1

", H.itkney, E.9, [5087
"1 lUOLAS, 1916, overhauled, makers' col
:* Ainac, 2-speed: £69.-Edwards, 7, Exbibition Kd
^^

1 K.-nsini;ton. [5063

I
TGLAS 23;b.p. 2-speed, ovprhaizled, repainted and
-eplated, equal to new; £60.—Rowland's 13, Tork

Bristol. [4440
li.p. Douglas, 1915,
like new: £58.—Arkwright, 16, Elgin i\K .,

1, Maida Vale. [491

lUGLAS.—Large assortloent of 2^4h.p. second-bnnd
models in stock, all fully guarant«ed.—Boss, 86.
Ed., Lee. S.E [5541

list priceC AND New 1920 Douglas Combinati„„, ..,. j,,,..

^ _^155; first checiiie for £160 secures.—F. Thome
•:' i.mgston, TeoviL [4597
i\ h.p Douglas, 1915, just overhauled, verv fast mr
S I '^'^^X- ^^ gns.-Leithead, Tressady, liussel Ed
li) hurst Hdl, Essex. [4754

7 I'GLAS 1913 25ilj.p., countershaft, completi
1 imps. Klaxon, etc. ; £45. — Dowcll, Woodbine
;^. Byfleet, Surrey. [4936

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
' Douglas.*

1015 DouRlas 2%h.p., S-npeed, P,H. Intfipi, Liicn.
i.J' horn, T.T. burn; £62; ufter 7 p.m.—40, Wood
stork Rd., Wnlthnnistow. [4941

fiuteil,

1, 76,
Widlington. ' ~ [507:.

DOUOI.A.S, 2'>ih,p., 1915, 2-specd, excellent con
dition, lamps, horn, pump; £50.—Burnett, Uo>-

iiigtoji llridte, Donciistcr. [4924

plat.-cliitili,

•een; £105.-
Salterlord Rd., S,W.17. [4675

lamellid
£105.—

[0103

2':4h.p. Douglas, brand new, not ridden, 2

peed model; £85, first deposit secures.—Bo:.
/o nc Motor Cycle. [4644

aMITH'S for 1916 overhauled 2'!ili.p. Douglases: 60
i^ gna.-Smitli's,. 10-16, Hoverstock Hill, opiiositi:

ClKilk Fiuui Tube Station. [012'.

in fine condition, disc wheel-.
fast, reliable.—30, Riggindale

[5017

2":ih.p., W.D. models.-riiBoH
70. Royal Hospital Ed., Chels-a
7113. ;4976

Agent, Teovil.-2"',h,i,
clutch £90; 41i.p. coin-

[110;

Rd., Streatham, S.W.16.

£75 Each.-llouflas
Wilson Mfg. Co.

-Call at Smith's for your next
10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppo-

Tube Station. [0093

uncrated July, 1919.
tched; 62 gns.-

[5031

Model. 1914, in splen-
did condition, fully efinipried ; £60.—F. Bliston.

102, West Green, Tottenham, _N.15. [4525

te Chalk Fa

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed,
equipped, perfect, and un=

Dentist, 216, Portobello Rd., W.

DOLTGLAS 234h.p. Competi
did condition, fully efi

d.— 8, Bishops Mac

J^'ih.p., 2-8peed,
£52: .alter 7 [

ions, Fulhani.

1 condition,
trial week-

[4681

Sharpe, 12, Auroil Ed., Ke:

clutch, kick sta't.
r week-ends; £83.

nford Rd., Manor Park, E.12. (4783

Hart. 142, Goddard Av., Swindon. (Dj
'

[4269

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p., 2-speed, 1917, in perfectly new
condition, not W.D. ; a bargain. £70.—Lewis and

Emery. 4a, Petersham Rd., Richmond. [X5292

72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court, Londo [5181

Ed., Carshalton.

Douglases.—By one who knows: delay is

dangerous.— Order vours now from the Douglas
list,,Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [6340

dition; £115.-36, Philadelph

DOUGLAS
cokn

2'4li.p., 1915, lamps, horn, tools, makers'
trial after 6.30, or week-end; f58.-Gil.-

Stanstead, Sutton, Surrey. Tel.: 1105. (4742

16 Douglas 2Sah.p. W.D., uncrated July, 1919, all

aceesories, piUion seat, new tyres, absolutelv per-

£70.-127, Mount View Ed., Stroud Green. [1663

18 4 h.p. Douglas, practically unused, lamps, tyres,

horn, £95; 1916 4h.p. Douglas, new condition.
side, 8, Station Parade, Balham. [4814

£65.-60, Wallingford Av., North Keni
L40B4

f>ilh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, unscratched, recently un-
'V4 crated, makers' colours: lowest £85: bargain.-

Alexandra Park. Manchester.
[X5335

DOUGLAS, 2->ih.p., 2speed, engine Xo. 2465. perle. t

laiuning order, good tyres and belt, lighting set.

hern; £33, lowest.— 4, Tewtree ltd., Beckenham, Kent.

rlv

£64. -1, Melrose Rd.,

brand

Merto Park,

OUGLAS 2''ih.p., brand new August, 1919. inileage

under 500; cost with accessories £94: owner
car.-Apply, E.F.T., The Oaks, New Maiden.

GLAS, new, run about 100 miles, footboards.

nee grips, and mechanical horn : 68 gns.—5.

Mews, Berklev Ed., Primrose Hill (near Chalk

Tubel. [4834

All letters relating to advertisements should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. F117
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

1 QI6 Douglas, 2-speed. lamps, horn, in perfect con-
X«7 dition, only wants seeinjj; first cheque £66 se-

cures, no offers.—Webber. 202, Amesbury Av., Streat-

ham Hill, London. [4432

DOUGLAS 1915 Touring Model W., perfect Condi,
tion, 2 speeds, clutch, K. start, speedometer,

lamps, etc. ; £68.-Jacob, L.V.T. Tram Depot, Fuhvell
Sub., Twickenham. [4225

DOUGLAS 2"y4h.p., late 1914, 2-sp
unused, unused during the war,

s new; first cheque secures; £60.-
Eeshill, Sussex.

»d, r.E.S. lamps
condition through-
-Sargent, Western

[4329

lamps, horn, and Dnnlop tyre, excellent conditii
:uroughout; £62, or near offer.—22, HaTelcclc Terrace,
Battersea Park Ed., S.W. [4690

ely used, any trial, lamps, horn.

Av., -Addis

2915 Do

_ . speedometer, mechani-
policy.—Applv, 28, Ashburton

ombe, Croydon. [5191

a^'ln?, 3 '211. p., 2 speeds, clntch, Berko dyna-
lightiiis:, Cowev, etc., tyres perfect, good (xn-

dition and running: order; £70.-Barker, 24a, Tidfield
Kd., Stoke Newington, N.16. [4671

"j Oil 2"jih.p. Donglas, stored 5 years, refinished
Jt-ij tliroug'liout, rebushed, new belt, lamp, long ex-
liatist, footboards, new pannier bags, splendid condition:
£35/10.-Johnson, Jeweller, Nuneaton. [4291

19

uditio

19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, good condition,
mileage about 500, lamps, horn, wind screen,

ing and T.T. handle-bars ; £140, or near.—Cooke,
Randolph Crescent, Maida Vale, W. [4306

3-speed, h.c. clutch, kick starter,

grips, semi-T.T. bars, almost
very good condition, mileage
W'inton House, Winchester.

[4982
DOUGLAS 2'ih.p. 2-speed W.D., uncrated, late 1919,

large saddle and mud shields, lamps, etc., fast,

excellent condition, engine perfect, ride away, after 6:
£68.-4, St. John's Wood Park, Swiss Cottage, N.W.

[4.780

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
supply new 1920 Douglas machines from stock,

solo and sidecar combinations: also 4h.p. Douglas and
sidecar, £112; 4h.p. Douglas and sidecar, £120.-

[6145

"I Q19 (Not.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, latest type
Xtf clutch, Lucas lamps, horn, Easting screen, alu-

minium disc6, fully insured, done only 600 miles, good
ae new; £160.—J. C. Phipps, Sherston, Malmesbury,
Wilts. [4984

"IQ19 Douglas 2?lh.p., not yet run 600 miles, yeiy
J-t/ fast, complete with lampe, 2 generators. Klaxon,
complete repair outfit, long copper exhaust; good reason

for selling; £86; Lincoln.—Box 168, do The Motor
Cycle. [X5262

IT Appears HidicUlous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Ed.,
Bristol. [0016

speed, everything perfect,

. _ jine, fast and quiet, 70
m.p.g., horn, pump, toolbags, etc.; any trial, ride 25
miles; bargain, £67.—H. Burch, 178, Gipsy Rd.,
West Norwood, S.E. [4710

,
just

Trans-
port Co. (Birmingham), Ltd., 39-47, Heatl Mill
Lane, Birmingham. 'Phone : Central 4290. T.A. :

Commerport, Birmingham. [4181

Ruskin Walk

o tools, wants cleaning, as in daily use

;

engineer) just bought new model; £67.—53,
Hill, S.E.24. ' [5097

and plat ng like new ,lamps, horn, etc.; £110, nc
offers; a so 1916-17 2;/ih.p. 2-speed, very smart;
£65.-67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E, [4791

19

tools and spn
price with horn £65; seen by appointmeut.-

e, St. Chad's, Grange Ed., Cambridge. [4265

19 2'',,h.p. 2-speed Douglas, Sept., as new, many
.u-vv^smU's, includinE Terry's front springs,

,' seiit pillar, adjustable pulley, lamps, Klaxon,
Iiiljic.n scat, etc., cuaranteed perfect, splendid f<ir

i Ens.-Hallanrc, 82, Lee Kd.. Hlackheath. [5002

19' 9 4h.p. Do
900. new

-ondition, 3 clectr

lation, mileage under
since September, Al

as horn, tools, spare,
5 bargain, must sell,

gh Rd., S.W. 17. [4933

Promptitude & Service

MAKERS' LIST PRICES.

NEW.
19:0 COULSON, 4h.p.
1920 HARLEY, flat twin.

1920 CLYNO, lightweight.

r920 NEW HUDSON, lightneight.

1920 DIAMOND, lightweight.

r920 CALTHORPE, lightw.-ight.

r92o METRO-TYLER, lightweight.

J920 COULSON-B., spri \g Irame.

r920 BLACKBURNE, lightweight.

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4h.p.
1920 NEW IMPERIAL, b.b.p.

NEARLY NEW.

1920 A.J.S. Combination.
r920 INDIAN, electric.

J920 HARLEY " J," and Sidecar.

1920 MORGAN, sporting.

1919 NORTON racer.

1919 BRADBURY and Sidecar.

1919 SCOTT.
J9r9 ROVER, T.T.

ROVER, 5-5 h.p., 'W.D. Combination.
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. W.D. Combination.

1919 INDIAN, electric, and Sidecar.

SECOND-HAND.

igrC HARLEY and H.-D. Sidecar.

1916 B.S.A. and Sidecar.

1916 JAMES, 4i h.p., and Sidecar.

1915 ZENITH, 4 h.p. twin, T.T.
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. Sidecar.
rgiC DOUGLAS, 23 h.p.

1917 RUDGE, 3; h.p.

SIDECARS (New).

Millfords, Canoelet, Watsonian, and also

many Second-hands from £7 10

WANTED. -MOTOR CYCLES. Exceptional

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY :

h.p. DOUGLA?, ex Government, latest type,

silver and blue tank; 65 guineas, or 2 j guineas
down and 12 payments of £4 9s. 6d. Liberal

discount if account paid within 3 or 6 months.

LAMB'S
151, High St., WALTHAMSTOW.

'Phone: 169 Walthamsfow.

'Grams: "Cycloiomo." 'Phone, London.

50, High Rd.,WOOD GREEN, N.22

'Phone: Hornsey 1956.

387, Euston Road, N.W.I.

'Phone: Museum 4978.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLASES, 1920 models.-The noted hi

the South for early deliveries. We are specialis
and stockists for Douglas machines only
11 years.—Sole District Agents, Thompson
408. Commercial Rd.. Portsmouth. "Phone : 7106.

rss;
.ntion, Nov., 1919, 1920 clu
I, Tan-Sad pillion seat with ^

and batik rests, handle-bar mnffs, acetylene lamps,
chanical horn, full transferable insnranue, mileage
Iiertect condition; £150; letters only.—Capt. Farreir,
Halsey St., S."W.3..

'^^

03.h,p. Douglas.—A number of thorouglilv sound 5

-^4 chines (W.D. 1916), rebuilt ivith up to £20
new paita per machine. Many appear as new.
;it_'eredited purchaser allowed 2 days' approval. On
Bristol, Bournemouth, Salisbury, and Yeovil.—W.
ford, Midland Bank Chauibera.

I

Duzmo
DUZMO.—For earliest deliveries, order from.

Barran-Ackroyd. Hyde Park Corner, Leeds_. [0

DUZMO Sporting S'^h.p. and 8h.p. single and i

gear models.-Agent for the whole of LeiCi

'nylor (ja

particuhir

DUZMO 3V.h.p. Single and 8h.p.
strict rotation. Deliveries cox

AU-iam-ashii
Mancliester. [X2:

E

Edmund.
h.p. Edmund, spring Irame, 3 models.— Lista^
from Gonrlay's, l-'alloM-fleld.

1MUND Spring Frame Macliines: immediate,
litery.-Marston's, 31, Bridge St., Cliester. [S5

ELSWICE 2'.

dition per:

Hanwell.

Elswick.
2-strolre, 2-spe6d, tyre^ and
lamps: £45.-25, Clithero

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, r

—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury
N.W.

WADCHOPE'S, 9.

Enfleld Combii
from £120.

-158b, Norwood Rd., West

Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. londl
ations, 1916, 1917, 1918;

Chelsea, S.W.3.

1 019 (Julyl Enfleld Combinatit
i-V little nsed; £170; after 5

Ed., Brookley, S.E.

1014 6h.p. Eoyal Enfleld

42, B;

la Enfleld Combi

fnlly eqiu]

1, Crolton'
[

Xt7 tional condition;
age, Newmarket. 5Phor

NFIELD 1915 3h.p.,

J.-, lamps, horn, speedo , ^ .

£60.-Philpot, St. Georges St., Canterbury.

ition, 7-8h.p., twin
£140.—Youngs, Hei
e: 214.

twin M.A.G. engine, I

£146
toL-k Hill,' opposite Chalk Farn

0225.—Enfleld 1920., Magdy

6h.p., dyn

combination,
Mfg. Co., 70, IJ
1. : Kens. 7113.

'Clifford Wil:

Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.

1Q19 (late) 3h.p. Royal Enfleld, engine No,

ly perfect condition Ihroughout. tyjes unpnnot

lamps and tools; £80.-Box 132, c/o The Motor (m
.. , _„ new.
heels, speedorjENFIELD 6h.p. Twin Combinat:

screen, electric lights, disc wheels, spccuv.

spare drain; price £180.—Hodgson, 6, UmOa. I[

Boston. -

I

ENFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, the fi*esl

fit for the family man, in tip-top ofO"'!

trial- £165.—Rogers, 106, Fulham Palace R(

mersmith, W.6.

EAST Lanc6.-6-81i.p. Hoyal Enfleld combilj

1915 as new, mechanically perfect, eleotm

speedometer; any trial; bargain, fl36.-Box 1,B3|

The Uulor Vijdr.

horn,

/o 'The Motor Cycle.

lamps,

.„ . „ tyres ra

excellent condition.—B0£

OYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, laj|e|

powertill;
I

1920 siileM'^
hields, f

and emillielled

Basingstoke.

II l;:tters reUitintf to advertisementu should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
EiiOclU.

914 'Intel KiiHohl Ciiriil'iiiiilioi.. 1

iilili' irom luw, in i.r t ...1

lPuit(\ tiiini)a, ]iniii, iiuiiii>. si 1<

,n, £125: nuy triicl.-Fm.l. s..ln,.|l

tit.

INtTKI.n Cciiil.iTmli Into 1919,
«•, voiiditioii m t'n.ui liiak,>.«, J

,
Lmiis luMii. siuii,. viilvpn Muil .'luiin:

ilers.-55, West Ki'nsiuBtoLi Miinsiu
gton, W.

lUti

ly liiicl 3 nion
nil 11. 1(

ii> £140:
Wi'st Ken

(ling Snturday;

'EW 1920 Knflil
niflre.it ..,|ni|.

eiloniettT. Iionil. \

0. m lii'st ovi'i 1.

Thr Motor Cinii:

[4738
Nl'IKLD 61i.i>. 1916 Coiubiniition, with liood.

srrocii, miroM. siiewloiueter, (inil host riniilitv head,
1, mill ciir P. mill H, liiiiiiis (iib new) ; cxreptlniinl Imr-
n, £136; nmioiutlueiit only.— 17, Jdoxholui Ed., West
iwoiiil, S.E. [4414
i.O.CU. linve a Sh.p. 'Eiifteld eoinhinntiou, e.'ci-ellent

uriier. fn«t iiikT flexible: fiio.—Fuir Offer Car
'."''•.' .¥.';"''' ^*" Hnnipst?!ul (ni'iir Hinniistend Tulw
tmu). 'Phoue: Hmnystend 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

[4472

nhiniitiiin, inilenge 62, uiiig-
dvniini.. lightiiis. Tiin-Snd,

sireen. lioni ; seen London:
1 hy Fell. 26th.-Box 1.623.

[4231
NFIELI) Condiiuatiou, 1916, 8h.p. ennohbuilt side-

enr. wnterproof oovers. Enstiug sereen, dissolved
lytene outtit, nli aoeessone.^. a lovelv outfit in excel-
t ooudition: any trial: must sell: "owner takiuK de-
ry oi car; £140, or near ofler.-8. King St., Dover.

XFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914-16, Enfield cane
sideeni. verv low machine, in exceptional condi-

i, Biuks, nieehanical hoin, speedometer, 3 lamps,
IS new. 3 spare oliiiins. iiU Morn imrfs renewed, guar-
e«i uiei-lianir.^illy sinuul: any trial: £115, or nearest.
SMiaihvay St.. Yuil;. [4201

119 Enfield Combination, 8b. p., hood and screen,
f.H. lamps. Watford trip speedometer. Tan

_.
all splendid condition, mileage under 2,000, also

leld tradesman s sidecar complete, interchangeable
h passenger sidecar, specially steel strengthened,
tyres (700x80) unpnnctured: price £200 the lot!
nrvey, 15, St. Michael's Rd., Bournemouth. [4878

Excelsior.
I rAUCFTOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lam

7-9h.p. American Excels
Fleet St.. London.

-

and sidecar, 1914
[6143

RESTON.—E.xcelsior (American); actually
at matters' list price.—E. Bradshaw, tl
e, Tel. : 1288.

Mot.
[3498

KCELSIOR, 41M1.P., coachhuilt sidecar, 3-spe»d
aceessiones

; £90, near offer; seen appointment

-

ler, Uckfleia, Sussex. [4524
(BITISH Excelsior Combination, 6-6h p cha
drive. 3 speeds, oil on, flrst-elass condition- £140

. Botherhithe New Ed., London, S.E. ' [4767
ViNCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle ol Man
only.—Arnerican Excelsior; enquiries.-J. Blake
Co.. Official Dealers, LiverpooI-RIanchester. [6586

^''[FS^,.''»"-J'-
E^"'^'"^, m«!5- n-'Odel, fitted with

J
MiUs-Fulford sidecar. Cameo wind screen elec-

l| head light, rear and sidecar lights, as new, ridden
imlci: £190.—W. Rowley, 1, Brook St., Chester.

X w 1920 American Excelsior represents the
I. tine for money on the market. Book now tor

..very. Fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar

-

^:
L- jiid Parry, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St. May-

(1.666.
,

^^^^
[225J

J '''r-?^''J'%''';'
2-speed. clutch, as new. guaranteed:

-I f J4.-49, Well St., HiWkney, E.9. [5088
• li p F.N"., 2-speed, slight repairs; £22 or nearest.

.-j7. Haydons Rd., Wimbledon. [4695

^
yi.. F.N. 5-6h.p.: £20; wants overhauling,
l.imi.s, horn, etc.— 4. Winter St., Bolton. [X5274

- ^'' ''\'^'.; 4'cli.r., dropped frame, in perfect
- ':iii; £32.-12, Fordw-j-eh Ed., Broudesbury.
, . [4592
1 ';

,"f"' ^??° ™°'''''' 2'!ih.n., shaft drive, 2-speed,
^ lightweight; £85; one available ior immediate
d. !ry.-Prank Whitworth. Ltd., 139, New St. Bir-
°' """ [X5235
1 .

-l-cyl. 2-speed, shaft drive. low frame, disCL
^I'l'ing tank, mechanical inlet valves, camshaft

"' "i slight repair, otherwise sound, verv sporty
I

:
t40, or nearest.-Hudson, Brook Ed., EecCh

fe'ETIXG F.N., 4h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, '"o™-v head exhaust, mechanical valves, discs, sloping
M« tank, very last and reliable, otters wanted; an?

week-end.-Wood, University College Hall,
Walk, Ealing, W. ° [4555

I S.-Belgian gentleman sells his 1920 F.N., 7-9h vS^ splendid combination, 4-cyl., 3 speeds, clutch;
.tarter, Bosch, Zenith, accessories, S lamps, horn
•meter, screen, splendid running order, good tyre —
m, 4a, Chapel St., Edgware Rd., London. [4536

Rnt?i?'^''
''«!'' !.«'!!'" drive. 2-speed, hand clutci,

^osch, m splendid mechanical condition. Just over-

K %n'^-'^' "" '^"rn parts renewed at a cost
r ±,2/ (nivoice shown), nice wicker sidecar, sneedo-

a lamps, Irom, very e.isy start, fast; bargain,'^ £75^
ers, N., 51, Lamptoa Ed., ' Hounslow. [4845

Dry
Batteries.

NEW SPECIALITIES
FOR 1920.

ENTIRELY NEW MODEL ONE-WAY SWITCH.

G

Fig. 42S, 3/6 each.

ILLUSTRATION SHOWING CONSTRUCTION.

New Model, Fig. 573,
HAH Rearlamp^how^Red
light, lights No. plate.

Complete with switch
bulb, wire, ciip, etc.,

Price 9/6 each.

HAH "Clufch"Tapa
Special New Size for

Motor Cyclist.

Fig. 457,
iiii. Roll in Tin.

Extra adhesive.
Not Sticky.

(Note the Yellow Tin)
Price 1 /- each.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
DELIVERIES— Special efforts have been mad*
lately to speed up deliveries, and already a great

Improvement is apparent. Owing to the very large

number of orders on hand, it is impossible to give

delivery by return, and at present a slight delay is

unavoidable. Customers are therefore thanked for

consideration and indulgence already extended and
assured that every possible effort is being made to

complete orders on hand in strict rotation of receipt.

NEW SPECIALITIES & ACCESSORIES
FOR 1920.

^any new lines are in course of production, and
customers should therefore ask for their name to

be added to the mailing list for new Cataloguet
as issued.

Will all Customers kindly note
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

A, H. HUNT,
H.A.H.Vt^ORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.
Telephones

:

CROYDON
2225 & 222s.

• KEYAGE."
CROYDON.

il'li, Haloi>.

MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
F.N.

inOW Bro«., Guildford, F.N. agentt for tlw 7li n
4-uyl. and 2^ih.p. ligbtwciglit. Uooli your rnafliiii»

" [3171

Oerrard.
KEEARD 2'ih.],.. 2.«trolio, Vmiers engine, tliol.

mliLv ovorlmuloil; 130.—Irviug, IJuattord, Jiricla.

[4983

Grandex.
/I ili.ii. Grandex-Precision Coach dbmliination, Enflcl.l
j;* oounteriihalt gears, perfect; trial: £75,-30
I.j-ias lid., Uallmm, 1.481G

Hai'ley.Davidson.
JACK HRALY, Cork, ofHcial Ilarley ogent.-Ho-" tutioiiul delivery. No premiums accepted. [6488

HAEr.KV-DAVIDSON.-Bool! now for early delivery.
-oiHriiii Ageote, The Motor Cycle Mart, Stafford

•St., Walsiill. [X3382
HARLEV.DAVIDSON, ISIS, and coach sidecar;

*125.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union .St
South, Halita.x. [4485

HAHLEl" 1915 7-9J1.P. Comhination, discs, 3 laiiuix,
fast, Oarueo wind screen, comlortable; £130.-8,

Glengarry Rd., E. Dulnich. [4989

1 Q20 Harley 41i.p., never been used, ju.'it delivcrf-d:
J-tf seen by appointment; price £143.—Avipiimr...
Monljliams Drive, Woodford. [4253

1917-18, allHARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination , ...

khaki, magneto model, lamps, etc.— Offers to .Tone
Motor Co., King St., Mold, X.W. [X5258

H.\RLEY-DAVIDSON 1916-17 Combination, elec-
tric model, perfect condition, all spares: 145

-Hind, Acton Bridge, Cheshire. [X5270

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, dynamo lighting, sporting
sidecar, £40 overhaul, 2 new tyres; £140; Lon-

don.—Box 1,742, c/o The Motor CycU. [5209

HjVRLEY'-DAVIDSONS, electric and magneto
models, for immediate delivery.—Maudes' Motor

Mart, iOO, Paris St., Exeter. 'Phone : 933. [5080

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Clutch Model, T.T., soiin
'bus, lamps, horn, puoap, spare tube, splendid con-

dition; £75.—W., 21, Shaa Ed., East Acton. (4836

1 Q20 Harley-Davidson Combination, new, 7-91i.p.,
X *f complete with lamps, horn, hood, screen ; £230.
—^liiles, ^5, Upper Kenningtou Lane, London. [4323

T.T. Harley-Davidson, 1915, 3-speed, hand and foot
clutch, Bosch, good tvres and tubes, very fast, gowl

condition; £98.-Gornall, Bishops Castle, Salop. [4200

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
E.C.4.—7-9h.p. HarievDavidson combination,

1919, £185: 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson combination.
1915. .£157/10. [5132

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 5-6h.p. Single, 1915, witli
light sporty eidecar, all discs, original tyres, in-

sured, just overhauled; bargain, 85 gns.—Gilton, Gren-
ville Ed., Braintree. [4985

HAELEY-DATIDSON, late 1916, Swan '"sidecar,
lamps. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, College mudshield, spares,

splendid condition; bargain, £128. — Graham, 39.
Catherine St., Salisbury. [4229

HARLEY-DAVIDSOX Combination, Xovember, 1915.
horn, 2 lamps, luggage grid, new Palmer tyre, not

done 3.000 miles, splendid condition; £125.—Rector.
Monkton Wyld, Charniouth. [4611

HAELEY-DAVIDSOX 7-9h.p., 1918, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, magneto, disc wheels, verv

little used, excellent condition; onv trial, examination;
£150.-198, King St., Hammersmith. [4401

F.O.C.H. have a 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, Model F.
solo, fullv equipped by makers, brand new; list

price.—Fair Ofler Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station!. 'Phone; Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4475

HABLEY-r.AVIDSnx 1918 Combination, 7-9h.p.,
mag. model, 3 electric lights, wind screen, hood,

tide curtains, luggage grid. Klaxon, in first-class *order
and condition, large sidecar, enamel as new; £160:
buying car.—Green, Barns, Hindhead, Surrey. [4315

NEW 1920 Harley-Davidson 7.9h.p. Combiuati.u,
electric model, with Montgomery No. 1 sidecar,

Harley model to match, delivered end January at £200

:

will accept this amorrnt ; list price now advanced to
£220 ; absolutely perfect.—Murray, Fawnsmoor, Axmin-
ster. [4240

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, new 1920 model, Sh.p., sidecar com-

bination; £186; one available for immediate
delivery.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. New St.. Bir-
mingham. rX5237

Henderson.
HENDERSON, Model A, speedometer, horn, lami>

set, very fast; £85.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,
Bond St., W.l. [5112

HENDERSON 1920 Model, with sidecar, used once;
too fast for owner: £195.—Can be seen at Mor-

ston's. 31, Bridge St., Chester. [X5249

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle ol

Man.-Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. wanted.—
J Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
chester. [6537

AH letters relating to advertisements shouiij euote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

H'OBAET-VILLIERS 2";41i.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
splendid order; £35.-47, Old Winton Rd..

.-indover. [4796

-| <k20 2;41i.p. Hobart-J.A.r., Sturmcy-Aicher 2-sseed,
J-«' clutch aud K.S., Miller head lamp, electric tail,

all iCcesEOries ; £85.—Kobinson, Ingfield, Baildon, Tcrks.
[4407

HOBAETS for Brighton and Hove. The Villiers en-
- gined 254h.p. 2-speed model now available for de-

livery within 2 weeks; £67/10. Limited number only.—
Tho Goldstone Motor Cycle Depot, 32, Goldstone Villas,
Hove. [2203

Hockley.
05.h.p. Hocklev, 2.speed 2-stroke, perfect order; £40.
/V4, -30, Sandford Ed., Eirkstall, Leeds. [S4948

dumber.
WAtlCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

E.C.4.—6h.p. Humber combination, twin, 1919;
£175.

'

[5142

HUMBEE, 1914, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, tyres and
condition like new; £64.-White, 62, High St.

Kingeton. [5071

HUMBEE 3i,4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., running order
£27: seen week-end.— 3, Ashtead Ed., Clapton

Common, E.5. [4947

HUMBEE S'.ih.p.. 2-speed, handle start, new tvres,
perfect condition; £35.-248, Drakefell Ed.,

Brockley, S.E. [5101

HDIIBEE 3>,yi.p., 2-SEeed Eoc, 1913, new condition,
little used, 3in. Dunlop rear, 2y.,iu. ditto front

;

£55.—Bond, Station Ed., BexWIl. [4204

2Xh.p. Humber Motor Cycle, about 1914, in l -

4 running order, guaranteed by owner; £25.-30,
Legard Ed., Highbury, London, N. [4682

HUMBEE Lightweight, lamps, horn, splendid
dition .spares; £30.—Hill, 2, Farm Cottages,

Low Hall Lane, Markhouse Ed., Walthamstow. [4910

HUMBEE 1918 SVoh.p. Flat Twin, 3-speed clutch
gear box, chain drive combination, handle starting,

lamps, horn, speedometer; £97/10.-353, King St., Ham-
mersmith. [4461

rUMBER Combination 1914, 3 speeds, kick start,H^ lamps, horn, splendid condition,
belt, Mills-Fuliord sidecar; £100.-140, Fordel Ed
Hither Green. [4498

31h.p. Humber Combination, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch,
2 B. and B., Best and Lloyd drip, C.B. sidecar,

perfect running order; £65, or nearest;—Foulger, Beech-
clifle, Keighley. [4678

19^

HUMBEE 3',ih.p., 1912, single-speed, ridden 30
dition, spares; £30.-Hill, 2, Farm Cottages,

connecting rod, bearings, bushes, timing gear; £45, or
nearest offer, including head lamp, generator, horn.

—

12, Dysart Terrace, Newtown, N.W. [5000

Indian.

INDIAN Combination, C.B., 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch;
bargain, £75.-53, Eussell Ed., South Totten-

ham. [4601

~IQ15 Indian Combination, clutch, gears, good
J-if running order; 30 gne.—Springett, Billericav,
Essex. [417'2

good

;

-Whitehouse, 1, Cowrie
St., Dundee. [4182

"I
O20_Indians: prompt deliyeries.—E. _Bri

Tel.:

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplns C.B. Combination, all
accessories; £110; any trial.—C.S., 14, Swaton

Ed., Bow. E.3. [6176

INDI.AN, 7-9h.p., clutch model," discs, fin
condition; £67, or nearest.—lb, Ug

Selkirk Ed.. Tooting. [4793

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar;
JL" £75.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100 Paris St..

Exeter. Thone; 933. [5084

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1920 7.9h.p. N.E. Indian
combination, electrically equipped, earlv de-

livery; £218/10, at works. [4022

7h.p. Indian, 1914-15, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, .«prlng
* frame, excellent condition, accessories; £70,—
Clarendon, Staplegrove, Taunton. [4761

Letters, 22, Crookstort Ed. S.E.9. [4178

1Q17 Powerrilu? Indian, in splendid condition, with
-«-«? bKinrl new sidecar; £130, or ofler.-J. Dowland,
15, Parkhur.'f Rd., Sntton, Surrey. [4670

JQIS 5-61i.p. o-sin'cd Indian, stored 2V< years, re-
-It' enamelled aud overhauled: £80.-3, Gilston Ed.,
S.W.IO. 'Phone: Kensington 5732. [4349

G^liT^^-

TAYLORS
MOTOR CYCLISTS
LIGHT CARISTS
MOTORISTS
Please note that our

new and commodious
premises situated at

52 and 53, Sussex PI.,

South Kensington,
ARE NOW OPEN.

We extend a cordial Invitation

to you to visit our new Show-
rooms which we aim to make
one of the most attractive in

London.

SPECIAL.
We cire sole London and
District agents for A.J.S.

and British Excelsior
Motor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars, and
definite contracts have
been placed for the
follo'wing makes of
machines : Triumph,
B.S.A., Enfield, Cedthorpe, AUon,
Blackburne, Royal Ruby, Rudge,
Lea-Francis, New Imperial,

Harley - Davidson, A . B . C .

,

Matchless, and Millford and
Canoelet Sidecars. To cater

for those who favour the light

car, we have orders placed for

G.W.K.'s, Lagondas, G. N.'s.

A.B.C.'s, Hillman's, Premier
Runabouts, Chevrolet, etc.

Our Accessory and Clothing

departments are very fully

equipped, and our repair section

is noted for the high standard

of the work it turns out.

H. TAYLOR & CO , LTD.
Showrooms : 2 la. Store St., W.C.I.

52-53. Sussex PUS.W
Wholesale: 38, Alfred Pi. W.C.I.

"

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.
'Phone—Museum 1240.

Telegrams

—

^'Dsmametro, Wcstcent, London."

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

15_7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, 2^s
dual clutch, speedometer, lamps, horn; £60

Marks, College Ship, Bromley, Kent. [4S

£130.—Indian Powerplus Combination, electric ]ig

ing.—Clifford M'ilson jrfg. Co.. 70, Ro.Tal Hospi
Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113. ME

INDIAN Combination, 7-9b.p., 2'Speed, nice Sv>
coachbuilt, lamps, horn, etc.; any trial; £'(

any time.—17, Ebury Sq., Victoria, S.W.I. [4',

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Clutch Model Indian and sporting -r
-»-«.' car, 2 new tyres, very good condition ; price
gns. ; no dealers.—Ye Kooste, Lockmead, Maidenllef

rs
INDIAN 1916 5-6h.p., T.T., S-speed, clutch, U«

perfect condition; £75, or exchange SVl'-^hp.' c,

bination, cash adjustment.—36, Oxford Rd., AViltts

[4
INDIAN 1915-16 5-6h.p., 3-5peed, clutch, kick-ste

Canoelet caochbuilt sidecar, all accessories,
condition, hardly used; £125.-63, Solon Rd., Blii

I'
"1Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, Swan sidecar, 2-speed,*
J-tf lamps, horn, tyres perfect, fine coii£
throughout; £110.—Gill, 36, Northcote Rd., V7&1&
stow. |i

1Q16 Indian 5-61i.p. Solo, 3-speed, clutch, fijU
J-*J lamps, T.T. bars, long aluminium exhauet i

price £80, no offers.—Star Laundry, 35, Soutbi
Wakefield.

f.

INDI.\N Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 7-9h.i
speeds, clutcli, electric horn, upholstering |

;

good running order; £95; Newcastle.—Box 1,657,
The Motor Cycle.

"I
(Ck 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring fraL

J- 1/ speeds, K.S., foot clutch, lamps, horn, and'^
good condition; £130, or ofier.—Whiles, 25, Uppe]^
nington Lane, S.E. 4
INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, electt;

equipped, 3-speed, hand and ioot clutch,
ometer, tools; £140.—Simpson, . 8, Argyll St.,
don. Gerrard 1004.

1 Q 15 Indian Combination, 7-91i.p., 3 speeds,
J-«7 starter, clutch, large Millford sidecar. Sin.

F.R.S. lamp, 2 generators; £120; exchange light
82, York Rd., Battersea.

INDIAN 3V2h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch,
start, wicker sidecar, just been overhaul

electric lamps ; £70, or nearest offer.—C. 3

Junction Rd., Eastbourne. [J

T.T. Indian, 1915 7-9h.p., clutch: £85, no
owner leaving for Russia, machine being

hauled, new back tyre.—Marson, c/o Thacker, 20,
St., Hull. T.A. : Sumption, Hull.

1 Q20 Indian, be.st sidecar, speedometer, dynamoA t7 ing, no mileage, splendid combination ; yi&v
don, N.E. ; £220, or be.st offer over received wit:
days.—Box 1,624, c/o The Motor Cycle.

5-6h.p. Indian and sidecar. 1914, £80; 7-9h.p. 1

combination, 1914, disc wheels, £105.

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., spring Irac
speed, clutch, K.S., electric lamps, horn,

screen, disc wheels, perfect throughout, and
new; £115.-32, Woodside Rd., Kingston.

1 Q19 ^September) 7-9h.p. Indian, fidl electrical
J-v ment, speedometer, T.T. bars, mileage unde
unscratched, and comlition perfect, guaranteed
cheque £148.—Chappell, Beeston Hill, Leeds.

1Q16 7-9h.p. Indian, solo, 3-speed, hand an<
-*-•-'. clutch, practically new, original tyre on
most magnificent machine; 95gn6., or near ofl(

liange lower power.—85, Wiverton Rd.,

1Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination

j

M-iJ trically equipped, low mileage, excellent f
tion, mechanically perfect ; any time by appoin I

nearest £160.—Richard Moore, Sutton Bridge, W
j

"I
Q20 Powerplus Indian and Millford Sidecar,

JL *y new, done only 200 miles, guaranteed
and Bomplete, fully insured, electric dyn
and horn, spring frame, speedometer; 195 gns.-
M., 40, New End Square, N.W.3.

F.O.C.H. have a 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed and {
T.T. bars, excellent order and very fasti

—Fair Offer Oar House. 5, Heath St., Harj|
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Haii

3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

"I Q15 Indian 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, foot cluttfilJj

J- *y start, spring frame, good tools, horn,
enickeled and enamel unscratched, engine

'

condition, exceptionally easy starter, ride 50 nfS
purchaser; seen any time; £95.-72, Lonsd8)f
Oxford.

INDIAN" 1917 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combinati( .

condition, kick start, disc wheels, dynamo ]

electric horn, speedometer, tyres almost new, eni)!

excellent condition, not ridden during pnrtfi
£145; seen by appointment.—Walker, 6, CarttoL*]

Maida Vale.

IQIS 7-9h.p. 2-speed Indiai
A«7 bination, electric and i

wheels, brand new back t^re
overhauled, little used during '

through flying accident: £110, nearestw
, Hayle, Co

Spring Fram/l
retvlene lightij;!

all good, thoil

E20 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the It the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue*
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MOTOR CYCr.ES fOR SALn.
Indian.

• (,v m„" H ^ hV '',-'''""; '"""1 and toot clutch,
,

c.xluuists cool u.aU un,i horn, i-onickolod nrdJK^mii. iiiKiii,, HI oxcollont mochanieni

Tm^° ,'.".'''"' '° purchaser;
lOloy ltd., Oxford. [5011

'°iHIi.!'il'"''^,.,C™'W"'''tion, lato 1916, 7-9h.r

Ji.lii.^oji. torpoilo Bidoonr, Eoatiu

THE MOTOR_ CYCLE—(Sui>plement xi.)

irjo lij

Hohuloigh',

orAN

' „tr ' • 'i"'^PO"o Eiaoonr, EoatiucOUR no just overhauled a,',d reb„"[i

24, ««ll)riage L,

lied.

-A. Hnr
Wnnetoad, Ks.

7_9h.p., bought now Novcm
[iling and horn. 3 speeds

,...„, .ucludinB
"iiiii^. too] lilt, valves and

nhVnl!^! f'^fn.'' apron, not diiobolute bargain, privately .tor nnd'vFalke^ria, NSh'H^o Marble .\rch.

Ivy.

91. lit. 1^1

'a«e!f.f^^,-1.f°i„aj-e,. London ^n, Dls
J.;"

o.\-. Vil
Ixion.

,,2'jh.p,, I915-1, .^

lli'iit ."llilili,,,, :u
L'.ul IW.. Pii.Mu'iKtu

James.
!-stroke.

"] 1920 ,Tnmes.
iTju-n^'e, Esniouth
'NOB Oak Motor Mart
129. Brockley Hise s

;

iES. all models.-Ortle
-Egertons, Northgiite
JES 1919 2i/,h.p..
PfMiiT, 14, Ter„,ie g^:,

'm '?^? Tames, 3-spi
^Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,

' 'ES 1917 3i{,h.p. Twin,
ic ,1^...

. owner goin"

f6S.-H.nrris's
[X5096

sriy delivery.-
[4482

early delivery
h. [764.

1; J:55.-
L'Sll'/

£76.—
Exeter.
[5086

110 4'.fh.p. Combinal
Clternally absolutely ai

Maiden.

kick start,- 3 sear
IS, Sussex.

"""" ""'"' »broad.-Cross, Upper

hstd"elive,'1'-tesrX''""""<^ Easting serJeu!
b Motor Cycle

"" "''" £16S.-Box.l,710,

r, ' , .
W650

Combination. 1915, externally and
, any trial; £85.-41.

S^'^^:^^'^j;eeSSS™"°?^.C^et ^r.
wgeV St., Canterbury ' "-"^^'iS?','

clutch: aSd'k.s',^ i^°25'"''
"^^^^^' "16,

^1^

fth enlf,''*." t""'"!.'^'
S°^'5 condition, e^ehan-e

c're'^t'itr,^°ii'£;Sf'l?-4t;L°^"^^*^''°-^^*

Sef|r°iu=-tFts°=,S'^.= £?"/«'»• ^-"''""e'

= Garage, Gunnlrsbfry,' w.*!,''* ''''^'^'^^

^'^"^;f-';,-

'.nntr"l:on^:4'l£iiuf^?^rto='et»/' ,f
,"" -^da,

;"g car. Maut, Eastcheap? S,™ith.- [42-64
iS 2-stroke, 2-speea, 2,000 miles nm a.,„ »

£*66, ^o\"'<^^ern^i™3>°4»
,"V*" "™"-uuei. iiie, 38, Belsize Park Gardens,

S-"m'e^^;a, °5?j'r"/r'iS?r'^*
''?'

n, owner going atread- f7nn If^f .^Plendid
lough.

acioaa, £100.—Sherlock, stoke

'• 1916 James, 2-speed, 2-stroke, lamps, horn
perfect condition, very
lerson. Ashlings, Clover-

S ai/i
^''^^^

;., AVi^-an
^'^^. !=«eu on appomtmeut. „,

s n ^

"

[4305

»^"^-S^,«i^i,FS"5S.pirt5'35!^

'?aK ^carrte?-t ^^i -^'J^^
Combination, screen

"nss BromleyrLichiield "°
°"'"-°[V^f^

°i/*™sh^T?'r",™' ^^*!iP- "" ^"Closed

Sn- *"8.-72, Longridgo Ed.. Earl's
I

[5180

'Is, etc..

sdi £55,
Ongar.

eyerything

iHotors
pioprietoK:- Eriing 1, Newbeny Cobbcit

Cr Gedric Cr6;=tliv.'&;te

• Motor. CYCLE/ Dept
The Leading South Western

Motor' Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for the

DUZMO
lor London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 192D.

We are also Agents for the following macnines

:

?TA2A»*oi^- J^IWES, RUDGE, READING
mAoo^-PP.v wooler, excelsior,

FRANCl's
'

""DSON, F.N.. LEA-

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

JUNIO.l, 2-5peed, goodCALTHORPE
condition

COULSON B, 19,0, in stock. List price.

J915 SCOTT Combination, perfect £85
= 3 h.p. DOUGLAS, E.xcellent condition .. 60 gns.

O.K. JUNIOR, 2-speed, lamps, etc £55 g

Now for the sporting rider, wlio loves
speed. Order now for your

DUZMO
OV£R 70 M.P.H. FIXED PHJCE

£75.

READING STANDARD
10 h.p. TREMENDOUS Speed
Electric lighting, 3 speed. Order now
for quick dehvery.

Accessories in Stock.
Cameo Windscreens, B. & B. Carburetters Amae
Carburetters. Spares for both types. P £ u
Lamp sets. F.R.S. Lamp Sets. Horns of even^
mal«. Klaxons, and all Types of Mechanlci^
Horns. Alusninium Discs for all makes Alu.
minium Leg Shields for all makes. Valves Hood?

Belts, Chains, Tools, etc. '

CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.

OFFICIAL REPAIRERS A.C.U '

FINEST EQUIPPED MOTOR CYCLE REPAIRSHOP IN SOUTH-WEST LONDON WETn
ING, TURNING, GEAR CUTTING "^^^""
OVERHAULS of every description

BALLARD'S iVIOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S. Kensing^ion, S.W.7.

Telepho
Telegrai

Kensington, 6312.
Efembalmot, Southkens, London.

^Advertisemext .s. 57

MOTOR CYCI.nS rOR SALE.
James,

TAMKS Comhinntion, 191G-17, 4'<li.n., Amne Tlioin
y, ,. »OD-Iionnott, 3..poort, kieit-.tiur 'Lnrn" 'd,nS

horn, 2 iieiv I)unlop>. ...

.v: nellrcit £110.-4, SeWmi
559. (4820

ninBlc, 3-»riced, kick stiiil,
id cojichhliilt Nldeeur, itccu-
I, Jliuka, nenrly now Dun.

• rifcineer, in Bjileiidid 111:1-

'" Champ, Kiiy mid Co.,
nri,-. [4583

1916,
Hil..

(4721

6 h.p. Twin .T.A.P. Co
little used; what t

Kending.

1 Q 14 Sh.p. .T.A.P. C.B. Combination, perfect throu'-h'-

Zu. <?Qc '
c,'''"r'""if''

Ijelitweight, 2-speed, £50. or
.sell, it.95.—Sealy, Templecombo. [4879
gPECIAL T.T. R,adng .T.A.P., 90 >ore, 1914

iinrliti.

Wellington. 40,

6 h.p. .T.A.P. T
otter, :,ll K

StiirjoiM-Arilicr k
iUKl ermtiols, ueVi
fiir Ed., iJuudec.

J.E.S., good condition,
bury St., Wantage

T.E.S. MotorcycletJ;e, bett

lert e.vaminat
nds Rd., Hai

elled Indian red,
nvited; £53.—

(4851

leto rith inng. and earbii
• dii, £31; 3-8I;fe

V, ;iii-cji;iin, clutch, kick stilltt:

tion, f 16.-AlexfilKler, 94, l''oi

[455
J.E.S.

ride away; £17.—Hurst,
[487;

~ .- scooter, economi
ted by J. Blake and

16579

—I, reliable.—Enqu...cj, ,

Co.. Liverpool and Mancheste:

T-E.S. set, good order, new belt, £6; cycle, 24in" re-enamelled, back tyre new Dunlop magnum, £5
separately; what offers'-Kev Senior, Fendrayt"r
Cambs. [X5193

K.S.

J.H. !

,ane. Fleet St., London,
... „mbination, 1915. IM.A.G
conntershalt gear, clutch, and

[5125
Kerrj.

KEREY-ABINGDON, bought new in 1915, 3iih p
hand-controlled clutch, spring forks, etc "only

been used 1,000 miles, and guaranteed good as new
£39 first deposit secures.—Box 1,703, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [454,

Kynoch.
yi.p., wicker sidecar, 2-speed, pnod cnn-

-Crispin, EUerhayes, Hele, Gullump-
[4897

Lea-rrancla.
LEA-FEANCIS, 1920. — Place your name on o.u

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 193, Gt. Portland St.,
"•!• [0099

2-speed ge.Ti
.--.—, „.... tyres; £65,

»T -iV
-• 1 • - Junction Ed., Kingslev.

Northampton. [X5267
T EA-FEANCIS 4h.p. J.A.P. Combination, June, 1919,
-^-i P.H. lamps, generators, D.A. cvlinder, new extra
heayy Dunlop, spare cover and tube. Klaxon, speed-
ometer, insurance October; £140, offers; appointment —
Southby, E.N. College, Greenwich. " [4287

Levis
1920 Levis 2-stroke. foi

[4020

£40.-11.
[X4949

.—.Tohn Aldrich and Co., Dis-
Norfolk. [6632

LEA-FEANCIS 3l,4h.p. Twi_., „ „„^
box, K.S., detachable wheels, good' tyres

DAN GUY, ,..,„,„„
immediate delivery.

Oili-P. Levis, 1916, lamps, horn, perfect
'** Partstone Ed., Coventry.

EARLY Delivery Levi
triet Agents, Diss,

LEVIS 1916
127, -•

10 20 Levis, just arri
-'-£' -JIanager, Hi]

«)-STEOKE Levis, 19
1^ E. Brighton, Ne

CYRIL WILLIAMS for earlv deli
Chapel Ash Depot,

LEVIS 2Ub.p. Populai
—Philpot, St. Georges et., uanteroury

ew engine and mag., g
Box 1,739, c;o TU jl/o.'i

LEVIS Popular ^Vih.p., 1916
nearly new Dunlops; £36

Wolv

Model, la

41, Fo
:cel!(

before 6.

—

[4829

rn; £33.
[5020

aranteed
Cticlt.

[5206
uditii

LEVIS 1916 2yh.p., se

BalcomUe, Bislcy Ed„

-| Q20 Levis Popular Model, i,»„ u, lee
Xt/ Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket
214.

F.V„ ..„,,„.„.,

.-ppointment. ,

Liverpool.

LEVIS Motor Cvcle,
condition, wifh 1

Wellington, Salop,

Hertford.
[4215

li-T.T.. perfe-t condifinu.-
Chobhaiu, Woking Suiiev

[4267
list price in stock.—

Phone:
[0116

- — 0-. :ip-top condition: bv
Burdett St., St. Michaels

[489;:

:plendic
Bacon
[X529;11 letfpfo ....f»+- ., .,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l Wellington, Salop,
re.at.ng to advertisements should c,u„te the number at the end o, each advertisement, and the date of the issue <iiu
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS 2-ili.p., delivered November, 1919, only run
100 miles: £65, BO offers.—Hayivard Bros., Haivk-

itoue Bd., Eotlierbitlie. [4522

T EVLS 2iyi.p., spring frame, _2;Speedj^_{ree

"j filS Levis Popular, lamp set, all as new, 120 ni.p.g.,

.LiJ rlimbs beautifully : ride aivay; offers.— 135,
riasbet Ed., Upton Park. [4191

|

Terrace, CamberT\-eil, S.E.5.

E:eut.
' '

'

[4188

LEVIS 2>4li.p., sporty solo mount, condition and
appearance almost equals new, trial any time,

Flundays excepted; 30 gns.—Hull, Chandos Rd., Buck-
ingham. . [4779

TEVIS 2i/ih.p. 1920 Popular Model, in stock.—Vivian
J Hardie and Lone, Ltd., authorised agents, 24.

Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6559. [0082

LEVIS Populars convertible into 2-speed models
with the addition of the Roc countershaft gear.

-Apply, Roc Gear Dept., A. W. Wall. Ltd., Hay
i\lills, Birmingham. [X5174

<>-SPEED Levis, 1919. 2V2h.p., Enfield gear, P. and^ H. lamps, speedometer. Pillion seat, R'eliability
prize uinner, little used, guaranteed perfect; nearest
£65 buys.-Rev. Owen, Colyton, Devon. [4622

LEVIS 1915, guaranteed 25^h.p., 2-speed, just over-
jauled, plated, and enamelled, tank, leg shields,

and mudguards, black and gold, aluminium footboards,
nearly new tvres and tubes, fully equipped, very- smart
lot: f52.-Bottom bell, 12, Kildoran &d., Brixton.

[4954

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn,

accessories, take two anywhere; £40 cash.

—

Jackson, South St., Crewe. [4868

LINCOLN-ELK 1919 4ijh.p. Combination, lamps,
tools, etc., as new; £120; after 2 Saturday 01

Sunday.—48, Upper Clapton Ed., Clapton, E.6. [4573

Lloyd.
LLOYDS 2-stroke, aVoh.p. Villiers engine, 2-speed

and freo, set of Lucas lamps; bargain, £46.

—

Bacon, Wellington, Salop. [X5296

Martin.

1 Q14 ilartin-Jap, stored eince 1915, long flexible alu-
-l-*/ niiniuiu exhaust, new oval tank, and specially
lightened piston, very fast; £55, or close offer for quick
s:ile: owner now no place to store.—Letters only, 86,
Fosley Lane, Purley. [4748

Martinsyde.
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Who is going to be the

lucky person to be first on our waiting list for
one of these splendid machines ?—Julian, 84, Broad
St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [0122

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the sen-
sation of Olympia.—Book you order now for strict

rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co.. the motor
cycle experts. -110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britain's
premier motor cycle saloon; also at Blackfriars St.,
Macohi-sler. [6580

Matchless.

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey agents for
this first-class outfit.—Matchless in name and

jnality. [3173

MATCHLESS 1920 Spring-frame Combination, spare
wheel, lamps, just delivered; offers.—31, Cecil

Av., Wembley. [4990

1 Q20 Matchless, JModel H, delivery
-*-*' £5 deposit paid; what offers?—
The Motor Cade.

19

1,711. c/c
[4649

20 ilatchless. Model H.—To ensure delivery, send
enquiries, Clapbam (Motors), King George St..

Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5094

1Q20 Spring Frame Matchless, spare wheel, hood,
Lfy lamps, spares, etc.; best offer over £200. -Box
163, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [X5189

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920, unable to take
deliverv Ajiril, £10 deposit paid; what offers.—

Box 1,741, c,/o The Motor Cycle. [5208

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model, spare -wheel,
screen, and hood, as new; £170.—Stainton, 2,

Nansen Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X5344

MATCHLESS Combination, ordered October last, de-
livery promi.wd about March; deposit paid: no

Ijrcmium.-Box 1,622, c/o Tlic Motor Click. [4230

I Q20 Spring Frame 8h.p. Matchless Combination, H.
-L«^ model, promised next week; offers wanted by
letter.-A. Martin, 59, East India Dock Hd.. Poplar.
London, E. [2183

MATCHLESS-JAP 8h.p., 1913, Gradua sear, Bo.s.h,
Amac, accessories, good tyres, excellent condition

:

£75; seen week-ends.—Glengarry, Portsmouth Av.,
Tliames-Ditton. [4428

bPPEN
Allan &(4,

Sole HOME COUNTIES
Agents for

Reading

Note:—

The Chicago Show

Model is on view

in these Showrooms

and well worthy of

inspection.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.

Com-
Solo.

Solo.

Solo.

Solo.

Solo.

Solo.

SolO;

Solo.

Com.

ROVER, 5-6 h.p
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke . .

.

CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke . .

.

P. & S., 2^^ h.p., 2-stEOke . .

.

COULSON-B., 2jh-p
VERUS, 2i-h.p.,2 stroke

USED MACHINES.

1916 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p
1919 RUDGE, 3ih.p

1919 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p
1919 DOUGLAS. 4 h.p., blue s<

191Q LEA-FRANCIS, 3'> h.p.

191S SUNBEAM, 3' h.p. ...

1915 MORGAN -J.A.P. 3

wheeler, water-cooled.

We tender om: apologies to the
intending purchaser who studies the^-^e

columjis, and request him to please
bear in mmd that all advertiiement
copy has to be in the publlsher.^' hands
one week before publication, and it

therefore follows that many m.achines
offered lor delivery from stock are
disposed of before our annomiceneut
appears.

So far as we are concerned, we
ofier only machines we actually
possess or expect to receive (by the
date of publication) from the manu-
facturers whose promises are made in

good faith, but are governed by ab-
nonual circumstance^-

89, Gt Portland

Street London.

M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALl

Matchless.
ATCHLESS, early 1917, M.A.G. engim
screen. 3 acetylene lamps, Tan-Sad and ba
time.— 19a, Hardess St., Loughborough i

S.E. IPrivate oiyner). £165.

Tyr-ATCHLESS Combinat

M

the latest Mode
entitled to immedi

livery from works, but unable to clear, offers y(

A J.L., 468. Harrow Hd., Paddington.

MATCHLESS Model H. Combination it
dynamo lighting, spring frame and sidec;

screen and horn : at list- piice.-Clarke and Simn
High St., Strood, Kent. 'Phone: Chatham 67'

MATCHLESS New Spring-Jrame Model.
booked for lotatiouar deliyerv. Demo'

model on yiew. Eeplacements for Matchless n
all dat« in etock.-Tassell, la, Bloomfield Ed.
stead. S.E.

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynan
ing, fully eQuipped. Book now for early

—Authorised London agents, Yiyiau Hardie an
Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St. (ofE Oxford St.), Bond S
'Phono: Mayfair 6559.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1913-14 6h.r. Twin,
overhead valves, engine rprenflv thorungh

hauled by J.A.P., 7-speed, couiplctc' with lam-
splendid condition, very fast; ±70; auv trial.-

i

246, Marsh Lane, Bootle, Lancashire."

"I Q20 Model H Matchless Combination for S:
--*^ about 1,500 miles, complete with all act
and tools, Cowey speedometer and horn, all Luca:
and perfect engine, very fast; any trial; prii
cash.-Barker, 19, Eookfield Av., Muswell Hi
don, N.IO.

MATCHLESS C.B. Combination, Model H.B.
1918, M.A.G. engine 2C1X 35028, 3-speei

complete, with spare wheel, electric lighting,
meter, spares, etc., original tvres stUl on, in
running order; £175, or first near ofler.-]
Station Ed., Letchworth. 'Phone: 42.

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book- your orde;
Eoss, 86, High Road, Lee, S.E., for 1920

frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model
on view at above address. Deliveries gua
strictly as per order received. Retail price as rv

time of delivery. A large assortment of secot
motor cycles of all makes always in stock.

Metro.
ETROTTLEE In Stock, immediate del
Phone : 962.—Egertons, Northgate St., I

NETT 1919 Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke, 25ih.p.

;

owner must scll.-21, Penflllia Ed., Bryi
Swansea.

METRO-TYLER, 1919, not done 200 miles,
and horn, better than new; £45.—Philf

George's St., Canterbury.

METRO-TYLER, 1919, in splendid condition
Pedlev grips, very fast and sporting; &i

Lower Clapton Ed., Clapton, E.5.

NEARLY New Metro-Tyler. 1919, lamps, horo
etc., low mileage, guarantee; any trial; 4S

Eaymaside, 8, Station Parade, Bfilham. -

METRO-TYLER.—Enquiries from Liverpoc
district invited by J. Blake and Co.. 1

Bold St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon.

METEO-TYXEE, 1919. specially fitted with
2-speed, clutch, kick start. Amac, E.I.O

long plated exhaust, just overhauled, splendid K
£70.-1, Durham Villas, W.8.

"I QIS Metro, 2-stroke, 2-spe8d, long phited <i

Xt/ disc wheels, enamelled red. smart littler]

and fast, guaranteed good condition; £50;—
101, Springbank Rd., Hither Green, S.E.6.

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler, 2 speeds, disc wheels, gn.
X«7 brand new; cost £68, sell £63: owner bOng
Xn\.m'ier, now requires countershaft 1919 ot^t
nnipU buy separately or have deal with Me^i
Boi 1.515, c'o The Motor Cycle.

METEO-TrLEH.-\Ve can deliver from stoot!

models or this super 2-stroke. list price, i

or with di^c wheel? and long exhaust pipe, &7'
City agents. Eke and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgf
Camomile St., E.G. 3. 'Phone; Avenue 5548.

Minerva.
Oiih.r. Minerva, coil ignition; seen runnir
fit 4 f9.-\Voods, 10, Barbot St., Lower

MIXEEVA SVih.p., mag., B. and B.,
niug order; £20.—Richmond, 21, SoutJ

Lee.

3ih.p. Minerva (late model), low fran,
2 Lycetts. B. and B.. Fischer, fast sporij

£35.—Sion Cottage, Riverside, Twickerihai

MIXEEVA 3i;h.p., coil ignition, B.B.-J
and tubes, new cylinder, rebushcd, .

pulls well; bargain, £25.—Sargent, Weeten
hill, Sirssei.

31h.p. Minerva, Indian red, coun'teishilfijj

2 gear ikick stnrt requires now pin

tvre and belt all brand new, take sid

excellent condition throughout : £38 : consifl

weight exchange witli cash.—Frank
Peterborough.

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the <8MI4
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Moto-Reve

AfoloUovo Twin, Rood condition,

,
Cliiinn'uliu

£24, —Coleman, Sholdon
[4871

Motoancoche,
ix-Iio liifhtweiglit, perfert lun-
Iveitoii, Oruysholt, Hinrtlieiul.

[4302
llh.li. ivrotosaoocho, Amao carburetter, now boh.
(I aluminium lootboards; £20.-68, High St..

aincs. [5030

lliuli

[5069

fOTo.'<.\cocni3,
.'^t»it< ami run 62

New Hudson.
. 2-.stroUp. 2-spce(l: £65; just arrived.

Nurtluimpton. 1X6220

i Combination, speedometer,
ny trial; oilers.—59, Blen-

\Valtham.>;tow. [4908!m IM

916 New III

.'llllllt. Iiui

ue St., Claiihi

TEW HrnSDN- 1916 6I1.1),

I CViuiliiiijifiun. iieriect orde
•n, neiirlv now tvres; £126.-
r ltd.. Highente, I,nndi)n.

HUDSON 6h.ii.

15 model,
nterahaU

troke, 2-speed, free, couiitei-
oomlitiou; £46.-195, Ston-

on. [4951

3-spepd CountersUait
wind screen, liinip.^.

I'honuison, 168, Ar.li-
[4755

libuilt Combination,
believed 1915 model, twin .T..\.P. engiiy^ 3-speed.

ai6
y ii

(ul and
80 gns. ; ^een by appoint
inn, 13, Bruton St., W.

.[3826
Hudson, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick starter.

hand lever clutch, T.T." bars, big exhaust, new
j. nearly new tyres, new belt, mechanical and
horns, recently overhauled, in excellent Condi
tliroughout; £75.—gladden, Shaftesbury Loci

4923eles.

New Imperial
ili.p. Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, u

Torter, Whitohureh, Salop.

ROW Bros, HiBh
largely for 1920

ONOR Oak Motor JMar
-129, Broekley Ri

64! -S. E.
[X5108

Guildford, have contr.netet^

Imperials. \ [X794C

New Imperials, book
S.E.23. [4480

Xew Imperial. 2'Ji.p., kick-start; £55; ex-
ailge comlnnation.-ie, Xutbrook St., Pcekham
;. [4638

)16 2'^4h.p. New Imperial-.Tap, good tvres, lamps,
perfect condition; trial; £47.-151, King.ston

Teddington. [5098

BW ISIl'EBIAL-J.A.r., 1916, 25jji.p., 2 speeds, con-
dition as new; any trial given; £46; after 6.—

Brent St., Hendon. [4619

US New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, excellent condition

:

£48, or nearest oft'er; owner buying car.—Rns-
le, Osbaldwick, York. [X5103
iW IMPERIAL War Model Combination, 8h.p,
J.A.P. engine, good as new; £146.—Jones' Garage.

town, Montgomeryshire. [X515^
p. W.D. New Imperial Combinations, immediate
delivery; £145.—.Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris
Eietcr. 'Phone ; 933. (5082

i.—New Imperial 1920 6h.p. and sidecar, under
miles.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal

al Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113. [4979

t I5IPERIAL 2=4h.p., 1916, 2-speed, perleot
n.lition, very little used, accessories, spares:

1 l.voland Hood, Nunthorpe, S.O., Yorks. [3610

> niPEEIAL-J.A.P. 23;lh.p., 1918, perfect order,
. --V'-ed, clutch, kick etarter; £58, now £77/14-
:. hord.—Box 1,656, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4356
b ^ew Imperial-Jap. 2^4h.p.. 2-speed. coin-
I'lete witil lamps and mechanical horn, jus!
ii!./.l: £47/10.-2, Oak Villas, Station Hd.,
-t. [4913

IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Lightweight Combination,
ntershaft gear box, kick start, hand controlled
-"und and efficient, and looks nice; 58 gns.—
:iJvl Rd., Croydon. [6018

IMPERIAL 1915 2>/2h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
:^: 42 gns., or exchange with cash powerful

'!iai; 3 days' guarantee given and recinired.—
\^ ar Hospital, Reading. [4963

New Imperial, brand new, been used 200
-lies only, 6-8h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain
iaranteed perlect and unscratched; £110, first
^-c^res.—Box 1,699, c/o Tke Motor Cycle.

[4639
Sli.p. New Imperial, solo or combination ; im-

uo;aiate delivery from stock. Secure now for
-Clapham (Motors), 119, King George St..

rich. [4282
V IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 70X76 mm., 2-speed,
uaxon, acetylene head light, electric rear light,
916, in first-class running order; £45.—Adams
mmark Rd., Lowestoft, [4176

6 New Imperial-Jap, 2^h.p.. splendid condition
very little used, electric acetylene lighting liglit-
t, horn, tools, complete; £55.-H. Woods, i\-or-
. near GnUdford, Surrey. [X62S4

ADVERTrSEMENTS. 5g

FOR THE

CONNOISSEUR.

THE CLASSIC

N.U.T.
BRIEF SPECIFICATION.

3i h,p. V twin engine.
3-speed countershaft gear-box, with

clutch and kick starter.

Chain-cum-belt transmission.
Adjustable foot rests.

26in. X 22-in. Palmer cord tyres.

Equipped with Lucas dynamo.
Lighting set and horn.

Price, complete.

140 Guineas.
EARLY DELfVERIES.

SECONDHAND
MOTOR CYCLES

IN STOCK
1919 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2 speeds (as

new), fi60

1919 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., multi-gear,

clutch and kick starter.with sidecar,£1 1

5

1920 SCOTT, 3i h.p., Watford speed-

ometer (as new), £120
1919 EXCELSIOR J.A.P, 2f h.p., 2

speeds, clutch and starter (as new), £70
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. Millford side-

car, Lucas lamps and horn, £130
1919 A.J.S., 6 h.p. combination, spare

wheel, windscreen, Lucas lamps, Lucas

horn, Watford speedometer, etc., not

driven 100 miles, £230
1915 G.W.K., 4-seater, light car, dynamo

lighting, detachable wheels and spare

hood, screen, horn, speedometer, £240

Eastern Garage Co.,
official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
- Telegrams—"Egaraco, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1Q20 New Imperial, brand new, still wrapped up,
-»-" 6-8I1.P., 3-speed countcrahalt, all-cliain drive,
etc.; £120, list price now £124, first deposit necurcs.
-Hox 1,698, c/o The Motor Cycle. (4633

NICW 1MPERIAI,-.I.A.P. 2'<li.p., 1916, 2-speed,
lamps, horn, acccasorics, Tan-Sad pillion, little

used, almost new; £50; after 2.30 .Saturday, any
time Sunday.-112, Warren Rd., Leylon. [4864

NKW IMl'EKIAI., Sh.p. 1919 O.H. Combination, onlv
ridden a few inilea. conipleto set of lamps and

Hpares, nbsohitely perfect: any trial: £160.— Appiv,
Alder.son, Rortslyn House, New Barnet (by appointment).

[2901
F.O.C.H, Iinve a 2'jjli.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, brand

new; list price.—Fair Offer Car House, 6, Heath
St., Hjunpstead (near Hainpstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Haiupstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturday.*.

(4476
New Ryder.

NEW RYDER. September, 1919, Villiers-engincd,
2-speed, 2-stroke, lamps, tools, large Klaxon,

little used; £65, or nearest.—.Montgomery, 60, f'niion

St., Shrewsbury. (X5282
Norton.

JACK HEALY, Cork, official Norton acent.-Rota-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted. [6486

NORTON, new, Z'A h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley, de-

livered Doc.; £101.-Byrne, Lockites, GodalmlnL'.
(4540

NORTON 1914 3',-di.p., very fast and in excellent
order; £68/ 10.—Dowell, High Rd., Byfleet.

Surrey. [4937

4 h.p. Norton Combination, 1915, completely erjuipped.

electric lamps and horn; £105.-Edwards. 76.
Hunterhouse Rd., Sheffield. [X5264

"1020 T.T. Norton, Ace discs to match, ordered 5
-L*7 months: transfer for highest offer over deijosit

paid (£5)—Pool, Yaddlethorpe, Scunthorpe. (X5180

SPEED Norton, 1919, ridden 300 miles by expcit.
condition as new: what ofliers Immediate deliveiv

—Norton, 143, Lauderdale Mansions, Maida Vale. (4384

LATE 1919 Big Four' Norton, delivered November,
little used, P. and H. lamps, Cowey horn, insuied,

Tan-Sad: owner going' abroad; £140.-Tidv, Ascot.
I'hone: 390. [4564

OHTON T.T., 1917 or late 1916, Philipson, lamps,
horn, fools, spares, practicidly new tvres, perfeft

litiou, and very fast; £'fB.-29, JIayiield Ed., Hose-
Birmingham. (4528

20 Big Four Norton, ordered February, 1919,
second on waiting list; advertiser will transfer

order for £20, including £5 deposit—paid.—Box 1.686.
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4453

NORTON B.E.S-, 1916-17, stored till April, 1919.
condition perfect, original .tyres, Lucas lamps, 2

generators, horn, knee-grips, drip fee : £85 : by appoint-
ment; Herts.-Box 7,734, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5201

"I Q19 Big Four Norton, enclosed "chain drive, Grind-
-»-«7 lay sidecar with patent suspension and spruu^
wheel, hood and wind screen with adjustable side cur-

tain, luggage grid, a comfortable and fast outfit, in per-

fect order- price £160.—Meriden House, 3, Mcriden St.,

Coventry. [X5338
N.S.U.

Qlh.p. N.S.U., 1912, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn;

N.U.T.

JACK HEALY, Cork, official N.U.T. agent.-Eota-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted. (6489

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for N.U.T. motor cycles; early delivery.

(5295

N.U.T., 1920, delivered Feb. 13th: highest premium
purchases.—Balderston, Horwich Rd., Wymond-

ham. (X5271

N

19

19 20 N.U.T., aristocrat of motor cycles
in stock.—Youngs, Heath Garage,

ne: 214.

list price:

SHROPSHIEE.-N.TJ.T. sole agents tor the county:
demonstration model in stock. Orders booked in

strict rotation for early deliveries.-James Garages.
Church Stretton. [2339

W. SPARROW, Ltd.. Osborne Garage. Yeovil, sole

agents for Somerset, including 10 miles radius
of Yeovil, for N.U.T. motor cycles; early deliveries.

Write for particulars.
"

[8395

lovely little 'bus, as hot as could be wished for;

ie57/'l0.—B.P. Garage, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St..

Camden Town, N.W. (5117

N.U.T. 1920 Model 3',l.h.p., Lucas dynamo lighting,

electric horn: 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Lon-
don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (oft Oxford Bt.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phono; May-
fair 6559. Book now for early delivery. (0030

O.K.

K. 1916 2-specd Lightweight; £45.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. [4484

>15 O.K. Junior. 2iih.p., o.h. valves, lamps, perfect

:

£40 oi offer —Ward, 104, Pemdevou Ed., Croy-
(4677

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issueJ b2^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

O.K. 3h.p., Tery fast, good condition, any trial:
£35.—Eawlings, 114, Greyhound Lane, Streatham:

Common. [5192'

o
Well

o

. Junior, brand
fir5^t cheque for
rhampton.

£65
2'J>.I>., 2-?peed

;

OJLh.p. O.K. Junior,
fWa lamps ; triiil. Th'
Qu.nncnden, Ojfimi, W.

o-

stock.—
Herts.
[0064

1916-17, m.o.i.r., 2-speed. F.E.,
iirsdnvs excepted; £40.-Liddell.
Mulling, Ken*. - [4290

X. Precision, S^h.p. fixed engine, new Hutchin-
son, drop h.irs, verv fast, in new condition: f45.
Hercules Ed., Holloway, Loudon, N. [4211

1920 model, 21^1. p., 2-speed:
immediate delivery; £65.

—

Frank Whituorth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham.
[X5238

DO not delay in ordering your O.K. Union. You will

be disappointed if you do. We can give earliest

deliveries.-Elliott Bros, and Stevens, C;unl.iuslang. (ilas-

gow. . [0126

^w October,
in splendid
3.—Hoskins'

[X5175

O.K. 2';ih.p., 2-speed, JI.A.G. engine, new April, 1919.
r. and H. head and rear lamp sets, mechanical

liorn, T.T. bars, Pedley grips, mileage 600, condition
aud appear.ance perfect^ £50, bargain.—20, Derby Ed..
Croydon. [4574

Omega
.^'4h.p., clr

Porter, Whitchurch, Salop. [X5106

for X)mega-Jap motor cycles ; early del
[5296

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, and mcdel de luxe, at 66
and 74 gns. respectively.—Stocked by Lloyd and

Son, 29, Statiou St., 'Lewes. [1675

Overstone.
19i{, Overstone-Villiers 2?4h.p., Albion 2-specd,19

£58.-33, Victoria "l

P. and M.

P.
and II. Sidecar, as new; £22; consider exchanges.
—H. Eock, Cradley, Staffs. [XSi84

CYEIL WILLIAIIS for early delivery of P. and
M.'s.-Ohapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8B24

P.
and M. 2Vdi.p., 2-speed, chain drive: £35.—
Collier's llotories. Union St. South, Halifax.

[4483

King St., Wrexham.

P.M. 3i,[,h.r., 2-speed, F.E., recently
celleift running order; ride away;

Seagate, Hunstanton.

overhauled, ex-
£35.-Ihaxtcr,

, [4746

, Lucas lamps; £105.— Gi

Temby, Okeh.a'mpton, Devo

Motor Co., 15, Woodstock St., W.l. [4716

TQ20 P. and M. S'/jh.p. Combination, Canoelet
JL*J sidecar, unscratched, under 30 miles, P. and
H. lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £125.—Box 1,713, c.'o Tlie
Motor Vi/elc. [4654

. _ tyres; trial given any time aft..
7 p.m^, Saturdays 3 p.m.; £75 nett.—H., 81a, Hambalt

[4504Fd., Clapham Park, S.W.4.

P.
and M., late B.F.C. modtl, for renovation, com-
plete with chain cases and all parts except con-

tact breaker; bargain at ^50.—Hubert Turner and
Co.. 4-5, Crawford Passage, Eay St., Farringdon Ed.,
B.C. [3828

P.
and M. 1919 SV^h.p. Combination, delivered
August, cycle mostly used solo, new tyres,

spares, etc., absolutely perfect condition, will ride 50
miles to purchaser; £120.—Stokes, Shipcote, New-

|

biggin-by-Sea, Northumberland. [4163

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART

I.TD.
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams - - " Selection, Coventry."

FOR SALE AS FOLLOWS,
February 18th.

ZENITH, model H, 8 h.p. clutch, kick-start, solo.

BAT-J.A.P., model No. 4, 6 h.p., solo.

HAZtEWOOD-J.A.P., 6-8 h.p., combination.
QUADRANT, 4-1.- h.p. all-chain drive combination.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., all-chain drive solo or

combination.
NEW IMPERIAL, model No. r, lightweight.
EDMUND-J.A.P., spring frame, Enfield 2-specd

gear.

ALLDAYS-ALLON de Luxe, 2-speed, kick-start.

H03ART-J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed gear box, kick-
start.

H03ART, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand-controlled gears
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch.

CALTHORPE, 2-strokc, Enfield 2-speed gear.
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke (miniature model), 2-speed

kick-=tart.

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke (standard model) single

To the Trade
We are now fixing up AGENCIES throughout the

Kingdom for

THE C.M.M. UNION:

BRIEF SPECIFICATION

Eneine.—Union 2I h.p. 2-stroke.

Carburetter.—Brown & Barlow,
Ignition.—M-L and C.A.V. high-tension vrater-

proof magneto.
Frame,—Exclusive design, with a one-piece head

lug, made from finest quality weldless steel

tubing.

Handlebars.—Upturned pattern or senii-T.T. or

or TT. at option.

Forks.—Brampton Biaes.
Tank.—Special design, narrowed at back, finished

in best quality enamel, with green panel;

Wheels.—26x2^, with dil-retaining dust-proof
hubs.

Tyres.—Dunlop 26x2 J.

Belt.—Dunlop.
Saddle.—^Pan se.it, Lycett's, or Leatheries.

Mudguards.—Extra wide.

ToolbagS.—Pannier type, with tool-roll and
necessary tools.

Gear.—Burman 2-speed.
Footboards or footrests at option.

Models.—Three. Single-speed, 2-speed, and 2-speed
kick-start, hand-clutch.

MANUFACT4iRED IN COVENTRY, not "Down
to a Price," but ** TO AN EXPERT'S IDEAL."

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES. LARGE OUTPUT.

COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD.
London Road,
COVENTRY.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

20 P. and M., brand new, with brand
Henderson £33 sidecar outfit, just rec

from makers, also fitted £ 5 lamp set, rear ^

sidecar lamp: £135 the lot, a great bargain,
deposit secures.—Bo.x 1,706, c/o The Motor' Cyc

3ih.p. 1917 Military Model P. aud M. and Si!
2 absolutely first-class mechanical condition

faked up to sell, discs, horn, lamps, bags oi si

£82/10, or solo £77; any trial.—At B.P. G)
J.A.P. Specialists, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St.,
den Town, N.W.

PHELON-MOORE, 1917 and 1918 models, ex
tary stores, completelv overhauled and

anteed by us as new; £78; Montgomery, Millford
P.and^M. sidecars to suit if reauired nt nlTikferi

P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. to
E.C.4.—SVoh.p. P. and S„- new 1920; £67^

terms arranged. '

P.
and S. 2-stroke.—Several models in stocl
immediate delivers.-The Commercial Road 1

port . Co. (Birmingham), Ltd., 39-47, Heath
Lane. Birmingham. 'Phone : Central 4290. j

Commerport, Birmingham.

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 2?.ili.p., engine good, Bosch miitr.,

low, 26:<2ii wheels, enamel and tvres good;
trial.—Edwards, Briglitwell, Wallingi'ord.

PEUGEOT 3i/>h.p., Simms mag.,- B. aud B. ci

ett-r, a.i. valves: £25; too heavy for owne
M. Suit, c/o White Hart, Buntingford, Herts.

PELTGEOT Motor Cycle, 6h.p. twin, side-b
cylinders, ash sprini;' frame, 2-speed, Simms

B. and B. carburetter; £26.—Svd. Pearson (see Bi

laneous).
'

[3

Pope.

1 Q18 Pope 7-9h.p., overhead valves, new
Xt/ lamps, horn, tools, and new Cowey speedon
mileage under 2,000, as owner has been abroad; ^

or offers.—Sub-Lt. Binny, Emmanuel College,
bridge.

'^
Precision,

PRECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blake am
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpoo

Manchester.

PRECISION Combination, T.D.C. engine, 2

gear, 1914; £58; would separate.—"Williame, g
Rd., Amersham, Bucks. — "

19^

PREMIER 2U'li-P.. semi-T.T.. perfect order,
}

liorn, etc., good tyres ; 30 gns.-10, Baro ij

Rd., Banies. ^

PREMIER oVi-h-p., Bosch, new tyre, tube's
original enamel, good nmning order ; M

AVoolsey, Gooderstone, Stoke FeiTy. A

PREMIER flats 1914) 2i4h.p., D.A.V. magJ
been thoroughlv overhauled, condition exc<lt

B. S. Marshall, Ltd.. 33-34, Foley St.. "W. '3
Mayfair 5906. pO

PREIVnER Combination, 1913-14, 3i^h.p., 4
Bosch. Millford coachbuilt, screen, good iJ

fine condition; £58; anv trial.—30, Hambled ,«
Southfields, S.VV.18. ^
F.O.C.H. have n 2\v,li.p. Premier, Grado 'i

gear, good running order ; £21.—Fair Oi
^

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampste,"
Station). 'Phon< " ' ~

eluding Saturday

3ih.r. Premier and torpedo wicker sidecar IH<

2 mag., Senspray carburetter, Armstrong ;*Klj

gear, kick starter, variable pulley, tyres Uurtfi.!

new, complete with lamps, horn, etc.. i>erteot """^

order; ride away; first offer over £75.—Ei.

Bnker, Rochford, Essex.

PREMIER Si/oh.p., 3-3peed, clutch, kick ^1

exhaust, tyres as new, P. and H. li-

Stewart speedometer, engine just thoroup); "

hauled, excellent throughout, Mills-Fulford «" ^.

perfect, very smart, hood and screen, lamp; £ ^ ^;
1

lightweight wanted.—Nevnman, School Hon -yj

teridge, 1^.20. I*-]

Quadrant.

4h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, free engine, rii'

£20.—Copping, Floods, Ipswich Rd., Co ?.

.

3 h.p. Quadrant, dropped frame, automati ("'["i

spring forks, new tyres, splendid conditi

—Trust, 1, Burrard Rd., West Hampsteacf

1 016 4iih.r. Quadrant Coacbnilt Combiuatit B»

XZf 3 speeds, kick ,;tarter, speedometer, Ion •
1*^

perfect condition; £90.—Brown, 80, Goddard .
'

dOQ.

E24 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issi
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

dolt. lor immodiato UoUvory; solos £95. combin
M .£121! 10. 16137

916 Qiiii.lMiil ;ni.l (.Ml, Sj.lo.iir. B.S.A. 3*i,i
.liit.'li. Ici.l; ,sl,iil<.i, .s..ii»|i.ay. dissolved iicetyl

1 t'l.'.tn.' li>:lil.uiK. iH'iiilv 11. w tyres, hood, spjii

5; iiltoi li.-l.\.ul. 28, Dys.m Uil., Leytonstoue, ].:.

(4833
|UAIinANT,Alimiinium Oomliiniition, 4iih.11., clut.'li

llloiU'l, 3-spGyd, lU'W Aviffuat, 1919, spoi^iiil vonrh-
It siiUn'iir (o.stiuB £40, liKhthw fuluplete; owiiei

hfiiig distiii't; must sell; liiirgiiin. 110gii«.-Pm Quhito Trills. [4220

early £35.-
[5196

Rndcn
ai6 Radi-o 2i,h.p. 2-stroko,
if Chnn-h .St., Edgsvare I!

CANLKY lUTSSELt,, Newport, sole Isle of WIbI
agent tor l{.idoo motor cyt-les ; delivery coiiimeiifei

[5298
ADCO Motor Cycle, lamp, generator, speedomet.
horn. 1918 model, good as new; £45, neart

I, The Rookery, New Maiden, Surrey. [5184r.-Beri

Beading-Standard.
EADINO-STANDARD. the world's master motor

' cyi'It^.— FiBr earliest deliveries, order from
ran-.\i-kroyd. Hyde Park, Leeds. [5105
EADIXfi-STAXnAUn 1917 lOh.p. Twin. 3-spped

' fOuiiti>r<li;itt, . lut.-h. kick-.stnrter. accessories; £85
oldsiiiitli (a.ljoiuiirg Tost Offl.el, Cobham. [5004
EADING-STANDARD Combination 10-12h.p.
speed countershaft with clutch and kick-start, 3

trie lamps (accumulator) and mechanical horn,
pire de luxe sidecar, upholstered and painted to
ch. sprung luggage grid. S-point attachment; thi
'- - tip-top condition; £130 lowest.—Apply. P

1, St. Luke's Rd., Maidenhead, or 'Phone
[4707

Regent.
EOENT.-For earliest deliveries, order from .,

Barran-.\ckroyd, Hyde Park Corner, Leeds. [5106
!ND postcard for particulars of Regent 5-7h.p. Rat
twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries of these

nines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang
arkshire agents. [0124

Rex.
Lli.p. Rex, overhauled, in first-class ninniug order
! and condition; £30.-146, Southfield Rd., Chis-

I [4771
EX 5h.p. Twin, clutch, completely overhauled and
new tyres; any trial here; £28.—Fry, Felbridge,

t Grinstead. [4216
EX 3i|;h.p.. mag., fixed gear, good tyres, small
pairs needed: bargain, £20.-Ray, 20, Westow H:

er Norwood, B. [4565
EX Latest 8h.p. 1920 Combination; £180; order
now for earliest deliveries.—Halifax Motor Ex-

ige, Union St. South. Halifax. [448f
EX 1914. sidecar, 6-8h.p., twin-cyl., 3-speed, clutch,
Bosch mag., kick start, lamps, new tyres, luggage

ler fixed, in good running order, complete; £75.-
uoy Garage, Camden Town, Regent's Park, N.W.I

^J^n^'Jj' Combination. 6h.p.. 2-sreed, handsome
t..B. sidecar, hood, screen, powerful engine, excel-
condition, lamps, horn, spares, tyres nearly new

or near offer.—Parker, 57,
' Earlsdon Av.i""'' [X5287

ORTINC;^ S'Jh.p. Rex, disc wheels. T.T. bars.
m.ig.. B. and B.. good tyres, new Avon belt.

"' ,„"'?•
.S'"^-

^2'7/10: 1 set Mabon clutch plates.
; 1912 Douglas clutch pulley, exchange standard
p. pulley.-C. Houlston, 560, King's Rd., Ful-

Rex=Jap.

^K ?/^:'''"? S-SiP- 2.6peed Combination, coach-
mult., just overhauled (cost £15), screen, lighting

apron, horn, tip-top condition; £85.-Harry 18
Blackpool. '

[4504isor Av..

Riley.
LEY 2?lh.p., splendid running condition, recently
overhauled; £22.-137, College St., Nuneaton

[X5190
Roc
F.E.. perfect running order:
St., Croydon. [4846

Rover.
119 Hover 5-6h.p. Combination ; £140.-23 Broom-

water, Teddington. [6187
VEE Jij'h.p., single-speed, fixed engine: £25-

' onelhng. Cowden Stn., Kent. [4427

H^, '^'It"'
Combination -in stock: immediate de-

Uvety.-Marston, 31, Bridge St., Chester. [X5252

crP' '''^i:Sj'
3-speed, clutch, accessories; trial:

50 gns.—Bidder SiL School, Canning Town. [450S
VER 6-8h".p. Combination, all accessories, pri-
vately owned at Norton's Garage, Knighton, Eads.

S A'^*r
^ ''*,''• ^-speea. C'li^li: f65.-B?o'rt.

land, 19, Magnolia Ed., Strand-oii-Green, Chiswick
[4768

NEW MACHINES AT
LIST PRICES.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model, and Sidecar.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, m:iKnclo model, and Sidecar
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, H.it hyin sptu'ts model.
OiHEGA-J.A.P., _• ,p-.d, .....I .I.Uth.
RADCO, llghlwciflu, ^-sp:-ril,

ARIEL .111.1 Si,lci>:ir, v^p:•>'l. nil. p.

BLACABURNE, 4 h,p., and Sidccr.

Second-hand Bargains.
CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £95
GLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £97 10
CLYNO, 6 h.p., with gun carriage, i.^iS . . £87 10
CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £9S
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft gear* £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p, and Sidecar £106
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft gear £86
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., less magneto £78 10
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-spced £56 10
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed £52
DOUGLAS, 191;, 2-specd, less magneto . . £49 10
DOUGLAS, 191;, 2-spced £S5
SUN-PRECISION, 3] h.p., 3-sp^ed £45
CALTHORPE, lightweight, Enliuld gear . . £55
ALLON, 2-strokc, 1918, 2-spsed £59 10
HOBART, 2-sp.>ed £48 10
RUDQE-MULTI, 3'< h.p £52 10
PREMIER, 3lh.p., s-spced counter.ihatt. £68 10
PHANOMOBILE 3-Wheeler, in parts £38
O.K., lightweight, 4-stroke, 2-spced, 191S . £49 10
New Light Car Chassis, with engine, gear

box, radiator, disc wheels, etc £85 10

Binks Carburetters.
We specialise in these, and carry a big stock.
Wc will take your present carburetter in exchange.

Write for quotation.

Miscellaneous.
New 40 amp. Accumulators 25 /-
New Stewart Car Mechanical Horns 30 /-
New Weatherproof Magnetos £5 17 6
Dixie Magnetos, for Douglas £2 19 6
New lightweight weatherproof Magneto .£526
New Chater-Lea 3-sp. Gear and Clutch £12 15
Easting Windscreens £4 10
2\h.p. Singer Engine and Magneto . . £6
Cameo Wmdscrecns £2 15
Second-hand B. & B., Amac, and Senspray

Carburetters, each £1 10
26X2J and 2i Rims 7/-
Wide Sidecar Mudguard Blades, With side

valance, enamelled 7/6

1-1- h.p. & 3 h.p. Petrol-Paraffin Enginss

For Farm or other stationary work Hopper
cooled. Magneto ignition. Portable. Easy to start.

Weight 3 cwt. Sent
aplete with

petrol tank, and
mounted on wood
skids ready for

Send lor List.

e I i V e r y from
Stock

MOTOR CYCLES- FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER, believed 1916, Pliillpnon, excellent rondi
tion, lust; £65.-20, Weslminjtcr Kd., Coventry

[X529''
1Q19 3i,/,h.p. Rover Coniliinution, 3-npeod <(.nnte,
-It' shaft; unpacked; £160. - Haker, Wallingford.
Berks. (4629

1 Q20 Rover Combination, 5h.p. twin; list price.
-L*/ in stock.—Youngs, ileath Garage, Newmarket.
'Phone: 214. 10118

6'
'Pho

R.jviT Combinattons, £146; immediate d liv ry.

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.
: 933. (5081

1. Hover, 191i, 3-speed, reliable machine, jii«(

overhauled, lamps, complete; £50.—Pendlehurv.
Wolseley Rd., Rugeley. [4686

3 ill
2

ROVER 3l/.li.p.,

l.'et .on.liti'o;

Cleinoes, Uenendcii,

ritli sideacar, 12 mouths' wear, per-

. eiiual to new; fUS.—Charles
Kent. [4375

Kla3-8peed. lamps, horn,
perfect; £110.—Edwards, 7, E.>:hibi.

tion Ed., South Kensington. [5058

"pOVEE 3!-2h.p., 1914, and sidecar, 3-specd gear.
-tV lamps, horn, spedometer, in good running order:

£70.—Write, Colyer, Durnham, Claygnte. (5046

ivards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Kensington. [505^

Motor
Supply Co., Ltd., 7, Kiris St., Huddersfleld. [4955

ROVER, 1914, 3-speed, pedal start, clutch, condition

as new, £67 ; Rover T.T. model, most powerful

solo, as new, £60.-White, 62, High St., Kingston. [5072

Coml>ination, over-

worth accessories:

fllO.-Capt. Timmins, H'eathlands, Runcorn. [4621

ROVER Motor Bicycle and sidecar for sale, 1914
model, in e.xcellent condi

Co., 58. Birch Grove, Acton. T

OVER 1918 3i/.h.p., countershaft, little used, with
idecar; £110, or would divide.-F. Lycett,

Motor Cj'cle Garage, Market Place, Eurslem. [X5266

tershaffc T.T. bars, lamps,
consider exchange light-

weight and cash.—171, 'Gulson Bd., Coventry. [X5340

IQIS Kover Combination, i'Ah.p., countershaft, 3-

Xtf speed, excellent throughout, with lamps, tools,

horn, etc.; £120, no offers.-Skinner, 6, North Parade.

Bath. [X5097

decar fo
a.— Apply, Daley anil

Chiswick 241. [3437

W

ered late Septe:

81, Little Ealing Lane,
[4610

£85, barga

:END FOR LIST. DELIVERY FROM STOCK
LARGE STOCK OF COACH BODIES.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES
Portland Place, HALIFAX.

Phone: 1062.

shaft, fully equipped, deli'

mileage 500; £130.—Matthews
''

Ealing.

ROVER 3i,ih.p. Combination, 3 speeds, Amac, speed-

ometer, horns, wind screen, luggage carrier, lamps,

spares, tools.—Poole, 3, Stanley Villas, Boundary Ed.,

Wood Green. N. [4842

"r>OVEE, 3V'h.p. 1917 Combination, 3-sBeed counter-

lamps, horn, etc., thoroughly OYCrhauled

;

n.—Baker, Bramerton, 82, York Ed., South-

Essex. [1'714

Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., not done 100
iles. lamps, horn, etc., as new; ^l-??;

write, or call on Saturday after 3 p.m.—L. Webb,
Larkfield, Chepstow, Mon. [4607

1 Q13 Rover 3iAh.p., 3-speed (new), enamel and plate

-Li/ good new bunlop tyre and belt, engine perfect,

^t.ired 41/, years; any trial here; £65, bargain.-Foul,
near Wallingford, Berks. [X5255

Rover Combination, 3-speed

.. „ , coachbuilt sidecar, small mileage.

unpunctured. 3 lamps, excellent condition; £135.

-10, Thrale Rd., Streatha:

(OVER 3',Mi.p., 1917, 3-speed,

S.W. (4772

_ itershaft, K.S.,

splendid 'sporty combination, cigar shape sidecar,

Lucas lamps. Klaxon, all spares, condition perfect,

little used, carefully handled, insured; £105.-2.

Thirlmere Rd., Muswell Hill, N. [4168

1919 SVsh.p. Eover, 3-speed counter-
^nuipped," as new, negligible mileage.

Ofier Car 'House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
iienr Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead
;752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4468

OVER S'Ah.p. 1916 Combination, 3-3peed, clutch.

. K. start' tyres nearly new, 1919 Rover sidecar,

apron the whole excellent condition, just overhauled;

£120.—Apply, 1, Broughton St., Queen's Rd., Batter-

sea SW. befjre 5.30 week-days, 12.30 Saturdaj-s.
[4166

OVER 31,^1. p., late 1916, Watsonian sidecar, Re-

lieved absolutelv sound, overhauled by makers last

year- reasonable trial or examination; would ride t..

purchaser 50 milfts: would divide combination; offer;

"-f1 or cvele alone over £80;
The Motor

Royal Ruby.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

OYAL BtJBY, 2%li.p. J.A.P., 2-speea, Tan-Sad:
£50, or oSei-.-Wj-mans, Hiilton, Essex. (U) [4207

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Slioe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
61j.p. Royal Eubr comtnuation, 1918-19: £165.

[5134
ROYAL EUBY 2!2h.p. Villiers 1919, tyres new,

lamps, hern, fine condition, seen any time; £48;
bargain.—38, Mildmay Park, N. [4723

ROYAL EUBY, Villiers 2V=h P., 2-speed, new buslies,

piston and connecting rod, Ijuulop tyres, Miller
lamps: f 38.-Birrell, Ben Cragg, Ulverston. [4267

UBY, new 1920 model, 2i,ili.p- 2-stroke Villiers;

48 gns., plus 5% : one available lor immediate
delivery.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
mingham. [X52S6

F.O.C.H. liave a late model Eoyal Ruby 2-^troke,
Villiers engine, good order.—Fair Olt'er Car

Honse, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Houre 9-7,
including Saturdays. [4473

Rudge.
CROW Bros., High St., Guildlord, Rudge agents,

supply at list prices. [X7948

RUDGE Multi 3V,h.v
£115.—Wale, 7', Q

RUDGE New 1920 LO.M. Model in stock: list price.
—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[5062
31-h.p. Rudge, hand clutch, in perfect condition, anv

2 trial given; £40.—Roberts, Codicote, Herts.
[5036

-| Q20 Rudge 7-9h.p. Twi Multi; list price; in stock.
Xif —Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone:
214. [0115

RUDGE, 1914, SVch.p., clntch, lamps; ride away;
abscJutely overhauled; £48: aiter 6.-22, Brent

St., Hendon. [4618

1Q19 Rudge Multi, August, 350 miles, lamps, horn,
-It/ tools, etc.; delivery now; £95.-4, Leeland Ed..
AVest Ealing. [4503

1 Q16 Endge Multi, new covers and belt, fast and re-
-Ltf liable: £65.-Apply, Johnson, 31, Vale Ed., Park-
wood, Sheffield. [X5118

RUDGE Multi 1916 5-6h.p., clutch, Senspray, horn,
very powerful, overhauled; £85.—Robertson,

North Peterborough. [4903

RUDGE Multi Sioh.p., 191S, clutch. Senspray, new
tyres and belt, lamps, horn; £68.—Robertson,

North Peterborough. [4904

RUDGE MULTI with Sidecar, SJJh.p.; £45, or near
ofler.—Apply Idris and Co., Ltd., Pratt Street,

Camden Town, N.W.I. [3203

RUDGE Multi SVah.p., just overhauled, new tyres,
belt, lamp, etc., ready to ride away ; bargain,

£60.-146, George St., Coventry. [X5171

RUDGE 3i/2h.p. and Sidecar, handle-bar clutch, ad-
justable pulley, lamps. Klaxon; bargain, £45.

—

89, French St., Sunbnry, Middlesex. [2860

1 Q19 Rudge Multi, S'/Ja.p. engine. 15,390, lamps,
l-iy horn, spare belt, new condition; £97.—A.
Dssher, Trinity College, Cambridge. [4692

RUDGE, LO.M., 1916, excellent condition, fast ma-
chine, usual accessories : £72, no offers.—W. E.

Douglas, 37, Sheep St., Northampton. [4521

16 Rudge Multi 31/2^. P., perfect, tyres as new.
accessories; £72; call after 6, week-ends until

5.-18, Elliott Hd., Thornton Heath. [5016

RUDGE Multi S'jh.p., 1919, accessories, unpunc-
tured, 50 m.p.h., 100 m.p.g., beautiful condition;

£90, or ofler.—Bomford, Sutton, Surrey. [4551

RUDGE LO.M. T.T., 1916, Multi gear, lamps and
horn, in eplendid condition; any trial; £&5.—But-

terworths' Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [4424

19

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
3yjh.p. LO.M. Rudge, 1919, £110; 3V'h.p.

Rudge Multi and sidecar, 1916, offers; 3V'h.p. Riidge.
*75. [5136

RUDGE Multi, 1917, clutch, kick starter, excellent
tyres, lamps, horn, whole equal new, and me-

chanically perfect; 75 gns.—48, Derwentwater Rd..
Acton. [4939

1Q19 Rudge Multi E-6h.p. Combination, perfect con-
ii/ dition, screen, lamps, apron. Klaxon, spares, Rudge
Bideear; £125.— Godber, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex
(Selham Station). [4530

RUDGE Multi, LO.M., 1915, excellent condition:
£65; exchange with cash for countershaft Tri-

umph. Also Bradbury. £45.-195, Eomford Rd., Strat-
lord, E. 'I'hone: Stratford 36. [4946

F.O.C.H. have a Si/oh.p. Eudge Multi, brand new;
lift iirice.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hamp,stead (near Hamnntead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hnmpslead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdavs.

3
[4474

Ih.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, chit, b, u . .! ; ', . - ;.:,,i 1,1,,)
2 excellent condition, £50: '.

i i',.: i.' ,1,

Multi, nearly new tyres and b. it im
£46; 1914 SJ^h.p. Eudge, Philli;. n„

1
,,

and belt, excellent condition; £40; all n
order.-Shcldon and Blake, Church St.,

Put this
'Dollar' in
l^nr pocket
WE save you 5/- on every

pair of astiJSSP... you buy.

How?
\&u pay 9/- to have your boots

soled twice with leather and rivets

One pair of as*jt?,..> cost 3/9.
and will outlast two pairs of leather

soles. Not only de you effect this

economy but the boots become

ABSOLUTELY WATEPPPOOF

by fitting.
DAVIS'

[5050

Compl(

with ^^<^i>v^ / full
Sol-fix 1—^-^^J^^^directions

Post Free.

/Vease state^^^size when ordering

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Tyre Specialists,

CDept. A.)

Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.Wl.

264
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MOTOR CYCi.hS I OK SALI:

Rudge
RUDGE Multi for sale, 1916, SV^h-p., very lii

used, excellent condition ; price £75 : ow
purchased car ; seen any time, 2 minutes Irom Sh
lake Station.—Apply, letter or wire, P. Waterl
Nuthurst, Shiplake. [4(

1019 (October) 3,!.^h.p. Rudge Multi and Sport
J-tf Canoelet Minor Sidecar, large ^^ and H. he
sidecar, and tail lamps, and two generators, Kla>
and bulb horn, aluminium leg guards, torpedo api
and wind screen on sidecar, all tools, spare bslt,
i:ycle tyres, unpuuctured; mileage about 1,000, has b:

carefully run in, mechanically perfect, plating ii

enamelling good, wide touring bars, very smart outi
trial willingly given; price £120.—Lt. Clarke, 8, Ho
croit Avenue, Hampstead. [4'

Ruffells.

Qlh.p. Ruffles, 1919, Villiers 2-stroke engine, Alb
^^4 2-speed gear box, Dunlop tyres and belt, lam
as new, mileage about 500; any examination; £5j
17, Borneo St., Putney. After 6 p.m. [4'

RUFFELLS, 1919, 2-etrote, 2*ih.p., Albion 2-ap(

Villiers engine, O.A.V. mag., Amao carburet
Dunlop tyres, belt, lamps, bom, run about 300 mi
as new; £60.—Band, Longcross, Cliertsey, Surrey. [4'

Scott.
19' Scott, perfect condition; £120: milenge ?i

appaintment.-lll, Cromwell Rd., W.7. [4

COTT 1919-20 Sporting Model, T.T. bare, disc wJk
' lamps.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [4

19

1 019 Scott, riddea from works only, like new: £1
X.iJ —Scott, Wylie, 116, Paisley Ed., Eenlrew. [4;

SCOTT, 1919. very little ridden indeed, stored 1

2 months.—Joyce Bros., Ltd., Farnborou
Hants. [41

SCOTT, 1920, brand new, delivered February, :

' 4095, Klaxon, usual tools; £128.-34, Grove i

Norwich. [4!

SCOTT. 1915, new Binks (jnst been thoroashly O'

' hauled (coat £15); £80, no oflers.—151, Northc
Ed., Clapham Junction. Hi
CJCOTT Combination, new engine, polished alumlsi
O' sidecar, very smart; 100 gns.—Eoebuck,-!'?
Alexandra Park Ed", London. Bl

£142/10.—Scott 1920 T.T. model, under 50 mifij

Clifford Wilson IVIfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospitar-S
Chelsea, S W.3. Tel. : Kens. 7113,

'

£48

l O20 Scott 3^4h.p. Combination, torpedo sietej

Xt/ p. and H. lamps. Klaxon, under 50 B^i

145 gns.—Box 1,714, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. E|il

NEW Scott Combination, delivered Xmas, 1919. '$i

anteed not done 100 miles ; will accept bestvt

ofler over £150.—Thompson, High St., Dovercoultl

C4i

SCOTT 3%lh.p., semi-T.T. handle-bars, Feb., IS]

makers' guarantee, never ridden; £125.—EteJ
brook, c/o Carlton Motor Co., Torwood St., TorqiW

19 ndill15 Scott C.B. Combination, perfect con*

bargain, £80, or oflers; write for appointJD'

(.—Foard, 60, Gibbon Ed., Kingston-on-Thsg'
Wi

SCOTT, 1913, stored since 1914, recently overhac

Bosch mag., new P. and H. head lamp, Mec II

and spare tyre, perfect; £46.—Mould, Mitre H'l

Chatham, Kent. M

SCOTT Combination, guaranteed late 1914, 2-sp,

3^,4h.p., kick starter, clutch, coachbuilt siatji

new semi-T.T. handle-bars; £85.—Colson, 22, 1>

brook, E.C.4. (D) t','

SCOTT 1913, -with replated and restored 1914 ttf

and forks, new crank case and cnpe, gear 1

chains in perfect condition, one new tyre, new Is

set, and set of spare chains; £65.—Easte, 26, P;,J

St., S.W. [-'

SCOTT Combination. 1915, perfect condition, i-

cently overhauled by makers, complete '

lamps, generators. Klaxon, speedometer, spare cr.

and sidecar apron; any trial; £85 for immediate
—I,ewis and Emery, 4a, Petersham Rd., Richmoa

.CICOTT 1920, fast, sports model, T.T. bars, C i'

O' speedometer and horn, Miller lamps, small mil

condition perfect, tyres unpunctured ; best offer I'

£128- seen by appointment Wednesday, Saturday, PJ-

day.-'Capt. M. S. Fryar, 7, London Ed., Toub]'"

Kent.
Shefiield-Hendei'son.

OHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.—For ea:

[;?'

c-

Singer.

BEEEY.—S'Ah.p. Singer and coachbuilt siiijI'J

bargain, £28.-125, Canal Ed., Mile End,

ih p. Singer Combination, countershaft, chains
' feet, accessories; 75 Ens.—176, South

Rd., W.5.

TO 14 Singer, S'.Mi.p., clutch model, all acces
liJ new Dunlop; £50.-Pratley, Cottag-

Hcckley Heath, near Biruiint-ham.

41i.p. Singer, 1914, with large coachbuilt s.c, ..

Shalt gears, hood, practically unscratched; 67

Fairview, Gordon Ed., S. Woodford

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The T.T. Race in Doubt.

is
a T.T. Race wanted in 1920? Several well-

known firms liave announced their decision

not to enter on accovmt of the disorganisa-

tion of production which follows special

preparations for an important race of this

kind, But others are equally keen to compete.

In another part of this issue we publish a letter

from a Avell-known firm stating that after con-

sidering all points thev ha\e decided to race

again this vear. These conflicting opinions

open up a wide field for argument and several

important side issues. We quite appreciate the

views of those manufacturers who consider that

output is the most imjjortant factor at the

moment, and in this particular we agree with

them ; but there, are a great many potential

motor cyclists who are looking to the sporting

side of the movement to confirm their decision

to enter the ranks, and the Tourist Trophy is

the sporting event of the year. Most manu-
facturers have their order books full and require

no more orders this year, but the T.T. is

an event which improves the breed, and much
knowledge has been gained as a result of war
experience, which needs to be put to the test

in a race.

Possibly some of our old-established and more
conser\ati\e firms are not yet ready to compete
with concerns who ha\e started fresh with

designs based on modern ideas, but at any rate

the T.T,, shorn of many of its old time and
important adherents, would be an unrepresenta-

tive and unsatisfactory e\ent, and the winning
machine would be accorded undue prominence,
Alternali\'es ha\"e been suggested before now.
the most practical of \\:hirh are a race for ama-
teurs and a race for stock machines. Neither
of these schemes is without its difficulties,

and yet both have much to recommend them.
A third suggestion is an Inter-'Varsity event,

which, though it might be interesting, is unlikely

to be representative, and would also exclude

many sportsmen who desire to compete. In

any case, it would be a thousand pities if the

1920 T.T. were abandoned on account of lack

of support. If only a limited entry is received,

we look forward to a race being held after such

a long lapse of time.

Mirrors for Slow Traffic.

NOWADAYS, when it is desirable to speed up
all forms of traffic to the highest points

consistent with safety, any extraneous causes

of delay should be minimised or eradicated

if possible. One of the most common
sources of trouble in this respect is slow-moving

and bulky traffic travelling in the same direction

as the rider. It is hardly reasonable to expect

the drivers of such traffic to keep permanently

tO' the side of the road, since road surfaces nowa-

days are such that it is necessary to pick the

best way. At the same time much of the trouble

could be avoided if all heavy vehicles carried

a good mirror in such a position that a clear

view of the road behind could be obtained.

Perhaps the worst offenders as regards obstruc-

tion are the big chars-a-banc which are fre-

quently met on the roads during the finer months

of the year. It is, of course, most difficult to

obtain a rearward view from this type of vehicle,

especially as a passenger is not infrequently

packed in between the driver and the side of the

body. The ideal solution of the question is

undoubtedly a system of separate roads for high-

speed vehicles ; but, as the attainment of this

ideal is not a likely event for some yeais to

come, we must do our best to arrive at a prac-

tical and immediate substitute. The mirror, if

properly placed and used, is undoubtedly the

simplest scheme, and it is to be hoped that

owners of heavy vehicles will make a point of

seeing that their fleets are so equipped. Fail-

ing this, it is possible that legislation may effect

what voluntary service might easily accomplish.

All this is apart from wilful obstruction, which

when encountered should be severely punished ;

but this fortunately is not common.

An index to the advert'sements ill b3 found on the page facing the back
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The A.C.U. Pandits on Air v. Water.

TO^ EADERS will remember that the A.C.U. judges

1[V\ rather patronisingly advised the trade to re-

member water-cooling, and held the Scott up
to admiration. I am second to none as a Scott

enthusiast^I own one, and I love it. But I regard

it as a gourmand regards caviare. It is a delicacy

for the fastidious owner. The Food Controller did

not put caviare on the ,
memi of his national kitchens,

nor should I bill a 'bus with an expensive cooling

system and a heavy petrol consumption as the machine
for the million. If the A.C.U. judges are right in

holding that motor cycles are still slighdy under-

cooled as a class, the cowl-cum-fan or the Hawley
Morgan stunt is a cheaper and simpler method of

gingering^ up cooling than any. water jacket. If we
grant the A.C.U. premise, we may reasonably dissent

from its conclusion. It is quite a straightforward

job to box in a motor cycle cylinder and put a 50
m.p.h. air blast through the box when the machine
is slowed down to 10 m.p.h. on Bwlch-y-Groes. I

wonder how soon we shall see this, and whether we
shall be offered a 4,500 m.p.g. oil consumption along
with it.

The Imaginative Engineer.

WHEN I have saved enough money to start in

the motor business, I shall base my staff

on two _;^io,ooo a year men. One will be a

designer, whom I shall bribe to leave the Rolls.-Royce

Works. The other will be a poet—Bridges, Yeats,

Frankau, or any songster who is prepared to exchange
materialistic opulence in Coventry for wooing the

Muses in Arcadia. Why a poet, do you ask, gentle

reader? There is an ancient adage that evil is

wrought by want of thought, as well as by want of

heart. I do not thhik that the sage Avho first enunci-

ated this truth

meant the kipd

of thoughtlessness

which led me
recently to chuck
a i4in. wrench
into my box of

spare lamp bulbs.

Here is a yain

which enshrines

the pith of the

maxim. A man
paid ;^2oo the

other day for a

. sidecar combina-
tion with detacli-

able wheels. On
the \'ery first trip

his back tyre

picked up some
clicvnux dc frise

which a careles,>

A32

A SUCCESSFUL MORGAN. Driven by
place in the recent

lorry employed by the Disposal Board had dropped -c

the hard, high road. Giving Araminta a cigarette and

box of fondants to play with, he whipped off the sp^r

wheel, and approached the back spindle, gaily whisi

ling the "Conquering Hero." But the mudguard w;

not hinged, and the back wheel consequently could _ni

be extricated. Ten minutes later a passer-by mig'

have seen a motor cyclist with agonised—aye, co

vulsed—countenance tipping over and propping up

6 cwt. combination in precarious balance on its sid,

car wheel, and using most unchivalrous language,

a rather peevish flapper who was disdainfully tr|Jr

to slip a spare wheel into place. Finally, the rid

attempted to prop up the monster with one hand, wha

he directed Araminta's amateur tactics with the o#ii

Some crash, gentlemv.r ! It was what a humorc

catalogue describes as a " combination de luxe."

Cycle Caf Prodaction.

WHEN we mere roadmen gabble glibly about t^;

production of simple passenger machines^;;

generally fail to realise the financial f
gramme involved. The other day I sampled the p|
of such a vehicle. There are precisely two ai^

half of them in existence, viz., the test chassis, vrf|'

has accomplished rather less than a year on the x%

the Show chassis, which to the best of my belief

never been run ; and a pile of parts sufficient toj
struct about half of a third machnie. The expentM
up to date has reached about _;£i 2,000. The desi|

concerned has fairly grandiose schemes, and h(S]i

to manufacture at the rate of fifty cycle cars per wgi

Although the costs are only on a par with those..^

first-class sidecar combination, he is forced to

for a capital of ;£3oo,ooo, of which approximat

one-third would be used to acquire the necessary sh<

and plant, whilst the remaining ^^^200,000 would se

as working
* ' tal. Obvious

there are X

very large

in his path,

the one hand,
is necessary

find a capto
\\'ho believ®
the chassis.^
ciently to jti

;£30o,ooo oa;S

ing 2,500 1:

annum. Q'm
other hand,f
capitalist—wi
found—has

consider whetl

the present «
-^) per of laboui

|

Mr, E. Chapman, this runabout gained sixth ^
^ 'fkilfiM

Paris-Nice Trial.
^arry OUt SBtljl
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ENGLISH AND FRENCH.
(I) Kaye Don (5-6 h.p. Zenith-Jap), who gained highest marks, and made the best individual performance in the Paris-Nice Trial.

(2) M. Brunei (3^ h.p. twin-cylinder Bleriot, with disc wheels) at the finish of the trial. He was the sole survivor of his team.

programme. There is, of course, another side to the

,

medal. Orders for four years' output are already in

hand. The interest on ^300,000 at 10% is ;£3o,ooo.
Success would be assured if labour permitted 2,500

• cars to be built in the first year, and if the public
bought them at a price which allowed a nett profit of

£\z per car.

The Champion Wobbler.

WHEN the machine, which I have described as

a champion speed-wobbler, arrived at its

factory of origin, it was duly tested by a staff

expert, who avowed that my strictures on its miscon-

duct were astoundingly mild, but did not commit
himself about the causation. The machine was then

stripped, and the frame proved to be half an inch out
of truth, whilst the ball races in the head were found
faulty, apparently owing to errors in hardening.

Before long, I hope to rep ./t on its steering, and also

to let Lieut. Olechnovitch know whether it conforms
to his principles as regards the steering axis and
centre of gravity.

Good Steering.

nHAVE said enough about bad steering in the last

twelve months, so let me balance the impression

by saying how very beautifully the Scott steers.

If Anthony Hope ever writes one of his swashbuckling
novels around my district, he will certainly christen it

" Greasitania." Since the Armistice I have prin-

cipally ridden two machines, one of which steered

beautifully at high and medium speeds, but was too
light at a crawl ; whilst the other jigger took two
hands all the time, and when the mud was drying round
a comer made me wish I had three. By contrast, the

Scott can be ridden hands off on decent going at any
speed of which it is capable, and one hand feels per-

fectly safe on ordinary grease, whilst two rob the

genuinely formidable surfaces of their usual anxieties.

It is always a testimonial to the steering of a 'bus if

you can afford to take a hand off the bar on grease

for adjusting purposes. I have known machines with

which it was wis€ to reserve such adjustments for a

dry patch of road. Some of our correspondents talk

very contemptuously about people who have qualms
about their steering, whether at- speed or on grease

;

t-hey would be more merciful if they had to tackle

certain layouts which I could name.

About Air-cooled Cars.

ALL motor cyclists are naturally interested in the

novel application of air-cooling to engines which

are larger than our own, fitted to slower

vehicles, and intended to be run with their vehicles

stationary more boldly than we dare run our engines

under similar conditions. There are now quite a

number of these small air-cooled cars either in or

approaching the production stage, most of them being

well over 1,000 c.c. The best known are the A. B.C.,

Palladium and H.F.G. flat twins, the C.A.R. three-

cylinder radial, and the Enfield-Alldays five-cylinder

radial. The most interesting facts about these engines

are that all except the Palladium are of the o.h.v.

type ; Dr. Gibson says that an L-headed cylinder

transmits approximately 18% more heat per b.h.p.

to the cylinder walls than an o.h.v. type, and that all of

them rely on forced draught. All these engines

employ fans of considerable power, e.g., one of the

fans creates a 50 m.p.h. air blast when the engine

reaches 2,000 r.p.m., and most of them adopt

"cowling," i.e., the air blast is concentrated upon the

cylinder walls by aluminium plates, jacketings, or

deflectors. These big engines seem to be doing

astonishingly well in road work. They can climb

all our most ferocious test-hills. They can stand

unlimited " blinding " with a following wind. More-

over, a sample tested by our sister journal The

Autocar registered an oil consumption of 2,250 m.p.g.
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THE 1920 T.T.

RACES.

THE news that several famous firms in the motor
cycle world have decided to refrain from enter-

_

ing for the International Tourist Trophy Races,
despite the fact that the Manufacturers' Union
decided to sanction the support of the event by its
members, may make our readers wonder whether the
race will^be held at all this year. The event is one
of so great importance, and has so keen an interest
displayed in it, that for weeks beforehand it is the
chief topic of discussion in most families in which
there is a motor bicycle.

To gather some idea of the actual position, we
sought Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary of
the Auto Cycle Union, who possesses all the geniality
and energy that secretaries are traditionally said to
display. We did not beat about the bush, but promptly
asked our victim, " Well, will the T.T. Races be held
this year? "

" It is, perhaps, a little early to say," replied Mr.
Loughborough. " Personally, I think they will. So
far, only one firm, the Triumph Cycle Company, has
actually told us that it will not support the T.T., and
this fact may induce the smaller makers to come in.^'

" You think, then, that we may have the races,
after all, and you may get a fairly small and easily
managed entry, which may result in a sporting and
enjoyable race? In our opinion, the 1914 entries were
large enough to be unwieldy."

For Private Owners Only ?
" Let me see," replied the Secretary, turning to his

records, "in 1914 there were 161 entries for the
Senior Race, and that entry was, as you say, distinctly
unwieldy. You remember 1912, when the trade refused
to support the T.T., there were then seventy-four
entries (forty-nine Senior and twenty-five Junior), and
the result was one of the best races ever held in tlie

Isle of Man. I cannot help thinking that the present
enormous demand for motor cycles is an artificial one.
Many of the numerous orders firms have received are
repeat orders : what I mean by this is that an agent
needing, say, three machines, places the order for
them to several different firms, in the hope that one
may be able to deliver. So the trade may not be so
busy as it at first appears.

" Have you," we asked, " thought of running this

y'?ar's T.T. for private owners only?
"

" This point has not been raised, so far," replied
Mr. Loughborough. "Of course, the existing T.T.
Races are open to private' owners, but we have had
no idea at present of catering for the private owner
only. In fact, we have already received several trade
entries, and among these some from America; and
if the Americans enter, I am wondering if the British

firms will be content to abstai,n from racing."

Will They be Held ? The A C.U.

Secretary's Views.

Mr. Loiighborough had then to leave to keep an

appointment, but he gave us quite a hopeful impres-

sion for the future of the 1920 Tourist Trophy Races.

Views of the Trade.

It^ will be noted that Mr. Loughborough told us

that so far he had received intimation from one firm

only that it would not compete. There are others who
have also decided not to enter, and below we give

extracts from letters we have received on the subject.

The first letter is from the makers of the A.B.C.,

who, almost everyone thought, would support the race.

Their withdrawal', therefore, came as a surprise and a

disappointment.

Sir,—We endorse the views expressed by the Triumph
Slotor Co., Ltd., in i-eference to the Tourist Trophy Race.

Like them, we have been greatly exercised in our minds as

to the course to be adopted in regard to this year's event,

and we have, after considerabje thought, come to the

conclusion that it will be to the general interest of the

motor cycling public if we decide, as we have done, not to

enter for this event this year.

This decision has been reached with great reluctance on
our part, as we were looking forward to a most sporting

event, in addition to which we fully appreciate the value
of competitions generally in stimulating the interest and
development of motor cycles. The main reason that has
led up to this conclusion is that we feel that in vie^- of the

multitudinous distractions of one sort or another, practically

speaking, since the Armistice, the most important and
essential thing to do, both from our own individual point

of view as well as that of the industry in general, is to

produce.
At the signing of the Armistice the market was, of course,

in a state of starvation, after four and a-half years of,

virtually speaking, no production, and it is in much the
same condition now, as owing to the many disturbances in

the past fifteen months very litfie has been done in the

industry towards supplying this starved market.
We would like to emphasise here that this does not imply

that we are not going to take an active part in competitions
generally for the coming year. On the contrary, but prac-
tically all the other competitions do not involve anything
like the upset in the factory that this Tourist Trophy does.

The Sopwith Aviation and ENGI^^i;EB^NG Co., Ltd.
Alan R. Fenn, Sales Manager.

The B.S.A. Co. has been regarded as another
aspirant for T.T. honours, and, to our personal

knowledge, a great deal of preparatory work had
been done on the T.T. machines. According to thel
following letter, the moulders' strike is responsible for

withdrawal of support.

Sir,—At a recent meeting of the directors of B.S.A. Cycles, I

Ltd., it was decided that the company would not enter any
I

B.S.A. motor cycles for the 1920 Tourist Trophy Race.
Owing to the upset caused by the moulders' strike, tliei

works have been considerably disorganised, and full effort

will now be concenti'ated on trying to incre.ise output of'

standard models. B.S.A. Ctclks, Ltd.
i

A Beardmore-Precision in the Junior Race wouldj
have been an interesting entrant, but we acei
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The 1920 T.T. Races.—

advised tliat the 1920 T.T. wilt not he contested by
;i I'. E. E;iker production.

Si.',—I regceC to inform you tliat it is not the intontioii of
iiiy compauy to enter for this year's races. This is not on
account of any objection to tlie races themselves, but sheer
inability to handle any other problems than those of the
r<'i'oiistriiction of our busiiu'ss.

For F. E. Bakkr, Ltd.
Frank Baker, Director.

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, the makers of the
(

•
Iv. motor cycle, hlame the moulders' strike.
Sir,— It was orginally our desire and intention to com-

pete in the T.T. this year, and our plans were therefore
made accordingly.
We feel, however, that the moulders' strike having

affected production so seriously that to devote time and
materials to the preparing of machines suitable for the T.T.
would lie further to retard the ordinary maiuifacture.

In fairness to our agents, we do not feel justified in doing
this, and therefore have decided—much as we should like to—not to compete this year.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.

The following makers have also written stating that

they will not enter for this year's event.

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. (present holders of the Senior
Trophy).
Josiah Parkes and Sons, Ltd. (Union).
Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co.
Bayliss, Thomas and Co, (British E.xcelsior).

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd.
Bradbury and Co., Ltd.
F.N., Ltd.
London and Midland Motors, Ltd. (Kingsbury).
Enfield Cvcle Co., Ltd. (Eoyal Enfield).

Chater-Lea, Ltd.
Zenith ilotors, Ltd.

Many have advised us that they have not yet decided
whether to enter for the race or not. Among these

mav be mentioned

:

S. A. Newman, Ltd. (Ivy).

D. F. and M. EnsLneering Co. (Diamond).
Butterfields, Ltd. '^

(Levis).

Wooler Motor Cvcle Co.
E. A. Radnall and Co. (Radco).
New Hudson, Ltd.
Clyno Engineering Co.
Henderson Motors, Ltd. (Sheffield Henderson).
Veloce, Ltd. (Velocette).

Quadrant Jlotors.

Tyler Apparatus Co. (Metro-Tyler).

In the next column we give a letter from the Hendee
Mfg. Co., who intend to support the race.

25t

Indians Definite Starters.

Sir,—The Ilondee Mfg. Co. find themselves in a very

similar po.sition to that of the company who intimated that
they would not compete in this year's T.T. Race, but not-

withstanding that we ahso, to a great extent, added to our
reputation by winning first, second, and third places in the
1911 Tourist Trophy Race, and quite irrespective of any
inconvenience we may be put to in preparing machines for

the race and sending a certain number of our staff to the
Isle of Man during the practice and progress of the race,

we feci that we have an obligation to perform in the inter-

ests of thousands of riders of Indian motor cycles. Wo
believe that every British motor cyclist i.s a .sportsman, and
as such takes a great interest in seeing the motor cycle of

his choice prominent in all the classic sporting events, par-

ticularly the T.T. Race.
We feel sure that if we were to withdraw from competi-

tions altogether, the name Indian, as applied to motor cycles,

would soon become a "back number," and second-hand
Indians would greatly depreciate in value.

Therefore, we consider it advisable, and feel sure that all

motor cyclists will uphold our decision, to enter Indian
motor cycles in the 1920 race in the Isle of Man.
We can only hope that other manufacturers who have in-

timated that they would not support the T.T. Race this

year will carefully reconsider the matter and take the same
view of the situation that we do.

Hendee Mfg. Co.

W. H. Wells, Manager.

Messrs. Hanwell, of Northampton, the makers of

the Cedos motor cycle, the Paragon Motor Mfg. Co.,

and Cashmore Bros. (Alecto), have also written stat-

ing that they will support the race;

Such is the position to day. Quite a number of

manufacturers appear to be neutral, and no doubt their

decision rests largely upon the attitude of the trade

generally. Among these we have the Scott Motor
Cycle Co., who have made considerable preparations

towards competing, though their previous decisions are

likely to be influenced to some degree if a representa-

tive entry were not obtained.

The Douglas, Norton, James, A.J.S., Brough, Sun-
beam, and several other important firms all have some,
fast new T.T. machines. The Ariel, Matchless, Nut,

P. and M., Abingdon, Harley-Davidson, American
Excelsior, Campion, Omega, Verus, B.A.T., Scale,

Hobart, Rex, Duzmo, Martinsyde-Newman, Humber,
Royal Ruby, Invicta, Allon, Edmund, Connaught,

Blackburne, Coulson, Cleveland, Hazlewood,. Ixion,

Beaumont, Lea-Francis, L.M.C., Rover, Wilkin,

Metric, and Sparkbrook are all possible entrants.

AN ANIMATED SCENE AT THE START
OF THE T.T. OF 1914.
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NEW AND IMPROVED MODELS.
Visit to tlie Motor Cycle Section oJ the British Industries Fair.

DESPITE the increased prices, com-
pared witli those ruling before the
war, the public interest in motor

cycles is greater than it has ever been,
and demand, both Overseas and at home,
considerably exceeds supply. One has
only to stop in a city, street with a good
class outfit to realise that the interest

bestowed by the people who gather round
is more tlian curiositv.

Rear portion ol the improved A.C. Junior,

which now has a two-speed epicyclic gear.

Tile alert motor cyclist, wherever he
goes—in tram, train, or 'bus, in ca£e or
theatre—may overhear snatches of con-
versation concerning motor cycles between
people who are potential buyers, but who
have not yet owned a machine. There
is.no doubt that the motor cycle is as
yet only in its infancv as regards its

scope, and when conditions are more
normal, the number of riders will be
vastly increased.

Keen Interest Shown.
An e.xaraple of this interest on the

part of the non-motoring public was mani-
fested at the Birmingham Section of the
British Industries Fair, where upwards
of a hundred manufacturers connected
with the industry exhibited their products
to buyers from Overseas. We were par-
ticularly struck with the fact that buyers
interested from a business standpoint in

other goods were personallij interested in
motor cycles. Thus one may regard the
British Industries Fair as something more
than an exhibition for booking orders. It
is an exhibition of British products tor

the benefit of Overseas visitors. The man

who visited this country to buy, say,

pumping machinery may be the potential
buyer from an Overseas agent of a British-

made motor cycle, and for this reason
motor cycle exhibitors will never have
concrete evidence of the good results of

their support to the exploitation of

British goods generally.

The fact that there were so many
exhibitors in the Motor Cycle Section
seems to point to an appreciation on the
part of the industry of the value of

overseas trade. Yet we were told that
several " salesmen " had instructions not
to accept orders owing to outputs having
already been allocated. In these cases
the exhibits obviously are arranged for

propaganda purposes. In other cases,

goods are exhibited which are scarcely

suitable for overseas requirements, but,
taken generally, no doubt the Fair may
be regarded as a . success from a business
point of view..

Coming, as it has, almost immediately
after Olympia, the e.xhibition had a

limited interest to the British motor
cyclist, because there were but few new
designs in either complete machines or
their accessories. But to the overseas
visitor there is much that is new, and
must make a strong appeal.

Improved Models.

We obser\ e that two more of the sup-
porters of the stand-to-ride type of

scooter have succumbed to the popular
demand for seats. New
models of the Mobile
Pup, with a saddle, and
the Autoglider, with a

seat, were exhibited.

In the former case the
seating accommodation
is provided by a saddle
of the conventional type,
otherwise the machine
is unaltered ; but the
new Autoglider, in our
opinion, is much refined
by the reduction in

height of the steering
' column. The rear wheel

is enclosed in a neat
case, on the lid of

which a comfortable
seat is fitted in an ex-

ceedingly neat manner. Beneath this is

a compartnient for small parcels. Un-
doubtedly, the scope of the Autoglider
which, with its spring frame, is so far
the most serious attempt to provide a
runabout machine for shopping and such
purposes, is considerably increased by
these additions. It is now also made

as a light delivery vehicle—a develop-

ment of the seat type passenger machine,

with a slightly larger box over the rear

wheel. This box has a capacity of three

cubic feet, and, in addition, has space

on the top of the box for extra parcels.

The Skootamota, which is already well

known to our readers, is exhibited by
jNIessrs. Gilbert Campling, Ltd., and in

addition to the complete machine an en-

gine was shown in section.

The Macklum scooter, recently de-

scribed in The Motor Cyde, is also on
view, but the particular model exhibited

has a Verus 2^- h.p. engine, in place of

the larger Union engine which was fitted

on the model we described.

Well-known Exhibits.

Among the many firms exhibiting the

same machines as those which appeared
at Olympia may be mentioned the A.J.S.,
Rudge, James, New Hudson, Sunbeam,
Beaxdmore - Precision, Saltley . VUliers,

i\Iatchless, Bradbury, Royal Enfield,

Humber, Sun, and Levis. - Engine unit

makers are represented by the Villiers and
Dalman, while several other manufac-
turers' goods were to be seen on stands
not bearing their names. Among these
noticed the Hobart and Acme motor
cycles, Grindlay, Cooper, and Willow-
brook sidecars.

Two new lightweights on conventiona'^
lines—the Federation and the Victory
marketed by the Co-operative Society

A new sidecar design by Messrs. Calland and Lee.

iha.

(Left) A new motor cycle signal which
costs 21s., manufactured by the Webb
Lamp Co. (Centre! A sidecar screen

with side wings, manufactured by
Messrs. Stanford. (Right) The Baby
Fasco fold-up foot pump for motor

cycles, manufactured by the Remoline Co., 4, Denman Street, S.E., at 21

and Wineberg and Co., of Birmii _
respectively—are also exhibited.

Messrs. Auto-Cai'riers. Ltd.. have ii

proved their new commercial vehic'

which now embodies a two-speed epicyc
gear. In this machine simplicity has be
closely studied. The small i'our-stro

overhead valve engine is built intem
with a short axle casing, containing

|

worm-driven gear between the two sti

disc wheels. The "chassis" is a sin;'

tube and the steering is on tlie "tu
table principle.

New Sidecars.

Several new sidecars made their c/t'i'

at this ''show." Among these we notifl

a smart little sporting model suitai-

for 3^ li.p. and even smaller macliines. ft

is known as the Stanford Classic, ^\

has an adjustable seat. The price is fji-

Calland Lee, Ltd.. of Stalybridge, h]«

a coupe sidecar with ci'lluloid windo;-
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New and Improved Models.

—

ft now niudc'l ik'sirilud as llio Lnxiirelte,
hiiigtil joof, ivur locker, ilctacliablo ficiil-

and back cusliion, and a long " prow,"
iinitiitinK tlio bonnet and radiator of a
car. The [irico of this elaborately
equipped attachment is £49 10s., whicli,

iiatnrally, restricts its market ; but at
more popular prices the makers have
several other types from £25 10s. to

£51 10s., the latter being a full touring
model with detachable seat, largo rear
locker, and four-point attachment with
quickly detachable fittings. In all types
die mudguard is ti.xed to the body.

,E

1 he Igna plug. The Binks new plug

in section.

Burbury and JIcKenzie sidecars are
also shown.

New Accessories.

Sparking plugs are now made in so
many types that the advent of a new
make or model fails to create the same
amount of interest it did a few years ago.
Nevertheless, the new model Igna is a
novelty, inasmuch as it is a steatite
plug, one of the few produced in this
counti-y, and of a type regarded as the
jiearest approach to ideal before the war
inn an end to the importation of a famous
pUig from Germany.
Another novelty is the new Binks plug,

'.vhich carries a twelve months' guarantee.
J lie most interesting features of this plug
ire its tubular vitreous insulator surround-
ing tlie central electrode, and the fact
.hat the whole insulated body of the plug
is readily detachable, as are the mica

I nsulating sections. It is, in fact, quite

a novelty in ))lug construction. Binks
three-jet damping carburetters and
silencers are also .shown. Practically
every well-known plug is being exhibited,
while, as usual, most makers of lubricat-
ing oils are in evidence, as were such

The Forward endless bell, in which the

bearing pins are of hardened steel, and
remain stationary in the leather pads

known firms as Jos. Lucas, Ltd., J. B.
Brooks, Ltd., County Chemical Co., and
the Elephant Chemical Co.

Nicholsons, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
among other specialities, are showing a
flexible quick drying black enamel. Sur-
ridges, of London, display Holdtite
patches and other rubber accessories, and
some very neat aluminium sidecar and
tail lamps.

Windscreens.
The number of detachable windscreens

for sidecars now on the market shows
that few sidecars in the future will be
seen which are not so equipped. Even
the sporting model must
now have a small screen
for the protection of the
passenger. Easting,
Cameo, Raper, and a

new three-fold screen
marketed by Standford,
are among the wind-
screens which appear to

attract a large amount of

attention from the Over-
seas visitors. Tan Sad
seats also received their

full meed of attention.

A new type of seat for

motor cycles, distinct

from the patterns pre-

viously illustrated, is on
show. This takes the
form of a pan seat sus-

pended on laminated
springs fi.xed on a frame,
wliich is secured to the
carrier. Gwyn's motor
cycle repair bench is

another speciality, which
will no doubt find its

way abroad in larae
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quantities if the interest shown in it is

any criterion. The convenience of 'OoSa

stand, which permits a single person to

place a motor cycle in a raised position

for repairs or adjustments, should make
a strong appeal to niamifacturers.

Electrical Equipment.

Messrs. Ward ami Cohlstonc have a

very comprehensive exhibit of electric

lamps and equipment f(n' motor cycles,

as nave also Messrs. Greenwood and
Batley, Ltd., whose Bi-pol system of

accumulator construction considerably in-

creases the scope of electricity for motor
cycle lighting. We hope later to go into

this system more thoroughly than present

space will permit.

Amongst their display of specialities

the Forward Co. show a clever liidc belt

primarily designed for fan or dynamo
drive. The outer links are of leather

joined by what is, to all intents and pur-

poses, a series of forward belt fasteners,

liy this means the rollers move in the

inner link and not in the leather.

Much machinery was on view, and the

stampings and castings to be seen cannot

fail to. attract those interested in the

manufacturing side.

Altogether, one may say that the motor
cycle industry was well represented at

the British Indus-
tries Fair, which,
for purposes of

national p r o p a -

ganda, should be
held annually.

The new seat-type .Autoglider.

Some preUininary details appeared in

he issue of the 26th ult. concerning the
-ondon-Land's End trial. Entry forms
re now obtainable. The starting point,

s previously stated, is the Berkeley
trms Hotel, Cranford Bridge, and the
tart will take place at midnight. Break-
tst will be served at Bridgwater, where
ne hour will be allowed. The same
lace of time will be allowed fpr lunch
t Launceston.
Gold medals will be awarded to com-

j

etitors who are not more than fifteen

linutes early or fifteen miimtes late at

1 ly point of the journey, while silver

edals will be awarded to competitors

LONDON-LAND'S END TRIAL.
who are not more than fifteen minutes
early or thirty minutes late at any point
on the journey.
Motor , bicycles which are competing

for the Jarrott Cup, sidecar outfits, and
three-wheeled cycle cars entered for the
other cups offered, wiU have to make a

non-stop run over a fifteen mile section

in "which Porlock and Lynton Hills are
situated. Other competitors, if Porlock
Hill is considered by the officials to be
not in suitable condition, will be allowed
to take the lower road, the gradient of

which is not so severe.

Petrol and food stops will be arranged
at Cranford Bridge, Marlborough, Bridg-

water, Barnstaple, Launceston, and
Truro.

Entries close by first post on JIarch
13th, and should be sent, together with
entry fee (£1 10s. for every class of

vehicle permitted in the trial) to the
trials hon. sec. for the event, Mr. H. G.
Bell, 77, Stapleton Hall Koad, Stroud
Green, London, N.
The competition is open to members

only. Those who are not members of the
3iI.C.C. must apply to the secretary,
ilr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower Place,

London, W.C. Application forms and
entrv fees must be received bv him not

later than ilarch 13th.

OBSTRUCTIVE VtHICLES SHOULD HAVE OBSERVATION MIRRORS! see p ge 256).
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REFLECTIONS on the PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
Some Observations upon the Four Days' Trip across France,

described in "The Molor Cycle" Last Week.

AN analysis of the results shows that
of the sixty-nine competitors who
started from jMontgerou, twenty-

five used sidecars, there were two cycle
cars proper and two ilorgans, while the
rest were solo mounts. Of the forty-

five survivors, only one cycle car (a

Morgan) arrived to time, while twenty-
three sidecars and twenty-two solo

machines came through the trial.

H. 0. Wood, the famous Scott T.T.

rider, who with his brother C. P. and
Guy formed the winning team, made a
tine performance, and the only fault with
his machine at the finish was that the

speedometer had worked loose. The other

Scotts were also in splendid condition.

Jloriss, the sporting driver of the

Matchless sidecar outfit, who retired at

Fontainebleau, came on to Nice by train.

Delaune, the other Matchless driver,

came through without trouble, except

among the hills round Nantua. Here
curicfus atmospheric conditions caused bad
carburation and overheating ; at least

that was the explanation given by Mde.
Delaune. Possibly inferior petrol, which
is rather common, caused the trouble.

On the whole the route was fairly well

marked, but the nature of the arrowing
was poor, as it was diificult to see which
way the arrow pointed. The arrowing
failed badly at one place. La Fere, about
30 km. from Marseilles. Here Ruther-
ford, H. 0. Wood, and several others

temporarily went astray.

The Atlas Garage, Nice, where the

machines were stored at the end of the

trial, was ideal for the purpose. The
scene witnessed after the descent from
i\Iont-Agel was of a kind never witnessed
in England. The competitors drove in

under their own power and in any order.

They had vail been riding in a bunch, so

after three\ minutes' exhibition of trick

riding the [Jlace was full. The effect was
curious in the extreme : first, dead silence,

the clatter of the exhaust of the first man,
then a terrific din, a mass of laughing
motor cyclists^twisting, turning, and
manoeuvring for a

,

place, and then all

was quiet once more.

Several of thp competitors took part in

the two previous Paris-Nice Trials. Of
these, Douglas Hawkes, the driver of the
A.J.S., was one, and Oblin (6 Enfield sc.)

was another. The last time we saw the
latter was at Evreux on August 3rd, 1914,
tlie day after the French Army mobilised.
He was then a D.R.. mounted on a
Clement and wearing a Zouave's uniform.

The keen desire of the Harley-Davidson
riders to carry off the team prize was
observant to all, and it must be confessed
that they put up a fine performance.
French and American riders were in the
saddle. Verpault's score was the best
of the sidecar competitors, and fourth in
the general classification. The second
jias.senger machine was the Morgan Run-

about, fitted with water-cooled M.A.G.
engine, owned and driven by -E. Chapman.

Ridden by Jlaurice Greenwood, a 1914
Connaught with a 293 c.c, two-stroke

engine, and having an Armstrong throe-

speed hub gear, made the best perform-
ance of the lightweights. Greenwood had
the identical machine at Grenoble in 1914

for the International Six Days Trial.

His only stops on the Paris-Nice trip

were for a puncture and to change a plug
—truly a magnificent performance.

Ivaye Don is deserving of congratula-
tion upon his top score. His twin Zenith
finished in fine order, the J. A. P. engine
being still in fine- fettle for the La .Turbie

hill-climb, and keeping remarkably clean.

He used Avon tyres and belt (the latter

untouched throughout) and one of the
new Amac carburetters,

Jlotor cyclist protest meetings have now
been extended to the Cote d'Azur, for

once again the competitors found them-
selves unable to agree with alleged re-

sults. The Continental Daily Mail—
which ought to know better—announced,
even before the judges had met, that the
U.S. had won the great race (nic),

closely followed by the British competi-
tors ! Actually an all-British team—the
Scott—won comfortably, and the top
score was by another British rider and
machine, K. Don (Zenith). In. the
meantime, the British riders had gathered
together " to protect their interestSj ob-

tain fair play, and credit where it was
due."

British motor cj'clists thought theji

knew what potholes were. They didn'li

—until they arrived in France !

Petrol is obtainable almost everywhert
in France at prices approximating^
those ruling in this country. It is, how
ever, advisable, when touring, to carrj

a spare tin, since, owing to the lack oi

distribution facilities, there is a scarcitj

in some country districts, particularh
down south,"

the Rhone Valley 1 the third day of the Paris-Nice Trial, the most difficult stretch

on the whole route.
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PARIS-NICE. F. Gompertz (G.L. sidecar), one of the G.L. team which took fourth place
in the trade team prize results. Guignet, another of this team, rode through the trial with a
broken handle-bar.

Newman, mounted on his 3g It. p. Sun-
eani, with Mrs. Newman on the carrier,
id .Jesse Baker (Scott) set off for Algiers,
Iter the Paris-Nice trip.

The Jlotosacoolie rider Agnero, who
ade fastest time (7m. 17s.) in the La
iirbie hill-climb, had his machine tuned
3 perfectly, and he handled it splendidly.

The train journey home is not likely
< be forgotten by Paris-Nice ridei-s.

ucky were the men who booked their
jrths beforehand on the wagons-lit.

Till- lay press reports, per Eeuter,
"Using to people "in the know."
liry actually asserted that lorry loads
spares and food followed the Britishers
tlie " race "

I

!

ilESULTS ACCORDING TO CLASSES.
CLASS 1.—250 C.C.

E. Dubo.st (Motosolo) 127.2
A. Dupont (Motosolo) 93.7

CLASS 2.—350 C.C.
W. M. Greenwood (Connauglit) .. .. 141.95
Colombel (Douglas) 138.72
L. Hoiton (New Imperial) .. .. 129
O. Higal (New Imperial) 118.32

CLASS 3.—500 C.C.
Barthelemy (Eovei) 150.8
T. Gillies (Sunbeam) 139.97
Detruche (A.B.C.) .. 135.6
Gallie (Triumph) 117.17
T. Butherford (Sunbeam) 98.97
J.A.Newman (Sunbeam) .. .. .. 98.90
M. Brunei (Bleviot) 62.4

CLASS 4.—750 C.C.
Kaye Don (Zenith) 154.92

.. 149.3

.. 144.5-

.. 139.6

.. 136.6

.. 133.8

.. 109.04

CLASS 9.—SIDECARS (1,000 C.C).
1. Verpault (Hailey-Davidson) .. .. 146.13
2. Bonnaid (Hailey-Davidson) .. .. 137.97
3. Oblin (Bnfleld) 133.7

Btave (Indian) 132.34
CoUot (Harley-Davidson) 130.90
Mulliman (Hailey-DaTidson) .. .. 120.49
Pletsier (Harley-Davidson) .. .. 112.1
Delaune (Matchless) 105.9

CLASS 11.—CYCLE CARS (1,100 C.C).
E. Chapman (Morgan) 144.05

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
NEXT YEAR'S TRIAL.

The Organisation.

Next year it would be better for the
whole of the organisation to be undertaken
by a responsible sub-committee of the

Union Motocycliste de-France, with the

assistance of the local clubs. The local

clubs at the various controls did their

work splendidly, but supervision by a

responsible body is certainly necessary.

The piililicily narl, might well be Kft
in till- haiidi of JI. Gaston Sweerts, editor

(if Miildi-yi-risini:, who carried out this part
remarkably well.

Given a responsible body to draw up
the rules, to see that distances are not too

long, and that they are correct, nc.\t year's

Paris-Nice trial should be a far greater

success than it was this year, and it is

undoubtedly a popular event among
British riders.

Over the Alps Another Year.

We can quite understand that it was
tor the sake of ia publicitC that the com-
petitors were taken through Marseilles,

but we think it was really unnecessary to

do so. Motor cycles will never be popular
where there are bad roads, and as the
entrance to and exit from Marseilles

rcsenjble the Whitechapel Road or the
Black Country, it is not much good
torturing riders by making them traverse
such abominable surfaces. Far more
people in the hilly districts, where pedal
cycling is too much like hard labour,
would be interested in motor cycling than
those living in districts where the roads
are such that this form of locomotion ia

a torture instead of a pleasure, conse-
quently why should not the rouie dea

Alpcs be used ne.xt year? It would be
far more severe from the competitors'
poini of view—no longer, and far more
enjoyable both, for competitors and
officials. The route would be as before
to Lj'ons, and then via. Grenoble, Barce-
lonette to Nice.

The Time oJ Year.
There is no doubt whatever, in our

opinion, that the Paris-Nice trial was held
far too early this year, and it was a great

mistake to make it coincide with the pre-

Lenten festivities at Nice. This resulted

in the most appalling muddle as regards
the allotment of rooms and hotels, and
accommodation was next to impossible to

obtain. Next year the trial should take
place in March, when many of the Alpine
roads will be free from snow and the

hotels will be comparatively free to ac-

commodate the passing visitors.

W. L. Guy (Sc....,
J. Baker (Scotb)
C. P. Wood (Scott)
Plnney (Triumph)
Debay (Uover) ..

G. HiU (Triumph)
Bermeus (Sunbeam) —

CLASS 7.—SIDECARS (500 C.C).
Oaisnet (G.L.) 125.52
P. W. White (Sunbeam) 125.30
Rex Mundy (Hover) .. 95.6
L. Psalty (Rover) 79.4
A. Galien (Benoit-Gonin) 51.62

CLASS 8.—SIDECAHS (750 C.C).
W. p. Hawkes (A.J.S.) 135.52
t. G. Peiy (Douglas) 132.7
Jtoret (G.L.) 131.13
Lacom (G.L.) 128.8
*. Delannay (Stucchi) 87.05
P. Gompertz (G.L.) 85.7
H. Dupuis (B.S.A.) 70.3

NOT AN ACCIDENT. Amonj the many competitors m the Pans-Nice Trial who had

trouble in consequence of the atrocious road surface was Major Empson He had to refit a new

rear spring to his AV., the photograph depicting the operation of fitting. He was complimented

by many competitors on his plucky and successful completion of the run.

I
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ALL motor cyclists have from time to time experi-

enced considerable trouble when overtaking

heavy lorries and chars-a-bancs, especially on

narrow and tortuous roads. With this in mind, our

sister journals The Atilocar and Motor Traction, have

inaugurated a movement which has as its object the

compulsory fitting of mirrors beside the driving seats

on all such vehicles.

If this object is achieved, there is no doubt that

it will contribute largely tO' the convenience of all road
users, as under present circumstances one may easily

find one's self compelled to travel many miles at the

rear of a comparatively slow-moving lorry, simply

because the driver is unable to hear any normal warn-

OBSTRUCTION ON
THE ROAD.

Why Not a Mirror for All Slow-

moving Vehicles ?

ing signals, and is consequendy unaware that anyone
wishes to overtake him.

In many cases the trouble is merely due to thf

driver of the lorry being unaware of the motor cyclist':

presence j but often, we fear, a good deal of de
liberate obstruction takes place, and no mirror cai

correct such road behaviour. This occurs particularly

in the case of chars-a-bancs, and anyone who ha:

toured the famous holiday resorts, such as the Lake
District, Derbyshire, and North Wales, Avill recollec

instances when he has been deliberately held bad
by some huge vehicle seating thirty or more passengers
and cheerfully maintaining'its position on the crown o
the road, de.spite the full knowledge of the whole o

A MOTOR CYCLIST'S IMPRESSIONS ON THE MIRROR QUESTION.
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Obstruction on the Road.—
its oci'upaiits IIkiI someone wished to overtake tiicni.

Wo have \eiy strung; recollections of tours in the

Lake District, wliicli, as far as the main road portions

of them are concerned, have been completely spoilt

by the attitude of cliar-a-bano passengers, who mostly
travel this way from the densely populated manufac-
turing districts of South and East Lancashire. It is

no uiicoiumon, thing, for instance, on the road between
Kenilal and Windermere, to be deliberately held back,
choking ill the dust Ihrdwn up l)\- one of these

monsters of the rnad, and sulijcct I'nr lulles-oai end to

the cheap wit and sarcasm ol a crowd of boisterous

holiday-makers. Protests of any kind are quite un-

available ; and usually the onl\- means of getting for-

ward is to take one's courage in both hands, as it

were, ride into the ditch, and at the risk of one's own
life endeavour to scrape through, with ti vision of

the thundering wheels of the vehicle within inches of

one's side. Such tactics, however, are almost impos-
sible to the sidecarist on the narrow roads peculiar to

districts famous for mountain scenery.

Conductors at the Rear.
If all such \'ehic]es were compulsorilv fitted with

abservatiou mirrors, there would then -be little excuse

for the driver being unaware of the presence of over-

laking vehicles, and in that case it would be possible

;o determine more readily whether the obst-ruction was
.vittingly or unwittingly caused.

It will be recollected that Army lorries were all

equipped with observation mirrors, although it must
)e admitted that this accessory more often adorned the

Iriver's billet than the bracket provided for its support!
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Wa would support the plea tfiat vehicles above a

certain size and weight—and these lirriits shoulfl be
made to include chars-^-banc, 3 ton lorries of the

W.l). type, and steam waggons with trailers—be com-
pelled by law to carry, in addition to the driver, a
conductor at the rear of the vehicle who should be
provided with means of communication, such as a

bell, as was done on lorries in France:

Advantages to all Concer.ied.

While such aii arrangement would no doubt be
unpopular with all concerned with the actual running
of heavy road transport veiiicles, it would do much to

relieve congestion on the roads; and, after all, Uie

adoption of such a, scheme is only logical, since it

cannot be expected that the driver of a vehicle capable
of from twelve to eighteen miles an hour should
remain permanently on the near side of the road, as,

of course, the difliculty of perpetually correcting the

steering, when off the crown 01 the road, is fully

appreciated.

The obvious necessity for drivers of slow-moving
vehicles to know what is happening behind needs little

or no emphasis. It is to be hoped, therefore, that

the commonsense nature of the plea that all slow-
moving vehicles be pro\dded with mirrors will appeal
to owners of such vehicles. If mirror reflectors are

not fitted voluntarily, it is clearly but a matter of time

before the authorities compel such a course or one
even more stringent.

Mirrors should also be a compulsory fitting on all

\"ans or motors cars, irrespective of their possible, or

usual, speed, which, owing to their construction, inter-

fere with the rearward view of their drivers.

Research to Improve the Motor Cycle.
Government Grant to a Motor Cycle and Lightweight Car Research Association.

A.G.U. to be Represented on the Council

and, as an outcome of the negotiations, the
I I

'HE motor cycle and cycle car industry is to ha^'e

I' a research association of its own. With a view

to helping British industries, some three years

go the Government granted a sum of one million

'Ounds to assist various research associations in im-

roving British post-war industries.

The motor industry was given careful considera-

on in this respect, and, as some twenty research asso-

iations dealing with other trades were formed, it was
reposed to form one representative body to undertake

^search intO' all problems appertaining to^ the produc-

on of motor vehicles. Certain prominent figures in

xe motor cycle world at once saw a vital objection to

lis scheme, as car interests have been known to sub-

igate those of the two and three-wheeled motor
Shicles. Thev felt that a separate research associa-

lon for motor cycles and cycle cars was absolutely

-jsential if these types of machines were to be accorded

roper scope for improvement. The scheme was
Tenuously advanced by Major Watling, the general

lanager of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

nd Traders' Union, Ltd., and Sir Frank Heath
Jcientific Research Department) was prevailed upon to

ike definite action. It was shown that those specially

it§rested in the evolution of the motor cycle type

f vehicle could run a research association of their

own, and, as an outcome of the negotiations,

Government has promised that, if the C. and M.C.M.
and T.U., Ltd., will find a minimum income of ^^2,500
for five years, it would make a grant of a similar

amount.

The establishment of such a research association will

give motor cycle manufacturers and users a status

they have never hitherto possessed, and the official

offer was readily accepted.

Individual Motor Cyclists to be Represented.

At a meeting of the General Committee of the

A.C.U., held in Southport on the 20th ult.. Major
Watling said that the British Motor Cycle and Light-

weight Car Research Association, as the body has

been titled, will be conducted by a council represent-

ing every interest tending towards the improvement of

motor cycles and their general efficiency under all

conditions. The opportunity was presented for the

individual motor cyclist to be represented by the

Auto-Cycle Union, and it was unanimously decided

to appoint members of the Auto-Cycle Union to the

Council.

By these means every A.C.U. member would_ thus

have an opportunity of participating in any decisions

that were taken.

?9
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address,

BRAKE CONTROL.
Su-,— I should like to say a few words upon the '8 h.p. Sun-beam brake control. At present this machine is fitted with

a Uowden wire from the left foot-operated pedal controlling
tiie brake drum on the right-hand side of the machine.A though this systPm works fairly well in practice, I
tliink this machine c uld be made as nearly perfect as
present-day machines go by using a right foot control and a
straight-puU rod. -

. ^

Though Bowden wires give excellent service, a simple rod
in my opinion, is to be preferred. F. E. ROYSTON. '

ELECTRIC LIGHTING ON MOTOR CYCLES.

Hr'~^^'^
'^^^ "^ '''^^'^ "''*'^ interest the article by " W.D S

"
in r/ie Motor Ci/de of February 12th, and are pleased to
note that he recommends solo riders to use dry batteries
but we think -that when "W.D.S." states that" for sidecar
outhts a dry battery is not desirable, he meairs, and rio-htly
that the three lamps—head, side, and tail—should not be
taken from one battery. The method adopted by us is to
have a .^eparate dry battery for each lamp, the dry batteries
being of the Volex flat form. The separate units" are fitted
in a metal container, on which is mounted a switchboard,
with connectors, and carried in the bottom of the sidecar

\Ve are not exaggerating when we state that many thou-
siiicls ot these batteries have been sold for motor cvcle
lighting, and. in actual service they last, according to 'the
method ot use, irom nine to eighteen months, without the
necessity of renewing the batteries.
Of course tlie battery can be renewed in a few minutes,

and the advantage of this multiple miit system is that,
should one of the batteries give out, the lamp illuminated
Irom this battery can be connected in a minute or two to
the terminals of one of the other battery units.

WARD AND GOLDSTokE, LTD
TAXATION.

Sir,—-May I add my word to the many protests I see you
are receiving re the proposed ta.xation k motor cvcles and

'

sidecars. I am one ot the many who have only one dayweek on which ^ to take out my wife and family, and cannot
substitute another if that is a wet one. I therefore only
expect o do 1,000 or 1,500 miles in the season, and should
under the proposed changes be paving what the man with
means and time to use his cycle often should pay for himself.

HAROLD WILLIAMS.
Sir,—I have been greatly interested in the many letters

appearing in The Motor CijcU on the question of taxation,
and, so far, the majority seem to favour a tax on fuel
^Writing on this subject in your issue for February 19th,Aemo says, "Petrol consumption indicates m'ileao-e

"

iNow; there is a big variation iu the "mileage" which it is
possible to get per gallon from different machines of practi-
cally the same weight and power, e.q., my present machine
a twin two-stroke, will under the best conditions do about
/U m.p.g., whilst my last machine, a big single four-stroke,

1 '''it"f' gi'e-'it'ei- horse-power, would, under like conditions,
do IjU-140 m.p.g., and there would not be a great difference
in their respective weights. With the above-mentioned
machines one rider would pay just about twice as much in
tax as the other over the same distance supposing a fuel tax
were in force.

This is a point I have not seen mentioned by any of your
correspondents. SINGLE AND TWIN

Carlisle.

- Sir,—I am glad to see you assert openly in Tlte Motor Gijc

of February 19th that a fuel tax is the fairest and mo:

satisfactory method of increasing the revenue. This
undoubtedly the ease, unless the small mileage man
to pay for the large mileage one. By far the va;

majority of motor cyclists are, like myself, men who covf

2,000 miles per annum and under, and a flat tax accordin

to weight or cubic capacity would be most unfair to sma
users, who would be compelled to pay while their machim
were lying idle in their sheds.
Further, taxation per machine should be abolished alt(

gether, and a fuel tax alone substituted. It is absurd t

think that a scooter or motor-assisted bicycle should pa

the same rate as the 8-10 h.p. sidecar outfits and tricars.

Devil's Bridge. LOW iMILEAGE.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the letters publishe

in The Motor C'ljde concerning the proposed tax on motoi

and motor cycles, and am in sympathy w'ith the feeling

expressed therein. This tax would be unfair to the majorit

of riders. I ride a 4^ h.p. sidecar outfit to and from m
work as a carpenter, using sidecar to carry my teol-kit, eti

Five thousand miles is stated to be the average mileag
per year on a motor cycle. I do not average more tha

1,500 miles per year, and do not ride 100 miles, per year fc

pleasure. This proposed tax is putting the last straw o

the back of the already heayilj'-taxed motor cyclist, espec
ally the man who uses this means of locomotion to get t

his work.
The tax on petrol is, to my mind, tlie fairest method t

adopt, and so make those who use the roads most pay mosl
Why not make all users of roads help pay for their upkeej;

and not throw the burden on the unfortunate motorist?
Bude. F 2955.

MOTOR FUEL.
Sir,—Your leading article on the price of petrol is worth

of the serious consideration of every motor cyclist. I ar

afraid the industry is going to be crippled by the hig'

price of fuel. Now, when the American exchanges ar

going against us, it is more -than ever desirable that \v

should import less and produce more. As you say, th

best solution is a mixture of benzole and alcohol. Thi
would make an excellent fuel, and incidentally deliver u

from the thraldom of the petrol "ring."
The great difficulty, however, in the way of alcohol fu(j

is the conservatism of the Excise authorities, who ar|

jealous of every drop of unduty-paid spirit. But sureli

this could be overcome, and the mi.Kture rendered sufficientlj

unpalatable. The mixture of alcohol and benzole could b]

made on the distillery premises, under the supervision cl

the Excise officers, much the same as methylated spirit m
done at present. TYRCONNELV
Donegal.

PLUG TESTERS.
Sir,—Recently I have seen advertised in various mo^

weeklies instruments known as plug testers.

I fail to understand how these can actually test whet:
the plug is sparking, as the advertisements usually giv^
sketch of the instrument with one of its terminals on
ping terminal and the other on the main metal body?
the plug. As the latter is in contact with the cylinde'
wliicli are of course an earth return, would not the ciroill
be from plug top, through tester, and to earth rla pli
plug body, and cylinders, thus missing the points altogetheil
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tli(If (his is so, tlu'ie is liUlo iulvaiitiige, if any, over
old screwili'ivHT iiml lisU-iiing " test.

Cninberwell. PUZZLED MECHANIC.
[Tlie principle of (lie S.A.IJ. spai-k tester recently described

ill onr eoluiniis is based on the fiict that the resistiince

of II. phijf alters according to its condition, whereas that
of the tester remains constant. Therefore when testing
II ping in good order, the cnrrent going tlirongh the
tester to earth will bo fnll, and the (ester will show
a deep bine ertli'rescenee in the tnbe. It a ping is fanlty
through imperfect insulation or soot, part of the current
will be conis|i,.niliiin|y weak, or intermittent. In the
case of a hadly naelu'd or sooted plug, the whole of the
current will follow (he easiest path to earth through the
plug, and therefore the tester will show no light whatever.
-En.]

THE MACHINE FOR SPORT.
yir,—With reference to "T.T.'s" letter regarding the

" machine for sport," I cannot underetand him wishing tor a
machine which must be pushed through traffic and nearly
konlc out when turning a sharp corner. I have owned three
such machines, and would never ride another.
My present machine is a 1914 three-speecT New llud-son,

and it surpasses the T.T. machines in acceleration, although
its ma.ximum speed is slightly lower. I agree with "T.l."
that it is an art in itself to get good acceleration out of a
high compression T.T. machine. A very fine art indeed. I

should advise him to try a well-tuned sinj;le-geared, four-
cylinder 5 h.p. F.N. He will then know what terrific

acceleration means.
I heartily agree with the writers of the two or three letters

recently inserted in your paper regarding the excellent
service given by F.N. machines. I owned one for eight
years, and during that time the only replacements, excepting
tyres, brushes, and plugs, were : One crankshaft, one inlet

pipe, four inlet valves, two exhauBt valves, and a set of

piston rings, yet when I sold the machine in 1919 it was still

good for a 6 to 48 m.p.h. which is not so bad for a motor
bicycle eleven years old. > FELIX B. SLADDEN.

Sir,— I have read with interest letters appearing recently
in your correspondence columns on the above tojiiC; and am
sorry to see that so many sportsmen in the exuberance of

their joy' for the type of machine of their fancy (or purse)
sling mud at other, and probably better, kinds than their
own, and of which they have no experience.

I have owned and ridden many types of machines during
the past ten years, all purchased and sold through the exclu-

sive medium of your advertisement pages, commencing with
a'fixed gear Minerva, later riding a fi.xed gear T.T. Triumph,
which was a very good friend. I have also owned countershaft
three-speeders (the hub gear I would never touch) and have
obtained splendid sport out of all.

My present and best 'bus, however, is a 5-6 h.p Rover
with J. A. P. engine, all-enclosed chain drive (Coventry noise-

less front and spring link rear), three-speed gear, and hand
and foot controlled clutch. With 28 x 3 tyres this machine
is easily the finest all-weather mount I have possessed. For
acceleration and smoothness in running singles are nowhere

SCOOTER
ENGINIS

Although the moulders' strike had a decided effect in retarding the output of engines,

many firms were quick in getting into their stride again. The photograph shows a group

of finished scooter engines manufactured by T. G. John, Ltd.
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ill it, and I have finished with them. All-belt drive as on

the T.T. machines is an abominalioii in wet and snow, the

latter especially. I liave come to a standstill on hills ni a

snowstorm with belt-slip, .so I have finished with belt drive

for good also. Chain-cnm-belt is certainly better.

Mv chains are noiseless, and perfect after 5,000 miles. I he

drive is as sweet as any belt, and neither rain nor snow touches

or affects them. The speed is all that could be desired It

is seldom necessary to use the clutch or gear bo.x when riding

solo, tho occasions when they arise being invariably to

negotiate tricky or dangerous places at a speed in conformily

with the safety of others, and, as I write, I think of a steep

dip, a bend, and a rise of 1 in 6 on a.main road, and also a

5 m.p.h. speed limit covering it, which "T.T." in all the

glory of his high gear and compression will fail to comply

with.
, .

,

T.T. machines are good in their way, and provide some

really fine sport, but the modern mount can do all that they

can and more, and methinks it is chiefly the mystic letteis,

bars, and skull cap that still attract so blindly the supporters

of the antiquated fixed gea* machine.

J. H. LEWIS, Lt. R.G.A. .(S.R.)

DISSOLVED ACETYLENE.
Sir,—I notice " Ixion's " remarks re dissolved acetylene

in your issue of February 12th, and quite agree that the

mai'n difficulty with this illuminant is the scarcity of

exchange depots. Jloreover, the makers of the "D.A.'

cvlinder appear, so far as I can see, to be making no effort

to increase their sales with the help of advertising.

There is, to my mind, m spite of the high price (I paid

£3 15s. for my outfit, by the way, plus about Is. 6d. for

extra tubing—not £5, as stated by " Ixion "), a great future

before these cylinders, were the matter tackled m the

proper wav. In spite of the difficulty in replacing ex-

hausted cylinders, I very much prefer this system of acety-

lene lighting to the old messy generator. I may add that

I have found it, generally speaking, more reliable than the

generator system. -
^ , , i

A further difficulty, I may point out—a difficulty which,

however, larger sales would no doubt eliminate—is the

experience one sometimes has of being supplied with an

exchange cylinder that has been in stock a long time and

has become partly exhausted.

The cylinder itself is somewhat bulky when fitted to a

solo machine, hut it fits under the seat of the sidecar with-

out any trouble. M.O.

Bradford.

PISTON RINGS.
Sii-,-We observe in the January 22nd edition of The Motor

Ci/cle an article on the " Fitting of New Piston Rings." We
should like to point out that some of the contentions m that

article are open to criticism.

We do not know quite what is meant in the second para-

graph, where it is stated that the radius of the ring in its

free position should be nearly a mean between the radius of

the ring when slipping over the piston and the radius when

in position in the cvlinder. This statement is indefinite,

inasmuch as the radius (of curvature) of a concentric piston

ring is a variable quantity from the

joint to the back of the ring, both in

its free state and when it is sprung

open for the purpose of putting over

the piston. The only position when
the radius of a concentric ring should

be a constant quantity is when it is

closed in the cylinder. We take it the

intention of the remarks on the radii

is to bear out the statement fliat the

stress in the ring when it is put over

the piston should be about equal to the

stress in the ring when it is closed in

the cylinder. This should be so, and
the most practical method of ensuring

its being so is to make the gap in con-

centric rings four times the thickness.

Space will not allow us to give the

proof of this, but vie may mention that

the w-liole subject of design of piston

rings is under consideration by the

British Engineering Standards Associa-

tion, Sub-committee " W"," to whom
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we have had the pleasure of submitting memoranda on
the subject.

The statement that the gap in a concentric ring in its free
state should be four times the thickness has been endorsed
by the sub-committee.

It is stated in the article that the pressure of concentric
rings on the cylinder walls is not uniform. We may say
there is no ground for such an assertion, neither is it correct
to say that eccentric rings give a moi'e uniform pressure.
To say that " without question, eccentric rings properly
designed, are superior to the concentric type, and should be
used, if possible, where an engine is being tuned up for the
best possible results," is entirely fallacious. This can be
seen from the following argument.

If a concentric piston ring is made by merely cutting a

gap out of a circular ring blank, such a ring when fitted in

the cylinder takes the form shown in fig. 1. A space obtains
between the cylinder and the ring on each side of the
joint as far as B and C. The horns of the ring and the
points B and C bear hard against the cylinder, while the
back of the ring between B and C bears with uniform pres-

sure. (See Dr. Prescott on " Piston Rings," Aulomobih
Engineer, September, 1919.)

But uniform pressure is required around the whole circum-
ference. How is it to be obtained?

The first solution of the problem was attempted by varying
the thickness of the ring. The amount of variation can be
mathematically derived, as has been done by Dr. Unwin, and
the result is shown in fig. 2. To produce rings of this shape
is impossible commercially ; and, moreover, if they could be
produced, such thinness at the joint would allow the gases

to pass and defeat the whole object of piston rings.

The commercial eccentric ring is therefore a compromise
between fig. 1 and fig. 2, so to speak, and, as may be
expected, by no means solves the problem, and leaves much
to be desired as regards fitting in the cylinder and giving
uniform pressure.

The alternative solution to the problem is to vary the
radius of curvature of the piston ring when in its free state

while retaining even thickness. The correct shape can also

be mathematically derived, and is shown in fig. 3. The
curve is an involute of the two small waves of the cycloid

shown in position in the diagram. (See Dr. Prescott's article.)

Commercially the best way of making concentric rings to

conform to this curve is by internal hammering. A fine

saw cut only is inserted in the ring, and by means of gradu-
ated hammering on the inside of the ring, decreasing from
a maximum at the back to a minimum towards the joint,

the ring is expanded to the necessary gap and "spring." If

properly carried out, the hammering effects a permanent
expansion of the ring coincident with the temporary expan-
sion of a perfectly circular ring pulled apart by the points,

so, conversely, the result of closing a properly hammered
ring is the obtaining of a perfect circle.

Hence, where roundness in the cylinder, uniformity of

pressure, and rapid bedding-in are concerned, the internally

hammered concentric ring is far superior to the eccentric

ring.

For these reasons, apart from being cheaper to produce
and other advantages, the concentric ring is used to-day by
all the leading manufacturers, and the eccentric ring is

becoming extinct. (The writer knows only of one motor
cycle manufacturing firm using eccentric rings.)

With regard to the width of rings, we are in agreement
with the article on the whole. One great disadvantage of
narrow rings must not, however, be lost sight of, and that
is, due to their not presenting as much wearing surface as
wide rings, they wear more rapidly in the cylinder, and the
space at the joint is liable to grow to large proportions in a

short time. The average practice is to make the width of

rings approximately one and a half times the thickness.
Rings for car and cycle engines should not, as a rule, be less

than square section. Users must not be led too much in

the direction of narrow rings by the example of aircraft

engines. It should be remembered that the life of a piston
ring on these engines rarely lasted more than a few days.
With regard to the space at the joint to be left in fitting,

we recommend this never to exceed one-four hundredth part
of the diameter, i.e., .0025d. Rings other than the top one
on the piston need not have so much clearance as this. It

may be stated that this figure is taken from current practice

of motor manufacturers. It is less than half the amount
arrived at in the article, possibly because the expansion of

the cylinder was not taken into account.

PROPOSED STANDARD DIMENSIONS OF PISTON RINGS.

Diameter. Width. Thickness. Gap.

Above i2 up to and tncluding If A (-0937) .060
in.

i
„ iS ,, s?. (-0937) .070 i
„ 2i 2-| 4 {-125) .080 ft

„ 2* 34 i (-125) A (.0937)

ii -1093)
i

„ 3i ilf * '.lB75) ft

„ 3i 4i ft (-1875) i (.125) i

>, 4i „ 4* * (.1875) A (.1406)

& (.1562)
ft

„ 4l ii i (.250) S
„ ,5i It i (-250) H (-1718) *
„ 5i ,. bi. ft {-3125) ft (-1875/ i

We do not know how the dimensions appearing in tfee

article are arrived at, but we may say that the proposed
standards at present under consideration by the British
Engineering Standards from 2in. to 6in. as above.

If eccentric rings be made at all they should be made
the same thickness at the back as concentric rings of the
same diameter, and the amount of eccentricity should not-

exceed one-fifth the thickness. Under these circumstances,
the thickness at the back of both types of rin^s being the
same they will exert the same pressure, as a whole, against
the cylinder wall. We say " as a whole " because the pres-

sure of the eccentric ring will surely vary from point to point
round its circumference. No logical reason exists to-day for

making eccentric rings, however.
In the above table the widths have been given' to the

nearest convenient fjaction of an inch to approximate to one
and a half times the thickness, but it should be remembered
in determining the wddth of rings between the limits of

one time the thickness and two times the thickness experi-

ence is the ruling factor.

THE BRITISH PISTON RING €0., LTD.

WANTED—A LUXURIOUS SIDECAR.
Sir,—I read " Xenos's " letter of the 19tli February with

sorrow. I thought that amongst ourselves, at any rate, it

caused no finger pointing to run one type of motor because
others were beyond our means. If he can afford a car, others
perhaps cannot, and they make the best of what is possible.

I do not run a cycle car because I cannot afford a car, but I

run a 2^ h.p. two-stroke because I cannot afford even a
cheap combination. I only hope that "Xenos's" friends
will not think he runs a " Blank " car because he cannot
afford a Rolls-Royce. Would he stop motoring if they did,

I wonder? H.J.B.
Stockport.

I Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists, t

\ Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle. /

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and lielpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint.)

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE." ROAD MAPS
England and Wiles. Scotland. London {showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Price By
net. post.

5/e 5/1'

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd ,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls'.
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A selection ol quest ons of general n e e t e e ved
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended fo

are urged to wiite clearly and on one side of the paper 01

questions should be marked " Legal " m the left-hand cc

iderb and o iz replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
cation or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
Tibering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
' envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects-

Finding the C.C.

I shall be obliged to you if

Syou will kindly tell me (1) how
to find the cubic capacity of an
engine from the bore and
stroke. (2.) I have heard it ex-

pressed that the width of a valve
seating should not be too great. Why
is this so?—ExijuinER.

(1.) The cubical capacity is found by the
following formula : D" x .7854 x S
X N, when D equals the diameter of

the cylinder, S the stroke, and N the
number of cylinders. (2.) Because the
wider the seating the greater the ten-

dency to cause gas friction. A seating
['jin. wide is ample for s_maU engines.

Electric Lighting.

Having a small 8 volt 3-4 amp.

aehunt-wound dynamo, I propose
to run side, rear, and head lamp
ofi it. I wish to get 30 c.p. at

the head lamp, using a 6 volt half-

watt lamp (i.e., consuming 2^ amps.).

(1.) What size accumulator shall I need?
(2.) Will it matter if the charging rate

' is less than the discharging rate? (3.)

Shall I need a cut-out, a voltmeter, and
ammeter? I have a 40 amp. 4 volt

accumulator. Can I connect a low
amperage 2 volt accumulator, say 2
volt 10 amp., and, if so, will the
accumulators run down together?

—

R.J.W.L.
You do not say whether your small
dynamo is one of the special types made
for motor cycle lighting which include
some device for regulating the output to

compensate for variations in speed, or
whether it is just the ordinary shunt-
wound machine. We are inclined to
think you mean the latter, and, if so, it

will not be possible to use it in the
manner suggested. The output of a
shunt-wound dynamo varies very greatly
with the speed at which it is driven, and
has to be carefully regulated for motor
work by one of the various methods that
have been devised. However, if our
assumption is wrong and you have a
regulated machine : (1.) A 40 ampere-hour
6 volt accumulator will be the best.

Obtain another 40 amp. -hour 2 volt cell

and add it to your present accumulator.
It would not do to use a 10 amp. -hour
cell with the 40 amp-hour. (2.) It will not
matter for ordinary use if the charging
rate is less than the discharging rate

—

rather an advantage, in fact. (3.) You
will requii'e an automatic cut-out and

^

ammeter. A voltmeter is not necessary,
and is often misleading. As an alterna-
tive, if your dynamo is an ordinary shunt-
wound machine, and you could find some

means of driving it, such as a small motor
off the town mains, you could make a
satisfactory accumulator lighting set by
keeping the battery chaiged at home and
putting it on the machine when required.

Motorising a Tricycle.

Will you please recommend to

Sme one or two of the most suit-

able makes of engine to fit in

the frame of my cycle? I re-

quire the following points in any
engine I buy : (1.) Free engine, for

starting by handle or kick-start. (2.)

A range of speed (if possible) from 5
to 25 m.p.h. (3.) Good hill-climbing
capacity. I weigh about 11^ stone.

The tricycle,, complete, weighs 59 lb.

Any engine of about 3^ h.p. would do
well, I should say, if of good design
and workmanship.—H.E.B.

It will be quite impossible to fit a 3^
h.p. engine in an ordinary cycle frame,
and we do not know of any power unit
suitable other than usual cycle attach-
ments. Free engine clutch and handle
or kick-starting cannot be applied satis-

factorily to such small engines, the re-

serve of power not being sufficient to

enable them to take up a load from a

standing start.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Mon . March 1 si, to Tues , March 1 6 . h-
Lyons Fair.

Wed., March 3 d—
I. of A.E. Mea'ing al tt e Institution of
Mechanical Enginee-s. Storey's Gate
Sr. James's Park, S.W.I.

Sat., March 6th—
Glasgow Western M.CC Open Reliability

Tiial for Pa'mer Trophy.

Fri, April 2nd—
M C C. Lond n - Land's End Trial.

Fri., April 2nd—
Inter-dub Meet al Richmond, York;.

Fri. May 2 1st—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Tues.. June 15th—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs..June 17th—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Mon., July Sth. to Sat., July 10th-
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7lh and Sth-
Arbuthnoi Trophy Trial.

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyclisl de France et Automo-
bUe Club de I'Oues', Grand Prix Rate
lor Motor Cycles and Cyc'.e Cars.

Mon., July 12lh, and Tues, July 13th—
Irish End-to end Trial.

Sun., July 2Slh, to Aug. 1st
-

International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun., Aue. 1st, to Wed., Aug. 4th—
Anglo Dutch Trial.

Mon.. Aug. 23rd. to Sat, Aug. 28th-
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Various Adjustments.

I have a single-cylinder 4^ h.p.

S
Precision, and, as I have been
troubled with various things, I

should be grateful for your ad-

vice on the following matters :

(1.) I took rriy engine down, but find

I cannot withdraw the central timing
pinion to get off the crank case cover.

How can I take it off? (2.) By doing

above I, naturally, had to upset valve

timing. Can you please say how I

am to retime for speed purposes?

(3.) What is the exact timing of spark

for speed? (4.) I am greatly troubled

by the heads being knocked off my
exhaust valves. Is there a remedy?
(5.) At present I can touch about 20
m.p.h., but on attempting to exceed
that speed I find the engine races.

Does that mean that my three-speed

Sturm.ey-Archer hub gear requires clean-

ing? If so, how can I clean it? The
belt has the proper amount of play, so

the engine racing is not caused through
the belt slipping. (6.) I find about
lin. of my piston, including the

bottom ring, has got smashed to

pieces, and the fragments were scat-

tered all over the crank case top and
inside the crank case, and yet the

machine kept running. Could that

have the effect of making the engine

race, as in quei'y No. 5? (7.) Is my
machine capable of taking a sidecar

and a pillion rider anywhere?

—

PlW.

(1.) To remove the central timing wheel
from the crankshaft, unscrew the conical-

headed screw in its centre ; it should
then be possible to lever the pinion off

the shaft. (2.) Retime the engine as

follows : Rotate the flywheels until the

piston reaches the top dead centre of its

stroke, and then insert the cams so that
the exhaust valve is just closing, and
the inlet about to commence to open.

Rotate the engine again one complete
revolution : the piston will now be at

the top of the compression stroke. Re-
tard the ignition control two-thirds, set

the contact breaker so that the points

are just breaking, ajid connect the mag-
neto drive. (4.) Exhau.'^t valve break-
ages are due either to overheating of

the engine or un.satisfactory material in

the valves themselves. You should not
experience the former trouble with the
timing as given above. (5 and 5.) Ap-
parently the racing of the engine is due
to clutch slip. The broken piston would
certainly not have anything to do with

this. (7.) This engine with three-speed

gear should take a sidecar, and also

an e.Ntra passenger, almost anywhere
where the driving wheel can grip.
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READER'S REPLY.
Alcyon Spares.

This may be of u-se to your corre-
tpoudent "J.B." The address o£ the
Alcyoii ilotor Cycle Co. is Courbevoie,
^eine, France; they also have show
rooms in Paris—Rue de la Grande
Armee, I think. I recently obtained a
new cylinder and fittings,' and quite
cheajjly, too, so I think they could supply
others.—E.W.B.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.F.H." (Heme Hill).—Paragon

two-stroke.

"C.J.W.T." (Sheringham).—Binks car-
buretter on T.T. Rudge Multi.
"A.R.K." (St. Leonards).—Dismantl-

ing and adjusting Sturmey hub gears.

RECOMMENDED ROUTE.
Bedford to H.veeow.—K.B.

Bedford, Elston, Luton, St. Albans,
Watford, Bushey Heath, Wealdstone,
Harrow. Approximately 40 miles.

B:R,MINGHA3r TO EXMOUTH.—O.L.
Birmingham, Bromsgrove, Worcester,

Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Bristol, Bridg-
water, Taunton, Wellington, Cullompton,
E.xeter, Exmouth,

London to Gloucester.—F.B.S.
London, Uxbridge, High Wycombe,

Stokenchurch, Oxford, Eynsham, Witney,
Northleach, Cheltenham, Gloucester.

Ealing to Wivelsfield.—G.F.C.
Ealing, Acton, Westminster, Brixton,

Streatham, Croydon, Purley, jNIerstham,

Redhill, Earlswood, Balcorabe, Haywards
Heath, Wivelsfield.

A Popular Lubricant.

We have been informed that, with one
exception, the competitors, in the Paris-

Nice Trial used Castrol oil.

A Useful Diary.

We are in receipt of a neat pocket diary

from Messrs. J. Blake and Co., 110-112,

Bold Street, Liverpool, which contains

much information of interest to the

motorist.

A.A. Popularity.

The membershiii of the Automobile
Association has recently passed the

100,000 mark, which is a figure never
previously attained by any motoring
organisation. Among the new members
is H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

Acetylene Lighting.

In the article entitled " Acetylene
Lighting at its Best," which appeared
in our issue, dated January 22nd, Mr.
R. Creak Davis, the author, who has had
a considerable experience of night riding,

expressed the opinion that the best
method is to light all three lamps of a-

sidecar outfit from one large generator,
with which opinion we agree. Messrs.
F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore Street, Bir-
mingham, now inform us that they are
niTirketing a new set on these lines,

which gives a sustained light for eight
consecutive hours with one charge. The
price is £8 8s. complete, ready for fixing.

MARCH 4th, ig20

Allon Motor Cycles.

Messrs. Alldays and Onions, Ltd., in-

form us that they are compelled to in-

crease the prices of their motor cycles,

the c?e luxe model now being priced at £85.

Catalogues Reg[uired.

The North London M.C.C. are de-

sirous of forming a libr.ary of makers'
catalogues for the use of members. Lt.

A. W. Day, Park Crescent, Finchley,
N.3, who has charge of the arrangements,
will be pleased to receive lists at the
above address.

Petrol-proof Enamels.
We learn that enamels in gold, black

and aluminium are now marketed by
Messrs. Balcon and Samuel, Ltd., 35,

Paradise Street, Birmingham, who claim
that they are quite unaffected by petrol,

spirit, acid, or heat up to 250° F. These
enamels also dry in a few minutes, and
should be of considerable use to motor
cyclists.

Leg-guards and Shields for Triumphs.

The combined leg-guards and under-
shield for Triumph machines, marketed
by Forfield Motors, Leamington, which
were described in our issue for February
12th, are now known as the Invincible,
and the price has been fixed at £4 IDs.

Messrs. Higgins and Collow, of Coven-
try, are the designers and manufactm'ers,
and Forfield Motors the sole selling

agents.

Increased Prices.

The Tamplin Engineering Co. informs
us that it has found it necessary to in-

crease the price of its cycle cars by 10%
upon all deliveries on and after February
21st. Having made arrangements for

trebling the output, the company expects
this price- to remain firm until September
next. Ariel Works, Ltd., have also in-

creased the price of their productions

THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

At the summit of Mont Agel competitors were entertained to tea by the Nice Golf Club. Our photograph shows a group of competing

machines outside the golf club house.
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Indians for Sale.

From the Advertisement columns of

cars and motor cycles in a big provincial

daily paper
Combinatii for Sale, good condition,

sitting; R.I.R.

"The Motor Cycle" Spring Number.
On March 25th the issue will be a

special Spring Number, greatly enlarged,

and containing features of interest to

actual and potential motor cyclists.

First Three Entries for the T.T.

D. S. Alexander, H. R. Harveyson,
jun., and F. W. Di.xoii have alreadv

entered for the T.T. They will ride

Indian SconU. the machine for wliich ('.

B. Franklin (himself a prominent T.T.
rider) is responsible. Franklin is now
permanently stationed at the Indian fac-

tory.

104 m.p.h.

On February 17th. at Dayton Beach,
Florida, U.S.A.. a motor cyclist named
Leslie is credited with riding a mile on a

Harley-Davidson twin in 51s. 39, which
equals a speed of 168.4 kilometres (104.6

miles) an hour. This time, if confirmed,

beats the record made by Jack Booth, the

Australian. Leslie rode two miles in

Im 12s 65 fix e mileb in 3m 2b 32, and a

kilometie in 21s 64.

Indian Runner Duults, 10/6 u, on,i,i.

Cock (with WiUiamson's), 25/-.—H.C.C,

Easter Checkers Required.

Any members of the M.C.C. who
would like to assist on the occasion of

the Jarrott Cup trial, to be run during

the Easter week-end. should communi-
cate with Mr. W. H. Wells, c/o the

Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 366-

368, Euston Road, London, N.W.I. A
few rooms have been engaged at the

Wellington Hotel, Minehead, near one
of the most interesting parts of the

course, in which Porlock and Lynton
Hills are situated. Volunteers are re-

quired to help at the controls.

Air Service for T.T.

If the T.T. races are held this year,

Messrs. J. Blake and Co., the Liverpool
motor cycle agents, will inaugurate an
aeroplane service between Liverpool and
the island for the convenience of the
A.C.U., competitors, and manufacturers
generally requiring spare parts. No
charge will be made. Messrs. Blake have
already acquired a three-seater Avro aero-

plane for this work and also for the con-
\enience of Mi J Giaham Reece,
M A E., the principal of the concern

Special JPeatures.

THE T.T. AND THE TRADE.
COLMORE CUP IRIAL.

OBSTRUCTION ON THE ROAD.

Sidecar outfits are not the best of vehicles to decorate tastefully, but this photograph, which
was taken during a battle of flowers at Nice, shows that charming effects can be obtained if

trouble and care are taken

Police Trap.

A police trap is working at Banstead,

at nine o'clock on Monday r«rnings, pre-

sumably with the idea of catching week-
enders. It is worked in two places, from
Borough Heath cross rpads and from
the Wheatsheaf corner. The trap is,- of

course, worked to catch motorists coming
into London.

Second-hand Prices.

Tlie total number of machines offered

for sale is about the same, but the prices

asked are, in many instances, slightly

higher. It is only reasonable to assume
that, with the approach of the Easter
holidays and the possibility of better

weather, the present high prices will be

maintained. Delivery of 1920 models is

slowly improving, and the prices of these

machines is steadily increasing, which
fact alone will tend to cause a greater

demand for second-hands.

Lowest and highest

A.I.S.. 1914, 6 h.p-. sidecar £160
1916 and later £l35;C230

Ari^l 6 7 h p 'idecir £155 £i75
Allon 2 ^aoke 2 sp ed £dO-£65
Bradburv 4 h p msle =pccd ^olo £35-£6s

4 h p -idec~r . £45-£l45
BSA, (i h p 3 speed sidecir /iio-£i25
Calthcrpe Jap 2 J h p 2 peed £37-i6o
Clyno ^ stroliP 2 spetd £i~~£^5

, 5 6hp 3 sp cd idecar £98-£i26
Douglas, 2! h p WD £3- -£75

4 }i p 3 peed id'c.j- £loo-£i6o
Cnfitld ( h p tiMii 2 peed £6o-£8o

6 h p idei ar £95-£i8o
Har]L\ DiMdbni 3 speed sidecar £l''5-£i85

Humlxr 3' '1 p flat iwin 191S £98-£i05
Indian 1914 7 9 1) P 2-spced =idecir £75-i95

1919 7 9 b P 3 speef" sidccai £lio-£l55
J-imes 2 btrol^e ^ speed £40-£6o

4}hp ideeir £?3-£l35
Le 1= 2+ h p =ir •;le peed £32-£43

2i h p ' sp'd £d2-£6s
M„tchle b M A G and \ irtorx models s car £l65-£i75
lve\\ Hudson 2' h-p,2 stroke 2 speed £4'5-£65

\en Inrpenal 22 h p , 2 speed £4d-£5^
Norton 3I h p TT £78

4 h p , 3 sp^d sidecar £i03-£i6o
P \ M 191Q 3"- h P solo . £93

1919 3^ h p =idecar £io3-£i2t
Ro\cr 191S 19 sJhp.TT £85

1914 3lhp 3 speed hub sidecar £67-£7o
191819 3^hp 3 sp c/sha£t s ^ar (ii>-'i3j

Rua„e Multl 3I h p £30 fyj
5 6 h p sidecar ^12^

Scot olo ^4 -^143
sidecar £80 ii5c

bu U m 191S 18 3} h p solo £loo-tii^
3^hp sidecar £iid-^i7o

Tr uuipt 3^ b p , single speed £jO-£-'^5

3^ h p 3 speed hub ^js £^7

„ 4 hp, 3 peed L /shaft, solo £j5-£iio

4 h.p., 3-speed c /shaft, sidecar . £9^C\72
„ 2^ b.p., 2-stroke £6^-£7o

Zenith, fi h.p., countershaft, sidecar £iio

„ 8 h.p., countershaft, sidecar £-Oq

Co
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A procession ot comptlito ^urleitr) Hill dunng the Colmore Cup trial last Saturday.

Petrol Prices Petition.

It is desirable that as many petition

forms as possible should be in the hands
of the A. A. before the 17th inst.

"The Motor Cycle" Index.

Headers wishing to purchase Indexes
and Binding Cases tor tlie volume of

The Motor Cycle, dating from July to

December last, can obtain these from
our publishers, Messrs. Iliffe and Sons,
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.O.
The price of the Index is 4d., and the
Binding Case 3s. lOd. (post free).

The Colmore Cup.

The trials organising secretary of the

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham
A.C. wishes to express his thanlts to the

Cheltenham M.C.C. for their help on
the occasion of tlie Colmore Cup Trial.

Mr. F. Corbett, of Steel's Garage,
kindly undertook the arrowing of

Gamble's Lane and the hairpin, and also

arranged the luncheon at Cheltenham.

Scottish Trials.

We understand, that the Scottish Six

Days event will this year be organised
by Messrs. Ackman Smith and L. B. C.

Cunningham, who have generously and
voluntarily offered their services for this

purpose. Several new features . will be
embodied this year. About midway in

the trial, competitors will be allowed to

change tyres, and every effort is being
made to eliminate the element of luck.

Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb.

An open hill-climb will be held on
Saturday, the 27th inst., at 2 p.m. sharp.
The hill will be chosen and made known
to cortipetitors in accordance with regula-
tions, and will be within easy di.stance of

London. In addition to members' events,
the following open events will take place :

there will also be open classes for

machines of 250 c.c, 500 c.c, 750 c.c,
and 1,000 c.c.

An Amalgamation Foreshadowed.

We hear a rumour that an amalgama-
tion is about to take place between
several firms in the motor cycle trade for

the purpose of producing a cheap utility

type motor cycle at a price which will

enable American competition Overseas to

be met. It will be an all-British pro-

duction.

The B.M.C.R.C.

Subject to the necessary repairs being
completed in time, Brooklands track will

be reopened to the public on Easter
iMonday, with an interesting programme,
under the auspices of the above club.

HAVE YOU SIGNED THE
PETROL PRICE PETITION?

The A.A. petition to the Premier
protesting against the present prices of

petrol is already a huge success, but the

larger the number of signatures secured

the greater will be the weight of the

petition, and we ask every reader, not

only to send in his own name, but to

secure the signatures of as many motoring

friends as possible.

EVERY SIGNATURE COUNTS!

Four sprint races (about three miles) for

the following classes of solo motor cycles

will be held : Two-strokes, not exceed-

ing 3O0 c.c, and all tvpes not exceeding

350 c.c, 500 c.c, and 1,000 c.c In
addition, two All-comers' Handicaps
(about 8^ miles), for solo machines and
three-wheelers (including sidecars), will

be contested. Mr. Alec Ross is present-

ing a trophy for men who have served,

or are serving, in H.M. forces. Prospec-
tive members should communicate with
the secretary of the British Motor Cycle
Racing Clnb, Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
The Mill House, Warlinghani, Surrey.

A.C.U. NOTES.
Annaal Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the

Auto-Cycle Union will be held at the

First Avenue Hotel, Holborn, London,
on Saturday, March 20th, at 3 p.m.,

and will be open to all members. .

Scooter Trial Postponed.
In view of the present manufacturing

difficulties, readers wUl not be surprised

to learn that the A.C.U. has decided

again to defer the promotion of the

scooter trial.

Important A.C.U. Decision—Advisory
Committees to be formed.

As is well known, the A.C.U. exercises

control over all open motor cycling com-
petitions in England and Wales. From
time to time various alterations are made
in the regulations for, and also in the

method ot, running such competitions,

to enable the Union to judge impartially

and to legislate as may be required by
the general advance of the pastime. The
Union has now decided to arrange for

the formation of two Advisory Com-
mittees, to which points may be referred

Avhen necessary. The Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union 'i

Ltd., is to be asked to nominate five of

its members, and the Institution of

Automobile Engineers to nominate two
ot its members, who together will form
Advisory Committee A, and the General
Committee of the Union will nominate
a certain number of licensed competition

riders, whether connected with the trade

or not, to form Advisory Committee B,

A Tourist Trophy Week.
A gala week in connection with th^

T.T. Races on June 15th and 17th id

being arranged by the Isle of Man local

authorities. Should the races be helj'

this year, the T.T. week would
doubtedly see the largest number of vi^

tors to the island.

fl
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.:yy^a COLKORE
TRIAL.

Rising Sun proved the worst hill of the trial. G. Dance (3J- Sunbeam sc.) who climheJ easily and well

GREASY ROADS CAUSE MANY FAILURES.

A SHORT fporting course, a fine daj',

an eaj'ly start, and good organisa-

tion. All these helped to make a

success of the Sutton Coldfield and North
Birmingham A.C.'s Colmore Cup Trial.

On arrival at the " George in the Tree
"

at Berkswell we found a busy scene in

progress. A goodly company of cars,

official and otiierwise, lined both sides

of the road. Competitors were busy witli

hot tea and linal -adjustments. Club
officials seemed to be everywhere, and
Messrs. Tom Silver and Aleo Ross were
preparing to get the men away to time.

A Representative Entry.

The entry comprised almost every well-

known nrake of machine, and amongst
the most interesting we noticed that
Albert JMilner's Diamond was fitted with
a. steel cylinder and inclined overhead
valve gear, the rockers being carried in

an aluminium bracket bolted to the cast
iron head. Greenwood's single-cylinder
Sunbeam and sidecar had the experi-
mental M-L lighting set incorporated
with the magneto. R. jMonk, who drove
the Premier three-wheeler, had the
designer as his passenger, and carried a
map of the course in a neat metal case
with rollers top and bottom, so that the
appropriate section with route and times
could be turned into position at will.

The A.B.C.- team—F. A. Applebee, E.
A. CoUiver, and E. Porter—arrived by
train looking very spick and span. The
flat twin Harley-Davidson, the Hender-
son, and N.U.T. machines also attracted
mirch attention. Punctually at eight
o'clock, the first competitor, W. B. Gibb,
was sent away. This well-known Douglas
rider bestrode one of the new sloping top
tube 2\ h.p. Levis two-strokes.

Trials in the Midlands are confined by
lack of hQls to two or three well-known
routes with, occasionally, slight modifica-
tions. The Sutton Coldfield and North

Birmingham Club went straight to the
point and took their competitors through
Kenihvorth, Warwick, and Stratford-on-
Avon to the Cotswold range. Up Saint-
bury Hill (where the flexibility test was
held), round the hairpin bend at the top,

and down Willersey, thence to Winch-
combe, up Sudeley, and on to the lunch
stop at Cheltenham, r\a Andoversford and
Roelgate. After lunch the features were

SHORT fflSTORY OF THE
COLMORE CUP TRIAL.

Organised by the Salion Coldfield and

North Birmingham A.C., this competition

was first held in 1911, when there were

forty-six starters. In 1912-13-14 there

were 104, 200, and 244 starters respec-

tively. In the latter event 125 competitors

made non-stop runs.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
W. D. South (.3| Scott).

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas).

1911

1912

1913

1914 . . Norman Lea (31 Lea-Francis).

the ascent of Gambles Lane (Rising Sun),

the Sudeley haii'pin, and the ascent of

Willersey Hill.

The course, which was the same as that

used for the 1913 Colmore Cup event, is

so well known that little arrowing was
needed, though all dubious turns were
clearly and efficiently marked. As far as

Saintbury Hill the com'se is so flat and
easy that there veas little of incident to

report, though patches of treacherous

grease, especially near Mickleton, were
sufficiently dangeroufi to cause the solo

riders to exercise caution.

The sky was still overcast as the com-

petitors swung left in Saintbury village

to tackle the first hill.

The Acceleration Test.

Saintbury Hill was in very fair condi-

tion. True, it was greasy, and, in

parts, there was loose metal. The aver-

age machine has improved so much since

it was last included in a trial that, as a

test hill, it could not have occasioned

much anxiety ; this year, again, the

organisers elected to hold a flexibility

test on the hill. To our mind the Sutton

Coldfield A.C. could have found a place

more suitable, as the test proved very

little regarding the capabilities of the

various machines. On the lower part of

the hill 100 yards had been measured
off, to cover which the competitors !iad

to take about 34 seconds ; the end of this

slow test marked the beginning of the

fast stretch of 100 yards. The differ-

ence between the two times was supposed

to show the flexibility of the machines,

but, as it happened, it merely illustrated

the ability of the various drivers.

Especially was this the case with the solo

riders, who displayed real skill in slow

riding and in retaining their seats on
accelerating for the fast stretch. In

some cases the machines slithered all over

the road in the grease, and it is safe to

say that the machines which had the

greatest accelerative powers depended en-

tirely upon the skill of their riders to

prove the fact. In this test there were
quite a large percentage of failures, due,

in most cases, to the state of the road.

F. A. Applebee (A. B.C.) probably gave

the star performance in this test from a

spectacular point of view. He covered

the slow portion at a speed little more
than the limit for balancing purposes,

and when he accelerated he skidded first

to one side of the road and then the

other, saving himself from falling by

CI 3
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The Colmore Cup Trial.^

vigorous digs at the banks, and
finally getting a;;vay with a terrific
burst. Colliver, on a similar
machine, gave a spectacular display
in climbing the hill- at speed.
McKeand (Harley flat twin) stopped,
as did F. W. Applebee (4^ B.S.A.),
who was first baulked by a visiting
car, and, on being given a second
chance, afterwards collided with an
Ariel on the upper stretch. Smythe-
man (Ivy) and his confrire, Sey-
mour Smith, on a similar machine,

MARCH 4th, ig20.

')oth failed on the upper stretch, the
atter having punctured.
On the whole the climbs were good.

Albert Milner (Diamond), H. E. Guest
(Hoskison), R. W. Duke (Triumph),
Blake-Marsh (Triumph sc), R. E. Pugh
(Levis), Porter (A.B.C.), Sealey (4^
B.S.A.), Strange (James), Gill (Alecto),

Reg. Brown (Sj Sunbeam sc), W. Has-
sall (Norton), Walker (3i Norton), H.

Watson (4 Norton sc), J. W. Stokes (6-7

Ariel sc), H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan),
H. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc), H. Stretton-

Ward (8 British Excelsior sc), Sadding-
ton (5-5 James sc), Chawner (Sj Sun-
beam sc), H. Boyton (James sc), and
L. H. Brown (5-8 Rex sc) all made fast

climbs.

H. Harper (8 JVIatchless sc.) stopped
with a slipping clutch, H. Nokis (Mar-

X

Sude'.ey was greasy and deeply

rutted.

(Top) Sealey (B.S.A.) and Harper

(Matchless sc.)

(Bottom) Ashby (Connaught) and

Strelton-Ward (8 British Excelsior).

'

loe) paddled, and C. F. Field

Hoskison) was slow, and skidded

a little.

\
Quite a number elected to play

for safety, by making a steady,

slow, and sure climb. Among
J these may be m.entioned : D. H.

Smith (31 Scott), Dance (3i Sim-

beam), R. G. Mundy (Levis), W.
R. Preston (Sunbeam), Mackay (Scale

two-stioke^, T. Busby (Verus), Clulee

(Allon), F. Porter (Levis), W. R. Urwin
(Levis), Bird (Verus), P. Newman (Ivy),

Poole (4^ B.S.A.), Petty (4 Norton sc),

Bladder (8 "New Imperial sc), and B.

Davis (4i B.S.A. sc).

G. Kuhn's Levis literally sang with
a very musical note up the hill, and

Two competitors in the flexibility test on Saintbury.
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Lane (4J B.S.A.) and a Morg^

accelerative powers were probably
lied only by the A. B.C. machines.
u'liing sharply to the right at the

nit of Saintbury, the competitors
A taken down Willersey, which
I* ed a difficult descent owing to the
iH -ious state of the hill. Thence on

'inchcombe and Sudeley.

1

le descent of Willersey gave the
s :i chance of seeing what they would
111 surmount at the final test of the

' iini.n, and it must be confessed that
h: tate of the surface was not encourag-

ih made light of the hill. Watson
<il ne (4 Blackburne) came up steadily.

i\ V. Glendinning (8 Blackburne and
c| climbed well, but had considerable

1'
I slip ; this, however, was common
ill passenger machines. C. A.

I e.iiid (4 Harley Davidson) came up
1 |iii\ver in hand, but the rear cylinder

an at a pretty spot near Saintbury. J. L. Stocks (6

seems to be rather in the mud. H.
Johnson (3^ N.U.T.) made a good ascent,
as did J. E. Greenwood (3^ Sunbeam sc),
but R. Charlesworth (5 Zenith) got into

a rut and charged the bank. At a second
attempt, however, he ascended at a fine

speed. F. J. Watson (6.7 Ariel sc.) came
up well, and R. M. Brown (4 Norton sc.)

made a good steady climb. It was notice-

able that he had a box on the carrier, and
extra weight in this position is a good
plan for any passenger machine when
there is plenty of power in hand, as it

mitigates wheel slip. W. A. Fell Smith's
7-9 Harley Davidson outfit was missing
badly as it passed us, but there was no
question of lack of power even under
these circumstances. J. C. Walker (2|
Edmund-Jap) climbed steadily, but un-
fortunately skidded and fell near the top
of the hill. T. W. Milner (4 Norton)
made a good climb, and was followed by

-7 Ariel sc.) climbing Sudeley

J. N. Roberts (2^ Verus), who was
forced to get off and run.

H. R. Guest (2| Hoskison) made an
exceptionally good climb. 0. G. Smart
(8 Sunbeam sc.) failed to get over the

last bit of the hill. Sub-Lieut. Jameson,
R.N. (10 Henderson) was badly baulked
by Smart, but made a good climb, having
plenty of power in hand, as might be
expected of a 10 h.p. four-cylinder solo

machine.
There followed a succession of com-

petitors who mostly made good ascents.

The outstanding features were Albert
Milner's o.h.v. Diamond, which has a

crisp, clean exhaust note, E. A. Colliver,

whose A. B.C. came up at a great speed,

Geoffrey Davison (single-geared Coulson),

who came up very well, but whose engine
appeared to fail quite suddenly just

round the last bend, E. Porter (A. B.C.),

who, like Colliver, made a fast climb;

The cross guUeys on Rising Sun caused trouble. H. Riley (Enfield sidecar) has just crossed the last and worst of the series.
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The Colmore Cup Trial.—

W. Hassall (3i Norton single-geared).;

G. Kuhn (2^ Levis), who made a wonder-
ful climb for such a small machine ; J.

B. Blake-March (4 Triumj)h sc), whose
performance was extremely fine ; G. W.
Walker (3^ Norton single-geared), who
was badly baulked at the top ; W. L.

Danskin (34 Eover sc), steady and good ;

and F. Porter (2i- Levis). Failures

which were more than anything due to

the surface included Lt. Evans-Greaves,

R.N. (3i Lea-Francis), R. E. Pugh (2i

Levis), Stanley Gill (3i Alecto), C. F.

Field (2J Hoskison), R. 0. Chawner f3i

Sunbeam sc), and A. E. Mackay (Scale).

Taking the performances as a whole,

peihaps the most noticeable points weie

the spoitni? chmbs uf tlie suiL,le geared

Norton carrier to help obtain wheel grip,

J. N. Roberts (Verusj turned right round
on the grease, and Riley (8 Enfield sc.)

failed owing to repeated front wheel skids.

Greenwood {3^ Sunbeam sc.) climbed
steadily and without undue wheel slip,

and iMilner (Diamond) made a good per-

form;! nee on the lower slopes, as did

Jameson (Henderson), Eric Williams (3^
N.U.T.), F. Arbuckle (3-^ Humber), Tom
Peek (3i Ariel), L. Newey (Ariel), G.

Dance (5i Sunbeam sc), H. Smytheman
(5 Ivy). D. H. Smith (3|- Scott), R. W.
Duke' (4 Triumph), J. B. Blake-Marsh (4

Triumph sc), T. Busby (2i Yerus), whose
stand was trailing, L.'Sealey (4J- B.S.A.),

and G. A. Strange (5^ James). At the

top of the hill there were many failures,

higely owing to the fact that much wheel

MARCH 4th, ip2i

taken and the total space available

no more than the width of the av;

country lane.

The driver of the Premier Rum
smartly used his reverse gear, and

point was debated whether such v

be regarded as a stop. L. H. B
(5-8 Rex sc.) found his wheelbase wa
long to get round, so he charged the

and simply reversed by running ba(

The Competitors' Waterloo.

When such exponents as W. B.

(Levis)—to that point prime favc

for the trophy—tound it necessar

put his foot down, it will be apprec
that it required more than average
and lucjc to get round without putti

foot to the gronnd.
Rather more than half the numbi

starters were successful in negoti

the coiner, however.
Thence through Broadway to Wille

the surface - of which was rough
stony. There was, however, a na

track of fairly good going close tc

left-hand hedge, and..most solo riders

succeeded in sticking to this made -

Denley cuts "the hail pin'

with his Moigan, while Watson
(4 Norton sc.) has to usr

his full lock.

Noitrns, the fine peifoimames
of the Le\is and A.B C
machines. the wondeifulh
steady clmibs ot the light

"^
two stiokes, such as; the Rj,
Veins. AIloii, James, etc.,
and the ';teadA pulling of the
James, EnheW, and Excelsioi
sideiai outfits

Flora Sudcley to Cheltenham the loads
were mostly greasy and treacherous, and
tlie two-hour lunch stop proved a wel-
come rest.

After lunch there were but a few miles
to cover before the piece, ch re-nstancc—
the ascent of Gamble's Lane. A crowd
gathered at the top, but, in spite of the
fact that the gradient at the foot is not
SI. severe, the greasy surface was so
tieatheiTius that the lower slopes were
certainly the most trying part for all but
the lightweights.

Those who had previously shone mostly
retained their reputation, particularly
among the .smaller machines, which
seemed to hold the road in the grease
inHnitely better than the heavy brigade.

Failures and " footing " on the grease
were, almost too frerjuent to mention.
Seymour Smith (5 Ivy) had trouble with
his gears at the foot of the hill. Charles-
worth slid into the ditch repeatedly, but
finally got away after receiving assistance.
K. M. Brown's passenger leaned over the

slip on the lovyer stages had uiiJulj heated
up the engines. Amongst these were
McKeand (4 Harley-Davidson), Glenden-
nmg (8 Blackburnesc), Walker (Edmund),
ililner (Diamond), Roberts (Verus), Har-
per (Matchless sc), Smytheman (Ivy),
Monk (Premier three-wheeler), Blake-
Marsh (4 Triumph sc). Busby (Verus),
Denley (Morgan), Gill (Alecto), Porter
(Levis). A,shley (Connaught), Nokis
(.Marloe), Walker (Norton), P. Newman
(Ivy), Urwin (Levis), Heather (B.S.A. sc),
and Brown (8 Rex sc).

The Hairpin.-

After leaving Rising Sun the route lay
along the main road to Winchcombe, from
which town arrows directed the competi-
tors into Sudeley Park for the hairpin
bend test and back again on to the main
road at a point already passed.
The hairpin bend is a very sharp V,

formed where two narrow farm tracks
converge. As the course was arranged,
a very sharp right-hand turn had to be

ascents. The giease pio\ed lou n

many, and the stones weie the Wi
of others. Stanley GiU (Alecto) ra bl

side Jiis mount. D. H. Smith (3J )tl

' fell ill the stones. F, W. Ap K
(B.S.A.) fell W. Hassall and (fl
Walker, on their single-geared Ni i|

made \ery sporting attempts ; the f *
- skidded and fell on the very last b.. '

and the latter failed just below lun

Kuhn made a fine climb, but inoiiiei

touched the ground with his foot.

S. Morgan made a fast ascent. Iii

wheel shooting out stones, but
Denley, had been sirffering from u'

trouble. R. C. Atcherley (4 Tri i|*

fell after a plucky struggle. HiJ

Reed (8 Dot sc), going well,"shavciwii

A. W. Thrush (4 Triumph sc.) "l"

failed. D. Heather (B.S.A. sc, }'<

failed, as did L. H. Brown (8 RcsO'

The best climbs which we noteL"'"*

made by P. Newman (3 Ivy), T. /W
(23 Connaught), H. J. StrettoriVai

(British Excelsior sc), and the 5-6'*
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iven by H. Boyton, H. H. Sad-
aiid G. Stobart.

? remainder of the run home was
At the finish there was some talk of

), ^iiit the performances on Gambles
"wini; to the state of the surface.
^vould be many to welcome this

>tiiin, though it would be hard on
v> ho made clean ascents, and the

- quite clirabable with • careful

iiicial results will be announced
«eek.

LIST OF STARTERS.
. B. Gibbs (21J Levis).
A. McKeand (4 Harley-Dividsottl.
AV. Glendinnmg (8 Blackburne).

ymour Smith (3 Ivy).
pt. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne).
E, Greenwood (3V. Sunbeam sc).
\V. Milaer (4 Norton),
pt. R. Cliarlesworth (5 Zenith).
Johnson |3"-. N.U.T.).
T. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc).
I'. Walker (2:i Edmund-J.A.P.).

'l>t. M. Brown (4 Norton sc).
iK-rt Jfilner (214 Diamond).
.\. Fell-Smith 17-9 Harley-Davidsoa so.).
N. Roberts (2V> Verus).

. Evans-Greaves." E.N. (3V' Lea-Francis),
b-l.t. Jameson, R.N; (lo" Henderson).
R. Guest (2*1 Hoskison).
G. Smart (8 Sunbeam sc. .

ic Williams (3"A N.U.T.).
Arbuckle yiV., Humber).
James (Morgan, M.A.G.).

j
Lane (41.I B.S.A.).
Lidstone (2^4 James).
P. G. Vale (3V. Norton).

' Noms (10 Reading-Standard 3C.).

;
A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.).
C. de la Hay (sy. Sunbeam).

\

JHrey Davison (Coulson-B).
Riley (8 Royal Enfield so.).
she Paynter (4 Blackburne).

E. Mo
D. H.
W. E.

G. Dance (3i.. Sunbeam).
E. A. Colliver (3 A.B.C.)
Bert Kershaw (2i;> Verus)
H. Harper (8 Matchless st

Rex Mundy (214 Levis).
H. Smvtliem.iu |3 Ivy).

nk (7.9 Premier ruo
Smith (3"H Scott).

Preston (S'.i, Sunbeaml.
Macka-' (Scale).

E. W. Ihike (4 Triumph).
J. li. Bliike-Marsh (4 Triumph
E. E. Pugh (214 Levis).
E. i'orter (3 A.B.C).
T. Bushv (21/. Verus).
H. B. Dinlev (8 Morgan).
L. Scaler (4>4 B.S.A.).
G. A. Strauge (3V> James twin),
L. E. Clulee (Alldays Allon).
Stanley Gill (3V. Alecto).
Eeg. Brown (Sunbeam so.).

A. E. Wood (4Vi B.S.A.).
W. Hassall [Zy, Norton

utl.

Field (2% Eloskison).
H. H Saddington (5 Ja
E. C. Ohawuer |3.'<, Sunb
J. H. Walker '4 Triumph).
\V. L. Danskin (3Ki Eover so.).

H. Bovton (5-6 James sc.|.

'S. A. Hoult (8 Matchless sc).
C. G. Smith (Norton sc).
H. J. Willis (10 Heading-Standardj
F. A. Watson (314 Sunbeam sc).

P. G. Dallison (S;-, Ivy).

F. H. Brown (8 Eex sc).
G. Stobart (5-8 James sc).
A. W. Sims (6.8 Acme sc).
H. Edwards-Cox (two-stroke Pearson
A, Hal'am (2>4 Douglas).

•Retired.

Norton).
VI. IVIIIIU l,iVj UBVIS;.
F. Porter (2% Levis).
H. Watson (4 Norton sc)
H. Noki« (Marloe).
W. E. Urwin (2V' Levis).
B. L. Bird (2% Verus).
J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc).

W. E. Smith (4 Triumph).
J. Cooper (SV-, Norton).
P. Newman (3 Ivy).

H. Morgan (Morgan).
H. Poole (414 B.S.A.).
H. Petty (Norton).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
B. Davis (4Vj B.S.A.).
H. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc).
Wm. Eatclifle (3^. Brough).
W. Blumfleld (6-7"Ariel ac).
S. T. Ashby (2% Connaught).
H. Seed (8 Dot sc).
•A. Roberts (2% Dot-Jap).
R. 0. Atcherley (4 Triumph).
A. W. Thmsh (4 Triumph so.).

F. HeaMier [Vi B.S.A. 80.).

H. J. Stretton-Ward (6 British Excels!

INCIDENTALLY.
A new two-stroke was seen near

Willersey. It is said that a well-known
firm is experimenting in this direction.

H. J. Willis, who rode a 10 h.p.

Readinff-Standard (solo), drove consist-

ently, but at the finish he fainted. His
first fear on coming round was that he
was behind time.

Mr. H. F. S. Morgan emulated his per-

formance of 1913 in the Sudeley Park
hairpin. He rode up the bank with his

left front wheel and saved his machine
from turning over by forcing it back to

the normal with his hand on the ground.
He did not stop.

The modern two-stroke is no longer a
toy. Some of the best climbs of the (iay

were accomplished by Levis, In'j', and
Hoskison two-strokes.

L
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THE annual meeting of Northern motor
cyclists and the rallying of clubs,
which takes place at Easter at

Richmond, promises to be even more
popular this year than ever.

As the earliest of club rallies, this
meeting has always been reported and
illustrated in The Motor Cycle, and
although the lack of new models rather
hampered its success in 1919 it was
attended as well as could be expected.

THE RICHMOND MEET.
On February 21st representatives of the

York, Barnsley, Hartlepool, Northern,
Ilkley, Hull, Wakefield, Linthorpe, and
Leeds Clubs, also of the N.E.A.A.,
A.C.U., and N.M.C.F.U. discussed ar-

rangements for the 1920 meet, which will

take place as usual on Good Friday, and
it was decided that a prize (probably a
cup) will be awarded to the club with
the greatest percentage of paid up mem-
bers present, taking mileage also into

account. (Competing clubs must ad\

the hon. assist, sec, Mr. A. K. Proci

28, Gillygate, York, of their total num
of paid-up members on or bef

March 27th.

Manufacturers will be asked to si

new models to the meet, and prizes ^

be awarded to the smartest outfit i

also to the most novel and ingeni

idea which is incorporated on any mo
cycle present.

SUSPENSION OF THE CLYNO BY THE A.C.U.
LAST November the A.C.U. suspended

the Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd.,
for a breach of the regulations of

the Competitions Committee. We have
received the following letter from the
company explaining how the misunder-
standing which led to their suspension
arose, and we are glad to note that the
matter is now at an end :

Sir,—It would appear that considerable
misunderstanding seems to have arisen in

reference to the Clyno 1,800 miles trijil

which was advertised in j'our paper some
weeks ago.

The trial in question, as was indicated

in the motor cycling press at the time,

was undertaken as a result of the C. i:nd

M.C.M. and T.U. Ltd.'s decision that no
trade representative should compete in

the Scottish Six Days Trial.

Exception was taken to the advertise-

ment on the ground that it was a breach
of Open Competition Rule No. 107 of the

Auto Cycle tjnion, which prohibits any
manufacturer from taking part in any i n-

authorised trial and obtaining extensive
advertisement therefrom. The A.C.U.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

The date of the next meeting has been
altered to March loth. All members
please note.

Motor Cycling Club.

It is desired to emphasise the fact that
members who have changed their ad-

dresses during the past four years should
immediately notify the hon. secretary,

JMr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower Place,

London, W.C, as to their present
address.

Bath and West of England M.C.

The twenty-four-hour reliability trial

to Land's End and back is arranged for

the 12th and 13th inst., and is open to

motor cycles, sidecar outfits, light cars,

and cars. Entry forms will be received
by the secretary, Mr. C. B. Newman, 20,
Stall Street, Bath, up to the first post
on Monday next.

Inter-club Hill-climb.

The contest between the Ystalyfera
M.C.C. and the Neath and District M.C.
took place on the 21st ult. at a selected
hill near Ci-ynant. New Imperial and
Douglas machines proved winners in the
lightweight class, and the 500 c.c. class
was won by a Norton machine, which
made fastest time of the day.
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requested that the advertisements should
be withdrawn at once, and that an ex-

planation should appear in the Press.

In view of the fact that this request
was made to a London representative of

the company, the matter did not receive

serious consideration until official notifi-

cation was received by the- directors in

Wolverhampton, when steps were at once
taken to meet the A.C.U. to discuss the

matter.

In the meantime, the Competitions
Committee of the Union had passed a

resolution to suspend the Clyno Engineer-
ing Co. No reason, however, was pub-
licly stated. On the company objecting

to this procedure, and requesting that the
question might be fully discussed, every
facility was at once granted them, and a
representative of the company was en-

abled to discuss the matter with the Com-
petitions Committee. At this meeting it

was submitted by the company that the

use of the word "trial " in the advertise-

ment did not imply that the trial has
been ofiicially observed. It was admitted
that the Committee were perfectly justi-

CLUB NEWS.
North London M.C.C.

An informal lecture will be given by
Major Dixon Spain, A.C.U., at the Orange
Tree Hotel, Friern Barnet, at 7.45 p.m.
For the 14th inst. a paperchase has been
arranged, and on the 28th inst., a run to

Stevenage will take place.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

A feature of the half-day trial for the

Longman trophy was the excellent show-
ing of the " single solos." True, the

. winner was Malone on a big twin sidecar

;

but second, third, and fourth places were
won by Tilt, Sharatt, and Boya respec-

tively, all mounted on solo Triumphs.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

The opening run will be held on the

20th inst., and all members are desired

to attend if possible.

The secretary, Mr, H. A. Browning,
Loftus Hotel, Earl's Court, London,
S.W.5, will be glad to he^ir from pro-
spective members.

Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
On the 7th, 14th, and 21st inst. short

runs will be held, starting from the
Esplanade at 10 a.m. The opening run
to Tunbridge WeUs will be held on the
28th inst., starting at 9.45 ajn. Mem-
bers are requested to make arrangements
for their own luncheons.

fied in interpreting their own rule in

sense that it was intended to be re

but it was suggested that the rule sho

be revised so that no doubt of the im
pretation could arise.

The Chairman then stated that
Committee were satisfied that the i

was sufficiently clear, and tjjat if

company were now prepared to ackn
ledge that the wording of the advert

ment was such as might lead the pu
to believe that it referred to the ac

trial, and that the company had th

fore—although not knowingly

—

tr

gressed the rules of the Union, then
Committee would at once terminate
suspension.

We write, therefore, that this

understanding as regards the A.(

Competition Rules may be explai

and would add that in our opinion
A.C.U. has not only given every fa(

for clearing up the misunderstanding,

has acted rightly with a view t-

guarding the interests of the

cycling public.

Clyno Engineering Co., Ifl

Launcestou and District M.C
Several sporting events have

arranged for the future, mcluding a
stop run to Truro on Easter Mom"
speed contest on April 29th, an,

reliability trial to Exeter and bad
Whit-iMonday. JNIr. Maurice Prout, (

thorne, Launcestou, will be pleasci

give any information.

York and District M.C.

A very comprehensive programing
been arranged for 1920, including
York-Edinburgh-York event, whiclj
hoped to hold on August 2nd. On-(
Friday the opening run (to Ridfe
Meet) will take place, and all

are earnestly requested to partiSi;

Cups have been kindly promised
President, the Palmer Tyre. Lt^
j\lr. C. S. Russell. Besides thegff,

medals are also given.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The opening run will take placfr:,0

27th inst., when all motor cyol^
invited to attend. Further palji
will be announced later. The Viciar;

trial will be held on April 24th. for
'

the premier awards will be the.V
cup, the Duke cup, and a cup for

weights, in addition to gold aiid

medals.

J
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I News.

—

Cambridge University M.C.C.

II Inter-Uiiivorsilv (Oxlov.l r. Ciim-

ge) liill ilinib 'will l,u licUl on
cliTlh, whioli, it is Ii()|H'c1. will iillract

insidorable luimljoi' of I'litrics.

Bsrgoed and District M.C.

Ithoii^li riH'oiilly I'oniiod, tlii' cluh is

pressing rapidly. The president is

I F. ]f. i;icliards, J. P., and several

cntial gontlc'inen are nominated as

presidents. It has been decided to

ate to the A.C.U. The hon. sec. is

C. A Stephenson, 92, Gilfach Street,

;oed.

Proposed Mansfield Club.

is proposed to I'cnni a club for Mans-
and district, and with this object

iow, a general meeting will be held
ho .Ma.sons' Arms, Leeming Street,

: slicld, on Wednesday, the 10th inst.,

p.m. All motor cyclists and cycle

owners are invited, and it is hoped
all old members will be present.

Glasgow Western M.C.C.

particularly sporting route has been
ted for the Open Reliability Trial,

\ held on Saturday, 6th inst., for the

ler Trophy. Rest and be Thankful,
other well-known hills, are included,

e also others which have not yet been
ded in any trial of note. Entry
3 mav be obtained from the trials

tary.'JIr. J. Bell, 250, Great Western
, Glasgow.

Penzance and District M.C.

enjoyable run to Helston took

recently, being the first event of

recently-formed club. About twenty-
nembers attended, and the enthu-
shown augurs well for the coming

1. It is proposed to hold club runs
ridays and Saturdays, to organise

jtitions, and to arrange occasional

es on technical subjects. The hon.

Mr. J. S. Paul, 95, Market Jew
, Penzance, will give all informa-
to interested motorists, and it is

considerably to increase the pre-

membership totr»l of sixty.

"3F^uture (Tlub Cvcnts.
VIK «. -(,7, i.si.viir II- i:sri-:UN M.c.c. oi'KN

iiKi.i.i nil. II) Tin.ii,.
M(u. Ii. Mi,l,llra,\r IIC.C. Oiiening Dinner and

Me
;. Ilorlicslcr, Chatlmm. and District M.C.
Sliorl linn.

?. -; h unit DiHtriil M.C. Mr. Water-
l,rt,:\ Uiui. MrrI ll„nrlri/.

.V. Iln ,i,,i<.ih,i,„ II (' r I'nntomime Night.
,v. s»r.„„ i'.,l,li,,l,l ,nul N. Birmin.ihum
.1 (' r.tiihniiiiH.- :\i.ilil.

a. iv;,<( ;,«„,,(,,;o(e M.U.V. Annvat Ball.
III. Hiiibiton and District M.C.C. First

I in, mil Concert.
-Coicntry and Warwickshire M.C. Open

I! an.
Vi. -Clirll
HrlU- V,

M C. and L.C.C. Mcetjng.

iiniii 11,in to Brighton.
I',.- i;,„l,,si,r. i:i,,itl,„iii. and District MC.

.^1,1,1 1 11,1 „.

II,.—.\oilli London M.C.C. Papcrchasc.
Vi.Surbiton and District M.C.C. Openino

ll-r)or,-licstci M.C. and L£LC. Opening
l!,in to Bournemouth.

Sn.—Homc Co,i„lics Clnbs' Reliability Trial.
Sl.-Racl,esler. Chatham, and District M.C.
Slio.t ll,in.

;:. I.Ulan „n,l S. Berfs. AC. Oprning J!,in.

It,

I

,,l lr,slr,,:t MC
1/ ' Ji,in to Stevenage,

.ipr. '.-rbnui.un, ; .. n / M.C. and L.C.C
Jlclinbil,t„ / :.; / '. ,.. and Return.

Apr 5-5.-Edinl,u,.il, „„,/ IhMiict M.C. Run to
Westv,orbn„l ll,ll-,luuli.

Apr. i.Scarborou.ih M. and M.C.C. Staxton mil
climb.

Apr. 6.-Launceston and District M.C. Non-stop
Run.

Apr 5.— Leeds and District M.C. Run to Staxton
Hillclimb.

Apr. 10.--Edinburgh and District M.C. Opening
Run.

Apr. lu.—Lvton and S. Beds. A.C. Reliability
Trial.

Apr. 19.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Reliability
Trial.

Apr. H.—tuton and S. Beds. AC. Hill-climb.
Apr. S9.-Launccston and District M.C. Speed

New Birmingham Club.

A new club is being formed for the
Edgbaston Harborne, and Bearwood
districts, and all motor cyclists are in-

vited to attend a meeting which will be
held at the King's Head Hotel, Hagley
Road, at 7 p.m. to-morrow. The
temporary hon. sec, Mr. J. C. Ireland,
Connemara, Lordswood Road, Harborne,
will be glad to hear from any prospective
.supporters.
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Wellingborough and District M.C.C.

A new club is beiiig forniod, and all

prospective members are requested to

apply to the hon. sec, Mr. S. A. Light,

I4a, Cambridge Street, Wellingborough.

Derby and District M.C.

This club, which in open to owners of

motor cycles and liy;ht cars, has now
been reorganised. The hon. secretary,

Mr. L. Farmer, 11, Wheeldon Avenue,
Derby, will be glad to furnish all parti-

culars to prospective members.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

This club has a very comprehensive
programme, including several hill-climbs

and speed events, in addition to the
usual strenuous one day trials. Messrs.
McGregor and Cunningham are working
out a new formula, which will be re-

ceived with interest.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

The Club Handbook, wliirli includes
an attractive list of events loi' 1920, and
a complete summary of the Club Rules,
is now ready. Any interested motorists
should communicate with the hon. sec,
i\lr. Ci. S. Davison, 16, Bute Street,

Luton.

Leeds and District M.C.

Mr. iMitchell's run to Appletreewick
took place on the 22nd ult. , and was
much enjoyed by all participants, in-

cluding several ladies, who rode solo

machines. Members are requested to

note that the run on Easter Monday
will be to Staxton hill climb, and not
to Bridlington, as printed on the fixture

card.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

A meeting was held on the 21st ult.,

when the usual business was transacted.

An excellent programm.e of events is

assured, and three Silver Challenge Cups
are already promised. It is hoped to

have these on view at the next meeting,
which will take place on Saturday next,

at the Rose Hotel, High Street, Bed-
ford. Local motor cyclists are invited

to communicate with the hon. sec, Mr.
-fl. H. Berrie, Goldington, with a view
to joining the club.

The start of the opening run of the recently formed Penzance and District Motor Club to

Helston and Porthleven. The successful inauguration of the club was due to the A C.U.
marshal (standing second with a Matchless outfit).
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A HAND ELECTRIC
TAIL LAMP.

EVERY development of electric light-

ing is being watched with the
greatest interest by motor cyclists.

Even if the tail light only is lighted by
electricity a certain amount of trouble

is saved, and a particularly neat tail

lamp outfit has lately been introduced

by Messrs. Yernon Wright and Co.,

Fulwood House, Holborn, London,
W.C.I.
The tail lamp itself is intended to be

bolted directly on to the number-plate, on

The Bipol accumulator and tail lamp.

to .which it throws a white light, while

it displays a red light to the rear. Con-

siderable interest, moreover, is attached

to the battery, which is made by the

well-known firm of engineers, Messrs.

Cireenwood and Batley. It is an accu-

mulator known as the Bipol, and is a

very excellent substitute for the ordinary

dry cell, combined with a much greater

capacity. It can also be stored inde-

finitely, without deterioration, and, when
charged, can be kept for three months
without fear of loss of current or of

sul^jhating.

The Bipol accumulator, showing the wooden

plate into which the paste is pressedr

The accumulator is unspillable, as the

electrolyte is absorbed by means of glass

. wool. The paste is carried in wood
frames, without lead grids, and the

complete accumulator is 25% lighter

than the ordinary pattern.

The type siliiplied for a tail lamp !s

2 volt 5 ampere hours, and this lights a

2 volt .3 ampere bulb. A set is flow

made for scooters, with a 4 volt head

lamp bulb, and later on complete motor

cycle lighting sets will be placed on the

market.
It is interesting to learn tliat large

quantities of these batteries are benig

supplied for the hand lamps used by the

Metropolitan police.

C28

A CHEAP FIRE
EXTINGUISHER.

IT is not often that a fire extinguisher

is required by the average nioto_r

cyclist, but when it is required it is

wanted badly, and if one is to hand it

repays the outlay its in-

stalrnent has involved.

The majority of fire ex-

tinguisher's are too ex-

pensive to receive the

consideration of the
motor cyclist, who would
be prepared to pay up
to about half a guinea

for such garage equip-

ment. Mr. H. Bull-ough,

of 46,' Market Street,

Manchester, is market-
ing the Viper fire extin-

guisher, which retails at

8s. 6d., and consists of a

tube 20in. X 2|in., filled

with a powder having
fire extinguishing proper-

ties. We are told that
it instantly extinguishes

paraffin, petrol, benzole,

electrical and other fires

that cannot be con-

quered by water, but it

contains no acids likely to

damage fabrics, machinery,
or electric wiring. The
extinguisher should be
suspended from a strong
hook in the garage wall.

n

AN INGENIOUS MOTOR
CYCLE STEERING LOCK.

THE Dakin steering wheel lock was
referred to in our Show Report, but
we have lately been enabled to see

the lock in pieces, and are, consequently,

able to describe it to our readers. It is

quite ingenious, and should be a certain

means of securing a motor cycle from
theft in so far that when it is in use the

machine cannot be run or wheeled.

A boss, so shaped that it can be con-

veniently placed against any portion of

the steering tube of the frame is sweated
on to the tube. Then a hole is drilled

and tapped to take the main lock portion,

-

which contains a fixed ring on which
letters and figures are inscribed, and a

eliding locking pin, from which steel pegs
protrude to engage with slots in the other
two lettered rings. This member is then
screwed in position with the lettered rings

in place, and to secure it finally a cap
is used, which is

threaded to take
the threaded
portion of the

MARCH 4th, jg20.

locking pin. On screwing up the i

tightly a split ring is forced into a. grc

inside the main body, with the res

that it is securely locked, rendering'

impossible to withdraw the lock from '

head. I

It is, of course, also necessary to ;ri!

the inner tube inside the steering coltii

To lock the steering colunm it is n&i

sary to rotate the cap in a clookv]

direction, and then break the comb
tion of letters. On, the cap being,

screwed tfce pin is withdrawn audi

machine is ready to be driven
but before doing this the owner
again break the combination of lett!

thus preventing any possibility of

lock engaging itself en route.

device is sold by Messrs. Herbert'
Dakin, Ltd., 31-33, High Holl:

London, W.C.I.

SPARK PLUG TESTEF

AN ingenious device designed to

the spark to be actually seen i

compression has been pateutei

Mr. Davis, of Sutton Coldfield, at

being manufactured and placed on

market by Messrs. Davis, Osborn,

Clarke, of 46, Hunton Road, Erdin
Birmingham.

Briefly, the device consists of an (

vation window embodied in a T si

fitment which screws into the spa

plug hole and receives the plug i

The Davis spark tester.
;

tested. A mica window is in axial
i

ment with the plug in order that
j

patterns wherein the spark occurs
the body of the plug may he li

observed. With a short litmeii'

charge fires every time ; but, with
one, about every fourth time;' the:

mediate misses, enabling the fori i

character of the spark to bi; seen, fl

Made in solid brass and a varij

heights to suit all engines, the pti*

been provisionally fixed at 6s. to -''

according to size and pattern.

The Dakin lock,

adapted to a motor

cycle head.

Gjmponents of the Dakin lock. Reading from

left to right : The main boss, two loose lettered

rings, the main portion of the lock, locking cap.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

'EBTISEMENTS m these columns
12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

jrged double rate. Each paragraph is

5eparatel,v. Name and address must
ited. Series discounts, conditions, and
terms to regular trade advertisers will

id on application.

Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor
iments should be made payable__^---5r'
'E & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—-&—

'

f Notes, being untraceable if lost in

should not be sent as remittances.

vertisaments m this section should be
niel with remittance, and be addressed
flees of • The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
jondon, E,r;.4, or 19, Hertford Street,

i

. To ensure insertion letters should
d in time to reach the olTiees of " The
3ycle." by the first post on Friday
previous to the day of issue,

ters relating to advertisements should
I number which is printed at the end of

I
ertisement, and the date of the issue

I
it appeared.

I jprietors are not responsible for clerical

rs' errors, although every care is taken
mistakes.

IMBBRED ADDRESSES.
convenience of advertisers, letters may be
to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
IS desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
and to cover postage on replies must be added
ertiseraent charge, which must include the
100, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
in the advertisement. AH replies should be

fo. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.
lies to Box Number advertisements containing
Jioulti be sent by registered post, but in all such
tdvisabk to make use of the Deposit System.

Q of motor cycles offered for sale under a box
it (s unusualfor these to be sold without first

ledby the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

^ ilness by embodying Id their advertisements
I 9Q ot the district in which the machine

b6 seen and tried.

r DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
10 hesitate to send money to unknown persons
perfect safety by availing tliemselves of our
em. If the money be deposited witli " Ttie
" both parties are advised of this receipt,
allowed for a decision after receipt of the
e days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
[le seller, but, if not, we return the amount
iter, and each party to the transaction pays
way. For all transactions up to £io, a

f< if 1 1- is charged; on transactions over ^lo
p. the fee is 2 /6 : over £50 and under £75, 5 /-

;

1 under fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
'„. All deposit matters are dealt with at
e. [. London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money
I - made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
1> ' at the end of an advertisement is an

1! I lie advertiser is willing to avail himself of
^ "-tiMU. Other advertisers may be equally

i i\v- not .advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
lei who reply to advertisements and receive no
to. ,eir enquiries are requested to regard the
>s

I

Indication that the goods advertised have
be disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
n«l es that it is quite impossible to reply to
« I lost.

MrOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

*^-; hat offers ? Deliverv promised in March.—
''•' ;ii, Dalriada, Worthing. [5642

: oiit paid December, 1918; what offers.—
5. Uiggmdale Rd., S.W..16. [6247

it place agents' list; £10 deposit March.
iiac oflers for option?—Box 1.940. c/o
-»''' [6307

5 deposit paid March. 1919, London agent;
very soon; what offers option '—Soulko?-

'.
;

-toria St., S.W.I. [S955
*3 •—A.B.C. Skootamota; deliveries have now
TAi ^"Rj *,' gns.—From the Lancashire agents,
'OS , the Motor House. Tel. : 1288. [3496

WAUCHOPE'S
WISDOM.

T T tE do not claim any super-

I/j/ abundance of this all-

y Y valuable facultj-, but there
are a few things we have

learnt in the motor business, which
renders deahng with us particularly

satisfactory to buyers of motor
cycles and light cars. We have, in

course of our historj', been " up
against" many difficulties, arising

from a multitude of causes which the
average person uninterested in motor
manufacturing and distributing

organisation knows nothing of. In
recent days, tor instance, there have
been very abnormal difficulties

resulting from the protracted moulders'
strilce, and the many problems of the
change-over of the manufacturing con-
cerns from war to peace production.

Wauchope's have always devoted
special intelligence to such matters, and
the net result is that we can offer every-
one requiring a motor cycle or a light car
very exceptional advantages. Fore-
sight in placing large contracts for every
well-known new machine long before the
present diffictilties arose ensures us
deliveries which most other firms cannot
at present hope for. Our clients, old
and new. wiU enjoy immediate advan-
tage in this direction. If anyone can
supply you; without delay, with the 1920
model of the motor cycle or light car of
your choice it is Wauchope's.

In these days a great many people are
on the lookout for a good second-hand
machine. Those who have already
dealt ^^ith Wauchope's know that otu"
stock of second-hand motor cycles,
sidecars, and light cars has always com-
prised an exceptional range of choice.
Even to-day. when second-hand, as well
as new machines, are most difficult to
obtain, we have ready for immediate
delivery a very large stock of motor
cycles and cars. Whether your require-
ments are a solo motor cycle, a sidecar
combination, a sidecar alone, a motor
scooter, or a liglit car, Wauchope's can
offer you a choice from which you may
select yom? favourite mount and drive it

away.

Give us a call at our well-known
premises in Shoe Lane, or. if tins is

inconvenient, write or 'phone your
requirements to us without delay.
Wauchope's offer you their best atten-
tion ind exceptional service at all times.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: HoJborn 5777.
'Grams : Opiiicer, Fleet, London.

MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SALE.
A.B.C.

any oUer* lor optic
A.H.O.—H,'con<l iilnco on agont'H UhI; £10 deji0(*it jiaid;

any oUer* lor optioiif IJelivory proiniBcd .limo,
1920.—T. Philliiis, Culcdouinn Ed., uIonBaruock. [6398

___ .._ will be -- -

' licntlon.-Tho Spnlding Motor Co., Ltd., Buddinij,
dintiibnting ngonta for Lincolnshire. [0015

Abingdon.

1 Q 14 Abingdon King Dii:k, 4h.p.. 2-spfcd, dutch,
-Lt/ Bosch, good sidecar machine; £45.-2, Appain
Hd.. Koman Ed., Bow. [5748

ABINGDON King Dick, new 1920, SV-h.p., 3-specd,
with sidecar, complete; £150.—Frank Whitworlh,

Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X5745

ABINGDON King Dick Big .Single, perfect through-
out, only used 4 months, Bosch, B.B., new P.H.

lighting set, mechanical horn, suit speed merchant;
£46/10; worth £65.-11, Stanley Parade, Ealing Rd.,
Wembley. [6743

A.J.S.

A..J.S., new 2 weeks ago, ridden 300 miles; £245.—
Box 1,877, c/o The Motor Cycle. (5678

A-
JACK IIEAIY, Cork, offlcial A.J.S. agent.-Kotationol

delivery. No premiums accepted. [6485

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912, accept no premiums. (X7943

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combinntion, never been us«d.-.L Smith
-Li/ and Co., 16. Hnmpstend Ed., London, N.W. (6331

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., fine condition; £120, or
near ofler.—13, St. James Ed., Kingston, Surrey.

[5359
A.J.S. 4h.p. 1915 Combination, excellent condition,

new Henderson tsidecar ; £130.-Tyson, 16, Church
Walk, Ulverston. £5611

7016 A.J.S. 6h.p. Conibination, speedometer, lamps,
i-iJ Klaxon, perfect; £145.-Lov!itt and Morse, 48,
Earle St., Crewe. [5766

A.J.S. 1920 New Combination, never been ridden.
Wanted, light car.—Write, Motor, Penhawger.

Sidmouth, Devon.
'

[5574

A.J.S. 1916 and C.B. Sidecar, interchangeable and
spare wheel, perfect order; £130.—13, Prince of

Wales Rd., Kentish Town. [6319

A.J.S. 4h.p., 1915, overhauled, perfect condition,
usual accessories; £75; with sidecar, £95—.288,

Kilburn Lane. (Bus No. 6.) [5949

hood, screen, acce<5sories^ £190. [6324

A.J.S. 1919 (October) 6h.p. Combination, lamps,
spare wheel, wind screen, eto., as new; £195.-1,

Havelock St., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [6094

A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, tools, spares, and
all accessories, in good running order; £125.—

Hornby, 107, Higher Bridge St., Bolton. [S5778

A.J.S. 6h.p. and best IMillford sidecar, Lucas lamp,
bought brand new August, 1919, done 1,000

miles; £145.—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [6221

Stores, 13, Prince of Wales Rd., Kentish Town. [6235

A.J.S. Combination, 1918, newly enamelled and plated,

3 new Dunlop tyres, first-class condition: £185.—
Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[6043

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, Lucas lamps and horn,
oversi'/e tyres, all accessories, perfect condition

:

£210.—Cyril Williamsj Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhamp-

uth. Sole agents.

lii

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-A.J.S.,
combmation, 6h.p., spare wheel and tyre, detach-

able wheels, 1918 approximately, accessories, complete;
£195.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1920, Lucas lamps and
horn, spare ^wheel, screen, and storm apron

;

£230; seen any time.—43, Grove Rd., Sparkhill, Bir-

minghiim. [X5715

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, delivered 1919, military

model, all-black, lamps, horn, wind screen, spare

wheel, splendid condition; £170.—Poole, 31, Wigan
Ed., Bolton. [6158

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, November, 1919, complete
with spare wheel, lamps, and tools, perfect condi-

tion; owner ordered abroad.—Apply, Lt. Le Gallais, Ist

Royal Sussex Egt., EamiUies Barracks, Aldershot

6hp A.J.S Combination, late 1914, stored during

war little used, and in excellent condition

throughout. 4 lamps. Klaxon, tools, any exammation;
£130.—Stone, 280, Gloucester Rd., Horfield, Bristol

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. C31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

"jQ14 A.J.S. and tandem sidecar, Lucas accumnlator
J-t7 electric lighting, speedometer, detachable back
wheeJ: £120.-19, Werrington St., St. Pancias. Seen
Muswell Hill by appointment. 'Phone: Museum 1980.

[5622
5-6h.p. A.J.S. and Very Nice Coachbuilt Sidecar,

countershaft gears, clutch, kick-start, all lau'ps.
Klaxon, etc., excellent running order; £87; no cfiers.

—Seen, Whitehorse Garage, Whitehorse Rd., Ttcrnton
Heath, S.E. [5917

"IQ15 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, interchangeable
J-tf wheels, hood, screen, lamps, horn, and tools,
spare tyre and tube, 2 spare chains, just re-enamelled
and plated, perfect condition; £140.-101, Pattison
Ed., Plumstead. [5725

A.J.S. Combination, 1919-1920, absolutely as new,
owner spent about £40 extra, as electric light-

ing set, disc wheels, big electric Apollo horn, hooa,
side curtains, petrol carrier, triplex wind screen, etc.;

230 gns., or best over.—H. Wehrli, 167, Denmark Hill,
S.E.5. 'Bus No. 68. [5790

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.-Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wol-

verhamutou. T.A. : Parts. [2237

Alldays.
1 016 Allon, nice condition; any trial; £45.—Payne.
-It? Derby Arms, Mortlake. [X5553

ALLON 1919 2%ih.p., 2.sp6ed, clutch model, fully

equipped.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X5683

ALLON, 1919, 2-speed, clutch, kick, perfect, equal
new, accessories; £57.-55, Watling St.. Welling-

ton, Salop. [5274

Engineering
-Warwards Lane,

[X5781

Ed, Woot] Green, N.22.

ivned; £72.-56, High St., Tooting. [5969

3 speeds, counter-
ilt sidecar: £85:

ghtweisht in part.—895, Fnllmm Ed., S.W.6. [6156

LLON De Luxe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch

nearest oiler.-Su ridg

will carry two anywhere.—11, Stanley Parade, Ealii

Ed., Wembley. [5742

1 Q19 Allon, 276 c.c, 2-speed, clutch. P. and H. lamps,
^*y 26x2V'in. tyre*;, done 1,500 miles, engine clennecl

by makers- £70.—Coleridge, 45, Osborne Ed., Levens-
hnlme, Manchester. (D) [X5719

ON, late 1915 254h.p., 2-st

nglily overhauled by mak€
new I'aimer back cover: £42/10: no oflers: seen after

6 p.m.-134. High St., Sutton. [5937

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Allon 2-stroke.—Fair
Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.

Hamnstead Tube Station), N.W. 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [6112

clntch, deli\ered
. erfect condition,

Lucas horn. ;inci lighting set complete, tools, etc. ; £75
-E. Spackman, 85, Bath Ed., Swindon, Wilts. [5412

Ariel.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford. Arie
supply at makers' prices.

[5754
Ar.IEL, fitted llabon clutch, £26; coach sidecar for

rtime, f9.-Gos3, 71, South Side, Olapham Common.
522 Bri.xtou. [5952

7. Bopert,

TQ19 (late)LV car, h
£118; Surrey

early deliveries ; all

Speakman, Ariel Ex-
-lale Ed., Harpurhey. Manchester. [4020

1. Ariel Combination, Ariel side-
creen, electric lighting, perfect;
1,941, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6305
"I Q19 3',oh.p. Ariel, 3-speed countershaft, late jnodel.
-It/ lipcn little used, and in new condition; £95.—
Walliio Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden, Essex.
'Phone : 45. [X5673

and

soUiOE; :£145.—After 6". 64,

A"

^^^^BIRMJNGHAM^^^

'^or motorists

87-91, John Bright St.
'Phone : Mid. 662. 'Graph: " Lytcar, B'ham."

A few orders can now bs ac-

cepted for delivery of this famous
Motorcycle in March.

7 9 h.p. 1920 Powetplus sprim; frame mode
complete with dynamo ightin; '

'

horn, and speedometer.
trie

Solo

Combination

plus 15"/o and deli'

- £158
- £190

3m London.

CALTHORPE.
Special offer of ladies' mode! fitted with i

J.A-P. engine and Enfield 2-speed i^ear.

Brand New— 63 guineas.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Arno.

ARNO 3y2]i.p. Special T.T. Machine, 2-spee(
Zephyr piston, very fast; 40 gns—Lon-man

17, Bond St., Ealing. Teh: Ealing 689.

^ih.p. Arno, engine rebushed, cylinder reboxe
^*3 piston, rings, and gudgeon pin, enamelh
T.T. bars, B, and B. carburetter, mag., Lucas 1

set, low, and fast; £40. or near offer.—2. Beuls
Hartfield Rd., Wimbledon (m-. station).

Auto-Wheels
TS7ALL Auto-TTheel for sale; ivliat offers?—E.
V' Shalford, Charlton Musgrove, Wincanton.

WALL Anto-Wlicel, B.S.A. de Luxe, good co |

rast £14/10.—Lowe, -15, Kensington ( I

for cash:
_ thlv.—M.C. '

iretropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, BiSt

E.C.2.

Bat.

BATS lor earlv deliverv. apply, Bediorcl

WalMll. 'Phone : 270.

.T, 1920, early deliveries.-Place ord£

Clapham (Motors!. King George St., 6l

S.E 10.

B^

Lane B.8.

5-7h.p. Bat-Jap Combii

Wells.

3

V speedometer, spare tyre, tools, not ride

: anv trial: £175.—Wells, Blmwood,
Sheflield.

AT Sli.p. Combination, 1914. 3-speecl _

lamp,s. 2 generators, Coney speedomet

itlbons back coach sidecar, in flrst-class conar

i:asona!)le trial or examination: £135.-5:

td., Croydon.

DAT, 8-lOh.p. overhead 90 bore twin.

Cow

B

spare belt
last, easv
Earl's Court, S.W

art; £70.—Brown
ning t

Loltl

d controls, £
£5; Irimn

relter, 25/-; saddle, 12/6; large head light

nitor (car), 50/-; sidecar, £6/10; exchanges.

Triumph engine and parts.—Wallace, 12, C

Kd, Eilburu, Loudon, N.W.e.

Beardmore
BEARDi\rORE.PRECrSION, delivery e

April 1st, £10 deposit paid, advertiser

without premium.-P., 18, The Park, N.W."

LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshi
Precision, the most advanced and practi '

cycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. l,j

Co., 110, Bold St., Liverpool

Blackburne

H-^ -Moss

iplete with electric lamps horn, and
:e! box.

40 guineas.

Immediate Delivery.

IM,, East She(

speed,ji.9
|

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, a

I'urne agents, and invite enquiries.

STANLEY P USSELL, Newport, sole Me i

agent for Blackburne motors: early deill:!

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London;-5'l
burnes, new 1920 u ' '

"
" '

£115.

1Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, ridden 400 miles:,

-l-«^ near olter.— Apply, Ince, c/o King and <

Horsham, Sussex.

-| 014 4h.p. Blackburne 3-speed

It/ Machine; £70.-Chandler, Reyie,

Hitchin. 'Phone : 165,

4h.p. 1920 Blackburne. just delivered, ««

first cheque for £120 secures,—EeplfJ

232, c/o The Motor Cijch.

BLJVOKBTTENE Motor Cycles, delivery.'!

fiom stook.-Agents, Lankester Enpnil
63, Brighton Ed., Surbiton. fl

BLACKBURNE New 1920 4h p. Wl
readv for delivery; £142/10.—Edwatdtf

bition Rd., South Kensingto

4h p. Bhickbnrnc, late 1919, 3-speed Stunff

tyros and condition as new : £105, or .'

plied as combination with _Moutgoluery^_

London Motors, 61, Holhorn Til«lti(|'

C32 All letters relating to advertisements should auotc the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of theW
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connniit!lit.

)X.\.VuallT 2-;ii,r., 3 «p.<.'cla, clntoli, I;ii'k hUuU'T,
«|il.ii.li.l comlitlun; i65. -Ciilclor, 50, lliKli St.,

.t..ii Mnlk't. (,X5741

IX.\ U'llHT Stnnilnul Model, lirnml new (tMiDrnii-

t II
; list £57. hik-liont over £52/10 sei:ureB.-OU»-

Moni.iul Piirk. Clielti'ulmm. 15413

)Ni\.\U(:HT a^ih.p., slnele-speed, Into 1919, 24in.
whc'Is, lumps, liorn, tools; £52; done 200 niiU's;

ng nioro power.—Brain, Twigwortli, Glos. 15835

)KNAni:ilIT 2^.;h,p, nioclmnii'iiUy sound tliiuiiKli

out, tyros, belt, almost as new, lamp sot, soini-

1>H18,- Oliesliiro: £37.— llo.-c 1,897, e./o The Molm
I. [6017

liNNAt'lillT 1914 2-ill.p., 3 speeds, Indv'a, exiel
l.'iit .onditH.ii. only dono 2,000 miles, lieiid lifilit.

iomil. I. and horn; a bargain, 50 gns,—Dr. Roberts,
niBli.ii, lieils. 16502

Corah,
.i.p. Cornb-Jjip. Simms Renr-driveu mac. Druid

forks, m.o.i.v., B. nud J!., new Bates rear;
0; £22.—Brondey, HoUycroft, Hinekley. [X5624

( oulson
iTTLSON B, 2-'5ih.p.. 2-speed Blackbnrne engine, in
stoek; 95 gns.-Edwards. 7, E.vhibition Rd., South
ington, [5880
ULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.—Enquiries
Invited by ,7, Bhike and Co., the motor cycle
:ts ol Liverpool and Manchester. 16578
20 Coulson B., brand new, 2>,:'li.p. Blnckburne en-
gine, 2 speeds, sprins rear frame, 2\'., Palmer

Coventry Engle.
/ENTRY Eagle, 2"'.,h.p. J./V.P., 2-speed, kick
start, handle-bar clutch; £79 ' 16.—Frank Whit-
., Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X5746
rEXTBV Eagle, 1919, engine Xo, 06773, 2-v.ih.r..
condition almost a.^ new, all acce.'isories. and com-
tnolkit; seen any time.—Scott, 57, Birdhurst Rise,
Croydon. [5453

Dayton.
i"TOX 2-stroke, perfect condition; any trial- £25
-S. H. Mayne, Criterion, Windsor. [X555e

Diamond.
!IL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery ol all model
'Jiamonds.— 1 bapoi Ash. Wolverhampton. (X8622
K,HEALT, Cork, official Diamond acent.-Uo
atlonal delivery. No premiums accepted. [648'

!.MOND. 23ih.p. J.A.P., in stock, ..„. ,,..„
Edwards, 7, Exhibition Hd., South Kensingt^."?om

[5882
IFOED Garage, Walsall, official
)mmonds; delivery from stock; makers' prices.

1 , „. [5303
) Diamond, both models; list price; in stock.

-

Youngs, Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone

:

[0117

I

SIOXD. late 1919. with lamp, lioru, and acees-
iies; f50.-Xai,.ian Whitehouse, Bridgtown,

[X5730
Diamond, in absolutely new condition, bought

' :!.iry last, with all accessories; cash, £60.
"^outh St., Crewe. [5959
iiiiond 2V,h.p. Tilliefs engine, 2 speeds, P.
it. lamp set, horn, tools complete, guaran-vd and perfect; £40, a bargain.—Box 1.884,

M 'or Cycle. [5686
Douglas.

->' HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd.. Douglas Special-

^.'ination, 1920 model; £155.

ai. 1920 model, clutch .and kick starter; £95.

" !'?. 3-speed Model W. : £90.

\
Stock Everything you require for your Douglas.

>4 jy'oo<lstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.. W 1Tinone; llayfair 6559. [0012
)0, ;LAS, 234h.p
' f Tooting

lamps; £25.-3, "Vant
[5909

9' P™s!!;s Combination ; trial week-end; bargain,
«'. 95.—ol, Cowper Av., Sutton. [5818
)'' 9"'^®=',= ^l-'??-„l^l=' 2-speed, in good order;

^

'^.—56, High St., Tooting. [5968

^'^ '^^S 2541 p. 2-speed. new, but soiled; bargain
:

£80 each.-Pitt, Aniesbury. [5391

9 2°i''-P-. Douglas
: £70, no offers.-Applv, Turner,

"l , Bedington Rd., Hamnstead. [5370

n ^^^r,*'!;'''
,^-^- 0"'fi': '^ bargain, *105.-

\
ne, Derby Arms, Mortlake. [X5551

^0| LAS 1914 234h.p., perfect, all on; £48.-151,
lyand Park Rd., Twickenham. [5399

^^1 '^^L}.^^^„-,2";4ti.p.. 2;;specd^ splendid condit

B &B
CARBURETTERS

FOR

HEAVYWEIGHTS, .

LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO-STROKES.

THEY GET THE
BEST RESULTS
FROM YOUR
ENGINE.

THE FAVOURITE
CARBURETTER
OF EXPERT AND
NOVICE ALIKE.

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLETS

(Post Free.)

BROWN ^ BARLOW,
LIMITED,

CARBURET WORKS,
WITTON,

BIRMINGHAM.

-offers. 87, Truro Ed., Wood Green. [4301

ill letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCI.US FOR SALE.
Uoitglua

D'
DOIIOLA.S, £35, 2''4h.p., 1911, 2-»pccd.-16, St.

.Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington, W.14. [5906

2illi.p. Douglafl, 2-Bpepd, excellent, all ncceBfiorieB

;

1 £55. or ncarc»t.-20, Wunster Bd., rulliam.
[5252

DOUGLA.S. 2'''jh.p.. 1916, lully equipped, excellent
condition; i65.—Welch, 135, Edgwaro Rd., W.2.

[6546
DOUGLAS. 1916, 25ih.p., 2-fpeed, as new; £60.-

Eitt, BarroB&a Terrace, Church St., Chelsea.
[6011

Dni'GLAS 2i;h.p. 2-speed, clutch, semi-T.T., running
..idc-i; £45.-25, Sylvan Hd., Snaresbrook, E.ll.

[6056
DlirGL.VS, 1914, 2 speeds, good condition, semi-

T.T. bars; iESO.—Central Garage, Southport.
1X5800

DOUGLAS, 2"'4h.p:, 1912, perfect order, lamps and
horn, new Amac; £36.— 5, . Sliorndean St., Cat-

ford. [6007

10 18 Douglas 2"!4h.p., 2-speed. perfect condition:
XO" £65, no offer.-Wilson, 84, Whitley St.,

Reading. [4175

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., indiBtingnishable from new, new
combination Dunlops; £56.-10, Crowborough Ed..

Tooting. (X5777

DOUGLAS 1914 2-speed T.T., Bosch mag., in good
niuning order; £40.—Stickels, Hegdale, Cliallock,

Ashford. [5514

DOUGLAS, 1916, 23ih.p., 2 speeds, excellent con-
dition throughout; £69.-72, Longridge Ed., Earl'a

Court. [6260

minster. [5799

33.h.p. Douglas, clutch, and kick starter, disc wheel?,
4 and all attached; £63.-10, Parkhnrst Ed., Hol-

loway, N.7. [6662

DOUGLAS. 2?4h.p., 1915. overhauled, ready to rida
away; *59.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South

Ken.=iiigton. [5881

1 Oil Douglas, condition excellent, new belt, lamps,
-L .7 horn, footboards- £30; any trial.—26, New-land
Ed., Worthing. [5423

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, No. 29027, not done 50 miles,

tyres, everything new; sacrifice, £58.-108, Mead-
vall Rd., Ealing. [6142

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., 1916, 2 speeds, buffer forks, new
condition guaranteed; £65; all on.—Stanley Biss,

Waltham Abbey. [6265

DOUGLAS.— Large assortment of 2%h.p. second-hand
models in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Boss, 86.

High Ed.. Lee. S.E [5541

1 Q20 Douglas Combinations; in stock for immediate
X«7 delivery; list price.—CleaTre and Lowe, 125,

High St., Woolwich. [6271

1Q16 Douglas 2i4h.p., W.D., Feb.,T920, new t.vres,

Xt/ absolutely perfect; £70.—Strawberry Vale
Farm, E. Fincliley, N. [5782

1 015 Douglas 2%h.p., S-speed, P.H. lamps, Lucas
Xt/ horn. T.T. bars; £62; after 7 p.m.—40, Wood-
stock Rd., Walthamstow. [4S41

1Q14 Douglas 2*;h.r., not W.D. accessories, excep-
Xt/ tionnl conditon throughout; offers over £45.-
Govey, Myrtles, Newbury. [5608

THREE Douglases, 2?4b.p- ; £65 each, or offer; mn
nmg order; 9 a.m. till 7 p.m.—Wilder, 34, Garden

Row, London Ed., S.E.I. [5826

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, overhauled, enamelled
and plated, new tyres, condition as new; £105.—

Griffin, Coombend, Radstock. [0103

Oiih.p. Douglas, 1916-17, new heavy tyres, machine
z** almost new, perfect; £65, or offers.—Tuck, Terri-

laudE, Moss Lane, Pinner. [5354

T Q15 2-;jh.p. 2-speed Douglas, accessories, in splen-
i-iJ did condition; £60.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset
Rd., Clapham Rd. ,S.W.8. [6080

SMITH'S for 1916 overhauled 2=/41i.p. Douglases; 60
gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, opposite

Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0127

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2^4h.p., exceptional condition:
£28. or exchange 2-speed, cash adjustment.—

Eector, Dunkerton, Bath. [6039

23.h.p. Douglas, 1912, just been overhauled, new belt,

4 tube, and a.o.i.v., footboards; 30 gns.—Newman.
83, Trinity Ed., Sonthall. [5586

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1919. plate-clntcl..

lamps Tan-Sad, speedometer, wind screen; £150.—
40, Salferford Ed., S.\V.17. • [4675

"liQ 15-16 2i4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, engine No. 30449.
XCI' new tyres, tools; £50, or near ofl'er.-83, St.

Alhan's Ed., W.atford, Heiis. [5995

Q3.h.p. 1915 Douglas, splendid mechanical condi-
f-J 4z tion, general condition, very good; £55.-257.
Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12. [6143

,„ , _ ,„ _jscratched, used 3
r^4. "times only; bargain, £85.-51, Claremont Rd..
Qjih.p. Douglas, 2-speed,
/W4 times only; bargain,
Alexander Park, Manchesti

ertisement, and the date of the

[X5356



March 4th^ iQ^o-

CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas,

bination. f155.-'Phon«: 60.

-pwOUGLASES -Call at Sm«h ^
f^J^ ^i-Jj, oppo

Bite Chalk Farm TuBe Station.

TWOUGLAS 2'.4h.p., 2-sPeed UBCrated July, m^
JJ equipped, perfect and umcratcbea,

Ppnti-it 216, Portobello Kd., W.

Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.19.______
^^^,^^.^^,

mi^iU^^^'S^^^^^^^i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas. . „ M
ffla, ill p. Combination, delivered tl

:?r'^.„^ ;i,i,ipn saxe tlue sidecar, lak
IS -week, not yet

rtSi.p. Douglas «l^.^t"^^„.S/e'd''wacl°and"iord,
/** mechanical hoi n, enamelleaw.K^i

Esmond
BO ofleis; caUers Friday or Satuiday. ai, ±,sm

^

Oheetham Hill, Mancheste

Talbot Park, Bournemoutli.

S.W.V.

4n.p. V_UUi,J'""2""'. "nV^R 9^6

Xt/ horn, tool skl. sj • ^.

write. Veal, 3, Roland Hous

-TkOUGLAS 1919 4b,p. ,CombmaUou.^

Lf lamps. Klaxon sp

West End Lane, N.W.6

DOUGLAS, a^ih.p., 1913
clutch, oversize h

-Almond, 86, Southw„„,.

1Q15 ar^lLpT Douglas, 3 speeds good condi

ly acetylene lamps, accessories ;
£55

[6009

jeeu, kick
LTi,Ai?, ,i:.4"-i-'" rv";^c„,ic-"£SO or near oner.

- -lutch, oversize Hutchmsons too.
j

.Almond, 86,.Southwood M-.
^^";;'l',l,,„^_ ^,.,,,

after 4

.o,ock.-ChesSmt., HnlgSve-Ra:'s^*- '

f="°
1

specialist, Gibb. Gloucester. 'Phone. 85^. i

"TIOTJGLAS 4h.p. Combination o,^«hauled a^^^^
_

£es*t''^oiS-"^p"ai.° Bo'urnf^", 'A^o^^rd.' 1X5440 ,

TT^nTTr-T A^i 2'.h p. 2-speed, uncrated last July,

eiirmel'irdn'30?™Ri.A*dall id.. Streatham, S.W.^

-pjOUGLAS 2^»4h.p 2-speed ISSpped.^'eStio'nlS
i

,

£.tffe1"5'5o,''^^^4^Sugi;fd it'-^orth Kensingtc,r.-!|

To secupe it foic

EASTER
get it at

. LAMB'S
AT MAKERS' LIST PRICES-

NEW. IN STOCK. IMS.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sports Model.

COULSON-B., 2:1 hp.
COULSON-B., 4 hP-

,

CLYNO, 2-} b.p. (three).

DIAMOND, 2ih.p.
DOUGLAS, 2ih.p.
CALTHORPE, =} b P
NEW HUDSON, 2ihP- ,. ,._^

ARIEL Twin 6-7 b.p- Combmation.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combmation.

JAMES 2i h.p.

SIDECARS. . . _

B S A., MilHoriJ, Canoelcl, Watsonian,

Montgomery.

-,019 Douglas 2%h.p., practically _new, luUy

X" equipped, not

Autocar Co.

ticaiiy ucw, .""J i|

"ArmVr
' fi84.-The Bromley i

I

L"td.,"9l London Rd., Bromley. Keut.^^^,i

S-C.?:!ltli6!^S*o?slrtrCamomileSt,

-pjOLTGLAS. 2%ha,. 1916, |-^^l-d..^goo<l «n

^,r-'l4"SustS Rd. Wiibledon Park, S.
^^_

19-" ^£- ^"|^!ecr=SSfit^rsW5^
hi- r64.-l MeUosfRd., Merton Park, S.W _

3h.p. Douglas, W.D.
"JJe^fLl?°and'??re,

£5°8 ; boflJ 1

- .?tip"-?orcUl^'™':^S!epre7sorP-nygate,
Spaldin.

|

l9-^^l^=^SSJSeBs^Cfi
specticn.-Stevenson s Gaiage, lunor

^^^^^

large stock

age, 5, Eglon
Chalk Farm

[5758

-RRAXD New Douglas 2,ili^. ^Xaic/'JS^?!?^:
SterM-^"a«c^"6"J'doS.%0.'

Fairla.n Grove.

V^^^ -^^mS^'^§dS:toer?^?\^oi
Sditir m^eSlS?%=»^= *V2,10.-37, Regent

'|q2rTh.p. Douglas Co^bination^^^

p,,„iiii,crt with lamps, etc. ; £95. 1.. bu",
jgggg

- 'ride-

DOUGLASES.
6S guineas.

Ex GOV. overhauled and guaranteed" U....C &iiv<>r blue tank.
r US.

V^OUGLAS, 1915. £55: another

Tube)-

'^E^i^-^^^si^--.

-r^r,rci \S 4h.p. Combinati

D°wheelt royaF blue _s.dec:

icticr.Uy

-TkECBMBEE 1919 2?4h.p. B™gl^^'
„<^^^|*''' Ik^

i) mileage 530,_ ™ndrtion^perIect ,^owne_g^^^

livery combination; £80- by

East Sheen Av., East Sheen.

llf-nOR Sale Douglas 23,4h.p. motor C:?f|S; "^"
' F° W?t:%n perfect alLronnd ™ndition, ^con

with lamp, born, tools; i.80, or ne^icou

Box L920, 0/0 TM Motor Cycle.
^ .

, ^
.

'I ^1R Don- las 4hp., 3 speeds, clutch, kick stait

complete'^ith i'ous^''s"'"^W«^?. *^'""*''

.Richmond Ed., Malvern Link.

' 95 gns

.Richmond Kd., manem ^."-
„„,„„ber

'

D°™y^tl?tle^^i^a?- o^gFuareSfrJef ISaS
^

X^ very little wear, oi»^
Tnakers colours £6

scratched, tank re-enatnelled makers cu

fol. Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12. I

'd?;°.-14,' New "church Rd.; PTove.
i'

B1:T1RY'S 2Hh-P-^ 2^^peed BuHer Spring
J^

_ Douglas, almost new £58 also h^

^9-^5 ^^^tiJ^^-. MUe tnl: E. V

ll ^™^ia5y^T;aS^-iat*Sii,"xSn?Jyr"cambrid.e. [

,l9^^Sfe^S!f'a«s?h»g]^3e|
^rgJi^r^^'^Sa.-^SG^te,'E.7,

25,ih.i

leut

readv to drive

Biiiton, S.W.9,

19=^

1- lomplcte ' eqnii—. -

, -
£120.-41, Cowley^Ed.^,

2.ih,P. l^ou^'i„5^'ie:?x™!'a?SiIniumdisc

;i,^.,s^'?a*:s!;r^ealrt'S!ds?Turner,
Court Lo^

^, _G,-,ss 71, South Side, Liapn.uu v-

^.^g^j

•:^T5S:g~b..,^s^--,,^r^i?/io-
^^.te^'and Better 541, ttpper St. (opp. Agnciib

al' Halll. Islingt-

ull
.„ „, f^,i,i,.hbuilt Combination, 1916

NEARLY NEW.

Tn^o AiJ.S. Combmation, 6 h.p. . „ ^ _

\V.o INDIAN Combination electac 7.9 h-P;^

llfg NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h p., h/c, k/starter.

^?Tn ROVER and Sidecar, 3* b.p.

i^'gBRAoSuRY arid Sidecar, 4 lip.

""'l N0°rV6n 'acting model, 3i h-P-
, ^ „

^5'i ?1?NEEAM ?^id Sunbeam Sidecar. 3i h-P-

^'g^^^HMaEY^DAVlDSON and Sidecar, elec-

x9i"mo'tOSa10CHE Combination. M.A.G.

W.rSEW^%ER.ALCombinatiou. 8b.p |145

W D. ROVER Combmation, 50 n-P- •

^

i-g:L^ll^ls:XS'ii^-^"^-«^-
SECOND-HAND.

I„i6 DOUGLAS, standard m^«'; .^'^P- -^^^

&;s^uinci's^^.|-^-p-
rlVe Sew HUDSON, 2-speed, 2t h.p.

.

lllj James, James Sidecar 3;^p3ed.

lQi( ZENITH, 4hP- twm, T.l_

iqil WOLF, new engine and geai=.
^9^-1 " And many others.

.

Many above outftts fully equipped.
-

,
LAMB'S

151,Higl.St.,WAlTHAMST0W.

Phone: 169 WaUhamstow.

'Grams '•Cycloionwr Phone, London.

50 High Rd.,WOOD GREEN, N.22
' -Phone: Hornsey 1956- I

387 Euston Road, N.W.I.

(Facing Great Portland Street Station).

'phone : Museim 497<»-

°iSSI^ill'"l'62twUl''t,'eS'

-pwOUGLAS 2=/4h.p,, 2-=?^'=<lvi"*^''een'''m-e?lJa,de<'

1
White, 112a, High St., Haiiesaen,

W^^u^pTSv 1^920^to-S=mS^es^jVo.r

11
solo and sideci

sidecar, £112;

' combinations;

T^
Appears ^,S'™ra^e1ivfng"lS?erts^?o ^e

4ds.'^" -p5?co ToV' o|^^- at^Snee it you ™
BristoL

:j^rrDo^'A^nn96:*ClSnS

DOUGLAS,
semi-T.T.'

•',hp 2-speed, recently overh

T.s. P. and H. lamps, lio',°. 'j, =.

'^™''
.polas Combination, delivered October

,

_ ....„J"3fo'm°iles
P.andM^head ampand.

^£a:rgern?.Ursb"'HUl House. Gt. Miss

fi^tuGLAS, 1?19\4, ^t*i'-l^ia^^^ite''S';'D model, semi-T.T., blue Mid wmt

|'S'^irl75.-Swood,*Eydens !td., Wal

Thames- , ^^j^^

-p^OUGLAS 1916 2>*'-l'.-' ."'£65 Doughas 4h.l

JJ tyres, all '-i B<>°fl
oide^ £65

^^^=^^ ^^^^

SS^'«cefl»t ^'condiS £110.-261,

-Lane, Streatham.

-TkOL'GLAS 23.ih.p., actually competed m

specially
.''"•"'f'^orid: £115.--Lougm:

l;°"-"l"liA Tel : E"lius ^89.
tat., naiiuo.

2-stieed, foothoavtl

p.OUGLAS 2-Al>;P;. "^.5' ,,^,^J^t 'inuniug oro

JJ near y new, eu,i.int«ie.
^.^.^^j.^, ft, j

overhauled (cost^«21,mw
.^^^^^^ fgo.-A.E.L.,

5;id?nluun Ed., Bushey Herts.
^^^^^^

DOUGLAS M°'<",.l,'' ,™tboards, Lucas
extra large saddle, footOoam

.^^^^^^„i ^
Road head lamps, '"i^';"

.j^.^ £85; " "

.udshioW. ^uiileage 100,^^^! B.ockeuhu

-TkOUGLAS,
2^^*.p.,2,sliee^. stored sincej

^ ^rsc^'^Ceit^^rake": "iS'sPent on engh

„,.», ouick disposal necessi

S^t^Maj.Butlcr, Knightsbridg

,„ „.. engii

,
. -Write, Arj

"Barrack

Oombination, deliye

iplex, adjustable
II,,.,.-.. —— - , ,.^^ speedometer, —..j

poweu and H"')"'" '; 'fle'r-33. Chandos^.f

^•Si;^;t^o!SSg^i^Ss«ion,G.N.B.).

1-I019 Dotiglaj 4h.p.

ly teuiK-r, Austin +



IARCH 4TH, 1920. jrHEJIOTOR_CYCLE.-(Suppr,EMENT ix.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Dotislaa.

(Into) „2Jih.p^ Douglns, 2-aiieed, iui[list
liiiiilcd flttod Boscli m«g., ^miic. I'.T., fool-

I, iiMil all ncceasorios, £55: also 1912 Dongl
., ^siwod, kick start, all nccessorios. £45.^
Melrose and I'uttick, North St., RomlorJ, Ksses.

i^'i'^ft^; ^^-°, ""xl-l'-Tho noted hon'f in'
10 South lor early dolivoriea. Wo aro speoi..ii.-°
toekists lor Douglas maohiuea only lor
irs.-Solo District Aceuts, Thompson and Co/ommereial Kd.. rorlsmouth. 'Phone: 7105.

'

'ar..\.^. late 1915 T.T., 2.specd. been itmed
ui Mi, Win. Ill lu'iied, order thi-oughout, .iound

m Is loui; r.vluuist, side valances: open to ex-
XI 11 iintluii; ,173. or best oHer.—J. JScob, 269,au iiii.. i ifwr.

[5329

];,,::s';};^aJo;";:tf,l:;;;;?l,"^ffes^„rt.

^Si;iur'i;;:^t^;:;;nl:;s;
""

^™^"-^SiU.
ki?k°'!rl'! i' ,

'
^.V'-, ^-'^Pjed. hand clutch

fp|p-a,rd^,s^™lei;?^-iad^^TSsti?

[5578

"te^t York"°'lalfk M '''''
^fr"? '""><' <•'"*<='>

081-e. im-l , 1 „; ™"Plete lamps, Kla.\-on

t«' i.e -fertio, v„ °T"!''
<e>'P"t) only, and

deposit „4en. T/no'"''' "PP'oral "MotaeposK sjstein; £100. or best offer
•omb,u„li„n.-Box 1,929, ,/otL Tolor d/cL.

Dreadnought. "^^^^^

"'^If^^rL^-'l'f'S'"''''^'^^ conehbnilt sideenia Older; iirst cheiiue secures, £35; snir
[5439

Diizmo.

°
u.'fflion

®'''^^ "'"^ S'^f- Twin. Order. ,„

.
Jolia Dalton St., Manchester. [X265

Edmund.

^'^.^r^^Zh.' -"<le..-Lists^ft.e

^°:J^;?f•i.^So^^??^s^^e^-^x5439

J?. ???i?« Frame, 1920, ne;v mair f»e; £110.-26, Totteridge'Rd., Enfield- w'a"sh.

'dumnd, spring- fr.ime 2-.;ii t, t^„(„ o
'^^^^

eage 25.-Box 1,8^!' c^o^'i^L iTJ^' S^lfr'
[5374

idden 200

ISU bt., Kmgswood, Bristol.

^fUrSi;-^7^^-ssir,tnt^-is
,!„ J [5620
.amuiid, spring frame, specially built 41, „

\YeSr'nr'Sf inlet ;'best',^fler'o"'r TbI
.

iveisn IM., Quecnseterry, Chester [5417

om Dunbar, 7, Park Parade,' cfmbi7dg^e"

Elswick. _
f="2

98, N'apier EdrW^^t''!?™!""""-
^'i-'^e

«.»a*eii.a'^lr^^errl.™Sfr *»'™^"-

toa^.--,3oyentry'H^l,e%a'?i'ro??ugrit

Enfield. f'^o^s

'l4f'_7^e=^'\^ff'v e'^'S'Jent condition; ride

^,^^Sp?^v?"Sfftri:E?''Eis

, » Eufield 1917, K.S., ch.nins, little ^u?ef''™I«.-Gammage, 92, Entlund ™t ,
£'

!'n1itPTM"?V°°'„ '»™PS. spares, etc in
^

onditioa, trial; £100.-310,' Ashton Rd°

^'.^iS:'Jfiatf^S!:4».fe'1™

"'i5 ,.;"'',?'''', '"'^'^ start, ne^y tyres lamnA '5-15, Dewhurst Hd., Brook Green; S?
H ?),

f^^*^
a art T'T"bf;.^^"^='

speedometer. Klaxon,
I

' BirmiLiann'
'^"^'

'
*52.-128, Golden"™''"-

[X5590
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

nirTli A.
' f26/10.-Stockcr, 49. High St., KlnK»ti':i;on-l 11 lines.

[f5632

Hackney,' e'.9."
"'"'^^'""" ^^^-'«- ^*-

^"""""V^^'a
UNPIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2.8pced, new January la»t,

R7r= 1^1"; "'" Per'tiot order; £95.-Tupling, Tim
iiars, Chehtor.

[jq^j
TTNl'IELD 3h.p., Just ovorhaulcd, excellent condition,J-J ncoessories, last; nearest £35.-D. Dodd, 25
1 niicea Av., Chester. [5584
"IQla Enfield 2-stroke, 2-8peed, excellent condit*on

;

A'-' biirguin 47Bns.-Capt. Curtis, liriBlitsidc, Golder«
Kd., N.W.4. [5764

LjlNPIELD Combination, 1916-1917, 6-8h.p., fully
pi „ „„„.„„, ,;
J-J equijiped, tip-top condition; £i40.-374,' O'.uvo

a Rd., Leytonstone. [6177
.FIELn Conibiuidinn, 1914, 6h.p., in first-classJ^ condition; flOO.-C. \V. Clayton, Dunchuroh Ed.,

I'ljddox, Kiisliy. [X5740
TTNFIELD 1916 3h.p., 2.speed, K.S., lately overhauled,
-LJ tyres excellent, last; 45 gus., lowest.-Write, Sey-
mour, \\oodstock Ed., Oxford. [6416

J Q18 Enfield Combination, 7-8h.p., twin, excep-
-Ltr tional condition; £140.—Youngs, Heath Gar-
age, Newmarket. 5Phone : 214. [0120

^h.p. Enfleld Combination (late 1915), just oyerhauled" makers, electric lighting; £135; trial given.—W.,
Glenelg, Grosvcnor Ed., St. Albans. [5665
/Jh.p. Enfield Combination, coachbuilt, wind screen,^ all lamps and accessories; any trial; £90.—
Wright, 12, Albert St., Poplar, London. [6218

1 Q19 Enfleld Combination, splendid order, sidecar
-L«7 repainted, electric lamps, spare tyre and chain-
£160.—Stanley Walker, Eedbourn, Herts. [X5724

1Q16 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., dynamo lighting,i«^ fully equipped: £146.—Smith's, 10-16, Havei-
stock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0126

£18.—Royal Enfield twin, 2y2h.p., Bosch, Druids,
c^ splendid condition, requires slight attention

;

photo, stamp; first money order secures.—Maybury,
Horley, Banbury. [X5676

1 Q19 Royal Enfield Combination, 6h.p., makers' No.
-*-*J' L164478, complete with Lucas acetylene light-

g and Palmer cord tyres; £155.—Virgo, 156, High
., Hounslow-. [6105

3h.p. Enfleld, 1915, No. G. 2216, 2-speed, horn, tyres
sound, special exhaust, excellent condition, stored

during ivar; any trial; 60 gns.—Hindes, 24, Harsnett
Bd., Colchester, Essex. [5491

ROTAL ENFIELD 1915, chain drive, 2-speed
K.S., Stewart horn, F.E.S. Major lamp set, just

erhauled; £55.—Robertson and North, Peterborough.
[5767

"I til^Enfield 8h.p. Combination, wind screeu, Tan-Sad,
--*' ^ucas lamps, new August, excellent condition
£170.—A. Kendrick, 1, Church St., Bradf—-' — •

New Model, Fig 573Hah Rearlanip,howsRed
'--t, lights No plate,

iplete with switch
bulb, wire, clip, etc..
Price 9/5 each.

Delivery of all above from stock.
Note.—Postage extra on all the above.

DELIVERIES-Speciar efforts have been made
lately to speed up deliveries, and already a great
improvement IS apparent. Owing to the very larsenumter of orders on hand, it is impossible to give
delivery by return, and at present a slight delay is
unavoitlable. Customers are therefore thanked for
consideration and indulgence already extended anJ
assured that every poss.ble effort is being made tocomplete orders on hand in strict rotation of rccei,3t

NEW SPECIALITIES & ACCESSORIES
FOR 1920.

Many nev» lines are in course of production, ana
'^"^IT'^.^^'^J"

'"erefore ask for their narie ,„

-s i^ssu'd

mailing list for naw Catalogu"

^'lJ«^»L5.'il*S,'"^''= kindly noteCHANGE OF ADDRESS.

A. H. HUNT,
H.A. H. WORKS,

TUIMSTALL ROAD
CROYDON, ENg!

Telegrams

.

KEYAGE."
CROYDON.

1 eiephone^

.

CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

[5446
ENFIELD, 3h.p., late 1916, engine 2874, as new,

speedometer, tools, spares, excellent condition
throughout; *70.—Box 1,869, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[5655
ENFIELDS.—Place your name on our list without

delay, rotational delivery strictly adhered to, no
premiums.-Bedford Garage, Walsall. 'Phone: 270.

[5305
Watsonian sporting sidecar,

jinijtiuii; any trial; electric light,
near offer.—James, Pulham Market,

iio"!-.
'

[5597

ENFIELD 1919-2i4h.p. 2-str6ke, 2-speed, excellent
condition, just overhauled, lamps, horn, and spare

^...w. ; on view London.—Ward, Fiuh.Tm Lodge, Stone-
leigh, Kenilworth. [X5654
"DOTAL ENFIELD 3h.p. and Watsonian sidecar, 2-
-•-»' speeds, kick start, new tyres, just overhauled (cost
£10), splendid condition; 64 gns. Brix. 2304.—larkhall
Brewery, Clapham, S.W. [6172

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1920, dynamo light-
ing, Lucas horn, hood, screen, luggage grid, not

done 50 miles, better than nev
1,873, c/o the Motor Cijcle.

NFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1915-16, splendid
condition, Lucas head lamp, horn, Cameo wind

screen; any examination; 115 gns.—Averill, The Oak«
Blythe Bridge, Staffs. (D)

'

[5I53
"PNFIELD 1916 3h.p., 2-speed, KS., P. and H-L^ lamps. Stewai-t horn and speedometer, pump and
tools, almot^t new; any time Saturday; £75.—At 306
Kingston Ed., New Maiden, S.W. [X5445
T?NFIELDS - Several in stock ;

^

dvnamo hgltin-

f^H T « -1 ""it? ^*?.' 1^^° ™°<'els from £200.-
r ?ul» ?w°^° ^¥- ?-°' '°' ^°^^^ Hospital Ed.,Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. ; Kens. 7113. [6106
pi NFIELD Combination, 8h.p., perfect condition^ tyres good, accessories; £160.-George Smiths
°i°iii'cr',* SfP°> 268, Lavender Hill (opp. Ardingand Hobbs), Clapham Junction. S.W.ll. [5369

in, 1916, 2-speed clutch, ki-k
.....lly perfect, excellent condition

and appearan-e, mechanical lubrication, tyres ueariv
;3, 38, Eingcroft St., Holloway, "n.7. [609.5

E'

what offers ?—Box
[5675

letters relating to nrtvp,.fic«™„„* ,.
iwieMmKIWifflia new.-Greaves, 38, Eingcroft St., Holloway, Jng ad,e.ttsenaents should ,uote the nu.bei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
EnBeld.

J ATE 1919 6h.p. E-fldd *r-°,,i^?«^«tcret"
1j ation, fitted wrtb li9°'l "M |Ciee^

Shakes-
mileage under 1,000 miles; £190^ WM^i^^^don.
peare's Head, CoUingwood St., Betlinal i^ree , ^^^^^

•ONFIELD Combination, "IS, in Pevfect orfer elec^

ih trie lighting
romaeeumulatoraM^^^^g_

^i^t f^trtn^rcll\^. iBnlr Temple. E,C.4^

-p.O.C.H. have a 6h.p. Enfeld Combmation m^ex^

l* cellent order,-Fa.r OHer Car iloi|_
^^^.^^^

St., HamjJstead (nr. Hampsteaa
j ,^4;,; g^t

'Phone: Hampstead 375<i. noma => '.
[6117

anion except onal bargain; £1^"-—
*'lif„i, 'qji- Hish

foi Rd. Highgate. Seen any time 6, High St., Ui|n^

46 Jesus Lane, Cambridge. (Ul ^1
•pNFIELD 1916 |-8b.P- Combination, i»d^^f«™,
il^speedometer 3 f=t™

spa^e'chaiS? all good
spring pillion seat ^2%- Uist overhauled; seen any

n:-¥iom?ors=bafa\'e° BlSlrlJane, IHord, Ess.

6^'-'5anSfe!^lS'S^S°elec^knr^S;and
mechSS' hornl speedometer -P-^^^.^^f^J^^L
Slni°outr'm^efr.lS'-43rwhitehorse^Bd.

- Thornton Heath, S.E.

TnvTTFTTl 1916 Twin Combination, Easting -wind

E''!™ 5 limps. Klaxon horn ^P^^fg^^^^fi
gine fitted Bew valves and guides,

l^^''^£,'^\',^,i

LTdfeo^nJ^Te-fimet, -^^^stilo Tne Mo.r^Cya.

F^i^^lSS^nfaM^SS
£^!^nrs5?^ri^i^-^-t*f'^sii||
134,' King Henry's Bd., N.W.3.

Excelsior.

^^:TAnCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St London

-

W 7 9h.p American Excelsior and sidecar, W^^

i'q20 American Excelsior Model 19Ein^tooS^olo

ly 142 gns.; combination, 180 gns.-KutemnsOTi^

Boroughbiidge. ,, » v

House. Tel. : 1288.

-[7XCELSI0R..2%b,p., 2.speed, clntch^^'^^^P^'^^.V.Z

^ B^S?,;da*^St.,'BethBal Green, London. [5310

t'aNCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, I=!f
o« Ma"

T J nrrtv -American Excelsior; enquines.-J. Blake

^i to., OfficTal Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6586

'

. uriTTimw Fxoelsior 1920 Combination, 7-9hp.,

£|=S^;ir.^s^'^r^35

condition.—153 St. Anne s ku. i^<^
[X5772

&-'^isS;^o^^s^<f^aiS'ii;'S
;^^-Snt,^ItS^d i°d:?'Sion,'^HLsh*i?f; [S7?6

mWE New 1920 American Excelsior represents the

T best vllue Jor money on the "'"^7*^,^001. now 10^

early fli-'/p^^a^
"jji'^.^f^rm" st B^nd it'^May

Fdwards and Parry, ^. i^ieuutiim a^-,
[226'

fair 2666.
p^j^.^_

q ih.p. Fafnir, lamps, y^;l°fJl';'i,^i^H M.;02 evenings; 435, near ouei. .so, u
[5392

qlH: Fafnir, Bosch, hew ^N.S^ .^^j-fl^i^';*^

fe ^- o=fle^P-S.i*,"''lf' vTcliria^ 'I'd^, I

Buirey.
p j^^

FN., A^-vl.. and sidecar, 3 bargain, £35; ,

Biixton. [6334

Sole London and District

Agents for A.J S. and British

Excelsior IVlotor Cycles, also

Watsonian Sidecars. Con-

tracting Agents for Triumplns,

B.SA, Clyno, Enfields, Cal-

thorpes, AUons, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, etc.

The following New and

Second-hand IVlotor Cycles

are on view at our New
Showrooms

:

52 & 53, SUSSEX PLACE,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 79 h P-.

fitted with acetylene lighting set,

speedometer, and horn.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 4 h.p. hori-

zontal twin, acetylene lighting set,

speedometer, and horn.

HEW IMPERIAL, 1920, 6 h.p., 3-speed,

gear box, kick-starter.

' RUDGE-MULTI, 1920, i\ h-P-. Mulji

gear.

CALTHDBPE, 1920, 2! h.p., 2-stroke.

Enfield gear.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2i hp

"-stroke, 2-speed, kick-starter, and

clutch.

DIAMOND, 1920,21 h.p., Villiers2-5troke-

All the above machines at makers' lisi

prices, plus freight charges from works,

A J S., 1919. 6 h.p. Combination, Splitdorf

dynamo lighting set, spare wheel^

complete

JAMES, I9r9, 5-6 hp- Combination, Lucas

acetylene lighting set, Cowy speedo_

meter, horn, etc i""

RUDGE, 1919. 3i h.p. Combination, Multi

gear, kick-starter, acetylene l-gh'mg =!,*.

H.&"B. horn, Dunlopt^tes ... £100

A J S 1918, 6 h.p., militarj' model, fitted

with Sidecar, Lucas lighting set, Klaxon

horn, stormproof apron «><»

IVY, 1919, 2J- h.p., 2-stroke 2-speed

p. &H. acetylene hghtmg set ... «B0

ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1919. =i 1" P

acetylene lighting set, net run 5^
miles

N., ^-evl.. ann siuw-v, - "-"

i' after 5.30.—Ford, 25, Cowley ..«., - -

riEOW Bros.,- Guildford ^-N- •'>S™ts for the 7h P

l.^ 4-cyl. and 2%h.p. lightweiglit. Boot your ^^^«™]^\

Olh.p. F.N., 2-speed clutch shaltBo^:!,,^ tyi-es

fii- good, ride away; E-Si- =•= "=>
[6776 1

Oxiord

ei8 All letters relating to advertisements should

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.

'T't^oTe street, W.C.I.

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W.

WHOLESALE;
38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Garage-Tottenham Court Road.

'Phone—Museum 1240.

Telegrams

—

"Dynametro, Westcent, London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE, g

oih.p. r.N., 2.Hpeed, -t^fi^]}Si^r%^^^t%^-fZ^ or stamp reply; fSO.-JMonk, jaiiic,,
^^

End, Bucks.

Kh.p. F.N., 2-speea, completely overhauM lamp

5 perfect, £38; sidecar, *6.-76, we.re

SouthaU, W. .,..„„, ™3

T^T new 1920, 2%h.p., shaft drive, 2-speed ll

F wefght; Ils.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139^^

St . Birmingham. , ,„-
.

i^ppo"slfe"ihafk^Va?m"'Tub3
Station,. J™ 4-cyl., 1914, 2 speeds, clut_ch,^-c ^h«K b|

L*lfSl.%toS?e'Chin4rfU»on.' j .

TcYL. F.n": 3^7h,p.. -eently ovelra-le^^

ia,5lf=l3'ar|aTnn™fe.-SoL?y:'876,
Garrattl ^

Tooting. S.W.17. i

028.-2^/ih.p. F-N,, Bosch ™.^neiv Wt^andjij

it rr^P.^^h^S^"afcrificl'rt
'eheaue.-Same

Peter St., Folkestone.
, j .i-eiKji o»,

^ dropped li

T ATE 1913 SI";?;
''-'S'i '^mo'de! aluminium

1j 2-speed, clatclr, ^-S',,, ?" bars, Claudel-Ho
boards, large ^t-AU, s^

excellent condition, m

!?l"'spte'd^4"50, Klaxon,
tools; many spar«.

CroJt, Madeley, Salop,

Grandex.
-e, tube, belt;

near Battle, SussOSh.p. Grandex, new tyre, tube

^4 fSO.-Clifton, Hove,

Hampstead.

XTAMPSTEAD 1920 S'f.Pv.o^.-^'^^^fe ^e^r' I
Xl gear. Palmer tyres *=2'10 smg i-

^.^^

£43/10.-Motors Hampstead, 78, iiigu °

^"•'"'''
HarleyDavldson.

J-^SiS&noSSS?linf^M^:

St., Walsall.
i,„n,eflir,

'

H^-il;-y:°^Ii^e!.°V^i -^t-.^'v.
PT-pt-pr 'Phone : 933.

Sydenham Hill, S.E.23.

TTATlLET-DAVipSON 7-9KP. new Oct,

±1 Model F, price |165.-ApplT, ^
Saxon Ed., Selburst, h.t.

I ^ENmNB mriey-Davidson 7-9h.p C^»^^

' ^« ,";ili.''ri*^;^nB UpS' ^'ul'se Hill, S.V.

I

-rr-AELEY' 7-9h.p., f-P-?,' ,'S' and'SotS

I

Sht^-n'^^tA'rsT'^.t'^-Be-Sr
Waterbeach.

7-9h.p. Harlev-Davidson Conihination h*
IJJ

7 "^.creen, lainps, |tc. •
*165, "r^^j^^

^^^^,

iMcIntyre Bros., 34b, «ueen o
,

I.VVIDSON 1920 Flat Twin, ur-

arnes Motor Garage. cPP°"*,=it,,

II

Cl^b.-Barnes- S.W.13. 'Phone; Hammcisnntli

1915', *157/10.
j

-< fkl5 Harley-Davidson Combination, W'

head, Ambleside.

TTAELET-DAVrDSON 1920 7-9h P., «»^

H1rl..'"7l80^cr=^™-ea?S cS-°»^
Crass, Stafford St., Derby.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON racing rnodeljVj^Sn^

variable gear, kK*,. st="^^?,^i ScepW-i?

?rir£l'<?6.-Birl9t?.'cro\7!?«W-'

"!!;.etne number at tl,e end Ceacn advertisement, and tUe date o. the .SU.
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dTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
Hni'liiy-Oavldson.

,i:y-nAVIDSON, 1915, olectric raodcl, willi

rley .sidci-ar, 3 speeds, kick elutcli, sidociii

ith hood ftiid Wroon, luRgagc cnrrior. rt'cn1ir.•^

;lii8.—Apply, Box 1,919, c/o The Motor Cii,ir

IG2H2
SiuKlo Iliirlcv-lliividann. 1917 model, Vmu

flil.iult «ido.'lir, 3 speuds, ihltdi, tick st.nl

i.iii. I"..la, idHo insHllull'i) noUi'y; £116; rvny
rM.iltnt ruiiilitioii : ti'iiil l>y opiioiutuuMit.

-liiix 301,

S,i.V,l,i

boilgllt lik'lit

OUSe, rnlillK.
[59.^0

ail. p., 1920,
rlllr lislltllli:

and Tiiii-SiMi

/o Pool's Advertising Seivii'r,
t St., E.C. L5663

Hnzlewood.
EWOOIl-J.A.P. 1915 5-6h.p. Combination, re-
tly oviMlmuled by Jnp, good iippear:iuee, 3
leodometer; £110.—Kuigbt, 19, Eoiindbill Kd.,

[6264

LWOOII-.T.A.P. 61l.p. Cniiibin.itinn, 1914 3-
d i-.mntrr.sbnff. kirk stiiiter, Ilviiliil.ln sido.vu-.
een, lumps, et.'., now tires :ind b.lt, notoime
rleet oonditioii

; £115.-12, Lenin Ed., Stieiit-

f- [6164
> Hendon.
pON 3>gi.p. 2-speed Conntershaft, kiek-stnrt,
il., spring torks, oseellent condition; £32.—
127, Wandle lid., Wnndswortli Common, S.W.I.

„ ^ [5967
Henderson.

I lenderson, in gnod nuniiuR older, re-enamelbd,
r gwiis: pnoe f85.-TJie Ottershaw Engiuei r-
s, Hiire Hill. Snrrey. [5278
.SIllHE. Cheshire, North Wales, and isle of
.—Lnquines for Henderson 4-cvl. wanted.-
and Co., OfHcial Dealers. Liverpool-Man

[6587
ERSON 1915 Combination, with all acces-
es, overhauled, meehanical condition very
^ ^"il' *125.-Richardson, 5, Rosslyn Hill
der 42, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead. [5312

Hobait.
jTS. foi Brighton and Hove. The Villiers en-
1.2'.ili.p. 2-speed model now avnihil.le lor de-
nu 2 weeks; £67/10. Limited minil^r
tone Motor Cycle Depot, 32, Goldsto

Iv.-
illas,

[2203
Villa

[5307

H umber.
RD Garage Walsall, district ag«rts

si delivery.

iBE Lightweight. Bosch, B. and B. ; ride away
-Titt, Ahbotsford, Warminster. '

[5495
''BOPES, 9 Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London

" '^' " ' 1919:
[5142

^?i_''^'^5l4' clutch, hand and Foot, in sj.Ien-
order; £44, or offer.

2E Lightweisht, just
Morriss and 'Co.. Ltd.,

N.W.3.

5E SVL.h.p., 1914 pattern,
res very httle to finish

;

he Motor Cycle.

9, Buhv
[6334

iverhauled; £25.—E.
139, Finchley Rd.,

[5293

barga

!E 1919 3V.h.p., flat twi
done 100 miles: £105,
gles, Newtown, X. Wales.

complete,
;25.-Box
[X5651

delivered Deeem-
r nearest olier.—

[6167
aumher C.B. Combination, 2,ipeed, handle

condition; £58. oflers.—Williams
few Eitliam, S.E.9. [5820

;E 1914, Stuimey 3-sreed and clutch, handl
incker sider:ir, .ondition very, good ; £68.-
ith and ^ illis, Basingstoke. [5455
I, twin-cyl., 2"4h.p., Philipson, perfect

°^n°'Sf'''. '*'?^'' appearance, lamiM, horn;
40, Erpmgham Ed., Putney. [5356

E S'/oh.p., 2-speed, handle stait, Bosch Ped-
, lit, and Bates liack cover recently fitted- ride
-.-17, Sheen Ed., Eichmond. Snrrey. [5430
R Combination, 2-speed, etc., mecbanicall
.ct, smart appearance, 3 lamps, spares, etc
i.ansome, 2, Willow Grove, Chislehurst.

limber 6h.p. Flat Twin, water-cooled, coach-
. combination, perfect running order; £95,
liros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: Ealing

[5873
lumber Motor Cycle and sidecar, wants slight

to frame; £40, or near ofi'er.—Can be

'?"i'',?"j"'''=
Garage, 3, Selhnrst Ed., South

''^•25. [5362
dumber Combination (caachbuilt), 3-speed,

starter, clutch, perfect running or

'

M-; exchange lightweight and cash, Enfield
Bracher, 8, Churchwavs Crescent. Horfleld

[5853

Rotors
pioprictbrsi- Erliog I, Newbeiiy-Cobbelt

fr Cedric Croillwcite

- Motor. CYCLE/ Dept

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for tlie

DUZMO
ror London, Hertford, Bedford. Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 1920.

- !

We are also Agents for the following machines
'

B.S.A., A.J.S.. JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR.
METRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON. F.N., LEA.
FRANCIS.

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1. HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late

1919, electric model, speedometer, horn,
watch, anipmeter, exhaust whistle,
mirror, polished aluminium discs, fully
equipped, perfect condition, with 1920
Sidecar. Will separate £225

2. ZENITH, 1919, perfect condition —
3. ENFIELD, 1919-20, 2-stroke, Enfield 2-5p.,

lamps, horn, aluminium footboards, fully
equipped, perfect condition £G]|

4. O.K. JUNIOR, sjh.p.. 4-stroke, 2-speed,
? Inmps, 2 generators, mechanical horn,
aluminium footboards £55

5. CALTHORPE JUNIOR, 2 h.p., 4-3troke,
outside flywiieel, mechanical overhead
valves, 2-sp?ed, 2 electric lamps, horn,
fully equipped, gooc' condition —

6. 1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR Combination,
8 h.p., actual OljTnpia Show model,
L\icas dvD.nmo lighting, electric hom,
quick detachable and interchangeable
wheels and i spare, fully eqnipped, 2-

seater Sidecar, hood, screen, luggage grid —
7. i92c» COULSON, 4 h.p. Blackburne engine,

Albion 2-speed spring frame, latest
pattern leaf spiing front forks —

8. JAMES, 1919, 5-6 h.p., solo or combina-
tion, Lucas lamps, fully equipped, per-
fect condition Will separate £158

9. 1920 ARIEL Combination. 3^ h.p., 2-?p.,
luUy equipped —

ACCESSORIES.

1. Douglas 2.i h.p. Gear Bos, complete with
controls £8

2. Sporting iSin. Steering Wheels, cover
covered 59 /-

3. Aero type adjustable Triplex Windscreens.

4. Cameo Windscreens.

5. Aluminium Leg Shields.

Lamps, Mechanicai Horns, Tools.

WE WANT TO BUY SOLOS AND COiVfBINATIONS

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road
S.Kensington, S.W.7.

felephone : Kensington, 6312.

relegraras : Efembalmot, Southkens, London.

MOTOR CYCLKS I OR SALE,
Itidlan.

S.K. f5383
rt-Gljp. Tiidi.in. chiUh, do GO m.p.li.—Mr. Metcalfe.
*-' 1, Uuctuiy 'J'errnco, l-'uriiluiui Uoyul, uear Bloii«h.

[534»
I.NIJIAN 7-9h.p.. 2-8peed8, clutch, spring frame, great

bargain; £55.—103a, High St., Wandaworth.
[6243

7-9h.p. Indian (1914), clutch, di.sC8: rido away; £55;
* new tyre, tubi-B, chain.—Clifton, Hove, near Bnttlo.

Su.ssex. [5260

IQ20 Indians; prompt deliveries.—E. Brown. Indian
-!-«' Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker Lone, JJurnley.
Tol. : 194. 1X0334

1 Q20 Indian and Indian Sidecar, electric lighting,
-Ltf ridden twice only; £150.—Box 1,879, c/o The
Motor C.ifclc. [5680

1 Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar;
At' £75.—Maudes* Motor Mart, 100 Paris St.,
Kxftei. [6123

1 Q14 Indian 7-9h.p. Road Karer, clutch model, en-
-i-*^ gine perfect; £65.-80, York ltd., Battert^ea,
S.W.ll. [5707

,w.^.^»^w^, ^^^-r, ^-^^,^^, ^^^plete,
ood rmininff order; £75.—Reynolds

J3106., Barnsley. [5452

INDIAN, l.'ite 1915, 7-91i.p,, American police clutch
model, firat-(ia8<^ order; £65, lowest.—Owner, 20.

Canterbury Rd., Croydon. [5705

19^

19
Milton Ed., East Sheen. [6027

20 Indian, Swan sporting sidecar, disc wheels, T.T.
s new, dynamo lighting.—J. Smith and Oo.,

16, H.lmpstead Kd., N.W. [63J2

INDI.\N Combination, 1914, Swan sidecar, in sound
condition throughout, good appearance: £95.—

Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [6222

"I (Q14 Indian Boad Racer, 7-9h.p. twin, mag., clutch.
Xt/ Klii.\on. good tyres; £60.—George Lutz, 43, Ox-
ford Ra., Ealing, London, W. [5256

7-9h.p. Indian Road Racer, like new, climb any-
thing, [ullv insured; first £7i secures.—Bright,

8, Llanthonv Rd., Gloucester. [5323

trial; X65, or nearest
offer.—Burrows, Fore Hill, Ely. [5337

INDIAN' Combination, 1916, Powerplus, spring
frame, dynamo lighting, starting, and horn; £140.

—374, Grove Green Rd., Leytonstone. [6179

1 Q14 Indian 2-speed, clutch, Swan sidecar, electrio
-Lif lights, horn, speedometer, good condition; £95.—
St. Ives, Burwood Tarlt Hd., T^'alton, Surrey. [5829

"I 015 5-6h.p. Indian Coach Combination, sporting,XV 3 speeds, hand, foot clutch, kick start; £90.—
Jenkins. 4. Glamorgan Terrace; Swansea. [5569

INDIAN 7h.p.. clutch model, smart appearance, but
retiuires adiustmeiits. lamps: £49, or exchange

lower power.-Wood, 79, Fernhead Ed., Paddington, ^.9.
[5593

INDIAN. 7-9h.p.. 1915. clutch model, Lucas lamp
set, tools, pillion seat, fast, sporty machine, in

fine condition; ie75.—Welch, 135, Edgware Rd., W.2.
[5547

T-9h.p. Indian and Mills-FuUord sidecar, 3-speed,

electric lighting, horn, etc., excellent condition

;

price £130.—Moye, Croftside, Noith Parade, Grantham.
[5765

INDIAN. 7.9h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, 6prin»
frame, mechanically perfect, good tyres, enamel

poor; £70; evenings.—8, Bockhampton Rd., Kingston.
[5553

1919. dynamo lighting, Mills-Fulford coachbuilt
sidecar; owner going abroad; £172/10 secures.—B.
PuUan, Cirencester. [X5631

INDIAN, T.T., 7-9h.p., clutch, speedometer, lamps,
etc.. mechanically perfect, mileage 4,500. engine

No 77F237; £75, no offers.—Timmins, 66, Vauxhall
St., Dudley, Worcestershire. [6036

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, 5-speed, spring frame, Mont-
JL*y gomcrv sidecar, all in real good order, engine
and gear.> perfect: £95.-Wnlbro Motor Cycle Works,
Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X5667

19^

gle
box trial : £70.

Scott.—County Gari

INDIAN Combination, 5.6h.p., Swan sidecar, per-
fect running order, tvres good. 1916; £120.—

George Smith's Motor Cvcle Depot. 268, Lavend :r

Hill (opp. Ardin; and Hobbsl, Clapham Junctjcn,
S.W.ll.

,
[5363

ITl.O.C.H. have an Indian 7-9h.p., 2-soeea and clutch,
^ T.T. bars, excellent order.—Fair "Offer Car House,

5 Heath St.. Hampstead t'nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [6114

I letters relatijig to advertisements should quote the nuinber at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, erg
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indinn

1 Q15 7-9h.r. Indian Combination, 3 speeds,
J-iJ mileage, speedometer,
screen, electric lighting and horn,
£125; seen by appointment.—207,
Clapham Junction.

1 nil 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,
J-^ speed and clutch, Senspray carl
controls, tyres in excellent condition,
seen Saturday, otherwise by appoint:
Beulah Rd., Wimbledon (nr. station).

19

sndition perfect
Latchmere Rd.,

[5557

spring frame. 2-

buretter, English
climb anywhere

ieil5.—

2

[5789

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915 solo, spring frame, T\-ith 1919
3-speed countershaft gear, hand clutch, 1919 tank

and fittings, 2 lamps, horn, perfect running order:
£80, or exchange lor 1919 2'!ih.p. Douglas, B.nby Tri-

umph, or similar.—A. Lord, Victoria Sa-, Settle, Yorks.
[5498

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speea, kick start,

foot chitch, machine and sidecar in excellent con-
dition, just overhauled, electric lamp, horn, and accu-
mulator, 1 spare tube, Indian tool kit, speedometer
working; owner getting car; £100.—Coleman, Hooton
Park Aerodrome, Cheshire. [5616

Invicta.

INVICTA-J.A.P., 2%h.p„ 1919. 2-spe'cd, lamps, horn,
generator, pump, new condition ; £60.—34, Man

Chester Rd., Swindon. [6603

l Q19 Invicta 2-stroke, 2-speed, Villiers engine,LU now; £57/10.—E. T. Morriss and Co., Ltd.,
139, Finchley Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [5294

Ivy.

IVT 2-spee(1 2-strok6. Orders booked for early de-

livery.—Roth-well and Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage,
Miilvern. [6186

~|Q19 3h.p. Ivy, single speed, 2-stroke, never been
XtJ ridden; accept £57; present list price, £62
Box 1,915, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6278

15 Ivy 2-stroke, requires slight adjustment,
stored 3 years, P. and H. lamp, mechanical

horn; £27/10.—Gas Manager, Athy, Ireland. [5712

IIMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

1014 4h.p. Ivy Combination, -S-speed, clutch. Millers
J-*/ lamps, good Dunlop tyres, recently overhauled
throughout, re-enamelled and plated, good condition
£80.—Bank House, Doniethorpe, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

[X5760
James.

JAMES 1920 2-stroke 2-speed, brand new; £70.—
47. Hamilton Rd., Reading. [6297

3ih.p. 1915 James, 3-speed, kick start; £75.—
2 Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter.

[6125
JAMES 1916 2-6tioke, 2-sreed, lamps, Elaxou,

tyres; £45.-Neath, Adam St., Burnham, Sol
set. ^ [6157

1 Q19 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, mileage 250, abso-
-Lt/ lutely as new throughout; £68.-37, Regent St.,
Rugby. [5804

WHITBY and Son, James specialists, new or used
machines, spare.—7, The Vale, Acton, W.3.

Chiswich 1513. [5850

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4.—41/ih.p. James and sidecar, 1915. 3

speed, clutch and K.S.; £125. [5133

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-1915 3-speed 4'/ih.p. James
with sidecar, gear box overhauled by makers,

good running order; £52. [6145

"IQ17-18 James 4i/4h.p. Combination, speedometer,
JLt)' lamps, etc.; £125; seen by appointment. Drever,
Hazelcroft, The Grove, Finchley, N.3. [5630

1 19 4Vih.p. James, fullv equipped, 3-speed counter-
-•-»' shaft, clutch, kick start, unpuneturcd; £105.—
Burton, All Saints Ed., Bromsgrove. [X5766

JAMES 1920 3y:.h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
start, T.T. bars; delivery next week; list price;

exchanges.-R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [6313

J -AMES 4>4h.p. single, 3-speeds, countershaft gear,
with James sidecar; bargain 90 gns.—Motors

Hampstead, 78, High St., Hampstead, N.W.3. [(229

1Q10 James 2-stroke 2Uh.p., 2-speed countershaft
-*-*^ ge.ir, tools, Jamp, and horn, condition ag new;
£65.-26, Webbs Kd., Battersea Rise, S.W. [5381

1Q19 James De Luxe Combination, 5-6h.p., lamps.
-i-t/ horn. Easting screen, under' 500 miles, perfect;
£160; by appointment.— 6, Princes St., Ipswich. [6086

JAMES. 4l^h.p., 1916, 3-speed, countershaft chain
drive, kick start, new condition ; 85 gns. ; fine

sidecar machine.—57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane,
Camberwell. [6128

4ih.p. James Combination, 1916, 3.speed, clutch,
4 K.S., dynamo lighting, electric horn, just been

oveihauled, excellent condition: £115.—Mitchel, Market
Place, Dereham, Norfolk. [5617

17-18 James Combination. 4j-^h.p., all-enclosed
chain cush drive, 3 speeds, countershaft, dutch,

k-.-tarter, uiileaee 1,000, perfect condition; £118.-:
Loiigridgc ltd:, Earl's Court. We.-tera 1344.

,

(6259'

19

tf:

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.
Can very often be made
of new machines. This

week, for instance, we
can deUver from stock

the following

:

NEW HUDSON 2.stroke,

CALTHORPE PRECISION
CALTHORPE 2-stroke,

CLYNO 2.3iroke&
olhers at lisl prices.

Second - hand

Machines
As a rule we handle

no second-hand motor
cycles, but occasionally

we take a really good
machine in part pay
ment.

Sendyour
Enquiries
for any of the^e

machines to the " Big

gest Dealers _ in the

South."

KUMBER ARIEL,

New Imperial. P. & IVI

A.B.C., A.J.S,, CEDOS,

B.S.A., OK, Matchle

LEVIS: etc.

CLYNO, etc.

H. JULIAN,
The"No Premium' House

READING.
'Fhone: 1024, Reading.

Wipes : "Julian," Reading

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
James.

.6 (?) James T.T. ^i/ib.p. Sporting Slug,
feet througJiciit, adjustable pulley, exi

i!lv fa t, un&cratcbed. stored 2 years; bargaia,
N vbery, 10, Heddon St., off Regent St., U

,

1 019-20 James a^Ti-P- Combination, James '

-L*^ 3-speed, hand clutch, leg shields, lugga}

,

Lu a lamps, Klaxon, not dons 250 miles, ss
nl on; £150.~MacmilIan, King's Langley,

(

i

James 5-6h.i3. Combination de Lo
ii

hields. Klaxon horn, speedomete
lami s screen, luggage grid; £160 lowest;

api o ntment.—Perkins, 15, Arundel Rd., Ea:

19

19'

haelds pillion seat, sparec?, et(\, peifect condil

3 ired tor £185; .irrept £178; appoiutment-
5 viss Cottage, Queensville, Staflord. '

™, 5-speea,

condition,

1,500, Lucas lamps [3), KUison, tool roll, stom
elegant leg shields, lieautiful outfit; any trial

ination; £125.—Pollock, The Nooks, Dorset E
tingham, S.E.9.

J.A.P.

any time.—Denye

s, Bosch, B.
£50, or ne

Court Lodge, CI

J.E.S.
scooter,

invited by J. B
Manchester.

Kerry.

KEBET-ABINGUON 3V.h.p., hand centre

spring forks, etc., bought new in 1915
almost new, guaranteed perfect; £59.—Bos 1

The Motor Cycle.

Lea-Francis

LEA-PRANOIS, 1920, not unpacked,
engine; what oHers ?—Box .1,933, c

-Voter Cncle.

L^i

19'

EA-FRANCIS, 1920. -Place youi name
list foi delivery of these ai

ounts.—A. J._Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Port

VV.l.^

Levis.

EVIS, 1915. good couditiou, lamps; £42.

I LevLs 2i4b.p., fully eauipped; £47.—!

pond Ed., Islington, London.

Dii

CYEIL WILLIAMS tor early dcliyeiy of

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

19^
214.

16 Levis Popular, T.T., perfect conditio

horn, spe
fron Ed., Bigglei

I EVIS 21411. p. 1920 Popular Model, in stocl

J Hardie and Lone, Lt<I., authorised ai

n oodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.). Bond St., W.l.

Majnrr 6559."

LEVIS Populars convertible -into 2-speC'

nith the addition o! the Roo counters]
— A.pph, Roc Gear Dept., A. W. Wall,

Mills, Birmingham.

Popular, 1914, hardly rid

nearly new Dunlop tyreS

lighting set; ^635, or olfc

Scabrook, Kent.

Model de Luxe, 2^li
ive, horn, tools, spiil* '

iKfi 400, new Seiitember. 1919; secufny time,

Stonier, Holland Fa

EVIS, 1916.

II tit 268, L.a;

Saitley, Birmingli

single speed, i£SO; LeviE,,,!

utile speed, £55; Levis,

cv. £60.—George Smith'i

eiuler Hill (opp. Arding an

ri, S.W. 11

B20 All letter.s relatinfi to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end ol each adveitisement, and the date ol the IsSUl
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DTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lincoln-Elk.

16023

ON-KLK 3>Mi,p., olntoli, Boseb, H.B., iiiljiut-

; lu.ucst luoiuit; £3J.-Griffltlia, 1, liiiilwiiv

Jniveu Arms, Snloi>. [6169

LN-EI,K 3'ili.p., T.T., Jloscli. B.B., new <yu'.s,

buiili^d. stored 4 yenrs, t^plendid condition.
.; f'JS.-ia, Corimiu Hd., Tufncll Piirk. [658!

£90: niso 1917,

L.M.C.
l4Ii.p., 3-speed, 1919, .10. jt-i-u. ...^l- u.
; oiviier Koiug abroad.-25. Out NortliRalc.

I Edmund's [5888

SM'li.p., 1912. stood over 5 venrs. eupino.
ng. mill nil in excellent condition, n reidlv

;; i:47(10.—Oiikdene, Asliincre Grove, Ipswicli.
[X5754

'4I1.P. L.M.C Stuvmey-Archer, .\mac. cli-ctri,j

;, Willi Henderson sidecar. Easting wiml
vrcs good and unpiiiictured, in excclkni
115.-A. V. Maunder, Fairaeld, Clitlonvillc
Alargale. [5925

M..4.G.

1920 Special 4h.p. Twin, T.T.. W.A.G.
le, adjustable pulley, long plated exliaust
'. bars, Brooks saddle, enarrelled Indian
; as new; £30.—H. D. Varty, Thunderslev,

_ ^ [6312

Martin.
XANDS Model Martin-Jap 4h.p,. o.h.v., dual
" ' m. long exhaust, light and fast; bset

[fell Hd., Maidenhead. [6015

Mnrtinsyde.
N'STDE-NEWMAX 6h,r. Combination.-Sol
; tor Shroiishire, Moss, W em. [X543i

NSYDE-NEWMAN.—Who is going to be the
f person to be first on our waiting list for

ese splendid machines ?—Julian, 84, Broad
ing. 'Phone : 1024. (0122

NSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the sen
n of Olympia.—Book you order now for strici
lelivery with J. Blake and Co., the motoi
!rts, 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britain',
lotor cycle saloon ; also at blackfriars St.
r. [6581

Matchless.
' T.ESS.—Place vour order now tor earlv de
.•y.—Egertons, Northgate St., Ipswich. [7641

LESS-J..\.P. 3i..h.p., 1915, single gear, splen
jnditiou : 50 gns.— 8, Hatton Gardens, Newark

[699;
, Guildford, TVest Surrey agents foi

class outfit.—Matchless in name and
[3173

atchless. Model H.—To ensure delivery, send
dries, Clapham (Motors), King George St.,

S.E.IO. [5094

"atchless Combination; 20. Pembridse Rd..
ting Hill Gate; trial; £125.—Box 1,931
'otor Cyc'c [6295

LESS Combination, 8h.p., speedometer, lamps,
etc., excellent condition; £90.—Brightside,
Gravesend. [5709

LESS 1919 Tictorv Model Combination,
vheel. wind screen; £160.—Butler, Draper,
ar Alfreton. [6161

ing Erame Matchless Combination ; no pre-

Jf spot cash ; makers' price.—97, Mount-
Highbury, London, r?.5. [5700

1913, 2-speed, kick

LESS, M.A.G., 8H.p., 3-speea, all-chain, ve
K)me combination; 110 gns.—Longman Bro:
St., EaUng. Tel.: E.aling 689. [6874

.atchless Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine
ic lighting, good condition, tyres good
Dingle, Gaterham, Surrey. [5365

I LESS Sh.p. 2-speed, 2-seater sidecar, splendid
: any trial; £90; -wanted, lower power;
-t.-B., 164, High St., Harlesden. [6073

"itchless Combinat
nteed

£90.—Reynolds, Waterbeach. Cambs." _

^.„„ [6224
JlSS 8h.p. Combination, 2-speeds, luxurious
r, perfect in every detail, speedometer, etc.,
595.—62b, Highgate Rd., Kentish Town.

[6238
, late 1918 Matchless-Jap 8h.p, combination,
ds, kick start, etc., splendid condition; bar-
—Douglas, 37, Sheep Street, Northampton
„ [5458
JESS-J.-\.P. 6h.p. C.B. Combination,

. seat, 2 speeds, lamps, tools,
tfit; seen any time; 90 gns,—Wiles, Central
n Hall, Tottenham. [5899
.ESS, late 1914* 4h.p. twin, and sidecar
1 and clutch, Bosch, Binks, recently thor-
nanled; any trial: £75, or near.— 1, Glou-
pnion St., Farnborough, Hants. [6024

If you will let us know =
your requirements, we ^

will advise you what s

New Motor Cycles
are available for delivery ®
BEFORE EASTER =[*i

§ READY NOW. |

I ROVER 1

I COMBINATIONS |
= 6 h.p. WD. Models. =
^ Finished "Service" Green. H
= T-win J.A. P. engine, counter- =
= shaft 3 speed gear, clutch and =

kick starter, chain transmission. =

Cash Price, £145 I
Deferred Payment Terms

:

=
Deposit with Order . £45 H
12 Monthly Instalments of £9-7-6 =

H

B

(•(

a

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

IN STOCK.
1919 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2 speeds (as

new), £60
1919 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p.. multi-gear,

clutch and kick starter.with sidecar,£1 1

5

1920 SCOTT, 32 h.p., Watford speed-

ometer (as new), £120
1915 INDIAN combination, 7-9 h.p.,

3 speeds, clutch and kick starter, spring

frame, lamp and horn, £110
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. IVlillford side-

car, Lucas lamps and horn, £130
1915 G.W.K., 4-seater, light car, dynamo

lighting, detachable wheels and spare

hood, screen, horn, speedometer, £240

w

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS GIi.p. C.B. Con.biniition, Imnd, screen,
"iu"ii, :; »i I». t™ cnnino, Ilinkn, »iilnnilid run-

"•": I' ml '"ri.lition: £95.-Hfit(!, Ilrook Lynn.
II ii I

I, ..riif, NcMton-lc-WJllows. [5511

lyr \ I

'
III I I \.I'. 8h.p. a-specd Combination.

I*'-
< "- :

' 111. in tounti order, minus biick witecl
"111) ; biiiKiiin to dcnr, .«55.—Banister and Botten,
341, Upper St. (opp. Agricultural Hall), Islington.

I [5538
MATCHLESS 1920 SpriuB Frnmo Comtiinlition.-Wo

nro liirge ooijtrfietinp iigents, and can offer early
"

" ' ..-- - . .- uiofiel in stock.

, Ciimoujile St.,
KL-.5. [0066

MATCHLESS New Sprin(r.franir3 '.Ill-n,!,,
booked for rotational delivery i> •

* i

mode! on view. Replacements for Mil i

:ill datfti in stock.—Tusscll, la, Ulau]/;ii i; l: . . I m;
sUiid. S.E. 9 111

lielit-\,fATCHLESS Model H Combination, dyn
i'A iiiB. fully equipiied. Hook now lor early delivery.
-Anthoriaed London agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane,
Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (ott Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
I'liono: Mayfair 6559. [0031

MATf'lILE.SS Model H Spring Frame Combination,
mileage under 50, fitted spare wheel, luggage

carrier, screen, 5 Luca^ lamps, 2 generators, bom;
first cheque je215.-\Vrite, Matchless, c/o House-
keeper, 6, ThrogmortoD St., E.C. [5561

MATCHLESS, 1919 Victory model, spare wheel.
Easting screen, Tan-Sad pillion seat, F.R.S. elec-

tric lighting, mechanical horn, aluminium footboard?,
original tyres, in fine condition; £180.—Jas. Q. Mills,
Chemist, Piatt Bridge, Wigan. (X5795

MATCHLESS.—Deposit of £10 paid for delivery in
London of spring-frame model, guaranteed for

March, 1920. Advertiser, going abroad, is willing to
transfer contract for £10 plus cost of this advertisement,
-lios 1,854, c;o The Motor Vijdc. [5531

Sh.p. Matchless-Jap Coacbbuilt Combination, 2.speed,
kick starter, discs, hood, screen, luggage grid, 2

large P.H. head lamps, 2 generators, 2 horns, Cowey
^lieedometer, extra heavy Dunlops; £98, or near offer;
any trial.—Gotch, Chesham House, Kettering. [5695

M-VrCHLESS, 1914, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine, 3
lamps, horn, speedometer, C.B. sidecar. Cameo

screen, new Palmer cords and Avon, Low generator,
tboroughlv overhauled at cost £40, first-class turn,
out; £120.—Lnffnell, Mona, Compton St., Eastbourne.

[5770
MATCHLESS Combination.—Book yonr orders with

Ross, 86, High Road. Lee, S.E., for 1920 spring
frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at
time of delivery. A large assortment of second-hanit
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [5242

19^
1 horns, mat, luggage grid, spare wheel, complete,
asting wind screen, tools, and many spares, machine
IS done very small mileage, and is in beautiful con-

dition: £175.—Smith, 23, Bettesworth Ed., Shearer Ed..
1'ort.sinoutli. [5457

Metro.
METRO-TYLER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and

district invited by J. Blake and Co.. 110-112.
Bold St.. Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

METRO Semi-T.T. 2
' Jh.p. 2-stroke, excellent condi-

' lion, new appearance; £40 or nearest offer;

wcck-ends.-Grimwood, Woodside Green, Hatfield.
[5924

"3 Q19 (XoT.) Metro-Tyler, single-speed, long plated ex-
-Lt/ haust, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., 500 milo.^

;

seen alter 6 ; £50.-22, Torbay Ed., Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
Manchester. [5609

METRO-TYLER, November, 1919, 2i4h.p., 2-

stroke, 2-speed. Miller head lamp, electric rear,

tvres unpunctured (Clinchers), all in excellent order;
.-£65.—Wilson, Trinity College, Oxford. [5324

METEO-TYLER.-W* can deliver from stock 2-speed
models of this super 2-stroke, list price, £69/6/8;

or with disc wheels and long exhaust pipe, £72/18/8.—
City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. Thoue: Avenue 5548. [0065

BiM

= Eastern Garage Co.,
S Official Repairers to

=: R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

= 418, Romford Road, Forest =;

I Gate, E.7. =!
— Telephone—490 East Ham, rz i

m Telegrams—"Egaraco, Loadon." —-
\

tllllllE^IIIIIIIIIII@IIIIIIIIIJI!^lllllllllll@ll||li:

Minerva.
IXERVA. 5^-h.p., Grade multi gear, spring frame,
"osch; £20. or near.—1, Townley Rd., Dulwich,

S.E. [5980

MotO'Reve
MOTO-EEVE Lightweight, overhauled, new tyres,

tubes, belt, mechanical horn, smart ' appearance

:

£20.-Yorecroft,. Eipon. [5591

".OTO-EETE Lightweight, good running order; £22.
free on rail.-Hanriltou and Wilson, 54, Sword
Dennistoun, Glasgow. [X5444

Blotosacoche.
Lightweight, perfect running order:

[6003
1 Q14 Motosai
-L" any trial; £20.—Inman, Worksop.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, just had new piston;
exchange hiirher power, or sell ^22.—North,

Jeweller-, Malton, \'ovki. [5801

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end at each advertisement, and the date ot the isst B2l
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

IQI9 New Hudson ctud sidecar, 4h.p. model, fully
At/ eouipped.—Parker's, Biadsliawgate," Bolton.

[X5685
TEW HUDSON 254h.p., 1914, lamp set; £4B,

r
w oHer,—Thetford, White House, Denham,

23.I1.P. 1914 New Hudson-Jap, 3-speed and clutcli,

4 good running order; £33.—Philipps, Bodenham.
Salisbury. [5347

NEW HUDSON. 1914 solo, 3i/>ll.p., splendid condi-
tion.—Apply, 50. Bacon Lane, Rae Green Village,

Hendon, N.W.9. [5580

3ih.p. New Hudson, S-speed, J.A.P., B. and B.,

2 Bosch, excellent order.—W. Barton, Lythe
Brow, Caton, Lancaster. [5323

I Q14 4h.p. New Hudson Coach Combination, 3-5peed
i-^ Armstrong hub gear; £65.—Gill, 51, Nassington
Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [5844

"IQ20 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, just delivered
JL«7 at makers' price, £146.-11, Pembroke Mews
North, Grosvenor Crescent, S.W. [5935

NEW HUDSON, 3l4h.p. J.A.P. encine, 1915, clutch,
3-speed, fine condition: trial; tools, spares-; £50.

-W. Slack, 34, Carlingtord Ed., Huoknall, Notts. rf5590

NEW HUDSON 1915 ZVth.p. 2-stroke, speedometer,
new Dunlops, lamps, perfect running order;

bargain, £38.—Carr, South End, Nortliallerton.
[6014

-|Q17 41/ih.p. New Hudson Combination, Mills-Ful-
J-iy ford sidecar, 3-speed, kick start, complete as
new; offers; seen any time.—Chard. Axbridge, Somer-
set. [5488

WHAT Oflcrs?—New Hudson eh.p. combination,
coachbuilt, 3-speed, taken in part exchange for

car; bargain price accepted. Please call.—Douglas S.

Cox, 6, Lansdowue Hill, West. Norwood. [6190

FOR Sale, motor cycle, New Hudson, 1914 model,
4h.p., 3-speed hub gear, used only one year

owing petrol restriction, guaranteed perfect order,
original tyres; £75, or nearest offer. — Cork Advt.
Agency, Cork, Ireland. [5692

"I Q19 (delivered this year) 6-8h.p. New Hudson Com-
-i-«/ bination, 5-speed, clutch, K.S., and all acces-
sories, including mudsliields, first-rate condition through-
out: first cheane £155 secures; private owner.—At
Morris Garage, Longwall, Oxford. [5943

New Imperial.

CEOW Bros, High St., Guildford, have contractef!
largely for 1920 New Imperials. [X7946

NEW 8I1.P. New Imperial Combination; nearest
£160.—Turner, 17, Uxbridge Rd., Hanwell. [5897

-1 Q20 New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, little
-Lt* used; £152.—Box 221, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X5791
NEW IMPERIAL 1917 2i.ai.p., semi T.T., comiter

shaft, chrtih. fast: £60.—H., Bryn Menai, Cheaui
Rd.. Sutton. 'Phone: 1259. [6315

NEW IMPBEIAL, 1914-15, 2>2h.p., 2 speeds, counter-
shaft, F.E., lamps, horn, monotonously reliable;

£42/10, near ofiier.-Harrison, 41, The Grove, Hammer-
smith, W.6. [5711

"J
020 8h.p. New Imperial, solo or combination: ini

-Lt/ niediate delivery from stock. Secure now foi
Faster.-Clapham (lHotors), 119, King George St..

Greenwich. [428i

NEW IMPEEI.4LS.—W.D. combiiiation, £145; also
a 1920 8h.p. and sidecar in stock, not W.D.—

Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd.,
Chelsea, S.W. 3. Tel. : Kens. 7113. [6107

1Cil9 (believed) New Imperial-Jap 2^/411. p., 2-speed,
-Ltf kick starter, handle-bar clutch, electric lightins,
aluminium lamps, horn, pump, and tools, mileage 800.
as new : 67 gns.—Slater, Norborough Rd., Doucaster.

[5428
NEW IMPERIAL, very late 1919, 2">ih.p., 2-speed,

clutch, kick, hardly used, perfect condition, with
horn; £68; lamps, spares, and insurance optional;
after 7, or week-ends.—93, Amesburv Av., Streatham.
S.W.2. [5470

F.O.C.H. have a brand new New Imperial light tour-
ist No. 1; list price.-Pair Offer Car House, 5.

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station)
'Pho

" ' ._.,,.
urda

"IQ19 New Imperial-Jap, 3-speed countershaft,
J-U 1920 new Harley sidecar fitted week ago at cost
of £35, including 3 lamps and generators, horns
etc., value £15, all as new from makers, run 800 miles
any trial 3 up: beautiful condition; give written guar
jintee if wanted; sacrifice £165.—Dugdale, 24, Enstou
Rd., Morecambe. [S5771

19^
forks, 3-speed gear box, kick start, totally enclosed
all chain transmission, 28in. wheels, Dunlop tyrei
wide leg-guards giving lull protection to rider from
mud, raagnet-o well protected, large undershield, black
and nickel acetylene head light and horn, alum
tail light, complete set of tools, full instruction
books; this machine is exceptionally smart and fitted
with cfHcient silencer; owner has to go abroad; can

any time; will sell at cost price, £135.—T.— . ^' - ,j,gj .

[6047

B22 Al* letters relating to advertisements shi

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART

L-TD.
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams ' Selection, Coventry."

1920 Models in Stock to-day
March 4th.

Zenith, Model H., 8 h.p., clutch kick-

start.

Hazlewood-J.A.P., 6-8 h.p., comb.
Quadrant, 42 h.p., all chaia drive. 3-

speed, kick-start, comb.
New Imperial, Model No. i, lightweight.

Edmund-J.A.P., spring frame, Enfield

2-speed gear.

Hobart-J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed gear,

kick-start.

Hobart, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Alldays Allon de Luxe, 2-speed, kick-

start.

Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Oonnaught, miniature model, 2-speed,

kick-start.

Connaught, standard model.

Quickest Deliveries of

INDIAN. SCOTT. HUMBER.
P. & M. NEW liVlPERIAS..

ALLDAYS ALLON. CLYNO.
CALTHORPE.
CONNAUGHT.
EXCELSIOR.
IVY.

ZENITH.
HAZLEWOOD,
SUN-VITESSE.

HOBART.
ARIEL.
BAT.

METRO-TYLER.
WOOLER.

ROYAL RUBY.
N.U.T.

LEA-FRANCIS.

CASTLE THREE"
PREMIER SUPER"

Runabouts.

GRINDLAY. CANOELET.
MONTGOMERY. MILLS-

FULFORD SIDECARS
in Stock.

a^l

The
COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD.

London Road,
COVENTRY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial,

NEW IMPEHIAI.-J.A.P., 2°4h.p., 1917. 3k
countershaft. Klaxon, Luc^s ligiiting set, JJi

studded, spare tube, belt; sacrifice, £50.-^¥
making appointment, Gill, 100, Churcll Ed., T^
ton, Middlesex.

'

1

New Ryder.
RIDER-JAP, 2?.a.p., 1916, 2 speeds. F.E., coi

siaft, new condition; £46.-53, Enssell- B<
Tottenham. I

Norton.

JACK HEALT, Cork, official Norton agent.-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted.

I

NORTON, B.R.S., 1916, new condition, yetj
fully equipped; £85.-32, "Winchester Rd.,

Chester.

1 Q17 3t'.h.p. T.T. Norton, ccuntershalt, 3 e

J-t' Norton sidecar, lamps; £125.—J.- Smith am
16,. Hampstead Ed., London, N.W.

NOETON 3>/.h.p., 1915 B.E.S., C.A.T., B. ail

eingle speed, very fast, splendid condition; £',

—Robertson and North, Peterborough.

B.R.S. Norton, lata 1919 model, only done abou

miles, Philipson and accessories ; £105, or n<

—Brown, The Rookery, Olton, Birmingham.

NORTON 1919 Big Four, Lucas lamps;
wanted, good 3V.h.p. could be part exchs

Birmingham.-Box 201, c/o The Motor Cycle. I.

WILL Transfer Order Big Four Norton and,

de lu.\e, ordered early April, 1919; £a^

paid- going abroad; olEeis.-Box 1,829, c/o li

Cycle.

B.S. Norton, new 1919 engine, Amac, fitted b;

ton's last Nov., lamps. Klaxon, accessoriM,

son pulley, very fast, not done 200 miles; ioa,

—Hall, Durley Park, Keynsham, Bristol.

N.S.H.

6h p 1913-14 N.S.U. and Bramble C.B. i

'S75.— 1, Victoria Rd., Brighton.

N.S.U. 3i!.h.p. Twin, free engine, perfect ft

out; £30.-199b. King St., Hammersmith

N.S.U. Twin Engine, 3Vih.p Bosch mag som

dition; flO.-Aicher, 116, Ashley Rd., Sal

31 h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds ,Bosch mag., B. and ,

2 butettcr. with sidecar; £40, Mar offer.-*,

son Mews, Kensington High St., S.W. 8.

5-6h p. N.S.U. Combination, Eoc 2-speed Eoc

Amac carburetter, Bosch m^g., 2 new tu

running order; first £45 secures.-D. Gibhs. T

High St., Biunham, Bucks.

61hp N S U. Twin, Bosch, Senspray, spring

2 'forks, speeds and free, Indian re<l, biEJJM
lul overhauled lor spring ; £46 :

cheaue accept

Bryant, 93, L<awreuee Ed., Southsea.

"
N.U.T.

TACK HEALY, Cork, official N.U.T. agl

J tional delivery. No premiums accepted.

STANLEY* RUSSELL, Newport sole Isle of

agent for N.U.T. motor cycles; early aci

1 O20 N.U.T., aristocrat of motor cycles; list

1" in stock—Youngs, Heath Garage, NeWl

Thone: 214.

W. SPARROW, Ltd., Osbo™e .f5araee. Vmi
agents lor Somerset, including 10 mite

oi Seovil. for N.U.T. motor cycles; early ae

Write for' particulars.

N.U.T. 1920 Model 3V2h.p.. Lucas dynamo
J!

electric horn; 140 gns., complete.-Authom

don agents, Vivian Hardie and L.1UC, L'Oy.'?;

stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'PhOB.

fair 6555. Book now for early delivery.

O.K.

O.K. Junior, brand new, 2»,h.p., 2-strok^

first chetiue for £65 secures.-Birch's

Wolverhampton.

OK.-New 2-speed 2-stroke, .
Villiers, in

Chandler, Reyre and Williams, H.tchn

phone : 165 Hitohin.

DO not delay in ordering your O.K. Union,

be disappointed if you do. We can give

deliveries -EUiott Bros, and Stevens. Cambaslm

K 1915 2i:.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed cow
thoraugblv overhauled, rebushed, sv«3^
spares; £45.-Turner, 49, Western Ed;if:

o
tion
Buc

mileage 200, brand °ew c'>°*l,V?,?ai.'1

accept best ever £65.-Seen, 147a, Ohur^-
!^

Omega
,USSi;LL, Newporx. buio *«• -i

Omega-Jap motor cycles; early

uld Duote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the i«uj

.K.J.A.P., 1919 (late), 2-speed, air.'gc

.._ : I rtnct Ki-n -nA Tte^vi cnndltlOD I; s
Ot

QTANLEY ^l^SSELL,^ Newport.^ Bole^ Id»
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lOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
Omegn.

OmOKii .Inp. 2-spcoii. fully oquiiipeil. prnctioall
t«iid iiuw; £70; Sussox.—Box 1,925, c/o '''li

l/elt. [6288

A-J.A.1\. 2-speerl, nnd niedel de luxe, ut 66
74 urn. resiie<'tivoly.—Stoi'kod by Lluyd mid
Stiltiou St., Lbwod. [1675

Ome«a-.7ap, 2-spced, elcotrii' liKliiing, and
nres. not doilo 500 miles: £68, no olfcra.—
47, Kingston Kd., Wimbledon, S.\V.19. [6087

Onnonde.
Ovmonde, fixed Bcni'. wauls mag.: first ,416
.ures.-Claiki', riieuiist, I'elerlicad. [5331

Overstone.
IveratoiiB 2-,li.ii. Villiora 2.Htiol;e eugine, with

ffiaiu euvei. Indt, new lust Ortober, oidv
iM-ys, loniiili't" with hiniiis and horn ;

iromwic'l., Ui.rlc. Ilewilley. [X6781

TIIE MOTOR CYCLE.—(SupPLKMnxT xv.] Advf.rtisf.mknts. 61

lte<»d«,

hBle:

jh.].. J

ridde
Cuclf.

r. Conibin
Iv as new
Wandswcn-

a. C,B. C.
overhauled,
otel. Doni-

mid M. C

P. and M.
and M., food tyres, perfect; iC75.-Pavno,

by Ares, Mortlake. [X5'564

^J'lLI'IAJlS for enrly delivery of P. and
-Chapel .\Bh Depot, Wolverhampton. (S8624
M. rembinatioii. H..\.P. model, perfect, elee-

t offer over £120.—Manager, Ilijipo-

[X5793
and M., H.A.F. model, brand new
lamp, horn; £98.—Box 1,911. c/ii

[6274
ation. late model, not a W.n.. ab-
perfect mechauieally

; £90.-103a.
[6242

peed, 1919, engine
i; £105.-Landlcss,

[6144

I'te.d nuHiinfi' order,
11 ; f95.—Oliantfcur,

[5400Et Shee

. 1919,t., new (l.toi.er
lamps. EastiuK ...

Stoneleigh Hd., Keuilworth.

M. Coaehbnilt Combiuatiori
new tvres, iidl aeeessories

3011th Park Hill, Croydon.

ihbuilt sideea
uditit

Id II. Co atiou,

a.. 1919. 3!..h.p..
;xhaust. exeellent
arkes. Strcetl,

Plaits. Watford,

mps. h,

ndition
Sill

'. and Jl.
ps, generators,
J.—15, Walder

nnd Jr., late
tarter, super-la

f65.—Cjrtlesiiail

[X4187

. .all parts first-
long trial run;

[5823

snal accessories

:

ntnient; £110.—
[5509

orn. disc wheels.
: £90, or offer.-
ifield. [5473

ilhQplete
tools, pump, beautiful

nar Av., Ealing, W.13. [6059
1916 E.A.F., 2-sp6ed, olutcli,

lamp, just, overhauled,
Urange, Farncomhe.

[5396
ll.p. P. and Jr., K.A.F,
sporting sidecar to ma
in road; £128.—Box 1,912

il. Stih.p., late
horn, toolbag.
n; £70.-N.W.

oortinsc sidecar to ,^=,„l, .-..-bination has
The Motor

[6275
model, 2-specd, kick start
mart appearance, mechani-
C.arage. 143a, Abbey Hd

[5089
Model P. and M., 3i.y,,D.. 2-speed, horn

ud goes beauti-
1,860, c/o Tlie

r5637
and M. Coiiibmatiou, brand new, only usedmiles, Lmas lamp set. rear lamp sidecar
to™. "», t«ds, guaranteed perfeci'^'in e."?,'

', c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. [5687
MOOEE, 1917 and 1918 models, ex-mili-

pletely overhauled and guar
ie78; MiUfoid and P. and M

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100,
'X 01., jjonoon, W.l, and 100. Paris St

[6196

P. and S.

and Sopwith Cycles, perfect and speedv.
diate delivery of several: single-speed

; •BoSk''r,'„°^ '-f?"^'^?,
'^'?'* a^nd "kfck

4 .-Book now Mith the Denman MotorDenman Place, Piccadilly, London.
^'^°-

[6096

Peugeot.
-^ J

ll.p.. 1914, in grand condition, TT
'

I'-' cheap: 35 gns.—Motors Hampstead.
[C230

stores,

stock.^

N.W.3.

1
Pope.

-e*l \u\ '?<=nibmation. 7-9h.p., countershaft
iM all chain, ouly done 2.500 miles, speedo-

.

'

fi„?sS'
7""^ """;•. '"SSage and petrol

j' hnished grey, condition perfect, sidecar
cmoer, ab.solutely complete; *140, bar-

Wandsworth. 'Phone : Batter-
- [,'^340

Hill,

i
delivery;
FROM STOCK

or at an early date.

DOUGLAS ENFIELD

INDIAN CLYNO (2.strokc)

MATCHLESSB.S.A.

LEVIS

BBADBURY

BAT

HENDERSON
(4.cylinder).

ZENITH NEW IMPERIAL

SPARKBROOK DIAMOND

COULSON B. OMEGA

EDMUND COVENTRYEAGLE

VELOCETTE METRO-TYLER

INVICTA REX

To save time and avoid use-

less correspondence, we think

it well to mention that the

machines of following makes
allotted to us for 1920 have

already been booked up :

NORTON, P. & M.,

MORGAN RUNABOUTS,

G.W.K. CARS.

Any further orders for those

makes can only be accepted for

dehvery during 1921.

We are booked up to July,

1920, for

NU.T. MOTOR CYCLES,

and can accept orders for

August Delivery.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

272-274, Gt. Western Bd , Glasgow

MOTOR LVCI.I;S TOH SALE.
PrctlBion.

J hp. I're,.i,i,,n, chit, h. cvcelh-nt condition.-48
T: ton Hd., lOast Molesey, Hurrey.

xperta, Liverpool and
(6583

BOIIK Y,,ur 1920 Mount. SV.h.p. Preei
ddivene,., Marcb.-Mount \Vorlt6, Wti

Selly Oak, Jlirnuiigham.

2-Btrok9.
arwordn Lane,

[XG782
PllKCtsIO.V 4i;h.p, 1914 Combination, 2-8peed,

clnt.h, |i,rfe,t order nnd condition; i!66, or near.
-120, Sutherland Bd., Croydon. [6501

PEUFKCT Precision Combination, 4h.p., 3-speod,
lamps, horn, Uiggaae grid, etc., believed 1915,

pretty outfit; £65.-374, Glove Green Rd., I.eyton-
slone. [6181

Premier.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—3V!:h.p. Premier, 2-speed,
with new mag., engine and gears quite, less car-

buretter; offers. [6146

PEEMIEE 2',yi.p., splendid order throughout, lamijs,
Jiorn, really good tyres; £33.—Anibury, Holden

Bd., North Finchley. [5927

PREMIER 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershaft,
kick start, Bosch mag. ; £50. C. Pickett, 23, Beu-

hdi Bd., ,Suttou, Surrey. [X5775

PEEMIEE. atMi.p., Bo.s.h mag., B. and B. carbur-
etter, lamps and lioiu, good rnnuing order; £35.

-rierri.-k, Cnlernc, Wilts. [5727

PKEMIEE 2',yi.p., Bosch, B. and B., running order,

lamps, horn; £35; seen Saturday afternoon and
Sunday.-56, Sunniugfields Ed., Hendon. [5426

PREMIER, 1914, 2i,Ldi.p., Bosch, B. and B. carbu-
retter, Brampton 2-speed gear, in excellent con-

dition.—Offers to 17, High St., Beckenham. [5350

PEEMIEB 1914-15 3;3i.p. Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, kick-start, lamps, speedometer, good

tvres; £84, offer.—69, Laitwood Ed., Balham, S.W.
[5708

PEEMIEE (late 1914) 2i/lh.p., C.A.V. mag., just

been thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent.—
B. S. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley St., W. 'Phone:
Moyfair 5906. [0077

PEEMIEE dli.p., 3-speed, K.S., hand clutch, T.T.
bars, lamps, etc., recently overhauled and re-enam-

elled, -new tvres fitted : £70, or offer.—Wood, 20, How-
laud St., Tottenham Court Ed. [6182

1 >t|14 Premier SV^h.p., stored 3 years, completely
-L-tF overhauled, 3-speed, clutch, new T.T. handle-bars,

Bosch mag., lamps, and new footboards; bargain, £45.
-Kiiill, 17, South Burrow Ed., Ilfiacombe. [S5723

PREMIER Combination, countershaft, coachbuilt

sidecar, Cowev horn, speedometer, 3 lamps, 2 new
tvres, splendid condition; price £85; can be seen any
time Saturday.-Charter's Garage, Albert Ed., Aldershot.

c
Puch.Puch.

UBERRYS.—2"4h.p. Puch, kick start, free engine

and speeds, lamps, hooter, kick up stand,

Ruthardt mag., in splendid condition; £37/10.-125,
Canal Ed., Mile End, E. [5890

Q
Quadrant.

UADE-\.NT.-Early delivery of 4h.p. 1920 modeL
Book -Mo; We [X5437

Q^

3h.p. Quadrant, mag., B. and B.. new tyres; bargain,

£32. -Fredericks, 3, Priory I'lam, Ut. Yarmouth.

QUADR.'iNT 4h.p., 3 speeds and clutch, and sidecar,

ir splend'd condition: £65.-59, Palfrey Place,

Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [6081

QUADRANT 2Vjh.p., coil ignition, low built, good
tyre^. good compression, and runs well, suit be-

ginner; £12.-64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [5703

UADRANT, late 1915, 4h.p., 3-3peed, B.S.A. gear
kick start, in perfect running order, con-

dition as new; £75.—White, 62, High St., Kingston.

Surrey. [5931

WAUCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

E C.4. supply new Quadrants from stock, 1920
models, for immediate delivery; solos £96, combina-

tions iE122/10. [5137

Radco.

STANLEY EITSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Eadco motor cycles; delivery commenced.

[5298

RADCO 1915 2i;.h.p. 2-stroke, lamps, horn, good
order: £30.-Y,ates and James, 144, Church St.,

Kensington. [5401

Reading-Standard.
S-lOh.p., 2

condition;
[6250£95.-53, Eussell Ed., S. Tottenham.

READING - STANDARD Combination, 1915-16
lOh.p., 2-speed. clutch, kick starter, tyres and

appearance excellent, alT-chain. in good running order;

owner buying car: any trial: *1,40.—D., c/o Majestic,

195, Stoiihouse St., Clapham Common. [5813

etters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of ench advertisement, and the date of the issue. b23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kegent.

SEND postcard for particulars of Regent 5 7h.p. flat

twin to us. We can gite earliest deliveries of these
lunchines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang,
Lanarkshire agents. - [0124

Rex. .

31h.p. Eex, gooa order, mas.; £16.—Webb, 3, NiRbt-
- 2 ingale lid., Hanwell. [6069

3 ill. p. Hex. in first-class rnnnine order and rondi-
2 tion: £50.-14, Austin Rd., Battersea. [5945

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch, B. and E., good running
order: £32.-9, Chertsey Bd., Leytonstonc. [5408

6h.p. Twin Bex C.B. Combination, 2 speeds, handle
start; £50.-2, Evelyn Gardens, Bichmond. [5710

REX 4i,.';ii.p., T.T., fast, Bosch, B. and B., in splen-
did condition, tyres as new; £40.-87, Lordsniill

St., Chesterfield. 15279

REX, clutch model, new coachbuilt sidecar, stored
since 1914: £55.—Sigrist, 58, Tiistin St.. Old

Kent Rd., London. [6013

REX 4h.p., in good condition, Bosch, Druids, fast,

pull sidecar; trial; ride away; £34; exchange con-
sidered.-6. Axe St., Barking. [5264

REX 5h.p., Bosch, Amac carburetter, Mabon variable
gear, good running order; £26: with cane sidecai

£32. -Griffiths, 97a, Kilhurn Lane, W.IO. [5761

REX 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, speedometer,
spares, tools, good rnnning condition; £50.—

James, Springfield, Glazebrook, Manchester . [X5761

REX 1911 Twin, C.B. sidecar, good running order,
recently overhauled, 2 new tyres. Bosch mag.

;

bargain, £40.—Kittle, 17, St. Aubyn's Bd., near
Brighton. [5771

3Xh.p, Rex, 2-speed, free engine, handle start, ready
2 to ride away; £29, or offers; seen between 2

p.m. and 6 p.m.—J. Nash, 3, Married Quarters, South,
wark Police Station, S.E.I. [5668

6-Sh.p. Rex Combination, 1914, 2-speed, free engine,
handle start, sidecar coachbuilt, wind screen,

etc., perfect condition; £90; no dealers.—Whitlam.
66, Boothferry Rd., Goole, Yorks. [5482

REX 1914 6h.p. Twin Combination, 3 speeds,
handle-bar controlled clutch, all-chain drive, fully

equipped, in excellent condition; £100.—Sm.ith's, 10-16,
Haverstoek Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station).

[0130
REX, 8h.p., 1914, 3-speed, chain drive, with coach-

built sidecar, engine just fitted new bearings,
timing vyheels, and cams, and new Capac carburetter
hot-a
Dunster.

ntake, rder; £80.—Phillips, Cowbrid^
[X5630

"|Q14 Rex 6h.p., twin-cyl., 3-speed, kick starter,
JLU chain drive, hand and foot-controlled clutch,
coachbuilt sidecar with wind screen and luggage car-
rier, lamps, horn, accessories, just overhauled, costing
over £20; owner leaving Englaml; £88, or oflers.-
B,V., 38, Cowley Rd., Oxford. [5846

Roc.

Slh.p. Boc, 2 speeds, F.E., handle start, Bosch, B.B.,
2 ride away; first £25 secures.—Frith, Wlleston,

Tid&swell, Buxton. [5402

Rover.
"pOVEE New 3iyi.p. Combination in stock; immedi-
L\i ate delivery; list price.-Gray's Garage, Watford.
__ [6321TiOVER Combination 3!4 h.p., 1917, K.S., 3 speeds.
-'-»' complete; £105.-26, Totteridge Bd., Enfield

Pho 214.
Heath Ga

:win; list price;
age, Newmarket.

[0118

Tottenham.

ion, tip-top con-
£75.-70, Lans-

[6849

ROVERS.—W.D. combination; £l45.-Clifford Wil-
son Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea,

S.W.3. TeL ; Kens. 7113. [6109

3 ill. p. Rover. Sturmev-Archer 3-speed hub gear; 50
2 gns.—E. T. Morriss and Co., Ltd., 139, Finchley

Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [5292

bition Rd., So'utli Ke'

R. D. Varty, Thuii

T.T.
: (iric

ith Philipson
exchanges.—

[6314

-W., 18, Saffron Rd., Biggl
ry fast; 60 gns;

19^

[6140

- . , -- stock

:

makers' list price.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works,
1 Walden, Essex. 'Phone; 45. [X5665

' 3V'h.p. Bover Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting set, almost new condition; £145.-J.

th and Co., 16, Hainpstead Ed., Loudon, N.W.
[6329

All letters

Put tills
'Dollar' in
^ur pocket
WE save you S/- on every

pair of OstitSP,,, you buy.

Hoiv?
\&u pay 9/- to have your boots

soled twice with leather and rivets

One pair of W^^.^. cost 3/9.
and will outlast two pairs of leather

soles. Not only do you effect this

economy but the boots become

ABSOLUTELY WATEPPPOOF

by fitting.
IS"DAVIS"

GENTS:
PER PArR.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE>:

Rover.
pOVEE 1917, T.T. model, Philipson puUe;^;

"TO 19 W.D. 5h.p. Hover Combination, complet
--*' stormproof apron, 3 lairips, cut-out,
meter, and horn, just overhauled, splendid con
iei35.-Box 1,872, c/o T?ie Motor Ciide.

"IQ19 3M..l;.n. Rover 3-speed Combination, Eov.
X«7 car, Miller lamp sets and horn, not be-

miles, carefully used and in new condition ; .

Walbro "Motor Cycle Works, Saflion Walden,
'Phone : 45.

!

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 3':,h.p. Rover and bra:

coach sidecar, 3-speed' counter,halt, clutc J
starter, luUv equipped, as new. niileafit; ur
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampste II

Hampstead Tube Station). Phone; Hami;!'.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

iqi9 (Sept.) 5-6h.p. Rover Combinail
-^*? mag., spring seat pillar, flexible '

i

hausts, leg and undershields fitted. Hunt -

lights (accumulator), Klaxon, spare tubes, etc ':

superb condition; *160.—L. Williams, 55, lio '.

Lane, Shortlands, Kent. 'Phone; Bromley tt .

Royal Ruby.

JACK HEALT, Cork, official Eoyal Eni -

Rotational delivery. ?Jo premiums ncccr .

n-te. 111.

RUBY, new 1920, 2V.ll.p. 2-stroke ViUici
plus 5%.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 1:0

Birmingham.

4h.p. Royal Buby, decompressor, comip
enamel and plating as new ; £50.— SI

St., Oakham.

F.O.C.H. have a Royal Ruby 2-stroke, Vill

good order.—Fair Offjr Car House, 6,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including s.

ROYAL BUBY, 2y2h.p. TiUiers, done 300
and in guaranteed perfect condition i

tools, pump, horn; any trial; "Motor Cvr t

recommended : £50, no offer.—Percy Ha:
Hall Farm, Wylam, Durham.

ROYAL RUBY, Sh.p., military, and
sidecar, all khaki. Easting, Cowey sp

klaxon, 3 lamirs, 2 generators, battery light

new September, done 1,400, recently deC|
thoroughly good outfit; £170.—R. " "'

Cleveland Mews, Leinster Terr W.2.

Rudge

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Radi
supply at list prices.

p UDGES.—Early delivery of all models
Walsall.

/AUCHOPE'S,
Phone : 270.

Slioe Lane, Londo

Complete

Avith

Sol-fix

/Vease state

and
full

directions
Post Free.

'^size when onferiag

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Tyre Specialists,

(Dept. A.)

Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.W 1.

ialing to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the

264
266

19^
214.

>eed Triumph. £38.-

deenshire

Oih.p. Rudg Mull!, handle-bar clutch, 1:

cellent condition; *48.—Tayl<
hange, ' Chatham.

X.O.M. 1919 Rudge MiUti 31/2I1.P.. hand c*
1 age 1,000 perfect; SllO.-Jackson, 89,:,»«

(phone 2190), Bradford

RUDGE Multi, 3l.jh.p., 1917, clutch, Sensto

built sidecar, lamps, horn, as new- ""^

Thomas Rd., Hackney. E.9.

15 Rudge Multi LO.M., very Ii...

mplete lamps, etc.; *(

ley, Sussex.
19^
Office Rd.,

1 019 Rudge Combination, Lucas lan>P»'|

it/ splendid condition, mechanically tcff

or near offer.—37, Regent St., Rugby.

RUDGE, Si/jh.p., clutch, 1913, pc^idjl;,!^

low handle-bars, in splendid

-Roberts, 150, Upland Rd., Eas
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MOTOR 'CYCLES TOP SALE.
Rtiilgc

Rl-niiK. 191.''., just r.-ifiitly roliuslicil tlirmiKliout.

11,'n i.istnii. l(,ll,ra BiiilmM.n pin null rlnBs, T.T,

biili, hiiri|i. : i:^K W.ik.hii. SnnniuK<l<il<!, Bcikn. (5751

-lAl'.l (N,.v,.nili i) Kii.ltp Multi I.O.M. T.T. Com
Xv liniiit I;iiiii>.. Klnxon, Cowcy, ccnuinc lid

(lutl: 105 i:nt.-175. (.iiraburwcll Grove, S.E.5. (5693

RI1u:b Mnlli. 3M..11.I).. C.B. eidccnr, ovcrhnul. ^1.

l;iti".t greon, tank-. Inmp. horn, poi'lect, mir
•w«} ; .(.'60, or oUer,—496, Folcshill Rd„ Coventry.

(X5790
IS .''pnil T.T. Rndge Mnlti, lamps, etc., good con-
dition; £68, or exchanco !or higher power;

mit adiustmont.— 147, Grcnlell Ed., Maidenhead.
16016

Qlh.r. Budse and C.n. sidcenr N.S.U. 2.siieed, k.kki

Ob trres, new lielt, Imnns. and horn, in good comli

ion; £65.—Wehber, 97, Hunnchwood Ed., Stoekiir^

ord. [5733

Rl'DOE Mnlti, 1913, lamps, Stewart speedometer,
stored 3 years, good condition; £tb: tyres an.'

itll nearly new.-Rusden, 41, London Ed., E. Grin
lead. (D) [5602

RUUnK Mnlti 1917 4h.p., good condition, stored
diirinu wnr, head, tail lamps and generator, enni-

1,'te. liaiid controlled clutch ; £75, or nearest.—Trollev,
laul.uty. [X5729

RT'IMiK 3l^h.p. and C.B. sidecar, engine and geai
jii.«t overhaided, elnteh. accessories, rendv for tl

lail; £65.—Apply after 6 to Walmsley, 77, Lord St
'leetwoixl. (6030

|Q19 Ritdge Mnlti, SVjh.p., with famous Rudge
Lv sidecar, complete with Lucas lamps, horn, etc
erieet condition throughoirt; £110, bargain.—Kings
loor. Cleeve Prior, nr. Evesham. (5555

ai'DGE Midti 5.6h.p., coachbnilt sidecar, 1914
^ thortmghly sound condition, recently completely
.'erhaiiled: offers over £75; in Cambridge.—Drury, 55
anfleld Gardens, London, N.W, (5623

919 Hiulse Multi, 3>ih.p., splendid condition, 1'.

and H. lamps, mechanical horn, tyres prac-
cally new, tools, spares: £95; seen Euston Ed.—
iolme, 6. .-Vinsworth St., Ulverston. (6982

;',O.C.H. have a brand new Rudge Multi tourer; I

. price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hami>
ead {nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
ead 3762. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [6115

iUDGE (believed 1916), 3ii.h.p., clutch model
handle-bar control, new piston, cylinder, and car

iretter, guaranteed in thorough running order; £42
eal bargain.—Startord, Eglingham, Alnwick. [6480

JDDGE Midti 3>;,h.p., No. 16230, Julv (1919), Mills
V Ifulford sidecar", 5 lanips, Lucas horn, spares, 80(
ilea, perfect condition; £126: owner buying l>ig twin
Bend, 61, Holtwhitcs Hill, Enfield, Middlesex. [6661

IUDGE Multi, 3>..li.p., 1912 frame, 1920 engine,
bearings excellent, hand clutch, good tyres, over-

tiled, engine needs running in; 70 gns., or nearest
"3, St. Margaret's St., Canterbury.

(5339
fUDGE Multi 3V..h.p., 1916, Budge C.B. sidecar
V speedometer, etc., stored 3 years, mileage 3,700
solutely splendid condition; £105.—Clausen, 6,

ighton Buildings, Westminster (nr. Millbank Hos-
il). [5831

lUDGE Multi, SC^h.p., 1913, coachbnilt
^ lamps, speedometer, horn, stored 3 years, good
idltion; £55, or nearest: seen after 6.30 or Satnr
I afternoon.-10, High St., Hampton Hill, Middle

[5977

azo New 7-9h.p. Rudge I.O.M. Twin Multi and
if Rudge sidecar, semi-T.T. bars, 3 lamps, 2
erators, horn, complete set tools, never been ridden,
irt combination; 190 gns.—Reply, 103, Marine

! ade, Brighton. [6772

odel.

ical horn, tools. red.
60 ,.p:-h.;

Sq., Cheshar
\Yhat offer '^—Eudqe. 7,

[5647

119 (Oct.) I.O.M. Rudge Multi, special ultra-sport-
' ing combination, polished aluminium disc wheels

- -hields. aluminium number plates, long plated
Watlord speedometer. Klaxon, spare belt.

siiCcial streamline racing sidecar.
:rall

etc.

1,200

"FFELL8, Sept
Lsi'olutely as n(
M.'ualster.

ctric lamp, luggage grid, etc., <

ely ridden and cared for by engineer owner,
icing delivery of higher pcwered combination,
^po^ting outfit in London; £146.—Hope Cot-
Xorth Hill, Highgate. [6002

Ruftells,

1919, 2'2h.p., 2-;peed, Villiers,
; lowest, £62.—\y., 131, Beckett

[6051

Scott
TS.—Place your order now with the Bedford
uage, flTalsaU. 'Phone: 270. [530£
T. 1920. mechanicallv sound, condition as new
lis nnpunctured; £125.-37, Regent St.

[580£
tl ;1916), Lucas kmps, B. and B., tvres, platine,
:Muiel, and condition as new; £72.—John Gelder.
Marten, CarUsle. [X566f

THIS
WiEK'S
Ty>?E
LIST

Special
Clearance
Lines.
All goods sent on seven days
approval against remittance

COVERS.
SPECIAL LINE O'f Government
covers in almost nevi condition
(mostly Dunlop extra heavy
rubber studded.)

Our Price. List Price.
^>f ^ ^ .. 27/6 .. 3o/-

VVELL-KNOWN MAKE.
Our Lisi

Price Pricp

26 X 2} Heavy Rubber non-skid 35/- 46/-

26X2J „ •„ „ ,
39/-;r/3

26X2i ., „ studded 57/6 67/0
26 X 3 X 2i „ „ „ i 66 /- 77 /fi

2'>> 2^ t^assenger Heavj, rubber
studded 45/- 55/-

26X23Tourist Trophy 35/- 45/9
;6X2jX2iTouristTrophyrubber

studded 40/- >o/-

^OODYEAB—
)^2j Rubber studded (oversize, lor 28x2-'.

ims) 42/-; 28X2i Diamond studded, 45/-

^EDLEY—
6x2i Heavy model, 50/-; 26x2^x2! Heavy
nodel,59/-; 26 X2J Medium, 42/6

AVON—
zBy^ Uxtrn heavy ^-r72/6

tVOOD MILNE (sHghtly soiled)—
.6X2J Key^ip estra heavy 48/- 60/-

650 X 65 X 75 Keygrip heavy 49/6 52/-

26X2J Combination 67/3 84/-
26 X2iX2j Combination 77/- 96/-
^6 X2i Combination 72/6 90/)

SKEW—
26x2* Rubber non-skid, 68 /6 ; 700 X 80 Heavy
rubber non-skid 95/- (to fit 650X 65 rims).

TMRPC NEW AND FULLY
' ""^^O. GUARANTEED.
-•''X25 8/6 11/-

6X2.1 8/3 ii/j

26X2J 8/3 11/-

28x3 13 9 17/6
^<iX2 //9 11/,

DpITg A" manes in stocK^^^ ^i at special prices,

tiest English make ^ in. section, 6ft. lengths
1/2 per foot

RETREADING
Extra heavy, 17/6; Heavy, 15/-: Medium.

12/6
All casing repairs are charged extra accord-

ing to the description of repairs.

We have a large motor Tyre stock, and sbai

be plp-ased to auote on receipt of a Dostcard

E
HiA^uxhall BridgeRoad

VictoriaS.Wl.

W

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

S.\V.13

D, Scott Combination, boliered 191S, Id lound
runuiuK order; £65.—Wulbro Motor Cycle Worku,

SaKion Waldon, Knnex. 'Phono: 45. [X566B

SCOTT 1920. T.T.. in nlock. run lev milo« only;
.ei36.-Clillord WiUon MIg. Co., 70, Royal Ho-

pital Ud.. Chelsea. 8.W.3. Tel.; Kens. 7113. [6110

SCOTTS. .Seott.«. Scotts.-E. W, Hall, 6, Wl. I. .

Kd.. Edcbaston, Seotf.H Birminsham :ii' -' I

will show you anything worth knowing aboiii -. ''

you buy from me, and give you absolute coiilid- [i. .n

your mount. iX5b:d2

LATE 1915 Scott Combination. C.B. sidecar, ki.k
start, 2 speeds, perfect condition, recently over-

iiauled, as now, tyres and tube«> perfect; ciui be seen
any time; priee £100; reason for selling, ill-lienlth.-

Chas. relgate, 18, St. Botolph'a St., Colchester. [5438

SCOTT, late 1914, and sidecar, engine rcbushed
throughout, equal to new, aluminium di.scs. elcc'-

trie horn, Dunlop tyres as new. machine completely
renovated, smart appearance, real goer; bargain, .£115.
-Itodway, 878, Garratt Lane, Tooting, S.W.17. [5314

SCOTT, 1920, dehvered 24th Jan., carefully run 300
miles only, 2 months' nnikers' gu'araiitee to rim,

-ugine No. 4109, latest Jiinlv, T.T. l>iirs, top gear 3.75.

ftltcd Volex eleitrie head and tail with battery, imuit.
unseral.:hed ; £126.—Spalding Motor Co., Ltd.. Si.ald-

ing. [5610

SCOTT, 1915 (lute), 3';ih.p. 2-.stroke, recentlv cnui-
pletely oveihnuled and re-enamelled, semi T.T.

bars, good tyres and chains, new saddle, Binks carbur-
etter, special fes^jaust, excellent condition

Singer.

SINGER Combination, 3'Ah.p., 3-5peed gear, must
sell; £45.—Box 1,921, c";o The Motor Cycle. [6284

SINGER, 1914, Bcrch mag., splendid machine; £27.
—Fredericks, 3, Priory Plain, Gt. Yarmouth.

[5735
aiXGEE 3'/2h.p., 3-siieed, clutch, good tyres, fine run-

ning order.-Guiuiuer, 92, Chester Bd., Kidder-
minster. [X5785

SINGER 3V.h.p., clStch model, Bosch mag., thoroughly
overhauled, verv fast, excellent condition ; £45.

-Gilchrist, 39-43, Laiwdowne Rd., Croydon. Tel.;

2480 Croydon. [4339

Spaikbrook.
1 Q20 Sparkbrook, 234h.p.. single-speed, £55; 2-speed,
-I-*? £65; first cheque secures.—Jiirch's Garage,
Wolverhampton. [4451

SPARKBROOK-VILLIEBS, 1919, a'ih.p., 2 speeds,

B.B.. M-L., unpunctured Dunlops. College shields,

PH lamps, Lucas horn, as new; £60.-Marsden.
Stonewell, Lancaster, [5808

Sun.

SUN-VILLIEBS 1915 2i«h.r., 2.speed, F.E., fully

equipped, perfect condition ; £33.-32, Biidhurst
Rd., Croydon. [5926

SUN 2-stroke 2'4l.p. Countershaft, 2-speed, horn, per-

fect condition; £42; ride away.— 36, St. Tnonias
Kd., Hackney, E.9. [b.i34

2ilh.p. Sun-T.T.S., 2-stroke, 1917, fine running order.
4 good tvies, lamps, horn : £32.—Raymond, Wai-

ford, Eoss-on-Wye, Herefordshire. [5403

SUN 2-stroke, 2>Ah.p., engine good order, wants
slight attention, about 1915: accept £23, or very

near. Send motor cycle deposit system.—Box 1,916,

c/o TU Mo:or Cycle. [6279

SUN-VITESSE, latest model, 2;ih.p., 2-speed, com-
plete with black lamp set and horn, very little

u-ed, and guaranteed in splendid condition; sE55, no
oHers.—Harding, 42, Hardv Rd., Blackheath, S.E.

[5519

Sunbeam.
-| Q15 3'i.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, overhauled, 1919
JitJ bearings; £120.—Coomber, Icklesham, Sussex.

[5627
SUNBEAM, 2-speed countershaft, splendid condition,

accessories, lamps, horn, etc.; £80.-M. Cripps,

Waddesdon, Bucks. [X6321

SUNBEAM, 1917. and Millford sidecar, perfect
condition, guaranteed sound; £120.—Reynolds,

Waterbeach, Cambs. [6223

SUNBEAM Combination, 3'5h.p-, 1915, splendid con-
dition, only done 7,475, lamps, speedometer: £120.

-Dudley, Oakamoor, Staas. [6070

SUNBEAM, 3i2h.p., 1920 model, £5 deposit paid
for March deliverv at Canterbury; £5/5.—

Trendall. Selwyn College, Cambiidge. [5556

SUNBEAM, 1919, with sidecar, Lucas dynamo light-

ing. 8h.p. .J.A.P.. perfect condition; £220.—
Box 1,930, c/o The -l/ofor Cycle. [6293

1 Q17 Sunbeam Combination, leg shields, Lucas
-I-t7 equipment, speedometer, as new; £130.—18,

Hestercombe Av., Fulham, S.W.6.
.

[5715

SUNBEAM. 3i..h.p., 1920, delivery end February be-

ginning March; best offer over list price secures

-^Box 1,886, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5691

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM 6b. p., Gloria coacli side<:ar, perfect me-
ohonical condition, 1914 model; £145.-33, High-

fleld Ed., West Bridgford, iN'ottingham. [5613

LATE 1919 Sh.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam and side-
t'iir, verv little used, equal to new, speedometer,

lom; 200 gns.—Bos 1,855, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5532

SUNBEAM syoh.p., 1918, all-chain, ridden lew
hundred miles only, practically new; £120;

Edinburgh district.—Bos 1,928, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[6291

1Q17 Sunbeam Combination, Lucas, Watford speed-
J-i/ ometer, new heavy Dunlop tyres, horn, etc., mn-

perfectly, 4,000 miles; £140.-58, Sheriff
Bochdale. [5280

LATE 1919 4h.p. Sunbeam and Mills-Fulford Side-
car, chain-cum-belt, Lucas lamps, Klaxon; aiiy

trial; deposit; best offer over ^165; Taunton.—Box
1,868, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5656

"I
Q19 SVoi-P- Sunbeam, new April, black and gold

At^ finish, only done 500 miles, absolutely perfect,
fully eauipped with lamps and horn, etc.; £125.—L.
Bull, 44, Hills Hd., Cambridge. [5658

SUNBEAM 1916 8b.p. Combination, M.A.G. engine,
interchangeable wheels, excellent running order,

good tyres; first cheque nearest £160 secures.—Tbbrn-
ton, Westfleld Ed., Chorlton-cum-Hardy. [5263

1 Q19 31/^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and
--•-' gold, eporting Canoelet sidecar, discs, Lucas
lamps, horn, knee grips, mileage about 1,000; £160.—
Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [5780

SUNBEAM Combination, 3-speed, counterKhaft, all
complete, returned February 19th from Sunbeam

porks, thoroughly overhauled: nearest offer £120.—
To be seen, 18, Borough Rd., Burton-on-Tient. [5983

SUNBEAM, SV^h.p., late 1919, all-chain drive, large
P. and H. lighting set, Lucas horn, Stewart

speedometer, aluminium leg shields, indistinguishable
from new; £135.-51, Bridge St., Warrington. [X5794

3ih.p. Sunbeam, late 1914, with coachbuilt sidecar,
2 black and gold, 3 lamps, horn, etc., new Dun-

lops, perfect condition, stored 2 years; lowest, £125;
after 3, Saturday.—Devonshire House, Chestnut Grove,
New Maiden. [5811

1 Q 19 Sunbeam SV^b-p., coachbuilt sidecar, black
J-t/ and gold, 3 speeds, 3 . lami>s, horn, speedo-
meter, wind Bcreen, ap^'on, tools, splendid condition,
guamnteed mechanically perfect ; any trial ; £ 1 45,
no offers.—27, Argyle Ed., Bognor. [6089

SUNBEAM 1916 3V2b.p. Combination, black and
gold, all-chain drive, lamps, mechanical horn,

etc.. Sunbeam sidecar, with wind screen, perfect order
throughout, had very little use; any trial; £128.—
R. Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. L5645

SUNBEAM Combination, 1916. 8h.p. M.A.G., gas
and electric lighting, speedometer, hood, screen,

tools, spares, most reliable and comfortable turnout,
unused over 2 years; any examination, evenings or
appointment; £175.-58, Ivernia Ed., Walton, Liver-
pool. [5562

1Q19 3V2b.p. Sunbeom Combination, black and gold,
-i-t/ fitted with Binks carburetter, Lucas lamps and
horn, knee-grips, spare valve, scarcely ridden above 300
miles, and almost indistinguishable from new, a beauti-
ful turnout; accept £160.— Douglas James, 105 Wed-
nesbury E^., Waleall. [X5773
SUNBEAM, 19191/2, 3V2b.p., sporting model, in per-

fect condition throughout and absolutely as new,
accessories include Lucas head and rear lamp seta,
Watford trip speedometer, handle-bar watch, K.laxon
born, A.K. knee grips, new spares include box of
magneto parts, carburetter parts, 2 complete valves.
chain links, etc., tool kit unused, mileage very low
pirce £252.—Baker, 35, Friar St., Eeading. '

[5343

1 Q15 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, Sunbeam de luxe
-*-t/ sidecar, screen, hood, side curtain, apron, 4hood,

Cowey speedomett
Lucas djTiamo lighting set, elec-

iidecar
detachable wheeL

trio horn, spare cb , , , „.. ^„„^^-
tion and guaranteed in'perfect running order, 25 miles
trial to genuine buyer, a magnificent outfit; p^ice
£190,—Robert Hamilton, Burton Ed., Kennington
Ashford, Kent. [b005

T.D.C.

T.D.C. [late 1916), 2"/4h.p., 2-Etroke. Amao, Dixie.
Druida, lamps, tools, excellent condition, new Dun-

lop tyres, ridden under 1,000 miles; bargain, £30- ap-
Cliiugford 113.-4, Eglinton

[5435

Triumph.
4b.p. Countershaft Triumpb; £75.-9, Chur. b Ed

Willesden, N.W. [6064

270.-

NEW 1920 Tvr^ D, Trinnipli- .£95.-
hijl Av.. (,i;m-s. Kkst-v

19
19
19

hill A
20 T.T. Tr:
c/o The :

18 T.T, Tri

20 4Ii.p.

374, Grove
[6178

-Ijrtt Ciost-
[5755

-Box 1.913.
[6276

[5886

den

;

,«95.—
[5249

[6679

INTEGRITY
IS OUR MOTTO

AND WE TRY TO LIVE
UP TO IT.

We desire your confidence
before your business, real-

ising that honest fair dealing

pays in every conceivable
way. A large and increasing

circle of sincere friends is

one of our appreciable rec-

ompenses, as the following
extracts from letters received

will show :

—

SwinJoHj 28-1-1920.
"/ thank you for the consideration yon
have shown me in the matter of my order

. In a world of peremptory
merchants, such treatment is refreshing."

Penrhyttdendraeth, 19-2-1920.

"It has been a pleasure to do business

with yon and 1 siiKerely thank you for

your courteous and even generous treat-

ment, which, 1 can assure yon, was
greatly appreciated by —".

Durham, 5-2-1920.

"I am very pleased with your straiglu-

forward busitiess methods and your
courteous attention to postal clients",

Launceston; 11-2-1920.

"In 1916 1 %ot fromyoua new—motor
cycle and it has given }ne every satisfac-

tion—atui I do not cease to be grateful to

your general nianager for his trouble

and excellent advice."
Rev.

WRITE TO US TO-DAY—YOU
WILL BE ONE OF OUR
FRIENDS TO-MORROW. WE
OFFER THE FOLLOWING
WtLL KNOWN MAKES FOR
EARLY DEHVc RY.

ARIEL, ALLDAY ALLON,
BLACKBURNE4h.p., CLYNO Light-

weight, DIAMOND, EO.AUrtO,
INDIAN, IVY, L.M.C., METRO-
TYLER, NEW - IMPERIAL,
SPARKBROQK, SUN, VELOCETTE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

~IQ20 Countershaft Triumph, brand new; £lis3jLiJ Box 1,914, c/o The Motor Cycle.

Si"
THREE-SPEEP Triumph, coachbuilt sidecar; £8!I|

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Eiell

1916; f

f

tsf
TRIUMPH 1915 Ih.p., 3-6peetl countershaft, 1

valuable spares; -£8S.—Warr, Hoelemere. 'Phoj
187. [B|

ham. ' ~ '
'

'

'[ ^

1 Q18 Countershaft Triumph, not done 400 miles "3

J-«' gus.—Allen, Woodclyfle, Chislehurst, Kent '.

Stn.). 1 B

"IQ 12-13 Triumph, 3-speed, S'l.h.p., very good ( i
-Lt/ throughout; offers.—15, Vicarage I.awn, i-

combe. [ ^

3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, B.B., Dunlop tyres, j.;

2 seen alter 6; 28 gns; trial.—88, Haven 1 ?,

Ealing.
1 4

1 Q19 Triumph, W.D. model, coachbuilt sidecar, i-

-If plete Tvith lamps; 125 gns.—Edgar, Sand J.

clutch; no outlav; i-

f45.-Clnrk, 3, Fai II

1 Q19 T.T. Triumph, milease 350, fully equippe. '5

-*-^ gn;;.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
E.iling 689.

1 Q20 T.T. Triumph, ridden 20 miles; 88
-•-^ Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing.
Ealing 689.

TRIUMPH 3'Ab.ii., fine going order, £36; and 3 It,

Fafnir, going order, £26.-10, Briscoe Rd., ft-

ton, S.W.I 9.

TRIUMPH. 1918. countershaft, disc wheelB.J
and smart; £85.—Fox, 41, Greencoat'

Westminster.

TRIUMPH 3Kh.p., .single-speed, fast, good eoi
running order, all accessories.—47, Elboroug

!

Southflelds, S.W.18.

E.3. Tel.: E. 3165.

TRIUMPH Combination. 2-speed. kick start.'cj
fine turnout; £65.-57, Kenbury St., ColdbejR

Lane, Camberwell.

field. Appointment.

TRIUMPH T.T., 1912,
e.xcellent condition.

Queen's, Cambridge.

nph. new condition, f
£8.-Baml)ridge, Rlij

Kinpsti.n-on-TlKiiiics. Jl

TEIUMl'H 41i.li., countershaft, -nith lamM,'
lutelv as new; bargain, f90.-\yhite, 1^1

laidc Ed.," Chalk Farm. If

TEIFMl'H Junior, 1920, complete with noM*
doue 600 mile.s.-Apply, Jones, Balholm, !f

boinnc, Bournemouth.
|

rflRlUMPH, 1918, 3-speed, coiniteyhalt, gnajMij

Church St., Chelsi

TRIUMPH J
Icct macli

High St., Wandsworth

£85.—Fill, Barrossa W

, 2-stroke, 2-speed. late inOd^,._
s; bargain, caD.Mrt

1,882 c/u J'ftr Motor Cycle.

.434 All letters relating to .idvertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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The Importance of Research
WorK.

WITHOUT serious and painstaking scien-

tific research progress is a slow and

uncertain process. No one will deny

that tile great strides made in aviation

and other technical subjects during the

period of the war were the direct results of con-

centrating and co-ordinating the brains of the

country towards special ends, and proving the

results by scientific and practical tests.

The need for research in the automobile^ and

particularly the motor cycle, industry is most

acute at the present time. Owing to the fact

that demand so greatly exceeds supply, there is

-a natural, though unfortunate, tendency to con-

centrate on existing models, to the enure ex-

. elusion of experimental work. This is an

extremely short-sighted policy, for, though pro-

duction is one of the most immediate needs of

the country—and no one is more strenuous in

its advocacy than ourselves— the time will -come

when supply will catch up with demand, and

buyers will exercise more discrimination.

When this day arrives, we shall find our goods

and our knowledge are out of date, and that

other countries have got ahead of us. Anyone
who is carefully watching the trend of Conti-

_ nental and American designs must recognise

the fact that foreign motor cycles are forging

aliead quicker than hitherto, and that they

are not tied and bound by the pre-war British

ideal of a motor cycle. If our motor cycle in-

dustry is to continue to lead the way, scientific

research is an obvious necessity.

There is so much to be learned about the

scientific and metallurgical aspects of motor

cycle construction that existing manufacturing

difficulties should not be allow-ed entirely to over-

shadow future possibilities.

As mentioned in last week's Motor Cycle, the

motor cycle and runabout Trade is to ha^•e a

research association, the cost of which is to be

shared by the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufac-

turers' and Traders' Union and the Government.

\\'e foresee important benefits to the motor cycle

movement as a result ; and, if full advantage of

such an association is taken by the trade, then

we think posterity will have just cause to

thank the Manufacturers' Union for its efforts

which have brought such a desirable thing to

materialisation.

Sidecar or Runabout.

AT
the present time there is a decided ten-

dency for newcomers to the motor

industry to assail the present position of

the sidecar by the introduction of iiin-

about types of vehicles at a similar price.

Conservative manufacturers of sidecars appear to

think that this is an impossibility, but we are

informed by firms who have experimented with

Vioth types that, if anything, the runabout costs

less to produce than a motor cycle and sidecar.

We can well believe this, especially as labour is

now the chief factor in costs, because a well-

designed runabout can be so made that the cost

of erecting is vei7 much less than the same

operations on the sidecar outfit.

Whether the runabout will eventually supplant

the sidecar is an extremely doubtful point, and

whether it will even endanger the sidecar's popu-

larity depends entirely upon its all-round effi-

ciency. So far, only a few runabouts approxi-

mating to the sidecar in initial and running costs

have proved to be thoroughly satisfactory, but

probably, had' as much time and money been

spent iti developing the low-priced runabout as

has been expended on sidecar outfits, the results

to-day would have been very different.

It IS the ever-increasing cost of sidecar outfits

that tempts so many designers to try to evolve

a substitute that wi'll provide adequate protec-

tion for the driver. So long as machines were

under ^loo, it was perhaps hardly worth while

to produce a substitute, but now that de luxe

sidecars are listed around the ;£;::oo mark, thp

potentialities are greater.

An index to the adve the cage facing the bac
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)MMeN'
Chain Spares.

HAM wondering if tlie position about the supply of

replacement chains and of spare links for chain
repairs lias not become so serious that special

measures are necessary. It has become almost im-

possible to obta'in so much as a solitary spare link

except by some gorgeous stroke of luck. During 1919
I exhausted every possible avenue of supply known
to me to replace a pair of worn chains on an elderly

machine, but without success. At the present

moment I am riding a 1920 machine, which, by reason

of its design, perhaps runs rather exceptional risks of

being stranded with minor chain troubles ; but I do
not possess so much as a single spare half link for

its transmission, nor do I see the least prospect of

being abl« to obtain one. Daily I face the risks of

getting stuck with this machine miles from anywhere
;

and if I should then be towed into a decent sized town,

it would not be likely that I should get going again.

I understand that the total chain produ'ction at the

moment is considerably above the 1913-1914 output,

whilst the output of motor cycles is considerably less.

If this is so, it appears that the motor cycle manu-
lacturers are being allowed by the chain makers to

amass and hoard considerable surplus stocks. Could
not arrangements be made for a percentage of these

stocks to be released as replacements and for repairs ?

Useful Speed.

FEW motor cyclists order a machine without dis-

covering what its maximum speed is; and the

average salesman finds high speed such a good
selling lever that he usually stretches a point or two.

Bv guaranteeing 76 m.p.h. for his Brooklands model
Mr. Norton has doubtless acquired many new cus-

tomers. But, in sober fact, speeds in excess of 50
m.p.h. are rarely attained on the road, and seldom
enjoyed. Numerous machines can exceed 50 m.p.h.,

quite a quantity can touch 60 m.p.h., and a select

few can beat 70 m.p.h. But owners do not let

engines have tlieir heads, because very great speed

is always uncomfortable, e^'en. where it is not impos-

sible or dangerous. The real merit of the very fast

machine is that it is—or ought to be—extremely com-
fortable at half or threequarter speed; and this is

its attraction for the public. We are graduallv getting

rid of cant in connection witli illegal speeds. It is

admitted that the road traffic of these islands ought

to be speeded up. A rider, who is gentlemanh by
nature, who is an experienced motor cyclist, and who
owns a decently-designed machine, can safeh' keep
his speedometer needle at 40 m.p.h. on anv straight

and semi-deserted main road. Within a few years

commercial motors w'ill probably be encouraged to

average 50 m.p.h. or more between populated places.

So motor cyclists who have a pciiclianl for speed
want a machine which can d<_) 35-45 m.p.h. without
fuss, without vibration (engine or road), without

>]

steering alarms ; and it must -be capable of smoot

deceleration, gradual or violent, as circumstances ma
at any time demand. Near my house there are thrr

miles of the fastest going in England, free from polic.

traffic, and houses. I traverse this road frequentl-

but it is very seldom that I take it on full throttl<

The zenith of enjoyment comes from crossing it,,;.

40 m.p.h. on a machine which can do 65 m.p.h.

The T.T.

DAM not in the least surprised that the trade^

hardly unanimous on the.sijbject of the 1920 T.f

The old firms require neither experience

advertisement. What they want is production,

they could double their maximum potential output

1920, they could sell it; and they are not va^
afraid of the inevitable slump, for they mostly posse I

sufficient " goodwill " to tide them over a far mbj

awkward period than the industry will enter wh'i

supply outstrips demand. The case of the new firr

is quite different. They can sell their stuff at

moment, partly because it is new, partly because til

is a famine in machines, and partly because some^

the new stuff is better than some of the old stj

But the slump may come before some of the new fir

have time to convince the markets that their machji

deserve to survive. A sensational showing in the Tf'

—and this year's T.T. should be a huge draw,'

held—would gb far to establish some of the nfi

'buses on a level with the best of the old st-uff.;

quite expect there may be a good deal of intriguing

procure the cancellation of the 1920 T.T. I sincerei

hope it will be held, because I want the new machin

to have a fair chance to prove their qualitv iinder-

sternest tests of all.

Two Miles of I in 4.

THIS phrase is the keynote to Mr. W. R. Brob

ing's letter in our issue of January 29th. 'I-

statements and arguments are accurate—rrnot

cycle engines might be better cooled than they'ai

and aero experience has shown us how to provj

supercooling. The A.C.U. report, which Mr. Broe

ing supports, called for such supercooling. The tcac

at issue with the report and with Mr. Brooking,

inclined to hold that exi.sting cooling is adequate.

A.C.U. considers that engines should be suflicien

cooled to enjoy a week among freak liills

Brooking's ideal is that he shall be able to hold}]

hand on the cylinder head after climbing twp^i
of I in 4. For once I rather incline towards the t.ra

side of the controversy. Most of mv riding is do

amongst freak hills, and I do not think that more ill

one machine I have owned since 191 1 has o\erheat(

or. if vou prefer the term, has been " under-cooled

Thcv say the dark places of the earth are full

crueltv, and I dare say a few mugs buy dud machii

which overheat on ordinary roads under kind usai

-t
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i-ional Commenls.—

V which 1 buy do not overheat, and so I liavc no

iKil yi-arning for additional cooling. If super-

iiij; is going to increase cost or weight, ordinary

J. iiines built for ordinary users had better stay as

ii'v are, Omitting one duddish engine of a good
like, my principal sufferings from overheating since

' have occurred on baby two-strokes—when brand

-and on friends' cars.

1,000 Miles on Electric Lamps.
\KyiTHlN tlie last two months I have covered

yV just over i,ooo miles of night driving on elec-

tric lamps, the vehicle concerned being a

I le car with five lamps. In that period I have
June in " five bulbs—all new 1919 stuff—and about

\in inches of fuse wire. None of these stoppages

lengthy or troublesome : so long as you have

Ijulbs and fuse wire you can absolutely rely on
I '.lectric installation to get you home, provided it

not old and rickety. 1 have used this system of

Jitiiig intermittently for ten years, and, barring

riimulator trouble with the primitive sets first in-

iiluced for solo machines, I have only sustained one
1 lious stoppage, which was due to the dynamo bear-

ds collapsing after a long mileage. There are

' nr points to which the unaccustomed user should

-A :

Keep your cells filled up with acid to the coi-

rect level.

ii. Don't take it for granted that the dynamo -is

charging ; to inspect the ammeter by night

a match must usually be struck ; on the

London-Exeter, carry a flashlamp, and in-

spect the ammeter once every ten miles,

ill. Carry a complete set of spare bulbs.

'V. Carry a spare length of fuse wire,

.'ontrary to popular supposition, short circuits are

icraelv rare with li^htinf; sets.

275

Hope lor the Little 'Uns.

nN the past, lightweight machines have never had a

chance to come into their own. My knowledge

of them is far from exhaustive, but my stable

usually contained at least one example until war broke

out. I had two objections to most of them. As a

class they were grossly uncomfortable, and many of

them were rather uncertain hill-climbers. I know that

individual examples have done excellent stunts in the

Six Days from time to time ; but the standard machine,

bought by an amateur and ridden by him in delivery

tune, was seldom equal to reproducing tlie trade form

of the Trials. I believe the little fellows now evince

a marked advance in general efficiency. High prices

have endowed the cheaper machines with a special

attraction. The growth of utilitarian motor cycling is

bringing in new riders with whom light weight counts

for much more than it did amongst the veteran stal-

warts.

Dangerous Advice.

[Y new machine was accompanied by an extremely

exhaustive and praiseworthy ''book of the

words." Delight at this novelty was tempered
with wonder when I perused an audacious suggestion

that, if I suspected air leaks in the induction system,

I .should run the engine inside a closed shed and hold

a lighted taper near the joints. I hold my life cheap
enough, goodness knows, but an air leak does not

drive me so far towards despair that I leave it to the

Fates whether I should die by fire or by asphyxiation.

On the technical point, I nevertheless confess that I

do not know of a really good detective agent for air

leaks in the induction system, and I daresay many
of our readers would value a counsel, which is not

absolutely insane. There must be some sound garage
tip on the point, and perhaps somebody will pass it

along. Personally, I generally put a little flour on
the suspected spot, but this not too perfect wrinkle is,

naturally, useless when there is any draught about.

THE " HAIRPIN " IN THE COLMORE CUP TRIAL. W. E. Smith (Triumph sc.) and J . Cooper (3J h.p. Norton)

negotiating the bend in Sudeley Park which gave some of the competitors a good deal of trouble.
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id .when in luck be in at

le kill.

The fullest advantage of

assessing a motor cycle

hen out for a day with

i^ hounds is when a fox ^
found miles away from

s home, as Reynard wi

en frequently lead the

Id across country for

^' any miles before he is

d low.

s'
Although the utility of

e machine in this sport is

\
vious, it is very easy to

use great annoyance, and
\ ;ry consideration should

shown for the field and
-. 1 running in the vicinity

i the horses at the meet,
'\ :en moving off, or, in-

1 ;d, at any time when
noise may be objec-
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A PLEA FOR THE "WIND-WAGGON."
Some Notes on ihj Advantages and Disadvanteges of Air Propulsion.

By M. A. S. RIACH F.R.Ae.S., e!c.

A motor car propelled by air screws. This

particular design was by the late Capt Ferber

a Frenchman.

AUTO.MOBILES are be-

coming more and more
difficQlt to obtain, and

nDre and more expensive. At
tbe same time, the problem of

road transport bids fair to be-

come each year more insistent.

(Consequently the attention of

engineers is naturally directed

'o other, if less conventional,

means of focomotion.

One such presents itself in

the realisation of a cheap and
elementary form of "wind-
waggon." A "wind-waggon"
consists of a chassis of the

more or less conventional motor
car type, in Avhich is incor-

porated a car or motor cycle engine and an air-screw

which it drives, directly or through some simple form
of reduction gearing.

The advantages of this type of cvcle car (such a

machine may be roughly classed as such) are immedi-
ately evident. They ^may be roughly classified as

follows

:

(i.) Cheapness of manufacture.

(2.) Light weight.

(3.) Few working parts, hence rapidity of output.

No gear box or differential necessary.

(4.) Power unit can be air-cooled efficiently at all

speeds from rest upwards.

(5.) The equivalent of an infinite number of

possible gear ratios, enabUng the correct gear ratio

to be employed for any gradient, and that entirely

auioinaikally.

(6.) As a result of (5) tire fiiU powei- of the engine

can be employed whenever necessary, no matter what
the gradient may be or other circumstance of the

motion.

(7.) Very small wear on tyres.

Best in the Open Country.
There are doubtless other advantages that could

be found for this type of automobile. However, all

good things ha-ve their drawbacks, and the '' wind-

waggon " is no exception. It is not, for instance,

suitable for driving in congested- traffic, where the

draught of its propeller might cause some annoyance,

although no danger if effectively cowled. This

draught, whilst exactly analogous to that^_of the aero-

plane propeller, is most acute when the " wind-waggon "

is stationarv and the engine and propeller running.

When once in motion, at any normal speed, this

draught would automatically become reduced to quite

a small amount, and would be no more troublesome

than a light breeze. Even when standing the pr(jj)eller

draught would not be very terrible, although greater

in- velocity than when the car was in motion. The
propeller diameter necessary to secure a reasonably

efficient drive would not have to exceed. S,;v.

4ft. 6in. This, with a wheel track of 56in., would

permit of a suitable guard being a'ttached to protect

:\

ry-

the propeller from any possible obstruction. Thfj

being no "overhang," all danger to pedestrians, et

would be impossible. Whilst for use in towns l|

" wind-waggon" undoubtedly has its disadvantages^

the open country roads it could be used with the sati

and in certain cases greater, safety as the conventio-

type of, automobile.

The -bodv of the " wind-waggon " would con;:

of a shell of three-plv or other suitable material,

which the driver would sit. The chassis would vir

ally be composed of four idle wheels and the us

simple tvpe of springs and frame, all of wdiich co
be made ^ery light. There being no transmiss

I0 the road wheel other than the air, all stresses woH,
naturally be very much smaller than in a motor caijf

the same weight, which in turn means less weight )1

roimd. This type of vehicle is not new, ha^ing bin

used in France before the war, and also in this coun

Some Disadvantages.
There are perhaps one or two further disadvantai

peculiar to " wind-waggons," such as possible^d't
raisers, and also on account of the noise of the revif

ing air screw. At the same time it must not be '\-

gotten that the "radius of action" of the air scjiv

is a small one, considered as a dust-raiser, being [•-

fined by a circle having a diameter approxima y
the same as that of the air screw. As regards nc'?.

it is improbable that this would be sufficiently g u

to be audible abo\'e the noise peculiar to the ent.n

itself. It is probable that any noise due to their
screw revoking would make itself apparent as a sljit

" hum.

"

f

Head Winds.
Apart from all personal and indi\idual considii-

tions, the only real objection that can be offerec'to

the '• wind-waggon " lies in its vulnerability to a lln!

wind of sufficient velocity. Without denying rf'li

vulnerability, two modifying conditions may be nln-

tioned. In die first place, really bad head wh--

are not olten encoiuitered in this country—at liiy

rate inland ; and when a gale is blowing at a sufficjut

velocity to be capable of seriously affecting the e

\-elocity of aeroplanes, it is felt on the main road|at
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li^ht car built by the Beacon

Engineering Co
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A Plei lor the " Wind-wrgon. "—

j^ii'Uiid level i-i.insiilcraljiy itduct-'il in vclucity. Fiii-

tliir, there is likely to be, on the ;iveragc, the same
iinnihci- of /((;'/, as head, winds in the course of a

^ road travel, which naturally would angtiiciit the

MTV normal velocity of a "' wind-waggon," so

1 ,, '. if sometimes the air-pro]3clled car is comi)elle<l

[ i.diice speed in the teeth of a high_wind, at other

it is equally ca])able of taking every advanlai^e

^Irong " tail " wind in its fa\'our, and so verilv

,ist before the wind.

.ourse, tlie conx'enlional type of motor car is by
' ,ins entirely immune from the effect of a strong

wind, but it has an advantage in this respect over

the " wind-waggon."
.Suppose an ordinary motor car is capable of a

velocity of, say, fifty miles an hour on a level road

in calm air. Then, at this velocity, it is overcoming

two principal resistances to motion : (i) Ground or

frictional resistance, and (2) wind resistance. Now, (i)

is practically a

constant quantity

at all road velo-

cities, whilst (2)

varies approxi-

mate 1 y as the

road velocity
squared (since the

car is supposed

to lie travellina

in still air). The
sum of (i) nil'

(2), multiplie

by the car's road

velocity, is then

a measure of the

power output of
the car's engine.

I

Consider,
I

secondly, the case

j
of the same car

' travelling against a head wind of twentv miles an houi
velocity. -Suppose that the car is onh tia\elhng at

'thirty miles an hour over the road. Then (r) and (2)

j
ire the same as in the tirst case, because (i) is inde-

' Dendent of road velocity, and {2) is dependent onlv
ipon relative air ^'elocity, which in both cases is lite

(line. Thus the total resistance to motion is, in both
ases, t/w same Call this resistance R lb. Then in

he first case the horse-power absorbed in driving the

ar at 50 m.p.h. will be —^^, and in the second
375

ise it will be ^, so that there is evidentlv in
375

le second case h'ss power being used up in driving the
ir than in the first case : that is, the engine is de-

j
sloping less power than in the first case considered.
[ence it is evident that, for equal engine power out-
Jts in both cases, tl.e car will attain a velocity
excess of 30 m.p.h. in the second case. Then the

i! lativc vdocily between the air and the car will be
;il'e<jfe/- than 50 m.p.h. in the second case, anii hence
i| e wind resistance will be greater than in the tirst

,
se

: that is, the total resistance will be greater in

I
e second case. Thus the road velocity will be less

an 50 m.p.h., and grrater than 30 m.p.h., the
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b.il.ince being maile up in resislJince by what is lost in

velocity. Thus, for a constant power output, the road
.spee(] of a car should be grailcr than the difference

between its " still air " speed and the speed of a

head wind. An analogous case presents itself when
travelling in a motor car u])hill on a gear below top.

It may be as^cd what bearing the foregoing has upon
the case of a " wind-waggon " encoiuitering a head
wind. It has a very definite bearing upon it. Since

the only real difference between the "wind-waggon"
and the conventional motor car lies in the method of

final transmission (the air screw) adopted in the former
case, it becomes necessary to compare the working
efficiency of the air screw driven vehicle. with the motor
car under all conditions of travel, one of the most
important being the effect of a head wind.

Comparisons.
For running in still air, the efficiency of the " wind-

waggon " should compare favourablv with that of the

motor car; and
in the case of a

following wind
the ' ^ w i n d-

waggon " has an

advantage in the

matter of speed.

It is only in the

case of a head
w i n d that its

efficiency as a

road vehicle com-
pares unfavour-

ably ^vith the
motor car.

The reason lies

in the medium
adopted for trans-

mitting the engine

power to the car.

S i n ce, in the
" wind-waggon " system of transmission this is effected

by means of an air propeller or air screw, it is evident

that anything in the nature of a strong head wind will

considerably curtail its efficiency as a system of trans-

mission, with the result that a falling-off in road

speed must result greater in magnitude than in the

case of the motor car under the same conditions.

The real difficulty lies in the fact that, whereas in

the motor car moving against a head wind, advantage

may be taken of the fact that (by employing a change-

speed gear) the force driving the car mav be increased

to balance the- increased, air resistance. In the case

of the air screw driven car, the relative air velocity

definitelv limits the performance of the air screw to a

particular road speed, and it is difficult to see how
this feature of this particular transmission can be

avoided.

In conclusion, it is hoped that the foregoing short

notes may perhaps arouse some interest in the
'

' wind-

waggon " type of road car: a type which possesse:^

many advantages over the conventional type.

The author considers^ that a future lies before the

'•'wind-waggon" as a cheap and reliable form of

motor car, unless smothered at birth by the '' men-
tality " of the borough councils. It should also have

its colonial uses.
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PETROL AT 2s. lOid—WHY NOT?
The Sub^omn!„!;eoppoln,ed under .he P""'S-'"|,(^<=^l°eSvt'•^°"

"'

o( Petrol, find Present Charges urossly tj^cessive.

UT^HE charge of 3s. S^d. a gallon

1 for petrol is grossly excessive

Such is the result in a nutshell

of the investigations of a Sub-committee

appointed under the Profiteering Act to

investigate the present) price of petrol.

It is suggested by the Committee that

the following prices would be fair to

user and producer alike :

Present rate,

s. A. s. d.

No. 1 petrol ... 2 10^ ... 3 8^

No. 2 petrol .-..2 8^ ... 3 6j

Benzole ... 2 8 • ^ ^^ '„,

A limitation of retailers prohts to 4a.

per gallon is also declared to be a fair rate.

At the present time the control of the

world's motor fuel supply is m the hands

of two enormously powerful combines.

This, the Committee state (as has been

pointed out by The Motor Cycle ai^d The,

Autocar for several years past), consti-

tutes sc*dangerous a power if it happens

to be improperly used that it is imperative

that the Governments of the world should

give some attention to it.

" In view of the world-xvide oimraUons

of these trusts," it is added " tt does

not appear possible for ^
the British

Government to deal effectively with the

problem.'' „ , ., ^ .. n „
The Committee found that tue

pi-esent high prices for motor _
fuel are

mainly due to a demand which is tending

to outstrip the world's present supply,

and that advantage is being taken ot tins

tendency to raise prices."

Dealing with the cost of producaon,

the Committee say, " We are . . .

satisfied that petrol sold at £23 per ton

of 300 gallons, f.o.b. New York, reveals

a grossly excessive profit," and proceed

to state that, according to a high

authority in the petroleum trade, the

average cost .should not exceed t/ iUs.

It is pointed out that the greater bulk

of the petrol landed in this country is

produced by American, Dutch, or Mexi-

can companies, which are outside the

control of the British Government, and

that the whole question of the production,

price and distribution of motor tuel is

one which should engage the attention

of the League of Nations, or otherwise be

made the 'subject of international agree-

ment between the Governments ot Uie

principal importing nations, -with a view

to co-operation in fixing at a fair level

the price chargeable for so vital a neces-

sity of modern industriar life.

Keference is made to the fact that the

British Government holds a controlling

interest in the Anglo-Persian Co., with

the suggestion that steps should be taljen

by the Government to ensure that the

products are sold at a reasonable price

in this country without reference to exces-

sive prices ruling in other fields, in la^Z

when existing contracts expire, it will

be in the power of H.M. Government to

give protection to British users of petroJ.

Cost of Transportation,

The Committee report that the cost of

transportation could not exceed £5 per

ton (4d. per gallon), even at Gulf ports.

Six months .ago freights were quoted

nominally at £4 5s. per ton ; to-day ilU

is the figure, and in isolated cases m
excess of this amount. The recent

advance to 3s. Bid. in the price of petrol

is, according to public announcements,

based on the increase in freight and the

Committee make it extremely clear that,

in their opinion, the nominal market

price of freight, if it be in excess of £5

a ton, should not be taken as any justifi-

cation for raising the price of petrol.

Sir Marcus Samuel, who is head ot

the SheU Group, in an interview with

The Daily Mail, said that the itahcised

statement given above "is simply the

most extraordinary piece of stupidity ever

seen" "The Committee," he said,

"have made themselves the laughing

stock of the world. As if any committee

can fix the price of an article where the

changes are not weekly, but day by day,

on these three principal things: cost,

rate of exchange, and freight.

Reverting to the report, we find that

the Committee recommend, in view of the

fact that petrol is stored here on the

average for well over three months betore

it is sold, the retail price be fixed by the

Government for periods of three months.

Benzole.

As regards the price of benzole, tSe

!

Committee find that the price, has been,

regulated by the National Benzole Asso-\]

ciation simply to conform with the pricc<.

oi petrol, and is not based on the cost of.
.^

production. The rise of 4d. per gallor:

which took place on January 1st thif;

year, it is added, " is probably due partly

to the fact that the Anglo-American Oi

Co. have secured a large refinery 11

Yorkshire, and are comjieting with th

National Benzole Association to secur

crude benzole."

The -Committee's general findings is

elude :
" There is a grave danger of

permanent world famine of motor spml

even at fabulous prices."

"The only ultimate solution of tl

inotor problem is the production of hon

and Empire-produced power alcohol.

Probably the most important finding

the following :

As the companies producing petroleu

owning freights and distributing mot

spirit are so intimately allied, their 11

terests are so closely interwoven, a

the retail price of No. 1 petrol (n(

sold at 3s. Bid. a gallon) should be fix

for the present at 2s. 10-id., made up

follows :

Duty
Distributing charges

Garage remuneration
Freight
Marine charges, including insur-

ance, and ocean leakages

Profit on distribution

Cost of production ...

Add rate of exchange •

Per gallon ... ... ...

The figures relating to benzole arq;

s.

To producers, including profit ... 1

To refiners

Cost of distribution

Remuneration to garages

Per gallon

A MINIATURE OPEN FRAME BI-CAR.

A^

A model of the bl-car or scooter which is

to be produced by Messrs. Lister.

aim tc

lines

The de

by the

»4

111. lusting machine is in course of

instruction in Keighley by Messrs.

istri- and Co., of that. town, who

iiidJurc a miniature bi-car on

^llj,.h ;irc i|uite unconventioual.

^iniKis inU'iia to steer the machine

rear wheel.

It will be seen from the illustrations

of a model of the machine that the whole

of the power plant, with tanks and front

shield, form a unit, which may be re-

moved. The specification will include

24in. X 3in. iyres, steel disc wheels, and

2J- oallon tank. No forks are fitted to

the rear wheel, which is

guarded, and the nature oiJ'l'? /H"'
mechanism is not clear. The fra|H

tubular, completely encircling the j|0"'

wheel. It forms the supporting me|Jf'»

of a wide platform, and is turned »
^•

form a loop over the rear wheel.
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\ PETROL DENSIMETER. A SIMPLE MUDSHIELD.
1 SIMIT.K little iiistnimcnt for do-

\ toniiiiiiiis tlifi density ot motor
spirit, which should appeal to motor

disls who are anxious to obtniii the
best results from their

nmchiiies, has been devised
by Mr. Arthur Smith, 61,

Church- Roiid, Hin-her Tvau-
merc, Birkenhead. The Cesser
densimeter consists of a glass
Hoat, the stem ot which is

provided with a graduated
scale When placed in a
glass jar tilled "with spirit,

the position at which the
surface of the Huid intersects
the scale denotes the specific

gravity of the fuel. If the
broad red line is above the
surface of the petrol, it signi-

fies that it is too d^nse to

give good results, wliilst the
lower the densimeter' sinks
into the spirit the belter the
quality. In cold weather the
red line marked " winter,"
and in mild weather the
coloured line marked " sum-
mer," should not be above
the surface of the petrol. Bv
the frequent use of this little

contrivance much n.-eful in-

formation as to varying grades
of spirit may be obtained.

"FLAT SINGLE" FROM
ITALY.

ETAILS of a motor cycle of original

design, a photograph of which is

reproduced below, has been sent to

from Italy,

he engine has
(82 mm, (498
is horizontal,

es operated by

bore and stroke of

c), its single cytin-

nd it has "overhead
overhead camshaft,

and aignition is by two pings
relli double-spark magneto. The gear
an extension of the crank case, con-

5 three speeds, multiple-disc clutch,
I] kick-starter. From this the drive

[^ dcen by a chain to a shock absorber
li; he rear hub. Both wheels are con-
Med by band'brakes. A speed of 64
R h. is claimed for this machine,

ilfl

iher with an entire absence of vibra-

ij It is manufactured bv Carlo Guzzi,
it| ^mo

f 1

n Italian de'siep embcdvma a single-cyhndei

\ irontal engine o! 498 c.c —the Carlo Guzzi.

ANKAT splashgnard and leg shield,

which is formed from a single sheet

of aluminium, was recently shown
to ns. It was fitted to ft l!udge-.\liilti,

and the melnl was bent round underneath

seat is obviated, ,aud the work is auto-

matically done with the ekill of an e-tpert.

By rotating a handle continuously in one
direction the valve has imparted to it

an oscillating movement, but the bock-

ward movement is smaller than the for-

ward, so that the valve progresses
forward. 'J his movement is obtained in

an ingenious manner by means of a worm
nieshnig with a toothed wheel, the worm
consisting of right and left-hand portions
of enu.il pilch, but with an additional

JL.«iU-

^

Valve ormders ot efficient desigi

right-hand section to give the progressive

movement. The frame is intended to

enable the operator to mamtain a down-
ward pressure, and to resist the torque

of the spindle. Enquiries should be

addressed to Messrs. Heaton Ward, Ltd.,

Cliveland Street, Birmingham.

A leg-?uard ot simple construction designed

(or Rudge machmes,

the silencer, and secured to the nuts of

tlie latter with suitable brackets.

-To allow a cooling draught to reach
the cylinder, a .«pace is cut out rather
wider and deeper than the tank. A piece

of rubber tubing is slit and inserted be-

tween the edge of the aluminium sheet
and the tank to prevent rattle and damage
to the tank.

Such a fitting can be cut out of the

sheet metal by almost anyone, and the
cost is almost trivial.

A NEW VALVE GRINDER.
THE laborious operation of " grinding

in " valves is rendered extremely
simple by the use of the efficient

little tool invented by Mr. Davis, of

Sutton Coldfield. The tendency to cause
ovality of, or grooves in, the valve or

THE L M. SPARKING PLUG
PRACTICALLY ever since we have

motored, we have liad experience

with the L.M. sparking plugs, now
handled by G. H. Smith, 12, iMortimer

Street, London, W.l, and manufactured
in Great Britain.

It is an interesting fact that white a

few years ago porcelain was the most
satisfactory material known for sparking

plugs, at the present, time other insula-

ting materials, such as steatite and mica,

are frequently employed, but Messrs.

Macquare, Ltd., have stuck to porcelain.

and certainly their porcelain is remark-
ably successful. Even so far back as

the old days of the air-cooled Lagonda
tricar when the L.M. plug was famous
for its bright blue porcelain insulator,

these plugs used to stand the heat of the

engine to a i-emarkable degree.

The modern plus; is of the single-point

variety, with heavy electrodes, and
should be eminently satisfactory for use

in air-eooh'i engines.
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[ONSIEUR. A. Wcidknecht of Paris

is extremely ambitious. Utterly
discarding the conventional, he

propounds a rotary-enmned motor bicycle.

Not content with this innovation, he
locates his engine inside the rear wheel,
which is probably the best location for

an engine of this type ; but must bring
him up with a bnmp against the ancient
difficulties with which the Singer Co.
struggled in the days of their motor
wheel; which include inaccessibility, spoke
breakages, and road vibration, all raised

to the nth power. Finally, as the cog-

Weidknecht's radial engine. No. 129,303.

15;7,l7.

noscenti will gather from the sketch which
depicts an even number of cylinders, he

departs from the standard combustion
cycle. Having recovered my breath

which was taken away by his audacitv,

I proceed to notice the details of the

mechanism.
The wheel spindle is fixed in the rear

fork ends, and forms the (stationary)

orankshaft. Two circular side plates

- form the cheeks of the

crank case, carry the

cylinders and wheel
spokes, and are formed
with cups at their

centres, riding on ball

bearings on the cran'v

shaft.

Alternate cylinders aie

used for compression
and power strokes. The
carburetter is fixed on
the chain stays, and a

sleeve connection trans-

fers the mixture to inlet

pipes communicating riti

inlet valves with the
compression cylinders,
into which the mixture
is drawn, and wherein
it is compressed in the
normal fashion. After
compression the mixture
is passed through an
other valve into an ex

b6

plosion chamber situated above the head
of the compression cylinder, and is iired.

Upon explosion the charge does not ex-

pand downwards into the combustion
cylindci;, since the intermediate valve is

now shut ; but the gas, still under ex-

plosion pressure, passes tlirougl* yet an-
other valve into a "reservoir," whence
it travels via a conduit and yet another
valve to a "driving" cylinder, ^^^len

the piston in this " driving " cylinder
is halfway down on its stroke, a fresh

charge of gas under explosion pressure
arrives from the " reservoir," so that a
steady pressure is maintained on the driv-

ing piston. According to M. Weidknecht,
the resulting smoothness is comparable
to a steam engine. Surely an excellent

mount for a beginner !

Spring Footboards.

Many riders prefer footboards to foot-

rests, but complain that a fixed foot-

board conveys vibration and obstructs
access to various items of the machine.
l\Ir. F. E. Steer's design is free front

such objections, and -has the further merit
of -being cheap to make. The footboard
is freely pivoted at the forward point of

attachment, so that it can be swung up
when the rider wishes to adjust any
mechanism ; when the board is dropped
into riding position, the free end of a.

cantilever spring, bolted to its under-
side, rests against a cross ~arm fixed to

the bearer bolt. A ratchet adjustment
permits the angle of the board and the
action of the .spring to be reset to please
individual tastes.

• Front-driven Three-wheeler.

JI. A. A. H. Tisserant has certainly
evolved a novel tricar, which, in outline,
roughly resembles the well-known Phano-
mobile type, though the details are widely
different. An enormous spring fork

carries a wide spindle, on which- t;

front wheels are mounted just so

apart that there is room between th,

for a vertical propeller-shaft to drive '

spindle by a conventional crown and be
gear. The fork is actuated through
wheel and inclined steering column,
the steel nio liiad i^ mnuiiteil a flat t- i

Tisserant's three-wheeler. No. 1,745.

23/1/19.

air-cooled engine set across the t

d la A. B.C.. and provided with a

box of the sliding type. One end of

layshaft carries a bevel pinion, by w
the drive is transmitted to the vei

proi^eller-shaft enclosed in the stei

column. The foTe peak of the chass
a large section vertical tube, forming il

steering head.

Another Spring Foik.

Mr. Osborn ColluT. piotects a s| i

fork, of which the «heelcaiiMno pi i

is hinged by side links to a pan c t

tional side steering columns, and in u

by a pair of helical springs—one

footboards. No. 129,174. 23/7 '18

pression and the otliei m ten'-

fork is strong, but it no\el
combination of items pieviouslj
t«eparaf'ely by other designers.
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Mr
To Strengthen Front Forks.

I!. A. AmUTs,-n,.uf IVnr.Knl;, |ii-..

to reiiilovie ihr I'urU i-i'uwii in ;i

Ml ;i II 11 er which
is reminiscent in

I'lHVi-l, tliougli not
in CDnstnicticm, of

tlie diaincti'i-cally

fc^ 1 y
j

ribbed tubing first

Hr ' I R 1 used in the Indian"' i
II

frame. He in-

serts within the
steering cohimn a
conple nf close

fitting IJ-sliaped

(nbes. witli their

tint fides disposed
next tu each otliev

along the fore and
aft diameter of

the main tnbe.

1'hese flat sides

are cnrved to clear

a transverse bolt
which the front inudgnard may be

.ttached.

A One-valve Two-stroke.

Mr. K. i;. Kriid^e protects a one-
iilve engine, workiiij;- on the two-stroke
irinciple. Its workiiii; is fairly obvions
I'om the accompanying sketch, and its

Andersen's front fork

reinforcement. No.
129,499. 20,7,18.

En'idge's one-\a!ve two-stroke. No.
128,042. 19/6,19.-

'cial hiterest lies in the fact that a
er plate is fitted in the transfer

.' 'Sage to give rapid access to the valve,
1 ilst the sparking plug is located ri^;ht

i the path of the entering gases and
' 1 away from the exhaust "port.

Rear Springing.

J he tyi}e of roar springing shown in
tile aecompanying sketch has certain
olivious nierit-s. Wide bearhigs are pro-
vided to ensure lateral rjgidity in corner-
ing. The fittings are by no nieans heavy,
and the belt tension is not undulv varietl.
'J'he s.vstcm is patented by Mr. F. A.
(.'oulsoii, and consists, as shown, of carry-
ing the rear wheel .spindle in a pair. of
short arms pivoted in what wouhlliormallv
be (he re.Tv fm-k ends. Tlie swing of the
arms is limited by a pair of quarter

Coulson's suspension. No. 129,214.

20/1,19.

ellijilic springs, the thick ends of which
are held ill brackets fixed to the chain
stays, whilst the thin ends are shackled
to swing links on the spindle-carrving
arms. 'I his is by no means a bad method

-

of insulating the rear frame of a light
machine.

A Venturi Carburetter.

-Mr. C. G. PuUin is busily patenting
iiiveiUions which smell of aeronautics,
but I know tliat motor cycling has not
lost its charms for this fiiie rider. His
latest is an ingenious carburetter. It is
hoatless, but the flow of petrol may be
controlled on cars and bicvcles bv a valve
opened by cylinder suction. "

Its top
spots are as follows : The main bore is
variable over wide limits bv using the
space between two rotatable barrels as the
suction tube, the jet being located in the
centre of the gap between them. The
drawhig shows these barrels in two posi-
tions, a venturi effect being given in' all
positions; the barrels are controlled by
the "throttle" lever. Furthermore, the
jet orifice is varied hy means of a needle,
which needle is con- _ r-,

trolled -by the cam .-^'TT'-^.
operating the throttle "^ '

2S3

barrels, so that the device eives a variable

Jet inside an elastic choke lube. The
shape of the cam will be plotted by trial

and error to suit each type of engine.

In order that the carburetter may bo
temporarily readjusted to suit tremendous
variations of altitude, the jet needle is

mounted on an eccentric, and a separate
control is provided for fiis eccentric.

Twist Grip Controls.

Individnal tastes are equally rabid in

favour of the radial control levers beloved

by British designers and the twist grip

preferred by American engineers. ^Nfr.

Geo. H. Rogers has patented a twist grip,

which is sufficiently explained by the
sketch. It is obvious that for a very
small expenditure this grip could be sub-

Rogcrs's twist grip. No. 14,234.

stituted for radial levers on existing

machines; and it occurs to nre that
manufacturers with a large output could
easily give their clients a choice between
tlie two systems by adopting some such
design as Jlr, Rogers's patent for their
Ivist grip option. Both systems employ
Bowden wires of ai^proximately the same
length, and I should not be surprised to
learn that the manufacturing cost of the
Rogers system is less than that of a fixed
grip, plus a radial lever. The inventor
does not deal w-ith the problem of actuat-
ing two controls from one grip.

The Design o£ Three-wheelers.

The three-wheeler tends to grow more
complex, and Jlr. F. W. Gunton is of
the opinion that it is dcsiraiile to fit

differential axles to such chassis. His
design is of the sidecar type in ground
plan, with a four-cylinder engine and
shaft drive. The tail pinion of the pro-
peller-shaft meshes with a crown wheel
mounted on the exterior of the off side

axle sl«eve. Both axle sleeves- are
rotatably mounted in roller bearings at

their outer ends. Planetary bevels inside
the central bulge of the axle convey the
drive to the usual internal pair of half
axles, which are, of course, rotatably
mounted inside the sleeves.

^:::&:

PuUin's carburetter
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HILL-CLIMBING ON LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Driving Methods which are Conducive to the Successful Negolialion of Steep

Gradients and Treacherous Surfaces.

OWNERS of under-powered lightweights who wish

to attain the summits of abnormally steep hills

will find two methods open to them. The first

is to leave the machine below and walk up, and the

second is to go round by the easier road which is

iavariably to be found on a twenty-mile detour, accord-

ing to Bartholemew.
But those aspiring souls, however, who are deter-

mined to essay the climb at all costs, there are certain

precautions to be taken. It must be remembered that

on single figure gradients the miniature machine is

likely to be called upon to give its maximum power

for a considerable time.

Cooling and Lubrication.

To do this, efficient cooling must be maintained,

and, before commencing a long climb, it is advisable

to allow the engine to cool down. The internal parts

of most engines partially depend for cooling upon the

oil supply, and this, while adequate, should not be

excessive. One of the surest causes of failure on a

hill is over-lubrication, which increases the internal

resistance in the engine, tends to -soot the plugs,

and also, on two-stroke machines, seriously upsets

the ""mixture. Carburation also requires considerable

attention if the best results are required. Over-rich

mixture must be avoided, and the best settings are

usually obtained with low level and large jet.

While it is important to maintain a good speed when
climbing with a low-powered machine, excessive speed

is not advisable if the surface is bad or greasy. Undei
these conditions the attention should be devoted tc

choice of the firm parts of road, so that no power b*

wasted in wheel slip. No notice should be bestowei

upon the remarks of casual observers, whether appre

ciative or derogatory, since a momentary side glanc

may result in a skid which will end in the hedge-side

'

Such a contretemps may not matter very much i
i

willing hands are there to assist in retrievjng rider a|j

machine, and helping the restart, but if help is nc

given there is no alternative but to descend and sta
\

again.

The Revs, that Count.
It is false pride which induces riders to hang (]

to top gear unduly. Revs, are the life and soul

miniature engines. The low gear should always
engaged before the engine coinmettccs to labour,-

a'

the throttle should be set so that the engine runs

a speed which, while not great, will always leal

sufficient in hand for a lightning acceleration

emergency. Wharfedale.

(Inset) Momentary

inattention to road

face may result in a

skid into the hedge.

Too much oil

certainly cause the

failure of mmiature

machines on steep

hills. On two-strokes

especially it upsets the

mixture.

iu
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A PRESSED STEEL FORK.
tillWK iKive lerpiitly l.eon iilfordej

opportmiily of oxuniiiiiiij» a lu'w
front foi'U wliicli, owing to its

1 1' V.I- con*lruction and sonnd rlesijjn,

I iippoal to motor cycle nninufar
As will be seen fi-oin tlu> illnslra-

ilie foi-ij sides are composed of I wo
pressings, formed to lit together
li a manner as to give maximiini

,ili. The web between the "two
Uibulur portions consists of four thielc-
nesses of 20g. steel. A special and ad-
v:iiil;i^eous feature is the adoption of

.able plain coned bearings for the
MS, which method gives great lateral
V. hi proof of this," a machine

FIG I

FJS- 1 —The Arden pressed steel fork.
Fig. 2.—Section of fork side.

Fig- 3.—Section of coned bearings.

tc J with these forks was " cornered "

-peed with no trace of side plav.
The springing is by means of-tw'o coil
;ings. the tension of \\±ich can be

i justed to suit varying requirements.
The whole fork, 'whtch is made by the

^

den Motor Co., of Balsall Common,
rkswell, near Coventry, is attractive

I'pearance and soundly constructed
JiOut.

IM-50ME COULSON-B.
PROVEMENTS.

HE popular little spring frame 2| h.p.
Coulscn-B. motor cycle has one or
0 small improvements added
will greatly enhance its value to

ler. The first of these is a new and
emely simple form of stand, which is

j

;ed- on the rear stay w-hidi supports the
.
boards and passes through the engine

The new method cA carrying the gear box.

cradle. When out of use it is kept in

position by means of a strong spring
attached to the base of the gear boy
casting. On its cross member is a short
Hat piece of steel, to which a leather

pad is attached, so that when the stand
is out of use no rattle takes place.

Normally, the front wheel is kept off the
ground, but in the event of it being
found necessary to repair the rear tyre,

the withdrawable spindle is taken out,

arid the wheel removed. The front wheel

The Improved chain case on the Coulson B.

then drops to the ground, leaving the
machine in position for easily replacing
the back wheel.

Some modification has also been made
in the method of attaching the gear box,
which is now held on a slotted plate,

the forward end of which is held by the

bolt securing the front end of the chain

stays, while the rear end is attached to

a cross stay running across the chain

stays. By this means the gear box can

be easily removed or adjusted, and owing
to the slot in the plate registering with
the square casting on the top of the gear

bos, alignment is ahvavs maintained.

2«5

J^ei a further improvoment has been

tlie provision of a polished aluminium
chain guard, which adequately protects

the chain.

The chance speed lever is now placed

well forward against the lank, in order

to be quite clear of the rider's legs,

while the front brake has been discarded

and two band brakes fitted, one on each

side of the rear wheel.

Another detail addition is a spring stand

i\Iany of these improvements are due
to the ingenuity of Mr. H. Guy, the

new works manager of the F. Aslett

Coulson Engineering Co., who has had
considerable experience with Scott and
Sunbeam - motor bicycles. Coulson-B.

motor cycles are now fitted with a well-

made, and well-equipped tool kit.

The VHL sidecar—manufactured by IVIessrs Vivian

Hardie and Lane, Ltd.

—

-z taking design, large numbers

which have been ordered by the Zenith Co.
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THE RAY TWO-STROKE,
A New Single-cylinder Two-stroke Machine of 33J c.c

ANEW large single-cylinder . two-
stroke motor cycle has' been recently
placed on the market by the Eay

Motor Co., 49, Brick Street, Piccadilly,
London, W.l, fitted with an engine having
a bore and stroke of 75x75 mm. (331
c.c), which is rated at 3 Ib.h.p.

It is not the object of the manufacturers
to produce a machine bristling with
advanced features in design, but to offer

to the public a well finished and leliable
article at a reasonable price. A great
fault with two-stroke engines is the in-

efficient scavenging of the cylinder. The
design of the Ray unit greatly facilitates

the dispersal of the exhaust gases by the
use of twin exhaust pipes, which allow
the gases to i^ass into an unobstructed
silencer of a capacity considerably greater
than that of the cylinder. In this design
there is no possibility of anj' detiimental
back pressuie.

A- very useful improvement consisting
of a circular plug which may be removed
for insiDection or cleaning purposes is

incorporated in the transfer passage. A
large diameter outside flywheel is used.

Attractive Specification.

The C.A.V. magneto and the new
single-lever Amac carburetter are fitted

as standard.
Conventional chain-cum-belt transmis-

sion has been adopted with a Burman
two-speed gear box and clutch. At
present Saxon spring forks are used, but
it is hoped to replace these by a new
fork, made in a one-piece steel stamping,
of the manufacturer's own design.
The top tube slopes in order to give a

low riding position, and the appearance
of the whole machine is attracti\e.
The petiol capacity is one and a half

gallons and the oil capacity one quait.

A two-stroke 331 c.c. marketed by the Ray Motor Co.

The Ray engine unit. Observe the twin

exhaust pipe.

The machine thus has a consider,

range.

The Ray iJotor Co. are also placiuj

tlie market a 2^ h.p. two-stroke ni ,.

(70 X 70 mm.). The magneto fitte(

this machine is driven direct from
main shaft, and is located at the sid

the crank case. Both big end and i

bearings are fitted with roller beari

The gear box is a Roc two-speed, andlie

transmission is chain-cum-belt. Omjof

these machines successfully followed he
'

Colmore Cup Trial on the 29th ultin

A SIMPLE MOTOR CYCLE DYNAMO.
EVERY modern car is equipped with a

dynamo lighting set, and it may not
be long before the motor cycle will

be considered incomplete without electric

lighting equipment. At the present time,

however, the cost of the generator rather
limits the fitting of dynamo lighting, as,

undoubtedly, owners of moderately priced
machines hesitate before investing in what
ifi at present regarded as a luxury.

Mr. Douglas Holt, of 9, Little Turnstile,

Holborn, W.C.I, has introduced a modified

WIBIllG DIAORAM

M.I.R.A. dynamo at a moderate price,

and, from particulars before us, it is a
rather attractive instrument.

It is practically a miniature edition of

the M.I.R.A. car generator which has
been on the market since 1910. The
" carcase " of the mj^chine is a die casting,
wliich supports a tungsten steel magnet,
between the poles of which revolves a
laminated armature complete with com-
mutator and windings, exactly in the
same way as the more conventional types.

The wiring diagram (or the Mira dynamo The Mira dynamo.

Hoft'mann ball bearings are used, v A\

are so fitted that the removal of lie
,

armature for inspection is a mattioi;

only a few minutes. -
, \

The output of the machine is govciied

by armature resction (i.e., the arm m'
I

when revolving generates a reverse VlJ
j

in opposition to that of the permi.eiii
j

magnets), and as the reverse fielrin- i

creases with the speed of rotaticl li

point is reached where the armMia*
fields equal that of the field inaffets*

thus preventing the voltage and ci enll;

rising to a dangerous amount. I j-'j

claimed that this results in autojalit i

regulation of the output, and that len'
i

is no clanger of overcharging the ':i'"-

,

niulators.

To obviate the necessity of a cijo"''

the windings are so proportioned|t'i'''|.

the voltage of the battery will noi.tin" 1

backwards through the armature tt a|

dangerous rate. Although it is necjsinyl

to switch off when leaving it stfirtii'Sj

for any prolonged period, a smallkb)

or a stop in traffic will not ri| tl"'

aocuinulator down to any detripnta';

extent.

Complete w-ith switchboard, the
|

generator, which has a tapaoity

amp. 4 volt, is £6 2s. 6d. A larjH

of 6 volt 3-5 amp. costs £8 8s.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
tiW letters must be addrejjei to tlis Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Streat, Coventry, and miist be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

nRE MILEAGE.
Sir— It has occurred to iiic thai if riders .would relate their

experiences as to what mileage could be expected from tyres
m various machines, novices would obtain valuable in-
ormatioii on the probable yearly cost of the most expensive
teni (petrol perhaps excepted) in the motor cyclist's budget,
f it would be of any use, I could supply you with the

I letails of 15,000 miles running on a 1914 6 h.p. A.J.S.

i
E. S. BOVELL.

:
We sliould be .glad to receive the details of which our corro-

I

spondeiit writes.—Eii.]

, 'ROMPT DELIVERY.
Sir,— It is not very often that one hears of manufacturers
eeping to the date in delivering machines, and this prompts
le to write and tell you of a happy experience I recently

! ad. Just before the Show I placed an order for a Tampliii
i rele car for delivery during the last week in Januarv. To
j

ly surprise the car was delivered the week before 'it was
I ue, which speaks well for a firm that honestly tries to give
i s prospective customers fair treatment. The car is giving
I itisfaction in every way. Further than being a satisfied
ader, I have no connection with Messrs. Tamplin in any

{ay- PAUL TAYLOR.
i TEST QUESTION.

;ii

Sir,—For many years I have watched the various
i' Questions and Replies" and correspondence in The Motor
- '/ck, but, hitherto, have never entered the arena of dis-

.ssion, although I have often felt tempted to do so. I have
it it to others more brilliant than myself. I wonder how
my of your i;eaders can answer the (to me) interesting

:ii oblem put forward as one of the tests given to some of the
1
tending despatch riders at the outset of the war. You

;,
but with your single-cylinder motor cycle quite out of

rch with all such luxuries as shops, when your only plug
,; I

tses work, and refuses all efforts at repair." AYhat do you
II to get going ? . .

.: i
i have discussed this problem with many motor cyclists,
t, so far, no one has been able to offer a workable solution.

,
with them, would feel interested iu hearing an explanation,
erelore, I hope you will find me space. . T. F. SMITH.

CCOTINE FOR LEAKY PISTON RINGS.
'»%—The following wrinkle may prove useful to some of

,
U' overseas readers outside the reach of a garage.

^

lecently, I had occasion to dismantle the cylinder of my
- h.p. Baby Triumph, with a view to removmg carbon

,,^i

' losit, etc. Contrary to my expectations, there was very
1 le on the cylinder and piston head, but the rings were
1 1 filled up behind with a hard deposit. I removed this
1 rougldy, cleaned* the cylinder, pisto*n, etc., and re-
nnbled the engine, not forgetting a liberal dose of thick

' on piston and cylinder. On trying the cjdinder, I could
' get the ghost of a kick out of it—no compression !

thereupon dismantled the engine again, and as the rings
' e considerably worn, sent piston and cylinder to a local
' ur shop to have new rings fitted.

Iter some considerable time I- received them back. Tlie
' :3 were certainly b^ter than the old ones, but the'
1 hanic's idea of a "fit" would have, made a saint swear.

;

I umferentially, they were not bad, but there was con-

PI
rable up-and-down play, and the gap was bigger than

I'tihould have been. The natural result of this was still
t -'ompression, and the machine could not fire.

In despair, I cursed loud and long. My wife, hearinc
the noise, enquired what was the matter. I exprained. and
she said why not try feccotine? Well, to make a long story
sliort I removed the rings, filled the grooves with seccotine,
replaced the rings, and assembled the engine. Result :

About 6 m.p.h. on low gear, and, after some more running,
12 m.p.h. Now the machine can do about 20 m.p.h., and
is improving every day.
Moral.— 1( your two-stroke is running well, leave it alone,

especially if, like mine, it is an old mount. And do -not

clean the deposit from the back of the rings if the.v are at
all worn, unless j-ou can make sure of gettmg good fitting

new ones, in case of accidents.

Lahore. W. A. ANDERSON.

SPEED ON THE ROAD AND PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—A letter from Mr. E. B. Ball on the above subject

struck me as distinctly humorous.
He leads off by suggesting that any rider who has ex-

perienced "speed wobble" does not know how to drive,

and, to strengthen his argument, states that he has done 65
m.p.h. and over many times on the road on different

machines.
He then proceeds to suggest laws which ought, in .his

opinion, to be passed, presiunably to clear the roads whilst

he experiments further with his speed tests.

I ''would beg to remind your correspondent that there is

already a law existing, limiting the speed of motor vehicles

on tlw public roads, and until he learns to comply with
that law, he should at least refram from suggesting further
restrictions upon the liberty of the motorist.

Meantime, the roads continue unsafe, and motor cyclists

in general get a bad name while Mr. Ball hurtles about the
roads at 65 m.p.h., imagining evervbodv he meets a f'.iol,

including 'A NOYICE IN 1903.

London, S.E.

EASING THE SPINAL COLUMN.
Sir,—^There is much controversy now on the advantages

and disadvantages of .spring frames; also there are high
prices for new innovations, Jily remedy, as applied to a

lightweight machine', for more comfort may be useful for

those who have not long purses.
My theory goes on the fact that the human body takes up

straiiis, etc., to the spinal column by flexion of the lower
limbs. Take away their full action and the spine receives
more bumps and jars. On my machine, fitted with touring
handle-bars, and having to sit bolt upright, after a long run
over bad roads I felt inclined to take my meals off the
mantlepiece. To obviate to a certain degree this discomfort,
I fitted semi-T.T. bars, so transferring the action of the
lower limbs to my arras, and received comfort by having
partially done away with the bodily resistance to the jarring

of the back wheel. My wrists and arms, after a little

practice, did not get sore after a run, and I found much
greater ease in steering.

All the summer I have been troubled with the tool-bags
at the rear shedding parts of their anatomy, so I fitted a tool-

box to the top tube of the tank. Result, no trouble, and s
better knee grip.

Regarding the ordinai'y front rim brake and its efficiency, I

have used mine consistently in tight corners in conjuncticn
with the rear brake, and find it reliable if applied at the

right time and in a proper manner. SATISFIED.
Greenock.

EI5
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A COMPETITION FOR SCHOOLBOYS.
Sir,—In reply to the letter from "In Bono Vince," re a

Public Schools hill-climb, in T/ie Motor Ci/ch of February
25th, may I point out to him and others interested that a

club exists and caters only for past and present members
of public schools. A hill-climb will be held this year (pro-

bably in August), also speed trials at Brooklands, besides
many other competitions of a sporting nature.

If anyone interested will communicate with me, I shall

be glad to give him fuller particulars.

. ^^ H. B. BROWNING,
Hon. Sec. Public Schools M.C.C.

Loftus Hotel, Earl's Court, -S.W.

Sir,—In regard to the letter written by " In Bono Vince"
in The Motor Cycle dated February 26'th 1920, I feel sure

that such a competition would fully justify any trouble

met with in arranging it.

I am sure there are many Public Schoolboys waiting to

see some official views on, this matter.

Newmarket. PUBLIC SCHOOLBOY.

BUILT AT HOME.
Sir,—Having noticed several machines are now being built

by motor cyclists, I am forwarding you a photograph of

one I have lately built. The engine is one of the type

over which there was a lot. of letter writing a short time

A home made big twin (See letter

H T Davis

)

ago, viz., 90x7i^ mm. overhead valve twin, geared on top
3 to 1, on which it pulls a sidecar without trouble. I think
if only others would try building

, their own machines we
might get prices down. H. T. DAVIS.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—I am interested in your correspondent Mr. Hare's

remarks on this subject. His references to the Rudge
machine I can heartily endorse. My Rudge has the I.O.M.
frame of 1914, and a Hxed gear with adjustable pulley. It is

very light, but holds the road extremely weU, and it" is quite
easy to ride hands off at 30 m.p.h., and corners can be taken
with the greatest confidence at high speed. I must confess
that, for general balance, I have never had a. betterlnachuie.
It seems to me that a great deal depends on the handle-bar
shape. Jline are full T.T., which, admittedly, are rather
low for ordinary j^urposes, but, at the same time, they
certainly do give a much more efficient control for cornering
and on greasy roads.

I, too, am in accord with some of your contributors re the
sporting solo mount. A few of the "new machines that one
sees about are certainly the weirdest looking assortment of
tubes, control levers, etc., that could possibly be imagined,
and what some of them must weigh heaven only knows ! I

recently travelled on my Rudge with the gear at 4 to 1
from London, to Seaton in the South of Devon, with a large
suit-case^ on the carrier, with no mechanical trouble of juy
sort. With careful handling, the engine was quite powerful
enough for any hill that was encountered on the route with
the single exception of Chard Hill, for which I had to lower
the gear. One thing appears to me quite clear—that is the
fact that almost all the riders of such machines as Norton,
Rudge, T.T. Triumph, etc., know far more about a petrol
engine than the riders of fliese massive mounts which appear
to be so popular at present. They have to, for a single-
speeder of about 3^ h.p. is precious little use to anyone unless
it is kept in fairly decent tune ; but, at the same time, it
well repays the attention bestowed upon it, which attention
must surely be considerably less in the long run than that

Ei6

given to the heavier machine. I should like it to be quite

understood that my remarks refer in particular to the rider

who considers motor cycling as a pastime for one 'person.

For the man who uses his machine for passenger carrying

or for business, I am quite ready to admit that gears, etc.

are essential. Usual disclaimer. GUY S. FISKE.

Sir,—Seated with my left elbow resting on a cushion, anc

with most of the "angular" parts of my body remarkably:

sore, I feel a strong interest in the discussion on speed

wobble. For a little while past I have been tuning u'

my 5-6 h.p. James for a hill-climb, and seeing what spee;

I could get out of it. Fitted with touring bars, I reachei

65 m.p.h, on the level five months ago, and recentl

I reached 55 m.p.h. (a smaller jet used). In both thes

cases it was absolutely steady. After a lot of trouble

had fitted a pair of T.T. bars, and, having removed tli

footboards anS substituted rests, I took the machine oi

on the road. I ha!9 put in a larger jet, and it had ju;

passed the 55 m.p.h. mark when it gave a suspicion of

wobble. In a second the wobble had become a second an

a third, but it never reached a fourth; it gracefully coi

tinned orr its side till its energy was expended. Now
feel certain that, nothing could have prevented me fallint

at the first suspicion of a wobble I shut off just enough
keep my speed, but not to have a braking effect.

JNIy opinion is that the T.T. bars, which necessitated

slight tilting of the saddle, threw the weight of my bof

too much on the front and too little on the back whei
Anyway, the fact remains that with the touring bars it

absolutely steady- at a greater speed.

As regards wobble at lower speeds,, a short time 02

having moved my handle-bars, I failed completely to ti^ht

the steering head. I* was not enough to notice. l>ul

produced a wobble at 20 m.p.h. _ E. ROY^ KING.

TAXATION.
Sir,—At the present time a great deal is being written

the subject of the proposed licence duties on motors : p
haps my views may be I'eadable.

The revenue is presumably for the maintenance of i

roads, and road users should therefore pay in direct p
portion to the use made of the roads. The only relia

index of the extent of this use by the motoring public

from a revenue standpoint, the amount of petrol used,

most cases, the heavier the veliicle the more petrol is us'

and the more speed indulged in the greater consumption
motor fuel.

It has been said that the cost of collecting the mo
spirit duty is too great. Perhaps it would be nearer
mark were it said that the cost of repaying this duty 1

doctors and tradespeople is too great. The remedy w'o

seem to be the discontinuance of this repayment of du
Merchants, doctors, veterinary surgeons, and motor hiii'i

use the roads, and the public whose wants are supplied J:i

them has a right to help to pay for the upkeep of the roil

which enable these privileged people to carry on tl.f

occupations. If this economy would not save as much '

the proposed taxes would bring in, then let the motoV
.-^i

!

duty be raised.

Further, why should tradespeople pay no local taxal 1

licences for their motors, and why should doctors ,'

veterinary surgeons pay only half the usual rates. I

motor hirers greatly reduced rates? The public benefits

the existence of these people, and it should bear the bur 1

of taxation as it would hidirectly if the fuel duties \'
''

paid in the first instances by their benefactors. At pit>;t

the benefactors are the beneficiaries.

In short, my views are :

(1.) Abolish all motor spirit duty repayments.
!

(2.) Levy local taxation licences at the private car rj's

from all users of the roads irrespective of occupation.
(3.) Institute a new system of ascertaining the h.p.;''

motors— if you will.

(4.) Continue the import duty on motor spirit, andii"

introduce the Excise duty.

,(5.) If revenue is then deficient, raise the petrol dutiu'

Perhaps the most economical would be the aboUtioi!"'

all local taxation licences, and raising substantially the m-'
spirit duty, or, State purchase of the motor fuel indu;y-

But that time is not yet. ,I.j

[This was written before the publication in The Motor (|''

of Captain E. de Normanville's suggestion.

—

Ed.]
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MR]ABLE JET CARBURETTERS.
•Sir.— A'-' tlio Biiulfciril ciiibmettur, recently descrilieil in

V/ir Miilor Ci/cle. 1 bog to point out the fact that the ick';i

^ not new.
I designed an identical carburetter for a friend, wlio

niido and Httod i( to his Scott two years ago.

'It was .su Kut'ii'.'jsfnl that I made and fitted one to my
)wn Scott. Kurtlu'rmore, another friend of mine is,, busy
nnking one for liis Scott, which is at present fitted with a

liffereiit make; and another friend is thinking of transform-

iij» the carburetter on his Rndge.
I nuiy also say that I have designed an improved car-

mretter on similar lines. The improvement consists of the

et needle being so arranged that it automatically varies

he jet opening with the throttle opening, with this ini-

lortant addition : The comparative position of the needle

lid tlirottle may be varied from the handle-bars, thus giving

icher or weaker mixture while still retaining its automatic
.roporties. JAS. THOMPSON,
riie last-mentioned idea is not new ; it was incorporated

in the Co.x streamline carburetter several years ago.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—Kindly allow me to point out to readers in your
'orrespondence columns the risk I'un in using the control

)r the W.S.E. jet adapter. The control of a needle valve

i^atented in two or three specifications, and legally which

'tis will come under I am not certain. Needle valves are

atented to work with Bowden wire or a lever mechanism
nder patents No. 6694. 19616, 16755, and 27060, and this

' ill come under one of these patents, so that anyone using

i is liable to be proceeded against for infringement of

|.itent laws. J. T. BRADFORD.

.'ANTED—A LUXURIOUS SIDECAR.
I Sir,—I have been a reader of Tfie Molor Ci/cle for some
msiderable time, but up to now I have taken no active

S >rt in the correspondence. I should be pleased, however,
you would allow me to say a few words in answer to

Xenos," whose letter appears in The Molor Cycle of

ebruary 19th.

I wonder if "Xenos" realises what an unfortunate note

s letter struck to readers like myself.

The perfect gentleman remains what he is under aU con-

tions. A few mud splashes or a weather beaten appear-
ice cannot transform him into a "bounder." Nor can his

annt, however dilapidated, have that effect. But a man
10 depends on neatly brushed hair, perfect clothes, and a

iierally spick-and-span appearance to earn the title of

ntleman—well, of course, it is well-known he is the
Bounder."
("tn his 0"wn confession, "Xenos" is not a "youthful
int

'
If he had been so, well, I could have said there

IS hope for him : that it was a question of age, and he
•uld ultimately grow out of having ideas so reverse of

inly.

.My husband and I ride a powerful Matchless outfit. Our
ual week-end trip is to a select residential town some
iidred miles distance to see our people. Weather co^di-
iis do not count with us. I think "Xenos" would have
nted with horror at our appearance on our last trip,

iiu'thing went wrong w-ith the mudguard on the sidecar
eel, ,ind as we could not fi.K it ourselves, we took it off

.1 put it in the sidecar, to be adjusted at the end of -the
n-iiey. Imagine my peachy complexion decorated with
caks of brown mud, my cunning little motor bonnet tied

'
, when tile wind got very bad, with a piece of thick
-ing hunted out from the tool box. But I am sure these
;ails had no effect on my character. I am sure that
mediately I got a little travel stained I did not cease to
a lady nor become a "bounder."
may say that after half an hour, when I had had time

lion some of the glad rags packed in the sidecar, we were
te ready to pay our round of visits to our friends, whose
ages shelter lu-xurious cars, but who are still pleased to
1 us friends, in spite of our mount and our road
earance.

here's luck to the "impossible grids"! And here's luck
their spoity owners, who can afford to defy appearances.
'id Bill," bless him, jmd his cronies were perfect gentle-
:i (nobodv dare doubt it), but it was not their make-up
' i^iade them so.

s,
2&'p

I do not know it
" XenoB " would like me to advise him

on his choice of a mount, but the only thing I can recom-

niend him to ride and still preserve his faultless Bond
Street appearance is a bassincUe. . EVK.

Millom.

IMPROVING 'A SIDECAR CHASSIS.
Sir.— I have lately converted an old pattern sidecar cliassis

slung type with great success. Not only is the
need, but I find that the steering is

The old sidecar was of the cane

The original chassis design.

t(.) an und
appearance mucn
verv much improv
hiith-chair pat-

tern, and the
weight was w'cU

over the back
a X 1 c, a n d I

always found the

machine steer
badly, especially

wiven empty, in

spite of the most
careful lining up.

I also noticed

that when I had
an extra load,

i.e.. with a child

sitting in front

of the ordinary
passenger, the
machine ran
more steadily.

Now that I have the dropped chassis and fitted a ccach-

built body where the weight is practically all in front of the

axle, the machine runs steadily, whether loaded or empty.

I find that there is far niore weight on the front wheel now,

and it is to this I. attribute the good steering and steady

running.
It may interest your readers who have one of the old

type chassis to know how the conversion was made.
," The plan of the old chassis was like the sketch. I cut

clean through the tubes as arrowed, and put bent tubes in

place of the
pieces cut out,

so as to give

the chassis
6in, drop and
lengthen it at

the same time.

One of the lutes
was of larger

diameter than
the others on

the old chassis, so I cut this right out and replaced it by a

bent tube right through the lugs. The joints were made end
to end, with a stout piece of small tube for a liner, the joints

nearest the axle being covered with lugs, and a crossbar put
in to give extra strength. The whole job only cost about
£2. and has made my machine look 50% 'better.

W. M. BEAR.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction vnth The Motor Cycle.

The old chassis converted to an underslung type.

•MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle; its care and management. It deals with
every part of the raachiue, and wih all types of
machines. 286 pages. 400 illus. rations. Twentieth
edition

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
CoQtaining over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

Just published. ...

"TRACING MO I OR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedymg any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE." ROAD MAPS
EnTland and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Obtainable by post (remittance withorder) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd ,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C4, or of leading Bookseyers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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Oimes to TLigbt, Camps.
Greknwich TlME-

11 . 6.25 p.m

13 6.28 ,,

15 ... 6.32 ,.

17 ... 6.25 ,,

Scottish One Day ReliabiUty Trial.

The Edinburgh and District M.C. are

holding an open reliability trial on the

27th inst.

Import Duty into U.S.A.

The duty on British motor cycles im-

ported into the U.S.A. is 25% ad valorm

and not 45% as inferred by a contributoi

a few weeks ago.

D.R.'s o£ the Third Army.

Notices have been sent out "'here pos

sible to ex-despatch riders of t^e Thud

Army Signal Company, with the idea

of arranging a reunion. Mr. D- C°aid

Clyde House, Cheam, Surrey, has the

matter in hand, and will be pleased to

hear from D.R.'s who are interested u

the idea, and who belonged to the Signal

Company in question, at the earhest pos-

sible moment.

International Show at Antwerp.

An International Motor Show is being

orcranised in conne.ction with the Ant-

°verp Exhibition, and will be held from

May 15th to June 14th. The show will

be held in the Hall of Sports, which is

500ft. long by 180ft. wide. .
Bnti.h

motor manufacturers are invited to be

thoroughly represented as early as pos-

sible. The Director of Concessions for

Great Britain is Mr. John Bellham, 303,

Hi>.h Holborn, London, W.C.I, from

whom further particulars and plans can

be obtained. On March 15th stands will

be allotted by ballot.

An Artistic Sidecar.

Personal taste expresses itself in some

peculiar ways, but perhaps the strangest

example of this connected with thmgs

motoring was a sidecar we recently saw,

the panels of which - were thick y

enamelled a bright yellow as a back-

o-round for intricate Chinese designs in

black, gold, and red lacquer work ihis

highly ornate vehicle was attached to a

New Imperial twin, and was apparently a

private turnout, and not an advertising

stunt. It this sort of thing goes on we

shall be having sidecar bodies panelled

with valuable oil paintings, or decorated

with cameo carvings, or perhaps the

newly ultra-rich will indulge m re2}0ussi

panels of gold.

c6

All-day Traps.

Particular care is necessary on the

London Road, Bromley, in either direc-

tion, as all day traps (Sunday and week-

day) are in operation. Also at Bromley

Common and between Orpington and

Green Street Green.

Further Police Activity.

We are informed that the police are

specially active in the neighbourhood of

Gracechurch Street, London, E.C., witn

regard to noisy machines; a^f./'lf*
there are traps working in ^ ood^rf

f
"^

Wanstead, between Snaresbrook btation

and Warren Wood, and ^between the

Napier Arms and Warren Wood.

We also hear that the police are on the

alert at Castle Bromwich, ColeshiU

- Stonebridge, and other districts which

come under . the police jurisdiction ot

ColeshiU.

The Institution oi Automobile Engineers.

The London graduates of the Institu-

tion of Automobile Engineers are about

to renew their pre-war practice and hold

a dinner and concert. The gathering will

take place at Anderton's Hotel on Satur-

day, April 10th, at 6.30 for 7 p.m.,

and will be limited to forty-five graduates

and guests, so that early application

should be made. Single tickets will be

10s. 6d. each, and double t.'fkf%f "J.','"

ting a graduate and a lady will be 15s. bd.

each A musical programme is being

arraii'-fed to follow the dinner.

Special JPeatures.

WIND - WAGGONS.
PETROL POSITION.

RECENT DESIGNS.

Roadside Adjustments.

With modern motor cycles, tools f

not often required on the road, aiid,ca

less riders are apt to leave them m tb|

garages. Motor cyclists should rer^e

ber that when a tool is required, it

generally wanted badly.

Motor Tankers.

It is not perhaps generally -known t

the modern tank ship which brings

petrol to this country is driven by niter :

combustion engines. The latest ships ,

be built for this trade mclude a mim

of 2,500 tonners, each propelled by
-

550 b.h.p. Diesel engines.

Motor Cycles "on the Riviera.

Though cars on the Riviera outnuir i

motor cycles in the proportion of possi

500 to 1, a certain number of local ni

are to be seen in and around >.

We recently observed P. and iU

field, and Triumph riders at dittei I

times, and actually three scooters In

arrived. An Autoped rider--appareii

an American—amused himselt by lu .

- up and down the promenade with a n

solemn expression, visitors to La i

d'Azur making funny ejaculations m<
passed. ihe IJ

A. B.C. Skootamotil

now in- the Nice agel

hands, and was c|

sionallv t

taking" the

Seeing tliat the sidecar Is ^^^JX^^tuZ I'^n^::^^^^^^^^^
than in I- ranee, it is anonm>uu» "^''•^l'-~-'~r-',^^

'm
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Eight Hundred Replies.

A correspomlunt writes to say Hint ho
iccriilly received o\'er 1300 replies to one
Mii^ill iidvertisemeiit in The Motor Cijrte.

No P. and M.'s in This Year's T.T.

Messrs. I'lielnii anil .Moore, the ninUers

of the P. and M. motor cycle, advise ns-

that they toolc the lead in the matter
of negative decisions, and were the first

firm otfirially to notify the A.C.U. that
I they did not intend to compete in the
T.T. tliis year, as they fonnd it necessary
to concentrate upon production.

• Motor Cycle Touring in Algiers.

Subsequent to Ihe Paris-Nice trial, Jesse
Baker (Scott) and J. A. Newman (Sun-
beam) crossed to Algiers with their motor
cycles. Two postcards received from
Baker are full of llieir delightful holiday
and firsl-claw roads ouountered—in fact,

the Algerian roads arc referred to in the
communication as the ''Hncst roads in the
world." The machines have behaved
excellently, and a final trip to Morocco
was proposed.

1 Xhe A.J.S. to Compete in the T.T.

In consideration of the preparatory
work already done by the A.C.U. and
the Isle of Man authorities for the T.T.
Kaces, Messrs. A. J. Stevens think the
event should have all possible support
from the trade. It has been decided
definitely that an A..J.S. will defend its

title. It will be remembered that a

2| h.p. A..J.S. is the present holder of

the Junior T.T.

I'Rejearch.

We wish to draw attention to the
leaderette on the first page of this issue

on the subject of research. The subject

is a vital one, as the possibilities of the
motor cycle are not yet fully realised.

Under existing circumstances almost any
form of self-propelled machine finds a
ready sale, and this is apt to cause a

laek of enthusiasm towards promising
developments, and a dimming of future
possibilities. The C. and M.C.M.T.U.
have in hand the beginning of a scheme
to further research

work, and it is to be
hoped that they will \
feceive the assistance

which thev deserve.

London-Land's End Trial.

.'Vrrangements have becTi made with the

Berkeley Arms Hotel, Cranford IJridge.

Hounslow, for cold .sn))pcr to be provided
for c(unpeti(ors in the forthcoming
London-Land's End trial. The supper
will be served from 8 p.m., and all desir-

ous of participating should notify the

proprietor, Mr. A. Powley, by telephone
(Hayes 29) or letter at least two. days
before the event.

The A.C.U. General Committee, 1919-1920
Session. Affiliated Clubs' Represen-
tatives.

Attnndnnces at
Meet ngs.

Manic. Pos sible. Actual.
Alter, A. D. .. 5 2
Bass, E. J. 5 2
Biook. Maj. E. V (

'. 5 3
Biirklcv, I. 5 1 Retain seat
Ellis, F. .r. .. 5 3 a [urther i\
Foise, T. F. .S. 5 3 months.
Hardv, F. A. .. 15 13
llorsmnn, V. .. 5 2
Keviiolds. A. G. 15 11
Whitworth, F. .S 5 5

Apiilebee. F. \. 5 4
Barnes, F. W. 5 2
Ebblewhite. A. V 15 13 Tletho, but
Egginton. W. Jl 5 2 eligible tor

Muriay, F. .

.

5 3 election

Norton. J. L. .. 5 2
Si. John. J. .. 5 4
Martin, L. 5

:)

Forfeit E e
Svlvesttr, .J. K,
Weldon, W. .

.

5
under Rule

"The Autocar" Overseas Number.
To-morrow, the 12th inst.. Thr Aiitocnr

British Empire and Overseas number will

be on sale all over the country. Readers
interested in the progress of the auto-
mobile industry will be pleased with the
special contents of this bulky number.
.\n article that will make a special appeal
to motor cyclists is a description of a 750
miles test of the air-cooled C.A.R. This
vehicle, it will be recalled, has a three-
cylinder air-cooled radial engne, and the
illustrated description of its performances
on the famous hills of Somersetshire,
Devonshire, and Cornwall—including
Porlock, Lynton, and Beggar's Roost-
constitute the first prolonged

,
test of a

new British aii'-cooled light car.
Motor cyclists wishing to keep them-

selves an fait with features of modern
cars will note with interest TJie Autocar
illttstrated review of 1920 models.
Designed to cultivate British trade

Overseas, the whole issue is a remarkable
one, and is on sale at jd as usual.

2^1

The Circuit de Paris.

The Circuit de Paris, a trial organised
by the Auto-Cycle Club de l-'rance, con-

sisting of a two-day run, starting from
Versaille-s, will be run olf at Ka.ster.

'J'he average speed will be thirt.y kilo-

metres an hour. In unrestricted sections

competitors will be penalised for arriv-

ing late in the. controls. In the observed
section thb competitors must keep be-
tween two cars travelling at thirty kilo-

metres an hour, placed two kilometres
a-part. Competitor.s will be penalised live

marks if passed by the .second car, and
one mark for each five minutes behind
this car. Further particulars can be
obtained from M. E. Cheilus, 6, Rue du
Kocher, Paris.

The A.C.U. 1920 Elections.

'Ihe annnitl general meeting of the
A.V.V. will be held on Saturday, March
20i]i, at 3 p.m., at the First Avenue
Hotel, Higii Kolborn. London, W.C.I.
This will be followed by the election of

individual members to sil on the Cteneral

Committee.
The A.C.U. is considering the organisa-

tion of a rally or meeting of e.'c-despatch

riders, and it has been suggested that
the re-j.inioii shonUI take place at Brook-
lands on E:islci' Mniiday.

How it Happened I

We cuH the following from " Court,
Society, and Personal" in Saturdav's
Daily Mail:

"Sir Philip Sa.isoon, the Premier's
private secretary, returned to his duties
yesterday after a week's absence owing
to a motor scooter accident. While
'scooting' in Hampshire he wanted to
stop urgently, but through not having
learned the mechanism .sufficiently he
pulled the accelerator instead of "what
he thought was a ' stop ' lever. The
result was a bad spill into a gravel bank.
Sii; Philip has now given up the scooter,

and also an aeroplane which he bought
last summer."

Whilst sympathising with Sir Philip--

in his unfortunate accident, we can safely
predict that he will give up all his
mechanical toys if he persists in "pulling
the accelerator" when he desires to stop!

AT THE- INTER-'VARSITY HILL-CLIMB. L. P. Openshaw, on an overhead valve Zenith, who made the fastest time oi the day

and J. V. Presiwich (Diamond), winner in the lightweight class
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lOTES ON THE COLMOEE CUP ,TEIAL=
Random Jotlings by Members of " The Motor Cycle " Staff who

Observed (he Trial at all Places of Interest.

T
Snaps from Saintbuiy.

HE single-cylinder Sunbeam has an

exhaust note' of its own.

Seymour Smith (Ivy) had bad luck in

puncturing at Saintbury.

Vale (Norton) overshot the corner^t
the top of Saintbury through the arrow
being torn.

The little Connaught ran well—as it did

in the Paris-Nice.

Who discovei'ed that by dropping valve

parts in between his wheel discs it is

possible to obtain a new noise, so far

without classification?

Gibb on a Levis is a new combination,
as is CoUiver on an A. B.C.

How to make a noise like. a Scott.

Take one well-tuned Levis and " rev."

it in low gear.

Albert Milner's hat was obviously
designed for the opposite sex. A white
" tammy " with a dash of pink.

Our frequent contributor Wharfedale
competed in the event, and rode steadily

throughout.

The acceleration of the Levis and
A. B.C. machines was the subject of much
comment. L.V.H.

Gambols on Gambles Lane—and Other
Matters.

We had a long chat with Capt. Jack
Woodhouse, D.S.O., M.C., who was
watching the trial at Gambles Lane.
One wonders if he will return to com-
petition work.

Greasy hills aiid solo machines with
foot-operated clutches are not a good
combination. This was very obvious on
Saturday week.

Two 10 h.p. Reading standards—one
solo and the other with sidecar—took part
in the trial and ran consistently. These
big American machines are newcomers
to British competition work.

G. Hands brought his sporting Calthorpe
light car up Sudeley in great style.

Three single-geared machines were
entered, and their performances show
that had the roads been dry the hills

would not have stopped their plucky
riders.

The George-in-the-Tree is the name of

the hotel over which Albert Milner pre-
sides, and has no reference to a well-

known competition rider and a certain
incident in a pre-war Scottish Six Days.

It was particularly noticeable that the
old hands, changed down early, and

negotiated the grease on their lowest gear

ratio with the throttle only open so far

as was necessary to a steady climb. There
was considerable and unavoidable baulk-
ing at the foot of the hill, owing to pas-

senger machines failing, and to this was
added a certain amount of trouble, owing
to the thoughtless behaviour of non-
competitors, whom, it appears, nothing
will prevent from unnecessary attempts
(which usually fail) to climb the hill

whde the competition is in- progress.

Unfortunately, car owners are sometimes
as bad as motor cyclists in this respect.

The hail pin bend test would ha\e been
an excellent feature in a spoitmg tiial

Non-competitors who appeared unabl
to persuade 6 h.p. and 7-9 h.p. outfits u|

even the lower part of Willersey migh
have walked up. They deprived severa;

of the descending competitors of theij

non-stops on the outward trip.

The two most difficult portions of thi

route were apparently unobserved ; the
were the descent of Willersey and jus

beyond the top of Sudeley.

The acceleration test formula needel
another factor d (coefficient of person;'

dexterity!). Such a test should ha\|
been carried out on a safe road, but i

no marks weie lost by ignoring it,

was better to p'.esei\e the non stop the

-uat- Fa.k The Pi. thiee-wheeler, which ran consistently throughout.

among individuals, but we think in a

reliability trial, supported by manufac-
turers in order to prove the reliability of
their machines on the road, it was
scarcely fair. The bend is erroneously
termed a hairpin. It is a very sharp V
country lane. So here again, as in the
flexibility test, the human factor was
greatly in evidence. There was con-
siderable discussion among spectators at

the point regarding the merit of the test.

Comments on Route.

A splendid run, well organised, and
thoroughly enjoyed, but—too much main
road

!

Kuhn's Levis must b^ "very special,"
judging by its resonant explosive
' puffle."

attempt heroics. Some who did

study the rules overlooked this,

came to grief in attempting to do
much here.

The A. B.C. machines appear to ?

very stable at speed on grease, but tl i'

frightful " pops " when changing o

annoying. Porter appeared to h >;

trouble with oiled plugs, the infere,«.'

being that drip feed oiling is by no nies

as easy to design as might be imaginec: •

Discussing with F. W. Apple;*

(B.S.A.) at lunch-time as to how >
should get back up Willersey, we n-

eluded that it would be safer to H

over the loose stones than to atteiit

the 6in. strip at the side of the hec".

As events proved, we were both unv;,;,

and we certainly " rolled "
!

y
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View-points on the Colmore Cup.

—

The wily liirils had hceii practising

Willei'sey, and they l:nfw that the

iininnv strip of mmietalled surface was
lideablo.

tin picking himself up after a fall, a

competitor was surprised to seC' W. F.

Newsonie helping him to restart. Quite a
reunion, as tliey were stationed at the

.-.nine M.T. repair depot during the war.

I (insistent and steady running was
the outstanding feature of the Premier
three-wheeler. We ticked along for

miles together at 20-22 ni.p.h. On tfie.

Roel tiate stretch, which was deep in

puddles, it threw out a Viow wave, like

a destroyer at 40 knots.

I We congratulate Eric Williams and the

makers of his N.U.T. on winning the

Colmore Cup. It was the machinp's diihnt

ill ec.nipelitinns. Eric Williams is the

pivseiit holder of the .Imii.ir T.T., which
he won on a 2^ h.p. A.J.S.

Gibb's pertcr nance on his 2^ h.p. Levis,

in winning the Calthorpe Cup for

macliincs under 257 c.c, was good. On
general maiking he has been awarded a

first-class certificate. On account of

toucliing the ground with his foot on the

hairpin he lost ten marks. He secured

a gold medal for the best performance in

bis class.

The second and third best performances
were by drivers of sidecar machines, L.

Newey (6-7 Ariel sc.) and G. Dance (Si-

Sunbeam sc.) respectively.

The "hairpin" was rather appalling.

At the last moment some decided to use
the grass as a banking ; luckily, it

worked"

!

The Cox Atmos carburetter on a

Scott appeared to interest several local

enthusiasts who gathered together at

Cheltenham. Truly, its appearance is

IS fearsome as its performance is de-

lightful.

IF. Porter made a marvellous show,
;iding a single-geared Levis, which he
Jersuaded up the hills in a manner which
vould not have disgraced a machine of

louble the engine capacity.

Milner rode a Diamond fitted with a
pecial overhead valve cylinder fitted to
J.A.P. crank case—an adapted job very
eatly carried out.

Busby (Verus) actually went through
16 han-pin bend test twice—lie merely
'llowed the arrows. He was successful
oth times, but the slip lost him twenty
liiuites. It was Busby's first competi-
"11, and he rode very well throughout
le trial. He is only a little over sixteen
;ars of age.

The team prize has not yet been
varded. Why?

It is somewhat astonishing that t«n
lys after the event the official results
id not been announced. Usually the
itton Club is very prompt in this du-eo-

Kershaw (Verus) was using a modified

engine intended for the' T.T., but Verus
nnicliines will not compete this year.

Fancy head wear i.s again fashionable.

One of the Ariel riders had a neat stock-

ing cap of white, his passenger the same
thing in scarlet.

A. Milner (2i o.h.v. Diamond) on the slow

section on Samtbury.

PROVISIONAL RESULTS.
COLMORE OUP.

Eric Willi.nms (3'^ XU.T.l.
Second best pertormance.—L. Nexvey (6-7 Ariel

Third best performance.—G. Dance (S.i.i Sunbeam

CALTHORPE CUP
(For Machines under 250 c.c).

1. W. B. Gibh (2i< Levis).
2. F. Porter [2li Levis).

SPECIAL PRIZE FOR BEST PEEFOHMAXCE
BY AN AMATEUR.

1. J. A. Watson-Bouine [4 Blackburne).
2. H. Bos'uton [5-6 James .sc).

BEST PERFORMANCES IN EACH CLASS.
Solo.

250 r.^.-y;. B. Gibb (214 LevLs).
350 c.c—B. Kershaw (2>i Verus).
500 cc-Eric Williams (31f N.U.T.).
750 cc-L. Sealev (4;i B.S.A.).

1,000 cc.-H. J. Willis (10 Reading-Standard).

Sidecar.
500 cc-n. rnnco [V/i Sunbuiim »'c.).

750 iM'.-ll. Boyuton (6-6 .tunie* «c.).

1,000 c.c-L. Newey (6-7 Ariel nc).

LEVIS CUP.
K. Porter (2'/4 I.evia single gear).

GOLD MEDALS (Non-stop .\nd Fui.i. Ma
H. Boynton (5-6 .Tamos «c.).

.). L. Sto.ts (6-7 Ariel ,c.).

U. \V!lt-..„ n V,„t,,T, «,•.).

L. Sc
Dort A.

i-Wiiid 18 British Esccisi

FIRST-CLA.SS CERTIFICATES (Loss

H M,.rf:ii. Mml.ii, .

H Pocilc ;4'
.. li.S.A 1.

W Blilliilii'ld 5-6 An.-I sc

IH John.soii (3 ',5 N.O.T,).
F. Arbuckle (3.' 5 Huuiber)
V. A, Applebee (3 A. B.C.).

C. De la Hay (3 '2 Sun!•\'

v.. A Colliver (3 A. B.C.).
(; Knhn !2'4 Levi-).
H. L. Bird (2'-,, Veins).
w RatcliHe (S'j Broiish).
(i Stobart (5-6 Jaiijos sc).
!•' Porter (2'-^ Levis).
HeX Mnndy (2'.; Levis).

J. Lidstone [2^i .lanles).

P. Ne |3 Ivy).

H. \V. Glendinning (8 Blaclibnrne sc).

G. Norris 110 Reading-Standard iQ.).

H. Uiley (8 Eoyal Enfleld sc).

H. B. Denley (8 Morgan).
H. Petty (Norton).
S. T. Ashby (23,., Connanght).
W. L. Dan3l;in (3,' 2 Uovc-r sc).

G. W. Walker (3>i Norton).
Reg. Brown (5' 2 Sunbeam .sc).

SECOND-CLASS CERTIFICATES (Loss or .VOT
MORE THAN 25 MARKS).

E. M. Brown (4 Norton sc).

F. James (Morgan).
A. E. Wood [0.\i B.S.A.).
W. E. Smith (4 Triumph).
D. H. Smith (S^i Scott).

W. Hassall (3>J Norton).
J. Cooke [i'A Norton).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).

B. Davies (414 B.S.A.).
H. Reed (8 Dot sc).

R. C. Atcherley (4 Triumph).
A. W. Thrush (4 Triumph sc).

P. Heather (4'^ B.S.A. sc).

H. J. Willis (10 Reading-Standard).
P. A. Watson {i'A Sunbeam sc).

A. W. Sims (6-8 Acme sc).

THIRD-CLASS CERTIFICATES (Loss OP NOT
MORE THAN 35 MaRKS).

J. C. Walker {2H Edmund-Jap).
Sub.-Lt. Jameson, R.N.. (10 Henderson).
P. W. Applebee (4M B.S.A.).

H. Harper (8 Matchless sc).

H. Smytheman (3 Ivy).

E. Porter (3 A.B.O ).

T. Busby (2'/^ Verus).
W. R. Urwin (2^2 Levis).

C. G. Smith (Norton sc).

BEST PERFORANCE IN ACCELERATION
HILL-CLIMB TEST.

F. A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.) I tied. Equal
E. A. Colliver (3 A.B.C.) I weight and time.

THE AWARDS ANALYSED.
"

Solo. Sidecars.

Single Twin Single Flat Cycle
2-stroke. 2-stroke. 4-stroke. V twin. T\via, 4-cyl. Single. V twin. cars.

Started 21 I 26 6 6 I 12 15
Special prizes, etc — 2t 3t — —

2il 2§
Gold medals — — —
First class certificates . xo — 8 1 T 2

Second class certificates I 6 ^ I

Third class certificates . 3
— I I —

Retired 4 — ' '
-

^ — ^ - ~

* W. B. Gibb (Le\-is), Calthorpe Cup and best performance in 250 c.c. class. F. Porter (Levis), second for

Calthorpe Cup, and w^nne^ of Levis Cup. B. Kershaw (Verus), best perfonnance in 350 c.c. class.

\ L. Sealey (4J B.S.A.), best performance in 750 c.c. solo class. J. A. Watson-Boume (4 Blackburne),
best amateur performance.

JEric Williams (3!- N.U.T.), Colmore Cup. H. J. Willis (10 Reading Standard), best solo perfonnance,

1,000 c.c.

II G. Dance (3J Sunbeam sc), third best performance and best performance in class.

§ L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc), second best performance, and best performance ia 1,000 C.C sidecar class.

H. Boynton (5-6 James sc), b^t performance ia 750 c.c sidecar class.
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A HIGH-CLASS LIGHTWEIGHT.
The Francis-Barner, which embodies Aan

Refinemenls.

A new lightweight—the 2|- h.p. Francis-Barnett, of interesting design.

IF only on account of the pre-war con-

nection of Capt. Gordon Francis with
the Lea-Francis firm, a new motor

cycle designed by him is of more than
usual interest.

The machine we inspected last week
certainly comes up to expectation,
although there is nothing of an unortho-
do.K nature in its make up. In place of
novelty, refinement is apparent at many
points, while on the road it handles easily,

is exceptionally quiet, and provides an
unusually comfortable riding position.
The engine ^ is the 2| h.p. four-stroke

J.A.P. with side-by-side valves, and
has a long tail exhaust fitted in con-
junction with a very large silencer. The
transmission employed is the conventional

The gear box adjustment of the

Francis-Barnett.

chain-cum-belt through a two-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear box, the driving
chain being totally enclosed in an alu-

minium dustproof case.

A frame of the diagonal top tube t.ype

is used in conjunction with a saddle tank
of handsome design finished in red with
black panels. This tank has rounded
edges, and contains a recess at its forward
end partially enclosing the steering head.

In order to facilitate chain adjustment,
a rather neat device is embodied in the
gear box mounting, consisting of a short
vertical shaft carrying an eccentrically
disposed pin. This engages in a slot in

a steel plate lying on top of the gear
box, and on being turned slides the
gear unit backwards or forwards as
required.

Brake Adjustment.

Another refinement is the method of

adjusting the parallel motion rear brake.
This is shown in one of the illustrations,

from which it will be seen that the cperat-
ing rod is fitted with 9 hand-operated
disc on the end of the pull rod. This
is quite common practice on cars, but
we think it is the firs't time it has been
used on a motor cycle. Lubrication is

effected by a plain hand pump, which is

neatly let into the tank.
Large footboards with toe shields add

to the comfort of the rider, and a well
fitting undershield and belt guard protect
the engine, gear box, and belt from mud
and water.
Two exceptionally large toolbags, con-

taining a complete tool kit, are other

good features of this handy little s^

mount. Altogether the new Fraut
Barnett is a very smart and attract]

proposition, and one 'which promises
take a front rank position in the wq'

of motor cycles.

The equipment includes C.A.V. mi
neto, B. and B. carburetter, Brampt
forks, and Dunlop 26x2^in. tyres. I
price is eighty-four guineas.

Details of the parallel action brake and

car type adjustment.

K^^(^ILE SPRING NUMBER AND BUYERS' GUIDE.
MARCH 25th has been fixed as the date of the Annual Spring Number of The Motor Cycle. Special articles are

in course of preparation, and a feature of the issue will be an illustrated Buyers' Guide.
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AN INTER-VARSITY HILL CLIMB.
.:i?Si^^

jt^j. -. , i-

»

Preparing for the climb

Aotor Cyclists at Oxford and Cambridge Universities
Organise Sporting Event.

THE fii'st post-war inter-'Varsity motor
cycle event was held last week end,

and resulted in a dead heat, each
University gaining 32 marks.
The day was beautifully fine, though

the wind was cold. This, however, served

to dry the surface of Aston Hill, which
was in pretty good condition, though a

trifle bumpy in places. The hill is ideal

for the purpose, and has long been
popular among motor cyclists. There
were numerous spectators. The event
created a great deal of interest, and, con-

sidering the tact that the delivery of new
machines is slow, the number of competi-
tors v,as quite remarkable. Of the two
I'liiversities, Cambridge produced by far

the most entrants, and it is a curious fact

that motor cycling has always flourished
to a greater extent on the Cam than on the
Isis. Among the numerous machines to

be seen at the start, we noticed two of

the new N.U.T.'s, a Beardmore-Precision,
and one of the new flat-twin Harley-
Davidsons.

Among the competitors, the best known
rider produced by Oxford was Openshaw,
who is now a professor of engineering at
the University, and is riding an overhead
valve Zenith, the only machine of its type

'in the competition, which, as usual, was
wonderfully fast, and well ridden.
On the side of Cambridge, we noticed

T. V. Prestwich, son of Mr. J. A. Prest-
"ich, of J^A.P. engine fame, who was
iding a Diamond. The organisation was
»ood and the field telephone worked with-
>ut a hitch, while the events were quickly
un off.

Class A (250 c.c.) was supported by
.'ambridge only. Result

:

1. J. V. Prestwich (Diamond), Cambridge 59
2. J. L. Giles (Radco), Cambridge ... 1 141
3. E. W. D. Madoc (Levis), Cambridge 1 18J

In Class B (300 c.c.)

F. Wilder (Omega 1, Cambridge 1 3

Class C (350 c.c.) was also supported by
Cambridge only". Result

:

m. s.

1. S. J. Bassett (Douglas), Cambridge ... 53!
2. S. Robinson (Douglas), Cambridge ... 1 05
3. A. Richardson (Douglas), Cambridge ... 1 6

CLASS D.—500

F. P. D. Scott (Rndge), Balliol. Oxford
J. R. Thomson (Norton), Cambridge ...

P. G. Kennedy (Rudge), Oxford
CLASS E.—600 c.c.

B. A. Hail (Triumph). Cambridge ... .

J. M. Pattinson (Triumph). Cambridge
L. C H. Cave (Triumph), Cambridge

CLASS P.—600

IMPORTANT DATES.
Mon . March Isl, lo Tue« . March 16th—
Lyons Fair.

Fri, April 2nd—
M C C. Lond n - Land's End Trial.

Frl.. April 2nd—
Inter-club Meet at Richmond. Yorks.

Fri. May 2 Isl—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Sun.. May 30'h—
Molocycle Club de France Grand Prix Race

Tues.. June ISth—
Junior T.T. Race. Isle of Man.

Thurs.June iVth-
Senior T.T. Race. Is'e of Man.

Mon.. July 5th. to Sal.. July lOlh—
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs.. July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnol Trophy Trial.

We<).: July 7th—
Union Mo'.ocycVst de France et Automo-
bile Club de lOues'. Grand Prix Race
(or Motor Cycles and Cyc'e Cars.

Mon.. July I2lh. and Tues. July 13th-
Irish End-to end Trial.

Sun., July 25th. to Aug. 1st
International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun.. Auff. 1st. to Wed.. Aug. 4th-
Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Mon.. Aug 23rd, to Sal . Aug. 28tS -

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

1 J. A. G. Dent (Triumph). Cambridge 1 85
2. R. G. Cotter (B.S.A.), Oriel, Oxford ... 1 13
3. G. J. Davis (Ariel), Merton, Oxford ... 1 30

CL.\SS G.—800 c.c. (Solo).

1. E. R. King (James). Oxford '42!
2 H. S Hev (Zenith), Magdalene. Oxford 43
3. J G Pillerv (Brongh), E.xeter, Oxford

CLASS H.—Unlimited (Solo).

1. L. P. Openshaw (Zenith), Christ
Church. Oxford 37]

2 M. H. Rollason (Harley-Davidson),
Cambridge 38

(Millet (Indian). Oxford 40!
3. <G. Rae-Arnott (Harley-Davidson),

^ Oxford 40;

CLASS 1.—Unlimited (Sidecars).

1. L. P. Openshaw (Zenith), OxJord ... 45
2. P. Riddoch (Matchless), Oxford ... 555
5. O- G. Smart (Sunbeam). Cambridge ... 1 1

The evgnt concluded with a slow hill-

climb over a distance of 100 yards. Slip-

ping of clutches or touching the ground
with the feet was forbidden.
Three Cambridge owned cars were first,

second, and third respectively, and the

slowest motor bicycle was Rathbone'.•^

Rover (Oxon). Time, Im. 15s.

In attaining the results, five marks were
awarded for first place ; three marks for

second place, and one mark for third

place. The first three classes were not

counted, as Oxford could provide no

entrants, so that Cambridge had a walk

over in these events.

C19
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A Scottish Trial 'Amidst Highland Conditions.
Glasgow Western Club's Trial for the Palmer Trophy last Saturday.

Glasgow Western M.C.C. Reliability Trial. I. Robinson, club sec, negotiating the hairpin at the top of the Rest-and-be-Thankful.

THE first tarpaulin-swathed and be-

goggled competitors began to appear
at Bell's Showrooms about 8.50 a.m.

on Saturday, and soon fifty-eight of

the sixty-four entrants were lined up
by the starter in a driving drizzle. A
large crowd kept the police busy, for

practically every well-known make of

machine was represented. The Harley-
Davidson was present in force, including

several fiat twine. A. Lindsay sported

a Scott, D. S. Alexander was mounted
on a very knuttish N.U.T., W. Deans on
the latest Lea-Francis, and H. Fairley on
an A. B.C. The Verus team, consisting of

B. Kersham, Busby, and Bird, had arrived
from Birmingham to participate, and A.
Brown stamped himself a sportsman by
appearing on an ancient Eugde-Multi.

Rest and be Thankfal.

From Glasgow to the first check at In'ver-

beg nothing served to enliven the mono-
tony of pot-holes and drizzle, save for a
fleeting vision of James Beck repairing a
puncture in the slush. On skirting Loch
Lomond, the real Highland scenery began.
At Inverbeg, most of the competitors,
having 'ridden in fear of the promised
secret check, had no time to lose.

Leaving the ^lain road, the non-stop
section began with a stunning little

gradient rearing suddenly from the chaos
of crags and heather. Most of the riders
were new to the country, and the first

right-angle corner came as a surprise to
many. After this the real work of the
day began in earnest. Over wet sand and
protruding chvmks of bedrock we crossed
the summits against a hurricane, but the
view of Loch Long from the heights was
well worth the climb.
Rest and be Thankful found many with

hot engines and no reserve gear ; but,
on the whole, the performances were good,
A. J. Lindsay (Scott) made a very clean

ascent, the A. B.C. climbed steadily, J. V.
Russell (the only Morgan entrant) took
the terrific gradient cleverly, and Steels

(3^ Douglas) climbed well. The two trade
Verus riders, equipped with three-speed
gear boxes, seemed safe ; but H. Mortimer
Batten, mounted on a two-speed Verus,
had- nothing in hand at the final corner.
The hurricane almost unsaddled him, but
he got through by delicate clutch
wang-fing. It was noticeable that at every
corner the wind was blowing in a different
direction, and at the worst corner I.

Robinson (4 Blackbm-ne) struck a sidecar
and the wind simultaneously, and had the
misfortune to- fall.

The check was half-a-mile away, and
the massed descent of the mountain face
was, at any rate, thrilling. As a result
Deans lost time, and therefore gave up
the trial, which seemed unwise. For a
solid hour we rested by the bleak margin
of Loch Restill, while the whirling sleet

crusted our outer garments and pene-
trated to the innermost recesses of our
clothing ; but descending to the valley
we found the air mild and the sun
shining.

The Lunch Stop.

An excellent lunch, amidst trophies of

the Highland Chase, was served at

Arrochar Hotel, and here we were de-
lighted to find our friend and erstwhile
colleague Alan Hill checking in. Hill,

who has recently undertaken a post in

the competition department of the Palmer
Tyre Ltd., was driving the Morgan he so

.skilfully piloted through the Scottish Six
Days, and later he succeeded in scaling
Glen Douglas, no mean feat on standard
gears. This hill was perhaps the tit-bit

of the day, for, in addition to numerous
hairpins and stiff gradients, the surface
is difficult. JIany of the sidecars failed

utterly, and not a few of the solo mounts,

so that the line of riders was now assu'

ing a somewhat weedy aspect.

The greatest difficulties were now OV'!

though- that haunting terror, the seCi

check, still compelled u^-to ride dead,

time whatever the conditions. Var^j
non-stop sections and unexpected c

served hills were encountered, and
liave a dim recollection of seeing dl"

ping officials hiding behind a wall r

far from Balloch, doubtless the secj

check, if so many must have fallen to

for though we were riding an eaii

number several forties and one or t
fifties had passed us in the interim.

One competitor caught fire, and
noticed an English rider storm an B,

known gradient at terrific speed, tfi

fail hopelessly at the first hairpin.'

little experience of Scottish trials teach

one to go canny on unknown hills, ai

to keep a wee dram in the bottle.

The Finish.

The day finished at Cannisburn, vi)\e

most of the muddy and weatherWo
riders appeared in excellent spirits, ft

though trying in many respects, the eve
had proved thorouglily sporting, and w
so excellently organised that no murm
of possible improvement reached our eai

At mid-day on Sunday the officials we
still wallowing in a sea of figures, and x

were informed that t\vo of the checlte!

had not yet di'ifted in from the mountaj
top. We were told that, while there m
be others, the following at any rate Ii;

got through with clean sheets, and'th
the cup will probably go to the be

performer, horse-power, etc., taken m
account : J. Alexander (A.J.S.),

Machrae (Harley-Davidson sc), Jain

Beck (3^ Sunbeam sc.) Harry FadrJ

(A.B.C), Busby (2i Verus), B. Kerfii

(2| Verus), H. M. Batten (2| Vems), ai|

A. J. Lindsay (Scott).
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Herts County Club (M.C. Section).

Tlio iiuitoi- cyt-Io seitioii of the above
chil) lias been revived, and nnnibers nf

new members are being enrolled. Berk-
hamsted will probably be Ihe official

headiinarters.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

A most sneee.^stiil mnsical .evening wa.s

lu\d at the Hotel iMetropole on the 3rd
inst.. .Mr. James Roberts presiding. Over
300 were present, inelnding representatives
of the York and Wakefield Motor Clubs.

Nottingham acd District M.C.C.

.\ general meeting jvill be held at the
VVelbeck Hotel on Tuesday ne.xt, at

7 p.m. Nominations for the following
are required not later than Saturday :

Captain, two vice-captains, hon. secre-

tary, hou. treasurer, and eight members
foi' the committee. All motor cyclists

,9re invited to attend.

Oxford University M.C.

A most successful and well-contested
hill-climb was recently held, with results
as follows : Unlimitecl solo and unlimited
sidecar classes, L. P. Openshaw (8-10
Zenith) ; 550 c.c. sidecar class, G. I.

Davies (3i Ariel) ; 750 c.c. solo class, E.
E. King (5-6 James) ; 500 c.c. solo class,

J. E. G. Harwood (3^ Calthorpe).

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

^Organised by the above Union, a

mass meeting will be held on Saturday,
P| March 13th, at St. James's Hall, Bailey

Street. Sheffield, beginning at 7 p.m.
sharp. The speakers will be Mr. Douglas
Vickers, M.P., Mr. Torkington, of the
A.C.U., Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith, and
other influential gentlemen. The sub-
jects for discussion are petrol prices and
taxation.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

.\ liearty invitation is extended to all

motor cyclists of the County of Leicester
t'j join the above club, which is affiliated

lo the A.C.U. An attractive pi'ogramme
IS being arranged, and teams will be
?ntered in the Reading 1920 competitions.
The opening so'cial run will take place on

^

Sunday next, when a good turnout is

expected. Full particulars may be
)btained from the hon. sec, Mr. K. S.
Topping, 64, -Frederick Street, Lough-
jorough.

East Lancashire M.C.C.
ilr. A. Morton presided over the an-

mal meeting, held on the 26th ult., and
I
u an interesting address discussed the
lieh price of petrol and the suggested

1
irbitrary method of taxation. The pre-
ent membership total is 90, but it is
loped nearly to double this figure in
he near future. An open hill climb

J

viU be held on July 3rd, in addition to

I

vhich a most ambitious programme for

)
he year has been arranged.

nkeston and District M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held at tlie

Rutland Hotel on the 18th inst. at 7.15
p.m. On Easter Sunday, a run to Bake-
well h,as been arranged, starl.ing at

1 p.m. from the Rutland Hotel.

Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

At the annual meeting held recently, a
resolution protesting against the suggested
form of motor cycle taxation was unani-
mously adopted, and a copy forwarded to

Lt.-Col. Leslie Wilson, M.P. for the
borough of Reading.

Middlesex M.C.C.

Mr. J. A. Prestwich, of engine fame,
has accepted the position of president.

On the 21st inst. the opening run will

take place to Bedford, the stai't being
from the "Red Lion," Barnet, at ten
o'clock. The hon. sec. is iMr. S. A.
McCarthy, 2, Nightingale Road, Lower
Clapton, London, N.

Burton and District M.C.C.

A new club, with the above title, has
recently been formed, and has been
enthusiastically supported. A general
meeting will be held at the Station Hotel
on the 19th inst. at 7.30 p.m., when all

motor cyclists are invited. The hon. sec.

is Mr. A. E. Cook, 50, Outwoods Street,

Burton-on-Trent.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Already four sih-er challenge cups
have been presented, and it is hoped that
more will be forthcoming. In addition,
a number of gold and silver medals are
to be awarded to winners of events.
The opening run will be held on Sunday
next, weather permitting, meeting at

John Bunyan's Statue, Goldington Cireen,

at 2 p.m. A meeting will be held on
Saturday at headquai-ters, Rose- Hotel,
High Street, at 8 p.m.

Manchester M.C.
The opening run w'ill be held on the

21st inst., and is ojsen to all local

motorists (car, motor Cycle, or scooter).

The start will be made at 2.30 p.m.,
from the Swan Hotel, Bucklow Hill,

Cheshire. All intending competitors are
asked to assemble at 2 p.m. The hon.
secretary is Mr. W. A. Cottrell, 75,
Broad Street, Pendleton, Manchester.

: Have you Signed the

j
A.A. Petrol Petition ?

j Remember patrol prices affect I

: others than motor cyclists— :

I therefore GET YOUR i

I
FRIENDS TO SIGN ALSO,

j

\
Every Signature counts ! i

Cross Keys and District M.C.C

On the 21st inst., the opening van will

be held, and all old and prospecti\e

members are asked to attend. Mr. A.

G. Dunn, 39, Gladstone Street, Cross-

keys, is the new hon. 5-ecretary.

Motor Cycling Club.

An excellent entertainment followed the

dinner given to past and present meniber.-i

of the M.C.C. Committee at Pagani's

Restaurant on the 2nd inst. Some e.Kcel-

lent songs were sung by .Mis.s Head,
daughter of the popular chairman.

nkley M.C. and L.C.C

A useful booklet, containing a li.'-t of

officers, members, and fixtures for 1920,

is now ready. At a general meeting,

held on the 2nd inst., it was decided

that the Open Reliability Trial, on Jmie
5th,' should be held over a distance of

about 140 miles.

Swinton and District M.C.C.

The opening run to Chester will Le

held on April 3rd. Prospective membeis
should apply in person at the weekly
meeting, held every Tuesday, at 8.15

p.m., at the Bull's Head Hotel, or com-
municate with the hon. secretary, Mr.
L. H. Harris, 15, Kersal Avenue.
Pendlebury.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.

A meeting of the affiliated clubs' re-

presentative.'', will be held at " The
Mallet Tool," Chesterfield, on the 27th

inst., at 3.30 p.m., in order to frame
rules governing the competition for the

Easi; Midland Centre Challenge Trophy,
which is to be awarded to the club

making the best performance in the

three open trials allotted to the East
Midland District.

North Eastern A.A.

Representatives from the Sunderland
and District, Durham and District, and
Newcastle and District Motor Clubs
attended a meeting of the JNIotor Cycle
Board of the above association, and
decided to protest against the suggested
system of taxation. It was provisionally

decided to include in the programme of

events a reliability trial for Whit-
Monday, a hill-climb for June 25th, and
an inter-club team trial for August 24th.

A competition committee was elected.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

Over forty members and their friends

attended the annual dinner, which was
held recently at Buol's Restaurant,- with
Major A. M. Low in the chair. The hjn.

sec, Mr. F. Longman, remarked that tlie

amount of support accorded in 1919 was
disappointing. The Longman trophy was
presented to Mr. JIalone, the winner of

the half-day reliability trial held a shcrt

time ago. An excellent concert followed

the dinner, and was much appreciated.
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Cub News.—
Proposed New Hull Club.

It is proposed to form a new club for

Hull, to be called the Hull Jlotor Cycle
Club. All motor cyclists are invited to

join, and should communicate with the
hon. sec, whose name and address will

be published shortly in these pages.

Widnes M.C.C.

On the 14th inst. the annual meeting
will be held, and the usual business trans-

acted. Particulars as to time and place
will be published in the local press. All

motor cyclists are cordially invited.

Prospective members should apply to the

hon. sec, Mr. A. J. Bailey, 57, Regent
Road, Widnes, for all information.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held recently, the opening
run was arranged to take place on the

28th inst. The following officials were
appointed for the current year : Mr. H.
Catlow, chairman ; Mr. S. Parker, trials

hon. sec. ; Mr. Crompton Guthrie,
captain ; and Mr. C. Walmsley, sub-

captaiii. The hon. sec. and treasurer is

Mr. J. E. Wliittaker, 205, St. George's
Road, Bolton (telephone 1320), to whom •

all intending members should apply for

particulars. The subscription is now
7s. 6d., which sum includes affiliation

(under scheme" A) to the A.C.U.

J^utura (Tlub Cvents.
J-' and 13.—Bath and West of England M.C.
ItcliabiUtij Trial.

23.—Coventry and WarwicT^shire M.C, Open-
ing Run.
U.—CheltenlMm M.C. and L.C.C. Meeting,
Belle View, 2.30 p.m.

13.—M.C.C. Opening Run to Brighton.
13.—Bedford and Vistrict M.C. and L.C.C.
Meeting, 8 p.m.

U.—Rochester, -Chatham, and District M.C.
Short Run. -^

. Iff.
—Loughborough and District M.C.C. Open-
ing Social Run.

. H.-Bcdiord and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Opening Run.

. 1!,.—Widnes M.C.C. Annual Meeting.

. 1',.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Penalty

'iS.-Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C. Opening
Run to Bournemouth,

.'li— Woolwich, Plurnstead. and Dktrict M.C.
(Open) Hill-climb, organised

^1.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Run to
Country Headguarters.

21.—Staliibrid(je and Vistrict M.C. Social.
-Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

-Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Opening Run.
-Essex M.C. Open Hill-cUmb.

and District M.C. Winte

nd District M C.

S7.—Edinbu
Trial.

2S.—Rochester, Chatham,
Run. Tunbridge Wells.

2S.—North London M.C.C. Run to Stevenage
. 2S.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Break-

fast Rwt.
. SS.—BoHon and District M.C. Opening Run.
. 28.—Woolwich, Plurnstead, and District M.C

Inter-clvb Run.

AMERICAN
SNOW
SCENES.

An owner of

an Indian outfit

enjoying the trail

in winter. A
snapshot taken

during the recent

severe weather

in the U.S.A.

MARCH nth, ig20.

North London M.C.C.

Twenty-two members took part in the

opening run to Great Missenden recently,

and a most enjoyable time was spent.

An exceedingly sporting programme ha:

been arranged for Easter, and moto:
cyclists of both sexes are cordially in

vited to join the. club, and thu
strengthen its position. Jlr. Bernan
Staley, Victoria Avenue, Finchley, N.c
will be pleased to give all particulars.

Stalybridge and District M.C. S
The programme of events for 1920 ^

now been provisionally fixed, and sho^
prove of considerable interest. For f|ij

current month two events are scheduled
a social opening run on Sunday neS'j

and a social on the 21st. Interes^e

motorists are asked to communicate w&
the hon. £ec., Mr. G. E. Watts, Balm||
House, Stalybridge, when all particuH
will be given. fl

Manx M.C.C.

Recently the first hill-climb organisj

by the club was held on Creg-na-Baa Hi
three-fifths of a mile being the distar;

timed. The fastest climbs were made
J. Mvlchreest (3 A.B.C.), 58s. : T. Shea
(7-9 Indian), 58.5s. ; and L. Dyer

'

Triumph), 60s. Dyer's performance v

particularly interesting, in view of 1'

fact that his maclune was a 1911 mo^
The winning A. B.C. was only delive:

the day previous to the climb.

Eastbourne and District M.C.C.

A booklet, containing a list of A.C.
fixtures, club runs, and competitions
1920, is now available. On the 14tl-

penalty run has been arranged,
mencing at 10 a.m. Prizes tor this ev i

will be presented by. Mr. R.,A. Niec
mayer. On the 21st a run (starting >

p.m.), and on the 28th a breakfast i

to Ci-anbrook (breakfast. May Garlai .

starting at 7 a.m., will be held. A f
.'

days' tour of Devonshire has also b i

arranged, to commence on April 1st.

Woolwich, Plurnstead and District M.C.C.

The booklet containing a copy of the

rules and fixture list for 1920 is now
ready. On the 20th inst. the Home
Counties open hill-climb, organised by
the Essex Motor Club^ will be attended,

and on the 28th an inter-club run with
the Rochester M.C. to Tunbridge Wells
has been arranged. A special prize is to

be awarded to the member who introduces
the greatest number of new members
during the year. The subscription is 10s.

per annum, payable in advance, and all

correspondence regarding membership
should be adressed to the hon. sec, Mr.
F. J. Ellis, 3, Nightingale Place,

Woolwich, S.E.18, who will gladly furnish

all particulars.

.y
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A selection ol questions of general interest received trom re

SO, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.and whether intended for publ

re urged to wiite clearly and on one side of the paper only, nu
questions should be marked *' Legal " in the left-band corner o

derb and o-jr replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
ration or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
nbering each query separately, and keeping a t.^>py for ease of reference. Letters containing Ijgai

envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Endorsement of Licences.

lleceiitly I was summoned fur

IqI I'iding a motoi- cycle and sidecar

y\ with the side light out. Will
L*J you please inform me if the

Court had the power to endorse
my licence for so trivial an offence?

Up to now I have a clean licence.

—

H,B.

Your licence may be endorsed for any
offence under the Motor Car Act, except
for the first two occasions on which you
are summoned for e.xceeding the speed
liin'it

.

Four Stroking.

(1.) I have a 1915 Baby

@ Triumph motor cycle which is

constantly four-stroking ; is this

harmful to the engine, and if so,

how am I to remedy it ? (2. ) I

can only obtain seventy odd miles to

the gallon; is this good enough? if not,

how can I get more mileage per
gallon? (3.) Please explain how to

' time this engine.—W.H.McK,

(1.) It is not harmful to the engine in

any way, but a common failing with all

two-stroke engines. You might try the'

effect of lowering the petrol level slightlv

and a different plug. (2.) This would
also improve your petrol consumption.
(3.) Time the engine in the following
manner : Place the piston exactly on top
of the stroke and connect up the magneto
with the points just broken and the
ignition lever fully retarded.

The Rule of the Road.

(1.) Does such a law as the

|fj| following exist ? "If a car is

I
> I entering a main road from a

Li-' by-road, the driver of that car
must first stop his car and see

that the main road is clear before
entering it," (2.) Could any claim be
made l5y a car on the main road it

an accident happened, and this pre-
caution w^as not taken by a car enter-
ing the main Toad?—E.S.S.

(1.) TVhile there is actually no law on
the subject, it is understood that a car
entering a main road has to take due
precaution and give way to any vehicle
proceeding along the main road. (2.)

While we doubt if any claim could be
made by the driver of a car travelling
on

_
a main road in the event of an

accident having happened to him through
the^ carelessness of anyone entering the
main road from a side road, we think
this fact would be duly taken into con-
sideration in fayoiir of the former in a
court of law.

Fixed or Variable Ignition?

I should be much obliged if you

IqI could give me some assistance in

> making an improvement in the
LLI running of my 1915 four-stroke

2j h.p. single-cylinder engine.
I find that .it does not run a,s well as

other machines fitted with the same
type of engine, the chief trouble being
a metallic tapping noise, which appears
to emanate from the region of the
exhaust valve. This noise is apparent
up to speeds of about 22 m.p.h., when
it disappears. It can be heard when
the engine is both hot and cold, and is

always there when running under normal
load. It is suggested that the noise is

a common " knock," but I doubt this,

as it has been there since the machine
was new, and, moreover. I have just

had the engine down for thorough over-
haul and find the bearings in excellent-

condition. The engine seems fairly

powerful, but does not climb hills as
well as a similar machine. Per,«onally,

I am inclined to think that the ignition
is too far advanced. Could you give
me the correct timing for ordinary tour-
ing? I should say that the magneto
has fi.xed timing. Do you know if any
attachment is made tliat can be fitted

to make this variable?—R.H.E.B.

Without actual inspection, it is impossible
to diagnose the cause of the knocking. It
may be due to excessive clearance at the
exhaust valve tappet. You do not say if

,ao« the niafhine against which
you have compared your
own is fitted likewise with
fixed ignition timing.
Fixed timing is not nearly
so satisfactory as variable,
especially with machines
which have only a small
reserve of power; but we
do not know of any method

jgjg
whereby you can
readily convert
the magneto

\Ve' think

A SOVEREIGN'S WORTH
OF PETROL.

it would be as well to sell this and obtain

a more up-to-date one of British manu-
facture. With this magneto the spark
should be timed to occur 8 mm. before

the top of the compression stroke. You
can usually vary the timing with the type
of magneto drive fitted to your engine,

remembering that the position of the

intermediate wheels has no effect.

Lightweight Queries.

_^ (1.) My machine is a 2J h.p.

r^ O.K.-J.A.P., but, unfortunately,

> the cylinder is cracked right at

L-i-l its base, although compression
is excellent. Would it be neces-

sary to fit a new piston if I fitted a

new cylinder to have good compres-
sion? (2.) I wish to fit a gate change
gear lever, as on the New Imperial, in

place of the quadrant at present fitted.

Is this practicable? (3.) WTiat is the

highest speed attained by a light-

weight?—T.W.D.

(1.) Before gorftg to the expense of a

new cylinder, we should recommend that

you submit it to a reliable firm of

welders, as it may be possible to make
an efficient repair, (2.) Not having the
actual details of your machine before us,

we regret that we are unable to suggest

a fitment such as you require. (3.) On
Brooklands, speeds exceeding 60 m.p.h.
have been obtained by 2j h.p. machines

;

on the road, however, 45 m.p.h. is an
extremely good speed for a machine of

this size.

Drip Feed Lubricator TrouBle.

I should be glad if you could

Blielp me in the following

matter : JIachine, 1914 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam; Millford Skiff side-

car ; lubrication, Best and Lloyd
drip feed. This lubrication works
badly, and sometimes not at all. I have
had the machine down three times,

and sent it once to the garage. It is

perfectly clean, as is the tank. The oil

is Gargoyle, as recommended. I fancy

the cause is the ball and spring valve,

between the pump and the drip feed ;

but I cannot see the reason for it, as

it is quite clean. Any advice you can
give me will be appreciated.—J.E.H.A.

Faulty action of the non-return ball

valve, between the pump and the drip

feed, may cause trouble, also leakages

round the top and base of the sight-feed

glass. These are sometimes caused by the

glass being cracked. Correct action of

the pump depends largely upon the

cleanliness and correct working of the

pen-st«el disc valve at the base of the

sight-feed body.

C2;
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High Fetiol Consumption.

I have a 4 h.p. Douglas side-

|_| car outfit, new last month, fitted

> with an Amac carbiu'etter (No.
LAJ 28 jet), which does only 36 miles

per gallon on No. 1 petrol. It

has covered 217 miles up to the pre-

sent without my having to open the
tool bag. It runs beautifujly at all

speeds, and takes full air and throttle.

It has so far taken all hills on top
gear. The other day it went up a

1 in 5 gradient on full air and two-
thirds throttle on top gear with a
passenger. I tried a No. 26 jet, but it

will not run on this. It starts easily,

and I rarely exceed twentv-five miles

an hour.—N.E.E.
"

^

The trouble is probably due to the level

of the petrol bemg too high and to a leak

in the tank or petrol pipe. The best way
to lower the petrol level is to place an
aluminium washer or two under the

spring clip above the float.

Reliability of Dynamos.
I have ordered a new 8 h.p.

S
outfit, and I am wondering
whether I shall have a lighting

dynamo fitted, as advertised in

the makers' list. The dynamo
is manufactured by a famous firm of

lamp and accessories makers. Would
you please tell me whether these things

are yet looked on as reliable? Are
they likely to last a good proportion

of the motor cycle's "life"? Is there

much trouble, except bulb trouble?

—

S.C.

You need have no fear as to the satis-

factory performance of a dynamo light-

ing set manufactured by one of the lead-

ing makers. The dynamo itself may
easily prove to be more reliable than the
motor cycle engine, but you may have
a certain amount of trouble with the

bulbs, unless the machine is a spring
frame model, as the filaments suffer

occasionally from vibration.

Firing on One Cylinder.

May I ask your advice con-

Scerning my 1914 5 h.p. twin?
The trouble, whatever it is, came
gradually. When starting out
the engine would run all right-

until it felt the load, when it would
miss and nearly stop, the throttle hav-
ing no effect for about 2C0 yards. A,fter

this it would go fairly well without
further trouble. The symptoms got
worse, until finally the front cylinder
gave out completely, and after adjust-
ments it would go on front and only
badly oil the back. Compression is

good, it sparks well at the plugs on
the cylinder, the valves are correctly
timed, and the petrol passages are free.

The magneto was recently overhauled.
There is a flame from point to point
across the contact breaker at all speeds,
but varying in intensity with speed.
Is that as it should be?—A.W.P.

The trouble you experience is evidently
due to a magneto defect, as there should
certainly be no sparking across the con-

tact breaker points. We would suggest
that you submit the magneto to a reliable

firm of repairers. The symptoms also

point to an air leak in the induction
system.

Valve Timing.

I have an old pattern 5 h.p.

\ty\ a.i.v. twin motor cycle, with
> handle starter, Schebler carbu-

\-i-i retter, and Simms-Bosch mag-
neto. Will you kindly give me

the correct timing of valves for this

machine?—L.H.
The correct timing of your engine is as
follows : Inlet valves, automatic- Ex-
haust valve should be' timed so that it

just closes when the piston reaches the
top dead . centre of the exhaust stroke.
Ignition should be timed- to occur at top
dead centre of the compression stroke :

that is, one complete revolution after the
exhaust valve has closed, the ignition
control

_
lever to be two-thirds retarded

when timing. .

THE NEXT STAGE

!

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested

in small or large cars should read

the foreranner o; all motoring

journals. Founded in 1895, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys th?

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as the represenlcUive British

motoring journal.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Birmingham to Bigglesw.ade.—D.G.O'C.
Birmingham, Solihull, Warwick,

Southam, Daventry, Northampton, Yard-
ley Hastings, Bedford, Sandy, Biggles-
wade.

Glasgow to Sheffield.—V.C.M.
Glasgow, Lesmahagow, Abington Inn,

Beattock, Lockerbie, Ecclefechan, Long-
town, Brampton, Alston, Middleton-in-
Teesdale, Barnard Castle, Scotch Corner,
deeming, Boroughbridge,^ Wetherby,
Ferrybridge, Pontefract, Barnsley, Shef-
field.

Edinburgh to Oxford.—A.G.

Edinburgh, Leadburn Inn, Moffat,
Lockerbie^ Ecclefechan, Gretna Green,
Carlisle, Penrith, Kendal, Lancaster,
Preston, Wigan, Warrington, Tarporley,
Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridgnorth,
Kidderminster, Bromsgrove, Headless
Cross, Alcester. Strattord-on-Avon, Ships-
ton-on-Stour, Enstone, Woodstock, Ox-
ford. Approximately 345 miles.

Norwich to Bournemouth.—C.W.M.
Norwich, Wymondham, Attleborough,

Thetford, Barton Mills, Newmarket, Six
Mile Bottom, Whittlesford, Royston,
Baldock, Stevenage, Welwyn, Wheat-
hampstead, St. Albans, Watford, Rick-
mansworth, Harefield, Uxbridge, Staines,
Bag.shot, Hartley Row, Basingstoke, Win-
chester, Romsey, Cadnani, Lyndhurst,
Christchurch, Bournemouth. Approxi-
mately 205 miles.

A New Title.

The Abingdon Ecco, Ltd., Birmingham,
are changing the name ,af the company
to Abingdon Works, Ltd., Birmingham.

New Hudson Productions.

The price of the two-stroke motor
cycle is now advanced to £75. The com-
pany, however, guarantee that this price

will not be increased on any machines

delivered before Whitsuntide.

"The Link."

"The Coventry" Chain Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, inform us that they are issuing

a special number of their interesting house

magazine The Link, and that they will

be pleased to send a copy to readers upon
receipt of application.

Show Catalogues.

A further supply of catalogues of the

last Olympia Show having been printed,

copies may be obtained from the British

Cycle and Motor Cycle JManufacturers'

and Traders' Union Ltd., The Towers,

Warwick Road, Coventry, price Is. 6d.

each.

A Check on Mileage.

Cowey speedometers were used by all

members of the winning team in the

recent Paris-Nice Trial. One successful

competitor used a special Cowey gradu-

ated in kilometres, which proved invalu-

able. All instruments were in good

condition at the conclusion of the event.

Oiltight Jointing.

We have received a sample of a new
jointing for gear boxes and crank cases.

It is known as Syzol, is tougher than

brown paper, makes an oiltight joint,

and is practically indestructible. It is

being sold by Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.,

15, Newman ^Street, London, W.l.

Popular Tyres.

The successful machines in the 250,

350, and 500 c.c. solo classes, the 500

and 1,000 c.c. sidecar classes, and the

cycle car class, of the Paris-Nice Trial,

were all fitted with Hutchinson tyres,

as were also the winners of the 500 eg
solo and 500 and 700 c.c. sideC

machines in the succeeding Nice
Turbie hill climb.

Catalogues Received.

We have receivecf' from Messrs.

Pratten and Co., Midsomer Norto
Bath, an interestuig catalogue of moS
cycle sheds of all sizes, suitable

housing motor cycles and sidecar outfi

A comprehensive catalogue of mo
accessories has also been received frti.

the Woodward Manufacturing Co., LtSiJ
of Dudley Street, Birmingham.

The New Hudson lightweight is illus

trated and described in a new booklstj

just to hand, from this 'company.
(

.m
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
-First 12 words 3 , and 3d. for every ad

-

lUional word. Paragraphs ol under 8 words

ire cliar^ioJ double rate. Eacli paragraph is

iharged separately. Name and address must

16 counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
pecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

le quote! on application.

Postal Or Jeii and Cheques sent in payment for

(Jvcrlisements should be made payable^,—^--557
ILIFFE &. SONS Ltd., and crossed.,—=-

—

'

'reasiirv Notes, bein? untraceable it lost in

ransit, should not be sent as remittances .

All aiverliseinents m this section should be

cooinpanied with remittance, and be addressed

3 the oinces of • The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor
treet. London. E.n.4. or 19. Hertford Street,

oventry. To ensure insertion letters should

e postel in time to reach the oITices of " The
lotor Cycle." by the first post on Friday

lorning previous to the day of issue-

All letters relating to advertisements should

note the number which is printed at (he end ol

1 loh advertisement, and the date of the issue

i i which it appeared.

I

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

i r printers' errors, although every care is taken !

I I avoid mistakes. 1

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
|

For tlio convenience cf .ulvcrliscrs, Jeiu-rs may be
Idresscd to luuiiljei's at "ilie Motor Cycle'' Office. I

heu tliii is dciiix'd, the sum of bd. to delray tlie cost ol

5Utr.\tio;i atiU to cover postage on replies must be added
the a Uelti^Lluellt charge, which mutt include the]

irdsBoxoo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only liic number
11 app-'ir in the advertisement. All replies should be
.itresscd No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, 'liidor Street,

C..(. 7^c-/)/(ts to Box Kinnbcr aifvcitiscineitis containing

nitt:incci sliniild be sent by icgistered post, but in all such

ses it is ajvisitblc to make use of the Deposit System.

Inttie case of motor cycles oITered for sale under a box

imber, as it is unusual for these to be sold withort first

Ing inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

Mlltate business by embodying in their advertisements

me mention of the district in wbich the machine
ered may be seen and tried.

Sff- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ly deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
posit Sy>tein. If the money be deposited with "The
)tor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

Che time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
)J,s i-5 three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
lonnt to tlie seller, but, if not, we return the amount
the d3p3iitor, and each party to the transaction pays
Tiage one way. For all transactions up to ;fio, a
pasit fee of i /- is charged: on transactions over /"lo

:l under £50, the fee is2/6; over /"soand uudcr^75. 5/-;
ar in and mider £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
:;r £100. \ %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, Loudon, E.C.4, and cheques and money
lers should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
.ication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

: Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
.iroas, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

; iwer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

1

in3i r.: an indication that the p,oods ct'vertised have
3ajy ueen disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

I ,ny Gnquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
'lib one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

.B.C. Solo, £10 deposit paid: HpHvpi-v nmmUpH
*- early May; what offers ?—B
otor Cycle.

. .B.C., T.T. model, actually d.
I ». mount: fir.^t wire highest pre......^ ...«.^, ,^„^.
1 , raU.—Box 2.085, c/o 77) ^- Motof Cnclc. [6693
>RESTON.-A.B.C. Skootamota; deliveries have now

J
commenced; 49 gns.—From the Lancashire a^^ents

\
Br.-idjhaw. the Motor House. TeL : 1288. [3496

i I
-^P- ~^^'^y- e-trfy find iPievent disaproiutment,L bpeciar-otion and full nnrtirulnrs will W sent on

phrat,on.-The Spnldin? Motor Co.. Ltd.. Spnidin-,
I ;tnbutms agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

sporty

You had better

ORDER A NEW
MOTOR CYCLE

NOW—
il you are anxious to secure a machine in

time lor tlie coming season's riding. As
everyone interested in motor cycling knows,

there are exceptional difficulties handi-

capping the trade just at present. It is by
no means certain that you will be able to

obtain the new machine of your choice

without some delay, for the effects of the

recent moulders' strike and of transition

difficulties generally are still with us. But
of one thing you can be certain, and that is

that WAUCHOPE'^ can give you the best

possible service, and can offer you excep-

tional facilities for securing the new machine
of your choice at the earliest possible

moment.
If your circumstaiices are such that any

period of delay is impossible, we should
advise you to

BUY A SECOND-
HAND MACHINE
(rom our stock. At our well-known

premises in Shoe Lane we have always an

exceptional range of Second-hand Motor
Cycles. Sidecar Combinations, Light Cars

Motor Scooters, and every type of machine
for economical motoring. Although it is

very difficult just now for the average buyer

to find a stock of second-ha.id machines

which offers him a variety of choice, this

facihty exists at WAUCHOPE'S. Every-

one requiring a mount is cordially invited

to come to Shoe Lane and make a selection

FROM OUR
LARGE STOCK.

If this is inconvenient, a letter, wire, oi

telephone message will receive our very

best attention.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

Phone: Holborn ;J777.
'Grants: Oijificcr, Fh'ft, London.

.MOTOIJ CYCLI-.S FOI( SALE.
A.n.C.

jiIJlS .\.I).C., 4-»pei.il, Jii.wt ictiuMwl Itim unikm in
• '' I iliruiiiy nftcr cniuiilc'to ovriliiiiil, infliiiliiiB cnnin-

' llnii: iiii.l TilntiiiB. lit n coat of £50; licBt offer over
tlin M,iii,.»; ^ocii Liinnrltsliiic—])ox 2,090, c/o The
Mm,., Cirli', (6C98

ISi'- ' 1' I
\l;r,

. r.Bine No. 892, 4.«pcc<l mill
' •' !'•' 1'. Ml" I'

'
,

ill-diahi drive, CliiiMlelHinglo
'''^'' '"'"" 'I. (, I i„-,i(i Ininii niid liorn, electric
"'" li-ii', II. i\ l':iltn"i i on l.nclc, in good eondition,
mill M/iy iiisl

;
uil./i„.-li.,w™, Mfliose, Argocd, Mnn.

16611
Abingdon.

AniXODON- KiiiK Di.lt, new 1920, SV^h.p., 3-spced,
V.lt'i ;Ir .!i, , ,,ri,i,'. h-- <^ 1 Rrt TJ'rn nl^ Whlfiunrfh

I.M I -.
I

A I'.IM.hn , 1.

j!i
, 1 I

A^'l,

£150.—Frank Whitworth,
lam. (X6343
:.li.p., 1914 cncine, N.S.U.
B., Iniiiiis, etc., excellent

ciiii.lili"!!: Siiliinliiy iiiteruooilii ; £55.-27, FairbridBB
Bd., UiiDcr llollowiiy. [6971

ABINfJlJON 6h.p. O.IJ. Comtiiniitiou, 1914, but mile-
ape only 2.000, stornpe 5 years, 3-speed, K.S.,

Iniiir--. lioni, sipoilr.nifff.r. ,,r.rf,.rt order; £95.-40,
Uiii».i St Mniv's I!-l

,
];r:iiivn..,i, liiniiingliam. [X62C8

XK II, 19ir,, -I
,li ), , 4-»peed connterslmft

."ill; ..1:iit.-i. .iiNmi'lliiii:, pliiting nnscratolied,
tubes iinpiiiictiued, 1^, imd H. l.niiip set, Luen*? lioin;
fiiiy tiiiil; £72.-10, Lyndliurst Terrace, Bniking Rd„
East Hum, E. [6820

A.J.S.

JACK HEAI.Y. Coil!, official A.J.S. agent. -Itotntiniinl
delivery. No premiums accepted. (6485

CEOW Bros., HiRh St., Guildford. A.J.S. ngents
since 1912, accept no premitims. 1X7943.

A.J.S, 1919 Military Model, and MiUford best side-
car, spare wheel, Lucas lamps, horn, etc.; £165.

A.J.S, 6h,p. Twin, 3-speed, kick start, clutch; £90 —
41, Cavendish Rd., Brondesburv, N.W, Write,

(7526

2 ,311. p. A,J.S, Motor Cycle, 2-specd. complete with
4 accessories, perfect condition; £50.— Batteu Brcs.,

Cullonipton. [60»3

1 020 A,J,S, Colnliination, ready at works for delivery
A«7 now; what oilers?- Mills, 25, Ifield Bd,, West
nionipfon, London, [S6213

BRAND New 1920 A,.LS, Combination, delivery this
week; first cash £215,—Raymond Yeoward, Port-

yenock, Bhmdellsands, Liverpool. [X6206

A.J.S, 5.6h.p, Twin- 1914 Combination, very nice con-
dition, 3-speed countershaft: £115; ride auy-

where,— 356, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich. [6951

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,—
6h.p. A.J.S. combination, spare wheel, detach-

able wheels, 1918 or 1919 model; £197/10. (7422

A.J.S. Combination, brand new, nil green, spare wheel,

hood, hood bag, screen, storm apron; best of¥er;

seen any time.—26, Morton St., Eoyston, Herts. [7316

1Q16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo,
-Lt7 electric lamps and horn, spare wheel and tyre,

shabby but sound; £165.—Crow Bros., Guildford.

A- ...,., .. ..jnuielled and overhauled: any trial Cov-
entry district ; £65.—Box 281, c/o The Motor Cycle.

(7163

(0061

A,J,S, Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
fiin St., Walsall, Tel.: 444, Can Eive favourable

ik4iv..iir^ iif these grand combinations. Book early for

voursiiiinK outat. [7215

A.J.S.. 1920, new combination, hood, screen, spare
wheel, just delivered, owner bought car; offers.—

A.B., 39, Westbourne Terrace, North Paddinston.
'Phone; Padd. 3418. (7110

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, 6h.p., roomy sidecar, lug-

"a'^e grid, wind screen, apron, good condition,

done "under 1,000 miles, ready for anything; offers

over £120.—Rudd, 23, Morningtori Rd., Wanstead,
E.ll. [6925

nd gear box repairs; proinpt

verhampton. T.A. ; Part; [2237

Alldays.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,—
New Alton 2-stroke, delivered from stock. (7423

1 015 2^4b p Alien, clutch, good running order;

XU ofiers,—Chester, Steeple Ashton, Trowbridge.

All letters relating to aavertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue. BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLO.\ 1917, 2';4]i.p., 2-spced, perfect, lamps,
:fA li-laxon, accessories; ;£55.—191, Southgate Rd.,
Islington. [6676

A LI-DAYS Combination; f52.-]Mount Engineering^ Co. snpply Darts for any make.—Warwards Lane,
Birmingham. [X5781

1 Q19 Allon 254I1.P., cnnditiBn perfect. ta.5t, and speci-J-y ally tuned, insured; £63, no oflers.-9, Bedford
Ed., Bedford Park, W.4. [6517

A LLON 1919 2?41i.p., single speed, very little use;
fi wiiat offer, or exchange.—W. Andrews, 41, St.
George's Hd., Leamington Spa. [7147

1Q15 Alldays-Matchless, 2'ih.p., new -front tvre,
J-«-' enamelling, plating as new, fully enuipped; £45.
-141, Crofton Park Kd., S.E.4. [7509

ALLON 2-strolte, 2-5peed, head and tail lamps,
mechanical horn, splendid condition; a bargain,

£59/15.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., opposite Olympia,
London. [6661

ALLON, late 1919 2-speed, hand clutch, kick-start,
late lighting outfit and electric horn, condition as

new; £83. -Shell, 7, Devonshire Row Mews, Deinn-
Bhire St., W.l. . [7512

ALLON, 1919. perfect condition, accessories; .£70.-
George Smith's iVIotor C.vcle Depot, 268, Lavender

Hill (opp. Arding and Hobbs), Olapham Junction,
London, S.W.ll. [7419

Anzani,

brakes, etc.; £15; seen London.—Box 2,156, c/o
ne Motor Cycle. [7473

Ariel.

CEOW Bros., High St, Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers* prices. [X7944

CY'RIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.-
Chapel Ash Depot, 'Wolverhampton. [X8625

AJBIEL 3^h.p.. in perfect order, just overhauled, new
tyres; nearest £35.-28, Clydesdale Ed., Romford.

[6965
A HIEL 31/ih.p. Combination, delivered last August,

-i\. little used, complete; £135.— 68a, Ciawthew Grove,
Lordship Lane, Dnlwich.' [6845

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; all parts
stoclted.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, Rochdale

Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [7414

"|Q19 New Ariel 6-7h.p. Counter.ehaft 3-speed Com-
-•-«/ bination; £167, no offers.—W. Owens and -Sons.
Brunswick Rd., Lane End, Buckley. [X6353

"I Q19 Ariel 3>2h.p. Countershaft 3-speed, new Decem-
-It' ber; £110, no oilers.-W. Owens and Sons,
Brunswick Ed., Lane End, Buckley. [X6152

1 Q20 Ariel Combination, all lamps, Lucas horn,
-LC under month old, as new; £145, list price
about £155; after 6.-64, Gladsmuir Rd., Highgate,
N.19. [7478

AEIEL 1919 5-6h.p. 3-speed Combination in splendid
order and complete with all accessories; £145.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [X6350

1 Q19 Ariel Combination, 5-6h.p., engine No. A6078,
-i-tj 3-speed countershaft, Lucas best lamps and
horn, Cowey speedometer, storm apron, luggage grid,
tools, spares, internal, external condition, perfect,
mileage 850; £145.-2, York Rd., Woking. [6663

AEIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, electric lighting, disc
wheels, hood, screen, and luggage grid, original

tyres and belt good condition, late 1919 model, exactly
as 192G, would cost £190 to-day, just been decarbonised
by makers for first time; prico £155; Coventry district
—Box 266, ci'o The Motor Cycle. [X6195

Arno.

AENO 3I/U1.P., free engine, good running order, new-
tyres, Mabon variable gear, Bosch mag., good ap-

pearance
; accept first £35.—Norton, Station Ed., Hover-

court. [7178
Auto-Wheels.

£16.-146, Southfleld

B B

W^ nditic thi

[6585

ut.
- -, , — Ed., Westclitt' „,.-

'bea. - [6947
AUTO-WHEEL, good order; seen by appointment;

Hampstead; £10.—Box 2,161, c/o The Motor
CijcU. [7479
AUTO-WIIEEL, 1020 model de luxe; £25; in stock 1

brand new.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., opposite B
Olympia,' Loudon. |-6664i"'
AUTO-WHEEL, in splendid condition, nearly new'

tyre; £14, or near oHer.-Folds, Breadiwnod @Creen, W elwyn, Herts. .(6346 1

AUTO-WHEEL, reiffft order, only run one se-ison 'b
orisirial tyir still good, B.S-A. fittings, f 16 -

M;irsli;dl, The Giil.lcs, Biidge St., AVitliam, Essek. [6481
AUTO-WHEELS, moddc de luxe; cash £25, or £58

-^i. deposit anil 37 '6 moulhly.-M.C. Dept.. The"' "Milan -Marhiiii.ts Co., Lid., 248, Bishopsgatr, _,
-' [7457 H

'"^-
^''^HiMiiiiy

""""-

For motorists

87-91, John Bright St.

'Phone: 662 IVrd.

'Graph :
" Lylcar. B'ham."

Agent for the following

famous Motor Cycles :

A.J.S.
INDIAN
ENFIELD
NORTON
TRIUMPH
ZENITH
JAMES
ROVER
HUMBER

NEW IMPERIAL
EDMUND

CALTHORPE
CONNAUGHT
METRO-TYLER

There are many scenes of
great natural beauty in

Britain that are visited

but little because they
are so far from the beaten
track and difficult to reach.

A Motor Cycle brings
them very near, and makes
the journey to them easy,

enjoyable, and compara-
tively inexpensive, provided
your mount is a thoroughly
reliable one, such as you»
will get by placing your
order with

P. J. EVANS

g ' <P0T0R CYCLES FOR SALE.
I

Bat.
ta "DATS for early delivery, apply, Bedford Garage.™,JJ Walsall. 'Phone: 270. [5305

H'
"RAT, 1920, early deliveries.—Place orders with
-!> Clapham (IMotorsl, King George St., Greenwich.
S.E 10.

'

[5095

WAUCHOPB'S, 9, Shoe^Lane, Fleet St., Londou.-
6h.p. Bat, new 1920 3-speed model, for imme-

diate delivery. [7424
8h.p. Bat-Jap, 2-speed, chain drive, new sidecar,

excellent order; £75.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme
Hill, S.E. 'Phone : Brixton 1964. ;64'd0

BAT-J.A.P. 1914 41A.P.,
"

3-speed, <dtttfh. Bosrji. B,
and B., spare wheel, perfect condition : £60, or

nearest.-20, Abercrombie St., Battersea. [6377

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 6b.p. powerful twin solo, 2-speed. f:ee,

clutch, tyres and appearance excellent; sacrjflce.

49 gns.—14, London Ed., Stevenage, Herts. [6347

B.A.T.-J.A.P. Sh.p., P. and M. 2-speed, Whittle.
Bosch, plating and enamelling like new-, cane

I
sidecar; price £65; letters only.—26, Lower Denmark,

' .Ashford, Kent. [6927

j(»h.p. Twin Bat, 2-speed countershaft gear, clutch, all-

I
<9 chain drive, complete with torpedo cane .^idecar.

good tvres, in excellent running order; i65 £70.—
( Springett, Billericay, Essex. [7180

' 1 Q15 Bat-Jap 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed couuter-
-i-^ shaft, K.S., clutch, Bosch, spring frame, iierfect

1
condition ; first cheque £95

;
[ust been overhauled,—

Orifflths, Queen's Studio, Llanelly, S. 'Wales. [6499

BAT-.T.A.1>. 6h.p. ispeed model], 1914-15, perfect con-

dition throughout, very sporty, lamps, Klaxoii-
discs, etc. : any trial ; would make top-hole sidecar ma-

I

chine if gears w^re fitted; would leave margiu of profit

; for dealer, as want caeh: best offer near £72 cash; only

I
wants seeing ; would ride 30 miles to purchaser.—

5

I Waverley Villas, Cheriton Ed.,, Folkestone. [679:

I

Beai'dmore.
LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.-Beardmore

Precision, the most advanced and practical motoi
:ycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited by J- Blake anc
"- "" '"-'-' " " '

[657;Co., 110, Bold St., Liverpool.

c

E.O.:

B18 All lette elating to advertiseiiients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

Blackburne.
EOW Bros., High St., Guildford, ate old Black
burne agents, and invite enquiries. [X794.'

BLACKBLTRNE.—Egertons, Northgatc St.. Ipswich
can offer early delivery if ordered now. [763!

CTANLET RUSSELL, . Newport, sole Isle of Wigji
*^ -agent for Blackburne motors ; early delivery. [529'

BLACKBtTENE Motor Cycles, delivery 4h.p. mode
fioiii stock.—Agents, Lonkester Engineering Co,

i

63, Brighton Ed., Surbiton. [212'

'lia20 Blacktmrne 4h.p., 3-speed Stutmev-An-her gco
-Lt» box, all chain drive, 28x3 .wheels, semi T.T. hats,
f114.-67, Queen's Park Rd., Brighton. [686,,

BlumGeld.
5-6h-p. Blumlield Comliiuation, 3 epe-^ds, coachbnil

sidecar, in perfect condition; f77/10.—16, Eoeslyi
Rd., Walthamstow. [657i

Bown.
BOWN-VILLIERS, new 1920, 2,V2h.p., 2-speed, kicl

starter and clutch; £69/5.—Prank Whitwolth
Ltd?, 139, New St., Birmingham. [X634;

"I
Q14 Bowns Lightweight, Dalm engine, overliaiUeiJ

i-O 2")ih.p., 2-speed Alliion gear, lamps; ride -iway
i;40.-Parkes, Woodbridge, Suffolk. (662:

Bradbury.
1Q14 Bradbury 4h.p.; £45;" no offers.—Teague, 24
i-O Park Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [723:

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe_Lane, Fleet St., LondoB.-
4h.p. Bradbury, 1911, 2-speed; £35. [7«2(

BRADBUEY.-Order now to avoid disappoiiitmeSt.-
The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton SL, WalsStl.

[721'

BRADBURY 2-ih.p., Bosch, Amnc, inst overhalllei

and new rings fltted; rule awav: £30.-45, Soatl

Mud, Croydon. . [6761

s
, £40.-M.tt,

Priory Place, Well St., Hackney. [X628:,

4ih.p. Bradbury, good running order, Boscll, B.B.!
4 phijiDson rullev. friot>.o;n.H, lamps, horn; fSCj

—18, School Lane, Cirencester, Gloa. [648!

BRADBURY 4h.r., 1919, 3-speed, hand clutcll, nl

chain, speedometer, hoiii, only used Mav to $61
tember; £105.— Garnett, Shirebum, Clitheroe. [732

BRAijBUET 4h.p., Grado gear. B. and B., Bpscl
just overhauled, engine and tyres as good as 'aew

first checiue £50.-45, South End, Croydon. [676

"IQ14 Bradbury Combination, 2-speed cminterallof
-S-tf chain driven, kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, goci

condition; 65 gns.—Herbert Guest, Huntingdon ltd

Thrnpston. [XfiSS

BRADBURY, 1911, SV'ah.p., Bosch mag.. B. and I

carburetter, Cowey speedometer, machine ri

quires attention; £30.—Newman, Lyndhurst, .^Weit

liain Av., Radlett, Herts. [641
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MOTOR CYCLUS FOP SALE.
Clyno.

t. Clyno Coarhbuilt Combliuitio
nil hit

H'ullunt.
appenni

Connniight.
lO.NNAlIfaiT.-Imnuiiinle ilclivoi'les from' J. Bnnnn
' Aiki'o.vd. Il.vdL> Pnik CurmT, Leeds. (6593

O.NXAriiUT 1919 2-',li.ii. 2-stroko. oluWl ; iioairsi
i:55,-l''o\vkes, Miiisdeu Toiriieo, Uewsbmy. [S81 I

ONXAUOIIT' 2-stioke, new Angnst, 1919. Iiiiiiir«.

hniii. etc.. poil'cct, imd like now; £52.-25, Wiil.i
. ni;i,kl.nru. I,X6:9LJ

M'NNAirOHT Z-stroke. Inmps, horn, spare U\t.
1. Illy new tyres, oil iniuip tilted; £35.-25.

hU. My Grgve, Finsbury Turk. N.l. [6931

'Y Atii'lion at Goodwood, J,ansdown Rd., Sidcnp,
' nc 5 p.m . March 16th, Oonnaught 2-strokr.
icved 1916, rido away.—Box 2.rsi, c/o The iilolnj
'In. [7468

919 Cunnaught Z'jh.p., 2-speed, ssmi-T.T., Ion:;
plated .cxhnnst, lamps, horn, Stewart spueil-

eter. tools, fast and sporty, new condition; £65.—
.nipiilge, Amberley, Strcud, Glos. [6364

I oulson
OULSON li.-Ei;irt,iiis, Xorthgute St.. Ipswich. <;iii

give luiin.diiit... delivery.—Tbone: 962. • [7640

lOFI.SDX B 2»4li.p„ BInckburno engine, rear sprii
Iranie. lamp, horn, speedometer, a.

imnioll, Pnns^liourn
£95-
[6940

lOULSdN B 1920 23ih.p. 2-speed, spring fr.iiiif.

delivery troni stoilc ; 95 gns.—Elce and Co.. 15-16,
OlOlisgate Av., Cauiouule St., E.C.3. [X634H

lOULSOiN B.-Tlie ideal spring frame.-Enqiiiries

lerts

Kki

the
(6573

iibi

tk, K.4.
iit,-(l-E., 84, Eesii i;d., i'iiislii

O^bur

[6726
Sloik roridy for immediate delivery, 1920 Conlson
B. sprinp frame. 2-4h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-

I, Bramploii Biflcx forks, Capac carburetter; en-
Oldbury Motor Repair Co., Halesowen

[6486

920 Coulson B., spring frame, 4h.p, sporting model,
paly lieen 300 miles, nnscratched, and guaranteed

lul thiuiiRliDut, lumps. Klaxon horn and tools ; seen
time; ride 50 miles to intending purchaser; £90.—

rnlifl-.'y Ed:, Oxtord, [7372

Coventry Eagle.
OV'E.MRY Eagle, 2-4h,p. J.A.P., 2-speed, kick

start, handle-bar clutch; £79/ 1.6.—Prank Whit-
•th, Ltd., 139. Kew St., Birmingham. (X6344

OTENTHY EAGLE, doctor's order to sell, 2^troke,
siiiijle gear, condition as new, acetylene lamps.

Cygnus.
YGNUS. fitted with 4b. p. J. A. P. engipe, Sen-
.

spray, Mea, 2-speed. all chain drive bv Kenold,
ing frame, pressed steel and aluminium frame
en), suit lady, paddle start, very smart and
que, complete with lamps, etc.; £75. no offers —
«-ell. High Hd,, Byflect, Surrey. [7047

Dnim
i. Daliu ^-stroke, perfect; £35 ex-
il.iiiatiun.-47. Hale Lane, Fails-north.

(X6260
Dayton.

jAYTOX, 2-stroke engine, just overhauled bv makers,
good condition; £30, or close otter.—Darke, Korth

;am, Surrey, [7026

De Dion,
,E DION 2Ub.p., running order, footboards, Imn-

lops, born, lamps, tools; £15; exchange 3-ppced
.6 and little cash.-Box 2,092, c/o IVie il/o(or Cvclt

[6700
Diamond. ^

lYRIL WILLIAMS, for earlv delivery of all model
Diamonds.—I hapel Ash. Wolverhampton. [X8622

ACK HEALY, Cork, official Piamond nsent-Eo
tational delivery. No premiums accepted. (648V

EDFORD Garage, Walsall, oflHcial agents for
Diamonds; delivery from stock; makers' prices.

) 20 Diamond, both models; list price; in stock.-
' Aoungs, Heath Garage, Newmarket. "Phone:

[0117
120 2»ib.p. Diamond-Jap, immediate delivery; list
' „T""-E- T. ilorriss and Co., 139, Finchlev
, Ji.W.3. [735I,

116 Diamond. 2'_ai.p. ViUiers, tools, horn, speed-
ometer, condition perfect; £32.-4, North Side.

adsworth Common, S.W.18. [7060
119 2iib.p. Diamond-Jap, Enfield gear, acces-
' sone^ £62; seen Saturday and Sunday before
'.m.—Oorben, 2, Albion Ed., Clapham. [6903

116-17
7 changi
ni'hester.

The magnificent perform-

ance of the winning Scott

team in the

Paris - Nice Trial
makes the following extract from
our advertisement of March 3rd,

1914, of particular interest :

—

This is what a customer wrote to us
alter a lengthy tour in France:—

" IT'S PERFECTLY WONDERFUL
"HOW SIWALL A MACHINE AS
"THE SCOTT CAN BE USED
"FOR REALLY ROUGH TOUR-
" INC. 'V . . THE SCOTT WAS
"ADMIRED WHEREVER IT

"WAS SEEN. ... BUT
"REALLY, IT IS WHEN ONE
"COMES TO HILL CLIMBING
" (WITH A PASSENGER IN THE
"SIDECAR) THAT THE SCOTT
"SEEMS TO ENTER INTO THE
"SPIRIT OF THE THING, AND
"BEFORE YOU KNOW WHERE
"YOU ARE, YOU ARE AT THE
"TOP OF THE HILL. THANKS
"FOR PROVIDING US WITH
'THE MOST DELIGHTFUL
"SPORT WE HAVE YET
"ENJOYED."

The 'SCOTT'
FOR LUXURIOUS TOURING.

Write (or catalogue and earliest

delivery date to-

Godfreys Ltd.

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.

LONDON, W.l.

'Phone: 7091 Mayfair ( ! Hn s\

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR
LONDON & HOME COUNTIES.

MOTOR CYCLUS POR SALE.
Diamond.

I qiO IJiamond .lap 2y,h.ii.
i-'' lion .rliclicallv as n

Enfield 2-specd. eondi
noil iiiaci iially as new, milcaKe 500, lairin-.

horn; £60.-3:5, Ilovcden Rd., Cricklowood, N.\V.2.
17205

DIA.MO,\ll-V[Lr.Ii;RS, all-weather model, Oifoh.-i,
1919, lienntiful mount, very little kwA. 1:imip».

price i'55.-Edwiird Suminci field.
' [7294

inMu, Kciiciiivui: piice X30.— 1:,

Wtuwlhindu, MidtUewich, Cheshire.

Dot
DOT.—For earliest deliveries,

Acltroyd, Hyde ~ -

Douglas.

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd.. Donslas SdocIoI-
ists.

^li.t). Combination, 1920 model; £155.

•"Jib. p. Solo, 1920 model, clutch and kick starter; £95.

Oih.D. Solo, 3-8Deed Model W.; £90.

V^E stock Everytliiuff you require for your Douglas.

O/t' "'oodstocl: St. (off Oxford St.). Bond St., W.l.
'V'* 'I'lione: Mayfoir 655% [0012

TWO 2"'ih.n. Douglases, 1915; £56 cach.-251, Nor-
. wood lid , S.K.24, [7315

DOUliLAS 2 J. 1.
:

lii-1 rl,r;qu6 £29 secures.-Fuller,
1, Victni, , 1: 1 I; '.,.,, [7152

DOUGLAS .
,

i ,
; 1. new, but soiled; bargain

at £80 .Mill, -I'lit, .Vniesbury. (5391

DOUGLAS 2'^,^\i.i)., single speed, running order; £30.
—52, Stanley Rd., Peckham. [6775

A

19'
i>3.h.p_. Douglas, 1915,

[6775

19'^.

£105 ; also 2"':ih.p. 2-speed,
" lewood, N.W. [7185

splendid condition

:

^'jh.p., W.D., brand new, in crate:

Hncker, Hillsborough, Acock "s Green.
[X5942a

1916 W.D. 2?lh.p. Douglas, 2-speed,

i-res; £70.-66, Churclr Ed., Barnes,
[6'507

19 19 Douglas Combii
300; best oHer.-Coryn, Sawmi

Hants.

y>OUGLAS, 1916; little used, splendid 1

Douglases, almost new
Coombsnd, Eadstock,

S.^merset.
'

1°^'^^

1 fkl5 2!^'ihp. Douglas Motor Cycle, complete with ac-

ly cessorics, perfect condition; f55.-Batten Bro.^..

Cullmnpton. [6834

THREE 1914 Douglas Motor Cycles, in splendid

condition; £55 each.—141. Jlerton Rd., Wimble-
don. London. [7275

lamps £80.-
model, splendid order.

iright, Willeston Villa,
[7343

1 019 Douglas 1916 W.D.
!•.' Lucas lor

Tnll-h!

model, 1917, small mileage. _= .,

3t.. Ipswich. -
[^''Sl

II ft 14 Douglas 3',i.h.p., 2 speeds, clutcli, lamps, spcedo-

i-y meter, running order; £65.—Dr.ake, High St.,

Hisli Barnet. [6584

DOUGLAS 2''4li.p.. 2.speed. irncrated August. 1919.

aK=,ant..lv peilect; any trial; £65.-179, Brixtnu

Ed.. S.W.9. IS'-''''

3hp. Douglas. 1915, orerhanled and repainted, like

ili new- £58.-Arkwright, 16, Elgin Mews south,

Maida Vale. t^'^'

DOUGLAS 25ih.p.. 1916-17, 2-speed. egual to :

£39.-38, Shirley Gv<
' '- "'" ^'Lavender Hill, Batte

[6544

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dhte ol the issue B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dougias,

BRAND New 4h.p. Douglas, S-speed clutch, kick-
starter model combination, unri'dden ; £165.—

Khosha, below.

1 Q20 Douglas 254h'.p. . 3-speed clutch, kick-starter
J^'J model, complete with lamps. Kla.\on. ridden 50
miles, absolutely as new; £104.—Rhcsha Motor Co..
Maivujy's Kd., Homford. [7403

-|Q15 25:',h.p. Douglas, full T.T. bars, re-enamelled.
-•-•-' fine engine; £60. — 30, Riggiudale Rd..
Streatham, S.W. [7134

DOUGLAS 23jh.p.. 1916, 2 speeds, buffer fork;

.

condition guaranteed; £65; all on.—iiitanley Biss.
Walthom Abbey. [6265

£95 —1917 4h.p. Douglas and coachbuilt sidecar,
engine 4297. tools and lamps.—Bos 2,158, Co

The Motor Ci/lIc. [7475

IQ15 2ML.P. Douslas, footboards, mud shields, lone
i-tJ exhaust, lamps, excellent order; £53.-49, EoWu-
son Ed., Tooting. [7189

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1917, lamps, etc.;

£110.—Apply, F. Broomfleld, Baker, 322, White-
horse Rd., Croydon. [7385

DOUGLAS.— Large assortment of 2^4h.p. serond-hani;
models in stock, all fully guaranteed.—Rosa, 86

High Ed., Lee. S.E 15641

4h.p. Douglas Combination: £95; excellent condition,
spares ; after 2 o'clock.—20, Ospringe ' Kd., neai

Tufnell Park Tube. [7311

DOUGLAS. 1915, £55: another, £58.-G.arage. 5,

Eglon Mews, Berkley Ed., Primrose Hill [nc;::

Chalk Farm Tube]. [7187

LATE 1916 234h.p. Douglas, Bosch mag., splendid
condition, just overhaided; 62 gns.-112, \\ anvid;

Ed., Kensington, W .14. [7^^:

DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, 1919 model, as new. com-
plete with lamps, horn, and tools; £85.—Brook

Bros., Bnrnhaui-on-Sea. [6767

DOUGLAS: 55 ans. ; in splendid condition, not used
much; seen any time; no offers.—Miller. 62.

Hampstead Hd., K.W.I. [6506

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 1911, exceptionally good condi-

tion; £40, or nearest; privately owned.—Ltdmr-
num. Hedge End, Hants. ^ [6513

SMITH'S for 1916 oyerhauled 23,',h.p. Douglases; 60
gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, opposite

Chalk Faim Tube Station.
-

[0127

DOUGLAS 23jh.p.. W'.D. Models, from £65.—Clif-

ford Wilson jMfg. Co., 70, Eoval Hospital Ed..
S.W.3. Kensington 7H3. [7246

JAMES MOFFAT. DouL'las Agent, Tcovil.-2"4h.p
model, clutch, £95, less clutch £90: 41i.p. .rri!-

lunation. £155.—'Phone: 50. [1103

Grifljn, Coombend, Radstock.

23.h.r. lPnu2!-i =
, ?-«r..>Brl, almost new, unscratched,

4 SC.TlV.jv .;. i I - ;lll. fS0.-31. CliUeUKUlt Ed.,
A!ex:indei I

-.1 ; i'- 1X6358

DOUGLA.~ . ,1, 1 . -ii d.i' speed, fine condition, foot-

boards; i.,.j..,.ii, -i-: secu apiiumtuient uuv time.
—31, Cromer Ed.. Wuiioid. [-6715

DOUGLAS 254h.p. 2-5peed, good condition, lamps,
horn, recent new tyre, belt, chain; £44.—Furs-

man, 1, Bath Rd., Ej^eter. [7090

1Q19 Douglas, brand new. mileage 250, tools,
i-Xf lamps, hotn; price 85 gns.-Laughlin, 213,
Rye Lane, Peckham, London. [6933

DOUGLASES.-Call at Smith's for your next
Douglns.-Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppo-

site Chalk Farm Tube Station. 10093

19 20 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

as new; immediate deliverv; £104.-2. Night-
Rd., Lower Clapton. N. [7280

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1916, C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn,
excellent condition; £105, or hear offer.-

Piitchaid, Rothesay, Malvern. [6569

College. Canibridge

—Taplin, 159, Hornsey Ed.. N.7. [7380

1016 Douglas 2',,h,p. W.Ii.. iPiilntod, re-enamelled,
JLif makers' colnui-, . -,. .1:.m 'mn-u; £65.-25,
Townshend Ed., l!i' : , ,

- . [693...

DOUGLAS 2";.'iL.r , : -i '. I'r.,
, ...Mliauled, le-

painted like «•!
,

I ini' i-i
• iics, last iii.i-

chine; £58.-Underhill Fuini. li^iiiirt, [6531

~|Q16 Douglas, 2-speed, guaranteed thoroughly sound.
S-*J ride anywhere, lamps and horn; £58. Aft'U 7

p.m.-64, Chaldon Ed., Fulham, S.W. [7157

DOUGLAS 1914 2"'.',h.p., 2-spccd, excellent condition
very last, fully insured till Dec. 1921; £55.—

Tho Eectory, St. Paul's Cray, Kent. [7160

BUY ^^^YOUR

Douglas'

Colmore Depol
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now.

All motor cycles of repute
will be more difficult to

procure
,
than ever, and

prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or
high prices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p, Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early deUvery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER..

Price £155

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOTi,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

DorrLVs 4 p c
11 (I -ft

NPAB
£65 i C D

D
9 9

n

4

L\S
P

E

9

9 K
nd
Ed

19^° Do « B^

Pho 8 2

[6

d lay

I

16

O^hp Do 913 ed m dom
'^* etc.. ]ust oveihauled. £55.-1. Noiwood F.

llerne Hill. S E. 'Phone ; Brixton 1964. [6-

l, i

20. 'Phone:' 6776 Geriald.
write Butler, 46, Netidands Park, Sydenham. .

[71

DOUGLAS. 1911, stored during mr, ovethaulea. i

tvres, belt, etc.. fine condition; £30. no oSel
T:n-loi. 637, Seven Sisters r>d., Tottenham. [6(

DOUGLAS 2"ih.p., 1916. 'SV.D.. uncrated Angi
1919. overhauled, brand neiv condition. Ion.

Lm'Hi, etc.: £75.-Lindsay, St. Monance. Fne. [S€i

DOUGLAS 2-5 .h.p. 2-speed, uncrated .Tulv. 19
equipped, perfect condition, pracftcallv new; £'

liter 6 p.m.-75, Brudeneli Ed., Tooting, S.W. t7C

DOUGLAS, single gear, T.T. bars, footboards, sni

appearance, complete with lamps; £30.—Wl:
;iaiise. Billbrook Ed.. Hucclecote. Gloucester. [7:

DOUGLAS 23ih.p. New ^T.D., lamps, accessoii

£72, or exchange P. and M.-Mason, Shirl

Somerville Ed.. Sutton Coldfleld, Birmingham. [X6.'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londor
New Douglas machines for earlv delivery, 2?ib

^-speed models. £90' 4h.p. combination, £165. [7'

1 Q 16-17 2"ih.p. Douglas, 2-speea, footboards, nea
-i- *y new tyres, in perfect condition, lamps, ho

tools; £64.-1, iVIelrose Ed., Merton Park, S.IV.IS

!4t

TTTE Hove a Number of 25ih.p. W.D. Douglas, o^

VV hauled, guaranteed machines, at £68 each.-E

-Bagsbaw, 16, Selkirk Ed., Tootins
[71

O ih.p. Douglas. 1916, fully equipped, new tyres .i

•V4 bslt. Bosch, little used, looks almost new; £(

—Blakemore, 33, Ardleigh Ed., Southgate Rd., N
170

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Crankshaft, with ball- liearings. i

ton, connecting rod, flvwheel, sound conditio

first £3'10 secures, offers'.-153, Enollys Ed., Btie

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination. 1915, new frame, Ji'

tyres_recently. overhauled, spares, a^nd tools,Jlri:

DOUGLAS 2"',h.p.. 2 speeds, uncrated Oct.. 191

perfect running order, very fast, fitted lo

copper exhaust; £75.-7, High Ed.. AVillesdcii Gte.

N.W. .
[69

DOUGL-AS 2"4h.r., 2-speed. uncrated October. 191

absolutelv perfect, well etiuipped. -exc-eptiona.

smart; £65.-60, VVallinglord Av., North Kensingh"

London. l^^'

T.T 254h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, late model, not W.l

original enamel, lilue-alnminium tank, new tri.

new lamps, Amac, unscratched; £68.-63, Solon E'

Brixton. 175.

DOITGLAS 4h.p. Combination, practically new, di'

wheels, rov:il blue sidecar, complete eQilimne:

lieautijnl onlflt; bargain, £120.-41, Cowley Ei, Bn
ton, S.W.9. [71'

Qih.p. Douglas, 2-sj)eed, buffer springs, tyres he.i

-^4 Dunlops, overhauled and enamelled, lami

horn, Tan-Sad seat; £56.-Kent. 25, Terminus R'

Littlehamptou. ,1»8.

DOUGLAS 2^.'ih.p., 2,000 miles, special engine, Bpsi

fully cftuipied, all-black and dark blue fiiiisl

highest offer secnres.-Payne, Hackbridge I'a't, HjJ

bridge. Surrey. (i"''

DOUGLAS 1915 2;4h.p., splendid running ordi

fast, forced induction, all tools. 2 lamiK, Iw
makers' colours; £60.—Write, Douglas Grant, Boc

lands, Epsom. i69

SPOETING 1916 2"'.ih.p. Douglas. 2-specd, ki'

starter, hand clutch, long exhaust, lanivs.
''

overhauled, plated, and enamelled; *70.—L. IIoiil-i'

560, King's Ed., Fulham. l''

4h p Douglas Combination, 1919 (Oct.), '::

eonipped, hood, screen, speedometer, etc, splij

lid I rim, trial. 140 gns ; after 7 p.m.-3S, Qm'

St.. Hammersmith Broadway, W. [70;

1ft 16-17 2~'4h p. 2-speed Douglas, spl^did fcip-tt

XJ conditio'!, enamel and plating as new, n;

W D finish, lamp, pump, tools, etc.; £66; no OBC!

-67, LitUe- Heath, Ciarlton, S.E. IVs)

VOUGLAS, 2''|b.p., W.D. models, new macliinl

anjt ,iin[

E22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hmlcy-Diivldson

TAni.KY 7-91i.li., 191,5 t

londii'l; ' £130,

binntlon, 3-»pcod, fool

il niul (oot clut<;h, condition
ImnBo llnmbiTotto or O.W.K.

__, Bullev IIJ., Thornton Ileal h.

[7108
IARMOYDAVinSON Combination, 7-9Il.p., 1917,

iiiii)'.ii''l>i iii,>iiol. Iuiiii< K<'i><'i'ator and tail laniii,

iriiii' I
11 'I. I'l ,

.liii.i i,r, liaiiilk'-bar mirror, hood,
,11 Mill I, ,

,

I

I
,1 ,, i,,i , ,,ii|i>inution, whifli i^

li.iiir 111 II il.l. iiiiii iiin. l; V.W., 30, Wcstcourt
. Ill, I,'. I. Ill iili nil, K.'Ht,

' [7002

Henderson. ,

—

ifENDKliSON lOh.r., 3 ,~peed-i mill kick starter, brand
I luK, miusii.I; tiao -3, I'nrkcr I.,iiue, Bnrnloy.

(X6?f>l
lOl5 llimi ' riHiiiiiiiliou, 2 siicorta, Cameo, Wat-
la liiiil,

I
iiiid tyres perfect: £130.—

H

ylor, 1.1 I
I 1 iilon I.yiui, Norlolk. fX6317

A,N( i:|ie.^lui

for ntod.-
Blnke and Co., Omcial Dealoi

ester. 16587

-CVr,. Henderson Combination, just overhauled,
hood, wind sereen, lamps, 'mechanical liorn, ox-

lent .'ondition; £130; no offers.—Seen 64, York St..

dckenham, [6996
Hobait.

acetylene lamp ;
price

,d?. Ascot. [6722

Bosch, B. and B., Drnids, single
I, 42, Cliurch Ed., TeddiUBton.

[7061
rmi.VKT late 1919 2',h.p. 2-.<iroke, excellent lon-
l ditioli: £5B.-Smith-0wen, 29, Broad St., New
,n, Slept. [7344

1919 Yilliers engine, lamps, hciu,
.1- «liccls, tools, peit'ect; £48.-

I 11,, uear Crawley. [6744

- Ill and Hove. The YiUieis on
s] , ...l model now available for de-

; £67/10. Limited number only,—
Cycle Depot, 32, Goldstone V

rOIiAIiT 2-stnil;,

1. SI I-'iiil-, il

feliai,!, 1

roii-vi; 1
- I.

I siii...l l: -ill. II.

!ry wjlliiii 2 ivi-cli

(i.ililstinie Moto
ve

JEDFOnp G.I

H umber.
ise Walsall, district
ational delivery.

rrMBER, S'ih.ii..

IS St., Folkestone,

rU.MBER 1912. dismantling state, wan
I- lamp 3?t. Amac, Roc speed wheel.-Ni
nnton. Crescent, Cheltenham.

rUiMBER Combination, jnst overhauled, n(
1- belt, rings, valves, etc., decompressor,
rest i;70.-Facey, HilUiead, Colyton.

ih.p. number, cliain drive, new tvre, sprin
2 battery, excellent condition, ' running
3,-Hammond, Queen's Rd., Wivenhoe.

Tll4 3>.'.h.p. Himiber, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
f T.T. bars, disc wlieels. electric liLilitins, c
aew; £55.-K., 163, Peckham Rye, S.E.IS.

fUlIBER 3i:..h.p., 2-speed, freen

[220S

ts tor

[5307

'[7032

:s P.H.
rthfield.

[7240

ew tyre,
perfect:

[7041

IS forks,
order

;

[6687

starter,

<©eJleLrds

•Rotors
Propriotbrai-Erlins L, Newbetiy Cotbelt

fr Gedric CrobtliwcNite

- Motor- CYCLE/ Dept

The Leading South Western
Motoi'' Cycle Agency.

It, lamp; hori
and ek-end,-

nditii

Rd., Lew

cpl.) jh.p. 3-sr
' ib6Hu

what otte.

olo
Clutch Handle Starter

inatio

iT Si-.h.p. Flat Twin
cticaliy as new, wir

speedomete

Kinss-
(6759

Humber Combination,
I screen, mudshields,

-. ; £160.—Gee, Felden,
Herts. [7076

UMBER 1914 S'Mi.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed.
- kick start, belt and tyres as new. plating and
aielliug perfect, lamp and liorn; £100.-140, Fordei
. Catford, S.E.6. [7001
»18 Humber C.B. Combination, flat twin, 3-3peed

countershaft, chain drive, speedometer, new
MS. Dunlops, good condition: £98/10.-32. Wvcliffe
Battersea. -S.W.ll. [7262

UlIBER Combination. 1914. 3',jh.p., 3-speed, K.S..
used dur

cct condition; £78, or offers;
lin 25 miles. — Eowlinson,
klersfield

I

U.MBER, 3iyi.p., If.J. sing:

sale

9, Law

and
ntial; trial

:nce Rd..
[6390

iddeu 30

We are also Age n(s tor the fcllowing machines

B.S.A.. A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,

METRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.l"!., LEA-

FRANCIS.

un, connecting rod, bearings, bushes, timing gear:
. or nearest offer, including head lamp, genera-
Ijorn.-12. Dysart Terrace, Newtown, N.W". [5000

Indian.
DI.VN 5-6h,p., clutch, discs, fully equipped; sacri-
licc. £55.-21, Fordei Rd., Catford. [7111

Be Ready for

EASTER
We can supply a

DuzfflO

CODLSON B

BUCKBURN E
BEFORE

' FASTER.

TRY MOTOR CYCLE
CAMPING FOR AN
IDEAL HOLIDAY.

Come and See, or Write

for Particulars.

WE WANT TO BUY SOLOS AND G0MBIMATI0N3

1918 or 1920.

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S.Kensington, S.W.7.

Telegrams

Kensington, 63r2.

Efembahnot, Southkens, Londo

MOTOK CVCLBS lOU SALE.
Indian

1, clutch mode), complete with ac-

-Bnrjiutt, Barnett and Co., Ileal.

[6701

ivn, Indian
, Biirnlcv.

[XG264

INDIAN. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, guaranteed per-

f i I rcuaing order; any tri;il; *65.-C., 26, Powell
IM.. rl.ipl [X6339

ian Combination, 1914, 2-8peed, complete,

very t'tfod running order;- f75.—K«ynold»
ley. [5462

Intch.
MilB

[71.43

3, ac-
-895.
[7373

Sidecar, electric lighting.

£250.—Box 2,155, c/o
[7472

7^

TNDIW I'owerplus Combination, T.T„ 3-5peed,

1 ,,..-,,ric-, powerful, fast, reliable; £135.—89_5_.

ri,i V"'"' '

J-J' .£130;
ri,,j Moior aide. t'tb'J

1015 7-91i:p. Indian, speedotneter, lamps, excellent

liJl nniuur' oi.lci: £57.-0. I'lmumer, Station Ed..

il.ii.iini.t;' 'i:- i ['1''3

TXliM .316 T.T., 3-freed, clutch, lamps.
1'

,
. good condition; il25.-Taylor.

1, -\\il:i. 11.1 ;, J- : ; 1 ,;, Eostboume. [6538

T|(J115 7-9h.p. Indian 2-speed Coachbnilt Combinntio:,.

Xt/ ,;itring Jrauie, hand and toot stalter, very pinvei-

ful- f97;iO.-Dee, 1, Victoria Ed.. Brighton. [7151

INDI.\N' 1913 7-9h.p. Combination, good tyres and
condition., overhauled; £75. or Dorlglas Pajt--

Turner. 85. Lyall Mews West, Lyall St., S.W. [7101
£75, or Douglas

JEt, Lj

Indian Combinatic

expert inspection.—Pope, Littlemoor, Newton. Alfreton.

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Road Racer, 1916. splendid condi-

tion, lamps. Klaxon, new back tyre. 3-speed. clutch

model.-Forster. Barrow Hedges, Carshalton, Sumy^

Indian Solo, hand and foot clutch.

riginal tyre on rear, a s.

-85, Wiverton Ed., Sydenham.
[X5282

1917-18. just overhauled,
good condition.—

Farnborough, Hants.
[7239

sporting sidecar, discs, C.A.V.

1Q16 7-9h.p
1«J practirallv ue

£95; attei

Gaillard, Queen's Hotel Gi

NDIAN 7-9h.p... S

£150. Vlose offe"'.-135. De Bea
2263.

1 015 5-6h.p. Indian and sporting C.B. eidccar,

i O speed, clutch, _kick starter, lamps, hooter.

. 1915, stored 2f'2 years, elec-

rns. speedometer, tyres nearly
1.—Simpson. Hampton Lucy.

[X6125

;rcen. N.13.

fUMEDIATE

d delivery of car.—Stratlaird, Rushfield
[7401

motor cycle. 1915. clutch-
accept £75. or nearest
777. Skilbeck, Printer.

[6907

bination. 7.9h.p.. spriug frame. 2-?reeil,

etric lamps and horn. C.B. sidecar, ex-

a. insurance; £95.-Chandler, 27. Lnu-
u. Essex. [7148

plus Indian Combination, irind screen.
and petrol carrier, pillion seat, original

U tyre. Thomson-Bennett mag.; £130.—Middletou.

Av.. Belfast. (D)

Loltus, Yorkihii

lou Ed.. Jlald.

1 Q16 Powei

139. Gt. Charles St., Birmingham .

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue b2
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

'".Smith's "Motor Cvcle
Dtpot, 258, Lavender Hill (opp. Aiding and Hobbs),
Clapbam Junction, London, S.W.H. [7417

'J'-Sh.p. Indian Combination, spring frame,
,
2-speed,

* clntcli, electric lightini? and horn, tine condition:
EllO, or excbaage for good solo and £60.-Write,
Franklin, 3, JMarlilinm Sq., Chelsea. [6805

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
7-9h.p. Indian combination, 1914, £87/10: 5-6

h.p. Indian combination, 1914, £80; 7-9h.p. Indian
combination, 1914, disc wheels, £106. [7432

IQle 7-9h.i.. Indi:in CoacWmilt Combination, clntrh,
it» 4 speeds, kick start, electric horn and liKlitiiii;,

overhauled, splendid condition: best offer over flOO.-
Hawthorn, 10, Clarke St., Scunthorpe, Lincolnsliiie.

[6560
INDIAN. 7-9h.p.. J914, 2-speed, dutch. T.T. bars,

cleetxjc light and horn, speedometer, new chains.,
excellent running order; £90, or near olfer; privately
owned.—Can be seen at Julian's, Broad St., Beading.

[6404
1Q16 Indian B-6h.p, Combination, S-speed, clutch,
-«-v disc wheels to machine, new Montgomery side-
car. Klaxon horn, lamps, speedometer, perfect in every
way; £135.—Williams, 27, Clitton St., Wolverhampton.

[6653

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Harnpstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3762. Hours 9-7. in
<Iuding Saturdays. [6867

INDIAN 7-91i.p. I'owerplns Combination, 3-speed, foot
and hand clutch, Brolt electric liglitins, Mont

gomeiy sidecar, spring luggage caTrier, recently over
hauled, in perfect order, Dunlop and Clincher tyres as

new: £120. -Hail Freeman, Easeuholl, near Eughy.
[X6151

1Q15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, liand-foot clutch,
J- J/ kick starter. Cauoelet coachbuilt sidecar (uphol-

stered red morocco), aproir, mat, petrol tin and luggagr-

cariiers, Lucas lamps, speedbmeter, hooter, spare tvn
and parts, low mileage, perfect, like new; trial; £125.-
63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [732E

inil or 1912 6h.p, T.T. Clutch Indian, Splitdor'
i-U watertight mag., T.T. bars. B. and B., nev
chains, tvres fair, goes true; £35 to clear; woulr'
bring £50 in West End (see Miscellaneous).-B.P
Oarage, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town
N.W. Near N.L. Railway. [726

5 7-9h.p.
_ . ulator lighting,' band and foot

long exhausts, good tools and horn, renickeled and
enamel irnscratched, engine in excellent meclranical
condition, all like new, ride 60 miles to purchaser;
seen any time: £105.-237, Iffley Ed., Oxford. [7371

1 Q20 7-911.P. Indian, electric model, and Millford side
-Li' car, Indian red, leg guard*? and luggage grid, cciu
plete set of tools and spares, plugs, tube, chain links,
insurance, etc., nickel rusty in places, paint slight

scratch on motor cycle frame, lierfect running: seei

bv arrangement, Edinburgh or Berwick: £180, or higbesi
cfl'er over.-T. MacXetil, Avton Law, Ayton, Berwick.

[660^
Invicta.

icine. comnU— ....

'S, 2 belt:

lamps, horn tools: £32/10.-Grant, 6, Edmond Ed.,
Pennsylvania, Chepstow. [730S

loner.

IONEE 3h.p., sporty little machine, good order.-
Standing, Ashford, Middlesex. [694e

Ivy,

fVY.-Tlie Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supply ai

X early dates. [721!

I'VY 2-speed 2-strok6. Orders booked for early de
livery.—Eothwell and Milbourne, Cowleigli Garage

Malvern. 16181

IVY 2V>h.p. 2-stroke, fine condition, plated exhaust
lighting set, photo; .£36. — 20, " Franklort St.

Birmingham. [726f

TVY 2-stroke, [nst been re-enamelled, engine overhauled
-1 all new bushes; any trial; price £38;-H. Clcn,rfit
Somersham, Hunts. [655!

1Q15 Ivy 2-stroke, requires slight adjustment
^'J stored 3 .\ears. P. and H. lamp, mcchanica
born; £27/10,-Gas Manager, Athy, Ireland. [S7i:

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.-Full particulars, H. G

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents, 91, Gt
I'otlland St., W.l. Mayfair 1084. [002;

Ixion.

<>lli-P. Ixion-Villiers, late 1919, lamps horn, rierfe.r.t-
'^2 57 gns.-Slater, 9, West Burton St., Saltorrt.
Manchester. [735C-

TXION. 2V.h.p. 2-5troke, 2-sneed, free engine, guar-
J. anteed perfect: £53.—Dickinson. 172. Lordship
1-anc, Dulwich, S.E. "Phone : Sydenham 1021. [6921

NEW MACHINES AT
LIST PRICES.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model, and Sidecar-
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, magiretojmodel, and S'car.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, flat twin, sports nioAel
OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-spced, and clutch.
BADGO lightweight, ;-speed.
ARIEL and Sidecar, 3-speed, 6 h,p.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., and Sidecar.
QUADRANT, 4j: h.p., and Sidecar.
O.K., 23 h.p.. lightweight 48 gns.

Lisfht Cars.
New to h.p. SWIFT, 1920, dvnamo lighting,
igrj ID h.p. CALCOTT, dynamo lighting. .£395

Second-han-d Bargains.
CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £95
CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £97 10
CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination £95
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft gear £85 D
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Sidecar £105
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft gear £85
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., less magneto £78 10
DOUGLAS, rgts, 2-specd £55 10
DOUGLAS, rgrj , 2-speed £52
DOUGLAS, rgrs, 2-5pced, less magneto .. £49 10
DOUGLAS, rgrs, 2-spced £55
SUN-PRECISION, 35 h.p, 3-speed £45
CALTHORPE lightweight, Enfreldlgear . . £55
ALLON, 2-sti-oke, tgiS, 2-speed £59 10
HOBART, 2-speed . . . : £48 10
PREMIER, 3.! b.p., 3-speed couirtershaft. . £68 10
PHANOMOBI'LE 3-whecler, in parts £38
O.K. lightweight, 4-stroke, 2-speed, iijrS. . £49 10
New Light Car Chassis, with engine, gear

box, radiator, disc wheels^ etc £85 10

Binks Carburetters.
We specialise in these, and carry a big stock.

We will take your present carburetter, in exchange.
Write for quotation.

Miscellaneous.
New 40 amp. Accumulators 25 /-

New Stewart Car Mechanical Horns ....... 30/-
Ncw '\^'eathe^proof Magnetos £5 17 6

Dixie Magnetos, for Douglas £2 19 6

New Lightweight Weatherproof Magneto £5 2 6
Easting Windscreens £4 10 0.

Caraeo Windscreens £2 15
Second-hand B. "& B., Amac, and Sen-

spray Carburetters, each £1 JO
26 ; 2{ and and 2i Rims 7/-
Widc Sidecar Mudguard Blades, with

side valance, enamelled 7/5
All above goods, carriage extra.

1| h.p. & 3 h.p. Petrol-Paraffin Engines
For Farm or other Stationary Work. Hopper-
cooled, magneto ignition. Portable. Easy to start.

""' ghtscwt. Sent
out complete with
petrol tank, and

unted on wood
kids read> for

Send for List.

> e 1 V e r V from
Stock „

HARLEYS,

B.S.A.'S,

TRIUMPHS,

P. & M.'s,

INDIANS, '

and other

Machines.

Trade Supplied.

SEND FOR LIST. DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

LARGE STOCK OF COACH BODIES.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES
Portland Place, HALIFAX,

Pllone: 1062.

s

LI

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James

toiV Ed,", TTOting

DAN GXJY. Weymouth.—1915 3-Epeed t'jh.p. Jam
with sidecar, gear box overhauled by maker

good running order; £52. [61.

i, etc.. thorough
£72. with lami

Crescent, Hcllterhain. [72''

3kf, 2'jlii., 2-^iieeil countexflllfi

n re HOT
[S3(

1 ciditio.

t h
11 Tfol.

—Ravenscrolt,

1919 Janie-

£65.-

iqi9 James 4i_,h.ti. Combination, s

i-iy km- milease. screen, spare niuf
grid. Lucas lamvs.-Box 2.098

Cycle.

JAiMES, 1915. 4Ub.p.. just overhauled b\ mate
new Duulop-. lamps, cylinder, valve ali,^

new, gears and iree engine'; £60.—-1, Curzon
i

Ibstock. t^

JAilES 5.6h.i., 1918, new June, 1919,
de Luxe sidecar, last used November, 1919

electric lamps, Iioui, sijeedonieter ; £150.— Garnett,
burn, Clitheroe.

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p.. Montgomery 4-roint sui

very iullv equipped, 2,700 miles; £140,;
only; trial with owner Saturday afternoon —Pasi
15, Hillbury Ed., S.W.17.

j

1Q14 James, sr.h.p., 3-speed. dtitch. Bo ch,
-L*.' B. and B. carburetter, engine and machije,
good condition, all tiood Dunloi'S, wicker sidecai, df
door; £58.-Miss Llewellyn. 23, College. St, Abea"

J.A.P.

"IQ14 J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination. Bosch, B an
-I- 1' new belt, perfect order, would separate.'

nth Lainbetb, London, S.W.8.

FIXE Condition, new tyres, Aijh.p. J.A P ^1
clutch model, handle starter, just overhauled, ayi<

lamps, smart appearance; £32.-y. A. Sheffield 76, Ai.

St., Burtou-un-Trent.
''"'"'

J.E.S.

J.E.S., 1916. condition perl'ect,

latest lioatless carliui '

dale, Waddington, Lincoln,

bnretter, P,H. lamps, horn, tools'^

tvres and belt, everythiug in splendid order; M
P.G.D., 29, Xelson Ed., Chelmsloid. M

J.H. Co
Stum

abination, 1916, M.A.G. tue...., yi—it
2v-Archer countershaft gear, Canoele,t;|ia'

car, lamps, horn, screen, etc.; £126; after 5 pjm. '

12 noon Saturday.—44, Hazelbank Ed., Catlord,^: ,
don, S.E. ;B(37;

Kynoch.
33.11. p. Kyno.jh Precision, 2-5peed. good conflfiWl;

4 £45, otiers.—Hazeldene, Storehouse Lane,
''''"=»—*

I.ea-Francls

LEA-FEAXCIS,
iprivate own

TO 19 Lej-l'rauci.^ 2-sreed, 3' h.p. twin, lampg
i-'J neailv new condition; £105.-266, Loi'dalUBl
Diilwich, S.B.22.

1 014 Len-Prancis, e-Vcellent condition nni

ly ance, raanv extras, incliidint' Bowden —__-.
£70.-Wiite, K, 9, Milton St., Darlinetou. ' tSl6J0.

ce .vo

of ....
ounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portlati^

W,l.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, only done 25 miles.-?

up with Terry fork links, Lucas la.nrp sot; i,.,.-^

horn electric rear lam]) and dry battery, spare .wl»

links for chain, and e.\ti« tools; this machine is B

brand new, and open to cvpert examination; filM.-

Hbliardson. 5. Eosslvn Hill .Alews, under 42, Eossljl

Hiil, Hampstead. i\.W.3. - [701'

Levis
John Aldricb and Co., Di!

B26 All letters relating to .idveitisfjmtnts .should quote the number at the end of each

EARLY Delivery Levis,

trict Agents, Diss,

-lift 19 Levis, 2' ill. p., ex, client running or(

-Lt' S. li. llMHik. SlinwlicW, Keighley.

-

r'tYEIL WILLIAMS fur early delivery 1^ Chapel Asli Depot Wolverhampton.

LEVIS, 1920, new, speednnlclcr, etc.;

don.—Box 2.172, co The Motor CjJcU

xrtisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCI.US FOR SALE.
I.evla.

IIG rnimlnr Levis, in liisl-i'liiss or.ler, sloml 3 y.>ai<,

7 i'4U.-Mitil]iill, 52. WoKt St., TtowLindKC. 16525

[|20 I.ovis Popular Model; list price In Ktorl<.^

1/ Voungs, Heath Garngo, Nowmnrkot. 'Phono.
I.

. (out

EVIS PopiUnr S'.ih.p., 2-strolce. singlo apoed, in

ponVi-t limning order: £32.-Tye, Bninl.y Moui
toril. [6540

15V1S ;:i,.li.i... 1916. ISnfloUI 2-spe(><l nnil clntoh, ti,

i»'«nii,s. ..xc.llcnt condition; i;48.-H. Iven«. Stun
v. Ki<l.l,'n.Hi,...tci. [X621G

)=l!;-T.

BVI.S :

JE48
oinlnu

EVI.S. 2-'ih.p
lam|ts. acces«on(

(ens, 184a. L,vha;

1916. 1'. iind H. lumps, horn, tyre
i.li.l .nn<liti..n- i'39; ovenings, wcl;
Ai

,
CliiMM. I;, ;680'.

-M"'''il . .'Hilt' t^ii:.it. lumps, horn, etc.;
"Mii'i l'ii\iiii; ..inibination ; seen \'\

St. .Iiilins Ud., Watford. [6622

1916. 2-specd. Bo<ch
just overhauled ;.p
Rd., Bri

S.. P. II.

50 gns.-
[6640S.\V.2,

SVIS.—We strongly recommend. nn>l can snprh
enrly. this I'lanons 2>stroke.—District ngeut^. Tht

sail liarnse, Wolverhampton St., Walsall, 'i'hone

:

[7219

SVIS 2ijh.p. 1920 Popular Model, in stock.—Viviui
Hardie and I.ane. Ltd., authorised agents, 24

idstofk St. (ofl O.xlord St.), Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone
•fair 6559. [OOS;

SVIS Popular? convertible into 2.spced model.-
wilh tlie .idditiou of the Roc ...... "t<..=i'=rf „.,„,-

pply. Roc Gear Dept.. A. W
Bii

SVl.S. 1916. single speed,
gns.

; others in stock.-
|5 Dc|iot. 268. Lavender
bs). I'lai.liam Junction. 1

Wall. Ltd..

liiU °U

[0136

3r

GARAGE-'

Motor Cycles!

in Stock.

NEW 192D MODELS.

MOTOR CYCLES rOR-SAI.li.
MntcliicKS.

CROW Ilros., (iuildlord, W<nt Sarfy aBCnl*
this fif'"*

..1....^ ,...int M l.l.7^»

luiility.
cutnt.-JIatchleta

(Inrcr

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, 2-speod.
Kooil condition, excclleut tyret^: £56.-6, ]...'nrn

fiiirdcns. Hanivell, W.7. [6544

-IQ16 Matchless M.A.G. Combination, perfect condi-
-Lt» tion. new tyres; what oUers?-R., 137, Lord-
.'hip Rd., London., N.16. [6645

81i.p. Matehless J.A.P. Combination. Z-spced. sr-C'dc-
meter. 3 himiis, new Dnnlops; £80; after 6.30.-

Jcilumon, 52. Solon New, Claphnra. [6396

peodsMATCHLESS 1913 8h.p. Combinatioi
good condition; £70. — Apply,

Grove Vale, East Dulwich, S.E.

MATCHLE.SS,
sidecar, chai

lion; ,£110.-Bisoi

49.
17261

1914, J.A.P. twin, 8h.p.. Cooper
n drive, kick start, splendid condi-
oworth, Acomb, York. [X6117

205 gns.— 1. Oakwood Av.. Waniuston. [s:6300

li TVTATCHLE.SS Combination 5-5h.p.. 1914. 3-speed.

I"

L'X kick .start, gears renewed; £70.—Seen 34. Vicar-
j
age Lane. Slratford. 2. Barfield Rd., E.U. :6914

il TVr^^Trin.i:.-;-;..! A.P. Combination. o.h. livin
|i ITX St„i„,' 1 An li' I .ountershaft. coachbuilt sid.'.'ai ;

jl
£75.-WliH.'l. V, 2'j. .-^-a View Terrace. South .slu.-ld.

ELACKBURNE, 4 b p.. 3 speeds . , , . . £115
CLYNO, -'.', h.p., _• spc.»di. ind clutch . .. £70
METRO-TYLER, :.h.p.. single-speed . . £57 10
METRO-TYLER, :'. h.p.. 2 speeds . ,

.

. . £69 10
NEW IIVIPERIAL, j: ,' h,p. :: speeds . . . 64 gns.

MEW IMPERIAL, : ,' h p . 2 speeds a id

RUDGE-MULTI, v6 h.p. . 115 gns.

RUDGE-IWULTI, ?-9 h.p. %vin , 140 gns.

L ncoIn-Ellt.

U5 Lincoln ElU
' ycar.s. exccptio
n. Market Pla .-,

Comhin.atiou. 4'4li,p., stored 2
nal condition : £9U, or uear.-t -
llri',-i-. Lines, -735/

NCOLN-ELK 5'

Amac. Bramptoi
ids. new liandle-b.
a good portable

, 57. Jfayes Rd.

jh.p.. watertight Bosch, new

rs. in 'runnin's order"; £38, o'r

shed in part exchange.—A. H,
Wood Green, London. N 22

L..M.C.
'''''

M.C.. 1919. 4i4h,

2, Cambridge.

1,. 3-specd. clutch. K.S.. lamps
w; any trial; 90 En3.-47. .Tesus

[7135

)19 6h.p. L.M.C..

Devonshire Row
land St.. W.

3 speeds. K,S.. Henderson side,
with lamps, etc.; £130.—Seen
Mews. Devonshire St.. off Gt.

[7085

|S SOILED.
I

In NEW IIVIPERIAL, S h.p., and Sidecar.... £1« I

jS ROVER, 5-6 h-p., and Sidecar . £145 I

HI*"
These are W.'D. machines, purchased from an

|

Allied Go\"ernmcnt, and are finished " Service "

\^ green throughout.

They have twin J.A.P. engines, countershaft
"

- - -
-

-

all. 1

MATCHLES.^.J.A.P.

£120.-Stubhs
coiniil.-tely ov
Woodford La

a.si'ce.l

Winsfoid, Cheshi

19 orv Model Matchless, little used
tvre. lamps, horn, Tan Sad, screei

es: 176 gns.-D. B. Eraser. Bartholemew
1. EC.l.

hood.
! Hos.
[6995

M-^^^,;
ATCHLE.^S.J.A.P.. 6h.p..

Eiigleii

chain dr
:lutch. kick-starter,

19^^

."Vlarloe.

"l
\I;Li-ie Jlotor Bicycle.-Sole agents United King.

,

,'i"'ii loi 111.? ai'Ov.', o^.h.p. 2-sfroke motor bicvcle,
1 null <lutcli. 2-siieed gear, and Precision engine-

1 SO Kns.

U r;-Ai,ENTS Interested please anplv. H -V Sinn.
' .I'-is, Ltd.. 230. Monument Ed.. Edg'.ast.in. Lji-
i' Lain, Machines in .stock, [e55e

Martin.
!

_ p. o.li.T. Hacing Model Martin, latelv rebuilt wit'i
n^i\ Uruid forks, saddle, handle-bars (T.T.I innd-

Is. new Amae. new ' tvres throughout, all 'brisl.t
llated. aLo completely enamelled, siiare belt;
r u.-arcst ofler,-Box 2,178, c/o The Motor Cu.lr.

[7503

.Alaitinsyde.

} VRTIXSYDE-NEWMAN.-Who is going to be the
^ lucky person to be first on our waiting list lor

of these splendid machines 'r-Julian. 84. Broad
" Reading. 'Phone: 1024. [0122

SECOND-HAND.
B rgig ENFIELD, -J h.p., 2 speeds £60

1919 JAMES, 2} h,p.. 2 speeds £60

g 19:0 RUDGE-MULTI, 5 h.p., and Sidecar £130
H 1919 SCOTT, with speedometer £120

191S INDIAN, 7-g h.p., 3-speed Combina-_ lion £110

1919 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, with lamps,H horn, and speedometer £130

SECOND-HAND LIGHT CARS.

191^ G.W.K., S-TOh.r.. 'i-seater £240
1Q16 MORRIS-COWLEY, 11.9 h.p;, 4 seater £460
Both these Cars have dynamo lighting sets.

detachable wheels (with spare), hood, wind-
screen, speedonaetcr, horn. etc.

Fifty

H ARTlNsyDE-NEWlIAN.-Barnes Motor Ga
^ having been appointed special authorised ag 3nts

ARTINSYDE-NEWIIAN Com
I sation of Olvmpia.—Book vou
ion delivery with J. Blake i

.
experts. 110-112. Bolt St..

Matchless.
T ITCHLESS-J.A.P, 8h.n. Twi
•', 55 gns.— 176. South Ealins :

f \TCHLESS Combination, lai?
^] 115 gns.—Ill, Loughborougt

new sidecars of various makes
and types in stock.

[., W.5. [7206

taken for debt;
;

ark, Brixton,
[7083

Eastern Garage Co.,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
relegrams—"Egaraco, London."

p. twin .T.V.P.. 3-speed. lamps.
r. new Punlops, recently ovei-
±90, offers; no dealers.—Pain.

[7.^03

1914 C.B. Combination, ,^-

g.. recently overhauled and
nelled. flrst-class running order; £85.—Sturgis, 7.

ion Terrace, Xortharapton. [X611'3

nd accessories, perfect condition, tvr. ,

law. including spare wheel; £180.—Chandler, Eevi-?
Williams. Hitehin. 'Phone: 165. [6521

53. Leigham Vale. Tulse Hill,

WAUCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London.—
8-l.Oh.p. Matchless, overhead valves. J.A.P. en-

gine. Gradua gear. £67/10: also 7-9h.p. Matchle~s
combination, 1917, M..A.G. engine, £185. [7433

T Q12 8h.p. Matchless. 2-speed gear, free ennia ;
1',

-LU has been thoroughly overhauled; price £65, l"i

cash, or easy terms arranged if desired.—Eirkdale ilotot>,
8890. Eirkdale, Sydenham. 'I'lione: Sydenham 739.

[6709
Combination, 4 detach-

wheele. hood, screen, luggage grid, Lucas
axon, insured £170 until next October;
5.— 30. Crvital Palace Park Ed., Svdenhani.

[7122
arne CombinatiiMATCHLESS 1920 Spring

are large contr.actins'ag ofle: earlv

I

deliveries at list price. Llemonstration model in stock.

! -Elce and Co.. 15-16. Bishoi>sgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C.3. (0066

MATCHLESS '

Nc-w Spring-frame Model.-Orders
booked for rotational delivery. Demonstration

model on view. Keplacements for Matchless models of
all datas in stock —Tassell, la, Bloomfleld Ed., PluDi-

j

stead, S.E. [9411

'VfATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynamo liglit-

ili ing. fully eguipped. Book now for early delivery.
. —Authorised London agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane.
Ltd., 24. Woodstock' St, (o£S Oxford St,). Bond St., W.l.
Thone: Mayfair 6559. [0081

'?-'!b-

sidecar and Eastin'g screen, tvres as new. all recentli
overhanled and. thoroughly reliable; £140.—Write.
H.H,. Melfort Rd.. Thornton Heath. [7531

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders -witl!

Eoss. 86. High Road. Lee. S.E.. for 1920 sprin--

frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model alway-

VTCHLESS. Model H. delivery promised
I Aprd.-Particnlars. M.. 6. The Strand. Waliner,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. P27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., Sh.n., rlvnnmo ligMing
loiiiitl. Covey, iiluinininm fnotticiaids and nimi

iJiites, inteiciiangeable wheels, automatic lubrication
veater sidecar, extra lonir liood, side curtains, enveli
apron, 2 screens (1 Cameo valanced), <1 covers as n

puncture seal tubes, lot spares, -wiiole lot

£18 -T., 9. Roj-id Espla

Metro.

Blac
stock.— Oil

[X629<

any ti

19
[729

19 Metro-Tvle

1920 model;
ve, Leytonston

2.siieed, small mileage: fkst £60
-- n, 7. Kirklrolm St., Kilmarnock.

IX612C
TVTETRO-TYXEE.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
-L'i- district invited by J. Blake and Co., 110-112,
Bold St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

METRO-TYLER, 1919, reliable mount, in excellent
condition, single-speed, semi-T.T. bars, tvres

long exhaust; £45.—Crompton. Hedge-
Heath, Tadworth. Surrey. [6452

from stock of the super
speed model. Ion;; exhaust pipe,

£69;l8/8; or with disc trheels, £72/18;8.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Uishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. IXb;,

METnO-TrLEE.-We can delivtjr from stock 2-sreed
models of this super 2-stroke. list price, £69/6 8;

or with disc wheels and long exhaust pipe, £7.; 18'S.-
City asents. Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishnps-jate Av.
Camomile St.. E.C.3. 'Plione: Avenue 5518. [006:

oft, Walto

METHO-TYLEH.-Delivery
2-stroke: 2-speed mod

Minerva.
i.p., B. and B.
£20.-«{Uchmond

MIXEEVA
ride away: £20.-«Blchmond, 21, Southb

[694

MINEKV.A 3h.p., 2-speed, free engine, raa=., new
and tyres, ran ride away; £30.—Hingley, Han

Wharf, Droitwich, Worcester. [6554

Oilr.P- Minerva, ma??.. B. and B. carhiiretter.
£15

The Bank, Old Woorlstock. Ox

mag..

ck.£15.-

MINERVA
carburel

Vaughan Rd,

6h.p. Mine
Bosch, .

[X6291

[X612;

combinatit

ron St., Ilkestoi

,h.p.. new E.LC. mag., B. and !!,

perfect running order; £20.-206
est Harrow, JMiddleses. [665]

Twin 2-speed gear, free engine.
c, horn, lighting set, and sidecar,
£55.—Tyler, Axbridge. [X594e

4h.p. T.T. Muierva, modernised, smart, £28, ride
away; 3h.p. Kerjy, Druids, all good fittings, £25.

—Job, 136, Putney Bridge Rd., Putney, S.W. [7335

MIXEEVA 1912 4h.p., C.A.V,, Mahon clutch, lam;
low and sporty, sooil condition; £38; Satunl

.ifterncoo or Sunday.—The Hut, Summer Gardens, East
Molesey, Surrey.

Moto.Reve
MOTO-REVE Twin Lightweight,

good belt,

brook, Congletou. [728f
Motosacoche.

Tl/rOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, overhauled

£24. offers.—Pott:
nning

and belt; £22

MOTOSACOCHE 2i .h.p..

carburetter, spring fork

Byron St.. Ilkeston.

"I
Q14 Motosacochi

-L«^ good running order; 40 gns.

Box 2.147. c/o The Motor Cycle. |]

Bailey, Castle St., W.C.2. [7083

condition, mag.
; £15.—Bostock

[X6124
h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed gear

Kent.-
[746a

M°?OTOSACOCHE 2iai.p., very reliable chin

New Hudson.
£35. ex

late 1919,

Whitth
inyited

[651^

[67

iidition; £60.—Alexander

bination.-West Villa,

"I^EW HTTi.-'ON- s.
I

20 liles

Geor

1914) 6h.p.

£11b'.-S
. IC-U

mileage 600, pei
kleigh, Devon.

;660'
2-stroke, 2-speed, fulh

i£70; buying
Hd„ Ha ate

[6670

id. 57, Eo

19^
hauled
r. A. Fiankli

B^

(658E

1. .New llurlson, 3-spccd conntershaft.
and kick starter, thorouglvly over-
w tyrps fitted, lamps and horn; £70.—
,, Swinfcrd, Eynsham, Oxon. [7399

at Goodwood. I.ansdown Rd. Sidcur.
. March 16tb. 1914 New Hudson 6li p

ride
jination. perfect i

av.ay.-Box 2,150, c/o Th'i
detail, lampis, etc

IMotor Cycle. [7467

N' W HUD.SON' 2 u
Shalt, new Tli.in- ,';;,;„;,;

' i'., 2 speed counter

1. V
jost completely . .

jTk Terrace, L"|i|.. , .;:i'.':''i;

r.dc away; 55 pn°.-
-, l-orest Hill. S.E.25

THI

GOVENTRY

MOTOR
MART
LTD.

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegram? ' Selection, Coventi

1 920 Models in Stock to-day
March 4th.

Zenith, Model H., 8 h.p., clutch kick-

start,

Kazlewood-J.A.P., 6-8 h.p., comb.
Quadrant, 4| h.p., all chain drive, 3-

speed, kick-start, comb.
New Imperial, Model No. i, lightri'eight.

Edmund-J.A.P., spring frame, Enfield
2-speed gear.

Hobart-J.A.P., Sturmey 2-speed gear,

kick-start,

Hobart, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Alidays Allon de Luxe, 2-speed kick-

start.

Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Caitlfiorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Donnaught, miniature model, 2-speed,

kick-start.

3onn2Ught, standard model.

Quickest Deliveries of

SNDIAN. SCOTT. H UMBER.
P. & IV!. NEW IIVIPERIAL.

ALLDAYS ALLON. CLYNO.
OALTHORPE.
DONNAUGHT.
EXCELS90R.
IVY.

ZENITH.
HAZLEWOOD.
SUP^VITESSE.

HOBART.
ARIEL.
BAT.

METRO-TYLER.
WOOLER.

ROYAL RUBY.
N.U.T.

LEA-FRANCIS.

"CASTLE THREE"
'PREMIER SUPER"

Runabouts.

GRINDLAY. CANOELET
MOflTGOMERY, MILLS-
FULFORD SIDECARS

in Stock.

The
COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD

London Road,
COVENTRY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

;^OH Sale, motor cycle. New- Hudson. 1914 a
X' 4h.p., 3-speed "hub gea |. used only on
owm g petrol restriction, etu raj teed perfect ordl-
jrlg est offer Adv

cy, Cork, Ireland 569

NL« HriJSDX' 5h.p. Twin Coaclihuilt Comhinatioi
Anu-truiig- 3-si.eed, clutch, kick-starter, s[ieed(

meter '
.... -- - . .

..^

cash;
liiintiu

19=^

Telegr.i Selectit ntry '

lid condition throuy:Liont : £12
donrii.'d [i;),vnjent.s- arranged r—closed Suudnvs.-

in^ - Muna- Kxchau^Q, Weald^toue. i-Ji

20 Xew Hudson 2i/.'ih.p. 2-5troke, not done 8
mil'?-, perfect condition; owner buying highe

r : best offer over £60; ?e5n bv appointment ao
ng .-liter 6 o'clock or Saturday afternoon; n
IS.—B., Mc&iina, Blenheim Rd., Bickley. Kent.

;663
16 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-5peed countershafi

clutch, kick >:tart, wide T.T. bars. Pedley grips

amp^. Klaxon, new Diinlop disc wheels, extra loa
'xhaust, B. and B. pilot- jet carburetter, extra eas
uirter, exi-ellcut liillM.'liinV>er, rel.ii=}ie'.l. new risto

iu^s. sant- as new niodp], a lively Mice; £35 cnsh-
Vaters, Wbeat^heaf, Woking, Surrey. r639

New Imperial.

19

Alrestord, Essex. 1X5944

J-ir.OW liros, Hijili St.. Guildford, have contiacte^ largely tor 1920 New Imperials. [i794

1Q15 New Iinperial-.Jao 2r.'.li.p., 2-Epeed, perfec
-'-«-' runni-ng Older; £50.—74, Boston Ed., Haiiwell

.5 Xew Imperial
lianlen, £4S.-2S

19'

Bri.xton 1964.

1Q18 New In., . ..,. _.,..
i*/ spleirdid condition; £48.—Leavey, Onthlter

Theale, Berks [6981

"VfEW IllrERlAfj 1915 2"ih,p:, 2-speed, good condi

j-^ tion £45 no otiers, please.— Scott. 16, Elmsto»
Kd.. Fulhaiii. S.W 6. 16801

Imperiatr 2';h-p., 2-speed. perfect con

specially mudgaatded; r.argain, £47,10.-

K, Hants [7051Mo.-s,

IQtS N.
i-i! tools,

Maver, 61,

19'\cS

SI

Haddon St., Derby

l-Jap
T.T.

.p., 2-speed, lamps
Smiths speedometer; £65.-

le Rd., Ilford. (7011

few Impe-i-dt-Jap 2e:ili.p.. 2-speed.

des, excellent condition.—Seen i

Srownhill Rd., Catford.

IJirERIAL-J.A.P.

all acces
Dixon'i

I71S;

St.,

1917 2'4h.p.. 2-siieea

)rl; "t.iit. lamps, horn, fiire condition: £55
-61. Kyaishot Ed., London, N'.4. [636!

Imperial-Jap, 2.^peed, mee:hanioal Jioni

ised, running order, owner bought car: 4C

Ic sale.—Harold Fry, Moordown, Bouree
l677i

::^h.p., splendid eomU
neiv, complete lamps, honi

art" exchanse combination. -Hardcastle, 9, Pnti

:sley.
"

" (673:

Ij 019 Xew Imperial Combination, W.D., Bb.p. J..VP.,

iJ/ complete with lamps aiid Klaxon horn, peiiecl

condition; any trial; £140.—Fox, Blnndell, Stotteadon,

Cledbury Mortimer, Salop. (6641

-1 019 ^'ew Imperial-Jap, 2S4h.p., 2 speeds, ttcS

JLt/ 'starter, hand clutch, appearance and oonditiot

as new small mileage; £70, or near offer-.— Wilson. 96,

St. Michaels Rd., Aldershot, (665!

NEW IMPERI-VL 1919 Sh.p. Combination, lamps,

horn, hood .screen, etc., rnn l.SOO miles onlf,

perfect condition throughout; £135.-R. Watson, 1J2,

High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [7309

EW IMPEMI..\1,-J.A.P. 2'4b.p., 1916, 2.speed

ntershat gear box. hand-controlled clulcn,

Kick
'3 gns

19'^

Fui; y.

creen, aprou. 2S\5
Kl.i.von lioru. toels,

Victoria Ed., Stnin<l

[7312

Tap, E-iih.p., 2-si'eei1,

tit, spare belt, tiiln',

ushe<l. new pistun:

.ivs.-Bowen, 4, IW-
16798

t Comhination, T.T,

tit; £i35-Animr U. Daw, 114, Bn'xtou Hill. I'S'^

B2b All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCI,nS FOR SALE.
New Iilipcilnl.

3W lAII'lOlM Al ,1 \ !• : Ji.p., 2-spocd, Mairli
19ia, li. ,111.1 II

. I-. I
I

•

D £(10, or 11. 'in' oll.i :
]il

ircy Ihiii, 11,11, 11.;, Willi

|19 8li.|i, Nivv I liil.

Slid 1

inulccl.

ul"', I'll:

,i.ii';;',':.'y; ,. li'i' "ul
li,,M, in.l

ge, VV
, LilHL

iiii.sor : 1

s. Wliat
ilio on shmv
olteis? 'Dei

Norton,

at iMiinor House,
ec ol a biseuit,"

[7530

ETON
I'eirii]

T.T. 31

s, Areliite

',11. p., fjist, 1)

ft, Heddituh.
nips, lioi n; £40,-

[X6279
\ Nor
ofl.rs?

on, ordered last April,
-Box 2,145, c/o TJu il/c

expected
lor Cm-le

any day:
[7462

CK HEALY, Cork, cfflrini I\

tional (lelivery. No prpraiiims ai-reiited

nt.-Rotn
|648t.

20 No

it
rton Big
delivcrec
Didsbury

4 find Nortoi
; oHors.— 16,
Manchester.

do Lux
Baldoek

e Sidecar,
Bd., Att-

[7540

16 B.n.S, ,\ort',

case, 01,-., 70
rlington House,

n, lamps, too
m.p.li. niaeliii

92, St. Leona

s, knee g
e: after
rds Rd..

rips, tub,:

6 o'clock.
Windsor

[6434
RTOX SL.li.p T.T., re-ennlnellerl, eleetrie liKlit
new t.n<\ liiinil .ontrollert Pllilipsou. dise wheels
bed tliioiiKliiiiit 60 m.p.h. ; 76 sus.-62. Wnslnvooi'
ll Ell., lliriiiiugliniM. [S627,'"

RTON o'.Mi.p.. T.T., disc wheels, Arnac, C.A V .

F.R.,'4. lamps, mechaniral horn, Dnnlop tvres.
fast, but extremdv flexible: anv t i.il- seeii anv

: £78. -Strickland. The Cor or Ho nse, Woking.
[6979

20 Big Four Norton, delive red la

wheels (.Service [rrey), Li cas hghting, Cowey
links
buying c

appointn

etter.

-Norton,

idden solo
135 fully

----- ford House.
Vtldrcws, Norwich. [6443

ETON 1916 3i:,h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-specd 1

hand control clutch, brand new Watford speedo-
r. Klaxon nov t 'res, only done 200 miles since
laulea by makers' agents, new pistons, bushes,
amelled, api^earance as new, perfect runnine
•; price £100.—Jules Hotel, Jermyn St„ W.l

[7079
N.s.n,

p 2-speed N.S.U., Bosch, B. and B.. clutch, run
ning order: £32.-14. Phoenix St., Eustcn. [70K
11 Twin N.S.D.. Bosch, single-soced. needs slight
attention: £25.-99, Lower Cheltenham Plac,

ol, [6360

.IT. Combination, 61i.p., 2-speed, Bosch mag.. Binks
huretter: £30.-Eowley. 35, Sudehijl, Ni

Hiiddersfield. [X6201

N.U.T.

1 N.D.T. agent.-Rota
luis accepted. [6489

tNLEY RUSSELL. Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent (01 NUT. motor cycles; early delivery.

20 N.TLT., aristocrat of motor cycles; list price:

le: 214.

r.T.-Wc
Staltiinlsh
irly d;livi

Heath G
. [0119

sole wholesale and retail agents fni
and can supply these famous, machines
-Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444

[7221
p iOPSHIEE.-N.U.T. sole agents tor the 'county

'"—loustration model in stock. Orders booked in
tiition tor early deliveries.-James Garages
stretton. . [233c

tt SPARROW. Ltd.. Osborne Garage. Yeojil. sole" appnts for .^nmorsof , no] „r] In .^ in .^ . l— 5;.._

[8395

lamps.

agents for Somer;
evil, for N.U.T. motor cycles: early delit
fgr particulars.

.p. o.h.y. N.U.T.; 1916, singli
horn, speedometer, excellent .

in sporting machine on tlie road, 50 miles to
£90.—Box 2,041, c/o

[6473
lightiu.

l.T, 1920 Model 3r,ih.p.. Lucas dvn
electric horn; 140 gns., complete-Authorised Im-
igents Vivian Haidie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
,St^(of(__Oxtord St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: May-

""
'

" early delivery. 100809)i555. Book

J O.K.

J ;„i'*,'''P'T,
Prei'isi™, Philipson pulley, clutch, B.

a ??, ^•,;, P'''^'''''
"*^'' '"s'*' *^st, perfect; £45.-63,

lt| l\d., Brixton. [7326

U 'S;;^'''?,
2-5peed 2-stroke, Villiers. in stock.-

y Chandler. Reyre and Williams. Hitchin Herts
'-' 1S5 Hitchin. [0064
2-stroke, 2^4li.p., 2-speed, practically new- £45
Clements, 19, Stockwell Park Crescent, Stockwell
Phone: 2336 Brixton.- [6730

DELIVERY
FROM STOCK

or at an early date.

\
DOUGLAS ENFIELD

\ INDIAN CLYNO (2.strokc)

( B.S.A. MATCHLESS

LEVIS BAT

BRADBURY HENDERSON
(4 cylinder).

ZENITH NEW IMPERIAL

\ SPARKBROOK DIAMOND

: COULSON B, OMEGA

\ EDMUND COVENTRYEAGLE

) VELOCETTE METRO-TYLER

\
INVICTA REX

]

To save time and avoid use-

less correspondence, 'we think

it well to mention that the

machines of following makes
allotted to us for 1920 have

already been booked up :

NORTON, P. & M.,

MORGAN RUNABOUTS,

G.W.k! CARS.

Any further orders tor those

makes can only be accepted for

delivery during 1921

We are booked up to July,

1920, for

N.U.T. MOTOR CYCLES,

and can accept orders for

August Delivery.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, Lothian Bd., Edinburgh.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd , Glasgow

B'

MOTOR CYCLKS 1=0« SALE.
O.K.

O.K, 1915 4 stroke, (xeclleni, eondlllon. just oycf-
lianled at £8, excellent Urcn, new Klaxon, ride

away; £46; cidl after 6, or writ?.-Munt, 10, Ashlnira
Plai'o, (Jlonrestor ltd., S.W.' [5581

Omega
'ft, Kci., [»io Of Wieii

I . Klc- early delivery,

(5290
lie 'I' I do luxe, at 66

Sl,» Lid hy Lloyd an.l
h"ii, •''-) ^' ^1

.
1,'ivcH. [1675

^'OKK-iiin: n,„i;a 2J<h.p., .J.A.P., 2.speed, ex:
*- '.II nw Angint, 1919, lamps, horn.

.1. U. Umpliby, Gabetand Lan-.
[7249

OMKClA-,T,A,P., 2-t

and 74ki,». res

Shadwcll. Leeds

P. and M.
p. and M. 3'ih.p. 2-spetd, P,E„ excellent condition;
-•- 33 ens.—10, Baronsmead Rd., Barnes. (7096

CVEIL WILLIAMS for early delivery of P. and
M.'s.— Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8624

TWO P.JL R.A.F Models. Type B and S; £118
the two.—Hole. 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

„, ,
17533

19 Phelon and Moore Combination, new August,
very little used; £125.—Myers, Wye College.

Kent. [7384

P.M.. 1915, very little used 1917-18, family sidecar,
speedometer, all tools; £95,-19, Warrington

"-' Oroydon. [6470

J'Mi.p. Standard P. and M., promised delivery
tiiK month; what oli'ersj'—Cuyte, Woodville, Kings-

l.rid'.;e, |i,-io,i. [6760

BR.^XD Xew P and M. Combination, Lucas lamps,
(.'ewi'v speedometer, horn, spares; £150.-322. Fr,r,,

St.. Kdiiioiiton. N. (6545

p. and M, Combination, 1919, splendid

'lid,, :

19'

19

all

S.W.13.

P.
and M . T.T.. 3yji.p., 1914, 2-speed, K.S.. lamps.
Klaxon, good condition, ride away; £55.-69.

Laitwood Rd., Balhani. (7046

P.
and II. 1916 3iMi.p., 2 speeds, kick start, very

lioiveital; price £74: seen after 6.—Simpson.
Uniou Creuery, Wandsworth. (X6253

P.
and M., late model, 2-speed, kick start, accessories,
smart appearance, meclianic;illy perfect; £70.-37.

Maiden lUl., Kentish Town. (7161

P.
and M. Combination, 1919, very little used, con-
dition as new; £110; seen any time.—Randall.

88. Church Rd., Barnes, S.W.13. [66.-4

BRAND New P. and M., unridden, and just le-

ceived from makers, beautiful machine, take side-
car anywhere; offers over £90 invited.—Box 2,084, c/o
The Motor Cttdc. (6692

7Q17 P. and M., 2-speed. kick start, good condi-
JLC tion, re-enamelled, £65; 1918 ditto, good as
new, £80; 1917 ditto, £75.—A. King. Stores, Peas-
lake, Gomshall, Surrey. [7085

"1 Q19 P. and M. Combination, in excellent condition,XO 3 lamps, B. and B., E.I.C. mag., ready to ride
.awav; £125. or best offer.-Burgess, 4, St. Ann's Rd.,
Burdett Rd., Bow, E.3. - [6923

P.
and M., with sidecar, 3',;,h.p., 2 speeds. P. and
H. lamps, Cowey, handle start; £60.—iManager.

Burbridce Engineer and -Machinist, 82, Hillside,
Stonebridge Park. iN.W.lO. [7004

"I qi9 P. and M. Combination, large P. and H. head,
-Lt/ Lucas side, aluminium rear lamp, Lucas horn,
petrol carrier, etc.. tyres and general condition
excellent; £120; London.—Box 2,159, c/o TJic Motor
Cycle. - [7477

PHELON-MOOEE; ex-military stores, completely
overhauled and guaranteed by us. £78; Milltord

and P and W. sidecars to suit, ex-stock. — Maudes'
Motor Mart. 100, Ot. Portland St.. London, W.L,
and 100. Paris St.. Exeter. [7350

HAVE You Ever Tried a P. and M. Wonderfully
reliable and silent. How would this suit yon?;

1920 r. and M., K.A.P. model, 3i,yi.p.. 2 speeds, kick
stait, horn, etc., run 250 miles, goes beautifully; £108;
Cambridge district.—Bos 269, c.'o The Motor Cycle. .

[i6218

P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
New P. and S. 2-stroke models, delivered from

stock; easy terms arranged. (7429

P.
and S. 2-stroke, several models in stock for im-
mediate delivery.—The CoELmercial Road Trans-

port Co. (Birmingham), Ltd.. 39-47, Heath Mill
Lane. Birmingham. 'Phone : Central 4290. T.A. :

Commerport. Birmingham. [6827

Pope.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end o!

PRECisyn
..oiulei

Hill

, 4Uh.p., 2 speeds, just over-

o, Josephine Av., Brixton
[6842

ach advertisement, and tno dait of the issue. B2g
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and Co.,
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. [6582

BOOK rour 1920 Monnt. ,^'/Jl.p. Precision, 2-stroke.
deliveries March—Mount Works, Wanvards Lane,

Selly Oak, Uinuingliam. [X57S2

luntershaft,
ecii.",nii-allT

distance or seen.— 75.
i;6958

Premier.
PHEIIIER 1916 41/iIi.p., 3-speed, dutch, kick start:

£60.-325, Essex B,d., N.I. (Bell.) [6471

PliEMIEB 31^:

car, lamps,

S.E.I.

D.4N GUY, Weym
with new mag.,

burctter; otters.

[6721

-3',1'h.p, Premier, 2-speed,
; and gears quite, less car-

[6146

£36.-
ngine,

by letter, 86, Mount Gold Rd., Ply:

PRE.WIER 3i,.i;h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
good tyres, belt, l>erfect running order; £65,

Salisbury. [7255

., 3-si)eed- Sturmey-Areher hub.
and E., tools, horn, perfect con-

dition and running order.-61. Argyle Ed., Ilford. [6476

condition, stored
:, complete with

spares: £45.—Templeton Price, Fairmount, Ashby-de-
la-Zouch. [7223

vaterproof, ad.iustable pul-
engine just overhauled by

makers (costing £17, receipt shown); £45.-49, Idlecninlie
lid., Tooting. [7190

PREMIER (late 1914) .
2i4h.p., C.A.T. mag., .just

been thoroughly overhauled, condition exc^Uent.—
B. S. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley St., W. 'Phone;
Mayfair 5906. [0077

irhauled. kick
nag., splendid

best otter.-Brooklyn Lodge, Mill Hill.
S.W.13. - [6660

1914, stored 4 years, excellent
ndition. B.B.. Bosch, adjustable pulley, 2 spare

belts, new tyj'e, footboards, lamps, etc. ; £35 cash

;

ride away.—41, Arngask Rd., Catford, ,S.B.6. [6682

"|Q14 4h.p. Premier, T.T. engine, in priK-ct . .indition.
J-tf Bosch, Senspiay, 2-speed and cluti

exhaust, 2 lamps, pump, tools, and (41,, ] ^

or close ofter.-E.oljerts, 80, Bulow- IM., 1-

Quadrant.

pocket
WE save you Sf- on every

pair of ast^kSP,., you buy.
H6w?
\S)U pay 9/- to have your boots

soled twice with leather and riveb

One pair of as*jS^,„ cost 3/9.
and will outlast two pairs of leather

soles. Not only do you effect this

economy but the boots become
ABSOLUTELY WATEPPROOF

nppei

Everill, 101, Gough Kd., Edgbaston. [X5947

QUADRANT 4h.p.,' perfect condition, tvras, enamel
good, Lucas lamps, horn ; any trial ; £32.-7, Rod-

borough Mews, \Yoodfield Crescent, Harrow Ed., W.
[6949

"|Q16 Quadrant Combination, B.S.A. 3-speed, kick
-L«^ starter, foot clutch, Senspray, dissolved acety-
lene and electric lighting, CB. sidecar, hood, nearly
new tyres, few spares, excellent order ; £85 ; alter 6.-28
Dyson Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. _ [5987

Kadco.
"DADCO. _2i/,h.p.," ^s new;_ what_ofIers? After 6

Ilesketh Rd., Forest Gate

R^

[6644

Sht
;ed.

(5298
Ama Dunlops

a *30 lowest-
[6699

rlete Hut
00 ma hme

Kinf.ston
[7336

W"d\^,

Reading Standai d
Offcl toi H adiiig Stanjaid Cc
mi li„llling d lurij r\ie t 1

an t Hti 1 II e £230 dii laidW itc

Plik S^dcnl^m
[7..80

JVease state

full
directions

Post Free.

^efAen lircferiai

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Tyre Specialists,
-

—

^(Depl. A.)

m Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.W, 1.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ReadingStandard.

"P EADING-STANDARD, the worlds master tnXI; cycle; demonstration model now in stock .

Barran-Ackroyd, Hyde Park, Leeds.
[(

READING-STANDARD C^>mbination, believed 1
3-speed, kick, new Lucas lighting set, tvre'

new; .£135.-OakfleldX:oltage, Upper Elmers Eini
Beckenham. -,

Regent.

CjEND postcard for particulars of Regent S-7h.pi
yj twdn to us. TS'e can give earliest delneries oft
maohines.-Elliott IBips. and Stevens. CamhiiS
Lanarkshire agents. " n

Rex.
5-6h.p, Rex .and Sidecar, 2 speeds, Bosch inag. •

or exchiuige considered.-11. Pigntt St., 1
house, London, E.14,

[(

"D EX 6h,p. Combination, tandem sidecar. Bosch
-Hj and B., decompressors, 2 speeds; £75.-10, Co
Rd., Thornton Heath. (',

T>E.X Molo

2,144, c/o The Motor Cycle

5h.p., twin-cyl. engine, t

^overhauled, good condition; cheap.-

spare belt

£50.-93, Gateford Rd.,

fool

sidecar, lamps horn, speedometer, overhauled; i

.Seen by appointment.-48, HiUcourt Rd., East ]

wich. S.E.22. ;;{!

Rex.,lap
14 Rex-Jap Sh.p., 2.speed. all-chain diive cnml

700x80 tyres, speedoiueter, laiups, 1
\yatsonian de luxe sidecar, drop bullKais hack
table, hood with curtains. 5-point aftafhineiit in
2, Hogarth Rd., Ear! s Court, S.W. 5. t?

19^

Ml. p. Roc-Jap, hi
' Bosch, Ainac,
lares, luggage grid.

Roc.

nrious Swan coacliliuilt side

;eliable lighting set, horu, t(

nirror, handle start, excellent
car; £120, or near offer.—

W

Horton, 15, Eliot Vale, Balckheath, S.E. [6

Rover.

1 Q19 SK.h.p. Ri
i«? £75:—Stoke
S.W.2.

1 Q20 Rover Combina
-LtF in stock.-Youngs
'Phone ; 214.

"DOVER 3;,h.p., T.T.,

ion, 5h.p. twin; list pri

Heath Garage, Neivmirl
- ID

Bosch, B. and B.. just c
fast; £35.—Box 2,173,

(7.

hauled, good tyr

Ciiclc.

iVMi.p., 3-speed, clutch, gool! ty

loin, just overhauled, fast; £5i

;ent. [6'

h.p., 3-spe6d hub gear and chi'

Dunlops; £50.-Westrope, 82, X
E.IO. [6i

Tippen, Marden

lO^le^rne
port "BA.. Leyto

19

Shekh

4 3>,yi.p.

Jghai

3-speed Eover, mci-h
)d, and appearani'e as

ston Rd., New Maiden

Illy nelf'

;
£60.-1

(6;

cellent c

Clapham Common, S.W. (71

3',h.p'. Countershaft, and Swan sport

verv caretuUv used, all accessor!

£157/10 -Headv, 44, Alma Rd„ Carshalton, Slirrej

—66, "West Side

19^%!,^

3i:,h

t7f

Combiuation,
tion, ovorhani

16, Oakfield Rd;. Ancrley. S

Wicker

(.yliiicier Jnp engine

('

fait .and silent: £68.

NE'W 1920 5-eh.r.

Comhir
etc.—Apply,

"DOVER 1918 3-speed and Kick-starter, lamp!, sm
-tt ometer, and sidecar, in P^raUent order; »n7<t

given; price ie97.-Hairs Garage, Ltd., StevenJ

Herts. ^

]
lamps, H

nurs and finish,

Paddingtou Ed.,

I IQ19I.', 5-6h.p. Twin Rover Combinatit .._ .yV sp'eedometer, makers' coli^us^nnd hn«li, g
'''[X6

E30 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at tlie end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCl.KS FOR SAKE.
Rover.
Coinl)intltiou, S-sitoed, now

t)-t

i\,4.

rCl

Lli.ii. 1913 3>
f buck Uiv ;n

plcmiicl imiilili.i
<l ll'U. M
1 : .-ess ; 1

4l.'t,|. \U

(6605

oiiiliiii.'ilion, rtpGcdomotci
r. 11, i-i-voi. iiilliou aoiit.

'I -II ui. "lit. -66. StJllilUT"
.

.", [G683

I. jut. ovoihnuled, now
iiliiiu', onamnl, and pliiU'
iiil; .vIoiL-d 4 yenrs.-Foid.
ks. [XG287

istin pulley, speedometor,
full equipment, excell

op
iBhton St.. yuci'i

r. Hnviu. 1919 ill

ii;llt .

iMliird.

, conoliliinlt, 3-spped, clntrh
luols, spares, nil tyres Dun

' iiiidition tlirongliout : £85.-
"louBli. [631

I. p., low, powerful, sporty
speedometer, Duulojis

iii'w last December, complete
ps. Klaxon, tyres never pniic-
illO, or near oHer.-Down,
I'iiniliiidRe. [6796

iKiliuii. 1916 machine with
;-s|i.'ed. clutch, countershaft.

£115.—Apply. Yard, 1.

Baltei-sea. S.W. [7524lid.

. riiilip.«.n Biillov. SI ,l,inict.T.
iK.i... ...uiplet,- kit of tiiiils ami sparo. luilcai.-.-

r £100. very fa^t. as new. I.c-t otter ovr £100:
rborougll dl.-trict.— lliix 2.175, r/o The Mi'lur Cjirlc.

[7498
;|19 Royer Combination. 5-61i.p., W.D. model, 3-

speed couuter-lialt gear, totslly enclosed
]S, covers 28in.x5in. unpumtuved. excellent con-
n throughout; ±'155.- Cressvvcll, 3, Lee Terrace,
kheath. [6668

3-spped
3 Vlllve.

£120,

18 (Sept.) Rover Combination, 31.1
countershatt, Lucas accessories tools

mileage, in pertcit cou.litiuu tliinin:
iiliD,—Dyer, 36. Fiauces r,d.. I.oz.lls,
i.mgham. [6591
).C.H. have a 1919 S'.'.h.p. Rover and brand new
coach sidecar, 3-speed countershatt, clutch, kick
er, tully equipped, as new. mileage under 300.—
Olfer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.
pstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3762.
s 9-7. including Saturdays. [6866
'TOBEE, 1919, Hover 6h.p .Tap Combination, in
per cct condition, as new, only ridden 450 miles,
my-bnnt Milliord Empress sidecar, all 3 tyres

Dunlops, Lucas horn, Bonniks

spares
al wide leg-shields, spare tube, tools,

- .,'uifl.'ent machine; list price, £190
tlld Hank Hcaise, Leamington. [X5951

noyal Ruby.
^^,'^}''^'^}-^',CoTk, omcM Royal Euby ngent-
Kotational delivery. I\o premiums accepted. [6490
TAL RUBY 2I2I1.P., 2.strolre, 1920 model, Tilliers

£50.-45. South End, Croydon. [6770
4UCH0PES. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet .St., London

-

'8h.p. 1919 Royal Ruby combination; £230.'

_-, ..... 1920. 2iih.p. 2-stroke Villiers; 48 gns .

pins 5%.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St
ngham. [X6341
JTAL RUBY Sh.p. Combination, Nov., 1919
little used, all accessories, tip-top condition;—Ethenngton, 91, St. Margarets Rd., Twicken-

[7413
C.H. have a Royal Ruby 2-stroke, Villiers engine
Mod order.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St ,

stead mcar Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

9 Eoyal Ruby, Sh.p. twin J.A.P., 3-speed com-
bination, kick starter, lamps and generator

S, Klaxon, practically new; £150.—Matthews
hcston. Surveyors. 113, Earls Court Rd., SW
Kensington 1466. [7018

Rudge.
VW Bros.. High St., Guildtord, Rudge agents
rupply at list prices. [X7948
:)GE.^.-Earlv delivery of all models.-Bedford

!e, Walsall. 'Phone : 270. [5309
;IGE, tjntch model, good tyres, and running order-
06.—Usher, 15, Benwell Rd., London, N.7. [6756
9 Eudge Multi. April : £85, no oSers.— W Owens

I and Sons, Brunswick Ed., Lane End, Buckley

i) Rudge 7-9h.p. Twi Multi; list price; ii^tocl"
—Youngs. Heath Garage. Newmarket. 'Phone

-'

[0115
Eudge Multi 3>ih.p., good condition, lamns

-

ea any time; £60.-Eol,inson, 13, Western Ed
'

[X6198
I.. Eudge Multi (believed 1917), fast, powerful all
fcessories; £48. After 7.-16, Bride St., B.arns-

MOTOR CYCI.IiS FOR SALF..

Rudge.
ENUINK T.T. I.O.M. llndgo Multi, 1918, fa«t and
fpoitv. Hint upccd mcrchiinti 60 Kn«.-Widlei«. 20.

Ilk Uil.. i:iill.-ld Wash. [6518

m,K ol Man Rudi:c Multi. 1916, fitted car tyrc.9;

expert examination; £72.—G., Park View, Oat-
lands Drive, Wcybridgc. [7284

I.O.M. 1919 Rud.;c Multi S'/^h.p., hand clutch, mile-

age 1,000, perfect; £100.-Jac-k«on. 89, Oiik Lull-

(phone 2190), liradloid. (X5770

10I9 Eudge Multi, delivered August, in noiiud con-

i-iJ ditimi, lamps, etc.; £90, or best oBer.-II. Man-
waring, Plovers, Hoisinnnden. [6547

RUDCIO Multi, engine 15956, 1917, kick starter,

, lutrli. hilly equipped, guaranteed perlccl; X7S.-
48, Dcin.Titivator Ed., Acton. 17130

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
S'Ah.p. I.O.M. Rudge, up to date, £90; 6li.p.

Rudge combination, 1914, £110. [7435

RUDGE Multi 5-6I1.P., just back from maker«, iis

new, also coachbnilt sidecar by Rudge; £130.-
Gaiusborough Lodge, Leytonstone. (6804

PERFECT 3VMl.p. Rudge Multi. 1919. lully equipped.
55 m.p.h., 100 m.p.g. ; 90 gns., or offer.—A.

Ussher, Trinity College, Cambridge. [7256

RUDGE 3i./.h.p., Brooklands racer,

overhauled, lamps, etc.; best oHe
146, Southfleld Rd., Chiswicli, London.

namelled and
over £50.-

[7291

3ih.p. T.T. Rudge, 1913. clutch, fast, powerful,
2 lamps, mechanical horn, good tyres and reliaMe

bike; £40.—Fletcher, 119, Madavile Ed., Enfield Wa-h.
[7334

1 Q16 3V,h.p. I.O.M. Eudge Multi, Klaxon, perfect.

-L«/ £75- also red Indian torpedo sidecar, suit aliove.

£17- as couiliination £90.—Pink, Galleywood, Clielms-

fra'i; Essex. (7320

RUDGE Multi 3>-ih.p., 1916, h.b. clutch, excellent

condition, good tyres, lamps, horn; £75; ex-

change Douglas and cash.— 8, Athenlay Rd., Ivydale,

Nunhead, S.E. [7289

1Q19 (Sept.) 3ynh.p. Eudge Multi, carefully ridden,
-i-tf mileage 500, new condition, spare belt, no lamps-,

price 100 gns.; after 7.—H.C., 18, Wbitburn Rd..

Lewisham, S.E. [7301

1 Q19 (October) I.O.M. Model Eudge Multi, scarcely
J-*y ridden, unscratchedor punctured, Lucas lamps,
horn, Tan-Sad, and all accessories; price £110.-234.
Foleshill Rd., Coventry. [X6338

1 Q20 Model 3i/,h.p. T.T. Eudge Multi, Cowey trip

J-tJ speedometer, Lucas lamps, mileage 600-700.

condition equal to new; best offer secures.—Clifford
Bate. Tarporley, Cheshire. (7379

•|Q15 Rudge Multi 3i<.h.p. Coachbuilt Combination.
i-tJ hand clutch, pedal start, lamps, spares, splen-

did condition; any trial; £72. offers.—Lloyd. 147.

Woolitone Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. (6637

1014 334h.p. Eudge. Philipson pulley, new tyres

-Ltf and belt, excellent condition, new rings and
bearings just fitted; 44 gns.: bargain.—Seen Sheldon

and Bfake, Church St., Biggleswade. (D) [7363

UDGE 3VA.P., C.A.V., B. and B., tyres and belt

new, lighting set, good condition, powerful unit,

perfect; £62; bargain; first cheque secures.—Trav

36, Victoria St., Littleborough, La

RUDGE Multi 3'.:.h.p., 1918, Cowey, Lucas and gener-

ator, Klaxon, new extra heavy Dunlop, front

ori-inal little scratched, just overhauled, about 3,000

miles; £80.—Brown, 48, Bounty Rd., Basingstoke. [7038

Ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1916, with practically new 1920
2 Canoelet Minor sidecar, lamps, mechanical horn,

ud all accessories, whole in perfect order, having done

mail mileage- £100.—Lt. Wight, Osev ^aldon, Essex.
(6838

O.M. 3V''h.p. Racing Eudge Multi, brand new, un-
— ridden, w-ith pedal starter, Canoelet hammock racing

sidecar, speedometer, knee-grips, Lucas horn, etc.; £160;
nlioto—H.S., 6, Churchways Crescent, Horfleld, Bristol.
' [6743

1 4120 Eudge Multi 3i/>h.p., I.O.M., only done 250, all

Xo" .accessories, insuia'nce policy all risks, very fast

machine; £110: evening 6 to 7, Saturday afternoons.

—E. Twyford, Fossil House. Copse Hill, W'imbledon.

RUDGE Multi 3',4h.p., 1914, splendid condtition, .nil

new parts, plating, .enamelling estrii pood

:

also 2-y4h.p. twin Enfield, 1^12, foxhole condjtion

;

liy appointment only.—S.

(6353

Middlesex.

fc20 Eudge Multi, 3'_2h-p.,

Feltham Farm, Felt-
[6785

-] 020 Eudge Multi, 3' ih.p.. Isle-of-Man T.T., done
XV approximately 180 miles, knee grips, Lucas

lamps, klaxon; offers over 100 gns., or arrange ex

change for cycle car suitable for commercial work-—
Walrerdene, Kelson St., Kirkham, Lancashire. [7341

SALE S'ih.p. Eudge Multi, late July, 1919, ridden

little during Aug., indistinguishable from new,

flawless condition, lamps, horn, tools, spares,

Fastin" wind screen given in; on view Eudge
Cardiff- 90 gns.—Sweet, Hazelwood, Eadyr, 1

Depot.
:r Cor-
[6543

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Sarolea.

1 Twin Sarolea, new tvres and belt; lowest £35.

16. Kosilyn Ed., Waltliamstow. [6577

1(rtl9 Scott, complete with all accessories: 100 ??'•-

It! 3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X625..

B31
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QCOTT 1920 Model, SJih.p., only rid
>J Derfet't: price £115. or close offer,

-

Ltd.. Stevenag

Statu

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTTS.- Place your order now with the Bedford
Garage, Walsall. Phone : 270. [5308

QCOTT.-Exocntionallv early delivery of new models.-
'-> Enquire dates, Pr.iker's. Bradshaiygute, Bolton.

[X6159
CjCOTT. 2-speed, kick, lamps, horn, spare tyre, excel

b? leat Older, stored 18 months; f 55:-Ne-ivflel<l, 15ntr^
Hill, Bath. [B7Z1

SCOTT 3%h.p., 1913, just overhauled, new Dnnlop
tyre, perfect condition; S65.—Straker, 91, Oak-

iiill ltd., Putney. I631i

-idden few miles,

-Hall's Ga;age,
Herts. 1642:

SCOTT 1919 (late), under 1,000, like new, 1920 ini-

1

proveineiits, ,t11 accessories; £117.—Harvey. Fair-
l.iivn. Kedderminster. [X6301

SOOTT Combination, 1914, 2-speed, free engine, good
condition, lamp, horn ; seen by appointment.—

Booth, Henley-on-Tliames. [6371

^COTT, 1915, and C.B. sidecar, horn, speedometer,
ride away, owned privately; 75 gns.—Cray,
n Garage. Hendon, N.W. • [6978

SCOTT 1915. Combination, a'jih.p., water-cooled, splen-
did mechanical condition, lamps, horn, spares:

£85,-67. Poppleton Bd.. Leytonstone. [67,50

1 016 Scott C.B. Combination, in good condition, new
-^O lamp set, tvres good; £98; after 6 o'clorl;.—

Pumping Station, Hadley Ed., Enfleld. [7169

SUUTT and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1915, with later
improvements, 2-spced, kick starter, recently

completely overhauled very smart appearance; £75,
—Molfatt, 51, Church Rd., Wimbledon Common, S.W,

[726S
SCOTT Combination, 1915, recently overhauled,

enamelled, and reupholstered, new chains, rings,

rollers, gauzes, etc., lamps generators, horn, fine

condition and appearance; 90 gns.; appointment.—92,
Hazelville Ed., N.19. [7012

1015 3'^h.p. Scott and Sunbeam sidecar, just rc-

LtJ enamelled and plated, fitted with 1920 improve-
ments, lamp set, Klaxon, speedometer, Einke 3-jet,

Bosch mag., engine refitted; anv trial; 100gns.-57,
Olaremont St., Stapleton Ed., Bristol. [6800

I.O.M. Scott, absolute genuine T.T. racer, 600 c.c,
rotary valves, special Bosch 4-spark mag. [2 plugs

per cyl.), low-built frame and special gear ratios; only
six of these machines extant, 1 the actual winner; 100
gns., no offers; or exchange combination.—Manager,
Scott's Old Waverley Hotel, Southport. [7342

ShefBeldHenderson.
SHEFFIELD-HENDERSON.—For earliest deliveries,

order from J. Barran.Ackroyd. Hyde Park,
Leeds. [6598

Singer.

Slh.p. Singer, nice condition, good tvres, etc.
;

priC'

2 £30.-George, Argyle, South Av., Southend-on-Sca
, [6620

FOR Sale, 2i/Sh.p. Singer, in good order; part ex-
change push cycle, or sell.—Walker, W. Braden-

ham, Thetford, Norfolk, [6501

SINGER 2^>4h.p., countershaft, 2-speed clutch, new
"Vortex carburetter, T.T. bars, belt, good running

order, tvres nearly new; £45.—Curling, Murston,
Sittingboiirne.

"
[6440

Sparltbrook,

SPARKBROOK 2i«h.p., 1916, 2 speeds, free, acces-
sories.—Vaughan, iMinster, Thanet. [7410

1Q19 Sparkbrook, 2-speed, new condition, purchased
JUJ September; £62/10.—Robinson, 50, Princes St.,

Peterborough. [7392

Sun,

SUN-VILLIERS 2'^h.p, 2-Etroke. 1917, lamps, horn,
recently overhauled, good tyres; £35.— King,

Heathercote, Ascot [70b:

SDjST-VILLIEES, 1915. countershaft 2-speed, front
tyre excellent, back unsoiled, aluminium foot-

lionrds, 2 lamps and generators, mechanical horn and
,lones trip speedometer; £45.-5, Esloii Mews, Bcrklei
Ud., Primiose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube). [7186

Sunbeam.
NEW 1920 8h,p. .Sunbeam Combination; £240-56

Park Rd., Pclcrborough. [739]

-- -,---.- - --- - 111 Combination; best offer over'
£95.-Day. Bi.iuiiificld, Chelmsford. [6811

19"
Ian etc.

Iliixton Hill

^T7,\rrll.il'i,,^,
VV y'.h,, siinb,
Sunbeam and side

-1Q20 8h.p. Sni
I if sidecar ai.

Hon. -.Joyce Bros..

B32 All letters

ellent condition; £80.-70, josepl „
"'[7516

I' I-
,

'[. 111. fv middle March: ownei
't n :s,-After Satonlav to

[6741
', -b, . I,;, lie, Fleet St., London —
m, 1917, .£115; also ,3"Ah.p 1914
ar .£127/10. '^

[7436
iDcam Combination, Mills-Fulford
lamps and tools, splendid condi-
Ltd., Farnboro', Hants. [7237

were laid down by the Layton
Garages twenty years ago, wtli

INTEGRITY as a keynote.

5 The following extracts from
letters received from satisfied

customers go to prove that we
do try to

LIVE UP TO OUR IDEALS

Durham, -2-1920.
" 1 aiu i^ery pleased with your straight
lorirard btisin/'ss methods and youi
courteous atteniion to postal clietiis

''

EHkam,S.E.9,U-'i-192i).
"'7

1 is refreshing to find a firm anxiot'S
to take trouble on one's behaV. Ii is n/

course ttie propex way to conduct
succcss/vl and continuous business,
biity vnforianattly, so many firiufi

seent to ovtrjoolc the fact noiv-a-dni;s
Major

Penrhyndendraefh, 19-2-19'30.
" It has been a pleasure to do business
uith you and I sincerely thank you jor
your courteous and even generous
treatment, wtiicli, 1 can assure you.
teas greatly appreciated by ".

We will treat YOUR enquiry in

the same way.
WRITE TO US TO-DAY
We offer^ the following well-

known makes for

EARLY DELIVERY.
ARIEL, ALLDAYS - ALLOW.
BLACKBURNE4h.p., CLYKO
LIGHTWEIGHT, DIAMOND,
EDMUND, INDIAN, IVY,
L.M.C., METRO-TYLER, NEW
IMPERIAL, SPARKBROOK,

SUN, VELOCETTE.
' scooTAnnoTAS "

Delivered from Stock.

7. TOLLADV.
i General Manager.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

3.h.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, clutch, -kick starter, lami

1 Q19 Sunbeam 3^~h.p., disc wheels, electric hoj
i-fJ Watfoid speedometer, all accessories perfect cc

dition; £135, or nearest offer.-E. Somers-Smith, Hi
wood House, Halesowen, Worcs. [67:1

l-r 1Q19 4h.p. Sunbeam, black and gold finish, T.;

t\\ i-'J bars original tyres like new. Klaxon, and Mi
ford sidecar witn apron, in perfect condition throng
out; £145.—Box 2,167, c/o Tlic Motor Cycle. [74;

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination. Aug., 1916, M A.O. .,

gine, mileage under 5,000, just overhauled, in v\
feet order, spare wheel, speedometer, acetylene iatoiP

lowest £175.—Coates, 169, Hemingford Ed., Londii

W.l. - . [X62j

"IQ20 Sunbeam 3y,h.p., date of delivery March; 5ij
X*/ district; -ndiat offers, sale or exchange? Moi]

cycle saddle, 30/-; Dunlop extra heavy cover. 650 x
,|

voitnrette, retread, 35/-.-Box 2,061, c/o I'de Mel
Cyde. -

(65j

FOE Sale, Sunbeam motor cycle, solo, late 1919, ;

h.p. roadster. 3-speed, chain drive, hand cout
|

clutch, very little used: immediately nvaihable; fl. I

—Apply, 6, Daresburv Ed., Wallasey, Cheshire (betitr

6 and 7, or by letter only). 1671

SUNBEAM Combination SVjh.p., black and goM
speed countershaft, all chain enclosed, Lucaj

tit, speedometer, etc., tyres excellent, all " beni

order; ride anywhere; £128.-355, Lordsliip Lam
Dulwich. 'Phone: 363 Sydenham. ;.

1 Q19 3J.^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and g^

-L^ almost new, only used few miles. Sunbeam si

car, speedometer, £4/4 lamp set. 30/- horn, rear inr

sidecar lamp, apron, and all accessories, guarar,

perfect and not scratched; £175.—Box 2,099, c;o

Motor Cycle. '

"I Q19 8h.p. Sunbeam, not run 600 miles, sporty r

i^*y built sidecar, electric lamps, disc ^^heel.«,

copper exhaust pipe. Aero wind screen, all coiu;,.'

black and gold, as new; £200, or best ofier over; v.

ride 100 miles to purchaser.-J.C.J.. 124, Holdenbi
Rd., Bournemouth. 'Phone: 2699. [6:

Swift.

spring pillar pan seat. Miller lamps, fast, powerfill,

cellent condition ; £65.-7, Eenyon St., Fulham, S.W
171

T.D.C.

1 1QI5 3V'h.p. T.D.C, with sidecar, B. and D.. m.
-Lt/ also 1919 K.S. Graclo gear; £50.-W. Gibbi

43, Tabor Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.

si. wat
ut, b( . .

xtra.—Lambert. 1, 1

Torpedo
TORPEDO 4yh.p., clutch, B. and B., nosch, hi

speedometer, ride away: £48.—Wood, Gwarro, P
View Bd., Berkhamsted. t*'

TRimtPH, T.T., 4h.p., Bosch, horn, lameis,.l!

away; £40.-49, Upton Lane, E.C.7, (?[,

NEW Baby Triumph, lamps, done SO milej; 1

chco.ue 72 gns.—H. Rock, Cradky, Staffs. [6

rp-RIUMPH Cpmbi

TRUTMl
feet

;

Old Town Clr.plnni

lating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOl OR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

•SPKRn Trhiinpli, craidlhuilt sidocnr; £78.-Miinil.>>'" ------ .. -.
'I'honii: 9J3.

1.7354

917 Triunipb -4ii.p., ooiutterHlmft 3-epe0(l, K.S.,
iihnost Ufw; £78,-82. Church Md., Mitidiiiiii,

16851

Motor Mint, 100, I'liris St., i;.\oter.

r Triumph -41). p., oouitterHhilft ^ _.

iihnost Ufw; £78,-82, Church Md.,
Y.

BIUMPIt 4h p., 3-siiccd. counlershatt
Ki'iuiin<-.-J3odd. 104. IMouaU

Ih.p.

R(l., Buttoraca,
[702411

pli, S-speed. free engine, Mills-FuHord
ate—Mason's .\nns, Ackwortli. Poiili'-

!t. |;X6070

Hir.MIMI T.T.. Pliilip-on. rraovntod b.v makois.
liuirui-t Unouglioiil; .-1:38.-18. Park IM., Cion.h

1 [6641

120 Trinmph T.T. MocIl-I, jnst roc.nved from ni.rks.

f nul, ridden; £96.—Bo.t 2,100, c/o The Motor
le. / [6675

|18 Triumph, 3-speed oohntershaft, luxuriona fiidc
f var, miL'cii,' tools, Slinres; £112.-14, Tork St.,

by. [X6266
ph; 4h, p., _ 3-speed,^ fault!iTE

£90
, S.W,

ash—Cuish, 7, Ne

.lIUilrns.-Lnrpe ai

iu stofk, airiiiny suaraufoed.-Eoss, 86, High Ed.

SI. Cottages, Wilton
[6967

t of seoond-hnnd models

tltJMPH, 1912,
sink's;,. i40.-

dlord.
Bl-.r Syo iiore Ed..

[6720

perfect iniir.MlMr. lite 1917, 3-specd geor Vic

eveiy iklail; .4:85.-87, Fulham Pala
inlitli. - [6535

UUiMPII o'Ji.p.. clutch, 1910, good condition.
last and . rciittblei- £40.—Egerlons, Northgate
Ipswich. [6432

|19 Triumph, W.D. model, coachbuilt sidecar, i;om-
plete with lamps; 125 gns.-Edgar, Siindwich.

lie: 23. [4995
lUMPH, 1919, countcrshalt, owner going abroad-
wljat cl.'ers ; — Chatwin. 52, The Hopewalk.

Ingham. [725,

lUMPH. cnuntci-shalt, nearlv new, guaranteed;
85 gns..^21, Marlborough Crescent, Chiswick,
Ion, \\ .4. [6997

lUMPH 51-h.p., single speed, himps, liorn, tools,
excellent condition ; £35.— 60, Nursery Hr] ,

)p's Stoitford. " [6563
lUAIPH 4h.p., countersliait gear, kick starter.
appearance as new; £85.—GrifDn, Coomiend,
lock, Soinerset. [0142

lUMPH; 25 gns.; complete with new tvres, belt,
etc.. perfect running order.—Miller, 62, Hamp-
Rd., N.W.I. [6505

I'.p. Trinpiph, all-black, Sensprny, Philipson, lamps,
horn, etc.: I.argain; appointment ; f46.-Hill, 20.

la Ed., S.W. 18. . [X5278
19 4h.p. Conntershaft Triumph. Cower -speed-

ometer, larse lamp set, just like new; £110.-
Liphook, lluDt^. [7054

). Triumph. ju.«t ve-cnamclled but wants flnish-
ng, all parts here; offers.—Sharpc, 24, Strathearn
Wimbledon Park. [6924

.UMPH 4h.p., conntershaft, -with lamps, abso-
lutely as new; bargain, £90.-White, 121, Ade-
Ed., Chalk Fi

-"-

4 3-speed Tr
and like new
ark Ed. Suutbull.

[k573,9

7 overhauled
i.-24. Oster-

[6729
UMPHS. W.D. Countprshaft Models, from £85.-
3liftorJ Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd..
. Kensington 7113._ [7247

8 Trinmph Combination, sporting . sidecar,
lamps, rei'cct condition, trial; £115.—Purcell,

jrove, Wimbledon [7197

fe . Triumph, guaranteed good condition, Bosch,
p lutch, etc., all accessories.-Bamford, Summit
».J Leywood, Lancashire. [6118

P tTMPH 3tjh.p., 1907, Bosch, lamps, new Dunlop
••' .ick, good running order; what offers?—Box
.11 c/o The Motor diclc. [7460

r' JMVU W.D. B Model H, renovated and guaran.
•- -cd by Triumph Co.. in stock.—Hhosha Motor
" :nvney's Bd., Romford. [7404

1 ) Triumph, brand new, 4h.p., 3-speed eonnter-
sbalt, unridden; £.30, no offers.-Atheiton,-
Terrace, Bishop -Auekkind. [6456

1 Tiiumpi, 3-speed, clutcli, new tvres, lamps
lorn, splendid going order: f55.—Goodbrook, 8,
!I St., W.l. Mayfair 1294. [7121
Y Triumph, as new, 2-speed, perfect order, large
sad Lamp, rear lamp, 2 generators, tools; irearest
ttarvey, Ebley, Stroud, Glos. [6406

3. Triumph, clutch model, privately owned, top-
Jloie condition, lamps, bags, pump, etc. ; ^£42.-
121, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [7421

MPH E,aby, 1915, P. and H. lamps. Lucas horn.
w Clincher tyres, spares, splendid condition

:

riggs, 27, Myrtle Ed., Srrtton. [5736

"Good Service" Outfits
SERVICE " No. la BELTED SUIT

Ih, Tlinrouslily

aiul p„p„l;

JACKET,

utfit, colour greenish

liii, lonff, fitted

.torni collar.

SEATLESS TROUSERS, will

laslcncn; and gussets. Price,

plclo suit

"SERVICE No. 1 BELTED SUIT
(as illustrated), made in heavy
Cape Car Hood material, otherwise
as No. ra. Belted suit, thoroughly
wind and waterproof, colour fawn,
JACKET 52/6
SEATLESS TROUSERS '

35 /-

OVERALLS 22/6

HELMETS.
Tan leather, Teddy Be'ar, and fleece lined 25 /-

Chocolate shade leather, fleece lined 21 /-

Tan leather, fleece lined 18,6
Tan leather, fleece lined , . . 11/6
Khaki gabardine, fleece incd 14 /-

jYieJm^Ym^a/7^^
" SERVICE" No. 3 BELTED SUIT,
made in hea\'y. Cape Car Hood
material,

JACKET, wind cuffs, storm
collar 35 /

OVERALLS, clip fasteners,

gussets 17/6

OILSKINS.
" SERVICE " No. 1 BELTED SUIT,
special storm-proof Jacket, colour
dark green. Jacket, 4oin. long.
lined check material. Overalls lo
match, cUp fastcnci^.

Suit 63 /-
" SERVICE " No. 2 BELTED SUIT,
special storm-proo£ Jacket, unlined
colour grey. Suit 55 .'-

" SERVICE " No. 3 BELTED SUIT,
Colour tan.

Jacket, 36in. long, half-lined,

velvet collar 42 /-
Seatless Trousers, lined 27 ,6

SPECIAL OFFER.

250 "SERVICE' COLD
WEATHER JACKETS.

Made in Grey Frieze, D.B. body and sleeves, lined
' leather, wind cuffs, 33in. long.

Price 47/6
145 Ditto, lined fleece Price 37 /6

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

BROOKS'
Patent Spring Leggings

(as illubtraledl

Made in Waierprool
Materral

„ Hip Lx tension 33 /i

Black, short 25 /

, Hip Extension 37 /

State size of boota

BaOOK'S
Collaiisible Carrier Ba°

Made of three pl> boaul
covered finest Leatheroid
Absolutely weatherproot

Price 36 /6

;xwt

SPORTS WEAR.
Grey Flannel Trousers 19/6, 30/-, 37 /S

Sports Coat, smartly cut and well tailored,

various shades' 45/-, 65/-, 70/-

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TillirMPII, 1917, renomtfd and repnirod thronichoiit,
Iierloct condition; fsr,; call alter 6 liny evcliiui;.

-10. Hiiclili.iKO Av.. Iliirl.-dcn, N.W. (707J

T'llllJ.MPU. 1918,
Itiiamiitccl ,1

.HUG. 5, Courtlandi

Tltlr.MI'll and Sidecar, 1913, 3',41l.p,, 3.«pced,
Z lariiiis, Bcnenitor. horn, nerreet cuuditiui

.-.-a, Ilijljicid Park, Mu.wcU Hill,

rpRii !M|>11 Combiiiation, ,Iuly, 1919

r^-haft, good condition and
ally perfect, good tyren;
,ce, S.E.12. 17084

[7183

. large Lueaa
cdometer. wind screen, perfect; 125 Bn«.

Cradlcy, Staffs. Tel.: 145. [6646

T" IIMI'II 3i,/,li.|i.. P.K,, liosrh mas..

WAIK^IIOPK'S.
-Tiiiiiiuili II

£100; ;il»o 2Vili p.

r Dunlop
rs.; trial.

[6375

London,

82, 1-: liud ltd..

Triumph, T.T.
-cally

Oakhilf :

,. X.S.rX., pei(ei-t

id Biven; 155.-
ley. [6532

, excellent con-1 Q14 3l.l.h.p,
J-t/ dition,
£65,—Straker, 91, Oakhill Ed„ Putney.' ' [6348

TRIUjMPH. single .speed, new belt. Good tyres and
avijcaranccs, ride away; wlint offers.— 1, Clevedon

Cottages, Post Oincc Hd., Cobliam, .Surrey. [6919

|Q12 Triumph. 3-siiecd, Milford sidecar, speedo-
X-O meter lamps, all spares, insurance policy, must
sell; 65 gns.-204 Ladbroke Grove, W.IO. [6337

TRIUMPH 3' ih.p. 3-speed. clutch, lamps, horn,
complete and carefully used, e-vcellent condition

throughout; £60.—Bolt, 113, Bath Rd., Exeter. [7091

-IQin T.T. 41i.|i

J.'J' platinn, en:i

done 1,500 miles;

in 14 Tiiu
-It)' sound.
Letters lirst,

TlilUMPH
sueed, 1

Triumph, 3-speed
lie] perfect, ea.sy si

165.-22, Jailits L;

iiph 4h.p.
iclial.le, ];

Hiitrhinso;

cl,'; "lamps

rter, been Btored.

le, Leytou. [6617

V C.E. sidecar, stronc,
£78; cvcle .alone £60.—
,-e Linvns, St. Alhiins.

[661S
3';,h.p., B. and B., 2-

l.ori etc., as
Oldtield Kd., Altrincha

[6719
lei, Lucas lamps, horn,
xiellcnt condition; ride
water Kd., Tottenham.

(X6203
chain-driven combina-

:ondition, probably only one for

2,107, c/o Tho Motor Cjjclc.

[6882
Triumphs. 3-specds and clutch,

running order ; £35 each,
lot.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

17537
mph and .S.C., clutch, lamps, etc., tyres

; open to expert examination; 50 gns.—
.n Garage, Hermitage Lane, Child's Hill,

[6643

19161. countersliaft, new chain, helt
i-Sad, F.E.S. accumulator lightiiiu,

;.-Jones, 44, Trunipiugton St., Caiii-

[6795

TEIUMPH oijh.p., clnti-li 11

tofils, spares, speedometer,
awiiv; £44.-Lind.siiy, 119, Pre

ale

I

or £410 th<

/I h.p. Trii

Seen. Chulun Gai
S.W.Z.

TlilUMI'H ;.Tun€

and tyres, Ti

Hampstead; £80.-

1919).

Cijcl

TRIUMPH (Oct
with many i

Box 2,162, c/o The

let to match, i

57, High St.

Tnir.MPii
horn, li

feet; iS140,

£85/10;
N.IO

1919, Gloria sii

shields, tools, co;

lo offers.-Hayes,

Saffron
[6905

lighting.

aturda
excellent condition, verv fast;
-29, Dukes Av., Muswell Hill,

[6999

1 019 Tniiiiiph Tuui i as nc« sm ill mileage, no
Xtf jun tnie hoin lini[s i ump eti £70: owner
fd 11 II delni 11 -llneuirit Hi„hl iniU Daneshill,
\\diu„ [6354

lit Tiiumrh engine ^o. 532SC.
oiinci t iken deliiei^ of new

est oflei — 50 Kensington Av..
\\ ittud [6849

11 li 3 speed counteishaft

1 QIS 41i

i-O Slim
( nil ui ifion

\-\ ittud

2018 Ti

-Pike

3 speed
ateli o-

102a Chuich St

ml B li

31 h I Tiiumrh Cc

1R1UMPH

ml hoi

1918 Ci

£55-38 Ic

all

splendid
Clapton, N,

TRIUMPHS.-4
speed hub.

order, new belt
Walthainistow,

ntei haft and

£135.-2, Nightmgali

maciiines at £62 each, 4h.p.. 3
clutch, decompressor, in fii^t-clas

lid magneto.—262, Blackhor

; 137
[7523

W.D.,
Lower
[7279

All letters relating to advertisetnents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the

[599S

date of the issue. a^3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Triumph.
-1 iTk 1 Q fAno-ust) T T Triumph, picked maciine, ""6™^'

19''t|t"-™Sured, fiiiWord Corvette (October

1919): fl23, or best oSer OTer.-Capt. Bnttam,^ Onenx

Lodge', Buxton.
'[X6197 =

1Q18 Triumph Combination, new light Henderson

LU sidecar, condition and aPP'^'^'^'S
-, ^"VJ?;' t,„

new. last, powerful; £115.-33, Hoveden Bd., CiicWe-

wood, N.W.2. l^''"^

TRIUMPH and Canoe Cane Sidecar, 1913 clutcli

model, excellent condition, splendid engine

£60, near offer.-33, Hoyeden Bd., Keyes Rd., Clickle-

wood, N.W.2. t^^"^

TBIUSJPH Countershalt Combination, new August,

1919 luxurious bulbous sidecar, perfect outnt

,

£130, or near.-60, WallinEiord Av., North Kensing-

ton, London. L'-^J?

TRIUMPH, 3%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps excel-

lent condition, spare belt tube with case ,altei

2 p.m Satnrday; 55 gns.-25, Olifden Rd.. B.ent-

lord, Middlesex. *-

TBIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, perfect running

order, new toolbags, front and rear brakes horn

etc.. trial; £85, or nearest. Coventry.-Box 277, c;o

The Motor Cycle.
[Xb3&l

TRIUMPH 3%h.B.. Mabon clutch n™ rings and

bushes, overhauled and enamelled, lootboaid and

CoUege shields; £56, or uear.-Henderson, 30, High

St., Greenhithe, Kent. Lotoi

TBIUMPH, countershalt 3-spced, mechanical condi-

tion and appearance absolutely as iiew, tully,

equipped; f92; Saturday afternoon.-2, Poplal Grove^

Shepherd's Bush, W.6. L^"f.

WE Have a lew W.D. Triumph machines for disposal.

41i p 3-speed, guaranteed overhauled machines,

at £85 each.-EIce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av

Camomile St., E.0.3.
LOObB

TRIUMPH Junior, in excellent condition 2-speed,

lamps, horn, etc., good tyres, guaranteed m hi st-

class coridition, believed 1916; £58.-Frost, Ne^vs

Office, Bridport, Dorset. L'":o=

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft well fitted with ac:-

cessories and spares, as new; «100, or exchange

P and M combination; appointment only.—5, vuia

the Heath, Hampstead. [7194

TBIUMPH 1914 Combination, 3-speed, clutch

Canoclet C.B. sidecar recently overhauled, re

enamelled and plated in first-class oidei
;
£^S.-T:av

lin, 159, Hornsey Rd., 1SI.7. 17381

1019 Triumph, Canoelet sMec^r, 2,000 miles Lucas

i" horn, rear and beet head lamp, Watford trip

speedometer, excellent condition and appearance; £128^

—Wells, Alreslord, Colchester. L-voa""*

TRIUMPH. 1913, clutch model, 2-gallon tank-and

reserve compartment, long exhaust, beautiful

note, condition guaranteed; £52/10; Weybndge.--

Box 2,153, c/o The Motor Cijclc [7470

TBIUMPH, 1918, 3-speed, completely dismantled;

officer owner ordered India no time to re-

assemble; good order and complete; £75. IN W
I.ondon.-Box 2,163, c/o The 3lJ)tor Cycle.

_
[7481

TEIUAIPH Junior, mileage about 250, unscrntched, no

punctures, horn, usual spares, spare tube, ideal

little mount; owner taking delivery of A.B.C; lowest

price cash, £70.-D. Lavin, Old House, Sonning, P.«ks_

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1912, guaranteed splendid condi-

tion throughout, new tyres, saddle, and bags,

Bosch, Amac. Klaxon and accessories; £32,-

Lawrence, 2, Sunderland Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23^^^

TBIUMPH 1919 Model 4h.p. Countershaft Combina-

tion, Millfofd 1920 coachbuilt sidecar in perfect

condition throughout, fully equipped; i£130; after

6 p.m.— 1, Broomhill Rd., Goodmayes, Ilford. ID)

T ftl9 Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 59300, effi-

LtJ cient leg shields, enamelled to match tank,

Lucas lamps, large engine sprocket, mechanical horn,

excellent condition; *110.-Abbott, Lansdown Hotei

Eastbourne. 1^686

1Q19 Triumph-Gloria Cotnbination, run 300 miles

-Ltl only most luxuriously appointed outfit, abso-

lutely untouched, complete with electric lighting Cowey

speedometer, etc.; £170.-Axthur G. Daw, 114, Brix-

ton Hill
^7513

TRIUMPH 3i/,h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, 1913

model, stored during war, sidecar cost £25 last

necember perfect condition, lamps, tools, accessories,

any trial! £89.-Knowles, Denham House, Heading,

ton, Oxford. 15917

4hn Triumph, 1917, 46287, splendid condition, £18;

'new O.A.V. magneto, type KUl, singe, light-

weight, clockwise, £5/10; B. and B. carburetter, 1%,

replated, as new, with controls, 30/-.-153, Manor Bd
West Ham, E.15. [6558

-«ftl9 4h p Countershaft Triumph and Streamfort

JL" sporting coachbuilt sidecar with screen, complete

with 3 lamiB and generators, original tyres unpunetured,

.-.lare tube and valve eaual to new; seen any time-

£130.-66, Church Ed.. Barnes, S.W. [6608

1 ftl8 Triumph, countershaft, kick start, hand clutch,

it? decompressor, engine No. 55757, lamps .and gener-

•itnrs Stewart mechanical horn, latest model Tan-Sad
• '.,.,1 '^notrpsis appearance and niechaniucal condition

;,ertect £90-' af?er 5 p.m.-Wentworth, 33, Holly Hill

VI,]., Ei-ifh, Kent. [732o

An

I
opportunity not|

I to be missed, i

= We are now able to accept ^
i orders for early delivery to g
g early applicants of the ^
= famous =

i CROUCH

I CYCLECAR
Do not delay, but place your 1

= order with us at once. =

= Specifications of the 10 h.p- ^
= CROUCH 2-3 Seater Car: ^
— MOTOR.—V tj^e, beautifully balanced, and =
= entirely made at makers' works. —

LUBRICATION.—Splash, by dnp ieed.

= IGNITION.—M-L magneto. ,
-;

= bARBURETTER.-Cox "Atmos automatic —
COOLING.—Efficient water pump.

= PETROL TANK.-Gravity feed, capacity =
= .iufficient for 150 miles approx. —
H TRANSM1SSI0N.--By large roller cham from

^''*" "
box to axle ; a most efficient drive. =

= CLUTCH.—Of large diameter, cone type, ex- _
ceedingly smooth in action.

S SPEEDS. Three forward and reverse ;
a »mi- __

= pie operation. =
|

CONTROL.-Foot accelerator only.

= BRAKES.—Internal expanding on rear aMe _
:= direct, and very powerful. —

STEERING.—Rack and pmion.
, .,= FRAMt-Steel fiitch plate remforced witl, ^= best quality ash. ,.„

SPRINGS.-Front, full elliptic; rear, long ^
= WHEELS AND TYRES.-Sankey steel detach- =

able wheels, 650 x63 mm. heavy Dunlop g
= SPARE^^WHEEU-Sankey, Iree; cover .and =
H tube extra. „c i

^— B0DY.-2-3-seater of good design comfort^ = .=
able and well upholstered, fitted with _
hood and screen ;'^delachable boat body

—
is designed to hinge fonv£u:d,. exposing == BOwer unit and transmission for inspection _
and adjustment, giving as much acces- ^— sibUitv as if body removed m Its enturety. =:

FINISH.-Grey, vrith black mudguards and =
under-carriage work.

EQUIPMENT.—Kit of tools, jack, pump, oil- —
can and set f three lamps. —

WHEELBASE.—7ft. 9"i.

TRACK.—4tt.
,_^ ,^ =

WIDTH (overall).—5ft- —
LENGTH (overall).—git. 6m.

TAX.—£3 as- =
PRICE £279 10s. i

(delivery ex. vs'orksj =
British buill Ihroughoul at Coventry. _

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEITJMPH 4h.p, Combination, just overhauled, new
bearings, tyres and lights good, pump, tool rolli'

spare tube, valve, etc., Watsonian Model H sideom,

done 100 miles, insurance policy; i 11 a-Sub-Lre*

-

Robinson, Trinity HaU. Cambridge. I70aa

TKITJIVIPH, 4h.p., purchased July, 1919, fitted ,..„

Swan sporting coachbuilt sidecar, countershaft

-ears, wind screen, lamp, horn, and tools, outfit

Ilmost new; £135.-Seen and tried at Butterworths

Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. 1'"==

1 Q13 T.T, Triumph SVjh.p., in splendid condiUon,

LU been very little used complete, good tyres,

l.uca3 King of the Bead lighting set Jones speedo-

metir, complete set tools and ^Pares ; tet cheque for

£55 secures.-Moon, The Camp, St. Albans, Herts^^

TBfUMPH, 1917-18-19 engine, m=>|-'
.,'J,='-;^'?'fJfi

front and rear wheels, rear guard, saddle
.

state

deftnitewice and condition For sale Starmey-Arch«

(3-speed and olutchl wheel, less controls; oBer>, r«entiy

overhauled.-Sauarehead. S. of &. Hut, Ljdd, i^™t.^,

-,019 Triumph delivered February, 19M^^ ^lij^p

i^ heT rS'r" ani ide'far ?amps, horn, 'speedo-

;;,etr,'lt4e"b^sVt,To'ols, etc., done under 300 m^^^

price £150, or nearest offer.—KitLhen, IBU,
-^j

W.

Ah.v. Triumph Cotrntershaft IJodel; a hg^^Lul4 'thoroughly sound machines (^.D. 1918) rriii 11

with UP to £20 vvorth ubw parts P« ™^f'XwSl 2

ryl^'ap^;rofaI!iw:"^an^S/d,'Mllila^nrLnk Chambers,

Yeovil.

= -*nmulator li?M!51„lt '^-.l^lSinK*' rSaccumulator lighting set (F. ana Ji. you,, ^
Stewart trip speedometer sWPl;«™™*t">4/''^'StconTb«
perfect running order; £60.-P. Dannatt, t(, " " ^,

Park Ed., S.E.3.
[7324

limited number ol new 4h.p.

TT TiTumphJ, fully eduipped '''n'J,«»<^Lwr*''n„Tasv
tliese machines may be P«i«''."=«'i*f .."ilrtull raitin;.
terms. Please write for specification and 'tUl Pan -

Llrs-lKirkdale Motors, 88-90, Kukdale, Sydenli^nu

'Phone: Sydenham 739.
^"'--

rpElUMFH 1919 4h.p., Model H SUumeT-MA«'r^
1 speed countershaft gear, new J me, ™l«''se 1.=""'

EinpiS 1918 military model sidecar, l'™r|. horn u„m«-

ous spares,- excellent condition, enemc^ bettei than new

£135; trial by appointment only.-DaMes, 80, houtu

bury Ed., Enfield.
'^'"

rriEItrMPII and Sidecar, late ™d«l
,^

=peed, counter-

1 shaft kick start, hand control clutch, J..i..IBr5,

WatfoTd specd'ometer, -Lucas -horn, polished a umrni^^^^

leg shields, large lamp set, 2 gcneratois sidecar cover

^ifitr'iSaSc^s; pss, "fe. »^ii ^fes'

^fSV; af-J^r ft ratuX'afSr=T34, ||
bait Bd., Olapham Common. - l""'-'

COTJNTBESHAFT Triumphs, completely lenovBtea,

rf-enaSelled, and plated, and "taost indistingmA-

able from new; these machme^ a^e
,^?»™ta«, "ptnier

S^l l??nt b?atesTnd''Sf^Sltord'\introl. beL^ ^
tyws nearly new. We can suajantee deliveir o, a fey^

!b '"'•^'f^lso^ba^vf°tie"^o1?o'wi^g te-r'uy'^^'

machines for n?mediate delivery; first cheaue secure.:

1918 Triumph 4h.p. O.S., engine Ivo. 63697, £98

1918 Triumph 4h.p. C.S.. engme ^o,
5°%29.^^l>>.

]l^lr?iTnt.^^-'co.^-h. SS^Tord Passage, Eay^S.. ,

Farringdon Ed., E.0.1.

Velocette.

condition; any rial; £40.-21, Eupert St., Botton.^

Virr llCKTTE 1916 2-stroke, 2-spccd. automatic

mechanical lubrication, laid aside during «
milea?e'uSl3,000, excellent condition ha^been^.^^^

Ked after Stewart spe<=domete^ m^d aoKal^or^^

Li^i5nJ^|^fy3r|3irs^n^hin.^;
weather mount; ride a^^ay, aou. ^pf.j.

^g^^g

L-'o The Motor Cycle.

A34

154-6, Gt. Portland St., |
LONDON, W.l.

,„.,- _iiwiiiniiHiiiimii>>i>n»»i

AllTetters relating to advertisementrshou.d cuote the number at the end o, each advertisement, and the date of the issue

[6416

Verus.

2-speed, clutch model; «75

itock.-^E. Bradshaw, the Mote

"tZ: 1288. Jf;-;

_ teed as'Llw" leel^Harper's Garage, Blackheat^^^BW

i
'Delivery from stock, 2Mh.p. 2-speed K.SVernj

= I ) m„,-liines A serious touring mount, aena"

,= yYr"er,uiries for 'other models.-EUiott Bros, smj

I

' Stevens, Cambuslang, Olasgow.
i

House.

19^

m
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vindcc.

tiiiiuitit! clutfh, new tvii'

><»1 I'uuilition; £45: ml.
. .\ll.iin«. |l)9a

B. and B., sprinjt fork..
Millford wirkor sidi-i^ar.

ni'3 Bush. 17013

Jlhl.. V..S., rlutrli, B„..H
>B iimninK "iiliT, £25;
8.- I'J, Wo.hI l.iiiu', SliiM'l

Werner.
(Sh.p. Wiiiur Motor OjrU', cuil i,r

I* ..-.•11 Klti'i (i, -T, Miivnci, 35, I'un.

t«HI,
Wilkin.

VII.KIN Rnrmirira loT ei.ilv rc.U
ilivilod bv .1, nUikr iiihl r,,.. Il„.

Clo ItxIH-rls, l.iv.Tp.Mil jn,l M,Mi, hisli

VIMCIN ll"t"^ rv> I.- »ilh 111, I, 1,1,

n

StiinilfV-Airliri tr;,,>. iiiul ,ill-rM, l,i

,0, 100 una., 2-,li.p. 4-<tinl,-,. 90i;iis,.

Ifiers .'IIHIR-, 111 I K.'.iis, (i^KliS. ;

del lit imn' fill iMilr r.it;iti..iiiil li.-liM-r

teUt«, Mi'Ulo 11 U.S., Trill |.l,ll,'l.l ,St,, >

Willlumson.
8b.ii., M,c., Willimnson sldei

rent, .s].o,..li.iiii.tei, all liuniis (t

ionnl delivery
IfiiUiue motor
r. (6583

45,-32, St. M:i.

-lOli.li. 191516

WoK.
1920, 2'>jll

ortli, 139,

TOLF-J.A.r. 41i,p., ooach
< iTO.-l'nU iKirticulars, 'ticulars, 46, Bruxted Piuk. Sti

.liiteli,

er iind

:l Ed.,
[716S

2-speea: £74,'10.
iw St., Birming-

tX6366

lilrasp 5,300 ;

iit-

(X6158
70LF-J.A.P. 2"i41i.p., 3-speefl clutili, K.S.. liuiips.

liorn, tools, good order; f48.—23, yinsitt;irt St.,

rOLF, 1917 2"ili.p. 2-stroke, K.S
lioni, poinplet.., good (condition

, Hamvell, \V.7.

, F.E., lamps ,™d
£50.-80, Seiviiid

[7036

,, . ,. . -. £75.—Ai'itomobile
C-, 50, Mortimer St., W.l. [6439

119 Woll, 2i,|,h,p. Villiers, 2-speed Klaxon, speedo-
' meter, lamps, etc., splendid running order-
i.—Janis, Cheddon Fitzpainc, Taunton. [6988
»20 Wolf, 2'L.li.p. 2.stroke Villiers engine, 2-speed,
' clutch, and kick starter, new: £68/10 —
omobile Service Co., 50, Mortimer St., W.l. [6438
"OLF-.I.i.P 1914 4h.p., 2-speed, countersliatt,

liana start, been stored, enamelling and plating
lew, lamps, horn, etc.; accept £65.— 168b, Norwood
West Norwood, S.E. [7526

Wooler.
LENDID 19U Solo Wooler, mechanical lubrica-
lion variable gear, rear springing, pan saddle,
h, P. and H., Cowe.v, tyres, belt recently new

lally used, comiortable, reliable;" £50.
"" paid.—Write, Eavensfleld, Cam

[7011

Zenith,
ACCHOPE'S, 9, ,hoe I^uie, Fleet St., London.
-4U.p. Zemth, 1914, £55. [7439

^^™,^';''-ComhiTi:,twn, 1916, very fast; £125.
-7, Glebe Ed., Horusey. (6953

1 14 lOh.p, Zenith and Sidecar; best offer.-4. Elm« Mews, Lancaster Gate, W. '[6573

2 ^''',^'?-'^?l',°UA, "12 3>.,h,p., good oo-udition,

h .» ?rii
^'''•-Aaeuey, St. John's Collese. Ciiiii-

[6345

. , inder-
Holmesdale

[7358

ar, lamps, hooter.
. 124. I-loldc-nhur.«t

[6565

in J.A.P., clutch,
£70.-Leaver, Out.

[6982

(D)

^ XITH 1917 4h.p., Splitdorf, Miller lamps,

•tl
'g''\^.°j

™^'^''l^"l't sidecar; £95.-31, HoU

\ 15 Zenith, SL.h.p., Giado -e
-^ almost as new; *65.-J.C.J.
•t| Bournemouth.

1 15 Zenith-Gradua, 4-6h.p t\v* kick start, fast and sporty
tl Theale, Berks.

1 14.15 Twin Zenith Combination, new condition,

V Mi'."i "^l'',„
speedometer: £100.-17, Garden

•^ -"d<-ham, S.W . [gggg

7 'ITH 4h.p. Twin, overhauled and enamelled 1919
H '^a^7"i!t' 17^- '""P's, horn, perfect, Surrey.-^" !79, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7092

7 "'™ 1920 Sporting Model 4-5h.i,.. deliverv this

H Tfi'"'',
^-pl? '\%^°^''>- 1^^'<^: what oUers optio 1

-

«{ :.80, e/o The Motor Cjde. '

[7031

J I
4 Zenith Combination, just driven in from

vi
Exeter perfect; £115; dont be late.-Clavton

I'll e, :,84, kennington Rd., S.E.ll. [736?

l! '^ii''^",'"'
6-8h.p., Swan sidecar, fully equipped

i-i only done 800 miles, as new- price £175-Bl^. 33, Ashburton Rd.. Southsea. ' "iW
All letters relating to advertis

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

POLLOCK & MAGNAB 6iin.

Friction Geared Capstan
Latlies for 1 ^in. bar.

CHURCHILL No. 2 Vertical
Surface Grinders

Sin. Stroke BUTLER Slotting
Machine.

New 10x24in. CHURCHILL
type Universal Grinders.

New REDMAN Planer,
6ft. X 2ft. X 2ft., one tool
box.

10x72in, NORTON Plain

Grinder.

HERBERT No. 9 Combination
Turret Latlies.

1 Sin. Swing Sft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Works Lathe.

2|in. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 12 Horizontal
Plain Miller.

Nos.2 & 3 KELLER Die Sink-
ing Machines.

6in.x32in. NORTON Plain
Grinding Machines.

7iin. Centre PARKINSON
'"Twink" Lathes.

15in. Stroke
Shapers.

H E N D E Y

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: 'LATHES, HYDE."

TelephDiie: 73. HYDE.

EIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, BENNETTS HILL.

LONDON OFFICE.

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

Ladies' Motor Cycles,

t ;ladVs), 3-s|ieed eeiir, complftt
;
f45.-Biirnett, Barnett and Co.,

Deal. • 167C4

HUUBEE ladv'si, 3-speed, clutch, hand and_foot, i.i

splendid ordei
; £44, or ofler.-39, Buliver H.I.,

Leytonstone. [6334

LADT'S D.m=l;.s. 2"'4li-li.. 2-^peed, clutih, K.S., T.T.
and oidiuiiiv haudle-liars ; f50.-Lewarne, Crick-

lade, Wilts. ,11 [X6154
1Q15-16 2^'jli |i. Lndvs Douelas. 3-speed clutch,LO kick staitii. .-carcelv used; £68.—Morgan, 23.

Rendezvous St.. FolkeMone; [5673

L.\.DIES' Mode! Koy;il Ruby, 1917, Jap 2.'£h,p., 2-

spee.l ;ini clutch, excellent order; price £50.—
Hall's Garage, Ltd., Stevenage, Herts. [6426

LAliY'S Douglas, 1913-14, 2"'ih.p., 2-speed, clutch,

kick starter, semi-T.T. bars, long e.xhaust, head and-
rear lamps, generator, speedometer, horn, spare belt,

etc neiy tyres and chain, been 5,500 miles, in eicei-

lent condition: £55, no offers. -L., 10, Foxgrove Ed-.

,
Eeckenham. 'Phone : Bromley 917. [6853

tits should quote the iiumbei- at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A35

MOTOR CYCI,ES 1=0R SAI.K.

Zenith.

1<J20 ZKNiril, 6I1.P. Ktiindard, with Cowey horn,
A»/ just ilidivcii-.l; what oHernV-StampeU reply.
lOll.islc, Iliuli SI., Polegate, Sll»«.-x. 17078

|qi9 7,,-nillil 4 6)1. p., Aidi'ciir, overliunU'd,
'ovi-r and tube, iiereen ; n^sinvt

£120.—.liK libs, 605, I'lllhiiin Rd., S,W.6. [6510

mil B., lumps, Bpeedonietei,
liiiii; £56; after 5.30.-I. ,

th Common. [7109

coaclibnijt Kidccfir, I'.ll.

.von, peUect; any trial; £85.-
Well St., Uuckney. [S628^

ZKMTir 1914 4h.ii.,

etc, vcrv icoiiil ci

51, MayloKl ltd., Wiindi

£100, no 1

ii.-i, 8h.p., T.T., all nci

I cxlllliuft liipen, ciindl

e.l, Cnueoway, Peteil" . [7117

.chliiiilt

£68.-Maiideh'
-Motoi Mart, 100, I'aris St., Exeter. 'Phone: 933.

[7363
sidecnr, Bosch ume.,

cxihiini-'c for lower power, preferably

P. and M.;"or sell £75,-Sheppeid, 3, lllooratli-ld ltd.,

Bromley. [7508

ZKMTH-CiR\DUA Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.,

1916, excellent condition, lamps, etc.; £85.—
.Norman, 7, Howard Rd., St. Ann's Rd., Stamford
Hill. .\.15. [704'J

ZENITIi-GK-^DrA Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, coach-

linilt sideiiir, tyres, tubes as new, lamps, horn,

spares, excellent condition ; £85.—Throssell, Enmridg 1

Farm, Kunpton, Wehvyn. [X6203

"IQ19 (December) Zenith Model G 8-lOh.p., Gradu.'i

i" gear. VV'attord speedometer, horn, 400 miles

only, condition as new, spotless; £130.—Khosha Motor
Co.', Wawney's Rd., Romford. [7405

LATE 1916 ah.p. Zenith-Cradua, T.T. model, lamps,

horn, tools, etc., absolutely as new and perfect

throughont. hardly used; £110, or nearest.—Eose-
berry. Saffron Rd., Biggleswade. [7367

I 014 Zenith-Gradua, 4h.p., now being fitted new
-Lt/ piston and yalves, complete lamps, tiools, tyros,

and new belt, mechanically excellent; any trial; £65.-
Brown, 19, Wharf Ed., Stamford. [6403

ZENITH 90 Bore
combination, al

ently overhauled;

ntershaft, K.S.,

Box 2,149, c/o The

Imretter, nen
did conditio
I. of \y.

_ 1920 car-

ohu Bull belt, eneine and tyres in splen-

£70.-Morey, Broadway, Totland Bay,
[6746

tinguishable fri

Watson

19?

brand fewappearan
.dred miles only; £92; guaranteed perfect.—R.

Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [7308

6 Guaranteed 5h.p. Counter.-haft Zenifh, good
belt, and mechanical condition, appear-

ance rough; £69; worth £95 if re-enamelled (see

Miscellaneous). — R.P. Garage, 40, Murray Mews.
Murray St., Camden Town, N.W. Xear N.L. Rail-

way. [7266

90x77'.j, o.h.v., latest model,
plated exhausts. Brooks racing

saddle, 214-1 top gear, foot-controlled lubrication,

tvres, belt, enamtlling and plating good, specially

t'uned engine, will do 85 m.p.h.: £100, or offer.-L.,

4, Carlton Terrace, Child's Hill, N.W.2. [7126

-1 Q20 Zenith 8h.p. Solo, countershaft clutch, kick
-Lt/ starter, only ridden 2 weeks. 1920 Amac, new
type. Zenith saddle; list price £142. accept £136,
plus accessories if required, horn 25/-. lamps 90/-,

Tan-Sad seat 38/-, Ace disc wheeles 80/-. speedometer
(trip) 130/-.—Cameron, Ship House, Bursledon, Hants.
* [6550

Sports Model. lOh.p., 90 mm.
„- — e .f..\.P. (ball bearing), special

pecial wide tank, I.ucas 462 head, Lucas
m speedometer. Cowey horn, aluminium
ips, exceiitionally fast, but flexible, will

le eOO miles; £135, or yery near offer.—
iicesler Ed., Aylesbury. [7208

ZENITH Spi
bore,

'

Druid fork;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

OYAL RUBIES, all models.

17 Rudge Multi, SVah.p., as ne-w; £80.

16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination; £110.

16 3h.p. Horizontal Twin Bradbury: £7

R
19
19
19
THE H.C. :Motor Co., 347. Finchley Rd.. N.W.3.

'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons and
Sundays. [5694

•yiCTOET Garages, Victory Garages.

WE Still hoTe plenty of eecond-hand mounts to suit
all tastes. Here are a few: 81i.p. Mot-cliless and

sidecar, 2-speed, K.S.. dynamo lighting', perfect, £90

;

Victory model Hatchless combination, as new, £130

;

1919 Douglas 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., done 500 miles,
£105: Norton and sidecar, perfect, £98; solo Norton,
exceptionally fast, £78; Triumph, clutch model, £37;
Quadrant, 3^,oh.p.. pullfl well, bargain, £28; Metropole-
Qiiadiant, mag., E. and B., rune nicely, £18; F.N. 2S/j

ii-V-, fast and powerful, in perfect condition, cheap at
£25: rind many other second-hand machines of all makes
;it Ldl prii'es.—Write or call, Victory Garages and Motor
Works, Denmark Ed., and Coldharbour Place, Camber-
well. [7511

^O you want to buy a car or motor cycle privately?

int to avoid paying excessive middleman's

DOZENS of privately owned cars and motor cycles
on our list to-day. Send six penny stamps for list

and free introduction to just what you want.—Kwik-
sale Pri-vate Motor E^gistrv, 35, Long Acre,-W.C. (rirn liy

demobilised officers). Call if you can. [0138

D^
B'

M'^
4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, F.E., runnings order

:

£32.—Stansfield, Moor St., Lancaster. [X5950

sporty car, electric
nst clear; 110 gns.

Q3.b..p. Torpedo Motor Cycle, Precision engine; sac-^4 rifice £18.

TEIUMPH Combination, 3Mh.p., nice outfit, 3-

speed, clutch, etc.; £80.

CLYNO 5-6h.p., solo, chain drive, less gear box; 55
gns.—The George Cycle Works, Balham Hill. S.W.

[6342

RD. VARTY for motor cycles, cash or exchange.
• All machines guaranteed.—Below.

RI>. VARTY guarantees all dates advertised to be
• correct, and date of- machine is put on the

receipt.—Below.

RD. VARTY despatches all second-hand machines
• carriage paid at railway company's risk to your

nearest station.—Below.

RD. VARTY for satisfaction, a square deal, and
• your old machine in part exchange.-—Below.

RD. VARTY'S place is at the top of the well-
. known Bread and Cheese Hill, on the London-

Southend road, and every machine is tested up thie

liill before despatching.—Below.

R ^' ^^^'^^' Thundersley, Rayleigh, Essex. [9748

19^

19
19

5h.p. Zenith, oluttb model,
£120.

14 Sunbeam 3^,2h.p., 3-sp(

i^plendid conditii

£90.

15 Sunbeam 3^/i>li.p., 3-Bpeed. Lncae lamp sets; £\

ib.p. Eudge, clutth moiM; £50.
2
ib.p. Rover, 1914 oluteb model; £55.

1 Q15 Indian Combination, dynamo ligbting, in splen-
^*y did condition; £155.—Tb<i Cambridge Automobile
and Engineering Co., Ltd., 21, Hobson St.., Cambridge.

[6864

J.A.P.-ENGINED Motor Cvcle, complete, less igni-
tion; first £18 secures.— 17, Bath St., Learning,

ton Spa. [7082

3 ib.p. Motor Cycle. C.S., no faults, ready to ride
2 away; £59.—Hairdresser, 178, High St., Toot-

ing, S.W. [7040

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cv.'le. B. and B., lamps, etc
,

very fast, ride aivay
; f 25.-^C'. J. Carr, 58. I'ultenev

Bd., Sonth Woodlord, E.18. [6587

3h.p. Fafnir Motor Cycle, ride away, £26: Auto-
Wheel, splendid order, trial, best offer.—Platts.

602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W. 6. [7139

3 lb. p. Motor Cycle, U.H., B. and B.. good Punlooe
2 dctiicbable head : ride ui^-ay :' £25.-Hely.ar 6*

Ttoscri. iith Rd., ClaphaDl Common, S.W. "

[6373

, cash or
. . , - solicited; no Sun-

-Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone
(5860

bPPEN
j?Vl.LAN&Ca

Sole HOME COUNTIES
Agents for

Reading

Standards

Note :—

The Chicago Show
Model is on view

in these Showrooms,

and well worthy of

inspection.

MACHINES IN STOCK.
920 Henderson, roh.p.. .Swan Comb.
920 Triumph, 4 h.p Comb.
920 Triumph, 4 h.p Comb.
920 Triumph, 4 h.p T.T. Solo

919 Bat, 8 h.p Solo

919 Lea Francis, 35^ h.p Solo

919 Lea Francis, 3* h.p Comb.
920 Clyno, 2i h.p Solo

920 Verus, 2* h.p Solo

918 sunbeam, 3J h.p Solo

918 Sunbeam, si h.p Comb.
919 Rudge, 3j h.p Solo

920 F.N., 2i h.p Solo

920 Rover, 6 h.p Comb.
920 Coulson, 2| h.p Solo

920 Harley-Oavldson, j-gh p., Comb.
920 Triumph, 4 h.p. ... Gloria Comb.

Triumph, 4 h.p Sole

We tender our apologies to Ih;

inti^nding piirchaser who studies these
columus, and request him to please
bear in mind that all advertisement
copy has to be in the publishers' hards
one week before pubUcation, and it

therefore follows that many machines
offered for delivery from stock arc
disposed of before our announcerrent
.appears.

So far as we are concerned, we
offer only machines we actually
possess or expect to receive (by the

elate of publication) from the manu-
facturers whose promises are made in

good faith, but are governed by ab-
normal circumstances.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.

. MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

IVY - PRECISION 35,ih.p., Chater-Bercley
(Bosch, Amac), Wolf XKh.p. lightweight, all ^..

feet condition, appearance; 35, 28, 14 gns. resper.
tively.— 19, Beverley Rd., Anerley, S.B. [6980

SE. CLAPHAM (Motors).-Special Notice. New
. showrooms opening shortly at 27, Stockwell St.,

Greenwich: immediate delivery of several 1920 new
motor cycles. See displayed advt. Call or write to
secure.—119, King George St., Greenwich. [6317

MOTOR Cycle, less engine, all other parts complete,
1915 pattern, eanal to new, Aimstroug 3-speed,

clutch, starter, in back wheel ; offers ;
particulars, stamp.

—Handley, Edmoudson St.. Barnoldswick, Colne. [7338

4h.p. Fafnir Combination, free engine, B. and B.,

Simms mag., new Clincher's heavies, torpedo
sidecar, all perfect, just been overhauled. 52 gns.;

1914V2 Ixion, 2^/i,h.p. Villiers engine, Amac, f.H. mag.,
sound, any trial by appointment, 36 gus.—Box 2,039,
c/o The Motor Ciide. [6415

TRIUMPH 1918, countershaft 3-speed. enamelling
and plating as new, £86; Triumph 1914 3-speed

combination, complete with lamps, horn, screen, etc.,

in splendid condition, £90; Enfield 3h.p., as new, £60;
Little Giant lightweight Precision, good condition, 1914,
£35; P. and M., 1918, in lovelv condition, juet over-

hauled, f73.-Minchin Eng. Co., Ltd., Motor Mart. 39,

Penrhyu Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [6393

1019 2^.;h.p. Coulson B, 90 gns. : 1915 Suu-Villicrs,
i-fJ 2-speed, 2-stroke, 45 gns.; 1914 5-6h,p. P.N.,
2-speed, clutch, kick starter, 60 gns.; 4-cyI. F.N.,
clutch, 2-speed, 38 gns.; L.M.C. 4h.p., 1913. £30.
Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, £80; N.S.U., 2-

speed, clutch, sidecar combination, £35; 1916 Scott
3^'4h.p., 2-speed, £80; 1916 American Excelsior 7-9h.p.

3-speed, clutch, K.S., and canoelet sidecar, dynamo
lighting and electric horn, £130; Royal Enfield 3b.p..

1916, 2-speed, Claudel single lever, £70; all above
machines are in first-class condition, and have been
overhauled and tested.—Olives -Atotors, 120, Bollo
Bridge Rd., Acton, W.3. [6860

F.O.C.H. (the motor ear and bike people).—Call and
see us. New and second-hafid motor cycles, com-

binations, and light cars always on view, prices to suit
everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow a
^^ood price for it in part exchange. We are now dghver-
ing 1920 models. A few we specialise is : Conffon B,
N.U.T., Matchless, Ilarley-Davidson, Rndge, B.S..\.,

New Imperials, Allon, Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., and
the famous G.N., Citroen, Horstmann, and Deemster
cars. All 1920 cars and cycles in this advertisement
are sold by us strictly at makers' list price; we do
not accept premiums.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone ; Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3274

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
SCOOTER, splendid condition, electric lamps; £25.

—10, Dunhill Bd., Goole. [X6948

MOTASKOOTO, type A.B.C., brand new: immediate
delivery.-Oflers to H.R.W.. 74, East Hill, Wands-

worti. [5670

Co.. Chathiim. 18805

BELVEDERE Scooter, 4 in stock this week, 4 next
week; price 36 gns.—Field, 13, Mayfield Rd..

Belvedere, Kent. [6427

AUTOPED Scooters, ex actual stock, £42, inclnding
dynamo lighting.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

St., London, W.l. [7349

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RATBECK Hand-propelled Tricycle.i. fitted with

Stnrmey-Archer 3-speed gear and Dunlop tyres,
render lame people delightfully independent; catalogne
free.—Harry Rayner, 10 and 12, George St., Blackpool.

[5562

TRICARS FOR SALE.
SPORTING Tricar, Morgan type, complete condi-

tion, 4-cyl. 5-6h.p., Bosch mag., electric lighting
set; £70.—Humphreys, Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.
Phone: Brixton 2154. [7070

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
AUSTEE Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Screens,

12in., adjustable, tit any sporty sidecar; IS/- each.
—Richardson, 20, Nursery St., Pendleton, Manchester.

[4334
HERCULES.-Hoods made to fit any body; 62/6

and 65/-, cash with order. Hoods rei>aired, side
curtains, fittings; trade supplied.—Actual manufac-
turers, Hercules Hood Co., o98, Seven Sisters Rd..
Tottenham, London. [7031

A36 A" letters relating to advertisements shoiilU quote the number at the end of each

BODIES.

COACH Sidecar Body (Stearne, Coventry), light,
strong; £4/ 10.— Wright, Carlton, Upper Dover-

court. [7059

idvertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Win, Tie, or Wrangle!

IT
is with regret that wc notice a growing

tendency to criticise tlie rules governing a

competition after the event has taken place.

Lately there lias been far too much com-
plaint concerning results- ; and, whilst we

admit that in certain cases criticisni^has^ been
warranted, yet it is much better to accept results

in a-sportsraanlike way, pro\iiled the conditions

of the trial have been observed.

After all, the majority of club oflicials are

honorary workers, and willingly give their time

for the benefit of the pastime. If their com-
mendable efforts receive such scant appreciation

as has been the case of late, the inevitable

result )vill be declining interest. It is clear that

every competitor cannot win. Mistakes have
been made, and will, doubtless, again be made.
Disappointed riders wlio may h.ave seen some

^

trivial transgression of, or weak point in, the

rules are, we fear, too apt to put forward their

protests. A little more constructive and helpful

criticism would show a genuine desire to im-

prove existing conditions, and we lisive yet to

hear of a body unwilling to consider and adopt
good advice in regard to its future events.

Destructive criticism, however, gives a totally

wrong impression, reduces the value of an
award, and is disheartening to those who are

doing their best.

Moreover, it is a very easy matter to point

out the deficiencies of this or that regulation,

especially ' when the trial is over, and results

have shown up an unexpected weakness ; but it

is a very different thing to suggest rules which
will give general satisfaction and stand the test

I of time. Competitors often neglect one rule,

viz., that whicli requires them to note the stops

of other riders. They do this from a mistaken
idea that it is unsporting, but a moment's reflec-

tion will show that this point of view is a wrong
one, for tlie carrying out of tliisrule will do no
harm to the honest rider, and the dishonest one
deserves no sympathy.

We are constrained to pen these notes, since in

many quarters the feeling is growing that a cer-

tain section of competition riders show no con-

ciliatory atfitude, their one object being to win

or know the reason why. A little more of the true

British sportsmanship would be welcome in the

motor cycling competition world just nowi, and
we sincerely hope that we may not find it neces-

sary to revert to this subject again. The last

thing a competitor should be accused of is the

win, tie, or wrangle policy.

The Tourist Trophy Races.

MANY differences of opinion exist as to

the running of the 1920 Tourist Trophy
Races, and we have from time to time

given expression to the views of the

trade. On the w^hole, there is no doubt
that the public w-ill be greatly disappointed if

the race does not take place, and their feelings

will be shared by a large proportion of the

trade. Young firms in particular are eager to

win their spurs, and what better chance have

they than in the most important sportirtg event

of the year?
''

In this connection, we would draw attention

to a letter which we ha\'e received from Mr.
Frank Wliitworth, and which is published in

another part of this issue. •

Mr. Whitworth suggests that powerful clubs

should each nominate a rider and pay at least

part of his expenses, so that a representative

entry would be secured.
. This scheme would,

of course, create enormous interest in the

districts whose clubs decided to support the

idea, and w^ould add to the enthusiasm which
is always displayed in this classic event.

In proof that the idea is practicable, we
would point out that the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club nominated Mr. R. Ayton to

represent them in the year 1907, but it is

obvious that, to derive the fullest benefit from
the scheme, each district of the country should
be represented.

An Index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on the case facing the back c3vei'.
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Novel Engines.

A WHOLE crop of rumours are afoot anent novel
experimental engines now on the stocks with a
view to ultimate production. One such engine

—the Redrup three-cylinder radial—was fully described
in a recent issue. Others, of which word has reached
me,^ include a rotary, a four-cylinder flat twin, another
radial, and quite a bevy of freak two-strokes. These
engines are apparently inspired by two rival policies.

.-.0»-ithe one hand, some inventors count on mere novelty
as a justificatioiT, -knowing that there^ are a select

number of buyers who will purchase anything which
is quaint. Innovation for the sake of innovation
serves no useful purpose, and usually results in a

heavy loss to all concerned. On the other hand,
engineers of a more practical bent adopt novelty in

their quest for greater efficiency. Thus, the Douglas
gave us a revving engine free from vibration. The
Scott gave us the torque of a four-cylinder with tlie_

simplicity of a twin (and the thirst of an Irish navvy).

The baby two-stroke gave us a cheap, simple feather-

weight engine with a pleasant exhaust note (and an
insatiable appetite for sparking plugs). The men
who are now looking for a market would in some cases

do well to tackle the problem from the other end, and
ask not " In what stunt can we try to work up
interest?" but rather, " What improvements in engines

are wanted?" In other words, I should tentatively

_regard a flat twin four-cylinder as a somewhat foolish

stunt. The twin of that ilk is quite sufficiently difficult

to house, while a four-cylinder of the type gives im-

provements in torque and balance which are not

specially necessary at the cost of extra inacces.sibility

which is whollv undesirable. On the other hand,

machines like the Scott, Douglas, and baby two-stroke

were all planned to meet felt and known wants.

Our Known Wants.

EN the first place—I definitely put this first—we
could do with a substitute for the i,ooo c.c.

V fwins. They are jolly good nowadays, a;".d

get better e\'ery year. But it is admitted that we
only use them on bicvcles and cycle cars becaure

we cannot get better balanced engines of better

torque without accepting serious disadvantages. The
flat twin is a better engine than the V twin—but

it is difficult to house. The four-cylinder engine is

better than the V twin, but it is expensive and com-
plicated by comparison. In the second place, I

should guess that we need an engine which possesses

the simplicity, reliability, and durability of the 500 c.c.

single-cylinder, plus really good balance and torque.

The Scott was an effort to provide this ideal, and,

though it has won a good following, it has never

threatened the one-lung four-stroke because of its

petrol consumpti in. In the third place, we want an
ideal engine for ligiitweights. The baliy two-stroke

ccasioD^l.

carbonises too fast, is too sensitive to lubrication ;id

carburation, and vibrates at high speeds. The |)y

four-stroke does not maintain its tune well enc li

and vibrates at revs. . It is surely significant

none of the current rumours about novel en

trench on any of these fields. There is a ii

conscientious detail work being done in all

directions, but. we still wait for revolutionary anno >

ments. Is it because we have tapped the 1 11

Anyhow, the genius who can strike oil in ai ^

these respects should make pots of money, il-i,

the gentleman who evolves a sixteen-stroke rotar},itii

its shaft running one way and the cylinders ru jii'^

the other will be fobbed off with a page not; ii

the technical press and two files full of bills. ' ]

Similarly, Bicycles?

n
EXPERIENCE similar , feelings with regi .

many of the " new " motor cycles whic
j

are

making their debuts. They evince no. fundai {nlal

departures from familiar lines. One forms tli im-

pression that somebody has capital lying idle pr 1

deserted munition factory on his hands, an( (tkil

temporary—very strictly temporary—-under-proc hioi

has created an excessive though transient d lanfl

for any old sort of rhetor bicycle. On the '

hand, there is an undeniable demand for motor 1

c3f an ideal type. This "ideal" is extreme!-

posite, and,- if we venture to ^^analyse it, boil;

into separate demands for greater comfort,

cleanliness, lower weights, lesser prices, and
efficiency of the sort called technical. How njivl

the debutantes really offer us one of these

How many of them can boast definite adva 'cs i

all these directions ? To rechristen the two
already identified, one is to evolve a sellable n

the other is to produce ^ the best seller in i

or in any class. When I set most of the new |_

against older lines, I feel very much as if I an|c.i

upon to decide between a Martini and a she

bitter— I arri perfectly content to take what ii

and do not much care which it is.

New Plating.

THE other day I took delivery of a nei[ m"

bicycle. This incident led to three peoj

'

out of temper by nightfall : myself, ni

flapper cousin, and the cook. Thusly. A.

Armistice I made a resolution that, as a than li

for being demobbed, I would in future keep
cycles clean. The fever lasted just as long

me to give up saying " Quite! " every time

my mouth. Nevertheless, as the resolution lail 1

been formally retracted, I never smeared all tjl \v\

bits of the machine with vaseline, as my pre-vn lu

was. So when I sold it the other day, my pritow •'

dream was shattered by a brusque buyer, who|ri«' V
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Occasional Comments.

—

ofl' many shekels, on the ground tliat llic phiting re-

minded liini of tnuirerincs. Conse(]uently, when ihe
1920 steed arrived, I reverted to type, and set about
greasing it; nor will it ever be cleaned till selling

day comes, when tlie accumulated filth will peel off

with the underlying skin of grease. I got out a tin of
Prices' hub lubricant, in the absence of vaseline. This
.stuff being of a curdy consistency, I set it on the
kitchen stove before 1 visited the editorial sanctum.
My matutinal wigging was unusually prolonged, and I

forgot about the tin. Wlien I revisited the kitchen,
the tin had gaped at the joints, and the cook was in
tears. (Temper No. i.) I appeased this buxom
damsel suitably, ajid began looking for a brush. By
the mercy of . Providence, my pretty flapper cousin
attends the Slade school (aJl my brushes have road
grit or goldsize on them). I found a lovely fat fellow
with a i)erfect wad of camel 's-hair by her palette.

Then I commenced operations. It took me rather over
an hour to anoint all the plated parts of the machine,
from which you may guess their number, areas, and
inaccessibility. (Temper No. 2.) Then my flapper

'

cousin came in. How could I tell the camel-hair
fellow was a ne-venvozzer, Hun-made, utterly irre-

placeable, and worth about los. (Temper No. 3.)

1 am now treated with marked Iiatileur, and see it will

take a revue and a dinner to restore me to her good
graces. As the new jigger has quite cleaned me out,
this diplomatic outlay will land me in temper No. 4.

Expensive Hobbies.

SOME fools go about the world proclaiming that

motor cycling is an expensive hobby. Now,
i nobody has owned more thoroughly bad motor

1 :ycles than I have ; I entered the hobby twenty years
' igo, and I am cursed with a simple and trustful nature,

I'hicli puts me at the mercy of any glib sales manager.
.', Nevertheless, even when one motor cycles under such
;i I heavy handicap, the sport is a positive economy
'ompared with other hobbies I could name. Take

: ihotography, for example. We generally fall under its

pell during our first serious love affair. Photographs
.

!
if her which grace the mantelpieces of aunts and

1 ousins—ugh, even male cousins—are not good enough.
: Ve must have pictures of her of which nobody can

lossess duplicates. After a while we find that the
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camera does not produce pictures which are worthy of

her peerless beauty. We buy better cameras. We find

we- are spending too much. Jones, it is said, makes
his baccy money by selling snaps to the Daily Mail.
\\q resolve to do ditto. We discover that a £,i\o reflex

camera with a jQ2o lens is desirable for this purpose.

We get it. So it goes on. Gardening is just as bad.

Tulip bulbs are 3d. each, but £fi los. per r,ooo: it is

obviously an economy to buy 1,000; we do so. We
discover that standard apples are back numbers. We
burn them during the coal shortage, and order cordons.

It turns out that you require about 3,000 cordons to

replace abcut three dozen standards: also that whereas

cordons are listed at is. each in the pre-war catalogue

which inspired us to burn our acre of standard trees,

.
they have now risen to 5s. apiece. I make no charge

for all this infomiation, which is simply invaluable to

all married motor cyclists.

Now Mrs. Ixion often grumbles about my bicycles

—

the number of them, the noise they make, their dirti-

ness, the company they get me into, the money I spend
on them, etc. But she has also lurid memories of my
camera days, and eke of a brief spell of gardening
fever which once possessed me. So when I want a new
motor cycle, I do not say, " My dear, Billy Wells

writes to say he can do me a new 7-9 h.p. Indian next

week." Oh no. I remark casually that motoring in

winter is a mug's game, and that I think I shall make
lantern slides ; or that it is absurd to pay 9d. per lb.

for sour cooking apples, and that I shall rent a bit of

ground and grow my own next year. There comes into

her eyes that half-timid, half-cunning look which wives

wear when they think they are managing you. She
says nothing at the time. At breakfast next morning
she muimurs, " Darling, you do not seem to have had
a new motor bicycle lately. Are you hard up ?

If so, I have still a few pounds left of Uncle Joe's little

legacy, and you have been rather a dear lately." Then
I write to Billy Wells.. Do not overdo it brethren.

It is only necessary to coquet with photography or

gardening just long enough to show them a husband
may liave worse faults than motor cycling. As detailed

tips, I specially recommend a whole-plate reflex for

photography on this system, and orchids as the best

phase of the gardening stunt ; they cost pounds, and
they do not come into flower for ten years, if at all.

LAST WEEK'S INTER-'VARSITY HILL-CLIMB. A Doualas owner at the start of the 350 c c. ci,iss.
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THE PROS AND CONS
OF

VARIOUS ENGINE DESIGNS.
By "CHINOOK."

THE object of the following notes is to show in

a clear and not too tedious manner the ad-

\'antages and disadvantages of various engine

ilrsigns—where some fall short and others gain—and
I" detail as clearly as possible exactly what is meant
by the various technical terms the novice is apt to

meet. It is not written for the veteran; he knows
what he wants, and generally does not get it, but it

is (iften a difficult matter for the novice to decide

wliich type of engine he really favours! He rather

likes the flat twin ; the noise it makes fascinates him,
and he likes the look of the compression taps, but
a certain mystery ho^ers around this or some other
ty[ic of engine. He believes that .some inherent

difficulty lies in the way of its perfection, and, groping
in the darkness, he probably falls back on the good
old single-cylinfler as a safeguard. Possibly the choice
is a wise one, but a little explanation would clear the

atmosphere for him.

If the fiat twin, or the 90°, or one type or another
is superior to all the rest, why is it not universally

ailopted ? What really are the advantages of an
outside flywheel ? Does it set up a gyroscopic effect ?

No, it does not; so we may as well squelch that

right a\yay. Are side-by-side or overhead valves

preferable? These and many other questions hinder
the choice of the man who is anxious to buy, but
who possesses too large an assortment of motor cycling

friends to arrive at anything like an accurate opinion
of his own.

The Flat Twin.
Let us discuss the flat twin first, as it seems the

fashionable thing to do. There is a prevalent opinion
that this design lenils itself only to engines of small
size, since, for a long time, no one was successful in

producing a' large flat twin. .Such difticulties as existed
are now removed, and some aero engines of this type
are larger than we are ever likely to require for motor
cycle propulsion. It may be some time ere large
flat twins appear in any numbers on the road, but,
unless the present type of petrol engine is superseded,
they will assuredly come.
The great advantages of the flat twin are: evenlv

distributed power impulses, that is, one firing stroke
per revolution, and good balance, whicli means, of
course, little or no vibration. These two qualili-

cations arc vitally important in a motor cycle engine.
The even fa-ing or good torque is an insurance against
skidding, against excessive tyre and transmission wear

Some Notes

which will Help the Novice

to a Better Realisation of

the Difficulties that beset

the Designer.

—in fact, it renders possible a machine which is nol

only comfortable to ride, but which" can be maintained

at a minimum of cost.

A well-balanced engine—that is, a vibrationlesJ

engine—is an advantage, in that it rendersthe machine

more comfortable and durable. It does not shake

itself and the rider to bits ; frame breakages are las;

likely to occur—or, rather, there is less excuse foi

them when they do occur ; and one is not troublei

to the same extent by things shaking loose. The triu

delicacies of motion cannot be felt unless one is ridiii;

a well-balanced engine, and it is on account of thest

two distinguishing virtues that the flat twin has beei

selected by many as a highly desirable type of moto

cycle unit. Other engines may possess one of thi

virtues, but not the other. The combination of thi

two is difficult to arrive at, and, though we arrived n

it years ago in the flat twin, there are, or were, certaii
j

diliiculties in the design which long held it back as :i

practical motor cycle engine. Probably the greates

;

obstacle in the pathway of its success was the sweepin;'

and universal success of the single-cylinder.

Some Obstacles.

The Douglas, of course, stands out as the pionee

;

flat twin. Its makers struck a good system of oiling

and were content to concentrate upon a small engini

till it reached a pitch whereby it could competi

favourably with engines of much greater cubi'

capacity.

Oiling difficulties were at the root of most of tin

flat twin failures for many years. Mechanical lubri
|

cation was not very far advanced, and splash feer'

failed because the back cylinder, no matter how i

•was baffled, insisted on taking more than its share

the oil. How this happened is clearly shown in lig. 1

By the time the cranks had reacheil the to]) of thff

stroke, they had flung off the bulk of their oil; mosj

of it had gone into the back cylinder, and there wa:j

precious little left for the front. When there is onlv

one cylinder, the oil level in the crank case can hi

regulated to meet the requirements of that ci"

cylinder; but when there are two, they must be c.ilri

cqualK'. or 'S'A

ui'l o\frlicat am
.

\\car much niiiii|

rajjidly than ll"

other.

To-day tli>i<

Fig. I. are d i f f e n' n
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The Pros and Cons of Various Engine Designs.—

Fig. 2.

systems of oiling in use on flat twin engines, most of

them sucfessful, some more successful than others,

and the general tendency is to eliminate splash feed,

and employ gra\ity or pump feed. Splash feed was
highly successful with the single-cylinder, and on

account of its simplicity accounted largely for the

success of that engine, but its limit of efficiency is

reached with the 60° V twin. With the 90° twin it is'

not satisfactory ; with the flat twin it may be written

off as impossible, unless very elaborate additions be
made.

The Balance of the Flat Twin,
Looking at the bird's-eye section of the flat twin

engine (fig. 2), we shall see at once that the balance

is not perfect. Owing to the necessity for having the

cylinders offset, so that the cranks work, as it were,

in opposite directions, and so balance each other, we
obtain a rocking motion, or what is technically termed
a "couple." When the engine reaches the position

shown in the sketch, this rocking motion is tending to

throw the whole unit in the direction indicated by the

arrows, and, at the bottom of the stroke, it is tend-

ing to throw the unit in the opposite direction, and
thus it will readily be seen that, with the engine re-

volving at high speed, these alternating forces are

calculated to set up considerable vibration : otherwise

the balance of the engine is perfect.

Now, in practice this rocking motion is cut down to

I minimum by means of bob-weights, and by keeping
he big end bearings as narrow as efficiency pemaits,

;o that the cylinders need be very little offset. Fig. 3
•hows the bob-weights and how their presence opposes

I

he rocking motion set up by the reciprocating pai'ts.

I

.n effect they set up a couple of their own in the

>pposite direction. This renders the balance of the

I

lat twin almost, but not quite, perfect, the imperfec-

j

ion being due to the fact that the couple set up by
I
lie reciprocating parts has a maximum point each half-

\
evolution, whereas the couple set up by the bob-

'- 'eights is constant. The imperfection can be still

liurther reduced by the employment of very light

r
istons.

Having arrived so far, manufacturers were up against

re difficulty of devising a suitable type of big end
ji earing, narrow enough to reduce the" couple, and

I

hich could, in some way, be threaded on to the crank
) as to retain the strength of the one-piece bearing.
oller bearings, or some efficient type of split bearing,

(
ere the usual remedy, most manufacturers favouring
le roller bearing, since it requires very little oil.

! V Twins,
Just as it is possible to balance a single-cylinder

weighting the flywheel opposite the crank pin, so

J'^i

it is possible to balance any V twin having its big

end bearings together. None of these engines, how-
ever, are perfectly balanced, and the ordinary V twin

survived so well because its torque and balance were
slightly bctteV than in the single. The wider the angle

at which the cylinders are set the greater become the

natural lubricating difficulties, and up to 90° ihe better

becomes the balance, but the worse becomes the

torque.

This brings us to the 90'' twin, which in many
respects is a very desirable type of engine. It can
be balanced so that it closely rivals the flat twin in

this respect; but its torque, though better than the

single, is worse than the everyday narrow angle V
twin. It has no couple, and these things being so,

the torque does not matter much.

Other Designs,
Dealing in passing with other four-stroke designs,

the following facts may be set down. The two-
cylinder side-by-side old AVerner type fails because
we must sacrifice either its balance for its torque or
its torque for its balance. In order to obtain good
balance, we must have a two-throw crank, so that one
piston is down when the other is up, in which case
we get two explosions in one revolution and none
in the next. If the pistons move up and down in

unison, we can have an explosion each revolution,

but the balance of the engine is no better than in a

single. The Scott engine is a two-stroke, and thus
the firing impulses are the same as the four-cylinder,

i.e., the torque is constant; but with this type of

engine the couple is more pronounced than with the

flat twin, owing to its greater width.

In the three-cylinder four-stroke we have very good
balance and excellent torque. It is a shorter engine
than the four-cylinder, and could be lubricated by
the same simple methods.
The four-cylinder presents no drawbacks other than

its length. Its complication has stood in its way, and
many manufacturers have experienced difficulty in

making very small air-cooled engines that would retain
their power. These difficulties and handicaps are now
removed, and ere long we shall probably see on the

road several four-cylinder machines hailing from good
factories.

The foregoing may serve to show some of die diffi-

culties which lie in the pathway of engine designers,

and may further serve to illustrate the fact that, though
the types of engines with which we are most familiar
may possess inherent defects which prevent their being
ideal, they have flourished because their manufacture
presents the fewest difficulties. To-day the difficulties

which have rendered the more desirable types of
engines impracticable are chiefly removed, and there
is no reason why we should have engines possessing
insuperable defects when the ideal is within our grasp.

Fig. 3.
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FIRST POST-WAR RACES AT BROOKLANDS.

EasJer Monday
EvtiH

for Speedmen.

British Motor
Cycle Racing Club

Meeting.

WE understand that Brooldands will
be open tor the first time since the
war on Thursday, April 1st. The

season proper will open with the first

B.M.C.R.C. meeting, held since the be-
ginning of the war, exclusive of the two
mter-service meetings held in 1915, when
only part of the track was available.
^^'e give below the programme of the
first meeting to be organised by the British
Motor Cycle Racing Club since peace
was signed.
EVENT 1. i p.m. THE VIOTOBY HANDICAP

(8 mil« 842 yards).—For solo motor cycles of
any class.

EVENT 2. 2.30 p.m. THE SHOET ESSEX
EASTER HANDICAP (5 miles 1,339 yards.—For motor c^rs of any class entered and
driven by a member of the Esses Motor Club.

EVENT 3. 2.50 p.m. THE TWO-STEOKE
SPEINT KAOK (3 miles 76 yards).—For
motor cycles with two-stroke engines not ex-
ceeding 300 c.c.

EVENT 4 3 10 pm. THE 350 c c SPEINT
RACE (3 miles 76 yards).—For motor cycles

with engines not exceeding 350 c.c.

EVENT 5. 3.30 D.m. THE 500 c.c. SPEINT
RACE [3 miles 76 yards).—For motor cycles

with engines not exceeding 500 c.o.

EVENT 6. 4 p.m. THE LONG ESSEX EASTER
HANDICAP (8 miles 842 yards).—For motor
cars of any class entered and driven by a
member of the Easex Motor Club.

EVENT 7. 4.30 p.m. THE 1,000 c.c SPEINT
RACE (3 miles 76 yards).—For motor cycles
with engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

EVENT 8. 4.50 p.m. THE THEEE-WHEELED
HANDICAP (8 miles 842 yards).—For three-
wheeled cars and motor cycles with sidecars,
of any class.

CONDITIONS.
1. For all particulars as to events Noa. 2 and 6,

applirntion should be made to Mr. A. G. Reynolds,
23, Stepney Green, E.l.

2. All events except Nos. 2 and 6 are open to
members of the B.M.C.R.C. only. -

3. Entry fee.s: Events 1 and 8, 5e. each; Events
3, 4, 5, and 7, 3s. 6d. each.

Sprint Races fQ

Two-strokes ani

330 c.c. 300 c,

and 1.000 c.c.

Four-strokes.

Handicaps for

Solo and Sidec

Machtnes.

4. Prizes : All events except 2 and 6—First i

club plaque'; second prize, silver medal; third
J

bronze medal.
, . . c**«.i}l

5. Competitors' motor cycles must be Mteoj
the regulation circular number plates, ihese I"

may be obtained from the hon. secretary.

6. If the number of entrants in any eveng

not exceed by three the number of awajror

awards may be reduced in number acoomm|
Admission 3s., including tax.

bers free.

B.M.C.R.C.

NOTICE TO MEMBERS AND CANDIDA
FOE MEMBERSHIP.

The entrance fee of 10s. 6d. and annual sub;

tion of £2 2s. for membership of the B.M.L
has not been raised, but will remain as state<

j

the first 250 members only joining or rejo
|

ti« club as from January 1st, 1920. Pr
members will not be entitled to rejoin wi

j

paying an entrance fee unless the subscriptio
j

the current year be paid before March 3l6t,
j.

THE " BOSS " TROPHY. ,

The committee have accepted Mr. Alec 1 •

offer of a trophy, value £10 10a., to be award I

the member who, being or having been a m<
|

of His Majestv's Forces, makes the best aggi !

performance at the 19.!0 B.M.C.R.C. meetin

;

The A.C.U. Seventeenth Annual Report.
AV/E are in receipt of an advance copyW of the seventeenth annual report

of the Auto Cycle Union, which
will be placed before members at the
annual general meeting to be held at the
First Avenue Hotel, High Holborn,
London, W.C, on Saturday next, at

3 p.m.
One of the most noteworthy milestones

in the Union's history is the announce-
ment made at the annual dinner by the
President that H.R.H. Prince Albert
had graciously consented to become a

patron of the Union.
In the ten months which ended on

December 31st last, 12,609 new members
joined at the Union's new rate, and the
membership is now considerable.

Legisl.htion.—A tremendous amount
of work has been done in fighting the
new proposed legislation, and every pos-
sible effort has been made to safeguard
the interests of motor cyclists as a
whole. The Auto Cycle Union is, of
course, represented on the Motor Legis-
lation Committee. The supply of motor
fuel at reasonable rates continues to en-
gage the careful attention of the
Union's representatives on the Motor
I-egislation Committee, while the equally
important subjects of the lighting and
taxation of motor vehicles have been
very exhaustively dealt with, but tlie

conclusions reached thereon cannot as

yet be announced.

Touring Department.—During the
last six months of the year 1919 no fewer
than 3,641 applications for routes were
dealt with, and the department has been
busily engaged in revising the appoint-
ment of hotels and repairers. During
the course of the year over 700 establish-

ments have been visited by the Union's
representatives. The appointment of tea

houses where members may obtain re-

freshment at reasonable rates is now
being considered, while the Consular ser-

vice established during last year has
proved of considerable value and assist-

ance to members.

Technical Advice.

The Engineering and Technical De-
partment has been extremely busy in

giving members advice regarding the
purchase of second-hand machines and
reporting on their condition, and the
department's catalogue library has been
found a useful addition to the facilities

provided for members requiring new
motor cycles.

The Union is represented on the
Advisory Committee to the National
Benzole Association and on the Panel
on Benzole convened by the British Stan-
dards Association. In its capacity as a
Society of Encouragement the Union has
ivelcomcd tlie formation under Govern-
ment auspices of the British Motor Cycle
and Lightweight Cnr Research Association.

In November last the departijit

officially observed an End-to-end tria )f

the O.K. Junior motor cycle, and ,ie

particular attention of both mamic-

turers and users is called to the valu,)'

such certified trials. In the opinioi )f

the department "the motor cycle is 11

in a transitional stage of developing

i

it is still too heavy, too noisy, too exJi-

sive, and the engine suffers from u-

perfect cooling. Until these faults i'«

eradicated the thousands of pote ;al

users in this country will not bei,ie

purchasers." It is therefore suggt.'J

that a tertified trial is the best reus

that any manufacturer can adopt ,or

proving that he has overcome on( oi

more of the faults referred to. i

The Insurance Department has do| »

large amount of business during the -st

year.

Legal Department.—^The calls

the Union's solicitors under the

legal . defence scheme have increased

siaerably, and much useful \\ork

been done, many members being s

needless expense and trouble when (f}'

have been forced to come into coj^

with the Law.
j

The report concludes with, it is til*

regretted, an obituary notice of the'''

Mr. J. K. Kesbit, and also of the,'l

Sir John Alcock, a keen motor eyclisf"'

sportsman, and a life member of'l'

A.C.U.

ed
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A New Cycle
Attachment.

A Light Two-slroke designed
to (it any Standard Pedal
Cycle.

FROM the earliest days of motor
cycles, designers liave attempted to

.

evolve lightweight engines which
might be fitted to pedal cycles without
alteration to the existing cycle frame.

We can well remember riding one of these

—ail I.xioii two-stroke with friction drive

on the front tyi'e—some fourteen oi"

fifteen years ago.

Recently there has been a great re-

vival in cycle attachments, owing to the

fact that improved design has rendered
tiny engines more efficient, and also

owing to the great demand for a really

light motor-assisted cycle.

Last week we were enabled to try a

new machine of this type, which is being
manufactured by the Power Cycle Engi-
neering Co., of Shirley, Birmingham.
The power unit consists of a little two-

stroke engine of 51 mm. bore and stroke

(104 c.c. capacity), which drives a

countershaft by chain. A second chain
transmits the power to the rear wheel,

the total reduction being 10 to 1.

One of the main features of the little

outfit is the fact that it is applicable to

men's pedal cycles without structural

307

The attachment fitted to a pedal cycle.

Flywiieel side of the auxiliary unit, showing the method of

attaching to frame.

alteration, as the rear wheel sprocket
is clamped to the spokes close up to
the hub.
In the experimental model illustrated,

the chains are exposed, and a dog clutch
is incorporated with the countershaft, so
that in case of engine trouble the cycle
may be pedalled in the normal maimer.
We are informed, however, that pro-

duction machines will be
fitted with chain guards,
a friction clutch, and a
cush drive, thus provid-

I

iug a smoother running

I

mount. A Eunbaken
magneto is mounted

'

1 behind the sloping cylin-

der, and is driven by a

!,, chain outside the fly-

wheel.
The countershaft is

provided with an eccen-
tric chain adjustment,
and the complete unit
weighs only 23 lb. A
small tubular tank at-

tached to the top tube
contains petrol, and
lubrication is by hand
pump to the main bear-
ings and cylinder walls.
The price of the com-
plete unit is expected to
be 21 guineas, and it can
be fitted to a cycle in
about half an hour.

To the motor cyclist such a machine
appeals but little, but there must be
many who already possess cycles and
would motor if they could. To such the
margin in price between a genuine
lightweight motor cycle and the cycle
attachment wiU make a great difference.

If we may criticise, we would suggest
that a girder fork is desirable, even
though the speed of the machine is not
intended to be high. In regard to

weight, we can personally testify that
we have carried the machine up two
flights of stairs without undue fatigue.

The countershaft, with free engine device.

The dogs are shown out of engagement.

NEXT WEEK'S SPRING NUMBER.
i"'HIS is the season of the year when
• many potential buyers of motor

cycles seriously consider their re-

irements and the type of machine most
table to meet them. Since Olympia

—

ring the winter months that are, for
ither year, a thing of the past—the
tor cyclist may have almost decided
in several different machines, but the
le has come when a decision must be
de. Next week's issue will be of

:

aluable assistance in this direction,
m addition to containing many new

features of a sensible nature, a Buj'er's
Guide will be included. This guide will
give illustrations and specifications of

120 makes of motor cycles—one for every
thousand of The Motor Cycle's circula-
tion.

Besides serving as a guide to those
about to purchase a new machine, the
guide will be of interest to all who- follow
the development of the motor cycle, and
will be preserved as a means of reference
by all who ride, design, make and sell

machines.

For those contemplating a week-end
run, a large number of routes are sug-
.gested. This featuiie will give short
tours from important centres.
Among the many other special articles

there will be some which will be of great
assistance to the majority of riders at
this time of the year ; others which will

appeal to lady drivers and passengers.
Every article has been written by an

expert motor cyclist, and will be pro-

fusely illustrated. Tlie price of this issue

will be threepence as usual.

C5
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THE ETA CARBURETTER.
An Instrument in which the Variation of the Peirol Supply is Compensated in a

Novel Manner.

THE Eta carburetter is a motor cycle
carburettor designed on thoroughly
scientific lines. From our exam-

ination of the only model at present in

existence, which was made by hand, and
is of crude external finish, it promises
exceedingly well. We understand that
arrangements are being made to manu-
facture this instrument of die castings
in cjuantities. It is the invention of
Mr. E. Warner Tarr, Loampit Hill
House, Lewisham, London, S.E.13, who
has studied the question of carburation
with extreme care, and ha.s delved deeply
into the depths of scientific carburetter
design ; so much so that he claims that

Fig. 1
.—^A simple venturi tube. /

Fig. 2.—Diagrammatic view of the Eta principle

the Eta carburetter cannot possiblj' give
an inaccurate mixture under any condi-
tions- whatsoever, which is a fairly tall

claim, and shows that he has great con-
fidence in the instrument. He also
claims from 20 to 50% increase of power
over other carburetters, and 20 to 100%
greater economy.

Aatomatic Action.

The diagrammatic representation of a

simple venturi and jet is given to show
the idea on which the Eta carburetter
works. An instrument of the type of

that shown in fig. 1 should theoretically
give a perfectly uniform mixture at any
speed, but in practice it is found that
as the speed increases the mixture be
comes richer. In contrast with this

simple design is shown a diagrammatic
illustration (fig. 2) of the Eta carburet-
ter. At a is an air jet, and at 6 there
is an expansion cone, the two together
forming an injector, a peculiarity of
which is that the suction it creates at
point c is exactly proportional to the
pressure difference between P, and P,,
but owing to friction and other causes
the pressure at P„ is less than atmo-
spheric, and the decrease in pressure is

strictly proportional to the increase of

vacuunr at P, over that indicated by
theory ; but as the suction at c is pro-

portional to the pressure difference be-
tween P, and P., and as the reduction
in pressure at P, is proportional to the
variation at P,, the suction at c is in-

r.6

versely proportional to the variation
at P,.

Now it is obvious that the total suction
oil the jet il is the sum of the actual
suction at the throat P, and the suction
due to the injector, but as the suction at
the throat is equal to the theoretical
suction plus the variation, and the suction
due to the injector is equal to the
theoretical suction minus the same varia-
tion, the variation cancels itself, and the
actual suction on the fuel is exactly
what is required theoretically to give a
perfect mixture, and this , holds good at
any speed. It is therefore claimed that
the variation of the venturi is corrected.
i\Ioreover, the Eta carburetter is said to
ensure complete atomisation.

Means of Adjustment.
It will be noticed that the mixture

enters through the cone h, having drawn
its air at the orifice at P,, while addi-
tional air enters by the ordinary passage
at the end of the venturi. With this
carburetter more so than with others, an
air leak is likely to upset the mixture
seriously, especially at slow speeds, and
in consequence a pilot jet is employed,
which is shoMU in fig. 4, on the left liand

A

side of the illustration. It actually con
sists of a very small carburetter designed

to supply a small quantity of very rich

mixture through the hole D in the bodj
and the corresponding hole E in the

throttle. If the throttle has been opened
more than 30°, the relative positions ol

the holes in the throttle and body are sc

arranged that the pilot is completely ciil

out. This opening will give a speed ol

about ten miles per hour on the level

and at any speed above this the pilot is

disconnected from the engine, and cat

have no effect upon the mixture, whicV
is then supplied entirely by the injector.

As different engines have naturallj

different air leaks, the adjustable diffuse!

F is provided. Screwing down weaken!
the mixture, and unscrewing ii

strengthens it. The main valve, whicl

(Top) Sn.lional plan, showing injector,

separator, and throttle (iVliddle) Vertical

part seclion, showing main and pilot jets

(Bottom) Section through float chamber

Exterior view ot the Eta carburetter.

takes the place of a jet, is provided witt
an adjustable needle G. This controh
the strength ot the mixture through tht

whole range, except that covered by th(

pilot jet, and is employed to adjust th(

carburetter^ to suit the fuel in use.

The fuel enters the float chamber (seij

fig. 5) through a union adjustable to sui

the motor cycle to which the carburette
is fitted. It then passes through tin

float chamber filter, which is m thi

centre tube, and past the float chaiabe,
fteedle valve at the base of the tube
In addition to this, in tig. 4, it will .b'

seen that there are gauzes at the bjs'

of each jet, so that the fuel is filtetei,

twice. The air supplied to the inje9k>
is taken from the separator. A, fig.'VS

which is a sectional plan of the instifri

ment, through the channel B in
^

venturi, to the port C in the body.

On the Road.

The Eta carburetter, which was
monstrated to us, was fitted to an ;

ceedingly old model 3^- h.p. Singer mtj
and sidecar. It started easuy, gs

rapid acceleration and perfect flexibihtj

ample power was developed on hills, an

on the level the pick-up was remarkabl
good, and it only remains to say thi

the carburetter worked perfectly on X\

old Singer, and for this reason we fe

sure that it has every possibility-

success. Mr. Parr assures us that'

t

consumption is remarkably good, and'
a 3^ h.p. machine, with sidecar, •*!

above the average consumption fig^
have been obtained.
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iN ILLUMINATED REAR
PLATE.

LTHOUGII there are a, large number
. of motor cyclists who do not favour
an illuminiited rear plate for reasons

I nre obvious, there are quite as many
1 see no reason why their numbers
lid not bo clearly legible. Considcr-
Ihe aiitinuitorist attitude of the police

some qiiarlors, the former view is

laps jiistiliable, all the same the rider

gives every facility for his numbers
e read is reducing to a niinimum any
ible cause for conijilaiiit.

) obviate the jirojccting rear lamp,
iinbodying it wilhiii a number plate,

srs. S. and H. Triuiian, of 12, Curzon
et, Birmingham, have introduced the

i it rear light illustrated.

consists briefly of a shallow cast

I linium box, which is easily detachable
I , the back plate. The box is fixed to
;aiTier, and carries a two-volt electric

I

1 bulb, and also a small burner for

I
.'lene gas. In a slot in the front

Ion
of the device is fitted a vertical

of ruby glass, and alongside two
s of thick glass in rubber linings,

een these glasses is a piece of parcli-

j
paper for the numbers, and when

etters and numbers are outlined and
jpace filled in with black paint the
, is ^milar to that of opaque glass,

price of the rear plate complete with
and burner is 30s.

A rear number plate, the transparent lettering of which is illuminated from the rear.

IE ALWIN SCOOTER.
HILST- visiting the stands in the
Toy Department of the British
Industries Exhibition at the

al Palace, London, we noticed a

motor scooter, which, although
ited amongst its smaller foot-pro-

I brothers suitable for children, was
H lerably more than a mechanical

he Alwin scooter,

h has a spring

e and is shaft-

toy. A small 15 h.p. two-stroke engine
is mounted between two U-section longi-
tudinal members, the front ends of which
ax'e held to the steering head by two V-
shaped supports, whilst attached to the
rear end of the frame are two laminated
springs supporting the rear wheel. The
drive is conducted from an external
flywheel at the rear of the engine, by a
propeller-shaft to a bevel pinion engaging
with a crown wheel attached to the near
side of the back wheel. A small chain
sprocket is mounted on the propeller-
shaft, and drives a C.A.V. magneto
bolted to a plate behind the engine, and,
a few inches nearer the rear wheel, the
shaft is cut, the ends being joined by a
coil spring to absorb the impulse shocks
of the engine. Although solid tyres are
used, the greater road shocks are ab-
sorbed at the rear by the laminated
springs, and at the front by a novel
vertical springing action. We think,
however, that pneumatic tyres would
greatly improve the vehicle, both in easy
running and as a commercial proposition,

at least in this covmtry. The front

forks reciprocate on a line parallel to

the steering head, and expand and con-

tract a coil spring located within the
latter. An engine brake is used,
which consists of an external

band operating on the lower part
of the periphery of the flywheel.

The disposition of the petrol tank
follows standard practice, and it is

located above the engine, but the
distance between it and the latter,

however, could be beneficially in-

creased. An Amac carburetter is

used, whilst a mechanical horn
forms part of the equipment.
The price of this machine,

which is manufactured by the
Alwin Manufactui'ing Co., Luther
Road, Teddington, S.W., is 30

guineas, at which price it should

enjoy a considerable demand from
scooter enthusiasts.

A READILY DETACHED
CARRIER BOX.

FEW are the number of buU<y fittings

which, when attached to some ' part
of the machine for a considerable

time, do not succumb to the effect of

road vibration. Particularly is this so
in the case of receptacles attached to
the carrier for the purpose of accom-
modating tools or luggage, which, being
directly over the rear wheel, are sub-
mitted to practically all road shocks.
A very substantially constructed box

where the method by which it is held
to the carrier has been carefully planned
in the endeavour to eliminate the usual

A quick detachable carrier box.

rattling associated with the use of
straps and the like has recently been
marketed by the Engineering Accessories
Co., 2, Army and Navy Mansions, 115,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
This fitting is provided with four

bolts, which pass through two aluminium
"housings bolted to the inside edge of the
two sides longitudinally facing each
other, and are screwed beneath the box
to metah strips passing imder the cross
members of the carrier. Inserted be-
tween the bottom of the receptacle and
the carrier is a felt pad, and by tighten-

ing the fly nuts down on to the alu-

minium housings the pad is tightly
sandwiched between the carrier and the
box ; this retains the latter rigidly in

position and eliminates any rattling. A
leather handle is also fitted, in order
that the box may be carried by hand.
A lock is also provided.
The capacity of the case is sufficient to

contain the necessities for a week-end
trip.

B7
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The Argenteuil
Hill-climb.

A Popular Paris Event in

which New French Machines
Parlicipated.

ALTHOUGH only a local event, with
all the competitors from the Paris

region, the hill-climbing contest at

Argenteuil, a few miles to the north of

the French capital, provided some inter-

esting sport, and united a very large

number of spectators. The hill, which
is exactly one and one-fifth mile in length,

varies in gradient from 3% to 10%, and
has four rather difficult turns. It had
rained all night, and the surface was
slightly greasy, which is doubtless why
no records were broken.

The fastest time was made by Joly on
a 500 c.c. Alcyon in Im. 33s. Aleyon
machines also won in the 350 c.c. and
250 c c clao-^c; There wa=: a dead heat
111 the 500 cc ^idecu tl.iss hetweeii

MARCH i8th,

Joly (500 c.c. Alcyon), who made fastest time.

Psalty on a Rover and Lacour on a

Georges Levy. As the English machine
carried a greater weight than its French
iival, it was accorded the first place.

There were six competitors in a

cycle car class, the winner being I 'i

on a machine of his own make, folio 1

by a couple of Morgans, with a Spl 5

fourth. This machine is known ii

England as the Globe. Results:

250 c.c. SOLO.
1. Louis (Aluyon) Iw. 43

2. Mural (Thomannl .. .. Im. 51

3. Paul (Liiliov) liii. 59

4. riuhwit (Motosolo) .. .. 2i". i;

5. Dupout (Motosolo) .. .. 2i!i. ::

350 c.c. SOLO.
[Alcyon) .. .. Im

\

Lacour (Georges Levy sc ), who tied with a 31 Rover sc. in the 500 c.c sidecar class

2. Joly (Aleyou)

500 c.c. SOT.O.
1. Jolv (Alcyon) 1

2. Vullinmy (Alcyon) .. .. 1

3. Pean (Peugeot) 1

4. MfUand (Motosncothcl .. .. 1

750 c.c. SOLO.
1. Antony (Peugeot) .. .. S

1,000 c.c. SOLO.
1. Bernaia (Indian) .. .. 1

500 c.c. SIDECAES.
1. Psalty (Rover) 2

2. Lacour (Georges Levy) •• 2

750 c.c. SIDECARS. ^

1. Morct (Georges Levy) .. ..2
2. Leziu (Georges L6vy) .. ..2

1,000 CO. SIDECARS.
1. Elauser (Indian)- .. ..2
2. Psalty (Harley-Davidson) .. 2

1,100 c.c. CrCLE CARS.-
1. A. Noel (Noel) 1

2. Itaudeloque (Morgan) ., ..2
3. Delorme (Morgan) .. ..2
4. H. Guillon (Si.liinx) .. ..2
5. Honel (Morgan) .. .. 2

6. Antony (Godet) „ ..2

TOURIST TROPHY NOTES .

S0:ME particularly ''hotsttiff" Levis^,
machines are undergoing tests. We
hear that F. W. Applebee will ride

one of them.

la connection witli the carnival which
the I.O.M. authorities are urbanising for
tlie T.T. week, it is proposed to liold a
race meeting on the promenade. This
will probably be held on the Wednesdav
morning, and, in addition t,) the T.T.
classes, an event for 1,000 c.c. .sidecars
may be included.

There are many rumours concerning the
new Dinmonds with overhead valves.

The A.J.S. firm is not behindhand with
ifs T.T, models.

c8

Those who witnessed the .sensational

speeds of the 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. Sun-
beams at Stile Cop last year expect some-
thing fast from Sunbeamland.

On the whole, AVolverhampton manu-
facturers seem more keen than those of

other centres.

The Ivy should not be overlooked in'

the 350 c.c. class this year.

R. 0. Clark, of Norwich, may be seen
on a Levis.

Is it correct tliat a new maker is think-
ing of making a 250 c.c T.T. twin two-
stroke using two Simplex engines?

Will lliere lie any three-cylinder radial

engines in the Junior race?

;ingle-cvlinder •two-slOr 500 c.c

in the Senior

Shall we have any of the Amu
"star" riders over here?

Why do not some of the makei¥ d
c.c. twins build up machines witli ''

cylinder to compete in the 250 c.c. '

~

for The Motor Cycle trophy?

Rem Fowler, the old T.T. coiiiin

wilLride this year.

6. Kuhn, who has been so succctji'

on Levis machines, will race on a

model from the Butterfield factory.

Is Coventry losing its grip on ni

cycle events? Will there be a Cove(y«i

entrant in the T.T.?
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A SPORTING NORTHERN EVENT.

THE 1919-20 winter events
concluded with the Glasgow
Club's trial for the Palmer

Trophy, held on the 6th inst.,

and the fact that about sixty

motor cyclists coinpeted is proof
that men o' the Morth are just

as keen as their brothers nearer
the manufacturing centres. It

was a very successful event of

a sporting nature, as any winter
trial held in the H-ighlands
must be, and if any confusion
arose as to competitors' schedule
times in the afternoon part of

the run, blame must be placed
upon the elements. The organ-
i^eis did not anticipate having
to deal with a landslide, which
necessitated a change in pro-

gramme.
Twenty-tour competitors

finished the course, and an
eliminating trial will be held on
Monday, the 5th prox., in order
to find a winner of the Trophy.

ii

K ;

'

,

.P^'p'ogiaplis Nos. 1, 2, and 3 show competitors—J. Beck (Sunbeam), J. Alexander (Ariel), and J. V. Russell (Morgan)—on the bad

hairpin bend on Glen Douglas. No. 4 depicts A. Brash (Harley-Davidson) and A. J. Lindsay (Scott) being checked in at Arrochar

I by B. Allan Hill.
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A SIDECAR LUNCHEON
BASKET.

TO complete the sidecarist's summer
equipment, a compact luncheon and
tea basket, of a size permitting it

to be placed in the sidecar locker is now
regarded as a necessity. Numerous sizes,

suitable for any number of persons, are

marketed by Messrs. Dunhills, Ltd.,

359-361, Eus'ton Road, London, N.l.

The Popular tea and luncheon basket.

A compact and light basket, ho\ve\er,

especially designed for use in cases where
space is th(S first consideration, is shown
in the illustration. All the essential

fittings are provided for ci'eam, butter,

and methylated spirits, in addition to

sandwich cases and cups. The price et

the Popular tea basket, illustrated, is

£2 9s. 6d. complete.

A NEAT PETROL CAN
CARRIER.

THE practice of fitting luggage grids

to sidecar outfits is rapidly growing,
and to owners of machines thus

fitted the neat little petrol can carrier

illustrated herewith should prove of con-

siderable interest. As will be seen, it

consists of a rectangular framework of

L" section, shaped to fit the base of the

A neat device for carrying a petrol tin.

ordinary two-gallon petrol tin. This
frame is firmly secured to the luggage
grid by means of four screws or bolts.

(Jn one side of the carrier are two studs
AA, under which the bead of one side
of the petrol can is placed. The bead

CIO

on- the other side is held down by a
spring-actuated stud B, which, when "in

position, can be positively locked, thus
effectually circumventing any attempt at
theft. We understand that Messrs. Bond
and Co., Earlsdon, Coventry, have the
distributing rights for this accessory.

THE RAPIER ECONOMY
VALVE.

ANE.4.T little device, the invention
of Mr. H. Castell, has been re-

cently placed on the market by the

R.P.E. Engineering Works, 150, Regent's
Park Road, London, N.W. It is de-

signed to screw into the induction pipe,

and the union is connected to the petrol

supply. The lift of the automatic air

valve can be regulated by means of the

screw running through the cover of the
device. Wlieu starling up, the air valve

TO mXT PIPE

The Rapier economy valve.

is screwed down and the petrol needle
opened slightly, so that an explosive
mixture is easily drawn into the com-
bustion chamber. When once the engine
has fired, the petrol is turned off, and
the air valve is set to open to the extent
at which it gives the best results.

AN ACETYLENE GAS
PURIFIER.

A USEFUL little fitting for those who
use acetylene lamps has been re-

cently placed on the market by the
R. and P. Accessories Company, 105,

Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4. It may
be clipped to any
part of the frame,

and consists of a,

metal box in

which are speci-

ally prepared
chemicals to ab-
sorb any mois-
ture in the gas
whicli might tend
to choke the jet
in the burner.

A device (or purifying The price is

acetylene gas. 4s. 6d.

AN IMPROVED BELT
FASTENER.

|

IN placing the John Bull belt fastSl.

on the market, the Leicester Rubb'
Co., Ltd.) Post Office Place, Leiceste

have carefully studied motor cyclist

requirements.
-J

This fastener, which the firm Ife

introduced before the war, has underfill

a considerable aminint of improvemei

The John Bull belt fastener.

and possesses the following features. T
ends of the belt are protected fri

damage as they enter the pulley,

means of leather pads, and thus
efficient and continuous drive is obtaiMi

Hooks and spare links of various si:

may be fitted to obtain any di

tension.
^ /

AN A.J.S. PETROL
CARRIER.

A FITTING which should be mi^
appreciated by A.J.S. riders V
recently been placed on the rnari

by IMessrs. H. Taylor and Co., tt
2i9, Store Street, Tottenham Co
Road, London, W.C.

This accessory, the Taylor petrol i

carrier, although designed expressly

A.J.S. machines, can, with little alte

tion, be made suitable for other, mo
cycles. One of the vertical arms wh
holds the petrol tin in position is p
vided with a spring which, vvheni
cross arm at 'he top is placed und

i»JB handle of the tin and

(2f neath the milled headed >

on the top of the other Si'

arm, exerts jiressure downwards on
'

tin and retains it in position. Tli'

special fittings for attachment to r'

A,J.S. machine are located on two si"

of the wooden base. These can, li''

ever, be altered quite easily and in'

very short time to suit individual

quiremeiits.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All Ittlers must be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and addieu.

>THE MACHINE FOR SPORT. .

Sir,—I notice Lt. J. H. Lewis, B.G.A., in your issue of

March 4th remarks that a 5-6 li.p. twin is sweeter and more
reliable than a single. He also states that the acceleration
is far better than on a single. I am the owner of a 1920
T,T. Norton single sjpeed. I have had ninety-one machines,
and this little sporting Norton I would not exchange for
any other machine on the King's highway. Wet or tuie, I

can do three miles an hour or sixtv. I have no connection
with Nortons, Ltd. ' REG. A. GREEN.
LA TURBIE HILL-CLIMB.

Sir,—In the official results of the La Tuvbie iiiU-climb I

a in placed third for this event, but this needs a little

explanation.

My actual time on the hill, as originally announced by
the Moto Club de Nice, was 10m. 55|s., the next man taking
12ra. 41^s., and the 'next 19m. 45|s. For some unknown
reason, the committee said that I started thirteen minutes late

' at the bottom of the hill, and, although no official time for
-tarting had been given me in accordance with their views,
:lie committee credited me with thirteen minutes, making
iiy time 23m. 55|s. W. DOUGLAS HAWKES.

j

'>ROVISIONAL PRICES.
Sir,—The various reasons put forth by manufacturers

explaining the increased prices include scarcity of raw
naterial and increase in cost of production. I was looking
his vfeek at a 1919 model motor cycle, manufactured by a

I 'ery well known firm, and charged at 1919 prices. A close

xaminafion of this machine revealed the following : Fork
pi'ings stamped 1912, forks (front) stamped 1914, and the
lame bore the date 1915. I am of opinion that this firm
^ profiteering, as the date of manufacture of the parts
icntioned shows them to have been manufactured under
leal pre-war conditions, as far as the makers are con-
orned, but this machine cost the full 1919 price.

W. A. PECHEY.
PEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—The suggestion made by J\Ir. Walter Hare that speed-

I lan's wobble is caused by the itnequal strength of the front
' )rk springs is very interesting. jNIr. Hare mentions the
nmunity from wobble of the Rudge JNIulti, which has a
le-spring fork. One might also mention the Triumph, in

liich the road shocks are taken by one large spring. This
I cachine seems to be quite _ free from speed wobble. It

* ould be instmctive to hear of the behaviour of machines
tted with the Saxon single spring fork.

I Probably wobble is caused by one or more of the follow-
iig factors :

(1.) Unbalanced front wheels.
,iThe effects of such lack of balance would become very
I'eat at high speeds, and would seriously affect the steer-

g. Once steering is affected so that the rider begins to
se control of his^machine, speedman's wobble is inevitable.

' ie scrupulous care with which well known racing motor
clists balance their front wheels is sigmficant.

(2.) The centre of gravity being too far back.
One has only to ride a machine with a hea-\-j'weight on
e pillion to realise how much steering is affected by the
ntre of gravity being too far back. The Scott, which

l

rries its weight well forward, seems to be peculiarly im-
ane from wobble.
(3.) Insufficient rake of the steering head.

(4.) Badly designed handle-bars, which are too narrow to

permit of effective control of the steering.

Of course, speedman's wobble may also be caused by a
swerve while travelling at high speed, or by the rider

gripping his handle-bars too tightly, or by attempting to

slow down suddenly when going fast. C. JMUSTILL.

Sir,—I have observed a lot of correspondence in your
paper recently re speed wobble. I have found, as a rider
of many types of machines, that those with the least tendency
to wobble at speed are fitted with well raked forks.

I have crashed, through wobbling, on many old type
machines, which had practically vertical forks.

L. CLARK.

ROLLS-ROYCE PURCHASE OF INDIAN FACTORY.
Sir,—Since the statement appeared in the press to the

effect that the Rolls-Royce Company had purchased the
Indian factory in Springfield, iMass., U.S.A., we are receiv-
ing letters from various people asking if this means that the
manufacture of Indians is to be discontinued.
The factory purchased by the Rolls-Royce Company was

that known as the Hendeeville plant, situate Ij miles
away from the main Indian factory. About two years ago
our directors decided that it was not practicable to manu-
facture economically in two factories situated so far apart,
with the result that the main plant was greatly added to
and all the machinery moved from the Hendeeville plant
to the mafn factory. '

Tliis left the Hendeeville plant for
sale. It is very gratifying to our directors to know that
such a worthy concern as the Rolls-Royce has purchased
what is undoubtedly one of the mo.st up-to-date automobile
factories in existence.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
W. H. Wells, Manager.

THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.
Sir,—Quite a number of London and provincial papers

(misled by certain French reports) acclaimed the Harley-
Davidsons as the " winners" of the Paris-Nice, and commented
on the succesB of the American machines. The Harley-
Davidsons happened to arrive first and the papers mistook the
trial for a race. Some conceded that the British machines,
though they did not win, did very well I As a matter of

fact, of course, the American machines were not "in it"
with the British. M. Verpault, on a Harley-Davidson, was
fourth. Of the first ten, nine were British, including the
only cycle car which completed the course. I have no wish
to run down the American machines—every one knows that
they are excellent—but one does not like to see our British
manufacturers and riders robbed of the credit of a o-rand
success. H. GEORGE MORGAN.
[The message in question was issued by a telegraphic news

service, and the discrepancies have alreadj' been pointed
out to the managing director of that service by The Motor
Cj/rfe.—Ed.]

Sir,—I notice in your report of the Paris-Nice Trial
(fourth day, page 240, February 26th issue) you mention
the fact that my sidecar frame was fractured, and also that
a spring was broken.

In fairness to Messrs. A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd., I

feel I must point out that this sidecar was not one of their
standard productions, but one I had fitted speciallv for the
trial. W. DOUGLAS HAWKES.
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STANDARDISATION OF CHAINS.
iSii',—It may be of interest to some of your readers to

learn that in connection with the standardisation of ciiains,

the Association of British Driving Chain Manufacturers,

Bassishaw House, Basinghall Street, London, E.G., has been

in touclr with the American chain manufacturers with a

view to getting the standards proposed by this Association

established internationally. To this end, each body has

referred its proposals to its National Engineering Standards
Committee. Inasmuch as the differences between the British

and American proposals are very slight, it is felt that inter-

national standards _ can readily be established in the near
future, pending which the Association of British Driving
Chain Manufacturers has decided to defer putting into force

the standards already announced for roller chains.

BRAMPTON BROTHERS, LTD.
W. R. Hood, Advertising Department.

THE T.T. AND TRADE.
Sir,—With reference to the T.T. races to be held this

year, and the letter from the Triumph Cycle Co. in The
Motor Cycle recently, why should machines be specially

prepared for the race in question ?

Why should not the officials concerned with the arrange-
ments go to the various firms who wish to compete and
pick out a machine, or machines, from a batch of standard
ones ready for delivery ? To make certain that the bicycle

chosen is the one ridden in the contest, let it be sealed,

or something equally as good done—I will leave that for

those concerned. Another point would be in allowing the

intended rider, say, three hours to tune up and make neces-

sary adjustments only. I think this would be of much
more interest to the public, and would help them to choose
their motor cycles—for, after all, it is the public who keep
tlie various manufacturers going.

If it should prove successful, why not carry on the
same every year? MOONBEAMISH.
Waltham Cross.

Sir,—I think most of us hope the T.T. Races will not
languish this year for lack of entries. As one interested in

the sport, I look forward to the pleasure of witnessing the
levived race, and to participation in its enjoyable preliminary
excitement. As one engaged in tlie trade, I believe that,

for many years to come, it will pay manufacturers to

encourage, by personal and financial help, everything that
will maintain vjgour in the sporting side of motor cycling.

Motor cycling can be divided into three classes :

1. Business use.—The use of a machine to transport
rider from place to place on business.

2. Pastime.—The use of a machine to transport rider to

a place where he looks for pleasure, and along a I'oad from
which he hopes to obtain pleasure by the mere fact of

travelling.

3. Sport.—The use of a machine for the pure joy of it,

and interest in the machine itself, its workings, its limita-

tions, and its possibilities, its construction, and its mecha-
nism, its power and speed, its flexibility and poetry of

motion.
Shall I be correct in saying that practically all the motor

cycle buyers of the early days would be of the last group,
and that half the motor cycle buyers of to-day might be
similarly classified, and that it is from this group that the
impetus to the whole movement principally comes, and, for

their encouragement, the expense and the trouble of the
T.T. Race is worth while, over and above the actual mechani-
cal experience and knowledge gained by the race.

So much for the theory of the matter. To get down to

practical details, it is to be hoped, if large abstentions from
the trade are going to imperil the success of the Isle of
Man Races, that way.5 and means may be found partially to

counterbalance matters by help in other directions.

No doubt many of your readers can offer suggestions, and
some of them might help the A.C.U. For instance, here is

a bald suggestion that might be xvorth consideration.
That the A.C.U. ask each of its affiliated clubs—or, at all

events, such of them as are powerful enough in finance or
membership, or both—to nominate for the T.T. Races a
rider from their ranks, such rider to be carefully selected
by the club committee to ride in the club's name, and the
club to pay either all or a portion of his expenses.

For the club to nominate a rider and expect the latter to
pny his own expenses would nullify any merit in the scheme.
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On the other hand, for the rider to expect the club to pay

all his expenses would be going too far.

A practical compromise might be for the club to pay the

entry fee, railway fare, and boat fare, to the Island, for

man and machine, and sundry other incidental expenses

directly connected with the races, but not the personal hotel

and other expenses of the rider (which latter he could well

pay himself, as a contribution to an early summer holiday).

Or perhaps the A.C.U. could afford to pay the entry fee

(from its own funds back to its own funds) in the case of

this special club nominee, and the club and rider share the

other expenses.

In choosing its rider for the race, the club would naturally

first make the entry at an early date, and then leave the

selection of the man till later. There would be rivalry

among the members for the honour, and, in making the

selection from applicants, the club would take inta con-,

sideration the skill and experience of the man, and also

his resources in the way of machines and tuning. -

Anyhow, I throw the rough suggestion out to the A.C.U.,

the clubs, and to your readers, hoping it will at least secure

some comments and criticism, even though the latter be'

unfavourable. FRANK WHITWORTH. '

WANTED—A LUXURIOUS SIDECAR.
Sir,—Having noted "Xenos's" letter in your issue of

February 19th, I would like to make a few remarks.

I fail to understand the pomt that immediately a gentle-

man mounts a motor cycle he becomes a bounder. Is

" Xenos " speaking from experience?

With regard to the fact of being able to afford a car,_ I,

too, can afford t)ne, but prefer a sidecar, but I do not think

that class at all a large one ; many people own both car and

motor cycle, I am sure.

My passenger has been generally a lady, and even on the

wettest of days has arrived at her destination- quite dry

and clean. The machine has windscreen, hood, and side-

curtains, which one can obtain nowadays for almost any

make of sidecar. .,
, .

Another point is the twist grip control. Surely if it is

so magnificent, British manufacturers would have fitted it

long ago. Has " Xenos " tried it on very bad roads, such

as the roads of Northern France of the present day?

I owned, until quite recently, a 6 h.p. machine of well

known make, and on wet days I often rode without overalls

in slacks and shoes and did' not get muddy ; I had no leg

shields, the mud guarding being quite adequate.
_

It is

understood that I only made short journeys in this kit.

The remarks about the cycle car having " I-can't-qui_te-

afford-a-car " appearance—perhaps it has—I am of. opinion

that it is in many cases the real reason for buying a cycle

car.
' So why scoff at a man who cannot afford more and

who is perhaps doing his utmost to give his wife and family

a good time?
If "Xenos" is willing to pay, why not have an outfit

dc luxe built to his own specifications ?

Fiance. DASWANDI KHAN.

WEATHERPROOF SIDECAR WHICH
APES THE COVERED CAR
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Sir,—I do not iniiigine that you can waste your valuable
,
epace on controversies which present no feature of general
interest, so I will be brief.

H.J.li.," in your issue of March 5th, says that he read
iii.v letter with sorrow. I read his with amusement.

I wrote as I did about cycle cars because your previous
correspondent predicted (wron;{ly, I think) that they would
<lrive powerful motor cycles ofi the market.

I still think that if manufacturers will give us a powerful
sidecar, built regardless of expense,, with twist grips,

designed so as not to transform itself and its rider into a
road cleaning device, they will find sufficient purchasers to

irpny the venture.

"H.J.B." can, apparently, keep himself spotless, and,
I'Mjiunably, prefers tap-twiddling, and as to fiis Parthian
;_ilc about my (non-existent) Rolls-Royces and money-bags,
I 1-1 y apologetically in the words of Omar Khayyam :

"I make the most of what I yet can spend.
Before I. too, into the mud descend.

Ah ! -surly tapster, thumping my wet clay ;

Ah! 'H.J.B.' smite gently, brother pray."

Kensington, W.8.
'

'XENOS.

A TOUR WITH SIDECAR AND BABY.
Sir,—I am enclosing snapshots of my A.J.S. and little

daughter, who accompanied me on a tour of 11.000 miles

during last summer. (MRS.) J. A. NEWMAN.

Mrs. J A Newman and
daughter, who have toured

ovei 11,000 miles on the

6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar

depicted.

AIR-COOLED CARS.
Sir,—In your issue of the 4th inst., " Ixion " states that

most of the engines mentioned adopt "cowling," i.e., the

air blast is concentrated upon the cylinder walls by alumi-

nium plates, jacketings, or deflectors. We should like to

say that this statement is not quite accurate. In point of

fact, "cowling" of the cylinders, with the object of ensur-

ing uniformity of cooling to each part of the cj'linders, is

' quite the exception rather than the rule.

In the Enfield-Allday, of course, the system is carried out
very completely, but so far as we are aware the " Palla-

lium" is the only other example in which this type of

jowling -has been attempted—most of the examples halving

fans, more or less promiscuously placed, and the resultant

i
lir draught anything but efficiently used, at least in our

1 ipinion.

i AA'hilst on the subject, we should like to express our

j

ipinion that engines, in which the cylinders are exposed to
' ,he weather, mud, dust, etc., are not likely favourably to

! nfluence the progress of air-cooling.

We, of coui'se, quite appreciate the fact that it cheapens

I

production, but our opinion is that if air-cooling is to be
I inally successful in its appeal to the motoring public, then
it least as much protection will be expected for the air-

looled engine as for 4ts water-cooled brother.

ENFIELD-ALLDAY MOTORS, LTD.
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TAXATION
Sir,—In your issue of March 4th, a conespondent, " Single

and Twin," puts forward an interesting factor in the case of

a fuel tax.

I would suggest to liim that the twin two-stroke he
mentions is altogether far heavier than the big single of

higher horse-power.
If such is the case my argument holds good, for the

heavier machine would natui'alTy do more damage per mile
than would the lighter.

In conclu.sion, I would remind him that there is such a
thing as "tune," and if he has not troubled to enquire into
the cause of excessive consumption he must needs pay the
piper.

. NEMO.
Norwich. '

WELDED FRAMES.
Sir,—I saw in The Motor Cycle recently that the Douglas

Co. wore proposing to oxy-aeetylene weld all their frame.'r,

and I would like to ask, through the medium of your paper,
what others think about it.

I have come in contact with frames which had been
broken and welded in, say, the bracket, and being unable
to loosen the weld by the usual method of heat have had to
scrap the whole bracket and tube. Therefore, I take it,

if one buys an o.xy-aeetylene welded Douglas, and bends or
breaks the frame, a new one will be required, instead of a
repair, which could have been done at any garage in the

. ordinary brazed frame, or otherwise send it to the Dougla.s
Hr.-ii to get the damaged tubes burnt out and new ones welded
in. From the manufactrurer's point of view, it is a quicker
method, but, to my mind, it is at the cost of the motor
cyclist. CURIOUS.

ROAD PESTS.
Sir,—The time is approaching when motorists must become

desperadoes of the most savage type.
On a recent Sunday, feeling energetic, I arose from the

depths of an armchair and sought my motor cycle—a 7-9 h.p.
Indian sidecar. I departed to where the only girl in
the world lives (Don't get excited, this is not a love story),

and together we lobbed out into the country. The roacis

were good, the n'eather was hon, the 'bus was going well,

and she is a pretty girl. Yet I did not enjoy the drive.

Why not? Now I will tell you.
I first met them when I hit the Reigate Road at Sutton.

I modestly sounded my Klaxon. Did they move? Not
much : they remained four abreast. With extreme difficulty,

I passed them. I did not hinder them. I realised they were
cads, but I thought they were exceptions. Why did not I

go home then? They' were on Banstead Downs in their

thousands ; they were all over Reigate ; they went round
corners without .looking round, without putting their hands
out, without hands on handle-bars, and as far as I could see,

without brains. Who were they ? I will leave it to your
readers to arrive at the solution of this very difficult problem.

Can nothing be done to remove this danger to motorists

from the English roads anyway ?

Sidcup. JUSTABOUTADENOUGH.

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
fj Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

•MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." "The standard handboolc on tlie motor
cycle ; its care and management. It deals with
every part of the machine, and with all types of

machines. zSO pages. 400 illustrations. Twentieth
edi.ion

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
CoaCaining over 400 uselul "wrinkles" and helpful

hints in regard to m:>tor cycles. ; even.h Edition.

Just published. ...

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedyjig any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition. ...

THE MOTOR CYCLE'' ROAD MAPS
En'lamd and Wiles, Scot'and. London (showing

roads into and out of London and avoiding Loudon).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

^ Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd ,

'-' 20 Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
'^ Railway Bookstalls
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THE RICHMOND MEET. «

A Popular Rendezvous for Northern Motor Cyclists. Great Attendance Probable on April 2nd.

AS an annual open-air meeting of

motor cyclists, the "Richmond
gathering in North Yorkshire

must, without doubt, take priority, for

it was first held in 1907, and carried on
regularly each year until the war. The
meeting was revived in 1919.
Great efforts have been made this year

by the Northern clubs to enshre a record .

attendance, and prizes will be offered for
the smartest machine present, for the
lady who has driven the greatest distance
to attend, for the most novel and in-

genious idea on a motor cycle, and for
the club with the largest percentage of

paid-up members at the count which
.
takes place at twelve o'clock. In awarding

the prizes, the mileage of the competitors

will be considered.
It is, indeed, interesting to look back

over the illustrated reports of the Rich-
mond meet that have appeared in The
Motor Cycle, commencing with the first

one in the issue of April 10th, 1907. The
record is one showing the enthusiasm
and keenness of the North Country
riders, who, in the days of fixed gears,

belt-drive and accuraulataw travelled for

the most part with great regularity from
all parts of Yorkshire and Durham. The
event was undoubtedly the precursor of

events which in more recent times
have been organised on similar lines.

Clubs in the lyorth-eastern counties will

be able to compete for the Grimshaw
shield, which is being offered to the one

having the greatest percentage of paid-up

members present. This tropfiy is put up
for competition by the Nortji-Eastern.

Automobile Association, and only drivers

(of cycles and cars not exceeding 1,600

c.c.) who are members of the Association

will be counted.
This award is quite distinct from those

. mentioned in the second paragraph, and

is confined to the Sunderland, Bishop

Aucldand, Durham, South Shields, Hartle-

pools, Wansbeck, Newcastle, and Darling-

ton clubs, the members of which have tjk

provide themselves with variously coloured'

distinguishing armlets.

MODERNISING EXISTING MOUNTS.
How Old 2| h.p. Machines are being Converted into Up-to-date 3,^Ii.p. Mounts.

IT is perhaps a remarkable fact, consider-
ing the number of motor cycle engines
manufactured on the Continent, and

the present shortage of engines made in

this country, that makers have not been
tempted to use them. Only one imported
engine has been fitted in British motor
cycles to any extent, and this—the
M.A.G., which hails from Switzerland

—

took a front rank position, and to-day
is appreciated by hundreds of users.

For some time past supplies of new
M.A.G. engines have been very restricted,

and probably doubt exists in the minds

of manj' owners of M.A.G. -engined
machines regarding the position concern-
ing spare parts. Quite a large number
of Motosacoche, Matchless, Sunbeam,
J.H., and O.K. motor cycles, Morgan
cycle cars and A.C. four-iylinder light

cars exist, and owners will be interested

to know that the M.A.G. Engine Co.
are now in a position to undertake
repairs, and supply spare parts. Pro-
bably it would be desirable to send
engines only for repair, but we under-
stand the complete machine may be
sent if so desired.

The company is also making a speciat
ity of converting 2| h.p. Enfield machines
with new 3^ h.p. M.A.G. engines,
which prove very successful. The frame,
it has been found, is quite suitable for

the extra power, and even for light

sidecar work. The same magneto, car-

buretter, gear and chains are u
Owners of these Enfields may find it

a better investment to have the 3^ h.p.

engine fitt«d than to have the old

2j h.p. engines rebuilt. The address oJ

the M.A.G. Co. is Harrow ' Road,
Willesden Junction, N.W.

THE A.A. ROADSIDE MOTOR FUEL SUPPLY STATION.
Benzole, Water, and Compressed Air Road-side Service Inaugurated by the A.A.

AN up-to-date motor spirit bulk
storage station has been installed

by the A.A. at Aldermaston, on
the Bath Road. This is the first of its

kind, following American lines, which
has been erected in Great Britain, and
is the first of a series to be erected by
the A.A. throughout the country.
The A.A. does not make any profit on

the spirit sold, but allows their local

agent to use the installation for selling

his own spirit. The installation also in-

cludes a telephone, a delivery pump, and
the New Pelapone engine and electric

generating set, delivering "free air"
through an air compressor, so that

members' tyres may be blown up while
the tank is being filled. Water is also
laid on for filling radiators.
At the present it is only proposed to

run a day service with an A.A. road
patrol in charge, but if the service

A Matchless

outfit outside the

A.A. roadside
motor fuel supply

station at Alder-

maston.

proves successful, as is anticipated,
day and night service will be run. A'
the moment only benzole conforming t(

the A.A. standard is supplied. The se
vice, of course, is available to membg
only.
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PROBABLY every motor cyclist who
lias a mechanical mind has, at some
time, attempted to solve the problem

of motor cycle springing. It seems so

easy when one first thinks o{ it, and to

commit an idea to paper takes but a
minnte. Every month we receive many
designs of inventions relating to spring

Two leaf springs, levers, anJ links are

embodied in the invention ol Mr. H. T.
Towner, of Eastbourne.

frames, but only the very small minority
reveal any promise, while some of the
most obvious methods of obtaining a
sprung frame form the basis of large

numbers of ideas from readers who appear
to be surprised that such simple means
have not been thought of before.

On this page we illustrate a selection

of the designs of a more practical nature.
Two are very similar; that of Jlr.

Buckley, employing two coil springs for

.'suspension with two additional springs
for recoil, is very reminiscent of the

American Pope design. Mr. Bennett's
design is practically the same idea, but
in a more elementary form, as the a.xle

movement is vertical, and in consequence
the tension of the chain or belt would
be inconstant.

The device patented by the Auto
Improvement Co., of Dudley, is intended
to convert rigid frames into spring
frames, and employs a single laminated
spring of the cantilever type, supported
by a bracket fixed to the upper rear
stay.3. A radial movement at the wheel

axle is obtained
by the use of

two segmental
members slid-

ing in the fork

ends.

Buckley's invention is remmiscent of the

American Pope, embodying coil springs

above and below the axle, which slide in

guides.

H. Markham (Redditch) favours a

laminated spring placed transversely at the

pivoting pomt of the frame.

An American patent.

A. D. McCurdy,
Philadelphia,

de

A patented attachment by the Auto
Improvement Co., 63, Tower Street,

Dudley.

Mr. Towner's idea perhaps embodies
too many links ; while the McC'urdy
American patent and Tebbutt's design
are capable of development. Markham's
patent employs a laminated spring in a
new way, the spring being placed trans-
versely at the pivoting point of the
frame. !Mr. Moss's idea is perhaps tjie

most simple.

Enclosed springs of the volute type »re

suggested by Mr. G. K. Moss, of

Beckenham.

An idea from India. Mr. J. W. Bennett,

of Nasik, B.P., suggests a similar arrange-

ment to Mr. Bucldey's.

W. Tebbutt (Coventry) uses both a

laminated and a coil spring. The latter is

enclosed in a cylinder.
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Oimes to TLlg^t Camps.
Grebinwich Time.

Mar. 18th 6.36 p.m.

„ 20th '
""

„ 22nd
„ 24th

6.40

6.44

6.43

"Neat Riders."

The motto of a certain American
motor cycle club is " Neat Riders."
British clubs also would help the move-
ment by encouraging their members to

wear neat riding attire.

Given Away.
I'ear.son's Weeldy is offering a 3^ h.p.

Rudge-llulti as a prize in a new com-
petition. P. W . readers are invited to
make a sentence, the words commencing
with the letters J-o-y-r-i-d-e. The com-
petition closes on the 30th.

Police Active.

At Catford the police are very strict

on rear lamps and noisy machines. Every
Hne morning a trap is worked between
George Lane and Lewisham Public
Library.

Forest Hill : Jlotor cyclists are stopped
for fast driving and dirty number plates.

Anerley : A trap is worked on Sunday
afternoons in Croydon Road, between
"The Robin Hood" and Selby Road.

We are warned that two police traps
are working in the Birmingham district

every week-end. One is situated on the
Warwick Road, between Olton and Soli-

hull, the other on the Stratford Road just
outside Henley-in-Arden. Heavy fines are
imposed for exceeding the speed limit.

A Uniijue Competition.

With the laudable idea of encouraging
considerate driving and courtesy on the
road, the Southend-on-Sea and District
Automobile Club recently organised a
unique surprise run, which will no doubt
appeal to other clubs. Observers were
stationed along the route, in order to
note any incorrect or inconsiderate driv-
ing; to demand the production of certain
articles, such as driver's licence, which
every motorist should carry ; and to ask
questions, the answer to which should
be known by every road user. A number
of marks were credited at the commence-
ment of the run, and a j^re-determined
number were debited for any tran.sgres-
sion, such as cornering too fast or
wrongly, failing to blow horn, or to help
any stranded motorist. This form of
event could be greatly enlarged upon,
and should prove of considerable interest
and instructional value.

c6

The Production of Benzole.

With the object of compelling the
South Jletropolitan Gas Co. to produce
"the largest possible amount of benzole
or other motor spirit by the gasification

of coal," a petition has been presented
to the House of Lords against the Bill

which the company is promoting for the
purjDose of altering the existing method
of charges to consumers.

The petitioners comprise the Auto-
mobile Association and ilotor Union, the
Auto Cycle Union, the Commercial JNIotor

Users' Association (Incorporated), the
Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers
and Traders Union, Ltd., the Royal
Automobile Club, and the Society of

Jlotor Manufacturers and .Traders, Ltd.
It is submitted that gas undei takings

can produce much larger quantities of

benzole and other by-products, and that
in the national interests of the conserva-

tion of coal and the maintenance of key
industries they should be required by law
to do so.

It is estimated that over 30,000,000

gallons of motor fuel could be produced
from the existing gasworks of the country

if "scrubbing" were universallv adopted
in the manufacture of gas. This home
supply would be of material assistance.

Special ^Features.

PROS AND CONS OF ENGINE DESIGN.

HI.L-CLIMBING IN Fi ANCE, ,

A NEW CARBURETTER.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The London Graduates of the Institu-

tion of Automobile Engineers will pay
a visit to the National Physical Labora-
torv, Teddington, on Saturday afternoon,

March 20th. They will
' catch the

2.3 p.m. train from \\'aterloo to Tedding-
ton and will meet outside the Laboratory

at 2.45 p.m.

Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

This sporting event, open to officers and
midshipmen -on 'the Active List of the

R.N., R.N.R., and R.N.V.R., will take

place on July 7th and 8th in the Home
Counties, finishing on Brooklands track.

It is expected that now leave is more
easily obtained a large and representative

entry will be received for this event.

Preliminary regulations, together with

entry forms, may be obtained on applica-

tion being made to the secretary of the

Auto Cvcle Union, 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.I.

SKI-ING BEHIND A MOTOR CYCLE.

A speed event at the annual mid-winter carnival at Saranac Lake, New Vork.
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Spring Number.

Next week's issue will bo gronl.ly en-

largeil, luid will oonUiiii, in additiuii to

an illustrated Buyers' Guide, many
special articles of a. seasonable character.

A War Record.

We are iileased to heai' that Mr. Harold

Karslake, that fumiliar figure in the; big

trials of the past, is now demobilised,

leaving tlio Army «ith a war record

dating from August 11th, 1914. It is a

full one, and one of which he may be

proud. Enlisting in August, 1914, he

served in France (BaiUeul) until the end

of 1915. He then became an instructor

in the School of Technical Training at

Reading and Hatton, being promoted to

tt>chincal sergeant-major. In March,

1917, he was mentioned in despatches.

He says his first big trial this year will

be for the " Jarrott " cup at Easter.

The Colmore Cup Team Prize Won by

Ariels.

At a committee meetino; of the Sutton

Coldfield A.C., held last^Friday, it was

decided to award the team prize in the

recent Colmore Cup Trial to the Ariel

team. We congratulate the makers of

this weU-known machine, which, inci-

dentally, has been consistently successful

as team prize-winner.';. In one year an

Ariel team won the team prizes in the

English Six Days, the Scottish Six Days,

and the Irish End to End, but in these

cases the single-cylinder machines usually

made the scores. This, we think, is the

first . time a team of three twin Ariels

has secured a team . prize honour. The
riders were L. Newey, J. L. Stocks,

and F. J. Watson.

A "Knock-out" Hill-climb.

I
Messrs. Travers, of Newcastle, have

placed at the disposal of the Newcastle
md District M.C. a gold cup for com-
oetilion annually, to be retained if won
,wice in succession, or three times in all.

[n addition, there will be a gold watch
value £50) as first prize, and gold medals
or other prizes. The event will take
jlace in July, and v;ill be open to club
nembers only. By becoming a member,
iny rider may compete, and it is iioped

attract many well-known riders. There
vil! be classes for 250, 350, 500, 560, 750,

.nd 1,000 C.C., and also an unlimited
:lass. The event will be run on the
' knock-out " principle. An interesting

lethod of handicapping has been demised.

[

further details will be published later.

3'9

A T.T. ENTRAI?r.
H. R. Harveyson, one of the entrants in

the forthcoming T.T., who is riding an
Indian Scout.

The A.C.U. and A.A. Co-operating.

The .'V.C.U. is actively co-operating
with the A. A. in obtaining signatures to

the latter organisation's petrol price
petition to the Prime Minister.

Scottish Open Hill-climb.

The Glasgow Western M.C.C. will hold
an open hill climb on May 15th in con-
nection with which a special prize will be
offered for the best performance on
formula made by a team nominated by
a Scottish club. Each team will consist

of three riders—one each in 350 c.c. and
600 c.c. solo classes, and one in the
"unlimited " sidecar class.

Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

On Easter Monday an open hill-climb

will be run under the auspices of the
above club. The hill selected is Orton
Scar, abont tliirteen miles from Kendal.
The nearest railway station is Tebav
(L. and N.W.R.), four miles from the
Scar. Several well-known clubs have
notified their intention of competing, and
the event will undoubtedly prove most
interesting and enjoyable. Fifteen classes

will be run, including a class for scooters.

D.R.'s at the Richmond Meet.

The meeting of Northern despatch
riders which it was suggested should be
held at Morecambe on Easter Monday,
under the auspices of the A.C.U., will

take place instead on Good Friday, in

Have you Signed the

A.A. Petrol Petition ?

Remember p;trol prices affect

others than motor cyclists —

therefore -GET YOUR
FRIENDS TO SIGN ALSO.

Every Signature counts !

conjunction witli tlie annual meet of

Northern clubs at Richmond.
Messrs. Torkington and Loughborough

will be present, and, with the !Mayor of

Richmond, will apeak in the Town Hall.

Lt.-Col. Pierce, R.N.R. (A.C.U.), will

also be present.

Tourist Trophy Races.

In addition to the entries already
received, the A.C.U. has been notified bv
Messrs. ButterHelds, Ltd.. that F. W.
Applebee, R. 0. Clark, and G. R. Kuhn
will ride Levis machines in the Junior

Triumph Developments.

An important trade announcement made
last week refers to the Triumph and Hill-

man Companies. A preliminai-y agree-

ment has been entered into between the

directors of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,

and the Hillman Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

whereby the former will purchase the

assets of the latter as from April 1st,

1920. The merging of the interests of

these two companies implies a consider-

able extension of business on the part of

the well-known motor cycle company, and
developments will be watched with
interest.

Mr Harold Karslake, now demobilised from
the R.A.F.

The Petrol Prices Protest—Date Extended.

It was at first arranged that all signed
petition forms should be returned by
iMarch 17th, but, in accordance with the
desire of many supporters of the petition,

it has been decided to extend the closing

date to the 24th inst.

Second-hand Prices.

As was predicted in our' issue of the

4th inst. , the high prices asked for second-

hand machines are still maintained. A
noticeable feature is the number of old

models which are now for disposal, owing
to the owners taking delivery of their

new models, which are just commencing
to come through in appi'eciable quantities.

It will be interesting to note the time
which will elapse before these deliveries

have an effect on the second-hand market.
Hisher-t and LowMt,

A.j.S., igii, 61i.p.. sidecar /100-/120

1916 and later ( i40-£i9S

Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £i35-£i67

Alton, 2-stroke, 2-speed liiH.^i
Bradbury. 4li.p.. Einsle-speed, solo Li°-{,50

., 4 h.p.; sidecar ^60-^68
B.S..\., 4j ti.p., 3-speed, sidecar t90-£i65
Caltliorpe-Jap, 2!^ h.p., 2-speed fAO-i^^
C!;*no, 2-stroko, 2-speed .

". £6o-£68

„ 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £9c>-£i30

Douglas, 2j h.p., W.D £50-£8S
,, 4 h.p.. 3-spced, sidecar f95-£l65

Enfield. 2} h.p., 2-stroke £45-£75
J916, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed f53-£75
6 h.p., sidecar £ioo-£l75

Harlev-Davidsoa. 3-speed, sidecar £ioo-£i95

Humber. 3! h.p., 2-speed, sidecar f/O-fioo
3.'. h.p. tlat twin, sidecar £99-£i6o

Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar .. 05-£85
1916, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar . . £i23-£i5o

James, 2-stroke, 2-speed £65

,. 4j h.p., sidecar £52-£i35

Levis, 2j h.p., single-speed Cl^-ibo

2i h.p., 2-speed £48
Matchless, M..'\.G. and Victory models, sc. £i20-£l83

New Hudson, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke ii^-ijo

„ 1914, 3I h.p., 3-speed bub,

and sidecar ^75
New Imperial, 2,1 h.p., 2-speed i^o-iyo

S h.p., sidecar i£i35-£l5S

Norton, z\ b.p., T.T £40-£78

P. and M. 1919, 32 h.p., sidecar £iio-£i40

Rover. igxS-rg, 3ih.p., T.T £75-£ioo

„ 1914. 3-1 h.p., 3-speed hub, and sc. £6S-£ii5

,, igiS-rg, 3i h.p., 3-speed, c /Shalt,

and sidecar fy7~£^ 38

Rudge-Multi, 3.I h.p £6o-£l 10

,, 5-6 b.p., and sidecar £^Z°
Scott, solo, 19x9 £55-f117

sidecar i/S-fioS
Sunbeam. 1915-18, 3I h.p., solo £So-lil5

„ 32 h.p., sidecar £95-£x73

„ 8 h.p., sidecar £i75-£200

Triumph, 3J h.p., single-speed £32-i55

si h.p., 3-speed hub i50-it>3

„- 4'h.p., 3-5peed coimtershaft, solo £75-iiio

4 h.p., 3-sp. countershaft, sidecar £ioo-il70
", 2\ h.p., 2-stroke lH-LTi

Zenith, 6 h.p., sidecar £75-4125

6 h.p. countershaft, sidecar £1/5

C9
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Mercury as an Aid
to Air-cooling.

Practical Difficulties in the Way
of its Employment.

.PIXIOXS differ as to the practicability of -aung

mercury in conjunction witli copper or aluminium
as an aid to air-cooling, but from the several

references to the subject which have appeared in print,

it seems to the writer that no on^ has yet regarded the

question from a sufficiently broad and comprehensive
\iewpoint.

In the first place, the mechanical requirements

demand a film of some liquid substance of high thermal

conductivity and sufficient thickness to be able to

adjust itself to the differences caused by the varying

expansion of the cylinder wall and radiator jacket, and
that this liquid must be capable of withstanding the

full temperature of a hot engine without injury either

to itself or tO' the materials with which it is in contact.

The condition of high thermal conductivity makes
the liquid metal mercur}' almost the only substance

that can be employed; but, unfortunately, afnongst

metals, it is a comparatively poor conductor of heac,

and does not nearly equal cast iron, while chemically

it is quite unsuited for the purpose suggested. I refer

only to conductivity because the thinness of the layer

of mercury would preclude convection currents from
conveying any great portion of the total heat trans-

mitted on account of the large surface exposed for a

given quantity of mercury.

To consider first the case of mercury and copper
from a chemical standpoint, it is well known that an
amalgam of copper and mercury is used in dentistry

as a filling for teeth, but it is not so well known that

this amalgam is formed when copper-and mercury are

simply heated together. This amalgam is solid when
cold, and is brittle. Furthermore, it does not adhere

to cast iron, consequently it will not be always in

contact with the iron, and thus the heat conductivity

will be very much deteriorated, especially as the

amalgam is a much worse thermal conductor than

mercury itself.

Disintegration of Copper by Mercury.
But the worst point in the whole business lies in the

fact that, even supposing that the copper jacket is

thick enough not to be eaten into holes by the mer-
cury, the latter will gradually work its way between
the crystals composing the copper, weakening it, and
rendering it too brittle to be capable of withstanding

the severe temperature conditions and vibration met
with in internal combustion engines.

The case of aluminium is more complex on
account of the curious behaviour of aluminium itself.

Electro-chemically aluminium stands very close to

such metals as calcium or manganese, in the respect

CIO

mat It is more electro-positive than hydrogen, and
would, therefore, be rapidly attacked by water and
atmospheric moisture were it not for the very for-

tunate fact that it becomes coated superficially with a

very thin, and practically transparent, film of oxide,

which forms a complete protection. (The working of

the Nodon electrolytic valve depends on this film.)

In the presence of mercury, however, this film is no

longer sufficiently complete to protect the metal, and it

is consequently very rapidly attacked. A piece of

aluminium, superficially amalgamated, is, in fact, so

rapidly attacked by moisture that, if placed in contact

with a wet rag, it will become so hot, owing to tlie

reaction, that the rag will commence steaming.

Properties of the Aluminium Amalgam.
This amalgam of aluminium' and mercury can be

formed simply by bringing mercury and aluminium into

contact, and would be formed in the jacket;^ and,

although it may be argued that the mercury is in a

confined space, it must not be forgotten that the

reaction between moisture and the amalgam is of a

very vigorous character, and that it would, therefore,

be impossible to prevent it from slowly occurring unless

the jacket could be hermetically sealed, which I do

not think is commercially feasible. Moreover, tfie

mercury would, especially at higher temperatures, per-

meate through the aluminium just as it would through

copper under such conditions ; and, once any

succeeded in reaching the surface of the aluminium,

the destruction of the cylinder would merely be a

matter of hours.

To sum it up, although I would not go so far a;'

to regard the employment of mercury as an impos-

sibility, yet I think that the practical difficulties in the

way of its employment are out of all proportion to

very small gain in cooling efficiency.

Since water-jackets in aero engines have been made
of copper, electrolytically deposited - on cast iron

cylinders, why, therefore, could not a cast iron cylinder

be taken, a fairly thick deposit of copper made on it,

then flanges of copper shrunk on over the copper
'

layer, and the electro deposition continued until the

flanges and the copper layer were made quite solid?

It seems to me that the idea is feasible, and would

provide an effective means of mounting copper flanges

on to a cast iron cylinder without fear of separation

occurring. (It is important to remember that a slight •

space between the cast iron and the outer jacket would'

behave, to a certain extent, like the vacuum space

of a Dewar flask, and so effectively retard the di.^J

charge of heat from the cylinder walls.) H.W.R. ;3
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Paperchase in Warwickshire Lanes.
Coven(ry and Warwickshire Mo(or Club's Opening Event aUracts over Sixty Members.

At the Coventiy club's paperc'ias" last Saturjay. In spite of the inclement weather, there was a good attendance.

' A NY motor cyclist desiring to become
t\, tlioroiighly acquainted with War-

wickshire by-lanes is recommended to

join this club and follow a paper trail pre-

ferably laid by Mr. Sam Wright. There
ivere sixty or seventy members at the start

sf the opening nin and speed-judging
xmipetition from Whitley Common, near
?oventry, and away went the " hare " on
I car, laying a trail over a sinuous course,

irst this way, then that, and afterwards
loubling back upon itself. When nearly
wenty miles had been covered, the com-
jetitors (who were endeavouring to

iverage the speed they had drawn) were
)ut eight miles from Coventry. The end
ame between Leamington and Warwick,
ifter thirty miles of rain-sodden roads,

vhich added to the difficulties of the
ourse, as the once white paper was more
iitficult to detect. In one village the
isual wags picked up a handful of Tlw
Uotor Cycle clippings, which formed the
i:iil, and careft5lly distributed it up a
'Hi id lane. The result was that every-
ody religiously followed the wrong scent,
nd there was much reversing and mixed

mirth. The winners were announced at

the Crown Hotel, Warwick, as follows

:

SIOTOR BicrcLE.s.—Rev. J. E. Philpott

(2^ Clyno).

Sidecars.—A. R. Grindlay (7 Harli

Davidson and Grindlay sidecar), 2 mil

slow.

C.ins.—G. Smith (15.9 H umber).

Ccmpe! iters ready to follow the trail. .The leflections on the road convey an ide

state of the weather when the timekeeper started the riders*

of the

COMPETITIONS IN ITALY.
Targa Florio Event Postponed. Road Races a Feature of 1920 Programmes of Italian Clubs.

THE Italian T.T., the Targa Florio,

I has been posti^oned until September.
It is hoped by Italian motor cyclists

lat this date will be convenient for their

ritish confreres to participate. Should
iiy decide to do so, our Italian corre-

' londent informs us that they will be siu'e
;' a cordial reception.

,
Below we give a list of the principal
rents which will be held in Italy this

Til lull.—:UoBtevecchia
Milano.

ril 25tb.—Circuit de B:

Cremonesi
ay aSrd.-Grand Pri:

Torino.

Hill-climb. Sport Club

Escia (road race). U.S.

D.S.

ol Italy (road race). La

jlay 30tb.—Circuit " Tre . Eesioni " Reliability
Trial lor Italian machines. S.C. Milano.

June 13th.-^Circuit de Orbassano (road race). La
Torino.

June 20tli.—Circuit VaUe Ticino (road race).
Moto Clut Lombardo.

Julv nth.—€onsuma Hill-climb. Moto Club
Florence.

July 25th.—Circuit of. Lake Garda (road race).
Pro Garda,

August 8th,—Roma-AntTverp Long Distance Trial,

in conjunction with Olymisic games, Moto
Club Rome,

August 15th,—Turin-St, Nernard Pass (road race).
U.S, Torinese,

August 22nd,—Trophy of the Two Lakes, Moto
Club Lombardo.

September 1st.—Susa-Mont Cents Hill-climb. La
Torino.

September 5th.—Italian Championship.
Sept. 25-26th.—Milan-Naples Long Distance Trial.

October 3rd.—^Speed Trial for the Kilometre
Record. M.C. Lombardo.

Amongst the road races, the most im-

portant are the Circuit de Cremona,
Circuit de Orbassano, Circuit de Brescia,

and Valle Ticino ; the hill-climbs, Susa-

Mont Cenis and Consuma. An interesting

event promises to be the Trophy of the

Two Lakes, which takes place on the

mountains between Lakes Como and
Lugano, well kno'mi to so manj' British

tourists. The conr.se is a most difficult

one, the roads being either up and down
the mountains or alongside the lakes, and
is of a very tortuous nature. It is hoped
that British riders will support the Targa
Florio, as, apart from the interest of

the event itself, the scenery met. with is

alone worth the trouble and expenditure.
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BATH -LAND'S END AND BACK.
West of England Club's Second Twenty-four Hours Trial.

T^HE Bath and West of England Motor
1 Club's enthusiasm for long distance

runs continues in evidence. Their
first " 24 hours " of this year, which
some weeks ago knocked out all the
competitors, did not daunt the spirit of

this -live club, and on Friday-Saturday
last another run to the same objective

—

Land's End—-produced a much more
satisfactory result.

The weather was still unkind, stiff

head winds and freq'uent rainstorms,
whilst the roads did not show much im-
provement over the previous venture.
The first of 22 starters out of 25 entrants
left Bath at 8 p.m. on Friday, the 12th,
this being E. Colraore, 2^ h.p. Levis.
The other competitors included C. B.
Newman, the club secretary, and E? Kick-
ham, the well-known Bristol agent.'
The sidecar outfits were three "Big

4" Nortons, two 3^ h.p. Sunbeams, and
one each Indian, Harley-Davidson, and
34 h.p. Douglas ; in addition, there were
two adventurous members who essayed
the trip on 2J h.p. Douglases, with side-
cars attached. It was reported that one
of these reached Land's End in safety.
The solo mounts were two 2j h.p.

Levises, and one each Alecto, N.U.T.,
Sun Villiers, B.S.A., 2J h.p. Douglas,
and Pearson and Sopwith. The only
light car was the lOJi.p. Eric Campbell,
which made splendid rumiing through-
out.

E. G. Fery, who put up the best

performance in the previous long dis-

tance trial of this club, and who scored
so well on his 4 h.p. Douglas and side-

car in the Paris-Nice Trial, did not com-
pete, his machine' having been damaged
in the return from France ; but he acted
as timekeeper, checking in those com-
petitors who were fortunate enough to

finish at Bath on Saturday evening.

Survivors.

Eight riders reached Land's End, four

or five being "all square" with the time
sheet ; these were one of the Nortons,
a Sunbeam, 3^ h.p. Douglas, Indian,
Harley-Davidson, Levis, and the light car.

Four of these finished the trip in good
order. E. Kickham with the 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam and Dinky sidecar was the first

to arrive, followed in a few minutes by
Victor Smith on the Norton ; both these
were correctly on time. E. Colmer on

the Levis ran in at about the same time,

being a few minutes behind his schedule,

but otherwise he had made an excellent

run. The Eric Campbell car came shortly

after with a perfect score. One or two
were expected later, but too late to

qualify for medals.

V. ^mith and E. Kickham both qualify

for the silver cup presented by Mr. G. H.
R. Large. The winner will be found from

a secret check taken near Exeter on the

return journey.

Both these riders had faultless journeys,

and their' mounts seemed in first-class

order— a really fine performance over 415

miles of bad roads in adverse weather.

The Norton was seen departing after the

finish with four up. The outward journey
was not so hard ; rain at intervals through
,the night,' but when near Redruth, appro-

priately enough in the neighbourhood of

Hayle, hail was met, and with unusual
violence, continued off and on, during the

stay at " the End." The crossing of

Dartmoor on the return journey was
made in thick snow, and heavy rain

followed the competitors most of the way
to the finish, where an enthusiastic crowd
awaited them.

N.M.C.F.U. (SHEFFIELD).
Sheffield and Rotherham Branches of the National Motor -Cyclists' Fuel Union Discuss Taxation.

A GENERAL meeting of the Sheffield
and Rotherham Branches of the
National Motor Cyclists' Fuel

Union was held in Sheffield on Saturday
last, the 13th inst. The chair was taken
at the opening of the proceedings by Mr.
John Austin (Swift-Levick works), local
chairman, and subsequently by Mr. A.
W. Torkineton (London), national chair-
man, in the absence of Mr. Douglas
Vickers, M.P., local president.
Mr. W. Wright (Vickers works), local

4 secretary, submitted the Union's annual
report, as adopted on February 28thj and
this was received with applause.
The president of the Union, Mr. E.

S. Shrapnell-Smith, C.B.E., then gave

an address on " Motor Roads, Taxation,
and Fuels." He was of opinion that
motor cyclists must bear their share of

taxation, seeing that roads must be main-
tained and paid for. The cost of roads
would be double pre-war outlay for the
same standard. He was satisfied that the
N.M.C.F.U. did not desire to escape:
th^y sought only fair play. ' But fair

play for motor cyclists involved three
things : (a) recognition of their low
average income

; (0) regard for relative

sthallness, alike in power, weight, and
size, of their machines

; (c) admission by
the Government that matters of public
health, housing, and food supply are" all

helped by the use of motor cycles.

After a full discussion, introduced by
the national secretary, Mr. D. J. Thorn-
ton (Wolverhampton), the bulk of the

meeting was in favour of the following

annual taxes to replace all existing

licensing and fuel taxes : £1 on solo

bicycles below 200 lb. weight ; £2 ditto

above 200 lb. weight; £3 on sidecar

outfits and three-wheelers.

Mr. Shrapnell-Smith undertook to lay

these views before the Government Com-
mittee on Taxation.
The local secretaTy will be pleased to

enrol new members who write to him at

48, Hinde Street, Firth Park, Sheffield,

and it is hoped that all local motor cyclists

will avail themselves of the opportunity.

THE M.C.C. OPENING RUN.
A Hundred and Fifty-five Members .Journey to Brighton.

ARECORD number of members sat down
to dinner on the evening of Satur-
day last at the Old Ship Hotel,

Brighton, whither it has long been the
custom of the M.C.C. to hold its opening
run, no fewer than 155 being present. All
journeyed to Brighton independently, and
by six o'clock the majority had arrived.
Most of the journey was accomplished in
fine weather, but those who started late
came in for cold and heavy rain. The
dinner was followed by a short speech by
Lt.-Col. Charles Jarrott, O.B.E., who
proposed the health of the club, and
referred to its sporting members. He was
glad to see such a fine attendance, and
said that he thought if all this year's
competitions were supported so well as
the opening run, 1920 would be a bumper
year. He congratulated Mr. W. H. Wells
on the arrangements for the organisation
of the dinner.

Mr. R. Head (chairman), in reply, also

made mention of the excellent attendance,
and especially congratulated those who
had turned up on motor bicycles. The
Jarrott cup this year would be something
to be earned, the entries were already a

record, and it was anticipated there would
be about 200. Other events this year
would be the Edinburgh run, the team
trials for Tlie Motor Oych challenge cup,
and a race meeting at Brooklands.
The president then presented the medals

won in the E.xeter run, and thereafter
followed an excellent musical entertain-
ment, at the conclusion of which were
two or three speeches not on the
programme.
Mr. R. p. F. Paul proposed the health

of the president, who, in reply, contrasted
the number of those present with the
attendance in 1902—the occasion of the
club's first opening run, when, as Mr.

Candler, the only member present who
took part in it had told him, only eight

or nine members had arrived, and even

then only after a continual struggle

against adverse circumstances.

Mr. Jarrott then said a few words about
the question of petrol prices and taxation.'

The authorities, he remarked, were'

anxious enough to ask motorists to come^^
and help them when the country was in.t

difficulties, but now they seemed to inferv
that motorists were jolly lucky to be.--

allowed to use the roads at all. ^'•,

Mr. Wells, who organised the dinner sb4i

successfully, thanked those present for \

turning up in such large numbers, and
made a few remarks about the club's

competitions. He hoped the M.C.C.
would get back The Motor Cycle challenge

cup this year in the team prize.

The journey back to town was made
independently in breezy and cold weather.
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Peebles M.C. and L.C.C.

Peebles is a natural centre for reli-

ibility trials of the most strenuous kind.

The club is renewing its activities, and is

jeing accorded hearty support by both old

md new members.

Kidderminster M.C.C.
For Saturday ne.\t a surprise reliability

rial has been arranged, starting from the
Lion Hotel at 2.15 p.m. prompt. All
nembers are particularly requested to

jive their support to this opening event,
he entry fee for which is Is.

North London M.C.C.
I Commander Pearce, of the A.C.U.,
1

:ave an informal lecture at headquarters
ecently, during which he outlined the
istory and policy of that body. Mrs.
'. T. Staley, of Finchley, has kindly
resented a challenge cup. The mem-

j

ership total continues to grow, and
I |Vo lady solo riders have enrolled.
'ull particulars may be obtained from
u- honorary secretary, at 2, Victoria
venue, Finchley, N.3.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc, presided at the
leiiiug social concert held recently,^ and
ide important announcements regarding

club competitions. Five cups, a
eed trophy, challenge shield, captain's
i/.e, and various medals will be put
1 for competition this year. Over one
iTidred members took part in th« open-
; run held last Sunday. The captain
[r. F. Barnes) took the lead, followed
solo machines in pairs, sidecars, and,

', ally, cars. A number of 1920 models
re seen, and attracted much attention,
e next run is arranged for April 18th.
1 takes the form of a picnic run to
'.th HUl.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
•n Friday last the A.G.M. was held
"The Towers," ili. G. E. Roberts
sidmg over a good attendance of

imbers. The club's finances show a
staatial balance. Jlr. E. Manville,

\
f., was re-elected president, and

^ ?^^' ^- '^^'"gl^t and Geoffrey Smith,

J -J
' ^^''^ *^'^'='^ *° ^^^ I'st of vice-

! sidents. Mr. J. F. Spencer is the club
• tani for 1920. Mr. V. A. Holroyd
iMsed the appointment of the Rev. J.

• i'liilpott as the club chaplain.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held

recently at headquarters. The present

membership total is about one hundred,

with every prospect of a considerable in-

crease. The subscription is fi-ved at 10s.,

with an entrance fee of 2s. 6d. Ladies

are specially invited to join at a fee of

2s. 6d. It is proposed to hold two hill-

climbs, two speed trials, and two reli-

ability trials during the year. The open-

-ing run to Lincoln will be held on Good
Friday.

Carmarthen M.C. and C.C.C.

In conjunction with the Swansea,
Neath, and Ystalyfera Clubs, a '

hill-

climb will take place on April 2nd. The
event is open to all members of the above
clubs, and four events will be run for the

following classes : motor cycles up to

300 c.c. ; motor cycles up to 4O0 c.c. ;

motor cycles up to 567 c.c. ; and sidecar

outfits and three-wheelers of any power.

Entries, together with the entry fee of

2s. 5d., must reach Mr. J. J. Jenkins,

Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen, not later

than the 31st.

Public Schools M.C.C.
At t'ne recent annual general meeting,

it was decided to allow schoolboys to join

the club at a subscription of 10s. 5d.,

without entrance fee, and to add to the

list of public schools Blundells, East-
bourne, Cooper's Hill, Oundle, and
Granleigh. The following officers were
elected : President, Colonel F. Lindsay
Lloyd, C.M.Ct. ; hon. treasurer, Mr. C.
D. Wright; hon. sec, Mr. H. B. Brown-
ing ; and a committee of nine, with Mr.
E. M. P. Boileau as chairman. The open-
ing run is from the Bear Hotel, Esher,
on Saturday next, at 2.30 p.m.

Norwich and District M.C.
A new motoring club, with title as

above, has recently been formed, and is

receiving excellent suppoil;. Mr. W. G.
Barnes and Mr. P. V. Howes, organisers

of the club, were elected captain and
honorary secretary respectively, Mr. G.
J. Paul and Mr. W. Howes vice-

presidents, and Mr. S. 'Way honorary
treasurer. It is proposed to hold the
opening run on Good Friday, or, if the
weather is unfavourable, on Easter
Monday. Membership applications should
be sent to the honorary secretary, 35,
Prince of Wales Road, Norwich.

Plymouth and District M.C.C. at the

openmg run last week.

Cross Keys and District M.C.C.
On Sunday next the opening run will

take place, starting from headquarter.'!.

Cross Keys Hotel, at 2.30 p.m. sharp.
All actual and prospective members are

requested to attend. The latter can
obtain all information from the secretary,

Jlr. A. Dunn, dtladstone Street, Cross
Keys.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

There was an excellent attendance on
the occasion of the first outdoor meet,
held on the 7th inst. at the Rock, Yelver-
ton. A speed-judging competition was
arranged for. the members of the public
who were present ; this event proved to

all the difficulty of accurately judging
speeds. A reliability trial to Penzance
and back will take place on Good Friday.
The hon. sec. is Mr. L. B. Jackson, Lang-
ham House, Plyrastock, S. Devon.

N.M.C.F.U. (Barrow-in-Fumess).
A membership total of over 200 has

now been .reached, and there is every
indication of a successful year. The open-
ing run has been fixed for April 2nd, the
destination being to Dungeon Ghyll, via
Coniston and Skelwith, returning through
Ambleside and Bowness. The year's pro-

gramme is now decided, including several
races to be held on Bardsea Sands,
when tides permit.

Newcastle and District M.C.
A club room has been rented at the

Grand Hotel for every Friday evening,
and an inaugural supper will take place
to-morrow, commencing at 7 p.m. A team
trial, starting from the Herd's House,
North Terrace, at 10.30 a.m., has also
been arranged for Easter Monday. It is

hoped that the club will show up well
in the N.E.A.A.'s competition at Rich-
mond on Good Friday. A novel event
is described elsewhere.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.
The opening run was held on the 14th

inst., and, although tlie weather proved
unfavourable, was much enjoyed by all.

The students of the Technical College

have decided to form a club, and affiliate

to the Loughborough Club. . The next
run, to Leamington, wiU be held on the

28th inst., starting from the Bull's Head
at 10.30 a.m. The honorary secretary,

Mr. K. S. Topping, 64, Frederick Street,

Loughborough, will give any particulars.

C19
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Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The hill-climb on Easter Monday will
be held at Scamblesby, instead of
Thonock, owing to the latter being in a
loose condition. Members' please note.

Sutton Coldfleld and NorthBirmingham A.C.
It is hoped that all members will

attend the annual dinner which will be
held on the 16th prox., at the Royal
Hotel, Sutton Coldfleld. The speeches
will be short and an interesting musical
progranmie has been arranged. Further
particulars will be given at a later date.

Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.
An opening surprise run was held on

the 6th inst., and w-ae much a23preciated
by all competitors. The general idea of
the_ competition was to set observers at
various points along the route in order to
note any incorrect or inconsiderate driving
on the part of competitors. The winners
were, in order of merit, Messrs. L. Taylor,
Martin, and AUiott.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

On the 4th inst., the armual general
meeting was held, when the following
officers were appointed : Captain, Mr. T.
CJibson ; vice-president, Mr. J. J. A.
Dias ; secretary, Mr. M. R. Mawson

;

and treasurer, Mr. W. B. Anderson.
July 7th is the date allocated by the
A.C.U. for the open event, which will
take the form of a one-day reliability
trial in the Lake District.

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.
At a well-attended meeting, held on

March 2nd, it was unanimously decided
to reorganise the above club. Up to the
commencement of the war the club had
carried on successfully, but it was ex-
plained that its activities were neces-
sarily curtailed through the majority of
its members answering the common call,

thus rendei-ing it desirable at this period
to make a new start. A suitable com-
mittee was chosen, most of whom are
entirely new members, and a compre-
hensive programme for the coming season
is to be drawn up. The opening run will
be shortly announced. The new club is

already strong numerically, but intend-
ing members, of either sex, should com-
municate with the hon. sec, the Rev.
Sargent, c/o Mr. 0. Goodman, 50, Gros-
venor Gardens, Boscombe.

Birmingham M.C.C.

On Saturday, April 3rd, the annual
Easter Reliability Trial for the Sangster
Cup will be held from Birmingham to

Barmouth. The trial finishes at the
latter town, in order to give competitors
the opportunity of spending a few days
at the seaside. A sporting course has
been selected, and every machine, irre-.

spective of its capacity, will be eligible

for the premier award (the Sangster Cup)
or a gold or silver medal. A special
prize, value £5 5s., will be awarded for

the best performance of a lightweight
under 275 c.c, and a special gold medal
for the best performance by an amateur.
Any motor cyclist may participate by
becoming a member of the club before
the 25th. All particulars may be ob-
tained from the hon. sec, Mr. W. H.
Egginton, 76, Earlsbury Gardens, Birch-
fields, Birmingham.

J'uture <riub ~£vcnts.
Mar. IS.—Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C. Opening

Ran to Bournemouth.
Mar. IS.—Burton and District M.C.C. General

Meeting.
Mar. 20.—Sunderland and District M.C. Hill-cHmh.
Mar. 10.—Public Schools M.C. Opening Run.
Mar. 20.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Home Counties (Open) Hill-climb, organised
by Essex Motor Club.

Mar. SI.—Cross Keys and District M.C.C. Opening

Mar. SI.—Manchester M.C. Invitation Bcliability

Mar. 21.~Middlescz M.C.C. Opening Bun.
Mar. SI.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Run to

Country Headquarters.
Mar. Sl.-Stalybridge and District M.C. Social.
Mar. 21.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C

Short Run.
Mar. Si.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run.
Mar. S6.—N.M.C.F.U. rRotherham). Meeting.

ST.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Opening Run.
27.—Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb.
27—Edinburgh and District M.C. Winter

Mar.
Mar.
Mar

Mar.

Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.

Apr.

Apr.

Apr.

Apr.

Trial.
27.—N. Derbvshirc M.C.C. Meeting of Repre-
sentatives of Affiliated Clubs.

2S.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Run, Tunbridge Wells.

2S.—N.M.C.F.n. (Rothcrham). Opening Run.
il.—north London M.C.C. Run to Stevenage.
SS.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Break-
fast Run.

Si.—Bolton and District M.C. Opening Run.
2^.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
Inter-club Run.

District M.C.C. Four
Da
York and District M.C. Opening Run to

Richmond.
2.—Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Reliability Trial, Penzance and Return.

2.—Manchester M.C. Reliabilitii Trial.
2.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Opening

S.-lildey M.C. and 'L.C.C. . Social Run
(Richmond).

2-5.—Stahjbridgc and District M.C. Week-end
Social.

Apr. S.—Bedford
Ru

rict M.C.C.

nd District' M.C. a

-Edinburgh and District M.C.
Westmorland Hill-climb,
i.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C.
Bakcwcll.
(.-Bedford and District M.C^ at

Ru

Trial for

Opening

d L.C.C.

Ri/Ti to

Run to

d L.C.C.

-Ilkleii M.C. and L.C.C. Social R
5.—Bedford and District M.C. and
Gymkhana.
.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C.

L.C.C.

Staxton Hill-

ed CLauncestonJ and District M.C.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The opening run will be held on Sunday
next, to the Swan Hotel, Bedford. Mem-
bers will leave the hea-dquarters, the Red
Lion Hotel, Barnet, at ten o'clock punctu-
ally. All motor cyclists interested are

invited to attend. The secretary is Mr.
S. A. McCarthy, Essex Lodge, 2, Nightin-

gale Road, Lower Clapton, London, N.

Hull M.C.C.

A general meeting of this new club,

attended by a representative gathering

of motorists, was held recently, with
Mr. R. P. Garbutt, late captain of the

Northallerton M.C.C., in the chair. It

was decided that the subscription be
fixed at 10s. 6d., and that the club be
open to all motorists using motor cycles,

light cars, and runabouts. The follow-

ing officials were elected : Captain, Mr.
A. E. Tuton ; vice-captainy Mr. R.
Thacker; hon. sec, Mr. T. H. Straker

;

assistant sec, Mr. R. Fearnley ; hon.
treasurer, Mr. Griffin; trials hon. sec,

Mr. B. Hodgson ; chairman, Jlr. R. P.

Garbutt ; and a committee of ten.

Headquarters have been arranged at

Powolny's Restaurant. Intending mem-
bers may obtain all particulars from the
hon. sec, 12, Percy Street, Hull.
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N.M.C.F.U. (Rotherham).

The monthly meeting was held on th
27th ult., when several new member
were enrolled. The secretary was electe(

. delegate for the general meeting in Bir
mingham, and the opening run arrangei
for the 28th inst. The next meeting wil

be held on the 26th. iSIembers are re

quested to fill in the Petrol Petitioi

Forms, and forward them to the hon
sec, Mr. H. C. BuUows, 34, Frederic)
Street, Rotherham, at the earliest pos

sible moment.

Sunderland and District M.t?.

A hill-climb, for motor cycles anc

passenger machines up to 1,000 c.c, wil

be held at Tunstall Hope on Saturday
commencing at 3 p.m. Prizes will bi

awarded for the following : least varia

tion in time of two ascents, fastest timi

of all entrants, slowest complete rion-stoj

(motor cycles, with or without sidecar)

fastest passenger vehicle with at leas

one passenger, and for the oldest macliini

attempting the ascent. The inclusiv(

entrance fee is 2s. 6d., payable up t<

2-30 p.m. on the day of the -event

Application for entries should be mad(
to ilr. J. A. Broadway, 34, Azalei

Terrace North, Sunderland.

PALMER TROPHY TRIAI

IN SCOTLAND.
TWENTY-FOUR competitors—less thai

half the- starters—completed th'

course with a clean sheet in thi

Glasgow Western Club's reliability tria

for the Palmer trophy. This, of course

is a tribute to the reliability of th

machines and the ability of the drivers

but it is probable that a number of th

twenty-four would have been less success

ful if it had been possible for the chi

to retain the originally determined routt

Unfortunately, Hell's Glen, a difficu)

proposition at any time, had to be cu

out on account of a landslide.
' It has been decided to run an eliminal'

ing trial on Monday, April 5th, th]

Glasgow spring holiday, in order to ii

a winner of the trophy. Tlie trial wi •

be - run in conjunction with the club i

twelve hours' reliability trial for th;

A.J.S. trophy. The course will probabli

be about 180 miles in length, and fSSA

stiffer conditions than in the recent b

'

will be imposed. • -J

We understand that the secret -oH

could not be used to determine the wift

owing to the change of route. J
The "clean sheet" competitors,

recent trial were :

D, S. Alexander (3>A N.U.T.).
D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.).

M. Fraser (8 Sunbeam so.).

E. N. White (6 A.J.S. sc).
A. J. O. Lindsay (3% Scott).

J. Beck (3V2 Sunbeam sc).
J. W. Walker (3'/- Norton).
B. K. Dalziel (6 A.J.S. sc). ^
H. M. Batten (2V' Verus BlackburasM|
J. S. Alexander (6 A.J.S. sc).
A. McCuUocIi (3I/0. James).
Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davit
R. L. Willis (4V1 Triumph).
R. C. Spence (4 Harley-Davidso
B. Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davidso)
G. H. Wilson (7-9 Indian sc).
B. T. Bird (2% Verus).
B. Kershaw (2V. Verus).
J. A C. Sangster (7-9 Harley-DavidsOB^a
J. Steele (3"2 Douglas).
Adam Downie (6 A.J.S. sc).
R. B. .Clarke [iVi .B.S^A.).

•.').'
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A selection of questions of genera' interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
lo, Tudor Street. London, EC, 4, and whether intended for publicatioi or not must As accompinied by a Stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Corresoondtnts
•re urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy tor ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Repairing an Accumulator.

I have a lighting accumulator
nri fi'um which the acid leaks slightly

^ at one corner. Will you plea.se

LiJ tell me if there is any substance
which could be stuck on the out-

sitle to prevent this?—G.H.

?e should recommend you to paint the

ige with the liquid (amyl acetate)

hich would be found in the accumulator

!parr outfits obtainable from most acces

)ry dealers.

Maximum Road Speed.

Can you give me a formula by

a
which the maximum speed of a

machine can be obtained, know-
ing length of stroke, gear ratio

used, size of wheels, etc. As a

matter of tact, I wish to try and settle

an argument, viz., a claim that 68

m.p.h. had been obtained out of an
85 X 88 mm. 1915-aingle solo, geared at

3| to 1 on top, ridden on a road, and
not on a track. Do you think such a

speed could be obtained from a machine
jf this horse-power and date, provided
;he engine, etc., were in fairly good
:ondition ?—P.W. A.
1 suitable formula can be arrived at,

ce even duplicate engines from the same
rks may showconsiilerable variation in

red. It is possible that a speed of 68

p.h. might be obtained, since single-

inder engines of smaller capacity have
•eeded 70 m.p.h.

Ciank Case Compression.

I have been having a good

1^ deal of trouble with the bear-

sl ings of my 2^ h.p. two-stroke,
il Although I have only had the

machine a few months, I have
Iready worn out two sets of bushes.
his is due—I have since discovered—

•

J- uader-oiling on my part, and no
lame rests with the makers. How-
rer, my painful experiences have
lown me the great weakness of
18

' two-stroke machine. It is so

Ijsolutely dependent on accurately
;ting bearings for compression. Once
lie bearings start to wear, compression

immediately lost. An engineer
lend of mine suggested the intro-

iiction of what he terms a " stuffing
IX," which consists of a space let

tdt the bush, and filled with tightly
'cked, well oiled, asbestos. I should
'•obliged if you would give your

JJ inion upon this.—E.S.E.

y stuffing box is really not necessary
111 the main bearings of two-stroke
fv ies_, and the trouble should not

.' if you pay careful attention to the
ii cation system. Crank case com-

pression, also, is not so vital a point
as you appear to imagine, as we have
)iersunaUy known several small two-
stroke engines which would run almost
equally well with the crank case drain
tap either open or closed.

IMPORTANT , DATES.

ral MeBlins.

Midnight. April 2nd- 3rd—
M C C. Lond n - Land's End Trial

Fri.. April 2nd—
Inter-club Meet at Richmond, Yorks.

Mon.. April 5th—
B.M C.R.C. Meetins at Erooklanc's.

FrL. May 21st—
M.C.C. London Edinburgh Run.

Sun., May 30ih—
Motocycle Club de France Grand Prix Race

Tues.. Jun» 15th—
Junior T-T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thur9„ June 17th—
Senior T.T. Race. Is'e of Man.

M-n , July 5th. to Sat.. July 10th—
Scittish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thura.. July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

WeH.. July 7th—
Union Molocyc'isl de France el Automo-
bile Club de I'Ouest, Grand Prix Ra.e
lor Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.

Mon.. July 12th. and Tues, July 13th-
Irish End-to end Trial.

Sun.. July 25th, to Aug. Isl ^

International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun., Au'. Isl. lo Wed., Aug. 4th-
Anglo Dutch Trial.

Mon.. Aug 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28lh-
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Carburetter Troubles.

Please tell me the cause of the

S
following trouble with my 3^
h.p. single-cylinder macliine,

which has been running well

until the last month or so : (1.)

The engine misfires at slow speeds, but
runs' well if I keep the extra air nearly
wide open. The sparking plug is quite

dean, and the magneto in good order.

(2.) Very high petrol consumption. Is

the jet too large? (3.) A curious

whistling noise in the vicinity of the
carburetter at certain speeds.—A.F.K.

(1 and 2.) In the ordinary way, misfiring

at slow speeds would be caused by worn
inlet valve guides, a worn air slide in

the carburetter, or air leaks at the car-

buretter or induction pipe unions, but
in this particular case the jet is probably
too large, which would account for the
high petrol consumption. (3.) This is

nothing, merely the noise of the air

entering the carburetter, and has no
effect on the running.

have

Pre-ignition.

(1.) Please tell nie why my

S2|
h.p. twin will suddenly slow

up and stop when ascending

steep hills. This has occurred

frequently when the machine has

been coming up very easily on bottom

gear. I might add that it will immedi-
ately start off again. There is no diit

or blockage in the carburetter or induc-

tion pipe. (2.) Also, please tell me
whether a slipping sensation which

occurs is in the gear bo.x or caused by
the belt, which is on the loose side.

—J.H.N.
(1.) The trouble is no doubt due to pre-

ignition, caused by the use of an unsuit-

able plug, the electrode of which becomes
red hot. (2.) The slip will be in the

belt.

Retarded Ignition.

I recently bought a single-

cylinder four-stroke lightweight

motor cycle, and I have had
much trouble with its starting.

I have been overhauling it, and
retimed the engine, thus : Ex-

haust valve begins to open about ^
from the bottom of exhaust stroke

and shuts top dead centre, and, as the

two valves are operated from the same
cam, the inlet valve is naturally cor-

rect. The spark is timed top dead
centre of firing stroke. The magneto
has no advance or retard. The spark

is rather weak, but the current, by
touching the terminal, is almost un-

bearable, and when I lift the exhaust
lever, and push the machine on the

road with the other hand on the

saddle, I get a shock in my hand. The
Amac carburetter is fitted w-ith a No.
28 jet. Can you tell me why it is

that the petrol I inject in the inlet

valve does not fire, and whether the

engme is timed correctly or not? I

do not set any sort of firing from it.

—

T.D.J.
^

The valve timing of your engine' is cor
rect. The ignition timing, however, is

too late. With a fixed ignition magnetc
on an engine of this size the spark
should occur 8 mm. before the piston
reaches the top of the compression
stroke. Your remarks concerning b

shock through the frame of the machine
are rather vague—certainly, if you ex-

perience this, the high-tension lead from
the magneto is short-circuited, and we
should suggest that you fit a new wire.

The 28 jet is a large size for this

engine. Probably, the magneto require;

overhauling, or, maybe, a new sparking

plug would solve your difficulty.

C2i
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Most Suital^le Gear Ratio..

Would you be good enough to

IqI
inform me as- to the correct gear

> j-atios for a 1919 4^ h.p. single-
LiJ cylinder three-speed sidecar

machine?—A.R.D.
riie most suitable top gear ratio for such
a machine with sidecar is 5 to 1. In
very hilly country it might be an advant-
age to lower the top geai' to 5^ to 1,

but under ordinary circumstances this

(should not be necessary.

Improving Consumption.

I ride a 1919 6 h.p. A.J.S. and

@ sidecar, top gear approximately
(according to makers' specification)

4.9 to 1. I can only obtain about
50 m.p.g. Amac carburetter, jet

26. Timing exactly as when delivery
of machine was taken in July of 1919.

I always use Grade 1 petrol. The
machine runs exceedingly quietly and
very consistently, is' a splendid hill-

climber, and quite easy to handle in

traffic. My only concern is the petrol

consumption. Can you suggest any-
thing which might be done to improve
this, as I have met other A.J.S. riders

who claim to be doing 60 and 65 m.p.g. ?

—A.W.P.
50 m.p.g. is qutte a normal consumption
for a 6 h.p. machine with a sidecar. You
might effect an improvement by slightly

advancing the ignition and also by lower-
ing the collar on the float chamber
needle until there is barely -jVin. play left

between the latter and the float. This
will prevent unnecessary flooding.

Ownership of Stolen Machine.

Recently I purchased a second-

If-I hand machine which cost £80.

> After having it about one month
L^ it was confiscated by the police,

who said it was stolen, and had
passed about six hands before reaching
me. The person from whom I bought it

purchased it from a-garage. Is it a fact

that in the case of a stolen cycle pass-
ing through a garage a legitimate buyer
becomes entitled by law to the machine
and the garage is responsible? The
police say, at my last interview with
them, that they have discovered the'
thief, but they also think he has gone
abroad. Can I do anything at once
for the recovery of the machine or the
money? I might mention the cycle

was insured by the original owner, and
his claim was paid on the loss of the
machine. Does this complicate matters?
—W.E.B.

The goods having been stolen, the pro-

perty therein remains in the" original

owner, and no one of the subsequent
purchasers could possess any better title

to it than you have, which, of course, is

none at all. Consequently the original

owner is the only party entitled to the
motor cycle. Under these circumstances
you have the right to recover the amount
you paid for the motor cycle from the
person from whom you bought it, and
that person could sue the garage pro-

prietor, and so on. The question of the
original owner effecting an insurance does
not alter the position in any way, except
that the insurance company would be
entitled to reclaim the amount they paid
to the original owner less the value of

B.iy damage done to the machine.

C24

READER'S REPLY.
Generator Troubles.

Referring to the trouble of "D.J.B."
mentioned in your issue of February
12th, I should like to give the following
tip. Being long troubled with the eon-

tmual going out of iny rear lamp, I

tried removing the felt pad in the
generator and stuffing the space it had
occupied, fairly tightly, with ordinary
cotton wool. The result was excellent,

and I have had no trouble since. I

change the cotton wool every now and
then, as it becomes sodden with mois-
ture. This entails a little extra work,
but I fuid it worth the time spent, as

both head and rear lights are much
steadier, due, I suppose, to the extra
pressure required to force the gas
through the packed wool.—A.J 425.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" T.J.B.P." (Bournemouth).—Two-stroke

machines of 350 c.c. _or greater capacity
(with sidecar).

"F.D." (Kingston). — Binks carbu-
retter on 2^ h.p. single-geared two-
stroke.

"T.M.C." (Coventry). — Details of
adjustments to improve consumption of

2| h.p. Douglas.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
London to Birmingham.—J.D.
London, Barnet, St. Albans, Dunstable,

Fenny Stratford, Stony Stratford, Tow-
cester, Daventry, Coventry, Meriden,
Birmingham.

Birmingham to Swansea.—J.D.
Birmingham, Bromsgrove, Droitwich,

Worcester, Malvern, Ledbury, Ross, Mon-
mouth, Usk, Newport, Cardiff, Cowbridge,
Bridgend, Swansea.

Fenny Steaifoed to Biekexheab.—
L.R.H.

Fenny Stratford, Stony Stratford, Tow-
cester, Weedon, Daventry, Kilsby, via.

Watling Street to Atherstono, Fazeley;

Weeford, Lichfield, Rugeley, Stone,

Eccleshall, Market Drayton, Wliitchurch,
jMalpas, Chester, Birkenhead.

^ Bradbury Prices Up.

Prices of Bradbury motor cycle

have latelv been increased as follows

2| h.p., £93 10s.; 4 h.p., £117 17s. 6d.

6 h.p, £140 17s. 6d. ; and 6 h.p., witl

sidecar, £177 12s. 6d.

A Popular Appointment.

We understand that JNIr. B. Alan Hill

the well-known competition rider, ha

taken up ah appointment with the Palme
Tyre, Ltd., and will specialise in th

motor cycle side of the business. ;

A Change of -Name.

Mr. HarpM Hayman has retired froi

the \'iaduct Motor Co., in favour c

Mr. W. H. Layland, A.M.C.T., and i

consequence the machine made by thi

firm will in future be known as th

Ayres-Layland, instead of the Ayres

Hayman.

"How Your Magneto Works."
A compact little folder has been issue

by the M-L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd
Victoria Wprks, Coventry, illustrate

by a section of the magneto and tw

figures showing the lines of magnet
force. The fold.er should certainly 1

useful in helping those to understand
magneto who have never before studie

the principle.

Dearer Oil.

Jlessra Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., advi;

us that the price list of Gargoyle MoBi
oils, dated January 15th last, is no
cancelled. The new prices came in

effect on February 5th, with increase

as follows : Gargoyle Mobiloil B ai

Gargoyle Mobiloil BB, 9d. per gallo

5d. per half gallon, and 3d. per quar

Gai'goyle JNIobiloil A, 6d. per gallon, 4

per half gallon, and 2d. per quart ; oth'l

grades same price as Mobiloil A.
j

BAD WEATHER IN THE GLASGOW WESTERN M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRL

J. V. Russell (Morgan), the only cycle car competitor in theTrial, on Rest-and-be-ThankfttE|
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THE PREMIER SUPER RUNABOUT.

AT THE TOP OF ITS CLASS.
A three wheeler designed throughout as such. Not
a hybrid — half car, half motor cycle — but a well

thojghtout runabout, without an item of adaptation

in its comprehensive make-up. 8-10 h.p. Engine,

3 speeds and reverse, final drive by enclosed chain.

Quickly detachable rear wheel, etc.

IVrifc for Booldet.

COVtNTRY PREMIER, LTD., COVENTRY
End Bristol House, 19 & 20. Holborn Viacucl. London, E.C.I

^^ -^^ ^ Company, Ltd.,

EASTER 1920.

To obtain maximum pleasure at

minimum cost during your Easter

Tour,

FIT A CAPAC CARBURETTER

You will then have few regrets

concerning the non-delivery of your

new machine.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

2, Woodstock St.,

Oxford St., London, IV. I.

^-.

Sizes I"

Price £4

J
In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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SI DEC ARS.
We are planning Co suppiv an eva

tetter grade than in pre-war dav
and shall be able to io so, mir sti

b^ing more " mi f-"!'

The "BOWSER'
(The ;?-i;EATER, £34 13s.

Plus E%.
flSH— FDWflBD BOWSER,
tf

TliniiP --!!#15/
other / / Leeds M«9 ^^MM

rt'd rubber and fabric "band
: thick ill centre and tapered to the

I
eddes. ami. on being ttretehed ove

: rim. bPfls down 1i niiy into ir..

SECTION VIEW ; D oubles the life of your inner tubes
showing howtheLeo-Sco : 2in..2t>n.. Slin . PRICE £=/- each.
Tube Saver beds down ; 650 by 65 o- 700 by 80 ,, 6/3 ..

into the rim and pre- : pp; age, 4d. Order To-day,

LEO SWAIN & CO., 237-9, De^nsgate
I Manchester.

WELDING & ENGINEERING
All Motor and Motor Cycle parts Welded and
Machined and new parts made when necessary,

oughly overhauled, fitting guaranteed
Welding a speciality

hauL
001".

Send your engines for

DENTON & HART,
105-107, Waverley St., HULL,

SANDUM SIDECARS
See our Advertisementunder "Sidecars
in MISCELLANEOUS COLUMNS.

SANDUM ENGINEEfiING CO
336, Gray's Inn Road,

LONDON, W.C.

3-PI-Y WOOD
Builders and General Traders Co.,

83. Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.

'Phone : Central 2836. 'Grams: "Gentradco" B'hnra

THE

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

A Technical Journal devoted to Ihe

theory and practice ot automobile

and aircraft construction.

PUBLISHED in the
interests of

motor engineers,
manufacturers,
designers ,draughts -

men, etc., and indis-
pensable to all who
are interested in the

design and construction
of motor veliicles or
:: aircraft. ::

Monthly Two Shitlings
{Seconal Tkttr^aav) /Vj.,

•^'.h^c.iptton lia e : Hc^iw and Abroad 30 -

Canucia 25 /6 tJer annum,

PUBLISHERS :

r
THE CREAM OF
MOTOR CYCLING
KNOWLEDGE
UP -TO - DATE

15 contained i
-

MoToigcusTs
Seventli Edition.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE.

Hundreds of little "wrinkles,"
gathered from the experience
of many years of riding, and
useful to every motor cyclist,

are contained within the covers

of this book.

L.

Price 2/- net. By post 2/3.
Home or Abroad,

from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor StreeL

London, E.C4, and all leading booksellers

.J

r»RAxxEiM'S nnoTOR hous

8ft. 6iii.

9ft. .

9ft. .

9ft. 6in.

£S 15 6
13 6 6
16 10
19 11
23 2

£1 17
2 6
3 16
4 12
5 10
7 17t. gft.

y other size anoted'o
'age 2o.—Buildine (

covered with b st aiiallly i imported matcliing. Roof c

\itlic mpressed sheet asphalt : window to en: donbledoo
j>pk and iiey : canvwa ' width of door; o ade in complete si

iistready foreasy erection on arrival; bolts supidied. Hn
f 'm^oliciterl tpstini'liials received frnm S'ltisfied clients.

F. PRATTEN & CO.. UID-NORTON. Bl
Manufacturers of all Icinds of portable bnild n.;8. greenhouse

Make your ow^
2-stroke Lightweigh

We are now able to re-commence deliviTy of our =

^aslings and parts for 2 -stroke enghies, suitable for Sci

Cycle attachments or light-weight Motor C\cles.
comprise castings in first class quality Cast Iroa, Phc
Bronze and Aluminium, Steel forshafts, all necessary
bolts and siuds, together with set of blue prints givi

required dimensions. All these parts may be macbi
^mall Central Lathe and arc guaranteed to build up
powerful and up-to-dale engine. We guaranti
material and w^ill replace free of charge any
",astings,_et.c.

Price : 55/- nett (on rails Manchester)

Cash with Order. Prompt DeHvery

Trafford Engineering SuppI
Hadlev Placp, Weaste Road, Sal

-SALVAGE & SON;
Fleet Street. SWINDON* '

Sole Agents for :
\

TRIUMPH, ENFIELD, A.J.S., SUNBEAM, JAM
MARTINSYDE. HAZLEWOOD, RUDGE. E1

l<^> ma^netQi
SpUtdorf Electrical COi^

ot London Ltd., f
162 Grt Poitland Stree^

London. 1|

SPARE PARTS
supplied from stock or immetiiately made to p? "

any machine. Rudge Spares in stock. Rudge R '

our speciality. N.S.U. Gears, British made, suppI

fit any machine. N.S.U. Spares and Repairs.

2 -speed Countershaft Gears, to lit any make ;

weight, £7-10-0 complete.
Call, ^vrite, or 'phone—Kingsbury 162

THE C.W. IVIOTOR CO.:
Motop Cycle Specialists

209, Brr:<dway (Edgware Road), West Hendon.i'i'

C28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyde."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

KIEL 1919'^ 3i;h.p. Combination, pcrfcrt condi-

tion, any trial, all acceasoilps; £120. or hlglicst

r.-Gruvi'S, Bilburry Tea Rooms, Rcdnal, Birining-

EIEI. 1916-17 5-6h.p. C.H. Comliinntion, 3 .xnooils,

. K.S.. lioM'h mm;., mooliauicnlly perl'ei't, Liuas

itlui. Stowart horu, liiRiinite grid hnndle-bnr mntt.".

r npwu and spares; oKors over £112.-16, Norman
,. T.utnn. [(867

I

(IPH hnv n 1010 .\.i..l r„ml.in:iti..n. Jli'l.P-. 3-

Step on and
Go! ^

BIKL 13-711, 1.. (.iu,rl.:,Mli..n, ,1.1 I in li.-lilinc, .ll.^c

. wlio.'l.s. lioo.l. s. i„.,.|i, ,,n.i In-, I.:.' ;ihl, ..ili^iiril

ga (ind WU Koo.l r,.ihltti,iii. i,t,, 1919 J Wl. ,.N,irtlv

1920, mnilil I'ost £190 l,-.,liv, iu»l li.vn .l.-r.nl.niiis.-il

Uiakors tor Rrst timi>: iniiK £155; Covcutry cliBtvicf

Ojf 266, u/O The Molar fgclc. [X6195

A.S.L.

.S.L-PRF.CI,SrON and Wicker Sidecar. 3>ih.p..
NoTcniber, 1913. single, new belt and rear tyre,

i rendition: £42.—Woodcock, 22, Smithfleld Rd.,
rket Drayton. [X6831

Auto-Wheels.
TALL .\uto-WheeI, excellent condition; best offer.

-1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [7916

fast, just overhauled:
;

Wales. [X5730

.m. now tvre and tube
St.. Ketterinf. [8475:

lu.xe, complete; any
tley Rd., Kilburn.

[8295
in good running
,, Wandsworth,

[8733

srv little used, I

Longfleld. Kent, >

[8449
j

lew cycle, best
forks, shock absorber :

.

• Green, E.l. [8198
i

|19 Anto-wheel de Luxe, B.S.A., shock absorber, I

iwrlect running order ; owner just got delivery 1

Lor cycle; 18 gu^.—Bluehouse, Pitsea, Essex.
[7831

t

TTO-WHEELS, Modele de Lu.-ce : cash £25, or £5
[

deposit and 37/6 monthly.—M.Y. Ilept., The
opolitan Machinists Co., Ltd., 243, Bishopsgnte,
2. [8826

tTO-WHEBL, attached special low B.S.A. bicycle,
complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, and many
spares, verj- smart; £27/10.—Welch, 45, John St.,
rd. [X6672

TO-WHEELS, the latest pattern: immediate de-
livery. Easily affixed to any cycle, very cheap to
£25. The Johnson motor wheel converts your pu.=h
into a lightweight motor cycle. New back wheel
heavier spokes, back-pedalling brake, all-chain drive

absorl)er, 2-cyl. 2-stroke, dynamo generator to
head and tail lamp: price, including all the necee-
flttings, £31/10: immediatfi deliveiT.—Service Co.,
High Holborn, Loudon. [8702

Bat.

tIJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-Bat 6h.p..

!

new spring frame, from stock for immediate de-

:

[8078!

With the

SIMPLEST
SCOOTER

in the

WORLD.

rTO-WHEEL, good con^
£9 9. -Bouse, Wellingt

.S.A. Auto-wheel, model d
reasonable offer.—19, Str

Fawkhsm Stat

JTO-WHEEL, attached nearl;

3 7-8h.p. Bat Combii
coachbuilt; £70,

a, Douglas, I.O.M.

ition, 2-speed countershaft,!
or offers.-Dyer, Strand

\

[X6752
3-14 4h.p. T.T. Black and Gold Bat-Jap. discs. ^

spring frame, mag. in tank, perfect ; £46.—
'n, Darley Abbey, Derby. [X6794
:! 1920 (Feb. 17th) 6h.p. Model 4, ridden 175
•niles, semi-T.T. bars, lamps, horn, tools; £150,1
fler; bought Morgan.—Hunt, Villa, Eye, Suffolk.

[7776'
Bat-Jap Coachbuilt Combin.ition. S-sueed counter-;

|i baft, clutch, k-ick-start. all accessories, outfit nearly I

gl £140.-436, Whitehorsa Kd., Thornton Heath.
[8238

'

I •J.A.P. 8h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, C.B. sidecar. S|
mps, horn. Cowey speedometer, enamel, plating.
Ileal condition perfect: £120. — Randall, 88,
H4., Barnes. [8338

i Bat-Jap 8h.p. 90x77'5 Twin, racing model,
^ngle gear, stored 4 years, Cowey speedometer,
nom etc., 2 spare outer covers, 1 tube, also
adjustable pulley, enamelled grev; £85.—Box
c/o The Motor Ct/cle. [7789

. .. Bee-Precision, 2 speeds, verv good condition;
I i3S.—Shakeshaft. 109. Beam St., Nantwich.

[8737

SCOOTER built to suit
every one and all ages

—

'^
AUTOPED

Simplicity of design and
control, Comfort, Safety,
and real Economy, re-

commend it as ideal for
bus'ness and pleasure

—

man or woman.
"Youjust step on and go.''

The forward wheel is fitted with
a 1| h.p engine with mutiple
disc clutch, fly wheel and brake
bui.t in as integral parts. It has
a fixed spark, simplified oiling

system, small petrol ta-k, and
" twist - of - the - wrist " control.
AUTOPED speed ranges from
5-25 m.p.h ; petrol consumption
is over 100 m.p.g. ; the driving-
principles are absolute control
and safety.

Fitted with Electric
Lighting, Tool Kit, and
Parcel Box.

PRICE 40 ^Mif
^^

,„ .. . , ,. TTVf NET

For full particulars apply to :—

?\0T0RT\7\R1
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
Telephones : Telegrams :

Mayfa r 552. "Abdicate-Wesdo,"
Museum 557. London

100, PARIS ST., EXETER.
Telegrams : "Combustion, Exeter.'

Telephone: : : Exeter 933.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Benrdmorc, ^

ANCA.9HIHE |We»t| and Cheshlrc.-Bcardmort
i.st advanced and practical motor

"• ko and
(6576

,
niackburne.

BL.VC'KnriRNR.S.-All models.-A. J. Voung and
Co.. i.1.1.. Newmarket.

. [0119

CHOW Bros.. High St., Qnildford, are old Black.
l.uri.o agents, and invite encjuirles. (X7945

"pLACKnURXK 1920 4h.p., 3-8peed countershaft,
-*-* chain diivc, just delivered, not been on road; £120.
-Field and rulMier, 9, North St.,. Elnsworth. [7978
TDLACKBUB-XE 1918 4Ii.p., with coachbuilt sidecar,
-•-» coiii^plcte with 3 lamps, screen, horn, etc., flrst-

illmost new; seen by appointment.—'""
[7954

B

83, Ulverston Ed., E.17,

Itradbury
TX^^AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-4h.p. 1911
»' Bradbury, 2-speed; £35. [8906

1Q20 6h.p. Bradbury and Millford Sidecar in slrck;
-«-f £167.'2,'6.—Cress, Agent, Roth;rham. [X6808a

BEADBUHY.-Order now to avoid dLsappointment.-
Xhe \\als:dl (iarage, Wolverhumptou St., Walsall.

RAriBCRY 1914 T.T, Model, 4'4h.p., oevrhauled
last month; £35.-2, Willow Grove, Chislehurst.

[8254BRADBURY 3!^h.p.. 3-speed. clutch, B. and B.,
Bosch, perfect condition; £43/10.—D. Bargman,

Haven, Dcrking. [8140

BRADBURY, 1911, adjustable llulley, 4h.p., T.T.
bars, petrol or paraffin, ride away; £35.-5.

Hurst Rd., East Molesey. [7843

4ih.p. Bradbury, as new, splendid climber, easy
4 starter, 2-speed, free engine, must sell.—Turner,

78, Church Ed., Willesden, N.W.IO. [7881

BRADBURY 3',/.h.p.; £25; in good condition, less
carburetter.—Apply, The Oatwoods, Gt. Packing-

ton, Warwickshire. (Near Coventry.) [X6633

BRADBURY 4h.p., all acce&^ories, variable pulley, -

last, powerful, reliable, splendid climber, excel-
lent condition and appearance: £40; evenings.—45,
Minard Rd., Catlord. [X6801

BRADBURY 1913 C.B. Combination, first-class

order, Bosch. Armstrong 3-speed, lamps, tools,

etc., enamel plating good.—Attwood, Beulah Rd.,
Thornton Heath (nr. Clock Tower). [8404

BHADBUET 4h.p., 1914, Phoenix coachbuilt sidecar,
splendid condition; trial given: very last: will

accept £58 cash ; Saturday atternoons or Sunday morn-
ing.—-Scott, 97, Scotts Rd.. Leyton. [8157

BRADBURY 1914 S'/ih.p., with sidecar, perfect
order, just overhauled, lamps and accessories

complete, splendid hill-climber; nearest £60.—Pelham,
13, Botolph Lane, Cambridge. [8455

6 h.p. Bradbury Combination, 1914, 3-speed gear box,
kick start, clutch, Bosch, B. and B., overhauled

at makers August, spare chains and tyres, lamps, and
horn; flOO.—H. McQuillam, 29, Leachfield St., Halli-
well, Bolton. [8526

BRADBURY Combination, 1919, 4h.p., 3 speeds,
hand clutch, kick starter, practically new coach-

built sidecar, luggage grid; £120; would separate or
exchange powerful twin.—Broadbank, 2, Eynham Rd.,

i

Shepherd's Bush, W. . [8550

.
Blackburne.

1 Q20 Blackburne Combination, 4h.p., Ei^leage 500,
I
Xt/ Lucas lamps, speedometer. Easing wind screen,

I

better than new; £168.—Charnley, 597. Lord St., South-
I port. [8319

Bown.
BOWN-VILLIERS, new 1920, 21/*.?., 2-sr«ed, kick

starter and clutch, in stock.—Frank Whitworth,
Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X686B

LATE 1919 Bown-Tilliers, 2-speed, electric lighting:,

mechanical horn, leg shields, tools, spares: £57.—
I Elliott, Tynewydd, Trefriw, N. Wales. (D) [8341

j

Brough.

BROUGH, T.T., Model H, 2-speed; £65.-Particu-
lars, Parbury, Cecil Ed., Northampton. [X6751

I 1 (U16 3V'h.p. Brough. 3-speed, K-S., h.c, lamps, new
i-V tyre, pertect condition; £90.-Levy, 2, ilarr St.,

I

Sunderland. [7967

SOUTH Lancashire. North Cheshire, and Isle of
Man onlv.—Brough encjuiries.-J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6588

SOUTH Stattordshire Agents for Broughs. early de-
livery guaranteed, Bedford Garage, Walsall.

Phone: 270. [5304
Brown.

BEO'WN, single, accumulator, vari.ible pulley, good
running order, suit beginner.—Letters first (what

offers), H. Fletcher, 20, Bowes Ed., Strood, Kent. [7809

B.S.A.

41h.p. B.S.A., chain nnd belt drive, and sidecar.- .T.

4 O. Pickering, Shrewsbury. [S6881

S.A. 3>ih.p. T.T., 1914, perfect, very fast; £45.—
Wyatt, New Barracks, Gosport. [7932B

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
B.S.A,

[8603
1Q12 SVoli.p. B.S.A., 2-speed gear, complete witu i.u-

-»" cessories; price £58.—Bainett, Barnett and Co.,

Deal. [6703

B.S.A., late model, counterslinft 3-speed, in new con-
dition ; £75.— 64a, Highbury Grove, Highbury Barn,

, N.5. [7734

1 Q 20 B.S.A. Combination, done inside 300 miles;
-«-«' what offers?—Huttons, The Motor House, Swin-
don. [X6732

B.S.A. 4h.p. 1914 Combination, all-chain 3-speed:
£85, no otters.—26, Barviugton Hd., Brixton,

S.W.9. [8473

BRAND now 1920 B.S.A. T.T. model; £95. Sun-
day morning.—53, Cooke St., Old TraKord, Man-

chester. [8224

Swindon. [X6730

B.S.A. 3V.h.p., kick start, lamps, horn, tools, good
condition; 48 gns.-BiU, 54, Dundonald M.,

Wimbledon. [8001

speeds, perfect
rk St.

-I Q17 B.S.A.
-Ltf order, s

Hereford.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane London.-A'Jh.p. 1916
B.S.A. fitted with 1920 new B.S.A. No. 2 sidefar;

£127/10. [8087

B.S.A., 1913, new sidecar, thoroughly overhauled,
excellent condition; *75.—Smith, 57, Exmouth

.=.t., W.C.I. [8839

"D.S.A. 4h.p., with new coachbuilt sidecar^tlloroughly

fields, S.W.18.
nled; £110.-40, Replingha:

[8583

chaii

S.W.ll.

1915, low mileage,
, 95, Lower Addis-

[8721

B

-Kow
oombe Ed., Ci-oydon.

"jiai7 414I1.P. B.S.A. (K. type) Combination, conrlitinn
-Ltf perfect; price £130, or near offer.—Phillott, 49,
Brick St., Piccadilly. [8675

BRAND New B.S.A. 4i4b.p., Model K, and B.S.A.
sidecar, unregistered; £145.—Fernside, Western

Rd., East Fincbley, N. [8624

"I Q17 B.S.A.. 4Vib.p-, and coach sidecar, and trades-
JLi/ man's interchangeable bos carrier; £115.—
Central Garage, Southport. [X6354

-|Q16 4i^i.p. B.S.A. 3-speea Countershaft, belt, kick-
-8-*' t^tarter, coachbuilt sidecar, accessories; £100.—
Moss-Blundell. Huntingdon. [X6701

5.A. Model H, jupt delivered, bulbous back sidecar,
liimps, horn, screen; accept list priceT—Write.

Box 2,339, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8869'

B.S.A. 4i^h.p.. 1917, Model K, with sidecar; £110.
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7894

Regent's Park Rd., Southampton.

1 Q18 B.S.A. 4i^h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
i*? shait. new 1919 sidecar, very smart outfit;
£128.-72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. [8837

B.S.A. 4Vih.p.. 1919, Model K, with Canoelefc side-
car, perfect; £l35.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[7893

"IQ13 B.S.A. Coach Combination, 2 speeds and free,
J- *y nearly new Dunlops, 3 lamps, horn, and spare
belt; £65.-88, Hughendon Rd., High Wycombe, Bucks.

[8418
41h.!). B.S.A., 3-speed, K.S. clutch, renovated as new,

4 perfect. 1916 machine; £87/10.—Banister and
Botten, 341, Upper St., N.l (opposite Agricultural Hall).

[7982

"IQ15 B.S.A. Combination, fully equipped, splendid
-I- tf condition; for 3 or 4-wheeled cycle car; cash
adjustment il necessary,—19, London Rd., Stranraer.

[X6470
B.S.A. Combination, Model H., just delivered ; also

A. B.C. to be delivered this month. Will sell eitlier

for best premium offered.—Coates, Glan, Conwav.
[X6878

B.S.A.. new 1918, 4i^h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-sreed,
rlutnh, splendid condition, ready for road; £75, or

rtfVers.—Tiic Lamb Hot«l, Rustington, near Littlehamp-
tnn. [7948

7,—Nawton, Ventnor Cottage, Fortis Gr
ley.

long exhaust, discs.

[7703

L tank,

by appointment,
bourne.

B.S.A., 1919, Millford coachbuilt sidecar, excellent
rondition. all accessories, 3 lamps, horn, many

pprres; £120; seen by appointment.—83, Ulverston
Rd., E.17. [8734

We have now the finest selection of

first-class Solo Machines and C6m-
binations in London for immediate
delivery. If you require a first-

class Combination it will pay you
to give us a call.

Combinations.
-vheel.1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare

lamps.
1920 MATCHLESS Combination, dynamo

hghting.
1920 MATCHLESS Combination, standard
H model, fitted with lamps, hood, and
windscreen.

1519 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Henderson
Elite Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set,

mileage 800.

1919 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination,
Lucas dynamo lighting set, hood, wind-
screen, almost new.

igig (December) HARLEY Combination,
Henderson Elite Sidecar, dynamo lighting,

1917 A.J.S. Combination, A.J.S. Sidecar,
spare wheel, lamps, horn, exceptionally
good condition.

1920 B.S.A. Combination, No. 2 Sidecar.

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, disc

wheels, lamps, speedometer.
rgi9 6 h.p. ARIEL Combination, disc wheels,

electric and acetylene lamps.

1919 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, latest

change speed lever, indistinguishable
from new.

1917 3i li.p. T.T. NORTON, countershaft
model, Norton Sidecar, lamps, excellent

191; 3j h.p. ROVER ^Combination,- Rover
I Sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set,

exceptionally good condition.

Solo Machines.
1915 (November) 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, fitted

with lamps and speedometer, as new.

192Q 4 h.p. BLAOKBURNE, just delivered,

in'^o'^l.OM. RUDGE-MULTI.
1920 TRIUMPH, countershaft model.
1920 T.T. TRIUMPH.

We are London Agents for the

Castle Three-wheeler. Orders booked
in strict rotation.

Also London Agents for the Hender-

son Elite Sidecar. All models in

stock.

Also London Agents for the famous
Dinkey Sidecar. Deliveries com-
mence now. Enquiries invited.

J. SMITH & CO.,
IS, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I.

1-hone No. ; Museum 3419.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B;.S.A. o'.jh.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive,
ford sidecar. Cap carburetter, Bosch mi

pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Pt
St.. London.

B.S.A. 1913 Combination, S'y
clutch, all chain, Milllonl sid

,7ears unused, excellent conditi(
Draper, Lichfield.

2-sree(l

npw tv

£70.-1

afte

<>0<><X><><><>0<>00<>>C<>0<><X><>0<>00<>0<

bargain. £70.—Gordon Cos,
ex. i'el.: 92.

B.S.A. Combination,- atodel K. in tho
>od order, recently overhauled; £100;
.m.—Brazier, 31, R-F.C. Flats, Lynchfow
ugh, Hants.

1916, Canoelet sideiar tyre^, wind i

_ under 5.000, puarnnteed me
caUv perfect: first £105; no dealers.—Jeavons,
Lane, Uld Hill, Staffs.

1Q15 B.S.A., 3-speea, K.S., all-chain drive, ov
JLv and re-enamelUng- just completed. Miller
lamp : 80 gns. ; call -week-ends only.—Davey, Tregol

lla-\vney Rd., Romford.

perfect condition; f80.—Minshall, Kingi
Englefieid Green, Surrey.

B.S.A., 1917, 3-speed, lamps, speedometer, ani

field sidecar, £125; also 1916 combinatirn, J

-both outfits in good order.—Stone, Station Gi

Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

B-.S.A., 1919 (July), Model K., 4',4h.p., and C
let Minor sidecar, little used, with tools,

valves, wind screen, etc.; £115.-469, Kingston
Wimbledon, S.W.19. Alter 6.

B.S.A. Specialists.—All renlacements in stock ; I

sidecars, screens, hoods, and grids in stock.

County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birmjni
T.A. ; Comocyco, Birmingham.

B.S.A. 4|4h.p., 1915, not been used more tl

months, chain-driven, 3-speed gear, kick St

head lamp and horn, in first-class condition; price

—Box 2,388, c/o The Motor Cycle.

h.p. B.S.A., 2 speeds and free. Bosch mag.,
: spray,- 3 lamps, speedometer. Empress ai'

nd screen, hood, perfect condition; lowest, i

)fne, Confectioner, Hampton, Middlesex.

sidecar 2
and Luca

heavily insured to Jan., 1921, mileage
ojlers.-Box 2,317, c/o The Motor Cycle.

B.S.A. 3y.h.p., Armstrong 3-speed, Jei3, C.B.

car, 4-point, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn
recorder, new spare tyre, otlfer tyres nearly nfl»

condition; best offer to £76.-17, Nicholas St.,-,'

Lanes. '^
'

B.S.A. 4iAh.p., chain-cum-belt, and P
achbuilt sidecar, 2 lamps, and horn, mt

^„1 condition perfect, small mileage, carefully i

ready to ride away; £115.—Morgan. Mount EdgC'

Bed Hill, Surrey.

F.O.CH. have a 191i B.S.A. 4i.,h.r. Model H
equipped, in excellent order.-Fair Olfe;

House. 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampsteat 1

Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-

duding Saturdays.
-1 Q14 B.S.A. 4V4h.p. Combination, coachbuil
-Lt' car, 3-speed countershaft, all-chain, span
accessories, excellent i-nnning order; £95- cri

offers; Saturday or Sunday.—45, Blakehall
Carshalton, Surrey.

B.S.A. 1914 3.l2h.p., Bosch, N.S.U. 2-speed.

lamps, speedometer, excellent riding order,

li^h.p. Clement Gerard, Bosch, Brown and lyi

good belt and tyres, wants timing; £9.—\^

Hooley, Coulsdon.

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p., _
K.S., chain-cum-belt drive, complete lig^

just completely overhauled; nearest offer tc|

Sunday mornings IQ-l or appointment " "
Old Park Av., Balham. S.VV.

1 019 B.S.A. Co:nbinntion, ohaiu-cuiu-beU,l
i-O lack start, hand and foot controlled oln^

P. and H. lamp set. Klaxon, new extra heai

back, others as new; perfect condition; 130 g

berry, Saflron Rd., Biggloswada

1020 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p^ all 1

Xtl P.H. and Lucas lamps, horn, B.S.A. SW
works few days, scarcely used, as new, vj^
pointment; £170.—Trent, Winn Lodge,
Lee. 'Phone : Lee Green 1234.

B.S.A. Combination, delivered June, ]

No. 30237, carefully used, with
lamps, wind screen, hood, luggage carrier.

^

spares; £135; letters only.—Allen, Otonabea,-

Crescent, Palmer's Green, N.13. ^
S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft.^ clutc^i

19^

B' unrldden for 12

able from new, complete with lightini

horn, and spares, giiarantecd

examination; price 80 gns.,

French St., Suubury'

ths, in^M

C32 All letters relatiiiii to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cnlcott.

10 15 2"'4h.p. riilotitt. fixed Rear, oxtnlloiit conilit
15/ X3J lO.-KiiiK, Kitrovo I'linu, Oxtoul. [X6806

DAU'OTT 2i5h.p., 1915, Irco cnBino, complete wiU
liiirip, horn, elf.: price £35; ready to rido nwny

-Percy .Smith, Wbitelriurs Press, Coventry. [X6772

B.. Drui
perfect

locu. £40: .ic

leaning tools,

.(arston Muno lUllall, Staffs.

Cnlthorpe.
IQI5 raltliorpo-.Tii_P; 2^Jh.p.. Enfield 2-speed. spleihiifl

[76"'£45.—Boweu Joues. Corwen.

"iAI.TlIOm'E-.! A.P. 2<,li.p. 2-speed. clutch, 1916
~> ii.w lielt and trres; £13.-E.li.W.. 81, Lichfielrt

Id.. Stafford. [7694

^.\L'rnORPE 1919 2-5treke. EnOeld gear, splendid
J condition, original tyres; £55.— .-i. S. Miller. Cot^
igc. Mill Hill, N.\V.7. [7848

"1.-\I.TUORPE 3Hh.p.. White Poppc. 2-Epeed. clutch
J countershatt.'B. and B.. Bosch; £35.—Brock,
nperial Garage. Mawreys Rd., Romford. [7543

916 Calthorpc 2'^ih.p., 2-speed. good running order
and condition, new tvre on back wheel, lamps,

irn; £40.—Norman. 94, East St., Bridport. [X6639

1AI,TH0BPE Combination, 1916, 4-5h.p. twin
J ,f.A P.. Enfield 2-speed, clutch, handle start,
and order: £88; good lightweight part.~63. Solon
1., Brixton. S.W.2. [8638

I

lALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2"-ih.p., 1916. Enfield 2-spced
' / lamps, tiorn. tools, knee grips, aluminium loot
ards: £45 lowest; sporting mouut.-63. Old Park
i. Palmer's Green. N.13. [82S«

I

lALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2";h.p., 2 speeds, a really light
' go anywhere machine, exceptionally economical

I run, 140 m.p.g., in new condition; £45: seen run-
ng after sLt, or week-ends.—HoUingUurst, 74. Bnrot
h Hd.. Lee, S.E12. [8187

Ccdos.
lEDOS.-The finest 2-5troke ever produced: ladies o'

gentlemen's: order now for spring deliTery.—

J

iko and Co.. Lancashire's leading motor cycle
ilers. Liverpool and Manchester. [657fc

Centaur.
p. Centanr. good order, overhauled; bargain. £18

78. Chesterfield Ed.. Korth Wingfield,
[793.=

-lianiel,

rbyshire.

Chater-I-'afnlr.

HATEE-F^iTNIE. 2 speeds, free, nei
horn, tyres good, lide away; £25.
Kd. Villas, W.2.

C.A.V. lamps,
-37, Learning-

[7614

Cha(er-Lea.
HATER-LEA Enquiries Invited by 3. Blake and

Co., leading motor cycle experts. Liverpool and
Qchester. [657?

HATER-LEA 8-lOh.p. C.B. Outfit, overhauled anr
repainted nicely; £100.—Pavue, Derby Arms

<lake. [X663f
SATEE-LEA 2-strokes stocked, new. £66- als.

2',ih.l>. Premier. £33.—Endrick. 95, High St.
rtey. Sussex. [X684':
lATEE-LEA 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. Z
speeds, chain drive, just overhauled. O.K., acces

s; £105, or near oSer.-32, Hombledon Ed., South
s, S.W.18. [8461
LiTEE-LEA No. 7 Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed
countershaft, extra large coachbnilt sidecor, hood.

!ll, fully equipped, climb anything ; 88 gns. ; all
y.—154, Terdant

, Lane. Catfonl, S.E. [7961
).C.H. have a 1914 Chater-Lea 3h.p. Combination,
3-speed, clutch, handle start, fully equipped, ex-
it order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St..^d (nr. Hampstead Tube Station. 'Phone

:

Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8508

Chater-Lea=Jap.
lATEE-J.A.P., S'ih.p.. lamps, horn, pump, etc.
sood running order; what offers:—E. Whiter Shal
Wmcnntou.

. . , , [8148
IIS.TEE-LE.A-J.A.P. 1914 4h,p., speedometer, new

60 m.p.b.; cheap.—Tavlor,
.... [6366

Chater-.Jap. incomplete, engine, frame, Druids.
Jleels tj-res, lais, controls; for quick sale.
Smalley, Mill Lane, Yateley, HantJi. [8616
P. CUiter-Lea'Jap, a.i.v., battery ignition, new
Dunlops £14; New Imperial-Jap tank. £1.-
n. 6. Haddon Ed.. Didcot, Berks. [8245
vTEE-LEA-J.A.P. Sh.p. - Combination. 3-speed
ast and powerful. Empire de Luxe sidecar'
OTeen; £120.-Adams, 101. High Hd.. East
^' "- [8623

JJ^'"'n^'"
Combination, J.A.P. engine, better thanew, all accessories, only wants seeing, acetylene

Mtric hghtmg, ready to ride away £140 bar
Edwards, 5, Goswell Ed.. E.C.I. [6478

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO - STROKES.

They get the
best results

from your
engine.

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES EOR SALE.
Chater'I.eQ'.laD

No. 7 Chatcr-Lca-Jap Combination, hood,
icii, discs, electric light, etc.. 1914, stored 2',.>

3 .itecd, loot clutch, handle Htart, laflt and
iul. and in first-class running order and appear-
.iiit family man; £119.-56, Camden Mews, Cam-
M., N.W. (5957

Clinter-Rex.

Chater-Lea-Alincrva.
CIIIATER-LEA 3',!.h.p., Minerva engine, perfect, very

' smart, worth £45; oflcrs; sUmp.—Miss E. Hob
land, Eastry, Kent. [8049

LATE 1913 Chater-Lea, Sh.p. Minerva engine, liosch.
Uinks. 2-speed and clutch, lamps, horn, and

spares, in perfect condition, just boen overhauled: £75.
or exchange 7-9h.p. 2-3peed clutch Indian or coinhina-
tion, no rubbish.—Shaw, 121, Ecclestdl Hd., Sheffield.

[X6807
Clarendon.

CLARENDON Motor Cycle. 254h.p.. C.A.V. map.,
ride awav; ^£25.— Peckham. 4. Recce Mews, South

Kensington, London. S.VV.7. [8161

Clyde.

FOE Sale, 2?;h.p. Clyde-Jap, going order; £20, nr

near offer.-O. A. M. Freake, Halford Manor,
Shipston-on-Stour. [8350

Clyno.
CLYXO Sh.p.'s and 2-strokB3.—A. J. Voung and Co..

Ltd., Newmarket. [0118

CLTXO 2-Ktrol;e, brand new, in stock: list price £70.
-Brook Bros., Burnham, Som. [6766

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2V'h.p., 2-speed, clutch, horn,
footboards; £45.—Carter, 171, Boughton. Chester.

[8620
GLYNO Twin, solo, chain drive, original colours,

less gear box; £45 —14a. Balham Hill. S.W.
[8479

WArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-2>^h.p. New
1920 2-stroke Clynos from stock, 2-speed and

dutch; £70, [809U

[8231

2';4h.p. lightweights.

Herts. 'Phone: 165 Hitcbin. [0063

CLTXO 2-speed 2-stroke; £70; delivery from stock.—
Julian. 84, Broad St., Reading. Biggest dealers

in the South. 'Phone; 1024. [0112

1 Q20 Clyno Lightweight Models, two in stock for
-i-*' immediate delivery at maker's list price; £70.
Rhosha Motor Co , Mawney's Rd., Romford. [7402

CLYKO.-Dehvery from stock, lightweight 2-5peed.
K.S.. clutch, no premiums, list price only.—

^ritchett's Automobile Garage, Park St., Islington, N.l,
[7756

CLY"NO, October, 1919, 2-5troke, 2-speed, clutch,
lamps, Kla.xon, leather knee grips, perfect; £65;

evenings o., Saturday.— 162. Sixth Av., Manor Park, E.
[8499

CLYKO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked In rota-

tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotation,

delivery from March.—Eothwell and Milbourne. Cow-
leigh Garage. Malvern. [6185

1Q14 Clyno Combination. 3 speeds, kick-starter,^^ Bosch, 4 interchangeable wheels, Sin. tyxes, hood,
wind screen, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, spares;

£H5.-Box 2,281, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7787

CLY'NO Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., late 1913,
2-speed, kick start, luggage grid, stored 3 years

;

£58; gent's 3-si>eed bicycle part payment: seen by
apiMintment.—72, High St., Tunbridge Wells. [8447

-iQ 15-16 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick start, 4
Xtf interchangeable wheels, overhauled, re-uphol-
stered, 1920 colours, like new (£25), wind screen,
lamps, horn; £130: after 6.30.—Parker, 65. Clifton
Av., Wembley Hill. , [8393

Connaught.
CONXAUGHT 2"-4b.p., 2-speed coimtershaft, new tvre.

economical; trial; £45, all on.-Mills. 150, Milb
fields Ed., Cl.lpton. E.5. [7813

2-stroke, lamp, horn,
nning order; ^40.—

Taplin,' 159, Hornsey Hd., N.7. [8844

CONNAUGHT 2ljh.p.. just delivered, Stuimey-Archer
2-speed, clutch, kick start, not ridden ; offers.-
51 Albert Av., Newport, Mon. [X667a

kick starter.
Motor

Works, Alpha Hd., Eamsgate. ' [7706

w condition, acces-

. higher power, cash
djustment.—23, Coopersale Ed., Homerton, N.E. [8155

CONNAUGHT 1916 2=411. p., speedometer, lamps,
and all accessories, in good condition; £40 ready

for Easter.-Mimosa, Chesnut Rd., Enfield Wash,
Middlesex. [8375

All letters relatina to advertisements should Quote the ni.mber at the end at each advertisement, and the date or the issue Bi
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

rf'^ONNAIJGHT.—Idington agents; deliveiy from
*^ stock 2>2-3h.p. 2-speed, Sturmey-Archer, clutch,

PCS., chain-cum-belt, send Jor lists.—Piitchett'a Auto-
mobile Garage, Park St., Islington, N.l. [7755

TO 19 2}i]i.p, Miniature 2-speed Model Connaught,
-Ltf semi-T.T. bars, Pedley rubber grips, long ex-

banst. special pump lubrication, lamps, mechanical hoin,
privately owned, mileage under "250; 65 gns.—Seen at

Regina Garage, Astwood Muse, Kensington. [7678

(oulson
COULSON B.—The ideal spring Iramc.—Enquiries

invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cyclr

experts of Liverpool and Manchester, [6578

F.O.C.H. have a Brand New Coulson B, special 4h.p.
model, 2-speed, spring frame; list price.—Fair

Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-
stead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3762.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8510

Coventry Eagle.
COVENTRY EAGLE, new 1920, 23/Ji.p. J.A.P., 2

speed, kick start, handle-bar clutch, in stock.—
Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birminghan;

[X686;
tip-

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Staiton). 'Phon
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays

[8511
Diamond.

DIAMONDS.—Al models; immediate deliveries.—

A

J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [012

DIAMOND, 2-stroke, single-speed, new Sept., 1919.
fiSO.-Bland, 18, Wilkinson St., Leigh. [7782

AMS, for early de
rhapel Ash. Wolverhampton. fX862'

id !

eepted. [648

^ , Walsall, official agents loi

Diamonds; delivery from stock; makers' prices
[5303

Douglas.

VIVIAN HAEDIE and Lane. Ltd.. Douglas Speciai
ists.

^h.p. Combination, 1920 model; £155.

gih.p. Solo, 1920 model, clutch and kick starter; £95

3.h.p. Solo, 3-speed Model W. ; £90.

TT/^E Stock Everything you require for your Douglas.

W.
6659. [001

DOUGLAS, new condition, late model; 55 gns.—45,
Burton Rd., Brixton. [8ir"

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. 3-speed C.B. Outfit; £100
Payne, Derby Aims, Mortlake. [X663e

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, london.-4h.p. D>
las combination, 1918; £112. [8

DOUGLAS 1914, 2 speeds, overhauled; £48.—Ma
121, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [8

1Q16 2';.lh.p. Douglas, flrst-olass order; £60.-
Xt/ Norlington Rd., Leytonstone. [8

DOUGLAS, from £65.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,
Royal Hospital Rd., S.W.3.

2-speed, good order; £48.-

Nightingale Rd., Lowe

£55.—A.D.C., 4. Anerley Park. S.E.20.

£75.—Barrett, 204, Fell Lane, Keighley.
[7624

rfect; £48.—
Barnes, S.W.

[8572

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now-

A!l motor cycles of repute

will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or

high prices for second-hand
machines.

4 h.p. Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3

1

, Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £155
at Works.

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT,

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2?ih.p.. 2-speed, pe;

20, Treen Av., Ilogger's Corner, Bai

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

33.h.p. W.D. Douglas, buffer springs, new, run :

* lamp
; 72 gns.-54, Whamcliffe Ed., Loughboro

[8
3h.p. Douglas, W.D. model, splendid condifc

LATE 1919 Douglas, complete lamps, horn, numt
fine order; £80.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

[X6
33.h.p. W.D. Douglas, makers' colours, fast; £6
4 Write Lawrence, Lawrence House, Haileyb'

[X6
SEVERAL 2?4h.p. Douglases, 1916, new conditi

from £60.-14, Devonshire Rd., Forest I

S.B.13. [8

SEVERAL 1916 2Jih.p. Douglases, almost ;

machines; £70.—Griffin, Coombend, Radsti
Somerset. [0

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., Montgomery sidecar, thoro
order; £90.-Lee, 14, Half Moon Crescent, I

don, N.l. [8

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., perfect condition, spe

meter, lamps, horn: £50.—Dorling. Star T

lith.

£127.-365, King St.,

[8

tiou ; £28.- -Paul, Ambleside, Approach Rd..
Albans. [(

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., overhauled, pt

back tyre, belt new ; £70.—Bowker, Gar
Aylesbury. '

t?<

;

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2?4h.p., 2-speed, flrst-clasB
'

niug order and condition.—Taplin, 159, HOT
Rd., N.7. . D

t.- 1, Elbow St., Levenshulme,

irly new- £55, or best offer.—15, As e

Bd., Tooting [
''

1 Q14 2?4h.p. Douglas, new ieavy Dunlops, les: i-

-Li/ gine and gear box; £20.—Park View, Ol-
dish, Suffolk. [

1

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, splendid condition, »

heavy Dunlop tyres; .£59.-72, Longridge I,

Earl's Court. I

'»

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1920, brand
just delivered, unridden; £158.—Wheat, L

Bank, Rugeley. t

TtTilS 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect couil

LU kick start, 3-^speed, new tyres; £105.-254, :
i<;

field Ed., S.W. I,"

DOUGLAS Combination, 1918, first-class cond ,'".

had little wear; £120.-262, Blackhorse ,».

Wnlthamstow. '•

DOUGLAS 2%lh.p., late 1916, latest buffer BP'j'i

absolutely as new; £66.-374, Grove Green
,

J,absolutely
Leytonstone.

DOUGLAS 2'4h.p., 2-speed,

running order;
brook, E.ll. j-

20 Douglas Combination, as received from v.ut

£165, or nearest.—Towell, Hazelmere, E»: »»

,., _ „,, , clutch, semi ir-.

£45.-25. Sylvan Rd., 8 «

19^
Av., Coventry.

1016 T.T. Douglas, lamps, and horn, specially «l

1" perfect, fast; £63.-WelIington, 40. Lo' *

Rd., Harrow. '

BRAND New 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed clutch,,*

starter model combination- unridden; £ '"

Rhosha, below.

1 O20 Douglas 2?4h.p. ,
3-speed clutch, kick--

\

-Lt/ model, complete with lamps. Klaxon, rid<

miles, absolutely as new; £104.-Rhosha Moto
,^

Mawney's Rd., Romford.

DOUGLAS 2'/4h.p., 1915, 3-speed. kick sta rt.

lamps; £72/10.-Vallir- "" "-64, Mei

Lane, Peckham.

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, full

excellent condition throughr-' ^--'

shawgate, Bolton.

-Park.

Faruborough, Kent.

letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dotiglns.

Orra.AS a-lli.r., 19I6, 2s|>i'crl; £65.-Np
Ih Ud., V.6. Tlioi

[7898

Dnucr.AS, 1915, £55; aiioUuT £58.-flnrngo,
KkImii .M.svs, Uiikk'y Ita., I'rimroso Hill (n.

Cllnlk I'lniii I'ubu). [8306

Oi'>-l'- I'^iiKliis. 2-spood, juat as new, only used fmv
<W4 liiii.s; iBirgnin.—31, Clavcmont Rd., Alcxandni
I'«rk, lM:iii,li.v.(,i.r. (X6776

OMITIl

Tu

mBlmi.1914 2\'li.p., \ny littlo used; £50,
10-16, Hnvorstoik UiU (nrpotito CIkiII,

tiim). 1.0150

Don 11. AS ;!',h.p,, 2-8pred. 1919 liiodi'1, ns new, . . .

. pl.l,' with lamp!., Uoiu, and lools; *85.-nrii..k
5II011.. Ilinnli;Mii-..n-Sra. 1676',

DOUGLAS 2',,li.p. 1915 2 spood.^. ju.st OTerliaidfd
lui.l riMinviitwl throughout; £60.—Johnson, 7C,

Manor l!.l., Wallinston. [Sb,

DOlltil,.\S; 55 gns. ; in splendid condition, not used
rmu-h; seen any time; no offers.—Miller, 62.

llami'slrad Rd., N.W.I. . (6606

FORT.ast.'r Holidays, 1919 4h.p. Douglas combina-
tion, e.\fellent rendition, speedometer, mirror.

—

Boi 2,336. c, o The Mnlor Cticle. [8112

JAMES MOFKAT, lloiiglns Agent, reCYil.-2^ih.p
nuKiel. eluti-h, £95. loss cluteh £90 r 4h.p. coin-

.linatioij, f 155,—'I'lione: 50, [1103

'1Q16 Dongl.-is, hardly nsed, 2^4li.p., 2-sp6ed, with new
.'-«' lintter head springs, in perfect condition; £70.—
IB, Deodar lid.. Putney, S.W. [786.

1Q18 4h.p. 3-speed Donglas CI). Combinntiou, discLU wheels, lamps. Klaxon; fllO.—C, Gardner, 137,
larvist Rd., Killnirn, N.W.6. [8802

DOUGLAS 2i4li.p., late 1916, Brtfter head lamps,
horu, footrests, perfect condition: bargain, 58 gns.

-38, Keshel Av., Heme Hill. [83i:i

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1916, W.D. model, uncratcd
February, ridden 50 miles ; 63 gns.—Vidler, 9,

I

obbam Ed., Westclifi, Essex. [7980

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, makers' colours. P. and
. H. lamps, Cowey horn, etc.; £65.»Write to

lavis, 18, Dowsett Av., Southend. [8191

Ih.p. Dotiglas, 3-speed clutch, engine No. 4726, new-
tyres, belt condition as new, tools; £80 —43.

I
oavesden Rd., Watford, Herts. , [8922

i JMITH'S.-Douglas 1916 2i4li.p . in excellent con-
' dition; £60.-Sniith's 10-16, Haverstock Hill (op-

• 'sHo Chalk Farm Tube Station). [0149

Q18 Douglas 4h.p. C.B. Comliination, eplendid
*^' order, owner bought c.Tr; fSO, or near offer.—
s 2.276, c/0 Tht Motor Ciich. [7710

' "JOUGL.\S. 1916-17. 2"'jh.p.. overhauled, perfect:
(
' £65: Thomson-Bennett contact makers. £1.—

1 . Canbury Park Rd., Kingston. [8493

1 \OUGLAS 2'-ih.p., 2-speed, 1915 model; £62/10—
' iNcwnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
6 Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7899
)i TOLAS, 1913, been lying by several yeafs, appei

;UKe new recutly overhauled at cost of £is.-': bi
r-236, Albert Rd., Peckhalu. [7697

(OUGLAS 2iih.p., 2 speed, uncrated June. 1919,
:iny trial and examination; bargain, £60.-174,

-rube Av., Strcatham, S.W. 2. [8123

)"[i,;LAS 23. b. p., 1916, enamel as new, lamps,
^lutrator, etc., new tyres, low mileage; £62.-295,

.;;.•! ltd., N. Kensinston, W.IO. [7587

1-0 Douglas 2»ih.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and kick
' starter new; immediate delivery; £104.—2,
litingale Kd.. Lower Clapton, N. [8513
120 Ilongias 4h.p. Comliination. ju.^t delivered, com-
' plcte with lamps; what o£Eer5:--55, Avondale Ed.,
froydon. 'Phone : Croydon 1882. (7936

' OUGLAS 1916 2.'!^!.?.. WD., Lucas lamps. Klaxon,
horn, splendid condition; £57/10; by ippoint-
1—67, Silvermere Rd Catford. [8450
1:11. Douglas Specialist, Gloncester. gives persona!
.ilter-tion to all orders. All spares at makers' price.<
'1 No profiteering.-'Phone : 852. [6340
UGLAS 2=ih.p., 1915 W.D. model, mechanieallv
Itrfect, Tan-Sad pillion; £55, or ofler.-A. Cuth-

' -le, Mildenhall Ed„ Clapton, N.E. [7728
I'GLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination, not yet been on
n- road; first ofler of £170 secures.-Applv, B.,
ok, Frederica Rd.. Bournemouth. '(7927

1 IjLAS 2"'4h.p.. 1915, 3-st*ed, Binks carburetter;
" i70: oAvner going abroad.—Apply before 6 p.m.,
' "ley, 68, Bolingbroke Grove, S.W.ll. [7750

], TGLAS Combination, 1919, with sidecar screen,
l.iiap,-, etc., as new. veiT little used; write appoint-
-Miarpe, 12, Auriol Ed., Kensington. [7651

[
,6 Douglas 2';:ih.p.. 2-speed, guaranteed 5 to 50

tn.p.h., condition and mechanically perfect;
ni, £60.—8a, George Lane, Lewisham. [8817

-9. Stoneleigh St., N. Kensington, W.ll. [7388

j 3 Dcmglas 4h.p., 3-speed, electric lighting, .tor-
I'tlo C.B. sidecar, beautiful turnout; £128; ap-
it—Motor, 174, Hanover St.. Sheffield. (8421

Ml letters relating to advertisements sho

Call & See Us

THE FIRM FOR vUlCK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR
MOTOR CYCLES .

DOUGLAS
LEVIS
ZENITH

IN STOCK.
Owing to the fact that advertisement matter must
tie sent in a week before the advertisement appears,
it is impossible to state what machines are in
stock. However, we are able to deliver, either
from stock or at an early date, all the machines
for which we hold agencies.

Several guaranteed second-hand late

models, DOUGLAS, etc.

Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Chain Guards, 1 2/6.
Douglas Instruction Books, 1/3.
Patent Leather Mudshields, £1 is.

Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs,

;£3 i8s. per set
Tan-Sad Pillion Seats.

Bowden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

E.I.C. Magnetos for flat tw''r<5

Cowey Speedometers.
Cowey Mechanical Horns.
Klaxon Horns.
D. A. Cylinders.

Electric Lighting Sets.

Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

Black Enamelled Under Trays for 4 h.p.

Douglas, £1.

Desds^ not words.

Lancaster, February 6th, 1920-

Deai- Sir,—I feel I must write t-> thanli yon for beineso
prompt iu seiidinB me thi flywheel mit which ia the

jnominff. Fiiday. In the future I shill know w ere to
sen 1 to for spare parts, and kuow that I thall hava
irompt return,

TnaukiDR you a^a'n.
Yours sincerely, (Signed E.G.

Altrincham, 21st January, 1920.

sendins the sidecar rear spriiiR.

It is H pleasure to deal with your firm. Herewith cheque
^°^

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) H. C. -

__ last week. A so

for your KCnerous offer for my 2j h.n. 19i9 'olci ... A
creat friend of rainii has taken such a liking for m/
Douglas i h.p. Cumbination that he wishes to have oue
from you.

y^^^.^ f^itijfyUr, A. J. L.

To Vivian Har.He & Line, Ltd., Lnndon,
Woodstock Stre.dt February 1-th, 19'20.

Dear Sirs.—Yours of the 17th inst. to hand. I intend
havinp disc wheels fitted tomv machine. Cmild youo aiu
thes -for me arid have them fittvd? . . Thanliingyou lor

the prompt and xceedinglv Kood tr atmeut I have a.ways

Yours sincerely. H.S E.

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.l.

MOTOR CYCI.ns FOR SALE.
Douglas.

BRAND New 2\)i.p. 2-8pocrl Dounlas, W.D., new
buffer Iork-1, DiitiJup tyres, i^rcat barKaJD; £70;

Been finy time.—66, Church Rd., llarnea, 8,W. (8260

BRAND New DoURlas 2>-,hjl. 2..ipeeil, equipped with
Lucafl lamps, horn, und Cowey speedoniPter; offers

after 4 o'clock.- 60, Falrlnwn Crcve, Chiswick. (8262

DnUGLAS ah. p. Combination, Dec, 1917, S-epecd,
kick sUrt, enamelled, plated, upholstered, over-

hauled; £105.—Millard, Gilbert Rd., Belvedere. (8033

DOUGLAS 2-:lh.p., 1912 2-»peed, excellent condition
tbrouchont, tip-top order and very taut; £45: ridn

away; appointnieiit,-28, Inglehy Ud.. Ilford, E. (7582

DOUGLAS, 1916. 2';.',h.p.. perfect order and condi-
tion, new appearance. Klaxon, new tvres ; .£63.—

Martin, 10, Ilerbrand St., W.C. (near Uussell Hotel)
1885:

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, .June, 1919, excellent
condition; £127; seen week-ends or evenings.-

Penn, Fermoy, Sherwood Park Rd., Sutton, Surrey.
(8423

1Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, £2 fp.-ires, Jiorn,
-!-•/ new. just delivered; £162; seen nnj tii.;d by
appointment.—Hughes, 8, Grange Ed., Eiimsgate.

(7830
TJOUGLAS, 2"'.lh.p., 2-Epeed, 1915, good running
-L' order, tyres good, makers' colours, lamps, etc.,
ride away; after 6; .ie5B.—38, Frognal, Ilampstead.

[8523
DOUGLAS 2%h.p, 2-Bpeed, nncrated Oct., 1919, ab-

solutely perfect, well e<iuipped, t-xceptionally
smart; £65.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

[8386
DOUGLAS, 1915, just been overhauled and re-

painted, like new, all accessories, absolutely
perfect; £58 nearest.—Todd, Waterbeacb, Cambs.

[8271
1Q18 Douglos 23ih.p., engine No. 37729. re-enamelled
--*.' makers' colours, thoroughly overhauled, horn,
tamps; £70; after 6 p.m..-27. Cedars Ed. Chiswick.

(8726

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New
Douglas machines for early delivery, 1920 models,

2?-.3i.p., 3-speed models, £90; 4h.p. combinations, £.55.
(8907

£67; after 6 p.m.—75, Brudenell Rd., Tooting, S.W.
[8592

DECE51BEE (1919) Douglas, 2?4h.p., carefully run in,

mileage 550: owner received delivery combination;
£76.—Spear, 80, E.ast Sheen Av., East Sheen, S.W.14.

[8460

"IQ19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, new Sept., mileage
-1-^ under 1,000, speedometer, lamps, tools, absolutely
perfect; £140, or nearest.—Lancaster, Northgato, Bail-
don. [7a2a

DOUGLAS 1919 4hp. Combination, electrically

equipped, all spares; £140.—Apply, Dentist, 162,

High St., Walthamstow, E.17. 'Phone: Walthamstow
347. [86«<!

1 Q15-16 2^4h.p. Douglas. 2-spee(!, free engine, horn,
-Lv lamps, accessories, Tuaranteed sound and per.

feet. £55.—Kefreshment Ba., 45, Bow Common Lane,
E.3. (7609

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916 Combination, engine No.
3096. little used, and appearance, etc., as new;

£135. or offer.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Ed., King's
Cross. [8578

DOUGLAS Combination, ate 1918. speedometer,

spare tyre, lamps, etc.. small mileag

'^f7926

ild quote the number at tlie end of each adi

Bured; £130; seen after 7.-17 Balmoral Ed., Leyton,

E.10.
'"""

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
Xt/ born, splendid condition throughout; nearest

£132 secures.—Wintle, KingSTOod, Wotton-under-
Edge, Glos. [8'7'?1

LATE 1916 2''jjh.p., Douglas, lamps, etc., tyres and
belt like new; £58; bargain.—Apply, after 6 p.m.

—Bryntyrion. Thicker Rd., Sutton, Surrey, or 'phone

Richmond 631. [8058

DOUGL.iS 4h.p. Combination, practically new, disc

wheels. Royal blue sidecar, complete equipment,
beautiful outfit; barsain, £120.-41, Cowley Rd.,

Bti.xtou. S.W.9. [3274

DOUGLAS 2?.ih.p., Jan., 1916. 3-speed, speedometer,
lamps, horn, mirror, mileage 3,000, stored 2

years, good condition; £58.-34, Jedburgh St , W inco-

bank, Sheffield. ['7909

33,h.p. Douglas, ridden few miles, perfect order, fast,

4 powerful, fully equipped, lamps. Klaxon; £65,

or nearest. Seen London appointment.—Williams, Fiv>
ments, Swanley. C830B

-| Q15 2''4h.p. Douglas, renovated absolutely as new,
-Ltl new P.H. lamps, mechanical born, toolbag; £60.—
Banister and Bctteu, 341, Upper St., K.l (opposite

Agricultural Halli. L7983

DOLTGL.AS 1916 2^i'h.v., overhauled ' and reno-

vated makers' colours, new Dunlop studded

tvres; £65: exchanges.-R. D. Varty, Thundersley.

Rayleigh, Essex. 1869J

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-5peed, clotch and kick start,

1914. all in flrst-clas. ----- —'- '"""
etc.; £65. no offers. Eveni

Rd., Jluswell Hill.

eitisement. and the date of the issue." siS

tools, lamps,
after 8.—60, JIuswell

[8134
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, aliiininium disc wheels, new
.-L«7 tyres, lamps, horn, re-cnamelled and plated, in
perfect condition; any trial: ^60.—C, 54, Malvern
Rd.. Dalston, E.8. [8524a

D.OUGLAS 1920 2%h.p., 3-speed, W.20 Model, lamps,
speedometer, horn, etc., as new; £90.—Highfleld,

Rodwell, Weymouth. [8351

DOUGLASES 2^h.p. always in stock at competitive
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satur-

days.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (oppoaite^Chalk
Farm Tube Station). ..[0151

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p., overhauled, improved clutoh,
it/ royal blue Douglas sidecar, new tyres all round,
fast, any trial; £135; no otEers.—O.R.S.M., Mooltan
Orderly Room, Tidworth. [7543

DOUGLAS, Inte 1913, 2^/4h.p., 2-speed, new foo^
boards, tool kit, spares, horn, good tyres, recently

overhauled, perfect condition ; first £47 secures.—Watson,
37, Waveley Ru., Coventry. [56754

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 1917 forks, adjustable
pulley, new Amac, T.T. bars, discs, long exhaust

pipes, very fast, just tuned by expert; £58. — Box
2,552. c/o The Motor Cycle. [8882

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, engine No. 2969X,
fine condition, Stewart speedometer, spares:

£130; appointment.—H. Payne, Wychwood, H
bridge Rd., Hackbridge, Surrey. [£

"1 Q19 (June) Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3-si
J-v kick starter, F.C. clutch, lamps, horn, etc., fully
insured, not done 800 miles ; appointment ; £140,—
Lavender, Victoria Rd., Wisbech. - [7580

good condition, head lamp

3 overhauled and guaranteed
i'dh.p. Douglases, exceptional finish and guaran-

teed as new, complete with new lamps, Cowey speedo-
meter and Klaxon horn; £80, all on.—Maudes' (below).

DOUGLAS 1913 2^4h,p., 2 speeds, Douglas carbu-
retter, touring bars; £40.—Maudes' (below).

Portland St., London.
£105.—Maudes', 100,

to all wheels, everything guaranteed perfect, both
mechanically and otherwise; £65.—Marks, 121, Acton
Lane, Chiswick. [8429

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bosch,
footboards, patent rear springing, just over-

hauled, very easy starting, excellent tyres, head light
and generator; photo; first £35.—Gordon Harris,
Garsdoil, Malmesbury, Wilts. [8162

perfect,

.. _ ndition,
lamp, tools, spare chain; £60.—Wrtie, Mrs. Manvell,
Hillside, Avondale Rd., Bromley, Kent. [X6745

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1919, for sale, per-
fect condition, ready to ride away, not ridden 500

miles; nearest offer to £130; by appointment.—T. R.
Clancy, 82, Adrian St., Moston, Manchester. [X6B23

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, set of lamps,
Lucas* horn, 2 new tyres, whole outfit repainted,

sidecar deep blue storm apron; £110; seen Saturday
afternoon.— 158, Shamforth Rd., Seven Kings, Ilford.

[7752

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Douglas 2%h.p., excellent
order, small mileage.—Fair Offer Car House. 5,

Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station}.
'Phono: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Sat-
urdays. [8509

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want d&-
livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Rd..
Bristol. [0016

150. mechanically perfect, enamel
unscratched ; £ 155 ; bought car.—Farrer, 1, Halsey
St., S.W.3. [6908
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3 speeds, clutch,

kick start, perfect condition in every respect
any trial; £110.—Cooke, 33, Hoveden Rd., Keyes Pd
head, tail, and sidecar lamps witli generator, horn.

ady foi delivery, 2%ih.p., 2-speed, black finish,
thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed in good run-
ning order; £68 each.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

2'^ih.p. Military Models, new, £70;

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles, also
Watson Ian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for Triumphs,
B.SA, Clynos, Enfields, Cal-
thorpes. Aliens, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, etc.

The foBlowing New and
Second-hand Motor Cycles

are on view at our New
Showrooms

:

52 & 53, SUSSEX PLACE,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

ALLDAYS-ALLON» 1920, si h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed gear.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920, 4 h.p. hori-

zontal twin, acetylene lighting set,

speedometer, and horn.
BLACABURNE, 1920, 4 h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter.

CALTtiORPE, 1920, sj h.p., 2-stroke,

Enfield gear.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2^ h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-starter, and
clutch.

DIAMOND, 1920, 2Ui.p.Viniers 2-stroke.

All the above machines at makers' Mst

prices, plus freight charges from works.

USED IVIACHINES.
SUNBEAM, 1920, 3^ h.p. Combination,

Lucas lamps, Klason horn, Cowey
speedometer, black and gold fini?h.

Only done 200 miles, and indistin-

guishable from new Price £2J0.

A.J>S., 1919, 6 h.p. Combination, SpliLdbrf

dynamo lighting set, spare wlieel,

complete £225.
RUDGE, 1919, 3^ h.p. Combination,

Multi gear, kick-starter, acetyl'^ne

lighting set, H. & B. horn, Dunlop
tyres £100.

IVY, 1919, 2'j- h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

P. & H. acetylene lighting set. . £60.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 1919. 2^ h.p., acety-

lene lighting set, not run 500
mUes £55.

SIDEOARS.
Watsonian, R. 34, Monarch, and Model H,
Mllltord, Skiff, and Monitor, Canoelet,

B.S.A., and Swan Sporting type.

Taylor's Coach-built Body £ii its.

All Sidecars supplied at List Price, plu3
carriage from works.

A.J.S. Second-hand Sidecar Body, com-
plete with windscreen, hood, and carrier,

£15 15s

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
SHOWROOMS:

21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I.

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W,

WHOLESALEl
38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.
•Phone—Museum 1240. Kensington 7360.

Telegrams

—

"Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919' (7763), mileage 2,500
W.G, electric lighting, speedometer. Klaxon, sun

dry spares, overhauled Douglas works, guaranteed m?
ohanicflUy sound ; £143 ; viewed week-end.—Edwards
Trevale, Queen's Av., Woodford Green, EBsex. [671'

4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Nov.. 1919
latest type clutch, touring and T.T. bars, ;

lamps and 2 generators. Klaxon horn, Easting wini
screen and College legshields, mileage under 500, con
dition throughout as new £155.—P. Spackman, 1

Mancliester Kd., Swindon. [865<

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1916, S-speed, clutcl:

kick starter, lamps, horn, knee grips, Eastin
screen, spare belt, tube, etc., just overhauled an^
enamelled black and gold, excellent tyres, vfhole ou(
fit equal to new; £110, or near offer.—Brodie, '3^

Junction Rd., Sheffield. [X685

WE Have in Stock a limited number of rebuilt 2-

h.p. Douglas motor cycles, fully equipped an
ready for the road. These machines may be purchase
for cash or on easy tenns. Please write for specitieatio

and fuU particulars.—Kirkdale Motor, 88-90, Kirkdal-
Sydenham. 'Phone : Sydenliara 739. [013

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1913, 2-speed, kick start, juf

been completely overhauled, new crankshaft, fl;

wheel, rings, plugs, back tyre, belt, horn, etc., perfe(
working condition; £67/10; owner compelled to se

owing to recurrence of disablement; Manchester di
trict.—Box 2,366, c/o The Motor Cycle. [BBS

Duzmo
DUZMO SVsh.p. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Orders

strict rotation. Deliveries commence March.
All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach m
Seed, 1 6, John Dalton St. Manchester. [S26

Edmund. 1

33.h.p. Edmund, spring frame, 3 models.—Lists fi

4 from Gourlay's, Fallowfield. [26
j

EDMUND, spring frame, 4h.p. M.A.G. twin, 'Exi&V.

gear, Canoelet sidecar, accessories; £75, bargst
—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing. [85

Elswick
ELSWICK-PRECISION. 2-speed, 4h.p., splen*

order throughout; bargain, £42.--Speechley^
Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, London, \v.3.

ELSWICK-PRECISION, 1915, twin, Bosch,
3-speed, clutch, kick st-art, coach car, hood, *

dition excellent.—Librarian, Public Library, Plaistij,

[X6V

4h.p. Elswick-Precision (late 1914), 3-speed hub, 1

clutch, 1920 C.B. sidecar, good going ordeir^.

[h

19
19
w-
19^

ml
EnSeld

17 6h,p. EnSeM Combination; £130.—V. ^
Meric, Kingswood, Weyr

12 2JJh.p, Enfield Twin. Bosch, B.B., neavly;
Dunlop; £25.-15, Lowtber Ed., Kingston, pi:

AUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londoi
6h.p. 1917 Boyal Enfield combination; £1S7,

IJiNFIELD 31i.p. 1916, small mileaEC just overhM
1* enamel and tyres as new, fast; £65.—Manriee^

Louth.

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, dynar„„. „_..
Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Eoyal Hospitagi

3.W.3. X
ENFIELD Twin, 2%h,p., 2-speed, splendid coB^

tyres nearly newr i45.—87, Truro Ed., '^

Green.
=

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, 1914, good conditio^

in excellent running order; £100.—Claytoni.

St., Eugby.

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1914 Combination, perfect '«0

tion; £110.—Holden, Wickham, °-'"->-

Kent.

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 2 speeds, in exoella
dition.—L. Parker, 79, Derwent Ed.,

Green, N.

ENFIELD 1919 2Kh.p., 2-strolte, 2 speeds, alTS

sories ,new condition; £62.-24, Cobbetfr

Southampton. I

ENFIELD Combination, eh.p., 1916, fully eauil

splendid outfit; £140.-374, Grove Green,

Leytonstone.

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, electric 1

ing condition, as new; nearest £120.-1, F
Rd., Kew Green. '

t

ENFIELD 2i4h.p., 1916, only ran 1,000 miles, s

did condition; £50.-13, "Woodberry Down,
bury Park, N.4. ,. I

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., flrst-dOjf

dition, complete; £110.—Seen at Norman's 9;
St. John's, Worcester.

ENFIELD 1920 Box Carrier Combin»w.„-, —-—
miles; £200.—Clifford Wilson Mlg. Co., 70. J

Hospital Ed., 8.W.3.

g.

-Watson, 181, Clapliam Ed., 8.W,

Ei6 An letters relating to .advertisements ihould auote the numlier at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the Issnn
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MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE.
Enfleld.

|;M'IETil) 2^;i,,p. Tiviii, 2-81195(1, F.E., lamrs, m^

' ( r.iM St., IWdfiurt. [xesio

W'Vi";,'"!°';5?; ^- ^T ^""''' 1"«»« St., London

I E^;:;!;;;ii'',/;™f"'i?fij^!',,ii'^j'
-'""d.i, done 1.800,

vlUo lid.. .Slifiiliord's iili'sh, \V.

I

RM'-.n:!.!! 1916 31,, P. Twin, ki,
I XJ dition as new; 62 "ii^ fi

'iVnvIe. 28. (.rinisby IM„ (;,in',sl,

I

iqi6 Hi. H,. 1,1

' *-" lllllv cqiii
sloi'k Ilill,'o,,i,„si

,..

E^'llf,"'i;;,;'-'„'-^;""';'|'''*'™'.81i-I>..
wis, in perfect

l^st offe.s.lB'.x =,2M,'e/i"'ir'i.K,Jr'c;^,""T^t;y

'

L^'^IL..I^!;^,„';:"«^1''; /^''•". ,'"™r^. '>"n. etc..

atler 6 Vn H^ „
>'"""' overli.iuled

; £75; seenallcr b.30.-Ho.,l,n. I'aniborne Ed., Sntton. [8495

jAdvertisemkkts. 55

^eJlcvrds
i^otors-

1X6634

lightingtiiiii. eii.ti.. <ly

l|J6,-tiiiiitli'a, 10-16, tl...^
Tlilio titutiou. [012

f^ ditio.i, fnlly equiimed
;i45.-E«ve», 5, High S

E-VKIELl. c™
lumps, liorn

rostins £26; Ss' e'lis

1916, in splendid con-
tools, spares, ready

:ley. [7718
'"' ®V'J" ^P'sodid concUtion,
leeeiitly tlioronshly overhauled.
15, hummerlull Hd., Darlford

I9''^ex';!;x„f"«.t'ii?"^'""^'™-, ^-^p-'. '='"p''in
.Mars,, Creen Rd..'^£'l"ri1,: n^n7Slh.ol':''h'Ldt:
paii.^ Twin Enfield, Bosoh, B.B., countershaft cSn^4 drive, eood condil,ion; £33, or nearest- eve,ings, wcelt-ends.-42, Sydenham Rd. North. Croydon

ENI'IH.DS.-Plaoe vonr name on n,„- n=f f?""^rini-n- ,,-><„, ; 1 .1. """"^ on onr list wiLhoui

>^^^:i^lSii^TL^^\^^ -;e- to, ^

AjTe.bnry,'B„eL " ^'"-N"^'!. 85, Walton^St.,

19'^rti'/™ndi?,''„i'-
'^'"" ?"'''^'^' accessories,

a.S{-^--x>«on^^e'o^
E'^^'peSr Bc'^*-,'- uvi^

T«iu, 2-speed sear, en'inl

3raeet, .Surrey " '"' ^''S/lo.-Dowell, Hiffh Ed..

t9 'lm^s"^'L'„r';n';™:,""i,„«'';-, ^^'""'A
'™

"*'™
« chains .' apyi'nN 1?,', f'Li'i™ coacbbnilt bodv

E^'dyS Hghtir^orto'wln'd '"" J-^'^- I'"""''
aek rover now nerfe,* !^i?''

sereen. speedometer
.ire Mews ™eit,''S?;i,;z;:'*;?.°^ "'°-^*'

"r^i;
Jli.p. Enfleld Caochbnilt c

.
P'luipped, electric ii^htin

inniuir order TpnenfiT- „,..,^' -.""o^s.^ enu, e.xi

?^FIEI,D Combination JAP enai„„ • /
5;.telfd''om\tr.--afr«e!£''-;"r- --"

'OCH V'"'
at lUr^i^^liJffed-S^'.stZ'^ife

' ceiS;,t ''nlS
'^

^iS"?-
Enfield Combination in ex

i-ne
:

Hampsteai, ^75i''W^t?A.Jf^!l,i^^T.l

'NFIELD Coach Combination fl^^i..;!/ '"^f^

•edoS^r ^iSres''^?aC5^-, *--°"t^'>tf t I

a^.s-iiS^iS-^-f^j^nfefi?™^ "i^'^
'

' Walfhlmsfow
condition, S125.-47.

Enfield Combination. ^1914, engine ,[\7
'plated, median

coml>ination, 1914, fuHv
luegage grid. excelJent

toria Av

p. Enfleld Coachbuilt Combination f„ll
f^''°?

o lamps, horn siiare ™i 1 1
'""^ insured,

ate y owned; ^bargain 2ol sf,i''=''',,'"^'c"='"<'"t^

g" Repair Woriir'"3a,~ftaa ^iS-lrSrSi'e

'Sn^°ou»it,f,'>-P„^C.B. Cornbinatlon, JHH
parts, new drivine and »-e=?" i'

P™ ''°''"' ^'^^

>n. Koi oS-Wyr'"^ °' Glonccster.-Arlffi, ufn

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

We are also Agents (or the foriowinc machines
B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RODGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR
METRO-TVLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N LEA-
FRANCI&

Be Ready for

EASTER
We can supply a

DdzmO.

CouisonB^

^BtiCOURNE

%mm STANDARD^
BEFORE
EASTER.

TRY MOTOR CYCLE
CAMPING FOR AN
IDEAL HOLIDAY.
Come and See, or Write

for Particulars.
WE WANT TO BUY SOLOS AND r.r>«^.«.j,„„^

MOTOR CVCLI-.S FOR SALE.
„ nnflelcl.
T?N'FIKI.ri .111,, 1019 M,.l,., ,11 , 1 ,

,i, 'i,,,' •;'[''' ''"'''; '"' i'"i. i.,,i,.T, seiui-T.T,'''''
1' !,'

1 cord tyie*

, ,

'" '
' iiildlo. undifi-

',,.,, ,1,1, ,

'

'

"
;

'
•'"

'
''' and tulici,

..,.,.mBhoiit, £85; cio;tn""ii; Ifi;,; kIS"*^!. •^J':"!
trip 9l«edometer, £4.-Hox 334; c'c '& MoiorX'Sr''

[X6875
Excelsior.

jP33.-2Hh.p. Excelsior, 1915, 2-strokc, 1919 Ama.^

Rd N w"S
'•*"-"''"' Ko anywherc-,-40, Wellington"" "-"-e-

[8135

L'^oSy.™ASc?^'^i'<.dsfo?-''''en"''ir?' i!" °' ""
and Co., Official Dealers, Livcrpool-Manobester. I658B
1Q20 American Excelsior Combination, Mills-Pnlford

, -»:y sidecar, elctric head, rear, and sidecar lielitV
w,th spares; £190.-I,idd, 19.'chnrcb Lane, HoriseV, n!

TiHE Neiv 1920 American Excelsior represents tim
I
-L best value for money on the matket. Book now f, r
irly delivery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar

-

' "okIb"'"'
^"">' " Blenheim St., Bond St. Mav-

^^^^- [2262

,del.

A MERICAN Ex,el

hand and toot control, cltTtch and"''br'al<es,"'rir'e's'KM

„K
auiminium sideiar, indistinKuishable from new

;

I
offeib.—123, Oodolphiii Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W,12

[8853
Fafnir.

2t-''-?-
I'nf"''', Bosch, Brown-Bailow, sprin» forks;

I '^4 bargain, £25.-91, Fairfield Rd., Bow. [8843
p'AFJflE 3i,yi.p., B. and B. carburetter, Bosch, new-t l«lt, good, tyres [one new|, low frame, lamps, horn,

I o ":^"'',^?
,
""""IB order; £30; after 7, Saturday 3.—

I

b, bt. John s \ illas. Upper HoUoway, N.19. [8718

Forward.

I WJ^^^*^^"™-^' 5' Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
I

v» 1:,.C.4.— 2t<,h.p. Forward motor cycle; £27/10
[8912

F.N.
(~;E0W Bros. Guildford, F.N. agents for the 7h ,.

I '-^ 4-cyl. and 2'Jlli.p. lightweight. Book your machine
I [3171

Tf.N. 4-cyl. Solo or Combination; reasonable price

la
.and condition; particulars.—15, Farnham Terrace.

I
ounderland. [7708

...^wntial, any year, price
. .-^..„......,^ , „,;u uBiiu coachbuilt sidecar.—Haw-
I

kins, Broadbridge Heath, Horsham. [8774

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S. Kensingrton, S.W.7.

relephone : Kensington, 6312
relegrams ; Efembalmot, Southkens, Lond

4-aYL. F.N., 2-speed clutch
according;

Tf.N. 2i4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., belt drive, ready toJ- ride away; £22 cash, or near offer; Saturday
afternoon.— 1, Park Rd., Ohiswick, W.4. [8204
pi.N.. 1911, 4-cyl., engine good going order, repairs

„ needed to frame, quick sale; £16; after 6 p.m.,
Saturday afternoon.-H. Filmer, 66, Nunhead Lane!

b.t.is. [7592
"PI.N., specially built in 1915, round tank, disc-- wheel, electric light, with sidecar, hood, screen
very smart outfit; £155—Newnham Motor Co., 223'
Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

4_-CTL. P.N., 5-6h.r., late 1913, No. 50654, dropp«^
JE frame, 2-8peed, hand clutch, lighting set, original
tyre front, new heavy Pedley back, good condition

-

trial; £45, lowest; excli.mge smaller machine—]!
Hodgson, Queen St., llorecambe. [83S8

"P.N. (1432) 5-6h.p., 1913, grey model, 2-spced gear
-^ and clutch, excellent running order, lately over-
hauled by manufacturers, Stewart speedometer, lampsand generators, stock of spares, heavy tvres almost newBrookspan seat, leather luggage case, etc. ; can be seen
i.N. TSorks, Eimberley Ed., N.W.6: £70. or near offer

[7971
Grandex

19^*,?™""^?^' ^^ah.p. Jap engine, 2-stroke, auto.

f-^ lubrication, 2 speeds, nearly new Hutchinson
tyres; oilers.— 149, Clapton Common, E.5. [X674b

Gregoire.
(OVERHAULED and re-enamelled, 4'-5h.p. Gregoire
'-' new C.A.V. magneto, new Senspray carburetter!

^. *^m '^*' excellent tyres, new spring saddle
semi-T.T. bars, low, sporty, and powerful, pull sidecar
|;nywhere; bargain, £45.—Buck, Holmslde, Finbnro'
Rd., Tooting Junction. [8309

Harley-Davidson.

TACK HEALT, Cork, official Harley agent -E,v" tational deUvery. No premiums accepted. [64BS

model, and

«oss-on-Wye. "'— -ijr.-arkell, Llan- „ —"""- -^u^nnens. London. I Q14 2-speed 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidscn,

,,,
L8235 '^^^^^^'^^^^^^l^^^BM^^^^^^ -•-" re-enamelled; £85.-42, Perran Rd..

etters relating to advertisements should ,uote the number at the end o, each .tne ena or each advertisement, and the date of tlii; i.^^sii

premiums
fTARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1915, electr
-»-«- sidecar; JEIOO.—Brook, Burnham, oomeraci,

(6495
Lane, Fleet St., J,ondon.—"

£85.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin, '

livery; list price.—Brook, Burnt ....,.„^.

[6494
14 2-speed 7-9h.p. Harlev-Davidscn, overhauled

-e-enamelled; £85.-42, Perran Rd.. Tulse Hill.

[8211

W/'AUCHOPE'S, 9, ShOs. ^..u^f' 1915 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and' sidecar

iRLEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin,
livery ; list price.—Brook, Burnha
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Harley.Davidson.

AELBY-DAVIDSON, 1918, 7-9h.p., fir=t-olass

der; 95 gns.—

'

H
Rd., N.7,

153, Hornsey

gARLE„Y:DAVIDSON^-Bo*_^B™ for ^rly ddiv^ery

^^ol?ciS\^Ar^ri; Mcfto? Cycre MaS,^^^
St., WalsaU.

-1019 Haitey-Dnvidson Combmation, electric ^eaviij

lU ment; £165, or nearest offer.-

Cro-wthorne, Berks

-O. E. Lovick,
[S;666ii

£140-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. LJ^b^oo

TTABLEY-DAVipSON 1915, perfect
"^j^^.^X'^r!^Xl just overhauled, sidecar; £110, or neai "

Teesdale, Buckstridge, Wendoyer. l"^-*

-M-rATfTPVnAVtTlSON" 1915, and coach sidecar, com-

H^k^S^mtSSld andj^^^^^^ Pri<=« £130.-Ap-

ply, Myles Frai
'

Lougliton, Essex.

bargain.—365, King St.,

[7666

lovely Sun

^^^^.^^^, :
lot; £100.

'Haminirr'smitli. [8781

H ARLEY-DAVIDSON "IS ,,'';*-P£„C°inbinaticn^

xl just been completely overhauled;. ^'^•°^ "fSgis
ofier.-Black Horse, High St., Hrtchin, Herts. [7918

HAELBY-DAVIDSOlSr, 1916, 7-9h.p., Bosch mag.,

sporting torpedo sidecar, S°°^^
'=°f'*'s™ 'Hariw:

nearest offer!-H. Wargent, lb, Ahna Ter., S. Hanow,.

7-^^P '"m^leY^reSy^TvSraS, '^iIw"l>VT^^
sforcd"''duTnfViT ^125.-Poole, Stourton. Zeals,

Wilts. [530_b

Bradford
-1 f»17 Harley-Davidson Combination, --;--;:i;^

19 equip^a, recently overhauled, .excellent Mnditm
electrically

7ai7 Harley ele*ic horn, Ughts ^s^^^^'aS

s-!d^ar,"Sex^''^scS f^'d!' £f8.-B^ox ..338 c,o

The Motor Cycle. .

splendid condition; £105.-Averay, 23, Salthous|Rd.

Barrow-in-Furness.

TTARLEY-DAVID30N 7-9h.p. 2-speed .
Model Com-

H^uSion" recently overhau ed w^-mg parts r-

newed, new tyre, perfect condition, tl05. ta,
^^^^

sham Rd., Richmond.

overhauled and re-enamelled, guaranteed as new,

£150.—Maudes' (below).

Sl^tes.,'^iorGt"^^U°n1^st,''io=l°d°on""w.-
^11755

H^^'^rrtlTda 'Ud, \'cl^en,'1a%'s, ,^^ ,

!?f^Vnvr"sta='B^Soi,to1dSf.""-^"'^
t r\on TTnrlev-Dayidson, horizontal twin, 4h.P-,

19 livered M.xrch 4th, mileage 55, complete with

i?ers'\peedometer horn, and, lightmg_set; £160.-

25, Leander Ed., Th"-"*"'irnton Heath, Surrey. [8728

enamelling faulty

.

ready to ride away
ampton

Combination, mag., MdlS'

r complete, speedometer, newly

. mllVn'o^fi" ma"nificent outfit; £225; owner

-T?nnaSt; 2^ Weir St., Coatbridge. [X6919

1919 7-9h.p. mag.
gears and tyres,

-| Q 20 Harley-Davidson
XU Falford sidecar.

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS --
models, £110;. excellen

t_
jsng

lamelled would be

Bull, Triumph
worth £150;

North.
[X6822

HARLEY-nAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1918, |;fP/«f,.,i^''jt*'

kick startsr, magneto •'-- •">'°°'" '"' bt".. used.c wheels, very litth.

smith.
_

H^^p^^i!i°BVnS?'?iVa^,"elJ^M"54

^S^SSngf-^J^^SS^^S^e^f^^—g
8hepperton-on-Thames.

HTg^fiIg°"el^1?''>>or?,^^^^^^d-J^?;?^\!f^lC:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Hazlewood.

HAZLEWOOD 5-6h.p. Twin O^onibination, brand new^

unused, all accessories: £200. Wanted, lower iiower

and cash.-Box 2,256, do The Motor Cycle. 17bS3
,

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. ^ 6-6h.p., 1915, Sturmey- ';

Archer 3-speed, K.S., wicker sidecai all acce^

sories, perfect condition only used 6 months ,
harg. i^

£90.—Jenkins, 137, Tredegar Rd., Bow. loiso

Henderson.

HENBERSON lOh.p., 3 speeds and \i<'J^f=^'-l^,'''"^
new, unused; £180.-3, Parker Lane, Burmej^^^

HENDERSON Combination, ra™«VI^*i/ rSswick
overhauled.-20, Turnham Green Terrace, C'"!'"';''^

w.

T ANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales and Isle o|

1j Man—Enouiries for Henderson *-cyl. wantea.

J Blake and^ Co.r Official Dealers. Liverpool-Man^

""'"'"
Hobart.

HOBART for Early Delivery.-Apply, Bamett, Bar-

nett and Co., Deal.
'"""=

HOBART 1919 2%h.p., 2-stioke, ^^'^f^.^t '

tion; £50.-Gardner, 5. Albany Ed.,
00^x6916'

HOBART, ViUiers engine,. 2-speed. new J_?lf l^^^^-

£50.—Knight, 31, Bingham ^d., AddiscoMe,

Croydon. . ,

B.°\i^r £^0? elcfan^ies.?:t°S' VaXVhundS

iS'-i^^'^sSg^^sSssf • 11.^1
Radford, Coventry.

XTOBART 1920 in stock, 2>h.p., Villie_rs engijie

H2, Markhouse Ed., Walthamstow, B.17- i
[822E

Fig. I040.

HAH Portable Elec-

tric Handlamp com-
plete with "FLASH"
4,1 volt Battery as

illustrated.

Price 25 1- each.

_.,..., ^nuary, done .a I™ hundred mi^c.

new condition; £175, or with new .sidccai, 2UU

Roberts, Bloncathra Garage, Keswick

only,

'[X6473

-I n20 5-6h.p. Hadcwood Corabinati

LV M.,lla-FnIiord sidecar '"*"

HAH "Clutch "Tape
Special New Size for

Motor Cyclist.

_ Fig. 457,

New Model, Fig. 573. iin. RoH "i Tin.

HAH Raarlamp'how^Red jj^.^^.^ adhesive,

light, lights No. plate. .^^^ Sticky.
Complete with switch j^j^ the Yellow Tin)
bulb, wire, clip, etc., C^o^f

j^^ , /. each.
Price 9/6 each. "

"
FOR 1920.

SrSM'te SfHrusfror^ne™ Catalogues

iS issued.

Will all customers kindly nota

CHANGE OP ADDRESS.

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.

TTOBABTS for Brighton and Hove. The Villiers en

'^°™
Humber

B^?SSL;^^Son^«er/'='^" ''-^'US'

HUMBER 2yh.p.. 3-speed, excellent runnmg; £3C

-37, Hilldrop Crescent, N.7. i'

-T-rTTlw-Rin? 3i/,hp 1914, 3-speed, K.S., wicker sidt

IFcai™a?ce'4'J;ls "wi-wflson, 5, Whitham^Rd

Sheffield
, , . ,.^^ -j.

qlh.p. 3-speed kick ^ta.'^^i; P^Je^^nd wicker s,d

02 car, in good' condition ;
£60.—uaic, 10,

'jgjg,

;

Lane, Watford. ,

HUMBER 1914 2-cyl. ^J-.^h-P., Philbpson I^rf^

order, smart appearance, lamps, hom, i-Jo.
^^^

40, Erpingham Ed., Putney.
,„= ki,

-T-tT A rrrTTOPE'S 9 Shoe l.ane, London.-19ib bn.l

W^Hifmb^i Combination, horizontal twin water-coole

engine, fuUy equipped; £l's.

TTUMBEE Twin, 2%h.p., 3-speed, T.T., Bosch^ amt

H rwraway; for 1>ir* «a«, bargain, f30.-Ba.le

2 Cranley Mansions, Muswell Hill.

HUMBER Lightweight, ™»S^B. and B., new 1 m

lops, smart =>Mearance^
g^l ™"l|t., Btondton

stamp replies.—F. G. Eossiter, ao, ji^m-. p .

^^^^

Indian.

1015°5h.p. Indian, splendid condition; i75.-Tl.o

lU Booth, Frodsham.
.;

^iSeSri^^.^.i^:^H<ss-4|,

T-^'^^^i?^ef°?s^^MiS^?^^:°'^s^iS

I pjephtines

CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

Telegrams

;

•• KEYAGE."
CROYDON.

19^

[X62(|

Hazlewood.
lination, J.A.P. engine,

tilete with lamps, horn,

£T75!-ftoa."B°ootir,' Frodsham. 17 B™^^^™
„„_her at tlie end ot each

A„ tetter, relating to ndve.tisements should ..uote the number

19

Bros., Barnsley. j

l9^1nrS:"an?'fia?'l^^^^'i^,S
Ed Leytonetone. , .

i

TNDIAN S-6h.p., dutch tyre^ /t^^'f Ahffi1 forks, re-enamelled; f 50.-16, St. Mary ad™

Terrace, Kensington.

Idver«8ement. and the date of the jMue.
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MOTOR CYCLES l=OR SALE.
Iiidltin.

1 siioitiuK siilconr, ilropiicil

£220.-261, Archway Ril..

[76<13

DIAN, 1920, lis IR'W,

bars, (lyiuiiiio mid <Ui

igato. lIornHoy 563.

1
15 7-91i.li. Inclinn nml Indinn Sidcca

iid loot btartcr;
prine

£87/10.-
18282

14 T.T. 5-6li.p. Inrtinil, '

(yh'3 uiipimrtiiv<!d, in
Wuyfair Av.. Ilfuid.

., cluti'h. hand
iotoria l(d., Brighton

hiti'h, lmiii«, horn, do..
ixuelloiit couditiou ; £55.

17615

'.IIAN 1916, 7-9h.p., siiriiiit fmiuo. S-speed. kkt.
ohlti'li, iHMfmt ; 75 gliK.-Olinor, ZO, Cautcrlmi-
Cioyik.il. CIlllsos 34, 59.) [870'

)I.\N Combination, 1914. 2-spoed, spring frame,
.'cntor, hood, screen, pcrlecl; 700 gus.—289a, Lea
se l!d.. Le.vtou, Essex. [8648

n. 1914, excellent run
for 2;'4h.p. Douglas.—

itkiusen. IHulsUn, Si.kup. [8679

ll.p. Indiiiu Coiiiliiiiiitinn, 1914, 2-speeil, Kla.xon

nud liinip^. Mij- la^t; £80; .^een liy appointment.—
George St., Hieliuioud, Surrey. [786.

)IAN 3!ih.p., 1914, singlo-cyl., spring frame.
oluteh. Dunlops. loiii: e.xhaiiat, very last, offers.-

lU, High Kd., Byfieet, Currey. [8814

IIAN, 7-9h.p., clutch model, 1914,
years, excellent condition; £60; after

day.-17. Ranelagh Rd., Ealing.

stored 4
7, or 1

[8834

20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, N.E.20, just de-

livered, and unu."ied; £220, including sidecar
.—Bos 2,360, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8889

i.p. ludian Road Hacer, 1914 clutch model, witl.

ddccar, lamps, horn, speedometer, and it will go
acre; £68.-24, Sparkbiook St., Coventry. [X6925

IAN, 1915, T.T., clutch model,
us, in absolutely perfect conditic .

695 Sagar 10. Seafleld Ed., Blackpool.

fast sporting

[8046

1915 2-speed Coaehbuilt Couibinat

IAS 1915 7-9b.p. Clutch Model, fast, complete
'itU lamps, speedometer, in perfect running order

;

•Wild, 60, Holly Lane, Erdington, Birmingham.
[xees.'

lUCHOFE'S. 9. Shoo Lane, Lonaon.-7-9h.p 191-

Indian combination, disc wheels, electric, model
;e sidecar £105; also a 1914 model. £77/10. .

[8098
'E 1914 7-9h.p. Indian, Mills-Fulford sidecar, 2-

speed, foot clutch, speedometer, spares, and acce^i-

f90.-Ston6, Lambert's Hill, Shepton Mallet
[7949

[AN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, nice Swan
lachbuilt lamps, etc.; any trial; £105, or

i t; any time.-17. Ebury Sq.. Victoria, S.W.I.
[8854

9 7-9h.p. Indian, Powerplus model, 3 speeds
clutch, just overhauled, in perfect running
bargain.—Central Garage, Bridge St., .Cambridge

[X691P
1 1 7-9h.p. mdian Combination, 2-speed. clutch.
1 electric lighting, horn, speedometer, just over

; 105 gns., or offer.—Shearlock. 103. Northolt
arrow. [8125

AN 7-9h.p.. 2-speed and clutch, overhauled, le

lamelled, new tyre on back, lamps, speedometer
"is, very fast; £50.—rlowman, 46, Iverson Kd.,
N.W.6. [7739

Indian 5-6h.p. 3 speeds, kick-start, clutch,
lamps, tools, original tyres, very low mileage,

w; 70 gus.. or very near offer.- Holdwav.
Bedford. [8i7b

-OGIES to all my Indian Scout enquiries for
delay. Put op with your present mount

hey come across; they will be well worth
for. .

:W 1920 Fully Equipped N.E. 20 Combinations
end ol Jlarch.— Phone : 943.—Horswill. 42.

St.. Chester. [8522

1
iN 1915 Combination, 3-speed, 7-9h.p.. Gloria

. hood and wind shield, fully equipped,
condition throughout ; £120.—Amory, Avenue
FincUcy, N.3. [7618

Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, elec-
trically equipped, 3-speed, hand and foot clutch
1
leter, tools; £140.—Simpson, 8, Argyll St
Gerrard 1004. [4799

H. and F. clutch. 3-speed, electric head light-
-Clougb, West Air, Washer Lane, Halifax.

[8190
H. have a 1916 Indian 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch.
S., overhauled by makers, fully equipped, ex-
order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,
ead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
ead 3752. Hours 9-7, inclnding Satardays.

„ [8504
H. have a 1915 Indian 5-6h.p. Combination,
peed, clutch, kick start, overhauled, re-

«0j ;d, plated, as new, electric lights.—Fair Offer
"; ise, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
ops tation). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
'.

I
lading Saturdays. (8503

THE

COLMORE
CUP
TRIAL

HAS PROVED ONCE AGAIN HOW
PERFECT IN DESIGN AND

CONSTRUCTION IS

THE CLASSIC N.U.T.

MOTOR CYCLE.

In this most strenuous competition the

machines were submitted to every possible

kind of test and the whole course o(

approximately 100 miles had to be

covered " non-stop."

THE N.U.T.

achieved "Best Performance" of the dav

and was awarded

THE
COLMORE CUP.

Specification ih brief of the

A h.p. N.U.T. "V" type twin-cylinder

engine—3-speed countershaft, gear box

with clutch and kick starter, chain-cum-

belt transmission, adjustable lootrests,

ii6x2Jin. Palmer Cord tyres. Brookt

=addle and toolbags, Lucas dynamo
lighting set and horn.

PRICE COMPLETE, 140 GUINEAS-

We are Sole Agents for N.U.T., and

our large contract enables us

to offer very early

deliveries.

EASTERN GARAGECo.
Official Repairers to

RA.C. A.C.U., A.A,. & M.U.

418, Romford Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.

Teleplione
;

490 East Ham.
^

Telegrams : "Egaraco. London-'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALU.
Indiun.

[iNDl.W Coniliinatlcn, 1015. 2-spcod, kick Btarlev,

dual i-Uitch, winci screen, lamps, sliaro chain, tubrt,

rlui-t condiliiin; £110; no otlcrs.—Hazelton. Wood-
k. I'icardv Hill, Belvedere. [803J

rMiIAN Ci.mliination (iO(i), 5-6h.p., 3-Bpecd C, K.S.,

electrically ciuiiiped, linrn, Tnn-Hud, splendid ooii-

tioni any trial; £135, or exchanb'6 MorBun.-Boxnll.
Reoics. 5. High St.. Purley. 17717

IQ15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 3.9poods. alu-
Li/ minium discs, wind ticrcon. speedometer, electric

„htinB and horn, smart turn-out; 115 gna.— 207.
.itchmcre Rd.. Olapham Junction. [8121

IO20 Indian I'mvc'riilii= f •..iiihin.ntion, dynamo lieht-

LJ inn, IcK »lii.-M-, i,|.l,..t l.iuid brake. In
|,. rt.-ct condition;

F'hceni]

£220.—
[8659

sidecar.
speedometer, good running

fitted sidecar, niilr;u

Coles, 70, Cooml.c I

INDIAN 1914 7-;

electric liRhting,
order, little U-ied; ,

Shrubbery, Kingswi

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p.. 2.8|ieed, sprinf frame,
electric, Gloria C.B. sidecar, spring wheel, hood,

screen, all accessories; 85 gns. Saturday after 1 p.m.
-76, Stuart Ed., Wimbledoa I'ark, S.W.19. (7571

IQIS Indian 7-9h.p. road racine clutch model,
-JLt/ engine guarauteed perfect, aluminium discs,

lamps. Klaxon; any trial; £79.—Bartlett. Hazle-
vvood. West Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe, Bucks.

[8739
LATEST 1920 7-9h.r. Indian Combination, dynamo

lighting, speedometer, etc., a magnificent outtit,

brand new, done 150 miles only; £220, or offer; seen

anv time.-O.S.. 14, Swatoa Ud., Bow, E.3. Tel.:

E.'3155. [7625

1Q16 Indian Combination. 7-9h.p., 3-speed. foot

X«7 clutch, spring frame, electric lamps and horn,

hood and screen, stored 3 years, fine condition; any
trial by appointment.—P. Egerton, Gomshall Mill,

Surrey. - [8212

INDIAN T.T. 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed, kick, hand
clutch. Hedstroru engine, new heavy Dunlop and

Pedley tyres, rei-ently overhauled, in first-class con-

dition, lamp set, etc.; accept £65.-29. Broughton Ed..

West Eating. [7613

1 Q15 Hate) Nearly New 7-9b.p. Indian Combination.
At/ kick start, countershaft gears, hand clutch,

electric lighting throughout, electric horn, tyre^

new, speedometer, guaranteed; ill-health cause selling;

£140. offer.—Ladies' Tailor, 201, Lake Rd., Ports-

uth.

19 16 7-9h p. Indiaa GomDinatio

1

[8233

_ ,3 speeds, foot and
lifiiid clutch, eieotric lamps and horn, speedometer

up to 80 m.ph., mileage 2,500, very fast; £145: con-

sider eschaiiee for low-r power model, cash adjustment.

—Bunford. 42, Eroai' St., Newtown. Montgomeryshire.
[7553

1 Q 16-17 Indian Combination, new bnlboHs back
1«/ sidecar, fitted with Rally disc all round, and
new extra heavy Dunlops, just thoroughly overhauled;

£120; or exchange countershaft machine. Norton or

Triumph preferred and cash.—Burgess. Tew, Oson.

1 014 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, new tyres, discs,

t^ head lamp. Klaxon, tools, etc., engine, etc^

overhauled, outfit repainted purple and upholstered

this winter (£40). now as new; SUS.-Steel. New
Colle-e, Oxford. Trial. Morns s Garage, Long Wall,

Oxford. [7849

POWERPLUS Indian, Model G, 1916, T.T. bars.

F.R.S. lamp, leg guards, mechanical horn. Clincher

Dreadnought tyres, back 200, front 1.500, engine just

overhauled at makers, good appearance, long exhaust:

a fine sound machine; first offer £120.—Johnson.
Penmaenmawr. [X6789

INDLAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed clutch. T.T. model,
spring frame, new extra heavy Avon on front,

Dunlop studded on rear, just overhauled and re-

enamelled makers' colours, exceptional condition and
appearance: £75; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thun-
dersley. Rayleigh, Essex- [8694

Invicta.

INVICT.A, 1919 Villiers

perfect condition, as ne .

-7, Courtfleld Gardens. West Ealins, W.

Ivy

IVY.—The Walsall Garage,
early dates.

IVY 2i,^h.p. 2-stroke, single, just delivered; offers.—
115," Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.IS.

Phone : Battersea 3096. [8448

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest Ughtweigbt.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henlv and Co.. London and District Agents, 91, Gt
Portland St., W.l. Maytair 4084. (0022

THE Walsall Garage, Walsall, for good deliveries of

all James models. (7226

JAMES.—All models; early deliveries.—A. J. -Yonnt
aad Co., Ltd.. Newmarket. [014S

ill letters relatir.fi to advertisementa should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Big
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

19'

1 QI8 James 2-stroke, 2-speed, equipped, perfect.
M-ir mechanically as new; £58.—Hobbs, Shepton
Mallet. [8276

1 Q19 James 5-6h.p. Combination, screen, acces-
J-U series.—Strutton, 133, High St., Harlesden,
N.W. [8773

"IQ 17-18 James Vj'h.p. Combination, speedometer,
J-U lamps, etc.; £125.-Di6ver, Hazelcroft, The Grove,
Finchley, JN.3. [7921

LATE 1919 James Combination, 6h.p., Easting wind
screen, outiit as new; £175; seen any time.—29,

St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [8712

4h.p. James, 1914, single gear, clutch, new belt, good
tyres, disc wheels, in good order : price £55.—Bos

2,257, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7640
TAMES 4Mh.p. Combination, good condition, me-^ chanicafly perfect, tools, accessories, complete;
price £85.—Bray, Stationer, Potter's Bar. [7904

1 017-18 James 4'/4h.p. Combination, all-enclosed-L" chain, cush drive, little used, original tyres;
£118.-72, Longridgs Bd., Earl's Court. Western
l^'"- [8838
TAMES 4h.p. Combination, all chain drive, 3.6peea" countershaft, fully equipped, wind screen, hardly
scratched, perfect condition; f85.—Eeynolds, Water-

alumini .

ally fast; owner bought
ton Ed., S.W.3,

w.

beach, Cambs.

1 Q20 T.T. James 3>Jh.p. Twin, original Show machine,
-'-^ alnminniin discs, lamp, 2 generators, exception-

--'-' ---
; £120.—Pratt, 170, Brompt-

[7862

1 £119 (September) 5-6h.p. James de luxe Combination,LtJ Lucas lamps (3) and horn, Watford speedometer,
excellent order.—Apply, John Duncan, 20, Wester Coates
Gardens, Edinburgh. [7818
Tl/'HITBY and Son.«, James Specialists.—Delivery of
»' brand new 1920 solo machines, 3>^h.p. twins and

2-.strolies before Easter guaranteed.— 7, The Vale, Acton,
'W.i. 'Phone: Chiswick 151j. [8176

1Q16 James 4i4h.r. Combination, 1920 engine andXt/ mag., 3 lamps, dissolved acetvlene, 2 heavy
Duulops, overhauled by makers; price £120—17, Win-
chester Ed., Birchfleld, Birmingham. [X6927

1016 James 4i:,h.p. Combination, 1920 engine and
-L«-' mag., 2

,
heavy Dunlops, 3 lamps, dissolved

acetylene, overhauled by makers; £120.-17, Win-
chester Kd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [S6799

WHITBY and Son, the James specialists and
sole agents, new or used machines; evervthinir

for your James in stock : legshields, luggage grids,' and
spares.— 7, The Vale, Acton, W.3. 'Phone: Chiswick
1513. (817^

JAMlES 5-6h.p. Combination, late 1919, not ridden
200 miles. Cooper bulbous sidecar, -Easting, latest

upholstered Tan-sad, Klaxon, lamps, fully injured"
£175.—Thompson, Chemist, 159, Stratford Ed., Bir-
mingham. [8216
-|Q15 31/oh.p. Twin James Motor Cycle, 3-speedX*/ clutch, kick starter, excellent condition, in all
spects similar to the 1920 model; 80 gns; apply

Saturday afternoon.-257, Brooklev
[7691

JAMES 2-stroke, 2-speed, new Cowey speedometer
Miller lamp set. Klaxon horn, other fitment^

enamelling splendid condition, real good machine- £65
or exchange genuine higher power.—Hoy, 73, Swatoi'
Rd., Bow, London. [8074
TAMES 1916 S'/sh.p. Twin, only run 1,500 miles, 3
'J speeds, countershaft gear, free engine, kick
starter, lamps, and speedometer. Palmer tyres unpunc-
tured, guaranteed in perfect mechanical condition, and
a rare bargain, 90 gns.; light coachbuilt sidecar for
attachment, with all fittings, 15 gns. extra; sell either
separately.-Write, S.E., Box 3,772, c/o Erdwood's
Adveretising Offices, 30, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.

[8862
J.A.P.

ALL-EED Special Eacing 3>5h.p. J.A.P., 1914 90

fn' 'l''™-„?i"^'''i-
.Senspray, lamps and horn, will do

60 m.p.h.; £53.-Wellington, 40, Lowlands Ed., Harrow.
[8171

J.E.S.
T.E.S. Motorcyclette, little used, owner goin" over-
y seas, must sell; £18.—Box 294, c/o Th^ Motor
Cycle. [X6465
T.E.S. Motorcyclette, better than a scooter, economi
^ cal. rcliable.-Enquiries invited by J. Blake and
Co. Liverpool and Manchester r657P

T.E.S. Ih.p.. about 1916. attached strong gent's" cycle, splendid condition; £19; motor attach-
ments without cycle, £12; best offer accepted; ap-
nroval deposit.—Eev. Brown, 104, Congleton Rd., .Sand- IWL
')ach, Cheshire. [8451

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART
UTD.

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegram' - - " Selection, Coventry"

1 920 Models in Stock to-day
March 11th.

Hazlewood-Jap, 6-8 h.p., combination
Alldays Allon, 2-speed, kick-start, hand

clutch. (2)

Clyno, 2-speed, hand clutch. (4)

Metro-Tyler, 2-sp., discs, long exhaust.
Wletro-Tyier, 2-speed, long exhaust.
Connaught, standard model, single

speed.

Connaught, miniature model; 2-speed,
kick-start, hand clutch.

Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, Stumiey gearbox,
kick start.

Calthorpe, 2-speed, Enfield gear.

Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speed, Enfield gear.

Ivy, 2-speed, kick-start, hand clutch.

Hobart, 2-speed.

British Excelsior, 2-speed.

Quickest Deliveries of

INDIAN. SCOTT. HUMBER.
?. & M. NEW IMPERIAL.
iVLLDAYS ALLON. CLYNO.
JALTHORPE.
CONNAUGHT.
EXCELSIOR.
IVY.

ZENITH.
HAZLEWOOD.
SUN-VITESSE.

HOBART.
ARIEL.
BAT.

METRO-TYLER.
WOOLER.

ROYAL RUBY.
N.U.T.

LEA-FRANCIS.

"CASTLE THREE"
"PREMIER SUPER"

Runabouts.

GRINDLAY. CANOELET
VIONTGOMERY. MILLS-
FULFORD SIDECARS

in Stock.

The
COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD.,

London Road,
COVENTRY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.H.

WAUCHOPB'S. 9, Shoe I.ane, London.-1915 B
and sidecar, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine, Sturmey-^ le

3-Epeed countershaft gear; £120. ''

Kelecom.
KELECOM, 3i4h.p., B. and B., a.o.i.v., Bosch

ride away; £1&.—22, Havelock Terrace, 1 ei

sea Park Ed., S.W. 2.

Kerry.

£8.—Kerry, low built, acumulator ignition.—5 i[

Orinond St., Newtown Bow, Birmingham.
[

£26; 3lM.p. Kerry, B. and B. Bosch, perfect
fixed gear.—Oilman, 16, Lennett Ed., C.

well, London. [

Lea-Francis
T 019 lea-Francis Combination, all-chain, .ei e«
-L«/ drive, luggage and petrol carrier, low mile; u

new; £135.-3, Eegent St., Eughy. [
"

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920. — Place your name c

waiting list for deliTery of these arist

LEA-FEANCIS 1920 4h.p., takes sidecar, kic irt

lamps, speedometer, etc.; owner going : s^

£130.—Munro, Burlington, OrchiU Av., Gerrard's •

Bucks.

LEA-FEAJSTCIS SVjh.p. Twin, 1914-15, sped;
petition model, excellent condition and app<:

carefiilly used, equipped, overhauled, ready for
£90 : after 6.-5, Abbey Ed. Mansions, St. John's
N.W.
1014 Lea-Francis 4h.p., 2-speed, hand an
-i-tf clutch, kick start. Klaxon, lamps, silent, .'

just overhauled, guarantee mechanically perfect,

fund; £75.—Lt Loam, Eepatriation Camp, Moi
Winchester.

LEA-FRANOIS, late 1914 model, been in stor,

the whole of the period since, enamel as
speed, free engine, splendid chain drive, del

wheels, engine in first-class running order; £85, '

gain.—Field and Palmer, 9, North St., Emsworth

Levis.

LEVIS.—Popular models, in strict rotation.
Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. >

LEVIS 254h.p., 2-speei countershaft; £52. n

Elm House, West Wickham, Beckenham,

CYEIL WILLIAMS for early delivery of .

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton, !t

LEVIS, 1915, 2-speed, Amac carburetter, 2 o!

£54.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., 1 ;!:

19^

LEVIS 2Kh.p.. absolutely perfect condition,
lamp set, discs; £49.—Brown, 3, Cedar St.

bum, Darlington.

Oih.p. 2-speed Levis, very fast, Senspray,
-^2 excellent running order; £50.-88, Pa
Dulwich, S.E.

LEVIS, as new, done 600 miles, Enfield
clutch, chain drive, lamps, horn, tools.

Birdweli, Barnsley.

1 Q20 Levis Popular, just received from
X«7 never been ridden; £60.—Lithgow, i

brigge Rd., Goodmayes.

LEVIS, 2>/.h.p.. de luxe model, excellent hill-

fast, condition perfect, lamps, horn, tool'

—27, Norman Av., Twickenham.

1Q19 (late) 2'/ih.p. Levis, 800 miles, perfec;
A.*y Lucas lamps and horn, si}are belt, tool

Trickett, Calveley, Tarporley, Cheshire.

T EVIS, late 1915, engine perfect, thoroughly

LEVIS 2;ih.p. (July, 1919), perfect conditW
overhauled, lamps, horn, Watford trip

meter; £52/10.-Sesbitt, 19, Waldeck Ed., EoUl

LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and onn
earlv, this famous 2-stroke.—District

Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall

444.

LEVIS 2i4h.p. 1920 Popular Model.
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., authorised flgt

Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.). Bond St., W.l,
Mayfair 6559.

T EVIS Populars convertible^into 2-speed_

-At . .

Mills, Birr

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issuel
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MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Levis.

LEVia Populnr 2)i.p. 2-strok», P. and H. Inniia.
Klaxon, K.I.O mag., now Duulup on roar, chum

lion littlo marliii\oi 40 gns.-C.J., 7, Mapeabury IM..
Iromlojbur.v, rV.W.2. [8290

CJ £G6.-\Vrito, jDckson, Old H«ll, '.

[7B8b

Lincoln-Elk.
JOIS LlnooIn-EIk 3li.p., T.T. model, done 150

|

. ""'i'^
"i*, now. lumps and ncccssorles ; £50.-

Bclc, 69, Boundary Bd., East Ham. Essex. (8768
' INCOLN ELK 1914 SJ^h.p., Sturmcy-Archer 3J spoed gear and clntcb, new Avon and Dnnlonm» and b?ll. splendid runninK order: £50.—E. Allen,
rcenliam Common, near Ntwbary, Berks. (8775

L.M.C.
.M.C. 4I4-I1.P 1919, S..\. gear bol, W.D. bars, me-

Z, „-"',?.„ '"""• l^"^" Ei'ips, excellent condition;
B6.-2(, Wilbur? Av., Hove. (8320

M.C., B, and D. carhurc(l«r, Bosch mag., new
tvres, eto.. Just

I rcr.-U. D. Miekletbv
I ale, nc.nr Hiiddorsfleld.

illlord Sid
at.clas3 CO
Coleridee

Livorli:mIed ; £30, or nearest
lite, Birdsedge Mills, Denbv

[7968
r'orabination, Sturmey-Archcr

kick starter, h.b. cluteli,
born, coachbuilt

Crouch End, N,8.

Marloe.

ivell,

, . , „ S^/'b.p. 2-stroke motor bicvele,
clutch, 2-speed gear, and Precision engiue

;

CB-AGENTS Interested plenL
ders, Ltd., 230, Monument Ed

nsliiiui. Miicbmes in stock.

npply, H. A. Saun-
Edgbastou, Eir-

[65St

rARTIN, 1913-14. T.T
•• overhaul last month
I. Lancaster Ed.. W.ll.

Racing SLirtin-Jap, sports-
- Phone: Finchley 1119.

[8251
sporting model, 4b. p.; £20-
last, good lamps; £60.—

[7547

Martinsyde.
APTINSYrE-NEWMAN.-Barnes Urotor Garag,having been appointed special authorised ag?nt!

ade, Barnes. S W.13.
nd ISrnllet. Ltd., 149, Lowtb.

.

Pboue
: Hammersmith 1743

[0140
atlon.ARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Comb

sation of Olympia.-Book von order now for stricttion delivery with J. Blake and Co.. the moto
d^l"\'- "0-112. ,Bolt St.. LiverpoiL Britain"
ler motor cycle saloon; also at Blackfriars St.-

Matcliless.
^.?£?0?I5'Sj

. 9i Shoe Lane, London.-8-lOh.p.
iriable gear; £65.

overhead 1914 Jap-Matchle's;

SOW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey agents®°m
ass outat.—Matchless in name and

[3173
20 Matchless Combination, Lucas dynamo light-

after 6.—Freda Lodge, 5, Brixton Hill
[8132

20 Matchless Model H Combination, new; offers-Letters only, A.B., 29. Meadow Kd., LouEh"
[8487

ITCHLE.SS.-Exceptionally early delivery of this

^^'k"!?""i^" ™n>bination.Lparkefl Erad-
iate. Bolton. [X6742
20 Matchless. Model H.-To ensure delivery send ,

nvfc°l?"s'p'io'-'''"'''™
IMotors), King George St.. ^

inicli. b.E.lO.
[5094

'TCHLESS Yietory Model, 1918, silent as a car
£165.-175, The Grove, Den^

[8331
c TCHLESS (late) 8h.p. Combination, spare wheel

Lucas accessories, nearly new
:., Hammersmith. [8778

sidecar T.,„ s,'3''''i¥.?^''' ^B«™1 bulbous backsiaecai lan-Sad, little used; seen any time-
coll, 58, Woodfield Rd., Ealing, W.5. [843°

''9?"^..*1'"'^' Matchless Combination, June

. uggage
'—365. King

TCHLESS Vi(

919.
I'-Wil

all lileag all
218, St. Albans Rd.i Watford. [8555

\^^T' ?I-''*'!hlessjrap Co.nehbuilt Combination 3-

uraeld Ed., Stockton Heath, Warrington. [794]

L^^f^i*'?'" .Combination, Sb.p., kick stnrter

tm -S """I"?
''",';?" Pn-lrnnteed soundfSO.-Eevnolds, Waterbeach, Camla.

M4 Sb.p. Miitcl,less-,lnp Combination
hly overhauled. ,.„
Hendon, N.W 4

[773,

2-spee<l

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Matcliless.

1Q20 Model n, Mntclilcss Combination, Rpiing frnim-
-•-" epaio wheel, dynnmo ligbting, hood, screen; oftei».
-Keen any time 29, St. Leonard's St., Bromlcy-by-Hi.w.

MATCHLESS 1920 Spring Frame Combination, book
at once to ensure extra early delivery at list

l.rice.-Pottison Bros., 29, Montlord Place, Kennini;.
ton, S.E.Il. (X6845

WAUCHOPE'S,
M.A.II.-.Mntcli

Promptitude
and Service

19=

NEW MACHINES
At Makers' List Prices.

COULSON-B., 2j h.p. and 4 h.p.
CLYNO, 2ih.p.

^

CALTHORPE, 2} h.p., 2-stroke.
ALLON, :J h.p.
DIAMOND, :} h.p.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2} h.p.
O.K. JUNIOR.
ENFIELD, -} b.p., 2-strol(e.

SECOND-HAND
(but majority ridden less that 1,000 miles).

1920 A.J.S. 6 h.p. Combination.
1919 NORTON, 3.V h.p., Brooklands model
1919 TRIUMPH and Triumph Sidecar, 4 h.p
1919 TRIUMPH and Canoelet Sidecar, 4 b.n.
1920 ROVER and Rover Sidecar.
r9i9 ENFIELD 6 b.p. Combination.
1919 BRADBURY 4 h.p., and Sidecar.
1919 ROVER, 3i h.p., and racing Canoelet

Sidecar.

SECOND-HAND
rgig MOTOSACOCHE 6 h.p. M.A.G. Combina-

tion.

1917 RUDGE, 3;ji.p.. and Rudge Sidecar.
1916 NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 2-speed.
1914 WOLF-MOON, 2-speed, new engine and

£:ear.

1914 HEW IMPERIAL, cJ h.p., 2-specd, kick-
starter.

1916 NEW IMPERIAL, 25 h.p., 2-speed, kick-
starter.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and H. Sidecar.
r9j6 (late) B.S.A. " K " and Sidecar
1917 JAMES and James Sidecar, Lucas dynamo.
1919 NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., and bulbous Side-

car, spare wheel.
rgn TRIUMPH.

SIDECARS (new).
Milltords, Canoelet, Watsonian, and nho many

Second-hands, from £7 lOS.

FOR IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY.

£95.-

Unused 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, 72 gns., or 30 gns.
down and 12 payments of £4 4s. 6d.

.-^lightly used 2J h.p. DOUGLAS, fully guar-
anteed, 65 gnSn or 30 gns. down and 12
payments of £3 lOS. 6(1.

W.D. ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination, £145, or
£75 down and 12 payments of £6 14s. 2d

W.D. NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., £145, or £75 down
and 12 pa\-raents of £6 14s. 2d.

LAMB'S
151, High St., WALTHAMSTOW.

'Phone: 169 Wallhamsioiv.
'Grams: " Cyclotomo, Phone, London."

50, High Rd.,WOOD GREEN, N.22
'Phone: 1956 Hornsey.

387, Euston Road, N.W.I.
(Opposite Great Portland Street Station)

'Phone: 4978 Museum.

m

Shoe Lane, London.—7-9h. p.

1915-16 model combination,
Inlly oiiuipped, hood, screen, accessories, include.^ t-par's
11, vers; £185. (8094

) Model II Matchless Combination, dynamo
lighting, hood, ecreen, rear-driven Bpeedometer,

eg guards, etc.. now; £245.-2. Nightincale Rd..
Loivcr Clapton, N. (8519

M.\TCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. 2-speed O.B. Combina-
tion, kick start, Bosch, Amac, lamps, tools, climb

anything; seen week-ends: £85.—Owner, Tongham Cot-
tage, Tongbam, Surrey. (8040

MATCHLESS Combination. 6h.p. M.A.G. engine, 3-
speed gear box, K.S., lamp, norn, Cowey s^peedo-

melcr. watch, tools, spares; iilSO.—29, Nightingale
Place, Woolwich, S.E.18. [8833

MATCHLESS 1915 Comhinntion, M.A.O. engine,
dvnamo ligbtincr set, screen, speedometer, full set

if spares, including 2 new covers; £120.—Caig, Sunny-
iieail, Wallasey, Cbesbiie. [8456

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1914 4h.p. Twin, Armstrong
3-speed and clutch, Bosch, in splendid condi-

cion"; any trial; 60 gns.—Streeter, Down Farm, Preston
•cr. near Basingstoke. (8189

BORE 1914 Matchless, J.A.P. 8-lOh.p.. o.h.v..

peedj K.S., 2 lamps, new back ^yre._ good

I Ca

90
_ ndition,* engine perfect; S'iOO.—Thomas, Lyndhurat,

!
Chiltcrn Ed., Wendover, Bucks. tX6467

, C.B. car, J.A.P.
7., Mabon variable gear;

^100, or nearest offer.—Smart. 35,
Cur poia tion Rd., Gillingham, Kent. (8587

J ATE Model Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engine,
pare wheel, Lucas dynamo lightiog set, hood

and screen, beautiful condition; price £165, lowest.—
Xi)\Ay, Canty, Crockenhill, Swanley, Kent. [7914

hor

MATCHLESS, 1914 mag., 7-9h.p. combination, very
fast and powerful, wonderful hilKlimber; imme-

diate possession; £98; trial run by appointment duriog
week-end.—Brown, I'lauaden, Alexandra ltd., "Watford.

[X6699
MATCHLFSS-J.A.P. Combination, £85; Canoelet

sidecar, Bosch, Amac, Cowey speedometer, horn,
single speed, 5 lamps, new belt, excellent condition

;

appointment only.-Watts, 37, Otehampton Rd., Kensal
Else. [7731

Combination, 8h.p., 1918. 3
_. . _. detacUable wheels, electric

lighting", horn, tools, spares, excellent condition, run
4,000 miles; 175 gns.—Riddoch, Fonthill, Eeigate.
Surrey. [8726

Spring-frame Model.—Orders
' ' "

, Demonstration
model on view. Eeplacements for Matchless models of
all datw in etock.-Tassell, la, Bloomfield Ed., Plum-
steiid, 8.E. [9411

light-

. _, _ Book now for early delivery.
Authorised London agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane.

Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St.. W.l.
I'hone; Mayfair 6559. [0081

Combination, 4 interchange-
rs and tubes, 3 lamps (Lucas,

and H.), speedometer, screen, full equipment, any
trial, just overhauled, very fast, 65 m.p.h.; £175;
offers.-P., Fairview, Tonbridge. [8427

MATCHLESS Cornbination.—Book your orders with
Ross, 66, High Road. Lee, S.E., for 1920 spring

frame Bh.p. Matchless combination. A model always
t.n view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at
lime of delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
motor c>*cles of all makes always in stock. [5242

MATCHLESS Combination, 3-speed. kick start, en-
closed chain drive, Lucas dynamo lighting set,

interchangeable spare wheel, speedometer, electric
horn, mirror, watch, petrol carrier, large roomy side-
car, hood, screen, luggage carrier, pillion seat, engine
screen, full toolkit, spares, luxurious outfit; £200, or
near offer.—George, 2, Woodside Parade, North Finch-
ley. [8126

Metro.
\TETRO-TYXER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
i'A district invited by J. Blake and Co.. 110-112,
Bold St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

lamps.

ippointmeut; £49.-142, Seaford Ed., So

kel plated exha
loot plate?, horn, pump,
only done 300 mil'-s;_£50
Ashmou * "" '

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i

excellent " condition,
by appointment.—7.

[3593
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Minerva.

Tl/rlNERVA SJjli.p., B.

IVi- £20.-100, St. Johns

guards, «— -—.

Ob.p. Minerva Bosch Arnac, .chain drgegood^.^jj^

O ning condition; £26.—7b, nesiern a
^^^^^

^^'
,r. „ -B-TO BB adjuBteWe pulley,

3ih.p. almeiTSi, E.I.l^i, -"-guv ^,'0 Uoner Park
2 lamps, horn, t«y fasti £25.-lu, ^^^"^,^^20

Ed Xew Southgate, N.ll. •
.

o'ah.p. Minerva,, clutch new tj^es belt^mag m
^4 eood running order; i25.—1».

Buildings, Saltesford, Warwick.
^^^^

33h.p. Minerva, coi' is°'ti™',
^'b™vr^rth'?iKt Villas,

A 6 o'clock; flO.-Hampsfejad, 2, ^uthulB1; ^u^
BenhiU Ed., Camberwell, S.E.6.

p. Minei-va, Dizie mag .just overhauled wants

"tuning up, fOolJ-dt-^So*"-^'' !8163

Commercial
[X6749

34t^a tuning up, syu" j ivrwin
20, Mordaunt Hd., Harlesden, N.W.IO.

bination.—Wallis, 18,

MISERVA 23ih.p.

order, new mag..

bination.-Wallis.'^lS, Nassau St.,

4-stroke in excellent ninning

rational, in good condition: ±to
^ ijtert Av., Newport. Mon.
51

near ofier.—Gose,
[X6677

Monarch.

T^rONAHOH 2^Ah.p. VUli-5j-t|.oJ|=._i?Ss'"BTen^
IVi gears, not .done 100 miles. ».dd. n,

rx6474
cathra Garage, Keswick.

Motosacoche.

'

Jloreton Ed., Worcester

oih.p. Motosacoche, Bosch, new Aina^. aaiu^t^We

5S2 pulley, good condition, fast. i.2a. a, ^
^^^^^

St., Newark.

Olh.p. Motosacoche, mag., Amac
*-^T £!„;,„„ hnmds. Xl'AU eaddle ; i

2

Olh.p. Motosacoche, mag.,
,^™'"'.S^J'?T9 -58 Eig"h2S minium boards, Sl'AU eaddle; first £19.

^>i.^f^ll

Staines. „ ,

i'^-"D.^fSntw''fo^t?iaS?.'£^0;|C6"x?|.
_^„.^^?Sbtrough' "Ed., Southflelds, Wandsworth.

n ft^l4 Motosacoche 2V=h.p.. r^^^ fTn-d'^nkw^rinEs^ly tvres Bosch, all lamps, just fitted new rings,
_i.V t.^^*^^'.-^ „'j„,.» p^n 15 Swanton Ed., Ji,ast

perfect running ordei» £i0. lo. o"*
|.g207

-,"Al\ '^i-hti twin Motosacoche, just overhauled,

19^^M,^!G^^ne Enfield gears, Bosch.^

?l!fthJ;-pl:"sp?uTd,,'N':^-arf,''Notts'
[Xeaso

New Hudson

N'^:;der"^r2rMJ;fSC ESl'o^th-ltnts^^FsIS!

nvTEW HUDSON,. 3-speed.clutch,__kick^ ^starter,

1> perlect condition;

[, ClUlCli, lvii..Ji ''^V^^'!
offers. £56.—14a. Balham

Just put it on
and it stays.

Ucan casOy rcpairyour own
boots AT HOME and save

time and money.

Simply send for a pair of

U^Wn Soles. Cents3/S
Ladies and Yanths 2/9

-

complete with directions

and Sol-fix.

They are easfly stuck on and

are Guaranteed to hold as

finrfly as rivets orsewing
Follow the

Instructions you can repair

Your own boots.mate them
absolutely waterproof &

Knock 50% off yourrepairs

bill.They last twice as long

as leather.

One great advantage is that
boots are not rumed by
repeated

Nailing and by replacing--

US-iTKOM Soles you wiU
find the foundations out-

last the uppers.

Hill.

VTEW HITDSON 2-strol; c 2.specd, latest 1920 model,

£75.-Tilleys, Ihe Esplanade,
_ . .jadv to ride

Weymouth. , . i,

19^U|^-coS^eftl«m,^XV»
Rd., Shepton Mallet. '-

^ 1, „ New Hudson Snlo, Bosch. B. and B., excellent

4''-';-:ondMoS: sn°?; neirest £45.-Ivydene, Noimch

Ed., Thornton Heath, Surrey-
[7764

-VTEW HUDSON, 6h.P, J.A.P.. No. 12797, new tyres

^ , 'SnUd" Mark' IlT;£40rafter 5.30.-Hj__

Stanhope Gardens, S. Kensington. t's"'

-..-rirw WTTTISON 4h n S.S. Combination, electric

N'^UghS^'FIlT pe*rf|t condition; £105.-Lanibert

Coose Yard, St. John St., Angel, B.C. IBSH

-J r\ or, Kb n New Hudson Combination, brand new

;

19 £!47-GSiam" 11, Pembroke Mews North

.Br^venor Orescent, Hyde Park, Corner. [B117

31hp. New Hudson. 3-speed, handle-bar clutch,

4 J.A.P. engine, tyres new a m good condition

£50.—Hare, 13, Loates Lane, Watford. iSioa

NEW HUDSON Combination 1914 6h.p., 3-3pecds,

Joutch KS.. coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condi-

t™,i ^l rVnir war- £95.—Marshall, 55, New-
bion. stored duiing wai

,
a^so.

fSOll
lands Av., Southampton. 1""^^

•DIO Sis Twin New Hudson Combination, hand cluMi

13 ks 3-spced countershaft, splendid condition, £50

imt swnt on tvies, doing up, etc. ; best offer acceptel

'Is B Eiuld, 40, John St., Luton. [7807

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

6hp. New Hudson 1914 Coachbuilt Comhinatic
speed, clutch, kick starter, lamps, horn,. B]

meter etc., good running order and condition; i

436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. u-.

1 ti 17 6h p. New Hudson Combination, 3-5P<

JLU clutch, kick starter, 3 lamps, Lucas he

speedometer, folding luggage grid, excellent eonditi

£120.—Goodey, Gisburne Ed., Wellingborough. ,[8

1Q15 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed, countersb

XU perfect mechanical condition, discs, ejec

tights, horn, etc., very smart and sporty, must !

£57/10 cash.—199, Fox Lane, Palmers Green,
.

TO 14 6h.r. New Hudson Combination, O.B. eide

1.& Armstrong 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps, ti

spares, etc., stored 3 years during war, tyres in e;

lent Condition; £95, or nearest.—Tonnell, Mer .

Guildford. I-''

1014 New Hudson Big Six C.B. Combinatioi

lyspeeffs, clutch, kick start, all accessories,

completely overhauled (£20 spent); best offer oM
Sns.-'Borfow, Padnell Farm, Cowplam, Cosi

Hants.

-1Q19 (December) Big Six Twin New Hudson
i-iJ bination, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., done 400 j):

nnpunctured. Klaxon, P.H. lamps, legshields, .

tube, plug, good tools, like new; seen London; il

Box 2,344, o/o The Motor Cycle. t

NEW HUDSON and Sidecar, 4h.p., July, 1919,

little used, 3-speed countershaft gear,^
kick start, full set lamps, 2 generators, speedoir

and spares; £130; seen by appointment.-E., 60,

loughby Lane, Park, Tottenham. I

I

BUTE RUBBER C« 13^.

I^Vauxhall Bridge Road.Victoria.^i^

please quote Dept. C.

New Imperial.

1 O20 New Imperial 6h.p. Solo, new, at Us*
j

-If £124.—Wells. Alresl'ord, Essex. fX-

(

D New Imperial, light tourist models In st'

Clapham (Motors), King George St., Greer

EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., believed 1916, fast, s 3

lamp; offers?-304, Manchester Rd., Boltm

EW IMPERIAL, 2-speeds, excellent cond
f

lamps; £48.-190, Kentish Town Rd., N.>

N
N

I

N^^InS^^SSJt'i^KahiiSXf'iSS^^S
St. Albans.

NEW IMPERIAL Junior, 150 miles, i

horn, etc., registration; 68 r""
;o, . ^..jplete,

_ ,—Worboya,

Rd., Biggleswade.

NEW IMPERIAL 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, lamps goc.

dition; trial; £38.-Luckin, College Arms,

her, Bas'

1 f»20 8h.p. New Imperial, sidecar, electric lit

19 done 400 miles; £172/10, no oilers,

Brompton Rd., B.W.3.

8hT) New Imperial W.D. Combination, new

lainps tools, very fast; £140; tr.al.-K-c,

Butcher, Whyteleafe.

OSh.p. New Imperial, 2-speed countershaft

/i5 tyres, lamps, etc.; £46.-The Haven,

Sutherland Rd., West Croydon.

NEW lAIPERIAL-J.A.P. 254h.p., 2-speea,

horn, and tools, thorough good running

£45.-Glendevon, Pymore Rd., Bridport. ,1

NEW IMPERIAL 1919 23,ih.p ,
2-speed, hm

clutch, kick starter, horn, lamps peifeot

tion, as new; £75.-Robinson, Liptons, St. Albans.

1 ftl7 New Imperial-Jap, 2%lh.p., 2-speed, Vi^
19 handle-bar clutch, lamps, horn, Pamp an^,

£50.—Adams, Pigeons Farm, Greenham, Neiionry.

"VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2?.A.p. 1916 2-spe^,

-W mechanical horn; «48; alter 12.30 p.mSa'

any time Sunday.-North, Wood Lauo, Binaoltt,

-in 19 New Imperial. 23ih.p. J.A.P., a-sPt^e^'
ii

19' very fast, hardly "^f • >°, Pf'tfjjZi
£60; Woking district.-Box 2,365, c/o The Moun

KEW IMPERIAL 2'ih.p.. 1915, 2-sp8ed ovffli

"^
throughout, new Clincher ^overs^and beltj_|

horn,"^eS^ £62'.-Il >iaur7 Re.:' Stoke Nei

N.16.

BA-ROATN New Imperial, Sh.p. J-A-Pm

^founter^haa'gear^ox clutch co^d^^,

mechanically perfect, a snip, 75 gns. sa,

Lane, Lewisham. ^ .

TVTFW IMPERIAL 1917 8h.p. W-D-.^omblM

Nsueed^ Brown and Barlow Millfora adS

iamps^'^very small mileage; £140.-Mandes', 1|

Portland St., London.

-pON'T^wai.t till Ea=ter.-m7!/a^,New^

pump, -

sacrifice all — . -

,

St., Aylesbury, Bucks

F°1&^5L,' Sa;^^'tSn>l^X W.U. ™,"„''
Tlitie Easy 4-pomt slim

riS'™\iS;icd"S,dMiJed;'what cash .

•i"^^,.,°:„,-" K^rU Colue. Esses.

iN'T wait till l!'aster.—i!>i>'2 '•-;.r,
TAP, 2-speed, free, countershaft iBmB

,•'
tooibag, '^aluminium discs, splendid -t

Bee all on; £55, nearest.-Johnson, 1, i

B22 All letters relating to aavertisements should auote the number at the end of each

SmbSsrSrColno, Es

advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.
New Imperinl.

NEW IM1'KIIIM,-,T..V..1'. 1919 8h.p. Coml>i.iiltinu,
uiul.T 1.000 liiil.'s. ,.„iM|il..tL.|y pnuiiii«3il. Tiin-Sml,

BOro I'limii. •'<••. vuiv ,'t: £138; seen nay lime-No,
T,.' (STOa

iftl9 Norton Bis Four, Novembef tioii. p find H. lamps. '^-

lid

r ATH 1910 Now liii|...iinl-,7iip, 2-)ill.p., 2-spO(Hl, j,.«.-
l-i lii't'M ii'iiii.slH'ii jiiiti (iv( rluink'd. Imupa, horn, per-

l roirhtloi,
; £52, ,., ,„';ir nfJ,.r.-D!lv's, 42, Tliirsk

., H.'iiiliiim .liiiiilioii, .S.W.u, (7602
\IK\V IMl'lUiTAT, 1917 2Mi.p. 2-5pcMi (1919 tunics,
!.' irimi.ls rvliniU'i, wnii-T.T.), just rebusheil. now

oiivj- eimoher. A.K. RiipB, flliri) rtisi»,

1-, .., ,

',"<» ,lwl*. '"iM'ii; £56, a barguin.-Uiirri-
Da, 13. Cljd.' rark, llristol. [7665
\rKW IMPKIilAL-.l^A.P. 81l.p. roiabin:ition. 1,i,.„m1
•1 now, ji,,t ,1,,nt, 50 niilos Cam.-,, uiii.l mi...u
irg« P. md H, liiTllp sot la.rn oto ,oiv snnil tnr -

at: Hr»l olo^ime £170 .sooaros-' ,,»aor l.ana-' oar—

F

Wolirle, Tlieutro Buildinss, canibiiiltiL'. " [8384

Norton.
JACK. HEALr. Cork, cfHoial Norton ncent-Eota-
• tional dehverj-. No proiniums accepted. (6486
QIS nifj Four X.atoa, MUitavy llodol, alUdiaiu
;« 0-llolosodl, S".»l ooa.lita.a; flOO.-ll. llarnott,
ortetou, Nantwio],. [8464
Q17 T.T. Norton, countershaft, S-specds. Norton

I, 1, if = J^'
.speedometer, lamps; £125. After 6.—

(askoll, 5, Bnxton Hill. S.W. [8130

llont condi-

Tidy. Asoot. ''i'hona:
'
"390. " ' [775i

'f"l'J'?o^, yi''='")t'- ,""'3 Sidecar. 3-5peed, Cowey,
L ?,'"'^'-' .'^•5-S. Ireplated). Klaxon. Binks; i365.-en .Martins Garage, Highgate Hill. N.W. [8558

9^°,,.,^^? Jw 'i"*"".' delivery April, deposit £10
irst M. ™r^ »l "a""

'or oPt'on.-Broomhead, Pens-
irst, .Malxern Md., Acock's Green, Birmingham. [7865

il'°785'^''evchf;,»^f^;'.T ooiditio". equipped;i.8b, e^c^ange first dehyery 1920 TT Eoverad,nstment.-32, Winchester Rd.. Colchester
'

919 S'ih.p. T.T. Norton, done 500 mile.,, exceUmt
"lie, no accessories, migut arrange view in Lon-
wliut oftersP-BasU Davies, St. Wean. BodmiS.

TORTON 3V.h.p..
.
B.p.S. 1914 frame with 'II19'engine, mechanically perfect but enamel poor,

iL."-]!'!?,"^' JT'^'^ ®-^- ^^^ §«"; *68.-Jew
itiej iloime, Halesowen, near Birmingham. [8223
rOETON 3V,h.p., 1916, B.E.S. model, and new racingC.moelet sidecar, wonderful for speed and floTi-

J; ma^a''}"?.?''
<«°1»;. P,™p, knSigripsrvarious

well Hi^, n.1 u'^"^*''!*'® ""'=; "«»'«* £120.-
vreil. Higli Hdi. Byfleet, Surrey. (8810
I.T. Norton. Binks carburetter, Philipson nollev

«,''^f-
""d H. lamps. Klaxon, original tyres

™f„J™?r'?.'^' ,''"'°c1'
l^,"-' ^^°- "' lear. Sunday"""-63, Ciooke St., Old Trafford, Manchester

-

N.S.U.
f^^^S

6h.p. Twin N.S.U., Avon t
16. Jfason St.. Walworthi

SIS.—

,?;.a^I^J.-^- S^t.^tjrt.ride
•S.U. 1914 m T.v.i,, ^-speea 1 e tick ^tartMvay; £42.-90, Crayf&d WajS Cvarfold, 'k.„..

^;.Y-i
Com'-^iation. 6h.p., 2-speed, Bosch mag Bitks

:H;a^?,i.*^''-^-'^^' '' SudehiU, NeS^
o-i., ^ear-driTen mag-., 26in wleels mov
'm'"Eovar'iu?u'*''

^""^"^ good;
'
£17.-IUmce

STT n. C8381

£15. in'?'.*!?" ^SVS"' speedometer, horn, sidecar:
.ifi lii^^^A"^*'™ ®-'° »™- to 5-30 p.m.-675 Com;™i Bd., Stepney, E.14.

"
[7684

i ^etter^''2'i„?Ml''fl'"'l'™,' ^""'^ "''^- ^mks carbni-
.

errer, .i-speed
: firet cheque £30 secures —Willis.^

f,
ley, Sudehill, New Mill, Huddersillw. ["se"

J ^^t^nVt^'^''^' ?^:P- eoaohbuilt sidecar, 2-specd kick
•intm 41'" f 9*^" ,T'^A*'r ^ ""I Saturdn'y"2-3 bymtmtnt: £95.-73, Aldgowan Bd., Catford. S.E.

I^R^-oh'^f-^-
Twin, C.B. combination, new toe^s^

n! £?^ s?o';?°
'"'m'^eW. owner cannot rWe; Sne £35 secures.-Travis, 92, Bury St., Heywood

fer"fleid''"'°-^"«'^' '^™='^ hJus'c!' iTnthwIi^i;

. Tottenham""*'"''"* ^
*"=-'«' Groyn.'aff Rdt

'free^K^'^g'S
C.B Comhiuatiou 6h.p., 2-spfe^d

Cr^->^f =fp^sse^t;^7^e/f^cSCncklewood lane, N.W.2. ' [77™

?^n^^f;jy.^?jSif^;:^ptir*-^s^

«J«/^at?^'^!^^ti-7fSitfi^"gaSiot
[866i

I

All letters relating to advertisements should

THIS
WfEK'S
Ty>?E
LIST

Special
Clearance
Lines.
All goods sent on seven days
approval against remittance

COVERS.
SPECIAL LINE of Government
covers in almost new condition
Cmostly Duniop extra heavy
rubber studdea.)

Our Price. List Price.
==8 X 3 27/6 ^. 80/-
~o X 3, Clincher rubber

stud . ... st/e JO 16

V\ELL-KNOWW MArvt.
Our List

20X2} Passenger heavy rubber Prico Price
studded 45/. 55^

26X22Tourist Trophy 35/. 45/0
26X 2jX 2i Tourist Trophy rubber

studded 40 /• "^o/-
26 X 2{ Heavy Rubber non-sliid 35/- 46/-
26X2} „ „ „ 39/.*!/,
26 X 2i ., „ studded 67/6 67/5

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I N.U.T.
Vr (JT. -Thv motor cycle par cxcclloncc; regular
^^ .kliveries (rum works.-.\. J. Young and t^.,
i.ld., jN.wniarket. [0117
']\J.lj'.T,-\Ve lire sole wholcaiile and retail agents for
^^ .'jtiUIdKlshirc, and can supply the«o fuiuoun mncliine»
lor ouily deliveiy.-Walmill (Jiirage. WalsnII. Tel.: 441.

W. SPARROW, Ltd.. Osborne Garage. Yeorll. sole
agents tor Somerset, including 10 miles radlui

of \eovil. lor N.U.T. motor cycles; early delivories
\Vrito for particulars. [8395
M" U.T. 1920 Model S'.ih.p., Lucas dynamo lighting,
J-^ electric horn; 140 giis., (Ouiplete.-Aiitliorlsed Lou-
J'ln agents, Vivian Hardio and Lane, Ltil., 24, WooiU
slo( li St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. Thono: May-
tai; 6555. Book now for early delivery. [0060

JOOORiCH—
X : Safety Tread

GOODYfcAK—
jq,'<2'j Rubber studded (oversize, lor 28x2^
'ms) 42/-: Sx zt Diamond studded. 45/- "

X2} Heavy model, 50 /-;26X2jX2iHeavy
nodel.59/-: 26x2} Medium. 42 IS

AVOIM—
^8x rt Extra heav

WOOD IVllLNE(sUghtlysoiled)-
.OX2J Keygrip extra heavy 48/- 60/
1550x65x75 Kej'grip heavy 49/6 i>/.
i6X2iX2i Combination 77/- 06 -

26X2t(St)mbination... 72/6 qo/i

70X So (to fit 650 X 65 rims).
Heavy rubber, non-skid 95 /-

TUBES "^^ *«"> FULLY
^

"»-'-»• GUARANTEED.
=6x23 8/B 11/
2fX24 8)3 „ „

!^><2} 8 3 XI -

-°X2 7/9 ,,V
^8X.^ :U-9,7I6

BELTS "" msKes in siotK

„ , ^ ,
3t special prices.

Best English make J in. section, 6ft. lengths
1 /2 per tool

RETREADING
E.-ttra heavy, 17/6; Heavy, 15/- Medium

AU casing repairs are charged extra accord-
,., V ""S to the description of repairs.We have a large motor Tyre stock, and shall
JO Dleaied in ouote on receipt of a costcaid

zle\^uxhall BridgeRoad
Victoria S.Wl.

O.K.
/"k.K.. 2''4h.p.. 2 speeds, countershaft, 1917; any trial;
^-' splendid condition; ;e38.—53, Russell Rd., N.15.

18860
|Q17 O.K. 2'/ih.p. 4-stroke, 2-speed, good condition,
-•-•^ ride away; £42.—Loveridge, 7, Chapelhay .St.,
"' mouth. (X6734

K.-New Z-speed 2-stroke. Villiers. m stock.-
Chandlcr. Reyre and Williams. Hitchin, Herts.

[0064165 Hitcliin.

K.-J.A.F.. 2,speed
hau

o
Pin

o
Distri.jt Railwa

a
coppe

K -VILLI KRS
in stork;

way; £52; no offers.—North' Ealing
[3560

1920, 2-3peed. countershaft.

Ashford Common, Middle

£65.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd.,
, Birmingham. [X6367
Junior. 1917, 4-stroke. o.h.i.v., 2-i?peed, new
es, aluminium footboards. Klaxon ; £45, or

near offer.—Owner, 2, New Rd., Richmond, Torks. (7742

O.K. Junior, 2-speed, countershaft,., m.o.i.y.,
mechanical horn, footboards, in top-hole con-j..,._. £i,o__io^ .Sunbeam Villas, Alexandra Md..

[8536

F.O.C.H. have an O.K.-Union a'jih.p., brand new;
list price.—Fair Offer Car Hourse, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.3(8512

ih.p. O.K. Engine with magneto, Amac, controls.
4 2-8peed gear, tank, handle-bars, head light,

bracket, generator, front and back wheels fitted tyres,
tubes, all good condition, engine, magneto overhauled

;

lot or separately; cflers.-Rylatt, Union St., Guernse\-.
[7696

Omega
weeks old, Lucas hern, perfect

;

131, Broomfield Ed., Coventry.
I [X686'6

I
Q16 Omega 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.. perfect:

IXt/ 42 gns.—30, Canning Crescent, Wood Green.

I

?(• [7800

[ 1 Q 20 Omega-Jap 2-spepd. just delivered, not ridden

:

-L«^ what offers?-Lewis, 45, Broad St., Kewtown.
Montgomeryshire. [7675

OMEQA-J.A.P., 2-speed, and medel de Inxe, at 66
and 74 gns. respectively.-Stocked by Llovd and

Son, 29. Station St., Lewes. [1675

1 Q20 Omcga-Jap, 2-speed, done 85 miles only, asXt/ new, lamps and horn; £70; sidecar machine
wanted.—Euipson, Gamlingay, Sandy. [8868

Omega-Jap. 2-speed, clutch kick starter, Inllr
equipped lamps, horn, practically brand new- best
3ver 475.-Deed, 29, Silver St., Hull. [7557

19

p. and M.
CYRIL WILLIAMS for early delivery of P. and

M.'s.— Chapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. [S8624

P. and M. Combination, W.D.; £105.—Clifford Wil-
son Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., S.W.3.

[8606
1 Q 16-17 P. and M., in perfect order, lamps, horn,
-Lt' etc.. complete as new; £75, or nearest.-125
High St., Merton, S.W.19. [8038
p. and M. Combination. 1919, little used, condition
Jt- almost as neir; £105; seen any time.—Randall,
88, Church Rd., Barnes. S.W.13. [8339
"p. and M. R.A.F. Model, in perfect running order
-»- lamps, pump, good tyres; bargain, £60.—Write'
Dowell, High Rd., Byfleet, Surrey. [8811

1Q19 P. and M. Combination, usual acces,sories (no-'-^ siwedometerl. splendid condition; £120- Lon-
don.—Box 2,349, e/o The Motor Cycle. [8879
ID. and M. standard, recent model, good order and

I

-*- appearance, Turner coachbuilt sidecar; £66 solo.
£75 combination.—Riches, Harlow, Esses. [8305

1020 3Kh.p. P. and M., 2-speeds, kick start, horn.
]-L*' etc., run 250 miles, and goes splendidly; £108
Hertford district.—Boi 337, c/o The Motor Cucle

! [X6825
"|Q19 P. and M. S.'^.p.. aluminium disc, lamps.
-!-«-' horn, etc.; £110, or near offer; unscratched, per-
fect: expert examination invited.— 7, Market .Sq..

Chesham. , [7903

P.
and M.. 1919. October, Canoelet Minor sidecar,
lamps, horn, etc.. verv little used, condition as

new: £115; no offers: trial Saturdays.—Chibnali
Asplev Rd.. Woburn Sands. [8899

quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M

"I Q19 (late) syih.ji. P. and M- and Canoelet sidecar,
XiJ electric lighting, disc wheels, etc., very sport'
iug, 105 m.p.g., tyres as new, any trial; £120.—
Jowett, Broolt Lane, Cliester.

P. and M., two 1917 R.A.F
missing, engines e.\"cellent:

lowest, £40 each.—Edwards,
. South Kensington, London.

PHELON-MOOKE, ex-military stores, completelj
overhauled and guaranteed by us. £70; Millford

and P. and M. sidec.irr! to suit, ex stock.—Maudes',
100, Gt. Portland St., London, and 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [8763

P. and M. coachbuilt Combination, new tyres, tubes,
F.R.S. and P. and H. l^-inps, all spnres, X.L. pan

saddle with back rest, excellent condition, carefully
used, genuine machine; £90.—Furner, Old Vicarage,
Horsley, NailswortU, Glos. [8232

[X6817

odels, some parts

7, Exhibition Kd.',

[8745

19^
, , ._, has

been very carefully used, and is in excellent condition
throughout; price £120.—Watts, 1, Holly Place, Hainp-
stead. Tel.: 507 Hnnipstcnd. [8791

P. and S.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-23ih.p. P.
and S. by Pear.son and Bopwith, 2-speed modcb.

£67/15; 2-speed free engine and kick starter models,
£74; delivery from stock. [8091

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT 2i«h.p., 1915, B. and B., ride away; 35

gns.—99, Dartmouth Rd., Brondesbury, N.W.2.
[8777

Q3.h.p. Peugeot, running order, Bosch, B.B., 2'- V4
r^ 4: wheels, spring forka, low, ride away; £15.

—

Ford, Sotwell, near VTallingtord, Berks. [X6797

5h.p. Twin Peugeot Coachbuilt Combination, Bosch
mag., 2-speed gear, nil in good condition; 55 gns.

;

seen after 1 o'clock Saturday.—Bailey, 112, Carlvle Ed..
South Ealing, W.5, [8703

Portland.
PORTLAND, 2i/.h.p. 2 speed, 2-stroke Dnliu engine,

Albion 2-speed gear, handsome 2..stroke, fitted
with footboards; early deliveries; £66.—Maudes', JOO,
Gt. Portland St., London. [8764

Precision.

PRECISIO.'J Enquiries Invited by J. Blafce and Co.,
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. [6582

3iih.p. Precision, new, and sporty appearance, long
4 exhaust pipe, good running order; £35 for quick

sale.— 19, High St., Kenilworth. [7801

PRECISION 4'/jb.p. 1915 Combination, 3-speed
gear and clutch, lamps, in iirst-class running

order; £65.-Taplin, 159, Ilornsey Rd., N.7. [8843

4h.p. Precision Twin, 2-speed, free engine, gear box,
just overhauled, lamps, horn; £60.—J. T. AUsopp,

8, Ingle Villas, Woodhouse Rd., North Pinchley, N.12.
[8417

PRECISION C.B. Combination, lamps, horn,
Klaxon, pillion, not soiletL 3-speed, clutch,

guaranteed; £85.—Lee, 14, Half Moon Crescent, Lon
don, N.l. [8857

4h.p. Precision Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speeds,
lamps, speedometf'r Binks. tools, Dunlop tyres,

nice condition taken for debt; £65.—Kennard.
Butcher, WhyteleaiC. [8561

PRECISION (1914) 2y2h.p., Brampton variable pulley.
lamps, tools, 120 m.p.g., fast, condition excellent

throughout; £47/10 firm: seen after 6.30.—13, Everest
Ed., Eltham, S.E.9. [807£

PRECISION Big Four Coachbuilt Combination. 3-
spced countershaft. K. start, hood, screen, Lucas

lamps, done about 800, unscratched, like new; iSllO.-
36, King David Lane, Stepney. [8528'

PRECISION 1913 3?;ih.p., T.T. model, extra large
tank. T.T bars, Bosch waterproof mag., new

Dunlop studded tyres, excellent condition; £45:
exchanges.—R D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [8695

pREOISION 3V'h.p., Norton frame, tank, etc.. Brooks
-L racing saddle;" sole reason for selling, high cost
of petrol; ready to ride away; first £S5 secures, f,o.r.—
V Schofield, Drakes Broughton, near Pershore.

[X6673
Premier.

PREMIER 31/oh.p., late model, very little use;
£72 —Heath Place, Orsett, Grays. [8244

PREMIER 31/*. p., 3-speed, K.S., good order; £60.
-•- —Bowker, Garage, Aylesbury. [X6463
1Q14 3i,4h.p. Premier, 3-specd countershaft gear fi^w
-J-t/ plete with accessories: f 55.-Barnett, Barnett
and Co.. Deal. [6702
pREMIER 1914 4h.p., Binks, Bosch, lamps, perfect

£50.--*- order; Epsom dist
The Motor Cycle.

iqi4 Prenier ,3V2h.p. C.B. Combinat
--«.' speed, Bosch, speedometer, lami
Stanmore Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll

PREMIER Si/jh.p., variable pulley, Druids, lamps,
r',^

<!0i;ili><;te, go«l condition; £35; ride away; between
5.30 and 8.30.-Wat«on, 75, liui^himun Gardens, H.arlps-
S^"- [7826

2,356, c/o
[8885

clutch, 3-

£58.-25,
[8730

LIVE UP TO
OUR IDEALS

the following extracts from
letters received will prove :

—

Launceston, 11-2-1920.
" Jn 191fJ / got from yon a new
inotor cycle and it has given me
every satis/action—atul 1 do not
cease to be grateful to pour general
manager for his trouble and excel'
lent aaviee''

Rev.

Durham, 6-2-1920.
* 1 am very pleased with your
straightforward business methods
and your courteous attention to

postal chcnts."

liUham. S.E.9, 11-2-1920.
"It is refrtsning to find a Firm
anxious to take, iroubtt, on one's be-

half. It is of course the proper way
to conduct sxwcess/ut and continu-
ous business, but unfortunately so
many firms seem to overlool^ the
fact now-a-days.'*

Major

Sivindon, 28-1-1920.
•' I thanli you for the consideration
you have shown me in the matter of
my order— In a world of perempt-
ory merchants, such treatment is
refresiling."

Let us give YOU the same
FAITHFUL. SERVICE.
Weofferthefollowingwell-knownmakesfor

EARLY DELIVERY :

ARIEL ALLuAr M-LOA, liLAG.(-
bi.>RNE4h.p. Ci.lNaLlj<tTWEIa«T,
biAMuND EDMUND, .NDIAN, IvY,
L.m.C, IHETR.J-TYLER, NEW
IMPERIAL i>l-AR,.uRuJK SuN,

VELuCETTE.

" SKOOTAMO FAS "

Delivered from Stock.

J. TV. rOLLADF,
General Manager.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

pREJVflER, T.T., SiAh.p., lamps, speedometer,^'
„„ 1,°''^ pulley, Bosch variable jet, tyres excSl'

—20, Bartholomew Rd., Kentish Town. ft

PREMIER S^jh.p. 2-speed and Coachbuilt feij
-*- splendid order taroughout; £58.—Speechla
Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, London, W.3. 1

PREMIER 3^;4h.p, Twin Combination, new eoa(^
-* sidecar, Bosch, new carburetter, lamps,
cessories; must sell; £50.—Francis, Kingsbury,
bury.

PREMIER 3%h.p.-Twin, overhead inlet valves,
carrier, fast and smart-looking mount;

£39; apply after 7 p.m.—23, Arlington Vi

Town.

J Q14 Premier 3'/2h.p., 2-Bpeed C. shaft, clirtch,
-i-f fully equipped; expert examination: sidepi
chine, appearance perfect; £65.-M., 68,

'"

Chertsey.

PREMIER (tate 19141 2l4h.p.. C.A.V. mag.,
been thoroughly overhauled, condition escellf

B S. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley St., W. 'PI

Mayfair 6906. [

PREMIER 3y2h.p., 3-speed countershaft, with
ford sidecar, excellent condition; £85.—

^

ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. 1

I, B. and B., B
ride away ; £4

preferred.—

B

PREMIER 3i/2h.p., brand nei
pulls well, take a sidecar

will exchange, 2%h.p. Dougl
House Stables, Boro Green, Kent.

PREMIER SVah.p., cluteh model, h.b.c, new e

fitted Oct., 1919, mechanical condition guarn
perfect, oversize cover on rear, front and rear lo

price £55; can be inspected and tried here.-Bebb.
mills, Kerry, Montgomeryshire.

1 Q 13 3y:.h.p, Premier, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
-Ltf clutch, overhauled and enamelled for E:

all tools, new lamps and horn, perfect in every d
will take 2 and light sidecar anywhere; £50.—

D

21, Bulkeiey Rd., Poynton., nr. Stockport, Che

Ouadrant.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New. I

rant combinations, 4>.2h.p., 1920, new S-

models, £122/10.

1 Q20 4V'h.p. Quadrant Combination, show ma.
-Li/ not done 200 miles, well fitted out; £:

Sprunt, 57, Clock House Rd., Beckenham, Kent.

QUADP ^•'. 4i/.h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, (
'

cum-belt, B.S"A. 3-speed countershaft gear. 1 '

horn, etc., reliable;- £88.— 9, Grandison Rd., Cla '

Common.
Radco

RADCO 2;jlj.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, at list price;

Cruse. Hadco Agent, Warminster, i* ilts.

ADCO special 2-speed, perfect, complete; ^4
—472, Harborne, Park Rd., Birmingh-" ™

R.4DC0 1917 2-stroke, 2-speed, ready for J.

End; £45.—14a, Balham Hill, S.W. -

15 Radco, small mileage, Z'/ih.-p., 2-stroke, .1

horn, perfect condition; £32.-18, Deoasr

Putney, S.W.

RADCO 1916 254h.p.. splendid condition, read

holidays; £35.—Mimosa, Cbesnut Rd., E
Wash, Middlesex.

RADCO 2-stroke, very low, sporty,. 1914, auj

here; first £28; bargain.-?. Ridgmount 1

Montpelier Rd., Sutton, Surrey.

TMMEDIATE Delivery Ir™._Stock,^^new 1920

n

19

2.5troke 2-speed; list price, £60/10
Motor Works, Ely, Camb-

nAIICO [July, 19191. 2-stroke, ;le-spced,. i,

uu ivitn .... "-.., excellent condition M
-c'ulien, FoxhaU, Didcot, Berks.

T) ADCO.-Isliugton agents; .
deliveries now OJBJ

-tt inir Book your order now; no prMlli

Pritchett's Automobile Garage, Pork St;, Isliugtpi)

RADCO 3-stroke, new, single-speed, £48. 'S-;

£55- delivery from stock and at early '

Buy noi .and Se sure of Easter mount; em«'
anged.-Avon, 85, Church Rd.. WlUesden.-:- IB.

Reading-Standard.
-.

1

1

READING-STANDARD 8-lph.p. Combinatioi ^
speed clutch, kick start, lovely condition, i^.

53, Russell Rd.. N.15.

READING-STANDARD O.B. Combinatiol^ )*
2-speed clutch, kick starter, all-';'"'"!; »?S?m

abled; excellent condition; offers over £WU.«
trial -Maiestic, 195-7, Stonhouse St., Claptaa

S.W.4.
Regent,

. .jm, W
SEND postcard for particulars ,<)' JHBcnt BW jj

twin to us. We can give earliest dellveriai « f
mnohines.-Elliott Bros, and Stevens, OomB>]JJS

Lanarkshire agents.
Rex. :,

REX S'/.h.p., fixed gear, mng. ; £17.-20, Wcstoil"^

Upper Norwood, S.E.19. '.Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

>l.h.p. Rex. coil^ Igniti

a 16, Mason St., Walworth.
running order; i)

B24 Ail letters relatma to advertisements should fluote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(SupPLEMKNT xxi.)

CYCLES
Rex.

F0« SALE.

I? ''"p5.?''i'i
Combiimtioii, F.E,, splendid condilion:'i' £55.-63, AllniKfiiid Kd., liiixtmi. 18604

gh.p. Hex Twin i-lutch model, Bosch, Dunlops; £40.v» -Coloman, Sheldon Rd., Chippenham. (8410

R*'^,,?'""-''' Kj'"'' ''i"Blp..nverhnuled by makers, Orndo:
«.«' i,40.-u.tters, 1, I'lmthorno Villi.a, Oharltou, S.E.

m.AuritOPKIS, ?. Shoe Lane, London.-8h.p. Iwln1M\ .cimbinafions, now 1920, early delivery.

g-81,., KV. ConibinaUon. splendid eo.ditio.K i's.'i" 1.45, .itepliens Rd.. Tunbridne Wells. 'Phone:
:™- [8619

R dh,r?nT'w,?r''.*'»o'V.f;,.'^™/''^'''^S,?r''''''''''' "t"™'!

C.,in,""B'lurZhit?-
«'""" -dec,u.-\>,ll,au..,. Holly

3J''''L^'''',' ™°?,- 2-speed gear. Palmer tyres and
me„.-er pSlferr"^' ^^°- "^^ away.-Bar¥er ' ironmonger rotters Bar. [„0g
O foo s 'f,?t°'u,',^''n!lST'^'?^''°P 2 speeds, Iamp,s,

bootmaker, wliVieieaJe'' ^"™'
^^"-^"s^s^'s

R"^n'tte'r'''okr
™."."'".=.-°'''''='' P"' py?? "Dd earbu

£22.-35, Blaekli

The Service Co.

iqi3 Re.x S-6h.p. (J-" ensi.ie. eomplete
any halurday: £55 I

sound, suitable beg
S-E. [825.5

Combination, 2-speed, tree
li lamps, horn, etc.; trial
quick sale.—21, Cromwell

[3201

n',!l^"%,\^}^^'
"^"".fl Clutch, £35; side-

Tif , ' "fPly after 7 o'clock —
8i;e,,h«;r/Bu;';:™

^''"''' ^'"*'"'"- «^- ^^'>"''=%Ri-^

fer-ablc. ' mc:'haiici„;'";S?feS;^"k^:^':^°'S IZ

j
gh.p.^ Eex.

1 LIMITED.

ARE NOW BOOKING EARLY
DELIVERIES OF MOST WELL-

'

•

I

KNOWN MAKES.
EXCIJANaES AND EXTENDED

PA YMENTS ARRANGED.

SECOND-HAND^

MoTOB Cycles

Michelde R.i

4h.p., Model 77,

pri

The

REX Twiu. S-6h.p., Boseb ni
clutcl,, B, a-a,\ b carbn

cellent tyres, low frame; £28.
Jame.- ? hq,, XLirthowram. Hal

REX 1914 6-Sh.p. Comb
Bosch. Brown and car.ow

Powell and Hanmer head lamp
side £84.—Maudes', 100, Gt

;ll.—Offers to Bo.\ 3.^9

[8453
ig.. sprine forks, Mabon
i-tter, 26in. wheels, ex-
carirage paid.—20. 8t

''1^- [8178
ition, 2 speeds, kick start,

Jones speedometer,
horns, coachbuilt

Portland St.,~ Lon
[8747

ftV-?r foon'^y"' ^S- .^284, 8h.p., late
itical 1920, 3-speed A.J.S. gear, vprvxamination. just overhauled: lOo' "ns

"

solo with eash.-62. King's Rd.:
^'^^^- [8218

''ion. 2-speed, re-enamelled

type pistons, only been tesVpH roilKn^Y^ wF"^^i'. -^,^^4

In addition to our usual com-
preliensjve STOCK of the above,
we have a LIMITED NUMBER
of each of the following (all

selected machines) for CASH or
EXTENDED- PAYMENTS.

T>EX 6h.p, 1912 Combii
-ll' (stovedl and plated.

Duulop belt, brand .
sidecar, full set lamps,
w outfit, ready for season's w
nlah Rd., Thornton Heath (r

.11 essentials, „
ar; £110.—Att-
. Clock Tower)

[8405
Rex-,Iap

R';fho^ro'ufh,y^''o?erSS^rlT;i;^ie"w'^'!loT4
oachhn 1 airloo..,-- r-oo T^..t.: -^ .i^*^^ iviontgo

£80.—Rubery," 49,
oaclibuilt .ndeca
Volverhampton.

Rover.
|Q19 Eoyer 3-speed. and sidec^^ Shrewsbury.

DOrEE 1920 T.T

-J. C.

md_... ....„„„ „^.„ . £100, o,-.o, ^„stleton Mansions, Barnes. [866C
er Combination. Lucas dynamo lightingw. Call after 6.-5, Brixton Hill. S.W.

-J, f 2l>P- accumulator lightweight, '^wl£11.-S. Chenton, Henley-on-Thames.

^°^™?iV-';'''''Ao''"'^U'^H'^-''' ''™'" accessories,^™'
Lonuition, £50.-13, Vicarage Rd., Teddington.

Brand New 3y,h p. 3-speed Countershaft
3ver, not rcgistered.-Clarke, 15, South St

[3454

)LD Ro

92

I

I

\

\

\

\

\

I
2| h.p., 2-speed, £67 lOs., or

\ £14 10s. Deposit and 11 Monthly

i Payments of £5 5s. 7d.

DOUGLAS

mak
'ed from make

pri. -Ho

ind

JOVER 5-6h.p Twin, just
»J solo or combination, at
arage, Uxbridge.

OOVER Combination, 6h.p.. b
^ model, fully equipped: £170
A-. Golders Green.

Q14 Rover 31.'.h.p.,
'J nearly new Dunlo
n Ed. Leytou. E.IO.

>OVER eh.p.. 1919.- 3-speed
j

l ^ewnham Motor Co., 223,
' .6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 8
VOVEE 1914 3i:.h.p., 3-speed ;

« dition and appearancj?, all ac'ce^sorit
J.; £65.—Reynolds, '(Vaterbeach, Camb^ ^006/

i°cl? sWe*e\r"»l^l'''Pi
T'vin not W.n„ torpedo

^ i-ane siaecai, as new, lamps, tools, spares- £14";
'l^ire, 121. Adelaide Ed„ Chalk Taim. '^

[Seslo,^, , ^ ^
All letters relating to advertisements should auote the

w. khaki
irth End

[8904

id clutch.
82, New.

(6S37

imbination; £135.—
Hammersmith Rd ,

[7896
absolutely new con-

ud shields,

\

\

f 4 h.p. 3-speed countershaft,
\ £87 lOs., or £20 Deposit and 11
I equal Monthly Instalments of

I

\

I
I
f

I 3| h.p. 2-speed R.A.F. Model,
f from £78, or a Deposit of £16 10s.

f and 11 Monthly Payments of
£6 2s. 6d.

TRIUMPH
£6 14s. 8d

These are Government overhauled and
renovated machines.

P.&

(Overhauled and Renovated by The
Service Co., Ltd.)

I

I All the above machines are In good running
T order, and tested by our own skilled mechanics".

T We have only a limited number of these

\ Motor Cycles, and early application is

i necessary in order to avoid delay.

i 289, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDOESi, W.C.

'Phone: 6430 Holborn.
'Grams: "Admittedly."

Advertisements. 63

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALeI
Rover.

lO'^.,'!?"" T-T.„ Rover, eneino No. 7773, h.b.c

t. ol^"'''?.""" rmlley, electric head and rear lamps,done 200 miles; £95,-Donovan, 19, West St., Ryde!

Q Ih.p. Kovor vr.X). Model 3-«pood, Bo«eh, B. ami"])!',

wi .
'"'"I'"; "»<1 ""cewories, splendid condition; £68.-

NMiitaker, btoue Chuir, «hclf, nr. Halifax, YorkB.

T> "VKE 1917 S'/all.p., countershaft 3-»pcoa, in splon-^^ Hid condition, \yith coachbuilt sidecar, 2 lamps, and
jiccdr,meter; £n5.-'\Varner, The Bungalow, Attic
loioub-li. [.^522

1019 Si^h.p Rover and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-spced

ItZ. 'i","?^"'".''/"',
"'leage 500, fully efiuipped. asnew, £130.-Matthews, 81, Little Ealing Lane,

j:.aling.
jg^jj

DOVER Combination. C.B., SV.h.p., _ _..,
-«-«' Bosch, splendid^ condition, pull anywhere, lamps
Ealing

. C.B., 3",l.h.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
..- condition, pull anywhere, lamp;-,
£85 lowest.—Seen Ka-ys, Bond St.,

[8552
"DOVER 1917 3.1 ih.p., Millford sidecar, 3-speeiJ^^ countershaft. Brooks B175, good tyres and spare,

V'J'^ J."S''- f^^^' "" offers; appointment.—3T, Hartley
hi., Bothnal Green, London. [77'/8

pcVEK- 3t3i.p. 2-speed, free engine, disc wheels,^^ 2 lamps, mechanical horn, tyres nearly new splen-
did condition; £65 or good 2-8troke and £20.-E. Or-

•her, Shaw Heath, Stockport. (7701
"DOVER Combination, 1913, 3l/2h.p., 2-speed, com-
-»-i' plete with lamps, wind screen, horn, stored during
war, neyer used for business, excellent condition; £8u.
—Dawson, Brunswick Terrace, Stafford. [7634
"1017 Eover 3Vjh.p., 3-speed countershaft, K.S., P.
.^y and H. lamps, horn, etc. ; this machine is practi-
cally as new

;
price £95 ; seen by appointment Ash Rec-

tory, near Wrotham, Kent. Xel. : Aeh 9. [3ef.9

l^^'^J-'^- ^°''«^''' Pliilipson pulley, largo lighting set,^y Cowey, knee grips, spare belt and valve, beauti-
lul tune; may be viewed and tried, Essex; no reapona'ale
offer refused for ijuick sale.—Bos 2,289, c/o The Moiur
Cycle. ITljb

"IQ19 3'2h.p. Rover, 3-speed combination, lamp:
--*-' horn, speedometer, spares, just
good condition; £135;
bridge.—K. Crawford,

"Tf.O.C.H. have a 1919 3l'2h.p. Rover and brand
-I- * coach sidecar, 3-speed
garter, fully equipped

—jrhauled,
len AJlums Garage, Cam-
Clements Gardens, Cam-

[8011

ntershaft, clutch, kick
out.. ..ti. luiiy cquiijycu, as new, mileage under 300.

—

Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [68b6
(")OTOBER, 1919, Royer 6h.p. Jap Combination, in^^ perfect condition, as new, only ridden 450 miles,
specially-built Millford Empress sidecar, all 3 tyres
28x3in. Magnum Dunlops, Lucas horn, Bonniksen
speedometer, special wide leg-shields, spare tnbe, tools,
and spares, a magnificent machine; list price, £190.—
Crosby, Old Bank House, Leamington. [X5951

Royal Ruby.
TACK HEALY, Cork, official Eoyal Euby agent

-

" Rotational delivery. No premiums accepted. [6490
"DOTAL EUBY, 1920, Z'ii.-^. Villiers 2-stroke, brand--t new, just deiiyered; £52. -Call or write, 142, Pale-
eU Park, ilortlake, S.W. [7853

ROYAL RUBY 1916 2%,h.p., 2-spe6d, kick starter,
hand clutch, absolutely new condition; £45 —

Reynolds, "Waterbeach, Cambs. [83C4

'TTT'AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-8h.p. 1919
rr Eoyal Ruby combination, fully equipped, hood

1, Lucas, accessories, Cowey warning signal. Came,.
wind screen; £230. [8088

F.O.C.H. haye a Royal Ruby 2-stroke, Villiers engine
good order.—Fair Offer Car House, 6, Heath St .

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone

-

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[5869

Rudge.
piROW Bros., High St., Guildtord, Rudge a^ent^^^ supply at list prices. [S7948
RUDGE 3>'2h.p., Grodo Multi ; £35, bargain -63

Arlingford Rd., Brixton. [8663
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. -5-6h pRudge Multi and sidecar; £110. [8095

UDGEiS.-Early deliyery ol all models.-Bedford
Walsall. 'Phone : 270. [5309

RUDGE 3'^h.p.. adjustable pulley, new tyres- £48—Holden, Wickham, Beckenham, Kent". '[8221

1 Q18 3i2h.p. Rudge Multi Combination for Sale-X 1/ £95.—OuUen, Meadow Rd., Beeston. Notts, [7779

w

UDGE I.O.M. Model, deli\... .„
Gray, East Pinchley Static

nth : whii
, London. N.2.

19 3;ih.p. Rudge Multi. April; £a5.-Tr. Owen
and Sons, Brunswick Ed., Lane End, Buckley

[X6579
Mnlti. clutch, not done 3.000 miles

;

1 Clayton Garage, Clayton St.. S.E 11
[7804

UDGE Multi 1920 3i-^.p.. mileage 500, complet"-
£110.—Chambers. 60, Creffield Ed., Colchester

[864S

14 Eiidg

number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOi? SALE.
Rudge

RTJDGE Multi 3;-$h.p. C.B. Combination; £85.—
Lambert, Goose Yard, St. John St., Angel, B.C.— 18310

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-3' ih.p.
I.O.M. Budge Mnltj, £110: another, I'JIS model,

£90. [8083

RTTDGE, 1912, clutch, tery sound eon'lition; £55,
or best offer.—Lambert, 2nd Coy., ll.M.C, Com-

berley. [7760

7-9h.p. Hndge Multi, absolutely in stock; £147,
plus carriage.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., New-

market. [0146

RTJDGE Multi SMjIi-P-, special engine for speed ivork,
long exhaust, T.T. bars, 1914; £55,-51, Downs

Ed., Clapton. [7819
"B Q15 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Bramble Sidecar, in
-Lif good order; £87/10. — "Woodliile, Orbv Rd.,
Burgh, Lines. [8486

1 Q17 Rudge Multi Combination, C.A.V. hand
J-^ clutch, lamps, horn; £90, or near.—36, St.
Thomas Ed.. Hackney. [8841

1 Q19 (November) I.O.M. Rudge, complete, lamps,
J-*^ Tan-sad, mudshields, perfect order; £108.

—

C. S. Rawlins, Rugeley. [8368a

RTJDGE Multi 1917 SVoh.p., C.A.V. mag., 650x65
tyres, lamps, excellent condition, small mileage;

£74.—Maudes' (below).

RUDGE Multi 1914 Sl.Jh.p., C.A.V. mag.. Watford
speedometer, head lamp, and horn, small mile-

age; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London.
[8753

1 Q19 (Sept.) 3V>h.p. Rudge Multi. new, mileage
Xif. under 200, lamps and horn; 110 gns.-Scott,
Market Sq., Bishop's Castle. [S68S6

RUDGE SVsh.p., multi gear, clutch; £67/10.—JS'ewn-
ham Motor Cki., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.

'Phone ; Hammersmith 80. [7901

1 019 (Not.) I.O.M. Eudge, perfect condition; iiny
-i-i/ trial; owner buying higher power; £100.—Boulton,
.Mara St., Smallthorne, Staffs. [7630

RUDGE Multi, late 1916, 4h.p., fully equipped, con-
dition new, Tory fast, insured; £75.—28a, Dane,

hnrst St., Munster Ed., I'ulham. [8788

UDGE Multi, 1917, spare valve and belt, tools,
lamps, tyres like new, ride away; £80.—56, Spen-

cer Rd., Wealdstone, Middlesex. [8034

RUDGE 3y2h.p., in good running order, believed
1913; i35; genuine; any trial or examination.

—Stevens, 184, PentonvUle Ed., King's Cross. [7725

T> UDGE Multi 3>^h.p.,- Godiva sidecar, perfect con-
-tli dition; £65.—Bradford, 2b, Boundaries Ed., Bal-
ham, S.W. ; or write, 123, Tooting Bee Ed., Balljjim.

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge, 7-9h.p. twin. Lucas head, tail,

J-i/ special show model finish, perfect machine, un-
scratched, mileage 100; offers.- 9, Eaton Rd., Coventry.

[X6821
RUDGE Multi 3i/2h.p. C.B. Combination, 1917,

hand clutch, spare belt, 3 lamps, good mechanical
condition; *90, or nearest.—100, Burton Rd., Derby.

[8590

RUDGE, sporting solo, discs, lamps. Klaxon, new
Dunlops, very fast, reliable, easy starter; £48.—

Matthews, 4, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., S.W.7
[8144

1 Q14 SV^h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, lamps, horn,
XtJ tools; any trial: privately owned, in first-rate

order; £70.—Seen Instone, Engineer, Cove, Famborougl:
Hants. [7720

~| Q19 (late) Eudge Multi Combination, used 3 months,
JLi/ mileage 1,500, hood, side curtains, wind screen,

etc., absolutely new condition: 110 gns.—35, High St.!

Dartford. [7952

RUDGE Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., newly overhauled,
in perfect running order, new cylinder, clutch,

Multi gear; what offers —Kirkwood, Commercial Hotel.
Stranraer. 17577

RUDGE Multi, Oct., 1919, 3V2h.p., touring model
done 500 miles, excellent condition, genuine:

£100; after 3 p.m.—Salsbury, Bircbwood, Sydney Rd.,
Guildford. [8532

RUDGE (two), privately owned, 1914, dutches, _.
tyres, belts, lamps, accessories, excellent running

order; £50, £48, bargains.—Andrews, Conway Houi
New Eomney. [8353

RUDGE Multi. Siyi.p., 1916, 1919 Middleton side.
sidecar, wind screen, apron, new heavy tyres

lamps; £95; trial after 6.—Southey, 70, Ferndene Rd.
Denmark Hill. [8589

1 Q19 Rudge Multi 3Kh.p. Combination, lamps.
J-«7 horn, speedometer, knee grips, tools, etc., very
•^mart turnout; £110.—Beardmore, The Holt, Forest Rd.,
Loughborough. [X6862

3ih.p. Rudge Combination, cane sidecar, Grado pullev,
2 real good condition ; bargain, £55 ; deferred pay-

jtents arranged. Closed Sundays.—Bunting's Motor Ex-
change, Wealdstone. [8823

1 Q19 Rudge Multi, mileage 800, lamps. Klaxon, spare
i«/ belt, tube, usual kit, new sporting Sandum sidecar-
£115; seen Saturdays.—Wing, Dunston, Qt. Northern
Ud., Dunstable, Beds. [8722

'ltil6 3'Ah.v. Eudge Multi Coaohbuilt Combination,
-*.*' hand clutch, J*, and H. lighting set, good con-
dition, perfect order; 75 gns.—Collyer, 33, Augusta St.,
Poplar, London, E.14. [78601

I Cheerio ! ! ! I

= Spring is coining and you
"

P will require your new mount.
||

= Make your selection from =
B those below, and a joyous =
B time is assured. =

i L.M.C. i^ " The motor cycle with the comforts of a car." —B Sole Agents, London and Home Counties. Q
= BEARDMORE-PRECISION. i

^ WILKIN. =
— The Super- efficient Mount. Three models only. «
= SIMPLEX-ATTACHMENT =
n Convert? your cycle into a motor cycle at a H|S nominal cost. A boon to cyclists. Demon- zz:

i HENDERSON SIDECARS. I
a| Models '' A," " Br," and Elite in stock, g
= 1920 MODELS IN STOCK |H ior immediate delivery at List Prices. No H
zzi Premiums. ^

ALECTO, 3', h.p., 2-stroke.~ ALLDAYS-ALLON, c-stroke. == BAT, 6 h.p., twin. =
m CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, Precision and J.A.P.— models. zz= COULSON-B., 4h.p., and 2jh.p. =

JAMES 4| h.p. Combination. |= LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p., twin. =
:^ L.M.C, ^i h.p. and 6 h.p. models. ^

METRO-TYLER, long e.xhaust, disc wheels.= NEW IMPERIAL, a.i h.p. model. =~ ROVER, T.I. model. =
SPARKBROOK, Tourist and T.T. models, B= WILKIN, 2-stroke. == WOLF, 2-stroke. =
WOOLER 23 h.p., twin.

=: And many others arriving daily. =
=: Advance orders being accepted for ALLDAYS —

ALLON, ARIEL, BAT, BRADBURY, CAL-
=: THORPE, DOT, ENFIELD, JAMES, LEA- == FRANCIS, LEVIS, L.M.C. MARTINSYDE- =

NEWMAN, NEW IMPERIAL, N.U.T.,= BEARDMORE - PRECISION, QUADRANT, == RADCO, ROVER, RUDGE, SPARKBROOK, =
TRIUMPH, VELOCETTE, WILKIN, WOOLER," ZENITH, SHEFFIELD HENDERSON.Etc, etc. =

MORGAN, ro h.p. Precision, 4-speed. m
(Winner Gold Medal, Six Days Trial). 5

154-6, Gt. Portland St., i
LONDON, W.l. 1

offer.

ter (nr.

[7608

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Mnlti Roadster, just delivered, list price;
also 1915 Rudge Multi, new back wheel, engine

overhauled, new tyre..^, lamp set, £55.—Cruse, Rudge
Agent, Warminster, Wilts. [76'/9

1020 3Vjh.p. I.0.5L Eudge Multi, with Endge
-1-v coachbuilt sidecar, tools, electric lamps, a&
cumulators. Easting wind screen; price £150.—C. P.

Oewhurst, Tarporley, Cheshire. 1784^

RTJDGE Multi 3i2h.p., practically brand new, riddel
500 miles, absolutely unseratched, nnpunctured,

extremely last, P. and H., Lucas horn, knee-grips;

£105.-206 (seen 257,), Cavendish Rd., Balham, S.W.12.
[8685

RUDGE Multi SVih.p., many new parts, tyres good,

inners nnpunctured, lamps, generator, horn, pump,
speedometer, absolutely without a mechanical fault;

£67, no offers.—Salmon, Stationer, Sydenham. 'Phone:

Syd. 375. [8724

RUDGE Multi 3y2h.p., 1915, Eudge C.B. sidecar,

speedometer, etc., stored 3 years, mileage 3,'7O0,

absolutely splendid conditron; £97, or
—Clausen, 5, Leighton Buildings, Westnj
MiUbank Hospital).

F.O.C.H. have a 1914 Budge Multi SV^h.p., excel-

lent order, lully equipped.—Fair Offer Car House,

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [8506

RUDGE Multi, Oct., 1919, 300 miles,'not run last

4 months, Lucas lamp not used, Canoelet 4-point

coachbuilt sidecar to match, storm apron, all as n-^w

and unsoiled, full kit, horn; £135.-2, Wyndham Rd„
Edgbaston, Birmingham. [7591

1 019 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p., Jlillford sidecar. Oito wind
XO' sciesn, acetylene Ughting, Cowey speedometer,

St«wart horn, spare belt, lull tool kit, outftt cleaned

and perfect; seen Saturday alter 3; £135.— Dixon, Rox-
ton Cottage, Princes Risboro", Biicks. [8828

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Eudge Multi and Sidecar. 5%
h.p., small mileage, fully equipped, excellent-

order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp.
stead 3762. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8507

RUDGE Multi 3;.J-4h.r., clutch, Ijee cniine. Sensprny,

P;'.lmer cords, speedometer and mileage, acetylenfl

lighting, Tan-Sad pUlinn seat, mechanically perfectj

trial anywhere; £60; apply after 3 o'clock Saturday,

or Suuday morniui;.— 67, Abbott's Park lid., Leyton,

E.IO.
Rutfells.

1 019 2%h.p. Ruflells-Villicrs, 2-sp
-LJ/ under 400 miles; £56.—Hary
East Dulwich. '

Scott.

1019 Scott, complete with all

XU 3, Parker Lane, Burnley.

ueyron,
[8315

1, C.A.V., toot

186, The E?)
[872?

JCOTTS.-Place yc
* Garage, Walsall

;OOTT 33-4h.p. Twii

'Phone: 270.

100 sns.^'
.[X6262'

th the Bedford .

[5308.

2-str«ke, 2-speed, free engine;
48 gns.— 9, ToUington Place, N.4. fi^i

[87#)

SCOTT 1915 Combination. 3.};',h.p., water-cooled, splen-

did mechanical condition, lamps, born, spares;
£85.-67, Poppleton Rd., Leytonstone. [8664

£55.—Scott, water-cooled, 2-speed, lamps, diEC3i

Binks, Klaxon, low, racy.—Bulloch, 17, Piu*
Lane, Wembley. [87a»

"I A 14 Scott, good condition, engine and gear box
-LJ/ just overhauled, good tyres; 50 gns.—Grove
Cottage, King's End,- Euislip, Middlesex. [8533

1Q19 6c6tt Combination, electric lighting, horn, etc..if new condition; £170.—Balfour, High St., BIox-

wich. [S6874

1 014 Scott Combination, just overhauled, laid i>r
-Lt7 during, war, condition, tyres, running order

good; £95, or nearest—SO, Cassio Bridge Ed., Wat-
ford. [S6798

SCOTT Combination, believed 1915, recently ovcr-J^
' hauled, fitted Bosch : £70, lowest, or exchanged

late Eabv Triumph.—Green, Swiss Cottage, Milfold,1

Surrey. " [8667,^

SCOTT 1919 3%h.p Combination, improved InbrLl'

cator. Scott sidecar, all lamps, horn, etc., varjl

£146.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland StJ
London. [875(|

"1Q20 3Sh.p. Scott Combination
Xiy miles, lamps, horn, and spa
trial invitc>d; to be seen Durham;
c/o The Motor Ctjcle.

3.&h.p. Scott, water-cooled. Binks, Bosch, counterlf
4 shaft, kick start, chain; £45; ride away; exi'

change lightweight; Velocette preferred.
—

"Voigt, 4« <

er buying cfliji

£167;i0.-Box 2,3j5ll

[810f

Perrymead, Prestwich, Manchester. [84S;

LATE 1914 Scott Combination, recently overliauleii

2 new tyres last season, B. and B. carburetter

horn, very fast; 75 gns.; owner going abroad.—Toolev
21, Dartford Ed., Whitehill Estato, Crayford, Kent.

[787

SCOTTS. Scotts. Scotts.—E. W. B*ll, 6, Wheelcy'
Rd., Edgbaston, Scott's Birmingham agent,

f

will show you anything worth knowing about Scotrj
you buy trom me, and give you absolute confidence W|
your mount. [X663II

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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In the Springtime.

THERE are liardy riders who indulge in the

pastime of motor bicycle riding all through

the year. They are, of course, glad when
springtime comes round, but not so glad

as the fair-weather rider, who, for tlie first

time after the long and dreary winter, takes out

liis machine in the balmy air of early April. The
weather is not too hot, the air is bracing and
in\igorating, the daylight saving has just come
into force, and long rides may be taken without

there being any necessity to light the lamps.

At this time of the year a run in the open
country, when the buds are bursting, invigorates

the bodv, refreshes the inind, and gives health

and enjoyment to the jaded worker.

Before the machine is taken out from its

winter quarters, it should be carefully over-

hauled and thoroughly cleaned. The process

of cleaning has other advantages than merely

making the machine beautiful. Often when
washing down the crank case, brushing between

the brake controls, and removing all traces of

dust and mud, loose, nuts and frayed control

wires are discovered, and the rider has an oppor-

tunity of putting these in order before riding is

begun. The tyres should be carefully examined,

pumped up hard, and left to see if they will

stand the pressure; all moving parts should be

lubricated, the reservoirs filled with oil and
petrol, lamps cleaned and filled in case one is

overtaken by darkness, and then all is ready

for the full enjoyment of the English springtime.

The roads still suffer from the indirect effects

of the Great War. We are often asked if such

and such a road is in good condition. Such

questions are difficult to answer ; all that can be

said is that rfiost roads are in very fair to godd
order, Bad stretches are often encountered, but

they are not, as a rule, of any considerable

length ; and, happily, our roads have not suffered

so badly as those in France and Belgium, in

which couiitries it will probably take years to

render them rideable with comfort.

Progressive Design.

IT
gives us considerable pleasure to be able

to describe in this issue a new motor
cycle, features in the design of which will

go far to satisfy popular cravings. It

incorporates light weight, ease of control,

two speeds, entirely enclosed transmission, acces-

sibility, automatic lubrication, interchangeable

wheels, and pressed steel open frame, and it can

be hosed down for cleaning purposes. AH these

features have been demanded separately many
times during the past, and here we have them
combined in a neat and practicable form and
marketed at a price which compares favourably

with that of some fcooters.

Mass production and practical design are the

main features which enable this end to be accom-
plished, and we cannot emphasise too stroiigly

the importance of this latter point.

Designers who are contemplating new models
would do well to study shop production to a

greater degree than in the past, and to bear in

mind the fact that it is not necessary tO' sacrifice

efficiency in order to obtain quick production.

In fact, in many existing cases it would be easier

to produce a more up-to-date and scientific

design.

Engines, gear boxes, transmission, and frames

have become so standardised in main essentials

that those responsible for design and manufac-
ture appear to be frightened of any form of

change; and, so long as this is the case, pro-

gress will be slow or non-existent, and we shall

have to rely entirely on newcomers who design

and manufacture on up-to-date lines for any
advance in motor cycle practice. Fortunately,

there are a few who realise this, and it is to

be hoped that they will prove strong enough to

fight the apathy which undoubtedly exists at the

present time.

All branches of engineering have progressed

so rapidly of recent years that it is a pity that

motor cycles should lag behind, as is undoubtedly

the case.

An index to the adveptisements i be found on the cage facing the bacl< cover.
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7HE following tours have been outlined in the briefest

possible manner to enable a number and variety of
runs to he given and so benefit readers in different parts of
the country. Although radiating from particular centres,

the details given may be of assistance to others than those
living in the districts near to the route described,

THREE TOURS FROM LONDON.
LONDON. Park Road, running alongside Regent's Park into Wellington
Road, Finchley Road, Barnet, take the left fork at signpost by horse
trough. South Mimms, London Colney, St. Albans, Redbourn, Mark-
yate, Dunstable, Wendover, take the road leading to Amersham, turning
to the left for Cholesbury and Wiggington., cross the Tring-Berkhara-
sted main road, and proceed in the direction of Aldbury, turning to the
right nist before entering the village, then right again to Ashridge Park,
coming out into Great Gaddesden, and thence to Redtourn, and return
by the route previously given.

Points of Interest.—St. Albans : Cathedral and remains ot the
city of Vcrolanium. Markyate : Just beyond is the beautiful country
seat known as Markyate Cell, visible from the road. Dunstable : The
Icknield Way is followed, a beautiful road skirting the Dunstable Downs.
Uinghoe. which is to the left of the-road, is a picturesque village ; the
Chiltem Hills are again skirted, after leaving the Aylesbury-Tring road,

and a pretty run is continued to Wendover, through CholesbuiT
and Wigginton, to Ashridge Park, which, on no account, should be
missed. The exit from London is chosen because it has the best surface
on the whole. Total dfetance about qo miles.

LONDON, Wimbledon, Ewell. Fpsom, Leatherhead, Horsley, Clandon
Merrow, turn L. over Menow Down, Alburv, Shere, Gomshall, Dorking,
Reigate, Redhill, Bletchingley, Oxtend, Brasted, Riverhead, Otford.

Eynsford, Farningham, Foot's Cray, Eltham, Greenwich, London,
Ajjpro.Mmately go miles. A run of interest round the North Downs.

LONDON, Hounslow, Staines, Egham, Virginia Water, Sminingdale.

Bagshot, keep R. at Jolly Farmer, Caraberley, Blackwatex (level cross-

ing), over Hartford Bridge Flats, Hartley Row, Odibam, Alton, E.

Tisted. Petersfield, Midhurst, turn L., Femhurst, Haslemere. Grays-

wood, Milford, Godalming, Guildford, Ripley, Cobham, Esher, Kingston,

London. Approximately 125 miles.
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SCOTTISH rOURfe.
EDINBURGH, Dalkeith, over the iMoorfoot Hills to Innerleithi

the river, and proceed direct south to Yarrow Water, take ri;^ht-hand

turn skirting north side of Saint Mary's Loch, avoid right turn, and
proceed to Tibbie Shiels ; direct route to Moffat, main road by Devil's

Ueef Tub, avoiding left turn at top of hill, and stick to main road
to Broughton. Main road to Edinburgh via West Linton if desired.

This route is about 70 miles, and includes mueh wild, mounta'nous
countr>', particularly in the Saint Mary's Loch district. It ib a

sporting route with many attractions.

An easier and less hilly roate encircling the Lammermuir Hills,

which would perhaps be preferable if weather is cold, would constat

of s'drting the coast via North Berwick, thence via Dunbar and
Ayton to Chirnside, Nuns, Lauder, Dalkeith and Edinburgh About
no miles.

GLASGOW, follow north bank of Clyde to Dumbarton, Helensburgh,
Gareiochhead, proceed along east shore of Loch Long to Arrochar
(hotel), direct route across height of land to ^vest shore of Loch
Lomond, proceed south to Balloch, and return Dumbarton to Glas
gow. About 70 miles. This route comprises much fine loch srener\
and 110 bad hills.

A reallv sporting and difficult route recently undertaken by thL
GLASGOW, Western Club m their Pahner Trophy Trial is as follows
Inverbeg, Anniesland, Canniesbum, Bearsden. Old Kilpatrick
Dumbuck, Balloch, straight up west shore of Loch Lomond to hotel
at Inverbeg, proceed over height of land down Glen Dougla'^ (e\ceed
ingly dangerous hill) to main road, skirting east shore of Loch Lon^.
Arrochar, up Glencoe and Rest-and-Be-Thankful to Lorh Restil
Return over same route to Arrochar, and ascend Glen Douglas it

desired. If not, retiun along shores of Loch Lomond to Gare
lochhead, aud proceed to Glasgow, reversing route previously gi\en.
Distance roughly 115 miles.

Family sidecars Eire not recommended to tackle the descent
of Glen Douglas, and this route, of course, prese.its difhculties.

^ Miffei-s DsJ&Z
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THE MIDLANDS. WALES. SOUTH AND WEST
OF' ENGLAND.

LIVERPOOL (ferry to Birkenhead), Queensferry. Mold Ruthn.
Conven, Pentre-Voelas. Bettws-y-Coed, Llanrwst, Colwyn Bay,
Abergele, Rhuddlan, Holywell, Northop, Queeasferry, Birken-
head. Liverpool. Approximately 150 miles.

A somewhat hilly run, embracing many of the best bits of

Wales.

MANCHESTER, Cheadle, Wilmslow, Congleton. Bosley, Rud-
yard, Leek, Ashbourne, Mappleton (Dove Dale), Youlgrave,
Rowsley, Bakewell, Buxton, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Hayfield, Giossop.
Hyde. Manchester. Approximately 130 miles

A run taking in Rudyard Lake, some of the Derbyshire dales.

LEEDS, start from Dyneley Arms (crossing of Leeds-Otley and
Bradford-Harrogate roads), Pool, Harrogate, Ripley. Pateley
Bridge, Greenhow, left^at Hebden to Burasall, Barden Tower,
Bolton Abbey, Addingham, Ilkley, Otley, Dyneley.

A sporting run of just under 60 miles, readily a\'ai!abie

from Leeds, Bradford, Wakefield, or Halifax. Many single

figure grad'ents, both up and down.

NOTTINGHAM, Ripley, Matlock Bakewell. through Monsal
Dale, TideFwell, Chapel-on-Frith, Buxton, Bakewell, Matlock,
Ripley, Nottingham ; g^ miles.

A run through fine Derbyshire scenery; no difficult hills.

NOTTINGHAM, Thur?arton, Southwell, Newark, Kelham.
Ollerton, through the Dukeries (Sherwood Forest) to Worksop,
Mansfield, Nottingham; 74 miles.

An interesting xoute througli historical districts and pic-

turesque scenery. ^
.

'^

BIRMINGHAM, Henley-in-Arden, Stratford-on-Avon, Clifford
Chambers, Mickleton, Chipping Camden, Fish Hill.. Broadway,
Winchcombe, Cleeve Cloud, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury, Upton-on-
Severn, Malvern Wells, Malvern, Worcester, Droitwich. Broms-
grove, Birmingham. Approximately no miles. An interesting
spring run south of the Midland metropolis,' taking in some of the
finest scenery in the Severn valley.

BIRMINGHAM, Halesowen, Kidderminster. Teubury. Leomin-
ster, Kington, Presteigne, Knighton, Clun, Craven Arms, Bridg-
north, Stourbridge, Halesowen, Birmingham. Approximately 130
miles. A ^ run across the borders of Wales. Good scenery.

SOUTHAMPTON, Totton, Lyndhurst, Hohnsley Station, Christ-
church, turn back here and keep R., Milton, Ljinington, Beau-
lieu, turn L.. Lyndhurst, turn R., Cadnam, turn L., Fording-
bridgc, turn L., Ringwood, turn L., Stony Cross Iiui (near Rufus
Stone), Romsey, turn R., Southampton. A zigzagging in the
New Forest of approximately 93 mile,'^.

BRISTOL, Red Hill, Churchill, over the Mendips to Cross, whence"

tbe road is a dead level to Bridgwater, here keep to the right.

Nether Stowey, Quantoxhead. Williton, Dunster, turn L. up the

hill to Timberscombe, Cutcombe WLeddon Cross. Tiverton,

turn L. Halburton, Will ngton, Taunton, Durston. Othery,
Glastonbury, Wells, Chewton Mend p, Farringdon Guniey, Pens-
ford, Bristol. Approximately 150 miles.

PLYMOUTH, Devonport. take the ferry to Torpoint. Anthony,
Polbathic, Menheniot Station. Liske.ird. Dobwalls, past Doublebois
Station into the beautiful Ghiiu ^'aIley at the loot of whichi,

turn R. for Bodmin, whence it is hil'y to Wadebridge, again turn
R. .through St. Kew Highway, Camelford (whence a trip can be
made to Trebarwith and Tintagel), Davidstow. Piperspool.

Launceston, Milton Abbot, Ta\istock. ^'elverton Station, Ply-
Approximately a 9--mile run through lo\"ely scener\'.

Jlie Imzdiii^:'&f&$&!Bmla.X&Re,<A'QPia.
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Comfoft Befofe Noise.

DN the last Six Days the A.C.U., with Dr. Low's
aid, surmounted one great technical dilliculty,

and managed to hold a silencer test without
dragging in all the fuss of laboratory experiments.

As an incurable hater of silent motor cycles, I re-

-Strained my pen on this topic, knowing tliat on this

question I am in a minority, and that it is the badge
of minorities to suffer. Silence may be a controversial

matter, but- comfort is not. I ha\e ridden through
most of the Six Days Trials held on British soil, and
I have tackled them on every conceivable type of
'bus. On some occasions 1 finished each day with

an aching back and stiffened wrists. On others I

burbled gently in to the night hotel, feeling at peace
with all the world, thanks to the splenrjid insulation

of my machine. There is surely something amiss with

a Six Days Trial which, whilst ostensibly conducted
to inform the buying public which motor cycles most
nearly meet their requirements, yet absolutely ignores

comfort—a point which most utilitarian riders value

above most features.

A Jury or Apparatus?

THE A.C.U. is, of course, acquitted of all blame
for this omission by the obvious fact that it is

so ditficult to devise a test of comfort which
shall classify a hundred machines rapidly and accu-
rately. Is the problem insuperable? It could be
tackled in two obvious methods. When the A.C.U.
trials staff' includes a gentleman who can cinemato-
graph the pitting of an exhaust valve, or words to that

effect, he could surely devise some apparatus in the

form of an Earl's Court wiggle-woggle with a record-
ing pencil, which should instantaneously give a com-
lort-graph of each machine as it passed over a plat-

form countersunk in a bit of private road ; and the
job would not bother him more than changing a plug.
My friend Captain Aston did the trick with cars by
attaching electric bulbs to the salient parts of the

chassis, and photographing the 'bus as it rocketed
over pot-holes in the dark. Such a recondite mind
as Dr. Low possesses would surely evolve a far simpler

method. But if Dr. Low^ refuses to rev. freely in

response to tactful suggestions by Mr. Loughborough,
what about a jury of motor cyclists?.

One Way of doing it.

YOU prepare a hundred yards of assorted abomina-
tions in the way of bad road surfaces—strips

of new metal in three sizes, grease, ruts, pot-

holes, etc. You station half your entry at each end.

Vou procure a dozen amateur riders, middle-aged men
of average stature, Jphn Citizen, " Poy " type. Each
of the jury rides a machine across the prepared strip,

picks up another at the far end, rides that back, picks

up another, and so on, till he has worked through the

entry. No fine classification is attempted—just three

classes, " good," " medium," and "bad." Second
trips are taken about any machines on the borderline

between two classes. In all previous trials we have
wasted many hours pottering at legal limit along untold

miles of level highway in good condition. Such
''making up mileage" is inevitable to some extent, as

it takes us to where steep hills grow, or capacious

hostelries exist; but a great deal of this easy going is

included to swell the distance to some conventionally

rotund figure, and the time would be better spent in

a really informative test.

Steadiness on Grease.

WHEN I am picking my way over really slimy

grease on a two-wheeler, I generally feel a

transient envy of any car that comes along

;

but the vantage is not all on the side of the four-

wheeler. Not far from my house there is a two-mile

climb, largely sunk in a cutting which retards drying

of the surface, and exacerbated by an over-cambered

road. You can get skids here: long after the rest of

the district is safe. I went up and down this hill on
a bicycle one day last week, and later on I repeated

the journey as a passenger in a small car handled by
an expert. The surface was identical on the two runs,

but whereas my Scott with Palmer cords never swerved

by half an. inch, either descending or ascending, the

car threatened to get riglit out of control until its

speed was sternly curbed.
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A Review of Past Performances and Opinions of

Well-known Competitors.

ALTHOUGH, in some quarters there appears to be
some doubt as to whether the T.T. Eaces will be run
this year, there is no doubt that a large section of
the trade and the public are looking forward to the

event as a test of some of the new designs which have been
introduced since the end of the war.

iluch speculation is rife as to the particular types of
engines which will secure the honours for the Senior
(500 c.c), the Junior (350 c.c), and the class for 250 c.c.

machines which will compete for Tim Motor Ciidc Trophy.
It is therefore interesting to review past races since the
first T.T. in 1907.

It may not be known to the average newcomer to the world
of motor cycles that in 1907 and 1908 single and multi-
cylindered machines raced separately, and "it is perhaps
curious that a firm now famous for its singles won the
twin event and a concern now known for its big twin won
the single-cylinder race. A 3^ h.p. Matchless, ridden by
C. R. Collier, won the "single" event, and H. R. Fowler,
on a 5 h.p. Norton, secured the " mnlti " race. The next
year J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) and H. Reed (5 h.p.
Dot) were first in their respective classes.

In the 1909 event the singles and multi-cylindered machines
were raced together, the singles being limited to 500 c.c,
the twins tO'-750 c.c, and, as was to be expected perhaps,
the latter secured first and second places, for twins had
been developed during the preceding two years, and the
average speed of the winner was almost equal to that of

C. G. Pullin, who won in 1914. The times for the 1909
race were as under :

Average Speed.
1. H. A. Collier, 5 Matchless (738 c.c.) 49.01.
2. G. Lee-Evans, 5 Indian (714 c.c.) 48
3. W. F. Newsome, 3^ Triumph (499 c.c.) 44.-9

For the 1910 race, the maximum of the twin capacity was
reduced to 570 c.c, and the result was the same as the year
previous, i.e., twins first and second, single third :

Average Speed.
1. C. R. Collier, 5 Matchless (666 c.c.) ' 50.C
2. H. A. Collier, 5 Matchless (666 cc) 49.:;

3. W. Crcyton, 3.V Triumph (499 c.c.) 47.9

In 1911 a further reduction was made in the capacity of the
twins, this time the limits being 585 c.c. and 500 c.c for
twins and singles respectively, and 3J h.p. twins secured
first, second, and third places :

Average Speed.
1. O. C. Godfrey, 32 Indian (584 c.c.) 47,1,

2. C. B. Franklin, 3} Indi.in (584 c.c.) 47"

3. A. J. Moorhouse, 3^ Indian (584 c.c.) 46

1912 saw the singles and multis running on equal terms
for the first time, and the single secured second position,
as it did also in 1913 ; but in 1914 it finished first, with a

3l5

single and a twin tying for second place and another twin
fourth.

The results of these three "level terms" races are there-

fore of greater interest at the present time' than the others :

''"•
« c !lAverage Speed,

1. F. A. Applelee, 3;- Scott (486 c.c.) 48.6
2. J. R. Haswell, 3.V "Triumph (499 c.c.) 47.2
3. H. A. Collier, 3! Matchless (496 c.c.) 46.5

1913.
1. H. O. Wood, 3l Srott (486 c.c.) 48.28
2. A. R. Abbott, 3; Rudge (499 c.c) 48.27
3. A. H. Alexander, 3] Indi.'m (496 c.c.) 47-6

1914.
I. C. G. Pullin. 3i Rudge (499 c.c } 49.9

fH. R. Davies, 3^ Sunbeam (499 c.c.) ) q _

^- to. C. Godfrey, 3Hndian (498 c.c.) /
^'^

4. H. V, Colver, 3I Matchless (496 c.c.) 48.

3

Thus, in those Senior T.T. Races, when singles and multi-

cylindered machines were run on equal ienns, singles secured

one first and tlu'ee second places, V twins one second and
two thirds and one fourth, and two-stroke twins two firsts

(the total of ten in three races is brought about by the tie

for second place in the last race). 5

The Junior Races. ';

Of the four Junior Races, only one ha.5 been won by a,

single, i.e., in 1914. 1914 was certainly the single's big

year, for, as in the Senior Race, this type of engine secured-'

first and second places. In the first race (1911) a single w"'
second, and in 1913 third.

The results of the four races were as follow :

P. J. Evans, 2^ Humber {340 c

H, A. Collier, 2 Matchless (297
H. J. Cox, 2'\ Forward (339 c.c

sc Speed.

W. H. Bashall. 2:| Douglas (350 c

E. Kickhara. 2.2 Douglas (350 c.c,

H. J. Cox, 2:1 Forward (344 c.c.)

1913-
J. H. Mason, 2} N.U.T. (344 c.c.) 43.7
2. W. F. Newsome, 2% Douglas (35c c.c.) 4^.6
3. H. C. Newman, Ivy (346 c.c.) 41,7

1914.
1. E. Williams, 2] A.J.S. (348 c.c.) 45.6
2. C. WiUiams, 2; A.J.S. (343c.c.) 44.7
3. F. J. Walker, 3 Enfield (345 c.c.) 43.3

Thus in the four Junior Races we have singles securillj

one first, two second, and one third ; V. t.wins, two first an(
three thirds ; flat twins, one first and two second. Again
it would appear that all types have an equal chance of ytin

niiig the 1920 race.
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This Year's T.T.—

So far tlio siiigle-cyliiKlor two-stroke lias not (igmod con
spicHOiisly in either the Senior or Junior Uaces, but in some
quarters it is tliouglit that tlic great, advance made since
1914 in this type of engine malces the single-cyjindered two-
stroke a formidable opponent of oilier types ior this year's
Junior at all events, while it seems not unlikely that 7Vie
Motor Cycle trophy .for 250 c.c. machines will 'be won by
one of them.
The winner's speed in the Junior Race of 1914 was 45.6

ni.p.li. A 2J h,p. Levis (349 c.c.) ridden by
1'. Pike, was placed thiitccnth, the average speed
being 39.7 m.p.h., .i similar size Peco being
twenty-second at 37.2 ni.p.h.. while a 2\ h.p".

Ivy, having a capacity of 259 c.c, secured twenty-
eighth position (30.6 ni.p.h.), with a 349 c.c Levis
thirtieth (28.3 m.p.h.).
Two-strokes, therefore, have proved that they

are capable of surviving the severe ^
gruelling of a T.T. Eace. There
are other types of engines, such as
three-cylinder radials, which have
been introduced recently, among
which there are possibilities ot
some surprises.

A Single-cylinder Advocate.

REGARDIXG which type of

engine will carry off the re-

spective races, Eric Williams,
the present holder of the Junior
trophy, predicts another victory
for singles.

"Each enthusiast has his par-
ticular favourite," he writes,
"but rarely can he answer with
genuine facts why it sliould stand
the best chance. Others say the
race is more or less a lottery, like
a horse race. True, the rider has
only to pick up an inconsiderate
nail to put him out of the
rimning

" As for the machines, there are
only a few manufacturers who can
turn out a machine that will

average 50 m.p.h. on those 200
miles of rough road, with all its

corners and ever-varying gradients
and descents.
" Doubtless we shall have some

surprises in engine and gear de-
signing

; aluminium alloy slijDper

pistons should be fairly general,
overhead valves, lighter steel fl

balanced, and the all-important gt
more of them.
"Personally, I predict another victory for the

tingle in each race, built much lo%ver and more
compactly with four or more gears, but the twin
two-stroke will want some watching, and will be
1 hot favourite. \Yith young and new blood in the
saddle, it will be a hot and exciting race, and, if

not reckless, worth going a thousand miles to
natch."

Opinion ot the Senior T.T. Winner.
(^ G. PULLIN, who won the Senior event in 1914
O. on a Rudge-JIulti, is undecided between two-

strokes and four-stroke singles, " Eliminating
he human element," he says, " and bearing in mind
he severe and hilly nature of the course, one would
xpeet to find the successful engines among the class
iving a good power output over a considerable range
t speed, and also capable of maintaining their output
luoughout a continuous and strenuous period. Fuel
onsvmiption within reason can be neglected, Piesults
iiould therefore be looked for amongst the two-
troke eugiuee, especially the water-cooled tvpe.
• Personally I expect to .see the Senior Race won

> either a two-cylinder water-cooled two-stroke, or
single-cylinder side-by-side valve air-cooled four-

;

roke engmer- I think the flat twins will put up a

opinion • ilie

(Top) Cyril G. PuUin, holder of the Tourist liopliv

(shown below), which he won in 1914 on a Rudge.

(Bottom) Eric Williams, riding an A.J.S., won tbe Junior

T.T. in the same year.

heels better

ratios with

The Tourist Trophy
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l";Uer showing tliaii previously, but additional com-
plications aii<r lack of experience in these larger
type engines leave much to be desired to make them serious
competitors.

"'The Junior Race, I anticipate, will be won by a single-

cylinder air-cooled side-Jiy-side valve machine, its only
serious competitor being the Hat twin of this capacity.

" The 250 c.c. lightweight clas.s will undoubtedly be won
by an air-cooled two-stroke engine, as the amount of work
A specially tuned engine of Ibis type will dj is wonderful."

The Twin a Likely Winner.

All. ALEXAXDKK, who was third in the Senior Race
• of 1915 on an Indian twin, favours the V or a flat

twin for the 500 c.c event, and he forecasts speeds
of 40, 47, and 53 m.p.h. for the 250, 350, and 500 c.c.

clashes. Writing ' from Edinburgh, he states liis

250 c.c. Tourist Trophy Rate
will be won this year by a two-
.stroke machine, chiefly because of

the superior hill-climbing and
' pick up ' of the.se engines over
the 250 c.c. four-stroke engines.

The 350 c.c. race will, I think,

be won by a ' flat twin ' fitted

with three or four-speed gear,

with an extra high ' emergency
'

gear. These machines, owing to

their ' revving ' qualities, will be
as fast down hills as the fastest
• big machines,' and it must be
remembered that a considerable
part of the course is downhill.

" For the Senior Race, I favour
again a flat twin or V type twin,

both fitted with overhead inclined

valves, and again 1 would say a

three or four-speed gear, for the

latter of which I think there is

full need, owing to the large

variations of uphill and downhill
gradients on the T.T. course.

" A combination of one of the

above types of engine, with an
' infinitely ' variable gear such as

the Zenith, would stand a strong

chance, and the Scott should again
be well in the running, provided,

of course, they are entered, which,
apparently, is a doubtful point.

With a representative entry, I

would put the average speeds of

the winners as 40, 47, and 53^ m.p.h.
respectively."

Two-strokes in the Lightweight Class.

THE winner of the twin event in 1907, H. Rem
Fowler, does not consider the conventional two-

stroke as a possible winner, except in the 250 c.c.

class. " I think," he says, " that it will .be a toss up
between the four-stioke twin and four-stroke single.

In the twin you have greater flexibility and accelera-

tion, and in the single simplicity and stronger work-
ing parts, hence greater reliability.

"I do not think the two-stroke will have much
chance, with one exception, and this, in my opinion,
does not. properly represent the tj'pe, being wat^r-
cooled. In the mediumweight class I rather favour
the twin, as in this particular size engine the type
seems usually more efficient and much faster on this

course, as rapid acceleration and flexibility count
so much. In the real lightweight class I think the
air-cooled two-stroke should win."

F. A. Applebee, the .Senior winner in 1912, con-
siders past experience of greater impoi-tance than
the' question of any particiilar engine type. " The
result of the T.T. Race has never been a foregone
conclusion," he writes, "and it is, in fact, the
glorious uncertainty that makes this event so popular
amongst motor cyclists. Very little help can be
obtained by studying the results of prerious

races, as these show that the honours have hitherto

been fairly equally divided between the different

types of
"
engines. One cannot help thinking,

BI7
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This Year's T.T.—

however, that past experience counts for a good deal,
and for that reason I shall be more than surprised
if those manufacturers who have done well in the past
do not carry off premier honours this year. Further
than that I do not feel disposed to go, for I am personally
of the opinion that at the start of a T.T. race it is fairly
safe to assume that a dozen riders will be in the running
for premier honours, and that the ultimate winner will
be the one whose lucky star was
in the ascendant that day "

MARCH 25th, ig20.

own with the four-stroke of equal capacity. Some of the

new flat twins might provide a surprise, but I think
this is rather unlikely. Taking all things into considera-

tion, I think a single-cylinder four-stroke to be the likeliest

winner.
Each type appears 'to have an equal chance, but it is

interesting to take the matter further. In tlie 1914 Senior
Eace there were seventeen awards. Single-cylinder machines
were first, second (tied), iifth, ninth, eleventh, twelfth, thir-

teenth, fourteenth, and sixteenth. V tvifins : Second (tied),

fourth, seventh, eighth, tenth, fifteenth, and seventeenth.
Flat twins : Si.xth. A tAVo-stroke twin came eighteenth.

If we take the first dozen
finishers in the last Junior,

event, we find that the
twins show up to advant-

Singles were placed
first, second, fourth, and
sixth. V twins : third,

fifth, 'eighth, tenth, and"^

eleventh. Flat twins

:

seventh, ninth, and
twelfth.

It will thus be realised

that there appears no
decided reason why any
particular type of engine
should win the T.T. races

this year.

J. R. Haswell, who ran
second in the 1912 Senior

Race, favours "a
healthy single in a machine
that is easy to steer." This
latter point is a very im-
portant factor. "I favour,"
he says, " for the T.T. a

good, healthy single in a

frame that will steer.

Such a machine will take
a lot of catching in the
Senior Race. Gears, con-

trols, steering, and a com-
fortable riding position help
to win as much as the
engine.

"An old T.T.-ite has
almost an unfair advantage
over the newcomer.
A few trips round
and he is quite at
home. It takes a new
pilot some time to
get accustomed to the
course."

The second prize
winner in the last

Junior event, Cyril
Williams, is in favour
of the single-cylinder
four - .stroke for all

events. He writes as
follows :

"In my opinion, a
single - cylinder four-
stroke will win the
Senior, Junior, and
The. Motor Cyc.lo.

Trophy. For high
eflSciency and ability
to stand hard work,
such as an engine gets
in the T.T., it is un-
surpassed. I do not
think the air-cooled
two-stroke yet cap-
.'ble of holding its

B18

ROAD SCENES DURING THE LAST T.T.

(Top) A unique photograph depicting a rider at Ballig Bridge with both the wheels of his machine twelve inche|

or more from the ground (Centre) At Quarter Bridga (Bottom) On the down grade at Keppel Gate.
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Two Girls and a Sidecar

>W Walker.

Camping Tour
in the

West Country

with a 3ih.p.

Sidecar Outfit

that weighed,

completely
laden, over

8 cwt.

AFTER years of motor cycling, a holiday of

several weeks in one vicinity promised to be

boring, so early last August a girl friend and
I decided to ha\e a camping tour with a sidecar.

Our equipment included a 3! h.p. Ariel outfit, a

folding tent, two sleeping bags and eiderdowns, a

small methylated spirit cooking stove, aluminium
saucepan, kettle, and frying pan, tins for butter, tea,

and cocoa, a Thermos for millc, and various other

items too numerous to mention.

Strong straps held our kitbags to the luggage grid,

and the interior of the sidecar and the footboard were
adorned with various camera cases serving to hold
toilet requisites, etc.

The tent was made for us. at a cost of ^^ los., by
Messrs. Edney. of Boxmoor. It measured 4ft. 6in. x
6ft. 6in. and 6ft high. It folded or rolled into a neat

canvas bag. A light tarpaulin was carried to cover the

machine.

A Heavy Load.

It was some trouble getting the whole outfit on
the machine : however, with a little ingenuity it was
achieved, and the total weight with driver and pas-
senger aboard turned the scale at 8 cwt. Truly a big

load for a 31^ h.p. engine!

, :
AVe made Oxford our starting point, and called on

friends near Abingdon, refusing their offers of hos-
pitality beyond permission to pitch our tent on their

back lawn. for our first night under canvas. We w-ere

away soon after breakfast", passing through Wantage,
then away along the Swdndon I'oad to Faringdon.
We just skirted Swindon, and met large crowds of
workmen going to their mid-day meal, and a very good-
natured set they pro-i'ed to be, being most anxious to
direct us on the way to Bath.

Near Chippenham we met two women touring

on push bicycles. They were laden, like ourselves,

with much luggage and the usual camera, and we

thought they glanced enviously at our superior mode
of travelling.

Approaching Bath w^e had some splendid views from

the top of the hills that surround the classic spa, and

on a long run down into the ancient city, we found

our rear brake block was so w'orn that it was almost

useless. Although w,e tried every garage in the town

(and in many other towns also), we were unsuccessful

in finding a lalock to fit. Later on, the Ariel Co. were

good enough to send us a replacement.

Leaving Bath, we had a good climb on to the hills

again, but the Ariel plodded steadily on, and I began

to think that I should not have to shed my passenger

so many times as I anticipated wdien planning the tour.

We had tea on the side of a hill, and filled our

kettle from the depths of a cavern down some moss-

grown steps. I Avill admit I did not altogether like

the idea of using water from a dripping, well, but.

a

cottager smile'd at my fears.

The tow'n of Wells was a revelation ; directly we
entered the town we felt the atmosphere of the place.

It seemed almost a sacrilege to make a noise in the

vicinity of the cathedral, or to pass through the

wonderful archway in the road.

A Two=day Location.

Day was drawing to a close, and ^^•e wanted to

reach Cheddar before pitching our tent for the night,

so on we sped. HoAvever, Rodney Stoke w-as our

sleeping place, and on reaching this hamlet we

approached a lady farmer for permission to camp in

her meadows. She directed us to the sheltered way

under her window, and it was not until we had

Ely



Cross.

Cheddar.

conversed for
some time that

w e discovered

that Cheddar was
thiee miles fur-

ther on. Our
new friend was

so anxious to be

liospitable that Market

we decided t o
stay in her
grounds for a day or so, es-

pecially as such necessities as

milk and eggs were readils

obtainable from the farm.

Leaving our camp standing for

two days, we scoured the neigh-

bourhood of the famous Ched-
dar Gorge. Then we went on
to Weston-super-Mare. " Civili-

sation," it must be admitted,

was a poor attraction com-
pared with our roving life

off the beaten track.

We made for Glastonbury,

with its ruins, through Bridgwater, over the

Quantock Hills, where we had our first taste

of the red dust of the district. Then on

to Watchet, with its quaint little quay, and
up the hills out of the town to camp for

the night near a farm that overlooked
the sea.

In the "West Countrie."
Next day we were following a winding

rond alongside the River Exe, between lofty
hills thickly chid willi trees, and down.
"Rest-and-be-Thankful '

Hill, which
proved a long trying slope now that timber
waggons have cut the surface into ruts a

foot deep. We camped near Timberscombe,
a hamlet at the foot of Dunkery Beacon',

MARCH 25th, ig20.

and we'thought of the robbers of Exmoor,
but after a day in the open one sleeps too

soundly for the ghosts of Blackmore's
characters to disturb one's dreams.
An early breakfast of bacon and eggs

deliciously cooked on our picnic stove,

and we were off again through Dunster,

where we made a halt to secure photo-

graphs, and then on to Minehead. It

was still comparatively early in the day
—before ten o'clock, in fact—and the

morning mists still hung over sea and
cliffs. '\^'e were anxious to make the

acquaintance of Porlock Hill, so we
steered that way. At the foot of the

famous climb we debated whether we
should attempt to scale it, but our heavy
equipment made us favour {he new motor
road, although we were told by the

natives that the surface of the new one

made it as difficult to climb as the other.

Paying our sixpence toll at the gateway,

we soon found that it ^\'as miles of bottom
gear work, and bad surfaces witli nothing

on our right hand but a flimsy piece of

wire netting between us and space. It

seemed an -immeasurable depth into the

ocean, but the joy of riding in such

country banishes fear, and with a good
machine well equipped as regards brakes,

the tourist need have no qua.lms about

such apparently

fearsome places.

There was a

mass of purple

heather on the

sum m i t, and
here we lunched. :

After a brief
rest we pro-

j

ceeded on our
|

Avay, o^er the t

moors to Lyn-

In the

Mendlps

Low tide in Padstow Harbour.
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Through Feminine Goggles.—
inoulli by way of Countisbury, and I must
admit tliat I was far from bappy descending

this wclbknown iiill, especially as there was
a rapidly moving car behind me. When
the car driver approached me and asked if

1 could direct bini out of that pait of the

country, as be bad bium out one ol bis

brakes, it was apjxirent that Ibcie had been

g(.K)d reason for my ner\'ousness.

We decided to camp in the Doone Valley,

and although it is supposed to be one of

the loneliest spots in England, we weie not

the only cam])ing party in the'" Land of
Lorna Doone." Incidentally, we paid a

half-crown camping fee here,

charge of its kind that we were
asked to pay.

We stayed a few' days camp-
ing on a farm near Bideford,
during which time we visited

Westward Ho ! and Clovell)

Then we followed the load to

Crackington Haven, a wild and,
as yet, unexploited corner of the

North Cornish coast. That
night St. Juliot provided an
ideal camping ground, and,
after a lesson from the farm
people in the art of snarng
rabbits, we went on to Bos
castle. Fortunately, it uas a
run down of two miles into this

place, as we
had foolishly

run out of

petrol. The
spirit with

which we
were supplied

was of very in

ferior quality,
,

JJ7

t o u r 1 n 1

causing us in-

convenience.

We journeyed

on to Camelford,
Wadebridge, and

\
Padstow, near

,
which place we
came upon a large

motor caravan.

rket, We envied the

owner, for a more
ideal means for

can scarcely be
imagined ; the driver sat in his

home to steer, and for him
ther.e were no terrors of bad
weather.

As the w-eather appeared to

be breaking up, we decided to

abandon the contemplated trip

along the North Coast, and
make our way to the south,

where we found better roads

and travelling easier.

Torpoint supplied our

camping site that night, and
in the distance we could see

the vessels in Plymouth Harbour. Next
morning we crossed the ferry to Devon-
port, and, choosing tlie main London
roads, made good speed through Dorset-

shire and Wiltshire to Oxford. A puncture

near Newbury, however, made us very late.

It had been a most enjoyable holiday,

and not at all expensive. It w^as possible

to pitch our tent in ten minutes, but taking

it up again next morning w^as a somewhat
bigger proposition ; in fact, to carry our

equipment neatly on the motor cycle was

something we never succeeded in doing.

We found friends everywhere, and per-

mission to camp was always given very

readily.
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A NEW AND ORIGINAL DESIGN.
The 2i h.p. PulUn Motor Cycle, which has a

Pressed Steel Frame, Spring Suspended, a Two-
stroke Engine of Novel Construction, Two-speed
Epicyclic Gear, and Enclosed Chain Drive. It has

no Carburetter and the

Magneto is in the Fly-

wheel .

The 216 c.c. Pullin, a machine

of striking and original design

AGAIN we are able to place befoie our
readers the fiist description ot an
entirely new lightweight motor cycle

of revolutionary design. From its speci-

fication, judged in conjunction with its

special features and price, the newcomer
gives promise of wide success in the light-

weight field. Designed by Mr. Cyril G.
Pullin, who gained tame by winning the
last T.T. race in 1914 when riding a
Eudge, the new mount is already in an
advanced state of production by" an en-
tirely new concern styled the Pullin
Groom Motor Co., Lt-d.", with offices at

24, Buckinghani Gate, London, S.W.,
and a new factory at Alperton, Middlesex.

The "Ideal" Specification Attempted.

The object of the designer has been
to produce a machine which, whilst
possessing a pleasing and compact appear-
ance, is at the same time simple to

manage, comfortable to handle, and clean

to ride on all kinds of roads by riders of

either sex. Further to promote the
utility of the design, the handiness of the
machine has been increased by building

the engine ui the frame at the lowest
point, in order that the centre of gravity

of the machine maj' be kept down to a

pitch which renders it stable on greasy
roads, and easily handled when being
manceuvred about.

Cylinder head, showing formation of fins.

Observe compression control valve on
the top.

Primary drive with cover removed, revealing

mspection lid m flywheel magneto.

In the Pullin lightweight the outstand-
ing feature is perhaps the pressed steel

frame, a feature long urged in these
columns. But there are other points of

equal interest and importance in the
design, such as the special type of two-
stroke engine with automatic carburation
and lubrication, the combined magneto

and lighting generator in the flywheel,

spring frame, pressed steel forks, inter-

changeable wheels,

handle-bar operated
clutch and two-speed
gear, and fully en-

closed chain trans-

mission to the rear

wheel—t r u 1 y an
array of attractive

points suggestive of

an ideal specification

of the future motor
bicycle rather than
an actual descrip-

tion.

While all these
features are in-

cluded in the
general design, the
machine is being
produced at the
definite price of £44
—c h e a p e r than
many scooters ! Con-
sidering the present-
day prices of
medium - powered
lightweight
machines, it will be
agreed that the new
Pullin production
marks a big step
i n manufacturing
progress in 1920. In
this connection it

should be ' empha-
sised that in de-

signing the machine,
production costs
were at all times
borne in mind,
which enables the
remarkably low The pressed steel

j

figure of £44 to be forks with enclosed J

fixed. shock absorber.



A New and Original Design —
licnortiii)^ to its iiiccluiiiical details,

the picsseil stcpl frame is stainpcd out
of slicet stot'l ill two sections (as sliowii

in iiiu' of oiu- sUetc'hes), ami woldnl lii-

gelluM' by a central jciiil cNlcmliiig com-

VJ^«

bracket above the steering head. Th«
action of these forks will be readily
niiderstood from the illustration, the
forks hinginj; on (lie transverse pin under
Ihe Vteering head, and causing at the
same time an up and down movonient
of the shock-absorbing springs in front
of the steering head. Lateral rigidity ot

the forks is provided for by designing
the hinged pins of exceptional length

339

is given by the suBponsion sygtem when
riding ov«r bad roads, while the wear
of the various pivotal or hinged points

is miniiriiaed to a great extent by the
exceptionally wide and 'argc diameter
bearings employed.

^5^ TO CEAR (

The mixing valve shown in section. The small piston valve for

controlling the lubrication will be noted.

Diagrammatic layout of the Pullin lubrication system ; the arrow

indicates the oil path.

pletely around the constrnctiun. The
two pressings are ribbed and parallel to
give the maximum .slrenglli against road
stresses, and the eoni]i!ele framework
has a dip in the centre to provide an
open frame suited to ladies, or those who
prefer to ride with a long motor coat to
protect the knees. In the lower part
are carried the engine and gear box
units, their ti.xiiig "being arranged to
brace up the lower webs of the frame,

The special valve in the cylinder head,
which allows the compression to be varied
by passing the mixture back into the crank
case. The valve is raised or lowered by the
small control arm rotating in an oblique slot

in the outer casing.

while the two upper "arms" of the
Iranie form (lie petrol and oil compart-
ments. The enclosure of the engine and
gear bo.x unit within the pressed steel
frame lias not been allowed to militate
against the accessibility or easy removal
of these units ; on the contrary, there is
no part of tlie engin£, ignition, or gear
box systems which cannot be got at or
dismautred comfortably witliin a very
short space of time.

Pressed Steel Forks Adopted.
The front forks are also made of two

steel stampings, their movement being
controlled by a compound coil spring,
enclosed in a telescopic tube hinged to a

with wide bearings. As will be seen,

this type of fork is devoid of complica-
tions, uaeily assembled or dismantled, and
has a minimum number of parts and
bearing surfaces.

Rear Wheel Springing.

The rear suspension consists of two
neatly enclosed coil spring shock ab-
sorbers hinged to a point on tb.e main
frame just below tha saddle. These
shock absorbers have steel tubes extend-
ing down to hinge pins on the horizontal

fork stay, and to the chain transmission
case on the other side, since the casing
is again a pressing, and jjerforms the
dual purpose of chain protector and fork

stay. Both stays are hinged to a tubular
sleeve in the main frame, so that when
vertical movement of the rear wheel
occurs, these two members (locked, of

course, by the rear axle) pivot upon this

point against the action of the com-
pression springs in the telescopic tubes
below the saddle. Both front and rear

shock absorbers have rebound springs

within the sliding telescopic tubes, hence .

the fullest possible amoiuit of comfort

An original design of two-stroke
engine lias been adopted. It has a
single air-cooled cylinder, arranged hori-

zontally, the bore and stroke being 22in.

(63.5 mm., 216 c.c); 3 h.p. is developed
at 1,900 r.p.m., the normal rating being

The silencer cut away to

show the tapered expansion

chambers.

2^ h.p. The cylinder barrel and crank
case are formed in a single iron casting,

the cylinder head being detachable by
withdrawing four bolts, which arrange-
ment not only allows of simple and easy
decarbonisation, but also permits of the
withdrawal ot the piston an^ connecting
rod through the cylinder without dis-

Section of engine, showing the path of mixture from the

mixing valve to the crank case. The dotted arrows indicate

the path of mixture from the crank

case to the combustion chamber, and

also through the control valve in the

cylinder head back to the crank case.

^^^,^-—^ --L

-.2

' J-

^
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A New and Original Design.

—

turbing the engine fixings. The cylinder
head and also the piston are of cast iron,

the piston having two rings fitted in a
common slot, and pegged in position to
prevent rotation. A simple method of

securing the gudgeon pin in the piston
by means of a small pin and two brass
caps is employed. The connecting rod
has a phosphor bronze gudgeon pin bush
and a roller bearing for the big end. A
single disc web type crankshaft is em-
ployed, rotating within a large phosphor
bronze bush in the flywheel side of the
crank case.

Action of the Engine Explained.
The cylinder of the PuUin engine is of

the three-port type, but the transfer port
and the general induction and carburation
system on this engine are somewhat new
in principle, no carburetter of the ordi-

nary type being employed. On referring

to the sectional drawing of the engine,

it will be seen that above the crank case

is a "mixing" valve, held upon its seat-

ing by a light spring. When a. depression

occurs in the crank case on the outward
stroke of the piston, air is induced

MARCH 25th,

Transmission side of

pressed steel-framed

Pulhn.

passage in the top of the crank case

through a port in the cylinder wall into

the crank case. The mixture is then
compressed, and is able to cool the head
of the piston, by reason of its close con-
tact therewith, and afterwards passes

Cylinder head, piston, and crank shaft of the Pullin motor cycle.

through the main intake past the valve
and seating in the direction shown by
the arrows. At the same time petrol

is drawn through a fine hole in the seat-

ing and becomes mixed with the flow of

air on its way to the engine. Following
the indicating ai'rows in the diagram, the
mixture is drawn through a separate

through the same port in the cylinder
wall and holes in the upper wall of the
piston, through the outer cliannel, and
thence through the transfer port into the.
cylinder. -i

In the cylinder head is a valve, posi-

tively lowered from its seating by a

Bowden control from the handle-bar, and

(Left) View of the Pullin two-stroke engine, showing the large door in the crank case

for facilitating the removal of the crankshaft. (Right) Piston and roller bearing connectmg

rod of the Pullin lightweight. Observe the holes in the piston wall for the transfer of

mixture from the crank case to the cylinder. The silencer Is beneath the engine, and

forms a complete unit with the latter.

this forms the single control by which the

engine power and speed are regulated.

If the valve is lifted off its seating, a

certain proportion of the charge com-
pressed within the combustion chamber
is forced through the passage cast on the

exterior of the cylinder back into the

crank case, hence the amount of mixture
exploded in the cylinder is not only

varied, but the compression is also varied

m unison. It will be seen that unless the

engine is running at maximum speed, the

valve is constantly passing a certain

amount of mixture from the cylinder

back to the crank case, but a very imi-.

portant point to remember is that,

although the compression in the cylinder

IS reduced at lower engine speeds, the

HAND
CONTROL

FOOT;i'!

The internal expanding /»^ CONTROti,!

rear chain sprocket with

the hand and foot brake expanding shoeSi

compression in the crank case is md]

tained at its fullest extent at all tinn

which eliminates one of the commonl
faults of two-stroke engines in the stary

tion of the crank case at small thrott

openings and the inefficient transfer ,_

mixture through the ports into the cylii

der. No float chamber mechanism is rise

in conjunction with the mixing valv

as petrol can only flow when the valve

off its seating and the engine inducing a

in the normal manner. Directly ^
engine stops, the valve drops on its se<

ing, and the issue of petrol through ti

small port is automatically prevente

A finger-operated needle valve vvit^
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A New and Original Design.—

griiilniitud diiil on llie mixing valve device
pi'i-niits of varialion of tho petrol supply
for I'liniatic or other reasons.

Nuvelty in the Lubrication System.

Tlie lubrication svsleni. as adopted on
this engine, is as orif^inal in con-

ception as the carburalion arrangements.
Machined in one with the stem of the

mixing valve is a small piston, which
rises or falls with the valve in a boss

cast in.iide the mi.\ing valve chamber. ]?e-

fei'ring to the diagram of the lubrication

system, oil flows from the oil tank
liiroucili a ])ipe to the small |iistoii valve

in the mixing chamber, and thence
throngli another pipe to a non-return
valve communicating with a hole in the
cylinder wall. The oil Hows from the
tank to the valve by gravity, but from
tho valve to the engine the feed is ac-

celerated by the crank case .suction, and
as the mixing valve proper rises or falls

in unison with the speed or suction of

the engine, -so does the small piston

valve also regulate the quantity of oil

that is passing to the engine, hence tl'c

engine is automatically lubricated m
cording to the amount of work it i^

doing. From the port in the cylinder

the oil flows on to the cylinder wall.

and also drips on to the gudgeon pin
Filler cap, rear lamp, and stays containing springs.

The two pressings which form the main frame shouTi in the

rough state before they are welded together and machined where
necessary.

I earing through the series of holes in chamber for

I

16 piston, and, finally, drains into a from the oil tan

j
nail well formed in the bottom of the yalve control

, 'ank case.

The coimecting rod throws up sufficient

1 from this well to lubiicate the bis;-

-Components of the two-speed epicychc geai box

end roller bearing only,

the mass of oil in the
well being forced up by
crank case compression
through a channel at the

back of the crank case

to the main crankshaft
bearing. " In the crank-
shaft itself is drilled a
diagonal hole, which
allows of. the oil feed

from the well being

p a s s e d through the
crankshaft, at every
crank case compression,
to a pipe which feeds
the gear box and rear

chain transmission. ^t
will be seen, therefore,

that the general lubri-

cation system of the

engine is entirely auto-
matic in relation to the
speed of the engine and
its power output. A
graduated ueedle valve

is fitted at the side of

the mixing valve
julating the flow of oil

k to the. automatic piston

Still more originality is displayed in

this remarkably novel type of motor cycl .

I'^or iguition purposes a special form of

magneto is employed, consisting of two
circular permanent fteel magnets and cast

iron pole pieces (which, as a mass, form
the "flywheel" of the engine), and a

stationary armature with high and low-

v^

Diagram of the field magnets, pole pieces,

and armature of the ignition and lighting

generator,

tension coils mounted ou an aluminium
baek plate behind the crank case. The
layout of -the magnets and the armature
is .shown in diagrammatic form, and it

will be observed that there are two coil

units situated in V formation between
the laminated pole pieces. Each coil has

high and low-tension windings, and a
contact maker of the ordinary blade ty-pe

is mounted on the armature back plate

and operates on the cam on the ' fly-

wheel " boss, access to the platinimi

points being gained through a trap door

B25
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The rear spring

suspension system

of the PuUin light-

weight. In the

gear case will be

seen one of the eye

lugs for adjusting

the chain

Threequarter

showing front chi

case removed, also

cylinder head reAioved

exposing piston.

in the disc carrying the magnets. Toi

lighting purposes alternating current ib

obtajned by tapping the low-tension

circiul, and with head and rear hghtb

illuminated, there is ample current still

available for ignition. The ignition firing

point is fixed on each machine before

delivery, but a split boss carrying the

armature assembly on the crank case

allows for variation in timing, if necessary.

The engine is held by three bolts within

the main frame, and is more easily remov-

able than might be imagined ; further-

more, all the working parts of the engine

can ioe taken out clear of the machine

for cleaning and adjustment purposes

without disturbing the cylinder and crank

case casting. A large circular door with

a clamp bar and wing nut is fitted on the

outside of the crank case for this purpose.

Cooling is effected by a head-on draught

of air passing the cylinder fins through

an opening in the lower part of the main
frame, and although the engine appears

to be boxed in to a great extent, we are

assured that the cooling arrangements
have been proved to be satisfactory.

Below the engine is a silencer, having

internal chambers arranged in such a

manner as to eliminate noise to a large

degree.

Epicyclic Two-speed Gear.

From a sprocket on the outside of the

flywheel the primary drive is taken

through an encased ^in. x^in. roller chain

to a two-speed epicyclic countershaft gear

mounted in the rear portion of the main
frame. The high and low speeds, giving

respectively ratios of 6 to 1 and 12 to 1,

are obtained by a bevel type of balance

gear, having a sliding cone unit which,
when moved to certain positions by the

Bowden control from the handle-bar,
gives the high or low speeds, or the

neutral .j)Osition equivalent to declutch-

ing. The two main shafts of the epicyclic

gear are mounted on ball bearings, and
all the revolving parts, including the
clutch cone surfaces, are, as aforemen-
tioned, lubricated by the oil feed from
the engine. As in the case of the engine,
the whole of the parts of the gear box
can be dismantled in a few minutes with-
out disturbing the main casing, after first

of all disconnecting the transmission
chains.

From the gear box the
drive is taken through
another roller .chain jin. X
gin., adjustable for ten-

sion, to the rear sprocket,

and ir will be noticed from the illus-

tiations that the gear case' (the inside

of which, as already mentioned, replaces

the horizontal rear stay) is on the outside

of the rear down tube, thus making it

a simple matter to remove the cover and
so get at the chain.

Within the rear chain case the back
sprocket runs on an independent roller

bearing, the drive being commimicated
through dog jaws. By knocking out a
central spindle, the rear, wheel can be
removed without disturbing the main
sprocket, chain adjustment, or the chain
case, whilst the front and rear wheeLs-
are interchangeable. Within the main
sprocket are three expanding shoes and
two operating spindles. Two shoes are
expanded liy tlie foot brake contiiil. and

vhile the remain-

ing shoe is operated by a Bowden control

fiom the handle-bar. Thumbscrews are

provided on both brake controls outside

the gear case for easy adjustment.
24in. X 2in, Hutchinson tyres, twis

grip engine control, pressed steel carrie]

and metal tool box (the latter not showi
in the illustrations), are included in thi

specification, and only two standard size

of nuts, with the exception of the larg

tubular bolts, are used throughout tn

machine. The petrol consumption i

stated to be liO miles per gallon, and th

weight about 130 lb. Head and ta

lamps are not included in the specifie

price of £44, but these, together with
,

"stand-by" battery, will be supplied a
a slight extra cost. ^ '

Altogether the machine provides ;

striking example of the pi-ogress maci
in the design of motor cycles and c

methods employed to cheapen the co;'

of production.
We hope shortly to give this machii

)

a trial on the road, and to record 01

impressii.ii.^ of its general behaviour.

Crank case cover and chain case removed revealing big end and brake system.
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Describing a Spring-lime Joy Ride, Aimless in Objective despile a Definite Purpose.

WHEN the weary and jaded motor cycle
scribbler hears that the Editor has another
commission for him he braces himself up

for the worst, guessing that he is expected to prepare
himself at once for a journey to the uttermost ends
of the country, despite hour of day, weather, and
inclination, in order to report a- trial or review

a new design.

It was with misgivings of this nature that I

received the announcement of a special stunt for

the Spring Number.
" Tell me the worst," I moaned to J— , who

burst upon me with the news. (J— occupies

that position in editorial offices known as
" ^\hippel-in " He it is «ho ^^orries artists.

scribes, and photographers for drawings, copy, and
pictures—the initiation and propagation of " winds "

is his destiny.)
" You and I," he responded, " are commissioned

to go out on the Ides of March and to return with

story and pictures descriptive of the joys of Spring."

" Easy; we have merely to hie us to Stone^-

leigh and watch the buds budding, the flowers-

flowering, and the birds birding, and col-

laborate on the words and music, what? "

"Don't rot," responded J—, "the buds

don't bud in this month; besides, it's Spring*

'^
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A Spring Run.—

tnic iiritish Spring, we're to describe, so get your gum-

boots and oilies out, and meet me at seven in the

morning."
" Muice it eight, and I'll be there; or say a quarter

past—or, if that's too early, say
—

"

" Eight o'clock, and one mark deducted for every

minute after schedule," replied the whipper-in.

Whither Away ?

The morning came, grey and chilly, but fine, and

we met not more than ten minutes behind the appointed

357

My haversack, which is noted for its well -stocked

interior, yielded the necessary spare, and away we
went.

The sun was beginning to gain some heat as Strat-

ford was reached, and while J— was exposing films

and reviewing local associations, onwards from the

time of Shakespeare and the youth who went penniless

to London and returned a wealthy merchant, I ran

over a few nuts and looked to the adjustments. _ The
said merchant, my companion informed me, per-

.petuated his memory by building a bridge, whereat I

remarked that it seemed strange that most famous men

time on the outskirts of Cov-
entry.

"What's the programme?" I

asked of J— , to whom all the

arrangements had been relegated!

"To the Worcestershire Beacon,
tifty miles," was the reply, " and the

best route is via W'arwick, Strat-

ford, Alcester, and Worcester. Are
yoji right? Then start up."

" Right-oh. Shall I lead—other-
wise, you will leave me ; your 'bus
IS faster than mine? "

Only a minimum of traffic was
mcountered on the byelanes, and
Varwick was soon reached ; but
coking back, J— and his Norton
' Big Four " sidecar w'as not to
)e seen. After a ten-minute wait,

1

lis arrival was heralded by a
olossal banging.

Trouble was pictured in the rider's grieved ex-
iression, but no apparent reason for the "noisy " mis-
ring being noticed, it was decided to run along the
oad and stop beyond the town for diagnosis. The
s^orton's emission of a series of ear-splitting reports
lade it possible to suspect ignition trouble even be-
ore we stopped. On examination this w^as proved

> be correct—the insulator of the plug having split in
alf. The remaining portion, however, was the outside
art, so that ostensibly the plug looked Avhole.

(Left) The cutting at the Wyche. The road

to the Beacon is on the left.

(Right) On the track that leads to the Worcester-

shire Beacon, the hill shown in the background.

(Bottom) This picture conveys a good idea of

the nature of the road near the summit. There is

an almost precipitous drop of several hundred feet

on the left.

made a habit of bridge-building.
" He builded a bridge " occurs in

many histories. " All great men
are remembered by bridges," I

said. " Take Euclid, for in-

stance ; he erected that stupendous

fans asinoriim by which he will

ever be knOwn ; take also
—

", but

my discourse was terminated by

J— viciously standing on his kick

starter.

Most glorious sunshine now
made our extra winter clothing

almost a burden, and it was pos-

sible to make quite good time

through Alcester ani^ Worcester,

despite the tramways congestion

and vile road surfaces at and near
the latter place.

We found Malvern in gay attire,

thanks to the warmth and sunshine,

and climbing the ^^'yche by the easy road decided that

the Scott should essay the' climb of the Beacon, as the

Norton sidecar tyre exhibited an ominous swelling.

Consequently, J
—

- placed liimself at my mercy, and
we chewed our way up the winding grass track which
appears to hang precariously on the edge of space.

Glorious views extending as far as the Welsh moun-

tains on the one hand, and Oxfordshire and Warwick-

shire on the other, were obtained when the summit

was reached.

.C2I
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A Spring Run.— "

Descending cautiously Avith low gear and brake in

operation, we had lunch in Malvern, sparing many
a thought for our colleagues cooped up indoors. Of
course, we could not pass Malvern Link without look-

ing into the new works where the Morgan Runabouts
are made, and- then, setting out again, full throttle

was the rule, and we retraced our path. '

'

Effect of Capacity.

As both machines were pulling empty sidecars, it

was' interesting to compare performances. While the

Scott could just hold the big 600 c.c. single on the

level, the Norton certainly had it all its own way on
hills, up which it thundered with undiminished speed.

It is just the extra c.c.'s that count under these cir-

cumstances, but" given ordinary touring conditions, the

smooth and soothing purr of the twin two-stroke com-

pensates for its slightly lower maximum speed. In

many ways the comparison between the two machine.^

was interesting ; for example, the disparity in fuel con-

sumption which might have been expected showed
only slightly in favour of the four-stroke.

-

We arrived at the end of our journey thoroughly

exhilarated with the speed of our run through the.

keen, fresh countryside, and, although we started out

in search of adventures, we experienced nothing more
than the ordinary roadside incidents which constitute

one of thff- charms of every motor cycle run.

Wharfsdale.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE FRENCH ALPS.

After the Paris-Nice Trial and Argenteuil Nice-La Turbie Hill-climb, several of the competitors took the opportunity of visiting the
magnificent scenery of the Alps. The photograph conveys a good idea of the country visit«d, and cannot help but create the longing
to visit this fine touring ground.

i
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Read this specification
The Single Cylinder
Sunbeam Motor Bicycle
with perfect power transmission

ENGINE.—3ih.p. single-cylinder Sunbeam, 85x88,
499 c.c.

KICK STARTER,
IGNITION,—Ball bearing waterproof magneto.

SILENCER.—Large, with long pipe to rear.

CARBURETTER,—A.M. A, C, or B. and B.

FRONT FORK.—Sunbeam patent with Leaf Spring.

WHEELS,—Quick detachable and interchangeable.
The spoke holes are depressed to allo\v the nipple
heads to sink into the rim, so that they are not
liable to puncture the air tube.

The hubs are fitted with large ball bearings, and
the wheels are built with heavy gauge spokes,

TYRES,—Dunlop or Bates. 650 x 65,

MUDGUARDS,—Extra wide front and back,

CARRIER,—Light and strong.

STANDS,—Front and rear.

FOOTBO.ARDS.—Rubber covered, aluminium rims.

BRAKES.—Internal expanding brake on rear wheel
operating inside back hub sprocket, and enclosed
in the chain case. The brake shoes are lined with
Ferodo, and the brake is smooth and po'n'erful in
action. The front brake is operated by a Bowden
cable from the handle-bar, and hke the back brake,
is of our own manufacture.

TANK.—Large, nearly two gallons of petrol and i^

quarts of oil. Drip feed lubricator.

TRANSMISSION.—Sunbeam Perfect PoAver Trans-
mission. Chains enclosed in Sunbeam Oil Bath
Chain Cases.

GEAR BOX.—Sunbeam Tliree-speed, countershaft,
Ball bearing Gear Box. gears always in mesh, no
sliding pinions. Gate change.

GEARS.—Solo use only, 4.9, 7.8, 13,4 ; Sidecar and
solo (double purpose use), 5,25, 8,3, 14.25 ; Sidecar
used always, 5.6, 8.8, 15,2.

CLUTCH.—Special Sunbeam. Hand operated.

ALL-BLACK WEATHERPROOF FINISH.

Price 136 Guineas net cash.

THE TRANSMISSION GEAR AND STARTING MECHANISM ARE ENTIRELY ENCLOSED.

The Makers reserve the right to make such improvements or aherations in the specification as they may Irom time to

time deem necessary and advisable without notice.

JOHN MARSTON, LTD., 11, SUNBEAMLAND, WOLVERHAMPTON
57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I, and 157, Sloane Street. London, S.W.I.

/« answering this advertisement il is- desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle.^
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oimcs to TLlgbt "Camps.
CiHKKXWICH TniE.

Mill-. 25th 6.49 p.m.

,, 27tli 6.52 „
Si'mmi:r Ti.mk.

.. 29th 7.55 .,

., 51.H 7.58 ,,

803 Designs.

A I'l'iitine of this annual spring number
o{ The Motor Ci/ch: is an illnstrated

Buyers' Guide of all models on the British

market.

Fuel Experiments.

In order to find a ren-.edy for the present

fuel difficulties, experiments have recently

been made in running the London omni-
buses on a mixture of benzole and alcohol.

The proportions used were half and half,

aud after raising the compression it was
jound that eleven gallons of the mixture
gave the samij results as ten gallons of

petrol. Further research in this direction

will undoubtedly prove of considerable

value and interest to all owners of

machines fitted with internal combustion
engines.

Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

Entries for this event, which will be
held at Orton Scar, near Kendal, on
Easter ilonday, close first post on
Saturday next. Completed forms, to-

gether with fees at the rate of 15s. for

trade entrants, 10s. for non-members,
and 5s. for members, should be sent to

Mr. A, I. Moffat, Glen Villa, Oxen-
holme, Kendal. In .addition to the

usual classes for motor cycles, ranging
from 275 to 750 c.c, there are classes

for scooters, cycle cars, and sidecar out-

fits. The last two classes will be run
on formula.

Imports and Exports.

There was a decided decline in the value
and number of motor cycles imported
during February, as against the previous
month. The Board of Trade returns show
that there were 481 fewer motor cycles

brought in, aud the value £15,383 less.

February.
Motor oyclef. 1913. 1919. 1920.
Number .. ,. 157 2 286
'Value i£6.474 £104 £18,743

* E.xclusive ot parts and accessories.

Exports for February also show a
decline, the extent of which is greater
than one would have imagined. The
figures show th_at the Overseas market
was poorer by 264 machines than was the
case in January.

February.
1913. 1919. 1920.

Motor cycl.s and
parts. Number ., 1.249 628 889

Motor cycles, includ- '

ing parts. Value.. £68,555 £58,317 £106,730

CuFrcTil7
Chat-

Summer Time.

Summer Time commences this year on
the last Sunday in ilarch, and contijiues
tor six months.

Police Activity. '

The police are very keen on taking pro-
ceedings against motor cyclists who ride
through Tonbridge without adequate rear
lamps.
The Leeds police are stopping motor

cyclists with noisy machines on Reservoir
Hill, Headingley Lane.
A trap is being worked at Sutton

(Metropolitan area), on the slight rise

topped by a^
,
bridge approaching the

town.
Between Knightsbridge Barracks and

Hyde Park Corner there is a trap in

operation over' a measured distance of

125 yards.

We understand that a. trap is being
worked in the Bexley Heath district, the
exact location being on the Broadway,
from 'Welling to the top of Crayford Hill.

We learn from the Royal Automobile
Club that the police are particularly
active, as far as motorists are concerned,
in Winchester. The warning applies

specially to week-ends.

Special features.
ANNUAL SPRING NUMBER.

BUYER'S GUIDE OF 1920 MODELS.

TOURS IN BRIEF.

A REMARKABLE NEW MACHINE.

ON TOUR WITH TENT AND
SIDECAR.

A Dangerous Scottish Hill.

Touring cars and family sidecars are

strongly urged not to attempt the descent
of Douglas Glen, which is among the most
perilous hills ever included in a trial.

One of the' official cars in the recent
Glasgow Club's trial safely climbed the

hill, but the driver vowed that nothing
would induce him to attempt it again.

Abolition of Speed Limits.

During the war, speed limits were im-

posed in the neighbourhood of certain

camps, notably at Shoreham, Susse.x

;

Whitchurch, Salop ; Ripon, Yorks ; and
possibly at other places. In response to

enquiries by the Royal Automobile Club,
the Director-General of Roads states that

in those cases where the regulations have
ceased to operate the local authorities

are being asked whether the speed limit

notices have been removed, and in cases

where this has not been done instruc-

tions are being issued for their immediate
ii nio\ al

A SIDECAR HILL-CLIMB IN FRANCE
The extraordinary attitude of the sidecar passenger was effected to aid the winnmg

Rover outfit on one of the hairpin bends of the test hill at Argenteuil. The length

of the climb was two kilometres, and was covered in 2 min. 34 sec. by L. Psalty.
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A Reunion Dinner.

The A.C.U. Motor Messenger Detach-
ment, which did such good service
during the war, held a reunion dinner
on Thursday of last week. Mr. T. W.
Loughborough was in the chair.

R.N.D. Signals D.R.'s.

It is suggested to hold a reunion dinner
o{ D.R.'s who served with the Royal
Naval Division, and Mr. H. E. Ellis,

St. Abbs, Buttershaw, Bradford, will be
glad if those who are interested will com-
-municate with him.

Reunion of the 37th Divisional Signal
Company.

It is proposed to hold a reunion at
Stafford for all ex-members of the above
Signal Company who served under jMajor
Sir Alexander Bannerman, Bt. Those
who are interested are invited to com-
municate with -Mr. B. Ct. Anderson,
Swiss Cottage, Queensville, Stafford.

The Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Again the naval event for the Arbuth-
not trophy, organised by the- A.C.U.

,

will occupy two days. The course will
be in the Home Counties, and will include
a speed trial on Brooklands track. The
event is open to any officer or midship-
man of His Majesty's Navy, Naval
Reserve, or Naval Volunteer Reserve on
the active list on the date on which
entries close (Monday, June 21st). Side-
cars and runabouts are exchided. Courses
of between lOO and 150 miles in length
will be arranged.

The Six Days and Brooklands.
The A.C.U. Six Days this year will

include a speed test on Brooklands, and
probably a set of speed tests will be
run for each class. This will serve in

lieu of the final examination of the
machines, and should eliminate some of
the survivors. The incorporation of a'

test of this description has been advo-
cated many times in the past by The
Motor Cycle. Brooklands will Be the
scene of many interesting events this
year, for, in addition to the B.M.C.R.C.
monthly meetings, the M.C.C. will also
hold a race event on the track, and the
Arbuthnot Trophy- Trial, on July 8th,
will include a Brooklands test. Racing
will begin on Easter Monday with a
B.M.C.R.C. meeting, while the Auto-
mobile Racing Club will hold a meeting
on Whit-J\Ionday (May 24th), which
will be followed by others.

S^-=

7HIS week a number of displayed

and other advertisements have been

unavoidably crowded out due to produc-

tion difficulties, accentuated by the

temporary paper shortage. " The Motor
Cycle" circulation still constitutes a

world's record, amounting to consider-

ably over 120,000 copies each week.

Proposed Aggregate Prize to Determias
a Champion.

Proposals for the institution of a
championship in the world of motor
cycling sport have recently been made,
and the idea would seem to have ap-
pealed to a very large number of riders

throughout the coruitry. The Auto-
Cycle Union has been asked to formu-
late a scheme. At recent meetings of

the General and Competitions Com-
mittees of the Union the basis of the

idea was approved, and the suggestion

was thoroughly gone into. It has been
decided that the best system of making
such an award as is proposed would
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be by allotting marks , to all com-
petitors taking part in any or all of the
eighteen open competitions yet to take
place, and in the events to be organised
by the Union itself, such as the A.C.U.
Six Days Trial. The competitor earning
the highest number of marks throughout
the season would then be declared the
motor cycling champion of the year.

In short, the old system of an " aggre-
gate " prize is resorted to.

The London-Land's End Trial.

Nearly 2O0 entries have been received

for the popular, M.C.C. Easter run to

Land's End. These include 91 solo

machines, 65 sidecars and runabouts, and
32 four-wheelers. Many new models will

malse their dibut, including the Metro-
Tyler, O.K. -Union, 7-9 h.p. Rudge, New
Scale, Castle-Three, and T.B. cycle car,

while among the four-wheelers there will

be the new 8 h.p. Rover, the Bleriot

Whippet, Aerocar, and the A. B.C. A new
course will be covered this year, taking in

Porlock and Linton Hills. The premier
award is the Jarrott Cup. Next week we
shall give a full list of entrants and
further, details of the competition.

The Pu! road. Although over seventy years

the machine with the greatest ease.

The A.A. One Hundred Thousandth Member.
Interes'ing Speeches at Celebration Dinner.

To celebrate the attainment of a

membership of one hundred thousand
(actually 106,401), a dinner was held

by the A.A. and M.U. at Oddenino's
Restaurant on Tuesday last week. The
chair was occupied by Lt.-Col. Charles
Jarrott, O.B.E.
In proposing the toast " The First

Hundred Thousand," the Chairman went
into the early history of the A.A. He
told of how the Association had been the

first to institute cyclist patrols, village

signs, free legal defence, sentry boxes,

roadside telephones, the first mechanical
first-aid motor cycle, and the first roadside

C2P-

fuel supply system. He coupled with the

toast the names of Lt.-Col. Walter
Gibbons and the Rev. A. Hassard Short.

Mr. Hassard Short has always repi-e-

sented motor cyclists on the committee
of the A.A. and M.U., and made a real

motor cyclist's speech. He was, he said,

a very eai'ly motor cyclist, and was one
still, and a solo motor cyclist at that.

The motor cycle was now used througli-

out society, had become, a real utility

vehicle, one which would teach the value
of the motor to all and sundry, and
answering for the motor cycle members
of the Association he hoped that very

soon the motor cycle membership alott'

would numbe" a full one hundred thoi

sand. '

The Chairman then rose to propose tl

Press, the S.M.M.T. and other bodid
to which Mr. Fred Lanchester replied 1

an amusing speech.

Mr. Massac Buist and Mr. WaltE
Groves replied for the Press.

The Secretary and Staff was propose
by Mr. McWhirtor, to which Mr. Stenso
Cooke replied, paying a handsome tribul

to practically every prominent member
his numerous staff who had rendered ii

valuable help.
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The A.CU. Annual General Meeting.
Important Business Quickly Settled.

wHETHER it was the ideal spring and Messrs. A. W. Toikington and G.
weather whicli rendered the enjoy- F. Sharp. Three of the vice-presidents
ineiit of the bahny air and brilliant

sunshine preferable to the atmosphere of

a. stuffy room, or the businesslike way in

which the chairman, the Hon. Sir Arthur
Stanley, G.U.E., C.B., JM.V.O., conducted
tlie proceedings, the fact remains that
the annual general meeting of the A.CU.
at the First Avenue Hotel, Holborn, was
held in record time. In opening the
meeting, the Chairman referred to the
loss the Auto Cycle Union had sustained'

in the deiith of the former chairman, JNIr.

J. R. Nisbet. All were aware of the
splendid work he )iad done, not only for

the A.C.U., but for the R.A.C., the
Koyal Scottish A.C., and for every branch
of motoring, work which had been in-

valuable to the movement.
It was then proposed by Mr. A. W.

Torkington, present chairman of the
A.CU.

J
and seconded by the Rev. E. P.

Greenlull, that the Hon. Sir Arthur
Stanley should be re-eJected president,
a proposal which was ca-rried unanimously.

Sir Artliur Stanley, in tendering thanks
for his re-election, stated that his most
useful work was that of acting as a link
between the Auto Cycle Union and the
Royal Automobile Club ; the close co-

operation of the two bodies was most
desirable. (Hear, hear.)

Election of Officers.

The Chairman then invited twelve
nominations for election as vice-presidents.
Mr.

_
E. S. ShrapneU-Smith, C.B.E.,

nominated the following gentlemen ;

Brig.-Gen. Sir Capel Holden, F.R.S,, Lt.-
Col. A. E. Davidson, D.S.O., Lt.-Col. D.
F. Nicholls, D.S.O., Col. F. Lindsay
Lloyd, CM.G., 'Col. M. O'Gorman, Sir
Julian Orde, the Rev. E. P. Greenhill,

whose names were on the annual report
wore omitted, and it was proposed to
elect these gentlemen hon. life members
of the Union. The Chairman then put
it to the meeting whether the names
should be voted upon separately or en
blue, and it was agreed to adopt the
latter course. The proposal was seconded
by Col. F. S. Brereton and carried
unanimously.

The Balance Sheet.

The annual report of the Union, as it

had been printed and circulated, was
taken as read, and proposed by Mr. A.
W. Torkington. The secretary was then
asked to refer briefly to the principal
items in the report, a summary of which
appeared in The Motor Oyde for March
18th. It was interesting to learn, in view
of the trade attitude toward the race,
that Mr. Loughborough said that he con-
sidered the T.T. this year would be a most
successful event.

In proposing the adoption of the balance .

sheet, the hon. treasurer, Mr. E. S.

ShrapneU-Smith, made some interesting
remarks. The credit balance was not a
large one, he pointed out, because the
Union spent all its money on its members,
but the financial position of the Union was
much better this year. In [jre-war days
the income was £5,000 per annum, in the
last year of the war £1,600, and now up
to £17,000. He hoped that there would
be a large balance at the end of the year,
and that a reserve fund would be built up.
The report was seconded by Mr. E. M.
P. Boileau.

Messrs. B, Marians, 6. Smith, and G.
Reynolds asked questions on the balance
sheet, which were duly answered by the

hon. treasurer, and the balance sheet was
then adopted.
The meeting was next declared by the

Chairman to be at an end.

The Meeting of A.CU. Individual Members'
The meeting of the individual members

immediately followed. The election of

the following to represent the individual

members on the General Committee was
then proposed by Mr. H. P. E. Harding,
and seconded by Mr. George Reynolds

:

Messrs. S. L. Bailey, W. Cooper, A. Ross,

G. Smith, E, B. Ware, and VV. H. Wells.

The proposal was duly carried.

In the ensuing informal discussion ilr.

B. Marians suggested that the Auto Cycle
Union should organise a trial for stock

machines.
Mr. Greenhill, chairman of the Com-

petitions Committee, suggested that this

might be done if the A.CU. appointed
officials to visit the various manufacturers
and agencies in order to select and seal

certain machines.
Mr. Loughborough then made a few

remarks regarding the election of affiliated

club members to sit on the General Com-
mittee. There were eighty-nine nomina-

' tions for six vacancies. Some of these

included persons who were on the com-
mittee as individual members, and some
clubs had nominated existing committee-
men.
The Chairman suggested that these

facts should be circulated to the clubs.

In terminating the meeting. Sir Arthur
Stanley congratulated the A.CU. on its

progress.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was
proposed by Mr. Torkington, and received
with acclamation.
The members present were then enter-

tained to tea by the Auto Cycle Union.

THE RICHMOND MEET AT EASTER.
THE arrangements for Good Fri-

day's annual gathering of Northern
clubs in the ilarket Place, Rich-

mond, are now complete, and an exten-
sive prize list is announced. The meet
will take place at 12.45, and all drivers
of motor cycles and cycle cars (up to
1,500 c.c), who are members of com-
peting clubs, will be counted. The num-
ber of miles from club headquarters to
Richmond, by nearest route, will be
multiplied by the percentage number of
paid up members present, and a trophy
is bemg presented by the A.CU. In
the event of two clubs tieing or miming
very close, a second prize will be

awarded. Prizes will be awarded to the
most novel or ingenious idea fitted to a
motor cycle, and to the lady who has
driven farthest to the Meet.. Two prizes
will be awarded by The Motor Cycle,
one to the owner of the smartest machine
and one to the lady with the best kept
machine.
Lunch will be taken at 1.15 p.m., and

at 2.15 a group photograph will be ar-

ranged in the Castle Yard. At 2.30 the
Mayor of Richmond, supported by
Aldermen and Councillors, will officially

welcome the motor cyclists to the town,
and IMessrs. A. W. Torkington (chairman
A.CU.), T. W. Loughboi-ough (secretary

A.C.U.), and others, will address the
meeting.
Lieut.-Commr. Pierce, R.N.E. (A.C.U.),

will act as marshal, and he will be
assisted by R.A.C guides.

The committee of judges will consist

of Messrs. Liddle (president), Torking-
ton, Loughborough, Longfield, Fortune,
Sellors, Tranmer, Straker, Lancaster,
and a representative of The Motor Cycle.
The assistant hon. secretary of the meet-
ing is Mr. A. K. Procter, 28, Gillygate,
York.

It is hoped that, in addition to the
clubs participating, the ex-D.R.'s in the
North will also meet at the same time.

THE STAXTON HILL-CLIMB.
THE popular Staston lull-climb will

be held on Easter Monday, April
5th, beginning shortly after noon.

It will be organised by the Scarborough
M. and M.CC The hon. secretary is

Mr. J. D. . Fell, 57, Gladstone Street,
Scarborough. Entries close March 30th.

There wUl be classes for scooters,
275 c.c. and 350 c.c. lightweights, T.T.

.motor cycles up to 500 c.c, and up to
1,100 c.c. standard touring machines,
650 c.c. and up to 1,100 c.c. sidecar out-
fits up to 500 c.c. and up to 1,100 c.c,
cycle cars and runabouts, including
three-wheelers up to 1,100 c.c, and two
classes for light cars, making twelve
classes in all, which include all machines
of standard capacities.

The prizes are the Tranmer Cup, to be
won outright by the competitor in any
class who makes the fastest time of the

day
;

gold, sUver and bronze medals will

be given in each event if seven or more
entries are received, silver and bronze

medals if four or more entries are re-

ceived, and a bronze medal if less than

four.

C29
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

The Trade. Existing conditions render production

more and more difficult ; the moulders'

strike has been the cause of many shops being entirely

closed down, while of the rest almost all have been
forced to work short time. Deliveries will be delayed,
and existing promises cannot be kept—a circumstance
which will undoubtedly "be the cause of much lost

trade. In spite of this, some of the new British models
are worth waiting for, and will compare favourably with
anything that has yet been produced for rough and
heavy work.

British manufacturers have been slow to appreciate
the requirements of Overseas riders, but have been
characteristically thorough once these needs were
absorbed. There are probably more makes of good
spring frames at the present moment than makes of

motor cycles, sprung or otherwise, in the U.S.A.,
and these spring frames are often combined with good
ground clearance, 28in. x 3in. tyres, heavy spokes,
enclosed transmission and a quality for which..
British machines are famous. It remains to organise
" service," and it is doubtful if this will be radically

improved before manufacturers are once more in a

position to export in quantity, though efforts in this

direction are already on foot.

Design. Whether a design is good, medium, or

even bad is so largely a matter of opinion

that it is not wise to attempt to put one's ideas on this

subject on paper. There are, however, certain out-

standing features on 'which all motor ^cyclists agree.

A general clean up is urgently required. There are

too many corners and " twiddly bits " on modern
machines, many of which could be eliminated by a

little serious drawing office work.

At the same time it should be remembered that

simplicity in outline does not always constitute the

ideal of the hard riding motor cychst. For instance,

enclosed controls are extremely neat and excellent

when all is well, but, when trouble occurs far from

home, repairs are difficult and often impossible. This

is but an example of a principle which holds good in

many other ways, and is capable of much argument

from both sides. Undoubtedly, controls should be

neatly arranged, and, if possible, hidden from sight,

but thev should be easily accessible in case of trouble.

l^The space usually devoted to Overseas letters has in

this issue been absorbed by the inclusion of a com-

prehensive Buyers' Guide—-a special feature ivhich

may be useful to both home and Overseas readers

to heep for reference.—Ed.]

OUR OVERSEAS CONDITIONS.

By choosing routes which include miles of

mountain tracks with river bed surfaces, organisers of

trials in this country certainly invite criticism from
those who do not appreciate the raison d'etre.

Competitors consider that such sections are included

to eliminate as far as possible those who would other-

wise gain gold medals, while non-motoring onlookers

generally regard such hill-climbing performances as

good fun, but foolish. Steep gradients with execrable

surfaces are the nearest approach to some of the

conditions under which British motor cycles are used

overseas.

Jl
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A NEW FLYWHEEL MAGNETO.
The Mark IV, Villiers Engine is if be Equipped with a Sei:-con(ained Magneto.

IT
lias been apparent for many years,

as lias been frequently pointed out
ill T/ic Mo/or Oi/cle, that a consider-

able saving in parts and elimination of

transmission details could be effected,

especially in tlie case of two-stroUe

engines, by the adoption of a special

type of generator for ignition purposes

in place of the conventional magneto.

As long ago as 1904, a motor cycle

engine Was placed on the market, in

which an ignition ajiparatus was cmi-

tained in the flywheel, and there were
certainly no theoretical disadvantages in

such a form of construction. In practice,

nevertheless, the idea did not gain many
adherents. Latterly, however, several

devices on the same lines have been
manufactured in the United States.

British motor cycle engineers have, until

quite recently, exclusively devoted them-
selves to the ordinary type of chain or

gear driven high-tension ignition machine,

but we are now able to give our readers

full details of a flywheel magneto which
is to be fitted to one of the most popular

two-stroke engine units at present on
the market.

High-tension Magneto in the Flywheel.

The device under review is the pro-

duct of the Villiers Engineering Co.,

Ltd., of Wolverhampton, and it is some
considerable time since it passed out of

the experimental stage. JTests have been
carried out for a number of years, using

the new pattern magneto, under most
strenuous conditions, on both single and
variably geared two-stroke machines
equipped with the well-known Villiers

engine, and the makers appear to have
anticipated and solved every possible

difficulty.

Essentially, the apparatus consists of

two main portions, the inner one being

an aluminium plate, which is friction-

ally held on an extension of the main
shaft bush, while the outer one is a

bronz; flywheel, mounted on the engine-

shaft itself. The flywheel carries the

two semi-circular permanent magnets,
and ;.s these are held in place by the

laini..kted pole shoes, no drilling of the

3<i3

The Villiers Mark IV. two-stroke engine with flywheel magneto. The latter is completely

enclosed and no rotating parts are visible. The timing lever will be noticed projecting from

the back of the magneto.

All the electrical parts are secured on an
aluminium back plate. It will be noticed

that the magnetic circuit consists of

laminations throughout.

magnets themselves is necessary. The
flywheel is mounted on an adapter, which
has a taper bore corresponding to the
taper of the engine-shaft, and this

adapter has a milled cam on its peri-

phery. In outside dimensions the fly-

wheel corresponds to the usual type of

flywheel fitted to these engines.

The inner aluminium plate serves as a

mounting for the armature and its coil,

the condenser, and contact breaker. The
armature core is completely laminated,
and the pole shoes also consist of a large

number of laminations. It will thus be
seen that the construction follows an
ideal which is not always attained in

conventional magneto design, for in the
ordinary horseshoe type it is not always
convenient completely to laminate the
magnetic circuit.

The Product o! One Works.
Having experienced considerable diffi-

culty in obtaining parts which would
withstand the severe electrical tests to

which they were submitted, the Villiers

Engineering Co. decided to carry out the
entire construction of the flywheel mag-
neto in their own works, and consequently
they now wind their own coils and
assemble their own condensers. The coil

is beautifully made, being wound on a

core of specially moulded insulating

material, and so arranged that the out-

side connections can be detachably
screwed in place, instead of being soldered
as in conventional magneto practice. The
same principle fs also employed in the
case of the condenser connections, and
the condenser itself is readily detachable ;

it will be seen, therefore, that in the
remote possibility of the coil or con-
denser failing, either one or both may
be removed and replaced by the rider
himself.

The coil, condenser, and contact
breaker being secured to the stationary

back plate, favourable conditions are

secured for the electrical parts, as they

are not subjected to any centrifugal

action ; the magnets themselves and the

contact breaker cam are the only parts

rotating with the flywheel. The contact

breaker is of veiy simple construction,

and only light springs are required in

order to effect the closing of the platinum
points. The accompanying illustration

shows quite clearly the manner in which
the contact breaker is operated. The cam
on the flywheel boss lifts one end of the

fibre rocker, which is loosely pivoted on
the condenser box, and the other end of

the rocker presses on the spring carrying
one of the platinum points, thus causing

the latter to move the required distance

away from the other one.

Easy Starting Demonstrated.

After examining various parts in pro-

cess of manufacture, and observing the

particular care which is bestowed upon
the securing of complete interchange-
ability, and also the severe electrical tests

to which the insulating materials were
subjected, we saw several completed
engines being tested in their ordinary
couise as the\ left the assembling shop
It was noticeable that these en:;ines in

\iiiabh staittd at ih nt thp thinl it

The bronze flywheel, which incorporates

the cam and contains the magnets, which

are clamped in position by the laminated

pole shoes.
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A New Flywheel Magneto.

—

tion, and, owing to the fact that the
det^gn permits an equally effective

spark, whether the ignition is advanced
or retarded, movement of the control
lever had no effect on the ease of starting.

A remarkable feature of the flywheel
magneto is the excellent spark given at

very low speeds. Turning the shaft by
hand at about 60 r.p.m., a regular spark
across an ^in. gap was obtained ; this, of

course, is due to the comparatively high
peripheral speed of the flywheel, even at
low shaft speed.

Other Advantages.
Both mechanically and electrically, the

Villiers flywheel magneto possesses great
advantages over the separate horseshoe
type of magneto. Being fitted on the
timing side of the engine, .the driving
.•de is left clear for the attachment of

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

A run to Leamington Spa will be held
on Sunday, starting a.t 10.30 a.m.

Isle oJ Wight M.M.C.
On Easter Monday, April 5th, the

opening run will be held, starting from
Shide Crossing at 10.30 a.m.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

All motor cyclists are invited to attend
the opening run, to be held on April 4th,

starting from the King's Arms Hotel,
Fulsham Cross, at 2 p.m.

New Huddersfleld Club.

The Huddersfleld Motor Cycle^ Club has
recently been formed, and already has a
membership of over tliirty. The opening
run was held on the 14th inst. Included
in the programme for the year is an open
hill-climb and an eighty miles reliability

trial.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

A concert, for which a specially interest-

ing programme has been arranged, will be
held in St. James's Hall, Bailey Street,

on Saturday next. The opening run, to

Matlock, takes place on Sunday next,

starting from Owler Bar at 11 a.m.

Sutton Coldfleld and NorthBirmingham A.C.

Prizes won in the recent Colmore Cup
Trial will be presented at the annual
dmner, to be held on April 16th, in the
Assembly Room of the Royal Hotel,
Sutton Coldfleld. Dinner tickets 15s.

each, obtainable from Mr. H. R. Lane,
" Kingsley," Lichfield Road, Four Oaks.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

The proposed amalgamation of this

club with the East Lancashire Motor
Cycling Club was fully discussed at a
.special meeting held on the 17th inst.

It was decided to drop the proposal
owing to the difficulty experienced in

arranging suitable terms. New officials

were appointed, and the title was changed
to the Burnley and District M.C.C. A
Reliability Trial is arranged for next
Sunday, over a distance of about 90
miles. The secretary is Mr. A. Taylor,

18, Hattersley Street, Burnley, and the
sports secretary, Mr. J. H. Place, 8,

Dugdale Road, Burnley.
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sprocket or pulley, and where chains are
fitted the enclosing of the primary drive
is considerably simplified. A further
advantage peculiar to this device is

that the three-spoked flywheel allows the"
action of the contact breaker to be
observed at whatever speed the engine is

rumiing ; incidentally, it may be re-

marked that we have never seen a contact
breaker on any type of magneto so free
from sparking across the points. When
actually in use, however, the flywheel is

completely enclosed by a pressed alu-

minium cover, which is retained in posi-

tion by three springs fixed to the back
plate. A considerable range of advance
and retard is obtained by swinging the
back plate by means of a lever, which
itself forms the clamping screw con-
trolling the amount of frictional grip of

the plate on the extension of the crank-
shaft bush.

CLUB NEWS.
North Derbyshire M.C.C.

The meeting of East Midland Club
representatives, which was arranged for

'

Saturday next, has been postponed until

after Easter.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

An important speed trial has been ar-

ranged for August 7th, to be run in

conjunction with 'the Shefiield, Derby,
Lincoln, Chesterfield, Ilkeston, and
Loughborough Clubs,

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

Weather permitting, the inaugural run
to Shaftesbury will be held on Saturday
next, starting from the pier approach at

2.30 p.m. Ihis run is open to all motor
cyclists.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The closing date for entries in the

open hill-climb, at Horton Scar, is March
27th. Entry forms are obtainable from
^he hon. sec, Mr. W. D. Stewart,

Beechwood Cottage, Kendal. .

Dunheved (Launceston) and District M.C.C.

Over sixty members are now on the roll

of this chib. The first competitive run
will be held on Easter Monday, the desti-

nation being Truro. Absolute non-stop

conditions are to be observed. The
control on the outward journey will be
at Bodmin, and on the return at Wade-
bridge level crossing. Members are

requested to support, this event in order

to make it a greit success.

Warrington M.C.

At tie general meeting held on the

12th inst., the fixture list for the year
was made up. A. run to Buxton will be
held on April 4th, starting from the

Royal Oak at 1.30 p.m. A run to Horton
Scar, Kendal, has been arranged for

April 5th. Members, should meet for this

event at Winwick Church at 8 a.m.

April 25th is the date selected for a

hundred mile reliability trial,' particulars

of which will be given later. The other

events will appear in the "Future
Events" column from time to time.

Interested motor cyclists should com-
municate with Mr. H. Aldred, 58,

Church Street, Warrington. The annual
subscription is 10s.

On actual road tests, machines to

which the flywheel magneto is fitted have
proved themselves to be considerably

easier to start and infinitely more con-

trollable than those equipped with the

ordinary type of magneto, and when it

is possible to manufacture the new pat-

tern in sufficient quantities, it may safely

be predicted that most of those who
favour the Villiers engine wUl desire

that it shall be so fitted. Although
production is now well in hand, it is not

anticipated that the new type will be
placed upon the market in very large

quantities until towards the end of the

present year.

Observant readers will notice from the

illustrations that there are several detail

improvements in the engine itself,

noticeably in the cylinder casting, and
these will be dealt with separately in

the near future.

Peebles and Tweed Valley M.C.C.

To-night, at 7.30 P;m., the first general
meeting will be held at the Green JIan
Hotel. All motor cyslists are invited.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Twenty competitors took part in the
reliabiUty trial held on St. Patrick's Day,
and of these sixteen finished. This event
was organised with a view to encouraging
the newer members.

_

Bromsgrove M.C.C.
The opening run, to the British Camp

at Malvern, will be held on Sunday,
April 11th. All participants should meet
at the Swan Hotel, Upton Warren, at
2.50 p.m. A large attendance is

anticipated.

North London M.C.C.

Much amusing confusion was cau.=ed
m the paperchase held recently, by the
many false trails which were laid. The
winner of the club prize in this event
was A. R. Osborne (3^ h.p. Rover).
Competitors partook of lunch at Essen-
den, after which an impromptu hill

climb was held. The ne.xt event is a
run to Stevenage on Sunday next, -to be
followed by a slow hill-climb on April
3rd, a surprise run on April 5th, and a
run to Harlow on April 17th.

Eastern Valley M.C.C.
An enjoyable smoking concert wa-s held

at headquarters, the Clarence Hotel,
Pontypool, on the 13th inst., "Mr. W. H.
Oliver presiding. The opening run will"
take place on Saturday next, starting
from headquarters at 3.30 p.m. A run
to Monmouth, starting from headquarters
at 4 p.m., has also been arranged. The
secretary is Mr. W. Gist, 159, Manor
Road, Abersychan.

Bury and District M.C.
Over twenty members toolv part in the

recent opening run, and enjoyed a most
interesting afternoon. The next event is

a reliability trial, to be held on Sunday
next. In order to make this a great
suCCesE, all members are desired to give
their support to this trial. Interested
local motorists of both sexe« should com-
municate with tlie secretarv. Mr. John
Knowies, 457, Rochdale Old 'Road, Bury.

iJ
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THs TALBOT GABAGE
'IfS,-. . J- STOr.KPODT Sx'^t.....

LTD.
Gr&ms
'Ta/hot Garadt.

3Co<Xport ,

STOCK.PORT ^00 StocfcponC

AlleKquiries to <Sda^ & (Showroom

:

—
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MANCME3TE.R.IS'^o reduction in fuel

consumption.

Luxurious riding com-
fort by scientific leaf

springing.

Greater resiliency by

30"oi ligliterframe con-
struction, with 100%
greater strength

.

Four-speed gear box.

Automatic lubrication.

LONDON-EDINBURGH
RUN, 1919

both A.B.G. Solo Mount and

A.B.G. Combination gained

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

Greatest engine efficiency

and power for all pur-

poses by air-cooled flat

twin power unit.

Send for particulars and
early delivery dates, and
secure your mount for

early spring.
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The Reliable Quadrant— 1920 Model.

41 h.p. Chain Drive, Sturmey Archer Gear.

A perfect machine for all purposes.

QUADRANT, LAWLEY ST., BIRMINGHAM
[gJSISIs'''BSIB)aiBJSia]a]BlBlBlgJS]glB]g]BlSiaiS]aja]g|glBia]B]SlBlSISIBHlBlg]BlglglSIB]S]BJBIB]aiglBlBlSIBlglglSlSiSJS]SlSI£

The SOLDERING OUTFIT il.straled above conlai s a specVly
designed TELESCOPIJ SOLDERING IRON, a pocket BLOW-
LAMP hav ng supports on which to rest the iron while heatinj and
giving a clean flame 3i to 4 nc its in length a large coil of BRITINOL
SELF-FLUXING BLOWPIPE WIRE, and a supply ot

BRITINOL
—the paste

9/6 from all tool deale
United Kingdom.

BRITINOL
easy by its lal

' with flux combinsi

or sample set 10/- Post paid

ler in paste form. The most difficult work is made
ving quality, and a clean job, with no uneven lumps

oi solder, and without waste and drooping, can be ma-^'e w th the

minimum of skill. Our interest ng booklet " SOLDERS " with pr co

hU of blow lamps, soldering irons, etc .) will be sent on receipt cf 3d.

BI-METALS Ltd., 57, Lant Street,

LONDON, S.E.L

QUALITY.

KNEE GRIPS.

All leather,
strongly made,
invaluable for

winter riding.

Suitable for
tanks similar

to Triumph,
Norton.

VALUE.

KNEE GRIPS.

Entirely . our
own manufac-
ture and will

be always used
after the first

trial. Neat in

design and
properly made

Every raolor cyclist requirps goggles. Here is a splendid design, English

manufacture, light and comfortable in use. Sent securely packed m
cardboard box, post free for 3 /6. Please ask for Number M C. 596

Write your address distinctly.

HOLMES & SON, 38, Albert St., MANCHESTER.

C38 In answering these advertisements it U desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Club News.—

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

Oil Suiuliiv next the oin'iniig run will

111- held, sliir'tinsi f.oni Swim Liuio, (ioslVii-a

ClVOll, ill 2 p. Til.

Stafford and District M.C.C.

Tweiily-two members atloiidod tlio

openiiiff run held on llie 14th inst. Tea
WHS served at Trentham, and the whole
event was most enjoyable. Ix)cal motor
eyelists are invited to gjve their support
by becoming members of the club.

Suggested Lytham Club.

A meeting was lield last Jloiiday with
a view to forming a motor cycle club for

Lytham and district. Local motor cyclists

are invited to join, and should communi-
cate with the hon. sec, Mr. G. H. Bailey,

7. Hath Street, Lytham, who will give
full particulars.

Mansfield and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held recently it was
decided to form a club for Jlausfield and
district. A temporary committee has
been elected, with Mr. G. Mills, 16,

Hall Street, JIansfield, as hon. sec. All
interested motor cyclists are requested to

write to the above address for the neces-

sary particulars.

Harley-Davidson M.C.C.

A club for Harley-Davidson riders is

about to be formed, which will cater

generally for riders of these machines.
The idea is to commemorate the services

rendered by H.D. riders to wounded
soldiers and sailors during the war. Club
runs, competitions,, and social functions
will be organised. Particulars may be
obtained from Mr. N. ilitchell, Harleyson
House, 74, Newman Street, Louden, W.l.

Widnes M.C.C.

Seven new members, in addition to the

original members, were elected at the
annual general meeting held recently, and
Mr. E. Schotield was elected president.

It was decided to allow members to choose
and captain their own runs in turn, as

during last year. On alternate Sundays
a competition will ber held to cover the
whole of the runs. Jlembers will be
credited . with a pre-determined number
of marks for attendance, and these will be
deducted for various transgressions.

XiPeak-enft (Tlub TEvents.
r. !5.—Peebles and Tmed Valley M.C.C. Pint

General Meet'my.
r. iS.-BTdforU ttnil Uhtrict M.C. and 7..C.C.

Hun
r. ill. \. M.C. IV. I ll,:ll.r,liilW I. nirilhin.

iS.-Hurnlci, and District M.C.C. Itcliiibilil

nd Uintrict M.C

iij. Opcntnd Run.
.Itun to Stevenage
'lirt M.C.C. Kan

nl 11, i,t M.C.C.

-l:„ll„„ ,1,-J Jlisliirt M.C. Oprnino Tlvn.
-Wodlvirh. Vlu instead, and District M.C.
iler-cluO llvn.
-N. London M.C.C. Tlvn lo .'itn-cnar.
-N.M.C.F.U. fHhrf/iddl. Opcniiu, Itun.

High Wycombe and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the
above club wull be held at the Swan
Hotel, Paul's Eow, High Wycombe, on
Monday next, at 7.30 p.m.

Hull M.C.C.

An informal but \yell-attended an-d

enjoyable run to Garrowby was held on
the 14th inst., over thirty members par-
ticip;-.ting. An excellent lunch was Ferved
at the leathers Hotel, Pocklington.

Derby and District M.C.

Next Sunday is the date selected for
the opening run, and the destination will

be Cramford. In order to make a good
start, all members are earnestly requested
to give this event their support.

Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

At a meeting of motorists, held on the
15th .inst., at the Golden Ball Hotel,
it was unanimously decided that the
above club be formed and affiliated to

the A.C.U. Representatives from sur-

rounding districts, including Burnham
and Highbridge, were present. Over"
forty members were, enrolled, and the
necessary officers were elected. Intend-
ing members should communicate with
the hon. sec, Mr. J. W. Hooper, The
Oaks, Wembdon, Bridgwater.
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A Halifax Club?

We are asked to iiuIiUkIi tlie fact that

no motiijr cycle club exists in Halifax.

Our correspondent states that there are

a. largo number of motor cyclists who
would no doubt give their .support to

any movement organised for the purpose

of funning a club in this district.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

On Saturday next the opening run will

take place, starting from the ruins of

the Town Hall, Luton, at 2 p.m. sharp.

A hearty invitation to all motor cyclists

is extended. Tea will be served about
4.30 p.m. at the Rose and Crown Hotel,

Tring.

Marlow M.C.C.

A new club has recently been formed
for Marlow, and a considerable number
of mejnbers have already been enrolled.

The opening run was held on the 14th

inst., and, although somewhat marred by
the inclement weather, proved mo.«t enjoy-

able. Interested motor cyclists may
obtain all particulars from the hon. sec,

Mr A. F. H. Baldry, Marlow Common,
Bucks.

Jersey M.C.C.

Great progress is being made by this

newly-formed club, the membership total

being over seventy.

For Easter Monday a reliability trial

has been arranged, while club runs will

be held frequently. Visitoi's to the island

are assured of a hearty welome, and the

hon. sec, Mr. H. N. Rannsley-Gurd, Sea
View, Mont Cachan, Jensey, will be
pleased to answer any enquiries.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Members are reminded that all com-
munications regarding, and entries for,

the Easter Reliability Trial to Barmouth
(outward journey, only), on April 3rd,

should be sent to the hon. sec, Mr. W.
H. Egginton, 75, Earlsbury Gardens,
Birchfields, Birmingham. Entries close

on March 25th ; fee 12s. 6d. This sport-

ing event for the Sangster Cup is open
to motor cycles and passenger machines,
and promises to be a great success. Gold,
silver and bronze medals, a special light-

weight prize (value £5 5s.), and a gold

medal for the best amateur performance
will be awarded. Competitors are asked
to" make their own arrangements for

accommodation at Barmouth.

AN ENGINE TESTING FLEET,

A selection-of motor vehicles used by the J.A.P. works for testing J.A.P. engines. Reading from left to right : A 1920 Peace Model

Matchless, a War Model Matchless, a four-seater .Viorgan with an air-cooled J.A.P. engine, an A.V. J.A.P.-engined monocar, an up-to-date

Zenith with a JA.P. engine, a J.A.P.-engined Diamond, and an experimental model light car, in which a four-cylinder water-cooled

engine is being tested.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters most be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and sddlMfc

THE SPEED OF A HARE.
Sii',— I wonder if ll:e following curious little experience

would be of interest to any of your numerous readers?
On coming round a corner on my Baby Triumph, I came

across a hare in the middle of the road.' Away went the
hare, and away I went after it. When my Cowey registered
40 m.p.h. I at last began to gain. After about 200 yards we
were running "neck to number plate" at exactly 35 m.p.h.,
and then the hare began to slow down.

All these details are quite accurate ; but I should not
have thought a hare could go 40 m.p.h. TORTOISE.

Edgbaston.

OBSTRUCTION ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—I am moved by the article' and sketches on p. 256

of your issue of JNIarch 4th to create and offer to you a
further set of sketches to keep alive the interest in the
campaign against road obstruction.

GERALD B. BROWN (formerly Tank Corps).

O55TPUCTI0N on'fhe lOAD.
(a Fe ui Cra zy Suggestions)

Let the, Big Felloujs

carry a Warning Bell.

ar\d IF Army
Lorries siic'

to Mirrors

we mujf Forbid

shaving in the"

M.TA.S.C. l^

A correspondent's solution of the traffic problem. See letter from Gerald B.Bro

A TEST QUESTION.
Sir,—The only answer possible to T. F. Smith's question

is to get going by the aid of shank's pony, "walk." This

brings to my mind another catch question, put to me by

the officer when I joined the R.A.F., who, however, got bitten

by the writer. The question was : Which valve lifts during

the compression stroke? I answered : "The exhaust some-

times on machines such as the P. and M. and Ariel when

the decompressor is in action."

Collapse of officer and no further questions.

F. G. WATSON.

Sir,—I am somewhat surprise'd at Mr. T. F. Smith's test

question ; to me it is simplicity itself.

No respectable despatch rider would be without his pipe

lighter. By gearing this off the pulley with a length of

string and holding it down the sparking plug port, the

job is done.
Putting all jokes'. on one side, if the plug were properly

out of action and no replacement available,

there is no answer to the question, in my
opinion.

ARTHUR E. WINN.

Sir,—Intending motor drivei-s used to be asked

the -following questions, amongst others, at the

test at Rouen :

1. In an engine that fires in the order 1, 2,

4, 3, if No. "1 piston is on the compression
stroke, what is No. 3 cylinder doing?

Their correct answer was :
" Remaining bolted

to the crank case."

2. What is the most important nut on
a car?

Correct ans-iver : "The driver's."

How many nuts are there in a gear box?
Answer: "There should not be any in tlie

gear bos."
If you failed to answer these correctly, even

after a year or two's driving up the line, you
were sent to St. Omer to be taught -how to.

Pinner.
. M338.

VARIABLE JET CARBURETTERS.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. J. T. Bradford's

letter in your issue of the 11th inst., is not

your correspondent under a misapprehension?
Surely, the Patent Laws merely prevent a person
making and scUinff an article protected by a
patent.

They could in no way prevent a person fitting

a jet control for his own personal use, nor could
they penalise a purchaser of such a device.

The person, if any, liable to te proceeded against
would be the manufacturer who sold it, and not
the private motorist who used it.

; S. VATCHER.
[Our correspondent is quite wrong, and Mr. J.

T. Bradford is right. Any person making,
selling, or iixiiig an article which infringes a
patent is liable to prosecution. But whether

' tlie jet control illustrated would be held to
infringe any patent we are not in a position
to say.

—

Ed.]
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THE T.I. AND TRADE.
Sir,—We fully, eiidui'se Mi\ Wells's views on the Isle ot

Man T.T, ti\cc, and, iis a lii'ni, have decided to entei' for it.

'I'lu> Manufacturers' Union, some time ago, morally gave
ils su|i|)oit to the race, and altliougli manOfacturers have
lnH-n li.idly hit since that date by subsequent events, we
think that, if the race }s run, it is the duty of manufacturers
to cuter for tlie event, as so much time and laliour have
already been spent, both by the A.C.U. and Isle of Man
aulhorities. in preparing for the race

We believe, also, that the general public looU forward to

the event, and do not think that it would be in our
interest to disappoint those riders and firms who interest

themselves in Blackbnrne products. In order that it may
he a representative meeting and a thorough success, we trust
that those manufaclurei's who have intimated that they
will not rmi will reconsider their decisions.

BURNEY AND BLACKBURNE, LTD.
S. Wilding Cole, Managing Director.

iSir.— In spite of the published policy of certain manu-
facturers in regard to this year's T.T. Races, I believe that
motor cyclists, on the whole, would like to see this event
well patronised. Several new firms have started production
of very promising machines, and these, perhaps more than
machines which have already established a reputation, are
the machines in which motor cyclists will be interested.

I believe several young firms have decided to enter
machines for the T.T.' Races, and it is surprising that they
can spare the time to devote to the preparations, more so

than old-established firms. The latter, too, have a reputa-
tion to keep up. and it is surin'ising that they have under-
estimated the effect of their keepingont of the classic event.

If young firms can spure the time to get their machines
ready, it savs something for their organisation, and, person-
allv, I wish them luck. ' W.R.M.
Maldon.

TRANSFi'R OF DEPOSITS
'

Sir.— It has occurred to us that the following method of
dealing with a man who has ordered a car or molor cycle,
and who. before delivery has come through, sells his delivery
to someone else at a premium, can be overcome to a great
e.xtent, as follows, and the result should be that the genuine
user will be able to purchase at the maker's price "instead
of paying a premium :

A places an order for a certain make, and pays a deposit
of, say, £10. Before the machine is ready, lie informs the
agent with whom he has placed the order that he has sold
his- delivery to B, and wishes the order transferred. Before
this is done we suggest that the agent writes to A asking,
for the name and address of B, and stating that he is willing
to cancel the order with A, and return the deposit, provided
B places the order
direct with the agent
for the particular

delivery allotted to A,
and conditionally on
B paving a deposit of

£10 'and £1 for ex-

penses of transfer, the

machine, when ready,
to be supplied at the
makers' list price. If

A is not prepared to

do this, then lie must
either forfeit his

deposit in
""

full or

carry out the con-
tract ; 'but if he agrees,
then - B would have
the benefit of purchas-
ing the machine with-
out paying a premium.
A does not benefit in

any way from the
transaction.

We fee! that a good
many orders have
been placed by private
persons by paying
deposits to several

,67

agents wilhout any intention of taking delivery, but solely

with the idea of selling their delivery at a prennnin to

someone else. It would be interesting to h.ave your readers

views on this nudter.

II. TAYLOR AND CO., T/l'D.

H. Tavj.oh, Manjiging Director.

GOOD SERVICE.
Sir,—I should be glad if you will publish the following

appreciation.
,

The B A.T. Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., supplied me

in August, 1919, with one of their combinations, of which

I have the highest opinion. Since, I have required two

small replacements, together with a little advice. Almost

iiv rctuni of post these requirements were received. This

(.'•rtiiinly ;-|iiiiks well for the service these manufacturers have

foi' di'iiiing with riders of their machines, and it is splendid

to know tiiat a firm is ready with spares, so that one does not

have a machine laid up for an uncertain period. May I

add that your paper, which I have taken regularly for

several years, is a great help to old and new riders, and

most valuable advice is obtained by reading it regularly.

ARTHUR LAUD.

LACK OF DRIVING CAPABILITY.
Sir ^I recently witnessed a bad smash on the Read^

ino- Road, which^ as far as I could ascertain, was caused

entirely by a sudden fit of " wind up " on the part of an

inexperienced driver of a heavy sidecar outfit.

Fate is no respecter of persons, and, alas, the most ex-

perienced rider is always liable to accidents. It seems to

me, however, that at present the safety of the road is

menaced by a large number of riders of all classes who

venture out before thev have properly mastered the handling

of their mounts. Can nothing be done to prevent totally

using the main roads ?

RONALD S. WHITING.

OVERHEARD ON A MAIN ROAD (Possibly Your Favourite Stretch

OF Highway).

"Oh, Efbert ! is this one of those Bump machines you told me about?

incapable drivers

TYRE MILEAGE.
Sir —Referrino- to the letter from E. S. Bovell, in your

issue of March 11th. it is possible that the following record

of the running of a 1914 A.J.S. may be of interest.

Mv mileao-e is not so great as that of your other correspon-

dents, but my figures may be of use. The outfit was bought

second-haod after doing about 2,500 miles, and the following

is the record of mv own running;
.

Mileage since Puhch.asing.—Solo, 1,726 miles; with side-

car 3,316. Total, 5,042 miles.

CoNSHJirTiON.—Petrol, 6^ gallons; benzole, 70. total,

76^ gallons = 65.9 m.p.g.

Oil.—4i gallons Vacuum B.B. = 1,186 m.p.g.

Tykes.—One Palmer cord 650x65 mm. light car tyre;

ran 2,653 miles on the back wheel, transferred to the front

wheel and ran 2,389 miles (5,042 in all), and then sent for

retreadin<r . One Dunlop grooved 650 X 65 mm.
;

ran 2.65j

miles on the front

wheel, and ran 295
miles, when it was
badly burst and re-

placed by one Bates,

which, on the back
wheel, ran 2,095

miles, and is now not

nearly worn out. The'
sidecar has been shod
only with the worn
tyres removed from
the motor cycle on
purchasing.

Decarb:.!S"ising and
Valve Grinding.—
(1.) On taking de-

livery. (2.) After

377 miles (unneces-

sary). (3.) After a

fm-ther 1,467 miles.

(4.) After a further

1,830 miles. (5.) After

a further 1,368 miles.

Eedushixg Exgi.ve.

— Nil. And no need

for it now after a total

of 7,500 miles.

R. S. BOWMAN.
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A selection of questions of genera' interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publicatioi or not must tti accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked '

' Legal '

' in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Piston Clearance.

It is my intention to fit new

S
pistons to my 5 h.p. J. A. P.
engine, and 1 should be most
grateful if you would inform me
the clearance to allow between

them (cast iron) and cylinder wall?

—

F.J.P.

The clearance should, not exceed
4-lOOOths at the top and 3-lOOOths at the
ikirt.

Folk Motion and Speedometer Readings.

I understand that the radial

|g_| motion of certain spring forks

%\ renders a speedometer unsatis-
LSJ factory on the front wheel. I

have one which I used on the
front wheel of my previous mount, and
which gave excellent results. Can I

in any way make use of this speedo-
meter on my present machine ? What
arrangement do you recommend ?^-

H.E.S.

Speedometers are usually fitted to the
front wheel, despite the radial motion of

the fork, which h^s only a slight effect

on the accuracy of the reading. You
might arrange your speedometer to 'be

driven from the back wheel, and the
makers will probably supply the special

fittings necessary.

Timing, Gear Ratios, etc.

Will you kindly tell me: (1.)

SBest all-round ignition timing for

a 3^ h.p. single. (2.) Is the top
gear normal tor 3^ h.p. three-speed
with teeth as follows : Rear wheel

sprocket 34, small gear sprocket 13,

clutch sprocket 25, and engine-shaft 14?

(3.) Cause of not being able to open
B.B. carburetter air lever right out.

(4.) What horse-power would an 80 x 80
mm. engine give? (5.) -What results

if it were possible to reduce the com-
pression space or increase it of my
engine?—M.G.T.

(1.) The spark should occur when the
piston is 10 mm. from the top of the com-
pression stroke with the control in the
fully advanced position. (2.) The gear
ratio is 4.93 to 1, and this should be quite
sati.sfactory tor ordinary solo running. A
slightly lower gear would be preferable if

the machine is used with sidecar. (3.) It

you wish the carburetter to take full air,

it will be necessary to fit a larger jet, or

P44

it yours is the type having a variable jet

needle attached to the throttle, you will

no doubt find an improvement if you raise

the needle from -rVii- to k™- C^-) The
engine is of 402 c.c. capacity, and at
noi-mal revolutions would give approxi-
mately 4 h.p. It would be nominally
rated at 6 h.p. (5.) You can easily reduce
the compression by fitting a thick washer
between the cylinder base and the crank
case. Compressed fibre or aluminium is

the best matei-ial, and the former is

preferable. The effect of so doing would
be to render the engine very slightly less

powerful, but at the same time it would
be considerably more controllable and
smooth running, and would probably
climb hills a little better, but at a lower
speed. It is usually not possibly to raise
the compression without making structural
alterations to the engine, such as fitting

a slighty longer connecting rod or a special
piston. In this case, the running would
be less smooth, and the engine might be
prone to overheating and knocking. It

would probably be more efficient, however.

Re-registering a Machine.

I have a 2| h.p. motor cycle,

[^1 of which I am the third owner.
> However, having forwarded the

L-I-J Is. for transfer of the number
to myself, I was informed by the

county authorities that the cycle had
not been registered by the previous
owner, and asked my assistance in

tracing him. I replied to their query,
giving the name and address of the
person who previously owned the

• cycle. The authorities replied, saying
that they were unable to trace the pre-

vious owner, and requested me to for-

ward another 4s. for' a new number,
as the old number was of no use. Not
hearing immediately from me they

—

the authorities—wrote me saying that
they had declared the old number void,

and that I was not to ride the cycle

on any account. What I want to know
is : Am I responsible for the paying
of the extra 4s., due to the inability of

the authorities to trace the previous
owner?—T.W.D.

It the previous registration numbers have
been cancelled,' you will be compelled to

re-register the machine, and the full tee

of 5s. will be chargeable. We should
advise you to pay this.

READER'S REPLY.

Four-stroking. ~

In a reply to a correspondent in your
issue of_ March 11th you say that four-

stroking is a common failing of all two-
stroke engines ; may I, therefore, in

fairness to a two-stroke engine which does

not possess this failing, be permitted to

say a few words on its behalf ? The
machine I refer to is the 2^ h.p. New-
Hudson. I ride a 1914 single-gear model
fitted with a variable jet B. and B. car-

buretter. I use a K.L.G. plug, and
usually run on benzole. It never four-

strokes, and I can run it as slowly as

6 m.p.h. and two-stroke perfectly.

Whether it is due to the design of the

engine or the carburetter or both I

cannot say. In concluding with the usual

disclaimer, may I ask whether any of

your readers have found that benzole
is injurious to solder ?

—

Eric A. Stan-
way.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Beccles to East Ditlwich.—F.B.S.

Beccles, Blythburgh, Saxmundham,
Woodbridge, Ipswich, Chelmsford, Til-

bury, ferry to Gravesend, Dartford, Cray-
ford, Bexley, New Eltham, Jlottingham,
Catford, Forest Hill, Dulwich.

Tavistock to Semington.—H.M.D.
Tavistock, Two Bridges^ Moretonhamp-

stead, Exeter, Honiton, Chard, Ilminster,

Ilchester, Bruton, Frome, Beckington,
Trowbridge, Semington. Approximately
135 miles.

Eastbourne to Exeter.—J.J.C.
Eastbourne, Lewes, Brighton, by the

old road to Shoreham, Broadwateri
Arundel, Chichester, Havant, Fareham,
Southampton, Totton, Cadnam, Ring-
wood, Wimborne, Bere Regis, Dor-
chester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyford,
Clyst St. Mary, Exeter.

IMargate to Sheffield.—G.S.
Margate, Sarre, Canterbury, Favers-

ham, Sittingbourne, Chatham, Rochester,
Gravesend, ferry to Tilbmy, East Horn-
don, Brentwood, Chipping Ongar, Har-
low, Bishop's Stortford, Little Hadhani,
Piickeridge, Eoyston, Himtingdon, Nor-
man Cross, Grantham, Newark, Mark-,
ham Moor, Worksop, Sheffield.
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NEW EASTER MODELS

MAJOR, 6" lens, 1,200ft. beam, 98 -

BIG, 5" „ 1,000ft. ,. 90/-
JUNIOR, 4" „ COOft. „ 65/-

Handle-bar fittings of higliest type—all

ebonized black finish (not enamel).

EVERY FIRST-CLASS GARAGE HAS
NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

Latest 1920 Models

ELECTRIC
7" SIDECAR 4-volt Outfit £8- 8-0
7" „ 6-vo!t „ £9-10-0

7 "VICTORY" 4-volt ,. £9- 9-0
7" „ 6 „ „ £10-10-0

NOTfflNG ON THE MARKET
TO COMPARE WITH THESE
SETS FOR UGHTING POWER.

BULB HORNS
We have acquired the business and
premises of Messrs. GISBORNE, the
world-wide musical instrument makers,
and now are able to offer the public the
finest sonorous bulb horns in the world.

No. 00 Single Twist 22/6

i^o. Double Twist 35/-

Highest iypa o? ebony bJac'.i finish.

Best class adj<»stable handle-bar clips.

TWO OF THE WONDERS OF THE WOULD.
The F.R.S. Lamp was designed, tested, and originally made in sight of the marvellous structure known as the
FORTH BRIDGE. This connecting link between South Queen's Ferry and North Queen's Ferry or Dalmeny
is 8,295 feet long and 342 feet high and took 10 years to build. The largest liner looks like a toy while
passing underneath. The influence of such a structure made itself felt on the designer of the F.R.S. lamp,
and our lamps have led the world in design and beam power ever since.

F.R.S. LAMPS, "Beam" Works, Pershore Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In a-nsweriiig this aivertiseme.nl it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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3J£0est Dealers

in the Sou/A"

£1
PersorvE^l Word

Easter vrill be upon us in another eight days,
and if you have not secured a machine for the
holiday it will be very unwise to delay any
further.

C. We have the following machines in sto^k for

immediate delivery:

—

C1.YNO 2-stroke, 2-speed

O.K. JUNIOR 2-speed

N EV\f HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed
These will be sold at List. Prices as usual.

C If you wish to make sure of one, we would
advise you to telephone us, then wire a deposit, and
we will hold machine pending your instructions.

H.jrULIHN
REi^DING

Phone 1024-

7 out of 9
In reviewing the

COLMORE CUP TRIAL
" Motoring Cycling " says the performances on the whole were poor.

But were they? Certainly not as regards those riders whose machines were JOHN
BULL BELTED, for in spite of slimy roads and severe conditions generally

7 awai'ds (out of 9 starters)
were gained by riders who used the

JOHN BULL DEEP DRIVE BELT
and, mark you, these included

4 GOLD MEDALS
" 7 out of 9 "—not a bad showing, you'll admit. And if the

JOHN BULL Belt reveals such worth under those severe con-
ditions, would it not prove its exceptional merit to the ordinary
rider—to you, who may never dream of putting it to so

severe a test ? It would 1 So see your dealer about it.

LEICESTER RUBBER CO., LTD.,
LEICESTER.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

NKW Arlol 3',yi.p. 1920 Comliiiintion, Just dtllvcrwl:
£155, I'oiniilote ; owuor buytug car.—Box 2.478.

, .. 77I.' Molar Cinlt. [9198

• deliveries; all parts
rid Expert, 7. Rocfidnli'

{7411

lii.ii, 5-61i.p.. HeiuliMFOii
I'trii' Jnnips: wlint orter.s:

itnc"fft., Lenmingtitn Sjiii.

(X7525
I'lull'll.

Ril.. II .

iiid
1Q18 Ariel Jil.h.p. Combination,
J-" lii.-k stiiili-r. lairps, horn
npin'iu.iM ml 111. . h.inirni oondiUou perfect; £111.—
60. r. I I. I u Cro.vdon. [1261

Ami I IM'i-d, clutcll, kick starter, 1919
M'li 1' II, .iiHiiitccd new, some as 1920 model,

imiiM',li;He .liliv.ry London, insurance, etc.; £110.—
Gibbuns, 101, Jcsmond "Rd.. Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne. [1004

bination. Bosch

on pillion; .£80: porfoct condition;
ifter :; (..Inrlc \V. .liiC.-diiS. - iNirl;,||s

nui\ l*"t;liilii Siiircv. [9293
.•1 Combination, 3Vjb.p., 3-

clutch. K..S.. fnllv efiniiiped, excellent
Otier Car House, 5. Heath St., Hamp-
.amp.^tcad Tube Station). 'Phone; Harai>
Ilours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8505

Arno.
2-speed, just overhauled; offers.

—

'

. .- „ . . p^^.j^ Garden.?,
[9937

ARNO S'L.li.p. Coachbudt Combination, 3-speed, all

accesssories. v.iry fast and powerful; i£75.—337
Crystal Palace Rd., East Dulwich. (9788

Auto-Wheels

•1Q14 4h.p,
J. •.' Apnl
Hampstead.

Apply, Pritcha

N.W.
£12.-

plete
Jletbwold.

attachment

Harlesden
[9014

nt's S-speed cycle,
Hucclecote Lodge.

[1012
1 AUTO-WHEEL. 1920 model de luxe; £25; in stock,
XX brand new.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., opixisite
Olympia, London. [9334

WALL Aiito-wheel, excellent condition, new tyre;
£12.-Gunniver, No. 6, Seventh Avenue, Forest

Town, Mansfield. [8933
.\. Auto-Wheel, mi splendid running order, little

cycle

;

[1070

ALL Auto-Whe./l and combination cycle, Sturmev-
Archer 3-speert, good order; £20.—Dlunden. 81,

Westwick Gardens. West Kensington I'ark. W.14. [9977
I AUTO-WHEELS. Modele de Lnxe; cash £26. or £5^a. deposit and 37/6 monthly.-M.Y. Dept.,

k A UTO-WHEELS. the Inteit pattern : immediate de-
'•*^ hvery. Ea.?ily nttixed to any cycle, very cheap to
run; £25. The .Johnson motor wheel converts your push
eycle into a liglit\yeight motor cycle. New back wheel
with heavier spokes, back-pedalling brake, all-chain drive
snoek absorber. 2-cyl. 2-stroke, dynamo generator to
light head and tail lamp: price, including all the neces-
sary fittings, £31/10: immediate delivery.-Service Co.,
292, High Holljorn, London. [8702

Bat.

B
£10/10.—Conlisiia

: 270.

Cycle :

ay' Rd.,

apply, Bedford Ga

-St. Miehael's

BAT, 1920, early de
Clapham (Motors), I

5,E 10.

DAT.-For earliest deliv
•-' Gcding and Co,, 9
iVells. Tel.: 449

[9315

; £55.
Leatherhead. [1280

iveries.—Place orders with
;ng George St.. Greenwich.

[5095

ry. book now with agents.—
Grosvenor Rd., Tunbridge

[91U^

6h.p.

^h.p

spring frame models;
[1417

speeds, drip feed, re-

enamelled; £40, offers.

[1035

spring frame, 2-speed
n; £75.-13, Westcott

[9608

coachbuilt sidecar, new
:reen, electric lighting: £75.—
Surbiton. [9959

N.S.U. 2-speed, Whittle belt,
£25; seen alter 6.—Strutt, 90,
Id., Battersea, London. [9358

i.p. Bat-Jap, 1913, nearly new Gloria CIS. sidecar,
2 Tamps, hoin, tools, good running order: £80 no
Barton, 5, Station Parade, Palmer's Green

'•'^ [9100

]

DAT 1912 Combination, 1914 coach sidecar, 3-
>

*-* sneed. thoroughly overhauled, plated, painted
£110.—Central Garage, Swanage. 'Phone :

[8999

Bat-Jap, semi-T.T.,
ntly overhauled and

-Plnnistead Vicarage, Woolwich.

Ih.p. Bat-Jap Combination,
gear, new, day's trial give

It,, Tabard St., Borough, S.E.

;

fih.p. BAT-J.A.P. and
^ Clincher, wind screen

I

Imith, 10, North Rd
BAT-J.A.P. 6h,p

, B.B., less

fadhurst Rd
5-'

•ffera.-

mag.;

ndian red;

mmw
Now is th3 time for machines for Easter

;

we have the finest selection of Solo

machines and Combinations in London.

We can offer you only first-class

machines. It will be will worth your

while giving us a call, and you will not

be disappointed.

Combinations.
igro A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps.

igco MATCHLESS Combination, standard model,
nt:ed with lamps, hood, and windscreen.

1919 fih.p. ROYAL E^fFIELD Combination, Lucas
dynamo lighting set, hood, windscreen, almost

1920 B.S.A. Combinatic

ig?.>

dyn ligbtir

1920 Gh.p. JAMES Combination, brand new.

igiq (November) 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination,
fitted with spare wheel, hood, windscreen,
side curtains. Lucas lamps, speedometer,
Lucas horn, almost new.

IQ19 3I h.p. ARIEL Combination, disc wheels,
electric and acetylene lamps.

1919 6 h.p. JAMES, Canoelet sporting Siiecar.

competition model, lamps, etc.

iqig 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Corabinatioa, latest change-
speed lever.

1917 S} h.p. NORTON.
Sidecar, lamps, gc

1917 ^i h.p. ROVER Combination. Lucas dj-namo
lighting set, exceptional condition.

Solo Machines.
1919 3i b.p. SUNBEAM Motor Cycle, lamps,

speedonieter, as new.

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE Motor Cycle. v^

19:0 T.T. TRIUMPH Motor Cycle.

Brand new LEA-FRANCIS, immediate delivery.
List price.

Cars.
iqi4 ioh.p. MORRIS-OXFORD, de Luxe Model,

exceptionally good condition £340

1916 ir.9h.p. PERRY,
Lucas dynamo lighti

If) 14 BUGATTI, 2-seater touring body, excep-
tionally splendid condition .'... £475

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone No. : Muse

MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Bat. •

J5-\T.,T..VI". Conihlnutlon. 6h.
iipn, horn, eauo (ddeefir.

"I w-'eli-ends.— 2, Keuilivoith
vwl.i... Kent.

.\T.r,,\,l', 8h.p.,

19'^

2'iipeed, kiek «tiitt,

Y trhil; £65- -iitlff

Ins, Beilonwell lllll.

[X751^
meed, clutch, C.B. dldccar, 3

. tnometeri BinkH. horn, enamel
leal condition perfect; £105,—Randall,
, Barnes, S.W. [9934

p 5-6h.p. Coml'inQtion, ciinroDteel
liy pen'eet, tyrea an new. Klaxon, 3

lamp- iin.l Ki-inTator,., »pore bell «nd aceemoriei': £110
nr n.NU.-t 6l|.r,-l--. D. I'use, 169, Kno.\ Hd.. \\>llin:i-

horongh. 1X7237
8 h.p. 1916 S-speed Countershaft Bat Combination,

spring frame, T.T. and touring bar», splendid
tvres, repainted Bat grey, black discs, very «raart, just

• • J. King Smith,
19273

). J.A.P., and
1 disc wheels,

S-speed. kick start, small mileage,
exceptionally fast, condition perfect: price £17^—81,
Lakeside Hd., Palmer's Green. Tel. : 828. . T9199

Beardmore.
BEAED1IOKE.PEECISIOX.-£10 dernsit paid. Ds-

liverv iiromi.sed enrlv April: first cheque secure*
option: owner burin? car.—Box 2,508, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (D) [9323

LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.-Beardmor«
Precision, the most advanced and practical motor

cycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blake and
Co., 110. Bold St., Liverpool. [6575

Blackburns.
"DLACKBURNES.—All models.-A. 'oung and

[0119

old Blank
[X7945

London.—
vin Black-

[1418
all chain,
nerce Av,.

Letchworth. Herts [9612

BLACKBURNE, 1919. 4h.p.. 3-speed, good tyres,

and spares, mileage 4,000; £100.—Box 2,575,
c/o The 3Iotor .Cycle. [1336

A 1920 Blackburne 4h.p., delivered, this month, elec-

tric lighting and horn, 3-3peed clutch, all ncee**-

sories: lowest price £135.-Box 378, c/o The Motor Cyclr.

[X7436
NEW 1920 4h.p. 3^peed Chain-driven Blaekhurne.

Sturmey-Archer gear, not ridden, engine not
started bought big twin; £120. or best over; can rail

immediately.—Hosliins, Lavadra, Okehamyton. [1143

Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, are
burne agents, and invite enquiries.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St..

Earlv del.very of 4h.p. and 8h.p. t'

burnes.

Palmers,

Ltd., 139, New

Bown.
Sew 1920 2'

, in stock.-
St.. Birmingham.

Bradbury

,'.h.p,, 2-ST>eed. kick
"Frank Whitworth,

[X7495

i.p. Bradburv. 1912. 2-speed N.S.C gear, good, new
tyres.-Millaid, Shepton Mallet. [9072

R-ADBURY 4h.p.. in excellent running order;
£34.—Ivanhoe House. !Mablethorpe, Lines. [112 7

)w to avoid disappointment.—
Wolverhampton St., Walsall.

. [7217
BEADBCEY 4i,ih.p., 1915, 3-5peed, ail chain, K.S..

h.c. clutch; £70.-Greenwav, 421, Foleshill Rd .

Coventry. (D) [X7408

BEADBUET 3h.p., mag., B. and B., good tyres, belt,

pump, spares, tools: ride away; £22.—Harwoorl,
Eeigate Ed.. Ewell. [9144

I. Bradburv C.B. Combination, 3-speed clutch (hub),

new Dunlops, speedometer, lamps; £60.—Parker,
Merton Ed., Wimbledon. [1304

[9397

Ganoelet sidecar,
start; offers.-

Chatteris, Cambs. 'Phone:

"IQ20 T.T. Bradbury and sporting
-l-«7 2-speed. free engine, kic'

Deering, Forrestfield. by Airdrie. . [X7459

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
4h.p. Bradburys, single-cyl., 2-speed models; de-

livery in about 3 weeks. Book now. [1419

BRADBURY 4h.p., Grado gear. Wilier lamps, T.T.
hindle-bars, powerful ; seen by appointment

;

£45.—Hutton, Eastcote, Leatherhead. [9502

BEADBUET 4h.p., Bosch, B.B., clutch, free engine,
enamelled red, very fast, T.T., long exhaust, good

running order- £50.— G., Hollinsshead, Pamber, Basing-
stoke, "Hants. [1296

3-speed, clutch,
rled, new tyres,

lamps and spares.—22. Stc-ndon

E. ,1212

._. B^sch mag.,
overhauled, acces-
-Routledge, Waver-

[9002

BR.ADBURY 4h.p, Combination.
N.S.U. . le-enamelled, just

sories. good tyres, ride away; £60,

ley, Percy Rd., Hackbndge.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY Combination, 4h.p., in e:soellent con-
dition thronghout, ju^t been tlioroughly over-

hnulGd : 63 gus. lor immediate sale.—Letters to Bailer,
10. Ferndale Ed., Banstaad, Surrey. (1154

14 4.'4h.p, Bradbury. 2-speed countershaft, clutch,
free engine, kick start, Bosch, B. and B., new

condition throughout, stored 3 years, any trial; £65.
cr nearest.—47, Old Winton Rd., Andover. [9948

Brough.

"IQ20 Jlodol G Brough, S-eh.p., mileage 200; £125,
i-if or nearest offer.—Crouch, Ilminster. [X7443

SOUTH Startordshire Agents for Broughs, early de
livery guaranteed, Bedford Garage, Walsall.

Phone : 270. [5304

31.h.p. Brough, 3-5peed, S.A. countershaft, K.S.
2 perfect condition; any trials £80.—Willson

Swinegate, Grantham. ,- [1077

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
"Man only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [6588

1 Q16 3i/,h.p. Brough Flat Twin, open irnme, counter-
J-*.' shaft 3.speed gear, kick starter, handle-bar clutch,
tyres and machine in perfect condition, large overcoat
can be worn with safety and comfort: £85.
Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd., Kensington. [9754

Brown.
<>ah.p. Brown, low built, U.H. ma
f^4 stand and carrier, ride awa;
Victoria Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.'

B

,
new back tyre
£22.—Mac, 13

[9507

ROWN V/zh.-p., splendid condition, fast, reliable,
excellent climber, ready Easter tour, stored 5

rs; 40 gns.—50, Montagu Rd., Hendon, N.W. [9930

4ih.p^
B.S.A
and belt drive

ihrewsbury.

B
S.A. Combination, late model, little used, ns i

fl45.—34. Bingham Ed., Bomnemouth. [X7529
S.A. 1920 Combination, as new; £165-Olifforci
Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd., S.W.3,B[B603.S.-A., 3-speed, K.S., with new coachbuilt sidecar
£110.-40, Replingham Rd., Southfields, S.W.

[9704
1Q12 3i,4h.p: B.S.A., 2.speed gear, complete witn
J-*^ cessories; price £58.—Barnett, Eamett and Co.,
Deal.

'

[6703

1 (D16 4^4h.p. B.S.A., all-chain, 3-sreed countershaft,
-Li/ K.S., as new; £80.-82, Church Kd., Mitcham,
S.W. [9478

1 Q16 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, accessories, 3 speeds,
-LO K.S., perfect condition; £80.-16, York St,
Dover. [9289
-1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, Model H, brand new,
J- «.' registered; what offers ?—Bright, 18, Bridge
Exeter. > [9925

B.S.A., 1914, free engine, 4i/;h.p., ready to
away; £45.—Major Maitland, Brooklands, Birch

Grove, Acton. [9660

"I Q19 B.S.A. Combination, not done 200 miles, lamps.
-Lif horn, as new; £128.-50. Crystal Palace Park
Rd.. Sydenham. [9831

"IQ15 41/ih.p. B.S.A., 1920 sidecar, S-speed, K.S.,L^ perfect condition; £100.-Tullv, 6, Bedford Rd.,
Crouch End, N. [1163

B.S.A. .Combination. 1916. tyres and condition good,
belt, countershaft, nice sidecar; £95.-1, Bollo

Lane, Chiswiek. [9975

WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
Book now for B.S.A. motor cycles. Early de-

livery anticipated. [1420

41h.p. 1913-14 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-
4 speed hub, Bosch, and accessories; £68.-10.

Gunnersbury Lane, Acton. [9862
-1 Q16 B.S.A., 4i4h.p., all chain, 3-speed, clutch, and
-Lt» B.S..\. sidecar, as new; anv trial; £110.—G.,
Park View, Oatlands Drive, Weybridge. [9947

B.S.A., 1914, 3-speed, chain drive, with Canoelet
coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled by maker Nov.,

1918, perfect condition; £80.-3, Hampton Ed., Os-
westry. (8988

Leominster. " [9124

B.S..\. 4yh.p., 1919, Model K, coachbuilt sidecar,
only ridden tew times; £140.-29, Montford

Place. Kennington, S.E.I 1. [X7351

B.S.A. Model H, ju6t delivered, bulbous back sidecar
lamps, horn, screen; accept list price; seen Lnn.

dnn.-Write, Box 2,339. c/o The Btolor Cycle. [8869

B.S..\. 4',ih.p., 1917, Model K, with sidecar; £110.
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd

W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7894
1Q19 B.S.A.. countershaft, chain-cnm-belt, new
i-t^ Dnnlops perfect condition; £95.—M.C., 8,
Priory Place, Well St.. Hackney, E.9. [X7506

"IQ14 3-speed B.S.A.. chain drive, coachbuilt
J-«/ Canoelet sidecar, perfect condition, very fast.—
5a. Gt. George St.. I'ark St.. Bristol. [1264

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and Britisln

Excelsior Motor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Con-
tracting Agents for Triumphs,
B.S.A., Clynos, Enfields, Cal-
tliorpes, Aliens, A.B.C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, Harley-
Davidson, etc.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

New Machines.
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed. List price.
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, rgso, 2* h.p.,
2-stroke. 2-speed gear, clutch, and kick-
starter. List price.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920,4 h.p. model
\V., aceiylene lamp set, speeciometer, horn.
List price.

CALTHORPE, 1920, 2J h.p., 2-stroKe..

2-spced gear. List price.

DIAMOND, ig20, 2lh.p. 2-str. List price
NEW IMPERIAL rg'ao 2} h.p. Jap engine
2-speed gear clutch and kick starter. List

All the above machines are brand new,
and are oiJercd at current list price plus
carriage from works.

USED nflACHINES.
1919 A.J.S. , 6 h.p. Combination, Splitdorf

electric dj'namo lighting set, H. & B.
horn £225.

, 1919 IVY, 2.V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, £60.
1919 ALLON, 2-stroke, not ran 500 miles.

£55.

NEW SIDECARS IN STOCK.
192) SWAN Sporting Model.. £29 10 8

„ WATSONIAN "Monarch" £31 3 8
"Model H" £20 15 10
"Model N" £24 16 8

„ "Model R 34- £30 8
„ B.S.A.cornpletewitbapron£34
„ MILFORO "SKIFF" £23 16 6

„ CANOELET "Model D 4"
for 26 or 28 wheel, less tjTe £29 S

„ MILFORD -MONITOR"
black finish 28 X 3" wheel £36 15

All above sidecars are offered
at makers' list prices plus
carriage from works,
Taylor's coach-built sidecar body £11 11
A.J.S. sidecar body, second-hand, fitted

with hood, screen and luggage carrier.

£15 19 0.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
All enquiries and correspondence relating

to Cars and Motor cycles should be sem
to our Sussex Place, address.

All communications concerning Access-
ories and Repairs to Store Street.

All machines and sidecars listed above
are on view at our new sho\vrooms at
Sussex Place, South Kensington.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
SHOWROOMS:

21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I.

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W.

WHOLESALE:
38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.
'Phone—Museum 1240. Kensington 7260,

Telegrams

—

"Dyuametro, Wcstcent, Loudon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"1020 B.S.A. All-chain Combination, No. 2 sidecar,
-*-^ in crate from makers, not unpacked: what
offers ?—Stewart Dunn, High St., Deal. [X7312

B.S.A. 1915 41ih.p., and sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, all accessories, excellent condition;

ifiSS.—112, Ridley Ed., Forest Gate. E.7. [9936

TO 15 B.S.A., 4l:ih.p., KS., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt
-Ltf C.B. sidecar, lamps, tools, spares, splendid con
dition; £95.-53, Priory Ed., Kenilworth. [X7562

B.S.A., 1914, all chaii, S-speed, K.S., Cowey, Lucas
lamps, horn, standard throughout, stored; 75

gns.—Tintera, Norman Ed., Sutton, Surrey. [9432

"I
Q20 B.S.A., 4;4h.p. Jlodel H. Watsonian R34 side.

J- if car, smartest outfit on road, ridden SO miles;
£155.-294. Kennington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [X7349

B.S.A. Wh.p., 1919, Model K, with Canoelet side
car, perfect; £135.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80.
[7893

B.S.A. Combination, 4J^i.p., 3-speed, enclosed chain
drive, lamps, horn, etc., all on. new condition

throughout; £100.-101, Upper St., Islington, N.l.
[9678

B.S.A., 1915-16, chain-cum-belt, wicker sidecar,
wants fittings, any trial allowed; 75 gns.; want

lighter cycle.—Hiscox, Surveyor, Whitchurch, Hants.
[X7184

B.S.A. Combination, 1915, in excellent mei-iianical
condition, ready for anr tour, 3-speed, kick ; any

trial: 95 gns., near offer.- 1, Toivnley Ed., Dnlwich.
S.B. [9841

B.S.A., Model K, late 1919, P. and H. lamps and
generator, Lucas Minor, Brooks carrier box. Col-

lege nndershields ; £110.—Wills, Hayeh, Darlcy Dale,
Matlock. [X7D47

"IQie 4iih.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, complete
J-*y with lamps and boru, and in good mechanical
condition; £75.—F. Wilderspin. Chatteris, Camb«.
'Phone: 34. [9402

B.S.A. S'/oh.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill-

ford sidecar. Cap carburetter, Bosch mag., 2

speeds, pedal start; £6B.—Maudes', 100, Gt. rortlami
St., London. [9881

1 Q 17 B.S..A. 4iih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

-1-t^ speed, kick starter, excellent order through-
out; £125.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Nor-
bury, S.W. ' ' [1024

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, appearance as new, 3
new tyres, lamps, 3 generators, horn, perfect

order; £115.-40. Upper St. Marv's 'Ed., Bearwood,
Birmingham. [X7427

"I.Qig B.S..4. 4ijh.p., Model K, solo, with speedo-
Xt/ meter, lamps, watch, and knee grips, carefully

used; 105 gns.—Helyer, Toddington Farm, Littlehamp-
ton, Sussex. [9707

I Q20 B.S.A., Model H., with Grindley sidecar, only
-Lt/ ridden 111 miles, Watford speedometer, all lamps,
Klaxon, tools; £140, no oflers.—H. Smith, Frensham,
Famham, Surrey. [9209

B.S.A., 1916, <;.B. sidecar, all in good condition,

perfect running order, nearly new tyres. Lucas
lamps and horn. Watford speedometer; £98.—Lisney,
Florist, Ashtead. [9710

"IQ18 (September) B.S..A. 4l,ih.p. Countershaft Com-
JLt/ bihation, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, condi-

tion throughout as new; £128.-72, Longridge Hd.,
Earl's Court. London. [1134

"IQ15 4^4h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, nearly new OTOr-
JL<^ size Dunlops, belt, lamps, horn, etc., excellsnt
condition and running order; £65, or nearest.—18, Sfif-

tron Ed., Biggleswade. lltfi

1 Q17 B.S..4., 4Hh.p., Model K, coachbuilt coB-
-i- iy bination, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, Luti^

;

lamps, splendid condition; 110 gns.—24a, WobTffn
'

Hill, Stoneycroft, Liverpool. [8946

B.S.A., 31/oh.p., T.T.. 2 new inner tubes, 1 new
coyer, mechanical horn, lamps, generator, speedo-

meter. Brooks saddle, very good condition ; ^50.—Box
394, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [9869

B.S.A, 1920 Combination, chain drive, mileage IJffti
|

speedometer, 3 lamps, Cowey horn, Tan-Sad, swn
|

Dunlop cover and tube, valve; no premium; £165/lar-
Shinton, Bull St., West Bromwioh. [9096

1Q13 3;<h.p. 2-Epeed B.S.A.. Eoyal Enfield sidecar.

--t' excellent condition, engineer owned, thoroughlv

overhauled, complete : 95 gns. ; ride away.—Morley, 65.

Southern Ed., Basingstoke, Hants. [9153

B.S.A.. Nov., 1919, Model H combination, engine

No. 32752, complete with lamps and tools,

guaranteed in perfect order: any trial given by

appointment; best offer over £155.-25, West St.,

DcnsUble. (9463

B.S.A., 1914, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, chfliii-

cura-belt, excellent condition, coachbuilt MiH-
ford sidecar. 2 new tvres, lamps: nearest 95 gns.—
Foden, Farsholme, Mossley Hill Rd., Grassendal'-.

Liverpool. [1020

F.O.C.H. have a 1915 B.S.A. 4',ih.p. Model H. fully

equipped, in excellent order.— Fair Offer Car

House, 5, 'Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. 16870

-|Q17 4'/ih.p. B.S.A.. 3-speed countershaft, kick

JLt/ starter, chain-cum-belt, lamjDs, horn, owner had

from new, stored 2 years; any trial or examination;
*87/10, close offer; perfect condition.—Kent, 21, Nor-

folk Ed., Littlehampton. [95''

1

CS2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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mOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q16 nmiglns 41i.p. CombiniUion, comploto withXV lamps uiul hnin, flno condition, luui firat-claifH

runniiiB orilur; £115 bus-—Tiiiilio, 169, Hoinany Uil..

U.u.lon, N.7. [1373

DOtlcI.A.S 2>4h-P.. 2-specd, T.T. bars, now tyro, I'x-

ii'Iltiit condition, lumps, tools, spares, rorontlv
ov,-rluinl,J, rido away; £50.-Terry, Vino llous.,
AppU'.l.iiv. Kout. [1445

1Q16 DuUBlas 2\,ll.p., Just oomplotcly ovorlinulid
X«/ and gimranti'L'd iu livst-class nicciinnit-al (niuH-
ti.iii, praotioally as now; 63 gns.—Taplin, 159, Il.riisv
Rd.. London, N.7, (1374

DOUCLAS 1919 41id). Combination, fully ct|ui|.|ic-d,

wind soroon. Tan Sad, speedometer, ete,; .1:150;

seen bv appointment.— 11, Ambrose Av., (Gilders

llrcen, >!.W.4. [9011

DdVOLA.S Combination, 1919, electric liehting,
.s|KM'iioiaetcr, siiares, mechanical condition puar-

antced ; 1 50 •,;ns.—Douglas, 2. Queen's Av., Woodiord
Green, INscs. [9415

Ddll^l.AS 4h.p. 1916 Combination, 3-speed, t

kiik si.irt, lamps, generators, horn, speedo
ex«-lli-nl coiulilion throughout; igllS.—7, Rccr
Rd.. IS>dcnli;im. - [9797

1Q10 U^nslas Combination (Nov.), done- 200.
Xif >ri,itrhed. any evening, or Saturday and .^

dav: .eL'50. Uoryu. The Nook. Walden Estate, H.
ehurcli, Essex. [9611

1Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, K. start,XU just thoroughly overhauled, sidecar repainted
and upholstered, Cowey 3 gn. horn; £90.-*Wadlo\v

[9776

very fast,

seat, ve
£72.-92, Beuloh 10

[9179

lamp

Orpington, Kent.

DOUGLAS 25ih.p., 1915,
knee grip;

sui'trt, aluminium choin
Tiiornton Heath.

DOUGLAS 1920 2";,h.p., clutch, 3
sets, mechanical horn, registered, perfect,

done 100 miles; £103.—Griffiths, Sandbach Rd..
Alsager. Cheshire. [9709

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, complete withXU wind screen, apron, lamp?, and accessories,
beautiful condition; £160.—Mattock Motor Co., Mat-
lock Lane. Ealing. [9900

DOUGLASES 2'jh.r. always in stock at competitive
piices. open till 7 p.m. week davs, 5 p.m. Sotur-

days.-Sniith's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk
l"arm Tube Station). [0151

tools, and spares, con
Abbey Rd., Enfield.

in 17 Douglas 4h.p.,XV perfect condition
njjirly new: £95, or r

Rd., Catlovd, S.E.6.

DOUt:L.\S 2"ili.p.. 2-speed, uncrated December,
1919. .nljsolLitelv perfect, well equipped, excep-

lionallv smart; 62 gns.-60, Wallingford Av., North
Kensington. London. [1353

Qah.p. 2.speed Douglas, kick starter, complete with
'W4 lamps, hoin, siieedometer ; SBO. — Taylor's

3-speed. clutch; kick start, in
complete lamp set, horn, tyres,

ear offer.—Dyer, 11, Rosenthal
[9614

lamps,
age, Wedn [9969

Oih.p. Douglas, 1916, in perfect running order, 65
'v4 gns.; also 1913 Clyno, recently overhauled, 75
sns. ; also A.C. Sociable, any trial, £80.—Dunham,
44, Chapel St., Luton. [8967

DOUGLAS. 1919 date), ^"jh.p., W.D.. done 1,000,
lamps, horn, knee grips. Cowey trip; £85; no

offers; send on "Motor Cvcle " terms.— Ueorge. 33,
SUnley St.. Gloucester. [1139

DOUGLAS 2'jh.p.. 1914. Bosch, Amac. T.T. 'oars,

grev disc wheels, long brass exhaust, smart, excel-
lent condition; £60.-11, Frankfurt Rd., Heme Hill.

After 6, or 2 Saturday. [9624
|

', »>ah.p. Douglas. 1916, 2-5pecd, overhauled and re-
'V4, novated throughout, re-enamelled and guaran-l
teed perfect order; 70 gns, or better offer.—Box 2.561,
cio The Motor Cijcle. [1321}

' /Ih.p. 1916-17 Solo Douglas, T.T. bars, discs, lamii--.

^
. horn, copper exhaust, xindershield. splendid

solo or sidecar, sprockets ; neareit £95.— 24
ngton Ed., Westcliff. [1403

Ih.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, perfect condition in every respect, 3

imps, horn, any trial; £110.-33. Hoveden Rd., Keyfes
!J., CricklewooJ, N.W.2. [1018

ih.p. Douglas 1916 Coinbination, 3 speeds, kick
starter, clutch, heavy Dunlop tvres. electric

lahting, sple.idid condition; any trial; £86.—Tandy,
39. Nantwich Rd.. Crewe. [9538

rjOUGLAS 1915 2»4li.p., perfect order, good looker:
'-' £55. or near gets good machine; or nart ex-

junk needed; Epsom.—Box
[1318

rjOUGLAS 2s.,h.p.. 2-speed, •^V.D., fullv equipped, re-
L' eently unerated, new, elet-tric and acetvlene light-
ig, heavy Dunlops; 72 gns.-Hvuard, Uraiier, 116.

I

skew Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [1100

1 ~i'^1*'i-^S 2"'ih.p,, 1916, 3-speed, adjustuble pulley,
1
-' A.K knee grips. Brooks stiddle. lamps .and geue-

I r
?,'^'„P?!'^"^' running order ; jESO.-George, 4. Home

1
;dl Buildmgs, Trowbridge [1153

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

POLLOCK & MACNAB 6lin.

Friction Geared Capstan
Lathes for- 1 lin. bar.

ARCHDALE Plain Miller,

table 25in, x 1 OJin.

6in.;?14in. P. & W. Thread
Miller.

New 10x24in. CHURCHILL
type Universal Grinders.

No. 2 LA POINTE Broaching.

lOin. x36in. LANDIS Plain
Grinder.

HERBERT No.9Combination
Turret Lathes.

1 Sin. Swing 8ft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Worl<s Lathe.

2|in. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 12 Horizontal
Plain Miller.

Nos.2 & 3 KELLER Die Sink-
ing Machines.

6in.x32in. . NORTON Plain
Grinding Machines.

7iin. Centre PARKINSON
' Twink" Lathes.

1 Sin. Stroke
Shapers.

H E N D E Y

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: "LATHES. hYDE." ,

Telephone: 78, HYDE.

EtRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, BENNETTS HILL.

LONDON OFFICE.

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

D

MOTOR CYCI.ns FOR SALE.
Douglas.

T\OUGL.\.S 21,,-h.p., 2.«peod, 1.916, hnffor lioni!, olu---' niiiiiuiri discs, lumps iind iiioelmnieQl horn, maehino
:ihuu.^t ii.'W, and very Kmurt, £67/10; olso ono ot J.60.—
38, I'urldands ltd., Strcutlmm, 1.1038
T-\<)lJ(;l,.\,S (;onibination. Into 1919, only run 600
-L' hnh's, cuiidilioij [lerfect, unscratcliod, any trial;
£150 :;in.; owner t.ili..|i delivery new machine—Firth,
lldlriest, S.lmles, Cleililieaton. [lOH
in 19 (.lune) DouKhis 4h,p, Comhinntlon, 3-»peed,
--•' kick starter, KC. clutch, Innips, horn, etc., tully
iiii-iii.',l, not done 800 njiles; npiioiutment ; £140.—
L;iveii.lr, Vi.toria Kd., Wishceh. [7580
Oilli.ii linii;:!:!-, 10)::, m ln[i.iiole condition, tyres/*4 and I. .11 |n,,,,l, ,„,,rT bars; £65, Triumph,
>ai8, , l.,-lMii: i:.:j I, n.„„ian PI., Piccadilly,
London, \\,l. I'l..!]. : j:.'_.[it 'j80. [9190

2 ih.p ric-iiKiM
. I'll:;, ov. rh:iulcd and well tuned for

4, fiiHt 1 llrlllill^', l^.^; .sliields, new lanip:j, good tyres,
any trial; CtO. or o. :ir offer.—Apply by letter, Wers-
ley, 25, .St. ( 'iii hlurf^ St., Bedford. [9643

DOUGLAS 2' ,h.iJ. and 4h.p. Military Models, com-
pletely stripped .i.nd overhauled by VV.D., care-

fully selected and tuned up; 2';,ih.p., £60; 4h.p., £72.
—Wat.^on, 181, Claiiliam ltd., S.W. (1246

2 ih.p. Doushi^, 1916, practically new, footboards,
4 extra .smart, makers' colours, specially plated

;

,'my ex:unination, any trial; £65. Wanted, heavier
machine.—591, Foleshill Ed., Covenry. [X7426
23.h.p. Douglas, 1914, lamps, tools, horns, spares,

4 stored during war, just been thoroughly over-
hauled, excellent condition, fast, and reliable; 55 gns.
—30. Daleham Gardens, Hampstead. (D) [9940

DOUGLAS 2";.',h.p., uncrated September, 1919, fully
equipped, beautiful tune, makers' colours and

transfers, buffer forks. Brooks saddle; £72/10.-55,
Ridgevvay, Chingford, E.4. 'Phone : 61. [1259

1 Q19 Douglas 2?-4h.p., extra large P. and H. headX^ lamp hori:, tools, small mileage, original tyres
unpunctured, excellent condition, just overhauled.

—

Cook, Bailey's Hotel, Kensington, S.W. [9949

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., 1916, W.D., uncrated late 1919,
maker's colours, eneine, tyres, belt perfect, P.

and H.. horn, mudshields; offers over £75.—Apply,
alter 5 p.m., 65, Priory Rd. Kilburn. [8941

OUGLAS, 1919, W.D., 2iih.p., 2-speed, new con-
dition, £78, or nearest; also Douglas, 1915,

2"'4h.p:, 2-speed, just overhauled, £60, or nearest.

—

Goodwin and Cragg, Stafford St., Derby. [X7435

DOUGLAS.—Overhauled and guaranteed, Z-Yih.p.,
Douglas's exceptional finish and guaranteed as

new, complete with new lamps, Cowey speedometer,
and Klaxon horn; £80; all on.—Maude's (below).

DOUGLAS 1914 3>5h.p., 2 speeds, kick-starter. Em-
pire sidecar, Bosch; £105.—Maudes', 100, Gt.

Portland St., London. [9880

DOUGLAS 2':4h.p., 1915, 2-speed, enamelled French
grey, good engine, thoroughly overhauled, foot-

is, new tvres, all accessories, insurance, any test;

£65; ride away.—L., 11, South Rd., Wimbledon. [9262

"jQ16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted with 1919
Xiy loiks, sidecar repainted and upholstered, cycle
re-enamelled and fittings plated, new lamps and
horn; £112.—F., 21, Holly St., Dalston, E.8. [1230

DOUGLAS 2')4h.p., 1914 T.T. model, engine No.
14237 lamps, horn, tools, sundry spares; £40;

seen by appointment Saturday afternoons or any time
Sundays.—Jones, Wynthorpe, Knutsford, Cheshire.

[9292

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when von lm\e
no stock, but we are siviug deliveries to the earlv

liirds. Place vonr order at once if you want de-
liverv.-Eli Clark, Uoughis Agent. 196. Cheltenham Ed.,
Bristol. [0016

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Douglas 2%h4-p., excellent
order, small mileage.—Fair Offer Car House. 5,

Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone ; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Sat-
urdays.

.
[8509

DOUGLAS 1920 2')lh.p., latest model, just uncrated,
lovely machine, complete tool kits, etc., new tube

and new belt spares. Klaxon, lamps, etc., owner buy-
ing car; what offers over £100.—Savage, King St.,

Peterborough. [9294

DOUGLAS.—We have a number of W.D. models
ready for delivery, 2^/4h.p.. 2-speed. black finish, .

thoroughly overhauled and guaranteed in good run-
ning order; £68 each.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3. [0065

1018 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in excellent con-XV dition, been stored 12 months, almost un-
scratched. Royal blue sidecar, splendidly upholstered,
an exceptionally smart outfit; any trial; £135.—
Brookes, Long Lane, Wellington, Salop.

. [XT483

A 1915 2^4h.p. Douglas, guar.nuteed perfect running
ord^r, lamps, horn, and tools, semi-T.T. bars.

long exhaust, en.nmel excellent, may be seen and te.-ted,

owner bnviug 4h.p. combination: price complete £75.
-Richard Xewman, Hullbrook, Shamley Green, Guild-

ford. [9245

FOUR Dcnslnscs, 2"4h.p., 1915 to 1919, all perfect

£55 to £80: Alkbivs Allon, Z-speed, perfect, £46:
Chater-Lea 3':.h.p., clutch, splendid order, £32/10; M.L
laasneto. twin, perfect, £5 : complete set contact bre.-ikei

:ind paits. £2, in box.-Houie, 79, Spriugbank Rd,
Hither l.ireeu, S.E. 190*.

All letters relating to adverlisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, ci?
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q20 2')4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. nnscratclied, in p
-*-«-' feet condition, very small mileage, comploie

'"axon, special knee gr'

;very respect ; ill-healt

-Pritchard, Eastbourne Lodge,
ister. [X7491

1 Q19 (August) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, not rid-
J-i/ den 1,000 miles, P. and H. head lamp, alu-
minium side and rear, 2 generators, Stewart horn,
extra Lomax apron, perfect, condition, new spares,
ready for Easter tour; £150: bought higher-powered
outfit; after 5 p.m.—45, Gosherton Rd., Balbam.

[9625
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combinat:

September, 1919, 3-speed
500 miles, enamel uuscratched;
latest Douglas blue sidecar,
electric lighting outfit (ui
speedometer, wind screen, e , .

Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex

a, as new, uncrated
K.S., etc., not run
makers' colours tank,

nclude £10
mechanical horn,

price 125 gns.—Ash
[9771

Duzmo.
DUZMO S'-ih.p. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Order-,

strict rotation. Deliveries commence March,
All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach ai

Seed, 16, John Dalton St.. Manchester. [X2657

Edmund.
2ilh.p. Edmund, spring frame, 3 models,—Lists free

4 from Gourlay's, Fallowfiekl. [2951

23h.p. Edmund, spring frame, 3 models.—Lists free
4 from Gourlays, Falloufield. [8991

"|Q18 Z'^h.p. Edmu]id-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, spring
-*-«.' drive, cush hub, all-chain, spring frame, Lucas
lamps, horn, marvellously comfortable, just overhauled,
condition perfect; best over £65.—Walker, Abbey
Gateway. JVlalvern. [X7333

Enfield

"IQ16 Enfield Combination, all accessories, lugga^
-•-«-' grid; £126.-16, York St., Dover. [9288

-IQ19 Enfield, 2i4h.p., accessories, spare tyre; £62
-t-tf —55, Balls Pond Rd., Dalston, London. [1225

6h.p. Enfield Combination, Bosch mag.; £120
FunneU, 4, High St., Gilliugham, Kent. [9746

ENFIELD, December, 1918, 2-stroke, accesso:
£58.-684, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [1349

ENFIELD 2i/,h.ii., late 1919. not run 500, good
condition; £70.—Hos 2,480, c/o The Motor Cycl,

[9200
ENFIELD Combination, 1918, good condition; £140,

or offer.-4, High St., Leatherhead. 'Phone: 12.
[9631

T^NFIELD 1919 Special 3h.p. model, lamps, horn,
-L' speedometer, tools.—Parker's, Brodshawgate, Bolton.

[X7322
ENFIELD Twin, 25ih.p., 2-speed, splendid condit

tyres nearly new; £45.-87, Truro Ed.,. Wood
815;

perfect condi-
Beckenham,

[8220

£147/10.-

Gr

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1914 Combination,
tion; £110.-Holden, Wickhan

Keht.

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, dynai
Clifford Wilson Mfg.'Co., 79, Royal Hospital Rd.,

S.W.3. [8605

ENFIELD 2iili.p., brand new; £70; buyer can rid«
away on it.— 8, Booth Rd., Waterfoot, Nr, Man-

chester. [9865

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, just delivered: £195
—P. Hucker, Hill.<borougli, Acock's Gicen, Bir-

mingham. (X7460
-| Q20 2yh.p. Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed. brand new,
JLt/ unused; 70 gns.—149, Bowes Rd., Palmer's
Green. N. [9656

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, just overhauled, me-
chanically perfect; offers.—82, Haldon Rd.,

Wandsworth. [9655

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 1919, new tyres, splendid condi-
tion; £55.-79, Castleton Mansions, Riverview Gar-

dens, Barnes.
, [1294

-J
Q20 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., fully equipped,

-•-•-' done 350 miles; £190.—8c, North End Rd.,
Golders Green. [9938

ENFIELD 1915-16 6h.p. Combination, in perfect
condition; bargain ,£125.-49, Replingham Rd.,

Southficlds, S.W. [9706
ENFIELD 1920 Box Carrier Combination, under 50

miles; £200.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal
Hospital Rd., S.W.3. [8604

ENFIELD Combination, 1919 (June), Lucas lamps.
Klaxon, like new; £160.-248, Hithergreen

Lane, lewisham, S.E. [1271

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, 6-8h.p, magnificent out-J-U fit, fully equipped; £140, or near.—374, Grove
Green Rd., Leytonstone. [9988

LATE 1917 Enfield Combination, fitted complete
lamps. Klaxon, posh lot; what 0fIevs:--76, Hith

St., Thornton Heath, Surrey. [9114

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1915 Twin. K.S., clntch, lamp, horn,
etc., in excellent order; £60.-1, Laufranc Sf

Westminster. (Before 6 o'clock.) [1044

ENFIELD Coirjjination. 1913, Lucas lamps, speedo-
meter, pood condition, stored during war; £105

—Cliapuiiin, AH Bouls College, Oxford. [9429

j DELIVERY
FROM STOCK

or at an early date.

DOUGLAS ENFIELD
INDIAN CLYNO (2-stroke)

B.S.A. MATCHLESS
LEVIS BAT
BRADBURY HENDERSON

(4-cylinder).

ZENITH NEW IMPERIAL

SPARKBROOK DIAMOND
COULSON B. OMEGA
EDMUND COVENTRYEAGLE
VELOCETTE METRO-TYLER
INVICTA REX

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

272-274, Gt. Western Rd , Glasgow

INDIAN
Combinations

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

"PNFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, lamps, tools,
^-^ and practically new back wheel, good condition;
£115.—Box 382, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7446

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., dynamo lighting,
-Ltf fully eauinped: £146.—Smith's, 10-16, Haver-
stock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0126

pNPIELD Combination, 1916. 6h.p., lamps, horn;
-'--' £135, offers; mechanically perfect; seen Saturday
afternoon.—148, Lowden Rd., Heme Hill, S.E. [9362

"IQ16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,
--*-' speedometer, electric light, first-class outfii;
£140.—Thomson's Garage, Beehive Lane, Hford. [9623

ENFIELDS.—Place your name on our list withonl,,,
delay, rotational delivery strictly adhered to, no|

premiums.—Bedford Garage, Walsall. 'Phone : 270, I
[530e|

ENFIELD, late 1915, 8h.p., electric lighting, hooi|j|
screen, speedometer, first-class running ord(

trial; spares; £125, near offer.-113, Old St., E.C.I
[96

"|Q19 2>4h.p. Enfield 2-6troke, 2-speed, clutch,
X*^ accessories, as new, not ridden 600 miles; Sol
London district: £58.—Box 2,552, c/o The Motor Cyi

[13
"IQ16 3h.p. F.nfield, 2-speed, kick starter, compli
-I- *? with lamp, generator, horn, and ac(;essori
tyres as new, trial; £50.-48, Western Rd., Trii

NEW Enfield Combination, £185; new Rover CO
bination, 200 gns.; 1919 James combination, wi

lamps, etc., £145 —Box 385, c/o The Motor CvcU.
[X7S

"I
Q14 6h.p. Royal Enfield, lamps, horn, Cowey, spl

J-*-' tvre, tube, spares, tools, excellent running oid<
£115, or oSers.—Warwick, Micklethwaite, W etherby/

[12
6h.p. Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, full equ;

ment, perfect, ready for summer's touring; a
trial; 100 gns., bargain.—Baker, Boot Manufactuii
Fishguard. [13

TO 14 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speed, Mag engine,
-LJ' mag., all bearing surfaces new, tyres good, lami
pump, tiorn, very fast; ride away; £70.-62, Londt
Rd., Worcester. [9«

61r.p. Enfield Combination, roomy sidecar, child

seat, screen, new heavy tyres, fully equipp
spares, just done up; £105 lowest.— 3, Grove H
Chertsey, Surrey. [931

6h.p. Enfield Combination (Dec, 1915), complete;,'

overhauled, electric lighting. Klaxon, fully

iured; £135.—Write, Williams, Glenelg, Grosve
Rd., St. Alban'=. [8!

ENFIELD Brand New Combination, only driven Ir
,

works, Lucas magdynamo, lamps, tools, efcoj

nearest £230.—Goss, 71, South Side, Clapham Con
mon. 322 Brixton [119

3h.p. 1916 Twin Enfield, 2-speed, kick starter

clutch, makers' receipt for £20 overhaul, lafll

set- £70, or offer.—F. Smith, 10, Eedelifle MotI
Eedclifla Gardens, London. [X727;

in 15 Royal Enfield, 3h.p., electric lighting se)

-l«/ mechanical oiling, in thorough going ordei

price 70 gns. ; ride away.—Can be seen at Plompioi

AND

SCOUT
Models.

THE LAST WORD
IN LUXURY.

Very Early Delivery.

-idde-

[las

fro;TO 20 Enfield 6h.p. Combinatii
Xi7 works only, P. and H. lamps; £170.
day, otherwise appointme.at,-Coryn, The Nook, Wal$€
Estate, Hornchurch, Esse.\. [961

1 Q19 (June) Enfield 6h.p. Combination, screen, lamp
-LJ/ speedometer, Klaxon, uuscratched; reasona^
oflier; call or telephone Brixton 286 after 6 p.m.

175, Cumberwell Grove, S.E. 5.

TpiNPIELD 3h.p„ 1915, aew chain, footboards, sadlJl'

f-i tank re-enamelled, smart machine, excellent COg^'

tion, complete with lamps ; £55.—Write, H. Lettwiai

42, Alwyn Av., Ohiswick, W.4. [9l;2i

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., Bosch, lamps, hprr

etc., excellent running order and conditionrT'
cently overhauled; £90. or offer.-Blondell, 30, 'Wa
render Rd., Tufnell Park, N.19. i9i'

SEAL & BALL,
24, Nevill Street,

SOUTHPORT.
Telephone: 163.

ENFIELD 1916 Couibinatiou, 6h.p.. electric lightu
and Lucas horn, Watlord .speedoinoter, higga:

grid, very little used: anv trial; £iaO.-llrug Storcl

13, Prince of Wales Ed.,' Kentish Tovii. [991

ENFIELD 3h.r. Twin, 2-speed, clntch, kick stai

delivered Jan., 1920, absolutely as new, ridden !

miles only: owner taking delivery another machine
90 gns.-Purnell, 73, Regent St., Gloucester. [911'

ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 Combination, 6h.p., ne.

hoo<l, lamps, wind screen, good tyres, excepticij:

ally fine engine, appearance splendid, anv trial; incIU'

ing insur,ance £150.-125, High St., Woodwich. [973.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, Nov., 1916, dynanli

lighting, speedometer, horn, wind screen aP,

apron, etc.. good condition; £160.—Pulling's GaragJ
London Rd., West Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [995

ENFIELD Combination, J.A.P. engine, just ov<j

hauled and renovated by makers, lamps, screei

grip, speedometer, all accessories, perfect conditio!'

.£120.—Any tri,al at 136, London Rd., Kingston. [884

ENFIELD 1918 6h.p. Combination, D.A. ligbllini

wind screen, Tan-Sad, spare tyre, tube, nij

chain, very fast and reliable for a &ood tour; any trial

£150.—R.P., 106, Fulbam P.alace Ed., HammersmilJ
[14 i

C58 All letters relating to advertisements should uuote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the d.ite of the issue.
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w
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

EiiBcld.

AUCIIOPK'.'?. 9. Sli.v I.iinc, Floot St., Lomlon.—
61i.p. lioviil Kiiliul.l v.iiiibinnUon. 1917 nioilcl,

oHnrs: also 1916 6li.p. Royal KiiaoKl combinuUon, and
1913 Royal Knflold combination, romly lor the ruail.

[1424

F.O.O.H. linve a Gh.p. Enflold Combination, in ex-

ipllent order.—Fair OKer Car House, 5, Heath
Hamnstead Tube Station)."""""

t Sat-

urdays. [6868

ENFIELD 3h.1). Twin, 1916, 2-s|icod liuti-ll. kirk
starter, nicenanieally perfect, excellent condition

and appearance, mechanical lubrication, tyres nearly
now: £62/ 10.—Greaves, 38r ningerolt St., Holloivay,

N.7. (9592

ENFIELD Combination. 1914. unused from 1915-
1919, new tyres, electric lighting, s" ' i-""- I

' ..

Lucas horn, wind screen, (nil kti tn,,l^ luiil s|,;m..,

ready any journey: £130.—.Seen at Chcqin i .
Il;nkiii

side, Essex. [9277

ROV.M, KNFIKI.D 2-<.,h.p. Twin, new Bosch mag..
.\m;ic curlmrcttci- and belt, liorn, lyres good,

pcrlecl Older llir.ui^lioul, ride away: bargain, £36, or

very ncar.-Wriglil, .South Normanton. near Allreton,
Derbyshire. [1263

ROYAL ENFIELD 2»4h.p. twin. 2-speed, all chain
drive, shaft driven magneto, lamps, horn. pump,

armoured toolbag, etc., enamel, plating, and tyres good.

K>rtcct running order; £37.—M. Roberts, 55, Fairfield

d.. Bow, E. [9636

Qlh-i). 2-stroke Enfield, as new, re-enamelled, plated.
nJl (•tc, £68; nudersluug chassis in stock, 4'patterns,

Jrora £9/9 to £10/10 ; Iteynolds chains in stock, all

. sines.—Speedwell Motor Works, 136, St. Ann's" Ed.,
Tottenham, N.15. [X72J5

3h-p. twin Royal Enfield. 1916, M.A.G. engine, new
big and small ends, thoroughly overhauled and

tank rcpainl?d Enfield colours, good tyres, lamps,
trial: £60--.-\pplv by letter, Worsley, 26. St. Cuht-
b-rfs St.. Bedford'. [9642

1Q19 Enfield Combination. Dec, Bh.p., with Lucas
1.0 dvnamo lishtin;; set, practically new; 200 gns.:

also 1918 Matchle^. combination and accessories, good
condition: £180-—Owner, 37, Langdon Rd., Upper
Holloway. London, N. [9902

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p.. 1916. complete with
new P. and H. head. side, tail lamps, horn,

laggage grid. hood, screen, .and tools, in perfect

condition: £140. barcain.—Nielsen, 49, Gartmoor
Oardens, Southfields, S.W.19. [9357

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1920. Luc,^s Mag-
dynamo lighting, horn, complete with hood,

-creen, luggage grid. etc.. mileage under 50 miles, con-
dition better than new; best offer over £230 secures.—
.\pply. Box 2,519, c/o The Molor Cycle. [9553

ENFIELD 2-sttoke, Enfield 2-speed gear, clutch, all

chain drive, good tyres, pump. Lucas lamp sets,

front and rear, Stewart hern, .Tones trip speedometer,
;ools, etc., late model, and in nsw condition; first 58
ins.-54, St. Charles ,?()., North Kensington. W.IO. |9628

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. 1919''i. mileage 275,
stored during winter months, large elegant side-

ear with detachable child-'s seat, large cart Cape hood,
screen, luggage grid, speedometer, horn, tools, sidecar
mat, electric lighting, reatlv good outfit; £175.-30.
Classic Rd., Stoneycroft, Liverpool. [1191

1Q19 (delivered November) Enfield for immediate
^O' sale mileage 230, fitted up regardless of cost
with Watford trip speedometer, largest size P. and H.
head lamp, Lucas rear, black discs, indistinguishable
from new: price £80. no offers: no dealers.-^S.
Dalzicl. Chase House, Kingswoofl, Tadworth, Surrey.
Tel.: Burgh Heath 233. [9510

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1919 (Julv), speciiillv selected en-
sine, 2-speed, clutch and kick-starter, semi-T.T.

handlt^hars, horn, hooked grips. Palmer cord tyres
:6\2"'.s (unpuncturedl ; Brooks No. 170 saddle, nnder-
-I tt^n. complete set of tools, spare cover .and tubes,
M-t. reliable and econoiuical, in perfect condition
:lir"u2liont. £85; electric ligliting set. £5: Watford
i:r speedometer, £4.-Box 334, c/o Tlte Molor Cvrle.

(X6875

Excelsior.
prxCELSIOE 5-6h.p. Combination, splendid order:
L-' £85.-W. P. Edwards, Taunton. [95,

o

1020 8h.p. .-American Excelsior Combination, niile-
t.a age under 150; £165 lowest.—W. D, Stobo.
.anglands, Wrexham. [9434

r .\NCASHIRE, Cheshire. North Wales. Isle of Man
Li only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake
ad Co.. Oificial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6536

; Q20 British Excelsior. Aden 2-stroke engine, 2-speed,
i -" new. done 50 miles; cost £70 with spares, best
I

ffer over feC-Wliit;, Treiiarren, Leckhampton, Chel-
nham. {8049

I
THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents the

I ,
^/*. '"'"^ '"' mnney on the market. Book now for

) my delivery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe side<-:ir.-

I

.awards and I'any. 4. Blenheim St., Bond St. Unv-
\

»r 2666. [2262

:

I

Q20 British Excelsior Combination, brand new, un-
I .: ^y?^^- ^^-y- J-A.P.. Sturmev 3-specd, chain-cum-
I

elt, MiUford coachbuilt sidecar," lamps. Klaxon, etc.,
cenced and_ registered; £168.—Box 2,562, c/o The

'" C-jde. [1320

Purchased
from a

Government
Store.

Not run
more tlian

S minutes

?>

TED3r

GUARANTEED BY US.

mmden'mmMaO-
rOQpAmt fhtland St.

JBcndcn W.l.

lOQ, Pwds St, CxetM,.

All letteis relating to adveitisements

IIN STOCK.!
NEW. g

Oni 1950 METRO-TYLER, 2-SDeed £69 18 8 [TITl

lojo BLACKBURNE, 1 h.^.. vspeed ... £115 Mm
SS 1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2

J
ii.p.. 2-speed £63 5 w

U^ 1920 COULSON-B., 2.i h.p., 2-spee.1. sprinj PM frame £99 15 llj

Ifl 1920 CLYNO, 2-strokc, 2-speed £75
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3.' h.p., 2-spee'l .... £125™ 1920 METRO-TYLER," 2-speed, disc

ID wheels >- £72 IB 8

^ SECONO-MAND.
H 1919 A.J.S. 5-6 h.D. Combination £193
fffi 1919 ROVER, 3', h.p., T.T.. Fhilipson
yU^ pullev : £90

1919 RUi)GE MULTI, 3.V h.p. Ro.adstcr . . £90m 191S TRIUMPH, 4 h.p.. 3-spced, new Side-

car £125™ 1918 P. a M., 3.'. h.p.. new Sidecar £103
mil 1920 JAMES s-S h.p. Combination £183

B 1920 B.S.A. Combination £165
rnjl 1920 B.S.A. Combination, dyu.amo ... £185

SPECIAL OFFER.

^ W.D DOUQLAS, 2; h.p., 2-speed nio.iels,

overhauled, recnnstructea, and guar-m anteed in good order £63
DB TRIUMPH i h.p. W.D. .Models, 3-sp . £85-390 ^
^ 15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue, '

DIQ Camomile Street, E C.3.
H

rrm Gi-ams: Ecemocyca. LonJoD.
" b

Lilii -llLue: Aveuue 5548. ,

otrld qt:ote the number at the end of each ad'.

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Excelsior.

BUITISII ExcolHior Coinbinutinn, 5-6h.p., spoedoinotor,
Mcrecn. eti'., rtrMt-clas*K condition. K.S., 3 KpecflK,

indistiugnishable from new; prico £140.—Applr, Uoyiil
llcori;.!, li.4 hitlm New lid., B.E. (9679

I 020 l)iili-h Hxcelsior Combination, odverti,«cr han
-•-«/ i„k, „ ,

I, livery of same alter wailing 12 montliB,
liUt-,1 l.uca ilvnamo liithling, electric horn, spare
whfi-l. ,1:23 worth ol. spares; take .«232 the lot.—
A.C.I. . 468, Harrow Rd., I-ondon, W.O. (1404

AllHIilCAN E.seelsior Combination, 1916, 9-llli.p.
mag. niodi'l, 3 «p60d countershaft, clutch, F.R.8.

I; i;l30, or offer.—5, Milldown Hd., Seaford. (8940

AlIKRICAN Excelsior 1916 7-91i.p. Combination, 3-

sjieed clutch, kick stajl. tncr-'-dn .-idecar, com-
plete liKhting set, spares, jn t -.vr, l,,in|.-il. repainted,
extremely smart, last, peil'ii 11 ^Ii-iiit; any trial

or examination; £110, no nii, 1 : . , n by appoint-
nient.-J.E„ 18a, Birchwood Rd,. « -J. lij fleet. Surrey.

[1125
Fafnir.

31h.p. Fatnir, Bosch, B. and B., lamps; £22.-10,
2 Briscoe Rd., Merton, S.W. (8975

33.h.p. Fafnir mug., Amac carburetter, ride away;
4 25 gns,-Platts, 602, King's Ed., Eullmm, S.W. 6.

[1216

3 h.p. Fatnir, in excellent order, cylinder recently

ground and all- bearings rebushed. Millennium
2--neerl gear, as new, wants dry battijri'. enamelled
rev, Chater-Lea spring forks; £15.-Phillips, Gable.-.

.Soiitbwick, Sussex. [9817

Falcon.

Oih.p. Falcon, excellent condition, ride away; bar-
'i4c gain, £25.-14, Hinckley Rd.. E. Dulwich, S.E.

(9779
Fleet. ,

4 h.p. Fleet, single speed, sporty bike; £21.—Ashton,
Thoruhill Edge, Dewshury. [S.7341

F.N.

N. 4-cvl., taken for debt, wants slipht overhaulinsr,

good tyres; £20.-248, Peckham Eye. [X7261

N."2h.n.. accumulator ignition, in running order,

horn: £10.-Ca;\ley, Copthorne, Sussex. [1104

F.X. 2;a.p. 2-speed, 1915, good condition; £38;
clutch.—Eowe, 94, St. Leonard's Ed., Windsor.

[9584

CROW Bro«., Guildford, F.N. agents for the 7h.p

4-,yI and 2»'4h.p. liglit-.veight Itook vour machine
now 13171

21h p F.N.. 3-speed. shaft drive, ride away; £30,
2 near offer.—The Alexandra Auto Co., Bour

£50 —Vfurray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden.

Holborn, London.
' [X7327

F^X. sali.p., new Amae, mag., wheels, tyres, carrier,

etc., merdianicallv perfect, f^porty mount, 50 m.p.h.

:

£33.-laber House. Bnrtord. Oxon. [9130

>'orton-sub-namdo

£18.—Kirkham,

good
._.. __. . in Ire

nlough House, Cong, Co. Mayo.

LATE 1914 F.N. 7h.p. 3-specd Combination, com-
pletely overhauled, speedometer, full equipment,

verv smart outfit; £135. -Evans, 72a, Palatine Rd.,

Stoke Newington, N.16. [9373

1Q14 4-cyl. 3-speed F.N.. speedometer, clock, Lucas
i-iy horn, lamns, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,

portmanteau, spares, tools, perfect order.—Philbrick,
5. Elsham Rd.. Kensington, London. [9509

F.N., specially built in 1915, round tank, disc

wheel, electric light, with sidecar, hood, screen,

verv smart outfit; £155.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

(7897

BARG--iIN for a Mechanic, 4-cyl. F.N.. Bosch. B.
and B., assembled and complete except saddle,

footrests, brake rod, filler caps, and carrier, needs
tuning and adjusting only, shabby, but believed sound
machine; first cash £19; carriage extra; stamp reply.

—Keen, Broad St., Leominster. (1185

Forward.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.-

2,'2h.p. Forward motor cycle, £27/10. [1425

G
Gamage.

AMAGE, 1919, 2 speed, Villiers_ iyih.j).,

Harley-Davldson-

JACK HEALY, Cork, official Harley ngent.-Ro-
f.Ttin-i.nl deliverv N'o riremiums accepted. (6488

HAHLBT-UWTDSriX 7-9h.p. Electric Combination,

late 1915, difc>, toiMiole: £125.-W. P. Edwards,

Taunton. L9572

N.-Br.ok now for early dehvery
The Motor Cvrle Mart. StaSord

(X3382

HAELET-DAVIDSON.-
-Official Age--- ""

St, Wals,nlL

ertiEement. and the date of the issue. C59
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

FLAT Twin Harley, brand new,'
price.—J. Smith and Co., 16.

London, N.W.
17 Harley-DaviJson solo, little19 £135.—Shore, 4, Bank

n stock, at list

Hampstead Rd.,
[9825

perfect
, -. - , Basford

Stoke-on-Trent. [9957

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination
eauiil to new; best offer over £135.—Box 383, c/c

The Motor Cycle.
, [X7517

XTAELEY-DAVIDSON, large Williamson sidecar,
J--*- eqnal to new, also tradesman's carrier to attach
£150.—Wilson, Decorator, Nuneaton. [X7514
HARLEY-DAVIDSO-N, 1915. C.B. sidecar, col

IJletely eqnipoed, perfect running order; £110
Harborne, 244, Sandycombe Rd., Kew. [9912

XTARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, perfect,
J-i- £135, or exchange New Hudson 2-stroke or Babj
Triumph and cash.—26, George St., Hove. [8926

HARLEY, 1915, mag. model, and Bramble coach
sidecar, 3 lamps. Klaxon and storm apron; £130

—Kemp, 285, Finchley Kd., Hampstead. [9257

T ATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
J-^ model, wind screen, recent thorough overhaul; seen
evenings or week-end; £125.-Sellioks, Hailing, Kent.

[9587
HARLEY-DAYIDSGN 1915 7-9h.p., with nearly nev.

Projectile sidecar, discs all round, engine per
feet, requires paint; £110.—Wiggins, Fellmonger
Witney.

_ [8929
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p., Bosch mag.,

sporting torpedo sidecar, good condition; £135
nearest offer.—H. Wargent, lb. Alma Terrace, South
Harrow. [1112

HABLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 7-9h.p., 3-speed geai
bo,\", electric lighting, a magnificent machine

£191/6; brand new, just delivered.—Fleming, Amblecote
Garage, Stourbridge. [9186

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 5-6h.p
2-speed, hand clutch, lamps, horn. Tan Sad

Inxurioiis sidecar, good condition; £100.-365
St., Hammersmith. [9737

1Q 18-1919 Harley-Davidson 8-lOh.p. Combinati
-S-t/ Swan sidecar, in perfect condition, lamps, horn,
Harley-Davidson tool kit; £160; no offers.—Box 2,523,
c/o 7716 UolOT CtjoU. [9557

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON 1917 7-9h.p. Combinatio]
mag. model, hood, side curtains, screen. 3 electr

lamps. Klaxon, perfect condition; £160.-30, Crystal
Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. - [9863

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915^
Bosch uuig,, in excellent running, order,' tyres

new, 3 speeds, hand clutch, stored during war; £130
—Shrubb, Alma Hotel, Walmer. [1166

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7h.p., 1916, 3-speed,
model, with sidecar, hood, screen, lamps

£160.—Newnham Motor Co.,- 223, Hammersmith Rd.,
W.6. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [7895

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, dynamo light
ing and horn, ridden 500 miles, absolutely per

feet; lowest cash price, £220.—Hulbert, Hopewell, Gt
Kimble, Princes Risborough, Bucks. [9505

"I Q14 Harley 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, etc., new back ty
Xt/ nearly new front, new driving chain, engi
just overhauled; £32, or exchange 1916 I.O.M. Rudi.
—Hannan, West Ham House, Basingstoke. [1179

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, returned to-da;
-i- *J from re-enamelling, plating, overhauling, nei
chains, sprockets, tyres, all spares, absolutely as new
£160.—Page, 8a, High St., West Bromwich. - [995:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1920, fiat twin sports model,
electrically equipped, speedometer, pillion seat, 3

speeds and kick starter, only done 500 miles: £165.

—

Maude's, 100, Gt. Portland St., London, W. [9879

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p.,
lamps, horn, speedometer, roomy sidecar, in

good condition, and splendid running order; £135.—
St. Leonard's, Gloucester Rd. East, New Barnet. [1351

1 Q20 Harley-Dnvidfion Combination, mag., Mills-
\-*J Fulford sidecar, complete, speedometer, newly
delivered, no mileage, magnificent outfit; £225; owner
bought car.—Tennant, 26, Weir St., Coatbridge. [S6919

1Q17 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric
--*' model, complete set of lamps, spare outer tyre and
inner tube, all tyres practically new; seen any time:
what offers?—Waugh, Glower's Farm, Sedgeford, Norfolk

[9168

1 Q20 Hnrley-Davidson Combination, magnificent mn
-!-«/ chine, all latest improvements, price £250
1915, same make, Bosch mag., newly overhauled and
painted, £150.—Hedley's Garage, Gunnersburj', W.4.

[9763
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Mag. Model, acetylene

lighting, electric horn, speedometer, all acces-
sories, new January, done a few hundred miles only,
new condition; £175, or with new sidecar, 200 gns.—
Kolieits. Bleiicntbrn Garage, Keswick. [0154
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920 electric model, luxu-

rious sidecar (Montgomery), mileage negligible,
beautiful machine, guaranteed perfect, owner buying
car; best ofler over £230.—Dr. Gregory, 16, Gordon
Mansions, W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 1619. [9634

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916. mag. model. Phoenix
double sidecar, new rear tprocket, chains, valves,

tappets. Klaxon , acetylene, trial by appointment,
photo 3d.; nearest £145 (D).^A.R.C.. 63, Shooters'
Hill Rd., S.E.3. 'Phone: Greenwich 677. [9857

bPPEN
J^LAN&Co,

Wholesale and Retail

Agents in the Counties of

SUSSEX, KENT. HERTS,

ESSEX, SURREY,
MIDDLESEX, for:-

Reading

10h.p. TWIN 1170 c,c.

THE WORLD'S
MASTER

MOTOR CYCLE.

Deliveries of which
are NOW being made
according to promise

And no

Disappointment.

Write at once for

your nearest
agent's address and
dates of delivery.

A good selection of

191 9 and 1920 Solos

and Combinations
of Various Makes
in Stock.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davldsoa

HAELEY-DAVIDSON" 1916 7-9h.p. Combination.
Mills-Fnliord sidecar, jtist been thorouphly over-

hauled, electric lighti'ng:. new tyres, valves, piston rintrs,

and chains, absolutely perfect mechanism, very last and
powerful.—Macgowran, 10, Middleton Rd., Golder'a
Green, N.'W.4. [9471

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, electric model, coach-
built sidecar, CovVey speedometer, electric horn,

and lamps, aluminium discs to all wheels, Tan-Sad,
3V2in, back tyre. Cameo screen, Harley t<iol roll,

mechanically perfect; owner taken delivery same model
1920; price £200.—Richards,, 13, Parkway, Wallasey,
Cheshire. [X7520

HAELEY-DAVIDSON C.B. Combination, 1919
mas:, model, electric lamps, hood, new Stewart

>peedometer. handle-bar muffs, new Goodyear back tve.
spare uunsefl Palmer 3-ribbed tyre and tube, mileage
2,000, .superlative condition, insured till July; best over
£200.—Henry, 22, Grosvenor lid., Chiswick. 'Phone:
Chiswick 1186. [9155

real smart outfit, absolutely as new,
Bluemel's "wind screen, Cowey trip speedometer, dis-

solved acetylene head lamp, electric sidecar and rear,

none of these have been used, Terry pillion seat,
spare cover and tube; £200.~Garaged, 171, Seven
Sisters Rd., HoUoway, N. [9600

Hazlewood.
1 Q19 6h.p. J.A.P.-Haze'wood Combination, nev.', in-
-Li* eluding lamps; £186.—Mason, Motor Agent,
•Wellingborough. [1096

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p., 3-speed Armstr.ug,
K.S., FrencJi grev, black lined, new condition;

£75.—Magnet Garage, Long Eaton, Notts. [1106

4h.p. Hazlewood Twin J.A.P.. lamps, speedometer,
and horn, condition as new. enamel and plate ua-

scratched; 85 gns.—21, Kitherdon Ed., Balham, S.W.-
[X7a63

HAZLEWOOD Combination. 1914. 6-ah.p. J.A.P.,
2-speed, Swan sidecar, sound condition through-

out; bargain, £98.—Griffiths, 97a, Kilburn Lane, W.IO.
[8982

1 Q20 Hazlewood (delivered .Tan.) Combination, 6h.p.

-L«' J.A.P. 3-speed C.S., clutch, K.S., Canoelet side-

car- list price, £185: accept nearest to f170.—Saunders,
Cycle Co., Chatham. [9576

1 Q 17 Big H Hazlewood, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P.,
JLt/ guaranteed, combination, new tyres, just been

overhauled, hood, luggage carrier, pillion, and all

accessories. £125. or exchange for car: also Auto-
Wheel and cycle, guaranteed perfect. £19, or offer.—

Kinnaird, 268, Portobello Rd., W.IO. [9712

H.B.

H.B.—Special -Agent. H. W. Boulton, Penn Garage,

Penn, Wolverhampton. Call or write. [1365

H.B. 2?-ih.p. Blackburne engine. 2-speed. kick

starter, hand clutch; 90 gns.—Delivery ex-stock

from Joseph Devey and Co., 50, Darlington St., Wol-

verhampton. 'Phone: 606. [1055

H.B., 1920, not unpacked, 2"4h.p. Blackhnrne, kick

start, Albion 2-speed, clutch, heavy Dunlops, hpin,

pump, tools, etc., thoroughly tuned by expert; best

£90.-H. T. Athelstone, Gullane, East Lothian.

Henderson.
HENDERSON. 1919, Model Z, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 3-

speed, with Rogers sidecar; £160.—Brill, 4, Bar-

leycorn St., Wellhall, Eltham, S.E.9. [9291
;

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle ol
(

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. wanted.— ,i

J. Blake and Co.. Official Dealers, Liyerpool-Map-

I

Chester. [6587

1 Q 20 Henderson with Swan sporting sidecar, disc

-LJf wheels, Cowey horn, speedometer, lamps

(unlit), perfect condition, done 350 miles; price

£235.—Maxwelton, Lakeside Rd., Palmers Green,

London. 'Phone: 828. [9715

HENDERSON lOh.p., 4-cyl., used for demonstra-

tion and road test only, not done 1,000, re-

cently examined throughout, complete with accumu-

lator electric lighting. Sunbeam sidecar. Easting wind

fficient Ice shields, and all necessary acces-

£230.—Batten, Hope Park Lodge, Peebles.

N.B. tX7461

HENDERSON, 1915, re-enamelled and plated, new
tyres, chain sprocket, bushes, gudgeon pins, and

piston rings, big ends taken up, Lucas head light aet,

Lucas rear light, sidecar lamp, 2-way generator, nice

coachbuilt sidecar. Coverall apron, a real good lot:

£140; expecting new combination this week.—Mchol-
butcher, Barking. (9931

"I 015 Henderson Combination. 2-speed, hand con

-Lt7 trolled clutch, P. and H. lamp, Lucas genenitci

and horn, engine overhauled by Robertsons last Jnii'

(cost £19), since run about 800
, tyres alt" good, mechanically

liles, extra large

sound: piice 126 gns,

first instance, Tapply
[931S

Hobart.

HOBAET for Early Delivery.-Apply, Bainett, finr

nett and Co., Deal. [670;

HOBART 2%h.p. 4-stroke, mileage 4,700, splendid

running order, tyres, belt good, horn, lamps
tools; trial; £35.—Brooklyn. -Chadwell Heath. Ei-scJ

(10 miles London). L115;

c6o All letters relatinfi to adveitisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

.M
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Jumes.

JA^I:.S.-AII models; early delWorioa.—A. J. Young
mil Co., l.Ul.. Nowluarket.

~
10145

rAJIKH -11, 111'., lioliovtil 1914, 2-9noc(I, powerfu
£55,-(irillltli, 6. r.ipsy Hill, Norwood, 18924

in IS .Iiimo.i Ji.ih.i). Twin, J-spood, been tlioroui:
l«/ i.vorlmulcil; £80.-Sliutes, 524, Alexandra V
III,, Wood Oroen. [9913

|lh,]>, James and Sidecar, 2 speeds, F.E,, .__ .

*4 rtoriea, splendid conditiou: bargain, £45,-1,
Vaitdalo Rd„ Forest Hill, [8970

lI7-AltClI0PE'.S, 9, Shoo Lane, Fleet St„ London.-
VT 1920 5-6li.p, ,Tame3 oombination, twin cylinder,
nclmles luvissurios; offers. [1427

JAMKS 5-61i,|,. Twin Cunil)in.atinn. 1918 niodol, eusine
iukI Keai i)ox just ovorlmilled by makers

;
price

;l40.-\Vurl;iiiil, Ueorge St„ O.Oord, [121t.

TAMUS 1919 Twin Solo, discs, fast, sporty; for
' Doiislns combination, cash adjustment, or sell:
:iOO,-Uox 2,5.1S c/0 'iVm Molor Cade. [9546

IXli.p. .James. Milford sidecar, all as new, lamps,
r* .-iiiares, etc.; £105; owner bought car.—Seen at
»'esl's Carage, 42 Crnnbrook Rd„ Ilford, [9419

|qi7-18 .Tames 4',;'i.p. Coinl.inntioii, speedometer,Iw laiiiiis. ••(,.; £135.—Drever, Hazeleroft, The
)ri>ve, Fill.liley, N.3. 'Plione: Finehley 1331. [1217
(Ih.p. Jiirncs^ Combination, .luly, 1919, 3-speed

gear,
irgain, £125.—M. Shanks, Builder, Challe

>'l>-

|Q18 .Tames "Combination. 4',ih.p.. 3 speeds, clutch,
^-v chain drive, fully equipped, little used, condition

£U3.—72. Lougridge Rd„ Earl's Court,
[1135

I
Q20 T.T. .Tames SV^h.p. Twin, original Show machine,

««/ aluiniuium discs, lamp, 2 generators, exception-
lly fast; owner bought car; £120.— Pratt, 170, Brompt-
uu Hd,, S,\V,3, [7862

IQ15 4l,lh.ii. James, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,
Ltf waterproof Bosch, Senspray, chain-driven, coacb

ppearance ; 90 gns

,ondon.

decar
lolt, 2, Kent ftd„ Blackpool, [1115

19
18 SH'h.p. Twin James, discs, 110 m.p.g.. lamps,

horn, excellent condition, tvres good, T.T.,
fast and sporty; 85 gns.—Soanes, c/o Greenwood
. 74-5, Arches. Putney Bridge, London. (9713

nation, stored 3V2 year
.000, very ^nnd condition, overhauled: £100 cash, no
S-rs.-Cah after 6 p.m., or write A.J.P., 9, Copieston
A, East Duhvich, S.E.15. [9137

|Q19 ,7aaie," 5-6h.p. (August) Combination. 3-specd,Lv foot and hand clutch, Cowev horn, Cowev speedo-
letjr, Eastn; wind screen, sprung luigage grid, F.E.S.
t'Cbie liirlitiuj set. excellent condition, 1,100 miles;
les.-Buf'We. Upper Lodge, Hampton Hill, Middlesex.
to esey 55. [9076

.I.A.P

.lolop belt. Klaxon, Saxon forks, not done 200 ,

50.-Elizabeth Cottage, Longley St., Southwark Park
d.. S.E.I, - [8992

J.E.S.
r,E.S.,' 1918, perfect condition, mag.: £20.—F \T .

' Park House, Church Ed, Hanwell, W. [1146

[.E,S. Motorcyclette. better than a scooter, economi
' cal, reliable.-Enqniries invited by J. Blake and
3., Liverpool and Manchester. 16579

.i.n.

XTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London

-

' 7-9b.p. J.H. and sidecar. 1915, M.A.G en-'jne
urmey-Archer 3-speed countershaft gear; £115.
rrr r. t- . [1128
[.H. Pombination, 1<,15, guaranteed, twin Mag
I chaii

J<irdine 3-speed and kick start, gear box,
onve, Oanoelet coachbuilt sidecar, nice ap-

-.__„ fast powerfil, and^fuUy equipped; price
30,-136, Dalmally Rd., Croydon. [1067

J.S.
S. 3h p. Motor Cycle, lamps, horn, overhead valve

perfect; £30.-365, King St., Hammersmith.

„ ,
[3738

Kelecom.
>25.—4hj>. Kelecom Combination, free engine B

and B. carburetter.—Lacock, 26, Alexandra Ed
'

Jrnsey, London. [9361
Kerrj

''*^n ^"^7' J"^=- '" mnning order; £15.-KerrT,
60, Castle St., Trowbridge. [X7236

r ^f'J' ,'f •?;,
ace. ignition. B.B., tools, good order;

'^ «15.—19, Almeric Ed., Clapbam Junction. [9542

Lea-Francia
Q 14 Lea-Francis, 2-speed, 3V.h.p.^ £72.-E,G„ 32. Hiirh St.. 'Hei.£72.-E.G., 32, High 'st.,''Eeigate

I E.A-PEANCIS. late 1919, lamps, horn, spares,
' new; *110.—Hill. 88. FoxfnlliM BH 4„;

[9367

:, Foxhoilies Ed., Acocks
[X7489

SPRING. .

Avoid your 1919

disappointments

by ordering

NOW
with the

H. p. D. Motor Co.
for delivery in strict

rotation,

L.m. Light Car 240 gns.

!V!ATCHLESS, Model H,

£186

DOT, S h.p,, and Sidecar

£170

L.fVI.C, 6 h.p., andSidecar

£165

DOT, 2| h.p., 2-?peed.

n/SETRO-TYLER 2-speed

2-stroke.

(Above prices are for delivery at works.)

All above are of proved

value, and you can set off

with the utmost confidence

of a no-trouble run.

Ouf address is

56,St. James St.,

Burnley.
Tehphone: 956.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I.ea-Francls.

LKA-FEANCIS, 1920, now, not u«o<l, MaB engine,
fvciy H-iliiemcnt; best offer over £130.-47, Hiimil-

ton Ed., Ui'iiding. [9976

T ICA PKANtMS Twin C.B. Combination. 2-speoil.JJ ciHini.r slialt. clutch, perlect condition; £90.—
•':. St. Sir], lien's Ed., Bow, K. (1346

T lOA I'KANCI.S 1915 4h,p., twin J.A.P., 2-apccd,
---' (iutch, speedometer, Lucas lamp and born; £35.
— Uorainy, Jewry St„ Winchester. [9981

IQ14 Lea-Francis, Sl-Jh.p., 2 speeds, etc., excellent
-•-»' condition Ihrnughout, very last; first £68
secures.-.Sharplcs, Packet House, Canarn, Blackburn.

[9864
LEA-FEANCIS. 1920. - Place TOU[ niinie nii .ir

waiting list fo] delivery of these iiristncratio
mounts.-A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,
W,I. [0099

"I Q15 Lea-Francis 4h.p. Twin, 3-specd, hand and loot
-l*^ clutch, kick-start, lately overhauled, excsllent
condition, lamps, horn, spares, etc., tyres nearly new;
£85.—T. H. Court, De Aston Grammar School, Market
Easen, Lincoln. [9727

CT.S, 1915, No. A691, with 1919
gomery

k
tyri

away; £120.-57, Oval Rd., Gravelly Hill, Birmingha
[X7313

Levis.

LEVIS 2=4h.p., 1916, fully fitted; £42.-54, Caval
Rd,, Mortlake, rX71B6

1Q16 Levis, single speed, little used; £40.-10,
Xt/ Tanza Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3. [9694

LEVIS.—Popular model;, in strict rotation.—A. J.

Young and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket. [0120

CTEIL WILLIAMS tor early delivery ot Levis.-
Ohapel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. [X8626

LEVIS, 2l(lh.p., new cylinder, piston, rebushed,
accessorie5.-47, Ordell Rd., Bow, E.3. (8955

LEVIS, 1915, 2-speed, Amac carburetter. 2 lamps;
£54.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London.

[9875
LEVIS 2>:;h.p., single speed, as new; £50.-Gurdin,

Confectioner, 77, Brighton Rd., Redhill, Surrey-
(5741

T EVIS Popular, 1915, -plendid condition, Dunlops,

Shaltord, Guildford.
£42.—Hebden, Orchard Rd..

[9609

1Q16 Levis, 2'dh.p., single
,
gear, disc wheels, long

JL*' cxhauiit, good condition, all accessories; £40.—
Jones, 3, Market St., Lichfield. [X7231

FOR Sale, Levis, 1916, 2i/2h.p., perfect condition,
lamps, and tools complete; £40, or offers.-

Dicks, Dale View, Warminster . [1234

LEVIS.-We stronglv recommend, and can supply
earlv, this famous 2-stroke.-District agents, The

Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsalh 'Phone;
444. ^ (7219

LEVIS 2i,4h.p. 1920 Popular Model. — Vivian
Hardie and Lane. Ltd., authorised agents, 24,

Woodstock St. loff Oxford St.l, Bond St., W.l. 'Phone:
Miivfair 6559. [0082

LEVIS Popular, 1915, condition new,- for sale, ex-
change considered, higher power, slight repairs

not objected to; write for particulars.—Sheppard, The
Crescent, Slough, (9421

LEVIS Populars convertible into 2-speed models
with the additiori^ of the Roc_ countershaft gear

—Applv, Roc Geai
Mills. Birmingham.

LEVIS 2V2h.p., Amac, Bosch, Stewart speedometer.
Miller lamp. Brook's pan saddle, horn, pump,

excellent running order; seen by appointment; £35.—
5, Daisy Ed., Enstville, Bristol. [X7182

LEVIS 2i4h.p. Popular, new Dunlop belt, tyres,

rings, piste n, bearings handle-bars unscratched.
all 1920, overhauled and tuned, first-class condition,
si-^ned guarantee; £45.—Cecil Audrey, Plymouth
House, Loughtou, Essex. [9004

LincolH'Elk.

LINCOLN ELK. S'ih.p., Philipson pulley, Bosch.
lamps, new condition; £45, — 63, Solon Rd.,

Brixton. ,
[1064

I,.,M.C,

L.M.C. 4^h.p. and Sidecar, 3-speed, accessories, and
spares; £80.-1, Norwood Ed., Heme HiU.

'Phone: Brixton 1964. [1181

L.M.C. Sl^h.p. 4-stroke. Bosch mas., new belt, horn,
pump, etc., perfect throxrghout; nearest £35.—

Davies, 45, Pool Ed., Newtown. Montgomeryshire. [1220

3 "lb. p. L.M.C, E.B.. Bosch, just overhauled.
"2 enamelled, new Miller's head lamp, new belt:

£35.—Eicbards, Kellauds, Hemyock, Devon. [8935

Marloe.

AELOE Motor Bicycle.-Sole agents United King-
dom for the above. 3y2h.p. 2-stroke motor bicycle,

fitted with clutch, 2-speed gear, and Precision engine:

price 80 gns.

SUB-AGENTS Interested please apply, H. A. Saun-

ders, Ltd., 230, Monument Bd., Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham. Machines in stock. -.
[6556

M

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. c63
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Marloe.

MAELOE SV'li.p. Precision C.B. Combination;
^108 ; ready lor road ; delivery now from the

Eccles agents.—Barlow and Son, Monton Green, Man-
chester. Tel. : 160 Bicles. [9310

Martinsyje.
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN.—Barnes Motor Garage

having been appointed special authorised agents
can promise earliest possible deliveries commencing
next month.—Secretan and Mallet, Ltd., 149. Lowtlier
Parade, Barnes, S.W.13. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1743.

[0140
MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the sen

sation of Olympia.—Book you order now for strict
rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co., the motor
cycle experts, 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britain";
piemier motor cycle saloon ; also at Blackfriars St.
^^^nch^E^er, [6580

Matchless.
MATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, dynamo,

ridden 1,000 miles; offers.—29, St. Leonards St..

Bow. [9856

f07
e and
[3173

ations; early deliveries
ontford Place, Kenning-

[X7352
Combination, as n

, Waverley, Old Shi
[9260

quality.

ham Kd., Hove.

1 Q20 Matchless. Model H.-
J-tJ enquiries, CI
Greenwich, S.E.IC.

-To ( delii

Cliipham (Motors). King George
[6094

8h.p. Matchless and Sidecar, S-speed. detachable
wheels; £146.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.

'Phone: Brixton 1964.
.

[1182

MATCHLESS 8B, new 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, Sw.nn
sideciir, screen, excellent condition: £140.-28,

Wnlmer Rd., Plumstead. [9426
8h.p. Matchless O.B. Combination, 2 speeds, K.S,

perfect order throughout; £85.—Lindfield, Post
Office Ed., Crawley, Sussex. [9110

1 Q19 Matchless Combination, 4 lamps, hood, screen,
-Lt/ Tan Sad, about 3,500; £178/10.—Praser, 4,
Howletts, Heme Hill, London. [9983

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., Gradua, 8h.p., 1913, acces-
sories, excellent condition; offers.—Glengarry.

Portsmouth Ay., Thames Ditton. [1401

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., handsome sidecar, lamps,
screen, tools, etc., flrst-class condition; 120

gns.—Owner, 80, Kilmoric Ed., S.E.23. [9495

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model, Auster screen,
spare wheel, lamps, good condition; £165; after

7.—P. Towers, 182, Kew Ed., Richmond, S.W. [9892

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1915 6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt
Combination, lamps, accessories; £100.—Arnoh

2Z; Midmoor Ed., Wimbledon. Tel. : 1300 Wimbli
don, [9514

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, J.A.P., Bosch,
speedometer, lamps, spore belt and tubes, in per-

tect order ; £95.—Diuiond, Bootmaker, Sutton-at-Hone,
Kent. [9060

"I
Q19 Matchless Combination, as new, Victory model.

-Lv spring frame, spare wheel, hood, screen, all

accessories, mileage 500;"'T85 gns. — 1, North St.,

Dudley. [X7458

1 Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, Lucas horn
J-*^ and lighting set, legshields, waterproof apron,
scarcely used; price £220.—Carter, 72, Northgate St.,

Gloucester. [1061

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919, Victory model,
Lucas lamp, horn, screen, hood, spare wheel,

tyre, hill kit tools, guaranteed P.M.O.; £165.-44,
South Dock St., Dublin. [1116

perfect condition throughout; £180.—Hopwood, East
Laithgate, Doncaster. [9960

MATCHLESS 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, almost
new, 4 detachable wheels, lugagge grid, Lucas

lamps and horn, wants seeing ;. sacrifice £170.-353.
King St., Hammersmith. [9736

- . , - ^'heel,

tyres, 3-speed countershaft, 3
Ifimps and horn (Lucas), just overhauled and re-enam-
elled; £165.-6, Grange Rd.. Ehyl. [1298

1Q14 Matchless 5-6h.p. Twin J.A.P. C.B. Com-
J-*' bination, 2-speed, kick start, just overhauled, new
back wheel, good tyres, spares; seen Saturday; 95 gns.—
62, Hermitage Rd., Pinsbury Park, N.4. [9175

MATCHLESS, 8B/2, Lucas electric light, speedo-
meter, horn, hood, screen, detachable wheels.

Model H forks, sprung sidecar wheel, spares, thorough
going order; £135.-112. Herbert Rd.. Plumstead,
S.E.18. [1069

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
8h.p. 1920 Matchless combination, detachable

wheels, spare wheels, accessories, ridden less than 500
miles, offers; also 1916 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Matchless,
£165. [1429

MATCHLESS New Spring-trams Model.- Orders
booked for rotational delivery. Demonstration

model on view. Replacements for Matchless models of
all dotes in 6tock.«-Tassell, lo, Bloomfleld Ed., Plum-
et^'ad, S.E. [94111

Repeatedly spoken

of as ''the most

efficient Spring
Fork on the road"

—and the contLnued increasing
demand whicli we receive for it,

amply justifies the assertion.

We have recently acquired
additional factory accommoda-
tion to substantially increase
our present large output, and
the equipment of the new works
for the manufacture of the
BRAMPTON BI-FLEX is rapidly

lompletion.

Meanwliile we are unable to
replace other makes of forks
with the BRAMPTON BI-FLEX
on privately-owned machines in

view of our commitments to the
large number of manufacturers
who are using it a-s a standard
fitment to their machines.

We shall be pleased to forward
you our illustrated booklet fully
descriptive of the features which
have made this fork famous, on
request

Sole Makers

:

BBAMPTON BROS., LTD.
Head Office: OLIVER ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

The

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX

order, ride away; £30.-424, High Rd., Lcyton. [3

C64 AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Matchless.^

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914-15. 7-9h.p. 1

engine, o.-h.v., 3-speed, foot clutch, kick, di
lamps, horn, accessories, condition perfect; 130 g
offer.—15, Acacia Rd., Lordship Lane, Wood Gree

[9

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynamo Jii

log, fully equipped. Book now for early deliv
—Authorised London agent3; ViTian Hardie and Lj
Ltd.. 24, Woodstock St. (ofJ Oxford St.). Bond St., V
"Phone: Mayfair 6559. [Oi

"I Q19 Victory Model Matchless (Julv), engine
J-*^ Z64922, screen, hood, sptire wheel, Wat]
speedometer, accumulator rear and side lamps.
Lucas head lamp, little used, any trial; £185.—Br
land, Wilmmgton, Dartford, Kent. [X7
"IQ19 Victory Matchless, spare vrheel, large
J-^ generator, 2 small generators, 3 lamps, Lt
and P. and H., 2 spare tubes, 2 spare S.C. sprii
spare chain, veiy latest type, adjustable spring lor

£160; after 6 p.m.—26, Marquess Rd., N.l. [1.

"1020 Matchless Combination, brand new. dyna
-*-«-' lighting, hood, screen, spare wheel, he
speedometer, and every improvement, not ridden
miles; too powerful for owner; best offer over £25t
Gortley, Haslemere, Bushey Park Gardens, Teddi
ton. [9'

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting :

-l-«^ spare wheel, all wheels interchangeable, ho
side curtains and adjustable screen, delivered F(
not done 50 miles, and unscratched; price £245^.
oHers.-Tel.: 368 Sydenham.-Box 2-;553, c/o The Mc
Cycle. ill

MATCHLESS Cornbination.-Book your orders w
Ross, 86, High Road. Lee, S.E., for 1920 spr

frame Sh.p. Matchless combination. A model alw;

on view at above address. Deliveries guaranti
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling
time of delivery. A large assortment of second-ha
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. [52

M^
Metro.

1 Q19 Metro-Tvler 2-stroke, 2-speed, hardly iised,
J-if new, sporting model; £65.-36, St. Thomas B
Hackney.

,
iU

Bold St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6J

fast; £50, no offers; any trial; London district.—

I

393, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9S

METEO-TTLEE, Nov., 1919. 2-speed, disc whe
lon^ esbaust pipe, not ridden 300 miles, in r

feet condition, inchiding lamps and horn; £63.—

M

shaU, High St., Esher. Tel.: 50. [96

METRO-TYLER, single-speed model, disc wliei

long exhaust, just overhauled by us and as gc

as new, usual guarantee given with same; £50.-1^
Apparatus Co., Ltd., Banister Rd., North Kensingtt
W.IO. [92

METRO-TYLER 1919 2-speed 2-stroke, new Oct. li

disc wheels, long plated exhaust, mileage 5'

enamelling as new, Millers' lamps, finished red, at
lutely perfect condition; £60 (best offer over).—Par
late \Var Office Despatch Eider, Westbrook, Kingsbiid
Devon. [X72

Minerva.

MINERVA SVjh.p., running order, good tyres; f
—144, Estcourt Hd„ Fulham, S.W.6. [92

MINERYA 3V>h.p., perfect condition, just ov

hauled; i30; seen week-ends.—12, Southbury E
Ponders End. [04

MINERVA 3!.Jh.p., E.LC, B.B., lamps, horn, eicj

lent conditiob, low, fast; first £25 secures.—2*1

City Rd., E.C.I. .[98|

03.h.r. Minerva for sale, just been enamelled, 1

/W4 cylinder; £18, or best ofler.—Jessup, 47, Av.
St., Camlu-idge. tS'

FOR Sale, S'/jh.p. Minerva; £20, or exchange, i

less than Z^Ah.p.—Daffern, junr., Hawkesbii
Foleshill, Coventry. [X71

MINERV.A, 1912, 4h.p., C.A.V.. Mabon clut

lamps, low and sporty, good condition; £
Saturday afternoon or Sunday.—The Hut, Sumi
Gardens, East Molesey, Surrey. [1'

Monarch.
MONARCH 2?ih.p. Villiers 2-stroke, Albion 2-sp<

gears, not done 100 miles; £65.—Roberts, Bl

cathra Garage, Keswick. [01

MotO'Reve
MOTO-REVE Twin, good condition, overhauled, r

mudguards, mag.. Brown and Barlow, Drur
£25.—Smith. Castle Rd., Grantown-ou-Spey. [X7'

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE, 2',ih.p., recently enamelled
plated, new apjiearance. excellent
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. mid M.

I. «nd M. C.I), Oombination, 2 speeds. F.E.. cluloli,

good tyres, aatisfartory reasons lor di.sposul: Rid.

S; cnrrinto paid.—Write, Simo, 17, Union Place.

.nSce. [9264

Qld P. and M. Combination, makers' colour.s,

V very eomlortablo sidecar, lamns, usnal acres-

•iest £115.-107, I.ydhufirt Av., Streatham Hill.

udon.. t>072

>.M., all eiicloaed eliaia drive, '2-8peed, kiek start,

tools, gyare cliaiu, etc., oxoollent condition, guur-
t«o Riven

i
£75.-Boborts, 744, Woolwich Rd., Chiul-

I, 8.K.7. [1291

I. and M., 1918, being overhauled, roady in a forL-

nigbt. uerhaps less ; ;e73.—The Minehin Engineer-
; Co.. Ltd.. 39. Penrhyn Kd., Kinsston-on-Thamcs.
I. : Kint'ston 97. [9665

I. and M. 3! ill. p. Coaehbnilt Combination, sidecar
newly painted, all lamps, etc.. Tnu\y to ride away
Kaster: nearest oti'er, £130.-53, Garden Av!.

teliam, Surrey. [1043

919 P. and M. Combination, in excellent condition,
3 lamps, B. and B., E.l.C. mag., ready to ride

nv; £125, or best offer.—Burgess, 4, St. Ann's Bd..
ulcll lid.. Bow, E.3. [9896

lid M. C.iaclibiiilt Combiuatiou, 3 lamps,
li.iin. li"..,l. Ici.l: start, E.A.P. model, in

.-llr'Hl ...iidili.m: IhsI offer over £100.-32, Brown-
: IM ,

Maim I'.nl.-, K-scx. [1165

n\9 3'Mi,|. r. itiul M. and Mills-F^ilford C.B. Skiff
• ' si. 1,1.11, liilly duippert, bemiUtnl turnout, uu-

' lh,,l: tl^O; nwner tiikius new ti.X. eiir.-Hollaml.
:', I II h., 111!.' Hil, Liucolii. [1375

lUil.O.N-MOOliE. ex-militarv stores, overhauled and
; sent on approval : £78; MilHord and P. and M
,, tears to snil. ex-slock.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portland
I

, London, and 100, Paris St., Exeter. [9874

J

I. and M. and Coachbuilt Canoelet Sidecar, 2 speeds

J
kick start, new Dunlops, speedometer, Lucai

|) ips, 2 spare inners, tools, and waterproof overalls
li 0: evenings after 7 o'clock.—Scales, 39, The Drive

[

>rd. [9604

I . and M. Combination. 1919 model, purchased new
i Jan., 1920, Lucas lamps, horn, and tool kit, as

t; £120. or near offer: can be seen and tried any
le except week-ends, or Saturday bv appointment.—
.Iward Carburetter Co., Thames St., Kingston. [1008

P. and S.

TAL'CHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
' P. and S. 2-stroke 2-speea Models, ViUieis engine
'115; alEO kick start model, £74; delivery from
IS. [140-1

Peco.
ECO Sporting Combination, 1919. 2-stroke, 2-speed,

canoelet minor sidecar, lamps, horn; £70.

—

Peugeot,
EIJGEOT 6-6h.p. Twin, 2-speed. good running order;
Bath district; £33.—Box 2.507, c'o TJie Motor

I
''. [9322

6li.p, Peugeot Combination. 2-speed: slight nttcn-
' tion to gear hub; £35, or offer.—B. Elliott,
I

:toa, near Stamford. [X7048

]

Precision.
KECISION Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and Co.,

j
the leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool and

j

ichester. _ [6582

Lh.p. Precision, 3-speed. 1914. and wicker sidecar,
!

. water-cooled, in good order; £45.-F. Wilderspin.

I

tteris. Canibs. 'Phone: 34. [9403
ilECISION 2"'.ih.p., overhauled, enamelled. Bosch,-

' Grade, drip feed, lamps, Klaxon: £40, or
1 -.-Mason. 4a. Tranmere Ed., Earlsfield. [9508

I

aX-PEECISION" 3"2h.p., cluteh. new cvlinder, new
1

belt, re-enamelled, absolutely fine condition
]

|is^ and horn; lowest £50.-Plowman, Marnhull,
[9966

top-holeTTLE GIANT-PEECISION, 2-speed
condition, 2i;,h.p.; £30.—The Minehin Eng'

39, Penrhyn Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.
: Kingston 97

tECISION 35ih.p., 1915, Bosch
lamps completiand tulie,

iianio.al horn, ride" i

The Motor Cycle.

recently
£55; Cheshire.—Box

[9666

back tyre
overhauled.

£65.-1. Othello St.,

2,479,
[9199

|15 4V.lh.p. Precision Coachbuilt Combination ap-
pearance as new, variable gear, waterproof Bosch,

••res practically new, lamps,
spares, mileage 3,000 : any
Liverpool. [9214

,-G 4,'.jh.p. Precision, on which £32 has just been
-, spent, new hturmey-Archer countershaft gear just

1.,,

"^^^'j.back wheel, 5-point attachment sidecar,
ill saddle, aluminium footrests. Cameo wind screen
); £80.-The Whare, Woodcote Ed., Wallington
"y-

[9627
Premier.

'fj'l?^ S='''P." '''S*^'^
°""J«>; £3B.-Eoberts,

54, High St., East Grinstead. [9780
T.T. Premier, 3-speed, new heavy tyres, all

66, Belgrave
[9434

«lh.r

accessories; £60, or best offer.-
Watford.

©eJlivrds
T^otors

Piopriclbrsi-Eilng L..NewbEii>- Cobbelt

Cr Cedric Croitlwclte

- Motor, Cycle, Dbpt
The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for tlie

D U Z M O
for London, Hertford, Bedford.Middlcsex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 1920.

We are also Agents for the following machines;

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

Be Ready for

EASTER
We can supply a

1920 COULSON B, 4 h.p., Blackburne
engine, 2-speed, spring frame.
List price.

1920 READING STANDARD lo h.p.

twin, 3-speed, clutch, electric

lamps, horn. List price.

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,
clutch. List price.

1919-20 6 h.p. ARIEL Combination,
Cowey speedometer, horn, D.A.
lights, screen. 150 gns.

1920 HARLEY - DAVIDSON, nearly
ne-w, fully equipped. £230.

TRY MOTOR CYCLE
CAMPING FOR AN
IDEAL HOLIDAY.
Come and See, or Write

for Particulars.

WE WANT TO BUY SOLOS AND COMBINATIOWIi

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road,
S. Kensington, S.W.7.

Telephone : Kensington, 6312,

Tdegiams : Efembalmot, Southkens, London.

MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE. .

Premier.
1011 3i,!,li.ii. ProMiicr, 3-»ii«'il i-tiiinturiSliafl (oar, fnni-
J-J? iilot'o with utcumotifii ; DSB.-Iiurrwtt, Btinii-tt

mill Co., Doill. [67.02

3 111. p. Premier, Bosch, B. and B., new heavy Dun-
a lops, overhauled; £36, or near oKcr. -336, Acton

r.iiTu-. Acloii. [1346

S.iiithH.-lil,

pRK

S,\V.18. (9748

I'lfinier and Sidecar, 3.fipeed, in thorough
iiiiiii« order.—Seen. 17, Eluuthutt MewH, W.9.
3768 Padd. [8927

R.MIl'llt 2'',ti.ii., Bound and efficient, condition

IM
,

PRKMii:i( i'ji-;

,liuni; 3=|iL-fd

£50.-31, Majlicid

PnKMIEl! 1913 3-speed,
.iir. hiiiips. hooter,

£75.-Il;iifj, 13, Lnat.-s L

PEICMIKU 3i.,lL,... <liit,:l

iHini,

price 38 gns.—Barrington, 14,

[1074

h.p. Wicker Combination, Arm-
lutch, Bosch, Kood tyres, lamps;
Id., Gravesend. [9606

clutch, aud poaclibuilt side-

speedouietcr, perfect ordej

\\ atford. [1050

lltc.l.-

II.. cliiti:!!. Miller lieiid and tail lamps,
iHil.T Himiieliuut: £37 1

ooillhiuutiou

Villii, Cliailtoii Kings, Cheltenham.
[1152

14) 2V,h.p., C.A.y. mag,, just

erhanled, condition escellent.-

33-34, I'oley St., W. 'Phone:
[0077

3i"-L

PnEMIEE (Into 11

hceii tlior.inel.lj-

B. S. Marshall, Ltd.
Mayfair 5906.

Premier, Dunlop tyres, nearly new, Bosch
., B. and B. carburetter (needs repair), good

lechanical order, lest machine; £33.-Box 2,565.

/o JVic Motor Ci.'cle. [1327

PREMIER 3".h.p., 3-speed countershaft, with Mil-

ford i,idecar, excellent condition; £85.—P^ewn-
am Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6.
Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7900

PREI\riER 3'/.h.p. Coacbbuilt Combination, counter-

..halt, 3-speed, clutch, K.-S., wind screen, hood,
lamps, accessories, excellent appearance; £85.-36.
King David Lane, Stepney. [9923

TO 14 Premier and C.B. Sidecar (reupholstered), 3'/j

-Ltl h.p., 3-3peed, K.S., good condition, 3 lamps,
separate generators, horn, etc.; £80.—Martin, 31,

Third Av., Dovercourt, Essex. [1235

PREMIER Si/ah.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-
belt and coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamps,

etc.. excellent condition; £70.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing. Tel.: Ealing 689. [1203

PREMIER and Sidecar, 1915, 3-3peed, countershaft,

kick start, new carburetter, piston, Bosch mag.,

new tvres lebnshed throughout, and in excellent

order; '£30, or nearest offer.—39, Argyle St., North-

ampton. ' [9916

1015 3', ''h.p. Piemler, 3-speed, countershaft, kick

Xt/ startT clutch, chain drive, lamps,

screen, apron, born, 1

well kept, little used
dealers.—Harrison, '

^ .xhaiist, thorough order,

bargain, £92 cash, offers;

High St., Brentwood.
"'"'"[X7332

BBERY'l
Puch.

-2^4h.p. Puch,
C- mas.7kick star; '£26 „ --, -

Mile End, E. [3*1^

Quadrant,
QUADRANT 3h.p., coil ignition, good condition;

£12.—Roberts, 54, High St., East Grinstead.

Shoe Lane. London.—New Quad-
" - - - Is; £122/10.

[1432
1914, 3-speed. re-enamelled and

d appearance perfect; £65;
la St., Perry Hill, Catford,

[9676
alter 7.-22. Tiv

Quadr.ant
y-Archer ;

trial willingly; what
hampton, Devon.

Olh.p. Quadrant, Bosch, 3

/i2 good tyres, belt, etc.,

J.A.P. engine. £3: alter 6 I

Richmond Rd., Eaynes Park.

Comhin
speeds,

i
?—Searle,

ati(

19;;.
splendii
Caistor

Passmore, Oke-
[1144

, spring forks,
£20; 2y.,h.p.

[ .Wilson, '124,

[1032

Irant 4V-'h.p. Combination, B.S.A. 3-

kick starter, Bosch, aluminium foot-

,^„^„ . lamps, mechanical horn. Service sidecar,

condition; any trial; 105 gns.—Williams. 23,

Park Rd., Plaistow, London. [9253

speed,

RADCO 2Uh.p-.

Radco
aew; £38; must sell.—Wright.

Hesketii'Rd., Forest Gate. [9619

condition, good tyres; £26-
Ed., Wimbledon. [1188

1 in20 Eadco, 2-speed, C.S., unridden: what offers?—

LU Trulocke, 7, Corn St., Witney, Oson. [9115

RADCO, just overhauled, sporting model : any trial

:

what offers? After 6.30.—Crump, Tarerners Ter-

race, Bayswater, W. [9459

IMMEDIATE Delivery from Stock, new 1920 Hadco
2-stroke 2-3peed : list price. £60/10. - JValbrj

Motor Works. Elv, Cambs. [X670&

All letters relating to advertisements sbutild quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Radco.
ADCO, 1915, footboards, improved mu
tyres, belt, and condition good; lowest 30 gns.

—

2,583, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1322

RADCO 2V4h.it., Albion 2-speed, new Dunlop heavy
back, front good, new belt, horn, lamps, acces-

sories, fine condition, suit learner; £45.-36, Torridon
Rd., Catlord, S.E.6. [8996

ReadingStandard.

"IQ20 Reading-Standard lob .p., full electrical
-i.t/ equipment, not done 1,000 miles, carefully
run in, perfect order throughout, condition as new

;

£190 cash.—Apply, Willis, 28, Priory Rd., Edgbaston,
Birmingham. [X7479

Regal.

1 Q14 4l4h.p. Regal Green with Middleton Sidecnr.
Xt/ water-cooled, 2-speed countershaft, clutch, chain
drive, fully equipped, legshields, excellent condition:
nearest £70.—Walling, Ham House, Upton-on-Severn.

[X7456
T>EGAL-GREEN Water-cooled Combination, iHh.^.
-1-V countershatt, 2 speeds, clutch, all-chain drive, 1914
model, stored 4 years, splendid mechanical condition,
take 3 anywhere; anv trial; 90 m.p.g.; Pennine barKain,
£S0.— 6, Haddington Ed., Portobello Ed., Westhourne
Park, W.IO. [X7276

Regent.
SEND postcard for particulars of Regent 5 7h.p. flat

twin to U3. We can give earliest deliveriea of these
machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang.
Lanarkshire agents. [0124

REGENT 6-7h.p. Plat Twin; deliveries commenc-
ing April,—Full particulars from" the Lancaster

Jlotor Co., 158, Norwood Ed., West Norwood, S.E.
Distributing agents for South-east London. [9223

Rex.
14 Sh.p. T.T. Rex, clutch, handle starter, fast:
f70.-Woodgers, 307, Goldhawk Ed., W.12.

[9809

19

[91i

REX 3i/,li.p., B. and R carburetter, new tvres;
£18, or offer.-l:n. Mmard Rd., Catford. S.E.6,

[9003
4h.p. Rex, Di.\ie, Amac, recently overhauled; £30.—

Bradnam, 76, Grange Walk, Tower Bridge Ed.,
S.E. [9591

X57AUCH0PEVS, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-8h.p. Rex
VV twin combinations, 1920 models, earlv delivery;

-book now.
"

[1433

REX Sh.p., Bosch, B.B. pilot jet, spring forks, lamps,
horn, tyres, good running order; £35.—Stanford.

Shripney Rd„ Bognor. [9085

4h.p. Rex, good condition, Bosch, Druids, fast, pull
sidecar; bargain, £29/10, must sell, no offers.—

16, Gascoigne Rd., Barking. [8985

6 -Sh.p. Rex, 1313,, 2-spee,d, disc wheels, Bosch, re-
bushed, new valves, good goer; £70.—Lyndhnrst,

Westhill Rd„ Cowes, I.W. [1084

REX, 1914, 5 6h,p,, sporting sidecar, di.sc wheels.
Roc gears, good condition; £88.—Write E. Noad,

27, Mount Aden PI., Dnlwich, S.E.22. [917.

4h.p. Rex Combination, Bosch mag., Senspray car-
buretter, 2 speeds, handle start, lamps, etc., good

running order; £40, no offers.-50, Dudley Ed,, Southall,
[9804

1 Q14 Rex 6-8h,p, Combination, 3-3peed countershatt,
i-*y in excellent order, with lamps and spares, thor-
oughly overhauled; a bargain, £85.—W. Haycock, Great
Glen, Leicester. [9229

REX 1913 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 2-speed.
handle start, electric lighting, sijeedometer, large

roomv sidecar, with wind scdeen ; very cheap lot, £60.
—7, Recreation Rd., Sydenham. [9796

6 -Sh.p. Rex. 1914, 2-spe6d, splendid condition, only
done 4,000 miles, new Phffinix sidecar; price £120,

or nearest offer; send stamp for full particulars.—Geo.
Weston, 1, Diamond Av., East Kirkby, Notts. [1046

REX 1914 Sh.p. Combination, 2-speed, in splendid
running order, take 3 up anywhere, 3 lamps, 2

generators, luggage grid, wind screen, spare belt, spare
tyre, just been overhauled; £88.-8, Effra Parade,
Brixton, S.W. [9022

Rex-.Iap

REX-J.A.P. Sporting 6h.p. o.h.v. Twin, 2 speeds,
free, handle start, dropped frame, enclosed Bosch,

Senspray, . speedometer, lamps, long exhaust, all in
good condition; £65. -Pilot, Welshpool, Mont. [916

6h.p. Rex-J'ap, 2-speed gear, all a^Tcssories, make first-

class sidecar machine, splendid order; £68; apply
after 6,30.-85, Carleton Rd,, Tufnell Park, N,7, [9532

-1 Q14 Hf>x-.Tap 8h,p., 2.speed, all-chain drive comliinii-
i-U tion, 700x80 tyres, speedometer, lamps, horn,
Watsonian de luxe sidecar, drop hulV>ous back ant'
table, hood with curtains, 5-point attachment: £110 —
2, Hogarth Ed., Earl's Court. S.W.5. [X7524

Roc.
4h,p, Roc and Sidecar, 2-speod, P,E„ ad,instali!

pulley, handle start. Bosch, ' " "

stored 4 yc

THE

COVENTRY

MOTOR
MART

L.TD.
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams - - "Selection, Coventry,"

1 920 Models in Stock to-day
March 11th.

Hazlewood-Jap, 6-8 h.p., combination
Alldays Allon, 2-speed, kick-start, hand

clutch. (2)

Clyno, 2-speed, hand clutch. (4)

IVIstro-Tyler, 2-sp., discs, long exhaust.
Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, long exhaust.

Gonnaughi, standard model, single

speed.

Connaught, miniature model, 2-speed,

kick-start, hand clutch.

Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, Sturmey gear box,
kick start.

Calthorpe, 2-speed, Enfield gear.

Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speed, Enfield gear.

Ivy, 2-speed, kick-start, hand clutch.

Hobart, 2-speed.
British Excelsior, 2-speed.

Quickest Deliveries of

INDIAN. SCOTT. NUMBER.
P. &IVI. NEW IMPERIAL.
ALLDAYS ALLON. CLYNO.
OALTHORPE.
CONNAUGHT.
EXCELSIOR.
IVY.

ZENITH.
HAZLEWOOD.
SUN-VITESSE.

HOBART.
ARIEL.
BAT.

METRO-TYLER.
WOOLER.

ROYAL RUBY.
N.U.T.

LEA-FRANCIS.

"CASTLE THREE"
"PREMIER SUPER"

Runabouts.

GRINDLAY. CANOELET.
MONTGOMERY. MILLS-
FULFORD SIDECARS

in Stock.

COVENTRY MOTOR MART, LTD
,

London Road,
COVENTRY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
Rover.

ROVEB.—See H. Woods, Miscellaneous Motor
column. [1

1 019 RoTer, 3-speed, and sidecar.—J. C. Pick
i-iJ Shrewsbury. [3

3^

3jlh.p. Rover, 3-speed, hub gear, "clutch, T.I.
2 tip-top condition: £55.—King, Egrove

Oxford. [;

1 Q19 W.D. Sh.p. Rover Combination, fully equi
Xt/ £135; London district.—Box 2,449, c/<

Motor Cycle.

1 Q 20 Unused Sports Rover, handle-bar Phill
-Li/ private owner; list price.—Box 2,527, c/
Motor Cycle.

3JLh.p. Rover, new Bosch njag., Druid forks, i

2 running order; £25.—Lindteld, Post Offlci

Crawley, Susesx.

1Q14 SVzh.p. 3-speed Rover Coachbuilt Coi
JLf^ tion accessories; £70.—Write, 15», E
Rd., Kensington, W.14.

~|Q15 Rover Combination, 3! ah, p., 3-5peed chi

Xtr new tyres, in splendid condition; £11
Botfey, 19, Church St,, Swadlincote.

ROVER Oombinntionr 1914 SVoh.p., 3-speod

free engine, perfect turnout, in sound com
£78.—Virgo, I5b, High St.. Honnslow.

33.h,p. Rover, excellent running order, Rudhar
4 and B,, new belt, etc, insurance; afte

Russell, 34, Barrowgate Rd,, Chiswick,

ROVER Late 1919 6h,p, Twin, not W,T).. 1

cane sidecar, as new, lamps, tools, spares;

-White, 121, Adelaide Rd., Chalk Farm. ['

tit

ROVER 1914 3;-^h.p., 3 .speeds, B. and 1).,

Brooks 170, Lticas lamp set, fully equippe

good condition.—58, Church Rd., Upper Norwood.

1 019 Rover Combination, coiupletc With lamps,
-1-*^ and all accessories, in perfect condition;

—Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin. 'Phone

ROVER 3V>h.p., 1913, 3-speed clutch, pedal et

Lucas lamps, horn, splendid order;
Worcestershire,—Box 373, c/o Tlie Motor Cycl

Holliiigshead, Pamber, Basingstoke, Ha

ROVER 1913 T,T. Model, Phillipson pulTey,

belt, Bosch waterproof, powerful and
starter; £48; Bedfordshire,—Box 9,561, c/o Tlit

Cycle.

ROVER Combination, 1917, 3V2h,p„ 3 speed cc

shaft, scarcely soiled, hood, spares, etc.;

only wants seeing,—P. J. Hucker, Hillsboro', A
Green. V-

BRAND New 5-6h.p. Rover-Jap Combin
Miller lamps, mechanical horn, tools, valve,

£190, or nearest.—Mottram, 85, Allesley Old^

Coventry. E-

ROVER, 1914, 3.speed, clutch, lamps con
Lucas horn, tools, stored 2',4 years, rex}

and reliable, trial; £59.—Underhill Farm, I

(opposite station).

1Q20 5-6h.p. Twin Rover Combination, fast

X*' chain encased drive, complete Lucas lamp
torn, ready drive away; -owner buying car; £22C
Mickleton Rd., Coventry. V

£7.—Chalmers,

ROVER 5-6h.p. Twin 1920 Combination, ui

speed, enclosed chains, 28x3 tyres, horn,

spares, coverall; 190 gns. ; seen by appointmoBt.

cock, Horucastle Rd., Boston.

1 Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. c

XJ7 speedometer, lamps, wind screen, luggftgi

rier, horn, pillion seat, apron, snares, usual
series, condition as new; £176.-56, Stanhope
Church End, Finchley, N.3.

1 Q15 Rover Comliination, S'ih.p,, 3-speod cc

AtF shaft, kick-start, clutch. 3 huups, gene

horn, tools, pimip, nice coachliuilt sidcrar. 2 Tim

and tulesi £110,-Oranl, 60, Castle St,, Trowbri

6 h.p. Rover Combination, W,D„ 3 l-nnips, Bl

wind screen, luggage grid, leg shields,

etc, sood condition; owner getting heavit

trial, appointment;
Albans.

£165.—Sharp, Theydpnsi

elating to .Tdvcrtisements should oiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Rover.

Row.u 1911 CniMhin;.!;,!,, v:.h.p.. S-spepd, dutch,
1 .1.11 lilmill r UM

, 1,1 , ,1, speedometer, 3 Ras
lampv. 111.' loi 11 iiiiiK order; *85 ; nny
time iili.r S .1,1,,:. I'l itiay and Monday.—
Joy.c, 75. Slam IM

,
- .iny, [9815

ROYKU 1919 :-' hr . I'l,,l,p~u„ ,,„l|,.v, very fnst,
I'OllOit >u,i, liln.il II ._:l„.„|. ;,1 iiiiiiiii loot.

bonr.I< iMiil iiinil lihilr. I.ii.; [ill, ..I. Li,ii|,s. Khi.vnii, tmib,
nnd »|iill.i IMIKT tulir. Inil.iiBf. iiinl.T 500; tlilll iiny
tinio: flOO, ur near ofl'LT.-Lt. lliiillon, WliittinBtnii
Bnrriuka, Lii'lifleld. [9068

F.0.0.11. have n 1919 3'/.h.p. Rover nnd brand new
roach sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick

ttarlw, full.v cquipiiL-d. aa new. mileaco under 300.—
Fair OMcr Car IIuusc. 5, Heath St., Hnmpstead (nr.
Hampstcad Tube Station). 'Phone: llampstead 3752.

" ' iy-<. (6866Hours 9-7, iucludirig

Royal Ruby.

R°T^}' RUBY 2-stroke, single, .splendid condition;
.esO.-Box 2,567, c/o The Motor Onde. [1329

.T'^^tP.?^'^,^!','*''"''' x?"*'^'''''
n>"'"' Eu'>y ntrent.-" KotatiounI delivery. No premiums accepted. [6190

RUBY New 1920 2'4h.p. 2^troke, Villiers; 48 gns.
plus lo.^.-Frank "Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St

Birmingham. [X750C)

TJOYAL EUBY, 1920, 3h.p„ spring frame; de-
J-X- liveries shortly; book now to secure.-Halifax
Motor txchange. Union St. South, Halifax. [X7430
TIT-AUrHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.-8h.p. 1919
»» Hoyal Ruby combination, fully equipped, Lucas

accessories. Cameo wind screen, Cowey horn; offers.

"in 19 (late) Royal Ruby Combination, 8h p.

J „J"'''°;"'-^'
fl'ted, magnificent condition, only

done 500 miles; £185, or nearest.-Oswell, Hadley
^"1"!' [X7434
"DOYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, not done 50
J-i" miles, lamps, horn, tools, unscratched; genuine
bargain at £170.—Woodard, Farnham Royal Nursery
Slough. [9733

1Q19 Eoyol Ruby 6h.p. Combination, new December,
J-Y liooil, wind screen, mechanical horn, low mileage,

SI '^ti''?,'!*'*.'™ ,4^™"*"-™*' ""' *rial; £ia5.-Oole,
73, Old Chester Ed., Birkenhead.

. [9045
p,O.C.H. have a Royal Ruby 2-stroke, Villiers enginei good order.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath'st.!Hamps ead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone'
Uampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[6869
Rudge

riROW Bros High St., Guildford, Rndge agents,^^ supply at hst prices. [S7948
RUDC.E5.-Early delivery of all modela.-Bedford
J-ti Carage, Walsall. 'Phone : 270. [6309
"pUDGE. clutch model, good condition; £48—John---tv son, 333, Acton Lane, Acton. [9644

1 9^''r.'?S5"'' *^'Ut'
3l4h.p., T.T. roadster, brand newi-O £120.-6, Blyth Kd., Worksop. [9543

"pUDGE 31-yi.p., 1913, good condition, stored several-^t years; .£38.-137, High St., Aldershot. [1301

1Q14 Rudge Multi, 1920 renovations, like newJ-O £70.-'\Vood, Keighley Ed., Colne. [X745i

W^-?,^ «"i;*''
i"3. splendid condition, stored dnrinp'«' -nai; ±J5, no oflers.-Boyle, Bidefoid. [9118

R^?i?i™.''>i?- 'J^H'i ^="gP=' "="^" spleadid con-->-*' dition; £55.-50, Eden St., Kingston. [1268

B.'^P^J ^ip-P-J *^ S""-: 3-speed clutch; seen andit tried after 6.-88, Haven Lane, Ealiig. [1170
pUDGE Multi 3V:h.p. C.B. Combination; 65 gns

-

•l*- W. Davis, 63, Trinity St., Borough, S.E.I. [U92
JJ^UDOE Multi Si^hp., 1919, sidecar, horn, lamps;
-«-»' £115.-Wale, 7, Queen's Ed., Nuneaton. [X7438

R^SS^; -^1^^°' 1™"'*' fl'"'''^' delivered this month," 200 miles only, perJect.-'Phoue : Hammersmith"'•
[9814

ir-Sh.p Rudge Multi, absolutely in stock; £147
markrt

"='"'"*=«-^- ^- Young and Co., Ltd., New:

19^\77°-¥- K"dge -^I?'"' " splendid condition!

L^Mon ' ^' "°'"°* Pleasant Ed., Ealing!

R^'S^s^
Combination, coachbuilt, fine condition;

C^mbfrwelh
^enbury St., Coldharbour Lanei

Si'^Pii^".''"'''
Brooklands, overhauled and enamelled,

?hi!wi?L', lST'"= *^'-^^^- «™'"^'^ [9^''

19^?eSS,?-- ^-^^ ?'^^S<= *I"1". lamps. Itorn. and
naS;, 'Wm^ "''^^^= '°°' *9=-T"leys, Espla^

Qlh.r. Rndge Multi, with sporting sidecar as new
Brecknock eI', N***

^"^''^''ries
; £95, or o«^^<^-j^S2,

R™dS S' ,^^^l ^.•'='''P' Combination, splendid

ThoM?s'?d.;^fi'^;k'siv^"'^^-' *«« " -p"^'—
^fi,S*3

R^ha'?^
3Uh.p., multi gear clutch; £67/10.-Newn-

Phon'erH^'iS'rS'ers^m^irh'i^: °^»-"-">^ R^" „W^6.

All letters relating to advertisements sh

Spring
is here

You can reap ,->.

to the full l%\
Spring's ^^

Invigorating |

Properties |

by fitting Ustikon S
Soles. They give g

Fresh Life I
to the boots

and impart

Energy
to the wearer.

We hope all our readers will not

miss this chance of health and
prosperity.

They are easily stuck on and
guaranteed to hold as firmly

as rivets or sewing. Follo-vv

the instructions, you can
repair your own boots, make
them absolutely waterproof
and knock 50 per cent, ofi

5four repairs bill. They last

twice as long as leather. One
great advantage is that boots
are not ruined by repeated
nailing, and by replacing
Ustikon Soles the foundations

outlast the uppers.

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Dpt-A,

264-266. Vauxhall Bridge Road,
VICTORIA, LONDON, S'W.l.

ould quote the number at the end ol each adv

CJ

o
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
rtudge.

1 020 Rudge Multi T.T., Jl-ih.p.; £111: first donOHit
, ::';;'.™'*',T,?''"'"'

^"'"^ Co., Heron Court, liich-
niond, h.W. 'Phone: 1697. [9385
pi-iDtiK 3V. Multi, new Nov., 1919, lined 200 inilofl,^\ lum[is, horn, insurance policy, near London.—Box
!,521, c/o The Molor Cycle. [9555

TJUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination; £80,
T

*",„ "PF'il'' '!"'"» '°'' «"''='' sale.-59, Colyors
Lane, North Heath, Erith, Kent. [9685

1Q19 3Kh.p. Rudge Multi, new condition, mileage
,Y 500 lumps, tools, iind Kpares; any triiil; 95 Kni).

—Henry, Moorings, Woodhall Spa. [9728

RUDGE Miilti 3>2h.p. Conchhuilt Combination clutch
pcdiil starter, loot oiler, believed 1918 'model;

£85.-103a, High St., Wandsworth. [1386

1Q19 3iih.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M., and 1920 C.B,J-" sidecar, disc wheels, sporty; £115, nearest
offer.— 1, Victoria Rd., Brighton. [1226

RUDGE Multi, Nov., 1919, 2 lamps, 2 generators.
Klaxon, leg shields, tools, perfect; 100 gns.,

oilers.- 17, Kingsbridge Rd., W.IO. [8930

1 Q20 3'/jh.p. Eiidgo Multi, all accessories, spare belt,
J-*/ not done 500 miles; £120, or nearest ofTer.—
llavies, 56, Gre.ives Hd., Lancaster. [9151

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., 1920 model, hand clutch,
lamps, etc., run 300 miles; £117; as new.—

Spurr, Bridge St., Earlestown, Lanes. [X7487

p.m.—84, Valley Rd., Streatha

RUDGE S'/oh.p,, 3-specd, clutch, cane sidecar, £60:
also old 2^4h.p. Minerva, ladies' model.-Broad,

56, Hunloke Ed., Holmwood, Chasterfleld. [1155

RUDGE Multi 3i/2h.p., 1915, rebushed, new Dunlops,
Lucas lamps, guaranteed perfect; bargain, £85.

—

Hudson, The Beeches, Carrington, Boston. [9285

2.. 650x65
II mileage;

.£74.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [9877

,T. Rudge, SVjh.p., 1912 model, fixed engine, just
overhauled at cost of £25; first money order

£40.—Chauffeur, Doyden, Port Isaac, Cornwall.
[9911

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-5-6h.p.
Eudge Multi and sidecar, £110; al.-o 3;jh.p.

10 M Uudge Multi, 1915, £90; another 1919 model,
offers. [1135

condition, tyres unpunctured, lamps, speedo
meter, and horn; any trial; £130.—E.M., 8, Vallance

Ed., Hove. [X7355

T> UDGE Multi 3V.h.p., in perfect condition, enamel-
-Lt ling and plating as new, any examination; 70

, £135 cash; Kent.-Box 2,551, c'o The
Motor Cycle.

' U310

RUDGE Multi. 3V,h.p., clutch: 65 gns.; just back
from makers, every part replated, enamelled, and

overhauled; good as new.—24, Newton Ed., Crickle-

wood, N.W.2. [1224

1019 (Sept.) 3i,ih.p. Eudge Multi, carefully ridden,
-I- 1? mileage 500, new condition, spare belt; price
95 gns.; after 7 or week'end.—H.C., 18, Whitburn
Rd., Lewisham, S.E. [B977a

RUDGE Multi, SV^h.p., 1915, Eudge coachbuilt side-
car, accessories, stored 3 years, condition per-

fect; £85.-5, Leighton Buildings, Westminster (near
Millbank Hospital). [X7453

T3UDGE Slih.p., clutch model, 1914, thoroughly

beck Rd., Anerley.

DGE Multi,
clutch, 2V2 tyres, Senspray, lamps, ho

pare belt, exchanges; £72.-8, Athenlay Rd.. Ivy-

dale, Nunhead, S.E. [9905

1 Q16 SVjh.p. Rudge Multi, perfect, new back wheel.
-i-^ piston, valves, bearings, tyres, lamps; £73:
exchange countershaft Triumph, ca .-h adjustment.—A.
KniU, Queen's Crescent, Exeter. [9999

RUDGE Multi 3tai.p.. practically brand new, ridden
500 miles, absolutely unscratched. unpunctured.

extremelv fast, P. and H., Lucas horn, knee-grip-:
£105.-206, Cavendish Ed., Ealliam, S.W.12. ;i035

ertisement, and the date or tne lasuc. b:!7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Budge Multi Twin Combination, hardly
J-t/ used, all lamps, generators, horn, spares, tyres
unpur.ctured; owner buying oar; £200, near ojfer.—
Bennett, Hen and Chickens Hotel, Birmingham.

(X7421
1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, not done
-t-C 500, all accessories and spares, F.B.S. l,200jt.
lamp, Cowey speedometer. Klaxon, all in unscratohed
ondition; £190 or nearest—Orchard, 117, Wells Ed..

Bath. [7233

GENUINE Isle of, Man Racing Rudge Multi, tuned
for high speed, and used only by expert, all acces-

sories, guaranteed condition, £88; 2^4h.p. Douglas con-
sidered in part exchange.—Box 2,682, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [1382

3ih.p. Eudge Multi, clutch model, August, 1919,
2 tyres, belt,, and the whole machine as new, mile-

age per speedometer 1,470; will accept £92, or nearest
otEer for quick sale.—Charles Devey, Wolsingham, Co
Durham. [922E

F.O.O.H. have a 1914 Rudge Multi SVah.p., excel-

lent order, fully equipped.—Fair Offer Oar House,
5, Heath St., Hiimpstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone ; Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [8606

MULTI 3J^h.p., many new parts, rebored, rebushed,
tank enamelled, tyres ex-inners unpunctured,

lamps, horn, pump, speedometer, etc., a reliable

mount, very carefully used; £67.—Salmon, Stationer,

Sydenham. 'Phone; 375. [1376

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, 3V2
h.p., small mileage, fully equipped, excellent

order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hamp-
stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone; Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8507

RUDGE Multi 3y2h.p., late 1914, clutch, C.A.'V.,

Senspray, very sound condition, recently over,

hauled by mailers with all necessary renewals, fast,

excellent climber, reliable, easy starter, good appear-

anr'e. speedometer, lamps, horn, mirror, etc., spare

valves, tube, plug, etc., all new since October, com-
plete; £70; solid value; after 2.30.-1, Kingsfield Rd.,

Bushey (nr. station, L. and N.W.R. or Bakerloo).
[9414

Scott,

SCOTT, 1920, brand new, in crate; offers.—Box
2,570, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1119

SCOTTS.—Place your order now with the Bedford
Garage, Walsall. 'Phone; 270. [5308

SCOTT 1914, just overhauled, first-class condition

new Binks; £56.-42. Alma St., Taunton. [9887

SCOTT 3-Hh.p. C.B. Combination, perfect condition;

£85.-103, Choumerrt Rd., Peokham, S.E. [9683

SCOTT, new, owner taking delivery A.J.S.; first

cheque secures; Nottingham.—Box 2,448, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9036

SCOTT Combination, C.B., B.B., Bosch, just over,

hauled, grand condition, perfect; £115.—Howgego,
74, Faircross Av., Barking, E. [1285

SCOTT, 1915, new Binks, just been thoroughly
overhauled (cost £15); £80, near offer,

Northcote Bd., Wandsworth Common. [3962

CJCOTT, 1913, perfect order, excellent appearance, got

O" tvres, good compression, late Binks 3-jet, all a

ccseoties; £60.-114, Woodstock Ed., Oxford. [1102

OCOTT 1914, recently thoroughly overhauled and
all worn parts replaced with new; owner going

abroad; £60.—Gordon Armstrong. Beverley. [8990

SCOTT 3'^'ih.p. and Sidecar Chassis, 2 speeds, kick

start, Binks, Bosch, lamps, and spares; £45.—
Crescent Engineering Co., St. Anne's-on-Sea. [X7343

SCOTT, new 1919 (October), discs, electric lamps,
horn, splendid condition; best offer over £115

secures —G. F. Sloan, 14, Athole Gardens, Glasgow.
[8984

SCOTT 1916 Combination, good condition, tyres
good, new lamp set; £96, or exchange with

cash lightweight; after 6 o'clock.—Pumping Station
Iladley Rd., Enfield. . . [9474

1 Q13 (late) Scott Combination, 1919 crank case,
X*/ gear overhauled by makers, take 2 anywhere,
good tyres,_2 new chains; £70.—Central Garagi

anage Ph<

SCOTT Comliination, Nov., 1919, engine No. 3687,
sportiui,' Swan sidecar, aluminium discs, electric

light.s, loc.'liiiuicallv sound, new condition, small mileage;
£160.-11. Pick. East Bridgeford, Notts.

,

[X7232

SCOTT 1920, as new, mileage 500, £110; all acces-
sories, including Watford luminous trip, Cowey

horn, Lucas King of Road head lamp, £122; South
London district.—Box 2,477, c/o The Motor Cycle, [919'?

1ili20 S'i.lh.p. Scott Couil.iuntion, brand-new, not run
Xf/ 150 miles, absolutely perfect, every accessory,
iuclndiug Eii-'ting's wind screen for sidecar: £195.—
Mess Sergeant, Olflcers' Mess, Queen's Barracks, Peith.

(9216
SCOTT, Nov., 1919, electric lighting, disc wheels,

fnllv efjuipped, in perfect condition: ^120, or
nearest olYcl. Also coachhuilt sporting sidecar witJi
disc wheel; £30.-J., Wiliknson, 29, High St., Don-
la.stcr. [9154

SCOTTS. Scolts. Sc.ott5.—E. W. Ball, 6, Wheeley's
ltd., Edgbaslon,

,
Scott's Birmingham agent. I

will show you anything worth knowing about Scotts
you buy from me, and give you absolute confidence in
your mount. [X6629

are treated by the Layton
Garages as a call in person, and
are followed up by faithful

service, as the folloiving extracts
from letters received will show—

•

Swindon, 28-1-1920.
"i thank you ior the consideration
you have shown me in the matter of
my orda- . In a icorld of

P.inrhT/ndendraeth, 19-2-1920.
*' It has been a pleasure to do business
with you and I sincerely thank you
for your courteous and even generous
treatment which, I can assure you,
was greatly appreciated by

Nnocastle-upon-Tyne, 1-2-1920.
" Thank you very muchfnr your letter

of Jan. 2Sih, and for the good wishes
which I appreciate very much, Yoitr
generous treatment isvr.y diffcrtnt to
the way I have been treated by others,
and infuturel shall have no hesitation
in placing all tny orders with yon."

Durham, 5-2-1920.
" / am very pleasf d with your straight-
forward business methoos and yoxtr
courteous attention to postal clients.'*

We have high ideals and try to
live up to them.

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRY,
distance is no detr'ment to
successful business. We offer the
following well-known makes for

EARLY DELIVERY.
ARIEL, ALLDAY - ALLON,
BLACKBljRNE4h.p., CLYNO
LIGHTWEIGHT, DIAMOND,
EDMUND, INDIAN, IVY,
L.M.C., METRO-TYLER, NEW
IMPERIAL, SPARKBROOK,

SUJa, VELOCETTE.
" SKOOTAIVIOTAS "

Delivered from Stock.

J. (('. lOLLADY.
General Manager

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

pill. p. Free Engine Singer, Bosch waterproof, Se
'^i Spray carlmrettsr. Miller liglitmg set; ride awa;
£35, or nearest offer.-H. Knighton, Woodford, Ihra
ston. [X75!

1 Q12 Singer, Bosch, fine gosr, stored since 191i
X'' £S2/ 10.—Bennett, Wykehaia House Cottage
Stanmore, Middlesex. [995

4ih.p. Singer. 2 speeds^ countershaft, clutch, ped
2 starter, with- special wicker Montgomery sideca

complete with Lucas horn, lamps, and accessorie
overhauled last December ; ^70, no offers.—Burnhar

ubrook. [97

Sparkbrook.
SPAEKBBOOK Lightweight, fitted with ViUiers 2,

h.p. 2-stioke engine; cash £60/15, or on Harrad
system of easy payments 4;^ extra.—Harrods' Moti
Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed. (opposite Mai
Building), London, S.W.I. - [901

Sun.

SUN-VITESSE, 1915; 2%h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, rit

away; first £40.-36,- St. Thomas Rd., Hackne
[14C

SUX-VILLIEKS 2;2h.p., 2-stroke, very hot stuS; ric

away; £37/10.-103a. High St., Wandsworth.-
[i3e

SUN-VILLIERS 2j4h.p., 1916, guaranteed perfect

£40.—Windsor, 2, Hannen Rd., West Norwoo(
S.E.27. [106

SUN-VILLIERS, 1915, single speed, engine ove
hauled makers; £34, or offers.—120, St. Paul

Rd., N.W.I. [942

4ih.p. Sun-Precision and Sidecar, just overhaulec
4 in good running order, Binks carburette

speedometer; £80.—Foster, The Elms, Kempstoi
Beds. _ [961

QUN-VILLIEES 2%h.p., semi-T.T., fast, and wi
^' guarantee perfect throughout, tyres tmpuncturci
Lucas lamps and horn, mudshield; £42. Douglas wante'
Feroside, OUerbarrow Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [925

ps, spare tyre, spare belt, and accessories ; first ohCQi
£46 secures.—W. H. LomaK, 12, Guedrey Terrace, Sw

gh, yorbs. [91E

[89!

nplete, lamps, etc.—J.
ewsbury. [XTSi

"IQ15 31 .h.p. Sunbeam; £90.—J. Smith and Cc
-It' 16, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W. [9B2

(S?2<
1. Smil

16, Hampstead Ed., London, N.W.

gate, Bolton. 11^

4h.p. Sunbeam, 1919, 83 m.p.g., lamps, horn; SJWI
valves, tubes; £115.-50, Alexandra -Ed. S.OUti

Golders" Green. [99

1 020 3r;.h.p. Sunbeam. Cowey horn, not riddc

i-\y Birmingham district; offers.—Box 2,584. 1

The Motor Cycle [1"

Gardens, Hampstead, Sf.W.

Bosch, Senspray, lamps, and horn, splea*

lightweight; £76.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland '

Lwidoii. [9i

1 019 Sunlieain. all chain, Lucrs eiiuipment, n
JLi/ ster si.iorkct; £135.-Bruce Church, K
Spriugs. Hilling E<1,, Northampton. [X7-

SUNBE.\JI 2"'ib.p., Bosch W.T. mag., kick star.

2-spced, clutch; best offers over £90.—BoiiH
Wolverhampto [1'

D^8 All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU CYCI.liS rOR SALE.
Siiiibeum.

IQ14 2'^ili.i'. Smiliriitii. first-class order, new Itii-K

LU slarter. SU'rliiiK B"ard8, undershield, etc;

!77. -WTity, l.onulU'W riouse, Hfttneld. Herts. [X7i?i7

:3UNHKAM S'.Mi.p., T.T., black and Rold, fltteil

5 aiieelal S.A.' Bear box, everylliing new; £120.-
Ipink. 52, Brodrick Rd., Wandsworth Common. (9379

IQIO Siuilniniii 4h.i).. elmin-euni-belt triin«mi>'sion.

11^ 1 Millliml sideear, iu porleet i-onditinn: £M5.
)r hiRlust iiller.-94, Knislltou Ohnr.li lUl,. Lei. enter,

SUNBK.VM. late 1919. Sh.p., eoaehbuilt siderar
l.lack and {^old. Rusting wind screen, tnechaniea"

horn, liardly soiled; £210.-294, Kennineton Pari

Bd., S.K.U. [X734f

yjh.p. .Sunbeam Combination, 1916, 3-spoed. clutch,
i K.H.. Renncc C.B. sidecar, lamps and horn.—Tni-

1 (inragc, Woodthorpe Bd., Ashlord, Middh
'Phone 52. [9006

offers '

SUNmOA-M Mills-Fullord Co
magnificent conditi

£110 lowest; seen onlj
End, Birmingham

f lOO.-Newitt, Eaton V
[946il

1914, 3i.jh.p

, discs, l^ucas lamps, horn
22, Sandbourne Rd., Ward

[X7488
lehhuilt side
th all iieees

BOriea; any trial: flSO.-Ai McKil>l>in, Kents (ireen
Tnynton, Gloucester. [9054

^3h.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, lamps,
^* horn, speedometer, etc., good tyres, very little

ridden, splendid condition; 80 gns.—Sandfield Cot
tage, Ksher, Surrey. [9024

"IQ19 8h.p. Sunbeam de Luxe Combination, elec-
JL*' trically equipped, spare wheel, just overhauled;
seen any time by appointment; £200.—J.W., Oak-
field Park, Dartlord. [9708

Olh.p. Sunbeam, Tate 1914. Gloria sidecar, foot
02 wanner, iutjgage grid, recently renovated. Luca
equipment. .Stewart speedometer, perlect: £110.—'
Leicester Rd.. Newport. Mon. [951

|1Q20 Sunbeam 3':,ih.p., black and gold, unridden, a
i-^ inst delivered' from makers, private owner, ej
•client reason for selling, immediate possession; what
iBcrs.-Box 2,530, c/o The Motor Cijch. [9564

SUNBEAM Motor Cycle. 2^ih.p., 2-speed, clutch
kick start, Bosch, spares, lamps, horn, chain

Irive, just been overhauled, as new; £100.—B. Peaki
tVood Hill, .Mill Meece, Eccelshall, Staffs. [X7329

Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, Sept., 1918, extra lai
sidecar, spare wheel, tyre, Lucas lamp and pi

lorn, for sale to best offer this week.—Thompsi
lotato merchant, St. Peter's St., Ipswich. [1247

5IUXBEAM sr.jh.p., October, 1919, sporting Cancel.^ wind screen, carrier, all lamps, Cowey speedomett
land Klaxon, handle and knee-grips, extremely snia
icrfect condition; £165.-Sharrow, Lickev, Bromsgro'

[X751f
SUNBEAM 1916 Combination, 4h.p.. hand clutch
3 K.S., black and gold finish, all chain and little
il bath, full equipment, exceptional turnout; £150.
-Birmingham Vulcanising Co., Key Hill, Hocklev,
lirmingham. [X751J

I
^4h.p. Sunbeam 3-speed Countershaft, kick starter,
.'* Canoelet C-B. side.ar, 3 Lucas lamps and genera-
srs, mechanical condition and finish perfect; any e-x-

luination; best otter.—Roper, Wellesley lid., Rowbar
1

)n, Taunton. [9521

JUNBEAM Sh.p., Oct., 1919, combination, Grindlay
J double spring sidecar, hood, screen, luggage and
etrol can carrier, spare wheel and tyre, lamps
orn; photo by request; buying car; East Kent.-
.557, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1316
SUNBEAM S.'.^i.p., with Brai^ible sidecar (enclosed
J spriugingl. service green finish, double tank, semi-

,
.T. bars, mudshields, speedometer Lucas electric head

- cbt, electric Klaxon, etc., in fine condition
I6O.-B0X 367, c/o The Motor Cycle. ' [X729<

916 3',2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps,
. siieedometer. electric lighting, sidecar, ;

! wd, watch; £140, no offers; seen after 6 p.n
;
ter 1 p.m. Saturday; reason selling, 1920

;
'ing delivered.—Lombard House, Lombard St.,

' 'Id. [9668

920 (Mareb) Sunbeam Combination, Sijb.p., inter
changeable cycle wheels, Lucas gas sets and horn

I

rto wind screen, or (not both} Sunbeam, 1919 (late)
-'h.p.. little used, Grindlay sidecar. Cameo wind screen

' s lamp sets, horn. Brooks saddle-rest, perfe.'t outlits

;

St offers over makers' price.—Sunbeams, 137, Mid
,ind Rd., Bedford. [110';

j

Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam and Sunbeam de Luxe Sidecar,

I

*^ with £32 worth extras, including electric light-
1 K, 3 lamps and accumulator, spare wheel and tyre
;
ver used, wind screen, electro plated discs to all 4
.eels. Klaxon horn, etc., carefully used 1 month,
» throughout; £256.—Capt. Freeman, 4th Tank
ttahon, Wareham, Dorset. [9488

swm.
Amac, mag., £25, ride away;

£8/10.-122, Gipsy Hill,
19512

T.D.C.
'.D,C. 4h.p. Coaohbuilt Combination, 3 sp.

clutch; £75.-10, Royal Parade, Dawes
[1269

! WIFT 3l,ih.p.. _
I

light coach- sidecar,

I
i ,.

«iuw;u; at
\

i Iham, London.

Spend

EASTER HOLIDAYS
on one of our guaranteed

DOUGLAS W.D.
21 h.p.

Silver and blue tank.

65 Guineas.
30 Guineas down, and 12 montlily

payments of £3 lOS. 6(1.

OR

4 h.p.

DOUG LAS
Combination, guaranteed.

100 Guineas,
Or

50 Guineas down, and 12 monthly
paj'ments of £5.

OR

8 h.p. W.D.

NEW IMPERIAL
Combination.

£145, or
£75 down, and 12 monthly payments

of £6 14s. 2d.

OR

5-6 h.p. W.D.

ROVER-J.A.P.
Combination, guaranteed.

£145, OP
£75 down, and 12 montlily payments

of £6 14s. 2d.

Trade Quoted—Limited Supplies.

LAMB'S
151, High St., WALTHAMSTOW.

'Phone: 169 Walthamstow.

'Crams: " Cydotomo, Phone, London."

50, High Rd.,WOOD GREEN, N.22
'Phone: 1956 Hornsey.

387, Euston Road, N.W.I.
'Phone: 4978 Museum

MOTOR CYCLES POR SAI.fi.

T.D.C.
111. P. T.D.C, 2.»tri>l!e, brand new Amac, E.I.C..

Ilruids; flrnt choline nearest £40; exchange 3'

.

-ShnHiey, 12, Luthbury Hd., Oxford. - (9762

'p.M
T.M.C.

8-iOIl.p. CombinutioD, 4<'yl,, J Kpeed>',
haft drive; £96.-\V. 1>. Edwards, Taunton,

19574
T.M.C, 1914, 4.CVI. wnterrf-oolcd, 3-aiieed, .-priiiK

tranie, C.ii. sidecar, hood and jicreeu; £100.—
WuodBere 307, Uoldhawk Ud., W.12. [9808

Triumph,
T.T. Triumph, clutch, Bo.%ch, lampR, good order.— 7,

Nelson Hd., Wimbledon. [1167

TRIUMPH, conntershalt, new condition, late model;

S.W.3. [8601

first-class condition, ex-
-Below.

eady for
;ineering Co., Ltd.. 3

['h,imcs. Tel.: Kinssli

thli

;ccllent
nachii
nditi.

Bn-

'T'ElUMPH, 1917,

£70.-The Mil
nrhvn Rd., Kingston-i

(9663

1 condition; £75.-262.
lamstow. [9928

d rnnnini order; £4(5. -

[9337

118 Countershaft Triumph, in fine

Dally. 84, Doyle Gardens, Harl

TRIUMPH 3'zh.p. Clutch Model,
£45.-F. Bailey, 7, London Ed.,

and lamps.—
nley, Sussex.

[9113

1 OlO SJih.p. Triumph, good order, lamps, Philipson;
ly £35; seen alter 6.-10, Clapham Rd., S.W.9.

[96.38
nnths stored,

CyHe.
[1308

S.W.

TRIUMPH,
perfect

;

S.E.9.

TRIUMPH 3i/'h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, excellent

tion; £55.-66, West Side, Clapham Common.
[^9363

good order, lamps, norn

;

')s. 'Phone:
[9401

ountershait, enamelled and plated

40, Replingham Rd., Southfields,
[9705

., 1912, clutch, engine rebushed,
-23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,

[9337

good running order;

, The Grove, Hammer-
[9622

^„, ^ , , recently overbauled, lamps, tools,

appointment.-Homestead, West Bergholt.

Essex.
,

[9145

1017 Countershaft Triumph, condition excellent.

It/ very fast; £87.-61, Glenesk Rd., Eltham,
S.E.9. ~ 11082

18-1919 Counter.shaft Triumph, practically new;

Sib p T T. Triumph for Sale, in first-class condi-

2 tion- £38.-47, Edith Rd,, South Norwood,

S.E.25. [9025

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, complete spares. 3-speed,

XiJ excellent order; 65 gns.—Bowerbank, High St.,

Corsham. [9523

TRIUMPH, fully equipped, heavy Dunlops, fine con-

dition; bargain, £38.—la, Eedchffe Rd., Ren-dition ; bargain,
gton.

„ clutch, 1912, in good condition,

wicker s'idecar, £6.-H. H. Gafler, Cotton,

Stowmarket. [X7407

1 14 Triumph, 3 speeds and clutch, excellent con-

ly dition; £50.-Apply, 17, Kings Rd., Edmon-
ton, W.18. [9772

77, Wellington
[9764

3-speed countershaft,

cellent condition ; 100 gns.—63, Solon

Rd., Enfleld.

"Id 16 Triumph Combination,
XiJ lamps, excellent conditio-, „— - .

Rd., Brixton. [1°°!

TRIUMPH, late 1919, T.T. model, done 300 indes

equal new; £90.—Bate, Harrow Inn, Culcheth

nr. Warrington. ['^""^

BEAUTIFUL Countershaft Triumph 1917, almo'*

new mechanical horn, etc.; £87.-78, Edgell Ed.,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the irsue, 539
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

NEW Triumph Junior, 150_ miles, complete lamps,
horn, registr

Rd., Biggleswade.

BABY Triurapli, 1914, 2-speetl, overhauled,
meter, lamps; best cash over £50.-28, Gi

Hd., Chisivick, W. [9246

tyres and pulley,
£40.—H. Deering, Forrest-

[9697
Combination, 2^spfed, F.E.,

'£85,-94, Kew Biver Crescent,
[9234

TRIUMPH, 1920, under 50 miles. C.B. sidec-xr;
£165.—CliHord Wilson MIg. Co., 70, Bcyal Hos-

pital Ed., S.W.3. [8602

TRIUMPH 1912-13, all accessories, lamps, speed
ometer; £45; -- --

Rd., South Norwood,

TRIUMPH Combination, C.B,
privately owned; 75 gns.-

Commercial Hd.. E,

field, by Airdr

TRIUMPH SV'h.p. C.B.
splendid condition ; '£i

Palmer's

appointment.—Axtell, Enulor
[9142

, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed,
Leedom, Fire Station,

[9613

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. -2'.2h.p. Baby
Triumph, £65; also 1912 i'ih.p. Triumph, 2-

speed, free engine; £65. [1437

iRd.,
[9027

lutch, T.T.

Shepherd's Bush, \V.'

£45.— 3',/ih.p. 3-speed Triumph, K,S,
bars, perfect; any trial.—58. Lilac Grove .St

Laisterdyke, Bradford. (X7316

1Q20 Triumph, brand new, 4h.p., 3-speed counter-
Xtf shaft, unridden; best offer; Coventry.—Box
381, c/o -riie motor Ciidc. [X7422

918 model, lamps,
£96.-French, 12,

[121'..

comijlete; £70.—
[X7310

Sih.p. Triumph, £35; 1920 4h.p. countershaft
a Triumph, as delivered, £130.—Oollett Bros.,

opposite Norwood Junction. [9275
IQ 18-19 Triumph 3-speed Countershaft, perfect con
-*-*' dition; £90.—Write appoiutment, Dudley, Fair-
field Rd., Grove Park, S.E.12. [7768

Box 2,547, c/o Tie Uotor Cycle. [1306

TRIUMPH Combination (Coachbuilt), 2-speed, kick
start, new condition; £65.-57, Kenbury St..

Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell. [8943

Thrale Hd., Streatham, S.W.

LATE 1919 Baby Triumph,
electric tail, tools, and ho

Knox, The Chase, Nuneaton.

Kendall Rd., B.tkenham, S.B.

.{55.-215. \Vl

nplete lamps, speed-
excellent condition

;

[9643

excel-
, . Veterinary Estab-

lishment, Hall St., St. Helens, Lanes. . [8980

1 OlO Triumph,^ less carburetter and piston, Bosch
nag., good tyres; St offer to £20.—Wr

etc.

Davidson, "Blackridge, West Lothif

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch, late 1913,
gear overhauled, accessories; £70, or

Douglas, 7, Abington St., Noithampton.

excellent running order, bargain,
any trial.—Morel, Dafford Rd.,' Pershore. [9867

TRIUMPH 3|,2h.p., 3-SDeed huh, clutch, lamps, etc.,
tyres and condition very good; Saturday afternnon:

£55,-46, Creighton Rd., S. Ealing, W.5. [9089

TRIUMPH, 1913 (believed), clutch model, Philip-
son gears, lamps, excellent condition through-

out; £50.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X7428

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle for Sale, Stjh.p,. B.B, car-
buretter, Bosch mag.; price (lowest) £45/10.-0. S.

\^illiams, Gwynfa, Conway Rd., Oolwyn Bay. [9531

TRIUMPH, late countershaft model; 72 gns. ; new
appearance, everything good, runs splendidly.—

10, Bonner Hill Ed., Kingston-upon-Thame.s. [8979

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 4h,p,, 3-spced,
clutch, lamps, horn, snares, 2 new Dunlops-

£30.-51, Aldborough Rd,, Seven Kings, Es,sex. [9354

4h.];. Triumpii. sjxu-ting model. di,sc wheels, very
fast, fully CQuiiJped, beautiful condition; 48 ens,

-Thorns, 64, Chunh St., Edgware Hd., W. [1390

TRIUMPH, countershaft, engine No. 55694, £85;
one, engine No. 67768, £88; one, engine No.

58593, £90.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [9985
MODERN Triumph. 3-spoPd hul), foot clutch,

T.T, sloping tank, knee trips ' '
'

f;rip-', excellout condition; £48,-1
Pedley

TIUr.Ml'H 4h,p,. 1914,
liunlrips, flrst-cla

1 Q14 4h,p ?,-si«
i-iJ lamps .-iTid

£58.-F. Wil.Iri>|.i

THE COLMORE CUP
TRIAL.

Percy Newman - '1st class certificate

G. Dallison - -2ndclasscertificate

H. U. Smytheman - 3rd class certificate

Comments of "Tlte Motor Cycle^' on their

performance—
On Salntsbury Kill.—" Quite a number

^A selected to play safety by making a steady

^fy start and sure climb, Among these may be
entioncd P. Newman (Ivy)."

On Rising Sun Hill.—" ( ) made a good
performance on the lower slopes as did H.
Smytheman (Ivy).

At Willersley.—" The best climbs which we
noted were made by P. Newman (Ivy), etc.

Re Comments on the Trial—
" The modern two-stroke is no longer a toy.

Some of the best climbs of the day were
accomplished by ( ). Ivy. and ( ),

two strokes.

I

All Purpose Medal, single-speed fi56

All Purpose Model, plain 2-speed
countershaft gear £66

AH Purpose Model, with Sturmey-
Archer 2-speed gear.hand-con-
trolled clutch, and kick-starter £72

I

ls!e-of-Man Sporting ModeI,single-

speed j;59

Is-e-of-Mcan Sporting Model, 2-

speed, plain countershaft gear £69
Isle-of-Man Sporting Model, with

Stiimiey-Archer 2-speed gear,
hand-controlled clulch, and
kick-starter £75

S- A, NEWMAN, LTD.,
ASTON CROSS; BIRMINGHAM.

Lists free- on application..

THE

Imstocmti
OF ITSTYPE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

T^RIUMPH, clutch model, condition and appearan(
-i- as new, complete lamps and horn, too fast 1(

owner; 42 gns.—337, Crystal Palace Rd., East Dulwicl
[97E

TRIUMPH, 1915, engine and gears just complete
renewed, new Watsonian sidecar; £92/10, <

nearest offer.—Grimwade, 5, Wellington Sq., Cheltenhar
[90S

1 Q20 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, delivei
-*-t^ promised before April 31st next; what offei

for £15 deposit paid ?—Bo.x 2,522, c/o The Motor Cycl

£56.—Great I'enton House, Grove Rd.,

lightweight.—124, Hugenden Rd,, High Wycombe.

first cheaue secures.-Box 2,558, c/o The Motor Cycl
[131

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph Combination, C.B., ;

speed, hand clutch, renovated like new; appl

before 5 p.m.—Builder, 4, Black St., off Milk St

Bristol. [964

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., S-spoed, perfeot conditio
tyres and belt almost new; anv trial; £65, or n&

offer.-Snatt, 1, i!Juthurst Villas, Benhill Ed., Camlie
well. [12S

4h.p. Triumph, October, 1919, ridden under 50
miles, perfect condition, all accessories: bei

offer over £110; . Beds.—Box 2,531, c/o The Moti
Cycle. [135

TRIUMPH 3l/,h.p., 1914, semi-T.T., hand clutcl

3-speed, 2 pairs footrests, good condition: 5

gns., or nearest offer.—Kilsby, Berrylands Rd
Surbiton. [936

TRIUMPH S'/jh.p.. engine overhauled, tyres and be

as new, plating and enamel in splendid conditio
lamps and accessories; £40.-74, St. Stephen's E(
Hounslow. [90'

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-specd Sturmey, 4h,p., cooohbu:
sidecar, in e.xcellent condition, tyros good, lami

and accessories; £75; letters first.-10a, Stondon Par
S.E.23. [90!

TRIUMPH, 3V2h.p., single speed, new belt, ni

magneto, Lucas lamp, all accessories, splend
condition; £38. — 47, Elborougih St., Southfle)
S.'W.IS. [B9

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, finest second-ha,
machine -possible, every accessory, only nee

seeing; £50; after 6 o'clock.—12, St. Mary's S
Paddington. [94

TRIUMPHS.—4 machines at £62 each, 4h.p.,
speed hub- clutch, decompressor, in first-clfl

order, new belt and magneto.—262, Elackhorse Lai
Walth,.imstow.

"
[69

£130, or near.—60, Wallingford Av., North Kensir;
ton, London. [13

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, Millford C.B. siaee-
just overhauled by makers, perfect condition, Lui

lamps, spares, tyres nearly new; £85.-18, St-ttion I

E., Coventry. [98

T.T. Triumph 1912 SV^h.p., tyres, belt, and ensn,
excellent condition, exceptionally good engii

Klaxon, spare valve, tools; £45.- Lock, Printi]
Oxted, Surrey. [X73

TRIUMPH 3i/.h.p.. 1912, lamps, horn, splenc
condition, drop frame, fitted 2-speed cluti

B.S.A. wheel; £50; Worcestershire.—Box 372, c

3'7ie Motor Cycle. [X73

TRIUMPH 1912-13, clutch model, Dunlops, Bos
Cowey, horn, lamps, engine just overhaul

splendid condition, fast; £48/10.-45, Sandford E
Moscley, Birmingham. (X7l

£128.-15, 'VVai

art Terrace, Earl's Con
[X7!

TRIUMPH Combination, all latest, only 2 men
old, -scarcely used, perfect condition, Klftx

Miller and Lucas lamps, tool kit, etc.; £155.—Savn
King St., Peterborough. [9:'

£135.—Wood, 38, Airthri
IS

r.ii

j..uw,^i,.,, ^..u.„t.*^«, y.crhaul
teed sound.—Eaves, 2 knocks, 5, Thornfleld H

Shepherds Bush. W.12. [9['

p. Triumph, ]n?w tyres, tubes, hondle-bnrs, ij.

and uuike and bre:tk, in good running orq

Jtll on, ,£45; .liter G p.m., or week-eud.—Swainc, 4, Uii|'

Villus, Dagenhum, Sussex. [9(i

02

E40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date .of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trliiniph.

IRKIMI'II. i-oini(cr.«liiiII. ah. p., late 191D. 2 lamps,
BeuLTiilin-fi. Uoni, aiHit'domoter, discs, tools, etc.,

) »olo, luiuliliuii lis now; £110.—Ucad, 22, Stroatham
uHi. BiixliMi Mill, S.W 2. [9351

Q14 3-spoi'Ll Triumph Combination, very flno oftne
1/ siiicnii'. Ruver chassis, tools and siiares, no
l|i«, ^plcThli.l iirdcr; 70 uns; seen any time— 186,
itli l.iinilii'lli Kd., London. (1002

im'Mrir,s._\Vc Imve several W.D. models, 4h.p
3.si«'icl .mnUcrshaft near

ihly

Vspccl loiinU'rsTiaft near,' in' stock, all tho
ly ovt'rIiaiiK'it ami tlni.^hcd to makers' specific
£85.£90 .li.-ll(

913-l<t Tiiii

chil.l., Itosr

RIU.Ml'll 1918 I'oiiiliination, Mills-Fullord sidecar,
ii,vi-s,.rics in fc-.«.,l uKler; £130.-Khi' lind Co-

le, llislin[i»gato Av., Ciminmile St., E.C.3. (0066

BIII.MI'H Combination, 1918, hiimisonio c.iii.lilniilt

salcrjir, wind screen, Ingpape priil. insiiruiicc, spaie
U, tillws. iiccwsorica : 100 una. : iiltcr 7 iJ.m.-llean.
i, Cliarcli IM.. liiuijcs, .^l.W.lj. 19212

oTiil.inntion, 41i.p., 3-speed,
hM iMiinine order, C.H., 80

U: lirivMtc ..wii.r: ±'80—6, Boston Place, Dor.^ct
, adjoining lI.'n.vlcl.HHc Station. 19810

914 TiiiHiiiili, 5-sp,.nl clutch, brand new Millfonl
siilcciir just Htted icust £25/5i, screen, Icssbield.i,

cluiniciil lioiM, laiiiiis. all new tvres, perfect coudi-
0; £95.-317, High St.. Watford. (9751

RIUMPH, 1914, clutch, Bosch, new piston, crank
pin, bushes, Tan-Sad, lamp set, pump, complete

sr's outat. spare tyre, tube, valve: £58, offer.—
I, 1, Belmont Grove, Cbiswick. London. [9784

ElUMVH 1914 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, brand new
coadihuilt sidecar, new Dunlop tyres, belt, and

die-bars, horn, 2 lamps, in excellent condition : any
1; £98.-29, Albany Kd., Chislehurst, Kent. (9583

114 Triumph, 3-speed hub gear and clutch, lately
? fitted with new mag., saddle, T.T. bars, belt,
1 drip teed, in fine going order; £62.—G. Taylor,
literers' Arms, Crockenhill, Swanley, Kent. [9782

113-14 Triumph 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, clutch, wicker
' sidecar, door and apron, 2 lamps, horn, tools,
ellent condition and running order, private owner;
It; £70.-Box 2.446, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9034

KIDMrH 1913 Clutch Model, -waterproof Bosch,
Duulops. all tools, born, mirror, appearance and

ditiou splendid, owner-driven, guaranteed perfect;
gns.-Tarbox, Paradise. Hemel Hempstead. [9088

l.p. Triumph Combination, 1916, countershaft, ex-
cellent condition in every respect, 3 lamps, horn,
examination and trial, takes 3 anywhere; £110.

—

Hoveden Rd., Keyes Rd., Cricklewood, N.W,2.
[1019

l.p. Triumph, new C.B. sidecar, 3-speed, K.S..
lamps, horn, spare tyre, valve, rings, tools, per-
conditioa; any trial or examination; first £98

ires.—Davy. Holme View, Reedyford, Nelson.
[X7475

118 Triumph 4h.p. Combination, engine No. 43511,
' undersbing, countershaft, nearly new tyres and
, lamp and horn, all in perfect condition: £107/10;
could be separated.—261, Mitcham Lane, Streatham.

[1037
100; 1919^4 Triumph, Model H, 3-speed counter-

shaft, clutch, metal legshields, pump, tools,
eage about 1,000, fine condition; appointment
k-end.—G. Grey, White House, Cobham, Surrey.

[1204
RITJMPH Motor Cycle, 3iih.p., Bosch, heavy Dun.

lop tyres, P. and H-. lamps, horn, Zenitb, vari-
> pulley.—Apply to 39, Heath Gardens. Twickenham,
aidays. or evenings. Price £50, or next best
r. [1027
JIUMPH Combination, 1915, 3-speed, full equip-
mett. 191S C.B. sidecar, wind screen, excellent

hanical condition and appearance, ready for tour,
whare; £85; seen any time.—126, Lordship Lane,
wich, S.E. [9545
119 Triumph Combination, blue Gloria sidecar, 3
' sets lamps, Lucas horn, spare cover, belt, plugs,
,

fully insured and in excellent condition : £140,—
te or apply (Saturday) to Bailey, Lawtoumere.
le-on-Trent. [X7269
MUJIPH 4h.p., countershaft model, with beauti-
ful coachbuilt sidecar, fitted storm apron, lamp

. etc., in tip-top condition, had slight use;
9/10.—Arthur Whitby, 7. The Vale, Acton, W.3.
iwick 1513. [9787
HrlrPH Junior, perfect order, just been over-
hauled. Bosch, P. and H. lamp, tyres like new,
b anything; reason for selling owner bought new
lime; £60, or nearest. — Vicar, Ebosvmedre
iiage, Euabon. fX7490
118 Countershaft Triumph. S-speed, K.S., clutch,

in perfect condition, owned liy mechanic, and
part dismantled for inspection, full set of lamps.

1, tools, etc. ; seen any time, anv trial ; £95.—177,
a St., Barnet. [9799
EW 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and No. 2 Mont-
gomery sidecar; price £150; exceptional oppor-

ity for immediate delivery new combination; taxe=
full insurance paid; west of England.—Box 2.554.
The Motor Cude. [1313
119 Triumph Countershaft Combination, small

caKtal mileage, special wide body, lamps,
accessories, spares, sprung luggage""

S145; North.—Box 2,566
The Motor Cticle. [1328

When the
FASTENER
fails — well
you'd be
better with
a push-bike
wouldn't you?
And if the
fastener never
fails then
you'll agree
it'sworth-well
1/9 -the new
price of the
FORWARD

Write us ,or fuller details

FORWARD SPARKING
PLUG Co.

Summer Row, Birmingham

Pro. Pat.

INVISIBLE EAR PROTECTORS.
Weekly Sales are still on the Increase.

Price "*/© &, 2/6 per pair, of all dealers.

Sole Maker—

F. HIUI. BAIUEY,
38, SYCAMORE GROVE, RUGBY.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpb.

TRIUMPH 41i.[)., countershaft, 1916, rc-onamoUod
and plated, now tyres and belt, overhauled and

Ruarautood perfect, lamps, horn, the property o! well-
known competition rider, any trial; £87; Surrey.— IJoi
2,660, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1319

TRIUMPH 1913 3l/.h.ii., .Sturmcy.Archcr 3-speed
bub, clutch, Druid.H, and cam- !,ldccar, engine re-

cently overhauled, new bcariiigs, .tc, at cost of £7.
insured, thorough Kood order; .fieS.-Wapshott, Holly-
dene, Cambridge St., Aylesbury. [9040

I'biipiri* hulccar, lunipri, horn, nuiuerouB HpiirCH, excel-
Imit c.iu'btiuu, eugino better than new; £135: trial br
iilijioiNtmcnt only.-lJuvies, 80, Southbury Ed,, EnllcUI.

19117
FASTEST Triumph in England, identical niacliinc on

which Cocker did 7ff m.p.h. at Brookhinds, iior-
IVi-t (...iditioii, .Hid ji.(..-l .oiiiTil,.!.. set of spares and
acccesniics luclia^- z p.uis l,;,MdIf-liars, 2 pulleys. '

iSO.- Fi
etc.

: price

(1447

uliiis, Lt. I. ll.juie, Sloretou Rd.,
llirkeiiJiciid. [9805

TRIUMPH Combination, S.A. 3speed clutch, etc..

thoroughly overhauled aud re-erfamelled, new
1920 coachbuilt sporting sidecar, tyres sound, back
new, all accessories, including new P. and H. lamp
set; price ^£85, or take 2';4h.p. Douglas and similar
machine in part payment. —Ash Lodge, .Junction Rd.,
Brentwood, Essex. [9769

Tsler.

TYLER, fitted with 2i,h.p. Precision engine. Rock
2-speed countershaft gc;jr, rciuiplete with speed-

ometer, in good running .r<l r; .£28; ribsolute bargain.
—Apply, Hemy, 59, Westbury Rd., Wembley, Hiddle-

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery of Velocettes.
—Chapri Ash Depot Wolverhampton. [X8623

VELOCETTE 2.stroke, 2-speed countershaft, all-

chain, autonmatic lubrication; first £36; com-
bination wanted.—70, Lenthall Rd., Dalston. (1405

Verus.

VEEUS 2i.i>h.p., 2.speed, K.S. mo'del, in stock.—B.
F. Sheldon, Wheatley, Oxon. (1287

VEKrrS.-1920 models actually in stock; list price.-
Goding and Co., 9, Grosvenor Ed., Tunhridga

Wells. Tel.; 449.
'

[9101

3Jlh.p. Verus-Blackburne; immediate delivery;
4 £99/15.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. Plio.ne : 933. [1122

DELIVERY from stock, 2!^h.p. 2-speed K.S. Verua
machines. A serious touring mount.' Send us

your enquiries for other models.—Elliott Bros, and
Stevens, Cambuslang, Glasgow, (0125

VERUS - BLACKBURNE 2nlh.p., 2-speed, h.b.c.

clutch, delivered one month ago and used lor

journalistic test only, clean sheet in recent trial con-

taining several of the worst hills in Scotland, com-
plete* £100.—Batten, Hope Park Lodge, Poebles, N.B.

(X7462

Victoria.

4h.p. Victoria Precision, mechanical horn, plated ex-

haust, Bosch watertight, disc wheels, P. and H.
lighting set. very fast, unscratched, condition and ap-

pearance equal to new, new Dunlop belt and Magnum
cover, spare cover and belt; a bargain, £65.-51, Finch-

ley Lane, Hendon. [9633
Vindec.

\^INDEC Combination, 6h.p., excellent condition :
65

' gus.-Delias, 290, Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [9844

VINDEC 1914-15 25ih.p., 2-etroke, 2-speed, takes

sidecar anywhere; trial with sidecar if desired:

firs ^49/10 secures.—M., 288, High Ed., Streatham,

S.W. [9313
V.S.

8 -10b. p. V.S.-J.A.P. Combination, variable gear,

lamps, horn, all accessories, stored since 1915;

what oHers?-Taber, 34, Willow St., Chingford, Essex.

Werner.
EENEE Twin, spring forks, good order, acpumu-
lator; £10.-50, High St., West Norwood. [9899

Wilkin.

WILKIN Enquiries for early rotational delivery

invited by J. Blake and Co., the leading motor
jycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. (6583

WILKIN Motor Cycles with Blackbnrne engine and
Sturmey-Archer gears, and all-enclosed chain drive,

4h p 100 gns., 2%h.p. 4-strok6 90 gns., 2y2h.p. 2-stroka

Villiers engine, Burman gears, 62 gns. ; all plus 10%.

Order at once for early rotational delivery.-Birmingham
Agents. Moore Bros., Templefleld St., Small Heath.

[X7049
Williamson,

WILLIAMSON 8h.p., o.c. Douglas engine, thoroughly
overhauled, clutch, kick starter, luxurious sidecar;

£125.—Johnson, Brook Bank, Chester Ed., Macclesfleld.

WILLIAMSON 1914, w-.c, and roomy 1919 sidecar,

hood, screen, lamps, tools, Binks, stored 4 years,

powerful,, 5^5 on top ; bargain, flOO.-Astolat, 6a, Can-

adian Av., Catford. WS^

w

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, b-ji
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Williamson.

1 QI6 Williamson, W.C, C.B. sidecar, complete with
Xtr hood, screen, lamps, and horn, splendid con-
dition, ready to ride away; £150.—Marston, 73,
Swallow St., Atterclifle, Sheffield. [1186

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8-lOh.p., water-cooled,
late 1916, 3-speed, cush drive, full size 2-

seater sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, horn,
spares, condition excellent; £150.—Grav, 13, Wood-
stock Ed., Poplar, E.14. [9445

Wolf.
4h.p. Wolf-Jap Combination, S-siteed countershaft,

mileage 3,000, lamps, etc. ; £100.-33, Steade Ed.,
SLeffleld. [9238

1Q19' (October) 23,ih.p. Wolf-Jap, 2-speed, clutch
Xt/ and liick starter, footboards: offer over £60.—
Parsons, Shawell, Rugby. [X7477

WOLF, 1915, 23,ih.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed Arm-
strong gear and clutch, ]'ust completely over-

hauled and re-enamelled, condition as new; £45.

—

Apply, 4, Berners St., W.l. (9316

WOLF-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.p., 2-speea countershaft,
hand start, been stored, enamelling and plating

as new, new tvres, lamps, horn, et€. ; accept £65.

—

158b, Norwood Ed., West Norwood, S.E. [9222

"1(1120 Wolf-Jap 2%h.B., 2-speed clutch and kick
-tt' starter, £73/10; also Wolf, 2VJi.p. 2-stroke
ViUiers engine, 2-speed clutch and tick starter, £68/15.
We can guarantee deliverv of these for Easter.—The
Wednesfleid Motor and Cycle Garage, vrednesfield.

[9128 1

Wooler.
I

WOOLEE 2^'.h.r.. first on list; best offer ovM £5, i

deposit paid.-ftemaaut, 78, Highdown Ed., '-Hove. I

[9132

i

WOOLER, Nov., 1919, flat twin, mnlti gear, clutch, I

lamps, horn, etc., complete, beautiful machine, l

spotless condition, only wants seeing: £87/10.—More-

I

ton. The Grove, Fincliley, N.3. [1118
|

. Yale.
18 Yale Motor Cycle, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, kick
start, lamps, horn, splendid machine; £75,1

near offer.—133, Plaistow Ed., West Ham. [9919

Zenith.

WAirCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London!-For new
Zeniths; book now. [1438

4h.p. Zenitji Combination. Gradua-Jap, perfect; 72
gns.-White, 51, Salusbury Bd., Kilburn. [9822

ZENITH-GRADUA C.B. Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P.,
go anywhere; £80.-23, Jupiter Terrace, Well

Hall, S.E.9. [9336

"IQ14 4h,p. Zenith Combination, Gradua gear, withXU lamps, in perfect condition; offers.— 2, Perth
Rd., Plaistow, Essex, E.13. [1229

ZENITH 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, J.A.P.

,

Gradua g.ear, fast and reliable; £85.— 10, Royal
Parade, Dawes Rd., Fulham, London. [1270

ZENITH 5-6h.p., countershaft and kick starter, disc
wheels, Canoelet sidecar, 3 lamps; £138.

—

Maude's, 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [9882

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4h.p., solo, pillion seat, insur-
ance, excellent condition; £60; after 7 p.m.—

Stebbens, 33, Bartram Rd., Broctley, S.E. [9903

"IQ16 Zenith Combination, countershaft, K.S., fully
JLU equipped, speedometer, spares, condition as new;
£125; week ends.—27, Lampton Rd., Hounslow. [9908

ZENITH-GEADUA. Combination, SVoh.p., 1912, good
tyres, wicker sidecar; £45; seen bv appointment

only.—Hatchford Hill Cottages, Cobham, Suirey. [9146

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., Splitdorf waterproof mag.,
T.T. bars, Dunlops, large head lamp, in perfect

order; £46.—Darlington, The Well Hojse," Wcsterham.
[;)442

"I
Q16 Zenith-Gradua Combination, hood, screen, 6h.p.

-'*-•-' Jap. lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid running
order; £135 or nearest ofler.—Priddle, Leebotwood,
Salop. [X7266

ZENITH-GRADUA 1918 T.T., 3il.h.p. J.A.P., lamps,
horn, etc.. verv fast machine; £70; trial : sidecar

if required; £8.~Wi]kes, St. Dennis Farm, Shipston-
on-Stour. [9758

ZE.N'ITH-GRADUA Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p..
1916, excellent condition, lamps, etc.; £85.—

Norman, 7, Howard Ed., St. Ann's Rd., Stamford
HUl, N.15. [1281

ZENITH Combination. 6h.p., countershaft, kick start
model, complete, ready for constant use, mechanical

condition and appearance excellent; price £120.-207
Blackshaw Rd., Tooting,. S.\V.17. [1053

ZENITH Sh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, countershaft
model, kick start, new IVs^n. belt, new Dunlops,

very fast, lamps, mechanical horn, splendid condition
£120.-156, Browning Rd., East Ham, E. [1258

3ih.p. Zenith, clutch, K.S., countershaft Gradua, new
2 tyro back, original belt, delivered June, 1919

Irenlly good condition. P. and H. lamp and horn; £98'
-Charles Devey, WoLsinpham, Co. Durham. '[9226

ZENITH 1914 6h.p. Competition JModel, large tank
siwcial pistons and cam winner of 8 firsts, in-

olnrting Wcfitdifl, 1919, splendid condition; after 6 or
weck-i-nd; £86.— Cusliuian, Cobham, Surrey. [9055

SOUTH PORT J

WHY WAIT?
WE HAVE NEW & SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES IN
STOCK FROM £58-0-0.
1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, done

50 miles.

Two 1920 Sh.p. IKATCHLE3S Combina-
tions, dynamo.

Two 1920 4 h.p. ROVERS, 3-speed.

1920 2i h.p. METR0-TYLER3, all models.

1920 2i h.p. HOBARTi, single and
2-speed.

1919 Sh.p. MATCHLESS Combination.
1919 2) h.p. CHATER-LEA, 2-s;eed.

1913/4 SCOTT Combination.

KARLEY-DAV1DS0N, ARIEL, B.A.T.,

SEAL SOCIABLE, CASTLE-THREE
(Runabout.)

WRITE US, or better stU,

G VE US A CALL.

EASTBANKET,
SOUTHPbRT.
'/^/yone 607,

SMITH'S
Established over 25 years.

Customers please note our new address is

:

86, CHALK FARM ROAD,
Opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

New Machines in stock.
Solo.

2| h.p. WD. DOUGLASES, £78.

Second-hand Machines in stock.
Solo.

Six only, 1918 U.S.A. 7-9 h.p.

HARLEY - DAVIDSONS, in running
order, £100 each.

Large selection 2 J h.p. DOUGLASES,
1914, 1915, 1916 models, from £50.

Combinations.

6 h.p ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916,
Lucas dynamo lighting, fully

equipped, mileage 5,000, £150.

6 h.p. REX Combination, 1914, all

chain drive, £90.

Above are a selection from our
stock at time of going to press.

SMITH'S
86, CHALK FARM ROAD,

Ooposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

Open throughout the holidays until 7 p^m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
—

^

Zenith.
ZENITH 4-5h.p., 1917, sporting twin, coimteri

K.S., clutcli, uew extra heavy Dunlop
Clincher spare .belt, waterproof Bosch, very fast
powerful; £S5.— 19, Wood Xace, Shepherd's 1

London.
[

ZENITH Combination, roomy weU-upholstered
5-6h.p. fixed J.A.P. twin, bought Oct., :

Bosch, Amac, mechanically excellent, good appeal;
£78; or solo, £58.—Sperling, 33, Seymour Av., Bis
ton, Bristol.

[

ZENITH Coachbuilt Combination, 1913, liii

7,800, 6h.p. J.A.P. twin, 1920 frame., cl

kick start, numerous spares, fully equipped, beai
condition throughout; £95, no offers.—18, Chai
Rd., Beckenham. [X

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports ITodel E, Gradun gea,
stock Teady for immediate delivery; may b

tained on Harrods' system of easy payments.—
rods' Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Kd.
posite Main Building), London, S.W. [

ZENITH-GRADUA 1920 (new) Sh.p. Model H
bination, J.A.P. twin, kick starter, clutch.

Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, Easting wind sc

Lucas head lights, horn, trip speedometer, com]
ready to drive away; best offer over £250.—

M

37, Eslington Terrace, NewclTstie-on-Tyne. [X

ZENITH-GRADUA, Precision engine, 4Vih.P-, B
B.B., very long exhaust pipe to rear, C

speedometer, tyres new, heavy Palmer cord ru
studded rear, frame and tank zinc galvanised,
to order 1911. but laid up during war, full guar;
given; price £40.—C. Knapp, St. Helens, Bv
Surrey. [

ZENITH, 4h.p. J.A.P. engine. Icick starter, cou
shaft, coachbuilt combination, fitted witl

and H. lamp set, Dunlop tyres, De Luxe saddle,
set of tools, spare tube, all as new, only done s

400 mile.?, everything as new; any trial or mepha
examination; must sell, what oHer ? car expect
33, Jubilee Rd., Doncaster.

[

Ladies* Motor Cy cles.

LADY'S CalthoTpe-Jap, 2-speed; delivery from \

—Pickering. Agent, Shrewsbury. [S

1 Q14 2V2h.p. Hobart (lady's), 3-speed gear, eon
*^*' with accessories; £45.—Barnett, Earnett ant
Deal. I

"IQ16 Brough, sporting, fast, open frame; see
J-t-r Brough,—37. Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed.,
eington.

Miscellaneous.
OYAL RUBIES, aU models.

19
19
19
THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd,.

"Phone : Hampstead 4631. Open afternoon
Sundays.

,0 you want to buy a car or motor cycle priv;

middle!

17 Rud ge Multi, SVoh.p., as new ; £ 80.

16 7=9h.p. Indian Combination; £110.

16 Sh.p. Horizontal Twin Bradbury ; £7

D°
Do you want to avoid paying <

profits. .

DOZENS of privately o\vnecl cars and motor i

on our list to-day. Send six penny stamps Ic

and free introduction to just what you want.—

1

sale Private Motor Registry, 35. Long Acre, W.C. (l

demobilised officers). Call if you can..

-| QIS Indian eombiuation, electric model, 3-:

X*/ esoelleut condition throngbout
;
price £155.

1(0119 Sunbeam S'/ib.p,, Mills-Fnlford sidecar, T
Xt? H. lamps, rear and sidecar lamps, speeooi

total mileage 600: price £175.

-\ 019 B.S.A.. Ooiiilunation, 3-speed, lamps, E
Xt/ born, perfect corrditiou

;
price £145.

1 019 Hover 5-6b.p.. ilendersou Elite sidecar,

Xe/ 300 miles; price £195.

1 O W Koyal Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Lucite 1

Xi/ speedometer, perfect condition; price ^13;

-| C)19 Scott and Sidecar; price £140. ,

19
19
R^
M
F
19

UN 2i4h.p., perfect; price £50. '

,

and M., done 300 miles; price' fftp.

ev, clutch model, perfect order; plioei

C

ATCHLESS 6h.p., 2-speed, twin belt drive;

£60.

N. 2Vib.p., 2-speed, very good order; price i

16 Douglas, 2-spced, lamps, horn, tyrea n^

price £65.

5h.p. Zenitb, clutch model, and sidecar,

lamps, speedometer, wind screen; priti«£i

.\MBEIDGE Automobile and Enineering C-

Hobsou St,, Cambridge,

B42 All letters rel.iting to ndvertiseinents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES I-OR SMX.
MIscellniieous,

OTII'S ^[iili>iii'«,-Ncn 1920 O.K. Jlinior. iGO.'B
imw 1<)20 OmoRii-Jiip, £77/14.

OTHS Motorios.-Ncw 1920 O.K., Villlcrs cncinc
a spi'i'ils, lovely miiohim-; £65.
OTirs Motorios (or HlirlovDavidsons, Ariols,
Blntkbournoa, L.M.C.'s, Quadrant, Radoo, O.K.,

OTU.•^ Motorics, Hnlitnx.—Clyno comblntttion,
dotn.lmblo whofls, £99,a0; Olyno gnu carriage,

(miH Jlotoricis, Holilax.-Eight 1915 Dougla

3-.=;i)eod
wn,u new siucL'ar; x^tiaiLU,

OTIIfi Motories, Halilax.—1918 Alldays Allor
2 >in'«U, £59/10; Hobart, £48/10,
OTHS Motorics. Halilax.—O.K., 2 speed:
£46,10; Caltliorpc. Enfield gear, £56/10.

OTH'S Motorios, Ilali tax.-Large stocl< ol motor
cydcs.-Aiiilies-s l\irH;.ncl Place, Halifax. [X7418
D. VAfiTY tor motor cycles, cash or exchange.
All machines guaranteed.—Below.

D. VARTY guarantees all dates advertised to be
correct, and date of machine is put on the

)t,-lielow.

D. VARTY despatches al) second-hand machines
carriage paiil at railway company's risk to you

st station.—Below,

1). VARTY lor satisfaction, square deal, and

D. VARTVS place is at the top of the well
known Bread and Cheese Hill, on the London

lend road, and every machine is tested up this
lelore despatching.—Below,

D. VARTY, Thundersley, Rayleigh, Essex. [9748

!0 Tri nph,
teed. £37.-Box

'TOR Cycle;

, £115; Levis, 1914, gua
376, c/o Tlie Motor CijcU

[X7345
£11/15, no offers; running ordei

sacndce.—3, Massey Park, Liscard, Cheshir
ril47

IPPELTHWAITIS'S for motor cycles and com-
binations for Easter.—19, Wilcox Ed., S. Lambeth,

[9582

Latest 1920 N,E. 20 Indian Combinations,
Inlly eauirped; £190, plus 15% and delivery

left-hand

EST Magneto Model American Excelsior Com
Jination, iMills-Fulf Jrd sidecar, electric, heac
sidecar, and rear lights, and Cameo wind

; £175/10.

3-14 6h.p.
thorough

Royal Enfield Combination, in
:ood condition throughout; £100.

'EST 25ih.p. Jap-Omega, 2-speed, red and black,
hsc wheels show model; one only at this price,
O.-Horswdl, 42, Bridge St., Chester. [8521
4 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, in splendid condi-
tion, enamelling and plating as new: £120; very
only wants seeing.

6 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, in top hole condi-
tion; £90, Ail ready for Easter.

4 Bloomfield, kick starter and clutch, good con-
dition: £50: very cheap.-Apply. 3. Dartmouth
Blackheath, S.E.IO. 48 'bus passes 'the doi

p. Clyno Combination,
ceseories; baicain. £85

£35

[1284
peed. K.S. _

Chater-Lea 5-6h.p., tyres
'or reply.—S.

[1343

latest model, fully equipped.

2-speed N.S.U.

elt new "condition,
-"Oodleigh, Barnstapli

) Indian Powerplus, .„.„„ „
only done 100 miles; £230

I Bradbury 4ijh.p., with sid
gear, in excellent order; £79/10,

1 Sunbeam Combination 6h.p., complete with al]
accessories, streamline wind screen, mechanic-
rfect, very fast; £140.

1 A.J.S., fitted with show model Henderson
r-iite sidecar .6h.p., miigniflcent turnout; £185.
i Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, electric lights, notlone more than 5,500 miles; £130.
1 Triumph solo 4h.p., perfect; £85.

i (late) Douglas 4h.p. Combination. Cobro side-

^t •rf»TI''^'<\ '"'"' electric light. Klaxon horn,ry Jittle used; price £120.

%rg"ta,°£59'*''"'°°' ^'*-P- ""^ beautifully;

22T;o""'TS''V^"i'JS°'J'*P" *^^' »"<5 sporty;
,,-iir:~^!:S Wopdside Motor Co., 4 and 5, Sta^

th Norwood, S.E.25.
[1360

Jildings, Woodside,

DON'T BUY
A LIGHTWEIGHT—
unless you can get one of the BEST—other-

wise you may be sadly disappointed.

We now have on view new models of the
following famous makes — each one of

PROVEN MERIT

;

LEVIS, 21- h.p. " Popular " £55
LEVIS, 2.3 h.p., 2-specd, chain drive. . £75
VELOCETTE, 2i h.p., 2-speed, chain

drive £65
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p,, 2-speed £66
JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed £70
F.N., 21 h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, shaft

drive £85

—truly " the Cream of the Lightweights."

Orders now booking for early delivery—in

some cases BEFORE EASTER.

Enquiries solicited from
Birmingham district only,

please.

PREMIER MOTOR CO.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telesrams: "Primus, Birminghaxn."
Telephone: Central 4310.

MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALL.
MlaCL'lliineoun

IQ20 Knneld, 2 stroke, new, list price, £68; 1017
-<-«/ nonglas, overhauled, £57.-Poco<.k, 57, Hmscol.i
lid., Warwick. rX7346
4-OYL. F.N. dropback frame, top-hole, £35; 3h.p

Kerry, dropback frame, sporty, £26.—Oaptliorni-.
Clhaso Rd., Epsom, (9740

Qili.p. Twin, m.n.v., aluminium footlioardn, B. ond B.."2 IloHch; ride nway; bargain, £19/10.—20u, Kont
Hill, riartlord, Kent. [9759

LONGMAN BROS.,
17, Bond Street, EALING.

Telephone: Ealing 689.

AND AT

387, Uxbridge Rd., ACTON.
Telephone: Cliiswick 1578.

Agents for Triumph, Blackburne,

A.J.S., Matchless, Harley-Davidson

Rudge, Enfield, B.S.A., A.B.C.,

Allon, Norton, James, and other

leading makes.

FOR EASTER.
We are making special arrangements to
enable us to give a fair percentage of
deliveries from stock, and it is our in-
tention to have a good selection of solo
machines and sidecar outfits.

WANTED.
We are prepared to purchase for cash
any number of machines and combina-
tions. Distance no object, the highest
prices given, and we mil send a repre-
sentative to you to complete the trans-
action after preliminary negotiations.

LONGMAN BROS.

H

1914, .£95.-Peake, Banbury.

3ih.p. T.T. Kplcndid condition, £28, offers; ulm
2 liusrh mag., tH; Triumph, P. and M. parti

wauled.—46, Cloik House Rd., Beckenham. [1390

LICHTWKIGIITS, Solos, Combination!; cash or
Kradual payments; enquiries solicited; no .Sun-

day business.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
f5S60

TWO Motor Cycles for Sale, fitted T.D.O. engine.
Saxon forks, Dunlop tyres, one unassembled, the

other partly assembled, also other sundries.—Thomas
and Gilbert, 13, Union St., Smethwick. [X7465

IQ 14-15 Coachbuilt Combination, .^'Ah.p., Sspeed, 3
i-V lamp.?, horn, wind screen, re-enamelled (ftoved),
condition and appearance as new; £75; would exchange
for 1919 Babv Triumph or similar, cash adjustment.—
337, Crystal Palace Kd., East Dulwich. [9789

WOODS, Normandy, near Guildford, has follow-
ing reaay lor Easter touring: Rover 3Voh.p.

clutch model, thoroughly overhauled, £46: Triumph
3V'>h.p. clutch model, thoroughly overhauled, lamps,
etc., £42: T.D.C. 3',4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, £38; Premier
3V'ih.p., 3-«;peed, clutch, lamps, etc., £58; sidecar to

suit, coachbuilt, fie. (X7449

NEW 1920 6h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo light-

ing, £225; new 1920 Lea and Francis solo,

£127/10; new 1920 Baby Triumph, £74; new 1919
SV'h.p. Sunbeam combination, £188/16; new 1920
Bo'wns, Villiers 2-speed, £73; new 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge
Multwin, offers; new 1920 Wilkin Villiers, 2-speed and
clutch, £75; new 1920 Monarch-Jap, 2-speed, £72;
nearly new 5-6h.p. Rover-Jap, electrically equipped,
£185; as new.—Head Bros., Tunbridge Wells. Tel.:
65 Southborough. [1022

(the motor car and bike people).—Call and
New and second-hand motor cycles, com-

binations, and light cars always on view, prices to suit
everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow a
good price for it in part exchange. We are now deliver-
ing 1920 models. A few we specialise is ; Coulson B,
N.U.t., Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Rudge, B.S.A..
New Imperials. Allon, Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., and
the famous G.N., Citroen, Horstmann, and Deemster
cars. All 1920 cars and cycles in this advertisement
are sold by us strictly at makers' list price; we do
not accept premiums.— 5, Pleath St.. Hampstead (nr.
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [3274

TRICYCLES rOR SALE.
RA'S'BECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fitted with

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, render lame people
delightfully independent. The Raybeck fitted with
Model de Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form of

motoring for the disabled; catalogue free.—Harry
Rayner, 10 and 12, George St., Blackpool. [8065

p.0.0.1

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
rly delive-

[1266
^

London.—Autoped
lighting. [1439

[9350
AUTOPED Scooter, IVah.p., electric light; 40 gns.—

— 1, Norwood Rd., Herne Hill, ^hone : Brixton
1964. [1183

AUTO-WHEEL Scooter, under 500 miles, excellent
condition; £20.-109, East Dulwich Grove,

S.E.22. [9312

18805

BELVEDERE Scooter, 5 in stock, the only flexible
trame, like riding on a sponge cake.—Field, 13,

Mayfield Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [1236

Richmond Rd., Twickenham,

MOBILE PUP Scooters,
mediate delivery; the fine

Barrau-Ackroyd, Hyde Park, Leeds.

£37.—Marshall, 352,
[1190

tually in stock for im-
yet

[X7459

-Fit my attachment to your
scooter, with seat and 20in.

wheel, in 15 minutes; for £10; immediate delivery.

—

Communicate, 9, Electric Mansions, Electric Av..
Brixton. [9953

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.

VENUS.—Touriag. sporting, tradesmens; repa
repainting; exchanges.

VENDS.—The sidjcar body experts. Bodies. :

design, in tlie rough if desired.

VENDS.—Bodies direct Irom factory to user; save
money: lists ready, write.

VENDS Sidecar Co.. 6-18. Courley St., S. Totten
ham. [6670

HEPPELTHWAITE'S C.B. bodies, £7/7, cheapest
in London.—19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth.

[9580
COACHBUILT, light, strong, good condition

;

£3/10.—Barlier, 31, Wrottesley Rd., Plumstead,
London. [9134

ftelds, S.W.18. [9749

CAMBER.-Coach Bodies from £5/5 to £15/15.—
Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cam-

lierwell, London. [8630

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies ore built by experts
first-cl.nss finish; models supplied to fit every type

of chassis.—Write The Willowbrook Co., Leicester. [0050

BODIES Built and fltt«d to chassis, any size oi

colour, from £4M5; inspection invited: trade sup-
plied.— L. Lowman, 45, Chmch Lane, Charlton, S.E.7.

[715.1

BASTONE'S. — We hove several soiled bodies to

clear to make room for new models ; inspection
invited.- 228, rentonville Rd., liing's Cross, Loudon,
N.l. [5027

PERFECTION Coach Sidecar Bodies, reduced prices,
uuderslung or step patterns ; new sidecar chassis

from £7/15.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union Street

South, Halifax. [9341

SIDECAR Bodies JMade to order, £5, any colour. Side-
cars, new, undeislung, complete with new tyres and

new coachbuilt body, ready to suit any cycle, £15/15.—
Edwardes. 277, Comberwell Rd., 8.E. [1160

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designs
and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wind

screens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City Motor Co.
121, 123. 125. London Ed., Manchester. [0046

COACH Bodies, bulbous back, 2-seaters, touring
lightweight, and stepped models, hods, screens,

aprons, repairs; lists in press.—Call, T. Williams, 9,

Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Manchester, [8326

cost £10; ditto, £5; light coachbuilt body, £5; all
lined and upholstered. — Brown, 168, Clyde Rd.,
Tottenham, N. [9595

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drav^ings of origiua,

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.

-

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers ti

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de
signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St,, London. E.C.4. [0004

SANDDM Sidecar Bodies.-We ore the brgest sidecni
body builders in the country. We have manu-

lactnied to date over 8,000 bodies: 200 bodies always
in hand, completed or in the course of completion—
5-seaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro
jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandhom
ICngineering Co., 356, Gray's Inn Rd., Loudon, W.C
'Phoue; Holborn 933. t002C

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, wicker, standard size, strong; £6.-73,

Lennard- Rd., Penge. [9314

MIDDLETON'S New Touring Model, the finest in
the world; strength, reliability, utility.

MIDDLETON'S Patent Spring Wheel Model will be
ready shortly; order in time,

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars the outcome of practical
engineering and years of sidecar riding.

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecat
makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park,

•phone: Hornsey 1584. [7534

MONTGOMERY', Indian model, in stock.-<\'. P.
Edwards, Taunton. . [9570

H^

BRAMBLE Coachbuill Sidecar, no tyre; £13/10.—
17, Cromwell Rd.. Wimbledon. [9978

IDECAR, wicker, complete, good condition; £5.—
66, West Side, Clapham Common. [9364

EASTER.;
"

Over lOO Machines ^
actually in stock. '

DOUGLASES - - £60 to £80.

I

TRIUMPHS - - - £85 to £95. B
I

METRO-TYLERS - £57 to £75. S
I

COVENTRY EAGLE £60 to £103. i

I

RUDGE • - • £60 to £80.

I

HENDERSON "4" £130 to £200.

I

AMERICAN "X" - £140 to £160.

I

BATS ... - £65 to £75.

I

SIDECARS - - - £18 to £35.

I

Have a machine

I

not a promise.

j

THE

I

BRQOK MOTOR and ENG. CO.,

I

308, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.
I
'Phone: 3861 Cent.^{BBTi

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

JjT<]

The

JANDUM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

SANDDM Elite Sidecar, £26 ; the smartest
' the road ; highly recommended

Cycle."

OANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £1
^--^ £35 : absolutely honest value.

SANDDM Patent OonvertiMe Sidecar witt
appearing seat : a de luxe single-seater, yet

of seating two adults comfortably; the latest e
of the sidecar body ; fully patented.

SANDDM Featherweight Streamline Body, sm
racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back anc

seat: when not in use the seat back hinges forw
neat coverall encloses the whole; priee'£4/17/6.

SANDUM Ccfmbinatiou Hood and Screen, at
storm-proof.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale mannfactili
coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screei

aprons.

QANDHAM Engineering Co., 336, Gray'e I:
kJ W.C.I. -'Phone; Holborn 933. Factorie
to 164. Pentonville Rd., N. ; and Britannia
Britannia St.. W.C.

BARGAIN.-Good light sidecar, complete; .

cosh secures.—Searle's Stores, Southborough

SUNBEAM Sidecar, complete hood, screen, e
3Li,h.p.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

BRAMBLE C.B. Sidecar, like new, suit
£20.—D. Murphy, Blackridge, W. Lothiai

TORPEDO Underslung Sidecar, C.B., suit
bargain, £14.-27, Bedlord Bd., Clapham,

T>'

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES arbENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garag^es and all those
interes-ted In the wise lubri-
cation of a Motor Vehicle o-f

any description we invite
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAL.IFAX, Yor-lca.
LEEDS. PARIS.

V^ Motorics, Portland Place, Halifa.':. Delive
stock.

CORONET Sidecars.—Latest underslung
fitted with luggage carrier; send for list

CORONET Sidecars. — Immediate deliw
Triumphs, B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant—

Motor: Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson or
grey or red.—Booth's Motorics.

CORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, d
through the trade.—Booth's Motorics, Hi,

CORONET Sidecars are high-class and sol

moderate price.—Booth's.
;

CORONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt; . aei

illustrated list, post free.—Booth's Motor.;

CORONET Sidecars are giying satisfaction

parts of the world.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecar Bodies, 200 in stock, flni

in the rough.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecar, underslung chassis; largj

no waiting; list free.—Booth's Motorifls. I

CORONET Sidecars.—Models for every make
chine supplieii promptly.—Booth's Motor;

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Send

COACHBDILT Underslung Quick Detachal

pedo Sidecar, off Zenitli; £14.-19, Woo
W.12.

SIDECARS, wicker body. ±4/17/6; another, c;i

' £5/5.—Eidington, 204, Southampton St.,

well.

CAMBER.-Sidecnrs from £16/10 to £35.-'

Bright and Hayles. 78, Church St., Gnu '

London.

WICKER Sidecar, side door, good tyre, '

with coupliues; £5.-59, Hampden B'l

CJlasgow.
"rgain, £8/10'.—Dean, 8, Albion St., D.

All letters relating to advcrtisementt Ehould auote the number at the end of each odvertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
1 l^iiiWAN ilo Luxi', .hoai,,

The Boulevard, lliillu

Ul 2417.
nil, S,\V.17,

(9852

[AMf'O Sideenrs.—Tho Birch Aircrntt Manutao
* turiiiK Co., Ltd., 169-171, High Rd., Willesdt'n
oon, N.W.IO.

(AMCO Sidoi-ars.—Til
* diird ot sidecar lu ...

on of our standard models,

[.AMCO Sidivnrs;.—Highest grade workmanship and
' flnisli Hiioiishout; write lor illustrated lists,
itablo nttmlinu^nts supplied for all machines,
glish or Auurican.

lAMOO .Sidecars.—Will
* make of machine, nnc
i suggestions roynrding

Prompt dolivery can be

emiuiring.

Willesden 872.

lAMCO Model de Luxe—The Rolls-Royce sidecar,
' patent shock absorber chassis, fitted with spring
I^ suspension, plated parts, tip-top coachwork, ex-
ution hnish and lining, polished mahogany lockers,
lotly as shown al Olympi,,. Orders tor this model
1 only be tiiken in strict rotation.

lAMCO Sidecars.—For the convenience of our
clients, we can, it desired, supply and fit usual

ecar accessories, hoods, screens, aprons, etc.

lAMCO. Ltd., offices and engineering department
'Grosvenor Works, High Rd.; body shops and
••' —" ViUiers Rd., Willesden Green. N.W.IO

T.4. : Ibbircrat, Willgreen.
[9012

(no spi'iUKsl

.

M., Hiinwell,
' ^ [1147
OACHBUILT Undersluug Burliurv Sideenr, nearly

new, tool locker under seat.-58, Church Bd.',
per Norwood. [9526
HASSIS, nnderslnng, hrnnrt new, enamelled, plated

1 S",'' 'S'S'' "''^'^P* iS/lS.-Edwurdes, 277, Caniher.
1 itu., a.ii. [1159
tDECAE (Henderson), ci

only done 100 miles
lare, Bractlev. [1151

sidecars, to fit Sunbeam,
r Hudson, etc.—Tilley, Espla-

[1016

,
all models, ex stock, to fit

-rrank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New
[X7498

rtitiV.,,
", .Sidecar, upholstery excellent con-dition, complete with apron; £10.-21, Kitberdon

°-"- [X726Z

°do'o1^^i„iS°'-'
boat-shaped wicker body with side

luk^'iaXUl^e*"""'- ^^-A-derson, Craigielea,

ANOELET Minor Sidecar, as new, complete with

nZ Uppfr^^'o^iW';^^^""-"-''^"- " ^S
'^,"3° V':}" ^'"^'S"'- ^^ ''™. ="-°ns chassis,

lie Pd L!i 1
"2 ^""^ ^*-°"^ "1"°°: £9/10.-41.

'le Kd., Auerley, S.E. [9491
3RPED0 Sidecar, wind screen, petrol carrier 4-
point attachment; £15.-T. Callard, 25, Coning-Rd., Lewisham, S.E.15. [9057
ONTGOMERY Coachbuilt Sidecar, 28in. wheel,

.g.°ltaf.?r^-'tt:. Di;gr°^^"^'
-'°

'""''^%,lf,

ildsham St

' Stock, Montgome
Triumph, B.S.A., K.
le,- Weymoutli.

/ATS0NL4.N Sideca
any mncliinc—Fri

Birmingham.

MART

Balliau

excellent condition; £12.-4,
[1272

ood

^lightweight chass:

Chelmsford
LORIA Coachbuilt Sidecar, off Triumph
« dS°' S'^>',

."Pholstery; £16.-33, Hove°dVn Rd!,
cs Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [1021
DECAR, coachbuilt, by Bramble, yery smart
il,™S;^H "fe"'"?' "?"'• *5'''«S' complete; £18.-^
IK »mith, Bruton, Somerset. [X7280
2\V Henderson Model Elite Sidecar, doorless,back, gold line 28in. wheel; best offer; cost £42
lall, Infirmary Rd., Sheffield. [9239
(19 B..-?..\. No. 2 Coachbuilt Sidecar and Chassis

im''vi„^^^n™h'- SP.™'i' '"™P bracket; *19.-
•im, ivmgs Worthy, Wmchester. [9793
aVICE Co. C.B. Sidecar, with apr
."flf^'A.. new last March; £1
is Kd.. K-ingston-on-Thames.

GHTWEIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar
*9,

. and fittings,
—Fowler, 55,

[9833

Godiva, good
> offers.—605,

condition, off 1916 B.S.A,
iiandra Park Rd., Wood Gr

°m?it^ d^P^^' ^", ''"'=" ^"P"'" manufacture',
i't?^ o"^"".'?.^'

''•"" ^"'"''l makers.-A. W.
1. i-ia.. Hay Mills, Birmingham. [X6782

'^ln„„^''?'^'^'">
™"°'' f''™*' coverall apron, over-

R.i^„5™^S?^2''°<^ condition; £6/10, bargain —
Sths, 97a, Kilburn Lane. W.IO. [8983
)ETON Coachbuilt. with swing-down back, loomvand eomioi table, suit JSforton or twin: £7/10-^
ord. Dudley St., Leighton Buzzard. [X7481
ILLS-FULPOED Canoelet Sidecar, nearlv new tyre,

good upholstery and apron ---"•
laeld. Post Office Ri., Crawler

w///M////m,mm,

An air leak preventer
and valve stem lub-

ricator that requires

no packing.

The fitting consists of an
airtight llexible spring
casing enclosing the valve
stem ; the top end fitting
into a special copper
osbestos cage, which
abuts the guide.

The casing is supplied
filled with special heat-
proof graphite paste.

PRICE
2/6

EAC H .

When ordering, state
make and year oi

machine.

ECONOMY. Your carburetter jet is necessarily

large to allow for leakage by the valve guides

especially it worn.
EASY STARTING. Nothing worse than air leaks.

SLOW RUNNING. Ditto, especiaUy if some
guides are worn worse than others.

LUBRICATION. Saves friction and wear at a

vital spot, and if your valve guides are good
keeps them so.

GENERALLY. A sweeter valve motion with
elimination of valve bounce.

FITTING. Remove the valve spring collar apd
shp on the fitting—that's all.

Obtainable direct from Hie patentee ;

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E.,
Engineer. HAMPTON-ON-THAMES.

PERCY & Co.

New.
MATCHLESS Com.

o ROVER Com.
o ARIEL Com.
o ZENITH Com.

9;o LEA FRANCIS Com.
9;o DOUGLAS Com.
92oHAZLEWOODCom.
920 B.S.A. Com.
920 N.IMPERIAL Com.

New.
920 LEA-FRANCIS.
920 ARIEL.
920 SUNBEAM.
920 BLACKBURNE.
920 TRIUMPH, T.T.

920 ZENITH.
920 HARLEY.
920 COVENTRY EAGLE.
919 SPARKBROOK.

vctually in Stock

r9i9 INDIAN Com.
1919 DOUGLAS Com
1919 ZENITH Com.
1915 HARLEY Com.
1916 CAMPION Com.
1918 DOUGLAS Com.
1915 A.J.S. Cora.

1914 A.J.S. Com.
1919 RUDGE Com.

1919 JAMES.
1919 P. & M.
1919 BLACKBURNE.
1920 CALTHORPE.
1920 O.K.
1920 RUDGE.
1919 RUDGE.
1920 METRO-TYLER.
1919 DIAMOND.

Autoped Scooters, delivery from Stock, £42. Trade
supplied.

A.V. Monocar, new.
SEAL Double Sidecar, 3-wheeler.

G.N., 1914, in nice condition.

MORGAN, 1916, G.P., overhead ]..\.P.

RICHARDSON 1920 2-seater in stock.

New and Second-hand Sidecars in Stock.
Brooks Carrier Boxes, 12/-; Triumph Tool-kits,

£1 ; Triumph Valves, 6/-; Sidecar Jacks, 5/-.

Several Second-hand Motor Cycles.

WANTED—NEW MOTOR CYCLES and COM-
BINATIONS. We offer S10 to £50 premium
for immediate or early d3liver5%

PERCY & Co.
314, 316, 319, & 321, Euston Road,

'Phone: Museum 1337. LONDON.

id Co., opiiOHilfl oil

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOEf.ET Sidecar, brand rii

jiist Jiriivcd; mii.korn' |,

M
M

lllJll.l'/rON'S Fill the
BUIl

-ily hi

Wilkins,
[9332

iijdiill

.vclini!
"

rth, Ltd., 139,

Intor-'Va

ng PI
I"".. '11 • lor

|>ijlir.'lii.n
, :..],! ,,iily lo JiroflC

MIODl.lJTON ,S.-lm|)ortant notice to those tralnlnB
doubtful minds and memories : Please bring tho

dough. .Sorry, of course you don't understand. Aslr
a policeman; he'll tell you. .Say, " Please, sir, what'»
dough ? " It he laughs, don't be offended, but asfc

[8597
MILT.FORD Sidecars to lit Triumjih, P. and M 's

Sunbeams, and others, from stock.—Prank
orth, Ltd.. 139, New St., Birmingham. (X7497

—We can supply and fit
odel to any macliine.—Prank
(ew St., Birmingham. [X7499

("lOACHBUILT Sidecar, suitable for Harley-David-
^-^ son. all fittings, good tyre, hood, enamelled grey;
£16/10.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London.

[9876
TVTILLS-PULPORD Coachbuilt Sidecar, nearly new,
-t"X complete, wind screen, Lucas lamp and generator,
lugijage carrier, etc. ; *20.—L.G.W., Pixholme, Dorking.

NEW Venus Coach Body, £6/10; nearly new Chater-
Lea chassis with tyre. £12; Montgomery cane

body, 30/-, or best offers.— 66, Bclgrave Av., Watford.
[9435

pOACHBlTILT Sidecar, rigid, new 28x21/2, just
^^ coach painted Indian red, rear locker, apron;
£9/10.-Cranleigh, College Slip, Bromley, Kent.

[1338WATSONIAN Coachbuilt Touring Model Sidecar, as
new, run 200 miles, ofl! P. and M.; £21 or nearest.

-Dickinson, 6, Slater Av., Ashbourne ltd., Derby.
[X7277

TVriLLFOKD Coachbuilt Sidecar, repainted, £18:
-L'X also new sidecar chassis, complete, with tvre
and tube, £12. -Goodwin and Cragg, Stafford St..
Derby. [X7436

ROYAL Leicester Sidecars.—Models for all purposes,
first-class finish; quick delivery; satisfaction guar-

mteed. Write for catalogue.—The Willowbrook Co..
Leicester. [0049

BRA'ND New Henderson Elite Sidecars in stock,
suitable for any make of machine; inquiries in-

vited.—.J. Smith and Co., 16. Hampstead Rd..
London, N.W [9828

SANDUM C.B. Lightweight Sidecar, underslung, all

Indian red, low, verv smart, unseratehed, new
Clincher, suit lightweight; f15.-Newman, 723, High
Ed., Leytonstoiie. [1176

BASTONES for Sidecars at low prices. No better
or cheaper house. Inspection invited. Latest

co.ichbuilt 1920 models from £16/10; latest coachbuilt
hodies from £4/10.

BASTONES.—We have a largo stock of coachbuilt
bodies. Latest pattern de luse, torpedo, under-

slung, step pattern, tandems, and lightweight. All
late models at low prices.

BASTONES for Montgomery sidecars. 1920. latest
models in stock. Distributing agent for London.

Delivery from stock; trade supplied.

00 Q. Pentonville Ed.. King's Cross. London, N.t.
^l/WOTel. : 2481 North. [8265

ELCE and Co. can deliver from stock Mills-Fulford,
Montgomery, Canoelet, Henderson; brand new,

at manufacturers' list price.—15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

MILLFOBD Nearly New Grey Coachbuilt Sidecar, ofl

Triuinph, luggage carrier, apron ; nearest £25.—
Hope Cottage, 52, North Hill, Highgate. (Entrance pri-

vate road Church Eoad.) [1010

COACHBUILT Sidecar, complete all attachments,
new tyre, new condition, suit up to 4h.p. ; bar-

gain, £16.-209 Broadway, West Hendon. N.W.
Phone ; Kingsbury 162. [1198

THE Arco Patent Adjustable Luggage Carrier, fits

any make of sidecar.—If your agent is unable to
supply, write direct to the Arco Patent Folding Sidecar
Co., Ltd., 7, Priory St., Coventry. [X7510

MILLFORD Corvette 25 gns.. Skiff £23, B.S.A. No.
2 £34, Canoelet Minor and sporting, Mont-

gomery No. 3 £18/10/6; over 100 actually in stock.—
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [9870

dition; £10.—Stephens, 35, Wi

CANOELET Model de Luxe Sidecar, green; been
fitted to B.S.A.. 4-point, luggage and t.vre car-

riers, new tyre, first-rate condition ; £25, lowest.

—

Cleveland House, Liverpool Kd., Newcastle, Stalls.

[X6744
Sidecars, smnrlest designs,
colour, from £15 complete:

only from £5.—Call and inspect at the Lan-
"' ' " 158, Norwood Ed., West Norwood,

Ml letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B4t
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MONTGOMERY Sidecars, all models, in stock; No.

1, £26/10; No. 2, £23/10; special Triumph,
£24/10; No. 3, £17/17; tandem, £26/10; plus crate
and carriage; send for catalogue.—Batchelor and Co.,

L'larence .St., Kingston-on-Thames. [3091

saloon, have the largest assortment of sidecars for

immediate delivery, including Swan, Grindlay, Canoe
let. MilU-Fulford, Patey, Henderson, Luxurette, antl

J.B. [658i

SIDECARS for Easter.—Try Clapham (Motors),
Greenwich. Large stocks, new models, immediate

delivery. Grindlay, W.illowbrcok, Watsonian, Hender-
son, James, Comfy, etc.—New Showrooms, 27, Stock-
well St., S.E.IO; also 119, King George St. 'Phone:
Greenwich 761. [1357

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home

;

will go through passage 28ia. when folded on any
motor. Any shape body fitted. Thgy have been well
tested for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hoplev.
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0162

SIDECARS.—Milford " Corvette, £25/5 or 35/
monthly; iVIilford Skiff, £23 or 31/8 monthly; to

suit B.S.A., .Ariel, etc., delivery from stock; Vemi
eporting sidecar bodies, £8/8; No. 3 Venus bodies,
£6/16; the Star sidecar bodies, £6/10 ,nnd £10/15:
chassis, £7/5; underslung, £9/6; hoods, wind screens,
and aprons to suit above at lowest prices.—M.Y. Dept.,
The Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, Bishops-
sate, B.C.2. [8827

FOR Sale, black and gold sidecar, specially built
to owner's requirements, well upholstered" body,

strongly built, side door, locker under seat, storm
apron, chassis light but very strong, complete with
26x2^,4 wheel and tyre, 4-point attachment; thi"
sidecar is almost new, and in perfect condition, siii'

most 4h.p- machines; inspection invited; £25, oi*

near offer, for quick sale.-Goodlellow, Hatherlow
Birkdale, Lanes. [X704<
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lnne, London.-New Dun.-

Ins 1919 sidecars to lit 4h.p. Douglas motor cvclc^:

£27/10: No, 2 B.S.A. sidecars, 1920 models, £35,
Cimoelet sporting sidecars in various colours, also Canot
jet roadster sidecars, from £22 ; Wnuchope No. 1 'side
c:irs £25/10, WauChope No. 2 sidecars £24/10, nm
"Wnuchope No. 3 sidecars £23/10 r Williamson sidecars
£28; Hennoc sidecars, from £19/10, in stock.—'Phone

:

5777 Holborn. [1422

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London,—8h.p. Duo

car; £175. [1440

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lan«, L6ndon.-5h.p. Garden
monocar; 100 gns. [1444

8h.p. Twin ChatcT-Lea Runabout, sbaft and
£90, or ofier.—Dickey, Beaminster, Dorset. i967t

GARDEN 2-seater, late 1919, under 200; £135.—
Monck, Waltham St. Lawrence, Twyford, Berks.

[9773
TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-A.V. Mono-

See these
Forks ?

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the

vibration on YOUR
.machine. No others

are exactly like

them, nor quite so

good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
SPEEDY Light Car, £10 deposit lor sale; balai

£110/10; delivery end of May; apply by appo
ment.—Lt. R. Nicholas, 3, Salisbury Rd., Walth

Take ALL
the Shocks
S nd postcard to-dav tor full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BISMINGHAM.

twiuKiyl., J.A.P. 1920 model;
oHcrs.

'

[14<t^

CYCLE Car Chassis, 4-cyl. engine, mag., clutch, 2-

speed; £40.—Collett Bros., opposite Norwood
Junction. [9276

A.C. Sociable, good condition, hood, screen, lamps,
Bosch; seen by appointment.—Letters, 25, Digbv

Ed., N.4. [8947

A.C. 2-Eeater, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, first-

class condition throughout; £85.—Taylor's Garage,
Wednesbury. [99.70

G.N.. standard, £10 deposit paid, for delivery in

April; what offers for transfer ?—Box 2,476, c/o
The 3Iotor Cycle. [9196

MERRALL-BRO'WN, ths super 3-wheeler; £330;
April delivery.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union

St. South, Halifax. [X7431

Fitzharris Av., Bournemouth. [9838

MORGAN, 1914, a.c, hood, screen, lamps, perlect

:

£155, or nearest offer, must sell.-Plant, Wych-
don Ijodge, "Weston, Stafford. [9290

A.C. Sociable, 1917 engine, new tyres, excellent
condition, hooil, screen, lamps, overhauled; £110.

—Box 2,563, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1324

"IQ19 l\Torgan de Xuxe, ,T.A.P., red, discs, elcctr

mcnt.-Ward, 35, Baalbcc Rd., Highbury, N.5. [9447

5-6h.p. A.V. Monocar, J.A.P. twin, 1919'/, model,
blue, electric lighting, new condition; £129/10;

exchanges.—61, New Kent Rd., London, S.E.I. [9927

A.C. Sociable, wind screen, hood, side curtains,
la-mjis. smart, and in good running order; 75 gns.

-P. Wright, 94, High St., West Norwood, S.E. [8951

10 '0 Tamplin Cycle Car, unable to take delivery:
•J will transfer for £5 deposit paid; car now

rcadv at makers.—Box 2,445, do, The Motor Ciicle.

. [9033
A .C. Sociable, 2-seater, in good condition, with
xtL hood and screen ; what offers ? would exchange
lor motor cycle.-Stanley Baker, Odiham, Winchfleld,
Hantij. [1083

P. W. SURPLICE,

BOURNEMOUTH,
IS AGENT FOR

TRIUMPH, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, A.B.C., ROVER,
ZENITH, LEVIS,CLYNO,
MATCHLESS, RUDGE,
ALLDAYS, and ROYAL
RUBY MOTOR CYCLES.

MORGAN and T. B.

CYCLE CARS, and has

a few delivery dates
still open.

SEND YOLR ENQUIRIES.

Address

:

—
POOLE hill;
BOURNEMOUTH.

Telegrams: "Surplice." Telephone 1793^

G-^
guaranteed ; price £ 14G, or oHei-.—Write, McQui
Beccles. Suffolk. [9

MORGAN, 1917, splendid condition, disc vh
electric and acetylene iigbting, 2 lioins, new hr

ny trial; motor cycle part payment.—ClifEoid Rot
Eusliall, Walsall. [X7

MORGAN, July, 1919, lOh.p. water-cooled Gr
Prix, hood, screen, discs, lighting, tools, (

offers over £245.—Majestic, 195, Stonhouae
Clapham Common, S.W.4. [9

ROLLO Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, lights,
complete ,good condition, going order; sftlf

exchange good twin sidecar combination.—Poc
Braugiiton Astley, Leicester. [X"]

MORGAN De Luxe, lOh.p.. a.c. discs, 4 elect

Binks, repainted, upholstered, new hood, si

chains, tools, ready for tour, smartest on r<

£160.—Brown. Stump Lane, Chorley. [£

A -V. Monocar, for speed and contfort.—Order
Ai. from J. Blake and Co., Liverpool aTid 1

ches-ter; authorised dealers for Lancashire tex

Pylde), Cheshire, and Isle of Man. [f

A.C. Sociable, wheel steering, electric lighting,

liood, side curtains, wind screen, speedom
repainted, overhauled, new tyre; £90.—

Broadway, West Hendon, N.W. 'Phone : Kings
162.

,
[

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-lOh.p. G
Prix Morgan, disc wheel, water-cooled J.

engine, fully equipped with hood, screen, accessories

tools, £225; also sporting model, 1916, £189; am
other sporting model, £165. -

[

SPECIAL Sporting Model Garden Monocar, 8-1'

J.A.P., in lovely -tune, excellent appear
een body, black wings, aluminium discs, Tr
reen, hood, electric lighting, spare tyres; -£121

-.:change recent solo or combination.—Laver, I

nook, Birkby, Huddersfield. [

GIBBONS Mark IIL Cycle Car; £110. Sen<
descriptive literature. Triala can be arrangf

appointment; for business men a demonstrator cs

available on Sunday mornings. A limited numb-
_ delivered for the coming section.—Git

and Moor«, ChaffiveTl Heath, Esses.
[

MORGAN, 1919, special Grand Prix, J.A.P. ei

oversize wheels and tyres, 710x90, Lucas dy:

lighting, head, side, and tail lamps, speedometer,
wind screen, special tool lockers, fast, and mec

lly perfect; £260.—Any trial or examination b
pointment with Engineer, Auto Cycle Union, 83,

Mall, S.W.I. I

TAMPLIN Cycle Cars, £150 plus 10%; fia6rt

ponents, J.A.P. 8h.p. engine, consumption
ra.p.g., car type bearings throughout, live axle, ta

seating: delivery guaranteed 6-8 weeks from recei

deposit £10 with order; call and inspect cars

despatched.—The Tamplin Engineering Co., Kin
Rd., Staines. 'Phone: 139. . Ij

MORGAN, 8h.p., air-cooled, sporting model,
been thoroughly overhauled, J.A.P. ei^

tyres, chains, gears, brakes, and clutch excellent,

re-covered, seats renphohtered, and coachworl
painted Hamber red, better than when new, coi

for road, with screen, lamps, horn, and tocds,

some comfortable outfit; £160.-Smith. 98. J
Rd.. London, E.5. -^

O-SEATER 4-wheel Precision 8h.p., V-twin, .e

/V No. 9105, air-cooled. Bosch waterproof
Zenith, outside flywheel, chain and double beft '

expanding pulleys, brand new body. Rolls bonnat,

tilever springing, tyras, belts, and chain new,
tyre, tube, and belt new. electric lighting, mfiOht

horn, tools, repair outfit, whole in Al cond

photo; £130.—Hiimphreys, c/o Heybourn's
Maidenhead.

-| Q20 Tamplin Cycle Car, Bh.p. J.A.P.
X *y Sturmey-Archer gears, completely cq >

hood. Aero wind screen, blue discs, electric lig'

Cowey horn, watch and switches on dashboard,

minium aeroplane propeller on ball bearings,

improved magneto control, tools, and iMin>

spares, dooe under 200 miles, cost £180 as it si

list price increased 10% since, perfect coiid

first reasonable offer secures; private owner
^ll._Glanville Blackmore, Avalon, Rockingham
lettering, Northants.

SrDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CA
d 12 monthly payments of £25

" " Palmci

,
Tooting.

AUTO-CARRIER Delivery Van, Sankey steel

new tyres, good order ; £60; exchange mot.u

—William Nixon, Brauiptou. Cuuiberlaud. I

CARS FOR SALE,

pc

ba6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
M8TBRS Coming, when tho dii:kio birdies sine

i iipoK tho tiee.TV'hcn tlie wickod Wpsl End agent
nks "is wicked eye with glee. See tho buyer soil

proerliinp, whistling not the saleman's guile, spots

I lamy, asks the ju'ce, and talks ot buying in rauth

JUT tho West End agent
9 Ensters seen, knows tho
ayers ten (or each mac^iine
ices : ho can wait, tho sum
ixt lime ray adverts reach i

rampant, having many
markets in his favour

, so he doubles all his
iier's here, buyer can't,
sadder, wiser ear.

hen I break lorth
•spring weather, i

my list's here, and my ad-

PO.SE I'm in a bad
' verse ? But it's

olinaris. Ilowsomevei
rtised dates arc guaranteed
1 monil's iilaiu—buy now.
ay, (ortwith, toute suite, and buy where all prices
) advertised and not yet yeastcred. In ph
m Cox. IDouglas S.

ASTER Bargains.—Electric parcels
45-mib radii

5: Baby Peugeot,
liator, J-suced. £75; 8h.j
;h detachable lorry back, mag
e little Baby Peugeot parcels
13 splendidly, better than all voi

Wolseley IS-cwt. lorrv

bout, 5-

natteries extra),
mag., honeycomb
Rover 2-seater,

side change, £80;
an, mag., S^speed,
auto carriers, £85

;

peed gate. Bosch,
; lith, £135; 16-20h.p. Rover lorry, cab Iront, 4-cyl

I
50; 18-22h.p. Danacq 1-ton tilt van. Zenith, £150;
l.p. 1915 Vo.\ light car, streamline 2-seater, pointed
Hater. £165; 15.9h.p. Sultan lorrv, gate. Zenith,
65; 20-28h.p. Darracq van. 4-jpee"d gate. Zenith.
75: lOh.p. Thames taxi-landaulet, enclosed valves,
85.-COX (below).

ASTER DniBnins.-6-cyl. IBh.p. Belsize chassid, old
type, but runs splendily, live axle, Bosch liag.,

-udel-IIobson carburetter, good tyres, bargain this,
85; 1914 Maxwell van. £225;- 16-20h.p. -Rover
landaulet, 4-speed sate. cord, bargain. £250;

I Itlng 2-seated 11.9h.p. 1915 .Argo, 4-cvl. monobloc,
t irt and runs splendidly. £250: 20-30h.p. Rapid
alian) torpedo tourer, detachable disc wheels, 4-speed
e. live axle, bargain. £285; Ford 1-ton truck, cab
at, solid rear tyi es, sojiarate mag., ixjinted radiator,
85: 13.9h.]x Jaci^son streamline torpedo, monobloc.
losed valves. Zenith, smart. £285; H.9h.p. Colibri
pedo. £325; 1916 Studebaker van, £325; 12-16h.p.
;1. Belsize coupe. Zenith, smart. £350; 12-14h.p.
ic landaulet. monobloc. sump lubrication, side doors,
50; Unic 1-ton van. £350.—Cox (below),

ASTER Bargains.—12-15h.p. Pilain streamline 2-
seater, late type, a particularly nice little car,

JObloc, enclosed valves 4-speed gate, double dickey.
.le back, beautiful condition, bargain. £350 ; 15.9h.p,
inard ^i landaulet, monobloc, cord upholstery, over-
led, nice lot, £385; 15 9h.p. ArroWohnston torpedo,
ater, enclosed valves. 4-speed gate, Sankey detach-
-- wheels. Zenith, overhauled and smartlv repainted.
15; 15.9h.p. 1912 Motobloc traveller's' or station
ubus interior drive, enclosed valves, 4-speed gate,
'tables, smart, £385; 1-ton 1916 Clydesdale
y, H .D. type body, detachable khaki tilt, monobloc,
ith. fine lot, £385; 12-15h.p. Sizaire-Naudin
amline torpedo, late type, Sankey wheels, £450.—

^ (below).

f

VSTER Bargains.—20h.p. Crossley torpedo tourer,
r dynamo lighting, detachable wire wheels, enclosed
I es, particularly nice, £485; 12-15h.p. Palladium
j

le, dickey, dynamo lighting, detachable wire wheels
t rt, £485

; 30h.n. 6-cyl. Minerva streamline tor

J
', detachable wheels, discs, £560; smart Knight
Dler streamline 3-Eeater, double dickey, detachalile

1 lis, domed mudguards, bargain. £550; particu-
J

smart 20-30h.p. Itala torpedo "A cabriolet, latest
5 eoachwork large ^i windows, domed mudguards,
» h watertight, detachable rims, runs splendidly,
i J; very fine 30-40h.p. Metallurgique streamline
1 nsine. beautiful eoachwork, magnificent chassis,

1 . J ^""h s'l'^amline front, taper bonnet, higl
I: ted radiator, domed mudguards, bargain, £700
I:

,"^ ^S"'",'?-?-
Cadillac ?i landaulet, fine £500

6^ mime Jlnglish eoachwork, dvnamo lighting, self-

-c' 7b 1
*.?'^''^°''^-- "^'""i interior, smart car, £785.—

f MMERCIALS. Commercials. Easter Commercials
' A solid list of solid bargains with solid tvres
I ect to being unsold): .18h.p. 1-ton Panhard
»i van. Zenith, watertight mag.. 4-speed, £150;

mag., runs well, £185;
30h.p., 4-3peed gate, good tyres!

pan-
radiator.

WoUeley chas
70 cwt. Delau'nay-Beiieviif

i £225; 3-ton Milnes-Daimler fu
- n, 4-speed gate. Zenith, aluminiu„ .. .^„.

; 1 ton Ford lony, £285; 3-ton 1913 De Dioiiworm drive, enclosed valves, steel wheels, over-
d. all new tyres, £300: 2-ton Dennis chassis,

n drive, steel wheels, £385 ; 25-cwt.
(U.S.A.) truck chassis, monobloc,
'-' £385; 2-ton 1913% Dennis

van, runs well.

: Langha

.£450 : 4-ton (dimmer
3-lon 1915 Locomobile _

.fine lot, £485: 3-ton 1915 Seabrook, 40h.p'"
ij valves, completely overhauled, and all new

orgain. £485; 2-ton 1916 Burford lorrv,
,

monobloc, live axle, overhauled, new tyres.
:
condition £550; 2-ton 1913'!, Dennis extra

jiktn 'i,"^.™''?'^'. <="™P'5*'''5' ove'rhauled, newly*i)50, 2-ton Leyland chassis, worm drive en-
,

'»)'.«, completely overhauled, £585; 3-ton

'dHv. f^^^'^^^i"'
'",°™' ^'^°° "-ton Scout lorry,

orive. enclosed valves #R(^n. t;.tr,T^ t a^y^ lorry

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

Union Street South,
HAL.IFAX.

Motor Cycles in Stock.
Guaranteed In Running Order.

SUNBEAM, 1918, 3lh.p., j-speed .. £135
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-5peed, belt-chain . . £87 10
P. & W., 1915, 3I h.p., 2-speed, kick-st. £72 10
HUMBER 1919 3-speed, kick-starter £105
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-speed £55
N.8.U., twin, 2-speed £32 10
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-specd, clutch . . . £105
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1913, 7-9 b.p.,

3-spccd £110

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
TRIUMPH, countershaft, new C.A.V,

magneto, wants attention £67 10
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, wants attention , £36
Coach Sidecar, for Douglas £18 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
HUMBER 1919, 3-specd, new Millford

Sidecar £130
N.S.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed £47 10
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. 3-speed £125
P. and M., 2-speed £89 10
P. and M., 2-speed. new body £85
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, i9is,'3-spced. £125
SUNBEAM, 1918 (Sept.). 3! h.p £165
REX, 1920, 8 h.p., accessones £210
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., 1920 Sun-

beam sidecar and accessories ....£185

NEW GOODS.
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, with Doug-

las Sidecar £155
EXCELSIOR (U.S.A.). 7-9 h.p., Swan

sporting Sidecar, and accessories £196
EDMUND, 2j h.D., Enfield 2-specd ... £84
EXCELSIOR, 2V"h.p., 2-speed £63 16
EXCELSIOR, 2 V h.p., 2-speed, clutch £69 17 6
Easting Windscreens £4 10
Cameo Windscreens £3
CJV,V. Ma?netos £7 17 6
Cowey Horns, £3. Klaxons £116
Cowey Speedometers £5 10
Bonniksen Speedometers (Trip) £6 10
B. and B. and Amac Carburetters ... £3 12
New Army Knapsacks, i3>,xiiin. . 5 6
Sidecar Lamps, 5,9 ; Tail Lamps . 5 6
Lucas Large Lamp Sets (462' £4 17 6
Miller's Large Lamp Set (31H) £3 1
" Perfection " Lightweight Sidecar . £17 10
" Perfection " Underslung Sidecar . £23 10
Miller's Lamp Set (21H) £2 1

Corona Wick-less Stoves £1 5
" Perfection " Sidecar Chassis,

£7 15s. and £12 10s.
" Perfection " Sidecar Bodies £6 15
Inch Touring Handle-bars, black . . 14 6
Plated T.T. Bars, for Triumph £1 1 6
Duplop Extra Heavy Covers, 28x3 £3 IS 9
Dunlop Extra Heavy Covers, 26x2)^ £3 9 6
Dunlop Tubes, 36 X 2*, 11/9; 28x3 13 6
Dunlop Sidecar Covers, 26x2^ ... £1 13 6
Dunlop Sidecar Covers, 28x3 £2 14 9
Sidecar Mudguards, with valance and

3-5tay clip 17 6
Lucas Electric Car Headlights, pair . £7 10
Double Twist Horns, black 16 S
Electric Lamp Sets, head light, sidecar

and tail £4 5

CAPAC CARBURETTERS £4 4
Constitute a remarkable combination of slow
running, abnormal power, together with
extreme simplicity. Send for booklet. Vour

present carburetter taken in exchange.

MISCELLANEOUS SECOND-HANDS.
C.A.V. Magnetos, for 4 h.p. Douglas. £3 19 6
Dixie Magneto, for 2J h.p. Douglas .£3 10
Bosch Magneto, for Triumph £7 10
Sinks Carburettet £2 15
Brown and Barlow, 30s. ;

pilot iet . . £1 17 6
Incomplete Douglas-Amac Carburet-

ters 18 6
Triumph Pedalling Gear £1 5

NEW 1920 MODELS.
For earliest deliveries book now. We are
Agents for Bat, B.S.A., Bradbury, Douglas,
Edmund, Enfield, Excelsior, New Imperial,
Norton, Rex, Rover, Royal Ruby, Sunbeam,
Scott, Williamson, Excelsior (U.S..\.), Hen-
derson (U.S..A., 4-cyl.), and Perfection, Mills-

Fulford, and Swan Sidecars.
L.S.D. and Merrall-Brown Three-wheelers.

nclosed valves. £650; 5-ton Lacre .orry.

h=low)°
^ wheels, runs well, £650.-

! aiifertiscment is continued in third column.)

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each

CARS FOK SALE.
EASTER Bargains.-Kxhibition Dclahaye ''ji lan-

daulet, magnificent domed roof £600 body,
22.4h.p. 4.cyl. monobloc engine, detnchabli-
wheels, .4-spced, dynamo lighting, luxurious roomy
bndy, light cord upholstery, large % win.
dows, .«1,500 lot up West, my price £960;
liarti.ularly smart 16-20h.p, igiSV? Wolseley interior
(liirn .salofin. curved top, armchair seats, frameles'.
uiii(i,,ws. domed mudguards, streamline dash, dynamo
htlHiii^ ;in,l self-starter, bargain, £1,250; super-

I
'itii,/ ]', 'ili.p. Hispano-Siiiza saloon coupe. MuUiner

I in .1 . > hwork, dynamo and «elf..>tarter, 65 m.p.h..
.:l 111 If, i.iiigain, £1,686; and lastly, absolutely one
ul il„i ii,i„M 16h.p. 1915% Sunbem covered cars builf.
-iil'i domed £700 eoachwork. seats 6 in and 2 out.
dvnamo and sell-tlarter, practically new, £1.800.—Cox
(b'lowl.

P110Tf)i:RAPIIS ot many ol the car^ available,
prii ' 1'- fTi- ti. letiiruable.

DOf'cl.A.s s ( ii.x, the absolntely straight motor
num. 'I'lie Mntdr Clearing House, 6, Lansdowne

S.i:.. lias all liie al/ovc and othiHill. West N
acluallv
includin
buses i,as.

3le,tn Ta
17

96
and

tes Vi.'tnriii bv L.B. and S.C.
oui We^t End 7.6 rrtnrn.-Es-

(9998iblishcd 1902.

T .M. (Little Midland) Light Car.

pRICE 210 gns. complete.

FOR full particulars and delivery dates apply

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St
(off Oxford St.), New Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Mayfair 6569.

OOLE agents tor London and Home Counties. [0034

SEEVICE'S Easter Bargains :-191S streamline 2-

seater light car, twin 2-stroke, live asle, painted
i-a.liutor, suiiiit, runs splendidly; £165.

SEEVICE'.S Easter l!orsain,i:-15h.p. Bayard van,
roomy, IS-cwt.. Zenitli; absolute bargain, £175.

SEEVICE'S Easter Bargains l-HupmoMle torpedo 4.

seater, engine and gear bo.\ single unit, smart;
£225.

SEEVICE'S Easter Bargains: Smart 15.9h.B. E.C.H.
(Americanj 2-seater, monobloc, detachables; bar-

gain, £250.

SEE'\aCE'S Easter Bargains :-12-15h.p. Calthorpe
sporting 2-seater, detachable wire wheels, monobloc.

crimson, fast; £325.

SEEVICE'S Easter Bargains :-13.9h.p. B.S.A. torpedo
2-seater, C.A.V. dyn.amo lighting. Silent Knight

engine, worm drive, smart car. and runs beautifully

;

£435.

SERVICE'S Commercials.—Exceptionally fine 3-ton
1916 White (U.S.A.) lorry, monobloc. Zenith, cab,

runs i-plendidly; worth £650, bargain, £485.

SEEVICE'S Commercia
1916 monobloc, wor

£575.

SEEVICE'S Commercials !-4-ton 1916 Palladium
lorry, worm drive. Zenith, 4-speed ; fine proposi-

tion; £650.

SEEVICE'S Easter Bargains :-Prinee Henry Vauxhall
bulbous back streamline 4-seater, dynamo lighting.

65 m.p.h., smart ; bargain, £850.

SERVICE'S Havi All the Above Actually Here on
view. Lots others on books. Please call.—Service's,

26, Page St., Westminster. (J. W. Lenanton, Man-
ager.) Hours 9 to 6, including Saturdays. Xo business
Sundays. 5 minutes from Westminster Abl>ey and Vi,-
toria. [9996

ROVER 8h.p. 2-seater. dickey, good condition, quick
sale; £70 lowest.—Clarke, 2, Church St., Baldock.

Herts. [9156

WHITIXG-GEANT Light Car, 2-seater, repainted
fawn, lighting, starting; £265.—Railway Garage.

Staines. i.j72i)

TWIN-CYL. Light Car, 2-seater, mag., good tyres,
hood, etc.; £37/10, bargain.—F., 65, Nottingham

Rd., .\lfreton. [1130

8 h.p. Rover 2-seater, trade body, splendid running
order; £90: trial by appointment.—105, Spring

bank Ed., S.E.13. [9000

PEUGEOT, 6h.p., 3 speeds, all lamps, recently over-
hauled, Stepney car; £215.—Maudes', 100. Gt.

Portland St., London. [9834

ROVER 6-7h.p. 2-seater, mag., hood, screen. Stepney:
£35, or offers, or exchange for motor cycle.—

6, Walton St., Aylesbury. [9946

IINGEE 1917 lOh.p.. dynamo lighting and self-

starter, guaranteed as new, just overhauled; £435.

-Maudes', 100, Paris St., Exeter. [9883

advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. Ba7

S"
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CARS FOR SALE.

H*
UMBER IO-I2I1.P. 4-seatcr, splendid condition,
gate change, any trial; £180; would accept, good

motor cycle part payment.—56, Seabourne Rd., Pokes-
down.

"

[9437

SIZAIRE 8h.p. 2-seater car, hood, screen, lamps,
spare wheel, in perfect .order; exchange good

combination, or sail £90.-53. Russell Rd., South Tot-
tenham. [1378

BLEKIOT Whippet Light Car; price £280: demon-
stration car availalile for trl.ils; early dcliyeries;

liook now for the Easter holidays.—Lloyd and Son, 29,

Station St., Lewes. [7387

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-1914 9.5h.p.

Standard car. fully equipped, with hood, screen,

lamp, dynamo lighting; 400 gns.,or motor cycle and
.sidecar taken in part payment. [1443

5 Rudge detach.

[9757
GREGOIRE Touring Car, detachable rims, 16h.p.,

perfect condition throughout, splendid running
order, very smart appearance; expert examination
invited, any trial, etc.; deposit system anywhere;
£300.—Allen, Barnwell, Peterborough. [9725

P.D.A. Sporting Lisht Car, 8-lOh.p., water-cooled,

shaft driven, 1913-14, splendid running order

throughout; owner having new car delivered, will sell

complete to first £140. or nearest offer; seen and tried

l.y appointment near London.—Box 380, c/c The Motor
Cycle [X7504

PAXTON Oar Depot, 228a, Gipsy Rd., West Nor-
wood, nearly sold out, but other real bargains in

few days. Still left, however, that nice little Rover
2-5eated light car, late model, runs rippin', iE85;

12h.p. 4-cyl. Humber 2-seatcr, £135; 12h.p. Wolseley-

Siddeley torpedo 2-seater, modern appearance, runs
splendidly, £150; smart 15-18h.p. Hupmobile tor-

pedo, late type, nice lot, £385; nice Knight Daimler
streamline 3-seater, dickey, army car, overhauled and
repainted, bargain, £485, worth £650 each; also

magnificent 2-ton 1916 Burford lorry, overhauled, new
tyres, tarpaulin top, monobloc. Zenith, live axle, fine

condition, worth £650, bargain, £485; others soon.—
Please call, Paxton Car Depot (Stanley J. Cook,
Proprietor), 228a, Gipsy Rd., West Norwood. (Service

3 Crystal Palace 'bus to Paxton Hotel, opposite.)

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
GARFORD Motor Lorry, 25 cwt., exchange for com-

bination and cash.—Fearnley, Mount Pleasant,
Edge Top, Thornhill, Dewsbury. [9304

ENGINES.

4-CYL. Sunbeam Engine, fine working order, 12h.p.

;

£20.—F., 65, Nottingham Rd., Alfreton. [1131

8h.p. Elackburne Engine, good condition, very little

used; offers.-Box 2.444, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9032
31h.p. V Twin Blumfield, very little used, perfect

2 condition; £17/10. — Ledger, 37, Roach Rd.,
Sheffield. [130'

MAG, brand new, latest 1920 models, water-cooled
8h.p. ; £65; ex -stock.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland

St., London. [9872

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Engine, mag., Amac, thoroughly
overhauled; £30, l.o.r. ; deposit. — Verona.

Kearsney, Dover. . [8954

8h.p. J.A.P. engine, complete, new. never been
fitted; £33, or near offer.—Connell, 224, Wood

St., Walthamstow. [1262

8h.p. Gurling, water-cooled, complete, less magneto
and carburetter; what offers ?—Mr. B. Durb;

Sudbury Hill, Harrow. [1337

8h.p. Twin J.A.P. engine, complete, with silence
and Bosch mag., in first-class condition: £25

write appointment.—8. Spencer Rd., Tottenham. N
[9618

33h.r. 2^froke 2-cyl. Scott, £8/10; 7h.p. V twin
4 water-cooled heads, cycle car engine, 78x100

£18/10; 7-9h.p. single-cyl. Austin engine with mag.
iminp-feed lubrication, £15/10.—Reynolds Bros., Barns-
ley [5327

B.F. Garage (J.A.P. specialists) are always open
buy. sell, or exchange any recent type of engi;

Before going to the local iunk merchant, get in touch
wil.h us.—40 Murray Mews, Murray St., Camdi
T.jwn, N.W. [1206

T.A.P. 21. .h.p.v Engine, overhauled, fitted with new
'f cvliiid,-!. pistnn, .-nnncctinB rod. etc., and not since
<'-<<]. jnice ,e27/10; E.I.C. m,agneto for same, as new,
£1/10: li. .-iiid r. f-iil.iiirUer, £2/10. — Box 2,362,
c/.i The Molur Ciirjr. [8891
3h.p. QM:i(lr,-iiit, iiiu^-. yprnrket, adjustable pulley,

£3/10; eii.ii Up I Hull, w.c, in stand for stationary
11-0, caihliretter, coll accuiinilltor, £6; 2h.p.. hopper-
ct i,lerl petrol-paratiin, complete, £14; oil good order.-
(Mirage, Peasedown, Bath. [1040

ENFIELD.-A 3i,4h.p. Mag engine, with air-cooled
exhaust valves, can be supplied to fit in place

of your old 2-";!ih.p. engine (which could be sold),
n:;iking your machine a fast and powerful mount and
capablo of pulling a sidecar. Only a few are avail-
able.—Mag Engine Co., Ltd., 839, Harrow Rd.,
N.W.IO. 'Phone ; Willesden 1092. [0147

Abergele Motor Co.,

ABERGELE, NORTH WALES,
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES
We are Agents for the following, and
can deliver in most cases from STOCK,

Sunbeam, B.S.A., Triumph,

A B.C., Scott, Rudge,

James, Rover, Ruby,

Martinsyde-Newman,

Clyno, Radco, Ixion,

Alldays, Omega, Cedos^

Connaught, Hobart,

Sparkbrook, Sun-Villiers,

Bradbury, Levis.

Write at once for list ofNew and

^ ecoad-hand Machines in Slock.

NO PREMIUMS HERE.

W. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

326, Euston Road IM.W.
"Phone : Museum 5391.

SOLiOS.
igig TRIUMPH, T.T., all accessories, as

new £97 tO
1919 RUDGE Roadster, 3^ h.p., ail acces-

sories ".
£95

1918-ig TRIUMPHS, 4h.p., countershaft,
new condition

; several in stock . £90 aad £95
igi6 DOUGLAS, 2^ h,p., as new. Several

in stock £63 10
igi5 ENFIELD, 3 h.p. twin, kick-start . . £65

COMBINATIONS.
igig READINGSTANDARD, 10-13 h.p. and

be^t Harley Sidecar, Lucas dynamo light-

ing, hood, screen, and all accessories . . Cflfers.

igig TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft, and
best Miltford Sidecar, lamps, horn, tools,

screen, etc. £14? 10
igig ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p., Lamps, horn,

speedometer, tools, etc Offers.

1919 ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p., Lucas lamps,
horn, speedometer, tools, hood," etc.,

condition like new „ £160
igiS MATCHLESS, Victory Model, maker's

colours, Lucas lamps, etc £165
igig B.SJV., Model K., all lamps, luxurious

Sidecar, bulbous back, with roomy locker £135
igiS TRIUMPH, 4 h-P-, countershaft, and

C.B. Sidecar, equipped : £110
1917 JAMES, 4}- h-P-, fiilly equipped,

thoroughly overhauled and repainted ., £105
igi6 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., lamps, honi, tools, etc. £145
1930 A.J.S., new Offers.

TYRES.
Dunlop, Clearance, New, 26x2^x2^.

Extra heavy 43 ,'-

Heavy 38 /-

ENGINES.
6 h.p. 1919 Twin-cyl. J.A.P. Engines, brand new, .

plete with ma^icneto driving sprockets, valve
iug mechanism, union nuts for exhaust pipes, in
tion pipes complete, compression taps, also nub
key for engine sprockets, and 2 oil feed unions, ad
able tappets, and special set of spanners for
engine; £37U0.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon

[f

NEW 8h.p. Air-cooled J.A.P. Engine, latest t

^45; new 8h.p. water-cooled ditto, with I

drive for mag., suit Morgan, i52 ; 8h.p. J.A.P.
gine, air-cooled, second-hand, as new, rebushed,
cylinder and pistons, £29 ; new Bosch mag., to
either above, £10; large stock of genuine J.A.P. \

£or 6 and 8h.p.—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd„ P
stead. [1

8 h.p. Rex with 2-speed, £12; De Dion, w.c, 4"^!

£10; ditto, with mag. and carburettei, 8
£14; ditto; 3V"h.p., w.c. head, £5; Rover, 4h.p.,
clutch, m.o.i.v., £12; Triumph, 1913, £10; '

Werner, 6h.p., £8; twin Zeidel, 6h.p., £12; £

twin Kerry, £7; A.C. power unit, 6h.p., £30; ^

Bat, £6; SV^h.p. Rex, £6 and £4; 3'/nh.p. Mine
£7; scooter engine, £4; Peugeot 2h.p. crank
and cylinder, 30/-; P. and M., £8; a.i.v. Kf
5V-'h.p., £4/10.—Rogers, 44. Libra Rd., Plaistow

[x;

MAKE Your Own 2-stroke Lightweight.—\> e

uow^ able to recommence delivery of our set

eastings and parts for 2-stroke engines, suitable
si:ooteis, cycle attachment-?, or ligjitweight n
cycles. Parts comprise ca^stiugs in first-class qu
cj:tst iron, phosphor bronze, and aluminium, steel

shafts, all ner€(?sary nuts, bolts and studs, tog*

with ^et of blue prints giving all required djmeas
All those parts may be machined on small ce:

lathe, and are guaranteed to build up into a pow
aijd up-to-date engine. We guarantee all mah
and will replace free of charge any faulty cast

etc. Price 55/- net, on Tails Manchester ; cash
order

;
prompt delivery.—Traflord Engineering Sup'

Hadley Place. Weaste Ed., Salford. [

IGNITION APPLIANCES.

WE work for, and are recommended by, some 0)

largest firms in the country. All wort qb:

out under estimate and strictly guaranteed.

SPARE Parts, new and second-hand magi
always in stock.—Reliance Magneto Repa

Co., 11, Gt. Sutton St., London, E.C.I. T.A.

:

magco, Smith, London. [

CHARLES PARKER and Co, suggest that you
that magneto to them by first passenger t

advising them of its despatch.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. make every efloi

despatch magnetos within four days, and w
possible in 24 bonis.

CHARLES PARKER and Co. have a large etoc

1-cyl. and V twin magnetos, new and second-b

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto Specia
75. Park Rd , Acton, London. Tel.: Chis

1518. T.A- : Agparkeros, Phone, London. 3 mit
irom Soutb Acton (District and L.N.W. RailwayaJ-

U.H, Magnetos.—They have a special departmanl
the repair of U.H. magnetos.

H. Magnetos.—Send especially your V twlii
U-' etos to Charles Parker and Co., 75. Paxk
Acton, Jjondon. f'

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.'s efficient n
service to oil types of magnetos.—Below. .

WE Guarantee to return your magneto within 3 1

and when desired 24 hours.—Below. ^-

SPARE Parts Supplied at once from stock for Bi'

U.K., Eisemann. CAT.. E.LC, and all ki

makes.—Below.

NEW Fellows Magnetos Supplied at Once from ;'

singles, twins, any degree.—Below.

LET Us Know vour requirements, we will q_w\

l>er return.—Reliance Magneto Repairing Co..

tit Sutton St., Goswell Rd., London, E.0.1. i

NEW Thomson-Bennett 60° Magneto; ditto eii

offers.-Bos 2,442, c/o The Motoi- Cycle. ('

MAGNETO Contact Breakers (5), complete, „

feet; 10/- each.—32, Mount Rd., Hendoij, Iii

D IXIE Single, £5; Bosch 4-cyl., P.N„ enclosri.)

M-L. single, *4.—17, Cromwell Rd., WiniWrt

4i-'V0LT Brand New Dry Batteries, fully gii

2 teed- 12/9, post free,—Poliuer's Garage,

ing, S.W. I

BOSCH Magneto, unused, 50°, anti-clockwise:

guaranteed jjerfect.—Carpenter, 243, Higli

Erdington.

TWIN-CYL. Thomson-Bennett Handle StortinK

Engine Magneto.—White, Trenarren, Leclil

ton, Cheltenham.

Hertford, Herts,

All Utters relating to advertisements shoulil quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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116 DAYS
AND YOU CAN RECEIVE

THE WITALL
MOTOR CYCLE

MODEL A.

^ lightweight of cxr.cplionallv cIc-Rant appraraoce
Is, foot-

pipes,

igneto,

trofeht Imilt frame, winmil iiiucIk

)oar(l5, 2} h.p. 2-slroke iMifjim-, Iwi. .

Ittcd Willi j-spwHl gear box, i_-

A

Vmac carburetter, Omilop tj-n s ami
tlirouglioiit %r comfort.

PRICE £65 AT WORKS.

MODEL B.

1 smart 2^ h.p. 2-strokc of sporty design, sub-

tautially built, drop frame, engine {unlike other

wo-strokes) embodies three fly-wheels, thereby

iviog greater power and speed, fitted with 2-speed

ear box. Runbaken magneto, Amac carburetter,

foot-boDrds, Dunlcp tyres and belt..

PRICE £63 AT WORKS.

THE WITALL GARAGE,
136b, TANNER'S HILL,

)EPTFORD, LONDON, S.E.8.

THE

Weatherprcofs Ideal

Ltd.

ans ABSOLUTE PRO-
:TI0N and RELIA-
.ITY. We guarantee
B EST of everylhins.

HIGHEST value,
LOWEST pri;e.

ipare with other makers,
nnd buy alterwards,

HEAVY TWILL
MOTOR SUIT,

3. Jacket, Belt, and

nd Cuffs, Seatless

lusers, Gaiter
o n t s , and Clip

Fasteners.

53/- sketch

Stock of all sizes.

t'ECIAL OFFER.
VVY Fawn Twill
>iG Coat, for use

li Leg Shields, all

s. 4-5/- _
I or Write, sending cash u-iih order, to
ATHERPROOFS LTD., Makers o1 the WIM,

City Office, 10, Loveli s Court,
PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.G.

IGNITION APPLIANCIiS.
"'IIOMSON-BKNNRTT MaRiiefo. IBfl", oH 2''ili.p

.•lie ndllic £5/10.-Mosidc-
[.\7a40

loi'l' IN I nil ion Co., Rutland Works, Hove,
' [HI riiiii ii|,iiiiiii; spOL'iali.its ; imroediate dclivcrv
w iiNi!;ii. ihl . pares. [4300

J
.11. Mat;nili>, 120°, wants slip-ring, 55/-; old .Kine-

inaiiii raimneto, with coil, 25/-.—llarnor, 115,
iiini.,i< ltd., Wolverhampton, [X7366

<..V,V,. 180°, £6; Thomson-Bennett, single, cloek-
' wis.', and anti-clock, new, £5. — Asliby, 89.
aililairse Rd., Wiilthnnistow. L9750

)r..\TlNlIM Point Screws, 5/- each; Bosch and
C.A.V. coiitJict breakers, £t each.—.Majestic. 195,

onhouse St., Clapham, S.W.4. [9326

El.LOWS Magneto, 45», to suit big twin, just re-

ived from makers; cost £10, lake ,<8/15.—65,
It., Ferr.vhill, Co. Durham. [9265

OULTON Magnetos can now be supplied Irom
ati«d;: 2';4li.i.., £4/5; SlMi-p., £4,'15 caL-h.-llnid-
Magnetos, Ltd., Wolverhampton. [5768

OSCH Magnetos, ZA2, suit Douglas and other
,£8; appioval; trade supplied.—

F
Da\

B
Ion

B
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London,

C.A.V., single, anti, £5; ditto, M.L., £6; also Bosch,
C.A.V. 180°, cheap; spar.> louta. t-hreaker, 15/-.-

Ashh.v. 89, Blackhor,-e Bd., Walthaiustow. [8787

BOSCH and C.A.V., clockwise, single-cvl., guar-
anteed periect: £5 and £4/10 respectively.—

Semple, 38, St. Leonard's St.. Dunfermline. [1223

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., for ethcient and
quirk repairs: rewinding, remagnetising, and

overhauling, carried out in shortest possible time.
[9473

DRY Batteries for ignition and lighting. A really
strong battery guaranteed by us, 5 volt, 12/- each

—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ud., London.
N.W.I. [1035

MAGNETO Repairs. New nnd second-hand mag-
netos in stock. Quick efficient repairs. Spare

parts.—Wallace Magneto, 186, Walworth Hd., S.E.17.
Hop 3506. [6561

MAGNETOS.—New C.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett for
Triumph, B.S.A., Clyno, Douglas, V twins, etc.;

trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union Street
South, Halifax. [9342

ACCUMULATORS, best London make, at lowest
prices. Trv one and see quality. 4 volt 40 amp.

21/6, carriage 1/-.—Tates and James, 144, Clmrch St..

Kensington, London. [0128

EDINBURGH Armature Repairing Co.—Magneto
repairs of every description executed tiy ex-

perts; work guaranteed; quick service.
—
'Phone:

C. 115.— 172, Easter Rd. [1295

M-L. Clockwise Magneto, off Gnome rotary, with
sprocket, perfect, £8; new Bosch DU6, anti-

clock, contact breaker, unused, 25/-.—Hughes, James
St., Pittenweem, Fifeshire. tX7354
A NT Make Car Lighting, starting, and ignition sets
.ti repaired aud overhauled. All repairs guaranteed.
Remagnetising by improved process.—Ttie Magneto Re-
pair Depot, Ivy Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham.

[X6472
BASTONE'S for Magnetos.-New E.I.O., water

proof, single, for 3Vjh.p. and 4^/lh.p., also twins
and lightweights, at right prices.-iMagneto Dept-
228, PentonviUo Rd., King's Cross, Loudon, N.l.

15029
GUMBRELL and Co. repair magnetos and lighting

dynamos. Spare parts stocked. Quick service.
Work guaranteed 12 months. We moke a proper job.
—43, 45, and 47, Derby Rd., Loughborough, Leicester-
shire. [7585

JEBRON, registered 291,298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.,

cures misfiriig, 10/. each rivet; Jebron screws, fit

Bosch magnetos, 22/- pair; old screws Jebronised,
10/- each.

JEBRON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros..
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.18. [OCoi

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service (established
1900) for reliable repairs; remagnetising by special

process; magnetos and spare parts. 'Phone; Streatham
1390.— Loveland Bros., (Crescent Magneto Works, Nor-
bury, S.W. [9371

DIXIE Magneto, for Douglas. 4gns.: B.S.A. gear
box, less controls, £12: Grade multi gear, nearly

new, £6; "sin. Whittle, 15/-; Sturmev countershaft
sprocket, 17 teeth, 7/6.—Fletcher, 100, Exeter St.,
Bradiord. [1094
MAGNETO Repairs. — Send your magneto to Pal-

mer's Garage. Tooting. Reply paid
; quotation

telegraphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaran-

V twins, all di

Euston Ignition Co..
•Phone : Museum 5034,
London.

BRAND New C.A.V. Magnetos, 180°, £6/6; Dixie
21 ditt-o, £5/10; new Berlings, single-cyl., £5/5;

and second-hand, in stock.

—

329, ^Euston Rd., London.
T.A. : Magdvmo, Euston Rd.,

[8931

BOSCH ZEl, waterproof, single-cyl., anti clock, £6;
ditto, clockwise, £6; Bosch ZA2, waterproof,

clockwise, suit Douglas, £6; large Dixie, anti clock,
£4/10; C.A.V., 180°, clockwise, £5; ditto, anti clock,
£5; Splitdorf twin, with Clyno platform, £6.—Lee
Magneto Works, 12a, Taunton Rd., Lee Green, S.E.12.

[947J

EXC:) ANGES

R. D. VARTY
Is Acent and is booking Orders lor

Early Delivery ol

JAMES,
ROVER,
AMERICAN

ROYAL
AT MAKERS-

DIAMOND,
RADCO,

EXCELSIOR,
RUBY,
LIST PRICES

FROM STOCK.

1920 H08ART. 2-stroke . . eso
19 10 JAMES, 3} h.p., twin . . . . £120
1916 DOUGLAS £65

1916 INDIAN, 5-8 h.p., combination.. £115
1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., T.T., 2-speed £76

Etc., etc.

STOCK IS ALWAYS CHANGING.
WRITE YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

R. D. VARTY
THUNDERSLEY,

RAYLEIGH, Essex.
•Grams

:

" 'Varty, Thunderslcy."

GOOD STOCKS OF ALL ACCESSORIES,
LAMPS, MECHANICAL HORNS, AND

SPEEDOMETERS, Etc.

I will buy your Machine for Cash.

EXCHANGES

Book Single this Easter to

SONNY SOITHPORT
Ride Home on one of these

COMBINATIONS.
i5::o 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, lamps, Klaxon

;

not done 20 miles £168

1919 3; h.p. SUNBEAM, new 1920, Sidecar,

accessories £175

igiS 3! h.p. SUNBEAM, accessories £162

rgie 3lh.p. SUNBEAM, accessories £135
iqr^ 6 h.p. SUNBEAM, Lucas lamps,

speedometer, Cameo screen, petrol can
carrier, luggage grid, Lucas horn, etc. £145

1913 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, Canadian model . £95

1914 4i h.p. 3-speed B.S.A £93

SOLO BIKES.

1920 2j h.p. 2-speed GARFIELD, new .

.

£62

1920 T.T. TRIUMPH —
igrs 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £60

1913 sf h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-speed . £28

4 h.p. BRADBURY £36

90 bore 8 h.p. O.H.V. MATCHLESS £75

6 h.p. O.H.V. MATCHLESS £60

499 c.c. rotary valve SCOTT, I.O.M. racer .
—

1913 SCOTT, accessories £60

Early Deliveries '
: READING - STANDARD,

BLACKBURNE, VERUS, CONNAUGHT,
GARFIELD.

H. F. BROCKBANK,
58, Lord St., SOUTHPORT.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. b.io
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I. WARDMAN & CO.,
299, Hi£h Street,

CHELTENHAM.
'Phone: iioS.

Orders now being booked (or

BAT, IXION, and ALECTO MOTOR
CYCLES.

Sole distributors for Nortli Glo's for

MARTINSYDE - NEWMAN
. 6 h.p. V. Twin Combination

£170.

Early Df'liveries. Agencies Invited.

ACCESSORIES.

"BABSON " set

MOTEX Rear Lamps
„ Generators ...

52/6 Post 90.

5/- „ 3d,

6/6 „ 4d

PLUGS.
LODGES/- K.L.G. S/-

IGNA 6/- OLEO 5/-
HELLESEN "FLASH " BATTERY
FORWARD BELT F.. h i, lin.

KING DICK, i, I, lin

Postage Zd.

IN STOCK.
B.A.T. 6 h.p. Solo

ALECTO 3i ll.p

DOUGLAS. 1914, li h.p

APOLLO 6 !-

Postage 3d.

14/7
1/6
1/6

£139 3
£83 7
£4S

IGNITION APPLIANCES.

Bosch works.—Magneto repairs of every deseripti
All repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly guar-
anteed. We can mostly return them within 24 hours.
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyl.
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—Please note new
address: The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78.
Hampstead Rd., Euston Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London.

[6458
EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service. Guar-

anteed repairs to all types of magnetos; Splitdoif
and Dixie specialists ; official Indian electrical service
station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All re-
pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench be-
fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for 12
months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed mag-
netos in London, tmus all degrees; spare parts for all
makes in stock ; charged accumulators all voltages
always ready in stock, plugs, cables, Vj-watt and vacuum
bulbs all voltages. We give you real live service always.
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ed., London, N.W.I.
'Phone : Museum 5034. 'X.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad.
London. [9357

TYRES.
T EGGATE. Edinburgh, tor tyre value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-
genuine v; '

' "

Manufactured

4-pl.v

50/-';'

For great reductions and
brand new clearance 1920 tyres

— city by the largest indiarubber
manufacturers in the British Empire, and famous the
world over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non
skidding properties. — See below for approval terms
Prompt despatch guaranteed. We pay carriage.

T EGGATE, Edinburgh.—1920 new patten
^-i fabric, heavy, rubber studded, beaded
24x2, 34/6, list 46/3; 24X21/4, 38/6, Us
26X2, 36/-, list 48/-; 26x214, 38/6. list
26x25^, to fit Z'/i rims, 41/-; list 55/-; 26x2'A,
for 21J rims, 45>'-, list 59/-; 26x21/2, 42/-, list 56/3;
650x65, 55/6, list 73/9; 700x80, for 650X65 rims
60/-, list 81/S: 28x21/,, for American rims, 58/-,
list 76/3; 28x3, for Arnerican rims, 61/6, list 82/-

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
new and gent anywhere on 7 days' approval

against remittance; cash refunded in full if goods
no*: approved of,

LEGGATE and Company, Motor Cycle and Tyre
Specialists, 15, Slatetord Rd., Edinburgh

'Phone : Central 8693. Telegrams : Tyres, Edinburgh
_^ [6703
T>HCENIX Tyre Repairs of Every Description; send
-L for price list.—Below.

2 days; repairs in 24

for price list.—Below.

PHCENIX Retreading done
hours.—Below.

17/6, extra heavy 20/-.
heavy 20/-3 extra heavy 25/-.—Belol,

pHffiNIX.—Bursti

in any patt'
grooved, heavy

s and 700x""

skid, 60/-, listed £5/6/4.

ECONOMIO.-Standard goods. 24x2 Dunlop, rulibi

studded, 27/-; 24x214 Clincher de Luxe,
26x214 Palmer cord, heavy, 63/-.

50/-

Rom square stud, 57/3
grooved, 67/8; Palmer cord, heavy, 67/11; 26x3x2
Dunlop extra heavy rubber-studded. 74/3.

ECONOMIC—28x21/. Goodyear, 45/-; Dunlop heavy,
63/6; 28X3 Dunlop heavy, 75/9; Goodyear,

100/-; 760x90 (oversize for 28x3 Indian) Goodrich
safety, £6/8/6.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Palmer cord, 61/4; heavy,
72/7; Dunlop extra heavy, 73/3; Avon combina-

tion, £5/1/6; 700x80 (to fit 650X65 rims) Palmer
cord, S6/11; Clincher Dreadnought, 78/9.

ECONOMIC—Tubes : 24x2, 9/6; 24x2yj, 9/9; 26x
21/1, 10/- (clearance 7/6); 26x2% 11/-; 26x21/2

X214, 11/9; 26X21/-., 11/3; 26X3y2i/,, 12/3: 28x2l/j,

14/3; 28x3, 13/9'"; 760x90, 22/3; 650x65, 12/6;
700x80, 13/6.

ECONOMIC—Clearance belts, price per foot, ^in.,

1/8, listed 2/3; %in., 2/-, listed 2/7; lin., 2/6,
listed 3/-.

Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14""
le: New Cross 1393. 1

[1049

20 miles; £3/10; cost
' ' ibeth,

[9681

TYRES.—See Bancroftian Advertisements under Mis-

cellaneous. Stelastic, Pedley, Kempshall, Hntchin
son ; extraordinary prices, [0054

bber-studded and grooved.

o'clock Saturdays.

Ashford Rd., Cricklewood. [9544

See last week's

I BARLOW & SON,
i MONTON GREEN,

I ECCLES.
I FOR MACHINES OF DIS

i TiNGTION & RELIABILITY

ARIEL

ROYAL RUBY
DOT-J.A.P,

A. B.C.

WOOLER
HOBART

RADCO
MARLOE PRECISION

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS

GET IN TOUCH
WITH US.

BIIIIIBIIIIII

KAYS
have the foilowin

machines in stock read
for your EASTCI

HOLIDAY.

1920 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. comb.
1919 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. comb.
1919 B.S.A. 4^ h.p. comb.
191Q ROVER 5-6 h.p. comb.

1914 ROVER si h.p. comb.
1914 SINGER sih.p. comb.
1920 OLYNO 2| h.p. solo .

.

1919 CLYNO 2-i- h.p. solo .

.

1919 CLYNO 2j h.p. solo ..

219 Gn
170 Gn
138 Gn
147 Gn
80 Gn
75Gn|
£75 I

£70
j

£65 j

All these machines ar

. fully equipped.

Telephone Ealing I S2 7.

8, BOND ST
EALING.

E50 All letters

London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [89161''

elating to .^dvel•tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, agd the date ot the issue.

JtaU
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ELIVERY BY RETURN
CARRIAGE FREE (Ca.h with order).

»UGH BROS.
TRE SPECIALISTS.
PEDLEYS Cover. Eiulkss Bultod

Kihlu'd Tube Tube

avy . . 26 X 2} 70/- 10/6 14/6

.. 26x2J- 82/- 12/- 16/-

r2i Rims 26x3 105/- 16/- 20/-

lavy .. 650x65
Voiturette

91/6 12/- 16/-

;ht .. 26x2} 46/- 10/6 14/6

PALMER CORD
;ht .. 26x21 52/- 10/3 13/3

.. 26x2J. 59/2 11/9 14/9

avy .. 26x2} 63/- 10/3 13/3

.. 26x2i 69/7 11/9 14/9

.. 650x65 72/7 13/3 16/3

J/e have a very large selection of

)TOR CYCLE ACCESSORIES.

f
: invite your enquiries which shall have

I
2ntion per return.

PUGH BROS.
hni HOLLOWAY ROAD,
,

lUl, LONDON, N.

'Phone: 1664 North.

RANK B. ROPER,
166-168, London Rd.,

{SHEFFIELD,
Can deliver immediately as under ;

ling Windscreens, £4 10s. ; Cameo Wind-
eus, £3 ; Luggage Grids for any sidecar, £1 Is. ;

ford SpeedoTueters, £4 15s. and £5 55. ; Cowey
dometers, £5 5s. and £6 lOs. ; Cowey Horns

tew.irt Horns, 30/-; Klaxon Horns, 36/--'

: k Bulb Horns, 21 /- ; Brass Car Homs, 27 /6
';

lV B. and Amac Carburetters, lightweight,
s., heavyweight, £3 12s. ; Binlis Carburetters
is. 9il. ; Lucas, P. & H., and Miller Head
p?. list prices ; Bob John Head Lamps, 52/6

;

ny of high-class Rear Lamps from 4/6 to
: every Imown make ot Plug, list prices

;

ki Leggings, fawn, 33/6, black, 37/- ; Turner
-pjmps, 14 6; Mortler foot-pumps, 32/6;
a-MUne Foot-pumps, £2 7s. 9d. ; A.K. Knee-

. 12 6; every pattern Brooks Saddles, list

= : -Motor Cycle Tool-kits, 17/6; King Dick
-lurs, size o, 4/3, size i, 5/6, size 2, 9/9 ; 1919
^ads, 33/-; 1920 Tan-Sads, 38/-; Calf

1 her Gauntlet Gloves, 17/6 ; Waterproof Motor
t : Suits, from 35 /- ; Millford, Henderson, and
ii m Sidecars at list prices before the last
3 nee. Every known part of J.A.P. engine, list

r . Every known part of Indian Motor Cycle,
1

,
irices. Every size of everj- popular make of

1; and tube ; and, as far as humanly possible,
f; ' motor cycle accessory procurable on the

ft. .^y and every article sent by return of
ri 7 days' approval.

: lor an early date for delivery of the following
-. r CyclK: INDIAN, A.J.S., SCOTT, BAT-
* '., BRADBURY, WILKIN, O.-K., and HOS-
ti IN. RICHARDSON Light Car and LAGONDA
M : Car.

' le
: 23o2, Wires : Roper 2802, Sheffield

B

100

TYRES.
RA>fD Now Clincher, nibbor-stniMod, 28x3 42/6,
S6x2Vj 39/6. 28x2% 33/6.-\Vaudswcrlh Motor

KxcliiuiKc Ebncr St., Wandsworth Town. (2828

"K\V lniMlop Over«i7.o. pitrn heiivy, tit 26x2M: Amiw
(iMii^ht eiirbnrotter, 25/-; Norton apnres, ni-\v

nif utl.-Woud, 659, Alexmidru Piirk It.L.

S.22. [X7601

BRAND New Kcmiisliall Non-«kid Tyres,
28x2i^,in.. guaranteed now, not rlearuni'e;
.—.f. Smith and Co., 16, Hampsteod Rd..

Ion. N.W. [9829

boxes,

26x2-2>/i new tubes,
Smith and Co.. 16, Ilampstcad Rd..

London, N.W. (9830

RKTREADING and all Repairs to Covers and Tubes
carried out promptly. Send now; Easter is near.

—Stanley Vulcanlsini; Co., 65. Rann St., Ladywood,
Birmingham, the H.F. specialists. [X8664

D,0
I'ou Want reliable high-elnss retreading, bursts,

vulcanising, chafed beads remouldinp, or butt-ends
fitting? Then get in touch with The Melton Rubliei
Woiks. Melton Mowbray. You will never regret it.

[O085

TYRE Repair Speeinlists.—H. F. process throughout,
ini lulling rt^treiidiug burst covers. Every kind of

repair to tvrcs and tubes in 24 houis. retreads in 4 days
-The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St.. West Brnnivvifh

[X3383
4:<2in. Brand New Palmer Cord. 47/4; Palmer

i^-i 2-plv. 34/7; Clincher Junior De Luxe rubber
non-skid. 27/3; Palmer tubes, 7/3; 24x2 brand new
Dunlop rubber non-skids, 27/3 each.—Emanual (see

below).

/?K/\x65 Brand New Dunlop 4-ply Heavy, 60/-
v> tl Vf each; all goods carriage paid.—Emanuel (see

below).

Palmer Cord, 49/6; Clincher
e rubber non-skid, 28/6.-

Emanuel (see below).

OCx2l,4in. Brand New Palmer Cord. 52/-; Palmer
jwO 2-ply. 41/5; Clincher Junior De Luxe rubber
ncn-skid, 30/3.—Emanuel (see below).

i)(*xZ</.,'m. Brand New Palmer Cord. 57/2; Palmer
/SO 2.ply. 45/1; Clincher Junior De Luxe rubber
non-skid, 34/3; 650x55 brand new Palmer Cord,
61/4.-n. Emanuel, 27, Belgrade Ed.. Stoke Newing-
ton, N.16. 'Phone : Dalst«n 3161. [0088

NEW Dunlop 26x214 Lightweight Tyre. £1; new
John Bull, 3-rib, 26x2r:,, fit 2>i. extra heavy,

£2/15: 2 new tubes. 26x2V„ 15/-; Singer engine,
less cylinder and piston, £2.-257, Belvoir Rd.,
Coalville. [X7338

RETREADING.—Your tyres reconstructed, burst
tyres and tubes scientifically repaired by our own

process. Full satisfaction gnararrteed. 13 years' espeii-
ence.—Victory Tyre Repairing Works, 26, Vine St.,

Leicester. [X6630

NEW 28x2liin. Bates Wired Cover, 30/-; 26x2l«n.
Hutchinson ditto, 30/-; 28x2^4in. P.TJ. beaded

cover, 35;-: 28x2i.,in. ditto, 35/-; 26x2%in. Clincher
40'-: 26y2i,Mn. ditto, 45/-.-Murravs, 37a, Charles St.

Hatton Garden, Holborn. , [X7324

EXTRA Heavy Eibbed Covers, 26x2% 39/6, 2Min.
33/-: clearance tubes, 25x2','- 8/6, 2i4in. 7/-,

2in. 5/6; Dunlop belts, 5(t. 3in.xy8in. 8/6, three
lengths make 2 belts : carriage paid on £1 lots.—Com
mon. Central Garage, Kidderminster. [X7335

PALMER heavy 4-ply covers, 700x80 and 28x3
65/- each; 28x3 heavy cord, 86/-; Clincher de

Luxe, 26x2Vi, 26x2%, and 650x65 covers, new inne
tubes one puncture, all sizes. Palmer, Clincher, an*
Hutchinson, 7/- each.—J. Tassell, la, Bloomfield Rd.
Plumstead. S.E. [688

NEW HeavT Beaded Covers, 26x2 27/6, 26x21,4 30/
26x21, 35/.. sidecar covers, 26x214 20/-, 26x2i

25/-: butt-ended tubes, 26x2 8/6, 26x3 12/6; endless
tubes, 26x2 7(6, 26x21,4 8/6, 25x2% 10/6, 26x3 11/6
new rubber belts, 7ft. 6in.x%in. 12/6, 8ft. 6in,xVsin
15/-: sent approval carriage paid receipt remittance.

-

Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.t\". [5490

TANKS.
TANKS of every description; repairs, re-enamelling

illustrated booklet on receipt of postage.—Green
Water St., Blackfriars, Manchester. [0006

TANKS.—Tlanks, any shape, to order; repairs, __

enamelled Discs for motor wheels, lists free,

—

Attwoods, 86, Eosebery Av., E.C. Tel. : Central
12445. [3539

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of oil kinds (specially motor), apply

Ernest .J Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops ^ort'
ford. [0005

41h.p. Solo or Combination £2/5, 6h.p. £3.—Postcard
2 Lawson, 40, Upper Saint Mary's Ed., Bearwood,

Birmingham. [X7045
*' rriHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policyX authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers
motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Ma
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of " The
Motor Cycle " to all policy holders poying a premium
of £4/5 or over.—Full particulars and proepectuses
application.-The Autocar Fire and Accident Insorance
Co., Ltd., 20, Tudor 8t, London, E.0.4. [0007

Martinsyde

—

—Newman

6 h.p. Sidecar Combination

£170

A few sub-agencies open

in South Staffs., East

Warwickshire, and parts

of Worcestershire.

Full particulars from wholesale

and retail district agent

:

W».

FRANK
ITWORTFf

139, NEW STREET

BIHMIKCHAM

Tfic Barnes Molor Garaq*-.

J49. lowther Parade. Barnes, 5. CU.15.

— A —

Large Selection
of

1920 MACHINES

IN STOCK.

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN
— DELIVERY NEXT MONTH. —

Most modem-equipped workshops for

executing every description of Repairs

and Overhauls.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. E51
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Tjependable" Motor Cycles

Famous for their great achieve-

ments and performances, the
Clyno and the Carheld repre-
sent the highest standard of

motor cycle production.

CLYNO, £70
The world-famous lightweight.

CARFIELD
two-stroke, 3 different models,
2/. h p. Viiiiers Engine, clutch

"aS *!'.*: £68/10
Two-speed model, 2h ^? tf^O '

h.p.Vdliers Engine, ^*W^

Sr!?!' £53/10

All sold at maker's list price

SOUTHERN'S
St. George's Road,

BOLTON.
Tel.: Bolton 223.

INSURANCE.

-See

R'
and prompt claims Bettleuienta.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., issue Lloyd's and all leading companies'
pohcies.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., effect insurances of every description,
including accident and sickness, burglary, em-

ployers' liabihty, fire, plate glass, householder's com-
prehensive, life, third party, all risks, marine, lilts,

cranes, boilers explosion, riots, etc.— See below.

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of all
kinds. Prospectuses and rates, quotations and

Insurance Offices, 170, Gt. l^ortland St., London, W.l.
proposal forms sent on application.—The Secretary',

Mayfair 2272 and 2273. [0055

TUITIOPT.
AUCTIONEERING and Estate Agency. - Special

course of postal tuition for those desuing to start
I business.—"Write for prospectus No. 2, Agric. Corre-
pondenee College [Bept. T.), Eipon.

'

[9273

MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,
Ltd., gives the highest standard of training in

driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest fees in
England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The British
Scliool of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circus,

[0014
PATENTS.

ADJUSTABLE Spring Lamp Bracket for bicycles
(lean, motor bicycles and sidecars, provisionally

protected; all rights for sale, cheap.—B., %2, Northgate
St., Gt. Yarmouth. [9639

PATENT AGENTS.

Spend your holiday out of dogrs ; sleep in a di

town each night—that's the way to enjoy Life. A
Cycle d03S it for you

!

GUARANTEED EASTE
DELIVERY OF

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination £170 E;

READING-STANDARD, Solo £185 In

READING-STANDARD Combination . . £2'i5 Id

P. & S., Lightweight £66 10 In

MONARCH, Lightweight £62 10 In

MONARCK, kick-starter £68 10 In

WILKINS, 4 h.p £105 E;

DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed £75 In

WILKIN, Model A, 2-stroke £71 12 E;

BEARDMORE-PREGISION £95 E^

HOSKISON £78 15 In

At Onr Expense.
Fit your lightweight mount with a

2-speed gear box.

We will supply you with a mechanic-
ally perfect countershaft 2-speed gear

box, complete with controls and plate

for bolting on. Finest workmanship,
latest design, adopted by leading manu-
facturers.

We guarantee that it can be fitted

to a LEVIS, or other Lightweight
Motor Cycle, in ten minutes with-
out outside help.
We allow you to have one of these

Gears and test it : if you find that it

does not give you the utmost satisfac-

tion, you may return it within 28 days,

and we will immediately return you cash.

Do not worry any more about
labouring up hills and eventually conk-
ing out

;
you do your engine much more

harm than the Gear will cost you, and
you will get a pleasant, sweet drive all

the way, which, in itself, will easily

compensate you for your outlay.

Remember, we will send you your
money back. We take all risk.
Price complete, £7 10 0, plus 2/6 carr.

and packing, complete with change speed
mechanism and engine sprocket, the
whole machined interchangeably, ready
to drop on and ride away.

BOOTH BROS., Bishop St.,

COVENTRY.

PATENTS Advice, handbook, free.—King, Registered
Patent Agent, 165, Queen Victoria St., E.G.

[0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc.. Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., A.F.E.,
Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southamp-

ton Buildings, London, W.C.2.
"

[5241

PATENTS, designs and trade marks (British, foreign
and Colonial].—Fletcher Wilson, of Coventry,

Chniiered Patent Agent and Registered United States
Patent Attorney. T.A. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone

:

355. Est. 1906. [9566

SITUATIONS VACANT.
shop.—
[1331

PROGRESSIVE Position open lor capable salesman-
mechanic able to take a share interest.—Box

2,563, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1330

GLASGOW Firm desire the services of a motor cycli

rider experienced in road trials_,.to carry out road
tests and ride new cycle in forthcoming official trials

—Apply, stating age and full experience, to Bo
2,280, c/o -The Motor Cycle. [7714

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TITRiSIER-MECHANIC, young, experienced, seeks

situation in garage, trial.—Bragg, Noah Farm,
BiUericay, Essex. [9702

COMPETITION Rider wishes to make arrangements
to ride in 1920 T.T. Junior or' Senior. Pay

expen»es.-Box 2,447, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9035

DEMOBIIJSED D.R., 23, single, well educated,
seeks situation with motor cycle firm as clerk,

demonstrator, or similar capacity.—Foster, Hitcham,
Bucks. [9910

FINANCIAL

F

D

W

OR Sale, the rights of the patent puncture stopper,

HOThJ.S AN!) AfAirr^tHN^s
OUGLAS.—The Monningham Private Hotel, Pro-

nade, 10/6 day inclusive. Manager, T, Hope,
[7835

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
HEN Buying a second-hand motor cycle, liave it

thoroughly examined l>y an expert. Teims moder-
Telegiouis : Kearsley, Finedon, Wellinghorougl:

GENERAL TRADE.
[9094

WORK Wanted.—Small capstan, repetition, bench
turning, and press work; good commission paid

on all orders introduced; special terms for proprietary
article.'^; accurate work, keen prices.—Box 2,509,
The Motor Cycle. [9269

AJDCTION Sales.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, the
J\ oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terras, 7V2%. not chargeaole if automobile unsold
Motors bought and sold lor cash. Nearest goods sta-

tions : Falcon Lane, L.N.W. Rly,; Wimledon, L. and
S.W.Rly.; and G.W.R.—Sole address: Palmer's Garage
Tooting, London. [5250

X CHATHAM AND DISTRIC

4Hi<lim«i.ClMs.-Proprithi: d.V.rnon SyTram.- K

Telegrams : " Motorcycle, Chatham."

31^2 '^11 letters relating to ndviertliiements should quote the number :it the end of each adve:

"AURORA"
3 h.p. Two Stroke.

3 h.p. DALM Engine 3i8c.e.,

Mounted in strong frame-,

giving comfortable and low

riding position, "Y" patent

spring forks, A.M.A.C. carbur-

etter, E.I.C. Magneto, 26x2^

tyres, large tapered tank, /in.

rear mudguard, Pedley b^t,

Pan saddle, tool box on tartk,'

best finish, enamelled purple,

mauve tank, purple lines.

PRICES

Single speed . •

Two speed Burmaa, kick-start

hand clutch .. - 75 Gas

Join our waiting list now tO:

ensure immediate delivery.

Note—Machines delivered free

to Liverpool.

65 Gn».i

Catalogues from

AURORA IVIOTORS,
Mona Terrace, Douglas I.O M

tlsenient, and the date ot the issue.

^iM
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GcmKDDXKS [i:sHEDq:

ROSSLEIGH
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES §

i

I

I

Inspect the New Models, and
order youf New Machine NOW!

Sole Assents for:
Triumph

Scott

Rover

Humber

N.U.T.

O.K.-Union

Ivy

New Hudson

British Excelsior

Reading Standard

Martinsyde-Newman
Beardmore-Precision

Alldays Allon

A.V. Monocars

Chater-Lea

Sun Vitesse

Premier Super Runabout

ROSSLEIGH, Ltd.,
Motor Agents and Engineers,

32, SHANDWICK PLACE &
6, QUEENSFERRY STREET,EDINBURGH.
And at GLASGOW, KIRKCALDY,
DUNDEE, ABERDEEN, and

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

1QXKDD3B^i:QXK^Q:

L

NOW ON VIEW
A 1920 31 h.p. V-TWIN

NUT.
1920 21 h.p. 2-SPEED

GONNAUGHT
B. A. T.

EXPECTED SHORTLY.

Orders for above can be booked,

and early delivery given

BY THE
SOLE AGENT FOR BERKSHIRE

A. J. LUCE,

HAMILTON GARAGE,
^ Wokingham Rd., READING
I
'IRES: "TUNE, READING." 'PHONE : g6y.

WANTED.

W 71 11

[no::

-SI*IOIOD Gear Box. complete and perfect.—489.
I.aliiiicr Rd.. W.IO. [9006

li.ii. ,l,.\.l'. Front Cylinder.-IIumphrios, Ornccr.
MitiliMi.i .Tmiftioil. [1120

'niH.MlMI. 1912.16.-Pnrtioulrirs (letters], T.. 164,
llitli St.. Hi.ilosdiMi. (1113

ATM .M.i.lcl t. 6. nr Bli.p. Combinntion.-Hox 2.520.
Tlif M„l,n- Ciirli: (9554

OTO-rtlOVIO l''ii.n( (Mhuler and Induction I'iiic-

25. Iliisliy IM.. Ncii-lt. 10028

181, He:

M
WANTED, S,-olt ,,iiil3.-Mr

mont Hd.. I.ijiuii. K.IO. [9247

SOLO Si'ott Wnnted, 1920 T.T. Model. -nallowov,
Frnit Mcrcliont, Smotliwick. [9469

3ih.p. Solo Wanted, good make; cheap for cash.—
2 7. Nelson Rd., Wimbledon. [1168

CyUNDRU (lenr) wnntcd, 61l.p. Eex, I910.-Soott,
Murston Hd., Sittingbourne. [9192

WANTED, Alldays Allon Irarae and lank.—60.
Carleton Bd., Holloway, N.7. [9534

CYLINTIEK Wanted, for 1911 Bex single, SVsh.p.-
-Uyera, Tullnmoie, Ireland. [X7622

WANTED, 4-5h.p. twin J.A.P.. complete.-Lee, East
Hilj, Houghton, Dunstable. [X7480

N.S.U. Gear, repairs not objected to il cheap.—Box
2,576, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1339

WANTED, Scott frame, also 2i4h.p. Enfleld frame.
-Huggins, Skclton, ne.ar York. [X7272

WANTED, motor cycle, cliCcip for cash; state date.-
11, Brunswick S(j., Gloucester. [X7236

TyPEWEITEBS Wanted, Corona or Standard folder.

-E.W.B., 228, Railton Rd., S.E. [5157

WANTED, a C.B. sidecar, tor 3V>h.p. motor cycle.—
14, Scott St., Bootle, Liverpool. [9193

CYLINDEB8 tor Enfleld 2:^h.p. twin.—Particulars,
Box 2.556, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1315

1 AA Motor Cycles wanted; bring or send; for spotiW cash.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. (0010

1 012 Douglas 2^h.p. Engine wanted, good condition.
-L£' -O. Storrar, Shielp, Ladybank, File. [9133

DOUGLAS Wanted, 2%ih.p. T.T., late model (not
' W.D.).-Qrice, Silccroft, Cumberl.nnd, [1080

WANTED, good solo or combination. 1914 or later.

-103. Thurlow Park Ed.. S.E.21. [8976

3-STROKE 2-speed Semi-T.T.—Pull particulars, iWard,
Kirkby-Misperton. Pickering. Yorks. [1139

GENEBATOK. Low preferred, to generate for 3
lamps.—Newfleld, Entry Hill, Batli. [9945

B.S.A. Solo or Combination, 1915 or 1916; absolute!
sound.— 32, Sherwood Ed.. Addiscoinbe. (X7241

WANTED. J.A.P. solid connecting rod, 6h.p.—Ack-
royd. 19. St. John's GroTe. Leeds. (9962

WANTED, good combination for cash.—C.S., 14,
Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. Tel. : E3155. [9673

GEAR Bos, 2 or 3-speed clutch, kick starter, suit-

able for 8h.p.-Millard, Shepton Mallet. [9073

WANTED, good modern combination, for ca.sh; state

lowest price.-Bell, Customs, Fleetwood. [1079

LIGHT Sporting Sidecar, also Grand Prix Morgan.
—49, Althorp Rd., Wandsworth Common. [1383

WANTED, spare wheel, in good condition, for 8h.p.

Sunbeam.—Moss, Mistertou, Doncaster. [9301

COMBINATION, Zenith, EnfleM, Indian, etc. ; any
year.— King, Scotland Place, Ramsbottom. [X7474

SIDECAR (coachbuilt) wanted, preferably P. and M..
good condition.—201, London Rd., Croydon. [9150

WANTED, 2i4h.p. Doujlas that needs repair.—38,
Shirley GroTe, Lavender HUl, Battersea. [1397

NDIAN Frame, middle portion, front forks, spares.

—

Mechanic, 314, Gray's Inn Ed., London. [9263

WANTED, lady's 1919-20 model; reasonable price,
cash waiting.—Brodie, Heathfield, Sussex. [9016

WANTED, spring pillion seat, cheap ; approval, de-
posit.-Miss Page, 66, High St., Evesham. [9082

WANTED, good make solo, not under 2%h.p. ; reason-
able.—E. Fisher, Buardean, Gloucestershire. [9516

WANTED, 2^4h.p. Douglas frame, forks, and tank.—
7. Fern Cottage, Hanworth, Middlesex. [9428

TWO N.S.U. Gears, recessed to fit 4h.p. and 8h.p.
J.A.P.—Box 2,577, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1340

N.S.U. Gear, adjustable pulley, fit Triumph.—
Hulbert, 37, Meyrick St., Pembroke Dock. [1279

WANTED, good solo or combination for cash; state
lowest price.—44. Sun St., Waltham Abbey. [6266

WANTED, furniture and visible typewriter for office.
—Garage. 75a. Friern Rd.. E. Dulwich. [5158

WANTED, Triumph back and gear box stays.—
Thorpe. New Lane. Patricroft, Manchester

. ,
[X7472

MOTOE Cycle, 1915 or later, lightweight, immediate
cash.—Motor, 142, Corbyn St., Finsbnry Park, N

[818S
DOUGLAS, 1912 to 1916, or a good 2-stroke.—Full

particulars, write E.H., 4, Tavistock Ed., N.W.IO
[1114

BEADBUET 1913 Cylinder and Piston wauted.-
Flauagan, Marconi Station, Clifden, Co. Galway

[9463
FOE 1914 Premier 4h.p., forks, wheels, tank, stand,

guards, saddle.—68, Ettington Rd., Birmingham
[89591

WE WOULD GIVE OUR
MOTOR CYCLES

AWAY
only we can't allurd to. However,

THE NEXT BEST THING
iii to get in touch with

JONES' GARAGE,
Woodside Parade, North Finchley,

where you can get delivery of :

1920 3i h.p. ARIEL Combinations (two).
rg20 4^ h.p. B.S.A. Combination.
1920 7-9 h.p. Electric HARLEY Combination (j-

scater sidecar).

1920 8 h.p. ZENITH (Special), extra large tank,
single-lever Zenith carburetter, double lubri-

r920 8 h.p. ZENITH, Standard c/s models (two).

1920 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-specd, clutch, k /start,

rgrg 8 h.p. ENFIELD Cora., electric lighting,

rgrg 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, with accesi,

r9r6 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, with accesi.

1916-17 7-9 h.p. HARLEY Combination, with ac-

1916 B.S.A. Model H 4j- h.p. Com., as new.
191.') 23 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS.
1916 TRIUMPH Baby, 2-spced.

r9r4 2-speed 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, overhauled, as new.
Several 7-9 h.p. clutch model INDIANS, over-

hauled, as new each £75
Accessories and Spares of every description from

stock.
New Bosch and C.A.V. Contact Breakers, 30/-, 25/-

Sidecars and Sidecar Bodies trom £7.

THE LANGFORD SIDECAR WITH
LUNCHEON Basket in Bulbous Back

NOW ON VIEW.
Prompt Deliveries, 'Phont-—Finchley. 2314

BARTLETT'S
are

LONDON & DISTRICT

DIRECT AGENTS FOR

NORTON.
SUN STROKE.

OMEGA-J.A.P.
MOTOR CYCLES.

LISTS ON APPLICATION.

Place your Order
IMMEDIATELY,
to ensure early delivery

93,Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.l
Rhone- Mayfair 943.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the tiumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the
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'A NEW invention of very
great value."

Road aider in " The Motor Cycle."

All dangerous nails are kept out of
rear tyre by the Monie

Puncture Preventer.
Of evary 100 punctures,
the rear lyre Bets 90. The
P P. prevents these and so
reduce; punctures by 90
percent. Weeua-anteelhis.
1 he P P. adds to life of rear

afiainst

The P.P.
idde d;avh"

filipd
minutes to Tiiumph, Dou-
glas, /'.J.S., Rudse, Ariel,
e c. Hmply bore a 1-inch
hole in mudguard, and bolt
on. For short mudgtiards
use an Adapter (1 /9 extra).
Slot allows rapid adjust-

Mo neyback if not tatisfte

Wfien ordering, eive name of machine, and
if Adapter is needed.

Pric^ 10 '6. By post 11 -

M.P. PUNCTURE PREVENTER
38, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

[X7265
WANTED, raotor cycle or combination immediately

;

reasonable price, cash.— 1, Gthello St., Liverpool.
[9216

WANTED, Harley-DavMson, 1919 oi 1920 model.—
Morgan. 10, Howard Ed., Cliuroli Hill, E.17,

49392
3-SPEED Sturmey Countershaft, kick start, belt drive

or BoTvden countershaft.— 6, BuUer St., Bury.
[9601

WANTED, spring forks, suit 28X2V1 wheels, perfect
condition.—Engineers' Garage, Sleaford, Lines.

[9269
N.S.TJ. Gear fit Triumph, also Brooks B170 saddle,

good condition.—50, Inge St., Birmingham.
[X7444

WANTED, P. and M. or Triumph, after 1912; ap-
proval.—Roberts, Monmouth St., Colne, Lanes.

[X7353
WANTED, combination or solo; reasonable.—Mose-

dale, 30, Canterbury Rd., West Kilburn, N.W.6.
[9532

WANTED, medium C.B. sidecar to suit Triumph.
—Bleakley, Elliott St., Tyldesley, Manchester.

[1238
WANTED, cylinder, SVjh.p. Premier, 1912, new or

good condition.—Darling, Allauton, Newmains,
N.B. [X7309

WANTED, engine, magneto, carburetter, 4 to 6h.p.
single or twin.—23, Jupiter Terrace, Well Hall,

S.E.9. [933B

TRIUMPH Parts wanted, frames, eng:ines, carbur-
etters, magnetos, etc.—Teunent, Hillhead, Kirkin-

tilloch. [8974

wich. [9381

SIDECAR, coachbuilt touring, 4-point, for Triumph.—
' Marriner, 39, Whitefriars Crescent, Westcliff-on-

Sea. [9368

(9963
iidecar chassis, with 24in.

-J., 86, Park Hd., Chiswick,
[1305

Coat wanted; reasonable price

W.4.

T EATHEE Airman'

Qph parts for late model, engines,

tilloch.

early ;

[8973

ix model, in -perfect
George Woods, Horn-

caslie. [9536

"I
Q15 2^4h,p. Douglas Frame, in good condition.—

-L*/ Weldonia Motor Eng. Co., Manningham, Brad-
[9170ford.

business purposes.—C.S., 10, Courcey Rd., lk<
eey, N. [9393

WANTED, good reliable solo mount, not earlier
than 1916.—L. E. H. Hill, Eastgrove Rd.,

Sheffield. [9240

DESK Wanted, roll-top or flat knee hole, also swing
chair and large partner's table.—T.. 44, Barry

Rd., S.E. — [5169

ney, Hants.

TWIN Engine, a.c, about 8h.p., mag., carburetter,
clutch, gear box, for cycle car.—147a, Church St.,

Paddington. [1150

WANTED, P. and M. chain cases, 2%h.ii. Douglas
gear box. and magneto.—Garage, 22, Campbell

Rd., Bedford. [9078

WANTED, 4-eyl. F.N.'s, T.A.O.'s, I.M.O.'s, Hender-
sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St

,

Wandsworth. [6185

GOOD Solo or Combination, late model ; no dealers.
—Write, O., 69a, Hambalt Rd., Clapham Com-

mon, London. [1249

St., Leicester. [1243

SIDECAR, light coachbuilt, 26in. wheel, quickly
detachable preferred.—.John Turner, Allestree,

Epsom. (D) [1252

A ZENITH Combination, 6h.p. Indian, or other
good make, any year.—King, Scotland Place,

Ramsbottom. [7563

WANTED, Indian or Harley, solo or combinatio-,
modern, good, reasonable.—259, Putney Bridge

Rd., Putney. [9650
WANTED, P. and M. second-hand sideuar, reason-

able; no dealers.-Ma.son, 61, Southwood Lime,
Highgate, N.6. [9465

WANTED, cylinder, piston, rings, 3'/.h'.r)- Hiimber,
1910.—Held, 128, Campbell St., Farnworth, nr.

Bolton, Lanes. [9440

WANTED, Indian, Powerplus, 1916 combination
preferred.—Munro, 21, Astwood Mews, Gloucester

Rd., London. [9761
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Easter Events.

IT
is only natural that motor cyclists should

take advantage to the full of a national

bank holiday time. War weariness has

given added zest to motoring bank holidays.

It is consequently not surprising that we find

a galaxy of fixtures for the forthcoming wee", end,

including certain long-established events, such as

the Northern motor cyclists' meet at Richmond.
Gatherings of this description are of the greatest

possible service to the movement^ for hundreds
of motor cyclists \vill come together in a spirit

of friendly rivalrv and will exchange ideas on
motor cycle matters. Owners of new models are

encouraged to attend, and, amongst other prizes,

there is one for the smartest turnout.

The M.C.C. London-Land's End run is

another popular event, which has attracted

nearly two hundred entries. This year an

element of novelty is included in that the outward
route has been varied to include Porlock and
Lynton hills, and, incidentally, some of the most
beautiful scenery in the British Isles. This
makes the journey very much more strenuous,

but, in compensation, entrants are free to return

in their own time. Eveiyone will be pleased
with the innovation, for the long return journey
at scheduled speed was apt to be wearisome and,
with the exception of the magnificent stretch, of

Dartmoor, between Tavistock and Ashburton,
there was little of outstanding interest.

The Birmingham Club's run to Barmouth
also finishes at the objective town, and, con-
sequently, competitors are free on arrival to

spend the week-end at the coast.

Two open hill-climbs and a large number of

club events have been arranged, so that motor
cyclists who prefer to spend their holidays tour-

ing in company have plenty of choice.
To all our readers we would extend our

heartiest good wishes for fine weather and
absence from trouble. A final word of advice.

Show consideration for all other road users, and
never indulge in reckless driving.

Identification Dates.

ALTHOUGH -makers of motor cycles

generally are only too willing to state

the delivery date of any machine when
the identification number is given to

them, too . many purchasers of second-

hand machines depend upon the statements

as to age which are given 'to them by the sellers.

We like to think that when these claims as to

age are in error it is due to ignorance and. not

with any deliberate intention to deceive.

It has been suggested many times that it is

particularly desirable for makers to give a

public statement regarding the dates of their

machines, but for some reason best knoAvn to

themselves, considerable reluctance has been

shown in giving such information, probably

because it would show the yearly outputs. 'Why

this question should be regarded as a secret is

not at all clear, as even the smallest makers
could shoAv an output of which they should be
proud.

One can perhaps understand hesitation in

those cases where the year's output has totalled,

contrary to popular conception, only a low

figure ; but in such instances the necessity -of

giving dates and numbers, naturally, is not so

important as in the case of makes of which
there are large numbers on the second-hand
market.

At the present time second-hand motor cycles

command such high prices that it would be
particularly annoying to a purchaser to find that

he had been mistaken in his estimate of age,

and it is unfortunately true that there are many
who are only too anxious to take advantage of

this ignorance of the uninitiated.

Elsewhere in- this issue, we are able to give the

numbess and dates of one \vell-known Continental

make, of which considerable numbers have been
sold in this country, and we hope British manu-
facturers will follow the excellent lead set them
in circumventing a state of affairs which lends

itself to confusion and misunderstanding.

An Uulex to tKe advertisements in this issue wilLbe found on the page facing the baol< cover.
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IDEAS: Useful and Ingenious. <^^rt,^ 1

A Simple Confrol Lever.

BY means of a. suitably-shaped' clip

bolted to the bottom rail of the
motor cycle frame, ii satisfactory

control to the magneto may be obtained
without soldering fittings on to the tank.

A shows the type of clip required, while

An easily attached

control of home, con-

struction.

15 .Js a siinple lever made fi'^ni sheot

metal. The method of fitting 1- dearly

shown in the illustration. Thi control

is useful also for operating e tra air

devices, variable ignition, etc - N.H.

Priming a Two-stroke.

To facilitate starting a two-stroke
engine in cold weather, a jjin. gas

tap may be fitted for priming pur-

poses. This is screwed into the transfer

port wall, the necessary hole being ^first

drilled and tapped. A few diops of

petrol injected directly into the passage
enables the machine to be ,

started from
cold with certainty and ease. If re-

quired, a small, pipe from the tank may
be fitted directly to the tap, thus making
it unnecessary to carry a separate petrol

squirt,—B.C.W.

Combined Silencer and
Mudshield.

IT is claimed that the silencer" illus-

trated herewith not only tends to an
exceptionally quiet exhaust, but also

keeps the crank case and lower portion

of the machine generally in a clean con-

dition. The whole is built up of sheet

iron with welded joints, is about 2iin.

The Douglas engine and gear box are kept

clean by this simple undershield.

in depth, and is turned up at the front

as shown. To obviate any teudency'*.to

vibration, the gases on entering are de-

flected by means of baffle plates alter-

nately right and left, finally emerging
through a pipe with fish-tail end.—
W.A.B. 1

An Improvised Link.

IF a repaired belt is too short for use,

and no 'link is available, one may be
made up from the spare fastener

which is usually to be found in every

M

An easy starting tip ior two-sUokc u

A roadside belt repair.

toolbag. The illustration shows clearly

how this is done. A piece of leather (or

broken belt'l is inserted at A to protect

the pulley flanges —H.G.B,

An Easy Conversion.

PE those readers who own machines
fitted with Sturmey-Ar'cher counter-

shaft gear boxes, and who prefer a
foot-operated clutch, the method of con-

version described herewith may be inter-

esting;. As «i'! he seen, all that is neceS-

'

A foot-operated clulcli

control for Sturmey-

Archergears.

sary is a long pedal, which is reduced in

its diameter at the end to repla^^e the
bolt which normally--) holds the clutch
operating arm in position. This pedal
should be long enough- to be easily

reached by the rider's heel. The fitting

of this pedal does- not interfere in any
way with the working of the standard
handle-bar control.—F.D.S.

A Simple Anti-llieft Lock.

A DEVICE of some description to

baffle motor cycle thieves is now
almost a necessity. Absolute safety

is assured by means of brazing two small

eyeleted lugs A on to the front forks

in such a position as to register with a'

lug B riveted on to the rim. The rela-

tive positions of the iugs are clearly

shown in the illustration. A steel pin

C is inserted through the eyelets, thus
rigidly locking the wheel. By means of

this arrangement the spokes cannot be
damaged. If desired -the lugs may take

the forrri of detachable clips.—W.H.T.

To baffle thieves the front wheel is rigidly

locked by this device.
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No Takers.

E
RECENTLY enquired if any reader could tcaCh

me to ride one motor bicycle whilst kailing

another by its handle-bars. I have only had one
rr])ly from a reader who attempted the slant for a

I'll, ;md lost both his wager and a lot of skin.

Easy Starting of a Scott.

M.\S any reader got a first-class wrinkle for start-

ing a Scott from cold on the first kick ? I

an) a Scott no\ice, and, though I experience no
real difficulty in getting away from cold, it does not

seem too casv to manage with one kick, as we can
most of us do with four-strokes. Suggestions at

present to hand are to substitute short reach com-
pression taps for the plugs fitted in the heads of the

cylinders, and to use these taps for doping ; or to

connecting the drain tap of the Scott petrol tank
to a nipple screwed into the induction pipe. The

I

sole objection to this dodge is that meddlesome
1
urchins may operate the tap and flood the crank case

j

with petrol. Mr. Binks's recommendations include

the use of an air strangler and necessitate half-a-dozen
kicks. I have seen repeatedly Scott experts get away

' from cold with one kick and should like to know how
it can be done.

Three Inch Tyres.
TT ALWAYS retract any statements which subsequent

ii experience proves to have been -wrong, and at

present I am much regretting the aspersions which
I once uttered against three inch tyres. I tried them
Mime years ago on fast machines, and fomied the

('pinion that they rolled in speedy corner work, unless

iht'v were inflated too hard for additional comfort.

In view of their weight and cost I concluded that they

were best relegated to monster sidecar outfits. Just

iMw I am using a pair of three inch Palmer cords on
I touring machine. I still reserve my judgment as

how these tyres may suit a road r-acing mount, but
hey are unquestionably the goods for comfortable tour-

ng. They go about halfway towards the comfort of a

pring frame, they wear with astonishing imperturb-

ibility, and they are rock-steady on grease. In future,

shah get tyres of this size for all my touring machines,

\hen they can be fitted without costly structural

literations.

Cheap Garages Wanted.
A S I go up and down the country. I notice that the

rA farmer, the farmer's sons, ahd,Tii a few cases,

the farmer's hinds, are buying motor cycles.

This is a commonplace as far as it concerns the big

fidland farms, but the same process is evident on a

mailer scale where the average acreage of a farm
1 larely reaches three figures. In many cases it is either

,
11possible or undesirable to drive a motor C^xle up

1 the farm buildings. The farm roads are negotiable

ccasional.

th

by carts and also by tanks, but a quarter of a mile

of mud which would make a 1914 Army camp feel

like a clean slate is no going for a two-wdneeler, and

does not attract- a sidecar. Lots of these buyers are

putting up garages for their new cycles and cars at

the nearest point on the farm to a hard road. It is

difficult to suppose that the local tradesmen can knock

up a good shed more cheaply than a mass-production

linn .if the IHoulton and Paul type can do it. When

the shortcomings of so many suburban villas from a

garaging stand|»int are taken into account, there must

be a big demaiKl for small, cheap garages just now.

And Benches.

N'OTHER want wdiich some 'cute trader should

foster and supply is that of a motor cyclist's

bench. Though \ have had a lot to do Avith

Ln^ tool trade, at the moment I can only name one

firm which could supply me quickly with a small bench,

fitted complete with a good-sized tool rack, small

bench, and drawers to contain odds and ends. Yet

hundreds of motor cyclists require such a bit of furni-

ture, and would rather buy it than many of the purely

ornamental gadgets on whicli they waste so much

money every year. Take this paragraph as a tip for

some 'demobilised officer who is hunting round for an

investment and a job.

Low Centre of Gravity.

TTT is rather late in the day to begin querying the

11 standard position of the engine in the frame ; but

I am beginning to wonder whether changes are

not imminent. We have all seen in the Isle of Man
that the Scott holds the road as no other machine has

ever done. To see-Philipp or Applebee or Wood,

corner in a race was enough to frighten a man whose

ideas of tilting on a bend were culled from a vertical

sinide-cylinder. It used to be said that the Scott open

frame was a big factor in these stunts : that it whipped

a trifle where a stiffer frame would bounce. X^it being

an engineer, I swallowed this myth, and mentally

creditetJ 50% of the Scott corner work to its open

frame, and' the other 50% to its low centre of

graA-ity. Time went on, and I tested other open frame

machines, without finding that they clung to the road,

Scott fashion. Then the 3 h.p. iV.B.C. came along,

with a rigid frame and a low centre of gravity, and,

lo ! it was just about a second Scott for corner work.

Xow^ few of us wish to tear round corners as Tim
^^ood does in the Isle of Man. But the^ low centre of

gravity is an immense benefit in ordinary touring.

It means that balance does not become precarious

when your front wheel hits a big stone or a deep

pot-hole. It means that when the roads are slimy you

need not slow right down and take^a corner with the

machine vertical. On a Scott ot an A. B.C. I can

lean over with perfect safety on grease to as sharp
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Occasional Comments.—

an angle as 1 dare on dry roads with a high centre

of gravity. Not far from my door there is a very

sharp corner, wliich is generally greasy, and is

succeeded by quite a nice little pitch of gradient. I

like the corner \Yith a low centre of gravity, but I

always scrabble it if my centre of gravity is high.

The Lorry Nuisance.

SOME, motor cyclists hold that the drivers of big

lorries and chars-a-bancs deliberately obstruct

them ; and there can be rio doubt that a load

of trippers enjoy a practical joke, and sometimes egg

a not-reluctant driver to play pranks. But ray own
experience has always been that the driver of the big

commercial motor is quite as well-mannered as the

so-called "pleasure" motorist, and my own difficulties

in passing the big fellows have always been due either

to the narrowness of the road concerned, or the

driver's ignorance of my presence at his tail. Com-
pulsory mirrors will be a great help, but two other

expedients are necessary. Prolonged drives, day in

and day out, are extremely monotonous for the un-

fortunate driver, and it is highly improbable that the

compulsory mirror would receive as much attention

from the chauffeur as it requires ; he will continue to

concentrate on the road ahead, and '
;

will not watch his mirror continu-

ously. But if we all used alami

signals with a note which was

audible above the thunder of

a three-tonner, we
could always pass

those drivers who are

gentlemen, provided

the road was wide

enough. For those

drivers who are surly

or given to practical

jokes, prosecution is

the sole remedy. If

this nuisance re-

appears next summer
in Wales or the Lake
District— and .1920
will see enormous
fleets of lorries and
chars-a-bancs on our

roads— a repressive

campaign must be
initiated. The soli-

tary motor cyclist,

who is viciously bul-

lied by a, juggernaut
full of half - tipsy

trippers, is at their

mercy for the time

being. But he can
take the number, and
report it to his club

—the A. A., or what
not—and the clubs

means of identifying and punish-
ing the obstructionists. Indeed,
in most cases a remonstrance ad-
dressed to the proprietors of the
vehicle concerned is sufficient.

will find

- THE NEW MOUNT.
Is there anything quite so interesting as the first

good run on a new machine ?

To Find Air Leaks.

MERE is a reader's suggestion for finding air leak:

based on the theory that compression afford:

a better method than suction,

(i.) Shut the throttle and air levers.

(2.) Turn engine forwards until inlet vahf
has just shut.

(3.) Turn engine backwards. The piston wil

rise and the inlet valve open. A compression is thus

created in the induction system, and leaks may b«

lietected by ear, oil squirtings, etc.

Greasing the New Machine.

IN dry parts of England, where the rainfall average;

less than 24in. per annum, plating will last well

provided the machine is promptly cleaned aftei

every ride. But there are places in these islands where

the rainfall touches about 80 or goin. per annum,
and even where this frightful figure is not approached,

the atmosphere is often so humid all the year round

that rust gets in its deadly work in garage between

rides, as well as after a sprint in a shower or a lengthy

mud plug: That owner is to be envied who lives in

a dry climate ..and has unlimited leisure. The rest ol

us must grease our machines all over as soon as the\

are delivered. For my own part 1

unpack the new jigger, thin dowr
some grease or thick oil on th€

kitchen range, get a medium-
sized paint brush, and obscure

all the bright part;

under a green film al

once. hsA go in foi

a warm after this:

freezing job, I musei
oil many thing.s. Foi
example, as "to wh\
the small nuts undei
the saddle and on the

rear number plate

should be nickelled

;

And whether I shouU
really be blown ofi

the saddle if I orderec
disc wheels for m\
next mount, and ven

.- .^ tured it across thi

moors in one of ou)|j

frequent local gales!

And why hub barreffi

are generally plated-i]

Still. I retain one con
solation — nay, tw(

This grease coat wi

last until selling dai

when I shall wipe •

off with the st

imposed filth an
display a glittering machifl
to a fascinated purchases
and, furthermore, it rW

restrain garage loafers f^
pawing the jigger after ^
fashion of their breed. But soeS'

labour is involved if I covet tfi

club " appearance prize "!
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THE CAPAC CARBURETTER
A Single Lever lns(rumen( wiih Variable Je(.

THH Ciipac cavbuvettev lias liad a full

year's ti'ial in tlio hands of the

jniblic, Biid has behaved \\\ a very

satisfactory manner on the Coulson-B.

and numerous other motor cycles. We
have a very happy j-ecollection of it

during a trial of the first named motor
bicycle, and we know of others which are

giving excellent falisfaction.

Among the chief advantages of the

Capac carburettor are its simplicity and
?COtiomy. It consist.* merely uf the ordi-

lary type of float chamlicr, in which the

.letrol is delivered at the top, and' a
;apered needle set at a certain angle
umiing into the jet orifice. This needle
6 capable of beiiig screwed up or down

as to allow more or less petrol to be
Irawn tlii'ough. The point of the needle
ests in a well of petrol, and iilmost toucli-

ag it thei'e is a tiny hole communicating
letween the well of petrol referred to

nd the engine side of the throttle. This
mall orifice is used for the purpose of a

low running or by-pa.«s jet, and through
, there flows a small quantity of strong

BLACK PORTION
SHOWS LEVEL OF
^PETROL IN WELL

1 showing choke tube and tapered

needle m well.

nii.xtnre for starl-

ing and slow-

running pnriiiise^.

As the throttle

is openetl

suction on
slow-runnin
decreases

petrol
through t h e

main jet, and at

the same time
air passes in r'lii.

the choke tube,
its quantity also
being controlled by the throttle. It will
be seen, therefore, that the Capac car-
buretter is of very simple construction.
The diagrammatic section shown to

illusti-aie the working of the carburettei'
indicates the olcf type of needle valve,
which is adjusted to the right setting and
then covered by a cap. This has now
been eliminated, and the needle valve is

surmounted by a milled nut, round the
edge of which a number of holes is

drilled. Through one of these holes there
is inserted a small screw-, which allows
the milled nut to be turned only between
two limits. The position of this screw is

found first of all by the makers, so that
the carburetter is approximately right
when delivered from the works, and it

allows the mixture to be varied from
strong to weak, or vice xcrHi, and enables
the carburetter to be adjusted to suit
varying atmospheric conditions.
The new device prevents unauthorised

interference with the setting of the carbu-
retter, . besides the other advantages
named, and yet at the same time it allows
the needle to be removed with ease in the
case of an obstruction in the petrol
passage, and when this is done it m no
way upsets the adjustment. If the ad-
justment is not quite correct, the screw
may be removed -and inserted in another
of the eight holes. There is a friction
spring beneath the milled head which
allows the needle valve to remain in any
position in w-hich it is put. The makers
also realise the value of taking in the air

warm, and fit a muft' surrounding the

exhaust pipe coimected to the air intake
by means of a detachable tube. The top
union of this is provided with a shutter
allowing the quantity of hot ail' to be
regulated.

The Capac is a single-lever carburetter,

specially designed for motor cycle work,
a.pd was one of the first of its kind to be
placed on the market after the Armistice.

It provides excellent slow running, and
gives good acceleration and plenty of

power. The makers are the Capac Co.,

Ltd., 2, Woodstock Street, Oxford Street,

London, W.l.

"HE physical effort required to lift a
heavy motor cycle on to its stand is

considerable, and, realising this, Mr.
George, of 50, Bramble Street, Cov-
ly, has evolved the stand described
1 illustrated herewith. As will be_
II, its .construction is, simple and in-
leiisive, consisting of two legs which
joined at the extreme ends by a

ved distance piece. Two cross
[
nibers are fitted, one at the end of
long leg and the other at the most

I

venient point along the curved
;
Jibers in order to engage with the
olding-up " clip on th« mudguard.
3 whole stand is pivoted on twohinge
s above the centre of the back wheel.
of these hinge pins is screwed, and

' lies a wing nut which is used to
i the stand in any position by means
two serrated washers, one of which

i

ixed to the back stays of the machine
the other to the inside of the stand.

A LABOUR-SAVING STAND.
Fig. 1 shows the stand up for running,

and held in position by the clip on the
mudguard ; fig. 2 the stand supporting the
weight with the tyre touching the ground;
and fig. 3 in the " right up " position,
which is only necessary when it is re-

Capac fuel range control.

quired to remove the wheel. This last

position is gained with a minimum of

effort, as the machine runs up the
curved portions gradually. lUr. George
would Ibe glad to hear from any manu-
facturer who is interested in the device.
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Impressions of a High-class Solo Mount-
won i(s Spurs

A MACHINE which has al\va3S occupied a place

in the very front rank is the Sunbeam. With
the happiest memories of a Six Days Trials'

experience in tlie Lalce District on a 2 s^ h.p. model,

it was witli the greatest pleasure that the writer adopted
Mr. A. S. Bowers's suggestion of an extended trial

of the 1920
3-J h.p. single-

cylinder sport-

ing model. By
reason of its

good name,
one, of course,

expects a great

.^^^ deal from a
The T section bottom bracket ^^Sj^KW modern mOUnt
casting now employed. The ^^ff- with the now
tront chain adjustment is xi^^^^^ r m- i i i

effected by a draw bolt. ^SS!* ^^'^^^'^'^ black

find gold tank,

but those expectations are fulfilled in their entirety

—nay, more—on acquaintance with the machine.

First impressions are everything, they say. Our
trials machine was handed over tuned to the last

notch and equipped to the last word.
^
Would that

we could say the same of every machine placed. at,

our disposal for trial! A dig at the kick-starter, and

the willing engine promptly answered, the silky-acting

clutch engaged, ani] away the machine went as

smoothly as a good-claSs car. Gear changing proved

easy, and, in short,

one was at once in-

spired by the feel-

ing that the machine
was in perfect tune

and condition, and
ready for the most

difificult test. There

is a great deal of

difference in the

controllability o f

modern motor
cycles. Some en-

gines are docile and

-the 31 h.p. Sunbeam—which has already
in Compatiiion.

tick over quietly in the free position ; others witl-

smaller flywheels and less carefully designed cams wil

roar and vary in their actions when not running unde
load. Need we say —
that the Sunbeam
belongs to the former
category? It is by
no means a light-

weight, yet its con-

trollability, due to

its well-balanced en-

gine and conveniently

arranged controlling

mechanism, con-

tributes in no small

measure to the con-

tentment of the rider

and feeling of

long acquaintance-

s h i p wit h' the
machine, even though

that acquaintance

may have been but

short.

With semi T.T. bars and the new type laminate

spring fork, one can imagine no more desirable tyj

of mount for the man who desires to " get there _"t

and back, and withal with the minimum loss of tim

. Hill-climbing. with this all chain-driven " 3J^," «
TL 1 . 11

1

• J ic L i t s 8t; X 88 ml;
1 tie latestj' h.p. sportmg model bunbeam \ -j r
which has'a laminated type sprmg fork. (499 CC.) Side val

engine, is a she

delight. Althou}

provided with thr

separate ratios, t

lower ones

seldom called

use for solo woi

e.xcept, of cour

when startins

from i'est, and p
sibly in thick trafl

for all ordina

The seat lug of the 3^ h.i

Sunbeam has the rear stays braze<

in. An expander bolt and cone'^

secures the saddle-pillar.
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hills aiv (|uilL' widiiii tho com-
|):iss cil' ihe l()|) gear ul' 4.6 to i

fwn Willi .1 rider of nA stone
iiP' It is IK) compliment to a
moimt of tho Sunbeam calibre
to instance Siinrising, lulgc, and
Sudeley Hills, since public
trials have demonstrated that no
hill with a rideable surface is

too steep for such a mount.
One's apprtciation must, there-
fore, Ix; devoted to its reli-

ability, ,its cleanliness, its con-
trollability, and its .generally
excellent design, leaving hilf-

climbing ability as a foregone
con(;lusion. We have proved,
that the clutch will stand any
amount of abuse. The handi-
ness of the detachable wheels we
have not had occasion to demon-
strate with this latest 3^ h.p.,
since the makers are wise enough
to equip it with tyres well up
to their work, and which, as an almost natural result.
have never punctured. A detail worthy of praise is
the oil feed to the gear box, controllable by a two-
vay tap operated from the saddle, thus eliminating
he need for periodic use of the usual separate oil
;un, which, to say the least, is a nuisance and a messy
)peration at best. The gears, incidentally, are
ixtremely quiet in action, as well-cut gears usually are.

A. Cool Running Engine.
Prolonged fast running in no way affects this remark-

bly
^

efficient engine, and that the cooling is
ufficient for all purposes is demonstrated by
he ease with which single iigure gradients are sur-
lounted on the run. Indeed, as we have said, the

:
unbeam owner can revel in hill work whether the

I
Jads are wet or dry, for in the event of wet, the

J/0

rider can proceed in comfort so
far as the machine is concerned,
buoyed up with the knowledge
that, whatever tho elements, the

transmission, running as it does
in oil bath chain cases, is working
under ideal conditions. The
jirolonged life of chains, due to

thL'ir entire [irotection from out-

side elements, needs no' em-
phasis. In our trials we have
I iceii impressed by the absence
of valve clatter; separate timing

wheels are employed for inlet

and exhaust with their respective

cams formed upon them, the

cams operating the adjustable

headed tappets through rockers.

Once or twice in "a rather

light corner, we have raised the

left handle-bar lever expecting to

operate the valve lifter, for-

getting for the moment that the

control of the Sunbeam front

brake is operated by the left-

hand le^er and the valve lifter on the right—but that,

after all, is due to custom, and only confirms our
opinion that motor cycle controls should be stan-

dardised. The brakes themselves are extremely

effective and solidly arranged, nothing to get bent or

disappear with vibration, the wide guards are a

feature to admire, whilst throughout the design bears

the mark, of the master hand only to be expected
when one realises that managers, designer, and testers

alike are keen motor cyclists themselves, always out

to improve, and having a high standard invariably in

mind. In brief, our experience of the machine, extend-

ing over several weeks, has been entirely devoid of un-

toward incident, it has failed at nothing, started easily

with wonderful coiTsistency, not even a puncture has

marred our enjoyment, and consequently one may justly

dub the Sunbeam as a machine of unfailing reliabilitv.

.A MODERN THREE-
SPEED GEAR BOX
AND ITS INTERNAL

PARTS.

tMerior and interior of the Sunbeam countershaft three-speed gear box, z
design m which the gears are always in mesh. The operating mechanism

as well as the kick starter, crank and its pinion, are plainly discernible.
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Hinls on the Cursory
Examinalion and Tuning Up

of a MoJor Cycle.

AT this time of the year, many aiotcir

cyclists are either just in receipt

of a newly-acquired machine, or

are contemplating extended use of a

machine which has possibly hfen laid

up during the winter months.
To ensure a minimum of roadside

trouble, it is well in such circumstances
to overhaul thoroughly all the external

adjustments, and to make certain that

no part requires extensive repair, as if

this is not done early in the year, con-

siderable difficulty and delay may be
experienced in getting any work done
during the spring and early summer
months, when repairers are usually in-

uniiated with work.

A Road Test.

In order to ascertain the general con-

dition and performance of the machine,
it is best to take it out on a short run of

about eight or ten miles ; this is especi-

ally advisable when it has not been used
for some time, or has only been newly
purchased, and the rider is not familiar

with it. After covering this distance at

an easy pace, some general idea of the

condition of the engine and transmission
will have been gained, and a stop should
now be niade to examine the various
parts in detail. It will have been noticed
whether the steering is too loose, and
whether the forks are inclined to clash or

chatter on rough surfaces. If these
troubles have been noticed, it is very
possible that the steering head or wheel
beari;igs ni.iy reiiuire adjustment. Wheel
bearings are best tested when the
machine is jacked up, so that the wheels
can revolve freely. In the case of the
back wheel, the belt should be removed.
An attempt should be made to rock

the wheels sideways, and any shake or

looseness in the bearings should be taken
out by the adjustment provided. In the

case of hubs with the ordinary type of

cup and cone bearing, this is quite ea.-ily

done by screwing in the left-hand cone a
little (it must be remembered that the
adjusting cone should always be on the
near or left-hand side of the machine).
The Douglas, P. and M., Zenitli, and
several other machines are fitted with
disc adjusting hubs ; in . this case
the adjusting disc, if on the left-hand
side, has a left-hand thread, and is

secured by a lock ring, whicli must be
slackened before attempting to tighten
the disc. The latter process being most
easily carried out by using a hammer
and puncli.

Uncertainty in steering may fre-

quently be traced to faulty adjustment of
the steering head bearings. The easiest

Testing the bearmgs by rocking the flywheel.

way to test this is by standing over the
machine, gripping the handle-bars, and
endeavouring to lift them vertically,

against the weight of the machine.. Shake
in the head bearings will at once be
noticed, and the trouble is rectifned by
loosening the head clip bolt and screw-
ing down the adjusting ring, which is

situated immediately above it. A special

ring spanner is usually required for this,

but in emergencies the adjustment may
be effected by means of a hammer and
blunt chisel ; but these tools are liable

to cause a considerable amount of damage
It clumsily handled.
The above adjustments are preferably

carried ' out after the machine has re-

turned from its test, but their necessity
can best be ascertained on the road.

Engine Adjustments.

During the test run it will have been
noticed whether there was an excessive
amount of vibration or whether the
engine was not up to its usual standard
of power. Vibration, if more than is

usually to be noticed, may arise from
several causes ; for instance, the engine
fixing bolts may be loose, or some of the
bearings may be worn. The first trouble
may be remedied as easily as it is traced,
but the second requires more skill and •

experience.
Loose bearings in any of the engfne

parts are most readily noticed on machines
fitted with outside flywheels. In the
case of engines not so fitted, it is neces-
•sary to remove the Uelt, or, if a two or
three-speed gear is incorporated, to place
the gear lever in the neutral position,
then while the engine is still warm hold
the flywltteel, pulley, or sprocket, and
I'otate the engine until the piston reaches
the end of its stroke, then rock the fly-

wheel backwards and forwards. Any
play between the connecting rod bearings
and crank pin or gudgeon pin will be
felt as a slight vibration. It is this

play between the parts which sets up the
annoying vibration often noticed when a

machine is running "light" on the le

or downhill. If the vibration is re:

so excessive as to render tlie mach
uncomfortable to ride, it will be nei

sary to have the bearings renewed, ;

this, of course, will mean dismantl

the engine completely and sending

either to the makers or to a compel

repairer. Should the machine pull .w

however, and only the slightest arao

of vibration be noticeable, it may
assumed that the internal mechanism
the engine Js in good order.

Worn Main Bsarings.

Small two-stroke engines, especi

with plain bearings, lubricated by
,

" petroil " system, may occasionally {

trouble through excessive play . in

mainshaft bushes. Not only will

trouble cause a considerable amount
noise and vibration at high speeds,

it might account for a certain lack

.j)ower"due to a compression leak bet»

the shaft and bush. The condition

these bearings can be readily obser

by taking hold of the flywheel at

top and bottom as shown in the pici

at the head of this article, andj'

deavouring to rock the flywbeel sideSB
Only the sm.allest perceptible anioi^B
movement in tliis direction is pwB
sible, but a direct in and out nioveiH

of the shaft may be allowed up to ^r

^^jin- Iq the case of all outside fly"

engines, it is necessary that the flywii

lock-nut should be kept tightly hamm.'J

up into its place, and a special span''

for this purpose is usually supphec«'y

the makers. From time to time it sh!|l<i

be placed over the nut and a few s^i'

blows with a hammer given, ot't;

wise the flywheel may become loose (-"i

shear its key, or damage the shafjo"

which it is fitted. ,

The engine having been thoroiji'y

warmed up with its test run, the W
is in a position to estimate the comp-
sion retaining state of the engine,

ij

'

kick starter is fitted, tlie compre^'ii"'
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hIiiiiiIiI niaiiitaiii tlic ruk'i-'B weight, on
tlio pi'ilals for (jiiilf iin apin'ci'lable time,

but if no sUirtirig iippai'atiis is iirovitlecj

nn endeiivour slioiild be made to pull Uiu

buck wheel round by hiind with the top

(;car engaged, listening carefully the

while for any slight sound indicating tlie

luiikitge of compression. It is well to

remember when testing compression that

the throttle should be almost fully open.

If the compression is noticeably weak,
it is as well to inspect some of the

external adjustments before commencing
to dismantle any parts. Notice whether
the valve caps and sparking plugs are
tight, or whether they show trace of

leakages, and if these appear to be in

order examine the clearances of the valve
tappets. Although the latter may appear
to be in order when the engine is cold, it

is 'l'''tc possible that the clearance is

insufficient wlien the engine is warm.

Tappet Clearances.

The clearance befween the valve head
and tappet should be such as to permit
the insertion of a thin visiting card, as
shown in the illustration below.

The.se points being in order, remove the
valve cap in order to find out the internal
state of the engine, as regards the amount
of carbon deposit in the cylinder head.
Should the inner surface of the valve cap
he thickly coated, it may be assumed
that the engine requires^ decarbonising,

pnrcDisi^ciuB

that the gaps are not too closely adjii«tej.

About Jain, is a satisfactory gup for the
sparking plug points.

Transmission Details.

As a rule, iliwe is \('iy little attention
rcipiired in maintaining the transmission
of a modern motor cycle in good running
order. This is especially so in the case
of chain-cum-belt or all-encteed chain
drive. The essential adjustment concerns
the correct tension of belt or chain as the
case may be. Chains should not be run
too tight. A short chain, such as that
between engine and counter.^hari, .should

have about ^in. up and down |)lay mid-
way between the two sprockets, and it

is to be remembered that correct align-

ment has far more bearing on .satisfactory

results than a small variation in tension.

Should the chain be out of alignment
considerable wear will be noticed on the
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quite free. After draining off the parallin

it should be junntrsed in a bath of hot

grease in which a ijuantity of graphite has

been mixed, and allowed to remain in

this for some hours, when it may bo

assumed that the lubricant has reached

all the bearing surfaces between rivets

and bushes of the links. Chain tension

should bo tested with the wheel in several

positions so as to avoid " tight spots."

Where the final drive is by belt the
adjustments are much more simple, and
it is merely necessary to eee that the belt

is at the correct tension—that is to say,

it should not be po.«sible to depress it

midway between pulleys more than about
Iin. The condition of the ends of the
belt should be noticed, and if the fastener

shows signs of pulling through it will be
as well to cut off about Iin, of the belt

and refit the fastener again, making up

"^U^

lid, of course, this must be done in the
arage, the cylinder having to be re-
loved, and the inside of the head and the
iston top being thoroughly cleaned by
craping off the deposit.

Grinding-in the Valves.

^

Uranted that all the above mentioned
;
Jjustments are in order and the com-

I

re^sion is still not as it should be, it is

ossible that the exhaust valves have

j
ecome burnt, and, it so, they must bo

j
'moved and ground in with carborundum

1
owder or one of the special grinding
istes specially prepared for this purpose.

I

While the Valve caps are out of the
,
,'hnder it is as well to examine the

-
larking plugs, at the same time cleaning
10 points very carefully, and noticing

side plates at one side of the chain, and
if this is permitted chain breakages
may be expected with annoying frecjuenev,

therefore make certain that the chain
sprockets are in the same line, and that

the shafts on which they are carried are

parallel. Long chains such as those in

the final element of the transmission from
countershaft to back wheel may be per-

mitted a little more play, say, |iri. mid-
way between the sprockets, and here
again alinnment is the. most important
consideration. Usually the front chains
are reasonably well protected, but final

drive chains very often run under tlie

most adverse conditions. If the chain is

noticeably dry it should be removed when
the garage is reached, and should be
soaked in paraffin until all the joints are

(Left) It should be just possible to insert

a thin visiting card between valve stem and

tappet when the engine is warm

(Right) A small amount of up and down

play should be allowed on the chain.

the length by means of one of the special

detachable leather links, which can be
fitted to almost any standard fastener.

Carburetter and Lubrication System.

If the engine has performed satisfac-

torily during its short test, it may be
assumed that the carburetter is in order,

although it is well to note whether any
flooding takes place when the machine is

brought to a standstill. Considerably
improved consumption may usually be
obtained by lowering the petrol level

somewhat beyond the setting usually

adopted* by the makers. Alterations in

level are effected by raising or lowering
the small collar fitted on the float chamber
needle. In the case of top feed and in-

verted needle carburetters the level is

lowered by tapping the collar, which is

a driving" fit, further down the needle.

Older pattern carburetters, in which the

needle is controlled by small balanced

E7
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weights, are altered by reversing this

process, i.e., tlie collar is raised slightly

when the level is to be lowered. Per-

sistent flooding of the carburetter is

usually caused by the needle valve seat-

ing being badly worn and if a very

distinct ridge is found on the pointed
end of the needle should be trimmed off

with an exceedingly fine file, and the
needle should then be slightly ground on
to its seating.

All the carburetter parts should be

carefully cleaned, and it is advisable to

remove the petrol pijJe and notice that
it is clear ; the same applies also to the

jet. Turning to the lubrication system,
machines fitted with ordinary
hand pumps or two-strokes
lubricated on . the petroil system
may be dismissed almost at

once, as neither of these arrange-
ments requires attention. If a

semi-automatic drip feed is

fitted, it should be observed that

the oil passes freely. In the

case of those two-stroke engines

which utilise crank case suction

to induce a flow of oil through
a sight feed, it is advisable to

run the engine on tlie stand or

in a neutral position, a n d

if it happens that no flow of oil

is noticed, the trouble may be

traced to defective operation of

the small non-return valve
which is usually fitted at the

base of the sight feed body.

This yalve consists of a small

disc of pen steel, and it should

be removed from time to time

and cleaiied witli petrol. Its

action depends upon the alter-

nate compression and depression

, in the crank case due to the

movement of the piston ; it closes as the

piston descends and opens as the piston

rises, thus permitting the pai'tial vacuum
in the crank case to draw upon the oil

in the tank. This system is perfectly

satisfactory, but it is somewhat sus-

ceptible to temperature variations ,•- in

cold weather the viscosity of the oil

prevents a free flow under the influence
of comparatively low crank case suction,
and the regulator should be adjusted
accordingly.

If the engine has fired with regularity
o"h its brief test run, it may be safely
assumed that the -ignition apparatus is

in order ; however, make certain that
continued satisfaction is likely to be ob-
tained. It is well to inspect one or two
details, so that some estimation of their
future life is possible. The platinum
points should first have attention, and
must be set so that they open .5 ram.

;

they should close smartly and meet
evenly, and may be trimmed with a fine

Play in the head

may cause

uncertain steering

The fault can

readily traced

lifting t

handle - bars

shown.

file if the surfaces are not smooth and
clean. On removing the contact breaker
disc a carbon brush will be found behind
it. This should be cleaned with petrol,

as also should the track on which it runs,

if the latter is oily. The high-tension
brushes may also be cleaned in the same

way if oil is present, and the slip ring

may be cleaned by inserting a petrol-

soaked rag through the brush orifice and
rotating the engine. Lubricate the mag-
neto very sparingly if oil holes are pro-

vided.

Final ABjustments.

Having glanced over all these points,

and assuming that no troubles have been
discovered which demand extensive dis»

mantling or expert attention, it only

remains to examine all parts on the

machine which could - possibly come
loose through the effect of vibration.

Carefully go over the whole of the nutsj

on the machine, tightening up everything
securely with a spanner. Ca^H
an eye over the tyres, renewing
the valve rubbers if they showj

be ' any tendency towards gradual!
by deflation, and systematically I

,g
' lubricate with thin oil all mov-

1

ing parts such as controls, brake I
^^

pedal, wheel bearings, front fork,!

spindles, and, in fact, ever;

point where movement take
place. Adjust the brakes cars

- . fully and take up the adjust
merit on all the control wires i

the levers show any idle move
ment jDerfore commencing
move the particular part whicl
they operate.

The Secret of Skill.

Attention to all these details

will have familiarised the ride'

with the state of every part o
his machine, and if he note:

anything which is in the leas;

doubtful, he will be able ti

anticipate the cause of any in
• voluntary mechanical stop^

almost as soon as it takes place
It may truly be said of those moto.
cyclists who are so expert, and whosi
diagnosis of roadside troubles is almos
uncannily rapid; that the essence of thei

apparent skill is due to their realisation

of the saying that "To be forewarned \\

to be forearmed." ' AVH.iRFED.u,E.

A SPORTING MONOCAR.
IT has often been suggested that there

is a sure market for a monocar built

and finished in a first-class manner by
a firm who could market it effectively.

So tar, most such propositions have
emanated from small firms, and their

specifications, with one exception, have
not been sufficiently good to make them
a commercial success.

The machine illustrated is an entirely

different proposition. It is a "designed
job," produced by a firm of engineers
well equipped to make it in quantities.

This fii'm is Thompson Bros, (liilston),

Ltd., who have for so_me time been
experimenting with three-wheelers—the
T.B. cycle car described in our is.me for

January 8th being the leading model.
Shaft drive, an 8 h.p. air-cooled V

engine bolted up directly to a two-speed
and reverse gear box, and a tubular frame
form the chief items of specification. The
only departure from standard in the
sporting model is that the steering
column is fitted centrally.

b8

.^A*-«W!!a^

A Single-seated Model
of the T.B. Three-wheele

1 lie 3|jumiig model T.B. nionocar. The chassibi

details are the same as the T.B. runabout, a smgle-seater
I

body replacing the standard type.
f

A "beetle back" body of pleasing
design provides ample room for driver,
luggage, guns, fishing tackle, or golf
clubs, while at the rear there is an

emergency seat for an occasional p.J

senger. The- body is well upholstered ai(

finished in scarlet and black, and di'

wheels add to its sporting appearance.;
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The Latest Entrants in the Motor Cycle Field.
New Lightweight?. Developments in Scooters. A Tandem Motor Cycle.

A Miniature Tricycle A Manxiand Mount.

The Witall sporting model, which has y\
a T.D C engine and T.T. bars. "

The Witall tourist machine employ-

ing an Arden two-slrokc engine

AS was to be expected, the demand .fcn'

motor vehicles of all types is iiKjiic-

ing many small firms to introduce
motor cycles. These almost invariably

take the form of "assembled" light-

weights, and the passenger field is left

to those who produce most of the parts
themselves. This is probably due to the
fact that the production of engines of

larger sizes is strictly limited, whereas
the manufacturers of two-stroke units and
sjliall gear boxes ai'e in greater evidence,
and, owing to the simplicity of the two-
stroke engine and the small gear box,
fairly large quantities can be produced
quickly.

Below we give particulars of some of
the new propositions to which we have
just referred.

THE WITALL LIGHT-
WEIGHTS.

T\TO two-stroke lightweights are being
introduced by the Witall- Garage,
136b, Tanners Hill, Lewisham High

Road, New Cross, London, S.E.8. They
are similar in design, with the exception
of the power units and petrol tank capa-
cities. Model A is a sporting little

machine, and employs a T.D.C. engine
fur the power unit," whicli, it will be
remembered, has a bore and stroke of

70x70 mm. (269 c.c).
The frame of the sporting model has

? diagonal top tube, and the tank a capa-
city of one gallon of petrol and a quart
of oil. The T.T. handle-bars no doubt
will tempt the younger class of enthusiast
to a large degree. 26x2in. Dunlop tyres
and Saxon spring forks are at present
fitted, but it is possible that a
different fork may be substituted at a
later date. The Witall model B is a
tom-ist machme with an Arden two-stroke
as the power unit.
As in ilodel A, an Araac carburetter

and C.A.V. magneto are fitted, the latter
benig in front of the engine and driven
by an enclosed roller chain.
The petrol tank has a capacity of one

and a half gallons of spirit and over a
quart of lubricant. Substantial and neat
aluminmm footboards and Roc two-speed
gear boxes are fitted on both models.
We are informed that delivery of both

I

models can be made in approximately
I
sixteen days.

THE WILLOW SCOOTER.
ALTHOUGH termed a motor scooter,

the machine shown in the illustra-

tion would perhaps be better termed
a miniature motor cycle employing the
Wall Auto-wheel as a power unit. For
a machine of this type the open frame has
many advantages; the simplicity of its

construction, which consists simply of

Simplicity in design

—the Willow minia-
ture motor cycle.

bolting the frame tubes which support the

front and rear wheels to a stout ash foot-

board, renders it suitable for quantity

production.
This construction gives greater flexi-

bility than a metallic frame, and it is

claimed that the rider's comfort is greatly

enhanced thereby.
A single lever carburetter is fitted,

and, moreover, the compression release

device is operated from the throttle lever.

This machine is manufactured bv the
Willow Autocycle Co., Willow Works,
Willow Street, Victoria, London, S.W.I

A NOVEL TANDEM.
THE Jackson motor cycle Is the inven-

tion of Mr. R. L. Jackson, who has
been associated with the motor in-

dustry since 1896, and was one of the

pioneers of the light car movement.
Intended primarily for short journeys, it

has an open frame, carrying the engine
amidships inside the duplex tubes in such

a position that if the
machine falls over the
power unit is not
damaged.
In the machine shown "

to us the engine was
a 2| h.p. Union two-
stroke, driving directly

to the back wheel by
means of a belt. In
future models, however,
a two-speed gear and
spring forks will be
fitted. The petrol tank
is carried in front of

the driver.

Not the least interesting part of the

machine is the method of springing the
platform on which the two seat cushions
are carried. This is mounted on laminated
springs, and it is so constructed that two
passengers can comfortably be carried, or,

if desired, the after cushion may be
removed and a large box carrier fitted.

The major part of the weight is below
the centre of the wheels, which should
tend to keep the machine steady and to
reduce the chances of skidding. At
present three-ply wood mudguards are
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fitted, and another interesting feature is

the tyres, which are 550 X 65 "mm., as
fitted to Baby Peugeot cars.

The machine is handled in London by
IMessrs. Gastons, Ltd., 212-214, Great
Portland Street, London, W.l.

A MINIATURE MOTOR
TRICYCLE.

A LITTLE three-wheeler, embodying
clutch and hand starter, intended
for light delivery, has been placed

on the market by the Abbott Ford Motor
Scooter and Engineering Co., Ltd., 5,

Surbiton Road, Kingston, Surrey.
The frame is constructed of strip steel,

the longitudinal members terminating at

the forward end in V shaped supports,
which are welded to the steering head,
laminated springs supporting the rear
axle.

The Abbott Ford, a three-wheeler

designed for light delivery

clutch, the clutch spring being located
between the cone and a flange keyed
to the axle. The clutch pedal, which is

provided with a ratchet, is connected
to the clutch ring by a rod and bell
crank lever.

16in. X 2Jin. tyres and attractive dome-
shaped mudguards are fitted.

All the components of the scooter have
been made as light as possible, resulting
in a total weight of under 40 lb.

During our brief trial of this machine,
the engine unit seemed quite satisfactory.
It would be advisable, however, either
completely to enclose the transmission
system or provide an undershield to pro-
tect it from the mud and dust. This
suggestion will, we understand, be car-
ried out in future models. The spring-
ing of the rear wheel was good. The
seat supporting members, however, are
inclined to be weak, which permits con-
siderable side sway when turning a
corner. These members are also to be
adequately improved.

Undoubtedly there is

a potential demand for
a light motor-driven
vehicle for light de-
livery which will give
a service showing de-
cided advantages over
the pedal carrier cycle,
and which can be
handled by a youth of
average intelligence. To
appeal to small shop-
keepers,' the price and
the running costs must
be kept low, and minia-
tures such as the Abbott
Ford appear to fill

the bill.

A 2^ h.p. two-stroke engine, having
a bore and stroke of 77 mm. x57 mm.,
and fitted with a Fellows magneto, is

held between the rear ends of the frame
members by two right angled plates.

The tank, holding half a gallon of

petrol and oil mixed, is fixed immediately
below the seat, the supports of which
are welded to the main frame members.
Attached to the seat support is a skeleton
frame for the accommodation of a de-
livery box. The drive from the engine

A MANXLAND MOUNT.
JUST as one associates Epsom Downs

with racehorses, so does a motor cycle

produced in the Isle of Man auto-

matically become a T.T. mount. It is

therefore, perhaps, not surprising that

the nev.- Aurora motor cycle, made by
Aurora Motors, of Mona Terrace,

Douglas, I.O.M., is a sporting little

mount, which should make a strong

appeal to the youth of Manxland.
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The engine is a 3 h.p. Dalra two-

stroke, having double exhaust pipes to

the silencer, t>wo-speed gear, hand-con-

trolled clutch, chain-cum-belt transmis-

sion, 26x25in. tyres, D.R. handle-bars,

E.I.C. magneto, and Amac carburetter.

The price of the two-speed model is 75
gns., single-speed 65 gns.

ROADS IN THE MIDLANDS
THE road information contained below

has been compiled by the Birming-
ham ofiice of the A.A. and M.U.,

and will be of great assistance to many
motor cyclists during the coming holidays :

Worcester - Malvern. — Tarmac laying

from Powick to Worcester City boundary,
duration three months. Roller working
at Newlands Common. Widening opera-

tion Worcester City boundary to Alal^ern i

Town boundary.
Worcester - Tewkesbury. — Bumpy be-

;

tween second and third milestones from
,

Worcester.
,

Birmingham - Worcester. — Bumpy at

Droitwich, Witton, and Roclthill, Bronis-

grove. Care should be taken in wet
weather half mile south of Rubery.
Birmingham-Bristol Old Road. — The

portion of the road known as Rosehill,
j

Rednal, should be avoided ; it is used as
;

a test hill for heavy lorries.

Birmingham-Walsall.—Road bad.
Birmingham-Wolverh'pton.—Very bad.

Birmingham-Wolverhampton (via Wil
lenhall).—Road bad condition.

Wolverhampton - Stourbridge. — Verj

bumpy between Wolverhampton and

,

Himley. Roller working between third
\

and fourth milestones south of Wolver I

hampton, full width.
Wolverhampton-Stafford.—Bad betweei

Gailey and Wolverhampton.
Tamworth-Lichfield.—Bumpy, particii

larly on approaches to both towns.

Erdington-Gailey (Chester Road.)-
Chester Road crossing (Erdington) t;

Gailey very bumpy.
Birmingham - Tamworth (via Tyburi

and Minworth).—Bad.
Northampton-Stony Stratford.—Tarma

laying and roller working betweei

Wootton and Collingtree.

Shrewsbury-Ludlow. — Tarmac layini

and roller working at Craven Arms, ful

width. All clear day and night.

The rear

the Abbott Ford
showing clutch

sprocket is taken by roller chain to a
gear-reducing sprocket on a countershaft,

from which the final drive is taken by
chain to the rear axle. Located on the
off side of the rear- axle sjjrocket is

an external contracting band brake,

operated from a pedal situated on the
right of the footboard, and on the near
side of the sprocket is a Fei'odo-lined
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Olmcs to TLlgl)t TLamps,

Apr
Summer Tijie.

1st 8.1

5rd 8.4

5th 8.7

7th 8.10

The T.T.

Three Blackbunies, at least, will be

in this year's T.T., a team having been
entered by JMessrs. Burney and Black-

burne.

k Dangerous Hill.

-The Eoyal Antomobile Club informs us

that White Hart Hill, about li miles

from Bristol, is under repair, and in

a dangerous condition for motoring.

Jlotor Cycle Dumps.
W.D. open lorries, paclved with war-

worn motor cycles, are to be seen daily

on the Dover Road. Some are packed
flat on each other ; others are dumped
in, front wheel foremost, or with the

wheels upwards. It is said the machines
ar^ arriving n'a Richborough from the

French dumps near Calais.

Graduates' Section of the I.A.E.

At a meeting of the London Branch
of the Graduates' Section of the In-

stitution of Automobile Engineers held

recently at 28, Victoria Street, Lon-
don,., S.'W.l, Mr. J. Chappell read

a paper on "Magnetos." The author
' described in a very lucid manner the

functions of the various parts of the

magneto, and the characteristics of the

different types. A very instructive and
interesting contribution was added by
Lt.-Col. Bristow.

Police Activity.

We are informed that the police are

active at Epsom, working in the ten-

mile limit in High Street, also at

Leatherhead on the Dorking Road, be-

tween the town and the church at the

top of the first hill out, working both
ways.

iManchester motor cyclists are warned
that a police trap is working daily be-

tween Hallowfield Station and the White
Lion Hotel, Withington, from 5.30 to

9 p.m.. and no fewer than ten riders were
etonped within an hour on March 22nd
for speed, obscured number plates, or in-

sufficient lighting.

C. T. NEWSOME
(left) and

W. F. NEWSOME.

In pre-war days there was much confusion between C. T. Newsome, of the Rover Co.,

and W. F. Newsome, of the Triumph Co. Both were leading competition men who early

joined H.IVl. Forces when the great call came. Now they are back with their respective

firms, and were, oddly enough, encountered together by a Motor Cycle photographer.

. $f>cclal 'yi.aluTi.s.

RUNNING REPAIRS AND ADJUSTMENTS-

ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.

NEW LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Western Enthusiasm.

Judging by the crowds at the start and
finish of the Bath Club trial last week,
the sporting side of the game is booming
in that district. To run two twenty-four
hours trials in a few weeks and to get an
entry of about thirty each time at this

unsympathetic season of the year is

distinctly good.

Second-hand Prices.

There appears to be a further slight

rise in second-hand prices with the advent
of spring. This, however, seems to be
confined principally to high-class outfits,

while the single-geared lightweights and
two-strokes are the same as last month,
ranging from £30 to £60.
For prospective riders who find high-

class 'variable-geared machines beyond
their means, and who are content to ride
entirely solo, there are quite a number
of single-geared 3^ h.p. to 4 h.p. mounts
of good make available at this time for
about £50, which, with a little care in

selection, would give much enjoyment.

A J S , igij, 6 b.p., sidecar rioo-^i 5
„ 1916 and later i;i3o-£2:o

Bradbury, 4 h.p., single-speed, solo "
l"35-/'.so

4 h.p., sidecar £60-/80
B.S A., 4j h.p., 3 -speed, sidecar £7o-£i55
Calthorpe-Jap, a'J h.p., 2-speed £45-£6o
Clyno, 2-stroke, 3-speed C&o-I 70

,, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar ^95^25
Douslas, 2j h.p., W.D h°-£7°

., 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £75-£j6o
Enfield, :i h.p., 2-stroke £55-£70

„ 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £55-£94
6 h.p., sidecar foo-£i75

Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, sidecar £1 10-^200
Hurnber, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, sidecar .". —
Indian, 19T4, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar ... £75~£ll5

1919, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar . . . /"ioo-£205
Lea-Francis ,f68-£llo
Levis, 2j h.p., single speed £35-iC45

„ 2i h.p., 2-speed £54
Matchless-Mag, sidecar £i20-£i85
New Hudson, zi h.p., 2-stroke £40-£58
New Imperial. 23 h.p., 2-speed £iO-(,(:Q
Norton, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £ii5-ri30
P. & M., 1919., 3!, h.p.. sidecar £8o-£l30
Rover, I9i3-i4, li h.p., T.T iC43-)CS5

„ 1914 3^ h p., 3-speed, sidecar .... £110
„ 1918, 5-6 h.p., 3-sp. c/shaft, sidecar £135-^176

Rudge-Multi, 35 h.p £65-£95

„ 5-6 h.p., sidecar £120
Scott, solo £53-?i=o

„ sidecar £95-£r6o
Sunbeam, 1915-18, 3i h.p., solo £8o-fioo

,, 3 i h.p., sidecar £iio-£i75
T riumph, ^^ h.p., single-speed £35-£5o

„ 3i h.p., 3-speed hub £45-£7o

„
4' h.p., 3-speed c/shaft, solo . .. £85-£iio

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed c/shaft, sidecar. £ioo-£i50

„ 2l h.p., 2-stroke i'50-£6o

Zenith, 6 h~p., sidecar jC7S-£i35

C7
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LIKE FATHER—LIKE SON.

The youngest entrant in the London-

Land's End event, C. W. W. Cooper (the

son of the well-known competition rider).

Although only 14^ years of age, this young

motor cyclist has much experience behind

him, having ridden Harley-Davidsons,

Triumphs, Douglases, and a Bradbury and

sidecar. His mount on Saturday will be a

2i h.p. Douglas.

Easter AwheeL
This Easter promises to see a record

number of motor cyclists on the roads,

whether on touring' bent or in competi-

tion: The two outstanding events

arranged are the Northern meeting of

motor cyclists at Richmond, Yorks., on

Good Friday, and the M.C.C. London

to Land's End run on Easter Saturday.

Obstructions on the Road.

Both TU Motor CycU and The Auto

car have in the stronge.5t possible

manner urged that large and heavy

road vehicles be fitted with means by
which they may immediately be aware of

following trafBc.

At the recent Royal Automobile Club
General Committee meeting, two matters

bearing on this subject were proposed.

The Warwickshire County Council sug-

gest making a byelaw, requiring that

every locomotive and heavy motor car

used on a highway in the county shall

be provided with a mirror, fixed in such
a position as will enable the driver to

observe traffic approaching from the rear.

The proposal was wjft-mly approved,
and referred to the Commercial Motor
Users' Association, with the recommend-
ation that they would support it.

A Nisbet Award in the T.T.

Appreciation has been widely expressed
at the decision of the Auto Cycle Union
to award a special prize in future Tourist
Trophy contests to the competitor display-
ing the greatest pluck and endurance in

the race. This prize will be known as the
"Nisbet" award, and will commemorate
the late Mr. J. R. Nisbet, chairman of

the Auto Cycle Union from 1914 to the
time of his death last summer. The
classic motor cycle road race, held annually
in the Isle of Man, certainly provides scope
for the exercise of the finest sporting
instincts, and it is well that these should
be recognised by a special prize given in

memory of one who was an example of

the best type of British sportsman. At
the same time the A.C.U. has been wise
to rule that any competitor who continues
in the race while suffering from injuries

will not qualify for the new award.

Annual Elections.

At the meeting of the A«to Cycle Union
held in London last week, the Hon. Sir

Arthur Stanley was unanimously re-elected

president, and the following gentlemen
were elected vice-presidents : Lt.-Col. A.
E. Davidson, Rev. E. P. Greenhill, Mr.

H. P. E. Harding, Sir Capel Holden, Col

P. Lindsay-Lloyd, Lt.-Col. D. F. NichoU
Col. M. O'Gorman, Sir JuUan Orde, Mr
G. F. Sharp, and Mr. A. W.- Torkingtoii

At the subsequent annual meeting of indi

vidual members the following gentJemei

were elected as represejitatives of indi

vidual members on the General Com
mittee : Messrs. S. L. Bailey, W. Cooper
A. Ross, G. Smith, E. B. Ware, and W
H. Welk.

Identification Dates.

In order to protect purchasers
second-hand F.N. motor cycles, th(

Lmidon Concessionnaires F.N. (England)
Ltd., have provided us with the number
and dates of these popular Belgiai

machines since 1902. We are glad t(

give publicity to these figures, and hopi

British manufacturers will afford u
similar facilities to assist buyers
second-hand machines. The F.N. date;

and numbers are as follow :

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Year.
1902 .. .. .. Nos. 5,000 to 5,939
1903 „ 6,000 „ 9.999
1904-6 10.000 „ 14,999
1907-9 20,000 ,, 24,999
1909-10 30,000 „ 31,999
1910-11 32,000 „ 34,999
1912-13 40,000 „ 41,999
1913-14 ., .. „ 42,000 „ 45,830
1920 46,300

FOUR-CYLINDER MACHINES, A.I.V.
Year.
1905 Nos. 15,000 to 16,999
1906-7 17,000 „ 19,999
1908-9 ,, 25,000 „ 29,999
1910-11 35,000 „ 36,999
1911-12 .. .. „ 37,000 „ 39,999
1912-13 50,000 „ 61,503

FOUR-CYLINDER, 7 H.P., M.O.V.
Year.
1914 Nos. 70,000 to 70,576
1920 71,000

"The majority of motor cycle manufacturers have during the past few weeks accelerated their output to the utmost degree. The above group
depicts testers on the top of Stoneleigh Hill, a gradient of 1 in 9 The little car is the new 8 h p. air-cooled Kover recently descnbeJ
in The Autocar.
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An Inspection of the
T.T. Course.

Satisfactory Condition of Ifie Roads.

QUITE reooiitly \vc had the opportunity of making a
coniiik'tc circuit of the T.T. course, witli the excep-
tion of the short cut in Ramsey to the Snuefell Roaa,
which is not yet open.

For the most part we found the roads in quite good con-
dition and pleasantly free from the eternal potholes one
encounters everywhere in England, the reason being, of
course, that no lorries are to be found on the Island to
liamnier the roads which, on the average, are superior to

those at home.
Our trip had as a starting point the Quarter Bridge

Hotel (a mile outside Douglas) from which place towards
Union Mills the road is fair and under the steam roller

for half a mile.

From Union Mills to Orosby the surface is moderate,
and remains so until the Ballacraine Hotel corner is reached,
when the road up the rise improves considerably.
The surface through Glen Helen is excellent all the way,

and particularly beautiful at this time of the year, when the
Manx gorse is in full bloom.
Creg Willey has some rough stretches for the first 300

yards, but signs of repairs are observable by the roadside.
From the crest of tliis hill, for the next four miles, the

road is beautiful in more senses than one until the Kirk-
micha«l corner is reached.

The village street is bumpy, but it is good past Bishop's
Court for four miles, when the surface becomes bad and
continues in this condition, becoming steadily wor'se all the
way to Ramsey. The corner over the bridge before the
Ginger Hall Hotel is wide and good, but possesses this dis-

tinction alone until the town is reached.
A3 the short cut to the mountain is not yet available,

we made across the level crossing, narrowly escaping annihi-

lation by an incoming electric train. ,

Up the slope of Snaefell the wild mountain road is, for

the most pai't, in fair condition, being especially good for

the first three miles—the hairpin bend has been recently
repaired.

Tile road becomes more and more grass-grown as one
approaches the summit (which, when we passed, was wreathed

An adjustable

footrest for

siiiecar uiS.

.

THE LATEST TAN-SAD SEAT.

As a substitute for spring frames and spring seat-pillars,

the Tan-Sad Worlcs have now introduced a new
motor cyclist's seat. Briefly, it consists of a seat

fixed on the ends of two" quarter-elliptic springs
which are secured to a frame suitable for locking to the
carrier. The pivotal point, instead of being placed imme-
diately in front of the rider, as is the case with the majority
of saddles, is located as far as is possible behind him. This
gives a. maximum resilience. The attachment can be instantly

to top of

hny m
Ixwn Bra/ Hill

fevly made

in rain clouds), and is somewhat rough for the last mile or

so until nearing the fiat stretch before the Bungalow, where
the crown of the road is dangerously humped in places.

From this point down the mountain to the finishing post
is probably the fastest stretch of the course, and for five

miles the road is in excellent condition, as far as the corner
of St. Ninian's Church, where the road is bad to the top of

Brae Hill, which has been newly metalled from top to

bottom.
The above observations will serve to show that the T.T.

course is, with the exception of a few short stretches, in a
.safe and satisfactory condition for the forthcoming race, and
it is evident that these rough places will be attended to
by the Manx authorities before the course is opened for
practice.

AN ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST
FOR SIDECARS.

NECESSITY is a prolific mother of inventions, and no
doubt the adjustable footrest for sidecars illustrated

is the outcome of experience on the part of sidecar

passengers. In the majority of cases, short people
are required to use sidecar bodies more suitable for tall

passengers, and rice verfa. and in the former case a means
of easily adjusting the "reach" will no doubt be very
much appreciated.

The device shown is manufactured by Messrs. W. Towell
and Co., of Earlsdon, Coventry, and is sold at 21s. It consists

of a five-ply wood platform on a hinged frame, which is

secured to the sidecar floorboards, three positions being avail-

able—flat, and at two angles. It is perfectly rigid when-
in use, and occupies practically no space when in the down
position, and should be specially suited to any sidecar having
a roomy front portion.

fitted to carriers. The address of the makers is Freeman
Street, Birmingham.

A Tan-Sad seat to replace the of a motor cycle.
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194 Competitors in this Year's Easter Long-distance Run to Land's End.

AT midnight to-morrow {Friday, April

2nd) nearly 200 motor cyclists and
light car owners will be- assembled

at Cranford Bridge, Hounslow for the

INI.C.C. Easter run to Land's End. This

means, counting one person for every solo

machine, two for each sidecar, and,

assuming that the light cars will also

carry one passenger only in addition to

the driver, that about 300 persons will

journey to the south-western end of

England.
It is a big run—314 miles—with only

two intervals of an hour each to break
into the 20 m.p.h. schedule, and illustrates

the keen enthusiasm of motor cyclists for

long-distance runs sans a mass of irritat-

ing conditions when so many competitors

are forthcoming.

The Jarrott Cup.

The premier award was presented to

the M.C.C. by Mr. Chas. Jarrott, O.B.E.,
and is known as the Jarrott Cup. The
run was first held in 1908, when twenty-
five competitors journeyed westward, and
was won by S. G. Frost (4^ twin
Minerva), whose total error was 2m. 22s.

F. G. Smith (3^ Triumph) secured the
trophy in 1909 with a total time error
of 2ra. 22s. ; as in the previous year's
contest, twenty-five riders competed.

In 1910 there were thirty-five competi-
tors, and the trophy was won by the
late Sir R. K. Arbuthnot on a 3^ h.p.
Triumph, his total time error being 2m.
9s. This was the first year the trial was
held at Easter, August Bank Holiday
being the date of the previous runs.
In 1911 a slightly more difficult route

was planned, which included the crossing
of Dartmoor. Sixty-nine competitors
started, and the winner was the late
A. J. Moorhouse (7 Indian). Time en'or,
2m. 32s.

No fewer than eighty-six motor cyclists
entered for the 1912 'event, the winner
being Harold Karslake (3^ h.p. Rover),
whose total time error was only 52s. ; and
in 1913, out of 110 competitors, P. W.
Moffatt (2| Douglas) secured the cup.
Time error, Im. 373.

CI2

One hundred and seventy-four competed
in 1914—the last event—and the honour
of securing the cup went to E. A. CoUiver
(7 Indian), whose total time error was
Im. 7s.

All the foregoing trials to- Land's End
have included the return journey, but this

year a change has been made, the trial

being over the single journey only.

The route has been altered, and takes
in Porlock and Lynton hills. The number
of competitors constitute a record, in

which connectioa it is. interesting to com-
pare the entries in past London-Laud's
End trials :

1908 ... ... 25 1912 ... ... 86
1909 ... ... 25 1913 ... ... 110
1910 ... ... 35 1914 ... ... 174
1911 ... ... 69 1920 ... ... 194

First. Competitor's Schedule.
Total

Time. Place. Distance.
12 . I . . Cranford Bridge —
12.41 .. Maidenhead - I3,V

1

.

20 .

.

Reading 26!
2 . 1

1

. . Newbury 43 J
2.37 .. Hungerford 52"

3. 7 .. Marll3orough 62
3.50 . . Deviics 76i
4 . 20 . . Trowbridge S6i
4.47 . . Frome 95t
5.21 .. Shepton Mallet io6J
5.48 ..Glastonbury 115J
6.32 .. Bridgwater 130.V

7.32 .. Depart after breakfast .

—

'

8.24 .. Williton 148
9. 6 . . Porlock 162
Q.52 .. Lynmouth 173!
9.54 . . Lynton Hill Top 174

10

.

48 .

.

Barnstaple 191
11. 15 .. Bideford 200J
12. II .. Holsworthy 218^
12.53 -• Launceston 232!
1.53 . . Depart after luncheon .

.

—

'

2 . 58 . . Bodmin 254I
4 . 12 . . Truro 278i
5.28 . . Penzance 304
5.58 .. Land's End 314

Below we give a list of the competitors
in this year's event

:

SOLO.
1. Hugh Gibson (2'/. Clyno).
2. F. Notari (4 Triumph).
3. A, Wooding (4 Sunbeam).
4. E. Poster (2?4 Hobirtl.
5. H. F. O. Evans (SV- Sunbeam).
6. C. A. McKeand (4 Harley-Davidson).
7. H. W. Glendinning (8 Blackburne).
8. B. C.

" .- ~ •

9. L. T.

V. Gayford (5 Zenith).
Major S. R. Axford (4 Triumplil
K. V. Chidley (5 Brough).
W. E. Brough (5 Brough).
H. Thorpe (2% Douglas).
A. J. Sproston (SVo Lea-Francie'

.

W. Cooper (SVa Lea-Francis).
C. W. W. Cooper (2?4 Douglas).
H. Karslake (6-7 Ariel).
F. R. G; Spikins (7-9 Harley-DavidsOL
W. J. Fleetwood (3 A.B.C.).
P. A. Longman (S'/o Ariel).
T. S. Sharratt (4 Triumph).
J. Robertson-Brown (3-10 Henderson).
H. E. Symons (3% Scott).
V. Olssen (8 New Imperial).
J. A. Hilger (S'A Rover).
E. B. Clark (4 Blackburne).
H. F. Edwards (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).
W. Ford (2% Blackburne).
E. C. Redvers Johnson (SV" Humber).
G. A. Reed (3% Scott).
A. E. Walker (2?4 Hobart).
H. B. Browning (3% Scott).
J. Harrison (3 Calthorpe).
H. V. Bateman (2% Diamond).
F. A. Applebee (4 Indian Scout).
E. A. CoUiver (4 Indian Scout).
P. G. Kennedy (31/, N.U.T.).
F. E. Jones (S'A Ariel).
G. T. Udall (2'« Chater-Lea).
W. G. Beyer (4 Triumph).
L. Pulham (S'A Ariel).
F. E. Salter (2% Zenith).
A. G. Battley (4 Triumph).
L. E. Clulee (2iA Allon).
W. C. Hemy (2iA" Metro-Tyler).
J. S. Miller (4-5-Zenith). i

G. Wray (S'A Triumph). i

P. J. Enticknapp (4 Blackburne). \
A. H. N. H. Hewett (6 Zenith). -J
D. D. Tilt (4 Triumph). -J
A. E. Kipps (7-9 Harley-Davidson). I

B. J. Sims (4 Triumph).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (— Blackburne)
R. H. Baxter (214 Radco).
S. L. Squires (4 Triumph).
P. Mighell (4 Triumph).
H, Cowlin (31,1 P. and M.).
H. Reuben Harvevson (4 Indian Scon
H. J. White (4 Triumph).
P. Pike (2"i4 O.K.-Union).
E. Porter (3 A.B.C.).
C. Keith-Robinson (3 A.B.C.).
J. S. Truscott (3 A, B.C.).
G. P. Osborne (3V. B.S.A.).
F. S. Spouse (6 Zenith).
A. H. 8. Love (2% Douglas).
H. J. Scale (31A New-Scale).
L. S. Finder (8 Zenith).
J. A-. W. Armstrong (S Blackburne).
F. M. Chinn (3i.. Zenith).
M. W. P. Nell (2":4 Metro-Tvler).
J. A. O'Sullivan (Coulson B).
Sub-Lt. H. F. Fellowes, R.N. (31/, Ru

Multil.
Sub-Lt. W. S. Jameson, B.N. (3 A.B.i
H. Minton (3'/. Norton).
A. E Carr-Stone (4 Triumph).
H. P. Lucas (S-6 Zenith).
Capt. R. Charlesworth (8 Zenith).
L. W. B. Parsons (4 Triumph).
G. L. Fletcher (2")i Douglas).

,

T. Thompson (4 Douglas). .

T. Thompson (4 Douglas).
C. F. Plowman (4 Blackburne).

1
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The M.C.C. Easter Run.—
85. C. Ponrson (a-lj Doujlaa).
86. V. Wasling (3i,i N.O.T,).
87. H. Gorst (3-% Scolt).
88. H. M. Barton (J'-j N.U.T.).
00. J. A. Newman (3':. Sunboam).
91. R. E. L. Saundi'is (2"\i (irci-nProiisioi
92. 8, MaWhuws (6-6 UroUKli).
93. Capt. A. VV. Biittain (3ij Sunbeam).

SIDECARS AND RUNABOUTS (THREE
WHEELS).

94. S. B. Grocn (8 New Imporial).
95. H. Rcvro (5-6 James).
96. J. S. Morgan (7 HarlovDavidson).
97. II. Dale (3 Royal Ruby).
98. I,, A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby).
99. E. J. rilloelt (5-6 James).

100. S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three).
101. B. .S. Allen (7-9 Matelile«s|.
102. C, E. Bennett (7-9 Harlev-Davidson).
103. Elt.-Lt. R. S. Aitken (7-9 Indian).
104. E. T. Elliott (5-6 James).
105. C. W. Bairstow (7-9 Indian).
106. W. H. EUe (10 Morgan G.P.).
107. T. B. G. Vale (10 Morgan G.P.).
103. D. H. Noble (10 Reading Standard).
109. V. W. Apolebee (4', B.S.A.).

Cholderoft (6 A.J.S.).

3S7

10 Mo
J. Baker jlO Morgan).
Chaliman (10 Morgan)

111. \V
112. T.
113. C. . , .

114. F. Arbuckle (4t. Humber).
115. E. Clark (4 Douglas).
116. D, Bradbury (4 Norton).
117. \V. Pratt (8 T.B.).
118. F. Thorpe (4 Douglas).
119. R. Carey (7-9 Harley-Davidson).

120. R. i;. Da.
121. J. Suiilli I

122. H. T. \\ li

123. G. W. « I

124. P. W. W I

.k (4 'I'l

Harley-Davidson).

J. S. Ilolroyd (8 Ulaekburnc).
J. Simpson (6-8 Rex).
P. D. Walker (41,', B.S.A.).
J. G. Sanford (5-6 Rover).
T. J. Ross (8 Matchless).
R. C. Boxer (8 Matchless).
F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless).
J. A. Hault (8 Matchless).
E. D. Hardee (8 Matchless).
G. Nott (8 Matchless).
E. Atkins (S'A Ariel).
Capt. G. T. Baggallay (6 A.J.S.).
E. J. Anderson (3^4 Scott).
J. Mackenzie (6 Hu*ber).
S. E. Longman (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
T. F. W. Wright (7-9 Indian).
G. S. Wright (7-9 Indian).
H. G. Hodder (8 Zenith).
J. D. Marvin (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
C. R. Collier (- Matchless).
W. E. Clifton (5 Brough).
R. A. Lucking (6 New Imjjerial).
L. Poirier (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
Flt.-Lt. C. B. Cooke, H.A.F. (5-6 James).
G. Packman (8 Matchless).
Dr. G. H. T. Letchworth (7-9 Harley-

Davidson).
F. J. Watson (6 Ariel).

164. W. II, I'Hr
I I I L;r;..,lMl,ll.

165. W. 1: n,.,::„ I \ ! I.

166. S, C, II l>;in ( 12 A lie.).

167. Rex G. Mundy (10 Hugatti).
168. W. B. Gibb (10 Douglas).
169. F. R. Waring (10-16 Hampton).
170. C. M. Harvey (10 Eric Campbell).
171. W. S. Taylor (10 A.C.).
172. "C. Finch (10 G.N.).
173. Kaye Don (10 A.C.).
174. O. E. Nagenbach (9.5 .Standard).
175. T. Gilmore-EUis (10 G.N. Vitesse).
176. C. J. Myson (10 Singer).
177. C. H. Mocatta (10 Aero Car).
178. A. C. Gripper (10 A.C.).
179. C. J. Mebes (10 Crouch).
180. C. F. Mebes (10 G.N.).
181. H. Dan Leno (10 Charron-Laycock).
182. V. A. Bruce (10 A.C.).
183. C. T. Newsome (8 Rover).
184. G. C. Stead (10 A.O.).
185. C. H. Auty (10 Mercury),
186. H. J, C. Smith (10 Eric Campbell).
187. W. D. Hawkes (10 G.N.).
188. Major R. C. Empsom (8 A.V.).
189. E. A. Tamplin (— Tamplin).
190. C. Crosthwaite (8 Bleriot Whippet).
191. A. F. Nash (10 G.N.).
192. S. C. Westall (11.9 Wilton).
193. W. Paddon (10-16 Hampton).

EASTER EVENTS.
Trials, Races, Runs, Meets, and Hil!-climbs.

IN addition to the M.C.C. London-
Land's End run, starting to-morrow
at midnight, there are several other

Easter events of interest. These include :

The B.iNI.C.R.C. Race Meeting at

Brooklands, Easter Monday.
The Birmingham M.C.C. Trial to Bar-

mouth, April 3rd.

Inter-club Meet of Northern Motor
Cvclists at Richmond, Yorks., April 2nd.
"Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hill-climb,

Easter Monday.
Staxton Hill-climb, near Scarborough,

Easter Monday.
South Wales Inter-club Hill-climb,

April 2nd.

Races and Bailies.

The programme of the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club meeting, at Brook-
lands, includes eight events, the first of

which commences at 2 p.m. The follow-
ing are particulars of what should prove
a very interesting afternoon :

Event 1. 2 p.m.—Victory handicap for

solo motor cycles of any class.

Event 2. 2.30 p.m.—The Essex Eastei
short handicap lor motor cars.

Event 3. 2.50 p.m.—Two-stroke sprint
race.

3.10 p.m.—350Event 4
race.

Event 5. 3.30 p.m.—SCO c.i

race.

Event 6. 4 p.m.—The Esse
long handicap, for motor cars.
Event 7. 4.30 p.m.—1,000 c

race. '

Event 8. 4.50 p.m.—Tlu-ee

sprint

sprint

Easter

sprint

vheeled

:iabouts and, handicap for three-wheeled ru
sidecars of any class.

j
The triA- is now available for use by

members of the B.M.C.R.C, the entrance
fee to which is 10s. 6d. and annual sub-
scription £2 2s. for the first 250 members
only joining or rejoining the club as from

I
January 1st, 1920.

;
Brooklands is near Weybridge, Surrey.

To reach the track motor cyclists from

L

London pass through Walton-on-Thames,
those from the North can travel via.

Reading or Windsor, and from the south
I'ici Guildford.
Richmond, Yorks., where the northern

clubs meet to-morrow, is in North York-
shire, and lies in the centre of scenery
typical of the Yorkshire dales. Those
Yorkshire and Lancashire motor cyclists

who are not attached to any of the clubs
participating, and who are at a loss for

an objective, may find a run to the meet
worth while, as all rallies of machines
are interesting, if only for the sake of

seeing new models, which may not have
been seen before.

The journey is too far, of course, for

London riders, and even those in the
Midlands will only consider it in connec-
tion with a week-end tour, but for those -

who do n6t know exactly were Richmond
lies, it may be useful if we point out that
it is about four and a half miles south-
west of Scotch Corner on the Great North
Road.
The Birmingham club's Easter event

is a reliability trial for the Sangster
cup, with Barmouth as the objective.
The start will be from Duke's Garage,
Birchfields, at 8 a.m., on Saturday next.
The course includes the famous Bwlch-y-
Groes, and the trial finishes at Bar-
mouth, where no doubt most of the"
competitors will spend the Easter week-
end.

Hill-climbs.

Orton Scar is the rendezvous of the
competitors in the Westmorland M.C.C.
open hill-climb. It is about thirteen
miles from Kendal, Tebay being the
nearest railway station. Sporting mem-
bers of several well-known Northern
clubs have notified their intention of
competing, and, given good weather, an
excellent competition should result.

Also, in the North, is the Staxton hill-

climb—a classic of long standing. It
has been organised by the Scarborough

M. and M.C.C. for Easter Monday, and
will no doubt attract many motor cyclists

in that district.

'Another important hiU-climb is the

joint club event organised by the Car-

marthen, Neath, and Ystalyfera clubs.

This will take place on Saturday, and as

quite a large entry has been received.

South Wales motor cyclists will no
doubt make it an objective for their

Easter Saturday run. Mr. J. J. Jenkins,

Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen, has the

arrangements in hand.

A Scottish Tiial.

The Glasgow Western M.C.C. will hold

a reliability trial on Easter Monday. The
A. J. Stevens trophy will be awarded to

the winner. Advantage will be taken in

this trial to find the winner of the Palmer
trophy, for which twenty-four competitors

tied in the recent Glen Douglas-Rest
and be Thankful trial held by the Western
Club. The course on this occasion is laid

through the picturesque districts of

Lanarkshire, and some well-known hills,

including Mouse Lane (Kirkfieldbank),
Hartree, and Devil's Elbow, figure on the

route. A new hill—at least, new to trials

competitors—near Hazelbank is also in-

cluded, and it is expected that the
gradient will prove a -pretty severe test

even to the best machine.
The observed hills are Mouse Lane,

Hartree (both ways), and Hazelbank.
There ' is a non-stop section from Tweeds-
muir to Innerlei)iien, where lunch will be
served. There is also a non-stop section

from Hazelbank to Glasgow. On Hartree,
going out, there will be a fast hill-climb,

and on the journey back a slow hill-climb.

After the lunch stop an easy starting test

will be made.
Most clubs have events of their own

for this Easter, and altogether, given

fine weather, the roads of this country

will be well frequented by riders of all

possible t^^3es of two and thiee-wheeled

motor cycles.

CI3
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CLUB NEWS.
Buinley and District M.C.C.

It was decided at a general meeting
to change the name from " Burnley
IMotor Gipsy Club" to "Burnley and
District Motor Cycling Club."

Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C.

Much local interest was aroused on the
occasion of the opejiing run to Bourne-
mouth on March 18th. Despite un-
fax'ourable weather, about thirty mem-
bers turned - out, testifying to the keen
spirit prevailing in the club.

North London M.C.C.

A slow hill climb in the neighbour-
hood of Northaw has been fixed for

April 3rd, and on Easter Monday the
captain's run will take place. Members
will meet at headquartei's at 10.45 a.m.
for both events. The club membership
has now reached 55, including two lady
members.

Cardiff M.C.C.

A U'ial run of forty-seven miles, over
a difticult course, took place on March
20th. Competitors started at King.sway,
and followed a route through Ely, Llan-
trisant, to Upper Boat, where a wide
detour was made, including Groesfaen,
Nantgarw, returning to the starting
point.

East Midland Centre Challenge Trophy.

A meeting of club representatives has
now been fixed for April 10th, at the
"Mallet and Tool," Chesterfield, at 3.30
p.m. The North Derbyshire Club is

making arrangements for tea, and all

visitors are invited. Any new clubs de-

sirous of attending should communicate
with Mr. J. Simmonds, 10, Cranmer
Street, Nottingham.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Silver medals were awarded to "the fol-

lowing competitors, who took part in the
trial on St. Patrick's Day, having lost no
marks : A, Wayte (7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson sc), P. H. Hurse (4j h.p.

B.S.A.), C W. Johnstone (3^ h.p. Sun-
beam se. ), S. G. Smith (4 h.p. Norton

. .sc), H. McAllister (7-9 h.p. Indian sc),
D. Allen (2^ h.p. Sun), T. Eedmond
(7-9 h.p. Indian sc), and B. Smith (4 h.p.

Triumph).

Liverpool M.C.

A successful impromptu team trial was
held on March 21st over a short sporting
course near Llangollen. Each team con-

sisted of three competitors, who had to

complete the course three times. Quite
a number of the old members are back
again, and the attendance was good.
The result was a win for C team, com-

prising H. P. Kichauds (Harley sc), A.
Mosses (Sg Sunbeam), and J. C. Walker
(2i Edmund).
Several short reliability trials are being

organised for the Easter week-end, be-

gimiing from Friday, April 2nd. Full
particulars will be posted up daily at the
club's headquarters, the Commercial
Hotel, Kendal. In addition to other
prizes, the President's prize will be com-
peted for during the week-end. Secre-
tary : Mr. E. E. Holloway, 36, Sandown
Lane, Wavertree, Liverpool.

'^14

'^(tek-eni (Tlub Cvents.
Apr. 1.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Opcrung

Rim to Itichmond.
Apr. 1.—Eastern Valleii M.C.C. Run to Man-

Dans' Tc..^
Apr. l.—Hormch and District M.C. Opening Run.
Apr. i.— Yorh and District M.C. Opening Run to

Richmond.
Apr. l.—Vhjmontll and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Reliability Trial, Penzance and Rrturn.
Apr. I.—Manchester M.C. ReliabiUtij Trial.
A.pr.- 2.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Opening

Run.
Apr. i.—Norwich and District M.C. Opening Run.
Apr. 2.~North Derbyshire M.C.C. Opening Run.
Apr. 2.—Ntu-castle and District M.C. Grimshawe

Shield Competition.
Apr. l.-Carmarthen M.C. and C.C.C. Hill-climb.
Apr. i.—N.M C.F.U. (Barroic-in-FurnessJ.—Opening

Bim.
APR. S.—MEET1NCt of northern MOTOR

CiCLlSrS AT RICHMOND, lORKS.
Apr. i.—Ilklei, M.C. and L.C.C. Social Run

(Riekuiond).
Apr. 2.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Ran to

Richmond.
Apr. 2.—Northern M.C. Run to Richmond.
Apr. 2.—Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C. Run to

Lijme Regis.
Apr. 2-5.—Liverpool M.C. Tour Lake District.

Apr. g-5.—Stall/bridge and District M.C. Week-end

Songster Cup.
APR. 3.~M.C.C. LONDON-LAND'S END RUN.
Apr. 3.—Sv!inton and District M.C.C. Opening

Run.
Apr. 3.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run.
Apr. 3-5.~Edinburgh and District M.C. Run to

Westmorland Hill-climb.
Apr. i.—Rochester, Ch-atham and District M.C.

Run to Hastings.
Apr. i.

—Scarborough M\ and M.C.C. Gipsy Meet-

Apr, 'i.-l'sle oj Wight M.C.C. Opening Run.
Apr. i.-N. Cheshire M.C.C. Opening' Run.
Apr. l—Widncs M.C.C. Opening Rmi.
Apr. I,.—Warrington M.C. Run to Buxton. "

Apr. I,.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Baken-ell.

Apr. i.—Bedford and District M.C. Run.
Apr. 5.—Scarborongk M. and M.C.C. anel Harro-

gate and District M.C.C. Stojeton Hill-
. climb.

Apr. 5.—Rochester, Clnitham and District M.C.
Race Meeting. Run to Brooklands.

Apr. S.-N. London M.C.C. Captuin's Surprise Run.
Apr. .;.—.Jerseii M.C.C. Reliabilitii Trial. .

Apr. 5.—Warrington M.C. Run to Horton Scar.
Apr. 5.-Vklni M.C. and L.C.C. Social Run.
Apr. 5.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Gi/n^khana.
Apr. S.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Staxton Hill-

climb.
'

APR. 5.—B.M.C.R.C. MEETING.
APR. 5.~-WESTM0RLAND M.C.C. OPEN HILL-

CLIMB.
Apr. .'i.—N.M.C.F.U. fBarroic-in-Furncss).-Run

to Horton Sear.
Apr. 5.—Newcastle and District M.C. Tram Trial.

Apr. 5.—Reading and Visliict M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Brooklands.

Apr. i.~Dunheeed (Launeeiton) and District M.C.
Mnn-stop Run.

Cross Keys and District M.C.C.

A general meeting was held at UJ
after tea on the occasion of the openi:||

run to Raglan via Pontypool and Usk
March 21st. A good number of old

new members were present, and the fufi

programme was decided upon.

Rochester, Chatham and District M.(

Provided Brooklands Track is rel
in time for the opening race meeting 1
Easter Bank Holiday, a run has hi'

arranged, starting from Esplanade at

a.m., to view the racing. Should (I

race meeting not materialise, arraa^
ments are being made to attend a gij<

meeting, if one is being held within e«

reaclr. Failing these, an impromptu ii

will be organised.

N.M.C.F.U. (Birmingham).'

The opening run will take place
Newtown Linford, near Leicester,

the Easter week-end, starting from
" Fo.x and Gioose," Washwood Heath,
3 p.m. on April 3rd.

For those unable to take part in -i

week-end event, a day run has b i

arranged for Easter Monday to the ab' i

place, starting from the "Fox ;!

Goose " at 10 a.m.

North Wilts M.C. and L.C.C.

April 2nd is the date selected for .'

opening run, starting from the Squi ,

Corn E.xchange, at 2.45 p.m., the -

stination being the " New Inn," L< •

lade, where members will be entertai J

to tea. The captain of the club is '.

F. G. Attwood, 13, Park Tenv,
Swindon, and the secretary, Mr. A. .

Norris, 26, Kent Road, Swindon. fl<-

quarters are at the " King's Arn
'

Swindon.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

In ideal weather the opening nm tik

place on March 20th, starting from «

"Red Lion," Kidderminster, at !0

p.m. The first real test was tlie wl-

known Flagstaff Hill, where several fail,

and a certain amount of baulking s

experienced. Ciood climbs were made[.V

B. Janis (2| Viper), A. W*>s (Ro\),

H. Perks (Levis), and F. Adam (7 IiM"

sc). The results were as follows : l,'^'

Janis (Viper); 2, W. A. Lawson (Nol'm

sc) ; 3, H. Perks (Levis). A further (al

is arranged for April 3rd. Hon. sec, |i'>

R. J. Prichard, Eastbourne Lo(Oi

Chester Road, Kidderminster.
i
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Club News.—

Stourbridge M.C.C.

The club is imw in full wovkiiif; order,

and 1111 iitinu-tivi' prii^jriinime is lieini;

arranged for 1920. Purlieul;irs of the

Easter run can be obtained from the

secretary, 111, lligli Street, Stourbridge.

New Tredegar and District M.C.C.

A 'new club, with the above title, has

lately been formed, and the following

ortiwrs appointed : President, Mr. E. J.

Draper, M.P.S. ; vice-president, Mr. L.

Lloyd i
treasurer, i\lr. P. Carozzi ; Hon.

sec.', Mr. M. Jones, Commercial Street,

New Tredegar, with whom interested

local motor cyclists should communicate.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

A good programme has been arranged

by tie club for 1920, starting with a run

to Richmond, which will include a speed

judging competition. The following oflS

cials have been appointed : President

Mr. J. E. Brooke ; vice-presidents, Mr,

W. N. Fawcett, Mr. W. L. Rutland
Mr. W. Hill, and Mr. R. Spencer ; cap-

tain, Mr. J. Baxter ; and hon. secretary,

Mr. H. W. Fortune, St. James's
Chambers, Cambridge Rd., Harrogate.

Purley and District M.C.C.
Saturday, the 17th iust., is the date

selected for the opening run to Leith

Hill Hotel, starting from Purley Corner
at 3 p.m. All motor cyclists are invited,

and should send in their names to tho

hon. secretary, Mr. S. J. Tayler, 19,

Clifton Road, VVallington, Surrey, not

later than the previous Wednesday.
Officers will be elected at a meeting to

be held after tea.

Sunderland and District M.C.
A very successful hill-climb was

recently carried out at Tunstall Hope.
The weather was fine, and a large crowd
of spectators were present. Mucli interest

was displayed in the fine performance of

Miss Holland, who made two complete
ascents on a Skootamota, winning a gold
medal.
Awards were given for least variation

in time in two ascents : 1, F. Turvey
(B.S.A.), Js., gold medal; 2, R. Hudson
(P. and M.), E. Wade (Douglas), and
P. Bell, |s., tied, bronze medals. Fastest
time: P. Turvey (B.S.A,), 30s., gold
medal. Fastest passenger vehicle : R.
Drewry (Harley sc), 355S., gold medal;
and slowest complete non-stop : Miss
Holland (A. B.C. Skootamota), 2m. 34is.,
gold medal.

Manchester M.C.
A large crowd of spectators watched

tho start of the initial run of the club

on March 21st. The trial was a great

success, there being 100 conipetitois.

Three prizes were awarded, and the

successful riders were : 1, H. Andrews,
jun., total error 3m. 45s. ; Z, H. Killick,

total error 3m. 50s. ; while Blakley and
Chadderton tied for third place with a
total error of 3m. 573.

The hon. sec, iMr. W. H. Cottrell,

75, Broad Street, Pendleton, Manchester,
would be glad to hear from the winners.

The Northern M.C. (Newcastle).

About thirty riders .started in tl'.e

club's opening run to Rothbiuy on

March 21st. The weather was fine, and
the "Queen's -Head," Rothbury, was
reached about 12,15, where members had
lunch, after w-hich a speed-judging test

was held on a hill near by. The best

performance was put up by Mr. C.

Travers (Henderson sc). Bell (3 h.p.

A.B.C., also made a fast ascent. Un-
fortunately, therg" was some difficulty in

ascertaining the winners owing to one
of the watches refusing to function.

Members returned home after tea, and
all enjoyed the day's outing.

CLUB ENTHUSIASM.
The crowds that assembled at the opening run of the Kidderminster M.C.C. (top), Bedford and District M.C.C. (centre), and the

Hull Motor Cycle (bottom), augur well for the future of these "live" clubs. All classes of vehicles were represented, from the scooter

to the four-wheeled cycle car.

^}Z
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible

All letters must be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street,

TAXATION.
Sir,—I hope you will use your power in every way possible

to eliforce a fuel tax as the main means of raising revenue.
It is indeed the only fair way and one by which, generally
speaking, the man whose vehicle does most road damage

—

i.e.,

in broad terms the user of the heaviest vehicle—pays more
towards the upkeep of the roads.

" Single and twin " refers to the varying petrol consump-
tion of different types of engine, and anticipates in conse-
quence unequal shares of the burden. But, sir, it would
be a sheer impossibility to devise any scheme which did not
ajDpear unfair to some section of the motoring community

;

and the fact that the two-stroke engine is more extravagant
than the four-stroke would perhaps prove a blessing in dis-

guise by forcing the manufacturers to pay more attention to

this point, a,nd produce two-stroke engines considerably less

rapacious than at present. ARTHUR GOUGH.

THE MACHINE FOR SPORT.
Sir,—I notice in your valuable paper of March 18th a

letter from "Reg. A. Green," and I really do not know
whether to take his letter as a joke or seriously. Being a
rider of a T.T. Norton (B.R.S.) myself since 1915, I happen
to know something of its capabilities, and very much
doubt what "R.A.G." tells us as regafi'ds the three miles
per hour. I quite agree with him when he says he can do
sixty miles per hour ; so can I, quite easily ; and I also

agree with him when he claims the T.T. Norton to be equal
to a twin 5-6 h.p. machine. But when he talks about three
miles per hour it makes me smile, as surely will other
Norton T.T. owners. Anyway, I should like to hear, what
other Norton T.T. riders have to say. I have no con-
nection with Nortons, Ltd. C. B. FRYER.

Sir,—With reference to Sir. Felix B. Sladden's letter re
" Machine for Sport."
He says that to obtain acceleration from a high com-

pression T.T. machine is a very fine art indeed. He has
obviously neither seen, heard of, nor ridden ani/ model
Norton. If he had he would not make the assertions he
does.

Again, Lt. T. H. Lewis stated that the all-belt drive on
T.T. machines is an abomination in snow and wet weather.

I ride my Norton in all weathers, and am afraid I do not
by any means agree. In snow, perhaps, he is right. I live

in the South, where snow is a luxury, but where it rains
nine-tenths of the year ! I should like to know what T.T.
machines he has ridden. Since he has an idea that singles are
not in the running for acceleration, I would ask him to try
a T.T. Norton. He should tie a soft cushion on the carrier
lest he is shot back on to it

!

Chichester. MERELY AN ENTHUSIAST.

Sir,—I was exceedingly interested by "T.T.'s" letter

in your issue of February 12th. I am all with hira up to a
point—the 50O c.c. single-cylinder being my ideal for solo,
work; also the rigid frame, T.T. handle-bars, etc., but the
single gear mount is a bit too "sporting" for my liking.
Medium geared machines are my pet aversion, and I cannot
stand starting a 3^ to 1 geared 'bus in traffic, so nothing
remains for me but the variable gear machine.
Having a dislike for gear boxes, I do not consider them,

and so we come to the variable pulley gear, and nothing is

nicer. Its extra weight can be ignored, even on the
lightest of lightweights, and if a free engine position is

ci8

for the opinions of his correspondents.
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incorporated, you are as comfortable as can be, even in tl

thickest of traffic. A gear for every grade, no chains to 1

looked after or to help you to skid on a greasy day, and r

extra weight on the rear part of the machine.
My present machine is a 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua singl

and with its J.A.P. engine, once you master the oiling,

is all that can be desired, ninety being the average m.p.g

thanks to a sensible top gear, and ready to pop along qui

as fast as I wish on these present-day roads.

I am hoping that Zenith Motors will start making th

model again soon.

What do other readers think about .the subject of variab

pulley gears? C. B. NOTLAW.

THE T.T. AND TRADE.
Sir,—As we understand the Tourist Trophy Races w:

be held, although a few firms are declining to enter, v

have definitely decided to compete in the Junior Race. N
only does the sporting side of the event strongly appeal
us, but we also feel it our duty to defend our title i

present holders of the Junior Trophy. In arriving at th
decision we are not unmindful of the preparatory woi
already done by the A.C.U. and the Isle of Man authoritie

and for this reason alone we consider the races should ha'

all possible support from thp trade," and so make the even
the success they have always been.
The difficulties brought about by the moulders' stril

are ours also, but no effort will be spared on our part
have the A.J.S. ready to compete on June 15th.

A; J. STEVENS AND CO. (1914), LTD.
Geo. Stevens, Managing Director.

COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—You say, quite truly, that it is unsportsmanlike

rail at the conditions of a trial or the decision of the judg
after the trial has been held. Every competitor by enterii
has agreed to abide by the conditions of the trial and
accept the award of the judges. He has no ground of cor
plaint, provided that the conditions have been observed. C

the other hand, there are one or two points in regard to whic
the competitor may have a grievance after the trial. In tli

first place, the organisers of the trial should prevent, as {:

as they possibly can, the publication of unofficial "results."
glaring instance of this was the telegi-am of a press ageiicj

in the case of the Paris-Nice, but the same thing is -n

unknown in English trials. Secondly, they should n|
themselves publish incomplete or "provisional" result

Few people take any notice of corrections. Lastly, resul

should be got out as quickly as possible. The results of

trial are sometimes awaited with much interest, but aft

three or four weel-cs the interest evaporates. Of course, I a,

quite aware of the difficulties. On the other hand, I remoi
ber trials in which the results have been known the saii

night or early the next day. Elaborate formulje and intrica,

calculations take time. They should be avoided.
Whilst I am grousing (I have never had the painful expci

ence of having to make out results in a hurry), may I sugfri

that two old bogeys which one hoped were dead—the sp
second and the secret clieck—seem to have revived. B.

are acknowledged to be quite useless as a test of the riil

and his machine, and both go far to spoil his enjoyment
whether he wins or loses. A cup won in this way shor
not be considered an advertisement of somebody's mot.
but of somebody's stop watch. I w'onder that no w'atchmal;
has seen his opportunity.' H. GEORGE MORGAN.
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GOOD SERVICE.

Sir,— I have noticed at various times in T/ie Motor C'l/rlc,

of which I ana a regular reader, letters from motor cyclists

who have had occasion at some time or other to submit their

machines to a firm, and have received satisfactory treatment

at the hands of the firm.

I should bo very much obliged if you would allow me
to recount the treatment I received from a well-known firm

of magneto repairers.

Some few weeks ago the armature winding of my U.H.
magneto gave out, and I immediately took it to Messr^s.

Gumbrell and Co., of 43, 45, and 47, Derby Road, Lough-
borough.
The fault was located and the repairs effected in a very

short time, and at an extremely Reasonable cost to myself,

and 1, might add the repairs were extremely satisfactory,

the magneto working far better than it had done previously.

•I wish to point out that I have no interest in this firm
except as "A very satisfied customer." -

ARTHUR DOMONEY.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Sir,—Can any of your readers) beat this for business-like

treatment? A short time ago I wanted a certain make of

two-stroke machine, rather scarce in the market at that time.

I telephoned the agents, Messrs. Tilley, The Esplanade, Wey-
mouth. Nothing doing at the moment, but they expected
one soon, and would ring me. Four days later they tele-

phoned to say they had a new 1920 model, just arrived, at

list price. Would I have it? I said yes, and asked them
to jpaint my numbers on the plates, adding I would call for

it the next day. On calling, I found the machine with the
plates properly painted, and enough oil and petrol for fifty

miles. I paid for it, and was loaned a Skootamota to play
with whilst my receipt was being made out. Judge my
surprise on receiving my change to find no charge for painting
plates, delivery, or the petrol and oil—just the list price of

the machine ; that was all. I was informed that this was
the usual treatment given the purchaser of a new machine.
How different from paying for the carriage of a machine from
the works, etc. Of course I purchased a well-known machine.
I am a stranger to ' Messrs. Tilley. R. C. STONE.

PROVISIONAL PRICES.

Sir,—With reference to the letter by Mr. W. A. Pechey
in your issue of March 18th, I notice that your corre-

spondent has discovered the date 1914 on the fork of a

1919 machine, and consequently accuses the makers of pro-

fiteering.

I venture to suggest to Mr. Pechey that this represents

the date of design rather than the date of manufacture.
For example, last July I purchased a new machine from a

irm who supplied many thousands of machines to "the

Army. Yet the forks of that machine bear the date 1914.

Vow, it is beyond my power to believe that, after the

mmense quantity of -machines turned out by that firm

luring 'the war, it should still have a stock of parts manu-
'actured in 1914

!

The de-sign, of course, as everyone knows, is virtually

he "1914 model"—a jolly good model, too!

I have no connection with any manufacturing firm.

S. Norwood. C.McG.

Sir,—May I be permitted to reply to Mr. W. A. Pechey
' his suggestion that some firms are using pre-war material
nd charging post-war prices?

This is really not such a reprehensible case of profiteering

5 it would appear at first sight. The firm in question is

Icing what is called following the market, and is probably
', iiaking a big profit on these machines.
We now come to the other side of the picture. The firm

3 presumably now buying raAv material at very inflated

irices. In the dim future, or perhaps sooner, and who is

osay, raw material will drop in price.

The firm will again hcwe to follow the market and bring
heir prices down, although they are using material for

.hich they have paid a big price. Their goods may even have
be solcl at a slight loss. The directors now take the big

rofit which they have made' in the first case and square
hings up, the net result being that they ha\^ made a bit
n the whole deal, but not too much.

39'

This is the way nearly all manufacturers who have t"

buy raw material work, and that is why sensible firms often
put by what would appear excessive sums into- their reserves,
instead of paying larger dividends.

I may add that I have unfortunately no connections with
any firm, and am replying to Mr. Pechey in order to show
that the profiteering question is very complex, and I believe
there is very much less of it than one would think from
the outcry made about it. V. W. M. VAUGHAN.
SPEED WOBBLE.

Sir,— 1 have followed with considerable interest the dis-

cus^on on speedmen's wobble which has appeared in your
columns durnig the past few months. As to the Rudgc
Multi being immune from this peculiar defect, as stated by
Mr. Walter Hare, I should like to point out that this is

not the case ; in fact, the letter which caused the discus.sion

was written by the rider of a Rudge, who stated that he
" was riding a brand new Rudge-Multi, which I have never
ridden before, down an incline at 65 m.p.h. when the
machine commenced to wobble," and went on to say that
he was precipitated in the dust, etc.

!

I think that one of th.e most probable causes is a "period
"

of engine vibration at high speeds. I do not say that this

is the only cause, but I have not heard of a two-stroke
wobbling, nor yet a Douglas.
With regard to the centre of gravity being placed too

far forward or too far back, I may say that I know of a
machine which wobbles at all sjieeds when the weight is

carried forward, but which does not wobble when a pillion

passenger is carried, which contradicts the argument that the
centre of gravity should be well forward. TECHNICAL.
Dover.

Sir,—Having seen many le'tters in your valuable paper re

the above, I think my painful experience may prove of

interest to your numerous readers. I have just been out
with the express intention of getting a wobble or knowing
the reason why. (Yes ; I was successful, thank you !)

The machine, a 3^ h.p. Rover, will not wobble on a smooth
road at 65 m.p.h. ; but on a moderately rough road the saddle
first of all bounced up and down, then this gave place to a
slight sideways motion, which was conveyed to the handle-
bars via myself. (Exit me through hedge, muttering.)
Am I right in saying that the Reading Standard saddle

springs have telescopic rods in the middle? If so, it might
be interesting to hear if that machine ever wobbles.
London, N. NEARLYDONEIN.

i

''^
RETRIEVING THE ODD DROP OF PETROL.

Petrol has reached an exorbitant price. We may expect to

see motor cyclists armed with syringes for collecting spilt

spirit in the near future.
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SIDECAR TOURING.

One of th2 cliir.Ti; of the mDior cycle is its ability to go anywSsre—aven down to the waters' edge, where al-fresco meats

may be taken.

NORTH LONDON ROADS.
Sir,—ilay I, tlirough your columns, warn those readers

of 7'lie Motor Cycle who anticipate using the main roads to

the North-west during the coming holiday carefully to avoid
the Edgware Road between Cricklewood and Edgware.
Between these two points the road is composed of muddy
gravel, with a wood block centre upon which, after rain,

the tramlines float as on a raft

!

It is practically impossible for a solo machine to negotiate
this stretch of I'oad after dark, unless its rider is thoroughly
acquainted with the few places where the lines may be
crossed with a minimum of danger. I should mention that
in places, particularly in the region of the " Welsh Harp,"
the road has sunk so considerably that the trams enjoy
(yes, they do/) a permanent (?) way quite six inches higher
tlian the road

!

To finish, I walked from Cricklewood to Hendon a few
days ago, and in the space of one mile picked up the follow-

ing articles from the road : One car crank case inspection
plate, one leather drive for car lighting dynamo, and one
bent Douglas footraet, from which you may draw your own
conclusions. Perhaps had I continued further I could have
obtained sufficient parts to assemble a complete 'bus.

STANLEY J. BAND.
DETECTING AIR LEAKS.

Sir,—I note that " Ixion " is bewailing the fact that he
does not know of a reliable method of detecting air leaks in
the induction system. There is one method which I have
used for many years, and which I thought was fairly widely
known. The modus operandi is as follows: Revolve the
pulley or back wheel till the piston is at the top of the
compression stroke. Open the compression tap. Open the

^ throttle and air slides of the carburetter to the full extent,
and insert a cork into the induction pipe- so as to make an
airtight fit. (If you want to test the carburetter also, leave
the cork out and close the air and throttle slides fully.)

Take a freshly lighted cigarette (one that is perfectly dry at
the end is necessary. Do not use one that has been well
licked or the engine will not " draw " properly) and press the
unlighted end gently but firmly into the cup of the com-
pression tap.

Revolve the engine gently hachwards (all valves are closed).
The cigarette should thus be stimulated to a fierce rate of
burning, and one knows that the engine is drawing well.
When the bottom of the stroke Ls reached, remove the
cigarette, and clo.'^e the compression tap. Now revolve the
engine gently, still bar-iicards. The inlet valve is now op§n
and the piston ascending. It is wonderful the number of
places the smoke issues from, in most cases.

I have never failed to make an engine run slowly without
mi.«sing after using this method, provided everything else
i.s in order. The elimination of air leaks is aboilt the most
important of all things in inducing a big twin to be docile.
Once the induction system is airtight any good carburetter

r.22

will give really slow running, and it is not necessary to ha

an umpteen-jet carburetter. The carburetter I have no
and which has been in use on several machines, is a 1£

B. and B. variable jet, which gives me an average of

m.p.g. riding solo on a 6 h.p. twin on long rides throu
hilly districts. I have tried many carburetters, but I ha
never found one to beat it for .slow running, flexibility, a

power. GRADUATE.
' High Wycombe.

Sir,—In your issue of March 11th "Lxion" enquires for

method of detecting air leaks in the induction system.

think you. will find the following usually avails:

Put a little engine oil on the suspected spot, then op
the throttle and turn the engine till the piston is at t

bottom of the inlet stroke. The cylinder is now fuU of g:

Close the throttle and give the engine a sharp turn in t

reverse direction. The inlet valve will, of course, open, a

the resulting compression in the induction system will car

bubbles of air to exude at any faulty joint and betray leal

A little vaseline smeared on the slides of the carburetter w
help to increase the compression. C. MACHEN.

GOOD SERVICE.
Sir,—I recently had some slight trouble with an E.I.

magneto on a new Douglas combination. I wrote the fin

explaining in detail, and by return of post I received

brand new magneto, and a letter, stating that if I won
send the faulty one to them they would pass me a crec

liote for the account enclosed. I sent no money, and du

received the credit note. LEO. E. POOLE.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with The Motor Cycle.

** MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle; its care and management. It deals with
every part of the machine, and with all types of
machines, 286 pages. 400 illuslrations. Twentieth
edition

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful- " wrinkles " and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

Just published. ...

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE." ROAD MAPS
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

By
post

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd .

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions of genera' interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'"

20, Tudor Street. London, E.G. 4. and whether inte:ided for publication or not must 118 accampanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters f cntaining legat

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Lack o£ Power.

I have a 1914 2| li.p. two-

lol ^P^^tJ Singer motor cycle, on

yi\ which I can only attain seven-
I * I teen miles per hour. When

riding all out the engine gives

a nice healthy note, and gives one the

impression of travelling at about 30
m.p.h. The timing appears correct,

the petrol pipe is clear, and the oiling

system is in good working order ; more-
over, the compression is good. The belt

when pressed down in the middle gives

about 2in. The carburetter is an Amac,
and the jet in use is No. 28. I have
tried Nos. 23, 25, and 26, but they

make no difference. The petrol teed is

at the top of the carburetter. Plense say

what is wrong, and would a different

carburel\er malie any difference?

—

W.H.
Without actually seeing the machine, it

s very difKcult for us to say what is the
natter with it. We are inclined to

hink that the belt is rather on the slack

ide, and the trouble may be largely due
belt slip. The petrol level may be a

rifle too high. The existing carburetter

hould be satisfactory.

Four-cylinder V Engines.

(1.) If two 50° twin engines

IqI
were coupled together with crank

> pins set at 180° should I get the
LlJ same even torque and even firing

intervals as a four-cylinder line

ahead engine? (2.) Would it be neces-
sary to use tw-o magnetos, or could one
magneto and a distributer be used?
(o.) If the answer to No. 1 question is

yes, if the cylinder were set at any
other angle would it make any differ-
ence?—H.N. B.

) Even torque cannot be obtained by
ly arrangement of two standard V twin
iS>iies coupled together. (2.) It would
cheaper to use two magnetos, as a

ecially designed model, with suitable
stributer, would have to be made. (3.)

' =ing four cylinders, it is necessary to
opt the Une-ahead system for even
iiig. the cranks being set at 180°, or the
imders might be horizontallv opposed
th the cranks at 180°. No arrangement
two coupled V type engines could be
vised to give even Irring it the connect-
: rods of each engine work on a common
'Ilk pm. •

A Hub Gear Trouble.

My 3^- h.p. motor cycle is

@ fitted with a three-speed gear.
The clutch and gears are perfect,
also the adjustment, but when
changing from second into top

gear there is a whirring noise in the
hub, and the gear does not engage
until the machine is practically stopped.
All the other changes are instan-
taneous. Perhaps you will suggest a
remedy.—G.L.P.

If the adjustment of the hub is correct,
as you state, it is evident that the slow
engagement of the second gear is due to
wear of some part in the hub itself.

Probably the extremities of the teeth on
the sliding sun pinion are damaged, and
it will be necessary to dismantle the hub
in order to ascertain if this is correct.
Before doing this, however, you might
endeavour to screw up the adjustm"6nt a
little more, although this should not be
done at the expense of missing the correct
neutral position,* at which the back
wheel should revolve quite freely while
the belt drum is stationary. A slight
grating noise may be disregarded, but
not so pronounced grinding sounds.

Lubrication o£ Two-Stroke.

I have recently had my Villiers

S
two-stroke engine overhauled,
and have had a new Amac car-

buretter fitted. My motor cycle

is fitted with a Best and Lloyd
sight-feed lubricator, and the oil used
to enter the engine through a hole
drilled in the side of the carburetter
immediately above the jet. With the
new carburetter this will not be pos-

sible, as a gauze air filter surrounds
the only position possible for drilling

a hole to fit a union. Apart from this,

the idea seems to me to be crude. Can
you suggest a position on the engine
where I could drill a hole and fit a
union to connect with the oil-teed and
obtain most satisfactory lubrication?
I do not want to revert to any
" petroil " system.—P.H.C.

The latest type of Villiers engine is

fitted with a special engine bolt which
incorporates the oil pipe union. You
should write to the makers, and ask them
if this bolt can be used to replace the
existing top front, engine bolt which
passes through the engine bearer plates
on your machine.

The ever extending scope and popularity ot the motor cycle is best illustrated in small
out-of-the-way towns where one might expect to find the sale of motor cycles achieved
by catalogue and enamelled signs. The photograph depicts the depot of Mr. W. Dickie, v

of Turriff, a Scotch town of approximately 2,340 inhabitants, and shows some of
the new machmes in his stock a few weeks ago Among the machines In the group an; a
Bat, three Sunbeams. B.S.A., and several Douglas mounts, from which it will be gathercj
that motor cyclists in Turriff are discriminating in their choice.
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Type oi Sparking Plug.

My machine is a 2-| h.p. A.J.S.,

a
with a hot high compression
engine and special cams built foi-

speed work. Wliat is the best

plug to use?—L.A.H.
Several plugs are specially made suitable
for hot high compression engines. We
would suggest the mica single point pat-
tern made by the leading makers.

Reliability o£ Electric Lighting.

I have a 5-6 h.p. Clyno and
r^ sidecar, chain drive. I am
^ thinking of fitting it with a
•-^ dynamo and accumulators for

^electric light. Do you think the
conversion will be satisfactory?

—

VV.A.J.
The 'modern dynamo lighting systems
which are on the market are quite reli-

able, and will, in most instances, outlast
the machine to which thej' are fitted.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
HUCKN-ALL TO MANCHESTER.—E.G.

Hu.'knall, Chesterfield, Baslow, Stony
iliddleton, Tideswell Road, straight on
to Chapel-en-le-Frith, Glossop, Mottram,
Hyde, Denton, Manchester.

KiRKBY (Notts) to Newm.veket.—A.H.
Kirkby, Blidworth, Farnsfield, Eding-

ley, Southwell, Newark, Grantham, Stam-
ford, Wansford, Stilton, Huntingdon,
Godmanchester, Cambridge, Newmarket.
-Approximately 95 miles.

London to Worcester.—A.W.F.R.
London, Brentford, Hounslow, West

Drayton, Slough, jMaidenhead, Henley,
Benson, Dorchester, Oxford, Woodstock,
Chipping Norton, Moreton-in-the-jMarsh,
Bourton-ou-the-Hill, Broadway, Evesham,
Wyre Piddle, Worcester.

Birmingham to Llandudno.—S.L.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, on to

Watling Street, which follow through
Weston, Crackley Bank, Shrewsbury,
EUesmere, Wrexham, Mold, Trefnant,
St. Asaph, Rhuddlan, Abergele, Colwyn
Bay, Llandudno. Appro.ximately 130
miles.

HUCKNALL to GLASGOW. E.G.
Hucknall, Clowne, Whitwell,, Work-

sop, Tickhill, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Brotherton, Micklefield, Aberford, Bram-
ham, Collingham, Harewood, Arthington,
Otley, Ilkley, Skipton, Settle, Clapham,
Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal, Shap, Pen-
rith, Carlisle, Longtown, Lockerbie,
Beattock, Abington, Hamilton, Glasgow.
(A break of the journey at Ilkley is

recommended
)

Thueo to Saxmundham.—W.A.P.H.
Truro, TresUlian, Ladock, St. Dennis,

Goss Moor, Lanivet, Bodmin, Liskeard,
Callington, Gunnislake, Tavistock, Two
Bridges, Moretonhampstead, Exeter,
Honiton, Ilminster, Ilchester, Wincan-
ton, Hindon, Amcsbury, Andover, Basing-
stoke, Hook, Hartley Row, Bagshot,
Staines. Uxbridi^e, Rickmansworth, Wat-
ford, St. Albans, Hatfield, Hertford,
Bishop's Stoi'tford, Great Dunmow,
Braintroe, Colchester, Ipswich, Wood-
bridge, Sa.Km-.nidham

Welding Facilities.

Special licences are being granted by

Messrs. Barimar, Ltd., to
_

selected

engineers and garage proprietors to

operate their new process of welding.

A Retirement.

An interesting ceremony took place re-

cently at the offices of the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., the occasion being a

presentation to Mr. R. A. Rotherham,
by the directors, on his retirement from

the secretaryship of the company. The
new secretary is !Mr. Arthur Wright.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a beautifully got-

up and copiously illustrated publication

from Messrs. Phelon and Mooie, showing
the original design of the P. and M. in

1900, and giving the fullest particulars of

the latest model.

A New Address.

The Klaxon Co., Ltd., in conjunction

with their sister company, the O.S.

Speedometer Co., Ltd., have moved into

new premises at 38, Blaudford Street,

Marylebone, London, W.l. Their works
remain at Landor Street, Birmingham.

The Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.

We are informed that the Beldam
Tyre Co., Ltd., of Windmill Road,
Brentford, Middlesex, have appointed

the Universal Export Co., Ltd., 43a,

Rathbone Place, London, W.l, their sole

agents for British East Africa.

A.B.C. Motors (1920), Ltd.

This concern has recently made an

issue of 250,000 10% - participating

cumulative preference shares of £1 each."

These shares, after a payment of 10% on
the ordinary shares, are entitled to one-

third of the balance of any surplus profit

which it shall be detei'mined to disti'ibute

in any one year. The company acquires

the business and undertaking of .V.B.C.

Motors, Ltd., of Walton-on-Thanies.

Review.
" Planes and Personalities ; a Pot

Pourri." Capt. A. Cunningham Reid,

D.F.C. ; Philip Allan, Quality Com't,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C. A very"

charminij; little book written by a dis-

tinguished flying ofiicer who loved his

work and loved his corps, if the R..\.F.

can now be called a corps.

It starts with an introduction by that

distinguished airntan, Lt..-Col. \\'. A.

Bishop, V.C, D.S.O., M.C., who begins
by saying, " Capt. Cunningham Reid in

thi,g book gives tlie public something
which has been badly needed for some
time." In Col. Bishop's words, "the
author describes fully the complete work
of our Air Force, and with a rare touch
of humour gives a general outline of his

own career step by step through the many
different jobs to wliich a pilot in the

APRIL ist, ig20.

R.A.F. had to turn' his hand. Some d

these brought him in close contact wit.

the Prince of Wales and Prince Albert

and he describes their activities in th
air for tlie first time, and gives a nei

and charming insight of the two splendi

characters."
One of his most interesting stories \va

iu connection with ground straffinf

apropos of which he says, " The onl

satisfaction you can derive from thi

work was to discover a moving body o

'troops and actually to see the result o

letting off both your machine-guns int

the middle of them, or, as once happene
to one of our pilots, chasing an enem
motor cyclist despatch rider. Pan:

stricken, the Hun soon got up a tr(

mendous speed, the while keeping his ey

more behind than in front, with th

result that he suddenly came to a wa
straight in front of him, the roa

branching left and right, and the las

our man saw of him he was litefall

diving through a door in the wal

motor bike and all, just like the hoo
trick at a country circus."

The glossary at the end of the boo
is also wortlr investigation, many c

the definitions being delightful,

"gadget," we learh, "is any sort c

contrivance the name of which yo

caimot for the moment recollect," whil

it is interesting to note that the ten

"conked" has been borrowed by the ai

men from the motor cyclist's glossar;

Readers of the book will find much f

intei'est and amuse them.

Reliable Plugs.

It is interesting that both Kaye Doi

who obtained the highest marks in tl

Paris-Nice Trial, and" Eric Williams, tl

winner of the Colmore Cup, used Apol

plugs.

Speedometsrs in the Paris-Nice.

We are informed that the winnii

Scott- team in the Paris-Nice Trial d

'not use Cowey speedometers, as pr

viously stated. We understand that \

L. Guy used a Jones, \yhile both C.

and H. 0. Wood used Bonniksen iiistr

meuts.

"Premier" Motor Policy Enterprise.

A fully equipped breakdown lorry

,

now garaged at tlie Highfield Garag
Golder's C!reen Road, and is at the d:

posal of policy holders in the event of :

accident within a twenty-mile radi

from Charing Cross—telepiione Finchl
788.

A Newcastle Sale.

On behalf of the Disposals Boai

Messrs. Cooper, Ltd., of Newcast
recently sold a number of P. and

"

motoi' cycles at prices ranging from £
to £60. We understand that, althou

incomplete and of somewhat -dilapidat

appearance, tlie engines w-ere in evi

case practically new and in good d
dition.

Ariel Reliability.

Mr. L. Newey, on a 6-7 h.p. Ai

sidecar outfit, made the second best p

torniance in the Cofmore Cup Trial, >

of 111 entries. He also made the b

performance in the sidecar class

machines over 750 c.c. .Five Ariels w:

entered. All made non-stop runs a

secured awards, and also team prize. '
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

VDVEHTISEMENTS in these columns

'Irst 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

onal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

rgod separately. Name and address must

counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

iial terms to regular trade advertisers will

luoted on application.

ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

irtisemenls should be made payable^—STcoT
LIFFfl & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^

—

S—~
Bury Notes. bein°: untraceable it' lost in

\ sit, should not be sent as remittances ,

i

II aUveruseiuenis in this section should be

]
mpanied with remittance, and be addressed

1 18 olTices of •• The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

|. Bt, London, E,C.4. or 19, Hertford Street,

i mtry. To ensure insertion letters should

I

lostel in time to reach the oHlces of " The

t jr Cycle," by the first post on Friday

I (ling previous to the day of issue.

I 1 letters relating to advertisements should

\\ 9 the number which is printed at the end of

1 advertisement, ani the date of the issue

[ hich it appeared.

: le proprietors are not resppnsible for clerical

I rinters' errors, although every care is taken

t! 'Did mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSED.
1 til'' tonvciiiciice of ndvcrlisers, letters may be

,;o 1 10 iiuiiibcrs at " 'Jlic Motor Cj'cle " Office.

till. i. ae-ircj, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

.ilu'.i .nid to cover postage on replies must be added
- ; I ! , iiliscineiit charge, which must include the

n''^>"o,c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tnenumber
.0 M ui the advertisement. All replies should be

, 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

.,*i io Dot Number advertisements containing

houl.l be sent bv tegistcred post, but in all such

'ji-isailc io make use 0/ the Deposit System.

' 10 ciso of motor cycles offered for sale under p box

r. as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

ii>n:cie'J by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

ui 10 business by embodying in their advertisements

UI mention of the district in which the machine
and tried.

SYSTEM.
hesitate to send money to unknown persons

I perfect safety by availing themselves of our
lem. If the money be deposited with "The

!
," both parties are advised of this receipt.

allowed for a decision after receipt of the
ive days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
Ml or, aud eacfi party to the transaction pays
^ way. For all transactions up to ;fio, a
'>f i/- is' charged; on transactions over i'lo

,0, the fee is 2 /6 ; over ^50 and under £75, 5/-;
- Mill under £100, 7/G; and on all transactions
\ \

''"a> All deposit matters are dealt with at
r SLieet, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money

I 1 lid be made payable to Ililfe & Sons Limited.
;^i "D " at the end of an advertisement is an

1 1:. it the advertiser is willing to a\'ail himself of

ir SvUem. Other advertisers mav be equally
u have not advise^l us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
!
-:: who reply to advertisements and receive no

10 their enquiries are requested to recard the
.: nr indication that the goods ct^vertiseO have

n^ ouan disposed of. Advertisers ofien receive so
lAC tiquiries that it is quite impossible to roply to
DCi; Id by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

_* f.. delivery April, what oHer option?—Lewis.

\ C-Early delive
^^ A. J. Young an

A! C. Electrically Equipped Combination, third Lon-
^^ on agent's list; £5 deposit paid March, 1919- de-

iiiiy day now; highest offer secures,—Write, E.S.T.,
"?li Ay., N.IO. [1652

may I

D^ DEPOSIT

WAUCHOPE'S
ACCESSORIES.

LAMPS & GENERATORS.
No. £ s.

127 H.B 3 15
128 H.B 3

P. &H,
P. &H.
P. &H.
P. &H.

145 H.B...

120 H.B...

2 15
1 17

REAR LAMPS.

P. &H. 131

P. &H. 135

Aluminium Torpedo R. Lamps

GENERATORS.
Small Black Generators

P. &H. 126.. ..

P &H. 121 .. ..

P. &H. 122

HORNS, etc.

Volta Mechanical Horns . . .

.

1 7
Victa „ ,,....18
Bulb Horns 1 4
Cowey Horns 3
Lucas Horns 1 7
Second-hand Car Horns from.

.

15

SPEEDOMETERS.

Cowey Speedometers (Trip) .

.

Cowey Speedometers, IVlodel B
Watford (Trip)

6 10
5 10
5 10

Watford (Speed) 4 15

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cameo Wind-
screens

Cameo Aprons
Sidecar Hoods
Sidecar Carriers

Pelr b 1 Tin
Holders

Sparking Plu^s

XL-Air Saddles

Lycett Saddles

Tyres, new and
second-hand

Discs for Douglas
and Triumph
Machines

Knee Grips
Tan- Sad Seats

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: Holborn 5777.
'Grams: Ofiificcr, Fleet, Londoi.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
A. B.C.

Oil. p. A.U.t'., brand new. Htlcd wilh I', and H,
•J lam|..,, J.iicas horn, clc. ; beat oiler securrw.-
U'vk, n„.n,liill, Hoolc itd., Chester. [2063

A .B.C. — Unfile early and prevent diHanpointinent.
Kl.i'iiH.iitiou iind full pnrticulnrg will lio sent on

oppheotion.—The Spiildini; Motor Co., Ltd., Spnldinir,
diBtribating osonts for Lincolnshire. [0015

Abingdon.
ABINOIMJX 1916 6-71i.p, Twin Combination. Z->.i,-i-A

I'l.inilorvlmft. ehuin-emn-belt; £110.-rreeniiMi,
Briehton lid., licdhill. [1714

ABINGDON 3i,{.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., good condi-
tion, ride away; £40, or exchange combination;

ca.sh adjustment.—3, Ashwood Ed., Well Hall. [2135

A.J.S.

A . J.S.—Good deli series from John Aldrieh and Co..
Diss, Norfolk. [6632

A.J.S. 6b. p., 3-.5]ieed, with Mills-Fulford coaclibnilt
sidecar, accessories.—Moss, Wem. [X8021

£245.-2, Nightingale Rd., Lower Ckiplcn.
[1593

1019 A.J..S. Combination, as new, all Ian

Clapto
£240.— 2, Nightingale Hd., Lowe

[1694

perfect condition, r.nlv

£145.-Hidderley, Cresnell Faini,
Stafford. ^ [1731

A.J.S. Combina-tious ; early deliveries: orders booked
in rotation.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., New-

market. [0115

A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, and complete
accessories; £l55.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,

Bond St., W.l [2312

LATE 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, etc., as
new; £215; seen any time.—29, St. Leonard's St..

Biomlej--by-Bow. [1913

A .J.S., 1914, spare tyre, hood,

well Grove, S.E.5.
splendid £120.-

[2005

rack lid.

1 Q18 Milita
i-V sidecar.

Amac. Bosch, hand
rhauled and enamelled; £80.-15. Bar-
ghton, Guildford. [1533

V Model 6h.p. A.J.S. and coachbuilt
i.ucas lamp and accessories; £1^0.-
, near Lancaster. [1892

... . .
every-

thing e.\ccllent; £135.—Lee, Wendover, Bucks. [1940

A'.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage. Wolverhamp-
ton St., Walsa.l. Tel.: 444. Can Kive lavourahlo

deliveries of these grand combinations. Book early for

your spring outfit. [7215

A.J.S. Combination, Lucas dynamo, elec-

mps, electric horn, hood, screen, spare
wheel; absolute bargain, £150.—Crow Bros., Guildford.

[1663

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, elec-

tric lamps, overhauled, new gears and back
wheel, car redecorated; any test.—77, Nova Rd., Crov-
don. [1885

month. Sole agents.

Wales Rd..
[1865

IC42O A..T.S. Combination, delivery promised middle
-L«^ May, Tinnble to take deliverv. -will transfer eou-
ti'act for iSlO plus £.5 deposit paid; Leeds district.—
Box 421, c/o The Motor Cycle. - [X7a97

A.J.S. Combination, 1919. condition as new,' lamps,
speedometer, horn, back-rest, luggage carrier, wind
spare wheel and extra tyre, superb outfit; £235

-17, Claremont Bd., Blackpool. 12096

_ _ first-class condition; £120.-Fitz-
Hugh, Euston Rectory, Thetiord, Norfolk. [1673

A .J.S. 1914 5h.p. Combination, 3 speeds. K.S.. han.l

Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
A..I.S.

A.J.S. SIi.p.' Military Mrtlel (delivered April, 1919i,
and Millloid lic-rf sidecar, ,-irare wheel. Lucas

lamps, horn, tuoK ctj. ; price £170.—A,B., 39, West-
bourne TcT., X. raddiurttin, W.2. 'Phone: Tadd. 3418.

raioi
WADCHOPE'S, 9. Shoo Lane, Fleet St.. London.—

6h.p. A.J.S. combination, 1919 model, detach-
able wheels, spare wheel, 3 speeds, Iree engine, kick
starter, accessories; £185; also another 1919 model,
offers. [1414

IQIS (July) A.J.S. eh.p. Combination, mileage
J-t/ 1,500, fully equipped, spare wheel, lamps,
generators, horn screen, storm apron, etc., 65 m.p.g.,
beautiful condition; £200; any trial.—Pickson, East
Cliff, Sidmouth. [9520

in 19 (Oct.) 6h.p. A.J.S., black finish and Canoelet
-*-*' tidecor, good tyres, 2 large bead lights, tail
light, IClason, Triplex wind screen, whole perfect; any
trial; seen any time; £170.-5, Bexhill Ed., St.
Leonard's-on-Sea [1737

"IQig (late) "A.J.S. Combination, practically new,
-*-*' mileage under 200, complete with unused spare
wheel, wind screen, storm apron, lamps, and Lucas
horn; £215, or 'nearest offer.—Albert Baston, Yen's
Farm, Alphington, Exeter. [1462

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, 1918, bought 1919, side-

car, hood, wind screen, storm apron, carrier, etc.,
Iiought late 1919, spare wheel, all interchangeable, dual
lighting, speedometer, horn, spares, all nearly new;
£230.—Paddington 2433.—Argent, Archer and Co., 89,
Abby Ed., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. [1821

A.J.S. Spares: engine and gear hot repairs; prouipl
delivery.-Cyril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol

verhauiuton. T.A. : Parts. [2237

Alldays.

ALLON 1916 23jh.p., all fitments, perfect, anv trial;
£42.-109, St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake. [X7862

ALLDAYS, 3-speed, thoroughly overhauled; £48.—
Hemmings, Jersey House, Hewlett Rd., Chelten-

ham.
,

[1535

Scuthport.

ALLDAT.? Matchle
after 5.30 p.m.

Common, S.W.4.

[1699

Toke, good- condition : £40:
Lambourn Rd., Clapham

[1754

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
For delivery from stock, J 920 AUon 2-stroke. 2-

speed, free engine models. [1415

ALl.DAYS-ALLON, just delivered, 2-speed, hand
clutch and kick starter; £85.—Parks, 1, Lewi.sham

ltd., Greenwich, S.E.13. [1526

ALLDAYS 4Kl).p. Combination, S-speed, clutch,
Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, tools; ride away;

£65, offers.—132, Canton St., Poplar, E. [1726

"IQ19 AUon De Luxe, 2-speed, kick start, clutch,
X«7 perfect, equal to new," accessories; £68.

—

Morgan, Brockton, Much Wenlock, Salop. [2060

ALLDAYS Allon, 1918, 2-speed, clutch, plated, tank
enamelled, new back tyre, mudguards, pillion seat.

lamps, horn, as new; i62.—54, Killieser Av., .Streat-

ham Hill. -[1834

ALLON, 1918, bought new Feb., 1919, single speed,
equal new, tyres perfect, all accessories, insurance

policy; rrdo away; £50; appointment.—Adkin, Claver-
dou. Grove Park, S.B.12. [X7e92

4h.p. Alldays Matchless, believed 1915, 2-speed, clutch,
B. and B. variable jet, splendid condition, inctud-

Ariel.

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers' prices. [S7944

ARIEL 6.7h.p. Combination, new from works- what
ofl^ers?—Randall's, Andover. [9211

uled; £3
Cross, S.E. [2010

way, good condition; £35.—
ackley, S.E. [1666

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
Ariels; early delivery; book now. [1416

ful turnout; £135.-58, Harnier St., Gra

ARIEL 3Mb.p.. 1916 Combination, ~3-speed,
starter, as new throughout; 85 gns.—280.

'^or motorists

87-91, John Bright St.

Thone : 662 Mid.
Graph :

" Lylcar, B'ham.*'

IN TIME FOR THE

EASTER HOLIDAYS.

Immediate Delivery from
Stock of a limited number

of the famous

Indian
Motorcycles.

all parts

1918-19 POWERPLUS Models,

7-9 h.p., spring frame, kick-

start, 3-sp8ed, standard finish,

but without electrical
equipment.

PRICE £125.
These machines have done only a

small mileage, and have been com-
pletely overhauled, re-enamelled,

and plated.

"OLE BIRMINGHAM AGENT FOR

"Indians
"

P. J. EVANS.

A

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1Q19-1920 6-7h.p. Ariel Combination, No 4'

a

A" grid, -horn, etc., .indistinguishable from V-
offers over £175 —HartwcU, Burgh, Lincolnshire. [1J9

LATE 1919 Ariel Combination, 5-6h.p., Hendion
sidecar, spare wheel and electric lamps: what o 'sf

-J. Warr and Son, 111, "^-anvick St., Leamington b.

RIEL 3',l*.p. 1914 Coach Combination, 2 slfd.
clutch, K.S., B. and B., accessories, £56; S

wicker sidecar, £7.—Parkin, Lynwood, Benhill it

Sutton. ,§5

ARIEL 3'/ih.p. 1920 Combination, ready foi le.

livery, catalogue price; exchange enterta d;
deferred payments, half down.—Bunting's Motoii-
change, Wealdstone. 5?

ARIEL 1913 31/oh.p. Combination, 3 speeijs, ok

starter. Brown and Barlow, U.H. mag.; S -
Maudes' (below).

A"
RIEL 1919 3V,h.p. Combination, Ariel si. .r,

Brown and Barlow, E.1,0. mag., 3 .speeds id

kick starter, 3 lamps, almost new; £130.— ila »',

100, Gt. Portland St., London. )j

F.O.C.K. have a 1919 Ariel Combination, 31 '^h ;•

speed, clutch, K.S., ful^ equipped, exc ut

order.—Fair Offer Car House,''^, Heath St., I p-

stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: I ,j).

stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. OS

A
Auto-Wheels

UTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. gent's cycle, very 1

£20.—Sandhain's, 335, Gray's Inn Ed

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de Luxe, flue com
£15.—Proctor, 35, Ciauford Av., Kan

Cheshire.

NEW Touug JSngine, l^Ji.p., attached lii'-l

Rover cycle, special I'ack wiieel; 28 e:i

Chase Side Crescent, Enfield, Middlesex.

AUTO-WHEELS, the latest pattern : immertia
j

livery. Easily affixed to any cycle, very ob' l

run; £25. The Johnson motor wheel converts you |

cycle into a lightweight motor cycle. New baek
;

with heavier spokes, b.ack-pedalling brake, all-chail J

shock alisorber, 2-cyl. 2-stroke, dynamo genera
j

light head and tail lamp; price, including all tbfl

sary fittings, £31/10; immediate delivery.—Serw il

292, High Holboru, London.

Bat.

B^
BAT.— For earliest delivery, book

Godin? and Co. 9, Grosveni
Wells. Tel.: 449

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LoD
j

6h.p. Bat combination, spring Iranw n
|

deli"ery from stock.

5-7h.p. Bat Racing Model, 2.speed gear box,
epeedometer, siiorty machine, very fast ; U

I

65 gns.—Foster, Greyhound, Ardingly, Sussex.'

8 h.p. Bat Combination, 1914, 3-speed conntc|
kick starter, Cowev, 3 lamps, large coachbuilj

car, in first-class condition; £130.-52, Leslie

|

Hd., Croydon.

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 5-7h.p., povverful mil

twin-cyl., P. and M.. 2-speed, make exl

tradesman's carrier.—Stevenson's Garage, Toi|
Wells. 'Phone: 425.

Beardmore.
LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.- Bear,

Precision, the most advanced and practical!

cycle #et designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blal'f

Co., no. Bold St., Liverpool

RIackburne.
LACKBURNEB.—All models,—A. J. YounJ

Co., Ltd., Newmarket.

ol«
'

II'

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., IiBr

Early del. very of 4h.p. and 8h.p. twin
burnes.

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Blackbwil
chines from the accredited agents.-The lis

Engineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighfc
Surbitou. ,-,

Blumfield. '

BLUiNfflELD 3'2h.p Sporting Combinati'
speeds and clutch, discs, Lucas King

Road head light, sidecar and electric tail laml.
let streamline racing sidecar, disc wheel, qi

spares including cover, tube, valves, springSj

racing cams, valve rocker, pump, mechanicals
first-class condition, ride away; offers wanted;

[

Mills, Monmouth St., Bridgwate;

B

ARIEL 1920 S'.ili.p. Countershaft, just delivered
list price, £110; first cheque secures.-Parks 1

Lewishaiu Rd., Greenwich, S.E.13. [1527

B18 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

n s m

Bown.
ew 1920, 2i|.h.p.,

, mecl^anical 110

del; £68.—Ndyes, Braeperfect,

Bradbury.
^h.p._ Bradbury. Bosch mag.j any trial; £a'r"l

Hanbury Rd., Lavender Hill, Battcrsca. I'W'^fl
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MOTOR CYCLES VOU. SALE.
BiaUbiuy.

{RAniiritr lli.p.. flr»t-into comlition; wlint olYcrs
- .1,'Mi, Ituck Villii, Llanliilkitli, Mon. [leei

void dianiipointmont.-

[7217
ininiiHliiito

ilmuiiiton.
[le.'SC

nuinp, rule
Wimbledon,

[2042

, MX. ninj., Biuks cnvbiirettor, gnnil
lide nwo}-; barBoin, £29/10.—J. D., 8,
lUon. [17117

61i.p. Twin, 3-spood, kick stmt, nll-
with .qi.li'i'ju, etc.; £130, or ueiirest.—

,ivs, OldliMH,, [1801

>RADBU

)ndon.

laii.p. II';

I* ,'Ollllil

mnnid IM

917 111;.

rll.MII

itcllfll. II.

'Cry

froe

9, Sho

(ttflge, Ciilcridge Hd., r

lEAlmrRV 1914. X,f
> iu lliu. iiuuiil.i; ...uler

rgnin.-Wiilt.is. 50, Cu

r.

Fleet St., London.-
, 2-spced models: de-
ow. [1419

?libiiilt sidecar, spare
', must sell.—Ridge
iieliley. [2217

P.^..d,

1 tl.i

sl.ed, .-ind

storsltii

VRADBUllY 4ijli.p..

' charn, roach sideoi
.rshalton. Surrey. Own
.rshalto £80.

Kidd.
[1851

i countershaft, all
1 Wardle's Garage,
5on, 115, Park Lane,

[2258

h.p.^ liradbury, Bosch mng., B. and B., 2-sp6cd
N.S.U., in thorough order, ride away, i«st ove

uUa, tyiOi! and engine practically new; £49/10.-A.W
[1796

N.S.U. 2-speed, kick
th, 1920; £115/10;

ison f.5r iiclliiig. tin.incial.—Evans, White House,
Istock, Wliiu-hiuch, S.iloi.. [X7901
>KAD1U-Er Late 1913 4h.p. C.B. Combination,
' B and B., Bosch. K.S.U. gear, lamps, horn, over-
idod. excellent condition; any trial; £70.—Allen,
ilioaer, Hawarden. nr. Chester. [1813

jnAIiBUEY 4';.;ii.p., watertight Bosch, B. and B

South End, Croydon.

920 Bradbury 41i.p..

delivered Marcli
start,

andI'hilipson pulley, good appearanc.
£35; ride away; first cash secures.—Thos,
lustwood Ed., Saltairo, ~ "oper, 8, Uustwood Ed., Saltairo, Yorks. [1920

JBADBUET 4h.p. 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, Senspray,
' liitc...t cof.cUbuilt combination inndcrslungl, electric

'6/10: 4h.p.. all chain drive, 3-spced coi;
ir, clutch and kick start, £117/17/6;
1 be supplied to fit from £20.

lung), electrii

perfect running
Green, N.15.

(1738
, London.—

Brough.

ooTn st.i .rdshii rlyAgents lor Bro
livery guaranteed, Bedford Ga

lone: 270. -
[5304

OHTH Lanc.ishire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
Man only.-Brough enquirics.-.T. Blake and Co.,

icial Dealers, Liverpool and ISIanchester. [6588
EOrtiH Model H.. 4h.p.. o.h.y. horizontal twin

ouutershaft. splendid low mount, hardlv
nil accessories; f75.-C.. 26, Powell Ed.',

[X7869
ridden.

119 4'ih.p. B.S.A..
•' Glenthorne, Cai

B.S.A

all

IPS, he

Cannock.

.S.A. Combination, late 1919, la
' -H. Eock, Cradley, Staffs.

.S.A.-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Booking orders
tor all models; rotation deliveries. (7216

.S.A. 4i4h.p. S-speed countershaft, kick starter ex-
celleat condition; f85.-Kjng, Egrove Farm, Os-

' [X8002
Ih.p. B.S.A., h'te 1919, fitted with new sidecar, only
.1 ridden a few miles; £140.—Applv, 24, ffastle St',
itcrbury. [1595
.S.A.. kick start, lighting set, hcbrn, tools, good
ccnaition; £55.-54, Dundonald Rd., Wimble-

•
'''*^- [2221

.S.A. 1912-15 31 ..h. p.. 2-sDeed clutch, as new. lamps
horn, tools, new belt, tyre, tube; £55.-Finstall

m, Bromsgiove. [I79O
/ATCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

Book now tor B.S.A. motor cycles. Early de-
fy anticipated. [1420
il6 4>jli.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, belt, kick
- nf ''",*'=,!

nS-™'^''*""'*
sidecar, accessories; £100.-

iS-Blundell, Himtiusdon. [S7958
S.A. 1913, free engine, W.S.V., 2-snepd sear

lamps, horn, spare tubes, good tyr
'—Young, Misterton, Some
)20 B.S.A. Combination,
' £165.-Clittord Wilson
Pital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3.

[1485

etc.,'

'cg^PdLl
JS.vr

S4RGAP
Wm is th; tim: for machines for Easter ;

we have the finest selection of Solo

machines and Combinations^ in London.

We can offer you only first-class

machines. It will be well worth your

while giving us a call, and you will no*

be disappointed.

Combinations.
1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps.

,, dynamo lighting,

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, standard model.
fitted with lamps, hood, and windscreen.

IQ19 6h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
dynamo lightins set, hood, windscreen, almost

B.S.A, Combination,

rg.-

nag. dynamo ligbtins;,

standard model, very

1920 Gh.p. JAMES Combination, brand new.

191Q (November) 8h.p. SUNBEAM Combination^
fitted mth spare wheel, hood, windscreen,
side curtains, Lucas lamps, speedometer,
Lucas horn, almost new. ,

igig 3* h.p. ARIEL Combination, disc wheels,

electric and acetylene lamps.

1919 6h.p. JAMES, Canoelet sporting Siiecar,

competition model, lamps, etc.

igig 4h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, lat^t change-
speed lever.

iqi7 3J h.p. NORTON, countershaft model. Norton
Sidecar, lamps, good condition.

igi7 5A h.p. ROVER Combination. Lucas ^j^n^mo
lighting set, exceptional ondition.

Solo Machines.
rgio iJ.b.p. SUNBEAM Mo'or Cycle, lamps,

P'Oedoraetfr, as new

1920 A b-r- BLAOKBURNE .victor C5'cle.

1^20 T.T. TRIUMPH .Motor Cycle.

Sran.J new LEA-FRANCIS, immediate delivery.

Cars.
jQii ion p. IWORRIS-OXFORD, de Luxe Model.

exceptioDally good couditioQ £340

11316 ii.gh.p. PERRY, r>-5ealer, dickey bade,
Lucas dynamo lighlins; £410

1^14 BUGATTI, 2-5eater touring body, excep-
tionally ^Dleii.iid condition £475

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone No. : Miisenm 419

MOTOR CYCI.ns^ rOU SAM!.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Co(ielih|iilt Coinhinntioii, fiillr cciuinucd, w\i
tyros; £67; trilil.—7, UodlloloUKh MeWF, \Vn™|.

IhOd Ciesecnt, Hiirrow lid., I .Ion. [Iflb.S

jqi-1 ll-R-^. CoMil.iiMlH.,,, „„ ,,;drlied, pomplete tet
-•-•' ot liinipx mid 1 ;iii. ,1 etcr; fillB.--
l>inl;.<, 1, U'winhiiMi UH

,
Ci.riiv.i. Ii, H.K.IS. (152!j

B.S..\. 1917 41/ill,li. (Ai.ii liliuilt Cuijiliinntion, 3*l)eed
eoiinloriilial't, kieli-.stiirter, exeollont condition;

-£125.-KinRton, 2, King Edword Piirridc, Norimn-,
S.W. [1971

1 Q20 B.S.A. Combination, completely (Ittcd, unrl-r
A'-' 50 miles: iJlTS.-Clitl'ord Wilson Mtu. Co.. 70,
Hf.v.il Hospital Rd., Chelsea, 8.W.3. Tel.: Kena.
7113. [2153

B.S.A. 3V..h.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive, Mill-
tord sideear, Canac earlmretter, BoKch' niair.. 2

Bpeeds, pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Poit'nnd
St., London. (2145

TJ.S.A. 1914 4Kh.p.. 3-specd, kick starter, coachbiiilt

recently overhauled; bargain, £90.—98, ' BasinBBlok I

Rd., Reading. [X7870

1Q19 (October) B..S.A., Model K combination, under
X«/ 500 miles, all acce-ssories, lamps unused. Klaxon
and other horn, as new; £160.—S., 10, Wellington
Sq., Chelsea, S.W. [2200

4h.p. 1914 B.S.A., 2-speed and clutch, wicker sidernr
combination, lamps and aecessories. guaranteed iu

perfect rnnnine order, and first-class condition ; any trial

;

£85.-12 ClKitsworth Rd., Torquay. [1701

B.S.A. Speciali.its.—All renlacements in stock: Il.S \.

fiideears, screena, hoods, and grids in stock.—TI19
County Cycle and Motor Co., Broad St., Birminglinni
T.A. ; Comocyco, Birmingham. [7753

B.S.A. Combination, 1918, 3-specd countershaft, all-

chain driven, kick start, triple lighting set,

Klaxon, apron, guaranteed, any test gladly; 116 gns.
S.R.L., Fairview, Gordon Rd., S. Woodford. [2132

LATE 1915 B.S.A. Combination. 4h.p., 3 speeds,
countersiiaft, kick starter, Montgomery sidecar,

luggage grid, lamps, etc., good condition throughout;
£97.-Smith, Great Gidding, Peterborough. [1907

BP.S.A. (Oct., 1914) Coachbuilt Combination, 4Vib.p.,
countershaft, kick start, 3-speed, clutch, wind

screen, hood, very reliable, any trial; exchange 4-

seater car or sell; £98.-51, Beckenbam Rd., Becken-
ham. [2152

F.O.C.H. have a 1915 B.S.A 4i.ih.p. Model H, lully

equipped, in excellent order.— Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Ilampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hcurs 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [6870

B.S.A. 1919 41/jh.p. Combination, chain drive, electrio

head, side, and tail, speedometer, horn, wind
screen, Terry spring links, luggag'S carrier, 2 spare
tubes, 1 unused, tvres unpunctured, all excellent order

;

£150.-6, Morden Rd., Blackheath. [1779

1019 (Oct.) B.S.A. Combination, 4.'41i.p., chain-cum-
X*/ belt drive, Henderson silecar, all lamps, wind
screen, mechanical horn, etc., a perfect outfit; seen any
time; price £140, or nearest.-A. W. Cioucher, Dol-
phin Hotel, Preston St., Faversham, Kent. [14a9

-1 019 B.S.-V. 41/ih.p. Model K, with B.S.A. No. 2
\-v sidecar, Lucas dynamo electric lighting set, all

lamps, hood, screen, speedometer, horn, in.suraiice to

June, excellent condition; £150; inspection by appoint-

m6nt.-9, Mycenai Rd., Blackheath, S.13.3. [1565

Cnlthorpe.
.AT.jTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed model, splen-

did condition; £48.—Moss, Wem. [XS022

CALTHORPE-PRFCISION Junior, 2-srecd, good con-

dition ; £33.-26. Corshalton Rd., Car.slialton. [1831

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 1915 23fh.p., new condition,

little used; £42.— Peaston, Station Ed., Epsom.
[1668-

CALTHORPB 2')'4h.p. 2-stroke, perfect condition;
£38.—Wyth, 1,078, Harrow Rd., Willesden, N.W.

(1760
CALTHORPB Junior, 2-6peed, good condition, but le-

qnircs tuning; first £25 secures.-37, I'urzeliill Ed.,

Plymouth. , [X7951

MOTOR Cycle, Calthorpe-Jap 1914 model, 2.i2h.p.,

lust overhauled; private; what otters?—Applv,
22, Abbey Ed., N.W.8. [19!jJ

CALTHOEl'E-J.A.P., 1916, 2'<jh.r., Enfield 2-specd,
mileage 1,500, new tvres and api*aii,ii /e : £48.-

11, Bydeet Rd., Weybiidge. 1X7689

1 Q 16 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft,
At/ lamps, excellent condition; any trial; £45.

—

Watson, Kent Cottage, High St., Cranbrook, Kent.
[1664

1020 Calthorpe 2''4h.p. 2-stroke, Enfield 2--.ipeed,

ItF £66/3; nl^o a^ih.p. J.A.P. model, £68/5, brand
new; immediate delivery.—Clarke and Co., Queen St.,

Louth. 121.1

c

' .>C<X><XX>OC<X>C>C><>C><><>OC<XXX><>OC><>0

'

C.VLTHORFEJ.A.P., 2';ih.p., 2.speed. 1920. oe
liverv ex-stock; list price £68/5. plus carriage,

—Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishopsgate ,\v.. Camomile
St., E.C.3. [0071

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed neutral,

stored most of w.ar, lo^v mileage, equipped with

best new lamps, generator, new back tyre, pump, spare

belt plugs, tools, toolbags, condition and appearance

perfect: an» trial; done 138 m.p.g. : £35, or liest over,

inv wav —Write Owner, 42, Summer Hill, Kendal.
[1482

All litters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tfje issue. Big
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

I^AMPION T.T. 2^ib.p twin, mechanically perfect,

[1880
CAMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p., 1916, Stumjey-Archci gear

box, 5-siieeil, clutch, kick .^tart. Empire coachbuilt
sidecar, underslung chassis, whole outfit in eplendid
condition; £78.-15, Summcrhill Ed., Dartlord. [1590

Ccdos.

CEDOS.—Now booking orders for 1920 deliTery, fir.-t

place on our list still vacant; ladies or gents.—
Goding and Co., 9, Grosrenor lid., Tunbridge Well«.

Centaur.
CENTAUR Lightweight, running order, new tyres

and belt; £28/10.-78, Grove Rd., Balham,
S.W.12. Alter 6. [2198

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA EnquiriK Invited by J. Blaks and
Co., leading motor oycle experts, Liverpool and

Manchester. 16577

, C.B. outfit, 3-speed
new; £105.-109, St.

[X7861

CHATER-LEA 8-lOh.p. twii
box, repainted nicely, as

Leonard's Rd., INlortlake.

lOlO Chater-Lea, 3h.p., oye
Xtf tyres, B. and B., Dixie
—White, 93, Forest Drive, LeytoUstone. [1464

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. No 7 Combination, 3 speed,
countershaft, all-chain drive, comfortable sid car-

screen, lamps, speedometer; £105.—Godin, 147. .S:^a-

thwaite Rd., S.W.ll. [1756

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, per-
fect condition, very smart, 3-speed, chain drive

and clutch, new tyres, very little used, mechanically
perfect; best offer over £110.—Edwards, 5. Goswell
Rd., E.G. [9355

F.O.O.H. have a 1914 Chater-I«a 8h.p. Combination,
3-speed, clutch, handle start, fully equipped, ex-

cellent order.-Pair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station 'Phone:
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8608

Chater-Lea-Jap.
CHATER-J.A.P. 4h.p., good running orde

ful; £29.—'Willoughby, Merstham, Surrey. [1982

CHATER-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, Gloria coach
sidecar, screen, 3 speeds, clutch, all perfect ci

dition; £110.~6, Avoca Rd., Upper Tooting, Lond'
S.\V.17. • [1520

CH.ATER LEA-J.A.P., 4h.p.
tools, accessories, spring carrier, perfect

Xpert inspection invited Call, 15, Hartfield

powe

lamps

Rd., Wimbledo
Clynu.

C^LYNO Bh.p.'s and 2-5trokes.
^ Ltd., ISewraarket.

[1521

n^ and Co,
[Oil

stock: list

[X7687

CLYNO 2-slroke, Oct., 1919, guaranteed perfect, 500
miles, accessories: £68/10.-137, Southgate, Glou

cester. [1681

stock at mak
-Rhosha Motor Co., Mawney's Bd.,

Romford. " [2309

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, new sidecar, very silent
and reliable; £125.—Bale, 126, High

Croydon. [2234

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,
2i,4h.p. Clynos, new, 1920, 2-stroke mo

from stock.

Meltou Mowbray.

(PROW Bros., Gnildford,

horn, knee grips, eti

monger, Kidderminster.

tLYNO.-New 1920 Z-^v"
stock.—Chandler. IC^

ill the South. 'Phone: 1024.

CLYNO Combination. 1918, 3-s

teiclHini-'cable wheels perfect
280, Ciiiiilierwell Rd., S.E.5.

CLYNO Combination. 1918, 3

dianfioiilile wheels, eaiial to
2,682, c/o The Motor Cycle.

iels; £76
[1421

' Ha
[21"/ =

West Surrey Clyno ngenti
for 8b.p. combinations an

[3172

ilea^e 60, complete, lamps,
., as new; £68.-Wisi '

[1652

;ed 2-3troke models actually
evre and Williams. Hitchin
bin 10063

sto.k
dvalc
(01 12

start

stroke, delivery e

3 carriage.—Elce a

lomile St., E.C.3.
Id Co.!
[0073

IN

STOCK
NEW

(At makers' list prices.)

CLYNO, 2.S h.p., 2-str.yke, 2-spced, an.i

clutch *75
DOUGLAS, 2'i h.p., 3-speed fSO
METRO-TYLER, 2! h p., 2-stroke £S7 10
METRO-TYLER, 2': h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £69 6
NEW IMPERIAL-j.A.P., 2l h.p., 2-speed £74 11

RUDGE-MULTI, i! h.p., I.O.M. Model . £110 5

SCOTT, 3} h.p., 2-spep-d, etc £126

TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2J h.p ,
2speed .... £66

(Several other machines are expected before the

Easter Holidays.)

Soiled
W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p £145

W:D. new IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p. £145

These machines have J.A.P. engines, j-spesd

countershaft gear box, clutch, kick-Statter, all-

chain drive, and are finished " Service Green."

Second-hand
rg20 SCOTT, 3^ h.p., speedometer, etc £120

igig JAMES Lightweight, 2-speed £65

1920 METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2-speed

lamps, etc £70

igrg DOUGLAS, z} h.p., 2-speed, lamps,

horn, speedometer £80

1914 CLYNO Combination, lamps, horn,

windscreen, etc £85

1920 TRIUMPH and Gloria Sidecar, lamps,

horn, and speedometer £145

r9i6 NEW IMPERIAL, 2,S h.p., 2-speed .... £50

igi9 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, lamps, horn .
.

£50

1017 ENFIELD Combination, as new, Lucas

dynamo lighting, Lucas horn, wind-

screen, etc £1 80

igrg TRIUMPH and MilKord Sidecar, lamps,

horn, speedometer £120

New Sidecars

Speedometers

CANOELET.
GLORIA.

HENDERSON.
MILLS-FULFORD.

SWAN.

excellent Stock of Lamps, Horns,

Hoods, Windscreens, and other

Accessories

Easterfl Garage Co.
Official Repairers to R.A.C.,A.C.U.,A.A.&M.U

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno

,OLrN0 Combination, 1916, 6h.p.,^ stored, speedometer, horn, lamps, etc,

out; £155.—Wvth, 1,078, Harrow He
JN.W.

1 fine t

Willes
[1

CLYNO 1917 6h.p. C
kick start, 4 intercli:

anv examination; £120.-:
den, N.W.IO.

ai'h Combination, 3-sj}

useable wheels, lamps, hi

Fortune Gate IW., Ha
[S

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked in i

tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotat
delivery from March,—Rothwell and Milbourne, (

leish Garage. Malvern. [6

CLY-NO 1914 2-stroke. 2i2-h.p., 2-Epeed, clutch, h
lamps, spares, small mileage, splendid condit

£45; view Saturday afternoon.—Hart, Reseda He
Brockley Park, Forest Hill, London. [1

CLYNO Combination, 1913. with late iimuovenn
3 speeds, kick starter, Bosch mag (with comf

spares for sanle), Binks 3-jet carburetter, Stoi
speedometer, 4 interchangeable wheels, lamps,
other accessories and spares; £110.—2, Palace A
sions, Colney Hatch Lane, Muswell Hill, N.IO. \l

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., interch.i

aljle wheels, one spare wheel and tyre, hood, ^

screen, speedometer, lumps, horn, luggage and P'

tin carrier, good condition, 3 tyres nearly new : £1C
Hirst, Sandvmount, Thorntield Rd., Lockwood, Hud^
field. [1

Connaught.
CONNAtJGHT 2%h.p., 3-spced, clutch, mechai

horn, privately owned; £45.—Seen at 151, E
ston Rd., Teddington. [I

1Q17 Connaught 2S'4h.p., splendid condition,
-i-*' chanically perfect, lamps, horn; £43.—Sine
Maylands, Torrington Park, North Finchley. [1

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd.,
ught sole district agents;
" epairers.

-"'stock; R.A.C. Established 12 years, [i

( oulson
COULSON—1920 models all in stock; the no

mium depot.—Godiui? and Co., 9, GrosvenoT .

Tunbridse Wells Tel.: 449. [i !

COULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.—Enqa f

invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor c |l.

experts of Liverpool and Manchester. [( |l

COULSON B, 1920, 2"/ih.p.. 2-speed, spring fri ,

Blackburne engine, delivery from stock; 95 g i

extended terms if desired. — Elce and Co., IE
J,

Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. [t !'

F.O.C.H. have new Coulson-B mo<lels 2^ih.p. .1

4h.p. : list price.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, H- -i

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phc
j

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays
[Ml

COULSON Model B, 4h.p. Blackbutne engine, Al If

2-speed gear, spring frame : may be olitaiiwd it

Harrods system of extended payments.—Harrods 51 'I

Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rcl. (opposite Jl
Building), London, S.W.I. [I '

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY EAGLE 2!:/|h.r., 2-stroke, 1916 mi .

pertect condition : £35.-89, Queen St., Banb .

[X7I

F.O.C.H. have a Coventry Eagle Model 7, brand n :

list price.-Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath ,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Staiton). 'Pbo
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdas

[8

Dalm.
1 QI8 Dalm, 3h.p., 2-speed countershaft, mechfti I

-L if horn, P. and H. lamp set, very fast; gent 1

bargain, £45.-31, Palamos Rd., Church Rd., Ley

.

Diamond.

JACK [fEALT, Cork, official niamoiid ngent.-i;:

tational delivery. No piciniums accepted (6;f

BEDFORD Garage, Walsall, official agents it

Diamonds; delivery from stock; makers' prij

1 Q20 Model Diamoud-.Tap, 2-speed, just dcliyc;;

1«7 at list riice.-Tlie Central Garage, 12, Bridge i

.

Jordan's Yard. Cambridge. [1

'

DIAMONDS.-251h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, i,j

VilUers 2-stroke single-speed, ,«56/10: set I

ill stock.—T. Stevens. 248, Oooch St., Bivmingha:

15 16, Bisliopsgate Av.,

B20 All letteis lel.-iting to advertisements should fluote the number at the end of each

latched; £65.— Bennlit

19=

advertisement, and the date of the
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MOTOR CYCI.P.S FOR SALE.
Doiigin!).

•1TI.\N IIAHDIH una I.iuio, Ltd.. Di.usliiK SpW'li

ist*

b.p. L-.iinlumitioii, 1920 liiiJtl; £155,

ab.p. Solo. S-srceil Model \V. ; £90.

J7E gtov'k EverytliiUK you require loc youi Uoiiglna

f 1S5.-8,
Rfliusgato. _ [1787

jOUCI.AS. 4h.p., 1918, perfect condition; £85.—
U'. l.oughboro' Park, Brixton. (2264

lOrcl-.VS 1920 2',Ii.|i.. 3-speod. brnnd new: £98,
-Hnx 2,376, (11 Tkt Mulor Ciicle. [1967

,Or(iI„\S 2'.b.p, Stiiniliir.l Mndol; £95,-Particulars.
Lniminl WiNmi. l.iniKliton, K,^sex. [1=;.,

)16 Douglas, 2"v,li.ii.. splendid condition; £60.—
2" "Norlineto

120 Ilouglas 2.'jh.g^..

Nightingale Rd,,

.OnOLAS, 1916. iKw c

Huat, 46, H..||,v IM,

Leytonsti

speed;

[2078

and new; £96.—
pton. [1595

aulitic and :

\V,4,

116 llougli
' 109. St I's Rd,,

£65.-
[1782

outfit; £105,—
=. [X7660

OUCLAS 25^h.p., 1915, just overhauled; £68.-
Chuler, The Oarage. West Hall, Byfleet. [1939

Ol'GLAS 2"jli,p„ lamp, fm.t'ionrds, iii-t ovoi]]:in'.-.l •

£42,-105. Clurlc Hi.nsr K.I. ll.j l;..„li,mi. 11540

.OnCILAS 1915 2-jli.r.. li.-ii,' t, 11,1V tvi,'< .„,..,.

sorii-,; £55.-42, Haliili.t Eil, Clnlli,.<lMid.' [1910

O0GLAS 2i4h.p.. good t.vres: £25.-H.J.S., 15,
Srarriiks liow, Weston St., London, S.E.I, [1952

OUGLAS, 2iih.p. (latel,- racing model, mechani-
cally perlect; £58.-165, Church Hd., Mitcham.

OyOT-4S, T.T., 1_914. 2.ji_peed: £45; just over"
hauled.—Moon, Little Heath. Potter''s

Forks jh.p. Do
[1512

k20 DoiLcla? 4h.p. Combiuatii
' offers?—Hazebnere. Earlsdi

Levtonstone.
[2079

1 new; what
offers?—Hazebnere, Earlsdon Av., Coventrv.

[X8048
OUGLAS, 2-speed, engine 29027, not done 50 miles,

new tyres; barg.ain, £58.-108, MeadT.ale Ed.,
ng. [1893
OUGLAS 2"'ih.p.. 2-speed, brand new, beautiful ma-
chine; 67sns.-60, Walliugford Av., JS^orth Ken-

ton. [2117
OUGLAS 1911. less rear piston, otherwise com-

plete; what ciSeis'-Box- 2,378, e.'o- The Hlolor
' [1969
3UGLAS 2!iih.p., kick. start and clutch model, in
perfect order, any trial given; £70.—Reid. Bal-

. Orkney. [9412
' OUGL,\S. 2-5peed. lamps, speedometer, new

Dunlop^: bargain, £55.-202, Munster Rd..
lam. [1471

I laa. Douglas. Combination, brand new.
'' tered; £167,10.-2. Nightingale Ed.
I iton. ^ [1596

OUGLAS 2"'4h.p.. 2 speeds, excellent condition, tvres
equipped; £32.-14, jMelbourne Av.,

[1917

unregis

t Eulii

1
15 2">jh.p. 2-speed Douglas, W.D. overhauled, runs

well: first £52 secures.—Box 2,746, co Thu
r Cyelr. [2295
,h.p. Dongla,=, 2-speed (threel, speciallv tuned; £48,
. £55, £65.—Marks, Boot Stores, 121, Aeton Lane,
wick, W.4. . [2308

I
1UGLAS 1916 2-5peea, buffer forks, just over-

{ hauled, perfect; £55.—Dairy, 106, Church St.,

j
sea, S.\T.3. [2167

I
5UGLAS 1914 3',ai.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,

' Empire sidecar; £105.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-
1 St., T.ondoa. [2144

1 |16 Douglas 2^4h.p., overhauled, as new; £60;
after 6 o'clock.—Fox, 41, .Greencoat Place,

" imiuster, S.W. [2058
h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, just as new, only used few

bargain.—31, Claremont Ed., Alexandra
[X6775

)UGL-\S, 1915, overhauled, last, very smart, com-
plete with lamps and horn; £75.—Bale, 126.

I St., Croydon. [2233
h.p. 2-speed Douglas, kick starter, complete with

lamps, born, speedometer; £60. — Taylor's
ge, Wednesbury. [9969

|19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, like new, all
trial; £140.—Heech, 'Wander-

[X7898

peed, in good con-
nearest.—Mitchell.

[1802

Manchester.

Bridport, Dorsi

|15 (?1 Douglas 2"jh.p., T.T.,
ditiou, and real fast: £53,

5, Le3s, Oldham.

Call

THE FIRM FOR VUICK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

DOUGLAS
LEVIS

. ZENITH
MATCHLESS

G.L.

V.H.L. Sidecars
We sh.ill be pleased to receive enquiries for the

new " \'.H.L." Sidecar (registered .design), which

is now OQ view at our. Showrooms. This Sidecar

is constructed of best quality 3-ply wood, it is

beautifully finished, and luxuriously upholstered.

It is, without doubt, one of the most comfortable

and smartest Sidecars ever designed.

Price £20
We are now able to quote definite delivery dates

for the famous 6 h.p. " G.L." Combination, fitted

with latest type overhead valve M.A.G. engine,

detachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, internal

expanding rear brake, external contracting

transmission brake, and many other attractive

and up-to-date features. Only one of these

machines was entered in the 1919 A.C.U. Six

Da\-s Trial, and was awarded the silver medal

and special mention in the judge's report. If

you are interested, call and see a " G.L." Com-
bination at our Showrooms. Price, 210 guineas,

including D.A. Outfit, Haxon Horn, Spare Wheel,
and T^Te. etc.

P. and H. Lamps, Douglas fitting.

Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Chain Guards, 12/6.

Dou{;las 2; h.p. Instruction Book, 1 /3.

Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs, f3 18s. per Set.

Tan-Sad Pillion Seats.

Bowden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

W.S.R. Jet Adapters, for Douglas A.M.A.C. Car-

buretters. 8,6.

E.I.C. Magnetos, for flat trfins

Gowey Speedometers.

Cowey Mechanical Horns.

Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

Black Enamelled Under Trays, for 4 h.p, Doug-
las, £1.

Desds, not words.
Londoiu

February i8th, 1920.

To Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,

Woodstock Street, W.
Dear Sirs,—Yours of the 17th inst to hand.

I intend ha\-ing Disc Wheels fitted to my machine.

Could you obtain these for me, and have them
fitted ? . . . . Thanking you for the prompt
and exceedingly good treatment 1 have always

received from you.

Yours sincerely, H.S.E.

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.l.
Telephone; Mayfair 6559.

Telegrams : IVH.'VRDILAN, WESDO, LONDON.

[2223

Combinotion. new tyrest and
ondition; 100 gn.-'.— 107, Grev-

(1672

MOTOR CYCI.P.S FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IQIG 2'|li.p. DouKlns, 2.speod, Lucas lamp rot.
-It/ toolhags. cnmlilelc as new; £68.-125, High
.SI,, Merlon, .S.W.la,

iqiS Oh, p. lloiu-
i-if lul.,.-. ex,, 11,.,

liMiud Kit. Kulhain.

SMlTIl'S.-DouKlas 1914 2','li.p.. very little used; £50,
-SiiiilliN, 10-16, Ilaverftock Hill (oppotito Cliolk

F;irni Tiil.u Station). [0150

DOli(;l.,.\s Motor Cvclc and Sidecar, 1919 model.
runi|il..-to with lamps, as new; £115.—Brook

Bros.. Unrnliam-on-Sta, [8986

DOU(;l..\S, 2',Jh.p., 2-8pei!d mode], mechanically
1
crl'ct throughout, lully equipped. — ParkerS.

Hrnd-li iv,-ate, Bolton. [X8019

"IQ15 2'ih.p. 2-sp2ed Douglas motor cycle, in exci-I-
-Ltf i,.||t, inndition.—Stevenson Garage, Tunbridg.i
Welts. Phone; 425, [1621

Ed., Shortlauds Station.

DOUGLAS 2":ih.p., 1913,
equipped, splendid con

Stanley Rd.. Bracknell.

-Gray, Fit
[lyy;:

idden about 2.000. fully
lition; 55 gns.—Fowler,

[2201

JAMES MOFFAT, Donslas Agent, reovil.-2'!'4h.p.
model, clutch, £95, less clutc-h £90; 4b.p. com-

bination. £155.-'l'hone: 50. [1103

1 Q14 T.T. Dougla,s. acetj'lene and electric lighting, in
-Ltf perfect running order, very fast; £65.—Cookson.
118a. Finchley Kd., N.W.3. [1841

3iJh.p. Douglas, 1916, unused, Douglas colours;
4 £65.-55. Piccadilly. W.l. Tel.; Gerrard 7711.

alter hours, Sydenham 1284. [2032

OUGLAS 23;h.p.. clutch, kick starter, as new, per-
:ect, lamps, horn, spares, etc.'; £80.—C. 12.
n Parade, Muswelf Hill. [1941

disc

D
D^
Bostall Lane. jVbl^ey Wood, S.E.

Berry Orescent, Muswell Hill.

ation. perfect,
3., 27, Wood-

- (2313

etc.; £105, bargi

322, Whitehorse Ed-, Croydon. [19«5

DOUGLAS 23jh.p.. 1915. excellent condition, with
accessories; £65, or nearest.—Mitchell, Straw-

berry Field. Woolton. Liverpool. (18S3

tf>3.1i.p. Douglas, delivered March, 1919. absolut.7ly a^
^.^4 ne«', any trial; £75; makers' colours.—Womri-
well. Abbey Bridge, Chertsey. [1943

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.. 1-915. excellent order, new cai-

burctt<!r, rear wheel, tank, and bars; £60.-Mar-
ball, Bridge St., Witham, Essex. [1707

SMITH'S.-Douglas 1916 2'.1i.p., in excellent con-
dition; £60.-Smith's 10-16, Haverstock Hill (op-

posite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [0149

1 fJlS 2»ih.p. Douglas. Babv Klaxon, new mudguards,
J-iJ new lamp set, I'.H.. full T.T. bars, very fast.-
30, Eiggindale Ed., Streathiim, S.W. [1545

DOUGLAS 25ih.p.. 1915-16, 3-speed Colonial model,
Bosch mag., lamps, fast, ready for Easter £55 —

F. HodsoU, Mill House, Orpington. ' [1689

59, Schofleld Ed., Upper Holloway. rS80]6

DOUGLAS 4b.p. 1918 Combination, new C.B. side-
car, smart appearance, fully equipped; £120.— C'.

Stoncleigh St., N. Kensington, W.ll. [2267

19 17 2;4h.p. Douglas, mechanically perfect, ready
for Easter, exceedingly smart ; 55 gns — Iti

Bonner Hill Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [2255

W.D. 234h.p. Douglas, used only few months, enamel
excellent, new tyres; ride 20 miles to purchaser;

£55.—Beaulieu, Avenue Ed., St. Albans. [1957

GIBB, Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personal
attention to all orders. All spares at maters* prices

stocked. No profiteering.—'Phone: 852. [6540

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, Ea.sting wind
screen, lamps, horn, in splendid condition; £140—Dawe, 19. Heatbville Ed., Gloucester. [2150

I Q15 2^1h.p. Doug.as. heavy Dunlops. tootboard=.
-Lt? long exhaust. Lucas lighting set. Klaxon-
£57/10.-66, Perry Vale, Forest HiU, S.E. [2149
-1020 Dousla.i 4h.j. Combination, £155: 23^b.S'.LU clutch. £95; less cHifch. £90; prompt deliverv.—
Moflat, Douglas Agent, Xeovil. 'Phone: 50. [li03

DOUGLAS 2?ih.p., 2-speed, uncrated July, 1919,
perfect and unscratcbed; bargain, £62/10-

—

174, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W. 2. [2205

DOUGLAS, 2?ih.p., 1915, exceptionally smart, low
mileage, tyres and enamel as new, lamps, etc.

:

£62.-295. Latimer Bd., N. Kensington, W.IO. [2253

Combination.1019 (Nov.) 4i-p. Douglas Combination.
Xt7 lamps, disc wheels, mudshields, miles 350; ;i50

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. b2i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

1016 234h.p. Douglas, on road, 1919, 2-spced, Biiiks
J-*^ parhmctter. lanips. just oveibauled, perfect; £80.
-25, Thonifiela Hd., HeatonMcor, Stockport. [1808

WAUCHOPE'.S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleel. St., Londou.-!
New Douglas machines lor early delivery. S^-ah.p.

model,. 3-speeds, £90; 4h.p. combination, £155. [1423

DOUGLAS 2"..'ih.p., W.D. model, 2-speed, latest
buffer forks, delivered 6 months, not ridden;

best offer over £75.-77, Borough Ed., Middlesbrough.
[X7899

"IQ19 Douglas iJIi.p. Ccachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
-*-«^ K.S., clutch, speedometer, lamps, accessories, aa
new; £140, no oflers.—174, Vicarage Ed., Leytnu.

[1794
1 Q20 Douglas Combination, tools, lamps, horn, all

J-t7 complete, as new, run 100 miles; first ciieque
£176 secuies.-Leonard Jones, High St., MalmesbuT

[1845
DOUGLAS 2\'h.p. 1915, electric lighting, Bosch, me-

chanically perfect, Colonial .shields, blue alu-

minium tank; 51 gns.—43, Erailsr'ord Kd., Brixton.
[186E

"1Q16 2l!;h.p. Douglas, latest mudKuards, new car-
J-«^ buretter, bars, etc., £65; 1915 ditto, perfect,

trial willingly, £52/10.—Newton, Ash Vale, -Surrey.
[1934

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed, new chain, and
latest Amac, mag. just overhauled, tip-top c

dition; £58.-31, Drakefleld Kd., Balham, S.W.17
[2065

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 2-speed, an exceptionally fa^t

and smart machine, makers' colours, uncrated
1919.—Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., Netting Hill,

(1089
*|016 Douglas 2^/.lh.p., 2 speed model, large lamp set,

JuiJ Liicas born, rear lamp, all tools, guaranteed
perfect, almost new; £69.—Box 2,734, c/o The Molo
Cycle. [1965

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., W.D., good condition, £45
another, 1915, as new, fully equipped, not W.D.

£65; bargains.—13, Marlborough Hd., Old Kent Rd.,
S.E. [2129

1Q20 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, just deliverec
Xt7 complete with lamps and horn; first offer ove
.^180 secures.-55, Avondale Rd., Croydon. 'Phone
1882. [2235

4h.p. Douglas, 3-£peed, clutch, kick, combination,
screen, lamps, low mileage, £160; another, fully

equipped, any trial, £95.—Wall, Aldenham Rd
Bushey. - [1523

£63 and £63, W.D. Douglas selected machines, some
makers colours.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,

Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kens.
7113. [2159

"jQ16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, W.D.", o-speed,
-I-^ clutch, looks almost new, very little used, horn
pump, tools, spares; £110.-67, Little Heath, Charlton
S.B.7. [2294

DOUGL.^S, 25,4h.p., 1913, single speed, Bosch mag
footboards, lamps and horn, just overhauled;

£45. — Wilson, 492, Kingston Rd., Eaynes Park
S.W.19. [1476

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, electric lighting,
speedometer, spares, mechanical condition guar-

anteed; 130 gns.—Douglas, 2, Queen's Av., Woodford
Green, Essex.- [9415

DOUGLAS 2"!4h.p., late model, tyres as new, makers
colours, long exhaust, engine overhauled, very fast

owner going abroiid ; 64 gue., cflfers.—Read, Aston Clin
ton, Triug. [1554

1 Q15 Douglas. 2-speed, 2^/4h.p., in splendid conditi _.
J-if not W.D. finish, horn, pump, etc., £62; 1914
ditto, with clutch and kick start, £55.-67, Little Heath,
Charlton, S.E.7. (2293

DOUGLASES 2;ih.p. always in stock at competiti
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Sat

days.—Smith's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station). [0151

LATE 1912 Douglas 2"lih.r., single speed, splendid
condition inside and out, Dunlop tyres as new ; any

trial or examination; £48/10, or near offer.-Meer Hill,

Lesley, near Warwick. [1835

"|(|17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equipped
-i-«^ £115: or easy terms of payment arranged.-
Kjrkdale Motors. 38-90, Kirkdale, Sydenham, S.E.
'Phone: Sydenham 739. [16H

1 Q19 Douglas 2\,h.p.. uncrated 1920, 2-speed, T.T..
-L^ mileage 300. front and undersliields, Pedley
grips, heavy Clinchers, tools, condition perfect; 78 pus,

-166, Nantwich Ed., Crewe. (1805

BRAND New 2':ib,p. 2-sreed Douglas, W.D., just
uncrated, unridden; seen by appointment; cash

offers, or exchange 4h.p. combination, cash adjust-
ment.—H., 32. Triangle, Bath. [2061

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, October, 1919, 3-speed,
lati-st cliit-h, 3 hunps, lioru, screens (front and

fidel, mileage 360, not used since Xmas, and as new;
£150.-X^loyd, Staplegrovc, Taunton. [1916

"Id 17 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, C.B.
JLv sidecar, new Dunlops, thoroughly overhauled,
condition perfect, with lamps; apply after 5; £120.—
211, Queens Rd., Pcckham, S.E.16. [2208

Q3.h.p Douglas W.D. Model, now, unused, just un-
r-Ji crated; £78. -The Conimorciol Ed. Transport Co.
IBirniinsliaml, Ltd., 461, Bearwood Rd,, Smothwick,
BirrMiirJiHH]. 'I'h.uic: Edgbaston 724 Ll'.'2

CALL AND SEE
the interesting selection of New
and used MOTOR CYCLES AND
SIDECARS we have on view ax .

our new and additional Showrooms
situated at

52 &53, SUSSEX PLACE,
South Kensington S.W.
or if it is inconvenient to call,

drop a p.c. for list of machines
available for immediate delivery.

SOLE AGEMTS:
London and D'sti-ict for S.S.S. an 1

British excelsior Motor Coles, alsi
Watsonian Sidecars.

CONTRACTING AGENTS
for a'l leading makes. Including
Triumph B.S.A , Clyno, Enfield.
Calthorje, Allon A.B.C , Matchless.
Rudge, Hariey Davidson, etc

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
KNEE GRIPS, the most satisfactory
obtainable (post3g2 4 J. 8/-pr.
MECHANICAL HORNS, very
effiC'ent (postagT 6d.) . 17/Bea,
RACING HELMETS Tan leather'
fleece lined .. .. 11/

i

Ta-i leather, Teddy lired (postare
3d) .- 23/-

REPAIR OUTFITS, Special offer:
motorcycle s z^ at 1/- each

(Postage 3d.)

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

TOOL KIT.

Genuine /b'ngdon, fitted with 10
King Dick Tools, con-plete in canvas
case (pDstage 6d.) . . .£196
FROM ACETYLENEtoELECTRIC
S:B.C. adapters make such a change
in your lighting system qu te a
simple matter. Fits in place of'gas
jet. doub'e-ended ar d complete wil h
c.rd grip (postage 3d.) 2/6 each

SPECIAL PiOTICE.
All enquiries and correspondence relating

to Cars and Motor cycles should be sen'

to our Sussex Place, address.

All communications concerning Access
ories and Repairs to Store Street.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
SHOWROOMS:

21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I

S2-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W
WHOLESALE:

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

GaraRC— Tottenham Court Road
Fbone—Museum 1240. Kensington 7260

TelcRrams—
Dynametro Weslccnl, London.'

MOTOiR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

STANDARD 2"/ih.p. Douglas (uncrated 19/2/20)
scratched, faultless, ver.v fast, specially

guarded, lamps, etc.: approval: 64.—Appoint:
288, Plumstead Common Ed.. S.E.18. I

READY to Eide Airay.—Douglas 1916 couibin: 1

3-speed, clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, s

ometer. perfect condition, excellent climber; £115
any time.—7, Eecrcation Ed., Sydenham. [

£24.>-1911 2Jih.p. Douglas, T.T. bars, alumi
footboards, P. and H. head lamp, just overli

nad repainted makers' ccJnurs, go anywhere machi -

60, Manor Park Ed., Harlesden, K.W.IO. [

FOUR 1916 W.D. Douglases, mechanically v
and indistinguishable from new; £69. each: i

worth £75; real Easter snips.—B.P. Garaie, 40, JI

Mews, Murray St., Camden Town. See Harley.

DOUGLAS 4h,p. Combination, 1919, Uumis,
speedometer, special torpedo sidecar, perfect

ning order: bargain. £110, no offers, no dealers.— .A

Warwick School Motoring, Warwick Ed., London. .

DOUGLAS 23,ih.p., 1914 tT. model, engine
-14287 lamps, horn, tools, sundry spares;

seen by appointment Saturday afternoons or a.ny n

Sundays.—Jones. Wynthorpe, Knutsford, Cbesbir

03.h.p. Douglas, 1916, 2-speca, new tyres, be:i

^4 machine, and been ridden with care: 65 gns

gain : seen by appointment only : no dealers.—

Cole, 107, St. Mark's Ed., St. Charles Sq., loudo-

IT Al^pears Eidiculons to Advertise when vou
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the

birds. Place your order at once if you wai:

Ijvjvy.-Eli Clark. Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenlia:r

Bristol.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Douglas 2?ih.p., exc. ;al

order, small mileage.—Fair Offer Car Hou: 16,

Heath St. Hampstcad (nr. Hampstead Tube Sta 'I

'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includin? >

urdays.

DOUOL.AS. 2"ili.p., 2-speed, W.D. models, re-i

machines, in guaranteed sound order; £65
undoubtedly splendid value for money: only ; ,«

left.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Cam .1'

St., E.C.3.
'

i:

DOUGLAS 2\h.p. 1917, W.D. model, comi li

overhauled, guaranteed perfect condition thi

out; £54; another, 1916; £58.—Seen, Dbllis An
bile Co., Einchley, Chnrch End Station. T
Finchley 2386.

1 Q.19 (Sept.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, e

J-t7 9153, latest clutch, fully equipped, spare

extras, mileage 1,500, retuned makers, absc

sound; £143.—Banister, Heath Bank, Vine
Kersal, Manchester. Tel. : 33 Higher Bronghto

DOUGLAS 1914 4h.p. Combination, with v

pillion seat, 2-speed. kick start, mechari

perfect, will take 3 anywhere, 2 new heavy Du
siiare cover, tube, chain, valve, springs, links.

£90; trial.-265. High Rd., Kilburn. 3011 1

stead. - l-"

"IQ18 Douglas 4b. p. Combination, 3-speed.

-13 thoroughly overhauled, now indistinguis ili

from new, special sidecar, disc wheels, fully equi <!.

everything guaranteed, perfect, any trial and ex .n-

ation; bargain, £125.—W. Penning, 3, Addison 1 ^e..

Brixton, S.W. 9. ?'

2 3h.v. Dcnigiae, 1919. 2-speed, touring model, del "I

4 makers end Octo'>er. new accessories include H II.

battery lighting, speedometer. Klaxon, footboards, ,W-

shield, handle-bar uiuffs. tools, ridden about 300 '

owner nb!oa<I during Januaiy, l-'ebruary, M;irch;

hy appointment near London; bargain, £85.

2.688. c/o 7'he Motor Cijde.

DOUGLAS 2ijh.p., completely renovated, and
ftnteed mechanically perfect, enamelled m

colours, standard tank and transfers, all usual

replated, tyres equal new, new belt, appearauc.

condition as new, complete with toolbags, pump, ' ,

£65; a machine that -won't let you down at E "':.

bur usual 3 months' guarantee.—Hubert Turnei nO

Co.. 4-6, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Farringdoll*.

E.C.I.
'"''

Duzmo
J

DUZMO 3i:,lip, Single :ind 8h.p. Twin. Ordjl i«

stiict rotation. Delivciies commence Jl'.-

All Laiicusliire and Cheshiio enquiiies to LeaoltJW

Seed, 16. John Dalton St., iMancliester. V-f"

E
Eagle. s

AGLE 7-9h.r. Twin, n good sporting 'bus; tft?';

-21, Oxford Hil,. Gunnersbnr.v. p

EDMUND-.LA.r. 2',,h,p. 2-sreed Model, now in **r
-Moss, Weni. '

C-f''

a.lh.p. Ecbnnnd, epting frame, J" models.—List IJ'

T from Gouilay's, FnllowSeld. p'

Gourlay's, F.^llowflelcr.

Elswick.
I

ELSWICK rrecision 4hrp., 2-Brced, splendid PW
tbrougho - - ~ •• - " -Ji-"

Livne, Acton

_Uv precision inrp., :i-Brcea, spienniu i""

oghout: £42.—Speechley, 1, GunnemtJ
ton Hill, W.3. p"

V.11 \ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnRcld.

)20 KiillcJd 2-tr,ilic !inir(>«i^toroa); £73, or offcr.-

\V,MKlil,« 1111(1 Mi'ii-iiivs (IttiiG, Swimlon. LX7994

1.11. Kiilli'Ul. 2-speeil, Howli. Iliiiks, Dvoilimil.'il: liili;

iiwiiy: i;42.-76, WostuHl B(l., SmitluiM. W
.
1185b

£73.

i.i>. v.uui..i.i<,viuu, niilcnKO iiiulor 20;
Gindstono Av., Enst Hum, I,iiiuloii.

[1871
SFI'EI.D Twin. 2',',li.p., 2-»lH'Wl, spleudiil fivnilitivm.

tru'.< ncmly ir'W ; f45.-87, Tniio IM., Wowl
m.

- [8163

(2205

almost now.
47, Hamilton

Reading. [2203

lOKI-Jli.p. twin Enfleld, Isls, 2-speed, Bosi-li.

Ania-; nearest £55.—Young, Kitsbnry Gnrage.
liamsti'd. [1460

p. Eiiti-lil. Inte 1915, K.S.. 2-speed. lumps; after
6, Jill .lav Ivitiuilily; £60.-I7a, lyteliett Terrace,

monil. liuiii'y. [1542

IFIEI.K C.imliinnfion. 1916. 61i.p., fnllv eunipped,
splendid uMtlit; £l38.-ConleftKmer, 222, Hldlinm
Fuilswi'it'i. M;uiclioster. LX7991

p. Koviil Enfield Combination. 1917. in good run-
ning order: oliers solicited.-The Fife Coal Co.,
Survey Uept. Lcvcn. [1999

p. Enfield Combinalion, late model, overhauled
and rebuslied. iaiiips. horn, luggage grid; £130.—
inghby. Merstham, Surrey. [1983

'lAL KXFIKLI) 2\,li-P- Twin. 2-speed gear, jnst
overhtiuled. lamiis, tools, good condition; £52.—
rogs. 63. Conduit Ed., Stamford. [1659

FIEI.I) 1920 2-stroke. 2-speed, delivery ex-stock,
at list price; £68, pins carri ij;e.- F.lce and Co.,

, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.C.3. [0072

16 Kulield Conil.in.ition. 6h.p,, dvnnmo lighting,
fully e.iuinred: £146.-Siiiitli's." 10-16. Haver-

Hill, opposite Ohalli Farm Tube Station. [0126

FIELDS.-Pl.iee your name on our list without
delay, rotational delivery strictly adhered to, no
ums.-Bedrord Garage, Walsall. 'Phone : 270.

[5306
.8 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-spced, kick start, lamps,
horn, etc., small mileage; first £70 secures;
8 p.m.—2, Noel Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

[1457
TAL EXFIELD 1915-16 3h.p., 2-speed, K.S:, ac-
es-:orie>. iiuchanieallv perfect, like new ; £70, or
iSer.-SOo. Kingston Ed., New Maiden, Surrey.

[X8034
6 Eatield 3h.p. 2-speed. K.S., lamps, horn, good
tyre.s T.T. bars, footrests, imused this winter;

Watson. Elizabeth House, Boreham Wood, Herts.
[1502

9 eh.p. Enfield Combination, 3 P. and H. lamps.
Wnttord speedometer, horn, practically new con-

; £150 ; K.W. district-Box 2,681, c/o The Uolor
[1570

.T.A.P., jnst over-
wind screen, apron,
;.—Bowen, 41, Cole-

[X7988

TELD Combination, 6h.p.
tiauled, complete with lamps,
ares; £105; splendid conditio
Shrewsbury.

lELD 1916 Combination,
[
all kit. speedometer, mil
practically unscratched
Brixton 236.

lew tyres, wind screen,
ige guaranteed under
£145.—'Phone : Grif-

[2006

3 Enfield Lightweight, under 600 miles, com-
plete, speedometer, horn, etc.; reasonable offer,
K.Uiic combination, cash adjustment.—73, Holme
" -I Ham. [2084

.11 Sh.p. Twin, 1917, in perfect condition;
ur exchange with cash for 6h.p. comlnnation

1 .-Write, Blacher, 50, Hillaries Ed., Gravelly
urmmgham. [1498

UND, Oct., 1919, 2';'ih..-i). J.A.P., Enfleld 2-
leed, not ridden 30 miles, bousht by lady who

£76.—Miss Glyn, Thistle-
[2064

Enfield Combination, 61i.p., fitted with 700x80
yres, Lucas dynamo lighting set and horn,
and extra piston, all fine condition; £150.—
Aima Ed., Clifton, Bristol. [2083

1. Enfield Combination, engine just over-
lanled by J.A.P. at cost of £18/10, new chains,
ar tyres; £120; owner medically advised not
.—Chdd, Shoe Works, Cohvyn Bay. [1472
(March) Sh.p. Eoyal Enfleld Combination,

Lucas magdyno lighting set. Best horn, lug-
id, mat. Palmer cord tyres, not run 100 miles;
14, South Bant Ed., Bury. Lancashire. [2249

Iri IpHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
i,_'j M.p. Eoyal Enfleld combination, 1917 model,

Uso 1916 6h.p. Royal Enfleld combination, and
oyal Enfield combination, ready for the road.

i]-
ELD 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, 1914, large

all-chain-driven,
nusually good outfit,

" " ' Fairview, (

start,
v inspection
don Ed., S.

[2133

Accessories

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

LIglitinKSetS

NEW SPECIALITIES

ENTIRELY NEW
MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMP.

Adjustalile Focus

I'nted

Double ended bayonet holder showing hrgi
lockmg ring for adjustmg focub

Illustration sho%ving detachable front and method
of fixing, with draw screws each side.

Fig. 878 in black plated flnish .. 55/- each.

,, 878 Nickel-plated o." brass flnish 54/- each.
S.B.C. electric bulbs for this lamp .. 3/- e?ch.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
DELIVERIES—Special efforts have been made
lately to speeil up deliveries, and already a great
improvement is apparent. Owing to the very large

number of orders on hand, it is impossible to give

delivery by return, and at present a slight delay is

unavoidable. Customers are therefore thanked for

consideration and indulgence already extended an J

assured that every possible effort is being ma je to

complete orders on hand in strict rotation of receipt.

NEW SPECIALITIES & ACCESSORIES
FOR 1920.

Many new lines are in course o! production, anj
customers should therefore ask foj their nane to

be added to the mailing list for new Catalogues
as issued.

Will all customers kindly note
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

A, H, HUMT,
H.A.H. WORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON,
CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

ENG.
Telegrams

:

• KEYAGE."
CROYDON.

MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

ENFIIOLD 1916 3li.p. Twin, 2-«pocil, cluteli,

Ktart, nil-chain, liiinpR, horn,, spocdoinctor, ]

and iK ir nlniOHt new
Kivcn -E. Wutu

(2021

nbination, Gh.p., juet over-
Irst-claas condition, Lucas

trie lighting outfit, Enfield hood and screen,
Stewart horn, si)are parts; £180.—White, 61,

Teddington, Middle

ENFIELn 3h.li..

fine, 2-.Hi.eed.

liMiidh'-l.ars. Ii.irn.

1919 (.liilv), e\

urcd) ; Br.Milts No
KCt of tools, spa

Moluspy
[1516

per iallv selected rn*

I; -tiirter, Bcnii-T.T.
r;i]iiier cord tyrej

nd tulK
nditi<

: electric lit'litinK set. S.5: W.atford
£4.—Bos 334, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X687S
Excelsior,

Excelsior, jnst delivered; nt list price.

new : f57.—The Central Garage, 12, Bridge
St., Jordan's Yard, Cambridge. , [1773

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [6586

THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents the
best value lor money on the market. Book now for

early delivery. Fitted witl) Swan de Luxe sidecar-
Edwards and Tarry, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St. May-
fair 2666. (2262

EXCELSIOE-BUILT 2-seater Sidecar Combination,
5-6h.p. Condor engine (single), 3-epeed, handle-

stflrt, lamps, speedometer, all spares, first-class condi-
tion ; trial given; £85.—Mr. A. Grego^, 11, ITppei
North St.

6"
Popla: E.14. [I77£

speecBriti-sh Excelsior Combination, 1915,
antershaft, all chains, new screen, 3 new lamps,

iClaxon; speedometer, apron, engine and gear box just
returned from makers Jail renewed), usual spares, ex-
cellent condition; Jirst £130; any trial by appointment;
owner buying car.—Burton, Builder, Cheam, Surrey.

Iia94

Fafnir.

FAPNIE, 3h.p. Brown-Barlow, very fast; bargain,
£22.—Geo. Braithwaite, Bainbridge Ed., Sedbergh.

[X7992
31h.p. Fafnir, 2-speed, F.E., mag., excellent condi-

3 tion; £26/10.-1, Olilton Terrace, Liskeard, Corn-
wall. [1626

3ih.p. Fafnir. Grado gear, wicker torpedo sidecar,
2 wind screen, perfect tyres, lamps, sundries; ride

away; pliotograph; £27.-29, CherhiU, Calne, Wilts.
[1928

Fleetwing.

FLEETWING 1915 3',ih.p. Combination, cane side-
car, free engine,' kick starter, Mabon variable

gear, in thoroughly good condition; £70.-70, Yalding
Rd., Bermondsey. [2001

F.N.

gear, mag., tyres good, horn; price
Four Firs, Lepton, Huddersfleld-

[1676
id forks, coil, needs overliauling;
.-P.D., 2, Thorold Ed., Chatlinin.

[1904

F.N. 4-cyl. 1914, hand clutch. 3-speed; £40, or near
offer; good condition.—L.ing, Borough, Farnliam.

[1720

F'.N. 2V'h.P-, 2-speed, li.c. clutch, shaft drive, mag.,
lamp set and horn; £35.—Bracey, BenniuKton,

Herts. [1829

f^ROW Br.

3ih.p. F.N. single
2 £25.-Eoberts

F.N., 2";lh.p., Dn;
£15, or nearest

^^ 4-cyl.

, Guildford, F.N. agents for the 7h p
nd 2^4h.p. hghtweight. Book your machi-o

[3171

[1818Folkestone.

F'.N. 5-6h.p., 4-oyl., shaft drive, 2 speeds, kick stait,

hand clutch, as new; £70, or ofier.-Handcrson.
Woodbush, Dunbar, . N.B. [X8037

5 -Sh.p. F.N., newly enamelled, in good running order,
fast and powerful; £30.—Coleman, 14, Elderberry

Ed., Well Hall. S.E.9. [X7997

5h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., 2 speeds, shaft drive, overhauled,
fine order, many new parts.—Apply,—Eeid, Gran-

town View, Grantown-on-Spey. [2119

£26.—Belt-drive F.N. 2ljh.p., perfect condition, good
appearance; will ride 100 miles to purchaser.-31a.

Compton ltd,, Kensal Green N.W.IO. (1739

F.N., 4 cyls., 2 speeds, hand clutch, just spent £30 in
overhaul; £55, or exchange for lightweight.—

Buckner, 1, Tarver Ed., Manor Place, Walworth. [1993

1 Q 14 4-cyl. 3-speed F.N., speedometer, clock, Lucas
Xt/ horn, lamps, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,

portmanteau, spares, tools, perfect order-—Philbrick.

5, Elsham Ed., Kensington, London. [9509

F.N. 4-crl. Coachbnilt Combination, electric lighting,

2-speed, clutch, smart outfit, runs like a car, fast

and powerful : anv trial ; 75 gns., bargam ;
after 5

o'clock.-ll. Pretoria Av., Walthamstow, E-17. (1702

All letters relating to advertisements should fltiote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

J[-CTL. F.N:, Bnsoh, V..B., f.-iotVinards. flropperl frame,^ simnd but oeeds adin-tini;-, £27; another, less
unit and tyres, £7.; carljiiu'ttii aucl controls, 15/-; oon-
QGcting rods, exhai^st pipes, flywheel, and few other
spares; cheap, offers.—Heath, AVinteringham, Doncaster,
Lines. [liU3^

Forward.
WAtrCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

Zlih.-p. Forward motor cycle, £27/10. [1425

G!en.
GLES"-VILLIERS Lightweight Motor Cycles, 1920

models; delivery frfiUj stock; (tingle speed 53 gns.
2-3peed 60 {jns., 2-spied, 'NutcJr, kick starter, 68 gns
Agents wanted.—Adanis, Motor Depot, Fighting Cocks
W olverhampton. [S.7963

•Harley=bavidson.

JACK HEALT, Cork, official Harley agent-
tational deliyery. No pTeniiuins accepted. [6488

HAELET-DAVIDSON.-Book now for early deliyery
-OflScial Agents, The Motor Cycle Mait. Stafford

St., Walsall. 1X3382

HARLEY 2-speed 7-9h.p., hand, foot-controiled
clutch, 3 lamps, new sidecar: appointment.—Tay-

lor, 25, Barlby Kd., W.IO. [2165

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, 3-speed model, as
new: £120, or oBcr.—LiUlenood, c/o Brown,

585, Garrett Lane, Wandsworth, London. [203'5

HAELEy-DAVID=ON 1915-16 Model 7-9h.p. Com-
bination, pcrleit machanical condition, all ac-

cwsories; £120.-101, Church St., Croydon. [1872

HARLET-DAVIDRON (1917) Combination, new
tyres, spare (li;iin, valyes; £135.— Carter, 29,

Heath-way, Northumberland Heath, Eriti. [1736

19^
2,741, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [228

Stonehunse, Manor Hunse, Highley, liidde:
[S798=

1019 Harle^y-Davidson, magneto model, discs, lamps,
-i-*y bom, spare tyre, tube, pt,".., perfect order, insur-
incc; ride to purch.aser ; fl55.—Box 428, c/o The iSolor
Cycle. [1557

H.ARLEY 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, Mills-Pulford
sidecar, good tyres, lamp, splendid order, too

fast for owner; £148.—Richardson, 108, Eastgate,
Worksop, Notts. . [2062

HABLET-DAVIDSON ComTiination, 191S, complete
with lamps, horn, luggage carrier, tools,, speedo-

:net^r, snare cover .and inner trrbes; best offer oyer
fl30; by appointment.—Griffith, 90, Newman St., Lon-
don, W.l. [1491

FCfUR 1918 (guaranteed) Mag. Model Harleys, me-
chanically perfect, but rough; £100 each ; .^abso-

!ute snips.-B.P. Garage (J.A.P. specialist«), 40, Murray
Mews, Murray ,St., Camden Town, N.W. nr., N.L. Rail-
way. See Douglas. [209i.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Mag. Model, acetylene
lighting, electric horn, speedometer, all acces-

sories, new January, done a few hundred miles only,
new condition; £175, or with new sidecar, 200 gns.—
Roberts, Blenc.-ithra (iaiage, Keswick. [0154

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
Bosch mag., jLucas lamps, tyres practically as

irew, nearly new Millford sidecar with hood, .the whole
in excellent condition; £165, or nearest ofler; only
rea,TOn for Belling, new A.J.S. iufit received.—T. H.
Drinkwater, Sandhurst, near Gloucester. 1975

HazleVi'Ood.

I Q20 Hazlewood (delivered Jan.) Combination, 6h.p.A" J.A.P. 3-speed O.S.. clutch, K.S., Canoelet side-
.ar;-list price, fl85; accept nearest to f170.—Saunders.
Cycle Co., Chatham. [9576

K-6h,p. Hazlewood Combination, standard equipment,
t/ etc. : may be obtained on Flarrodfi system of easy
payments.-Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Bromp-
ton Rd. (opposite Main Building), Loudon, S.W.I. [1617

HAZELWOOD 6h.p., Combination, brand new, im-
mediate delivery; price £186, pins delivery

charge; first cheque secures machine.—The Shotton
Motor and Cycle Co., 85, Chester Rd., Shotton, near
Chester. - [1891

H.B.

H.B. Blackburn 2'ih.r. 1920 2-speed Model, as new;
£85.-Moss, Weui. [X7685

H.B. 2iih.p. Blackburnc engine, 2.speed, kick
starter, hand clutch; 90 .gjlsf.-Delivery cx-stock

Irom .Ins.-oh Dcvey and Co., 50, Darlington St., Wol-
v.rhamptnii. 'Phone: 606. [1055

flendei'son.

1020 Henderson lOh.p.. brand new; £200.-2,
Xt/ Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [1597

TO20 Henderson. dynairio lighting. 3-sprpd, kick
It/ stniirr, !.-ti,.| M.'v. onived; wl-it litVers? private

,,w,i.-T.— T. ^^ I' " >\' " ^11 !' "' 1. [1484

T AM'\."llll'l ' ii '" •'•'n Wales, and Isle ol

l^ Mail 1.1. :'" ' :"i 11' !' •"" 4-evl. wanted.

-

) lUake and c '.,. mici.*; IJ^dlus I.i verpool-Man
,'bcsl.cr. I658r

THE
COVENTRY
^otor Mart Ltd.,
London Road, Coventry.
Telegram- - " Selection, Covcntrv "

NEW MACHINES
FOR

EASTER
All in Stock at Time of

Going to Press.

AlldayS AflOn, 2-speed, ki"k-start, hand
clutch.

Omega Jap, 2-speed, kick-start, hand
clutch.

Excelsior Jap, 2-speed, kick-start.

Calthorpe Jap, 2-speed.

Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Connaugllt, Standard model, single

speed.

COnnaught, Miniature model, 2-speed,

kick-start, hand clutch.

Ivy, all purpose model, 2-speed, kick-

start.

Ivy, all purpose model, 2-speed.

Hobart Jap, 2-speed, kick-start.

Kobart, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed. (2)

Metro-Tyler, 2-speed discs.

Metro-Tyler, 2-speed.

Sun, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-start.

bot Jap, 2-speed.

COMBINATIONS.
New Imperial, 6 h.p. all chain drive,

Cancelet, mm. 4 sidecar.

Ha-zlewood Jap, 6 h.p.

Acme, 6-S h.p. with spare aad inter-

changeable wheels.

SIDECARS IN STOCK
Canoelet, Mills-Fulford, Grindlay,

Montgomer'y.

ALL AT MAKERS' LIST PRICE.

We are COVENTRY'S

Largest Motor Agents.

And can givs you earliest

possible deliveries of any
make of motorcycle for which
we are accredited agents.

THE COVENTRY
MOTOR MART LTD.
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY
Xelcig»''vm3 Selection. Coventry '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson,

jTENpERSON lOh.p., 2-speed, torpedo coachl

1 Q17 4-(-yl. Henderson, Camiiion sider.ir. "m^
JL«/ carrier, lamps, horn, h.b. watch, Watford s\

ometer, knee-grips, tools, spares, recentlv nverha '

perfect condition; £150—Williams. L61, Upper V.
iiient St.,^ Liverpool. [X'

HENDERSON itfh.p., 4-cyI., used lor demon
tion and road test only, not done 1.000.

'ently examined throughout, complete with acci
lator electi'ic lighting. Sunbeam sidecar. Easting >

screen, efficient le^ shields, and all necessary^ .i

sories; £230.—Batten, Hope Park Lodge, Pee
N.B. [X-

Hobart.
"IQ20 Hobart-Jap, 2^yb.p., Sturmey-Arcber 2-b^
-Lt/ ijicjj starter, brand new; immediate deIi%'Bry; i

-Clarke and Co., _Qiieen St., Louth. [ >

Humber.

[ 9

£38.-Hnmbel Slih.p., B. and B^, Boscli, fast, i

throug'hout, lamps.— Sivinlrord7 Minster, Isl !tf

Thanct. [
'9

HUMBER "Lightweiglll, pcrlect condition: even ji

£25.~Westbiuy, 7, Ealeigli Rd., Richn I,

Surre.v. '

t ;9

2 3.11. r. Hnmber, 3 speeds, clutch, nearly new ;b,

4 rnndition us ueiv ; £48.-Smitli, Great Gic >.

I'eterborougli. 1 ;9

-1Q19 Humber Combination, flat twin, mileage '),

JHy lamps, horn; £140.-89, Oak Lane ('plione i }.

Bradford. I |9

HUIVIBER 3«.h.p., late 1919, not ridden 200 i ii

owner selling owing to ill-health; £90.-163, »

Rd., Bermondssy. 1 i*

HUMBER Combination, SV-h-p., handle stai-t, 1 fli

mag., 2-srei>d, wicker sidecar; £65.—MedcnH *,

The Wash. Hertford. tS ;«

HUMBER 3';.h.p. Single, T.T.. low bnilt, 1: ia,

tyres good, Bosch, ride away; £37; offers.- if,

Highland Rd., Chisisick. I
'9

HUMBER 3',4h.p. Combinntton, 2-speed, <: b,

handle start.; lamps, grod running order; ib
King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [S >i

HUMBER Combination SV'h.p., 2 speeds, 1 l«

start, wicker S.C, good; any trials; £66, no ( ;l.

—55, Green Walk, Crayford, Kent. I

''

HUMBER 2".ih.p. 1914, 3-speed, clntch, full » l~

ment, excellent condition; $45.—Kingtor -

King Edward Parade, Norbnry, S.W. I

HUTiIBER S'gi.p. 2-speed, mag., handle start ifr

ceatly oTcrhanled, owner pnrchased ligbtnt li

£40.—Evans, Tynant, Llautwit Major. 1

•'

HUMBER 3' '.h.p., sidecar Watsonian. Bosch l.i

splendid condition; £50; first cash sfcurc'

»

offers.-Baxendale, 20, Mordaunt Rd., Harlesden. I

»

HUMBER 6h.p., horizontal opposed, w.c, Z- f
combination, .Alillfurd sidecar, just overha i.

tyres good; 100 gns.— 115, Gainsborough Rd., (r .

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Hum' rr ni:i.

from the accredited asents.-The Lankc.t.a »•

gincering Co., Motor Cycle Uept., 63, Brighton i

Surbiton.

LATE 1919 Humber Flat Twin, mileage 1,500.
''

dition as new, Millford sidecar, spring ciu "

and luggage board, Cowey speedometer; £140.-'|'.-

30, Gunterstone Rd., W.14. "

HUMBER Lightweight, 3-spced, clutch, splendi'i'"'

iiin^- order, tyres perfect: any trial; ride !;

Indian.

1011 Indian 7-9h,p. Comiiination, new ctmcl

It' any tiial; flOO.-H. Wright, Arlcscy, BO'

T O20 Indians:
IV Sl-ecialist.

Tel.: 194.

INDI.^N Conibii
Can be scf

Newbuvy.

nh.r. In
chit h

: £70.

B14 Ml letters rehiting to ndverti=emc!its s;iot:IJ qttote the number at the end of ench advertisement, and the date of the

J^



Apuil 1ST. 1920. THr: MoroR cyclk.—suppi-iiMKNT. Adveutisk.mi"..n't.s. xi.

ATr; 1919 Iniliim- Corabh
J Jil90: Bocil iniy tiiiic.-29,

vli»-Iliuv.

NDIAN 7 Oh. p.. 2

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAM;.
Indian.

ition, 7-91i.p., <ly"iii

St. Lcolinid> St.. Hiom-
[1914

!IKC-(1. I'hili'h, Kpcoaomcter, lamps,
:i|.pi'iMnluo; fies.— 16, SI- Mnry

inMiiBtuii. [2156

liaii CoiuWiiiltiou. complete. kockI

I lip 1916 inid 19171 price £90.--
M«lur Cydt. [1963

NDIAN 7-911, p.. 1913. 2-si)eed, dutch, in soo(l.nill-

-Broom. l,1aon-
. l.nli.lon. [1.945

• 9 ; t;-6Ii.ii. I

condition, 1j

ox 2,732. c/o Th

£55,IK ordo
fue Mc\v8, N. (.'ruw

gll.p. tndinn (

model, 2..speed, kill; ^t:Mt, i\ri\ihini^ .ns new:
^" row Hd.. l'i.l.lin,;loii, I "lulon. [1465

Fleet St., London.—
7-9h.p. Indian combination, 1914, electric liglit-

model, disc wlieels, £105; also 1914 model, £77/10.
[1426

UK frnmo, clutch, 2-

illion, eleetrlQ horn;
King's C10S8 Rd.,

u. • [1752

920 Powerphip Klectric Coniliination, disc wheels
uiileuge 400, fully insured, open expert esamin.i

295, Ha
{/AUCIIOPE'S,

9h.p. TiitUnu Coiubination, s

speed, K.S., liood, "W.Sc,
05; oppoiDtment.—F.K., 9;

n, porl'ect; £210,
lue, Ola.^gow.

915 7.9h.p.
starter, e

lUtilul condit

•JDIAN Ciiml
war. Itic!; >.t;

hnnffo 2',Ji,p,

!khom Rye.

speed

.9

-India

I Combination,
lighting, liood

120,—Anthony,
[1517

late 1914, not used durins
rli. 2 speeds, fast, good: offers,

las eash.-4. Feuwiek Grove,
[1509

andi-erplus Indian, electric ligl

start, hand and foot clutcl

olop lyres; bargain, £135.-374, Groi
•tonstone.

[120 7 9h.p. Indian Conil.inntion, electric lamps,
1/ spesdometer, sp.nre valves ,2), handle-bar mnfla.
Is, done 2,500 miles; f 190.-Cr.aze, 9, Alum Chine
, Bournenionth. [1649

EADT to Ride Awny.-Indinu 7-9h.p. 19r3 com-
bination, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, all on. condi-

i etfunls late mcMlei : £90.—Call any time, 7, Rrecre-
n Ed., .S.vdenham. [2112

116 Indian 7.9h.p.
' tricall
'dometer,

;rph
'cd.

-Simpsi

Combination, elec
t clutch

Argyll St
don. Gerrard 1004. [2120
DTAN 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, 1914, repl.'ited, enamelled.
and thoroughly overhauled, heavy Dunlops. all

5 improvements, reallv as new; price £85.-374,
ve Green Rd., Leytcnstone. - [2075

DIAN Rood Racer fl9l5;, 7-9h.p.. clutch model
not used till 1918, in perfect running condition

plete; neare.-t offer £90; see by appointment.—

S

•bell. The Lindens. Farnbam, Surrey. '[1929

k20 7.9h.p. Indian (.Combination, dynamo, elec.
' trie, speedometer. Sterling mud shields to match
flinium disc wheels, little used and unpunctured;
t oilers ?—Rodber, Richmond, Yorks. [1478

DIAX 5-6h.p., 1915, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., tvres
almost new, mechanically perfect, lovely sporting
machine; £85 for Quick sale; trial by appointment.
ea, 154, Lower Addiscombe Rd., Crovdon. 'Phone:

[90$3
niAN 1915-16 5-6h.p., new Swan Canoelet sidecar,

li.-c wlieels. 3-speed. kick start, enamel and plating
tMv, l;imps, motor cycle horn, Binks carburetter;
csaminatiou; £120.-2, Fortune Gate Rd„ Harles-
«",10, [9886
5IAN 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, 5-6h p 3.
speed countershalt gear, recently overhauled, in

heavy Dunlop
Hill. Maytord,

'"5. - [2210

J
15 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch

.«100

ki.-k c. bjautilui
everything in splendid condition

439, High EJ„ Woo.l Oreen. 'Phcn:

le: 169 Briston.

d-iX 7-9h.p., 1916,
ii.wd owin= to illne

I lor lamp:

achbuilt
£125.-
Patarsrs

[1879

erplus Combination, with Indian
sidecar, numerous accessories and
ition, perfect condition; £220.—
lodbourno Av., Streatham, R.W.

[1749

perfect conditic
owner, new batterie:

mplerc; seen near North-
r near offer,—Box 2,744,

"'
[2289

1916 Indian 5-6b.p., 3-speed, clutch.

100 gns.

.. overhauled by
irder.-Fair OHer Ca
.Td (nr. Haraostead T

ker: fully

Statio
, Heath St,
i|. 'Phone
Saturdays.

[8504 I

test bulbous!
eluding side-

1

=oIutely new.
y for Ea
heim G

MI letters relating to advertisen-.euti should riiiote the number at the end

early dates,

d 2
Eothv

17 2=,;'ih.p.

All model:
Ltd.. N

hurst Rd

livered ; what offers?-Yc

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

hlvo a 1915 Indian 6-6h.p. CombinITI.O.C.H. hlvo a 1915 Ind
/ 3-flpecd, clutch, kick

enamelled, plated, as new, electric lights.— I'o

Car House, 5. Heath St., llamintead (nr. Ha
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hnmpstcad 3762.
9-7, including Saturdays.

start, overhauled, re-

r Oiler
ipstead
HoufB
18503

116-iia, 1;

Ivy.

The Walsall Garage. SVuls: UPl'lv
(7218

riy de-

lU and Milboume. Oowleigh OiiTagt*.

Malvern. 18186

IMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.— Full particulars, U. II.

Henly and Co., London and riistrict Agents. 91 (it

Portland St., W.l. Mavtair 4084. |0022

Ixion.

1Q16 Ixion 2iili.p.. 2-stroke. Villiers onaine,
X«7 boards, leg shields.

£35, lowest.—44a, Wakem;
r;lc.-perlect running

Rd.. Kensal Ris:-, \ W
(206^

. _,,...r. - iust overhauled, excellent ,
r,i,,ii-

tiou, Dunlop tyres and belt, prnctienlly new, 1.111:1-

:imp«; £36- satisfaction guaranteed; owner going :

-Dutton, Ansteiston, .Santwich. [X735

Jan
Wa

early delii

imarket.

1915. 3-spee

pnotii

for good deliv

Sparks, Park Farm, Wootton, .Surrey. [1767

JAIIES 4i4h.p., believed 1914, 2-speed, powerful;
£55.- Griffith, 6, Gipsy Hill, Norwood. [8924

TAMES 1920 5-6h.p. De Luxe Coutb
Misterto

idde:

!;1453

ood aditii

JAMES Big Single
tyres and condi

Rd., Leyton.

Morton.
[2222

nibination. P. and H. lamps.
perlect; £110.-193. Franci.-

[2011

4;ih.p.

"1 27, The Borroughs! Hendon.

I, Oak L:
'ICO, r.ii

rpii!

ric lamps.
-Edwards.

[1781

ston Ed., Teddingto

J.\MES 1920 5-6h.p. Twin Combinati
de lu.xe sidecar: £185. — Elce a

Bishopsgale Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

JAMES 4;,ih.p, 3-speed, enclosed cbai
carburtter, lamps, horn, verv pow

amination; £70—44, Camden IM ,
Tin

de 1,1

Eofter or before, at listed 'i.iiic. -liny J. 7-15; c'o 770:

Motor Cycle. [2292

4 ill. p. James 3-s!iecd ,^'ombiiiation. fully equipped.
-t discs, valves enclosed, spares, lamps, top-hole
ndition, ready to ride awav; £140.-83. .School Laue,_

[2239"

ridden

I Didsbury, Mancheste

JAMES 5-6b.p. Combination, I91S iA
this year, electricallv equipped, Klu;.

£175.-nentiet, J62, Hisli .-'(, \V;dtlj;iui-

; ^Talth;^nlstow 347. 1 ,^ ]
-'

View, Maybuiy Hiil, Wc

done 4,000

ment. :ind the date or the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Janes.

"IQI8 3V2I1.P.- Twin James, discs, 110 m.p.g-, lamps,
J-«y horn, excellent condition, tyres good, T.T.,

nes, c/o Gxeenwood
London. [971S

,
I,

eidecar, extra heavy tyres; may l>e oijt^ined on
Harrods system of easy payments.—Harrods Motor Show-
rooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main Build
me], London, S.W.I. [1616

J.A.P.
1Q14 o.h.T. J.A.P., 4h.p., fast condition, perfect:
LiJ £56; Friday.—9, Laneroost Ed., Tulsa Hill, S.W.

[2187
J.A.P. 1920 6h.p., Dew, unregistered, countershaft:

£120.-45, Lawden Ed., Bordesley, Birmingham..
[1803

4h.p. J.A.P., good running order, Boach, B.B., nearly
new eneine: £30.—Mace, The Court, Dagling-

[1811

28, Eadford, Coventry.

19^
[X7580

lamps, etc..3 J.A.P. 3V2h-P-, Binks,
new tyres, tubes, perfect r

ance ; £46 ; after 6 week-end.—Long, 59, Gartinoor
Gardens, Southfields, S.W. [2043

just overhauled and lebuslied, spring frame, Binks
3-jet, roomy C.B. sidecar, new tyres back and side, ex-
cellent running order, take 3 anywbere, Miller lamps:
£75.—Entwistle, Gartige, West Haddon, Kugby. [1832

J.E.S.

ycletle, better than a scooter, economi
'ited by J. Blake and

J.E.S. Motor
cal, relia

Co., Liverpool and Mancheste:

Diinlop Magnum tyres, price £25; perfect spare engine
for above, also just overhauled, £7 ; or £30 for whole
outfit.—Major H., Littlewick Meadow, Knaphill, nr.
"Woking. [1721

Kerr>
uire-s adji
Telford Rd., Hendou,

parts, and complete overhaul, Amac, spring
forks, tyres eTicellenti low and sporty, good going

£21/10 lowest.—Herbert Talbot, 8. Darlington
Rd., West Norwood. [2196

,
.J., i a.iiier tyres. Best

and Lloyd drip feed, Boscn waterproof. Brooks
saddls, B. and B., lamps an4 horn, very powerful, ride
away; £45, or exchange for lightweight and cash.—7,
David's Ed., Forest Hill, S.E.

,
[1500

Lea'^Francis

7 Q 20 Lea-Francis, just delivered; offers,
-It' Westbourne Ter.. N. Paddington, W.

Rd.. Reading.

A.B.. 39
'Phone

[2102

not used, Mag engine,
over £130.-47, Hamil-

[9976

Kej;ent St., Rugby.

J.A.P.,
an<

49, Kendrick Rd., Reading.

T EA-FRANCIS, 1914-15,

CX804;

latest

-A. J

uprovements,
' ' £120.-

[X8015

SVah-P-t 2-speed, free
engine, chain drive, in good condition ; £ 70,

H. Kimpton, Somersham, Hunts. [1469

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920. -Place your name
waiting list for delivery of these ariatocrntiD

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt, Portland St..
W.l.

'
[0099

Levis.

LEVIS.—Popul.T models in strict rota
Young and Co., Ltd.. Newmarket.

CYRIL WILLIAMS for early delivery
Chnuel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

33h.p. Levis, 2-8peed countershaft, £50: 2i4h.p. Lt^vi^
4 single. £44.-Hunt, Elm House, West Wickham',

Beckenham. [1853

"IQ16 2Vih.p. Levis, engine perfect condition, tyres
X»/ gdod, enamel slightly shabby; £38.—Ingle-
wood, Reigate Rd., Leatherhead. [1519

LEVIS, 2?;ni.p. 1918, Enfield 2-3peed, clutch, perfect
mechanical and external condition; 50 gns.—Hay-

w.nd, 54, Kingsmoad Rd., Tube Hill, S.W. [1671

LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can suppjj
early, this fnmous 2-stroke.—District agontfi, The

Wnlsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.. Walsall. 'Phon^:
444. L7219

Piopnctbre-Erlirig L. Newbenr CbbbetT

G- Cedric Gro5Tliw.'e.ite

- Motor, CYCLE/ Dept
The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for tlie

D U Z M O
for London, Hertford, Bedtord.lVliddlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 1920,

We are also Agents for the following machines

:

B.S.A.;a.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
IMETRO-TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

Be Ready for

EASTER
We can SLipply

1920 COULSON B, 4 h.p., Blackburne
engine, 2-speed, spring frame.

List price.

1920 READING STANDARD 10 h.p.

twin, 3-speed, clutch, electric

lamps, horn. List price. •

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed,
clutch. List price.

1919-20 6 h.p. ARIEL Combination.
Cowey speedometer^ horn, D.A.
lights, screen. IS0 gns.

1920 HARLEY - DAVIDSON, nearly
new, fully equipped. £230.

TRY MOTOR CYCLE
Cx\MPING FOR AN
IDEAL HOLIDAY.
Come and See, or Write

for Particulars.

W E WANT TO BUY SOLOS AND COMBINATIONS

BALLARD'S MOTORS.
92, Gloucester Road,
S. Kensington, S.W.7.

: Kensington, 6313.

: Etembalmot. Southkens, London.
Teiephci

Telef^'an

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVI.S Popular, iai8 suaiantsed, ^lendid .oudttj
and appearjince, all -accessories, electrii^ lamjl

tyrea and belt perfect; £55;—Capt. Hay, Cookh.ii,
Berks. [If

LEVIS 2141.8., engine 2972, re-enameUed, coinpiet
overhauled, Lucas, Stewart, horn, spares, tor

ride away; £45 nett.—Tugwell, Chemist, Highcli
Hants. [If

LEVIS 214I1.P. 1920 Popular Model. - Viv J

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., authorised agents, ii

Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.): Bond St.. W.I. 'Phoil
Mayfair 6569. [Of;

LEVIS 1920 2>4h.p., complete T\'ith head and '
lights, horn, and tools, tyres, tubes, and belt uea

new; pair £60, selling 45 gns.—Apply, Box 2,7^3,
The Motor Cycle [S:

LEVIS Populars convertible into 2.speed mod
|

with the addition of the Roc countershaft ge 1

-Apply, Roc Gfiar Dept.. A. W. Wall. Ltd., £1
Mills, Birmingham. [Oil

LEVIS, guaranteed 1916, mileage 2,000, k- ;

grips, mechanical horn, B.B., E.I.C., condit
throughout as new; snip, £47/10.-322, Lordsl
Lane, E. Dulwich, London. [2:

"I 020 2',4h.p. Levis, mileage 550, been Carefully 1

'

Av in, 130 m.p.g., lamp , Lucas horn, etc., evt

thing gHaranteed; £57.—Wall, side door Victc
Club, 'Wellington St., Strand, W.C. Opposite Lyce
Theatre. [2;

LEVIS, single speed model, in perfect order and < '

dition, new .Clincher tyre, complete front and r

lamp sets, horn and tools, carefully used, and : 5 gi

as new, £46.-MarshaIl, The Gables, Bridge ;

Witham, Esses. [1!

Lincoln-Elk.

It, alumHuum lootboaids, spring forks, jure]

horse ; £20.—Morgan, Winston, Stotumarl
nil

19^
-1 Qig 4i4h.p, -L,M.C,, 3-spced gear box, K.S

,

-L«y new condition, about 1,500 miles, accessories ;£ ;

-26, Galpiu's Ed., Nolbary, S,W.16. [X7S

Martlnsyde.
MABTINSYDE-NEWMAN.-Barnes -Motor Gar

having been appointed special autlrorised agE

'

can promise earliest possible deliveries commenc.

:

next month.—Secretan and Mallet, Ltd., 149, Lowf
Parade, Barnes, S.W.13. 'Phone: Hammersmith 17'

[01;

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, the seBJ

tion of Olympia.—Book your order now for sti

rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co., the motor cy'

experts. 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britain's pren
motor cycle saloon; also at Blaekfriars St., Manehesl

[66

Matchless.

EGERTONS, Northgate St., Ipswich,
early delivery Matchless if ordered n<

CROW Bros., GnildSord, West Surrey agents
this first-class outfit.-Matchless in name l

anality. [31

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., overhauled
repainted; £125.—Bale, 126, High St., Croydi

[?6:

Phone : 1882. [22

IQIS Matchless, lamps, horn, wind screen, spi

-i-^ wheel, luggage carrier, Tan-Sad, perfect ; trii

£165.-185, Mottlsham St., Chelmsford. [17

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model, Auster sere.'

spare wheel, lamp.s, good condition; £165; af
7.-F. Towers, 182. Kew -Rd,, Richmond, S.W. [98

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, 3-speed, ki.

starter, full eauipment, excellent condition: £1^

—Kin'gton, 2, King Edward Parade, . Norbury, S.W.

MATCHLESS 1914 6h,p. Combination, 2 speeds, ki

start. J.A.P. engine, coaehbuilt sidcar, all ftoct

series; £90.—Dr. Searlo, 67, Bridge St., Cambridge
[17

5-6h.p. Twin Matchless-Jap Coaehbuilt Combiuatu
countershaft ' gears,, kick starter, requires mogln

to complete ; £40, to .clear.—Marks, see under Dougl

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, J.A.P., Bo*
speedometer, lamps, spare belt and tubes, in pi'

feet order ; £95,—Muioud, Bootmaker, Suttou-at.Hoi|

Kent, [90

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, 1920, dynar
lighting, legshields, Cowey horn and speedomet)

done 500 miles; £245.—Bolton, 11, Oakfield E'

Sonthgate. . [20

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Coaehbuilt Combination, wi|

screen, 2-Bpeed, kick starter, chain drive, frrstK:!;;

condition; £100.-Haines, The Valley, Glass Mill Lni!

Bromley, Kent. [17]

MATCHLESS Victory Model, May, 1918, combiii|

tion, spare wheel, in perfect order tnroughoif

plating and enamel nnscratchcd; £158,-175, Tf
Grove, Denmark Hill, S,E,5. [201

MATCHLESS 4h.p. Combiiiation, 3-spe6d kick sto!

chain-cum-belt drive, new Duulop tyres just fltW

lamp and accessories; £75, or nearest offer.—Dredi

125a, Lupus St., Pimlieo, S.W.I. [19.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Are Motor Cycles to be Taxed
Off the Road?

WE
understand that the Committee appointed

by the Ministry of Transport is on the

eve of submitting its report, and that,

in spite of all argument to the contrar)-,

it will propose that motor cycles under

200 lb. in weight shall bear a tax of 30s., and
over ::oo lb. one of j^t,. Also it is recom-

mended that a tax of -£4 shall be imposed on a

motor cycle with sidecar. The Committee recom-

mends that the present system of annual licences

should be abandoned in favour of quarterly, half-

yearly, and yearly licences—a point urged' by
Tlic Autocar and T/ie Motor Cycle—at the option

of the user, which option will afford some
measure of relief by enabling motor users to

escape taxation during the bad weather season.

It is also suggested that the tax of sixpence per

gallon on petrol should be abolished, and that

this will prove to be a mitigation of the higher

scale of licences, and iri some quarters it has

even been argued that the removal of the

petrol tax will so level up matters tha't motor

'cyclists will not pay any more than at present.

Our opinion of the new taxation has already

been stated, and is well known to our readers.

The remarks about mitigation can be taken as

so much rhetoric. Either it is proposed to

obtain greater revenue from motor cycles, or it

is not. If it is, why talk about mitigation, and'

suggest that the removal of the petrol tax will

balance the increased payment? If it is not, why
alter the existing state of affairs ?

Abolish the Rebates!

Presumably it is desired to get rid of the

petrol tax on account of the difficulty and

expense, not so much of its collection as of

returning the tax, or a part of it, to those who
are excused payment. The obvious remedy is

to make all pay alike, and collect the tax at

its fountain head. We entirely fail to see

the sense of fairness in a man who would

tax a scooter at 30s. and a horse and trap

at 15s. in spite of the relative tlamage to

the roads.

A Concrete Example.
Referring again to the removal of the petrol

tax, let us consider how this (with the proposed

higher taxes) will affect the driver of a sidecar

machine capable of 60 m.p.g. The difference

in the tax is ^3. This is the amount payable

on 120 gallons -of petrol, which, at 66 m.p.g.,

will take the driver 7,200 miles. The long

distance man will, therefore, not be adversely

affected. This means that the man of leisure,

the man who can afford to pay, will not have

his tax increased. But what of the majority of

motor cyclists ? Motor cyclists, as a class, are

not men of means and men of leisure, but an

industrial class who have to work hard for their

living, and their riding time is largely confined

to the week-ends and public holidays, when they

take the welcome opportunity of getting some

fresh country air into their lungs to invigorate them
for the work of the folio-wing week, often taking

their wives and families with them on these

little excursions. Such men do not average a

half of the 7,200 miles which would even up

their tax, possibly they do not get out on more

than half the week-ends in the year, and average

something about 100 miles per week-end -or a

total of 2,500 miles for the year, and their tax

amounts to ^£4 instead of ^£2 is. This can

hardly be called mitigation.

We hold that the principle of taxation should

be to place the highest taxes upon those who
can best afford it. In this case the opposite

principle seems to be applied, and many a hard-

working man will be compelled by harsh taxation
_

to give up his health-giving motor cycle. JAgain

the man who can get all his riding into one-

qharter of the year will pay, presumably, one

quarter the tax of the man who covers the same
distance but spreads his riding over the whole

twelve months. Does he do only one quarter the

damage ? We pause for a reply.

An Index to the advertisements in thi; ill be found on the cage facing the back cover-.
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A Boom Amongst Artisans.

AS I anticipated when the wages of a scavenger
began to surpass those of a head draughtsman,
the agencies are experiencing a very keen de-

mand from artisan buyers. I rejoice that it is so.

Motor cycles for the million are an integral part of an
England fit for heroes to live in, aiid will make for

more happiness than taking over a small holding with

a small capital and a sublime ignorance of agriculture.

It is interesting to note that the artisan novice is con-

centrating on one type of machine, and with com-
paratively few exceptions on half a dozen makes of

that type. He will have next to nothing to do with

anything but the three-speeded single-cylinder tourist

machine of 500-600 c.c, and he is a shrewd judge of

the best values in that line.

Easing the Spinal Column.

A CORRESPONDENT rightly urges that when we
walk the flexion of our legs protects our spinal

column from shocks. After suffering from back-

ache in, and after, long motor cycling trips, he altered

the riding position so as to shift a good deal of weight

on to his arms, and he proclaims this as the best

remedy. When a machine is delivered, the rider will

usually suffer from either backache or wristache or

both after a very long run, ahd he is a lucky man
who can adjust the riding position to eliminate both
forms of pain. A weakly or elderly rider will find

that there are two cures for these aches, and only two.

One is to buy a good spring frame ; the other is to

use a super-saddle in conjunction with big tyres, in-

flated on the soft side. The latter expedient is just

about as good as a spring frame. Neither the hams
nor the wrists can be expected to sustain high-speed
shocks for ten hours in a day without complaining,
since neither portion of our anatomy was designed to

cushion innumerable bumps.

Air V. Water.

THERE are two narrow limits in water-cooling.

Water freezes at 32° F., and boils at 212° F,
The former limit is not important in England,

though I have to drain the radiator and jackets of my
Scott on 'some sixty nights during a typical Midland
winter. The higher limit is a nuisance in England,
and a still greater nuisance in the tropics. Prior to

1914 most small British cars steamed freely on hills

of the Sunrising calibre. The cooling limits with air-

cooling are much wider. At the lower end of the

scale there is no limit at all. The engine can be
started and run in Arctic temperatures, and needs no
protection in storage. At the higher end of the scale

the limit varies with the design of each engine. A
!lrst-cl:)Ks air-cooled engine of modern'design will pro-
iImco iis full efficiency at 500° F., and probably at

A24

By 'lxia7>i'

Sji^^ij-j^

600° F. A second-rate engine will distort at a lo,

temperature, varying according to the seriousness oj

distortions. But if the design is so good that^

cooling limit is priricipally determined by the temj

ture at which the oil can continue to lubricate, ai

cooled engine is 250% better cooled than a

cooled engine.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

nT would be great fun if some club would orga

a comparative test of baby two and four-st

machines during the ensuing summer. I wand w
round Olympia with the idea of selecting a '.

nt

machine for my 1920 pottering jaunts. I am not yi
whole-hearted convert to the scooter, and I hesit j'd

long between such handsome wee four-strokes as lie

Omega—there was a very jolly little fellow finishe an

red and black with disc wheels—and those jij: irs

which I conceived to be the pick of the baby p-

stroke basket. For quite extraneous reasons I fi ly

placed my order for a two-stroke ; but when t se

extraneous motives have 'evaporated, I shall cer't [ly

have a go at an Omega, or something like it. ill

some enterprising club pit a team of, say, ten i'

four-strokes against ten baby two-strokes during

ensuing summer, and draw up a comparative tab i

their respective merits? Of course, the two hun

miles which they could cover in a day is not a

cient distance to be conclusive, but the trial V)

arouse interest, and, given a representative entry <j

little 'uns, the A.C.U. might carry on the good,

in its next Six Days.

Roughing it Daily.

W' E have had some very patchy weather la

including a good deal of east wind, and'

very cold storms. I go out practically e

day, sometimes for long distances ; and each \v

makes me realise afresh that the motor cycle k

most exposed vehicle extant. In a car one is absoi!

screened. In an aeroplane you areJhoused in 9;

cock-pit, and can use electric heating if you Ws^

In a trap you can bury yourself under a pile of,'.

On foot you can keep warm by increasing the']

The two least comfortable vehicles at this time of

are the push-bicycle and the motor cycle. Oil

former you cannot wear a lot of clothes without ge

moist and sticky beneath them. On the latter

extraordinarily difficult to keep dry and warid.

the motor cycle develops its utilitarian aspects, ite

yearn more and more for winter comfort. I sorniS

fancy that the only solution is the cycle cr^r—a_,?<

on Morgan or Tamplin lines ; and I sometim^
that the trade will yet evolve a two-wheeler 9i

lines once sketched by Mr. A. V. Roe. One tfii

certain— I shall not relv on a two-wheeler >q\
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ccasional Comments.

—

iresinl typL' IVir many more winters. It will become
"" ^tioi) <if iisiiij; a better protected 'bus for Ibe

inonlh.s, or of ringing the changes on cycle and
ir according to tlic weatiier. Tlie latter solution,

nlailing the kee[)ing of two separate mounts, is apt

prove expensive.

Handle-bar Finish.

IT
is a mistake to suppose that all the commercial

•'l)iack finishes" for handle-bars and suchlike

bars are preferable to nickel plating. I have

machine in my garage a_t present with a black

aiidle-bar. At various times the bolts securing its

ooter and lamp have slacked back on the road, and
have been either too lazy or too unobservant to

ighten the parts promptly. The result is that the

lack has been chafed off, and the bar is greatly

isfigured. Had it been plated, there might have

een a little rust, but this disfigurement would be

omparatively easy to remove. I can only restore

le black bar to a decent appearance by returning

to the factory. Touching it up with enamel will

lake a patchy job.

Finding Induction Leaks.
LJTERE is a Leatherliead correspondent's prescrip-

ni tion for finding leaks in the induction system.

Disconnect the carburetter, and plug the inlet

ipe with a tight-fitting cork in which a short tube

IS been fitted. Light a pipe and blow smoke into
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the lube with as much pressure as possible. It is

said that a man with a 5oin. chest, smoking pure shag,

can obtain wonderful results by this method. Another

disgruntled correspondent complains that he tried this

tip with a two-stroke engine. It took 2 lb. of shag

to fill the crank case with vapour, and he had to beat

a hasty retreat from internal motives just as dark blue

smoke commenced to pour from every joint in the

engine. Seriously, I question whether it is easy to

procure the requisite pressure from the human lungs

;

but if any smoke-producing chemical were burnt in the

barrel of a suitable tyre pump connected to the afore-

said tube, the smoke test should prove very satisfactory.

Another Way.

AT.T. winner recommends quite a different

method of tracing induction leaks. It consists

of squirting petrol on the suspected joints

\fhilst the engine is running in neutral or on the stand.

Should the beat of the engine be affected by these

external applications, it is obvious that the joints

are faulty. An e.\-D.R.' forwards an E.F. tip on
similar lines. Open the throtde, shut the air,, and
revolve the engine forwards a few times until the induc-

tion pipe is swimming with petrol. Then close the

throttle, and turn the engine backwards, when petrol

will be blown out at any leaky joints. A Scott rider

inoculates a piece of fine wire gauze with French chalk

from the repair outfit, shakes off the surplus, and
applies the gauze to any suspected leak, bending it to

fit the piping where required.
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A ROTARY VALVE ENGINE.
The Gri 3 h.p. Molor Cycle with Detachable Engine Head.

Distributing Valye is fitted.

A Chain-driven Rotary

IT is not always that an experimental
machine involving drastic departures
from standard motor cycle practice is

presented to us for inspection in its com--
pleted form. The one we are about to

describe, however, incorporating an engine
designed by Mr. C4. R. Inshaw of 55, Cecil

Street, Hill Head, Glasgow, is an excep-
tion to the above generalisation. Although
the machine itself is on standard lines,

its claim to notice lies in the novel
arrangement of valve mechanism, and
many special features are claimed for the
construction adopted, including simplicity
and over-all efficiency. The engine works
on the normal four-cycle principle, but,
in place of the conventional type of valve
mechanism, the flow of gases is controlled
by a rotary distribution valve in con-
junction with a single overhead poppet
valve.

Overhead Valve and Cam Gear.

The valves are in a separate casting,
screwed into the cylinder head, and they
are driven by a roller chain from
the engine shaft. This chain also passes
over the magneto sprocket, so that the
one drive serves a dual purpose. By
moving the magneto on its platform, the
tension of the chain may be maintaiiied
or adjusted when necessary. It will be
noticed that this construction eliminates
cam gear in the crank case itself, and the
latter is correspondingly simplified—in
fact, the two halves of the case are
perfectly symmetrical. The cylinder also
is of a simple barrel shape, and can be
machined internally and externally
throughout its whole length, with the
excejation of the sparking plug and decom-
pressor bosses at the top.
The valve housing, which is a casting

constitutuig the cyUnder head and con-
taining the inlet and exhaust ports, is

The Gri 3 h.p. motor cycle,

incorporates an unusual type of

stroke power unit,

which

four-

A detachable head, screwed into the

cylinder, houses the chain-driven rotary

valve and cam.

A 1-0

screwed into the toi) of the cylinder and
held in place by a lock ring. Both the

top surface of the cylinder and also the

under surface of the ring are ground flat

in order to secure a perfectly gastight

joint. The rotary valve, which is of cast

iron, is carried transversely in the

deta<:hable head in which it runs with a

small clearance. It is mounted at each
end on annular ball bearings. On one
end of the rotary valve spindle is a cam
operating a poppet valve through the
medium of a roller-ended rocker.

Cycle of Operations.

The action of this valve will be most
readily understood on reference to the

diagram of the engine in section. It will

be seen that the inlet port is placed
immediately beneath the exhaust, and
that both passages through the head are

in communication with the combustion
chamber, through the common orifice

•sealed by -the poppet valve. The rotary
valve places alternately one or other of

the two passages in communication with
this orifice. It will facilitate matters to

consider the cycle of operations from the
beginning of the firing stroke rather than
from the beginning of the induction
period, since the action of the poppet
valve is common to both exhaust and inlet

strokes. During the firing stroke the
rotary valve commences to uncover the
exhaust passage, the poppet valve being
closed. As the piston nears the bottom of,

,

the stroke the cam also comes into opera-
tion, and the poppet valve is lifted. The
pi.-^ton then rises, and the exhaust gases,

are expelled. The poppet valve remains,
open, and the rotary valve now uncovers
the inlet passage, and the piston, again
descending, induces the fresh charge in

the ordinary way. Before the compres-
sion stroke commences both valves close,

and the cycle of opei-ations is then
repeated.

Among the advantages claimed for tliis

system of valve construction and operation
are : (1.) That the rotary valve is not
called upon to hold compreesion ; it

merely acts as a distributer so that the

tonimiin imh^e from the ports to

cyhndei nn-s be used.

The poppet \alve is responsible
mamtaming the compression, and oi

light spring is needed in order th;

shall work satisfactorily. Indeed,
engine has been run without the S)

at all, as the compression and expli

pressui'es tend to keep the valve c!

when it is not depressed hv the cam.
(2.) That the life of the poppet val

very long, as it operates under
conditions for a valve of this type, 1

placed in an exposed position on
cylinder head, and also being coolc'

the passage of the incoming char

Section o. the Gri engine, showinc i

valve gear ; the exhaust stroke is ncaiij

completion.
[
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Rotary Valve Engine.—

5.) Tlii\l a voi'y fll'iLient fumlnislioii

mbor <leKij;ii may l)e useil.

is lliis typo of valve gear dops not

,1 itsi'l ti) the adaiilatinn of an exhaust

TO lifter for control purposes, a small

iprcssion release, similar to those eni-

ved on two-stroke engines, is fitted

tlic front of the eyliiuler.

Normal Valve Timing.

ny desired timing can be arranged,

m the model we inspected a .certain

lunt of overlap between the exhaust
hilet period.t was allowed. In

iiiig, it may be mentioned that no

ittfiiig of the gases occurs with tliis

gn of rotary valve, as the flow is

l)y easy curves from the cylinder to

respective ports; also, the rotary

s uncovers the ports before tlie

oet valve opens.

le machine to which this engine will

itted is to be known as tlie "Gri,"
the specification includes a normal

39V

nd stroke = 427 c.c). A
eto is fitted, and a Brown

The poppet NiUc IS opLiated thioui?li a

rocker from a cam on the ball bearmg
rotary valve.

starter, mm\ chain r„ni bell diiw. The
engine is To be rated at 3 li^p. (83 x 79
mm. bore and
C.^.V. magnet
and Barlow carburetter.
The exhaust gases are discharged rear-

wardly, and carried to the silencer at

the front of the engine through a llexible

metallic exhaust pipe. The chain drive
to the valve gear and magneto is com-
pletely and neatly enclosed in an alu-

minium case.

Satisfactory Power Output.

We had a short trip on the niacliinc,

and although an abnormally high gear
was fitted {4.1 to 1), the engine pulled
remarkably well, and the valve gear was
extrejnely silent in action.

In broad outline this form of valve
gear is not entirely novel, but it is

claimed that the chief disadvantage of

the type, i.e. deflection of gases, has
been eliminated by this particular design
of rotary valve.

TWO-STROKE IMPROVEMENTS.
A Re-designed Villiers Engine wi h Many Refinements included in (he Specification.

OTOR cyclists who are familiar with

the Villiers engines will be in-

terested to learn /that the new
i III, model, which will eventually

lant the existing patterns, possesses

f'
detail modifications making for

jmeiit and efliciency.

the issue for .^[arch 25tli, p. 363, we
ibed the JIark IV. engine, fitted with
leel magneto, and the Jlark III. is

jcal, except that it is fitted with a

lard flywheel and a conventional
i-driven hor,=e-shoe type magneto.
sentially the difference between the
engine and the previous model lies

le modified cylinder casting, which
dei'ably enhances the external ap-
Hce, Observation will show that
arburetter is attached almost at the
if the cylinder wall, and it is thus
I from a position in whicli formerly
et was soDiewhat inaccessibly situ-

The inlet port remains in the
il position immediately below the
)st limit of the traverse of the piston
and the gas is led through an induc-
lassage cast integral with the cylin-

der. Greater efficiency is claimed for this

arrangement, as the gas is warmed on
its way to the crank case, thus avoid-
ing condensation.
The sparking plug has been moved to

the centre of the cylinder head, and the
open release valve, previously in this

position, is now placed at the front, in

communication with the exhaust port by
means of a duct in the cylinder wall.
Owing to its being practically isolated in

the top cooling flange, the plug keeps
remarkably cool, while the release ar-

rangement is much more silent hi opera-
tion. A commendable feature is that
the Bowden wire controlling the valve
can be inserted or withdrawn without
soldering, as it is held in place by a set
screw.
Double silencers, a familiar peculiarity

of the Villiers unit, are retained, but the
exhaust port is now inclined, so that the
pipe leads directly to the expansion-
chamber without the awkward angle seen
on the earlier model;.

No serious alterations have been found
necessary in the crankshaft assembly,
which is of the built-up type, having
roller bearings in the big end. Lubrica-
tion is by splash, the oil being led to a

special union incorporated in one of the

front engine plate bolts, which is suit-

ably drilled in order to convey the oi!

into a recess in the crank case, where it

reaches the moving parts.

TOOLKITS.
THERE is always room on the market

for a good set of tools at a moderate
price, especially as so many second-

hand machines find new owners every
year and the motor cyclist sometimes
mislays or retains the best tools of his

kit when selling.

A toolkit sold by Spencers of Coventry.

Messrs. Spencer Bros, are making a

speciality of supplying tool-kits, and,
since they are practical riders, the selec-

tion and quality should be everything
that can be desired. Two kits are

marketed, the first being contained in a

strong leather roll, with pockets tor each
tool, and including tyre levers, screw-

driver, a set of box spanners, 6in. adjust-

able, belt punch, valve extractor, 6in.

combination pliers, 5in. nut pliers, and
a 5in. half-round tangless file, the price

being 25s. A cheaper set in a canvas roll

is sold at 15s.
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A scene at the foot of Kop Hill during the Essex M.C. hi

AFTER a cold, wet afternoon spent

on the open summit of a test hill

witnessing a hill-climb, it is pleasant

to return to a good fireside, to light the

inevitable pipe,- and to consider, care-free,

the events of the competition. Take, for

instance, the Essex club's climb at

Kop Hill, Princes Kisborough, on the

27th ult. A better organised event

could not have been, since to the

spectators, machine folio v\ed

machine in rapid succession,

with no annoying wait or

wrangle between competitors

and officials. Yet for that

same spectator it was cold,

bitterly cold, upon the bare

hillside.

As a competition this affair was parti-
cularly interesting to think over, for it
was so extraordinarily unlike the ex-
pected. Take the first class up—the
passenger 1,000 c.c. machines—scarcely
one seemed to be really fast, save and
except those worthy members of the
'' Suicide" Club, E. C. Baragwanath and
L. P Openshaw, whose 8 h.p. Zeniths
had all the old gloiy of real fast climbing.

9

Incidentally, the rider's attitude rei

much the same as the years roll 1

subject of amazed conjecture for

yokels and the uninitiated gene:

After all, what can one think whei
,

first part of the passenger to be se I

his stern high peaked in the air t

while he kneels in a devotional atti j

his head overhanging the motor c;::

cairiei.

Openshaw's 40^s was not a bad ,')

in this class, and nearly 8s. in ;r.

Jepson on anothei 8 h p Zen

Two well-known competitors

on 'i\ h.p. machines—^T. C
de la Hay (Sunbeam) and H

Le Vack (Duzmo)
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X M.C. Open Hill-clim6.—

poi'ison Uio 350 o.c. Class A machiiu-p
jred. foi- the tilucky struggles of the
II oiigiiie hick sensation after tlie

e twins fast climb. F. Thorpe's
gl«s lived up to its reputation in

. and had a fine purr, but was some
slower than A. Milner's Diamond,

e Ciis Kuhn's Levis, which was third
ime, made (lir climb in 56|s., <a close
for the Duu.L^la.s. One competitor,
veteran V. \V. Applcbee. really is

dcrful, ajid deserK^es a medal for long
ice, even if his Levis attained to no

A Curioi:: Phenomenon.

!iy is it niacliiaes appear to do tlieir

it on the actual day? Is it that they
unprepared, or that they are not
out in tune, or is it just "bad joss"?
one following the Class B 500 c.c.

lines would think so, for wliercas T.

3e la Hay's Sunbeinn u:i^ iiia.^nifi-

, and deserved its win mi limr I'm' an
it in 39;s., the fonnnialilr A.B.C.'s
ed smitten with Li|i[i;i!liiig luck.

, they were all heavy to giinadvimt-
for 'the formula results, but then
ver, no less, must needs have push
:appet trouble on two runs, the new-
n', Porter, violently niistlriiig on tn o

. aiid only Emerson went fairly well.

'ack's weirdly named Dnzmo (a new
line with outside llywheel and over-
valves) deserves credit for its 41^s.

), the third man, Emerson, going up
ijs. The remainder were disappoint-

)t that Class C, the 750 c.c, were
1 better, as the Sunbeam won on

ill 38^s. , the Duzmo improved to

, leqnalliug the Sunbeam's first run.

while Emerson as third on lime was a
lifth of a second faster than on his hist
run up, showing that experience counts.

In the last class, D, 1,000 c,c. l .os,

all spectators wi.sely shifted further up
the bank, as the '" Suicide " Club was
due again. Openshaw's 'machine skidded
and swayed up with a thundering roar,
and the rider cut out on the bends, to
cover the course in 32|s., with Harvey-
son's 7 h.p. Indian second in 35^s. and
De !a Hay's Sunbeam third in Zl%s.
Note the difference the sidecar made to
Open.shaw : 40^s. with. 32|s. without.
But it lool-ifd a daiioerous performance to
the uninitiated. se\eral of whom seieained.
Taken as a whole, there seemed to be

not a few of the less experienced class
of rider, but even it some had left
undone the things they should have done
up. after all it was not only the novice
who failed, and everyone must begin at
some time or other.

Results.

A day's good sport, despite the weather,
and well worth the run out to the little

hamlet of Princes Risborough, not only
because of the climb itself,"but also to
hear the thousand and one fairy stories
retailed to one to explain whv so and so
had not done the hill in the 25^s. he
expected.

The following were the results on Tlif
Motor Ci/rl,: formula :

1. L. P. Oiwnsha
Open.
(S Zenith),

lath (3 Zenith).

Members.
1. L. P. Openshaw <.8 Zenith).
2. E. C. Baragwanath (3 Zenith).
Fastest time: L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith).
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CLASS A.-SOLO UNDER 360 C.C. ON
FORMULA.

Opkn.
1. A. Mi'-ici (2% Diamond).
2. Gus Kuhn |2Vi Levis).
3. P. J. ISnlicknaiip {2% Blacliburnc).
•'astosl lir.c: A. Milncr l2->4 Uiamund).

Memukiis.
1. A. Milncr (2")4 Diamond).
2. P. J. Enticltnapp 12% Blac-kburnc).

CLASS B.-SOLO UNDER 500 C.C. ON
FORMULA.

Open.
1. J. Em-reon (3 A.B.C.).
2. Cius Kuhn (2'4 Levis).
3. H. Lo Vack (3'/< Duzmo).
Fastest time: T. C. Do la Hay (3",i Sunbeam).

Members.
J. EmiT-nn (5 A,TIC).

T. C D- l:i ll,->" i;i., Sunbc im).

CLA.SS c._Si)L(j UNDER 750 CO.
Open.

J. Emrrson (3 A. B.C.).
(;us Kuhn (21., Levis).
A. Milner (2'>:, Diamond).
test time : T. C. De la Hay (3ii Sunb

Members.
J Emerson (3 A.B.C.),
A. Milner (2''i Diamond).
T. C. De la Hav (S'.i. Sunbe m).

CLA,^
r(

Open.
1. Cus Kuhn (2i,i Levi,s).

2. J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.).
3. T. C. De la Hay (3V. Sunbea
Fastest time : T. O. De la Hay

Members.
J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.).
T. C De la Hay (3ii Sunbeam).
E. A. Colliver (3 A.B.C.).

BEST PERFORMANCE IRRESPECTIVE OF
CYLINDER CAPACITY.

The Herkomer Silver Medal.
T. C De la Ha.y (3i» Sunbeam).

It will be seen that the awards were
secured by a few riders. Out of the
thirty-three results given" above, De la

Hay is mentioned no fewer than eight
times Emerson six, and ililner five.

DIFFERENT MEN-DIFFERENT METHODS.
Riders or Zenith, A.B.C, and Sunbeam machines in recent speed events.
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A MIDLOTHIAN TRIAL.
Many Competilors Eliminated in a Severe Trial on the Lowland Hills.

A Harley-Davidson outfit, followed by a Douglas, on one ot the test hills.

THE fact th^t out of over fifty entrants
only six qualified for first-class

awards, and of these Claud Duncan's

2J h.p. Blaclcburne-engined Varus was
the only solo machine, says much for the
difficulty of the course chosen for the
recent Edinburgh trial. The howling
wind and Jfanor Hill, with its appalling
surface and the steep, rough climb of

Victoria Crescent near the end were
responsible for most of the trouble. Many
who did well els'ewhere were deprived of

their awards by failure at one or other
of these points.

One or two bad spills occurred, among
the unfortimatcs being L. B. C. Cunning-
ham, who was riding an overhead valve
Douglas with a very high low gear, and
H. M. Batten, who, after surmounting
the dLfEculties of Manor Hill with success,
turned a somersault when endeavouring
to make up time on a long descent over
wet moss and hard bedrock, fortunately
without damage to himself or his P.
and JI. Cunningham was unfortunately
travelling at a fair speed when he fell,

and shook himself badly, besides injuring
his machine.

A Surprise Hill.

At Selkirk the competitors were faced •

with an eleventh hour surprise in the
shape of a formidable rise known as
Victoria Crescent. This hill has a
gradient of about 1 in 4, equal to the
bteepest part of Brooklands test liill, and
a surface of loose stones—obviously a
formidable test. Here .J. B, Sanders (3
A.B.C.), S. Waldie (4 Blr.-kburne), and
Ci. Grinton (7 Harley-Davidson) made
superb climbs.

Owing to the gale which hnd to.be
faced among the nimint.iins, |ieti'ol con-
sumption was nriu.-n;illy liiuh, and iii

consequence Batten had the bad luck to

run out of petrol fifty yards from the
check, thus spoiling his clean sheet and
baiilking Duncan^ who got past very
cleverly. A similar misfortune befel

Shepherd (6 Campion sc.) on the Devil's

Elbow.

A great many competitors were weeded
out quite early in the day, for the

seventeen mile run from Eddleston to

Peebles lay over the mountains, and con-

tained many jjlaces very difficult to

negotiate.

The first-class awards
following :

Terus).

D.

18 American Excelsior
Grinton (7 H.arlcr-Davidson
S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc).

I. Hutchinson (8 Williamson
S. Macrae (7 Harler-Davidso sc).

The awards show that the coursW
an exceedingly trying one to th'

-"'-

rider, since, in spite of excellent

in many cases, only one got througl
a clean sheet.

-r';.

S. Hubbard (3^ h.p. Scott) on Kershope Swire.
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Paris-Nice Results Annulled.
Union Motocycliste de France Refuses (o Accept Results of Transcontinental Trial.

FROM OUR PARIS CORRESPONDENT.

QUITE n sensation has been caused in

Krein li motor cycle circles by the
dciisiim of the Union Motocycliste

de Frame to refuse to accept the results

of the* Paris-Nice Trials. As a enn.se-

(juencc, the event must be considered as

jion-e.tistcnt, and any advertising which
nmy be done in connection with it will

be considered as empty, and will expose
those responsible for it to the penalties

provided for under the International

iTlles.

The fact tliat tliis decision has had to

be tak«n by the Union Motocycliste is

very unfortunate for the British com-
"petitors who went to France at con-

siderable expense and trouble, and who
appeared to have won a victory. It

naturally throws discredit on the whole
motor cycle movement, for the hard fact

1 has to be admitted to the general public

;. that a sporting event to which great im-

,
porta lice has been attached must be
looked upon as a farce. The individual

competitors who went through the trial

I

honestly and conscientiously have, accord-

II ing to th% U.M. de F., been robbed of

the fruits of their victory by the negli-

gence or incompetence of the organisers.
In a conversation with one of the oflieial.<*

of the Union Motocycliste, it was ascer-

tained that the men responsible for

this event were totally unable to furnish
jiroof that the results claimed had been
obtained. The lack of organisation ex-
tended throughout the event. No proof
could be furnished that tlie individual
riders had checked in and been checked
out of the various controls between Paris
and Nice, so it is claimed. When the
destination was reached the arrangements
were far from perfect, and in hardly
any case could definite, indisputable
proof be given that the performances
claimed had really been accomplished.
After calling upon the organisers to fur-
nish this proof, and failing to get satisfac-
tion, there was no course open to the
Union but to auLiul the event.

A Privately Organised Event.

It should be pointed out that Paris-
Nice was organised by a newspaper with
the approval and under the control of

the Union Motocycliste. This is a com-
mon practice in France, although practi-

cally unknown in England. The newg-
papers which have taken this initiative
ni the past have undoubtedly enormously
helped the development of motoring, at a.

time when clubs were not sufficiently

powerful for the work. E.xperience of
the last few years has shown, however,
that newspaper-organised events are not
desirable. The primary object of the
paper is to get profit for itself, if not in
money at any rate in advertising, and
this desire is generally so strong that
details of organisation are given secondary
consideration. It will be recalled that we
drew attention in our report of the event
to a number of imperfect arrangements
and last minute decisions. All the same,
the decision to annul the results will

occasion muoh surprise.

In justice to other organisers who have
events on the 1920 calendar, and foi' the
enlightenment of riders interested in
French trials, it should be pointed out
that a repetition of Paris-Nice is not
likely to occur in connection with the
international races and competitions for
which well-established clubs and the
Union Motocycliste are responsible.

Starting Tips for Scott Riders,
Easy Starting Hints and a Note on the Consumption of the Scott Two-stroke Engine.

ON a recent occasion " Ixion " be-

wailed the fact that the Scott

possessed "the thirst of ' an Irish

navvy," and on page 371, April 1st,

be demands that his Scott shall start

from cold at the first kick. Having had
considerable experience of Scotts—^pre-

war, war, and post-war—I think thSt

such a requirement is a little imreason-

able. Two points must be remembered :

[1.) That there is a large induction sys-

tem (inlet pipe, manifold, transfers, and
-•rank cases) to be filled before a com-
bustible mixture reaches the cylinder

leads; and (2) that the foot-starter gives

aaYely one revolution to the engine.

To expect the whole of the induction
system to remain charged with gas dur-

ng a cold night is decidedly hopeful, to

lay the least, and bearing these facts in

nind, the following methods have' been
ound most satisfactory.

Circulating the Gas.

Filling the engine with mixture can
I'lnly be done by rotating it until a suffi-

cient quantity has been induced, and this

s carried out, provided there are no air

Leaks, by giving a number of gentle de-
Vaessions to the starter pedal. The

I

(lanner in which this is done can only be
lescribed as desultory ; do not attempt to

I

tart the engine, simply push down the
I 'edal, after well flooding the carbu-
etter, in a " don't care whether it starts
I' not" fashion. Anon (after about

,
alf-a-dozen digs) a gentle "kick-back"

1

I'omthe engine will indicate that the gas
i
as circulated to the combustion chambers.

!
One smart depression will now call forth

'ie desired burble. The whole process is

effected .<nn!S fuss, satu labour, and xans
perspiration ; moreover, there is no danger
of damaging the starting mectjani^ by
attempting the " first kick " method
against the resistance of congealed oil on
the pistons.

On Priming.

In really cold weather, it is un-
doubtedly easier to let the engine itself

do the work of sucking in the preliminary
charges, and this can be done by fitting

a compression tap (spark plug thread) in

one of the cylinder heads : no special kind
of tap is needed. Procedure : Dope
liberally, well flood carburetter, give one
gentle dig on starter pedal to free the
pistons, then another sharp dig. The
result will be the desired instant start.

MOTOR CYCLISTS interested ^

in small or large cars should read (>

Ills forerunner of all motoring

journals. Founded in 1895, it

remains the largest and most success-

ful automobile paper, and enjoys Iks

greatest circulation. It is universally

accepted as therepresentative British

motoring journal.

All the foregoing should be carried out
with the half-compression lever raised
and ignition fully advanced.

Quite the easiest way of starting is to

stand facing the rear of the machine,
left hand holding carrier or saddle, right
hand on half-compression lever, right foot

on starting pedal. If this is done with
niachine on stand (not good for the latter,

anyway), be gentle in tne manner of .kick-

ing, or the machine may jump forward
when engine fires.

Over Priming.

The fitting of, a union in inlet pipe
(with connection to drain tap of tank)
is not to be recommended. Leaks, air or
otherwise, in the induction system are
fatal to good results, and the suggested
arrangement adds a possible source of

trouble. Over-doping on the induction
side of the engine also riiakes for difficult

starting. When engine is warm, it should
start first kick ; make certain that the
starter ratchet has engaged ; avoid kick-
ing if you value the starter's longevity.

A word as to that " Irish navvy
thirst." My present Scott has averaged
57 m.p.g. (benzole) with sidecar over the
last 1,500 miles. The carburetter fitted

is not yet on the market, but the result

proves that high consumption is not an
inherent defect of the Scott engine. One
tip in conclusion : When running to a
standstill, declutch, open throttle, and
stop engine on the switch ; this will allow

a full charge to remain in the cylinders,

and an easy restart is assured any time
before the engine becomes absolutely stone

cold. Wh-Uifed.ai.e.
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Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.

A Novice Trial for the Founders'
Trophy will be held on the 11th inst. All,,

members who have not won a gold medal
are eligible to compete.

Belvedere and District M.C.C.

The opening run of this newly formed
club will be held on the 11th" to Ton-
bridge, when all motor cyclists interested
are invited to attend. Further particulars
can be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
L. J. C. Cope, at club headquarters. The
Eardley Garage Co., Woolwi.ch Road,
Belvedere, Kent.

Hull M.C.C.

A large number of new members were
elected at the last meeting, and a varied
and interesting programme has been'
arranged for the year. The first com-
petition proper will take place on the
24th, meeting at Anlaby Road tram
t-erminus at 2.30 p.m., when a run will
be Aade to Welton for tea.

New Club for Darlington.

Members of the North Road Institute
and employees of the N.E.R. works at
Darlington have recently formed a motor
cycling club. The following officers

have been elected for the present year :

Captain, Mr. R. Adamson ; sub-captain,
Mr. C. Barr ; and secretary, Mr. R. W.
Chapman, of Eabydene, Cockerton.

Newport and County M.C.C.

This recently formed club has already
a membership of one hundred, and
promises to be a very successful organisa-
tion. A prize has been awarded for the
best design for the club badge submitted
by, members.

It is hoped to arrange a speed tria.

shortly after the Easter holidays.

Northern Suburbs M.C.C. (Sydney).

The following riders who competed in

the second twenty-four hours reliability

trial completed the course successfully,
having lost no points : J. Neal (Indian),
H. Wood (Indian), J. Persival (Douglas),
F. Delandro (Indian sc), R. Kirby
(Indian sc), P. Boyce (Excelsior), R.
Dewick (Indian), A. Townsend (Indian),
A. Tuckey (Harley), S. Huntington
(Harley), E. Cotter (Excelsior), and E.
Neusey (Indian.). The route included
Mount Victoria, Bathurst, Goulburn,
Picton, Fig Tree Bridge, returning to

Sydney.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the Maudes
inter-club challenge shield, to decide, the
*vinniiig team, will probably be held on
ilay 16th, and cover a 100 miles course
over the Surrey hills. It is hoped to

arrange to finish on Brooklands Track,
when complete teams will undergo a

speed test to decide the winner. This
date has been chosen to enable the com-
mittee to use the track at the close of the
Junior Car Club speed trials. Full parti-

culars will be issued later.

A spoi'ting trial over a secret course
has been arranged for the 24th inst. for

the Dale cup. Ability to judge a speed of

20 m.p.h. without watcies or speedo-
meters is the main feature.

CLUB NEWS.
Tuture Club "Events.

Vr. 9.—Leeds and District U.C. - Smoker, Oriffin
Hotel,

pr. U.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhamiiton). Opening
R-un to Lichfield,

pr. 10.—Leeds and District M.C. Hill-climb,
pr. 10.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Speed Judging

Competition.
W.—Edinburgh and District M.C. OpeningApr.

Apr.

Apr.

Run
111.—Luton and S. Beds. A.O. Reliability
Trial.
U-ll.-Public Schools M.C.C. Week-end
Tovch nothing Run.
11.—N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Run to Bolton
Abbcu.

11.—Belvedere and District M.C.C. Run to
2'onbridge.

11.—Leeds and District 3I,C. Run to Sutton

11.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
Run to Box Hill, Dorking.

11.—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. Novice Trial.

n.—Bromsgrove M.C.C. Opening Run.
Apr. 11.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Burnham Beeches.
Apr. 11.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run.
Apr. 11.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Paper-

chase.
Apr. 11.—Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Holt Fleet.
Apr. ll.—Banbuni and District M.C.C. Opening

Run to Stratford-on-Avon.
Apr. 11.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Breakdown

Competition.
Apr. 11.—Middlesex M.C.C. Paperchase.
Apr. 11.—Hull M.C.C. Social Run to Hotcden.
Apr. li.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to

Knaresboro'

.

Apr. IS.—Tredegar M.C. Club run.
Apr. 1}.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Surprise Run.

N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

A very successful concert, the last

event on last year's programme, was held

on the 27 ult., and was greatly enjoyed
by all present. Unfavourable weather
failed to damp the spirits of members
on the occasion of the club's opening run
of 1920 to Matlock. There was a good
turn-out,' and members spent the after-

noon fraternising with the Derby M.C.C,
who were holding an impromptu hill-

climb, returning later in a happy though
wet condition.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

A one-day open Reliability Trial is

being organised for July 17th. Starting

and finishing at Carlisle, a sporting

course through the Lake District will be
selected, affording competitors an oppor-
tunity of spending an enjoyable week-
end in that delightful country. It is

proposed to divide competitors into the

following classes : Lightweights, Solo

5O0 CO. and upwards, sidecars, cycle

cars, light cars, and, if possible,

scooters. Communications should be sent

to the secretarv, JMr. H. A. P. Mawson,
18, Bank Street, Carlisle. Details will

be published later.

Leeds and District M.C.

A very interesting programme ' of no
fewer than eight events has been ar-

ranged lor the remainder of April. On
the 9th a smoking concert will be held

at the Griffin Hotel, commencing at 7.30
p.m.; while on the following day a -hill-

climb will take place at Norwood Edge.
Competitors will be divided into si.v

classes, and prizes will be awarded to

the winners, who will be eligible to com-
pete in the final event for a special

prize. It is hoped that members will

turn out in force, as so much depends on
the individual .in making these events a

real success.

M.C.U. o£ Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The date for the End-to-end Reliability

Run previously fixed for July 12th and
13th has been altered to the -15th and
15th of the same month.

Tredegar M.C.

An open hill-climb is being arranged

for the ^29th at the Fiddler's Elbow;
Details can be obtained from -Mr. E. Wj
Sutherby, sports secretary, Whitehalli

Buildings, Tredegar.

Eeighley M.C.

A new club has been formed in th

Keighley district, and will be known a

the Keighley Motor Club. Anyone wH
is interested should communicate wilj

the secretary, Mr. B. Feather, 25, DraB
Street, Keighley. 1

Runcorn and District M.C.

A motor club has lately been formec

in Runcorn. It is intended to hold
general meeting on the 12th, in orde

to discuss the 1920 programme. Pro'

spective member^ are invited to gi

touch with Mr. H. A. Leach, 41, Thj
Holloway, Runcorn, who has been aj

pointed hon. secretary. »

Newcastle and District M.C.

A paper on " The Magneto " was rea

by Mr. G. Batty before members
March 25th in the new club rooms at tl

Grand Hotel. Mr. Hugh Mason, durir)

the discussion which followed, expresse •

the opinion that the magneto would neve

be entirely supplanted by the dynan
and accumulator lighting and ignitic

system.

North London M.C.C.

Good roads, fine weather, and tl

welcome presence of two lady membe
made the run to Stevenage most enjq;

able. There was a good attendance, ar

a great variety of machines were to I

seen at the Sun Hotel, where lunch w:

served. The club is indebted to tl

H.C. j\Iotor Co., of Great- Portlar

Street, who have kindly offered a sil*'

challenge cup.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

April 18th is the date fixed for -tl

Mitchell Trophy reliability trial, startii

at 9 a:m. from the City Square. T!

rout? selected embraces Wakefield, Barn

ley, Huddei'sfield, Stiraland (lunch

Red Lion Inn), Halifax, Bradford, ai

back to- Leeds. ~ Entries, accompanied I

fee of' 5s., should be sent to the spoi

secretarv, 1, South jMount Terrace, Bet

ton Hili, Leeds, by the 10th inst.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Starting at 1.50 p.m. from Bar
"touch nothing" run will be ni-ido

Woburn, where arrangements for t

night have been made at the licdfo

Arms Hotel.
Competitors will return the followi

morning, and will sign a form at the iiii

to certify that no adjustments ha\e l"

made.
Marks will be given to count i

the competition for the Robinson cli 1
!> 1

cup, awarded for the highest agi;: ,

obtained during the year.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor " Tlie Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and ziittM,

THE SPEED OF A HARE.
•Sii',—The Hare did not think the Baby Triumph could do

40 iii.p.h., and was not certain if "Tortoise" ha^ his
tlu'ottle full open or ignition fully advanced 1 So it slowed
down. O.G.
THE PULLJN MOTOR CYCLE.

Su',—I was immensely pleased to read in the spring
number of The Motor Cycle of the Pullin motor cycle,
which so very nearly reaches the ideal—certainly, in my
opinion, representing the most advanced stage of motor
cycle engineering.
• If the service given is at all like that which can be
expected from the specification, together with the reasonable
price, then thousands will buy it, and all other machines
will have to come down in price and up to it in design.

Good luck to Mr. C. G. Pullin. R. BANNINGTON.

AIR VALVE IN INDUCTION PIPE.
Sir,—I was interested in the account of the Rapier economy

valve described in the issue of March 18th, and recollected

some simple experiments I had tried, which forced me to

the conclusion that an automatic extra air between throttle

and inlet valve was- a failure.

It is obvious that with small or no throttle opening this
valv.e is diluting or admitting air at its maximum, owing
to the high vacuum in the inlet pipe.

With large throttle opening, and consequently low
vacuum in the inlet pipe, the valve was inoperative, as the
atmosphere rushed in through the carburetter in preference
to lifting the valve against the tension of the spring. This
was giving the reverse effect to that desired ; that is, slow
rnnning defeated and no effect when romping away all out.

I subsequently fitted a handle-bar controlled, and scrapped
the automatic.

I am not applying the foregoing to Mr. Castell's invention
(which is more than an extra air), or disparaging it in any
way ; in fact, I wish him and all engaged in improvement
the best of luck. GEORGE MAGGS.

PROVISIONAL PRICES.
Sir,—In your issue of March 18th a correspondent, W. A.

Pechey, accuses motor cycle manufacturers of profiteering
on the grounds of utilising components made in pre-war
times in the construction of 1919 models, and charging 1919
prices.

Surely, Mr. Pechey has little knowledge of commerce
i when he makes such an accusation.

In any branch of business, a seller is entitled to the
current market price, and to reverse the case in the event
of a slump in prices ; the general public loses no time in
forcing the producer to' adopt current prices, regardless of

probable hea^'^^ loss.

Also, in the case in point, it must be considered that this

firm laid out money in, say, 1912, to manufacture certain
parts, and that that outlay has been unremunerative, and,
to all purposes, dead for, say, seven years. The price now
obtainable for those parts shows approximately a profit of

75% over the selling price when manufactured. This
75% profit has taken seven, years to realise, which means a
profit of 10.7% per annum, and that, in these times of high
wages, small production, and heavy all round expenses can
hardly be called even a working profit, far less profiteering.

May I siiy that I am not a motor cycle manufacturer, or
ill anv wav interested in the trade, only I like to see fair

I'Uiy.

"

A. R. MACNAtJGHTON.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR!
Sir,—Your Correspondence column cannot fail to interest

your readers, if only because of the differences of opinion

there presented. One species of letter which, I feel sure,

must hold the attention of all, is that which deals with the

business methods of the various firms. May I tre-spass on
your space to add Jiiy appueciation of the F.E.S. Lamps
Company.

I wrote to this firm asking for a quotation for a new
head - lamp bracket, which had been broken. By return of

post I received a letter requesting a more definite description

of the bracket required, together with an offer of a replace-

ment, free of charge. Without any delay this was delivered,

and I, for one, cannot but admire the celerity of delivery,

and, more so, that high regard for reputation which must
always be a firm's best advertisement. SATIS.

Bellshill.

TYRE MILEAGE.
Sir,—I gather from your comments on Mr. E. S. Bovell's

letter, publislied in your issue of March 11th, that you would

be pleased to have data regarding actual tyre mileages. As
an automobile engineer, I have always kept accurate records,

and hand you herewith a copy.

These are actual observed figures, correct to, say, plus or

minus 2^%, and no comments are necessary. I trust that

they will be of interest to your readers, and, should you
desire it, could also give you records of petrol and oil con-

sumption, belt wear, etc., over the same periods.

I have no business interest in the tyre trade, and motor
cycling is merely a pastime. My own speciality is com-

mercial vehicles.

Tyre Mileages.
Seasons 1912-13-14, 3^ h.p. B.S.A. axd Sidecar.

Fronts— Miles.

(a) 2;iin. Dunlop ; scrapped at 5.480

(b) Retreaded 2-iin. Dunlop heavy ; tyre (d)
on rear, on machine when sold, and

-still serviceable at 1,921

Sidecar—
(c) 2iin. Dunlop heavy ; on machine when

sold, and still fairly good at 8,401

Rear—
(d) 2iin. Dunlop heavy ; retreaded, see (b), at 3,355

(cj 2iin. Palmer cord; retreaded and after-

wards used to interchange with (fj at 2,738

(f) 2iin. Avon combination; still service-

able, and on machine when sold ... 1,887

(g) Retreaded Palmer cord (e) ;
practically

no wear on retread at 421

Season 1919, 4^ h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar.

Front—
(h) 2^in. heavy Dunlop ; studs just worn

oS at

Rear—
(i) 2iin. heavy Dunlop ; xetreaded and

carried as spare at

(j) 2iin. heavy Dunlop ; practically unworn
Sidecar—

(k) 2iin. Dunlop sidecar tyre ; run to

destruction and replaced by (i) re-

treaded at _
JAMES WATT. M.I.A.E.

[We should be-glad to have the further particulars mentioned

by our correspondent.

—

Ed.]

i.645

3,383
262

3.645

i
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SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—May I suggest that potential wobblers should verify

the " shake '' in front wheel bearings and steering head.

A few years ago a new T.T. machine I had used to develop

an eerie and alarming "roll," even on a dry road at the

low speed of 17 m.p.h. In fact, it occurred particularly at

that critical pace. After adjustment of above details the

machine was quite steady up to 52 m.p.h. on a good road.

Three-speed hub-geared machines I found absolutely

dangerous at speed, and even the countershaft geared ones
are distinctly inferior to the single-geared on grease or ruts

in my experience. Further, at high speed I find the old

pattern Druid fork superior to the type with spring links
;

in fact, I feel unsafe with any fork giving fore and
aft movement, and was recently quite frightened on a well-

known two-stroke.
A long wheelbase and magneto in Triumph position seem

to conduce to extreme steadiness in the case of single-gear
machines. AUTOBORE.
London, S.W.

Sir,—I have been interested in various letters on speed
wobble which have appeared in your columns since last

November. A discussion of the matter foi a bicycle can
be found in "Messenger of Mathematics," vol. x.xviii.', 1898-9,
pages 151-169, and I append some remarlcs upon this by the
Professor of Engineering here (Trinity College, Cambridge) :

" For the motor cycle the iigures would be very different,

and the gyrostatic momentum and the powerful engine drive
wight make it a very different problem. But it seems likely

that it is si/n-cJironism that causes the machine to become
unmanageable, when the period of slight but regular road
inequalities matches a natural period of the bicycle.

"N.B.—A push cyclist used to a 'single' and trying a
tandem or triplet for the first time, makes usually a-

serpentine track of enlarging amplitude. His corrections are
right in sign but " wrong in phase, and the oscillations are
unstable."

I have a 1914 7-9 h.p. racing single-gear Indian, with very
low T.T. bars, so that my weight is thrown right forward
over the tank. I have deliberately tried to get a wobble on
—solo—at all speeds from 8 to 75 m.p.h. or so. I got a
wobble at 10-15 m.p.h., but it was solely due to my inability

properly to balance the 320 odd lb. mass of the machine. I

liave also noted effects above 45 or 50 m.p.h. Try as I may
I cannot get a wobble on in any handle-bar position, at any
speed, 071 an;/ road, solo, or with a carrier passenger weigh-
ing 9 st. Solo I have had the back wheel doing rhythmical
"take-offs," which show on the track in the form of a
zigzag line.

On the other hand, on a 4 h.p. Triumph, toui'ing bars, I
find it extremely difficult to control the path at 45 m.p.h.. or
al)Dve. Possibly that is due to my transference from a
heavy twin to a light single directly. But my "carrier,"
who is an experienced motorist, sidecar driver, and motor
cyeliist, gets the same results. Incidentally I have a Clyno
two-stroke, which I have never been able to get into a wobble
either. C. E. V. WILKINS.

Trinity College. Cambridge.

A BUSINESS MAN'S IDEAL MOTOR CYCLE.
Sir,-^I have been much interested in your short description

and illustration of miniature open frame bicar in your issue
of March 11th, page 280, at preser.t in course of construction
Ijy Messrs. Lister and Co., of Keighley.

I have been waiting for sometliiiig of this kind for years,
chiefly for tlie purpose of going to and from business.' The
b6

SHEFFIELD

ENTHUSIASTS.

Members of the

Sheffield and Hallam-

shire M.C.C. at the

start of their opening

competition.

conventional frame does not appeal to me on account. of the I

want of efficient protection from the weather. This new
type would apparently give excellent protection, as I see no.

objection to making, the screen in front 2ft. wide or more'

(so long as the machine will go through an ordinary doorway) ;

also a glass windscreen could be added, which would give

practicaflv as good protection as a car.

I am glad to see the size of wheels aild tyres proposed, as

the small scooter wh_eels could not give much comfort for

country riding, -especially with roads in their present state.

If a starting device (to obviate the running start), a clntch,

sprung frame, and automatic or semi-automatic oiling system

could be added, I think we would have approached appreci-

ably nearer the ideal type of motor cycle.

My ideal means comfort, which includes cleanliness and

absence of noise. I do not ask for a gear box, as I am not

out for speed, and I believe there are a host of middle-aged

and elderly business men who would gladly purchase a

machine of this kind, but who at present fight shy of the

conventional motor cycle. BUSINESS MAN.
Whitehoiise.

THE T.T. AND TRADE.
Sir,—The Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham Auto-

mobile Club view with favour Mr. F. S. Whitworth's

suggestions, and feel they would like to support the idea

of entering a representative, riding, as it were, under club'

colours.

They would like to see the entries by clubs confined to

amateurs not already entered and riding their own machines.

This might eliminate unfair assistance in the loan of an
additional machine, for instance, for use in qualifying

rounds, leaving the special one for the race. In this way,

with contributions towards expenses or entry fee paid, it is

felt that it would swell the entry list and encourage the

type of rider we all wish to see in the T.T. races.

If a few other clubs would follow our lead, maybe the

A.C.U. would consider awarding a special prize to the rid^
gaining the best position in ^either class.

We " suggest that, with intercommunication between
different clubs favouring this scheme, leaving the A.C.U.
to fix details, there- is still time to make it an interesting

and extra attraction.

SUTTON COLDFIELD AND NORTH BIRMING-
HAM AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

F. W. SoFTHEEN, Secretary.

Sir,—The two main objects of the T.T. Races should be :

1 To enable manufacturers to test new features of

2. To enable them to prove the ability of their standard
types to come through a gruelling test satisfactorily.

In actual practice, very many manufacturers simply build
"freak " machines, having little or nothing in common with
their standard types. If these freaks do well, the results are
duly advertised all over the world as an argument in favour

|

of buying the standard machines. Strange, but true !

This absurdity could quite easily be avoided if manufac-
turers entering one or more non-standard machines were
compelled to enter a similar number of stock mounts. Buyers
would then be guided by the performance of the latter, "and
not by that of mere freaks.

If this proposal were adopted, manufacturers would still

be able to test new features on experimental machinea,
while the makers of third-rate motor cycles would cease to
gain kudos from the performances of their first-rate, specially
Built racing freaks. This year the manufacturers, with soMe B



hoiioiu'ablo exceptions, seem to think that, since they mo
unable to waste theii" time on freaks, the race should not

bo heUI.

Are they so ashamed of tlieir stock mounts that they fear

to enter them for audi a stiff test? Or is it that they, quite

naturally, daro not pit their standard macliines against other

makers' freaks ?

If the latter supposition be correct, non-standard mounts
should bo barred from this year's race. In any case, the

race should be held : it would provide all the better sport

for amateur enthusiasts if manufacturers were not repre-

sented.

After all, why should the biggest event of tlie year be
scratched, simply because manufacturers, ashamed of their

stock mounts, and having umpteen million orders on their

books, think it not worth while to support it?

CHARLES A. N. MORRIS.

Sir,—The reason stated by the majority of manufacturers
who do not propose to take part in the coming Isle of Man
T.T. races is that such participation would nivolve a tre-

mendous amount of time and expense in preparing machines
for the event, with a resultant loss in output, etc. This
seems to be a very sound and good reason, on the manu-
facturer's part, as everybody realises the necessity of in-

creased output, so that the adverse balance of supply and
demand may be adjusted, with benefit to the community.
My point, however, is that this admits the fact that

the machines which run on behalf of the manufacturers are

specially built racing models, ridden by expert riders, and
the result of the race is perfectly valueless from the point

of view of the public as regards the merits of any particular

make, as any of these trade riders on any machine may win,

according to the luck they may have, say, with regard to
punctures, breakages of minor parts, crashes, etc.

What we want is a race in which only guaranteed standard
machines will compete, so that the machine which emerges
successfully from the gruelling event is exactly the "same
as you can buy," then there will be a real reason for ad-

jectival advertisements, as the "Super ," the "Perfect
," and the "Trusty ," etc. A. S. BRADLEY.

PISTON RINGS.
-Sir,—I now have an opportunity of replying to the in-

teresting letter (published March 4th) of your correspon-

dents, tlie British Piston Ring Co., Ltd., with reference to

my article on fitting new piston rings.

Befox'e dealing with the points mentioned by your corre-

spondents, I would state that the article was, as indicated

by the title, intended to interest the average motor cyclist

who desires to tit new rings in his engine, and who desires

to have a certain amount of knowledge of the principles

iirvolved.

The technical data given in my article are by no means
complete, and are in connection -only with such matters as

are under the control of the rider when buying and fitting

the rings.

The average rider -would probably not be able to go
deeply into a highly technical discussion of the subject,

and such an article would be very long.

I am of the opinion that your correspondents and myself
share pretty well the same views upon this subject, but the
subject being a long one, and our discussions being limited,
we are both, I think, dealing with different aspects of the
matter.

First, any argument must take into accomit the method
^f making the rmgs ; secondly, it is necessary to differentiate

i

between "fitting new piston rings "—^that is, renewing the
rings—and fitting rings in a brand neiv engine during course
>f manufacture. '

Your correspondents consider that the pressure of a con-

,
lentric ring upon the cylinder walls is imiform. I quite

,

igree with this as regards the case of a new. engine and
,
"mgs, wherein the rings have - been made by one of the

.
ipproved methods by which the ring is ground while damped

! n a jig to the actual "running" shape.
That is quite sufficient to justify manufacturers in fitting

•oncentric rings in their nmv engines, and explains the small
156 of eccentric rings by manufacturers.
As regards an old engine having new piston rings fitted,

. [ contend that the case is a little different. If the cylinder
I las worn, but still remains a true circle, and the new rings
ire ground to suit this "new" diameter, the pressure would

:fG
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still be uniform; but, of course, cylinders do not wear
evenly all round, and, except in cases where excessive wear
has occurred, rings are not made to a specially larger size.

The avwago motor cyclist would buy his new rinen of tho
same sizu as tho old ones. My contention is that iho pres-

sure is only uniform when these rings are fitted to a cylinder

whoso diameter exactly agrees with that to which Iho rings

were ground.
In tlie ca.so of a cylinder a little worn, the rings would

give uneven pressure, for the following reasons : The greatest

bending moment
occurs at t h e

point diametri-

cally opposite the

slot. 'This por-

tion Is, therefore,

subject to the

greatest bending
stress. Now, if

this ring is fitted

into a cylinder

that is a little

worn, it opens out a little njore than intended, and the por-

tion opposite the cut being subjected to the greate.st stress

naturally " straightens " out more than the remaining por-

tions, and the ring tends to assume the shape and position

shown exaggerated in fig. 1.

With an eccentric ring the stress in the ring is more even
all round, therefore the whole circumference of the ring has
more tendency to "straighten out." I consider that in a

worn cylinder (which includes almost any u.sed cylinder)
the eccentric ring would give more, uniform pressure owing
to the more equal stressing, and therefore more ecjual " ex-

pansion " all round the ring.

Your correspondents state, quite truly, that the com-
mercial eccentric ring is only a compromise between the
ordinary concentric ring and what we may terra the " ideal"
eccentric. We are in agreement on this point, and it should
be noted that I mentioned the matter of compromise, the
effects of the "ideal" ring on gas tightness, etc.

As regards your correspondents' remarks about hannnered
rings, I agree with these in the main, and also with
the statement that narrow rings wear more rapidly. I con-
sider, however, that the latter point is not serious in cases
where two narrow rings are used in one slot, as it very
rarely happens that the two slots work round and coincide.
As regards the comparison of dimensions given by your

correspondents, and also in my article, I think it should be
obvious that the table in my article contains not actual
dimensions, but values for the various factors given in the
formulae, the latter having been worked out by myself.
The values given in the table conform wit'i the formula

given, and I think it is interesting to note t' it calculations
based on equation (3) in my article agree vtiy closely with
the figure (gap left in fitting =0.0025d.) recommended by
your correspondents.

If anything, my figures and equations give a slightly
greater gap, but tliis is because I worked out my formulae
to take into account the trigonometrical functions of the
angle of the slot. This refinement makes my formulae suit-

able for rings of any angle of slot, and it is evident that the
distance across the gap given by my formulje is measured in

a direction normal to the surface of the slotted end.
I may supplement this by stating that for the case illu.s-

trated in fig. 2,

.r= 0.00000556T(; TT sin 9, plus
a little extra "safe" clearance. (See article, January 22nd,
p. 93.)

All this is no doubt well known to your correspondents,
whose letter I consider both interesting and helpful ; at
the same time, I think my article and your correspondents'
letter were dealing with different aspects of the matter.
The fact that space is limited leads to a rather scrappy
treatment of the subject on both sides.

H. GEORGE HARLEY.

Correspondents are urged to express themselves as concisely

as possible, especially in view of the fad that only a small

percentage of letters received can possibly be published.

Many interesting letters are unavoidably omitted in conse-

quence of their <Anormal length.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*

SO, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must bo accompanieil by a stamiKd addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing lega]

questions should be marked ** Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Curious Trouble.

I have a 4 h.p. Calthorpe-Jap,

IqI with sidecar, with which it will

> j
do anything I wish. An Enfield

.
LlJ two-speed gear is fitted, and the

Amac carburetter has a 26 jet.

I am now riding solo, and the machine
does not run nearly so well, and it is

using more petrol than before. I have
fitted a 24 jet, and it will not run at

all on a 22. I was thinking of lower-'
ing the float, but would like to know
your opinion first.—R.P.

The correct petrol level is -^^in. below
the level of the top of the sprayer. You
might carefully examine the float to see
whether it is punctured, and also e.\a-

mine the magneto timing to see that this

has not slipped, thus retarding ignition.

With the jet you mention, the engine
should most certainly not have a high
petrol consumption. The mere, fact that
you are at present using the machine solo

can have nothing to do with your
trouble, although, apparently, the removal
of the sidecar has coincided with some
fault or other.

Over-Geared.

I shall be glad if you will give

Sme advice on the following : I

have a cycle car which is chain-

driven fhroughout. At present
the to] gear is too low., there

being twenty-six teeth on the engine
sprocket and forty-one teeth on ;he

gearshaft spi'ocket. With top gear .en-

gaged, the engine sprocket revolves

three times to the driving wheel once.

Bottom gear engaged shows seven and
threequarters to one turn of the back
wheel. I am wanting to fix a belt

drive from the engine to the gearshaft,

and am thinking of an adjustable pulley
on the engine and fixed pulley on the
gearshaft. What size pulleys should
I have to give an average speed of 25
m.p.h. on top gear?—C.C.H.

Instead of the top gear of your cycle car
being too low, we should say that it is

much too high. 5 to 1 would be prefer-

able to 3 to 1. You have not stated the
size of the final reduction sprockets. From
the other sizes given, however, we may
presume these to have sixteen and thirty
teeth. If you require a primary belt
drive, pulleys of 3jin. and lOin. diameter
will be needed on engine and countershaft
respectively, and on these the belt would
not be running under ideal conditions.
Betaining chains, we would suggest that
you gear as follows : Seventeen teeth
engineshaft, forty-one and fourteen teeth

BIO

on the two countershaft sprockets, snd
thirty teeth on the back axle. Tnis
will give you a top gear of approxi-
mately 5 to 1.

Fitting Drip Feed.

Last winter I purchased a 2|

Sh.p.
T.D.C. two-stroke engine,

which I fitted to my Calthorpe

Junior frame. I should be
very much obliged if you would

give me advice on the following : (1.)

Would a drip feed be a satisfactory

fitment to my machine, as I think it

would make starting easier? The tank
has an oil compartment and pump, but
the engine has no connection for oil,

so I am using petroil system. (2.)

Could I drill and tap the drain nut

on bottom of crank case, and so make
connection for the oil pipe at this

point? I may say that so far the

engine has done very well, despite its

single gear.—W.K.D.
(1.) The drip feed would be quite satis-

factory on the engine you mention, and
we should recommend that you convey
the oil to the induction stump between
the cylinder and carburetter. (2.) It

might not be advisable to lead the
supply of oil to the drain plug at the
bottom of the crank case. A little ex-

perience on the road will enable you to

find out the quantity of oil required.

Try setting the regulator to deliver

about thirty drops per minute.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Fri.. May 2l8t—
M.C.C. London-Edinbursh Run.

Sun., May 30lh—
Motocycle Club de France Grand Prix Race

Tues.. June ISlh—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June 1 7th—
Senior T.T. Race, IsV of Man.

Mnn., July 5lh. to Sat.. July lOlh—
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Tues.. July 6th—
Irish End-to-End Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyclist de France el Automo-
bile Club de rOue?', Grand Prix Race
(or Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.

Mon.. JuTy 12lh. and Tues, July 13lh-
Irish End-to end Trial.

Sun., July 25lh, to Aust. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun., Au3. I St. to Wed., Aug. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Mon., Aug 23rd, to Sat, Aug. 28lli-
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

An Old Type Engine.

In the magneto on my machim

Sthe fibre bush on the end of tli<

bell crank lever runs over
raised part of the cover anc

causes the platinum points tfl

separate. This raised part is onl^

about fin. long, and I notice on .,i

Bosch it is about 3in. long, therefoi'

the points would only be open a shor

time, , compared with the Bosch mag
neto. Would this affect the quality 0!

the spark and the running of th

machine? I have timed the engine a

follows : Piston at top of cylindei

magneto fully retarded, and point

just about to break. Yet the magnet
cannot be advanced more than oni

third. If it is advanced more it knock:

or else acts as a bi'ake.- The engiii'

has an automatic inlet valve, and
has no power, and has to be assiste

by pedalling on all hills. The ca

buretter is a very small B. and I

variable jet. The engine will only i'u

when the latter is fully opened, an,

blue smoke blows back through ih;

carburetter. There is no rocker bi

tween the cam and the e.xhaust val\

tappet in the timing gear of the engirt'

Would it be best to have a rocki

fitted to make smoother working
save wear on the cam and tappe
There is a small hole over the timii

gear which, when the piston is d

scending, it blows through. Does th

save the engine from leaking oil? Tl

exhaust valve has a very long s^r
and the hole in it is very low dofl
Would it be better to bore one hiJI
up, so that I could compress the ,';prii

more?—W.J.M.
The point you raise in connection wj'

your magneto would have no effect "1

the running of the machine. The ig»j|"

is slightly too far advanced ; the affl

should occur when the piston is at^S

top dead centre, with the control dtl;

two-thirds retarded, not fully. Too grf'

a lift of the inlet valve often causes tl

trouble. The valve should not lift nm
than 3^2i". when it is fully opened, T
lift may be limited by using a colhir. .\l>

you might find an increase of power ^^n I

ting a slightly stronger inlet valve .spriii

Your suggested alteration in the tinii

gear would, no doubt, be an inipro'

ment, but without inspecting the eiig

we are luiable to tell you whether it

be easily or cheaply carried out. W
regard to further compressing the twist

exhaust valve spring, it would be ''I

to obtain another one to suit the p -

valve dimensions.
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A Two-stioke "Mystery."

I should be very (;r;itefiil it

r^ you would tell mo the reason

\^\ for the following compliiint,
LiJ which occurred with a 2| h.p.

two-stroke. One diiy the engine
d to start, and on removing the

plug a good spark was obtained in tho
open. The plug was re|)laced and
another unsuccessful attempt to start

the engine was made. The plug was
again removed, and found to be
wef with petrol; this was dried, and
the plug was replaced. The carbu-
retter was then taken down and re-

fitted, and was found to be in order.
Another attempt to start the engine
having failed, the crank case was
drained, and found to contain about
half a pint of oil and petrol mi.xed..
After trying to restart the engine,
the crank case was drained again, with
the 'same result ; in fact, the same
thing occurred after every unsuccessful
attempt, to start. The machine finally

started after cleaning the platinum
points and carbon brushes on the mag-
neto. As there is no leakage between
the oil and petrol tanks, and there is

no fault in the carburetter, I should
be glad if you would give me the
reason for the presence of the large
quantity of petrol present in the crank
case—J.L.F.F.
he trouble can, of course, be traced to
le need of attention to the magneto,
he various attempts to start the machine
iturally drew the petrol mixture into
e engine, and condensation would
count for its presence in the crank
amber.

The Low Generator.

Gau you help me out of my
, [^ difficulty? I bought a sidecar
Is outfit, and before starting out I
I—

I tried everything. The lamps,
which are fed from a Low

;enerator, gave a splendid hght, so I
.^itured forth. When lighting up
ime came I turned tlie water on, but
[ot no light ; so I filled up again, got
I good light, but on starting up there
vas a sudden flare, and then dark-
less. I could not get the generator to
vork when moving. I believe the water
plashed over through the gas holes
iito the carbide, and then got forced
nto the tubes and burners. Can you
elp me to make the thing right? The
urners were quite clear, but there
ppears to be nothing to prevent the
•ater splasliing over into the carbide,
nless it is the pressure of gas. Should
le water chamber only be half full?
-W.S.

j

s generator, being of somewhat un-
'I al design, is rather more complicated
^' 1 the conventional patterns, and you
f lid make yourself acquainted with the
t; fraction. The possibility is that the

ty valve is stopped, and too high s.

I sure is generateci. As you are aware,
' his is so, the burners will be blown
' by the pressure of the gas itself. The
^ =r is kept away from the carbide
' n a certain pressure is attained by
' force of the gas acting against it.

I, s po.B.sib!e to fill the water container
<!' e full, and unless there is some con-
Sl :tional defect in the generator this
^' not cause any trouble. We should

imend that you totally dismantle

the genrralnr, and can'fully clean and
dry piu'h part. You should also clean

and dry all lengths of tubing connecting
the generator to the lamps, and we also

roconmunid the adoption of small gas
bags in the runiiccting tubes.

Gear Ratio.

Having a JJ h.p. motor cycle,

IqI lilted with a four-speed .Jardine

> gear bo.x, I wish to obtain a top
L-SJ gear ratio of 4^ to 1, with the

wheel sizes as shown : Engine
spi'ocket, 19 teeth

;
gear box sprocKet,

35 teeth
; gear belt pulley, 8in.

;

wheel belt pulley, 20in. Is this cor-

rect, and would nineteen teeth on the
engine sprocket be abnormally large,

or normal practice?—W.G.P.
The adoption of the sprockets and pulleys

you suggest will give a gear ratio of

4.74 to 1 on top, which should prove
satisfactory for a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

fitted with a sidecar. The nineteen-
tooth engine sprocket will be quite in

order.

Over Rich Mixture.

I have a 3^ h.p. Triumph,

IqI fitted with old pattern Bosch
I ^1 magneto, and an old type B.
Ll-I and B. carburetter. I have had

the misfortune to get some very
bad runniiig out of the machine on my
last two journeys, and have since spent
considerable time in trying to trace
the trouble, which was as follows : (1.)

W"hen I closed the throttle for the
purpose of passing traffic or for

cornering I had trouble to keep the
engine going when I opened out again,
and almost every time it choked up.

I examined the induction system, but
could find no trouble there, and I do
not think it was caused by air leak-

age, for when it did begin to fire I got
clouds of black smoke, which I put
down to too rich a mixture. The
engine was not over-oiled. (2.) I exa-
mined the magneto, and found I got a
spark at the contact breaker point which
developed into a flame at high speed,

but at the same time I got a good
spark at the _plug points. (3.) On the
same machine I have fitted a Philip-

son pulley (direct from the makers),
touring pattern. I have been about
sixty miles since fitting it, but so far

the pulley has never altered, although
with a passenger up, the engine has
given out on hills. The makers' advice
is not to use controls, and so far I

have followed their advice. I should
appreciate your help.—G-H.G.

(1.) The carburetter is probably flooding,

and we should recommend that you care-

fully check the petrol level, which
should be about 3-32in. below the top of

the jet. (2.) The excessive sparking
which you mention as being present at

the contact breaker point should not
occur, and is probably due to a fault

in the condenser of the magneto. We
should recommend that you have this

examined. (3.) The pulley should auto-

matically reduce the gear ratio in pro-

portion to the load imposed on the
engine. If tlie gear remains constant
throughout, we should certainly suggest
that you write to the- manufacturers,
who will no doubt give you the neces-

sary information you require as to the
correction of this fault.

Partial Seizure.

The engine of my 2i h.p. two-

stroke sometimes runs heavily,

and after a few miles will jiull

up on any fairly steep hill. A
paraffin injection instantly puts

things right again. This occurs at

distances from 50 to 300 miles between
injections. The machine is otherwise

quite satisfactory. Petrol, 100-120
m.p.g. ; T.T. oil,' 250 ni.p.q^. What is

the cause of the trouble?—A.H.J.

As a cure of your trouble is instantly

effected by a paraffin injection, it is

undoubtedly caused by a partial seizing

up of the piston in the cylinder bore.'

For a seizure to be present, it is not at

all necessary that the engine should be
immovable. We should recommend that

you try a different brand of oil, such as

B.B., and also make sure that any
oil ways in your engine are quite clear,

and that the oil actually reaches the
correct places. A slightly more generous
supply of oil would be advantageous.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" A.G.B." (Wilton).—Use of light side-

car on 2f h.p. Alldays AUon.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

RlPON TO StJNDEIiL.AND.—F.D.N.
Ripon, Catterick Bridge, Scotch Cor-

ner, Darlington, IXirham, Houghton-le-
Spring, Sunderland.

Grimsbv to H.iLiFAX.—H.W'.R.
Grimsby, New Holland, across Ferry,

Hull, S. Cave, Howden, Selby, Leeds,

Holbeck, Farnley, Birkenshaw, Halifax.

Leicester to Wigan.—A. B.C.
Leicester, Loughborough, Hathern, Keg->

worth, Derby, Ashbourne, Leek, Maccles-

field, Ohelford, Knutsford, Wartingtoii,

Winwick, Ashton-in-Makerfield, Wigan.

Newcastle-under-Ltme to Rociidai.e.—
R.B.

Newcastle - under - Lyme, Kidsgrove,

Congleton, Siddington, Aklerley. Wilni-

slow, Handforth^ Cheadle, Stockport,

Hyde, Ashton, Oldham, Rochdale. Ap-
proximately 54 miles.

Hastings to Wendover (Bucks).—N.L.
Hastings, Battle, Pemburj-, Tonbridge,

Westerham, Oxted, Redhill, Reigate,

Dorking, Leatlierhead, Byfleet, Chertsey,

Egham, Slough, Beaconsfield, Amersham,
Wendover.

Rochdale to Colchester.—R.B.
Rochdale, Oldham, Lees, Holmfirth,

Barnsley, Doncaster, Retford, Tuxford,
Newark, Grantham, Stamford, Wansford,
Huntingdon, Godmanchester, Cambridge,
Linton, Withersfield, Haverhill, Halstead,
Colchester. Approximately 200 miles.

DuNMOw to Exeter via Readin'G.—G.H.T.
Dunmow, Bishop's Stortford, Hadham,

Ware, Hertford, Hatfield, St. Alban's,

Watford, Rickmansworth. Denham,
Slough, Maidenhead, Twyford. Reading,

Basingstoke, Whitchurch, Andower, Wej--

hill, Amesbury, Wyle, Hindon, Mere,
Wincanton, Sparkford, Ilchester, II-

minster. Chard, Honiton, Exeter.

El-S
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Honister Pass.

A Cockermouth reader writes saying
that the Honister Pass on the Buttermere
side is in a worse condition than usual.

Tourists thinlcing of visiting this part of

.Lakeland will be wise to take the pass
from the Keswick side via Borrowdale
and Seatoller.

The Irish End-to-end.

The date of the leading Irish event

—

the End-to-end trial—lias not yet been
definitely fixed, but at a recent meeting
of the Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle
Union the date was provisionally fixed

as July 16th. The previous date decided
upon clashed with the Scottish trial.

Printer's Pie.

A correspondent sends us tlie following
extract from a daily paper of March
25th :

'"Junior clerk required, about 18, in a

chartered sidecar, well upholstered and
undersliuig.—Apply."

In our youth we have experienced the

advantage of upholstering on occasion.

Metropolitan Police Activity.

Considerable activity is reported in the

Battersea district. Trapping is being
carried out intermittently on the follow-

ing roads : Battersea Bridge Road, Albert
Bridge Road, Chelsea Bridge Road,
Queen's Road, Latchinex Hill, and the

Avenue, Claphain Common. It behoves
motorists, therefiore, to drive carefully

through this locality.

Cup Offered to Affiliated Clubs.

With a view to increasing the desire

on the part of the North-western clubs to

become affiliated with the A.C.U. , Messrs.

J. Blake and Co., the well-known motor
dealers of Liverpool and Jlanchester,

recently offered a fifty-guinea silver chal-

lenge cup to be competed for by amateur
membSrs of each of the following clubs :

Liverpool M.C., Blackburn M.C., War-
rington M.C., Manchester M.C, and
Bolton and District M.C.

In offering this cup, Messrs. Blake have
suggested to the A.C.U. the advisability

of altering the open competition rules to

allow any number of affiliated clubs to

compete together, always provided that

the clubs taking part form one of the
territorial divisions arranged by the
AC.U.
B14

Smashed Sidecar Lamps.
Will the owner of the Indian outfit,

the sidecar lamps of which were smashed
in an accident on the 26th ult., between
Gloucester and Cheltenham, please com-
municate with Mr. J. Crossley, 11,

Royal Crescent, Cheltenham, who wishes
to replace them? '

Sydney-Melbourne Record Broken.
We are informed that a Harley-David-

son and sidecar recently created a new
record from Sydney to Melbourne,
covering the distance of 566 miles in

20 hours 38 minutes at an average speed
of 27 m.p.h. •

The previous record was established
in April, 1918, by Fred Berry (Harley-
Davidson and sidecar), whose time over
the same route was 22 hours 20 minutes

New Source oi Alcohol.

Much attention has been given in re-

cent years to the question of manufac-
turing alcohol within the Empire for use
as motor spirit. In the current number
of the Bulhlin of the Imperial Institute
the possibility of utilising the mowra
flowers of India for the purpose is dis-

cussed. These flowers possess thick,

Juicy petals, rich in sugar. They are
used by the natives as a foodstuff, and
especially for the preparation by fer-

mentation of an alcoholic liquor, called
daru or mo.wra spirit. A large quantity

Special features. .

LONDON-LAND'S END.

EASTER TRIALS.

A ROTARY VALVE ENGINE.

of the flowers would be available for th

manufacture of alcohol, and would af
pear to be an exceptionally cheap sourc

of this material, as the yield is higl

compared with that from potatoes an .

other materials commonly used, abori
90 gallons of 95% alcohol being obtair

able from one ton of dried flowers. 1

has been estimated that in the Hyderji
bad State alone there are already suit'

cient mowra trees for the production
700,000 gallons of proof spirit per annun
in addition to that necessary for the loci

liquor requirements.

Third Aircraft Park, R.A.F.

It is proposed to hold , a reunion of th

above unit in Manchester on i\Iay 8tl

This Park was originallv the 5th A.A.I
of the R.F.O. stationed at Puchvillei
and later at Candas. Those intere&tc

are asked to communicate immediatel
with Ex-Sgt.-Major J. Blarshall, i

Chestnut Street, High Town, Mancheste
who will supply all information when tl

arrangements are completed.

Last week's output o( engnes at the Douglas factory—50 4 h.p. and 250 2J h.p. power units.
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MOTOR CYCLE v CAR AT BROOKLANDS ON EASTER MONDAY.
idajor J. Woodhouse, ihe well-known pre-war competition rider, on his eight valve Matchless,

;hich he raced against Capt. Malcolm Campbell's De Dietrich " Blue Bird." (See page 418.)

a^amation Abandoned.
'he proposed amalgamation of. the
umph Cycle Co., Ltd., and the Hill-

1 Motor Car Co., Ltd., mentioned in

Motor Ci/dr, has not materialised,
two companies will continue to carry
their businesses under exactly the
e control as before.

Carnival.
le secretary of the sub-conuuittee
'h is arranging the Carnival at

glas for the T.T. week advises us
the Flying Kilometre Race on the

aenade will be held on the morning
wing the senior event (Fridaj', June

Ssh Six Days Trial.

the past the Scottish Six Days Trial
always been one of the most sport-
events of the year, as the extremely
ult natui'e of the course usirally

•rsed renders it unnecessary to com-
te the event by the incorporation
etty and irksome rules. This year

the Scottish Six Days is to be run on
even more lenient lines than hitherto,

for not only is tyre changing to be
allowed one day during the week, as

already stated in these columns, but
further, final condition is to be com-
pletely ignored. One or two new rules,

we believe, are to be .incorporated, but
they will be of a kind that will be appre-
ciated by competitors rather than other- -

wise.
^

The Motor Cycle Championship.

In connection with the motor cycle

championship, which we mentioned re-

cently, Mr. S. W. Phillpotti has some in-

teresting observations to make. He says :

" Under the present arrangement, it is

obviously going to be left either to the
representative of a manufacturing firm,

Avhose expenses are paid by his firm, or
to a wealthy amateur, because it would be
quite impossible for a man of moderate
means to ti-avel the length and breadth of
the land in order to take part in the
open competitions yet to be held. I

venture to .suggest that a method of

finding a winner—one which would be

lei-s expense and generally more mitiH-

factory—would be to take the present
A.(,'. iJ. districts of the United Kingdom,
and let each club nominate its chanipion.s

(two or three per club) ; the.se will take
part in competitions organised by the
A.C.U. within each district, and the best
six or any other luunber will then take
jjart in the final, which will give the
champion. As an alternative, let the
clubs in each county find their one or
two best men per club. Let all these mcii
in the counties compete, and find tho
county champion, runner up, and perhaps
one reserve ; then let these compete in

the final. Thus we should get club,

county, and British champion."

Head Lights.

That far too powerful head lights are in

comparatively common use at tlie present
time, and that no satisfactory device to

avoid dazzle has yet been discovered,
were t\vo of the conclusions of Mr. J.

W. T. Walsh. M.A., M.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.,
who delivered a paper on the subject
last week.

A.C.U. Finance.

It is gratifying to observe that the

financial position of the -"into Cycle Union
is now very sound. During the year just

concluded the Auto Cycle Union's income
was no less than £17,000. Those at the

head of the Union confidently anticipate

that for the ensuing year the income of

the body will be well up to £20,000.
'

Libelling a 6ood Road.

The A. A. has issued a series of maps
showing certain roads as being bad and
to be avoided. A rather regrettable

error is the marking of the route from
Newark to Leicester. The distance to

Six Hills is down as bad and to be
avoided. Actually, this stretch is one of

the finest in the kingdom, being straight,

finely-metalled, and entirely free from
pot-holes. From Six Hills to Leicester,

however, 'the road may justly be de-

scribed as worse than atrocious.

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The tenth meeting of the session of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers
will be held on Wednesday, April 14th,

at the Institution of Mechanical Engi-
neers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park,
London, S.W.I, at 8 p.m., when Dr.
W. H. Hatfield will read a paper entitled
"The Most Suitable Steels for Auto-
mobile Parts." Application for cards of

invitation to the meeting should be made
to the secretary, 28, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

AN IRISH EASTER TRIAL FOR THE DUNLOP TROPHY.
:E open trial on Easter Monday
under the auspices of the Dublin
and District Motor Cycle Club did
attract as large an entry as was
3tedj owing doubtless to the severity
le ooiu-se and the fact that there is

considerable difficulty in procuring
si'y of new machines. Onl>^ seven-
of the entrants presented them-

5 at the starting point at Inchicore
je, and most of them were members
le promoting club. The Dunlop
y was offered for the event, and the

conditions were of the customary charac-
ter, except that the markings at the
secret checks will not be taken into
account in the event of a tie between
two or more riders. The starter; were
sent away in the following order :

P. H. 'nurse (4',i B.S.A.).
T. V. Murphv (2% Douglas).
J. J. Nolan (ilVJ B.S.A.).
A. CaTton (4 Sunbeam).
H. Jlc.\lli6ter (7-9 Indian sc).
J. Browne (2^/i Douglas).
W. R. Clarke (7-9 Excelsior sc).
"R. Howison (7-9 Excelsior sc).
J. Healy (2',^ Beardraore-Precision).
S. G. Smith ("4 Norton sc).

W. J. Burney (8 Enfield so,).

G. Kilroy (4 Sunbeam sc).
A. A. Wayte (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).
C. W. Johnstone (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc).
Maj. J. A. H. Waters (2y Enfleld).
T. Copethorne (4 Triumph sc).
D. Allen (4 Norton sc).

The route embraced the crossing of the
Co. Wicklow mountains from West to

East via Wicklow Gap. the military
road from Drumgoff t-o Anglavanagh in

both directions ; the ascent of Ballyma-
crae Hill, and to Sally Gap from Round-
wood, and also the Devil's Elbow at

Glencullen.

CI
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^aHc^s &ic^
Innovations in this Popular 314 Mile Trial: A North Devon Route via Lynton

and Porlock in place of Dartmoor.

IN spite of unfavoui'able forecasts the
weather was kindly dis)50sed towards
the hundred and sixty odd starters for

the Motor Cyclinn- CUib's classic Easter
jvent. Starting from Hounslow at one
minute after midnight, the first com-
petitor travelled in darkness through
Maidenhead, Reading, Marlborough, and
Devizesrthe grey dawn breaking before
Bridgwater (130 miles) was reached.

Breakfast at the White Hart came as

a welcome relief to the eye-weary riders,

while the Bridgwater Motor Co. attended
to the wants of the machines. The road
to Minehead was so wet as to raise the
gloomiest ' forebodings.

The 15 m.p.h. Non-stop Section.

Of course, the tit-bit of the run com-
' menced at Porlock village, and extended
for fifteen miles over the noted hill of

that name, across Exmoor, and up Lyn-
ton Hill. The schedule speed for this

difficult stretch was reduced to 15 m.p.h.,

and a non-stop run was demanded. For
once in a way, Lynton Hill proved more
difficult than Porlock, for the surface

of the latter has wintered well, and is

in better condition than we have known
it. There was a crop of failures, of

course, many due to rank bad driving.

A number of sidecarists ascended minus
passengers, but, generally, the solo riders

performed well. If Porlock is long and
severe, Lynton is steeper, and a great
number of sjiectators gathered to see the

competitors. Hugh Gibson (No. 1),

astride a two-stroke Clyno, led the way,
and, hugging the dry patch beside the
wall, made a splendid ascent. A. J.

Sproston (Lea-Francis) followed in

equally good form. Garford (5 Zenith)

just got up by vigorous bumping on the
' saddle. Staunton (Triumph) did well,

Gibson (4-5 Zenith) doing better still.

Chidley (Brough) got into a rut, kept
going well round the corner, .but stopped "

higher up. ^ That veteran, W. E. Brough,
charged the 1 in 3 section on the inside

of the corner, and got to the steepest

section when he had to assist his engine
by footing. " W. Cooper and Son," on
Lea-Francis and Douglas machines re-

spectively, reached the difficult corner
togethei'

;
pater was too solicitous tor

his son, and failed on the corner. The
son was unlucky in running out of petrol

near the top. McKeand (flat twin Har-
ley) stopped with a .sooted plug follow-

ing the long descent of Countisbury

;

several others suffered the same experi-
ence—in fact, the thousand feet drop
into Lynmouth had the effect of cooling
the engines thoroughly, but, on the other
hand, invited oiled-up plugs. Karslake
(6-7 Ariel) stopped below the bend, but
restarted and made a fine climb. Spikins
and Edwards (7-9 Harleys) showed up

well, Longman (Ariel) was among 'the

fastest, Sharratt (Triumph) excellent,
and , Robertson-Brown (Heiiderson) very
good.. Redvers Johnson (3| Humberj,
though baulked, kept going splendidly,
and Olssen (8 New Imperial) and Clark
(Blackburne) were excellent. Hilger
(Rover) was baulked by a spectator, Ijut

went up well on the next ascent. Reed
(Scott) stopped, Harrison (Calthorpe) was
good, and Browning (Scott) good. Apple-
bee and Colliver, on Indian Scouts, toyed
with the 1 in 5

,
gradient, but Jones

(Ariel) stopped with a broken chain.
Then followed a long interval, during
which traffic and ponies went up and
down the hill. Boyer (Triumph), Pulham
(Ariel), and Henry (Metro-Tyler) rounded
the bend in good style, but Henry
stopped near the summit.

The Spectators Applaud.

Enticknapi^ (Blackburne) was baulked
by a cart on his first attempt, but received
quite an ovation on his second successful

attempt. Watson Bourne's gear jumped
out of engagement. Porter (A. B.C.) made
a splendid ascent. Squires (Triumph)
followed in equally good style. Baxter
(Radco) just got up with foot assistance.

Pilce (O.K. Union) is deserving of?

gratulation for a clean ascent,

Keith Robinson (A.B.C.) mulled
corner an^d had to assist with his

though clearly he had amijle pc
Then after a lull, four solo riders an
in a bunch. Pinder (Zenith) stoppe
the stones, Armstrong (Blackburne)
Osborne (B.S.A.) were good, whilst
fourth, Spouse, stopped on the I

Minton's Norton mJide a good ascent,

his engine emitted a terrific era

The Nut, ridden by Barton, j

showed up prominentlj-, also Rey:
(Brough). Brittaiii (Sunbeam) did
and Newman, this time on a 3i
Sunbeam sidecar, made the gradient
simple enough. Now the sidecars I
to arrive in numbers. Morgan (Hi
Davidson)' charged round the bendi
appeared to have the hill well in

when his back wheel commenced to ^f

and he stopped. Quite the most n-

pressive passenger ascent was mad n
H. Dale's 8 h.p. Royal Ruby, \

climbed easily and surely and yet

silent. Apsey on a similar mount
also- good. Elce's G.P. Morgan ma-
easy climb. Choldcroft's A.J.S. s.

quired a.s^istance simply on aceom

Some idea of the gradient of Porlock is conveyed by the above illustration, whicli depiclj
j

the second bend of this famous hill.
\

/
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,0. Jarrott Cup Competition.—

el slip, wliiih troubled many corn-

tors. Dan Bnulbniy got quite
te*i -o he Yel'eil to his passenger to

,
out, while he bumped vigoro\isly on
saddle of his Norton sidecar outfit;
got up splendidly. Three Morgan
;ers licreabouts went up in fine form
left qnite an excellent impression

ns the spectators, judging by their
arks. A terrific craclde heralded the
roach of Masters on a Harley-David-

Ile charcied the inside of the bend
freat speed, but stopped highei- up
)ly because has back wheel was spin-

; S(< fast it had no time to grip the

y surface! Richardson (James)
ded the corner well, but was baulked

' the top and had to be assisted.
Clark (Douglas) had to shed his
enger because he could not engage
lowest gear. For this reason he

;

ed at Lynton. Hoult and Koss were
i leaders of the fleet of Matchless

iai' drivers, who made an excellent

mportance of Weiglit Distribution.

jlruyd on an 8 h.p. Blackburne,
,her with his passenger, sat normally
ighout their climb, which.would sug,-

that the weight distribution is ideally
iged for hill work. Hardee and Ellis

chlcss) lived up to the reputation of
Matchless fleet by climbing steadily
well. Fell Smith (Harley) ran on
le stones to avoid Sanford (Rover)
stopped. Boxer's Matchless was so

on the bend that the sidecar lifted.

one brief moment the sidecar re-

ed in the air, the bicycle still going,

the outfit righted itself and went
ell. Allen's Matchless did the same
, but the driver had to turn into the
to right the machine, and thereby
the forks, so that he retired. Atkins
1) was baulked, but made no mistake
time up. Mackenzie's Humber

id up well, Walker (B.S.A.) stopped,
ion (Rex), with his passenger on the
r to prevent wheel slip, did well,

i'S

D. H. Noble (Readmg Standard sidecar) and R. S. Aitken (Indian sidecar) negotiating Lynton.
Note the atrocious road surface.

and Charlie Collier (Matchless) was good
at first, though he had difficulty in keep-
ing his front wheel straight. Near the
top he came to a standstill. Wright
(Indian) stopped and shed his passenger

;

Goodwin (Castle Three) grazed the wall,

and had to shed his- passenger on the
steep stretch. Dr. Letchworth's pas-
senger gave an exhibition of acrobatics,

but his Harley again stopped, simply due
to clutch slip. G. S. Wright (Indian)
rounded the bend in good style, but was
baulked near the top by stranded com-
petitors, and had to be assisted. To

iiderable public interest in the climb of

the gradient

Porlock was shown on the first bend, where

IS about 1 in 4.

Longman must be given credit for

the best climb by a Harley-Davidson
driver. Then followed the light cars,

whose performances are referred to -in

our parent journal?'/! e Autocar.

On to tlie Luncheon Stop.

With really difficult hiUs left behind,
competitors scurried on to Barnstaple,
Holsworthy, and to the luncheon stop
at Launceston. Clutch trouble, due to

their severe gruelling on the Devonshire
hills, was not infrequent, and others were
short of petrol. Beyond Bidefbrd the
road surface as far as Holsworthy was
so villainous as to call down much invec-
tive on the heads of the organisers, but
the lunch stop at Launceston put fresh
heart into the tired competitors. Here
W. Cooper's Lea-Francis was wheeled
away to a garage, and did not appear
later. Leaving Launceston, a few miles
of bad road were encountered, but the
perfect surfaces of the Bodmin Moor
roads were a delight to the heart and a

source of much time saving. Good roads
continued to Truro, where the old Land's
End route was joined. With the excep-
tion, of the final ten miles and the rough
going through the mining district, the
final stretch to the extreme west of Corn-
wall was covered without untoward inci-

dent. As usual there was a hearty wel-
come for the survivors at the Land's End
Hotel, which was the scene of many a'

reunion of old friends. As might be
expected, an ._ inspection of competing
machines revealed mafiy interesting

"gadgets," both in the way of lighting
and personal equipment. One rider even
went so far as to attach a tin of

cigarettes and an electric lighter to_ the

top tube of his machine. The survivors

signed the checking sheet in the follow-

ing order :

C5
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CYCLE CARS ON LYNTON. (Left) A Grand Prix Morgan climbing well. (Right) An A.V. four-wheeler on one or • bends.

The Survivors.

Hugli Gibson (2iA Olyno).
E. O. Staunton (4 Trmmpli).
L. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenith).
V. Gaylord (5 Zenitli).

C. A. McKeaiid (4 Harley-Davidson).
H. Karslake (6-7 Ariel).

K. V. Cliidley (5 Biougti).

H. Thorpe (2% Douglas).
W. E. Brough (5 Biough sc).

A. Sproston (SV. Lea-Francis).
C. W. "\V. Ccope'r (2% Bouglas).
E. J. Spildns (7-9 Harley-Davidsou).
V. Olssen (8 New Imperial).
A. F. Fleetwood (3 A.BIC).
J. Eobe.-tson. Brown (10 Henderson).
F. A. Longman [3V2 Ariel).

T. S. Sharratt (4 Triumph).
E. Eedvers-Johnson (3Vo Huraber).
J. A. Hilger (3% Rover).

H. F. Edwards (7-9 Harley-Davidsou).
R. B. Clark (4 Coulson).
F. A. Applehee (4 Indian).
t. A. Colliver (4 Indian).

J. Harrison (3 Calthorpe).

G. A. Eecd (3% Scott).

G. Wrav (3',!, Triumph).
W. J. Boyer (4 Triumph).
L. Clulee (2V., Allon).

L. Pulham {3'/! Ariel).

P. E. Jones (31/2 Ariel).

P. E. Salter (2^4 Zenith)

G EntRknapp (4 Blackburne)

. H. Hewett (6 ZenitW.
'. Hemv (21A Metro-Tvler).
. T. Sims (4 Triumph).
H. Baxter (2',4 Kildco).
Mighall (4 Triumph).

. E. Harveyson (4 Indian).
Watson Bourne [2% Blacklmrue).
Pike (2?4 O.K.-Union).
Porter (3 A.B.C).
Keith Eobinson (3 A.B.C). ,

. J. White (4 Triumph).

. J. Scale (31/. New Scale).

L. Sriuiies (4 Triumph).
. P. Lucas (5-6 Zenith).
A. O'SuUivan (Ooulson B.).

Thompson (4 Douglas).
. F. Fellowes (31/0 Eudge).
. Minton (3'A Noiton).
P. Osborne (31^ B.S.A.).
F. Finder (8 Zenith).

. M. Barton (31/2 N.U.T.).
W. Brittain {Z\'-y_ Sunbeam).

. A. Newman (31/2 Sunbeam sc.).

Charlesworth (8 Zenith).
. Matthews (5-6 Brough).
Keynolds (4 Brough).

. Dale (8 Eoyal Euby sc.).

A. Apsey (8 Eoyal Euby sc).
B. Green (8 New Imperial).
W. Applebee (414 B.S.A.).

. H. Noble (10 Eeading-Standard sc.

Parsons (4 Triumph).
. H. Elce (10 Morgan).
S Aitken (7 9 Indian -c I

•. Patt.,.on (10 Morgan).
;. W. Choldorolt (6 A..r.S. sc.l,

. Chapman (10 Morgan).
. Bradbury (4 Norton).
. Darnton (8 Sunbeam sc).

. Thorpe (4 Douglas sc).

. Carey (7-9 Harlev-Davidsou).

.-White (3>A Sunbeam sc).

. A. Masters (7-9 Harlcy-Davidson sc)
;. W. Eichardson (4lA James sc).
". A. Fell Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidson ao.

:

. Boxer (8 Matchless sc).

. J. Eoss (8 Matchless sc).

S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc).

. D. Hardee (3 Matchless sc).
'. J. Ellis (S Matchless sc).
Hoult (8 Matchless sc).

. Atkins (31/, Ariel).

. Nott (8 Matchlc-s sc).

McKenzie (6 Humber).
O. Sanford (5-6 Eover sc).

E. Longman (7*9 Harley-Davidson).
. J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc).

. Wright (7-9 Indian).
W. Wright (7-9 Indian).

. Packman (8 Matchless).
Marvin (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc).

, H. T Letchworth (7-9 Harley-Davidson s

Simpson (6-8 Eex sc).

E. Collier (8 Matchless sc).

D. Wright (7-9 Harlcy-Davidson).
Goodwin (10 Castle Three).
W. Armstrong (8 Blackburne).

A Matchless trio—G. D. Hardee, F. J. Ellis, and J. A. Hoult on the "zigzag" Arlington Hill
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From the Midlands to the Welsh Coast.
The Birmingham M.C.C. Sangsler Cup Trial. Bwlch-y-Groes Included.

OT'T „f fM)ly ci-lit entries for the Bir-
i"iiiL4li;iiii l!,ii-mnuth (rip tliore wcro
lull tliir,' iniii-startei>s. Those who

V, I'lil throui;li \v,iA a wet journey, for
inrrssant rain fell until the- lunch stop,
wlu'ie several conipctitiirs gave up abso-
lutely wet tbrougli. Delay was causeil
by the jjolice, who were workins a trap,
and demandinc; licences near Welshpool.

^Performances on Bwlch-y-Groes.

The appro;ich to the Bwlch-y-Oroes
Bsccnt was over heavy roads. Ten
rider.-- failed on the corner. The best
perfonnances here wCTe made by Efjgin-
ton (3^ <j5unbeaiTi) and Denley (Mori,'an).
The star solo climbs were accomplished
hy Heath (23 A.J.S.), Kuhn (2i Levis),
Dalby (4 Triumph), and Duke (4
Triumph), while Sollv (^ B.S.A.), Den-
ley (3i .Sunbeam), Woodcock (3i Ariel),
and Itollason (3^ Ariel) also did well.
Watson (4 Norton sc.) made the best
performance among the single-cylinder
passcnjjer machines, but Newev (6 Ariel
sc.) and Davies (6 A.J.S. sc.) also de-

THE LONDON-LAND'S
One of the competitors in

Porlock.

END TRIAL,

difficulties on

serve mention. Ward (6 K.xcelsior .sc.)

was baulked near the top of the hill,

otherwise he made a good ascent.
The hill was marked off in .sections,

a fact which was appreciated Ijy the coin-
(ictitors, and the plup; of Kibble's
Triumph gave out on the seventli section.
Several men ran up the hill alongside
tlieir machines, aiid one was so e.\hausted
after reaching the top that he jiut his
head into a stream to cool it. A curious
incident befell Peters (4 Triumph). His
belt came off. and he ran backwards

;

this replaced the belt, and he continued
tlie ascent.

Bad Road Surfaces.

Mrs. Egginton gave u.scful warning at
the top of the hill respecting the
dangerous state of the roads on the de-
scent, which were worse than those met
met with in last year's Si.x Days Trials.
Near Dolgelly and Barmouth several
came off owing to the grease, which was
very treacherous. Thirty-two competitors
checked in at the finish.

2,000 Spectators at a Northern Hill-climb.
A Successful Meet of (he Westmorland M.C.C. at Orton Scar.

FIN'E weather drew a crowd of about
2,000 spectators on the occasion
of the open hill climb held by the

Westmorland Motor Cycle Club on Orton
Scar on Easter Monday. Over a hundred
and fifty competitors entered the various
classes, among whom was a boy of fif-

teen, who gained a bronze medal in

the light twin class, and a lady, who
made a fine climb on a Norton in the
sidecar class. (Tcneral disappointment
was felt when it was found that no
scooters would face the climb, although
this t.vpe of machine was present. The
hill was about two-thirds of a mile long,

varying in gradient from 1 in 8 to 1 in

30. The fastest climb of the day was
made by A. J. Moffat, riding a 4 h.p.

Norton.

The results were as follow :

CLASS 2.—Not oxceediug 275 c.c. on
1. P.. Hoalding (2'/. Diamond).
2. 1". Porter (2 Levisi.

CLASS 3.-Not exceeding 350 c.c. on
1. 11. CaldwU (2?4 A.J.S.I.
2. G. S. Boston (2"ji A.J.S.I.

CLASS 4.—Xot exceeding: 500 c.c. on
1. G. JeBerys [iVi Norton).
2. B. Onldwell (2% A.J.S.I.

CLASS 5.—^ngles not esoeedinp 350 <

formula.

1. G. S. Boston (2%i A.J.S.).
2. B. Houldins (2!!4 Diamond).

CLASS 6.—Twins not exceeding 350 c
fori

1. S. A. Marks (2% Douglas).
2. N. Houldins (2% Douglas).

CLASS 7.-Singles 351 c.c. t<

formula.
1. G. Jeflerys (SV' Norton).
2. E. C. Peacock" (3'/2 Norton).

CLASS S.-Twins 351 c.c. to 500 c.c. on fori

1. L. S. Parker (3 A.B.C.).
2. J. Baker (3 A.B.C.).

CLASS 9.—Not exceeding 750 c.c. on tit

1. A. J. Moflat.(4 Norton).
2. E. O. Hodgson (4 Norton).

CLASS lO.-Anj- capacity.

1. A. .1. Moflat (4 Norton).
2. B. Houlding (7-9 Harley-Dayidsonl.

CLASS ll.-Single 501 c.c. to 750 c.c. on forn
1. A. J. MoSat (4 Norton).
2. n. O. Hodgson (4 Norton).

CLASS 12.—501 c.c. to 750 c.c. on formu
1. J. Baker (3^i Scott,.
2. B. Hill (3?i Scotti.

CLASS 13.—Twins 759 c.c. and upwards
formiUa.

1. H. v. Prescott (7-9 Harley-Dayidson).
2. R. Harrison [7-9 Indian).

CLASS IS.-Sidecars on formula
1. B. Jeflreys (4 Norton).
2. S. A. Marks (2?4 Douglas).

The Next Big Midland Trial.
Birmingham M.C.C.'s Open Trial for Victory and Midland Cups.

rE second of the four open events

allotted to the Birmingham clubs

will be run on the 24th inst. by the

Bu'mingham M.C.C, and everything is

being done to make it a success.

In addition to a gold medal to the com-
petitor in each class who has the greatest

number of marks to liis credit and silver

medals to all who do not lose more than
10% of the marks scored by the gold
medal winners, there are a large number
of special awards, including the under-
mentioned :

Victory cup for gi'eatest number of
marks.
Midland cup for best performance in

the passenger class.

Duke cup for best performance on a
solo machine above 275 c.c.

Ross prize for best performance on a

solo machine under 275 c.c.

Special gold medal for best performance
on a single-geared machine.

Special gold medal for best performance
by private owner.
Team prizes (three j^rizes).

The classes include (A) lightweights up
to 275 c.c, (B) solo machines over 275 c.c,

(C) passenger machines up to 750 c.c, and
(D) over 750 c.c. Tire entry fees (which
should be sent to Mr. W. H. Egginton,
76, Earlsbury Ciardens, Birchfield, Bir-

mingham, before Friday, the 16th) are

15s. for members who are private owners

;

21s. for trade members ; non-members,
42s. ; teams, 21s.

Although the start is not until 9 a.m.
from the George-in-the-Tree Hotel, Berks-

well, competitors will be required to

obtain their numbers and to weigh at

Hampton - in - Arden passenger railway
station between 6.50 and 8 a.m.
Each competitor will be credited with

100 marks, and penalties will be imposed
as follows : 5 marks for fcSling to start

the engine within fifteen seconds on
receiving the word " go," 1 mark for each
minute early (allowance of three minutes),
1 mark for every minute late (allowance

one minute), 5 marks for walking into or

waiting outside checks, 5 marks for stops

in non-stop sections other than on observed
hills, which will have different values in

this respect.

The route is not yet available for

publication, but it will be made known
at a later date.
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MEET.

The machines ot the winning club (Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.)

Gathering of North of £ngfand Motor Cyclists. Good Attendance despite Bad Weather.

FROi\[ time immemorial (so far as motor
cycle history is concerned) tlie ilarket

Place iu the old town of Richmond
in Sw.aledale, North Yorkshire, has been

filled on Good Friday by the clubmen
of the Noi'th-eastern counties.

This year great efforts were made to

ensure the success of the event, and, had
the weather also done its best, the

gathering should have been a record.

Under the circumstances the attend-

ance, considering the mileages covered,

was indeed evidence of the keenness of

these northern riders, who apparently are

not to be deterred by bleak mooiland

mists, raw and piercing winds, and a

drizzle intermittently.

Two members of Tha Motor Cycle staff

attended the Meet, and Coventry 'was
left behind on Thursday morning. On
refilling in Wetherby, it was said that
Richmond would be already full, so a
stop was made at Boroughbridge, the
" Three Greyhounds " providing all the
homeliness and comfort man could desire.

Rain fell unceasingly all night, but a fast

run along Leeming Lane was made after

;

breakfast. Richmond was reached at

11 a.m The skies were dull, mists hung

Machines of the various,clubs arranged in line awaiting the count

low on the hills, and only the castle

stood out boldly, black and grim against

the pre\'ailing greyness. The Market
Plaee was occupied solely by Lt.-Com.
Pierce (A.C.U.) and the R.A.C. guides.

Anon, however, the hardy ones com-

.

menced to arrive, singly at first, and then
in batches.
The York, Hull, and Darlington clubs

came in well together. A buzzmg of -

Scotts marked the arrival of the Ilkley

club, and a contingent of N.U.T.'s dashed
up from Newcastle. By mid-day the ,

curiously paved square of river-washed
stones was alive with motor cyclists, who
circulated amongst the orderly rows of

machines, discussing the points of each,
and noting with interest the many
new machines and the "kinks" and,
"gadgets" to be seen.

The Counting of the Peoples.

At 12.45 a.m. the committee, consist-.

ing of Messrs. T. W. Loughborough
(A.C.U.), J. Norman Longfield (Ilkley),

A. E. Procter (York), J. W. Tranmer
(Scarborough), T. H. Straker (Hull), W.
Emsworth (Ripon), A. W. Sellars'

(Ilkley), and D. H. Smith (The Motor.
Cycle) took the count of the competing-
clubs and examined the assembledj
machines in order to select the winners.;

Casually glancing over the assembly;-
we saw nothing amazingly new. One'
A.B.C., a Wooler, two Blackburnes, and;
several N.U.T.'s were there, while the
Autoglider, Bleriot "Wliippet cycle car,

;

and Black Prince runabout were all re-

'

presented. Triumphs, Scotts, A.J.S.'s,

.

Sunbeams, P. and M.'s, B.S.A.'s,

Douglas, and Morgans were prominent.
A meeting was held during the after-

noon in the'Market Hall, and the Mayor.;

of Richmond (Mr. F. J. Hodgson) offi-

cially welcomed the motor cyclists to thO;:

town. Mr. T. W. Loughborough suitably-

responded, and spoke of the proposea;

new taxation scheme now before
,
the-

Parliamentary Advisory Committee.
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The Richmond Meet.—

Taxation of Motor Cycles.

S|io;»Uiiig for 63,000 motor cyclists, the

A (MI. liiid iirijod tliiit motor oyelcs

.-' Mild be taxed according to use, and
r ;s could only be tkme through llie fuel

I ( .. It was proposed lliut all crude
pi 1 1, ileum sbould be taxed, but objec-

tions were raised to this, and it was now
almost certiiin that the new tax would
be 30s. on solo motor cycles under 200

lb. weight, £3 on .solo motor cycles over

200 lb. Weight, witll £1 additional when
n sidecar is used.

The Mayor next presented the prizes,

tliii.s bringing tlio meeting to a close.

Roadside Repaiis.

In order to get home before 'dark,

the great nia.jorily liad departed by four

o'clock, an<l our rppresentatjves were
amongst the last to leave. Scurrying

down the Great North Road, with an
all-night run to Coventry ahead, mucb
amusement was derived from the fact

th.it upwards of twenty-five motor cyclists

effecting roadside adjustments were over-

hauled in the first twenty miles. A
stop was made at Boroughbridge' to

fortify the inner man, and Doncaster

was reached as darkness closed in. With
lamps alight and our Scott running "like

.steam," we hastened southward. " Ye
Old Bell ' at Barnby Moor, with the

gleaming and inviting windows of the

old Dickensian hostelries, was a sore

temptation, but, speeding on, Leicester

was passed at 11.45, and in a further

two hours the " copy " in the printers'

hands, and the Richmond Meet of 1920

became merely a recollection.

It is a recollection, however, of keen

motor cyclists, who, for the sake of

their clubs, turned out despite the in-

clement weather and heavy roads,

achieved their purpose, and "got there."

The Awards.

(1.) Silver cup and medals presented

by the A.C'.U. l2.) Bronze medals for

tire club with greatest percentage of mem-
bers present, taking mileage into account.

A general view of Richmond Market Place. Hundreds of spectators watched the"

motor cyclists arrive.

1. Ilkley M.C. and L.CC.
2. HuH'M.CC.
Silver wrist watch (presented by The

Motor Cjirli') for the lady with the best
kept machine.—Miss E. Dent (23 h.p.
Douglas, 1915).

Prize (presented by the C. and M.C.M.
and T.U.) for the lady driving the
greatest distance to the meet.—Miss S.

F. "^Vilson (2i Levis) ; 59 miles.
Prize of £2 for the owner of the best

kept machine.—C. H. Zissler, Darling-
ton (1917 B.S.A.).

Silver mounted brushes (^iresented by
The Motor Ci/de) for the most novel idea.
—W. H. Dodds, Newcastle (3-^ Sunbeam).

Clubs Present.
Formula : Percentage of members pre-

sent multiplied by mileage.

2.177.1 , [Ikley (59)
1.452.5 Hull (33)
1,147.5 Newcastle (45) .,

854.4 Durliam (32)
763.6 . , Sunderland (461
750 Darlington (12)
683,2 . , Wakeaeld (62) ,,

670,5 , Nortliern (45)
478,3 , Hartlepool (36) .,

450,0 , Barnsley (72)
432,4 York <46)
375,0 , Scarborough (75
93,8 , Leeds N,M,C,F,D, (521 .,

— Ripon
-

, Harrogate

Motor cyclists being directed by the marshal on arrival in the Market Place
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Brooklands Meeting Postponed until Saturday.
Bad Weather Causes Abandonment of First Post-war B.M.C.R.C. Aeefing.

The scene at Brooklands last Monday at the abandoned B.M.C.R.C. meeting

RAIN caused the postponement of the

B.M.C.R.C. race meeting on Easter
JMonday. . It had been a pouring

wet morning, and when we arrived at

the track, there were a queue of cars

and motor bicycles nearly half a mile
long outside the entrance. No one was
allowed in till the' officials had decided
what course to adopt, and members were
much annoyed not to be allowed Lo enter

tile p3 ecincts to which they had a per-

fect right. The very moment that the
decision to postpone the meeting till

Saturday next was announced and to

admit everyone on to the track free

forthwith, the rain ceased, and it was
fine for the rest of the afternoon. Such
a crowd has never been seen before at a

B.TM.C.R.C. meeting, and that there

was to be no racing caused much
disappointment.

There were numerous interesting

machines on the track, but, amid the
huge concourse of spectators and
spectators' mounts, it was hard to fiiid

them. E. B.' Ware had a sporting single-

seater racing iVIorgan, the radiator of

which was a Grand Prix -pattern cut in

half, reduced in size, and the two
lialves joined together. W. D. Hawkes
was also driving a racing Morgan fitted

with an eight valve M.A.Gf. engine of

1,100 c.c. (82 mm. xl04 mm.), while
among the Matchless machines was Major

- Jack Woodhouse's eight valve M.A.G.
motor bicycle, which later in the after-

noon ran a match with Capt. M, Camp-
bell's Dietrich, the latest of the " Blue
Bird " series. Both car and motor
bicycle started together at a speed of

appro.ximately thirty miles an hour,' the
timekeeper, Mr. A. 'V. Ebblewhite,

riding alongside them in a fast car;-

driven by E. H. Lees. -.

At the given moment the timekeeper
lowered the flag and the car at once shot

away, and unfortunately the Matchless,
which is said to have lapped at 102;

m.p.h., dropped behind, and thereafter'

could make no headway. The times
were :

^

1, M. Campbell, four-cylinder Lorraine-
Dietrich car (155x200 mm.), 2m. b^s.)

78.90 m.p.h.

2, J. 'W. Woodhouse, two-cylinder-
Matchless (82x94 mm), 2m. 14|s., 73.01-

m.p.h.
It is to be hoped that the weather will

be more, propitious next Saturday, in

which case the meeting should be an
excellent one.

The start of the racing will take place
at 2 p.m. sharp.

THERE were thirty-two starters in the
Glasgow 'Western Trial for the
Stevens cup, which was held in con-

jiraotion with the re-running of the
Palmer Trophy Trial. -It will be remem-
bered that no decision was reathed on
the former occasion, and only fifteen

competitors succeeded in completing the

course of the second trial. De.spite good
weather the roads were greasy, and the

surface, combined with the gradient of

Ci6

A SCOTTISH TRIAL RE-RUN-
Mouse Lane—the first observed hill—was
sufficient to cause twenty-seven failures.

G. 'Mackenzie (3i N.U.T.), A. Bird
(2| Verus), G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), and R. Macrae (7-9 Harley-
Davidson) made clean ascents, but had
little in hand. Tull Hill and water-
splashes stopped several of the survivors,
including Mackenzie and Bird. The big
Harleys had an opportunity of showing
their speed capabilities on the fast hill-

climb, but J. Walker's 3^ h.p. Norton
seemed to be as fast as anything.
Until a final decision is reached it.

would appear that the prize lies between
Macrae and Grinton. The start waS
marred by the disappearance of two neW
6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar outfits from theit
garage. In case of recognition their

registration numbers are GQ 759 an^
DA 3304, and the engine numbers 120ffil

and 12086. .':^

jl
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

\DVERTISEMENTs' in these columns
First 12 words 3/ , and 3d. for every ad-
lonal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words
charged double rate. Each paragraph is

ifged separately. Name and address must
counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
cial terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on application.

'ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

ertisemeiits should be made payable^,-

—

LIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed 2t-

asur>' Notes, bein? untraceable if lost

isit, should not be sent as remittances.

,11 aaveriisements m this section should be

! )aipaniel with remittance, and be addressed
he oHlces of - The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
let, London, E,n,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

entry. To ensure insertion letters should
postei in time to reach the olllces of " The

: or Cycle," by the first post on Friday
: ning previous to the day of issue.

i II letters relating to advertisements should

i » the number which is printed at the end ol

1 1 advertisement, and the date of the issue

i vhich it appeared.

lie proprietors are not responsible for clerical

irinters' errors, although every care is taken
void mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
: tUe convenience of advertisers, letters may be
ssed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

1 this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost oi

ration and to cover postage on replies must be added
,c advertisement charge, which must include the
iBoxooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle," Only tee numbei
,pp2ir ill the advertisement. AH replies should be
ssed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street
. Replies to Box ,Nun\b€F atlvertiseviettts conlaimup
ances sliotiltl be sent by registered post, bat in all such
it is advisable to make use of (lie Deposit System.

he ca>e of motor cycles ofTered (or sale under a box
3r, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

inspecteaby the Intending purchaser, advertisers wit)

ate business by embodying in their advertisements
mantlon of tbe district in which the machine
1 may be seen -and tried.

m^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
;oils wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons
leql in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
it System. If the money be deposited with "The
Cycle," botli. parties are advised of this receipt,
time allowed for a decision after receipt of tbe

is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
it to the seller, but, if not, we return tbe amount
depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
;e one way. For all transactions up to ^lo, a
t fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £io
ider £50. the fee is 2 16 ; over £50 and under ^75, 5 /-;

!7S and under ^100, 7/G; and on all transactions
too, i %. .Ml deposit matters are dealt with at
doc Street, London, E.C.4. and cheques and money
should be made payable to Iliffe ,.>t Sons Limited,
letter " D " at the enii of an advertisement is an
,ioa that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol
jposit System. Other advertisers may be eqtially
IS, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
alsrs wlio reply to advertisements anfl receive no

B« to their enquiries are requested to resard the
in a- DD indication that the goods cdvertiseil have
Ik been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
1»' enquiries that it is quite impossible to rooly to
wi ne by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

C Motor Cycle in stock; immediate delivery

;

' \vli;it oSers?—Miller, Oiewkeme. [3049

(,
l;E?S Wanted, early delivery A.B.C., third on

^ hst.-Box 443, c/o The Motor Cycle. [XS189

J\
.C.—Early deliveries of car and motor cycles.—
A. J. \oung and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [0116

I
4 3i,h.p. Twin A.B.O., excellent condition, thor-
"^overhauled, suit any person wishing very

ofier.—Apply, Eobertson, Town-
[2747

WAUCHOPE'S

The following machines for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

COMBINATIONS.
dh.p. r^is ENFIELD Combination £95

3 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, igrg Offers.

7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, 1920 Offers.

6 h.p. ENFIELD and Sidecar Offers.

b h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 1918 ...... £175

6 h.p. JAMES Combination, lg:!0 £185

5 h.p. ROVER Combination, W.D £195

7 9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, 1914 £105

3i h.p. B.S.A. Combination, igl7 Offers.

5-6 h.p. RUD&E MULTI and Sidecar. t9i4 £95

SOLO MACHINES.
2i h.p. JAMES, new, 1930 £70

2i h.p. P. & S., kick-starter, 2-5poed, 1920 £77 10

2i h.p. CLYNO, new, 1920 £75

23h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, new, 1920 ... £74 11

23 h.p. DOUGLAS, W.D £75

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912 ..'. £65

3! h.p. B.S.A., igi3 £47 10

2»h.p. DOUGLAS, 1915 : £59 10

22 h.p. DOUGLAS, W.D £65

li h.p. 1913 B.S.A., 2-speed £55

LIGHT CARS.
5 h.p. 1914 STANDARD 400 gns.

10 h.p. G.W.K , 2-speed, 1914 £215

10 h.p. MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G. £230

ro h.p. MORGAN, J.A.P £225

10 h.p. MORGAN, sporting, 1916 £195

10 b.p. MORGAN, sporting £185

h.p. DUO Car £175

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: Holborn 5777.
Ora/its: Opificer, Fleet, London.

MOTOR CYCLES I OR SALE.
A. B.C.

A n.C. Motor Cycle, 1920, ridden 50 milMj immedi-
-^*- a to delivery.—Apitly, A. iJuvica, 12, Ilydo Park
i'luc), W.2. [2849

A .B.C., 1920, just delivered, brand new, Lncaa nccca-
.^*- aoriea. ready to ride nway; beat offer over £147.
-29, St. Mary'a St.. Whitchureh, Salop. [2992

A.B.C., brand new, 1920. actually here, can be
ridden away : offers bclore Easter holidaya.—

Imperial Motor Works (opposite Maypole Public,
House), Hook i{d., Surbiton. [2829

A .B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment,
Specifl.-ntion and full particulars will ho sent on

npplicntion.-The Spaldlns Motor Co., Ltd., Spnidinc,
agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

ntior
distributin

Abingdon.
3ih.p. AhiiiRdon. equal to n<>w oiilv wants seeine

:

2 £40.-152, Meeting House Lane, I'eckham. [2910

1Q20 6-7h.p. Abingdon King Dick, 3-5peed, K.S.,
J-*.' spacious Canoelet sidecar, 3 lamps. Klaxon, all

accessories, not done 200 miles, guaranteed perlect;
S170.-C. H. Moody, Jeweller, High St., Crewe. (2427

A.J.S.

frotn John

Lucas, now ready; £250.-28,

CHOW Bros.. Higi St., Guildford. A.J.S. agents

since 1912, accept no premiums. (X7943

A.J.S. Brand New Combination; oSers.—C.8., 14,

Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.: E3155. [2639

A.J.S. Solo, perlect, engine completely overhauled
by makers: £65; deposit.—Woodley, Compton,

Berks. 12343

J.S. Combinations; early deliveries; orders, bookedA
market.

A"^o^ye
Wandsworth.

[0115

drive, just
Higll St.,

[2569

19^

A.J S. 6h.p. Coachbuilt comomation. 1914^ 3 speeds,

good condition; ride away; £125.—York JHhx,

Branc.ister Drive, Boultliam, Lincoln.

Lower Clapton. [2666

A.J.S., hood, electric lamps, latest spring

ddle stem, as new; £240.-2, Nightingale

Rd., Lower Clapton. 13340

33h.p. A.J.S., tyres good, variable jet carburetter,

4, guaranteed sound; 38 gns.-Barrmgton, 14,

Arundel Rd., Croydon. [3296

1 Q19 A.J.S., all lamps, horn, discs to all 4 wheels,

-Ly black and gold, splendid order; £220.-2.

Nightingale RJ., Lower Clapton. [3341

,J.S. 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combinatic
'- Z..L.:3. J.011L . _ .

[26ia

m, electric lamps, ac-

t-pillar, as new; £245.

2, Nightingale Ed., Lower "Clapton, N. [2665

3 3 h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, semi-T.T. bars, lainps, horn.

4 etc in good condition and good running order;

£50.—Christ Church Vicarage, Ramsgate. [3243

1020 A J S. 6h.p. Combination, just delivered.

la screen, apron, spare wheel tools; £225.-

Murrell, Godstone Rd., Caterham Valley. [X8215

BEAND N'ew AJS Combin.ation, to' makers' specifi-

cation, without extras : first offer of £225 ;

M.dlands.-Box 2,842, c/o The Motor Cycle.

.S. 6I1.P. and Sidecar, just overhauled

bushed, bood.

[3043

A"'bushTd."'bood", sore'em'etc: £100: owner going

abroad.—Penn Cottage, Queen's Rd., Uxbridge. [2496

AJS, 1914, special engine, 3-speed, re-

toved recently, completely equipped:
ah.p.

bought car; fiTO.-Robinson, PorthiU, Stoke-on-Trerit^

AJS—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Oar Co.. Ltd.,

Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Ed.. Ply-

mouth Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

liveries. f006I

„, _ r,— t.;— .:— 1 ^^r.^A countershaft, etc.,

idecar, black and
offers.—Owner, 20, Canterbury

[2458
gold model; 105
Rd., Croydon.

A.J S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
ton St., Walsa.l. Tel. : 444. Can give favourabla

deliveries of these grand combinations. Book early for

your spring outfit. [7215

A.J.S. Twin Motor Bicycle, with comfortable co.nch-

built sidecar, nice appearance, topping condition.

lately thoroughly overhauled, 2 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, complete with Easting wind screen. Tau-S;id,

luggage grid, etc.: price £135; owner bought car: s?en

aiiy time.—85, Church Ed, Willesden. [2755

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. 319
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Brooklands Meeting Postponed until Saturday.
Bad Weather Causes Abandonment of First Post-war B.M.C.R.C. /*\ee!ing.

The scene at Brooklands last Monday at the abandoned B.M.C.R.C. meeting

RAIN caused the postponement of the

B.M.C.E.C. race meeting on Easter
ilonday. . It had been a pouring

wet morning, and when we arrived at

the track, there were a queue of cars

and motor bicycles nearly half a mile

long outside the entrance. No one was
allowed in till the' officials had decided
what course to adopt, and members were
much annoyed not to be allo\^ed to enter

the p] echicts to which they had a per-

fect right. The very moment that the
decision to postpone the meeting till

Saturday next was announced and to

admit everyone on to the track free

forthwith, the rain ceased, and it was
fine for the rest of the afternoon. Such
a crowd has never been seen before at a
B.TM.C.R.C. meeting, and that there

was to be no racing caused much
disappointment.

There were numerous interesting

machines on the track, but, amid the
huge concourse of spectators and
spectators' mounts, it was hard to fiiid

them. E. B. Ware had a sporting single-

seater racing Morgan, the radiator of

which was a Grand Prix ^pattern cut in

half, reduced in size, and the two
lialves joined together. W. D. Hawkes
was also driving a racing Morgan fitted

with an eight valve M.A.G. engine of

1,100 c.c. (82 mm. xl04 mm.), while
among the Matchless machines was Major
Jack Woodhouse's eight valve M.A.G.
motor bicycle, which later in the after-

noon ran a match with Capt. M. Camp-
bell's Dietrich, the latest of the "Blue
Bird " series. Both car and motor
bicycle started together at a speed of

approximately thirty miles an hour," the
timekeeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite,

riding alongside them in a fast carj-

driven by E. H. Lees. ^

At the given moment the timekeeper
lowered the flag and the car at once shot

away; and unfortunately the Matchless,
which is said to have lapped at 102

m.p.h., dropped behind, and thereafter"

could make no headway. The times
were :

1, M. Camiabell, four-cylinder Lorraine-
Dietrich car (155x200 mm.), 2m. 5^5.,

78.90 m.p.h.

2, J. W. Woodhouse, two-cylinder-
Matchless (82x94 mm), 2m. 14|s., 73.01-

m.p.h.
It is to be hoped that the weather will

be more, propitious next Saturday, in

which case the meeting should be an
excellent one.

The start of the racing will take place
at 2 p.m. sharp.

THERE were thirty-two starters in the
Glasgow Western Trial for the
Stevens cup, which was held in con-

.^Jinotion with the re-running of the

.Palmer Trophy Trial. • It will be remem-
bered that no decision was rearthed on
the former occasion, and only fifteen

competitors succeeded in completing the

course of the second trial. Despite good
weather the roads were greasy, and the

Eurface, combined with the gradient of

Ci6

A SCOTTISH TRIAL RE-RUN-
Mouse Lane—the first observed hill—was
sufficient to cause twentv-seven failures.

G. 'Mackenzie (3i N.IJ.T.), A. Bird
(2| Verus), G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), and R. Macrae (7-9 Harley-
Davidson) made clean ascents, but had
little in hand. Tull Hill and water-
splashes stopped several of the survivors,
including Mackenzie and Bird. The big
Harleys had an opportunity of showing
their speed capabilities on the fast hill-

climb, but J. W'alker's 3^ h.p. Norton
seemed to be as fast as anything.

Until a final decision is reached it

would appear that the prize lies between
Macrae and Grinton. The start was
marred by the disappearance of two new
6 h.p. A.J. S. sidecar outfits from theij;.

garage. In case of recognition their

registration numbers are GQ 759 an^
j

DA 3304, and the engine numbers 1208
and 12086.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

flDVERTISEMENTs' in these columns
First 12 words 3 , and 3d. for every ad
lonal word. Paragraphs ol under 8 words
charged double rate. Each paragraph is

irged separately. Name and address must
counted. Series discounts, conditions, and
cial terms to regular trade advertisers will

quoted on appUcation.

'ostal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

ertisements should be made payable^.—jcT"

LIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__-i-i^
asury Notes, being; untraceable it lost in

isit. should not be sent as remittances ,

ill aavertisamenis m this section should be
i jmpaniel with remittance, and be addressed
he odlces of The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
let, London, E,c.4, or 19, Hertford Street:

entry. To ensure insertion letters should
posted in time to reach the oHlces of " The
;or Cycle," by the first post on Friday
ning previous to the day of issue.

I II letters relating to advertisements should

} te the number which is printed at the end of

I I advertisement, and the date of the issue

i vhich it appeared

i he proprietors are not responsible for clerical

1 irinters' errors, although every care is taken
I; void mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
r the convenience of adverlisers, letters may be
sssed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

itliis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost ol
ration and to cover postage on replies must be added
ic advei-tisement charge, which must include the
; BoK oao, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only tdenumbei
.pp.Mi- in the advertisement. All replies should Ije

sscd No. 000, c/o Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street
. Replies to Box Number advert is cjueiits containing
ances should be sent by registered post, bjd in all sucf>

it is advisable to make vse ol the Deposit System.

he oa>e ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
ar, as it is unusual for these to be sold without Drst
inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

ate business by embodying in their advertisements
msntlon of the district in wbich the machine
1 may be seen -and tried.

Sar DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
;0[ls wtio hesitate to send money to unknown persons
le:(l in perfect safety by availing tliemselves of our
it Syitein. If the money be deposited with "The
Cycle," botlu parties are advised of this receipt.
time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
it to the seller, but, if not, we return the aniount
depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
;e one way. For all transactions up to j^ro, a
t fee of 1/- is charged; on transactions over jfio
iderfso, the fee is 2 /6 ; .over £50 and under £75, 5/-;
75 and under fioo, 7/B; and on all transactions
!ioo, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
dor Street, London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money
should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
letter " D " at^he enil of an advertisement is an
;ion that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol
;poiit System. Other advertisers may be equally
IS, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
i lalers wlio reply to advertisements and receive no

qs • to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ite cic an indication that the goods cdvertised have
in ' been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
tX' enquiries that it is quite impossible to roDlv to
1^ ne liy post.

' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

' C Motor Cvcle in
nlint offers?—Miller,

(
I'fiES Wanted, early delivery A.B.C., third on
list.—Box 443, c/o The Molor Cycle. [X8189

/
'C"-—Early deliveries of car and motor cycles.—
A. J. \oang and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [0116

]j
''^

'in^-P- Twin A.B.O., excellent condition, thor-n ou^hly overhauled, suit any person wishing

WAUCHOPE'S

The following machines for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

COMBINATIONS.
a h.p. r^is ENFIELD Combination £95

Sh.p. ROYAL ROBY, 1919 Offers.

7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, T920 .... Offers.

6 h.p. ENFIELD and Sidecar Offers.

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, tgtS £175

6 h.p. JAMES Combination, 1920 £185

5 h.p. ROVER Combination, WD £195

7 9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, 1914 £105

3i h.p. B.S.A. Combination, r9t7 Offers.

5-6 h.p. RUDGE MULT! and Sidecar, 1914. £95

SOLO MACHINES.
2j h.p. JAMES, new, 1920 £70

2i h.p. P. & S., kick-starter, 2-5peed, 1920 £77 10

2t h.p. CLYNO, new, 1920 £75

2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, new, 1920 .... £74 11

2} h.p. DOUGLAS, W.D £75

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912 ..'. £65

3.5 h.p. B.S.A., 1913 £47 10

2? h.p. DOUGLAS, 1915 £59 10

2} h.p. DOUGLAS, W.D £65

34 h.p. 1913 B.S.A., 2-speed £55

LIGHT CARS.
5 h.p. 1914 STANDARD 400 gns.

10 h.p, G.W.K , 2-speed, I9r4 £215

10 h.p. MORGAN Grand Prix, M.A.G. £230

10 h.p. MORGAN, J.A.P £225

10 h.p. MORGAN, sporting, 1916 £195

10 h.p. MORGAN, sporting £185 o

8h.p. DUO Car £175

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: KoTborn 5777.
Orams : Opificer, Fleet, London.

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .n-C. Motor Cycle, 1920, ridden 50 mlleaj immedi-
'-»- uto delivery.—Apiily, A. JJuviun, 12, Hydo I'nrk
I'liico, W.2. [2849

A .It.O., 1920, just delivered, brand now, LucnR ncc'eH-
,'^ Bones, ready to ride nwny ; best oflcr over £147.
-29, St. Mary's St., Whitohureh, Salop. [2992

A .B.C., bram
ridden a

Iniporial Mi.tc
Hiju.,c), Hook

A.n.O. - Bnot
Sperifii.ntir

appli.

new, 1920, actually here, can bo
y : oUors before Easter holidayK.—
Works (opposite Maypole Public

1., Surbiton. [2829

early ,nnd prevent disappointment,
and full iiarticuliirs will be sent 00
Sp.nldinB Motor Co., Ltd., SDaldinir.

dintributini; agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

Abingdon.
3ih.p. AhinKdon, er|ual to new; onlv wants BCeinK:

2 £40,-152, Meeting House Lane, I'erkham. [2910

S170.-C. H. M(
done 200 m

"

ody, Jewellci

3-speed, K,.9,,

ps. Klaxon, all

?s, Kuaranteed perfect;
High St., Crewe. [2427

pIKOW

A
""

A.J.S.

es from John Aldrich and Co.,
[6633

, Luc.ns. now ready; £250.-28,
Brighton. [2964

Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents

1912. accept no premiums. [X7943

S. Br.and New Combination; offers,—C,S„ 14,

Swoton Ed., Bow, E,3. Tel.: E3155. [2639

by
Berks.

A .J.S. (

Wandsworth.

A'

nled;

ompletely overhauled
—Woodley, Compton,

[2343

tions: early deliveries; orders, booked
-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Neiv-

[0115

2 speeds, clutch, chain drive, just

bargain, £47/10.—103a, High St..

[2569

I wheel, fitted discs,

2, Nightingale Ed,.
[2666

19=

.S., 1919. all lamps, horn, apnr*

l>lack <lnd gold, iwrfect; £225.-
Lower Clapton.

I A..J.S., hood, electric lamps, latest spring

saddle stem, as new; £240.-2, Nightingale

Rd., Lower Clapton. [3340

2 Sh.p. A.J.S., tyres good, variable jet carburetter,

4 guaranteed sound; 38 gns.—Barrmgton, 14,

Arundel Rd„ Croydon. [3296

1 fbl9 A.J.S., all lamps, horn, discs to all 4 wheels,

.1»/ black and gold, splendid order; £220.-2,

Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [3341

A.JS. 6h.p. Co.achbuilt Combination. 1914, 3 speeds,

good condition; ride away; £125.-Tork Vdla,

Brancaster Dri^e, Boultham, Lincoln. [2613

A.J.S, 1920 Model, hood, screen, electric lamps, ac-

cnmulators, latest spnng seat-pillar, as new; £245

-2, Nightingale Ed,, Lower Clapton, N. 12655

3h.p. A.J.S., 2speed, semi-T.T. bars, lamps, horn,

^4 etc in good condition and good running order;

f 50.—Christ Church Vicarage, Ramsgate. [3243

1020 A J S, 5h.p. Combination, just delivered,

11/ screen, apron, spare wheel tools ;
£225--

Murrell, Godstone Rd., Caterham Valley. L2i8215

BEAN'D New A.,I.S. Combination, to' makera' specifi-

cnlion. without extras; first ofier of £225 secures;

Midhmds.-Box 2,842, c/o T/ie Molor Cycle. [3043

A J S. 6h.p. and Sidecar, just overhauled and re-

bushed, hood, screen, etc.: £100; owner going

abroad.-Penn Cottage, Queen's Ed„ Uxbndge. [2496

3-speed,

bought £70.—Robinson, Porthill, Stoke-on-Trent.
[X8160

A J S —Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,

Bath Kd., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed.. Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

liveries. 10061

tershaft, et

gold model
Rd., Croydon,

105 offers.—Own
decar, black and

20, Canterbury
[2458

A.J.S. Specialists, The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
ton St., Walsa.l. Tel. ; 444. Can give favourabU

deliveries of these grand combinations. Book early for

your spring outfit. [7215

A.J.S. Twin Motor Bicycle, with comfortable coach-
built sidecar, nice appearance, topping condition,

lately thoroughly overhauled, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, complete with Easting wind screen. Tau-Sad,
liiggage grid, etc.: price £135; owner bought car; seen

any time,— 85, Church Ed., Willesden. [2755

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tfie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, green, new, mileage 80, complete
with Lucas lighting, hood and bag, screen, spare

wheel, horn, carrier; seen by appointment, or after 5.30.
—68, Leigham Vale, Tiilse Hill, SAY. [2399

"j Q20 A.J.S. Combination, just delivered, hood, screen,
-LiJ spare wheel, leg-shields, lamps, speedometer, horn,
wati3h, etc., very emart lot; offers.-A.B., 39, West-
boume Terrace, N. Paddington. 'Phone: Padd. 3418.

r2602
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—

6h.p. A.J.S. combination, 1919 model, detach-
able wheels, spare wheel, 3 speeds, free engine, kick
starter, accessories; £185; also another 1919 model,
offers. [1414

1Q20' A.J.S. Combination, brand new, spare wheel,
J-t' lamps, horn, delivered March 28th, 1920; adver-
tiser since placing order has purchased 1920 4h.p.
Triumph and Mt5htgoniery sidecar, wishes to sell one

;

accent £240 A.J.S., or £145 Triumph combination;
correspondence invited.—Box 2,811, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

[2860

A.J.S. Bh.p. Combination, delivered 28th September,
1919, mileage about 1,500, spare wheel and tyre

unused, H.A.H. battery lighting set, 6in. head lamp,
side and tail lamp, little used, finished black, horn
and muffs, absolutely complete as supplied by makers,
very carefully ridden, insured February ; trial by ap-
pointment; £200.—Augeraud, 24, Murray Ed., Bugby.

[2681

A.J.S. Spares: engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.—Oyrii Williams. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T.A. : Parts. [2237

AUdays.
ALLON 2%h.p. 2-stroke, perfect, new tyres; £39.—

Skiuner, Draper, Broadstairs. [2728

I (Oris AJlon 2^4h.p.. 2-speed, perfect condition; £42.
X*J' —10, Princes Parade, Finchley, N.3. [2748

I

19^

ALLON 2%h.V; 1918, 2-stioke, single speed, little

used: £56—Huist, Newbury St., Wantuge. [2596

ALLDAYS Allon 2-stroke, countershaft, speedometer,
raechanicat horn, everything as new; £57.-15,

Felday Rd., Lewisham. [2345

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
For delivery from stock, 1920 Allon 2-stroke, 2-

speed, free engine models. [1415

1 017 AJlon, 2-speed, hand clutch, full equipment,
-Li/ perfect condition; seen any day; £55.—Roberts,
Trotsirorth, Virginia Water. [2633

2ilh.p. Allon, modern, splendid running order, any
4 trial; £55; exchange 4-stroke considered.—287,

Squire's Lane, Finchley, N.3. [3005

\ LLDAYS SV^h.p., 2-speed, Roc gear, in running
J-A order, gear needs attention; as it stands, £35.

—

Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [3156

Klaxon; £58.—Roberts, 34, Helen Rd., Oxford. [3172

ALLDATS Allon, late 1918, 25/ih.p., 2-6peed, ivith

lamps, accftisories, etc., perfect condition; £65,
or near offer.-Wiltshire, 20, Wenban Rd., Worthin

[2708
4h.p. Alldays Matcliless and C.B. sidecar, 2-speed.

handle start, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, sprung
upholstered ivicker Pillion, good goer, economical: 60
fus.-28, Robinson Bd., Tooting, S.W. [2598

ALLDATS 7-9h.p, Twin Combination, C.B. sidecar, e

real luxurious model, £130; also Blumfleld 5-6h.p
twin combination, just been completely overhauled
£76/10.-24, Manby Rd., New Town, Stratford, E.15.

[2895
"I Q17 Allon 2^i.p., countershaft, single, new chains
X«7 and belt, new Dnnlop heavy back cover and tube,
tiybting set, horn, .spares, guaranteed running order and

ALLDAYS Allon de Luxe, 1919, 2 speeds, hand
clutch, metal legshields, tools, mechanical horn

mirror, etc., Dunlop tyres and belt, machine as new
in every detail; a new machine at second-hand price,

first <E68.—54, St. Charles Sq., North Kensington,
W.IO. [2331

Antoine.
31h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, adjustable pulley

2 all accessories, splendid condition; £42.-55, Font
araliia Rd., North Side, Clapham Common. [2724

Ariel.

ARIEL 3iAh.p., 1914. splendid condition, ride away;
£45.—Cox, 109, High St., Harlesden, N.W. (2411

'^OR MOTORISTS

87-91, John Bright St.

'Phone : 662 Mid.
'Graph :

" Lylcar, B'ham."

SUMMER TIME
IS HERE!

What are you going to

do with the hours of

daylight that are now
available after the toil of

office or works ?

There is nothing better

than a Motor Cycle to

take you right away
from the scenes of your
Labours to the delights

of the country.

If you are not yet
suited with a mount,
this list of my
Agencies will help
you to make a wise

selection.

A.J.S.

ENFIELD
TRIUMPH
JAMES
NUMBER
EDMUND
ROVER

INDIAN
NORTON
BLACKBURNE
CONNAUGHT
NEW IMPERIAL
CALTHORPE
METRO-TYLER

ZENITH

Call, write, or 'phone for
approximate delivery dates.

My supplies of Triumph machines
are booked ap to August, and I
cannot supply out of Birmingham.

Expert advice is at your
_ disposal if you will call at

- 87-91, John Bright St.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ij

Ariel.

ARIflLS.—Delivery from stock ; no waiting ; list pr ;

—Longman Bros., Bond St., Eahng. 'Rhone I't n
[2

A RIEL 5-6h.p., clutch, O.A.T., B. and B., g iA. tyres, very fast; £28.—Bartlett, Milford-oh-1 d
Hants. [2 J
ARIEL 1913 3V2h.p. Cornbination, 3 speeds^ 1

starter. Brown and Barlow, U.H. mag.;
Maudes' (below).

ARIEL 1919 3V>h.p. Combination, Ariel sidei

Brown and Barlow, E.I.C. mag., 3 speeds .

kick starter, 3 lamps, almost new; £130.—Maud
100, Gt. Portland St., London. [3

ARIEL 3>Jh.p. 1916 Combination, S-speed, I

starter, as new throughout; 85 gns.—280. C
berweU Ed., S.E.5. [1 !

ARIEL 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, 1919i,i, good condjti
with lamps and horn; £140; in Bedford.—::

445, c/o Ilui Motor Cycle. B|
3ih.p. Ariel Combination, 3-speed, kick sta)

2 lamps, horn, and tools; £65.—Edwards,
Lyndliurst Grove, Peckham. [2

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; all" n;

stocked.—P. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7. Rochl
Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [7

ARIEL Late 1919 Combination, coachbuilt side

only been ridden a few miles.—Callander.

Woodend Rd., Deepcut, Hants. [3

ARIEL 3V>h.p. Combination, 1919V2, 3 speeds, i

starter, clutch, 3 lamp sets, luggage grid, etc.;

nation welcomed; £125, or near.-20, High
[XS

ARIEL 3h.p. and EnSeld 3h.p. twin for sale, 1

in perfect condition ; two £90, or oSer, or w
sell eeparately at £30 and f60.-Parker, 79, Den
Bd.. Palmer's Greea, N.13. I''

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Ariel Combination, 3%h.E-
speed, clutch, K.S., fully equipped, excel

order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., H»
stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: B»
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. IB

Auto-Wheels,

AUTO-WHEEL, B.8.A., as new; £14.-2, Li;

Rd., West Green, Tottenham. li

AUTO-WHEBL, shop-soiled only; £15.—Smith's.
Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk Farm 1

Station. W

WALL Auto-Wheel, original unpunctured" tyre,

Chater-Lea tandem; 12 gns. each; tnal.-

Guildford Rd., South Lambeth. I'

AUTO-WHEELS, Modele de LflM; cash £25, 0]

deposit and 37/6 monthly.—M.Y. Dept,
Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd., 248. BishomJ
E.C.2. L'

Bat
BATS for early delivery, apply, Bedford GM

Walsall. 'Phone : 270. [fi

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Line, Fleet St., Loadg
6h.p. Bat combination, spring frame moa

deli'-ery from stock. O

BAT, Model No. 4, 6h.p., 1920, just arrived Jl

works, fitted with T.T. bars, immediate deUVl

list price; £139/3.—Marlboro' Motors, bt. A»
Tel. : 159. .1^

BAT —We are the sole Hertfordshire agents IM _
famous Bat machines; orders booked for deUJ

in rotation; specification and catalogue on apW'

tion.—Marlboro" Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. li

6h.p. Bat-Jap, large C.B. sidecar, seat for chiW,

enamelled throughout, nearly new tyres, l

chain, rebushed, 3 lamps, horn, speedoineter, J
screen, tools, mechanically perfect; £85.-186, Qj
ford -Av., Hanweil. I'

6h p Bat-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed W
tershaft, fully equipped, almost new, guarant

perfect throughout, only needs seeing and Irai

£135- bargain.—Seen Whitehorse Garage, Whltek(

Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [«

Beardmore.
LANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshire.—Bear^i

Precision, the most advanced and practicalB|lt

cycle yet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blatel

Co., 110. Bold St., Liverpool l"

Blackburne.
"DL.\CKBURNES.—AH models.—A. J. Voung,

Ltd., vmarket.

are old^lj

Ipiw

CROW Bros., High St„ Gni
burne agents, and invite enquiries.

BLACKBURNE.—Egertons, Northgatu .... _..
can offer early delivery if ordered now. [7

delivery from stook.i^
EiUing. 'Phone: 689. [2

1 O20 8h.p. Twin Blackburne Combination, Vtti'

11/ and new condition.—Averics, Englefield SNj
Surrey. X"

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Loi^l
Early dei.very ol 4h.p. and Bb.p. twin Bu

burnes. . W
B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Isiue.

rftil
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MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALB.
Coiilaoii.

)UI,SON ni.ACKnllRNK 2',,ll.p., 2.3p™.l, spiinR
(rnmii. i n'ar biMkr.-i. Iiimiis iimi huin, niiknk'.j

or 200, Kimninlu.'il in'ifoot; £86; ilMu'ullh Tvtxmn
gslllni!-- lloiiniiK;\vuy, l'';u- Forost, Bowdley. [Xet63

)ULSl)N H.-\Vo arc solo IIpil(ord>hiio unirits lor
(ho (^oiiUon H spriiiK triimo mniliinos; .Idiv.iy

I stoi-k at list prii-f; rntiiluKUo and tpoi-ilUiition
ippliiaition.— Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. T.l. :

r31.?6

a.o.ir. 1

fni Hst pn
111 (iir. Ilii r-lrilil !',

1 B 2-.<,ir

Sllitioil)'. 'Pill.

ulso Model B. Dlackbi
frftmi', 2-aj)oed Albion gonr I

JliBo: may be obtained on Ilarrod

ensin

ystom of easy
Showrooms, 116-118,

apton Kd. (opposite Main Building), London,
1. [2938

Coventry Eagle.

iI9 2',^h.p. Coventry Eagle 2-stroke, 2-speed, new
oondition, comploto lamp set, milease 3,000;

-Godlrey, 4, The Drive, New Southgate, N.ll,
[3285

).C.H. have a Coventry Eagle Model 7, brand new;
list pri«e.—Fair Offer Oar House, 5, Heath St.,
pstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Staitonl. 'Phone:
pstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[8511
VEXTRY EAGLK C '

Kills,'

ji;h.p.

i-hliiiilt I'lli-iit

-Clalitiee 99, S Mlpi'llft'l- lid

Crescent.

Hui oii-im-T l-Ut.

[3091

ESCENT.
lilmiv. Lu
1.; M5.-

2l.;li.p

as liorn

Orton,

Villier
, tools,

St. Oe

s, Feb., 1919, Miller lieai

spare tube; Sntunlav alter
irge's Place, Cbeltenliiini.

[2742
De Dion.

IIIOX 2':ih.p., Clmter-Len fr.nme. Sensorav, goixl
Older, less ning;-7, Soiitlimuptou Ed., Hnnipstend.

[2441
. DION 2'^4h.p., Bosch. Senspray, new tyres,
tamps, horn, tools; £27.-16, Union St., Darling-

[2947
De Luxe.

SO He Luxe 2^4h.p., 2-stioko, E.I.C. mag., Amac,
Duiitop studded, llruids. horn and pump, ridden

ilc". splemlid m.nchine, uuscratched; £45: reason
onihiuation wanted instead.— 60, Eattrav Rd., Eflra
llniLt.in. S.W. [2751

Diamond.
iMOXn-J.A.P. 25ih.r., 2-specd, in stook.-JIorriss
139. Finchle.v Ed., N.W. [2893

l.MONDS.—Al models;- immediate deliveries.—

A

J. Young and Co., Ltd., Newmarket. [0121

UL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model
Biamonds.—1 hapel Ash. Wolverhampton. [X8622
IK HEALT, Cork, official niamond agent.-Ro
tntioiiiil delivery. No premiums accepted. [6487
3F0RD Garage, Walsall, official agents for
Diamonds; delivery from stock; makers' prices

[5303
,MONDS.-23,!ih.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, £75;
VlUiers 2.stioke single-speed, £56/10; several
ick.-T. Stevens, 248, Gooch St., Birmingham.

iMOND-VILLIERS, late 1919, in' splendid con-
lition, 2 lamps, horn, tip-top machine, in per-
unning order; £55.—Speight, Oxford Villa, Hay,
ishire. [3089
b Diamond-'Villiers. single-speed, £56/10; 1920
Diamond-Jap, Enfield 2-speed, and clutch, £75;
DmmondJap, Enfield 2-speed. and clutch, foot-
£77/12/6.—Taylor's GarageT" Wednesbury.

[9967
Douglas.

IAN HAEDIE and Lone. Ltd., Douglas Special

Combination. 1920 model; £155.

. Solo, 3-3peed Model W. ; £90.

I Stock Everything you require tor your Douglas.

i> Woodstocl! St. (off Csford St.). Bond St., W 1
1' Phone; Mayfair 6559. rnni>.

condition

;

1., Enston.

3 Douglas 4h.p. Combiu.ntion, new
Grange Ed., Eamsgate.
TGLAS. 1915. 254h.p.. all accessori.
Oowell. High Hd.. Byfleet.

'nCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St,
.'imp. Dougla.?, 1915; £59/10.

"GLAS 41i.p., 3-speed, k
The Square. Carshalton

4h.p., 1918,
21, Newton

"J
'GLAS, 1914, 2-;ih.p..« <-52.— 135, Edgware H

[0012

55gns.—45,
[2925

: £155.-8.
[178?

?s; offers.

—

[2344

, London.—
[3369

tarter and clutch
[2587

u'or
mmw

Now is the time for machines for Easter

;

we have the finest selection of Solo

machines and Combinations In London.

We can offer you only first-class

machines. It will be well worth your

while giving us a call, and you will no*

be disappointed.

Combinations.
1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, lamps.

ig20 MATCHLESS Combination, standard model.
fitted witb lamps, bood, and windscreen.

iqi9 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
dynamo hghting set, hood, windscreen, almost

iq20 B.S.A. Combination, mag. dynamo lighting.

igao B.S.A. Combination, standard model, very
good condition.

1920 6 h.p. JAMES Combination, brand new.

igiq (November) 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.
fitted with spare wheel, hood, windscreen,
side curtains, Lucas lamps, speedometer,
Lucas bom, almost new.

1919 3^ ^-P- ARIEL Combination, disc wbeels.
electric and acetylene lamps.

igrg 6 h.p. JAMES, Canoelet sporting Sidecar,
competition model, lamps, etc.

IQTQ 4 h.p. TRIUMPH CombinaMon, latest change-
speed lever.

1917 3i h.p. NORTON, couhtei-shatt model, Norton
Sidecar, lamps, good condition.

iQT? 3^ b-P- ROVER Combination. Lucas dTOamo
lighting set, exceptional condition.

Solo Machines.
igiq ^iS h.p. SUNBEAM Motor Cycle, lamps,

tpeedooieter, as new.

1920 4 h.p. BLACKBURNE Motor Cycle.

1920 T.T. TRIUMPH Motor Cycle.

Brand new LEA-FRANCIS, immediate delivery.
List price.

Cars.
iqi4 lon.p. MORRIS-OXFORD, de Lu.^e Model,

exceptionally good condition £340

igi6 II.9 h.p. PERRY, 2-seater, dickey back,
Lucas dynamo lighting £410

1914 BUGATTI, 2-seater touring body, excep-
tionally splendid condition £475

Also London Agents-tor the CASTLE Three-
Wheelor. Orders taken in strict rotation.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone No. : Museum 3419.

Ocoooooo;
. _^

All letters retating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

4I1.P. nouBlin Conililnntion, 1917; f90, no ntlt'n.—
02, M.'Uiur St., Cliipluim, 8.W.4. [2602

1Q20 noiiKliiik2'^Ii,p., 3 speedB, lirnnd new; £96.-2,
•^ Nifc-litiimilt, lid., Lcjwer Cliiiitcm. [2CC7

DOUGLAS, 2%li.p.. 2.spced, W.D. model, brand
now; £05.-5, Museum .St.. W.C.I. [3246

DOUflLAS 2')ih.p., 2-Bpeed, lumps, horn; ride iiw.ny;
i50.-141, Morton Ed., Wimbledon. [2514

DOUGLAS 1914 2%ll.I)., very good condition; £58.
—I'nrnill, Nortli nnd Co., Petorljoroufli. (2779

DOUGLAS 2%ll.p., 3-«pecd, 1915, niccl.nnirally per-
Ject;

— . -. — . - ---

conditic 55DOUGLAS, 1916, bufier forks,
' gns.-Fitt, Barrossa Terrat-e, Church St., Chelsea

DOUGLAS 1916 2'.Sh.p., 2-si)eed, nouglai
cusll head; £66.-190, JJroadw.ny '" "

[2661
colours,

Hendon, N.W.
[2520

250, full equipment;

[3105
rated July, 1919,
179, Brixton Rd..

[2370

^3.h.p. Douglas, 2-8peed, new crankshaft, pistons, re-

^4, bushed, perfeft; £40.-4, Ga.r\vood Ed., Waltliam-
stmv. [26B6

a.w.

Kent
pjOUGLAS Conibinat

Kla.TOn; £100.-W.G., Holtou Mil

D^

[3182

erhauled, looks new, lamps.
Is, Wheatley,

[2795

OUGLAS 1919 2%h.p. (not W.D.), electric lights,
'
' gns.—Charlton, Cambridge Park, Wan-

stead. [3211

BRAND New 1920 3-speed 2%h.p. Douglas;
highest oHer secures.-Box 2,872, c/o Tlic -Motor

Cycle. [3316

33.h.p. Douglas, 1915, ready for tour, perfect; £55,
4 or near ofier.—Maun, 73, Brailsford Rd., Blixton,

S.W.2. [2966

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. and Sidecar, windscreen,
Tan-Sad, speedometer; 145 gns.— 5, Museum St..

W.C.I. [3245

|Q19 and 1916 Douglases, 2i4h.p. ; best offers ac-

-L«7 cepted; brotliera leaving England.—33, Ardleigh
Bd.. N.l. [2556

well Hill. [2547

1 020 Douglas Combination, brand
1^/ tered; £167/10.-2, Nightingale

new, unregia-
Rd., liOwer

i:-?43

1 016 Douglas, 2-speed and free, new condition, bufferXU forka; 65 gns.—Hayes, Optician, 629, Holloway
Ed., N.19. [2548

0*.^h.p. Douglases, overhauled, re-euamelled ; £58 each.
/V4: —Moc-yc Garage, Catbcart Hill, Junction Kd.,
Highgate. [2406

^iJh.p. Douglas, 2 lamps and horu, good tyres, in
/V4 running order; £28, or best offer.— 1, Agraria Rd..
Guildford. [2380

ajlh.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, in' good condition;
4 £55.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham

Bd.. S.W.8. [2423

COLONIAL 254h.p. 3-speed Douglas, condition as
new, all spares and tools; £62.-25. Colville Ed.,

Leytonetone. [3055

single speed in good running order,
lamps, and horn; £27/10.—Douglas. 60. Castle

St., Trowbridge. [X8214a

also 1914
94. High

[2795

0>3h.l
/V4

i

St., Beckenhani.

Place, Eomford.

DOUGLAS 41
did order

.Streatham, S.W. [2484

advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1915 2?ih.p., meclianically p«rteet, com-
plete with lamps, etc. : £60.—rumiU. North and

Co., Peterborough. [2780

"I
Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new, fitted with

J-^ discs, lamps, etc., a beautiful turnout; £140.-51,
Queen St.. Hitchin. [2450

33.h.p. 2-speed Douglas, kick starter, complete with
4 lamps, horn, speedometer; ^60, — Taylor's

Garage, Wednesbury. [9969

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., overhauled and in per-
fect condition; £58.-136, Edgwara Rd., W.2.

•Phone : 789 Padd. [322,?

SMITH'S.—Douglas 1914 234h.p., tery little used; £50.
—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station). [0150

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—2?4h.p. and 4h.p. ex-
W.D. models for immediate delivery.—lITice, Gar-

age, Bury St. Edmunds. [2896

1014 Douglas, 2-specd, 2°lh,p., good tyres and
Xt/ belt, lamps, condition as new; £55.—P. Wood-
man, Bumham-on-Sea. [3026

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, new, immediate delivery,
Xt/ including carriage and crate, £165.-2, Nightin-
gale Rd., Lower Clapton. [2668

T.T. Douglas, 1920, Amao, Pedleys, P.H. lamps,
horn, very fast; £60; by appointment.—21, St.

Andrew's Rd., Enfield. [3025

DDUQLAB 2%h.p., 1915, 2-ep66d, condition perfect;
any esamination

; private oivner; 62 gns.— 3, Har-
row Ed., Paddington, W. [2585

D"^
Hondsworth, Birmingham. [3046

Agent, Yeovil.—2^4h.p
clutch £90; 4h.p. com-

[1103

JAMES MOFFAT, Dougl:
model, clutch, £95, lei

bination, £155.—'Phone: 50.

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., 1916, perfect condition, new
tyres, overhauled and re-enamelled; £67/10.-3

Couttlands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [2750

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed, 1914, good condition,
engine perfect, 1919 Araac ; 50 gns.— 64, Wctlier

,
rten St., Walthamstow, E.17. [2643

TQ19 Douglas Combination, fully equipped, must
.jL«7 sell; £150; seen by appointment.—11, Ambrose
Av., Golder's Green, N.W.4. [3244

4h.p, 3-speed Countershaft Douglas, fitted with 3
brakes, aud coaohbuilt sidecar; £75; Derbyshire.—

Box 2,836, o/o Thjf Autocar. [2918

"I Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-5peed, in splendid condi-
J-S' tion, lamps, etc.; £58.-59, Palfrey Place, Dor-
set Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [2422

"IQ19 Douglas Combination, lamps, etc., new tyres,
XiJ royal blue sidecar; £135; nearest offer'.-120,

Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [2492

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D. model, unused, absolutely
new condition, fully equipped.—404, Garratt

Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. After 7. [2475

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-spe6d, uncrated July, perfect
condition, appearance as new; 62 gns.— Clarke, 13,

Grenfell Ed., Netting Hill, W.ll. [2983

D.OUQLAS 2%ih.p., 2-sp6ed, new November, 1919.
makers' colours, condition as new; 62 gns.— 144,

Ladbroke Grove North, Kensington. [2689

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, speedometer, electric-

acetylene light, run 3,000; £140; excellent comii-
tion.— 89, Princess Ed., Leicester. (3280

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., luxurious coaohbuilt
sidecar, uncrated 1919, equipped; £120.—Den-

tish, 216, Portobello Ad., W.IO. [3289

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, appearance, etc.,

as new, any trial or examination; offers.—Stevens,
184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. [3110

SMITH'S.—Douglas 1916 2?ih.p., in excellent con
dition; £60.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (op-

posite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [0149

4h.p. 1920 Douglas Combination, low mileage, delivered
5 weeks, perfect condition; price £150.—Dental

Centre, Durrington, Salisbury Plain. [3093

GIBB, Douglas Specialist. Gloucester, gives personal
attention to all orders. All spares at makers' pricet

stocked. No profiteering.—'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS 254h.p., new, 72 gns.; also second-hand
1915 model, £55.-5. Eglon Mews, Berkley Rd..

Primrose Hill (nr. Chalk Farm Tube). [2592

DOUGLAS 2S/,h.p., new last Nov., little used, guar-
anteed perfect, unscratched, unpunctured; £78.— Phone; 15, E. Pledger, Ely, Cambs. [2416

D,OUGLAS 2%lh.p., 1916. 2-speed, very little used,
new condition; onv trial or examination; cash

wonted; 58gns.-35, High St., Dartford. [2540

DOUGLAS 23,4hj., uncrated July, 1919. lamps,
speedometer, 'Tan Sad, condition perfect; £80.

—

Molynoux, 129, Ferme Park Rd., Hornsey. [3217

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-:
New Douglas machines for early delivery. 2^4h.p.

model, 3-speeds, £90; 4b.p. combination, £155. [1423

-|Q15 Douglas. 2%h.p., 2-speed, new tyres, makers'
X-iJ colours, in splendid condition and running
Older: £62.-157, Leander Ed., Brixton, S.W.2. [2766

eASTERN
CARAGE

IN

STOCK
NEW

(At makers' list prices.)

A.J.S., 6 h.p. with Millford Sidecar, Lucas
lamps and bom, green finish £190

ARIEL, 3* h.p.. Combination £147 10
CLYNO, 2t h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed and

clutch £75
LEA-FRANCIS, 3* h.p., 3-speed £1 25
METRO-TYLER, 2* h.p., 2-stroke £57 10
METRO-TYLER, 2.V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £69 6
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed £74 11
RUDGE-MULTI, <iJ h.p., I.O.M. Model . £110 5
TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2i h.p , 2-speed .... £66

Soiled
W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p £145
W.D. NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p. £145

These machines have J.A.P. engines, 3-speed
countershaft gear box, clutch, kick-starter, all-

chain drive, and are finished " Service Green."

Second-hand
1920 SCOTT, 3I h.p., spepdometer, etc £120
igiQ JAMES Lightweight, 2-speed £65
1920 METRO-TYLER, 2i h.p., 2-speed,

lamps, etc £70

1914 CLYNO Combination, lamps, horn,
windscreen, etc £85

1916 NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., 2-speed £50
1919 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, lamps, horn . . £50
1919 ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p., Combination;

Lucas lamps, Klaxon horn £160
1919 TRIUlVtPH, and Canoelet lightweight

Sidecar, lamps horn and speedometer. . £125
1920 CLYNO, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, and

clutch £70
1919 TRIUMPH and Millford Sidecar, lamps,

horn, speedometer £120

New Sidecars
CANOELET.
GLORIA.

HENDERSON.
MILLS-FULFORD.

SWAN.

We have an excellent Stock of Lamps, Horns,
Speedometers Hoods, Windscreens, and other

Eastern Oarage Co.
Official Repairers loR.A.C.,A.C.U.,A.A.&M.U.

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone

:

,190 East Ham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE, i

Douglas.
1Q17-18 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, royal blnoj--^ car. lamps, Klaxcn, excellent condition: £'
72, Longridge Bd., Earl's Court. Western 1344.

1 020 Douglas, 2Jih.p., 3-speeds, just delivered!!
--*' accessories, including knee grips, numfaer-p$(t
registered; £100.—Dingle, Whitehall, Bristol. [XeSl

"IQ16 Douglas 2?4h.p., all on, lite new; £65; 4t'
-i-«^ hesitate; first deposit secures.—Write, or callM
6.30 p.m., 202, Amesbury At., Streatham Hill Statt!

19^

tSeptember,
M generatoi,']
7, Ridgeway

; 3e72.—Kendrick, 1, Chttrch St., Biadford-on-j5

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2^4h.p., 2-Bpeed, complete^
lamps and tools, new condition ; view o^

pointment.—Thornthwaite Mines, Ltd., Keswii

DOUGLAS 4h.p., lato 1915, Colbro sidecar,
lamps, 85-90 ra.p.g.; £105 lowest.—Singletoi

Eumore Kd., S.E.25. (Nonrood June. L.B. and ,

DOUGLAS 2^4Ii.p., 1916, 2-speed, uniesned ^
models, as new, Jbufler spring heads, tanks m0

eolours, condition perfect; £70.-18, Deoda- """ "

oey.

23.h.p. 2-speed W.D. Douglas, disc3 recently ifisi

4 new, new Watsonian sidecar, new lamps;
gain, 100 gns.—218, Uxbridge Rd., Bhepherd'a M
W.12. fi

£63 and £68, W.D. Douglas selected machines,,!
makers coIours.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co.,

Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel. : S
7113.

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h,p,
speedometer, spares, lamps,

perfect condition ; £145.—Andrew
Redhill.

1 Qll Douglas, new Palmer tyres and helt, all e'

J-iJ and in fairly good running order, requires '

hauling; £30, or nearest.—Crawford, 19, Tillotson
Iiford. i

D,OUGLAS T.T. 2%h.p., 2-c;peed, Watson sporty,
car, disc wheels, lamps, mechanical hom, good

dition t £65, or nearest ofier.—20, Addiscombe G
Croydon. [

23..h.p. W.D. Douglas, uncrated I^ovember, 191
4 speeds, not ran 500 miles, lamps, mechanical

all ready; £75.—Hines, 5j Sandy Lane, Bandan
Croydon. (

DOUGLAS 2S4h.p., 2-speed, an exceptionally
and smart machine, makers' colours, unc

1919; 62 gns.—Hillier, 216, Portobello Rd., No
Hill,- W. , I

DOUGLAS 254b.p., W.D. engine, 1915, unc
July, 1919, done 1,500, very fast, buffer

springe, P. and H. head lamp; £75.—Debruyne, I
hampton.

|4h.p, Douglas Combination, late model, not doi
miles, 3-8peed countershaft, smart lot; £120

vately owned.—Pike, 102a, Church St., Chelsea.
137 Kensington. 1

DOUGLAS 1915 2^Jih.p., 2-speed, just OYerhi

perfect condition throughout, tyres and belt

good; any trial given; £57.—R. Watson, 132, Hig
Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., 1911, Bosch mag., new
lamp, re-enamelled, exceptionally good ei

Eerfect order' bargain; first £40 secures.—SwiH
angroyd, Calne. [3 j^

DOUGLASES 2Kh.p. always in stock at comp*
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m.

days.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite i

Farm Tube Station).

DOUGLAS 2^/4h.p., W.D.,2-*peed, recently new,*
38903, frame 40026, heavy Dunlops, acetylenlj

electric, fully eauipped; 72 gns.—Hynard, 116,
Bd., Shepherd's Bush.

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., not war finish, 6pJ,J

condition, new Palmer tyres, P. and H.'
'

Lucas horn; £65; by appointment.—Write, 65,
hall Rd., Beckenhara.

£27/10 Bargain; 2^4h.p. Douglas, C.A.V. mag
tyres and belt, head lamp and generator,

;

stand- and carrier, requires tuning up.—Bagshaw,
Swaby Rd., Earlsfleld.

"I019 (late) 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed. kick start.

-!-«/ nifi-cent condition, electric lighting, polisliei

minium discs; £120: first wire secures.—Of
Place, Clitton, Bristol.

DOUGLAS 4b. p. Combination, 1916, mech

'

condition and appearance excellent, coi

lamps, horn, etc., ready for season's use; £110.
Blackshaw Rd., Tooting.

DOUGLAS 2^;4h.p., military models, WJ)^
'vated, carefully selected and tuned up, t

choice of several; price £60; seen any time.—

W

181, Clapham Rd., S.W.

DOUGLAS 2%}!.^., 2-speed. late model, with

forks, completely leuovnted and finished i^

colours, perfect condition and running order; il6

Bradford Ed., Seven Kings.
^

OJlh.p. Douglas, Oct., 1919, perfect condition

/Ct used, Lnoas lighting. Klaxon, fnll tW
numerous accessories; £85; by appointments
Pigautier, East Sheen, S.W.14.

£34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverHsement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Huiiiber.

19'A Fl'it '''win UiiiiilKT, S'Ali.p., milottee 1,000
tiuoart iK^ot'rtsorics, luTleot; 100 gna.—70, Slatioi
llarbonio. Biriiiliii;liiiiii, 12348

14 3'/,h.p. ITunibor, Sturmoy-Archer 3-specd
clutiin, stored 5 years, new tyres, splendid con

1; £65.-Caiyll, New lid., Clulwoilh. [242L

'MHKU 2'j41i.p., clntell, 5-9pood, potlal start, lumps,
horn, ete., 1915, been stored, eyniil now, owner
ployed; 42 BUS.—31, Hiill'ord Ed., I'ulbnm, S.W,

[2954
MUKIt, 1913. 2'>ih.p. twin, 3-speed hub gear
elntcli and pedal .^tnrt. enamel and plating n
.£55.-Maill),iio' ll.aors. St. Albans. 'Pel. : 159

(3140
MUER, 1912. 2''.,li.|i., pedal start, enamel and
plating good, engine needs overhauling
£48.— Marl'bor

tLY Del

Motors, St. Albans. ' Tol.V
[3141

of the Celebrated Humber machines
luui I.UC (tvv-redited agents.—Tho Lonliester En-
:ng Co., Motor Cycle Uept., 63, Brighton Hd.,
00. [2090
MBEU Combination S'/LJi-P., engine perfect, 2-

peed wheel reanire attention, handle start, new
lump.s, horn; f39.-Coote, 12, Gleneagle Ed
lam, S.W. [2392

Indian.
:ANS. delivery from stock, 7-9h.p. combinations
W. P. Edwards, Taunton. [3361
JTCHOPE'S, 9, Slioe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
?-8h.p. Indian and sideear; JE215. [3367
i Indian, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch; £70, no offers
-teist, St. Jacopino, Oakleigh Park, N.20. [2927
AN, 5-6h.p. clutch, lamps, O.B. sidecar: £55
1, i>t. Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington. [3240
AN 7-9h.p. All-blue Combination, Gloria sidecar
luxe, Al; £115.-W. P. Edwards, Taunton.

AN 7h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, lamps
lares, new appearance; 65 gns.—329, Old Ford

[2699
1 Indians; prompt deliveries.—E. Brown Indian
Specialist. 3 and 7n, Parker Lane, Burnley.
*"• (X6264
T.T. 7-9I1.P Cluteh Model Indian, thoronghlr

lelow""
" Buaranteed mechanically perfect'

'.Indian Combination, 1914, 2-speed- £35- ex-auge lightweight and cash.-Bradlev 14 Bowles
Kent Ed.

'
' [2439

rtartei'^'lf.-v'^.-^;
'"'?i^"y. 3-speed, clutch, kick

startei, very last, splendid condition; £85.-63," Brixton.
[jjj^

l^\i;'""^'^'
spring frame, dual clutch control,

'IJ?"* "P'^POmtiul; f86.-Mouks, 34, Beaiton
tchin, Heit,i. [2453

lei";"' FH'''"?''°"'-el«t^V''' "*;'>* 3-speed, C.B.
.
decar

; £1^0.-Atjuarmm Motor Garage, 5, Man-
St, Brighton. '[3199

'£ "1« '7-9h.p., spring frame, with forks, tank
eels and engine; £22, or separatelr.-13,' Bi $
., Seien Kings. (3041

'J*i.S°™''i''^''°°' ''-Sh-P- 3-speed, 1915, acety-r H"?|7 l""-"!. etc splendid condition; £105.-
t 24, Bishop St., Coventry. [X8448
:N Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick starter,"t, amps, all accessories, splendid condition;

Praed St., Paddington. [2363
|N, T.T. bars, 1915, 7-9h.p., uncrated Dec.,

\^t'" tyres-i, kick-start, 2-speed, clutch, very
,
Uuke St., Henley-on-Thames. [3260

Sed°hm'S,"7'i
"^^' -^-^^-P- ^'''^ ^''rt' <''"te".

Jft™ •^S^^'T^i"-'"^''^ J,""* overhauled; 110 gns.iton Ed., Luton, Bedfordshire. [2404

|r&,3i ¥1,°^"' P^"!"^
I'"''™' re-enamelled ;mdrhauled throughout regardless of expense; any

'2.-Plke, Port Eegis, Broadstairs. [3028

ae^ti",- "Jl
.Sidecar, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring

,~1l^ Ki,^^*,'/- ''S''
*""': £130.-E. Thomp-

Igella, Chilbolton. Stockbridge, Hants. [2726

ih^^f'?'- ^' ®''°? ^""e. Fleet St., Lcndcn.-
sn.p. Indian combination, 1914. electric light-
I. disc wheels, £105; also 1914 model, £77/10.

1 01, „ T 1
[1426

'-jn.p. Indian, spring frame, complete with
iiont, rear forks, tank, handle-bars; £14/10-

Only.-Owuer, 314, Gray's Inn Ed., Lm/do":

S, Powerplus, 7-9h.p.,' 3-speed, kick start*
-n, disc, overhauled, enamelled, plated, as new
cesEory.^Adiress, Grey Court, Thorpe Bay'

[3077

^l?^"'^ 9""? M°*=' T-T- Indian. Senspray
?/„".^''v ^9?'^^ ™='^-' '° good order, startsay fast; fies.-Seamark, Old Tivertin Ed
... [2412

v';J°<'''">' Sood running order and plec-

? Hf?,'"'^!- ^,^°' complete with tools, etc-
r, J!.o. Wireless School, Flowerdown. Win-

iX8174
TT. Indian 1915, tip-top condition, 70

P.U., cornplete, all accessories and spares

-

.^rnwall Mews West, Cornwall GardensrKen-
,
[2877

Accessories

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Dglitlne Se.s

NEW SPECIALITIES
ENTIRELY NEW MODEL
MOTOR CYCLE HEADLAMP.

Adjustable Focus

LJ o ible ended bayonet holder 'showing hrge milled
lockmg ring tor ad)u=^tin» focui

Illustration showms detachable front and method
of fixing, with draw screws each side.

Fig. 878 in black plated finish . . 55/- each.
„ 878 Nickel-plated Of brass finish 54/- each.

S. B.C. electric bulbs for this lamp .. 3/- e?ch.
carriage extra.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.
DELIVERIES—Special efforts have been ni:ide
lately to speed up deliveries, and already a great
improvement is apparent. Owing to the very large
number of orders on hand, it is impossible to give
delivery by return, and at present a slight delay is

unavoidable. Customers are therefore thanked far
consideration and indulgence already extended anl
assured that every possible effort is being male to
complete orders on hand in strict rotation of receipt.

NEW SPECIALITIES & ACCESSORIES
FOR 1920.

Many new lines are in course of production, an 1

customers should therefore ask for their name to
be added to the mailing list for new Catalogues
ts issued.

'

Will all customers kindly noteCHANGE OF ADDRESS.

A, H. HUNT,
H.A.H.V\^ORKS,

TUNSTALL ROAD,
CROYDON, ENG.
1 elephone*
CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

felegrai__ _

"KEYAGE."
CROYDON.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAK Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-8pecfJ,
clutch, K.8., electric lamps and horn, hood, flnreen.

diao wheels, nearly new, any trial; £130.-32, Wood-
sido Rd., Kingston. (2420
INDIAN 6b. i>.. clutch, 3 speeds, kick start, recently

overluiuled by makers; £80; seen any time.—Han-
over Gate Carage, Park Rd., N.W. Communicate
owner, P. CJrfivc, c/o above garage. [3103

rpbiH Combination, 3-«peed,
idecar, disc wheels, one (rf

ti'st ^.iriil.infiti.in on the rond; f130.—Siinny-
bui.Is, Picstnii l)<iu„ It.t., i'lfston, PfiiKnton. f2900

INDIAN, l:it,o 1915. 5-6h.p., 3-..peed, H. nnd K
I'iiitch, Caiioi'let sidei.;iir, met.'hanically sound, con-

tlilinii Al, ];iiiij)3, Klnxon, r^jirrier, numerous sparer;
wliat offorsP—Box 459, c/o The Motor Cych. [X8195

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Indian Combiuation, S-apeed, foot
-i-«^ rlutcli, spring I'r-ime, electric lamps and horn,
stored 3 years, fine condition ; any trial by appoint-
ment; £125.—P. Egerton, Gomehall Mill, Surrey.

[2554
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, kick start, hand

and foot clutch, electric horn, lights 3 lamps,
discs, spares, overhauling cost £18; price 100 gns.;
offers.-63. Erith Rd., Belvedere, Kent (pr. Woolwich.^

[2459
INDIAN 1915 Combination, 3-speed, 7-9h.p., Mont-

gomery sidecar, hood, screen, electric horn and
Ijiinps, C.A.y. nccumulator, good tyres, 2 spare tubes,
engine overhauled ; £90.—Finn, Tanglyn, Addlestonr?.
Surrey. [2584

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914. chitch, T.T. model, in excel-
lent order, hut front tyre worn, English carbur-

etter, will put up first-clasB performance anywhere,
chains almost new; £62.-82, Stamford Brook Rd..
Chiswick. [2719

SPORTY Indian Combiuation, 5-6h.p., 1916, 3 speeds,
semi-T.T. bars, disc wheels, long exhaust pipes,

underslung torpedo sidecar, and accessories, completely
overhauled : trial ;

perfect order ; £ 1 30.—25, Birching-
ton Rd., Kilburn. N."W. [2386

7-91i.p. Indian Combination, 2-6peed, clutch, lamps, etc.,

all in first-class condition and mechanically sound,
been very little used; would ride reasonable distance:
nnv trial; £95; seen after 7 p.m.—A., Daisylands, Avon-
dale Rd., Palmer's Green. [2958
-I Q14 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, new tyres, discs,
-Lt/ head lamp. Klaxon, tools, etc., engine, etc.,

overhauled, outfit repainted purple and upholstered
this winter (£40), now as new; £ll5.—Steel, New
College, Oxford. Trial, Morris's Garage, Long Wall.

[2865

F.O.C.H. have a 1916 Indian 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., overhauled by makers, fully equipped, eK-

celient order.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Harapstead Tube Station), "Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[8504
F.O.C.H. hape i 1915 Indian 5-6h.p. Combination,

3-speed, clutch, kick start, overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, as new, electric lights.—Fair Offer
Car House, 5, Heath St , Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 5752. Houra
9-7. including Saturdavs. 18505

"I Q 15-16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, hand-foot clutch.
Ji*J kick starter, canoelet coachbuilt Sidecar (up-
holstered red morocco), apron, mat, petrol tin, and
luggage carriers, Lucas lamps, speedometer, hooter,
spare tyre and parts, low mileage, perfect, like new,
trial; 120 gns.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton. [3337

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, spring frame.
3 speeds, clutch, hand and foot controlled, over-

hauled and re-enaraelled, new chains, new tyies, luggage
and petrol tin carrier, electric lighting. Klaxon, Easting,
fully equipped, insurance: £150: after 6 o'clock.— 114,
Dartmouth Park Hill, Highgate, N.19. [2717

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., 2-speed, K.S., hand and foot

clutch, spring frame, re-enamelled, plated, polished
aluminium discs, indistinguishable from new, electric

lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, previous mileage
neligible, guaranteed; £115.—Singleton, 15. Enmore
Rd., S.E.25. (Norwood June. L.B. and S.C.R.) [5185

INDIAN 1920 7-9h.p. Combination, spring frame.
3-speed, dynamo lighting, 3 lamps, electric horn,

speedoTieter registers 1,600, tyres unpunctured. Hart
60 amp. accumulator. Cameo wind screen, under-
shield, registration and full A.A. and M.U. insurance
transferred, whole outfit as new : seen Eastbourne or
30 mile radius, appointment; £230.—Box 2,891. c/o
Tlic Motor Cycle. [3353

t7i>-K.677 Engine Number, Powerplus, 1918, spring
* ^ frame, 3-speed, dual controlled clutch, khaki
model Indian, a striking machine witli a splendid and
exceptional engine, fast but docile, engine decarbon-
ised, overhauled and found perfect 2 weeks ago, not a
show machine: a road machine, complete with lamps,
horn, pump, tools, spare inner tubi^. plug, etc.. covers
nearly new; offers between £120-£130.—Jonathan, 6,

Sho6t-up-Hill, N W.2. [3074
Invicta

2ih.p. Invicta, fitted with Villiers- 2-3troke engine.
2 single speed ; may be obtained on Harrods

system of easy payments.—Harrods Motor Showroom.^,
116-118. Brompton Rd. (opposite Main Building),
London. S.W.I. [2955

3ih.p. Invicta. fitted with Abingdon King Dick
2 entwine, 3-speed, clutch and kick starter, and

equipped with Mills-Fulford sidecar: may be obtained

on Harrods system of easy payments.-Harrods Motor
Showrooms. 116-118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main
Building), London, S.W.I. [2940

Ml letters relating lo advertisements sliouid quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
loner.

[ONER 3b.p.,_JoTr, C.A.Y. mag-., good Tiinuing order;

Middlesex.
offer.—Standing-

Ivy.

IVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supply
early dates. [7218

IVY 2.Bpeed 2-8troke. Orders booked for early de
livery.—Rothwell and Milbonrne, CJowleigh Garage,

Malvern. [6186

Ivy 6h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Arcber countershaft
S-speed, electric lighting, C.B. sidecar. Cameo

wind screen, splendid running order; £135.-^FTyer,
Aslockton, Notts. [X8r96

JMMEDIATE Delivery ol all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. (i

nd Co., London and Diptrict Agents. 91, Gt
[0022

I

Henly
rortlanfi St.. W.l Mayfaii 4084.

"I
Q20 Ivy 2-stroke 2-speed, LO.M. model, discs, de-

A«/ livered February, carefully run in, mileage 250,
fully equipped, one of the smartest machines on the
road, absolutely unscratched and superior to hew; £70;
seen any time.—123, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction.

[3298
Ixlon.

ISION'-VILLIER-S 2V2h.p. (1919), Dunlops, Bosch
Blic, Amae, splendid condition; £48.—Brown, 508,

Bouthwark Park Rd., Bermondsey, S.E. [3169

BRAND New Model A. Ixion, just delivered; makers'
list price, £56; first cheque secures new machine

for Easter.—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford
Passage, Ray St., Farringdon Rd., E.C.I. [2715

IXION 1915 (July) aV^h.p. 2-stroke, been thoroughly
overhauled, stove enamelled, replated, complete

with lamps, horn, last little machine, appearance as
new; £55.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel.: 159.

LATE 1915 James ^^Ah.v. Combination, accessories;
£98.-Cotsell, 16, Freta Rd., Bexleyheath." [2626

5-6h.p. James Combination de Luxe, fully equipped,
200 miles; £175.—Bos 2,877. c/a The Motor

Cycle. [3321

1 Q 20 James 4'/4h.p. Combination, actually on rail

;

J-*' price ill55, plus carriage.—Powell, Bank St., St.

Columb. [3100

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
1920 5-6h.p. James combination, twin cylinder,

includes accessories; offers. [1427

4JLh.p. James Combination, 1916, 3-speed, Irick start,
4 mechanically perfect, recently overhauled; £95.

-Kendall, Ockley, Surrey. [2883

JAMES Combination, 4i4h.p., S-speed, clutch, screen,
lamps, generators, good tyres, nice turnout; £95.

-9, Gurney Rd., Stratford, E. [2789

JAMES 2>^.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, only ridden a few
miles, as good as new, lamps, horn, tools, etc.;

£55.—W., 30, Waldeck Rd., Ealing, W.13. [3269

JAMES 1917 4i^b.p. Combination, in beautiful con-
dition, had little use, with at^eessories ; any trial

;

£95.-29, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath. [2562

4ih.p. James, Milford sidecar, all as new, lamps,
4 spares, etc.; £105; owner bought car.—Seen at

West's Garage, 42, Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. [3124

~| Q18 4i4h.p. James Combination, 3-speed counter-
A.*J shaft, enclosed chain drive, new condition; £115.
—72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. Western 1344. [2674

JAMES Combination, 4^y4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
chain drive, clutch, kick start, fine turnout;

£110.-57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camber-
well. [2468

JAMES 4Vih.p. Combination, 3-speed, 1915, perfect
going condition; £93; by appointment and trial.

— \pply, 16, Broomfield Lane, Palmers Green, N.13.
City 652. [3214

JAMES 4^^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, lamps, Klaxon, perfect order, ex-

cellent condition; £110.—Teignmouth House, The Crcf^-

cent, Belmont, Surrey. [2687

JAMES C.B. Combination, 4i4h.p., 1914. recently
overhauled &s new, lamps, horn, speedometer,

^ound countershaft outfit; what offer ?~Johnston, 216,
Rodney Hut, Ciayford, Kent. [5084

JAMES 1915 4'^h.p., 3-speed, Millford sidecar, lamps,
horn, mirror, etc., overhauled, rebushed, enamel

nd plating perfect, ready for Easter tour; 89 gns
2, St. John's Wood Rd., N.W.8. [2536

1 CI 15 James Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed coun-
J.*/ tershaft, all-chain drive, 3 lamps, hood, screen,

horn etc., excellent running order; £95.-436, White-
horse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [2533

I O20 Model James 4i/jh.p. De Luxe Combination,. 3-

J-fJ speed, all-chain, 28X3 wheels, fitted heavy Dan-
InpH. hand clutnh, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, wind screen;
£145.-Willi8, 222, Camden Rd., N.W. [2826

Wholesale and Retail

Agents in the Counties of

SUSSEX. KENT, HERTS,

ESSEX, SURREY,
MIDDLESEX, for:-

Reading

Standards
lOh.p. TWIN 1170c,c.

THE WORLD'S
MASTER

MOTOR CYCLE.

Deliveries of which
are NOW being made
according to promise

And no

Disappointment.

Write at once for

your nearest
agent's address and
dates of delivery.

A good selection of

191 9 and 1920 Solos

and Combinations
of Various Makes
in Stock.

89, Gi Portland

Street London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

03.h,p. J.A.P. , sound condition, Dew tyres ani^/W4 veiy fast; any ^-'-^ — — "' " "" "

Wooburn Town, Buck
very fast; any trial; fSli.-The Hini Moto

31h.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear, speedometer, 1
2 horn, rust overhauled, yery last and ^£35.—Caryll, Rd., Chilworth.

J.A.P. Combination, just overhauled, engineer.^
Choter-Lea parts, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine, %Amac, Bosch, heavy Avon tyres, luxurious -i

screen, all perfect condition, complete accessories,

a

bargain, £90.-45, Chnieh St., Chelsea.

j.e:5.

J.E.S. Motorcyclette, better than a scooter, eco
cal, reliable.-Enquiries invited By J. BllAi

Co.. Liverpool and Manchester.

.E.S. Motorcyclette, complete engine set, exc;
throughout, fits any ordinary cyd

- "'" "' ' i Rd., Buckingh

Kerry.

KEEET 2%h.p., diopped frame, Druids, mag.,
condition^ £18/10.-196, Eamsay Ed., .

Gate, B.7.

Kynoch.
Ki'SOCH 5h.p. Twin, clutch, Bosch, B. and B

feed, new Dunlop, j^ood condition ; £45.-21, ..'

'

Bd., Teildington, Middlesex.

Lea-Francis.

BRAND New 1920- Lea-Francis, complete
lamps; best offer secures.—Box 2,875, c/<

Motor Cycle,

"1Q14 Lea-Francis Twin Couibination, C.B. ai^
-'-V speed gear, countershaft ; £85.—Aquarium* <

Garage, 5, Manchester St., Brighton.

LEA-FEANOIS, S'/.h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speei!, :

drive, chain covers, detachable wheels,
tyres; £70. nearest offer.-60, Cecil Rd., Northjt

151/2 Lea-Francis, No. A 1042, 4h.p. twin, ;

countershaft, kick start, lampe, horn, foi

£95.—Oapt. Ward, 6, Grotes Place, Blaoli

19

LEA-FEANCIS, 1920. — Place your name -

waiting list for deUvery of these arifitt

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Porttan
W.l.

1 Q20 4h.p. Lea-Francis, speedometer. LucasX t/ horn, full insurance, small mileage, new 1h
out: price £135.— Lieut. Corbishley, 4th Tank Bot
Wareham.

Levis.

LEVIS, 1916,,speedometer, lamps; £39/10.-49
St., Hackney.

CYKIL WILLIAMS for early delivery of L
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. I-

Qih.p. Levis, just delivered: £5^; appointmenj
offers.—80, Sycamore Rd., Handsworth;

19'

Kent.

LEVIS 2Jih.p.. 2-speed, fully equipped, con4iti

new, any trial; £60.—Harrison, Kennels,-. 8
Bakewell. • P

1 Q19 2i4h.p. Levis, as new, everything cornet
JLJ7 mileage; £55, or near oSer.—James,
Shrewsbury.

LEVIS 2"/.u.p., 2-spced. Senspray, Bosch, tttj

IDerfect running order; 45 gns.; offers,-48,

Rd., Dulwich.

LEVIS 1915 2-stroke, 2-6peed countershajt
hauled, re-enamelled, as new ; 50 gns.—iBp,

house St., Clapham Common. -/;

LEVIS, 2V.ib.p., 1915, excellent conditio^ II

spare cover, tools, etc.; £45.-SchofleI*Jftl
market Rd., Ashton-nnder Lyne.

LEVIS 1914 2'^h.p., water-cooled head, n«»&
hauling, Dunlop tyres nearly new, ET.

£38._Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel.: 189.

LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and OWB
early, this famous 2-stroke.—District afloaa

Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., W«'UIL
"

444.

LEVIS, 1916, Popular model, 2Uh.p., ?r*
Biflex forks, touring bars, lamps and bqrft

for the road; £42.—Marlboro' Motors, St i

Tel.: 159.

ir Modd.-
, ...thorised ngenj

Woodstock- St. lofl Oxford St.l, Bond St, W.l. I

Moyfnir 6559.

2S f^ll letters relating to advertisements should quote the number -at the end of each -advertisement, and the date o( the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
O.K.

.-Now 2-»poort 2.»l.roko, Villlors, In Btook
Clinnrllor, tleyre ond Williams. Uitoliin, Hor

165 illtcllii

-ts,

[0064

[3339

,
3li.h,p, Pri-oislon, Philipson pilllov. rlutrli. B.

•lid H.. Hnsch. now bolt, last, porleot; £46.—
lion I!d., nrixlon.

2-sliiil,i\ a spBi'd, 1915, just overlunileil
Hit cpnilitinii. MOW tyi(?8.— Dr. Simpson, 21, SpoiM'c
Willi. i«i.iitli CoMiiiiaii. [273C

7 O.K., 2-spp(Hl. 2-.,li.ii., in perfect condition
rwuly to ririp awiij; .£45.—A. Flower, Haipcn
nrngo iiml Cou.ii Works, Hnrpondeu.
2i.;li.p. 4-8troke, 2-speed, o.h.i.v., new ».-.... -..1

iirs, lump, horn, excellent running order; X43
irest.-Hiirtwell, 4, Augusta Plnce, Leiuiiinutoii.

[X8393
Omega

'''?^'„'';'^-''- 2-apeed, nnd medel do luxe, (it 66
00 74 BUS. r6.i|«;oti-i'eIy.-Stool;od by Lloyrt niid

' », etntiou St., Le^ve^. [1675

P. and M.
1(1 M., Si.ih.p., a-spred, in good
•274, Hish Hd., liolUum.

IL WILLIAMS for enrly delivery of P. ond
I. «.-(- liiipol Ash Depot, Wolvorhnmptoa. [X8624
id M. 1910 S'.Ji.p,, 2-speed, olufeh, £30: sidecar
to oiiit, i;6.-437. West Green Ed., Hiirring.-iv,

[2683

Sro'*'-; ,'']^' 3'i.h.p., speedometer, Lucas, etc.
SSe.-l.lantair, Sutton Rd., Erdiugton, Birn
' [X8264
.ND New 1920 P. and M., complete with
imps: best offer secures.—Box 2,373, c/o The
^ '"''' [3317
ad M.-Soveral late model combinations for .„.
Mdulo delivery at reasonable prices.-Mebss and
, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3331
) 1'. and M., H.A.F. model, only run 200 ui
eseellent condition throughout: any examiuat...

,

=8, Ut. Preseott St., Aldgate, E. [2383
Id M., 1918. S'L-h.p., reconstructed H.A.F. model
ind new ca,ioelet sidecar; £105.—Elce and Co.
Blshopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0068

i P. nnd M., 3Vsh.p., 2-sp6ed, kick startei
lOrn tools comulete, nnd ready to ride nway best
ver £70 secures.—Box 2,803, c/o The Motor Cyd--

W.D. P. and M. Combination, new sid^^fr^
ilected machine.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co 7o'
Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113:

1 I. . ^r -. ,
• [2161

I I. and .\1. Lombinntion, condition perfect- ex-
pert examinatiou invited; private owner; lamps
:125; atiei 6.-6, Rarfett St., Queen's Park,

Kfl., U. [2732
LON-JIOOKE, px-uiilitary stores, overhiraled and
i,n? "l;l""°'''''l. 'E'S; complete with Millford

, £106.-MLuides', 100, Gt. Portland St., London,
0. Pan.* M., Exeter. [3306
id M., late li.A.F. model, unseratehed. meehani-
illy perfect, new back tyre, new chains, Lu"as
nnip, horn, any trial: fiSO.-'Phone: Chi.wick
Bcxmoor 52.-Box 471, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle.

;X8449
P, and S.

UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

-

'. and S. 2-stroke 2-9peed Models, Villiers en"ine
; also kick start model, £74; delivery from

[1431
Peugeot.

Peugeot, low, in perfect condition, spring forks,
>od tyres; £45.-72, Beechfleld Ed., Finsbury

[2578
OR Bike, Peugeot, twin-cvl., 7-9h.p., £55-
cker sideoar, £8 good condition.-Clarke 141
Bd., Penge, London, o.E. [X8423
Peugeot. 2-speed combination, new coachbuilt
ly, Bosch, new Amac, lamps, etc., ride away

. 6, Western Rd., Southall. [3220
t Peugeot-Fafnir Twin, running order, all new

iings, sidecar, less wheel; flrst cash £37 se-W Wright. 4. Maisoa Dieu Terrace, Deal. [2419
*|l. Twin Peugeot, M:it,-.hles3 2-speed, Bosch, Sen-
.1 ay. new Dn:ilop on back, just overhauled: seen
ej' p.m.- £45, offer.-Hassell, 32, Tachbrook St
« '**" -

.
.

[3032

^ Precision.
SlIlSlON Enquiries Invited by J. Blake and Co.,
;S.e leading motor cycle experts, Liverpool 01H

tBUY ^«P"Y0UR
1

Douglas
^^^ FROM

[65321 ste

'ISION 4i.',h.p., 1914, Armstrong 3-speed, discs-
e 60 miles to purchaser.-Coulthard, Belmont!
iuper-Mare. [3034

I
ISIOX 2';4h,p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carbur-
?r, Dnnlop tvres and belt as new, fine condition,
.: seen any time; f36.—Parrish, Thaxted, -Essex.

I

ISION 1914 4V411.P., 3-speed Armstrong Lears^
I ichbui t sidecar, 4-point, rereutly overhauled, all

•s. splendid condition throughout bargain £86 •

years during war.-Beadle, 215, Baker St.. Eu-
[3060

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now

All motor cycles ot repute
will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain toadvance

Don't pay premiums or
high prices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p, Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £155

The Famous House

ColmoreDepot,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

»HI':MII':ii :: ,1i ,, ,
; ,,»..l,, had little weur; £42.-

I;"' I li ii'i. 'I lii'l il I
,

l!li..|in«forrl. [2611

' ' I' 1' I'"' I'll. I,
,

I
' I'll bub gear, BoHch maK-

;

'^ i;i'". I' Icr, (110 I''.,. 1.1, Cliorloy Wood. [2366

)EKMIEIl 3Vili.p., 2-Bpeed, Bplondid order tlitongli-
out; £38.—Sp«oeliley, 1, tlunneritbury Luue,

13194

(2943

ill. p. Premier and Sidecar, low gear damaged,
2 cheap; particulars, stamp.—Claydon, Eastry,
ver. (3215

h.p. Premier nnd Sidecar, 3-Bpeed and cuteli, pedal
start, splendid condition ; £65.—Boon, Hatfield

vcrcl, EKsex. [2688

PREMIER 3V.!h.p., nearly new coach sidecar, 2 speeds,

. l-'.E. ; £80.—Lamb, Norman Terrace, Higli St.
' Smith, East Ham. [2705

PREMIER 3'/.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., lamps; £45;
offers; exchange lower power.—17, Station Rd.,

Warnham, Sussex. [3213

RE.MIER Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., Druids,
good tyres, good running order; £32.—38, Linver

Rd„ Parson's Green, S.W.6. [3238

PREMIER 2iAh.p., Bosch, B. and B., adjustable pul-
ley, just overhauled, new tyres and belt; £37/10.-

47, Nottingham Rd., Long Eaton. [2384

PREMIER SV^h.p., 2-speed countershaft, handle
start, foot clutch, grand condition; 50 gns.

—

Owner, 20, Canterbury Rd., Croydon. [2457

3ih.p. Premier, in good condition, single speed,
2 nearly new, steel stud tyres; £40.—Cayless and

Potter, Gladstone Mews, Wood Green, N.22. [3009

PREMIER (late 1914) 2i/4h.p.. C.A.V. mag., just
been thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent.—

B. S. Marshall, Ltd;, 33-34, Foley St., W. 'Phone:
-Mayfair 6906. [0077

PREMIER SVjh.p., 3-speed, Canoelet coachbuilt
sidecar, everything complete, pillion seat, ready

to drive away; £80.—Pullen, Garnish Hall Cottages,
Tbeydon Bois, Essex. [X8164

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, new tyres, first-

class condition; £60, or nearest, for immediate
sale.—Full particulars, Brocklehurst, 19, Tudor Rd.,
Kingston Hill. Tel. : Kingston 40. [3237

PREMIER 1914 SVjh.p. Combination, kick start, 3-

speed countershaft, ilills-Fulford sidecar, wind
screen, lamps, horn, tools, recently overhauled: any trial;
bargain, £75.-Foote, 473, High'Rd., Tottenham, [2408

P.V.

P.v.. May, 1919, 2-stroke 2y:,h.p. Villiers, Chaier-
Lea 2-speed, variable mag., Senspray, Brampton

forks, sprung back wheel, large Brooks, absolute
comfort, semi-automatic lubrication, Hutchinson's
2Viin. (unpunctured), Lucas lamps, tools. Klaxon,
perfect; £65.—Central 2475 before 5 p.m.—G., 31,
Anerley Park, S.E,20. [3364

Quadrant,
QLTADRANT 2yoh.p., fine running order; £16.-27,

Ormeley Ed., Balhom, S.'W. [2701

WADCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New Quad-
rant combination, 4;-2h.p., 1920 models; £122/10,

[1432
3ih.p. Quadrant, mag., B. and B., splendid tyres ; ride

2 away ; £20.— Side entrance, 27, Princess Bd., West
Kilburn.

'

[3063

4JLh.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, complete, less mag. and
2 carburetter, otherwise smart machine; bargain.

£1.8/10, carriage paid.—Box 2,840, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[2981.

QUADRANT 3h.p. , mag., spring forks, splendid con-
dition, ivith spare pair practic^nlly new tyres and

tul)es: trial: bargain, £20.—Reeves, 15, Hazelwick Rd..
Three Bridges, Su-ssex. [2704

4ih.p. Quadrant Combination, 3-speed countershaft
2 gear, clutch and kick starter; may be obtained

on Harrods system of easy payments.—Harrods Motor
Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main
Building), London, S.W.I. [2941

Radco.
QJLh.p. Radco, lamps, etc., in first-class condition,
/*4 ride away; £30.-2, Buckleigh Rd., Streatham.

[3104

"J Q 1 6 Radco, disc wheels, lamps, horn, tool^ : £40,
X t/ or offer.—Martin, Laurels, Quay, Minehead.

[X8390
RADCO 2\4h.p. 2-stroke, needs overhauling; as it

stands, £26.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans.
Tel. :- 159. [3151

"1 iQ 1 8 Radco 2-stroke, T.T. bars. Union engine, ju:t
-Ltf overhauled, lamps, horn, etc.; £40.-2, Court

d, Eltham. [2906

RADCO, just overhauled, sporting model; any trial;

what offers ? after 6.30.—Crump, Inverness Ter-

race, Bayswater, W. [9459

RADCO, like new, ' only done few miles, fully

eouipped, speedometer, lamps, tools, etc.. great

bargain, only wants seeing; 4S gns.—213, Putney
Rd., Putney. [2323

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B3I
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Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDAED C.B. Combination, S-speed

countershaft, cluti.-h, lOh.p. ; nny trial, any exam-
ination; bargain, £120.-195, Stonbouse St., Clapham
Common. [.2804

Regent.
REGENT S-Th.p. Fist Twin, deliveries commencing

April.—Fnll particulars Irom Guest Bros., Caus«
way, Peterborough, [261

CJEND postcard Jor paTticnIars of Regent S-7h.p. flat
*^

_
twin to ua. We can giye earliest deliveriee of these

and

Rex.
5-61j.r. Rex and sidecar, clutch;

Tustm St., Old Kent Rd.,

[012<J

£32.-58,
[2607

REX S^^h.p., clutch, Bosch, Amac, good tyres; £22
ofEers.-24, Brampton Ed., East Ham. [2403

"DEX, 4h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., splendid
-•-I' order; £48.—Wilkinson, Bordon, Hant:

REX 3M>b.p., accumulator-dri'
anything to value.—

W

Selbv.
Far

[3039

hange
Hirst
[2429

"OTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—8b.p. He:
»V twin combinations, 1920 models, early deliveiT

[1433

Sih.p. Res, mag., perfect order, including tyres, had
4 very little use; £22.—Periier, St. John's Rd.,

Leatherhead. . [2873

~| Oil Rex 6h.p., engine overhauled, 3-Bpeed, tyrei
-t.t/ and belt as new, £50; with sidecar, £56; bar
gain.—207, Mount Pleasant, Redditch. [X8151

T> EX Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start, n(XV Dunlop, aluminium footboards, fast; £52/10.
Wood, Church House, 16, Maida Hill West. [2499

Rex.,lap
114 6-8h.
perfe':'t' condition; £130.—P;

Dental .Surgery, Llandrindod W»l.
[2556

Rover.
WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—5-6h.p

Rover combination; £125. [3366

ROVER 5-6h.p. Twin, new, unpacked, enclosed
chains, solo or combination, at makers' prices

ROVER ""3V2b.p., late 1916, 3-speed countershaft,
kick start, little used till 1919; £85.—Rose'

Garage, tjxbridge. [2489

ROVER, 1918, 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedometer,
perfect throughout;. £97.-32, High bt., Reigate.

[28'14

ROVEE 3y.h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, actually '

stock; list price.—Clark, South Witham, Granth;
[3300

-R. Harris n. Queen's Place, Kendal
[3119

"I Q19 Rover 3V2h.p. Combination, in perfect Condi
J-iJ tion, all accessories; £135.-51, Queen St.;

Hitchin, Herts. [2449

1018 Rover Combination, countershaft, bran
-It/ sidecar, owner driven; £120.—Flat 1, Grand
Parade, Brighton. [3198

1 Q14 Rover Combination, 3-speed gear, perfect
XtF order; £75.—Aquarium Motor Garage, 5, Man-
chester St., Brighton, [3201

ROVER 3l/2h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination. 3
speeds; private owner; ^85.—Hill's Garage,

Woodford Wells. Woodford. [2329

ROVER 3%h.p. 3-speed Combination, 1915, clutch,

O.b; sidecar, perfect condition; £78.-19, Eyn-
ham Ed,. Wood Lane, W.12. [3166

1 Q13 3V;,h.p. Rover, 3.speed, clutch, speedometer,
X*J torpedo wicker sidecar, engine rebushed; £60
83, Fotheringham Bd., Enfield. [2955

"I Q14 Rover Cycle, sidecar. S^^sh.p,, S-speed
XiJ horn, new tyres, tube, warranted perfect; £65.
Fletcher, Hetton-le-Hole, Durham. [2822

ROVER 1914 Coach Combination, 3-speed, in ve
nice order, with accessories: £68; any trial,

29, Brigstock Ed„ Thornton Heath, [2563

uileago uuder 500, like :

and horn; £95,-E, J, 1

St,, East Grinstead, Sussex. [2923

White, 121, Adelaide Rd., Chalk Farm.

430.-7, West End Ed., Southall, Middlesex. (2617

clutch, Canoelet sporting

-C.P,, 117,' Walin Lanei Oricklewood,' N.W.2. [2448

^er Combination, like new, not ridden
got delivery of A. J.S, ; £130 ; fully

aquipped.-Baker, 95, Bollo Bridge Ed., Acton, W.3.
[2642

ROVER Combination, 3'\^.p., 3-speed, starter, lamps,
etc., speedometer, new Tan-Sad, 5 gne. insurance,

aicellent order; nearest £90.-83, South End, Oroydon.

April 8th, 1920

WESTWOOD,
L patents >!

SPARE PARTS.
ROYAL RUBY.

Price, 4/6 each.
- List No. 19 /3.

Red Lens . . 3d. each.
White Lens . . 3d. „
Burner .. ., Sid. „
Bottom Cap . . 7d. ' ,

Patent Burner Holder and
Nut attachment 1 /- each.
Pin and Nuts . . 2d.

Postage E.rtra.

TORPEDO TAIL.
Price, 6 /6 each.
List No. rg/i.

Red Lens, 6d. Lens Wire Id.
Lens Cap, 1 ys Middle Ring.l ;9
.Attachment Screw, Id. End
Cap, 1 '3. Distance Piece, 6d.

Nut, 2d. Clip, id.
PatentBurnerHolder&Nut.l /-

Burner only, 4d.

p™.fTORPEDO
M*^ SIDECAR.

Price, 7/6 each.
List No ig/,.

S.P^^Partiiasrg/iLamp,
also Hhite Lens, 6d.

Bracket, fid.

Postage E.rtra.

headTamp.
Price, 21 /- each-
List A^o. 19/5,

Lens . . 1/6
Lens Cap, 3 /6
LensWire,4d.
End Cap, 3 ,'6

Burner
Holder, 1 ,-

Middle Ring, 3 '-

Reflectors,

complete, 2/-
, 6d.

side
LAMP.

Price. 18 '6 each.

List No. 19/4-

SparePartsasi9/5
Lamp, also Cast
Bracket coinplete
with Knurled

Screw and Lock
Nut, 3/-

Fostagc Extra,

Stocked by all

Agents.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

clutc]
.

wants assenii

best over; must sell.—M"}

Aifreton, Derbyeliire. -

T> OTEB-,

disc -wheels, very fast, quick 'starter;' £85.—& '

Browfa, Hill Farm, Little Addington, Thrapston.^S

'

ROVEE 1919 5-6h.p. and C.B. sidecar, 3 1^'
generators, Klaxon, eto., tyres good, engifl

overhauled, approximate mileagre 770, 60 m.p.e.;*
going abroad {service); £120.—Box 2,834, c/o TM
CycU.

ROVER 5-6h.p., 1919, just retuTned from heiii„

hauled an4 coach painted, painted bufl, diBCWl,
lamps, etc., extra wide handle-bars, 3in, eshfmst
very fast and smart; £135.-20, Cavendish Ed., Bo
moutli. r

LATE! 1919 6h.p. Rover Twin Combination,
W.D., appearance new. tyres unpnnclare'

Miller head lights, mechanical and bulb horn
screens, etc., mileage under 800; best over £185; .

Saturday or Sunday.—Geary, 99. Church St.,
~

;tarter, fully equipped, as new, mileage under iS t

Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
,

Hampstead Tube^tation). 'Phone: Hampsteadi;
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

OCTOBER, 1919, Eover 6h.p. Jap Combinatip
perfect condition, as new, only ridden 460 :

specially-built Milhord Empress sidecar, all 3
28x3in. Magnum Duhlops, Lucas horn and l;?htiii

special wide leg-shields, spare tube, tools, and ifpa

magnificent machine; list priee, £185.—Crosby, OW
House, Leamington. P

Royal Ruby.

JACK HEALY, Cork, official Royal Euby .«£)

Rotational delivery. No premiums accept?^?

1 Q19 Eoyal Ruby, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, Ta^R
-Lt/ feet running order; £42/10.—Nichols, Oxfbi
Wellingborough.

*

"DOTAL EUBT, 1916 Villiers, 2-speed, iieli^s

XV hand clutch, good running t

Billericay, Essex.

ROYAL RUBY, 1920, 3h.p., -.-.._„ —_-
liveries shortly; book now to secure.-^

Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax.

tiilent; 180 gns.—P, T. James,

WAUCHOPE'S 9, Shoe Lane, London.~8bjp.;
Royal Ruby combination. fuj_ly equipped,

|

accessories,- Cameo wind sc

£43.-4^ Cornwall M^'

, euolc .

model,."Stt
vately used latter part 1919 ;0nly, excellent
mechanically perfect, Lucas lamps, Klaxi
sidecar, new hood, screen, side curtains,
extra heavy tyres all wheels, insurance -pofi(

offer.— Sunnyside, Sbalford, near Guildford.

Rudge
CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford. Rud^L

,

supply at list prices. -jSI.

'lutc-h, as newf-TC

R UBGE,^.- delivery of all modeli-B

1919. sidecaf, hol& '

'i Bd., NuQeatajft

ents lor St. Al&\|
for delivery irf"toy

NEW 1920 7-9h.p. Rudge Mulli Twin,' itiet>s3

from works; list ^rice, S147.—Marlboro" >!

St. Albans. Tel.: 159, j'l

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Sboe Lane, Fleet St., I*(4:

5-6I1.P. Kudge Multi and sideoar; fSWlClJ.:

UDGE Multi, 3V'h.p., lamps, perfect: tii
St. Mary Abbottfs Terrace, KensingtoDjrR^

RUDGE, I.O.M. T.T. Model, delitery fn)B
Longmiin Bvi Bond St., Euling. 'PhOnej

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Isaue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ti'lunipli.

•|Q19 Triniiipli, T,T. miiilfl, slilomlul ciiiKiiHim ; £85,
JlV or best otlfi-.-Stiltluiui, 45, Ujiiwi Tahboine St.,

Uil^tiT. [X8427
iumph, oluti'h inoili'l, sploniliil nnlor; £37/10,
Uiinum Miitiir Uiiiaitts 5, Jhini'h.'stiM .St.,

r3209

S¥ -A(|U

riHiMliMPH dh.ii,. 3-.sncpd. K.S.. nncmtcti 1919. |icr-
L ti-it oonilili.in; ieS.-Di'iiUsh,, 216. Poitobdli)
lid.. W.IO. [3290

inph .Tunior. lumps, tools, vow littl;-

Seen any tiiue .^t Highlunds, liiincs.

[2613

11/ lidili'ii:

lill. WiikuiK.

inpBIUMI'II (Vimbinatii
I X speed, Bj.tch, nil i

£55; (luy tnal',—C.S., 14,
uii., i>uH, r,.^.

rl!U:MrH, late 1914, 3-speed, tliuroiiBlil
lanileci. dtl,' ivIiei.lM vow »nut. .pc^_o/itj

ill Ud., Ilroeklev.

TIUUMPH Combination
condition; £65.-57,

Une, Camberwell.

it; £62.-248, II

k start, new
Coldbarbonr

[2469
£eO W.n. Triumph, Btlnrnnteed.-Clifl'nro ., us .ii

Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsa, .S.W 3.
Van,, . .71 1 T r., . .- .Tel.: Kens.i 7113.

rUU-.\lrH Sl.li.p,. T.T., ehfili,A Uunloi) tyres ; ride away

:

Jlieluistord, Ks;

«qi4 4hp. Triumph. 3-speed and clutch; £40.-LU Apply, after " "" •"- -' •E,C., 106, Merto

landy Rd.. Llanelly.

i|O20 Triur
lO tored;
/o The Moto

at offe-

:ilclc.

rRIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds, clutch
cotrdrtiou tlirousbout ; £58 —Tieruai

lide Rd., Leamington.

|18 Triumph Counter.shaft Combiuati(19'

"[2950

[3345

splendid
22, Ad(^
[X8166

aee. iditi.
tollioru. Central 4733.

£128.-15. W;

;y Rd.. Leytc

PEIUMPH 1917, 3-speert

.yATCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London. -2i ih.n Baby
•'Triumph, £65; also 1912 3',b.p. Triuinph. 2-
teed, tree engine; £65. [1437
PRIUilPH 3>.,h.r. T.T., elut.b, 2 brakes teres -end

.'"4*, °';Sr''""l"''' J" -"lendid eonditioi;:'f40.-28:
rant Ed., Thornton Heath. [2557

louse. FalSenham, Norfolk.
'

' [2338
PRIUMPH and Sidecar, 3i.Ji.p.. clutch model, new
L Dunlop heavy, good running order; £48 —33'
irncr ht., TIackney Rd., N.E. [2495
pRIlTJIPH. good condition, horn, pump. lamp set

Z"^'" i""^"
'"'"•'"" "x^^* offers.-Deats, The Nnok,

arfh Heath, Tadworth, Surrey. [3064
Q13 Trimnph T.T., Maboh clutch, disc, special

j
" engine, lamps, pump, horn; £63.—White 152

I toekerton, Warminster, Wilts. [3261

I

^75; Baby Triumph, Sept. 1919, nnscratched, Lucas
' horn, lamps, cyclometer, all perfect.—34, Market

I lace, Mountsorrel, Leicestershire.
, [3113

;

IRItJlIPH 3',bh.p.. adjustable puller, new mas and
1

' belt, lamps, and accessories- £42.-16, We^tover
i if, Wiindsivorth Common, S.W. 18. [3281

I

IHITJMPH 3il,h.p., 1911. fitted with N.S.F. 2.speed
i

gear, m pert'eet condition, orisiual enamel Hke new-
I
15.-257. Cavendish Ed.. Dalliani. S.W. [2816

; ""EHJIIPH 4h.p. Countershaft, disc wheels, lamps,
- etc., in new condition, mechanic^allv perfect- £95-
ter 7.-1, Welhom Ed., Streatham, S.W. [2706

- :— -- -, years, Boseh
x-,r-:„—!;t. <'™'" 6,000.-Oush. 14, Hunts-

ist Hill, T\andsworth, S.W.18. [2722
'.'EIUMPH 3',h.p. 1911-12, T.T. bars, good condition'and appearance, also good tyres: trial; £35.-55
J

aslehurst PI., Little Horton, Bradford, Torks. [3173

1 '"^'Fn'^'™',
lS19-2p, 4h.p., T.T., as new, not done

I
. 500 miles, a lovely sporting machine; accent
- quick sale £85.-135. Edgware Rd.. \V.2. [3225

clutch, good
leai offe
irely. [2.

p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, Ecseh, engine
exrelJiyit cniidition; 53 gus.-Barretts.

^. Bath Ed., Cheltenham. 'Phone: 1083
[2648

' wr Ed.,

Qlo i',...h.p. Triumph, 2-speed N.S.U.
'J condition, engine perfect. fSC
"^lit, 4. Tile I'avemeut, Coulsdon,

()13 31 jh

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

POLLOCK & MACNAB 6iin.

Friction Geared Capstan
Lathes for 1 Jin. bar.

ARCH DALE Plain IVliller,

table 25in, x 1 OJin.

6in, X 14in P. & W, Thread
Miller.

New 10x24in. CHURCHILL
type Universal Grinders.

No. 2 LA POINTE Broaching.

lOin. x36in. LANDIS Plain
Grinder.

HERBERT No. 9 Combination
Turret Lathes.

1 Sin. Swing 8ft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Works Lathe.

2fin. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 1 2 Horizontal
Plain Miller.

Nos.2 & 3 KELLER Die Sink-
ing Machines.

6in.x32in. NORTON Plain

Grinding Machines.

7|in. Centre PARKINSON
"Twink" Lathes.

15in. Stroke H E N D E Y
Shapers.

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: "LATHES. HYDE.-

Telephone: 78, HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, BENNETTS HILL,

LONDON OFFICE

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E,C.2.

Advertisements, xix,

I

MOTOR CYCI.tS von SALE.
Tiiiiiiipli.

-|qi8 Tnurnpli. lOuntershalt, with Kwa.i i.|,o,linK -hii-y car, complete with lamp», horn, not W.ll. : 11-
ipli'mhd (aitMt.-2, NiKbtiiiKale Uil., Lower Clapton.

1Q20 Triumpli Combination, u«ed lew miles trnlA*' £165.—Clifford Wilson MIg. Co,, 70. II.

i

Itospital Rd., Chelsea, 8.W.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113
121'

-IQ13 Clnt.h Model Triumph, wonderful start.
J-«/ meehaniclllv perleet, new tyres, P. ajld II

liKhtine set. trial; £54.—W. L. Rccdman, Sowerlj,
Thirsli. [2'J<:'.

COUNTER.SnAFT Triumph Combination, C.B., '•

Bpced, hand clutch, renovated like new; apo)
before 5 p.m.-Builder, 4, Clark SC„ oft Milk ,si

Uristul. [9047

iqi9 Triumph Junior, lamps and miessnri e« e\c'i
-•-•-' lent conilition. tvres and belt as new. ew 1.1)11

tube; £75 or nearest olfer.-l'oect, Tobnecou; t, Qllee
»27

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4h.p.. 3-Bpeed countershaft (rear
new MiUford SkiH sidecar. semi-T.T. Iwr-

£I25.-Elee and Co.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camonn -

St., i';.<\3 [ooi.i,

TRlUMPni5.—Several W.D. renovated models, sol.

anil Combinations, for immediate delivery at
r ':.¥,, oiible prices.—Mebes and Meb;s, 154-6, Gt. Port
hui.l St.. W.l. [3332

1 Q14 Triumidl Combination, with late imploveinent»,
-L«^ tiiily equipped, sporting sider'ar, fine eondititm :

£85: view after 5 p.m., or 1 p.m. SMtiuday.-l, 1>:.!..

well Park, Sheini. [2381

TRIUMPH 4)1. p., 3-speed conntershaft, 1918-19 com-
bination, eoaclibnilt sidecar, lamps, Kliixon, many

tyres, efficient machine, lamps,
horn, etc.; flr.st £120.—Garaged lb, Uganda St.. Sel-

kirk Rd.. Tooting [2460

Triumph Gloria Combination, perfeet coiid.

tion, mileage 1,000, laiups, Kla.Koii, wind scie...i

£160, or near offer.—Taylor, Oakdene, Ale.\andra II. I .

Farnliorough, Hants. [5044

19^

Pai

19^= i-T.T .Countershaft Triumi
sporting sidecar, disc, petrol tin ...

generators, horn, small mileage; £135.—140, Hor^ele
Fields, Wolverhampton. [X818

electric light, win
ind horn, makers' guai

aplete insurance; £160.—Bernard, 6£
Charing Cross, ltd., W.C.2. [23S'

TEinMPH 3',yi.p. T.T., clutch, lamps, horn, an.
ar-ces..ories. condition and appearance as new; an

trial; £45. or nearest offer; after 5 o'clock.—55
Hatherley Rd., Walthamstow. [255:

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch. Philipson,
etter, special flapper bracket, nev

ouehly overhauled, exceptional conditio!
Kiikley Park Rd., Lowestoft.

lamps, tlioi-

55gns.—24.
[307-

lamps, horn,
good, excellent tyres; £50.—H. W.
field, Garstang Rd., Preston.

TRIUMPH SVjh.p.. 1913. clutch, 3^;pccd, excellent
condition, recently overhauled, C.B. sidecar, all

accessories; 55 gus,, or near offer; appointment.—A.C.,
31, Amelia St., Walworth, S.E. [3053

clutch, fri

s fitted w:
ometer. Klaxon, lamps, fast, :

—J. Baker, Highfield, Wrexh

3ih.p. Trii

2 from
ome
—J.

engine, new back wheel
new tyre, belt, speerl-

sound condition; £50.
[X8167

5 Triumph, 1911, T.T.. overhauled. N.S.U. 2-

speed, new tvres, bslt, new C.B. sidecar.—
Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Rd..
Chelsea, S.\V.3. Tel.: Kens. 7113. [2166

TRIUMPH Junior, mileage about 250, unscratchfd
and not fully nin in, no punctures, horn, usu;il

tools and repair kit, ideal little mount ; lowest £70.—
D. Laviu, Old House, Sonning, Berks. [1659

erhnule
„ ^ . ,

excelled _

last, powerful, and reliable, easy starting ; first

£37.—Gordon Harris, Garsdon, Malmesbury, Wilts. [2577

-j Q18 Triuinph 4h,p., C-S. 3-6peed, K.S., Miller
X«7 lamps, T.T. bars, aluminium discs, long flexible

exhaust, knee grips, Tan-Sad, etc., powerful engiii"
ride away; £95.-18, Paget Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18,

[269"
TRIUMPH, 31/2I1.P., 3-speed. Coronet sidecar, 2 n.

covers, tubes, belt, lamps, horn, unused du:
war, 600 miles 1919, unused since overhauling; £80
52, WilUngdon Rd., Westbury Av., Wood Green._

2-stroke, 2-speed. 1916 uk !.

.. Triumph carburetter. l;nii;^, I

ew, machine perfect: ri-l^ v

Lffer; must seli.-Bos 2,791. m y /

Vn letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a3j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1919' 5 countershaft model,
ridden solo only, bought new, perfect condition.

can be inspected at Woolwich Haulage Co.'s Garage,
Hill St., Woolwich; offers?—Box 2,884, c/o The, Motor
Ciicle. [3328

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., clutch, Kloxhoiu, speedometer,
Philipson pulley, all spares, just overhauled, 60

ens.; also gent's cycle, James, 26iu. frame. Palmers.
;£?.—25, Kidbrook Park Rd., Blackheath. (2 to 6

p.m. Saturday.) [2976

"j Q18 Countershaft Triumphs.—Several .in perfect con
-1.*/ dition, re^enamelled makers' colours, some witi.'

brand new tyres and belts, engines Nos. 50000 to 57000

;

absolute bargains, ready for tour; £87/10 and £90.—
3, Courtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12. • [2759

"IQ18 Triumph (renovated), o-speed and clutch geai
J-tf bo.x, new Dimlops, horn, lamps, eti\, overhauled
and perfect, cannot be touched at the price; an Easter
snip, and cannot be repeated at £90.—Lewis and
Emery, 4a, Petersham Rd., Richmond. [2525

1,013 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 3-speed, F.E.
J-'*J clutch, waterproof Bosch, Triumph carburetter,
overhauled, good tyres, with lamps, horn, good condi-
tion, smart machine; first cheque 50 gns. secures.—
Whitmore, Chase Estate, King's Lynn. [2699

TRIUMPH 1918 Countershaft Model, fitted witl
specially made sporting sidecar, wind screen ant

side curtains, all accessories,, new condition through
out, a really smart lot; neare^it £130.—Chinery, 1

Hammersmith Rd., Kensington. 'I'houe: Western 4140
[274E

de.

>s. (D)
[9218
clutch

new heavy Dunlops and tubes, di£

spares, appearance equal to new; seen and ti

time; 85 gns. cash.—Elsden, Sutton, Ely, Cam

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913, SVJl.p., F.E
3-speed S.A., sidecar, C.B., unscratched, 3 lamps,

horn, new piston, bush, belt, and inner tube, plate
enamel, and running order good, smart turnout; £70
delivery for Easter within 40 miles.—Oliver, 21, Orchard
Rd., Walkley, Sheffield. • [261^

LATE 1919 4h.p. Countershaft Trimnph, metal knee
shields, Cowey sp-^edometer. Miller lamps, mechani

car and bulb horns, spare tvres and belt, full tool kit

etc., very little used, condition better than new; £110;
meet any train Stoke Miindeville Station, G.C.R.—Box
2,833, -c/o The Motor Cycle. [2901

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, countershaft, purple
No. 2 Montgomery sidecar, largest size F.R.S.

head lamp, side and tail lamps. Klaxon, Stewart
speedometer, spare belt, tyres nearly new, does 50
level with passenger, runs on benzole, Amac carbu
retter; £135.-0. Smart, Haverhill. . [3284

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Velocette
—Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [s:862;

Kla
carefully used

£45.-Whytc, c/o Hindle, Riverside. Heedliam, Norfolk
[29i:

Verus.
4h.p. Verus-Blackburne : immediate delivery; £110.^

Maudes' Motor Mai"t, 100, Paris St., Exeter
'Phone: 933. [284:

2iJh.p. Yerus-Blackburne ; immediate delivery; 9t
4 gns.-Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Ex»ter

'Phone: 933. [2843

DELIVERY from stock, 2>^h.p. 2-speed K.S. Verus
machines. A serious touring mount. Send us

your enquiries for other models.— Elliott Bros, and
Stevens. Cambuslang, Glasgow. [0I2J

VERUS BLACKBURNE 2%ih.p., 2-speed, h.b.c
clutch, delivered one month ago and used for

journalistic test only, clean sheet in recent trial con
raining several of the worst hills in Scotland, com
plete; £100.—Batten. Hope Park Lodge. Peebles. N.B

[X746J
Vexnor.

-91, Fairfield Rd., Bow.
'

[297:

Werner.
«?14.-2h.p. Werner Mghtweiglit, little, lew, Amacw spring forks, coil, good engine, tyres

;

ride away ni

end.-Lambert, 1, Pitlake, Croydon. [2824

Wilkin.

WILKIN Enquiries lor early rotational deliverv
invited by J. Blake and Co., the leading moto.

cycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. [658,

Williamson.
8]i.p. Williamson Combination, in splendid condition.—

Gittins, Ltd., Oswestry. [2892

WILLIAMSON Combination, as new, landaulet 2-

se:iter sidecar; nearest £200.-10, Thornbury Rd.,
S.W.2. [2700

WILLIAMSON Combination, 81i.p., dynamo light
ing. 1915 model, very sporting outfit, splendid

condition; £140.—Furuill, North and Co., Peterborough.

,_, [2778
T\7ILLtAMS0N Sli.p., W.O. Douglas engine, good
'» tyrLs, lamps, horn, speedometer, 2-seater C.B.

sidecnr, \\u<\(\, screen, grid, excellent conditiun; £110.—
11, f^taiuhirth Ed., Newbury Park, Ilford. [3253

iTwoSlROKEl
IN

THE COLMORE CUP
TRIAL.

Percy Newman - 1 st class certificate

G. Dallison - -2ndclasscertificate

H. U. Smytheman - Srd classcertificate

I

Comments of " The Molo^' Cycle

"

performance^

On Saintsbury Kirl.
—

" Quite a number
j

selected to play safety by making a steady
start and sure climb. Among these may be I

mentioned P. Newman (Ivy)."

On Rising Sun Hill.—' ( ) made
performance on the lower slopes as did H,
Smytheman (Ivy).

At Wille-Sley.
—

" The best climbs which we I

noted were made by P. Newman (Ivy), etc. i

Re Comments on the Trial—
" The modern two-stroke is no longer a toy.

Some of the best climbs of the day were
I

accomplished by f ). Ivy. and ( ), ,

two-strokes.
'

I
•

•
I

All Purpose Model, single-speed

AU Purpose Model, plain 2-speed
countershaft gear - £66

All Purpose Model, with Sturmey-
Archer 2-speed gear,hand-con-
trolled clutch, and kick-starter £72

I

I

Isle-of-ManSpo
speed

Is!e-of-Man Sporting Model, 2-

speed, plain countershaft gear £69
Isle-of-Man Sporting Model, with

St in-mey-Archer 2-speed gear,

hand-controlled clutch, and
kick-starter £75

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.,!
^ ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM ^
99 Lvits free on application. ^P

iMsfocMr!
I OF ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

WOLF-J.A.P., 2-5peed, kick start, all on;
49, Well -St., Hackney.

"WOLF-J.A.P. 2%h.p., stored 2 years, excellent cou±
J*» dition: bargain, £33.—Lynton, Park Orescent*. I

Churchend, Finohley. [3277i,

WOLF 2"!4h.p., 1915, excellent condition, tvres, Mf
new. lamps, complete; £38.—Carter, ShotattoiiJ

Buyton-Eleven-Towns, Salop. [2999

WOLF-J.A.P. 4h.p., all chain, countershaft, peri
throughout. £60; sidecar to fit same. £10.-

WQOLEE, semi T.T., at

secures, no premiuu
borough. T.A. : Automobile,

Wooler.
'., actually in stock ; £5 depa
Ilium.—Jfortb Garage Co., S«

[27Sf

1 Q19 Wooler 2-j4h.p. Touring Model, flat twin, sprin?;
--«.' frame, 9 gears. Klaxon, lamps, pump, etc., smootl^
economical, spotless; £85.—Hollingside, Priest HilK

,

Caversham, Reading. [30?{(

Zeniths ; book

ford, Middlesex. ' \2S3S

lo gear, hand clut^
Marlboro' Motors, ®.

Albans, "Tel.: 159. - [31SS

ZEXITH-GK.4.I)UA, clutch, kirk start, fast, just ovet
hauled, underslung cane sidecar, lamps, etc. : £85.

-4, Park St., Berkhamsted. [2^J

ZEJvITH 8h.p. Combination, Gloria Projectile, j»-

enamelled and overhauled ; best offer over £146.
-14, Osborne Villas, Hove. [2691

SPORTING 6h.p. T.T. Zenith-Gradua, late 1914, diabt,

speedometer, very fast, just overhauled at cost^Of

£20; price £78.—Webb, Station, Oundle. [awS

nd kick starter, dan
3 lamps; £138?^

Maudes', 100, Gt. .Portland St., London. [3M9

J
any t^i

80 gns.-l, Hazellville Ed., Upper HoUoway. [2419

ZENITH 8-lOh.p. Countershaft Coaohbuilt CombM-
tion, kick starter, clutch, special 90 bore engi^,

very powerful lot; S115.—103a, High St., Wandsworffi.
[asM

Aquarium Motor Garage, 5

-| O^O 6h.p.
Ail horn, s

Manchester St., Brightwi.
13200

. T.T. Zenith, run 1,500 miles, lamfiB.

peedometer, spare belt, tools and spwte;
best offer over £125 secures.-Straker, 91, Oakbill ^«..

Putney. [a»8

ZENITH-GEADUA-J.A.P. Sh.p., coachbuilt sideOT,

handle-bar clutch, F.E.S. lumps, Cowey, meoMm-
cal horn, original tyre, spares; £90.—Tickle, Bagw(ami,

Leicestershire. t2W
ZENITH-GRADUA 1916 3'/2h.p. Twin. countershJlt.

kick starter, all In very good order and sm»ri

appearance; 80 gns.—Apply, F. H. Grover, AmersfiWB
Common, Bucks. [3M0

ZENITH Combination, 1916, 4-5h.p., twin, connter-i

shaft, clutch K.S., lamps, and spares; £98; OHer;

or Douglas part exchange.—Smart, 35, Colwell 'Sa..;

East Dulwich, S.E. .
[MM

6h.p. Zenith Sporting Model, recently overhaulefl.i,

engine in flrst-cla^s condition, discs. lamsSi

Klaxon, etc.. all on; £70, bargain.— 8', Hazeldon K^t.

Crofton Park, Biockley, S.E.4. [2967

ZENITH, late model, special competition model, SOx,

77V'. overhead valves, special lubrication and 9X-,

haust systems, with new Flying Middleton smM"i
£145.—Grove House, Rochester. [o23:

6h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, K.S., plating

enamel as new, hood, screen, speedometer, lamr'

horn, tools, condition perfect, new tyres; £105.—Davim:
ton. West Heatli Rd. iBostal Hill), Abbey Wood, SJv-

ZENITH-GRADUA 41i.p., countershaft, clutch. K.S

unorated 1919, mileage under 4,000, with 191'-

Cnnoelet sidecar, speedometer. Klaxon, ready for tom_

£88.-20, Trcen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes, b.W.lj'

ZENITH 4-5h.p. Twin, 1916, Sinks carburetter

speedometer, horn, P. and H. lamps, tyres nc»

heavy Palmer on rear, pillion scat, very fast, excellois

condition; £75.-Peviot, Cluntagh, Ryde, Ms <'

Wight. l^'^-''

A36 All letters relating to advertisements .should auote the number at the end ol each advertiseme.nt, and the date of the issue

J,
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MOTOn CYCLES FOH SALE.
ZcnltU.

/ENfl'II ail p. CiiMilUniilt Coiiiliiniitiou, coiintorsliiift,

i .liihli, l;i,l; sliiit, new b«lt. new Uniiloiia, urn-

iiiuiiiil lii'iii, hiiniis, very fnst. rcndy unci cuniiilole

ir tdiii, spli'iuliil condition; £120.-156, Bronnini!

The Mt'l^r Ci/iU. 15132

Ladles' Motor Cycles.
Al'Vs Mni.,,,,

I
„,!„, 2i;ii.ij,, 1915, complete witli

' liiiiiP^, .ii
, m ,11,1 condition; i35, ueaicst.-Hmitlii,

iitl.'v Wiiitii, ,, II ,„K [3036

rol.I.V -" ,1) I' iip.^i I'rame Lndr's Motor Cycle, fiiii

«- I Iiti"! " MA--.. II. iinfi B., rirte mvay ; £20.-
9. .Mui.lpii.l IM . Kiiileld Wiisli. [2C31

913 ]Oiili,.|,l, 2 sii™>l 2-strolie, iu new condition, coni-
I'l.t.. uitli laiiip.s, horn, nud tonls, eti' 1 idciil

ys niiuuit. pcilcct. and n ivonderlnl l.inBiiin at
8/10.-Le«is niid Emery, 4,i, Pcteisliaiu IM., Eicli-
nd. [2524

Miscellaneous.
tOY.\L RUBIES, all models.

1QI6 7 Sli.p. Indian Combination; £110.

|Q16 31i.p. Horizontal Twin Bra

IIIE II. C. .Motor Co., 347. Finchlev ' Rd.
Pliooo : Hainpstcad 4631. Open altern

ndays. (5694

fcO you want to buy a car or motor cycle privately?

£70

N.W.;

protil;
want to avoid paying excessive middleman's

lOZENS of privately owned cars and motor cycles
on cur list to-day. Send six penny stamps for list

I free inliorluction to just what you want.—Kwik-
• Private .Mutm Hi-gi,.tiv, 35. Long Acre, W.C. (inn by
lobilisDd ohicers). Call if you can. [0138

rOTOR Cycle. 2>jh.p., less mag., incomplete; £9/10.
- —S. Harringa. Grove, Hornsey. [3273

D. VARTY for motor cycles, cash or exchange
•• All machines guaranteed.—Below.

D. VARTY guarantees all dates advertised to be
'- correct, and date of machine is pub 00 the
tipt.-Below

D. VARTY despatches all second-hand machines
• carriage paid at railway company's risk to your
rest station.-Below.

D. VARTY'S place is at the top of the well-
• known Bread and Cheese Hill, on the London-
;hend road, and every machine is tested up this
b*rnre despatching.—Below.

D, VARTY, Thundersley, Rayleigh, Essex. [9748

.p. Combination. F.E., 2 speeds: £45: Saturday
1 afternoon.- 5, Trulock Ed.. Lower Tottenham.

! [2720
I
JOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—Clyno combination,

-f detachable wheels, £99/10; Clyno gun carriage,
t /lO.

1 lOTH'S Motoiies, Halifax.—Eight 1915 Douglas's,
' £55/5 each; Douglas 1918 combination, £110/10.
1 lOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—4h. p. Triumph, with
. new sidecar, countershaft model; £105/5.

1 )OTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—SV-h.p. Ariel, 3-speed
f countershaft, with new sideca'r; £88/10.

I lOTHS Motorics. Halifax.—1918 AUdays Allon.
' 2 speeds, i;59;i0; Hobart, £48/10,

1 lOTH'S Motorics. Halifax.-O.K., 2 speeds.
J £46/10; Calthorpe, Enaeld gear, £55/10.

I .EGAIX.-Powerful 61i.p. 2-speed twin combin.ation
;

* £65, first cosh secures.-Senrle's Stores, South-
t>l igh. [2806

f p. Twin, 2-stroke, just overhauled, very powerful,
*, good tyres, ready to ride awav: best offer over £50.
- Dean St., Commerci.nl Ed., E. [2621

t. i,p. Motor Cycle, 2-speed, minus belt, new Dunlop
*' on rear, engine quite recently overhauled; nearest
- -335, Gloucester Ed., Horfleld, Bristol. [3242
* li.p. !Motor Cycle, believed early Triumph, battery

ignition, good tyres, new tubes, new belt, wants
;, otherwise good; £12.-39. Calcutta Rd.. Til-

[3287

THE
EASTER

RUSH
being over, we hope
that DELIVERIES of

machines will now be

coining through in

INCREASING numbers.

If you have net

already booked

your order, get

into touch with us

at ONCE. We are

AGENTS & CON-
TRACTORS for all

the well - known
makes.

We can make you a LIBER.'\i.

allowance for j'our presen'

machine in part exchange anil

save you the trouble and e.v

pense of disposing of il privalcT\.

We are still in want of GOOD
UP^O-DATE Motor Cycles

and Combinations, and if you
have one to dispose of, please

let us have full particulars

and the price you require.

THE SERVICE

COMPANY, Ltd.

289-292, High Holborn,

LONDON, V^.C.l.

'Phone: 'Grams:
Holborn 6430, 'Admittedly.

MOTOR CYCI.tS FOU SAI.P..

Ml8CcllancouB,

B.H.A.. al-o Abinsdon 3'/ah.|i. motor cycles, com-
plete, lor sale loss cnKiDCs. or cnglne« suitable

wanted; liigbcst oflcrs.—W, Dickson, Dungannon,
Tyrone. [2530

6I1.I). 1916 Combination, completely overhauled, re

cimn.cllcd black and gold, 4 intcrcliangcabk-
wl N, lock, like new outfit; £130.-27, Pcldon Av..
lli.'LM,.Mid, 12354

D(lli<:l.A8, 1915-16, 2 speeds, discs, completely over-
haiib-d. tail, reliable, excellent condition, 56

mis.; aho 'I'l ilimi.lj. 2 speed, cintoh, 45 8ns.-I02,
llaioilloM IM., wimbl.dun, S.W.19. [3120

CLAIMIAM (Motors), Greenwich.—Easter Iloiidayii.

Spciiiil notice lor the convenience ol clicnt.i

Our new sliowroom.s will be open daily up to 5 p.m.

dlirin" holidays.—Note address: 27, Stockwcll St.,

(Irccnwich, S.E.IO, 12265

TRIUMI'II, 2-speed, F.E., in cst-cll. nt ,
..noiti -^i

,

1916 Hnrley-Duvidson 7.9h.p. ---k-^ <'•"

7-9h

[xs;2, Windsor St., Leamington.

F.OO.H. (the motor cnr nnd bike peoi)le).-Call mid
see us. New and second-hand motor cycles, <i)m-

linatinns, and light cars always on view, prices to suit

\i-i vhii.lv, "Wo will l>uy your old mount or allow ;i

i.i'I
I
Mr,- fill it ill part cxchauRe. We nrs mnv delixer-

11; 1920 iiiod,-l,s, Crmlsoii-B, N,U.T,, Matchless, H:ir-

l.-i-linuVriii. RiiilfC. I)..S.A., New Inii«>iials. Alli.ii.

Il:il, UlllCLM, Sim, 1) K,. Coveiitiv I'luule. Weill, Nlid

ii-,-eiit iiii-iiiiiiin».-5, "H.-i11j St, IIi,iiMist.-:,il (nr, ll:iiiiii-

stead Tube Station]. 'Phone: llaminitead -3752. Hours
9-7, iucludins Saturdays. 11961

TRICYCLHS FOR SALE.
RAYBECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fitted with

Sturmey-Archer 3-sp3ed gear, render lame peopio
Iclightlullv independent The Raybeck fitted with
Model dc Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form ol

motoring lor the disabled; catalogue free.-Harry
llayn^r, 10 and 12, George St., Blackpool. [8065

TRICARS FOR SALE.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
(X8387

139.

All letters relating to advertisements should ciuote the number at the end of each adv

A CTlirFn Srooter: 40 gns. ; in stock.—Morr
i Kiii.hley Ed.. N.W. i2894

FA.VODS Skootamota, A.B.C. engine, early delivc

Ties.—Grey and Co., Beaconsfleld. [1266

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.— Autoped
.scooters, ex-stock; £42; dynamo lightins I14i9

t UTOPED, delivery from stock; £42, with elertrii-

A. lisiht.-Xorth Garage Co., Columbus Eavine, Scai-

inioHgh, L2792

SCOOTER, with seat, lamps, etc.; £30.-18. Bellevue

3 Gdns., Clapham Rd., S.W.9 (2 minutes Stockwc-ll

station). [2568

* HTO GLIDERS.-Place your orders now to secureA delivery -Distributers tor Kent. Saunders Cycle

Co.. Chatham 18805

aCOOTER.-Immediate delivery of L.A.D. inake;

O *45.-Reid, Stopford. and Ridd. 14, Clifford St..

vV. Regent 1478. [0157

ft Rd., Eastbourne. (3276

SKOOTAMOTA and Autoped, delivery from stock.-

The Lantester Engineerini; Co., Motor Cycle Dept.,

63, Brighton Kd., Surbiton. [2091

MOTOR Scooter, AutoWheel unit, equal wheels.

Brooks saddle, Bowden brakes, perfect order;
i£25.-Ander3on, Irvine Vennel, Kilmaurs. [2889

ol

ndition;
;all.

[2872

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC
HERCULES Hoods, 52/6 and 65/-; hoods recovered;

sp=cial terms to trade.—Hercules Hood Co., 698,

seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [2871

BODIES.
VENDS.—Singles, tandems stepped, and underslung;

cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmens: repairs,

repainting: exchanges.

VENUS.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies.' any
design, in the rouffh if d-^sired.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to nser; save

money; lists ready, write

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-13. Courley St.. S. Totten

ham. [3232

CANE Sidecar Body, reclining position; 35/..-;-207

Mount Pleasant, Redditch. 1X3152

ertisement, and the date of the issue. A.^g
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FOR Sale, Indian sidecar body; ,£3/10.—Mr. Chalker,
Beechivood Cottage, Fitzroy Park. Highgate, N.6.

[2995
ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies are built by experts

first-class finish ; models supplied to fit every type
of classis.—Write The Willowbrook Co., Leicester. [005C

BASTONE'S. — We haye seyeral soiled bodies tc

clear to make room for new models; inspection
inyited.-228, Pentonyille Ed., King's Cross, London.
N.l. [5027

COACH Bodies, all types, fit any chassis, aprons,
hoods, screens tCameo and Easting stocked).—T.

Williams, Manufacturers, 9, Lower Chatham St.,

IVIanchester.
'

[2799

PERFECTION Coach Sidecar Bodies, reduced prices,
undsrsluug or step patterns: new sidecar chassis

from £7/15.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union Street
South, Halifax. [334e

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designr
and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wino

jcreens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City Motor Co.,
121, 123, 125, London Ed., Manchester. [0046

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for oyer 80 years. Consult us when de-
signing new ide*s.— 20, Tudor St., London, E.O.4. [0004

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sidecai
body builders in the country. We have manu-

factured to date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
on hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-seaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro
joctiles, and featherri-eight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandharn
Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [0020

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

Q ANDUM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

S-'

SANDCM Elite Sidecar, £26: the smartest sidecar on
the ro.^d: highly recommended in "The Motor

Cycle."

OANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to^ £35 ; absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Patent Convertible Sidecar with the di;

appearing seat: a de luxe single-seater, yet capable
of seating two adults comfortably : the latest evolution
of the sidecar body; fully patented.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart
racy, weight 1 8 lbs., locker in back and u

seat; when not in use the seat back hinges forward and
neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body;
mediate delivery ; £3.

SA^fDDM Sidecars.-The most noted body-builders i:

the country.

^[ANllHAM Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Ed
>-J W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories: IS
tn 164. I'entonville Rd.. N. ; and Britannia Worki
lintannia St., W.C. [0019

MOXTGOilEEY. Indian model, in stock.-W.
Ednards, Taunton. [3364

HENDERSON Lightweight, also Model Bl, in stock—W. P. Edwards, Taunton. [3363

WICKER Sidecar, with apron, suit lightweight;
£5/10.-Wilkinson, Borden, Hants. [3037

GLORIA Sidecar, mileage 300, absolutely as new
i;23—Harvey Hudson, Woodford, Essex. [2365

TORPEDO Wicker Sidecar, complete, sporty appear-
ance; £6.—H. Slack. Richmond Hd. Crewe [2932

. ; £11;
595, Green Liines, N.8.

[2762
ICHT Sidecar Chassis and Fittings, 26x2V, tyre,
good condition; £4/10.—Kendall, Ockley, Surrey.

[2884

THE COVENTRY
Motor Mart, Ltd.,
London Road, Coventry.

Telegrams: "Selection, Coventry."

N STOCK.
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.

3J h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.
3| h.p. ROVER Combination.
6 h.p. ROVER Combination.
ALLDAYS ALLON de Luxe.
HOBARX-J.A.P. HOBART 2-stroke.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
CALTHORPE 2-stroke.

WE ARE NOW OPEN TO BOOK
ORDERS for APRIL DELIVERY of

INDIAN
POWERPLUS,

Solo or Combination.

THE COVENTRY
MOTOR M.4RT, LTD.,
LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams: **
Selection, Coventry.'*

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TI/'HITWORTH-STEVENS Sidecars.

WHITWOHTH-STEVENS - Sidecars, the best tha
British industry can produce. Illustrated eat^

logue on application.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS (or quick deliyeries. Sidt
cars l:'uilt throughout of the finest material ofc

tainable. Every sidecar guaranteed.

WHITWORTH-SIEVES-S can supply sidecars t

fit practically every make of motor cycle. Coj
rect fit guaranteed. Chassis in any quantities.

WHITWORTH-STEYENS New Coachbuilt Sidecar
in stock, from £15/10 to £35.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS fittings are of the 192
quick detachable type. Once the sidecar is line

it can be detached or attached quickly withoc
her lining up.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Reliability.—Every ne-
model introduced is subjected to severe test

before being finally placed on the market, thus ei
ring absolute dependability.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Correct Fitting.—Fittinf
are not ot the so-called universal type, but Co:

t fittings are supplied to suit the make of mote
cycle required.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS.—Quick delivery can 1:

relied upon. Our plant is most extenisve an
up-to-date, ensuring a regular and continuous outpu

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Engineering Co., 18
186, Pentouville Rd., King's Cross, Londo

Phone: Central 10264. [232

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Delivery fro:

CORONET Sidecars.
Triumphs, B.S.A.,

Motories, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Dayidson or India
grey or red.—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, direct
through the trade.—Booth's Motories, Halifax. ;

CORONET Sidecars are high-class and sold at
moderate price.—Booth's.

£6.—H. Slack, Richmond Rd., Cn
MIUDLETON Sporting Sid

a|iIi..nitnn.lit.-H;iyv,ood,

c -VXOKLK'l' Mil

MILLFORD Cane Sidecar, spring, axle, all fittings,
i'ood condition ; £8.—Ward, Green Bank, North-
icshire, [X8255

IN STOCK.
NEW.

19^0 METRO-TYLER, 2-speed £69 18 8
1020 BLACKBURNE, t h.p,, 3-speed . . . iI15
1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-5peed £68 5
1920 COULSON-B., 2? h.p., 2-speed, spring

frame £99 15
r920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, il h.p., 2-speed £125
1920 METRO-TYLER; 2-speed, disc-

wheels £72 18 8

SECOND-HAND.
iQiq A.J.S. 5-6 h.p. Combination £195
I9r9 ROVER, 3* h.p., T.T., Philipson_

pullev £90
191Q RUbGE IVIULTI, slh.p. Roadster . . £90
iQi8 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, new Side-

car £125
i9rS P. & M., 3S h.p., new Sidecar £105
1920 JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination £185
J920 B.S.A. Combination £165
1920 B.S.A. Combination, dynamo £185

I

SPECIAL OFFER.
W.D. DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed models,

I

overhauled, reconstructed, and guar-
anteed in good order £68

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
1 Camomile Street, E.C.3.

1

'Grama; "Elceinocyca, LoaJon."
'Phone; Avenue 55J8.

stock, finished

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Boot!
Motoiies, Portland Place, Halifax. Send for lit

[X74;

CANOELET, coachbuilt, A attachments, condition
new, spjire used ClinL-her cover : £20.-Tbp Cro

Madeley, Salop. [26

BAMCO Sidecars.—The Birch Aircraft Manuls
turing Co., Ltd., 169-171, High fid., Willesd.

Green, N.W.IO.
j

BAMCO Sidecars.-The cars that set up a new sta
'

dard of sidecar luxury. Prompt delivery can
,:|iven of our standard models. I

BAMCO Sidecars.—Highest grade workinanship ail

finish throughout; write for illustrated Hsr

Suitable attachments supplied- lor all macbim;
Engli.sh or American.

BAMCO Sidecars.-When enquiring, please sta

make of machine, and we will send colour palte

,

and suggestions regarding finish.

AMCU Sidecars.—Specialists in cars for Sec,
B^ nph, Douglas, Sunbeam. Harley-Davidsc
etc.

BAMCO Sidecars.—Stoct colour, birch grey, lined ri

tor Triumph, and coach green, lined cream, l

B.S.A.; trimming in dark green pegamoid, Deiivt

7 days.
I

convenience ol o';

supply and fit asii,

ens, aprons, etc.

dneering departmeny
body shops a,

AVillesden (ireen. N.Vf.l

Tel.: Willesdcn 872. T.A. : Ibbircraf, WillBreen. s

WAT.90NIAN .Sidecars, all models, e.\ stock, to

any niachinc.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139. Ni

St.. Birmingham. [X8(}

BAMCO Sidecars.-For t

clients, we can, i( desii

sidecar accessories, hoods, s

\\] letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDIiCAR ATTACHMENTS.
OTHIN(J, nothing, and what is tlio reason why.

gots to tlio end of life there's nothing
do hilt die.

OTIIINO. Yes, its a fact', mind jou don't die

turoly, tljat's all.

OTllINd will help an inndvcitniit siuciilo mon
tliiin a wretchedly made sidecar.

OTlllNG'S worse than the loeling cansed by trac.

I engines passing over one's dining room
tight laced or not. In fact, 'tis sometimeswhotli

lutal.

vrOTlllN<

thing but the doiigli.

jr trouble to
lit Middloton

ge for the finest

h, the old dough,

NOTHING too troublesome Special department foi

(ussy individuals. Gent walks in, wants sidecar,

[uatrti (iniieee's stockings. Certainly, send lady along.

iVll, -morning madam, this way for the studio. H'm.
^88, very nice, er—stockings. Sliot silk are they ?

a'ni. W.int shot luuut t" Tuiit.-h I tupi.ose. Alright,

we're got a gun—yes. a grease guu. Nothing too much
trouble at our stores, our stores, our nineteenth cen.

:«ry stores. What the dickens are we singing about';

NOTHING worse than amateurs attempting adver
tiseniont writing. It's not in my line, I'm tlic

ilumber. Shakespeare excuse us quotmg the barred
he fact is we are Mtddleton's.

ONUON'S oldest established sidecar makers
Olde Stroude Greene Roade. Finsbury Parke,

4. 'I'houe: 1584. [3335

IDKl'AIt, wi.-ker, newly painfi'il ;ill lilii.l;. nrw t

C.\NE Canoe-shaped Sidecar. :

grid, in good condition: £8.
ilorlhke Rd., Ilford.

;tiDEC.\R Chassis, undeislung. brand new; £8/10;
J nicely enamelled and plated.—Edwardes, 277,
'amberwell Rd., S.E.5. [2685

, J-pouit, reuplinlstere.l. ni

.«0,'10, cai-riuBe paid.-W.G., Holt,

lills, Whentley, Oxon. [2796

|Q19 Rennoc Underslung Sidecar, sportinj
Lwused "M-iV ^'° Of near offer; after 5 p,
IcKenelU RSrTPeckbam. [3061

B.\RGAIN, good sidecar de luxe. C.B., suit 4h.p,
or 6h.p., extra strong; £13; first cash secures.—

carles Stores, Southborough. [2807

("NDIAN Sidecar, sporting cane body, 4-point attach-
- ment, lamp, good tyre; £11/10.-Robinson, Hag-
orthingham, Spilsby, Lines. [288£

GLORIA Sidecar, hood, screen, cost £36. accept
JT £10 Blue Embrol records and £5.—Kellv, Ridge
ay Restaurant, Douglas, I.O.M. [3125

JENNOC Coachbuilt Sideca:
* grid and full length aprou
i. Avenue Rd.. Southend-on-S

new], with lugga
S.-\. fittings; £25

[3006

ria Park. Wa

: bargain, for quick sale
;ritchley. Beech Leigh, Vic-
crpool. [X8421

*IDECAR HUBS, all sizes, superior manufacture,
* quick deliveries, from actual makers.—A. W.
ah, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingham. [X6782

>..SA. No. 2, £34; Canoelet Minor and sporting;
' Montgomery No. 3. £18/10/6; delivery from stock
aaudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., London. (3303

IIDECAR. wicker, modern body, good tyre, lamp,
'' apron, excellent condition; £10, or offer.—Kirlt-
:
iton, 2, Sydenham Hill Rd., S.E.26. [2464

f

IDECAR for Easter, complete, underslung chassis,
nicely finished coachbuilt body, any colour;

. 5, 15.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., S.E.5. [2682

1 riDDLETON S Flier, the sidecar that goes uphill
;

L like a shot from a gun. See " Motor Cycling
"

'Ort and illustration Inter-'Varsity hill-climb.

)
riDDLETONS Racing Flier has for 8 years been
L unapproachable for speed and frightening
icemen ; sold only to proficient riders.

I

riDDLETONS.—Important notice to those training
I

L doubtful minds and memories : Please bring the
igh. Sorry, of course you don't understand. Ask
'Olicemau; he'll tell you. Say. "Please, sir, what's
igh '/

' If he laughs, don't be offended, but ask
'

in. [8597
' OBPEDO Aeroplane Body Sidecar, 26in. disc wheel,
'i good tyre, whole painted Indian red, almost new
'i IS.—Lewis, 107, Pavilion Rd., London, S.W.I. [3029

j
riLLFORD Sidecars to fit Triumph, P. and M.'s.

' L Sunbeams, and others, from stock.—Frank
1
Jtworth, Ltd., 139, Xew St., Birmingham. [XS038

j
ANOELET Sidecars.—We can supply and

I immediately any model to anv machine.—Fi

J

itworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham. [X8040

I ^J^^ Leicester Sidecars.- Models for all purposes,
nrst^^ss finish: quick delivery; satisfaction guar-

^ester.
Write for

il9 Sporting Coachbuilt Sidecar, painted Triumph
grey, luggage carrier, 4-point attachment, alu-, 4-point attachment,

,

_-.. tyre; £16/10.-210, Kew Rd.. Rich-
Phone; 368. [X3386

It's the price of a tram

fare, but when that other

Fastener fails you'd give

three shillings—eh ! thirty

even, to get home. . . .

Well, the

FORWARD
never fails, hence the ex-

penditure of

1/9
which carries that recently

added 3d., is really an ex-

cellent investment.

As an experienced Motor
Cyclist you've only to com-

pare it with the others and
you'll easily recognise its

vast superiority.

Suppose you ask for Booklet

and your Agent for sample

FORWARD SPARKING
PLUG CO.,

Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM.

Worn by Driver. 12/6
Makes Pillion Riding-
PERFECTLY SAFE !

Macklins, 157, Dale Street
LIVERPOOL.

•Wholesale prices 01 application.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ASTON ICS for Shlocaii nt low ptleen. No hotter

or elieaper houtie. Inspection Invited. Latent
hbuilt 1920 models Iiou £16/10; latest couchliudi
M from jE4;10.

ASTONES.-Wo hnvo a' largo itook o( eoachlinlU
hodicH. Latest pattern do luxe, torpedo, under.

g, Ktep pattern, tiiiidoinii, and lightweight. All
nioilels at low prices.

.\S'r().\]':s for Montgomery sidecars. 1920, Iiilest

ni<,d>'lH in stock. Ijistiibuting agent for London.
IJclivery Ironi stock; trade supplied.

20 Q. PentonviUe Rd.. King's Cross. London, Nl.^ O Tel. : 2481 North. (8265

1019 Bulbolis Backed Coachbuilt Sidecar (Cod-
-1-t? frey's), unscratched, with unused £3 Cameo
wind screen, storni apron. 2 lorki-ls; i20. or iie.ii

offer.—Parker's, Central Garage, Filey, Yorks. [2647

LUGGAGE Carriers for Easter.—Adjustable luggag r

carriers which fit any sidecar body, £2/2.- If your
agent unatile to supply, write direct to Arco Patent
Folding Sidecar Co , Ltd., 7, Priory St., Coventry.

tX8249
SUPERB Coachbuilt Siilecors, Biniirtest designs,

lowest prices, any colour, from £15 complete:
bodies only trom £5.—Call and inspect at the Liin-

caster Motor Co., 158. Norwood ltd.. West Norwoori.

S.E.26. [9221

MONTGOMER'V Sidecars, all models, in stock; No.

1. £26/10; No. 2, £23/10; special Triumph,
£24/10: No. 3, £17/17; tandem, £26/10; plus crate

and carriage; send for catalogue.—Batcbelor and Co.,

Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. (3091

BLAKE and Co.. 110-112, Bold St.

Britain's premier motor cycle and
on, have the largest assortment of sideca

pool,

_ ediate delivery, including Sv
let, Mills-Fulford, Patey, Henderson,
J.B.

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding s

to pay garage. You can keep
will go through passage 28in.

idecar.

folded

sliape body fitted. They have been well

tested for six years on motors up to 8h. p.—Hopley.
Upper Ilighgate St., Birmingham. (0152

SIDECARS.—Milford Corvette, £25/5 or 35/-

monthly; Milford Skiff, £23 or 31/8 monthly; to

suit B.S.A.. Ariel, etc., delivery from stc-k: Vena-
sporting sidecar bodies, £8/8; No. 3 Venus bodies.

£6/16; the Star .sidecar bodi.'S. £10/15; chassis, £7/5;
underslung, £9/6; hoods, wind screens, and apron^

to suit above at lowest prices.—M.Y. Dept.. The Metro-
politan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, E.C.2,

[2997

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New Dons-
las 1919 sidecars to fit 4h.p. Douglas motor cycles.

£27/10: No. 2 B.S.A. sidecars, 1920 models, £35;
Canoelet sporting sidecars in various colours, also Canoi;-

let roadster sidecars, from £22 : Wauchope No. 1 side-

cars £25/10, Wauchope No. 2 sidecars £24/10. and
Wnuehope No. 3 sidecars £23/10: Williamson sidecais.

£28 Rennoc sidecars, from £19/10, in stock.—'Phone

,

5777 Holbdrn. [1122

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Shoe Lane, London.—8h. p. Duo

[1440

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe LanS, Lbndon.-Sh.p. Garden

monocar; 100 gns. [1444

AC. Sociable. Bosch, Binks; £75.—Sunnyfleld Lodge.

West Heath Rd., Hampstead. [238b

n Sociable, splendid running order, good climber;

£67/10.—103a, High St., Wandsworth. [2575

6h.p. A.C. Sociable, repainted, upholsteied and nvei-

hanled; £90.-39, Essex Rd., Islington. l23o5

,V. Monocar 6h.p., new Dec, 1919, splendid con-

dition; £150.-Bromley, Cra.gmoor, Rhyl. [2428

WAUCHOPE'S,
car; £175.

A

A

GARDEN Monocar, late model, "L™ 'y"%^'"=fJJ^j''
condition; £85.-Rbodes, 52,. Bertram Rd., Brjid-

ford.

.pROUCH Cycle Car, 8h.r...3-speed and reverse com-

Kj pletely equipped; any trial; £125.-4, The i"!™^'^'

Carshalton.
,. e ,

AC 2-seater, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer, nrst-

class condition throughout; £85.-Taylor s Garage

Wednesbnry. L^**.'"

3-SEATER 4-wheel Runabout, 4h.p. engine, air-

cooled, lamps, tools, overhauled; £25.-Smitbson

Market Place, Ripon. 1-^0^='

MORGAN. 1919 Grand Prix, hood, screen, lamps.

Watford speedometer, in splendid order; £240.-2.

Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [267^

Duo Cycle Car, J.A.P. engine 8-lOh.p., B.B. car-

buretter,' Bosch mag., screen, hood; tiial run:
£85.-256, Fore St., Edmontra. [Xai86

MORGAN, 1919, Grand Prix, water-cooled, lamps,
horn, hood, complete, under 2,000; what offer-/

—Dr. Blockley, Royal Infirmary, Leicester. [2373

MORGAN, 1914, -A.C. J.iV.P., hood, screen, lamps,
just overhauled, condition perfect; £175.—Brown,

greengrocer, Tottenham Lane, Hornsey, N.8. [2801

CILASSIS, 3-wheeler. eh.p. engine, mag., carburetter.

2-speed box, wheel steering, good tyres, .ready lor

road; £45.-132, Victoria St., Burton-on-Trent. [3071

il

^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MORGANS.—We usually have a few in stock, recent

models onlv.—CliHord Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,

Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.VV.3. Tel.: Kens.
7113. [2165

A.C. Socinble, 1914 Model de Luxe, ' recent ly over-

luiuled, liimps, hood, screen, .spares; any trial;

£90.—Lewis, Tobacconist, Parade, Ball Green, Birming-
ham. [X8324|

IQIS Humberette, A.C, 8-lOh.p., painted royal
J-*' blue, tyres good, spare, lamps, tools, etc., beauti-

ful condition, drive away; £150.—Eeedman, Thirsk,
Yorks. [2945

-|Q19 A.V. Alonocar, blue, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., electric
Xt/ lighting, wind screen, discs, dome guards, un-
scratched; £119/10.-61, New Kent Ed., London.
6.E.I. [2482

MORGAN, air-cooled, sporting body, Lucas lamrs,
Klaxon, new heavy Dnnlops, excellent condition

thronghont; any trial here; £145.—Barnsley, Iverlev,

Stourbridge. [X8156

l Q20 Tamplin Light Car, 4 wheels, Dunlope, 3-speed,
-*-«? kick stint. J.A. P.* engine, wind screen, hood,
lamps, pump, discs, almost new : £180.—Spencer, Castle

St., Trowbridse. [X8214

LAGONDA Coupe, 1914, llh.p., 2 seats, dickey,
spare wheel, all tyres new, good condition

throughout; £300.—The Normand Motor Co., Bridge
St., Maidenhead. [3075

A .V. Monocar, for speed and comfort.—Order now
-Li from J. Blake and Co., Liverpool and Man-
chester; authorised dealers for Lancashire (except
Fylde), Cheshire, and Isle of Man. 1658S

A.V. 1920 2-speed Monocar, special engine, cowl,
lamps, horn, speedometer, full equipment tools,

spares, splendid condition, small mileage, fast, lively;

£160.—Kirsten, S.E.A.C, Wye, Kent. [3127

A.V. Monocar, Nov., 1919, 2--speed, clutch, discs,

hood, electric lighting. Klaxon, done under 1,000,
tyres untouched, perfect condition; price, new to-day,

£180; sell £143.-13, Bute St., Luton. [2741

'ULTRA Cycle Car, S-lOh.r., 2-cyl., W.C, detach-
able wire wheels, hood, lamps, and horn, etc., in

fine condition; £120, or consider exchange for good
combination.—141, Morton Rd., Wimbledon. [2515

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.-lOh.p. Grand
Prix Morgan, disc wheel, water-cooled J.A.P.

engine, fully equipped with hood, screen, accessories and
tools, £225; also sporting model. 1916, £189; and an-

other sporting model, £165. [1441

GIBRONS Mark III. Cycle Car; £110. Send
descriptive literature. Trials can be arranged

appointment: for business men a demonstrator

B

by
be

Sunday mornings. A limited number of
cars can be delivered for the coming season.—Gibbons
and Moore, Chadwell Heath, E&sex. [1321

TAMPLIN Cycle Cars. £150 plua W/.: finest com-
ponents, J.A.P. 8h.p. engine, consumption 60-85

m.i>.g., car type bearings throughout, live axle, tandem
seating ; delivery guaranteed 6-8 weeks from receipt of
deposit £10 with order; call and inspect cars being
despatched.—The Tamplin Engineering Co.. Kingstnr
Ed., Staines. 'Phone: 139. [3174

CARS FOR SALE.
T M. (Little Midland) Light Car.

"pRICE 210 gns. complete.

(off Oxford St.). New Bond St., London. W.l.
Mayfair 6559.

OOLB agents for London and- Home Counties. fOOSa

SIZAIRE. 8-lOli.p., single, lamps, speedometer. Step-
ney, dickey; £115, oSer.—270, Albert Rd., Orov-

don. [2376

WHITING-GRANT Light Car, 2-seater, repainted
fawn, lighting, starting; £265.—Railway Garage,

Staines. [3175

Kd., Reigate.

High St., Lewisham.

1914, water-cooled, electric
ondjtion; trial; £180,-371,

[2985

PEUGEOT, 6h.p., 3 speeds, all lamps, recently
hauled. Stepney car ; £215.—Maudes', 100.

185, Ilrighton Rd., S. Croydon. [X8426

SWII'T Light Car, 7-9h.p., W.C, 3-speed. reverse, in
(inr condition throughout; bargain, £235.—Jones

12, London Rd., St. Albans. [SOe'a

SINGER 1917 lOh.p., dynamo lighting and self-
starter, guaranteed as new, just overhauled; £435,

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

Union Street South,
HAI-IFAX.

IVIotor Cycles in Stock.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

SUNBEAM, rgiS, 3* h.p., 3-speed ... £135
B.S. A. 4lh.p., 3-speed, all chain £82 10
P. & M., 1915, 3i h.p., 2-speed, kick-st. £72 10
DOUGLAS, 2ih;p., 2-spced £55
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed £32 10

DOUGLAS, 2'J h.p., igrs, lamps. Klaxon £62 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., wants attention . . £35
DOUGLAS, 2-speed, wants attention . . £36
Coach Sidecar, for Douglas £18 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 1920, fitted with

Sunbeam Sidecar, both new £185 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., 2-speed £47 10
P. & M., 2-speed, new body £85
B.S.A., 4i h.p., countershaft, all chain,

Canoelet Coach Sidecar £95
SUNBEAHI, t9i8 (Sept.), 3^ h.p., condi-

tion almost like new £165

NEW GOODS
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame .. £109 15
EDMUND, 2j h.p., Enfield 2-speed £84
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p., 2-speed £63 16
Easting Windscreens .:.. £4 10
Cameo Windscreens £3
C.A.V. Magnetos £7 17 6
Cowey Horns, £3. Klaxons £1 16
Cowey Speedometers £5 10
Bonnilisen Speedometers (Trip) £6 10
B. and B. and Amac Carburetters £3 12
New Army Knapsacit, r3i X ijin. .. 5 6
iidecar Lamps, 5 /9 ; Tail Lamps 5 6
Lucas Large Lamp Sets (462) £4 17 6
Millers Large Lamp Sets (31H) £3 1

IF

SAXONS
Were
Alive.

If Saxon Tpring
Forks were alive—if

they could . speak

—

they would tell you
that the present con-

dition of the roads

was their business

—

not yours.

, Decid3dly pre-eminent

in their shock absorb-

ing qualities, they

reduce to an absolute

minimum all vibration

and roughroadshooks.

Get friendly with the
Saxon,and ride rough
roads in comfort.
S iirl postcard to-day fnc full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

CARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Humberette, 6-8h.p., 3 speeds and
and screen, spare wheel, all disc wheels; £11

46, Bamber St., Peterborough.

BLERIOT Whippet Light Car, price £280;
stration car available; early deliveries gua

teed.—Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. ^

DiE DION" 6h.p., 3 speeds nnd reverse, 2-seater, ti

hood, screen, 2 lamps; £5" '
"

"

8 h.p. Phoenix 2-seater Car, Bosch, Stbenos, he
screen,' lamps, spares, 2-speed, reverse, perfect.!

ning order: £90.—Gates, Post Office, Iviughoe, 3fe
Herts. is

SWIFT 2-seater, requiree overhauling-, engine

-

' tyres in good condition ; must be cleared^
cept £50.—The R. and P. Motor Accessories

""

Lurdship Lane, London, S.E.22.

DARUACQ Car, 8-lOh.p,. 3-speeds and
single-cylinder, Simms magneto. Zenith bt.

new carburetter, perfect running ordsr; £70.—Br-
House, Hoyle Bottom, Oswaldtwistle, near Accringt
Tel.: 2095. C3^

RILEY Sh.p. Water-cooled V Engine, Bosch m
S.U. carburetter, 5 detachable wire wheels, b l

screen, overhauled throughout and repainted, in per |S

running order; £125.—Gibbins, Frinrs Walk, Le !,

Sussex. [X8 t

OVERLAND 5-seater.TpuTing, Model 79, 1914. <

trie lighting, reupholstered, good condit ;

£325; modern combination or cycle car taken in ;

exchange.—Swansea Ovoids Supply Co., 4, Goat ,

Swansea..
. [3,

AACDEN0OPPBTTX!-That's Paxton Car D* ,

228a. Gipsy Rd., We^t Norwood, for real d* 1-

right heart-breaking bargnins I 12h.p. 4-cyl. Hui ]r

chassis, mag., runs splendidly, absolute snip, i :;

smart little 12h.p, Wolseley-Siddeley torpedo 2-sej ,,

runs splendidly, £150 ; 12-151i.p. streamline torj [,

exceptionally smart car, Chapuis-Dornier engine, 4 ..

uionobloc, enclosed valves, domed mudguards, £: ':,

very fine Knight-Daimler streamline S-senter, dc -3

dickey, ex-Canadiau ai-my, overhauled, repainted, w i

£650, bargain, £485; exceptionally good 2-ton J .i

Burl'or-d lorry, " tarpaulin top, mouobloc. Zenith, < j-

hauled, new tyres, worth £650, bargain, £485; heau jl

1916 8-cyl. King, ' streamline torpedo, self-sta ",

dynamo lighting, detachabtes, Zenith, latest turn- ir

edge body, absolute bargain at £850, Paston ] ie

£550; others.—Please call, Paxton Car Depot (Sta ijr

BARGAINS.—We mean to make a bold offensiv* r

your business by offering absolutely the ri^rht i

of cars at prices which make every car an unques 1-

able bargain. Our cars are bought exceptionally r ,.

ovei'hauled and done up at very special rates, nnd u

your support we hope to continue our small p t

quick return policy. Following cars are ail acti y

on view on the premises; Nice little eVoh.p. runal .,

2-seater, by well-known French maker, Bosch w. ."-

tight mag., latest horizontal Solex carburetter, J <i

and screen, runs well, £65; a nice little 1915 Bri <

made streamline light car. twin 2-stroke engine. 3

really nicely, exceiitionally smart, jfointed radi. ;.

wire wheels, absphite bargain, £165; ISh.p. Ba i

van, carry 15 cwt:, Zenith carburetter. Bosch, rt y

body, useful vehicle, £175; nice little Hupmobile -

pedo 4-seater, Bosch mag., engine and gear box s a

iinit, crimson and black, smart, £225; 15.9h.p. E. I

torpedo 2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc, enclosed v.tlvc?,

tacnables, centre gate change, runs beautifiillv.
gain, £250; semi-six)rting type 12-15h.p. t ;iitb >

2-seater, 4-cyl. monobloc. Zenith, 5 detachable
wheels, smart, very fast, £325; late model lOIi.p. .?

2-seater, opens, 4-cyl. monobloc Chapuis-Dornicr en; ,

domed radiator, gate, smart, bargain this, £325 ; si t

torpedo touring car, 20h.p. 4-cyl. Rapid (Italian I

speed gate, Zenith, nice car this, bargain. £ '

:

12-15h.p. Palladium coupe, opens, C.A.V. dvi -

lighting, detachable wire wheels, 4-cyl. monobloc, v

closed valves, pointed radiator, double dickev. par ,-

larly smart, bargain. £475; 3-ton 1916 White p :1

lorry, fine lot, mouobloc, enclosed valves, 4-spoed
1

e.

Zenith, twin solids. W.D. tvpe bodv, runs si^lcndA-.

worth £650. bargain, £485; 2i-..-ton 1916 Vinot Ih
worm drive, monobloc engine. Zenith, 4-speeii <-'.

another fine lorrv, £575; heve'i= a baignin, 18-21 n.

Ross Eipht toipedo. n<=w :\larcb. 1919. guaraii ;i.

practicallv new condition, laU'>t turnover ?ide ccti-

work. self-starter, dvnamo lighting. dctacha' f.

Zenith, crimson and black, cxceptionallv smart ir

and runs beautifully, worth £850, Service's price .-'5

(No, we didn't steal it!); verv fine 4-ton 1916 I|'e-

ficld lorry, worm drive, enclosed valves, splendid c-Hi-

tion. £650; super-sporting 20h.p. genuine Pico
Henry Vauxhall, narrow streamline 4-seater, bulus
b.ick. pointed radiator, dynamo lighting equiptit>

Westminster (below).

SERVICE'S. 26, Page St., Westminster (J. f

.

Lenanton, manager), have all the above act ily

in stock and on view; all and every one readv to ive

away; many others coming in and on our books: ^^^

and see us, we're mre to put you on to what'Oii

want, even supposing stock unsuitable.—Only adi ?i.

I 26, i^age St. (5 miiis. from "Victorii
Abbey). Please call.—Services "s

Westmi.

V40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
ARGiUNS.-As usu

lary barpuin^i.

guaranlccd accuialo.
Bt-ootor, Bcoola

X35: electric
i

4-aeiitor, mag.,
8h.iv IV'Vor .'

mag., Klilo ih;i

jHUvi'la Villi. Ill

racq

enrlohCi.!

BARGiUNS. - As usunl. wu'io (uU of cxtift-

ordiiiary barpuin^i. My Juivt'itiscHi daLca all

) AuLuiK'd motor
satisdii'toi V M-ootor should woot.

s ruiiHbmit, £65; Uftby PeUKfot
.vronib liuiiitUu, 3-.spfCd. .£75;
I. vMili Ji'iarhabli* lorry back,

!:;;i)
,

(11. , hii 1.' lliiby Pougeot
.; |.-l. MH, . pi. -uiidly. suit ru-

iiiu>. X.s'. ; ;'-lli.|.. Uolseley 15-r\vt.

llu.rli. Zl'uiUi, X135; 16-20li.p.
oui. 4ol-. .i:i50: I8-22I1.1.. Dar-
. Zi-nith. 4:150; 15.9h.p. SiilLan
.tM65: 20-28h.p. Dorrai-q van. 4

. £175; 'rhnnios ta\i-landauU-l.
1 drivo, £135; (inyl. ISli.p. Belaiy.e

cluK'.sLs. old lypL', bill lun^ .-i-lnulidly. live axW. lio^vU

intiK-. Claudol-Uobson caibini'lhr. u.oo^i tvn'-i. bargain
this. £185-; 1914 Maxwell van. ,i;::25; Iti 20li.p. Rover li

landuulet, 4-spGed gule, i-urd. biirtain, £250; sporting
2-8cated 11.9h.n. 1915 Argo, 4-cyl.. monobloc, smart,
and runs splendidly, £250.—Cox (below).

BARaAINS.--40b.p. Panhard sportinff 4-seater,
t-orprdo toiirinfi body. fast car. £285;

12-1511. p. Jackeon slrcamlinc torpedo, exceptionally
smart car. 4-cvl. muiiobloc, enclosed valves, one-man
hood, exceptional condition, £285; Ford 1-ton truck.
80lid rear tyres, cab front, separate mag., special im-
provements, rnn.^ splendidly. £285; nice little 11.9h.p.
Colibri streamline torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves,
gate, smart,' £325 ; 12-16h.p. Belsize coupe. Zenith,
opens, smait, £350; 12-14h.p. Unic 1-ton van. 4-cyl.
monobloc. sump. £350; 13.9h.p. 1914 B.S.A. 2-seater,
Knipht sleeve valve, detachable wire wheels, worm drive,

£385; 15.9h.p. Panbavd ^4 landaulet, monobloc, cord
upholstery, overhauled, nice lot, £385; 15.9h.p. Arrol-

. Johnston torpedo 4-seater, enclosed valves, 4-apeed
jat'C. Sankev detachable wheels. Zenith, overhauled
and Fraartly repainted, £385; 15.9h.p. 1912 Motobloc
traveller's or station omnibus, interior drive, enclosed
folves, 4-speed gate, detachables, smart, £385; 1-ton
1916 Clydesdale lorry. W.D. type body, detachable
khaki tilt, monobloc. Zenith, fine lot. £385; 12-15h.p.

- Bizaire-Naudin streamline torpedo, late type, Sankey
wheels. £450.—Cox (below).

KNIGHT Daimler 4-seater, 15h.p., worm drive,
detachable wire wheels, bargain, £450; 15h.p.

Napiev landaulet, enclosed valves, worm drive, cord
upholstery, £435; 20h.p. Crossley torpedo tourer,
dynamo lighting, detachable wire vv'heels, enclosed
valves, particularly nice, £485; 30h.p. 6-cyl. Minerva
streamline torpedo, detachable disc wheels, £550; smart
Knight Daimler streamline 3-seater. double dickey,
detachable wheels, domed mudguards, bargain, £550;
exceptionally nice little X2-16h.p. Clegg Darracq stream-

' line torpedo, monobloc, enclosed valves, domed radiator,
I dynamo lighting, Sankey detachable wheels, £650; par-

ticularly smart 20-30h.p. Itala torpedo ^i cabriolet,
latest type coachwork, large ^/i windows, domed mud-

' guards, Bosch watertight, detachable rims, runs splen-
didly, £650; very fine 30-40h.p. Metallurgique stream-

' line limousine, beautiful coachwork, magnificent
]

ohassis, curved roof, streamline front, taper bonnet,
' high pointed radiator, domed mudguards, bargain,
£700.-Cox (below).

KMGHT Minerva Cabriolet, 16h.p., detachable wire
wheels. £750; 20h.p. 1916 8-cyl. King stream-

' line torpedo, dynamo lighting, self-starter, turnover
I sides. Zenith, beautiful condition. £785; very
I 20-30h.p. 4-cj'l. Cadillac '14 landaulet, fine £500
streamline English landaulet body, dynamo lighting,

I self - starter, detachables, cloth interior. smart
I

car, £785 ; exhibition Delahaye ^V landaulet,
i magoificent domed roof £600 body, 22.4h.p. 4-

I

cyl. monobloc engine, detachable wheels. 4-speed.
( dynamo lighting, luxurious roomy body, light cord

' upholstery, large % windows, £1,500 lot up West,
my price, £950; particularly smart 16-20h.p. 19151A
Wolseley, interior drive saloon, curved top, armchair
?eats, frameless windows, domed mudguards, stream-
line dash, dynamo lighting and self-starter, bargain.
£1.250; stiE>er-sporting 15.9h.p. Hispano-Suiza saloon
:oupe, MuUiner domed coachwork. dynamo and seU-

,

starter, 65 m.p.h.. 21 m.p.g., bargain, £1,685; and,
astly, absolutely one of the finest 16h.p. 1915^ Sun-
leam covered cars built, super-domed £700 coach-
rt-ork, seats 5 in and 2 out, dynamo and self-starter,
practically new, £1.8C0.-Cox (below)

pOMMERCIALS
j

^ -solid barg;
» being unsolid)
uns well, £185:

gate

1-ton Lacre van. g
3-ton Wolselev chassis, 30h.p.,
d tyres, £200; 30-cwt. De-
t, engine overhauled, £225; 3-ton
iture pantechnicon, 4-speed gate,
adiator, £250; 1-ton Ford lorry,
'^ ''"''"

' drive, en-

aunay-Belleville v
^lilnes-Daimler fu
Conith, aluminiurt
;285: 3-ton 1913 Be Dion Inrry,
losed valves, steel wheels, overhauled, all
500; 2-ton Dennis van, 4-speed gate, worm drive, steel
wheels, £385 ; 30-cwt. 1915i> Continental truck

;
hassis, monobloc. worm drive, fine lot, £385; 2-ton

' 913-;4 Dennis lorrv, £450; 4-ton Commer roomy van,
) una well. £485; 3-ton 1915 Locomobile lorry, worm
i me, 40h.p.. fine lot. £485; 3-ton 1915 Seabrook,
I
Oh.p., enclosed valves, completelv overhauled, and all
ew tyres, bargain, £485; 2H,on 1916 Burford lorry,

j
nt top, monobloc, live axle, overhauled, new tyres,
eautiful condition. £550; 2-ton 1913i/o Dennis extra

1 mg char-a-banc chassis, completelv overhauled, newly
rred. £550; 2-ton Leyland chassis, worm drive, en-

i
-osed valves, completely overhauled, £585; S-ton

i 915-Ji Belsize chassis, -worm. £600; 4-ton Scout lorrv,
orm dxive, enclosed valves, £650; 5-ton Lacre lorrv,
Oh.p.. 4-speed gate, steel wheels, runs well, £650.—Cos
3elow).

(2hh advertise third column.)

JONES'
GARAGE,
4, WOODSIDE PARADE,
NORTH FINCHLEY.

Tlioiie : riiicliley ^33.1.

ALL ACCE3SORIE3 IN STOCK.

ROC 2-speed Gearboxes for lightweights.
Suit i:,cvis, Villicrs, I.A.P.,etQ. Fit
one yourself. Complete £7 10

Send for Roc literature.

A.K. and MIDLAND Knee-grips 12 6
REOLEV Rubber Grips 4 6
Chain Rivet Extractors (state size) 6 6
W.S.R. Variable Jets (all types) 8 6
Aluminium Eioctric Headlamps 12 6
High-class Black and Nickel Electric

Headlamps with bracket £2 2 6
F.R.S. Acetylene Searchlights with

generator and bracket £4 15
P. & H. Set Acetylene £3 3
Torpedo Tail Lamp 6 6
Torpedo Sidecar Lamp 6 6
High-class Tool Kits in roll £\ 5
BOSCH Contact Breakers (new) £110
C.A.V. ,, „ £15
Mechanical Horns 12 6

Best Quality large £110
KLAXON £1 17 6

Light Car Horn £2 5
Leather Tool Bags £1 10 6
V ry large Pannier Bag 15
TAN-SADS from £118
Pillion Seats, strung £1

TYRES, BELTS, PLUGS, etc., etc.

P. W. SURPLICE,

BOURNEMOUTH,
IS AGENT FOR

TRIUMPH, ENFIELD,
INDIAN, A.B.C., ROVER,
ZENITH, LEVIS, CLYNO,
MATCHLESS, RUDGE,
ALLDAYS, and ROYAL
RUBY MOTOR CYCLES.

MORGAN and T. B.

CYCLE CARS, and has

a few deliver'y dates

still open.

SEND YOLiR ENQUIRIES.

A ddress

:

—
POOLE HILL,
BOURNEMOUTH.

Telegrams "Surplice:' TeUPItoiie 17

CARS FOR SALE.
ny of tho I

able.
lilable.

DOIICI.AS S. COX, tho nbsolutely «tralKht motor
iiKtii. the motor clearing houhc, 6, Lanfdowno

]hll, Wr,l, Norwood, H.E.. has all the above and othcrj
iicUtiilly ill stock and on view. Pleanc call. Houm,
'J-ii'.D. S;iliirday« 9-6: no ImHinmB Siiridiiyn. Triiun iiiid

liii .:, |i:i:,s; 17 tninutoK Victoria by I.,.H. and R.C. olco-
liir. 'I'nxi fare from West Knd 7/6 return. F:»tttb-

lislnd 1902. (32SI

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

£100 Down and 12 monthly liavments of £25 nccurei
II niagnificout 3-ton lorry.—Details, rulmer's Our-

nge, Tooting. [7857

eti-

Qaniec, Tootine.
' "

- [2948

SWil'^T Enclosed Van, lOh.p. twin, 3-speed, reverse,

lios.h. take 12-cwt. ; trial: £80. -Job, 186, Putney
liridb-e Ed.. Putney. [2739

1020 Enfield Tradesman Combination, ideal doubla
X«7 purpose machine, as new; £190.—Clifford Wil-
son Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3.
Tel^i. Kens. 7113. [2160

ENGINES.
nph Engine; «B/15.-Herd, 5,

A Ah. p. J.A.P. 8-cyl. Aero Engine, nearly new. ex-

'±\J cellent condition; £60.—Jezzi, 93, Station Rd.,

Sidcup. [2921

rpRIUMPH S'Ah.p. BnEiue, 1911, £9: barrel spring,
' buttress. Jiead clip complete, 2S/-.-Bos; 2,885. elo

The Motor Cycle. {ZSZ9

31h.p. Rivett Engine, B. and B., mag., in good
2 condition: £25.-Cayless and Potter, Gladstone

Mews, Wood Green, N.22. _,
(3003

8h.n. Centurv Engine, for sUitionary purpose, as new,

complete,' £22 ; 3%h.p. Precision engine, umlsed,

£14.-39, Essex Ed., Islington. [283?

3h.p. Triumph Engine, good, with B. and B. car-

buretter, silencer wants repairing, £10/10; Gmdo
gear, complete, off 3h.p. Trinmph, £4.-0tway s Pet-

worth. [2606

4h.p. Engine, cylinder recently rebored, with carbu-

retter, Osborne variable pulley, 2-speed epioychc

gear all controls; £10.—John Mosley, Haddington

Ed.,' Dublin. [3255

6b 11 1911 Eex, 77x85 twin, mechanical overhead

inlets, with Bosch mug., fl5: also front cylinder

with valves, 77x77 apprt

Montague .St., Eushdeu.

23.h.p. Villiers Engine, complete with mag. platform,

4 silencer, exhaust pipe, and engme plates, re-

bushed throughout, flywheel keyway worn; £6.--Lce

14, Tennyson Rd., Kettering. L2'1B

ASTER Water-cooled, about 6h.p., £9/10; Forman,
water-cooled, 4i,ih.p.. fitted with Bosch mag.,

carburetter, and clutch £19/10.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Union St. South, Halifax. [3351

61.hp wc. Single, with combined flywheel clutch, all

2 connections, Senspray, Bosch, radiator, water jiifket

needs welding, make topping stationary engine ; one lot

or separate; offers.—57, Cecil Ed., Hale, Cheshire

E.I.C.,

[X8420

ter-B ASTON ES for Magneto_. .

proof, single, for 3VL'h.p. and 4>Ah.p., also twin

and lightweights, at right prices.—Magneto _pepl

228, Pentonvillo Rd . King' Cross, London, N.l.
[5029

h.p. 1919 Twin-cyl. J.A.P. Engines, bra
plete with magneto dr -' '—b 'pletV with magneto driving sprockets, valve lilt-

iu"* mechanism, union nuts for exhaust pipes, induc-

tion pipes complete, compression taps, also nut and
key lor engine sprockets, and 2 oil feed unions, adjust-

able tappets, and special set of^^pann- - '— """'

engine; £37/10.—Wauchope's ,, Shoe Lane, London.
[6707

ENFIELD.—A SVjh.p. Mag engine, with air-cooled

exhaust valves, can be supplied to fit in place

of your old 2^Ah.p. engine (which could be sold),

making vour machine a fast and powerful mount and
capable "of pulling a sidecar. Only a few are avail-

ahle.-M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd., 839, Harrow EtU
N.W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 1092. (0147

MAKE Your Own 2-stroke Lightweight.—We are

now able to recommence delivery of our seta of

castings and parts for 2-stroke engines, suitable for

scooters, cycle attachments, or ligJitweight motor

evcles. Parts comprise castings in flr.-st-class quality

cast iron, phosplor bronze, and alnminium, steel tor

shafts, all necessary nuts,"- bolts and studs, together

with set of blue prints giving all required dimensions

All these parts niay be machined on small central

lathe, and are guaranteed to build np into a powerful

and up-to-date engine. We guarantee aU material,

and will replace tree of charge any faulty casting-,

etc. Price 55/- net, on rails Manchester: cash with

order: prompt dehvcry.-TraSord Engineering Supplies,

Hadley Place. Weaste Ed., Salford.
'""'"

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue. A4I
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.

c^.A.V. Magneto, as 1

ite your requirements;JEND yonr magneto
* can supply every want.

ork for, and are recommended by, some of the
jest firms in the country. All work carried

t under estimate and strictly guaranteed.

(PARE Parts, new and spcond-hand magnetos
tock.—Relianct Magneto Repairing

W
London, E.C.I. T.A. : Ri

[9407

f5/10.-Box
[3131

D,IXIE Magneto, 50" twin, perfect
2,866, c/o The Motor Cycle,

CHARLES PARKER and Ck>. make a special feature
of guaranteed magneto repairs.

('(HARLES PARKER and Co. suggest tliat yoo send
J that magneto to them by first passenger train,

advising tiiem of its despatch.

CHARLES PARRER and Co. make every effort to
despatch magnetos within lour days, and where

possible in 24 houis.

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto Specialists,
75, Park Rd , Acton, London. Tel. : Chiswick

1518. T.A. ; Agparkeros, 'Phone, London. 3 minutes
irom South Acton (District and L.N.W. Railways).

U-'

U.H. Magnetos.—Send especially your V twin mag
netos to Charles Parker and Co.. 75. Park Rd.,

Acton, London. [OlOl

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co.'s efficient repair
service to all types of magnetos.—Below.

WE Guarantee to return your magneto within 3 days,
and when desired 24 hours.—Below.

SPARE? Parts Supplied at once from stock for Bosch,
U.H., Bisemann, O.A V., E.LC, and all known

makes.—Below.

N^
LET Us Know your requirements, we will quote -on

per return.—Reliance Magneto Repainng Co., 11,

Gt Sutton St.. Goswell Rd., London, E.C.I. [9406

D^
B^ gle; £Z.-

[2917

DIXIE Twin Magneto, waterproof, 42°, clockwise,
perfect; £4/10.-371, High St., Lewisham. [2987

MAGNETO, 45°, clockwise, waterproof, off M.A.G
i;5.—Budworth, 13, Conduit St., Leicester. [2636

GOOD Second-hand Trembler Coils, 17/6 each.-
Armitage (Room 16), 17, Withy Grove, Man

Chester. [X8ia4

41-VOLT Brand New Dry Batteries, fully guar:
2 teed; 12/9, post free.— Palmer's Garage, To^

ing, 8.W. [1308

MAGNETOS.—Lightweights, also 4h.p., clock and
•Tnti-clock; state wants.—Box 2,883, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [3327

O0DTHERN_ Igiiition Co., Rutland Works, Hove,

MAGNETO, Splitdorf, 55°, with base plate an.
sprocket complete, for Clyno; price £5.-137, Iv

Mount, Salterhebble, Halifax. [310

BOSCH ZEV Waterproof Twin Magneto, 60°, £6/6;
Bos(h DA2, £4/10; both first-class condition

Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [2552

C.A.V., 180°, £6; Thomson-Bennett, single, clock
wise, and anti-clock, new, £5. — Ashby, 89

Blackhorse Ed., Walthamstow. (9750

BOULTON Magnetos can now be supplied from
stock; 2'zih.p., £4/5; 3Vzh.V; £4/15 each.-

ton Magnetos, Ltd., Wolverhanjpton. [1810

BOSCH Magnetos, ZA2, suit Douglas and oth
flat twins: £8: approval. Trade supplied,

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [3301

C.A.V. Car Lighting Dynamo, 4-cyl. Simms car mag.
neto. £12 each; Thompson-Bennett 180° Douglas,

.£S; lot, £26.-81, Dundee Rd., South Norwood. [3248

SINGLE-CYL. Enclosed Bosi-h Magneto, anti, £8
' 180° Dixie, 2'z',li.p. Donglas, £4/10, with control:

6-ryl. enclosed Bosch, £12/12.-39, Essex R<1., Isling.
ton. [2839

DRY Batteries for ignition and lighting. A really
slrong_ battery guaranteed by us, 6 volt, 12/- each

—Euston
N.W.I.

Ign tion Co.. 329, Euston Rd., London
[1035

IVrAGNBTO
iVA uetos in
I.aits.-'n-allac6
Hop 3506.

Repairs. New
stock. Quick
Magnetos, 186

and secoud-ha
^itleient repairs
Walworth Ed

ud mag
Spare

, S.E.17
[1915

IVTAGNETOS
iVl Triumph
trade supplied.
;<onth, Hali!a.v

.-New C.A.V. i

B.S.A., Olvno.
-Halifax Motor

lid Thomson-Bennett foi
Douglas, V twins, etc.-;

Exchange, Union Rtrcpt

[3347

.-1.12 All letters lelatin g to iuU ei'tisea-ents s

^^* ^| H"ii* i"ii"ii"ii""ii ii,i:n\\i,mmnrZmj^\

DAN GUY,
WEYMOUTH.

AGENT FOR
A.J.S.

CLYNO
ARIEL
LEVIS

JAMES
WOOLER
NORTON
ZENITH
INDIAN

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES.

MORGAN
RUNABOUTS.

Early delivery dates open.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
ANT Make Car Lighting, starting, and ignition sets

repaired and overhauled. All repairs guaranteed,
demagnetising by improved process.-The Magneto Ke-
pair Depot, Ivy Rd., Handswortti, Birminsham.

[X6472
MAGNETOS.-Finest waterproof made lightweight,

from ^3/15; heavyweight for Triumph, etc.,

£4/15/6; twins for Douglas, efcc.r £5; 45°, and all

angles, £5/5.—Ashton, Thornhill Edge, Dewsbury.
CX838S

LOVELAND Magneto B^;pair Service (established,

1900) for reliable repairs; remagnetising by special
process ; magnetos and aparo parts. 'Phone : Streathan)
l390.~Lovelaod Bros., descent Magneto Works, Not-
bury, S.W. [9571

JEBRON, registered 291,293, greatly superior tb
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws,

cures misfiring, 10 / - each rivet ; Jebron screw
Bosch magnetos, 22/- pair; old screws Jebro
10/- each.

Messrs. Collier BroS
_ „ orld's records.—Jebr(5

38, Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E.-18.

MAGNETO Repairs. — Send your magneto to Paj
mer's Garage, Tooting. Reply paid; quotatiea.

telegraphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaran^
teed in from 2 to 6 davs, usually within 24 hours^-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [548!

180^ £6/6;
I3erling.5, single-cyl., .-65/5

ees, new and second-hand, in stocks
Co., 329, Euston Rd., Londor

'Phone : Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdvmo. Euston Bd
London. [893

CONTACT Breaker, perfect, for Bosch, clock, 15/'
trembler <;oil Nilmelior, 10/6, low-tension Bosc

magneto, £2, accumulators, 4 volt 60 amp.,
volt 20 amp., in case, new condition, 15/-; SpUtdq:
coil and switch combined,
Hants.

15-/-.—Wilk

d Winding Co., Esta):
T. Boon, late from tt^

Bosch works.—Magneto repairs of every descriptioi'

All repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly _

anteed. We can mostly return thera within 24 hour
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cj

magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto R
pairing and Winding Co.. 78, Hampstead Rd.,

Rd.. London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Kumaguelec, Eusroad, London.

Co.'s 24 hour repair service. Gna :

to all types of magnetos ; Splitdo
and Dixie specialists ; official Indian electrical servii

station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares.

pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench b
fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for 1

months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed ma
,

netos in London, twins all degrees; spare parts for ii I

makes in stock; charged accumulators all voltag.

always ready in stock, plugs, cables, 1/2-'^'^^^ ^'^^ vacuu.
'

bulbs all voltages. We give you real live service alway
j

—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Rd., London, N.W,
;

'Phone: Museum 5054. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroa
|

London.

TYRES.
T EGGATE. Edinburgh, lor tyre value.

f^

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—For great reductiona at
genuine value in brand new clearance 1920 tyre

Manufactured in this city by the largest indiarubbi
manufacturers in the British Empire, and famous tl

rid pver for- quality, resiliency, durability

I

4-p
JL-i labric, heavy, rubber studded, beaded cover]

24x2, 34/6, list 46/3: 24x21/1, 38/6, list 50/
26x2, 36/-, list 48/-: 26x2>4, 38/6, list 61/'

26x2%, to fit 214 rims, 41/-; list 55/-; 26x2}
for 214 rims, 45/-, list 59/-: 26x3>/-', 42/-, list 66/ '.

650x65, 55/6, list 73/9; 700x80, for 650x65 riir

60/-, list 81/'); 28x2'/', lor American rims, 58,
list 76/3; 28x3, for Ariierican rims, 61/6, list 82,

EGGATE, Edinburgh.- -These goods are
rhere on 7 days'
refunded in full

brai'

Phone : Central 8693. Teleg

24 2in. Brand New Palmer Cord, 47/4; Palm
2-ply, 34/7; Clincher Junior De Luxe rubl

;kid, 27/3; Palmer tubes. 7/3; 24x2 brand n^

op rubber non-skids, 27/3 each.—Emauual (.

650^
below).

Emanuel

36>

el (

and New Palmer Cord, 49/6; Clincl
De Luxe rubber non-skid, 28/61
below).

2iAin. Brand Now Palmer Cord, 52/-; Pale
2-ply, 41/5; Clincher Junior De Luxe rubl

ncnskid,^ 30/3.—Emanuel (see below).

^O 2-ply.
non-skid. 34/3; 660x65 brand new Palm
61/4.— If. Emanuel, 27, Belgrade Rd., Stoke N

Cord, 57/2; PnW,
Junior De Luxe rub^

ton, N.16. 'Phone: Dalston 3161. lOi

hoiird quote the iiumber at the end oj each adveitisement, and the date of the issue.
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Competitions.

A
FLOOD of competitions such as occurred

at Easter cannot fail to demonstrate tlie

extraordinary amount of public interest

which centres round the motor cycle

movement. Crowds gathered at all points

of interest to watch the events, and big entries

were the rule.

In another part of this issue we analyse the

results of a trial in which there were nearly two

hundred entrants, and we consider that such an

analysis is of considerable public interest. It

must be remembered, however, that such has

been the influx to the ranks of motor cyclists

that many unskilled riders are taking part in

competitions which require at least some know-
ledge of riding if success is to be attained. It

is not the easiest thing in the world for a novice

to make a clean ascent of a really severe hill,

even if his machine has ample power for the

climb. Severe gradients have more often than

not bad surfaces, owing to road-making difficul-

ties, and the negotiation of rough and treacherous

hills is an art requiring long practice. It is

surprising also how hard it is to maintain a

steady 20 m.p.h. average.

It may be argued that strict timekeeping

should not be necessary in long distance trials,

and with this,- to a certain extent, we agree ; but

it is an undoubted fact that a schedule speed

adds considerably^ to the difficulties of a trial,

and forms a convenient method of eliminating

doubtful machines and poor drivers. Hill-climbs

still form an attractive feature on club pro-

grammes, and in all probability will continue to

do so as long as motor cycles exist. They pro-

vide an element of sport which is not obtainable

to the same degree in other road events. Their

utility is perhaps questionable, since the win-

ning machine in a hill-climb is seldom such as

one would choose for long distance touring.

Brooklands is perhaps the best testing ground

for motor cycles, since it is possible to work an

engine much harder on the track than road con-

ditions ever permit; and, if only a few of our

younger enthusiasts were timed over three laps

of the famous racing track, we should hear less

of the wonderful speeds which their mounts are

reported to achieve.

Club Teams in the Big Trials.

FROM time to time we have heard complaints

made by private riders to the effect that

against the trade experts there is very

little chance of competing successfully in

any of the big events, such as the Six

Days Trials. This state of affairs should not

be, and, in order to disperse such an impression

and to give those who ride merely for sport the

necessary encouragement, we think that the

A.C.U. might well consider the inclusion of a

club team prize in the 1920 Six Days event.

Such an award could be made under conditions

similar to those appertaining in the case of trade

team entrants.

Several of the larger clubs could bring forward

teams of three riders who would be only too

glad to compete in the knowledge that their

success would be measured against that of riders

whose chances were not more favourable than

their own. Under present circumstances, the

events in which one club can compete against

another, as a dub, are decidedly few in number,
and a success in no single one of them carries

the prestige to be obtained by a team win in

the Six Days Trials.

It need not be necessary to insist on any
particular constitution of the teams as regards

the machines ridden, as the marks could be

compared on a percentage basis, but it might be
advisable that one sidecar and two solo machines
should be entered by each competing club.

One rule should be compulsory, howe\er. and
that is that no trade entrant should be allowed

to ride at the same time as the member of the

club team ; this proviso would not prevent a well-

known trade rider competing for his club, but

he would be doing so in his private capacity.

An index to the advertisements in this issue witl be found on the page facing the bacl< civer.
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Front Brake Shoe Fitting-

A CORRESPONDENT asks me to draw the atten-

tion of designers to the mounting of the shoes
of front rim brakes. He points out that on

certain machines the slioes are clamped to stirrups of

circular section, and that if the clamping nut shakes
loose the shoe is liable to twist across the line of
the spokes and rip them out, with disastrous results

to the rider if the speed chances to be high. Almost
unpleasant subject, gentlemen. On reading this letter

I hied me to my garage, and found two machines with
brakes of this character. I have not exceeded
60 m.p.h. since.

Wheels and Brakes.

HAM just furbishing up a 1919 machine for its new
owner. It has covered no great mileage, but,

being very fast, has undergone a deal of brake
usage. I cannot make two portions of it look pre-

sentable without having them done at the factory
;

and if I restore their pristine neatness, they will be
shabby again before the new owner has ridden the
machine ten miles. Needless to say, both rusty details

are brake paths. One is the inner rim of the front

wheel, and the other is the special brake rim fitted

to the rear wheel, which is chain-driven. Both brake
paths are red with rust, though the rest of the machine
shows no perceptible signs of use, except—another
silly item—where the handle-bar dented the tank when
a friend came a cropper. The obvious remedy for

this staring fault is the internal expanding brakes. I

have never loved such brakes on cars : they wear
more rapidly than a belt rim type of brake, and they

are apt to reach their
'

' na poo
'

' point at incon-

venient moments without much warning. But they

have such clear advantages in other directions that we
.shall hope for their success on bicycles. After all, a

bicycle wheel is very nearly as big as a car wheel,

wliilst the braking stresses are mnch lower,^ so that

it should be possible to make the internal brake last

well on two-wheelers.

Begin with a Motor Bicycle.

DURING the last week or two I have been playing

mentor to a neighbour who is making his debut
as a motorist with the aid of a four-cylinder

car. My pupil was well above the average in education
and intelligence, but had never previously tackled any
mechanical job more difficult than hanging pictures.

During my straggles to make him at home with an
engine and gear box, it was borne on me what an
immense advantage an apprenticeship on a motor
bicycle is to the intending car owner. Up-to-date
the tyro has not inflicted any particular damage on
his expensive chassis, though it says much for his

gear box that it did not resent reverse gear being

engaged by mistake for the second forward speed.-

But if I had not been at hand, he would have taken

the road on one occasion with his radiator half empty/
and the oil level in the crank case at the danger mark.
Quite apart from the risk of smashing up a costly

vehicle during the early period of the novitiate, th^
car novice is apt to be a public danger. He wilj

usually handle his projectile with extreme caution

but it occupies a big slice of the road, and other

traffic is apt to credit him with more skill than hei

possesses ; in fact, the ordinary insurance policy does'

not cover a learner. Moreover, the task of mastering

such a complicated piece of mechanism as a car is

very exhausting to a novice, and his first roadside

troubles often baffle him altogether. It is pleasanter,;

cheaper, and safer to begin a motoring career w'itbj

a motor bicycle.

Nothing Like It.

AFTER months of. cold and grease a real sprinf

day actually dawned this morning, and I goij

out on the roads at once. During the assortec-

samples of weather which have afflicted us siiTce lasi

October, I have often been tempted to accept proflferec

seats in cars, and my lower nature has occasionallj

wondered if a car is not really the goods during ;

British winter. But on a day like to-day there cai

be no option. Give me the two-wheeler every time

. Just a slice of dry road 4ft. wide. One finger on thi

throttle, and the other hand anywhere you like. N(

gear change for one hundred miles or so. No slacken

ing of speed the livelong day, except where traffi<

compels : the worst main road hill asks for no mor<

than a twitch of the throttle finger, and the paci

remains as high as it was on the level. Half a da;

costs you no more than a dollar, and you can mp]
up the procession of profiteers driving American cars

Such cars, too. Most of them cost about ^1,000 ii

England, though their American list price may be littl/n

over ;£300, and their quality in some cases is so poo

that nobody dared to import them before tlie ca

famine made anything on four wheels worth its weiglT

in platinum. ;

NtJtlocks.

EAM not one of those riders who consider that ever,

nut on every machine should be spring-washered, c|

split-pinned, or visloked, or otherwise safeguardec

The average motor cycle is destitute of a single nutloci

of any sort or kind, and in prolonged ownership c;

any decent machine, we only lose half a dozen bil

per annum. But I do hold that certain vital pari

require more safeguarding than accurate workmanshi|

affords. Here is a case in point. Tlie rear brake c|

my machine developed a scrape in the rim. I sa'
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nothinc; of the trouble I met in ti7ing to centre that

errant siioc. My point is that between the boot pcdnl

and the belt rini there were six unsecured screwed

connections—four ordinary nuts, and two threaded

pins devoid of nuts. This is indeed design with a

capital D.

Chain Spares.

MANY thanks to the kindly correspondents who
put mc on the track of a few chain spares.

I have shown remarkable self restraint, and, in

view of the prevailing shortage, have merely bought

a few odd links. But my post bag proves that a few

provincial dealers can still supply oddments, e\cn

though complete spare chains appear to be everywhere

unobtainable.

£5 V. £25.

T5)URISTS will. I hope, excuse my taking round

)\ figures to express the comparative cost of full

electrical equipment and gaslighting outfits. It

is too easily taken for granted that we shall all rely

on electric light in the near future. No doubt the

' competition man and the motor cyclist de luxe will

adopt the more convenient system regardless of ex-

[)ense. But the outstanding fact is that an acetylene

outfit, whether of the generator or compressed storage

tvpe, costs about a fiver, whereas a good electrical

; outfit tots up to about five times that amount retail.

I
Buyers are already squealing about the cost of motor

421.

cyrlnig, and Ihcrc is still far more money about than

will be the rule in coming years. Various correspon-

dents have summed up the position of dissolved acety-

lene with considerable point and accuracy. If this

system is efficiently handled by the manufacturers, it

is barely inferior to electricity in convenience and re-

liability, and is unquestionably a great deal cheaper.

Between it and the portable generator system there

can be no comparison wlialever, any more than the

latter system can hope to compete with electricity ex-

cept in price. The firms who have the right to pro-

duce dissolved acetylene possess a gold mine if they

will only exploit it properly. Two friends of mine

have just obtained quotations; in the one case the

cost of D.A. was
J^.--,

15s. exclusive of lamps; in

the other case, £,2}, 7s. \\as quoted for electric light-

ing, inclusive of lamps, but the motor cycle manu-
facturer concerned did not recommend this costly out-

fit, as it had given him quite a bit of trouble in other

cases. These figures are significant. If the high

prices now obtainable for motor bicycles have led some
traders to imagine that a ;£2o extra for lighting is

a mere bagatelle, let them reflect that there are

thousands of motor cvclists who cannot and will not

pay over ^100 for a solo mount; and that sundry
firms intend to produce masses of ^^50 machines
within a year or two. A £^20 extra on a £^1^0
machine is not frightfully formidable; but a £?.c

extra on a ^^50 jigger is quite another pair of shoes.

Acetylene lighting is not dead yet.

AN AWKWARD BEND ON A FAMOUS HILL.

It !s not only motor cyclists who are interested in the behaviour of

machines on difficult portions of famous hills. The pubhc, as will

be observed from the illustration, evidently expected fun—and got " I

—on the bottom comer of Lynton Hill as the London-Land's End

competitors passed that way.
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ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.
Impressions of Two Hundred Miles Running on the G.N. Four-wheeler.

A halt by the

road side
Observe the mountin 1

of the single head ligh
|

TRE G.N.'s SALIENT FEATURES
Engine: 90° twin, air-cooled, 84 mm. bore, 9S mm. stroke,

1,098 c.c. capacity.

Transmission: Shaft to countershaft, thence by chains to

rear axle. Three speeds and reverse.

Dimensions : Length, 10ft. 6in. ; width, 4ft. 4in. ; wheel-

base, Sfi. ; track, 3ft. 6in. : ground clearance, Oin.

Weight: e^cwt.

Wheels : Wire type, 650 x 65 mm.

Steering : Bevel geared.

Price: £215 Tourist Model complete, hood, screen, speedo-

meter, etc. Vitesse Model, £250.

ALTHOUGH the G.N. is a small car, it appeals
particularly to motor cyclists because all the

components of the chassis have been developed
along motor cycle lines until no part from front axle

to tail light is either unfamiliar or temporarily incom-
prehensible. All motor cyclists will recognise in the

side starting-handle a substitute for the kick-starter,

as which, incidentally, it is sometimes used. As to

dog clutches and chains, disc clutches, and expanding
brakes, all these can now be found in various forms

on the modern two-wheeled machines.

On the road the G.N. handles well ; its gear

change is easy, so easy, in fact, that the sorriest novice

could make neither mistake nor noise once he had
become accustomed to the peculiar movement in

changing from first to second. Both foot and hand
throttles are provided, and each can be used with

equal facility. On a really bad road we found the car

inclined to wander under the succession of violent

road shocks, but this is almost generally the case

when a motor cyclist first takes the wheel, or having

been used to lorries in the M.T., gets on a verj' much
hghter machine. No machine as light as the G.N.
is easy to spring so that all conditions may be suited,

while the proportion of passenger weight to chassis

aS '

weight makes the presence or absence of the secild

passenger very noticeable on bad surfaces. Give a

good, or even an average, road surface you iiV

spin along merrily for mile after mile, be the re e

exceptionally hilly or just flat, while on severe gradit.s

the lowest, gear ratio is a boon and a blessing, '/e

engine is naturally not so quiet as a water-cocid
" four," and withal has an extremely peppery exha t,

but there is no doubt about the liveliness of

machine nor concerning its speed.

Satisfactory Air Cooling.

Since the G.N. has been for some years an ac

competitor in most long-distance trials, its air-coo

system may be said to have proved itself, and
may add that during some 200 miles of testing -at

hands, the cooling was the last thing to think abi

either in traffic, on hills, or during a fast stre

Being a brand new car, neither brake yet had bedj

in, the application of either being rather harsh,

particularly in the case of the foot brake, but ac

there is no doubt as to the power of either pai:

shoes.

During the time "that we had the runabout, circ

stances caused it to be left standing in the rainjftr
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over ail hour, yot the exjioseil plugs took no liann

and irstailing was not ililliciiU.

^rin'r'K' li;n'r a more manasj

In traffic you roiild

', and llip

slow ruiinin;; of the engine is beyond rcproarh. Widi

hood, screen and lighting set, spare wheel, and a

comfortalile seat, there is little cause to envy even the

long super-cars which cost four times the money, for

it all cDnics down to one Ihiug— the

(),\'. is \-alue I'oi- money. 'Ihe fact that

its price is ajjproximately the same as

a sidecar machine of similar power shows
that Messrs. G.N., Ltd., have seriously

tackled the production problem, and
have achieved what many have thought
impossible. Moreover, the prices are

not jirovisional, and for twelve months
a consistent out|)Ut has been kept up.
It was (iiir III' (lie ,jrijj;iii,il British cycle
cars, ail,

I
lu-il.iy li.il, 1., iis place in the

front ranks of light four-wiieelers.

(Left) The G.N . on one of the dangerous

corners on the Brighton Road. Note that

tlie ordinary fences have been replaced by

wire ones.

(Right) A rear view of the G.N., taken

within a few miles of Brighton.

A REAR SPRINGING PROBLEM.
The Necessity for having the Carrier on the Spring Portion of the Machine.

[N the case -of rear-sprung machines, the problem

of springing the carrier in unison with the frame

;
is one which adds yet another knot to this already

i ;notty proposition. The object to aim at is, of

' ourse, an absolute minimum of unsprimg weight,
' lit, if the carrier and rear mudguard be sprung, a

ery considerable clearance must be left t>etween the

I
'heel and the guard. This is undesirable, not only

['.rem the point of view of appearance, but because

limd, accumulated on tlie inside of the guard, is apt

il)Come in contact w'ith the wheel when the springing

) caches its extreme limit. The binding, which would
i len momentarily occur, would very soon demolish the

j

ead of the_ tyre, and might cause serious sideslips at

leed on a greasy road.

}! But, though there are difficulties in the way of

>ringing the rear mudguard, there is no great diffi-

ilty in springing the rear carrier.

We can take it that, given any choice in the matter,

e average rider would prefer the system of ..rear

ringing which gives him a sprung position for his

i\ t, etc., to one which forced him to accept the long-

'; It inconvenience of worn-out tool rolls, and of having
sling the delicate articles of his personal gear

und his neck to save them from destruction. We
us arrive at the conclusion that the system giving the

" absolute minimum " of unsprung weight will be

most sought after, and that other systems, though

they may present a neater appearance, cannot be re-

garded as pennanent, because the advantages offered

by the spring carrier are only second to those of a

spring position for the rider.

Is a Wide Range Desirable?
In the old days of pleasure touring, I often sighed

for a machine which w-ould enable me to carry my goods

and chattels so that they would not be jolted to pieces.

Provided that the action and reaction of the springs

, be sufficiently deadened by friction, very slight^motion

of the frame would ensure the comfort of the rider,

and it would seem that many manufacturers are over-

ambitious as regards the range of springing, thereby

adding many difficulties to the problems of design.

The greater the range of springing the greater the

difficulty of retaining wdieel alignment, the greater the

wear on working parts, and the greater the clearances

that must be allowed; while that "luxurious floating

motion " is difficult to obtain without some sacrifice

in the nicety of the steering at liigh speeds. Person-

,ally, I would vote for the system giving a limited

range and the aforesaid " absolute minimum," in

preference to one which compelled me to carry my gear

as unsprung weight. Chinook.'
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London-Land's End: The Results Analysed.
Why such a Comparatively Big Percentage of Failures in Reliability Trials?

Ir cannot be questioned that any owner
of a modern machine would undertake
a journey of 314 miles without fear

of failing to accomplish the journey to

a set schedule of 20 m.p.h., and in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred he would
reach his destination to time. In the
course of a year a large number of motor
cyclists make similar journeys, and the
sum total of their stoppages may amount
to a change of plug, a broken belt, or a
punctured tyre. Yet, put these same
men in a competition like the recent
London-Land's End event, and the per-
centage immediately falls

Why is this?

For the non-motoring public to learn
that of the seventy solo machines which
started in this competition only 80%
finished conveys an impression that motor
cycles are not so reliable as they have
been led to believe. The percentage of
finishers in the sidecar class was only
66% of the starters, and in the light car
class, 69%.
From the viewpoint of sport, all in-

terest would cease if the awards were

m.uch more numerous, but the figures

given above relate to finishers only.

That 80% of the solo riders finished
may be taken as a good figure. But is

it ? In analysing the awards, we find

that only 50% secured gold medals, that
is, accomplished the journej' without loss

of marks ; this figure represents 75% of

solo riders who finished. Not quite 20%
of the solo finishers secured silver medals
for accomplishing the distance without
being more than fifteen minutes early or.

thirty minutes late at any of the con-
trols. Gold and silver medals together
make 72% of the competitors who
started on the trial.

The Side:ar3 and Runabouts.

The sidecars were less fortunate ; in

fact, only 66% of the starters finished.

Such a percentage in a strenuous trial,

over a series of the worst hills in this
country, would be good. Of course, such
hills as Porlock and Lynton places this

year's Jarrott Cup Competition almost
in the same category, especially since the
surface of Lvnton was bad. Neverthe-

less, intending purchasers of sidecars ih

take the results too seriously |a

hesitate before investing in a ma^.r
apparently so unreliable. f

That only 69% of the light |ii

finished reveals that the average si<b

is very little less reliable than the avijig

light car, and few buyers hesitatiit

buy a light car because of any c'll

on this point. Therefore, trials vt It

are apt to convey a wrong impresibr

and anyone viewing them should rei'lir

ber that there are many things
i!

trial which are not encountered bj'|;li

motor" cyclist who uses . his machim fo

touring, and that the average oiie

could cover the route of almost any lis

organised -nithout trouble. For :|ir

pleasure, perhaps, he would not att'ap

to average 20 m.p.h. over bad roads ni

make non-stop climbs of. the se\ies

hills. In the meantim.e, these riders
'
li

com.pete in the trials are doing good :irl

in assisting to improve the breed of 1 to

cycles

I'ndividual awards of the Trial are "ei

on page 425.

Reminiscences of the Trial.
Incidents Observed by " Tha Motor Cycle" Representative on the Route.

THE 4 h.p. Coulson, ridden by R. B.
Clark, appeared to be running very
smoothly at such times as we met

it. The machine was fitted with a novel
spring fork combining leaf and coil

springs.

Watson Bourne had a 2| Blackburne
engine fitted in the frame of his 4 h.p.

machine. Unfortunately, the plunger of

his gear striking lever fell out, and, in

consequence, he had trouble on hills

through the low gear jumping out.

W. E. Brough is an old stager who is

not often seen in competitions nowadays.
AU the more credit to him that he
succeeded in taking his 5 h.p. Brough and
sidecar through to Land's End. He was
unlucky enough to lose his way, and
"was, consequently, late at Launceston.
His number was 13 !

Those who like to see a big twin which
will just tick over when running light

and develop plenty of power at low
speeds sliould watch Holroyd's twin
Blackburne, which is marvellous in this
respect.

Another old hand, V. Ols-sen, rode an
8 New Imperial solo. High-powered
machines seemed to be popular, though
Hugh Gibson piloted a 2^ Clyno two-
stroke and finished with a clean sheet.

C. W. W. Cooper (2| Douglas), the
youngest competitor in the trial, arrived

safely at "the End," but his father

was less successful. We noticed his

34 Lea-Francis being wheeled out of

the line at Launceston.

C. W. B.dratow had a nasty accident
during the descent of Countisbury. His
Indian and sidecar overturned, and he
and his passenger were pinned underneath.

The 8 Zenith and sidecar driven by
R. Charlesworth finished with a curious
fracture in the front sidecar connection,
but was still going strong.

The roads between Bideford and Hols-
worthy and just outside Launceston were
particularly wicked, but Bodmin Moor
provided the finest stretch we have seen
for many a long day.

McKeand's fiat twin Harley purred
along beautifully, and the rider had bad
luck in suffering a sooted plug on Lynton
after the descent of Countisbury.

Narrow roads after the top of Poidock
were responsible for at least one amusing
incident, for two rival pressmen met and
had great difficulty in passing.

H. Karslake made his first appearance
in competition work since demobilisation.

He rode a 7 Ariel solo, and was, naturally,

not worried by hills.

Considering the weather conditions, the
surface of Porlock was in a wonderfully
satisfactory state. The same cannot be
said of Lynton, though a fairly dry but
narrow path under the rocks provided a
passable surface for solo and sidecar
machines.

The Taraplin four-wheeler duly arrived
at Laud's End, and spectators evinced
considerable int-erest in the Rover and

A. B.C. air-cooled light cars, both ni 1

1

competition work.

What a trial for bringing out
old-time competitors ! Early in the

or towards the tail, familiar faces

to be seen everywhere. We met j

Sproston (3^ Lea-Francis) towards
head of the procession, while W. B.
and C. T. Newsome, two well-k

motor cyclists, were at the tail in

cars. Gibb, by the bye, lifted th(

in this class.

The two 8 Royal Rubys kept ,.ell

together, and made fine ascents of L;;on

Hill. The Matchlesses a,lso were far-

ticularly noticeable as a group. •

P. Pike's O.K. Union was fitted iSth

a three-speed Albion countershaft "
The engine he used was that emplevi

the Inverness-Land's End run, ;i!ii

rider swears by the new Progress pi

J. A. Newman had a coach-buill fi

attached to his 3^ Sunbeam, but i'-

clean ascents of both Porlock and LyWii.

P. W. White, on a similar outfit,T«s

less fortunate.

Many a competitor who had notlre-

viously encountered North Devon scijpry

would have been glad of more tiuji to

admire the views. jl

The name of Parracombe appeariifon

the route does not imply an ascent o|/li8

dreaded "Beggar's Roost." The hi^pul

of Parracombe village which corapelprs

had to tackle is nothing out ofi.I'o

ordinary for that part of the world
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Competitors m the recent London-Land's End Trial are shown negotiating different parts of Porlock, Lynton, and Arlington Hills
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LONDON-LAND'S END RESULTS.
The following are the individual av.iarda

in the motor cycle classes :

Solo Motor Cycles.

JARROTT CUP WINNER.
T. S. Sharratt (4 Triumph)

COLD MEDALS.
Hugh Gibson (2i/, Clyno)
O. A. McKeand (4 Uailey-Davidson)
R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph)
L. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenitb)
V. Gayford (5 Zenitli)
K. V. Chidlsy (5 Biough)
IL Thorpe (2;4 Dougla.5)
H. Karslaka (6-7 Ariel)
P. R. G. Spikjns (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
F. A. Longman (3>/. Ariel)
V. Olss^en (S New Imperial)
J. A. Hilger (3>/2 Rover)
R. B. Clarlt (4 Blackburne)
H. P. Edwards (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
E. C. Redvers Johnson (3V. Iluraber)
G. A. Eeed (3")4 Srott)
J. Harrison (3 Calthorpe)
P. A. Applebee (4 Indian)
E. A. Colliver (4 Indian)
W. G. Boyer (4 Triumph)
P. E. Salter (2"ji Zenith)
L. E. Clulee (2"/, Allon)
W. C. Hemy (a'.i Metro-Tyler)
G. Wray (31/, Triumph)
P. J. Entecknapp (4 Blackburne)
B. J. Sims (4 Triumph)
J. A. Watson-Bourne (2ii Blafkburae)
P. Mighell (4 Triumph)
H. R. Harveyson (4 Indian)
P. Pike (2":i O.K.-XTnion)
E. Porter (3 A.B.C.)
C. Keith Robinson (3 A.B.C.)
G. P. Osborne 13'-, U.S.A.)
II. J. Scale (S'A New Scale)
L. S. Piuder (8 Zenith)
H. Minton (3'/. Norton)
H. P. Lucas (5-6 Zenith)
Tudor Thomijson (4 Douglas)

SILVER MEDALS.
A. J. Sproston (3IA Lea-Prancis)
O. W. W. Cooper (3V> Lea-Francis)
W. J. Pleetwood (3 A.B.C.)
J. Robertson-Brown (8-10 Hendersoi
L. Fulham (3'/, Ariel)
R. H. Baxter (2Vi Radco)
S. L. Squires (4 Triumph)
H. J. White (4 Triumph)
J. A. O'Sullivan (4 Coulson B)
H. F. Fellowes (3i,4 Rudge-Multi)
L. W. B. Parsons (4 Triumph)

Sidecars and Cycle Cars.
PETTYT CUP WINNER.

. H. Elce (10 Morgan Grand Pri.s:

GOLD MEDALS.
, Oharlesworth (8 Zenith sc.)
A. Newman (3'':. Sunbsam sc.)
B. Green (8 New Imperial sc.)

. Dale (8 Royal Ruby sc.)
A. Ap.^ey (8 Royal Ruby sc.)

W. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S.
. Pattison (10 Morgan)
Chaoman (10 Morgan)

. Bradbury (4 Norton sc.)
Thorpe (4 Douelas sc.)

. Carey (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)
A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson •

'. A. Pell-Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidsi
S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc.)
J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.)
A. Hoult (8 Matchless sc.)

, D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc.)
. Nott (8 Matchless EC.)
P. Longman (7-9 Harlev-Davidson
D. Marvin (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc
J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.)
R. Collier (8 Matchless sc.)

SILVER MEDALS.
P. W. Wright (7-9 Indian sc.)
S. Wright (7 9 Indian scD

Fig. 2

GADGETS SEEN AT THE RICHMOND MEET.

(1) Twist grip control connected to Indian clutch lever ; the carburetter is operated b)

Bowden mechanism. (2) A seat tube oil tank, with foot-operated pump, on a Triumph
;

(3) Handle-bar Bowden control for an N.S.U. pattern gear fitted to a 6 h.p. Bat.

NO AWARDS.
W. E. Brough (5 Brough sc.)
F. E. Jones (8 Matclile-ss sc.)
S. Goodwin (10 Castle Three)
F. W. Applebee (41,4 B.S.A. sc.)
R. E. Darnton (8 Sunbeam sc.) .

P. W. White (31!. Sunbaam sc.)

G. Richardson (414 James sc.)

J. Simpson (6-8 Rex sc.)

J. G. Sanford (.^-B Rover sc.)

T. J. Ross (8 Matchless sc.)

R. C. Boxer (8 Matchless sc.)

E. Atkins (3V, Ariel sc.)

G. Packman (8 Matchless sc.)

G. H. T. Letchworth (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc.)

C. D. Wright (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

DISQUALIFIED.
J. Mackenzie (6 Humber)

Cup Scores.
SOLO MOTOR CYCLES.

1. T. S. Sharratt (4 Triumph), winner of
Jarrott Cup.

2. P. A. Applebee (4 Indian Scout).
3. P. Mighell (4 Triumph).

SIDECARS AND CYCLE CARS.
1. W. H. Elce (10 Morgan G.P.), winner of

Pettyt Cup.
2. C. Chapman (10 Morgan).
3. O. Nott (S Matchless).

The individual results in the light car
class are dealt with in this week's issue

of our sister journal, Tlit Anfocar. It

is interesting that the winner of the
Lester cup is W. B. Gibb (10 Douglas),
who is well-known as a motor cycle com-
petition rider.

TABLE OF RESULTS.

Started. Finished. Cups.
Gold

Medals.
Silver
Medals.

No
Awards.

Dis-

qualified. Retired.

Solo motor cycles . ,

.

2b

56

43
18 ; •1 +

'j

l^

14
Sidecars and three-wheelers .

Light cars

" 111 the case of i

BI2

additional aw.ud 1

The fact that the cups were presc ,sd

by Messrs. J. Pettyt and C." Lester lin

old member of the Committee) for ^.le

sidecar and cycle car, and for the 'jht

car classes respectively, was unfortun; Ij

omitted from the programme. I

CANE SIDECARS.
DE.SPITE the undoubted popularil

the coachbuilt sidecar, there

still a large number of buyei

the cane type of body. This demai
generally from motor cyclists of e.x

ence who prefer the flexibility

ability to withstand hard wear wil

damage, which is a characteristic of

cane sidecar, and from Overseas bu,

v,'ho have found the wood constri

body unsuitable in hot climates.

The modern cane sidecar is a

different proposition from that of tht

cane chair days, and, made of cli

woven solid reed cane, we'.l upholsti

it compares yerv favourablv on

point' of finish with the coacli-'buiU 1

Makers speciiilisiiii;' in this typr -il

are now somewhat limited. It will, L|,

fore, be of interest , to a number of
j

i-enders to know that Edward Bowse
46, Burley Street, V.eeds, well-knowii

many years as a specialist in cone 1

work, is again marketing c:iiic siJci':

The Bowser No. 2 is a taiiileni-i>:

capublo nf accomniodating two adults.-'

sells, with chassis and ti're, for £33 ll

or body only £14 8s. 9'd. Single-s!'

types are also niaij;cled, incliuliii

sporting model

I!

JLkui
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IN THE DEVASTATED AREAS. (Top) Many visit the battlefields on a sorrowful errand, to see the graves of those who have passed

O'er
: the graves registration- surveyors who assist them use motor cycles in their work. (Centre) The motor cyc'e and sidecar is useful in carrying

both people and goods in the ruined towns. (Bottom) Hah at a wayside estaminet on one of the old battlefields, near Chateau Thierry.
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RUNNING
COSTS.

Some Calculations showing how the Cost per Mile Decreases as the Mileage Increases.

ONE is often asked how much it costs to run a

motor cycle, and the answer to the question
is one which must always be of considerable

importance to the ordinary purchaser, who is usually

a man of distinctly limited means.
Unfortunately, it is never possible to give an exact

answer, and it is possible that this uncertainty about
what expenses may be involved deters many potential

enthusiasts from taking up the pastime.

The truth is that expense is greatly affected, by a

large number of factors which are mostly unknown
in any particular case. Quite apart from th'e obvious
fact that a big 'twin and sidecar will cost much more
to run than a baby two-stroke, there is a very big

personal element.

I do not think it would be any exaggeration to

say that the expenses of two riders of different tem-
perament—quite apart from questions of skill—riding
identical machines might differ by as r.

much as 30% or more, if taken over
long periods. Indeed, I believe that

one might spend twice as much as the

other. If you must always have the

very last word in machines, if you are

too lazy or too busy to do all cleaning

and repai« yourself, if you want the

vei7 latest and best accessories, and if

you always drive your machine to the

limit of its capacity, you will find that

you can get through a sui-prsing amount
of money in the course of a few
seasons. If, on the other hand, you
take a pleasure in doing everything

3'ourself, if you study economy, and
enjoy the process of " making things

do," and if you drive steadily and
carefully, you will find that motor
cycling is one of the cheapest amuse-
ments going for the amount of fun

you get out of it.

How Costs are Increased.
The other night I was driving a well-

known make of three-wheeler down

Fig. 1
.—^The curves show at what mileage

it becomes cheaper to travel by train than

by motor cycle. AA represents solo light-

weight. BB, solo mediumweight. CC,
heavyweight. DD, train, third class. EE,

from London after a dance, it was train, first class,

a vile night of wind, rain, and sleet, and
about three miles from home my back tyre, which had
been giving trouble all day, finally went flat for good
and all. Back tyre repairs on this machine are never

pleasant, and it was clearly a case for deciding whether

to spend the greater part of some time labouring

dolorously in the mud, and dark, and wet, probably

ruining my dress clothes the while, or whether to

B14

abandon the 'bus, walk home, and send out a breal;

down gang the next morning. Problems of this kin

- are, fortunately, fairly rare, but their solution depenc

largely on temperament and are likely to make a bi

difference to running cpsts. The temptation to slin

the machine into the local garage and leave the worl
I

men' to' do some minor repair what time yovK g\

and get lunch is often strong, but it must be stern

repressed if you are really out for economy.
!

Then again there are all sorts of incidental expens< i

which may be ihdirectly incurred—such as meals ;!

hotels instead of at home—^but there are also incident
:

savings of train fares and taxis and sometimes c

lodging. I myself, for instance, living within twen i

miles of London, find it cheaper to go up

—

e.g., fc

;

a dance—by road and. to come home again afterwan

than to travel by train and to put up at an hotel.
\

If the machine is used regularly for business pu
j

poses or for- any journeys which wou
otherwise be done by train, this savii i

may be very important, and the net co

'

of keeping a machine would be mucj

lower than if it were used solely fi

"joy-rides." Even here the person

factor is important, for much w:

depend on whether you normally trav'

first-class and by taxi or third and 1

tube or 'bus.

It is a common practice to sta

running costs in terms of cost per mi

run. This is sensible enough, b"ut

should be remembered that, quite apa^

from the personal factors which I ha\'

just mentioned, the cost per mile wi

vary greatly with the total mileage ru:

This is of great importance to the mr

who- is trying to estimate how mucj

if at all, he will save by doir,

journeys by road rather than by rai:

I have, therefore, worked out tabhi

and curves of running costs for differe

j

types of machines running over differej'-

distances. I have taken three typi[

as representative, the solo lightweigl

supposed to be about 2}i h.p. two
\

four-stroke; the standard type of 3^ h.p., and tlP

biggish twin with sidecar. These, I think, are_ a

that need be considered for purposes of illustratio(:

Anyone interested in other types of solo or sideci:

machine can interpolate.

The most difficult item to assess is depreciatioi

which depends so largely on the care with whicjj

12

B

\

e
1

-,
\

7^, \\^

A\^\ E

\^
.

D _ 6
B

I

Thousands of miles ran
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Running Costs.

—

the niacliine is treated and the buying and selling skill

'and luck of the owner. Some people have a genius

for this sort of thing, while others seem fated always

to liuy dear and sell cheap.

I have been obliged, of course, to make certain

assumptions and guesses, and, there-

fore, the curves must not be taken as

being really accurate. They serve,

howe\er, to show how the cost per

mile decreases inversely as the dis-

tance run, and how each type of nia-

ehine compares with railway traxel-

ling in the matter of expense.

I have assimicd moderate prices

for the lightweight, the 3J/2 h.p.

machine and the sidecar outfit ; I

have reckoned interest on capital at

5%, and insurance for the three

machines at £2 15s., ,£3, _ and £z
respectively. Tax, registration, driv-

ing licence, and overalls I have put

down at _;^5 in each case.

I have assumed that the machine
is bought new and is sold at the end

of the year, and have accordingly

allowed £t.S' £-°' 'i^d ^^30 for de-

preciation.

I estimate that petrol will cost

"ab,out .45d. per mile, at present, for

the lightweight, -SSd. for the t,%

h.p., and .7Sd. for the sidecar

machine. Oil, .o8d., .iid., and

.13d. ; but this will vary greatly

,s

Thousands of miles ran

Fig. 2.—Showing the total expenses ol

the various forms of travelling for distances

up to 20,000 miles. AA, solo lightweight.

BB, solo mediumweight. CC, heavyweight
and sidecar. DD, train, third class EE,
train, first class.

with the make
of machine and the speed at which it is driven. The
last factor makes it very difficult to allow for wear

of tyres, but I have reckoned these at .lyd., .2od.,

and .jod., for the three cases respectively.

42(J

1 have assumed that the owner will be able to clo all

running repairs, and 1 have allowed the sum of £2 los.

in ca<;h case for the renewal of worn parts after 10,000
miles.

These are only ruu_L;h a|)pri)\iiniilions an<] are bound
to vary a good deal in individual cases, but I do not

^
think that the curves are misleading

in the main. They show (fig. i) that

the lightweight begins to get on
terma with the train at about 2,750
miles for first-class travelling, and
about 7,500 for third-class; the

corresponding distances for tlie

3j^ h.p. are about 3,500 and 12,000

respectively.

The sidecar outfit, driven solo,

would not have a chance against the

third-class train until about 35,000
miles had been covered. But if the

fare of the passenger is counted in,

it begins to score at the 6,000 mark.

The same thing is shown in a

different way in fig. 2. This gives

the /o/al expenses of the various

forms of travelling for distances up
to 20,000 miles.

These calculations are based on
the assumption that a new machine
is purchased at the beginning of the

year. If the owner buys second-

hand, the charge for depreciation

will be much less, but expenditure

on repairs will be higher.

So much depends on the individual driver and special

circumstances that the figures given might be greatly

modified in any given case. I think, however, that they

may show how running expenses are likely to turn

out. W.W.S.

ON ESTATE WORK. Owing to the high price of small cars, the sidecar is now being used more extensively by estate stewards.

m the above picture the owner of an Ariel is discussing internal combustion engines with the handy man, who tends the electric light

plant in his spare time.

&Sk
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NEW IDEAS IN

ACCESSORIES.
Brief Notes on Many Devices Recently Submitted

An Adjustable Lamp Bracket.

FREQUENT annoyance is caused when,

after purchasing a lamp bracket for

the sidecar, it is found that the

position of the tang makes the lamp,
when fitted, point

in an undesired
direction. A novel
fitting produced to

obviate this diffi-

culty is shovfn in

the illustration.

The tang is held
in the end of the
bracket by means
of a washer and
nut, which latter,

when slackened,
enables the lamp

The advantages of such a horn, if

properly controllable, would be approxi-
mate to those of an electric horn, and
it should meet with a ready demand.
We understand that the inventors are

open to negotiate with accessory makers
for the manufacturing rights.

A Lock for tfie Stand.

IT will not be very long before every
motor cyclist will either fully insure
his machine or have it equipped with

an efficient lock to prevent it being
stolen.' Even when a machine is insured,

An adjustable lamp
bracket.

to be adjusted in the required position,
after which the tightening of the nut
holds the tang rigidly by the bracket.
This accessory mav be purchased from
Messrs. Dunhills, Ltd., 359-361, Euston
Road, London, N.W.I, price 4s. 6d.

Operating tlie Horn by tha

Knees.
^VyiTH the idea of operating a hornW without having to remove the

hands from the handle-bar,

Messrs. Alexander and McLay, of 15,

Cranbourne Avenue, Park Road, N.,
Birkenhead, have patented the device
illustrated. It will be seen that it is

intended to embody two bulbs in kiiee-

pads, from which rubber pipes are
carried to a Y connection, thence by a
single pipe to the reed. While appre-
ciating the advantages
of such a device, a
query arises regarding
the probability that
the horn would be
operated by the rider's

knees at other times than when wanted.
Probably it would be possible to have
a valve near the reed which could be
operated by a small lever on the handle-
bar by means. of a Bowden wire.

B18

Two methods of locking the motor cycle

stand m position.

the owner should take every precaution
against theft, as, apart from the moral
aspect, there are difficulties attending
the purchase of a new machine.
We are glad to see that inventors are

turning their attention to the scope that
exists for locking devices. Personally,
we favour fitments which prevent the
machine being wheeled altogether ; and
in this connection Messrs. Merring and
Jones, Alderley, Stepps, Glasgow, have
patented a device for locking the stand.

In one form, the lock
is embodied in the
stand arm, the bolt of
the lock being inserted
in a socket in the frame
member. This may be
open to criticism on the
point that mud would
probably fill " up the
orifice. The other form
illustrated uses a pad-
lock, which obviates
this possible fault.

Appai-ently part of the
lock has to form an
integral portion of the
stays, in which case it

limits the use of the
invention to new or
reconstructed motor
cycles. Another

criticism is that the device would be found
of greatest value on solo machines only,
as with modern sidecars the weight is

usually too much to induce the owner to
lift the machine on to the stand.

A pneumatic knee grip

and horn.

A Speedometer Drive
Protector.

A CORRESPONDENT, Mr. F. I
Tippett, 31, Charlton Road_, Blac!

heath, London, S.E., has invent*
and patented a device for protecting tl

gear wheels of the speedometer transmi
sion. The idea originated in his havii
to renew the driving gear wheels of h
speedometer so often, owing to grit ge
tmg in between the cogs and causii

wear to the parts.

The device consists of a casing enclc
ing the two gear wheels, and fitted wi
a V shaped groove on the exterior,
that any mud dropped from the fro

wheel runs clear away.

" V SHAPED

A speedometer gear wheel protector.

The section of the edge cover assum
the shape of an M, and ' Mr. Tippe
claims that this shape makes the protect

suitable not only for speedometer^ ge
wheels, but for other purposes as we;
such as belts, chains, belt pulleys, hi

cones, etc., of motor cycles.

A Useful Motor Cycle Covei
THOSE of our readers who have oft5

to leave their machines exposed
||

all weathers Avill find the motj

cycle cover brought out by the HowaS
Car and Cycle Cover Co., 41, Fetter Lai]'|

London, E.C.4, to be an exceedingi

useful accessory. The cover is made i

water and rot-proof canvas, sliaped ij

fit over a motor cycle or motor cycle aj

sidecar. Its top is designed to presej

a sloping surface to the weather, so thl

k
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Again the

Scout
makes a

lOO per cent, success.

3

SCOUTS
compete in the,

London—Land's End Trial
and win

3
GOLD

MEDALS
Mr. F. A. Applebee on his Scout also ran second for the Jarroit Cup-

Send ioT List.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"Indian House," 366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.

AUSTRALIA—109-113, Russell Street, MeJboome. AFRICA—
"Indian Hotise," 127--9, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg;
"Indian House," 579, West Street. Durban :

" [ndiao House."
Strand Street, Port Elizabetli.

.n answering this advertisement it is desirable ?o mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The A.A. patrol lends

a helping hand.

"CARRYING ON."
How new A.A. members will benefit by the
example of the **First Hundred Thousand."

THE present season will undoubtedly be a record

one for the motoring world ; deliveries are being

speeded up ; the output, in certain works, has been

increased by 100 per cent, during the last three

months, relations between employers and employees

are belter—in fact, all branches of the industry are

"carrying on to the best of their ability, and

ensuring their share of the increased production,

which is vital to the life of the nation.

Already there are more motor cyclists on the

road than ever before, consequently, the ubiquitous

A.A. Badge is even more in evidence, and, as a

result, the Automobile Association's benfefits of

membership have been further increased.

During the last twelve months the Association

has instituted " Mechanical First-Aid " Machines,

a Day and Night Roadside Telephone Service, a
" No Cash Deposit " scheme for members taking

their motor cycles abroad, Roadside Motor Fuel

Supply Stations, and it has extended the Free Legal

Defence and Advice Scheme to cover civil cases m
addition to the defence of membsrs in respect of

summonses under the Motor Car Act.

One would naturally conclude that the subscrip-

tions had been raised to cover these extra benefits, but

this is not so, and the subscriptions remain the same as

in 1 905, when the Association had only a few patrols

on the roads between London and the South Coast.

This has been made possible

membership of the Association
;

the

by the "ma;'

new practi

membfbenefits being added as ttie income trom

subscriptions increases.

To-day the A.A. has more than llO.Oj)

members, the number is growing at the rate of neaj^

2,000 each week ; therefore, the Association is as

to provide Road Service which, for completenjs

and efficiency, cannot be approached by aiy otl;r

motoring organisation in the World.
!i

This service includes, in addition to the privileges mentio:H

above, free assistance by khaki-clad A.A. patrols on all e

principal main roads of the country, home and foreign toui g

facilities, engineering assistance, officially appointed hoi!;,

agents and repairers, special insurance facilllies, etc, etc ly

means of this service the member is looked after the who etije

he is on the road, and he is prepared for such emergencie.js

breakdowns, delays, bad road conditions, unsatisfactory h'I'l

accommodation, incompetent repairers and other discomfoi

Therefore, if you are not already a member of the Ai -

mobile Associa'ion, you shou'd, in your own interest, join rv

and participate in the advantages which have been builllp

by the subscriptions of the "first hundred thousand" memhii

Full particulars of all A.A. benefits are contained in |e

booklet, "The Key fo the Open Road," a copy of which |n

be obtained, post free, from the Secretary, The Automoie
Association. 2 1 ,Fanum House, Whilcomb St., London,W|2

Motor Cyclists in London are invited to call at Hell-

quarters, where a staff of experts is always in attendancejo

give information on any question relating to motoring.

If unable to call, send a postcard to-day, and the booM
will be despatched by return of post

j

/n answirinq this advertisement it is dtshahle 1o mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A useUil watcrproot ' cover all ' loi a moloi cycle.

watci-sliod is formed, which effectually

rotects the machine against the most
iolent dowiipuur.

It is also designed so that it may be

oiled up and strapped on to the carrier.
' 'ho device should be a great boon to

i hose who have to leave their motor cycles

J

fmpornrily out of doors when garage
I ccommodation is not available, and
:i htiuld be extremely useful to those happy

lotorists who possess week-end cottages
i .'hich have not any motor house accom-

iiodation.

A Useful Accessory.
A N exceedingly useful tool for motor

> "\ cyclists is the P. and P. combined
I belt punclv and cutter, which not

I
nly cuts the belt to the required length,

iuie drills a hole, but at the same
exactly the right
distance from
the end of the
belt. The blade
is of the best
Sheffield steel,
and is detach-
able, so that it

can be sharpened
if necessary.

Many "owners
of belt - driven
machines will
appreciate the
value of this tool.

It is made by the
P. and P. Engi-
neering Co.,

135, Richmond
Road, Shoebury-
ness, Essex.

P.n]wn iiriis., and manii-
facluri'd by Mr. James
A. Alarnie, of the Cen-
tral Cycle Works, High
Street, iMontrose, N.B.
As will bo seen, the

stand is collapsible, so
that when not required
it can be stored con-
veniently. It consists of
a wooden platform, 7ft.

in Ifuulli and 20in. wide,
|ir<n!iliMl at each end
^^illl liiii'jril steel legs.

'\'\w machine is run on
to the platform when
the latter is flat on the
ground ; the rear wheel

is then raised onto its stand, and the front
end of the stand lifted up. A long lever at

the rear end assists in raising the plat-

form to a horizontal position, also bear-
ing upon the cross member of the stand
on the machine to prevent movement.
Lowering the frame is apparently just as

The P. and P. combined
belt punch and cutter.

A Collapsible Repair Stand.
l/|0TOR cyclists who are fond of
VI tiiikering, and garage men who do

this in the course of business, have
ow the choice of several back-ache-
>ving stands upon which a machine may
e placed for repairs or adjustments. The
itest to be brought to our notice is

no\Tn as the JMarnie, sold by Messrs.

j A collapsible repair bench useful to

j

motor cyclists.

A simple and ethcient design of leg shield.

simple, the inventor claiming that one
person can raise or lower the bench
without undue exertion. It would ap-
pear that for safety's sake a second
person should stand by in case the
machine overbalanced.

'

A Combined Mudshield and
Foolboard.

AN especially efficient pair of mud-
shields and footboards is being
marketed bv ilessrs. Heiirv. Duke

and Co., 82-84, Church Road, Hendon,
London, N.W.4. The mudshields, which

extend well above the
rider's knee, are pro-
vided with side val-

ances, which shelter
the feet from mud
splashed from passing
vehicles. Placed suffi-

ciently low to enable
the air to pass over
the cylinder, a sheet
steel guard fills the gap
between the two leg

shields, ajul e.xtcnds backwards under
the crank case, protecting the latter from
mud thrown up by the front wheel.
The mudshields are screwed to foot-

boards, which are held by brackets
mounted on either side of the footre.st

spindle, whilst a corrugated aluminium
plate is fixed to the lop of the board.

A Walerproof Suit;

WE have lately been trying a suit

made by Weathor'proofs, Ltd.,

10, Lovell's Court, Paternoster
Row, London, E.G. 2, and were able to

test it to the full on the occasion of a
recent trial in heavy rain.

The suit is made of heavy waterproof
twill, and the coat is a little longer than
the ordinary motor cycle coat, affording
some protection to the knees. It is well-

made and perfectly waterproof.

A Combined Pillion Seat and
Back-rest,

A CRITICISM often urged against

back-rests on motor cycles is that

they impede the rider when mount-
ing or dismounting. This objection has

-been overcome, however, as far as it can
possibly be overcome, by a device pro-

visionally protected by Mr. C. R. Mills,

of Leamington, and which will shortly

be marketed by Messrs. John Denby and
Co., Upper Well Street, Coventry.

Briefly, the accessory consists of a
wooden frame with suitable clips for

standard motor cycle carriers. Hinged
at the front end of this frame is a board
on which is mounted a well-upholstered
cushion supported on twelve coil springs.

In its horizontal position, it forms an
excellent pillion ~seat, but when not
required for this purpose it can be
lifted into a vertical position, where it

is retained by a spring catch, and so

forms a comfortable back-rest. The
spring catch consists of a strut secured
at right angles to a transverse bar, the

A double purpose pillion seat.

latter being free to slide laterally to a

limited extent. A tension spring pulls

the strut into the upright position as

the seat is raised, and also moves it

sideways, so that it catches beneath an

abutment at the hichest position.

B2I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed ta the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and addiesk

CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION.
Sir,—I would like to ask if any reader has experienced

aluminium cylinders internally electro-plated with iron or

cobalt. Probably the cylinder is to be plated first with
copper, then with iron or cobalt, which can be of a great

thickness, but I doubt if it will stand against the tempera-
ture changes. HUGO MOREN.
Easunda, Sweden.

INFLATED PRICES.
Sir,—I have been keenly interested in the correspondence

which has recently appeared in The Motor Cycle with regard
to prices for motor cycles at the present time, and, as a

business man, I am keenly interested to know what course

the motor cycle trade are taking in the case.

There is a motor cycle agent in my district who has
apparently obtained a Triumph, model H, 4 h.p. This he
shows in his window to-day. It is listed by the Triumph
people at £103, on which, I presume, he gets his usual

trade allowances. His price to-day (of which I have two
witnesses) is £130. This is not including sidecar, acces-

sories, or any extras.

I therefore take it that, apart from trade discount (which
I happen to know is quite substantial), he is endeavouring
to make an extra £27.
Cannot the Triumph Cycle Co. do something to prevent

this sort of thing occurring?

I note this agent also has a sign outside which reads
"R.A.C. Agent." E.J.L.

CARBURETTER DESIGN.
Sir,—I read with much interest the

account of the Eta carburetter in T/ie

Motor Cycle recently. It seems to me
a most promising design, and I look

forward to reading further particulars

of its performance later.

There is, however, one point on which
I should be grateful to the inventors
for enlightenment. Mr. F. Strickland,
writing in The Autocar of March 13th,

says : "If reference can be made to

Mr. Brewer's book on carburetters, it

will be seen that the flow of petrol

increases very rapidly with the rise in

temperature, owing to the decrease in

viscosity. It is, therefore, quite im-
possible to get the same proportion of

petrol to air at different temperatures,
and the difference is so great that it is

evident that no carburetter, without
some adjustment, can be even approxi-
mately right through the vaiiations

usual in an engine in our climate " I

should much like to know how the
inventors of the Eta get over this diffi- >"^

culty. It does not seem very desuable %
that the jet, or valve, as it is moie [''

correctly called, should be adjusted
from day to day by inexpert iideis |^S§S5"~j,
Is it possible that the injector device
can correct for temperatures ?

Presumably, the heating up from the
engine can be allowed for by setting
the mixture on the weak side (when
cold), and relying upon the pilot jst and

B22

its rather rich mixture until the engine warms up. I ai;

not out to criticise, and merely wish to learn more of whaj
seems to be an excellent instrument.

JOHN HOLLAND.

PETROL ECONOMY.
Sir,—Being a keen motorist, and anxious to try anythin I

to reduce the cost of motor spirit, a friend advised me t

get fitted a patent combination known as the No. 5'Atomist
with angular vanes, and made by the Atomiser Co., of Easj

Boldon in Duirham.
Accordingly, I had fitted to my new 1920 8 h.p. Sunbeai

i

combination these appliances, and decided to give them
[

fairly severe teat. ,

Having recently made a return journey into Scotland (

I

164 miles on three gallons on the machine as delivered froi

'

the makers, i.e., about 54 m.p.g., I thought, being sceptica

these figures were too good to be beaten. I therefore set or

on March 13th, and in the North met wild weather, snow

and half a gale, and on my return on the 15th experience

similar conditions.
,

Now, my friend assured me I should save 25%, So I wer
j

carefully into it, and the mileage worked out at 185 with
i

consumption of two gallons six and a half pints—just aboi)

65 m.p.g.
In the interest of enthusiastic motorists, like myself,

decided that inventions of this description at the pre«en

time should not be missed, hence my writing you.

T.E. SMITH. ;

PRIZE-WINNING LADIES AT RICHMOND. Miss S. F. Wilson (2i lv.p. Levis),

'

who travelled 59 miles, and Miss E. Dent (2i h.p. J9I5 Douglas), who had the best kept

machine, gained the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union and The Motor Cycle prizes

respectively.
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AT THE RECENT MEET AT RICHMOND (Y0RK3).

W. H. Dodds (3i li.p. Sunbeam), winner of The Motor Cycle prize for

the most ingenious idea (electric lighting conversion).

HOW TO BE POPULAR.
Sir,—May I point out one reason which I think is

pajtly the cause of motor cyclists not meeting with the en-

thusiastic welcome that they might desire at many hotels. I

participate regularly in trials, large and small, and I have
repeatedly noticed that competitors rise from the table

without any thought of tipping the staS. None of us would
think of omitting this function if we were lunching alone

in similar quarters, and it is hardly sporting to take ad-

vantage of being one of a crowd. It may not affect us
personally, but it injures the crowd, and adds to the

difficulties of trials organisers. A lunch of this kind means
much more work for the hotel staff than ordinary routine

luncheons, and therefore I would propose that at these

sporting events trials secretaries make some provision for

the passing of the hat round to the sportsmen concerned.

If we are going to ride in trials at all, we may as well

conduct ourselves like the rest of civilisation. B.

Peebles.

FINISH OF NEW MACHINES.
Sir,—Might I take up a little space in your paper with

reference to the "finish" of a new machine, of which I

have just taken delivery. In view of the great interest which
this outfit arouses when drawn up in the City, I think
it necessary to point out to potential purchasers of outfits

that there are many things which go to make a perfect
machine. First, the sidecar. In fittmg the press studs to

which the cover is attached it would appear that the fitter

had put his thumb or hammer on the wet varnish, leaving
five blobs wliich are a constant eyesore.' When the screen
was fitted, it was necessary to cut away some of the wood-
work. Instead of touching up the job afterwards, the white

.
wood ia visible. Underneath the door is a stain Sin. long,

which has been varnished over. These little matters, wliile

trivial, are very annoying, as, unless the machine is perfect
when new, the owner feels very little interest in keeping
the appearance in order.

Eegaa-ding the machine itself, it was found that none of
the security bolts had been tightened, the nuts being just
started on the threads. This is easily remedied, but it would
have annoyed me considerably had I ruined a new tyre
through this cause.

The sight feed lubricator leaked badly, but was, of course,
soon adjusted.
In conclusion, it would appear that manufacturers do not

. pay sufficient attention to the little details which mean so
much. This is regrettable, as the machine in question runs
perfectly, and is one of the most enjoyable mounts I have
ever ridden. I am an enthusiast over "this particular make,
but the one thing which would make me change my allegiance

C. H. Zissler (1917 4i h.p. B.S.A. sidecar), who had the best

kept machine at the meet.

would be a machine to which real attention had been given

to detail and finish.

After all, having paid £210 for an outfit, one expects

the " goods " ; otherwise I would sooner have the price

made £215 if it would save me the annoyance of having

those five brown blobs for ever in front of me.
A. BROWN.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sir,—As a hard rider for some years, I agree with " Ixion

"

that the electric system with dynamo is the most convenient

yet produced. But experience has shown that the dynamo
must be gear or chain-driven : leather or spring belts are not

reliable enough. Also, can "Ixion" tell me of an accumu-
lator that will stand up for long to high speed touring (un-

less it is housed in the sidecar, but I often tour solo) ?

It leaks acid, cracks its case, or else the plates break off

the lugs. Why are accumulators placed under the saddle

where they get all the bumps? Is not the top of the tank,

up in front, the proper place? Why are not all head lamps
made with an additional small bulb to light with the big

one, so the darkness does not get up and hit you when the

big' one burns out?
Electric light is fine when it works, but there is room for

a lot of improvement on the usual installations.

Madrid.
'

F. S. ROWE.
[We have used a Fuller Block accimiulator mounted on the

footboard with satisfaction.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—Having read your article on "Electric Lighting on

Motor Cycles" in a recent issue of T!ie Motor Cycle, it has

occurred to me that your readers might be interested in the

e.xperiences of one who has tried it without success, for I,

too, like your contributor, "W.D.S.," have sworn a mighty
oath, but have gone back to acetylene again. Some of the

points may be a warning of what to look out for. I used

a 4 volt accumulator, and ran side and tail lamps, in series,

using the ordinary 2 volt pocket pea lamps in these, and
an 8 watt 4 volt bulb in the head lamp. For the wiring I

tried various kinds of flex, but thej' all suffered with wet,

oil, petrol, and collected dust and dirt, and soon looked

shabby. The best I found was Henley's cab tyre sheathed

cable, as used for portable lamps in workshops, etc. The
only troubles with this were it split (outer covering only) if

squeezed at all under the Bowden wire clips—not at first,

but after a day or so, according to the amount of distoi-tion

caused by the clip ; also, the ends at the lamps, terminal

board, etc., must be supported, and the weight not taken

bv the strands of the conductor in the terminals. The
C'.T.S. wire is oil, petrol and wet, but not benzole, proof.

My greatest trouble was inability to keep the acid inside

the accumulator, or even to the "inside of the accumulator
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box. I originally carried this inside the sidecar in much
the same manner as " W.D.S." suggests, but what with
the acid creeping and splashing about, it got through the;
box, saturated the woodwork and upholstery of the sidecar,

to my great dismay, and might easily have caused damage
to the shoes and skirts of my passengy. I then transferred
the accumulator to a new box, treated inside and out with
acid proof paint, and fixed it to the chassis near the attach-
ment of the back forks, the only place available to get a safe
fixing, and where acid could do the minimum of damage ;

but the jarring and vibration were too mUch for the cell,

it loosened the plates, opened the seams in the top of the
cell, and let the acid out, and eventually jumped a hole
through the bottom. Two accumulators have been served
in this manner, also Hakes loosened by vibration
caused shorts between the plates, in spite of the
perforated celluloid separation fitted.

I can sympathise with anyone's feelings who experiences
being suddenly plunged into darkness on a dark, wet night
when travelling along a country road at, say, 30 m.pji.,
and when he has got over that, as he hunts for and remakes
the broken connection to his accumulator or terminal board,
and, perhaps, has to find a substitute for the missing screw,
or finds that the wire is just too short to reach the terminal.
Here I might point out that pretty spiral ends to the wires
have a way of catching in the rag or your coat sleeve
button when cleaning the machine down, and also they
have weight sufficient to cause fracture of the strands of
wire under vibration ; besides, they collect dust and dirt,

unless the whole is encased in a box.
These things do happen, and from experience I say I

would rather clean out my generator, blow out tubing,
change stopped up burners on the road at night, than have
the other thing. When this is done you can get going
again, and these troubles with acetylene can be guarded
against by proper inspection before starting out, but those
of electric lighting I say no most decidedly. With acetylene
I always carry a metal polish tin of spare water, carbide,
and spare burners.
When I can have a dry battery capable of giving a good

steady four to five hours suitable light tor a combination,
with the battery either rechargeable or capable of 300 hours
light before renewal, and of a reasonable price and weight,
then I will go back to electric lighting again. Dynamo and
dry battei'y is the nearest to perfection so far, but look at
the cost and weight of it all.

Eyde, I.W. ONE WHO HAS HAD SOME.

A COMFORT TEST.
Sir,—I was exceedingly interested to read in The Motor

Cycle of the suggested machine for measuring vibration. I

have had such a machine for a long time. It is very simple,
and can be fitted to the carrier of a motor cycle which is

then driven over a marked course. An exact register is

taken of practically every shock received, the whole experi-
ment occupying about thirty seconds.
Comfort, as you very truly state, is most important, and,

I think, should be regarded as a part of efficiency.

A. M. LOW, Major.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR.'
Sir,—I should be obliged if you would insert the follow-

ing in your valuable journal, of which I have been a reader
since 1903.

Having trouble' with my magneto, I took it to a .Bir-
mingham firm for an estimate, having to wait several days
for this. Finally, I found the charge was £4 12s., which
I thought was out of all reason, and, taking the magneto
to the Silverdale Manufacturing Co., I was absolutely
astonished at the price quoted for repair, viz., 15s., and
the repair would be guaranteed.

I may state that I am not interested or connected in any
way with the Silverdale Company, my letter being to give
the firm a recommendation to "Brum's" motor cyclists.

L. S. DAVIS.
DESIDERATA.

Sir,—Being a motor cyclist of twelve years' standing, may
I suggest a, few points for the genii in construction to meet
with their brainy inventions?

(a) Bad roads may be fashionable for some time to come,
therefore the front wheel mud must be dealt with. It
never has been even scotclied in most machines.

(hj Nor ha^ the problem of a real spring frame. We sit

so tar back on the machine that the c. of g. is uncomfortably

near the resultant road shocks.

(c) Comfort is a great thing—we get it sometimes in

the Army. Why not on motor bicycles? Men with short

fingers seem to get a lot of cramp from the handles. Person-

ally, I am of that persuasion, although I hold that T.T.

bai-s and pneumatic grips discount the after effects 50%.
There is also a sponge rubber grip that does not wear quite

as well, but is good stuff.

(d) About engine construction. Cylinder flanges are too

small to get at the holding-down bolts and nuts.

(e) Adjustable tappets are a doubtful curse when they

get old in the head. "Get a new one," you say, Yes,

when it jibs twenty miles from nowhere, and you have to

take down the cylinder it you have a spare.

(f) It does not require enormous mileage before induction

valve guides form ah- leaks.

(g) Why not eccentrics on the half-time shaft, adjustable

tappet sleeve on the eccentric rod, and overhead valves?

No fear of noise, want of oil, or nearly so much wear.

(h) About carburetters. Some do not suit all machines.
IMany do not work with benzole ; few have petrol strainers.

I say it is the duty of the carburetter to do the straining
,

and keep the tank clear of such fitments. '

(i) Air leaks exist uncontrollable in the split of the induc-

tion pipe union, which is often clamped with a clip ring ;

• and-screw.
;

(j) They are embodied in the air intake, which cannot
be closed in many makes when starting from cold. I have

i

put a cork in or fitted a trap door. A brass gauze diaphragm
and flooding works well. But, after all, it is a ghastly

waste of juice. My old Triumph starts when I need it with-
;

out flooding or priming. In the millennium each maker will i

produce his own carburetter with his mount. '

(k) Transmission. With a kick starter and clutch, either
chain or belt, or both. The cheapest is the best. Scotland 1

is bad, but try Cornwall ! I had an endless belt once. It

was topping for a few thousand miles. But if we must
j

have ended belts, why not invent a fastener to tighten as
well as fasten?

(I) The cost of everything is simply outrageous—even
t

lamjjs. Cannot a lamp be made of three or, at most, four
stampings, fittings extra, and generator—half a dozen makers

j

please note? A rooking price is as bad a defect as an in-

efficient article.
j

(m) Now we have discs everywhere. Why not disc 1

wheels, and have done with spokes and the bore of washing
and painting them?

(n) Look at the little front brakes that continue to be
issued. Surely the business . end of the brake must grip on
a belt rim of the right size to fit a front wheel, in ordinary i

spring forks without radical alterations.

I am aware that many improvements might be added to
j

the list, but that can be better accomplished by your other i

correspondents with greater breadth of experience. But we
I

find in these days that no machine embodies a large number
(to say nothing of a complete Tiumber) of such refinements.

C. ANDREW.

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued i njunction with The Motor CycU.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM.*' The standard handbook on the motor
cycle; its care and management. It deals with
every part of the machine, and with all types of
machines. 286 pages. 400 illustrations. Twentieth
edition

* HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS/'
Coataining over 400 uselul "wrinkle" and helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.
Just published. ...

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE* ROAD M\PS
En'^land and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linea. Set of three, complete in case.

Obtainable by post {remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd
,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers ;in.!

Railway Bookstalls.
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BIG

THINGS of

rteWORLD
THE

QUEBEC BRIDGE
Canada lakes justifiable pride

in having the bridge with the

biggest single span in the

world—a magnificent testi-

mony to the skill, resourceful-

ness, and determination of

the Empire's engineers.

THE men who
designed Quebec

Bridge thought big.

Among men who " thmk

big ""GREYS "Cigar-

ettes are wonderfully

popular. The quality and ,

wholesomeness of these

big cigarettes make them

fittmg companions to big

thoughts.

B£&GREYj ^9

The BIG

SILK CUT VIRGINIA

Of High Class Tobacconists • ^^^^^«,, "^(/-j,

and Stores everiy-w-Kere.
Vl anufectured by
MAJOR DRAPKIN&CT
I CD T«-J E3 C3 T-«I
Branch of the United
Kingdom Tobacco C9 U**.

CIGARETTE with the ChoiceFlavour
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Silver Medal
JUNIOR CAR CLUB'S PETROL
CONSUMPTION TRIAL, MARCH 27th.

S8 tn.p.g. 68'B m.p.g. 67 m.p.g.
67 m.p.g. SB'4 m.p.g. 54 m.p.g.
Five Touring G.N.'s with Capac carburetters, and a Vitesse with
a SthenoSj gave the above results in this recent Competition.

G.N. LTD., EAST HILL,
WANDSWORTH,

LONDON,
S. W.
18

1Henderson Sidecars

The LastWord in Quality, Comfort and Durabflity

WRITE FOR
LIST OF ALL

MODELS
IMMEDIATELY.

IF YOU DELAY
YOU WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO GET
DELIVERY.

WHY WAIT?!
ORDER NOW!!!l

Our Model "Elite.

THE GEM OF THE ROAD.
\

AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN. WRITE TO :—

|

AERO WORKS, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.
'Grams : Aero, Sheffield •Phone : 3119 Cent I

/n answcrini/ this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

.Ji
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Ointds to TLlg^t tamps
Summer 'I'lMF

15th 8.24 p m.
17tli 8.27

19th 8.30 ,

21st 8.54
•

.\in-

L.C.C. Index Marks.

Tlie London County Council has been
assifjned the following additional index
marks : XB, XC, and XD. This brings

the number allotted to London up to

twenty-four.

Tbe M.C.C. Team Trial.

The course this year will be similar to

that utilised last year. Consistent driving

will be tested in the following manner :

Each competitor must check his time for

the first circuit, and must endeavour to

make tlie two subsequent circuits as

nearly as possible the same time.

Isle oE Man Races.

It lias now been definitely decided that

the flying kilometre race on the Douglas
Promenade will take place on Friday
morning, .Tune 18th, owing to the fact

that certain riders will not have access

to their machines on the 16th, the date
originally suggested.

Racing in New Zealand.

Ou February 7th the Pioneer Sports
and Motor Club held a race meeting on
New Brighton beach, Christchurch, the
results of which are as follow :

FOtTE MILES SOLO HANDICAP (Private Oivners).

1. U. Henderson (7-9 Hailey-Dnvidson) .. scr.

2. W. A- Turner (3V2 B.S.A.) 60s.

Time, 5m. 58s.

EIGHT MILES SOLO HANDICAP (Open).
1-. P. Howorth (7 Harlev-Dnvidson) .. .. scr.

2. L. F. Poore f7 Excekior) 60s.
3. A. Smith (7 Indian) 10s.

Time, 7m. 55s.

' FOUR MILES POST HANDICAP.
"1. E. P. Pooie (7 Exoelsioi).
a P. Hnivorth (7 Harlev-Diividson).

Time, 3m. 573.

How to tell the Date oJ a Harley-Davidson
.1 Motor Cycle.

All Harley-Davidson electrical nia-

chuies, except those made in 1916, are
prefixed by the letter L. When this is

' not the case the machine is equipped
,
with magneto ignition.

I For the year 1915 the number termin-

i

ates with the letter K : for 1916, the
letter M : the 1917 and subsequent
models are prefixed thus before the

:
number—L.17.T ; 1918, L.18.T ; or 1919,

i L.19.A ; 1920, L.20.T.
If any manufacturers like to send us

similar information, which would be of

j
assistance to our readers, it will be duly

.1 published.

Currciit^

Important South African Competition.

In the annual hill climb held by the
Natal II. C, on Huntleys Hill, near
Durban, F. A. R, Zuclier put up the
fastest time on his Douglas, thus winning
the Douglas Trophy for the second year
in succession. He covered the 500 yard
course in 324- ^S'^^- R- Ruzer, riding a
Royal Ruby, was second.

Westmorland M.C.C. Open Hili-climD.

We have received a correction in the
results of the above hill-climb held at
East-er. In class 12 for 501 to 750 c.c.

machines on formula, the results were :

1_, B. Hill (3| Scott); 2, J. H. Fox
(5 JIatchless). Jesse Baker, who was
credited with first place, rode a 400 c.c.

A. B.C., which, of course, was out of its

class.

A.C.U. Consul's Badge

We reproduce on this page a jihoto-

graph of the new consul's badge recently
issued by the Auto Cycle Union. In
future all consuls of the A.C.U. will

display this badge on their machines,
and will thus be readily recognised by
m-tnibers. Motorists displaying it are

especially qualified and equipped to

assist A.C.U. members, and have under-
taken to do so within their respective

districts.

The duties of an A.C.U. consul are
many snd varied. He is, for instance,

at all times ready to assist members

Special JPcatures.

ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODEL'S.

LONDON-LAND'S END RESULTS.

Machine badge for A.C.U. consul:

reg.irding the selection, purchase or sale

of a machine. He will advise them in any
technical diificultiec they may experience
ill tlie running or care of their motor
cycles ; or will, if circumstances require,

make an expert examination and report

upon any machine. The local consul will

also assist members in legal, insurance,

touring, and other matters.

The consuls are each responsible for

a radius of about twenty-five miles from
their respective local headquarters,

additional ones being appointed in

especially populous districts.

Second-hand Prices.

There is a noticeable increase in the

number of second-hand machines for sale,

which, at this time, seems to indicate

that new models are now getting on to

the road in some quantity. We |aw
quite a number of the very latest on
the road during the Easter holidays. As
might be expected, under the circum-

stances, there is a slight fall in second-

hand prices generally, but no appreciable

decline can be expected for some time
to come.

Highest and Lowest.

A.J.S., iQl.t, 6 h.p., sidecar
'. £loo-£l35

1916 and later £i45-£240
.'^ricl, 3'. h.p £85-2130
.\llon. 2-strolie, 2-speed £l50-£l70
Bradbur\-. 4 h.p., single-speed, solo £35-£48
B.S..\., 4i h.p.. 3-speed, sidecar l&i-l'^iS
Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2,;- h.p., 2-speed lli-LH
Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed I6o-£7o

5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £85-£i30
Douglas, 2? h.p., W.D f:48-£66

4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £95-£i45
Enfield, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £50-£8o

6 h.p., sidecar £88-£i4"6

Harlev-Davidson, 3-speed, sidecar .; £i40-£i90
Humber, 3.\ h.p., 2-speed £iO-t4S
Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar ... fgo-^rij

iqig, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar ... iio5-£r85
James, 4i h.p., sidecar £95-£ri5
Levis, 2i h.p., single-speed hi-iSo

2J h.p., 2-speed i45-iio
Matchless, 8 h.p., sidecar £8o-£i7o
New Hudson, r9l4, 3i h.p., 3-speed hub,

and sidecar £55-£69
5-6 h.p., sidecar f.75-(,i7

New Imperial, 2j h.p., 2-speed i^o-ii"
P. and M., 1919, 3V h.p., solo iiO-Cyo
Rover, 1918-19, 3_V h.p., T.T C&5-(,9d

3.'. h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar £75-£l35
Rudge-Multi, 3! h.p i65-fo5

5-6 h.p., and sidecar £7o-£i20
Scott, solo £to-lys

„ sidecar £85-fo5
Sunbeam, 1914-1S 3i h.p., solo I'o-l^o

3 i h.p., and sidecar iil32-£r45

Triumph, 3^ h.p., 3-speed hub £5o-£6o

4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, solo . £62-£95

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, side-

i, 2:V h.p., 2-stroke Lfio-lb?

Zenith, 6 h.p., solo iJo-ffio

„ 8 h.p., and sidecar £i20-£:7o

C5
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An Opportunity.

We have heard of a vacancy for a

competition manager with a well-known
motor cycle firm. The opportunity
should be a good one for a well known
and experienced competition rider.

Famous Italian Hill-climb.

Considerable excitement was caused
during the big event of the Merluzza
hill-climb held recently. A. Trivellato
(Harley) and Tuccimei (Delia Ferrera),
riding together, put up a desperate
struggle for supremacy, luccimei leading
well up to the first corner, but being
steadily overhauled and beaten by the
big Harley. The following were the
winners in the variuos classes : 250 c.c,
Motosacoche ; 350 c.c, Douglas; 500c.c.,
Motosacoche; 750 c.c, Motosacoche;
sidecar class, Clyno ; 1,000 c.c, Harley-
Davidson.

Trivellato covered the three kilometre
course at a speed of 77 k.p.h. Last year
he created a record by climbing this hill

in Im, 59s., at a speed of 91 k.p.h.

Marylebone Town Hall.

Alderman Duncan Watson, J.P.,
M.I.E.E., Mayor of Marylebone,
managiiig director of the Harley-Davidson
Motor Co., Ltd. (England), had, at the
recent opening of the new town hall, the
honour of entertaining H.R.H. Prince
Albert, K.G. Other guests of distinction

entertained by Ihe Mayor and Mayoress
were Princess Alice (Countess of Athlone),
Earl of Athlone, C.M.G., and Viscount
Farquhar, P.O.

More War Honours.

The latest list of honours awarded to
prominent figures in the motor cycle in-

dustry include the following :

Commanders (C.B.E.).

Lieut. -Col. Claude Vivian Holbrook.
director Department of Mechanical
Transport, Ministry of Munitions, now
director of Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

Officers (O.B.E.).

Mr. Peter Frederick Blaker Bennetl,
managing director Alessrs. Thomson-

Some of the "tit-bits" in the Western

M.C.C. (Glasgow) Trial. (I ) D. S. Alexander

(2f h.p. Douglas) negotiating the watersplash

in Biggar. (2) An Indian rider amidst typical

Scottish moorland scenery. (3) J. W. Walker

(3^ h.p. Norton) on one of the many hills

included in the route.

Bennett Magnetos Ltd. ; Mr. Geor
Frederick Bull, ' managing direct

Messrs. Chas. H. Pugh, Ltd. (Senspr

caiburetter) ; Mr. Stanton Wilding-Co
managing director Messrs. Burney ai

Blackburne, Ltd. ; Capt. F. M. Gret

aeronautical engineer, Siddeley-Dea
Motor Co., Ltd. ; Mr. A. P. Your
British Thomson-Houston Co. ; and J

E. A. Watson, technical director M
Magneto SjTidicate, Ltd.

The London to Edinburgh Bun.
This year awards will be gold a

silver medals, and no cups will be C(,

tested. Those desiring to enter mi
send in their application forms :•

membership to the Secretary, Mr. Sou'
comb May, 34, Gower Place, by first pi

Tuesday, April 27th. Members must se.

in their entry forms to the trials h(

secretary, H."G. Bell, 77, Stapleton H.
Road, Stroud Green, N. 1

Overtaking on Curves.

Not many weeks ago we uttered i-

caution to novices on the danger of ovj-

taking other vehicles on curves. Tii

had special reference to the chance !

meeting traffic which could not be sfji

till too late. A case that recently can

under our observation showed that w
is not the only source of danger. t

empty sidecar overtook a car at a Itt-

hand bend, and not being able to (]t

round the slight curve at the pace l]t

the road, crossed a piece of grass, sfi

removed seven yards of oak palinj,-

The driver escaped serious injury, w
the outfit was badly damaged. I

i
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THE RE-OPENING OF BROOKLANDS.
Poslponed B.M.C.R.C. Meeling held on Saturday.

Motor cyclists assembling for the first race in the atternoon.

AS if ashamed of its beliaviour on
Easter Monday, the weather, which
had so effectively spoilt the meeting

niiaiiged for that date, provided ideal

ninditioiis tor the five motor cycle

niiitohe.--' run off on Saturday last, April

10th,

The first glimpse of the recently re-

paired track, glistening in the strong sun-

light, and the distant roar of the com-
p. ting machii;es, revived fascinating thrills

of the track after many years of antici-

pation.

Thousands of Enthusiasts.

That the popularity of the classic sport

coiilimies could be observed bv the

many thousands of racing enthusiasts
and the long lines of cars and motor
cycles on the course. The first race, for

solo machines of any class, arranged to

start at the Fork at 2 o'clock, was the
Victory Handicap, in which a distance
of 8 miles 842 yards was to be covered.
The competitors passed the Fork twice,

and then entered the straight to finish at
the grand stand. Of the twenty-seven
entrants, twenty starters got away, well.

Although not entered in. the official pro-
gramme, a very creditable start was
made by Mrs. Longden. astride a
2| h.p. Douglas. Rapid acceleration

brought this lady well to the fore, but
po.'^sibly the wind resistance offered by

her skirt spoilt her promising perform

ance.

J. Woodhouse on his Matchless, a~

though handicapped to the extent of 12

sees., rode well, whilst J. Emerson,
astride a racing A. B.C., literally swal-

lowed up the yards amidst a crackle

from his twin exhaust pipes.

0. M. Baldwin on a Matchless had bad
luck and dropped out on the second lap,

as also did E. Kickham (Douglas),

whilst momentary excitement was caused
bv the prematui'e appearance on the

straight of S. F. Garrett (Indian), who
informed a representative of The Motor
Ci/ch that the; plug of his front cylinder

had failed.
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. En-.erson (.^.B.C.), who won the Victorj- handicap and the

300 c.c. sprint race.

Two Douglas entrants. Mrs. E. Longden was the only lady

motor cvcllst on the Brooklands course.
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66 m.p.h. with 400 c.c. Engine.

From the start Emerson maintained a

fast speed, and roared in iirst at the finish

well ahead of the runner up, W.
^
A.

Jacobs on a Singer, the former rider

having lapped at 66-7 m.p.h.
Closely pursuing, G. J. Mcintosh

(Singer) took third place, whilst running
at a ^liort distance from each other the

following finished in the order named

:

H, R. Harveyson (Indian), V. E. Hors-
man (V.E.H.), H. Martin (Matchless), and
T. Eve (Matchless).

At the finish, Mrs. Longden, who came
ill well, stated that the track was in

places bumpy, otherwise it was a

delightful race.

Tiie 2.20 p.m. and 2.40 p.m. events were
for cars competing for the Essex handicap,
the details of which are described in cuir

parent journal T!ie Autocar.

Sprint Races.

The next race was a sprint of 3 miles

76 yards for motor cycles of a capacity

not exceeding 350 c.c.

Starting at the fork, the competitors
covered one lap only, and entered the

straight at the completion of the first lap.

H. E. Wells (2| Douglas) got away

The start of the 1 ,000 c.c sprint race.

at speed, and held his pace, finishing little

in rear of the winner, T. Eve, on a Match-
less, who lapped at 54.2 m.p.h.

Closely following came W. A. Jacobs,

on the Singer, securing third place, whilst

E. Longden (Douglas) and A. F. Houlberg,
on a new and shining Wooler, finished

well
The most enthralling race of the day

then followed. J. Emerson (A. B.C.) and
D. R. O'Donovan (Norton), two previous
record holders on fast machines, were well

in the running, and there was much con-

troversy as to the likely winner.
Two Duzmo machines were entered, but

did not start j equally disappointed were
the admirers of S. L. Bailey (Douglas).

Practically ajl the starters got away well,

O'Donovan well to the fore.

Eager faces strained to watch the two.
likely winners, visible as two tiny specks
in the distance. Slowly they crept
towards the stand, O'Donovan leading,
Emerson pursuing closely. It was but
within 100 yards of the finish that the
A. B.C. slowly crept up, the eager specta-
tors gripped the railings, and in a most
exciting finish J. ^ Emerson proved the
winner. Well in the rear followed V. E.
Horsman (V.E.H.), who was then con-
siderably ahead of the runners up.

Emerson's average speed was 64.3 m.; .

The 1,000 c.c. sprint race was of an ec il

distance to the foregoing. Star k
again at the fork, the machines enti Id

the straight the first time they reai d

the starting point.

Victory for Eight-valve Engine.

J. Woodhouse on his eight-v 'e

Matcliless proved an easy winner, |d

attained a speed of 7^.9 m.p.h. over !e

lap. 0. M. Baldwin, another Matcl as

rider, followed, whilst third place jis

secured by E. Remington oh a J.- j'.

engined twin, H. R. Harveyson, on jii

Indian, following. The last race, ar [a

good one, too, was a handicap for ti p-

wheeled cars and motor cycles with s p-

cars of any class.
]

An 8 mite 842 yard course was covf |i,

three laps being completed before ente Ig

the straight. Three riders only faile 10

start, and the first away, with Im. ,s.

start, was 0. de Lissa, on a Motosac ie

and sidecar, who secured third plai

E. B. Ware, in a barking little ilo Iiii

with a water-cooled J.A.P. enj ^e,

started splendidly with a handica) ;Df

6s., and roared in at the finish, ill

ahead of W. D. Hawkes on anc ;er

^Morgan. Tlie latt-er rider was sec 1

Ware's speed per lap ; i

aged 59.5 m.p.h.
E. C. B ar a g w a n

j

h

(Zenith) made good tinilin

the last lap, being foijh.

In this race, in wpli

there were three ilor jns

and five sidecars, O'DJo-
van seemed out of liis

ment, finishing slowlj in

rear of Baragwanath.

(Le't) E. B. Ware (Morgan) leadmg
the field. He won the three-wheeler

handicap.

(Right) T. Eve (21 h.p. Matchless)

winning the 350 c.c. sprint race. '
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The Scottish Six Days Trial Routes.
New Ground for Competitors. John-o'-Groat's Included.

FOR this year's Scottish Six Days,
which will be held on July 5th to

10th, a series of now routes have been
planned by the Edinbuigh M.C. Briefly,

tlie routes will be as follow :

First Day.—Edinburgh, Perth, Amul-
1 1'O, Cockbi'idge, Inverness.
Skc^ond Day.—Inverness, Abriachan,

KiMuly, Lairg, Tongue, Thurso, John-o'-

laout's.

Third Day.—Thurso, Wick, Golspie,

Lairg, Inverness.

FouKTH Day.—Inverness, Invermorris-
ton, Chinie, Glenelg, Clunie, Tomdown,
Glendoe, Grantown.
Fifth Day.—Grantown, Cockbridge,

Pitlochry, Kenmore, Crieff, Stirling,

Edinburgh.
Sixth Day.—Edinburgh, Elmscleuch,

Redstone Rig, Stow, Edinburgh.

On the first day the test hills will ba
Amulree, Cockbridge, and Bridge of

Brown. Second day, Abriachan. No
" .special " test hills on the third day.

Fourth day, Manruthachan and Glendva
will be the test hills; on the fifth, Ken-
more ; and on the sixth Redstone Rig
and Elmscleuch.

There will be special awards for single

gear performances.

A New Single-lever Carburetter.
Simple Variable Jet Control. Fuel Supply Proportionate to Throttle Opening.

THE production of a perfect mixture
has, of course, formed the main con-

sideration in the design of this car-

buretter,, whilst, at the same time, the
cost of manufac-
ture has received
much attention in

order to provide
both an effective

and cheap device.

A throttle slide,

of the usual type,
reciprocates in the
barrel and is oper-
ated by a single

B w d e n lever.

Rigidly fixed to
the bottom of the
slide is a tapered
needle which fits

into the jet orifice

located in a brass
tube screwed to
the centre of the
casting. By this
arrangement, the
lifting of the slide
at the same time
raises the needle,
which c o n s e -

quently increases
the size of the jet
orifice, and pro-
duces a constant
ratio of petrol and
air at all throttle openings.
An ingenious device for the rapid

adjustment of the jet is located at the
lower end of the jet tube. A slot is

cut in this latter 'which accommodates
two studs fixed to the inside of the float
chamber, and, as the latter is held tightly
to the upper casting by a spring cUp,
•adjustment of the jet can be made by
turning the float chamber, with a mini-
mum of difficulty, whilst in the saddle.

Easy Starting Device.

Another fitting which the inventors
claim to be the most efficient of its

kmd is a special slow running and start-
ing device. As may be seen in the
illustration, a small hole A is drilled in
the air intake and a similar hole is bored
on the outside of the latter, which, with
the orifice A, permits the' passage of air
to an annular slot cut round the jet tube
in the mixing chamber. These holes are,
at will,- obstructed by a plunger operated

Jones and Marchant's

carburetter dis-

mantled. .

by the lever B. When the throttle slide

is nearly closed and the hole A is opened,

the induced air rushes, at a high velocity,

over the aperture A, and causes a strong*

suction on the jet which produces a rich

mixture. At larger throttle openings,

the second hole, located outside the inlet

pipe, comes into operation at atmospheric
pressure.

Great Controllability.

During our trial run on an old and
obstinate 8 h.p. twin, fitted with one of

these carburetters, the docile manner in

which it carried both rider and passenger
up steep gradients, on bottom gear, at

a speed less than a walking pace, effec-

tively demonstrated the use of the plunger
device. A touch of the throttle gave one
an impression of the rapid acceleration

possible under most strenuous circum-
stances. The facilities offered for adjust-

ing the mixture, whilst in the saddle, need
no comment. This can be done with the
greatest ease, and obviously withjgreater
accuracy than when the machine is

stationary.

We have also tried the carburetter on
a Bleriot-Whippet light car, on which
make it is now a standard fitment. It

behaved remarkably well on this vehicle,

IMPORTANT DATES.

M.C.C. London-Edinbursh Run.

Sun., May 30'h—
Motocycle Club de France Grand Prix Rac<

Tues.. Jons 15lh—
Junior T-T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs..June 17lh—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Mon., July Slh. to Sat.. July lOtJi—
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy TriaL

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyclisl de France et Automo-
bile Club de rOues', Grand Prix Ra e
for Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.

Sun., July 25th, to Aus. lat

—

Interne tional Six Days Trial in France.

Sun.. Au». Ist. to Wed.. AiB. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch TriaL

Mo

giving ample acceleration and plenty of

power, while the slow running was all

that could be desired.
This carburetter is marketed by

Messrs. Jones and Marchant, 1, Baker
Street, Weybridge, Surrey.

AN AWKWARD PREDICA-
MENT.

WHILE testing an automatic carbu-
retter we nad a curious accident
the other day. The first time a

long journey was taken over rough roads,

and when about forty miles from the start

the engine suddenly misfired and. made
a peculiar noise, which led one to suppose
that a valve had broken. Not anticipating
that such a trouble was possible, as the
speed had not been particularly great, and
the machine in question was not given to
breaking valves, we were not surprised to

find that both valves were intact, and it

was a few seconds before the trouble was
located. It was then found that the carbu-
retter casting was faulty, and that it had
broken off close to the clip fastened on to
the short inlet pipe.

Unfortunately, we had no insulating tape
on "board and no wire, but eventually we
took a piece of rag from the tool-bag,
wrapped it tightly round the fracture,
and, after several attempts, succeeded in

starting by placing the hand partially
over the air inlet. The engine fired, and
went off at a high number of r.p.m., and,
owing to the inevitable air leak it was,
of course, impossible to throttle down.
A garage proprietor, Mx-.

,
Carnegie,

of Blindley Heath, was at first inclined to
treat the repair as an impossible one

:

but, with a little persuasion, he quickly
got to work, and fitted a couple of sleeves
to give all the support possible to the
fracture. The fracture itself was bound
with insulating tape, and the carburetter
was then scientifically wired into position
by means of tough iron wire, which was
first twisted round the air inlet, then
wrapped round the nearest stay above it,

to give vertical support, then brought
round the cylinder, and twisted up as

tightly as possible. Further wrappings of

wire were then made round the portion

which encircled the cylinder so as to get

the maximum amount of tension, and on
.the second attempt the engine started,

and the remainder of the journey, 150

miles in extent, was satisfactorily accom-
plished.
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'^ M̂ANoKTMK IJQAD

F[jYING, except for the select few, is now over,

and the delirious thrills obtained during the
war period by the thousands in the R.A.F.
are a thing of the past. The joys of "aero-

batics," performed upon a perfectly rigged 'plane
with the engine tuned up to its utmost capacity,

are now unfortunately few and far between.
Those dives upon the late enemy, with the Vickers

spouting death, every wire screaming, and the whole
of the fabric of the 'bus threatening instant dis-

integration ; those short and sharp, but distinctly

sporting "scraps" among the clouds; and, finally,

those blessed moments of repose between '

' stunts
'

'

which were, at that time, so much appreciated, are
rapidly passing into dim memories.

Comparisons.
It is said—and it must be confessed, with a certain

amount of truth—that it is difficult for an airman
to give up flying. But 'planes are no longer avail-

able for the thousands of demobilised pilots. They
must seek new fields in -which to obtain the modicum
of excitement, which is, to them, the essence of life.

Previous to- the war the majority of flying men
were ardent motor cyclists ; thus, being deprived
of their latest love, they are naturally returning

to their first. After all, there is a great deal of

similarity between 'planes and .motor cycles—both
are capable of high speeds, both require skill to

manipulate correctly, and both will provide an in-

exhaustible supply of real thrills. In fact, it must
be admitted that the motor cycle in many ways
provides more exciten;ent than the aeroplane. At
high speeds on the road it is fatal to allow one's

attention to wander for even a fractional period,

while the apparent speed of a motor cycle is much
greater than the 'plane, provided the latter is at

any appreciable height. For example, 120 m.p.h
at 10,000 feet appears to be a mere crawl. It i.s

only when landing or approaching another 'plane

^^^B^:^
^^^..-/

•A
eriod, J^
much ^K
i.p.h. ^^f-
It ^^k
plane ^^K

travelling in the opposite direction that the enormous
speed is realised.

On comparing the control of land and air machines,
we find that it is necessary to -balance a motor cycle,

and to corner fast it is essential that the machine
be leaned over to the correct degree if a spill is to

be avoided. An aeroplane also has to be balanced,
but in two directions at once, laterally and longi-

tudinally. - Both machines must also be steered, and
both are extremely sensitive in this direction. Wlien
essaying turns in the air the correct degree of bank
must be given in exact proportion to the acuteness
of the turn. If too much is applied, the machine
slips inwards, while if the turn is flat, the machine
slips outwards, and a wide turn is the result. '

When taking delivery of the new road mount the
ex-pilot immediately notices the absence of the
beautifully fitted up dashboard with its multitudinous
collection of aero instruments, and for a wliile is

apt to conceive a very derogatory opinion of the

humble ground slogger. Later, with the engine
tuned up and run in, he realises that he has a most
efficient substitute for his beloved " Camel " or

"Snipe."

Sensations.

And when in mood an occasional "blind" on a

fast machine up a steep hill is comparable to a

"zoom," a rush down a similar hill on full throttle

(if all is clear) to a nose dive, a number of hairpins

give the impression of a series of vertical turns,

while even the "loop" is sometimes successfully

emulated, albeit quite involuntarily. When on the

road and the distant hum of an aeroplane comes
down to earth, the motor cyclist becomes an airman
once again. He almost invariably slows up to

search the sky, and, having sighted his confrere of

the air, his mind goes back to other days. Once
an airman, always an airman,, at least at heart.

Aileron.
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A Curious
French Design.

AnAuxiliary wilhFriclionDrive

THE Fly-Voisiii motor-propelled bi-

t\vole, which has just been put on the

French market, has some rather un-

usual features. The rear wheel of the

bicycle is changed for a disc wheel to

which a big diameter pulley is riveted.

The engine is a single-cylinder Voisin

two-stroke of 1-^ h.p., pivoted on the

bottom rear extremity of the bicycle

frame, and driving the rear wheel by
means of friction. A coil spring tends

to keep the driving pulley in contact with
the rim attached to the wheel, and free

wheel effect is obtained by compressing
this spring and slightly raising the entire

engine and mechanism. A petrol tank
is clipped into the frame, just below the

top tube. With this engine it is claimed
that a speed of sixteen miles an hour can

fas' obtained.

The experimental model of this little

cycle attachment was on view at the Paris

Salon, but the design has been somewhat
modified since that date. It will be
noticed that a Zenith carburetter is

fitted.

4^1

A motonsed bicycle of French origin, possessing several unusual features.

CLUB NEWS.
AcHvilies among Clubs and Results of Many Members' Competilions.

North Wales M.C.C.

A club has recently been formed with

headquarters at Denbigh, and the, follow-

ing officers, were appointed: President,

Mr, W. Edwards ; vice-president, Mr. J.

'

Kouuer Thomas ; treasurer, Mr. G. Jones ;

and hon. sec, Mr. S. V. R. Jones, 1,

Ruthin Koad, Denbigh.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb will be held on May
1st, about twenty miles from Ealing,

on a hill the position of which will be
made known later.

There will be classes for solo and side-

car motor cycles. Information can be
obtoined from the secretary, Mr. F. A.
Longman, 17, Bond Street, Ealing.

N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

The annual general meeting was held
on the 31st ult., when the business of

the last year was discussed. The
treasurer's report was interesting, and
showed a balance of £40.
A run will be made to Bidford-on-Avon

on the 18th inst., starting from Swan
Lane, Gosford C4reen, at 1-45 p.m.

Middlesbtough and District M.C.C.
A blindfolded " starting up " com-

petition w'as held after lunch on the
occasion of the run to the Richmond
Meet on Good Friday, the best times
being made by F, Sheppard, 39s. : Dingle,
41s. ; and R. Pickering, 42s. Later in
the afternoon a speed-judging test was
held over a S^-mile course, resulting as
follows : first, T. Wright (.3 m.p.h.
error); second, E. Turnber (.7 m.p.h.
error); third, W, Meyer (.85 m.p.h.
error).

Mansfield and District M.C.C.

A general meeting will be held on the

26th inst., at 7-30 p.m.,- at the Masons'
Arms, Leeming Street, Mansfield. All
motor cyclists m the district are invited

to attend.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the

5th inst., from Cork to Glengarriff and
back, a distance of 120 miles. Tlie roads
were good except near the finish, where
a detour* was made to include a stiff

hUl. Here several failed, wdiile others
made particularly good climbs.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The awards in the Sangster Cup Trial

to Barmouth are now announced as under :

Sangster Cup.—*W. J. Woodcock (3^,2 Ariel).

Class A (Passenger machines above 600 c.c.).—
Gold medal, *H. B. Denlev (8 Morgan) ; silver
medals, *L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc), H. Boyntoa
(5-6 James sc), H. J. Stretton-Ward (6 Excelsior
sc). and *T. F, Walton (4 Norton sc) ; bronze
viedal, 'Howard R. Davies (6 A.J.S. sc.).

Class B (Passenger machines below 600 c.c.).—
Gold medal, T, Peck (3'/. Ariel sc.) ; silver medals.
R, H. Nicholls (414 B.S.A. sc), and H. V. Collins

(4i4 B,S.A. sc); bronze medals. C, Oerton (4I4

Ariel sc), J. A. Cole (31/2 Sunbeam sc), and H,
C. Jennens (3^^^ James sc).
Class O (Solo machines above 600 ci:.).—Gold

medal, A, Booth (5-6 Indian),

Class D (Solo machines below 600 c.c).—GoZd
medal, *W, J, Woodcock (SVo Ariel) ; silver medals.
•G. A. Dalby (4 Trinmph). W A. Egginton (4
Sunbeam), E. Kibble (4 Triumph), *J. N. ScUy
(4% B.S.A.), *G. Denley (31/2 Sunbeam), *A. E.
RoUason (SV- Ariel), R. E. Pugh (2ii Levis), *R.
W, Duke (4 Triumph), 11. L, Burley (4 Verus),
*H. F. Heath (2% A.J.S.), and *G. Kuhn (2ii
Levis); bronze medals. E. A. Peters (4 I'riuntphK
H. H. Peters (4 Triumph), J. C, Walker (25i
Edmund-Jap) J. N. Roberts (2^i Verus), and J.
G, Orford (2% Imperial),

Speci.1l Lightweight Peize.-*G. Kuhn (214
Levis).

AMATEua Peize,—Gold medal. 'H, B, Denley
(8 Morgan).
* Made clean climbs of Bwlch-y-Groes.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

The following awards were made in

the* seventy-fire mile reliability trial held
on the 28th ult. Gold medal and prize

for class over 770 c.c, won by J. Hartley

(8 Royal Ruby sc), 5J marks lost; silver

medal", won by B. Cooper (8 Royal Enfield

sc), 8 marks lost; bronze medal and
prize for medium weight machines, won
by P. Duckworth (4i L,M,C. sc), 9

marks lost ; special prize for machines up
to 770 c.c, won by W. Baker (5 Ariel

sc), 12 marks lost; special pi-ize for

lightweights, won by A. H. Thomas (2}

Coulson B), with a loss of I25 marks.

Dublin and District JUJD.C.

In connection with the reliability trial

held at Easter, the following results are

announced : Dunlop Cuj^ and sidecar prize.

D. Allen (4 Norton) : lightweight prize,

Major J, A. H, 'Waters (2^ Enfield) ;

gold medals, P, H, Hurse (4^ B,S.A.),
A. Cartin (3^ Sunbeam), S. G. Smith.

(4 Norton sc.) ; silver medals, J. Browns
(2| Douglas), J. J. Nolan (4^ B.S.A. sc),

R. Howisoit (7-9 Excelsior sc), ^Y. J.

Burney (8 Enfield sc).

Manx M.C.C.

The results of the Manx Club's
reliability trial were as follows :

Time ^^ariJ

H. Cowin (2U New Hudsonl 4 50

'

... o'
J, E. Blair (2% Kildare) ... 6 14 ,.. 6
J. Dates (21,4 Aurora) ... 6 12 ... 13
T. Kermode (5-6 James scj 4 49 ... 7
W, Madan (4 Norton) ... 4 5 ... 4
Dr. Templeton (4 Norton) ... 5 27 ... 13
G, Trustrum (3V' Douglasi ... 6 12 ... 13
R, Coweii (3>. ff.D.T.) ... 4 24 ,.. S

J. Barlow (31CP. and M. ... 4 47 ... 7

L. Cowle (31;. N.U.T.) ... 3 57 ... 4
J, Atkinson ] 1 4 43 „.

D. II. Brown i3nEuJg? ... 3 5 ...

CI'J
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Club News.—
Warrington M.C.

A sporting iiill climb is being held at

Daresbury on Saturday, the ITth inst.

,

starting at 2.30 p.m. There are five

solo events, three for sidecars, and one
for light cars, making a very interesting
programme.

North Lindsey A.C.

Starting from the Crosby Hotel, Scun-
thorpe, a very enjoyable run was made
to Scamblesby on Easter Monday, to

witness the hill-climb which was being
held by the Lincoln A.C. (M.C).
Despite the unsettled weather a good

number turned out, which augurs well
for the future of this recently formed
club.

Norfolk M.C. and L.e.C.

The following officers were elected at

the first general meeting of the club since
the war : President, Mr. W. W. R.
Spelman; vice-president, Mr. W. Lincolne
Suttors ; secretary and treasurer, Mr. C.
N. Hum ; Captain, Mr. A. Adcock

;

committee. Dr. Blake, Messrs. R. 0.
Clark, a. Boswell, H. Chapman, M. Bag-
shaw, and F. Sexton ; timekeeper, Mx.
A. Wyatt.

Public Schools M.C.C.

A route-finding competition has been
arranged for the 24th inst. Riders will
meet at Bridge House Hotel, Staines, at
1.30 p.m., and will receive a paper giving
instructions as to the route to be followed,
also a sealed envelope containing the place
of destination in the event of getting lost.

Entries, with fee of 3s. 6d., must reach
the hon. sec, Mr. H. B. Browning, by
the 19th inst.

Members entering the London-Edinburgh
run will be given consecutive numbers so
that they can ridg together. Entries
should reach the hon. sec. , by the 24th
inst. The club will give a prize to each
rider obtaining an award.

Scarborough and District M.C.
Among the classic events of long stand-

ing, the Scarborough Club's hill climb
ha.- always been a popular Yorkshire
event. This year over ninety riders com-
peted in the. twelve classes. The results
are now announced as follows :

Class 1 (Scooters).—!, E. Cawthorne (2% Auto-
glider);, 2, J. Willmott (2% Autoglider); 3, W.
E. Grange (254 Autoglider).
Class 2 (Lightweights up to 275 c.c.).— 1, J. D.

Pell (21/, Wilkin-Villiersl; 2, G. Hill (21/4
Triumph); 3, Riley (2V2 Triumph).
Class 3 (Lightweights up to 350 c.c.).—1, H. W.

Pickering (2% Douglas); 2, L. A. Runton (2=4
Wopler); 3, T. Twentyman (2% Diamond-Jap).
Class 4 (T.T. machines np_to 560 c.c.).—1 T

Beet (31/2 Norton) ; 2, B. A. Hall (3% Triumph)

;

3, F. Searle (31/2 Norton).
^ ^ ''

Class 5 (T.T. machines up to 1,100 re.) —1 T
Beet (3'/2 Norton); 2, N. Innison (8 Indian); 3
W. Marriott (8 Harley-Davidson).
Class 6 (Standard touring up to 650 c.c.).— 1,

0. Hill (4 Triumph); 2, P. Searle (3'A Norton);
3. C. Robinson (4 Norton).
Class 7 (Standard touring up to 1,100 c.c.).—

1, E. Searle (31/2 Norton); 2, Thornton (7 Ariel);
3, W. Marriott (8 Harley-Davidson).
Class 8 (Sidecars up to 600 c.c.).—1, E. Seaile

(31/2 Norton); 2, G. Hill (4 Triumph); 3, W.
Grange (31/2 B.S.A.). 1 1, o, .v.

Class 9 (Sidecar up to 1,100 c.c.).— 1, E. R
Davies (8 American Excelsior); 2, A. Shaw (8
Enfield); 3, C. W. Mosey (3 Campiin-Jap).
Class 10 (Cycle cars).— 1. W. Mairiott (10

Grand Prix Morgan); 2, Miss Halliwell (10
Garden).
Class 11.—Withdrawn.
Class 12.— 1, Douglas Pickering (19 Eric Camp.

bell); 2, E. MacUwaine (10 Hampton); 3, J. H.
Leunty (10 Calthorpe).

jFuture (Tlub TEvcnts.
Atir. 16.—Sutton CoUficld and W. Birmingham

A.C. Annual Dinner.
.ipr. IT.—Bolton and District il/.C. Socio! Run.
Apr. 17.—York and District M.C. Bxijloration Run.
Aur. n.—llUey U.C. and L.C.C. Social Run and

Gi/nikhana.
Apr. If.-N.M.C.F.U. {Barrow-in-Furncssj.—Reli-

ability Trial.
Apr. 17,—North London M.C.C. Run to Tlarlow.
Apr. 17.—Birminqham M.C.C. Run to Farlovi.

Apr. 17.—Middlesex- M.C.C. Run to Chipperfield.
Apr. IS.-N.M.C.F.n. (LeeC ' " "' '

'

Apr. 18.—Liverpool M.C.

Apr. 18.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to

Middlesmoor.
Apr. IS.-Middlcsex M.C.C. Run to Little

Gaddesden.
Apr, IS.—Rochcster, Chatham and Dictrict M.C.

Secretary's Surprise Run.
Apr. IS.-Suriiton and District M.C.C. Picnic

Run.
Apr. IS.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Bun to O'xiord.
Apr. IS.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Bkii to

Bradijate Park.
Apr. IS.—Stalybridge and District M.C. Competi-

Apr, 18.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Captain's
Surprise Run.

Apr. 19.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Reliability

Trial.
Apr, 20.—Banbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Gompton Wljn^iate.s.

Apr. SI.— York and District M.C. Run to Farndale..

Apr. il.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to

Burden Towers.
Apr. !l.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run.

Grimsby M.C.C.

At a recent meeting of local motor
cyclists held in Grimsby, it was decided

to form a club. Mr. Peet c/o the Bend
Cigar Co., Victoria Street, Grimsby,
will be pleased to hear from a,ny riders

who ar« interested.

Carmarthen M.C. and L.C.C.

An inter-club hill-climb was held on
Good Friday near Pentrecourt. The
course was about 1,100 yards long, and
the surface was good. The following were
the results in the five events

:

CLASS II. (not exceeding 350 c.c).

1. Vf. E. Bridge (2% Verus) .. .. Im. 15s.

CijASS in. (not exceeding 567 c.c).

1. Dr. A. Lindeay (31/2 T.T. Norton) ... 59ss.

CLASS IV. (Unlimited).
1. Dr. A. Lindsay (31/2 T.T. Norton) .. 49is.

CLASS v. (Sidecars and Three-wheelers),
1. J. Thomas (Norton sc) .. .. Im. 18s.
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Kiveton Park and District M.C.

A club to be known as above has been

formed -at Kiveton Park, near Sheffield.

The secretary is Mr. G. Robinson, 1,

Wales Road, Kiveton Park, Sheffield,

with whom all who are interested should

communicate.
How4en M.C.C.

An interesting course of fifty miles,
1

mcluding York and Garrowby Hill, was
[

selected for the opening run of this new
;

club. The winner was E. Featherstone
;

(Triumph), while second and third places
)

were secured by A. W. Bristoham (Budge
Multi) and B. Shaw (J.A.P.).

'

Stroud and District M.C.

The first annual dinner since the war
was held at the Premier Cafe, King
Street, Stroud. Forty-seven members
were present, and it proved a most en-

joyable and successful function, several

new members being enrolled.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycles).

The opening event of the year was a

hill-climb at Scamblesby on Easter Mon-
day. The various events were well sup-

i

ported, and a very enjoyable day was
spent in spite of the heavy showers which
fell at intervals throughout the afternoon,

j

The results were as follow ; Class up to

350 c.c, winner J. H. Brookes (Douglas);
|

500 c.c, 1. Kochler (Norton); 650 c.c,

J. S. Plastow (Triumph); unlimited class,

L. Forinton (7-9 Indian) ; sidecars un-

limited, A. W., Grocock (8 Z-enith sc).

L. -Forinton made the fastest time of

the day.

North London M.C.C.

The inclement weather failed to damp 1

the spirits of the members who attended
both Easter, events.- The slow climb '

held on Saturday at Northlaw was very
keenly contested, the winners being

A. J. M. Ivison (4 h.p. Douglas sc.)

and S. F. Colman (4^ h.p. James). The
Captain's surprise event on the Bank
Holiday took the. form of a run to Tring,

at an unknown schedule speed. Again
Colman was the winner of the club prize,

[

being nearest to the pre-arranged schedule i

time. I

Another photograph depicting public interest in motor cycle events. The scene was at

the recent Staxton Hill climb, and shows the crowd of spectators assembled at the worst

bend of the hill.
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A selection of questions of genera- interest receireJ from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

10, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must l» auompanieil by a stampeil addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legaj

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

i

Capabilities of a Two-stroke.

(1.) I require a machine mainly

{or business purposes, but should

like to get out on it at the week-
end.* into the country. Do you
think a 2| h.p. two-stroke would

take such hills as are encountered in

Cheshire and Wales? (2.) What is, in

your opinion, about the mileage to the

gallon? I should think about eighty or

ninety miles. What speed should
_
be

obtained on the level? (3.) Can a kick-

starter and clutch be fitted to a 2| two-

sp£ed two-stroke?—L.G.B.

(1.) If fitted with two-speed gear a 2| h.p.

two-stroke machine should be capable of

climbing any of the hills you would meet
when touring in North Wales. (2.) 80 or

90 m.p.^. is a good average consumption
for a 2J two-stroke engine, and 35-40

m.p.h. might be attained on the level.

(3.) A two-speed gear box incorporating

clutch and kick starter can be fitted.

Building a Wind Waggon.

I have been contemplating

1^ building a wind waggon for the

> last four years, now I mean it in

LiJ earnest, having read your recent

article on the subject. Will you
kindly give me some idea as to the
following items : (1) To what firms

sliould I apply for a propeller, say, about
4ft. 6in. ? Should it be four or two-
blade ? (2.) What would be the maximum
revolutions for a propeller this size with-

out air slip? (3.) Would a 10 h.p. twin
engine be strong enough, and would you
advise direct coupling or geared up or

down?—J.S.B.

(1.) We should recommend that you obtain
copies of the technical journals devoted
to flying, wliere you will find the adver-
tisements of several makers of propellers,

any one of whiclj would no doubt meet
your wishes. (2 and 3.) The answer to
both these questions entirely depends upon
the type of propeller selected. In our
opinion, the best thing would be to decide
on, say, a 10 h.p. engine, ascertain its

normal revolutions per minute, and, armed
witir this information, approach the pro-
peller makers who, with these data, could
.design you the most efficient type. Alter-
natively, if you obtain the propeller first,

the manufacturer could inform you of the
power which would be required to drive
it at its most efficient speed.

Noisy Machine.

I have a 1915 Campion-

S
Precision 4^ h.p., and whilst out
riding I had the misfortune to

lose the ends of the silencer. I

have fitted two ends, made of

-[i^in. sheet iron. The machine used to

run fairly quietly, but now the explo-

sions seem to be much louder. Should
there be any fittings inside the silencer

to deaden the sound? If so, please

inform me what they are and where I

can obtain them. Can you enlighten
me how to get the machine to run more
silently?—H.S.

We are of the opinion that the extra noise

made by your engine is caused bj? the
"ringing" effect produced by fitting a

thin sheet metal end instead of the thicker

cast ends which are fitted as standai'd.

There are no internal baffles in the silencer

fitted to your machine, and you can over-

come this difficulty by fitting thicker ends
and running a pipe with a fish tail end
from the silencer to the rear of the
machine, supporting it from the chain stays.

Using an Old Frame.

I am in possession of an old

Stype Quadrant loop frame, and
am desirous of fitting an engine
into it of 3^ or 4 h.p. Can you
inform me of any makes of fairly

up-to-date engines (with magneto igni-

tion) which would suit it? The only
one which has been suggested to me is

the ancient coil ignition Quadrant,
which, of course, is out of consideration.

—C.G.G.

The best thing you can do would be to

obtain a 5^ h.p. engine to your own liking

and then have the frame altered by some
good mechanic to take this engine. In
the majority of cases, it will simply mean
cutting the frame and brazing the lugs on
to the end of the engine and seat tubes,
and then fitting a pau- of suitable engine
plates, in order to carry it. We
teel sure that this will be a better solution
to your difficulty than endeavouring to
find an engine which will actually fit your
loop frame, as you might experience con-
siderable difficulty in so doing.

M.C.C. LONDON -LAND'S END COMPETITION.

A picturesque scene on Parracombe Hill. J. A. Masters C7-9 Harley-Dav idson) s
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Removing a Pulley.

I am overhauling a Sivift 3^
h.p. motor cycle, Ariel engine,

1912r and find great difficulty in

removing the crankshaft pinion
wheel which actuates the valve

timing gear. A Mabon clutch is fitted,

the inner flange of the pulley being
just as obstinate as the pinion. Would
you be kind enough to advise me of

the best method of removing each or
either of the above parts?—W.H.A.

The trouble you are experiencing in re-

moving the centre timing pinion is very
common on any engine which has not
been down for some considerable time.
It may be very carefully levered off by
means of two small levers e.xactly oppo-
site each other, but great care must be
exercised when utilising this method.
Any garage of repute would be able to

loan you a special tool which would
draw this pinion off without the possi-

bility of causing any damage. With
regard to the pulley, if the nut which
holds it on is loosened, say, three or
four turns, and the whole crank case
assembling held up by means of the
pulley itself and a sharp tap given to
the end of the engine shaft, the pulley
should become loosened. Here, again,
great care must be taken not to damage
the shaft or pulley. If there is a real
first-class engineer in your town, we
should recommend that you allow him
to do this, as no doubt he would charge
very little.

A Damaged Machine.
I have a 1918 machine, and

a
owing to the low gear not
engaging properly I took it to a
repairer to have it put right, and,
to satifify myself, had the gear

box taken down and examined before
I left, and it appeared all right, with
the exception of adjustment. As he
could not finish the job that day I was
to call for it on the Saturday, but did
not do so. On the Sunday, apparently,
a mechanic took it out, and had
an accident, considerably damaging
the machine. I happened to go to fetch
it on the Monday as it was being
brought in, and attached to the machine
was a label showing it had been brougbt—damaged—by train from a station
twenty-two miles distant. The pro-
prietor of the garage says I asked his
mechariic to test the motor cycle, which
I absolutely deny, and in so doing the
right-hand fork broke at the slot, which
fits on the wheel spindle, thereby
causing the accident. When I examined
the broken part it had not a flaw so
far as I could see. I believe it is a case
of joy-riding. Those are the facts.
Under the circumstances, what advice
can you give me?—W.B.

Undoubtedly, there was no necessity for
the niechanic to take the machine such a
considerable distance for the mere pui-pose
of a test, and we should therefore suggest
that you see your own solicitor regarding

Without close personal exammation.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.T.E." (Salisbury Plain). —Binks

carburetter on 3^ h.p. Rudge Multi, more
particularly most suitable jet sizes.

"F.D." (Kingston). — Binks carbu-

retter on a single geared 2^ h.p.^ Levis.

Advantages over standard carburetter as

regards power and economy.

this.

READERS' REPLIES.

Occasional Stoppins of Engine.

A recent correspondent, J.H.N., com-
plains that he has had some trouble with
his machine slowing up, and yet it will

immediately start again. I once had the

same trouble myself with my machine, a

3j h.p. Bradbury and sidecar. It

occurred some seven or eight times in

a mile or so, and I was at a loss as

to the cause, for the engine would
immediately start again first- kick. At
last, however, I discovered that it was
nothing more nor less than the skirt

of my coat occasionaUy getting over the

air inlet of my carburetter and being

held there by suction. EN 1168.

Two-stroke TrouWe:.

I notice that several of your readers

have had trouble with their two-stroke

engines falling off in power. I own a

Royal Ruby lightweight, fitted with a

Villiers mark 1 engine 1914. I found
that it was fairly fast on the level, but
slow on hills. Suspecting back-pressure,

I drilled the silencers, and the result

was beyond all expectations. It now
flies up all hills, and is plenty fast

enough on the level, with the roads as

they are now-a-days. I also get easier

starting from cold. Of course, it makes
moi-e noise, but it is no worse than

many other two-strokes. I also find

oil consumption is much less. Perhaps
this tip would be useful to other readers

(if they do not object to a little noise),

if you could find room in your valuable

space -to publish it. L. R. King.

it is very difficult for us to give a depend-
able opinion ; but, from the facts you
have mentioned, we should say that you
have quite a good case for the recovery
of the cost of repairs, etc. It is very diffi-

cult indeed to give opinions in cases like
these, as bo much depends on the existence
of witnesses, etc.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newcastle to Rushden (Nokth.\nts).

—T.R.
Newcastle, Durham, Darlington, North-

allerton, Boroughbridge, Doncaster, Ret-

ford, Newark, Grantham, Stamford,
Norman Cross, Huntingdon, Buckden,
Kimbolton, Higham Ferrers, Rushden.
Approximately 210 miles.

Birmingham to Bournemouth.—S.L.

Birmingham, Henley-in-Arden, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Shipston-on-Stour, Wood-
stock, Oxford, Abingdon, East Ilsley,

Newbury, Whitchurch, Winchester, Rom-
sey, Cadnam, Lyndhurst, Christchurch,

Bournemouth. Approximately 154 miles.

ExEnos TO DrNMOw (Essex) via Oxford.
—G.H.T.

Exeter, Honiton, Yarcombe, Chard,
Ilminster, St. Petherton, Ilchester, Win-
canton, Mere, Wyle, Amesbury, Durring-
ton, Pewsey, Burbage, Savernake, HuBger-
ford. Wantage, Hanney, Oxford, Wheat-
ley, Thame, Aylesbury, Tring, Berkhamp-
sted, Boxmore, St. Albans, Hatfield,

Hertford, Ware, Widford, Hadham,
Bishop'.?. Stortford, Takeley, Great
Dunmow.

Hints to Bleriot-Whippet Users.

A useful handbook telling the owner i

hoiv to drive and look after the Bleriot- \

Whippet, a cycle car of great promise, •

with which we have had considerable '

road experience. 1

Ruby Cycle Co. and the T.T.

The Ruby Cycle Co., have decided
j

not to enter for the Tourist Trophy this
[

year, as they are putting all their

energies into the new factory, with a

view to increasing production.

Triumph Prices Up.

Taking effect from the 12th inst., prices

of Triumphs are as follow : Type H,
£110; Type S.D, £122: Type D, £!92

:

Type H Combination. £160; Type S.D.
Combination, £172 ;_ Type L.W., £70. :

Skootamotas Also.

We are asked by Messrs. Gilbert

Campling Ltd., 1, Albemarle Stre«t,
\

Piccadilly, London, W.l, the makers of .

the Skootamota, to state that the new
]

price will be £55 at the works, and will

not include lamps or free registration.

An Appointment.

We hear that Jlr. W. Reid Watt, late

sales manager of the British Piston Ring
Co., Ltd., Coventry, has been appointed
sole Midland and S.W. of England repre-

sentative for Messrs. Hepworth and
Grandage, Ltd., piston ring makers,
Bradfprd, and also sole distributers for

the Earlsdon Valve Co., Coventry,

Price o£ the Cleveland.

Owing to a clerical error on the part

of Messrs. North Western Motors, Ltd.,
Norton Street, Liverpool, the concession"

naires for the two-stroke Cleveland, the

price was stated in the Buyers' Guids
to be £75, whereas it should have been
£85;

A Flywheel Magneto.

A magneto of the flywheel type 'has

been designed by the Runbaken Magjieto
Co., Ltd.; of Derby Street, Manchester, s

and although they do not anticipate

that it will replace the conventional
type, they will be pleased to place i

particulars before any manufacturer I

interested.

Woll Motor Cycle Prices.

We are advised by the Wulfruna Engi-

;

neering Co., Ltd., of Wolverhampton,'
that they have been compelled to advance i

the price of all models of Wolf motor I

cycles. The new prices are as follow :

!

Jlodel B, with two-speed Albion gear,
[

£65 ; Jlodel B, with Sturmey two-speed
and kick starter, £71 ; Model C, with

|

Albion two-speed gear, £70 ; Model C, 1

with Sturmey two-speed and kick starter,

£76- [
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LONDON LAND'S END

EASTER TRIAL.
ANOTHER DEMONSTRATION OF

0ac&m REUABOJrY.
3 INDIAN SCOUTS ENTERED

OBTAINING

3 GOLD MEDALS
AND SECOND PLACE FOR THE

JARROTT CUP.

Powerplus Combination, complete with Dynamo Lighting and Speedometer.

Price £218 : 10 : 0. - - DELIVERY IN ABOUT 3 WEEKS.

Write for Catalogue to the Sole London Agents—

TD.Godfrey's III

208, Gt. PORTLAND STREET,
LONDON, W.l.
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The Cleveland ^M,otor C'^cle

I

N four short years, the Cleveland has gone

all over the world and v^^on a name for itself.

Clevelands are used by thousands of satisfied

ov^^ners from one end of the earth to the other.

The Cleveland blends light weight with quality

and gives maximum service at minimum cost.

' The Cleveland was the only light weight motor

cycle adopted by the United States War Depart-

ment for overseas service.

Petrol consumption 100 miles per gallon.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

Manufactured by :—

The Cleveland Motor Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Cleveland, U.S.A.

SPECIFICATION: —
Two-stroke motor. , Unit power plant.

Worm drive transmission. • Direct drive magneto.

26" X 3" tyres. Low saddle position. Weight 175 pound.

PRICE £85.
A limited number for immediate delivery.

Concessionnaires for British Isles :—

North Western Motors, Ltd.,
Mersey Chambers,CoventGarden, Liverpool.

In answeririi) thii< advertiacmcnt it is ilesirahlc to mention " The, Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
Aiito-M'lieels.

rh.'cl Af l.nxo. rWilrn iilioiit IfjO

ninv Oliiirlicr

It.'; «o..n by
L'/O The Mull

Btit

BAT 6h.p. nnd Sii.p. Combinati.
livorios.—Longman. Fisherton, Sal

„.j.^dcn.
270.

opply. liodlord (JuioFO
(S305

early dc-
ongman. Fisherton, Salisbury. [4330

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Slioo Lano, London, E.C.4.-
8h.p. Bat rombination; delivery in about 10

days. [4705

-1012 3'ih.p. Bat. good going order, fast, new tvro±0 and bell; £28, o(ters.-99, Derby Rd., North-
oraptou. [3598

Nntal Ell., Strcatham.

£40.—Sith.p. Bnt, spring fnimc, ndjustnble pulley,
Botieb, Sensprny, I'nst, eQjufoi-tnble ; any tiial.— Box

494, c.'o The Motor Cycle. [3722

8-lOh.p. Bat-.Iap Combination, overhauled, "enamelled
as new; £70. or lightweight part exchange.-

] W, Whitty. Walberton. Arundel. (4550

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Late 1914 Coarhbuilt Combination.
Armslioug 3 speeds, kick starter, splendid con-

dition; ,£80.-136. Lambeth VValli. London, S.E. (3473

S.W.
'

13523

£50.—Bat-Jap combination, 4h.p., 2-speed, cylinder
reground, new piston, sporting sidecar, lamps,

speedometer, luggage carrier: any trial after 5.30.—
19a. Lytobett Terrace. Richmond. Surrey. (4100

i; 1Q20 6b. p. Bat Conil)ination, handsome polisljed
' Xif ahnuiuium sidee-nr, liood, wind screen, Tun-Sad,
I fleetric ligliting, a luxurious outfit; £225.-123. Ux-

l>ridge Rd., 6heplierd's Bush, W.12 (rear entrance).
[4500

1*1 Q19 (December) Bat-.Tap 8h.p. Combination,
! lO new, mileage 200, engine S,'66063/A, spring

fraqie, lamps. Cowey horn. Cameo apron, tools, excep
,

tionally smart outfit, condition perfect, any trial
' £lB5.-Eob?rts, 13, Preston Rd., Brighton. [4237

., Beardmore
j T ANCASHIRE (West) and Cheshlre.-Beardmore
M -^ Precision, the most advanced and practical motor

,
cycle yet designed—Enquiries invited bv J Blake and

' Co., 110, Bold St.. Liverpool [6575

Beaumont.
nST Delivered, unpacked.—Eeoumont, 2>',h.p. Klaek-

. 2-speed countershaft, kick start, handle-bar
rlntehr first 95 sns. secnies, list price: lionght car.-
Mltchell, Glyn House, Tilford Ed., Fainh.nm. [3515

,
Blackburne

!
TJl-ACKBDRNES.-All modeIs.-A_ J. Voun" and

!

'-' Co., Ltd., INewmarket. °[0n9
1020 4h.p. Blackbnrne, under 600: offers over flOOit/ -128, Bartholomew St., Newburj^ (S8769

' rjROW Bros.. High St.. Ouildford. are old Black^ I'araa M^-ciits. nnd invite enriuiries. [S791i
CX3.-BLACKBURNE. 1920, in stock, 2=:ih p 2-
'-^ speed, kick starter, clutch.—IMoss, Wem. (X8751
DL.ACKBURNE. 1920, 4h.p., 3-speed; after 6.30-u ofters.-27, Helmsdale Av., East Sheen, S.W.14.

nrArCHOPES. 9, shoe Lane, London.-Early'^"e^-" livery ol 4h.p. and 8h.p. Blackburne machines.

PAELX Delivery of the Celebrated Blackburne ma-^ chmes from the accredited asents.-The Lanke«ter
;.Dgineenng Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd
.urlaton. [2089

20 New Blackburne 41i.p. Combination, packed
ready tor export in cases, accessories, many spares-

ill transfer for cost price. Wnnted, 1920 lady's
enjlas or smular.-Eminson, Charing Cross Hospital.
'-^-

[3730

1 rin

19

Bown.
. 2«,h.p.. 2-speed, kick
stock.—Frank Whitworth,

[X8682

IQ20 Bora-Villiers, ne
^t' starter and clutch, ii

:y, \ew St., Birmingham.

Bradbury.
gKADBTJEY Combination, 4h.p.. 2-speeds. etc.. good-• tLndition.-Shrublands, Kempsey. [3333

B^'fhfS^l-.rO'd" ''O?. to "void disappointment.-
lae Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St.. Walsall

' 8^-*°'^'^^''' "^'P- Combination, Bosch, B S A
?.tbSeVlanT-^l' ^^"'"^•-" St.,'Le4^,

(7217

Jington,

.,
(X8734

> £12o"i'iS7
Combination, excellent condrtion

:

.m "rd ChesMr^e"
Wilson, Swanl

mmw
Machines quoted below ara for im-

mediate delivery. Our stock lias run

rather low after Easter, but we are

continually [:aving machines coming
in every day. So don't waste time,

give us a call, and we are sure you

will be satisfied.

Combinations.
1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, as

1020 MATCHLESS Combination, magdyno
lighting, new.

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, standard
model, electric lamps, speedometer.

1020 HENDERSON Combination, fitted with
Henderson Elite Sidecar, dynamo Ught-

1020 B.S.A. Combinations, 2 in stock, all-
chain drive, also chain-cum-belt model
Both new.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, magdvmo
lighting, hood, windscreen, very siriail

mileage.

larg 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, hood,
screen, speedometer, indistingnishable
from new.

1919 s-6 h.p. JAMES, Canoeist sportLng Side-
car, very fast outfit.

Solo Machines.

1920 LO.M. RUDGE-MULTL

Henderson Elite Sidecars
immediate delivery.

Eidecars,

:

We are London Agents tor Castle Three-
wheelers. Deli\-eries commence soon.

First-Class Combinations wanted tor
cash. High prices paid for good machines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.l'.

'Phone No, : Museum 3419.

(4384
I
5oOOOOOOC-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

ADVERTISEIMENTS. V.

MOTOn CYCI.I'S rOR SALE.
Bradbury

BJtADIlURV 4li.p., 2-hpeed, rlutili, tyro» now con
dillon, re-enamcl)cd; £60; trlul.-l'ercy Miller.

Coirilhend, Braunton, Devon. [4312

4 h.p. Bradbury, 1912, Bosch, B.B., good tyren nnd
belt: £27; neon by npnointine. - "

Ii, Bocklcuzo Av., Bneyd Pnilt, Brist

nch

\Va i's Carago, Carshalton, Surrey. [4677

41h.ip. Bradliury Conjlunntion, 3-«peed, 'clutch, B.B.,
•^ Itiiffli. 3 InmpR, sound running order; £60.— (<nt-

umII, (leorgn Tcirace, Willington, Durham. [3744

1Q14 Bradbury CIB. Combination. 4Vih.p., 3-spccd
-Li/ S.A. hub, clutch, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn,
in perfect condition; je68.-R. Walker, Barby, nr.
Rugby. [X8775

1Q16 Bradbury Cnnchhuilt Coinhinntion, recently
i-%J thoroughly overhauled by makers, in splendid
running order, accessories; £105.—Apply, 108, Central
Drive, Blackpool. [3922

BRADBURY 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed hub,
clutch, Philipson, Dunlops, complete lamiJs,

horn, excellent order; seen by appointment; £60.—
Thornton, 83, Orchard Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.

(4186
BEADBtmT 4h.p., at)Solutely as new, aluminium

discs, Idiick and gold (1920), T.T. bars, largo
variable pulley, nil on, verv posh and speedy mount;
£70, nr near offer.—Williams, 63, Wightman Rd., Har-
ringay. '

[4255

Brough.
NEW 5-6h.p. Brough; delivery this month

r- —- - - -IWarko Tideswell, Derbyshii [4322

SODTH Staonrdshire
livery guaranteed

Phone : 270.

North, Peterborough.

Agents for Broughs, early de-
, Bedford Garage. Walsall.

[5304

BROUGH, S'/oh.p., 3-speed hub gear, new tyres
End belt, perfect condition; price £60.~A]ipIv.

Wakley, Street, Somerset . (4391

SOUTH L
Man or

Official Deal

Olh

e, North Cheshire, and Isle ol

ugh enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
erpool and Manchester. (6588

t. Brough, V twin fixed engine, a.o.l.v., new
2 tank, back tyre, belt, wants timing, owner going
y; £30 for quick sale.—37, Fowls Rd., Preston,

Lanes. [X8695

1 Q16 Brough S'/L'h.p., flat twin, overhead valves, Stur-
XtJ mev-Arclier 3-speed, K.S.. new coachbuilt sidecar,

lamps, all complete; f85.-D. Burns, 27, Hoston St.,

Shoreditch, N.l. [3451

BROUGH 3'/oh.p. Flat Twin, 2-speed, overhead valves,

just fitted new cylinders, pistons, valves, belt, chain
and sprockets, good tyres, spare cylinders, 2 pistons, 2
valves, 4 rings: .my examination; very fast; 75 gns.—
Preece, iMortimer, Berks. (4362

Brown.
4h.p. Brown Coach Combination; bargain, £50.

—

U.S., 33, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow, E. [3690

BEQWN 3',<.h.p., 3-Epeed, free engine, nearly new
tyr&s : £50, or nearest.—Tanner, Sutton-Benger.

Chippenham. [3788

B.S.A.

B

B
B.S.A. Combination, 3y>h.p., all chain drive; £45.—

Jackson, 304a, Duke St., Bariow-in-i'urness.
[4268

S..\. Combination, 1919. Nov., mileage 600, per-
fect; £150.-36, Northumberland Ed., Coventrv.

[X8818
B.S.A., 1914V'. chain, 3 speeds, Cowev, lamps, fully

equipped; "69 gns.—Smith, 51, Walbrook, Lon-
don. ^ [4582

BEAND New 1920 B.S.A., T.T. model, special en-
gine; list price.-53, Cooke St., Old Traftoid,

Manchester. [4202

B.S.A. 1916 4h.p., 3-.specd countershaft, E.S., all

chain, as new; £75; after 5.-82, Church Ed.,
iUitcham, S.W. [3858

B.S.A, 3'^h.p. clutch, lamp", horn, speedometer,
.splendid condition: £54.-11, Barone;-s lid..

Hackney Rd., E 2 [4129

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, fully equipped, B.S..\.
sidecar; £138.-026, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton

(opposite Baker's Arms). [4083

1 Q 18 B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick start,
-Lt? K Model, in first-class condition; 83 gns.—
Taplin, 159, Hornsey Rd., N. [4536

£80.—B.S.A 4i.4h.p.. Model H, as new, only wants
seeing; don't wiite; call any time.^lOSa, High

St., Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [4661

overhauled, exce!-
3,000 inil'es; £50 lowest.—

Wyborn, Wortin, Ashford, Kent. [3900

1 019 B.S.-A. 4iih.p.. B.S.A. sidecar, in new condi-Lu tion. complete with acressorici; £140.—Artliur
Q Daw 114. Brixton Hill. London. (4288

advertisement, and the date ot the issue B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

^., 1913, new heavy Dunlops, original enamel
Tier, low mileage, lamps, tools

;

, Watford. [4282
"in IS B.S.A., 3-speed, countershaft gears, kick
-*.«' starter, chain drive, fine mechanical condition:
£78.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X8740

"IQ3 9 B.S.A.. 4i/[h.p. Montgomery sidecar, screen,
J-O" lamps, and spares, any trial; best offer. — 32,
Gillingham At., Gillingham, Kent. [3420

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, nearly new; £162/10,
Clifford Wilson jMfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital

Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113. [4339

BARGAIN.—6h.p. twin B.S.A. 3-speed emmterahaft
combination; too powerful for owner; ofCers

wanted.—jVIarshall, Butcher, Southbornugh. [4505

1 Q20 4l4h.p .B.S.A. Combination, Jlodel H, brand
J- if new, just uncrated; £165.-14, Owen Mansions,
Queen's Club Gardens, West Kensington. [4588

WArCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, london.-Efirlv de-
livery of new B.S.A. machines anticipated; book

now. 3y2h.p. B.S.A., second-hand, £52/10. [4707

B.S.A. 4Kh.p., Watsonian sidecar, 1916, just over-
hauled, Volex electric lighting; what ofiers?—

Write Matthews. Priddy Wells, Somerset. [3475

B.S.A. 1920 Model H, chain drive, with B.S.A. ISaO
si('e;ar, dynamo lighting, brand new, just

—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Loudon. [3850

B.S.A., December. 1919, Model K, combinatic
lamps, Klaxon, Cameo, almost new; £130,

Capt. Andrews, Bhurtpore Barracks, Tidworth. [4545

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, lamps, under 40 miles,
£172/10.-CliHord Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal

Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113, [4340

B.S.A. Combination,- 4Kli.p-. 1915, all chain drive,
lamps, mechanical horn, perfect running order;

£95, or nearest.—Arm, Duke St., Wellington, Salop,
[XS657

B.S.A, Combination, 1919, sidecar 1920, a really
perfect lot; £123 lowest: Sunday, 10 o'clock,—

Binder, 20 Elm Gardens, Hammersmith, London.
[4701

,
guaran-

ready for any
:; price £90.—G. W. Green, Millgate, Thirsk. Tel,

[XS643
S.A. 1917 Coachbuilt Combination, 4i4h.p

.

speed, kick starter, excellent order throughout:
£125.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury,
S.W. [3931

B.S.A. 1920 4i4h.p. Combination, Lucas Magdyno
lighting set, only done a small mileage: £185.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

B.O.3. [0065

I.T
nd B. carburetter: f97/10; ex

changes.—Newnham 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6
'Phone: 80. [370;

B.S.A. S'/oh.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive, Mill
ford sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch mag., 2

speeds, pedal start; £68.-Maudes', 100, Qt. Portland
St., London. [4469

"IQ17 B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, countershaft,
-1-^ clutch, kick starter, fully equipped, excellent
condition; £120. — 15, Warwick Court, Holborn,
Central 4733.

'

[443;

B.S.A. 4Mh.p., military models, W.D., renovated,
carefully selected and tuned up, chain-cum-belt

drive; price £78; seen any time.—Watson, 181, Clap-
ham Rd., S.W. [3236

"I
0^4 SVah.p. B.S.A., guaranteed excellent order, en-XU gine overhauled, cost £7, receipt shown, new

belt, lamps, and tools ; genuine bargain, £50.—90,
Stockbridge Ed., Winchester. [4552

"I C!|13 B.S.A., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-specd counter
-Ltr shaft, chain drive, kick start, lighting set,

Klaxon, apron, anv test; 108 gns. lowest.—Fairview,
Gordon Rd., South Woodford. [4204

1Q17 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, excel-XU lent order; any trial; £115; evenings after
7.30 or Sundays.—Apply, Tavlor, 52, Broderick Rd.,
Wandsworth Common, S.W.17. [3322

B.S.A. Combination, 1913, SMh.V-, 2-speed, clutch,
K.S., all chain, Bosch, new tyres new sidenar,

lamps, horn, sound condition ; £80.—A. Stephen, Market
Terrace, Strichen, Aberdeenshire. [3787

new, only ran 600 miles, in per-
and all accessories; £100, or ex-

change for Clyno combination with box sidecar to suit
traveller, or light car and cash.-50, West Hill, East
Putney. [3565

-| Q20 B.S.A. Combination, as new, chain, luggage
XiJ carrier, screen, electric lamps, accumulators.
College shields, tools, horn, complete valve; £150.—
Write. Dowel], 40, Finborough Rd., Kensington.
S.W. 10. [4060

B.S.A 4'ih.p. Model H, fully

TAYLORS

B

station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in

eluding Saturdays. [6870

B,S,A. 1915 4V4h,p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,

chain drive, hiinps complete, new tyres, speed-
ometer, wind screen, mechanical horn,' tools, many
i^pares; apply before 7: must sell: £115.-39, Barnsole
Ed., Gillingham, Kent. [4005

DO YOU WISH
TO SELL YOUR
MOTOR CYCLE ?

We purchase fop spot
Cash all standard makes,

and pay top prices.

Call with your machine at our
new and additional showrooms

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

or if inconvenient to call, send
us full description and price.

PISTON RINGS
to fit all motor cycles
Levis, Villiers, 4 h.p. C

New Hudson 2-stpoke.
1 /9 each
Rudge.
Precis'o

James 2-stpoks
jglas. 1 /6 each

1 Z-stPoke. Baby Tpiumpln
ri'iumpli. Precision, B.S.A.
& M.. Clyno. 21- each. 4i
Bradbury, 2/3 each.

Piston rings 3d.

VALVES
to fit all Motor Cyc
4 h.p., Enfield 2;J :

3/6 each, Triumpfi, P. & IVI
, _

A.J. S. 5/- each. Rudge 5/3 each. jAP
5 /- each.

Postage on valves 3<l. extra.

!s—Douglas 2.? and
id 3 h,p. Peugeot

B.S.A.,

CAMEO
WINDSCREENS.

Complete wi'h side valance .. '

Without side valance
Carriage and packing 2/-

AVON BELTS.
Special offer of Brand New Avon B.

6ft. 6in. X Tin. 11 /9 each.
Postage Sd. extra.

SPEEDOMETERS.
i £5 5
d)£eo

£7

Speedometer 1 /

H. Taylor & Co., Ltd.,
SJiowrooms :

21a, Store Street, W.C.I.

52-53, Sussex Place, S W.
Wholesale :

38, Alfred Place, W.C.I.

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.

Phone—Museum, 1240. Kensington 7260,

Telegrams

—

"Dynametro. Westcent, Londau.*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL£.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 1920, chain-cum-belt. B.S.A. No. 2 .sideca

and wind screen, spare belt, Klaxon, lovely con
few times only, taking

and
binaticm, „ ^, _
.neater reason for disposal; best offer over £l50; Nort
London district; private owner.—Box 3,057, c/o Tl
Motor Cycle. [463

19^
Calthorpe

!-speed; £58.—Killic'

CALTHOEPE 1919 2'ih.p., Enfleld 2-speed rlutcl

,

perfect, accessories; £55.-36, David Lane, Sliai,'

well. [*02J

CALTHORPB-J.A.P, 2'jh.p., Enfield, Amac, acee

series; £45.-2, George Place, Dongola Rd., To;

tenham, N.15. [''OS

:

CALTHOEPE, late model, 2-speed Enfleld, good cc

dition; £44.—Hobden, Armorel, Uxbridge Ec
•West Acton. [*3]

CALTHOEPE 2%li.r., 2-etrol!e. a-specd, perfect co,;

dition- £40.—Foster, 156, Kirkliftm St., Phinistei

Common, S'.E.IS. l*0(

CALTHOEPE 1920 J A.P .-Enfleld. 2-5peed, bra;
,|

new, just arrived.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposi

Olympia, 'London. [^81:

1019 3¥4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfleld 2-speed. chitc

LV lamps, horn, excellent condition; £55.—Ashle
WlUingham, GainsborouKli, 144,

CALTHOEPE 1920 234h.p. 2-stroke models, wi
,

Enfleld gear, £66/3; immediate delivery.-tag

and Co., 275, High St., Actnn, W.3. [35
;

CALTH0RP3S-.J.A.P., 2'/4h.p., 2-speed, new cot'
j

tube, belt, chain, stored 3 years;.£45, or exchan
i

late Levis or Radco.-193, Lpper Tooting K<'-j|j:

1015 2?fih.p. Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2-speed, stor !

J-tF during war and since new tyres, belt, thorougl
;

overhauled, mechanical condition Perfect ; i£40
;

ail

fi.-Chandler, 19, Chelmsford Rd., Leytonstone. [36

Campion.

CAMPION 4'Ah.p., J.A.P. engine, noscu '"-By^
i

speed, lamps, horn, tools,, in perfect^order; £l
Bosch mag.,

er; S

-c. Cragg, So'redington, Folkingham, Lincolnshi ,

1 ni4 Campion Combination. A^h.p., 'i speeds, coiinl
,

ly shaft, K.S., loot clutch, nl-chain drive Bos

B and B , engine just decarbonised and valves n-^rou'

new chains, etc., mechanically perfect, insurance to S'

tember; any trial; £100.-18, Denton Ed., -
[46

Ccdos.

The finest 2-stroke
order now
Lancashi

3ver produced: ladies

lor spring delivery.-
j

leading motor cyi

Manchester. [65

19^
Chater-Lea.
2'j4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke,

itworth, 139, New St., Bun

otor aycle

[X36

pool a ,

[X85|

ndition: £105.-
[43

[451

CHATER-LEA Enqu
Co.. leading moto

Manchester.

,r(HATER-LEA, 8-lOh.p., 3-5.P"* C.B. outfit

\j hauled and repainted; £95.-109, St. Lc
Ed., Mortlake

CHATEE-LEA C.B. Combination. 8h.p., 3 spec

hood, screen, spares, so<

Estcomt Rfl., Fulhani, S."n.6,

CHATER-LEA. fitted with 1915 7-9h.p. Indian, n

Binks, canoelet sidecar, good tyres, perfect, wi

spares; £48.-47, Millbrook Rd., Brixton, S.W. [40

CHATEE-LEA 8-lOh.p. Combination, sidecar nea

new. hood, wind screen, powerful macbiiie :
£95

Janes and Adams, 101, High Rd., East Finohlo:

CHATEE-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-sp;

countershaft, all-chain, electric lamps, speedome]

splendid condition; £110.-16, Hoddesden Ed., Bel

dere. ^';

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar Combination, kick

model wanted; full specification, pru

only.—Stephens China Stores, High St.,

Green, Essex.

F.O.C.H. have a Chater-Lea Bh.p. combination,

speed, fully equipped, excellent order.-Fair O
Car House, 5, He.-ith St., Hampstead (nr. Hamret:

Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Uo
9-7, including Saturdays. 1=,

Chater-Lea-De Dion.

CHATEE-LEA Z'^^a.-p. De Dion, Bosch magneto^

and B. carburetter, sporty and low, ride

£29.-90, Telford K^., Streatham.

letet,

Wocdfd
[Xse'

M.

Chater-Lea F.N.

new Senspray, nenj

£35.-125, Central St., City Ed., E.0.1.

B28 All letters relating to advertiseinents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Cliotcr-Lea-Jnp.

4Jl.p. Clmtcr-.Iap. chilch, lumps, ok^., flrsl-class ron-
: dlllon; £45.-Hiill, 70. .loaophino Av., Biixlon

Hill. London, S.W. [3821

1Q19 Cliiltor-Jnp 4h.p., Mabon rounterslmit, Amac,
JLU Splitdorf mag., drln fot'd. tyiTa porloct: £65,
llr«t di'posit socurc-s.-Waltcrs, 105, rnrloigh lid.,

N.16. (3802

CHATKRI.EA-J.A.R, 4h.p., Amac, Doscll, lamps,
tools, acoosflorioB, spring oarrior, perfoct con-

dition, oxnoit Inspection invlted.-Uidl, 154, llnitnold
Kd., WhiihK'ilon. [1621

CllATKiM.KA.J.A.P., Si. p., 3-spced counterslialt,
tluirli, tumdle start, discs, long exhaust, a very

lo< IhnI. iiii.l ^lx)lty machine; iiys.—Harrison, Eugene
IMm. Wall nil i.n-Nazc. [3888

few spares: 90 gns.-
lirllHn Hd., I'lumstead.

£87 10. or near.-A, G. Caldervvood, 2, Avondale Rd.,
Wimbledon, London. [4126

bion, No. 7, 8h.p. J.A.P.,
,

Use wheels, car tyres, and
special nuulgiiards all round, Lucas dynamo lighting
set, engine just overhauled bv makers, re-enamelled

;

£135.—108n, Burghley Rd., opposite Tufnell Park
Tube. [4432

Clyno.

CLYNO Sh.p.'s and 2-strokej.—A. J. To
Ltd.. iNcwmarkct.

CLYNO Brind Ne 'ih.p. 2-speed IModel

and Co..
[0118

[X8748

19'

CLYNO Oomhinatioi
shaft. 4 interehul

Ed.. N.15.

CLTNO Combinatic
3~peed, K.S.

:

rekfleld.

, spare wheel, electric lights;
' ~ well. [3595

iiibination. 6-8h,p. ; 100 gns., lowest;
ngs.—51, Kendall Rd., Beckenham,

[4150

, 3 speeds, connter-
Ji:3C.-53, Russell

[4651

19^ Lichtn

a. 5-6h.p., in good going order,
price £100.—French, Engl;

[2810

iglit, two in stock at
. .

f75.—Ehosha Motor Co., Mawney's Ed.,
Komford. [3387

piKOW Bros., Guildford. West Surrey Clyno agents,^ hare large contracts for 8h.D. combinations and
Srjli.p. lightireiglits. [3172
TyATTCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, I.ondon.-2i!,h.p.
'I Clynos. neiv. 1920 models, 2-speed gear; £75;

delivered from stock. [4708
pILYNO 2-speed 2-stroke; '£70 ; delivery from stock.-V Julian. 84. Broad St., Rending. Biggest dealer."
ID the South. 'Phone: 1024. [0112
/~tLYNO.-New 1920 2-«peed 2-stroke models actuallyy in stock.-Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin
Herts. Tbone: 165 Hitcliin [0063

hood, wind screen, spare

^..Jtsey Ed^, Woking^ Offers.
' '

"^^^"'"^^[M?!

PjLTKO ConChbuilt Combination, 6h.p., 1906, 3-snecd,

^^c"'5?-"',\'™^™''h
''I'sels, splendid condition: trial:

fl05.-Walker, Saddington. Leicester. [X8533
1Q20 Brand Kew Clyno 2i;.h.p., 2-speed. clutch,
Zl „S°'^"' owner, bought combination; best offer
o\er £70.-1, Gosforth Ed., Southport. [3818

PJLVNO 1920 2-strokf. 2-speed and clutch, brand
new nntually in stock_ at makers' price; £75,

Wilkins. Simpson, opposite Olympia, Londo...

rjL-YNO 5-6h.p., C.B. sidecar, just overhai
^^ lamps, new heavy Dunlop. onlv wants ena
£90, or offer.—Lemessurier Snuggery, Chertsey.

[3847

led.

pL\i\0 Combination. 5-6h.p., replated and over-^ hauL.tl, coachbuilt sidecar, very fast, any trial;
£130.-27. Crystal Palace Ed., East Dulwich. [4151

PJLYXD Combination. 6h.p., 3-speed. K.S.. under 200
r „™'^^.^'"^s overhaul, sideear newly upholstered,

etc.: f65.-Appleby, 21, Salisbury St., Blandt'ord. [3753

1Q19 Clyno 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-.sp6ed, hand clutch,^^ all .lerp.ssones, fierfejit condition; 66 gns; seen
after 7

[3906

Lauuwood, Hadley Rd., N
PJLYNO Combination, late model, 3-speed, clutch
y-^ and Iv.f... guaranteed mechanically sound; £115,
aitl casn secures.—Semple, 39. St. Leonards, Dunferm-

*•
[3890

C^y!?°t Lightweight. 1920, 2-speed, clutch, lamps
™;r.A ^""'i'^.-

''™'''' •'o™' tools, belt, spares^ et5.,

Sflff
tj'^'""^'"oo: £66.-Amies, Rowley Bank ftouse"""o™-

[3813

19*' Clyno Lightweight. December, used going to•^^ son. done onn nina,. .^i

—

*.^., i;.,i,*;_2 -° _

wood, Leeds.

les, electric lighting, acces-
Firth, Sunnyside, Mean-

[4267

Call & See Us

j^^
THE FIRM FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR

DOUGLAS
LEVIS
ZENITH
MATCHLESS

G.L.

V.H.L. Sidecars
\Ve shall be pleased to receive enquiries for the
liew " V.H.L." Sidecar (registered desi^), which
is now on view at our Showrooms. This Sidecar
is constructed of best quality 3-pIy wood, it is

beautifully tinislied, and luxuriously upholstered.

It is, without doubt, one of the most comfortable
and smartest Sidecars ever designed.

Price £20
We are now able to quote definite delivery dates
for the famous 6 h.p. " G.L." Combination, fitted

with latest type overhead valve M.A.G. engine,

detachable wheels, spare wheel and tyre, internal

expanding rear brake, external contracting
transmission brake, and many other attractive

and up-to-date features. Only one of these
machines was entered in the igig A.C.U. Sis
Days Trial, and was awarded the silver medal
and special mention in the judge's report. If

you are interested, call and see a *' G.L." Com-
bination at our Showrooms. Price, 210 guineas,

including D.A. Outfit, Klaxon Horn, Spare Wheel,
and T;T:e, etc.

P. and H. Lamps, Douglas fitting.

Douglas Spares.

Douglas Aluminium Chain Guards, 12/6.
Douglas 2^ h.p. Instruction Book, 1/3.
Polished Aluminium Wheel Discs, f3 18s. per Set.

Tan-Sad Pillion Seats.

Bowden Controls.

A.M.A.C. Carburetters.

W.S.R. Jet Adapters, for Douglas A.M.A.C. Car
burettei-s, 8/6.

E.I.C. Magnetos, for flat twins
Cowey Speedometers.
Cowey Mechanical Horns.
Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres.

Black Enamelled Under Trays, lor 4 h.p.

las. £1
Dous-

Deads, not words.
London.

February i8th, 1920.

To Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,

Woodstock Street, W.
Dear Sirs,—Yours of the 17th mst to hand.

I intend having Disc Wheels fitted to my machine.
Could you obtain these for me, and have them
fitted ? , . . . Thanking you for the prompt
and exceedingly good treatment I have always
received from you.

Yours sincerely, H.S.E.

24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.)

BOND ST., LONDON, W.l!
Telephone : Mavfair 6559.
Telegrams : IVHAIUJILAN, WESDO, LONDO.^

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

r^LTNO LlithtwolKht In .tocl!. Order, hooked fn rot»-y tlon Clyno eoml.lnntlon ordeiii hooked in rolntlnn,
delivery from Mareh.-KothivoU and Milhourno, Cow-
loiBh (iiiiueo, Mnlveni. |6185
pr.YNO.-We arc sole Wolverhampton a(!cnt«; writs^^ n« lor delivery datcn, ropairt, overhaul*, ro-enamc MiK, and platinR.-Thc Molincux Garage Co..
Ltd., VVolvorhanipton. Tel.; J160. [M59
r^LYNO 6h.n., 2.«po<3d countor.dinft, Montsomcrry wielter fiideejir, aprunir (djussin, tniiwmisfion out
01 order, otherwise sound: best offer over £25; room
H-nnted.—Pnrtridse, ChippmB Norton. [3910
^LYNO 6h.p. ComKihation, spare wheel, complol dyw ov.'rhaulcd and renovated, re-enamelled black and
gold, roiilly smart outfit, any trial, any inspection;
alter 6; £130.-27, Peldon At., Richmond. [1I604

liai3-14 Clyno Combination, engine, mngnoto eipir-
JL«/ iintecd perfoct, receipt shown lor overhaul; £95,
or e.\rIi:intio lower power late chain drive and cash.—
lours, LiMiigovan Farm. I'onyelawdd, near Uonmoutli.

[3727
/Jh.p. Clyno Combination, S-speed. K.S., intcrchaiiBC-
v» able wheels, one spnro wheel and tyre (tyres Rot.d),
lamp«, horn, etc.. exeellent condition tlironehout: iiinR;
any trinl —Venton, Avon Eubber, Melksham, Wiltf.

[4446
1Q14 Clyno Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick start.
-*-v interchangeable wheels, electric lighting set,
luggage Carrier, in splendid condition throughout;
£110.—R. S. Page, Star Inn, Chute, Andover. iCints.

„ [4573
i^LYNO Combination, 1917, 6-6h.p., in excellent
^^ condition, all lamps, D.A. lighting, tools, horn,
pump, hood and screen, spare wheel, tyres nearly new;
£130, no offers.—L.H., 26, Villa Ud., Brixton. (Altc-r

5 p.m.) [3192

CLYNO, J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, hand
clutch,- .bought new November, 1919, lamps, born.-

rear drive Stewart speedometer, real good tamont, in
perfect order: any trial; £160. or near offer.-Qodward
Carburetter Co.. Thames St.. Kingston-on-Thames.

[4443

Connaught.

"IQ20 Connaught, 2-6peed, clutch model; £80; im-
-l*/ mediate deUvcry.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines.

rxss?5
1 016 Connaught 2-stTOke 2?ili.p., good condition and
-i-*^ appearance: £35.—Webb, Duke St., Wellington.
Salop. [xaeea

OAh.p, Connaught 2-stroke, 3-speed and clutch, i:i

^^4 splendid condition; £50, or nearest.—Henderson,
Cortes, Lonmay, Aberdeenshire. [3517

1Q16 Connaught 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect condition
J-if throughout; nearest £53.—Strictly letters only
to W.W., 31, Hampton Rd., Redland, Bristol. [4455

Coulson.

COULSON B, 2%h.p., 2-speed, brand new; £100.—
36, Lorrimore Sq., S.E.17. [3765

COULSON B (see advertisement) lor combination,
cash adjustment.—Greyshott, Oresthill At., Gray.^,

Essex. [4112

COULSON B 4h.p., single-geared eporting model,
mileage guaranteed under 150; £89 lowest.

—

Greyshott, CresthiU Av., Grays, Essex. [4111

COULSON B 1920 2?lh.p., 2-specd, spring frame,
in stock; list price, 95 gns.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0069

COULSON B.—The ideal spring frame.-Enquiries
invited by J. Blake and Co., the motor cycle

experts of Liverpool and Manchester. [6573

COULSON B., late 1919 2%h.p., speeds, spring frame,
all accessories, in excellent running ; 80 gns.

:

owner reauiring combination outfit.—M., Foreet House.
East Liss, Hants. [3769

COULSON B. 2^j'h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, lamps,
insurance, spares, etc., excellent condition; £85:

owner bought combination.—10, Lancaster Rd., West
Norwood, S.E.27. [4154

F.O.C.H. have a brand new Coulson B, 2-spced,
spring frame; list price.-Pair Offer Car House,

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [3983

COULSON, Model B, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, spring
frame, Albion 2-speed countershaft gear, a

thoroughly reliable mount; many other machines in

stock; latest lists and full particulars of Harrods
easy payment system on applicatijan.-Harrods Motor

Coventry Eagle.

20 Coventry Eagle, new, 2-stroke, in stock —
Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X8633
16 Coventry Eagle 2-stroke. 2-Epeed, lamps, horn,

tools, etc., new tyres, excellent order; ^45, or

ist.—D. Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [3907

Dayton.

1Q13 Dayton 2-stroke. in good condition and
1«7 ning order; £20.—Taplin, 159, HornseyEd

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dayton.

DAYTON 2-stroke, 1915 model, fitted with discE,
lamps, etc.; £34, a bargain, — 37, Streatham

Place, Brixton Hill, S.W. [4215

19 Dayton 2h.p., 2-stroke, open frame. 2 speeds.

niBBHHBBBHBaBHBBBBSl

19

Diamond.
DIAMOND 1919 2yoli.p. 2-stro)i:e, little

did order; £45.—Moss, Wem.
iate delii

market.

all model
1. [X8622

JACK HEALT, Cork, oiHoial Diamond agent—Ro
tational deliTery. No premiums accepted. [648'^

"DEDFORD Garage, Walsall, official agents ioi
*-* Diamonds; delivery from stock; makers' prices.

[5303
DIAMONDS.—2^4h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, £75;

Villiers 2-stroke single-speed, £56/10; several
in stock.—T. Stevens, 248, Gooch St., Birmingham.

[X7523
DIAMOND-J.A.P., 191934, engine No. 8/1871, Coney

horn and speedometer, A.K.'e rubber grips, done
7 miles only by Cowev, absolutely as new ; any trial
olfer nearest £75.-72, Station Ed., Cravford, Kent.

[4163

Douglas.
VIVIAN HAEDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas Special

ists.

^h.p. Combination, 1920 model; £155.

2-3.h.p. Solo, 3-speed Model W. ; £90.

TX/'E Stock Everything you require for your Douglas.

O/l, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.). Bond St., W.l
'vtt 'Phone: Mayfair 6659. [001;;

DOUGLAS, 1919, lamps, horn, leg shields, as new;
£87/10.—Below.

T^OUGLAS, 1916,

DOUGLAS, 1915, running
Gara£r-3. Gloucester.

condition: £80-—Below.

tion; £158.—Below.

"IQ 19 (late) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, specially
J-*J finished sidecar, Elason horn, complete electric
lighting set, overhauled by m.lkers, tinridden
condition absolutely as new; £160.—Ehosha Moto
Mawney's Ed., Eomford. [3388

for

[3379

OSh.p. Single-speed Douglas Motor Ovcle; £32
gain.—Akh'urst, Dartmouth. [4130

£67,
[4679

1 15^ 2lili.p^ _2-speed Douglas, any trial; £55

DOUGLAS 1914 25.1h.p., 2-speedT £50.-71, O2
Av., Merton Park, S.W. [;

/W4

Inman, Othello St., Liverpool. [3479

Hill.
nditi<

Harding, Hatton, Felt'ham.

'

ride iway; £25.-
[3656

. £98.—Hunt.
Elm Hot^l, Beckenham, Kent. [4271

04^-P- ^"Slas,^ clutch,^ kick_start, good order; £70
-43, Caledonia Place, Clifton. [4228

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn; £52.
—Shaw, Park St., Wellington, Salop. [X8725

.'peed; £53.-251,

-UGLAS Twin, ,-..-., ,_ _
last; £32.-16, Belmont Ed., Maidenhead. [X8722

DOUGLAS: £32; 2S4h.p.. perlect. lamps.—16, St.
Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington, W.14. [3952

10 19 Douglas_^ Combination, complete, splendid

condition; £60.-202, Munster Ed., Fulha

We d(iardni-ee

iTOceplacGam/

cover pioovino

fliwa+isfAclxiry

A'l' & price pro-

Dm II AD porlioiwle 'l-oREGULAR i,.,,^
^^^^

STOCK LINES oM^.\,^J.

DUNLOP EXTRA HEAVY.
{

26x2i 68/6
26 X 2J oversize

'

70/6 I

650X6B 76/6
28x3 83 /-

j

DUNLOP HEAVY.
|

24x2 47/6
I26x2 50/-

26x2! 53/9 I

DUNLOP SIDECAR. I

26x21 34/6
i

BATES No. 1 SPEQAL |

HEAVY. I

26X2i 63/9
!

1 26X2|- 67/9
I

26X2* ove-rsize 72/- I

I

=8x3 ; 91/8
]

I

CLINCHER DE LUXE JUNIOR,
j

24x2 29/6
26x2 31/-

I 26X2i 32/3
I

I

CUNCHER DE LUXE HEAVY.
|

I =4X2i 52/-
I

26x2 50/- 1

26X2J 53/6
26v2j 57/-

I
26X2JX2I 63/9 I

I

CUNCHER DREADNOUGHT.
|

I 26X2,',X2i 72/6 I

26X2.V 72/6
I

28x3 85/3

CLINCHER THREE-RIBBED,
j

650x65....: 76/6

RODACE THREE-RIBBED, j

700x80 86/3
j

PALMER THREE-RIBBED, j

700x75 128/8
I

Combination to lit 650 x 65 156/9 !

264-266, Vanxball Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 6553.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

OTerlianled ; tri

: Huntingdon.
[3!

DOUGLAS 23,h.p., 1918, all accessories, splen
condition; £70.-41, Gateley Ed., Brixton, S.W

[3i

outfit; I

Mortlak

DOUGLAS 1916 W.D. Z'ih.v^ thoroughly son
£53.-25, Townshend Ed., Bichmond, Surrey,

[4(|
rate; if

Hillsboro', Acock's GhB

.li.p., complete lamps, wall
4, Greenhill Park, N.Wjlm

D.OUGLAS 234h.p., W.D., brand
deposit.-P. J. Hucker, Hillsl

DOUGLAS, 1916,
proofs; £76, I

K'ewnham 223. Hammersmith Ed., W.fi,

4>3h.i

gate.

DOUGLAS 1914 2-speed,
exchange, comhinntinn.—

don.

191

2F
Kent.

borough.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.,
sidecar ; together (

beautiful 1

>rth J|]

bushed, good t 'j

eat Gidding, P i

f'/

Berkhamstead.

-I Q19 41i.p. Dougla

gine 38639, Ganoelet M ^r

separate.—The Eidge, Pli b-

[.,8

sceptionally fast, beauti iy

=s; £60—88, Leigham ' [e,

t,«

1916-17, 3-speed, i..

b; 90 gns.—21. Ne in

C'|6

2-speed, 1916 W.D. model, r 'jr

ce £70.—Williams, Potteu i,

[|6
; Comibnation, electric ligh K,

£140.-30, Crystal Palace «
[M

Kd., Balham, S.W.12

DOUGLAS 2':41i.p., 2-speed, 1913-14,
tion, all acce

Eayncs Park, S.T\-.19,

£65.-106, Sj-dne:

:TH'S.-Douglas 1914 I'^h.p., rery little used; lO.

-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite C Ik

Tube Station). [ >0

Streatham, S.^Y.16,

Old Kent Ed., S.E.

(59

lutch id
£65.—Tel. : Lee G.8B

238, High St., Acton.

DOUGLAS 24ill.p., 1913-14, fitted for

kick starter, new
994, for appointment.

"I
Q16 Douglas 2^y^h.p., perfect condition, buffer liW

X«7 tiTcs new, ready to ride away; £58.-59, A\jfa
Ed., Bri.tton, S.W. ., [;71

4h.p. Douglas Combination, fully equi:^.
teeti perfect; 125 gns., no offers.— Wii!«.19i

FenihiU, Horley, Surr.

Qih.p. Douglas

(eo

I. new, unscratched, onlylwd
twice; "bargain* £90-—31, ClaremoDt Rd.. .;«

andra Park, Manchester. [K69

C>3.h.p. Douglas, 1915-16, 2 speeds, buffer forkfljsw

B'^o All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCI.i;S lOR SALE.
Uoufilna

plating 1111(1 oiuimt

£65.—Crown llolil,

[429(5

)OI'(iI,.\H 2^,\l.v., liultLT forlw,

like m™-. amiill niilougo;

indnUkc I'liik, Bioiiiloy.

2^4h.p., ovorlmuled an
f28.—Arthur G. Daw, 1)1.

rlxtou liill, London. [4290

Ol'UIiAS 4h.p., 3 ejieedti, clutch, condition
J "lin./ liot bobii registcro'di ISOi—19, Upper l>i

d.. nul»i/.e Park. N.W..'!.

2'S4h.p., 2-iipoe<l, d:VOrOL.\S 191 ...
J horn. etc.. just ovorliaulL-ti; £65,

Mile End.

[3373

, hiuiiis,

th, 49.

[3561

)OI'<)I.AS 2''ih.p. W.D. Model, 2-siieed, nncratcil

last month, ns new, oil accessories; f72.—81.

Ittlc KaliuB Lane. Ealing. r387f

)OUi:i,.'\S a^h.p., 1916, electric, acetylene, shields,

phitinp, enamel, perfect order; 52 gns.—89. Ap-
ch lid.. Brixton Hill. S.W. [4177

irtniau

OI'OLAS 2"'ill.p,

AMF.S MOrrAT. Douplai
model, clutcli. £95. less

mtion. ,£155. -'Phone : 50.

914 Dougla;
lamp5.

iraduys. Bodo

, Yeovil.—2'':ih. p.

«90; 4h.p. com
bU. (1103

2-speed, exceptionally fast,

rvDiing complete; £52,—
Icsey, [4331

retiuirc

Meadi, Thatcli!

Bosch, engine No
; slight adjustment

[438f

iMITir.S,-Douglas 1916 234h,p„ in excellent con
• dilion: £60,—Smith's, 86. Chalk Farm Hd. (op
site Chalk Farm Tube Station). [014!

-238, High St, Alton.

"\OntTLAS 4h,p,. Nov., 1919,
-' liillv eciuiped; fl2S: iiecei

)5, lliilland Ed„ Peterborough,

)OriJLAS 2^'|h,p,, 1916. ma
tliroughout : anv exaininatioi

,, 22, Powuey Ed,, Maidenhead,

[4360

xcellent condition
2-;jh,p, part,—Cox

[4357

i' colours, perfecl
62 gns,, bargain,

-

(451'^

)OUCL.\S 1916 4h,p. C.B. Combination, head and
rear lamp, in splendid condition; £95.-Silverdale,

:, Thrale Ed„ Streatham, S,W,16. [457t

"'WO 1915 Douglases, overhauled recently, lamps
. horn, speedometer, new tyres; £62 each,—Ays
rth, Monkhams Drive. Woodford, [389?

920 Douglas Combination and accessories, dom
200 miles, unscratched; list price,—Bos 3,047

1 The Ualor Cycle. (London district.l [4624

915-16 2^.ih.p, 2.speed Douglas, tip-top condition,
makers' colours, lamp, boru, etc, ; £62, no offers,

57, Little Heath, Charlton, S,E,7, [4279

h.p, Douglas Combination, all lamps, horn, toolbags
: renovated and overhauled: ^tJlOS.—Banister and
itten, 341, Upper St., London, N.l. (3916

VOVtiLAS 2?4h,p,. 2-speed. iincrated December, 1919
' alksolutely perfect, exceptionallv smart; 62 gns.

-

I, WnlHngl'ord Av,, North Kensington. (338!

>OUGLAS 4h.p, Combination, spare wheel,
hood, lamps, horns, etc. coini>lete. nnd in e

nditicn; £135,-316, Tl

\OUGLAS CombmatK
' clutch), 254h,p, (3-s

,p,, electric lighting, Stewart horn
^ct condition, mileage 200; 75Kns
;mar. Haylands, Eyde, [45i;

makers' colours, W,D. models: £6;:
:aoh.—Clifford Wilson Mfg, Co,, 70, Royal Hos

Kensington 7113, [4341

7 Douglas 4h,p, Combination, 3-spee:l, clutch
K,S., top-hole condition, fully equipped, C,B

-59, Aytoun Ed,, Brixton, S,W. [4670

excellem
(340:

. . 2^4h,p, (3-speec
_.,-.,,, ,_ speed),—Agent for Salisburv

d District. Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. (432E

919 Douglas
spare belt,

Lieut, Wright

\OUGLAS,
' eaeh.-C
al Rd,. Chelsea. S,W.3

9
lecar; £110,

ah.p, Douglas. 2-«peed. P, and H. lamp set, larg,
4 Klaxon, watertight Bosch, T.T, bars, last and re
I'le; llrst £53 secures,-49. Well St,, Hackney. [345'

1 i^V?,^"^^ 25'ih.p,. new. 72 gns.; also second-hand
„f^'.5 ™°'''''' £55,-Garase, 5, Eglon Mews, Berk
Kit, Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube), [4249

I

019 (Sept.) 4h,p, Douglas Combin,i>ion, latest type
,| Y clatPh. Klaxon, gae and E,L„ mileage 500- £150

best ofier,-M., 29, Larkadd Ed„ Eichmond. S,W-
I .„,._, .„ [3784
;

)OUGLAS, 1914. 2-speed. splendid condition, lamps
horn, and spares; £55; evenings after 6.—2i

' oxash Ed., West Side, Clapham Common, S.W.ll,

' \OCGL.\S. 254h.p., 2speed. uncrated July, 191S
perfect and unscratclied; bargain. £62/10

nps.-37, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.W.

gi4 2-''ih,p, Douglas. Bosch mag.. Amac cartu

Kent,'
[417,4

h.p. Douglas Combination. W,D. model. 1916
machine has had little use. and is now equal

1 "•; £110; trial,-207, Blackshaw Kd,, Tooting,

920 Douglas, 2";4h.p., kick starter, clutch, and all
acee.ssorma nii/l Inm^e ..„1

SPECIAL.

CLEARANCE LINES
COVERS.

Our
For 24 : 2 Rims. Price.

Avon Rubber-studded 22/6

For 26x2 Rims.

Avon Rubber-studded 25 /-
lUite Rubber-studded. Heavy 30/-
.Avon Rubber-studded, Extra Heavy 49/-

For 26x2i Rims.

Skew Extra Heavy 45 /-
Skew Extra Heavy 40 /-
Elite Rubber-studded 30 /-

Avon Heavy Rubber-Studded 37/6
Hutchinson T.T 39/6
Hutchinson Passenger 48 /-

26:<2| to fit 21^ Rims.

Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 42/9
Hutchinson Passenger 50 /-

26x21 to fit 2i Rims.

Elite Extra Heavy Rubber-studded 55/-
Hutchinsorr T.T, kubber-studded 45 /-

Hutchinson Passenger 55 /-

26x21 for Ordinary 21 Rims.

Hutchinson Rubber-studded 35/-
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber-studded 45 /-

Hutchmson Passenger 55 /-

26x3 tor 2! Rims.

.\von Tricar 60 /-

To fit 650 X 65 Rims.

Wood-Milne Keygrip Extra Heavy ..... 50/-

To fit 700 s 80 Rims.

Skew Heavy Non-skid 85 /-
Hutchiuson Three-ribbed 70/-

TUBES

26X2i
' 26 X :J-

650X65

Our List

Price, Price.

, 7/6 10/-
, 8/3 10/3

8/6 II /3

10/- 13/3

NEW AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Size, Our List

Price. Price.

26x2! .. 8/9 11/6
28x3 ... 12/- 13/6
ooxSo .. 16/6 19/6

BELTS.
ALL MAKES tN STOCK AT SPECIAL PRICES.

«d, foot-

(3933

2 aneoda, head lamp, tyre.*

dition: "'='

Wan(is^
(X8721

speedometei.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE
Douslas

DOnOLAS 2Hli P,, 2-iipecd, lalo butfe;

boards, makers' (dolours. Just &4 new; tj-j bm. .

am liaie.-ColIyer, 33. Augusta 81., Poplar, London.
r';.i4.

"'

DOUGLAS 1915 2yih,p,, .. o,,>„v..

nearly now, overhauled, good
5,—Harvey, Union Brewery

s,\v,

DOUGLAS 1915 2^ih,p,, .emi-TT,. .

hinips, horn, full kit, spares, long extiauat, goo
condition; £60,—aiaslyn, Oreenfoiil Ed, Sutton, Hni-

DOUGL.\S 1919 Combination, 4h.p„ complete with
lamps, tools, etc, in -splendid condition; 139 gns,

, Ilamiistead, 7B, High St,, Hampstead,
N,W.3. [4526

4h,p, Douglas Combination, 1918, perfect condition
-throughout, mechanically and appearance aa new

;

£110,-Virgo, 156, High 3i„ Hounslow, W, 'Phone:
125, [4547

DOUGLAS 4h,p, 1917 Coachbuilt Combination, in

splendid condition throughout; bargain, £125,—" ' ''' Westbourne Place, Hov,
[4143

Wcstbourno Motor

50 miles; 96%
Winkiield, Windsor,

[3531

Tyre Specialists

£64-266, Vauxhall Bridge Boad,

5 Victoria, S.W.I.

H Telephone : Victoria 6553.

after 5 p,m, ; £120,—Llewelyn, Priory, Norwood Green,
Southall. (3568

DOUGLAS 2iih,p,, 2-speed. an exceptionally last

and smart machine, makers' colours, uncratei
1919; 62 gns,—Hillier, 216. Poctobello Ed., Nottin?
Hill. W, [1083

6>iih,p, Douglas, 1915 model, mechanically and ap-
f^ '^ pearance as new, only wants seeing; £65, bar-

sain.—J. J. Isted, South Eoad Studio, Haywardi Heath.
Sussex, - (3600

DOUGLAS, 1920, Feb,, under 200 miles, 2%h,p., 3

speeds, lamps, 'speedometer, all as new; owner
buying combination; £110.—Gaunt, Long Causeway.
Peterborough. [3675

1 Q14 Douglas 2?4h,p. 2-5peed. new Dunlops, speedo-
-«- *y meter. Tan-Sad. splendid condition, maker's
colours throughout; 55 gns,-34, Keith Grove, Shep-
herd's Busti, [4026

th Bosch mag,, fullv

, paddles ofl, copper
exhaust- first offer £58,—Harrison, 23, Ciockerton Ed,,

Upper Tooting, [4649

DOUGLASES 2Hh,p, always in stock at competitive
prices, open till 7 p,ra. week days, 5 p.m. Satur-

days—Smith's. 86. Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Stationl, [0151

1916, 2-speed, in
, trial given; £80,

-Apply between 5 and 6 a.ny evening, 144.
Clapham Rd., S.W. [3557

DOUGLAS,—Several new and slightly new 2?:ih,p,

Douglases, all perfect; from £55 to £70; worth
seeing.-K. C, Jacobs, 32, Porohester Ed,, W,2,
'Phone : Park 4323. (4478

;,. Amac
machine

splendid running order; what offers ?—45, Temple
Rd., Cricklewood, N,W,2, [4645

Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London,—
odels, 2-speed gear,

i-TT"bars, £65 and £75 each; also second-hand
2";4h,p. Douglas, £59/10, [4709

DOUGLAS 2%h,p., military models, 'W.D., reno-
vated, carefully selected and tuned up, always

choice of several; price £60; seen any time.—Watson.
181. Clapham Ed., S.W. [3235

Combination. 1918, clutch, kick
adition, tyres

-Write, D,, 60.

engine Xo. 2144.
spare belt, links,

and tubes, 'ready to ride away: a bargain, £95.
rs.-Ashworth, 3, Dale St. Baeup. [S8T70

fitted with disc wheels,
lamps, etc., just

in tip-top order: £60; after 7.—Hughes.
Woodhouse Ed,, North Finchley, (4156

191°.

:165.-21,

ousiiis Combination, 4h.p., complete TritL
- horn, 3 lamps. 2 ge-ueratorc, Terry pillioa

v.^lve, only ridden 200 odd miles, perfect:

Nelson Rd-, Eoumemouth Weat. [3446

enamelled and replated,

poshest Dugs on the road; £68 and £72.-20,

Av., Hoggeis Corner, Barnes. S.W.13. [4116

wheels
electric rear

and side lamps, everything as new, exceptionally hand-
£150.—Greembridge, Eolla Rd., Hestable.

r36S5

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B31
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CYCLES FOR SA

Douglas.
1919 Douglas 2%h.p. excellent

Offer' Car House, 5,

Hampstead Tube Station).
Hours 9-7, including Sat-

[8509

order, small mileagi.
Heath St.. Hampstead (ni
'Phone : Hampstead 3752,
urdays.

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the eurly

birds. Place your order at once it' you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Rd.,
Bristol [0016

2^ih.p., done very little run-
md in first-class condition, all

for selling, owner having combina-
e : No. 4.—C. H. Hepher, Hadden-

[3676
^80.-

ijankshaft, flywheel, rings, plugs, tyre, belt, etc., per-

fect condition; Manchester district.—Bos 3,060, c/c

The Moior Cycle. [4637

Combination, latest clutch
large Low and ordinary generator, nie

chanical horn, speedometer, leg shields, Orto wind screen
insmnnco; £170 —Capt. Cobble, Ixjrna House. New Rd.
Netley. Hants. [4509
-| C|15-]6 2.^4b.p. Douglas, T.T., thoroughly over
X«-' hauled, enamelled and plated, new chain, valves
springs, etc. College legshields, footboards, lamps
Klaxon, tools, tyres good; £63, or offer; after 6.—104,
Vineyard Hill, Wimbledon Park. [3486

083.—a%h.p. Douglas, bought new makers Feb., 1919,
<5i' engine 39436, Thomson-Bennett, heated Amac,
tyres another 2,000 each, machine just overhauled, run
1,500 miles, all tools, not war machine, enamelling
perfect.—E., Marlborough Lodge, Harrow. [3778

"I Q18 Douglat^ 4h.p. Combination, K.S.. 3-speed,
J-«^ distinguishable from new, everything guaranteed
perfect, royal blue sidecar, disc wheels, fully equipped,
spares; auy trial and examination; bargain, £125.
Burch, 178, Gipsy Ed., "West Norwood, S.E. [3347

4h.p. Douglas Combination, saxe blue sidecar, hand
clutch, indistinguishable from new, polished alu-

minium discs, guaranteed perfect in every detail, ne?;
Dunlop extra beavy tyres; best over £110; any trial
—21 , NorfoU Rd., Littlehampton ; exchange good
single. [4262

I'ouglas Combination, exactly as new,
under 100 miles, 2 large head lamps, tai

generators, all P.H., Klaxon. Cowey speedometer, spare

19=

valve, pluti. etc., full insurance; £180 only accepted
for delivery immediately.—Buxton, Jackson's Lane.
Highgate. [3605

guaranteed mechanically sound, numerous spare
complete with lamps (acetylene); reason selling bought
1920 Morgan; £150.—Attwell, 27, Hill St "
wood, Bristol. [3428

"IQ15 (late) Douglas 2^dh.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn
J-«^ semi-T.T. bars; this machine is mechanicall;
perfect, and has done so little mileage that the original
enamel, etc., is practically unscratched, indistinguisb
able from new; bargain, £65, or near.—Bromley Oswell
Hadley, Salop. [X8664

DOUGLAS 254h.p.. T.T., uncrated 12 months ago,
absolutely indistinguishable from new, complete

with lighting set, mechanical horn, disc wheels, long
exhaust, Pedley grips, etc., guaranteed; subject to
any expert examination; price £80.—H., 34, French
St., Sunbury-on-Thames. [3803

DOTTGLAS 1918 4h.p. C.B. Combination, T.T. bai
5 new Hutchinsons and tubes, Lucas, Ama

Bosch, large mechauic^al horn, enamel and plating, eti

as new ; following parte new : Cylinders, crankshaft,
carburetter, camshaft, case complete, all wheels, ban
die-bars, carrier, etc., just finished £17 overhaul, per
feet throughout, many spares and complete equipmeut
£125, or near offer.—Holmes-Tam, School of Educa
tion. Newmarket. [3924

Edmund.
23,h.p. Edmund, spring frame. 3 models.— Lists

4 from Gourlay'a, Fallowfield. [2951

Is.—List;
[8991

ED:\IUND-J.A.P. 1920 2'?ih.p., 2-speed, spring
frame mc "

stock.—Moss, Wem. [X8750

EDMUND-J.A.P., spring
1919 machine, mileagt

George St.. Li^^erpool.

N.S.U. 2-speed, Bosch. B
'and B., T.T. bars, footboards, horn, mirror,

lamps, generatois, tool boxes, tools, spares, excellent
condition: £65.-4, Austin Friars. Stafford. rX8745

6
Sedgley, Btafls. • [5E

h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, perfect conditic

7, St. George's Ed., Broadstaii

Put tKis
'Dollar' in
l^nr pocket
WE save you Sf- on every

pair of astjJsSE... you buy.

How ?

\bu pay 9/- to have your boots

soled twice with leather and rivets

One pair of OsfJiS^o.,. cost 3/9.

and will outlast two pairs of leather

soles. Not only do you effect this

economy but the boots become

ABSOLUTELY WATERPPOOF

by fitting.

Complete B /^?YvJv3^ I
^'n**

with ;. ^^^>^ / full
Sol-fix % '^-^^^^^directioMs

Po3t Free.

J*tease state^^^size'iDk'eh orderini

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Tyre Speci3ilis!s

(Dept. A),

m Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Enfield.

3 h.p. Enfield Twin, 1916, T.T., eeais, kick, 1

liorn, tools; £63.-53, Park Ed., Dartfoid.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, good condition;
—Dasher, 156, Mount Pleasant, Eedditch.

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.; a bargain, £97 :

Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia. Lqnd

set. brand new,
f

ENFIELD 6h.p.
,.

CycU.

ENFIELD 1919 Z^h.p.,
ditio

cestershire.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, new, just deli M
£185.-129, Alexander Rd., Acocks Green In

mingham. [- '6^

..p. I

equi
Croydon.

Weston-s.-Mare.

ENFIELD Combinations and 2-strokes.—Order on

Salisbury and District Agent, Longman, I ;er

ton, Salisbury. ''"

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, Sh.p.. -wonderful c ioe

JLJ/ best offer over £150.-374, Grove Greet t.i.

Leytonstone. *91

ENFIELD 191S 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free engini ;ick

start- any trial any time; £71.-12, Bircli :loi

Bd., Kilburn, N.W. 3;

ENFIELD ayh.p. Twin, waterproof Bosch, ex. 2nl

running order; £25.—Willerton Staples, I BE.

water Ed., Weybridge. ,'5-

1 Q20 Enfield 8h p. Combination, Magdynamo ii-

LU ing: offers.—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leytoi Oiv

posite Baker's Arms). |'8-

LATE 1915 3h.p. Enfield, kick start, 2 .speeds, !w

last; £50, lowest; after 6.—17a, Lytchet '^i^

race, Richmond, Surrey. 9'

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2"^4h.p., 2-speed. good n i'

order: £50, or near offer. — Forster, Hi

Durham Rd , Darlington,

2-?need, i

£55, or :h

Edmonton. 3^

ENFIELD Sh.p. 1920 Combination, mag. d: mo

set; what offers-? complete with hood -"-' • '"

—Box 497, c/o 37ic Moior Ciiclt.

Sh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1919, all

series, perfect condition; £175; reasonable

—153, Knollys Rd., Streatham.

TO 16 Enfield Combination. Lucas dynamo, lips,

i-V Orto Kind screen, perfect; £140.-14, 1
PJ;

shire Mews West, Marylebone, W. jOS

TIOYAL ENFIELD 25ih.p. T^vin, 2-speed. new »B.,

XV good running order, ride away; £25.-

Isknield Way. Letchworth, Herts.

GENTLEMAN has 1916 4h.p. Enfield .-oml

electric lighting; 80 gns,, ne.irest.-Alleii,

clifle, Chislehurst, Kent (near St;itiun).

T016 Enfield Combinntion, 61i.p.. dyii lu:,^

XtJ fullv equipped; £146.—Smith's, 86. i.iial

Rd. (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station i.

ast; Brighlor, .

-162, Town

;: '3!

[166

tl7

70 gns.—Box 2,972, c/o I7ic Motor Ci/dc.

late 1919, 2-spee(]iei-

sories ; a ie,ii ba Jo,

f60.—Joiies," Barford, Deddington, Oxon. '85

1913, fnlil-

ett, Junior, 8, Court Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
-iok-

h.p. Enfield Combination,
dynamo ligliting, """"

en;' £220.-J.H.T.

Decembei
Tan-Sad pillio

85, Anerley Rd.,

1 019 Sh.p. Eufleld, 2-6i)ecd, kick stoii. 1

-LtF cords, fully equipped, little used, ex, >-l.' ,.

£75.-After 7 at 14. Mall Ed., Hammersmii: .

ENFIELD 1920 Double Purpose Ccml-iij:

new; £185.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co.. 70,

Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113.

NFIELD Combination, 1914-15, eli.p,. (--ood

tion. tyres, lamps, siteedometer, L>cen ca:

used; £135.—Greeuslade, Uuh-erton, Somerset.

1 OI6 Eufield Combination, 6h.p., electric

Xt/ hood, screen, speedometer, first-clas:

£136.—Thomson's Garage, Beehir- ' "

E^'i;

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hiimber.

JUMnER 4h.p. Conc-hbuilt ComWnaUon, »ol"-
J. .(lolL'd. 3-3pced. kirk start, hcaulilul oulllt, in

irlwt rii.iniiiB order: bargain, £80.-149, Osborne

d. I'r.Mlon, Brighton. [4H4

I018 6h.p. Hniubor, 3-bpc.m1 lountor.sbiitt Roar, W.C..

lU llii.' Montitnmorr unKv^r, «i'K-..-n, liimpa, born.

«I«, liiKuase aud p.'trol cn.l. (inl.-k dcla.luiWf wliccls:

140.— 19, Bridge St., JtlytU. Niirllmmbotland. [3533

FOB .Sale, SV'.h.p. lluinber, with Ho«ob mac. lamp,

iwai.r.'itor. now wheels lOiui.lote, new saddle, .and

U aw.'MOriM: £35, or nearest offer.-V'.E.S.. c/o Mr.

riUluot. Little Dorklands, King's Worthy, \Vmelie»tei.

Indian.

I01516 79h.p. Indian Combinalion. any trial; £80.
L«/ - 1, Othello St., Liverpool. [3478

I
Oil Indian, 7-91i.p.. clutch model; £57.—lb, Uganda
Lf St.. Selkirk Ud., Tootins. [3396

rSIUAN f46,'10, cinteli, 5.6h.p. — 16. St. Mary
I Abln.ttj Terrace, Kensington. [3724

1 Bi>e
[7641

rNDIAX 1919 7-9h.p., Powerplus model, absolutely
L >s new; 119 gns.—Taplin, 159, Hornsey Bd., N.

[4540

1 015 7-9I1.P. Cluteb aiodel Indian, lamps, Mechorn,
la siuresr little used ; £75.-231, I'o.xball Ed., Ips-

lieh. [3592

1 020 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, gold medal
L«7 winner, as new; £225.-27, St. John's Rd.,

[4148'mnoy.

'el.: 19

L9^

) Indians: prompt deliveries.—E. Brown, Indian
Sreeialist. 3 and 7a, Parker Lane, Burnley.
194. (X6264

1 7-9b.p. Indian Combination, dynamo, new. in
stork.—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton (opposite

;«ker's .\rms). [4082

IQ15 Indian, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter; £82;
It/ Saturday atternoon, or letter.—Bloomer, 120.
lethune Rd., 8.16. [4088

?.61i.p. Indian, cluteb, speedometer, lamps, etc., per-
} (ect rendition; 70 gns.—Woodward, Oatlands Rd.,
Inrghealh, Surrey. [4043

[NTJIAX 7-9h.p. Clutch Model, very fast, nearly new
tyres, excellent running order; £65.—Hammond,

laltflecthy. Lines. [4285

[NPIAX 1916 5h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kicfe st.arter,

tine sporting machine ; £88.—Loweth, 6, Mount
'leasant Ed., Ealing. ' [3439

fKDIAX 7-9h.p. Combination, disc wheels, lamps,
L etc., splendid condition; £110.-Hollands, 9, St
ames' Kixad. Croydou. [4278

IQ19 Indiati 7-9h.p., new last Septeml>er, perfect con-
Lv dition, not done 500 iuil&5; what offers:-—Tiper,
lown House, Tavistock. - [4566

'NDIAN 7-9h p. Coacbbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
clutch, iost overhauled; £75; Horley.-Seen at 8,

he Village, Obarlton, S.E. . [4417

|OI5'16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, clutch and K.S.,
<-0 all aecessorles, perfect condition; £76.-74, Mill-

root Ed., Soutbamptou. [3559

'NDIAN, Canadian model, clntcb. 2-speed, lamps,
horn, perfect, condition, very fast; £85.—Turnill

ad North, Peterborough. [4033

>ih.p. Indian, 1912, 2-speed gear, Bosch, B. and B.,
>"2 all chain, fast and-powerful; £35; alter 5.-82.
hurch Ed., Mitcham, S.W. [3859

"NDIAN" Combination, 7-9h.r., 1915, 3-speed, lamps.
- horn, very fast; anv trial; S125.—Crown Hotel,

1 iiadridge Park, Bromley. Kent. [4297

' '^'DIAN Combination. 2-speed, 7-9b.p., believed
. . 1915. newlv overhauled; £100, or offer.-Lieut.
I
race, Mare^iield Camp, Uckfleld. [4543

;-6h.p, Indian Combination, late 1915, 3-speed, K.S..
' etc.. disc w-beels. Cameo screen, very smart; £105.
, 20, Thornton Av., Streatham Hill, London. [4028

NDIAN 1916 5-5h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
kn:k start. Klaxon, all accessories: £105; all in

,
od order.-Bulpitt, 20, Bedford Rd., Guildford. [3936

I JPOETING T.T. Indi.in, Swan Oxford sidecar,
' dyn,amo lishting. discs, excellent condition; £150.
135, De Beauvoir Ed., N.l. Dalston 2263. [4498

Q15 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
' t/ lamps, speedometer, spares, perfect running
j
der; 105 gns.—Stewart, 123, descent Rd., Wood

I

'efn. [4053

]
a 15 5-6U.P. Indian, 3-speed, kick start, T.T. bars.

1 "clutch, accumulator lights, just rc-ennmelled and
ited: 100 gns.; any time.—Baker's Garage, Friar St..
!»dmg. [4363

Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, thorougilv over-
1
^ banled, perfect mechanical condition, appear-

\ .c« erinal to new; £120.—Thompson, 22, Cranes Drive.

i

l^l*™- [4276
NDL^N 1913 5-6b.p. Racing Model, clutch, T.T..

lamps, splendid condition, just orer-
Kiogsley House, Drayton Green.

[3545

KJaion. . „
ule>1: £45.-Wall
est Ealing

PLACE YOUR
ORDER

th a firm who can be depended
upon to take a personal interest in

your individual requirements, as we
always do—previously published testi-

monials prove that. We desire your

goodwill before your business, and

we are " at your service " first and

always. What we advise to-day, you

appreciate to-morrow.

Send us your order NOW for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
from stock of :

—

EDMUND, IVY Lightweight.

CLYNO Lightweight,

METRO-TYLER, NEW
IMPERIAL, etc.. etc.

APRIL DELIVERY of

ARIEL. ALLDAY ALLOW.
BLACKBURNE, DIANOND.
INDIAN. L.M.C.. NEW

HUDSON. NEW IMPER-
IAL. SPARKBROOK.
RUDGE MULTI.

VELOCETTE. CEDOS.
SUN VITESSE.

"SCOOTAMOTAS "

DELIVERED
FROM STOCK.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INIIIAN 1914 7-9h.p. U'oinbinatinn, a-npecd diit

U.S., electric lainpn. horn; £100. or neiirent

;

tive.Mi 8.5 o'clock. =-1, Uroughton St., Qucfln'« H
Batter.^oa. [4^.

1Q19 American Army Model Indian, flttcd with
Ai' Mills Ii'ullord sidecar, extra good condition
throughout; £160.-IIor-will, 42. Bridge St., Chestci.

943., (4612

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, kick »tart,
lamps, horn, etc., in splendid condition, trial any

able oiler.—Wyndham, North Star, Ealing
Buildings, W.5. [4070

1 Q16 Indian Motor Cycle and Sidecar, meclianicallr
-«-«.' sound'; £120: would entertfiin selling cycle only
£90, if rerjuired.—The Eoyal Garage, 48o, OillioKboiii
St., Victoria, S.W.I. T3973
INDIAN, 7.9h.p., cliitch model, T.T., 1914 (92F51I1.

overhauled, re. enamelled, and plated, all acces-
sories, including speedometer; £75, or neareet.—22,
Cannon Rd.. Ramsgatc. [4487

19 IS 7-9h 1

-46, U.<

1, Ili.Il;

-I I.

Co

IM.. Hi

iibination, coacbbuilt eide-
lighting, juat overhauled
reuuires new dome; price

vc. [4257

1Q20 7-9h,p. Indian. 3-vpced, dvnamo lighting, in-
i-if di,-tiugui.-li:ililp 110111 new, mileage 160; fin-t

deposit sei.'urey, £160; absolute bargain.—Beauchamp,
" Abbotsford Rd., Eedjand, Bristol. [4200

W.\tJCHOPES, 9. Shoe I^ne, Fleet St., London.

-

7-9h.p. Indian and sidecar, 1920, Powerplus
model, very latest, £215; also 7-9h.p. combination.
1914, electric model, disc wheels, £105. [4713

1 Q15 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination. 2-specd. clutch,
-L^ spring frame, P. and M. lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, e.\tra heavy Dunlops, new chains, (Spares ; 100
gns.—Ekins, Catisfleld, Farebam. Hants. [4534

TNDIAX 1919 Combination, 7-9b.p., run about 2,000
miles, electric lamps and horn, dynamo, accumu-

lators, speedometer, etc., in perfect mnning order:
£190.—Boi 3,007, c/o Tke Motor Cycle. [3795

IKDIAN Combination, 1015, 7-9h.p., coacbbuilt sid.^-

car, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, lamps, etc., just
been overhauled and repainted, in perfect running order

:

£130.-Skeet, 17, St. Peter's St., St. Albans. [3490

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed. K. start,

dynamo lighting throughout, electric born, wind
screen, speedometer, and tools, beautiful outfit; £140;
seen any time at 141, Merton Rd., Wimbledon. [4375

1 OI5 Powerplus Indian Combination, excellent me-
-i-v cbanical condition, enamel unscratcbed, renicfcelled,
completely equipped, electric lights, etc., good red coach
sidecar; £120; anv trial.-237, Iffley Rd., Oxford.

[3978
INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, T.T. model, in

most exceptional condition, just overhauled and
lamelled makers' colours, ^.T^bars, spring frame,

etc.; £75; exchanges.—R.
Essex.

INDIAN 1914 Combinatic
and starter, luxurious

small attention, but in runr
R. G. Jacobs, 32, Porcbeste
4323.

Rd., W.2. 'Pho : Park
(4476

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915. 3-speed, kick starter, fo.it

clutch, with coacbbuilt coupe sidecar, electric

lamps and horn, speedometer, mileage 4.000, in splen-
did condition; £110.—A. Norman, High St., Carshal-
ton, Surrey. (3554

"IQ14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, professionally re-
-Ltf enamelled, renickelled, excellent mechanical con-
dition, very fast, completely equipped, speedoineter.
lamps. Klaxon, etc.; £75; anv trial.—72, Lonsdale Rd..
Oxford. [3979

LATE (October) 1919 Electric Powerplus Indian,
speedometer, accessories, spares, Henderson Elite

cantilever sidecar, large luggage capacity, heavy 28x3
jion-skids all round, 500 miles only; £210.—Capron,
:Hatbersage, Sheffield. [3816

INDIAN, 3i/2h.p. twin engine, 1915 (best Indian en-
gine yet produced), 3-6peed gear, MiUs-Fulfoid

wicker sidecar, horn, tools, etc.. splendid condition very
little used, good climber and very fast: £105.—C. Bar-
ton, Clapbam, Yorkshire. (3647

F.O.C.H. have a 1915 Indian 5-6h.p., 3-speed. clntch.
K.S., overhauled by makers, fully equipped, ex-

cellent order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St

.

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone :

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
18504

-JQll Indian 7-9b.p. Combination, recently over-
-1-t? hauled; £44; repainted purple, tyres new. discs,
electric and gas head lamps. Klaxon, tools, spares;
what offers ?—Steel, New College, Oxford. Trial :

Morris's Garage, Long Wall, Oxford. (4619

CHEERIO, Boys. Once more another good supply
of N-E.20 Indian combinations coming in; best

value and satisfaction money can buy; fully equipped:
prompt delivery; every turnout tested before tuxning
over to customer.—Horswill, 42. Bridge St., Chester.
Phone : 943. [4610

F.O.C.H. have - 1915 Indian 5 6b. p. Combination.
3-speed, clutch, kick start, overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, as new, electric lighls.-Fair 1 liter

Car House. 5. Heath St.,

Tube Station). 'Phone:
9-7. including Saturdays.

pslead 3752.
npstead
Hours
(8505

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ndvertisenient. .tnJ the d.ite oS f.ie issue. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 1915 l-9h.v., 2-speed, K.S.. hand and foot
clutch, spring frame, re-enamelled, plated, polished

aluminium discs, indistinguishable from new, electric
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, previous mileage
neligible, guaranteed ; £l 15.—Singleton, 15, Enmore
Rd., S.E.25. (Norwood June. L.B. and S.C.R.) [3185

1 Q 15 7-9h.r; Indian Combination, 3-speetl, kick
J-«/ starter, acetylene light, speedometer, tools, coach-
built, only done about 5,000 miles, just thorouRhly
overhauled and enamelled by Hendees; £120.—Barratt,
Bellmoor, Hampstead Heath, near Hampstead Tube
Station. 'Phone: Hampstead 3. [3637

Indian Powerx3lus Combination, deliverec'
September, full electrical equipment, tools, few-

spares, machine has done about 600 miles, has been
very carefully driven, and isc, absolutely as new and
nnscratched, has not been out since November, sole
reason for selling ill-liealth of owner; price £200:
can be seen after 5 p.m.—Gillet, -3, Garden Mews.
Linden Gardens, Bayswater, W.

19^

[420S

Lightw
Invlcta
:ht, fitted 'ith the

reliable mount; many other machines in stock,
latets lists and particulars of Harrods system ol easy
payments sent on application.—Harrods Motor Show-
rooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed. (opposite Main Build-
ing), London, S.W.I. [3975

Ivy
TVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supplyat

rly dates. .[7218

-One of the
lie for imme(

worth, 139, New St., Birmingham. [X8688

only ridden a
^Motors,

Hampstead, 78, High St., Hampstead, N.W.3. [4527

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particnlars, II. G.

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents, 91. Gt.
Portland St., W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

Ixlon.

Model A, just delivered, makers"
4-5, Crawford

[3965

|NEW AND
iSECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

"JO 16 James 2-speed 2-stroke, perfect mechanical
Xt/ Lucas lamps, tools, spring footboards, enal

and plating excellent, good tvres; £45.-11, End Vi'

Netherne, Coulsdon, Surrey. 13'

FOR Sale, James 2-strok6 Machine, splendid coi

tion, practically new, only done about 250 mil

price £72 cash.—Apply, A. "

Thoruey, near Peterborough.

[4(

Jun., Gothic

1*1

[OTORCYCLES.iS
H icccp

ive, not used during bar; bargain, £91

«

Agnells, Hemel Hampstead. 1X8
;

AMES 4Vih.p. Combination. 2-speed, C.A.V. m
drip feed, new Venus coachbuilt sidecar, st— wheel, tyres, lamps, and pump, perfect condfti

—: ,£86.— 4. Palac« Mews. Palace Gardens. Enfield To

mj'

red.
13

= IVe have a very good selection =
= ofmachines available. Flease =
^ let us knoiv your requirements. ®

Passage, Farringdon Rd., E.C.I

-Marshall, 29, Westward Ed., S. Chingford, Essex.
[4183

2-stroke Villiers engine, foot

5.—Percy, 25. Linden Av.,

and Co., Ltd., Ne

JAMES.-Blackburn
Spalding, for any

order
N.W.
[4182

Cych

"I Q20 5-6h.p. James Combinat
J-t» otter oyer £170.—DiEE!
Southamptc

complete: seen any
~

' Vale, Oleve-
[3728

19161/., perfect condition,
~ " 480, c/o The Motor

[X8598

. iust delivered ; best
-Digges, 11, Howard Ed.,

[4429

4ih.p. James 1916 Coachbuilt Combinf
4 kick start, mechanically sound;

Church Lane, Charlton, S.E.7.

tion, 3-speed,
£95. — 45.

[4584

Middle:

1 Q20 James 5-6h.p.
lif lighting, horn, e

Iron and Hardware Co,,

1Q 17-18 .Tames t'ih.
J-fJ lamps, etc.—Pre
Finchley. N,3, 'Phnne :

41h,p. James Comb
4 lamps, screen, ji

£90.—Bond. 289, Eglin

[4120

Combination, Lucas
:., practically new;
Ltd., Gloucester.

I. Combination
er. Hazelcroft,
Finchley 1331.

dyr

3-speed,
rhanlcd, ty

187.—
[4542

speedometer.
The Grove.

[3885

kick start,
res ])erfect

;

d. [4067

idde) 10

of Triumph; .!ei25

3-spccd, clutch,
od order, complcti
Hampstead, 78

[3469

starter.

I NEW IMPERIAL |

I COMBINATIONS (WD.)|
z^ 8 h.p. J.A. P. engine, countershaft, 3-speed gear, ~
[#] clutch and kick-staiter, all-chain drive.

Cash Price £145.

i SIDECARS IN STOCK.

H

CANOELET.

HENDERSON.

MILLFORO.

SWAN.

[*!

®

B

ACCESSORIES.
SPEEDOMETERS.

Walford, Standard Model £4 15
WaKord, Trip Model £5 5
Cowey, Standard Model £5 10
Cowey, Trip Model £6 10

HORNS.

Klaxon, Mechanical £3
Cowey, Mechanical £1 16
Finis, Mechanical £1 1

LAMPS.

P. atui H. Set, No. 12? £3 15
P. and H. Set, No. 125 £2 10 6
P. and H. Lamp, No. 128 £1 14 6
P. and H. Rear Lamo 10 6
Miller Large Set £3 1 ,_,
Aluminium Sidecar Lamp 14 6 [*]

Aluminium Rear Lamp
Aluminium Generators £1

VARIOUS.

Sidecar Hoods £3 . » —
Easting Windscreens £4 10 [•]

Cameo Windscreens £3
Leather Kit Bags, 17 x i2in

Pillion Seats (with clips) £1
Wheel Discs, aluminium (pair) £2

I Eastern Garage Co., |
[•] Official Repairers to [•]= R.A.C., A.C.U.. A.A. & M.U. =
= 418, Romford Road, Forest ^
= Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco, London."

20 Jamea 2-str6ke, 2-speed, just delii

plete with horn, etc., makers' guarantee;
ctpt makers' price, or very close offer; bought c

bination.—Cooke, Grange Farm, Montford Bm
Salop. [X8

1916, 3 speeds, h.b. cln ;

lamps, overhauled March at
Lins and fi'ont tyre, fast ton"

. Liipton, Lyndliurst, Heading
ol £14.

Leeds,

19^

[A I

and B.
"Ht

"

(roomy), 4-point connections, lamps, generators, h< .

any trial; £90.—Bargate, 185, Fulivich Kd., Dartl

Kent. [3

14 3V'h.p. Jame,? Motor Cycle, twin-cyl., B
'gnition, little used, excellent condition, o^

buying' car, will sell immediately mth all accessc

[including Bpeedometer, spare tube, etc.) for £'1 '

Apply, A.L.S.. 28, Cumberland Terrace, Regent's V '

London. U
. ,

ipeed coui .

_. kiok start, hand or
lUmp, horn, etc., excellent
auled; nearest offer £120. „

Berwyn, Monkhams Lane, Wood ;

Oswell, Hadley, Salop.

St., Birmingham.

Co., Liverpool and Manchester.

n antique, in si t-

v; only £27/1 -

[X!,5

part exchange.—J. H., 3, Gr

Wandsworth, S.W.18.

£125; any trial; lightwtJU

£
Kerry.

10, Kerry, good order, or part oxchn
Day. Friars, Chelmsford.

Lea-Francis.

EA-FRANCIS 1920 4h.p.. 2-ryl.. ":

J used; £135.-78, Springbank Ed..

EA-FBANCIS, 1920, new, not nsmLEA-l
gi

M.A.G.Ito-
u. ICenii-

.[,!3

), ninB.. 3,i,h.r.. enr«l
£120.-47, Hamilton |l.^

Reading. E[^-

LEA-FRANCIS 1914 Twin O.B. Comhination, 2-!i'«i

countorahaft, loot clutch; £90.-33, St, StepFl'f

Ed., Bow, E. ^i|>l

T EA-PRANCIS, 1920.—Place yotir name

B36

ting list' lor delivery of these aristocf.i*'

_ mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., T-98, Gt. Portland,'.;

[«=5 fiilBlllllBlllllBllllSIIIIBIllllBlllimilllHIirh^-^-
, f

lating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
f



April i5th, 1920.

motor cyci.i-s j-or sall.
l.ea*Frunci8.

I
AM Lca-Fruncis Cumbiimtion, C.B. sidi-car, thor

LU tinullly overhiuiliirt. any trial; £85. or woulii

»ll M>1<>.—Tlio Aquurium Motor Parage, 5, ManclK-ytri

t., Brighton. [3981

Levis.

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement.

19'

i:\ I

a'-jh.]). Levis, good condition ; 28 gns.—Bunds
Cay, Kadlctt, HiTts. [4730

s.-l'opulr modelw in strict rotation. -A. .J

i.nng and Co.. l.td., Newniarltet. [0120

•IVltll, WILLIAMS for early delivery ot I.evi».-

^/ Cliaiiol Ash IJopot. Wolvorhnmiitou, 1X8626

liTilT Levis. 2-siieod, perfect condition: nnist sell;

IV 1:40. offel6.-18, Salisliury Ed., Watford. r4442

laiti Li

offer

(3743

lamps, horn, long
Beechwood Rd.,

lornscy, N.8. [3895

LEVIS. 2V.ll. p.. late 1918, 2-ispeed. cliain drive, good
Ivrrs aqd lighting set; ;£54/10.— li'oivler, Gobions

•arm, Collier Row, Romlord. [3665

LKVIS 2Ub.p.. 2-speed coniitershnft. Boseli mag., per-
fect cnuditiou : £45: trial In' ;ippointment.—Fore-

aau, 17. Warrea Ed., Folkestone. [4372

LEVIS I'opular, 1916, 2V.l:.p., perfect condition, fully
'tiuipped; trial: good cnniliin:ltion required.—

Jurrell. Avenue. Sheringhiim. Norfolk. [4169

LEVI.S. 1916. B.B.. E.I.C.. 2 lamps, mechanical
lu'iii. knee grips, condition throughout as new;

aip. £45.-322. Lordship Lane, East Duhvich. [3803

Model E. Enfield 2-spccd, clutch
3^"'|.

Ed.. Tunhridge Well:

LEVIS.-We strongly recommend, and ci

early, this famous 2.stroke.—District .a;

.Vnlsall Gaiage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall,
144.

l9=".'-t"
otubinatiou

liaia. EoiiKin riuis. excellent condition, appear-" " ~ ' ----- —
j^^jgg

an supply
;ents. The

[7219

s. mileage 300. fitted footboards, lighting
horn, tools, etc.; £60; owner buying
,—DufReld. 52. Willoughby Rd., Kingston,

uirrey . [4103

LEVIS 2i/4h.p. 1920 Popular Model. — Vivian
Hardie and Lime. Ltd.. authorised agents. 24

.Voodstock St. (0* Oxford St). Bond St., W.l. 'Plione;
ILnyfair 6559. (0082

LEVIS Popirlars convertible into 2-speed models
with the addition of the Roc countershaft gear.

-Apply. Roe Gear Dept.. A. W. Wall. Ltd.. Hay
ilills, Birmingham. [0136

r EVIS 2'ih.p.. 1918. guaranteed perfect condition,
-J electric lamps, horn, and pump, tyres, belt, and
>Iating perfect, variable ignition, special magneto fix-
ng; £50.—Capt. Hay. Cookham, Berks. [4305

POPULAR Levis, thought 1915, in excellent run-
ning Older, nearly neiv back tyre; first :£37

ecures; with good Miller head lamp and pump, but
10 tools.—Woodville, Bramhall. Cheshire. [3897

IQ16 Levis 2l4h.p., lamps, horn, good tyres, justl" overhauled, ride away. £38; also brand new
Juler's 61/- lamp set, offers; after 6.-74, RadcUff
Inildings. Bourne Estate, Clerkenwell, E.C. [4116

LEVIS, late 1916, 2i,;.h.p. model, 2-speed. clutch,
all-chain drive, semi T.T. bars, aluminium rust-

8SS rims, fast machine (not Popular model), E.I.C.
aag.. in most excellent condition throughout; £58;
ichanges.—R. D. Varty. Tl.undersley. Essex. [4232

Lincoln-Elk

SA''-P- Lincoln Elk. Bosch. B. and B.. running order;
t»a £26.-Cook, 21. Davenport St., Congleton.

r,INCOLN-ELK Siih.p.. Bosch. B. and B.. pedal
Dunlop. tube, and belt, good running

' ' Romlord, Essex. (4319rder; £35.—Clarke's

M

L.M.C
Combination. C.B. sidecar, splendid

fast; £120.—The Aquarium
1. [3990

Martin.
ARTIN-J.A.P.. 1914. Bh.p.. 3-speed. clutch, acces-

splendid condition: £85: seen
Sundays.-Lonsdale.

'Bus 59a [4425

Martinsyde.
ITAIiTIXSTDE-XEWMAN Combination, the sensa-

,ir. '"j ?-' O'rmpia.-Book your order now for strict
-itatioii deliverv with J. Blake and Co.. the motor cvcle

S„ ' ""M-' J^"" St.. Liveipool. Britain's preiiier
lotor cycle saloon

; also at Blackfriars St.. Manchester.
[6580
GarageAEIIXS'rDE-isrEWMAN'.-Bames Motor „

leen appointed special authorised agent.-
earliest possible deliveries commencing
Secretan and Mallet. Ltd., 149, Lowther

Phone: Hammersmith 1743
[0140

an . promisi
est month. „.........^ .

'arade, Barnes. S.W 15

ALLEN
MOTOR CO

£225

CASH. EXCHANGE EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
i^K'u ENFIELD Cuii.biM.itiuii, LiKMs lu.i,;

dyiianui lit;luiiit;, run undvv 50 niilcs,

absolutely uiiscratchcd and indi

tiugxiishablo from new
19J0 NORTON Hip Kour and Swan sporting

ainmiiiiiini Sidcrar to match, the
sni.iri.si t.uMit n,i tlio road £180

ii)20 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 5 li-P-, A-^t

twin. ruUUn imhUt loo miles, abso-

lutciv nnsinilLlad and indistinfjuish-

ab!c from new £145
1920 RUDGE I.O.M. Multi and sportintj

Canoclct Sidecar, run under 200 miles,

unscratched, all lamps, speedometer . £150
i9;3o RUDGE-MULTI and sporting coach-

built projectile Sidecar, run under 25
miles, absolutely indistinguishable
from new in every respect, all lamps
and horn £140

1919 RUDGE I.O.M. Multi and sporting
coachbuilt Sidecar, disc wheels, long
exhaust, small mileage, perfect £145

1919 RUDGE-MULTI, 5-6 h.p., and coacH-
built Sidecar, all lamps, horn, hood,
etc., run under 100 miles, unscratched £145

1919 ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p., twin,

VV.O. iinish, very small mileage, Lucas
lamps and honi £140

1919 COULSON-B., 2,J h.p., Blackburne
engine, spring frame, 2-spced, speedo-
meter, horn, etc., run under 250 miles

;

cost £105 ; snip at

1919 OMEGA-J.A.P., 2jh.p., 2-speed,

run under 300 miles, unscratched ....

1915 A.J.S. Military Model Combination,
spare wheel, Lucas lamps and horn,

Capac carburetter, engine, etc., per-

fect, enamel poor £170
1918 ROVER Combination. 3^ h.p., Lucas

lamps, horn, etc., etc.; cxceptioaariy
fine condition - £140

1918 HARLEV-DAVIDSON Combination,
all lamps and horn, engine just over-

hauled £155
1916 INDIAN Powerplus, 7-9 h.p., and

Swan «portin,? Sidecar, electrically

equipped, disc wheels £155
1916 INDIAN Powerplus Combination, all

lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., long
nickel exhaust pipes £130

rgi6 THOR, 7 9 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar,

absolutely as new in every respect,

electrically equipped £145
igi6 ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p., just

been overhauled, all lamps and horn,
speedometer, hood, etc £145

1916 RUDGE LO.M. Multi, exceptionally
fast £85

1916 ROVER Combination, 3^ h.p., all

lamps, horn , speedometer, splendid
condition throughout £110

1915 T.T. ZENITH, 8 h.p., and sporting
Phoenix coachbuilt Sidecar, polished
aluminium disc \\;heels all round, Lucas
lamps, horn, speedometer; very fast £120

1915 SUN-VILLIERS, 23 h.p., 4-stroke,
2 -speed , clutch , ideal solo mount,
very sound £45

£90

£70

THE FOLLOWING NEW MACHINES ARE
IN STOCK.

CLYNO, 2,', h.p.. 2-speed clutch £75
VERUS, 2? h.p., 2-speed, clutch, and

Idck-starter £80
2\ h.p., 2-speed, spring frame.

Villie £75
O.K., 2-J- h.p., single-speed, Union engine £50 8
COULSON-B., 2} h.p., 2-speed, spring

frame £99 15
COULSON-B., 4 h.p., sporting model,

T.T. bai-s £110 5
CALTHORPE, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £66 5
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-speed . £68 5
GOVENTRY-EAGLE. :i h.p., sin^le-sp. £65 2
COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2^ h.p., J.a:p. .. £79 16
WOOLER, 2] h.p., flat twin £95
ZENITH, S h.p.. sporting model £123

List Price, plus Carriage.

Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,

WEST CROYDON.
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A DVERTISEMENTS. XV.

MOTOR CYCLES I"OR SALE.
M:itchle»8

ATf:irLF,.Sii. II. 1920 combination, electric lluhts;
what oMers.-353, King St., llainmcrBmith. (437B

MOW BroB., Guildlord, West Surrey aROnts loi

flrht-claMft outlit. MatchlesB in name and
(3173

ATcm.KSS Combination, 1S20, £10 dcpo»it paid
iialilf to talle delivery this montli; aeeept £10
3.058, c/o The MuloT (Juclc. I46'.r,

20 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
lijilitini;. in stock; list prico.-626. Lea BridKe

l.iylon (op].o.site Baiter's Arms). [4030

18 iMatclili-,s.;-.lap Bh.p. Combination, lamps, horn.

(X8720
8h.|). Mntchlcss-Jap Combination. 2-speed. coaihbuiii

underslung. wind screen, speedometer, apron,
horn, Bosch; ride away; £98.-15, Argylo lid., Totten-
ham, N.17. [3671

MATCHLESS, Victory model. Sunbeam finish,

biilljous back sidecar, lamps, Cowey spccrht

meter. Klaxon, almost new; bargain, £180.—Driscoll.
68. Woodfiold Rd., Ealing. [448'J

MATCHLESS Combination, Model H, dynamo light-

ing, spare wheel, speedometer, winner gold

medal, mileage 2,000; *246, or near oSer.—Harrison,
May Place, Newcastle, Staffs. [3677

1Q15 Matchless Bh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

JLtJ speed, kick starter, Lucas electric lighting,

hood, sclreen, excellent condition: £145.—Kington, 2.

King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W. [3930

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, 1913-14, 2 speeds, kicli

etarter, clutch, twin belts, new tyres, lamps, littie

used; write for .Tppointment; price £100.—Moore, Bew-
ley Cottage, Clarence Ed., Fleet, Hants. [3882

-| Q20 8h.p. Spring Frame Matchless Combination.
XtF guaranteed perfect condition. Lucas iatn]j-,

horn, screen, hoods, spare wheel, only run few miles;

£238, delivered.—F. Bostock. Upmeads, Stafford. [3570

3ih.p. Sporting Matchless, twin M.A.G. engine, En-
2 field 2-speed, clutch, machine has original tyres

on, little used, and is practically new and very fast;

£75.-135, Cann Hall Rd., Leytonstono, E.ll. [X8677

1 Q20 Matchless Model H Combination, delivered
-L't' March, dynamo lighting, hood, screen, speedo-

meter, spare wheel complete, leg shields; 237 gns.

;

appointment evening.—106, Atbara Rd., Teddington.
(4458

"1020 Matchless Spring Frame Model H, M.A.G.
XJ/ engine, dynamo lighting, leg ehiclds, sidecni

step. sfi.'iye valve, etc., just delivered: best oiler above
£220 —F. C. Gorman, 70, Ormiston Ed., Shepherd's
Bu.sh. [3884

MATCIl-.KSS New Spring-frame Model.—Orders
oooke.i for rotational delivery. Demonstration

model on vie .v. Replacements for Matchless models of

all dates in stock.—Tassell. la, Bloomfield Ed., Plum-
stead, S.E. [9411

7-9h.p. M.A.G. Matchless Combination. 3-speed, K.S..

Lucas dynamo lighting, enclosed chain drive,

hood, screen, luggage, petrol carriers, handsome out-

fit; 170 gns.—Franks, jeweller, 314, High Rd.. Kil-

burn. [4179

MATCHLESS Model H Combination, dynamo light-

ing, fiiily equipped. Book now for early delivery.

—Authorised Loudon agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane.
Ltd. 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., 'SV.!.

'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0081

1 Q14 (about) Sh.p. Matchless-Jap and Sidecar, 3
Xi/ speeds, all accessories and tools, spare tube and
belt, new tyre*; all round, aluminium discs, really fast

and sporty outfit: f 110.—Waverley, Spring Grove Ed..
Isleworth. 'Plione: Hounslow 7. (3407

1Q19 Matchless Combination. 4 interchangeable
Xt/ wheels, full set of lamps, 3 generators, speedo-
meter, horn, full kit of tools, just repainted, varnished,
and thoroughly overhauled; £190.—G. F. Wadman.
The Manor "House. Icklesham. Sussex. [3926

NO Premium.—1920 brand new Sh.p. Matchless-
British Excelsior combination, Lucas dynamo

lighting, chains enclosed, spare wheel, etc. ; advertiser
just taken delivery of same will sell at list price,

having bought car.—A.G.L., 468, Harrow Rd., W.9.
(4657

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Road, Lee. S.E.. for 1920 spring

frame Bh.p. I\latchles3 combination. A model always
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-haml
motor cycles of all makes always in stock. (5242

MATCHLESS-M.A.G., Bh.p., dynamo lighting al!

round, Cowey, aluminium footboards and number
plates, interchangeable wheels, automatic lubrication,

2-seater sidecar, extra long hood, side curtains, enve-

lope, apron, 2 screens (1 Cameo valanced), 4 covers as

new, 2 puncture seal tubes, lot spares, whole lot abso
lutely perfect condition; £185.—T., 9, Royal Esplanade.
Margate. [3943

M Model Matchless, spring frame, a bargain, hardi.v

run. luxuriously equipped with the following :

Lucas electric set all round, electric horn, mud shield,

engine shield, tapped guards, spare wheel, hood,

screen, Auto carburetter, pneumatic grips. Lucas
mirror, speedometer, double acting pump, with gauge,

full equipment of tools and extras, consumption guar
antee 68 m.p.g. ;

price 230 gns., or close offer.—Barker,

2. Station Rd.. Woodhall Spa, Lines. (D) [4509

AH letters relating to adveitisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B37
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April 15TH, 1920.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

19 Metro-Tyler, 2 speeds, discs, accessories, new
condition; £65.—Capt. Andrews, Gloucesters,

Tidworth. [3925

"jl/rETRO-TYLER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
i-'A district invited by J. Blake and Co., 110-112,
iiold .St., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

METEO-TTLEE 2-strolte, Ifite 1919, semi-T.T. bars,
disc wheels. Klaxon, pump, new condition, done

under 200 miles: £50.-Hillman, 12, Wellesley Villas,
Ashford, Kent. [4335

lyETHO-TYLER.—We can deliver from stock these
-I'-*- famous super-2-stroke machines at makers' list
price; extended terms if desired.—Elce and Co., City
.\gents, 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0067
Minerva.

O-lh.p. Minerva, incomplete, out of repair.-Box 492
'^'2 c/o The Motor Cycle. [3714

Qih.p. Minerva, B.B., 'n'hittle belt, very fast; £15.
2 ->16, Mason St., V\'"alworth. [3863

M^ [4017

Ml??fEEVA 4Voh.p. Twin, new coil, wicker sidecar,
new tyres; £35, or near offer.—Oddy, 'Ventura,

Avenue, Yeovil. [3754

MINEEVA 25ih.p., Bosch, B. and B., Grado pulley,
semi-T.T., low, sporty, good running- order; £30

nearest; urgent immediate sale.— 174, Old Kent Ed.
London. [4012

Monarch.
MON.iRCH 2%h.p. Villiers 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed

gears, not done 100 miles; £65 Roberts, Bl
cathra Garage. Keswick. [0155

MONAKCH-J.A.P. 6h.p. 1920 Combination, Stur.
mey-Archer 5-speed, 3 lamps, horn, pump, tools,

tyres not punctured; £156/10.—King, Dunro
Tonypandy. [3903

MotO'Reve
03.li.p. Moto-Reve for sale, running order;
'^4, Bryant, East St., Colchester.

£18
[3561

Alotosacoche.
"VTOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, 1914, overhauled.

MOTOSACOCHE -3Hb.p.. Enfield gears, Bosch,
powerful enough for sidecar; £45.—Turnill and

North, Peterborough. [4036

MOTOSACOCHE 2>£h.p., Bosch, XL-all, Avon tyres,
Druids, splendid condition! ride away; after 6.30;

£27, bargain.— 8, Shalimar ltd., Acton, W.3. [4086

"IX/TOTOSACOCHE, l=ih.p., sound conditk
pulling machine, fully equipped, good ty

away: £24; after 7 or week-end.—196, Grove "Rd.^ Bal-
aam, S.W. [4223

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed;
what oflors?-W., 3, itosa Bd., WalUngton [4678

1 Q19 New Hudson, 2-Bpeed, 2-sroke, complete, smartiO' little 'bus.—Nespoli. Swiss Vale, Clevedon. [3729

DSON.—

E

2l,4h.p. touring
tiolton.

4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, ex-
cellent condition; £75.-76, High St., Plaistow,

E., London. - [3442

NEW HUDSON 1919 Combination, splendid condi-
tion.—Apply to 109n, St. James's Ed., Croydon,

'Phone; 1087. [3971

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, newlv delivered, reason
for disposal owner bought car; £80.—W. Connor,

Netberby Airdrie. [X8595

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery from stock of
2-stroke, 2-speed models, at Blackburn and Sons,

Station Garage, Spalding. [3539
1 Q14 New Hudson 2^;4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, lamps,
L«7 speedometer, complete; £45.-9, Warwick Ter-
race, Plumstead Common, S.E.18. [3883

-ini6 New Hudson, 4h.p., T.T. model, very fast,
J-*y tyres, enamel, everything in excellent condition;
£45.—91a, Drayton Gardens, S. Kensington. [3770
"1 Q13-14 SVijh.p. New Hudson Combination, coach
-i-*.' sidecar 3-speed and clutch: £70; seen any time.
—Mousehill Green Motor Works, Milford, Surrey. [4167

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent running
order and condition, lamps, horn, numerous ec-

cessories; £47.~Beech House, Brinnington, Stockport.
[X8747

MAEOH, 1920, New Hudson lightweight, 2-6peed,
electric lighting, Watford, horn, iusuranco policy;

cost £93; oflcrs.—115, Enrlsfleld Kd., Wandsworth.
[4506TyEW HUDSON, 3yjh.p., single-cyl., 3-spced rounter-

-^^ shaft gear, in good lunning order; ,-£55.-W.
Mountstephen, Motor Cycle Works, Fleet St., Torquay.

[3682
ATEW HUDSON 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combinalion, just
-i-^ re-enamelled and replated, as new; bargain, £110.
-'^Vestbourne Motor Co., Westbourne Place, ITove,
Susi 4142

FROM LONDON-
LAND'S END

there is no biggef or better

Motop Cycle Dealer than

JULIAN.
We have actually in

stock at time of going

to press, the following:

NEW IMPERIAL JAP,

kick-start and clutch,

79 Gns.

GALTHORPE JAP,
two-speed and clutch,

165 Gns.

CLYNO 2^
twcspeed and clutch,

i575.

Write at once, and

secure one from

" The Biggest Dealers in

the South."

H.JULIAN,
84, BROAD ST.

READING.
'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, !•

Lucas, Stewart, Miller, good condition, any t

bargain; £75; must sell.—G., 5 Flat, 8, Powis
W.ll. [s

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed, practically i

lamps, horn, pump, and tools, top-hole cc
tiou guaranteed: £50 lowest.—Parsons, 22, Drumn
Rd. Romford. [i).

^120.~Ne^v Hudson 6h.p. combination, L
c^ dynamo, speedometer, posh lot, hood and scr

t write, call any time.—103a, High St., Wa
irth, S.W. 18.

w

N'

the whole in fine condition; £87.^Boi 3,081," o
The Motor Cycle. [^|j7

COMBINATION, 1914 New Hudson SVsh.p., rece'ty
overhauled, N.S.U. gear, starter, accessories, ijd

condition; £70, or offers.—10, South St., King '.,

Hammersmith, \V.6. [' 5

IQIQ (August) 4h.p. New Hudson Combinatioi !
-L tf speed countershaft, kick starter, lamps, I i.

£L35.—Harper, is! St*? Paul's Rd.,' Bedford. [-ii

~f Q15 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed ,b
J-*/ gear (overhauled at cost of £15), nearly i|ff

tyres all round, speedometer, 3 lamps, wind scr ^;

£100.—Hall, 46, Westgate, Peterborough. [• ;:9

E\V HUDSON, 1915, 6h.p., splendid coach^ |lt

combination, fullest equipmeht, as new thro i-

out; bargain, £120; delerred payments arranged, ill

deposit.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealds ton
\

[

NEW HUDSON (bargain). — Owner receiving 'e-

livery combination offers 1920 Neiy Hudso i-

stroke, practically new, done 200 miles; price 70 I.;

lamps, tool, and repair outfit and insurance ; Ijoi b.

—Box 501, o/o TTiG Motor Cycle. [ (5

NEW HUDSOiSr Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, ^ |^,

3-speed hub gear, clutch, kick starter, Bosch i r.,

B. and B. carburetter, hood, wind screen, outfit ii )s-

cellent condition; £65.—Write for appointment, Gi i!i.

14, Dingwall Bd., East Croydon.
, T ^9

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1919 (Septem ),

4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, kick starter.. H ,3.

clutch, heavy Dunlops unpunctured, Cameo .d

.screen, spare valve, valve springs, plugs, all lamps |.d

tools, perfect ; £120.—Paj-ne, The Gables, Te lie

Gardens, Letchworth, Herts. [ I-?

New Imperial.
}

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford, have contn fd

largely for 1920 New Imperials. [X 16

"I Q20 New Imperial, 2-speed; 71 gns.; immediat ?•

J-^ livery.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Line*?. [X ;l4

8h.p. Imperial-J.\.P.. new. 3-speeds. fitted b

Mills-Fulford sidecar; £160.-17. Uxbridge ;l..

Hanwell. I i'6

NEW IMPERIAL 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect cond, ]ii,

lamps, horn; £55.—Robinson, c/o Lipton, 1..

St. Albans. [ /O

TjQlS New Imperial-Jap, perfect; £55. —lie
JL*? Aauarium Motor Garage, 5, Manchester k,.

ghto [il2

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, only don{ fW

miles: £130.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Boiy, 3.

Tel.: E.3155. [ ,'2

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lond -
Brand new 2;ih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed f.

from stock; £74/11. [,''

3.h.p. Ne\v Imperial J.A.P., 1916, lamps, horn jc

^4- cently overhauled, in splendid order; £ -
Butterworth's Garage, Brixtcn Hill. [ |'2

npWO New _ Imperial Lightweights, 2-speed.

42, Thirsk Rd., Clapham Junction, London. [ 118

-| Chl9 J^&w Imperial-Jnp 8h.p. Ctimbination, mi |I0

i-»y 3,000; any tri;il : £150; .after 6 r.m.~42, la-

meniuon Rd., Fortune lireen. West Hampstei.d. [ 6

IQIT New Imperial 2-jb.p., 2-siiwd, clutch, aud 't

-It' starter model, ouniiiletc witlj Ininps. in pom! a-

dition : 50 gus.-M. Bond Smith, East Hatley, S: y-

[ 10

1 Q20 8h.p. New Imperial, special limousette e-

l-*y car to match, screen, hood, very luxurious jt'

fit; £210; never ridden.—Tel. : 3046, Wall, 104, 'r-

- - E. [ 18

20 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, clutch and ji..

set Miller lamps, horn, and tools;! 6-

livered last week; £86.—P. Morgan, Post Office, Splg;

side, Kilmarnock. - [[jW

1Q19 New Imperial, 8h.p. J.A.P., with br,%nd
Xt/ specially built sidecar. Easting windsciD*
3 lamps and generators, horn, etc.; a real topi"
combination, fast, powerful; price £165,—Healey, ^'

Mansel Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham,

19

D
Norton,

AN GUY, Weymouth.—Big Norton combinal
list price; delivery from stock. .[

B38 An letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.

Norton.
il4 Norton. 4h.n.. 3-snci'd. free encine, nnd clntfb
' .1:46(10.-270, Milu End ltd. East 3334. [377:

IlCll'lliMB. i^'T-O

ntorshaft, Norton coiu-h
xlrnsr £125.-626. I.ou

BrldRi' lid., iiOyton (opposite Bilker's Arms). [4084

NOinON', 1918 T.T.. hnnd controllod riiilipaon, not
imit'li used, Itliitiiif,-. ftp., na new, linnps, Iumii,

kiii'i' tniit; reiisoimlili; i.ffer not relns«d.-32. Hieli St.,

H.'iK;itr, [3489

Qlli.p. N.S
Ob Kood

pKRKPXT

H.S.V.
Lightwoight, 1914, £30.-374.

[4592

and B.; £39/10;
St., Fulham.

[4439
ondition, 3J^h.p. N.S.U., new Dunlop
belt, and horn, spare valves; £30.—42.

Park St.T Slough, Bucks. [4071

3h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar (wicker), engine good, free
engine, hand-controlled, m.o.v., Bosch mag. (l.t.),

B.B.. strtrts easy: trial; first £26/ 10.—Ford, Sotwell.
iienr Wallinglird, Berks. [X8717

N.U.T.

JACK HEALY, Cork, official N.U.T. agent.—Rota-
tional delivery. No premiums accepted. [6489

N.U.T.
Stir

tor ea

19^

N.U.T. 1914-15 SVali.P. Twin, T.T. ir

gear, 2-speed and clutch, T.T. bar's, ;

Co.,
Ltd., Newmr.rket. [0117

sole wholesale and retail agents for
tit'idshire. and can supply these famous machines
V delivery.—\V.ilsall Garage. Walsall, Tel.: 444.

[7221
;Feli.) jiyi.p. N.U.T.. S^speed, Lncas dynamo

liKhtiug, done 500 miles, lieautiful little ma-
chine; he.*t offer over £140.—Kennedy, Hascombe
Court. Goilulmiug. [3886

N.S.U.
. Dunlop tyres,

ast sporting machine; £75; exchanges.—R. D. Varty,
rhundersley, Essex. [4233

W. SPARROW. Ltd.. Osborne Garage. Yeovil, sole
agents lor Somerset, including 10 miles radius

:I Yeovil, lor N.U.T. motor cycles; early deliveries
Writo for particulars. [8395

1
qi5 N.U.T. 3',2h.P-, o.h.v., 2-speed count«ishaft,

At/ white discs, long brass exhaust, Bosch, lamps,
;te., very fast sporting mount; £80.-Stives, Bnrwoou
Park Ed.. Walton-on-Thames. [3650

N.U.T. S'ih.p., o.h.v. J.A.P,, recently overhauled, 3-

speed hub, exceptionally fast, new speedometer.
Fan Sad, Lucas set, excellent condition; highest over
B75.—Piper, 17, Vicarage Ed., Chelmsford. [4460
31h.p. T.T. N.U-T.-J.A.P., 1916, special o.h.v,

2 engine, variable gear, W.S.R. jet, new belt,
:yres, speedometer, pump, lamp, horn, recently over-
lanled; £75.—Oudle Cottage, Hadham, Herts. [4239

N.C.T. 1920 Model 3i,ih.p.. Lucas. d.vnamo lightiog
electric horn; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Loii

ion agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wowl
itock St (off Oxford St.). Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone; May
!air 655S. Boob now for early delivery. 1008L

O.K.
rj.K. Union, brand new, 2341i.p., 1920 model: £60,
'-' or offers.—S. Day, rook House, Marden, Kent.

1Q20 O.K.-Union 2?i'h.p. Motor Cycle, just dei" livered; 48 gns.—Central Garage, Cariiiarthen-

1Q20 O.K. Junior, new, 2-speed, countershaft, in
••' stock; £65.—Frank Whitwortb, 139, New St.,

[X8681Jirmingha:

I Q14 O.K.-J.A.P., 2-5peed. perfect condition, lamps,
»••' horn; ride away; £36; after 5.-113, Gleneagle
Id., btreatham. [3696

fk.K.-Sew 2-speed 2-stroke. Villiers, in stock.-

Y Chandler. Heyre, and Williams, Hitciin, Herts.
Phone

: 185 Hitchin. [0064
iah.p. O.K.J.A.P. 2-speed, T.T. bars, new Easter,•* 1919: £55; after 6 o'clock any night.—Hall,
.rossways. Village Ed., Enfield. [4091
rj.K. Junior, 4-6troke, 2-speed, Klaxon, (ootbcards,y Amac. Druids, new tyres; £38.-0ver, 69, Lauder-
lale Mansions, Maida Vale, W.9. (0^21

saddle, in splendid mechanical
ppointment any time.^>rson,

[3534

londition: £40, „, „^^„.„.,^,„. „„, ..„,
Jormy House, Sarisbury, near Southampton.

Omega
riMEGAS, 25ih.p., 2-speed, kick starter; regular^ debveries.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [4327

")*"5?n^ 1917 2%h.p., 2-speea, first-class condition;
-- nearest.—Charnwood Cottage, London" [4187jj

•ane, Bromley, Kent.

All letters

*' GOOD-SERVICE"

ALL-WEATHER
:: OUTFITS ::

*' SERVICE " No. la BELTED SUIT
(as illustrated), made in best
quality Cashmere material, bever-
teen lined. All seams stitched
and solutioned to give additional
strength. Thorou2;hly wind and
waterproof. An extremely smart
and popular outfit, colour greenish
grey.

JACKET, 4oia. long, atted with
wind cuffs, storm collar.

SEATLES8 TROUSERS, with clip

fasteners and gussets. Price, com-
plete suit 110/-

" SERVICE No. 1 BELTED SUIT
(as illustrated), made in heavy
Cape Car Hood material, otherwise
as No. la. Belted suit, thorough.y
wind and waterproof, colour fawn.
JACKET 52/6
SEATLESS TROUSERS 35/-
OVERALLS 25/-

HELMETS.
Tan leather, Teddy Bear, and fleece lined .... 25 /-

Tan l-jather. fleece lined 18/6
Tan leather, fleece lined 11/6
Khaki gabardine, fleece ined 14/-

" SERVICE" No. 3 BELTED SUIT,
made in heavy Cape Car Hood
material.

JACKET, wind cufis, storm
collar 40 /-

OVERALLS, clip fasteners,

gussets 21 /-

q^JM OILSKINS.
f*^l^\\\m .. SERVICE " No. 1 BELTED SUIT,

special storm-proof Jacket, colour
dark green. Jacket, 4oia. long,
lined check material. Overalls to
match, clip fasteners.

Suit 63/-
" SERVICE " No. 2 BELTED SUIT,
special storm-proof Jacket, unlined
colour grey. Suit .'.... 55/-
" SERVICE " No. 3 BELTED SUIT,
Colour tan.

Jacket, 36in. long, half-lined 42/-
Seatless Trousers, lined 27/6

SPORTS WEAR,
'

Grey Flannel Trousers 19 /6, 30 /-, 37 /6

Sports Coat, smartly cut and well tailored,

various shades 45 /-, 65 /-, 70 /-

BROOKS
Patent Spring Leggings ^

(as illustrated).

Made in Waterprooi
Material.

Fawn, short ... 23 /•

„ Hip Extension 33 /fi

Black, short ... 25/-

.. Hip Extension 37 /

State size of boots.

BROOKS
Collapsible Carrier Bag.

Made ot three-ply board
covered finest Leathecoid
Absolutely weatherproot

Price , . 36 /6

Supplied with 4 straps and clips for attachii

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCI.I:S FOR SALE.
Omega,

QMKIjAJ.A.r., 2-«l.c

OMEGA-.r.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-»peed, Ia(e 1919, lamps,
horn, all iifCp'iHftriflR. ftYr^illnnf. condition: £67

P. and M.
at Blackburn and Sons, Statlou Garac"

r. [354U

CYRIL WILLIAMS for corlf delivery ol P. an.l

M.'s.-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X862a

nd M. Combination, C.B. sidecar, complete lamp?,
5tc. ; *75.—Dowell. High Rd., Byfleet, Surrey.

(3763
ind M. Coachbuilt Combination, 1918, new side-

car, perfect, all accessories; £105.—Sheldon.
Wheatley, Oxon, [4219

W.D. P. and It's, 1917 nnd 1918 models,
ovated; price £78.—Mnudes' Motor Mart, 100.

St., Exeter. 13652

P. and M.'.=, 1917 and 1918 models, re-

ated; £78.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Pari-
St., Exeter. "Phone: 933. [4198

1Q14 P. and M. Combination, coacliliuilt, 2 speeds.X" kick start; £95, or best oSer secures, quick pale.
—10, Hawthorn Place, Clithcroe, Lanes. [3606

P
P
Whe

3i"-?er
Paris £

and M. Combination, run 100 miles,
(unused); £120; alter 6, Saturday 1

antee.— 4, Dollis Rd., Cliurcb End, Finchley.
P 3 la

[409 3

P
Surbiton district.

19^

and M., 1913. with light cnne sidecar, total mile-
age under 5,000, thoroughly good machine: £65;

Box 2,934, c/o T;ie Uolor Cycle.

13467

1 Q15 o^/^b.p. P.M., 2-epeed, kick starter, lamp, horn.A *^ mechanically sound, stored 1916-1919^ enamel and
plating good; any examination: £59.—Pine, Cranleigh.

[3492
1 Q19 P. and M. Combination, as new, new tyres all
-L" round. 2-speed. K.S.. splendid puller, perfect
order; £110.—91a, Drayton Oardens, Kensmgton.
S.W.IO. [3772

J P. and M., 1920 colours, all accessories, P.
and H. lamps, pillion seat, original tyres as
my trial; £84.—14, Shaftesbury Rd., Highgate.

[4454

W.D. ; £125.-964, Warivick Rd., Acock's Green, Bir-
mingham. [X8766

PHELON'-MOORE, ex-military stores, overbanled and
sent on approval, £78; complete witli Millford

sidecar, £109.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., Lou-
don; and 100, Paris St.. Exeter. [4468

1914, 2-speed, kick starter,
and spares, perfect condi-

tion; seen after 1 p.m. Saturday; £65.—Ponsford, c/o
Blakes, Stevenage Bd., Fulham, S.W. [4461

NEW P. and Bl. Combination, complete acetylene
lighting set, horn, tools, Millford sidecar, whole

turnout absolutely as new, and not done 50 miles

:

price £150 lowest.—Lee, The Hagg , Kirkheaton.
Huddersfleld. [432U

P. and S.

P.
and S.,~2V2h.p., 2-speed; list price, £69/10;
brand new.—R. 0. Jacobs, 32, Porcbester Rd..

W.2. 'Phone : Park 4323. [4480

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—
P. and S. 2-stroke, 2-speed model, Villiers

engine, £69/15; kick start and clutch models.
£77/10; from stock. [4715

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Sopwith-Pcarson, Dalm engine,
2-speed, clutch, and kick starter, excellent order,

fully sauipped.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone

:

Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.
[3980

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 3VA.P-, U.H., running order: £20.-47.
Greaves St.". Gt. Hanvood. [3710

Bosch, B. and B., Stewart speedometer, head lamp, horn,
aw spare tubes and cover, accessories; £70 cash;

ride away; or exchange lower power solo and cash.-
41, Arngask Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [4192

complete to fit : 20 gns.-Hipwell. Ihstock, Leicestei_^

Pioneer.
"plONEEE 2-stroke. 1920, Arden

footboards ; £49.-
,

it, Dunlop tyres.
Lordswood Rd., Harborne,

[X8773

:lating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertis'Tient, and the date ot the issue
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.MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION, perfect condition, 4'/.h.p.; bargain,
cash, £37/10.-11, Marlborough Crescent, Bed-

ford Parli, W, [5940

PRECISION 1916 2?;ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
perlect throughout; £45.-63, Dollis Park,

Manchester,

1 20 3'/2h.p. Pr

! Invited by J. Blake and Co.,
cycle experts, Liverpool and

[6583

"IQ20 3'/2h.p. Precision 2-stroke, 2-speed, new March,
-M-^ under 600; £78; appointment only.—Winder,
97, Hills Rd.. Cambridge. [4184

PRECISION 4l4h.p. C.B. Combination, 4-point con-
nection, 3-speed gear box model, lamps, etc.

:

£85; new appearance.—Harris, Jeweller, Parrock St.,

Gravesend, Kent. [4392

4h.p. Twin Precision C.B. Combination, all acces-
sories, engine No. 11371, rebuilt Jan., 1920, in

new A.J.S. pattern frame, tank, drip feed, Brampton
forks, 3-speed S.A, countershaft gear box, all new
Jan., engine stored Sept., 1914. to rebuilding and over-
hauled makers, cost of rebuilding, overhauling, and
enamelling £51, invoices shown; reason for sale, owner
taken delivery new machine sooner than expected;
machine and sidecar unscratched and perfect; any
trial; bargain, £100, or nearest. — Sainsburv. Moor
Lane, Clitheroe. [X8753

Premier.
TO 15 Premier Combination, countershaft; lowest £67.
J-t/ —lb, Uganda St., Selkirk Ed., Tooting. [3395

PREMIER 2>/'h.p., 1914, excellent condition: £35;
after 7.30.—14, Palace Grove, Bromley, Kent.

[3807
4h.p. Premier, 1914, 3-speed, countershaft, kick,

semi-T.T.; £48.-9, Kilmorie Rd., Forest Hill.
[4221

PREMIER 3'/2h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B., good run-
ning order; £25 cash.—Cardnell. Builder, Steeple,

Essex. r3742

PREMIER 2Hh.p., 1914, Armstrong 3-speed, Bosch,
fine condition; £36.-16, Devonshire Rd., Hack-

ney. [3953

PREMIER 2?ih.p., 3-specd, clutch, capital condition;
£38; evenings.—34, Stratford Ed., near Bell,

Hendon. [4166

3ih.p. Premier, new Albion 2-speed, new tyres, lamps,
2 Bosch mag., good condition; £34.-566, Burnley

Rd., Todmorden. [X8642

PREMIER 3i/2-4h.p., 2-speed, Bo.sch, seen running;
bargain, £3S.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane,

Aoton Hill, W.3. [4353

PREMIER 2?ih.p., new condition; £45; can be seen
any time after 6 o'clock.—Cornell, 44, Queen's

Rd., Bury St. Edmund's. [3939

3ih.p. Premier, single-speed, recently overhauled, new
2 Amac carburetter, Bosch mag. ; offers.—Wailes,

Knotty Green, Beaconsfield. [4135

31h.p. 'Premier, splendid condition, new cylinder,
a etc., recently fixed; £35, or best offer.-Harris,

Atway Cote, Alconibe, Minehead, [3873

PREMIER 2iAh.p., 1914, Bosch, B. and B., excellent
condition throughout; £35; after 6.—Thornhill

Rd. School, Barnsbury, N.l. [4176

TO 14-15 Si/oh.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, con-
i«/ dition as new; £65; exchange 6h.p. twin.—Hill-
side, Beechwood Ed., Seagrave, Luton. [3752

PREMIER, 4h.p., 2.speed gear box, clutch, handle
starting, lamps and horn, take sidecar anywhere;

£67/10, or nearest.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, Rom-
ford. [4507

PREMIER Combination, countershaft model, gears and
clutch, all accessories, Bosch, B. and B. ; any trial

;

£68.—Oartwright, Watchmaker, 53, St. Anne's Ed!
Harrow. [3400

PEEMIEE aate 1914| ZVih.v.. C.A.T. mag., just
been thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent.—

B. 8. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley St., W. 'Phone;
Mayfair 5906. [0077

PEEMIEE and Millford C.B. Sidecar, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch. K.S., hood, screen, complete; £85:

exchanges.—Newnhain, 223, Hammersmith Rd., AV,6.
'Phone: 80. [3707

"I Q14 Premier C.B. Combination and cover, S-speed,
1-if clutch, kick start, Bosch, B. and B., lamps,
tools, spare tyre, etc.; ^90, or near.—10, Laugham
Place, Northampton. [3891

PREMIER Combination, countershaft, kick start,
lamps, speedometer, spares, all complete, excel-

lent condition; £95, or nearest.—Linscott, Corn Mer-
chant, Enfield Wash. [3660

PREMIER 2%h.p., just thoroughly overhauled and
re-enamelled, very fast and economical, has been

very little used since new* £37, or exchange higher
power; cash adjustment.—Box 3,083, c/o The Molor
Cycle. [4699

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 4h.p., excellent condition, ride av

£35, or offer; apply week-end.—34, Tollington
Place, N.4. [4254

QUADRANT 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p.,
countershaft, fully ' equipped; £85. — 228,

Heather Rd., Birmingham. [X8601

3h.p. Quadrant, new Palmer tvre. tube, belt, carbu-
retter needs repair; first £8 secures.—Bamford,

13, Selly Oak Ed., Bourncvillc. (3520

CARBURETTERS
for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO - STROKES.

They get the

best results

from your
engine.

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham,

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. i.

Quadrant. i

QUADRANT 1920 Combination; £135.—Cliifot
Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Hj.

Chelsea, 8.W.3. Kensington 7113. [43)

QU-'^DRANT 1916 4>/2h.p. Canoelct Combinati< i

B.S.-A. 3-3peed >ountershaft. all grev finish, Ea
ing; £90, or near offer. — 115, Gainsborough B
Crewe. [42

WAUOHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—

N

Quadrant combiuations and solo machin
4V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S. models, all-che

drive, 1920 models; book now.

QUADRANT 3h.p., Dixie, B. and B., drop be
frame, new Clincher back, nearly new belt, fo

boards, etc., ride aw-oy; £88/10, or near offer; mi
sell.-McOuan, Eoyston, Granton, Edinburgh. [4;

Reading-Standard.
READING Standard lOh.p. 1917 3-speed Combi

tion. luxurious sidecar, all accessories, very lii

used, appearance and condition just as new; £15(
7, Warwick Av., London. Padd. 4761. [41

Regent.

SEND Postcard for particulars of Regent 5-7h.p.
:

,

twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries

these machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambusla
Lanarkshire agents. [0

Rex.

REX SMih.p., good running order; bargain, £12.—
School Lane, Cirencester. C3'

w

I

3ih.p. Rex, Dixie, Amac, ride away; £26.—
2 Grange Walk, Bermondsey, S.E.I. [3

REX 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination. 1913, 2.6reed. hai -i

start, perfect condition: £60.-53, Russell ]

N.15. [4

T>EX 6h.p., clutch, and wicker sidecar; £48; a
±\j . 7 p.m., or Saturday afternoon.—115, 'Victor I

Penge, S.E. [3 1

6h.p. Twin Eex Combination, 1913-14, 2-speed, hai

stai-t, Bosch: B. and B.. lamps, etc., fully ins\

Nov., M20- £67/10.—Lord, 78, Leicester Rd., ]i

Finchley. [4

4ih.p. Eex Motor Cycle .and Sidecar, B.B.
4 retter, Bosch mag., Grado gear in good con

£50.—Apply, 124, Old Kent Ed., London, S.E, Jt
entrance),

ONE Rex Twin Combination, 6-8h.p., Roc 2-sp

Ughting set, tools, etc., just been ovcrhai;;

ready to ride away ; £70, or nearest.—Neal B:
Grocers, etc., 64, Carlton St., Otley. [4

"REX 6h.p. Twin, a.i.v., Draid forks, 3-speea gi

-" good tyres, tubes and belts; kick starter,

lately been overhauled, but requires adjustment;
offers? Also coachbuilt sidecar for some; oflers.^I'

per, Rothwell, Northants. [4|

REX Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, handle st

Gloria sidecar with luggage carrier, just "to

hauled at Rex works, Coventry, new lamp and hi

good tvres, in perfect condttion; £65.—A. B. Thi
ton. Church Farm, Stockingford, Nuneaton. [X8

Roc

ROC 4h.p. 2-speed, F.E., Bosi'h, B.B., semi-mall!
colours, good running order; £29.—Mac, 13,

'

toria Ed., Upper Norwood, S.E. {3

spares,
[X

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londo
5-6h.p. Rover combination; £125. 11

ROVER Combination, SV^h.p., 3-speed, Gloria side(|

£90.—Simmonds, Delaunay Studio, Farnbot(F
13

1 Q20 5-6h.p. Rover, with sidecar, iust arrived
It/ packed; £200.—Young, Mistei-ton, Somerset.

r-

IMMEDIATE delivery, 1920 Rover 4h.p. coml
tion; list price, £172/10.—Arthur' G. Daw. .

Brixton Hill, London. £4

1Q18 3V.h.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley, iM
-Lt/ horn, excellent condition; after 7; £75.-^'
lin, 50, High St., Slough. [i|

1Q16 Rover Combination, 3V,h.p., elecfcrit

S-tf equipped, machine as new; £115.-374, G
Green Ed., Leytoustone. V
-1Q14 Rover, 3i«i.p.. T.T., 3-speed. lamps,,!
LiJ tools, etc. new tvres, excellent order; £U
nearest.—D. Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [

ROVER.—Brand new 1920 Rover combination
price, plus carriage.—Robert C. Jacobs, 32,

Chester Ed., W.2. 'Phone : Park 4323. .t

ROVER 1917 Si'.h.p., 3-speed countershaft. Mil
sidecar, lamps." hnin, spares; £112: appointn

-37, Hartley St., Botliual Gvcon, London, [

Qlh.p. Eover, 3-si.ef,l, e\uth. engine just overii<~ y , ' _ , „ , „ f60.-E. p. J
The Posting House, Il'enlcl Ileiiip'stead, Herts, t

31h p. Eover Combination, 1914, 5-spced,

2 tools, horn, etc., perfei't condition, new,

bargain £85.-33, Pembroke St., Middlesbrough, T

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Rover.

13 J'Mi.p.

l.y iU'i

•1. niul Cnnnolot srortind roncliluull

h. lliiilts, 3-fll'cod liub nnd <0iilr1i
,

.iiiliiiiiiit.-3, Wool! St., Moiiisi<
f4ai:^

lion, 1915. S'.yi.p.. 3-spOTd, clul.li.

cngiiid and condition nrr-

.-£80.-110, Sanglcy

ROVER Comli
lii'dal staiti

ROVIOR 1919 3Vlli.r„ T.T.. Pbillpson rnllcy. Itku
r and H. -set, fiorn, knee grips, in now condition;

•90- Kill' nnd Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
it,, K.f.S.

•

[0066

ROVER. 3VMi.p., 1912, with Watsonlan sporting
' si. local'.

3' speeds, clutch, Bosch, B. and B.. in

•cod vuiining oi'der; nearest £45.—Borrow, Cowplain,

boslinm. Hants. [1427

jO20 Povcr 6h.p. Combination, Middleton sidecar,

\.0 wind screen, hood, 3 lamps, eompleto set tools.

lot done 500 miles; £210;
191, c/o riw Molv

cries. Cm

Wor
[X8649

run 400. condition

-Tin
CO Kina
Iteothl;

Tjucjie

ir.iLi, u,.;ithBriiiout' flnisll; .-£170.

i. Jiuntuin. [4532

5-61i.li. Combination, not W.D.
__ileage, in excellent condition,

speedometer. 3 lamps, and genera-
lUvward, High St., East Grinstoad

ROVER Late 191
model, small

,lth Coivey
ora: £165. — _. _- .. „ - .

lussex. [4488

IQ19 3' .h.p. Hover Combination, ridden 500 miles,

I*/ 3-specd, chain-belt, electric lighting, Lucas
cm, patent sidecar brake, luggage grid, tyres un-
mnctured. tools, and sjjares, climb anything; bargain,

il50; seen bv appointment.—Bryon, Paxford House,
)ttery St. Mai-y, Devon. [3949

F.O.C.II. have a 1920 5-6h.p. Rover Combinat:
very small mileage, uiiscratched, as new, fully

onipped. all lamps, mechanical liorn.—Fair Offer Car
fonse. 5, Heath St., Hampstcad (nr. Hampstead Tube
tstion). Thone: Hampstcad 3752. Hours 9-7, in

lading Saturdays. [3984

F.O.C.H. have a. 1919 3V.h.p. Rover and brand new
coach sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick

tarter, fullv equipped, as new, mileage under 300.—
^air Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.

lampstead Tn be Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
lours -9-7. including Saturdays. [6866

5
h.p. Bovcr Combination (not W.D.), with coachbuilt

sidecar, 1919, delivered February of th:

omplete with all lamps, speedometer. Klaxon horn
nd Cameo wind screen, 28x3 tyre,? as new, has only
[on© 900 miles, privately owned; what offers?—Can be
een at Temcslde Garage, Ltd., Ludlow. . [3789

IQ19 Rover 3yoh.p., Philipson pulley, done about
Ltf 600 miles, very fast, silent, perfect condition
liroughout. fitted with valances front and real

linium footboards and mudshields, absolutely
nof, F. and H. lamps. Klaxon, and full tool kit,

ew spare inner tube and belt, also insurance policy
U Oct.. 1920; £95, or near offer; trial any time.—
t. Baillan. Whittington Barracks, Lichfield. [4383

Royal Ruby
rAOK HEALY, Cork, official Royal Ruby agent.—

Rotational dslivery. No premiums accepted. [6490

DOYAL RUBY', 1919 (Aug.), as new, perfect order;
-V 45 gns.—Barratt, 20, Queen's Gardens, W.5.

JOTAL EUBT 2?4h.p., Villiers engine. AUiiou 2-

-V speed, condition as new; f43.—49, Well St., Hack-
By. [5455

30YAL RUBY'S, 3h.p., spring frames; booking
•* orders for early deliveries.—Longman, Fislierton,
ilisbnry. [4325

.p., spring frame; de-
ow to secure.-Halifax
uth, Halifax. [3843

aOYAL RUBY, 1920,
^ liveries shortly; book
[otor Exchange, Union St.

ITAUCHOPE-S, 9, She
'•^ Royal Ruby combinat
ncas accessories, Cameo w

^ne, London.—Sh.p.
1919, fully equipped,
screen, Cowey liorn

;

leis. [4718

>OTAL RUBY. Feb., 1919, 23,4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
•\i excellent condition, speedometer, spare chain, belt-
iS, valves, 115 m.p.g. ; £60; alter 6 p.m.— 4, Rectory
rove, Clapham. [4164

50YAL RUBY' 1919 8h.p., mileage 250, -perfect con
•^ dition. fully equipped; £185.-79, Castleton Man-
ons, Riverview Gardens, Barnes; seen any time Putney
arage. Premier Place, Putney. [43H
JGY'AL RUBY' 1916-17 254h.p. 2-stroke, 2-spced,
>< clutch and kick start, aluminium rustless rims,
St overhauled, excellent condition; £55; exchanges.
R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [4234

i'OE Sale, late 1919 Royal Ruby 8h.p., Grindley
:

double spring sidecar, complete with lamps, hood,
ind screen, apron, and tools, absolutely perfect, not
me 800 miles; best offer over £165 accepted.—
awUnson, 412. Audley Range, Blackburn. [X8746

Rudge
^RO'W Bros., High St., Guildford, Rudge agents,
' supply at list prices. [X7948

Tyre Bargains.

All goods sent on 7 days

approval against remittance.

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE

LINES.
GOVERNMENT COVERS. Hardly used, and In

fine condition. (Extra Heavy Rubber' Studded).

Our List

Price. Price.

2SX3 specially picked 35/- 80/-
2HX3 good ..: 30/- —
2('^X2\ Grooved Retreads .. .30/6 —

NEW CLEARANCE COVERS.
36X2i Skew He.avy Non-skid. 51 /8 64/4

26X2i Skew Round Non-skid 44/6 53/3
26x2i Heavy Passenger 45/- 60/6
25 X 2i Tourist Trophy 38/6 48/5
26X2| Extra Heavy Keygrip 52/- 62/-

26 X2j Heavy Three-rib 54/6 70/-

25X2J Medium 49/6 62/6

26x23 Tourist Trophy 38/6 50/3

26 X 2 J X 2j Skew Heavy N.S. 60 /- 75 /4

z6 X 2i X 2j Three-rib 45/- 55/-

26x2V Skew Heavy Non-skid 60/- 75/4

26X2j Skew Round Non-skid 55/3 68/9

26x3 (for 2\ rim) Skew Hvy.
Non-skid 69/- 86/1

650X 63 Three-rib 62/- 70/-

650 X 65 Avon Square 59/- 64/6

28x3 Avon Three-rib 70/- 85/-

2gX2| Goodyear Rubber Studded
(oversize for 28x2! rims) 42/- —

TUBES.
26 X2i New Endless 8/6 10/3

26 X 2i New Lap-ended 9/6 —
26x21 New Endless 9/- 11/-

26X2jx2i New Endless ... 9/6 11/6

26 X 2i New Lap-ended 9 /- —
28x3 New Endless 12/9 —

BELTS.

RETREADING & REPAIRS.

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Rd.,

HOLBORN, W.C1.

Ai)vf;rtisemen.ts. . xix.

MOTOR cYci,i;s rou SAi.n.

Rudge.
15 Rudxc Multl Combination; £80.-374, Orovc
(Jreen ltd., Leytonntonu. [4094

.p. Rndgo Multi, as new, equipped, any trial;

£70.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [3477

>UUC;E Multi )920 5 6h.p., just delivered; 115 gn?.
li —Tiirnill and North, Peterborough. [4030

(UDGE, clutch model, £48; C.B. sidecar, £8/10.—
Johnson, 333, Acton Lane, Acton. (2493

RUDOE Multi S'/jh.n., Sept., 1916, not W.D., fast;

£72.—Adeney, BlackneBa, Crowborough. [3558

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoo Lane, London, E.C.4.—
e-6h.p. Rudge Multi and sidecar; £99/10. [4719

T.T. Rudge, single-speed, splendid condition, fully

equipped; £45.-36, Lorrimoro 8q., 8.E.17. [3766

RUDGE 3iAb.p.. clutch, 1913. £38; also Rudge
Multi, 1917, £82.-13, Bury Park Rd., Luton.

[4121

RTJDGE Multi 3V2h.p., lamps, good tyrei, mechanically
perfect, last; £50, offer.-69, Laitwood Rd.,

Balham. S.\V • C3445

RTJDGE Multi 3y2h.p., 1919. all accessories, fast and
reliable; £95.—Beardmore, The Villas, Stoke-on-

Trent. ["364

7-9h.p. Budge Multi, absolutely In itook; £147,
plus carriage.—A. J. Young. and Co., Ltd., New-

market. [0146

N^
EW 1920 Rudge Multi 6-6h.p.

delivery.—Reyre and William;
i_«tock, Immediate

'Phone

:

[4039

D stock, !

Hftchin.

T> UDGE.—We are Rndgc specialists, and can offer

Jtb early delivery.—Blackburn and 8on», Station

Garage, Spalding. [3541

1 Q15-16 Rudge Multi, smart, reliable, complete; £65;
Lt/ exchanges.-Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd.

W.6. 'Phone: 80. [370!l

RUDGE Multi 1917 3><h.p., hand clutch, kick start.

lamps, horn, splendid condition; £70.—S6, St.

Thomas Rd., Hackney. [4681

RUDGE 1912, clntch, £16 engine repairs by makers
last November; £45, or best offer.—Lambert,

High Elms, Stanmore. [3527

1Q20 Rudge Multi, T.T., new, uncrated; 105 gns.;

A.U no premium required, must sell.—Doweli, liign

Rd., Byfleet, Surrey. [3804

1 019 6-6h.p. Rudge Multi, only done 700, very fast

Aty machtne; £108.-Wellington, 7, Latchett Rd.,

S. Woodford, E.18. [''o^^

LATE 1919 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, hand clutch,

coachbuilt combination; £115; all accessories.—

Cherrett, Bracknell, Berks. [36J7

RUDGE Multf 1916 Combination, 5-6h.p., over-

hauled by Budge, sidecar new, coachbuilt; £115.

—Turnill and North, Peterborough. [4031

-t€\n Rudge Multi, trip speedometer, lamps, horn,

ly knee grips, guaranteed splendid order; 70 gns

—74, Surrey Rd., Bournemouth. L4,ibb

RUDGE 3V.h.p., condition as new, adjustable pulley,

fully equipped, including speedometer; sacrifice

£50.-5, Howard Rd., Bromley, Kent. 13810

RUDGE Multi SVjh.p., speedometer, P.„and H. l?nil'a.

horn, almost new tyres and belt, excellent condition

;

£65.-Nelson, Mainsfield. Settle, Yorks. L3635

RUDGE Multi, Sept., 1919, ,
speedometer, lamps.

Klaxon, all tools, any trial; £100; no otfers.--

Chubb, 6, Southwood Lane, Highgate, N. [4054

RUDGE Multi, just oveihauled and painted, fully

equipped, engine No. 3415 1 £64 ; exchange T.T.

Scott Jr Eoyer.-51, Ohuich St., Wolverton. [3511

-1 fkl9 Rudge Multi, new Swan sporting sidecar, lamps,

ly speedometer, complete; «1*0 :
.exchanges -Newn-

ham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phono, 80. [3708

15 Rudge Multi, 3%h.p, clntch, «jfti™ S^^^*;
JLO' new tyres, lamps, horn, Teo-Sad i . *|5, near

offer.-Hillerest, Old Whittington, Chesterfield. [3898

gears, tools, lamps, generator,

res, smart and powerful machine; £60.

6, Church Lane, King's Langley, Herts

RUDGE Multi 1916 5-6h,p., with Rudge coachtinilt

lidecar amps, horn, ail accessories exoellent

conditionT tnal; Igo.-Steele, 55, High St., Omaeh

Tyrone.
''*'"

UDGE 3>51i.P-, 191*. /Igt*.
'^'.'^^I'ffr'r ^m'

19

W

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each adv

^ . t, ciuieu, vc.iu".", -J '

evcollent condition: £45; evenings after 7 p.m.,

weA-end affer 2T1n.Sat.-4, Mereheston Rd., Oetford^

T rM6 Budge, just overhauled, tank repatnted by
1" mSer- new lamps, excellent running condition;

by appointment; £60.-Box 3,052, c/o TA. Motor

Cyclt.
'

1 020 Rudge Multi 3;5h.p., I.O.M. T.T., clntch, inile-

ly age 500, all accessories, 100 ^l^-uP'''^^^^
perfect; 105 gns.-Haven, Portsmouth Bd.. Esher^

Surrey.

19'1io?n"'fnd^cj:i^',o?&'-'a'sn°ew,^'d^ne''-deiToo'

mi^s: iToo.-S* ChrXpher, Broadiayae. Dorche^er^.

Dorset.

rtisement. and the date of the issue. B4I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
- Rudge.

RUDGE Mnlti 5-61i.p. Combination, bought NoveBi-
ber, done 480 miles, better than new; best offer

over £130; take lightweigbt part.—Brisbourne, Draper,
Uttoxeter. [4307

1 Q20 I.O.M. T.T. Budge Multi, P. and H. head lamp,
J-*' Lucas horn, tools, delivered February; must sell;

£105, or nearest.—Smith, Kiln Farm, Bourne, Faru-
ham, Surrey. [3829

GENUINE I.O.M. T.T. Endge Multi, lovely con-
dition, excellent tyres, lamps, etc., will do from

6 to 62>^ m.p.h.; Been any time; £88/10,-18, Corn-
hiU Grove, Balham. [3468

"1 Q14 Eudge Multi' S^^h.p. and smart coachbuilt side-
J-ir car, reliable mount; £75; good tyres, faultless
electric lighte; £75.—Postmaster, 318, Trinity Ed.
Wandsworth, S.W.I 8. [X8526

RUDGE Multi Coachbuilt Combination, excellent
condition throughoiit: cash £75; deferred

ments arranged, half deposit.-Bunting's Victor
change, Wealdstone . [4581

31h.p. Endge 1914, clutch, pedalling gear, C,A.V.
2 horn, lamps, stored during war, new condition,

perfect running order, take 2 up any hill; bargain, 50
ens.-Ordnance, Camp, Lydd. [3726

LATE 1919 SVoh.p. Eudge Multi, with good
built sidecar, lamps, spare new belt, insi

600 miles; any trial; £125, nearest offer.-Deller, 16
Oamden Gardens, Shepherd's Bueh. [3404

1 Q19 I.O.M. Eudge Multi, specially coachbuilt Eudge
-i-t/ competition sidecar, lamps. Klaxon, overlap cam,
splendid condition; £120; numerous competition spares,
—14, Church Ed., Moseley, Birmingham. [4365

FOR Whitsnn.—1920 model 3i/2h.p. Eudge Multi,
Rudge 40 gn. sidecar, owner-driven since de-

livered, all on; after May 10th; what offers ?—Rev.
E. Heywood, 127b, Brudenell Rd., Leeds. [X8733

RUDGE Multi, late 1910, 3V2h.p., special show en-
gine, eemi-T.T. bars, copper exhaust, discs, P. and

H., aluminium number plates, several minor refinements,
fast, reliable; £110.-33, High St., Watford. [3626

1 Q15 3i/^h.p. Rudge Multi Coachbuilt Combination,
-*-»' hand clutch, P. and H. lighting set, in nice
condition, perfect order; 75 gns., or near; trial any
time.—Collyer, 33, Augusta St., Poplar, London, E.14.

[3937
1 0^5 5-6h.p. Endge, S-speed, new sporting sidecar,
J-O aluminium disc wheels, fully eguipped, long es-
haust, extra pair handle-bara, just overbanled, very
fast; what olEere?-Tulloch, Cavalry Barracks, York.

[3567
31h.p. 1914 Rudsce Multi C.B. Combination, electric

3 lamps, horn, tools, tyres good, rear tyre and
iidecar tyre new, new belt, everything in good condi-
tion; £70.~Shepberd, 82, Oxford Ed., Dukinfield,
Cheshire, nr. Manchester. [4062

RUDGE Multi 1915 3;,^h.p., clutch, disc wheels,
copper exhaust, complete with tools, lamps, genera-

tor,, horn and spares, in good running order, good
iporting, 'bus; 60 gns.-Green, 43, Guilford Av., Snr-
biton; or 'phone: 670 London Wall. [4134

"IQ19 (Nov.) Eudge Multi LO.M. SVoh.p., mileage
--«' 500, tyres unpnnctured. Miller lamps, Klason,
toolkit, privately owned; can be seen at McGrath's
garage, Gilhngham, Kent; best offer over £100.—E.
H. Horsfleld, Brompton Barracks, Chatham. [4504

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, 3V2
h.p., small mileage, fully equipped, excellent

order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hamp-

RUDGE Combination, SVi-h.p., 1914 model, stored
during war, juet overhauled by makers, tyres prac-

tically new, Multi gear, clutch, speedometer, lampe, me-
chanical horn, mirror, new coachbuilt sidecar ; excep-
tionally sound bargain, £96.—Denham House, Heading-
ton, Oxford. [4403

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley -Villiers 2-etroke,
flingle-epeed £56, 2-speed £66.—London concee-

aionnalres, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies available. [4242

Scott.

SC0TT3.—Place your order now with the Bedford
Garage, Walsall. 'Phone: 270. [5308

1Q20 Scott Solo, just delivered, T.T. handle-bars;
-I*/ £126.—Central Garage, Carmarthen. [4481

SCOTT 3^b.p., thoroughly overbanled and re-enam-
elled; £45 or offer.-Portt, Midhurst, Sussex.

[4416
SCOTT.—Exceptionally early delivery latest touring

and sporting models.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X8661

SCOTT.—Immediate delivery from stock of sjwrts
models; 120 gns.—At Blackburn and Sons, Station

Garage, Spalding. [3538

SCOTT, 1920, with sporting sidecar to match. Lucas
lamps, i-ust delivered; £170.-35, St. John's Rd.,

Selly Park, Birmingham. tS8730

SCOTT Combination, 1914, for sale, good tyres, screen,
etc., anv examination; East Suffolk district.—Bos

3,044, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4621

SCOTT, 1920. mileage 500, Stewart speedometer,
mechanical horn, Pa'lmer cords, unpunctured,

T.T. bars; ,-£135, no offers,-24, 2nd Avenue, Selly
Park, Birraincham. [3663

READY
TO
RIDE
lAWAY

Special Lightweights
IN STOCK.

IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . . £66
O.K.-VILLIERS, 2^ h.p., 2-

stroke, 2-speed £65
CHATER LEA, 2| h.p., 2-

stroke, 2-speed £70
SPARKBROOK, 2J h.p., 2-

stroke, 2-speed, Flywheel
Magneto £75

BOWN-VILLIERSi 2i h.p.,
2-stroke, 2-speed .. .. £65

COVENTRY-EAGLE,2|h.p.,
J .A .P . ,2 -speed (Sturmey)
Kick-start, Hand Clutch £80
P.S.—All Models fitted with Footboards.

FRANK
WHITWORTH>

• 139, NEW STREET

BIRMIKCMAM

READY TO RIDE AWAY.

Gaby
UGHTWEIGHT.

2-SPEED,
1920 MODELS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DmECT FROM MANUFACTURERS

£65 O O
2| b.p. Arden Engine, C.A.V.
Magneto, A.M.A.C. Carbur-
etter, Albion Two-speed
Gear, Chain-cum-belt (Enots
drip feed). ,

Manufactured by

JOHN BURNS & Co.
103, HOLLOWAY ROAD,

LONDON, N.7.

'Phone

:

Works

:

North 2347. Coventry.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

"I Q19 Scott, completely equipped witli P. and ^
J- *.' Inmps, Lucas Jiom, tools, very small mileage, ti'

in good condition; £115.—Lnyton Garage, Hierh P
Oxford. (Private owner.). [X85

SCOTT Canoelet Combination, excellent conditi
and running order, Boeoh, Bints, XL'all, owt

bought lightweight; 70 gns.—JSTotman, 23, BellOT
Ed., Kingston<in-Thames. tSB

SCOTT, T.T. model, very fast machine, Bosch, Bi^l
disc wheels, lamps, etc., general condition exc

lent; price £72: no offers.—On view, Hastings,.
Ramsgate Rd., Broadstairs. / t40

SOOTT 3%h.p., 1915, mechanically perfect, erian,

and plating as new, with C.B. sidecar; ^90; a
trial and inspection week-end or evenings.—Hines, !

Book St., Finsbnry Park, London. [43

SCOTT, March, 1920, 35ih.p., 2-speed, K.S., T
model, and racing Middleton sidecar to mati

exceedingly attractive outfit, as new, lamps, et

S165.—Peneholme, The Beeches, Carshalton. [4C

SCOTT 1915 Combination, excellent condition,
' iect running, electric and acetylene lamps,

comfortable sidecar, speedometer, pillion seat, tools, j

£90 ; seen any time where stored.-126, Lordship I
S.E. -

ti

Singer.

4ih.p. Singer, 2-speed gear, and Millford wicker

'

2 car, privately owned, good condition;-pric«J
—14, Park St., Minehead.

"^
3ih.p. Singer, 1913, 2-speed, excellent cond

2 throughout, good tyres, new belt; what of
—Selman, 27, Belsize Crescent, N.W. 3.

SparUbrook.
8h.p, Jap-Sparkbrook Combination, recent thoift

overhaul; £110; seen after 7 p.m.—Simpson,
Alma Sq., St. John's Wood. [3 i

"I Q20 Sparkbrook, 2-speed, latest Mark IV. Till
J-t/ engine with flywheel magneto; £75; immed
delivery.^.Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X8

SPARKBROOK, 1919, 2-speed, Villiers, Li

lamps, splendid condition ; 55 gns., oi esclif

cotmtershaft Triumph, cash adjustment.—Phillips, G
more, Dawley, Shropshire. [3i

QPARKBEOOK 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed. Villiers,

and B., Thomson-Bennett, lamps, generator, fe

horn, pump, splendid condition; £55; appoiutment r

5.30.—M., Fernleigh, 80, Durham Ed., East I'ir"'

Sun.

1016 2V2h.p. Sun 2-stroke, 2-speed; £35.-1
XO lingham Terrace, Catford.

SUN V T.S. 2=ih.p., 2-speed Albion. 1915, d

away; £38.-36, St. Thomas Rd., Hackney. H

SUN Combination, C.B., 6-8h.p. J.A.P.. iji
Sturmey-Archer countershaft; £110.-129, Br

ley Rise, S.E.23. (8

SUN-VILLIEES 2-stroke, 2^4h.p., lamps, horn,

belt, believed 1917; £39.-19, Upper Park
Belsize Park, N.W.S. B
1 020 Bun-Vitesse 2-stroke, Burman 2-sp

-Lt/ clutch, unscratched, mileage 100; £60.—1-

Howard Ed., Walthamstow, E.17. B

SUN-VILLIERS, 2-speed, almost new condition,

fectly timed, lamps, horn, etc.; only £60; a

5.30 p.m.—33, Althorp Ed., Upper Tooting, S.l

\fi

SUN Combination, 4;.ih.p. J.A.y., 3-specd, coaoK
sidecar, will go through 3ft. 2in., Bosch, per

condition; £150.—Box 3,006, c/o The Motor Cvm

SUN-VITESSE 2-speed 2-stroke, good tyres, meet
cal hoin, electric head and tail, semi-T.T. b

owner proceeding India; £38.—Hancock and Burj,

Engineers, Q.ueeii Camel, Somerset. (D) U

19
Sunbeam.

18 Sunbeam 3y2h.p., black and gold, p
order; £125, or near offer.—63, Peaksfielt-

imsby. '
I<i

UNBEAM, standard model, SVJh.p.. solo, dd!
" week; best offer secuj-es.—Box 2,971, oftjs:

Motor Cycle.

r^ oiiisa order ;" offers.-129, Beechcroft . -

Tooting, S.W. i'

S-lh.p. Sunbeam, Bosch mag., chain drive, kick

4 P and H. lamps : 75 gns.—Hollier, 58, C{n

den Ea., Balham.

1 019 Sunbeam Combination, SVoh.p., uo uow, ^j~
i-iJ screen, lamps, Tan-Sad, etc.; £176.-9. On
den Rd., Balham, London. I'

SUNBEAM, sy.h.p., 1915, perfect condition,

as new, all 'accessories: £85. - Gardinw,,

Oastleton Ed., Goodmayes, Essex. l\

-1 020 3'Ah.p. Sunbeam with Sunbeam Sidecar,

1.U this week, not registered; £210.-626,
Bridge Rd., Leyton (opposite Baker's Arms), h

OUNBEAM 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kiolE,

HiH

hand clutch, mechanically perfect, lamEiS,>J
5, etc.; £115.-12. Station Parade. tBtJl

N. ffl

B42 A" letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLi:S POR SAM;.
Stinbciim.

kick Btorlcr, cliiiln

inps, and horu, Bplonilld

100, 01. Portland SI.,

14471

NDE.\M
drlvv. Ho
welillit ; C76.—Maudes

N'llKAM 1914 2Mll.li., 2 apoods, cllltrli, llfw K,S..

IJosrli, Auiiii', Storliilff gunidw, undortiliii'Id. fit\,

ooudition: 477.—Verity, LoiiKtlc'ld Houm'. lliit-

ll.vl«, (X85Q1

NBE.\M Combination. 1919 model, riddi'n vory

iitll,'. now condition, siiecdomctc
ips, etc.; £180.—

T

|19 (Oitu

, .t screen, knee ^. . .

Norlli. I'etorboioUBh. 14034

17 S'-jli.p. Sunbeam (not army model), pood tyrfs,

horn. I.ucaii lumps, brand new, £27 Mont
jry nidi'car. pi-inted black and cold, match nmtor
.. anv trial; £140.—Kine. 13. Hope St.. Mill ltd.,

bridge. (3404

NBF.AM Combination. 3|.jh.p.. conntersliaft 3-

spoed, all enclosed, excellent condition and order.

s lamps, speedometer, tools. 1914. but very little

£125.-350. Lordship Lane, S.E. 'Phone : 363
nliam. [4063

)l.p. Snulieiim, 1915 (May, 1916), 3-spccd, li.b

olutcll, iill^'liain.- Binks, 6,000, tyres one KO"J one
eunni.'l fair, mcchiinicullv kooiI. accessories, dyiiiiuiu

nil! (not lix.-.ll: IlOS.-Jack Biocklilink 11, Stanton
West lli.lshiiry. [4410

,.p. Siiiilic;iin iiiul Sunbeam sidocur,

Ihlillop lie.lvy tyres, Liuns lamps, Lucns lioru,

Snd, tools, spares, etc.. small milence; owner Iniyinc

.n. twin; Iwrgfiin, £180.—Stanbridse, AkucIIs.

i8l Hcuirstend. [X853]

lis 41i.p. Sunlienm Co.aclibnilt Combination, 3-3peod
ohiiin drive, oil bath j:^ar case. lamps, horn, speed

:er, wind screen, etc.. excellent condition throuBb-
been stored; tirst £112 accepted; cash wanted.-
ne: Croydon 2S32. [426E

NBE.\M.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in stock: repairs, overhauls, re-enamellin?
plating under the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la

(late Sunbeaniland).—The Molineux Garage Co.,
Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

NBEAM 6h.p., 1914, and Gloria sidecar, lamp,
horn, speedometer, and all accessories, faultless
;ition, absolutely perfect throughout; ill-health
e o( sale; £172.—Apply to Higgins, c/o Mr.
)y. Station Ed., Newport Pagnell, Bucks. [3162

|20 Sunbeam Si^h.p. Combination, leaf springs,
detachable wheels, Mills-Fulford sidecar, black-

finish, Lucas best head tail lamps. Sunbeam leg
Ids, A.K. knee grips. Klaxon, perfect ; best offer

res.—C. Southerm, Grocer, Gloucester. Tel.: 189.
[4046

'NBEjVM 1916 Combination, 6h.p., Lucas dynamo
ligtlting, electric horn and bulb horn, spare

?1, speedometer, hood and wind screen, spares in-

2 nearly new inner tubes, full set of tools, etc..

pleudid condition; ;ei65.—Gibbs, 25, Osterley Park
Southall, Middlesex. [4430

.TE 1916 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, M.A.G.
engine, low mileage, just overhauled, in good
ition, any trial, fitted with 700x80 light car
rs (2 new), electric lighting, spare wheel, speedo-
•r, and other spares; £165, or offers.—Harris,
iley Rd., Luddenden Foot, Yorkshire. [4382

T.D.C.
4-stroke 2?ih.p.; £25.-6. Radd

Portobello Rd., AVestbourne Park.

I.e., 2^4h.p..
frame, Bosch
£25; ride aw

D.C, m Rd .

[XS676

engine fitted to lightweight
:.. Amac carburetter; best offer
Brokhurst, Harting, Petersfield.

[39_19
peeds.3 T.D.C. De Luxe. 2-4:

Stan, electric lights,
nust sell. £62.-27, Sheltou Rd,

ibledon, S.W.

|15 T.D. Crosi

lutch, kick
, done 50

Mertcm Park.
r3525

de Luxe, 2'lh.p., 2^troke. Bosch
mag., perfect running order, excellent tvres and

ssones; seen any time; £37/10.—Dumlieltou, Organ
, Boreham Wood, Herts. [3875

LE. brand new 2Jjh.p. J.D.C. 2-stroke engine.
Dixie magneto, Senspray carburetter, exhaust

tie, silencer; or exchange for a J.A.P. engine.—
Leish Kil., Howe Bridge, Atherton. [4728

SAND New and Readv for Deliverv, 2%ih.p. 2-speed
de luxe T.D.C. 2-stroke, E.I.C. direct drive map..
pray carburetter, aluminium footboards, semi-T.T.
, Druid forks, Albion 2-speed gear, Dunlop studded
?. etc., ,absolutely a perfect mount: my price £60
irst applicaiit.—E. Longdt "" " ' ~'

. Mansfield. (D)
25, Mail

[S8773

T.M.C.
M.C.. 4-cyl., water-cooled, c
with wind screen. 3 gej

; £100.-Cosham, 145, Svdeniiam Ed.

Torpedo.
234h.p.. 2-speed,

chbuilt sidecar, fitted
plendid Condi

Sydenham
[4099

IRPEDO
overhauled; "ready to ride away; £28.-26. Rith
Ha.. Upper Tooting. S.W. 17. [3412
'MBINATroN, 3Vih.v. Torpedo-Precision. Phoenix
coachbiult sidecar. 3-spsed, splendid condition,
eash: seen week-end and evenings—J. Brennand.
Lodge, Elms Kd., Hook, Hants. [4347

All letter

SUPERIOR

(SPECIALLY PICKED) USED

DOUGLASES
65 Gns.

Blue and silver tanks. Guaranteed.

These are much above the average

condition of W.D. Macliines.

Deferred Terms : £31 lEs. down and 12 monthly

payments ot £3 Ids. 6d.

NEW MACHINES AT
MAKERS' PRICES.

19:10 NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., stl h.p.

r92o NEW HUDSON, 3} h.p.

1020 ALLON, 2.! h.p.

19-0 CLYNO, 2:f h.p.

NEARLY NEW.
1919 ROVER, 5-6 h.p., and Rover Sidecar.

1920 A.J.S.t 6 h.p., and A.J.S. Sidecar.

1920 SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination, electric

ighting.

1919 NEW IMPERIAL J.A.P., 2} h.p.

1919 JAMES 5-6 h.p. Combination.

1920 JAMES, 4i t.p-

1920 P. & M. and P. & M. Sidecar.

1919-20 TRIUMPH and Sidecar.

1920 TRIUMPH and Triumph Sidecar.

1919 P. & M. and P. & M. Sidecar.

1920 CLYNO, 2j h.p.

Two DOUGLASES, 4 h.p.

Quarter down and 11 Monthly Instalments.

SECOND-HAND.
igi5 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. and Sidecar £105
1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., and Sidecar £94 10
1917 JAMES, 4j h.p., and James Sidecar. £125
1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., and

H.-D Sidecar £160
rgrs DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., and Sidecar.. —
May be purchased Half down and 12 Monthly

Instalments.

W.D. MACHINES.
ROVER' 5-6 h.p. and Sidecar £145

LAMB'S
151, High St., WALTHAMSTOW.

'Phone : 169 Waltkamstow.

'Grams: " Cycloiomo, Phone, London."

50, High Rd.,WOOD GREEN, N.22

'Phone: 1956 Hornsey.

387, Euston Road, N.W.I.
'Phone: 4978 Museum

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Torpedo.

T01ll>KD(). 2-s|.c,-,l. nearly new tyre«. last, and
very oconomical machine, has been Htored duriiiK

the war, an good as new, lamps, horn, etc.; £32/10;
hange higher power.—Box 3,082, c/o The Mo'or

Ui/cle.

Triumph,
nph, 41i.p., brand n

-Box 2,933, c/o Tkr Miitiir Vydr.

ipced, fine
Terrace, Catlord.

14698

[3465

£83.-1.
[3999

able :

1 Q16 41i,p. Tri
-LJ' £80,-Lam
Qlh.ii. Triumpli. clutch02 fast; 42 sn».-Hilmi-

1 Q20 Triumph .Tuuior, 1

-l*^ —S. IJiiy, Brook 11

U6J9
mil, 3-3pe"d countecfhaft, aa new

:

42. Uii.ton Hd., Fulham. [4602

L lutch model. Kood condition, nnl
-Hipwcll. Ili."tock, Leicester. [43/0

delivered in Feb.; £70.
Murden, Kent. [4355

[3452

19^

pper Holloway,
[3505

14 Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, lamps, tools;
£72.-30, Itainboiv St., Camberwell.

[412S
TBltJMl'H T.T.. 1919, quite new, knee-grips. Klaxon,

very last; 1:97.-116, Choiley New Bd., Bolton.
(34974 h.p. Triumpli, countershaft, as new, 80 gns. : also

C.S., £18.—Denston, 25, Graham St., S.W.I.
[4077

TEIUML'H Couuershnft Combination, accessories, pei-
lect; £125.-19, Fleet Ed., Belsiza Park, London.

[4019

Id 11 Triuranh, with gears and Iree engine, in fine
i-O^ condition; £45.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

(X8741
TEIUIIPH Solo, 1918, restored as new bv makers,

new tyres; £88, no oSers.-125, Lordship Lane,
S.E. [3390

TRIUMPH Junior, 1914-15, 2-speed, Dunlop tyres,
Bosch mag., excellent condition; £56; exchanges.

footboards; £45; exchanges.—Below.

TRIUMPH, late 1913, 3-speed, clutch, pedal start,

Dunlop tyres, complete with Mills-Fulford coach-
butlt sidecar, 4-point attachment, luggage grid, apron,
3 lamps, mechanical horji, excellent condition through-

5C75; exchang

"D D. VAETY,
-Belo

Thundersley, Rayleigh, Esses.
[4235

1 020 Countershaft Triumph, just delivered; £125,
i-U or close offer.—Edwards, 26, Pleasant St.. Kid-
derminster. [X8507

TRIUMPH Combination. 4h.p., 3-speed hub; £75.—
Particulars. Wilde. Willesboroagh, Ashiord. Kent.

Phone : 4. [3945

TRIUMPH 3i/2h.p.. Bosch, tyres and condition good:
£29/10.—Ja'aes and Adams, The Promenade. Pal-

mer's Green. [4516

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, top-bole condition: 60
gns., or exchange lightweight,— 141, Merton Ed.,

Wimbledon. [4374
| Q19 2i,4h.p. Triumph Junior, lamps, tools, very little

-1-«^ ridden; £67.—Seen any time at Higldands, Danes-
hill. Woldng. [2613

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, James Canoelet sidecar,
all accessories, perfect; £78 365, King St.,

[4379

Brixton 1964. [4613

TRIUMPH SV'h.p.. electric lamps, discs, D.R. bars,
Cowev speedometer, fast; £49/10.-49, Well St.,

Hackney, E.g. [4535

TRIUMPH 4h.p., absolutelv as new, latest pattern
gear lever; £90.—Arthur G. Daw, 114, Brixton

Hill, London. [4291

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, as new,
very fast; £55. — Blencathra, Highfield Hd.,

Walton-on-Thames. [4390

TEIUIIPH 4h.p. 1915 3-Epeed and new sidecar, splen-

did condition: £100. or near offer.—Routley,
Merchant, Bideiord. [4093

"I ft 13 Countershaft Triumph, overhauled and reno-
i.'J vated by Triumphs; £90.-274, Grovo Green
Rd.. Leytonstone. [4589

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
3i,4h.p. Triumph, 1912, free engine, 2-speed.

N.S.U. gear; £55. [4720

} Triumph Combination, Empres.i -sidecar,

lamps, horn, spares, valise; £135.—Davies. 80,

Southbury Ed.. Enfield. [4459

TRIUMPH. 1918. enamelled and plated i

pare this with others;
South Lambeth, S.W. 8.

14 T.T. Triumph, Philipscn and clutch, hub,

lamps, horn, perfect; £55; after 6 p.m.—6D,
Sutton Dwelling. Chelsea. [4303

19^

119^

elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 843
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

London Bd., Bt. Albans. [3968

t Triumph, 43125, in
£90; Surrey district,

c/o The Motor Cycll. [463S

TRIUMPH, SVjli.p., clutcli model, thoroughly over-
hauled, lanips. etc. ; £43, bargain.—Woods. Nor-

mandy, nr. Guildlord. [X8758

LATE 1919 Triumph, Gloria eidecar, latest change
gear, etc., low mileage; bargain, £145.—66,

London Kd., Coventry. [X8793

~|Q13 3'/-h.p. Triumph, 3-speer, clutch, Bosch, ex-
-t" cellent condition; 58 gns.—3, Park Rd.,
Kingston Hill, Surrey. [4408

BABY Triumph, 1919, beautiful conditio
series, mileage under 600; £10.-

Streatham Grove, Norwood.

TRIUiVlPHr 1917, renovated, 3-speed countershaft:
new, extra heavy tvres. mag., belt, etc.; £8£

-| Q19 T.T. Triumph, 4h.p., lamps, Soi .

-*-*^ Complete, as new; £100, or nearest ofier.—

H

Common Ed., Eedhill, Surrey. 13494

TRIUMPH S.ijh.p. Clutch Model, cane sidecar, n^

tyre, belt, Pedleys, Lucas lamps, horn; £55.
49, Baldwyns Rd., Bexley, Kent. [4087

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed, clutch, lamps, Klaxon, tool
kit, original tyres, as new, 3-60 m.p.h. ; £65.-22,

Trundley's Ed., Deptlord, London. [4139

TRIUMPH SJah.p., 3-speed, Sturmey countershaft
C.B. sidecar, accessories, in perfect condition

;

£95.-115, Tuam Ed., Plumstead. [415S

1 Q19 Triumph and Sidecar, 3 lamps and Stewan
J-O horn, spare belt and tube, in perfect condition
£140.-43, Finchley Rd., N.W.8. [S86f

TRIUMPH 3Vjh.r., believed 1913, completely over
hauled, good tyres, belt; nearest f40.—Sliiel^, 41

Caledonian Crescent, Edinburgh. [5382

TRIUMPH, 1912. clutch, P.S.. Bosch, just rebushed,
overhauled, adiustable DUllev. good tvres: £42

Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113.

e condi
lighting set; £90.—Ed-

T^^rds, Dudley St., Kidde/minster. [X8499

JONES' GARAGE,
Broadway, MUSWELL HILL, N.

'Phone : Hornsey 2562.

FOR ALL ACCESSORIES.

Roc Gearboxes, for Levis, Villiers,

J.A. P., etc. Fit one yourself.

Send for list £7 10
Spare Parts for J.A. P., Douglas, Ariel, B.S.A.,

Triumph, Levis, etc. Odd Valves and
Rings to suit practically all makes. Send
details.

1914 Matchless Rear Hubs, with chain

sprocket and internal brakes.

Would suit back wheel of cyclecar

perfectly. Brand new £5
Douglas Crank Cases, Cylinders, Piston Rings,

Valves, Connecting Rods, and Crankshafts,

in Stock.
A.K. and Midland Knee-grips 12 6

Pedley Rubber Grips 4 6

All sizes of TYRES and TUBES.
Tool-kits, ftnest obtainable £1 5

American " Quick-grip " Pliers 3

W.S.R. Variable Jets, all types 8 6

Sidecar Generators 10 6

Aluminium Electric Headlamps 12 6

Large Black and Nickel Electric Head-
lamps £2 2 6

Torpedo Rear and Sidecar Lamps 6 6

Bosch Contact Breakers, new £110
C.A.V., ditto .,, £1 5

Small Mechanical Horns 12 6

Large Ditto £1 10

Klaxons £1 " 6

Leather Tool-bags 10 6
" Tan-Sad " Seats from £118
Spring " Pillion " Seats £1

Distant orders specially^ attended to. Send
us your requirements.

Motor 'buses from Highgate and Finsbury Park
pass the door.

D

—

I

[4038

2-speed, fully

G. Daw, 114, Bri.^ton Hill, London.

—262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow

TRIUMPH Lightweight, 2-stroke,
equipped, perfect running order and condition

£50.—Grigg, 2, Devon Terrace, Totnes. [4323

TEIUMl'H Countershaft Coachbuilt Combination,
lamps, tools, pillion seat; £110; exchange Indian.

2, Appian Ed., Old Ford, London. [4414

1019 Triumph, countershait, T.T., sporting sidecar,
i-U complete; S120; offers. — Write, Wilson,
McWhirter House, Abbey Rd., N.W.8. [4069

nag.,
30.-

45, Cambridge Hd., Hammersmith, W.5. [4333

atched,
knee grips, tools,

etc.; £95.-64, Montague Rd., Cambridge. (4402

TRIUMPH 4h.p., T.T.. Bints. lamps, grips, speed-
ometer, Kla.xon; after 6; £48; exchange 2V.h.p.

J.A.P.— 60, Whymaik A'v., Wood Green. [3685

1 Q19 Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, Lucas lamps,
\.tj Klaxon, Oapac, spare valve and tube, perfect;
£110, no offers.—51, Cairns Rd., Sheffield. [3381

£95.—Triumph 4h.p. countershaft combination, in
splendid running order; don't write, call any

time.—103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4659

TRIUMPH 3'<-b.p., 1912, T.T.. excellent condition,
mechanical horn, all accessories, ride away; near

£40.-25, Palewell Park, East Sheen, S.W.14. [4303

£78.—Stone, Bank Buildings, Cranleigh. [4348

. ._ nfe:
£80, or nearest —F. Parsons, Meapham, Kent. [3862

TRIUMPH. T.T,, SVih.p., new tyres and belt, lamps,
horn, knee grips, tools, overhauled, fast and

reliable; £50.-34 Brampton Rd., St. Alban's. [4488

1 O20 Triumph, Model H. and Montgomery D;If Luxe sidecar, new, unridden; £170.—Schcffler.

233. Regent St., London, W.l. Mayfair 1330. [X8732

DELIVERY
FROM STOCK

or at an early date.

DOUGLAS ENFIELD
CLYNO (2-strokc)

MATCHLESS
INDIAN

B.S.A.

LEVIS
BRADBURY

BAT
HENDERSON

i
2ENITH NEW IMPERIAL

\
SPARKBROOK DIAMOND

i COULSON B. OMEGA

) EDMUND COVENTRYEAGLE
VELOCETTE METRO-TYLER
INVICTA REX

ALEXANDER & CO.,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

1 Q 15 Triumph, 3-3peed S.A., 'o^jerhauled, n i'itfrj

JLt/ ennrnfifled, new tyres, 2 lamps, horn, Sterliiies

shields: £85, ofEera.—Edwards, Ash Vale, Surrey. ,'3&;

TRIUMPH, 4i4h.p., 1918, guaranteed, 3 .edi

countershaft, perlect order, good conditic ilet

lamps; £85.—Jagger, Claugbton St., KidderD'sts!

£100, lowest; London.—Bos 3,009, c/o The Moto\^ch

war; £56, bargain.—72, Longridge Rd., Earls 'jiur

TRIUMPH 31/2I1.P. and Wicker Sidecar, N.flf :

speed, excellent running order
;

price 40 ihs.-

Birch, 27, Wervington Rd., Bucknall, Stoke-0];:er.

TRIUMPH Countershait Combination, new
1919. luxurious bulbous sideuar, perfect

JB130, or near,—60, Wallingford At., North Ken :

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., Grade gear, K.S.. excellt |7oi

dition, new lamps, horn, belt, tyre, etc.; nr inn!

£42, no offers ; evenings.— 65, Silverdnle, Syi ihaii

S.E. |62

feet running order; bargain.—Tye, Barnby Mo jSp
ford. 571

1 Q19 Triumph (October), complete with 1 92 1 Ifon
--«/ gomerv sidecar, spare belt, horn, etc., c |it]r

as new; £140, or near ofler.—11, Dover St., jnte

bary. .54£

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.D., 3-speed, clutch, |]foi

sidecar, Lucas Kins of Road lamps an( aor:

new tyres, tubes, and spares ; £85.— Phone )13£

Hop. '412

"|Ol9 Triumph, S-speed, latest gear chai ! *

-L«/ cellent condition. Mead and Deakin rtti

sidecar; £130.—King, 13, Hope St., Mill R{ ;Cai

1 Q20 Countershaft Triumph, with Sandum
-I-v back sidecar (blue), with hood and scree:

new, delivered March 31st; oKers?—26, Mor
Boyston, Herts.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, with 1918 3 ;

ford sidecar like new, Sturmey 3-speed.
lamps, tools, excellent running order; £80.-1, lol

Rd., Dulwich, S.E. .
33i

1 Q12 Triumph, fixed, in guaranteed order, lau:

J^if and plate good, semi-T.T. ; anv trial c ^sa:

ination; price £48.—G. W. Grean, MiUgate, Ibin

Yorke. Tel. : 36. '.85i

rpRIUMPH, T.T., 3V2h.p., dropped frame jaev

,JL large tank, lamps, generator, pump, to ye

good order; £48, or near.—Meadows, Abbots ! mik
Rugeley, Staffs. ^g?'

TRIUMl'H 1915-14 3y2h.p. Combination, clu I, ki

starter, N.S.U. 2-Bpeed, splendid conditio |exc

lent running ordei', all accessories; £65.-22, cghl

Rd., Hornsey, N. (41i

RIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.i j
19riili

113-115, Lothian Hd,, Edinburgh. \

272-274. Gt. Western Rd , Glasgow (

Av.. Streatham Hill, S.W.2.

•ia, hood, pree

and H. htii

tool kit; £140, or nearest.
—
'Phone : Mo i-'y

£

Homewood, Hampton, Middlesex. 'i[40

TRIUMPH, 1913, with 1915 4h.p. engine.j-spe

N.S.U., tyres and machine in real, goo bm
tion; £65. or near offer.—Write, G. S. BiekijBai
ham Garage, Barnham, Sussex. ;[35

TRIUMPH Junior, mileage about 250, un
and not fully run in, no punctures, ho

tools and repair kit, ideal little mount ; lowe
D. Laviu, Old House, Sonning, Berks.

door,

TRIUMPH SVah.p., 2-speed, clutch mode
mag., all tyres new, accessories, Lucai

(Speedometer, complete tool kit, rendy to rii

£55.~C/o Freeman, Brighton Rd., Redhill, S

TRILTMl'H. late 1014, 3-speed ciutoli, kii

just overhauled and painted, all in jierfc'

tion, complete with lamps and mechanical horn
gain, £70.—H., Lyndhurst, AVoodhouse ViA\

Finchley.

complete, tyres ;

out; 75 gns.;
]

Kingston, S.W.

S.A,

Im
[35

B.

iiuiu .jc«, guaranteedM'fi
brand now purple sidecar, bulbous back, fine Jrmr

seen and tried any time; best over £100.-J0W'
21, Norfolk Rd., Littlehampton.

1 Q19 Triumph. countersh,ift, fitted

(45

et, Eas 'ind
th

light .

spnr
^liout; ,-£157.—Wilr.

ds^rth, Birmingham.

B44 All letters lelnting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the ihx*"
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Unfair Taxation.

BY
the time this issue of The Motor Cycle

is in the hands of the public, the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer will have placed
' his Budget proposals before Parliament.

How these proposals are likely to affect

motor cyclists has been fairly well known for

some time and confirmation is to hand in the

interim report of the Committee appointed by

the Minister of Transport.

Elsewhere in this issue we publish a letter

from the Secretary of the A.C.U. giving 'the

\-iews of that body on the proposals. We know
that both the A.C.U. and the Union repre-

senting motor cycle manufacturers have been

closely in touch with the Committee mentioned

above, but a glance at the list of gentlemen consti-

tuting it shows that motor cycle interests were

not directly represented. It would appear that,

despite the. fact that motor cyclists are more
numerous than car owners, they have apparently

been treated as an auxiliary section of the public

sufficiently important to contribute .to the cost

of the roads, but unworthy to have a place

among those organisations representing car and
motor transport interests.

No Rebates for Old Machines.

It may be only incidenta-l, but it is significant

that when once the question of a fuel tax had
been definitely vetoed by the Government, the

attitude of the A.C.U. and the Manufacturers'

Union, acting in an advisory capacity to the

Committee mentioned above, appears to have
been one of resignation. The proposals (30s.

for solo machines under 200 lb., ^£3 for

solo machines over 200 lb., and ;£4 for

sidecars and three-wheelers) appear to have been
put forward by those who are supposed to

represent our interests. The Secretary of the

A.C.U. states that the A.C.U. alternative to a
fuel tax was compoflnd taxes of 30s., 55s., and
75s. respectively, or 5s. less in the two latter cases

than the final recommendations of the Com-

mittee, and in the case of motor cycles there

is apparently no allowance for old machines.

It has long been recognised that increased

taxation is inevitable, but increases of 300% in

the case of passenger machines and 200% in the

case of solo machines over 200 lb. are too

much, especially as the revenue so obtained is

to xontribute towards the cost of repairing roads

damaged during the war, when the majority of

motor taxpayers were not allowed to use them.

Quarterly Payments.

The report distinctly states that the option

of quarterly payments is offered to car owners

only. Could anything be more unfair? The
motor cycle riding public are in greater need of

facilities of this kind than the wealthier classes

owning cars. This must be remedied, as must

the nan-provision for old-type motor cycles.

265,000 motor cyclists are expected to contri-

bute _;£85o,ooo as against _;^3,3oo,ooo expected

from 210,000 car owners. This means that

motor cycles are supposed approximately to do

damage to the roads one-fourth the amount
estimated for cars.

In finding a basis for these suggestions, those

concerned have been unfair tO' the lightest forms

of motor vehicles, for no one can assume that

the total weight af all the motor cycles on the

roads is anywhere near one-fourth the assumed
total weight of private cars. This is not taking

into consideration that a vehicle weighing a ton

-will do a great deal more' damage than four

motor cycles.

If we take this argument a little further in

conjunction with the estimated Budget, we 'may
compare the possible damage to the roads by

265,000 motor cyclists (fully half of whom only

use their machines at the week-end) and that

of 100,000 commercial vehicles, the majority of

which weigh many tons each, and which are only

required to contribute ;;r2, 190,000. It is these

very vehicles that do the damage to the roads.

An index to the advertisements in. this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< c^ver.
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Oxtort
Lighting for Short Runs.

A RURAL rider implores me to stir up the trade
in general, and inventors in particular, with
regard to a system of motor cycle lighting suited

to short runs. My correspondeiit, like thousands of
riders, lives in the country, half a dozen miles from
town, station, and shops. To such, a motor cycle is
an^ incredible convenience. His bri;;f flips to some
neighbouring hub of ci\ihsation tot up to a dozen in
a~ week. la the absence of a motor cycle they would
have, to be performed on a pony, or a cycle, or in a
trap, and the mere journey to and fro would occupy
an hour, or an hour and a half. By motor cycle each
trip absorbs about twenty minutes in pure travel.
But here's the rub. The motor cycle journeys must
be performed by day, unless the machine is'to be a
regular nuisance, and most rural residents get their
leisure in the evening. There are at present "two
lighting systems which are absolutely as convenient
and efficient for a ten minutes spirt as they are in a
London-Exeter—dissolved acteylene and the electric
dynamo. I have recently given prominence to the
factors which restrict the vogue of gas cylinders, and
we all know that dynamo outfits are costly, by no
means easy to procure with new machines or to fit

to old machines, and possibly in some cases not yet
wholly trustworthy. The other alternatives are three
in number.

(j.) Gas generators (messy, troublesome, and
expensive in short distance use).

(2.) Oil lamps (too dim).

(3.) Dry battery outfits.

The last system appears the most promising for
the sort of rider who takes a couple of five-mile
spins most evenings, but f cannot unreservedly recom-
mend it on my own experience. I have found the
head lamp batteries too short-lived for economy.
Can others give a more hopeful narrative? In any
case,, the standard motor cycle is in urgent- need of
a lighting outfit which gives the same excellent 'service
on long trips and the same delicious convenience on
short spins as a car dynamo set affords.

Scott Petrol Consumption.
jT I^ECENTLY referred to the Scott as having "the
JJ thirst of an Irish navvy," and this dictum has

brought "Wharfedale" and others on my track.
1 hasten to state that the remark was uttered in a
purely Pickwickian sense. Everybody knows that
two-strokes are, on the average, thirsty fry : it is

the_ price one pays for their many delightful qualities.
"Tim" Wood estimates the" average consumption of
a solo Scott as 70 m.p.g. " Wharfedale "

is proud of
getting 57 m.p.g. on benzole with a sidecar. Con-
sidering that a Scott gives us four-cylinder manners
with a power unit which is simpler than a single-
cylinder, these figures are not at all bad. But,
comparaiively, they are poor, as nearly all two-stroke
economy is poor when contrasted with four-strokes.

For example, the Triumph sidecar in the A.A. benzole

tests did 84 m.p.g. and my own T.T. Norton solo

does no m.p.g. I once'.heard a matter-of-fact Saxon
tell off a Welshman by informing him that "he would!
weep at the sight of Snowdon, but was totally immune!
from anything that could be called principle." Wei
all have the defects of our qualities, and motor cyclesj

are not exeinpt from the law. I

Starting a Scott.

FRIEND " Wharfedale 's " wrinkles on starting :

Scott engine are what I have employed from thi

commencement of my ownership, except that

as my own engine was delivered with one or two mino:
- air leaks, I found that a cork in the air intake acceler

ated the " half dozen lazy digs" method until sucl

time as I had caulked the faulty points. " Wharle
dale" did not quite grasp the point of my enquiry

which related to two Scott machines, which in m;

pre-Scott days I had repeatedly seen start up from coli

with but a single dig at the starter. This mystery i

now explained by the owners concerned, both of whon
j

use Euk starters (a pump which sprays the petro

injection). In one case the Euk is connected to tbJ

induction pipe, which, as " Wharfedale's " notes sug I

gest, is apt to create a fresh source of air lea^ftgej

In the other it is coupled up to a cock in the cyliudej

head. The "one-kick'"' start can only be attempte(j

without risk to the kick-starter, w-hen the brand ani<

the quantity of the lubricating oil do not produc I

gumminess. A "two-kick" start from cold is goo.ij

enough for anybody, and better than many four-strolje

achieve in winter weather on current fuel.

The Champion Rider.

THE suggestion to identify our champion moto
cyclist is timely and interesting, but its organi

sation will present some thorny points, none
them perhaps insoluble. Here is an illustration. I.

company with many other critics, I always considerei

that the late Ivan Hart-Davies (killed in an aeroplan

crash at Northolt) was facile princeps at ordinary roai

work. He picked a good machine, tuned it ad
mhably, rode it with splendid judgment, and wa
sound in a Six Days as he was unapproachable ove

the End-to-end course. But he was quite second rat

when it came to real speed, and never did much i

a timed hill-climb, or on Brooklands, or in the T.T
Men like another dead R.F.C. pilot, Oliver Godfre)
and others we can all name, were in a different clas

at maximum speed work, Hart-Davies 's forte bein

prolonged moderate speed. It would be difficult t|

frame a scheme which would do justice to both typed;

The problem may be solved by the appearance durin

1920 of a,man who can win the T.T., put up new Enq
to-end figures, and also score hea^'ily in the liig lcg:j

limit reliability trials. If such a rider exists, his chiii,'

to the absolute championship would be unqueslionalilii

But in the past we have more than once had ui!
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)coasional Comments.—
rrowiitrMl kings in each separate branch of the spurt,

/iz., reliahiliiy and speed. Under a single scheme

here wiwld be some risk, of the championship falling

:b a man who has just failed to top the tree in both

lejiartments, and had to acknowledge a superior In

;ach. In that case it might be better to divorce the

wo branches and have separate championships for

acing and reliability.

Survival of the Fittest.

SONNING the various buyers' guides published in

this journal and its a.ssociates, I noticed that

there are now on the market some seventy

lifferent makes of lightweight motor cycle, sOme
leventy different makes of water-cooled light car, and
ibnut thirty different patterns of cycle car. All these

ipecifications are aimed at the man of strictly moderate
neans, and as such, "built down to a price." In

lormal times it would, of course, be insane to split

ip the supply of so limited a demand among so many
ival specifications ; most of them would necessarily

)e manufactured on uneconomical lines, and would
;ost a great deal more than if the total output came
'rom a dozen scientifically laid out factories with big

nitpuls. It follows that a good many of these

iiachines will die early deaths.

4'f7

Undershields.

OXK is driven to the conclusion that many of our
big makers have never made comparative tests

of (u)*^ machine fitted with plain footrests and
the ordinary or tape type of front mudguard and
(li) a machine fitted with footboards and side-splashers

to the front guard. (It is quite a simple job to

design the latter accessories to be instantly detachable,

thus converting the machine back to T.T. outlines in

fine weather.) I have a sample of each pattern in

my garage. The former brings me home in bad
weather in such a condition that it would pay any

allotment holder to scrape me down from the knees to

the bootsoles : he would get about half a barrowful

of excellent loam. Tbe latter machine restores me
to my family in drawing room order, unless I have

been tempted to exceed the speed limit on a windy

day, in which case cross breezes may perchance flick

a few spots of mud on to the sides of my trousers

below the knee. I suggest that the standard oirtfit

should include some front fittings of the Scott splasher

or College legshield variety, plus an undershield of

the Cedos tvpe ; and that a narrow front mudguard
and naked footrests should be a special T.T. option.

But when I enter the trade, I shall equip my stock

machine with all the lot, and the mud protectors will

snick off on request.
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A chat by the wayside

THE PREMIER RUNABOUT—A THREE-WHEELER WITH A REVERSE GEAR.

THE PREMIER'S SALIENT FEATURES.

ENGINE: V twin, water-cooled; SO mm. bore; 105mm.;
stroke ; 1,055 c.c. capacity ; mechanical lubrication.

TRANSMISSION : Shaft to gear box, three speeds and

reverse ; final drive by one duplex chain, enclosed.

FRAME : Pressed steel.

SPRINGING : Quarter elliptic.

TANK CAPACITY: Five gallons.

WEIGHT : 7 ewt. approximately.

PRICE: £260. fully equipped.

SIGNS are not wanting that the three-wheeled

runabout wih in future loom large in the purview

of that class of motorist who desires the most

economical form of passenger motor cycle.

Taking over a Premier super-runabout on a Satur-

day morning, a sixty-mile trip was arranged that

day.

Almost directly after the start rain commenced to

fall in torrents, and we were obliged to put up the

hood, a simple enough procedure, but one which the

writer cordially detests, since enclosed driving is

always distasteful

to him. Good
roads were the order

of the day, and
the little three-

wheeler hummed
along in a most de-

lightful fashion.

The water-cooled V
twin engine is won-
derfully balanced,

and was hardly dis-

tinguishable from
a four at any speed
above 12 m.p.h.
Not only is there no
perceptible period

at road speeds, but,

in spite of the 4 to

b6

ratio, the engine pulls so well at low
it is seldom necessary to change gear.

Externally the Premier design is commendable ; there are no unsightly excrescences

to mar its " clean " appearance.

I top gear

speeds that

Engine and gear box ' are quiet and smooth
operation, and the final drive, by bevel and enclosed
chain, is unnoticeable except for a mild hum.

Before starting on thetrip, we were given a demon-
stration of the extraordinary ease with which the rear
wheel can be removed and replaced with the spare.
Luckily, however, Ave had no need to make use of it

throughout our trial. On the following morning we
set out for Cheltenham via Warwick, Stratford, Broad-

way, and Winch:
combe. The run
was uneventful, and
the machine r a n
like clockwork.
After lunch at

Cheltenham t h e

rain once more
descended, but w^e

clung to our
original intention of
climbing Birdlip

Hill, and conse-

quently set out
along the Painswick
road.

The writer had
not visited Birdlip
since pre-war days,
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Road Tests ot New Models.—

and found two deep ruts on the hill, while tiie sur-

face was greasy but fairly good.
A str^iightaway run at the hill brought us well uj)

the first steep rise on top gear, and an early change
to second carried us to the knap. Here the low gear

was engaged, and though there is little doubt that

we could have got back to middle for quite a long

period, no change was made. Near the summit the

throttle was opened up, and the speed never fell below

II m.p.h., a good performance for a well-loaded

engine of under i,ioo c.c. The homeward run was
marred by a heavy storm, and some delay was caused

in rendering aid to a motor cyclist who was held up
by a broken sidecar spindle.

Throughout the trip no tools were touched, and the

engine and transmission behaved most satisfactorily.

Springing is always a difficult problem in' a light

machine, especially if it be a three-tracker, as light

springing is apt to cause a roll, and harsh springing

4'19

is, of course, uncomfortable. In the case of the

Premier a com])romise b.is been struck which is, in

our opinion, capable of improvement, liut we under-

stand that this question is engaging the attention of

the designer, and a Tnodilication is expected.

The steering is by rack and pinion, and, though

extremely light in operation, conveyed to us the im-

pression that it is rather too direct. Speaking generally,

the machine handles well on all but bad roads, and

the tendency to tail-wagging, common to most

three-wheelers, is present, but not unduly pronounced.

Gear changing, once the knack is acquired, is simple

and quiet, and the brakes are powerful and smooth
in action. Fully equipped with hood, screen, spare

wheel, and Lucas dynamo lighting set, the Premier is

a very taking- proposition, and should make consider-

able headway when production starts, and we should

like to congratulate the designers .on overcoming suc-

cessfully the ditificult problem of making a three-

wheeler look reallv attractive.

One of ifie features of the Premier is its reverse gear^which greatly facilitates driving in towns or narrow winding lanes

SIDECAR STEERING.
Notes on (he Easy Control of a Rigidly Aligned Sidecar Outfit.

PROBABLY few vehicles possess the power of
" self-steering " to the same extent as a well-

aligned sidecar outfit.

•The writer has latterly been experimenting with a
machine fitted with a particularly satisfactory chassis
coupled up by connections permitting no variation
other than a slight adjustment of the motor cycle
from the vertical position.

On long journeys this machine may be said to steer

itself, and is particularly effortless to drive". With the
crown of the road between the wheel tracks, i.e.,

directly under the sidecar body, the outfit travels

ahead in a straight line. On the left camber of the

road it runs to the left, and on the right side it at

once tends to incline in the same direction.

Taking Advantage of Road Careiber.

The amount of drag in either case is so slight that

. a single finger on the grip will correct the steering,

and there is no feeling at any time that the machine
must be wrenched back into the middle of the road.

By taking advantage of these tendencies, the outfit

may be made to go round all ordinary corners without

violent steering. Hugging a left-hand bend, and
" cutting " one to the right (when the road is clear),

will ensureabsolutely effortless cornering. The " self-

steering " effect may be greatly enhanced by judicious

use of acceleration ^ and deceleration. Thus, by
approaching a left bend slowly, and increasing the

throttle opening all the way round the bend, the

machine tends to " run round the sidecar wheel," using

the latter as a pivot. On a right-hand corner,, a

reversal of the process is necessary. By decelerating

on the approach of a righNDend, and braking if neces-

sary, the sidecar wheel tends to overrun the cycle,

thus turning the outfit to the right.

A brake on the sidecar wheel, in the writer's

opinion, if used with caution, should greatly facilitate

left-hand cornering. The above noted effects are

almost entirely due to the unalterable attachment of

. the sidecar and to a slight outward inclination of the

motor cycle from the vertical. \\ H.iRFEDALE.
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British Motor Cycle Records.
Compiled by A. V. Ebb!ewhi!e, Official Timekeeper to

Royal Automobile Club, Auto Cycle Union, and British

Motor Cycle Racing Club.

CLASS A. For motor bicycles of which the cylinder capacity does not exceed 250 c.c.

CLASS C. For r

Flying km. . . 14/ 6/15
Flving mile . . U/ 6/15
Flvins 5 miles 17/ 7/14
lb miles .... 17/ 7/14
50 miles .... 15 '10/12

TOO miles .... 14/ 9/12
150 miles 14/ 9/12
aoo miles .... 21/ii/n
250 miles .... 20/11/13
300 miles . .

.

2o;ii/l3

350 miles .... 20/11/13

400 miles .... 20/11/13

I hour .... I5/IO/J2
2 hours .... 14/ 9/12
3 hours .... 2I/II/II

4 hours .... 2I/II/1I

5 hours .... 20/11/13
6 hours .... 20/II/I3

7 hours .... 20/II/I3

8 hours .... 20/11/13

y hours .... 20/II/I3

ID hours 20/11 /I3

CLASS D. For motor bicycles of which the cylinder capacity does not exceed 750 c

The whole of the records in the above Class C also apply to Class D
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The schedules fjiven below show the records on April 3rd, 1920.

Preparations are in hand for assaults on these figures : which will be
the first record to be broken ?

CLASS E. For motor bicycles of which tlic, cyiinder capncity does not exccetl 1,000 c.c.

451

Dntc.

2/ 5/i.(

It/ 8/11
11/ 8/n
17/ 6/14
30/ 8/.0
=7/ 3/"^
18; .1/1;

18/ 4/..^

20/ 0/12
20/ 6/12
20/ 6/12

20/11 /13

6/ 6'ot)

6/ 6/05
(./ 6/00
30/ll/u
20/ 6/12
18/ 4/12
20/ 6/12
20/ 6/12
20/ 6/12

20/11 /13

20/11/13

20/11/13

5/ 5/09
S/ 5/09
6/ 5/09

S. GeorRc .

C. R. Collic]

C. R. Collici

C. U. Fr.ii.k

A. J. Mcnrli

A. [. Moorl!

A. J. M.H.I li

A. I. M."N-li

H. A. C'llii-r ..

H. A. Collier .

.

H, A. Collier . .

A. I. Moorliousc
C. 13. Franklin .

A. J. Moorhouse
C. B. Franklin .

C. B. Franklin .

C. B. Franklin .

IC. G. Pullin ,.

\T. E. Greene .

j C. G. Pullin . .

I T. E. Greene .

(C. G. Pullin ..

\T. E. Greene .

IC. G. Pullin ..

\T. E. Grce.ie .

H. A. Collier . .

,

H, A. Collier . .

,

H. A. Collier . . ,

Mactiinc and
Cylinders.

Indian (2)

Matchlcss-Jap (2)

Malehloss-Jap (2)

l"'ii.ui(::)

In.li.

hull. I (-•)

Rudge (1) „
Matchless- Tap (2),

Matchless-jap (2),

Matchless- Jap (2)

,

Indian (2)'

Indian (2)

Indian (2)

Indian (2)

Indian (2)

Indian (2)

Rudsje (1)

Rudge (1)

Matchless-Jap (2)

Matchless-Jap {2),

Matchless-Jap (2)

,

Bra^ and
Stroke. c.c.

82, 5x93 994
90 X78.4 998
90 X 78.4 998
82. 5x93 998

5x93 998
5x93 908

82. )X93 99»
)X93 998

82. X93 098
X93 998

86. X93 998

85 X88 499

76 X95' 862
76 X93 862
70 X95 862
82. X93 998
S2. X93 998
82. X93 998
82. X93 998
82. 93 99S
82. .;93 998

S5 : 88 199

.'is ,.. 88 199

83 ;:88 499

8i ;.:88 499

76 X95 862
76
76

X9-5

X93
862
862

3h. im. 54.4s.

3h. 51m. 35.

4h. 42m. 31.4s,

5h. 36m. 2.6s.

Ch. 41m. 21.8s.

I2h. 48m. 3.4s.

i7h. oro. 2.8s.

aih. 25m. 45,6s.

70m. i,3S8vds.
[31m, 1,735yds.
[97ni, 1,271yds.
:54m. 1,638yds.
(lOUl.

!73m. 1,725yds.

119m, 8.-3yds.

|i9in. S23yds.

119m. 823yds,

^i9m. 323yds,

^45^I. 1,462yds.
^7Im. 784yds.
'75ni. 1,340yds.

73-11
66.38
66.03
65.96
64.92
63.12
62.59

59-79

39.06
35.30
32.66
70.78
65.99
65.90
63.73

52.42

4 6 . 60

For motor bicycles (with sidecar) of which the cylinder capacity does not exceed 35

22/ 9;
22/ 9/

. L. Bailey
, L. BaileV
. U Bailev

Douglas (::)
j

60.9 x 59.

Douglas {2) 60.9 X 59,
Dou;ilas(2) 60.9x59
Douglas (2) 60.9 X 59,
Douglas (2) I 60.9 X 59

.7 349

.7 349
-7 349
.7

• 7
349
349

m. 46s.

m. 5.2s.
, -30yds.

For motor bicycles (with sidecar) cf which the cylinder capacily does not exceed 500 c

4 '4

4/ 4

9/ 5

6!

hi

3

3

7/
0/
6/

3

3

3

6/ 3
6/

7/

71

3

3

3

D. R. O'Dnnova
D. R. O'Donova
D. R. O'Donova
T. Cocker
H. C. Newman
H. Riddcll . . . .

H. Riddcll ....

H. Riddel 1

C. G. Pullin , , ,

H, Ridden
H. Riddell . . .

.

H. Riddell . . . ,

H. Riddell . . .

.

H. Riddell . , . .

Norton (1) .

.

Norton (I) ..

Norton (i) .

.

Triumpli (i) .

Ivy-Precision
Zenith G.'-Pre.

Zenith G.-Pre.
Zenith G.-Pre.
Rudge (I) . . .

Zenith G.-Pre.
Zenith G.-Pre.
Zenith G.-Pre.
Zenith G.-Pre.
Zenith G.-Pre.

11/13
10/13
7/13
7/13

. O'Donovan

. O'Donovan

. O'Donovan

cles {with sidecar) of which the

Norton (i)

Norton (1)

Norton (i)

Zenith-Jap (2) . .

,

Zenith-Jap (2} . .

.

Zenith-Jap (2) . .

.

Zenith-Jap (2) , .

.

Zenith-Jap (2) ...

Zenith- |ap (2) . . .

Zenith-Jap {2) ...

Zenith-Jap {2) . . ,

Zenith-Jap (2) . .

,

Zenith-Jap (2^ . .

,

Zenith-Jap {2) . .

,

Zenith-Jap (2) . .

.

34.r.s.

5Ss.

5m. ,6.2s.

lom. 43-8S.

3h. 27ni. igs.

-\h. 55m. 6s.

52m. 764yd5,
89m. 30yds.
129m. 1.657yds
i6im. 1,234yds
203m. g62yds,
247m. 33iydSi

:ylinder capacity does not exceed 750

34.6s.

58s.

5m. 6.2s.

lom. 23.8s. 57.71
53m. 25.4s. 56.50

2h. 9m. 3IS. 46.33
,
3h. 2ora. 25s. 44.91
4h. 27m. 58.4s.

5h. 37m. 22.8s. 44-46
56m. 542yds. 56.30
93m. i,i2oyds. 46.82
137111. 1,676yds.
179m. i,556yd5.
224m. 140yds.
265m. 274yd5.

CLASS I, For motor bicycles (with sidecar) of which the cylinder capacity does not exceed

17; 5/12
17/ 5/13
22/ 9/15
13/ 9/13
18/10/13
27/ 3/12
18/10/13
^7/ 3/12

G. F. Hunter ....
-. W Barnes ....
). R O'Donovan
•. VV Barnes ....
-,. B, Ware
'. W Barnes ....
E. B.
F.-W

Ware
Banies ....

Zenith-Jap (2)

Zenith-Jip (2)

Norton (i) ...

Zenith-Jap {2)

Zenith-Jap (2)

Zenitli-Jap (2)

Zcnith-Jap {2)

Zenith-Jap {2)

90 X77.5 986
90 X77.5 986
79 X 100 490

X77.5 986
70 X82 744
90 X77.5 986
7b X82 744
90 X77.5 986

53m. 25.4s.
2h. 3m. 43.65.

56m. 542yds.
96m. 1,594yds.

CLASS J. For cycle cars of which the cylinder capacity does not exceed 730 c

3 7/14
5, 7/!4
5 7/14
5 7/14

8 3/H

E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware
E. B. Ware

Morgan (2)

Morgan {2)

Morgan (2)

Morgan \2)

Morgan-Jap (2) .

Mqrgan-Jap (2) .

34.45
37.06s

4m. 53.8s.

lom. 5S.

ih. 3m. 7.8s.

47n1. 437yds.

70JI
58.78
37.95
36.50

65.10
63.09

tA?Js£^.ifr'S&^*?-^'a>

.,40/

Note.—Class G. G.-Pre. (Gp .-Precisi
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On Qulfhaharie , certainly one of

rhe ttiorsf hilb in fhe Brifish Jsfes.

This Scottish dimb provides a seatch-

-ing test" for flir- cooled engines.

Xfi. —"^^ES-atttSal^ ^iHl

Practical Notes on a Subject of Interest to Motor Cyclists in General and
Designers in Particular, by an Authority on Air-cooling.

Y experience of a wide range of engines of

varying powers that i^a^'e been used in aero-

planes and of experimental work carried out

in connection with them, hfis convinced me that air-

cooling has great possibilities for motor vehicles of all

kinds. It has, of course, been proved a success on

motor cycles for years past ; its extension to larger

vehicles is now the subject of much experiment. It

seems to me to be the duty of engineers to endeavour

to reduce the cost of motoring; and, as I can tliink of

nothing more, likely to help to this end than Efficient

air-ccoling, I am anxious that the knowledge available

should be as widely spread as it can be.

The Motor Gydt has two outstanding advantages for

publicity, for I admit freely that in this matter I am
a propagandist. The first is that I believe it has Ihe
largest circulation in the world of any technical journal,

and the second' is that it is read by the most enthu-

siastic engineers, amateur and professional, of what
I consider Uy be still the foremost engineering country

of the world.

Past Achievements.
One word of warning I should like to utter. In the

course of these notes I shall find it necessary to con-

demn much that is present-day practice. I do not

wish it to be thought that I am suggesting that at the

time when many of the motor cycles now on the

market were designed it was likely that anyone, least

of all myself, could have desigrted anything more
serviceable, neither do I pretend that it would be sound

RIO

policy to stop manufacturing tried and trusted designs

All that I hope is that engineers of our establishec

motor cycle firms will persuade their directors tha

considerable improvements could be made in certaii

respects, and that the final result when offered to thi

public is likely to compensate for the time and mone'
spent in experiment to determine whether or not thi

present designs should ultimately be altered.

Valuable Data.
,

First of all, I want to advise all who are interestecj

in the subject to read, learn, and inwardly digest th

paper read by Dr. Gibson to the Institution of Automo
bile Engineers on the air-cooling of engines. (Thi

paper was reported in The Motor Cycle on Februar;

5th.) The information in. this paper was obtainei

by an expenditure of time and money that is like!'

to be beyond the means of even our largest moto
cycle manufacturing concerns, also it is unlikely that th<

services of so eminent a man as Dr. Gibson would bi

available except under the peculiar circumstances oj

the world war. This paper contains a record of experi

mental work carried out with scientific accuracy on air

cooled cylinders of bores varying from 4in. to Sin. i

diameter, with bore-stroke ratios of from i to i tc

I to 1.4. These cylinders were tested under all sort

of loads in draughts of air from 90 m.p.h. dowm t^

no draught at all. Horse-power, petrol consumptio

and temperatures of cylinder, and piston and exhausi

valves are all recorded, and the effect of mixture

strength, and ignition timing is also noted '^''•' """'The
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Air-cooUng and Research.—

racy of the work is unlikely to he questioned, so now
we have a solid basis of fact, whicli is ininioasurably

more valuable than theories based on inaccurate data,

or loose opinions unsupported by test.

The Position of the Motor Cycle.

I now wish to discuss how the present-day motor
cycle stands in relation to our latest knowledge of air

cooling, how far it falls short of the ideal, and how
it may be improved in the future.

Let us first consider by what means the heat ,

generated inside the cylinder is dissipated. The obj.ect

of generating heat is, of coirrse, to provide power, and
some of the heat generated is used directly in the

form of work. Of the remainder, part is contained in

the cylii

the exhaust gas, and the rest has to be dissipated either

by direct radiation or by conduction to the atmosphere.
The proportion of the heat that goes into work, ex-

haust and cooling can be measured, and on a good
engine they are very roughly equal to one another.

The heat turned into work is actually rather less than
one-third, and the heat in the exhaust rather more
than one-third of the whole. The heat turned into

work depends on the thermal efficiency of the engine,

and the exhaust heat depends somewhat on the valve

timing and a good deal on the design of cylinder

ports, hence the heat to be dissipated by cooling can
be influenced to a marked extent by good design.

Dissipation of Heat.

Now let us consider how the heat can be dissipated

from the cylinder. The means of losing heat from the

cylinder are three-fold :

(i.) Radiation. _

(2.) Conduction to the air.

(3.) Conduction to other parts of the engine.

We will now consider each in turn

:

(i.) Radiation means the sending out of heat waves
in the same way as the sun sends out heat waves
to the earth. This form of heat dissipation is inde-
pendent of the surrounding medium. It can take place
in a vacuum, and depends only on the temperature
and the ty-pe of surface of the radiating body. Polished
metal is markedly inferior as a radiating surface to a
dull surface. The heat dissipated by direct radiation
is small on. an engine working in a rapid draught
of air, but it becomes more important as the draught
is decreased.

Conduction of heat to the air is the principal means
of cooling, and it is to this feature that v,'e must pay
most attention. The two important things are that the
air speed past the hot surfaces shall be as high as

possible, and that the surfaces themselves shall be
sufficiently large and as near to the temperature of the
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holiest part of the cylinder as possible, 'fhe latter

fact, though fairly obvions, is sometimes overlookerl

;

i^ is no good lengthening the cooling fins, so that the

tips are practically C(il<l when the barrel of the

cylinders i.s hot.

Speed of Impinging Air.

It is in the matter of air speed past the cylinder

that I consider that present-day motor bicycles are

bad, particularly twin-cylinder machines. There is

no use running away from the fact that air flows in a

way that is governed by natural laws, and that it w^ill

not flow round sharp and go in and out of blind holes

to oblige the sanguine designer. The present-day

machine has its cylinder shielded to an unfortunate

extent by the front mudguard ; no doubt something
might be done with air deflectors, but nobody seems

to \\x\& made much progress in this direction.

-There used to be a small motor bicycle known as

the Motosacoche, in which the engine was enclosed in

a metal box fixed inside the frame. This had an air

scoop arranged on each side, and I think it probable

that the draught over the cylinder on this machine is

actually greater for the same speed of the bicycle

than on the more usual open type of machine.

Unless a fan is fitted, it is not possible to obtain

a draught over the cylinder as great as will give ideal

results for power and petrol consumption. In solo

machines it is doubtful whether the extra cost of a fan

would be justified, but on sidecar combinations it is

quite possible that it would be worth while. The fan

should probably be of the centrifugal type, and if an

outside flywheel is used, then it can easily be made to

serve as the rotor of a fan of this type. The cylinders

should be cowled in to some extent to ensure the air

flowing where it is most needed. An engine so fitted

could be run indefinitely at full throttle, and could be

counted on to give a better average horse-power than

one which depended on natural draught alone.

The trouble is intensified when leg shields of the

pattern shown in fig. i are fitted. The type of shield

that is curved round the legs is better, and perhaps

Fig. 2.—Shields designed to act also as air deflectors.

something miglit be done in the direction of making
leg shields into air deflectors instead of air obstructors.

A suggestion is given in fig. 2. It is probable that a

certain amount of mud would be splashed on to the

cylinder, and it is not easy to see a w"ay of avoiding

this altogether.

The Cooling of Twins.

The twin-cylinder machines are much worse than
the singles in respect of cooling, the reason being that

the rear cylinder has a very poor chance to keep cool,

particularly if the angle between the cylinders is small.

Matters are made worse still when the exhaust port

is at the rear, as it is in most twins, and it is scarcely

fair to expect the e.xhaust valve spring to retain its

temper and the exhaust valve its seating under the
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Fig. 3.—A twin engine, the front cylinder

ot which IS nearly horizontal, thus allowing

the rear one to be effectively cooled.

Air Cooling and Research.—
adverse conditions. One of the best arrangements I have
seen used is that in wliich there is a big angle between
the cylinders and the front cylinder is nearly horizontal,

so that the back
cylinder is al-

most unshielded

(see fig. 3).

The ideal ar-

rangement of a
twin would seem
to be across the

frame, as in fig.

4, but it is

rather difiicult to

make this a prac-

tical scheme, as

it must be more
or less in the way of the rider's legs. Another arrange-

ment possible is to have a fiat twin set across the

frame, but it is not easy to arrange for a good- draught
and at the same time to exclude mud.
The best remedy seems to me to be the use of a

fan. This can blow between the cylinders, so tliat

the air flows over the cyUnder barrels and heads.

Here again it is not very suitable for the conventional

side valve cylinders, but works out well for overhead
valve designs.

OiUcooling.
Conduction from the cylinder to the base of the

engine plays a very marked part in tlie cooling system.

This conduction is carried out to a veiy large extent

through the oil in the base. The piston in particular

loses a great deal of its heat in this way. Still more
could be done if the oil were circulated from the

Fig. 4.—A twin with cylinders set across the frame.

engine to the oil tank and back again, as by this means
the oil tank would become'a radiator. I do not know
whether- this has ever been tried on a motor bicycle,

but it is commonly done on many aeroplanes. [This

method has been used for years on the 3 h.p. Enfield.

—Ed.]
Experience with air-cooled aeroplane motors has

convinced me of the superiority of the overhead valve

type of engine over the side valve type. The advant-

ages for cooling, power, consumption, and lack of

distortion seem to me to be overwhelming, and a study

of Dr. Gibson's paper should convince all those who
believe in scientific tests. Perhaps a word of warning
is necessary ; it is not pretended that every overhead
valve motor is better than any side valve motor. As
in all engineering work, experience is needed in a
number of details embodied in the design, and the

inherent advantages of the overhead valve type may
easily be wiped out by inexperienced design.

Overhead Valves.^
Diagrams 5 and 6 give examples of a good and a

bad design of overhead valve cylinder. It will be

Fig. 3.— An overhead valve

design, in which the head, finning,

porting, valve, and guide cooling

are excellently, arranged.

noticed that the good cylinder has ports arranged:-

for the easy flow of gases, ample fins on flie surface";

of'the head where they are most -needed, and that?-

these fins are arranged so that tlie air can flow both:

thi'ough and around them.
The bad cylinder has ports which offer con-.-

siderable resistance to the
,
flow of the gases ; it hasi

insufficient cooling fins, and these fins are arranged^
SO' that the air has
little chance to

scour the surface of

them.

My readers will

no doubt be think-

ing that too much
fuss is being made
of the insistence of

improved cooling,

and that present-

day machines work
well with what I

have characterised as unsatisfactory design. Tlie/'

will tell me that overheating gives them little or no
trouble, and that with careful driving their macliines

stand up very well. What advantages on the road I

would they get if designs did show a technical im-

,

provement? I answer that both the cost and comfort

of motor cycling will improve witli better cooling.

First as to cost; this will be reduced by ecoiiomy

in petrol and oil, and also by the reduction otupkeej;
charges. Within the limits likely to occur on a motoi'':

cycle engine, the cooler the cylinder, the less is the

consumption of petrol and oil for the work done.

Improving Consumption.
Also, the fuel consumjDtion is further improved

by the better shaped combustion chamber possible

with an overhead valve as against a side vah-e motor.

I think that improvement in mileage per gallon of lo

to 20% will easily be made without sacrifice of speed,

comfort, or reliability. Upkeep will be reduced by
the less frequent need
for replacement of

valves, valve springs

and piston rings, and
by the less frequent

need for decarbonis-

ing, also by the

longer life of spark-

ing plugs.

Comfort will be in-

creased by the in-

creased margin of

power, especially on
long runs, and by the fact that no anxiety need bt

felt that the engine is being over-driven ; finally, i

will be possible to use efficient silencers without thi

risk of burning out exhaust valves.

I have not mentioned two-stroke motors, but her*

again I believe that great improvements can be made
I see no great difficulty in designing a 500 c.c. capa
city single-cylinder two-stroke that will develop enougl

horse-power to satisfy the most exacting rider of
solo machine. Whether or not this type of moto
will eventually replace the four-stroke is a moo
question, but the principles of cooling apply equall
to either type. Fred M. Green,

Fig. 6.—By way of contrast with

fig. 5, this design is poor in every

respect.
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OF INTEREST TO THE SIDECARIST.
NEW IDEAS CONCERNING SIDECAR DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT.

The Cordall Windscreen.

AN elaborate wiiHlstictii and liood lias

lately been brought out. by Mr. T.
Coi^dall, of Hornby Street, Hey-

wood, Lanes. Wlion fully erected it is

entirely rain, dust, and " drauglitproof.
Tlu'ee-ply wood is used chiefly in its con-
struction, the windows being of trans-
parent celluloid.

The structure under ciin.siilcratinii loni-

prises, besides the front, wliieli ll|ull^ lialf

down, two sides, a top, and two wings.
These wings may be placed outwards,
a.nd are fixed by a small strap and snap
button, or may be turned inwards, resting
.against the sides, and can be fixed by
the same strap. The top is hinged. The
whole strncture can be lifted

.
oft

altogether, as it is attached by three
screw studs and wing nuts.
The hood is shaped to the rear portion

of the "screen," and can be very ea.silv

attached or detached, and when detached
cau be wrapped up in a very small space.
Mr. Cordall has a wooden box for storing
it measiu-ing about 1-^in. deep, which can
be placed either under the cushion of the
seat, or may be fixed on the carrier.

Where the passenger scores over the driver ! A windscreen designed by a passenger who
has experienced the draughts caused by the average sidecar screen.

Housing the Spare Wheel.

THE problem of carrying the spare
wheel on a sidecar outfit in such a
manner as to be out of sight, away

fj-oni all dirt, and yet instantly acces-
sible, has been solved by the patentee
of the sidecar body
illustrated herewith.
As will be seen, it is

most symmetrical i n
appearance, and can be
readily cleaned. It is

impossible for the spare
wheel to be lost, as is

often the case w-hen
carried in the conven-
tional position at the
back of the sidecar,

where it is also exposed
to dirt and the ele-

ments. Two other
lockers may be incor-

porated, if required,
one in the curved por-
tion at the rear, and
the other just forward
of the wheel carrying
space. Very little weight is added by
tliis construction.

B
Bax Sidecars.

AX sidecars, made by W. F. Baxter,

14, Wells Road, Bristol, are very
popular attachments. Particular

care has been paid to the construction

of the sidecar body, which is built on
the aeroplane principle, the frame being

A unique method
of carrying a spare

wheel.

constructed chiefly of silver spruce,

strutted and braced together. The whole
of the standard body is covered with
polished steel, the body -of the Modele de
Luxe being aluminium. A mahogany
polished casing is fitted round the top

.of the sidecar, giving it .strength and
durability.

The seat and the back of the sidecar

are movable, and under the seat is a

tool box, while there is ample room at

the back for a two-gallon tin of petrol.

No door is fitted.

The Gerald Sidecar.

THE Gerald sidecar has its body built

of well-seasoned ash and three-ply

wood. There is a locker behind

the back and also under the seat, while

the body is well upholstered and hung on
four coil springs. It is provided with four

point suspension.

It is sold to the public at a very

moderate price, Iffis tyre and tube, by
the Gerald Sidecar Co., la, Seymour
Villas, Anerley, London, S.E.20.

The Gerald sidecar, a

new design to be sold at

a moderate price.

The Bax sidecar is constructed

of spruce and polished steel
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NEW MODEL LIGHTWEIGHTS
Demand for So!o Machines

induces Several More
Makers to Enter the Field.

WHILE it is doubtful whether the
supply of sidecar machines will

meet the demand this year, it

would seem that there will be no dearth
of lightweight motor cycles, for new
"makes" appear on the market every
week.

It is noticeable that most of these new
motor cycles are fitted with either the
J.A.P. 2| h.p. or the Villiers ^two-stroke
engines, therefore the production of such
machines is only limited by the pro-
ductive abilities of the firms concerned,
and also of those firms who supply gear
boxes and frames.
At the present time there seems to

be an unlimited supply of all these units,

whether production will be greater than
demand this year or next is a moot
point. In the meantime very few

A Irghtweight two-

stroke marketed by
Messrs Gamage.

The Gough. ^

Another lightweight fitted with the
Villiers engine as standard is ,the Gough,
which also has a Burman gear box.
Brampton forks are fitted in this case.

Mr. Gough was, until quite recently, a
motor cyclist journalist, and his experi-'

A neat two-stroke of conventional design,

the Gough.

The Ready.

D. Read and Co.'s Weston-super-ilare,^
production is a J.A.P.-engined lightweight
fitted with Brampton forks, Albion gear
box, Hutchinson tyres, Amac carburetter,'
E.I.C. magneto, semi-T.T. bars, etc.

Rubber faced footboards are fitted as
standard equipment, and altogether the
Ready is a- neat little machine, which
should create a reputation afiiong West
of England riders of light four-stroke solo
machines.

" a.ssembling firms" aie producmg side-

car machines, which is probably due to

the fact that frames are not readily

^.-obtainable, and also the larger types of

engines are not so plentiful.

The three names added this week to

the list of lightweight manufacturers,
whose machines we have dealt with in

the columns of The Motor Cycle, include

A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, London,
E.G., Arthur Gough, 173, Broad Street,

Birmingham, and D. Read and Co.,

Orchai'd Street, Weston-super-Mare.

The Gamage.

As was to be expected, the Gamage
machine is a good sound proposition on
accepted lines, embodying a Villiers

engine, Burman two-speed gear, Amac
carburetter, C.A.V^. magneto, Druid
forks, and aluminium footboards.

We recently tried the machine under
the conditions such motor cycles are
generally used in London, and found it

extremely tractable in traffic, while on the
open road the speed and hill-climbing
ability compared favourably with the
better known machines of this type. The
riding position was comfortable. The
price equipped with lamps is £70, which
might be considered a reasonable figure.

ence in this direction should equip him
with the knowledge requisite to know the

advantages of using certain units.

Special features in design and construc-

tion are not conspicuous, but the equip-

ment of the machine is good in every
respect, and the prices comparatively
low. Sixty-six guineas is charged for the
two-speed model, or seventy-four guineas
with clutch and kick-starter, a single gear
machine being marketed at fifty-nine

guineas. The Gough is not being sold by
its maker exclusively, but is also obtain-

able through agents.

The Recent Essex Hill-climb;

The Official Formula Results.

The committee ,of the Essex M.C.
announce the results of the recent hill-,

climb as follows :

CLASS A.
Open. Members,

A. Miliier (2% Diomond)
G. Kulln (214 LeTis]
P. J. Eiitickii<3Pii {Z'k Blackburne)
F. Thorpe U'U Douglas)
F W. Applebee (21/4 Lavis] ..

CLASS B.
J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)
G. Kuhn (214 Levis)
H. le Vack (3iA Duzmo)
A. MUncr (2% Diamond)

CLASS C.
J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)
G. Kulm 02% Levis)
A. Milner (25^ Diamond)
E. C. de la Hay (SVi Sunbeam)

CLASS D.
G. Kuhn (21/1 Levis)
J. Emerson i(3 A.B.C.}
T. C, de la Hay {3i/o Sunbeam!
E. A. Colliver (3 A.B.C.)

CLASS E.
L. P. Openshaiv (8 Zenith) ..

E. C. Bnragivanath (8 Zenitb)
E. A. Bridgmau (7 Indian) ..

The J iA.P.-engined

Ready lightweight o!

2| h.p
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A MECHANICAL
CARBURETTER.

IN tnanv caibiirotters quite a coiisider-

l able liiiantity of fuel is wasted owiny

to blow-back. This may be caused

ly a rush of exhaust gas through the

iilct valve when it first opens, or by the

ebouiid of the gas in the induction pipe

.•hen the valve closes.

To prevent waste of valuable fuel, a
arburetter has been designed by Mr. A.

!. ilaokay, of Avon House, Glover's

load. Small Heath, Eirminghani, which
t tJiese moments supplies only air to

he engine, and this is brought about as

jllows : A jet supplied direct from the

etrol tank is fitted with its orifice point-

ig downwards above the mixing chamber.
'his jot is ^^\n. in diameter", and into

, fits a taper needle of slightly less size

jrminating in a. shoulder, which is cap-

ble of clostiig the jet entirely. The
eedle is held on its seat by a light

pring, the upper of those shown in the

.tetch, until after the inlet valve has
egun to open. Then the rocking lever,

hich has its right-hand end under the

louldet of the inlet tappet, begins to

love, and allows the lower spring, which
; twice the strength of the upper, to puU
le needle off its seat and release a small
uantity of petrol. A certain amount of

learance is .allowed above the adjusting
ut, so that the fuel may be admitted
»ly when the inlet vaJve is open and a
;ream of air passing into the engine.

piS^ius

STOP

ADJusTma ritrr

Diagrammatic sketch of A. G. Mackay's
mechanical carburetter, showing how the
petrol supply is formed by a needle operated
by the inlet valve tappet.

-oreover, the movement of the lever is

nited, and the admission of fuel con-
oiled by a stop on a bobbin, which can
tunied by a Bowden wire. Thus the

chness of the mixture can be adjusted
.' the rider.

We understand that this carburetter
IS been very satisfactory in use, 90
.p.g. having been obtained on a 4 h.p.
radbury with si-deear and passenger.

THE ALLISON SLEEVE
VALVE ENGINE.

MANY people—
cyclistfs—are
puppet valve engine ; still, this

type sometimes gives trouble from exhaust
valve bueakage and overheating. On the
other hand, the sleeve valve engine does
not always hold compression well, owing

n fact, most motor
sati.sfied with the

Section of the Allison sleeve valve engine.

to- distortion of the sleeves, which have
to be a very accurate fit. The engine here
illustrated is an attempt to combine the
good features of both types, and the in-

ventor, Mr, W. M. Allison, of 9, Jubilee
ViUas, Weston Green, Thames Ditton,
describes it as follows :

Sleeve and Poppet Combined.
" I will try briefly to outline the prin-

ciple here : In the combustion head
extending all round are cut ports in two
rows—inlet on top, exhaust beneath.
Two sleeves are fitted. The outer sleeve,
functions as a distributer to the inlet and
exhaust ports, and has nothing to do
with holding the compression or explosion
pressures. These actions are the sole
work of the inner
sleeve.

" The inner sleeve
has no ports cut in it

at all ; the top of this

sleeve is turned in-

wards at an angle.

On the junk head a

seating is turned, on
which the inner sleeve
works. The inner
sleeve is really a large
hollow poppet valve.

Both sleeves are oper-
ated from a camshaft
through rockers en-
gaging with trunnions
on the lower end of
slee^'e. The inner
sleeve's trunnions, or
trunnion rurg, have a
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gliubt amount of movement, wbiili is c'<ii

trolled by a spring around the sleeve

itself. The cam gear gives a positive

movement both ways to the sleeves.

Efiective Cooling of S 3atings.

"When the inner .sleeve is lifted

against its seating by its rocker and held

there by compression of its spring, the

up stroke of the piston compressing the

charge of gas helps to keep it on its seat.

As the sleeve seating can be fairly wide

and more easily cooled by external means
than the average poppet valve seating,

and as all the cool inlet gas passes oyer

the valve seats, no overheating or pitting

should occur. The travel of the .sleeves

is quite small, the inner sleeve remaining

open from the beginning of the exhaust

stroke to the end of the inlet stroke, the

miter sleeve moving from its lowest to

iis highest point in about the same period.

"'This engine is designed for water-

cooling, but tests would show the prac-

ticability or otherwise of air-cooling.

" The idea, including various alterna-

tives, is already provisionally patented."

^

A DOT SPRING
FRAME.

OllE time ago we illustrated a duplex

_ frame designed by Mr. Harry Reed,

of the Dot Co., Manchester, and

now a similar frame has been patented

embodying a springing device.

It will be seen from the illustration that

the rear wheel frame is intended to pivofc

about the centres of the gear box sprocket

in order that the distance between

the driving and driven sprockets may be

constant. To render this possible two

hinges are used instead of a long bearing

which is more usual. These contain ball

races. Four spring loaded links connect

the two members of the frame, between

which there is also a large coil spring in

compression, while it is intended to sup-

port the rider on two long laminated

springs pivoted w-ell forward on the main

frame, and at their other ends sliding in

blocks at the extreme rear ends of the

wheel frame.

This scheme, w-hich is the outcome of

considerable thought, illustrates the main
features at which the designer aims, but

is obviously not the final frame arrange-

ment, since it incorporates twelve pivot

and six sliding joints.

The Dot spring

frame, a design by

Harry Reed.
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A Stayless Spring Frame.
Frame Members Replaced by a System of Laminated Springs.

^^^

Sands's system of springing adapted for both motor cycle and sidecar suspension

AMONG the large number of spring
frame designs tliat are submitted to

us, there are many that are similar
;

in fact, the great fault of the pseudo-
inventor is that he thinks out a de-

vice, without troubling to find out
"whether his idea has been anticipated.

One may safely say that there ai-e very
few ideas in sj^ringing that have not
been anticipated^ but, provided later

patents are improvements upon earlier

designs, there is justification for in-

vestigation and experiment.
The idea illustrated, however, appears

to be new so far as motor cycles are

concerned, and is quite interesting,

although probably for a solo mount, a
machine fitted with such a device would
not be quite laterally rigid. For side-

cars the design offers possibilities, and
the inventor apparently agrees with this
view, since he also applies his invention
to the sidecar wheel.
As will be seen from the illustrations,

bearings as pivotal jjoints are eliminated,
the wheels being carried on springs which
are also used as wheel stays.

The front springing consists of two
leaf springs acting as fork members, with
an additional quarter-elliptic spring be-

tween them and extending forward

where it connects with a loop over th

wheel.
Quarter-elliptic springs, three in nurr

ber, are also used in the rear spring

ing, two acting as stays, and a thir

connected to a loop over the wheel in

manner similar to that adopted' at th

front. The same system of springin

could be utilised for the sidecar whee
but in the illustration a simpler metho
is shown, which consists of two spring

only.

The inventor is Mr. W. J. Sands, c

91, Eathgar Cottages, Belfast.

An Unorthodox Design.
The "Car on Two Wheels"—an Ambitious but Practical Layout.

FROM time to time we receive sug-
gestions and drawings of proposed
weatherproof motor cycles, and

only quite recently we had the op-

portunity of examining the complete
drawings of a very well thought out
little car on two wheels. We illustrate

herewith the outlines of the complete
machine, but the designer, Mr. W. T.

Young, of Ashby Square, Loughborough,
is anxious to get into touch with an
interested firm, with a view to manu-

facture, before disclosing full details.

Briefly, the specification consists of a
V twin engine forming part of a unit, -

with clutch and three-speed gear, the
final drive being by shaft and underslung
worm. The whole is carried in a simple
pressed steel frame sprung fore and aft.

Steering is by wheel, with a geared
reduction, and controls are rather on
car lines. Two small wheels can be
lowered for starting and stopping pur-
poses, though normally the vehicle travels

on two wheels only. All the detai
have been very carefully designed, m
only from the point of view of tl

ride'r's comfort, but also from the mam
facturing side.

The Holdtite Repair Patch.

A FEATURE of intere&t in the mam
facture of the Holdtite repa
patches which may not have bee

observed by many users of Mr. I

Surridge's popular repair outfits

the insertion of the fabric""" linin

between the upper and lower rubbi

1 and pla 1 single-track possessing several ingenious features.

The Holdtite repair patch, showing

unstretchable lining,

faces of the patch. This lining

not be stretched in one direction,

has been inserted in such a inann:

that this resistance occurs when tl

patch is stretched across its narrowe
breadth. If the rubber is placed 011 tl

burst in the direction indicated by tl

arrow stamped on the patch, it is ii

possible for the pressure inside the tul'

to open the cut and permit the ar

to escape. This patent also prevents tl

burst creeping beyond the patch.
Koldtite repair outfits are manufa

tured by Surridge's Patents, 73, Cluax
Street, Camberwell, London, S.E.5.
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THE SPEED OF A HARE.
Sir,
—

" O.G.'s " sarcasm regarding the possible speed attain-

able on a Baby Triumph is quite unwarranted. From my own
experience, and tliat of many other riders of this machine,
I see no reason to ridicule the statement made by " Tortoise."
At present I am riding a 1915 Baby Triumph, which

will attain a speed of 40 m.p.h. on the level, and on April
8th covered the distance from Castle Bromwich to Coventry

(14J miles) in thirty minutes—this in blinding rain, and
at the tail end of a ninety-mile journey.

I am using a ^in. belt which slightly raises the gear, but
with this it will climb Stoueleigh Hill on top gear.
Coventry. ANOTHER TORTOISE.

STARTING TIPS.

Sir,— I was much interested to read in April 8th issue

of The Motor Ci/c!e, " Wharfedale's " "Starting Tips for

Scott Riders,"and should be much obliged if one of your
numerous readers would give me similar hints for my
B.S.A. (and sidecar).

Jly. difficulty is that a "smart depression" of the kick-
starter is not sufficient; it requires a 40 h.p. depression to

start the engine when warm—not always—but generally.
This is all very well for young riders, but not suitable

for elderly ones like myself who find it unduly fatiguing.
Tenterden. J.M.M.

Sir,—Jlay I be allowed to add one tip that I feel sure
is worth attention, and which has, in several cases lately,

helped Scott riders who have remarked on the difficulty

of starting their machines.
Be absolutely sure that the pilot jet is clear and free

from any obstruction. It is futile to attempt to start on
the main jets if the pilot is choked. This of cotirse applies
to the Binks carburetter, which one should take the trouble
to understand thoroughly. Get the booklet on this car-

buretter and read it. W. WELFORD.
THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFICIENT SCAVENGING.

Sir,—I think the accompanying indicator diagram, taken
from a single-cylinder horizontal Crossley engine (bore 9.5in,,
stroke 18in.), working on coal gas, may interest some of your
re.iders who pay attention to the question of efficient

scavenging.

The diagram with the smallest area was taken after the
governor rod had
been held in such a
position that si.x

successive explosions
took place before the
explosion giving the
diagram shown.
Ihe diagram with

the largest area was
taken after the
pvernor rod had been
field so that only air was admitted for those cycles before
the explosion where diagram is shown took place.

The mean height of the larger = .32in. approximately; the
niean height of the smaller = .28in. approximately. The
difference is .04in., i.e., there was 12.5% loss in mean
pressure.

An exactly similar diagram was obtained under running
conditions, and the second was taken" to prove the reason
supposed. X.
Oundle.

An indicator diagram.

(See letter from " X.")

FLYWHEEL MAGNETO.
Sir,—I have been much interested in the description of

a flywheel-magneto in your paper. Would it not be po.ssible

to fit one of these niagnetoes to a flat-twin '! If so, this

would simplify the housing of the engine, and would permit

a much larger engine to be fitted, without increa,sing in

any way the size of the frame. The engine would be

higher in the frame, and the back cylinder Avould be above

the gear box, the frame being duplex. A lower saddle

position and possibly more ground clearance could he

obtained. The centre of gravity would, of course, be higher.

Would this affect the balance of the machine ?

I would like to hear vour readers' opinions on this subject.

F. ROGERS.
THE 23rd DIVISION ASSOCIATION.

Sir,— I should be grateful if you would allow me through

your collumns to call attention to the .recently formed
" 23rd Division Association " which has been started with

a view to keeping alive amongst ex-officers of the division,

now scattered all over the world, the friendships formed
during more than four years of active service in France,

Belgium, and Italy.

Full particulars can be obtained from the hon. secretary :

Capt. V. E. Cotton, O.B.E., 2, Blackburne Terrace, Hope
Street, Liverpool, and I hope that all officers who have not

already received a circular on the subject will communicate
with him. J. j\l. BABINGTON.

Lieut. General (late G.O.C. 23rd Division), President
23rd Divisional Association.

AIR VALVE IN INDUCTION PIPE.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. George Maggs, whose letter

appeared in your issue of The Motor Cycle, April 8th, has
not been kind to me ; but, as he suggests in his conclusion,
" there is more than extra air in the construction of the

Rapier economy valve."

I have no doubt introduced a peculiar " pup " to the motor
cycling world, and I candidly confess that it is not I who
can be the judge of its merits.

The Rapier economy valve comes into action quite auto-

matically when the throttle is closed, presuming the valve
had previously been set to run the engine at a suitable speed
for gear changing.

That alone, I think, answers his question of the valve

becoming inoperative. The uses of this valve leave a big

margin for the individual. HORACE CASTELL.

HOW TO BE POPULAR.
'Sir,—The letter from "B." (Peebles) under -the above
heading in a recent issue is distinctly amusing. So many
lines of thought are opened up on the tipping question. In
this era of the apotheosis of the proletariat, we are never

quite sure whether our humble small silver will be appreci-

ated by the possible plutocrat who drives his Ford and hands
us our Rolls (not intended !). Anyhow, we surely do not

need to buy our popularity.

Speaking seriously, I have never noticed the omission com-
plained of by "B." at any of the English trials; maybe it

is the custom in "B.'s" locality, however, for I recollect

this little conversation between two visitors to a London
tea .shop :

First visitor (to companion studying menu) :
" Do ye see

anything that strikes ye, Angus?
Second ditto: "Ay, mon ' No gratuities.'

"

YORKSHIREMAN.
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PISTON PACKING.
Sir,—In reply to the comments of " Top Heavy " published

on page 154 of your issue of January 29th, I have to confess

that I do not entirely grasp his argument.
. I was quite unaware

of the type of packing used in Diesel engines, though I quite
see the effect he mentions after a 2,000 miles run. But I

cannot follow his argument where he says of rings A, B, and
C in his sketch, that A is a dead fit to piston, C a dead fit

to cylinder (neither expanding nor contracting), and then that
B is an e.xpanding ring, pressing C against the cylinder body.
Perhaps " Top Heavy " will explain more clearly.

As to my device, I can only state again that it is a simple
three ring packing, and, when properly fitted, undoubtedly
gives a tip-top compression, thus enabling an engine to run
on a thin mixture, and preventing the deposit of excess
carbon, simply because none is left after combustion. Also,
the packing scavenges the cylinder walls well, so that with
fiat cylinders and plenty of oil there is absolutely no gum-
ming in combustion chamber. Finally, the whole packing is

resilient, and continually accommodates itself to the bore of

the cylinder, and is even better in effect with old or worn
cylinders and pistons, to which it can be easily fitted after

a slight widening of one of the existing grooves of the old

piston. F. SHUTLER.

TYRE MILEAGE.
Sir,—The following tyre mileage may be of interest. 4 h.p.

Douglas sidecar, 26 X iiiin. Clincher de lu.re all round. At
2,070 miles, pattern nearly worn off rear cover, so replaced
with a 26 X 2^in. extra heavy Dnnlop (looks good for

another 1,000 before being retreaded). At 3,360 miles, the

sidecar cover and front wheel cover were exchanged. At
4,178 miles, the front wheel cover gave at the bead, and
was replaced with the original back cover with Almagam
retread. The present .speedometer reading is 5,265 miles.

A Dunlop flat top belt carried as a spare since 2,000
miles, has been replaced by John Bull belt (still in good
condition). SOUTHCOMBE MAY.

Sir,— 1 enclose herewith a record of tyre mileage. The
figures are,' I hope, self-explanatory, but there are one or
two comments I should like to make. For any useful com-
parison it is clearly necessary that the mileage on the various
wheels should be reduced to some common denominator.
Whether the factors I have used are even approximately
correct is very uncertain. The evidence of riders who have
used similar tyres on all three wheels W'ould be valuable
in this connection.

In case the mileage obtained seems unreasonably low for

a machine decidedly easy on tyres for .its weight and power,
it inust be remembered that the bulk of my riding is in

Devon, and much of it off the main roads.

For what they are worth, the figures seem to suggest

that there is not quite as great economy in using heavy tyres

as is generally supposed—at any rate under conditions where
cuts of tread or bead may easily ruin a.n expensive tyre

after quite short mileage. Subsequent expsrience on a 1919

A.J.S. with 700x80 mm. tyres all over rather indicates

that for economy size is of more importance than weight.
^

I certainly think that financially a light 700x80 mm. would
jj

generally prove a better investment than a heavy 650x65
mm. , though I think it would be a little more liable to

puncture.
Where freedom from punctures is the first consideration^,

it is undoubtedly wise to fit the largest and heaviest tyre-

available on all" wheels. E. S. POWELL.

WHEEL STEEHING AND PROTECTION FOR THE RIDER^
Sir,

—

I/e my article on mudguarding, published on
February 5th, may I suggest, further, the possibility of
arranging for more protection for the upper part of the:

body and for the hands ? With wheel steering it becomes
possible to continue upwards the top portion of the leg

shield and partially to enclose the steering wheel, as shown
in the sketch herewith. No doubt this is somewhat
LHopian, but still it may contain the germs of a useful idea.

On some machines the sort of body illustrated could be

more easily adapted than on others. The saddle or seat

position would have to be as low as possible. The Scott

machine is one which naturally comes to mind as being

very suitable for such form of protection, because of its

open frame. Suitably streamlined, this arrangement should;

absorb little more power under ordinary running conditions,

and certainly nothing worth speaking of in the case of,

say, 8 h.p. -passenger outfits. C'.R.E.

Baildon.

TYRE MILEAGE ON 6 h.p. A.J.S. , 1914-1919. (See l2t^er from Mr. E. S. PoweU.)

No. of
Combinati on. Solo. miles

Tyre and sizes. Total to back
tvre with

Cos per Id. Remarks

Back. Front. Sidecar. Back. Front. sidecar. wheel.

i f s. d
Avon combination. G.50 X Go 1,.503 — 1.503 1 503
Avon fluted, 6.30 x 05 — 3,305 3,395 1,132 1 9 9 Worn out.
Michelin square tread, 6.50 x 65 .... — — 3.S'.i5 — — 3.395 079 1 11 — Had previously done l.OOOra. on back wheel

of h.p. twin.

Worn out of its ser\ice on back wheel ; ooJy1,030 3,2011 _ _ 1,230 1,070 1 9 9 4,66
60m. in De\on.

A\-on .Sunstone, 700 x 7.5 2,120 — — — 2.120 2,120 9 o 4.16
1,80(1 — 000 — — 2,-1110 1,920 2 18 2.71 Sold on Bramble sidecar, practically worn out

Michelin square tread, (j.jlix 65 .... — 3,K80 — — — 3.8.80 1,293 1 11 C) 3 39 .

Clincher Dreadnought, 630 x 80 8-2 — 933 91 —
.

1,808 " 1^3 2 4 9 2.00 Burst, canvas gi\-cn way Uiroughout at June

Hutchinson 3-ribbed, 050x65 — 2,360 SO — I.SIS 4,258 1,256 1 14 3.03
Dunlop combination, .0 X 65 1,065 — — 1.727 — 3,392 2,816 2 13 4.21 Cut at bead, otherwise in good condition.— :,.U7 2,360 — — 3,777 944 1 14 2.23— 1,047 — 3.184 2,316 3 5 4-3.01 Sold on A.J.S. sc, good condition, worn sraoot— 3,043 825 2 5 1.62 Burst, badly cut.
Rom combination, /lio ., 80 1,9,/ —

^

1.977 1.977 3 4 -I-S.57 Sold on machine ; a few studs gone.
110 — — — 110 2 15 9 Fitted temporarily ia emergency.

Dunlop e.\. hvy. studded, 050 x 65 . .
— JUi — — — 266 89 2 1 U Sold on machine in new condition. - •

1.1,0.34 13 1)5-1 13,05.1 l.S.S 1,818

Factors used to reduce wear on various wheels to that
with sidecar—Back tyre (combination) 1

Back tyre (solo) l.i

Front tyre (combination) 3
Front tyre (solo) 4
Sidecar tyre -5

Total mileage 14.87-:.

Cost oj tyres is either price actually paid^914-lii) or is i

retail price of the tyre during 1015 season.
Sidecai^s used—Bramble de luxe 7,l"9.j i

A.J.S. 1£H5 5,859
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:adies and competitions.
Si,.,— Poi- the past yeav it has been my ajnbition to ride in

the Lcmtion-Kdinbui-gli run at VVhitsun. I received my l^irst

slioclc at the Motor Cycle Show when the new machine I luid

ordered did a £20 jump. I never realised how much 1 had

wanted it until I tliought I had lost it. It was my ideal

motor liicycle and none of the others would do as a substitute.

Alter twentv-four hours of anxious llu.ut^ht I decided not

to cancel the order.. As the machlnr ha<l rhnnc lif.' it (and

what an asset that would be in tin- Lmnldii Kilinlini'f;h .)

Then canio llic .lav when 1 took delivtiy. and louiul that it

more than rulHll.il all my expectations. Comparing it with

ithers (that have been rising in price steadily since the Show),

;t did not seem so

terribly expensive.

In a state of great

enthusiasm I wrote Jw2l^ ^ would - be

for particulars of ^ i^^^ lady competitor 1

entry for the London- ^ft^^^H theLondon-Edin-
Ediiiburgh. Then ^^^^^H burgh run. Un-
Ihe second blow fell.

. ^^^^^^| fortunately, a rule

debars ladies from

competing.

Inly nieiiiliii^ nt the Motor Cycle Club can iide in it, and
adies are not eligible. I wrote to ask why, and the secretary

iiswered that the subject had been discussed recently and
urned down, but that an alteration of the rule might be
aade another year.

I know nothing about motor cycle clubs, but, I presume,
he housing problem is responsible for this. I suppose the

I.C.C. has premises in London, and the inclusion of ladies

mong the members would mean extra rooms at the club,

'cobahly, at present, the number of ladies who would join

.'ould not justify this outlay. I wonder, though, if, for a

educed subscription, they could not become merely riding
lembers.

It does seem hard that a boy of fourteen and a half years
lay ride in the Jarr'ott cup trial, while we, just on account
f our sex, are ruled out of everything. It is very disappoint-

ig. Are there others who share my feelings on this siibject?

I enclose a photograph of the aforesaid " ideal machine."
(Jlre.) E. MANVELL.

PEED WOBBLE.
Sir.—A point we have not seen mentioned, decided us

3 submit a theory which may help to clear up this per-

lexing problem.
Is it not possible, on chain and belt driven machines,

'here the drive to the rear wheel is necessarily out of

eutre, that when certain conditions are- met with, say a

ump on the road, a temporary check would cause an
normous pull on the drive, thereby causing the rear part
f the frame to spring in the direction of the final drive
osition- and throwing the rear wheel out of alignment ?

This will occur at all speeds ; at slow or m.oderate speeds
re rider automatically corrects the machine without knowing
iiything has occurred.
At speed, however, the only warning is a sudden- dive to

re side of the road, which demands a drastic turn in the
pposite direction, the .resulting centrifugal force set up,
gain destroying the balance, and so on, until the wobble
checked either by quick .shutting down in the first place

r cra^^hing. LLOYD AND PERRY.

Sir,—I have been very much interested in the recent
iscussions in your paper on the subject of ''' Speed
Gobble."
I am very much surprRed at the number of riders who,

) judge by their letters, habitually attain speeds of from
0. m.p.h. to 70 m.p.h. on the road. Perhaps one of these

siK'cd-morchants will be kind enough to tell nir how it i.s

done, as strangely enough, although I have been riding fin'

many years, and have ridden some of the best known
sporting inoiinls, yet I have never, on the road, exceeded
55 m.p.h. Either the machine was all out, or the road
surface lihreatened to put a very sudden end to higher speed.

I should also like to know what instrument was used in

recording these high speeds which your correspondents so

fi'c(iucntly attain, as my experience is that the majority of

speedometers are inaccurate and usually favour the
machine, sometimes by as much as 10 m.p.h. At the
present moment I am riding a very well-known sporting
grid with variable gear, and consider I am doing well if

I can knock off a few miles in the region of 50 m.p.h. One
of your correspondents, riding the same make of machine,
states that at, 65 m.p.h. he gets no 'speed wobble I

"

If you will be so kind as to publish this letter, perhaps
some of the aforesaid .speed merchants will volunteer the
information how they attain these speeds, and how they
survive their attainment over the post-war road !

Rugeley. LIMIT.

Sir,— I have followed with great interest the topic of

"Speed Wobble." I venture to suggest that wobble niai/

be brought about by a full tank of fuel—design of tank,
of course, being considered. The approximate weight of

the fuel would be 15-20 lb., and since wobble has started,
from whatever cause, this weight would be buffeted frorrr

side to side against the walls of the tank with considerable
force, but with what result I shall leave for more
experienced riders to answer. H. H. HARRISON.

GOOD SERVICE.
Sir,—I ride a Sun V.T.S. two-stroke, and recently wrote

to the makers stating, that it required overhauling, and
requesting to be furnished with an estimate of the costs. By
return I received a reply asking me to send on the engine
complete, and it would be overhauled and replacements made
tree of charge. This was indeed a pleasant surprise.

I sent on the engine as requested, and in a few days
received another communication saying that a new crankshaft
and connecting rod had been fitted, and that the engine had
btfen forwarded. On calling at the station for it I found that
full carriage had also been paid on it by the firm. I think
this prompt service and generous treatment deserves com-
mendation. Usual disclaimer. SATISFIED.
Monivea, Co. Galway.

_ Sir,— It is refreshing to read in the columns of the Motor
Cycle occasionally of firms who give prompt and courteous
service, where repairs are required. Especially is this so

when one has been treated to delay and scant response
to enquiries. As one of- your numerous Scoich readers,
may I ask you to, insert, for the benefit of other Scotch
readers, that I have had repairs done with exceptional
promptness by the Scottish Acetylene Welding Company,
of 1,103, Argyle Street, Glasgow.'
The repairs necessitated acetylene welding and machining,

and were a beautiful job. The general inference here-

abouts is that this can only be carried out by some of the
firms in England who specialise in this work. While good
service is given by some of these firms, the freightage is

enormous, and saving is effected by getting it done here.

Lanark. DOUGLAS.

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. \

Issued njunctk th The Motor Cycle.

I "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS." Price By ^
? Coataming over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful net. post v

7
'

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition. v

^ Just published 2/- 2/3 ^

I "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
q

^ A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
^

ft of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth k

(i
Edition 2/- 2/3 ^

^ "THE MOTOR CYCLE." ROAD MAPS ^

J EnTland and Wales, Scotland. London (showing
J

V) roads into and out of London and avoiding London). ^

^ Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 5/6 5/10 ^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd
.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or of leading Booksellers .-md

Railway Bookstalls.
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A New Sidecar with Many Refinements.
Detachable Hub Axle. Simple and Rigid Frame Fittings.

AEECENT addition to the ranks of

high-grade sidecars is the Whitley
Model No. 20 made by the Whitley

Manufacturing Co., of Charterhouse
Mills, Coventry. The designers are
Messrs. B. L. Price and W. Covington,
who have for many years been intimately
associated with the production of

sidecars.

The attachments are worthy of special

mention. As will be seen from the illus-

trations, the front fitting (of registered
design) is so constructed that any ten-

dency to "roll" or twist in the frame
tube is eliminated by the special lug
which embraces the engine tube, and
also bears against the middle rail of

the motor cycle. By merely removing
one large-shouldered nut, which pulls up

The combmation lug, which takes the

main chassis tubes, mudguard stay, and
cross tube ; it also forms a housing for the

wheel spindle.

the front yoke spindle to a taper, the
whole front yoke and auxiliary attach-
ment may be removed at once without
disturbing the adjustments in any way.
This latter poiiit will be much appreciated,
by all who have had experience of the
usual system of applying the fourth

The graceful outline and roomy body of the Whitley Model 20

sidecar are commendable features.

The front attachment, showing the

special lug bearing on the middle rail, and

the manner in which the fittmg may be

detached.

point stay, although it has' not, perhaps,
all the advantages of an entirely separate

member. The back attachment follows

conventional practice, and is of sturdy
construction.

A Chassis with no Loose Clips.

Incorporated in the chassis there is

an interesting combination lug. Into
this lug are brazed the two main longi-

tudinal tubes', the curved under-tube
which extends across the chassis, and the
mudguard stay tube. The rear C springs

are also anchored to this lug, which, in

addition, provides a housing for the
wheel spindle. The latter is easily de-

tachable by the removal of one nut. A
large luggage carrier, which has a con-

siderable capacity, is brazed in position

at the rear of the chassis.

A Roomy Body.

A graceful body with plenty of leg

room and two lockers is provided. From
an inspection of the bodies in process of

construction, we are able to say that
every care is exercised
in the selection of,

materials.

The general finish,

upholstery, and paint-

work are all excel-

lent, as are the door
fittings, apron buttons,
etc. The suspension is

-5=^ by means of double

gi^V laminated C s.prings
W^\ of ample dimensions

;

lfln| these, we found, ab-

j^fflH
I

sorb road shocks in
''^ JH

I

a most effective' manner.
The too usual hetero-
geneous collection of
loose clips is absent

;

every fitting is securely
brazed in place, or
embodied in the
patented lugs, while
each chassis is built up
on jigs to an absolutely
standard pattern thus
ensuring uniformity.

In the construction of the body itsefi,

nothing is used but well-seasoned woodi
while for the chassis special high-carb^
tubing is employed throughout, and tS
attachments, with the exception of ts
actual clips, which are malleable castings,

are turned and milled from the solid.

The whole sidecar weighs considerably.

less than many of equal capacity.,'

and altogether the manufacturers hai^i

succeeded in producing an exceptionally

attractive article.

A WELL-MADE PILLIO
SEAT.

DESPITE the comparatively, large]

number of pillion seats on tte!

market, the popularity of this

method of carrying an extra passenger is

such as to justify the introduction of new
seats if they embody improvements. The
pillion rider no longer is content with a

cushion or pad tied to the carrier, and. the

condition of present-day roads also causes

the passenger to think of means wherejy
discomfort is alleviated.

The seat under review was devised

primarily to enhance the comfort of its

designer. Being minus his right arm, h(

has been relegated to the passenger'i

state. Suffering,under his physical handi

cap, he naturally discovered the drair

backs of several pillion seSEts he hac

tried, the rocking motion of the averagu

The Shakspear and Truslove pillion seal

shown on the carrier of a lightweight.

air or spring cushion being the chief dif!

advantage. To eliminate this, the sea

illustrated is made to slide vertically/roj

guide rods at the four corners, where'

J

is supported by coil springs. These ?i'|

arranged so that they are always in OOB
pression in order to prevent ".chattllD

ing " when the seat is unoccupied.
A main frame of steel readily attacl||

able to any carrier, and four uprigli

guide rods, which are continued to fori|:

handles at each end of the seat; form tH

ri^id portion of the device. The seat
|

stibstantially built on a wooden has!

and is well upholstered. I

The makers are Shakspear and Truslovf

9, Goring Road, Stoke, Coventry, and-tlj

price is 35s.
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HOW TO BECOME
A SUPER MOTOR CYCLIST
A Competition WINNER. A Petrol SAVER, A COMFORT Rider. I suggest
yon nse a BINHS Carburettor, and not HANDICAP yourself by using any other.

Here are 3 SUPER Motor Cyclists, they all use (after severe comparison te^ts)

BINKS Carburettors. Please read what they say, and — PROFIT BY IT.

Mr. ROBBINS, winner of the much-coveted Manufacturer's Trophy—
A Reliabihty Run from London to Edinburgh and back. " Motor

Cycling" described Mr. Robbins' performance as " truly marvellous."

Mr Robbins says, " in preparing for this test I naturally had to find out

the best Carburettor and the one most likely to bring me success.

After exhaustive tests I proved the BINKS to be the best. Its wonder-

ful flexibility, and controllability, easy starting and petrol saving

advantages cannot be ignored."

Mr. O'DONOVAN, the Speed Wizard, whose sensational record-

breaking feats at Brooklands on his Norton startled the whole trade,

knows probably more about getting speed out of a machine than any

other man in the world, says, "Record Breaking is a very costly business

and you must have the best of everything. The BINKS Carburettor I

have definitely proved to be faster than any other, hence my using it."

Capt. Brittain, who knows how to get more miles to the gallon than

any other competition rider, says, "I think there can be little doubt that

the BINKS Carburettor is the best, its flexibility and economy in petrol

are so pronounced that to use any other creates a handicap against you.

In the recent Reliance Cup Trials, Capt. Brittain on his Sunbeam did

nearly 124 miles to the gallon, 5 other Sunbeams competing with him

averaged under -100 miles to the gallon Capt. Brittain was also the

best in any of the classes.'

NEARLY 25% SAVING IN PETROL. THINK WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOU.

You can save this on your fuel bill, why waste 5/- in every £1? Get a Sinks and stop it.

I have over 10,000 testimonials. Read this recent one.

Dear Mr. Binks,
the markel a Carburettor \vh ch brings Motoring

not the first oi it kind

— to the south of South Wales.
157-3 n^-P-g- and as 1 was- astride

pleted the course with roo per
miles— and that included some very heavy going, at times against a fairly

1 feel I must write and express my deepest gratitude to you lor placing

within the reach of those, liUe myself in these days of impossible prices.

The instrument 1 am usius on my "Norton" at present is givmg entire satisfaction

ased them in N U.T.. Dot-jap (S h.p.), two previous Nortons, Triumph and a Zenith.

Last cummer 1 ran from here —or rather from a village on the other side of 'her^

two day==' run. and the consumption surprised me. I used only 2J gallons of petrol \yorkms out at

'hot -stuff " Norton vou may guess that my average spted was well above the legal Imiit.

In the Palmer Trophy Trial organised by the Western M.C.C. of Glasgow last Saturday, 1

cent, marks, and used just a shade over i gallon — course of i

;tiff wind with rain and sleet.

rage is a little over the 100 m.p.g. mark. In trafnc, the combination — Norton plus Binks — is ;-

eed not enlarge, you have heard all about it before.

ivith the machine gave 47 m.p.g. under the game conditions.

Yours faithfully,

John W. W'alker.

The Btpks 3 jet 3 phise jet damping carburettor although more expensive is far in advance of all others, and you can

have one. on approval for one month's trial. See terms in my list, which will be glad'y sent on appbcatioo.

C. BINKS LTD., PH(E^JIX WORKS, ECCLES.

Round about town my ave
treat, easy starting, slow running, etc. I r

The Carburettor delivered
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A certain spark under all conditions
Dust, water and weather prpof.

The pioneer of the totally-enclosed type.

Write to-day for particulars of

C A. VANDERVELL & CO., LTD.
Electrical Engineers Acton, London, WJ

THEVERUS
WAS THE

Oi\ly SOLO Me^eKii\e
To Gain GOLD MEDAL in the

EDINBURGH ONE=DAY TRIAL
Out of Fifty Entrants,

For nearest Agents write to the Manufacturers:

Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street, Birmingham.

Jn answerina these, advertisements it is dcsirnMe in vienUnn " The Motor Cycle."
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L Time to

SUMMKH TlMK.

Apr. 22iid 8.36 p.m.

„ 24th 8.39 „

„ 26th

„ 28th

AIR-COOING AND RESEARCH.

ERinSH MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS.

NEW LIGHTWEIGHTS.

H Belgian Motor Cycle Paper.

We are in receipt of a copy of tlie first

lue of La Vie Motoci/rliste, a paper
I'iblished in Liego, Belgium. It is the
'icial organ of tlie Belgian Motor Union.

rie Oldest Motor Cycle Club.

A document has just come to hand
lich was presumably entrusted to- the
stal authorities some little time ago.
is a montlily circular of a now well-

lOWn motor cycle club, and contains a
t of fi.xtures for the month of April,

Ii90. Surely this club must be the oldest
existence.

iflibe Traps.

I A correspondent informs us that the
lice are very active on the London-
nbi-idge roa(^, between Rushey Green
d Bcllingham, also between Bromley
d Bromley South, where' a 10 m.prh.
fed limit is in force. Accidents,

!

rough carelessness, have been quite
iqnent lately on this latter stretch,

I

at lea«t of which have proved fatal.

It is. also stated that the police

! ? particularly active in Walsall, and
lit many summonses were. issued last

,
ek on motorists who exceeded the

I
eed limit in the main tboroughfdres of

!e town.

iports and Exports.

American motor cycle manufacturers
evidently becoming increasingly

live in the export market. March
ures, in the Board of Trade retiirns,

I ow a decided jump compared with the
evious month.

Imports for March.
I itor cvcles ... 1913 ... 1919 ... 1920
I mber ... 206 ... 134 ... 409
lue £14,709 ... £7,923 ... £40.057

In February, 286 motor cycles were
ported, as against 409. Their value,
;luding parts, being £25,522, and

'. 10.057 respectively.

Exports.
E.xports of motor cycles, it is gratify-

; to observe, are on the up grade.
' 'erseas, the demand for British ma-
liines is as insistent as ever, and the
I laU trickle that leaves this country
es but little to meet the demand.
Nearly double the number of machines

', ported in February were recorded for
'port last mouth, the exact figure being
J39, their value being, apart from

I

ares and accessories, £117,474. It

11 he observed that our exports are
it over four times our imports.

Exports for March.
itor cycles 1913 ... 1919 ... 1920

I
imher ... 1,447 ... 989 ... 1,639

I lue, i n-

,
eluding

A.A. Initiative.

Recognising the difficulty experienced
by motorists in finding their way through
Launceston, the A.A. has fixed up a
number of direction plates at various
corners. These make it practically im-
possible to go wrong, and will un-
doubtedly be much appreciated.

London Scottish Cadet Battalion.

It is hoped to form a social club (with
premises in the Victoria district) for past
and present members of the London
Scottish Cadet Battalion. i\Iotor cyclists

who are interested should write for

particulars to the hon. sec, 1st C.B.
London Scottish, 109, Victoria Street,
S.W.I, who would also be very pleased
to receive any suggestions.

A Cairo reader, Monsieur M. Fadel, who

speaks enthusiastically of his Douglas and

its use in Egypt. It will be observed from

the badge on the handle-bar that he retains

his membershin of the A.C.U

Profiteering.

A reader was recently charged 9s. 6d.

for an ordinary kick-starter spring, the

actual value of which would be about
Is. 6d. It is certainly time that this

sort of profiteering should cease.

Arranging Motor Cycle Tours.

An extraordinary number of applications

have been received by the -Auto Cycle
Union from members for assistance in

preparing' tours. It is evident from these

that the coming season will produce more
touring motor cyclists than any previous

year, despite the fact that the output of

machines is still restricted by trade diffi-

culties.. The Auto Cycle Union has

recently revised its appointments of official

hotels and repairers throughout the

country, and it is interesting to observe

that one outside representative of the

Union visited over 700 establishments

during the past year.

Government and Petrol Companies.

A statement was made recently by Sir

Marcus Samuel at the Commercial Motof
Users' Association whicli is of particular

interest to users of motor fuel. He said,

during a discussion on the scarcity of

petrol and the possibilitv of substitutes :

"The Shell Co. would take part in

the distribution of any substitute for

,

petrol which could be found on any terms
the CJovernnient thought fair. He and
his brother would never sell out to the

United States. The C4overnment had had
many chances of buying a controlling

interest in the Shell Co., and had refused

every one."

The Liverpool Motor Club Speed Trials.

Open speed trials will be held by
the Liverpool M.C. over a flying and
standing kilometre on a private road
near Birkenhead on ilay 15th. There
will be thirty-four classes for scooters,

motor cycles, motor cycles and sidecars,

cj'cle cars, light cars, and cars respec-

tively. The course '
is said to be safe

for any speed.

In addition to the Reliance Open
Speed Challenge Cup, many other
special cups, prizes and awards will be
given for results on both time and
formula. Cups and medals will be given

to amateur and club members. Admission
will be by ticket only. Clubs intending

to be present should apply for tickets

for their members to the hon. secretary,

Mr. E. E. Holloway, 36, Sandown Lane,

Wavertree, Liverpool:

It will be noted that the date for

this event has been altered from that

mentioned in the --V.C.U. programme
of events.

eg
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London to Manchester.

Several G.N.'s, an A.V., a Bleriot

Whippet, a Tamplin, and a Black Prince
Buckboard were represented in the

Junior Car Club's cross-country trial

from London to i\Ianchester last Satur-

day. Fine weather prevailed, and the

pace was hot. From Daventry^ where
lunch was taken, the comi>etitors

journeyed via Eugby, Hinckley, and
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, to Derby. We drove
many miles behind Maj. Empson's A.V.,
which we also observed in the recently

cancelled Paris-Nice Trial. The little run-

abouts travelled exceedingly well and
regularly, and proved themselves 'as fleet

as the accepted forms of light cars.

After suffering clutch trouble on two
occasions, A. G. Cocks abandoned his

sporting attempt to take a 2| h.p. Union-
engined Buckboard with two passengers
through the trial. This was entering the

Peak District. Both prior to and after

tea at Bakewell the route was enjoyed,

and it is a pity that there were no
observed hills in the High Peak, for the

competitors passed by. the foot of many
which would have provided some sort of

amusement at least.

R. C. Empson (8 A.V.), L. Bavnes (6

A. v.), and R. Windover (8 G.N.) failed

to make a clean ascent of the observed
hill by Castleton.

vSubject.to confirmation by the com-
mittee, the awards obtained by cycle car

owners are as given herewith.

nannnDDDannnDDannnnnnnna

\ THE PRICE OF PAPER. \
Paper to-day costs approxi-

mately five times as much as id d
° pre-war days.

J5

o Since Jan. 1st last, paper has q
risen 2d, per Ib„ which represents

E? an increase of over £35,000 in °

D the annual paper bill of "THE o

g
MOTOR CYCLE." d

The paper used for each copy n
n of this issue costs ^ver 3d., ex a

^
elusive of printing and pro ^

Q duction charges. g .

DaanDnnanDnaaaDDnDDDnnnDDDa

GOLD MEDALS
C. F. Mehes (10 G.N.).
Gilmore ElUs (10 G.N.).
A. G F. Nash .(10 G.N.).
C. Finch (10 G.N.).
W. R. Merchant (8 Bleriot Whippet).
A. E. Tamplin (8 Tamplin).
P G. Tucker (8 Tamplin),
H R. Godfrey (10 G.N.).
F. J Findon (10 G.N.).

SILVER MEDALS
R C. Empson (8 A.V.).
L Baynes (6 A.V.).
R. Windo<ei (8 G.N.I.

A Successful Club.

In the London-Land's End trial for the

Jarrott cup eleven gold medals were
g:iined by members of the Surbiton and
District il.C.C.
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The Slough Depot.
The sale of the Slough Repair Depot

and the remaining surplus stocks of war r

worn lorries, cars and motor cycles is

of more than passing interest to motor

cyclists. It is not improbable that, in

the hands of a live business concern, the

Slough' Depot will place in the market

|

a large number of rebuilt motor cycles!

which may have some effect upon thel

present position of supply and demand.'

As to whether the public will directh

benefit is a moot point, a change o:

this nature may at least influence thi

prices of second-hand machines.

MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION-
NO CHANGE THIS YEAH.

In his Budget speech last Monday, Mr
Austen Chamberlain, Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, staled that:

The present taxes would remain in !on

until the end of this year.

From January 1st, 1921, onwards moti

vehicle taxation will be based upon tl

recommendations in the Ministry of Tram
port's Report {reviewed on pages 466 an

487), viz., 30 j- for lightweight motor cyc/c

under 200 1b. 60 1 -for solo machines ov.

200 lb. £1 extra for sidecar. £4 for thre>

wheelers under 7 cwt.

The Ministry of Transport would be r

sponsible for the collection of the taxes.

The new taxes were estimated to yie

£9.000,000.

NEW AMERICAN RECORDS.
Nearly 112 m.p.h. Twenty-three New Records. 111.98 m.p.h. Solo and 87.52 iri.p.h. with Sidecar.

WITH an "oversize" engine, i.e.,

1,114 c.c, the Harley-Davidson
racing experts established new

records last month on Daytona Beach,
Florida, which extends for fifteen miles,

and is said to be one of the finest

stretches of open ground in the world.

For the kilometre and mile distances

the new solo records are well over 103

m.p.h. with a 1,000 c.c. engine, while

111.98 m.p.h. is the figure with one of

the new type "oversize" engines.

The following are -the new records

established by Harley-Davidson machines :

FEB. "13.—6i Cu. In. CLASS (1,000 c.c).

102.87 m.p h' with a standard type

engine is perhaps the most noteworthy
performance, as it is faster than the

former records, which have stood for

three years, and which was made with

<-,n eight-valve engine with auxiliary

exhaust ports.

The tests were officially observed 1

the A.A.A. and the M. and A.T.A. (tl

latter, although a trade organisatio

being the American equiyalent to tl

A.C.U. of this country) and membe
of the F.I.IM.C, and consequently m;
be taken as correct.

Kilometre. ..p.b.21.75 .. 102.8;

FEB. 15.—61 Cu. In. CLASS (1,00

I l<ilometre . 21.64 .. 103. 3q
1 mile 34.89 .. 103.18
2 miles I 12.65 ., 99.10 „

5 miles 3 2.32 .. 98.73 „

FEB. 16.—UNRESTRICTED CLASS.
I kilometre . 19.98 .. 111.98 m.p.h.

1 mile 32.45 .. 110.94 ..

2 miles 1 5.82 .. 109.39 ,.

smiles 2 46.88 .. 107. S6 ,.

Ab. i5.—30.50 Cu. In. CLASS (500

5 miles 3 56.00 .. 76.27"

FEB. 17.—61 Cu. In. SIDECAR CLASS (1,000
I kilometre . 26.54 .- 84.30 m.p.h.

i.p.h.

p.h.

.09

smUes 3 34.52 .. 83.91 .,

FEB. 17.—UNRESTRICTED SIDECAR CLASS
kilometre
lile 41.16 .. 87.46

22.45 .. 87.32
25.65 .. 87.52

In. CLASS (i.oo.i

21.56 .. 103.771

2 miles I

5 miles 3

FEB. 20.—61 Cu
1 kilometre .

2 nJles I

smiles 2 59.89 .. 100.08

FEB. 20.—61 Cu. In. AMATEUR CLASS (i

I kilometre . 22. ''•o .. 99,36m
I mile 35.62 .. 101.O4

CIO

^1

L
The record-breaking Harley-Davidson sidecar, with R. Parkhurst in \^

the saddle The sidecar is the newly-designed streamlined American

"Bullet."
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The 1920 London-Edinburgh Run.
A New Route including <he Famous Kirkslons Pass in (he Lake Dislrici.

visitfcl, but llif! old coursp will Im
followed to Doncaster^ beyond which ii

will be quitted for Harrogate. From
this place the road across country ria
Skipton and Kirkby Lonsdale to Kendal
represents moderate difficulty, the chief

ascent being at Blubberhouses, between
Hari'ogate and Bolton Bridge.

After Kendal the course runs to Amble-
side, and the new feature of greatest
interest is the inclusion of the three
miles climb from that townlet to the
"Traveller.? Rest" at the summit of

Kirkstone Pass. Here the 1,476 feet

level is reached, and the mountain side

affords a very real test of a machine.
After the first corner is negotiated, quite
early in the ascent, there is nothing
further of a tricky nature to trouble the
rider, although plenty of real climbing
power is needed, especially for the last

_ _
sheer half-mile, following a lull in the

A 400 MILES ^(^(nT ^INGLETON V severity of the climb. This difficult

/-r^^TCIc-T-I^^.,-T- '^^(l V"'''^ 200MlLts teYORK ascent and the descent of the pa.ss, to

(-UN5ISTENT ^^^ ^=^~r^ -T Jt. /
Patterdale, must be taken non-stop.

noi\/iM/^ Tt7c-r (» <0^^ Sy~3^^ iTABCASIER Later in the journey, after a tea stopUKIVIINU ILM. l\V-^..,<r> ..^"«^ „o*^.^^ \\! at Lockerbie, there will be another nou-
.stop section, commencing at Moffat. The
course ascends for seven miles, but the
gradients are not excessive.

THIS year's London-Edinburgh run will
be more than a mere test of endur-
ance for the driver. There will be

tffo non-stop sections, in one of which the
competit-ors will be required to climb
Kirkstone Pass.
The start will be from the Old Gate

House Hotel at- the top of Highgate Hill,
London, at 8.30 p.m. on May 21st.
Competitors will start at half-minute
intervals in the ujual order, viz., motor
bicycles first, sidecars and cycle cars
second, and cars third.

Goldmedak will be awarded to entrants
who are not more than 15m. early or lOra.
late at any point on the journey, and who
successfully cover the special sections.

Silver medals will be awarded to
entrants who are not more than 15m. early
or 30m. late at any point on the journey,
and bronze medals to entrants who are
not more than 15m. early' or one hour late.
The entrance fee for all vehicles is 30s.,

and entries must be sent to the trials hon
sec, H. G. BeU, 77, Stapleton Road,
Stroud Green, N.4, by first post Mav 4th.
Motor cyclists who are not members of

the M.C.C. must send in their application
forms to the secretary. Mr. Southcomb
May, 34, Gower Place, London, W.C, not
later than Tuesday, April 27th.

The New Features in the Run.
In altering the route for the London

to Edinburgh run from that foUovfed in
recent years the Motor Cycling Club
has introduced features which add
greatly to the interest of the journeyr
as well as to some extent increasing the
difficulty of the trial. York will not be

A jevised route

—two strenuous

non-stop sec-

tions^ including

the ascent and

descent of Kirk-

stone Pass.

NON-STOP SECTIONS

® Ahbleside to Patterdale

® HoFFAT TO "Source oftheTweep

'Route of Jgjg

C13
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TAXATION.
Extracts from and Notes on the Government Committee's Report. The A.A. and M.IJ-

Protest. The A.C.U. Explanation. A Criticism of the Committee.

ON the first page of tlifs issue we
give our views on the Budget pro-

posals, as far as they affect motor
cycle taxation, which have been placed

before Parliament. These proposals

are that motor cycles shall be taxed
30s. for lightweights under 200 lb.,

60s. for solo machines over that weight,

20s. extra for sidecars, and-80s. for three-

wheel runabouts. Tliat such taxation is

unfair there can be no denying, and we
reiterate that only a fuel tax can cor-

rectly apportion the cost of the roads

to those who, wear them out. The
Government objects to a fuel tax, and
the proposed metliod of taxation arrived,

at by compounding present taxes and
the fuel tax on an assumed mileage is

the best solution found by the Committee.
It would appear that motor cycle

interests have not been given the
attention due to them, especially con-

" sidering that motor cyclists outnumber
all other classes of motor vehicle users.

Present-day motorists and motor cyclists

are to pay for the repair of roads damaged
during the war by motor transport used
for the benefit of the community and at a

time when private owners were not per-

mitted to use the roads unless on work of

national importance.
It is suggested that fees for motor

drivers' licences, penalties to be received

for keeping vehicles without proper
licences, at present received and retained
by local authorities, form part of the
incomes to be made available for roads.

No Rebates on Old Motor Cycles.

A 25% rebate is suggested in the case
of cars which were constructed prior to

1913. The report distinctly states that
this refers to cars only. This means that
owners of old motor cycles (usually work-
ing men using such machines as a means
of transport to their daily work) may be
taxed as much as 20% of the value of
their mount. Is this helping the working
classes to live in the healthier districts

adjacent to the industrial centres? Thu
mil ••I he. aUerid.

It is suggested that the present registra-
tion fees be combined in the new scale
of taxes, and that the licence will be a
card of a distinctive colour, which will
indicate when it expires. This iviU be
required to be always carried on the
vehicle in a conspicuous 2^J'^''<' where it

can he seen by any passenger, or, when
the vehicle is stationary, by any police or
ta.Nation oflicer.

No Quarterly Licences.

The following is an extract from the
Ministry of Transport's

. Committee
report. ".

. . The Committee have
adopted three categories of motor cycles,
with a maximum weight limit of 7 "cwt

,

and have placed the respective duties at
the lowest annual rate of duty that
appeared feasible in view of the difficul-

ties of making provision for the issue of
quarterly licences for motor cycles." One
is constrained to wonder why there is

any greater difficulty with motor cycle

C14

licences than those for cars. This is

most unfair to a class of motorist least

able to pay heavy taxation in a lump sum.

The New Taxation and the Price of

Petrol.
The lot of the motor icyclist as regards

taxation and the price of petrol does not
seem as if it will be a very happy one.

Motor cyclists at once think the pro-

posed taxes exceedingly heavy, being
three times the existing tax. It is then
pointed out to them that the petrol tax
will be abolished, and therefore consumers
will be so much better off, as petrol wiU
be 5d. a gallon cheaper.
This appears fairly satisfactory, especi-

ally when a rider figures out that if he
covers a long distance his riding will not
cost him any more than if he were taxed
under the old scheme. This is perfectly

S<^<:

h From the moment the new taxation was 6

^ first suggested, " The Motor Cycle
'

' has
f

^
vigorously opposed any form of taxation S|

t) which would not be proportionate to the t

i weight and power of the machine and §

? mileage. 5

§ We have repeatedly urged that a tax on
f

^
fuel is the only fair means of apportion- X

& ingtheburdenof taxation. TheA.C.U. ()

i has failed to convince the Government y

^ that such a fax is preferable. J

^
We consider the schedule proposed

^
2 by the A.C.lf. and that of the

I
i Government Committee as alternatives "5

J to be unfair to motor cyclists. They y

^
are likely seriously to injure the motor s

6 cycle industry, and in consequence ulti- (>

^ mately bring about unemployment.
^

^ Why should only motorists pay for 9

^
the upkeep of the national highways

^
t which are used by the whole community? h

9 Why should motor cyclists pay from §

5 £1-10-0 to £4 when the roads are free ?

^ to heavy horse-vehicle traffic, which does ^

5 more damage to the surface? i

(1 Is it not time that the motor cycle and

^
car be regarded as part of our national

^
I requirements instead of luxuries to be t

9 taxed out of existence ? ^

S Heavy taxation on motors will retard
(j

9 national development. %

true, if- the present petrol price holds,
and if he covers a sufficiently long dis-

tance ; but, if he rides only three or four
thousand miles a year he will be much
worse off than he is now, and far worse
still if the price of petrol is raised.

It is a curious fact that, as soon as the
abolition of the petrol tax was mooted,
petrol immediately leapt up in price, and
we should be very much surprised, if and
when the petrol tax is eliminated, to find

that petrol is appreciably cheaper, or if

it is cheaper that it will remain so very
long.

It is not generally realised that the
Government's chief objection to the petrol

tax, > irrespective of the difficulty of

collection, is the difficulty of defining

motor spirit. At first thought, the man
in the street may consider that motor
spirit is petrol or benzole ; but these are

!

not the only liquids which can be used as I

fuel for motor bicycles. There is alcohol,

which is likely to be made suitable in the
'

near future, and paraffin, which can be 1

used not only for lamps and oil stoves but 1

for internal combustion engines as well,

and it is impossible to guarantee that if
::

it is bought for use in a paraffin lamp it

may not eventually find its way into the

!

tank of a motor bicycle, and it is con- i

sidered unfair to tax the general public
j

who do not motor but use paraffin in their

lamps and stoves. This is one of the most
important points which the Government
has taken into consideration in drawing
up the new taxes, and the suggestion
made by the organisations that all motor
fuel should be taxed and all users of it,

with no exceptions, was not accepted by
the Government because of the difficulty!

we have previously mentioned in defining

exactly what motor fuel is.

A Temporary Measure.

Sir Thomas Berridge, the R.A.C. repre
sentative on the Committee responsible foi

the motor taxation proposals, signed thf

report " with some reluctance." He
still of opinion that the method of taxatior

proportionate to user, by means of a ta>

on liquid fuel, is by far the fairest anc
best, and, in his opinion, this method oi]

taxation should be further examined.
Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys, the secretary or

the Society of ISIotor JNlanufacturers anc;

Traders, also adds a rider to the effect

'

that he has signed the report subject tc

reservations, but recommends modifica-l

tions including " As a temporary measun^
.

' . . that the rate proposed for privatsj

motor vehicles be reduced from £1 to 16s

:

per unit of horse-power for the first yeaii

of the operation of the new scale 0:,

taxation."
The amount required by the Treasurj;

from motor vehicle users" is £7,OO0,O0d'
The estimated revenue on the scales sug '•

gested is over £9,000,000, or, after allow
ing costs of collection, £8,125,000.

The A.A. and M.U. Opposition.

In a minority report, the Secretary 01

the A.A. and M.U. puts up a strong
opposition to the recommendations of-th(j

rest of the Committee, from. the views
which he dissociates himself.
"I am convinced," he says, "that thi

proposal to remove the petrol duty an<

substitute a heavy initial tax at a timr
when the whole motoring industry am
community is in an unsettled condition i ^
directly opposed to the interests of th

;

country, and will have a disastrous effecjii

on the develcyjment of motoring.
" In dissenting from the decisions

the Committee, I am influenced by sucl

considerations as : That despite flie pro

posed heavy increase, which presumabl
is intended to include the petrol tax paii

by the motorist, the Government ar 1

clearly unable to give any guarantee tha
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raxation.

—

wlicn (lie duty is removed the petrol

;i'nii|is will give the consumer the bene-

it. (if ;uiy permanent reduction in price.

rii:il the removal of the petrol duty

iiiliiiiiatically withdraws the preferential

I'l^alnunit rightly accorded to benzole,

he chief home produced fuel, and there-

by strengthens the already powerful gi'ip

jf the petrol groups upon both industry

ind user. That the heavy taxation pro-

oosed will discourage motoring, resulting

In a reduction in the output of new
;ars and the restriction of the use of

.hose already existing, with a consequent

0S3 of revenue.
" Not only do I disagree with the

jrinciple of" the schema recommended,
)ut I question the method upon which
he amount of the individual tax is

irrived at, particularly in relation to

irivate motor vehicles. The total sum
cquired for road purposes is stated,

uid the individual tax is calculated in

tn estimate of the totaL number of

.•ehicles likely to be in use at mid-

summer this year. It is, however, the

ntention that the proposed new taxes

vill not be operative until 1921, in which
'ear the number of vehicles will have
;reatly increased, and the individual

:ontribution to the total sum required

vould be much smaller.
" In spite of the arguments raised,

'. stiU maintain that as long as this

pecial taxation of vehicles for road
evenue is existent there is no possible

ustification for imposing the whole
lurden of such taxation on one particular

lass of road user, and that all classes

if vehicular traffic should contribute

heir proper quota for road purposes."

The A.C.U. and Taxation.

The following letter has been received

rom the secretary of the Auto Cycle

Jnion explaining the views of this body :

To the Editor, TKr Motor Cycle.

Sir,—By the time this letter appears

a print, motor cyclists will probably
ave learnt how the Govern^ient pro-

oses to' tax them, and the report of the

iommittee, on which the Chancellor will

resumably have based his proposals will

ave been made public.

There is little doubt but that the pro-

osed taxes will be worse than unpopular.

I

'hey will be regarded as unfair, and
1 lotor cyclists will want to know what
le Auto Cycle Union has been doing for

lem during the past few months, and
luit it proposes to do in the immediate

: iture,

1
The A.C.U. has, ever since April, 1916,
hen it successfully fought Mr. Mc-

I
senna's proposal to tax motor cycles on

}• false basis of horse-power, taken up a
1 "insistent

, attitude. In the first place,
I le Union objects on principle to any
1 ixation of road-using vehicles. The
")ads are a national asset, their constitu-

'!i on and maintenance should be paid for

; y the nation, and their use encouraged
j
lid not restricted. " Such a view is

i'

dmittedly Utopian, and of no practical
alue at the present moment.
If it is agreed that, in the present
)nditions of our national finances, road
sers must be taxed, then the A.C.U.
ibmits :

1. All road users must bear their
fair share of 'taxation.

2. The whole of ihc money ob-
tained from the taxation of road user.s

ahoOld bo s[)ent on the roada.

3. The amount to be paid by each
» individual road user should be pro-
portionate to UiB use his vehicle
makes of the roads.

During the last six months the "Union
has been actively engaged in submitting
practical proposals embodying the above
jjrinciples through the Motor Legislation
Committee. The most important o[ these
submissions has been that the petrol tax
should be retained as by far and away
the fairest nieans of apportioning the tax
on all motor vehicles. All rebates, etc.,

should be swept away, and there should
be a Hat i\ite- of 4d. per gallon on all

motor spirit used hij mechanical road
vehicles of every description.

The A.C.U. Suggested Schedule.

The Government have a mysterious
objection to taxing petrol.

Anyhow, the authorities have so far
I'emained adamant in their refusal to

entertain the one fair and practical way
of taxing motor vehicles, and have asked
for alternative suggestions. Very reluct-
antly the A.C.U. has suggested an
alternative to the petrol tax. It gave
the strongest reasons against taxing motor
cycles on the obsolete basis that it is

proposed to retain for motor cars, and -

has suggested that if the present JBl per
annum and 6d. per gallon petrol tax is

removed the least objectionable system
would be for :

(a) Solo motor cycles exceeding
200 lb. in weight unladen, £2 15s.

per annum, payable quarterly if

desired.

(b) Solo motor cy.cles not exceed-
ing 200 lb. in weight unladen, £1
10s. per annum, payable quarterly
if desired.

(c) The right to attach a sidecar
or trailer to the above, £1 per annum,
payable quarterly if desired.
(d) Three-wheeled cars, fi3 15s.

l^er annum, payable quarterly if

desired. '

The A.C.U. recognises that there are
sound and inseperable objections to any
system of taxation which, such as the
above, is not proportionate to user, and
.reiterates that-^he only practical method
of so proportioning taxation, which at
the same time bears a direct relation to
the damage done to the roads, is a tax
on motor spirit.

During the next tew weeks our fate in
this matter will be seaied . There will be
a stiff fight before the Government is

compelled to adopt the petrol tax as the
basis for future taxation, and the Auto
Cycle Union appeals to every motor
cyclist in the country tor his or her
support.

For the Auto Cycle Union,
T. W. LouGHBOKOuGH, Secretary.

The Composition of the Committee.

In our leaderette on the first page of

this issue we refer to the fact XhaX
motor cycle interests were not directly
represented on the Government Committee
responsible for the proposals. Herewith
we give a-.criticism from Mr. Philip Runci-
man of the composition of the Committee,
which he states is "one of the most
impudent encroachments on public rights

which the present bureaucracy has ever

.iltempted."

Sir,—I have refrained until now from

criticising the Government Committee set

n[) to deal with motor taxation, for,

although the composition of that body
was open to criticism, it was in the

national .spirit to give them a fair chance,

and judge them by their works. They
have now published their report, and I

must say that it fully bears out my
wr>rst fears.

Government Officials Predominate.

My immediate purpose is to draw
attention to the extraordinary composi-

tion of the Committee which the Govern-
ment called together to " advise " the

Chancellor of the Exchequer on this

intricate matter of motor taxation. The
Committee was composed as follows :

Members.
Government oflScials (including

chairman) ... ... ... 5 .

C(mimercial motor interest ... 2

Motor manufacturing interests 1

Motor users' interests 2

Local authorities ... ... 1

Agriculture ... ... ... 1

Let me point out that" the report

shows that the greater part of the revenue
to be raised under the new scheme is to

be derived from the private motorist, and
let me say that, up to the present, practi-

cally the whole burden of road traffic

taxation has been borne by the motor
vehicle owner. Yet we find that on this

Committee the private motor users have
been in a hopeless minority. If it came
to a vote they could be practically

swamped by the Government officials

alone, and whether Ihese officials knew
little or nothing of motoring they had the

power by their numbers to defeat the men
who have concentrated for many years
on the development of road locomotion.

Strong Criticism.

In a democratic and self-governing

country it is an essential principle that

the public wishes should be respected in

maflfers of taxation. This principle is

flouted in the present case by a bureau-
cracy which " packs " a Committee with
Government oflicials who, acting under
instructions, no doubt, recommend a

scheme of taxation that has been vehe-
mently opposed by every motor user, and
indeed by every person who has any
knowledge of motoring conditions.

To my mind, the composition of this

Committee, and its report, form one of

the most impudent encroachments on
public rights which the present bureau-
cracy has ever attempted. The entire
nation should fight it on the broad prin-
ciple of public rights which have been
challenged. If the Government can pack
its so-called "advisory" Committees with
tame officials the whole value of public
committees and Royal Commissions dis-

appears, and officialism will have a power
as sinister as ' that possessed by the
Bolshevik despot. Every motorist v.'ill

fight the £1 per horse-power tax for its

injustice, and the whole nation should
fight it as a protest against official

arrogance. Yours truly,

Philip Ritnciiian.

[265,000 motor cycles, 210,000 private cars,

and 177,000 commercial vehicles esti-

mated in the report to exist Mid-
summer, 1920.—Ed.]
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Victory Cup Trial Next Saturday.
A Large Entry in Birmingham M.C C. One Day Event.

ONE hundred and sixty-eight entries

have been received for next Satur-

day's trial for the Victory and
Jlidland Cups. This is a record for an
event organised by the Birmingham club.

The route includes Beacon Hill, Old
Wych, Portway, and, after lunch, Rising
Sun, Sudeley, and Saintbury hills, and
the start is from the " George in the
Tree," Berkswell, at nine o'clock.

Competitor's

1. L. Horton (8 New Imperial sc.)

2. B. Kershaw (21/, Verus)
3. J. AUday (S'/n James)
4. H. Pinch (4 Triirmph sc.)

5. T. Peck (3V. Ariel)
6. R. E. Pugh"(2i4 Levis)
7. F. Yates (41/2 Humber sc.)

8. A. Milner (2rA Diamond)
9. A. E. Eollason (31/2 Ariel)

10. T. F. Blumfleld (6-7-TVriel so.)

11. G. B. Morgan (4 Triumph sc.)

12. A. Roberts (4 Harley flat twin)
13. V. Horsman (3V2 Norton)
14. J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc.)

15. L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc.)

, 16. F. Porter (214 Levis)
17. F. W. James (8 Morgan)
18. W. E. Bird (2?4 Verus)
19. C. L. Sprosen (2% Connaught)
20. E. A. Colliyer (3 A.B.C.)
21. B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc.)

22. W. Danskin (5-6 Rover sc.)

23. A. Watts (8 American Excelsior sc.)

24. M. Hartland (2% Diamond)
25. Howard R. Davies (5 A.J.S. sc.)

26. R. M. Brown (4 Norton sc.)

27. F. J. Price (2% Diamond) .

28. H. Pattman (4 Norton sc.)
29. W. Ford (2% Coulson B.)
30. W. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

31. S. Hall (23/4 O.K. Union)
32. G. S. Boston (SVo Sunbeam)
33. H. Hassall (31A Norton)
34. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
35. T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc.)

36. F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.)

37. J. N. Solly (41/, B.S.A.)
38. Eric Williams (31/. Sunbaam)
39. R. B. Clarke (3V, Coulson B)
40. S. T. Ashby (2?4 Connaught)
41. B. L. Bird (214 Verus)
42. A. Booth (5-6 Indian)
43. J. 8. Bacon (6 Regent sc.)

44. G. Denley (31/2 Sunbeam)
45. L. A. Bees (3'/, Beardmore-Precision)
46. G. A. Strange '(31/2 James)
47. T. Stevens (414 James sc.)

48. M. C. Atcherley (3V2 Norton)
49. J. A. Newman {ZV- Sunbeam sc.)

50. G. Povey (31/0 James)
51. W. Woodcock (6-7 Ariel)
52. L. L. Sealev (414 B.S.A.)
53. W, E. Smith (4 Triumph sc.)

54. S. G. Neal (3 Neal-Dalm)
55. W. R. Preston (31/^ Sunbeam)

Dalby (4 Triumph)
. Gibb (2% Douglas)
Jennens (3% '

G. Dance (3V' Sunbeam)
K, G. Hay (2';4 Oakfield-Imp)
E. R. Wintle (4% James)
H. Boyrfton (5-6 James sc.)

H. P. Cutler (23/i Verus-Blackburne)
C. M. Nicolson (2-!4 Douglas)
H. V. Collins (4y4 B.S.A. sc.)

O. G. Smart (8 Sunbeam sc.-)

C. H. Hartwright (2% New Imperial)
Capt. M. C. Breeze (41/4 B.S.A.)
L. Paynter (3V- Norton)
R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph)
O. Jessop -(4 Tri

72. S. Wright (41/2 Humber)
Kuhn (21,4 Levis)73. G.

74. H Minton (31/2 Norton)
75. J. C, Walker (2% Edmund)
76. R H. Nicholls (414 B.S.A. sc.)

77. E. J. Bastock' (21/4 Levis)
78. F. A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.)
79. F. J. Lidstone (2i4 James)
80. Seymour Smith (3 Ivy)
81. G. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

82. G. W. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)

83. W E. Emery (4 Rex sc.)

84. G. B. Stobart (5-6 James sc.)

85. J. Bakewell (21/2 Verus)
86. J. G. Amphlett (5-6 James sc.)

H. Walker (4 Triumph)
E. Longmore (8 Harley-TDavidson s

87. J.
88. S.

89. w Keeley (414 James sc.)

90. c. Fisher (3iA Triumph)
91. H C. Heath (2% A.J.S.)
92. H Gibson (21/2 Clyno)
93. J. A. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne)
94. J. E. Greenwood (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

95. W J. Hassall (4 Norton sc.)

96. H H. Saddington (5-6 James EC.)

97. H R. Fowler (5-6 James sc.)

98. F. Drew (254 Diamond)
99. H B. Denley (8 Morgan)

100. H Wardle (5-6 James sc.)

101. P. Pike (2% O.K. Union)
102. R. C. Atcherley (4 Triumph)
103. P. H. Brown (8 Rex sc.)

104. J. Allen (3 Neal-Dalm)
105. N. Watkins (31,2 Norton)
106. W Urwin (21/, Levis)
107. F. Dover (4 Triumph sc.)

108. C. W. Ramstedt (314 Ariel)
109. G. W. Waller (31/. "Norton)
110. W S. .Tameson (3 A.B.C.)
111. w Swiffen (2-Ji Verus-Blackburne)
112. ReV. J. M. Philpott (23/4 Wilkin-

Blackburne)
J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.)113. F.

114. Geo. Rae-Arnot (7-9 Harlev-Davidson
115. F. Turvey (414 B.S.A.)
116. L. Clulee.(2y2 Alldays Allon)
117. J. Blake-Marsh (4 Triumph)
118. G. E. Watts (31/-. Ariel)
119. G. W. Wilkin (31A Wilkin sc.)

120. T. C. de-la-Hay (3i/, Sunbeam)
121. H. J. Stretton-Ward (8 Excelsior sc.)

122. F. A. Longman (3i/, Ariel)
123. E. Kibble (4 Triumph)
124. R. W. Duke (4 Triumiih)

No.
125. F. J. Stevens (2i/. Calthorpc)
126. H. O. Hayes (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

127. Reg. Brown (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

128. W. Winters (31/2 James)
129. H. F. Edwards (4% B.S.A.)
130. S. Newman (6 Martinsyde-Newman
131. A. Woodfleld (5-6 James sc.)

132. H. Burlev (4 Verus-Blackburne)
133. A. F. Selbv (.4 Blackburne)
134. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. so.)

135. G. J. Baragwanath (4 Triumph)
136. H. Glendinning (8 Blackburne)
137. E. Porter (3 A.B.C.)
138. D. Cox (4 Triumph)
139. J. W. Jones (3 Ivy)
140. 0. Wade (5 A.J.S. sc.)

141. W. Brandish, jun. (5-6 Rover)
142. F. A. Watson (31/, Sunbeam sc.)

143. T. F. Lawton (4 Triumph)
144. F. Arbuckle (4i/> Humber sc.)

145. J. N. Roberts (Blackburne)
146. T. B. Vale (31/2 Norton sc.)

147. H. G-uy (23/4 Coulson B)
148. W. R. Eadington (31/2 Sunbeam sc)
149. R. Potter (5-6 James sc.)

150. V. H. Smith (4 Norton sc.)

151. P. J. Enticknapp (Blackburne)
152. R. Elliott (5-6 Rover)
153. J. S. Holroyd (Blackburje)
154. J. N. Longfleld (6 A.J.S. sc.)

155. — . Oraner (4 Rex sc.)

156. F. E. Jones ( )

157. O. E. Carter (21,4 Levis)
158. J. E. Fellows (6 A.J.S. sc.)

159. F. J. Adams (7-9 Indian sc.)

IJ). H. Le Vack (31/, Duzmo)
161. G. C. Wilson (4" Norton EC.)

162. J. A. Cole (Blackburne)
163. S. E. Mucklow (41/2 James sc.)

164. — . Currin ( )

165. R. Grindley (8 New Imperial sc.)

166. W. Worrall (31/2 Sunbeam)
167. P. S. Barnes (31/2 T.D.C.-Jap)
168. R. Fellowes (4 Triumph)

MANUFACTURERS' TEAMS.
A.B.C.
A.J.S.
Ariel (A)
Ariel (BT
B.S.A.
Coulson B
Humber

New Imperial

Sunbeam
Verus

OTHER TEAMS.
James (private owners)
James (Saddington's)
Victor Horsman
Bvic Williams
F. Stevens
The Dees (B.M.C.C.)
The Duds
The Incapables
Stourbridge M.C.C.

An Important Midland Gathering.
The Seventh Annual Dinner of the Sutton Coldfield and North Warwickshire A.C.

AMONGST the many go-ahead Midland
clubs the Sutton Coldfield and
North Warwickshire A.C. has long

held a prominent position, consequently,
we were but little surprised at the very
representative gathering present at the
seventh annual dinner field at the Royal
Hotel. Mr. J. AUday presided, Mr.
Loughborough and Major Watling repre-
senting the A.C.U. and the C. and
M.C.T.U. respectively. Amongst the
many well-known figures present were
Messrs. Paskell, Whitworth, Lycett,
Bennett, Mosedale, Alec Ross, A. Butter-
field, G. and E. King, and others too
numerous to mention.
An excellent dinner was followed by

speeches, prize giving, and a musical
programme. Prizes were distributed by
Mrs. Allday, and Eric Williams, the
winner of the Colmore cup was the first

C20

to be called. Following this, W. B. Gibb
caused some amusement by carrying off

tlie enormous Calthorpe trophy to his end
of the table, where it w«s duly filled and
circillated.

Amongst the' interesting points men-
tioned in the speeches, the question of

taxation naturally occupied a prominent
position. J'Ir. Loughborough pointed out
that the success of the T.T. is practically

assured. Major Watling drew attention
to the formation of the Research Associa-
tion, and to the importance of such a
body to manufacturer and user alike.

Well-deserved tributes were paid to the
president and to the club officials, special
mention being made of Mr. Phil Mosedale,
the energetic organiser of this year's
Colmore cup event
Replying to the toaist of the press, Mr.

Geoffrey Smith (editor of TU Motor Cycle)

congratulated the club on the up-to-dat*

organisation, and on the fact that ft

had nominated a rider for the forthcomiag

:

Tourist Trophy races. i

LIVERPOOL OPEN SPEED TRIALS.
The open speed trials organised by the

Liverpool M.C, consisting of standing
and flying kilometres for all classes of

motor cycles, Sidecars, light cars, and
cars, will take place on May 15th. Prior
to the war this annual event was held
on Colwyii Bay Promenade, but this

year the club have secured the us© <A

a good stretch of private road with a
fine asphalt surface.

Entry forms and all information canl

be obtained from the Trials Hon. Sec.,|

ilr. E. F. Holloway, 36,, Sandown Lane,
Wavertree.
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Yorkshire Clubs Meet.

On April 25th members of tlie Hull,

yprk, Leeds, Scarborough, and Harro-

gate chibs will meet at Farndale.

Essex M.C.

The first qualifying run for the

"standard run " will be held on the 25th
inst., starting from the Eagle Hotel,

Snarcsbrook, at 8 a.m. The standard run
final will take place in September.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

This club is now well organised and
lias a membership of over eighty. A
tine programme, including three relia-

bility trials, has been arranged. The
opening rnn will be made to Chulmleigh,
on May 8th, starting from London Inn
Square at 2.30 p.m.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Mr. A. S. C. Broadway recently gave
a very interesting address on "The
Carburetter" to about fifty members at

the club headquarters, the. Grand Hotel,

Newcastle.
On April 30th, Mr. Ferrier Stephen

hopes to demonstrate wireless telegraphy
with an installation in operation in the
club room.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Assembling at Fulshaw Cross, Wilnis-

low at 2 p.m., a run will be made to

Millersdale for tea on the 25th. The
affairs of this club are now most satis-

factory, and the membership is increasing

steadily. Local motor cyclists desirous

of joining the club should communicate
with the hon. sec, Mr. H. Broderick,
Somerby, Wilmslow.

Dunheved (Launceston) and District M.C.C.

Twelve competitors completed the
course in the non-stop run to Truro
recently held by this club. G. Dingle
finished first, being only two minutes
out of time, and was awarded a silver

coat-of-arms spoon. A. Henwood (Zenith)
was second, winning silver plated cup,
and .J. H. Treleaven (James sidecar),

who ran home third, gets a copy of

Tlie Motor Ci/cle free for six months.

Northern M.C.

This Newcastle chib has made great
progress since its formation. In the
last two months it has enrolled over fifty

new members. Two runs have already
been held, and the third is to take place
on the 25th inst. The club's success is

attributed to the sporting spirit of its

members, and to the fact that it is not
run either for the trade or by the trade,
all its officials being amateur motorists.

A FINE SPEEDWAY,
private

Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham A.C.

Meeting at headquarters at 10 a.m. on
the 25th inst., a social run will be made
to Dovedale, via Lichfield, Sudbury, and
Ashbourne, with a lunch stop at Peveril
of the Peak Hotel.

This social event should provide an
excellent opportunity for members to get
lettei acquainted

One of the Indian T.T. Scouts. The Hendee Manfg. Co. have entered several machines
for the T.T. ; the bore and stroke are 68 mm. = 594 c.c.

The Liverpool M.C. have secured the use 01 this fine stretch o

adway for their speed trials on May 15th.

' The hon. secretary will be ' pleased to

see any motorist at the club room in the

Crow's Nest Hotel on Thursday nights,

or any information may be obtained from
him at 150, Portland Eoad, Newcastle.

Runcorn and District M.C.
The first meeting of the above club is

to be held on the 25th inst. The venue
will be stated in the local press. The
hon. secretary is Mr. E. G. P. Timmins,
Argyll Lodge, Runcorn.

Neath and District M.C.
A fine stretch of road at Margam

Park, near Aberavon, has been secured
for the speed trial, organised by the
above club in conjunction with the
Swansea, Ystalyfera, and Carmarthen
clubs, to be held on the 24th inst.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

A novices' competition, open to all

members who have never won a gold
medal, will be held on May 1st. This
event will take the form of a paper-

chase, followed by a slow hill-climb.

Speeds will be drawn at the starting

_ point, Whitley Common (Railway Bridge).

Prizes will be awarded for solo, sidecar,

and car classes.

C2.V
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Club News.—

Isle of Wight M.C.C.

A general meeting of the Isle of Wight
M.C.C will be held at Sander's Restaurant.
123. High Street. Newport, Isle of Wight,
on the 24-th inst., at 2,50 p.m., for the

election of officers and to arrange a pro-

gramme for the present year.

Helensljurgh M.C.C.

At a meeting, held recently, it was
decided to re-form the above club. A
very sporting programme has been drawn
up, and all motor cyclists in the district

are invited to join. The hon. secretary

is Mr. R. D. Thorburn, Albion Cottage,

Helensburgh.

North WUts M.C. and L.C.C.

Forty-si.x enthusiasts, including several

ladies, turned out for the opening rmi

to Lechlade-on-Thanies. Rain fell heavily

most of the afternoon, but despite this, a

very merry party sat down to tea at the

country headquarters of the club, the

New- Inn, Lechla3e. All looked forward

to many enjoyable meetings in the future.

A New Club for Darlington.

Another new club has just been formed
at Darlingtdn under the name of the

A.A. No: 1 Darlington M.C.C, with

lieadciuarter.s at the Green Tree Hotel.

All members must belong tc the A.A.
and M.TJ., and it is intended for the

present to limit membership to twenty-

four The following officers have been.,

elected : President, Mr. W. Steggles

;

captain, Mr. A. Hornby ; vice-captain,

Mr. J. Godfrey ; treasurer, Mr. E.

Sheppa.rd ; and horu secretary. Mr. J. J.

Brady, 16, Duke Street, Darlington.

Luton and Beds A.C.

Four test hills. Chard End, Studham,
White Leaf, and Kop, were included in

the reliability trial for the Staddou Cup,
held on the" 10th inst. The route was
mainly on side roads between Luton and
Princes Risborough, and -was very rough

and greasy in places, especially on Stud-

ham Hill. Watches and speedometers

were barred.
Results : Staddon Cup, W. S. Grigg

(6 A.J.S. sc), 11 sees, error; club silver

medal, G. S. Davison (4 Coulson B.).

The following made non-stop runs within

15 mins. of schedule, and were awarded
bronze medals : J. Simpson (6-8 Rex
sc), C. Harvey (10 Eric-Campbell), P.

Child [2% Douglas), J. Wheeler (8 Ruby
sc), R. Hickman (3i P. and M.), K.
Anscombe (3^ Rudge-Multi).

Apr.

jFuturc (Tlub Events.
a.—Manx M.C. Speed Test.

. ::!..-tiiHMu''GHAU M.C.C. OPEK RELl
..iBlLITi: TRI.4L FOI! VICTORY - .iND
MIDL.IND CUPS.

.;.-.V/'rfd/rs.-x M.C.C. Run to Radlett.
-:!i.-llutl C.C. Competition.
,'.;.—Eatf.ni VatlLu .M.C.C. Run to TlereforiL
:!L—VcoLil anil District M.C.C. Run to
n'enniouHi

.'.(.—.Uansfidrf anil District M.C.C. Run to
\rirksu-ortli.

il-.—Dctcsbuni and District M.C.C. Run to
Camliorne.'
2i.—SurbHon and District M.C.C. Short
Secret Trial.

H.—Luton and S. Beds. .4.0. HiU-climh.
!',.—Public Schools .M.C.C. Route FindinQ
Competition. _...,.„,.

j,^^^^ ,^

tion.

Dunford

-Mansfield and District M.C.C.
WiUoughiy-on-nolds.

15.—North Lincoln M.C.C. Comoc
M.—A'..V.C.F.P. iShefficUr,. Run i

Apr. ^5.—Eastb
Competition.

Apr. !5..-Illdeii M.C. and L.C.C. Hill-climb and
Speed Trial.

Apr. Si.—K.M.C.F.V. iWolrcrliampton). Run to
Clcnt Hills.

Apr. .'5.—.Y..1/.C'.F.£7. (Lceds4. Run to Ripon.
Apr. iS.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to

Tuxford.
Apr. U.—Middlesex dl.C.C. Run to Hockliffc.

gate and District M.C. Run to Farndalc.
15.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
Run to Hiithe.

li.—Warrington M.C. 100 Miles ReliabUittj
Trial.
S5.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Surprise Run.

!5.—irm>ln-ieh. Phtmstead. and District M.C.
Manor of Taunton's Cup.

S5.—North London M.C.C. Competition.
i5.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run to
Blijthe.

SS.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Run to
Brighton,

m.—North Derbvshire M.C.C. Hillcliinb.
iS.—yorlc and District M.C. Run o?i Trial
Course.

SS.—Leeds and District M.C. Run to Cow-
thorpe Oak. .

<.. 29.^TREDEGAR M.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.
19.—Dunhcved (J.aunceston ) and District
M.C.C. Speed Juihiina.
M.—Dorchester M.C. and L.C.C. Competi-Apir.

Apr.
Ru

i>9.—Eastern rallru M.C.C. Run to Penarth.
i9.—Dunhcred ILaunceston) and District
M.C. Speed Trial.

Derby and District M.C.

A general meeting will be held on the
27th inst. at headquarters, the Bell
Hotel. Already the club boasts a
membership of over a hundred, though
it has only been in existence about two
months.

. Norwich and District M.C.

A successful whist drive recently took
place at Snelling's Rooms. Eight prizes
were presented, and the winners were
Messrs. Richards, Cooke, William Howes,
and J. F. Watts, and Miss A. Cooke;
3\[rs. Bigmore, Miss M. M. Nash, and
Miss D. "K. Burrows.

Blaenavon M.C.C.

The first event of the year was a club

run to Brecon. ilembers turned out in

force and thoroughly enjoyed the outing.

A very good competitive and social pro-

gramme has been arranged, and if mem-
bers support future events as well as the

initial run, the present year should be

a great success.

Jersey M.C.C.

Recently a trial was held over a sport-

ing course including several stiff Jiills

and hairpins. E. N. Pironet (3^ Premier)

made the best performance, and was

awarded the David Cope Cup. Other

successful competitors were F. G. Touzel

(4 Triumph), R. F. Wills (6-8 Sun-Jap

sc), C. M. Landick (2a A.J.S. ), and

E. Farley (4 B.S.A.).

Motor cyclists visiting the island are

invited to communicate with Mr. H. W.
R. Ciurd, Sea View, j\Iont Cochon, Jersey.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

An exciting paperchase over an

interesting course of eighty miles was

recently held by the club. Rain fell

consistently, and several stiff hills were

included, also a real watersplash, wliich

caused not a little trouble. Mr. S.

Crawley, the hare, certainly intended to

beat tile pack, and was, as might be

expected, well protected in a four-

wheeler. The winner was ilr. Cowley
(22 Douglas).

Banbury and District M.C.C.

About fifty members and friends took

pait in the opening run to Stratford-

on-Avon on the 11th inst. Mr. N.

Blinkhorn, the vice-president, took cine-

matograph pictures at the sta-rt, and

again at Stratford, where tea was pro-

vided at- the Unicorn Hotel.

Sunrising Hill, on the return journey,

provided the usual amusing incidente,

and, altogether a most enjoyable afternoon

was spent by all present.

Dewsbury and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held on the 9th inst., il

was decided to form a motor cycling clul

in the Dewsbury district. Mr. E. Fittoi

was invited to the presidency, and Mr
A. K. Fitton has taken over the dutie:

of hon secretary. Club headquarters arc

at the Kingsway Cafe, and all motoi

cyclists desirous of joining 'this club an
asked to communicate with the secretar;

at Rookwood, Northfields, Dewsbury.
The first rmi (to Cawthorne) will taki

place on the 24th inst. at 2 p.m.

The Banbury M.C.C. is a live and

enthusiastic club, judging by the number

members that participated in a club run recently.
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A selection of questions ol genera interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cyc.e,

«o, Tudor Street, London. EC. 4. and whether intended for publication or not must DO accompinleil by a Stamped addrMSed envelope ?or reply. Correspondent
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease ofreferi ' " ' "" '""

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing 1

Letters containing legal

I technical subjects.

Using a Starting Magneto.

I liMve a L'.A.V, starting mag-

aiieto, which 1 prupose converting
into a ligiiting dynamo suitable .

for fixing to a motor cycle. It is

operated by means of a cranked
handle and gears similar to a telephone
magneto, and has the usual wipe contact
and condenser. (1.) What would be a

suitable size of wire to rewind the
armature with, and how much would be
required? (2.) Can you suggest any
other way of using the magneto? (3.)

What application would it be suitable

for, say, on an ordinary car?—H.E.H.

.) The C.A.V. starting magneto which
)u have might be converted into a lighting

iMiamo. by retaining the ordinary wind-
igs, and substituting for the contact
;'eaker a two segment commutator. The
?tailed description of this conversion is

iipossible in the space at our disposal.

Ithough this conversion is possible, we
not think you will find it altogether

le most efficient means of providing
ectric current for lighting purposes.

1 and 3.) It could be quite an e.=isy matter
I fit the starting magneto to any multi-
.'linder car, when it would function as

-tended by the designer. We have used
le of these magnetos on a six-cylinder
igine with every success.

Carburetter Adjustment.

Would you kindly give me

@ instructions for adjusting a

Schebler carburetter which is

attached to an American Excel-
sior? Eecently I had the car-

buretter down foi' cleaning, and now
I cannot get the best results from it,

as when I start the engine it races,

and when I throttle down to get
steady running it stops. Therefore I

should like your advice as to the best
way of adjusting it.—J.B.

djust the carburetter in the following
auner : Screw out the needle valve with
le milled nut three or four complete
irns. Close the throttle, and screw the
liedle valve in as far as it will go with-
it forcing it. From this position uu-
rew the needle \alve once more one-
id-a-half to two complete turns, Hood
le carburetter, and start the engine up
1 the stand. Let it run until the in-

action pipe is quite hot down to the
irburetter. Then, with the engine still

mniug and the throttle and spark each
I

Jout one-third open (some models are

,

ted with an air shutter over the in-
ke, which should be wide open), screw
e milled head of the needle valve in,
Itch by notch. If the engine begins

to run badly as soon as you start screw-

ing this in, it means that the mixture
is too weak. You should, therefore,

screw it out, notch by notch, until the
engine runs smoothly and without mis-

firing. Should the mixture be too rich,

simply reverse the operation, and screw
the needle in until tlje engine is run-

ning smoothly. This will then be found
to be the correct setting for all speeds,
except at full opening of the throttle.

The little cam on the top of the car-

buretter adjusts this latter setting,

which can only be correctly ascertained
by actual test on the road. The machine
should be tested over a given stretch

with the cam set at Nos. 1, 2, and 3,

when, by comparing the results, the
best- position can be found. This latter

adjustment, however, does not in any
way alter the ordinary adjustment by
the needle, and the throttle is seldom
so far opened that this comes into action.

It is most important to guard against
air leaks. Before attempting to adjust
the carburetter, make sure that the
joints between the carburetter and the
induction pipe, induction pipe and cylin-

ders, inlet valve cages and v^alve guides
do not allow air to leak into the induc-
tion system. To facilitate starting in

cold weather the automatic air intake

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sat .April 24lh—
Open Reliabiiity Trial for Victory and
Midland Cups.

Sun.. May 30lh—
Molocycle Club de France Grauid Prix Race

Sat, June 5Ih—
Sco'tish Spe2d Championships at St.

Andrews

Tues.. June 1 5th—
Junior T.T. Race. Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June 1 7th-
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Sal. Autrust 7lh

—

S.A.C.U. Grand Inter club Meet at
Callander.

should be temporarily closed by holding

a duster or glove over it. The needle

valve also can be unscrewed a complete

half turn until the engine has become
partially warmed up, after which course

it must be turned back to its original

setting.

Timing a Twin.

Some time ago you advised

r^ me concerning the timing of my
\^\ 6 h.p. a.o.i.v. Rex, and said

LsJ that if the correct setting for one
cylinder was obtained the other

would follow suit. This is where I

am perplexed, as the engine has two
cam wheels, one for each cylinder, and
I do not know how to get both

cylinders right.—E.T.

Looking at the engine from the timing

side, call the back cylinder "1" and
the front cylinder "2." Rotate the

engine until the piston of No. 1 cylinder

is at the top of its stroke, and insert the

cam wheel so that the exhaust valve is

just closing. Now rotate the engine

through one complete revolution plus the

angle between the two cylinders ; this

will bring No. 2 piston to the top of its

stroke, when the valve may be timed
in the same manner.

A Curious Fault.

I have an O.K. Junior motor

[^ cycle, fitted with M.A.G. engine

> and Amac carburetter. The
LiJ machine will run with both con-

trols completely shut, but if I

open the petrol lever to about half-

way the engine will stop, irrespective

of the position of the air lever. The
engine runs very well with either less

or more opening, but just at this one
spot it . stops altogether. Will you
please explain this, and tell me how-

to remedy it?—A.JI.S.

Without inspecting the machine it is

most difficult to diagnose the trouble.

It is just possible, however, that the

throttle control wire has stretched con-

siderably, so that the throttle it sell,

which is probably worn, passes below the

induction pipe orifice, thus allowing a

certain amount of gas to pass over the

top. Partly opening the throttle lever

brings the throttle completely across the

opening, and stops the engine, while

further movement beyond the half-way
IJoint allows the gas to take its usual

course between the carburetter and the

engine. If this is the case, it will be

necessary to renew the throttle wire, as

it is very unlikely that the adjustment

provided "will be sufficient to take up so

large an amount of stretch.
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Correct Fitting o£ Wheel.

(1.) Will you tell me on which

1^1 side of the cycle (looking from

I > I

the saddle) the left-hand thread
adjustable cup and lock ring

should be? (2.) Please explain

-F.E.M.

(1.) The wheel when placed in the forks

of the machine should have the adjust-

ing or left-hand threaded side of the hub
on the left-hand side. (2.) The reason

for placing the left-hand threaded cup
on the left-hand side is that, in the

event of the bearings binding on the

axle, the cup will tend to screw further

in, rather than to run outwards, when
it would either allow the ball bearings

to drop out or cause the wheel to lock

in the forks. In either case the results

would probably be serious if travelling

at any speed.

READER'S REPLY.

Partial Seizure.

I had much the same trouble as

"A.R.V." and have cured my two;

stroke 2| h.p. by mixing the lubricating

oil B.B. with the petrol, my measure

being one of Pears shaving soap tins

full of B.B. oil to one quart of petrol,

one tin of Oildag being mi.xed in one

gallon of B.B. oil iirst, before mixing

with the petrol, I really do think the

mixing of oil and petrol is the most satis-

factory method of lubricating two-

strokes.

—

Maxxii.\>:.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"E.A.H.M." (Devon)—4 h.p. Douglas

as solo machine for India, particularly

reliability, slow running, and ease of

control in traffic.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
London to Romset, H.ants.—D.Q.

Brentford, Staines, Egham, Bagshot,

Odiham, Alton, New Alresford,

Chester, Romsev.
Win-

SOUTH.^MPTON TO WESTOX-SUPER-ilAEB.^
E.M.

Southampton, Romsey, Salisbury, Wil-

ton, Hindon, Mere, Bruton, Shepton
Mallet, Wells, Cheddar, Axbridge,

Bleadou) Weston-super-jMare.

Rochdale to Uckfield [via Londo:k).—
R.B. .

"

Rochdale, Oldham, Ashton, Hyde,
Stockport, Cheadle, Alderley, Congleton,

Newcastle-under-Lyme, Stone, Rugeley,
Lichfield, Weeford, Fazeley, Atherstone,

follow. Watling Street via Kilsby, Daven-
try, Weedon, Towcester, Stony Stratford,

Fenny Stratford, Dunstable, St. Albans,
St. ilunius. Chipping Barnet, Finchley,

Camden Town, Hampstead Road, Totten-

ham Court Road, Charing Cross Road,
Trafalgar Square, Whitehall, Westminster
Bridge, Kennington Road, Kennington,
Brixton, Streatham, Croydon, Godstone,
East Grinstead, Wytch Cross, Nutley,
Ucktield. Approximately 220 miies.

The same route avoiding London.

—

Branch off at Daventry, via Banbury,
Oxford, Abingdon, Henley, Reading,
Odiham, Aldershot, C4uildford, Dorking,
Reigate, Crawley, East Grinstead, etc.

Approximately 250 miles.

C26

C. Sinks, Ltd.

At the annual meeting of shareholders

of 0. Binks, Ltd., held at the registered

offices on March 30th, 1920, a dividend

o£ 15%, free of tax, was declared for

the year ended 1919.

Company Reconstruction.

The firm of E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd.,

is in the course of reconstruction, and,
The business is being carried on as usual,

m accordance with the Companies' Act,
has gone into voluntarjf liquidation.

New Hub Lubricant.

After considerable experiment a new
hub lubricant has been brought out by
Prices' Co. This preparation, known as

Hub Lubricant Stiff, does not decompose
with heat, and' can' be melted to facilitate

injection into wheel hubs or between the
lea^s of spi-ings. If dissolved in petrol
and applied to plated parts, the spirit

evaporates, leaving a thin film of pre-
servative, thus preventing any chance of
rust.

IMPROVING THE MODERN
BULB HORN.

A HORN OPERATING

AIR CUSHION SADDLE

WOULD HAVE ITS

ADVANTAGES

Our artist sees possible developments of a

patent recently reviewed.

APRIL 22nd, igzo.

Venus Sidecars.

An illustrated list of Venus sidecars,
including a reprint from The Motor
Cycle of July 3rd, 1919, describing and
illustrating Venus tandem seated side-

cars, is now to hand. The makers are

the Venus Sfdecar Co., 6-14, Gourley
Street, South Tottenham, London, N.15.

A Botax Extension.

The Rotax Motor Accessories Com-
pany, Ltd., Rotax Works, Willesden
Junction, London, N.W.IO, inform ns

that they have acquired the control of

Messrs. Newtons, Ltd., of Taunton, ar

old-established firm, who are makers oi

dynamos for various purposes. Theii

works cover three acres, including ;

large iron foundry.

Motor Cycle Maps.

Now that the touring season has com
menced, good maps in convenient form wi)

prove invaluable to every motor cyclist

A set of three maps, mounted on liiiei

and carried in a small waterproof case

has been issued by The Molor CijcU

These cover (1) England and Wales, (2

Scotland, and (3) London. The price i

5s. 6d, nett, or 5s. lOd. post free fror

The Motor Ctjcle, 20, Tudor Stretl

London, E.C.

S.A.B. Spark Tester.

A useful little leaflet has been put
lished hy Messrs. Ripaults explainin

how to use the S.A.B. spark testei

When the plug is in order the teste

gives a deep blue light : if it is sooted 11

light whatsoever ; if the sparking phi

is cracked or slightly sooted, or if tli

points are too far apart, a little tuft c

light appears at the end of the electrodt

If the platinum points require adjust

ment or the current produced is weal
the light shown will fade .from blue t

white. Messrs. Ripaults have receutl

moved their accessory business to thei

head office at ], King's Road, Si

Pancras, London, N.W.I.

John Bull Belt Fasteners.

We are advised by the Leicestt

Rubber Co. that, owing to the failure i

the supply of raw materials for one c

the parts of the John Bull patent be'

fastener, deliveries are suspended fc

the time being. The manufacture ,of th

other parts is, of course, being proceeds

with, and as soon as the materi;

necessary for this small part is availabli

deliveries in large quantities will re

commence.
Increase in Prices.

Owing to the increased cost of material

and labour, prices of new machines -aij

steadily rising. We are informed by ih'

following manufacturers that their pricf'

for the future will be as under :

Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Saltain

Yorks.—3J h.p. Scott solo 120' guinea

and with sidecar 155 guineas.

Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingsw0Oc
Bristol.'—4 h.p. three-speed Douglas an

sidecar, £170; 4 h.p. three-speed

£130; 2% h.p. three-speed clutch mode
£105; 21 h.p. three-speed, without cl^tcl

£100.' • ' ^
,

Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd., jBi

mingham.—Single-speed model, £52 UJs.

Albion two-speed, £64 10s. ; Sturnir

two-speed, £'70; dropped frame m^d'

with Sturmey two-speed, £73.
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Each iveek a
feature of the
RoyalRuby is

shown here.

For further details write to iha

RUBY CYCLE CO. LTD.
Patentees and Manufacturers of Royal
Ruby Motor Cycles, Cycles and Sidecars.

Cannel St., Ancoats, Manchester
Telephone: City 3818. Central 1507.

Telesrara? Macliines. Mancliester

Royal ruby
3 h.p. Single Cylinder
Patent Spring Frame

Solo Model
Price: 95 Gns. plus 10% advance

Special Feature No. 4

'Royal Ruby" patent front
mudguard attachments. This
shows the front mudguard
naif removed by the slackening o| two bolts wiiho
llie wheel. ^

In answering these advertisetnents it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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EVERYTHING points to YOU dealing wiiR JULIANS
BIGGEST DEALERS
IN THE SOUTH

TRIUMPH-

A.J.S NORTON LEVIS the no-premium
HOUSE

->

MATCHLESS-^

CEDOS >

EARLY
DELIVERYOF
MOST MAKES

JULIANSf
,

,

RF ADTNO i'-''^^*-^**^^^
1 ^NEW HUDSON

CLYNO

-P&M

TELEPHONE 1024

INDIAN

^

ZENITH AB.C

A SQUARE
DEAL

ASSURED.

*!

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION.

ENGINE^io h.p. diagonal twin, 85 mm. bore, 95 mm. stroke. Forced
draught cooling. Mechanically lubricated.^

CARBURETTER—Semi-automatic, controlled from steering wheel.
CLUTCH—Dry plate type, mounted on self-aligning ball bearings.
TRANSMISSION—From clutch shaft, through steel "propeller, stra ght to

gear box.

Tho iranufactiirers reserve the right to vt

Send for detailed specification.
LONDON AGENTS—Motorists" Piirchasms A^ociation. Ltd.. Epyptian House, Piccadilly. W.l.

THE LINGTON ENGINEERING CO..
61, London Road, Twickenham, LONDON, S.W.

derGEAR BOX—Specially designed, permitting central control, all parts
load mounted on ball bearings.

BR.\KES—Foot and hand brakes, both actaating on the rear wheels.
STARTING—Operated from driver's seat by central foot pedal.

WHEELS—Special design pressed steel disc, detachable and interchangeable,
with 26in. x 3in. tyres.

EQUIPMENT— Equipped ready for the road, complete with hood, fuh

lighting set, set of special tools., etc., etc.

' the specification as may seem advantageous.

A few Agencies still available.

LIMITED,
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels

)11Kr, (\f r,Hxo Aiitii-ivlieel unci Bent's eycU, tlir

itiiuli goiiii kkUt, £20; or Anto-wlieel ^oimrnt
"Siiiiw. I.niiKllflil. Kont. [57291

'i'( Iw 1 1 1'lEL, ill pcrft'rt running order, with good
.^^^, Kt'nr case, etc., .618; Auto-Wheel

111. I.r.. 65, Hall St„ Burslem. t6168|
10 w IIKELS. Modelo do I.uxo: cnsli £25,
.l.|«iMt nild 37/6 lUOntJily.-M.Y. Dept.,

ipolit.m Maehini.its Co., Ltd.. 248, BisliopaBnte

Bat.
[2996

livori

6h.p.

Phono : 270,

and Sh.p. C
angman, Fishi

AtrCHOPE'S,
Sh.p. Hat, -I

elinft.

pringett. JiJllc'lir:iV, Ks.M-X.

p. Bat-jMii 1914 Coarlil.uijl
i-trong gciir. new rouditinn a
liureh Villas, Little Clii.t'on

.T Sh.p., 3-speed, counters
starter, running well, wi
-85, Church Rd., Willesden,

,T-J.A.P. 4h.p,
haul, first-i-la

•Cent House
R Sale, Ba

£80;

tliroughout

:

spring frame, just had £11
lass running and condition; £
Rd., Beckenbam, r

iger, Pandoi

.T-J.A.P. 6h.p.

be
Trefriw". ^fje]

, ,. . - o„ completelj- arerhauled,
splendid condition, with accessories ; £75 —Hr
Bishop's Park Ed., Noil.ury. S.flM6. [51691
1914 Jap-Bat Combination, tully equipped:

private; sacrifice, £75;
ige.-Clilto Eng 62, Wells Rd., Bristol

11 pa.v

20 Sh.p. Bat Combination, large tandem de luxe
sidecar, Ortho triple wind screen, legshields

80 Dunlops unpunctured, 3 lamps, 2 generators— \ eeder trip, all spares and tools, fully in-
I to Janhary, 1921,
,tion new; £190; t

lampton St., Farnl

ileage 400, appeari
il.—Dr. Bennett, Tavistock.
ough, Hants. [6516

Beardmore
AEDMORE-PRECISION', just delivered- best!

ofter over £100.-Galhiaith, 25, Middlegnte.
rk, ^otts. [5550
NCASHIRE (West! and Cheshlre.-Beardmor-
Precision, the most advanced and practical moto-
i*,o "^J^'iS"?,"!—

f?<J"'"M invited by J. Blake and
J lu. tJold St., Liverpool. 1657.^

Blackburne.
3W Bros., High St.. Guildford, are old Black

machii
[4706

20 Ah.y. Blackburne Combination new, all"'
ipeedometer, 28x3 Palmeri

[61251
1919, sound condition, good

1 accessories^

[5180

tors. Ela
-2, West Walks, DoicLe
ACKBUENE 4h.i
tyre^, full spares; £90
—Box 3.229, c/o The Motor Cijcle'.'

KLY Delivery ot the Celebrated Blackburn
chines from the accredited agents.—The Lani-e^tet
leering Co.. Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd""

[20R9IVCKBURNE 4iik.p., 12/3/20, as new lamp.

speed.

Welsh,

,

[X9220J
all-chai]

£5/10, horn, valve, ...„,„, ^^ui^
lily 600 miles; cost £132, offe
tream.

Ih.p. Blackburne Comhination, „,. ^„„.i, ^28X3 wheels, lamps, horn, speedometer,
....... tube, faultless condition; £142/10 01

.t offer.-47, Shrewsbury Ed., Birkenhead. [X8913
iCKBUR>rE 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, picked machinetuned ready for riding, £115; Grindlev coact

..„ x.^^"" ?f"S' cantilever spring suspension,
,

etc., £30.-25, Ormiston Rd., Shepherd's Bush,
[5082

Bown.

'"stlrt*?-
£-?^°''?."^'.5','"'' |-^P'^«<J., 'Clutch and kickl

start, i.75.—Bradbeer Bros., Minehead. [5897

'".t,^*"'^""'^]"'?''''' ,
"^"' 2'.4Ii-P-. 2-speed, kick

starter and clutch, in stock.-Prank Whitw
[X9406|

New St., Birn

Bradbury.
ADBURY Combination, 4h.p

, 2-s
condition.—Shrublands, Kempsey.

m

apply, Bedford Garage,
(5305

I

mbinations; early de-
toii, Siilisbury. [4330 I

Shoe Lone, London, E.G.4.—
|

1920 model, delivery from stock;
1/3. (6163|
h.p. Bat, De Dion, good running orde:

sound; tiial evenings; f30.—61, Tonge Park I

Bolton, [5066

1

,T-J.A.P. 4h.p., 1912. spring frame, all ace
sories, ride away; £20.-55, Water Lane, Bri
Saturday afternoon, [48121
13 Bat, 6-8h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain dri
-Bosch wuteifight; £90; seen mornings.— 314.
'a Inn Ed., London. [5202

Bat-Jnp Coachliuilt Cnmhinntion, 2-speed counter-

You Can Secure Del very

OF

A NEW 1920

POWERPLUS
SPRIfVG FRAME
COMBINATION

in 3 Weeks
IV YOU ORDER NOW.

Complete with Dynamo
Lighting and Speedometer,

PRICE

£218 10 0.

special Offer.

1918-19 7 h.p.

POWERPLUS
MACHINES,

Spring Frame, 3 Speeds, and
Kick Starter (on left side).

All thoroughly overhauled,

re-enamelled, and plated.

Standard Finish, but no
Accessories.

Equal in Appearance to
Brand New Machines.

Only a Limited Number
available.

Sidecars can be supplied.

Godfreys Ltd.

Lonc'on & District iigents,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.
LONDON, W.l.

'Phone 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLtS FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

T>UAIJIlt:ny and Sidecar, 2-»pced coiinter«huft,
--» iliilcli; (iir.i.s.-17, (Jrilfton Ht., Kfttiiring. [5138
10 14 4h.ti, Bradbury Combination, 3-Hpced, coach-
-•-•-' built sidecar; £75.—Bradbeer Bro«., Minohcad.B[5898KADHUUY.-Ordor now to avoid disappointment.

-

Iho Wiilsall Gnrngo, Wolverhampton St., Walsall.B(7217HADBURY, 4h.p., 1913-14, single-snecd model,
perfect condition; £45.—Stevens, Crockernwcdl,

Devon. [5747

19 14 Bradbury and Sidecar,
clutch, k.s., chain drivi

N.7.

2-speed countershaft,
;
£70.-268, Ilorn-ey

16106

4 h.p. Bradbury Coachburlt Combinatioi
kick start, clutch, trial; £59.—Rogei

town, Wigon.

2-speed,
n, Now-
[X9134a

BRADBURY 4h.p., clutch, good condition, running
order; £35; after 6.-12, Hartington Ed.. 8.

Lambeth, .S.W.8. [5679

.... . , ._ _ _. 36, Di
Liine, Shadwell, E. (5860

BUAU'BUEY 4h.p. Combination, 3-8p6ed (believed
19131, new crl., powerful machine; £68.-Walter,

West Moors, Dorset. [615b

BRADBURY 4.^h p., 2-speed countershaft, coach
sidecar, all chain; £80, or near offer.—Allison,

c/o Wardill's Garage, Carshalton, Surrey. [4677

1017 Bradbury for sale, in parts, tank, engine,
-I- tf wheels, etc.—Apply. Duncan and Sheppherd,
Auto Cycle Engineer, Finehley Rd., Golders Green.

[6177
1Q14 Bradbury 6h.p. Twin Combination, 3-speed,
-Lft/ kick starter, hand clutch, Fulford sidecar, it.

grand condition; £95.—Elam, Mount Olivet, Louth,
Lines, [5345

BRADBURY 4h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carbu-
retter, excellent running order, £32/10; wicker

.sidecar to fit same, £5/10.-Owen, 59, Scholefleld Rd.,
L'pper Holloway, N.19. [X9330

BEAllBURY 1915 4iXh.p. 2-speed Countershaft,
K.S., all-chain, new Palmer cord on rear, new

Brooks 170 .Saddle, aluminium footboards, in thorough
order.-J. E. Chaloner, Branston, nr. Lincoln. [6152

BRADBURY C.B. Cbmbination, 2-speed, free en-

gine, just overhauled, re-enamelled, tyres good,

lainpfl, horn, speedometer, accessories; trial; 90 gns.,

offer; exchange Douglas, late model.-78, Whitehorse
Lane, E. .

[6121

BRADBURY 4h.p. 1914 Combination, 2-speed
countershaft, h.b. clutch, kick starter, Binks, tyres

new condition, 3 lamps, generators, Cowey speedometer,
horn, spare cover, spares: £85, or near offer.—Write,
Newbatt, 35, Central Hill, Upper Norwood. [4972

Brough.
Agents for Broughs, early de-

Bedford Garage, Walsall.
[5304

1916 Flat Twin, just over-
horn, tools, fast; £85.—Turnill,

[5834

lamps,
£65.—Shove, Broad-

[5359

, 2-speed, Model H, 1916,
Is, fast; £65.—Pritton, Alderman's
reen. [5496

Phone: 270.

way, Bexley Heath

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester,

BROWN 3i,ih.p.. mag., overh
£26.-162, Abbey St., Ber:

163. York Rd., West Hartlepool.

[6080
B. and
-Sims,
[6114

B^f

Si*-",

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a

B.S.A,

-The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Booking orders
all models; rotation deliveries. [7216

B.S.A. , fixed engine, good running order;
X38.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X9314

unregistered, all chaii
rbridj, ..

[5289
Olh.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, £35; with sidecar, £40;O2 good running order,—61, High St., Dovercourt.

B.S.A. 1917 4'ih.p., 3-speed, kick start, all on;
£88/10.-35, Stafford Rd , Wallington. Croydon

1643. [6087

te, first.

ater.—Waters, Cranbrook,
Kent.

'

[5657

B.S.A. 3i/2h-p., single geared, variable pulley, new
Dunlops; £35.—Heather, London Rd., Bromlev.

Kent. [5204:

dvertisement, and the date of the issue. 03

1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A

nd. f5902
B.S.A. Combination, lamps, epepdometer;

£135.-626, Lea Bridge Hd., Leyton, opposite
[5856

S.A. 1SJ9 HUh.p., Model K; coachbuilt sidecar,
brand new condition; £130.-294, Kennington

19
Baker's Arms

Tmk Rd., S.E.ll

B.S.A. 4yh.p., bran
price, no offer:

The Motor Cycle.

B.S.A. 3V2I1.P., 2-spe
appearance as n

Springburn, Glasgow..

B.S.A., aU chain, a

sories; £90: see!
land Rd., Holland Park

TyAUCHi IPE'S, 9, Shoi

apare

[5977

jw: price £108, actual cost
Midlands.—Box 3,276, c/o

[6056

new cylinder, piston, valves,
offers.- 188, Edgeiauld Rd.,

[5347

iw, 3-speed, K.S., all acces-
after 7 p.m.—Morris, 11, Port-
" " [55J2

AUCHI IPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
early delivery of new B.S.A. machines, book
.p. B.S.A., £52/10. [6165

ntershalt, K.S,, C.B. side-
throughout, lamps, hoi

£95.—Gray, Broadway, Watford. [6012

B.S.A. 1920 4l.4h.p., Model K,- delivery very shortly:
list price: London only.—'Turner Bros., 134,

Upper Thames St., London, E.G. • [5703

B.S.A. 4i:ih.p., 1919, lamps, horn, speedometer,
cover, tnfje, belt, spring, etc. : £105.-Ccn.i

(jiirage. Commercial Rd., Bcninemonth. [5145

B.S.A. 1911 Combination, 3-speed S.A., Bosch,
wicker sidecar, side door, 5 lamps, horn; £60.—

6, Sunnydale Gardens, Mill Hill, N.'W.7. [5987

B.S.A. 1914 4Vih.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S,,
hood

"

.

Fortnam, 1, .Shakespeare Av., Harlesden, [5505

ini7 n.S.-'i.. 4iih.p. Co.nchlmilt Combination, 3-speed,
-t»/ kick Btrnter, excellent condition-,, £125.-King-
ton, 2, King Edivard Parade, Xorbii:y, S.W. [5733

4i^h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Com
e, lampy, Stewart, fine con

flition: £125.—254^ Mount Pleasant, Eedditch. [X9348

B.S.-\. Combination, Modek K, fully equipped, net
condition: £125: after 5 o'clock: ofiers enter

t.iiined.-Pi2zala,T7, Charles St., Hatton Garden, E.C.I
[5245

B.S.A. Combination (B.S.A, sidecar, C.B.I, all-

chain, countershaft, 3-speed, kick start, Lucas
-lighting set, speedometer, etc.; 96 gns.—160, High
St., Hyde. [5990

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 4iih.p., 3-

ountershaft, imused during war, excellent
tluouchout: £108.-15, Warwick Court., Holborn, Cen-
tra! 4733. [5966

B.S.A. Si/oh.p 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill-

ford sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch ma:;., 2
speeds, pedal start; £68.-Maudes', 100, Gt. Portl,

B.S.A. 1916-17 IV,
bination, chain

19 ^^sp

St., London [6021

B.S.A. 4Vih.p., military models, W.D., renovated,
carefully selected and tuned up, chaln-cum-belt

drive; price £78; seen any time.—Watson, 181, Clap-
ham Rd„ S.W. [3236

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co., 70, R<«!al
Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3.—Kensington 7113.

—B.S.A. (3 in stock) 1920 combination, all as new;
£175 and £176 each. [5813

B.S.A. Combination, 1917, Model K, Phcenix roomy
sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn, condition excel-

lent; £116; from 6 to 8 or Saturdays.—J., 69, Warwick
Gardens, Kensington, W.14. [X9310

"IQIS Model K. 4i/ih.p. B.S.A., with lamps, epeed-
J-^ om^ter, knee-grips, wat'"'h, and spares, excellent
condition; £105, complete.-W. Helyer, Tcddmgton
Farm, Littlehampton, Sussex, [5972

! B.S.A. .sidecar,

and H. lamps,
horn, too"ls, etc.; 'any' trial; £145.—Kays, 8, Bond
St., Ealing, W.5. 'Phone : 1827. [5723

B.S.A. 4'4h.p. 1917, model H, C.B. sidecar, n»w
back tyre and tube, lamps, horn, screen, spares,

2 valves complete, chain, cover, 2 tubes, tools; £115.
—45. Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17. [6521

T019 B.S.A. Combination, 4i/4h.p. Model K., chain-XV rnm-!ielt drive, Burl^iy sidecor with Eastinfc- wind
pireen. excellent order: £130; inspecition (Hampstead)
l.v iiiiiiointmeut.— Lieut. Norrish, 203, Maldon Ed., Col-
.1,^-tei, [5326

B.S..-\. 1915 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
countershaft, cliain-cum-belt, all new tyres, horn,

screen, hood, sjiare belt, sound running order,
any trial: £97, lO.-S.. 37, The Grove, Palmer's
Green, N.13. [5585

r.O.C.H. nave a 191-- B.S.A 4'4h.p. Mode! II, fully

eouinned. in excellent order.-Fair Offer Car
id Tube

Bta n). 'Pho
ath St.,

eluding Saturdays.

1020 B.S.A
Xih Lucas
luggage grid,
best offer sect

Kirliby St., Li

Hampstead 3752 He 9 7,

16870

nbination, 4i/lh.p., all-chain drive,
10 lighting, Cowey warning signal,
and just delivered: cost £183,
his magnificent outfit.—Wort, 84,

[X933e

TAYLORS
t^^^iCj&i..^^^-

Before ordering
your new machine

GET OUR
OELIVERY
DATE

We do not book orders unless we can
give a reasonably definite delivery

date, in this way we save customers
a great deal of unnecessary dis-

appointment. -

We are Sole London and District
Agents for AJ.S. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars. Contract-
ing Agents <or Triumplis, B.S.A.,

Clynos, Enfields, Caithorpes,
A! ons, A.B.C s, Matcliless, Rudge,
etc.

We can quote June delivery for a few
A.J.S. and Blackburne outfits, and
earlier dates for some other well-

known makes.

I 5VIMEDIATE
OELIVERY

at makers' current pri:es, plus
carriage from works
1920 BRIT.SH EXCELSIOR, 2i ll.p. Jap.

2-speed.
1920 BRITI-H EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p.

Villiers Zsti'ake, 2-speed,-. clutch

1920 CLYNO, 25 h.p. 2 stro:<e, 2-speed.
1920 CALTHORPE. 2i h.p. 2-stTOke,

-speed, Enfield gear.
19:0 LEA FRANCIS, 3} h.p., 2speed,

clutch and kick-stapter.
1920 ALLONS, 2-5 h.p 2-sti'oke, 2-speed,

clutch and kick-st irten.
.

USED MACHINES
1919 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-strake £55
191 7 Triu-nph and Sidecar, E ectric

Lighting outfit Klaxon Horn .. £120
1916 6 h.p. AJ.S. Cjmbination,

Lucas Dynamo Lighting, just
overhauled .. .. .. .. £170

NEW SIDECARS
MILLFORD Express Monitor.blaok finish,

28 X 3 wheel.
CANOEUET Model D4, 4-point attach-

ment, green finish, 28 x 3 wheel.
MILLFORD Ski f, green and grey, for

Triumph and B.S.A. motor cycles.
WATSONIAN Models, R34, Monarch,

and H.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms ; 21a, STORE ST., W.C.

5253, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W.
Wholesale : 38 ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.
Phones: Museum 1240; Kensington, 7260.
Telegrams: " Dynamctro, We^tcent, London,"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1*14 4h.p., S-speed and K.S., counteiB.S.A.
ehain-cum-belt, icfenameHed, „...,

mechanical horn, perfect- £65- trial i
Pennine bargain.—Gordon and C05, Enei
tree. Esses. 'Phone: No. 92.

willingl

s, Bnu
[Sr

LATE 1919 B.S.A. Combination, 4i/lh.p., chain jfaia

Luea,^ lamp and horn, JMilliord sidecar, j^
screen, 2 spare tubes, accessories, tip-top order;- reiia
tor selling, purch.ising car: £135; Winchester disftil
-Box 3,190, do The Motor Cycle. [St'

1 Q20 B.S..A. Combination, jVIodel K, No. 2 B&J,
-»-*^ sidecar, delivery 7 days certain; Enfield ^l.

[

twin, 2-speed, kick starter, brand new, ' '
'

secure; New Hudson 2',ih.p. 2-stroke,
Crewe district.—Box 3,24S, c/o The Motor Cycle', isi'.l

B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed countershaft, clntc
kick start, all chain drive, coachbuilt sid^

Lucas lamps and horn, 2 new Dunlops, excellent.

n

chanical condition, 85 m.p.g. guaranteed, ready'"!;
Reason's tour; first cash ofEer £115, or over, eeflar.

—Norris, 337, Crystal Palace Ed., East Dnlwioh. [59

4ih.p. 1919 (midsummer) B.S.A. Combinatii
4 clutc'n, kick start, 3-speed model, complete ...

3 spare tyres (2 perfectly new), inner tube, C^d :

wind screen, electric lighting rear and side,
lamp and generator, new spare belt, disc wheels, gri

aluminium exhaust, mirror, 2 sets oi tools, all spaj ,;

injierfe'ct running order, and stored since Oct.; ^1
—C. J. Downing, Vale Terrace, Silverdale, .StaHs. [6)

Caeco.
3ih.p. Caeco, Sturme^-Archer 3.^peed hub. Bo

2 B. and B., good Luulops, lamps, etc., good i

dition : £50 ; seen by appointment.—Cpl. Arnold, D ,

ford Aerodrome, Cambs. [5'

Calcott.

Palmer tyres, £30: ; i

.e.-54, Eldon St. No .

CALCOTT 1914 2V»h.p., lamps, born, good tyrel,
ceilent condition : £40 : exchange with efl^ ..... _. _. _ . ^ _ . .. ^^,

ESI

Calthorpe
CALTHORPE Precision, 2',Jh.p., 2-speed, 1915,

cellcnt condition; £43.-97, Colbourne Kd;.l
ham. {5

"I
Q16 Calthorpe-Jap 2^4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, Ikn

J-9j horn, good condition; £40.-52, Lowlands!
Harrow. - (5

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed Eni
gear, good condition; £48.—Houghton,

Ely, Cambs. ' [5

West Norwood, S.E.

CALTHORPE 2-stroke 1919 2^h.p., like

Klaxon, tyres perfect; £49.-6, Dartmouth 1

Brondesbury. Willesden 1511. [6:

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed, F.E.,
condition, fully equipped; £35; not Saturday.

Crystal Palace Station Rd., S.E.19. &
CALTHORPE. 2-speed, free Sims, B. and B., hi

overhauled, new belt, lamps, horn, cane sioet

£38.—Pape, Osbournby, Folkingham, Lines. |I5

CALTHORPE 1915 2Vih.p.' 2-stroke, 2-speed,^e
new tyres, perfect condition ; £42 ; seen to.

pointment after 7.—21, King's ^Rd., Leytonstone. T"

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, Enfield gear, acoeaso

guaranteed perfect; £45: before 6 .p.— "
pointment.— Lawrence, 49, England's Lane,

Park.

19^

N.W.3
(5

"I Q18 2^4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield gear, beautU,
-L«7 gold lined and plated, grand appearance
condition; bargain, £55.-135, Plasket Rd., Vj

Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed. mechanically soi

mechanical horn, lamp outfit, good tyres, t

paint, take 2 anywhere; £45.—Peerless, Tapetti

Old Windsor, Berks. [<

CALTHORPE 2-8troke 1916 2?ih.p., 2-specd, J«e.

rebushed and overhauled, lamps, tools, fir8t.<;

condition: i^een by appointment: £35.—K.M.,
12, Rosefleld Rd., Staines, Middlesex.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.—2%h.p. J.A.P., 2*1,

model, 71 gns.; lady's model, well dressgwir

68 gns.; 2-stroke, 2-speed model, 68 gns.—P. J.,»;l

83-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. iXEIHl

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1919, SS^h.p., Enfiekl gi

'

machine, tyres like new, spf '

complete, speedy mount : 60 gns.

Pinsbury Park Motor Works,

horn,

.. r.—Bennett
"Seven Sisters Bd

don.
Campion.

CAMPION-J.A.P. 2i-4h:p., 2-speed, 1917: £46

Sultoun Rd., Brixton, S.W.2.
[

"I Ol' 2Vi!b.p. Campion-Precision, 2-speed, P-K
X*7 new, C.A.'V., B. and B. carburetter, hci

lops, smart machine, perfect condition ; cheap,

Wnlden, 1, Wisbech Rd., King's Lynn.

CAMPION Combination, C.B., J.A.P. engii:

mag., 3-speed, clutch, good cwidition; ri<

58 gns., or near offer, for quick sale.—Hun
Garage, Heme Hill, S.E.24. 'Phone: " '

•-

(Private owner.)

['I

C3,-' All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

.p. Donglaa. buffer, lioacl Iivinp aot, horn, tools,

nil now; £65.-20, OsiiriiiBu Ril., near- Tuln.'ll

rubii. [5683

KKAT. ])oiibIii« Agent, Yoovil.-A low new 1920
niJiU'1.1 lor miiek delivery. Write us.—'Pliune

:

lovil. [1103

aOAVN.-Douglns 2«li.p., comiiletely overlinuloii 1

>wiiev l)«yiuff <'ombiuatiou : £33.—Aliliott, Einvortli,
'stor. [5562

3 2''ili.p. 2-spood Derela
Kooii goinp order; £45.-71, Sll

tone.

tly overliaulcd.
•• escent..

[5683

.p. Doufflos!, 1915, 2-speed, perfect througbout.;
fir.'it ciieijue £50.—Grimes, 67, Lancaster Ed.,

istono. [5463

r.iiiditirm :

Kent.
'"'

fsil'e

JOLAS 4h.p. New 1920 Combinalion. compU-lc
(ifh electric set: £175.-Box 3.188. c/o Tlir
('HtU. [504 S

JGI.AS. 2-speed. engine 29027. not done 50
niles. new tyres; bargain, *56.— 108, Mcndvale
Saling. ' [6154

, £65; 1915, £56;
Wallington. Crov

[6088

I JGLAS 2-.»peed Gear Box, £5/15; Cowev, lil;^-

.-SS/S; Jones trip, f3.—Blencathra, Walton-
L614„

1 TOLAS
erfoft. ;

Holkiwny

:lb-p., Into

2-speed, buffer springs, com-
60 gns,—330, Burdett Ed..

[4764

7 41i.p,

smart
Court.

no Combination, in- perfect and
£112.-72. Longridge Hd

,

[596^

fGLAS 234b. p. 2 speeds," 1914, lamps, speedo-
leter, new condition; £50.-202, Munstei Ed..

1 1, S.W.e. [5312

TOLAS 2^!4b.p.. W.D.. tank re-enamelled makers'
splendid condition; £38.-21, Devonshire

ambridg

1 Eni

[4851

nditit all

Q, Essex.

' Douglas' C.B. Combinati(

2-speed, splendid eon-
Thorogood, Eivenb.Tll,

14901

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ooiiglas

DOUCLA.I 2y,li.p., military modcln, W.D., reno-
vated, lanliilly m-loeted and tuned up, always

lutcb, ready tor tour; any trial; 95 Kn».-
Tbo Sq-.iare, Oarsbalton. [5927

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas and sidecar, ju«t ovcrlilinlcd, un-
l if gine splendid; £100; compieta set lamps.- 148.
Wviliifc Kd.. Nortliainpton. |X89]5
DniTGLAR 4b, p, 3-speed Swnn Combination, spbu-

,|i,l „,,l..r, tvi...- Mciiily new; £95.—War©, Miinnu
Mon.l, 11,1 l,(. I, 1:! I'lirley. [4891

. 2-fipeed, excellent eondi-
ling : any examination, trial.

1916, perfect run-
£125.—'Phone : Latchmere 4205.

cchanges. [5072

2^ih.p.. Douglases (several), all perfect; price;
fS6 to £65.-20, Treen Av„ Hoggers Corner,
S.W.13. [5632

Douglas 4b. p. Combination. 3-speed, fust d-^-

livered, never been used; £167.—Box 533, c/o
j(or Cj/de. [XC95:

Douglas Combination. 1917; £110; will rJ^Hvei
"within reasonable di^^tance.—Chaplin, AVindunli.

Stort;'ord. [5380

2^h.p. Douglas, makers' colours, all on. splen-
did order; £55; footboards, shield.—16, Oakfleld
enge, S.E. _ [6096

Douglas. 2-speed. W.D.. guaranteed mechani-
sally perfect; £60.—Laugford's, 37, Crieklewood
y, N.W.2. [4791
.'S.—Douglas 1914 234h.p., very little used; £50
Bith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chall

Cube Station). [01 5(

3LAS 2^4h.p., complete, like new, been stored;
gns.—JMiller, 62. Hampstead Ed., London.
North 1519. [4847

Douglas Combination, 1915, lamps, good cond
fl05.-K.P. llotor Co., 130, Eegent's I'ai

"Imdon, N.W.I. [538

3LAS Combination, late 1919, as new, Inmpf
ftxon, excellent condition; £160.-142,
Shoreditch.

Make. Price.

::5 ••; 3 Avon Rubber StuddeS 22/6
24 X 2 Avon Rubber Studded 25/-

Elite Rubber Studded Heavy 30/-
Avon Rubber Stud. Ex, Heavy 49/-

26X2j
40/-
30/-Elite Rubber Studded . .

.

Avon Heavv Rubber Studded 37/6
Hutchinson T.T
Hutchinson Passenger 48/-

26X-2|X2} Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Stud. 4?/9
Hutchinson Passenger 50/-
Elite Ex. Heavy RubbcrStu:!. 55/-
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Stud. 45/-
Hutchinson Passenger 55/-
Hutchinson Rubber Studded . 35/-
Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Stud. . 45'-
Hutchinson Passenger 55/-

60/-
Special Line of Government

Covers in almost new condi-
tion—

28X3 Dunlop Ex. Heavy Rub. Stud 27/6
Elite Rubber Studded 32/6
Avon Three-ribbed 72/6

42/-2gX2j Goodvear Rubber Studded .

.

650 X 65 Wood-Mllne Keygrip Ex. Hy. 50/-
700 X 80 Skew Heavy Non-skid 85/-

Hutchinson Three-ribbed .... 70/-

H RUBBER HIP BOOTS.
m Made by Norlh British Rubber Co,
[JU]

Ltd . Dominion Rubber Co , Ltd , etc

Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

—Box 3,222. ,

TJARGAIN,

-IQ15 Dons
Xt/ conditii

[5412

3LAS, 1915. 2S4h.p.. 2 speeds, replated and
uamelled; any trial; jESS.—38, Berkshire Gdns
Ireen, N.22. |;55<17

4h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, horn
pares, splendid outfit; £140; any trial.—90.
r Hill, S.W. [5546
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed. clutch
ery good condition; £95. no offers.-67, Little
ilharlton, S.E. 7. [5651

. DougLas, 2-speed, new. unscratched, only usjd
-31, Claremont Ed., Alex-

[S9415
Douglas 23,4h.p., 2-speed, perfect order; 55
Sl-r'V -T^l''^ Fortune Hill, Hampstead

[5706

(6236

[5162

W.D., lamps. Tan
cw condition; 65 gns.

—

ilanta. [5677

DouRhis Combination, delivery expected
tbi.^ niontli; £5 deposit paid; what offers?

L'/o The Motor Cydc. [5173

£57/10.-1916 2%L.p. Douglas, bufler

JL' springs, 2-sr)©ed, condition and ineehanically per-

fect.—8n, George Lane, Lewishara. [5322

2'j.'4b.p., 2 speeds, T.T. bars, splendid

£60 ; E.I.C. magneto, single, suit ligbt-

eight.-Granville, Minster, Thnnet. [4765

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, immediate delivery,
-It/ brand new, unregistered, unridden; £164, or

oilers.—51, Valley Ed., Scarborough. [5398

Hill (nr. Chalk' Farm" Tube). [5575

DOUGLAS 2\\i.v., 2-speed. uncrated, 1919, makers
colours, very fast and fine machine; 62 gns.—

Dentist, 216, Portobsllo Rd., W.IO. [6138

1Q16 Douglas 2S!,h.p., 2-speed, unused W.D. mcKlels,

i-fJ guaranteed eftual to new, tanks makers' colours;

£66.-18, Decdar Ed., Putney, S.W. [5551

GIBB, Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personal

attention to all orders. All spares at makers' prices

vtocked. No profiteering.—'Phone: 852. [6340

23h.p. 2-speed Douglas, 1915-16, new buffer head,
4 rebuilt, as new; £58.-1. IVlelrose Rd., Morton

Park, S.W. 'Phone: 1012 WimbUdon. [5645

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1916 Coacbbuilt Combination. 3-

speed, all on, perfect condition throughout;
£112.-7. Eecreation Rd., Sydenham. [5881

1Q16 Douglas. 23ih.p. renovated equal to new
Xt/ machine, privately owned; £65.—Harold Hol-

land, 50. Marlborough lid., Coventry. [X9420

' 4h p. Douglas Combination, exceptionally

smart condition, mechanically perfect; £110.—
1, 6, Mount Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [6006

1916 2%h.p. Dongl.ases, perfect; £62 and
Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd., Tarn

r. Cioydon. 'Phone: 1545. [5411

electric

19^
Lowet

D^

Suburb, N.W.4.

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge fioad,

Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 6553.

£65.-
th Ed.,

lamp, speedometer,
£65.—Bridge House,

Manchester Ed., Hollinwood, Manchester. [5211

DOUGLAS 2S,ih.p., 2-sneed, new November, 1919.
makers' colours, condition as new; 65 gns.— 144.

Ladbroke Grove, North Kensington. W.IO. [[4976

5p; GNS.—2%h.p. Douglas, W.D., overhauled, equal

O to new, makers' colours, new T. and B. mag.

;

cash wanted.-31. Halford Ed., Fulbam. [4775

OUGLAS 2?4h.p., 2-speed, uncrated Dec, 1919,
ibsoluteiy perfect, exceptionally smart; 62 gns.

-60. Wallinglord Av., North Kensington. [6093

BRAND New 1920 4b. p.' Douglas Combination;
£160.—Graham, East Lodge, Wargrave Manor.

Wargrave. Berks, lear Henley-on-Thames. [5699

SEVEEAL 1816 Douglases, completely overhauled,
silver and blue tanks, all with brand new tyres;

£67/10.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [6643

id condition, recently over-
lamps, tools, etc. ; £58.—

Bovett, 147, Southampton St., Camberwell. [4784

CLIFFOED WILSON Manufacturing Co., 70, Royal
Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S,W.3.—Kensington 7113.

—Douglas. W.D. models; £63 and £65 each. [5815

DOUGLAS 2^!4h.p., 2 speed.^ good tyres. Klaxon born,
H.P. lamp, excellent condition ; bought combina-

tion.—257, Beckenham Ed., Beokenham, Kent. [5390

DOUGLAS Combinations, 4h p., 2^4h.p. (3-speed
clutchl. 2S4h.p. (3-speed). --Agent for Salisbury

and District. Longman, Fisberton, Salisbury. [4326

4 h.p. Douglas. 1915 or 1916, completely overhauled,
appearance accept £90,

offers.—19, LTpper Park Eow, Hampstead, N.W. [6075

Douglas, new belt and countershaft, Bosch
lag., footboards, less stand; £26/10; may

ay after 6 p.m.—31, Park Rd., Rugbv. [X9290
19^\

*U letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issi B27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

23.I1.P. W.D. T.T. Douelas, discs, just uncrated, not
4 used, new P.H. lamp set, Klaxon; first £80

sei-nres.-218, Dxbiidge Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [5242

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, just overhauled, new back
tyre, sideboards: £55. 'Phone: 166 Molesey.—A.

E. Page, Tangier House, Hampton, Middlesex. [4802

~| Q 15 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, recently overhauled
J-iJ and in splendid condition, all accessories; £65.

- —London Rd. Gara;ge, Reading. 'Phone : 157. [5887

DOUGLAS, T.T., just been thoroughly overhauled and
re-enanielled-, long exhaust pipe, very sporty mount

:

price £55.-104, Brighton Bd., Eedhill, Surrey. [5384

DOUGLAS 1914 2';ih.p., 2-speed, just overhauled,
perfect condition throughout, electric lighting;

£60.—Shillingford, 57, The Mall, Southgate. N.14.
[5025

D^*-' anu rL. lauip seL, norn, xoois, spares, me
ally perlect; £64.—Eead, Aston Clinton, Tr:

[5482
DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, 1915, lamps, horn,

speedometer, new spare belt and tube, perfect-
65 gns., or nearest offer.—105, Usher Ed., Bow, E.

[569,=

DOUGLAS, single speed, overhauled, fast, good
climber, reliable, paddle off, sound tyres, new

belt; £30.—Twynham, Manor Rd., Horsell, Woking.
[4313

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., T;T., 1916, Lucas accessories,
good tyres, splendid condition; £57/10.—Cope,

15, Upper Hagley Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.
[X9143

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., 2-speed, clutch model, Klaxon,
lamps, etc., new tyres, excellent condition: 55

gns.-Hurford, 120, Sutherland Rd., West Croydon.
[53Qf

4h.p. Douglas Combination, W.D. model, 1916; this
machine has had little use, and is now equal to

new; £110; trial.—207, Blackshaw Ed., Tooting.
[5920

4h.p. 1917 Douglas, just had £18 overhaul, discs,

lamps, etc., tyres good, wide handle-bars, soun£
condition; £84; Surrey.—Box 3,271, c/o The Moloi

Ciide. [6051

D0UGL.4S 2%h.p., 1915, clutch kick starter, 3-

speed model, perfect condition, spare?, lamps,

etc.; £60, or best offer.—Box 3,285, c/o The Motor
Cydc. [6066

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped, nice

condition ; any trial to genuine purchaser : first

rifler over £97.—Harrison, 23, Orockerton Ed., Upper
Tooting.

- W773
4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, lamps, horn,

tools, spare belt, tube, etc.,- recently overhauled
and repainted: any trial; £115.—Hudson, Brook Rd..
EedhilL [5030

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, Bosch, Binks, lamps,
tyres, and belt nearly new, chain guard, 100 ni.p.g.

;

£60. or near.—Webb, Grocer, Eotherhitbe New Ed.
S.E.I 5. [4980

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 1915, 3-speed, just overhauled,
speedometer, tools, etc. ; £65; seen by appoint-

ment.—Melitus, 129, Ladbroke Rd., Holland Park,
London. . [4832

"I<il6 Douglas Combination, newly painted and reup-
-Lt/ holsteied, electric light and electric hooter, in

perfect running order; £100.-246, Walworth Ed., Lon
don, S.E. [5780

DOUGLAS 25/4h.p., 2-siieed, £55; 2Mh.p., 2-«peed,
lamps and hora, £59/10.—HaUftis Motor Ex-

change, Union St. South, Halifax. [5257

DOUGLASES 25sh.p. always in stock at competitive
prices, open, till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satur

days.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed. (opposite Chalk
l-'ann Tube Station). [0151

OUGLAS 2%h.p.. 1920, just deUvered, £100, or close

also B.S.A. 1914 combination, as new. £70,
or offer.-65, Abbey Ed., St. John's Wood. 'Phone:
Hampstead 8211. [4936

1 Q16 2-54h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch mag., excellent
-L */ condition, guaranteed mechanically perfect;
£65.—Seen any time at Langford's, 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. [4790

DOUGLAS, 2-"^h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,
very fast, Bosch mag., horn, tools, etc.; ride

awav; fS7/ 15.—Abbey, Casa Mia, Woodland Av.,
Hornchurcb, Essex. [5661

-j Q16 2'/ih.p. W.D Douglas, 2 speeds, mechanically
JL */ as new, large exhaust pipe, brand new tvres;
£65.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works, Saffron Walden,
E-fex. 'Phone: 45. [X9286

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Coniliination, perfect condi-
tion, electric lighting, Watford trip speedometer,

horn, new extra heavv Dunlnp ; £150.—Capt. Mead, 27,

Ladbroke Gardens, W. [3798

DOUGLAS SV^h.p. Solo, 1914, 2-spced, clutch and
kick start, very fa.st and comfortable; Loudon

distiict; price £72; sidecar to fit, £12.-Box 3,256,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5402

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.. 1911, Bosch mag., new belt,

lamp, re-enamelled, exceptionally good engine,
perfect order; bargain; first £40 secures.—Swift. 91.
Laugroyd, Colne, Lane*. [X8187
41i.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, Easting wind screen,

lamps, horn, spar© belt, etc., perfect condition;

D

a

Machines quoted below are for im-

mediate delivery. Our stock has run

rather low after Easter, but we are

continually having machines coming

in every day. So don't waste time,

give us a call, anJ we are sure you

will be satisfied.

Combinations.
A.J.S . CombiQatio i

192c. MATCHLESS Combination, standard
mcidel. electric lamps, speedometer.

1920 HENDERSON Combination, fitted witb
Henderson Elite Sidecar, dynamo Ijght-

_ ing, brand new.

ig20 B.Slft. Combinations, 2 in stock, all

chain drive, also cbain-cum-belt model
Both new.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, magdync
lighting, hood, windscreen, very small

1919 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, hood.
screen, speedometer, indistinguishable
from Qew,

1919 5-6 h.p. JAMES, Canoelet sporting Side

Solo Machines.
ig20 N.U.T., magdync lightmg, in stock.

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI.

First-class Combinations wanted lor spot
ash. High prices paid for good machines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I

'Phone No. : Museum 3419.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915 model, 254h.p., T.T., 2-speeds.
overhauled and renovated, new tvres and sadi

atted, good as new; £67/10, bargain.—Holland, 1
EarUdon Av., Coventrj-. [X'K

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London
2"'ih.p. Douglas M.C., war models. 2-speed ge

wmi-T.T. bars, £65 and *75 each; also EecoodAa
a^.ili.P. Doujlaa, £59/10. {47

"IQ15 and 1916 Dougliises, 2",ih.p., 2-svfe<l, tn'es
X*/ new, sound throughout, and verv fast, luechan;
horn: £60 and 65.—Gordon and Cox, Engineers, Bn
tree. Esses. 'Phone ; N. 92, fsi

D.ODGLAS 1916 23ih.p., racing engine, as new,
age 200, variable jet, buffer Jorks, loree f(

boards and legf^hields. Klaxon, pump, tools ; ride awi

£35.-11., Evrie, Eadlett, Herts. [5]

ROMi'OED, Essex.—4h.p. Douglas combination, 19
eseellent condition, new tyres, new lamps,

accessories, complete outfit, 4 galls, iietrol
;

price £1
no oflers.—Apply, 55, Manor Ed. (a

DOUGLAS 4h.p Combination, 1915. nev
new tyres, recently overhauled, spares and to

trial by written appointment; 85 gns.—Rowntree,
Tlie Crest, Palmer's Green, K.13. [6

DOUGLAS, 1916, 254h.p., W.D. model, buff.

lamps, horn, and variable iet, just overhfto
last machine, c^nly done 4,000 miles; £70, m
—Carter, 71, -High St., Chatham.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., semi-T.T. bars, iully e
with Lucas King of Road lamps, Clero -i

al horn, new Dunlops, etc., fine condition:
54, Watkin Terrace, Northampton. (SS(

DOUGLAS Combination 2Hh.v. 2-speed, 1915, At!
E.LC. mag.. Triumph spring iorks. smart t]

C.B. sidecar, reasonable trial given; £75.—Owes,
jcholefield Ed., Upper HoUoway, X.19. ^ g&

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., 2-speed, Bosch, meoBfai
horn, lamps, new tyres, running order; »&'

Plumley, Kent House Cigar Stores (nr. Clock He
Station), Beckenham Rd., Beckenham. [E

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p.. 2-speed, W.D. models, spec!

selected machines, ex-Government stor^,

'uarauteed by us; i;65 each.—Elce and Co., 15
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. • ^10

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917, excellent 00

tion, kick start, automatic 'oil pump, WaHI,'

speedometer, horn, tools, pump, 2 new covers; ^^i
45, Constantine Rd., Colchester, Essex. JB!

DOUGLAS, 1917, W.D. model, buffer sprin^-j
tyres and belt, perfect condition throll|3t4

guaranteed, £62; another 1915, £58.—Seen fi
Auto Co., Finchley Church End Station. ;[6

DOUGLAS 1916 2o4h.p., 2-speed. renovatec),

chanically sound, new tyrei, Millers' laniBS,

Stewart horn; a genuine bargain, f 65.—Castogl
T])e Manse, 15, Eayne Bd., Braintree, Essex. [6

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-5peed, kic* .st

-Li/ electric lighting, horn. Cameo wind scieeii

-pare covers and tubes, complete with tool kit. spiei

;ondition; £140.—Holmdale, Spenser Ed., Hatjei'.

1 fil8 (Dec.) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, '^

.

LV etc., new tyres, perfect condition. lampVJe
ride away, privatelv owned; £115, or offer.—Wo
monds, 495, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, a,«|

19 9 2^'ih-P. Douglas, condition faultless,

speedometer, large P. and H. set, Lucas.pi

DOUGLAS 2"'ih.p., Colonial model. 3-speed, Si
born, tools, 1915, new in 1916; oMn to «1

examination- a bargain, £65.—A. J. MrtcMil.

Bloomfield Rd., Bromley Common, Bromley, K«nt
16

1 019 4h p Douglas Combination. Watford «pe

It/ meter, electric lighting. Klaxon born, ft^

condition, as new, £165; anotherl920 4h.p. COIOb

tion £160.-Rho5ha Motor Co., Mawneys Ed., B

ford.

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when yoB
,

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to ttS }
birds Place your order at once if you

;

livery -Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196. Chelten.

Bristol. ,^ ,

1 Ah.p. (Water-cooted Douglas) Williamson, osiW
X\f throughout, 2.sejter sidecar, new tyres. Inl^iJI

speedometer, luggage grid

£135, or .

don. ;

DOUGLAS, 2";.,h.p., W.D., 1916, rmcraWd'
temb.-ir. 1919. low mileage, special Icni^ .««

buffer forks, heavy Dunlops, detachable vall^t
£70, or ne est; "appointment.—41, Canterbl^
C.oydon.

1 020 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, Watford trip

XJ? iimeter, mileiige 600, Cowey ii;erliami:il

Miller laliip.s, 2 generators, full £4/15 insuia;;ie 1

any trial; £176.—Dickinson, Maigaiefs Hall. \Vi-

DOUGLAS, W.D.'s, two, 2''.,h.P., 1916 aii.l

; and tyres'new; £60, £70; overh.Ti.i'

Brooklands habitue.—298, Romford
,,J-

Forest Gate, E.7.

B2? All letters relating to advertisements should nuote the numbet at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OTOR CYCIJiS FOR SALE.
Hnrley-Duvldson.

(Ciinivuiln',!) Iliul.'.v,

lith,

mcchanirally per-

rido away.—Baron.
Loiulon. [5365

rniiiliiiiiilMiii. 3-3pood, clutch, VWk
I VMS i^io.l. nil accessories; £130.—
.<il)iiuiiiu Urovo. 'Phone; Park 3232.

[6129
I' Ilarley original tyres.- Harley side-

I. spciiil. screen: £155. solo £120:
London.—Box 3,284, c/o The

,Ey-n.VVlnSON Comhinntinn, 1919. 7-91i.p.,

peed, electric liplits : a very tine lot: bnrB.-iin.

iieiid offer.—Pooley, 1, \Ynstd«le Ed., Foiojl
i.23. [5182

KY-II.WIDSON, 1918 model, 7-9h.p., over-
il.'d .lad le-enanielled tlirontrhout, and in ex-
iil.i: £150, or nearest offer.-39, ArKylo St..

[5bU3

5-6h.p., 3-speed eeai
lAi idel. Ve

a \i.,

sidei
,
lanipa, hor

£130.-Ijieat. I^on
ellciit

EY-D.WIDSON 191E

'9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
del. speedometer, mileage under 50 : too
or owner: £235. or close offer-.—Lieut. Robb.
Lad. Kyde. I.W. [5991

EY-D.'U'ID.SON 1916 7-9h.p. 3-speed, Bosch
Jlilllord

reen, perlect conditio
bei-well Gate. S.E.17.

lEY-llAVlnSON 191(
.eed, oveihiialed. reel
condition, as new

1 M- Hd., Kentish To

disc wheels, 3 lamps,
: 135 gns.—10, Cvril

[5437

Magneto Model, Sh.p..

nielied and plated, ia
Williams, 36.

, [5974
120

EY-llAVmsON 7-9h.p. mag. model, 10104 K..
5 Gloria sidecar. 28in. wheel, privatelv owned,
little wear, tine machine; £175.-Eichardson,

itgate. \Vorlcsop. Notts. [6791

EY-HAVlnSON Combination, 5-6h.p., fully
ipped with lamps. Klaxon, etc, excellent con-

fast: £105.—Rawlings, Westwell Rd.
IS, Streatham Common. [5519

'-9h.p. Harley-I-^avidson Combination, good rnn-
ig order, hooded sidecar, new piston rings and
uUv eiinipped; accept £145, lowest.—Ambl
, The Avenue, Trimley, Suffolk. [4749

EY-nAVIDSON 7-9h.p., electric model, with
rial Dunhill sidecar, beautiful condition, total
».700; £150; solo mount considered part ex-
Appiy, Crown Garage, Weybridge. [4679

Mag. Model Harley. 7-9h-p., 3-speed, just been
enamelled and overhauled, new rear tyre, lamps
lianical horn ; , seen .London bv appointment

;

^No. 37, 51, Torrington Sq., London, W.O.I.
[5759

EY Combination, electric model, 1917, engine
, L85545L bulbous sidecar, disc wheels, hood,
illion seat, mechanical condition, enamel, tyres
my trial: £150, no offers.—4, Loubet St., Tcot-

[5465

Flat Pwin Harley-Davidson, Mills-Fullord
lecar. petfol carrier. Easting vvi

speedometer. fuUv eluipped. raih
rest offers ::00 gns.—62. Luxor V

agneto model.EY-D-AYIDSOK". Oct., 1919, m
feet condition, fitted with hood
els, piUion seat, electric light, piirallel head
uall mileage: £225.-70, Hatfield Ed., Bed-
t. W. [5276

Harley-Davidson Combination, electric ligbt-

g, mechauical horn, complete, very fast
outfit ready go anywhere; trial given; £170.

c/o Finsbury Park Motor Works, Seven
'A., London. [4955

Harley-Uavidson Combination, mag. model.
le 1.200 miles, very fine engine, T.T. or touring
tool kit and spares. Barkers mudguard side

fitted; £230.-Lient. A. G. Smith, E.N.,
d, Berkhamsted [5165

l[^EY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1916 C.B. Combina-
3, enamelled and lined new Harley colour,
25, equal to new, magnificent turnout, and

£140.—Ashley House, York
[X9236

'!'-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, 3-speed,
. ok sta-t. dynamo lighting, beautiful bulbous
rlev sidecar, latest Harley colour, magnificent

' throughout; £160; any trial.—Beauchamp, 6,
d Ed., Redland, Bristol. [596V

EY-DAYIDSO^T 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
dl mag., Lucas lamps, tvres practiacUy £

w Millford sidecar with hood, the whole .^ ^^-
radition; £160 or icarest offer.—T. H. Drink-

[5564

isjanton, Norfolk.

[i tndinirst.

kick startei
excellent condition; any trial,

I. --Vlso quantity of spare parts, cheap.—
.vk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. [4829

PLACE YOUR
ORDER

with a firm who can be depended

upon to take a personal interest in

your individual requirements, as we
always do—previously published testi-

monials prove that. We desire your

goodwill before your business, and

we are " at your service "
first and

always. What we advise to-day, you

appreciate to-morrow.

Send Ui your order NOW for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
from stock of :—

•

EDMUND, IVY Lightweight.

CLYNO Lightweight,

METRO-TYLER, NEW
IMPERIAL, etc., etc.

APRIL DELIVERY of

ARIEL, ALLDAY ALLON,
BLACKBURNE, DIAK OND,
INDIAN, L.M.C., NEW

HUDSON, NEW IMPER-
IAL, SPARKBROOK,
RUDGE MULTI,

VELOCETTE, CEDOS,
SUN VITESSE.-

SCOOTAMOTAS"
DELIVERED

FROM STOCK.

MOTOR CYCI-US POR SALE.
Hailey-I);ivld«on.

HAItl.f.Y IIAVIli.sclN I'llii 7 'Jli |. (..rrihiiKil

: cd ,.|<.. I jic r.f.id.'l .li .' v.'lic'l U'.,!l,,,,l

SIOVKUAI, 1918 and 1919 Ilarleyg, 3-«pocd magneto
ionii,.ls. good tyres and mctrhanical condition.

rnUK'li ap|jvuiMiii;e: price from £90 to £110; all Wlirth
£40 til £50 more it re-emmollod.—B.P. Garage, .I.A.P.
Specialists, 40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden
Town, near N.L. Railway. [6135

1019 (guaranteed) 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidsons, choice
-*-«^ of 5. ready to ride, mechanically perfect and
coni|ilc(e, good tyres, had very little use, from U.S.A.
.Vrniy: seiii any time; £95 each: any good modern
machine taken in exchange, cash either way.—Olidiert.
66, Chuivli IM.. Barnes, S.W. [5305

HAl!I.i:V II W'lnsiiX 7-9h.p. Combination, 1919,
iliiiic. jiiiiil', new condition, luxnrioua alu-

iiiiaiiiiii .siiii.:M, 1;. iIiiih! cord niilinlstery and spring
scat, lii^t ,1.11.1

t
ii It, Mitii c,.,v...i, itnil hofid, sjieeial

d:i.-liliii;iril \m(1i Mill :iN.| ,iii lii-, Ji-ilny clock, reading

nil III lit iCiliiMi. , i':i.| 11 I'l •

I
I, -I 31491. [5330

elcc-

hecls, hiiu.l, ' M, -I .liinicter,

watch, spare valvea, springs, chiiin
,

i

1 tube,
2 part worn outer covers, new l: 1 :

,
slightly

worn front, and other spares; £icn, n. n. u i|V,r;_al80
bear skin motor coat, beaver collar, coat reversible, 'rain-

proof, splendid condition, £15.—C.W., 6, Manorway,
- -- - -'- " • -- [4823Bexley, Kent. 'Phone; Bexley Heath 17.

Hazlewood.
HAZELWOOD Combination, 4-5h.p. J.A.I'. twin,'-3-

speed, kick stirt, clutch, perfect order; £75.—
135, Edgware Ed,, "^.2. [5427

HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycle and Coachbuilt Sidecar,
1915, 5-6h.p. J. A.P., 3-speed, kick start; £80.

-Tibbies, 34, Manfield Ed., Northampton. [X9240

HAZLEWOOD 4h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, 3-

speed, speedometer, lamps, and accessories, condi-
tion OS new: £90.-21, Eitherdon Ed., Balham, S.W. 17.

[5160
"i Q20 Hazlewood, new, just delivered, 5-6h.p. com-
JLtf bination, lamps, etc.; list £186, no waiting, no
offers, first cheque over £195.—Perry, 37, High St..

Stony Stratford. [4877
Henderson.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.—
8-lOh.p. Henderson and sidecar, 1915, 4-cyL

engine: £135/10. [6164

1 020 Henderson Combination, with latest bulbous
-Li/ sidecar to match, brand new; £260.-2,
Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton, London. [4556

HENDEKSON Comliination, smart, lamp, speed-

ometer, horn, mirror, disc wheels; oil'er over £170.
-2. Maytair Terrace, Morden Ed., Merton. [4821

LAr>iCASHlRB, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle of

Man —Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. wanted.—
J. Blake and Co., Official Dealers. Liverpool-Man-
chester. (6587

Hobart.

HOBAET, with 5-6h.p. twin 2-stroke Villiers, No. 2

2.speed Chater with Mabon clutch, all as new

;

£50, or nearest oiJer ; selling through death of owner.

-15, Dean St., E.l. 15383

HOBAET-PEECISION", 1915, S'/^h.p., 3-speed hub
gear, recently overhauled and in good running

order. Swan coachbuilt sidecar, tyres good; £75, or

offer.-WoodliSe, Faulker House, Burgh, Lanes. [5316

1Q17 Hobart-Villiers 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed coun-
X*J tershaft, handle-bar control, aluminium foot-

boards new lighting set, Lucas horn, splendid condi-

tion fine running order; £50.—Dawson, 34, Ampthill

Ed.,' Bedford. [6118

Hoskison.
OSKISON 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, just

delivered: S73/15.—Beal, Sidley, Bexhill. [6004

Humber,

BEDFORD tiarage Walsall, district agents lor

numbers ; rotational delivery. [5307

Humber. few parts missing: £10, or nearest.

-106. Thistlemoor Ed., Peterborough. [5732

HUMBEE 2h.p., good appearance, well tyred, runs

well- £30, near offer.—67, Wantage Ed.
Eeadmg. ' [X9304

i
-| Q12 3V^h.p. Humber Engine, complete, w-ith silencer

Xt/ and Bosch- offers.— 51, Naunton Crescent, Chel-

tenham. [5741

HDMBEE Lightweight, Bosch mag., splendid con-

dition: £30. no offers.—Harkness, South God-

stone. Surrey. [5029

HUMBEE Lightweight, excellent condition, complete,

new tyres, spare tube: ride away; £25.—Fynbai

.

nornoeh, N.B. [5231

HUMBER, 3'Ah.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bosch, B
and B, niw tyres; £40.—Berry, 193, London

Ed., Kingston. [5685

HUiVIBER Twin 2?ih.p., low, fast, good ------=

order; seen any time; £35.^9. North St

Portslade, Snsie.-c. 1="-^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B31
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H

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER Lightweight, perfect condition, looks
new: £35; alter 6 p.m.—34, Fletcher Rd.,

Acton Gieen, W.4. [4841

HUMBEE Combination (wicker), Si/'h.p., 2-speed,
Bosih, B.B.; £30: lide oivas-.-46. High- St , Ux-

bridge, Middlesex. [5091

3 ill. p. Hnmber Conibinntion, Stnrniev 3-speed, cinti h,

2 new tyres, excellent condition; £66.-68, H.it-
field Ed., Bedford Park. [5917

Q K GNS.—Humber Si/^h.p., 2-speed, handle etait,^^ new handle-bars, Pedley grips, spores; baigam
—18a, High St., Putney, S.W. [6283

3 ill. p. Hniulier, 2 speeds, free engine, handle stait,
2 extra order; ride away: £45.—Baxter, Jomei,

Holuie-upon-Spalding-Moor, York. [5004

UMBER 3%h.p. 3-speed Motor Cycle, 1914, equal
new, not ridden from 1914 until 1919; oHers.—

j^taecy, Bast St., Haslemere, Surrey. [5027

HUMBEE SM-h.p., stored during war, clutch, K.S.,
accessories, condition a.s new ; £60 ; after 5.—3,

Victoria Gardens, Notting Hill Gate. [6727

—8, Warwick Ed., Stratford-ou-Avo

2iih.p. Humber, all-chain drive, re-enamelled and
•i overhauled, touring bars, long exluiust; first £20.

-Hollies, 15, Nursery Av., Hale, Cheshire. [5865

HUMBER 3V'h.p., 2-speed gear, splendid condition
and running order; £37/ 10.—Murray, 37a,

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn, London. [X923G

HUMBER Combination, SV^h.p., 2-speed gear, Bosch
mag., splendid running order: £45.—Murray,

37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn, London.
[X9231

HUMBER Combination, coachbuilt, 1914, 3V2h.p.,
3-speed, kick start, splendid order throiaghout,

all accessories; £97/10.-140, Fordel Ed., Catford,
S.E.6. - [5433

EAULY Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machines
from the accredited agents.-The Lankester En-

gineering Co., Motor Cycle Uept., 63, Brighton Kd.,
Surbiton. - [2090

HUMBER 2'i!;h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, B. and B., Dun-
lop heavy, excellent condition, accessories- £40'

seen after 6.—Trussler, 40, Ivy Crescent, Bollo Lane,
Chiswick. [5343

HUMBER 1919 Flat Twin C.B. Combination, ab-
solutely as new, 3 lamps and generator, all

accessories: £140, or offer; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton
Ed., Bow, E.3. [5843

1 Q19 Humber 3VA.p. Flat Twin, 3-speed, clutch,
JLt/ Montgomery C.B. sidecar, lamps, tools, etc., as
new: £120.—Fildes, Thorn Ed., Bramhall. Tel.: Man-
chester City 380. [X9215
/* li.p. Humber and Millford sidecar, 3 speeds, all
vT' lamps, born, and spares, only run 1,000 miles, tier-

fe.^t con(iition guaranteed, looks new; £100.—Bowden,
[4987Wilfred Ed., Boscombe

ofler.—19, Br:l:nrn. and tools;- £135
St.. Blyth. Northumberland. [6123

IQIB Huipber Combinaticn. SJjh.p. flat twin, 3
-1 *y speeds," countershaft', clutch, handle start, lamps,
horn, speedometer, fine order; £95 lowest.—G.. 63.
Solnn Rd., Brixton, S.W. 2. [5593

HUMBEE 2%li.p., chain drive, free engine, clutch,
handle start, new tubes, full equipment, spares,

just overhauled, splendid order; £24/10.—Gordon Harris,
Garsdon, Malmesbuty, Wilts. [X9352

HUMBEE 1919 (September) SVah.p. Flat Twin,
lamps, horn, Millford sidecar, large luggage grid,

mulershield for engine, in splendid condition; £135.—
Warren, Mellwurne, Derbyshire. [X9270

31h.p. Humber and Cane Sidecar, 2-speed, handle'
2 start, Bosch, B. and B., new tyre and belt,

speedometer, lamps, pump, spare tube, belt, etc., in
good condition; £53.—2, Cody Rd., Cove, Farnborough.

[5876
HUMBEE 1916 6-8h.p., Millford sidecar, 2-seater,

water-cooled horizontal twin, 3-speed clutch, gate
change, dynamo , lighting, electric horn, fully equipped,
travelled under 2,000 miles, perfect; any trial; £175
— 16, Christchurch Av., Brondesbury. 'Phone: 134
Willesden. [6413

Indian.
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, 1915, good

condition.—Millard, Shepton -Mallet. [4914

15 Clutch Indian, 7h.p., accessories, not done
2,000 miles; £65.-16, York St., Dover. [4766

NDIAN 1917 7-9h.p., clutch model, T.T., Lucas set,
Klaxon; £55.—House, 2, Lexington St., W.l. [5511

NDIAN 7-91i.p. i{. Eaeer, thoroughly overhauled and
renewed; £70.-168, Lordship Ed., N.16. [5909

NDIAN I'owerplus Combination, fine condition • £100,
Hilder, Sackvillo Ed., Bexhill-on-Sea. [5141

15 5-6h.p. T.T. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
fast, new condition; £85.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton.

[5743
NDIAN 7.9h.p. Powerplus, 1919, hardly used; £145.

Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, New Bond St., W.l.
[6829

19

19

Inew and
iSECOND-HAND
I MOTOR CYCLES,
We have a very good selection

ofmachines available. Please

let us know your requirements.

I

NEW IMPERIAL
COMBINATIONS (W.D.)

Cash Price £145.

SIDECARS IN STOCK
CANOELET.

HENDERSON.

MILLFORD.

SWAN.

ACCESSORIES.
SPEEDOMETERS.

Watford, Standard Model £4
Watford, Trip Model £5
Cowey, Standard Model £5
Cowey, Trip Model £6

'

HORNS.

Klaxon, Mechanical £1
Cowey, Mechanical £3
Finis, Mechanical £1

LAMPS.

P. and H. Set, No. ra- £3
P. and H. Set, No. r25 £2
P. and H. Lamp, No. 128 £1
P. and H. Rear Lamp
Miller Large Set £3
Aluminium Sidecar Lamp
Aluminium Rear Lamp
Aluminium Generators £1

VARIOUS.

Sidecar Hoods £3
Easting Windscreens £4
Cameo Windscreens £3
Leather Kit Bags, 17 x i^iii

Pillion Seats (with clips) £1

Wheel Discs, aluminium (pair) £2

5 Eastern Garage Co.,
"

official Repa ._

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7.
Telephone—490 East Ham.

Telegram:
—"Egar.ico, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

Swan Combination, excellent
Burwood Park Rd., Waltm

£88.-1914 Indi;
dition.—Stive

Thames.

J^O -B. Br

t\

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination
speed; £125.—Fairhead, 14, Melville Ed

thanistow.

INDIAN 1915 T.T. Model, 7-9h.p., DunlotH
cover; Clin be ridden away; £80.—Phillips,

Dartlord.

INDIAN 5-6h.p.,- 2-speed. clutch, Jamps, good 1

ning order; £56.—Brown, Eivermead, Wot'
Reading. [ \

K.S., I

-53, Ki
Kd.. is. 15.

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, 1;

etc.; £100; appointment.—Surgery, 484a, Fii

Ed., S.W.6.
[

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 2->

K.S., thorough order; 80 gns.—24, M.iiiictt i

Barnet, N.
t

7h.p. Indians, clutch, solo, overhaul cost £35. oro
of officer in Germany; £70, nearcot.—E&

Garage, Dover.
]

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed model,
lent ciiiid!tiun;£S6.—Woolgar, The Hornet,

Chester. Su.>:ex.
'

'

BRAND New Indian Combinaticn, dynamo ligk

list price.—626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, op:

Baker's Arms.

INDIAN 5-6h.p.. 1916, 3-speed, clutch, kick St
all perfect; best over £70.—Allen, 164, Ix. t

combe Rd., Croydon.

1 Q 13 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, c
-L^ trial; £85.—Blake, Westbourne Grow,
'Phone: Park 3232.

"I
Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, 7-9h.p-, dj

•fi-Cf lighting, mileage 500, condition as new"^'
—37, Regent St., Rugby. [3

PO'WERFLUS Indian Combination, 1917 I

discs, Easting screen, beautiful outfit; *
51, Queen St., Hitchin.

T Q14 Indian 7-9h.p. 2-speed, clutch, spring 1

-«-*' lamps, splendid condition.—Harvey, Church
Cheshunt, Herts. £78.

7.9h.x^. 2-speed Spring Frame Indian, almost
tyres, in good running order; £32. — H.N

King Edward St., Slough.

7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, Bo^ch mag.,
.sidecar ; oilers ; Satmdav after 2, or Sajj<i

47, Gt. Eastern Rd., Stratford, E.

MARCH, 1920, Indian 7-9h.p.. electric combln
complete with £10 extras, brand new; £:.

Essayan, INlatlock House, Matlock.

sell £70.—355. Norwich Rd., IpS'

7'-9h.p. Indii

nch.

1914-15, 2-speed, clntch. K.S.,
Dnnlop, lamp set, Stewalt;, \

£72.—Clarendon, Staplegrove, Taunton.

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1916, overhauled and cnaa,
with Indian sidecar, perfect condition, very. &

£100.—Jakins, 247, High Rd., Lee, S.E.

]Q16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, best Indinin
-^ car, Lucas lamps. Cameo wind screen, a

bargain; £97/10.-61, Queen St., Hitchin.

SPORTING T.T. Indian, Swan Oxford "si'

dynamo lighting, disi-s. excellent condition;
-135, Do Boauvoir Rd., N.l. Dalston 2265.

19 16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed. clutch, K.S., fixe

condition, just thoroughly overhauled, all

;; £95.—Power, Chobham, near Woking.

llaylett, 8, Milner St., Gibson Sq., Islington.

1 Q15-16 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., 3 speeii

-LfJ painted, overhauled, all on; 100 gns.,

aflier -Jenki

1 6 Indian Oombii

Terr Swanseii.

IQie Indian Combination,' 7-9h.p. PowetpUi
-i-^ speed, clutch, speedometer, all accct^sorie^ [

ccUent condition; £120.-33, Grimville Ed.,

1 (120 Indian Combination, done 300, littesifgl

-Lt/ model, discs all round, electric; £2lr
5, Eastern Terrace, St. George's Rd , Partai(ii|

2-speei1 014 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,
i-Xf liphtiim, iust overhauled; £95.
lock, 103, Nmtholt Ed., South Hnrr

"I 016 Powerplus Indian Combinatioay'-"? .-

Xt/ clutch, long exhaust, accessories, perf<!«;,|

—Blake, 216, Wcstbourna Grove. 'Phone; RStK|

19 20 7-911.B. Indiiin
lights, speedometer,
st offer.—Hodgson,

and Cnnoelet sideoft*

et(^., perfect orderjp
EUerslea, Daleton,!-

B32 '^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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lOTOR CYCI.nS
Mni'tlnsyde.

TINSYIilO NK\VMA.\--nii

FOR SALH.

l.til.. l.)9, l,i

l.W.U'i Hull litll 17

10140
TINSVDH NKWMAN Comhilintioil, tUo koiihii-

)n Ml Olyiiipia. -Itiiolt your oiilor now lor striit

dpliVi'ry ^vlfll J. Uliiko and Co., the motor cyi-Ie

110-112, Holt St., Livcipool, Biitnill'8 lnomi.T
arolo siiloou: nUo iit Blncktriura St., Mauclif.xt.M.
i [6580

Matchless.
OUIiKSS 611. p., 2.8pced, niid sidecar, r('rf*'''t

edition
I

80 Kiw.-Comvay West, Old Wolciu:;,

[4868
West Surrey agents tor

Matchless in name and
(3173

leposit.—Matchless, delivery before Whitsuntide,
lanrliester district; offers. — Box 3,274, r/o
'lor f'vr.V. [6054

2-slio,'a. Ilna,'l

H. Jl:it'

Mill ll,"u

ihination.
niiiK., hi:

Ik, N.22.

'CHLESS Combin
'erhaiilcd, Bosch
Ibroad.-Foid's (

ition, coaclibuilt, 6-8h.p., just
mag.; £120; private owner,
arage, Barry Ed., East Dul-

[4873

'CHLESS, 1919: £165; spares, accessories,
:rcen. policv tor .£170 gratis; between 5 and 7
:76, Lower Hd., Deptford, S.E. 'Phone: New
1611. [5517

'CHLESS Combiu.ntion, Sh.p., coaclibuilt, wind
ereen, 2.speed, lamps, spares, first^'ljiSf; condi
£120.—Hiiynes, The Valley, Glass Mill Lane,
y, Kent. [5473

I 8h.p. Matcliless Combination, fitted with
spare interchaneeable wheels, lugsage grid,
creen, lamps, etc.; £170.—Cleale and Hadler.
ihelmsford. [X9241
GAIN, Matchless Victory Model, Sunbeam finish,

lamps, Cowey speedomet,

FROM STOCK.
SERVICE
TAP PET
ADJUSTERS
U. Each.

6il. Sot ot 4.

1, almost new: £175.—Driscoll,
nlin?, \V.5.

I Model H. Matchless Combination
ing. rear drive speedometer, sp;

spare valve?, etc. : offers over £

Woodfield
[5574

dynamo light-

e ivlieel, and
>0.-Packman,

House, Eorhester.' [5557

5. Matchless 8h,p. Coaclibuilt Combination, 3-

speed, kick starter, Lucas electric lighting, liood,

excellent condition; f 145.—Kington, 2, King
1 Parade. Norhury, S.W. [5734
1 Victory Model Matchless Combination, spare
wheel, small mileage, perfect condition, as new

;

heoue secures. £165: trial, etc., bv aopoint-
-The Hollies, Appledore, Kent. [5296

?CHLESS 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, all chain,
pesdometer, lamps. Klaxon, goes well, but needs
uents: f 85 —iloore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.,
rth Ed., West Croydon. 'Phone: 1545. [5409

•CHLESS New Spring-frame Model.-Orders
looked for rotational delivery. Demonstration
on view. Keplaceiueuts for Matchless models of
es in stock.-Tassell, la. Dloomfield Ed.. Plum-
S.E. [9411
,NG Frame IMatchless Bh.p. IModel H Com-
ination, Lucas Magdynamo, all lamps, spare
hood, screen, new this year; £225.—Blyth

1, Cannon Passage, Birmingham. 'Phone :

1 107. [X9190
?CHLESS Model H Combination, dynamo light-
ig. fully equipped. Book now for early delivery,
nrised London agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane.
:4, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
; Mayfair 6559. [0081
•flP.-6h.p. Matchless-Jap, side valves, rehashed,
namelled and plated, new heavy tyres, adjust-
uliey. Bosch waterproof,
£55.—Walbro Motor Cvcle

n, Essex. 'Phone : 45.

nditi<
Works.

and
Sa£f:

[X9287

npletetyB Victory Matchless Combination, just
overhauled and repainted 1920 colours,
'aimer cords all round, screen, lamps, Kl
eptionally reliable outfit, practically silent-
ne Griflifhs .at Brixton 286, or call 175,
Denmark HiU, S E.5. [6045
rCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Boss, 86. High Road, Lee, S.E., for 1920 spring
8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
ew at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
' as per order received. Retail price as ruling at
if delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
cycles of all makes always in stock. [5242

2 Ply

? Ply

r 3" I" i!"

3/- 3/5 3/9 4/2

3/5 3/9 4/2 4/6

SERVICE HANDLE-BAR WATCHES
THIEF-PROOF CASES. Superior Quality.

30/- Post Free.

SERVICE PAN SEATS.
Best Birmingham Make.

Small, 30/- Kedium, 36/- Large, 38/-
Post Free.

THE SERVICT COMPANY
(LONDON) LIMITED,

289-293, High Hclbcrn, W.C.I.
Telephon
Telegram

: Holborn, 6430.
: Admittedly, LoDdon.

M
MOTOH . CYCI.l'S lOR SAI.H

E.\t)-PnEOISIOX, 2'ih.p., 2-«peed, eooil condi-
£30, or near offer; after 6.—6.1, Wnrliain

UKiiy, N.4. [5484

Metro

Rogereon, Newtown, Wiffan.
(X9135

MKTItO-TVLER 2.stroko, 2.speed. lato 1915, Bood
running order; je32/10.—268, Hornaey Rd., N.7.

[6107
ECERTONS, Norttlgate. Ipswich.—Ipswich agents

" Metro-Tyler; immediate delivery from stock.—
phonc: 962. (76'ii

1Q19 Metro-Tyler, single-speed, perfect condition,
i-if like new, lamps, etc.; what offer ?—B. Pitcher,
Monk lirctton, Barnsley. [5303

1019 Jletro.Tyler, 2.strok6, singU apecd. on new, done
i-«J iihont 60 moles, fast: £60, or best ofIer.-I)en-

liiilni. Windmill Hill, Enfield. 15151

METRO -^-.l: II " .tr.O:c. single speed. T.T. bars, smart
Ilia I 'irniled and enamelled; £40, or

(*.-i.-.\l ,1
1 1; I St., Witham, Essex. [5148

METIti 1 I s I.IK - l.nquiries from Liverpool and
distri.t invited by J. Blake and Co., 110-112,

Hold St., liritain's premier motor cycle saloon. (6531

Minerva.
6h.p. Minerva, Orado gear. Splitdorl mag.; £45 or

olfcr.-l, Zetland Rd., Stockton-on-Tees. [5603

OS.I1.P. Minerva Sporting Machine. Simma. Amac: ride

<>4, :iwav £23, bargain.—179, York Rd., Islim:t(iu,

London. - (5790

MINERVA Owners.—3i/.h.p., Bosch, mechanically
perfect; £23, or dismantle any part.—B&rtram.

Newquay, Cardiganshire. [5291

MINERVA JiAh.p., Boscb mag.; B. and B. carbnr-

ptter, T.T. handle-bars, just overhauled: £35.—
QuickC, Tadworth, Surrey. ' [4797

3ih.p. Minerva Motor Cvcle, mechanical valves, fast,

2 reliable: gift, ^£10/10.-Bambridge, 43, River-

side. Kingston-on-Thames. [X9293

3ih.p. Srinerva, mag., B. and B., spring forks, side

2 by side valves, footboards, lighting set; £24.-
Clifton, '62, Wells Rd., Bristol. (X9345

MINERVA 21/jb.p., new mag., new Dunlop, Amac,
running order; £21. nearest offer.—Tue, 13,

Buckingham St., Wolverton, Bucks. [5305

MINERVA 3i/.h.p., Eosch, new B. and B., mechani-
cally p-rfect, Michelm, Hutchinson (new), lamps;

£25.— 10! Bereslord Rd., Hornsey, N.8.
_

[5718

Monarch.
6n.\R0H 25ih.p. Villiers 2-strolte, Albion 2-speed
gears, not done 100 miles; £65.—Roberts, Blen^
a Garage, Keswick. [0155

M
Moto-Reve.

MOTO-REVE 2l,ih.p. twin, mag., B. and B., spring

fork, perfect, nearly nCTv; £17.—Bostock, Byron
St., Ilkeston. [X9150

f>3h.p. Moto-Reve, mag., Amac, Druids, new engine
'W4 fitted, thoroughly overhauled, new belt, new
tube, adjustable pulley, useful machine, fast; £18.—
Hancock, 3, Avon Terrace, Clifton Rd., Salisbury.

[4925

Motosacoche.

2ih p. Motosacoche, splendid little bike; first £17/10
2 secures.—Ashton, Thornhill Edge, Dewsburv.

[X9141
IO1I2 Motosacoche 2h.p., mechanical valves, in gccd
l-fj order, less mag. :

£12;iO.-Hawes Bros.. J9,

Brudenell Ed., Leeds. [X9275

MOTOSACOCHE W.h.p., twin M.A.G.. Enfield gear,
mechanical condition and tyres very good; bar-

gain, £35.—Poates Garage, Havant, Hants. [5086

Slli.p. Twin Motosacoche. 1914, Enfield 2-speed,
2 Klaxon, tyres perieot, thorough running order;

£45.—Fairme.ad, Woodside Av., North l''inchley. [4894

MOTOSACOCHE 1914 3Mh.p. twin mag. engine,
Enfield 2-speed, clutch, gas and electric lighting,

good tyres, Bosch, Amac, mechanical horn, tools,

splendid condition; £67.-33, Gateley Rd., Brixton.

New Hudson.
TV'EW HtnpSON Lightweight, de Inxe model

N
:3t

price.—Porter, High St., Whitchurch. [X9112

EW HUDSON, 23ih.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch, good
condition: £50.—Secrett, Gables, Warnham. [5146

3-spe3d

;

2-speed, splendid con-
iro Ed... Wood Green.

[5063

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920, in stock, at

list price; £75.-Grover and Britten, Bletchlev.^ (6147

NEW HUDSON.—Exceptionally early delivery light-

weight model; enquire dates.-Parker's, Braibhaw-

gate, Bolton. [X9333

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date p£ the issue. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.'

-41, White Hi
[4800

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, thoroughly overhauled and
enamelled, complete accessories; £48.—Tuck,

Somersby St., Grimsby. [5647

NEW HUDSON 1916 2-strclie, 2-speed, lamiis and
horn, little used, in gooa condition: £56.-45,

2ih.p. New Hudso
4 lamps, horn

C. Honlston, 560,

14 SVah.p. N.
3 speeds n
perfect; £65.-48

lid.

i-Rennett
iood Ci

Fulhar
£36'.-

[5859

6w B.B., e\e
Ed., Bekede

[673_1
tion, Sy^h.p,

;, lamps, etc., splendid co
Stallard, Richmond Buildi

[5581

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 1914, in splendid
dition, just overhauled, enamelled, and pi;

-Marshall, 82, Hamp-
stead Hd., N.W.I

hauled, enarnelled, and plated,
any trial; £45

[483"5

ih.p. 3-speed Countershaft
perfect order, excellent

accessories: best offer over £105.—Harris, 168, Archw
Hd., Highgate, London. - [5761

'W'EW HUDSON 6h.p. Twi
-Li screen, lamps, pump, ne^
condition, owner getting car; £130. ' 'Phone:" 1289
Hamostead.—Lambert, 5, Cresey Ed., Hampsti

[6916
New Imperial.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, 1

largely for 1920 New Imperials. [X7946
Oiih.p. New Imperial, 2-speed, in fine condition
<I4, £-- "^48.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

1Q15 2S4h.p. New Imperial, 2-speed,
-It' tion, little used, perfect; £48.—Ct

[X9316
condi.

little used, perfect; £48.—Coateii, Glancon.
w,ay. [X918e

NEW lalPEHIAI^J.A.P. 25/jh.p.. 2-speed counter
Shalt, 1915, OS new; £47/10.-88, Keiv Ed., Eich.

mond. ^ [5901

"IQ20 New Imperial, 6.8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, brar
Jiiy new combination; offers.—Rawson, 61, I.inaki

St., Southport. [X9233

BABGAIN, 75 gns.—8h.p. New Imperial J.A.P. com-
bination, 2-.speed geai- bos, clutch, splendid order.

—8a,- George Lane, Lewisham. [5321

1Q16 2%b.p. Imperial-Jap, countershaft, lamps,
-1- 1/ horn, new belt, and tyres-- new condition;
S47/10.—8, Warburton St., Newark. [5668

Imperial-Jap 25/th.p., 2-speed, disc wheels,
imps, accessories, little used, mechanically per-

fect; £51.-16, Pail-light Av., Harlesden. [6031
19\

nearest offer.—45, Ve:

19^
epeedomftter,
wood. (D)

FOB, Sale,

driven
ago, owner i
field, Sussex.

Nortli Wales.

i.p. New IrapeTialrJap, 2-Bpeed, kick start.

clutch, electric lamps. Klaxon, Stewart
new tyres; £58.-41, Larch Ed.. Crickle-

[5052

8-h.p. New Imperial cycle and sidecar,
500 miles only, purchased new one month
toins abroad.—Apply, H. Langdale, Heath-

[6174

Now Imperial-Jap 2%h.\')., 2
nlop tvres and belt, P. and H.
lear offer.—H. Tomlinson, Rhyl,

[4845

MAINTAINED
EFFICIENCY

The high standard of efficiency which this fori-:

maintains in use, has proved to be an invaluable
acquisition to the personal comfort and safety of

mofor cycle riders, also in minimising the wear on
tyres, and prolonging the life of their machines as
a whole ; and, as a natural sequence, equally in-

valuable as a selling point to motor cycles on which
they have been fitted, with the result that the
whole of nur present large output is absorbed by
the requirements of manufacturers who are now
fitting The Brampton Bi-Flex as a standard fit-

ment to their machines. Fully descriptive
booklet free on request from

—

Sole Makers

:

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.
Head OfficB : OLIVER ST., BIRMINGHAM.

countershaft, 2-speed,
speedometer, new tyres,

; £57, or offer.—Priory,
[5670

i.iB"v> x^...^.>.-i. ...,.^.... .^.1-*- ^^o.v, i-«.^^...v,wi, condi-
tion, new Cowey apeedometer, new spare valve, chain,
plug, tube: £58.—Evans, 130. Thurlcigh E-d., Clapham
Common, S.W.12. [X9370

IQIQ New Imperial, 8h.p. J.A.P., combination, hand
M-tJ controlled clutch, kick start, Easting wind screen,
3 lamps and gencratora, horn, etc., splendid turnout,
mileagfj 1,000; price £165.—Healey, 174, Mnnscl Ed.,
Small Heath, Birmingham. [5960

B36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Spring Fork

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
New Imperial,

ih.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, ountersbaft.
spare^ belt, coTer

, , „ „„.^.. „„g., new B.B. cartlti
.jtter, recently overhauled, sound running order; cii
be inspected; £110, or nearest ofter.—Ace's Garar.
Tenby. [xgai

"I^EW IJtPEEIAL W.O. Combination, SIi.p., dnli
-L^ 3-speed countershaft gear, enclosed all-chain dri-.
mileage under 500, fitted Basting, Tan-Sad, speedntnctt
Klaxon, 3 lamps, accumulator: price with fittinss fl5i
inthout £135; any trial; JSTojtjj London.—Box 3,26
c/o The Molor C>jcle. [60=

Norton
1 Q20 Norton, Big 4, brand new; £149.—Box ^ 2a
-'-£' o/o The Motor Cycle. '[Sot

NORTON Big Four Combination, 1917, electrical
equipped, any trial; £125.-Green, Wine jMi

chant, Reigate . [5()i

NORTON Big Four, 1920, with Norton sidec?.

unridden. magnificent turnotit; first £190 chefiu
-Box 3,280, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [60'

3ih.p. T.T. Norton, complete with Philipson, spn
2 ometer, etc., excellent condition ; £85 huvi

combination.—Nixon, 41, Cliurch St., Eugeley, Stirff-

ISO'

NORTON S'/sh.p., Sept., 1919, excellent confflti'

lamps, tools, -spare belt, inner tube, etc., nut <Jr

500 miles; £100.—Applj', Lieut. Symons, 1st Bn. T
Bufls, Feimoy, Ireland. [49

1 Q20 Norton Big Four, with Norton de Luxe spc
-*-«-' ing sidecar, brand new, iust delivercj;. 1

price £177, highest offer over £185 secures.—apj
16, Stapleton Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W. *"

LATE 1915 T.T. Norton, SV.h.p., engine' 1

151118 B.D, Philipson pulley, accessories,!
over.iculed at works, perfect; price £84.—Fletteil

c/o Mrs. Mills. Stourport Rd., Kidderminster. [8!

NORTON Spoils Combination, fitted with P. and
lamps, Bonniksen speedometer, mechanical ho

tlie condition of the whole outfit is as new; pi

t'145: can bo seen any time; trial by appointmen'
.-Vlbany, Booth Rd., N.W.9. [5(

NORTON Si/oh.p., 3-speed sports model. Stum
Archer countershaft," K.S., recently complel

overhauled by makers, full equipment and spares: £'

after 7 p.m.—Hope Cottage, 52, Jforth Hill, Higlic
(entrance private road. Church Rd.}. [4'

N.S.IJ,

N.S.U. 3h.p
St... Cwu

fS/S.-Fortune, 33, 3

Cwmfeliu, Maesteg

Rawson, Awkley, Doncaster.

3 lb. p. N.S.U., new C.A.V.. Amac, 2-;.

2 wicker sidecar, in good running order; £31

76, Western Rd., Southall, W. &
LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.U., perfect, retuished .

thoicush overhaul, all on; private; £40, or off

—54, The Viiieyaid, Richmond, Suriey. '
[5

N.S.U. 3!2h.p.. 2-speed, wicker sidecar, ab

1910. a cheap combination for a beginner; £

—Olivos Motors, 120, Bollo Bridge Rd., Acton. [5'

4h.p. N.S.U., semi-T.T., very last, new heavy Ulii

tvres and tubes, all lamps. Klaxon, etc., enii

and plating excellent, go anywhere; f35.-Coleman,
Elderberry Rd., Well Hall, S.E.9. [X9

N.S.U. 6h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, ;

good tyres and tubes, low, sporting mount,
rhanicaliv sound, easv starter, in perfect running oi

clinih auvthing; must sell, first £35 seimit

kett, 6, Arcade, Newark, Notts. [X9

N.U.T.

to 20 N.U.T.,
i-O tion.— Got

Rd., Twickenhii

1 York Crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

N.U.T.—We are sole wholesale and retail .,_

Staflordsliire, and cau supply these famous mncli'l*

rly delivery.-Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: jf-

W. SPARROW, Ltd., Osborno Garage, Yeovil, oil'

N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for onilyi'

-Write or 'Phone for particulars. Tel.: i'.

114. M'l

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OTOR CYCI-nS FOR SALE.
Rover.

E Cnnil.ioiiticiii, 1919, 6I1.P. J.A.r., 3bii.

lltiMalijilt. l;i.li stint, liiiild mid foot clutch. .

tuiiii (iiivi'. lOastini; viiid soroon, LliniH Inii

1, ll.-lf.'ct CHIIllltioll; liiiri.-iiiii, £140, Ml. HIT.'

n. Im 0 a 1919 V.h.w It.niT iind lirnnd new
.eh si lo.'.Tr, 3-specd comitiTslinlt, i-liili'li. kicl

lullv ei]iiippcd, lis ut-w, miluaiio iindor 300.—
r House 6. Heath St,, Ilampstoad (nr

•ad '1' bo Station). 'Phone: Hamlistcad 3752
•7, in luding SiUuidays. 1686

Roynl Ruby
Vl'h.p. Royal Ruby, 2-siieed,

logerson, Newtow

l,L RUBY'S. 3h.p.

ili .635.-
[X9136

;
booking

Fishciton,

t.

'
[4325

.L RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination, like new.
ari-essonf^; £160. — Seen Knight Uara';i-.

y Mews, Glouccstcv Place, \V.l. [585C

CHOPES. 9, Shoe Lane, London.—8h. p.

oyal Ruby combination, 1919, fully equipped,
.coessoi-ies. Cameo wind screen. Cowey horn

;

[4718

.L RUBY 8h.11. Combination, 1919. very late,

completely fitted lamps, horn, mirror, .speed

Eiistint^, speeial child's dickey, and Tan-Sml

;

86.-Box 3,265. c/o I'he Molor Cijde. (6043

Rudge
' Bios., llish St., Guddford. Rudge asents.
jply at list prices. [X7948

EudKc 1913,
llo Bridge Ud,.

fast; £50, nearest
Aetou, W.13.

offer.-63,
•(5957

iE.S.-Eiiilv del
rage, Walsall.

very ol all model
Phone: 270.

.-Bedfoid
15509

Rudge Combiu
lustiu. 21, Byro

ation, mileage 50;
n St., Goole.

E156.-J
[5358

IE Jlulli 5'.h.p
5.-4, The Suiiii

hand clutch, K.S.

;

e, Cnrshaltou.
any trial

:

(5925

iE Multi, 1920, 5-6h.p., just delivered: 115
s.-Tu nill. Ncrth Peterborough. [5836

Rudge I.O.iM. Ih-.lti, re-enamelled, as new:
80,-Grove Green Ed., Leytonstone. [5803

3',..!i.p. T.T. r,iid3e: list price: immediate de-
.orv.-.M.i;ns. 159, Fiiichlev Ed., N.\V.3. [5056

IF, M::'t: 3i.li. p., 1916, splendid co:\dition : £70.
Ultacid, 12, Triuuley Ed., B. Diihvirh. [4761

IE, clutch model, £45: C.B. side?ar, £8/10.—
in:on. 333, .\cton Lane, .\cton, London. [5461

Kud';e Jlulti 31.J1.P.. rlutch ; ,anv trial: £65.-
'Ord, 3, William St., JLmchejter Sij., W.l.

[5043
R-.:dge .Multi Combinition. re-enamelled, as
!W; £30.-374. Grove Green Rd.. -Leytonstone.

[631C
IE 3'-h.p., mag., waterproof, handle clutch,
id; .£35.-162. Abb;v St.. Bermondsey, Lon-

[6081

Rud;e Multi Ccm'.inntinn, as upw; £85, or
neaie-t cflei.—94, London Ed., Kingston-on-

[5037

E.-We are Rud-'e siiecia'.ists. and can offer
-Blackburn and Sous, Station

[4950

?a5 lamp, horn, Cowev
offers.—Box ^,290, c/o

[6069

SVi'h.p., just been overhauled; ready to
tway; £45; appointment.—Woods, Shensi,

ry. Staines.^ [5702

E Multi Combination. 5-6h.p., 1916,

Spalding

. I.O.iil., 1920,
edometer, 600 mi

CnHc.

Rudg sideca

3Hh.p. Rudge. ne
<3ter, fast solo 'bu
ibury Park. N.4.

tt Chase, Hindhead.

£105.—Turnil].
[5833

tyres, lamps, horn, speedo-
£52.—Morriss,' 8, Victoria

[5612

I.O.M., P. and H. head
£120. — Biltmore.

(6100

E Multi 3V2h.p.. delivered June, 1918, lamps,
tools, complete; £83; near Kingston.—
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4928

IJHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
51l.p. I.O.M. Eudge, 1919, £115; also 5-5h.p.
lulti and sidecar, £99/10. . [6158

B, 3-speed, clutch, fast, excellent meehani-
condition, all accessories: £48, or offer; alter
75, Sunny Gardens, Hendou. "(5721

3^h.p. Eudge and sidecar, hand controlled
oh, lighting set complete; £55, no offers.—
Ston, 8, Fairfield Av., Staines. [5782

Radge Mnlti, new -Milford sidecar, electric
t, spares, worth £12, condition perfect; £125
.—Bayfield, Binley Rd., Coventry. [9418

You'll be sure of

satisfaction if you
buy it from

LAMB S
New Machines at

Makers' Prices.
NEW HUDSON, 2-speed

gear, 2\ h.p.

CLYNO. 2-speed. 2J li,p.

ALLON, 2-spcecl, 2| h,p,

DOUGLAS combination

3 speed, 4 li,p.

CALTHORPE-JAP. 2

speed, 2f h.p

Nearly New.

1920 SUNBEAiM combin-

ation, spare whee , electric

lighting, 3-spccd, 8 h.p.

19I9SUNBEAIVI solo, 3-

speed, 1)\ h.p.

1920 A.J.S. combination,

spare wheel, 3-speed, 6 h.p.

1920 JAMES combination,

3-speed, 5-6 h.p.

1920 JAMES combination.

3-speed, 4i h.p.

1920 P. &M. combination.

2-speed, 32 h.p.

1919 P. &M. combination,

2-speed, 3i h.p.

1919 P. &M. solo, 2-speed,

3.V h.p.

1920 TRIUMPH com-
bination, 3-speed, 4 h.p.

1919 TRIUMPH com-
bination, 3-speed', 4 h.p.

1920 CLYNO, 3-speed,

2! h.p.

1920 DOUGLAS com-
bination, 3-speed, 4 h.p.

1920 MATCHLESS com-
bination, dynamo, 3-speed.

8 h.p.

And several others.

B.S.A. (W.D.) & B.S.A
SIDECARS - £130-

Sidecars.

MILLFORD, CANOE-
LET, WATSONIAN,
ARIEL, and several

:econd-hand ones from

£7 10s.

DEFERRED TERMS:-
One-quarter or half down
and balance in twelve pay-

ments if desired.

We are still prepared to

pay extremely good prices

for up-to-date outfits.

LAMB'S
151, High Street,

WALTHAMSTOW.
'Phone: 169, \\'aIthamstow
Telegrams ;

" Cyclotomo,
Phone, London."

50, High Road, Wood
Green, N.22.

'Phone ; 1956 Hornsey.

387, Euston Rd. N.Wl
'Phone : Museum 4978.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the n.umber at the end of each

iiiitt*
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge

h.p. Rnildo Multi and Sidocnr; bargain, £65; liBlit-
'

yclo part oxchnnBO conaidered.—
11, Ash Vnio, Surrey, [5114

r.liiii.i r<,lv,iii li.iv Cup, 1914,
,1.. Ill, very taut;

i, V II. I , II il, rl'i-liire. [4966

n T'r 1!m.1,

I
q:^n M,,.|,

1 .' lamp-.
,1:140, or Ijcft.

Mil

400, idltK

1020 7-9li,p, Rudfc'e Twin,
itP ,,,r, all aceeasorica, aic

llliinatii

19

8, York Av., Woiverhanij)ton.
[X9292

Multi, nnd Eudfe aide-
', uniidden, iiinKniftcont

-103, Miiihie I'liiiidc. BtinhtiiM.
15715

1Q14 Riidac Jlulti 3'^.li.p. r'oiiililiuilt Combinntlon,
Ai/ hiiiid iliitih. full cquipiiiciit, c>;c..|:c]it condition;
£95.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Noilmry. S,\V.

[6735

RUDGE Multi Combination, ZVM.v., coachhnilt side-

car. Rood condition; (^een AVillianison, Cycle Aco::t,

Ciipiir. Fife: £85.-Stiecten, Hiouipton Rnriaok.s. Chit.
Iiiiin. [5191

RUDGE Multi 1914 3'/.h.D., 90 m.p.e. solo, roomy
, sidecar, spare tyre,' enpine No. 7432, just over-

hauled, hand chitch, pedal stait; £63.—Brahc, Arlcscv.
lieds. - 15007

20 3'/2li.p. Eudge Multi, I.O.M. , si^eedf meter, horn,
spares, full insurance, nnscratched; any examina-
£118.-Wells, IBS, Sutherland Av., Maida Vule.

i.onaon. [4979

RUDGE, 3-speed Armstrong, in good going order,
good tyres and belt, ready ride away, or carriage

paid; £49; fine machine.—Hughes, 65, Hall St..

Bur.slem. [6167

RUIIGE Multi, 1916, Middleton sideenr, 1919, screen,

ajirou, liiiiips, nearly new tvres, last, smart turn-
out; f 85.-Sonthey, 70, Ferndene Rd., Heme Hill.

S.E.24. [6635

"ClOE Sale, 1915 SV'h.p. Rudge Multi, with Mills-Ful-
*^ '

set, tyres,

-10, Gup
[5S18

^Jlh.p. Rudge Combination, wicker sidecar, N.S.IJ-
^2 pear, real ;iOod condition, lamps, horn, apron;
arest cflicr to f 60.-Mathews. 3, Albert Crescent,
enartb, Wiile.^ [4786

1916RUDGE Mul
clutch, all accessories

overhauled; £90; ownjr
Cross Lane, London, E.C.3

close offer.-Curran, Park End
[5669

^h.p Combination, hand
tyres, belt, as_new, just

going abroad.—Durb^i
[5851

K-6h.p. Budge Multi and Coaihbuilt Sidecar, wKft
tJ cape cart hood fitted, carrier seat lor third pas.

senger, top-hole lot; seen and tried by appointment;
price 100 gns.—Heard, nadleigh. Essex. [6175

Qili.p Rudge Multi. coaihbuilt sidecar, believed
<!>2 1915, complete, lamps, 650x65 tvies perfei t

running order: any trial; £75. reasonable offer.—Cov-

entry Hou.se, Koith Faniboroupli, Hants. [5890

1Q13 3J.ih.p. Eudge Combmatirn, multi gear, pedal
ly starting, aewlv enamelled, ^;r!ect condition;

fSO; cash returnsd if not satisfactory.-Wallace. 12.

Canterbury Rd.. West Kilburn. London, N.W.6. [5442

TO 15 3VL>h.p. Rud?c Multi. and Torpedo Sidecar,

-fi-t/ just overhauled and repainted, new mud-
guards and belt, tyres in perfect order; £90, or

nearest offer.—Fearn. Balfour St., East Kirkby. Notts.
[5709

RUDGE Multi Coachbuilt Combination, 1915,

5-6h.p., Lucas gas lamps, horn, pump,
wind screen, spares, good tyres "
tion, stored during war; £96
Belvedere.

I.O.M. Rudge Multi 3',!*.

13424. tyres nearly ni

26X21!: front. P. and H. li

good condition throushou
Canterbury.

31 h p Eudge Mulci, h.b. clutch, Senspray
2 Dunlop rear, lar

It. beam). T.W.E. aluminiunr rear

pump, etc., "try fast; first £53 s

Dexter St., Derby.

), good condi-
16, Hoddesden Rd.,

[5932

November, .1917. engine
700x75 li^ht car rear,

I set. mechanical hon^,
75 gns.—Hoiben. Ash,

[5293

[5070

very hot stuff, 2 lamps, horn. Watford speedo-

meter, knee grips, straight through copper exhaust

pine, sportsman's 'bus; £90 or near offer; after 8.—

Diivies, 80, Sloane St., S.W. [5589

-J Q|19 Eudge Multi 3',yi.p Combination, sporting

X-tiJ Canoelet sidecar, original tvres ns new;, 3 lamps,

2 generators, horn, pump, and Rud.s:e tool kit: £120.—
Fllis The Grove. Lower Teddington Ed., Hampton
Wick.. 'Phone: .Kingston 1259. [5193

1 020 Rudge Multi S'.'eh.p,. with Canoelet sidecar

ly lamps, Stewart horn, tools, snare belt and

fasteners, only ridden 350 miles, perfect conditioii,

better than new; £150; appointment.-Dr. Wag.t«ffe

!14, St. Thomas s Mansions, S.E.I. [50.^6

^vertisement, and the date of the issue B39

Mu
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

F.O.O.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, 3Vi
h.p., small mileage, fully equipped, excellent

order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.. Hamp
stead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8507

in 18 3y,h.p. Eudge Multi, engine No. 12062, Sen-
A*^ =pray, O.A.V., lamps, horn, tools, spares, tyre:
good, e.\cellent mechanical condition, sound running
order; £80; seen bv appointment, or Saturday after-

noon.—Cope, 99, Tettenhall Rd., Wolverhampton.
[X9340

RUDGE, 1913, re-enomelled, plated, overhauled,
Pliilipson, lamps, etc., new covers and tubes, spare

cylinder, piston, wheels, valves, cover and tube, 5-speed
gear and clutch, guaranteed 3 months, not used during
ivar; £60, or near; alter 6.-12, Balfour Ed., Acton,
W.3. (Near G.W.R.I [5773

RTJDGE Multi Combination 3V,h.B., hand clutch, kick
starter, uew Palmer cords, lamps, horn, perfect

condition and appearance,- new C.B. sidecar, wind screen,
apron, petrol carrier, reliable, economical outfit, fully
equipped and owner driven, usual spares, tyre, belt, etc.

:

trial; £98/10.-Page. 84, Band, Eastriggs, Dumfries-
shire. [4768

Saltley.

SALTLEY 1920 2V..h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
horn, etc.. condition like new; £65.—Skinner,

6, North Parade, Bath. 'Phone ; 1070. [X9355

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-Villiers 2-stroke,
single-(>peed £56, 2-speed £66.—London conees-

sionnaires, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies avt^ilable. -[4242

Scott.

SCOTT, just delivered, unridden ; what offers —Coatis,
Glanconway. - [X9184

order now with the Bedford
Phone: 270. [5303

COTT and Sidecar, in good condition, recently over-
hanled.—36a, Queen's M., Bayswnter. [5131

20 .Scott Combination, mileage 300, Lucas lamps,
£160,—Rhodes, Wclburn, York. [5357

SCOTT.-E.xceptioually early delivery; latest touring
and sporting models.-Parker's, Bradshawgate.

Bolton. [S9334
33.h.p. Scott, Bosch, new Dunlop, 2-speed, K.S. me-

4- chanieally good; first £43 - '

St.. Keigiiley.

SCOTT 2-speed, kick starter, Binks, new chains, good
tyres, recently overhauled; fiTO.—"Vale, Stapenhill,

Burton-on-Trent. [5568

SCOTT.—Immediate delivery from stock of sports
models, 120 gns., at Blackburn and Sons, Station

Garage, Spalding. [4956

1 O20 Scott Solo, only ridden 60 miles, no accessories
-i-^ £126. or exchange late Sunbeam or Triumph.—
4, Oxford St., Lincoln. [X8956

SCOTT, 2-speed, Binks, Bosch, lamps, excellent side-
car chassis, good tyres, running order; £48 —West

holme. Park St., Lytham. -[4892

SCOTT ss.jh.p. 1914 2-speetl, kick start, overhauled
and enamelled, accessories; £70.—Wood, 79 Fern-

head ltd-, Paddington, W.9.

SCOTT, 1916, enamelled like
lowest, 3670. — Mansell,

Gloucester Rd., Littlehampto

I Q 15 Scott and Sidecar, new
-Lt/ splendid condition, all

Harmood Place, Chalk Farm

i Your Money =

19

all . any trial
Malines Ter

1. [5849

chains, sprockets, etc.,

£85.- "
N.W.I.

-Ward,
[4906

1 Q14 Scott Combination, wicker sporting body,
-Lt/ gine, tyres, etc., as new; £85.—Charles,
Harihgey Rd., Middle Lane, Hornsey. [5665

1 Q 14 Scott, Bosch, Binks, tyres equal to
-1-*? condition throughout, not used during
— P;dmer, 51, Bridge St., Worksop, Notts. [X9277

SCOTT Combination, C.B- sidecar, 2-speed and
clutch, thorouehly overhauled, ready for tou

complete; 95 gns.—4, The Square, Carshalton. [5926

SCOTT, late 1919 Inst sporting model, Lucas accei
sories, black disc wheels, genuine sportsman'

machine.—Enquire Parker's, Eradc^hawgate, Bolton.
[X9335

SCOTT SVoh.p., 2-speea, just overhauled, new ring!
front wheel, and gear chains fitted; £36- e^

change 2V. or 2-y4h.p. (gears].—W. J. Corhett, 90, Nev
hall St, Cannock, Staffs. [5976

GCOT'T, 1914, stored during war (under 1.000 miles)
patent folding detachable ch.i

plete, very

[5120
and C.B. sidebar, con
gns.-Hurst, 257, Ongar Ed., Brentwood, Ei

SCOTT, 1912, engine 1092, semi-T.T., discs, i

died and plated, new extra heavy Dunlop t

speedometer, mechanical horn, lamps, and cane
sidecar; £44.-1, Chandos Ed., Tottenham.

CCOTT Conibination, 1915, 2-cyl., 2-stroke. 2 speeds,
speedc

III w rings and
f 90.-E.O., 9, W

ter.
excellent condition
Battcrsea, S.W.ll

[5139
'. (1915) Scott (woiks card shown), re-enauielled
id plated, and fully renewed by makers at cost
iiiised since, bill shown, guaranteed liy makers
o new; £100.-116, Sealircok Ed., Hythe, Kent

[555S

will be wisely and well spent il

you purchase from us. We are

Agents for all that matters in the

MOTOR CYCLE World. We are

able to offer immediate or early

delivery of the following at IVIakers'

list prices only ; Alldays - Allon,

Ariel, Bat, Bradbury, Clyno,

Calthorpe, Enfield, Francis-Bennett,

Lea-Francis, Levis, L.M.C., New
Imperial, N.U.T., Beardmore-

Precision, Quadrant, Radco, Rover,

Rudge, Sparkbrook, Triumph,

Velocette, Wilkin, Zenith, Sheffield-

Henderson, Martinsyde-Newman

Several Second-hand Triumphs
andP &M., Solo and Combination.

Large stock of Henderson Sidecars,

all models.

Come and visit our Showrooms.

It will pay you.

MEBES & MEBES,
154-156, Gt. Portland St,

W.l.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott. Vfi, (I

= CPOETING Scott 3?ih.p. Twin, 2-speed, sal
^^ pressure drip oiling, semi-T.T., long exhausnEI
gine and gears recently overhauled by makers, eiraSRV
tyres, and running order good: £55.-95, RivettW= Ed., Highbury, N.5. [61'

=:| Singer.= 111014 Singer 4h.p. Combin.-.tion, 2-3peed; £56,—
;

-*-*-' near offer; any trial.-Dennis, Wobnrn San^».= (

[50-

r=, CINGEE 2%h.p., 1913, T.T., discs, last, Bos.

^. IJ' Amac; £38, oflers.-D. Dodd, 25, Princes i
=r' Che~tcr. [X89

= i
QINGEH, 1912, 2'j4h,p., Bosch, B. and B., horn, et

1= ^-5 running order, ride away; £28.—Devonia, K<
HZ; Rd., Richmond. "[56

= OINGEH, oi/jh.p.. free engine, foot clutch, pe.:

xcellent order; £40; seen after 7.-
'

Hambalt Rd., Clapham Common.

—25, Bacchus Walk, Hoxton, N.l.

[56

Sopwith.
l.O.C-H. have a 1919 Sopwith Pearson, Dalm engii

2-speed, clutch, and kick starter, excellent orii
\

fully equipped.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heatll ^ i

^Hampstead [near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phca j—
1 Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including SaturdMS.= '

ISi
Sparkbrook.

^20 Sparkbrook, new, 2-speed, 2-stroke;
Smith's, 86, Chalk Fai-m Ed., opposite -fefci

Tube Station. [dvj= iJPAEKBEOOK 6-8h.p. Combination, 1915, p^
::^) ^-> running order, excellent condition.—Bonell,

Houee, AudJem, Ches.

Sua.
1 14 2S4h.p. Sun-Villiers 4-stroke, 2-speed: i

Bradbeer Bros., Miiiehead.

=
;

QUN-VILLIERS 2-stroke 2%lh.p., late model;
r= tJ offer.-159, Kentish Town Ed., N.W.

mN-PEECISION 3%lh.p., clutch, Philipson ]

5' rebushed, Bosch mag.; £50.—Lt. Lees, 3

Barracks, Gosport. [5:

JUN-YITESSE 25,4h.p., 1920, 2^peed, accessor
" cost £75 March; accept £67/10.—BakeweD,

Villa Bd., Nottingham. t^'

F'

19=

19^

W. T- DUNN,
LTD,

326, Euston Road, N.W.
'Phone : Museum 5391.

souos.
rjrS TRIUMPH, -t

h.p., countershaft £95

r9T7 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., maker's colours,

few left £63 10

rgig RUDGE, 3I h.p., equipped £87 10

rgis ENFIELD, 2-speed, lamps, etc £65

1918 SUN, 2-5troke, lamps, etc. £37 10

COMBINATIONS.
r()2o A.J.S., new Offers.

1920 A.J.S., mileage 200, fully equipped . £230

_ igrg B.S.A. and large bulbous back Sidecar,
equipped £135

rgig TRIUMPH and Gloria, hood, screen,

equipment and spares £155

I9r9 TRIUMPH, lamps, horn, tools, etc. . £145

igig ENFIELD, 6 h.p., lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, as new Offers.

t9i8 MATCHLESS Victory, Lucas lamps,
.as new £155

rgiC SUNBEAM, 3I h.p., black and gold,

horn, speedometer, new Sidecar, black
and gold, mileage 645 £145

igr; ROVER, 3J h.p., C.S., indistinguish-

able from new £130

1916 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., equipped £137 10

WANTED.
Good-Class SOLOS and COMBINATIONS, new and

nearly new. Top prices paid in spot cash.

REPAIRS.
Overhauls, Repairs, Renewals, Painting, etc., at

competitive prices. No job too difficult.

Estimates given.

SUN-VILLIERS 1915 2j4h.p., 2-speed, 2-strc

lamps, horn, just been overhauled, and in sp'

did order; £40.—Olivos Motors, 120, Bollo Bridge I
Acton. [5'

A SNIP.—6h.p. Sun-Jap, side valves, late mo-
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed countershaft, brand 1

heavy tyres both wheels, enamel and plate very g(

engine bearings little slack but runs well, and p
sidecar with 3 up; ride away for ;£89.—Walbro Mc
Cycle Works, Saffron Walden, Esse.x, 'Phone: 4:

Sunbeam.
IQI6 3i/,h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, coachbuilt oX^ bination; £128.-1, Bellinghans Terrace, (

ford. [5!

19^

3';_.h.p. Combinati<
ileage.—Birch's "

Cycle.

SDNBE.OI 1920
tremely small n

hampton.

SUNBEAM 3y,h.p.
tion ; a bargaii

Peterborough.

1il>19 Sunbeam 3Vjh.p., 3-speed countersh:iff," ex
-t-t/ lent condition, Lucas horn and speedometer; £1

-Lester's Garage, Lichfield. "ISI

Bordesley Green, Birmingham. DM!;

OAh.p. Sunbeam, 1914, 2 speeds, new K.S., Set'"

/W4 guards, nndershield, good condition; £77.—'Ter
23, Park Parade, Cambridge. " [XSi

1 Q15 3'Ah.p. Sunbeam Combination, stored ISIV-;

Xt/ just overhauled, splendid condition: filS"^

Squier, 66, Swiss Av., Chelmsford. [5

"I Q20 3V'h.p. Sunbeam Combination, just d^W]
Xt/ owner bought ear; best offer "' ' ŝ./ic<s«rte

„„.. 3,155. c/o ne .Motor Cycle.

JULY, 1919. Sunbeam Coinbination, 3l/ih,p.,-\I«ll

Lucas hnnps, tyres and condition perfect

trial; £180.-37, Regent St, Bngby.

8 h.p. 1920 Sunbeam Combination, 6 weeks old,

new, Lucas lamps, Cowey horn, all spar»J.J
offer over £220.—Clark, Kilrie, North BerwicE [61

SUNBE.\M Combination, 4h.p., 1919. hardly, lidi

speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn, tool8f V
screen, hood; £170.-Turnill, North PeterbOTOOl

1019 (Guaranteed) S'/.h.p. Sunbeam Combliwtl

LXJ hhick, gold, as new, fully equipped; P"™',
price £195; bargain, £165,
cester.

Tis

Wnllt,

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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chnil
sploiHiid

itland St.

16023

(late) 3V-;h.p. Sunbeam, with Ariel sidi-rar

.919). in good rondition. complcbp with liinip^.

.Ola, etc. £130.—Allen, 183. llainton

illllllll|[*]|||||||lll

THE
W<

RIDE-EASY
^? ffl

Sunbeam -Combination, Oct., 1919
JOedonieter, horn, spare cover, low
condition: £175.—M.L., 42, Sedgw

c.

HINAKY Surecon, bu.ving ctir, has 1914
"'ill. p., 2-8peed, clutoh, chnin drive, all

t condition: 75 gns.—Aircy, Cfdd

rr.D,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.D.C.

.

2-8trokc 2Mh.n., IJ.B.. rioach, horn. Rood tyreH,
-.- ., — ,. . gj^ for, »t

[6113
id3 away; £30.— Moar, 63, Hampton

disposal.—East V Chase Court Gardens, Enfield.
[6695

Torpedo.
2-stroUo, Hoe 2-8pe('d Bear, nlu-

l3, en.nincl nnd plnting good, nice

£42.-Mar8hnll, Bridb'O St., Withiini,
(5119

Triumph.
TBIUMPH 2*trol;e, 1918, lovely machine; £66.-

Milliiid, SheptOTi Mallet. [4917

BIUMPII. 1912. in,»l leliublo machine; nhout £28.

SAM

'plete

:c 1919 8h.p..
rn. Tan-Sad, luggage
with hood and screen
shout; £250.—Birch's

large
800 miles.

,ge, Wolver
[526C

;AM Combination, S'ih.p., countershait 3-

d, all ecclosed, excellent condition and order,
mps, speedometer, tools. 1914. but very little
125.—35C, Lordship Lane, S.E. 'Phone : 363
n. [4063
lOotober) 3';..li.p. Sunbeam, just overhauled, ne'*^

pistn: }l;ets

t CD
£140; Coventry distvict.-Bo.x 521, c/o 'Iht

icle. [X917i
4h.p. French Military Model Sunbeam, bhlfl,

d gold fiuish, disc wheels, "Watford speedoniet'^r
pipe, pert

S'/.h.p., perfect condition; any trial;

Tlie Sijuare, Carshalton. [5924

/ sidecar, ride away;
London. [6846

tion. eanal new; £65.
Chiswicl;. [5286

3-speed.

IMMEDIATE
(610

ndition ;
£40.-

st olle:

ubs.

SV^h.p. Sunbeam, 3-sreed, <

.idsliields, black and gold, low n
niecliauicallv perfect. lovelv at

lice 102 gns.-The Knoll,

-A. N Bocooli, Lin-
(5246

sple
£175

erbampton a
overhauls, 1

vision of Mr.
he llolineux

: -1160.

ideal
, New-
[5074

nelling
de la

;e Co.,

[3468

I DELBVERY from Stock. |
|__^ „__ I

I Finest Finished |

I
SIDECARS i

i in
B ®

121, Acton Lane, Clii

Triumph, free engine,
|

!;45.-King, Egiove Fanr

Triumph. 3-speed gear, in

60. or near offer.-Rossn

TRIUMPlt, 2-5peed
£55.-1. The Bi:

^=1 rpKITTMPH Clutch Model, perfect~
Marks "

' ' ' "" -

:ais, fine condition;
Oxford. [X9316

Bi)lendid order: price

Hi.sleuiere. [4971

as new. powerful engine; £90.—
sworth Bridge Rd., Fulham. [5495

h.p.. Grade gear, guaranteed perfect

£38.-135, Edgware Pvd., AA .2. [5426

niph, re-enamelled, disc wheels, veiv

fast- 60gns.-12, Fordwych Ed., Kilburn. [5194

Ib.p. Triumph, rebushed, good condition: f30: after

2 6.-^Furlong, 434. Fulham Ed., London. [4989

h.p. Triumpb, countershaft, rebuilt, coinplete:

£85.-

rpEIUMVH

^h.P, T.T

3
4

L
-Wallis Ivy Ed., Cri(

[4793

£120.—Thomas

I CHASSIS and BODIES I
g Manufactured throughout H

; ips, horn, ac
; best offer
.Anglesey,

^LAM.-We are Woh
:-fcock; repairs
ade-- the supe:

te Sunbeaiiland).—

a

'olyerhampton. Tel

Sunbeam, 19r4 (new 1915), completely over-
..uled, new covers and tubes, enamel un-
l, Lucas accessories, Binks, new tool kit,
idecar, quick detachable, guaranteed periect
ire; £115.-43. St. Matthew's St., Ipswich.

[5217
ilAM, 4h.p. 1919 French military chain-ciun-
i model, Sandum Elite O.E. black and gold
match, 3 Lucas lamps, horn, accessories, in-

I A.A., under 400 miles; seen any. time; oUers
Laurel Bank, Huntspill, Somsr-

[5106

Combination, just overhauled by
takers, stored through war, as new, Lucas

... _
'.

3, speedometer, spare tyre, wind
lid hood, tools, and few spare parts; insurance
iicluded; owner going- abroad; complete, £190.
Wilton Ed.. Victoria, S.W.I. [5440

new 3>2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, equipped
:lith Cowey speedometer, Cowey horn, P. and
'.. lighting set, rear and sidecar lamps, with
-generator, storm apron, pump, and complete
regibtered and ready for the road; £210.—

3n Dials Motor Cycle Depot, Prestonville Rd..
[6136

!! 81i.p. Sunbeam Combination, M.A.G. engine
M920), Amac, Lucas dynamo lightinj^. electric
,b horns, spare wheel, hood, screen, apron.
rror, Cowey speedometer Tan-Sad, numerous
(vernauled aud repainted, first-class mount, in
'3 condition; nearest to £200.—Stewart, 104.

w t., Barry. . [5697

J
Swift.

Vl : Motor Cycle, 254h.p., accumulator ignitiou,
\ inintr order; £18. or near ofEer.—F. Stokes.

i£ i, Canterbury. [5290

T.D.C.
I' 2''4li.p., 2-stroke, excellent order; £37.—Stand

Garage, Kew-Inn-Hall St., Oxford. [5117

= b' ourselves.
Materials only

Best =
used. =

a® _
i VARIOUS MODELS BULBOUS, |
= BULBOUS 2-SEATERS, ETC. =

[•I

B

lite

'"Cartwright Gardens, W.0.1_

speed countershaft, tyres belt

104, Plough Ed-, Battersea.

speed Sturmey-AreJierj

i3owes raik, London, N,
(5123

i.^ton. rebored, guides, new
-Challen, High St., Godal-

ABT Triumpb, complete with lamps. In good con-

dition; £^7;iO.-E. Ellis, High St., Blllenca^5^

J
19 Triumph, 3-speed countei«iaft. Swan sportin?

sidecar; £125.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Levtcn;

I91'
3 for all makes of machines. =; Leytonstone

= Catalogue on application, or, ^
= better still, come and inspect, s
® y

I Sidecar Body Co.!
= (Coleford Motors. Ltd ) =

1 25, Upper Clapton Rd. |
= 'Phone: Dalston, 3110

Triumph, countershaft, overhauled and reno-

ated by makers; £90.-374, Grove Green^Ed.,

• 2-speed. lamps, excellent con-

Lyntou. Park Crescent, Church

End, Finchley.

1 DM4 Triumpb 4h.p.

ly tion; £65.-V. ]

North. Paddington.

TEIUMPH, S-epeed. clutch,

all accessories: £68.

Ed., Fulham.

1013 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, fully eauipped; r

!«/ away: trial; £50, or of[er.-H.C.S., 44, Hano;

Ed., Plumstead. '='

KIUMPH. countershaft, 3-5peed, kick, perb
«iif. en^ — TTat.cb Cottase. Harmoi

[6839

[5444

utch, splendid eondi-

^_ pletely overhauled.

Call after 2. 30. Honiesteail
[5163

rth. Middles!

Chi:

tank re-enamelled

;

ivell, Portland.

Sho.

[5294

(47203V2h.p. Triumpb.
N.S.U. gear; £65.

"I 018 Triumph; any trial;

X«/ £20. nearly new, coacL -., -

tage, ^Teybridge. L-"^^

TRIUMPH Junior, late 1919, in splendid condi-

tion, lamps; £70.-Mattock Motor Co., Mattork

Lane, Ealing, W.5. [59''3

T Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, ready to ride anywhere,

ly lamps, born, tools; £65.-Hyland. 23, Kmg
Y"';

liam St., Swindon. l"'-"'

TEILTMPH 3-speed Hub Gear, wicker S.G., all aC;

cessoriea ready to ride away; £70.-rullbrooks

Garage, Slougb, Bucks [496-
iiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiii

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

WOLF 2I2I1.P., sinsle-speed, J.A.P. engine,
tyres and in Eood running order; £32.—

C

19=
NEW 1920 6h.p. Zenith, standard, Cowey

£126.—Ellersle, High St., Polegate.

1Q19 Zenith, Model C, lamps, discs. Klaxon, like
J-£' new: fU5.-t.ees, 9, Hatchlands Ed., Red Hill

[3405
ZENITH 8-lOh.p. New Combination, Henderson heavy

5idecar; £210.-Rensliaw, Skating Kink, Chester-
aeld. [5670

"1014 6h.p. Zenith, stored 4 vears, perleel, 'like new,
i-iJ complete with lamps, etc.; £80.—Coates, Glan-
conway. ' [S:9185

T.T. Zenith-Gradua 1914 4h.p., special tanlc, lonf
exhaust, sportv : £55.-17. Convent Gardens P

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4yh.p. Precision, perfect side-
car machine; bargain, f37/10.—Dowell, Byfieet

Surrey. [6103

8h.p. Zenith Combination, 1913, iust overhauled a

enamelled by makers; £90.—Huggins, Winnip
Staines. [4817

5-6h.p. Standard Zenith. 1914. (ully eciuipped; £53
best offer,- real bargain.- 5, Green Walk, Cliius

ford, E.4. [4782

ZENITH, 2%h.p. o.h. J.A.P., T.T., excellent con-
dition; any trial; £65.-4, The Square, Oar

shalton. [5923

"I Q16 Zenith 4h.p. Twin, disc wheels, splendid condi-
Xt? tion; 85gns.-The Old Grown, Clmrcb St., Kini.--

ston, Surrey. [4855

1Q19 Zenith Sy-h.p. T.T. Single, brand new tyres,
±ij belt very fast; £80.—Hannay, Blenheim Bar
racks, Aldershot. [4899

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., 1916, £65; Phwnix coacli
sidecar, £12.—Bartlett, 16. Nutbrook St., Peck-

ham Eye, S.E. [5275

-| Q16 Zenith 4-5h.p. Twin, countershalt, clutch, kick
-Ltf start; a sporty 'bus; £85.-374, Grove Green
Ed., Leytonstone [580r

ZENITH, 1916, 5h.p., T.T., countershaft, lamps, new
belt, good tyres, good condition; £90.—Threlfall

Cheapside, Lancaster. [X934:

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. Twin, clutch. Model H, in
stock, tor immediate delivery; £142.—Birch's

Garage, Wolverhampton. [525S

ZENITH Combination, 8-lOh.p., full equipment, ex-
cellent condition; £125; exchange considered.—

4b, Baronsmere Ed., East Fiuchley. [6090

ZENITH 3>gi.p., Nov., 1914, ]u.«t overhanled, in

perfect running order, F.E. : £58.—Apply, 10
Heath Grove, Banning Heath, Maid.stone. [576*.

^ENITH. Bh.p., .1920, actual Olympia sportin
odel.

19
tie!

ileage; £180.—Bell, Redthorpe, Lancaster. [5952

20 Zenith 8h.p. Sporting Model, just "delivered.
unregistered, too powerful for owner: wi]l accent

offer.-Box 3,224, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5175

ZENITH-GEADDA, 1919, August, 4-5h.p., kick
start, Montgomery sidecar de luxe, all on; £150.

-35, Stafford Rd., Wallington. Croydon 1643. [6089

ZENITH, 1916, 5-6h.p.. countershaft and kick
starter, disc wheels, Canoelet sidecar, 3 lamps:

£138.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [6022

£98,—Paul, Ambleside, Approach Ed.,
14830

6h.p. Zenith Countershaft, kick start mod.^1, 1915.
equal to new, trial, with canoelet sidecar, £120:

solo, £95; bargain.-207, Blaokshaw Rd., Tooting.
[5921

ZENITH 5-6h.p. 1915 C.B. Combination, fine rnii-

niag order, looks well, lamps, horn, tools, etr.,

new back tyre, others good; £95, offers.—L. Welsli.
Coldstream. [X9221

ZENITH 6h.p. Sports Model, 1920, just dehvered
complete as makers' spcciticntion, Dunlope, Gradu;i

£125 for quick sale; Lanciisbire.-Box 3,156, c/o Tk
Motor Ctjcle. [4861

1 Q20 8h.p. Zenith, with coachbuilt sidecar, Cowci
Xt7 speedometer, meclianical horn, and lamps, ic

splendid order, mileage 1,200; £190.-P. Pike and Cc,
Tlie Gar.age, Exeter. [51 2C

1Q19 (December) 8-lOh.p. Zenith, sports model
-It/ Watford speedometer. Klaxon horn, magnifi
cent machine, as new; £128.—Rhosha Motor Co,.
Mawneys Rd., Eomlord. [5802

IN STOCK
1920 "i-e h.p. ROVER Combination.
1920 horizontal HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-

tion.

1920 -t h.p. TRIUMPH and C.B. Montgomery
Sidecar.

1920 5-6 h.p, JAMES Combination.
1920 3A h.p. ARIEL Combination.

1919 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, electric

lighting.

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, all acces-

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, disc wheels,
etc.

1919 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination, equipped.
1915 8 h.p. MATCH LESS-M.A.G. Combination,

interchangeable wheels.
I9i4 8h.p. MATCHLESS-J.AP., Swan Sidecar.

1916 7-9 h.p. Powerplus INDIAN Combination.
1915 4} h.p. B.S.A. Combination, quite as new.
igiq P. and M. Combination, as new.
I9r7 4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination.

SOLO.
1920 O.K. JUNIOR, Villiers 2-speed, new.
1920 CALTHORPE-VILLIERS, single-speed, new.
I9t5 2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed.

1920 2j h.p. WOOLER. Wooler ! Wooler !! You
know ; loolts like a " Banana."

1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, clutch.

1913 clutch TRIUMPH.

MANY OTHERS.

JONES' GARAGE,
Broadway, MUSWELL HILL, N.

'Phone—Homsey 2562.

THE COVENTRY
Motor Mart, Ltd.,
London Road, Coventry.

Telegrams: "Selection, Coventry.**

IN STOCK.
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.

3i h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.
3|- h.p. ROVER Combination.
6''h.p. ROVER Combination.
ALLDAYS ALLON de Luxe.
HOBART-J.A.P. HOBART 2-stroke.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
CALTHORPE 2-stroke.

WE ARE NOW OPEN TO BOOK
ORDERS for APRIL DELIVERY of

INDIAN
POWERPLUS,

Solo or Combination.

THE COVENTRY
MOTOR M4RT, LTD.,
LONDON ROVD, COVENTRY.

Telegrams: "Selection, Coventry."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Zenith.

8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua, countershalt, kick
,

C.B. torpedo sidecar, hood, screen, I

accessories, topping condition ; seen any time; I

85, Church Rd., Willesden. :

IQl? Zenith-Gradua 6h.p. Coachbuilt Comi
^*y countershaft, kiclc start, hood, screertj

perfect; £130.—Wilkins, 1, Pitcairn ~' ""

Tel. City 628 for appointment.

ZENITH-GE.\DUA M16 5h.p. 1

Combination, countershaft clutch, K.S
equipped, splendid condition; £105.—30,
Palace Park Rd., Sydenham, S.E.26.

ZENITH Combination, Dec, 1919, 8h.p..

Henderson Elite sidecar with screen, ete'

equipped, not done 250 miles; £187/10 -C<
Upper Hagley Pd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

ZENITH 1916 5h.p., countershaft cllitc

tyres, in perfect condition; exchange sini

bination or late T.T.. Norton or P. and M. p
or sell.—Holmes, Amberfleld, Slinfold, Sus!

1020 (March! 5h.p. Zenith Sporting Modet
i-iJ run under 250, carefully run in, comUlj
trie lighting, less head lamp; £125, lowest;

system : bought car ; London, N.W.—Box 3,

The Motor Cycle.

8 h.p. Zenith Countershalt Kink Start Com I

very low sidecar, a very fast, sporty out)]

with lanips and horn ; can bo fieen any time:
appointment; price £135.-49, Annesley Av.,

Hendon, N.W.9.

F.O.C.H. have an Bh.p. Zenith, countershsliir

with sporting coachbuilt sidecar, fully«
electric lights, grand goer.—Fair OfJer Oar5«
Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tub^B
Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, .*
Saturdays. fl

ZENITH, 1919 (November), 8h.p., counter.'

f

gine in first-class condition, compete set il

Innlps, Canoelet racing sidecar, special apron a; ,cr

petrol can carrier, a reallv smart sporting out I

£185 -Letters only, S. Newbold, 72, Gray'!

London, W.C.I. lis

19 14 8h.p. Twin Competition Model Zenitl i'M

beautiful condition, mechanically pe
;,

,„„,.n since March 14th, 1916; any trial rai

nachine has been well looked after and turn ,ip

acing, all accessories; £78. or near, bargain :OT

:/o Hook Heath Garage, Wokmg. il5

rkAx77V> Overhead Talve Zenith, oompetiti

t7Vf special wide tank, foot controlled h t«t

etc.

etter.?, small racing t:
[

i|

valves, springs, and cami ,tial

with new Flying Middleton sidec ;£1

0«3 -Pai'kn House, Roches
;

[5

ZENITH 8h.p. Connter.shaft Combination, ! p
Capac carburetter. Watford speedomet

chain cover, extra oiling to front cylinder, h

on front wheel, nearly new Eom on back,

coachlrailt, Cnnico wind screen, C.A.V. 60 a

mg set, mechanical horn, re-enamelled navy t,
,

fert mechaniriilly and in appearance; £130.-1 m
ton Ed., Reading. I''

Ladies' Motor Cycles. i

LADY'S New Comet, 1916, 2%h.p., 2 sp }, f

londition, accessories; seen by uppointn ; «

-Dr. Drinkwater, Wrexham. (D]
,
i'

LADY'S Douglas, 25/|h.p., 1914, kick sta «a

series, new tyres, excellent order; £; —
Quarry Rd. West, Heswell, Cheshire. !5I

"1Q15-1916 2"i4h.p. Lady's Douglas, 3-spei,'':il

X«? kick starter, lamps, etc., perfect com m
gns.-Miss Snewin, Fir Tree Cottage, Silchi r

Beading.

LADY'S Douglas, 2^h.p., 1915, 3-speed. ki '

clutch, guaranteed mechanically sound.

inMen, only requires trying; £80.—GiM>, 1 1-

yert, Gloucester.

1014 Lady's Douglas, 2">.'ih.p., 2-sree.l, ki

X-t/ unused during war, just overhanled. i- i

ilated as new: £69— Bruthby, South Nuuiui
ton, Derbyshire.

.MJii«sllaneoU8.

r>OVAL RUBIES, ail models.

IQie 7 9h.p. Indian Combination; £110

1Q16 3h.p. Horizontal Twin Bradbury lE?!).

ri-im

T>0 you want to buy a car or motor cycleri^

'

DO vou want to avoid paying excessive d '^I^'"!*

profits. I

list to-day. Send six penny
and free introduction to just what you w

sale Private Motor Registry, 35, Long Acic, \

demobilised officers). Call if you can.

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issi|
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Oi'OR CYCM-S FOR
.MlscclliiiieoLiB.

MH'mI. 1911,
ndiUi

lONn-J.A.P., 2-spocd, olci

linl to nuw; £72.

HBl'lI.T Sicieear, brand 1

mli, now tyro Hnd tube; i

, Coinbiimtioii, CQUiil to 1

ires; £85.

Above to bo scon nnd ii-

manco IMai'o, Ciloucostor 11

vllh 3 (illnili

.S.W.7. [5302

'Ash or exchange

-lldov
put the

I. VAllTY drepatchM all second-hand machlni!?
:arrinKo paid at railway company's risk to yuur
slation.-Below.

). VARTY (or satisfaction, a square deal anj
jour old machine in part exchange.— Below.

I. VABTYS place is at the top ol the well-
tnown Broad and Cbccso l.lill. on the London-
,d road. ai:d every machine is tested up this
are despatching.—Below.

I. VAKTY, Tliund

'H'S

sicy. Rajleigh. Essex. [9743

riage,

'H'S Mototies. Halifax.—EiRht 1915 Douglas'^
5/5each; Douglas 1918 combination, £110/10
'H'S Motorics, Hnlifa.\.—4h.p. Triumph, with
w sidecar, countershaft model; ,€105/5.

'H'S Motorics, Halifax.—3U-h. p. Ariel, 3-speed
intershaft. :ith sidecaV; £88/10.
'H'S Motorics. Halifax.-1918 Alldays AUon
speeds, 3059/10; Hobart, £48/10.
'H'S Motorics Halifax.—O.K., 2 speeds
6/10; Calthorpe, Knfield gear, £55/10.
'H'S Motories, Halifax.—Large stocli of motor
.les-Addi.i5S, Portland Place. Halifax, [X7418

2-speed, ahi) Rudgc
rly new

[6IO:

[4833

lowcll. Byajet, Su

TWEIGHT Motor Cycle, overhauled its
ig. ignition, sprine forks, in tine runnin" o
-66, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
Motor Cycle Engine, frame, wheels, etc., want^
ienibling; first £4/4 secures.-Stocker, Red
Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X9294
)R Cycle, 1913, Abingdon engine Bosch, Amac
c^ mechanical horn; £29/10.-5, Eglon Mews,
Ed., Primrose Hill (nr. Chalk Form Tube).

[5576
Martin, fitti'.l with bran

lightweisht, nftL-fl'w'ith
pearaaces as new, £40.-
indou.

new Union
re-stoved, £55; 1913
rand new T.D.C. rmit.
Knoll House, Temple

[X9217
H. ithe motor car nnd liilte people).—Call and
1 us. New and second-hand motor cycles, com-
s, ond light cars always on view, prices to suit
ly. We will buy your old mount or allow a
ce for it in nnrt exchanse. We are now deliver-
0 models, Coulsou-B, N U.T., Matchless, Har-
dson, Eudge. B.S.A., New Imperials, Allon,
uiega, bun, O.K., Coventry Eagle, Wolf, and
lous G.N., Citroen, Horstmann, and Deemster
Ml 1920 oars nnd cycles in this advertisement

strictly^at makers' list price ; we do not"" "' " "impstead (nr. Hamp-
Ptftead 3752. Hours

[1961

remiums.—5, Heath
lire Station). "Phone
luding Saturdays.

engine,

Park, N.W.I. [4757

2.speed

TRIC.4RS FOR SALE.
Sale, Hex tricar, 2-cyl., 5-6h.p.. fr.
'ker ---.

;s, or
'est, Albaiy St., He'

. Riley (Coventrvl Tricar. W.C , ^„^^^^ „
ree. foot clutch, handle start, 2 brakes, ch...,.

Ti,°.'°^ m'''''^'':
'''^t ^'O- £17/10.-Jordan,

Ashton, Trowbridge, Wilts. [5618

TRICYCLES lOR SALE.
)ECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fitted with
.irmey-Archer 3-sp3ed gear, render lame people
ally independent The Raybeck fitted with
le Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form ol
5 lor the disabled: catalogue free.-Harrj
10 and 12, George St.. Blackpool. [8065

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Skoot.imota in stock, list price.-

mluiiu-on-Sea.

PREPARE
your "Bus" for WHITSUN

All " Gadgets " In Sloolt.

LarRc Electric Headlamps £2 2 6
l.irKc P. & H. Acetylene Ditto £4
niltci, dilld £3
"Bab-Jam" Acetylene Ditto £2 12 6
Aluminium Electric Headlamps 12 6
Rear Lamps, n.is ;iii<l .-Icruic, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6
" Tan-Sad " Rear Seals £118
Backrests Inr same 9
Footrests inr s.ime 6
S|..-.i.,l li|ih.ikicred " Bired-perch " ..£1
Leather Toolbags 10 6
Ever-ready Dry Battery 15 6
Rear Generators 6/6 and 10 '6

A.K. Knee-grips 12/6
Pedley Grips 4 6
Best Tool-liits, comiiictc £1 5
W.S.R. Variable Jets (all types) 8/8
Lubricator Glasses, Enfield, Douqlas,

and Best & Llovd 2
Bosch Contact Breakers, new £110
C.A.V. ditto £1 5
Small Mechanical Horns 12 6
Small bulb ditto £1 1

Klaxon Pattern Horns (hundreds) £1 7 6
Cameo Pattern Windscreens, with side

curtains £2

EVERYTHING Y'OU WANT.

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

NORTH PINCHI.EY,
Phone : Finchlev 2334.

Prices.
^A/"E regret i hat. owing to the increase in cost
*' of raw materials, labour, tiiis, etc., we are
compelled to make the foilo^vin^ advances in

prices as from 15th March, 1920.

"ROBBIALAG ENAMEL."

For Cycles - - - 2/3 tins'sd'.

,, Motor Cycles - 3/- „ 9d.

„ Tricars - - - 5/9 „ lOd.
„ 4-seater Cars - 10/9 ,, 1/3
„ Large Motor Cars 20/9 „ 1/6

'•ROBBIALAG BRUSHES."

lin., 1/6,
I in., 2/-

4d.2in., 2/9
2.<in., 3/9

I

3in., 4/9'

Sold by all Cycle Agents.

Sole Manufacturers of Rohbialac :

J en son <& N icbolson , Lid .

,

Stratford, London. £.15

Erool; Bros.,
[3762

"','^" ^™°*"i unused: price £37.—Baines. 111.
jriou Terrace. Gainshorongh. [5097
ISBURY Motor Scooter, in new condition; £37.
Maynard, 8, Sih-er St., Enflcld. [5792
'.''S Skootamota, ABO. engine, early delive-
rs—Grey and Co., Beaconsfleld. (1266

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each

MOTOR SCOOTI'RS.
AUTOPKD .Sc.ootcr, ncrlccl order; .CSa.-Tho North

WulcD Motor Exchange, Wrexham. 'Phono: 233.

„. [X9210
CnOOTISU lor Salo, Hno condition; £20; photo on
>3 apiilicution.—Ward, 5, Go«lor(i Bridge, Coventry.

rX8965
WAUCHOPE'.S, 9, Shoo Lane, London, E.O.4.-

Autoped scooters Irom Htock, dynamo ligliting;
£42. [4722
SKOOTAMOTA, immodintc sale, not run 50 miles,

"iidiliou as new; C50.-Dr. Tompleton, Peel,
I I Mi'". [5152
\l 1

I' i.I.inERS.— PInce yout ordeni uow to *ecul<
'I. In.'iy.— Dihtrihuters :or Kent, ^imnders Cycle

London, W.l, ~ " - .
.

^^^^^

AUTDl'Kl) S.-r.oter (new), electric lieht, horn, ond uc
c.ssciiiis; 10% less than list price.—Taylor, Cycle-

ABCnt, KcttcriiiK-. [4850
CCOO'I'Jilt.-Immcdiate

_ deliyory ol L.A^D. make;
£45.- Stopfo d Ridd. '14, CliUord S

147B. (0157

KINGSBURY Motor Scooter, had littlo use; £36.
or oHer.-CIarke and Simmons, High St., Strood,

Kent. 'Phone : 677. [57C5

SKOriTAMOTA ond Autoped, delivery from stock.-
The Lanke«ter Engineerini! Co., Motor Cycle IJept.,

63, Brighton ltd., Surliiton. [2U9I

AUTO-GLIDERS, six in stock; immediate delivery
at current list price, plii.5 carriage.-K.E.P.W.,

140, Napier Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [4842

IJLh.p. .\utoped, clutch, dynamo lighting, used for
2 demonstration only; £36, as new.—1, Norwood

Rd., Herno Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 1964. [6029

1020 Super Scooter, 3-wheeler, T.D.C. engine,
i-iJ Sensprav, E.I.C.; £32/10; Sutlolk; first offer
secures.—Box 3,230, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5181

AUTOPED, the original auto scooter, l',4h.p. 4stioke
engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horn, tools,

etc.; £42.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [X9366

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.,
i 27/6.—Bright and
nberwell, London.

[5533

BODIES.
tandems stepped. ind underslunVEND3.-Sii

cheape-^t in trade

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen s; repairs,
repainting'; exchanges.

VENUS.—The sidecai body experts. Bodies, any
design, in the rough il desired.

VENUS.-Bodies direct from factory to oser: save
money: lists ready, write.

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-18. Courley St., S. Totten
ha-m. [3232

CAMBER.—Repairs, upholstering and repainting,
estimates free.—Bright and Hayes, 78, Cli-urch

St., -Camberwell, London. [5528

r^AMBER.—Tandem, underslung. and stepped bodies;
lists free.—Makers, Bright and Hayles. 78. Church

well, Londo

CAMBER.—Coach bodies to su
Makers, Bright and Hayles,

Camberwell. London. Est. 1899.

B.4ST0NE'S for Coachbuilt Bodi
back de luxe; also other patter

semi step, lightweights, torpedos,
pri

etc

[5529

, Church St.,

[55a7

latest bulbous
hiding step,
all at low

BASTONE'S.-We ha\
to make room for :

-223, PentonviUe Rd.,

veral soiled bodies to clear
models: inspection invited.
ag's Cross, London, N.l,

[4601

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies are built hy exiiens,

first-class finish: models supplied to fit every type

of chnssis.—Write The Willowbrook Co.. Leicester. [0050

SIDECARS to Suit all Chassis, any colour, from £5;
Latest " bulbous back, £8: tandem seapsrs, flO'S

and £9/15; fitted free.—Edwardes, 277, Camberwell
Rd., S.E.5.

• [5983

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designs

ond colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wind
screens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City Motor Co.,

121, 123. 125, London Ed.. Manchester. [0046

LOWMAK'S For Sidecar Bodies.—We are actual
manufacturers and offer best value in trade: full

size bodies, with door, locker under seat, upholstering

in pegamoid, finished any colour; price £5/15; write

lor list; trade supplied.—L. Lowman and Co., 45,

Church Lane, Charlton, S.E.7. [4583

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when de-

signing new idea's.—20, Tudor St., London, B.0.4. [0004

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the large-rt sidecar

body builders in the country. We have manu-*
facturcd to date over 8,000 bodies: 200 bodies always

on hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-scaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro-

jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you

want and rely on a superfine finish at the bandhom
336. Gray's Inn Ed., London, " -t^

-hone: Holborn 933. [0020

advci'Hseraent, and the date of the issue. B45
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

s
POE
CANDTTM. the Smart Siaecar Specialists.

for 1920, the most

DRY BATTERIES.
British Made.

JIANDUM Models.-

Motor Cycle.

CANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 t

£35 ; absolutely honest yalue.

JANDUM Patent Convertible Sidecar -with tl e di^

appearing seat : a de luxe single-seater, yet

of seatins two adults comfortably; the latest e%oiutio

of the sidecar body ; fully patented.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and undei

seat; when not in Use the seat back hinges forward and
neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6

SANDTJM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body im
mediate dehyery ; £3.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufacturers ol

coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and
aprons.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in
the country.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Ed..
W.C.I. 'Phone : Holborn 933. Factories : 162

to 165, Pentonville Bd., N. ; and Britannia Works,
Britannia St., W.O. [0019

TyHITWOETH-STEVENS Sidecars.

WHITWOETH-STEVENS Sidecars, the beet that
British industry can produce. Illufltrated cata-

logue on application.

WHITWOETH-STEVENS for Quick deUverics. Side-
cars built throughout of the finest material ob-

tainable. Every sidecar guaranteed.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS can supply sidecars tc

fit practically every make of motor cycle. Cor.
rect fit guaranteed. Chassis in any Quantities.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS New Coaclibuilt Sidecars
in stock, from £15/10 to £35,

WHITWORTH-STEVENS fittings are of the 1920
quick detachable type. Once the sidecar is lined

up, it can be detached or attached quickly without
further lining up.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS ' Reliability.—Every
model introduced is subjected to severe tests

before bein^ finally placed on the market, thus
suring absolute dependability.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Correct Fitting.—Fittings
are no', oi the so-called universal type, but

rect fittings are supplied to suit the make of n
cycle required.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS.—Quick delivery car
relied upon. Our plant is most eitenisve and

up-to-date, ensuring a regular and continuous output,

WHITWOETH-STEVENS Engineering Co., 184
186, Pentonville Ed,, King's Cross, London

'Phone : Central 10264. [2327
"DASTONE'S for Sidecars at Lowest Prices.

"D ASTONE'S for Sidecars; immediate delivery.

BASTONE'S lor Sidecars; no better or cheaper
house.

BASTONE'S for Sidecars; inspection invited. For
price, quality, and finish you cannot do better.

BASTONE'S for Sidecars. Latest coachbuilt 1920
models, complete with tyre; £16/10.

BASTONE'S for Chassis. Latest underslung models
in stock.

"DASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies; from £4/15.

large stock of coachbuilt
in de luxe, torpedi

derslung, step patterns; also tandems, lightweights,
all late models, and at low prices; 200 bod

--- „ , , latest
models in stock, complete with tyre and apron;

distributing agents for London districts; delivery from

Stand in a class

apart from' all

others for Motor

Cycle and Side-

car illumination.

VOLEX AERO 4

volts .. 15/-

VOLEX AERO 6

volts . . 21 /'

"VOLEX" METAL
FILAMENT BULBS.
strongly recommended if

used -with our Volex Dry
Battery. S.B.C. type 4 to
6 volts, 2/3. Min Screw Cap,
4 to 6 volts, 1 /9.

Strong leather satchel eon-
tainer with straps for fixing
to the frame. Talies the
Volex Aero 4 or 6 volt Dry
Battery . . ..... 10/-

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
COACHBUILT Sidecar, £10.-69, Palfrcv

Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.

COACHBUILT Sidecar, nearly newr 26iii. wl

£16.-13, Nelgarde Rd., Catford, S.E. [

WICKER Sidecar, well sprung, good appearp
£6.—Floyd, The Laurels, Cowleyr Oxon. [

?.^

POCKET TYPE Volt and Ammeters.
British Made.

Accurately Calibrated and Highly Finished.

o to 6 volts

o to 12 „
o to 16 „

. 10/6

. 10/6

. 11/-
. 12/-

to 30 12;-
Combined Type.

6 volt r5 amp 12/-
8 ..' ^10 12/-

.. 13/6

.. 15,9
List E/ial

.

BASTONE'S for Mongomery Sidecars, 1920,
models in stock, complete with tvre and e

stock; trade supplied.

BASTONE'S lor Hoods, fit any body,
£3: delivery per return.

sily fitted
£3; delivery per retu

BASTONE'S Sidecar Department, 228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.L Tel. : 2481

North. T.A. : Bastone's, Kincross, London. [4600

SIDECAR, off Triumph, good tyre; £5/
Medway Rd., Bow, E.3.

WICKER Sidecar, cheap, tyre and tube as new.—
Garlick, St. Loyes, Bedford. [5459

suit 25
,

arm. 0x1'
ts:

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Be
'

Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Delivery
1

stock.

s.—Latest underslung cb
age carrier; send for list.

CORONET Sidecars.
Triumphs, B.S.A,

Motories, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars.—Special model for 1920
ley-Davidson, finished brown.—Booth's Mot

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson or Ir

grey or red.—Booth's
,
Motories.

Vt/Wan

NATIONAL MOTOR HOUSES
are the Best.

Your machine
will keep spick

and span if

housed in a

NATIONAL.
Piices from

iST 10 O
Latest list post free /rom

Dept. "B," National Works, Kirby Moorside.

Please write or 'ptione for List ol Machines In Stock.

SOUTH SIDE,
CLAPHAM COaiKION,

S.'W.''.

/^fORONET Sidecars.—Models for every make
"-^ chine supp-ied promptly.—Booth's MotorifiE

IXION Sidecarette.
throughout; £75,

Norwich.

to-day. Suitable

rs.—First-class work only;
rubbish. Write for illustrate'

attachments for all machines.

When enquiring, p
:, and we will send colon:

tern, and suggestions regarding finish.

e now specialising in
Reading Standard, ,

Excelsior, Henderson, etc. Place your oi^e

to ensure delivery with machine.

BAMCO Sidecars.—Stock colours, birch „
red, trimmed dark green pegamoid, lor Sn

and dark coach green, lined cream, trimmed oh\

pegamoid, for B.S.A. Prompt delivery can be*,
any other combination.

BAMCO Sidecars.—Offices and Engineering;)
ments, Grosvenor Works, High Rd.; BnW

and Wood Mill, Villiers Rd., Willesdan

N.W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 872. Tel.: Ibbicral

GLORIA Sidecar, upholstering good, tyre ne«rl

£22 after 6 o'clock.—Pumping Station,

Ed., Enfield. ;^
WATSONIAN Sideca,rs, all models, in stSK,

any machine. -Prank Whitworth, ISSiHl
Birmingham. JJ'

SIDECAR lor Indian, red, wick'er body, d®
good condition, sporting; £18/5.—TrtrniHi

Peterborough.

CANE Sidecar, good condition, petrol catfie

tyre; £4. — Limngton, Berry Court,-

Wallop, Hants.

SWAN Torpedo Sidecar, Sunbeam fittings,

apron, new Sept., 1919; £20.-BlackuioM,
market, Kettering.

CAMBER.—Coach sidecars from £16/10 ,to

Makers. Bright and Hayles, 78, Chur
Camtierwell. London.

B46 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the lssu«
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Trials of Concentrated Difficulty.

LAST year when 'the London-Edinburgh run

was resumed after a long interval, an in-

novation was made by eliminating the return .

journey. The example was again followed

by the M.C.C. this Easter on the London-
Land's End, and the Birmingham M.C.C.
adopted the same idea by running their Sangster

Cup Trial from Birmingham to Bamiouth, wisely

cutting out a return journey so that competitors

could find their own way home at leisure.

The scheme is a good one, e.specially when
applied to these holiday weelv-end trials, for the

entrants may wish to tour home again pleasantly,

and to dally by the wayside where the scenery

is attractive. Physical .and nei-vous strain is

considerable after the first fifteen or sixteen

hours driving, and in consequence the inclusion

of a monotonous main road return journey of

three or four hundred miles at a very short

.interval, after the completion of an outward

journey of the same length, constitutes a test of

staying power more severe on man than machine.

i'othe modem machine an endurance run

over the classic London-Edinburgh route presents

no difficulties whatever, and even the London-
Land's End route of pre-war days was not

abnormally troublesome. However, the elimina-

tion of the return journey allows the severity of

the outward run to be increased.

Perhaps of all trials the London-Edinburgh,

at Whitsuntide, has proved the most mono-
' tonous, despite its classic atmosphere. In the

days of fixed gears and doubtful ignition systems

there was little opportunity for the rider to

become bored, but the later runs degenerated

into processions.

This year the route, to use a colloquialism,

is considerably " gingered up," and any rider

whose machine makes an unflagging ascent of

Kirkstone Pass, after some three-hundred miles

of steady and continuous running, may be

reasonably proud. From a scenic point of view,

the route will have a variety of interest, as from

Harrogate onwards the competitors will see some
of Yorkshire's wildest moorland scenery and
gain impressions of the rolling foot-hills which
lead up to the Pennines. They will see the

Lake mountains gradually looming in the distance

and possibly may find their Waterloo amongst
them ! Further iVorth they will ride over lowland
hills and valleys through a country which is

unfamiliar to most south country motor cyclists.

Altogether, the innovation is an admirable one
and in e\ery wav to be commended.

The Government and Fuel.

MANY months ago T'hc Autocar urged that

the Government should control fuel sup-

pHes. The object in mind was the pro-

tection of a key industry of growing
importance, which is, to all intents and

purposes, in the hands of the petrol ring, the

existence of which is denied.

As we go to press, rumours are afloat that

the Government is now negotiating for a con-

trolling interest in the Shell Transport and
Trading Co. If this should prove to be correct,

it may form an important step towards Govern-
ment fuel supply. The war has shown us the

vital necessity of ample oil fuel supplies, and
it is to be hoped that some satisfactory agree-

ment will be reached. Despite the importance

of the move, it must not be looked upon as

the solution of the fuel problem, for there is a

threatened shortage of oil fuel throughout the

world, and, unless further supplies become avail-

able in the near future, this shortage is likely

to become acute.

In the development of the British oilfields

lie possibilities which must, however, not be

overestimated. Shale oil and the encourage-

ment of benzole production can, undo''jbtedly,

help to ease the situation, but power alcohol

would appear to be the ultimate solution, since

the supply is to all intents and purposes in-

exhaustible.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the noxe fa^ini the back covan.
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A Problem in Duplicate.

AS an exercise in theor)', I am asked to propound
the following technical point to readers. Two
separate riders, both semi-novices, own Scott

machines. Each engine misfires. Yet in both cases
the separate cylinders fire perfectly evenly when the
other cylinder is cut out. What is the cause?

The Black Prince Runabout.

EHAVE not been able to get up north "since the
Show, but I intend to visit Barnard. Castle at

the first opportunity, and get Archie Cocks to de-
monstrate the Black Prince runabout. The firm seem
to have shelved their "one-plug twin" for the
moment, but the runabout is quite a new break, as
the florists put it. A four-wheeler at £100 is some-
thing of a. rarity in these days, and this low figure

is attained by adopting a wooden fuselage as a
substitute for the normal steel frame with separate
coachw'ork, and by annexing a tip from American
marine engineering practice as regards the engine.

A couple of 2 3^ h.p. Union two-strokes are coupled
together, being mounted vertically cheek by jowl. This
layout seems to have distinct possibilities. A pair of

300 c.c. two-strokes, which will two-stroke obediently
at low r.p.m., should make a good power unit for a
light machine.

Ton Miles per Gallon.

OTOR cyclists always regaixl their fuel con-
sumption as phenomenal when compared with
the expensive gallon mileage of cars. Of

course, in positive e.conomy we have much the

worst of the comparison, as is easily proved by trans-

lating the illusive miles per gallon into ton miles, i.e.,

the unit for measuring the distance to which a gallon

transports a given weight. The motor cycling corre-

spondent of The Times has been dotting the " i's
"

of the A. A. benzole trial, in which the following figures

were obtained :

16 h.p. Sunbeam car, 24.57 m.p.g., 44.22 ton

miles per gallon.

3j^< h.p. Triumph motor cycle, 84 m.p.g., 31.34
ton miles per gallon.

The authority in question identified five conceivable

explanations of the motor cycle's inferior economy,
viz., cooling, air resistance, carburatioh, transmission,

and road resistance; and. concluded that air-cooling

was to blame for the 40% superiority of the car. An
Autocar correspondent assails this view, and suggests

that the motor cycle suffers much more from road
resistance than the car. He suggests that a heavy
motor lorry will give an even better ton mileage than
the Sunbeam, indicating that the heavier the vehicle

the better it ploughs through a holding surface. The

matter deserves some enquiiy, considering that, while'

the Triumph figures are almost extremes (84 m.p.h.'

with sidecar on winter roads !), the Sunbeam figure is

'

often beaten over short distances ; for example, in the

last Junior Car Club consumption trial, a 9.5 h-.p.

.

Standard car, weighing 18 cwt., did sixty-four road
miles per gallon, which wrorks out at 57 ton miles:

almost double the motor cycling figures. AVith petrol,,

at its present cost, we all want to know how to niake

the most of, it.

Jointing Mediums.

A NUMBER of trade firms are kindly sending me,

samples of jointing mediums, partly no doubt
through sheer kindness of heart, but possibly,

with an eye to testimonials. Let me say frankly that

I am not prepared to differentiate between these

various nostrums. There are dozens of them on tlie

market, and it is practically impossible to 1 give a«y of-.

them a preference. I never tried one "which could not

make a good joint; but so will, ordinary commercial
fish glue, gold size, boiled oil, and one or two other

vulgar commodities. In motor cycling practice the-

making of a joint seldom depends on the special

adhesive used, but rather on cleanly, mechanical

methods, and on the design of the metal parts con-

cerned in the joint. Anvbody can joint up an ordinary

valve cap with any old stuff. But with " certain induc^

tion systems a mechanical genius, armed with a pot

of stuff which makes birdlime seem as thin as Govern-
ment beer, cannot eliminate air leaks more than once
in ten tries. ' So I plead that this bombardpient of

sample tins may cease ; there is no advertisement in

it for anybody. Incidentally most* of these patent

nostrums strike me as unnecessarily expensive ; I know
few, motoring accessories which are dearer, except the

dopes which are sold for rendering goggles and wind-

screens transparent in fog and rain; and everybody
knows that such dopes have melted platinum as a basis.

Cowling Air-cooled Car Engines.

n
QUITE agree with Messrs. Enfield-Allday that

they have evoh^ed the most carefully thought-out-

system of cowling an air-cooled engine which I

have yet seen, but I think they are in error in imagin-

ing that the Palladium people and. themselves ace the-

only firms who have adopted cowling. In actual factj

the balance is about even, for the only uncowled car

engines of my acquaintance are the C.A.R., G.N.,'

and Morgan. But are Messrs. Enfield-Allday quite

accurate in all their deductions ? Reference to Tke
Autocar for March 12th, in which a 750 mile trial

of the C.A.R. was described, will give them ground
for believing that the uncowled C.A.R. is as well

cooled as any small water-cooled engine, although its
|

fan and air draught do not employ cowling. Similarlyi
"
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Occasional Comments.—

the G.N. has accomplished an engine non-stop from

Loniloa to Edinburgh. The exposure of cylinders to

weatiier, mud, and dust does not necessarily render

the cooling unsaysfactory, as their letter implies; it

merely tends to disfigure the car by rusty and stained

excrescences, and so to prejudice potential buyers

against the new cooling. To my mind, if efficient

design bo taken for granted, the question whether to

cowl or not to cowl resolves itself into a battle between

the superior appearance of cowled engines and the

superior accessibility of uncowled engines. An air-

cooled engine can hardly be better cooled than the.

uncowled C.A.R.

The New A.B.C.

PRODUCTION now seems to have begun in the

Sopwith factory, and the agents' windows at last

afford country riders a chance of seeing this

most interesting machine. One or two further modi-

fications are noticeable. Difticulties have been en-

countered in connection with the proposed gear box

drive for the speedometer, which is now opera;ted off

the front wheel in the ordinary way ; and the kick-

starter is not at present being supplied, though I under-

stand that purchasers will be given the option of buying
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one as an extra in about three months' time. 'J'hc

machine attracts keen attention wiierever it goes, and
its acceleration is quite of the Henderson or T.T.
Norton type.

Soldering Outfits.

EVERY motor cyclist should stock a bantam
soldering kit of the Tinol or Fluxite type. The
art is easily learnt and is extremely handy for

repairing Bowdcn wires, petrol and oil piping, etc.

Moreover, it is absolutely essential where electric

lighting outfits are used. In many such outfits the

final copper cables are soldered into short plugs for

attachment to the lamp sockets. This system gives

little or no trouble on a well-sprung car, for the wire

is not subjected to any special strain if an owner
handles it carefully, though even on cars the cables

will not always stand repeated removal from the lamp
sockets. But on most motor cycles there is a fair

amount of vibration to be, reckoned with, and the

brittle cable may have no real support for an inch or

so below the plug. Fractures at this point are not

uncommon with certain types of fitting, and as they

may often occur at awkward times I would not own
an electrical outfit unless I carried a pocket soldering

kit and knew how to use it.

! »» aiM m-\

The pleasure of the motor

cycle beneath the shade of

the palms is s&methmg only

a minor proportion of motor

cyclists can enjoy, but it

speaks for the popularity

and the reliability of the

present - day machine that

British motor cycles may now
be found in every corner of

the globe. The accompany-

ing pictures show a 4 h.p.

Douglas sidecar amid the

charms of Ceylon
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A Thorough Test of a New Spring Frame Design.

IT
was during the 1919 Six Days Trials _ that we

fell to the charms of the 3^^ h.p. Douglas.
Though we had closely followed its progress while

other work claimed our attention, it was not till

the first big post-war reunion of motor cyclists at

Llandrindod Wells that we fully appreciated its many
features. Perhaps it was the Welsh surfaces that

clinched the argument in favour of the spring frame,

whilst the engine, " just a little bit larger," proved

a great attraction for an enthusiastic rider of a

2^1 h.p. model. Next came the vital question of

deh-.eiT. Owing to the fact that the inodel was
experimental and a few sets of parts existed, it was

not long before we " took over " at Bristol.,

Before leaving, we were given to understand quite

clearly that the machine, in its existing state, embodied
se^eral Features whicli were more or less experimental

and might he considerably modified before reaching

the pulilic, but this entirely failed to spoil the pride

uf [lossesslon, and
eailv the following

morr.ing we .set off

to Coventry for the

lirst trip.

Business at Mal-
\'ei-n led us to de\iatc

from the dirti't rnule.

thiingh the bumjn
surface of the Brislol-

Ciloucestei- road was
sufticienl to demon-
stvale the excellence

of (he rear springing.

While ill the neigh-

hnurhooil of Mal-

\ern, the temptation to try the new machine on &(
Old Wyche cutting overcame us, and, in spite o
the fact that an experimental carburetter was fitteii

which would not run with the throttle more thai

half open, the ascent was accomplished with ease.

Since this preliminaiy journey, and with the exceptioi

of one week, when at the makers' request the machift
was returned to the works for the fitting of a mcH-<

efficient type of cylinder, the machine has been on th(

road daily, and the only road stoppages have beei

occasioned by a faulty chain link, easily replaced
and a broken belt—not a bad record for the time.

Once only has the engine been stripped for decar
bonisation, and on this occasion the facihty with whicl
the engine was remo^-ed from the frame by mereh
undoing thiee accessible bolts and the necessary petro,

and oil connections was greatly appreciated.

Without
Douglas
mount the

exception, the 3 14 h.p

the most comfortable sok

writer has possessed; the

engine with its roUe:

big ends
together

ordinarily

vibration

speed,
absence

combined
excellent

set closelj

is exfral

free fron

at an;

and thi

of dither'

with th-

front am

Fully equipped for the road. The appearance is enhanced by the alumn

Ace disc wheels.

real springing, give

an entirely deceptiv

idea of .road speed
with the result thai

one travels considfeij

ablv faster than oni
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Six Months with a 3^ h.p. Douglas.—

thinks. Iiulecd, on one or two long runs goo<]ly

averages have been maintained without any fatigue

or impression of high-speed travelUng. Those who
are fearful of the instability of spring frame machines

should take note of the fact that both rear frame

, and forks are adjustable for lateral play, and that,

after five months' hard work, the wear was imper-

ce|Hible, and the slightest movement of the adjustment

locked the frame rigidly.

Footboards, with an underscreen, and sensible mud-

. guards, keep the rider reasonably clean, but the addi-

tion of a combined leg shield

. and. underscreen, with the

latest type of aluminium Ace
"disc wheels, have combined

: to make a wonderfully weather- '^

proof . and easily cleaned

machine. Incidentally, it

may be added that the

disc w heels have caused no
'inconvenience after the first

day or two.

Refinements.

Oil is fed to the

front cylinder only

bv a small vane

pump dri\en by

worm gear from

the intermediate

timing - wheel, the

flow being controlled

by a needle \alve

and sight-feed indi-

cator. Once the

drip has been regu-

lated correctly, one

can forget about

lubrication, except

for a prolonged

blind or long steep

hill, when a partial

turn of the needle
' valve is all that is

required.

The magneto can

be removed by
merely slacking two
set pins. The clutch

is remarkably sweet
in action and has a
very light pull for the handle-bar control. The gears

change easily and are quiet in action, and the twelve inch

armoured toolbags mounted on either side of the sprung

cairier enable one to carry a reasonable supply of tools

and spares without fear of damage from road shocks.

The main frame lugs are made from steel forgings,

instead of. die more usual malleable castings, and

grease cups of ^sensible proportions replace oil fillers

wherever practicable. One other feature seldom

included in a modern specification is the adjustable

pulley, which is the greatest boon to one who rides

in ali weathers and in all parts of the country, and,

incidentally, furnishes an .easy way of taking up a

slack belt, provided that the belt is not already at the

top of the pulley.

(Top) The Douglas on a fine stretch of road near Duiichurch.

(Lower) Ascending the '* easy " side of Newnham Hill, near Daventry.
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It is not easy to critii:isc a "hand made" experi-
mental model without giving an unfair idea of the
final article, so that it should be remembered that the
following remarks apply to the actual machine
delivered to us in October, 1919, and not to 1921
models, which, we understand, are to be modified.
First, we would recommend ^ lin. belt in place of
the present^^in. belt now fitted. Next the rear mud-
guard, which moves with the sprung rear wheel,
requires better support, and more room should be
given to facilitate wheel removals, and, thirdly, the
foot brake is capable of considerable improvement;

beyond these points and .the

silencing arrangements, which
are admittedly in a state of flu.\,

X We have nothing but praise for

a machine which, with its seat

well forward, 26x2j4in. extra

heavy tyres, and excellent spring
frame, may be considered as

one of the most luxurious solo

mounts ever produced.

On the Road.

already stated, the

machine is faster

than would appear

from first impres-

sions, and, though

the maximum attain-

able speed has not

been tested, it is

such that the ma-
chine has never yet

been all out on the

level, except for occa-

sional bursts when
carburetter testing,

etc. Most of the

Midland test -hills,

such as Sudeley,

Gambles Lane, the

Edge Hills, the Old
Wyche, and such-

like, can be ascended
w i t h consummate
ease, and w'e can-

not help express-

ing the opinion that,

when the 3^-2 h.p.

is placed on the

market in its

ultimate form, it will -enjoy a popularity even greater

than that of the 234 h.p.

The machine has been equipped with a four-volt

forty ampere accumulator carried in a strong wooden
box on the left-hand footboard. The current is sup-

plied to a half-watt bulb in a Hunt head light, and
has provided a satisfactory source of illumination for

short evening runs throughout the latter part of the

winter.

In conclusion, it may be added that the 3^-^ h.p.

is fully capable of sidecar work, as has been demon-
strated by w'orks machines, but, in spite of the natural

desire of a family man for occasional passenger-

carrying, the writer has so far refrained from any

form of passenger attachment.

BII
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Lcjxon

A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

The Budget. The new scale of taxation which
is likely to come into force in 1921 will

hit motor cyclists hard. There are many who own
old machines, picked up for a song in pre-war days,

which, by means of careful attention, are capable of

conveying a sidecar containing as a rule the wife and
family. These outings

take place only on - — —
occasional week-ends,
and the total annual

mileage is very small.

To such as these a £^^
tax will form the last

straw, and the faithful

mount will have to be

sold or laid aside till

better times arrive.

To some degree buyers

will be restrained from
purchasing new mounts
on account of the com-
bination of high prices

and increased taxation,

but the majority of

motor cyclists will remain motor

cyclists in spite of all. If British

manufacturers could succeed in

turning out a surplus due to a de-

crease in sales—an unlikely occur-

rence—they would be forced to

divert a greater proportion of their

products Overseas.

tS3 15 tj!

The Results Looking around' the

of Suggestion, rnachines gathered to-

gether at the start of

any big competition, one is imme-
diately struck by the change in

modern -motor cycles. Big wheels,

big tyres and tanks, spring frames,

and rigidly constructed motor cycle

and sidecar chassis are the order of

the day. Urged by our Overseas

readers, we have never failed to

emphasise the value of these features, and the results

are now beginning to show, though they have naturally

taken time to develop. It is rather curious to note

that, while tyre sizes in this country are steadily

increasing, those in America are decreasing. This, >- f

course, refers to outside diameter; the tyre sections

of both countries tend to increase.

Flexible A SIDECAR chassis must be strongly con-^

Sidecars. structed if it is to withstand the severe^

strains to which it will be subjected, but'

the matter of sidecar attachments has not yet reached

its full development. Flexible sidecars were tested

and discarded in this country many years ago, but

rigidly attached side-.

__ „ ._ — Qj^fg m-g very hard on
cycle frames, and U
seems not improbable

that semi-flexible .at;

tachments will be de^

veloped before long.

The advent of spring

frames will hasten de-

velopments along these

lines, but in the mean-
time a well - sprung

sidecar wheel goes faf»

towards solving the.

problem.

SIDECARING IN EGYPT. Ah Ariel

outfit posed in contrasting surroundings—

a

typical native mud hut and the Sidi Gaper
Mosque, Alexandria.

Gear Ratio. It is a curious fact

that many big reli-

ability trials are far more suited for

testing machines destined for Over-

seas use than for work in the British

Isles. In spite of the evil road

surfaces frequently encountered iti

post-war days, no ordinary tourist

requires a mount to climb such hills,

for instance, as Aultnaharie. Never-

theless, the inclusion of really severe

hills and bad surfaces is necessary

in order to eliminate weaklings, and

to form a test for reserve engine

power and brake efficiency. Such
tests have, however, led to the

I

bad practice of gearing standard

machines too low for their normal
work. In England the average

rider does 90% -to 95% of his wort

on top. Why, then, some ask, pay for the weight

and complication of a three or four-speed gear bo.K?

It is not suggested that three or four ratios are un-

desirable, but, rather, that the top gear should be

higher and the lower ratios in proportion. Gear

changing on the modern motor cycle is so simple that

the veriest tyro can hardly make a mistake.
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Overseas Section.—
Passenger At the present time an interesting

Machines. situation has arisen willi regard to the

lulure of the light passenger vehicle.

Sitlecar machines of 1,000 c.c. are only really

necessary in a few districts of the horhe country, and

they have become so luxuriously appointed and so

fully eijuipped liiat their prices have soared past those

of the cheaper and lighter three and four-wheelers.

Now, it requires" a very enthusiastic motor cyclist

to deny himself the extra comfort and protection of

a proper seat, with screen and hood in case of bad

weather, and it only remains for the runabout to

prove that it can do the' work of the motor cycle at

the same cost.

The public is much interested in the problem, and

1920 should be able to provide a fairly satisfactory

answer. There are many who maintain that it would

be a simple proposition to turn out a two-seater at a

lower price than a motor cycle and sidecar, and though

the designs might be somewhat unorthodox it dms
not follow that they would be any the less sound.

tj3 tj) Cfl

Cdmpctitions. The competition programme for 1920
has already been arranged, in so far as

the more important events are concerned, and a briglit

and interesting season is assured provided that labour

troubles settle quickly enough to allow manufac-
turers to produce their new models in time for forth-

coming events.

The amalgamation of clubs to run a big event in

each district is desirable in every way, and signs are

not lacking of a tendency in this direction; indeed,

a fusion has already occurred in more than one case.

Trials are a healthy stimulus to the trade provided

tliat thev are well-organised, but the A.C.U. has done
well in limiting the number of open events, as fewer

trials better run are undoubtedly preferable. -.

A Selection of LeKers from Readers scattered ail over the World.
Motor Cycles in Portugal.

.Mii. F. S. RowK, Lisbon, Poi-tiigal, discusses tyre valves :

"Having Jjoiight a new 28 X 3in. inner tube of Dunlop
make from the agent in this city, I was astonished to find

tliat the* valve was of the pedal cycle type. As all the

motor cycle tyre pumps in use in this country are arranged

to Kt Schvader (car type) valves, is it not .damaging to

British firms to attempt to sell material which the buyer

would find great difficulty in using?

"Why not adopt the Schi'ader valve in England, anyway?
]With its double seal, it is much safer than the other type.

"The Americans are doing a tremendous business here in

motor cycles. Why are no British machines being offered?
"

Pillion Riding in New Zealand.

One of our correspondents in New Zealand evidently sees

humour in the attitude of the majority of people in this

country anent pillion riding. He sends a photograph of his

American Jlilitaire machine (unfortunately, unsuitable for

rej)roduction), which he uses as a solo mount and sometimes
carries a passenger on the rear mudguard. He writes as

follows :
" I am amused at the excuses put forward by your

correspondents who are anxious to abolish pillion riding.

Are or were they ever motor cyclists, or are they simply
looking for trouble? Tliey are evidently made of different

stuff from the Colonials, as out here it is an uncommon
sight to see a cyclist touring alone. It is always two up,
and it is not uncommon to see American big twins loaded
up with three. My present machme is an American Mili-

taii'e four-cylinder. It has no pillion seat, but I can carry
a passenger on the rear mudguard."

American Flat Twins in the Argentine.

A correspondent living in Buenos Ayres says :
" I recently

purchased an American flat twin for £85. Some machines
recently arrived in the Argentine, and were all snapped
up at once. I have not had mine running long enough to

pass criticism on it, but it certainly strikes me as lieing a
very sound proposition and exceedingly cheap at the price.

I think it will be a very long time before English manu-
facturers can market a similar model at this price out hove.

A 1913 fixed gear single-cylinder clutcli model English n.otor
bicycle cost 650 dollars about a year ago, and now none are
to be had. A popular English single-cylinder is about the
only British machine to be seen out here in any numbers,
and taken all romid these machines are very unsuitable for

the work they have to do. I had one before I got the
American mount, and found it impossible to do any serious
long-distance riding, as the machine was quite incapable of

standing up to the frightful roads in this country. I read
all the letters published in the Overseas section of The
Motor Cycle with great interest, and back up the necessity
for a real colonial model motor bicycle of English manufac-
ture. But I must admit that unless they are practically the
same price as the American machines they would have no sale

here. A 7-9 h.p. Harley only costs 1,050 dollars, which, at
the present rate of exchange, is under £100."

Prices in India.

In sending us a Triumph agent's advertisement which
appeared in the Calcutta newspapers, an Indian correspondent
draws attention to the prices of these machines, i.e., 1,400

rs., Avhich at the present rate of exchange represents

£163 5s. 8d. "I believe," he writes, "the current price of

the same model Triumph in England is £97 (plus some per
cent., which does not bring it over £110), and I think that

the Association of Motor Cycle Manufacturers might take

the matter up and see if anything can be done.
' There is a magnificent market in Calcutta for all makes

of English machines, but all we see are Harleys and Indians,

and if> really makes one disgusted to find that our makers
are not even represented, and when a specimen dots appear
the price is far beyond what the man who wants a motor
bicycle can afford to pay.

" I should esteem it a favour if yon, with your wide circle

of influence, could do anything, and perhaps the .Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., and other firms could try and see if machines
could be exported to India, and be sold at the English price,

plus freight and duty only."'

' Oriental Preference.

"Pl.\xtkb," writing from Gula. Perak, F.M.S., speaks
of the big potential market in the Straits Settlement :

" In
this epistle I do not intend to follow the usual practice of

Colonial readers, and will refi'ain from burbling about
Colonial roads, large tyres, spring frames, etc., but merely
append a few notes for the benefit of manufacturers and
agents, which, if they mark, learn, and inwardly digest, will

save them time and money if they mean to send motor cycles

out East.

"This country and the East Indies are crowded with
potential buyers—Orientals—who, with regard to motor
cycles, are where w"e were ten years ago. To sell a motor
cycle to any of these the manufacturer must note the
following :

"First, three-speed gears and chain-drive are useless:

the agents out here can point to a easeful of spare chains.

"The country is as fiat as a pancake, and the avei-age

Celestial never by any means adjusts his chains, and it

there are no spares he is right in his antipathy to chain-

drive. The American chain-drivers sell well, but then the
' service ' is excellent. The manufacturer should take for his

model the 1909 type of 'bus, single cylinder, belt drive, and
free engine. This last is thought the limit of useful

advancement.
" Secondly, the most important item of all is the handle-

bars. If they resemble 'semi-T.T.,' the machine is branded.

Make them narrow, lengthy, and totally horrible, and they
are ' it.' The other day I tried to sell my machine : a hot

stuff 2^ li.p. spring frame, two-speed, chain-driver. The bars

had a bump in them, and it was a wash-out. I an> on an out-

station, and sometimes get the dry heaves, but The Motor
Cijde always bucks ms up. and my bicycle is worth its

weight in gold to me, being the only means of communica-

tion with the nearest white man."
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Further Additions to the Two-stroke Ranks.
A Well-equipped Lightweight and a Machine for the Italian Market.

THE PORTLAND.
'"r'HE most recent addition . to the
1 existing large stock of machines at

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great
Portland Street, London, W.l, is a two-
stroke, employing a 2J h.p. Arden engine
unit, which has been placed on the
market by this firm. The machine will

be offered to the public at a low figure.

The Arden engine unit has been pre-

viously described in'?7)e Motor Cycle,
but an Amac carburetter and a Best and
Lloyd lubricator have been standardised.
The Albion two-speed gear box: is used.

Spring Footboards.

Appearance has been • improved by
slightly tapering the tank, and the saddle
provides a very pleasant riding position.

A feature in the design of this machine
which greatly adds to the rider's comfort
is the spring footboards. The rear ends
of these are pivoted to the rear foot-

board spindle, while the front spindle
is provided v/ith a sleeve, on which are
two plungers reciprocating in sockets
cast with the sleeve.

Saxon spimg folks are fitted to the
fiont wheel, aiTd the equipment supplied

A 2f h.p. Arden-engined two-stroke—the

with the machine includes a roll of tools

and a pump. The temporary chain case

at present fitted will, in later models, be
substituted by an aluminium casting.

fhe Hampstead two-stroke, a T.D.C.-engined machine, which is to be placed on the Itali

market by a London firm

THE HAMPSTEAD.

ALIGHT machine with a . T.D.C.
engine and Albion two-speed gear

is to be placed on the Italian

market by Messrs. Motors, 78, High
Street, Hampstead.

The layout of the machine follows con-

ventional lines, and the frame has a

dropped top tube. No secondary tube is

fitted uiider the tank, and this is a feature

which is not in accordance with accepted
practice..

An E.I.C. magneto is driven directly

off tlie end of the main'shaft, a platfoiin

being provided on the off side of tlie

crank case. Gas is supplied by a Senspray
carburetter, which' is clipped directly uu
to the short induction stump cast integral

with the cylinder wall. ' Druid spring

forks are used, and the handle-bars are

of the semi-T.T. pattern. No doubt on
account of the forward riding position

provided, the two-speed gear control is

mounted on tlie front down tube of the

frame, where it will be within convenient
reach.

A Girder Frame Motor Cycle.
The Mass— a German Production

HAVING, a gii-der frame constructed

of V-section pressed steel, the

Mass motor cycle is interesting aa

showing the trend of design in Germany.
The transmission throughout is entirely

enclosed by the frame, and the drive is

through two internal expanding clutches.

A 7Ji h.p. flat twin forms the power
unit, the flywheel of which is provided

with four blades to assist cooling. A
handle is fitted in lieu of a kick starter,

and engages on t'^.e end of the camshaft
on the near side of the machine. 28x3in.
tyres are fitted. This design is illustrated

as a matter of general interest, as showing
the trend of thought in the land of our

late enemy. Security of engine mounting
does not appear to be a strong point of

the construction, but the main frame
should be both light and strong. A desJn permitting the total enclosure ol the transmission within the Irame
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Selection o[ the Latest Ideas in Motor Cycle Equipment

EVKRY week sees a lursc mnnber of new accessories on the' market, ami (lie

pressure upon our space compels us to deal with them briefly. In tlie

majority of cases, however, very little description is necessary, since the
illustrations are adequate in this respect.

Three types of horns are illustrated—an electric model by the Apollo Plut;
Co., Moseley Street, Birmingham; a mechanical horn by S. Smith and .Son.';,

Great Portland Street, W.l ; and a new type of bulb horn, which lias been
placed on the market by A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.C.4. The Inst-

nientioned has a straight
trumpet, in which the sound
issues from the
through an inner
obviating the use
twists.

In leather goods, there is a

useful draw type valise for the

carrier and a, spare tube con-

tainer, both marketed by Dun-
hills, Ltd., Euston Road,
N.W.I, and a belt for the
motor cyclist wlio carries a
passenger on the pillion, whicli

is sold by Macklins, 157, Dale
Street, Liverpool.

Gough's alummium numbers
on registration plates.

: " Vibra-tomic

atomiser.

Arco telescopic grid, for which £2 .

is charged.

Sidecar Accessories.

Sidecar owners will be interested in the
adjustable and collapsible child's seat

introduced by Mr. A. W. Ayden, 63,

Walm Lane, Cricklewood, London,
N.W.2. This seat provides the option
of three positions, and, when in a col-

lapsed position, measures only 18x9x6
inches. Its weight is 5 lb. Another side-

car accessory is the Arco folding grid

for fixing to the sidecar body. It is of

telescopic construction, permitting it to

be fitted to bodies of varying width.
The aluminium number plates illus-

trated are sold in sets of numbers bv
Arthur Gougb, 173^ Broad Street, Bir-

mingham, and when fitted to the usuat
number plates the fixing rivets are not
visible. 21s. is charged for three sets,

2s. extra being charged for fitting.

An Atomiser.

Intended for fitting to any existing
make of single jet carburetter, such as

the B. and B. or old pattern Triumph
instruments, the Vibra-tomic atomiser
illustrated is marketed by Vibra-toraic,

103, King's Road, Peckham, S.E.15. It

consists of a small tube, chisel-shaped
at the upper end, on the outside of
which is a loosely fitted spiral spring. On
the flats of the top portion two slots are
cut, over which are balanced two fine mesh
gauzes secured only at the top. Suction
in the jet causes the petrol spray to

issue from the slots and impinge upon
the two gauzes, wMch are vibrating in

the air stream.
A means to lock a motor cycle stand

has been brought out by Jlorgan and
Green, 24, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, and
the con.struction is clearly shown in the
accompanying sketch.

The JIanchester Welding Co.. of 20,

Hardman St., Deansgate, has introduced
a silencer on the vortex principle, in

which the use flf baffles is eliminated.
It is well-known that if the hot ex-

haust gases can be reduced in tempera-
ture and pressure to those of the atmos-
phere there would be no sound. The
silencer under review aims at cooling the
gases by its iuternal arrangement.

Dunhill's spare tube container.

Macklin's safety belt.

¥1

Morgan and Green's stand lock.

A silencer on the vortex principle.
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A TANDEM-SEATED MOTOR BICYCLE.

D

A Motor Cycle designed to give Increased Comfort to
the Pillion Passenger.

ETAILS of a striking new design
have been placed in our hands, tlie

salient features of which mark a
further step in motor cycle construction,
which will help to make the two-wheeled
vehicle a comfortable and clean mode of
transport for two persons. Judging from
the mudguarding and engine protection,
the general lines of the frame, and the
proposed engine and transmission, it

should secure a popular market amongst
the high-powered touring motor cycles.

The illustrations depict the first experi-
mental model, designed by J\Ir. Arthur
E. Hagg, 151, Audley Road, Hendon,
London, N.W., who has held the post of

assistant chief designer to the Aii-craft

Manufacturing Co.,- of Hendon, where
this machine was constructed. The ob-

ject of the designer has been to provide
a machine equipped with an engine of

adequate horse-power to carry two persons
and luggage in comfort wathout reducing
the handiness of the machine for use as

a solo mount. As the provision of an
additional seat forms one of the prin-

cipal features, stability has received con-

siderable attention. The improvised
pillion seat placed on the carrier of a
solo machine often necessitates very
cautious control, because the passenger's
weight is largely in the rear of the back
axle This disad\antage has been
lectified m this machine, and, moreovei,
the lateral stiftness; of the rea"" suspen

An experimental model designed expressly to carry two persons, The enclosing of the

power unit and transmission has been effected quite satisfactorily

A rear view, showing how effectively the mudguarding has been

carried out,

sion system forms one of its most
striking features, A low centre of
gravity is obtained by housing the engine
at the lowest possible point, and a 5f,t,

wheelbase renders it stable on greasy
roads.

An 8 h,p, overhead valve air-cooled
engine will be fitted to the machine when
marketed in place of the two-stroke shown

in the photograph, the twin air-cooled

cylinders will be placed vertically side by
side. The exhaust ports face a hole cut
in the front shields, the draught through
wliich, aided by the partial vacuum
created by the air rushing past apertures
cut in the engine cowling, will ensure
adequate cooling of the unit. Detachable
cylinder heads will be fitted, whilst the
construction of the cylinder, types of

which have been tested for a considerable
time, will provide a high power output and

pi-olonged efficiency.

A three-speed gear
box will be contained
in the crank case cast-

ing, having the lay-

shaft constant mesli

pinion in direct en-

gagement w i t h a
pinion mounted on the
crankshaft. The final

drive to the rear wheel
will be by a short
enclosed roller chain
in lieu of the belt

fitted to the experi-
mental model.
A special type of

ignition will be stan-

dardised, which will

also provide the source
of illumination for the
electric lighting eqiiip-

ment,
A 3^ h,p. Precision

two-stroke, having a
bore and stroke of

74x81 mm,, 350 c.c.

has been utilised in

the e X p e r i m.en tal
model, and is held in

position by plates
fixed to the centi'e of

the steel undershield,
on either side of which are fixed the
footboards, A Burman gear box is

mounted on a steel platform fixed to the
undershield.
The construction of the frame provides

a. comfortable and low riding position.

Two tubular frame members, which are
held to the front end of the under pan, ex-

tend dingonally to the rear, and are fixed

to an extension of the rear end of the to|

tube (see fig, 1), Two similar member
are fixed at the same point on the under
shield and form the attachment t(

the steering head. In place of thi

Fi2 1.—Rear suspension system and
undershield. Observe the unique frame
construction

usual saddle tube is a triangulated con-i

struction, the top member of whiel

forms a horizontal seating for the saddk
Steel stampings are used in the existing

I'ear suspension, and will be used to av

even greater degree in the final design.

Located vertically below tlie saddle is

an enclosed coil spring, housed ir

steel cylinder, A sleeve around this

is attached on either side to the rear

Fig. 2.—Rear
frame member
and adjustable %.
seat.
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I Tandem-seated Motor Bicycle.—

3i'k stampings, and tlie whole is ciipiiblo

f a reciprocating movement which coni-

rossi's , and expands the spring. A
ircular member is placed between, and
1 secured by rivets to tlic two stampings,
he centre of which forms the fulcrum
oint, which consists of two studs pro-

ided witli grease cups. These studs
re held in position by the rear side
hields, attached to the frame below
he .siddle and to the rear ends of the
ndorshield. The rear member (tig. 2)

onibines the ' mudguards, carrier, and
illion seat, the latter being mounted
n flanges and adjustable.
The gear operating mechanism (fig. 5)

s somewhat unique. As may be seen in

he illustration, the .^selector rod protrud-
ig from the top of the gear box is con-
ected by a rod and lever to a horizontal

spindle, held in bearings fitted to the
undershield. Laterally attached to the
.spindle at the front end is a lever provided

A Duplex-framed Scooter.
The G S.C. Autocyclette, which has a Rigid Frame

with Spring Insulation for the Rider.

A NEW design by Capt. Smith Clarke,^ who has been responsible for the lay-

out of several well-known scooters,

las just been completed. An experi-
(lental model was recently demonstrated
o us by its maker, ilr. J. W. Clarke, of
ilenroy, Waverley Road, Kenilworth,
.nd it appears to have several advantages
'Ver previous types. The frame con-
truction is exceedingly simple, and
acilitates assembling. It is completely
riangulated, and a minimum of brazing
s used in building, most of the tubes
leing detachable and secured by bolt
nd nut fixings.

Owing to the fact that the frame con-
ists entirely of completed triangles, the
ixing by bolts a|d inits through the
pices of these is m no way detrimental

the continued stability of the frame,
s each member is in direct compression
rid tension, bending stresses being
liminated.

A Long Steering Head.

An objection to many scooter frame
lesigns is that the steering head is very
hort, and this may seriously affect the
teering. In the frame under review,
lowever, the steering head is of excep-

tional length, and this makes
for rigidity in the forepart of

the machine.

with a pedal at either extremity, which

latter emerges through slots cut in tin!

engine cowling. Pressure exerted on the

near side pedal engages the low gear ami

on the off side the top gear. The neutral

position is, of course, provided when both

pedals are horizontal. A ratchet device

will, in the later models, be provided for

retaining the pedals in any required

position. A hand-operated clutch is used

iind a neat hand-starter is attached

directly to the kick-starter &pindle.

Accqss can be obtained to the engine by
rele.asing the spring .clip on the top of the

cowUng and by withdrawing two long

bohs, when the shields may be totally

removed.
During our trial run on this machine

the absence of rattle was noticeable,

though a higher-powered engine was
required for general utility.

Only a limited out-

put of this machine is

planned in order that

each may be

finished in detail.

In the production model

he transmission will bi

ximpletely enclosed.

It will be noticed that two tubes are

pivoted on the lower front cross member,
one on each side of the main frame, and
these are connected to two spring-

supported vertical rods working in guides,

which form an integral part of the rear

fork ends.
The veitical rods carry the support for

the saddle, the upper surface of which
1=; only 24in from the ground. The long
pivoted tubes carry the footboards, and
in consequence the rider is completely
insulated fiom the rigid frame.

A Jolin overhead
valve four-stroke engine
of- the type which was
described in the issue

of Tht Motor Ci/de for

Feb. 26th, 192CI, pro-

vides the power, which
is transmitted to a
countershaft by means
of a Whittle belt.

From the countershaft
the drive is carried to

the oS. side of the rear

wheel by a chain. The
gear reduction is ap-

proximately 7 to 1.

One rather unusual
feature is that the mag-

neto runs at engine speed, being con-

nected to an extension of the main
shaft by a coupling ; consequently there

is an idle spark when the piston reaches

the top of the exhaust stroke. This

arrangement is adopted in order to

simplify the power unit by eliminating

a separate transmission to the magneto.

The size of the wheels is 18x2in.,

Palmer cord tyres being fitted, and the

machine will be sold at about £50.

Frame con-

struction of

the Auto-

cy cl et te

scooter,
showing the

springing.
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(DTiBS Abroad

Competitors lined up ready tor the speed event in the Park of St. Cloud, Paris

A FRENCH TRIAL FOR MJNIATURES.

THE first motor scooter trial ever held
in France took place in the historic

park of St. Cloud on April 18th,

and was witnessed by big crowds,
attracted probably as much by the

announcement that well-known actresses

would be among the. riders as by the
machines themselves. Among the well-

known artistes taking part were Miles.

Mistinguette, Guyta Dauzon, and Myrtho
Laverne ; M. Chavenal also took part.

Varied Tests.

There were three distinct tests, namely,
a 220 yards hill-climb, with standing
start; a speed test on the level, distance

1,093 yards, with standing start and
finish and three sharp turns ; and, finally,

a driving test. The fastest machine on
the hill was a Lumen driven by Dieu-
donne, which covered the 220 yards in
26|.s. The -second and third machines
were of the same make. The Lumen is a

French machine, fitted with a little

overhead valve single-cylinder engine.

In the speed test on the level, which
also called for a considerable amount of

flexibility as well as skill on the part of

the rider, owing to the standing start and
finish and the three turns, the first four
places were won by Skootamotas. The
best time was made by Antony in 2m. 3|s.

A Trial of Skill.

The leading figure of the competition
was Mile. Schweitzer, a French girl of
only fourteen years of age, who showed
wonderful skill in the handling of her
machine. In this test, the competitors
had to pass between two rows of

skittles, swing round the end one, and
return the same way. Four ridei-s (Mile.

Schweitzer, Antony, Colombel, and
Woolf) made this run without knocking
down a single skittle, and as a final test

the skittles were placed closer together
and the turns made more difficult. In
this final, Mile. Schweitzer knocked down
two skittles, and thus secured first prize,

for among her competitors Antony over-

turned three skittles, Woolf knocked
down seven, and Colombel eight.

Final results were arrived at by
adding the times made on the level ifSd

on the hill, and gave the following

results :

1. Antonv (Skootamota) 2 38!
2. Colombel (Skootamota) .. ' .. .. 2 «
3. Dloudonne (Lumen) 2 49S
4. Combes (Lumen) 2

"
5. Lemaitre (Skoctamota) 2
6. ProniUet (Skootamota) 3 2!

7. Tardivelle (Limien) 3
""

8. Woolt (Skootamota) 3
9. Forstei (Lumen) 3

10. Boullay (Monet and Guyon) .. ..3
11. Mile. Sclnveitzer (Skootamota) .. ..3 '435

12. Dr. Soguet (Monet and Guronl .. 3 51
13. Gardiol (Lnmen) 4 462

Mademoiselle Schweitzer, fourteen years of age, winning the driving test.

Dieudonne, winner of the hill-climb, on ^

the Lumen scooter.

The Institution of Automobilel
Engineers.

The last London meeting of this session]

will be held • at the Institution :pf|

Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate,

James's Park, S.W.I, on Wednesday,!

May 5th, at 8 p.m., when Major B. B.!

Thomas will give a paper on "Thi

Electro Deposition of Iron as applied

Motor Vehicle Repair Work." Thi:

process was evolved in the Army during

the war, and was found to result in very

great economies in the saving of worn

parts of vehicles, and should prove o!

great use in peace time.
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Jitter to t£c GUtor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and addtesd

PR.1CES.

Sir,—At Christmas I broke the oil pump glass on the

dashboard of my runabout. I wrote to the car makers for

a spare, and was quoted -Ss. I waited three weeks, and could
not get delivery. I then went to arfactor's ten miles away,
and he delivered in ten days post free for 9d. Would.
American firms treat their clients like this ?

JOHN PEEL.

Sir,—Requiring some Renold chain, I wrote to three
dealers in motor cycle accessories. One quoted me 6s. 4d.

per foot, another 7s. per foot, the other 8s. per foot.

The second man was charging 2s. 6d. carriage. Is. was the
actual cost.

I feel it my duty to warn your readers requiring standard
parts to write round the market.

Profiteering can only be stopped by refusing to deal with
profiteers. DEVON.
Torquay.

PROPOSED RE-VNION OF EX-D.R.'S.

Sir,—As an e.x-D.E. of the Royal Engineers, I should
be pleased if you would, through the medium of your
valuable paper, insert this letter, in the hope that it may
be seen by many of the "old boys" who originally enlisted

in the D.R.'s, with the idea of holding a reunion. I notice
that many other units are doing this. I am rather surprised
that we have not had something of this sort ere this,

and I am sure there are others who hold the same opinion.

F. CUTWELL, ex-Cpl., R.E., 73040.

GOOD SERVICE.
Sir,—A friend and I started last Good Friday on my

4 h.p. Triumph combination for the south coast, but were
held up about twenty-six miles from Coventry on account
of the bearings firing in the back hub, causing the wheel to

be put entirely out of action. This, I may state; was my own
fault, by adjusting the cones too tightly without removing
the belt. Being near to a telephone I rang up the Triumph Co.
at Coventry, explaining my trouble, and immediately they
sent one of their testers to the place where I was stran-ded,

with a new cone complete. We were able to continue our
journey with a delay of one and a half hours, and I was
charged for the new part only, nothmg for the fifty miles
which had to be travelled to put the machine right.

I have had several makes of machines, but never expected
the service that -was shown to me this holiday time.
Birmingham. MORE THAN SATISFIED.

INTER-CLUB COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I was quite pleased to see your' leading article on

club teams in big trials.

I think that inter-club competitions should be more
. numerous, and I am hoping that, as a result of the discus-'

siou at the last general meeting of the Union, it may not .be

long before the whole of Great Britain have their centres
organised and can challenge one another in inter-team
competitions.

I also think it will be quite possible that the A.C.U. might
not only give a club team prize confined to amateur riders

representing clubs affiliated to the Union, but might also

offer a piize to the best teajn representing a centre on l!io

same lines.

I am extremely pleased to notice your suggestion that no
trade entrant be allowed to ride at the same time as a
member of the club team.

I believe that if . the trade wore to stand down from
competing in club trials that a large amount of dissatis-

faction and lack of keenness amongst bona fide amateurs
would be avoided, and clubs would be better supported.

The trade could do their usual by supporting the club as

members and by carrving out various duties doing the
general work of the club. S. W. PHILLPOTT.

THE REAR SPRINGING PROBLEM.
Sir,—^There is- no doubt that " Chinook's " article on the

difficulties of rear springing is excellent, and shows that

he is in touch with both sides of the question, viz., both
from a rider's point of view and the manufacturing problem,
but I wonder if any one system of rear springing can beat
the following :

(1.) Evei'ything insulated except mudguard and wheel.

(2.) An almost unlimited range of springing without any
alteration of chain length, allowing the use of a spring to
carry an extra fourteen stone on carrier if desired.

(3.1 Entirely free from side play under all conditions.

(4.) Extra weight on cycle about 8 lb.

(5.) In case ot a broken spring, machine can be ridden
by putting springs out of action.

(6.) Very little alteration in frame design ; in fact, caa
be adapted to an existing motor cycle.

(7.) Wearing parts easily inspected, but dirt-proof.

(8.) Sufficient friction to stop too much liveliness.

(9.) Can be made at a nominal cost.

I do not wish for my name to appear, as I am not seek-
ing advertisement, but would like a comparison with other
systems. The above machine has been ridden 1,000 miles.

It is not yet ready for the market, but we hope to have
it ready in a few months. PROGRESS
Southampton.

Miss B. Armin, a

ady demonstrator of

ihe "X" Motor Co.,

Torquay, with a two-

stroke Scale lightweight

sidecar outfit.
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now TO BE POPULAR..
Sir,—ilay I encroach on your vaiuable space re the above

matter. Your correspondent " B," in your issue of April
15th, states that one reason-for the unpopularity of motor
cyclists at hotels etc., is not tipping the staff when out at
a club run or trial. I think this reason is v.ery small, and
instances are very rare, compared with my wider noted
e.Kperience.

Last summer I was staying at a small hotel in the West-
Midlands, when a well known motor cycling club arrived
lor tea on its way home from a week-end trip to Llan-
drillo, N. Wales. The members ranged their machines out-
side the front entrance of the hotel, and completely blocked
up the door. One produced a football from a sidecar and
proceeded with others to block up the main road from
Shrewsbury to Wrexham, by starting a miniature football
match on the road. Not satisBed with this, they kicked
the ball over an adjoining wall into a private garden, dis-
turbing some ladies who were having tea there. I after-
wards found out that this club had made no previous
arrangements tor tea at this hotel on this particular Sunday
afternoon. If this kind of thing goes on at all club meetings,
the men concerned will soon suffer, as they will find that
the general public resent such behaviour, and well behaved
motorists will not tolerate it.

If certain people have been able to buy machines on
Iheu' war earnings, there is no need to advertise the fact
by behaving like-

such as this that
Birkenhead.

lot of street urchins
;

nakes for unpopularity.
behaviour

E.

THE CARBURETTER FOR SCOTTS.
Sir,— I am sure that vour readers who are Scott riders will

have appreciated heartily " Wharfedale's " contribution in
a recent issue of your excellent journal. He obviously
knows the Scott from A to Z.
He has aroused my curiosity about his " hush " carburetter,

and I trust he will soon be in a position to let his brotneis
of the road have the benefit of the discovery.

I would much like to have his opinion on the Scott carbu-
retter. I cannot understand why the Scott people ha\e
abandoned it instead of improving upon it. It strikes me
as being :

1. Fundamentally sound in design, with its dice-box barrel.
2. It is integral with the crank case, and is warmed up

even to the float chambes by heat conducted from the
crank case.

3. It inhales warm air from the interior of the crank case.
4. The only attention required is to remove the air-valve

and give it a dose of engine oil every 500 miles, and to
ensure that the dash pot is lifting freely.

5. It give.s 55 to 70 m.p.g. solo, according to road and
weather conditions, and I have never heard of any other
carburetter doing better.

To my mind, the chief disadvantage of the Binks carburetter
on a Scott is that it is exposed to the cold draught.

I find that the Scott carburetter acts satisfactorily if the
magneto lever is advanced or retarded, according to speed
required. Full advance at speed over 15 m.p.h., gradually
applied, will gite acceleration with
economv on the open road.

Paisley. CLERICUS.

CARBURETTER DESIGN.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Hol-

land, raises a very interesting point in

T/ie Motor Ci/ch 'of April 15th in con-
nection with the theory of the Eta
carburetter.
As you probably know, the theory

on which the design of the Eta is

based was formulated as the result of
a somewhat exhaustive series of investi-

gations carried out by Mr. Aspinall
and myself (who. are joint patentees in

the Eta) into tho general theory of

carburation.
The oi'iginal design was based purely

on this theory {i.e., there was no pre-

liminai'y e.\|)erimenting), and a com-
plete prediction of its performance was
calculated. VV'ithin the limits of experi-
ment;! I accui-ncy, this prediction was
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proved absolutely correct, even to the exact mileage obtained
—90 m.p.g. on a 3;^ h.p. Eudge Multi and sidecar with petrol

—except on one point, where it was absolutely wrong, for,

basing our conclusions on the values obtained by other

investigators for the effect of temperature on the kinematic
viscosity of petrol, we expected that any considerable varia-

tion in temperature would result in a corresponding varia-

tion in mixture strength, as suggested by Mr. Holland.
As a matter of fact, in practice we have been absolutely

unable to detect the slightest variation in mixture strength
over the temperature range usually found in England.
The faft that the performance calculated from theory

proveS entirely correct in every other particular leads to

the belief that the theory itself is correct, and there, there-

fore, seems to be some doubt as to whether previous investi-

gators have not reached an incorrect conclusion as to the _

effect of temperature variation on petrol Mow uiider thi'-l

inf/iience of a venliiri jiresmire droji. These data are tha

only ones that we did not investigate ourselves, and we are

about to remedy the omission.

We shall also test an Eta over a much wider temperature
range than we have yet used, and will let you know the

results we obtain, if you are interested. [We accept with
pleasure.—Ec]
We are carefully rechecking the theory of the Eta from

a purely mathematical standpoint, .but, as is frequently the

case with matters tha^eem very simple, this is exceedingly
complex, and will take sonre time. (The functioning of the

venturi alone is affected by no fewer than twenty-one vari-

ables all of which are ultimately integrated and cancelled

by the injector !) The matter is only of academic interest

anyway, as in practice there is no detectable va^'iation, and^
that is all that really matters. .'

The heating up by the engine has no effect on the mixtui*
actually supplied by the carburetter, but the heating up
of the induction pipe certainly has a considerable effect

on the mixture actually reaching the engine, as there is a

large amount of deposition in a cold induction system.
Running for half a minute on the pilot is quite enough to

warm the engine sufficiently to give steady running on the

coldest day.
We consider that this trouble, which is not a carburetter

fault, but which is more pronounced with accurate carbd-
retters than' with inaccurate ones, would be almost entirely

eliminated it engine manufacturers would fit reasonably pro-

portioned induction pipes. Most motor cycle induction pipes
are far too large for the engine, with the result that at

low speeds the gas - velocity is insufficient to prevent the
unvaporised fuel which is always present from settling on
the walls of the induction pipe, and so producing an erratic

mixture.
In conclusion, we are pleaded to see the increasing interest

that is being taken in carburation by the general motor
cycling public, as shown by the number of letters on this

subject which hax'e appeared recently in the correspondence
columns of T/ie Motor Ci/rle, and which proves that motor
cyclists are at last awakening to the enormous influence^

accurate carburation has on engine performance.

G. WARNER PARR.

A group of Swiss military motor cyclists during mobilisation. The motor cycles are

fitted with the famous M.A.G. engine, mounted oh Enfield frames, with Enfield change-
speed gears. We have to thank Lt. M. Blanc, of the Swiss A.S.C., for sending this

photograph
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Members ot the Birmingtiani N.M.C.F.U. at Bidford-on-Avon

week ends a

RUNNING COSTS.
Sir,—The article by " W.W.S." on . running costs is of

great interest, and no doubt accurate, but I think it hardly

fives in concise fnrni the exact information that is desired

y a person wlm anticipalcs taking up motor cycling. It is

admitted that iline aie hardly two individual cases that

present an exact parallel, but the majority of those who think

of taking up the pastime have been able to beg, borrow,

steal, save, or otherwise find themeehes possessed of the

..ftecessary sum to cover the initial cost of the machine and
its accessories, and what they want to know is how much
they will have to set aside regularly out ot their income to

run the machine, and also, possibly, what the actual running
cost per mile is in case they may be faced with the alternative

of a train journey or a road journey, and wish to decide as

to which is the cheaper. I think it is possible to give

figures that may be relied upon to give this information with
fair accuracy, so that everything, excepting exceptional

expenditure arising out of breakages or other accidental causes

.not covered by insurance, may be closely estimated, and the
average weekly exjjenditure calculated.

Fiiist. depreciation must not be taken into account. This
is too uncertain, and. if the machine is kept in repair, the
ultimate loss when sold second-hand should be looked upon
as capital loss, and not as part ot the "running costs." The
actual miming costs diu-ing 1919 of my machine, a 1914 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam with sidecar, are as follows

;

£ s. d.

(a) Fixed annual e.xpeuditure, viz.. insur-

ance, licence, tax, subscriptions,

and garaging ...

(h) Actual running costs, viz.. petrol,

oil, tyres, and renewal of wearing
parts {mileage run, 4.395) ...

(c) Repairs arising out of aecidentai
breakage and sundry other repairs

Total

The greater portion of the last item was exceptional, ,ind

should not recur. An estimated annual expenditure of, say,
£5 should cover easily all ordinary repairs, and, if the
owner is lucky, even this sum would not be required. The
cost per mile for (a) works out at .54d., for (h) l^d., and for
(c) ,575d. , or an inclusive total of 2.6d., for two persons, as
against od. per mile for third-class railway fare. To compare
the cost of any particular journey as against the cost of
railway travelling only (b) need be taken into account,
and this shows that two persons can travel at the cost of one
railway ticket— a not inconsiderable saving.
As regards the figures comprising (h), the oil consumption

was very hea-\y. and I found that I had been consistently
over-oiling, due, no doubt, to over-anxiety in avoiding the
other extreme. The petrol consumption w-'as 62 m.p.g., and
oil 488 m,p.g. ! The oil consumption has been cut down very
considerably without any detrimental effect, and is now in
the neighbourhood of 800 m.p.g. As regards tyres, the side-
car tyre was old when the outfit was bought '(second-hand).
A new one has been fitted, and the old one retreaded to act
as a spare. Both have therefore thousands of miles of useful
life before them yet. The front tyre has now done over
5,500 miles without a puncture, and is good for thousands
more. The back tyre was replaced by a- new one at about

Much enthusiasm is shown by this section of the Union, and at most

run is arranged.

5,000 miles, hae been retreaded in readiness a.s a spare for

the front wheel. As it is not advisable to use retreaded tyres

on the driving wheel, it looks as if I shall aceumulate more
retreadfed tyres than the front wheel is capable of wearing

out. In arriving at the running cost, credit has been taken

for the estimated value remaining in the tyres.

Hornsey, K. W.D.M.

PILLION RIDING AND SIDECAR OUTFITS.
Sir,— 111 the Manchester Evening Chronicle of April loth

promiuence is given to a statement jnade by the coroner at

an inquest held at Bolton enquiring into the deaths of two
young men as the result of a motor cycle accident. One of

the two was driving the machine, the other riding on the

carrier, whilst a third person was in the sidecar attached, the

last-named escaping practically unhurt.

Without going into the deta'ils of the unfortunate tragedy,

may I ask you, through the medium of your columns, to

point out the fallacy of the belief, which, apparently, the

coroner had when he statea that he severely deprecated the

practice of pillion riding, expressing his regret that there was
no law to prevent it. I make this request because of its

importance to sidecarists, feeling that you will agree with

me when I state that the chances of accident with a pillion

passenger on a combination are no greater than when riding

with passenger sidecar only.

I may here add that I have no trouble in manoeuvring my
machine with pillion passenger and minus sidecar either in

the country, at speed, or in slow-moving traffic, though I

refrained from comment when the discussion regarding the

dangers attending this form of riding took place in The Siofor

Ci/c/c a short time ago, because I do agree that since there

are so many machines still in use without change gears and
clutch the danger does exist, excejit where these machines are

in the hands of experienced drivers.

. I do think, however, the time has arrived for a strong

protest when a statement like the one referred to is made
;

tor though in the case mentioned it may have been made
owing to wrong evidence, certain people, whose sole hobby
is to attack the innocent and healthy pleasures of others, will

seize this as an opportunitj- to obtain restrictions entirely

unwarranted. J.M.C.
Xorthwich.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with Tire Motor Cycle.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpftil

hints in regard to motor cj-cles. ::eventb Edition.

Just published. ...

* TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
En -land and Wales, Scotland. London (shoWL-
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in_ case.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd ,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of ruebtions of genera' interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/^
20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publicitioi or not must Oe accomp.inieil by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Blow-back through Carburetter.

I get a good deal of blowback

@ through the Amac carUuretter of
my 2| h.p. Singer, which causes
petrol to drip from the air cone.

Is it the fault of the automatic
inlet valve? Please suggest.—F.B.E.

The blowback through the carburettec is

probably caused by the automatic inlet

valve spring being too weak or to the
valve being .allowed an excessive lift.

Not more than s^^i"- 'i^t should be
allowed.

Quiet Exhaust.

Having a new 350 c.c. two-

IqI stroke, I do not like the noise it

> makes, as I have always had a
L-lJ more or less silent machine. I

know that it can be made silent,

because I have seen machines on the
road that do not make any noise. How
would you deal with the engine to

make it quiet? Is it the tendency that
under certain conditions a two-stroke
wiU four-stroke that makes it noisy ?

—

Silence.

If » two-stroke engine commences to four-

stroke, considerable noise may be ex-

pected. It is possible that the four-

stroking is due to excessive oiling. You
might also try the effect of fitting a long
exhaust jiipe.

Overheating and Gear Slip.

(1.) What is the cause of a

a
6-8 h.p. Bex twin overheating
with the following valve setting :

Inlet valve opens top dead
centre ; exhaust valve opens

jin. before bottom dead centre ; mag-
neto breaks ^in. before top dead
centre (in advanced position) ; lubri-

cating oil, Vacuum "T.T.": fuel,

petrol
; jet. .025in. ; choke tube, fin.

After about three or four miles the
engine will get so hot that it pulls up.

(2,j The cause of the two-speed hub
gear slipping on top gear. I have
adjusted this so that it is difficult even
to turn the engine when the clutch is

disengaged.—S.T.B.
(1.) Ap])arently your trouble is caused
by a detect in the carburetter, or, possi-
bly, a comljination of this and inade-
rpiate lubrication. \Ve should recom-
mend that you carefully check the petrol
level ia the float chamber, and e-\peri-
ment with the fitting of various jets.
Your valve 'timing appears to be correct,
but verify the position of the piston at
which the . exhaust valve closes : this
should not be before top .dead centre.
The ignition timing is somewhat late ; let

the points separate fin. before top dead
centre. Yoh might also check the trans-

e4

mission for any undue friction. The
slipping gear mentioned in your second
query no doubt has some bearing on the

trouble. (2.) As you have already ad-

justed the hub to its fullest extent, it will

be necessary to have the top gear band re-

lined with suitable material, as the present
lining is probably hard and glazed.

Hub Gear Trouble.
Can vou tell me how to adjust

Stlie clutch of my Mark VII. Arm-
strong hub gear? Sometimes it

will not pull out, and is worse
when in bottom gear. The

spindle or axle appears to be in two
parts. Is that right? The clutch side

moves in the back fork. The gear
side is quite firm. Is this movement
the cause of trouble? Otherwise, the

hub appears all right, and I have no
trouble with the gears.—F.K.

Apparently, the axle is broken, as there

should certainly be no movement at either-

side. It -ivould be best to have the hub
dismantled aiid a new axle fitted. .This
trouble is no doubt the cause of the
defective clutch action, and no amount of

adjustment will put matters right.

HHJk

Mrs. Eric Longden, wife of the well-

icnown North-country motor cyclist, now in

London, and formerly of Southport.

F.N. Tricycle.

I wish to ask a few questionjl

[^ regarding an old F.N. fouil

> cylinder with Bosch magneto an|
Ll-' carburetter marked "DeposJ

Brevete." (1.) Are there

books published on this particuli

engine, also on the magneto and carU
retter? (2.) Can I retain the regists

tion number ; if so, where do I. appi
and what is the cost? (3.) This isj

three-wheel single 'seater. What reveni

must I pay before putting it on tl

road?—E.H.
(1.) We should advise you to write
Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberl
Road, Willesden Lane, London, N.W.
stating full particulars, and giving engi

;

number, etc., 'when no doubt they w-ill

able to give the information you requii
Also much valuable information is cc:

tained in " Motor Cycles and How-
Manage Them '•' from our publishers,
lOd. post free. (2.) We cannot' £
whether you can retain the number

;

depends upon whether the previous owr
has cancelled it. The cost depends up'
the weight and, will be either 5s. or i\

(3.) £1, as in the case, of a motor eye

Fitting a Variable Gear.

(1.) I have recently purchas
a 4 h.p. . Rex single-cylinc
machine, single gear, in first-ck'

order. I wish to fit a gear
this machine to take a sideei

I do not want a hub gear, and count

'

shaft gear would be very difficult :

fit, as magneto is gear driven behi
engine, and platform is part of engi
plates. The only method I can thi|

of is either engine-shaft gear, or fit nl

pair of rear stays longer than those
use at present with gear brackel s

fit countershaft. (2.) Would a Imi

wheelbase make any difference? I h.

been offered a Brampton \ aiia '

pulley. Can you advise me it tliis a

is reliable? The lowest ratio I eo I

obtain would be about- 7 to 1. 'I

engine has plenty of power, and I o

wish to attach a- light VVatsonian .^i

car.—F.W.W.
(1.) Provided that your engine is

good tune, we think that the Branip i

variable pulley will give you a >

enough gear ratio, especially in \ >

of the fact that you are only titt;

a very light sidecar. (2.) Of coufc
you must not expect to tackle freak lis

with this gear, but for ordinary every|.V

use the ratios obtainable will give eW
satisfaction. We advise this in prep
ence to making structural alteratiousj

the frame and lengthening the wheelb
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Levis Lubrication. •

I have just purchased a 1915
f^ Levis t\vo-sli'OK6 seKnid-hand,

1^ wliioh has only one oil piiu", lead-'

LLI iiig into the L-rankshaft, the oil

pipe -that should lead into the
cvliiulei' and gudgeon pin being missing.
Mill YOU please enlighten mo on the
tollownig points : (1.) Is it possible to

run it in this condit'.O'i without haiming
the piston and cylindei'? (2.) Whelliec
Wie petroil system of lubrication, which
-is used on most two-strokes, may be
applied to a Levis?—K.J.B.

(1.) Provided an increased quantity of oil

be given, there is no reason why the
mailiine should not be run- for a short
time with one of the oil pipes discon-
nected. We do not recommend that you
use it continuously in this condition, how-
ever. In any case, it should be quite easy
to refit the pipes in accordance with the
renuirements of the oiling system pro-
vided. (2.) The jjetroil system might be
applied : but as your engine is designed to
run with the patented lubfication system
designed by the makci-s, we do not 'think
that it is advisable.

Transmission Trouble.
• I have a 1919 chain-driven 4^

'lol ''P' J'^-S-"'^- Syice flushing out

j> the gear box and re-oiling, I
~ .L2-I have had occasion to adjust the

;^

clutch. Now, when the engine
is started up, w:ith the machine on the
stiind, and the clutch let in, the mu-
lling is apparently perfect on low gear,
but 0^1 second and top gears a curious
jolting and jarring noise is heard,
particularly when the engine is run-
ning very' slowly. On disconnecting
the chains, the cogs of the gear bo.\
appear to run perfectly, either with
iclutch in or out. The adjustment of
the gears is accurate. The noise is

not made when the engine is running
\yith the clutch out. This noise also
occurs on the road when travelling at
low speed on second or top gears, but
otherwise the machine runs well. The
chams do not catch on the gear case
.or chain cover. Can you e.xplain this?
The machine has the usual B.S.A. car-
buretter. Why is it that the more the
petrol lever is open the less air the
machine takes? This is particularlv
noticeable on steep hills, when it i's

necessary to open the petrol lever
nearly to its fullest e.xlent, and almost
to close the air lever.—E. P.L. •

The jolting may be due to intermittent
clutch slip, resulting; from the use of an
unsuitable lubricant. Thin oil only
should be used. . \\"hen running light on

;

high or middle gears, jAky running may
I

he caused by the rear' wheel . over-
running the rest of the transmission, but
this should not occur under a normal
load. You may get a certain amount of
harsh running if Vou attempt to run too
slowly on top speed. Slackness of either
I'! the chains would accentuate the
trouble, and it would be as well to
adjust these properly. It is usual, when
L'limbing a hilUon top gear, to cut down
the air supply as the speed of the

,
machine falls off. You can make the car-

I buretter more automatic bv opening the
adjustable jet still further, say," two

^

revolutions of the needle from tlie fully
cl.osed position. Y"ou will then find that
tjieair control is not nearly so sensitive.

Fitting a Speed Gear.

Will vou tell me if a countcr-
CTl shaft tlirec-speod gear can be
S fitted to a 1911 Triumph freo

\-i-i engine model always used with
a sidecar?—L.G.R. .

It is quite possible to lit; a three-speed
countershaft on to a 1911 Triumph, but
it will be necessary to rebuild the back
stays of the machine in order to fit a
bottom bracket suitable for carrying a

K<?ar box.

EXPEHIKXCES WANTED.
" G.F.E.W." (Lancaster). — Puncture-

proof •inner tubes.

"G.C.R." (Devonport).—Exide unspill-
abie accumulators on unsprung solo motor
cycles.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CoLCffESTER TO OrXDLE.—R.B.
-: Colchester, Halstead, Haverhill, AA'ithers-
field, Linton, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
Ellington, Barnwell, Oundle. Approxi-

^

mately 90 miles.

OlXDI.E (XORTHANTS) TO NeWC.^STLE-
tJNDER-LT.\tE.—R.B.

Oundle, Benefield, Weldon, Cottingham,
Ashley, Laligton, Leicester, Checkley,
Longton, Stoke, Newcastle-under-Lyni'e.
Approximately 100 miles.

HORLET, iSuBKEY, TO EdIXBIEGH, via
EExronD, Notts.—A.J.S.

Horley, Reigate, Sutton, Mitcham,
Cheshunt, Hoddesdon, Ware, Puckeridge,
Bmitingford, Royston, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon', Norman Cross, Stamford,
Grantham, Newark, Retford, Doncaster,
Ferrybridge, Wetherbv, Boroughbridge,
(?atterick Bridge, Scotch Com'er, Dar-
lington, Durham, Newcastle, ilorpeth,
Wooler, Coldstream, Greenlaw, Lauder,
Edinburgh.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Sat.. May ISlh—
Live-p3oI Motor C'u'3 Open Speed

Trials.

Sat.. June 5th—
Sco'tish Spesd Championship i at St.

Andrews.

Wed. and Thurs.. July 7lh and 8th-
Arbuthnol Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July ISlh, and Fri., July 16lh-
Irish End-t(.»jnd Trial

Sat , August 7th

—

S.A.C.U. Grand Inter - c'.ub Meet at
Callander.

Facilities Jor Welding.

We understand that the Coventry
Welding and Engineering Co. of 44a,

Much Park Street, are prepared to

execute all kinds of welding repairs.

Competition Rider-agent.

Rex JIundy, the well-known, competi-

tion rider, has secured premises at Duke
Street, Richmond, where he is now
specialising in the sale and repairs of

motor cycles and light cars.

"Everything for the Motorist."

We have just received ths 1920 cata-

logue of Messrs. Brook Brothers, auto-

mobile agents, Burnhani-on-Sea, Somer-
set, an interesting booklet giving
particulars of different makes of motor
cycles, motor scooters, sidecars, and
accessories handled by this firm.

Triplex Goggles.

A leaflet has been received from the

Triplex Safety Glass Company, Ltd.,

1. Albemarle Street, London, W.l,
describing goggles comprised of Triplex
glass specially designed for motor cyclists.

These goggles are for lady and gentleman
riders. triplex glass, which does not
splinter, is highly suitable for motor
cyclists' use.

3?he Book o£ the Scott.

All- exceedingly well produced hand-
book, copiously illustrated with sketches
and photographs, has just been received

from the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

of Saltaire, Shipley, Y'or'ks. The matter
deals in a very clear way with every-

thing the rider should know about his
machine, and many thinu's that the
average mechanic would do Well to study.

In addition to the instructional portion,

a completely illustrated spare parts list

is included, while the final pages are

suitably ruled as a log book.

New Miehelin Guides

The latest* edition of the Miehelin
Guide to France, now in its sixteenth
vear, 5s., has now been issued bv the

'Miehelin Tyre Co., Ltd., 81. Fulham
Road, London, S.W.3. The -guide is in-

dispensable to all those who are taking
their holidays this year across the water.

It remains just as excellent and n.?e-

" ful as before the war, but naturally,

owing to the increased cost of living,

the prices of the hotels are not given.

The ." hotels, however, are classified

according to types. An extra good hotel

is represented as having four gablts.

the next best hotel three gables, and.

the remainder two gables and one gable

respectively. Even the smallest hotels

in France are almost invariably good,,

especially if mentioned in the Miehelin-

-Guide, or if they bear the T.C.F. sign.'

Excellent plans of the towns are. given, and
information as to how to use the Guide.
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American Designer Here.

Mr. Arthur Davidson, of the Harley-
Davidson Co., U.S.A., is now on a visit

to tliis country.

Climbing Snaefell.

The designer of the ilanx Aurora two-
stroke, Mr. J. 'Wilson Oates, succeeded
last week in climbing to the summit of

Snaefell mountain (2,034 feet). This, he
believes, is the first time a lightweight
has succeeded in climbing the mountain.

The Petrol Prices Protest.

Signatures to_ the petition to the
Premier protesting against the price of

motor fuel now total 1,236,627. The
Automobile Association now awaits a
definite date for the presentation of the
petition to the Prime ilinister after his

, return from San Remo.

A..A. Subscriptions.

On and after ilay 1st, car owners
joining the Automobile Association will

be charged an entrance fee of one guinea,
in addition to the present annual subscrip-

tion of two guineas. New motor cycle and
cycle car members will be enrolled at

the usual annual subscription of half a
guinea, plus an entrance fee of 10s. 6d.

In future there will only be two classes

/of " A.A." membership—car ownei^s, and
motor cyclists with whom will be in-

cluded owners of cycle ears. These
changes will not affect motorists who
are already A.A. members. Motorists
from the Colonies, U.S.A., and abroad,
are entitled to "A.A." membership for

;i special subscription of two guineas.

A Candid Magistrate.
Motorists who are unfortunate enough to

liave to appear before the local Benches
of magistrates' do pot always find the
justices going out of their way to be
sympathetic, and it is therefore all the
more pleasing to report the remarks of

the Chairman of the Ufracombe Bpnch
recently, when a Coventry rider, Mr.
Frank Hutchinson, was summoned for

not having his rear lamp lit. His solicitor

e.xplained that, owing to the weather and
the state of the road, it was impossible
to keep the lamp alight, and in dismiss-
ing the case on payment of costs the
Chairman 6f the Bench remarked that
the jnoper people to be summoned were
the iciunty council for keeping the road
'n such abominable condition

- Chdb
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S THE PRICE OF PAPER. I
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Paper to-day costs approxi- q
mately five -times as much as in o

^ pre-war days. n

n • Since Jan. 1st last, paper has o
risen 2d, per lb., which represents n

g an increase of over £35,009 in °

a the annual paper bill of "THE d
° MOTOR CYCLE."
n The paper used for each copy

of this issue costs over 3d,, ex- n
° elusive of printing and pro [5

duction charges.
, q

,
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The Budget and Boad Users.

A meeting of the Parliamentary Road
Transport Committee took place at the
House of Commons last week to consider
the Budget proposals as they affect road
users and transport.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuMiiimimMut

ecial features.
THE VICTORY TRIAL.

SIX MONTHS WITH A 3i h-pl DOUaLAS.
OVERSEAS COMMENTS.

Alcohol Motor Fuel.

A report of fai'-reaching interest to th

entire motoring community will shortl; i

be presented to. the Grovernment by Pro
lessor Harold B. Dixon. At the reques

of the Inter-departmental Committee oi

Alcohol Motor Fuel, he agreed, about
year ago, to cai'ry out a series of experi

ments. He had already determined th

ignition points iinder atmospheric pres

sure, and also with firing by compressior
not only of alcohol, ether, benzole, au
petrol, but of mixtures of these, takin
them two together. He has given specif

attention to a mixture of alcohol an
etheT. Professor Dixon has also detei

mined the safo compression to use i

the case of each fuel in order that ther
may be no premature ignition. Whei
the Government has decided how t'

make the new alcohol fuel undrinkable
a further series of experiments will b
necessary to see whether the addition t'

the spirit which is to be adopted affect

the explosive properties of pure alcohol

A motor cychst making use of the bulk storage petrol Installation at the premises of the

Brixton Motor Works, Ltd., 289a-291 , Brixton Road, London, S.W.9. Motor cycles are

driven into tlie forecourt by one gateway and fill up with petrol, passln;- out through

another gate.
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YOUR NEXT "BREAK"
Easter figures which show how
to make the most of Whitsuntide.

THE Wiii^COME SIGN.
An A.A. hotel on the Oxford Road.

In s'pi'e of unfavourable weather conditions

.^ during the Easter holidays there were many

thousands of motor vehicles on tfie roads.

The A.A. Patrols were, a; usual, busy directing traffic, giving road information, obtaining fuel, spare tyres,

replacements, etc. In view of the popularity of this branch of A. A. Service a few particulars of cases

where prac'ical mechanical assistance was rendered will be of interest.

The Patrols helped nearly 500 members who sxiffered breakdowns, or temporary derangements to their cars or motor
cycles. The A.A. 'M^hanical First-Aid" Machines travelled some thousands of miles, and the mechanics in charge dealt

with sixty cases of mechanical breakdown In connection with accidents which occurred during the holidays, the AA. Patrols

rendered assistance m twenty-eight cases, and the A A Roadside Benzole Filhng Station at Aldermaston on the

Bath Road, was used considerably..

A valuable adjunct to the Patrol Service is the A A
system of roadside telephones. These instruments are

installed in all patrols' sentry boxes, and the service is now
available to members both night and day, a special key
giving access to the box whether the patrol-in-charge .

is on duty or not.

A further facility in A.A. Road Service and one
much appreciated by touring members, is the Home and
Foreign"Touiing Assistance furnished by the Association.

Routes are prepared to suit the requirements of members
touring with their cars or motor cycles in Great Britain

and Ireland, -whilst members- going abroad are supplied
with routes, also triptyques, which save trouble, delay, and
expense in depositing duties at frontiers.

One of the most valued of A.A. benefits is the

comprehensive scheme of Free Legal Defence. This
scheme now includes free legal representation by the

Association's solicitors in civil cases arising out of the use.

or ownership of privately owned cars or motor cycles in

addition to covering the defence of members in any Giurt

of Summary Jurisdiction m the United Kingdom in respect

of summonses issued under the Motor Car Act and other

regulations controlling the use of motor vehicles.

Other benefits of A.A. membership include Engineer-

ing Assistance, Special Insurance Facilities A A. Hotels,

Appointed Repairers, etc.

In view of the coming Whitsuntide—when, it is safe

to predict, motor traffic will greatly exceed that of Easter

—

all motorists are advised to join the Automobile Association

without delay so that they can motor with the maximum
of comfort and the minimum of inconvenience.

Send a postcard, to-day, to the Secretary, The
Automobile Association, 21, Fanum House, Whitcomb
Street, London, W.C.2, for a tree copy of the booklet,

" The Key to the Open Road, " and learn how the Assccia-

tion can be of real benefit to you, personallv
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Three Gold Medals
THREE CARS ENTERED

In the M.C.C. Reliability trial frcJm

London to Lands' End, three G.N.'s
were entered and, despite the arduous
conditions which eliminated many
entrants, qualified for Gold Medals.
The test hills were climbed non-stop

in excellent style, and throughout the entire

run of 314 miles none of the team was
troubled with so much as a puncture.

The only team to gain premier awards

G.N. LIMITED, EAST HILL,
WANDSWORTH,

LONDON,
S.W.
18

THE SUN VITESSE MOTOR CYCLE
has less parts in the Engine than any
other Motor Cycle before the Public.

Simplicity is its GRAND FEATURE.
Design is its OUTSTANDING CHARM.

ITS SPECIFICATION SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

SPECIFICATION.
Slurmey-Archer Model.

FRAME with best Weldless Steel Tube.
FORK—Druid Pattern

WHEELS—Built up with Coventry Swaginj
Co 's spokes. Brampton hubs.

ENGINE-Vitesse. made by the Valveless
2-stroke Ensine Co.. Ltd . Birminnham.

MAGNETO - Luc s T B. or C A V.
CARBURETTER-B and B special type

FOOTBOARDS- Fitted with rubber foot-

ings, which can be easily replaced when

TYRES -Dunlop studded 26 X 2in'

BELT-Dun'op Jin'

SADDLE—Lycett Pan L,6.

BRAKES — Front, Bowden. Rear, foot,

acting on Belt R m.
TOOLBAGS-Two leather, with metal box.

OUTFIT
MUDGUARDS-Very wide, 7in

CARRIER Tubular, with brazed on Iu;s

at all points.
. . .^TANK—Capacity I gallon petrol, quart of

"""'

oil. Fitted w!th " Enots " s ght feed ^

^'^t'lTkkTar'ef'"''"^''''''''
"''''''"'''' Prfce, With AlbloH 2-speed gcaf ".

.

.. £64-10-0

CHAIN CASE—Sp^dwlu""*^ .. Stufmey-ArchcF 2-speed kick start and clutch £70 - 0-0

[n ansioer'mq fliese a(lvertl-setnetits_ it it desirable to mention " Tlic Motor Cycle."
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" Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them."
Wi' are rociiiesUHl by imi- piiljlislici-s

ti' iiiciition tliat tile twciily-liist iKlitioii

III " .\lotoi' Cycles and How to Manage
i li, 111

" (price 2s. 6d. net, by post

1(1(1.) will bo available in the course

few days, also an improved edition

! /'/if Motor Cycle Route Book " with
maps (price 5s. net, by post 5s. 4d.).

Copies of either of tliese books may be
obtained from the Publishing Depart-
ment, lliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20, 'I'lulur

SU'eet, 1-oiidon, E.G. 4.

Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.

Given favonralile weather the Bristol

M.C.C.'s open speed trial on Saturday,

May 8th, will prove a popular, and enjoy-

able event. The otlieials at Weston-super-
Mare are doing their utmost to make it

a regular gala day. Entries are rolling

in freely. Apparently this class of seaside

I racing is extremely popular. The eom-

1 mittee omitted to include in its pro-

gramme the open class for machines not

exceeding 750 c.c.~ and also' the open
class for machines not exceedino; 750- c.c,

with sidecars ; thus, there will be two
more events in which many machines are

eligible to compete. There is a special

handicap event for ladies open to all

.'lasses and powers, and the Western
bounties speed championship for a team of

;hrec machines is creating considerable

interest. No doubt there will be marked
ivalry and keen competition between the

.-lubs' in the West of England. The
nclnsibn of the two additional events has
nade it necessary to extend the closing

Jay for the entries another forty-eight

lours, and these mav now be sent to Mr.
R. Bennett, 182, Wells Road, Knowle,
Bristol, up till to-morrow (Friday).

News in a Nutshell.

156 riders survived the .«econd Victory
'J'rial of the Birmingham iM.C.C. held last

Saturday. Record crowdr congregated to

see the comiietitors on the test hills.

The new taxes of motor vehicles are

likely to become law in th(. absence of

collective and definite tropoaition in

Parliament.

The inclusion of Kirkstone Pass in

this year's London-Edinburgh Whitsun-
tide Run has given great satisfaction.

More second-hand motor cycles are

changing hands than at any previous
stage in the history of the motor cycle.

The Research Association is going
ahead, and promises to do much to solve
problems of motor cycle design.

With the Royal Scottish Automobile
Club's light car trials abandoned, motor
cycle competitions form the only open
sporting road trials of 1920.

A rally of Midland light car. owners
is to be held at Stratford-on-Avon on
May 8th, meeting at the Swan's Nest'
Hotel.

A Welsh open hill-climb is down for

decision at Fiddler's Elbow to-day
(Thursday).

The Football Cup Final attracted many
Birmingham and Huddersfield motor
cyclists, who journeyed to London by
road.

There was quite a Colonial stretch in

Saturday Victory Trial, between Sudeley
and Broadway.

A competitor who for a wager started
the Victory Trial wearing a top hat was
suitably "ticked off" by one of the
A.C.U. consuls at Cheltenham.

49'

The T.T.

Latest advices would show that the

T.T. will become a. Wolverhampton v.

America event!

The A.C.U. Six Days.

It has been delinitely decided that tlio

A.C.U. Si.x Days Trial this year will bo
held in the North-east of England, and
the radiating point will probably be
Darlington.

Aiglo-Dutch International Trial.

Tile A.C.U. has decided to invite entries

for the Anglo-Dutch Trial. From these

entries a selection will be made to jm'O-

vide a representative British team. En-
tries arc also to be invited for the Inter-

national Si,x Days Trials in France.

Important Open Speed Trials.

The joint open speed trials organised
by the Essex M.C. in conjunction with
the Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.,
will take place at Westcliff-on-Sea on
July 15th. Intending competitors should
communicate with the hon. organiser,
Mr. E. J. Bass, 18, Market Square,
Bisihops Stortford, Herts. Further details

will be published in these columns as

soon as available.

Killing Time.

The police are very active near about
the fortieth milestone on the London-
Birmingham Road. Last week a large
number of motorists were stopped foi-

licences, and wh'en the police were
questioned on the subject they admitted.
tTTey were doing it to "kill time." Their
successful eti'orts at killing other people's
time besides their own was not appreci-
ated, to sav the least.

AN ARDUOUS ONE-DAY TRIAL.
An Edinburgh M.C. Club Event covering Part of the 1920 Scottish Six Days Course.

E.XCELLENT weather conditions pre-

vailed on the occasion of the annual

j

spring holiday trial organised by the

1 Edinburgh M.C, which was held over
I particularly interesting course la^t

. veek, inasmuch as it is the route to be
\ oliowed on the last day of this year's

I
5eottisli Six Days Trial.

rl Starting from Libertoii the course ran
!
'la Broughton, Tw-eedsmuir, Talla Lime,
ind over the famous Talla Hill. Here,

j

lespite the poor surface, several tine

iscents were made, including S. i\Iiller

3^ P. and M.), A. H. 'Alexander (3i,

j

Douglas), R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley sc),
-I 3.. S. Ale.xander (8 Enfield sc), and the

h wo A.B.C.'s. The run along St. ilary's
II ^ch to Uie lunch stop was uneventful,

\
he road being in good condition. The
le.xt section included Dunaskin and Red.
tone Hills, Elmschnrch Snout Hill, and
'bedstone Rig to Haddington. Again, the

j
l.B.G.'s, Alexander (Douglas), and .Millei

!
P. and M.) made tine performances
Jnfortunatelv the majority of the com-
letitors took the Garwald"Road to Had-

Mington,- and the onlv two who finished
time were R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harlev

c.) and S. Miller (5i P. and M.).
ITie course should provide quite a stiff

I

ast day for the Six Days competitors,
' he roads being for the most part very
I
3ugh, and include no fewer than twenty-

i hree watersplashes.

•*u^..

An excellent view from the top of Talla Hill, showing R.S Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davldson

sidecar) making a good ascent.
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VICTORY CUP TRIAL.
156 Survivors of 165 Starters in the Birmingham'Motor Cycle Club's Open Trial last Saturday.

Six Difficult Hills in as Many Non-stop Sections.

The Old Wyche, Malvern, one of the steepest tes; hills on rider is B. Bladder (S New Imperial sidecar).

A DIFFICULT trial, splendidly organ-
ised, sums up the second Victory
Cup trial of the Birmingham

il.C.C. It was one of the twenty open
A.C.U. events of the year, and 177 entries

resulted. Of these, twelve riders failed

to start, and 156 survived. Hills there
were in abundance included, in si.x non-
stop sections, but the outstanding event
was the fle.xibility test up Birdlip Hill.

Once the terror of motor cyclists, this

Gloucestershire gradient is now an easy
climlj. So much so, indeed, that the com-
petitors restarfed with ease on a steep
part 01 the hill, and accelerated as

if the road were flat. Spectators gathered
at all the points of vantage, and must
have outnumbered previous crowds.
Many had The Motor Ci/rlr. with the
list of competitors and official numbers,
and closely observed the performances.

Details of the Run.

Saturday broke dull and threatening.
Machhies were weighed at Hampton,
while Mr. Tom Silver sealed the com-
petitors' watches. It began to.rain about
9 a.m., when Mr. Alec Ross commenced
to start the riders at one minute intervals
from Berkswell,
The trial began with a nineteen mile

non-stop section over the rough lanes
which lie on the south side of Birming-

ham, and inclualed Beacon Hill (observed).

The roads were wet,,and in many places
covered with slimy clay. Beacon Hill

leaves the main Birmingham-Worcester
road a little way beyond Paibery with a

sharp turn and steep gradient, which soon
eases, but the surface becomes very bad.
especially for sidecar machines, owing to

the deep ,clay ruts at the sides of the road
;

tliat on the left took the sidecar wheels
up to their axles and caused them to

bourtce horribly and drag the machine i:>ut

of its course. The more astute riders

kept the bicycle wheels on the centre,

where the surface was fair and the side-

car wheel on the grass. l:mt this required

considerable nicety C'f steerini:. as tlie

margin for error was \ery small.

The solo riders had no great difficulties

to face, and most of them came up steadily

in the middle of the road, where the sur-

face was wet and muddy certainly, but

not particularly bad. We saw one inci-

dent which deserves mention. F. .T.

Price (2J Diamond I was baulked by il.

Hartland on a similar machine at the

w-orst bit of the road. He swung to the

right through clay ruts six or eight inches

deep, on to the grass and back into the

road without any apparent effort and con-

tin^ied his way—a skilful piece of riding !

Then followed nearly thirty miles of main
road riding, tlirough Droitwich and Wor-

cester to Malvern, rendered very
pleasant by the incessant rain whi
marred what would have been an enjc:

able run through pretty country made gi

by the blossom on the fruit trees.

Climbing the Wyche.

.

At Malvern we noticed Mr. J.

Norton with his arm in a sling, due
an attack of neuritis. Performances
the old Wyche were better than nsul

although there were some perhaps i

expected failures.

Among the lightweight riders. H,
Cutler i2| Verus'. Ci.'Kuhn (2^ Leiri

F. J. Lidstune i2i .James). C. H. Ha
Wright |2§ New Imperial], and J.

Walker i23 Edmund-Japl were
sistently guod, .

Outstanding impressions, without
ference to notes, include the splenJ

climb of E A. Colliver (A. B.C.), v|
afterwards experienced wheel
troubles and retired. Colliver madel
\ ery fa.st climb, and had to cut-out vl

down from the summit. All the Jail
machines showed . up- conspicuousl
This make was represented by all

types manufactured, 23 h.p, two-stn

3^ h,p. twin solo, 4^ h.p. single sidec

and 5-6 h.p. twin. Most of the B.S./
Ijoth solo and sidecar, were good, li^
few suffered on account of indiffeif
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Victory Cup Trial.—

Jrivitiy 01' igmnam'C of Uie hill. Will;

n lari;e number of machiiios of one make
in a triiil, it is to be expected that the

drivers may nol all be of the highest

'gtaiulard, but the Norton and Sunbeam
repnsoutativcs were of pretty consistent

uunlity. The Harley-Davidsons were
fast, but G. Gvinton. the Scottish rider,

seemed to have difflcnlty in finding his

ijear when chunginj;' near the summit,
But the way on his machine and his

dexterity saved the situation.

G. J^ott's Matchless was misfirinp;

badly near the summit. W. E. Emery's
singU'-cvlinder Rex sidecar climbed the

hill very steadily, quite the reverse from
the pre-war method of single-cylinder

sidecar drivers, who got into low gear
early and roared away with Xhe throttle

fully opened.
In pre-war trials it was usual for trials

organisers using the hill to requisition a

gang of "navvies" with ropes -to take

machines ,ind their riders. Most were good,
two or three remarkable, and a few did
not impress us at all favourably. Dance
on a Sunbeam made fastest time in 258.,
but will probably be beaten on formula
by the A.B.C.'s, which made wonder-
ful ascents, particularly thfit of Porter
who tied witli Howard Dayies (6 A.-J.S.)
for second place, ^s, after Dance; Apple-
bee (A.B.C.) took 25is., and Woodcock
(6-7 Ariel) 25|s. These were the fastest
solo climbs. Though actual failures on
the test were rare, one or two stopped be-
fore the summit ; this, however, did not
entail any loss of marks. The times
varied from 25s. to over a minute. Any-
thing under thirty for a solo mount, and
under forty for a sidecar, must be con-
sidered distinctly good. One large sidecar
outfit (American) took 55|s. The accele-

ration powers of some of the machines
were really remarkable ; they started
sraartlv and seemed to gather speed all

the w;lv.

R. H. Nicholli (B S A s decar) passmg interested spectators on Rising Sun. Note the

loose surface of the road. .

'liarge of the machines that failed on the
lill, but so greatly improved are present-
lay motor cycles that the only ropes in

ise were those utilised to keep back the
nterested ]3ublic.

From ilalverii the competitors were
aken across comitry to Portway and
Jii'dlip.

The Acceleration Test.

Near the foot of the latter hill was a

ime check from which the competitors
r'Gre sejit up as they arrived to the accele-

ation test which was held on the straight
tretcli near the top of the hill, finishing

olnediately below the left tiun just
slow the summit. Here competitors were

(,:opped behind a tape, given the word to
10 by -Mr. Phil Mosedale, and their time
iken till they passed the white flag, after

1 hich they had to proceed to Chelten-
un down Leckharapton Hill. Most of
le riders made an excellent start on the
eep gradient^better. we contend, than
similar batch ot cars could do. Many
ade a mistake in changing up too soon;
'ten the speed decreased when this was
)ne, and some had to change down
sain near the summit. A few- riders cut
it for the top corner, w-hich w-as really
inecessary, as others, took it cleanly on
.e inside of the bend, at a higher speed.
)me of the performances here were excel-
nt, and reflected great credit upon the

The fastest solo times were as follow

Dance lo'.'. Sunbeam)
Poiter 13 'A.B.C.) ..

R. Davies (8 A.J.S.)
A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.)" odcock (6-7 Ariel)

. Hassall (3'^ Norton)
H. Wallier (4 Tri

[2'\ Diamond)
nph)

rail (3^2 Sunbean
Breeze (41, B.S.A.j ..

irnes (3i.j T.D.C.-J.A.P.)

SIDECAE.S.
. Grinton 17-9 Plarlev-Davidson)
E. Longmore (7-9 Hailey-Davidso

Adams 17-9 Indian) ..

Watson (6 Ariel)
Fellows (6 A.J.S.)
ephens (4ij James) ..

ckham (3';. Sunbeam) ..

Newman (3r., Sunbeam)
Stretton-Wafd (8 Excelsit

IS Matchless) ..

H. O. Hay
TI5£ES OF RPNABOUTS. -

H. B. Denlev (8 Morgan) .." 32|
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan), fast.
F. W. James (8 Morgan), good start, then

steady climb.

W. Brandish and F. A. Applebee
missed the turn at the top of Birdlip,
and -svent some way along the road to

Cirencester.

On Birdlip we sa-w the Martinsyde-
New-mau, w-hich w-as finished too late to

493

start. The engine was running ex-

cellently.

The capacious yard in the Plough
Hotel and the refilling arrangements
by Steel's Garage were comraeudablc,
and the usual crowd, never apparently

tired of watching the three
,
to four

hours' procession ot competitors, looked

on with evident interest. The rear-

guard of the procession took tea instead

of the lunch intended, the time being

so late. Entering the hotel yard, G.

Nott, tlie only Matchless rider, bent his

footrest and damaged the controls, due
to the sidecar wheel .lifting, but he con-

tinued.

Rising Sun.

Leaving Cheltenham,, the course lay

along Gambles Lane, rejoining the main
road at the top of the famous Rising

Sun' Hill. As usual, many spectators

had gathered to witness the climb, and
though the road surface was dry and
distinctly better than on the occasion

of the Colmore Trial, there were several

quite exciting moments, especially when
competitors . floundered about in the

loose stones, or had to get past others

who were in difficulties.

The majority of the riders made light

of the hill, some roaring up seemingly
in a great hurry, others taking it easy

on low gears. Quite the fastest ascent

w'as made by S. E. Longmore (8 Harley-
Davidson sc). He fairly "zoomed" up,

boimcing in his saddle all the way. J.

X. Roberts (3| Scott), F. A. Applebee
(3 A.B.C), W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas),

and G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam) also made
fast climbs. W. Ford (2?- Coulson B)
came up well, but fell near the top.

Both T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc.)

aiid E. Porter (3 A.B.C.) were baulked
by the spectators and slower machines,
but maucffi.ed by magnificent driving to

get past without mishap. J. S. Bacon
(6 Regent sc.) failed on the corner, and,
running backwards, was narrowly missed
by T. Stephens (4^ James sc).

Altogether a dozen competitors failed,

all these being low-powered sidecars or
lightweights.

There were several quite spectacular
performances, which evoked much en-

thusiasm and comment on the part of

the crowd. Gus Kuhn (2^ Levis) roared
up with one hand on the bars, showing
that familiarity with the hill breeds con-

tempt. L. - Paynter (35 Norton) waved
furiously to the crowd, and very nearly
fell in consequence. The luckiest com-
petitor at this point was, how-ever, G.
W. Walker (34 Norton). He came up
sw-erving in an alarming manner, and
very nearly ran into the spectators in

his attempt to recover. Everyone gave
him up for lost, but he found himself

safe at the top. The two G.P. Morgans
climbed very well.

Sndeley Hill.

Performances w-ere so consistently

good, on this hill that mention of in-

'dividuals w-ould prove almost monotonous
praise. Sudeley probably provided less

incident than any observed part of the

course, and the observers were apparently

very bored to have to stay there three

hours with so little entertainment. T.

F. Watson (Norton sc.) climbed at speed,

with H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan) along-

,

side. It seemed that the tw^o machines

would collide when the. top of the hill
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LI-

H. H. Saddington (5-6 James sidecar) and R. C. Atcherley (4 Triumph) turning into the
" Colonial Section " at the top of Sudeley.

was reached, where the competitors were
directed through a gate on the left.

Skilful driving, however, saved a col-

lision.

When sixty-odd competitors had
climbed the hill without one of their

number even showing the least sign of

distress, we left a colleague to watch
the rest of the 170 riders, and joined

in the procession. The next few miles

proN'ided more room for thought, as this

was the " Colonial " stretch across rough
farm tracks o.ver the wolds, a five miles

section providing conditions approxi-

mating to those overseas. Very careful

driving was necessary on the part of

certain sidecar competitors to prevent
underslung chassis scraping on the ridges'

between the ruts, but we did not hear
of, nor see any, •" casualties " in this

section.

Willei-sey was the last hill, which,
although the surface was rough, did not
present the difficulties expected by the
organisers when they planned the course,

and there were few failures—indeed, the

performances generally were almost uni-
formly good. G. Dance (3i Sunbeam)
was exceedingly fast, in fact his speed
was reminiscent of a hill-climb. • Again
the James entrants showed up- con.-

,

spicuously, and G. Kuhn (24 Levis) disr
jplayed his ease by riding one handed.
|

S. Hall (2| 0. K.-Union), S. T. Aehb*
(2J- Conuaught), S. G. Neal (3 Neafi
Dalm), jM. C. Atcherley (3^ Norton!
B. Jessop (4 Triumph), W. B. Gibb (2
Douglas), J. C. Walker (2| Edmund),

"

A. Applebee (3 A.B.C.), and E. Williams
(35 Sunbeam) were among the man
who made good climbs. H. Gibson
-Clj'no) nearly fell in the stones, but raad^j
a tine recovery. 0. G. Smart (8 Sunbeain
sc.) had no rear guard, and as his back
Avheel was fitted with Parsons chains
presented quite a weird, appearance.

After this hill the route was over mail:
roads through Stratford, Warwick, anci
Kehilworth, back to the starting poinll
at the 6eorge-in-the-Tree Hotel
Berkswell.

The scene at the finish was a ver;
animated one, for, in addition' to th"i

250 - competitors and passengers, and thi
i

multitudinous officials, there were severai
hundred spectators to welcome, the ridei"
back.

^
Only nine competitors failed bi

check in at the finish.

It is expected that the results will ^
available for next week's issue.

INCIDENTALLY -—

.

One competitor. Rev. J. M. Philpotii
A.C.U. consul and chaplain of the Co\
entry and W^^'^^'^kshire M.C., climbed a
hills successsfully on a brand-new 2| h.'j

Wilkin-Blackburne, which was on]
handed to the owirer on the previou
afternoon.

A i\Iartin6};de-Xewman was to make il

(Ubut in the hands of S. Newman, but i

-was not ready until 10 a.m. on the da
of the trial. As a result Mr. F.

Whitworth toured round as a spectatOi

Cl6

On the Old Wyche H. F. S. Morgan cuts the comet. H. Boynton (5-6 james) in the Street Broo'.c watersplash
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/.Otory Cup Trial.—

but was soon lost in (idniiration for tlie

iicci'lonitiou .powers of tlio new twin V
Migiue, whicli, it will be veinoiiilicrcd, has
Dverlioail oxhauat valves, a reversal of

the usual practice with engines having
valves over one iiiiother.

Our condolences aiH! extended to E.
Maltlicws (Broiijp;li), who, after climljing

ill liills and conforming to the conditions,
lirokc a chain on the \'ory summit of

Willcrsey—the last climb.

For thorongh organisation, the Birming-
ham Club's methods in Saturday's trial

would be hard to beat. We congratulate
dl concerned on the clear ancf concisely

written instructions issued to competitors
iUKi ofhcials alike.

If there is a noted hill in England with
a smoother and better surface than Bird-

lip we should like to liciir of it.

The proccssi<in of riders lasted three

solid hours—rather too long and tiring.

We fancy the minute interval starts will

be cut down in future.

.\ prospective T.T. rider, whose
I'hances are greatly fancied, made fastest

time in the accelei'ation test. He was
ti. Dance, riding a 3^- h.p. Sunbeam, a

make of machine on which he has scored

aiany successes since the end of the war.
His time of 25s. equals a speed of

ipproximately 29 m,p.h.

Beaten by one-fifth of a second only in

the aecelera'tion test on Birdlip, Howard
R, Davies (6 A,J,S,) and E, Porter (3

A.B,C,) tied for second place. The
pick-up of these leading machines from
'\ standing start was simply extra-

ordinary.

Large crowds of spectators congregated
at Berkswell, Malvern, and Cheltenham

One of the New Neal Dalm two-stroke and a B.S..A. checking in at British Camp

(Rising Sun), proving once again a point
we have dilated upon, viz., the increasing
popularity of motor cycles since the
war, ascribable in no small measure, in

our opinion, to the yeoman services ren-
dered by motor cj'clists -in the great war.

Undoubtedly the trial for the Victory
Cup proved that the Cotswold test hills,

so foi'midable to the average pre-war
machine and rider, can no longer provide
great honours in Lunipetitiuns, and that

almost any machine made to-day can
climb the Old Wyche at Malvern, Port-
way, Sudeley, Willersey, and the famous
Rising Sun.

In wet weather, of course, these hills

present very certain difficulties, and had
the roads been in bad condition the per-

formances last Saturday would hot have
been so consistently .good. This indicate.-;

that it is conditions, hot gradients, that

sift out machines and riders.

'\ ^ »~*.

Competitors awaiting their turns to start in the accelerating test. H. V. Collins (41 B.S..-\. sidecar) and O. G. Smart (8 Sunbeam sc.) leading.
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TAXATION.
Extracts briefly giving tlie Opinions of our Readers on tfiis Vital Topic.

THE publication of the proposed new taxes on
motor cycles has brought us a great many letters

from readers, who have, very naturally, been
quick to see the gross injustice which it is apparently
the intention of the Government to inflict upon motor
cyclists, and that without giving a motor cycle repre-
sentative a place on the Advisory Committee. Major
Stenson Cooke, of the Automobile Association, was
apparently alone in his protest against the unfairness
of the recommendations.

Below we give extracts from some of the many
letters we have received on this subject, most of which
are by no means unreasonable.

In answer tO' the question, " Are motor cyclists to

be taxed off the road? ". Mr. V. F. Bush writes :

The answer to your question is "yes" unless all motorists
take a, firm stand against the proposed new tax. My opinion
is that 75% of the motoring public do not realise what the
Government is up, to. An increase of from £1 to £4 for a.

sidecar iiiachine is out of all' proportion, and is nothing less

than "barefaced daylight robbery," and—mark these words

—

the tax will not stop here, but next year will" be increased
to £6, and so on each year ad infinitum as' long as the
motorist will pay_ up and say nothing..

" J.C.," Eccles, is of opinion that motor cyclists

could unite, and force the Government to fairer pro-

posals. He writes :

I, myself, can still afford- to run a combination, yet there
are thousands who would be cut off entirely from, the
health giving pastime. I think if we absolutely refused
to use our machines (including those who could just afford
to run) and car -owners did the same, it would let the
Government see that something fairer we were determined
to have. Instead of the Government stimulating motoring
(which would bring all the money they require from us),

they are going to kill it, and kill trade—what has the
manufacturer got to say who is on mass production of
powerful combinations ?

If things go on as they are for any length of time Eng-
land will not be a fit place for any honest hardworking
Britisher,, and the sooner he clears out the better.

The Light Sidecar Outfit.

Mr. A. A. Smith champions the cause of the light

sidecar outfit as follows :

Is not the., proposed taxation a little unfair to the owners
of lightweight combinations? I think so.

My motor cycle weighs under 200 lb., the proposed" tax
is 30s., but because I.^ possess a light sidecar I must
pay £4 for the combination—in other words, £2 10s. for
iJie -sidecar.

Surely a light sidecar should not be taxed as highly as

a lightweight motor cycle by a long, long ' way. Why- not
tax the sidecar according to weight?
[It is propesed to tax sidecars £1 ; therefore, a sidecar

attached to a, machine under 2C0 lb. in weight would be
taxed £2 10s. altogether.—Ed.,]

Mr. E. Arnold has a word to say for the working
n-iai"! who can only afford a cheap second-hand outfit,

and is in danger of being driven off the road for the

. simple reason that he cannot afford to- pay a heavy tax.

Take the case, he sa3's, of a working man who can
only afford a .^ecoiid-hand machine (about £35). He will

have to give up if the new tax comes into operation, thus
losing his week-end run into the country with his wife
and children whereas the man who buys a piano is not taxed.
Is not the 6d. a gallon on petrol the fairest way of taxing?
All I have to say is that I and several of my friends are going
to get i-jd of our machines if the new scale of taxation passes,

which I |-ifipe it will fiot. I feel sure, there are hundreds
like me who c;in just only manage to keep a motor cycle.

ci8

Mr. F. F. Cleghorn writes of the unfairness o

expecting motor cyclists who' have been debarred fron

ihe use of their machines being expected tO' pay fo

the damage done to the roads by war traffic durin;

this'time. He writes:

I—and I expect there are thousands in a similar position!

struggling under the present enormous load of taxation-
just about manage to carry on my favourite pastime.

It seems to me that the unfortunate motorist is alwayi

expected to " stand the rub "
; in this case, he is expectecj

to foot the bill for depreciation in the roads which hehai
had no hand in causing, because the majority of us havi

been absolutely debaii-red from, using om- machines unla

quite receiitly.

Disabled Motor Cyclists.

Mr., J. L. Hodson, who was badly, knocked abou!

in the war, and finds a sidecar outfit his only con;

venient means of locomotion, "naturally objects to aii

extra ^1^3 tax. He concludes as follows

:

My job was lost by joining the Service, and I have som
difficulty nowadays in making ends rtieet, so that the extm'

£3 is not to be taken too lightly.
.

!

Ex-Service men, such as myself, desire no charity, neithe

will we have it, but we would like a little conside'ratioii

especially when the motor cycle takes the place of leg

ruined in the war. No doubt there are many like mysfelf.

" Just'fce," Edinburgh, wants to know why the ta;

on a sidecar should be increased foui-fold while that 01

a luxurious Rolls-Royce is only approximately doubled ;,

and he suggests an organised protest. He writes

:

It is astonishing to find tjiat it is proposed to quad
ruple the tax on the unfortunate owner of a motor cyeli

and sidecar, while that of the war profiteer, who cai

afford a-luxurious Rolls-Royce, is o-nly approximately doubled
Surely this is not a sample of British fairness. One, of course

expects to pay increased taxes, but why this unjust burdei

on the particular class which can least afford to bear it? I'

is generally admitted that the middle class -ivith income:

under £1,000 feel, the pinch of present-day circumstaucei

more than any other class, and still the burdens are piled on

for "they form the bulk of the owners of motor cycles anc

light cars, the tax on the latter being at least trebled undci

the -new proposals.
' Further, the Committee were requested to draw up a

scheme which could vield £7,000,000, but the present pro

posals are estimated to yield £9,000,000.

I would suggest that a strong organised protest be made by
motor cyclists to prevent these taxe.s being adopted. It might
take the form of writing to M,P,'s, -or, better still, an

organised protest on similar lines to the petrol protest.

In the meantime, the A. A., the A.C.U., and the

Manufacturers' Union are far from idle. The A. A.

has sent out to everyone of its members a copy of

Major Stenson Cooke's " minority " report, and has

addressed a forcible pamphlet to all members of the

House of Lords and House of Commons. In addi-

tion to the minority report, additional facts arei

adduced showing the inequities of the heavy increase;

propo-sed in the Budget statement, and urging the;

retention of the petroltax which varies the individual!

tax in proportion to the use of the road.
|

If the continued efforts of the various associations,!

the press,- and the motor cyclists should prove bf.noi

avail, the least we may . expect is that motor cyclists

are given the same privileges as car owners in havingl

(aj the option of paying quarterly, and'(bj^a rebate

on old machines.
;

M
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
Important Alterations in the Course. Practising from May 31st to June 14th.

Flying Kilometre on Douglas Promenade for "The Motor Cycle" Cup— a Feature in

the Isle of Man Carnival Week.
BY OUR ISLE OF MAN CORRESPONDENT.

tTTTTI'l'U tho near approach for Uie closing uf the entries

\ '\ji/ fi^r the forthcoming Tourist Trophy races, to be held

YV ill tho Isle of Man on June 15th and 17th, the Auto
Cycle Union is now hurrying on with its arrange-

ments, and last week the Rev. E. P. Ureenhill (chairman of

the Competition Ckjmniittee) and Mr. Loughborough (the

secretary of the A.C.U.) paid a short but busy visit to

the Island, during which they interviewed His E.xcellency
the Lieut. -Governor, Maj-Gen. Fry, the Government secre-

tary, the Highway Board, representatives of the Douglas
Cor|iuration, and other officials.

'i Itiactisiug Dates.

It has now been decided that practising is to start at 4.30
on the morning of Jlay 31st, and will be continued up
to the morning of June 14th, week days only. Practising
jiuishes at 7 a.m., and after that hour, and after reaching
tiieir respective garages, racing machines, under no circum-
stances, will be allowed on any road in the Isle of Man.
Machines before practising must bear their racing numbers,
and riders must comply with the regulations with regard to

racing helmets' and other safeguards.

Practising to be Controlled.

Practising will be controlled, and each competitor before
.starting his morning's practice must " clock in " at the
official timekeeper's box. This is to comply with the regula-
tion making it compulsory for ridei's to complete a certain
number of circuits of the course, one of which must be done
at a certain minimum speed, before being allowed to take
part in the actual competition.

Alterations in the Course.

For reasons it is not necessary to mention here, but which
are considered good and sufficient, there is likely to be a

slight variation in the famous T.T. course. Motor cyclists

who know the Island, and who know the course, will remem-
ber that, after passing the bottom of Hillbery (that e.xceed-

iiigly fast last drop coming down the mountain), the course

used to bear off to the right at Cronk-ny-Mona, and from
there past Edge's Hedge to Johnny Watson's Corner, about
half a mile from the top of Bray Hill, the old starting and
finishing point. •

The Nevif Course.

The condition of the road from Cronk-ny-iloua is not good,
and. to avoid these nasty corners, the coiu-se this year will

not bear oft to the right at Cronk-ny-IMona, but will go
straight on along the road which leads to the top part of

Onchan village for about 300 yards, when it will bear sharply
to the right "and pass down the road called the "Old Glen-
crutchery Road." This road rnns-^past the back of Govern-
ment House, and joins the Governor's Bridge with ah
acute right-hand hairpin corner, which will probably be
the most difficult corner on the course ; so difficult, in fact,

that no rider will be .able to take it fast

Bray Hill.

After passing over Giovernor's Bridge, riders will travel

.along the GJlencrutchery Road to the top of Bray Hill. This
is a fine broad road in good order, along which riders will

travel at speed, and will proceed down the Bray Hill as

before. This alteration will make. Bray Hill probably the
fastest part of the course^

The Start.

It has also been decided that the start will be along the
Cilencrutchery Road, facing the Playing Fields, which the
Douglas Corporation have placed at the disposal of the
Union.
A Motor Cijde representative recently travelled over the

course, whicli was found in fairly good order, with the
exception of the four-mile run from Sulby to Ramsey,.

A Bad Stretch.

This part of the course is very bad, so much so that tlie

A.C.U. officials last week informed the Highway Board, who
arfi responsible for tho repairs of the Manx roads, that,

unless .steps were immediately taken to effect the necessary
repairs, the race would bo cancelled.

To be Repaired Forthwith.

A special meeting of the Highway Board was summoned
on Wednesday, April 21st,

, and the Board instructed its

surveyor to stop all other road I'epairs, and to concentrate
on this part of the road, and assurances were given to the

A.C.U. officials that it would be repaired in ample time
for the practices. His Excellency the Lieut-Governor, Maj.-
Gen. Fry, h,1s kindly consented to present the prizes after

the Junior and the Senior events on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings respectively, at the Palace Ballroom.

Carnival Week.
It is now fairly generally known that T.T. Week in

Douglas this year is to be a great Carnival Week. Al!

sorts of sports have been arranged, and, amongst .other

items, there is to be a race for motor cycles along the

Douglas Promenade, similar to that held in 1913. The
distance of this race will be one kilometre, and the race

will take place on the cement footpath. This race is being
organised by the Manx Motor Cycling Club under a permit
from the A.G.U., who will supply the chief marshal and the

timekeepers. There are to be three classes : 500 c.c, 350
CO., and 275 c.c.

The Prizes.

The cup for the fastest time has been presented by
The Motor Cycle, and numerous other firms have offered

prizes. Anybody can compete who is on the competition
register of the Auto Cycle Union, which is rendering great
assistance to the promoters in every way to make this

event a 'real success.

The Organisers.

Further particulars can. be obtained from the hon.

secretary of the Manx Motor Cycle Club, Hill Street,

Douglas. The entry fee is one guinea. Machines may be
stripped, the only restriction being that they must possess

two efficient brakes.

Gymkhana.
On the Friday afternoon, there is also to be a motor

gymkhana, details of which have not yet been settled.

Headquarters.
The A.C.U. headquarters for the T.T. races have been

fixed at the Castle Momi Hotel, whilst the A.C.U. office

is in Athol Street, opposite the Times Buildings, the

premises being placed at the disposal of the A.C.U. by the

proprietors of that journal.
.

Early Arrivals.

Several riders have recently been practising on the

T.T. course, including Sunbeams and Indians. Quite a

large number of firms have already booked their rooms.
The well-known Clincher Tyre Company propose erecting a

coffee stall at the official start at the Playing Fields. It

will be open every morning during the practices, which
will start every morning at the new starting-place.

The A.C.U. anticipate a very good entry, notwithstanding
tlie fact that several of the older finus are unable to compete.

Closing Date for Entries.

It may be well to remind intending competitors that

entries at ordinary fees (£21) close at noon on Jlonday,

Jlay 3rd, after which date until May 17th double fees will

be necessary.

r2i
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Rochestei, Chatham and District M.C.

The first picnic tea run will take place
on May 2nd to Box Hill.

Bridgwater and Distiict M.C. and L.C.C.

It is proposed to hold a reliability trial

in the future, to compete for the challenge
cup which Mr. Carver has kindly pre-

sented to the club. The hon. secretary

is Mr. J. W. Hooper, The Oaks, Wemb-
don, Bridgwater.

Newcastle and District M.C.

A flexibility test will be held under
the auspices of the Newcastle and District

Club on May 2nd. The members will

meet at Moor House (six miles north of

Weldon Bridge), on the Wooler Eoad,
at twelve o'clock prompt. There will be
seven classes, calculated on cubic capa-

city, and a gold medal wiU be the reward
for the winner of each class.

North London M.C.C.

Au enjoyable run was made to Harlow
and Bishop's Stortford on the 18th inst.

Two watersjjlashes were encountered, and
caused considerable amusement, while a
Morgan demonstrated the quality of its

inner tubes by allowing one to "balloon"
in a most disconcerting manner. The.
club will hold a paperchase on May 1st.

Luton and Bedford A,C.

A very sporting hill-climb was held

by the elub on the 24th. The hill was
kept secret, all competitors being piloted

to the starting point by officials, having
been weighed in at Luton. The sharp
left-hand bend accounted for several

competitors, who tried to get round too

fast and fell in consequence. The results,

worked on T)ie Motor Cycle formula,
were as follow : 350 c.c. Class : F. F.

Briggs (2^ New Hudson). 600 c.c. Class :

F. F. Briggs (2i New Hudson). Un-
limited Solo Class ; H. Reyne (3 A.B.C.).
Unlimited Sidecar Class : Capt. Cooke
(5-6 James sl ).

CLUB NEWS.
Ihe Bedford and Dist. M.C.C. and A.C.

There will be an extraordinarj"^ general
meeting at the headquarters, the Hose
.Hotel, High Street, Bedford, on Satur-
day, May 1st, at 8.30 p.m.

TRADING WITH FORMER
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

The foUowing resolution has been

passed by the Council of the British

Association of Trade and Technical

Journals, Limited :

"In vievf of the expression of opinion

by Sir Auckland Geddes, as President
of the Board of Trade, regarding the

acceptance of advertisements of goods
manufactured in late en^my countries,

thfe Council have carefully considered
the whole position. Thsy now recom-
mend members to adhere to the adopted
policy of the Association not to accept
such advertisements for the present, in

order to enable British manufacturers to

recover their normal working conditions,

At the end of the present year (1920)
the subject will again be considered, with
a view to further advising members on
the subject."

The publishers - of "The Motor Cycle"

readily accept this recommendation, and
have, in fact, constantly refused offers of

advertisements of German goods.

Hull M.C.C.

The following awards were made in

connection with the first competition,
which was lield on the 24th inst : Gold
medal, L. Runton (4^ B.S.A. sc). Silver
medal, R. Fearnley (3^ Hudge Multi).
Bronze medals. G. T'hompson (4 Triumph),
H. Scarlett (3^ Rudge ilulti), and G.
Goodall (5 \o 8 Ne^i Irapeiial).

Wakefield and Distiict M.C.C.

On ilay 2nd a reliability trial wiU
'

held by the alx)ve club, starting from
White Horse Hotel, Wakefield, at 10 a..i

The route will be about 120 miles
'

length.

N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth).

On :May 2nd a run will be made
Beaulieu Abbey, .starting from
"Coach and Horses-" at 10 a.m.

route includes F'areham, Wickham, Wegt
End, Burgess Road, Redbridge,
Totton.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

A branch of this club has been formec
at Coalville, with Mr. S. Clarke, m.]
Ashby Road, Hugglescote, as hon. s^l
A very interesting lecture on " Mot^ii
Cycle Ignition" was given, at the annua <

meeting, by Mr. G. C. Gelling.

Horsham and District M.C. and C.C.C.

Competitions and social rflns hSvi

already started, and the club is in'.

good financial position. There is a stea3;

increase in membership,' and any loca

motor cyclists who wish to join are iili

vited to communicate with either Mr
S. F. Lampard, 21, North Street, or Mr
A. Brice, 43, East Street, Horsham.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

Fifty-four competitors assei'nbled at th
Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, to compel
for the Dale Cup on the 24th inst. Th
course lay via Esher, Cobham. FetchalD
Leatherhead, Hook, and Surbiton, aii'

had to be traversed twice, and then
third time in the reverse direction, mali

•ing a total distance of 55 miles. Watchc
and speedometers were barred, and coir

petitors had to make a non-stop 'run

20 m.p.h. The following awards w
made : Dale Cup and gold medal : H. P
Udhe (2| Douglas). SilVer medals : W: J
Kelly (8 Zenith), F. E.- S. Spikins (7

HrfrleT),'C. K. Roberts (3^ Lea-Francis)

A LIVE CLUB. Many, members of the Bradford Motor
Club turned up for tUe recent run to Stonehouse, where a

gymkhana was held.
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Slietlield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
':i' Siacvy Ti'u|ili.v 'rii;il, wliiuli before

1 was run' ainuiiilly over diflicult

liiio country, wiis recently re-

Stnrting from the Beauchief
I vei'^v intei'i'sting route whs fol-

Hiiluflini;- several well-known trials

luentv-nine riders took part in
..'lit. A scene on Padley Bank is

.... Iirlow.

Batt«rsea and Ciapham M.C.. ^

iiitonded to form ;i motor club in

I U'l'sea and Ciapham district, and
.rested motor cyclists should get
li with iMr. i\i: H. Her«ey, 16,

.Mansions, Ciapham Common,

.

I
i.iininent loeal lirm is prepared to

[1\ up-to-date gava.;e accommodation
1,1. ility which will be greatly appreci-

I
l>\ members.

ley Abbey and District M.C. and L.C.C.
u a meeting held recently, it was
i.li.l to form a motor cycle and light
liiili in Netley Abbey" and district,

h headquarters at the Prince Consort
t€l. Tile hon. sec., Mr. G. C. Cosier,
Victoria Road, Netley Abbey, . will

pleased to hear from "motor "cyclists

the neighbourhood who would care
join. The opening run will take place
May 1st, leaving headquarters at

p.m. for Enfus Stone.
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..,./.). ;,'ii,i III Sdbii.

Ill M.C. Old Clock Tlill-dimh

Mail S.—Manclirstrr
Ma'i, 5.~york ai„l Hi
Mai; 6.—Colrlic.ilcr an

VII-,.,; Trial.

.C. Jliliiibilitii Trial.
cl M.C.C. ReiiabiUlii

N.M.CF.U. (Rotherham).

In future all club meetings will be
held in the Y.I\[.C.A., Howard Street.

The next is fixed for the 30th inst.

Southampton and District M.C.

It is proposed to restart the above-
named club as a purely motor cycle club,

and all local motor cyclists are invited to

join. Communications should be sent. to

Jlr. E. C. Prince, Kenilworth, 90, Gordon
Avenue, Southampton, who was one of

the original members before the war, and
many times captain and competition

secretary.

BromsgrOve M.C.C.

A s|)orling lani to Clent will be held
on iMay 2n<l. iMember.s will meet at tha
Swan, (l|]ton Warren, at 2. ,'50 p.m.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

Gootl progress i« now being made b.y

the club, and several runs have been
arranged to take place in the near future.

A rehability trial for the Petty cup will

he held on May 2nd, starting from Newton
liinford at 3 p.m. Hon. sec, Mr. R. A.
Spiltal, 30,. Princess.. Road, Leicester.

Farnworth and District M.C.C.

At a meeting of motor c.yclists in the

above district, held on April 15tli. it

was decided to inaugurate the above-
named club, and any information regard-

ing it may bo had from the secretary,

Mr D. B. Williamson, 189, Albert Road,
Farnwoi'th, near Bolton.

Warrington M.C.

A large crowd of interested spectators

assembled on Keckwick Hill to witness

the hill-climb recently held by the above
club. Altogether there were seventy
entries in the various classes, and the

event was a great success.

The performances of the brothers J.

and B. Caldwell attracted particular

attention. In the " Any Capacity-"
Class they twice tied for the fastest time
of the day, their time being 24|s.

The results were as follow : Cla.es 1

(350 c.c), A. C. Wallington (23 A.J.S.).

•Class 2 (500 c.c), A. C. Wallington (2-|

A.J.S.). Class 3 (600 c.c), S. K. Hodg-
son (4 Triumph). Glass 4 (750 c.c), B.

Caldwell (2s A.J.S,). Class 5 (any
capacity), J.' Caldwell (3^ Norton) and
B. Caldwell (2| A.J.S.). Class 6 (750 c.c,

sidecars), A. J. Bailey_ (4 Norton). Class

7 (sidecars, any capacity), J. Massev ^6

Royal Ruby). Class 8" (light cars)", S.

Parker (8 A.V.

Competitors—a twin Rover leading—on Padley Bank, the last test hill of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Trial for the Stacey Trophy

The course included difficult country in Yorkshire and Derbyshire.
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BORROWING IDEAS FROM THE CAR. I

A New Aachine with V Engine placed across the Frame, ShafI Drive, and a Driving'
Wheel supported on One Side only. ?

SEVERAL years ago a T.A.C. motor
cycle was produced which had shafi

drive and a V twin engine placed

across the fram^. The V engine was later

displaced by a four-cylinder unit. This

disposition of the engine, with the excep-

tion of the A. B.C., 'has not received the

attention which its possibilities seem to

warrant, although of late Continental

designers have given consideration to this

type of machine, one example of which—

•

the Brevete Spring—Avas , illustrated in

The Motor _ Cijdc for February ISth

this year.

A Two-track Three-wheeler.

Mr. W. A. Wood,, A.M.T.E.E., of

Leytonstone, is the latest designer- to

consider the advantages of a transversely

disposed V twin engine in conjunction

with other ideas of more than usual

interest. The construction of the frame-

work iis such that the cycle element may
be said to end at the seat-pillar,, from
which point the vehicle (one can scarcely

term it a "combination") departs from
conventional practice. There is more
sidecar chassis than motor cycle frame in

the mahe-up of the complete machine,
and cycle car principles are. not entirely

absent. In fact, the influence of _all types
of light passenger vehicles appears to be
]ji'esent, and it is interesting to dissect the
design to see where one ends and the other

commences. If we do this we may classify

the parts as under

:

iloTOE Cycle.

. Front forks and steering.

Sidecar.

Tlie construction of the framework
which supports the passenger accommo-
dation.

Cycle C.\k..

The rear .axle aiid springing.

C-AH.
.

Engine position, gear box, and shaft

drive.

Xew- iDE.iS.

The methods adopted to connect up the
various uniffi.

The designer himself evidently appre-
ciates the hybrid nature of his vehicle,

since he has christened it " Carnation,"
the name being derived from the words
car and combination.

Onginahty of design is frequently

found in privately built machines

;

this is a case in point.

I he extra broad mudguarding,' giving big clearance, and metal
engine, are details worthy of note.

Starting from the fore end, a' pressed
steel "member forms the steering head, to
which is connected another pressed steel

unit, which takes the place of tubular
members to form a duplex frame. From
the foot of this section there are two

Showing the bevel casing on the side of the

driving wheel .and the rear suspension.

parallel tubes running longitudinally to a
similar pressed steel structure which
serves, among other duties, to supplant
the .seat-pillar. One of the longitudinal
tubes referred to stops short at the seat-

pillar structure, but the other is contii .

rearwards, and is supported with a t

panion tube by a transverse struck

which is also of pressed steel construct

This latter is suspended by coil spr

on the tubular axle supporting the 1

wheels.

Car Practice in Many Details.

A triangulated construction is usee

connect up. "the "sidecar" wheel to '

mam framework, and a single t^:

extending fronv the steering head to

tuot of the cycle frame at the rear "
loims an approximate triangle.

The engine unit is a 5 h.p. J. -A

Axhich is placed off the centre line of

' cjcle," in order to permit a strai

thiough drive tci the bevel gearing ale

side tlie driving wheel. A handle-

contiol clutch, two-speed gear box. an

shock absorber form part of the dvi\

mechanism.

It -nill be noticed that both rear whi

ma\ be detached with the same coiivi

ence as in a car, while ,the mudguardi
too,> follows car lines. Altogether
design which is covered by patents,

interesting, and although at first -si

one may be constrained to regard it as

over-development of the sidecar, ai

consideration it is quite conceivable t

a " sidecar " machine of this type co

probably be' produced more cheaply tl

the more conventional combinations

motor cycle and sidecar attachnif

Further, it permits of a position for a

twin which experts consider hiE

desirable, and the embodiment of s"

drive without having to transmit

diivc through a pair of gears I'tvi

what is usual in car practice.

Further developments of the design ^

be watched wiith interest. And ainoiij

these developments we expect to. tl

that" the engine is set so that the vaj!

face forward instead of backward, siij

one of the main advantages of the tr,i|

verse engine position is lost by t

, present arrangement. If this alWi'atj

is carried out it may prove iiecessary t

enclose the valve mechanism.

mm
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1920 POWERPLUS

FITTED WITH ELECTRIC HEAD AND TAIL LAMPS,
ELECTRIC HORN, SEPARATE MAGNETO AND
GENERATOR, 6 VOLT ACCUMULATOR, AND REAR

DRIVE SPEEDOMETER.

COMPLETE. PERFECT.
Write for Catalogue and earliest delivery date to

THE SOLE LONDON AGENTS

M 1^ ^ i m

•>

208, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.LPno-e :

7091 MAYFAIR
C2 lines)

M
;;:;:
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DOUGLAS 21 W.D
SEMI T.T. BARS. BLUE AND SILVER TANKS.

65 GNS.
£34-10 AND 12

Keener Prices.

PAYMENTS OF
Short Period EASY PAYMENTS.

£3-4-8.

NEW AT MAKERS' PRICES

CLYNO, hand clutch

NEW HUDSON
ALLON, kick-starter clutch.

.

DOUGLAS combination

JAMES combination 4J
HARLEY solo

LEA FRANCIS solo ...

BRADBURY

H.P.

2|(5)

2i (3)

2| (3)

4i-

WANTED.

NEARLY NEW.
H.P.

1920 DOUGLAS combination . . 4
1920 DOUGLAS solo 4
1920 DOUGLAS solo 2|
1918 DOUGLAS and sidecar 2J
1920 HARLEY and sidecar, J.S. 7/9
1919 SUNBEAM, semi T.T. solo 3I-
1920 P. & M. combination 3.^

7/9 1919 P. & M. solo 3I
3|- 1920 CLYNO, hand clutch 2J
g 1920 TRIUMPH and sidecar. ... 4

1920 TRIUMPH and sidecar ... . 4

DEFERRED TERMS.—From i down and 11 payments
—We are still paying exceptional prices for High-class Motor Cycles.

NEARLY NEW-continued.
H.P-

1919 TRIUMPH and sidecar 4
1920 JAMES and ^decar ...... 5/6
1919 RUDGE I.O.M. 3
19^0 INDIAN and sidecar 7/9
1920 LEVIS 2i

SECOND-HAND.
1919 B.S.A. and sidecar.

1915 B.S.A. and sidecar.

1914 MATCHLESS MAG & seaters/c.

'

LAMB'S 151, fflGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW.
'Phone; Walthamstow 169. 'Grams: ^'Cyclotomo, Phone, London.',

*Phone: Hornsey 1956

'Phone : Museum 4978

50, High Rd., WOOD GREEN.

387, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

THE

Power

and

Speed.

Motor Cycles
Made of Britain's Best.

THE

Pleasure

and

Safety.

MODELS FOR 1920. ^

P. & S. "OWN" .. 2.stroke 3i h.p., 2-speed, with or without clutch and kick-starter. •

P. &S. "DALM" .. 2-stroke SJ h.p., ditto ditto ditto.
P. & S. "ViLLIERS" 2-stroke 2i h.p, ditto ditto ditto.
P. & S. "J.A.P." .. 4-stroke 2i h.p., ditto ditto ditto.

PEARSON 81 SOPWITH, LTD., S & 9, LONG ACRE, W.C.I.

In uiisircriiuj t/ngr <idccrtiti>'ijiciils it is ilcxirrible to iiitnlion " 'J'Jie Motor Cycle."
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iMOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels

'0-WHEEI,, B.S.A, Mudc'l dc I.uxc, (-xi'dlciil

ondition, with attftchmcnt: bargain, £12/12.-
Ijoii St.. Upiwr Baker St.. N.W.I. 17091

'O-WriEEI.a. MiKlolo do I,u.\o; cash f25. or £5
deposit and 37/6 montldy.-M.Y. Dciil., 'the

lolilau Mui'liiuists Co., Ltd., 248. BisliopuKiiti'.

[299G

rtiva iiiMiutei

.niicioiis. Klci:trii

£l6.—Couiuiuuicote 9. V,Wi

Uriltoa. [706

:um Motor Wheel.-Early
n, i( booTced now, of tlir

ur tlif ordinary cycle. 'I'lt

rturcd and given perfi-ri

and is not an cxperiininl
I'.li.p. horizontal twin .

liihtlns- for In.th l;iiii|-.

brake Ui'

Bat.

TS for e
Walsall.

arly del
Phone :

very,

270.
apply. Bedford Garaae

15305

r Combi
Cranmo>e

latio

I'ot crs
c\v 1920 model: list

Bar. Phone : 40.
price.-
17406

iO 8h.p. Bat Combin.itions, for delivery in May.
—Apply to Automobile Service Co., 60, Mor-
St., W.l. [6656

lUCHOPB'S. 9. Shoo Lane. London. E.C.4.-
aii.p. Bat.

/3.

TJ.A.P. 61

1920 model, delivery in

T-J,A.P. Sh.p. 3-.spee(J. clutch, C.B. sidecar. 3

liuiMi^, speedometer, horn. Binks. perfect condition,

el. plating new: £85.-Kondall, 88, Church Hd..

)s. S.W. [7077

T-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination. Xmas. 1919. V. and
H. bead. tail, electric side lamps. Tan-Sad. several

* 4, luagniflcent turnout, in perfect condition, done
nnles; £180.—Williams, Makeney, near Derby.

[X986]
T-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., overhead valve Brooklands
model, everything perfect, Bosch, Amac. new
, belt, saddle, and bearings, goes like snioke (as

saying is), condition absolutely as new; £72:
. alter 7.—Barnes, 83c, Trinity Ed., Tooting.
17. [6557

Beardmore
*TH Lnncasliire, North and West Cheshire.—Benrd
aiore-l'recision. the most advanced and practical
r cvcle vet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blake
Co., 110, Bold' St., Liveniool. [6576

Beaumont,
20 Benumout, brand new, unused, 2^41i'P. Elack-

bnrue, 2-speed countershaft, kick etart, bandle-
'luteh; list price 95 gns., accerpt less, bought car.

tcliell. Guildford Park, Brickworks, Guildford.
[6908

Blackburne.
OW Bros., High St.. Guildford, are old Bl.ick-

hurae agents, and invite enquiries. [X7945
AUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Laue. London.—Early de-
livery of 4h.p. and 8h.p. Blackburne machines.

[6862
.ACKBUEXE 920 4h.p., not yet done 500 miles,
as new, lamps, Tvlaxon ; owner bought light car

:

oSers?-Box 3,400, c/o The Major Cycle. [634."

.ItLX Delivery ot the Celebrated Blackburne ma
chines from the accredited agents.—The Lankestci
neering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd.,
iton. [-aos-

-VCKIUTENE 4h.p.. brand new. nnridden, un-
bred from manufacturers, iiii-

21, no oli'ers.-Box 3,504. e/n

[75rtc

,^7^^^%^

20 Bown-ViUiers 2yoh.p., 2-speed. kick starter
and clutch, in stock.—Frank Whitworth. Ltd.,

New St., Birmingham. ' [X9810

Bradbury.
tADBURY.— Order now to avoid disappointment.—
The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.. Walsall.

[7217
lADBURY 4b.p., 2-speed N.S.U., perfect condi-
tion; £40.—Churchill, Curry Mallet, nr. Taunton.

[6616
p. Bradbury, single speed, lamps. Klaxon, good
tvres. in perfect order; £40.-75, Forest Ed., Wal-
Htow. [7322

tADBUEY 4h.p., 2-speed, cluteh, accessories, splen-
did running, £44; with sidecar, £49.-36, David

\ Shadwell, E. [7553

tADBUEY, 1911 (?), 4h.p., hee engine, hub, good
running order, comilete with lamps; £25.—

5ett5, Albert Ed., Evesham. '[7247

•p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, Bosch, B. and
B. lamps, horn, good runhing order; any trial:

-59, Av-ondale Ed., Shipley. [7069

Godfrey's ud
LAMPS Electric.

I'.K.S. 6 volt Combination Scls.
(rach) £10 5
Ditto, d volt, ditto (each) . . £9 10
Volcx Solo Set £3 12 6
Sidecar Lamps, 4 volt or 6 volt bulb,

10/6, 23/-, 25/-
V\cstwood Surprise Rear Lamp. 14 3
llipol Rear Lamp £1 10
LAMPS Acetylene.
Lucas " King of the Road," green
tuiish £4 17 6
House & Burley £4 4
Powell & Haumer, 127 H.B. and S.D.,
libony or Nickel Plate .... £4
Do., r2S H.B. and S.B., do. £3 3
Do., 145 H.B., do £3
Do., 125 H.B. and S.B., do. £2 15
Do., 140 H.B £2 10
Do,, 120 Il.B. and S.B., do. £2 2
Do., 12SF. ....• £?
Do., Sidecar Lamp 129 ... £1 7 6
Do., Rear Lamp 131 11 6
I~)o., Generators, 124 £1 5 6
Miller Lamp Set, 31H. ... £3 1

Robjohu £2 12 6
Do £2 4
Do. Generator £1 5 6
Sidecar Lamp Set, ebony finish,

£1 1 3
Rear Lamps, large selection from 5
HORNS Mechanical.
Cowey, ebony finish, top tube £3
Klaxon £1 IB
.Smith's £1 10
Stewart's £1 10
Ascol £1 10
HORNS Bulb.
Clayrite, straight pattern , . £1 7
H. & B. £1 S
Single Twist 18. 6 & 22/6
Serpentine £1
£PEEOOAr.EIERS.
Cowey. with trip £7
Cowey, plain £6
Watford, luminous, with trip £6 6 6
Do., plain trip £5 15 6
Do., do., luminous £5 15 6
Do., plain £5 4 6
Sp« ial Rear Fitting for " Triumph "

(e-xtra) .'.. £0 5
Smith's, for 26in. wheels .... £5 5
WINDSCREENS.
Easting £4 10
Bluemel ; . , £4 8
Cameo £3
Taylor £2 5
LAMPS.
Svolt i2c.p. Single Contact ... 3/-
6 volt sap. Single Contact .... 2)'-

6 volt 12 c.p. Double Contact .. 3/-
' 6 volt 3 c.p. Double Contact ... 2 /-
6 volt. 3 c.p. Screw-in Type .... 2 '-

PLUGS. Apollo, Lodge, Bluemel, Ki.G.
TYRES. All sizes and makes i.-i stock.
Thief Proof Cevice (Handcuff pattern).
Unbreakable Chain (each) 12 6
WHEEL biSCS.
Ace Discs (per set) £4 10
Polished Aluminiiun, for " Indian "

(per set) £4
Rallv Red Finish, for " Indian " (per
set) £3,
Stove Black or Purple, for " Scott

"

set £3
Post us your requirements.

INDIAN and SCOTT SPARE PARTS are
always obtainable fron Stock.

Godfreys Ltd

SOLE
London & District Agents,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.
LONDON, W.l.

'Phone: Telegrams

:

Mav'fair 7091. "Gofrabike" London.

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALC
Bradbury,

ipton gear and if"
back, in good coi -

E48.-R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [632!

h.p. Dr.ulhury. Bo.wh. B. nnd H., PhilipAon, toot-
I'oiird^. nearly new tyre, bimkI appearance an I

nod rirder; £35; plioto.-Box 3,464, c/o Tlie Molw Cycl-
r67f? I

BRADBCUV 4h.p., Z-specd nnd 'Ivitch, Bo-ch, n.-^

tyre. H. and B., Inmpa and horn, completM, ,:,

Kood runnins order; £45.—WelliuKton, 40, Lowl.ini;.-
ltd., liarrow. [722 3

BRADBURY Coachbuilt Combination, 4b.p., 2-n>ec I

countershaft, clutch, kick Mtarter, overhauled.
I lyres new. lamps, horn: bargain. 60 ens.—.Stradwiek.
40, Cbetwodo Rd., Trinity Rd., Balham, .S.W. [7053

1 Q15 6h.p. Twin Bradbury Combination, 3-speed.
i-iJ F.K., ilutch, K..S., new lamps, tyres; excellent
order; £120, or nearest.—Details, D., 20, Orayhari
lid.. New Maiden, or 'phone : Wimbledon 1383 lor
appointment. C6264

BRADBURY 1914. 3-speed clutch, sound mechanica'
condition, smart appearance, drop Irame, read.;

lor any distance, lamp set; any trial, examinati'-U

:

£40.—The Nooks. Dorset Ed., Mottingham, Eltham.
I
S.E.9. [7010

Brevet.

BEEVET 2;.2h.p. Twin, slight adju-tment; £20-
Wilkiuson, 13, Torrint-ton St., Hull. ,6547

Brough

BROUGH 4h.p. 1917 2-spced, discs, lamps; £35.-
Guest, Causeway, Peterborough. [7013

SOUTH Sta[»rdshire Agents lor Broughs, early ds-

livery guaranteed. Bedlord Garage, Walsall.
Phone r 270. 15304

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ol

Man only.-Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co..
Official Dealeis. Liverpool and Manchester. 16588

BEOl'GII o.h.v. Flat Twin. 3-apeed. conntersbalt.
clutch, late model, fine order; first offer over

£85: bargain.-Bo.\ 3.503. c/o The Motor Ciicle. 'J539

BROUGH 3iih.p. 1916 Flat Twin, ovefhaulcd.
lamps, new belt, tyres good, very fast and

sporting; £87/ 10.—Turnill. North, and Co., Peter-
borough. [7420

Brown.

B^

Bu [6493

__ _ just overhaided, re-enamelled.
£25.—Taber House, Burford, Oxon. [7557

31.h.p. Brown, sidecar. 2-speed. clutch. Bosi-h. goo i

2 tvres and condition; £40. or near clfer.—Mar-
don. Windhill, Bishop's Stortford. [7103

B.S.A.

B.S.A.-Tlie Walsall Garage, Walsall. Booking orders

for all mwlels: rot.ition deliveries. [7215

£135.-626, Lea Bridge Bd., Leyto

[7023
113 3i.h.p. B.S.A.. 2-speed and sidecar, splendii
' condition; £60.—Harper, Beulah, Market Dray-

£110.-14, Bromham EL.
[7355

all-ch;iiii

avadrj.

„ _ [6465

ihead. 'Phone: 262. . .
[6222

B.S.A. 4iih.p., Model. H. beautiful running oriier,

enamel and plating perfect, lamps; £80.—103a.
High St., Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [7441

B.S..\. Combination. 4h.p.. late model, all chain,

lamp!, etc., splendid condition; £100^ — 101.

Upper St.. Islington. N.l. .7244

1Q17-13 4Mi.p. B.S.A. Countershaft Combination,
i-U fullv equipped, very nice condition: £120--

15. Warwick C-urt. Holborn. 1-7589

.8.A. 1914 3 ,h.p.. fixed engine, mechanic
Dunlcps
Park Etl.,

B
Peterbo;

£55,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the 02:1
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"IQ20 B.S.A. 4"iliJ)., Model H. Watsonian E34
JL«^ sidecar, delightful tombination. unsoiled; £155.
—29, Monttord Place, Kenninston, S.E.ll. [7125

B.S.A. Combination.—Several in stock, as

w.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hos-
1 Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kens. 7113. [7450

S.A. S'/oh-P.r 5-speed hub gear and clutch, speedo-
meter, wicker sidecar and spares; best offer.

—

son, 61, Avignon Ed., Brockley, S.E.4. [6473

19 B.S.A. 41/jli.ii., MilHord sidecar, rtiain-telt, 3-

19
pital

B
19

B.S.A. 414'Ii.p., 1915. tyre.- new, fnlly equipped and
perfect condition throughout: £65.—G. Bodinston,

Beale Lands, High Halden, Asliford, Kent. [6211

B.S.A. Combination, 1914, S-speed, chain drive, kifl;

stiirt, clutch, 414h.11., beautiful condition: £88.—
57, Kenbnry St., Coklharbour Lane, Oamberwell. [6682

B.S..A., 1911, 3i,'2h:p.. 2-speed, hand controlled clutch.
Boscii mag., Sensprav carburetter, excellent;

order; £50.—HoUoway, Engineer, Hornton. [6757

B.S.A. 3i/{:h.p., 1914, little used, iu excellent condi-
tion, fiednl start, Bosch mag., 2 (^peeds, himiis,

horn, and tools: £55.—Boxer, Swingfield, llovcr. [6201

-Kingto Edwa Parade, Norbury
[7223

"1Q20 B.S.A., chain-cum-helt, not yet uncrated, with
-*-^ or without rijui.'niflcent coach sidecar; highest
otter secures: Flintshire.-Box 580, c/j Ihe Motor Cycli

1 Q20 4i,.'ih.p. B.S.A., Model H
i~if Grindlav S.C.. wind
carrier; best offer over £155
Ciidc.

lug grid

[X973
w, and

-Box 591, c/o Tlic Motor
[X9891

B.S.A. for Sale, 1919, 4i4h.p., combination, chain-
cum-belt, coachbuilt sidecar, very little used;

offers wanted.—Write. L.C., c/o Streets, 30, Cornhill,

E.C.3. . [7501

1 Q'19 B.S.A. Conihination, 4i4h.p., Watford speedo-
-!-? meter. Klaxon, tools, horn, spare belt, valve,

Bood tyres, perfect; £135.—Collev, 374, Brincliffe Edge
Ell., SlieffreW. [6362

B.S.A. Combination. < o?nplete with Lucas hirnp.^ h.

aueedonietcr, wind serpen, all couu)lete. as ir

price £135; free trial, Kedaiteh.-Box 3,445, c/o
Motor Ciicii: . [6470

B.S.A. 3'Ah;p 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill-

ford sidecar,' Capac. -carlairetter, Bosch mag., 2

speeds pedal start; £68.-M«udes', 100. Gt. Portland
St., London. [7342

I Q 15-16 4i,ih.p. T.T. 'B.S.A., hand control, Phihp.«on,
-Itf lamp, horn, pnmp, fast, good condition; £58,
offers; week-end.s.-Eichardsou. St:ifion Ed., West lly-

lleet, Surrey. [6313

B.S.A. 4V4h.p., military models, W.D., renovated,
carefully selected and tuned up, chain-cum-belt

drive: price £78; seen any time.—Watson, 181, Clap-
3am Ed., S.W. [3236

19=
wind
Lvofi Ec

een, etc.

., Harro
done 500 mile as new; £170.-13,

[7310

19
spare
353,

9
C
ch
Kir

B.S.A. Combination,
A.V. electric equipment
Tins, valves, tyre, etc., a

g St., Hammersmith.

3 speed, all

peedometer
ew; £150,

chain,

offers.—
[7602

pjs A.
slia

Coml.ini
t. No

od' Tld."

tioi

1

El

,
4i,,h.p., all-

idecar. ivind
ires.- sriind
-elcv. Birmin

h

1

in, S-speed
er"",*ew

tvres. ndition; £100.-18,
im. rX9803

B

19"
hauled; £105,

B-V^

,li.p. CniiitinotioB. r-hoin drive, coimter-
'' il. mil eqnipnient, delivered Sept.,
.e 140. -Bond. 75. "\\ haiiedale Garden:?,
SniTPv. 9600 Gc-Ti-ard. [6750

I 1915 3'..li.]i. E.S.A., Jnrdine 4-siieed,

i.nl, unused tluough unr, prMt-tic'idly

ijili^'d: £80. or exolninge lifilit\\ei^:lit

,
i, niwiitoi! lid., BoWj London. 16567

unil.ination, 4\41i.p., 3-speed C.S., K.S.,
e, lighting set, C.B. sidecar, Eastint"
)n, good condition, fast, recently over-
J. Boniford, Stoidtonj AA'ore ester.

[X9795
Coachbuilt Combination, 4'/,!i.p., S-spced

ntershaft, W.D.
si dec;

liimps,
elled, I

N. Wale,<.

trial

Pcntouvilie Ed

idecar, head, tail.

stori

'rliiiided
:

[7376

fullyF.OX!.H. have a 1915 B-.S.A., Model I

equipped, excellent order.—Fair Offer Ca;
6, Heath St., Hampslead (nr. .Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [6642

B.S.A., 1916, 4i/..h.p., Till chain drive, coachbuilt
combination, 3 speeds, kick start, clutch model.

Lucas ligliting throughout, new tyres, chains, machine
c^ceiiLionally smart, very good condition: £125: any
.trial alter 7 p.m.—91, Birkliall Ed., Catford. [8760,

C30 All letters relating to ndvertisements slio

Wfl-' 19

DON'T DELAY
ANOTHER DAY
If you want your new
machine by

WHITSUN
place your order with

us now.

SHOW MODELS ON VIEW AT
52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W.

A.J. S. Combination.'
' A. B.C. Solo Mount.

Royal Ruby, spring frame.
G.N, Cycle Car.

New 1920 Machines
in stock.

ROYAL ENF.ELD 8 h.p. Combination.
dynamo lighting.

LEA FRANCIS, 3i h.p., twin, M.A.G
engine, 2-speed, clutch and kick
starter.

CALTHORPE, 21- h. p., 2speed, 2 stl'oke.
CLYNO, 2! h.p., 2speed, 2stroke.
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.p , 2speed, 2 stroke.
EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p., Villiers engine,

2-stroke, 2-speedi clutch and kick
starter.

excelsior; 2.2 h.p., Japengins, 2s,3eed.

Sidecars in stock.

. Used Machines.
ALLON, 1919, <1\ h.D ,- single speed'

acetylene head and tail lamps £55
1917TRIUIVIPH and Sidecar, electric

lighting set. Klaxon £120
AJ.S. 1915 Combination, fitted with

dynamo lighting, just overhauled at
our own works . . £1T(i

We are Sole London and District
Agents for A J.S. and Britisln

Excelsior IVIotor Cycles, also
Watsonian Sidecars, and ara
ContractingAgentsforall leading
makes, such as Triumph, B.S.A.,

Enfield, Matchless, Rudge,
A.B.C., Clyno, Allon, Calthorpe,
Harley-Davidson.
Write us at once for best delivery date,

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.c.l.

52.53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W
Wholesale: 38, ALFRED plage, W.CI;

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.
Phones : Museum 1240 ; Kensington, 7260
Telegrams: " Dynamctro, Westceut, London.

"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

16 Calthorpe 2i4h.p-. 2-speed, -like new;
Harp'er, Craven Arms.

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2i4h.p., 2-speed; iSO, ,

offer.—Boorman, Harbour, Headcorn, Keut.

CAITHOBPE, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-8peed, sood 1

order; £45,—Turner, 141, Beckett Ed., Dm

19^
/o Tht Motor Cycle.

CALTHORPE 1920 .I.A.P .-Enfield, 2-speed
new, just arrived.—Wilkins, Simpson,

Olympia, London,

CALTHORPE-J.A.P, 1920 2aih.p., 2-3peedi
horn, etc.; £68/10; week evenings (

days.—Cornel House, Godstone, Surrey.

"I
Q20 Calthorpe-Jap, new, 2%ih.p.', 2-gpeaXU model; immediate delivery; £68/5

Co., Queen St., Loiith. 'Phone; 64.

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h. p., 2-speed, good'c
J-*y engine just overhauled by makers, tj}

£47._W. J. Randall, Andoyer.

1 013 Caltborpe-Jap, Enfield Z-speed, mile.lBe
i-fJ 1,000, complete with lamps, etc.; £60.-

mond, Normandy, near Guildford.

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.—25/ih.p. J.A.P,,
model, 71 gns.; lady's model, well dresser

|

68 gns.; 2-stroke, 2-speed model, 68 gns.-P. J.

83-91, John Blight St., Bimiingha

1020 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfleld 2-speed, tyrea-

1

Xc/ tured, complete Lu;as lamps, horn; £.63'

leigh, Parkfleld Av., Amersham, Bucks.

ALTHOBPE S'.ih.p. 2-speed, Jones speeSi
c-^

£75.-:

X'L-all saddle and .«mart underslung
sidecar; £35.—Pannett, High St., Lewes.

CALTHORPE 2%h.r., 2-speed, perfect

order, nearly new condition; £45; any
Stevens, 184, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross.

CALTHORPE Jirnior 4-stioke, 1914. stored 3

2-.-peed, free, overhauled last mouth. «
ronrtilion throughout; £30.-Lane, Carlton Villa

CALTHORPE 4'4li.p. 2-speed Counter,*aft

starter, 1914 model, mth luxuriou,? coachboi

car, only l>een slightly used and as i

Jeweller', Trhitliorn.

FOR Sale, Callhorpe-Precision 2;4h.p. :

stroke, overhauled, rebushed, new rings,

etc.; £35, or exchange higher power.— 45,

Pentwynmawr, Newbridge, Mon.

Campion.
CAMPION-VlLLIEES 2-stroke, recently orp

enamel, innning condition good; £35.—)

44, Bath St.. Ilkeston. ';^^

C\MPI< IX-J.A.P. 6h.p. 3-speed OonntorsBat

chain drive, K.S., C.B. sidecar, l-'.BJ.

.speedometer, accessories, etc.; £105.-C.S., Im,

Rd., Bow, E.3.

LATEST 8h.p. Campion-Jap Comlanation, chpii

3-specd Sturmey countershaft, all-bl.ai-k dn

finish, ii'isolntely new condition throughout^ 0)U

600 miles, magnificent combinatii

Else, llimple, Matlock.

CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, late 1919, no

509 milfts, 5h.p. twin, B. and B,, Bosch, St,

Ureter 3-speed, clutch, kick start, extra stronB;-«l

drive, extra heavy Dunlop tyres, long plated e

pipp^ lar?e roomv sidecar, upholstered in dark

C;uueo wind screen, storm apron, large luggagS i;

complete lisljting- installation with large liUCfi-

kunp, tools,^ sii;ire~, etc., a most handsome and '

touring comliination, guaranteed speed with po,

60 m.p.h., absolutely as new; price £180;. set

time; 'phone 36 after 6 p.m.—A. G. Rose, Hli

Gainsborough.

Ccdos,

(ptEDOS.-The finest 2-stroke ever produced; In

gentlemen's; order now tor spring delwe
' ~ Lancashire's leading motor iBlake

dealei Liverpool and Manchester.

02 otter to £15.-navid Pollock, riaii

Chater-Lea.

1 Q20 Chater-Lea 2i:,h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, ip

Lif —Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New 81

mingham.

CHATER-LEA Enquiri« Invited by J-

Co., leading motor cycle experts. LlTOl

Manchester.

CHATER-LEA 8-lOh.p. C.B. Combinntion, _

repainted, lamps, etc.,. beautiful order; eSI

St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlako.

CHATEE-LEA 2-stroke, 2-speed, fully eauii

mileage, exceptional mechanical condltil

pearnnce ; £60 ; after 6, or weekend.—3,
"

CricklewoMl.

lid quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

.^mikm
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lOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SAI-U.

Doiiglan

ll..iiKlii» 2'jli.li.. £50; Ills" 191''. -tSO;

oiiml inmlitioii: i.nj- tiiiil.-76. lli-ionmiti

Id I'Mil;.

lil.AS 41i.r. 3-8pee(l Swiiii CiinilMiiiit

Uriii>il>

HI.AS ;

ilv

ii.l.. Puil.^y.

f95.-Wiir.

I.otll

Ii.l..

17363

spKn-
M.innii

Gra\*usond

llOTisliiaOB, 2''.',ll.l.,

unbn
[7050

ilson

iV.3.

TI,A,S

2-s:ioi'.l. ovi'iliMiiloil, roiio-

. . plcDllicl cuiliiitjtui; 62b".'<.
I C1.1.. Wiiu-lH'sti'i. [7429

-Several in .=toek, from £63.-CliHon1
MIe Co., 70, Uoyal Hospital Rd.. Chel-
Kens. 7113. (7452

1915 2\li.p., ovorhnnlod. pliited, onnmell.-il

URers lolours), engine perfect; £60; seen 6-7.—
?en's Mfws, Bayswater. [7290

4h.p. Douglas Combination, speedometer,
lirror. etc., perfect condition; £135. — Box
;/o The Motor Cycle. [7529

Doujrliis Coiubinatiou. 1917. laiup^, horn, and
nfc, in tirst-clnss eouditinu ; any trial; £98,—H.,
Ivera Kd., Diilston, K.B. [6962

GLAS 2-'';ili.r., 2-si..Pt>d. £55: 2"Uli.p., 2-6pe6d,
lups iind horn. £59/10.—Hidifas Motor Ex-
Uiliim St. South, Halitax. [6651

jLAS 4h.p. Combination, kick start, clntch,
loroughly overhauled; £100. — Goodall, 100,
Ed.. N.W.I. 6306 Museum. [6816

2^4h.p. lloimlas. 1919 pi,^tons, cylinders, splen-
lid eouiition, all on; £60, or nenrest.-Adiiins.
ae, Wey Bridge, Weybridge, (7143

3IAS, 2''ih.p., 1911, 2-speed, lamps, tools, in
>od running order, easy starter; £36, or offer.
'ictoria Drive, Eastbourne. [X9921

erhauled, new
s ; 59 gns., no

[7335

Douglas 2^1i.p., thoroughly
amps, tyres, carburetter, and gi

72, Cowgote, I'eterborough.

GLAS 2^h.p., 2-speed, uncrated, 1919, makers
I0UI.3, very fast and fine machine; 62 gns.—
, 216, Porlobello Rd., W.IO. [6138
OLASES. 2Mh.p.,- 1916 and later, enamelled
A plated, in perfect order; from £59.—Owen,
olelteU Ed., Upper Holloway. (X9854
GLAS 2''4h.p., single speed, mechanically per-
ct. tyres_^ belt, everything excellent, ride away;
'alace, Buckley, Flintshii (7041

D(i Specialist, Gloucester, gives pers
nil orders. All spares at makers' in

'Phone: 862. [6340.

tSnti

Ko profiteering.

I. 2-speed Douglas, igTs-lS, new buffer head,
rebnilt. as new; £58.-1. Melrose Rd., Morton
i.W. 'Phone: 1012 Wimbledon. [5645

GI*AS 2"ih.p., 2-speed, uncrated December, 1919,
solutelv perfect, exceptionally smart; 62 gns.—
Uingfoid Av., iXorth Kensington. [7174

3LAS 4h.p. Combination, sporting outfit, skifl
decar, 3-siieed, copper exhaust. Klaxon, fast;
8, Glengarry Rd., E. Dulwich. [6968

I. Douglas. 1916, makers' colours, splendid con-
iition, fully equipped; £65, or near offer.-Write,
,.65, Kiugshall Hd., Beckenham. [6660

GLA,S. 2^jh.p., 2-speed, uncrated, July, 1919,
:rfect and unscratched: bargain, £65"; lamps,
irealham Place, Brixton Hill. S.W.2. [6993

GLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination. fuUv equipped,
tceUeut condition: £135, or near offer': seen by
ment.-E. T., 316, Thorold Rd., Dford. [654k

Combination, accessories,
ne\v condition ; 127 gns.
Stepne.y, E.l, [6257

3LAS Combination. 4h.p. (not W.D.I, in splen-
condition, and fully equipped, private

Lane, Tooting. [6995

1919 4h.p Douglas
Sad, insurance, all i

:) Jraett, 11, Ernest St

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Uouglau.

D,OI'(ir,.\S 1916 W.l).. re-enamelled, buHei forkt,
relmilt. with nearly new 1914 engine, Bowh uiirg.,

60Bnii.-22, Cumpbell 11(1., Bedfold.
[7368

l«o-

B^

Ah.v. Douglas. T.T., 1917, J-speed, discs, I'Ml.S. eleo* trie liKhtinK set, sporty machine, not W.D.; £85
accept 2-Sh.p. and caeh.-Buckle, Victoria St.. Dun

m table. |649(

SPECIAL-

CLEARANCE LINES
COVERS.

W'e have purchasjd a quantity ot Covers, and
oiler them at exccption-rlly low prices. "These
Tyres are brand new Goverriment stored, but are
sold as clearance Imcs at a price below that of
the makers' lift. All goods sent on 7 days'
approval against remittance. CaiTiage paid.

List
Siz. Make.

ationAvon Corabii
Palmer Cord
Dunlop Heavy Non-skid . .

.

Duiilop Combination Steel
and Rubber Studded .

.

Dunlop Combination
Dunlop Extra Heavy N.-skid
Wood-Milne Extra Strong

Rubber Non-skid
Beldam
Dunlop Extra Heavy N.-skid
Dunlop Heavy Nou-skid

American
Bates No. 3 Rubber N.-skid
Bates No. 2 Plain Heavy . .

.

Wood-Milne Extra Stron.g .

.

Kempshall Anti-ski.i

Dunlop Heavy* Studded . . .

.

Palnier Cord Ribbed English
Ribs

Price. Price.

47/2 70/-
39/- 52/-
44/5 59/3

53;10 71 /Q

51/11 6<,/3

51/11 68/6

44;-
40 /J

58.4

52/6
50 /S

50/3
42/9

66/-
60/3
47/6

78/9
91/6
91/6
77/3
78/-

£120.- Recto

»\
3LAS. late 1919, 2S4h,p., 2-speed, in perfect

J
ndition, absolutely as new; £85, or near offer;

W ers.—S. Morley, Electra Palace, Swindon. (7060

iLAS, 2"ih.p.. 1916, perfect condition com-
etc acetylene lamps. Klaxon horn; 60 gns

—

[ij Imperial Works, Morden Kd., Mitcham. [6824

1916 2%;h.p. Douglas Coachbuilt Comliination,
;peed, lamps, etc., splendid turnout- trial given-
ai-mg solo.-Write 54, Cardiugton St., N.W.l'.

JLAS 1913-1914, as new. renovated throughout
makers at cost £44; lamps, horn, etc £64-

only.-Dr. Graves, 35, Weymouth St., W.l. '

!LAS, 254h.p., buffer fork models, little used
res and belt, 500 miles, engine perfect; £62:
1 only.—Kenilworth, Burston Rd., Putney.

i Douglas, 2=ih.p., long copper exhaust, ^amps^
wn, etc.. exceUent condition; £65, or near

H t. lyes. Burwood Park Rd., Walton-on-Thames
[7267

Our
Siz Make. Price.

24; J Avon Rubber Studded 22/6
2 Avon Rubber Studded 25/-

Elite Rubber Studded Heavy 30/-
Avon RubberStud. Ex. Heavy 49/-

26 > =+ Skew Extra Heavy 45/-
Skew Extra Heavy 40,/-

Elite Rubber Studded 30/-
Avon Heavy Rubber Studded 37/6
Hutchinson T.T 39/6
Hutchinson Passenger 48/-

26X: X2f Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Stud. 42/9
Hutckiuson Passenger 50/-

''6X 2 X2 + Elite Ex. Heavy Rubber Stud. 55/-
Hutchinson T.T. Rubber Stud. 45/-

26x2 X 2-S Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Stud. . 45/-
Hutchinsoii Passenger 55/-

26x3 y-h. Avon Tncar 60/-
Special Line of Government

Covers in almost new condi-
tion—

28X3- Dunlop Ex. Heavy Rub. Stud. 27/6
Elite Rubber Studded 32/6
Avon Three-ribbed 72/6

z} Goodyear Rubber Studded .

.

42/-
'e^io; 6=i Wood-llilne Kevgrip Ex. Hy. 58-
700 X 80 Skew Heavy Non.sldd 85/-

Hutchinson Tbree-ribbed . . . . 70/-

m

D

D^

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road.
Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 6553.

I649S

1.-1914 2.v,li.p. Douglas, recently overhauled,
new crankshaft, excellent condition, ride 20
lo purchaser. — Beaulicu, Avenue Rd., 8t,

11-. [7241

, ..ircLAS 1920 6h.p. Combination, P.R.8. electricU set. Klaxon horn, Kifsting wind screen, indis-

tinguishable from new—Parker's, Bradshawgato, Bol-
"". - (X9784
lOUGLAS 2':jh.p., uncrated 1919, Stove enamelling,

liluting, tyres, and everything iuch»tinBUi<i'iiiil.t

n new; £63.-30, Crystal Palace, Park Rd., Sydcn-
a. [7336

lOrjGLAS, 1914-lS,. good running order, just over-

hauled, appearance [;ood: price £55.—Apply, in

writing, to Oakley. 23, Neyill Rd., Bottingdean,
SU3ie.v7 16767

1Q16 Douglas 25ih.p., makers' colours, buffer forks.

-i-t/ new tyres, splendid condition, mnchanically

perfect ; a real bargain, £59.-59, Aytoun Rd.. Brix-

ton. S.W. .
(6882

1Q19 2yh.p. Douglas. 2-speed. lamps, horn, pillion

-LJ? seat, insurance, little used, appearance as new;

85 gns.—Low, Bennachie, Southborough Rd., Surbiton,
Surrey. [7032

lOUGLAS 2'!4h.p., new, 72 gns.; also second-hand

1915 model. £55.-Garage. 5, Eglon Mews,
Berkley Rd., Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tubel.

N.W.l. ('292

DOITGLAS, W.D.. only ridden 500 miles, lamp;,

horn, pump, and all accessories, very good con-

dition; 80 gns.-Apply, Chauffeur, 27, The Avenue.
Beckenham. (6842

1 020 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with

LU Lucas lamps, horn. Easting wind screen, spare

belt. rK!rfeet: f 155. -Taylor. 3, Parkwood EiL, T.oiig-

wood, Huddeivifield. '^^"^

DOUGLAS 1915 2-speed 2?ih.p., in splendid condi-

tion throughout, £62; also another fitted with

clutch and kick-starter. £55.-Egbert Spearman

Bishop's Stortford. .
["1°3

OlIGLASES 23.,h.p always in stock at eompetifive

puces, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satur-

3—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk

m Tube Station). 1°' = '

rADCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.—
25'.h.p. Douglas J\f.C., war models. 2-speeti gear,

sciiii-TI/ bars, £65 and £75 each; also second-hand

2":4h.p.' Douglas, £59/10. (6855

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., military models, W.D., reno-

vated carefully selected and tuned up, always

choice of several; price £60; seen any time.-Watson. ^

181. Clapham Rd., S.W. (3235

1 16 2">ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, T.T. bars, lainps.

ly Klaxon, knee grips, long exhaust, etc., perfect

condition, fast and powerful; £60.-McCalman, 19.

Earlsdon Ay., Coventry. (2i.9675

1 16 2"rih.p. Douglas. 2speed, T.B. mag.. Amac
ly carburetter, Dunlops, and footboards, machine

in splendid running order; what offers ?—45. Temple

Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. 16831
^

1 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, stored since Novein-

i-U ber recently overhauled by makers, not ,ndden

since thoroughly recommended: £135.-Redston, 19,

St. Nicholas St., Coventry. (X9S49

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-.lh.p.; W.D. model, buffers,

lamps, horn, and variable jet, just overhauled,

fast machine, only done 4.000 miles; £70, no oHers^

-Carter, 71, High St., Chatiiam.. (5799

DOUGLAS 2y4h.p., W.D., uncrated February, excel-

lent condition, lamjis. horn knee grips, copper

exhaust pipe discs unfitted: £75.—Ridley, Danura

House, Conna'ught Rd., Gainsborough. [6715

1 t\l8 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, S-speed, K.S..

X\J everTthin= like new. mechanically perfect, disc

wheels, fully enuipped. siKires; aoy trial: genuine bar

gam, £110.-178, Gipsy Rd., West Norwood. S.E.

1fkl9 4h P Douglas Combination, Watford speedo-

LtJ meter electric lighting. Klaxon horn, perfect

condition as new, flbS another 1920 4h.r. comhma-

tion £159—Rbosha Motor Co., Mawneys Rd., Rom-
ford;

[5804

IT Apuears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds Place voiu order at once if you want de-

livery -Eh Clark Douglas Agent. 196. Cheltenham Rd.,

Bristol.
^°°^^

DOUGLAS 25ih.p. Colonial Model, 3-speed, knee-

grips. Klaxon, leg-6hields, long exhaust, go«i tyres,

very fast and sporting, being overhauled ready l^ut-

night- £65. --Sprite Cheesm.an, Jun.. 147. Cioxted Ert-,

Dulwich.
[^^^"^

1 me Dcuglas 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

ly clutX kick start, 3-speed, fully equipped

makers' colours, mechanically perfect and condition

as new; genuine bargain, £110—59, Ayt<,nn Rd-
Brixton S.W. '-^^^'

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and tlio date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OHli.p. Uouphis, 1916, 2-speed, in excellent condition,
'^4 giiarnnteed inechanieaily perieet, and specially

'tnned up; £63.—Seen any time before 8 p.m. at Lang-
fonl's, 37, Ciicklewood Broadway, Isr.W.2. Tel.: Hamp-
etead 8616. [7119

"j (|20 [Harcli) Douglas Combination, aluminium di&csJ-^ aud les-shields, P.H. and Lucas lamps, Cowey
tiip speedometer, tools, complete; view T\eek-ends: £175
cash; another machine arriving.—Hill, 67, South St.,

Reading. [7366

DOUGLAS (1919 October) 4h.p. Combination,
splendid condition, fully equipped, lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc. ; accept £155 quick sale ; owner
changing to car.—H., 27, Woodberry Crescent, Mus-
well Hill. ^ [7587

"I Q 19 Late Douglas 4h.p. Combination, condition
-I-*-' as new, any trial or expert examination, very
little and carefully used; price £150, or late model
2%h.p. Douglas taken in part payment.—Sear, 73,
Soutbfield Rd., Oxford. [6626

DOUGLAS SVsh.p., 2-speed, leg guards, lamps,
speedometer, spare chain, belt, tube, valve, etc.,

new Brooks saddle, in excellent condition inside and
out, very carefully used, fine comfortable machine

;

£75.-1, New St., Warwick. [7444

DOUGLAS 4b.p. 1918 Combination, C.B. sidecar,
saxe .blue, fully equipped, mechanically perfect,

also Douglas 2^h.p., 1916, fully equipped, uncrated
recently; what offers ?—6a, Wellington Mews, Ledbury
Rd., Bayswater, W. [7033

DOUGLAS 2^A'h.p., 1913, clutch, 2-speed, just been
completely overhauled, new engine parts and fit-

uieuts, splendid condition; owner forced to sell; reason-
able offer ; seen by appointment.—Sugden, 51, Broom-
field Rd.. Heaton Moor, Stockport. [6963

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, condition practically equal to new, guaran-

teed mechanically perfect, lamps, born; £115.—Seen anv
time before 8 p.m. "at Langford's. 37, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. Tel.: Hampstead 8616. [7118

DOUGLAS and Watsonian Sidecar Combination, SVi
h.p., speedometer, lamps, born, etc., new back

tyre, engine completely overhauled, splendid condition
throughout; can be seen by appointment: 100 gns.;
owner buying car.—Stapyltou, AVonningworth, Newton
Heath, Manchester. [6497

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 1913-14, 2-epeed, Bosch mag., speed-
f^ 4 ometer, lamps. Klaxon, footboards, knee grips,
Pedley giip^, new belt, spare chain, plug, valve, etc.,

pump and accessories, recently overhauled and en-
amelled, very fast; 55 gns., no offers.—Shepherd, May-
field, Eaetwood Rd., South Woodford. [6215

i^Sh.p. Douglases, frames stove enamelled, transfers,
^4 new handle-bars, mudguards, tyres, saddles,
tanks, and toolbags. We are in a position to supply
immediately; prices from £65. Also we can supply
any Douglas spares, including one or two frames.

—

Apply to R.L., Motor Works, 36, Frogmore St.,

Bristol. [0166

"j Q20 (March) Douglas 4h. p. Combination, electric ligbt-
-*-*^ ing (R.F.S.), extra large accumulator, Cowey speedo-
meter, Cowey horn, mirror, Easting, patent adjustable
jet, this machine ia in lovely condition, not a scatch on
it; trial Tun given any time; best offer over £185;
reason for sale having light car.—Thorbuin,, St. John's
Poultry Farm. Abingdon, Berks. [X9884

-|Q20 4b.p. Douglas, B/20 Model, just delivered,
jLiJ Cowey trip speedometer and mechanical horn,
rear lamp, Clayrite mirror, waterproof handle-bar
muffs, 2 spare Lodge plugs, 1 spare exhaust valve,
new spare tube (26x2^), Virlco repair outfit, owner
forbidden to ride, cost £150/4/1; what offers ?—Box
3,485, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7520

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1917 engine, frame,
wheels everything else new 1920, 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, all perfect condition, speedometer, aluminium
discs, 8-volt electric special accumulator box, Easting
wind screen, Klaxon, sidecar specially built, sporty,
low, most comfortable on read, yellow and black;
£145: first cbeque secures.—Taylor, 8, Market St..

Gainsboro'. [6471

DOUGLAS.—If you want a Dug get a Dug, not a
Slough dugout. We have several lovely little

machines that have beer completely rebuilt, all worn
l)art3 renewed, and are absolutely bursting with pep.
Climb anything and go anywhere. All finished in
standard makers' colours, no W.D. finish, but all usual
parts plated and fitted witli toolbags and pump all
ready for the roid; and the prices are right.-Write
to Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage,
Ray St., Farringdon Rd., E.G. [6985

Ouznio
D,UZMO 3V-b.r. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Orders in

strict rotation. IJeliveiics commence July.—
All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to I/each and
Seed, 16, John Dalton St., Mauehefiter. 16272

3 models.—Lists free
J.

i>illi.r- 191S Edmund-Jap, spring frame, 2-speed,
•^4 iliitrli, Eiirtol'l ru-sli diivp. new chains, tube, per-
\<;\ roii.liti.iii, Luuas hniips; £55.-Walker, Abbey Cot-
Ui:<-, Malvtiru. [S9801

Machines quoted below are for im-

mediate delivery. Our stock ha; run

rather low after Easter, but we are

continually having machines coming

in every day. So don't waste time,

give us a call, and we are sure you

will be satisfied.

Combinations.
1920 A.J.S. Combination, spare wbeel, a<

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, magdyno
lighting, new.

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, standard
model, electric lamps, speedometer.

iq20 HENDERSON Combination, fitted with
Henderson Elite Sidecar, dynamo light-

ing;, brand new.

1920 B.S.A. Combinations, 2 in stock, all-

chain drive, also chain-cum-belt model.
Both new.

1920 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, Sun-
beam de luxe Sidecar, brand new.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, magdyno
lighting, hood, windscreeUj very small
mileage.

1919 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, hood,
screen, speedometer, indistinguishable
irom new.

Solo Machines.
1920 N.U.T., magdyno lighting, in stock.

1920 LO.M. RUDGE-MULTI,

First-class Combinations wanted lor spot
cash. High prices paid for good macbines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Phone No. : Museum 3419,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Edmund.

IftlS Edmund, spring frame, 41l.p. M.A.6.J-f Enfleld gear, handle start, fitted with light
built sidecar, all accessories ; 85 gos.—Matthen
Little Ealing Lane, Ealing.

Elswick.
1 Q15 Elswick-Precision 2i/,h.p., good conditioB
-•-«' or otters.—Eex, "Uley, Gloucestershire.;.

"PLSWICK 234h.p., 2-stroke (beliefed 19161,2
J-' condition, long copper exhaust, spare bem
horn; hest offer over £32; stored during waF
Ivydene, Alexandra Rd., Heston, Hounslow.

Enfield.

NEW Royal Enfield 2-stroke; list price.-
Potters Bar. 'Phone : 40.

2i
ROYAL ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, 2l41t

arrived.—Dominy and Co., Winchester.

TfNEIELD 19J0 2-stroke, brand new, jtjst &
"*-^ Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, LoSi

NEW 1920 Enfield 6h.p. Combination,
lightine; offers.—fi9.fi l.pa. TtriH^p fttl 1

19'

W
E.ll.

19^

ENFIELD 3h.p„ 1916, accessories; £70;
late B.S.A., Triumph. — 139, Wallwoo

Leytonstone.

ENFIELD 2%h.p., I'-stroke, Jnst overhanleii/

.

condition, new lamps, good tyres; £58, 0:

—Tippen, Harden, Kent,

1 Q20 Enfield gh.p. Combination, ma
JLO and screen, not done 50 miles ; £
49, Sidwell St., Exeter.

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916, flrst-eli

dition, lamps, luggage grid; £150; ait«
Sutton Ed.. Muswell Hill.

WAUOHOPB'S, 9, Shoe Lano, Loudon,.,
6h.p. Eoyal Enfleld and sidecar, 1914,

also 1913 combination, £105.

ENFIELD 6h.p., special sidecar, electric lightjn
screen, spares; £165: evenings.— 10, ArOHft

Squire's Lane, East Fiuchley.

"POYAL ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, pttfc
-t-l' gns. ; any examination, evenings
Kemp, Haddenham, Bucks.

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., excellent Col

all accessories; £125, or best offer.—Writ
Church St., Lower Edmonton, N.9.

ENFIELD 2=,4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauleq,
etc.; £45.—Cooper, Hampton Court Rd.,

ton Court. 'Phone : Kingston 680.

NEW 1920 Eoyal Enfield Combination. 6I1-

ceptional engine; £185.—Seen at Costias

237, London Ed., Westclifi'e-on-Sea.
"

GENTLEMAN has 1916 Sh.p. Enfield oomb:
complete, perfect; 78 gns.—Allen Sfat

Chislehurst, Kent [near Station). :,'*

ENFIELD (Dec, 1919) 2l4h.p., 2-stroke, I
900 miles, electric lamns, toole, -etc^

Craven Park Ed., Harlesden. N.W.IO. i

ENFIELD 25ih.p. Twin, 2-speed, F.E.._|(
chanical horn, etc., good running 01^

Davis, Lavcndon, near Olney, Bucks. ^
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p.. 1916, Lnca

screen, apron, enamel and plating as n^
36, St. Thomas Ed., Hackney. London. *

ENFIELD 1920 6h.p. Carrier CombinatiM|
£185.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, S

pital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kens. 7113.

1 014 6h.p. Enfield, with new C.B. sidsmr
JLU hauled, new tyres; £135.—The NibBI
Motor Exchange, Wrexham. 'Phone: 285i_

3 3 h.p. Enfield, low, E.I.O., B. and B.. ;

4 ride away: first cheque for £39/10 8&

Mendham, Terrington St., Clement, Norfollc.

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, Dec, 1919, Lii
''

namo lighting. Klaxon horn: any trial;

condition; £206,—'Phone: London Wall 8186. -

ENFIELDS.—Place your name on our list (™"

delay, rotational delivery strictly adhererii "
premiums.-Bedford Garage, Walsall. 'Phone :['"

D26 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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t d

anotltvr Rood
uinit ir

fully cqiiipiu
turnuut tested beloi
will, 12. Bridge St., Chester.

. : 94.1. [4610

\N 7 :ili
I' . 2 -jteed clutch model, just over-

it.' I II . ' I .'f ^50. complete with lovely coach-
lili i.i '

1 . I.'i>, hood and screen, new P. and
ill', r . il.iiiH tir. pump. Klaxon, spare tube,
-l.iii. i.ilii,; C120.—86. St. George's Ud., Peck-
<.i:.ir., [6696

9 'uew ll?i.euiber) Powerplns Indian Comhiniition,
elertiicidly eiiuipped, including .sidecar, mileage
1.000. nearly now Goodyear tyre on hack, spiirc
cnnu'ietc tools and accessories, splendid luaninK

Chatham district.—Box 3,447.
fomr Cinh. [6586

7-9h.p. Indi'in Poweri>liis Com'
rleti'. cl.Htrie hk-ht. iilmiiiMiuiii ili

800. ii.Tf.Tt ci.ndition. Iirtti'i t

iniuiciliiitviv li.'l'ore advinir.i ni

for ciir; Hr.«t £215 scnur.s: piiv
. CliiMUnrd llilLs. Cuiniluni. Mutl

lAX.-Wiiniiai;. Tin; Hciidi.e MiiinilM.tniinK Co.
rn intending; purchasers of Indians not to pay
ive prices to speculators. .\ list of Indian

upply promptly at list prices, plus

1X9785

who
lOrtatic

e, J66-36S, Eusto Rd.,

Invlcta
6 Invicta 2-stroke, lamp, horn, low mileage:
£42.-Bhosha Motor Co.. Mawnevs Rd., Rom-

[5802

[CT.\ T.ii-litwcii;lit. fitted with the famous 'Filliers

';b.p 2-^tMkr cn^'iiic, a tliorout^bly reliuMe mount:
itfli, or e;i-v iiaviiient- 4% e.\tra. Manv other
aes in stml;: l:iti>t hits and particulars of Har-
pysteni of e:isy payments sent on application.—
i'« Motor t^honroom. 116-118. Brompton Ed.
ite Main Building!, London, S.W.I. [64Ui

Ivy

. Walsall, can supplv at
[7218

7 Ivy 2-stroke. 2-speed, as new, £60.—Eevre and
Williams. Hitchin. 'Phone : 165. [5490

2-8trokc. Alhion 2.?peed. open Irame. suit ladv

:

.'45,-11., 6. Royal Terrace, Southpoit. [X979E

2-specd 2-stroke. Orders booked for early de-

very.-Rolhwell and Milbouvne, Cowleigh Garage,
rn. (6186
1914 2':.,h.p. 2-stroke. perfect order, just thor-

aghly overhauled, lamp, generator, horn; £39.—
.-, Market Raseu. Lincolnshire. [6756

Ivy.-One of these beautiful little 2-strokes
available for immediate delivery.—Frank Whit-
Ltd.. 139. New St., Birmingham. [X9816

EDUTE Delivery of all Ivv models, the acknow-
dged fincit lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.
and Co.. London and District Agents, 91. Gt.
nd St.. W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

Ixion.
-N Sidecarette. late 1919. as new. pertect-
onghout; £75. or nearest.—137, Magdalen Rd..
A. [5212

.lames.

; Walsall Garage, Walsall, for good deliveries of
all James models. [7220

took. 1920 James 2-stroke, 2-speed. 2>.ih.p. : £70.
James Garages, Church Stietton. [6665

ES Comhinatiou, new, readv to drive awjiy,—
lllffords' Garage, Sidcup. 'i'hone : 4. [6670

ES.—Blackburn and Sons. Station Garage. Spald-
ig. for any James model; rotation delivery.

[4960
LS 4Uh.p. De Luxe Combination, 1916; bar-
ain. £110.—Bacon, St. Peter's. Canterbury.

[6700
5-6h.p. James. P. and H.. lamps.' not done 50

mites; offers over £140.—J. Spencer. Chtirch Rd.,
afford, Kvrneaton. (X9877
p. Twin James, 3-speed. all chain, kick start:
£68; immediate delivery.—Maudes' Motor Mart.

'
' [6966"aris St., Exeter.

ES 1916 4'ai.p. Canoelet Combination, 3-speed,
^.h.. lamp, Kla-xon; anv trial; £90.—C.S.. 14,
1 Rd.. Bow, E.3. [7305
ES Combination, 1920. brand new, delivery fi-om
;ock: list price. — Brixton Motor Works. Ltd..
Inxton Rd.. S.W. [X989S

in slock th:a ,v.,iil,l m.rl uiUi Mnii iiii.r, .^ .,1.

igjo ENFIELD ,sh.p. CoinbiiMtion. l.uc:.s

Magdyiio lighting.. luggage carrier, etc....

nm under ^o miles, absolutely uu-
'"

scratched, and iiidistiiiguishablc from
new ill cvcrv respect £225

191 1 ENFIELD I Up. Combination, lamps,
hnni, spciil.iiiii-lcr. excepliotially fine
cDiuiitiou, li:i\iii;; been stored .1 years.
l<«'lvS likr I.,.:n £132 10

1910 ROVER, il h.p.. and Swan sporting
Sidir.ir, .ili....liiuiy unscratched, and
indistiii-iiisli.ililr ironi new in every
respect, Lucas .auijjs, horn, speedo-
meter : one of the smartest outfits on
the road £155

1019 ROVER 3.1 h.p. tombiuatioii. lamps,
horn, very fine condition £145

i9tf> ROVER 3.1 h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, speedometer, just been over-
hauled, exceptionally fine \;.lue £105

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination,
all lamps and horn, jQst been thoroughly
overhauled £155

1919 NEW HUDSON 3.; h.p. Combination,
lamps and horn, \erv small mileage,
practically new £140

r9;o NEW HUDSON, 5-O h.p.. twi[i, 3-sp.,
leg shields, etc.. Brand New £140

O.H.V. MATCHLESS, 90X77J. variable
gear, special Brooklauds model, igLt,
long exhausts £90

O.H.V. N.U.T., late 1914, 3.1 h.p., twin,
long plated nickel exhaust pipes, ex-
cellent condition £85

1919 DOUGLAS I h.p. Combination, ex-
ceptionally line condition 'throughout
(not W.O.) £140

I9r6 DOUGLASES, 23 h,p., thoroughly
overhauled ; onlv 3 left ; hc-rt value
ever offered ' £65

1913 (latel DOUGLAS, 2:; h.p.. 2-speed,
exceptionally fine condition through-
out, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer. . £55

I9r6 SUNBEAM, 3.I h.p.. 3-speed, just been
thoroughly o\'erhauled, re-enamelled,
and plated absolutely indistinguishable
from new, and fitted with brnnd new-
Sidecar to match £185

IQ14 BROUGH, 6 h.p., twin, T.T. model,
very fast £57 10

191G INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powerplus and Swan
sporting Sidecar, electric lighting, horn,
disc wheels all round, long exhaust
pipe, very fine conditiou £155

1916 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powerplu; Com-
bination, lamps, horn, speedometer,
good condition throughout £130

r920 RUDGE, 3J h.p., and sporting coach-
built Sidecar, unscratched. run under
20 miles £140

1920 RUDGE, I.O.M.. and Canoilct sport-
ing Sidecar, lamps, honi, speedometer,
unscratched £153

t9l9 RUDGE 5-0 h.p. Combination, lamps,
horn, hood, windscreen, run 100 miles
onlv £145

1919 RUDGE, I.O.M., 35 h.p. and sport-
ing coachbuilt Phanix Sidecar, disc

wheels, long exhaust ; vcrv sporty
outfit £140

TRIUMPHS. A lew specialy selected

countershalted models 191S, for im
mediate deli\'ery all been thoroughly
overhauled, and are in splendid con-
dition throughout £90

KINGSBURY SCOOTER (i). shop-soiled,

for immediate delivery, at £7 under list £35
New Machines in stock or Immediate Delivery
at List Price : ALLON, CALTHORPE (all models),

CLVNO, COVENTRY EAGLE (all models). COUL-
SON (all modes) H.B ' P.V. VERUS, NEW
HUDSON.
Cash. Exchange. Extended I'aymjnts.

Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,
9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,

WEST CROYDON.
'Phone

:

'Grams :

Croydoa. 2450. "Track, Croydon."

B'

Advertisements, xv.

motor cyclks i or salii.

Junies,
RANII New .lull,,., 5.6h.p. Cnnil.inatlnii do Lu.w,
MaKdyno huhtini! wt, jiut doliveied; oBcr«.—38,

'Ihoiiiin ltd., lOrdniKton. [7177
1020 .Imnes CorMliijiallon, A'/ih.li- ; li«t price; in

,!
stock, -Ellin and (... 364, Lillio Ud., FulljlHU.

.S.W. 'Plume: llainniiTBunth 1663. [6311

1Q17.18 .fliincB 4'Jh.p. Combination, Bjicedomctcr,Ltf lamps, etc. - llrever. Ilazulcrolt, Tho Croyo.
Kimlilcvv. N.3. I'lione: Finchley 1331. [7006

me, London, E,C.4.-
iipi coiuhinatio.i, 1916, iOS/lO: aUo

I'iM.p. ,yauirs enmWniition, 1915, £95. (6867

1Q14 ,lamc8 Combination, 4iih.p., fully equipped,L^ Kiilendid condition, 3-8iiced, connterKhaft ; £100.
-374. (;rovo Orcen Rd., Leytonstonc, E.ll. [7434

-I qi4 .la
i-i> shaft, all

etc.; i;80.-Iiox 593. c/u II,,: Molar Ci/clc' (X9868

1Q18 4'.(h.p. .Tames Combination, 3-6pe8d counter-
-t-t^ (Jliatt combination enclosed chain cush drive, vor5
smnit onlHt: £115.-72, LonBiidge ltd.. Earl's Court.

15964
JAMIi.S Combination, 1916-17. 4yih.p., electrically

equipped, Watford speedometer, excellent con-
dition, ride away; £110.-25 and 27, Tho Borroughs,
Hendon. [6613

19'
siiccdc.meter £'70,—Write, Newbery, 49, Harvist lid..

N.\V.6. [6735

F'OB flale, 1914 4i4h.p. James, 3-Bpeed countershaft,
lamps, horn, etc., good tyres, in splendid luu-

ning order; £65, or nearest offer.—A. J. Ulasgow. 44,

Broad St., Chesham. [6450

1 Q19 4Vih.p. James Combination, in perfect condi-
Xt/ tion, lamps, horn, spare cover, screen, apron,
and back carrier; £135.—Reyre and Williams,
Hitchin. 'Phone: 165. [6487

JAMES, 1919 (Junel 4i:ih.p., 3-speed countersnft, kick
stait lamps, with new coachbuilt sidecar, sprin;;

hack and seat, little used: £130.-Sayle, I'ost Oiflce,

rt hittlesea Peterborough, [6733

1 O20 5-6h.p. James Combination, James de Luxe side-

-1-^ car. Easting wind screen, Lucas dynonio lighting,

electric horn, lesshields, mileage 500, lovely outfit;

£180.-102, Westwood Ed., Earlsdon, Coventry. [X9845

1Q15 4iih.p. James Coachbuilt Combination,. 3-speed,
-LC countershaft, 3 lamp sets, hood, wind screen, etc.,

excellent running order; £88, or lightweight part ez-

change.—436, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E.^
[7301

JAMES Big Single Combination, 4Uh.p., 1916-17,

perfect running order, engine recently over-

hauled. Cowey speedometer. 2 spare Dunlops, 1 new,

complete equipment; £110.—GrilBths, Kingswood,
Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey. [6479

T O20 5-6h.p. Twin James Model de Luie Combina-
-1-1/ tion, accessories, including Cowey speedometer,
large head lamp. Klaxon mechanical horn, only done
1,800 miles: trial by appointment: perfect condition:

£185—Townseud. Barton Mill H9hse, Cirencester. Glos.

[6594
J.A.P.

J .A. P.. 2^ih.p., all accessories, ride away; bargain

£36. nearest offer; after 6 p.m.—126, Ivy Rd..

Cricklewood. „ [6825

J.A.P. 6h.p. Sporting Model, fitted with all acces-

sories, aluminium discs, Enots and pump, new
Binks engine overhauled and in excellent condition

:

£65; 'seen any time.—Solomon, St. Ann's Ed., Faver-

sham. [6966
J.E.S.

J.E.S. : what off.

[7362

TWO J.E.S. Machines, complete; £20 and £27.—
Chandler, Shepherdswell, Kent. [7249

J.E.S.. complete, 1 new tyre, in good running order;

£23.—Lancaster, 66, Devizes Ed., Swindon. [7231

Co., Liverpool and Manchester. 16579

.I.H.

JH Villiers 1919, 2^;4h.p.. lamps, tools, horn, ex-

cellent condition; any trial; £46.-29, ^'elson Ed.,

Chelmsford, Essex. [6960

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.-
7-9h.p. J.H. Combination, 1915, countershaft,

Sturmey-.^rcher gear, all-chain drive; £125. [6361

Juno.

JUMO-VILLIERS Ll-b.p., splendid condition, lamps,

horn; £38; after 6.-20, Drybnrgh Rd.. Pntney
London. [6901

JUNO Combination. 1916, 6-8h.p. J..A..P. engine.

Kturmev countershaft gear, excellent condition:

best offer.-Box 3.484. c,o The Mc'or Cych. [7519

Kerry

KEEET 2-ih.r.. complete overh.inl, Bosch, splendid

tvres low and modern, spring torks, perfect: rule

awav-' £22/10, nearest.-H. Talbot, 8. Darlington Ed.^

West' Norwood ''^^-

Airietters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date or the issue. B^^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRAXCIS, 4h.p. J.A.l'., delivered Sorember and
stored, new; £110.-33, Kendjick Ed., Beading.

[S9863
LEA-FEANCIS, recently delivered, as new, lamps,

etc.: price JEIIO.—R. Hill, 88, FoslioUies Ed.,
Acnck's Green. _ [X9740

1 Q20 Brand Kew Lea-Francis, M.A.G. ei_
-i-U stock; at makers' price, £125.—Rhosha Motor
Co., Mawneys Rd., Romford. [5801

LEA-FBANCIS Combination, No. A 843, 1914, £98
lowest; perfect condition, expert examination;

ai3pointment.—Woo.'cy, Harrietsham, Kent. [6702

LEA-FBANCIS, 1920.-Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. [0099

LEA-FEANCIS, twin J.A.P.., 2 speeds, kick start,

H. ,nnd F. clutch, lamp sets, speedometer, perfect
llirougliout; £75.—Rogers, 85, Wykeham Ed.,, Ports-
mouth. [7323

LEA-FRANCIS, A691, 2-speed, with 1919 Mont-
gomery sidecar, electric lighting, speedometer,

good tyres, any trial; best over £100; fix appoint-
ment.—57, Oval Rd., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

[X9872

1 Q14-15 Lea-Francis, 3>,ih.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed,
-LiJ kick start, liand and foot-eontroiled clutch, lamps,
speedometer, new Binks, new Palmer cord and Dunlop,
nil-chain drive with oil baths, fast and silent, excellent
mount ; eeen any time ; £80, or near ofier.—H. G.
Waters, 'Wheatsheaf, Woking. [7228

Levis.

19 Levis Popular Model, no accessories; £52.—May19 Walker, Eedbourn, Herts.

CYRIL WILLIAMS for early delivery oJ Levis.-
Ohnpel Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. [X8626

LEVIS Popular 2i4h.p., in new condition, very little

used; £48, lowest.—13. Magnolia Ed., "Chiswick.
[6936

"I Q20 Levis, lamps, generator, horn, mud-shields;
i-iJ £60.—Rice-Oxley. Forton, Mountford, Salop.

[6707

1 Q20 Levis Popular, just received from makers,
-l-O never been ridden; £55.—Lithgow, 96, Felbrigge
Rd., Goodmayes. 6765

LEVIS 2-speed 2-stroke; £35; ride away.—George
Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (op. Arding and

Ilobbs), Clapham Junction, S.W. [7513

LEVIS 1915, disc wheels, wide bars, long exhaust,
new tvve^, accessories, excellent condition; £45.

-Carfax Motor, Ltd., Cobham, Surrey. [7214

1 Q16 Levis Popular, excellent condition, recently
-l" overhauled, mechanical horn, Pedley grips; £40.
—Allen, Yew Tree House, Leatherhead, Surrey. [6321

LEVIS.—We strongly recommend, and can supply
early, this famoxis 2-stroke.—District agents. The

Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall, 'Phone :

444. [7219

LEVIS, wheels 24x2 Dunlop, heavies, tubes, bare,
saddle, tank, drip feed, footrests; first £11

secures; guaranteed nevV.-s-89, Congleton Ed., Bid-
dulph. [7489

LEVIS 2i,;ih.p. 1920 Popular Model. - Viviao
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., authorised agents, 24

Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Plione:

Mayfair 6559. [0082

LEVIS Populars convertible into 2-speed models
with (he addition of the Roc countershaft gear.

—Apply. Roc Gear Dept.. A. W. Wall, Ltd- Hay
Mills, Birmingham.

.
[0136

PRE-WAR Levis, new Amac, armature (Simms),
belt and flywheel, engine rebushed and over-

hauled, perfect condition, getting car; offers.—P.
Colefax, 17, Embankment, Chelsea. [6758

LEVIS 1919;; 2.1 <h. p.. Popular engine 4834, E.I.C,
Amac, speedometer, knee grips, lamp, horn, and

tools, excellent condition, guarantee; £55; appoint-
ment.—34, McLeod Rd., Abbey Wood, S.E.2. [6893

l.incoln-Elk.

1. B. and P.. ci:i

ning order; £24; must
St., Fulham. (6741

:ks Motor Co., King's Rd., Reading. [7383

and B.LINCOLN ELK 4h.p. 1914. Bosch
single gear, good tyres, engine in fine condition

;

£25.—W. H. Bewers, c/o Mr. Pilt, Larkhill, Salisbury,
Wilts. [7005

T.T. Lincoln-Elk 3V'h.p., Philipson pnllev, B. and
B., Bosch enclosed, 2 lamps, 2 generators, Druids,

toolbags, footrests, practically new machine; £48.—
63. Solon Rd.. Brixton. London. [6967

[6945

^.(5^^.
CARBURETTERS

for

HEAVYWEIGHTS.
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO -STROKES.

They get the
best results

from your
engine.

Type B.O.D.

Single Jet ModeL

Send for descriptive

Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham,

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lugtoa.

LUGTON 1914 SV-li.p.. semi-T.T. bars, Bosc
and B., fast; £38.-77. Mornington Rd., Ia

stone, E.ll.

Martin.
MARTIN-J.A.P. 41i.p., o.h.Y., very fast ma

overhauled and enamelled, as new, discs, -^ew
lamp set and horn; £65,—Payne, 65, Maiden lid,
Maiden.

Martinsyde.
MAETINSTDE-NEWMAN Combination, the

tion of Olympia.—Book your order noi
rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co., the motor'
experts, 110-112, Bolt St., Liverpool, Britain's
motor cycle saloon; also at Elaekfriars St., Mancl

Matchless.
31.h.p. Matcliless, 2-speed and clutch, Bosch

2 £55.-112, High St., Plnmstead.

CROW Bros., Guildford, West Surrey ageiif

this first-class outfit. Matchless in nami
quality.

MATCHLESS Combiuntion, 2-3peed, kick stfflfc

turnout; £90.-57, Kenbury St., ColdharbooT*
Cambenvell. '*

NEW 1920 Model H Matchless Combina...
lamps, hood, screen; offers.—626, Lea Bridg)

Leyton,

COLLIER-J.A P. 8h.p, Combination; £90.^
Weeden, 26, Queen's Av., or Mnswell HS

.

age, N.IO.

MATCHLESS 4h.p., Grado, kick start,

running order ; snip, £48.—Hudson, 14^ X,

'

Rd., Plumstead.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E,
8h.p. Matchless combination, 1919, complet

accessories; £185.

iQl4 Sh.p. Matchless Combination, 2 speeds
-Lc/ start, clutch, in fine condition; £108.—

E

ton, Alderley Edge.

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Jap, clutch, kick-starter,
lent condition, take sidecar ; £70.-4,

Gardens, Carleton Rd., N.7.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 2i/jh.p., Armstrong
pedal starter, clutch does not work;

Rushton, Clarence St., Colne.

"IQ20 Matchless Model H., dynamo lighting
-li' driven speedometer, M.A.G. engine;
Nightingale Bd., Lower Clapton.

MATCHLESS Combination, Model SB.
lamps, horn, excellent condition; £145.—

10, Park Av., Barrow-in-Furness.

1Q18 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. IM.A.G. <

-*•*-' 3-speed, countershaft, fine condition;
24, Walford Rd., Stcrice Newington, London.

feet.—G. K. Cooper, Caius College, Cambridge.

—A. C. Osman, Lower Mortlake Rd., Rit^hmoni

1 Q14 Matchless 6h.p., 3-speed, tyres and txibeX t/ lamps, tools, and spares, splendid eon
trial; £75.—Heath, Chisholme, Maybury HilliW
19=
£240.-137, Chatswortli Rd., Lower Claptoifc,

1Q14 Matchless Sh.p., lamp, horn, long Bn
J. »/ haust ' pipe, very fast ; any trial ;

£.'

offers.—41, Dagnall Park, South Norwood, 8.i

1 Q19 Matchless Victory Model, .\uster ecreea*
JL*y and 3 good tyres, 2 new tubes, spare %1
lamps, Klr.xon, eicellent condition; £170.—ii^
Ed., Richmond.

MATCHLESS Combination. June, 1919, T^r
8-lOh.p. J.A.P., spare wheel and tyro,

seat, 5 lamps, 2 generators; £165.-172. Wmp
Rd., Watford.

MATCHLESS 334h.p., Philipson pulley,
buretter, enamelled Indian red, very

new, Lucas lamps, liorn, etc. ; £120.—

J

Alderley Edge.

1Q20 Model H Matchless Combination. Mj
-*- 1? wind screen, hood, speedometer, Klaxon
Sad, recently delivered; 237 gns.—Nevill, 98, Ui
St.. Peckham.

1Q20 Matchless, H, with hood; makers', B
X.*J livery earlv I\Iay; £5 deposit paid; 't

lor reasonable oHer.—Lovell, Crane SuperiDt*

Avonmouth Docks.

"I Q20 Matchless Combination,. Lucas horn asd
XJ7 lene set, Cameo screen, leg shieldStJe
Jan.; first reasonable offer secures.—HeywooOj <

Brighouse, Yorkshire.

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Coachbuilt Combiaati
speed, splendid condition throughonlj

accept half down; closed Sundays.—BuntiBJ's
Exchange, Wealdstone, Harrow.

E_^2 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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*OTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
M.itchleas.

; 61i.n. Miil.'lili-sa-.lap Coi.iljiiiulion, Bosch mag.,
vnmblc K''ar. liimi.s. limn, ^pci'.lomotor, muTov.
navo liibi. iiml hnll, i»ir,vl, nimuiiB ordiT: £86.
Sroso lid.. M.'ilni, I'.uk. S.\y |74(H

I ,8ll.|>, Vil'toH M.H. 1,1. 1 Mlnl.nu,! i.Hi, J. I ,. Il

abl.' »hi.rl.s. 1,1 n -I, H.l>|. .1^ .hmI ,1.. (iir

J. hi.Dil uiul K.ir.n; iim lii:il. I- M i
:

.
.

Itm.il

Motor Co., ICiiiK.. Kil., lii-;Kl,i,K. i;M2
(MU.l'lSS 6h.p. CoaohbuUt Combination, 2-

.piril, clutch, K.S., wind screen, full 'Bet of

and luols, winner o! mnn.v ranipL'titions ; £90,
--22. Biillcr Kd., Thoniloii H.ntli. fSTSD

5-6h.p. Matcliless-,Iii|i, . o,n,.\:- . iMih lumps.

horn. pump, and .apiin- (iiIh . I.ii i /.niitli

.-ttor. Hoscli mnp„ Bc.Hs liil-iir 11. -mud and
iDprariincc. last; cheap at ,^55.— ilunnslcad,

liton. (6730

'CHLES9 New Sprins-fr.inio Model,-Orders
•ooked for rotntional delivery. Demonstration
on view. Replacements tor Mntcliles.-* models of

69 lu otock.-Tassell. la. Uloomflcld Rd.. Plum-
K. 19111

81i,p. MotihlesR, Model H. bonutifal outfit,

'ari'cly liddcn, 3 Lucns lamps and horn, hood
d screen with side screen, spare wheel, etc.;

Kos.-Applv, Head, 85, Meet St., Londcm.
Cil.v 6761. [7569

CHLKSS Model H Combination, dynamo light-

^, fully cquipiied. Booll now for early delivery
orised London agents, Vivian Hnrdie and Lane.
4. Woodstock St. (oa Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
: Mayfair 6559. [0081

'CHLESvS-M.A.G. 1915-16 Combination, just
'Verliauled, Lucas and Miller lamps, Low gene-
Catncn, Ornve:-, minor, tools, pump, tyres ^nd
ing in good bondition ; owner bought car ; sacri-

162.—Bo.\ 3,461, CO The Mulor Ci/dc. [6780

'CHLESS 1915 8h.p. Combination, coachbuilt,
aod, wind screen, grid, 3-speed countershaft, all

nd accessories, speedometer, sijring jiillion seat,

dynamo' lighting, nearly new tyres, perfect rnn-
irder, smart turnout, trial arranged: £140.

—

1, Bexley Heath, Kent. [X96a3

MatchlesSTjap 4-speed Coachbuilt Combination,
313-14, 2 tyres, chain and belt new, spares,
neter, lamps, luggage, petrol carriers, ride away;
,sh over £95; consider exchange medium power
th adjustment.—Writs for appointment, Waters,
cscent Rd.. Brentwood, Essex. [6837

'CHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Road, Lee, S.E., for 1920 spring
8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
jw at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
as per order received. .Retail price as ruling at

f delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
sycles ol all makes always in stock [5242

HO, 1916,

Metro
Li-T.T., 2r;.h.p. 2-stroke, perfect

ondition. new appearance, complete; £36.—
)od. Woodside Green, Hatfield. [7238

1 Sporting Metro, 2-speed, long exhaust, small
:nileiige, recently overhauled by makers; £55.—
St. Bernard's House, Toranoy. (D| [X9739
'RO-TyLER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
iSlrict invited by J. Blake and Co.. 110-112,
t., Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

'RO-TYLER 2-speed 2-stroke, new models de-
vered from stock; £74; extended terms if de-
City agents. Elce and Co., 15-15, Bishopsgate
amomile St. E.C.3. [0066

'RO-TYLER 1919 2i':..h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels,
.nmininm footboards, long exhaust, mechanical
amps, insurance, new condition. fast;*67 gns.

—

;. 13. Uxbridge Rd.. Surbiton. [6566

Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, long exhaust, I^Iiller's

5hting set. horn, and tools, done about 200
cost complete £78, guaranteed sound; offers
.—Address, 23, Haven St., Grimsby. [7095

Metro 2;?4li.p., Albion 2-speed, disc, Lucas light-
rg, large horn, alunriuium foot plates, original
ixtra good, fast, sporty, reliable, impossible to
better little mount (trial), easy starter, illness
ielliug: bargain, £56.-40, Washington St., Kid-
ister. [6365

Minerva.
' Twin Minerva, singl^speed, low, fast machine

:

28.—Fowler, Arlesey, Beds. [7188

p. Minerva, mag., 2 brakes, all accessories; ride
1 away; £24.-1, Burrard Ed., W. Hampstead.

[72ai

Brougir.
ks. [7273

Minerva Twin, mag., B.B., good condition; £30,
r exchange lightweight 2-stroke.-254, Earlsfield
andswoith. [7355

EETA 6h.p., m.o.i.v., detachable heads, Bosch,
inks, Grado gear new belt and Dunlop ; £55, or
-Hinrt.sou Tin Ferns, Southend Av., Llarlington.

[7172
I 3:.ih.p. Minerva Motor Cycles and one wicker
decar, in good repair, lew tyres: roonr vvautpd

:

., £35 the lot; no Snndnv business.-HighHeld
»orks Co., Edenbridge, Kent. (X9733

The Service Co.
(London), Ltd.,

Ii.ive in STOCK for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY the followin,!? 1920 models:

O.K. JUNIOR, 2-speet1 .. £65 0*
VERUS, 2-speed clutch and

kick st;irter £80 0*
CLYNO, 2-speed and clutch £75 0*
NEW COMET, 2-speed . . 65 Gns.*
IMP, 2-speed, Dalm engine 71 Gns.
METRO-TYLER, 2-speed... £69 18
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.,

spring frame model £109/14/6*
COULSON B, 4 h.p., Black-

burne engine, spring

frame t 105 Gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.,

3-speed 128 Gns.*

BLACKBURNE, 4h.p.,
3-speed £125 0*

Etc., etc.

*Plus carriage from works.

AGENTS and CONTRACTORS—for all Wei.-known makes.—

Sole LONDON AGENTS
BROUGH.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
O.K. JUNIOR.

SECOND-HAND MAClllNES
IN STOCK,

thoroughly overhauled in our own work-

shops, "and guaranteed in good order,

include

;

1916 3h h.p. SUNBEAM.
1915 4 h.p. A.J.S.

ALLON, 2-speed.

Ditto 2-speed clutch and kick starter.

8 h.p. ZENITH, c /shaft Combination.

1914 3J h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.

5 h.p. water-cooled WILUAMSON Com-
bination.

6 h.p. 1919 NEW IMPERIAL - J.A-P.

and Swan Sidecar, only run few miles.

3i h.p. W.D. R.A.F. model P. & M.'s.

3 h.p. ENFIELD.
21 h.p. SUN.
2J h.p. 0,K. JUNIOR.
2| h.p. WOLF.
3i h.p. BRADBURY.

Etc., etc.

Fall Specification of any of
these machines sent on request.

2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS W.D.models,
overhauled and renovated, from £63 10s.

SERVICE COMPANY
(London), Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, W.C.I.
'Phone: 6430 Holborn.
'Grams; "Admittedly."

MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
M.M.C.

M.M.C, ali,|i., sinnl... iJcrlVit o.dci
;

i38.-Iliibbiird,
W, Chall; laiiii Itil., London. 1X9851

Monarch,
MON.\RCri 2':ih.p. Villicr? 2-Btroke; Albion 2.8peciJ

Kiars. not done 100 miles; £65.— Roberta, BloD-
lallira (laraue, Ke»«..-k. |0t5''

Motosncoche.
MOTl)S.\COCIIK llih.li.. KOod order, now belt, nei

ivie on rear; JE15,-I>ar»on8' OiiiafB, Wiuelielwi
ID) r635<

i>ili.[i. Motosai-oche, eonipression, tyre.s, enamel, per

wS feet; £15; carriage paid.—Bromley, HollvcTutt

llinrkley. lJC989i

MUTO.SACOCHE, good condition, ride away, fprini!

torkB, mag., lamps; £22; week-end.-67, Clareme.

lid., Teddington. 16514

MOTOSAOOCHE, re-enamelled, excellent runlling

order lam|is, new Dunlop belt; £30.—Heather,
83, London ltd., Bromley, Kent. 1^99-1

MOTOSAOOCHE L'glitweight, i«rfert riinninB Older,

uiiiK., Chuidel earbarctter: bniBam, £25.-35.

Ileliiinuhaiii Rd., Sontlitlelds, S.W. (Attei 6.;. [bdHh

New Hudson.

NliW HUDSON C.B. Combination, kiek Etartcr;

£62.-OfBcer, 25a, iVIount St., Brighton, [7036

1020 New Hudson 2Ub.p.- 2 speeds, tully e'lnipped.--

XU Pulleyn, I'opkir Grove, Hewoith, Yorks. 16545

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed. cintch, e-icel

lent eondition ; £70.-63, Arlingford Bd., B"^*"",

NEW HUDSON 2Vih.p., 1917, 2-sreed, sijlendid con-

dition; £50, ofleivs.—87, Truro Ed., \\ ood f-reen.

1 20 New Hudson Lightweight, lamps, horn, owner

ly buyin» combination; £74.-25, Upper Alberi

Rd., Sheffield. 16704

NEW HUDSON 1919 Combination, splendid condi-

tion -Apply, 109a, St. James' Rd., Croydon

'Phone: 1087. ' i''^'"

NEW HUDSON 1915 3>h.p., 3-speed, Dunlop, free

engine, ride away; ^60.-Wm. Boyer, 1, Curzon

St., Ibstock '6699

NEW HUDSON 2'ib.p., fart and powerful, new ren-

dition, cheap; £42 or nearest.-E. Adrian 370

Newhampton Hd., Wolverhampton. I.X9HBB

NEW HUDSON.-lmmediate delivery from stock ol

New Hudson 2-stroke models at Blackburn and

Sons, Station Garage, Spalding. f^o'

LUXURIOUS New Hud;on Combination, Bli^p.

countershait fully equii.ped; £112.-D. io;"H.

78. Edgell Rd., Staines, IMiddlesex, I67b<,

1 (a20 New Hudson, 2-speed, 2-stroke, delivered March,

IcJ tested few miles • £70, or p.art exchange good com^-

liination.-Conlson, Wtlwyn, Herts. iO'S)-

NEW HUDSON, 234I1.P., J.A.P., 3-speed, clutch, over-

hauled lamts, £50; aho Calthorpe Junior 2-

.peed, £33Taiter 5-34, Magdala Ed., Upper Hollmvav

S".19.
•

NEW HUDSON 1913-14 4h^ '*,''"°°?
}l\?r,nc'?'

sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., l^mps, msuranct

iust overhauled; £30, or near.-May, 2. North Par^a*:^

Frpme.

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. Combination, 3-sp6ed, chain-

cun^belt, C.B. sidecar, lamp, horn, etc., r«rtept

condition: exchange lor solo or £75.-619, Garrett La.ie

Earlsfield. t^^^"

Tn20 New Hudson 2-stroke, 2-speed sporting niodel.

lu in excellent condition. Lucas lamps and horn,

take 2 .anywhere, last and rehahle: £80.-Pniden. \Y'l.

,
Knowle, Warwickshire. I'^^S

NEW HUDSON 3'^h.p., late 1913. unused 4 years,

3-speed, clutch, pedal starter, lamps, horn,

tools new tubes, back cover, belt, engine and gears

overhaiiled; 60 gns.-Write. .Shattock, 39, Kingsmead

Rd., S.W.2. '°"68

1 (r»19 4hp New Hudson Coml'in:ition (llillford Cor-

J-»/ vette sidecar), 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick

starter, 3 lamps, horn, spare valve, plug, etc^, ontflt new

August, condition perfect ;
£118.-Taylor, 3. Park^vood

Kd., Longwood, Huddersfield. [6310

6 h.p. Twin New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

speeds and clutch, wind screen, storm apron, lug-

gage grid, complete with lamps, tools, and horn, com-
pletely overhauled, and new gears fitted; £120.—Corn-

Central Garage, Kidderminster. [X9728

-1Q14 New Hud.«on C.B. Combin.ation. 4h.p. J.A.P.,
i-tJ 3-speed, clutch, stored during war, re-enamelled,

overhauled, rei>ushed in March, new belt, Dunlop studded

front new Avon steel-studded back, fully eonicped.

guaranteed perfect; £80; appointment.-F.S., 43, Hallrj-

well Rd., Northwood. ["080

NEW HUDSON 1915-a6 2',4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-5pee.l,

complete with lamps. Klaxon horns, new Wal-

ford speedometer, new tyres, T.T. bars fitted, recently

overhauled at cost of £10/15, will take 2 anywhere,

meclianically perfect, seen any time any tria ; £45.

bargain.-Apply. 46, Percival St., Goswell Rd., Lon

den, E.C.I. [°8o4

All letters relating to advertisements sfiould quote the number at the end i^f each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

N^

19
Edn

NEW IMPERIAL 6h.p. and special Corvette sidecar;
£168; in stock.—Dominy and Co., Winchester.

[7426
GENTLEMAN has 2;i4h,p. 2-speea New Imperial,

just overhauled.—54, Palace R.d., Streatham Hill.

S.W. [6597

NEW Imperial Lightweight, as new, discs. Klaxon
horn, lightini set; £70.—Peace, Whittimere St.,

Wol.^all.
"

[6240

NEW IiWPERIAL, 1916, 2%li.p., 2-speed, fine con-
dition, complete; £48.—Hogg, 88, Haddon St.,

Derby C7026

8h.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination, new Oct.,

1919, mileage 500, lamps; £130.—Edinborough,
Sidmonth. [7126

"1 Q20 New Imperial, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, brand
JLt/ new combination: offers.—Rawson, 61, Linaker
St., Smlthpoit. [X9233

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A,P. 1914 2"iih.p., -2-speed
eountershat't, fully canipped ; 42 gns.— 12, Stanley

Gardens, Hampstead. [7320

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, new tyres, good
condition; £42.—Bennett, Wykeham House Cot-

tages, Gordon Av., Stanmore. [7262

1 Q20 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, band controlled
jL*y clutch, kick starter; 79 gns. ; immediate delivery.

-Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X9790

1 Q15 New Imperial-Jap, been stored, 2-speed, done
-l-tf 1,000 miles, guaranteed perfect; £50.—Lan-
caster, 66, Devizes Rd., Swindon. [7230

20 2^4h.p. New Imperial-.Jap, 2-speed, clutch,
kick starter, never ridden; 79 gns.— 5, St.

ds Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.8. [7098

1([il6 Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, Lucas horn, lighting set,
-»- *y good tyres and belt, new bearings, perfect condi-
tion; i£50.— 2, Blenheim Gardens, Wallington, Surrev.

[6948
NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, 1920, new ma-

chine- £160; would consider exchange for 2-seater
light car of good make.—Nea-ton, Fairfield, Stockton-on-
Tees. [6736

1 Q20 New Imperial' Combination, 8h.p., actual
-B-v model exhibited at Exhibition, mileage about
1.000, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer; £170.—118
Upper Tulse Hill, S.W. [689£

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1917, T.T„ 2-speed, clutch,
kick starter, 2 lamp sets, Stewart- speedometer,

Gloriaphone, tip-top condition; £60,—Broad, Rawling
well Lane, Marlborough, Wilts. [6604

1 Ql6 2^-,jh.p. New Imperial, accessories, new piston,
A.U valve, valve guide, front brake, controls, etc.;

£52; after 5.—Eric, 36, Stockwell Park Rd., S.W.9.
B minutes Stockwell Tubs Station, C. and S.L.R.

[6840

1 Q20 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, too heavy
-LU lor owner, run 5 miles only; exchange 1920
T.T. Scott and cash, or sell cost price, 164 gns.—Box
3,493, c/o The Motor' Cycle. North Wales district.

[7528
NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, delivered Oc-

tober, 1919, 1920 Henderson Elite sidecar, com-
pletely equipped, mileage under 1,000 ; can be inspected
and tried at Southampton from May 5th.—Apply, T.
Crosbie, c/o Messrs. ti. H. Cox and Co., Loudon Rd.,
Southampton. [7171

NEW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P. 1916 2-speed, condition
guaranteed absolutely new, engine overhauled by

maker's fortnight ago (receipt shown), re-enamelled,
plated throughout, extra heavy Bunlops, ready for
any tour, lamps, Klaxon, pump, tools, any trial,
expert examination; £53.-1, West Park, Eltham,
S.E.9. 7009

Norton.
NORTON syh.p., T.T., perfect condition, very fast;

67 gns.—Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey. [7369

BIG Four Norton, 1919, condition excellent; best
offer.— Scholcs, Bradley, Huddersfield. [7170

"IQ20 Norton, enclosed chain drive, with bulbous back
-li' sidecar; £190; Ijrand new.— 2, Nightingale Rd.,
Lower Clapton. [6676

NORTON 4h.p., in running order, appearance rotten

;

£32/10.—Major Wrate, c/o Stevens, 184, Penton-
ville Rd., King's Cross. [7217

-JO 20 Big Four Norton, T.T. bars, Montgomery No.
-i-<^ 2 sidecar combination, brand new; accept £174.—
Hiix 3,511, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [7547

FIRST Cheque £15 secures £5 deposit receipt paid
May, 1919, Big 4 Norton and de luxe sidecar.—

Box 3,449, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [6568

NOiRTON Big Four, 1920, electric light, just de-
livered and only ridden a few miles; £150.—P.,

22. Cumbrian Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [6580.

NORTON 1920 Big Four Coml)inntion, lamps, horn,
tools, Blnenier.s wind screen, not done 500 miles;

£165.—White Bear, Mancot, HawnrdcB, Chester.
[X9778

1 <a20 Bib 4 Norton, T.T. bars, .'iH-clmin. li.ldeii 3
i-iy times; £140; as new. Wanted, .Morgan oi (i.X.
-Wilcox, 118, Hauistend Rd,, Haiidiwoitli, lluniiup-
haui. i:X9S46

N
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton,

16 (Oct.)^ 3',!,b;p. B.R.S. Norton, PhUif

Meadi, Thatcham

"I Q 1 6 Big Four Norton de Luxe Combination, in '

J-t/ class order, new Watford, Lucas lamps. Stew
£135.-164, Wc

class ,

horn, Cameo wind so
Handsworth, Sheffield.

BIG Four Norton, Sept., 1919, 3-speed, alia
drive, Powell and Hanmer lamps. 'Watford-^

meter, hooter, ebc, fully insured, little used, pi
condition; £130.—'S'ectis, Woodlea Rd., WortlA

19^

, _.., .,„ .... a'
Cycle. [SJ!

N.s.ir.

"Vr.S.U. Lie:htTreig:ht, 2-speed, free, in eplrudid cc
-L" tion; £33, or near offer.—11, Lanercost Ed., G
HiU, S.W.2. f(,

eh. p. Twin N.S.U. Coaclibuilt Combination, 2 sp'

kic-k starter, lamps, all accessories, nioe tuTB
£.54.-9, Isla Ed., Plumstead.

f,

N.S.T7. 4h.p. C.B. Combination, new rang., exift,
tvres, very fast; anv trial: bargain, £3a/lQ> I

away.—Call 81, Burford Rd., Catford, S.E.6. .[',

Sh.p. N.S.tr, Twin, overhead valves,. -2-speed N.
gear, sprung front. and rear, Brooks saddle, B"

in excellent running order, ride
Underbill, Merv.vn Rd., Bristol. .[,'

h.p. Twin Coacbbuilt Combination, N.S.U. 2 ap
kick start, Bosch mag., child's pillion seat!

spares, etc., in splendid condition; bargain, £90, "ei

ofler; after 6.-73, Ardgowan Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [

MOTOR Cycle, 23/4h.p. N.S.U. engine, ovei

valves, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
lamps, etc., in splendid condition ; £28, or i

offer.—R.J.N., 5, Revenue Terrace, Newauay, Coo,

^.U.T.
1 Q20 N.U.T., April, just delivered, Lucas
-Lt? electrical equipment; best offer over £15ft?
583, C/o The Motor Cycle.

U.T. 1920 SVib.p. Twin, brand new, Lucas dr
lighting; lowest price £160; seen any time.

re Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X

N.U.T.—"We are sole wholesale and retail agent
Stafiordshire, and can supply these famous mac

for early delivery.—Walsall Garage. Walsall. TeL:_

W. SPARROW, lAA., Osborne Garage, Xeovil,
N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for ea:

lively.—Write or 'Phone for particulars. Tel.

:

114.

N.U.T. 1920 Model 3V2h.p.. Lucas dynamo iigl

electric-horn ; 140 gns.. complete.—Authorised
don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, \

stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone,:
fair 6559. Book now for early delivery.

O.K.

O.K. 35jh.p., 1914 model, in perfect runuing'

(

_ guaranteed; 55 gns.—32, Albert Sq., Cia-V

1 Q17 O.K., 23/,h.p. J.A.P., C.S., free; examiin
-Lt/ all on; cash; ride away; £43.-300, Pe(Sh

Ed., Kensington, W.IO.

O.K. Junior 2V2h.p., 2-speed, new Bunlops, long C!
exliaust, good condition; £45, offers.~25, Eoi

Rd.. Balham, S.W.17.

3ih.p. O.K.-J.A.P.. 2-speed countershaft, jast
2 hauled, T.T. bars, fast and sporting, liiiEHi

£42.-Wallier, Abbey Cottage, Malvern. |5

O.K. Junior 2-3troke, good condition, ride aTO)
gns.—George Smith's Motor Cycle Depot

Arding and Hobbs), Clapham Junction, S.W. 1

O.K. Junior, 25/|h.p. Precision, 2 speeds, F.E-, )<

pump, Klaxon, toolbag. etc., condition <D('

pearance e.-ccellent; 50.—Everett, 138, West Gi'sSu,

S. Tottenham, London, N.15. ..-v, [j

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 O.K. Junior, Mark 'V.,'

I

cellent order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5,.'I_

St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube StoU
'Phone ; Hampstead 3762. Hours 9-7, iawfl
Saturdays.

Omega
1 020 Omega-Jap, 2-speed. Lucas horn, pump, 1

-l-«7 bargain, ie69,—131, Broomfleld Rd., Coyf

19 16 Omega 2^;ib.p., 2-speed, good tyres, ij
tools, horn; £45.—The Forge, HatBeld, Pe|

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed, and medel de Inse, .

and 74 gns. respectively.—Stocked by LIo;<J|

Son, 29. Station St., Lewes.

OMEGA 2^jh.p. (J.A.P.). 2.speed, excelleni

tion new Aug., 1919, lamps, horn, kn^
|

all accessories.—J. D. Umpleby. Gateland I^anei

well, Leeds.

BH4 '^'l letters relating to advei tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

I.M.. Into 1919. 1,000; oUcrs?—198, Vi

R Chnrlton. S.B.

d M.—Blnckburn and Sons, Station Gningo,
»Uing. tor P. and M.'s. [4958

V. itiid M., porfoct Older, nr^os'iories : Itnit

iB.-.st. Aubyn, 18, Einiwrors Gntp, S.W.7. [6142

L WILLIAMS for curly (liilivery o( P.
'«.-Cliiii.ul Asli Depot, Wolvetlinuipton. [XB624

N.l

M..

[6350

! M. 1918 SUll.p., new clinina nnd tyre, good
iditiou; £75.-603, Ohoiley New Ed., ironiipli.

[X9736

I M. Coachbuilt Combination. 1918, now side
r, pLTlcct, all accessories; £105.—SjlicUion
y, Oxon. [4219

I ST.. 1917 E.A.F. niodPl. excellent couditi
OUltliout, lioni, tools; £68. or near.—JIorKi
ley Coiiiiumi. Kent. [6189

P. .nnd M. , slitiw niortel. niecliimienllv perfect
speeil, kick st«rt; any tiial; .accessorios.-16,
tee Av,. Peterl'orougb. [6344

i M. Netv Combiuatjon, complete witb all

ip-s and horn ; immediate delivery.—Priestley
Rd., Bournemoirtii. [7158

I M.. 1920 model, with mechanical oil pump,
ivered this week; offers wanted.—Woodward,
Heswall. Cheshire. [7122

i M. Combination, 3V'b.p., 2 speeds, kick
rter. splendid running order; £75.— 103a.
., Wandsworth, S.W.IS. [7440

JI. :>rew Combination, early 1920, mileage 300,
;os lamps, horn, and Eastirigs ; £130.-25, Higli
denhead. 'I'hone: 262. [6223

t M. S^jh.p. 2-speed Combination, in splend:
iditicn throughout, including tyres; a bargai:
jbert .Spearman, Bishop's Stortlord. [7482

W.D. B.A.P. Model P. and M.'s, 1917 and
918, 2-speed, kick start; price £78; immediate
—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter,

[6964
M. Coachbuilt Combination. 2-speed, kick start,

r head lamp. 1 new tvre, excellent condition,
tnout; £75.—F. Field, 19, Forwater Ed., Clicrt-

[6384

M.. E.A.F. model, as n
nd new coachbuilt sideca
, Havelock St., Fores'

M.. 1914, W;db
on, Bosch mai;. , Ai
•ter. etc.; £85, co
be :llidland).

ir, with all accesso
and electric .lighting;

borest Hill, S.E.23. Syd.
[6221

o' sidecar, in splendid con-
nae carburetter^ K.S., lamps,
aiplete.—IJmpleby, Bookstall,

[6251

P. and M., new February, new Lucas lamps,
.lnio..t as new; owner taking delivery 1920
£90; seen by appointment Clapbam June—

>5, c/o Tlie M^lor Cycle. [6792

M. 1918 SV-ih.p.. R.A.F. models, overhauled
1 guaranteed, splendid value for money; de-
)m stock; £78.—Elce and Co., 16-16, Bisbops-
., Camomile St., E,C.3. [0065

P. and M., E.F.C. Model, in perfect condition,
tb all lamps, Jones speedometer, horn, etc., has
e few hundred miles : price 85 gns.—Apply,
Garage, Ltd., Ludlow. [6372

II DN and Moore, ex-military stores, overhauled
sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A.

iecar £115.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,
also 100 Paris St., Exeter. [7341

Post-war P. and M. Combination, ratchet
ake, mecbanicdl lubrication, latest pattern
;., Cowey, Lucas lamps, horn, petrol carrier;
offer.—193, Broomwood Hd., Clapbam, S.W.

[7240
March) R.A.F. P. and M. Combination, Lucas
mps and horn, ridden Easter only, condition
delivered; first cheque £140.—A. Finch, 40,
d., Cricklewood, N.W.2., or 'phone ; Willes-
'. [6593

., P. and S.

dilHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
1

and S. 2-stroke, 2-speed mOdel, Villiers

fl £69/15; kick start and clutch models,
Ij from stock. [6858

)| [. have a 1919 Pearson Sopwith, Dalm en-
J ', 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, fully equipped,
n order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,
'H id (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone-r
IT id 3752. Hours 9-7, includins Saturdays.

1 [6644

Peugeot.
lOT 3h.p., mag., good order, ride away; £23.—
, St. Leonard's Ed., Mortlake. [X9656

BUV ^^^YOUR

Douglas'

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now.

A!l motor cycles ot repute
will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums
high prices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p. Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOTi

ArnT.RTISKMF.NTS. xi.v.

MOTOU CYCI.liS lOK Sy\l,i;.

I'eiigcot.

•JUfJKOT 5-6b.|i. and .idecar, Villiers l-M.;. hub- ibio
away; £35.-niulbajn, 221. Higli Kd., Willcsden" [X9781

•:r(iKOT 6h.p. Twin, n.l)., Bosch, clntcli, mcinc
I !. di.«i. wbeelB, T.T. liars, new trrea and bell,

, Kood condition, very last ; £50.-37,
(6406

and low, Bosch mag., Triumph
I tyres and tubes, in good
r exchange 2-stroko,—94, Abbey
ilcy. (6913

(, T*n r.h. new Amac, new c^.acb-
' ;m bo'lv, lamp sets, ex.'ll.nt.
I, I.I. 2.specd, £42; 5' .h p,

V. mion, £43;

lltord.

Clii

igc.

- - , 'C28: 31..I1. p. Minerva, £26;
nadco, makers' price; Hr.rley ccmbination, special
ne and large sidecar, £150.-\Vcstcrn Motor Gar-
76, Western Hd., Southall, W. Pbone ; 53. [6778

Pope.
"1017 Pope 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, conntersbatt
-«-*.' gears, hand and foot clutch, all chain, speed-
ometer, lamps, a splendid outfit, unscratched; £135.—
Cavanagh, 27, Palliser Rd., Barons Court. [6839

Precision.

PHECISION-CALTHORPE 2yh.p., 2-speed, Ln
larni). eood condition: hartrain. £35.—Han

1(ai4 Precision Combination, countershaft gear, £58;
-Lt? also T.D.O. lightweisht, f24.-Rose Garage, Via-
iluct Bridge, Hanwell. [X973S

PRECISION 3V,h.p., single gear, 1914 cvl. and fly-

wheels, 1919 frame, old but reliable; £40. offers.

—Wells, CuckSeld, Sussex. (D) (6961

1Q14 3.J4h.p. Precision, clutch, tyres good, a bar-
-Lf gain, £65, or near offer; Bosch mag., anti
clock, £5.-55, King Edward St., Slough. [7199

PRECISION 4»4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed gear
bos, spares, tubes, tvres, etc. ; trial run, after 6

:

£90.—Anthony, 44, Newburgh Ed., Acton, W. [6693

T.T. Precision S^ih.p., Philipson pulley, B. and B.,
Bosch, Druids, hooter, toolbags, footrests, excel-

lent condition: £45.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton, London.
[6958

SOTTTH Lancashire, North and West Cheshire.—Pre-
cision enquiries invited by J. Blake and Co., the

leading motor cycle experts Liverpool and Manchester.
(6582

PRECISION-ENGINED Big Single, 3-speed clutch,,
comfortable Millford sidecar smart appearance,

good mechanical order; £75; best offer.—16, Wake-
hurst Rd., Clapbam Junction. (6999

1Q14 4;ilr.p. Precision, coachbuilt sidecar, speedo-
-*-«^ meter, horn, mirror, lamps, countershaft, gear
box and kick starter; £100, or reasonable otter.— 3,
Prion' Mews, Belsize Rd., Kilburn, N.W.5. 'Phone:
Hampstead 8155. [6754

Premier.
pREMlER 1913 3Mb. p,., _good. condition; £35
-L Grange Rd., Southall, Middle [7431

PREMIER, 1915, 2h.p., fine condition, all acces-

sories; £35.-14, PhcEuix St., Euston, N.W.I.
[6849

PREMIER Combination, S'Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch,
good condition: £60.—Miles, Bodicote, Ban-

bury. (X9917

PREMIER 2I4h.p. single-speed, Bosch, excellent

condition, complete: £36.—Gray, Paddock Wood,
Kent. [7016 .

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 1914. S^/^h.p.,,

3-speed, clutch. Lucas lamp; 65 gns.—Measures,
Glencoa, Measliam. [7196

PREJIIER Combination, engine No. 5923, 3-speed
Armstrong hub, new gears; £45.—Hogger's Gar-

age, Godalming, Surrey. (S9S08

PREMIER Z'ih.v- 1914. mecbacical condition, ap-
pearance, tyres excellent; £32.—Thornhill Rd.

School, Barnsbury. N.l. [7004

PREMIER Lightweight, Bosch, E. and B., economical
mount. 30 gns., including accessories; any trial,—

- -• • [6745

ind B.,
£50.—
[6334

Hull, Chandos, Buckingbar

3Xh.p. Premier Combination, Bo,5ch, B,
2 Druids, Millinninm 2-speed; any trial;

Ambrose, Station, Burnham-on-Crouch.

"PREMIER 2;^h.p., late 1915, Bosch mag.,,.__ . _ nd B.

carburetter^ splendid condition throughout; £40.—
Laugldin, 34, Topsped Parade, Crouch End. [6533

4hp Premier 1915 3-speed connter.-haft Combination,
clutch, kick start. Henderson sidecar, lamps,

chnnlcal horn, perfect; £110.-47.

ley.

PREMIEE"" 1916 4h.p.. roomy sidecar 3-speed,

clutch. Bosch, excellent condition, fast: £90 or

offers; apply after 6.-533, Lordship Lane, East Dul-

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue 1333
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

14 Premier 4h.p. and W. S.O., S-speed, clntch, Meo.
hoiii, P. and H. lamp set, good condition, 7eiy

powerful, take 4 anywhere; £60, no cards or dealers.—
Ellingwortli Studio, Oakham. [6261

PEEMIEB 1915 7-9h.E. Combination, Oanoelet
coachbuilt sidecar, luggage grid, wind screen, suit

case carrier, electric and acetylene lighting, complete, in
excellent condition, all accessories, including speed-
ometer, spare tubes, tyies, etc., insurance; 125 gns., or
•near offer; seen after 7 p.m.—J. E. Dean, 135, Church
Ed., B.irnes, S.W.13. [6744

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 1920 Combination, new; £135.—Clif-

ford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70, Royal Hospital Bd.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. Kens. 7113. [7454

1020 Quadrant 4'Ah.p. Solo; unable accept delivery,
J-if April 30th; ilO deposit; what ofJer?-Neeson.
piayfleld, Littleton, Winchester. [7313

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New
Quadrant combinations and solo machines,

AVsb.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S. modeis. all-chain
drive, 1920 models; book now; deliveries in 10 day;

[6853
Raleigh.

RALEIGS, 1910 or 1911, new Dixie, B. and B.
footljoards, mudguards ; ride away, £20 ; 3-speed

Humber push bike, new tyres and tubes, £8.—W. Eeid,
Skeog, Whithorn, N.B. [6295

Radco.
ADCO 2!)4h.p. 4-stroke, new, M.L. and B.B., perfect

der; £35; after 6.— 17, Miranda Ed., Highgate.R
RADCO ^yh.p., in fine condition, new tyres; £27

for quick eale.—Brooks, Abbey Terrace, Leek
Hd., Hanley. [6919

Reading-Standard.
READING-STANDAED, lOh.p., clutci model, scarcely

used, as new; £100.—McEwan, Over Kinfauns,
Perth. [6776

"I
Q20 Reading-Standard, lOh.p., electrically equipped,

-JLtf not done 1,000 ' miles, new condition; £175
ca^h.—Willis, 28, Priory Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham

[X9925
-f Q20 Reading-Standard lOh.p. Combination, C;
-Ltf let sidecar, hood, wind screen, electric lighting
and horn, delivered only a r\onth ago, as new, owner
buying car; £245.—Shedden, Shalford, near Guild
lord, Surrey. [6762

COMBINATION, Eeading-Standard, 8-lOh.p., late
model, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-apeed^ clutch, K.S.

new heavy Dunlop rear, in good condition throughout
£110; appointment.—Harris, 130, Walm Lane, Oriokle-
wood, N.W.2. [6953

Regal.

1 Q 14 4Vih.p. Regal-Green Combination, water-
-L «? cooled. 2-speed countershaft, chain drive, fully
equipped, excellent condition ; £75.—Walling, Ham
House, rpton<.n-Severn. [X9927

Regent.
SEND Postcard for particulars of Regent 5-7h.p. fiat

twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries of
these machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang,
Lanarkshire agents. [0124

Revere.

I Q20 2yoh.p. Revere-Villiers, lamps, and
-Lf onlv done 300 miles; £55.—Vernon, 5-4, Croxted
Rd., Dulwich. [6844

Res.

REX 6h.p. Combination For Sale; £80.-106, Con
ingham Rd., W.12. [6787

-Mosedale, 30,

19^
RES 3V'h.p., absolutely perfect, overhauled; first

£35.—Lucas, High St. House, Bexley, Kent,
[6335

REX. 5-6h.p., a.i.v., Simms mag., B. and B., in good
condition; £22. — Ritchie, Bread St., Fleet,

Hants.
,

[6768

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed gear, tyres, etc.,

in excellent condition; £58.—Hudson, 14, Conway
Rd., Plurastead. [6388

"I
Q13 6h.p; Rex Twin Combination, engine just over.

-JLt/ hauled; £75.—Mangin, Cypress Cottage, Lynd.
hurst, Hants. [6333

REX Combination, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., C.B. side,
car, -ourul condition; any trial; £55.-53, Russell

lid,, South Tnttenham. [7564

3JLh.ji. Rex Combination, mag., perfect order, side
2 ,ar new: £42, or offer.—Hanby, 32, Greenside

Rd., Shepherds Bush. [7471

REX 3i,ih.r., new Bosch, Amac, tyres perfect, T.T.
lamps, mechanical horn, ride away; £29.— 135,

Mornington Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. [7051

CLUTCH Model Rex. 4h.p., 1914, E.LC, B. and B.
new Durilops, and b^lt, tip-top throughout

,£27/ 10.-4, Palace Ed,, Ha.kney. [6846

REX 1913 6h.p, Twin, 2-speed, clutch, handle
slarf, Dunlo]) tyres, T.T. bars, footboards, in

most exceptional condition throughout fine sidecar
raarhiiic; £55: exchanges.— R. D. Varty, Thunder
ley, Ekk-x. [6923

ADVANTAGE
to place your order with a

firm who can be depended

upon to take a personal interest

in your individual require-

ments, as we cJways do

—

previously published testi-

monials prove that. We desire

your goodwill before your

business, and we are " at

your service" first and always.

What we advise to-day, you

appreciate to-morrow

Send us your order NOW for

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
from stock of

EDMUND, rVY Lightweight,

CLYNO Lightweight, METRO
TYLER,- NEW IMPERIAL.

etc. etc.

APRIL DELIVERY of

ARIEL, ALLDAY ALLON,
BLACKBURNE, DIAMOND,
INDIAN, L.M.C., NEW
HUDSON, NEW IMPERIAL,
SPARKBROOK, RUDGE
MULTI, VELOCETTE.
CEDOS, SUN VITESSE.

['"'''SCOOT'^MOT^AS " |

DELIVERED •

FROM STOCK.

J. W. TOLLADT,
General Manager,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Roc.

3ih.p. Roc-Jap, Sii
2 a.o.i.v.; £22/

Harrow.

4h.p. Roc, countershaft variable gear, vers
overhauled, stored 5 years; £37.—Lancaste
5s Rd., Swindon.

ROO Motor Cycle, 4h.p., carriage built
speed, in good condition; price £55; call a

-Roberts, 263, Earlsfleld Rd., Earlsfleld.'

Rover.

NEW Rover 5-6h.p just arrived; £155; latest
—Feaviour, Harieston.

1920 S-6h.p. Solo

19^

5-6h.p. Bover and luxurious sidecar, in t^plend
dition; £145, or offeis.-B., 67, High St.,

Wakleh.

61i.p. Hover, 3-3peed, leTerse, tyres and spaM
lamps, running; order ; £50.—Nason, Sail 1

Broadway, Worca.

3ih.p. Eover, 1915, Bosch mag., B^. -carbr
2 3 speeds, cluteli. and sidecar; £65.-6, Si'

Rd., Harlesden.

1 Q16 Rover Combination, SV^h.p., elec;,
A«/ equipped, as new; £120.-374, GroTO.
Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll.

ROVER Si/oh.p., 1915, with coachbuilt „_
speed countershaft, excellent order; £90,-*'

32, Ferrers Ed,, Oswestry.

6h.p. Rover, good order, 2-seat6r, smart, aps*
exchange ior strong combination.—BUife

.

Broughton Rd., Edinburgh.
-| Q14 SVsh.p. T.T. Rover, in perfect running
-Lt^ clutch, and gears; £60, or near offer
Ordnance Rd., Enfield Lock, N.

ROVER, sy-h.p., 3-speed, clutch, wicker
perfect running order ; what offers ?—

!

Church Lane, Barford, Warwick.

ROVER 3>Sh.p. 1920 Combination, new; „
part exchange modern lightweight; Scot

Box 3,506, c/o The Motor Cycle.

field Rd., -Shepherd's Bush, W.12.

SUPER-SPORTING Rover, 1916, Philipson. dis

,

exhaust, very snappy; £87/10, no offers
appointment.—Brett, Alderclose, Egham.

ROVER Combination, 3%h,p., all accesson'ee
ing set, excellent condition ; 95 gns.—H.

Evans, 70, Warwick St., Leamington.

3ih.p. Rover, 1913, Bosch, B. and B., Armst
2 speed, lamp, good condition, .splendid

order; £55.-Willmcr, ShiUington, Hitchin.

3ih.p. Rover, believed. 1914, Stirrmey-Archer
2 hub gear, good sound order with crafli

wicker sidecar; £70.—Bridge House, Boxfotd,

ROVER 3Mh.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combinii
speeds, good running order; £62, near

Stored at Hill.'s Garage, Woodford Wells, W(

R"^ . - ..-.
Crittenden, 15, Eccles Rd., Lavender Hill, B.^

"I
Q14 T.T. Rover, clutch and Philipson,

Xi/ since 1914, original tyres and tubes
tured; £55; call any time.—51, Glengarry 1

Dulwich, S.E.

i.-Jo:ihaiiled. excellent condition; £98, or offers,

Abbeville Rd., Clapham. !

A ROVER 3V2h.p., 1914, 3-speed and clutdl,

feet condition, a good reliable and fast

for onv distance; for quick sale, a bargainj

Matthews, 166, High St., Sheerness,

ROVER Combination, SVih.p., countershaft,
chain, belt, excellent condition ana

tyres nearly new, quite a perfect outfit, 1^6J
—356, Lordship Lane, S.E. 'Phone : 363

1 019 Rover SVjb.p., 3-speed counterBUotti I]

-LtF kick starter, new Watford trip, ^"'
Klaxon horn, tools, delivered last Hwe ,.

.=;een in Mancliester.—Box 588, c/o The Motif (

ROVER. Oct., 1919, T.T. model, not done'flOJj

Philipson pulley, dynamo electric ligWItT

nlete with set of accumulators, tools, and fcpeJ

etc., will do 100 miles to a gallon, DunloJ
new; first offer over £98 secures.—AppI^
and Puttick, North St., Romford, Ess.

P3 6 All lettei-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OTOU CYCLES POR SALE.

irku's UlUiiBu, Small SL, ItuuiK.rd.

Uoynl Ruby.
Boyiil Ruby Ni.\v 3h.i,., siMiiic frnm^
idi.-Cliivlio niul Co, (jiii.i.i, ^;|., j,,

MuyciI Uv-
(6669

'li.p. 2-stioUe. perfect (•(

~1. SL'yuiour Terrace. Aiv
[6655

Ipswich, can give curly dc-
now. 'Plione

:

[7615
ItCBY Combination. 1916-17. 2 .Miccds.
U', lamr, tools: £70.—2a, Barry Rtl I:

17235
111 Bully 2ijli.ri., 2-struke, liinipB, touls, etc

,

III I'omlition.-Apply, IK'liniice Motor Wnrlcs,
16636

rON.S, NorthgntL, ., „..
ry vl Royal Ruby, it ordered

HoyiU Kuby Combination, 8h.p. J..\.l'., hood,
'Con, klnxm, splendid condition; £145.-101,
t.. Islhiston, N.l. (6828
Coiuliiuntic.n, June, 1919, Sli.p. . J.A.P., elcc-

I Imiips, \cry l.nv niiloni;e; best offer over £175.
niton IM. Shirley. Soutljauipton. [7073

L Kirjiy-J.A.f. 2-,li.p., 1917, counteisliiilt.
Ho usoil, .•x.H-ll.'Ht .-omiition: ueiirest £65
1, Pink St.. Welliiislon, S.nlop. [X9944
L RUBY 1916 2-.,h.p. 2-stroke, 2-siieed,
Jh, kick start, Diiiilop tyres, Roman rustless
55: cxchaugcs.-H. D. Varty, Thundorsley,

[6924
:0 Boyal Ruby 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
speed, kick starter, smart turnout, almost as
65.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Nor.

[7224

eri, Sh.p. J.A.r., 3.

couibinntion, lullv
£175.-79, Castletoi
lies. [733,

L EUISY, 1919 (No
S.A.. countersl;
hcnutifiil comliti

ply at list pi

Rudge
.
St.. Guildford, Rudgi

odels. Bed lord

[5309

Jlldgo Multi, I.O.M., new: £110.-301, Gold-
wk Rd.. .Shepherd's Bush, \V. [6714
liidse MiUti 3^5h.p. War Model; £60.-Spaik,
8, PeutonviUe Ra., King's Cross, London.

[6549
ludge Multi Combination; immediate delivery-
62/15.—Priestley. Seamoor Ril., Bournemouth.

5 Multi, I.O.M., T.T.—Delivery this month
^ten Motors, Rudge Specialists, Dorking.

ludge_MiiIti Conibinatiou, re-enamelled; £80.
Leytonstone, E.ll.

late 1919) Rudge Mniti, 5i;.h.p.. mileage 600
-89, Oak Lane ('Phone: 2190;, Bradloid.

[6940
Multi S'Jh.p. 1916. lamp, horn; £71;

:—Adeney, John's College. Cambridge. (D)

Rudge
0.—374

I.O.M
Grc

M ilti,

Gre ""^E(?
elled, as

. Leytonstone,
[7437

; Multi
', very

1918 I.O.M.,
fast; i85.-45

all aece
Duke

ssories, tyres' as
St., Henley-on-

splendid
Eacknev,

[7582

•Rudge, clutch, lamp, horn, good tyres, belt,
r. bars, fast; best over £40.-4, Broadmead
stone. [7072

"lodel Eudgellulti.foot oil pnmp, new lamps.
fast and powerful; bar;

1 atry.

I.—'We ..__ ,_ _^„
delivery,—Blackburn

Ipaldmg.

, £70.-171, Gull
[X9904

Rudge specialists, and can offer
^'

'

'

and Sons, Station
[4959

J^.P. Radge Multi Combination, lamps in-
'Bnoe; £113.-Deller, 16, Camden Gardens,
Bush. [7475

1 Combination, kick start, clutch, powerful
away: £58.-57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour

nberwell. [6684
! Multi 1916 3>gi.p., hand clutch, kick starter
tyres, as new; nearest £70.—Lawson, 391,
Lane, Dulwich. [7300
HOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C 4

—

''- I.p.M. Rudge, 1919, £115; also S-ehlp."""
[6865llti and sidecar, £99/10.

'

T_YRE_HOUSEi

Tyre Bargains.
Ail goods advertised in

Steele, and sent en 7 days'

approval against remittance.

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE

LINES.
GOVERNMENT COVERS. Hardly used, mi
in fine condition (Heavy Rubber Studded).

Our List

Price. Price.

28x3 =peciallv picked 30/- So/-

:6K2i Groove I l^etreads .. .30/6 —

NEW CLEARANCE COVERS.
26X2l Skew Heavy Non-skid. 51 /8 O4/4
=()X=J Slvcw Ucnind Non-skid 44/6 s.i/s

:6X2i Heavy t'asseugcr 45/- 60/6
=6 X2i Tourist Trophy 38/S j8/5
26x21 E.\tra Heavy "Koygrip 52/- 62/-
26x2! Heavy Three rib 54 /S 70/-
26X2J Medium 49/6 62/6
26 X 23 Tourist Trophy 40,6 50/3
26X 2.4 X 2j Sliew Heavy N.S. 60,'- 75/4
26 X 2; X2J Three-rib 45/- 55/-
26X£i Skew Hea.vv Non-skid 60;- 75/4
26x2! Skew Round Non-skid 55,'3 68/9
:6x3"(tor2l rim) Skew Hvv.

Non-skid .'

. 69;- »C/i
O50X 65 Three-rib 62/- 70/-
650 X 65 Avon .Square 59 '- 64/6
28x3 Avon Three-rib 70/- 85/-
29 X 2} Goodyear Rubber Studded

(oversize tor 28 X2I rims) 42/- —

TUBES.
26X2J New Endless 8/B 10/3
26x2} New Lap-ended 9/6 —
26x2s New Endless 9/- n/-
26x2lX2i New Endless ... 9/5 11 /6

26x2^ New Lap-ended 9/~

26X2J Butted 10/1! —
28x3 New Endless 12/si

BELTS.

2*/- 2*4 2^9 3,^ P"'°°''

RETREADING & REPAIRS.

THE TYRE HOUSE,
83, Theobald's Rd.,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.

MOTOR CVCLFS FOR SALE.
Rudge.

I Q20 Hiidgc Multi. 3ii.h.p., LO.M.. brand n<-w.
« Y foiiipli-l,.. with m.-.'^noricD; £125.-Hi;oth Ho)l«c,
'uildington, Malfia-, Clicsliiro. [X99a2

RudifC Multi, C.A.V.
new; nearest £105.-

I). [6977

1. new tyrefi and belt,
nick Bale.-Sheldon

(7446

1 new; £117; will

-ry. St. Ives, Bur-
I I'urk ltd., Walton uu Thames. [726G

Multi Oombinntion, 6-6h.p., 1915. eoacli-
sidecar, thoroughly overhauled; £82/10.—

North, nnd Co. Peterborough. (7419

RUnfiE Combination, new Nov.. 1919, 5-6h.p.. done
500 mill's unscratchcd; £140; exchange con-

sidered.—Brisbournc, Draper, Uttoxcter. [7511

lqi4 .V/.h,p

and Illaki', rU

1020 l,<l,\l.
i«^ n.li- I.,

w I

RUDliE
built

larlord, Wrexham.
Rudgo, Phlllpson,
coiiclifion; C44,

hauge Uonclaii
nliilte Lane, Itornscy, N. 16192

I Q20 SV.h.p. Rndge Multi, I.O.M. T.T., mileage
J-t* 250 guaranteed perfect; 108 gns.; seen Ijv ari-

pointinciit.-Lynn. 14. Cibbons ltd., Bcdiord. [6562

"1015 liii.lur Mulli 3', 1. 4.. and sidecar, in p?rfict
i.'J vuniiiii;; unlrr. C.A.V. mag., lamps, and horn;
£65.-EUis, 17, I'iiisbury ltd.. Wood Crccn, N. [6875

1Q15 Rudge Multi, SV'li.p., lamps, Klaxon, spo?do.
i-V meter, knee grips, new tyres and belt: £65.
oflcrs.— 2. Hillside, Stouebridge Park, Harlesden. [663i

1Q18 S'A'h.p. Rudge Multi. recently overhauled.
--•^ lamps. Klaxon, 100 miles per gallon, condition
perfect; £85.—Cullen, Meadow Ed., Beeston, Notts.

[6263
"DUDGB Multi Combination, 3i:.h.p„ coachbuilt side-

-Tl ear. goofl condition : seen Williamson, Cycle Agent.
Cupar, Fife: £85.—Stieeten. Hrompton Barracks, Chat-
ham. [5191

RUDGE Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., 1916, over-

hauled by Rndo-e, in snlendid condition. Parsons
new sidecar; £115.—TurniU and North, Polcr.
borough. [7418

RUDGE Multi 3!-2h.p. Combination, fully equippe.l.
small mileage, perfect condition, as new; 120

gns.—Stanley, 15, Trinilv Mews, Bessborough Gardens.
Westminster. [7592

1Q16 Rudge. I.O."M.. 1919 engine and clutch, just
A,U b^en completely overhauled, fully equipped and
insured; anv trial by appointment; £80.-15, Whitl-^'

Rd., Tottenham. [7064

Coachbuilt Combination,
excellent condition, full

equipment; 85 gns.—Kington, 2, King Edward Par-

ade, Norbury, S.W. (7225

„nd perfect; '£95; any trial; letters.—Grubb, 218.
Windmill Rd., Chatham. [6560

31h.p. Rudge Multi Coachbuilt Combination, 1915.
2 just thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled, looks

almost new, -electric lighting, spares: £90.—Apply after

6, 42, Freegrove Ed. Holloway, N.7. [6947

I.O.M. Rudge Multi 3i$h.p.. clutch, believed 1917,
in good condition, lamps. Klaxon, Cowey speed-

ometer, new tyres, tools, spa£e belt, 75 gns.—E. Shen-
stone, Grange Rd., Leyto E.IO

nd Milford C.B.RUDGE Multi 3i/,h.p

sprung wheel, carefully overhauled,
Dunlops (1 new), lamps, mechanical horn,
tour; £95.-Lythaby, 97, Bowes Rd., N.13.

I.O.M. Rudge Multi. special car

lamp, mechanical born, spares, belt,

fast, perfect condition
;

price £97.—Reid, i

St., Knightsbridge. Tel.: Kensington 4039.

[7112

Sidecar.
;w belt,

sady for

[7494

19^

F.O.C.H, have :

cellent ordei
Hajnpstead

appointment.

-

Siuythe, St. Elmo. Hairowell Rd., Northwood. [7079

T> UDCtE Multi Combination, C.B. Millford (new),

-CV clutch ,kick starter, nefr tyres, overhauled, fine out-

fit, little used, many spares, belts, cover, lamps, every-

thing; £75; after 7.-89, East Hill, Wandsworth. [7085

Rndge Multi. fully equipped, ex-
-Pair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
nr. Hampstead Tube Station).

Phone: Hampstead 5752. Hours 9-7, including

Saturdays. [6646

C.H. Iiave a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coach Side-

iuUy equipped, excellent order.—Fair Offer

^«i House. 5. Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. .

[6641

UDGE Multi 1915. S'Jh.p., clutch, disc -wheels,

complete with tools, lamp, generator, horn, spares,

in good running order; 60 gns.—Green. 43, Guildford

Av., Surbiton. Seen after 6 p.m. and week-end; or

'phone 670 London/ Wall, during day.
' [75/0

-1 Q14 3'<.h.p. Rudge Multi C.B. Combination, new
Xtf multi gear and clutch, new piston and rings,

Binks carbureter, tyres nearly new, electric lamps,

tools, horn, everything in excellent order, fullj' in-

sured; £72.-82, Oxford Rd., DukinSeld, near Ma--

chester.

F-°c*

R^

[6774

ill letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

T.T. Budge MuHi and C.B. sidecar, SVjh.p., MuHi
gear, C.A.V. mag., Senspiay carbiuettex, Stewart

speedometer, lamps, horn, etc., 2 new Dunlospe and
tulies, sidecar repainted, in perfect condition ; £100, or

separate, £85, and sidecar £15.— Gilliat, Burton Lati-
mer, Kettering. [6417

RUDGE Multi 3}^h.p., late 1915, T.T. bars, per-

iect, complete with spares, tools, P. and H. head-
light, Lucas horn, and rear light, Stewart speedometer,
knee grips, over 100 m.p.g., fast, stored 1917 and
1918; 70 gns. ; seen by appointment at Streatham.

—

Write Box 3,482, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6879

1 Q20 Eudge Multi, T.T., mileage 700, P. and H. head
-Lv lamp, aluminium rear, Lucas bulb horn, foot me-
chanical horn, Watford trip, knee-grips, copper expan-
sion and exhaust, spares—tube, belt, plug, 3 jets, all

tools, uupunctured, smart appearance, sound condition

;

£124; London district.—Box 3,421, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6412
Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltler-ViUiers 2-stroke,
single-speed £56, 2-speed £66.—London conces-

sionnaires. Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies available. [4242

Scale.

T Q20 New Scale, 3V:,h.p. Precision engine, 2-stroke,
-L^ 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £85; immediate de-

liveries.-Itochestcr Auto Supply Co., Rochester. [6405

Scott.

SCOTTS. - Place your order now with the Bedford
Garage, Walsa!!. 'Phone; 270. 15308

SCOXT Combination, new condition; £120.-0/0 Eolo
ijarage, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill. [6220

31-h.p. Scott, splendid condition; £65; ride away.

—

3 Witton, Walton-on-Hill, Tadworth, Surrey.
[6485

SCOTT 3',yi.p., just overhauled, in good condition;
£45, or olfei.—Box 3,451, c/o The Motor Cycle.

,

[6S90
SCOTT 1919-20 2%h.p., sporting model, disc wheels,

Lucas accessories.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bol-
ton. [X9782

SCOTT Combination, 1915, excellent condition, C.A.V.
mag., B. and B. carburetter; £90.-6, Langlev

Ril., Elmers End, Beckenham. [6446

SCOTT 1920, speedometer, mechanical horn, 500 miles,
perfect; offers; Birmingham; appointment arranged.

-Box 3,467, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6794

"I O20 Scott Combination, excellent condition, fullv
J-iJ insured, done 400 miles only; £160; seen by
appointment.—Alley Studio, Clay Hill, Eushey, Herts.

[6340
SPOETING Scott Combination, 1915, undcrslnng

clear ;trt cane sidecar, roomy locker, new tyre,

splendid condition throughout, spare chains; £90.-92,
Eomford Ed., Stratford, E.16. i.6373

SCOTT and Sidecar (Aug., 1919), F.K.S. Major lamp,
Lucas horn, spare tui)e in case, handle-bar mutfs,

complete set of chains and spares; £155; Coventry.

—

Box 573, c/o The Motor Cycle, [X9679

SCOTT 3')4h.p. Canoeleb Sporting Sidecar, completely
overhauled by makers at a cost of £55/10 January

this year, not run since, whole outfit like new; £115.
—H. Rhodes, 595, Halliwell Rd., Bolton. [6478

QCOTT Sporting, 1920, Swan sporting sidecar, mauve,
k3 Lucas head lamp and horn, electric sidecar and
tail lamps, spare generator, luggage grid, streamline
wind screen, spares, tuned by Scott expert, perfect;
160gus.-237, Claphom Ed., Stockwell, S.W. [7457

Singer.

Sidwell St., Exeter.
[6951

single-speed, fast, reliable;
Hoggers Corner, Barnes,

[7093

Bow, E.3. [7304

tf)ih.p. Singer. 2-speed, clutch and kick start, in per-
/wa feet condition throughout; £37/10.—Selman, 27,
lielsize Crescent, N.W.3. [7181

SINGER 2i!lh.p., in perfect running order, Bosch,
B. and B., Druids, new belt and tyres; £26.—

Bowers, 27, Fox St., Scunthorpe. [7278

SINGER 1914 3V4h.p. Combination, perfect running
order, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, lamps, horn, etc.;

£60.—Hodges, New St., .Sidmouth. [6330

SINGER 'Lightweiglit, Boscli mas., Druid spring
iotks, good tyres and belt, perfect order; £18,

ijartrain.-Box 596. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9907

and B., adjustiable pulley, drip iced, both engine and
machine in excellent condition, fast, sporty, and really
a snip; £37/10.—Homestead, Birchington. [6729

A FEW REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD DEALWITH

^\3LIAAr^
OF

READINC

Because
l]^l,^^^,^i

DEALERS
SOUTH.

2.

IN THE

R£>nniict» wearethe"NObecause pR^^IUM
HOUSE."

3.

Because wedonotcharge
nnKBiB^—m you delivery ir

taken from our Depot,'

except when our agreement

with the manufacturers

insists on carriage from

works.

4.

Because wecangiveearly

^^^^^^—M delivery of best

Because we hold the

•^^•mi^^mmmm I O 1 1 O W 1 H g
agencies: A.J. S., A. B.C.,

Ariel, B.S. A., Blackburne,

Calthorpe, Clyno, Cedos,

Levis, Matchless, Indian,

New Imperial, Francis,

Barnett, Zenith, Norton,

Triumph, James, Rover,

O.K., P. & M,, New
Hudson.

JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

Phone 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

IQIS SV^h.p. Singer, stored 3 years, witli 4-jAtf peneion sporting sidecar, <!-speed, elecB
ing, 3 lamps, and all accessories, 2 new tyres,*!
overhauled and enamelled, mechanically perf«
distingni'^liahle from new, speed 40 m.p.h.;
fioji and trials after 1 p.m. ;

£90.—^ "

Twirl;enlumi. "Phone ; Kielmioud 1293.

SparUbrook.
g 020 Sparkbrook, new, 2-speed, 2-stroM
At/ Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., oppoi
Farm Tul-e Station.

QPAKKBEOOK 2V2h.p., 2-speed, lamps aBd h6r'
^J nsed, splendid condition; £50; alter
Uiirgh Ed., AVest Side, Clapham Common.

19
Sudbrook,

19 Sudbrook-Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed. _

condition, iinpunctured; £60.—Wakelin,
side, Cheltenham Rd., Gloucest'

Church Stretton.

Oih.p. Snn-VJtesse, 2-speed, 2-stroke, riSj

/V2 £58.—The Gratwicke Garage, Wortta

forO ltd., Paddington.

SUN-VITESSE 2l4h.p., 2-stioke, 2-speerl, 19
away; £38.-36, St. Thomas Ed., Haekn

SUX-PKECISION 3>2li.p., coachbnUt sideci

soveen, 3-speed, dnt^th, kick start, ac

new; £75.-36, David Lane, _ Shadwell, E.

SUN-VILLIEBS 2?.4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp3ed
sories, comprehensive insurance, splendi

tion; £55: -appointment.—Gardner, 204, Be
Rd., CatlorJ.

Sunbeam.
31h.p. Sunbeam Combination, early May

2 offers.—Box 3,491, c/o The Motor Cyci

03.h.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, kick start, spec
ri-i. Klaxon, perfect; £72/ 10. -Harper,
Arms.

SUNBEAM 1919 4h.p., Gloria de luxe sideta

wind screen, Klaxon; offers over £165.-
Mansions, Balham.

1Q20 Sunbeiim Combination, 3'/»h.r., lal

-I J? spring forks, brand new; £215.-2, Ni
Rd., Lower Clapton.

SUJfBEAM 1920"3y»h.p., Lucas lamps, 8\in

shields, mileage 100, unscratched; ofl'

582, 0/0 Tlui Motor Cycle.

SUNBEAM, 2%h.p., 2-speeds, kick stalte

drive, Bosch splendid lightweight; £68.-

103, Lee Bank Rd., Birmingham.

SUNBEAM ItlLLFORD, 1916, S'.jh.p.;

appearance as new. new tyres: bargain,

Thorne, Fish Shop, Lambourn, Berks.

3ih.p. Sunbeam Combination, countershaft, u

2 C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, first-class c

£150.-34, Osgathorpe Ed., Sheffield.

FOR Sale, 3Vjh.p. Sunbeam motor cycle fli

Eulford sidecor, also several spores; pii

—T. Roddis, Ltd., Roade, Northant^.

SUNBEAM Combination, S'aJi.P.. 3 speeds, k

enclosed chain drive, Bosch, good C(

£110.-8, Glengarry Rd., E. Duiwich.

GUNBEAM_ Combination, 3>,4h.p., 3 speet

i'°
-| Q14 2".',h.p. Sunbeam, 2 speeds, new R.S
i~*y sterling guards, undershield, excellent c

£72.—Verity, 23, Tark Parade, Cambridge.
;

TO 19 (Oct.) Sunbeam 3',i.h.p., only ndi

X»7 miles, lamps, horn, and accessories; A

offers.—Bowdler, 46, Bridge St., St. Helens,

SUNBE.AM 3U>h.p. Combination, counter^

peed, splendid condition, speedometer]:

and hood; £120.—E. Barnes, Colnbrook. S'

SUNBEAM 1914 C.B. Combination,
lamps, small mileage, overhauled

lent condition; £115.—Spellen, Woodbury,
Exeter.

SUNBEAM 2'!ih.p., 2 speeds, kick stipMjj

drive.. Bo.sch, Senspray. lamps, and born.M

lightweight; £76.—Maudes'. 100. Gt. Port,;!

London.

SUNBEAM Combination. 3',ih.p., countfH
speed, all enclosed, excellent cotMl

order, Lucas lamps, speedometer, 1914, bu*

J

used; £125.-356, Lordship Lane, S.E. rill
Sydenham.

B38 All letters relating to advertisements should cjuote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ot the isstie 1
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lOTOR CYCLES I'OR SALE.
Sunbeam.

Smilicnm' Coniblnntion. SlMi.i'., clmin drlvo, 3

Jewls, sin'tHlometer, lumps, lima, tools, in good
' ordiT.—Apiily, Holiiuu-o Motor WorliK, Win-

[6687

3lvli-p. Suniicnni nnd IIi-ndiTSon Klito sideciir,

at donp 100 luilos, Lncns lumps !ind liorn : nny
aZO.-Kiil!, flo Urown Cow Inn, Whitkirli. mm

1X9516

KAM Comblnatibn. SiMi-p., new condition,
ecnr perfect, speedometer. _L«c_as \ lamps, _ hoi-n

£170.-
Luca
1, North, lind Co.

ronfh. [7421

EAM .ind n.S.A. Sidecir. block, tyres good,
•enllv ovcrlmnled, new chain. 6h.p. .I.A.P.. 3-

Boscli, lamps; near £150.—Maliinson, Spring
Icdlincton. 1760'/

EAM. 1914, 6h.p., Mills-lfnlford conohhnilt side
r, v,-iv little nsc(l, eqmil to new, with nil ;ir,o;

any triiil; I150.-A. McKibliiu, Kents (Ir.^.'ii,

, lil.nireStor. [629j

KMliKH. 1919, Sunbeam ond sidecar, J'.h.p.
.Cits, :i('>cssi)rics. perfect condition, scarcely u;.cd,
•heil; £190.-i)nncrott, Dunchurch lid.. Hill
Pauil.w. Hii;:Uy. [7U7i

finisl

142.-11, ^aea
Rrips,

o Tlic

EAM Combination. Ji.h.p.. 1916. engine No.
S/4031G.S.. black and gold. 3 lamps, 2
>rs, horn, Cowev speedometer, excellent con-
£138 lowest; after 6 p.m.—71. Manor Park.

S.13. [7401

{October) 3U'h.p. Sirnheom, just oveihauled, nev
rlindcr, piston, valves, solo ami sidecar sprocket:.

It C.Ii. sidecar, lamps, etc.; solo i'115, or wit,

£140; Coventry district.—Bo.v 590. c/o Thi
'ydc. [X989L

EAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
•ts in c-tock: repairs, overhauls. re-enamellin;
iting nnde' the supervision of Mr. T. O. de la

Ue Sunbemlandl.-The Molineux Garage Co.
Volverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [345£

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, re-enamelled anc
lated, electric lamps, new gears and chains
'heel. 2 new tyres, all good, perfect, guaran
180: wfiaKl taken 1919 or 1920 2'jlh.p. Unugla
lox 5.485. c.'o TIf Motor Cycle. [753C

EAil.— 191-1-15 2"-jh.p. Sunbc-nu. speeds, sporty
ry tiist, iihuniniuui disc wheels, Ani.nc earbnr
JWj, hnups. accessories, tally erpiipped. just over
perfect i-unditiou ; would prelci sports model 3V--

Iheaui or f. and M.-Ce.il Edw:ads, Bagillt St.

1, N. Wales. [642;
T.D.C.

. 4h.p. Combinitnn, 1914. 2-speed; £45.-31.
Ivensl.ouTue Bd.. C:iti,.rd. [757;

T.D.C. 2-speed 2-stroke. fully equipped; £45.
-42. Perran Rd.. Tulse Hill. S.W. [7048

... 2-speed, good
hat offers.—W.

tall, Audover. [750£

. de Luxe. 2-stroke, 2-spoed, Amac. new- saddle
d back t\Te. lamps, hern. etc.. ride away;
p.m.—115, Dulwich Village, S.E.21. [689;,

. 2^ih.p., rebushed. new piston and connecting
i, lamps, horn, etc., £28/10; MiUs-Fulford P.
sidecar, repainted, mat and apron, £16; even-
•rchard Lodge, Ballard's Lane, N. Finchley.

[6602
Cn New 23jh.p. 2-speed De Luxe T.D.C, 2-

roke. nluminium footboards, Dnrid forks, Dun-
;, perteit mount. £60; single-speed model, £53;
about 3 weeks.—Parsons' Gar Wi

Thor.
; 6h.p. Single-cyl. Motor Cycle, very powerful.
)erfect condition; ^£45.-Bennington, 43. Suf
.. Ponders End. [6845

T.M.C.
. Combination, eoachbuilt, lOh.p, water-cooled
yl.. 3 speeds, hand and foot clutch, BoscJi
peedometer. lamps, wind screen, 2-3-seater, in
order; £90, or near offer.-156, New King's
Iham, S.W.6. [6658

Torpedo.
EDO-PRECISION 2"'.lh.r. Lightweight, nice
ini-i^- order, splendid condition, lamps; £32.—
igh St., Wandsworth. S.W.18. [7443

EDO, 4iih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, watertight
ig., automatic carburetter, Druids, new belt.
cal horn: £60. offers. — Lancaster Lodge.
>u. [7253

EDO-PRECISION IHh.p. 1914 Combination,
need, clutch, !amp=. horn, luggage grid, storm
tyres pertei-t: £70. or offer; letters only.-
on Ed.. Cricklewcod, N.W.2. [6959

Triumph.

uarket, Oxford.
dies only ; ±75.-Do

THIRTY
NEW MACHINES,
all leading makes, ready for imme-
diite delivery, at Makers' List

Prices only.

Do not miss this opportunity of
obtaining a 1920 model for imme-
diate use, but favour us with a call

at our Showrooms to-day.

We are Contracting Agents for

all that matters in the Motor Cycle
World.

Large Stock of

HENDERSON SIDECARS
You cannot do better than buy
the best ; therefore come to us.

154-6, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1920 2-Ktrol», Just delivered; bent olTer.-
I)ox 589, c/o The Motor Cycle. (X9844

1Q20 Triumph, delivery expected any day; o«cr«.-
i-if Box 3.433. c/o The. Motor Cyde. [7518

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1918-19, countershaft 3-»peed, !i«

new; £90.-Hitton, 3, Hillside CottUBes, V.n'i
I'inchley. 1X9780
31h.p. Trii

2 Klaxon,
Hackney.

TBHIMPH, 1913, clutch, mechanically perfect, good
appearance; *45.—141, Merlon Rd., Wimbledon.

[7394
pronii:,..d ATuil.

[6530
1017 Triuiuph, engine perfect conditirui, excellent;
-•-£' £85 or near otter.-61, Gnnesk Ed., Eltham.

[7466
TRIUMPH 3'/.h.p., ready ride away; bargain. £27.

—Cardret, Loudon Rd.. Sittingbourne. Kent.
[7182

3Xh.p. Triumph. 2-speed. and sidecar, new belt;
2 £35.—Woodcock, Hillmorton Paddox, P.ugby.

[6326
TRIUMPH T.T. 1912; about £25; enamel, platinc.

etc., in good condition.—Bradley, King St., Lud-
low. , [6213

111
=

We can give Iiomciliate Delivery of the follow'n

NEW MOTOR CYCLES :

Sh.p. ROYAL RUBY Combination ... £170 10
8 h.p. ROYAL RUBY ^olo £134 4
ROYAL RUBY, c.V h.p.. smgle-speed . . £56
JAMES 4i h.p. No. 6 Combination . . . £155
O.K., 2\ h.p., 2-speed £62 10
IVY, 2.l"h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed ... £59

Our stock or Second-hand Machines inc ude;:

rgiQ 7-g h.p. 3-speed clutch and K.S.

HARLEY-DAVIOSON £150
r9i4 3V h.p. sing c-speed T.T. ROVER £65
roi6 3.! h.p. H.O. twin BRADBURY,

3-speed £70
I9r4 2-speed T.T. ROYAL ENFIELD. . £80
r9i4 single-speed B.S.A £45
igrj 7-9 b.p. INDIAN Combination .. £120
1915 5 h p. INDIAN Combination .. £115

A large number of New Soachbuilt Sidecars to

tit most makes m stock, trom £22 upwards.

THE (DTOR

TRIUMPH Juni(
offer £30 seen

Kent.

Bristol.

id new. just delivered : first

Day, Brook House, Marden.
[7332

[6821

TRIUMPH 3iipeed, practically as new, fully eiiuipped,

only want* seeinj ; £100.-28, Hamilton Rd..
Twickenham. [6349

' condition, lamp
.—12, Thrale Rd..

[7493

good, Bosch mag..
;dndition; £80.-55, King Edward St..

Slough. [7193

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed and clutch, last and
reliable, fine machine; 60 gns.—

Wimbledon.
rith decompressor.

ndition; £57/10.—Riddelsdell. Box-
[7209

3ih.p. Triumph, free ens-'ine, good condition; £45.
2 or nearest offer.—25, Spenser St.. Buckinsham

Gate. S.W.I. [72»=

3ih.p.
2 til

ford, Suffolk".

Newton Abbot,

rnRIUMPH
Ashwell. Herts.

TRIUJIPH 1913
all accessories

Hammersmith.

T

[7028

early model. lamps, new C.A.T., good

order, ride awav; £27.—Bailey. Hillside.

[6357

ames canoelet sidecar.

__.„ £78.-365. King St..

[7603

IRIUMPH 3>!>h.p.. lamps, horn, and accessories,

ntly oyerhaaied; £38.-126. Munster Rd.,

Fulham, S.W. 6. [6705

-l ftl4 Triumph 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch and sidecar.

LU mechanically perfect; £75.—E. Ash, .Nursery-

man, Slo gh. [7197

31hp. Triumph, 1911, fixed, in fine order, overhaul

2 cost £17; take £40.—Lancaster. 66, Devizes

Rd., Swindon. [7229

TRIUMPH 3iAh.p., 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and

B overhauled, perfect condition; £38.—Bostock,
Byron St., Ilkeston. [X9635

TRIUMPH-ROVER. SMih.p.. mechanically perfect.

Bosch, la.lips, Amac, etc.; £40.-5. Osborn Rd..

Farnham. Surrey .
16976

TRIUMPH, 3i/2h.P.. N.S.U.. C.B. sidecar, new tyres,

first-class condition; £70. - 27. Ernest St

CTieadle, Cheshire. 17263

3-SPEED Triumph, eoachbuilt sidecar; £85;
mediate delivery.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100.

'Mpany liM'

347,FinchleyRd.,London,N.W.3

. Swis., London.'

Paris St., Exeter. [6965

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p 3-speed Combination. -

will sell lor beat offer
"

c/o The Motor Cycle.

TO 13 Triumph and Sidecar. 3-speed Sturmey. Al
i-U throuKhout; Manchester: £75.-Barticulars. Box

3.513, c/o The Motor Cycle !'=>="

TRIUIMPH, 5>:.h.p.. 1912. clutch model, good con-

dition, any trial; £45; any evening "liter 6.--

59. Holland Rd.. Brixton. (7245

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

Qili.I'f'- 1908 JTriumph, 2 speeds, fiee ensine, good

Hn
TBIUMPH 1920 Combination, as new; £157/10.—

Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70", Boyal Hospital Rd.,
Chelsea, S.W.3. Kens. 7115. C746J

TRIUMPH .Tunior. late 1919, neiv conclition, speedo-
meter; £66; seen by appointment any time.^

Dunliam, Hall Place, St. Albans. [7195

1014 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, wicker sidecar, in
it/ regular use, and good order; £65.—Apply,
Slaney, Carlton, Nottingham. tX9515

"I Q14 Triumph Combination, coachbuilt, 4h.p., 3-
JL^ speed, clutch, accessories; £78.—2, Coutlmrst
Rd., Charlton Rd., Blaokheath, S.E. [6898

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-Epeed hand clutch, lamps, me-
cl'.anical horn, nice machine (or exchange) ; £85.—

136, Larenham Rd., Southfields. [6515

TRIUMPH, countershaft, engine No. 46901, latest
type decompressor, in new condition; £92/10.

—

Searle, 3, Burnard Rd., Wallington. [7257

TBIUMPH Junior, 1916, lamps, horn, handle-bar
mirror, perfect running order; £55.—Tallis, Tl«

Cottage, Middletou, King's Lynn. [6320

1Q17 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, 4h.p., horn.
-i-*^ lamps, tools, excellent condition; 85 gns.; after
6.-9, Fauconberg Rd., Chiswick. [6495

TRIUjMPH 4h.p. 3-speed, clutch, overhauled and re-

novated, as new, engine in first-class order; £63.
—262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow. [4038

1 Q18-19 Triumph Countershaft Coachbuilt Com-
J-*7 bination, small mileage, new condition; £126
lowest.—72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. [7590

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, excellent con-
dition

;
great bargain, £65: evenings or Saturdays.

—Piper, 50, Chatsworth At., Merton Park. - [7326

TRIUMPH, countershaft, overhauled, enamelled, and
plated, looks as new; £88; several others from

£78.—Hole, 129, Park Lane,- Carshalton. [7259

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., countershaft, splendid all-round
condition, lamps, horn, etc; £92/10 (lowest);

after 7 p.m.—1, Welham Rd., Streatham, S.W. [6832

TBIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, 1918 engine, sound
condition, everything on, D.B. handle-bars; £88.

—Williams, 14, Highland Rd., Bromley, Kent. [6798

1Q17 Triumph, coun-.er-haft, all ti

-1. t/ feet condition ; 78 gns. ; bargaf
good lightweight.—20, Derby Rd., Croydon. [6766

TRIUMPH Combination, 3yoh.p., B. and B., Bosch,
F.E., perfect condition, all accessories: £58; after

6 o'clock.— 6, WestKood House, Wood Lane, W.12. [6378

TRIUMPH 1914 SVoh.p. Combination, S.A. 3-spe6d
hub, foot clutch, recently overhauled by makers,

lamps, tools, etc. ; £75.—Clegg, King St., Stalybridge.
[6341

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft, splen-
did running order, lamps, coachbuilt Bramble

sidecar; £96.—lC3a, High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18.
[7439

TRIUMPH Junior Motor Cycle, in excellent condi-
tion, lamps, speedometer, and spares; £50.—W.

I. Jeukin, jnr., Tott l''arui. Hurst, Hassocks, Sussex.
[6265

1013-14 sy^h.p. Triumph, S.A. hub, Bosch, Venus
-»-tf sidecar. Easting, Klaxon, lamps, accumulator;
£100. lowest; London.—Box 3,454, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6593
TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, new August,

1919, luxtirious biilbous sidecar, perfect outfit;
£130, or near.—60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

[7175
~|Q13 Triumph, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
-I- »-' horn, speedometer, hood, wind screen, spare
valve, etc.; £85.—Bufton,. Ironmonger, Presteigne.

[X9870
TBIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3 speeds, C.B. sidecar, speedo-

meter, lumps, horn. Cameo screen, condition per-
fect; any trial; no dealers; £90.-56, Byron Ed., leyton,
E.IO. 6'523

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
4h.p. Triumph combination, 1918, offers; also

3'Ah.p. Triumph, 1912, free engine, 2-spced N.S.U. gear,
£65. [6873

TRIUMPH 3i/2h.p., clutch model, in splendid condi-
tion, thoroughly reliable, good lamps, tyres and

accessories : seen any time ; £40.—Monish, Bepton. Mid-
hurst. [X9856

T.T. Triumph, electric lamps, B.R. bars, speedo-
ometer, discs, guaranteed perfect, exchange 2^

Calthorpe-Jap, or similar; or sell £46.-49, Well St.,
Hackney. [7480

TRIUMPH, clutch, lamps, horn, good tyres, fine
appearance, good running order ; 40 gns. : owner

going abroad; trial.—13. Whymark Av., Wood Green,
N.22. [7416

TRIUMl'H 3',l.h.p., recently overhauled, good running
order, poHcy: ride away; £50: Grade Multi gear,

priictically new; what offers.— 5, Harold Rd., Upper
Noiwood. , [6207

14-15 Triumph 41i.'p. Combination, 3-»pecd clutch,
.S.A. luib, lamp, horn, kit of tools, in flrst-daee

ler; £80; solo £70.-Clark, Milton Cottage, Mcthvcn,
irthshire. [6420

19

JONES' GARAGE,
1, Broadway, MUSWELL HILL-

'Phoue—Hornsey 2562.

'Bus from Highgate or Fihsbury Park.

OUR STOCK includes -

1920 HARLEY horizontal twin Com. . . £200
1920 5-6 h.p. ROVER {makers', colours)

Combination £200
19204 h.p. TRIUMPH Com., equipped. £165
1920 3^ h.p. ARIEL Combination £147 10
igtQ 8" h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combina-

tion, unused £165
1920 4j h.p. JAMES Combination. List Price

1920 2} h.p. HOBART-VILLIERS £62 10
1920 2.5 h.p. O.K. Junior, Villiers 2-speed £65

All above are Brand New.

All the loliowing guaranteed, majority as new.

1918 8 h.p. M.A.G.-MATCHLESS, electric

lighting, spare wheel, fully equipped £185
1919 5-6 h.p. JAMES Combination, elec-

tric lighting £157 10
I9r9 ENFIELD Com., electriclighting .. £185
I9r6 4} h.p. B.S.A. Com., full equipment £120
I9r9 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination,

discs, lamps, etc , , £150
1914 8 h.p. MATCHLESS Com., as new. £150
1916 7-9 h.p. Powerplus INDIAN Com.,

equipped £130
1919 P. & M. Combination, equipped . . £150
1918 TRIUMPH Combination, equipped. £140
1917 SUNBEAM Combination, equipped. £155
I9r3 6 h.p. REX Combination, equipped. £60
igrs clutch TRIUMPH, very good £55
igre 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, c/s'haft, perfect. £87 10
1913 2} NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed £52 10
I9r8 JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £60
19T5 DOUGLAS, 2-speed, equipped £60
1914 TRIUMPH Junior, 2-speed, 2-stroke £52 10

MOTOR cyclists; EQUIPMENT.
A serviceable interlined coat that will

protect you from wind, rain, and dust.

This TRENCH COAT i

lined, body and sleeve
waterproof material. I
the problem of what to wear and

yet look smart. Strong and
hygienic. Made in a neat shade
fawn, interlined hygienic

waterproof material, final

check lining. Style as per
illustration. Wonderful
value. 75 1

-i post free.

Please Btato chest
r jacket

^

and give height.
i

We guarantee you a
\

good fit.

HAVERSACK. A real

boon to the motor cyclist.

Specially made in three
compartments, I4in. X
12 in. A splendid and
most useful article that

will last a lifetime. Half
leather. £1 1s., post

MOTOR SUITS„ Made
<rf the very best heavy
twill material. Will
stand up to the roughest
wear and worst weather.
Stylishly made ; double
breasted, with belt

76/- per suit.

Please state cheat anil

inside let' measuremeiits,

OILSKIN SUITS. Designed
for the motor cyclist. The best
possible value obtainable. All
double silk finished. 50/-the
suit, post free. In black or
brown.

All goods sent on approval against cash.

M. SHEKMAN & OO.,
15, HUDSON STREET, TVNE DOCK.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TTflU-ArPH, SV^h.p., clutch, 2-speed, engine
hauled, rebushed, re-enamelled, cane sidecai

door, good condition; d£58, or nearest.—52, (
Rd., Rugby.' r-

~t QlS Triumph Combination, 4h.p., MilKord -

J-«^ P. and H. lamps, horn and accessories
belt, tyres in good condition; £130.-1, Rainclu
Filey, Yorks.

1 Q20 Triumph, oountershaft, Gloria de Lu.xe-.^)
J-*/ splendid outfit, iuU kit lamps, speedoiu'
cycle or sidecar separate.—Particiilais, Tei
View, Rye, Sussex. 1
'pRIUMPH SiAh.p., overhauled, replated

"
J- amelled, eiugle speed touring model, decQi _
starts walking pace ; £46.—L.C., 40, Maiaen
Kentish Town, N.W.5.

^^

1 QlS Triumph Countershaft Combination, undi'
-*-*^ coachbuilt sidecar outfit practically r
tyres uncut, lamps; any trial; 110 gns.— 10, Bonii!
Kd., Kingston-on-Thames.

19^
Severii 1

TRIUMPH, believed 1917 or 1918, countersha!
tyres, enamelling, plating, perfect, £76

1913 clutch model, just overhauled, re-enamelfti
£45.—Phillips, East St., Rye.

"I
QJ.3 Triumph Combination, C.B. sidecar,

J-*^ hub, smart appearance, new tyre, belt, hor
_ away ; seen any time at Fiusbury Park '

N.4. 'Phone: N. 4555. ^85. »,

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, -as nff

wheels all round, long nickel-plated exha&
fast and sporty; £115; seen any time.^Pal^i
Commercial Rd., Waterloo, S.E.

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed gear and clutch, cj
sidecar, perfect, engine overhauled re^jei

any hill with passenger; good trial allowed;
129, Chatham St., Reading.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, Grado gear
Tan-Sad, lamps, other accessories, coachtiUi

car, screen, 4-point attachment; ii98.—Emery,
lands. Beech, Alton, Hants.

1 013 3-speed Triumph, spare belt, lamps, hdr
-LiJ plete tools, gears just renewed by makeffl.
in splendid order; first offer £54 secures; seen T'

—Box 3,448, c/o The Motor Cycle.

TRIUMPH, 1918, absolutely as new. Miller
Lucas horn, handle-bar watch, knee grips,"

speedometer, T.T. bars; a lovely machine;
Bennett, 18, Tilia Rd., Clapton, E.5.

1 Q19 (late) Triumph 4h.p. Countershaft, 3-e_
X»^ Gloria sidecar; also 1919 with Grindlay
£145; both fitted with lamps etc., and in i

—Apply, 40, Hertford Place, Coventry.

1 Q 20" (February) Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, ]

J- «/ eon C.B. sidecar, disc, apron, lamps,
delightful combination, brand new condition
29, Montford Place, Kennington, S.B.ll.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1913, clutch model, semi-'
2 fast, guaranteed O.E. ; bargain, £48.-

time before 8 p.m. at Langford's, 37, Orii

Broadway, N.W.a.
,
Tel. : Hampstead 8616,

lyiRIUMPH 1919 (new August) Combinat
speed countershaft, magnificent bulbous

hood, lamps, Klaxon horn; £149/10; seen "

6, Park Rd., East Twickenham.

TRIUMPH, 1912, SV-'h.p., clutch, Bosch, __
back cover and tube, new lin. belt, als

belt, 2 lamps, horn, pump, tools, thoroughly
£42.-322, Lordship Lane, East Dulwich.

1 Q20 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, practically m
J- J' tyres unpunctured, very fast, owner tal

livery of combination, with mechanical horn
after 6.30.—Rudd, 2, Schubert Rd., Putney,

-| Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed hub, clutch, -pfid

Lt/ new Duulops, extra heavy back, new Dttnl

lamps, tank recently painted by Triumphs ; ri

£72.-18, WestmoreUuid Rd., Bromley, Kent

TRIUMPH 1914, as new, 3 speeds, new Palm^
1 new spare tube, new Millford sidecar,

;

carrier, electric light and horn; seen by apppin;

Apply, De Lapalud, 106, Charing Cross Ror,

TRIUMPH 4h.p., W.D., 1918, countersfcfij

sporting cane sidecar, fully equipped,
|

horn, etc., 2 new tyres, meohanically perfeofcLj

ling fair; £90.—Burns, 595, Halliwell Rd., tj

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1919, 3-speed, clutch,

starter, complete with Cowey speedometei

Klaxon, disc wheels, T.T. bars, as new, ridden 1

only; £ll0.—Arnold, 133, Sloane St., Londbn

19 (Oct.) 4h.p. Triumph Combination,
sidecar, 2 lighting sets, speedometer. B

iuiics, leg shields, in perfect running ordB
Hythe district.—Harlow, M.M.G. Garage, S
Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1918, 3-Epeed countershaft. Maxi
Montfiomeiy sidecar, I', and H. lighting £

new belt, tube, valve, took, plugs, etc., tyrfis

condition perfect ; £135.—C. Thorogood, 305,

Rd., Loudon, S.E.4.

19

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the IssuiB.!
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5T0R CYCMiS FOR SALE.
Triumph.

4h.p. Triutni'li, :^ sp.-i'H, coiintoi'filmft, hiind

laini

1, MArota lid., Mi'ilou Park, .S.W.

1012 Wimbledon. [7404

mi 4li.p., sidooiir niid apron, 3-8Pced clntrli,

A. lull', ]{oficli, Cowoy speoilomctor, Klaxon,
jrt'hsniii'.'), roi^ently . ovi'rlniuted, rebnBhiKl, new
.1)1. iiiiifi and ontor back; £95, or offer.—
lailcniKlinia Ed., Aylosbnry. [7139

tril 'III. p., eonntorslinft, Intp model, Bomi T.T,,

., hiiud elnteb. on.unel, plating nliRoliitoly nn-
,

eciiiiiL'te Willi Tan-Sad, P.H. liKbtinj? set,

elili<i' 194.— Wiit?, making appointineat. Gill,

mil llii., TeiWiiiBton, Jli.lillosex. [6434

Ti'inmph, clutch model, pedal start, com*
ete with clectriu lamps back and front, nsw
)ack, completely overhauled and renovated by
Co. at cost of £16, smart 'bus, ready to do
iBcc; £60, no offers.—150, Ebury St., Vic-

[6883

Triumph, late 1913, condition splendid, per-
.•t running order. Miller lamps, Stewart
ler, horn, mirror, Dunlop tyres and belt,
ew, tools complete, new spare valve, joining
0: de.spatched lir.';t cash received.—Warwick,
,, Barrow. [6476'

Triumph. 1915-1914. stmed during war. es-
itional coii'litii'ii inter "

bars, Pi-.llry KMliS.

»-jr speedMiiRt.r, mUii

rellent Tiuuinu ..il-r

Ashli.\-di-laZuiul;.

h.p. Tiiuniph, 3-speed
Minor sidecar wjtli

and inspect

iilly and exter
1 horn,

inim l.inlboards, tyres
160.—Moxon, Iv.inhoe

[6431

UMtersluift gear, Canoe-
eleetric head,
•tcr, tool kit,

ice policy till

ay, The Cot-
[6444

semi-T.T., just
phB, exceptional

lamp;
S neiT. vaivos, chain, etc., msun
921. all as new; £160.-Tan(iui
rrington, Peterborougli.

rounter.shaft 4h.p. Triumph,
rrliauled, guaranteed by Trim
>pper exhaust, appearance nS
oelet sporting sidecar, special aluininium dis(
. full equip uent. speedy, sporty, really artist
5gn6.-44, Oakhill Bd., Putney, London. [6200

'riumph, latest gear change, aluminium discs
.T. bars, rubber grips, knee grips. Klaxon
ter, big head lemp, 2 generators, special
ocket. new spares, valve butt-ended tube
sprocket, all tools; 120 (hundred and twenty,
tson, Highgate Av., Fulwood, Preston. [6772

.'riumph Combination, S-sjieed countershaft,
J, fitted with brand new Sandum do Luxe side-
mocliiae is in exceptionally good condition,
laranteed mechanically perfect, lamps, horn;
en any time before 8 p.m. at Langford's, 37,
M Broadway, K.W.2. Tel.: 'Hampstead 8616.

4n.p. Trmmph, re-enamelled, plated, new
!rslung coachbuilt sidecar, 4-point connec-
irall apron, new Miller lamp set, horn, new
ter, new heavy Dunlop tyre on rear wheel,
illy perfect, trial any time; £140, or offer;
owned.—C/o Barker's Motors, 194, Balham

, London, S.\y.l2. [7201

Velocette.
WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Velocette.
apcl Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

Veius.
peed, K.S. model

;

in. [4220

, all 1920 models.—Agents for Somerset,
ipton. Begent St.. Clifton, Bristol. [7360

2Jjh.p. 1920 Model, 2-speed gear box,
a, kick-start, not done 30 miles, lighting
orn; £65.-Orton, 131, Noble St., Leicester.

[7068
BEX from stock, 2Vjh.p. 2-speed K.S. Verus
unes. A serious touiin;; mount. SeSti us
uries tor other models.—Elliott Bros, and
lambuslang, Glasgow. [0125

Villiers.

HS-2-sfrnke a^fli.p., perfect, new tyres, lamps,
£38.-109, St. Leonard's Ed., Mortlake.
Jr [X9653
.K. Villiers, 2-speed countershaft, in stock;
5.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St..

[X9809

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

NORTH PINCHUEY,
Thone: Finchlev 2334.

An ^^ SHOW IVIODEL.^^^* ON VIEW.
igiq 7-0 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON drclric mtjdel

Combination, double bullKni^ I. irk Sidecar,

inspection lamp litln! in^nlr li libn.ird of

sidecar, watch httcd I.i-li, ^^ imlscrecn,

Taii-.S.id, nmd cuwis .ilii. In.l i.- l'.,il>oards,

large hand lever brakw, ..l,ii bn.l luake, full

kit' of tools, disc wheels £210
19:0 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, electric ight-

ing. Cameo screen, speedometer, all tiwls, etc.,

as new £160
1920 B.S.A. Combination, all Lucas possible

accessories £160
1920 3.> h.p. ARIEL Com., Brand New.. £147 10
1917 NORTON, 3-speed and clutch, Wafsonian

bulbous back Sidecar, all accessories, includ

ing speedometer £142 10
1919 (latei 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Com., disc wheels, all

accessories, ready to ride awav .... £155
i9::o counterehaft TRIUMPH Combination, head

lamp, sidecar lamp, rear lamp, bom, abso-
lutely as new £160

19-0 4b.p. TRIUMPH Combiuatirn, Brand New,
screen, hood, magnificent turnout .. £165

1920 RADCO, all lamps, Klaxon, and speedo-
meter £60

1920 SPARKBROOK, 2-5peed. all lamps, horn,

£67 10
igjo DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, Brand

New plus carriage £82 10
IC20 VERUS, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick start, and

clutch. Brand New £85

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ONE MONTH ONLY.

Roc 2-speed Gear Boxes, suitable for Levis or any
lightweight motor cycles, at £7, carriage free to

anywhere in the British Isles.

The Marvellous Wooler Motor Cycle on view at
above address.

Vindec.
4h.i running order

;

cent, Fulha

v.s.

N.S.TJ. 2-s»eed, F.E., ex-
—126, Munster Rd., Ful-" [6706

:or Cycle Agency.—Supplying, .spares, exchang-
and overhauUng; V.S. 2-speed gears, which
-tM to Matchless machines, etc. ; Peugeot pis-
is, rings, etc., in stock ; overhauls to machine.
4, Mansfield Ed., Gospel Oak, London, N.W.3.

White and Poppe.
,t?. ?,°'S^ ^.'.i\ifi-- '1 KO"^ condition; £18.

a^..^ .. ..

' DELIVERY
FROM STOCK

or at an early date.

DOUGLAS ENFIELD
INDIAN CLYNO (2.strokc)

B.S.A. MATCHLESS
LEVIS BAT
BRADBURY HENDERSON

(4-cyIinder\

ZENITH NEW IMPERIAL

SPARKBROOK DIAMOND
COULSON B. OMEGA
EDMUND COVENTRYEAGLE
VELOCETTE METRO-TYLER
INVICTA REX

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, Lothian Hd., Edinburgh.

272-274, Gt. Western Bd , Gfasgow

MOTOn CYCUF.S POR SALE.
Wilkin.

WII.KIN Enquiries lor early rotational dellv
invited by .7.

'

cyclo experts, I.lvci

Wnihimson.
'cnibinalion, 8-1

tor roail; niB
Padd. 2423.-89, Abbey lid., N.W.8.

£120.—Turnill, North, and Co., Peterborough. (7417

WILLIAMSON 1914 Sh.p. w.e. Sporting Conibinn-
tion, red, eomiilote with lamps, horn, etc.: £100.

— l-'ryer, Sherwood, Eastwich, Gt. Hcokluim, SuruT.

WILLIAMSON' ,qli

bond, srrr.n, ,„

trie, lot snan-, l,,,n,l

OLF 2i,t.h.p., 1914; ay; 30 gnw
Oilh.p. Wolf, splendid condition, tyres new; £36-
a54 97, Barcombe Av., Strcalham Hill. S.W. ;6620

WOLF 2?4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spefd, clatcli, ki.k ftart.

accessories; splandid condition; £43/10. -36, D:nid
Lane, Shadwell, B. t'J55a

1018 Wolf-Jap, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, H.C.
-LSI clutoh. kick starter, all-chain drive, good tyres;

£63, or nearest.-J. D. WiUard, Rugby. [X9934

WOLF-JAP 1914 4h.p., T.T., speedometer, lamp,

horn, tools, etc., splendid order, fast; £40.—
Parker, Mill House, Mildenhall. [6457

WOLF-VILLIERS (Feb., 19201, 2 speeds, hand
clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, tools, as new,

£75; with Henderson featherweight coachbuilt side-

car £97. — Smith, The Bungalow, stoneterry^^Rd

Sutton, Hull. [6759

London and the HomoHAVING Been Appointed Sole ConcesBionna:

the WoK motor cycles in London and tlie ».......-

Counties, we are open to appoint sub-agents, liarls ue-

liveries of all models. Tel.: 6626 Museum.-Autniiio-

bile Service Co., 60, Mortimer St.. W.l. [7467

Wooler.

1020 Wcoler, ridden 250 miles only, fitted with

-LO* Cowev horn, Cowey speedometer, P- and 11.

lamp set, all as new; £98;i0.-J.O.J., 124, Holdin-

hurst Rd., Bournemouth. L7t.ui

Zenith.

ZENITH, S'/.h.p., only needs seeing; £50, oi' 0^"-

—119a. Church St., Croydon. [6990

/?h.p. Zenith-Cradua Combination; £85.-301, Gold-

hawk Rd.. Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [7246

ZEXITH Motor Cycle, Gradua gear, 1913, ne^ !'*?-

car; £80.—Nicholas, Garage. Yerbeston. IbbbZ

ZEXITH Sh.p. Countershaft Models.--peliyery from

stock; list price.-Meeten Motors, Dorking. [6814

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe I-^ne, London, E.C 4-
For new Zeniths, book now. 4h.p, Zenith, 1912

£67/10. f^^^^

ZENITH-GRADUA 8h.p., 1915, ,sP£>'-«ng„,Caiiorf<;t

sidecar; £100.-301, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds

Bush, W. [6^1^

ZENITH-GEADUA 4h.p. Comhiuation, just over-

hnnled. new tyres; £60.-Hudson, 14, Conway Ed .

Plumstead. [^^^6

5-6h.p. Standard Zenith, 1914, fullv eouipped. new

Kempslialls; £55.—Woodbastwick, Green >>"'/

Ohingford. E.4. ['1'''*

ZEXITH-GRADUA-J.A.P. 6h.p. Phffiinx C.B, sidecar,

all in cccellent condition; £85.-26, Point Hill.

Greenwich, S.E.IO. 172bH

6hn Zenith, countershaft, clutch, kick start, 1915,

perfect condition; bargain, £95.-207, Blackshaw

Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [7401

ZENITH-GRADUA S'ih.p.. just overliauled, trial by

appointment; £55.—Browning,' Dormy House

Sarisbury, Southampton. [67 yj

1Q16 Zenith 4-5b.p. Twin, countershaft clutch kick

157 start, a sporty bus; £85.-374, Grove Green

Rd., Leytocjtone, E.ll. [7436

ZENITH - GEADTJA S'/Ji.p., 1915, speedo.met?r.

Klaxon, excellent oon.iition; f55-Seen at \\ells

Garage, Salway Hill, Woodford. 16742

6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1915-16, lamps, horn, tools, soare

belt case, etc., perfect order; any trial; £85.—
13, The Triangle, Barking, E. [652j

ZENITH 3V'h.p., 1914, lamps, horn, new covers, re-

enamelle'd, good condition; price £60.—Deacon
Chester Rd., Poynton, Stockport. 166U3

1015 Sh.p. Zenith C.B. Combination, lamps.

ly mechanical horn; *80, or exchange lowe,

power.—14, Phosnix St., Euston. N.W.I. [6848

*^ starter disc wheels. Canoclet sidecar. 3 lamps^

^138.-Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [734.-.

/ 7ENITH, 1915. .5-6h.p.^ countershaft

sher, 51, Lyall Mews, Eaton Place, London
[7000

UI letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. 341
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

4h.p. Zenith, J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag., perfect

condition, complete with lamps; what offers 7

—

Chalke, Wheat Sheaf, Middle Drove, Norfolk. [7385

-| Q16-17 6h.p. Zenith Twin, (rrad. gear, lamps, horn,
i«^ mirror, fir^^t-class condition, jnst overhauled, very

fast, real sportsman's 'bus; £95.-641, Ilochdale Ed.,
Manchester. [6755

ZENITH and Sidecar, SVjh.p., 1912, deliTered 1913,
just been thoroughly overhauled, 2 new tyres,

etc.; ex.Tmination and trial; £50.—Flower, Yew Close,

Wevbri<lee. [6661

TRIUMPH 3'-,b.p., 2-speed, clutch, mechanical horn,
lighting S3t, spares. Tan-sad, very powerful engine

No, 12470; £65, or close offer.—Bilby, Hill Top, Cwm-
bran, Men. [7473

out, very fast; £110.—Apply, Scott, 40, Cumming St.,

PentonviUe, iS.l. [624j

5-6h.p, Zenith-Gradua Combination, speedometer,
Bosch. 3 lamps, horn, tyres nearly new, spare

new cover and accessories; £66.

—

3, Bloomfield Rd.,
Bromley, Kent. [6633

1019 (December) 6-lOh.p. Zenith, sports model.
Jl»/ Watford speedometer. Klaxon horn, magnifi-
cent machine, as new; £126.—Rhosha Motor Co.,
Mawneys Rd., Romford. .. [580;

ZENITH Combination, 6h.p., Gradua gear, excellent
<ondition, P.H. lamps, t.ake 4 anywhere; reas

for selling, taking delivery new one; offer over £90
87, Quick's Rd., Wimbledori. [7183

6h.p. Zenith, in good condition, will do 5 to 60 m.pJi.
and 80 m.p.g., complete with lamps, new tyres anc

belt, engine overhauled by makers; £85.—Gummer, The
Cot, St. Andrew's S(l., Surbiton. [6204

ZENITH 1916 4h.p., Gradua gears, as new, lampi
,

horn, etc., £77/10; coachbuiU sidecar, perfect,
£8; combination complete, £82; must sell.—626
Seven Sisters Rd., South Tottenham. [7200

"I
16 5h.p. Countershaft Zenith and Sidecar, good

-'-^ mechanical condition, appearance fair, lamps,
horn, tools, etc. ; £100, or near offer.—B.P.

"

40, Murray Mews, Murray St., Camden Town. [7349

8h.p. Zenith, clutch, luxurious sidecar, hood,
speedometer, all lamps, 3 spare tubes, pilli

new, done 800 miles; best offer over £185.—L.B.S.,
104, Curtain Rd., E.C.2. 'Phone : L.W, 3046. [7488

ZENITH-GRADUA (late 1918) T.T. JJ 2h _

tyres, tubes, paint unscratched, engine perfect,
very fast, lamps, horn, tools, small mileage; £95
genuine bargain.—Jess Bolton, Middleton, Bicester.

[X9876

1 Q20 (March) Zenith 5h.p. Sporting Model, under
X U 200, complete electric lighting by accumulator
horn, all tools, as new; £120; bought car.—62, St,

George's Rd., Golders Green, N.W. 'Phone; Finohlev
804. (D) [6830

6h.p. Zenith, believed 1917, semi-T.T., Swan sporting
sidecar and wind screen, thoroughly overhauled

enamelled, as new, good tyres and new belt; £160, oi

near offer.— 3, Priory Mews, Belsize Rd., Killmrn,
N.W.6. 'Phone: Hampstead 8153. [8753

F.O.C.H. have an 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, clutch,
torpedo coach sidecar, electrically equipped, ex-

cellent order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

[6643

FOR Sale, Zenith 1920 (March) T.T. 5-6h.p., Gradua
gear, only ridden 450 miles, perfect condition, ai

new, 65 m.p.h. : including spare belt, Cowey horn,
speedometer, Lucas H. and R. lamps, spare tube, Dowle
tool kit; price £150, complete.—Apply, John Moxon
5, Commercial St., Newport, Mon. [6797

ZENITH.

—

A chance lor speed merchants. A lovely
4-5h.p. countershaft Zenith, K.S., with engine

tuned and overhauled by one of the most famous of
Brooklands racers (name given). Completely reno-
vated, re-enamelled, long plated exhaust pipes, T.T.
bars, new belt, nearly new tyres; first £110 secures.
—Hubert Turner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray
St., Farringdon Rd., E.C.

Ladies' Motor Cycles,

1Q14 Lady's^ Douglas, kicji start, clutch, all

£55.—Driver, Ha
4h.p.

field, Glos. [X9684

, 1914, kick start, e.lcellenl
r.—Hermitage, Higher He.nth

[X9943
1914, 2-speed, clutch,

elled.

2-fipeed,

iittle u
Albert rla

clutch, chain dri-

'd, perfect order
Belle Grove

Whitchurch, Salop

LAMY'S 1 touch:

starter, ..verb

-Bladder, Sidlmry

1 (ai5 Ladv's I.f

Xtf minium rii

bargain.— S, Green
ing, Kent.

M-i6i.&llaneou8.

TJOYAL RUBIES, all models.

TQle 7 9h.p. Indian Combination; £110.

1Q16 31i.p. Horizontal Twin Bradbury;

TllF. HO, Motor Co,, 347, Finchlcy Rd.
Pbone : Hampstead 4631. Open altern

Sundays.

£48,
Well
[6563

£70

. N.W.,<
oons and

[5694

THE

COVENTRY MOTOR MART
LTD.,

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegrams :

" Selection, Coventry."

HAVE IN STOCK
A CHOICESELECTION OF NEW MODELS
(SOLO OR COMBINATION) IXCLUDING

THE FOLLOWING =

COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P.
Comb., detachable and spare
wheel £194 15

R0VER6h.p. J.A.P. Comb £200
ROVER 3i h.p. Comb £172 10
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb., lamps,

horn, speedometer £176
HAZLEWOOD - J.A.P. 6 h.p.

Comb £186
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb... £172 10
HOBART 2-stroke, 2-speed £69 10
HOBART 2-stroke, single speed , . £57 10
EXCELSIOR-J.A.P. 2-speed, k/s £80 6 6
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2-speed, k/s £83
CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
IVY "All Purpose," 2-speed, k/s .. £75
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, 2-sp., k/s £85
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, single speed £68
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2-speed.... £74 11
CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £71 8
ALLDAYS-ALLON 2-speed, k/s.. £85
1920 MORGAN, as new, "Grand

Prix," discs, hood, screen, lamps,
horji Offers

We can g;ive delivery ia about 14 days of

INDIAN Powerplus,
Solo or Combination.

The Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd.,

London Road, Coventry.

%»»^«»'^«i '•-^•f

REY5
173, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

phone—Mayfair 879

and at 378-384, EUSTON ROAD,
Phone—Regent 4215,

£65,
r,verhauled by competent mechanics.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.!

Miscellaneous.
\7*ICX0KY Garages, Victoiy Garnges.

GET a Good Macbije before prices leftch ]

peak. Garden cycle car, 5-6h.p., jnst 1

speedy, £85; Chater-Jap comlunatioo, 3-s|
:ountershaft gears, £85; Matchless 8h.p. 2-
combinatiou, £85; Matchless 8h.p.. 2-speed,
acc&^oiies, perfect, solo. £68: Cbater-Jap
countershaft, very powerful ,so!u, £72: H '

2-speed, clutch, perfect, solo £45. <n '.vilb sidec'

Sy^h.p. Brown, just overhauled, wud in fii,

F.N. 4-cyl., perfect, £42; Calthnriie 2-stroke,
£43: F.N. 4-cyl., in good cider, £32; Chutei
E.LO., pulls well, bargain, £22/10; and mqnj
all at bargain prices. Come and see them, ol
specification. We have also a large stock of 1

accessories and spares.—Victory Garages lilcl

Ellam), Denmark Hd., Camberwell Green.

ABIEL 4h.p., just overhauled; £40.

RES-J.A.P. 8h.p., 3-5peed, coachbuUt sidecltJ
condition; £130.

"W'ORTON 4i/ih,p. Combination, 3-

SHENFIELD Gau ge, S:ieniield,
' Breafwood 86.

R.
R.
receipt.—^Below.

RD. VARTS despatches all second-hand
• carriage paid at railway company's rial

nearest station.—Below.

RD. VARTY lor satisfaction, a sqnare
your old machine in part exchange.~

at the top olRD. VARTY'S place
. known Bread, and Cheese Hill

Southend road, and every machine :

hill before despatching.—Below.
tested

"E> D. VARTY, Thundersley. Eayleigh, En

LIGHTWEIGHT 234h.p., 2.spsefl, nwcc
Power, Wire Mills, S.ilUey, BirmiDsBf

KEMP'S Gar.lge, Louth, Lines., give illllH

lively of 2-strokes. absohitelv Viest value,
ticulars.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—Clyno (Son
detachable, wheels, £99/10; Clyno eah

£15/10. - » ».

BOOTH'S Motoiies, Halifax.—Eight 191S 1

£55/5 each; Douglas 1918 combinatioll^

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.-4h.p. Triiill!

new sidecar, countershaft model; ^Uifi,

BOOTH'S Motorics, HalUax.—3V.h.p. A
countershaft, with new sidecaV; fi88

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.— 1918 A1JS»
2 speeds, £59/ 10;. Hobart, £48/10.-

BOOTH'S Motorics. Halifax.—O.K, 'S

£46/10; Calthorpe, Enfield gear, flSS/

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.-Large stojk
cycles.—Addi.BS, Portland Place, Haljl»

1Q19 4h.p, M.A.G., o.h.v., 2-speed, _ .,

-i-tf etc., very fast and sporty; £95.—Jojjrt

Lane, Chester.

Box 592, c/o Tht Motor Cilclc.

OMEGA 1915 2»,h.p.. 2-speed, excelM
£38, bargain; J.E.S. motor

plete, £6; or exchange.—G. Siddall, Stalf

i

Derbyshire.

3l h.p. l.O.M. RUDGE £85

1920 .sJ h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, speedometer,
Kraxoii horn, Pj and H. lamps £138

1915 3.J h.p. twin JAMES £85

W.D. 4j h.p. B.S.A., cham-cum-belt £85

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £105

/iM°^ mag..

23 h.p. Douglas Cylinders in Stock. Trade
supplied.

Easy Payments and Exchanges.

WANTED.—Good Solo Machines and Combina-
tions of late m.inufacture. Give us (hn
opportunity to quote you.

OTOR Cycle. 2=/ih.r.,
etter, footboards, very low, meoha

running order; a bargain, £22/10.^
jrk, Nott

CPOETING Mnchi.i..s -Si.eiial 3>yi.p,O Royal Bul-y. I'Ot stuff: 1916 Dol
P. and M. : also Auto-Wlieel.-Apply, Oil

"

Blue Ball Ynrtl, St. James's St., S.W.I, '^j

ENFIELD 2\h.p., 2-spe»(l, F.E., Bosch; Al
feet tyres, like new. £36: Chater-Bcr«

twin, 3-sp3ed gear box. clutch, Bosch, £4'

ehanii-e both if.r lioort eouiliination. Seen Satlin

House, Edenbridge,

Orchard Rd., Sunbur;

"DRIVATE M.iluvist

send 61I. lur

o wliat jou
, 35, Lung Ac:

B42 All letters lehiting to advertisements should quote the nuinbci at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the
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Paris-Smith's English Library, 248 Rue Rivoli.

Motor Cycle Legislation.

THE
more one examines the various reports

].T<?rtaining to the proposed legislation con-

cerning motor vehicles, the more one

realises how unfairly motor cyclists have

been treatetj. We refer lirst to the fact

wo have often mentioned that motor cyclists

were not directly represented on the Departmental

. Committee on Taxation appointed by the

Ministry of Transport. It will be recalled that,

although the figures given in the report show that

motor cyclists considerably outnumber all other

sections of the motoring public, they were ignored

when the Committee was formed.

Private car owners had two votes, commercial

vehicle users one, manufacturers one, and omni-

bus owners one. True, both the A.C.U. and

the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union were ably

represented on the Motor Legislation Committee,

which acted in an advisory capacity, and by some
this may be considered sufficient. We will show
tliat such was not the case.

Failing, for the time being, to get favourable

consideration of a tax on fuel, the motor cyclists'

representatives suggested the schedules which

were discussed last week, and in which it was

proposed that sidecars be taxed ;£i, which

would mean that a lightweight machine taxed

jQi los. and fitteil with a sidecar would be sub-

. ject to a total tax of ^£2 los. In the hands of

the Parhanientarv Committee, however, t/ris was
changed so iluit oiuners of all sidecar otiffJs are

required to pay £4.
Probably the motoring element on the Com-

mittee, as distinct from the Government repre-

sentatives (who incidentally outnumbered them)

not being motor cyclists, allowed the matter to

go through without vigorous opposition. This

is one result of the Government's injustice to

motor cyclists in not giving them a representative

on the Committee.
Tlie second injustice is a repetition of the

first. Motor cyclists were not represented on

the ?ilimsti7 of Transport Departmental Com-

^mittee on Lights on Vehicles, with the result

that motor cycling interests are again overlooked.

The constitution of this Committee included

representatives of the R.A.C., Commercial
Motor Users, -\.A. and M.U., Society gf Motor
Manufacturers and Traders, Cyclists' Touring

Club, and the London and Provincial Omnibus
Owners' Association. The A.C.U. and the

Motor Cycle Alanufacturers' Union were again

ignored. Could anything be more unfair to the

motor cycling public ?

Suggested Lighting Regulations.

It is suggested in the report that (i) motor

cars shall not be permitted to use more than

two head lights; (2) the diameter of the clear

glass apertuie shall not exceed yin. ; and (3)

electric lamps shall not be more than. 24 c.p.

each, or, in the case of gas lamps, the burners

shall not consume more than 21 litres per hour.

In the case of motor cycles, the diameter of

the clear glass aperture of head lamp must not

exceed 5in. ; electric bulbs must not exceed

13 c.p. ; burners 1 1 litres per hour.

It is perhaps ol.ivious that not one of the

Parliamentary Committee can satisfactorily

explain why a motor cycle should not be per-

mitted to have more than one-quarter the light

^regarded as necessary for a car.

The manv anomalies possible with the pro-

posed taxation and lighting, together with the

present definitions of motor car and motor cycle,

would be extremely humorous if the matter Avere

not so serious. If nothing is done to amend
present and proposed legislation, we may see

the owner of a 2 or 3 cwt. four-wheeled motor
cycle compensated for his £10 tax by having

the privilege of using two yin. 24 c.p. head
lamps.

All motor cycle matters appertaining to

legislation require amtnding, and motor cyclists"

should demand that purely motot cycle organi-

sations are allowed to be directly represented od

the_ Committee appointed to amend them.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover-

A-^
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\ 2JCZCW,
speed Wobble.

THE correspondence on this controversy which I

initiated so long ago drags on without any very

authoritative utterances. Tlie extreme example
which prompted my own diatribe has been fully cleared

up, and^vas of duplex origin. For one thing the frame
was out of truth. For another thing the ball races

in the steering head were faulty. The consequence
was that the machine could not run straight, and that

the friction in the head exaggerated my instinctive

corrections, and accentuated the serpentine path.

W hen the frame was trued up and new ball races had
been fitted, the machine was a joy to ride. Until

some technical expert conducts a special research into

the question, my own impression will be. that the

average motor cycle can be steered quite decently

at all the speeds of which it is capable. But that if

such machine takes a bad toss, or if the owner neglects

his steering head bearings, or both, the machine will

become more or less 'dangerous at speed. I am at

present trying to secure a bad wobble from a new
machine carefully handled on a perfect surface, a^id

so far I have met no success whatever.

Dry and Clean.

To) ECENTLY I had an engagement to a very

Jj}^ swagger function—considering my humble rank
in the community. The venue was five miles off.

and the day was wet, with roads swimming in liquiil

filth. It was necessary to arrive (i) clean, for social

reasons, and (2) dry, for hygienic reasons, as the

function would occupy some seven hours. So far as

cleanliness went, I could trust my Scott : its footboards
and front splashers divert the entire mud bombard-
ment. But the rain would plainly soak my legs from
the knees downwards, even if I wore a long rainproof

coat. So I was compelled to wear leggings in order
to keep dry. Now a careful man (such as I am not)

may 'cleanse the outside of his leggings after each
run ; but it would bafifie Beau Brummel to emerge from
a well-used pair of legging overalls with tidy trousers,

because the leggings pass over the boots every time
they are worn, and the boot soils the inside of the

leggings, which are so made that they cannot be rolled

inside out and brushed. So I wore a long coat and leg-

gings : arrived at a garage near my destination, pulled
off the leggings, thereby soiling my trousers from
top to bottom : brushed my trou-trous : washed my
hands : and walked the last mile. I shall not do it

again. I have now ordered a pair of spring side

gaiters, which will, on any future occasion, protect

that part of the trousers which projects beneath the

long coat. Even then I suppose the aforesaid spring-

sided gaiters will crumple the base of my trousers,

and destroy the two neat vertical creases which my
valet (no swank—Mrs. Ixion is indicated) will have
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been at such pains to create. I think I must fit

Scott with a rainscreen. Not a vertical affair, sud

was recently pictured in our columns, but a horize

knee screen, projecting backwards from the steer'

head, with an ample V where my waist would coi

Then I fancy the long coat might unaided meet

needs. Nobody has yet marketed a rainshiel^.

this particular purpose; but-it should be easy to 1

one which would not look unsightly, and would
far towards keeping our nether limbs dry.

Starting a Warm Engine,

PURIXG recent weeks I \\a.\& had a tew requ'

for aid from readers who experience troubk>

starting a warm engine. It is never sgfe

generalise about starting tips, for the idiosyncrasiei

engines are most pronounced in this respect, and w
suits a four-stroke may give a two-stroke a bad tun

ache. Several years have elapsed since I owned
engine which was amenable when cold, and sulky 'w

hot. But at one stage in the motor cycle era

nuisance was not uncommon, and was ahvays duf

very weak compression. When an engine is hot,

magneto can easily be run fast, the valves can ha:

stick, and the engine temperature must help the pe

to vaporise. The usual snag in such cases was
worn valves and piston rings created compression^!

ages, except when a film of cold oil sealed thej|l

ances to some extent, ^yhen the oil had been tliln

down by heat, it became difficult to get a depres:

in the spraying chamber, and the ob'\ious tip wa:

put a hand over the carburetter air intake, and so 1

centrate the suction upon the jet. In these days, 1:,

e^'er, valves and rings maintain their fit verv wel

Carbwretter Gauzes.

DSEE one of the " out patients " under treats

in our technical query department was not:q

clear in his mind as to whether the carbiirt

gauze mattered or not. It may interest him to-i

that two of the most horrible night rides I have;<

had owed their misery to carburetter .gauzes. '^

first incident, which occurred many years ago,^

out to ride from London to Durham by night" id^'

bad weather, and I had barely cleared the sujbi

before the machine commenced to misbehave. -I

not so well versed in the caprices of motor eye

I am now, and as no inspection light was ava

the night was half gone before I spotted th|

carburetter air intake was half sealed by a ot

mud thrown up by some passing wheel. TKkt

course, is an extreme instance. But one night qu

this last winter I was a very puzzled man for ten n

or so. Having to start up a half-frozen engini

the dark, I unscrewed the gauze screen from the

buretter air intake, and pushed in a rag soake(
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iional Comments.—
pi ol. AIUt stalling tlio engine 1 screwed b;ick the

fc^ wiilioiit notii'ing that the gauze liail droppeil out

ul t. The machine started well and ran regularly

e| .igh. but had dropped about 50% ul' its power.

1 simple fact' is that some ol' the caps, whether
fc or baffles, now fitted to air intakes, throttle (he

the extent of 50% or so, and if they are removed,
entire adjustment is ruined. In some cases, <^^.,

B. and B. two-stroke model, a variety of air caps
provideil, and utilised in tuning up the setting.

Tipping.
tBTI'H all deference to " Yorkshireman," I fancy

\l there may be something in the explanation

which " B." propounds as to the unpopularity

motor cyclists as a class at hotels of the more

t|
ensive variety. I say nothing about the morality

i the tipping system, the only respect in which a

sj ion of the "workers" now fail to display inde-

lence. But I think it is a fact that many motor
: ;ists do not tip at all, and that others—to coin a

I d
—

" undertip." The standard tip in the '' hupper
<les " of Thackeray's J^^-inics " is 10% of the

Many motor cyclists consider that threepence

. reasonable tip for the head waiter when settling

A lunch, or sixpence when defraying the cost of

ler, bed, and breakfast. I defend neither the

ter nor the tipper, but merely state what I have
erved : the faces -of several waiters, noticed from
adjoining table, live in my memory. On the top

:his we bring a good deal of dirt into the hotel,

when we get excited, e.g., towards the end of a

Days I'rial, we are apt tO' be noisy. Once more,

itly or wrongly, the kind of people on whom first-

;s hotels principally depend for their existenc

»rd us as vulgar, a,nd the staff are always at raid

are an offence to their regular dknt'dc.
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If talc had condemned me to be a waiter 1 should
join a union, demand a living wage, and welcome the
" no gratuity " system in |)refercnce to haunting de-

parting guests with an itching palm camouflaged under
a napkin. Himian independence being what it is, I

|)resunie that the knights of the salver make such an
luicommon goo<l thing out of their tips that they prefer

to conceal their intrinsic manhood under a guise of

ser\'ility.

An Appeal to the M.T.A.
T7 AM told that the M.T.A. is unselfishly preventing

ii eager agents from profiteering in new machines.

All honour to it, for a thing is worth what
it will fetch, and an agent's business in war time

cannot ha\'e proved very fat. But one trick of the

trade has landed several enthusiasts in asylums.

Picture to yourself, gentle reader, an enthusiast of the

first water taking the road on his 1914 Dudbus, sad-

dened by the umpteenth letter from the factory report-

ing that, owing to the moulders' strike, delivery of

his rqao Whirlwind cannot be expected till August.

Outside a countiy agent's he sees squatting on the

pavement a brand new A. B.C. or Morgan, or what-

ever line of goods grips his special interest. It is

obviously just down from the factory, for its number-
plates are plain black, like my Sunday hat. He
flings the Dudbus into the gutter, and nose-dives into

the showroom, tugging at his cheque book. " Sold,

sir!" Death from heart failure would not be un--

natural under such circumstances. I think the M.T.A.
should prohibit the exhibition of any 1920 machine
without a huge red placard " Sold " or " Unsold."
Moi, qiii voiis parlc, had almost fouled my last page
in The Motor Cycle, for it was the day after my 1920
A. B.C. arrived, and not the daj before, that I saw a

sister machine with blank number-plates outside the

li ical carafe.

A STRING OF SOLO ENTHUSIASTS NEAR BRITISH CAMP, MALVERN.
he recent Victory Trial course lay through this picturesque country, but it was by way of the Old 'Wycbe that the 165 competitors came into

the district. This hill of 1 in 5—steeper for a few yards at the top—ivas, however, climbed easily by the majority.
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The 21 h.p. Blackburne-engined Verus lesied by our Scottish Correspondent,

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE VERUS.
ENGINE : 21 h.p. Blackburne, 71 x S8 mm., 350 c.c. TANK CAPACITY : JJ gallons.

LUBRICATION : Mechanical pump pressure feed. TRANSMISSION : Chain and belt.

GEAR : Biirman two-speed countershaft. WEIGHT : 200 lb. PRICE : £99 15s.

THE little machine was supplied to me by Mr.
Harry Macrae, of Edinburgh, whose name has

so long figured in the Scottish competition

world. it was a stock machine, whose manu-
facturers had no idea that it was ultimately to

fall intO' the hands of the press. It was purchased
in midwinter, its general layout rather taking my
eye as a handy
mount for the ex-

ceedingly trying con-

ditions that prevail

in the North. The
merits of the Black-

burne engine were,

of course, well
known, and well

in accordance with

the hard " slog-

ging " requirements
of winter, while

other points that

took my fancy were
the businesslike

riding position, the

large tank— one
needs it in Scotland
•—and the delight-

fully light hand
clutch control.
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The usual garb for the last month or so has

Verus has been put through

Riding the machine home on that first jaunt fix

Edinburgh, a matter of twenty-six miles, I very so'

leamt that the engine was exceedingly " new.
'

charge of oil was given about every three milej. y

the piston insisted on drying up ever)' time the thiott

was opened. This state of affairs continued for abo

150 miles, while up to the 200 mile mark a long blii

or a freak h

always resulted

drying up.

The fault, ho'

ever, was
one, and the Ci

handling e:

during this

stage of the

ceedings has
worth while,

the engine Vf

thoroughly run i

piston and cylimi

were c a r e f u 1

1

gauged, but no si,

of distortion con

be found—owing,

course, to the exc^

lent design of cyli^

der head. Unfo

tunately, it is ra
been waders, but in spite of rain the

some strenuous tests

^fl
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d Tests of New Models.—

a single-cylindc-i- to retain its truth in this wny—
fact, I can only recall one other instance in which
light divergence from the triilh was not percei)til)le

er the Ih'st _5oo miles.

since then my experience with the htlle lilackburne
(ine has proved all that might be desired. Even on
sty mornings it starts on top gear with a tick over
subdued that one can walk alongside the machine,
traffic it is delightful, and, combined with the excel-

t hand clutch, one can thread in and out of the

St difficult corners without a suggestion of labouring
snatch.

The virtues of the unit, Iwwever, are not Umited to

w running and easy starting, as it possesses a most
prising " kick " for so small a machine, and will

;p on kicking even though one imagines it to be at

last gasp. In this

pect, its persistency

quite amusing, but

lappily the machine
oo low geared to make
i of its power on the

el. The top gear is

( to I (bottom gear

out II to i), which,

course, is toO' low.

.th a 5 to I top, or

m higher, the little

tnnt wotild hold its

n against a good many
avier machines:

On the way to Edin-
rgh, which journey I

ke regularly, I have
measured stretch of

enteen and a half

les, very " give anti

:e," with one small

,vn cii roule. Riding
; Venis at its natural

;ed, this distance is

vered at the rate of

[There is a legal limit of 20 m.p.h.

—

Ed.]—which
not bad considering the_gear. On a 3jx^ h.p.,

ared ^y^^ to r, I accomplish the journey at a speed
ly 20% better.

It will be seen, therefore, that the Blackburne engine
by no means a sluggard, and up to about 33 m.p.h.
3 balance is excellent. Above that speed the large

pacity tank begins to ruaible, or at least \t'did till

cured the nuisance by packing it with stiff bits of

iriier above and below. Petrol consumption, so far,

s worked out at 104 m.p.g.

Gear Box and Transmission.
As already noted, the handle-bar clutch is one of

e lightest with which I have had to deal, the merest
essure of one finger being all that is necessary to

gulate the drive. The design of the gear box and
Jtch seems excellent in every respect, the external
Itch adjustment being very simple, while the
ck starter is a good solid affair on approved lines,

deed the Verus with its docile, hard pulling engine
id light handle-bar clutch, would seem to .me a
ount eminently suited to the requirements of the

The Verus is a decidedly attractive mount, the outside flywheel of the

Blackburne engine contributing to its steady running.
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There is a point T would criticise adversely. The
nnidguarding on the Verus is no bettor than it should

be, but, alas, this is equally true of practically every

lightweight I have tried. In my case this defect

rather ciff-set the various advantages with which I

ha\e dealt, for it is of little use possessing an efficient

engine and an excellent clutch when the rear mud-
guard is so designed as to concentrate a stream of

mud and water on to the belt, so that the drive be-

comes inoperative when most necessary.

Wider Mudguards Wanted.
It is really difficult to understand why a detail error

of this sort, so totally unnecessary, occurs in these

days of enlightenment. The Verus company has turned

out a thoroughly practical little 'bus, and it is a pity

that a • ha'porfh of tar" should be lacking in the

eleventh hour. I also

use another machine
through the winter, and

belt slip seldom, if ever,

occurs under the vilest

of conditions, so that it

is useless to pretend that

the defect is inseparable

from the system. I

would, in all good spirit^

recommend the Verus

people to employ wider

and more efficient mud-
guards both fore and aft,

as this would bring about

a most desirable im-

provement in their other-

wise highly desirable

little machine.

The brakes, etc., are

good ; in fact, there is

no other point than the

mudguarding I could

criticise, unless it be the

silencing. With a Brook-
lands Norton, or anything

of that stamp, one does not mind a hefty bark, but

on a lightweight, which, at the outset, has other

duties in life rather than speed, a free exhaust is out

lit place.

In conclusion, I may mention that the Verus came
through the Glasgow club's Palmer Cup Trophy with

a clean sheet with the writer in the saddle, and that

in the Edinburgh Club's opening trial recently, when
it was ridden by Claude Duncan, it carried off a

special award. This is really a fine performance
for a 2i^ h.p. machine fitted only with a two-

speed gear. H. Mortimer B.\tten.

ARE NEW MACHINES WELL
FINISHED?

Complaints concerning the detail finish of new
machines occasionally reach us. In these davs the

high cost of motor cycles should at least warrant only

the best in xnaterial and workmanship. Are we to

conclude that the mechanics who assemble present-

-day models are not living up to the old-time British

reputation for thoroughness in detafl ?

A2y
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A Miniature Magneto for Twins.
Unconventional Magneto Design, embodying Several Mechanical Innovations.

THE Runbaken magneto has taken a

front rank position among ignition

apparatus, and is now to be found
on a large number of lightweight engines,

upon which it is giving general satis-

faction. About six months ago (July

3rd, 1919) we fully described this instru-

ment, which has several features of a
novel nature.

We are now able to give jjarticulars

of the new twin-cylinder model, which
embodies several features of more than
ordinary interest.

As will be seen from the illustration,

the magneto is extremely small, and, like

the single-cylinder model, the high-
tension terminals are on the extreme end
of the instrument, on the side opposite
to the driving sprocket. At first sight,

the make and break apparatus is con-
spicuous by its absence. A closer ex-

amination, however, reveals that this

important device is behind the terminals,
and is of the face cam type. This is

partially exposed by removing the end
plate, which is held in position by a
diagonally disposed bolt and a knurled
nut. Adjustment of the platinum points
is extremely simple, as there is plenty of
room for the adjusting spanner. Instead
of using the conventional slip ring, the
carbon collector brush beds up against
a brass plug, connected, of course, to
the secondary winding and lying inside
an insulated extension of the armature
spindle.

The face cam is formed of non-
magnetic steel, and the ball races carrying

A twm-cylmder model Runbaken magneto of

compact design.

the armature are insulated from their
housing, which is unusual. We under-
stand this is due to.experiments proving
that the current returning through greasy
bearings has an electrolytic effect^ which
causes unnecessary wear.

Timing Facilities.

Constructed as a unit with the carcase
and the driving end plate are the pole
shoes, the armature being withdrawable
from the opposite end. This latter unit,

in addition to the windings, comprises a
condenser, spark gap, earth brush, con-
tact breaker, and high-tension collector.

A feature of this model is the variable

spark timing, operated by a lever, whit

passes through a slot at the side of Jtl

carcase, and is clearly sho\Ani in tl

photograph, which also • illustrates '
;

innovation where motor cycle magnet i

are concerned, i.e., a device in the for;

of a plunger by which the armature m:

be fixed at its "maximum position

This is a point which will be appreciat'

by those who effect their own adjustm'elil

The weight of the new Runbaken tw
magneto is 3^ lb. , arid its external dirne

sions are 4gin. long x 2|in. wide X 4jri

high. The works of JMessrs. Bunbak
Jlagneto Co., Ltd., are at CheetWOi

Lane, Derby Street, Jlanchester.

A Test of Puncture-proof Tubes.
An Inner Tube that is Claimed to eliminate Tyre Troubles.

ONE of the latest devices rendering an
inner tube puncture-proof has been
brought out by Puncture Proofed

Tubes, Ltd., Avenue Chambers, Vernon
Place, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
In the history of motoring there have
lieen numerous attempts to render an
inner tube incapable of being punctured.
Wliile some of these have been effecti\'e

when new, trouble has often resulted.

' On two occasions the motor cycle was
driven over a board through which French
nails protruded. At the moment the

photograph was taken, four nails had
penetrated right through the cover into

the tube

due to chemical action in the case of
" the tyre, which has rendered the device

unsatisfactory.

The invention under consideration con-

sists of rubber and other constituents,

and it is not used in existing tubes,

but in those which are specially prepared
and manufactured for the company.
When cold, both sides of the tube stick

together, and before being inserted the
tube is placed in water just under boiling

point for the sjjace of ten minutes, when
it can be fitted just, like any ordinary
inner tube. Part of the material is

somewhat thinner than the rest, and the
rotation of the wheel causes this to circu-

late round the interior, and in the event
of a puncture the tiny hole is immediately
sealed up, and no air escapes.

Twenty-eight Punctures

Fur the purjjose of illustration, a nail-

•studded board was pressed on to the
tube, and it was found when in this

position that four nails actually penetrated
right through. No leakage of air was
perceptible on any occasion, and when the
test was complete no fewer than -twenty-
eight holes Avere found in .the cover.
After the tube had been adequately tested

by means of the board, five French nails

were driven through tiny flint cuts in

the cover, right through the canvas, and
well into the tube, and a very drastic test

was then applied, namely, the driving

a penknife up to tlu^ hilt right throu,

the oui;er cover. When this was wit

drawn there was no leakage of air '-pi

ceptible, but the material exuded for

space of time, the exudation hecoming 1(

and less until the material coagulated,

the material is removed by means ot'li

water from the tube, there is nothing

prevent a patch being placed over t

cut. while vulcanising is also possible.

We hope to report an extended t(

of thct,e tubes at a latci date.

Gross maltreatment of an inner tuh.

Five nails have been driven by means oi ,.

hammer through tiny flint cuts in the outer

cover into the tube, while a penknife has

been inserted in the centre. No leak,igi

of air was perceptible.

_J
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A CHANCE FOR THE T.T. ASPIRANT.
^rivale Owners have an Unusual

tppor(uni(y of Winning (he Blue

band of Motor Cycle Racing.

. REAL "CORKSCREW" ON PART OF THE NEW T.T. COURSE,
is corner, or. one might say, " set of corners," will have to be taken carefully.

The road comes down over the Governor's Bridge..

'EVER has there been such a favourable opportunity
for the private o-mier in a T.T. race. Several of

the larger manufacturers have decided not to com-
pete, and in consequence a large number of expert
amongst whom

riding. This
not mean that

e) ice will be any
nteresting, but
rear the results

t be foretold,

the expert
e owner, with a

I le and excep-
pi ly fast machine,

q I have a better

5 of winning
in any previous
or any subse-

id event in which
e^ cream of the
»l riders will be
II 'ting. Ill the
Ij event private
i\ may easily

tj minate.

jS lough the en-

re at ordinary fees

K last Monday,
6 hink that the
ai ;tltions Com-
it : of the A.C.U.
^ .

waive their

;ative to a.sk a
; fee in the
of a private
deciding to

te. We have
the A.C.XJ.'s
.ity to state

but we think
li) ,ot unreasonable
' '.xpect sympa-

'consideration

sere many likely

The course for the 1920 T.T. showing the new loop in detail

A FINE SPEEDWAY ON THE NEW
ROUTE.

This straight stretch is near the position chosen for

the Grand Stand.

of any late entries from such riders. A private

aspirant for T.T. honours or a club nominating
a member would be well advised to approach the

A.C.U. before concluding that entries at ordinary
fees are closed.

Undoubtedly it will be a very sporting race

this year, and while the entries will not be 01 the some-
what un'wieldly number of the events of 1913 and 1914,

they will be representative of the sport, if not of the
entire industry. Motor cycles are faster now than they
were in pre-war days, and one may say that speeds are

greater than the
speed maximum of

the course. There-
fore it becomes
purely a race of skill,

reliability, and en-

duiance. By this is

m e a n t that the
owner of an 80

m p h. machine has
little better chance
to win than the man
who rides one which
IS ten miles slower.

Everything con-

nected with the

oiganisation of the

lace is going oil

satisfactorily-, but the

work of the A.C.U.
does not end here.

Special garage

facilities are being
arranged with Messrs.

J. Blake and Co.,

110, Bold Street,

Liverpool, whereby
A.C.U. members can

leave their motor
cycles and collect

them on returning

from the Island.

The C u 5t m s

authorities have been
approached, and the

trouble of getting

machines to and fi'om

the Island will he
minimised.
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COMFORT OR APPEARANCE.

j^^
A Rambling Disserlation upon Clolhing

together with a Description

AS an all-the-year-round motor cyclist, who, from
necessity rather than choice, often undertakes
long-distance rides in all weathers, I feel per-

fectly justified in endeavouring adequately to protect
my humble self from the vagaries of our notoriously

fickle climate. Arrayed, however, in the multitudinous
collection of coats, waterproofs, and waders, which
are necessary for warmth and comfort, I am compelled

' to admit that my
tout ensemble is

forbidding and
even calculated to

strike the non-
motoring section pf

the public and
small children with some-
thing akin to terror.

Being domiciled in an
ultra-respectable suburb,

the residents of which
appear to be slaves to

hide-bound con\enlion,

the amount of interest

which is created and the

comments which are

passed when, all dressed

up, I sally forth to my
garage down the road may
safely be left to the

imagination. Let it suffice

that there does actually

exist a class to which the
least departure from the accepted standards of dress
is an unpardonable wrong. But at last I have been
amply" compensated for the mental agonies which have
been heroically endured in the past, as the following
description of a journey recently undertaken on a

twin Blackburne sidecar from Birmingham to the

Metropolis will show.

An Unheeded Warning.
Before leaving the Midland city, I had noticed an

obscure paragraph in the daily paper to the effect

that floods were in evidence at Towcester. Having
weightier matters to consider, this was soon forgotten,

and the journey was commenced in, needless to state,

a heavy downpour. A rude shock was experienced at

Willoughby, for there the main road was flooded under
the railway bridge to such an extent that a Ford
van, abandoned and forlorn, was so far submerged
tliat only the wheels and floorboards of the body
were visible. Local inhabitants were much in

evidence at this point, thoroughly enjoying the sport,

but, finding that I did not pander to their per\-erted

taste by attempting a spectacular dash through the

water, they, somewhat reluctantly I thought, proffered

the information that, by making a detour, I could
a\oid the obstacle and regain the main road further

'
. . the comments which are

passed when I sally forth."

suiiable for Motor Cycling in all Weathers,
of a Decidedly Wet Journey.

\

on. This proved correct, but was of no avail, as |^

road again proved to be under water. "

The Sport of " Water=splashing."

Having no lamps or further leisure to diverge fi i

tire route, I determined to risk matters, and, v

much hissing and splashing, dashed into the flo

greatly to the delight of numerous bucolic spectatc
,

w-ho cheered wildly. As might be expected, the engje

stopped, but my waders kept me diy shod during i|e

operation of pushing the 'bus to dry land. No troije

was experienced in starting up, and haste was mad( b

Towcester, where the tit-bit of the day was experienc u

Here a veritable torrent was rushing down" the hill . a

across the road, finally falling, in a regular cascal,

over a bank on the north side of the road. Ha\,^

now gained confidence in the waterproof qualities [f

my machine, \ plunged boldly into the stream uiil

the level of the water actually reached up to «

bottom of the petrol ta'nk, when the engine stopj 1.

Waterproof—Machine and Man.
|

I dismounted, and my trusty waders were just 1 |h

enough to prevent the water from pouring in over je

tops. After a struggle, I succeeded in pushing thro ii

and contemplated my dripping machine full of apj"-

hension as to the result of this further and more ]

longed immersion. Visions of laborious hours sj \

on similar occasions in the past baking the "interna

of my magneto flashed through my mind, while ,

possibility of continuing appeared most remote. Ju e

of my astonishment when, on applying the kick-sta jr

in a very half-hearted manner, the engine burst i,o

life, and, without trouble, ran all the way to town.'

It is on occasions such as these that the adopt,

n

of unsightly attire is fully justified. To set out^

brilliant sunshine and return in a rainstorm is, in l]s

country, quite a common
|

occurrence, hence my willing-

ness to put up with any amount
of adverse criticism as to

my appearance. Hutchinson
waders are invaluable, and,

ur.ed in conjunction with an

oilskin coat worn over an old

British \varm, enable one to

keep perfectly

dry in the most
torrential down-
pour. To fair-

weather riders,

I would add that

the sport that is

obtainable, even
in mid-winter,

from the pas-

" As might be expected, the engine

stopped. • .*

time is well worth the jeers and gibes which are frei

bestowed upon one by the people who have nefr

experienced its joys. H.B.El
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must bo accomoanled by the writer's name and address.

would soon ruin the appearance of the machine, and,

any case, the front rim is not intendetl to be used a
>ETROL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—The followinfj record ot petrol consumption may be

if int<'rest. I have just completed 1.146 miles on thirteen

;altons of petrol with an 8 h.p. Zenith and Canoelet sidecar.

('he distance is by Bonniksen speedometer, and I have kept
I careful record of all petrol purchased. The only fittings

itlier than standard are a drip feed lubricator to the front

•ylinder and the W.S.R. jet adapter. This means some
i8 m.p.g. MODEL G.
Barnes.

Sir,—We get the impression from the press that the Scott
notor cycle and other two-stroke engines are more extrava-
;aiit in petrol than four-stroke engines of apparently equal
i.p. Now, might I suggest a short trial, which would
utpose the actual consumption of the various makes for

irttial equal h.p.? I presume the basis for comparison would
je the b.h.p. credited to the engine.

It shordd be an easy matter to secure two or more
liachin-es of equal b.h.p)., and of the different pattern
Migine,':. Equali.«e weight, petrol supply, etc., and send on
1 tour of predetermined distance—the drivers to change
nachhies when half the distance is accomplished. I feel

au'e the manufacturers would be only too ready to assist in

his matter, and the results would be most, interesting. .

F. G. MOORE.
ilDECARS FOR ESTATE WORK.

Sir,—In your issue of April 15th, page 429, is a plioto-

;raph show-ing a motor cycle and sidecar on estate work.
You may be interested to know that the writer used one
m this particular estate during the latter half of 1916 for
he collection of rents and getting the wages from Coventry,
'to. The outfit used was a 1914 Coventry Excelsior 4^ h.p.

ingle, with a 1916 Bramble steel body sidecar (no outside
'hassis), and was very successful in use. No doubt Mr.
Larson, of Excelsior fame, remembers the saw shed, which
s situated to the left of the photograph, as it was used
several times for repairs ; I also garaged there. It was
'eally a fine old bicycle, and although a motor cyclist and
eader of your paper for some years, I do not think I

lave enjoyed the delights of the road more than when that
bus was in my possession. The usual disclaimer if necessary.

E. HOWARD SillTH.

.ONDON-EDINBURGH RVN—ACCOMMODATION.
Sir,—I am rip in " Auld Reekie" for a short holiday,
nd have made a few enquiries about hotels for the London-
'Miiiburgh run boys.
A.> usual a number have already booked up to stay at

dilne's Imperial Hotel, 145, Leith Street, and there will
le the usual re-union there on the Sunday.
There are still ten to twelve double rooms available, and
nyone intending to stay there is advised to write and fix

ip at once. Those who have stayed there before will

emember the jolly times spent on pre-war London to
Minbin'gh nnis, but some may not have kept the address.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.
T^ONT BRAKES,
^ii.—It is incomprehensible to me, a motor cyclist of
nie years experience, that manufacturers continue to fit

lie ridiculous and useless front rim brake. It is obviously
relic of the pedal cycle, and yet is fi.tted by makers who

Mifle themselves on their product being a motor cycle, not
^'lorified pedal cycle. Even if it were efficient, its use

brake surface.

It is surely time that this survival of antiquity dis-

appeared, and I am convinced that you would have the

giatitude of almost all motor cyclists if you were to use your
efforts in this direction.

Some of the new and more progressive firms are now
fitting sensible brakes, but many of us like to stick to one

of the older makers, most of whom have hardly improved
the hand brake since thev produced their first machine.
Richmond.

" LAM ALIF.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—May I take up the gauntlet thrown down by " Limit " ?

I have attained the speed of 60 to 65 m.p.h. on several

occasions lately on various stretches of the Portsmouth Road.
jMy machine is a 7-9 h.p. Indian, single speed model. I have
touched 70 m.p.h. on the track, timed by friends, afchough
my speedometer reads quite correctly.

Admitted it is foolish and dangerous to drive so fast ; but,

nevertheless, it is most exhilarating '. I have never yet had
a speed w-obble on this machine, but I experienced it once

on a machine with a back rim out of truth at just over

45 m.p.h.
If you have room for this statement in your most excellent

journal, I should like to bring to the notice of " Limit " that,

to obtain these speeds, he must tinker his engine till it

will give the necessary revolutions, and then try a few

stretches on the road I mention, and if his luck is out he will

be heavily fined. • NO-LIMIT.
London, W.

Sii-^—Regarding the vexed question of "speed wobble,"

a point which appears to deserve attention is the fact that

few machines are constructed so rigidly, with regard to

power-transmission to the rear wheel, as to eliminate

bending effect due to tension of chain, or belt, as the case

may be, while running.
When the power transmitted reaches a certain value,

w-hile the machine on the level touches the critical speed,

a certain amount of " w-hip " in the rear fork, due to

bending moment towards the driving side, is unavoidably

present, however small. If this vibration is of sufficient

amplitude, it follows that the path of travel will be affected

thereby. It may be of interest to note that in some extreme

cases of light frames built for racing events, the rear

fork and wheel is set initially out of alignment in order

to compensate for tension of drive entailed by power trans-

mitted at high speeds.

It would be interesting to know whether any of your
readers have traced the trouble down to the source indicated.

GEO. DE M. DAVIS.

Sir,— I was interested to see "Limit's" letter in your
issue of April 22nd with regard to speed.

I quite agree with him, and endorse all his remarks about
the wonderful speed of men who, so they tell' us, do

65 and 70 m.p.h. on the road.

Like " Limit," I should like to know how a speed of

nearly 70 m.p.h. off the track is done, and more than that,

I should like to see it done.

It is a pity that speedometers da not always tell the

truth, and it is more than a pity when this remark extends

to the riders themselves. C.L.W.
iNIalvern.

L
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FINISH OF NEW MACHINES.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. A. Brown, in T?ie Motor

Cycle of April 15th, raises a subject under the above heading
which, I feel sure, motor cycle manufacturers would be well

advised to consider.

About a fortnight ago I got delivery of a machine which^
is largely advertised, and it is only within the last day or

two that I have got it into what I consider good running
order. This is not what one expects after paying a pound
or two under £100 for a 2J h.p. Cycle. I have no fault to

find with the engine (a Blackburne) or the frame generally

—the makers state in their catalogue that it is " the last

word in motor cycle design," and so it should be at the
price—but the way in which it is put together leaves much
to be desired.

Had I been a novice, I should certainly have condemned
tlie outfit as bad. As it happens, I have had considerable
experience with the Capac carburetter, with which this

machine is fitted, so I was able to adjust it immediately in

order to start up the engine. Once adjusted, this carbu-

retter, to my mind, is hard to beat. Both brakes are of

the external contracting type on the rear wheel. Owing to

fauJty workmanship, these were hard on all the time, and
ha.d to be dismantled and corrected before the wheel could

b<) turned.

MAY 6tli, igio.

After a run of five miles, the footboards were loose, th(
steering head had excessive play, and the rear mudguarc
polished inside, owing to the rear wheel, which is sprung :

fouling it on rough roads. Many other minor adjustment'
were necessary, and several nuts 'had to be tightened up. i

Besides being dangerous to unskilled riders, a machine ii

such a condition does not give the makers of components,
such as engine, carburetter, etc., a fair chance, since mam,
riders look upon an assembled cycle as a whole, and i'

received in bad condition the whole is condemned. '\

The above state of affairs is not usually found in machine:;
manufactured throughout under one roof. It is more in th

;

case of assembled machines, and I think engine makers ancf'

manufacturers of components would' be justified in refusiniii
to supply those makers who turn out badly-built machines, i

It is only by the most careful inspection that cycle maker
can be sure of their products being in good condition.
The plating of modern machines also leaves much to b

desired. The machine to which I have referred has bee.
ni one shower of rain, and all the plated parts show rusf'
My Baby Triumph, which I have run daily throughout th
winter, looks better to-day than this machine after a fori
night's running. What is possible with one make should la

possible with another.
Milngavie

D.B.

'
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STARTING TIPS.

nil',—In reply ^to " J.M.M.'s" query r« starting a B.S.A'.,
tlioi-e are several points to observe :

1. The clutch plates are probably stuck, and should bo
talu'U down, cleaned, and replaced. I removed one plate in

my nuieliine, and found an improvement.
2. 'I'hin water-cooled engine oil on/i/ mnst be used for

the pear box.

3. When cold, the engine must be primed every time.
4. Scrap the carburetter, and put on one which cannot

be meddled with on the road. The adjusting needle on the
CAl'.B.S.A. is a source of much anxiety.

5. Always use benzole, as the B.S.A. is a different
machine when this is employed.

6. It is mvsinned that " J. M.M." starts with the lever in

low gear wlion kick starting. If he ever pushes off, middle
gear should be used. C.B.M.-B.
Huntingdon.

LADIES AND COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I heartily agree with, and share, Mrs. Manvell's

feelings on the subject of ladies and competitions. I believe
I live in the same district as Mrs. Manvell, and suggest it

might be a good plan to start a motor cycling club solely for

ladies, and have our own trials, competitions, and hill-climbs
—yes, and even speed tests ! There must be ever so many
lady motor cyclists living a few miles out of London who
would be only too glad to join such a club. I myself am a
2| h.p. Douglas enthusiast, and am expecting delivery of my
new machine this week. LADY RIDER.
Beckenhara.

TAXATION.
Sir,—In the course of the debate inthe House of Commons

on the resolution imposing new duties, the Hon. member for
Tottenham, in discussing the position of the private motorist
in regard to the upkeep of the roads, was surely at a loss

for adjectives when he described the attitude of the Auto-
mobile Association and Motor LTnion as "selfish."

First, the Taxation Committee were asked to deal
with the taxation of road vehicles, and not merehj motor
vehicles, but the report of that Committee is confined to
endeavouring to show how the whole amount can be
obtained by taxing motor vehicles alone. Moreover, the
private motorist is called upon to find the larger share of
the total sum required. All the Association is asking, on
behalf of the private motorist, is that he shall be entitled to

the impartial consideration of his opinion as to the most
equitable means of finding. the money. Where is the selfish-

ness in this ? On the contrary, whilst the principle of
taxing vehicles for road revenue has been maintained by
the authorities, the Association lias always indicated the
willingness of the motorist to find a fair shai-e of the amount
required. The method by which it is proposed to levy this

increased taxation is entirely wrong in theory, and would
be unjust in practice, as it is obvious that the amount of
the individual tax should always vary in accordance with the
extent to which the road is used.

I also notice that during this debate the Minister of
Transport, in referring to the fact that the only objection
to the tax had come from the Automobile Association, did
not at the sa.me time make it clear that this opposition is

the voice of 115,000 owners of motor vehicles who are
members of the A. A., and that the policy of the Association
IS supported by private motorists as a body throughout the
United Kingdom.
The^ Automobile Association wUl continue to fight for the

retention of taxation upon imported petrol as against the
inequitable proposals for taxation per unit of horse-power,
as motor spirit is the-onlv fair basis which bears any direct
relation to the extent of use. STENSON COOKE,

Secretary A. A. and M.U.

Sir,—After reading your various comments in The Motor
Cycle for April 22nd, I gather that the general opinion is

that taxation should be in proportion to the use made of the
roads by the cycles or cars in question. I agree that, from
the view of the owners, the fuel tax is the fairest and the
easiest in many cases, as it would be paid gradually.
The Government, however, refuse to continue this tax for

reasons set forth in youi' article headed " Taxation," referred
to above, wherein you also say there is no fair alternative.
Why not a tax on tyres, as 1 suggested before? This would

5"

be fair, lo all imitoristB at any rate, and would not ha\e the

objection of being hard to collect.

F(n' the more a machine is used the more wear on tyres,

and the mofe rcckle."8 the driver the more wear on tyres and
roads owing to skids and hard use of brakes. The week-end
user would thus be fully provided for, and the continual Ufer

would pay his fair and; larger share.

As regards collection, this could be done (1) at the makers,

and (2) at the retreadere. The former would present no

ditliculty. The latter could be overcome by causing anyone
who does retreading to be licensed at a nominal fee and to

keep books as were required for petrol licences. A tax could

be added by the rclrcader to his charges, similar to the enter-

tainment tax.

The exact figures or amounts of these taxes could only be

reached by those having access to the necessary data ; but,

whatever the amounts nnally settled on, they would still be

proportionally correct from the standpoint of damage done

to roads.

No one will deny, I think, that the larger and heavier the

tyre the greater the d^amage done to the roads.

Ill conclusion, I do not think any motorist minds paying

towards the upkeep of the roads, as good roads save pounds

in the repair bill and add very much to the comfort and
cleanness of riding, but all object to paying more than their

fair and just share. I would suggest doing away with all

present taxes and having all in one. H. W. HILLS.

Sir,—I propose buying a machine at the end of the

season
.
(as I am at present a hospital patient)-, and my

first thoughts turned towards a 3^ h.p. machine with sidecar.

With the old tax I should have been able to bear the

usual expenses, but now I shall have to turn to one of the

other two alternatives, viz., a lightweight under 200 lb.

Now comes the question : Is the 200 lb. to be the weight

of the machine stripped of accessories, i.e., lamp set, alarm,

and tools, or the weight of the machine ready for the

road complete with the above accessories?

If the latter statement proves correct, I think that it

would be in the interests of 'lightweight manufacturers to

turn out a complete machine, ready for the road, under or

up to the specified 200 lb. F. HANSON.

Sir,—As a reader of your paper since 1905 and a motor
cyclist since 1907, may I give my views on the unfair system
of taxation proposed in the new Budget? Is it not time
motor cyclists protested as a body, not only as regards

taxation but against every form of persecution from which
we suffer, surely our numbers are now great enough to make
some impression on those responsible for the state of things.

We keep taking every new imposition quietly, but I think
this last blow ought to waken every motor cyclist up. If

the country wants money for the upkeep of roads, why should
the motorist pay it all? What about the big farm carts

and lorries, and all horsed vehicles, also pedal cycles? The
new tax on motor cycles is going to make motor cycling
impossible for a lot of working men, and they are the men
that require it most. J. FIELDING.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists
Issued in conjunction with The Mot-or Cycle.

^ "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
V THEM." The standard handljook ot the motor
5 cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
Q of motor cycles, their management and care.

Q Twenty-first Edition. Just published

i
" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

V Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful

A hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

I "TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
^ A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
6 of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

tj Edition.

') "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
^

End<md and Wales. Scotland. London (showing

9 roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Q Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

I "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
^

With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
S: Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
X Edition. Just published ... ... ... 5/- ;

5 Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS I

/ 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers

S Railway Bookstalls.

post"

3/10

S/6 5/1'

Bj
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MASS PRODUCTION AND COSTS.
The Summary ol a Talk with a Prominent American Manufacturer.

IF
it were not for the

present unfavourable rate

of exchange and the im-
port tariff, the powerful
American sidecar outfit could
be sold in this country at a
figure in the neighbourhood
of ;£i5°- Yet wages in the

U.S.A. are even higher than
in this country.

The significance of these
facts was brought home to

us during a talk with Mr.
Arthur Davidson, of the

Harley-Davidson Co., who
at present is on a visit to

this country.

We were impressed by the

possibilities attainable by any
firm which can properly
organise its plant and adopt
methods by which a large
output is rendered possible.

Employees at the Harley-
Davidson factory number
2,000, atid the output is well
over 20,000 machines per annum,
machine each month per ,man.

Mr. ' Walter Davidson has a reputation of being
a ruthless "scrapper" of machinery, with the result

that the Harley-Davidson factory is always up to

maximum efficiency by the constant introduction of

the latest time and labour-saving machinery, a large

proportion of which is made in their own factory.

Despite their success, the gentlemen from whom
the machines take their name practically live at the
factory, and so cordial is the relationship between
employers and employees that labour troubles are

reduced to a minimum.

An Invitation to British. Manufacturers.
Af r. Davidson told us that there are no secrets in the

manufacture of Harley-Davidson machines. Only the

best materials were used—an efficient laboratory saw
that no materials differing from specification passed
into production—and, if any British manufacturer
cared to go over their factory in Milwaukee, the door
was open and a hearty welcome awaited him.
We were led to understand that the flat-twin model

is made by practically a separate' plant, added to the

factory specially for its productiop, and that ^jiuring

experimental stages a smaller engine was finst made
but was not considered sufficiently powerful for solo

use in America and the Antipodes.

Mr. Duncan Watson (Mayor of Marylebone) driving Mr. Arthur
Davidson, of ttie Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd. Mr. Davidson
has just arrived from America to study European conditions

roughly one

Although a T.T. Harley-

Davidson has been produced

by the- experimental depart-
»,

ment, it will not be seen in

England this year, and we
gathered that the decision-.of

some of our leading makers

not to support the race has

had something to do with

this. Of course, the chances

of winning the Blue Riban?

of the motor cycle worl^

are greater this year tlian

any of the contests in tlM

past and likely to be in thj

near future, but the company

had no desire to race witP

other than a thoroughly re,

presentative British entry.

This T.T. model is a small

V twm, and not a flat twii

as might have been expected

since the flat-twin Harley i:

only a little oversize for th(

T.T., havmg a capacity o-

588 c.c.

(1,100.9 c.c.) modelReferring to the " oversize

which recently covered nearly 112 miles per hour a

Daytona, Mr.' Davidson told us that the chances

its being seen in this country are small, as, .at th'

present time at least, there is no intention

marketing it.

The Question of Production.

Asked for his impressions of British motor cycles

Mr. Davidson replied that there were too many ano

not enough of any one of them, while he was almos

bewildered by the muldtudinous sidecars produced \

this country, which he thought were being over

developed.

In contradiction of the rumours current from timi

to time, there is no intention at the present time

opening a factory in Great Britain. Mr. Davidso'

explained the many difficulties, and was extremely

doubtful whether a British Harley-Davidson' could bi

made to give any advantage to purchasers in thi:

country. \

He paid tribute to the popularity of The Moto\

Cycle, and stated that he had found the, blue covereii

paper in every part of the world where motor cycle;

are used. He remarked that the enormous circulatio i

(over 120,000 copies weekly) for a "class" journa;

was remarkable and a source of astonishment in hi;'

countrv. 'J

A SCOTTISH OPEN HlLL-CLlMB.

ON Saturday, the 15th, the Western M.C.C. of

Glasgow will hold .an open hill-climb on
Garsliaikc Hill (Dumbartonshire), which is

about fourteen miles from the Scottish Aletropolis.

Five classes arc pi()\idLMl IVir: up to 350 c.c, 600 c.c,
and "unlimited " fur snln riders, and up to 600 c.c.

and " unlimited '" sidecars.

b6 .

The awards will be made on time and also o[:

formula, while a special prize will be awarded to
[j

novice member of the club putting up the best pe|

formance on formula. Entries close on die 13th, anli

should be sent to Mr. P. Napier White, Sunnybanlj'

Campsie Road, Hillpark, Glasgow. Practising on tl|

hill is not permitted.
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Hints for the London-Edinburgh Run.
A Few Notes on <he Classic Whitsuntide Event by tlie Captain of the M.C.C.

IT
is liiglily lii'sinililc tlint ci)inpetilors

ill tliis year's I,oiKloiiEdiiibiiri,'li equip
tlioir niiicliiiiea with magnolo cut-outs

for llio desceut of Kirkstono Pass, writes

Mr. \V. H. Wells, wptain of the .M.C.C,
wild has just surveyed the course.

Without a nieaus to cut off the ignition

on the descent into Patterdale, it will

not be possible to use the low gear to

full advantage for braking purposes, and
those who depend entirety on their

brakes ni;iy bmii them out.

Alterations in the Course.

The course definitely decided upon is

as sliown on jiage 465, The Motor C'l/cle

of .\pril 22nd, witli the exception . that

instead of including Wetherby and
Harrogate, it leaves the main road a
mile and a half south of the former
town, where the road from Tadcaster
meets the Great North Road and diverts

to the left thi'ougli Harewood, Poole,

Otley and Ilkley, where breakfast will

be .served at the iliddelton Hotel, then
on to Skip ton.
The roads are in excellent condition

from London to a point about five miles
beyond Doncaster ; then rather rough
until the Great North Road is left,

after which the road is extremely good
all the way through to Kendal. From
Kendal to Windermere there is about a
quarter of a mile of bad road, after which
it is remarkably good to Crook Imi,

where about two miles of bad road is

encountered. The road is then excep-
tionally good right through to Edinburgh.

TRADING WITH FORMER
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

The following resolution has been

passed by the Council of the British

Association of Trade and Technical

Journals, Limited :

"In view of the expression of opinion

by Sir Auckland Geddes, as President

of the Board of Trade, regarding the

acceptsnce of advertisements of goods
manufactured in late enemy countries,

the Council have carefully considered
the whole position. They now recom-
mend members to adhere to the adopted
policy of the Association not to accept
such advertisements for the present, in

order to enable British manufacturers to

recover their normal working conditions.

At the end of the present year (1920)
the subject will again be considered, with
a view to further advising members on
the subject."

The publishers of "The Motor Cycle"

readily accept this recommendation, and

have, in fact, constantly refused offers of

advertisements of German goods.

The ascent of Kirkstone Pass from.
Ambleside resembles Porlock in gradient,

especially for the first one and a quarter
miles, but it is easier to climb, in view
of the fact that the road has a hard
stone surface, which allows a good wheel
grip under all conditions of weather.
The last three-eighths of a mile up to

Travellers' Rest is fairly easy, although
the last liundred yards' .stretch, known as

"The Struggle," is probably 1 in 4.

Accommodation.

It has been very difficult indeed to

secure hotel accommodation along the
route, but the hotels that have agreed
to accommodate the competitors, .such as

the George at Grantham, the Middelton
at Ilkley, Patterdale Hotel, Patterdale,
and Annerdale Arms at ]\loffat, are first-

class hotels, all of which have their
regular and permanent guests. They,
therefore, look to the members of the
jM.C.C. to Temove their overalls, riding
clothes, waders, etc., before entering the
dining room.

Entrants must remember that the times
now are very different from what they
were in pre-war days, and should refraiii

from grumbling if the service should not
come up to expectation. It there are
any complaints forthcoming, it may mean
that in future years the -club will be
unable to obtain any accommodatirjn
whatever.

Results of the Victory Cup Trial.

A 250 c.c. lightweight won the Victory
Cup in the Birmingham JM.C.C.'s
recent trial in which 165 riders

competed. This machine is a special

Diamond mount with overhead valves and
camshaft, ridden by A. iMilner. The fol-

lowing are the official results :

VICTORY CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.
(For best performance.)

A. Milner (2V.j Diamond).

MIDLAND CUP AND GOLD JIEDAL.
(For best performance in tbe passenger class.)

J. E, Greenwood (3':; Sunbeam sc).

DUKE CUP AND GOLD MEDAI,.
IFoT the competitor in tfie solo class above 275
c.c. wbo had the greatest number of marks to his

credit.)

F. A. Applebee 13 A.B.O.).

ALEC ROSS PRIZE.
(For greatest number of marks on a machine

under 270 c.c.)

A. Milner (2i2 Diamond).

SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL.
(For best performance bv private owner.)
J. H. Walker (4 Triumph).

GOLD MEDALS.
(For best performance in each class excluding the

winners of premier awards.)
F. J. Lidstone (2'i James).

TEAM PRIZE.
1. Sunbeam team (J. E. Greenwood, G. Dance,

and T. C. de la Have).
2. B.S.A. team (L. L. Sealey, H. F. Edwards,

G. W. Walker).

. SILVER MEDALS.
L. Horton (8 New Imperial sc )

B. Kershaw (2',4 Verus).
J. .\llday (31., James).
T. Peek (3>2 "Ariel).

B. E. Pugh (2^4 Levis).
F. Yates (4>i Humber sc).
A. E. Rollason {SV, Ariel).
T. F. Blumfield (6:7 Ariel).
G. E. Morgan (4 Triumph sc).
V. Horsman (S'A Norton).
J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc).
L. Newey (6-7 Ariel sc).
F. Porter (2ij Levis).
F. W. James (8 Morgan).
C. L. Sprosen (2% Connaught).
B. Bladder (8 New Imperial sc).
W. Danskin (5-5 Rover sc).
Howard H. Davies (6 A.J.S.).
R. M. Brown (4 Norton sc).
F. J. Price (2% DiamondJ.
H. Pattmann (4 Norton sc).
S. Hall (2% O.K. Union).
G. S. Boston (3y, Sunbeam).
H. Hassall (3y. Norton).
H. F. S. Morga'n (8 Morgan).
T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc).
F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc).
J. N. Solly (41i B.S.A.).
Eric Williams (SV2 Sunbeam).
R. B. Clarke (Sii Coulson B).
S. T. Ashby (23,4 Connaught).
A. Booth (5-6 Indian).
G. Denley (S^A Sunbeam sc).
G. A. Strange (3ii James).
T. Stevens [V/a Ja'mes sc).
M. C. Atcherley (3i.j Norton).
J. A. Newman {3^2 Sunbeam).
G. Povey (5'o Jaroes).
W. Woodcock 16-7 Ariel).
L. L. Sealey (4ii B.S.A. ).

W. E. -Smith (4 Triumph sc).
S. G. Neal (3 Neal-Dahoa).
W. B. Gibb (2% Douglas).
H. C. Jennens (3V2 James).
G. Dance (3Vo Sunbeam).
H. Boynton (5-6 James sc).
H. P. Cutler (2H Verus-Blackburne
Capt. M. C. Breeze {H'^ B.S.A.).
L. Paynter (3I2 Norton).
R. T. Cooke (4 Triumph).
S. Wright (41., Humber).
G. Kuhn (2Vi Levis).
H. Minton (31'., Norton).
J. C. Walker (2"5i Edmund).
R. H. NichoUs (4^4 B.S.A. sc).
F. J. Lidstone (2'4 James).
Seymour Smith (3 Ivy).
G. Cirinton (7-9 Harlev-Davidson sc.

G. W. Nott (3 Matchless sc).

W. E. Emery (4 Rex sc).
T. G. Amphlett (5-6 James sc).
S. E. Longmore (8 Harley Davidson so.l.
W. Keeley (414 James sc).
H. C. Heath (2% A.J.S.).
H. Gibson (2ii> Clyno).
J. A. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne).
H. H. Saddington (5-6 James sc).
H. R. Fowler (5-6-James sc).
F. Drew (2';i Diamond).
H. Wardle (5-6 James sc).
P. Pik« (2'ii O.K. Union).
R. C. Atcherley (4 Triumph).
P. H. Brown (8 Rex sc).
N. Watkins (SVa Norton).
G. W. Walker (S'i Norton).
W. Swiflen (2^4 Verus-Blackburne).
Rev. J. M. Philpott {2'-i Wilkin Blackburne).
F. J. Watson (6 Ariel
Geo. Rae Arnott (7-9 Harley-Davidson
F. Turvey (4"i B.S.A.).
L. Clulee (21/, AUdays Alton).
G. W. Wilkin (31.. Wilkin sc).
T. C. de la Haye (3I2 Sunbeam).
H. J. Stretton-Ward (8 Excelsior sc).
F. A. Longman (31:, .Ariel).

E. Kibhle (4 Triumph).
R. W. Duke (4 Triumiih).
P. J. Stevens (2'.. Calthorpe).
H. O. Hayes (31- Sunbeam sc).
Reg. Brown (31A Sunbeam sc).
J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc).
G. F. Baragwanath (4 Triumph).
D. Cox (4 Triumph).
A. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc).
W. Brandish, junr. (5-6 Rover).
F. A. Watson (3':. Sunbeam sc).
J. N. Roberts (3''j Scott).
V. H. Smith (4 Norton sc).
R. Elliott (5-6 Rover).
J. R. Fellows (6 .A.J.S. sc).
F. J. Adams (7-9 Indian sc).
G. C. Wilson (4 Norton sc).
S. E. Mucklow (414 James sc).
C. J. Currin (4 Norton sc).
R. Grindlav (8 New Imperial sc).
F. S. Barnes (3i-.> T.D.C.J.A.P.).
R. Fellows (4 Triumph).
W. Worrall (31:. Sunbeam).
E. Kickham (3I; Sunbei.m sc).
H. Petty (4 Norton sc.l.

K. Eveson (6 A.J.S. sc).
H. W. Merrall (S'j Scott).
J. Beet (5-6 Rover scj.
J. W. Wills (21. Verus).
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I Altering Compression Ratio.

Would you kindly inform me

Swhat possible effects would occur

in my 2\ h.p. two-stroke by put-

ting a packing piece between the
cylinder and crank case, thereby

lowering the compression ratio? I have
been thinking of trying this on my
machine with different sized packing
pieces, but before experimenting I

shoulcl be glad to have your opinion.

—W.A.W.
You do not state for what reason you
wish to vary the compression ratio on
your machine, but we would advise you
not to make an alteration, as by raising

the cylinder you will alter the port
timing, and probably lessen the efficiency

of the engine to a greater or less degree,
varying with the thickness of the pack-
ing used.

Defective Carburation.

I have a 3J h.p. ma<;hine, fixed

r^Tl engine, which I have had re-

's cently overhauled by the makers,
L-^ a new cylinder, complete with

valves, etc., being fitted, and,
in my opinion, the engine is in per-

fect order. When I purchased this

machine there was fitted an old type
carburetter. The float chamber would
not fill, and, acting upon information
received from you previously, I in-

serted a thick leather washer under
the lid: This allowed the float

chamber to fill, but all the time I have
had the machine, both before and
after overhaul, it is impossible to get

more than twenty-five or thirty iniles

per gallon. Flooding will only occur

after violent "tickling." In spite of

all the efforts of myself and the local

garages, the machine is most difficult

to start, sometimes requiring to be
run sixty or seventy yards, never less

than thirty yards. Is this machine,
a 3-J h.p., capable of taking a sidecar

over moderate or fairly level roads,

provided I had a simple variable gear

fitted?—Novice.

From your description of the trouble,

it would appear that the petrol level in

the carburetter is too low, and, as the

carburetter appears to be completely out

of adjustment and of an old pattern,

we should recommend that you fit a new
one. The petrol consumption with your
machine should certainly be 90 m.p.!

and the starting should not be at

difficult. The machine would be reason-

ably successful with a light sidecar on
level roads, especially if you fitted a

Philipson pulley, the latter being of the

special model made for sidecar work.

BIO
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Carburetter Trouble.

I ride a W15 Baby Triumph,

Swith a Triumph .(?) carburetter,

with the petrol feed from the

bottom. The engine requires

full air, with about half throttle,

and with full throttle it vibrates

badly. The benzole consumption is

high, and a fine deposit forms in the

cylinder. (1.) How can this be re-

medied? (2.) How is the jet removed?
(3.) Would a W.S.E. adjustable jet

"improve the running? (4.) Would a
hot air intake be an improvement.

(5.) What alterations are- necessary

for running on benzole ?—G.S.S.

(1.) Your trouble is apparently caused
by too rich a mixture, and we should
therefore recommend that you experi-

ment with the lowering of the petrol

level, and the fitting of a smaller jet.

The vibration might be caused at full

throttle opening by pre-ignition, which
is caused by the presence of incandescent
carbon deposit in the combustion cham-
ber. (2.) The jet can be unscrewed
when the float chamber is removed from
the body of the carburetter.- (3.) If the
adjustable jet _vou mention can be fitted

it would greatly facilitate tuning and
experiments. (4.) This is entirely a

matter of opinion, but, in cold weather,
it inight be an advantage. (5.) An in-

crease in the supply of air to the car-:

buretter, or a slight . reduction of the

fuel sujiply, effected by reducing the jet;

size or low^ering the level.

Date of machine.

I bought an outfit in December*

S1919,

for £78, and, as a result
I

of certain observations recenth

made at a garage concerning it

I wrote to the makers, quoting

frame number (which had been coverec 1

by enamel, and received a reply stating

the machine was a 1912, not 1914, a;

advertised and as stated on the receip

What is my jMsition now ? I want t(

sell, but cannot honestly advertise i'

as a 1914 machine. Can I get thi

vendor to take the machine back ant

refund the price I paid ?—G.B.

Before you can insist upon the selle

taking back the machine, or returning
part of the purchase price to compensati
you for the difference in value between thi

1914 and 1912 model, you will have to provi

that his statement of the date was deliber

ately made with the intention of deceiving

you, and so obtaining a higher price foi

the machine than it was actually worth
Consult a local solicitor, with" a view
to obtaining some redress from. the seller

as, presumably, being a dealer, he should
have known tlie age of the machine.

DISABLED

BUT STILL AN

ENTHUSIAST.

A keen rider of a Harley-Davidson, sidecar,

Mr. J. Graham, ot Wrexham, who, though he has

only one leg, is quite at home on his sidecar outfit.

He also manages the machine well as a solo

mount. The only alteration to the standard equip-
ment has been to provide a hand lever to actuate
the brake. .^

9
""

'
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Cycle Car Gear Ratio.

I roqiui'e ii top gcav ratio of

[^ 43 to 1, and my present gear box

I
y\ lias a top gear ratio of 4i to 1.

LlJ Driven sprocket on gear box,

35 T, gin. pitch ; countershaft
nilloys, Tin. diameter ; belt rims,

ihaft jndlev.s, 7iii. diameter ; belt rims,

I7in. iliamVter. Wliat sprockets do I

require on ciinino and cunuterslnift?—
A.F.B.

you retain the 36T x %m. pitch sprocket

the countershaft, you will require an
T sprocket of the same pitch on the
fine-shaft to give the top gear ratio of

to 1 (approximately), retaining the
sfiiig pulley and belt rim.

Cause of Hub Gear Breakage.

Will you be good enough to

give nie all possible causes of a
three s|)eed spindle breaking in-

side the internal clutch cone?
The nuK'liiue in i|iiestion is a
model, and has broken two

doing 80-100 miles, the

515

B

lliri' about 50 miles. Can vou help me
n this matter?—H.C.W.
CIV are many faults which would cause
ir three-speed hub spindle to break,
nii^st them being a loose fit of the
ikilc itself in the foric ends; a fierce

li li ; lianging on to top gear to the
I moment ; the whole or partial
aiic of the gear mechanism due to

uffiriciit lubrication : broken portions
tlir pinions getting mixed up in the
rlianism, and bad driving, which
iws the full shock of the engine im-
scs at low speeds to come on the gear.
H might also carefully check the lining.
of the fork ends, as if these are bent
twisted in any way, considerable

'sp will be imposed upon the spindle,
I any further shock, through any of

lauses mentioned, 'would possibly
se the actual breakage to occur.

The B.S.A. Gear Box.

Would you please advise me in

~^ the following matter : There is

> an intermittent occasional slip in
-^ my B.S.A. gear box, accompanied

by a scrunching grating sound,
specially when taking a loaded sidecar
ip a hill on second or third gear.
Vhen the sound ceases the load is again
aken up for a short distance. What
want to know is whether the B.S.A.

ear box is such that a good amateur
rotor cyclist -(who does all his own
uuning repairs and replacements) can
afely and easily take it apart for
xamination, or is it a job for the
lakers?—F.D.T.

re is no real difficulty in dismantling
I'.S.A. gear box and clutch, but a

ail! amount of skilful manipulation
thought are necessary. No special

s are required, as the tension can be
;ii off the clutch springs by means of

'-lutch push rod itself and the help
1 large vice. Your best plan would

obtain the makers' spare parts cata-
K-. which illustrates the whole of the
puiients separately. This will be some

•
te to you. The trouble you experience
iiidoubtedly due to clutch slip, and

1 ' ]Mssibly result from the use of un-
E able oil. Engine oil on no account
s| lid be used—a very thin lubricant
1) rhat is required

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
NOHTIIAMFTON TO ('oVENTItV.—R.V.
Northampton, Wcedon, Da vent ry, Wil-

loughby, Dunchurch, Coventry.

BlIlMlNGHAM TO TeNBY ivUl WoRCBSTEU
AND Herekord).—E.A.V.

Birmingham, Bromsgrove, Droitwich,
Worcester, Bromyard, Stoke Lacy, Here-
ford, Witney, Hay, Tlu'ee Cocks June,
Brecon, Llandovery, Llandilo, Carmar-
then, St. Clears, Tenby.

Bristoi, to Lvnton.—W.L.H.
Bristol. Redhill, Churchill, Cross, East

Brent, Higlibridge, Bridgwater, North
Petherton, Taunton, Bishop's Lydeard,
Wheddon Cross, Exford, Simon'dsbath,
Challacombe, Blackmorc (jate (or Bren-
don Two Ciates, Barbrook), Lynton.

Wednesfield (Staffs.) to Market Rasem
(Lings.).—I.N.S.

\^'ednesfield, Bloxwich, Pelsall, Brown-
hills, Weeford, Tamworth, AslAy-de-la-
Zouch, Loughborough, Wimeswould, Wil-
loughby, along Fosseway to Newark,
Lincoln, Langworth, Lissington, ilarket
Rasen.

NE\VCASTLE-ON-TyNE to GODALIIING.

—

G.W.G.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Gateshead, Birtley,

Chester-le-Street, Neville's Cross, Ferry
Hill, Darlington, Scotch Corner, Cat-
terick, Leeming, Boroughb ridge,
Wetherby, Aberford, Ferrybridge, Don-
caster, East Retford, Newark, Grantham,
Stamford, Stilton, Buckden, Biggleswade,
Hitchen, St. Albans, Watford, Rickmans-
worth, ITxlridge, Denham, Staines,
Chertsey, Ottershaw, Woking, Guildford,
Godalmins.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Sal., May 8lh-

Bristol M.CC, Speed Trial, Wcslon-
super.Mare.

Sat.. May 15th—
Liverpool M C. Open Speed Trials.

Junior Car Club Brooks'ands Meeting.
Fri. and Sat.. May 2 Isl and 22nd—
M.CC. London-Edinburgh Run.

Sun., May 30th—
Motocycle Club de France Grand Prix Rice

Sat , June 5th—
lllUey Open Reliabi'ity Trial.

Sat., June 5th

—

Scottish Spead Championships at St.

Andrews.
Tues.. June ISlh—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs. June 17th—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

M"n., July Sth. to Sat., July lOlh—
Scsttish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8 th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

We-).. July 7th—
Union MotocyclJst de France et Automo-
bile Club de I'Oucst, Grand Prix Race
for Motor Cycles and Cyc'.e Cars.

Thurs., July 15th—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials.
Westdlff-on Sea.

Thurs., July ISth, and Fri., July 16th—
Irish End-to-end Tried

Sun.. July 25th, to Aug. lst_-
Intemational Six Days Trial in France.

Sun., Aus. 1st. to Wed., Aug. 4th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial,

Sat, August 7th—
S.A.C.U. Grand Inter club Meet at
Callander.

Mon., Aug. 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28th—
AlC.U. Six Days Trial.

Giaphited Oils.

The Graphite Oils Co., Ltd., of Glas-
gow, are issuing shares to the extent of

a quarter of a million new capital with
a \ iew to enlarging their plant.

Increased Prices.

Owiog to the continuous advances in

wages and cost of materials, the price of

the standard two-seater T.B. has been in-

creased to £250.
The price of the Levis two-stroke

Popular model is now £50. This increase
took effect on the 1st inst. *

American Electric Horns.

Replacements for the electric horns
fitted as standard to most American
machines can be obtained from Messrs.
R. Cadisch and Sons, 171, Great Port-
land Street, W.l, who are making them
under licence to the s]jecifications of the
Dean Electric Co., of America.

Competition Rider and Garage Proprietor.

Mr. Eric Williams, the ' well-known
competition rider, has recently opened
new showrooms and garage, including a

well-equipped workshop, at Lowesraoor,
Worcester, where repairs are carried out
under Mr. Williams's personal super-
vision.

Plug Tips for Plug Users.

An interesting little booklet bearing-

the above title has just been issued by
the Apollo Manufacturing Co. It tells

the motor cyclist much more about plugs

than probably he ever knew before.

Interesting iigures are given showing the

conditions under which a plug is used.

A treatise on insulation and the theory of

electric spark ignition is also included.

Goodyear Tyre Enterprise.

A series of interesting films, embody-
ing the Goodyear Factory and long

distance hauling by the Gioodyear Akron
Express on Giant Pneumatics, are now
being shown to the trade in various

towns throughout the country. The
Goodyear Tyre Co. certainly show no

lack of enterprise in their methods of

publicity.

A Travelling Motor Repair Agency.

We have received a pamphlet con-

cerning the Travelling Motor Repair

Agency, run by ex-officers at Golden
House", Great Pulteney Street, London,
W.l. The primary objects of the agency
are to repair all types of cars and motor
cycles at the owner's residence, to buy
and sell cars and motor cycles, to give

instruction in driving and mechanism,
also insurance. The Agency claii is that

on receipt of a wire or te/ephone

message, specially qualified men will be

despatched immediately to any locality.

They also state that repairs, are charged

by the hour, and that all spare parts are

sold at cost price.
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6 DAXT Trial/
Start from Perth, include a Run to John-o'-Qroat's, and

Finish with One Day South of Edinburgh.

THIS year's Scottish Six Days Trials

promise to be the most severe of any
yet organised. At the same, time,

none of the usual sporting characteristics

will be lost, and those who compete will

no doubt have as enjoyable a time as on

any previous Scottish " Six Days." For

the hrst time Edinburgh will not be

the starting point, and another innova-

tion is that one day's run will be south

of that city.

London competitors will have to travel

about 430 miles to the starting point

at Perth—a long distance trial in itself,

excepting that, of course, they may
travel by , train if they desire. They
rarely do this, however, and th« majority

of competitors travel by road, and there-

by assure themselves that their machines
are' in every way fit to start on the

strenuous 1,000 miles over the worst
hills in the United Kingdom.

Neither Applecross nor Aultnaharie,
(last year's pilce. de resistance) will be
included in this year's trial. Other hills

associated with the Scottish Trials are

also omitted. Several new hills are in-

cluded, and Abriachan, which was omitted
last year, will apparently be climbed twice
(on the second and fourth days). New
hills include Talla Linns and Redstone
Big, which are not unknown, as the
Edinburgh club has included them in

its recent one-day trials.

On the third and fifth days no observed
hills are included.

The following are the six routes pro-
posed. The observed hills are shown in

capital letters.

First Day, Monday,
Jtdy 5th.

Perth, IMethven,
Buchantv, Newton
Bridge, 'AMULEEE,
Kenmore, Aberfeldy,
GrandtuIIy, Ballin-

luig, Pitlochry, ]\Iou- p'

lin, Kirkmichael, Braemar, Crathie, Ein-
ioon, Corgarff, COCKBBIDGE, Tomin-
toul. Bridge of Avon, BRIDGE 0'
BROWN, Grantown, Carrbridge, Find-
horn Bridge, Inverness.—173J miles.

Second Day.
Inverness, ABRIACHAN, Beauly, IVIuir

-of Ord, Dingwall, Evanton, Ardgay,
Bonar Bridge, Lairg, Altnaharra, Tongue,
Bettyhill, Strathy, Melvich, John-o'-
Groat's, Thurso.—186i miles.

Third Day.
Thurso, Wick, Latheron, Dunbeath,

Berriedale, Helmsdale, Brora, Golspie,
Mound Station, Lairg, Bonar ~ '

'

Ardgay, Evanton, Dmgwall, Muir "of
Ord, Beauly, Inverness.—153^ miles.

Inv
Fourth Day.
ABRIACHAN, Drumnadro

chit, Invermorriston, Clunie, Shiell Inn
MANRATACHAN, Gfenelg, GLEN-
DOE, Errogie, Craggie Inn, Carrbridge,
Grantown.—180^ miles.

Fifth Day.
Grantown, Tomintoul, Corearff, Rin-

loon, Crathie, Braemar, Kirkmichael
Pitlochry, Aberfeldy, KENMORE, Amul-
ree, Gilmerton, Crieff, Stirling, Larbert,
Linlithgow, Edinburgh.—186 miles.

Edinburgh,
Broughton,

Leadburi
TALL

Sixth Day.

Penicuik,
Tweedsniuir, _

LINNS, St. Mary's Loch, Gordon Arm
Innerleithen, Heriot Station, Humbif
Gifford, DANSKINE HILL, Redston
Rig, Garvald, Spott, Elmscleugh,
Agnes, REDSTONE RIG, Donally Burr
Haddington, Edinburgh —152i mile

' SCENES ON THE ROUTE OF THE
SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS.
(Left) Cockbndge Ladder, one of

the test hills on the first day. (Right)
Abriachan, which will be climbed on
the second and fourth days.

•i'-*t-

..A
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; of the London-Edinburgh.
le first competitor starts half a
ite after the official car, which leaves

t p.m. The 'statement on the pre-
lary regulations that the first coni-

;or starts at 8.30 is incorrect.

tticg Address.

voral times of late we have heard
complaint that the address has been
ted on letters answering advertise-

;. Will enquirers please note.

Practising.

actisiiig for the T.T. will commence
he 31st inst. and will be permitted

4.30 to 7 a.m. each day pro-
i the rider carries his official number

« Activity.

le police are very active in the
icambe district, especially on the
lenade, where, during the summer
jhs a ten-mile limit is enforced.
is midoubtedly due to the lack of

ideration shown by certain youths,
ie motor cycling activities seem con-
. to short "bursts" along the front
open exhausts,

jtor cyclists in Cheshire are warned
:ide cautiously on the Knutsford,
ne Chapel, Brereton, and Newcastle
s. The manner in which the police
iing is carried out in these districts,

)rrespondent states, is most unfair.

)an-Ladysinith Race.

non-stop reliability trial from Durban
-.adysmith and back, held on April
proved a strenuous affair, only six

of seventeen riders arriving as far as

ysmith ; only five completed the full

ney.
_

_ '

18 winner of the Lambon Trophy,
a for fastest time on a sidecar, was
'arks (Indian sc), J. Booth (Junior
mph) taking the Rudge Trophy,
:h was awarded for the best time on
)lo mount. The handicapping was
aendable, as demonstrated by the

that a Harley-Davidson (solo)

bed only 7^-s. behind the Triumph,
ompleting the course—some 310 miles,
rough roads—^the competitors put up
creditable performances, particularly
n the ease of Booth, who rode an
Ucnt race on his small machine, his
age speed being 21 m.p.h.

Chafe •
Tax Tyres?

In the discussion last week in the House
on the proposed new schedule of motor
taxation, Mr, Pemberton Hilling revived
the suggestion of a tax on tyres. Tlie
Minister of Transport announced that a
workable scheme would be considered.

Stolen Machine.

A 1920 6 h.p. Royal Enfield has been
stolen from Mr. R. G. Strutt, Afterglow,
Wadhurst, Sussex—engine No. 67,586,
frame No. 14,947, sidecar chassis No.
14,056. The machine is fitted with
JMagdyno lighting and Cameo windscreen.

What is a Scooter?

If a motor scooter is not a motor cycle,

as some affirm, it is indeed difficult to

find the line of demarcation, for it is

certain that neither frame design nor
engine^ size determines the respective

types, hence one can only assume that

wheel size decides the point. Nevei'the-

less, however small a machine m3,y be,

it is still a cycle. Most of the so-called

scooters bear not the slightest resemblance
to the child's toy, the name of which
was first used by The Motor Cycle in

connection with a machine that had some
of the scooter's characteristics.

Special Jrdaiurzs.

ROAD TESTS OF NEW MODELS.

TOURIST TROPHY NOTES.

1920 SCOTTISH SIX DAYS
ROUTE.

A Suggestion.

We Irave from time to time received
complaints from readers that the sharp
portions of the A. A. badge often cause
minor injuries to clothing or hands.
Possibly the design might be modified
so that there are 'no sharp) edges to give
trouble in this direction.

Over 115 m.p.h.

!

In the issue of April 22nd we pub-
lished particulars of many new speed
records set up last February on Daytona
Beach by Harley-Davidson machines.
News of stUl greater speeds has been
recently received from over the water.
On April 15th, and 16th the Indian
racing experts made a successful attack
on the above-mentioned records, covering
the mile, with an eight-valve (998 c.c. I

Indian, in 31.1s. at the remarkable speed
of 115.7 m.p.h. The same distance was
made in 34s. by the Powerplus model,
equal to 105.7 m.p.h., while a speed of

87.8 m.p.h. was attained by a four-valve
(500 c.c.) Indian.
The British record for this distance

with a 500 c.c engine is 78.95 m.p.h.

The winning sidecar in the recent Durtan-Ladysmith race. J. Parks, on the

, illustrated, received quite an ovation on his arrival at Ladysmith.

Indii
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London-Land's End Awards.

In addition td awards in connection
with the London-Land's End Trial,

already published in this Journal, we
are informed hy the organising authori-

ties that R. E. Darnton (8 Sunbeam sc.)

has been awarded a gold medal.

Helpers Wanted.
A number of keen motor cyclists are

required as observers in connection with
the Lycett Trophy Trial from Birmingham
to Land's End and back. These will be
stationed at Porlock and Lynton on the

outward journey on the 22nd inst., and
on Countisbury on the 25th during the
return. Any motor cyclists willing to

assist in this respect should communicate
with the hon. sec, Mr. W. H. Eggintou,
76, Earlsbury Gardens, Birchfields, Bir-

mingham, who will also furnish full

particulars of this event to intending
competitors.

An Inter-club Team Trial.

June 5th has been fixed for the inter-

team reliability trial for the Maudes
challenge shield. Teams will be com-
posed of three solo motor cycles of any
c.c, and three motor cycles and sidecars

of any c.c, with one solo motor cycle

and one sidecar outfit as reserves. Clubs
will nominate one team only. The course
will be a secret one, consisting of circuits

of 25 or 33 miles in length, which shall

be covered four or three times respec-

tively making 100 miles in all. The
organising secretary is itr. AV. Pratt,

c/o Maude's Motor Mart, 100, Great
Portland St., London, W.l.

News in a Nutshell.

The Scottish light car trials have been
abandoned.

Reflex lights are not suitable substi-

tutes for rear lamps on bicycles, accord-
ing to the report of the , Ministry of

Transport Departmental Committee on
Lighting.

Ladies will be allowed to compete in

this year's Scottish Six Days Trials. A
comparatively large entry from the fair

sex is expected.

The Commissioner of Police for the
Metropolis has issued a warning to
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motorists who permit their number plates

to be obscured by mud or dust.

Electric transmission is coming to the
fore in cars. Shall we have petrol-electric

motor cycles?

30,000 Government aero engines are
available for sale.

In January fifty-three American car
manufacturers turned out 118,310 cars, an
average of 678.9 per working day.
The capacity of the engines in the new

Indian T.T. machines is 494 c.c.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE "

INCREASED PRICE.

Owing to the advance in the
cost of paper since January ist,

1920 (apart from production
costs generally), it has become
necessary to increase the price

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE" to

4id. from the next issue.

When it is considered that the
paper in each copy of this issue

of "THE MOTOR CYCLE,"
which before the war would
have cost approximately three-
farthings, now costs over 3|d., it

will be apparent that the additional
price does not cover the whole of

the increased cost, but merely
represents the reader's con-
tribution.

The advertisers and the pro-
prietors also have to bear their

part, but since we hope the high
cost of paper is only temporary,
we, as proprietors, are prepared
to shoulder a large proportion.

The very success of "THE
MOTOR CYCLE," as evidenced
by its large circulation, makes its

position the more difficult.

Readers may rest assured that
the price will be reduced imme-
diately conditions permit.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD-

ON ONE OF THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS HILLS—REDSTONE RIG.
Claude Duncan (3i h.p. Norton), who won most of the events in his class at the Edinburgh M.C.

hill-climb last Saturday.

T.T. Telegrams.

As in previous years, arrangements
in hand for The, Motor Cycle telegi

from the T.T. course to be displayei

the chief motor cycling centres. F
who have suitable means to display t

telegrams and wish to do so should t

municate with the Editor.

Essex M C. Hill-climb.

The official results of the recent E
M.C. hill-climb include the award
L. P. Openshaw (Zenith) of the Herkc
medal for the fastest time of the

His time was 32|s., as compared
de la Hay's 37|s. on his Sunbeam ri-

in the same class. Special medals '

awarded for the fastest time in

class, and these were won by A. Mi

(2i Diamond), 46|s. ; de la Hay (^ I

beam), 38^s. ; L. P. Openshaw (Zen

32|s. ; and L. P. Openshaw (Zenith

40is.

A Welsh Open Hill-climb.

The open hill-climb organised by
Tredegar Motor Club and held at Fid(

Elbow on the 29ult. proved a g
success. Altogether there were ei{

entries in the six classes, and some''

fine performances were put up, the

the bend on the hill proved the und'

of several riders. As usual, a 1

crowd of spectators was present and
a great interest in the proceedings.
Unfortunately, the results are not

to hand, but these will be publishet

our next issue.

A Yorkshire Open Trial.

On June 5th, the Ilkley il.C.

L.C.C. will hold an open reliability I

over a very sporting course, which
include many of the natural difficu

encountered in Upper Whai'fedale and .4

dale. This event is one of the " support
trials of 1920, and every effort is bi

made to organise a mountainous ",

ride," rather than a schedule-speed al

under hard and fast regulations. J
land manufacturers are presented with
opportunity of entering their macbi
in a trial of the "overseas" type ji

district where open competitions'
well-known riders are only too

quently seen. The secretary
Ilkley Club is Mr. H. W.
Langley Avenue, Bingley, Yorlts.

A.C.U. Consuls.

The following have been elected 1(

A.C.U. consuls, whose duties are to

in an advisory capacity to A.G
members in the districts mentioned :

Aberystwyth, Mr. W. H. Wheatley: Bar
Mr. C. H. Lake; Birmingham. Major R
Brook and Mr. E. Hood; Blackpool. Mr.
Burrows; Bolton, Mr. J. E. Whittaker; Carl

Mr. T. Rutherford; Cirencester, Mr. N. R.
way; Coventry, Mr. T. Mallalieu; Duihi
C. J. Leatherbarrow: Guernsey, Mr. G.
Hanley Mr. G. W. Huntbaoh; Hereford,
Ping; Huddersfield. Mr. E. C. Gifford;
R. P. Garbutt; Ilkley, Mr. J. N. Lon^fil
of Man, Mr. G. J. A. Brown; Jersey, '
Pearce; Leeds, Mr. T. W. Lancaster;
Mr. S. W. Phillpott; London: Brixton
P. E. Falshaw; Kilburn, Mr. O. E. 6
Hill, Ml. A. J. M. Ivison. Luton, Mr.
son: Nantwich. Mr. J. B. Scholefleld; Norl
land. Durham, and North Cheshire, Mr.
A. Nicol; Norwich, Mr. R. A. Lower; Kl
Hev. J. M. Philpott; Poole, Mr. A. J. P.

"

Rhyl, Mr. E. B. Wright; Sheffield, Mr. W.
Shifnal. Mr. P. W. P. Cooper; ShrewsW
J. E. J. Whitaker; Swansea Valley, Soutf
and East Carmarthen, Captain A. Lindsi
Tunbridge Wells, Major E. Ruffell, M.O.J -i

Mr. J. R. Harrison; Wolverhampton, Mr.j
Bishop.
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A YORKSHIRE TEAM TRIAL.
rA Diflicull Week-end Course. The Traders' Trophy Competilion. organised by (he

ShelMeld and Hallamsh re M.C.C.

!e goes into Yorkshire and runs
an acquaintance, who is alsu a '

'

_ .

iotor cyclist, tlie first thing lie will

you is that ho lias found a, new hill.

y<irl;shireman is at his happiest
'1' \vln<u he sets before you a. mighty
,

iH' .sots before you a mighty hill;

otli oa."CS he will sav, challongiiiijlv.

)W tackle that I

" ami judsrs ynii

our a|i|)oli(o m- voiii- oliniliiiifi; abirilv.

ben a hot-stulf' inountainoorini;- Irnl
,
vic\\\ trust the men of the liiuiul-

k county to find something suitalilo,

iher it be a joy-ride amongst tlicni^

s, iir an open event.

On Team Trial Lines.

e ShelKeld Traders' Trophy, for

ll the Sheffield and Hallamshire
C. is trustee, is a cup presented by
motor cycle traders of the city, to
»nipeted for by teams of six, "three

md three passenger machines. Each
represents one of the traders, and

etition is very keen.
Itowing the lines of the M.C.C. Inter-
Team Trials for T/ir Motor Cycle
last Vock's event was on a short
e which had to be covered three
, nou-st«p rules being observed
ghout.

. A. Handford (trials hon. sec),
ed to break new ground without

far out of Sheffield, and conse-
ly secured the invaluable aid of Mr.
, surveyor of Stocksbridge, and in
queiice a most arduous twejjty-seven
circuit was planned. Though but
miles from the centre of the city,

oute began to be difficult from the
encement, and the first ten miles
'd out many of those who started,
n Bridge was the first point of in-

, but the severe climb with right

m^L-

J. Beet ( i Acme so.) and E. Searle (4 Triumph sc.) approaching the hairpin above

iVIidhopestones reservoir.

and left hairpins did not offer serious
resistance. After traversing a mile or
two of beautiful moorland road, what
appeared to be an almost vertical ascent,
known (perhaps wisely) as Wind Hill,

was tackled. This was about 200 to
300 yards long, with a gradient of one
in four, and a loose surface.
A section of excellent and quiet lanes

ne.xt appeared, and after one or two
sudden turns the riders were confronted
with a steep descent, about 1 in 3^, at the
foot of which lies Stocksbridge. In the

. B. Roper (7-9 Indian sidecar), captain ot the winnmg team, crossing the paved guile
on the first hairpin of Stocksbridge Hill

latter place .someone had removed the

arrows, and this was the only dcfect>

noticed in the route marking. Stocks-

bridge being- "in a hole" was left behind
by climbing one of those typically West
Yorkshire hills having paved guUeys at

intervals. To make matters worse, a

fierce hairpin and a gulley led on to about
half a' mile of single figure gradient,

enlivened by several outcrops of rock.

No Lack of Power.

Of the thirty riders comprising the five

teams it was noticed that very few failed

from lack of power ; indeed, of the larger

machines only one—a Brough—appeared
to be in difficulties on the hills. vSpecially

good climbs of Stocksbridge Hill were
made bv F. B. Roper (7-9 Indian sc), A.
Budd (3-5 Scott), F. W. James (8 Jlorgan),

W. James, sen. (8 Morgan), Dan Brad-
bury (4 Norton sc), and L. Eadley (4

Triumph sc).

A long and steep descent with a
beautiful surface brought the competitors
down to the valley again, and in climbing
the other side, near a reservoir, a bad
left-hand hairpin was almost immediately
followed by one ot even greater acuteness
to the Tight. ilost of the solo men
attempted to take this too fast, and shot
over the road into the grass. On his

second round S. Russell (4 Norton) rode
about thirty yards in the ditch before he
could regain the road, but he did not stop.
The Morgans, by skilful handling, all

came round well, but they had no room
to spare. Others who cornered well were
J. Beet (8 Acme), who ran very con-
sistently, R. Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson
sc), and S. Raynes (8 Enfield sc), while

L. Radley (4 Triumph sc) did not appear

to be happy with the right-hand bend.

A fairly easy run brought the first

circuit of twenty-seven miles to an end,

C9
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At the finish of the Sheffield Traders' Team Trophy Trial

checking in.

and on this part, strange to relate, Dan
Bradbury (4 Norton sc.) momentarily
stopped his engine, thus dropping out.

The following failed to complete the

S. Raynes (8 Enfield sc.)

first circuit : Mr. Jackson'si team : A.
Shipman (5 Brough), 0. Ward (5 Zenith),

P. Inman (5 Brough), E. Whaley (2^
Levis), and E. Matthews (5-6 Rover sc).

MAY 6th, ig20.

Mr. J. Stacey's team : F. C. Watfe
Triumph) and N. " Scaife (4 Coven
Eagle). Ml'. Roper's team : W. Kan
hem (6 A.J.S. sc). Mr. W. Jam
team : W. James, Jun. (3^- Sunbeam),
Fletcher {2i Elite), and B. Taylor
Elite). i\Ir. Bradbury's team : 1

Bradbury (4 Norton sc), B. Williams
Norton), R. Denby (4 Norton sc), ;

W. Steele (4 Norton).

Second Time Round.

Slight showers fell during the 1

circuit, but a strong wind arose and
surface rapidly improved. Those '

completed the first round mostly impro
their 'ruiuiing on Jhe second, and the c

two to fall out were S. Fletcher (6 -A..

sc), whose tank leaked—this made
second retirement from jMr. Roper's ti

—and A. Blake (8 IMorgan).

On the third round the survivors car

on, and no more retired. The finisi '

in each team are given below, and :

Roper's team carries off the aw;
|

having four finishers and the grea
I

mileage to its credit. G. Wilkin
I

Wilkin) made a remarkable perform;

}

in being the only rider of a small macl
I

to complete the course.
i

Provisional Results.

THE SHEFFIELD TRADERS' TROPin
First : Mr. F. B. Roper's team. Finishers i

Willtin (2% Wilkin), F. B, Roper (7-9 Indian !

A. Budd (33.J Scott), and F. Ashby {1% Scot
Second: Mr. J. A. Stacey's team. Finis a

R. Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson so.), R. Ki
i

(4 Harley-Davidson), E. Searle'(4 Triumpli '!

and S. Raynes (8 Enfield sc).
Third ; Mr. "W. James's team. Finishers

W. James (8 Morgan) and W. James (8 Mori I

Fourth : Mr. Dan Bradbury's team. Finis!
S. Russell (4 Norton) and L. Radley (4 Triv

team. Finislier : J.

A NEW BRITISH MAGNETO.
The Imp—a Single-cylinder Ma

ALTHOUGH the Imp magneto illus-

trated is new to the motor cycle

world, it has been made in large

numbers by Messrs. Fetters, Ltd., of

Yeovil, for some time past for service

in connection with their small lighting sets.

It has now been decided, however, to

A new magneto to sell at a popular price

—the Imp, manufactured by Fetters, Ltd.,

of Yeovil.

gneto at a Low Price produced by a

place it on the market for single-cylinder
motor cycles, and it forms an important
addition to the range of British magnetos.
It is a quantity production proposition,
the design being such that it permits it

to be placed on the market at th« com-
paratively low price of £4 for single
magnetos.

Conventional practice is followed prac-
tically throughout with the exception of

the make-and-break, which is of the face
cam type, in which four light flat springs
are used. The contact breaker cover is

an aluminium casting, held hi position
by two spring balls engaging in a groove,
and while the ignition point is adjustable,
means are not provided to make the
variation controllable by the rider while
imder way.

The body is a die casting of aluminium,
the magnets are of the best tungsten
steel, and the armature runs on ball

bearings, the condenser being embodied
in the armature end plate. Embedded
in ebony insulations with wide cheeks,

the slip ring is provided with the usual
safety spark gap and the pick-up ter-

minal screws into the base, the insulating
terminal, which slips on to the high
tension terminal, being waterproof . and
dustproof.

Before being placed on the market,
we understand this magneto successfully

passed a searching test by the National
Physical Laboratory, which body reported

Well-known Engineering Firm.

that it was a liighly efficient mach ;•

For motor cycles, scooters, and of '

small powered single-cylinder engine.';, '

- quiring an anti-clockwise magneto, '

Imp should fill all requirements, fspeci >

as the price can be regarded as very 1

Its dimensions are 3| X 2{'m. b

4iin. height, and 5^in. width over

and its weight 6 lb.

The sales office of Messrs. Petf

Ltd., are located at 117 to 123, G
Portland Street, W.l.

The. mabe and breab points.

ji^Advancc s* retard pin, which ft

'into A slof in ttiS mognefo end j*

The make and break embodies a face earn
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Redstone Rig the Venue of Hill-climb.
One o( (he New Hills in (he Sco((ish Six Days Trials used by Edinburgh Club Las( Week.

rHE Ediubiiigh opoiiiiig liill-climb, on
tlio new ScoLtisli Trials liill, Kod-
sluiic Rin'. wa^s luit all that might be

aired for a hill-climb on account of tho
eabhpi'ous nature of its corners. The
idBCO for the most part is good, opening

,

ith a straight steady pull of 1 in 12 for

10 yai'ds, and terminating like most
loltifh hills with two bad corners and
gradient which stiffens up to about
in 6.

Fine Performances.

UndouliteiUy, the star performers were
aud Duncan (Norton) and Russell
)yack (Hat). Duncan not only put up
Stest single-cylinder time of the day,
jt also made fastest time in each of the
'e solo events in which he competed.
'hile riding a three-speed Norton he was
slest in the 595 to 600 sidecar handica)i.

Rnssell Boyack's cornering was marvel-
is, and he put up fastest time of the

,y. Among the lightweights James
exander, riding a 2J Douglas, did well,

lile A. Alexander (7-9 eight-valve
dian) put up some impressive perform-
ces in the heavier classes. 0. G. Braid
le an 8 Zenith with most praiseworthy
dgment, and R. J. Braid (3^- JIolo-
ooche) also did well among the heavy
lecars.

Rodger Maci-ae, on a 7-9 Harley, was
rhaps the most distinguished rider,
ongh it must • be admitted that the
iieral standard of riding was excellent.

and in all the classes there was a very present, and the weather favoured the
narrow margin between the competitors. event, which attracted over eighty
A large number of spectators were entraiits.

k\. the start of the Edinburgh M.C. hill-climb on Redstone Rig. The machine in the

foreground is a Sa h.p. Motosacoche

HILL-CLIMB at JMonte Vecchia,
k organised by the Sport Club Milan,

took place in April, and, in spite
heavy rain, the various classes were
ily contested. The course, starting

1

Speed Hill-climbing in Italy.
from Cernusco, was five kilometres (three
miles approximately) in length, and the
gradient is 1 in 5 in places, with very
bad corners. A 3^ h p. Sunbeam made
fastest time of the day.

1,000 C.C. CLASS.

Bestetti (IndiaD)
MaHeis (Indian)

...
5'43

... 6 17

750 C.C. CLASS.
Nazzaro (Indian)
Spallanzani (Triumiili)

... 5 32

... 6 30

500 C.C. CLASS.
Vailati (Sunbeam)
Acerboni (Fresa)

... S 20

... 5 59

350 C.C. CLASS.
Catalano (Douglas)
Gambi (Douglas)

... 6 5

... 6 31

Gilera (500 c.c. Gilera) rounding one of the bends in the Italian IVlonte Vecchia hill-climb.

A NOVICES' TRIAL.
AVERY interesting collection of

machines gathered at Whitley Com-
mon on Saturday last for the start

of the Novices' trial of the Coventry and
Warwickshii-e JI.C. Amongst these were
two A.B.C.'s, 8 h.p. Budge, 2| h.p.

Wilkin, a Francis-Barnett, Henderson,
F.N., and Coventry 'Challenge. A thirty-

mile set speed run through Dunchurch,
Southam, Fenny Compton, and Avon
Dassett provided plenty of interest, and
led to the foot of Edge Hill, where a slow
hill-climb was held. This club was most
amusing from a spectator's point of view,

but we should imagine, from sights and
smells, that it proved rather expensive
in clutch material. The climbs were so

slow that it became a matter of balance

rather than power, though a few failed

through misjudging the gradient. The
winners proved to be J. Swindlehurst
(Lea-Francis) and S. AUen (5-6 Rover sc).

CI 3
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3ihp. Machines Do Well on Kop Hill.

Successful Event organhed by the Ealing M.C.C.

HREE and a half horse-power
machines secured eight places out

of nine in the solo classes at last

Saturday's hill-climb on Kop Hill. This
event was organised by the Ealing and
District M.C.C, and a splendid after-

noon's sport it proved to be. The new
3^ h.p. Duzmo machines and 3^ h.p.

Nortons put up some very good perform-
ances, and were placed first, second, and
third in the 550 c.c. class, first and
third in the event for 750 c.c. machines,
and first, second, and third iu the 1,000
c.c. class. S. P. Brown's 2| h.p. Douglas
also made a fast climb. The results were
as follow :

Harley Davidson).

CLASS A (up to 650

1. H. le Vac
2. B. R.

40?
42f

Wallace (31/2 Duzmo)

CLASS B (up to 750 c.c).

1. H. le Vack (S'/o Duzmo) Hl\
2. D. J. Cheshire (5 Jap) 42
3. J. Wallac (31/2 Duzmo) 44i_ "

CLASS O (up to 1,000 CO.).

1. B. E. Bennett (31/2 Norton) ... 41f
2. H. le Vack (S'A Duzmo) 423
3. J. Wallace (3V2 Duzmo) 43

1,000 C.C. SIDECARS AND CYCLE CARS.
1. J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson) S73
2. S. E. Longman (7-9 Harley-David-

son) 59S
-3. P. J. Malono (7-9 Harley-Davidson) 68

The machine ridden by D. J. Cheshire

was a hybrid, consisting of a 1913 5 h.p.

J. A. P. engine in a Rudge frame.
AT THE START. H. le Vack (3i Duzmo), who was first in the 500 c.c. and 750 c.c

classes and second in competition with 1 ,000 c.c. machines.

46 Competitors Entered for T.T.
27 Senior Entrants ; 19 for Junior Events. Keen

by the A.C.U. for late entrants up to

Monday, May 17th.

It will be noted from the lists appended
that each event has received fau-ly repre-

sentative support.

SUCCESSFUL racing in the Isle of

IMan is assured. Entries at ordinary
fees closed on Monday last, when-

upwards of fifty competitors had been
nominated. Double fees will be accepted

Contest Expected.

Senioi Entrants.

F. C. North. (314 Norton).
^ John Marston, Ltd.

:

P. C. Townsend (3H Sunbeam).
G. uanue (t'n Suuoeam).
T. C. de la Haye (31/!; Sunbeam).

E. F. Abram (3 A.B.C.).
(3U Norton),jr. i^iuisLer (0>2 i^oiuuu;

H. le Vack (31/2 Duzmo)
R. Brown (3V2 Sunbeam).
V. Horsman, "Ltd.

:

V. E. Horsman (3J2 Nort

AT THE EALING CLUB'S HILL-CLIMB ON KOP HILL.

Using the number card as a screen. D. H. Davidson (4 flat twin Harley-Davidson).

Hendee Manufacturing Co. ;

D. S. Alexander (3'^ Indian).
T. W. Dixon (3V2 Indian).
H. R. Harveyson (3i,4 Indian).
B. Houlding (3M In'dian).

Eric Williams (31/0 Sunbeam).
Norton Manufacturing Co. :

Four 3).^ Nortons.
A. J. Stevens, Ltd. :

Six 31/2 A.J.S.'s._

Junior Entrants;
Burney and Blackburne, Ltd.

:

J. A. Watson-Bourne (2il Blnclriirni
D. J. Entioknapp (2% Blackburne).
F. J. Holroyd (2",, Blaelcburnc).

J. H. MacDowell (2";4 Wooler).
A. F. Houlberg (2^,4 Wooler).
R. W. LouEhton (2=^ Douglas).
J. W. Gates (3 Aurora).
B. Houldine. Marks, and Rigby :

A. Marks (2"!4 Diamond).
H. V: Prescott (2% A.J.S.).
D. F. and M. Engineering Co.

:

P. J. Price t?^ Diamond).
A. Milner (2% Diamond).
B. Houlding (2% Diamond).
P. Pike (2ai Diamond).

A. E. Wills (2i4 Douglas).
Bntterfields. Ltd. :

P. W. Applebee W% Levis).
G. Kuhn (2% Leiiis),

S. A. Newman, Ltd.

:

• ..

B. G. DalUson (3 Ivy).
G. Cowley, senr. (2';4 A.J.S.).
A. J. Stevens, Ltd. :

(2J.i A.J.S.).
A. H. Haden (21.2 New Comet).

Entries close at doable fees on May l|i'

il
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N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

Staiiiug I'l'Din Swan Laiio, Gosfoi'd

Gi't'tii, al 7.30 J).
111. 1)11 the 11th iiist,,

an eveiiinj:; riin will be held in the form
of a iiapeicliase.

N.M.C.F.U. (Rotherham).

Several events have been ari-aiiced

for this month, including a run to Mat-
lock Bath on the 9tli, and a special meet-

ing on the 14tli. This meeting will be

at the Y.M.C.A. at 7.30 p.m., and all

motor cyclists are invited to attend.

Winchester and District M.C.C.

At a fjeneral meeting held recently it

was decided to restart the above club,

with Mr. 0. E. Godwin as president.

The opening run will take place on the^

13lh inst from headquarters, "The
Black Swan," Winchester. Affiliation

with the A.C.U. is to be renewed; the

hoii. sec. is Mr. G. S. Tungate, 5, St.

Cross lioad, Winchester.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Two competitors, S. Raynes (6 A.J.S.
so.) and J. Best (6 Rover so.), tied for

first place in the Stacey Trophy Trial.

Other successful members were : Gold
medal, D. Keye (4 Triumph) ; silver

medal, J. C. Wates (4 Triumph) ; bronze
medals, E. Sneath (2^ Wilkin) and W.
Vessey (3^ Ariel). Sneath also won the
lightweight award, and the two winners
divided the sidecar prize.

Neath M.C.C.

The results of the joint club speed
trials, held at JMargam Park on the 24th
ult., were as follow : Class 250 c.c. : S.

R. Horsell (2^ New Hudson), 53|s.

Class 350 c.c. : W. Edwards (2J Verus),
47s. Class 500 c.c. : Dr. A. Lindsay (3^

Norton), 33|s. Class 750 c.c. : Dr. A.
Lindsay (3^ Norton), 31|s. Class 1,000
c.c. : Dr. A Lindsay (3^ Norton), 35|s.

Class 750 c.c. sidecar : J. Thomas (Sj

Norton sc), 45s. Class 1,000 c.c. sidecar :

J. Thomas (3^ Norton sc), 43|s.

Mansfield and District M.C.C.

•Interest was added to the social run
held recently by the inclusion of im-
promptu hill-climbing en route. On
reaching Matlock members tried their
machines up Bank Road. G. Mills (5

Matchless) and E. Chandler (7-9 D.M.C.)
made good ascents. Later on Monsal
Dale was tackled, when again the big
D.M.C. showed up well. R. Lake (3^
Lincoln Elk), J. Shaw (2J Villiers), and
C. Spearing (4i L.iM.C.) also climbed
well.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Brigsteer Scar hill presented a very
animated scene on the occasion of the
hill-climb held by the club last Thurs-
day. The course was half a mile in

length, including two S bends, and had
a very bad surface. As might be ex-
pected, several competitors came to grief
in trying to cut the corners too closely.
The result.s were as follow : Class 1 (350
c.c), M. Sedgwick (2| Doiiglas). Class 2
(550 c.c), L. S. Parker (3 A. B.C.). Class
3 (over 550 c.c), A. J. Moffatt (4 Nor-
ton). Class 4 (sidecars), B. Jeffrey (4
Norton sc). In the 100 mile reliability
trial for the Quirk Cup, held on the
24th ult., A. J. Moffatt proved the
winner, with E. Wood^ second, and W.
Westwood third.

CLUB^EWS

Marlow and District M.C.C.

At a recent general meeting the fol-

lowing officers wei'e elected : President,
Mr. G. C. Bailey ; vice-president, Mr.
J. P. Hodgson ; hon. treasurer, Mr. R. G.
Bailey 1 and hon. sec, Mr. A. F. H.
Baldry, Marlow Common, Bucks.

Northern M.C.

This club's recent driving contest over
a very tricky half-mile proved a great
success. Mr. Brooks (Coulson B), after

tieing with Mr Ellis, finally won by
reducing his variation to g sec, and was
awarded the Binks carburetter, kindly
presented to the club by the makers.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Meetings are being held weekly by the
club at the Grand Hotel, during which
discussions on various motor cycling topics
are particularly interesting to members.
Tlie club has already 150 members, and
an excellent programme has been drawn
up.^ The hon. sec. is Mr. A. Allison, c/o
British Motor Trading Corporation, Ltd.,
St. James's Street, Newcastle.

A YOUNG MEDAL WINNER

Eli Clarke, jun., is evidently following

in his father's footsteps, for he won a silver

medal in the Bristol M.C.C. Trial to

Torquay and back on the 24th of April.

His mount was the 4 h.p. Douglas.

5^3

Darlington B. and M.C.

Al a meeting held by the Motor Cycle
Board of the N.K.A.A.' at .\ewcastle' the
above club was awarded the Grim»liaw
shield, liaving had the largest percentage
of paid-up members at the Easter Rich-
mond meet.

Manchester M.C.

The results of the speed trial on the
2nd inst. were as follow : Class 1.—1, 0.
E. Carter; 2, G. Cowley. Class 2.—1,
E. Bottomley ; 2, N. B. Newton. Class
5.—1, E. Bottomlev; 2, (). E. Carter.
Class 4.—1, E. Smith ; 2, H. Taylor.

Burton and District M.C.C.

Runs are being arranged for May and
.Tune with the Derby, fjoughborough, and
Notts clubs, and a 100 mile reliability

trial is fixed for May 24th. Hon. sec,
Mr. A. E. Cook,' Outwoods Street,

Burton-on-Trent.

Liverpool M.C.
'

An interesting "old crock" hill-climb

was held on the 2nd inst., the machine
used being a two-stroke with a small

jet and restricted induction pipe. The
following made successful climbs : S. W.
Parker, S. Allerhead, F. A. Zacharias,

and Miss Cottle.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The results of the speed-judging com-
petition held near Hockcliffe on the 25th

ult. were as follow : First, E. Brocard
(10 Morris), 5 sees, error; second, W.
Farmer (4 Triumph), 1 min. 55 sees. ; and
third, H. Holmes (10 Morgan), 2 min.

10 sees.

Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.

The following wire has been sent to local

M.P.'s • '250 members of the Southend-
on-Sea and District A.C. emphatically
protest against the proposed iniquitous

taxation of automobiles." This example
might be followed by other clubs, and
would help to stop this proposed tax

becoming law.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

A- new club has recently been formed
in Worcester, and the following officers

appointed : President, Mr. T. W.
Badgery ; chairman, Mr. J. Bladder ; hon.

treasurer, Mr. B. J. Parks ; captain, Mr.
Eric Williams, and .^ hon. sec, Mr. J.

Howell, 12, The For«gate, Worcester. All

motor cyclists in the county are invited

to join.

East Lancashire M.C.C.^

In order that all members may be able

to compete, the Jerrard Cup trial will

be run both on the 13th and 15th inst.

The course selected will be completed six

times at 18 m.p.h., with a stop for re-

plenishments after the third lap. Fur-
ther information and entry forms can be

obtained from the hon. sec, Jlr. G.
Guest, 9, Exchange Street, Blackburn

Wath and District M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb was held

on the 1st inst. in conjunction with the

Wombwell Club. The venue was Hoober's

Stand, near Wentworth, and over fifty

ervtries were received. The results will

be announced in due course. The club

will hold a speed trial on June 4th, and

motor cyclists in the district are invited

to communicate with the hon. sec, Mr.

W. W. Evers, Wath.
rig
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Club News.—

Noithants L.C. and M.C.C.

Among the vice-presidents elected at

the annual meeting was iMr. C. A.
McCurdy, M.P., the Food Controller,

who so ably assisted the club last year.

The -club is in a good position financially,

and a good programme is being ari'anged.

Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On July 31st a reliability trial for
the Carver Cup will be run from Bridg-
water to Land's End, starting at 7.30 a.m.

Further details can be obtained from
the hon. sec, Mr. J. W. Hoopei', The
Oaks, Wembdon, Bridgwater.

North London M.C.C.

The " find your way " competition held
recently proved a great success, and was
won by Jlr. Jelks, while in the imp'romptu
speed-judging competition, held in the

afternoon, llr. Harveyson proved the
victor. An unfortunate incident occurred
near Trent Park, when ]\Ir. Barrett
collided with a motor 'bus, his passenger
sustaining slight injuries.

Redditch and District IVI.C.C.

A successful flexibility hill-climb was
held at Beoley Hill, Redditch, on the
28th ult., and some remarkable perform-
ances were witnessed, especially the solo

slow ascent made by J. Dosher (8 En-
field). The results were as follow :

Lightweights: 1, C. Johnson (2j Verus).
Heavvweights : 1, J. Dosher (8 Enfield).

Sidecars : 1, F. Bicknell (8 Enfield).

Intending members should communicate
with the hon. sec, Mr. P. C. English,
" Hazelwood," Headless Cross, Redditch.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

Twenty-six competitors faced the

starter in the reliability trial for the

Mitchell Trophy held on the 25th ult.

The course was part of that included in

the 1914 Six Days Trial, and proved quite

interesting. H. Pattinson (2a Revere)
won the cup and gold medal with full

marks. Other successful competitors
were : R. Horsley (3^ Norton), gold

medal; E. Preston (7-9 Harley sc) and
Morfoot (3i N.U.T.), silver medals; R.
W. Pattinson (4 Triumph sc.) and F.

Key worth (3^ P. and M.), bronze medals.

A smoking concert has been arranged for

the 12th inst. at the "Golden Lion."
All motor cyclists and friends are invited.

future (Tlub "Events.
May S.—HeUnsbvrgh M.C.C. Ilill-climb.
May 8.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Mun to

Bclpcr.
Mail S.—MiddlasbTougli and District M.C.C. Scott

Cup Trial.
May S.—Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Ttiin to IVcston.
Man 8.—Virminqham M.C.C. Efficiency Trials.
May S.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Opening Snn to

Chulmleigh.
May S.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Iteliaiility Trial.
May S.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Speed

Contest.
May S.—N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Paper-

May S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Half-day Trial.
May S.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Speed Trials.
May S.^Eastern Valley M.C.C. Slow Rill-climb.

May 9.—Leicester and District M.C.C.
!Vf ark.

May 9.~Wcstmorland M.C.C. neliability Run.
Mail 9.—Essex M.C. Paprrcliase.
May 9.-~N.M.C.F.n. (Portsmouth). Run to

Arundel Park.
May 9.— Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run to

Knaresborough.
May 9.—K.M.C.F.V. (.Sheffield). Run to Not-

tingham.
May 9.—Bolton imd District M.C. Keliability Trial.
May 9.—York and District M.C. Meet Ilkley Club

at Collingham.
May S^—n'oohrich. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic at Tay's Hill.
May 9.~N.M.C.F.V. (Leeds). Run to Bishop

bcrs.
May 9.~Bcdford and District M.C. and L.C.C

Ladies' Dan.
May 9.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Bun to Savernal-e.
May 9.—llklci, M.C. and L.C.C. Social Run and

Gymkhana.
May 9.— Woolicich, Plumstead, an^ District M.C.

Picnic.
May 9.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Joint Run

with Harrogate Clvb.
May IS.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Speed-

judging Competition.
May 12.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Matlock.
May ll.—Plimouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Rim to Ueavy.
May 13.—York and District M.C. Run to Scar-

borough.
Mai/ 13.—Oxford M.C. Speed Judging Competition.
May 13.—N.M.C.F.n. (Sheffield). Run to Ashford-

in-Watcr.
May U.~Eastern Valley M.C.C. Hill-cUmb.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District HI.C.

The reliability trial for the Mayor ot

Taunton's cup, held recently in conjunc-
tion with the Rochester and District

M.C over a very sporting course, resulted
in a win for J. Rowland (Matchless sc),
the next two members being O'Brien
(Matchless sc.) and W. Lumsden (Match-
less sc). The best Rochester perform-
ances were made by Lawrence (Lea-
Francis), Jenner (Triumph), and S.

White (Levis).

Bristol M.C.C.
A one day trial from Bristol to

Torquay and back was held on the 24th
ult. C. W. Rankin (oj^ Sunbeam sc.) made
the best performance, with A. W. Dyer
(4 Douglas sc.) second, while sixteen other
competitors won silver medals, including
Mr. Eli Clark and his fourteen-year-old
son, both riding 4 h.p. Douglas sidecars.

_
Young Clark has only recently learnt to

|j
ride. F. G. Mann (4 Douglas sc) woit,"'

the novice prize.

Surrey M.C.C.

At the members' hill-climb, held at*-

Blagdon HUl on the 24th ult., the to\-t
lowing members proved successful in thei
various classes : Class I. (350 e.c), R-.-i

Robinson (Levis). Classes II. and III;-'

(over 350 c.c), H. C. Mansell (Rover).
Class IV. (unlimited on formula), T. G..

Meeten (Rudge). Class V. (stopping and-
restarting), F. J. Disney (Triumph).
Class VI. (unlimited on time), T. G..
Meeten (Rudge). Class VII. (sidecars on~
formula), A. Robins (Blackburne).

nkley M.C. and L.C.C.

Two competitions, a hill-climb aad
speed trial, were held on the 25th ult.

The former event, in which members-
competed for the Dawson Trophy, was
won by W. S. Crothers (3^ Triumph sc),
with R. W. Stanfield (3| Scott) second,
and J. S. Duxbury (3| Scott) third,
while in the speed trial for the trade
trophy^ G. Brook (3i Triumph) proved
the winner, J. Stanfield (2| Douglas)

•

second, and J. Midgley (2| Douglas) third.

Burnley and District M.C.C.

Fifteen classes were included in the
recent members hill-climb held at Thorny-
holine Hill, and with a good entry, the
event proved a great success. The best

performances were as follow : Fast

:

I, 270 c.c, G. Swinglehurst (Levis);

II, 350 c.c, B. Houlding (Douglas);
III, 600 c.c, B. Houlding (Douglas);
IV, 80O c.c, H. Armstrong (A. B.C.);
V, unlimited, S. A. Marks (Harley);
VII, sidecar over 60O c.c, B. Houlding
(Harley sc). Slow: VIII, 600 c.c, W.
H. Greenway (Triumph) ; IX, H. Aim-
strong (A. B.C.); XI, over 600 c.c, side-

car, J. CoUison (Ariel sc). Acceleration :

XII, ^00 c.c, J. R. Ashworth (Sunbeam);
XIII, H. Armstrong (A.B.C.); XV, J.

Collison (Ariel sc).

CLUB ENTHUSIASM.
At the recent run of the Bolton and District Motor Club

to Kendal, a record number of members gathered for what proved an enjoyable outing.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

-First 12 words 3/ , and 3d. for every ad-

lltional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ire charged double rate. Each paragraph is

jharged separately.
' Name and address must

oe counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

)e quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentlor

idvertisements should be made payable__—r-goT
;o ILIFFfi & SONS Ltd., and crossed^ ^

Treasiirv Notes, bein^ untraceable it lost in

transit, shoulil not be sent as remittances .

All aiverusainants m mis section should be

icoonpaniei with remittance, and be addressed

the olfices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

Street, London. E.0,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

)e postel in time to reach the offices of " The
Hotor Cycle." by the first post on Friday

norning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

(uote the number which is printed at the end of

lach advertisement, and the date of the issue

a which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

ir printers' errors, although every care is taken

10 avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tlic coiiveiiieiice of adverlisL-rs, letters may be

cldressed to uiuubers at "llie Motor Cycle" Office.

Vheu tills is desired, tlie sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

egUtr.rtio;! and to cover postage on replies must be added
tlio a-lvertisemeiit charge, whicii must include the

rar.ls Do.t 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only tnenumber
.'ill app:!Ar in the advertisement. All replies should be

d-lressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

i.e. ^. Replies to Box Number adveitisement^ coniaining

e-nittances sltoiihl be sent by tegistcn-a post, but in all such

lists I'l is advisiiBtc lo make use ol the Deposit System.

Intho oaifl o( motor cycles ollered for sale under a box

iuiib3r, as it is unusual for these to be sold without flrsl

6i.i5 iniieated by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

aoiutate' business by embodying in their advertisements

ome mention ot the district in which the machine
llerel may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wlio hesitate to send money to unknown persons

lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
)2po3it Svstem. If the money be deposited with "The
lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

Tlie time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

oods i^ three days, and If a sale is effected we remit the

mount to the seller, but^ if not, we return the amount
o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
arriage one way. For all transactions up to £10,
.epn?;it fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £1

ad vindec £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75 , 5 /

ver £75 and under £100, 7/<j; and on all transactions

\'ev £100, h %. -'All deposit matters are dealt with at

0, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
rders should be made payable to Iliffe .S: Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
idic:ttion that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

he Deposit System. Otlier advertisers may be equally

esitous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

-^niwor to tlieir enquiries are requested to resard the
lilcaci zz an indication that the soods : vertiseO have
ilraady jeen disposed cU Advertisers otuen receive so
laany onquiries that it is quite impossible lo roply to

jaeb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FQR SALE.
A.BX.

A -B.C. Motor Cycle, just delneied from mak

:'flera over 140 gns.—J. B^nrtou, Coin," Fairfoid. [7808

A .B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Soenificatinn nr\r\ full -nnr+iVnlnTi! irili tiA .<spnt nn

i^Iotor.Co.. Ltd..

WAUCHOPE'S
WEEKLY LIST

BARGAINS.
NEW MACHINES.

12475. 2! h.p. 1920 P. & 8. Motor Cycle,
' 2-stroke (plus expensed) £69 15

12170. sjh.p. r920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, free

engine, handle clutch, T.T. bars
{plus expenses) £75

Motor Scooters £42 10

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
12362. 4 h.p. 1912 ZENITH £67 10
125.19. 3,'. h.p. 1919 I.O.M. RUDGE £115
11762. 3'. h.p. 1912 RUDGE £45
12507. 2; h.p. loif, DOUGLAS, W.D. mod £65
12510. 2; h.p. T916 DOUGLAS, W.D. mod £75
I2'50S. 2} h.p. 191b DOUGLAS, W.D. mod £65
12513. 3.V h.p. r9i3 B.S.A £52 10

12496. 23 h.p. r9i5 DOUGLAS £59 lo
12+14. 3I h.p. 1912 TRIUMPH .£65
12294. 2! h.p. — FORWARD £27 Iq

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
12502. 7-9 h.p. 1920 Powerplus INDIAN

Combination, as new £215
12564. 45 h.p. 1916 JAMES Combination. £99 10
12567. 6 h.p. 1912 REX and Sidecar ... £80
12559. 3i li-P- 1913 SCOTT and Sideear . . £69 10
12528. 6 h.p. J914-13 ROYAL ENFIELD

and Sidecar £125
I24Q7. 5-6 h.o. J914 RUDGE Multi and Sc. £09 10
12560. 6 h.p. 1918 A.J.S. Combination . .£185

r2558. 4 h.p. 1918 TRIUMPH Combin'n £165
UL65. 6 h.p. 1916-17 ROYAL ENFIELD

and Sidecar £167 15

12276. 7-9 h.p. 1914 INDIAN Combination,
fitted with disc wheels £105

i.!502. 7-9h.p. 1913 INDIAN and Sidecar, £80
12467.4 h.p. ^[916 DOUGLAS Combin'n £130
12510. 8-10 h.p. 1915 HENDERSON & Sc. £125
I256r. I9r6 3-speed INDIAN and Sidecar. £97 10

SECOND-HAND CARS.
12534. loh.P' SIZAIRE-NAUDIN Car .. £177 10

12492. 8 h.p. i9:3-r4 G.W.K. Car £210
12458. 8 h.p. 1914 MORGAN, sporting

model £185
I '099 8 h.p. — DUO Car, double belt

drive, A.C. J.A.I', engine £150
12345. 5-6 h.D. I9r4 CARDEN Monocar £100
12383. 9.5 h.p. 191 1 STANDARD Car. . £420
12484. S-io h.p. I9r6 MORGAN Runab't £210

12531. 8-10 h.p. 1917 MORGAN G. Pri-i £275
NEW CAR

1255S. 8 h.p. t920 A.V. Monocar (new) £172 16

SIDECARS.
B.S.A. Sidecars £35
WILLIAMSON Sidecars £28 10

No. 2 WAUCHOPE'S Sidecars £23 10

No. 3 WAUCHOPE'S Sidecars £22 10
CANOELET K3 Sidecars . ; £22 10
CANOELET Minor Sidecars £18 8
CANOELET K4 Sporting Model £23 5

CANOELET D4 Sidecars £30 5

DOUGLAS Sidecars (i only) £27 10

Flying MIDDLETON (second-hand) £16 10

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: Holharn 577T.
^'Orams: Opifieer, Fleet, London.

MOTOR CYCI.IKS lOR SALT:.

Abingdon
4 h.p. AbinBdon, 1915, T.'l', ensine. jii.t been over-

hauled. 3.«i)ced, clnlrh; fitiO.-IJarbv Knibworth
Station nuts.

'

I847G

1 020 Abingdon King Dick. S'Ah.P-, 3-spoed, slightly
-It/ used; £106.—Frank Wliitworth, Ltd., 139, New
St., Birmingham. [X0324

ABINr:DON King Dick 4%h.p., 1914, 3-Bpeed Arm-
:.liong. exrollent condition, been Hlored, acces-

sories; £55.-106, Munster Rd„ Fulham, i3.W.6.
[8846

1 Q20 6 7I1.P. Abingdon Twin Combination, lamp^,
J~tJ horn, wind scr.-.-n, not done 600 miles; £175;
(Juarantpcd.-Frank Wliitworth, Ltd., 139, New St.,
Birminghiim. (X0327

1Q14 Abingdon King Dick, 3l4h.D., 3-apeed, C.IJ.
-*-«^ sideffir, speedonieter, 3 hiiniw, horn, all acces-
sories, e.icBllent condition: £75.—Qildereon, 112, High
Ed., Uford. 'Phone: Illord 622. [8463

A.J.S
J.S.—See displayed advi-rtisement.-Clillord Wilson
Mfg. Co. (8838

20 A.J..S. Combination, delivery Mar; i210.-
Riiu's Uariige. Leatherhead. [7763

16 A.J.S. Craiiljiuatinn, almost as new; £160.-57,
Birdhiust Else, South Croydon. [7801

EOW Bros., High St.. Guildford. A.J.S. agents
1912, accept no premiums. [X7943

A
19
19
C
19"ov

A.J.S. Combii
£175.-Bu

.J.S. Combination, Nov., 1919, mileage 800; best
. offer; Midlands.—Bo.\ 3,747, c/o The Motor
clc. [8744

Hendon. [8666

I Q14 A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn, good condi-
-LI? tion; £100.—Burrows, Dogsthorpe Hd., Peter-
borough. [8362

"IQ19 A.J.S. Combination, Swan O.B. sidecar, 6h.p.,
-«-*^ 3-speed, splendid condition; £175.—Lee, Wend-
over, Bucks. [6317

A.J.S, 1920 6h.p. Combination, just taken delivery;
£250; apply atte: 6 p.m.—46, Gladstone Av..

East Ham. [8239

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, new, jast dehrered, owner
-Li/ bought car; accept be,-t offer.-Box 3,630, e/o
The Motor Cycle. [7735

A.J.S. Combination, 1920; delivery expected next
week; liiiiuingham district; £240.—Box 638, e/o

The Motor C'licle. [X0410

1Q19 A.,T.S. Combination, all lamps, horn, 4 disc
-»-t/ wheels, in perfect order; £215.—2, Nightingale
Rd., Lower Clapton. [7979

J.S. Spares: engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivorv.-Cvri. Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T.A. : I'arts. [2237

2illi4L A.J.S., 1916, been stored, guaranteed new
4 and perfect condition, engine 355.—Enquiries,

81, Granville, Peterborough. [8726

1 Q'20 A.J.S. Combination, actually delivered, brand
Xt/ new, unregistered: what offers?-Manager, Old
Waverley Hotel, Southport. [8867

"I
020 A.J.S. Combination, brand new, spare wheel,

-!-»/ etc., Lucas horn; £230 cash, or offer.—Box
3,708, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8141

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, accessories, no speedo-
-Ltf meter; delivery 29th April; London; £240.—
Box 3,751, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8747

A

etc.; 106 gns.—Wright, Eougemont, Eos:

1, Hempstead 'Ed.r Walthamstow. [7694

"|Q20 A-J.S., ac^etylene head and tail lamps. Hunt's
±t/ .electric side. Watford speedometer, horn, etc.,

brand new; £266.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton.
[7980

dition; £1213.—58, Fowlers Walk, Brentham, Ealing
[8190

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
6h.r. A.J.S. combination, 1918, detachable wheels,

spare wheel, free engine, kick start, accessories, £186;
also another 6h.p. A.J.S. combination, 1918, on offer.

[6870

1Q19 [Aug. I A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, 3
At/ lamps and horn, black and gold finish, small

mileage; £200.—Emecy. 36, Lyndhurst St., Bi;^slem,

Staffs. [X0431

1Q18 A.J.S., 6h.p. military model. Milford sidecar,

XU E-'tin'^ -creen, speedometer, lamps, spares, in-

surance policy; price £150.-9, Darenth Ed., London

N.16.
"

^8660

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the^date of the issue. 023
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

.914-15. __-
n, lamps, horn

£130; stored since 1915.—Alderton, Hardwick Rd.,
Reigate. [8662

AJ.S., 1919 khaki model, done 100 miles only, new,
Lue.ls Lamps, combination all complete, fully

equipped: £225, no offers.—Miller, 62, Hampstead Rd..

N.W. 'Phone: North 1519. [6823

1Q15 A.J.S., 6h.p., coachbuilt Gloria sidecar, all
A t? accessories, wind screen, hood, etc., in perfect
condition; £150; deferred terms \!i down, balance, over
12 months, 4% extra only.—Tordham and Rogerson,
19, Devonport Mews, Pad'dington. [8427

A.J.S. 1917 Combination, latest improvements, Lncas
dynamo lighting, interchangeable and spare

wlieel, hood, screen, apron, speedometer, horn, spares;
aearest offer £175.—Bnxton, 96, Westbourne Terrace,
Paddington, W.2. 'Phone : Paddington 6287. [8117

"1019 A..J.S. Combination, new Nov., complete with
J-^ spare wheel, hood. Easting wind screen, 3
I.ucas lamps and^ horn, all spares, including new
700x80 Goodyear, full insurance policy, perfect
mechanical order and condition: £210; owner bought
car.—Haddoo, North St., York. [8386

11 1 . .

444. Can give tavourable
mbinations. Book early loi

[7216

4Icyon.
3iJh.p. Twin Alcyon. less mag. and carburetter ; no
4 further use for it; what offers?-The L:ine,

Halton Lea Gate, Lambley, near Carlisle. [S0437

Alldays.

ALLON 2'/l>h.p. 2.stroke. 2-speed model, splendid
order; £45.—Moss, Wem, [X0491

1 Q 20 AUon de Lu.te, not ridden ; £80 ; reason,J-U illness.—23. Central Rd., Gloucester. [8620

ALLON 2.stroke, 2-speed, lamp set. mechanical horn,
new hack tyre; £48.-Noyes, Bracknell. [7676

ALLDATS Matchless, Villiers 2.stroke, lamps, good
luniMng order: £58.-King, Egrove Farm, Oxford,

tX0470
1 Q19 Allon de Luxe, kick start, etc., lamps, perfect
-Lif condition; £82/10.-29, Terme Park Rd.,
Stroud Green, N. [8395

ALLDAY.'S 2?4h.p. 2-stroke, under 500 miles, ahso
lutely O.K.; £45.—Matthews, 4, Cornwall Mews

Gloucester Rd., London. [8515

ALLON, Nov., 1919, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn
do^e 1,500 miles; £70, or offer.—Tuson, Bromp

ton Barracks, Chatham. [8652

* LLON 1920 2-stroke, 2-.spced and clutch, kick

ALLON 1920 Model, used few times only; £85
owner bought combination, ride 50 miles t(

buyer.—Clements, Stogursey, Bridgwater. [8407

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, head and tail lamps,
mechanical horn, splendid condition; a bargain,

£59/15.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia. London.
[7940

ALLON 2';4h.p., 1919, June. 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand
clutch, legshields and accessories, little used;

£70.—Lockett, Moreton Wood, Whitchurch, Salop.
[8547

"I Q16 Allon 2^/ih.p., 2-stroke, coimtershaft gears, com-
JL«^ plete, perfect condition; bargain, £60, or ex-
change 31/jh.p. upwards.-R. Smith, 38, High St.,_Wal;

i-Naz [7666

An^oine.

ANTOINE SVsh.p.. complete, Bosch, B. and B., ex-
haust, rebushed, running order; £8.—Bryant,

Vicarage Rd., Bagshot. [7896

Ariel.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford. Ariel, agents,
supply at makers' prices. [X7944

electric lighting.

—

"' [8025

3ih.p. Ariel Comtiiuation. 1916, splendid condition:
2 f llO.-Wray, 1, Vale Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [7654

ATWEL 1914'3y2h.p. Combination, 3-speed huh, clutch,
Bosch, B.B., overhauled.-Swayne, Stoke Rd., Guild-

lord. [7679

1Q14 Ariel 3l^h.p.. 3-speed hub, all accessories, ex
-Lif celleut t.vres : £65.-88, Derbyshire Lane, Shcf
held. [784S

1919, and coachbuilt sidecar.

ARIEL Motor Cycle, 3i,^h.p., accumulator ignition;
£16.—Albert Jameson, Upper Brear, Nodthowram,

near Hahfax. [7663

ARIEL 3V'h.p., variable pulley, free engine, horn,
lamps, good condition; £45.-50, Whitehill Rd.,

Cr:iyford, Kent. [7787

,.., 6»'^H'N°HANT HO,,..

''Or motorists

87-91, John Bright St.

Phone : Mid 662.
'Graph :

" Lylcar, Kham."

What about the

Summer Holidays ?

Why not avoid the

crowded trains and enjoy

fresh air all the way

Sndim
COMBINATION

7-9 h. p. Powerplus spring f.-ame model,
complete with dynamo lighting set,

electric horn and speedometer, and
fitted with luxurious coachbuilt side-

cap with commodious locker In rear of

body.

£218 lOs. Od.
plus delivery charge.

I can give almostimmediate
delivery of a limited num-
ber of these famous
machines.

P. J. EVANS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; all dl
stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7, RocS*!

Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. - [74

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4
'

Early delivery of Ariel machines anticipate
book now for 3^y^h.p. and 6h.p. twins. [68

ARIEL 1913 3V..h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, ki

starter. Brown and Barlow, U.H. mag.; £98
Maudes', 100, Gt, Portland St., London, [87

ARIEL 1919 sy^h.p. Combination, lamps, hor

speedometer, luggage carrier, spares, new C(

dition; £130.-126, Headstone Rd., Harrow. [72

ARIEL 1914 3<Ah.p., decompressor, Lucas lam <

horn, Bosch, B. and B., perfect condition: a

trial; £50.—Honess, Loves, Marden, Kent. [87

ARIEL 1920 New Combination. 3:4h.p., 3-spe.

clutch, countershaft, kick-starter, all on. spltni

outfit; £165; private owner.—195, Stonehouse ^

Clapham Common. l87

1Q19 3V'h.p. Ariel Combination, mechanically r

-Li/ feet, electric horn and lamps, wind scrp.

cairier, spares, £130; cycle only, £90.—W i.eej

Henley Rd., Norwich. (D) [87

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Ariel 3V2h.p. Combinatic
electrically equipped, excellent order.—Fair Of

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampste i

Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hoi
9-7, including Saturdays. [66

A RIEL 1918 3y.h.p. Combination, Ariel sulei

A. Easting wind screen, Bonniksen spee-luiuel

hooter, electric side and tail, extra acetyk-ue t;al, '^Ta

ard specification, Tan-Sad, Ariel luggage c:imrr, in;

spares, perfect condition; £140.—Osbrow, Noivi-'Il

BRAND new 1920 SJJh.p. Ariel, with new cnnct

D4 sidecar with apron, P. and H. lamp s!

Klaxon horn, sidecar lamp, footboards, just deliver

registered and rcady_to ride

£148.—Wallis
'Phone : 45.

49, High St., Saffron Walde

4rno
4h.p. Arno, Druids, B. and^. B.,_himr-^

barga
dington.

£36.-Miller, 151, Kin?

Auto-Wheels

AUTO-WHEEL, complete, little used: £1
Camp View, Strensall, York.

WALL Auto-Wheel, in perfect, order:

Mayes, Eattlesden, Budy St. Edmunds.

£13.—Aickite, Linden Rd., West Gri

B .S.A Auto-Wheel, De Luxe model, sound ninni

order; 12 gns,— 1, Bloiufleld St., Bury St. tdumn

ready to"-iide F.—Cardo, Edgware Huuse._ E'

London.

ALL Auto-wheel, perfect order, thoroughl:w hauled by makers, not unpacked; £12.—

V

hythe Rd., Leicester. X04

BSA Auto-wheel and , Lady'.' 3-speed Cycle, .-'pl.

did condition : bargain, £22 ;
-would eeiarate

48, Frankfort Rd., Heme Hill. l»4

AUTO-WHEEL, with Chater-Lea cycle, new 19-A 26xl3Ain. tyres, specially built, Mnidition as^uei

accept 28 gns.-Linley, 100, Addey St., Sheffield. tX03

AUTO-WHEELS, Modele de Luxe ;
cash £25, or .

deposit and 37/6 monthly; descriptive cataog

post free.-M.X. Dept., The Metropolitan Machini
,

Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, E,C.2. 10='

Bat

BATS for early delivery, apply-. Bedford Garap

Walsall. 'Phone: 270. _l"i

NEW 1920 8h.p. Bat Comliination : list iric'".

oflers.-Box 651, c/o TU Motor Ciiclc [X04

1 Q 20 Bat, Model No. 4, immediate deliver.vj li

-Li/ price.—Mortise, 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.J.
[79;

Kh.P. Twin Bat-Jap Motor Cycle, 2-sreed counteishn)

tiikc sidecar anywhere: £68, ofliers.-194, llat

St., Enfield. L^S

B\T 8h.p. Combination, recently oveihanled, ne

chains: £100, nearest offer: seen any time.

Featherstoue, 66, The Drive, Tonbridge. [78.

BAT-J A.P. C.B. Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed, clutc)

kick starter, lamps, speedometer, wind screei

all in good condition; £85. or offer.-90, ilitcham Bd
Tooting, S.W. [87C

BAT, 61i.p., heavyweight touring model, pre-wa]

square tank, Bosch watertiglit, chain drive, !

speed, countershaft, equal new. £70: sidecar, £1^
mornings.—314, Gray's Inn Rd., London. [78(

1 O IS Bat 8h.p. Combination, Milford sidecar,

Xtl speed, lamps, etc., just overhauled, new mu<

guards, front forks, engine and transmission exceller

order, all spares, tools, etc.; best offer over £12C
Dumbartonshire.—Box 3,749, c/o The Motor Carte.

^

C24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
Chnter-I.ea-Jnp.

Twill, 1915. 2uiic>i-il.

ceimiue imu-liine; £75.
-L<lrl;iii. isn. .Niuuia St., QHIinelium. Kent. [8630

1

1,K.\.J.A.P. 1915 2-spood Combinnti
idecnr, niM»edrimotor, Imups. l>1

npiioliilii I, MiiKnils, 51, Stauliopo Garilons, Ilfnn

CIIATl:ll-T,l•:.\^.T.A.^•. 6h.p.
ti.'.^ oiiKiiii', Lucjts Itiniii.

-L<irl;iii. i::

CHA'I'Klt-
811,11.,

horn, iiillif

tool lilt, now tyiea, gowl condition; £45: soeu afte

el, Piilniol'ston Ed., East Sheen, S.E.14. [isa^
]

Chnter-Len-Mlnerva.
Ohnter-Lon-Minon-n, new Sandnm C.B.

Rd., Oheoln, Sur:

Cleveland.

1Q20 Cleveland, doliveied this
11/ ehlteli, kick start, eliain dri\

Union St., Dowlais, S. WaUs.

Clyno.
piLYNO.—New _2_Vih.p._2-stroke,

Atkiua!
[7719

stock.—Moss. Worn.
speed, hand clutch,

[X0493

I

done 200 miles, just

£75.—Writ« Seager, 51.
[768;Bootliaui. York.

CEOW Bros.,
have hiree

2^ili.p. ligbtweiehts.

WAUCHOPES,
Clynos, now,

delivered Irom stock.

6h.ii. Clyno. 3-speed, 700x85 tyres, hood,
lamps, etc., not W.D.; £95.-19, Wilcox Rd., South

[iftmbeth, Loudo

East Dulwich, S.B.22.

piLYNO 2-8peed _2-strokB ; £70: deliv

[8257

from stock.

-

^ o. u, u-., Broad St.. Heading. •Biggest dealer-

in the South. 'Phone: 1024. [Oil;

C'lLYNO, 3-ap6ed, K.S., 5-6h.p., epare wheel, oU-chain
' lamps, horn, bulb back sidecar; £100.-70, L?if;

liom Vale, Tnlse Hill, S.W.2. [7819
|

CLYNO.—New 1920 2.^peed 2-3troke models actualh
in stock.—Chandler. Reyre and Williams. Hitchio

Herts. Thone; 165 Hitchm [006

-336, Gray's Inn Bd., W.C.I.

liealc, 27, Fawcett Ed., Southsea.

iqi9 (Nov.) Clyno, 2=4h.p., mileage 700, conditiorAC guaranteed perfect; best offer over £60.—Mav
Stalford Ed., Gorsebrook, Wolverhampton. [847^

iVilkins, Simpson, oppostte Olympia, London. [7941

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., late, 3 speeds, inter
changeable disc wheels, fitted with easy child's

seat; £115.-63, Walm Lane, Cricklewood, N.W.2.
[X050E

CLYNO Combination, 1916, 3-spced, K.S., largi
body screen, spare wheel, splendid outfit; £110

nart exchange lightweight.—27, Gayhurst Rd., Dais
Ion, E.8. [787;

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, all accessories,
I

1919-20, not run in; £70; no cheques; by ai>
pointment.—Reply, J. B. Greaves, 44, Vrctoria Park.
Cambridge. [7742

5-6h.p, CLvno Combination, lined black and gold
4 interchangeable wheels, new tyres, hood, screen,

lamps, 3-speed, kick start; £140.—Dodd, 104, Plough
Rd., Battersea. [848E

CLYNO-J.A.P. Combination, 8-lOh.p., 4 interchang.-
able wheels, new Sin. Palmers, all accessories anc

spares; £150.-H., Coialynn, Eutland Ed., Maiden
bead. (After 6 p.m.) [762E

CLYNO Lightweight in stock. Orders booked in rota

I

- tion. Clyno combination orders booked in rotation
leliTery fro* March.—Eothwell and Milbourne. Cow
leigh Garage. Malvern. [618:'

CLYNO 5-6hp. 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, mas-
nificent condition throughout: bargain, £110; ex

,' change entertained: deferred payments, half down.—
I; Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [8010

|.1Q20 Brand New Clyno Lightweight, in stock, foi

(
-"-1/ immediate delivery; £75; early positions vacani

I
m our wanting list for combinations.—Rhosha Motoi
o., Mawney; Rd., Eomford. [580C

PJLYNO.—We are sole Wolverhampton agents; write^^ ns for delivery dates, repairs, overhauls, re
maraellmg, and plating.—The Molineux Garage Co.
Wa. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [3459
rjLYNO Combination, No. 4144, 3 speeds, kick^ Etarter, spare wheel, electric and acetylene, splen-
lia eonrtitron, privately owned.—Garaged, 16, Cornwall
Zf^,?

(behmd Baker St. Station), or 'phone Weston
iy^ti. £110. -^ r833£

AGAIN s AGAIN
AND YET AGAIN THE
A.B.C. MOTOR CYCLE

SCORES IH OPEN

COMPETITION.

VICTORY

CUP OPEN

RELIABILITY

TRIAL
(170 STARTERS)

OF ALL SOLO MACHINES
OVER 275 CCS

The A.B.C. machines made the best
performance and were awarded

THE DUKE CUP
AND

2 GOLD MEDALS

Godfreys Ltd

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.
LONDON, W.l.

Pistributing Agents for London
and Home Counties.

19'
.

CVCI.liS
Clyno

I-OR SALE.

itlie, Kent,
nl; i;52.-Sonle,

'd, fully efpiiliped, ridden
jearuneo and mcchanie.-dly
Cobham Terrace. Uicen-

[7647

Connaught,
|q20 c.NiiiiuKlit, latest clutch model: £80: iinnwdi-
* •' .'b- del I \riy.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, LincH,

(X0371
I014 C(.iMi;uit,'ht 2';.^h.p.,' 2-Hpced, tank re-enauielled,
At' tvrun marly new, lamps; £43.-EaHttteld, Madelcv,
Shropshire. [X0407

pONNAIIGHT 2"!ih.p., lamps, footboards, mileagr-
y-^ 1.5O0: liargain, £38/10.-Lyutou, Park Crescent,
Churi'li.'Hd. Fiiichlcy. [7998

1Q20 Mini;ilai,. Connaught, Sturracy 2-gp6ed, K.S.,
-»-•-' band rliitrli, head !ind tail lamps, tools, ridden
10 miles; bargaiu, £80.-31, Park Ed., Eugby. (X0425

CONNAUGHT 2")ih.p., clutch, 3-8peed, K.S., lamps,
aeeessoriw, take sidecar, excellent conditicm, stored

Coulson.
COULSON B.-See displayed adTertisement.—CliHo!

Wilson Mfg. Co. (88<

experts of Liverpool

r^OULSON B.. 1920,

ind Manchester. 16573

. . Bcial 4h.p. Black-
sports model, soring frame; £90.—Long-

man Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing, W.5. Tel. : 689.
[8813

pOULSON B., 254h.p., 2-spced, late 1919, lamps,
'^ Klaxon, insurance, spares, Brampton forks, gowl
-ondition; £85, oSers.-Stoten, 24, Hartington St.,
Derby. [X0291

,piOtILSON-B 2';.lh.p., new last Oct., only ridden 650
ile^, perfect condition, insured, 2^peed, spring
oversized tyres, epeedomter, lamps, all accefi-

£95, or best offer.—Studholme, Lougwall House.
Oxford. . [8134

COULSON B, 1920, delivery from stock, 2%h.p.
Blackburne engine^ 2-speed, spring frame, all

latest improvements; list price 95 gns.; extended
terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C.3. [0065

3., 2-speed, spring
. nnscratched, F.E.S.

electric lighting, Cowey hooter, extra tool case,
;pares, etc.; best offer, £110 or over.—Silver Star
Motors, Frederic Mews, Wilton Place, Knightsbridge,
.S.W.I. [8375

COULSON Model B, 4h.p. Blackburne engine, Eprin;
frame, Albion 2-ppeed countershaft gear, a thor-

oughly reliable mount; £110/5 cash, or on easv pay-
ments 4% extra. Many other machines in stock ;*latept
lists and full particulars of Harrod's easy payment
system on application.—Harrod's Motor Showroom.>^,
116-118, Brompton Ed. (opposite Main Building), Lon-
-lon, S.W.I.

, [7796
Coventry Eagle.

COVENTEY EAGLE, 2y,h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc.,
excellent order; offers.-D. Norris, Talbot, Mere,

.Vilts. [7932

£47;iO.-Adveitiser, 88, Maybu

brand new: £75 plus 10%. We have a number
of these excellent machines, suitable for fast solo or
light sidecar, for immediate delivery. First cheque
ecures. Orders in etrict rotation. Enquiries invited
for the 6h.p. twin, with Sturmey-Archer counter^^haft

—Dane Works, 131a, Uxbridge E*l., West Ealing,
W.13. [8030

Diamond.
lAMOND.—New 1920 2-stroke and J.A.P. models

took.—Moss, Wem. [X0495

ptY'RIL WILLIAMS for early delivery of all _model

D^
-Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [X8622

[4934
Walsall, official agents for

makers' prices.
[530S

DIAMONn-VILLIEES, 1919 (Mayl, 2-8troke, single

speed, lamps, horn, etc. ; £47 ; after 6.-24, Eccles-

ton St., close Victoria Station. [3104

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue C27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAfcE.

Diamond I

DIAJIOND-J.A.i'., April, 1920, 2V,h.v., Enfield 2^

^•pee^l ge.Tr, accessories, insurance; £80. C. Jones,
39, St. Peter's Ed., Handsivortli, Birmingham. [X0450

-j Q19 Diamond-Villiers, 2-siJced, excellent condition,
J~ij hrand new tvres, all accessories, only ridden few
hundred miles: 55 gns.-40, Eodenliurst E-d., Clapham
I'aik. [7907

4>3.1i.p. lliamoud-Jap, new February, 1920, Enfleld 2_-

rW4 speed. Cowev horn, electric lanlp(^, tools; buying
sidecar; eveninss after 6; best ofler.-Charles Dixon,
9. .The Crescent, Surbitou. [7886

Douglas.
T/-IVIAX HAEDIE and Lane, ltd., Douglas Special-

^h.p. Combination, 1920 model: £170.

2.3.h.p, Solo, 3-speed ilodel W. ; £100.

TX/'E Stock Eyerything you require for your Douglas.

34'

DOt'GLAS 2=4h.r., bran
Madrid Bd., Barnes.

19^

D
1; bargain, £57,

45, Burton Ed., Brixton. [87

condition; £78.
[7746

W.D. 2^jh.p. Douglas, 2-speed; £72.

D^

195

)OUGLAS, equal new, 1916; £52/10: cash iranted.
-ll.irks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, W. [8090

h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, seen any time
£140.-140, Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting. [814E

OtIGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination fullv equipped
140 gns.—Knipe, Wolsey Hall, Oxford. [8314

[7950
DOUGLA.S. 2%h.p., 2.speed, horn, lamps, perfect

condition; £55.—Exall Farm, Welling, Kent.
[7626

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2%lh.p., 2-speed, splendid cond'
tion; £40.—Fuller, 19, Trafalgar Sq., Chelsea

[X0422
2ilh.p. Douglas (1915). lamps: £56: after 6 p.

4 Friday.-Platti, 602, King's Rd., Fulham, S.W
[3288

IQIS 234h.p. Douglas. 2-sp;ed, new Amac. Bosch;
J-*.' 60 gns. : after 5-30.—2, Stag Lane, Edgware.

[S225
1iai5 2";4h.p. Dongias, equipped; £63;
J-t/ higher power.— 143, Evington Ed., Lei

[X0458
DOUGLAS 1916 2Sjh.p.. W.D. model, excellent con

dition; £72.-258, Brocklev Ed., Brockley, S.E.
[805;

DOUGLAS 2ijh.p., 3 speeds, 1914, excellent con
dition; £52.-202, Mrrnster Ed., Fulham, S.AV.6

[81 8S

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, .and new sidecar
electric light; £110.-1, Lexham Mews, Earl's

Court. [8530

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. and sidecar, wind
Tan-Sad, speedometer; £160.-5. Mnseum St.,

W.C.I. .

cle, 1916, thoroughly__ „
J

[8815

splendid condition, an
.—47, Old Winlon Rd

[8232

jy
W.8. -

_ [7851

DOUGLAS 1913-14 2',h.p. 2.speed, speedometer,
ride away; £48.-195. Stonehouse St., Clapham

Common. [8719

MOVFAT, Douglas ..Vgent, Yeovil.-.^, few new 1920
models for quick delivery. Write

50 YerMil. [1103

1Q15 Douglas. 2^4h.p.. 2-speed. yery fast: genuint
-Lif bargain, 45 gns.- 10, Bonner Hill Rd., Kingston
on-Thames. [8423

DOUGLAS.—Brand New 2'Jh.p. W.D. models. 2
speed, unused; £75.—Carfax Motors, Ltd., Cob

ham, Surrey. [8687

DOUGLAS, single speed, tyres netv. lamps, horn
good condition; £30.—Skilton, 63, St. Marv't

Ed., Eeigate. [7799

SPECIAL.

CLEARANCE LINES
COVERS.

We have purchased a quantity of Covers, and
offer them at exceptional!;' low prices. These
T>Tes are brand new Government stored, but are
sold as clearance lines at a price below that of
the makers' list. All goods sent on 7 days'
approval against remittance, carriage paid.

, Our List
Srze. Make. Price. Price.

24x2 Avon Rubber Studded . . ZZ/6 28/2
Elite Rub. Stud. Heavy 30/- 37/6
-\von Rub. Stud. Ex. Hy. 49/- 61/3

26X2J Avon Combination 47/2 70/-
T»/-

Skew Extra Heavy 45/- 56 /s
Elite Rubber Studded .

.

30/- 17 /6

Avon Rub. Stud. Heavy 37/6 47/-
Skew Extra Heavy 40/- 50/-
Hutchinson T.T 38/6 48/2
Hutchinson Passenger . . 45 (- 56/3

26x2! Dunlop Heavy Non-skid

.

Dunlop Comb. Steel and
44/5 59/3

Rubber Studded 53/iO 71/9
Wood-Milne Ex. Strong

Rubber Non-skid 44/- 66/-
60/3
62/626x2^

X2i
Hutchinson Passenger . . 50/-

Hutchinson T.T. Rub. Sd. 42/9 53/5
2f) >- 2.1 Dunlop Heaw Studded . 47/10 63/9
X2i

Elite Ex- Hv. Rub. Stud. 55/- 68/9
Hutchmson T.T. Rub. St. 45 /- 56/3

26 X 2J Hutchinson Passenger .

.

55/- 6S/9
x-J

Hutchinson T.T. Sub. St. 45/- 56/3
26X3X

2j

60/ 77/6

Special Line of Govern-
ment Covers in almost
new condition .

28X3 Dunlop Ex. Hv. Rub. St. 27/6 80/-
Elite Rubber Stud 32/6 70/6
Avon Three-ribbed 70/- 85/-
Bates No. 2 Rub. N.-skid 50/5 gr/f)

Bates No. 2 Plain Heaw 50/3 91/6
Wood-Milne Ex. Strong '. 42/9 77/1
Kempshall Anti-skid . .

.

52/- 78/-
Dunlop Heaw Non-skid

American 52/6 78/9
Dunlop Ex. Hv. Non-skid 58/4 87 /6

=8X30r Plamer Cord, Ribbed.Eng-
28x2* 49/6 73/6

6.|/-29 X 2f Goodyear Rub. Stud. . .

.

42/-
650 X 65 Wood-Milne Keygrip Ex.

58/-
85/-

•72/-
qS/-700 X 80 Skew Heaw Non-skid .

.

Hutchinson Three-rib. . . 70/- 87/6

Tyre Specialists

264-266, Vauxhall Bridge Boad,
Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone : Victoria 6553.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2'/ih.p., 1919, ns new, done about !

miles: £85.—Surrey Motors, Ltd., Sutton. Tel
Sntton 1000 [77!

BRAND New 1920 4h.p. Douglas Combination; fir

offer £20 premium secures.—Box 3,625, c/o T
Motor Cycle. [77(

DOUGLAS, 23ih.p., 2-speed, new condition, on
wants seeing; £70.-207, Westcombe Hill, Blac

heath, S.E.3. [79'

2Sah.p.,
, -

-Seen, 126, Lordship Lane, Ef.

iS3.

"I Q14 23-4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, footboards, excclle
-L" order throughout; £55.—Arthur G. Daw, 11
Brixton Hill. [87

DOUGLAS 2%ii.p., 2-speed. conditi(
unwmctured: 75 trns.—Ineson. Ceu

Angel, E.G.

FOR Sale, T.T. Douglas 2?ih.p., late 1919, di;

lamps, and horn; £77.—Manager, Old Waver
Hotel, Southport. - [SI

DOUGL-AS, 2";4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, etc., good ord
first £33; carriage paid.—Stationer, 46, Cha

St., Marylebone. [86

DOUGLAS 2*4h.p., 1915, new magneto, carburett

very fast, makers"- colours; £53/10.—Seen,
Efira Parade, Brixton. [8:

DOUGLAS 2'''4li.P.. .W.D., 1916, new conditi

selected : £65; appointment.-Fitch, Woodsi
Muswell Hill,^ N.IO. [S'

DOUGLAS, 1914. excellent condition throughc
Watford speedometer; best over £52.—Box 3.7

c/o Tim Motor Cycle. [3'

1 Q 15 2;;ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamp, accessor

-Lf long exhaust; £50; after 6.-69, Tranc
Vale, Blackheath, S.E. 18:

h.p.. 2. speed, Bosch.
[ CO

ton Rd., Chingford.

0.3h.p. Douglas, bought February, not been used.

^4 scratched; bargain, £85.-34, Bradshaw
Moss Side, Manchester. [XO. :

4h.o. Douglas Combination, 1917, engine guarant
as new, lamps. Klaxon; £115, no offers.-Dc

Surrey Hall, Margate. [7

DOUGLAS 2v4h.p.. 2-speed, 1914, f.ist, reli.i

economicnl, good condition; £58.-447, Hot
hitho New Rd.. London. [8'

4h p Douglas Combination, 1918. 3 speeds, K.S..

fine condition throughout; £110.—Scholes, Mai

St., Buxton. 'Phone: 79. [XO

SMITH'S.—Douglas 1916 23jh.p., in excellent co

tion; £60.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm E'd. uruo
Chalk Farm Tube Station). • 4.0

1 Q16 254I1.P. Douglas, lamp set, horn, tools, spn
-Ltf mechanic^lv perfect, very fast; 60 gns., cite

Bead, Aston Chnton, Tring. [8

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Coachbuilt Comhinntions, U
sood going order, lamps, etc.: £86/10.-A.S..

Thrale" Ed., Streatham, S.W. [8

T 0^9 Douglas Combination, fully equipped; ru

JLt/ sell, £160; seen bv appointment.—11, .Vmbi

At., Golders Green, N.W.4. [8

1 016 Douglas, as new, all lamps, new tyres, new
-Lif buretter, perfect; £60.-The Atluaiiuiu Gar:.

5, Manchester St., Brighton. [8

DOUGLAS 1916 2?4h.p., 2.iipeed, semi-T.T. h .

good: f62.-Avery, Little York Cottasc E
Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells. (D) [XO 1

1 01^ 2-;'ih.p. Douglas, 2.*peed. K.S., clutch, spe-

J-iJ meter, Elaxon; bflrgain, £56/10.-12.
Quadrant, Winchmore HiU, N.21. [7 '

tess Ed., Kentish Town. N.W.5,

"TkOUGLAS 2";ili.p., 1912, just

-Ellis
Condi
1, C(

., ji.^^ ^.. ^.hauled;
llent condition; £50.—Hot

Club, Englefield Green.

"I Q14 Douglas, 2~^ih.p., clutch, 2-speed, enamel
X*y scratched, makers' colours; 55 gns.—The Ha .

120. Sutherland Rd., W. Croydon. [8!

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed, late model, new E-
lops, ride away; bargain, £45; after 6 o'ch

—8, Shalimar Rd., Acton, London. [8
^

Bid'!

Lyn
Park Crescent, Churchend, Finchley. [7

"

DOUGLAS, J.A.P., Precision, A.B.C., Clyno.-3"',
Precision w.c. cylinder. £3/15; 2-;4li.p. I-

Cvl., £1.-39, Essex Ed., Islington. [£.;

4> 3.h-p. Douglas, 2-sp6ed, recently oTerhmded. Ini

>i4 line condition; £52.—Smith, 4, Burleigh T.-n

Wades Hill, Winchmore Hill, N.21.

C28 All lettws relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnHcId.

ITAUCHOPK'S, 9, Slio.i I.rino. T.t.n.lon, E.0.«.-
V 6:1.11. If'iviil KnlU'1,1 ..inibiiiiiliMii. 1320. not

Won 500 iiiili'S, oK.'i.i; also (ili.p. Knyiil EiifloW and
lecnr. 1914, oKcis; lui.l 1916 l!.i,v:il HiillcM combina-
,n; £145. [8468

all. 11. Enfield Twin, 1914. 2 speeds, spoodonietor,
4 liwiips, all spares; £38: has been lliorouchly
jrhanlcd: stores 3 years: {garaged at Well's Gar-
I, Woodford,—Owner's address : 69, Ohamborlayne
,, Kensal Hise. [8215

.INFIELli -Cdinliinntioii. eli.p. twin .T.A.P., Imnd
I Btnrter, Auuio cmlmivttor, Tinseli luiic. S.^ppixl,

icllblliit, ler.Mltlv tiv.-rliaulf.l, si.Irr:li [v-ii|,\i..l.slri,.,l ,.|,m1

iHl lUlhltwl. 26 .21.111. tvirs, r\r,-l|,.|il c. ,l|, 1 1 1 I , .1 1
;

giiy-

I'utlii r.iiii

[7790

Excelsior.

iSCEI..SIOn. 3IM1.P.. m.o.v., single speed, good eon
I dition. less mai?. ; .418.-13, Ot. Pulleney St., W.l

^ [8574
MERTOAX Ti.x, el.MOr Ciiiliiimtinn, dvnamo model

will a.i'Ciit fllO. cii ntVer.—Wind. 67, Shadwell
Noiwi.li. [8027

MEEICAX Ex-rekior 7-9h.p. C.B. Comliiuat
spivils, .lutili, (roii.l tvres, etc, ; 80 gns.—69, Gam-

Ige Kil., Killimii, N.W. 8315

120 Amoriean Excelsior Combination, guaranteed
7 as now, perfect condition, lamps, horn, tools.

on, etc.: £135,-24. O.xtord St.. Liverpool, [7767

ANCA81IIRE, Chesliire. North Wales, Isle of Man
onlv,-Amcrican Excelsior: enquiries,—J. Blake

I Co.: Omcial Dealers, Liverpool Manchester, [6586

MEEICAX Excelsior, new nntumn, 1917, fitted

Cooiicr liuUions sidecar, wind screen, hood, pillion
: £150, or ofler.-Lundgreii, 48, Miiiu St., Bnrton-
rreut. ,

[7682

MEEICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., Mont-
gonierv. Cameo, Bonniksen, electric licbts, Tan-
spares, 1919, like new; £185.—Aldred, 58, Chjireh
Wu ueto: [X0281

XCELSIOR American Combinations, actually in

Stock, new, and a few second-hand; from £120
8195; complete.-W, H. Grimes and Co.. 18. Bruton
ce. New Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 4792, [7347

HE New 1920 American Excelsior represents the
best value for money on the market. Book now for

y delivery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe sidecar.-
rnrds and Tarry, 4, Blenheim St.. Bond St. May-
2666.

~
[2262

MERICAN Excelsior. 7-9h.p., C.B. sidecar, hand
and foot clutch, electrically equipped, climb

hill, too powerful for owner, seen any time, trial
appointment; £140. — Excelsior, 317, Lev St.
:i Essex. . [8647

MERICAX Excelsior 7-9h,p., C.B. sidecar, 3-speed
clutch, K.S., dynamo lightinf?, electric and hand

.voas, disc wheels, new tvies and chains, tools, spares,
1 rnuteed as new; anv trial: very smart outfit; offers
fl30,-Anderson, c/o Central Aircraft Co., Northolt

«ltbnie, Eitislip. [7671

Fafnir.

[

iFiTE 2-speed, free. C.A.V. ; ride awav ; £25.-37,
Leamington Ed. Villas. W.2. [7633

F.N
\^. 5i$-6h.p. Clutch Model, ride awav: £45, or

near; Manchester.—Box 641, Co The Motor Cycle.
[X0459

I

iOW Bros.. Guildford. P.N. agents for the 7h.p.
4.cyl, and 2-i4h,p. lightweight. Book your machine

[3171
?^1"" X.. 4-cyl., s.iaft drive, in splendid running

I'll: trial any evening after 7 p.m.—20. Welling-
t.. Wimbledon Park. S.W.19. [8617

2tah.p.. 2-=peed, clutch, sli,aft drive, Bosch,
Brooks, good tubes, new Dunlop heavy re.ar, good
ng order and condition; £22.-25, Loaf Bd.. East-
'»• [8455
i'- ''-Sh.p. Combination, 4-cyl., 3 speeds, shaft, K.
starter, clutcli, Cowey speedometer, F.E.S. lamp,
acetylene, horn, spares, absolutely like new; 145

-48, Plough Lane, South Wimbledon. [X0468

Grandex.
:ANDEX-PRECISI0N, 2"(,h.p.. 2-speed. good con-
ditio!-, just overhauled; S30. — Hurst Nook. St,
!s-qn-Sea. [8506
:ANDEX-PftECI.SJON and Sidecar, 1915. 3
speeds, clutch, and kick start, first-class condi-
£70.-54, Downham Rd,, Kingsland. N. [8254

14_Grand,ex. S^jh. p.- Precision and sidecar. N.S.U.
2 speeds and spares; £55, or offer; Saturdays

I o'clock.-44, Calabria Ed., Highbury. N.5. '

[804'
Harley-Davidson.

20 Harler-Davidsons
; immediate delivery of all

models.-Kemp's Garage, Louth. Lines. [X0369

'v^^Z'^.^^^IP^P^' =>" models.-OfHcial agents.
Ihe Motor Cycle Mart Stafford St.. Walsall.

^',.?-'"'''=5'-Dayidson 7-9h.p.. magneto model, con-
dition as new; £135.-Taplin, 159, Hornspy

"• [8690

, , JLi-^ ^/ O^-

MOl'OR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harlcy-Davldson.

FLAT Twin Ilarley, porfoot eonditinn. 1,000 mlleji.
ownnr buyiuft ear; jBlSS.—Box 3,710, c/o The

Molor Ciide.
;

[8143

HAltr.loV-nAVIIIKOX, khaki modal, nraeticnlly new,
lint W.l).; 140 gnu.-Slovon.s, 184, Pontonvillo

ltd., Kil.g's Cioss, N. [8187

WAi:ril(ll'K's, 9, Shoo Lane, London, E,C.4.-
7 "111 1' IliMlivliiividBon and sidecar, 1919, splen-

did ,..„,!, 11,,,, .rnr, (gggg

HA I.' 1,1 ;n iiwiiisoN Flat Twin, 1920, now, all
!•• ••<•.; 1G8 gns., or nearest; Hants.-Box

3,756, c/o Ike Mo'or C'l/ole. [8752

£77.-1915 Harler, 2-speed, clutch, top-holn condi-
tion, (Jtored 2 years (nolo), enamel and tyies good,

-H:irilay, Shelly, Ongar, Essex. [7655

HAnLEY-llAVinsON- 1919, re-ennrnullcd and
plated thlraighoiit, almost «s neiv; £125,-28, Min-

ford (/ardcJis, Shepherd's Bush, [8618

HAELEY-DAVIDSON'S, 1918 and 1919 models, in
running order, n.'cd iiiNiitiiig. from £85, Owen,

59, Scholefleld Ed„ U; 1 Ib.lloMiiy, [X0464

iVVin,'

T,H,M,,'27'Eo lit Ed., ll:i

1Q15 4'ili.p. Harley, 2-sp(:ed,
-'-£' hauled, accessories, tyres
"" Fairfield Lane, Barrow-ii

iy»»^
'

,(f^ /fvf'-i';

DAVIS'

SOLES

THESE soles are real money
savers. The extraordinary

prices which are now ruling in

footwear and~ repairs is a mat
ter of greatest importance.
Those who have tried Ustiiton

Soles know too well the economy
they have effected They are
simplicity itself No apparatus
is required and no damage what
ever is done to the boots These
soles are stuck >vith Sol-fix
rendering boots absolutely water
proof WE GUARANTEE THEM
TO HOLD AS FIPMLYAS RIVETS
ORSEMNG and by fitting.you
will accomplish an appreciable
economy

Cents' 3/9 Ladies' 2/9
ALL SIZES COMPLETE WITH SOLFIX
AND FULL DIRECTIONS POST FREE S

/ye^se state sizeMen onferingdnd
A/ndfy mention this Journal.

lamelled and oyer,
new; £80, oHors.
mess, [X0419

TTAltLET-riAVIDSOX Comhination, 1919, as new,
-*--- in perfect running order and all on; any trial;
£160.-1, Townley lid., East Dulwich, S.E.22. [83i:»

TTARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, excellent
-*--*- condition, fully equipped; £190,—Longman"— 17, Bond St., Ealing, W.5. Tel. : 689. [8808

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Khak
grand condition; £135, or r

" ifelde Rd., Jeffrey's Rd., Clapha

odel, disc wheels,
nearest ofler,— 5,

Rd„ S,W,4.
[8595

weight Sidecar, disc wheels, very
—626, Lea Bridge Rd. (opposite Baker's Armsl.

[8291
RLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920, 7-9h,p.,
3-speed Swan sporting sidecar, electric light.
«, any trial; £220.—Exe Motor Co., Exmouth.

St offer.—Dayid Wright, Ju

Hill Gate; offers, trial.—Box 3,761,

7-9h,p, Electric Model Harley-Dayidson Comhination.
perfect order, accessories complete, new July, 1919,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p„ 1915, new double
sidecar, just overhauled, lamps, speedometer, per-

fect condition; £140,—Skinner, The Oaks, Mickleover.
Derby. [8419

20 Flat Twin 4h.p, Harley-Davidson, fitted with
Bat aluminium sidecar, speedometer, lamps, mile-

legligible; offers.—Parkinson, Jaycroft Bit, Burn-
m-Sea. [8061

tion, 1916, electric
d horn, recently overhauled by Harlev

Co.; £150. nearest.—Bryant, The Close, St. Ives, Hunt-
gdonshire. [8128

1Q20 Harley 7-9h.p. Combination, electric model,
-L*/ speedometer, hood, wind screen; exceptional
bargain, £190; Saturday afternoon or Sunday morn-
ing.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham. [8367

HAELET-DAVIDSON, Not.,-*919, Grindlay de Luxe,
hood, screen, luggage grid, petrol can holder, only

done 200 miles, guaranteed: £215. no offers,-Broom-
field, Baker. TVhitehoise Ed,, Croydon. [7856

LATE 1915 (guaranteed) Hariey-Davidson Combina-
tion, coachbuilt to match, excellent condition,

good climber, and fast: examination welcomed; £147/10.
—Harry Thrall, Wainfleet Ed., Skegness. [7883

1Q 16-17 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, mag,
.Ltf model, 3-speed dual clutch, lamps, horn, tools.

• ofler; 1918 solos, re-enamelled.
172, St. Ann's Ed., S. Tottenham, N.

[8508

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley^Davidson. -i

HAELET-DAVIDS0:N 1915, 76>;90 tyies, nfv chain
fitted Kith new 1920 Mills-Fnlford sidecar, i

lamps, Elaxon, one of the fasted Haiieys on the load
£150, no oilers.—Deane, Eosebuiy. Matlock Bath.

[X0395
HAELET-DATIDSOX LuxuiiOHS Combination, dyna-

mo litrhting, discK, siderar upholt^tered with
mcrocoo, and mahogany panels, finest turnout anywhere;
cfiers.—37, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.W.2.

, [8324

1 Q20 (Feb.) Harley-Dayidson Flat Twin, Canoelet
J~^ Jliuoi sidecar. Cameo wind screen, speedometer,
all lamps, and complete set of tools, iully insured
what oSer.s ?~Apply, North, Newton Hall, Kirkny Lons.
dale. [7810

each machine thoroughly overhauled and offered at
lew cost.—White Bros., 80, Junction Rd., London
>i.l9. [8147

Combination, Oct., 1919.
wind screen, disc wheels

pillion seat, parallel electric head lights, small mileage
perfect condition; £210.-70, Hatfield Rd., Bedforr
Park, W. [8172

A LAMP
with a Generator

large enough to

overhauled, replated and e:

1920 colour, cream discs, long exhaust, Gi
fastest Harley on the road; £115.—3, Courtla
Le3, S.E.12.

aranteed) 7-9h.i
ready to ride,

did tyre^, had very little u
1918, £90; 1919, £100.-
Barnes, S.W.

19^

imelled
>dy
ds
[8169

. mag. model Harley-David
mechanically perfect, splen
e; also 1918 (ditto). Price
-Olphert, 66, Church Ed.

[8734

-1918 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p,
nported

direct from America, and guaranteed; £145; e.xcha

considered.—Eathbone Bros, and Johnson, Junction
Garage, Kingsley, Northampton. [8609

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, dynamo lightin
model, tyres new, a super tui'nout, discs, screen

hood, and every conceivable gadget ; what offers ove
166 ens. ?—By letter to Woollaid, City and Guild
(Bug.) College, Exhibition Rd., S.W. 7. Trial London
by appointment. [8365

nechanically perfect,

confused with salvage junk. £100
few- parts wanted, j£70 to *95,
-Claytoi ~ --- ~

parts
mileage, not to be
also three 1918"s
"ding to condition

384, KenningtOn Rd., S.E.ll. [8597

completely renovated and enamelled,
disc wheels .electric and acetylene lighting, Bosch
mag., 2 accumulators and box, spare tyre and tube
electric horn, speedometer, tools, etc., must sell; ac
cept £150; privately owned.—View at Hubert Turne
and Co.'s Garage, 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St,

Farringdon Rd., E.C.I. [8760
H.B.
1920, 2i4h.p., 2

loss, Wem. [X0498

Hazlewood
HAZLETTOOD-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, just de-

livered; £186; first cheque.—Eaynham, Saffron
Walden. [8301

and B., tyres
fast, reliable ; 30 gns-, inclndi

Chandos Ed., Buckingham. [8044

and Co., Official Deale
16587

Actually in Stock, new
econd-hand; prices from £160 to £260.—

W

H. Grimes and Co., 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W
Mayfair 4792 [7346

HENDERSON Combination, just dehvored : too fasi

for present owner; exchange new 1920 3\^h.p,
Simbeam combinatiou, or sell £226. -Jas. BaUacJi, 336
Easter Rd., Leitli. ,_ [7628

Mack,
£120,

electri

OH,; Elu

rhauled, sidecar repainted all

loru, tyres good; ride awaj-
Bank Gardens, Barnes. [6903

lOh.p. Combination, late 1915, 2
hiiiips, tools, mechanical syren, speed

niueter. 2 spaie tyres, spare driving chain. Best anil
Lloyd, thoroughly overhauled, very smart: £145: i

7 p.m.-E.. 49, Denbigh St., S.W.I. [(

electric lighting set. Ton Sad pillion se;it, Lucas horn,
speedometer, watch, plated bars, .^pjire chain, spare new
unwrapped Uoodvear 28.X3 cover. :dl tvres unpnuctured
2 spare new tubes, and all tools, outfit c^uelully run

and guaranteed perfect; price £235 cash; taking de.~
15, Lii . _ - ~ -

Hobart.
cew condition,

little used; £55, otlels.-202, Trinitj Ei, S.W.17.
[7645

feed

and

3
all

lamps
the fea

tures and qualities

mentioned in this

specification.

An all-British large sized head lamp set, sub
stantial lamp body, specially designed to provide

a lamp giving no trouble. F'tted with genuine

mangin mirror, giving perfect illumination.

Effective bood, avoiding glare to other road

users. The generator is larger than has ever

been fitted to a motor cycle head lamp set, and
it really will comfortably feed the three lamps
of a sidecar combination. Fitted with Paddling

Grid, proving most economical. Sturdy bracket,

fitting any shape handle-bar. Clips will not slip.

Most powerful light. Well made all tJirough

XL956, all-black finish, N.P. mounts 63/-

— and THEY ARE ACT
UALLY IN STOCK

SPEEDOMETERS
—WATFORD, £5.4.6
—COWEY, Ordinary Model,

£6 ; Trip, £7 . 4

—SMITHS, Trip Model, £5.

5

—BONNIKSEN, Ordinary
Model £5.15; Trip, £6.15

and THEY ARE ACT
UALLY IN STOCK
for all sized wheels

Write or call.
—We always return money

without question if you are not pleased.

SERVICE Co., LtJ.,

289-292,

HIGHHOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

THE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

HOBAET fh.v. Twin, new Sturmev-Arclier
hub gear,

n; £85, or
worth.

"I Q 18 2*4h.p. Hobart. Villiers engine, alumir
J^*y footboards, 2 i5peeds, free engine, used 6 mo
only, guaranteed perfect order and condition, cl

all main hills top gear with extra passenger, ex
tionally fast and powerful; £47/10 lowest: first ch
secures.—Millard, Eiger House, Chesterfield. fXi

Hoskison.
HOSKISON, 1920 models in stock; list pri

Scampton, Eegent St , Clifton, Bristol. ['

tiarage Walsall, di

rotational delivery-

nlops, lamps.

tvres d
e. Al^
[Xi '6

bury.

1Q13 2^!4h.p. T.T. Humber, lamps, etc.,

Xil order; approval; £33.—Gibbs, 68, Ashd
Worthing.

alh.p. Humber, 1914. perfect order and condi |1,

4 ride away; £29.—Mac, 13, Victoria Rd., V ft

Norwood, S.E. I i}

HUMBER 1914 SVjh.p., 3-speed, clutch, rebu I,

.splendid condition, 1919 S.C. ; £95.-145, L »

ham High Ed.. S.E.14. [ |1

HUMBER Lightweight, 2i/4h.p., 3-speed, IJr-
"

lamps, splendid condition; £40.-32,
Rd., Wood Green, N.22.

[ i4

Gatl le

19^

(
ID

£37/10.-115. Clarence St., Bolton. [X »3

14 Humber Coach Combination, Si.ih.p., 3 sf !,

clutch, good running order; £70; after -
Chertsey, Gresham Rd.. Edgware. 1

,'3

MODERNISED Humber, Bosch, B .and B., ,K

bars, goes well, £22; S'/oh.p. B. and B. t: i-

retter, complete, less levers, £1.—Street, Peasec J,

Bath. '
»'

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Humber mac B
from the accredited agents.—The Lanke.=ter ji-

gineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton^

Surbiton.

/?h p Horizontal Water-cooled Humber Coiubin; a,

tl electric lamps and .accumiilatoi, coachbnilt sit ,r,

in excellent condition, 1917; £120.-Balnstaple } !>I

Co.. Barnstaple. L-^ '^

nd )t,

......p. order, plate and enamel exr-e it,

dropped frame; .about £50.-W.F., 1, Rose Cole.

Handcross. Crawley. I »

HUMBER Si/.h.p., 2-speed, hand start, 1913 or '. i,

stored during^ war, about 3,000 miles, pract r

new good lamps, suit sidecar; £65.-19, Lewisham I..

Highgate Ed., N.W.5. I
'»

HUMBER 3>'di.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 191 ,2-

speed, just thoroughly overhauled by ma ,!.

excellent condition, lamps, horn, tools, all in, ij

trial; £79.-3, Garlinge Rd.. Brondesbury, ^.W

speed C.B. Comb:
handle st.'

19^ 6h.p., „...^. Water-cooled Humber Motor
dynamo lighting, specially coachbuilt sid

machine for man wanting power, speed, and luxu

Seen at Humber, Ltd., 32, Holborn Viaduct,

or write Box 3,752, c/o The Motor Cycle.

Indian.

TO 15 7-9h.p. 3speed Indian and Millford coaijl)

XO sidecar.—Norman, Shinsted. Essex.

12',

[X!0

NDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination
I
S.E.

NOT War Models.— 1917 Powerplus Indian, iiii

direct "from America, and gunrantei il
; .t

Below.
*

-I C|18 Powerplus Indian, electric model, iiii

i-V direct from U.S.A.. gnnranteed; £140; exi

considered.-Eathbone Bros, and Johnson, Jll

Eoad Garage, Kingsley, Northampton.

Swan combiuatjon, 7-91i.p.,_ 3-sreed,

3r 5
3.E.13.

C32 All letters relating to advertiavmeats stioi'ld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

d
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MOTOR CYCI.nS rOR SALE.
J.A.P.

.0. ,T.A p. Rliniii.'V-Aivlh-i- l:i),.st 3.i|.o,-cl .

,111,11. Hum. I f.Ml:., \,„.„.. l-.Hi,.- Hi—I.

Ho. Mnil.. i. ilin,,.!,, ,. Til, >mI, r..

lIl.lM'

2, -.\

I'll rdv outHt; 80
Will 1,1 75 niiliM.
U.„lil.i|

. Rugby. 17830

J.E.S.

E.S. Molorryclottp. better than a scooter, economi
cul, reliable.—Knqniries Invited by J. Blako and
Liverpool and Manchester. 16579

.I.H.

rAUCIIorH'S. 9, Shoe Lone. London. K.C.4.-
7-9h.p. J.IL Combination, 1915, M.A.O. cngiue,

Qtorshaft Sturmey-Archer gear, all-chain drive;
15. [6861

H. Late 1916 Miilford Combination. 6-8h.p. M.A.fi.,
Stiun,cy-Arclier counter,shnft. chain drive, Luimis

ps, 111,,,,. StiMvjut trip speedometer. Easting wind
«n, new W.nid-Milne tvrcs, tubes, all spares, tools,

lition, appcianoe perfect; £150.—Jones, 21, School
e. Wallasey. [7780

Juno.
,'NO-VILLIEBS 2=jh.ii., excellent condition, lamps,
horn; £38.-10. Baronsmead Ed., Barnes,

don. [8382

WO 1919 2-strol;e. little used, in perfect condi-
tion; ridfl away; £42, or near oSer.—H., 95, St.
•Kd„ -Wembley. [7864

Lea-Francis.
LVFRANCIS Si.h.p. Twin, 1914, 2-5peed; £56.—

32, High St.. Reigate. [3661

k20 Brand New Lea-Francis. M.A.G. engine, in
' stock: at makers' price, £125.—Rhosha Motor
Mawnevs Ed. Romford. [5801

lA-fKANCIS, exqui.^ite new 1920 model, .special
J'.yi.p. M.A.G. engine.—Apply, Bromlev Motor

IS, Mason's Hill, Bromley, Kent. [8146

SA-FRANCIS, 1920.—Place your name on our
waiting list for delivei-y of these aristocratic

nts.—A. J. Sproston, Ltd.. 198, Gt. Portland St..

[0099

Levis.
1 |20 Levis (new) in stock; first cheque £60 securer.

-Dennis. Woburn Sauds. [7833

VIS 1917, lamps, etc., new condition; £32.-112,
Stroud Green Ed., Fin,sbury P;irk. [8531

\'IS Popular, 1920. delivei-ed March; what offers !'

-D. .Norris, Talbot, Mere, Wilts. [7933

RIL WILLIAMS for earlv delivery of I^vis.-
Chai-el Ash Depot. Wolverhampton. [X8626,
20 Levis. 2-speed. mileage 300, all accessories;
£60.—Leggett, Coppord, Colchester. [7689

' VIS 2'jh.p., 2-speed, in good condition, complete
' with accessories; £45.—Tilleys, Dorchester. [7751

] ^:;,
Le 2V4h.p.,... , frfect condition, fullv
pped, tyres as new.—25, Plumstead Ed.. Wool-

[7680
' ' O'ih.p. 2-stvoke, 1917, excellent condition;

10.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing,
' : 689 . [8809

j
UV Levis, 4914, new cylinder, piston, tank, 1919,

' i>rei as new, perfect order, low mileage; £38.
loii. St. Stephens, St. Albans. (D) [8228

I
19 Levis, July, tools, lamps, horn, grand ton-

' liiiion; £60, near offer.—Mr. L. Stevens. 46.
^ ^ .^t,. St. James' Rd.. Bermondsey. r3286

1 VIS. 2i;.h.p., 1916, Amac, lamps, good tyres.
' pnmp. good condition, between 6 and 8; £40 —
i' 5, Lichfield Rd., Grove Ed.. Bow, E.3. [X0423

1 VIS—We strongly recommend, and can supply
-> iMiIy. this famous 2-stroke.—District agents. The
V ,ili Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone ;

[7219

1 VIS 2i4h.p. 1920 Popular ModeL— Vivian
,^

Ilarrlie and Lane. Ltd.. authorised agents, 24
k St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone

[00826559.

addition of the Roc countershaft gea
7 -15. Koc Gear Dept., A. W. Wall. Ltd.. Hay

' I'limingham. [Oise
1 >'IS Popular, 1919. lamps, horn, accessories.

vniable jet and ignition, aluminium disc wheels
;, exhaust pipe, splendid condition; £53; eveu-

-1.1 m Lodge, Earley, Reading. [8590

Lincoln'Elk,
' - \ili.p. Lincoln-Elk ceachbuilt combination. 2-

1 countershaft, like new, new laipps. Klaxon

-

;
any trial.-58. Lilac Grove St., Laisterdvke!

[X0085

INTEGRIIY
^.:r.li is the 11101:0 w<. have ailoplil ami
rv 'o livi ufj to—ami mccecd out triends

U lis.

WE DO NOT ASK
FOR OR ACCEPT
PREMIUMS

.!'( our Jiiige iiisiitcss is doiic strictly at

MAKERS' LIST PRICES

and in spite of present difficuUtes we oQet
the foUoTfing range of well-known makesfor

MAY DELIVERY
ARIEL 3i h.p., Solo or Combination.
BLACKBURNE 4 h.p., ditto.

EDMUND-J.A.P. 2; h.p.
ENFIELD Lighhveight.
INDIAN, Powerplus Combination.
IVY, Leightweiffhts.
L.M.C., 6 h.p. Combinations,
RUDGE-MULTI, T.T. Models.
SPARKBROOK, Lightweights.
CEDOS. Lightweights.
WOOLER, HOBART.

We can guarantee

JUNE DELIVERY
01 the tolloimng well-knowyi makes

IF BOOKED NOW.
ARIEL, BLACKBURNE, B.S A.
CEDOS, DIAMOND, ENFIELD.
HUMBER, INDIAN, NEW
IMPERIAL, VELOCETTE,WOOLER,
ZENITH.

"SKOOTAMOTAS"
DELIVERED

FROM STOCK.

MOTOR CYCLKS TOR SALE.
L.M.C.

T ..Mf. 1912 3l.^h.p., frio,! MlnniUK <.uid,li„n, new
J J III, III I, I'ti-.

; i40, or nearest oflcj.-Irlaln, 6, .Nolll,
lii" I., NN.inui k. [7785
Mkl'i I. M.c. Cnmbiniitiim; new C.I). »ideeur. m-
• •' iliiiii iillv ),<T(i.i-t: £106.-The A'inurl,im liaiafe,
0, .M;,i,iji,,;l,., ,st., HriKlitoM. 18911
I ,a20 6I1.1,. L.M.C. .',-;| .1 SI vArchcr near box.
•-•-' .Mlllloid Bi.lccr, ni,i«li.il l.l.rl, 11,1. 1 «„1,1, .oinplcl.
lamps, hum, Kaslini; »i„il , „. iii,l .leliveied Iioii,

j<nakel>; J;175.-Owen», Gl.iMai.im, Kington. [7711

I Mnrtlnsyde.
MARTINS-S'DKNF.VVMAN, the claoical 6h.p. co.m.

b, nation, delivcrioi have commenced; £170.—
.Mii<». Wen,.

,
[.V042D

MAHTi.\SVr)l?.XKWMAN Coml)i;intion,' the senna-
tion 01 olympia.—Book your order now lor ictrict

i(iti,t,ou dcliv,,rv with J. Ulakc and Co., the .motor cyel»
exia-rts. 110. 112, Holt St., Livcipool, Britain's premier
motor cycle saloon; also at lilackfriats St,. Munel,ei<t-t.

[6580
Matcbless,

1Q20 JI I,
- I inbination, the kinR of the ro;id.

-•••^ II 'i "lies, Eastwood, Notts. [8023

M All nil-- .laation 7.9h.p.. all .accessories,

siii. iiili.l III. I. I
, L138.-10, Conway St., Birkenhead.

[7838
CROW Bros., Guildford, West .Surrey agents lor

this first-class outfit. Matchless in name and
quality. [3173

MATCHLESS H Model Combination, biand new;
best oSer above £225 secures.—73, Douglas Bd..

Maidstone. .

' [7806

1 Q20 Mati-hless Combination, early deliveries.—
-Li/ Pattisou Bros., 29, Montford Place, Kennins-
ton. S.E.U. ,

[8598

1Q20 Spring Frame Matchless, Model H, all accc;-
-ItF sories; what offers'—Box 3.753, c/o The
Motor Ciielc. [8749

8 h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination. Z speeds. kii;k

start, excellent condition; iEGS.—Kingcott, Muxel-
well, Pembury, Kent. (8571

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Jap, clutch, kick-starter, excel-

lent condition, take sidecar; £70.-4, Colleg.?

Gardens, Carleton Rd., N.7. [6886

1 Q19 Model Matchless, spare wheel, 3 unused Lucas
-I-«7 lamps. Klaxon, Cowey, Easting, new condition:

£175.—Swain, Bishop's Stortford. [8311

1 020 Spring Frame Matchless Combination, hood.
-LtJ' screen, lamps, complete, 500 miles: best off 'is.

-A. C. Osman, Lower Mortlake Ed., Eichmond. [7464

MATCHLESS Model H., spring frame, mag-dynamo
lighting, hood, screen, horn, dr.ne less than 500

miles; £238.-Tassell, la, Blooiiifleld Ed., I'lumstead.
[8078

1Q20 Model H Matchless Combination, dynamo
Xtf lighting, also 1920 Model H Lucas lamps.—Seen.
626. Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton [opposite Baker's Arms).

[8239

1 O^^ [September) Matchless Combination,' with spare
it/ wheel, engine No. 63588; expert, examination
and trial allowed; price f155.—Stuckey, Cheuiist,

Northampton. [8045

19'
offers.—Cassandra, Fernside Rd., Park-

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Sh.p. Matchless combination. 1919, £185; also

3h.p. Matchless combination, 1920, not ridden 500
miles; offers. [8459

1 Q14 3h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, almost new,
A-tJ bulbous coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed clutch, kick-

starter. Klaxon, tyres and condition excellent; £115.—
Paget. Queen St., York. [8698

1Q18 Matchless Victory Model Combinaiton, 1920
X*J colours, overhaul by makers cost £40, 700x80

;, discs, spare wheel, lamps. Klaxon, tools; ±170.-
106, Church St., Chelsea. [7662

MATCHLESS 7h.p. Magneto Combination, dynamo
lighting, electric horn, speedometer, new Dun-

lop on bac's. top-hole condition: £165.—Hawkins. 455.
York Rd., Wandsworth. [7622

MATCHLESS, Victory model. Sunbeam finish, bul-

bous back sidecar, lamps, Cowey speedometer.
Klaxon: £175; - seen by appointment.-DriscoU, 58,

Woodfleld Ed., Ealing, \V.5. [8338

MATCHLESS Victory Model, enamel and plating as
new, wind screen. 2 new oversize Palmers, date

November. 1918; anv trial, umpteen up; offers.—175.
The Grove, Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [6364

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Racing Model, recently over-

hauled and renovated, costing £19: too fast for

owner; Al for speed merchants: £75, or exchange good
Douglas 4h.p.—Sargent, Anchor and Hope, Charlton,

S.E.7. [3055

MATCHLESS New Spring-frame Modeh-Orders
booked for rotational delivery. Demonstration

model on view. Replacements for Ijatchless models of

all dates in stock.-Tassell. la. Bloomfleld Ed.. Plnm-
stehd. SE. 19411

LATEST Model H Matchless, delivered today, not

ridden, complete, dynamo lighting, hood, screen.

spare wheel and tvre, all accessories, ready to driv?

away, onlv 30 miles, from London; f240.—--^.pply. P,,-;

3 631, 0/0 TJie Motor Cycle. [7759

Ml letters relating to. advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisemeiit. and the date of the issue. BI5
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N
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.
EW Ausnst, 191S.~3-speed countershaft Matehless-
J.A.r. combinytion, ecreen, grid, 4 wheels inter-

vhangefiVile, spare cover ne'^, 3 lamps, Jones speed-
iineter, liooter, tools, only done 3,000 miles; any trial;

il60.-25. Cbarfoid Rd., Beckton Ed., Canning Town.
E.16. [7853

BARGAIN.—Late model '

7-91i.p. M.A.G.-Matchless
coachbuilt combination, 3-speed countershaft

gears, clutch^ kick start, ericlosed chain drive. Easting
wind screen, Lucas .lamps, luggage and petrol carrier,
privately owned, condition as new. handsome outfit;
130 gns.—8a, George Lane, Lewisham, London. [8206

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., mag., 1914-15,
3-speed countershalt, enclosed silent chain drive,

2 nearly new tyres, screen, lamps, horn, s^are valves
and chain, in fine condition; expert examination in-

vited ; reason selling expecting delivery of car ; 130
ens.—Rayward, Grocer, Woodside, S. Norwood. [8353

MATCHLESS Model H., luxurious, fully equipped
spring frame combination, dynamo lighting, detach-

able wheels and spare, rear driven speedometer, sidecar
hood and screen, Cowey horn, mirror, Sterling leg-

shields, and other accessories, done 800 miles, carefully
driven : offers over £255: seen by appointment.~34.
Treston Park Av., Brighton. [7895

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Road, Lee, S.E., lor 1920 spring

frame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
strictly as per order received. Retail price as ruling at

time of delivery. A large assortment of second-hand
motor cycles of all makes always in stock, [5242

REX G. MUNDY, Matchless specialist.—1919 com-
bination, 3 Lucas lamps and separate generators,

Lucas horn, 4 interchangeable wheels, 4 Palmer cord
700x75 light car tyres, Easting wind screen, luggage
grid, petrol carrier, etc., special lubrication system;
winner of silver cup, 2 gold medals, and fuel prize,
just overhauled.—1, Duke St., Richmond. [8780

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 2 speeds, Canoelet
sidecar, Lemington pillion seat for child, 3 Luca:

lamps and generators, horn, Cowey speedometer, mirror
wind screen, apron, new eparo tyre, rainproof suit, al

trres escelleat, back one new, carefully used ; any trial

owner bought car; price £95. Tel.-; LW6336. Any
evening.-28, Green Lane, New Eltham, S.E, [7935

Metro.
3 019 Metro-Tyler, T.T.. mileage under 100, perfect:
Xt/ £55.-2, South Park Rd., Wimbledon.' [7930

METRO-TYLER, 1917, iast and sporty, disc wheels,
2%h-p.; £44.-26, Grosvenor Rd., Westolifl-on-

Sea. [7952

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke, single speed, lamp. Klaxon,
JL*J nearly new machine, don© 300 miles; £55.—
Black, 132, West<;in Ed., Hove. [7721

METRO-TYLER.—Enquiries from Liverpool and
district invited by J. Blake and Co., 110-112.

Bold St.. Britain's premier motor cycle saloon. [6581

Minerva.

TWIN Minerva and Sidecar, good order, Bosch ; 28
gns.— 2, Austin Way«, Uibridge. [X0285

MINERVA 2%h.p., B.B., good tyres, belt, wants
magneto; £12.-3 79. York Rd., Islington, Lon-

don. [8669

3ih.p. Minerva, running order, Bosch mag., B. and
2 B. carburetter; £22.—Walsh, 17, Brookshaw St.,

Lanes. [7794

19

M
cath

Monarch.
larch and Accessories, as new, mileage
57 gns.—Morriss, 139, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.

[7733
ON.\RCH 2%h.p. Villiers 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed

30t done 100 miles; £65.—Roberts, Blen
ge, Keswick. [0155

Moto.Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin, mag., tyres good, requires car-

buretter, seen at garage Nutfield. near Redhill.
1 minute station; £ 10.—Goodeve, Reigate Dairy, Rei-
gate Heath. [8482

-j 012 2^4h.p. Moto-Reve, purchased liist hand Feb-
Xt/ Tuaiv, 1913, engine No. 8885, new pistons, re-

hushed, fitted new Grade gear 1917. stored ever since,
horn, lamp, tools, front cover wants replacing, spares,
new belt, tube, touring pannier bag, calves, perfect me-
chanical condition; £24; carriage paid to London.—
Jeune, Tent Contractor, 14, Seaton Place, Jersey,
Channel Islands. [8C69

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2Vih.p., mag., excellent condition,

very fast; stamp reply;. £23.— Marsh, Bridstow,
Boss, [7668

31h.p. Moto.sacoche, 1914, just overhauled, re-bushed,
2 tools, etc.; £35.—Bate, 19, Henshaw St.. Stret-

lord, Manchester. [7788

MOTOSACOCHE SVjh.p. and C.B. sidecar, screen,
hood, etc., 1914, but only used 10 months, perfect

irder; £85. Box 3,783, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8866

MOTOSACOCHE SVah.p, Twin, Bosch mag., Enfield
2-.speed, F.E., head lam;), tools, new covers, ride

away; £50,—Shepherd, Hillside, Frimley, Surrey, [8406

ITwoSlROKEi

I

I

I

I

I

A PRESS OPINION.

From " TI]£ Irish Cyclist and Motor Cyclist"
March lyth, 1920.

"There are not many machines finished
in Colour nowadays and the few that

are come from new comers to the

Motor Cycle World. There are excep-
tions of course.

The IVY is one, and a real smart
machine it looks, too, in its khaki and
black finish. All the same I doubt
whether its colour has anything to do
with its popularity,

Itisoneofthefinest two-strokes made,
and if it were painted sunrise pink; it

would sell, because its owners
talk and spread the good news."

1920 MODELS.

I

I

I

I

I

I
All Purpose Model, single-speed £59
All Purpose Model, with 2-speed

plain countershaft gear £70
All Purpose Model, with Sturmey-

Archer 2-speed gear,hand-con-
troUedclutch, and kick-starter £75

I

Isle-of-Man Sporting ModeI,single- ^^
speed ..„ £62 ^^

I
^^ speed

P^ Isle-of-Man Sporting Model, 2-

I
speed, plain countershaft gear £73

Isle-of-Man Sporting Model, with
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed gear,

hand-controlled clutch, and ^^
^. kick-starter £78 Q M
^^ Send L13 a P. C. for list, aiiJ we will advise you where ^^

you can obtain early delivery. ^H

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.,^ ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM ^

!Msfo(Mr!
I OP ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1Q13 New Hudson, with acces,sories, genuinelyJ-£» fSO.-Kim's G.ir.ise, Leathcrhe.nd.

"VTEW HUDSON, 4h.p. J.A.P., clutch and 2-,
•J-^ nde away; f48.—106, Albany St., N.W.
nVTEW HrrDSON 2i,4h.j., 2-speed, 1914, Bosch
-1-^ just overhauled; £48.-Tilley's, Dorchester.

NEW HUDSON 2i4h.p., 1917, 2-speed, splendi^i
dition; £50, offers.-87, Truro Ed.. Wood (

e, Winslow, Buv'

19^
S.W.l:

19=
Selbourne ^Rd., Luton.

m

Manor, Hoi:-lnvoId, Brandon.

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, countershaft,
i

condition, lamps: offers.—1, York Terrace
Colfe Ed., Forest Hill, S.E.

14 6h.p. Twin New Hudson with same side>
speed clutch, Eick start, little used, conditii

feet.—Baldwin, Durgates, Wadhurst. [: ...

NEW HUDSON 1915 6h.p. Combination, cod te
3-speed, clutch, kick start, hood, screen; 15

—Box 3,695, c/o The Motor Cycle. •(]

NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-spced, perfc(
dition; £43; apply Sunday morning.—01

Eoseleigh, near Wake Arms, Epping.

TVTEW HUDSON S'ih.p., 3-spced, F.E., Klasf
j-^ accessories, new tyre and belt, splendid con,
£63; after 6.-9, Hamilton Gardens, St. John's

NEW HUDSON Sh.p. Combination, Bosch, 1

B., lamps, horn, tools, hood, and screei
1914; £ 95.—Hebblethwaite, 121, Midland Rd.
ford.

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. 1914 Combination, coa,
sidecar, new 2-speed gear, lamps, horr

tyres, starter, good order, recently overhauled
or offers.-10, South St., Hammersmith, W.6.

1 Q14 New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 3
-i-^ and clutch, new set of lamps, nearly nen
nice turnout, mechanically perfect: seen tv j

ment; £68, lowest.—Martin, 9, Liudore Ed., C
Junction.

BRISTOL.-1919 4%h.p. 3-speed countersliai
Hudson coachbuilt combination, B. and B..

son-Bennett, all Dunlops, excellent condition
equipped, not done 500 miles; £150, or ofli -

Cromer Ed., Eastville, Bristol.

New Imperial.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, have conliW.
largely for 1920 New Imperials. ( 946

1 Q20 New Imperial and Sidecar, lamps and &
J-if sories, new; £160.—Evans, 37, Talbot Ed., el-

ham. lU

1 Q16 New Imperial, 2-speed, lamps, Dunlr.p 1

-L" ride away; £48.—MiUer 151, Kiii"-to'
Teddingtou.

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2%ih.p., 2-spe,M
shaft, perfect; £52.—J. Yearsley, Higli St

ford, Cheshire.

"I 019 2^4h.p. New Imperial, 2-spe6d, clutoJi, ki

-LV electric lighting; triid; £75.-161, I .
:;

Palmers Green, N.

NEW IMPERIAL 1920 Model 254h.p., : si

good as new, complete with accessoiis:
TiUeys, Dorchester.

Qilh.p. New Imperial, 1917-18. 2-apeed, in-'

3,619, c/o The Motor Cycle.

EW IMPERLAL-J.A.P., 1915. 25',h.pw
19"

countershaft, fully equipped,
£47/10.-56, Ormeley Rd., Balham.

Imperial, 23.ih.p., « speeds,
pilot jet, 2 lamps, meehonicol horn, ;

£65; alter 7 or Keek-eiid.-137. Marsala Kd..

1 Q20 234h.p. New Imperial, 2-speefl, r

1-V kick starter, run 500 miles; £75; i

with, accessories, £55.—Arthur G. Daw, 11

Hill.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1918-1919, 81

gomery <?oaihbuiU fiideear, 3-speed,

splendid condition; price f150.—

L

Hyde St., Winchester.

-| Q20 (February) New Imperial-Jap, i

Xtf special large sidecar, bulbous back, ai

electric lightiug, 3 lamps, horn, condition u

mileage 400, owner returning East Africa
;

.Spencer, 80, Newport, Barnstaple, Devou.

Bi6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES tOR SALp.
Rover.

OVER S'JIi.Pm clulcih nioilcl; £55^-C'iimbriilBi'

Alltomobi'lo "Co.. l.til., llobson St., C

lOVER-.r.A.l'. seliv
-113, Jl.iylli-I.l IM.,

brUlgc,
18412

lliv iino,

lolk.

jtao.-Witiu AutUi 11. Ill-

I790C

'or, 3'>jii.p., coi

siclenaf; £165.-
Norlolk. •

Bai

llondorsoii
ath Farm,

[7938

(Inlo) 31 ill. p. Rover, Mills-FuKord sidccai,
ilwiBi' 360, unsorfttcUed ; £140.—30, Cicrnid
;ic.<, London. [8253

Phillipsun pulley
£U4.-\Vi-igbrs

120 3'^li.p. Rover, T
' hnrn, tools, etc.

on Walilou. Tel. 16. [8832

JVKU. 1914, 3 siieed.s, Hntili, iind fiw eiiRine,
couilitKiii .\1, luh' nwa.v; 59 gns. — Tiniins.

•th Kootoi). .Vsl.lonl, Kent. [7731

18 Hover Coinhinntion. S'.b.p.. delivered Septem-
ber last, l.ncns lamps, "as new, unscratebed

;

negent St., Rugby. [X0456

OVER 3V.ll. p., 1914, 3-speed, roachbnilt eidcoar.
10s. excellent condition: best offer over £80
-64, Bnuynn Ed., Hitchin. . (8372

tAND New S'wh.p. 3-speed Countershaft Rover:
" "

vered.
[7710

Intih,

first offer £20 premi
x 3.626. c/o The Mo.

!0 Eo
,.h,.,>

C.B. i.lfcur, 3-spec(l 1ml
iierlKiiiii-illv peri'eit; £75; trial alter

7a,.Lj-trliott Terraic, Kielimimd, Surrey. [Zni

jmbinativo, £110: solo, £85: 3-

;ersbalt, all .icccssuries, model 1918,
3,786. CO I7ir Motor Cycle. [8924

iVEE 3i,ib.p., 1914, S-spped elutcli, lumps and
Bpppdometer, witli new Heuderson lightweight side-

£75 uett.-Eover, 14, Market Sa., Aylesbury. [7608

14 Kover S'.Ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, speedometer,
tools, perfect condition throni?hout ; 60 gns. : seen
7 p.iu.-E.B., 15, Trinity Rise, Tulse Hill, S.W.2.

[7756
'VEE Combination, 1914-15, 3-speed, dutch, lamps,
apron, condition and " engine perfect, stored 3

1 alter 5; £80.-110, Saugley Ed., Catlord, S.E.
[8518

VER. 5-6h.p., khaki model, bought new from
makers Oct.. 1919, P. and H. head. Klaxon,

: £115.—Piegromc, 247, Camden Rd., N.7.
. [8644

16 Rover 3V:-h.p., S-epeed. clutch, new belt, new
lighting set, horn, accessories, nice condition : £70.

ms, 57, Grosvenor St„ Crosby, Scunthorpe, Lines.

. (7681
VEE 3l/2h.p., 3-speed hub, clutch, kick starter,

condition very good, thorough working order : £60.
Tton, 49, Laurence. Millbank Estate. Westminister.

[8059
19 Hover T.T. 3' ih.p.. speedometer. D.A. lighting.

Klaxon, tools, spares, new coudition; £80; after

time week-end.-68, W,lller Ed., Xew Cross,
[8191

er Twin Combination, value 200 gns. ; cx-
ehause countershaft Triiiiiipli. T.T. Triumph.
Xorton, or Douglas.—Taylor, Habrough, near

[7918

Rover Twin with Kover sidecar, lamps and
lind screen, unscratched ; 200 gns., or nearest,
i-hange.—Taylor, Station Hotel, Habrough, near

l|
by. (7917

14 3ii.h.p. Rover, hub gear and clutch, tyres as
new, frame re-enamelled, very smart and fast; any
after 6 p.m. ; £60.-Rock, 10, Oakwood Av.,
nham. (7631

JO' 3ri;h.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed gear and
kick starter, clutch, etc.; list price £172/10, iilus

:a carriage; first chetiue secures.—lavloi's Uar-
t'ahnouth. (0180

18 SVjh.p. Hover Combination. £110; solo, £85;
3-speed countershaft, all accessories, splendid

ion; private owner.—Apply, Shepherd, 79, High
leckenham. (8430

TER Combination, late 1914, 3 speeds, kick start.
electric light, coachbuilt sidecar, smart turnout.
a heavy Dunlops. anv trial, after 6: 95 gns.

—

Kilburn Park Rd., W.W.6. [8213

i/ER Combination, carefully used, lamps, Stewart
;horn, tools, etc., overhauled for Easter, mechani-
indition, tyres, and appearance excellent: £115.
iiiantrill, 172, Cross Rd., Coventry. (X0413

'/ER 3J^h.p., 1915, T.T.. Phillipson, lamps, born,
:.pares, fast, stored during war, £60; consider ex-
•e twin motor cycle; also Smith speedometer; £2.
lind, 20, Westminster Ed., Coventry. (X0391

li'ER Combination, SVjh.p., countershaft, 3-speed,
';hain, belt, excellent condition and order.
nearly new, quite a perfect outfit, 1915: £100.
Lordship Lane, S.E. 'Phone : 363 Sydenham.

[7411
'EB sr.h.p. Combination. C.B.. engine No. 2554.
'tumiey-Arrher 3-speed and clutch, Binks carbur-
r.o.scli mag., lamps, new lielt, good tvtes and
t ol kit; £65.-Jackson, 74, Hoxton St., Brad-

(8614

*TKg test Hook

astener .l

General Military

Hospital,

Colchester,

14/4/20.

Dear Sir,

I used the' Forward
hook fasteners through-

out the London-
Land's End Trial, and
found them in every

way reliable. They
gave me no trouble at

all, and assisted me to

small extent in

getting a gold medal.

It certainly is the

best hook fastener I

have used.

Yours truly,

R.C.

The FORWARD

L

Sparking Ping Co.,

Summer Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

Adjustable 1/6.

X CHATHAM AND" DISTRICT M

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

.«P(jim1, dutch, K.H.,
reiipholntered, plalwi,

good, nound, reliablii

; ail on,'.ie86,"uo ojiers.-60, Apslcy Rd., South
aid. (860.1

14 SV'.h.p. 3»peed Rover Coachbuilt Combination.
BiiiTis T.T. and touring bars, overhaiilcd £25

ipts shown), speedometer, tools, enamel perfect,

inrt good climber, any trial; £75.-0 rifflths, Cili-

ilT.cc, (:l,.u.csl,:r. (8548

Rover, B.B. carburetter, Bosch
icas lamps, generators, mechanical
tubes, long cojiper open - '

lined gold.

1918-19,

Klaxon,"'

Beds.

lamp..

asonable trial; £65, ir best
[7881

Royal Rtiby

ROIALHUHY 8h.p., brand new
-8, Perciviil St., E.C.2.

4h.p. J.A.P, just

19=

R^

jjix, ..11.11. u.ja.i., elutcli model, .,

erhauled, re-enamelled; £50.-22, Hr.

St, aendon. •' (8667

I Royal Rubv Combination, 8h.p., delivery

guaranteed during May, £10 premium paid;

offers ';—Lieut. Chandler, E.A.F., Flowerdown,
Winchester. [8202

OYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, 1916-17, good
*

r. complete spare tyre, all sr^-ires,

..,.„„., £145, or oSers.-Crick, Chilcmiil.e,

Park Hd., Hale. Cheshire. [7861

8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, bought new Feb.,

1920, electric ligbting. Easting, mu-ror, nuld-

shields, wide bars, copper exhaust, petrol can, fully

insured, numerous spares; £200.—Searle, 21, Linton

Rd., Oxford. [8298

,, .„., _, _ lidecar.

>rn, tools, etc., has s]

tuned engine, Bosch inhg.,

in excellent condition; £160,
well St., Oxford.

Rudge
CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Radge agents,

supply at list prices. [X7948

p UpOES.-Early delivery of all models.—Bedford

LX0246

Walsall. 'Phon

I.O.IM.
sell

270. (5309

Rudge Multi. 1916, reasonable oBer; mnst

,—Rowallan Cottage, Weybridge. (8443

3i,'..h.p., excellent condition;

!w"Rd., Balhom. (7651

RUDGE MuUi C.B. Combination: £75.-Garaged
Goose Yard, St. John St., Angel, E.G. (8889

1919 Coach Combii

19=

(8219

u o-uiii. i...«B^ .»»..., .— •
-^25, or

nenr.-Carder 13, Missenden.Ed., Cbesham. [7534

ROOKLAXDS Eudge,
Ed.,

(8060

193«?- HIGH ST.. CHATHAM
«J.MltlOTai>.Cn«M.-Propn>t»t; el.Vsruon Symon.- M«n»5«r.

Telegrams: " Motcrcyc e. Ciiatham.'

We are Kent Distributers for the

Martinsyde-Newman
6 h.p- " V ' Twin Combination

Demonstration model now on view,

Yotir inspection is invited.

Fixed Price for 1920 season,

£170
Hood, screen, and lighting exira.

"ITfTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. t..v.l.—W 5 6h!i, Rudge Multi and sidecar, *99/10.^^^^

17 Eudge Multi Combination. 3il.h.p.. fast, smart;

bargain, £88.-14, Beauderc Rd., Hammersmitli_,

W.6.
OM. Rudge. 1920, run 200 miles at

110 gns., no offers.—55, Piccadilly, W.l.

1 14 SV.h.p. Eudge, clutch, lamps, new t.vre3, belt.

LV perfect running order; £35.-424. High Rd..

Leyton. 18210

1 iail T.T. Eudge Siih.p.. new tyres horn fast ma-
li/ chine: f38/10.-Thomas, Amman View, PenyKauk
Ammanfojd. [X0290

UDGE Multi Combination, perfect condition, ride

£85 or offer.—95, London Rd., Kingston-

Thames. [8392

RUDGE Multi, very good running order, horn, and

lamps- f58.-Wood, 55, Bentley St., LoctivtKKi,

Huddersfleld.
[''845

Slli.p. Rudge Multi. 1919. total mileage under_
'"

2 delivered Decemljer, horn ; £95
Co., Barnstaple.

RUDGE 3V^.p. clutch model, speedometer, lamps.

£50.—Cambridge Automobile Co., Ltd., Hcbson

St., Cambridge. 18413

19 (Nov.) I.O.M. Eudge Mnlti : £105; exiellent

order; tried on appointment.—David Guthrie.

Queen's College, Oxford. [7915

1Q20 (March) 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Coinbination.

LU mileage 80, as new; £150, no oilers.^I-aurence

19, Ashleigh Rd., Leicester. [8385

RUDGE Multi Siih.p., 1916. black discs, long ex-

haust, lamps, horn, and pump, last, sporty; .BU-

-Rudge, 51, High St., Aylesbury. ['609

RUDGE I.O.M. 1920. Lucas lamps, hofn, Cowey
speedometer, 500 miles; £120, or offer.-Johnson

145, Sutherland Av., Maida Vale. tb-30

19^
w.l

I

w

19'

All letters relating to advertisements shotUd quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B19
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R
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Rudge.
UDGE Multi, 3V2h.p.. T.T., clutch, K.S., discs,

RUDGE Multi, two 5-6h.p. combinations, excellent
condition; £90 and £80.—Lougman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing, W.5. Tel. : 689. [8812

3ih.p. Eudge, 1914, free engine, pedal start, not
2 used 3 years, officer deceased; £55, no offers.—

103, "Wanvick St., Victoria Station. [8312

I.O.jM. Rudge Multi, brand new, in 6tock. special
carburetter and equipment.—Longman Bros., 17,

Bond St., Ealing, W.5. Tel.: 689. [8811

RUDGE Multi SV^h-p., Oct., 1919. clone 600 miles
exceBent condition, genuine; £95, or neare^it

offer.—Wolley, Dunchurcli, near Rugby. [X0440

Tj 020 Rudge Multi. SVsb.p., I.O.M., large head lamp
it^ and horn, unscratched, any examination; £116.
—Beltmore, Bramshott Chase, Hindhead, [8485

RUDGE 3V2h.p., hand clutch, lamps, horn, tyres,
tubes nearly new, Dunlops (heavy) ; ride away

;

£40.—Rosetta, Rosedale R-d., Grays, Esees. [8062

1 020 Rudge Twin, sporting sidecar, Lucas lamps,
J-tf horn, Cowey speedometer, all accessories, per-
lect; £170.—Glenhaven, Cargate Hill, Aldershot. [8433

3ih.p. Rudge, C.A.V., hand clutch, all accessories.
2 tyres nearly new, long exhaust, fast; £42; call

Sunday.—47, Ellesmere Rd., Chiswick, London. [8249

1 C|19 (late) Rudge Multi, SV^h.p., Henderson coach-
J-iJ built sidecar, disc, lamps, brand new condition;
>:.120.~29, Montford Place, Kennington, S.E.ll. [8599

I.O.M. Rudge Multi, 1917, engine 13416, lamps, horn,
speedometer, excellent condition and fast; £80.

—

Walker, Elderberry Hall, Fishburn, Ferryhill, Durham.
[8110

1 Q20 3Voh.p. T.T, Rudge Multi, Lucas lamps and
JLt/ horn, Cowey speedometer, run 50 miles; offer:

—J. Hebden and Son, 149, St. James St., Burnley.
[8510

~| Q20 LO.M. Rudge Multi, engine No. 17084, lamps,
J-*/ horn, speedometer, tools, mileage 1,500, excel-

lent condition; £105.-2, Queen's Drive, Thames
Ditton. [8705

1Q19 (Nov,) SVoh.p. Rudge Multi, I.O.M., mileage
A*/ 600, tyres unpunctured, Miller lamps. Klaxon,
complete tool kit; £100.—R. H. Horsfield, St. Julians,
St. Albans. [7732

7-9h.p. 1920 Rudge Multwin Combination, absolutely
unscratched, mileage 470, mostly solo, Bonnik-

ECU, Klaxon, no lamps; offers.^Blencathra, Maidstone
Rd., Chatham. [8195

3ih.p. 1914 Rudge Multi, stored 4 years, clutch,
2 lamp, etc., belt nevp, tyres almost new; seer

at Weymouth; £55, or nearest offer.—Box 3,762, c/c
'I he Motor Cycle. [8757

1Q19 Rudge Multi, September, and Rudge coach-
J-t/ built sidecar, electric lighting and Klaxon,
excellent condition; £125; apply after 6.-42, Free-
grove Rd., N.7. [8250

RUDGE 3i/ih.p., h.b.c. clutch, new tyres, 2 lamps, 2

generators, speedometer, tools, spares, decent av
pearance, excellent condition ; £50.—Horeman, 1 65
Pales Rd., Bradford. [7902

RUDGE Multi ZV2^-V: 1916, Miller and T.W.E
lamps, recently overhauled, enamelled, tyres, belt

nearly now; after 6 p.m.; £70.—Hawgood, 2, Holly
Park, Finchley, N.3. [7661

1020 Rudge Multi Twin, solo, done 200 miles,, very
-L*^ fast, easy start and control, perfect condition,
owner bought car; £160, or neatest offer.—Reply,
Eavenscroft, Erathay, Oston, Cheshire. [8634

SPECIAL Competition Engined LO.M. Rudge Mult
Sep. (1919), guaranteed perfect, suit sportsman fc

fast road work and competition; £105, no offers.

-

Bennett, 58, Brunswick Sq., Hove, Sussex. [X0284

3Xh.p. Rudge M12 U Roadster, late 1919, small mile
2 age, condition eQual to new, for sale at under

list price ; private owner selling ; best offer.—^View at
Weatherley's Motor Works, 295. High St., Lewisham

[8532
F.O.C.H. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ex-

cellent order.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays, [6646

1 Q 1 9 sy^h.p. Eudge Multi and Rudge coachbuilt
XJ7 sidecar, practically as new, complete with Lucac^
lamps, horn, luggage carrier, etc.; the complete com-
bination, £110; owner bought car. Kingsmoor. Cleeve
Prior, near Evesham. [8088

r.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coach Side-
car, fully equipped, excellent order.—Fair Offer

Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station), 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including Saturdays. [6641

"I Q13 Eudge Multi, 3' oh, p., Ei^mann, Senapray,
J- 1/ olntuh, Stewart speedoinetfr. Luc-is lamps, mir-
ror:, pump, knee grips, spare belt, excellent tyres,
{horouglilv overhauled, re-enamelleil 1920 colours ; any
trial ; £65.—Peerless, Tapestries Old Windsor, Berks.

[7975
RUDGE, 3VL'h.p., 1914 model, single-speed, o

hauled, re-enamelled, tank latest green, i

Lucas lamp set. Steward horn, new tyres, tubes, ,

belt, fast ana smart machine; £55. or would
rhantre 2-sLroke.—Goodeve. Reigate Dairy, Reig
Heath. [8

We have a

large stofck of

7-9 Powerplus

Machines of
^

recent date.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Rudge.
1 020 Budge Multi, T.T., I.O.M., braaa new, m
-^*^ 50. accumulator or battery lighting, Hunt
ligrht head lamp and battery case, ' Klaxon, Cowey,
grips, cylinder barrel turned polished, spare belt,

insured; £125; call alter 6 or 'phone Victoria 5',

Hamer 92, Eitherton Bd., Balham, S.W.17. I

high compression piston, and racing
genxiine Klaxon, lamp set, Tan-Sad with back and t

rests, undershield, spare touring
.
piston and cam ;

haust valve complete, liiU tool kit: £121.—Stock, !

Munster Rd., Fulbam. Seen 7.30-5:30 weekdays, rni

pointment.
|

)

Saltley.
[

IMMEDIATE delivery ol Saltley-Villiers S-si^

single-speed £56, 2-speed £66.—London c.i

sionnaires, Lanciister Motor Co., West Norwooili
few agencies available. ,i'

Scale.

-I Q20 New Scale, the -uper 2-«tioke. SVzh.p. Pn »

-lJ7 engine, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter; delivcri o

stock at makers' list price.—Clapham (Motors i

Stockwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. '

with the B irt

Bichmond
i

Vj-b"U

The whole of

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride >

away. J

Price £125
^

Write, phone, or

call.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.

Phone No. : Mayfair, 4535.

Scott.

SCOTTS.—Place joui order i

Garage, Walsall. 'Phone: 270.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, K
33/4h.p. Scott and sidecar, 1913; £69,10.

1 Q20 Scott and Sidecar, not u.'ied 100 mile.*;

i«7 or best ofler.—jSTicholas, Garage. Terbest

1 Q20 Scott, T.T. model, new, not ridden 100
-i-if £126.—Rendella, Oxford Rd., Birkdale,
port.

SCOTT, twin-cyl., water-cooled, 2-strpke^ 2^
and free engine: £50.-13, "'

Ipswich.

SCOTT, 1914. in splendid condition, all acce
t

' including spare tyre and tube; £55.—Coot!
rold, Beds. ll

SCOTT, 1915. new Binks, new chains, perlect

tion ; cheap; private owner; trial.—87,

sea Rise, S.W.ll.

1 Q19 (guaranteed) Scott, lamps, horn, etc., in.

J-tJ order, very small mileage; £105.—Layton I

Eligh St., Oxford. I

SCOTT and Sidecar, complete with accessor!

tyres new ;
price £75, or near ofler.—L)

Downing St., Cambridge.

SCOTT Combination, 1920, absolutely new coi

10 [in. electric lighting set, Lucas horn, ^i

f 170.— Styles, Bloxnich, Staffs. I

SCOTT 1913 T:T., 2-speed, smart, 5S g:

c.ar, £12 : exchange lightweight an(

79, Fernhead Ed.. Paddington.

SCOTT 3-iib.p., converted, T.T., very low, disc
' exhaust, engine pertect : £80.—At 44,

Kd., Wylde Green, Birmingham.

1 14 Scott C.B. Combination, wind screen^
-I-tF new tyres, periect condition; £95.—

]

Hyacinth Terrace, Wellington, Somerset.

SCOTT C.B. Combination, believed 1915, fitted

semi T.T. bars, good running order; £
separate.—Green, Swiss Cottage, Milford, Surrey

3814, twin lubr
n and

run 1,200 miles; £115,
lord.

SCOTT (October, 1919), sports model, Watford
ometer. Klaxon, P. and H. lamps, mileage

owner buying, new machine; new rear tyre; 'i

£123, or offers.-Muntz, 47, Jesus Lane, Can

15 Scott Combination, the neatest, nuttic.

sportiest on the road, smart appearance eli*

iration everywhere, torpedo sidecar, all lamp.'

rerything in tip-top condition, and bike i

.uu.^^: photo; £95.—Frank Dobie, Littleton, Ob^

"1 Q 20 Scott Combination, Swan- de luxe
-L*' mauve, P. and H. head lamp set, Klaxoi

Watford trip luminous speedometer, electric

sidecar and tail lamps, hood, wind screen, ai

curtains, done 1,000 miles, best offer over £1
pointment.— P., 156, Croydon Rd., Anerley, S

SCOTT Combination, 1914, good condition,

running order, 3 electric lamps, new accu

mechanical horn, handle-bar muffs, hood,

screen. Brooks carrier bag, tyres perfect, 9ve:

spare tubes and quantity other spares; trial

pointment; £98; East Suffolk.—Box 3,759,

Motor Cjiclc.

l'-^^iv.^l"^l'^l-.L=---^v^iV'^

19
tyr

Singer.
a5«i

SINGF.R 3'oli.p., Rood condition, nuining ord'

tvies; £25: stamp.- M;irsli, Bridslow. ROfc

Twywell, TInapstou, Norfliants.

B20 All letters relating to advertisements slioulcl quote the number at the end of eacli advertisement, and tlie date oS the issue.
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MOTOR CYCI.KS FOR SALE.
Tiitimph.

11 Tiiiiiniili, upvv iiistiMi null oyliuilor, lihikH, W.Il,
lulls, tViivi iilriiost m'w. huinw junl tool:*. luTfi'rt

iitiuicat £40—W.l!., 23, York EO., Miiidfii

[8374

AUCHOPK'S, 9, Shoo L(mo, Loudon, E.C.4,-
4li.|>. Triumph ami sidecar, X918, oKors; also

p. Triiutiiili, 1912, free engine, 2-8i)Ood N.S.U. Keiii,

[6873

17 4I1.P. Triumph Combination, counterHhnft, in

:i!oi)tioiudly goo<l rendition, guar!nit,><'d iru--

Wllly pert'ent, all .'lopeasorie.s ; f112.—]*iiiui"i.l'a,

Wctlemioil llroiulway, N.W.2. 'Phoue: H;nni .i.Md

I
S563

lUJlrH-riLOUIA TOomhiuntion, 1917-18. .niiiitn

sluift, condition perfect throngliout. clcdiic lit^ht

et, Lmw, spares; i;l38.-]!ox 643, c/o 77ir ;i;,if,ir

IX.050.0

lUSlPII. SV-jh.p.. single-scar. 1912, in pcrlect
ling order, lamps, etc., ride away: £42.—
ter 7, Saturday -after 2, 51, Ravenscor Rd.,

[7620
11 Triumph, excellent runnins order, smart,
powerful, long exhaust, good tyres, worn belt,
ride away; £38.-75, St. Dunstan's Crescent,
stcr. [X0481

. Ciniiiterslinft Triniiiph and new sidecar, excel-
lent condition, horn, lumps, Eiistinff wind screen,
£115. or very near ofl'er.—785. High Kd., Leyton-
E.ll. [8306

nOE Triumph, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps, tools,
accessories, original plating, enamelling as new,

t condition; nearest iSO.-Capt. Smith, R.T.O.,
t, Wilts. [7712

14 Tiiiimph. Sturmey-Arelier 3-speed, just new
gear in. Oauoelet sidecar, new cord Palmer, new
£86; nice condition.—Seen, 335, Ordnance Ed.,

Id Lock. [7859
lUMPH Combination, 1917-18 new sidecar re-

lelled, plated,, new wheels, tvres, belt, as new;
rial; £11S.—Garaged at 126, Lordship Lane, East
-' SE, [8331

18 4I1.P. Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, band
'liitch, tyres equal new, splendid condition

-dioiit
;

first cheque £90 ; very fust.—James Pollard,
Lines. [8036

C'MPH 1919 4h.p., single speed. T.T. model, new
very'elt, tyres, horn, tools,

.
near Dorchester.—Box 3,706, c/o The

Curl'- (D) [8139
I'MPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt side-

Easting wind screen, Lucas lamps, Dunlops,
*90.—Godwin, Huccle-

[8570

4 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, born, speedo-
brand new piston and cylinder complete;
rest : exchange considered.—Kendrick.

ley, Leicester. [8384
TliMPH,-1919 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft gear,
n perfect condition, with brand new sporting
11 sidecar, electric lighting, horn; £149.—Ehosha
Co. (below).

UMPH.-Two W.D.B. models in stock, renovated
by makers, holding guarantee: £95 each,

itor Co., Mawneys Ed., Romford. [8785
OTLPH SHjb.p., single, engine and plating per-
cct set P. and H. tools, tyres, nearly new, also
cycle: bargain, £50 lot; no dealers.-Halfhide.

y Rd.. Brentwood.
'

[8795
JiMPH 3i,:^n.p., single gear. T.T. bars, Bosch, good
yres. recently overhauled, and in good going order:
r near ofl'er; seen by appointment.—W. F. Chestcr-
3, Eedclifie Gardens, Ilford. [7715

9 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and Sidecar, com-
plete with lamps, wind screen, and tools, excel-

indition tbroushout: price SISO.-Niell's Garage,
ombe Grove. East Croydon. [8494
CMPH 31/jh.p.. 1913, Stnrmey 3-speed, heavy
tyres, new, lamps, liom, pump, etc., carefully
uate splendid sidecar machine; £58/10.—Spencer,
Giles' Terrace, Northampton. [8470

3 Triumph Junior 2-stroke, perfect machine,
rcely used: owner bought car; lamps, horn,
offer over £70. -M., 59, Holland Ed., Ken-
V'.14. 'Phone: Park 1943. [8814

l!-4 Triumph Sijh.p., 3-speed, clutch, C.B. pat-
tern wicker sidecar, door, apron, tyres gooil (two

ilJMPH, 3-speed, 1919 model, purchased 1920,
bsolutely indistinguishable from new, almost
itched and unregistered; highest offer.—Lord,
aeld, Prestwich, Manchester . [X0414
IIMPH, 3i;..h.p., single, Bosch, new belt, tyres

just enamelled, appearance as new, good
£35, or offer.—M.C.

[8124
I^CH Triumph, believed 1912, rebnsled, adjust-
'le tappits, 2 lamps, horn, new lin. belt and
perfect condition; 40; exchange lightweight —
ordsliip Lane, E. Dulwich, S.E. [7921
IMPH 4h.p. and Gloria sidecar,, new Octob-r,
J19, mileage 1,000, gears, speedometer, horn,
lamps, knee grips, all in perfect condition-

er near offer.-Dowse, Tidworth. [X0388

DO IT NOW.
nuy from Stock : 2-5peed 2-stroke 0.K.-JUNIOR3,
fitted with liiinps and horn, ready for llic rna Is,

Absolutely the CHliAl'liST Motor Cycle nl,i, un-

able £69
Orders taken for the famous O.K.-UNION.

IN STOCK.
lojo 2 siroke s-spccd SPARKBROOK, ,is

iirw £67 10
10:0 i;.d.v TRIUMPH, brand new (2), List price.

11, jn 2 slnikc ENFIELD, 2-specd gear,

brand new —
1020 CLYNO, ::slroke, 2-spccd, brand

new •. List pric ).

19.10 TRIUMPH .ih.p. Conibiiuition, all

lamps, horn, outfit as new £165
1519 .( h.p, DOUGLAS Combiii:ilion. all

lamps, horn, disc wheels, complete . . £155
•th.p. NORTON Combination, .-ill lamps,

speedometer, horn, disc wheels .... £145
J920 DOUGLAS Combination, electric

lamps, speedometer, horn, screen . . . £160
Tan-Sad Pillion Seats £118
Bacltrests, lor ditto 19
Footrests, for ditto 6
Windscreens, from £2 5
Kneegrips, from 10 6
Helmets, from 9 6
Headlamps, P. & H., £3 and £4; extra

large Head Lamps, MUlers' £3 5
Sidecar Lamps 8/6, 9/6, and 10/6
Rear Lamps, from 5
Hornsof every description, Klaxon patt. £1 7 6
Sidecars and Bodies of every description in Stoci(-

Tyres and Tubes of every size kept

Jones Garage has the Largest Stock of Motor Cycle
Combinations and Spares of any Garage in North

London.

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

NORTH PINCHUEY,
'Phone : Finchlev 2334.

SOUTH PORT

EARLY
DELIVERY :

HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
ARIEL, N.U.T., B.A.T.

m STOCK:
METRO-TYLER, All Models.

HOBART, All Models.

WE HAVE ALWAYS A GOOD
SELECTION OF SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

WRITE US.

EASTBANK ST,
SOUTH PORT.
•pHone 607..

19

MOTOR CYCLES lOK SALE.
TrJLiiiiph.

19/rriuniph ah. p. Combination, dynamo llBhliuf;,

ellc
hood

19''„

19 '«
I

I.letclv r,

u»e; £95,
hill, Hull.

Id ^,r>-m. whole
idition,- Tel. : 6G26'Mu
60, Mortimer St., W.l.

rhauleri
n. Automobile

[7765

Mill Hoa ItVH.

tX0278

4'liatever; £90.-95, fliversdale

Coaclibuilt Combination, 1914, ahim-i
rd sidecar, 3 siieeds, kick start, cliiti i,.
.„. "' pump, tools, acees.^uric.

~' Hieh-
[7625

TBIU.MPH Combination, S'Ah.p., 1911, 2speed and
clutch, Bosch mag., perfect running order and

condition; exchange for good lightweight or sell £50.
—Hill and Co., White Hart Oarage, Cranford Bridge.
Hounslow. f7619
1 IQ19 (Nov.) Triumph, Douglas sidecar (1919), eondi-
J-«' tion as new, small mileage. Miller, mechanical
honi. Cameo screen, verv fine engine, full influranic
poliry; £135.-12, Cnstelnau Mansions, Barnes, S.W.
Haniniersmith 928. [7843

TUIUMl'H 1912, clutch incKlel, condition perfect,
stored 3 years, nearly neiv Olineher tyres, Cowey

speedometer, lanipti, generator, horn, watch, spare valve,
and new inner tillie, all accessories; 47 gns.-136, EiLst-
hall Av., Chiswick. [8616

1Q20 Triumph 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, mauve
i*.' Gloria sidecar^ side, tail lamp and generator,
pump and tools complete, as new, delivered this month,
mileage 300; 155 ffilfi. ; seen Lemington.—Box 3.748.
/o TU Motor Cycle. [8534

TRIUMPH 1920 4h.p., 3-speed, completely
equipped, speedometer, lamps, route card

carrier, etc.. actual Jarrott Cup winner: £125.

—

Longman .Bros., 387, Uxbridge Rd., Acton, W.3.
Tel. : 1578 Chiswick. [8805

SEVERAL Countershaft Triumphs, completely ov;r.
hauled and enamelled maker's colours, many witlr

new tyres, absolutely mechanically perfect, earliest
buyers get highest engine numbers; £90.—3, Court-
lands Av.,Lee, S.E.12.

'

[8170

TRIUMPH S^'ah.p.. Stnrmey 3-speed countershaft,
K.S., speedometer, lamps,' tools, etc., £60; also

Triumph 3^$h.p. machine, re-enamelled maker's colours,
new tyres, looks new, £40; trial given here.—Herbert.
16, riorian Rd., Putney, S.W. [8694

TRIUMPH 3i/.,h.p., with new T.T. handle-bars, helt.

tyres, toolbag, and make and break lor magneto,
speedometer, lamps, and all on, in good running order

:

£45, or near; after 6 p.m., or week-end.—Swaine, 4,
Eipple Villas, Dagenham Dock, Essex. [7642

1014 4h.p. Triumph Combination, 251380, S.-A.
J-*J 3-speed hub, clutch, condition perfect, cane
canoelet sidecar, underslung, luggage grid, tyres un-
punctured, P. and H. lamps, horn, spare valve, plug,
easy starter, any trial; £85. — Cornwell, Ticehurst.
Sussex. [8129

amelled, plated, new under-

4-I.0-
erall apron, "new Miller lamp set, hr

meter, new heavy Dunlop tyre on rear wheel, mecha-
nically perfect; trial any time; £130, or offer; privately

owned.—83, Eosendale Ed., West Duhvich. [8449

1019 Triumph and Gloria de Luxe Sidecar, new
-Lf/ last summer, P. and H. head lamps, horn, leg

shields, wind screen, spare tyre, tools, etc.,

wooden box to hold large suit case fitted on __ _

grid; £146: no less; sender of first £10 cash deposit

accepted as purchaser; view Sunday till 2 o'clock.—

53, Cooke St., Old Trafford, Manchester. [8682

1Q18 Countershaft Triumph, renovated by Triumphs.
XtF condition perfect throughout, completely

equipped with P. and H. set. horn, knee grips, tool

bags, kit, and spare valve, tyres almost unmarked.
WD. bars, Bosch mag., ready to drive anywhere; 100
gns., or can supply with sidecar. C.B., with coverall

apron and lamp at 120 gns.—Hubert Turner and Co.,

4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Farringdon St., E.Cl.
[8759

"1£|19 Triumpli Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed connter-
i-*y shaft, Steivart speedometer. Klaxon, aluminium
loot-rests, Tan-Sad pillion, luxurious Empire sidecar.

2 lockers and map pocket, apron. Cameo wind screen

(never used), foot pump, spare chain, valves, belting,

rings, tvre and tubes, and every possible requirement,
aecesscri'cs, and tools, etc., just fljted new large electric

head, side, and rear lamps, with new 60 amp. accu-

mulator; the whole in perfect condition, mileage about
2,500' carefulh ridden and looked after, and iippearance

as new- £165.—Apply, preferably Sunday, or appoint-

ment, to Law, 87, Cobden Rd., South Norwood. S.E.
[7890

Trump.
TEUMP-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., in flrst-class condition through-

out, finished in dark blue and gold, engine- in

perfect tune, variable pulley, complete with speedometer,

large head light, tail light, bulb liorn. foot mechanical

horn knee-grips, epeciallv wide handle-bars, belt and
tvres in excellent condition, condition and appearance

perfect, an exceptionally fast and sporting machine;

absolute bargain, price £72/10.-Craie, High Close

Wokingham, Berks 17858

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B23
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MOTOR CYCtES FOR SALE,
Velocette.

YRIL WILLIAMS, {or early delivery of Velocette.
-Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8623

VELOCETTE 2Hh.p., 2-stroke, in first-class running
order, long exhaust; £35-—Taplin, 159, Hornsey

c

"I015 Velocette, lady's
J- «-' splendid conditioi
Shiopsliire.

model, 2-speed, cliain driVe,

i
£35.—Eastfteld, Madelev,

[X0408

V
Veius.

ERUS, all 1920 uicdels.-Agents for
Soampton, Begent St., Clilton, Bristol.

VERUS, the 23/ih.p. 2-stroke that pulls like a 4h.p:,
immediate delivery from stock, 2.speed, clutch,

kick start; £80.—Cleare and Lowe, 125, High St.,

Woolwich. 10186

Stevei

Viriiers.

VILLIEES 2?ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-fipeed, complete ivitli

lamps; ;£39/10.—78, Church St., Ciimberwell
Greeo. [8582

Vindec.

VINDEC 1915 2 speed 2-stroke, lamps, etc.; £48,
bargain.—14a, Balham Hill, Balham. [8232

VXNDEO 5h.^., 2-speed, and coach sidecar [new body)

;

£65.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South
Halifax. [8084

V.S. Twin, 4-5h.p., Bosch, Senspray, new tyre, wants
overhauling, £20; 1911 Douglas, 2-speed, first

lash, £28.-Edgell, Springhill, Coleford, Somerset.
[8487

VINDEO 5-7h.p. Combination, clutch, Bosch mag.,
B. and B, carburetter, excellent running order;

£44.—Wm. Broadhead, 83, W'ooldalel, Thongsbridg«,
near Huddersfleld. [8535

Virgo.

VIRGO 4^2h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch, new
bulbous back sidecar, lamps, and accessories, com-

plete; £85.-6, Pendrell Rd., Pepys Rd., New Cross.

[8235

Werner.
WERNER 4-5h.r. Twin, splendid order, horn, lamps

and generator, good tyres, pan seat, mus.. B.
and B., guaranteed; £30,
money order.—Ri " '

Wilkin.

WILKIN Enquiries for early rotational delivery
invited by J, Blake and Co.. the leading motor

cycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. [6583

Williamson,
WAtrCHOl'E'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

ah.p. Williamson combination, 1914, w.c.

;

£145. [8457

WILLIAMSON' Combination. 1914, 8h.p., reJidy to
ride away; no reasonable ofl?r refused.—47,

Windermere Rd., Muswell Hill. N.IO. [8065

"I fkh.p. Williamson W.C. Combination, 2 speeds.
-B-" clutch and kick starter, new gears, in good
order and appearance; trial any time; £115.—Howe,
25, Frederick Rd., Custom House, E.16. [8330

WILLIAMSON Combination S-lOh.p. Douglas en-
gine, W.C, hood, screen, 2 horns, lamps, tools,

spares, engine just overhauled, splendid condition;
£140.—Jakeman, 39, Eskdale Av., Chesham. [8678

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8-lOh.p. water-cooled
Douglas engine, lamps, speedometer, horn, and

spares; ready for touring; any trial; £130.—169,
Bowes Rd., New Southgate, N.ll. (Evenings.) [8201

WILLIAMSON, water-cooled 8h.p. Douglas engine,
and Canoelet sidecar, electric lighting, 3in.

tyres {all new), Tan-Sad pillion seat, outfit like new;
£130.-17, Little Ealing Lane. South Ealing, W.5.

[8263
WILLIAMSON Combination, lOh.p. Douglas engine,

water-cooled, only done 700 miles, beautifully
equipped, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, (.peedometer, spare
wheel, luxiuious outfit.—60, Wallingtord Av., North
Kensington. [863^

Wit=All.

WIT-ALL 2-stroke 2-speed Models in stock: immedi-
ate delivcrv.-Clapham (MotorsI, 27, Stockwell

St., Greenwich. S.E.IO. [8915

Wolf.

WOLF 2-stroke, single speed,
f36.-King, Egrove Far

WOLFJ.A.P. 244h.p., 2-apeed, excellent condition,
lamps, tools, complete; £48.-256, Ltven)ool Rd..

Koutljport. [X0487

WOLF 2'!ih.p. 2..itroke, 2-3peed, clutch, kick start,
accessories, new appearance; £49/10.-36, David

l.ane, ahadwell, E. [8655

Tuning.

F.RS.
^AMPSandGENERATORS,
:HdLt) WORLD'S RECORDS.

MAJOR, 6" lens, l,200£t. beam, 108/-

BIG, 5" „ l,000£t. „ 99/-
JUNIOR, 4" „ 600ft. „ 72/6

Handle-bar fittings of highest type—all ebonised
black fin:sh (not enamel). EVERY FIRST-CLASS
GARAGE HAS NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
These lamps have been noted ior their

superbeam for 12 years, and still continue

to lead just as far ahead of other makes,
as they did in the year 1908.

Latest 1920 Models

ELECTRIC
7" SIDECAR 4-volt Outfit £9-10-0
7" „ 6-voit „ £10- 5-0

r "VICTORY" 4-volt „ £10-10-0
7"

„ 6 „ „ £11- 5-0

NOTfflNG ON THE MARKET
TO COMPARE WITH THESE
SETS FOR LIGHTING POWER.

OUTPUT.
This has now readiad 1,650 Sels per week,
which we have averaged for past 7 months.

No one ne ed be short of a set

flPjt Pers
BIRMINGHAM.

REPAIRS
PROMPT RELIABLE ECONO.'HICAL

Internal combustion engines, any make or type.

New parts mac'e when necessary.

Fitting to -001". ENGINES COMPLETELY
OVERHAULED.... SATISFACTION SURE.

Free advic: on receipt o! stamped address.

DENXON & HART,
Jlf t^rii-.Gnin-al Erwiii''erii~\0->-l(i7 Waveiley S'.. Hnll.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Wolf.

1 ni8 Woll 2-stiol;e, 2-speed, cliiti-h, K.S., new .

-Ltf new P. and H. lamps, and Hntohinson rear
50 miles to purchaser; £50, or offer.^Duiell, i«

hurst. Susses. [X
p

1 Q19 !Sept.) 2V.h.p.J-U clutch, kick eta
perfect, mileage under 40 : b«st offer OTSr A30.-
Taggart, 14, Bank Place, Aeliton, Preston.

WOOLEB 1920 2r'il!.p., just deliverc
accessories.—Dodgson, Gnrgrave, ^

WOOLER, brand new; list price
ham. Elder Grove, Milnsbridge,

19=
1^5

ngto
Yard, Wimbled.

DAN GUY, We.vmouth.—Wooler, fitted wiUi Cj(

speedometer, Cowey horn, head lamp, reg r

tion, from stock; £108,/10. II

FOR Immediate Delivery from stock, 2^;4h.p. flat \

Wooler, fully equipped.—West Susses aj I

Field's Garages, Ltd., Chichester. 'Phone: 105. [SI

THE 1920 Wooler.—W'e are now booking ordei''
these wonderful machines. Call and insper- ;

demonstration -model.-Langford's, 37, Cnckli !i

Broadway, N.W.2. 'Phone: Hampstead 8616. i

L^tone Castle, Eynsford. Kent.

B24 All letters relating to advertiscn

[8728 I

Its should Quote the numhe

19^
1 017 £h.p. Countershaft Zenith,
J-iJ £120.-626, Lea Bridge Rd.,

T.T. 4Ii.p. Zenith. J.A.P. en

3ih.p. Zcuith-Gradua, F.E., all a<

2 condition; £48.-72, Balance ;

Stafts.

ZENITH GR.4iDUA Gear Motor Cy
sidecar complete; £80.—Nicholas,

beston.

6h.p. Sporting Red Zenith, 1914, fast, reliable,

condition; nearest £82.-Yorath, Bredwa
Hereford.

"I Q15 Zenith, S.Ulip. twin clutch model; £1
-tt- *y Cambridge Automobile Co., Ltd., Hobson
Cambridge. I

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., lamps, etc., excellent
dition, owner going away; £50.—Reeves, 18,

St., Dorking. [J

SPORTIXG Zenith Sh.p. Combination, Gradna
£88; easily detachable solo.-18, Whitehall

Highgate, N.19.

ZENITH 6h.p. and Sidecar, just overhaulei i

makers, perfect condition; £110.—Ellis, Higt .

Beaconsfields, Bucks. (
'

ZENITH 8h.p. Twin, 1913, excellent condition;
—Longman Bros., 587, Uxbridge Rd., Acton,^

ick 1578.

ENITH, 8h.p., Nov., 1917, all on. Just
ants seeing; £155.—Mortuary Keeper. .ll;i

St., Drury Lane, W.C.

ZENITH, 8h.p., Canoelet, electric lighting, s;

meter. Klaxon, mileage 1,200.— St. Os'

Matham Rd., Hampton Conrt. ;

ZENITH-GEADTJA 4h.p., splendid condition,

wiveels, sporting, fast; any trial; £60.-23,
morgan Rd.. Hampton Wick, Middlesex. [

ZENITH-GRADUA, very sporting solo single, <

tion and appearance as new tliroughout, evei!

cesaory; £77.-57, Clarence Rd., Teddington. .[

Id 16 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith and Ccachbuilt
i- iJ car, with hood, had very little use, complete

lamps; £115.-66, Church Rd., Barnes, S.W. [

-f Q20 Brand New Zenith Combination, Bh.p., i

-Lf7 tershalt. Swan silver sidecar, the prettiest 1

London; £215.-1, Hollyhedge Ter., Lewisham. [:

P7ENITH, 1916, 5.6h.p., untershaft and

£138.-Maii.ies', 100, Gt. Portland St., Londo:

19 18 Zenith 5.6h.r. Twin Combination, c
clutch, kick start, speedometer, la

screen- £125.—W., Xewlands, Heodley

4h.p. 1915 Zeuith-Gradna Combination, w
speedometer, lamps, horn, perfect con(

trial; £80, or nearest.—52, Huxley Rd.. Edmc

-1 Q17 Zenith S'.iih.p. Twin, sportiuB moilol

-Lt7 Inmp.s, hbni, spare cover, belt: first

oflter accepted-—Jacobs, 665, Fulham Ed
, S.W.6.

nt the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the is
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

. Ciwioolot pidGcnr, 4

liBlitinir, Miinro ohnin
oUor; iiltor 6.-31, U.tl'ord ltd., mtuny,

(8132

1913-14. 3V:h.n. T.T.
I't rmininB nrilor; auj
Hill Bd., liouor Oak

[8533

Zli.VlTH-GUAUaA, iiliout

n'd, TOlinhle, aouiid, i>o

ilmo; £1)5.—Uaiaged, 3a, For

liorn, Bpiire' tube and cov
at, iH'rtoct; £96, no otlcrs
n|)lon riirk, N.l.

14, conntorshaft, lamps,
r, racing slipper pistons,
-Alexander, 24, North-

18194

!ith elntih
,jn»t

[7784
lanlivl, porlei't- £90, or near ofler.-G. Brittaiu
HiBli .St., Uratahaui.

1IQ15 Zenith Combinalion. . Sh.p. J.A.P. twin,
!.«/ nnintershatt, eluteh, kick-starter, B.S.A. si(i.'i:ir,

UII.V cnnipped. notliinR to buy; bargain, £90.-5.
fields, Shrewsbury. [8686

hack brake.
torpedo sidecar, \rind

ide, tail Klaxon; 125 gns.
(lens, WaUington. [7974

ilanle

7ENrTII 6I1.P. C.imifeishaft, clutch, 1920
-i fioiif « yl. iiil.iu.ilion. Swan torpedo 5

3 laini.s

5. Ho

lione (Brixton 2114],

-01i\

7EXlTH-0IiAnUA Late 1914 Sh.p., Mill.^-Fulford
^ Mil.vnr. kick startiT. pillion seat, perfect condi-
lon. spceil.mieter. accessories spares, lamps, horn; trial
Uliugly; £110.-48, Somerset Rd., Tottenham.. (8334

1IQI4 Sh.p. Twin CompetilU beautiful condition,
sed since March. 1916, all accessories: any examina-
^on; 87 gns.—81, Little Ealing Lane, Ealing, London.

DOE Sale, Zenith 1920 (March) T.T. 5-6h.p.. Gradua
L eear, only ridden 450 miles, perfect condition, as
ew, 65 m.p.h.; including spare belt. Cowey horn
leedomcter. Lucas H. and K. lamps, spare tube, Dowle
lol kit: price £150, complete.—Apply, John Moxon
, Commercial St., Newport, Mon. (6797

^ENITH-GEADUA 1919i;_, Sh.p. T.T. Model, mileage
J under 1,000; the engine has been carefully run
I with best oil, and is in every respect better thaii new,

I
nting and enamelling perfect; the price, £145, in-
udes 2 lamps, 2 generators, 2 belts, 2 honis, Cowey
leedometer. extra saddle-bag, complete set of tools,
pair outfit (unused), valve, spring, etc., also motor
chug suit (used once) : flrsit chcaue secures.—Call or

after 7.0, 62, Tulse Hill, S.W.2.
(7842

Ladies' Motor Cycles.
.\DIES" Lightweight Motosacoche Motor Cycle, re-

i cently overhauled, perfect condition;" £20.—
ove I\hll, Hitchin. (7767
ADYS Motor Cycle, Singer, about 1914. 2-speed

' free engine, clutch, kick starter, lamps, horn.

[S469

perfect order and
-, , ,. ,

- speeds and free
s.uc. .cij powerful, chmb any hill in England with
;ra passenger on carrier; first £47/10 secures.—
Hard, Eiger House, Chesterfield. (X0356

Miscellaneous.
lOYAL RUBIES, ail models.

1^19 7-9h.p. 3-speed Clutch and K.S. Harley-David-

ai4 2-speed T.T. Royal Enfield; £80.

I HE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd.. NWS
Phone ; Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons and '

I
Mays. [5694

}

lOh.p. Williamson Combination, fitted with hood,
screen, and lamps, in first-class condition; £170.

|

Triumph. 1919, with sidecar, almost

irnisher, 74, Overstone Ed., Northampti

lh.p.

£160.

Ui.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle;

iE .ibove can be

£42.

at the Ellenborough Motor
^- „„ ,„, - Works, Ellenborough Bd., Wood

n, -^.22. Phone: Tottenham 2119. (8552

'^«i.^''*-'^'J'^
'" niotoi' cycles, cash or exchange.

All machines guaranteed.—Below.
D. VARTY guarantees all dates adyertised to be
correct, and date of machine is put on the

pt.—Below.

D. VARTY despatches all second-hand machines
carnage paid at railway company's risk to your

;st station.—Below.

D. VARTY for satisfaction, a square deal, and
your old machine in part exchange.—Below.
D- VARTY'S place is at the top of the well-
known Bread and Cheese Hill, on the London-

lend road, and every machine is tested up this
x-iore despatching.—Below.
D. VARTY, Thundersley. Rayleigh, Essex. [9748

RiiAIN, £16, 3ibh.p. motor cycle, sound, mag
gojd. running order, ride away.—C. Hadlev

[8641
Ij ich Rd., Colcheste:

NEW AND USED

MACHINE TOOLS.

POLLOCK & MACNAB 6|in.

Friction Geared Capstan
Latlies fop 1 Jin. bac.

New 10x24in. CHURCHILL
type Universal Grinders.

New lOin. x 36in. LANDIS
PlainGrinding Machine.

New No. 2 CINCINNATI
Vertical Milling Machines.

6in. X 14in. PRATT &
WHITNEY. Internal
Thread Miller,

HERBERT No.QCombination
Turret Lathe.

1 Sin. Swing 8ft. bed AMERI-
CAN Tool Works Lathe.

2fin. CLEVELAND Autos.

HERBERT No. 1 2 Horizontal
Plain Miller.

ARCHDALE PLAIN MILLER
Table 25iin. x lOin.

No. 3H LE BLOND Universal
Miller.

BECKER MODEL C Vertical
Miller.

NG3.2 & 3 KELLER Die Sink-.
ing Machines.

6in.x32in. NORTON Plain

Grinding Machines.

John Macnab
(Machinery), Ltd.,

Mary St., HYDE.
Telegrams: "LATHES, HYDE."

Telephone; 78, HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, BENNETTS HILL.

LONDON OFFICE:

7, KING ST., CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
MlBcelluncouB

BOOTir.S MotorluB. nallfnx.-Clyno comblnatioj^
^

dotachablo wheels, £99/10; Cljuo gun carrlai;^,

"I^OOTH'S MotorlOB, nallfax.-Elght 1916 Douglan's,
-*-» i;55/6oach; Douglas 1018 combination, £110/ 10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—ah.p. Triumph, with
now sidecar, countershaft model; £105/5.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—3l/jh. p. Ariel, 3-speed
countershaft, with new sidecar; £88/10.

BOOTH'.S Motorics, Halltax.-1918 AUdaya AUon,
2 speeds, £59/10; Uobart, £48/10.

BOOTH'.I Motorics. Halitax.-O.K., 3 speeds,
£46/10; Calthorpo, Enfleld gear, £55/10.

3 lh.p. Combii
a £56.-140

Cambridge.

. £130.—
Automobile Co., Ltd., Hobson .St.,

Cambridge. [8409

COVENTRY'S Master Motor Cycles; 3 modeU at
list prices : immediate delivery.—E. V. Motor.-.

150a, Eailway Terrace, Eiigby. [X0427

B.S.A.. chain drive, all parts for sale; new anti
C.A.V., new mudguards, new tank, used once.

—Allcorn, 56, Leighton Gardens, Kensal Rise. [7875

Blackbu
£165; plus
Motor Ci/dc.

33.h.p. Anglian, B.B., ;

4 ride away, £24 low
B.B., senii-T.T. bars,
quires adjustn
Jones, Wensu:

Scott combinatic
3,755, c/o The

[8751

aagneto, new belt, good tyres,
!st, snip; 5-6h.p. Barns, Bo "

:hain drive, sound,
' Lut

"

Norton
_ : Multi;

racing Royal Ruby-Jap 3V2h.p.,; 1915 Dot-Jap
8h.p. combination; three 1916 2%h.p. Douglases:
31/211.p. W.D. P. and M.. etc. ; all equipped and
mechanically perfect.—Cliffe and Gamble, Blue Ball
Yard, St. James's St., S.W.I. 'Phone-; Gerrard 7711.

[8894
PRIVATE IVrotorists! Do you want to buy a car or

motor cycle privately from an owner at a reasonable
price and avoid paying excessive middleman's profits? We
have dozens of cars and m'btor cycles registered with
us from all parts of the kingdom. Call, 'phone Ger-
rard 2392. or send 6d. for our current list and free
introduction to • what you want.—Kwiksale Private
Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. [0138

HAVE the following ready to ride away : 1920
Indian combination, dynamo lighting, run 900

miles, as new, £215; Douglas 1916 3-speed combina-
£112: Indian 1915 3-speed combination,

speedometer, electric lighting, exceptionally good,
£125; Indian 1914 coachbuilt combination, 2-speed.
ill on, £85: D.E.W, cycle car (see Cycle Cars]; seen
Saturday afternoon or Sunday morning. — 60a, Kirk-
dale, Sydenham. [8368

lighting, splendid condition: Si-jh.p

N.S.U., 2-speed, clutch, combination: 2^ih.p. 2-speed
1919 Coulson B., under 2,000, perfect; 2i/oh.p. 2-speed
Sun-Villiers. 1915, just overhauled; 4h.p. single-geared
L.M.C, just overhauled ; lOh.ji. 2-seater Turner car,
water-cooled, worm drive, hood, screen, perfect order.—
The above can be seen and tested at any time at 120,
BoUo Bridge Rd., Acton, W.3, and are open to
offers. [8267

VICTORY Garages.—You'll want a mount for cer-
taiii by AVhitsuntide, so get one now, while prices

are comparatively low. Rover combination, as new,
5-6h.p., wind screen, etc., 1919 model, £198; Chater-
Jap combination, Sh.p., 3-speed, K.S., countershaft

;

Matchless solo, 2-speed, K.S., 8h.p., snip, £72; Brown
3i/.h.p., perfect, £32; another Brown 3\'^h.x>., appear-
ance not so good, £23/10; F.N., 4-cyl., perfect, £32;
i\Iinerva, perfect order, and pulls well, m.o.i.v., £15:

d others, all at rock bottom prices. Call and see
and

Denmark Rd., Camberwell Gi^i

d-hand
nd EUam^ Coldharbour Place and

London. [8893

and
ee us. IS^ew and second-hand motor cycles, com-

binations, and light cars always on view, prices to suit
everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow a
good price for it in Dart exchange. We are now deliver-
ing 1920 models, Coulson-B, N.U.T., Matahless, Har-
ley-Davideon, Eudge, B.S.A., New Imperials, Alton.
Bat, Omega, Sun, O.K., COT'ntry Eagle, Wolf, and
the famous Q.N., Citroen, Horstmann, and Deemster

All 1920 cars and cycles in this advertisement
old by us strictly at makers' list price; we do not

accept premiums.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hamp-
stead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7. inoluding Saturdays. [1961

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A33
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
RILEY Tricar, 6-8h.p., w.c, 3 speed

,

splendid condition; particulars, stamped en-
relope; £45.-60, Watson 3t., Deptlord, London, S.E.

[8273
KEaRT-ABIN"GDOX Tricar, good condition, tyres

as new, twin engine. Bosch mag., B. and B. car-

buretter; ride away: £50, or nearest ofler.—White,
liitchborougjj, near Weedon. [7779

TEICAE Chassis complete, new 8h.p. w.c. Buchet
engine, 2-spe«d and reverse, new chains and spare,

Boech mag.. Solex carburetter, wings and bonnet, oirly

requires body ; take £75. or will make cash adjustment
for good combination.—Cheeseman, Eantbury, Berks.

[7702

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RAYBECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fitted with

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, render lame people
delightlully independent. The Raybeck fitted with
Model de Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form of

motoring for the disabled : catalogue free.—Harry
Rayner, 10 and 12, George St., Blackpool. [8065

MOTOR SCOOTERS.

stock; list price.

EGERTOXS. XorUigate, Ipswich. — Mobile Pup
scooters in f.toct ; immediate delivery.-'Phone

:

962. [8158

WATJCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Autoped scooters from stock, dynamo lighting

£42. [6859

£29/10.—Genuine Autoped scooter, spring frame,
clutch; trial.—Service's, 26, Page St., West-

minster. [6803

AUTO-GLIDEES.—Place your orders now to secure
delivery.—Distributers tor Kent. Saunders Cycle

Co., Chatham. [8805

AUTOPED Scooters, ex-stock; ie42 ; including
dynamo lighting.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St..

London, W.l. [8768

SCOOTER.—Immediate delivery of L.A.D. make
£45.—Reid, Stopford, and Ridd, 14, Clifford St.,

W. Regent 1478. [0157

SCOOTER. B.S.A. Auto-Wheel in place of back wheel
ol lady's cycle, good condition; photo; £16.-64,

Lysways St.. Walsall. [X0359

SKOOTAMOTA and Autoped, delivery from stock.-
The Lankester Engineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept.,

63, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. [2091

AUTOPED IM.h.p. Scooter, dynamo lighting, clutch,
etc., used for demonstration only; £36.— 1, Nor-

wood Rd., Heme Kill. 'Phone : Brixton 1964. [8319

AUTOPED, the original auto scooter. IMjh.p. 4.stroke
engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horn, tools,

etc.; £42.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [0175

HOODS, WIND SCREENS. ETC,

ORTO Wind Screen, with wings, good condition, fit

any sidecar; 32/5.—Walker, Cumnor, Oxford.
[X0247

HERCULES.- Hoods, 52/6 and 65/-; hoods re-
covered from 27/6.—Hercules Hood Co.. 698,

Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham. [8391

REX G. MUNDY.—Easting wind screens supplied
from stock; £4/10: the most efficient screen

the market.— 1, Duke St., Richmond. [8782

AUSTER Aero Triplex Aluminium Wind Screens,
12in., adjustable, fit any sporty sidecar; 25/- each.

—Richardson, 20. Nudsery St., Peudleton, Manchester.
[7665

AUSTER Triplex Wind Screens, suitable for side-
cars, polished aluminium frames, adjustable,

12in.x6'Ain.; 25/- each.—North London Cairving Co.,
Ltd., Carlton House, Lower Regent St., S.W.I. [8803

BODIES.

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-18, Courley St.. 3. Totten-
ham. [3232

CLYNO 1916 Endv. .£5: wanted. Clyno rear c]i:uii
case.-54. Ascimnb Rd.. Croydon. [8054

•Phone.:—
Bolton. 1348.

Guaranteed early delivery of all

makes of note.

Delivery from stock of the best makes
of sidecars

MILLS-FULFORD,
HENDERSON,
CANOELET,

etc.

The Leading House for Accessories,
Motor Clothing, Tyres, Spares, etc.

Write us your requirements.

DEPOTS :

BOLTON—71, Bradshawgate.

MANCHESTER—
245, Deansgate

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES A»EENDED
IF—YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and all those
interested in the wise lubri-
cation o'f a Motor Vehicle cf
any description we invite
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIFAX, Yorks.
LEEDS. PARIS.

BODIES. '

NEW Roomy Landanlet Sidecar Body, spring seat,
locker at back; a bargain, £20.-5, Norwood At.,

Didsbury, Manchester. [8471

"VTEAEXy New Venus Coach Body, lightweight,
-Li apron, luggage grid, screen {no glass); £8/8.— '

16, Bride St., Barnsbury. [8422.

REMOVAL Sale.—100 new Periection coach bodies;
reduced prices; trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change. Union St. South, Halifax. :8C80

CAMBER Conch Bodies, underelung and st'-iied

pottern. Makers. Bright and Hayles, 78, Cliiii^h

St., Camberwell. 'I'lione: Bri.xton 2951. [8583

C^
ROTAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies are built by txifits,

flrst-clasd finish; models supplied to fit every rvi.c
01' chassis.-Write The Willowbrook Co.. Leicester. ;gO50

COACHBUILT Bodies, suit all chassis, from £5;
latest bulbous back, £8; tandem sealers, £9 15;

fitted free.-Edwardes, 277, Camberwell Rd., .S.E.5.

[8623
BASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies, latest bulbous

back de luxe; also other patterns, including step,

semi step, lightweights, torpedos, etc.; all at low

prices.

BASTONE'S.-We have several soiled bodies to clear

to make room for new models; inspection invited.

—228. Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l.
[8761

SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designf

and colours to choose from; aprons, hoods, wind

screens, repairs. Trade supplied.—City Motor Co

,

121, 123, 126, London Rd., Manchester. [0046

CO.\CH Bodies, bulbous back, touring, lightw-.ight

stepped, and 2-seater, hoods, screens (Cameo ant

Easting stocked), all repairs.-T. Williams, manu
tacturer, 9, Lower Chatham St., Oxford Rd., Man

,

Chester. [6193

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
• ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of origina

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.-

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers ti

the conch trade for over SO years. Consult ns when de

signing new ideas.—20. Indor St.,, London, B.0.4. [000'

LOWMAX'S for Coach Bodies.—We are actual mam;
facturers and offer fnU size bodies smartly np

holster&l and finished any colour; price, including dofi

and locker under seat, £5/15; fitted with spring liac)

and spring seat, 10/- extra; no cheaper hou^e; 'Cu;

for list—L. Lowman and Co., 45, Church Lane Cbarl

ton, S.E.7. [8641

SAIsDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sideca
' body builders in the country. We have manu

factured to date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies alway

on hand, completed or in the course of completion-

3-Beaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro

iectiles, and featherweight. Ton can get what yoi

want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandhan

Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Sd., London, W.C
'Phone: Holborn 933.

'"""[002(

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

QAND'UM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

SANDUM Sidecar Catalogue tor 1920, the most

comprehensive in the trade.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Our touring models, Nos. 1,

and 3, are designed for comfort.

SAKDUM Models. The racy £22/10, and spoltint

£24, are ot distinctive appearance.

S\NDUM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest side-

car on the road; highly recommended
Motor Cycle."

S.\NDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/l&h
£35 : absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Patent Convertible Sidecar with the ft*
appearing seat ; a de luxe single-seater, yet copjpMi

of seating two adults comfortably: the latest OTolutw*

of the sidecar body; fully patented.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart ffllJ;

racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and tmflei

seat: when not in use the seat back hinges forward aija

neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SAKDUM Hoods, ploted fittings, suit any body; to
mediate dehvery ; £3.

QANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufactuisTB a
JO" coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, M
aprons. ^
SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-buildeisj

the country.

SANDHAM Engii
' W.C.I. -Phoije

to 165. Pentonville Rd,
Britannia St., W.O.
CJCOTT 4-point C.B. SidO Asbdown Rd

ring Co., 336, Gray
Holborn 933 Fi '

and Briti

tbiiSIDECAi: I'.-", nil .M itrhless Model H., new- 11
gU3.-,V|.i...i ;ui.!i o. 23, Custlewood Rd., Stamford

Hill. [8214 ^^^^^ji' £6.—Battcishell.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

apron, good condfwB;
Gloucester. (XOMO
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
ASTUNli'S lor Sidecars at Lowest Prices.

ASTONE'S lor Sidecars; imraediato deiiverj.

ASTONI^'S for Sidecars; no better or clicapci

Latest underslung models

ASTONE'S for Coacllbuilt Bodies; from £4/15.

ASToXK'S.—We liavo a InrRe stock ol eonchbnilt
bo-iu-;, latest patterns in cie luxe, torpedos. un-

dliiii;. step patterns; also tandems. lishtweiBbts,
: nil lute models, and at low prices; 200 bodies

ASTONE'S for SIonRomer!
niixh'U in stock. compieti_ ..__ .^

ribiitins agents for London districts
k: tr.ide supplied.

.\SToNEf
£3; (Ifli

ASTON i; ;

Rd.. Ki:
til. T.A.

Sidecar Departmen
S's Cross. London,
Bastoncs. Kincross

deenrs. 1920. liitest

th tyre and apron;
delivery from

ly fitted;

PentonviUe
2481
[8764

N.l. Tel.
Londc

DEOAK. oft Eex-.Tiip; ,ilso Jlirtrlleton sprinp fnniio
elKis^is

; vliciiii.—Timuious, Mansfield. [X0287

HKfAR Chassis, old imttern. less tvre. sonnd ron-
ditiMn; f2.-256, Liverpool Kd., Sontbport. [S.048B

OHTrxn C.B. Sidecar, new; wliiit nftuK —A Saii-
soiu, 28, MiKerrell Ed., Perlcluun. London. [8179

£7: ills.

I3W
Sti

lulluini.
[7675

all fittings; £18.-
i'ulham, S.\V.6.

. [7792
;
KAMULE Sidecar, ofl 4-51i.p. Zenith. 4-point. lioilv
bad condition; f 6.'10.—i'ovd, Sotwdl, near \T;illing-

[X0087
)BPNET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's

Delivery from' Motorics, Portland Place, Halifas

irs.—Latest

I )RONET Sidecars. — Immi
Triumphs, B.S.A., Ariel,

ones, Hali£a.x.

IRONET Sidecars.—Special u
ley-Davidson, finished brow:

chassis

Indi!

and

Halifax,

sold at

IRONET Sidecars, supplied immed
through the trade.-Booth's Moti

IRONET Sidecars are high-clas
moderate price.—Booth's.

IRONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt; send fc
illustrated list, post free.—Booth's Motorics.

IRONET Sidecars are giving satisfaction in a
parts of the world.—Booth's.

IRONET Sidecar Bodies. 20D in stock, finished c
1.—Booths.

iRONET Sidccars.-Spring«, 17/6 and 25/- pair
28, 6.—Booths Motorics, Halifax.

RONET Sidecirs.-Mudguard blades with sid
inamelled; 7/6.—Booth's Motoric;alance

RONET Side
list In

slung chassis;
-Booth's Moto

lar,

every
Motor]

Booth's
d lor list.

[X7420
;in.l tHl.e in good

loiu Tite, Wituev,
[8125

"lOfl condition, new
Reednuin, Sowerhv,

[8029
ACHBflLT Uudersluug .SidPiar; £13/10- new
Dnulop: alter 6 p.m.— 4, Xewingtua Causewny

[7817

(1 .IELEY
jj^con.,

ti iniPH
A tvie an.

r k.

gotsl conditio

snund, but

-18, Whersteu'

bad

Ed.
[8466

upholstered red.lONG Cane Sidecar, old patt
good tyie; f4.-Baker, 189. WaideL
ington. [8Q73
•^NDERSOX Elite Sidecars, all models, immediate
deliTOry.-J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Ed

on, N.W.I.
i:X0564J.

I
I

THE PREMIERii
MQflORCOMmNYj

EARLY DELIVERY of

NEW 1920 MODELS.
ACME,

BAT, BROUGH.
F.N

, JAMES,
LEVIS, REX.
VELOCETTE,
HENDERSON 4-cyl.

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.

Enquiries solicited from Birmingham

district only, please!

TRIUMPH
Owing to the wonderful popu-
larity of the famous TRIUMPH,
the best delivery date we now have

open for ANY Model is AUGUST. i

ASTON ECHD. BIRMINGHSM.

FRANK B. ROPER,
166-168, London Rd.,

SHEFFIELD,
can deliver immediately

as under:
Easting Windscreens. £4 19s. , .Cameo Wind-

screens, £3 ; Luggage Grids for any sidecar, 22 /6
;

Watford Speedometers, £4 ISs. and. £5 5s., plus
lo";;, ; Cowcy Speedometers £7 and £6 ; Cowcv
Horns.fS ; Stewart Hornsr 30 -

; Kla.\on Horns,
36 ;-

; Black Bulb Horns.. 21 ;- ; Brass Car Horns,
27/6; B. & B. and .taac Carburetters, light-

weight £3 7s., heavy-weight £3 12s. ;
Binks Car-

buretters, £4 7s. 9d."; Lucas, P. & H., and Miller

Head Lamps, list prices ; Bob John Head Lamps,
52 '6

: variety of high-class Rear Lamps from
4/6 to 10/6; every known make of Plug, list

prices ; Brooks' Leggings, fawn, list prices ; "Turner
Foot Pumps, (4/6; Mortiir Fool Pumps. 32/6;
Wood-Jlilne F.-ot Pumps. £2 7s. 9ll. ; A.K. Knee
Grips. 12 /6 ; ever\- pat. Brooks' Saddles. list prices;

Motor Cvcle Toolkits. 17,6; King Dick Spanners,
size o 4/11, size r 6/4, size 2 11 /3 : iprg Tan-Sads,
33/-; 1920 Tan-Sads, 38/-; Calf Leather Gauntlet
Gloves. 17/6; Waterproof Motor Cycle Suits,

from 35/- ; Millford. Henderson, and Haden Side
cars at list prices before the last advance ; every
known part of J. A. P. Engine, list price; every
known part of Indian Motor Cycle, list prices

;

every size of ever>* popular make of T>Te and
Tube ; and. as far as humanly possible, every
Motor Cycle Accessory procurable on the market.
Any and every article sent by return of post on
7 da>'s appioval.

Write for an early date for deliver^' of the
following Motor Cyclk : INDIAN, A.J.S., SCOTT,
BAT-il.A.P., BRADBURY, WILKIN, O.K. and
HOSKISON ; RICHARDSON Light Car afid

LAGONDA Light Car.

'Phone: 2802. Wires. Uoper. 2 S02, Sheffield.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

n
i that set up a new
rv. nuitable 4-poinl al-
ritc for illustrated lints

to ilay.

BAMC'O .Sidecnrs.-.Speclalii'ts in cars lor Scott,
Trinmi.li, B.S.A., Sunbeam, DouKlas, etc.

BAMCI) .Sidecars.—We are now booking orders lor

AMjcii.an outfits, llarley-Davidson, UcadinK-
."Slandnid, .Anii-rican Excelsior, Henderson, etc.; prompt
||^•livcl.^ .III! h- ;;iv,-M at prevent.

We have a limittd number of

I Triinnph, B.S.A.. etc., ready tor

dilivci,\, but protnpt application is ad-
B'\^!;:'.,^':

nirdial
able.

N
. Co., Ltd,, address as above. Tel. : Willcs-
872. T.A. : Ibbircral, Willgreen. [8821

OTHINO, nothing, and what is the reason why.
gets to the end ol life there's nothing

to do but di(

OTHINO.N^ fact;
aturely. that's all.

NOTHIX(,
than ;

OTHI.NG'S

nd you don't dit

idowill help an inadvertent
wretchedly made sidecar.

NOTHI.NG'S worse than the feeling caused by trac-

whether tight laced or not. In fact, 'tis sometimes
fatal.

"VfOTHING is spared in expense or trouble to pro-
1'^ duce the best cha

requii

expense
is possible at Middleto

... .xchange for the finest

cept the dough, the old dough,
and nothing but the dough.

NOTHING too troublesome Special department for

fussy individuals. Gent walks in, wants sidecar,

match fiancee's stockings. Certainly, send lady along.
Ah, morning madam, this way for the studio. H'm.
Yes, very nice, er—stockings. Shot silk are they ?

H'm. Want shot paint to match I fiuppose. Alright,
we've got a gun—yes. a grease gun. Nothing too much
trouble at our stores, our stores, our nineteenth cen-

tury stores. What the dickens are we singing about?

NOTHING worse than amateurs attempting adver-
tisement writing. It's not in my line, I'm the

plumber. Sljakespeare excuse us quoting the barred,

the fact is we are Middleton's

LONDON'S oldest established sidecar makers. 27,

Ye Olde Stroude Greene Roade, Finsbury Parke.

N.4. 'Phone; 1S84. [3335

CANOELET Coachlinilt Sidecar, tyre very good, taken

ofl 1919 P. and M. ; £11.—Londen, Abbey Ed..

Barrdw-in-Furness. [X0079

1 Q20 Watsonian Sidecars, all 'models ex-stock, to
-t-*/ fit any machine.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd.. 139.
New St., Birmingham. [X0322

,

TWO Sidecar Chassis, with wheel, tyre, and mud-
guard: £3 and £5.-1, Norwood Rd., Heme Hill.

phLue : Brixton 1964. [8818

NEW Coaeluinilt Sidecar. Gloria pattern body, 4-roiut

Millford chassis; state cash oilers.-Mathews, 7.

Queen's Laue, Cirencester, [7871

SIDECAR, undershing, coaclihuilt, 28',;3 nheel for

ridged frame Indian; £12.-Fairhead, 14, Mel-

ville Rd., Walthamstow. [8274

HENDERSON Sidecars in stock: Walbro wind
screens in stock.—Cambridge Automobile Co..

Ltd.. Hobson St.. Cambridge. [8415

EXCEPTIONALLY Fine Sidecar Body, bulbous

back, shock absorbers, wind screen; £15. or

ofter.-Boulton, Saffron Walden. [6441

ALUMINIUM Sporting Torpedo Sidecar, 4-point

fitting, 26in. wheel, excellent condition; £16.—
Turner, Norbury Rd.. Reigate. [8272

FAMOUS Dinkv Sidecars in Stock, for immediate
deliverv; enquiries invited.—J. Smith and Co.. 16.

Haiupsfead Ed., London. N.W.I. [X0565

NPACKED Brand New B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar for

;
£30.—Evans. Maesgwyn, Abertrwd Ed..

Mountain Ash. Gkiniorgansbire. [8123

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecars.—All models in stock.

Corvette i£28/17/6, Skiff ;e25/5.—P. J. Evans.

83-91. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [0175

COACHBUILT Sidecar, at present .attached to 1919
Triumph": £21 ; only wants seeing.-J. Knowles.

The Hostel, Archery Bd., Eltham, S.E.9. [7725

AJ S. Sidecar Bodv, 1920, unused, Model D., wind
screen, hood, curtains, etc., Lux upholstered;

offers.—Bogg, Piiuter, Ecctes, Manchester. [X0376

CAMBER Sidecars, complete, from £16/10 to

£27;i7;6.-Mokers, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell. 'Phone: Brixton 2951. [8579

1 Q20 Millford Sidecars to Fit Triumph, P. and M.'s,
-L*^ and Sunbeams, and others from stock.—Frank
Whitworth, Ltd.,, 139. New St., Birmingham. [X0321

1 Q20 Canoelet Sidecars.—We can supply and fit im-
J.J/ mediately any model to any machine.—Frank
Whitworth. Ltd.. 139, New St., Birmingham. [X0323

HENDERSON Sidecars.-All models in stock. Elite

£43. Model B £30. featherweight £22.—P. J.

Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0177

U^^

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at the end of eacli advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A35
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
WILLIAMSON Coaolibuilt Sidecar, complete with

liood, and screen flttings, perfect condition;
nearest £30.-Box 3,712, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8145

J. Evans, 83-91, Jotn Bright St., Birmingliaii
[0178

MILLS-FULFOED Sidecar, good condition, nearly
new Palmer tyre, luggage carrier: firet offer over

18 gns. secures.—Fletcher, Frant Ed., Tunbiidge Wells.
[7805

SIDECAR, underspruug, very liglit, good condition,
off S^h.p. Conaaugbt, 26X2 heavy Dunlop tyre,

m;aily new; £15.— Smith, Willow Cottage, Potters Bar.
[8872

BEAMELE Sidecar Chassis, 4-Boint, valence mud-
guard, complete with tyre, as new, suit Triumph,

B.S.A., etc.; £10.-172, Grcenvals Ed., Eltham, S.E.9.
[8717

NEAELY New Montgomery Sidecar, 4-point, com-
plete with lighting set, apron, like new, special

Tiiumph; £20.-Ford, Sotwell, near Wallingford, Berks.
[8920

BEAMELE Coacbbuilt Sidecar [enclosed chassis],

apion, 4^point couplings, enamelled maroon, ex-
cellent condition; £13/10.-322, Shobnall St., Burton-
on-Trent. [S0402

REMOVAL Sale: genuine bargains.—Perfection side-

cars, bodies, and chassis at reduced prices ; trade
supplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
Halifax. [8079

R^

GIDI

anteed. Write for catalogue.-The Willowbrook Co..
Leicester. [0049

B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar, B.S.A. wind screen and apron,
late 1919, indistinguishable from new; £30 or

nearest.—168, Burbage Ed., Dulwich, S.E.21. Tel. :

Bri.xton 1489. [8258

COACHBUILT Bowser Sidecar, Toiturette rim, Dun-
lop heavy tyre and tube, new, pockets both sides

of bodv; bargain, £18; or fit Triumph or B.S.A.—
Rowallan Cottage, Wejbridge. [8444

IDECAES, lightweight C.B., canoe-shaped, new, £16;
t C.B. sidecars to lit Harleys, 28iu. wheel,

.128/10; a few second-hand sidecars from 10 gns.—
(liven, 59, ScholefleVd Ed., Upper Holloway. [X0466

BPvAND New Henderson A. Coachbnilt Sidecar, 4-

point, painted royal blue, complete with Coverall,
(oat, lamp, and generator, only used once; £22/10.—
J. Hodgkison, Florendine St., Amington, Tamworth.

[X0a82
SUPERB Coachbuilt Sidecars, smartest designs,

lowest prices, any colour, fron> £15 complete;
bodies ouly from £5.—Call and inspect at the Lan-
caster Motor -Co., 158, Norwood Bd., West Norwood,
S.E.26. [9221

MONTGOMERY Sidecars, all models, in stock; No.
1, £26/10; No. 2, £23/10; special Triumph,

£24/10; No. 3, £17/17; tandem, £26/10; plus crate
and carriage; send for catalogue.—Batchelor and Co.,
Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [3091

J.
BLAKE and Co., 110-112, Bold St., Liverpool,
Britain's premier motor cycle and accessories

ealoon, have the largest assortment of sidecars for
immediate delivery, including Swan, Grindlay, Canoe-
let, Mills-Fulford, Patey, Henderson, Luxurette, and
J.B. [6684

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home

;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any snape body fitted. They have been well
tested for six yea,i-s on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—New Doug
laa 1919 sidecars to fit 4h.p. Douglas motor cycles,

£27/10; No. 2 B.S.A. sidecars. 1920 models, £35.
Canoelet sporting sidecars in various colours, also Canoe-
let roadster sidecars, from £22 ; Wauchope No. 1 side-
cars £25/10, Wauchope No. 2 sidecars £24/10, and
Wauchope No. 3 sidecars £23/10; Williamson sidecars.
£28: Rennoc sidecars, from £19/10, in stock.—'Phone:
6777 Holborn. [6851

SIDECAES.-Watsonian model H, cash, £20/16, or
' gradual payments, £22/7/6, 29/2 monthly;

Watsonian model G, cash £19/5, gradual payments
£20/14, 25/- monthly; Milford Skiff, cash, £25/5,
gradual payments £27/15/6, 31/8 monthly; delivery
from stock : hoods, wind screens, to suit above : lowest
prices; 1920 80-page catalogue of sidecars, accessories,
now ready .price 6d.—M.Y. Dept., The Metroix.litan
Machinists Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, E.C. [8906

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
A.V. Mono<'ar, 1919. electric hghting, painted red;

£125.-Karu, Leatherhead. [7770

6h.p. De Dion Chassis, good tyres; £37/10.-97.
Croydon Ed., Anerley, S.E. [8355

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon, E.C.4.-
8h,p. A.V. monocar, new 1920 model: £172/16.

[6869
MOEGAN G.P., 1915, little used, hood, speedometer:

£190; solo part.-4, Victoria St., Cambridge.
[85S4

T,iGEETONS, Northgritc, Ipswich, can give immediate
XJ .Ir.jivriy lilcrint-WIiippet from stock.-'Phooe

:

962. [8159

A.C. Sipciabli-. 2-.-'-:iter, hood, screen, first-class con-
dition; £70: lido ;avay.-52, Burlington Gardens.

Acton.
• [7994

UNION STREET SOUTH,

HAI-IFAX.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed in Running Order.

REX, 6 h. p., a-spced, coach Sidecar . . £70
SUNBEAM, igrS, s-V h.p., 3-speed .... £135
DOUGLAS, 2,Jh.p., 2-speed, new tjTcs £68 5

INDIAN, 7-g h.p., 2-sp., spring frame,
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £87 10

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-sp., reconditioned 65 gns.

DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., rgrs, lamps, Klaxon £62 10
SUNBEAM, jgrS, 3! h.p., coach Com-

bination, appearance almost as new £165
VINDEC, 5 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar.. £65

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
DOUGLAS, r920, new Sidecar . . . £40
Coach Sidecar, for Douglas £18 10

Coach Sidecar, suit Triumph £9 10

Coach Sidecar, new body, for P. & M. £14 10

W.C. Forman Engine (about 87 x 100)

,

Bosch mag., carburetter, and clutch £19 10

NEW GOODS.
MERRALL-BROWN, the super three-

wheeler £375
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., Swan Sidecar .. £215
AUTOPED Scooter, electric lighting . . £42
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170
ACME 3 h.p. Combination £209
REX S h.p. Combination £203 10

ENFIELD, 2.V h.p., 2-speed £68
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame . . £109 15

BAT, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar .. . £190
EXCELSIOR, 2l h.p,, 2-speed £67
Easting Windscreens £4 10

Cameo Windscreens £3
C.A.V. Magnetos £7 17 6

Cowey Horns, £3 ; Klaxons £1 16

Cowey Speedometers £6
Bonniksen Speedometers (Trip) £6 10

Capac Carburetters (exchanges quoted) £4 4
New Army Knapsack, 13! xtrin 5 6

Sidecar Chassis, with wheel £7 12 6

IF

SAXONS
Were
Alive.

If Saxon Spring
Forks were alive— it

they could speak

—

they would tell you
that the present con-

dition of the roads

was their business

—

not yours.

Decidedly pre-eminent

in their shock absorb-

ing qualities, they

reduce to an absolute

minimum all vibration

and rough road shocks.

Get friendly with the
Saxon,and ride rough
roads in comfort.
'S :nd postcard to-day for full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

S.E.l

MORGAN,
new t'

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
C. Sociable, in new condition, with lamps ;

spares; cheap.—Edwardes, 20, Blackfriars I

19

porting, speedometer, hood, sort

chains; £120.—Dentham, Woodlai
[7

19 8h.p. "Cardeu Cycle Car, 2-seater. in new ci

dition, hardly used; sacrifice £160.—How
vizes. . [71

h.p. 2-seater Car, 3-speed and reverse, different
shaft drive, mag.; £65.-122, Bromyard I

jrcester. [8

MORGAN, 1919, W.C, hood, screen, electric Ian
repainted ; £245.—Barker's Motors, 194, Ball)

High Rd., S.W. [8.

M^
Avenue, Wisbech.

W.AUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.
8h.p. Duo car, £165; also 5h.p. Car

ocar, 100 gns. [6

MOEGAN de Luxe, 4-seater, J.A.P., new Aug
1919; best offer for immediate sale.—Cordon, C

bury Mortimer, Salop. [7

MOEGAN Runabout (water-cooled), 1917, in flrst-c 1

, condition, complete with lamps and accessor
£180.—Tillers, Dorchester. [V

1 Q20 G.N. 2-seater, spare wheel, dynamo light :,

-Lt/ new this week; offers.-Seen, 626, Lea Br :

Rd. {opposite Baker's Arms). . [E |1

REX G. MUNDT can give -early delivery of /.
monocars at list price; economy, speed, 1

cleanliness.- 1, Duke St., Richmond. [( l

1 Q20 Grand Prii Morgan, M.A.G., hood, screen, h „

3-*y lamps, 'etc., undriven ; best offer accepted; '. -

don.—Bos 3,627, c/o The Motor Cynle. [', ,1

MEERALL-BEOWN New 3-wheeler, lOh.p., 1 .

Coventry Simplex ; £375 ; in stock.-Halifax M 1

Exchange, Union St. South. Halifax. [I i

BLEEIOT 'Whippet Light Car: price £280, ii

aive : delivery within fortnight ; demonstration l

in stock.—Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. ['

MORGAN, 1920, Grand Prix, lOh.p. Mag. w;

cooled, fitted hood, screen, lamps, indistmgi .

able from new, done 150 miles; highest offer sei \ .

—Below.

MORGAN, 1915, in grey, extravagantly fitted. G 1

Prix model, with 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. engine, ;

wheels, guaranteed condition, very smart c;ir;
)

.-

£182.—Below.

MORGAN, 1916, late, in first-class condition,

wheels, electric lighting, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. en;

water-cooled, with all accessories, guaranteed or ,

price £185.—Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland

W.l. [' -

A.C. Sociable, late model, new tyres, hood, sci ,

lamps, generator, engine overhauled, fine oi .

drive away; bargain.—Toyer, 166, Dunstable ,

Luton. 1' ^

TJREMLER 3-wheel Runabout, water-cooled en

-t hood, wind screen, lamps,

tion throughout; bargain, £68.— tii

Lane, W.IO.
97;i

£87.-257, Ca

GARDEN Monocar, just completely,

repainted inside and out,

speedy, and climbs like

Balham, S.W. 12.

A.C. Sociable, hood, lamps, etc., in splenrli.l r.

tion; £70; Bleriot Whippet cycle car. iniiiu'

delivery; £280.—Cambridge Automobile Co., 1
.

Hobson St., Cambridge. ('
'

1 C|20 G.P. Morgan, electric side. tail. 1 i.A. I I

-Lil spare chains, etc., di,scs, completely cqaii i

under 500 miles; £270: I.O.M. Eudge, Norton pu

-

Beard, 32, Magdala Rd., Nottingham. 1.
'

A.V. Monocar, for speed and comfort.—Order '

from J. Blake and Co., Liverpool and 5 ••

Chester; authorised dealers for Lancashire (ex t

Fylde), Cheshire, and Isle of Mam I*'

MORGAN, 1920. handsome sporting model, fi i

complete hood, screen, lamps, horn, ;ind

wheels, only driven a few miles; £250,
apjdy after 6 p.i -305, High St. North, Ea

A.C. Sociable, late model, watertight Bo-, u, 1

wheel brakes, sweet running engine, front i

i.rni'ticallv as new; £49/10.—Garage, 5, Eglo.i -M

Berkley Ed.. Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Ti i.

N.W.I. ['
'

EARL, 1920, electric lighting, horn, interchn

able disc wheels. 2-speed and reverse, J.-Vr'

"ine, very sporting, beautiful condition; £130; '

£150- bargain.—36, Brownlow Rd., Bowes Park, ':

don, N.ll. [

DE.W. Monocar. 1914, 8h.p. Precision twin, '

cooled, Bosch, Binks, 2-speed, discs, hood sc

stored 3 years, just overhauled and pauUrd;

.'faturday afternoon or Sunday morning.— (jO.i, i

;:

dale, Sydenham.

WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London. K.i

8-iaii.p. Grand Prix M.U!;:lu. M.A.(i. t«.

en-ine, hood, .screen, lamps, 1917. £250; also n»^

model, 1916. M.A.G. cnsmc. £195; and ;mutli.M

ing model, £150.

A36 All letters relating to adveitisements BhouUl qitote the iuimbt!r at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS
IOH(lAN.-\Vo nro solo

»ll,.liiuMit li.r this

rlianu'l""- Tol. :

li.p. I mo 2-switi.

„,, linoa. Hlioltil

llill. £150; »i

K littlo iiitfU. V

.Ml illlll lied l>y

III iklllB IM,. ! MKt lllll t. 'I'llOl

rfiuw
.irs, ffvi

Garago Co., Ltd.. Wol
[3460

lie.i.l

. mul
-136.
[8713

r

liici.w SliortiilK Moilel (liolicvoci 19151.
I ,1 \ r aif-itiiiled onsiiip, iKljustnlilc tiiii|ict».

: r.'iiiM'i. linnd, st'vpen, puir T. niul 11. I'l-.'iKs

i.is. iNUiii'iil lioin, 6111110 I'liniiis, tviv, tulu

VCT, imiiili, jui'k, tnnls, «ti:. ; u biiiBiliu, £130.
Imully IM., C'liiydon.

tlBHONS Mnik III. Cycle Cur; £110. Sot
r (K-airititivo literntiire. Trials «iii l» nrr:iiie

lointiiieiit : for business men tr deinonstrntnr r

liltilile on Suiulay luorninK.^. <A lii

9 oiin bo delivered for llie poniins
1 Mooro, Clindwell Heath, Esses.

|19.:0 Muisaii de Luxe JMndel.

rmnted ?d, lin.id,

ater-

.-Uilil.ons

(1321

lolod 8h.p.

.Hinti'islintt Tliu
L.Mv A.J.S., in Jl
lit.-Box 3,780,

£150, pins 10-:

CARS FOR SALE.
OriCE.—Wliitsuu will soon be lieve. Then the
gloiioui suramev. Wliafs the matter with to-day

fixing up about that oai? What about sending
r bov for a taxi, to run down to see our stock right

y}-Oox (below).

OTICE.—.Super Ijargains every one, and all my
advertised dates guaranteed accurate, as

: Electric parcels Auto-carrier, late type,
6h.p. Babv Peugeot 3.4-seater, mag., brass

omb radiator, £75; another Baby Peugeot
i van. runs stilendidlj', i£85 ; lOh.p. Clyde

ater. 2-cvl. White and Poppe engine, old
IS well, £95; 24h.p. Wolseley chain-drive

gonette-lorry, Bosch, Zenith, gate, clearance bar-

1, £100; 18-22h.p. Darracq chassis, Bosch, Zenith,
tter clearance bargain, £125; 16-20h.p. 4-cyl.

er lorrv, cab front, Claudel, watertight mag., pulls

,,
£150'; l-tOQ Lacre van, twin solids, £150; nice

e lOh.p. Napier 4-seater, enclosed valves, gate,
m drive, runs splendidly, i;i65; 15.9h.p. Sultan
V, gate, Zenith, live axle, £165; 20-28h.p. Darracq
roomy, 4-speed gate, Zenith, *175; 12h.p. Thames
landaulet, enclosed valves, worm drive, seats 6.

;ain, iei85; 18-24h.p. 6-cyl. Belsize chassis, Bosch.
idel, sump, runs splendidly, bargain this, il85.—
[below).

JTICE.-Chapuis-Dorniei- engined 2-seater, 4-cyl
monobloe, enclosed valves. 3-speed. ^£185; smart

6 H.9h.p. 1915 Algo sporting 2-seater. streamline
1. monobloe. enclosed valves. £250; 16-20h.p. Rover
'indffulet, 4-speed gate, unit construction, cord up-
tery, £250; 1915 Trumbull light car, streamline
iter, 5 detachable wheels, 4-cyl. monobloe, £285;
6h.p. Opel landaulet, monobloe, gate, cord uphol
i, bargain, £285; 40h.p. Panhard sporty torpedo
er, Zenith, Bosch, 4-speed, fast car, bargain, £285;
I i-ton truck, cab front, solid rear tyres, separate
., special radiator, special lubricator, £285; 12-16
Belsize coupe, Zenith, gate, *325; 12-14h.p. Fnic
fft. van. 4-cyl. monobloe. sump lubrication, £350;
ioularly smart little 15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston 4-

jr, enclosed valves, detachable wheels, 4-speed,
y nice, £385; smart little 15.9h.p. Panhard f4
aulet, curved roof, cord upholstery, side doors,
jbloc, overhauled, nice lot, £385; 1-ton 1916
esdale lorry. W.D. type body, detachable khaki
monobloe, Zenith, runs splendidly, £585.—Cos

ITICE.—Argyll 20h.p. streamline torpedo, 4-speed
gate. Zenith, pnlls splendidly, £385 ; 13.9h.p. Scrrpr«-

—J u 3-seater, self-starter, dynamo lighting, detach-
^ wheels, pointed radiator, particularly nice, £435;
1 1. Kniijht-Daimler 4-seater, sleeve valve engine,
d liable wire wheels, worm drive, smart, £450;
^1 ih.p. late type Sizaire-Naudin streamline torpedo,

obloc, enclosed valves, Sankey detachable
rrt. and runs splendidly. *450 ; 15h,p. Vinot

indaulet. Vanden Plas coachwork. curved extension,
; 15h.p. Napier landaulet, enclosed valves, worm

. cord upholstery, smart, £485; 20h.p. Crossley
'do tourer, C.A.V. dynamo lighting, detachable

1 wheels, enclosed valves, 4-speed gate, particu-
nice, £485; 30h.p. 6-cyl. Minerva streamline tor-
detachable disc wheels, domed mudguards,

h, smart, £550; exceptionally nice little 12-16
Clegg Darracq streamline torpedo, dynamo light-
domed radiator, Sankey detachable wheels, par-
iirly nice, £650; smart 20-30h.p. Itala torpedo ';i

le modern coachwork, domed mudguards,
£650; 20-30h.p. 1916

^
ii\ Stock

Fitted in few hours.

£ s. d.

WATSONIAN, R. 34 .. .. 30 10

Model "G".. 19 10

,, „ "H".. 2016
„ Touring . . 24 17

,1 Monarch .. 31 5

CANOELET, Minor . . . . 16 10

„ ' Moder'D 3".. 27 10

:, "D4".. 28 10

„ Military Model.. 35
MriFORD, Skiff 25 5

Corvette . . .

.

28 17 6

Cameo and Easing Sceens
to order-

filled

FRANK
WHITWORTK
" " 139, NEW STREET

BIRMIKCHAM

CARS FOR SALE.

NOTICK KiiiKlil Mil

«).

nodel Crossley sporting 2-s £650.—Cos

third column.)

W. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

326, Euston Road, N.W.
'Phone : Muscu

souos.
igrg (late) TRIUMPH, 4h.p., C.S., ge.it

change, equipped, as new —
1920 IVY, 2-strokc. 2-spced, hand clutch,

kick-starter, full equipment. Mile

1917' DOUGLAs'.'Jih'.pi.'as'new' ]!!!!... £63 10

.iqrO ENFIELD, 3 h. p., 2-SDeed, equipped . £65
igrS TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S £95

COMBINATIONS.
19:0 A.J.S., new —
igrq SUNBEAM, 3 h.p., equipped —
iqrg TRIUMPH and Gloria, equipped —
igrg TRIUMPH and sporting Sidecar, new

last Janun.ry, lamps, and speedometer.

Mileage ;oo £145
iqro ENFIELD, 6 h.p., equipped —
igrg ROVER, 3^ h.p., and bulbous back

Sidecar, equipped £145
igrS MATCHLESS, Victory Model,

equipped, re-enamelled £155
igr/ ROVER, 3ih.p., and Rover Sidecar,

,
indistin.scuishable from new £130

lore ENFIELD, 6 h.p., lamps, etc £137 10

M.A.S.-MATCHLESS, 7-9 h.p., all 011 £130

lyrS TRIUMPH and C.B. Sidecar, ail on . £120

V«fANTED.
Still wanting good modern Machines. Solos or

Combinations TRIUMPH, A J.S., NORTON,
MATCHLESS, SUNBEAM. Collect from any

distance. Top prices paid for right machines.

) raacliwork, soa
lor, practically

)M M I :i;<:i.\LS.—Bargain
n, gate, i

ton Wolseli.
£200; 30-c\vt. Delaunay-He
hauled, £225; 3-ton 1913 l)i

£235; 3-ton Milnes-Daimlei
4 siieert Riite, /enitli, iihiiiiiii

Ford lorry, £285; 3-ton 1913 D.

11 with solid tfp
well, illSO; 3-

pecd gate, good tyres,
lie van, engine over-
3n worm drive chassis,
rniture pantechnicon,
radiiitor, £250; 1-toii

Dion lorry,

gate
1913'i;

tyr.

lorr

heels, overhauled, all

Dennis van, a-speed
steel wheels, £385; 2-toii

£450; 4-ton ComnDenn.- ..,-,.

van, runs well, £485; 3-ton 1915 Locomobile lorry,

worm drive. 40h.p., line lot, £485; 3-ton 5915 Siii-

brook, 40h.p., enclosed valves, completely overhauled,

and all new tyros, bargain, £485; 2-ton 1913'/_, Dennis
e.xtra long char-a-banc chassis, completely overhauled,

newly tyred, £550; 3-ton 1917 Vinot lorry, worm
drive. 4-specd monobloe, £575; 2-ton Leyland chassis,

worm drive, enclosed valves, completely overhauled,

£535; 3-ton 1915% Belsize chassis, worm. £600; 4-

Seout lorry, worm drive, enclosed valves, £650;
1 Lacre lorry, 40h.p., 4-speed gate, steel wheels,

well, f650.-Cox (below).

OUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
Motor Clearing House, 6, Lansdowne

Hill, West Norwood, S.E., has all the above and others
actually in stock and on view. Please call. Hours
9-6.30, Saturdays 6; no business Sundays. Trams
and 'buses pass. 17 mins. Victoria by L.B. and S.C.

electric. Taxi tare from West End 7/6 return.

Established 1902. [8774

ROVER 6-8h.p. 2-seater, goes well; £65.-77, Acre
Lane, S,W.2. [8870

SINGER 12h.p., 4-cyl., 5-seater touring car; £165.
-230, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [8369

£80.—Seen, George and
Ditton. [7905

10-12b.p., exeelleirt conditk

D*^

SERVICE'S,
St., Wes

SERVICE'S

bargi

SERVICE'S,
van, roo

the 26, Pag

Scooter bargain pioneers. i.,enii

Autoped motor scooter, free engii

£29/10.

irgain : 15h.p. 4cyl. Bayard 15-c

body. Zenith; bargain, £150.

ERVICE'S.-8-lOh.p. 1915 streamline 2.seater tn

fully; £185.

ERVICE'S. Hupmobile 4.seated torpedo.

S''ToV^porting"tj°i)c," particularly smart; snip; £225.

,.„^„...i,. Jackson streamline torpedo,

Uy smart lot, monobloe, enclosed valves

;

£285.

SERVICE'S.—lOh.p. 2-seater conpe, opens, dickey,

4-cyl. Chapuis-Dornier monobloe, pointed radia-

tor; £325.

SERVICES.-13 9h.p. 1914^= Knight-B.S..\. 2-5eater,

sleeve valve, worm drive, detachable wlieels,

beautiful condition; £385.

SERVICE'S.-12-15h.p. Palladiuin coupe dynamo,

monobloe, enclosed valves, detachable wheel=.

smart; £485

SERVICE'S —3-ton 1916 White petrol lorry, mono-

bloc, 4-speed, Zenith, steel wheels; £485.

SERVICE'S.-50-cwt. 1916 Vinot lorry, worm drive,

4-speed, monobloe, Zenrth, runs beautifully;

£550.

SERVICE'S.-Practically new Ross Eight, streamline

torpedo, March, 1919, delivery, starter, dynamo;

SERVICE'S.—1916 4-ton Bellport lorr
£050.

ERVICE'S.—Prince Hen
seater, bulbous back,
m.p.h.; £785.

Dve all on view and all ready to

thers coming through.-Please call.

St.,Westminiter. Service's. [8776

W.C., 2-^peed. clutch.

ERVICE'S.-

£150.-16, Church Ed.. Eritji.

[7771

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the .ssue. A37
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CARS FOR SALE.

-12h.p. 4-cyl, Huniber cliassis, live axle,
nag., 3-speed, runs splendidly; £95.

-15h.p, Opel landaulet, monobloc, gate
smart; £285.

Hotel. Service 3 'bus'

ondition like

[8775

lightin
i; £875.—Palmer's Garag

[8856

W.C. twin, Bosf'h, spoititiR

any -trial.-^84, Talbot St,

[8421

t Car, brand
price; £280.—li

Heath Kd.,
Twiokeuhani. [7637

MERCEDES SOh.p., Brooklands sporting model;
£295, or accept lower power in part.—21, Villa

Rd., Brixton, S.W. [8868

HUMBEBETTE, very smart, bood, screen. Stepuey,
lamps, etc., good condition; £145.-51, Byne Rd.,

Sydenham, S.E.26. [8212

8h.p. 2-cyl. 2-seater Light Car, £125, or exchange
late Douglas combination; London.—Box 3,763;

c/o The Mot&r Cycle. [8784

HUMRERETTE, a.f., just repainted and
hauled, electric light, new tyres; what off'

Clarke, ilayfieid, Guildford. [7993

SEAL 2-seater, 8h.p., 3 speeds, all chain, hood, winf
screen, etc.. as new; price £140; accept solo part

-Box 3,626, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7641

kins, 455, York Rd.,
£135.—Ha

£150.—Hammond, Queen's Rd., \Yivenboe.

Lyall Mews, Lyall St., Cbesham Place, S.W.l. [8700

PHANOMOBItE 2-^eater Car, £70, pnrtieuliirs
stamp; also lOh.p. twin Wolseley engine, water-

cooled, clutch, £10, bargain.- F. Smith, Thrupp, Stroud.
[X0405

FOR Sale or Exfhange, Sh.p. Peugeot, single, 2
fieater, fully eauipped, tor cash or motor cj'cle

no reasonable ofter 'refu:ied.—Motor, 7, Carey St., Read-
ing. [X0243

K.R.LT. 15h.p. 4-seater, detachable rims^ etc.;
1915 Ford 4-seater, any reasonable offer accep

exchange motor cycle or combination.—Loweth, 6, Mount
Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [8234

1 Q17 Napier 15-20h.p. Chassis, cantilever springs,
-I- 1^ bevelled radiator ; £450 : can suddIv with 2-bevelled

,ter, 4-seater,

changes—Palmer
adiator ; £450 ; can supply
coupe body; moderate extra charg
' -Garage, Tooting. [8855

8h.p. Rover 2-seater. in sound condition, suitable for
conversion to tradesman'^s van, tyres nearly new;

will climb anything; price £95; seen and tried by ap-
pointment.—288,' Barking Rd., East .Ham. 'Phone:
E;ist Hiim 463. [7957

in good running order ; must sell, room wanted ; gift
at £100, or exchange good combination; photo.—Flowers,
Myeid Farm, Church Broughton, Derby. [S0490

1 A-ShP- Twin W.C Coventry 2-3-seater Car, 40 m.p.g.,
Xvf 3 and reverse, shaft, differential drive, hood,
screen, 6 lamps, electric born, rear locker, spares, tools.
Stepney, condition perfect; quick sale, going abroad,
£180, or offer.—331, Hertford Rid., Ponders End, N.

[8551
ARE You Requiring a good 2-seater? If go, consult

Oscar V. Cox, Waylett Place, West Norwood,
S.E.27. The following now in stock: 1916 Scripps-
Booth. uiag., dynamo, and starter, very smart, £345;
1916 Trumbull, 4-cyl., electric lighting, 5 detachable
wheels, pulls w.-ll. £210; lOh.p. Meteorite, 4-cyl. jnono-
bloc, dynamo lighting, double dickey, very smart, £285.

[8773
MUST be Cleared Before Whitsun. Ready to drive

away any triai given; 1916 Scripps-Bootb, very
smart, dynamo, self-starter, detachable wheels, spare,
£350; 1916 Trumbull, electric lighting, detachable
wheels, spare, requires painting, otherwise lovely me-
chanical condition, anywhere on top, £215; 1915
Meteorite 2-seater, double dickey, Rotax dynamo, de-
tachabh wheels, extraordinary bargain, £295. Call

1.—Oscar V. Cox, Waylett Place, West
[8777Norwood S.E.

DAN GUY,
WEYMOUTH.

AGENT FOR
A.J.S.

CLYNO
ARIEL
LEVIS
JAMES
WOOLER
NORTON
ZENITH
INDIAN

TRIUMPH
MOTOR CYCLES.

MORGAN
RUNABOUTS.

Early delivery dates open.

NEW 1920 MODELS

IN STOCK TO-DAY

AT ALEXANDER'S.
ENFIELD 2-5troke, j-speed

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed

INVICTA 2-5troke, single gear

COVENTRY EAGLE 2-stroke

SPARKBROOK 2-stroke, 2-spced

CLEVELAND 2-strokc, 2 -speed

2JI1.P. INVICTA.JAP2speed ..

2:5 h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT
2 J h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP

^ 2j h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE JAP
i 2;5 b.p. COULSON B spring frame

J 3! h.p. T:T. B.S.A., single gear

} POWERPLUS INDIAN T.T. BARS £ 1 8 11

4

! POWERPLUS INDIAN COMBINATION

J
£218 10s.

j Carriage from worlcs is extra to above prices'

• Write OP Wipe immediately, as we cannot
J guapantee in stock tomoppow.

£68
£75
£65

• 62 gns,

£75
£85
£81
£84

£90

)
ALEXANDER'S,

\ 113-115, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh,
j

: and 272, Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow (

' I

(Di.xie) for Harley-Davirti
yl.—Apply, J. J. James, Nnj;

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4!-

Sunbeam 1-ton lorry, 3-3peed and reverse; £150.
[8461

COiniEECIAI, Box, ivith set of leal sinings: £3.-
I'almer, 61, Commercial Ed., AYoterloo Sfcition,

K.f,. [7996

A38 All lexers relating to advei'tisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
DARKACQ, small con-serted lorry; £60; suital

lisht parcel conyius.~2, Whitehall Ed., W.
Bromwich. [X03l

C»100 Down and 12 monthly payments of £25 secnr
c*^ a magnificent 3-ton lorry.—Details, Palmer's Gr
age. Tooting. [78;

r, just overhauled, less carb
snip; £45.—195, Stonehou

[871

thiy payments of £15 secu)

k, twin solids, will carry .

arage, Tooting. .[76

Garage, Tooting

A.Cr. Box 5 cwt. Ca:
retter and -wing

St., Clapham Common.

£85 Down and 12 1

splendid 1-ton t

ewt.-Details, Palmer's

GIRLING Light y;in, coachhuilt body, 6h.r. engil
Basch mag-., kuups. spare wheel, excellent orde

£95.—Salter, 13, l'"eat]»erstone Buildings, Holborn, W.',
[7*

KINGSBURY Scooters, £42; immediate deliveia
Sole distributer for county of Kent, N. G. w

The Garage, Radnor Park Av., Folkestone. A^^
Wanted.

ENGINES.

REX 3i,ih.p., less r

Rawson, Awkley,

p UD6E

K-6h.p. I

Spa.

T.A.P.

S.E.5.

3ih.p.
2

[^
T.T.
Handsw(

[XC
Hex Engine, Eoe wheel, B. and B.,

; £25, oBer.-Sennetf, Queen St, Leamiui
(SO

4h.p. Magneto, fitted on- stand, pulley
er all readv; £11/10.-277, Camberwell 1

[8!

irest.

and Frame, good conditio

Sharp, Oaklea, Polmc
[XO;

19^ complete with m;
74, Millbrook I

[s:]

17-18 4h.p. Douglas Engine,
£26.-

Southampton.

£10.—Sound and complete, aUhp. Humbcr unit,

(Bo-^ch), B. and B., silencer, and plates.— 10, I'

coin St., Swindon. tXO''

AVON 6h.p. Single, w.c.. perfect mechanical on
meclianical vidres, absolutely good; £8,—Pain

Garage, Peasedown, Btith. [XO.

M.M.O." 3;5h.p. Engine, with radiator, coil, coni

breaker, brass petrol :md oil tank, sound; £!

Paul, Ambleside, Priors' Park, St. Albans.

"CINGINE Sets, 3V.h.p., air-cooled, cylinders
_"' .... - V 1. cases turned and cylm

-Hurst, Nook, St. Ani;
[8i

Oih.p. iMotor Cycle En
1^4, neto, etc., like "»-
wanted, any condition.
Wakefield.

te Unit, including it

,., , £8/10. Villiers .eng

Parker, Woodcock St., San<
[81

4h p. Douglas Eneins, induction pipe, Amac
contr jIs (unused), C.A.V. mag., just <

hauled, excellent condition; £29/10.—Taberner, TjL
ley, ^Manchester.

NEVlf 1920 Sh.p. J.A.P. Air-cooled Engine, £
water-cooled ditto, with bevel drive for m

suit iViorgan, £49; large stock of genuine JJ
spares for 6 and Sh.p.-Tassell, la, Bloomfield 1

Plunutead. [8

6 h.p. 1919 Twin-cyl. J.A.P. Engines, brand new, c

plete with magneto driving sprockets, valve ,

ing mechanism, union nuts for exhaust pipes, im
tiou pipes complete, compression taps, also nut

;

key for engine sprockets, and 2 oil feed onions, ad]

able tappets, and special set of spanners for c

engine; i£37/10.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lone
[6

ENFIELD.-A 3V'h.p. Mag engine, with air-co. :

exhaust valves, can be supplied to fit in p '

of your old 2^iih.p. engine (which could be sc

.

makini^ vour machine a fast and powerful mount 1

capable "of pulling a sidecar. Only a few are a;

able.-iVI.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd., 839, Harrow
;

N.W.IO. 'Phone : Willesden 1092. (0

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
perfect order; £5.

THOMSON-BENNETT Magneto, suit Douglas; £!.

post free.—3, Kildowan Rd., Goodmayes. [8'

anti, twin, perfect; £5.— '

Ed., EriUngton, Birminsl|-
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
EI.IANCIO MnniK'to DiMUiinnB Co.. 6|)eomlibls in

niagiiHto ropnirs.—Below.

l: tinnrnntoti to return your magneto within 3

iliiys, and, it necessary, 24 lionrs.—Below.

R
W
A 1,1, work carried

t.vd 12 months
-Below,

EW and Second-hand Magneto
N' old take

NEW Fellows Magnetos immediately from stock,

sinslos and twins, any degree.—Below.

SPAKE Parts in stock tor lollowing : Bosch, O.A.V..
K.l.r., U.H., Kisemaun, Splildort, Dixie, and all

known makes.—Below.

WE work tor and are recommended by some of

the leading firms and garages in the conntrj.
ind ca:i supply every want.—73elow.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairijig Co., 11, Gt. Sutton
St., (ioswell Rd., London, E.C.I. T.A. :

.{emaBco, Smith, London. 16806

CHAl!I,i;s I'AKKKR (Lnn.h.ul, Ltd., innke n siiecinl

teiitnro ot cu;ii:iiiti'ed niit^'ncto reiinirs.

CUAELUS I'AKKia! iLonilon). Ltd., suggest that
you send that ni.if^neto to them by tilst passenger

tain, latvisiug them at its desyatch.

CHARLES ' I'AEKER (London), Ltd., make every
elioit to despatch magnetos ivithin four days, and

rliere possible in 24 hours.

pHABLES PAEKEK (London), Ltd... have n lirgeO stock of 1-cyl. and V twin magnetos, new and
econd-hand.

Q.H. Magnetos.—They have a special department lor

the repair of U.H. mainetos.

.11 l\Iagnetos.—Send especially your V twin ma
Jietos to Charles Parker (London), Ltd., 75, Pa

,
Acton, Loudon.

"^HAELES PARKER (London), Ltd., Magneto
•J .Spei'ialists, 75, Park Ed., Acton, London. Tel.:
llliswick 1518. T.A. : Agpaikeros. 'Phone, London. 3
linntes from South Acton illicitrier and L.N.\Y. Rail-
ays). [0101

BOSCH Magneto, watertight, twin ZA2. off Douglas,
good order; bargain, £7.-195, Stonehouse St.,

lapham, S.W. [8720

SOUTHERN Ignition Co., Rutland Works. Hove.
J magneto repairing specialists: immediate delivery
ew magnetos apd spares. [4300

IfAGXETO, twin ni.xie, 180°, clockwise, £6: after
'A 6 p.m.: 2 knooks.-6, Lamlash St., St. George's
cl., Smithwark, London. [7695

rHOMSOX-BEXXETT Starter Masneto. £3/10:
M.L.. auti-rhick, nearlv new £4/10.-50, Thorn

dl Ed., IliirnslnuT, X.l, ' [8902
I^'BLLGWS M:i5neto, suit twin. 45°, clofkwisc. never
- been used: best oiler over f8.-D.F., 106, Hervev
d., Blnckheath, S.E.3. (11) [8127

30rLT0N Magnetos can now be supplied from
Etockt 2"\,h.p.. £4/5; 3i;ih.p.. £4/15 each.-Bonl-

>n Magneto-, Ltd., Wolverhampton. [6548

^EXriXE Bosch Magnetos, ZBV 50°, ZA2 180°-
^ delivery from stock. Trade snpplied.-Maudes',
JO, Gt. Portland St., London, \y.l. [8766

l-CYL. U.H. Magneto. £7/10: 6-cyl. enclosed Bosch.
: £12/12; 180° magneto clock. £5/10r single-cvl.
Jsch, £7/16.-39, Essex Rd., Islington. [8279

T.L. Magneto, single, cloc-kwise, new, unpacked- ear-
'A riage paid; cost £8/19/6. will sell £7, or ofler.—
. Evans, Blacksmith, Morice Town, Devonport. [7722

TAGNETO Eepairs. New and second-hand mng-
'J- netos in stock. Quick etficient repairs. Spare
irts.—Wallace Magnetos, 186, Walworth Ed., S.E 17.
op 3506. [5188
>EMOVING.-New O.A.T. and Thomson-Bennett
l magnetos for Triumph, B.S. A., Clyno, Douglas, V
ins; trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union
. Souti, Halifax. [8081

fAGNETO (Jogs, lyn. pitch, 8 and 9 teeth, 4/-:
10 and 12, 4/6; 14, 5/-; 16, 5/6; 18, 6/6; 20,

6; 24, 8/6 each: post free.—Wood, Engineer, 121,
mden Mews, Camden Rd., London, N.W. [6632

IAGNETOS.—Finest waterproof made lightweight,
from £3/10; beavvweight. for Triumph, etc.,

W15/6; twins for Douglas, etc., £5; 45°, and all
gles, f5/7.-Ashton, Thornhill Edge, Dewsburv.

[X8389
EBRON, registered 291,298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, etc.,

res misfiring, 10/- each rivet; Jebron screws, fit
agnetos, 22/- pair; old screws Jebronised.

ach.

EBHON Contacts, used by Messrs. Collier Bros.,
Colver, Martin, making world's records.—Jebron'

.
Herbert Rd., Woolwich, London, S.E. 18. [0002
ECOND-HAND Bosch, Eisemann, U.H., and new
British magnetos from stock, reasonable prices,

months' guarantee.—Send for list to Charles Parker
>ndon), Ltd., Park Ed. North, Acton, W.3. 'Phone-
iswick 1518. [0165
TAGNETO Repairs. — Send your magneto to Pal-

nrers Garage. Tooting. Reply paid: quotation
^graphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaran-

'
-" m from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.-
Imer's Garage, Tooting.

The BRANDISH PATENT
ALUMINIUM FOOTBOARDS
FOR 1915 TO 1920 4 HP. AND TWO-
STROKE TRIUMPH MOTOR CYCLES
Give a more coiufDrtable riding position
and a firmer grip. In addition, tliey

protect the rider's feet and legs from
mud, Iscsides enhancing the appearance
of the complete machine. You can fit

them j'ourself.

"XAIC. P" set with all fittings.
*-'"/ ^ Packing and Postage, i/6 extra.

Obtainable from motor agents or direct from our
works, 525, Foleshiir Road, Coventry.

You can see for
yourself how- easily

W. BRANDISH & SONS,
The Triumph Garage,

FoleshiU Road, COVENTRY.

OUR ADVERT ^"i^^ ^'.'J.JV.^'"
W STOCK.

JAMES 4}h.p. Combination, 3 speeds .. £158 10
VERUS, i\ h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, k/start £80
PVY, 2.V h.p., single-geared, 2-stroke .... £59 10
CLYNO'', 2i h.p., 2 sp., 2-stroke. clutch, etc. £75 10
EDMUND, 2.^ h p., spring frame. Union

2-stroke 'engine, 2 speeds £70 15
CLYNO, 2jh.p., 2 ,trokc, 2 speeds, with

accessories £80
ROVER, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, Miljford coach-

built Sidecar £182
OMEGA, z\ h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, clutch,

kick starter, etc £78 4
EDMUND, 25 h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, spring

frame £88 10
SPARKBROOK, 2I h.p., 2 speeds £75 10
HUPMOBILE Touring Car, latest model. £812 10

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
RUDGE Multi 3i h p., complete with

Rudge coachbuilt Sidecar £87 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., W.D. model, T.T.

bars, 2 speeds, lamps, etc £80
DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., W.D. model, T.T.

bars, nice order £75
B.S.A., z\ h.p., 2-speed B.S.A. gear, chain

drive (countershaft), good tyres,

lamps, and horn £65
BAT, 6 h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

complete with coachbuilt Sidecar
finished in grey £120

REX, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, com-
plete with Rex coachtuilt Sidecar,
lamps, hom, and luggage grid £90

DOUGLAS, 23h.p., W.D. model, T.T.
bars, 2 speeds, splendid goer £80

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 3 speeds, 19T4, com-
plete with brand new Sidecar. This
machine has all been renovated. A
beauty. Condition excellent £145

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3 speeds, W.D. type,

T.T. bars, 2 sets of footrests. This
machine is all silver-plated. A most
striking mount. Perfect condition. . £125

A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3 speeds, 1917 Combina-
tion. Beautiful order £165

IGNITION API'MANCI-S.
i.-C.A.V.. 2cyl.
, «-t at 45°, clock'

£8/5: Runbaken light
G.I.C. single* and twin* in Block.
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l Tel.

[87'.

BRAND New C.A.V. Magneloi. 180°, .£6/6; I

21 ditto. i;5/10: new lierlings, Binglccyl., JC

V twin^ all degrees, new and 8c(-ond-hand. in stt,' ]

Euston Ignition Co.. 329, Ku»ton ltd., Ix)r].l

Phone: Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Uuston 1

I^ndon. IB

PLUGS.-I.argc stock genuine K.L.C., Sphinx, I,.

Aero, and standard plugs, surplus Governm
stores, scarcely uped, and guaranteed by us, 3 day^'
proval and trial: 2/8 each, post free; trade Bunpl
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London " '

Paris St., Exeter.

OSCH 111

.u,,p,,cd

B
nefo Woilis
1409 L'-e (

b..-l-i /111 •I.-

C.A.V. 2 volt

The North Wales Motor Exchange,
Chester street, WREXHAM: 'Phmie, 283.

The rii.i-

t., Bn
[X0451

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35

hours capacity, celhiln

approval against <;i-

100, Gt. Portland St., LmiH.
Exeter. (f.',

larh

ACCUMI.TLATOE.S.-B
mnlntors, about 20

cases, 9/3 each; two in metal
4 volt set, 17/6. carriage paid
trade snj, plied.—Maudf
W.l, and 100, Paris

WE M,ake a Proper Job of Magnetos,
motors and dynamos entrusted to us lor uw<-\

haul and repair. Ebonite parts repaired; spare iiati

stocked: remagnetising bv a unique method prodn-
ing lemarkable power.—Gumbrell and Co., 43. 45. ami
47, Derby Rd., Ixiughborough, Leicestershire. t477j

WEST London Magneto Co.-Eepairs to all typfs .

magnetos ivithin 12 honr,i (in most ca.-ies;. X.-v

and SCI Hud-hand magnetos and spares for all typ^-s m
stork. All work tested with improved apiihanrcs .-iii'i

striitlv guaranteed. Lowest prices consistent -with L.-^t

worknianship.-Note address, 164, Shepherd's I;ii-h

Rd., London, W.6. 17616

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co.. Estni.-

lished 1912. Manager, S. T. Boon, late from the
Bosch works,—Magneto repairs of every dt^.scriptioii.

All repairs ot lowest possible prices, and strictly guar-

anteed. We can mostly return them within 24 hours.

We have several new and second-hand single and 2.m-|,

magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto 1;.-

pairing and Winding Co., 78, Hampstead Ed., East 1,

Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A.

:

Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London. [1812

EUSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service. Guar-
anteed repairs to all types of magnetos; Splitdoif

and Dixie specialists; official Indian electrical service
station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All re-

pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench be-

fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for 12
months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed mag-
netos in London, twins all degrees : spare parts for all

makes in stock; charged accumulators all voltages

always ready in stock,- plugs, cables, i/o-^'^t* ond vacuum
bulbs all voltages. We give you real live service always.

—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ed., London, N.W.I.
'I'hone; Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad,

TYRES.
BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes; new and clear-

ance lines.

"DASTONE'S Best English Make, 26x1%, 15/-.

BASTOKE'S.-Wood-Milne heavy Keygrip covers.

26x2',2, for 2ij rims, 26x2ii, for 2 rims, 38/6;
28x3, 45/-; 700x80, 52/-,

"DASTONE'S.—Hutchinson ribbed, 28x2>4, 30/-..

"DASTONE'S Best English Make, heavy rubber
tudded, 24x2,40/-; 26x21,4,45/-; 26x2^^,47/-;
'2, 50/-.

Lvy rubber-studded.

vulcanised patch; 26x2li,

BASTONE'3, 223
London, N.l.

rpTEES. all make.

Cross,
[8765

t buy any until you Lave
elation.—Bancroltian Co.,

64 and 73, Bishopsgate. E.C.

PHOSNIX for Tyre Repair Value.—Your tyres i

treaded with a good Quality rubber studded tre:

for 20/- (including small repairs).-Below.

earing service.-Below.

YOU Cannot get better valne for your money. W-
guarantee to give satisfaction. Below,

from 2/6.-
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TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre value.

LEGGATB, Edinburgh.—For great reductions and
genuine value in brand new clearance 1920 tyres.

Manufactured in this city by the largest indiarubber
manufacturers in the British Empire, and famous the
world over for quality, resiliency, durability, and non-
skidding properties.—See below for approval terms.
Prompt despatch guaranteed. We pay carriage.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1920 new pattern, 4-pl:.

fabric, heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers.
24x2, 34/6, list 46/3; 24x21/1, 38/6, Ust 50/-;
26X2, 36/-, list 48/-; 26x2%, 38/6, list 51/6;
26x2}i, to et 2</i rims, 41/-; list 55/-; 26x2'yi,
for 2V4 Tims, 45/-, list 59/-; 26x2y... 42/-, list 56/3;
650x65, 55/6, list 73/9; 700x80, for 650x65 rims
60/-, list 81/6; 23x2'/., for American rims, 58/-,
list 76/3; 28x3, for American rims, 61/6, list 82/-

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-These goods are all brand
new and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval

against remittance: cash refunded in full if goods
not approved of.

LEGGATE and Company, Jfotor Cycle and Tyre
Specialists, 15, Slateford Rd., Edinburgh.

'Phone: Central 8693. Telegrams; Tyres, Edinburgh.
[X8724

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—All goods sent on approval,
carriage paid against remittance.

ECONOMIC.-24X2 Dunlop rubber-studded, 29/-;
24x214 Clincher de luxe, 52/-; 26x2% Goodrich,

66/-; Dunlop heavy, 53/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2'.^ Palmer heavy, 66/-; 26X2V.X
2% Rom rubber-stud, 57/3; Dunlop heavy, 63/9.

ECONOMIC—26x2' i. Hom rubber-stud, 55/10; Dun-
lop heavy, 59/3; 26x3,x2'.:, Dunlop extra heavy,

77/3.

ECONOMIC—28 X21.:, Goodyear Diamond, 45/-; Dun-
lop heavy, 68/3; 28x3 Dunlop heavy, 78/9;

Clincher A Won (Dreadought), 85/3; Goodyear Dia-
mond, £5.

ECONOMIC—650x65 Dunlop extra heavy, 76/5;
Clincher extra heavy, 76/3; Avon combination,

i65/l/6; 700x80 Clincher Dreadnought, 84/9; Eom
combination, ;e6/13/S.

ECONOMIC.—Tubes : 24x2 9/6, 24x2% 9/9, 26x2%
10/3 (clearance 7/6), 26x2% 11/3, 26x2i,-:.x2%

11/9, 26x2'/2 11/3. 26x3x2"/, 12/3, 28x2V.> 14/3,
28X3 13/9, 650x65 12/6, 700''x80 13/3.

EeONOlVnC.-Cleaiance belts. Price per foot ; sjln.

21- (listed 2/6), %in. 2/3 (listed 2/10), lin.. 2/9
(listed 3/4).

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone New Cross 1393. Re-

pairs and retreading. [4530

SALES; best offer.—New Palmer motor cycle tvre, 2-

ply fabric, beaded edge, 28xl';4.—Culverwell,
Bibles, Northam, Southampton. [7914

DTJNLOPS, rubber stud, heavy 26x2%, 55/-; extra
heavy 26x2%, 62/6: few only; carriage paid.

—

28, Loughborough St., Kenningtou. [8573

BRAND New Clincher, rubber-studded, 28x3 42/6,
26X2V2 39/6, 26X2% 33/6.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Ebnor St., Wandsworth Town. [2828

HUTCHINSON Heavy T.T. 3-rib Covers. 26x2%,
new, fresh: 32/6, pair 60/-, grand opportunity.—

Clark, 9, West Heath Av., Golders Green. [8714

EIHESTONE 28x3 Cover and Tube (new) 84/-. less
tube 74/-: Dunlop 650x65 extra heavy, 35/- —

Shutes, 524, Alexandra P.irk Ed., Wood Green. [8033

DUNLOP Motor Cycle Cover, 650x65 combination;
also Stewart horn, and 1920 Tan-S,ad, oil new •

what oHers?-61, Dorn Kd., Small Heath, Bidmingham
(X0237

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H. F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind ol

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4 days
-Tile Motor Tyie Co., 66, High St., West Brorawioh

[X3383

D,0
Ton Want reliable high-class retreading, bursts,

vulcanising, chafed beads remoulding, or butt-ends
fitting? Then get in touch with The Melton Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. You will never regret it.

Send for illustrated list of tyre repairs and retreads.
[0085

RETREADING.-Tour tyres reconstructed, burst
tyres and tubes scientifically repaired by our own

process^^ Full satisfaction guaranteed. 13 years' expe

Irfif

-Victory Tyre Repairing Works, 26, Vii
liter

St.

(X663

ded by the

M'

HERCULES Tyre Co., Northan
ing purchasers of all cover

British Army in France, have thousands of motor
tyres, 26x2>';,. 26x2%, 26x2i:,. 700x65, all overhauled
and tested, at 50% less than lists. [3988

OTOR Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with small
patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2, 5/3- 24x

2i'i, 5/6; 26x2, 6/9; 26x2%, 6/-; 26x2?^, 6/3; 26x
2',. 6/6; 26x2i/.x2%. 6/9; 26x3. 7/-; 28x2, 7/3-
28x3, 7/6: 29x3%. 7/9; 650x65 8/-: 700x80, 8/3.—
H. Emanuel, 27, Belgrade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16
"Phone; Dalston 3161. 10179

NEW Heavy Beaded Covers, 26x2 27/6, 26X2% 30/-,
26;-2i/, 35/-: aidncar rovers. 26x2% 20/-, 26x2vi

iitt-.=iiilMl tnhe.i, 26x2 8/6, 26x3 12/6; endlesi
6 . 2 7'6, 26v2% 8/6, 26x21/- 10/6, 26x3 11/6-
'i-i i'^lt-. 7it. 6in.x%in. 12/6, 8tt. 6iu.x%in
I't ;ii'|.in^:il carriage paid receipt remittance.—
^ (;:>i:ii;r, Tooting, S.W. [5490

THE

COVENTRY MOTOR MART
LTD.,

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegrams ; " Selection, Coventry."

HAVE IN STOCK
A CHOICESELECTION OF NEW MODELS
(SOLO OR COrVIBINATION) l.NCLUDING

THE following:
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.P.

Comb., detachable and spare
wheel £194 15

ROVER 6 h.p. J. A. P. Comb £200
ROVER 3i h.p. Comb £172 10
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Comb., lamps,

horn, speedometer £176
HAZLEWOOD - J.A.P. 6 h.p.

Comb £186
NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Comb.. . £172 10
HOBART 2-stroke, 2-speed £69 10
HOBART 2-stroke, single speed . . £57 10
EXCELSIOR-J.A.P. 2-speed, k/s £80 6 6
OMEGA-J.A.P. 2-speed, k/s £83
CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed £75
IVY " All Purpose," 2-speed, k/s . . £75
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, 2-sp., k/s £85
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, single speed £68
GALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2-speed .... £74 11
CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £71 8
ALLDAYS-ALLON 2-speed, k/s.. £85
1920 MORGAN, as new, "Grand

Prix," discs, hood, screen, lamps,
horn Offers

We can give delivery in about 14 days of

INDIAN Powerplus,
Solo or Combination.

The Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd.,

London Road, Coventry.

ORDER NOW.
We give below list of machines for

which we are Official Contracting
Agents, and invite you to place your
order with us. Better deliveries are
reacliing us, and our advice is, order
now. In some cases we can deliver
from Stock:

Ariel Harley-Davidson

Calthorpe Clyno

Blackburne B.S.A.

New Imperial Coulson B,

Norton Metro-Tyler

Triumph Lea-Francis

Rudge Quadrant

Douglas N.U.T,

Enfield Zenith-Gradua

Rover

EXTENDED TERMS.

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

TYRES.
MOTOR Cycle Covers.—650x65 Dunlop, heavy

rubber-studded, 64/9; Palmer cord, 68/6; Wood-
Milne clearance Keygrip, heavy, 700x80 (to fit 650x
65), extra strong, 40/-; 28x3. extra strong, 37/6;
26x2',':, e.xtra strong, 35/-; 26x2':i, special, 32 6;
extra strong, 35/-; 650x65, special, 35/-; extra
strong, 37/6; 24x2 special, 25/-.—H. Emanuel, 27,
Belgrade Ed., Stoke Newington, N.16. 'Phone: Hal-
ston 3161. [0088

TANKS.
TAXES Ee-enamelled from 10/6.—Bright ani H.iyles,-

78, Church St., Camberwell. 'Phone: Brixtoft
2951. [8588
T^.\NKS oi every description ; repairs, re-enamelling.-

.

illustrated booklet on receipt of postage.-
'^

Water St., Blackfriars, Manchester. [0006

TANK.S.—Tanks, any shape, to order ; repairs.
enamelled. Discs for motor wheels, lists free.-

Attwoods, 86, Rosebery Ay., E.C. Tel. ; Centrrfi
12445. [35.

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), nppl

Ernest .J Basa, Insurance Broker, Bishops ^o
ford. [000!

ROYS, Ltd., for the insurance of motor cycles, moto
cycles and sidecars, scooters, auto-carriers,

-See below.

ROYS, Ltd., for complete comprehensive policiei
lowest rates, immediate repairs at any repaireia

and prompt claims settlements.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., issue Lloyd's and all leading compaQiei
poheies.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd.. effect insurances of every descriptior
including accident and sickness, burglary, em-

ployers' liability, fire, plate glass, householder's com-
prehensive, life, third party, all risks, marine, lifts,

cranes, boHers explosion, riots, etc.— See below.

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance
kinds. Prospectuses and rates, quotatioc

Insurance Offices, 170, Gt. Portland St.. London, W.l.
proposal forms sent on application.—The Secretary,

TeLi Mayfair 2272 and 2273. [00S6

LALDHIDGB and Co., Ltd., Insurance Brokers,
• 23, Bucklersburv, London, E.O. Branches at

Brighton (56 East St.), Manchester (47 Market St.);

Birmingham (Phosuix Chambers, Colmore How).

MOTOR Cycle Insurance at economical premi
with first-class companies ;

ih.ji;,

PUBLIC Liability Only, unlimited iudemnitv, Sh.p,

17/6, over £1.

FULL Particulars will be forwarded
postcard.

" rriHE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy is the policy
J- authorised by " The Motor Cycle."

motor cycles or cycles and sidecars used for private
purposes. Complete comprehensive cover. Masimnm
beuefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of " The
Motor Cycle " to all policy holders paying a premiam
of £4/5 or over.—Full particulars and prospectuses on
apphcation.—The Autocar Fire and Accident InsuianCft

Co., Ltd.. 20, Tudor St., London, B.C. 4. [0007

PATENT 4GENTS.

P.4TENTS Advice, handbook, free.-King, Registered
Patent .Agent, 146a, Queen Victoria St., EC.

35 years references. [0129

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., A.P.B.,
Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southana-

ton Buildings, London, W.C.2. (SMI

PATENTS, designs and trade marks (British, forajp
and Colonial!.-Fletcher Wilson, of CovenW,

Chartered Patent Agent and Registered ITnited StsMe
Patent Attorney. T.A. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phtme;
356. Est. 1906. [9061:

AGENCIES.
ADVERTISER with capital (experienced) want'

agency for motor cycle and car, also acoess.iries

willing to demonstr.ate North Riding Ycrks (banker?
rclerence).—Box 3,764, c/o The Motor Ciidc. :S78.'

M*^

ul;ils.-TI;o Illit].!

SITUATIONS VACANT.
H^VNDY-MAN wanted, garden and small .lu, (

experience unncessary; preference disabled tiaiit

—Watson, Clytho Park Ed., Newport, Hon. (X028

SIDEC.-^R Chassis and Frame Builder, with smni
capital "preferred, excellent opportunitv for cv'

pcrienced man.—Box 3,746, c/o The Uolor Ciiclc. fl71

4.|0 All letters relating to ailveitisements should quote the number at the end oj each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices u 20, Tudor St,, London, E.C.4. Editorial Offices : Hertford St., Coventry.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fli?or, L in.lun, " TeUv^wne: 2818 City 9 linos). Telegrams: "Motorcycle, Coventry," Teltphone: lOCovontry {d linea).

Northern Offices : 199, Deansgate, Manchester, Midland Branch Offices : Guildhall Bldgs., Navigation St., B'ham.
Felegrams! "liitTo, Mum-hester." TeUphonB: 8970 Miid S971 City. Telegrams: " Autopa-ss, Dirminttlmni." Telephone: 2273MiUlund.

Subscript on Rates: Home, 23s, lOd ; Canada^ 26s,; other countries abroad, 30s. 4d. per annum,
Tbo Fortign ratO'^ nviotcil above apply aluo to men in the Service abroad,

COLONIAI- AND FOKEIGN AGENTS:

UNITED States—Tlio Interuatlonol News Agtnoy, Now York. Canada—Toronto News Co., Ltd.. Toronto ; Montreal News Co., Ltd.. Montreal ; Winnipef
NowaCo., Winniiiefj; British Ciiliimb'a News Co., Vancouver; Gordon ft Gotoli, Ltd., 132, Bay Street, Toronto.

AUSTRALIA- Grrdon & Gotcli, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.S W.), Brial.u- - "^ ~'--^' ' ^ '-''" '° * > "-'^ '^ * ^ —
New Zealand—GordonA Gotch, Ltd., Wellinttjin. AucklHud. Chnsichurch, i

POTITU AFRICA—Central News Anency, L'd. Pahis-Smith's Eoulish Library, S-JS Rue Rivoli.

Premium Hunting.

IN
oui- correspondence columns this week,

we publish a letter from the president of

the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., draw-

ing attention to the practice of " pseudo

dealers," who take advantage of the present

abnormal conditions to obtain premiums on

new machines. Abnormal times always bring

in their train undesirable conditions, and, while

supply and demand are so far apart, much as

it is to be deplored, present-day practices will

prevail. So far as motor cycles are concerned,

the purchaser whodeals with the only appointed

agent of the manufacturer is secure from the

premium hunter, who generally is a "private

purchaser " who has had the foresight to order

early in order to resell at a premium to his

fellows not so fortunate, and—to be perfectly

candid—less enterprising. The remedy is in

the hands of the genuine riding public. So
long as there are buyers ready to pay a premium,

there will always be people to sell. The sugges-

tion of the makers to withdraw guarantees from

machines- resold within a reasonable period is a

good one, although it probably will have little

effect, as the men who are ready to pay heavy

premiums are those who rarely need. to ask that

the terms of the guarantee be fulfilled. All

the same, it is highly desirable that the manu-
facturers and their agents should do something

to alter the present position.

Most agents sell only at catalogue prices, and
any general departure from this good rule may
alter the whole foundation of their future busi-

ness. At the present time there are excellent

relations between the purchaser and his agent

on the one hand and the agent and the manu-
facturer on the other.

Only increased production, a levelling up of

supply and demand, can eliminate the psuedo
dealer and premium hunter. There are signs

that a more nomial state of affairs is nearer than
many suppose. Twelve months ago premiums

were paid on pedal bicycles, to-day the supply

is greater than the demand ; the purchaser can

pick and choose and obtain what he desires at

the catalogue price. In the lightweight motor
cycle field the supply is almost level with de-

mand, and the . position regarding sidecar

machines is becoming easier every week. In-

creased production is the only cure for present

high prices, and this holds good in the motor
cycle world just as it does elsewhere.

"The Motor Cycle "-4id.

WITH this issue, the price of T/ie Motor
Cycle is raised to 4}^d. The increase

is mainly due to the very marked
advance in the cost of paper. Since

January ist last, the price of paper has

risen 2d. per pound, which represents an
increase of over ^35,000 in the annual paper
bill of The Motor Cycle. Quite apart from
the cost of printing and editing the journal,

the paper used in each copy to-day costs over

33|d. as compared to three farthings in pre-

war days. Add to this the general production

and distribution charges', it will be apparent that

the 4j^d. now charged does not cover the whole
of the increased cost. Even at the new price

of 4j^d., we shall still receive (after taking trade

terms to newsagents into consideration) nearly

id. per copy less than the cost of the raw paper
used. The popularity and wide circulation of

this journal only complicate the position.

Notwithstanding the increase, the journal will

not bear a commercial profit, but, as we hope
that the present high cost of paper is only tem-
porary, we are content that this should be so.

Readers, advertisers, and proprietors must all

bear a portion of the increased cost, and we are

sure that the step we have taken will be preferred

to a curtailment of size or quality of the editorial

matter. We sincerely hope that conditions

will at a later date permit of a reduction in price,

but, frankly, there are no prospects of any down-
ward mo\'ement at the present time.

,!to\,

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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No Finality Yet.

THOSE jaundiced critics who thought at Olympia
that our industry had got into a rut Avouid rub
their eyes when they saw the drawings of the

new Pullin two-stroke ; and behind the scenes there

are other novelties still in the experimental stage.

Frame, price, ignition, carburation, gear box, engine

cycle, brake work, lighting—every solitary item, if riot

absolutely new, is instinct Avith elements of novelty.

Even the silencer, contrary to the general run of two-

strokes, contains two separate baffle plates, and all

two-stroke enthusiasts will be anxious to hear the

machine on the road, for ah engine of this type, which
claims to be practically immune from four-stroking

and able to tone down the exuberance of its exhaust
gases, has distinct attractions.

Nerves and Grease.

LAST week I covered a particularly nasty piece of

road six separate times, and on each occasion it

was disgustingly greasy.' Twice I rode it in day-
light with a vertical breeze up, hating every yard of

the way. Twice I covered, it at night with rather an
inefficient acetylene lamp, and my attention' was so
occupied with peering ahead that I completely forgot

to be afraid of side-slip, except when the short-range

lighting compelled me to watch the road too close

to my front wheel, and the short-focus steering, as

always, proved unsteady and set up a mild skid or two.

Twice I rode it wdth excellent lamps, and, since my
gaze was concentrated far enough ahead for me to steer

Steadily, and too far aheaid for me to note the details

of the road surface, I completed these two trips, with-

out fear and tail-wagging. It only shows that skidding

is more a matter of nerves than of tyres, balance, or

surSace. ' ..,.,-
A Glorious Scraf?.

[Y week-end was enjoyed Avith the aid of a T.T.
Norton. The main reflection which it inspired

was that nobody can name a speed which in

itself is dangerous. Given perfect steering, perfect

brakes, and an engine which is game to push you along

at anything between 5 m.p.h. and, 65 m.p.h. on top

gear, all questions of risk attach to the rider rather

than to the speed of the machine. This 'bus can
safely be driven over wet roads at an average figure

which the correspondents of the daily papers " Pater-

familias," " Conimonsense," and other gentlemen of that

kidney, would consider formidable on Brooklands.
If there is a fiercer ^% h.p. than the Norton speed
model, I should like to meet it; and yet it can amble
along without pinking, like a medieval abbot's palfrey.

A30

Perhaps the sweetest thing about a very charming 'bu;

is the greedy way in which it can gobble up really
j

steep hills on top. You must give it a rush, of course
j

if you do not want the advanced ignition to breed £'|

hammering ; and, if there are bends ahead, you must i

be prepared to lie well over. But set it at th!t

straighter climbs of the Dashwood variety, and the

speed it can register up r in 10 and worse is literall) >

phenomenal.
j

Air Stranglers.
JWILL somebody tell me why so many Amerlcai

!

makers fit shutters to the air intakes of thei

carbutetters, and yetHie fitting remains a ran
j

exception on carburetters of British manufacture ? .

j

am lumping cars and cycles together in this statement
j

bien enienclii. During the last year or two J have ha(
|

to grapple with the not uncommon combination of bad
fuel and a cold garage in connection with every con

|

ceivable type of petrol engine ; and I have invariabh
|

found that an improvised air strangler ensured a firs
1

time start witli them all, if. we except very multi
j

cylinder aircraft engines, which often require rathe ;

special treatment. It is, of course, a fairly simple jol;

for an amateur mechanic to rig up an air shutter, evei 1

for a motor cycle engine, which demands a screef;

filter as well as a shutter, to prevent the sand-blastinii

effect of drawing grit-laden air past the valve. Whei

!

• I lack time to make a proper engineering fitting,- 1.

am driven to unscrew the gauze screen, insert a cork;

start up, withdraw the cork, and replace the gauze,

I fancy there would be a goodish sale for a blanV,

spring-held cap to fit over tlje gauze of standarc;

carburetters. Purchasers could drill air holes to sui

themselves. Is the trade afraid that duffers will sucL

pints of neat petrol into their engines, and scour the

oil off the cylinder walls? Or why is so handy a fitting

still so scarce? A colleague suggests that an adjacem

exhaust pipe may be the cause of this hesitation, bui

I do not see that the universal habit of flooding is

much less risky in such cases.

Fly-op Stands.

Tq) EADERS must be growing tired of this cross

J_[V^ heading. Is there, or is there not, an undodg-

able master patent on fly-up stands ? In thi'

year of grace I have paid well over ;£ioo for a com
paratively low-powered solo mount. It chances t(

possess no substantial protrusion by which it can bt

propped against a kerb, and its bows bristle with st

many fragile projections that it is not wise to lear

the 'bus against a wall. \Miene\er I stop, wisdonj

suggests lowering the stand. It is not difficult to drofji
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Occasional Comments.

—

the .stand, lull ii is a TiUhy and laborious job tn t^ct

it up a^'ain wlu-ii I wish to proceed. Wiien u\), it

stiip.s up, which is more tliaii can be said for many
.stands even in 1920. ]3ut to raise it I must comiiress

liie tail of tlie back mudguard with both thumbs,
anil use ail tlie force my twin forefingers can exert

10 s(iuee/c tlie stand past the guard. This part of

the m a c h i n c is

always filthy ; it

naturally collects

plenty of mud, and

the fish-tailed ex-

haust pipe squirts a

liUii of oil blobs

aver the neighbour-

hood. If 1 raise

the stand with bare

hands, I need a

paratlin bath ; if I

first put on gloves

—

well, my- dry-weather

gloves cost two
guineas, and my
wet-weather gloves

are a thirty shilling

pair of irreplace-

able Hun rubbers.

How I sigh for my
old Rudge, which
automatically tucked

up its own tail

whenever you
wheeled the 'bus

forward

!

A Good
Compression Tap.

FINDING t h a t

nobody seems

j

able tO' start a

Scott from cold on
one kick without

petrol injections, I

! am fitting compres-
sion taps tO' my en-

gine, as a squirt of

dope ensures an in-

stant start, just as

it generally does
I with four-stroke en-

!
gines. Some Scotts

i
are fitted with pipes

licoupling the drain-

Mcock of the petrol

itank to the inlet

;';pipe; but I dislike

ii small screwed imions
in inlet pipes. Presumably the Scott people refrain

from fitting compression cocks, because air leaks

are specially fatal to good running, and a two-

stroke already possesses sufficient possibilities of

leakage without gomg out of one's way to add to them.

But the Scott cylinder heads are fitted with screwed
plugs of ordinary s.p. thread, and Ripaults market
an excellent compression tap of the right reach and
thread. Its special merits are that it has a taper

THE OPEN ROAD. What fascination there is in watching the ' road _ ahead—
especially if it be a route with which one is not acquainted? To reach the horizon,

to guess what lies beyond i^ a never-ending source of pleasure. On a road such as is

depicted, the motor cyclist enjoys an exhilaration unknown to the rest of his fellows.

S^T

seating to guard the compression, a priming hole which
is shielded from carbon when the tap is shut, and an
ebonite finger piece, which docs not burn the fingers
or break off after the manner of the ordinary briiss

tap handle. Let it be added that nobotly can com-
plain of the Scott starting: we must expect half a
dozen kicks when a crank case requires charging with
mixture as well as a cylinder. But the magnificent

Scott steering and
springing tempt me
to use it for busi-

ness purposes.
" Business " the
other afternoon spelt

six calls in three

hours, each long

enough tu chill the

radiator • completely.

The - original cold

start, plus six stops

on the road, made
a total of seven cold

starts in three hours,

i.e., some forty-two

digs at the starter.

That is why I am
fitting the Ripault

taps.

A Rocksteady
Speedometer.

ABOUT Armi-
stice Day I

heard rumours
that a certain in-

strument merchant,
ex R.A.F., was
shortly to produce
a new speedometer,

positively accurate,

with a dial no bigger

than an Ingersoll,

and selling at ten

shillings or there-

abouts. As this

miracle, has not yet

materialised, I .fitted

a Bonniksen to my
Scott, . and am
s i mp 1 y charmed
with it. Not only

is its drive dead
silent, but its needles

are rocksteady, and,

what is still more in-

structive, it has
taught me that all

my previous speedo-

meters were untruthful. The standard Scott does not

lay itself out for excessive speed, but the Bonniksen 's

record of its paces was always some 10 m.p.h. bellow

my own estimates, and at last I got nettled, and made
careful tests. There is no question that the Bonniksen

is accurate, and I am driven to conclude that the

instruments which I have previously used exaggerated

the actual speed rather markedly at speeds in. excess

of 30 m.p.h.
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Duplex Frames.

—

Scott.

Of all- those duplex frames at present before the

public, the Scott has been longest on the market, and
is an exception which proves the rule that flat twins

and duplex frames are generally found together. This
frame is designed from end to end upon scientific

principles. It is triangulated, and radiates from the

engine as a centre, up-
wards to the head, and
backwards to the rear

hub and seat pillar

;

thus it needs no top

tube, as usually seen,

to complete its rigidity.

It is duplex throughout,

with the exception of
the seat pillar tube,

which is surrounded by
the tank, the head, and
the tube, which passes

above the engine. The
frame is complete in

itself, and. although

the engine stiffens it,

when in position, it does not form
a frame member, but rather a
frame centre.

Indian Scout.
In this machine twin tubes ex-

tend from the head to the rear

wheel. These run side by side

until they pass the lug to which
the lower tank tube is attached

;

they then separate sharply to the

point where they take a turn to

the rear, whence they run nearly

parallel on each side of the

engine and
.
gear box to the rear hub. The least

attractive part of this design lies in the method of
fitting the tube from the saddle to the lower part of
the frame.

The Cotton.

The frame designed by Mr. Willoughby Cotton is

duplex to a large degree, as well as triangular through-

out. Two pairs of duplex tubes extend froria the head
to the rear axle, and the tank is mounted between

them. Another pair of tubes are placed between the

rear axle and the lower part of the engine, while a

fourtlT pair connect the rear axle with the gear box.

Thus it will be seen that the rear wheel is most rigidly

fixed, having no fewer than four tubes on each side of

it—double the usual number. The single tubes in

this machine are those which extend to the engine from

the saddle and the steering head.

Partly Duplex Frames.
The Velocette makes no pretence to a duplex frame

throughout, but the down tube is double, and extend^
below the engine to the gear

box : a very sound combination

of a duplex and loop frame.

The Diamond also has a duplex

down tube, which is detachable
;

but in this case does not extend

below the engine,

but is attached to

an engine plate of

The Cotton
duplex and tri-

angulated frame.

the usual design. In the Ivy

design the front down tubes are

duplex, and the bar below the

tank consists of a piece of

flat metal instead of the

usual tube. The 4 h.p. Douglas has a down tube

which divides at a lug below the tank, and straddles

the front cylinder. The Henderson four-cylindef

machine has a frame which is slightly less duplex,

than the corresponding F.N., and another peculiarity-

is that there is no down tube from the seat.

Many flat twins are mounted on double tubes where
,

the duplex principle is not carried any further. The
Wooler, Htmiber, and 2% h.p. Douglas are examples

of this method of construction.

Notes on Motor Cycle Legislation.
The Anomalous Position of the Mo(or Cyclist. What is a Motor Cycle ?

AGAR in the future may have two 7in. head lamps
of 24 c.p. eacli. A motor cycle one Sin. lamp of 12
c.p. Such are the recommendations of the Parlia-
mentary Committee on Lights on Vehicles.

According to the law, a motor cycle is a vehicle under
7 cwt. on three wheels. A tricycle with an Auto-whecl
attached is a car.

If the above two anomalies are not altered we may see

an old tricycle with a. motoi' wheel sporting two great head
lights and subject to a tax of £6.

Surely a motor cycle is any form of motor vehicle under
a certain weight ?

Many motor cyclists only use their machines for the best
six months of the year, but the suggestion to give them the
option of quarterly payments was " turned down " because
the sums were so small

Unless 'motor cyclists are given this option quite a number
will give up riding, with the result that the Treasury wilL..

obtain nothing. Half a loaf is better than no bread. •

The proposed taxation may help develop the real lightTi

weight motor cycle so long urged by The Motor Cycle. ' S
But it will also retard development of -the light four-wlieelew

of wliich there are several promising designs. "-

There are some three-wheelers which are cars on three

wheels, and there are some four-wheelers that are nothing
more than motor cycles. ^
A tax that influences design is a tax on progress, aii^E

I'etards development in directions other than those suite™
to the taTration basis. .^

All modern oars have long-stroke engines, because the
Treasury rating takes only bore into account.
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selection of picture from this week s mail bag : (1) Usua'ly hills are included in trials to test the power of the engine ; this steep hill in
ibridge was used in the Sheffield Sportmg Team Trial to test driving skill and brakes. R. Stacey (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)
ady competitor in the Cumberland M.C.C.'s recent trial over Shap and Kirkstone Pass. Miss Rutherford (3.V Sunbeam). (3) A. L. Downie

.J.bO at the hdinburgh M.C. s H.ll-climb, Redstone Rig. (4) W. James, sen. (8 Morgan) on one of the hairpins in the Sheffield Team

W/ 1, "^7°^'? j"""^ Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.'s Paperchase. (6) The Ealing and District M.C.C.'s Hill-climb on Kop Hill.
Wright (./-y Indian sc.) (7) Starting the climb of Shap. A competitor on a 4 h.p. Douglas sidecar in the Cumberland Club's recent trial.
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A NEW DE LUXE " SINGLE."
The Wilkin 4 h p. Model—a Sheffield Produclion of AftracUve Design.

REALLY high - class single - cylinder
machines are few and far between
among the new comers to the

market, and for this reason the Wilkin
4 h.p. machine will attract its full share
of attention. It is the product of Jlr.

a. W. Wilkin, of Sheffield, who for

several years has been selling motor cycles
besides riding them both privately and
in competitions.

In decidhig to market a machine under
his own name, Jlr. \^'ilkin very wisely
refrained from taking the line of least

resistance bj- merely assembling standard
units in a standard frame. True, the
engine, gear, and forks are standard units,

but he has succeeded in making a. most
distinctive machine by the manner in

which he has used them in the attractive
frame of his own design.

The engine is the well-known Black-
burne "4," and the gear box a Sturmcy-
Archer with all chain transmission totally

enclosed in w.ell-proportioncd cases.

The Wilkin " 4" is an attractive machine,

on which mudguarding has received closer

attention than usual. It is fitted with a

Lucas Magdyno

Having n sloping top tube, the frame
has distinctive lines, and is rather longer
than would have been necessary on a
machine intended for solo work.
The extra comfort of a few inches on

tlie "heelbase is now being more appre-

ciated by designers, but m the Wilku
this is not carried to a degree to makt
the machine ungainly in appearance. A-

wiU be seen from the illustrations, th.

Lucas Magdyno combined lighting am
ignition set forms part of the equipment
and the black finish is reheved by nea!

gold lining on the tank and a platen

handle-bar.

Adequate Mudguaiding.

The mudguards are of good width, and

in the case of the front wheel guards

extend outside the fork members, while

the valances on both are deep.

At every point the design and constnic-

tion appear to be sound, and we should

not be surprised to see the Wilkin become
very popular, not only in the districts

adjacent to its birthplace, but among
motor cyclists generally. We congratulate

Mr. Wilkin on a splendid machine, which

comes as a welcome addition to a type

of which there are not too many
representatives.

A SIDECAR ALTERNATIVE.
Car Type Body— Motor Cycle Mechanism

THERE are certain ex-motor cyclists

who believe that the present day
de Iv.re sidecar will eventually be

replaced by a form of three-wheeler
providing protected accommodation for

the driver. The illustration depicts what
may be termed a redesigned sidecar

outfit, and although the bodywork
apparently errs on the side of elabora-

tion, the mechanics follow motor cycle
practice. The engine is an air-cooled

8 h.p. Jap V twin, the gear box a
Sturmey-Archer, and the transmission is

hy i X iin. chain from engine to gear
box, by l^in. belt from gear box to

countershaft beneath the seat and finally

by single | x r'sin. chain to the driving
wheel.

All wheels are readilv detachable, and
are shod with 700 X 80in. tyres. En-
closed coil springs are used for the front

B4

A three-wheeler of an exceptionally

pleasing design.

sjspensiun and quarter elliptics at the
rear. The steering is direct, and stands
are fitted to each wheel.

Having a wheelbase of 5ft. 9in. and
a track of 3tt. 9in., the weight is 6^
cwt., equipped with a four gallon petrol

tank, one gallon oil tank, six volt

dynamo lighting set, speedometer, etc.-

"iMr. W. G. Topham, of 17, PopM(
Avenue, King's Heath, Birmingham, M
the designer, and the machine seems to

be a first-class production.
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Notes on Sparking Plug Faults and Others for which the Piug is Often Blamed.

THE niodeni petrol engine embodies several com-

ponent parts, each of which is made by a

manulacturer who "peciahses purely in this one

.part; and. wliilc the nianufaclurer is responsible for

'the satisfaction ,;;i\en b)- Ids production, the various

parts of an en^iine are so related that a fault in one

part often affects one or more of the others. The
sparking plug is one such small but vital part, and

when misliring occurs this part is always suspected

first. Often when ignition trouble is localised at the

plug, and temporarily remedied by fitting a new plug,

the cause of the trouble is in some other part of the

engine. The cooling, lubrication, carburation, timing

of valves, and ignition, can all affect the sparking plug.

The responsibility of the sparking plug maker begins

at the terminal of the plug, and ends at the spark

gap : that is to say, the sequence of

events that occur before the spark reaches

the terminal and after the spark occurs

at the gap is quite be^^ond his control.

In setting out the faults that may occur

iij the sparking plug, it is, therefore,

assumed that there is a suitable electric

pressure of 8,000 volts or so at the spark-

ing plug terminal, and that the spark gap
is surrounded with a suitable explosive

mixture.

The magneto is responsible for the

siipply of the electric current or spark to

the terminal, and this spark can be tested

by disconnecting the high-tension cable

aiad holding it about T^g-in. away, from the plug ter-

minal or the metal of the engine, while the engine is

either running or being turned round at a sufficient

speed. The spark should easily be able to jump that

distance in air. If no spark is produced, there may
be several reasons, but the three most common causes
are that the low-tension insulated terminal of the

magneto is "earthed," the rocking ann of the con-

tact breaker is stuck with the contact jioints apart

owing to> the fibre bearing swelling, or that there is a
fault in the high-tension cable. The timing of the
spark is correctly adjusted when, with the ignition

lever fully retarded, the spark occurs when the piston
is just over the compression dead centre. Advancing
the ignition lever will then cause the spark to occur
before the piston reaches the full compression position.

Mixture Variations.

The setting of the carburetter which gives the best

power at all speeds is the correct setting. As a rule,

misfiring indicates too weak a mixture': sooting up
of the sparking plug represents too rich a mixture.
If the carburetter is producing too weak a mixture,
the effect may either be simple misfiring, or may result

in firing jn the inlet pipe (popping in the carburetter)

caused by the mi.xture burning slowly and igniting the
inciinnng gas. Too rich a mixture may cau.se simple
mislirnig, owing to the deposit of soot over the insu-
lation of the sparking plug, or may cause pre-ignition
due to the overheating of the engine and sparking
plug. Pre-ignition is caused by some piece of metal
or carbon (usually the central electrode of the spark-
ing plug) being red-hot. The most noticeable effect
of pre-ignition is to cause " knocking," and occasion-
ally the symptoms are similar to seizure. Both too
weak and too rich a mixture cause overheating of
the engine.

Assuming, however, that the magneto is supplying
a proper spark at the correct moment to the terminal
of the sparking plug, and that the carburetter is

supplying an ignitable mixture at all speeds, there
remain the various possible faults that
may be caused by a faulty sparking plug.

Misfiring,

The spark gap may be closed up or
joined across by a thin thread of metal,
or the spark gap may be too wide for

the spark to jump. The correct width
of gap is 14 mm., or the thickness of a
stout visiting-card. The insulator may
be cracked if of the porcelain type, or
punctured if of the mica type ; the spark
then jumps straight from the insulated

centre pin to the metal body of the plug
instead of occurring at the spark gap.

The only remedy is new insulation or a new plug.

The surface of the insulation at the sparking end
of the plug may be covered with soot, caused either

by too rich a mixture or by burnt lubricating oil. This
is the most common fault, but the plug cannot be
blamed for this trouble. When the soot is caused by
burnt lubricating oil, it has a rough coarse-grained
appearance ; when it is caused by too rich a mixture,
it has a very fine, smooth appearance. The remedy,
of course, lies in improving the lubricating arrange-
ments or the carburetter. Sparking plugs can be
designed to continue to fire despite a considerable
amount of soot on the insulator, but the more plugs are

designed with this point in view, the worse they are

as a rule in other respects. Soot on the insulator

caused by too rich a mixture is a sign of imperfect
combustion, and anybody in charge of a petrol engine
should not be satisfied with such a state of affairs.

Besides the trouble caused by misfiring, there is a

considerable loss of power and waste of petrol. If

sooting cannot be cured, the most suitable plug is one
with the most open end and longest exposed insulating

surface, as shown in fig. i.

Another cause of misfiring is the use of a poor
quality insulator of the porcelain type in a sparking

B5
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plug, such that when this insulator is heated up it

gradually loses its insulating qualities, and allows the
spark to leak away. This effect is usually noticed on
an air-cooled motor cycle during a long climb, the
symptoms being that the firing gradually gets weaker
and weaker, and, finally, the engine stops; but it

should always be borne in mind that failure of the
petrol supply can give very similar symptoms.

Back Firing.

When this is caused by the sparking plug, it is due
to the central electrode or the tip of the insulator
remaining red-hot when the inlet valve opens. This
usually happens with a plug having a long thin central
electrode and a long thin insulating sleeve round the
central electrode, as indicated in fig. i. The. remedy
is to use a plug having a thicker central electrode and
a shorter insulating sleeve, or the type of insulator
called the solid-ended, as indicated in fig. 2 ; but
here again it must be borne in mind that popping in

the carburetter is much more often caused by the
mixture being too weak. The petrol supply may be
exhausted, or dirt or water may be choking the car-

buretter jet, or there may be a bad air leak irSo the
combustion chamber. Another cause is the setting of

UAY 13th, ig20.

the ignition timing too late for the speed of the

engine.

Pre=ignition.

If heat continues to be supplied to the sparking plug

faster tlfan the plug can get rid of- it, at a certain,

stage a temperature will be reached when the central'

electrode of the sparking plug will be at a dull red

heat during the compression stroke. The mixture will

be fired by this red-hot metal, and the engine will

knock badly. The remedy is either to reduce the load

on the engine, and so supply less heat to the plug,"-

or else to fit a better design of sparking plug.

It is difficult to describe briefly the kind of plug

that is required, but the chief feature is a thick centre

pin. Anything in the nature of a thin diameter centre

pin with a large metal surface at the sparking end

usually causes 'pre-ignition. The type of plug indi-

cated in fig. I, if it does not cause back-firing, may
cause pre-ignition, whereas the type of plug shown

in fig. 2 will certainly, not cause back-firing, and will

only cause pre-ignition on a very hot engine. In the

case of pre-ignition, it should always be remembered
that the engine may be getting excessively hot, due to

faulty carburation or, of course, insufficient cooling.

Pre-ignition can also occur by the ignition timing being

advanced too far for the speed of the engine.

The Late Mr. A. W. Torkington.
Well-known Persbnaiily in (he Trade, N.M.C.F.U. and A.C.U.

AS recorded in the major portion of our
last week's issue, the death of Mr.
A. W. Torkington comes as a

severe shock to those motor cyclists who,
even though they did not know him per-

sonally, knew of him and his excellent work
for the movement. Those who knew him
well were aware that he was suffering _from
a serious complaint, which was bound sooner
or later to terminate fatally, but the end
came very suddenly on the 3rd inst.

Mr. Torkington took an interest in auto-

mobile matters from the very early days.

He was associated with a tyre which bore
his name, and later with the Stelastic 'tyre

which was by no means unknown among
motor cyclists.

It was in 191 2, however, that he first

took an active part in motor cycle matters,

as it was lin that year that he joined the

committee of the Auto Cycle Union as a

representative of the Royal Automobile
Club. In the following year he became
treasurer to the Union, and devoted himself
most assiduously to the financial side of the

organisation, showing remarkable ability in

this office until 191 9, when, on the death
of Mr. J. R. Nisbet, he took over the chair-

manship.

It is not only as an official of the Auto
Cycle Union that Mr. Torkington's name
will be remembered by motor cyclists. He
was founder and chairman of the National

Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union, a body organised during

the war, which clearly placed before the authorities the

b6

claims of motor cyclists, especially manual
'workers, for a smail dole of petrol to enable

them either to get to their work on their

motor cycles or to enjoy a week-end run in

the open country. Under the able organisa-

tion of Mr. Torkington the National Motor
Cyclists' Fuel Union grew and prospered,

and many hard workers employed at high

pressure on w^ar work during the week in a

sometimes stuffy and badly ventilated fac-

tory were able to enjoy the delights of the

open road on Saturdays and Sundays. Mr."

Torkington was well aware of. the importr

ance of helping the worker to get ample
relaxation, and his devoted efforts certainly

bore fruit.

Mr. Torkington not only interested himr

self in motor cycles but in automobilism as.

well. He was a member of the Royal

Automobile Club Committee, a member of

the General Sub-committee, and several

other sub-committees, among them the

Financial Committee.
He served in the Territorials (R.A.),~

and held the rank of colonel.

The Auto Cycle Union has been sorely

stricken in the loss of two chainnen within

but a few months of one another, and the

vacant post will be exceedingly hard to filU

The late Mr. Torkington had the welfare

of motor cyclists always at heart, and he

will be greatly missed by all those who
knew him. The funeral took place at noofi

on Friday last at the Paddington Cemetery, the service

beina; taken bv the Rev. E. P. Greenhill.
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Camping by Motor Cycle
Compact Equtpment for the Open-air Lile.

The ten; erected

nowins the complete

camper's kit-

MUCH piijovmoiit and
can bo Effected by

a considerable saving of money
Llie motor cyclist who carries

his house -with him, and is thus independent of hotels

and high liotel charges. Both in this country and in France
many pleasant tours at a very small cost can be undertaken

in this way.
Messrs. Ballard's IMotors, 92, Gloucester Road,

London, S.W.7, have thoroughly studied the question

tion, and have erected in their showrooms a capital

tent (with Hy slieet and ground sheet) which will

comfortably accommodate two people, and can be

supplied with two blankets or one sleeping bag.

Tlie equipment consists not only of the tent com-
plete, pegs, and the bag to store it in, but the

complete camping outfit, including a Primus stove,

kettle, a canteen, a saucepan, a frying pan, plates,

cups, knives and forks, a Thermos tiask, a trenching

tool (a very useful accessory for camping), and
caudle lantern.

AN EFFECTIVE REAR STAND CLIP.

IT is a common spectacle, even in these days, to see trailing

motor cycle stands. The average clip is so designed that
. it either holds the staud so firmly that it requires a great

effort to free it, or. on the contrary, allows it to drop
immediately bumpy
roads are traversed.
Eecognising these

faults, the Arden
Motor Co., Ltd., of

Balsall, Berkswell,
near Coventry, have
produced a new rear

stand clip, the
Klipitite, which
they claim will hold
the rear stand up
quite fii'mly, even

,
—

J 1- over the roughest
"

A neat rear stand clip.
roads

A glance at the illustration will reveal the fact that the

whole clip is simplicity itseU,~and that the mechanism, which
consists of a strong spring pressing on to a hardened steel

ball of ample dimensions, is totally enclosed.

REFINEMENTS IN DISC
WHEELS.

ALTHOUGH the Ace disc wheel has

established a reputation for its

refinements, chief among which
being the flange fi.xing, eliminating

small bolts and nuts, the manufacturers
have not been content to rest on their

laurels. They have improved both the

appearance of the discs (which are now
made of aluminium exclusively) by
spinning them in one piece without a

joint, and by an improved valve hole

cover.

The latter takes the form of a small

circular flanged cap fixed to the disc by
a flat spring, which holds it in position in the orifice of

the circular valve hole.

Another improvement in the Ace disc is the flange, which
is now a neat stamping recessed to take the special bolts.

Those riders who favour disc wheels (and there is little

to be said against their use on sidecar machines at any
rate) will undoubtedly find that the Ace discs are as nearly
an ideal fitting as it is possible to obtain. The method of

fixing renders them quite rattle-proof, and the sizes are

planned to be an accurate fit on several standard machines.
The makers have now changed the title of the firm from

the Disc Engineering Co. to Cornercroft, Ltd., with works
at Vecqueray Street, Coventry.
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A Popular Handbook for Motor Cyclists.

The Twenty-first Edition of " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Tliem." Revised and Largely Rewritten.

ALTHOUGH many manufacturers supply very complete

'instruction booklets with, new motor cycles, others

do not do so, and often a rider is at a loss to know
how he may get the best results from his machine.

In the case of second-hand motor cycles also, the novice

may purchase a machine with very little knowledge of its

management and control, and to riders in such a class, the

need of a handbook, describing the working and running

of a motor cycle, is decidedly real. This need has been

filled by the various book publications issued from the

offices of The Molor Cych, chief amongst them being " Jlotor

Cycles and How to Manage Them " (Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, price 2s. 5d,, by post

2s. lOd.).

A new edition (the 21st) of the latter has recently been
prepared, and it is now out of the printers' hands. The
revision of the matter and illustrations has been very com-

PitjioN Carrier Foot StartincOevTcc-

[ P.wuSpr,™-|

a' * "^
. Free EtioiNE Clutch I

H,JB AojuiTiNG Cons

The Armstrong three-speed hub gear fitted to many 1914 machines.

An illustration showing a mechanism usually puzzlmg to the rider.

plete, and , much obsolete material deleted. The object

of the book is not only to give the motor cyclist a re-

view of current motor cycle practice, but also to instruct

him in obtaining the best results from his machine. Three
hundred and fifty illustrations, in both line and half-tone,

show not only complete machines, but also the chief com-
ponents and accessory details. Carefully prepared sectional

i!lustx"ations are shown of typical engines, gear boxes, and
magnetos, and two sets of very clear explanatory diagrams
are included, showing respectively the operation of engines

of both the four-stroke and two-stroke pattern.

>T0 PUMPS DRIP FEf-O

^MAIN

.PIPELEADliSG
TO PASS^Ce

RVOIR BaOW IVWJN BtARING BU5H

tiONPETURNV^LVt:

Diagrammatic arrangements ot lubrication systems are clearly

shown ; this illustration is of the J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine

A specimen illustration. The action ot two and four stroke

engines is explamed very fully, and specially prepared diagrams

illustrate the complete cycles of operations.

The Magneto Explained.
The reliability of the modern magneto is such that a motor

cyelist may easily ride throughout the whole season without
either understanding or in any way caring for the ignition

apparatus. At the same time, however, there are many
who desire to understand the working of the magneto in order

that thej' may be able to effect minor adjustments if the need
for them ever arises. With this end in view, the chapter

devoted to the high-tension magneto has been entirely re-

written, and in clear and simple language it now gives a

sound and practical explanation of all that need be known
about this very interesting component part of the machine.
It may be confidently asserted that no better article on the

magneto has ever been published other than in text books^

J5articularly devoted to the subject of ignition. v
Separate chapters are devoted to multi-cylinder engines,

the action of two-strokes, and also to carburation, lubrication,

and cooling systems. There is a great deal of information on

transmission and gearing, the internal arrangements of most
well-known gear boxes being illustrated. The latest develop-

ment in spring frames and sidecar construction are also re-

viewed. Ladies and those who are interested in light open-.

framed motor cycles and machines in the scooter class will, i

find that the most popular models are dealt with. Lighting*

equipment, tyres, and speed )meters are also discussed in'

its 275 pages.'

Practical Instruction.
In addition to a chapter on the choice of a machine, there''

are two sections devoted respectively to instruction on the.

management of the machine on the road and to its care in

the motor house, and many practical hints are embodied
therein. A new section on Continental touring has been,^

embodied, and a collection of useful tables giving calculation."'

for speed, horse-power, and gearing has been added. "f

The existing law with regard to motor cycles is also rer-

viewed, and a copious index will prove of great assistance ta

the rider who wishes to trace niformatioli regarding any

detinite defect ot running or detail of mechanism

mtut
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AD letters most to addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must bo accomoanled by the writer's name and address.

LENSES IN GOGGLES.
Sii',— I am one of those poor unfortunate people who

have to wear glasses at all times, and although I can, and
do, wear tliem underneath my goggles it struck me that
it would be very much more comfortable to have one's own
lenses incorporated in the goggles.
I wonder whether any of your reader* could tell me the

name of a good and enterprising optician who could under-
take sudi a job. I think if any optician of good standing
were to take this up, and to advertise the fact, he would
find tliere was quite a lot of money in it.

E. E. TOYSTER.
SINGLE-LEVER CARBURETTERS.
Sir,^Now that several leading motor cycle manufacturers

are tittiug single lever carburetters, it would interest many
of your readers to know the experience of those drivers who
have them fitted to their respective machines. Personally,
I have ridden motor cycles since 1903, and have now a 1920
Enfield combination fitted with an Amac single lever.

I have not yet tested my consumption, but feel satisfied
that I am getting good results, have no difficulty in starting,
and acceleration is excellent, but I still think that mv
carbnretter could do with more air at half throttle, though
if I fitted some means of giving more air, I should possibly
find I am wrong. I still have a. sneaking regard for the
two levers. D. C. WILLIAMS.
SOPWITH MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—Announcements have recently been appearing offer-
ing for sale Sopwith two-stroke motor cycles. In order to
avoid any confusion it seems desirable to state that these
machines are 7iot built by the Sopwith Aviation and En-
gineering Co., Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames, and 65, South
Molton Street, W.l, who have no connection with any other
company, nor with the manufacture of any motor cycle
other than the A.B.C.

If at any future time there should be a. change in this
company's policy, whereby any other motor cycle is marketed
by them, an announcement of the fact will be made.
THE SOPWITH AVIATION AND ENGINEEEING

CO., LTD. • H. B. MUSGK.4.VE, Secretary.

PREMIUM HUNTING IN MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—Manufacturers of motor cycles and their accredited

agents have lately suffered from the operations of certain
individuals who do not wish to become the bona-fide owners
of a motor cycle, but rather desire to obtain possession of a
machine for the purpose of resale at a substantial and entirely
unmerited premium, and I shall be grateful for the privilege
of your columns to draw the attention of the public to two
important facts.

First, the premium hunter is rarely, if ever, legitimately
connected with the industry, and is not in the least concerned
with the interests of manufacturer, agent, or user. For his
own private gain he exploits the lai'ge demand in evidence
at the opening of the season.

In the second place, as general industrial conditions con-
tinue to improve, ample supplies of machines will pass into

the hands of the agents without undue delay. Machines are

now being despatched from the works much more rapidly

than was the case during the first quarter of the year.

Active measures are now being undertaken' to check the

evU, and manufacturers reserve the right to withdraw, in

respect of motor cycles bargained for in this fashion, any
guarantee or other advantages which might otherwise attach.

Purchasers should consult the nearest agent of the machine
he or she desires, so that their interests and tlieir purse may
be safeguarded. ALICK S. HILL,

President Britisli Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
and Traders' Union, Ltd.

T.T. ENTRY FEES.
Sir,—Your interesting p.aragraph about the T.T. races and

the entries for this year's event prompt me to urge your
journal to use its influence to obtain some rembsion of the
heavy entry fee of £21 for the genuine private owner riding

his own machine. In the Six Days Trials this is done with-
out any marked deterioration of the standard of riding. In
my opinion, the reduction of the T.T. entry fee to, say,

£8 8s. or £10, would not give rise to any incursion of care-

less riders on dud machines.
Swansea.

ACETYLENE GENERATORS
Sir,—I recently purchased

M.6.

a "small car ' size with
when it was delivered it

frame of the chassis. At
but returned it to the
error and corrected it.

Low generator. I ordered
attachment for a sidecar, and
was quite easily fixed on the
first, I had trouble with it,

makers, who found out the
I am now satisfied with it.

Prior to using this, I had to fill my generator every night.

I now have a powerful head lamp on the cycle and side-

car, and the rear light on the cycle gives a purer and
steadier light, and I have had no trouble whatever with
my rear light going out. Personally, I prefer the Low
generator to electricity. With the exception that it requires

a match to light the lamp, it can be turned on and off

in the same way as electric light. I should like to add I
have no interest in the makers. E. HARRTS.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—The other day I was rushing a 1 in 5 gradient, and

at the foot of it I was touching the 45 m.p.h. I was partly

baulked by a oar at this spot, and had to ride close ir to

the kerb, where I struck a No. 1 pot-hole. This gave my
front wheel a violent jerk to the left, and it at once swung
over to the right and started the famous wobble. Half closing

the throttle, I exercised the whole of my strength to counter-

act the increasing period of the swerves, and was successful,

and straightened out suddenly with quite a jerk. There
were about eight to ten complete oscillations, and the sensa-

tion of it to my hands and arms was identical to that of

trying to push a gyroscope out of its precession. I know of

no other sensation with which to compare it, leaving out,

of course, the sensations at the pit of the stomach, which is

not of the gyroscopic order, except at sea.

One must assume that the small weight of the rims and
t'^e spokes is sufficient to produce gj'roscopic action, and that

the front wheel being suddenly put out of its pISne, would
at once set up gyrations on its own axis, which wouId"increase
in period unless checked by sheer force, which I did on this

occasion. The back wheel being in a fixed plane would
certainly influence the front wheel, which everyone knows
who has to make an awkward turn at speed

It appears to me that were there no gyroscopic action, after

my first sw-erve to the left I should have continued thus until

I fetched the left bank of the road, unless I had a sufficiently

wide space to make a big sweep and work round to the

straight ahead again. The machine is a 5 h.p. .J-.-V.P._ Uvin

with a big rake on the front forks, M o38.

Pinner.
ti3
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STARTING TIPS.

Sir,—In reply to "J.M.M." re easy starting of B.S.A., I

notice he says that it requires a "40 h.p. depression."

The trouble, I take it, is one of two things—either too heavy
engine oil or sticking clutch plates. If B.S.A. gear lubricant

is used, the lattex- trouble is practically non-e.xistent, pro-

vided that the maximum amount of push is available on the

clutch rod.

As to the first named, if the engine oil is as advised by

'

manufacturers, the only method of releasing is to prime ; but
in any but cold weather this should not be necessary.

If "J.M.M." will open up his jet half a turn or 50 more
than normal with air control at about a quarter open and
the throttle at about half open he should be started up after

say a couple of " smart depressions." I encountered just the

same trouble on a 1915 B.S.A. chain-cum-belt, but after

thoroughly washing out the gear box and taking up excessive

clearance in operating rod, afterwards using correct gear box
lubricant, I had no further trouble. DERBY.

Derby.

Sir,—I notice that "J.M.M.," Tenterden, is asking for

starting tips on a B.S.A. model. The following may be
useful as found from experience on my model

:

1. Only slight injection on starting from cold.

2. Air lever as well as petrol lever opened about one-third

of an inch, as in the B.S.A. adjustable carburetter one seems
to get a better mixture.

3. Magneto fully retarded.
4-. Work the piston to the top of the stroke before giving

vigorous kick.,

5. Open adjustable jet on B.S.A. 'carburetter about three

turns (complete turns) and close again to required position

when the engine is running. J. A. FREEMAN.

INTER-CLUB COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—As the hon. trials sec. for the Maudes Challenge

Shield for the inter-club team competition confined entirely

to private owners, -being promoted by the Surbiton and
District M.C.O. to be held on Saturday, June 5th, the letter

froni your correspondent S. W. Phillpott is particularly

interesting to me, and I think he will agree that the com-
petition proposed entirely meets his suggestions, and the

committee of the promoting club hope that the support from
the affiliated clubs will warrant them making the event an
annual one. The committee have endeavoured to eliminate

the trade entrant by their definition of a private owner, and
they hope that clubs entering will endeavour to make their

teams as "amateurish" as possible.

Furthermore, the trade members of the club are gladly
giving their assistance, and any other assistance by the trade
will be gladly welcomed.
May I add that should any affiliated club secretary not

have received particulars of this competition I shall be
happy to forward them.

W. PRATT, S. and D.M.C.G.,
Hon. Trials Sec. Inter-club Team Trial for Private Owners.

100, Great Portland Street, W.
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INFLATED PRICES.
Sir,—We should suggest tliat your correspondent at once

write to the manufacturers, and call their attention to the
overcharges, when, if the agent offering the goods is* a
recognised agent of the firm concerned, we think that future
supplies will be stopped.
In perhaps the case of every motor cycle manufacturer

of repute, it is a breach of the Agency Agreement for 'a

recognised agent to offer to sell a new machine at a higher
price than that ruling at the date of sale ; and if any readers
of your paper should meet with such a case they would be
rendering a service both to the manufacturers and to their

reputable agents if they at once report it.

Unfortunately, there is a certain class of trader, although
not a recognised agent, who manages to obtain new machine.^
by paying the full retail price, or even more, and w-ho is

selling these machines at a figure considerably in advance of

the manufacturers' list price, probably making a bigger
profit in this way than the respectable agent.

;

THE SERVICE CO. (LONDON), LTD.
j

Sir,—With reference to the letter on inflated prices from,
j

"E.J.L.," in your issue of April 15th, I had a very similar
j

experience myself.

A dealer in No?th-west London, who advertises in "your
paper each week, asked me £125 for a 4 h.p. Triumph

[

motor cycle, at a time, some months ago, when the makers'
list price was £92.

I think the Triumph Cycle Co., or one of the associations
who profess to look after the interests of motor cyclists,

ought to do something in such a case. ' ,'

F. A. HUDSON, M.A., A.M.I.C.E. >;•

'

CARBURETTER DESIGN.
Sir,—Regarding Mr. Holland's letter of April 15th, and

the reply of Mr. Parr on April 20th, I would like to say
that I think there can be no doubt that variation in tem-
perature has a good deal to do with carburation, and that
the warmer the temperature the less petrol must be used.'
To anyone in doubt, I would suggest this experiment.
Obtain access to an engine fitted with a dynamometer so

that the exact power can be ascertained, get this engine
running at its best, fitted with a carburetter that has either
a variable choke tube like the Binks, or with an extra air
valve. After the engine has been running for some time,
and is thoroughly warmed up, observe the power given out,
then gradually heat up the float chamber, and you will
observe the power drop ; but this can be regained either
by expanding the choke tube or admitting extra air,

" Clericus," in the issue of April 29th, says that a dis-
advantage of the Binks carburetter on the' Scott is that
it is exposed to the cold draught. I do not' think this is

any disadvantage, provided a hot air pipe is supplied. ' We
always advise Scott riders to use a hot air pipe, and make
a special hot air set which consists of an elbow, length of
flexible pipe, and a muff which fits on the cylinder top.
This supplies the carburetter with warm air practically at
once. I cannot conceive why manufacturers of two-stroke

engines should not make
some provision for draw-

'

ing warm air.

C. BINKS.

A CASE FOR
REFLECTOR
MIRRORS.

All riders do not view these huge road vehicles with the apparent amusement of the motor cyclist shown, who evidently has not been
making vain endeavours to pass the char-a-banc on a narrow road. Both The Motor Cycle and The Autocar have continually urged the

adoption of mirrors on lorries and slow-moving traffic, or some other means of notifying the driver that a vehicle wishes to pass.
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STUDYING THE SIDECAR PASSENGERS' COMFORT.
Some minor faults of the modern sidecar and means to remove them : (1) The average

back cushion is either too uprig'.t or has the thickest part of the upholstering too high ; the

small of the back has no support. (2) A plam back cushion is more comfortable than one
which IS " buttoned," a type difficult to clean. (3j Adequate accommodation is not provided

for the juvenile passenger. (4) A small drawer or locker is a great ccnvenience to the lady

passenger, but it should not be so low that it restricts leg room. (5) Adjustable footrests are

desirable in long sidecars. (6) Seat cushions should slope to the rear, (7) A side curtain is

a necessity with windscreens. (8) Seat cushions are usually too hi~h. Passengers like to sit

" m," rather than " on," sidecars.

BLACK FINISH.
Sir,-^In your issue of April 8th, " I.xion " says in his

"Occasional Comments," "It is a mistake to suppose that

all the commercial ' black finishes ' for handle-bars and
suchlike are preferable to nickel-plating." I am quite sure
he would agree with me that if there were some simple
means of restoring the black finish to the damaged parts
black finish would be infinitely preferable to nickel-plating.
May I therefore quote a method which was given to a
reader some weeks ago in your sister journal, The Amateur
Pliotograp/ier and Photoi/raijhi/ ? It was as follows:

" Apply a coating of Brunswick black, and as soon as
this coating is tacky cover it thickly with a fine black
powder—lamp black, vegetable black, or ivory black will

do. This powder should be left for a few days for the
Brunswick black to become quite hard, and can then be
dusted off."

This, I think, is far better than returning the bars to
the factory. J.L.C.

. Hove.

TAXATION.
Sir,—^I consider the proposed tax on motor cycles most

unjust. I, as a motor cyclist, do not grumble at paying my
full share,' but I think the proposed £4 on a combination
is out of all reason: and as the motor cycle is the poor man's
'bus, and is in fact the first thing bought by not only the
ppor man, but also the rich, it will greatly hamper trade,
and I predict a great falling off in the motor cycle industry.
This tax will in a short time kill the motor engineering
trade. I think a fair tax, seeing we have to pay more, would
be £1 10s. under 200 lb., £2 for over 200 lb., say up to
4 h.p., or solo 4i h.p., and £2 10s. for combination. I

don't think anyone would grumble.
If the authorities cannot come to this, I propose that all

motor cyclists, who are not dependent on their machines
for a living, should start a scheme and hold the machines
up after January 1921, till such time as the tax be modified.

Will someone start this at once ?

I will give him my word that I will not touch my machine
until the tax is at least reasonably modified. S. BUNN.

Sir,—^I quite fail to see that the new taxes involve any
hardships to motor cyclists. It is agreed that we must
pay more, to help^to meet the greatly increased cost of road
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repair and to help to provide better

loads Thougli motor cycles do far \em
damage to roads than cars, good roads

aio of more importance to the motor
cyclist than to any other class of road

usei, and if we have them we shall

save more than the value of the extra

taxes It is absurd to say that an
annual tax of £4 is going to ruin a

111 in who can afford to buy and main-

t nil a combination costing over £200.
M iii\ spend more than that every year
111 quite unnecessary gadgets.

'i he only people who will have to

p ij appreciably more are those who
seldom use their machine, and if they

can afford to keep a motor cycle for

occasional joy-rides they can afford to

pay the tax. The owner of a light- •

weight will actually pay less tnan

before unless he uses less than twenty
gallons of petrol in a year. When
rationing was introduced, there was an

outcry that two gallons a month was
utterly useless

!

Another whine is that there should

be a rebate on machines made before

1913. As nearly all the.se must weigh

under 200 lb., this is quite unjustified.

The only class who are really taxed

more are the sidecar owners, and they

will only have to pay £1 more if they

use 80 gallons a year—a very moderate
allowance.

My opinion is that there is abso-

lutely nothing to complain about, and
the motoring organisations might save

their energies for some more useful

object.

The question whether it is wise to take the tax off imported

spirit is political, and does not concern us as motorists.

H. C. WYLEY.
SLEEVE VALVE ENGINES.

Sir,—I note, in your remarks on sleeve valve engines in

your description of the Allison sleeve valve engine in T/ie

Motor Ci/cle of April 22nd, that you do not think that this

type of engine always holds compression well.

This does not agree with my engine testing experience on

the Burt single sleeve valve engine. In this type of engine,

a ring used to be fitted in the detachable head, in order to

reduce gas leakage from the combustion chamber past the

inside of the sleeve. But I found on test that by leaving

out the ring there was a gain of 3 b.h.p. at 1,900 r.p.m.,

even after prolonged tests at full load, and that the com-
pression pressure was slightly higher at the end of the test,

when measured under running conditions with an Okill

pressure indicator. There should be no trouble with dis-

tortion in the sleeves if they are heat treated after rough
machining and before grinding.

I am afraid that Mr. Allison will experience some trouble,

due to pre-ignition, with the bevelled edges of the inner

sleeve, and that his mechanical efficiency will be low, owing
to the use, of two sleeves. He will probably also experience

some trouble in getting his patent through, owing to its

similarity to the Knight and Burt engines.

D. P. MUIRHEAD, A.M.I.A.E.
PETROL CARRIERS.

Sir,—There is one point I desire to call attention to in

sidecar construction, and that is the fitting of luggage or petrol

carriers. When one buys a new sidecar it is about the first

thing one thinks about, and I have been through this experi-

ence again for about the umpteenth time. Obviously, the

carrier must be sprung, or both chassis and carrier contents

suffer. In the present instance the fitting involved removal
of _ the body, dismounting certain of the upholstery and
internal woodwork in order to secure suitable points for

attachment. I would urge manufacturers either to fit carriers

as part of the standard equipment or to market a carrier as

an extra, but, in all cases, to incorporate in the design of the

sidecar bolts or plates or some other points to which a person

of average intelligence can fix either a standard or personally

designed carrier attachment C.B.M.-B.

Huntingdon.
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NEW MACHINES AND AN OLD NAME.

as the

Three Attract.ve Models of

British Excelsior

ABLACKBURNE-ENGINED
weight, a two-stroke with &y
magneto, and a new bi

sidecar work are to be added
to the range of models
manufactured by Messrs.

BayUss, Thomas and Co.

Commencing with the

simplest form of two-stroke,

and ending with an 8 h.p.

de luX'j sidecar outfit,

British E.xcelsiors will soon

be made in three distinct

types, instead of two as at

present. Two of the new
machines coming into the

existing lightweight group,

and the third is an entirely

new model to meet the de-

mand for a medium-powered
utilitarian type of sidecar

machine for those who do
not feel justified in invest-

ing in a de luxe motor cycle such

present-day big twin.

Medium Power and Price.

This medium powered machine will

have a specification similar to that of the

pre-war outfit modified to suit present-

day conditions, but sans such items as

interchangeable and quickly detachable

wheels, spare wheel, dynamo lighting,

enclosed all-chain drive, hood and screen,

and the many other refinements which

have helped to raise prices to figures in

the neighbourhood of £200.

A 650 c.c. Single.

It is intended to make this model
essentially a sidecar outfit, and the
machine we inspected last week in course

of erection was distinctly promising. A
particularly heavy head was fitted—an
essential with all sidecar machines which
was not fully appreciated by pre-war
designers. The engine is a moderate com-
pression single of 650 c.c, and is of the
same design as the engine fitted in the

4^ h.p. single before the war. For the
benefit of those who are comparatively
new to motor cycle matters, we remind
readers that those responsible for the

The 8 h.p. British Excelsior with sidecar removeJ

to show that side of the machine which is hidden by

the passenger attachment

Excelsior have had considerable experience

with "big singles"; one of the 1914

models which was sold in large numbers
had a single cylinder of no less than

The new tapered head, which has ^m. balls

on the bottom race.

800 c.c. capacity, and proved to be a

very powerful machine, much smoother in

its running than would be imagined from
the size of its cylinders.

1 he first flywheel magneto Villiers engine to be illustrated In a machine
two-stroke Excelsior.

-the latest

As we shall deal more fully with this

model at a later date, we will say no

more at the moment, except that in our
opinion Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and Co.

are acting wisely in reintroducing this

type-

New Lightweights.

The two new lightweights have frames
of practically the same type as that used
for the present two-stroke and 2| h.p.

J. A. P. models. They are fitted with the
new Villiers engine, with flywheel mag-,
neto and the 2| h.p. Blackburne engine
respectively.

The first-mentioned presents a quite

attractive appearance, and at a glance one
is impressed by the general " cleaning up "

in design which results from embodying
the magneto in the flywheel. From re-

ports, and also from our own impressions
of this engine, the new Villiers appears
to be a great advance on the usual two-
stroke engine. We know that the im-
provements embodied in the new engine
are the result of several years' experi-
mental work, and have not been obtained
by mere guesswork, therefore a great
deal is expected from the new engine.
We have often urged manufacturers to

remember the requirements of the short
rider, who requires a small machine with
an engine larger than the average light-

weight, and we were glad to avail our-
selves of the opportunity to try the
Excelsior makers' conception of this type
of machine. The frame is low, and com-
pact enough for the shortest rider, ^and
the 2| h.p. Blackburne engine has earned
for itself a reputation as a desirable
power unit for serious solo work.

A Handy Model.

On tlie miniature testing track at the
Excelsior works the little machine proved'
exceptionally tractable and most comfort-
able to ride, and we ha\e no hesitation

,

in prophesying that it will become one of

the most popular models of the Excelsior
range.

T"ie 8 h.p. sidecar machine has under-
gone several modifications since we last

described it in the autumn of last year.

The wheelbase has been shortened con- .
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New Machines and an Old Name.—
fi(U'i'alily :iiicl an entirely new steci-iii;;

head embodied. This is of rather un-
usuiil desif;ii, is in one piece, somewhat
larfjer than the average, and having ^in.

balls in tlio botom race and tVin. at

the top.

As will be seen from one of the illustra-

tions, the head tapeiis and has no projec-

tions such as give many heads the appear-
ance of having been built up. There
are strengthening webs above and below
the front down tube which combines a lug

for the sidecar connection.

Equipment.

.Ml chain transmission, totally enclosed
in substantial nielal cases, quick detach-
able and interchangeable wheels (with .a

spare on the bark of the sidecar), JIagdyno
combined lightino- and ignition set, and
leg shields are all points tending to make
the machine of the di luxe type, while
the sidecar is very roomy, and is fitted

with folding grid, a neat V screen, side
shield, hinged dash, adjustable spring
footrest, and hood.

The standard finisli of all Excelsiors is

now blacU, relieved with light blue lines.

Messrs. Bayliss-Thomas have only been
installed in their new works at Tyseley,

A " baby " machine with an " oversize

'

lightweight engine—the Blackburne engined

Excelsior.

Hirmingham, about ei.x months, and as
the output is now about eighty machines
per week, the value of a new and well-

equipped works may be appreciated.

A Simple Four-stroke Engine.
Inlet and Exhaust Periods controlled by One Double-purpose Valve.

MANY inventors have become attracted
by the simplicity of the single valve
system of controlling the inlet and

exhaust gas flow, and the practice is to be
commended if efficiency is not sacrificed.

The Jarvis engme, with a single combined
poppet and piston valve controlling inlet and
exhaust periods

An experimental model has recently

been brought to our notice by Mr. J.

Jarvis, of 729, Ormskirk Road, Pember-
ton, Wigan, which embodies a dual-

purpose valve of decidedly simple con-

struction.

No unconventional layout of the engine
is necessary ; in fact, the appearance of

the one under test is reminiscent of the
early a.i.v. models of onr younger days.

The diagram of the valve chest, which
lies to one side of the cylinder, shows
tliat a single poppet valve carries a piston
valve on its stem. The poppet valve is

lifted through the agency of a cam and
rocker, and remains open throughout
exhaust and inlet periods.

Valve Action.

During the exhaust stroke the valve
is lifted off its seating, and the piston
valve covers the lower annular port
(inlet) in the valve chamber, and the
gases pass through the upper annular
port as the piston rises. Immediately
before the induction stroke commences, a
further raised portion of the cam lifts

the valve still higher, and the cylindrical

portion now covers the exhaust orifice and
unseals the one leading from the inlet

pipe. The new charge passes through the
hollow piston valve, over the poppet
valve seating, and so flows into the
cylinder. When the crank reaches the

limit of its downward travel, the valve

closes completely, and compression and
firing strokes take place in the ordi-

nary way.
It will be seen that the poppet valve

holds compression and that the piston

valve is not sub-

jected to any
pressure, its func-

tion being merely
that of a distri-

buter. Amongst
other advantages
claimed for this

construction, it is

said that the
engine has parti-

cularly good pull-
ing powers, especi-

ally at low speeds,
and that it does
not suffer from
overheating.
We are hoping

to have a road
test of this inter-

Section through the

valve chamber, show-
ing the ports and the

double-purpose valve.

esting little engine in the near futm-e.
In the meantime it is interesting to
observe the tendency at the present time
for designers to depart from the conven-
tional in valve type and mechanism.
There have probably been hundreds of
attempts to eliminate the poppet valve
by introducing sleeves of various types.

"OVERSEAS" TRIAL IN YORKSHIRE.
On Saturday, June 5th, the Ilkley M.C.

and L.C.C. will hold a sporting one-day
reliability trial over a strenuous course,
including the foot-hills of the Pennines.
This event is one of the twenty officially

sanctioned by the A.C.U., and entrants
will be assured of a thoroughly good run
with a minimum of irksome regulations
to worry them. Some hint as to the
" Overseas " nature of the route selected
may be gleaned fi-om the fact that «

third-class certificate will be awarded to

all who finish the course and are not more
than thirty minutes late at any control.

There are twelve classes for machines
of various capacities—solo and passenger

—

and the following awards are offered

:

The Ilkley trophy and gold medal for
best individual performance ; the Palmer
trophy and gold medal for best trade
performance ; the Scott trophy for best
amateur performance; gold medals for

best peo-formance in each class ; and
first, second, and third-class certificates.

In order that stranger,': to the district may
have a fair chance of qualifying for tha
Ilkley troph}^ no one who is or has been
on the membership list of the club durmg
1919-20 w'ill be eligible for this award.
Entries close on Saturday, May 29th
(first post), and full particulars are obtain-
able from the hon. sec, Mr. H. W.
Sellers, Langley Avenue, Bingley, Yorks.
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Olmes to TLlgl)t TLamps.
May 13th 9.10 p.m.

„ 15th 9.13 „
„ 17th 9.16 „
„ 19th 9.18 „

"The Motor Cycle" 4Jd.

With this issue the price of The Motor
Cycle is raised to 4^d., for reasons which
have already been stated.

Timing Hill-climbs by Wireless.

In a lecture given to the Newcastle
and District M.C., Mr. F. Steven, a

wireless e.^pert, stated that he hoped
shortly to time a hill-climb by wireless.

Consumption in Relability Trials.

J. E. Greenwood, the winner of the

Midland Challenge cup in the VictoTy

cup trial, and one of the victorious

Sunbeam team, gives some interesting

information with regard to his outfit.

Using a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam sidecar weigh-

ing 450 lb., and carrying 30 st. over

the hilly Midland course, he averaged

75 miles to the gallon. The carburetter

was a Binks.

Results oJ Open Scottish Hill-climb.

The official results of the recent hill-

climb on Redstone Rig, organised by the
Edinburgh M.C. are as follow :

HANDICAPS.
350 CO. (open).—J. R. Alexander (2i4 Douglas),

(open).—H. A. Fairley (3 A.B.C.).
:, (amateur).—J. B. Sanderson (3

361-600 (

361-600
A.B.C.).
601-1,100 c.c. (open).- Alexande (7

(sidecars, open).-

(sldecars, open).—

E. Duncan

R. Alexander601-1,100
(7 Indian),
601-1,100 c.c. (sidecars, amateur).-:F, J, Hut

(7 Indian).
.SCRATCH EVENTS.

350 c.c. (open).—J. K. Alexander (2% Douglas).
:.c. (open).—C. R. Duncan (3Vi Norton),
c.c. (amateur).-^C. R. Duncan (3y.>

351-600
351-600

Norton).
601-1,100

Norton

(open).—Russell Boyack (3 Bat-

iidecars, amateurs).-C. E. Duncan
.).

(sidecars, open).—A. H. Alexander

decars, amateur).—F. J. Hut-

601-1,100
(7 Indian)
601-1,100 c.c. (

chison (7 Indian

The fastest time of the day was made
by Russell Boyack (8 Bat-jip), and the
award for the best figure of merit by a

private owner was given to J. R. Sander-
son (3 A.B.C.).

Special JFeatures.

DUPLEX FRAMES.

HINTS TO THE NOVICE.

NEW MODELS.

Accommodating the Tools.

The American Ace motor cycle—a new
four-cylinder proposition—has its tool-box

in the tank.

Fiesent-day Tendencies.

Some manufacturers are now hesitating

between further developing the passenger
machine into a runabout or to introduce
cheaper types.

Reunion of Ex-D.R.'s 10th Corps.

Ex-Despatch Riders of the 10th Corps
are holding a reunion at the Red Horse
and Golden Lion Hotels, Stratford-on-'

Avon, during the week-end, June 5th.-

to 7th. Ilr. 0. H. Davis, 578, Coventry
Road, Small Heath, Birmingham, w'ill be
glad to hear at once from those with-

whom he is "out of touch."

BRITISH "OILFIELDS.'

1920.

This land, near Newark, Notts,

has been acquired by the Oilfields

of England, Ltd. What will the

scene look like m a few yeais

time If the expectations of the

shareholders, and motor cyclists

in genera , are fulfilled )

A MAIN ROAD DANGER
SPOT

London-Edinburgh com-
petitors Will recollect the old

wooden trestle bridge a few

miles north of Newark, and
the bad bend shown in the

photograph. It has now been

decided to replace the ancient

structure and to straighten

out the bend where more
than one fatal accident has

occurred.
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Alms Hill again.

Last Salurdiiy aflcriiooii the Junior Car
dull orKaniscd ii hill-climb at Alms Hill,

near neiiloy-on-Thames. Alany motor
cyclists assembled to watch the pro-
ceedings.

Tredegar Open Hill-climb.

The recent Tredegar open hill-climb
proved, as will be seen by the list below,
to be a " day out " for the 3 h.p. A. B.C.,
for E. P. Fowler won no fewer than five

ot tlio. six events.
Cl.A,ss l.-l. T. P. Lewis (214 Levis); 2, T. .1.

Barfitt(2y4 Douglas).
Cl.,\ss 2.— 1, E. P. Fowler (3 A.B.C.) ; 2, Capt.

A. Lindsay |3>;. Norton).
Class 3,-1. E. P. Fowler (3 A.B.C): 2, F. J.

Jones (3 A.B.C).
Class 4 (only two entries).—!. E. P. Fowler (3

A.B.C): 2. W. Price (4 Triumph).
Class 5.—1. E. P. Fowler (3 A.B.C); 2. A.

Mattliews (3'-'. Norton).
Class 6.-1". E. P. Fowler (3 A.B.C): 2. F.

Davis (2-?4 Di.imond).

Second-hand Prices.

A general summary of current second-
hand prices will appear fortnightly in
this column, thus enabling re<aders to
follow the trend of ~ the second-hand
market. The figures given show the
highest and lowest prices asked by
advertisers.

. Highest and Lowest.
A.J.S., 6 h.p., sider.ir, 1016-1S i^o^-Ciy^

,. 6 Ij.p., sidecar. 1919-20 £i75-£255
AUon, 2! h.p., 2-stro)<e, j-speed, ioiQ-20 . . ''ya-C,ii
Ariel, 3J h.p., sidecar. 1919-20 . .

.'. /i30-£i63
Bradbury, 4 h.p,, fixed gear, 1913-14 f30-/42
B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-specd, sidecar, igifi-is . C~qii-(ii.io

«} h.p. 3-5pced, sidecar. 1919-20 Ci-i$-Cibi
Calthorpe-Jap. 2J b.p., 2-specd, r9i6 tio-iio
:iyno, 6 h.j.., sidecar, 1,915-18 /So-£i40
Coulson-P>., 2} h.D., 2-speed, 1919-20 £85-'"95
Diamond-Jap, 2; h.p

, 2-5peed, 1920 f7'-?85
louplas, 2$ b.p., 2-speed, jci t-i6 (\h-ho

-2! b.p., 2-speed, -1917-19 £60-^85
- ,;,., 4 h.p., sidecar, 1918-20 CT-io-iiyo
mdeld, 6 h.p., sidecar, 1914-16 if8o-/"i jS
^ar)ey-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £i7o-?225
udian, 7-9 h.p.,. 2-speed, sidecar. 1914-15. £05-^155

Povverplus, sidecar, 19T9-20 /iS2-/"225
lames, 4j h.p., 3-specd, sidecar, 1914-17 .. ~^95-ti05
„ 5-'" h.p.. 3-speed. sidecar, 1919-20 . i;i4=i-l"i55

^viS 2j h.p single gear, 1914-17 i?,2~-i42
•latchiess, sidecar, Victory Model £160-/175
Matchless, sidecar. Model H, 1920 i^2^-f^ii
•lew Hudson, 2i h.p., 2-5peed, 2-strolic, 1920 /es-^o
lew Imperial. 2J h.p., 2-speed, 1919-20 . . i6i-i7i
~ & M

, 3! h.p., 2-speed, sidecar, 1016 18 . /95-£"ii5
*over, 3] h.p., T.T. model, 1919-20 £80-/114

3i h.p., 3-5peed, sidecar, 1914-15 . . '£y\^i'q=,
<udge-Multi, 3; h.p., 1914-16 i"=,5-/So

34 h.p., 1919-20 £95-'"i25
«>tt, 3" h.p., sidecar, 1914-16 I'/o^/'gS
unbeam, 3» h.p,, 3-speed, 1919-20 filjo-rioo
..»> 3* fa.p-, sidecar, 1919-20 £l8o-|220
numph, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar 1914-16 . '£8o-£ii5

,. 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919-20 . £i30-£i7o

'he N.U.T.

The price of the N.U.T. motor cycle
as been increased to £165.

) '.T. Items.

' Our Isle of Man correspondent tells us
hat the Norton riders, under the com-
land of D. R. O'Donovan, visited the
iland recently, for the purpose of test-
ig their machines generally, especially
ears. They expressed themselves quite
itisfied with the condition of t\e course
ith the exception of the stretch from

;

idby to Rarnsey, which is particularly
a^,_ but which is now being rapidly
^pau-ed. The Nortons are said to possess
wonderful turn of speed, and, given
reasonable amount of luck, the riders

!e no reason why they do not stand an
;

ccellent chance of carrying off the
ophy. Amongst the nine Norton com-
'titors entered, wliich includes a team
• compete for the special trophy, is

lis

Douglas Brown, who rode a Eovor in

1914. The Norton riders approved of

tho alteration in the course which cuts

oft the corner at the to|i of Bray Hill,

and expect this will enable them to pet

a high speed out of the machines going

down Bray Hill, which will now be con-

sidered one of the fastest parts of tho

course. This alteration in the course

also affords a much smoother surface

than the one formerly employed, and this

is, of course, a point in its favour.

Additional Entrants.

In addition to the list of entrants for

the T.T. given in last week's issue, the

following have entered the contest :

Junior race—N. C. Sclater (3 h.p. Aurora),

A. H. Alexander (2| h.p. Douglas), E.

Greenwood (2| h.p. Douglas), and R. 0.

Clark (2i h.p. Levis). Senior race—N.
C. Sclater, jnn. (3^ h.p. Norton), A. H.
Alexander (3|J h.p. Douglas). R. Lucas
( ), and A. J. MoflEatt (di^ h.p.

Norton).
It should be pointed out that the six

entries by A. J. Stevens, Ltd., as given
in last week's issue, are for the Junior
race. The one in the Senior class (a

2| h.p. machine) has been entered as a

sporting chance among the bigger
machines. The Ivy rider will be P. G.

Dallison.

R. Loughton, mounted on a 2| h.p.

Douglas, will represent the Newcastle and
District' Motor Club.

"The Motor Cycle" Telegram Service.

Following our practice during former
T.T. races, it is our intention to telegrapli

the lap results to every important town
in England. These telegrams will be dis-

played in the windows of the most im-
portant agents, and those wdio have suit-

able means to exhibit them and wish to
do so should communicate with us at
once. Thus, a large number of our readers
who are unable to witness the blue riband
event of the motor cycle world may be
able to follow the racing lap by lap.

543

Victory Cup Trial.

The following additional awards have
now been made :

SII.VEll MlCHAL.'?,

A, Woodficld (5-6 .lames «c:.),

H. Burlcy (4 Veru9.)ilac]<burnc).
O. F. Uaragwanath (4 Triumph).
H. Glcndiiininc (8 Blacltburnc 6c.).

O. G. Barnard (31/2 Sunbeam).
H. Wood (41,4 B..S.A.).

E. R. Wintle (41/1 James).

In addition to the above, we wish to

add tho name of A. F. Solby (4 Black-

burne), who was inadvertently omitted

from our list in the issue of .May 6th.

Scottish Speed Championships.

Owing to the practice for the Tourist

Trophy Races conmiencing on May 31st,

and the probability that some riders who
would othei'wi.=e be entrants for the

Scottish Meeting will be in the Isle of

Man on .June 5th, it has been decided

to postpone the Scottish Meeting to

Saturday, September 4th.

A.C.U. East Midland Centre."

The following notice, which contains

an element of mystery, has been issued

by the~ East .\Iidland Centre of the

A.C.U. :
" A meeting of representatives

of motor cycling clubs in the East Mid-
lands division will be held at the Red
Lion Hotel, Cambridge Street, Sheffield,

on the 15th inst. at 4.30 p.m.
" Vital matter arising out of the

organised opposition of the Auto
Cycle Union to the Ilkley M.C.C.,
whose open trial is arranged for Junfe

5th, will be discussed. As the matter
affects the life of established clubs

and those in process of formation in

the Midlands and North, it is essen-

tial that every club be represented at

the meeting."
Tea will be provided for all visitors.

Notification of attendance in order to

provide the necessary accommodation
must be sent to the hon. secretary. .1.

Simmonds, 10, Cramner Street, Notting-
ham, not later than the 14th inst.

A cheering sight for prospective owners of Bleriot-Whippet cycle cars. This is the first

large batch ready for delivery, and would indicate that the motor industry as a whole is

doing its utrnost to meet the public demand. This little runabout is fitted with an
air-cooled engine and final belt drive.
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The Single-cylinder Holds its Own.
Fast Speeds in (he Bristol M.C.C Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.

An animated scene at the starting point of the Bristol M C.C. Speed Trials on the beach at Weston-super-Mare.

BEACH racing is a form of motor cycle

activity much more closely sup-

ported in America than it is in this

country.

This state of affairs may be accounted
foi- by the fact that here we have only
comparatively fev? places which lend

themselves to the occasion. The sands
at Weston-super-Mare are admirable for

the purpose, and the Bristol M.C.C. are

fortunate in having the co-operation of

the Weston Urban District Council in

running the now famous annual speed
trials there.

Despite slight rain in the morning, the
surface of the sand last Saturday was
reasonably firm and dry, and some quite
high speeds were attained over the mile
course.

Another Day Out for Dance.

In a quiet, unostentatious way, G.
Dance, the Sunbeam expert, put up some
excellent riding. His methods are not
nearly so spectacular as those of many
who achieve only considerably slower

speeds. He made the fastest time of the

day on a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam with side-by-

side valves, covering a mile in 56s.

(54.28 m.ph.)—a ti-uly fine performance
from a standing start.

The event was rather a field day for

the Sunbeam, but E. Kickham, riding
Douglas and Diamond machines, and the
A. B.C. team did exceedingly well.

The scooter events were cancelled,

owing to lack of support, and the first

event was -one for 250 c.c. solo machines.
Three riders faced the start, these being
G. F. Tozer (2i O.K.-M.A.G.), E. Kick-
ham (2-^ Diamond), and H. Newey (2^
Levis). The latter made an excellent
start, and led down quite a third of the
course. Kickham's little overhead-valve
Diamond was rather difficult to start,

but he eventually gained on Newey
and finished a winner in Im. 24s. (42.8
m.p.h.).

Kickham was not troubled with bad
starting in the subsequent classes, in

which he rode the yellow overhead-valve
350 c.c. Douglas. This machine was in

A variety of startmg methods. G. Dance (in white jersey) uses the clutch of his

22 h.p. Sunbeam, while the Douglas riders push off.

splendid tune and started instantly, and
gathered speed in a few yards. Racing
against Dance (2| o.h.v.' Sunbeam), he
was much quicker with the running mount
than the Sunbeam exponent was with the

clutch start, but he was slightly slower

over the course.

The 500 c.c. cla^s presented an oppor-

tunity for the speedmen to show
their form, and the first heat fell

to Dance, who covered the mile in

under the minute, being followed 3|s.

late by E. Colmer, who made a splendid
get-away on his 3^ h.p. Norton. In the

second heat E. Kickham (2,% Douglas) was
only |s. slower than J. Emerson (3

A. B.C.). C. Sgonina, of whom much
was expected, had trouble with his steel

cylinder o.h.v. 3^ h.p. Norton only a

few yards from the start. The third
heat w^as won by F. J. Boshier-Jones (3

A.B.C.), who easily got ahead of G. F.

Tozer, the second man, who rode a Sj
h.p. Rudge Multi.
Dance bettered his time by ^s. in the

final, and was followed at an interval

by Kickham.

3 1 Single Wins Unlimited Class.

Fastest time of the day was touched
in the " unlimited " class by Dance, who
played with entry by streaking the mile

in 56s. Porter (3 A.B.C.) was second in

the final.

Sidecar Performances.

Single-cylinder machines proved all-

conquering in the passeuger classes as in

solo. The 2|- h.p. Sunbeam, piloted by
Dance, easily won from Bailey (2J
Douglas sc), while Sunbeam and Norton
were first and second in the 500 c.c. event,

being ridden by Dance and Colmer re-

spectively.

Undoubtedly the most exciting race of

the day was the final of the unlimited
sidecar class, when Dance (3;^ Simbeam

JL
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Motor Cycle Tyres:

f • The Rubber ^^ * mixing decided by exhaustive and lengtliy

tests. It resists wear and does not cut easily.

?. The Walls ^^^- ^^°^S' ^Jid witli correct inflation last as

long as the tread.

J^ Jllg fiijjuff made of the best canvas; put together scientifi-

cally and well impregnated with rubber.

1^ Jhe Beads ^"^ ^°'^ correctly shaped, so that there is no
"play" in the rim with consequent chafing

ibove the bead, so prevalent in many tyres.

W. & A. BATES, LTD.,
ST. MARY'S MILLS, LEICESTER.
DEPOTS IN LONDON, MANCHESTER, GLASGOW
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, BELFAST, and BRISTOL.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders:
AUSTRALIA—A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354, Post Office Place
West, Melbourne; Bennett & Barkell, Ltd., Meagher and CMppea
Streets, Chippendale, Sydney : Cornell, Ltd., 122, Pirie Street,
Adelaide, S.A. BRITISH EAST AFRICA— Sultani, Kampala,
Uganda. BURMA— Skippers & Co., Ltd., 51, Bart Slreet, Rangoon.
F.iyi,S.&S.S.—A. C. DavU, Peaang. IND lA— Skippers & Co.,
Ltd, 86, Qvde Street, Calcutta; Elphinstone Circle, Bombay ; and
atCa\mpore. NEW ZEALAND—Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd.,

.
Featherstone and Johnston Streets, Wellington: 140, Lichfield Street,
Christchurch. SOUTH AFRICA—H. E. A. Smith, 34. Von
Brandis, Street. Johannesburg. WEST INDIES—Frederick N.
Martinezt, Barbados.

What do you know
about your motor ?
\n Important Work for every Motor Cyclist.

The time is pa.st when it rci(iiired an expert fnt^inocr tu drive
a oar, but a working k'ncnvlcd^e of the various pails of a car
and their functions is still essential to really successful driving,
and the importance of this work to every owner and driver of a
motor ear, cycle, or cycle car can hardly be over-estimated.
"The Book of the Motor Car" is the first really comprehensive

work on motor cars, cyrlo cars, and motor cycles ever published.
It is full of invaluable information on all problems of driving

and repairing, instructions being given for all poseible difficulties

in language that can be understood even by the most un-
mechanical mind. The following are a few of the subjects
dealt with: CyUnders, valves of all kinds, different types of
engines, carburetters, ignition, silencers, gear and clutches,
radiators, cooling systems, brakes, lubrication, lighting systems,
wheels, tyres, fuels and how to use them, tools, and repair
apphances, etc., etc.

It is profusely illustrated with full-page plates, drawings in

plan section and elevation, diagrams, and photographs, as well
as a series of sectional movable models in colour.

A FREE BOOKLET.
To the Caxton Publishing Co., Lid.,

75, Surrey Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send me, free of charge, and wilhoui any obligation

on my part, your illustrated booklet giving full particulars of
" THE BOOK OF THE MOTOR CAR."

Name
(Send this form or postcard.)

ALL

Al
FOR GENERAL

SERVICE.

ARE THEY
ON

THEIR WAY
TO

HELP YOU?

You may be Satisfied with the way
your Car is running, but until you
have used " SPOTS " you will not

know of what your Car is capable.

Send for Explanatory Catalogue,

25 Tablets, 2/6 50 Tablets, 4/-
(Postage 2d.) (Postage 3d.)

500 Tablets, 3S/-
(Postage Free)

The COAL BY-PRODUCTS COMPANY
(Proprietors: PRESTON, HULL & Co., Ltd.)

90, Holborn House, High Holborn,
LONDON, W^.C. 1.

In ansiuering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

liiL..
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r Sunbeam Motor Cycles with
Perfect Power Transmission
The Single-cylinder Sunbeam possesses many Innovations and Improvements which cannot

be obtained on any other Motor Cycle, and it is the Best Machine for all-round purposes.

The Wheels are instantly Detach-

able and Interchangeable.

The Transmission is Weatherproof

and Trouble Free.

The Leaf Spring front fork is of

Sunbeam patented design and

manufacture.

The Gearbox is a "Sunbeam'
Gearbox made at Sunbeam-
land exclusively for the

Sunbeam Motor Cycle

Price :

142 Guineas.

lllustretted Leaflet sent free on application to :

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED, 11, SUNBEAMLAND, WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Showrooms: 57, Holborn Vladucl. E.C.I. 157, Sloane Street, S.W.I.

REVISION OF PRICES
/^EDOS begs to inform the Public that owing to

^increases varying from 15% to 20% on all materials

employed in manufacture, it has been necessary to

increase the prices as under :—

GENT S MODEL - 70 Gns.
LADY'S MODEL - 72 Gns.

This is necessary to maintain

QUALITY ONLY QUALITY

CEDOS MOTORS (^^S^ENTsTa) NORTHAMPTON

In atixircrinf/ t/icsc ach-ertisc>ne7its it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Single-cylinder Holds its Own.—
«c.) and J. A. Masteis (7-9 Harley-
Davidsoii sc.) tliiiiKloii-d ddwii tlin coui'se

wlu'i'l (o uhoel, and tlie victory was
gained by tho former, wlio crossed tlie

line cme-lifdi of a second before the big
American niacliine.

Only two tliree-\vlie«lers started, both
8 h.p. Morgans, and B. Alan Hill was
an e;isy winner, covering the mile in
Im. 52^s. This performance was especi-
ally good, as his machine has a standard
side valve engine, and is the same one
on which he covered the Scottish Six
Days Trials of 1919.

There was a ladies' handicap, in which
Miss A. V. Tozer (2| O.K.-Mag.), with
150 yds start easilv beat JMrs. Violet
Longden (5 A. B.C.). The latter lady
seemed unfamiliar with her monnt, and
unfortunately stopped her engine.
Chib events closed the proceedings late

in the evening, as rain began to fall. A
tremendous crowd of spectators watched
the races, and the meeting was a great
success. The organisation was good, if

somewhat cumbersome, but the enjoy-
ment of future events would be enhanced
if less time were lost between the running
of the heats.

E\*EXTS I. II.

—

Cancelled.

\ENT ill.—Solo (.\ot exceeding 250 c.c.)

Time, m
. Kickliare (2'. Diamond) ... im. 24s. =
. Newey {.:* Levis)

i"ENTS IV.

—

Solo (not e.xceedinc 275 c.c.\

, Kickham (2} Diamond) . . . im. 2255. =
. Newev (2^ Levis) im. 263s.

VENT V.

—

Solo (not exceeding 350 c
Heat I.

. Dance (2^ Sunbeam) ini. 3^3.

. Kickham (2^ Dougla?) im. ejs.

Heat 2.

Ts. V. Longden {2\ Douslas), im. 22^5.

. R. Roper (2J Douglas) " im. 285?.

Final.

. Dance (2? Sunbeam) im. 4s.

. Kickham (2| Douglas) .... im. 7^s.

41.6

.).

.56.7

E\-ENT VII.—Uni Solo.

Heat I.

. Emerson (3 .A.B.C.I ira.

. Sgonina (3^ Norton) im.

Heat 2.

. Dance (3J Sunbeam) -

'. H. Smith' {4 Norton) im,

FinaL

. Dance (3* Sunbeam) im.
. Emeisoa (3 A.B.C.) im.

• 33«s. = 38

33H= 38-5

TiSs.= 50.3
50JS. = 32.5

EVENT Vlll.— 350C.C. Sidecars.

G. Dance {23 Sunbeam sc.) .., im. lals. <— 49.1

S. L. Bailey (2J Douglas sc.) .. im. 27^5. = 41.

EVENT IX.—500 c.c. Sidecars.

Heat I.

E. Colmer (35 Norton sc.) .... im. i8^s. ^ 46
G. D.ince (3,5 Sunbeam sc.) .

Heat 2.

S, L, Bailev (3J Douglas sc.)

E. Porter (3 A. B.C. sc.)

Final.

G. Dance {3J Sunbeam sc.) .

E. Colmcr (3J Norton sc.) .

.

One Mile Lad es" Handicap.

Miss A. V. Tozer (2j O.K.), 150
yards start im. isjs.

Mi-s. Violet Longden (3 A.B.C.), im. 22JS.

EVENT X.

—

Sidecars, Uniimited.

Heat I.

E. Colmer {3A Norton sc.) .... ira. 2ijs. ==44.1
J. A. Masters"(7-9 Harley-D. sc.) im. 22is. = 43.5

Heat 2.

A. King-Smith (7-9 Harley-D.
sc.) im. 2i5s.= 44

.A. Cook (8 Zenith sc.) im. 31s. =39.6
Heat 3.

G. Dance (3I Sunbeam sc.) ... im. iijs. = 49.9
P. King-Smith (7-9 Harley-D.

EC)

Final.

G. Dance (3J Sunbeam sc.) . .

.

J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-D. sc.)

EVENT XI.—Three-wheelel
B. Alan Hill (8 Morgan)
E. Longden (8 Morgan)

Cycle Cars.

im. 32ls. = 39
im. sgjs. = -If,.

E^'ENT XIII.—Club Class, 350 c.c, Solo.

E. Kickham (2J Dougia

EVENT XIV.-

7Ss. = 53-(5

500 CO.. Solo.

Heat 2.

F. T. Boshier Jones (3 A.B.C.) . iro. lo's. = 51
G.F. To2er(3i Rudge) im. 25JS. = 42.2

Final.

E. Kickham (23 Douglas) im. s^s. = 54.9
F. J. Boshier Jones (3 .A.B.C) . im. Iijs. = 43-5

EVENT XV.—Club Class, Passenger Machines,
Unlimited, Championship on Time, and a
Sealed Handicap.

Heat I.

1. E. Colmer (3! Norton sc.) im. 30SS.

2. P. Whale (7-9 Harley-D. sc) . . im. 31JS.

3. G. Tucker {4 Norton sc.) im. 32is.

Heat 2 and Final.

1. A. King-Smith (7-9 Harlev-D.
sc) ;... im. 20s. = 45

2. P. Whale (7-9 Harley-D. sc) . im. 28JS. = 40.8
W. F. Baxter (4 Douglas sc) . im. 4i*s. = 35 .

4

H. Newey (24 Levis), E. Kickham (24 Diamond\ and G. F. Tozer (2i O.K.-MA.G.)
at the start of the 250 c.c. race.

12I5. - (9.4
46JS. = 33.9

40JS. ="35.9

545

EVENT XVI.—Inter-club Match, Bristol .M.'

V. Uatu and West op Enclanu M.C.C
Heat 1.

• E. Kickham (jj Douglas) . .

.

2' E. Horstmanii (2J Douglas) .

Heat 2.

1. G. F. To7cr (3 J Rudge)

Heat 3.

'• P- W'>,?'<:.(7-9 Harlcy-D.) .... Jm. 14JS. = 48.1
2. V. H. Smith (4 Norton) im. 34 Js. = 38

EVENT XVII.—Club Novice Class, 500 c.c. Solo.
1. F. I. Boshier Jones (3 A.B.C.) . im. 9*3.= 51.2
2. F. \V. Wiltshire (3{ Rudge) .. . im. 42s. =35.3

EVENT XX.—750 c.c. Solo.
1. E. Kickham (2} Douglas) .... im. SJs. = 53.9
2. V. H. Smith (4 Norton) im. ijjs. = 49.2

EVENT XXI.-750 c.c. Sidecars.
I. W. P: Baxter (4 Douglas sc), walk over.

•Fastest lime of day.

WHITSUNTIDE RUN TO
LAND'S END AND BACK.
The fact that most long-distance trials

always attract a good entry shows the
popularity of this class of sport. The
London-Exeter and London-Land's End
are events which have become classics
entirely on account of the support they
have received, while Midland riders also
favour the Land's End trial organised
by the Birmingham JLC.C. This latter
event taljes place at Whitsuntide, start-
ing from the Maypole Hotel, Alcester
Road (six miles from Birmingham), at
5.30 a.m. on Saturday, the 22nd inet.
As the route includes Porlock, Lynton,
and Countisbury hills (the latter on the
return journey), competitors are not only
promised a sporting trial, but a pic-
turesque run also. Owing to the limitino-
of open events this year, the 1920 trial
IS for members only, but as the club
boasts a very large membership, a good
entry is assured. The chief award in this
competition is the Lycett trophy, and
entries close to-morrow (Friday, the 14th).

CAR IMPORTS INTO
FRANCE PROHIBITED.

With a view to improving her very
unfavourable—rate of exchange, France
has prohibited the importation of about
200 articles, among them being auto-
mobiles of less than 2^ ton weight.
Some doubt existed as to whether this
general term comprised motor cycles,
but according to a ruling given by the
competent authority, these machines will
continue to be admitted as heretofore.
This matter is of some importance to
the home industrj', for British machines
are popular on the French market.
The new French makers, whose

macjhines attracted considerable attention
at the last Salon, by reason of their
original and pleasing design, are not
yet making deliveries. In all cases,

however, work has been pushed en
rapidly and stock rooms are well filled

with parts, so that when assembly com-
mences, deliveries ought to be made in

important quantities. It is expected that

by the month of July such firms as

Bleriot, Louis Clement, Janoir, and the

French A.B.C. Company will be in a

position to deliver many machines to the

public.

CI 3
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FORTHCOMING TRIALS.
630 Entranis in (wo Whitsuntide Events. The Popularity of the Long-distance Trial.

350 Entrants for this Year's London-
Edinburgh Run.

Entries for the London-Edinburgh run
surpass aU previous records, no fewer

than 350 having 'been received. Com-
petitors are especially warned, in view
of the number taking part in the event,

to drive with as much consideration as

possible, and to be particularly careful

in the hotels on the road as regards de-

meanour, dress, and general behaviour.
Any breach of good conduct on the

part of competitors might seriously en-

danger the possibility of holding the run
on future occasions.

Supper for competitofs will be sup-

plied by the proprietor of Ye Olde Gate
House Hotel at 3s. 6d. a head between
the hours of 6 and 8.45 p.m. on Friday,
the 21st inst. - Notice that supper is

required should be received by the pro-

prietor not later than Jlay 15th. Tele-

phone number, Hornsey, 2154.

Mr. L. W. R. Morley, proprietor of

the North Eoad Garage and Motor Works,
Great Ponton, four miles south of Gran-
tham, informs us that he will keep his

garage open all night on the occasion

of the London-Edinburgh run, so that he
can assist any competitors who may
require repairs, fuel, tyres, tubes, etc.

He also has a 1 ton box van which
may be of service.

Cycle Car Raein? at Whitsunt'de.

SEVERAL cycle car and light car
events are arranged tor the Whitsun-
tide meeting at Brooklands, which

is being organised by the Brooklands
Automobile Racing Club. The clerk of

the course, Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd, Brook-
lands jMotor Course, Weybridge, will

send announcement sheets to intending

competitors of this or future events on
receipt of application.

Cork Open Trial on Whit-Monday.
A really sporting event over a pic-

turesque course (including Killarney,
Waterville, Kenmare, and Glengarriff) has
been planned - by the Cork and District

M.C.C. for their Whitsuntide open trial.

There will be several formidable test hills

and a flexibility test, the latter being
in the form of a fast climb of 220 yards.
Figures of merit will be found by Tlit

Motor Cych formula.
The prize list includes the Hutchinson

Cup, the Novices' Cup, two prizes for

sidecars, one each for best performance
by a rider of a lightweight and a lady
competitor respectively, a team prize, and
a special award for"^fastest time in the
flexibility test.

M. C.U.I. or A.C.U. licences are
necessary. Entry forms and particulars"

mav be obtained from the hon. sec, Mr.
R. "S. Russell, 4, Princes Street, Cork,
The entry fees are : Members 20s., non-
members 25s., and teams 15s.

Liverpool M.C. Open Speed Trials.

Over 30O entries have been received for

the above event, which will be held on a
private road at Storeton, near Birkenhead,
on Saturday, May 15th.

Commencing at 1 p.m., there are thirty

classes to be run oil, and it is expected
that some of the new models prepared for

the T.T. W'ill make their first public ap-
pearance. Many well-known riders are

competing.

Trial in South Wales.
On Whit-Monday the first reliability

trial organised by the Eastern Ciroup of

the Welsh motor cycle clubs will take
place. All motor cyclists in South Wales

are cordially inviled to enter. Entries-

close on the 20th inst. ,»

Full particulars can be obtained frojttr

the hon. trials sec, B. R. Evans, 22^;

Gilantorvaen Terrace, Blaenavon. '/

Racing at Brooklands.

On July 10th the Motor CycUng Club
will hold a race meeting at Brooklands.

A special cup in memory of the lata

Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, to be called the

Arbuthnot Cup, has been presented by
the club, and is open to riders of motor
cycles of 350 c.c, the size of machine
on, which the late Admiral used to ;'ace

on Brooklands track. The cup is not a

challenge trophy.

Next Brooklands Meeting.

The following programme has been

arranged for the race meeting organised

by the B.M.C. B.C., which will take

place on the 29th inst. Racing will com-'

mence at 2 p.m.
Event 1.—Novices' Scratch Sprint, 2 laps. Solo

(350 c.c. and under).
Event 2.—Novices' Scrafcch Sprint, 2 laps. Solo

500 c.c. and under).
Event 3.—Novices' Scratch Sprint, 2 laps. Solo

(1.000 c.c. and under).
Event 4.~Novices' Scratch Sprint, 2 laps;

Motor cycles and sidecars (500 c.c. and under).!
Passenger to be carried.
Rvent 5.—Novices' Scratch Sprint, 2 laps.

Motor cycles and sidecars and three-wheeled cars
(1.100 c.c. and under). Passenger to be carried.
Event 6.—The Junior One Hour T.T. Trial Race,

Solo, stripped (350 c.c. and under).
Event 7.—The Senior One Hour T.T. Trial Race.

Solo, stripped (500 c.c. and under).
Event 8.—The Surbiton Handicap, 2 laps. For

motor cycles and three-wheeled cars owned and
driven by a member of the club.

All particulars as to event No. 8 may
be obtained from Mr. F. W. Barnes,
Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court,
and for other events from the hon. sec.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, The Mill

House, Warlingham, Surrey.

CONTINENTAL EVENTS.
International Six Days in France. The Grand Prix.

THE detailed rules of the 1920 French
Six Days Alpine Trials are expected
shortly. ^These trials, which are

organised by the Union Motocycliste de
France, are for motor cycles of 350, 5C0,

'750, and 1,000 c.c, for sidecars of 500,
750, and 1,000 c.c, and for cycle cars
of not more than 1,1CK) c.c. The competi-
tors will meet at Grenoble, where weigh-
ing-in and sealing of the machines will
take place on July 24th and 25th, the
actual competition beginning on the fol-

lowing day.
There will be four stages around

Grenoble, on the 26th, 27th, 28th, and
29th of July respectively, each day's
run being approximately 135 miles in
length, and coiiiprising the most difficult

mountain roads to be found in this region.
On July 30th the machines will be on
exhibition in Grenoble, and the two fol-

lowing days will be spent in a regularity
trip to Paris, the trials thus finishing in

the French capital on the evening of
August 1st.

The average speed to be maintained is

18| m.p.h., except for the sidecars, during

the four mountain stages, when the aver-

age is reduced to 17-^ m.p.h. All the
machines will be sealed, and the number
of spare parts carried will be officially

controlled. At the start 1,000 points will

be given to each rider, and deductions
will be made according to an official list.

For each spare part used five points will

be lost. One point per minute will be
deducted tor late or early arrival at the
different controls, with a tolerance of

five minutes each way. In view of the
mountainous nature of the roads, it will

be a very difficult matter to complete the
trials with a clean score.

Circuit de Paris Abandoned.
The touring competition from Paris to

La Baule and back, which was fixed for

the first few days of May, has had to
be abandoned, owing to various reasons,
among them being the petrol shortage
and the lack of entries. French motor
cycle events have so far been very un-
fortunate. After the Paris-Nice, the
results of which were annulled, the Cir-

cuit de Paris trials had to be abandoned.

and now the Paris-La Baule has suffered

from a similar fate.

The Grand Prix.

Preparations for the Grand Prix of the

IMotor Cycle Club of France are appar-
ently ill, an advanced stage. The weigh-
ing, sealing, and verification of machines
will take place on May 29th at M. F^
Gobel's garage at 21, Boulevard iMagenta;
Fontainebleau.
The machines on arriving must be fur-

nished with two discs, one on each side,

and also a plate' in front carrying the

competitor's number. The frames, cylin-
[

ders, head, and discs on all aaachines will

be sealed, and the same remarks apply
to the sidecar outfits ; but in the case of

these the sidecar connections will also
;

be sealed. Cycle cars must be provided
with number-plates painted white on a

black ground on each side of the vehicle.

Engines, cylinders, and change-speed
boxes will be sealed. i

Entries cost 230 frs. per machine. Com- i

petitors will be insured against accidents

which they may cause to third parties.
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CLUB efe

'AN INTER-CLUB MEET AT HOWDEN.
Some of the 130 members a\ the Hull, Howden, ani York clubs, who toak part in a recent

the neighbourhood-

Leicester and Enfriet M.C.C.

Twenty-tliree competitors started in the
reliability trial held on the 2nd inst.

The course, which was fifty-seven miles
in length, was quite interesting, includ-

ing the Leicester Beacon Hill and an
exceptionally deep watersplash. This
latter obstacle proved the undoing of

.several of the riders ; in fact, nearly all

belt-driven machines experienced trouble
after getting through the water. Ladkin
(Sunbeam), Green (Douglas), Strong
(Norton), and two A.J.S. sidecars showed
up well. Thirteen competitors finished
the course.

Sutton M.C.C.

It is proposed to form a motor cycle

ub in Sutton, Surrey, and any motor
clist who is interested should communi-
te with Mr. W. A. Coe, Hylton, The
idewav, Sutton.

North Wales M.C.C.

The opening run will take place on the
ith inst. to Birkenhead, meeting at

a.m. outside Denbigh. On Whit-
onday a run has been arranged to

ndch-y-Groes Hill, where it is intended
have a hill-climb. Application forms
r membership may be obtained from
e hon. sec. S. A'. R. Jones, 1, Ruthin
lad, Denbigh.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

Some very good performances were put
in the recent sixty miles novices' trial,

lich resulted in a win for R. Cooper
;
AUon). with A. Cave (7-9 Indian)

;ond, and E. Bastock (2i Enfield) third.
' le main obstacle was a watersplash,
lich proved very trying to some of the
lers. An excellent tea was/ provided
the "Golden Cross," Henley-in-Arden.

York and Distiict M.C.
Owing to the wet weather, the course
ected for the club's reliability trial.
Id on the 5th inst., proved very difficult,

imerous hills and watersplashes were
'hided, and in some parts the course lay
'Ug gi-ass tracks with deep ruts. O'f

! fifteen competitors who started only
en finished, including three cars.

,

suits
: 1, E. Wailing (3| Scott) ; 2.

1

A. Reed (3| Scott) ; 3, R. B. Russell
i Triumph)

; 4, G. Hannon (8 Harley-
I vidfion solo).

;
1 well organised fast and slow hill-

I Bb will be held at Garrowby on the
h mst. All types of motors, from the
oter to the big car, will be represented
the twelve classes.

ki

TRADING WITH FORMER
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

The following resolution has been
passed by the Council of the British

Association of Trade and Technical

Journals, Limited

:

"In view of the expression of opinion
by Sir Auckland Geddes, as President
of the Board of Trade, regarding the
acceptance of advertisements of goods
manufactured in late en^my countries,
the Council have carefully considered
the whole position. They now recom-
mend members to adhere to the adopted
policy of the Association not to accept
su'h advertisements for the present, in

-order to enable British manufacturers to
recover their normal working conditions,
At the end of the present year (1920)
the subject will again be considered, with
a view to further advising members on
the subject."

The publishers of "The Motor Cycle"
readily accept this recommendation, and
have, in fact, constantly refused offers of

advertisements of German goods.

outing to the Royal Airship Station in

Hastings, St. Leonard's and Bsxhill M.C.C.

The first official rim will be held on the

15th inst., and will include a hill-climb.

Hon. secretary : Mr. W. F. Thomas, 16,

Havelock Road, Hastings.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C C.

A reliability trial for the Rudge-
Whitworth Cup, over a hundred-mi'e

course, has been arranged for Wliit-

Monday. JuU particulars and entry

forms can be obtained from the hon. sec-,

Mr. H. H. Berrie, Goldington, Bedfoid.

Stalybridge and District M.C.

Starting from Bower Fold, Stalybridge,

at 10 a.m. on the 16th inst.. a reliabilit;

trial will be held to compete for the Blake
Challenge Cup and gold medal. .Silvtr

and bronze medals will also be awarded,
including a special silver medal for the
best performance on a single-geared
machine. Full particulars can be ob-

tained from the hon. sec, Mr. G. E.

Watts, Balmoral House, Mottvam Road,
Stalybridge. Entrance fee to date of
start, 6s.

Manchester M.C.

The above club held a very well
attended and highly successful speed
trial at Bill o' Jack's, Greenfield, on
the 2nd. The weather was fine, but a
strong adverse wind was blowing, and
this, coupled witli a bad road surface,
made the times accomplished very good.
Each class was well supported.

Air. Harry Reed gave an exhibition ride
on his 8 Dot J. A. P., being timed over
the course at 82 m.p.h.
The results were as follow:

Class 1 (350 c.c.).—1, O. E. Carter; 3, G. Cow-
ley; 3, W. CottreU.
Cuss 2 (600 c.c.).—1, E. Bottomley; 2, N. B.

Kewton; 3, O. E. Naylor.
Class 3 (Unlimited) .—1, E. Bottomley; 2, O.

E. Carter; 3. N. B. Newton.
Class 4 (Sidecars, unlimited).—!, E. Smith; 2,

H. Taylor; 3, J. Bullonsli.

C19
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N.M.C.F.U. (Coventry).

Starting from Swan Lane, Gosford
Green, at 2 p.m., on the 16th inst., a run
will be made to Edge Hill.

West Kent M.C.

This club is now on a sound footing,

and an interesting programme has been
drawn up. On the 15th inst. a hill-climb

will be held, competitors meeting at the

Bull Hotel, Chiselhurst at 3 p.m.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

Recently a reliability trial was run from
Luton to Cambridge and back, resulting

in a win for G. S. Davidson (3i^ P. and' M.
sc), gold medal, with N. AUbon (2^ Levis)

second, silver medal. Thirteen riders won
bronze medals for non-stop runs within
five minutes of schedule time.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

This club held a most successful flexi-

bility hill-climb on the 2nd ' inst. on the

main road between Eothbury and Aln-
wick. Results—350 c.c. class, Robb
(N.U.T.); 600 c.c. class, Armstrong
(A. B.C.); unlimited solo, G. Watson
(Triumph) ; sidecar. Baker (Harley-

Davidson).

Dorchester M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb, hold
over a 500-yard course on the 4th inst.,

were as follow : Class I., C. B. Brudenell

(8 Enfield sc), Sl^s. Class II., J. Cars-

lake (7-9 Indian), 25is. Class III., W.
G. Churchill (4 Varus), 29|s. Class IV.,

F. J. Blackwell (2| Douglas), 33|s.

Wakefield and District M.C.C.

Nineteen competitors started from club

headquarters in the 120-mLle reliability

trial held on the 2nd inst. The results

were as follow : 1, E. H. Kitchen
(8 Sunbeam sc), full marks; 2, B. Town-
end (8 Sunbeam sc), lost 1 mark ; 3, H.
Gooder (6 A.J.S. sc), lost 2 marks.

^cek-(in6 (Tlub ~^vznXs.
MA Y U.^LIVEItPOOL M.C.

IKIALS.
MA V li.—trESTETtN M.C.C.

CLIMB.
May :i.—North Wales M.C.C.

OPEN SPEED

OPEN HILL-

rkenhcad.
May IS.—KeigMey M.C.C. mil-clin
May 15.—Ncttlngkam and District M.C.C. Inter-

club Meeting.
May 13.—Bromsgrove M.C.C. Run to Malvern.
May 15.—East Lancashire M.C.C. Jerfard Cup

Trial.
May 15.—Leeds and District M.C. Gynikhana.
May 15.—Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Picnic at Grimspound.
May 15.—Bridgwater and Distnct M.C. and L.C.C.

Inter-club Hill-climb.
May 15.—North London M.C.C. Slow Flat Race.
May 15.—Coventry and Warwiclcshire M.C. Run

to Edge Hill.
May 15.—N.M.C.F.V. (Sheffield). Picnic.
May 15.—YcTk and District M.C. Run to Brid-

lington.
May 15.—Banbury and District M.C.O. Run to

Edne Hills.
May 15.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Speed Trials.
May 15.—Edinburgh and District M.C. 'Pally.
May 15.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Petrol Con-

nntii
May 15.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Gym-

khana.
May 15.—Kidderminster M.C.C. Hill-climb.
May U.-Hull M.C.C. Team Trials.
May 16.—Leeds and District M.C.C. Bun to

Grassiniitnn.
May 16.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

" Scoon " Cup Trial.
May 16.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

Run to Heme Bay.
May 16.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Alport.
May 16.—Newcastle and District M.C. Surprise

Competition.
May 16.—Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Teignmouth.
May 16.—Leicester -and District M.C.C.

Kb Ho
May 16.—Stalybridge and District M.C.

Trial.
nd J.C.C. Run

(Portsmouth).

May K.—Exeter M.C.

May 16.—N.M.C.F.V.
Woolmcr Forest.

May 16.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).
The Wrekit

One-day

to Wide-

to

Ma,i 16.-N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Speed Test.
M„„ 16.—Ealing and Distrirt M.C.C. Gymkhana.
May 16.—Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Dovedale.
May 16.—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. Team Trial.
May 16.—Warrington M.C. Surprise Trial.
May 16.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to How Hill.
May 16.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Surprise

Run.
Ma,, 16.—N.M.C.F.U. (Barrow-in-Furness).-Hill-

Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.

A very exciting paperchase was hek
over a forty-mile course on the 1st inst

Keighley M.C.

A hill-climb has been arranged fo

Saturday for the Coulton Trophy. I

contour of the hill has been placed oi

the notice board at the club, and th'

hill will be declared to-morrow.

Dunheved (Launceston) and District M.C'

Two interesting competitions ^."er

recently held by this club." The first too

the form of a 15 m.p.h. speed-judgin
competition, in which thirty-two compet
tors participated. The prize winnei
were : 1, S. G. Carter; 2, E. J. Johnston
3, J. Philp.

Loughborough and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb is arrange'd for the 15t

inst. on Beacon Hill, A\'oodhouse Eave:
All intending competitors should commun
cate with the hon. sec, Mr. K. S. Toj
ping, 64, Frecierick Street, Loughborougl
Entrance fee 2s. 5d. Entries close fir

post Saturday morning.
On the following day most of the Mir

land clubs will meet in the Loughboroug
Market Place at 3 p.m.

Wombwell and District M.C.C.

The results of the inter-club hil

climb, recently held in conjunction wit

the Wath and District M.C.C. were :

follow : 275 c.c. class, H. Massey (!

Levis) ; 350 c.c. class, H. HincliS'e (!

Douglas) ; 500 c.c. class, J. E. Bellis (c

Rover) ; 650 c.c. class, C. Diggles
Triumph) ; 750 c.c. class. C. Diggles
Triumph); 1,000 c.c. class. M. I^art

(8 Imperial-Jap) ; 650 c.c. class (sid

cars), A. J. Haywood (45 B.S.A. sc.

1,000 c.c class (sidecars), E. Sayles
Enfield sc. ) ; fastest time of the day, (

Diggles (4 Triumph).

HILL-CLIMBING ON A DISUSED ROMAN ROAD.

A scene at the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. •' special " hiiWimb held last Saturday on the old road between Chesterfield and Brough.

Swamp and flood water caused a good deal of fun, the back wheels of sidecar machines refusmg to grip the slimy road surface.

A^
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A selection ot questions of general interest received Irom readers and o jr replies thereto. All questions siiould be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
ao, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended tor publication or not must be accotnpanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor reply, Coiiespondents
are urged to wiite clearl> and on one side ol the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing IsgaJ
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Jet Size.

Can you please tell me the most
CTl suitable size of jet for an old

5 2% h.p. Bradbury (about 1908)
LiJ with a.i.v. and Senspray carbu-

retter?—H.D.

The jet size might be anything between
28 and 36. You will have to find the
most suitable size by experiment.

Two-stroke Port Timing.

Will you kindly state the

IqI correct opening of ports for two-
> stroke engines '! Does the exhaust
LiJ open fully before the inlet port

opens?—E.F.H.

[t is impossible to lay down any hard and
fast figures for the port timing of a two-
stroke engine, as so much depends upon
Ihe shape of the cylinder ports. The inlet

port opens about 40° before the top
if the stroke, and the exhaust port opens
IS the piston nears the bottom of the
stroke, usually commencing to open when
ihe crank is about 55° from bottom dead
centre. The transfer jjort is uncovered a

:'ew degrees after the exhaust port opens.

Lack of Power.

I have a 1919 5-6 h.p. big single

, [^ Rudge-Multi, but cannot get

> enough power out of it to take a
LiJ sidecar without passenger up the

slightest incline, and yet when
on the stand it seems to be running
well. The magneto is in good order, as

I only had it back from the makers the
other day. The carburetter (Senspray)
is in good order, and I have tried 38,

40, and 42 jets, and find that the 40
answers best. Would it be the magneto
timing? I have it timed; Piston the
least bit> on the down stroke, spark

j

fully retarded, and the points just

i about to break. The valve timing I

have not touched, so that should be in

order, and the machine has only done
\

300 miles since I decarbonised it.

—

^ W.A.C.
* 'he details given do not permit a very
ccurate diaghosis to be made. Excessive
learance at the e.xhaust valve tappet

"light have some bearing on the trouble.
he ignition timing appears to be in

j

rder, but you can verify it by ascertain-

I

ig whether the spark occurs when the
iston is about 10 to 12 mm', from the top
f the compression stroke with the control
Jlly advanced. Do not attempt to climb

I

ills on too high a gear. Pull the gear
iver back before the engine commences
)_ slow down, as the great secret with
lis machine is to keep up the engine
jvolutions.

Gear Trouble.

I have had my machine'stored

a
for two years, and iiow I cannot
get the free engine position of

the N.S.U. gear. I can get it

into top gear and low gear with-

out trouble, but it will not give free

engine. I liave tried oil. Can you tell

me how to remedy this?—G.H.M.
If you can get both high and low gear
w'ith the N.S.U. pulley you must get
the free engine position, as this is midway
between the two gears, and the high gear
must be disengaged before the low gear
comes into operation. Try the effect of

flushing out with paraffin and relubri-

cating.

Fitting Piston Rings.

I have a 1913 2% h.p. Douglas

B
motor cycle, which has covered
about 15,000 miles. On taking
it down for general overhaul, I

found the piston rings rather
badly worn. I have ordered a set of

oversize rings from the makers, and
shall be glad if you will enlighten me
on the following points : (1.) What
gap should the ring have when it is

in position on the cylinder? (2.)

Would it be sufficient if I make them
a dead tight fit in the bottom (i.e..

unworn part of the cylinder), as their
working position is slightly larger
owing to wear?

—

Hick.

(1.) The piston ring should be fitted in

the working part of the cylinder bore,

and when in position the gap should net

exceed 4-1000th3. (2.) Without knowing
the amount of wear in the cylinder it ii)

impossible to say whether it will be
satisfactory to make them a dead tight

fit in the unworn part.

Running a Scott on Benzole.

Ill a recent issue I noticed an

@ article on starting the Scott.

The writer mentions that he uses

benzole, whereas in my experi-

ence of this make I find that

benzole appears to attack the rubber
rings at the base of the cylinders, and
new rings have to be fitted after about
a fortnight's running. Would, you
inform me whether he has had any
difficulty with the rubber base rings

in the cylinders of his machine from
this cause ? The makers inform me
that they use benzole exclusively at

their works, but when I have tried it

the results have been as stated.

—

M.W.W.
The writer of the article in cjuestion

informs us that he has not experienced
the trouble you mention, despite the fact

that his machine has now covered well

over 3,000 miles, running entirely on
benzole. No special preparation has been
used to protect the cylinder base rubber
rings, and the cylinders have not yet been
removed.

The Black Prince buckboard in its latesl form. The small Union two-stro!ie engine

fitted m front instead of on the " running board," as in the early model
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A Pillion Riding Difficulty.

1 have a 1913-1914 Premier

@2| h.p. motor cj'cle. It is quite

powerful enough to take a carrier

passenger, but whenever I try

to do so, the cycle immediately
"rears up" on its back wheel. The
saddle is as far forward as possible.

Will you please tell me if anything
can be done to make "carrier riding"
on my machine possible ?—K4.

We have never experienced the trouble

to which you refer on any make of

machine whatsoever. As the saddle is

as far forward as it will go, we can
onlj' suggest that you instruct your
passenger to sit well forward upon the

carrier, thus bringing the weight as much
as possible within the wheelbase. The
fitting of T.T. bars might also, help
matters, as your weight would then be
thrown still further towards the front.

It is, however, risky to carry a pillion

passenger on a machine so balanced.

An Impossible Scheme.

A motor cycle being at present

1^] beyond my financial reach, I

I
? propose building a motor scooter,

LiJ or more correctly, a light motor
cycle. As my monetary re-

sources are not great, I desire to

accomplish this as cheaply as possible.

It was my intention to use a gentle-

man's 24in. cycle frame and rebraze
it so as to drop the down tube to

give a lower riding position. The cross-

bar win also be dropped, and ' the
engine carried above the bottom
bracket. (1.) What would be the cost

of the rebrazing involved? (2.) What
horse-power engine would you advise
me to get (a 2^ to 2| h.p. two-stroke),
and what make ? Would a good
second-hand engine be preferable ?

(3.) Would 25 X l^in. pedal cycle

wheels be strong enough for my pur-
pose, as the wheels are cheap and the
tyres easily procured (28in. wheels
Avere used in this frame previously,
but the 26in. wheels would give a.

lower riding position). (4.) What would
be the best means of transmission ?

I am afraid that the back stays are
not wide enough for a belt rim to be
bolted on to the back wheel, there-

fore, in that case, I must confine
myself to chain drive. Would it suit

to drive from engine to a countershaft,
which could be housed in bottom
braeket by chain, and thence from
countershaft by chain to driving wheel.
Is a cush drive essential ? (5.) What
speed would it be advisable to gear
down to, owing to the bad roads in
the Jlidlands, and on account of the
h.p. of the engine used ; and what
number of teeth in the gear wheels
should I require ? (6.) Would a good
pedal cycle chain do for the drive ?— SCOOTERITE.

Under no circumstances would we recom-
mend that you endeavour to construct
a machine such as you describe. Pedal
cycle frame fittings and transmission
are not strong enough to withstand the
strain imposed by a 2J h.p. engine.

Moreover, you would require wheels
fitted with tyres of at least 2in. section,

and preferably of 2-iin. You would
probably find it cheaper to obtain a
second-hand 2^ or 2| h.p. motor cycle.

1:22

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Hunstanton.—G.H.K.

Leicester, Uppingham, Wansford,
Peterborough, Wisbech, King's Lynn,
Castle Rising, Hunstanton.

Colchester to L'ckpield.—R.B.
Colchester, Chelmsford, Brentwoid, East

Horndon, Orsett, Tilbury (ferry), Graves-
end, Jleopham, Wrotham, Tonbridge,
Tuiibridge Wells, Ci'owborough, Uckfield.

LiVEBPOOL TO Leicester.—G.J.H.
Liverpool, Roby, Warrington, Knuts-

ford, Macclesfield, Leek,, Ashbourne,
Derby, Kegworth, Loughborough,
Leicester. Approximately, 120 miles.

Ibstock to Bahton-on-Humber.—G.J.S.
Ibstock, Hugglestone, Loughborough,

Burton, Wartnaby, Melton JMowbray,
Waltham, Grantham, Belton, Lincoln,
B r i g g , Elsham, Barton-on-Humber.
Approximately 100 miles.

Newport (Mon.) to Northampton.—
S.V.

Newport, Chepstow,' Newnham,
Gloucester, ^ Cheltenham, Andoversford.
Stow - on - the - Wold, Chipping Norton,
Banbury, Moreton Pinkney, Maid ford,

Litchborough, Northampton.

Littlehampton to Birmingham.—R.F.
Littlehampton, Arundel, Petworth,

Haslemere, Milford, Farnhara, Odiham,
Reading, Pangbourne, Wallingford, Dor-
chester, Oxford, Woodstock, Enstone,
Shipston-on-Stour, Stratford, Wootton
Wawen, Birmingham. An alternative
route, avoiding Reading-Oxford section,

is : Petworth, Midhurst, Petersfield,
Alton, Basingstoke, Kingsclere, Newbury,
East Ilsley, Abingdon, Oxford.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Sat.. May ISth—

Liverpool M C. Open Speed . rials.

Junior Car Club Brooks'ands Weeling.
Fri. and Sal.. May 2 Isl and 22nd—
M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Whit-Monday. May 24lh—
Brookands Mee'.ing.

Sun.. May 30lh—
Motocycle Club de France Grand Prix Race

Sat , June 5th—
llkley Open Reliabi'ily Trial.

Tues.. June L^th-
Junior T.T- Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June 1 7th—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Fri.. June 18th—
S eed Tria s on Douglas Promenade.

Fri. an! Sat.. June 25:h-26th—
Dublin and District M C.C. Open Twenty-
four Hou s ReliabiUly Trial

Sat.. June 26th—
M.C.C. Team Trial for Motor Cycle Cup.

M<'n, July 5lh. to Sat.. July 10th-
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy TriaL

Thurs., July ISth-
Essex IVJ.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Westcliff-on Sea.

Thurs., July 15lh, and Fri., July 16lh-
Irish End-to-end Trial

Sun., July 25th, to Aug. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France.
Sun., Auc. 1st, to Wed., Aug. 4th—
Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Sat, Aui;. 7lh

—

S.A C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.
Mon., Aug 23rd, to Sat., Aug. 28th
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Sat, Sept. 4th—
Scottish Spesd Championship; at St.
Andrews.

A3.C. Motor Cycles.

In future the price of the A. B.C. I

motor cycle will be £150, the specifica-
^

tion being the same as heretofore, with i

the addition of an extra pannier bag.
. |

Combined Footboard and Mudshield.
\

We recently published particulars of

a combined footboard and mudshield,

marketed by Slessrs. Henry, Duke and
;

Co., and have since been informed by !

them that Messrs. C. W. Motor Co., <

209, Broadway, Edgware Road, West

;

Hendon, N.W., have been appointed

sole selling agents for this accessory.

Sunbeam Repairs in London.

Messrs. John Marston, Ltd., manu-
facturers of the Sunbeam motor cycles,

inform us that their repairs department
at 57, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I,

has recently been developed and is now
able to deal with the repair, overhaul,

and renovation of Sunbeam motor cycles

and sidecar outfits promptly and satis^

factorily.

Brico Piston Rings.

An interesting little leaflet, dealing I

with the question of piston rings gener- i

ally, and the Brico in particular, has

recently come ' to hand. These rings

'

are made to suit all requirements, and
;

the makers, The British Piston Ring
Co., Ltd., of Coventry, will be pleased

to supply them to garages and dealers

who handle motor cycle repairs.

Dunhill Sidecars.

A correspondent writes that he took

his Scott through the recent London-
Land's End Trial fitted with a Dunhill .

lightweight sporting sidecar, and though
he quite expected "something to go,"

the latter survived the ordeal satis-
,

factorily. This speaks well for the

springing and chassis, considering the

condition of the roads traversed.

A Palmer landing wheel has recently

been picked up at Clacton. It is believed

to be part of a Bristol Fighter lost at

sea during the war. Apparently the

machine had been in the water many
months, as the spokes of the wheel had

rusted through, separating the rim from
the hub. The tyre, being still inflated,

rose to the surface, and was washed
(

ashore.

G.'W.K. (1919), Ltd.
i

Messrs. G.W.K., Ltd., Cordwalles
j

Works, Maidenhead, have recently been
|

taken over by a new company—G.W.K.
[

(1919), Ltd. The original company has
|

therefore been finally wound up, the
j

usual notices to this effect having already
j

been published. As often happens in

these cases, the notice has been mis-

understood by some people, and the new

company is anxious to point out that the
|

notice in question referred to the old

company, and not. to the present one. |:
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On "Vbl-i^Qt

»»

You are " on velvet when you nde the Spring Frame Powerplus Indian.

Your first sensation is that the roads are strangely smooth and even, and
that you are glidmg along without fuss or effort.

You will find, too, that you are "on velvet" as regards . economical

running and freedom from mechanical troubles.

You have, in fact, the refinements and comfort of a high-powered car

with an equal range of speeds.

POWERPLUS COMBINATION, Complete with Dynamo Lighting

and Speedometer, £223 14 O. Delivery in about three weeks.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS—

GoDFRErS LTD.,
(^^osi^^Mayfair 208, Gt. PortlaHcI St., LONDON, W.l.

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUIJUUUyUUUUUUUUUUUIB
y.llH>; lIlN'^'"•'ll-JIm««-—«»mmm»""««—-"-S5SSZSSILS
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Guaranteed DOUGLAS
2| W.D. models, 2-

speed, maker's colours,

65 guineas, or £34 10s.

down and 11 payments

of £3 4s. 8d.

Be Sure for Whitsun
By buying from

LAMB'S

Practically unuse
W.D. DOUGLAS 2-

maker's colours
72 guineas, or £40 10;

and 1 1 payments

£3 14s. 2d.

NEW (at maker's prices).

1920 O.K. Junior, 2| h.p., 2-speed.

1G20 NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p., 2-speed.

1920 ALLON, hand clutch, 2J h.p., 2-speed.

1920 BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 DIAMOND, 2| h.p., 2-speed.

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, sports, 4| h.p., 3-speed.

1920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 COULSON "B," 2i h.p., 2-speed.

DEFERRED TERMS :

NEARLY NEW.
1920 HARLEY, solo, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 TRIUMPH, semi T.T., 4 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 TRIUMPH and sidecar, 4 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 JAMES and sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 INDIAN and sidecar, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 DOUGLAS and sidecar, 4 h-.p., 3-speed.

1920 ENFIELD and sidecar, 6 h.p.

1920 I.O.M. RUDGE, 31 h.p., T.T., Gradua.
1920 CLYNO, hand clutch, 2J h.p., 2-speed.

1920 B.S.A. and B.S.A. sidecar.

1918 SUNBEAM, semi T.T., 3J h.p.

I down and 11 instalments.

LAMB'S
151. High Street, Walthamstow.

'Phone; 169 W'stow.
'Grams : " Cyclotomo, Phone, London."

50, High Road, Wood Green, N.22.
'Phone : 195G Horasey,

387, Eustoft Bold, N.W.I.
'Phone ; 4978 Museum.

B.S.A. 4iW.D., maker

colours and new sidt

car, 124 guineas, c

£65 2s. down and l|

payments of £6 16s. 1<|

^ ^

^^ #

MODEL A.

Solo Machine de Luxe.

2-speecl countershaft gear.

K.S. handle-bar control.

Standard Finish, Blue and Red,

or All Black to choice

Price £83-7-0 Retail (at Works) Plus 5%

MODEL B.

Preliminary Announcement.

Combination £125-0-0
Plus 5%

(APPROXIMATELV).

This is our New Model. Frame
made specially to do Sidecar

work, fitted with heavy forks.

Will shortly be ready for delivery.

CASHMORE BROS., Alecto Motor Cycle Works, Grove Road, Balham, London, S.W.12.
Telephones : Batlersea 41 S : Streathatn 2140.

ii
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Ai'leL

10 Ariol. ilonc 500 miU;s, £3 Cameo, Lui hon

uD. Ariel MoLov Cycle; tvinl run
1

order; .€50.-Tnylor, 140, IliBh

C153.—Doukiii, 35, Bishop St., Shrewsbury
[1359

given ; in good
-

. Ohatti
[9660

mac., dropped (rami
Bute Hd. (lower

Utoli. 17384

Ariel, wnnts iissenililing, T.T. Undso linr.i.

»iiriiiit forks; £25.-Hudson, 14, Conway ltd..

,t«.d, S.K.IS. [9933

.n. Ariel 4--stroke, B.B.. mng.. dropped frame,

low. fast; .i:28.-Trodeuham, Bute Hd. (I.owci).

ijlon, Surrey. [1121

Ariel 3' .lip. Combination in stock; list price

-The Central Cvele nnd Motor Works, 70, Krod
11 Bd.. Seuutborpe. [9040

EL. all models, early deliveries; all parts
toeked.-F. Sneakman, Ariel Expert, 7. Rochdale
llarpurhey, Manchester. (7410

EL .Al.itot Cycle for Sale. 6-7h,p. twin, with comil-
aUt sideear. s|ilendid (iidcr; iUO.-Applv. .lenell,

Vu'liMay R<l.. Hislieiite, N. [9166

UCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
Early delivery of Ariel machines anticipated

;

row for 3',L'h.p. and 6h.p. twins. [6352

kL Combination, brand new, fitted Lucas dy-
.arao lightinR, spring scat-pitlar, perfect £180.—
1, Leckharapton Rd., Cheltenham. [X1169

EL 1915 3";.h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick
tarter, lii'own and Barlow, U.H. mag.; £98.—
b', 100, Cit. Portland St., Loudon. [1386

ELS.—Longman Bros., Ealing. Thone :' 689.
Special agents.—We can book orders for early
ie.': good second-hand machines in stock. [1376

9 Ariel. Binks carburetter, splendid machine,
guaranteed mechanically perfect: £87/10.-
and Son. St. Ives, Hunts. "Phone : 15. [1481

SL 1915 SVi-h.p., 3-speed, clutch, decompresor,
lew Dnnlops, brass exhaust, overhauled ,nnd en-
1 royal blue; £75.-A. E. Sex, Send. Woking.

•:L 3'jh.p. Late 1919 Combination, with Sand-
lam sporting sidecar, new condition; £145;
quipped.-Calder, 50, High St., Shepton IMalle

[1342
5L 1914 7b. p. Combinntion, C.B. sidecar, screen,
id. 3 lamps, horn, Entreld gears, good tvres, part
ial; 85 6ns.-Eose, 70, Whitton Ed., Hoiinslow.

[9639
,L 1920 6-7h.p. Combination, ilontgomerv side-
r, lamps, horn, luggage grid, complete; £150.—
t, Heather Kd., Small Heath, Birmingham.

[X0901
h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
' '--'^ and spares, good condi-

Bolton, 154, Chase Side.
[1337

Ariel 3V^h.p.. smart wicker sidecar, Bowden,
2 speeds, free engine, and kick starter, verv
res good as new, just been done up, costm good going order; any trial; run anvwhere
imtment; £50, first cheque.—T. Batt, Turnden
Bethersden. [1546
H. have a 1919 Ariel 3'/>h.p. Combination
metrically equipped, excellent order.—Fair Offer
"'^t 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr^ Hampstead

X 1919 3
Halt, elect . __„_

n40.—Communica
de, Loudoir, X.14,

Hampstead 3752.itation).

Jnding Saturdays. [6640
L 4h.p. Combination. 3-speed. clutch, kick

August, 1919, engine and magneto
back tube and tvre. lamps, lug-
condition; £140.—Bnines, Beck-

ramhall Lane. Stockport. [9437
L 1919 (Aug.) 6-7h.p., driven 1,532 miles, 3-
Jed, spring seat pillar, purple Gloria spring
idecar, luggage grid, very fast and handsome
n new and perfect order, any trial; £155.-50.
.'ark Gardens, Chiswick. 'Phone: Chiswick

[8970
Armis.

T'S 3;5h.p., 2-stroke. brand new machine; £85.—
. A. Saunders, 31, High St., Hampstead, N'.W.3

[1595
4rno.

4h.p.. T.T., 1914, special Brooklands model.
.- bearings ; £38.—Dalkeith, Albion Ed., Sutton,

[9390
AutO'Wheels

-WHEEL, complete, little used; ^10.-14,

I

tenix St., Euston, N.W. [9699

J J Auto-Wheel, perfect condition; £13/10—
rnett. 79, Upton Lane, Forest Gate. [9522

tj WHEEL and Bicycle, good condition through-
;
£20.-79, South Norwood Hill, S.E. [9422

Wheel, 1920 Model de Luxe, in stock, brand
: £25.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia,~

[9239

I
y^^^^^ T)e Luxe, used demonstration onlv,
ect condition; £15.—Jlaguire, 24, St. Peter's

1.1 intliam. [9409
I WHEEL Model de Luxe, little used, perfect

' -'° — with 24in. frame Swift, £22.-111
[9384Colchester.

ALLEN-BENNETi
.. MOTOR CO

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combinntion. i9:>o

uiodL'l, 7-0 h.p., all lamps, horn, spceclo-
mcliT. niul tools, run iiikUt Unn mile.,
tiii^cratrhrd. and iiidistiii.-uislMb:.' Irom
new in every respcrt £235

MATCHLESS Mudel H Coinbinatitin, ^paie
wheel, all lamp^?, honi, etc., rim imkLt
I, goo miles £220

SUNBEAM 1919 Combination. 3! h.p., un-
scratched, and indistinguishabJe fiom new
in every respect, brand new lamps, and
horn ^ £175

TRIUMPH 1920 Combination, 4 h.p., run
under 50 miles, unscratched, and indis-
tinguishable from new £175

ENFIELD 1019 Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting, unscratched, and indistinguish-
able from new £21 5

A.B.C., 1920 model, run under 100 miles,
unscratched, and indistinguishable from
new throughout. This machine has been
specially tuned for speed, and fitted with
long: copper exhaust pipes. Hunt's electric
outfit, Cowey horn, Bonni.ksen speedo-
meter, etc., etc., immediate delivery. List
price £175

ENFIELD 1917 Combination, lamps and
horn, new condition throughout, very care-
fully used £155

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, all lamps, horn,
etc., appearance and running better than
most 1916 models S132 10

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920 model, 3.I h.p., twin,
run under 200 miles, indistinguishable
from new £1 25

ZENITH, 1916, sports model. 4-5 h.p., twin,
countershaft gear, clutch, and idck starter,

ver>' wide 2-gaUon tank, fitted with Luca?
lamps, horn, etc. Ideal sporting mount. . £105

NEW IMPERIAL Combination. 1919 moi-?l,
8h.p. J.A. P. engine, new condition through-
out, lamps, horn, speedometer, leg shields,

tank painted 1920 colours. Very smart
outfit £15S

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1919 model, ^i'h.p.,

2-speed, all lamps and horn, run under
250 miles, unscratched, and indistinguish-
able from new £75

NEW HUDSON 1919 Combination, 4 h.p.,

all lamps and horn, new condition through-
out, splendid hill-climber £135

DOT-J.A.P., 1920 model, 2I h.p,, 2-speed, as
new in everj' respect £70

N.U.T., 1914 sports model, 3.V h.p., twin,
o.h.v., long nickel exhaust pipes, lamps
and horn, very fast, and in new condition
throughout £85

DOUGLAS, 1916 model, run only a few miles,
and as new in e\'erv respect £75

INDIAN, 1919 models, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus,
all been thoroughly overhauled, re-enam-
elled, and plated. Wonderful value. Only
a few available £125

New Sidecars to suit, extra £25
DOUGLAS 1918 Combination, 4 h.p., fitted

with brand new Sidecar, new condition
throughout. Splendid value £135

DOUGLAS, 1918, 4 h.p., solo, new condition
throughout £105

RUDGE, I.CM. 1919 model, 3.V h.p.. muUi
clutch, sporting projectile coachbuilt Side-
car, disc wheels all round, long exhaust
pipe. Very sporting outfit. In new con-
dition throughout £140

RUDGE, 1919, multi and ^clutch, 5-6 h.p.

coachbuilt Sidecar to match, lamps and
horn, sidecar fitted with hood and screen,

run under 200 miles, unscratched, and in-

distinguishable from new £145
RUDGE, 1920 model, 3V h.p., muUi and

clutch, all lamps and horn, run under 25
miles, fitted with torpedo coachbuilt Side-
car to match, exceptionally smart outfit. . £140

The Motorcycle Specialists,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,

WEST CROYDON.

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
AutO'Wheels,

.A. Auto-wIied do I-uxe. 1916 jnodel, run tdiout
760 ]nilo<, porlcit condition; £15.-II.M., Ill,

AldertiButo St., London, E.C. (9670

B'

cnuli £25, or £5
7/6 monthly; descriptive catalogue

noBt tree.-M.Y. Ilept.. The Metropolitun Mucliinists
<V., Ltd.. 248, Bishopscate, E,C.2. (1515

WALL Auto-wheel (1916-1917?), been stored 3 ye.nri,

original tyre (Avon), eiiKine in new condition,

AT-J.A.P. Solo,

tion, 6h.p. twin. 2 speeds,
ordei*. — Granville, Minster,

Thanet.
'

1^225

1 Q13 Bnt-Jnp Sli.p. Solo, 2-speed countershaft, ex-
JL*y cedent order: £80, or near offer. Jaquea, Hollin-
side Htdl, L.-inchester, IJurliaiu. [9076

8 h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, speeds and clutch, new
tyre and tubes, go anywhere; £55, or offer.

—

Police .Station, Billericay, Essex. [1167

B AT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Solo, 3-speed, free, excellent cond-
tion, ride 15 miles to purchaser; bargain, 55 gne.

-152, Union St.. Dunstable. Beds. [1038

8 h.p. Bat-J,ap, cine sidecar. 2 speeds, handle starting,

good running order, spares, and accessories: £75
-Pine Ledge, Byfleet Ed., Weybridge. (9418

3ih.p. Bat-Jap Combination, Senspray, Bosch, 2-

2 speed. P. and M., F.E. : £50, offer.—Stone, 62,

Finsbury Ed., Wood Green, N.22. [9368

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., C.B. sidecar. 3-speed, clutch, speed-
ometer, 3 lamps, horn, enamel, plating new"; £75.

-Marshall, 88, Church Ed., Earnet, S.W. [1076

BAT-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. Combination, 2-speed, K.S.,
clutch, Bosch, spring frame, lamps, good condition:

£70.—Trevett, 1, Charsley Ed., Catford. [9333

1 Q20 Bh.p. Bat-Jan Combination, screen, accessories,
JL*^ insurance, mileage 500; £190, or near offer.—
Southbury House, Mytchett Rd., Frimley Green,

iy. [9826

-| Q13 (late) Sporting Model Bat-Jap, 6h.p., Arm-
-L*/ strong hub gear, kick start, Cowey, lamp, horn,
unused for S years, splendid condition; £58.—Guyatt,
90. Natal Hd., Streatham. [9656

"IQ20 B.at, just delivered, 6h.p., K.S., clntch, 3-speed.
-1-t/ complete with large Lucas lamps and horn, tools,

what oflere? also Indian touring bars, cheap, 30/-, per-

fect.—Box 3,982, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9545

1 Q14 Bat 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft, sidecar,
-Lt/ lampe. Low generator. Cameo wind screen, replat«d

and painted- price £100.—The Winstan Henney Motor
Co., 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [9443

4Jlh.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame, 2-speed and clutch,
-4 B. and B., Bosch, new tyres, re-enamelled,

dynamo lighting set, a fast machine, ready for im-
mediate use; £60, or offer.—Talbot Garage, Moss Lano
West, Manchester. [X1019

BAT Combination, 1915, countershaft 3-speed, clutch,

Lucas lamps and horn, Bonniksen speedometer,
aluminium polished discs ; the whole outfit in splendid
condition, and appearance as new; £130.—Cane, 17,

Brook St., Kidderminster. [X0655

BAT-J.A.P. 6-8h.p., late 1914, Bosch, Binks, new
handle-bars and lamps, .2 horns, tyres perfect.

Palmer cord Light Car on back; a really fast sporting

'bus, ticks over at walking pace and accelerates to 60
m.p.h. (a real 60 m.p.h., not just speedometer 60), ex-

ceptionally easy starter, complete with large pan saddle,

pump, spares, etc.; price £90.—PutteriU Bros., High
St., Harpcnden. [1592

Beardmore
BEARDMORE-PRECISION. mileage 200, as new;

bast offer over £95.—Grove Cottage, Krng's End.
Euislip, Middlesex. [9490

SOUTH Lancashire, North and West Cheshire.—Beard-
more-Preeision, the most advanced nnd practical

motor cycle vet designed.—Enquiries invited by J. Blake

and Co., 110, Bold St., Liverpool. [6575

RIackburne
WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane. London.—Early de-

livery of 4h.p. and 8h.p. Blackburne machines.
[6362

Combination, delivery pro-

; what offers?-Box 4.013,
[1218

delivered Febniary, new
^ _ mileage 200: £120.—Brom-

ley, Broadway, Wellington, Salop. [X1084

ah.p. Blackburne H.B.. 2-fpeed gear, "
"

TO 20 Sh.p. Blackburi
i-V mlsed middle Ji

c/o The Motor Cycle.

/*4 hjnd clutch,
riage.—Box 3,967,

-idde:

_ The Motor Cycle

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.

plus
[9369

C27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Blackburne.

BLACKDtmNE J920 411. p. Combination, all acces-
sories, spares, small mileage, perfect condition:

f 155.—29, Dnrlston Ed., Upper Clapton. [9421

EARLY Delivery ot the Celebrated Blackburne ma-
chines from the accredited agents.—The Lankester

Engineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept.. 63, Brighton Rd.,
Sarbiton. [2089

•1 020 Blackburne 4h.p., semi T.T., just received from
-*-*/ makers, unridden ; listed £125 at works; what
Oifers —Dowson. l^ost Offlce, Sinnington, .Yorkshire.
Tel. ; No. 1. [9256

"1 Q20 4h.p. Blackburne, just delivered, 3-6peed, kick
-*-*' Btart, lamps rear and front, ideal sidecar ma-
chine; £125, near oiler.—Sultun, Butchers, South St.,

West Worthiug. - [987S

BLACKBURNE 4h.p. 1920, coach sidecar, hood.
Cameo, spare chains, valves, etc., lamps, horn,

ns new; fl50; consider lightweight.—27, Holmsdale
Av., East Sheen, S.W. [9432

4h.p. Blackburne, late 1919, mileage negligible, con-
dition as new. 3-speed gear bo.^, h.b.c. clutch, all-

chain drive; price £115: seen South Hants.—Box
3,896, do The Molor Cycle. [9110

Blumfield.
"in 14 Bloomfleld 41411. p., clutch, kick starter, new
-Lv lamps, horn, only wants seeing; £48, near offer.
-3 Dartmouth Eow, Blackheath, S.E.IO. ' [1015

Bown.

J Q20 Bown-Villiers, 2yoh.p., 2-speed, kick starter,
J-O and dutch, in - stock,—Frank Whitwoith, Ltd.,
139, New St., Birmingham. [XH81

Bradbury.
BRADBURY Motor Cycle, in perfect order; £35.-

Brook. Burnham, Somerset. [1263

BUAjJBURY.-Order now to avoid disappointment-
Tiie Wiilsall Uiirage, Wolverhampton St.. Walsall.

[721-.

/J^ih.p. Bradbury, good condition, fast, long copper^4 exhaust; cheap.—22, Bovington Rd., S.W. 6.

[9727
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—New

1920 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, kick start, from
stock; £96/10. - [8456

"I
Q20 4h.p. Bradbury, all chain, 3-speed,, K.S.,

-i-*^ clutch, new, in stock; £128.—Southgate Garage,
Gloucester. [X0939
BBADliUiiT 4h.p. 3-speed, tree, wicker sidecar, all

accessories, perfect running; £55.—Dowsett, Bee-
hive Lane, Ilford. [136L

BRADBURY 1912 4h.p., Brampton gear, new Dun-
lop tyre and belt;'*48; exchanges.—R. D. Varty

Thundersley, Essex. [1532

Hunts. 'Phone : 15. [1480

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, per
feet condition ; £60, or near offer.~19, Ashbourne

Grove, E. Duhvich. [1285

RADBURY, 3b. p., good condition, coil ignition;
first £14, or nearest; going abroad.—14, Moun

tain, Attercliffe. ShefHeld. [9451

4ih.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, good runnint;
4 order; price £79/10.-4, Station Buildings, Wood

side, S. Norwood, S.E.25. . [9936

BRADBURY 4"4h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, and
cane sidecar; 50 gns. ; evenings.—134, Godstone

Rd., Caterham Valley, Surrey. [1315

BB.\lJBUBr Combination, £65; 2-specd, F.E., Bosch
B. and B., just overhauled, perfect; any trial.,

Saturday afternoon or appointment.— 16, Portland Rd.,
W.ll. [9083

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1915, 2 speeds, kick start, h.b.

clutch : this machine is a special, and can
given a severe test; £88.-Hole, 129, Park lane, Oai
halton. [9567

B

Cottage, Burnt Co

BRADBURY 4h.r., lu-vurioua coachbuilt sidecar,
3-speod, clutch, speedometer, accessories, excel

lent running; £78; lightweight part.—36, King David
Lane, Stepney, E. [1477

BRADBURY 4h.p., sidecar, Grado variable pulley,

K.S., l''.E., good condition, new tvres, lauips
spares; £50, or offer.—Spilsbury, 20, Whatman Ed.,
Forest Hill, S.E.23. [9642

6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, all-chain, com
plete with hood, wind screen and Tan Sad, good

condition; £95.—Apply Victor Engineering Co., Cul-
lingworth, Bradford. [9586
BRADBURY 4y,h.p., J-speed N.S.U., Dunlop ty

belt, Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, very good c

dition ; any trial ; 40 gns.—23, Montpelier Ed., Quec
Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [1011

BRADBURY 4'4h.p., 1915, guaranteed, S-spced
countershaft, kick starter, hand controlled clutch,

new coachbuilt sidecar, new tyres, lamps, horn, splendicl

condition: £110.— G. Hearse, West Leigh, Pensedown,
B.ath. [9275

Mm
"All machines quoted below tor immediate

delivery and at fixed prices- Do not bs dis-

appointed at the prices g'oing up. We can quote

you the machine you requurey for immediate

delivery, at a price that will suit you."

Combinations,
1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas

Magdyno, complete with horn, as new.
1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas

acetylene lamps, Lucas horn, been ridden

10 mile^.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,
windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all ready
tor the road ; never been ridden.

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no "acces-

i92n 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas Mag-
dvno, all complete, as new.

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, fitted Henderson
Elite Sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric horn,

Brand New,
1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan

sporting Sidecar, disc v?heels all round, T.T,
bars, dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from
new Very smart lot.

T020 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, fitted with Dinky Sidecar,

black and gold to match bike, not done 20m,
1920 3^ h.p. ROVER Combination. Brand New.

In stock.

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive.

not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combhiation. Lucas
Magdyno, fitted with hood, wind screen, as new

1920 H Model 4 h.p. Contershaft TRIUMPH, fitted

with Gloria De Luxe Sidecar, very elaborate

outfit, brand new, never been used.

Solo Machines.
1 Sjh.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine.

Brand New.
920 3.1 h p LEA-FRANGIS, J.A.P. engine, only

done a few miles,

920 4i h.p. B.S.A., complete, as received from
makers.

920 3.^ h.p. SUNBEAM, not been ridden.

915 3.* h.p. SUNBEAM, just been thoroughly
nvprbauled by makers, complete with lamps
and horn, splendid condition.

We have in stock at the time oi going to press,

8 brand new, unused, countershaft Triumphs,
fitted with W.D. T.T. bars, for inunediate

delivery.

Cars.
Aero Model MORGAN. P,rand New. For Imme-.

diate Delivery.

First-class Combinations Wanted for spot cash

High prices paid for good machines.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD RO., LONDON, N.W.I

*Pnone No. : Museum 3419.

l<,^^g)(yS<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>'><><^^

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BEADBUEY 1920 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed countei
kick starter, chain drive, and best- analitj

car. brand new, just arrived from worke; innc
delivery ; a fine combination at makers' price.—Wi

pson, opposite Olympia, London.

"j Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, Grado gear, belt drive, 1

-Lt/ B. and B., in excellent condition and ru
der, .iust been overhauled, new Dunlop belt and

horn, tool kit; £40, cash down: inspection, every
after 6 p.m.—Wallace, 11, Crusoe Ed., Erith,

Brou^h.
ROUGH 1920 Combination, like new; £16:

A. Saunders, 31, High St., Hampstead,"^

SOUTH Staffordshire Agents for Broughs, earl
livery guaranteed, Bedford Garage. W:

Phone ; 270,

"I Q16 Sy.h.p. 3-.speed Brough, lamps, rebushed
-l" chain and tyre; best offer over £85.-2,
St., Sunderland.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and 1;

Man only.—Brough cnguirios.- J. Blake am
Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester

BEOUGH 3>Jh.p. flat twin, overhauled, 2 i

countershaft, chain-cum-belt, lamps, tools

and reliable; £80.—Turnill and North, Peterbc-
'

1Q19 5-6h.p. Brough Combination, Lucas lam
JLU round. Cameo wmd screen. Klaxon h
£180, or nearest.—Poole, 149. Derby Ed.. Stap

,,' overhauled, complete with lamps ami
perfect order, very fast; £100, or nearest.—Soke .

Cash's Lane, Coventry. ['- ?E

e. fine going ordelj
Oxford.

,
.(

3Jlh.p. B.S.A.. 2-speed, perfect condition;
2 Edwards, Alpha House, Station Ed., Ely.

IQle B.S.A. , 3-speed, countershaft. K.S., as
X£» £85.-150, Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.

1Q13 3i/'h.p. B.S.A.^ splendid coudition, tvres
-LO" new; fSO. Christie, Milford-nn-Seii, Hants.

B.S.A. Combination, 1920 model, never been ;

£165.-Millen, 50, Bath St., City Ed., E.G.

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, fully enuipped, low n;

bargain, £135.-15, Acacia Ed., Wood Gn

B.S.A. Combination, good condition, fast ami
ful; £75.-Edwards, Alpha, Station Ed., ,1

B.S.A. H Model, all chain, S-speed, all acce

as new; £90.-23, Stokechurch St., S.fl"

1Q16 B.S.A. 4Mh.p., all-chain, coachbuilt s 1

i-V lamps. Klaxon; 115 gns.—Green, 43, Ark 1

Bristol. I

"I Q 17-18 4>{li.p. B.S.A. Combination, excelleii '

i-»J dition, fully equipped; £122.-15, Warwi.

B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, dutch, etc.. s

condition.—Ehind and Co., Stone Place, Eu
Manchester.

B.S.A. 1919 4V4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kirt

clutch, just as new; £87.—Dempsey, 69.

Side, Clapham.

B.S.A. 1917 4\4h.p., 3-speed, K.S.. torpedo
f

and accessories; £98/10.—35, Stafford Ed.

lington. Croydon 1643.

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, Model K, lamp si

chanical horn; £135.—Grove House, Bl'

Rd., Eaynes Park, S.W.

B.S.A., 1914, 3i/>h.p., fixed engine, mechn
^

sound. Dunlops nearly new ; ^50, oHcrs.-l '

son, 99, Park Rd., Peterborough.

1 015 4'4h.p. B.S.A., clutch modsl, nearly n" '

-L«7 lops and belt, lamps, horn, etc.. excellent '

tion; £60.—18, Saffron Rd., Biggleswade. ID)

BS.A. 1917 4Vih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, J;

kick starter, excellent condition; 110 ?as.-

ton, 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.^^

"I1IJI7 B.S.A. 4yii.p. Combination, hood, '

XO lampsv etc., jnc;t overhauled, 3 new tvi

grid; fl35.-Neeson, 74, High St., Erith, h

B.S.A. 1914 (late) 4Mr.p., S-speed .\ll-i-i

Uination, overbaidcd, re-euaniclled, sn
'

must sell; £90.-30, Charnock Ed., Clapton, I

B.S.A. Combination (B.S.A. sidecar, C.l! '

countershaft, 3-speed, kick start. Lii'

set, speedometer, etc.; 96 gns.—160, Huib •

B'
.S.A.—Several. 1920 models, as new; ium

Clifford Wilson ManulacturinK Co.. '"/,

Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.\V.3. Kensington i-:,^

T> S A 1916 Combination, fully eauirf''
"

XJ screen, speedometer, etc.; any trial: oniv
^

seeing; £115.—W. Rake. 207, Sumner Hd.. ''
;

S.E.
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lOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.

11-. UG-llK,
mloii, S.W.I.

[8927

Coventry Engle.

aViIi.li. Coventry Engle, J.A.V.
md kii'k stmt: JETS.-Giiilumi,

19171

2U.ll. p.,IINTRY EAGLE. 1919 (Sept.), Villier:
ipe«(l, lamp.s, horn, spftrc belt, aceossoru's,
xhaust, guaranteed perfcet, absolutely luw.
250; Douglas wanted; £65.—Pigott, 11,

Hill. Cambridge. [1049

Despiitch.Riiler.

'ATCH RIDEH, 2"-4h.p. Treeision 2-stioke,
xl» nini,. Araai- carburetter. Dunlop studded

i\v bolt, complete with lamps and horn,
perfct't order throughout, unscratched, as

jnin, £47, must sell.—Wright, Police Station.
jormantou, near Alfreton. Derbyshire. [9924

Diamond.
tONDS, all models from stock.—A. J. Young
i Co., Ltd., Newmarket. 'Phone : 214. [0192

"lA.l". 8h.p
r box, wind
1; i'120. or

Dot
Combination,

oSer, 16, Ca

Douglas.
>N HARDIE and lane, Ltd., Douglas Special-

^omiiination, 1920 model: £170.

Solo, 3-speed Model W. ; £100.

Itock ETerything you require for your Douglas.

Voodstoek St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l.
.'bone: Mayt.nir 6559. [0012

IjAS 1913 2^4h.p., lamps, speedometer, excel-
t condition; 50 gns. ; also

Douglas, practically new; 80 gns.—King Edward
aiage. Church End. Finchley. [9052

i LAS 1917, 2-,speed: ,ii

', Carshaltou.

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE LINES

BRAND NEW
Dunlop, Palmer, Ketnpshall, Avon,
Wood-Milne, Beldam, and Bates.

(/ir Government Stores)

COVERS
CARRIAGE PAID

AND

ON APPROVAL
(7 days against remiUnnre)

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SAI.I;.

Douglas.
Qilli.p, liniighi«e«, new disc wheclii : £60, or near offer;
'^1 alter 7 p.iu.-lO, Sloclcwell Park lid., Clnphuui:

19428
1Q1.6 Douglns. 2'4h.p., uncrnted 1919, pertcit; £58.—
J-V 20, Treen Av., Hogger'e Corner, Ilurues, S.W.

DOtiGLAS 2y4h.p.. 1913, free engine, footboards;
£55.-lIu6uire, 24, St, Peter's Hill, Oranthani.

(9408
lltjig Douglas Z'j^h.D,, 2-spced, mileage about 300,
i-£» .onditiou as new; £80.-144, Ladbrolie Urove, W.

(9406

OKM 2'',ih.p, Douglas, 1917 model, in perfect condi-
tKui; what oiHersi'-Walpole's Garaee, (Jrimsby.

(X0910
DOUOLAS 2'^i\\.xt., new, just unorate'J. lamps, tool-

bags, etc.; ie70.—15, Mervan Ed., Brixtou. S.W.2.
[9659

DOUGLAS 2':ih.p., 1916. condition guaranteed; £65.
-8a, Blucball Yard, St. James's St., Piccadilly.

[1007
DOUr.LAS, 1912, 2'!4h.p., 2-speed, splendid condi-

tion; £40.-Fuller, 19. Tralalgar 8a., Chelsea.
(X0422

DOUGLAS, 2"(.,h.p., clutch, kick starter, as new;
^672.—A. Holden, Woburn Place, Addlestone.

[9664
Oith.p. 2-speed Douglas, good condition; £55, or
>^ ^ r>r.ir Ort = f,.n f'r^Haon TTaf.fipIr) Peverpl K«.;PK.-Boston Cottage, Hatfield Peverel, Es

[1344
. 1919,
Grnva.
[9407

£115.-20, Treen Ay., Hogger'

uy trial: 57 gu

-speed, equal t

[1148
i( LAS, 2-ih.p.. 1915.

Centre Ay., ^

]| LAS. 2'\',h.p„ 1916. 2-5psed. excellent order;
).—21, Newton Av.. Acton. [1276

Douglas, equal new, equipped: £65.—Henry
rks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [9459
LAS 1915 2''ih.p., 2-spced: £47.-18, Marl-
3Ugh Rd., Old Kent Rd., S.E.I. [1321

JAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped:
gns.-Knipe, Wolsey Hall, Oxford. [8314

LAS, 2"'4h.p.. W.D. model, just uncrated, un-
len; £65.-135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [9208

[iAS 2^4b.p., sood condition: £32; ride nway.
, Earl Ed.. Old Kent Ed., S.E.I. [9580

|l| Douglas, not an army machine: £74; 'wanted,

I

.umph.-37, Arlington Ed., Surbiton. [8973

5 LAS, 2i'4h.p„ 2 speeds. semi-T.T., yerv fast;
' 3.—Albion Villa, Minster, Thanet. [1227

i2 h.p, Douglas, sidecar, Saxe blue, unused; offers
. Treloar, Crahan, 'O'endron, Helstou. [9449

Douglas, 1915, 2 speeds, fine condition; 455.

f 199, King's Cross Rd.. London, W.C.I. [1571

ilouglas. 'SV.D., all accessories and speedometer,
"'cndid; £75.-16, Howard Ed., Penge. [0190

^HOPE'S, 9, Sho« Lano, London, E.C.4.-
•h.p. Douglas and sidecar, 1914; £88. [1597

jAS 2";yi.p., 2-speed, W.D. model, perfect con-
u; £60.-123. High Ed., Tottenham, N. [1145
.AS 2.^4h.p., single speed, good condition : lide
; £28.-22, Bonar Ed., Peckham, S.E. [8972

Douglas, 2 speeds, new tyres : £65. or exchange
net power.-80, Corrance Ed., Brixton, [9036

J
AS 25yi.p., 2-speed, 1913: £45.-59, Palfrey
«, Dorset Ed,, Clapliam Ed., S.W.8. [8943
|AS 2^ih.p., 1_9_16, W.p. model, equal

Size. Make.
Our

Price.

List

price.

26X2S

Avon Combination
I'almcr Cord
Dunlop Combination . .

.

Dunlop Ex. Hy. N.-skid
Wood-Milne Ex. Strong
Rubber Non-skid

47/2
39/-
51/11
51/11

44/-
40/2

53/10
44/5

47/10

58/4

52 /e

50/5
50/3
42/9
52/-
49/6

70/-
52/-
69/5
68/6

66/-
60/3

71 /q

59/3

63/9

47/6

78/9
91/6
91/6
77/3
78/-
73 '6

26x2!

26'x 2.1

for 2}

28x3

Dunlop Comb. Steel and
Rubbci Studded

Dunlop Heavy Non-skid

.

1
Dunlop Heavy Studded

.

Dunlop Ex. Hy. N.-skid
Dunlop Heavy Non-skid
American .'.....,

Bates No. 2 Rub. N.-skid
Bates No. 2 Plain Heavy
Wood Milne Exlra Stron?
Kempshall .\nti-5kid . .

.

Palmer Cord Ribbed . .

.

21
guaranteed perfect.

4 Douglas colours ! £72.-207, Blacksha

trip speedometer: £57/10.—Taylor's Garage, Wed-
nesbury. [9997

50 YeoviL

i-Thamei.

delivery. Write

TUBES, ALL MAKES.
26X2J 7/9 26x2} 8/9
^6X2', 9/6 28x3 11/9

Butted, X /- extra.

All guaranteed fresh and unperishej.
Trade suppl ed.

SPECIAL LINE OF
GOVERNMENT COVERS
IN ALMOST NEW CONDITION
28 X 3 Dunlop Ex. Hy. Rubber StuDded 27 /6

1918, equipped, guaranteed
5.-387, High St. N., Manor

[9088
perfect : 70 gns

Park, E.12.

£28.—Douglas. 1911, completely overhauled, good
running order.—Abbott, Garthorpe, Ccole. Car-

riage paid. (9814

Combination, lamps, speedo
" " Brool

[9775

'Phone : 639.

1 Q20 Doui

s.—Myrtles, Woodland Ed., Camberley.
[9504

Tyre Specialists

£64-266, Vauxhall Bridge Road.
Victoria, S.W.I. .

Telephone : Victoria 6553.

guaranteed as
Bros., Ealing.

[1377

Combination. 4h.p., just delivered,

sed; what offers.—31, Julius Rd.. Bishoi>
Bristol. [1353

id enamelled.
.•e Green Rd..

[1527

lamps, horn,
s Green Rd..

[1530

Leytonstone.

T 014 Douglas Combination, 4b. p.,

i-U ride, away; £87/10.-374, Gro
Leytonstone.

DOUGLAS 4h.p., late 1915, new
laiuos. horn; 100 gns.— 15, Enmor

wood, S.E.25.

Wood Gr^ N.

tyres and
£65.-26, Lord.sbip Lane.

[9550

carbrrretter. good order, believed 1911.—42, Lav-
ingtoa Ed., Ealing. [9738

DOUGLAS 2''ih.p.. 2-speed. kick start, flue condi-

tion, lamps, etc.; £55; offers.—87, Truro Rd..

Wood Green, N. [9637

market. 'Phone : 214.

ondition, runs
td., New-

(0195

3-speed. K.S.. and

*II letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Square, Carshalton.

advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IQI6 Douglas. Urge electric head lamp, lovely con-
J-*/ dition, guaranteed perfect; £62. — Reynolds,
Waterbeach, Cambs. [1256

4h.p. Douglas, 1916, thorouglily overhauled, equal
to new, guaranteed, lamps, horn; £95.—207, Black-

shaw Rd., Tooting. [1092

70 11 Douglas 2^h.p., Bosch, fine condition; ex-
JLif change for syzh.p. single-cyl., or sell £23.-43,
Amwell End, Ware. [1365

"DEAND New 4h.D. Douelas Combination, just
list price. — Durose,

[1516

1 QIS Douglas 2%h.p., 2 speeds, new tyres, mechani-
-1-t/ cally perfect; exaniiuatiou and trial invited; £56.
—1, Green Lane, Penge. [9255

"JQIS Douglas 2i.ili.p. Colonial Model, 3.-fpeed, good
J-*' condition, very fast; £65, or near otter.—Buck-
rell, Chickerell, \k6ymouth. [^172

Rd., Lewisha

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1916, buffer forks (plated), grand
condition, niechanioally perfect, equipped; £65.

—

43, Brailsford Ed., Brixton. [9667

DOUGLAS 2%li.p., . W.D., uncrated last month,
done 300 miles: £70; bought car.-129. Alex-

ander Rd., Acoek's Green. [X1005
Q3.h.p. Douglas, bought February, not been used;
'W4 bargain, first £85.-31, Claremont Rd., Alex-
andra Park, iWanchester. [X1022

SMITH'S.-Douglas 1916 2''4h.p., in excellent condi-
tion; £60.-Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite

Chalk Farm Tube Station). [0149

"I
Q19 Douglas Combination, fully equipped; must

t-'J' sell. £160: seen by appointment.—11, Ambrose
1, N.W.4,

Combinati
etc.

Chatham. T.A. : Mot(

Av., Golders Gret

DOUGLAS 4h.]
new tyres.

[8847

perfect condition
£] 26.—Motor Cycle Mart,
Cycle. [1248

s, condition
j9 gns.—80,

[1567

DOUGLAS, 1918, 2%h.p., makers' col
as new, in perfect running order; 59

Lawrie Park Rd., "Sydenham.

33h.p. Douglas, 1912, overhauled through
•4 condition, spare belt and tyre; £35.—Landseer

Villa, Heath Rd., Bedworth. [X1080

1 Q19 Douglas, large lamps _and horn, disc wheels,
-Ltf footboards, etc., only been 300 miles; £85.-
Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [1265

DOUGLAS, unused, late model. 2 speeds, guai
teed sound ; £65, bargain.—Murray, 37a, Cha

St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X0950

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, £55; 1913, 2-speed,
£44; accessories; offers.—35, Stafford Rd., Wa"

lington. 'Phoie: Croydon 1643. . [9817

1Q16 2'";4h.p. Douglas, mechanically perfect, excel-
Xt? lent condition; £60.—Gumming, 25, St. Mark's
Rd., North Kensington, W.ll. [1100

£95.—Late 4h.p. Douglas combination, just
hauled; call weekdays.-W. Spink, 52, Brodrick

Ed., Wandsworth Common, B.\V. [9337

DOUGLAS Combination, delivered late 1918, fully
equipped, excellent condition; £125. Hampstead.

-Box 4,021, c/o The motor Ci/ch. [1452

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Solo, 3-speed, kick start, ex-
cellent condition, complete lamps, etc.; £95

offer.—11. Rosenthal Rd., Catford. [9694

1Q15 /late) Douglas 2^,4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
Litr first-class condition throughout; £55.—Arm, Hill-
side, -\dniaston, WeUington, Salop. [X1077

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, dark blue sidecX^ wit'i Eastin? screen, new.tvre back, lovely order;
E, Oxon. [91"-£136.—Franklii

House, Bu.5h Hill P.-irk, N.

stocked. No profiteering.— 'Phuue;"" 852. [6340

"IQ19 Douglas. 4h. p., complete lamps. Klaxon, un-Lif scratched, only done 600 miles; £115.—Payne,
Hackbridge Park, Hackbridga, Surrey. [X1163

"PlOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1912, 2-speed, in good running
I-' order, tamps, horn, etc., Bosch; £35.—Sheldon
12, Tmsley St.. Great Bridge, Tipton. [9880

£148.—4h.p. Douglas Combination, large head light
generator, side, rear lamps, horn, speedometer

unscratched.— 2, West Walks, Dorchester. [1281
03h.p. Douglas, uncrated Oct., 1919, lamps, etc
f^4, mai^hine perfect, unable to ride owing to health
75 gns.—201, High Ed., Streatham, S.W. [9016
"j Q16 4h.r. Douglaf Comlrination, 2 speeds clutch
-•-«.' kick stmt, £85: 1914 2%h.p., 2 speeds, £50- ridt
:nvay.-Brawn, 94. High St., Beckenham. [9704

J017 4h.p. Douglas Combination, roval blue sidecar

,V electric lamps, Klaxon, perfect condition; £lis!~li Longndge Ed., Earl's Court, S.W. [9867

D'^'.'^*-'^*?,
2%h.p., W.D., unused, guaranteed per-

^ 1, n'^'-o^^^J^..^""''^'^''' !ilmost as good, £60.-
Nicholls, 299, .Shirland Rd., Paddington. [1081

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 020 Douglas Combination, brand new, fitted 1:
-L^^ horn, etc., and special -Easting wind ef

£187.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton.

DOUGLAS 23.4hp. 1915, lamps, horn, speeder
footboards, perfect ; £60.—Aysgarth. MonI:

Drive, Woodford. 'Phone : Woodford 232.

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p. 2-speed, uncrated. Dect
1919, absolutely perfect, exceptionallv smar

gns.—60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

D.OUGLAS 23ih;p., 1914, 2-speed, footboards, I

good tyres, mudshields, lamps, horn, econr
reliable; £60.—Lynmonth, Denmark Rd., Eeading,

"IQ19 Douglas Combination, as new, electricA.^ ing, new tyres all round: £150, or near
-R.L., c/o Martin, 36, Frogmore St., Bristol.

]

1 Q19 Genuine 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
'I

-Lt^ used, wind screen, and accessories; £ '.

Spurling, 8, Courthope Ed., Hampstead, N.W. 1

3a.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, free, new crankshaft, pi ii

4 rebushed, Dunlops, lamp, horn, footboard.* 'u

Tier stand; £42.-4, Gaywood Ed., Walthamstow. !

23.h.p. 2-speed W.D. Douglas, 1916, buffer si \.

4 lamps, horn, new tvres ; £62; after 7.30, «

days 3-5.-28, Kyrle Ed., Clapham Common.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D. model, purchased ji

1920. fullv eauioned. excellent cnnditirtn -n

1 014-15 Douglas, 2-speed, new gear box, T.T. '1

itf very fast and easy starting; £65 is the prii
1

1 Q14 Douglas 23ih.p., 2-speed, engine and tyi III-

-L*J cellent condition, new Tan-Sad seat; anv ih

£60.-Preston, Bankes Arms Hotel, Cone Castls.' ,8e

DOUGLAS.-Several W.D. models from Ef'

unused.-CliHord Wilson Manufnctnru!- >.

Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W. 3. Ken-m^ti

u

19 16 2%li.p. Douglas, all lamps, etc., machine

19

£67/10.—The" Winstan^I:
Motor Co., 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone:'

DOUGLAS 2Vih p., 1915. W.D., excellent con
little used, all on; £60; Saturday altern<

Sunday morning.—60a, Kirkdale, Sydenham, S.

1 Q19 4 h.p. Douglas Combination, lamps, hori

J-i7 spares; £140; apply before 6.30 or 'pho

pointment.—Tra^y. 44, Shacklewell Lane, Dalst

1 Q14 Douglas 254ii.p., clutch, 2-speed, enann
-Lt/ plate as new, lamps, etc.; £55; eschangi
binntion.—The Haven, 120, Sutherland Ed., "VT. Ci

1Q19 Doufrlas 4h.p. Combination, electric li

J. *^ set, Cowey, luggage grid, horn, spares, as

oflexs.—Apply, 81, Dalston Lane, Daiston, Londoi

20 4h.p. Douglas. B20 model, only done 201
as new; cost £150 with all aceessorieftj

than cost price.—Box 3,968, c/o The Motor

W.D. Douglas, 2^4h.r., practically new, Miiv^gi

thoroughly overliauled, heavy (jiluminium

boards; £65.—Apply. Strawberry Vale Fai&l,
Finchley.

33h.p. Douglas, 1916, uncrated 1919, lamS^
4 etc.; tuned for speed or beginners aB';d«

nearly new; £70.—Hurstpierpoint, Carter Bd^
church.

'""

"I Q19 (December) 4h.p. Douglas CombinatOTi,
J-J/ model as 1920, all lamps, Cowey horn, "sp

condition; 145 gns.—Ravenscrolt, 72, Cowlfiy

Oxford.

4h.p. Douglas 1917 Combination, C.B., hulbcms;

apron, electric lamps, perfect condition, gopfl!

ready to ride anywhere; £95.-284, High Bd.,

Green, N".

'

DOUGLAS 1912 23.;h.p., 2-spced, semi-T;*:,.

boards, etc., smart appearance, good
£45, or nearest offer.—A. Richardson, Jesns
Cambridge.

23.h.p. Douglas, just re-enamelled, new tyrej

4 tubes, good condition, wants slight adjvAti
first cheque £29/10 secures.—Kendrick. Gladstoif

cester.

23h.r., Douglas, 1919, 2 speeds, Lucas head lam
^ horn. Smith's speedometer, whole macMnoi

cellent condition; £95.-The Gratwicke Garage, Qra||

Rd., Worthing.

1 19 Douglas Combination, all lamps, sptttsj
Xt? belt. 2 spare tuties, little used, perfect »^
£130, or offer.—M.. 4, "WhcwelPs Court, Trinitj^

Cnmliridge.

DOUGLAS 25ih.p. 1916, footboards, S]

lamps, splendid conditon ; exchange
id cash; sell £65.-15, Bishopetliorpe Rd.,

DOUGLAS. 4h.p., C.A.V. lighting set, RS
solo or sidecar; also 2^4h.p., both makers' cc,--..

1916, splendid condition; £80 and £ 64.—238,(]J?
St., Acton.

C32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iuue.

m
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
EnScld.

FHSI.n 1914 6I1.P. Coinhinntion, fnttt, new ron
<U:('C!l«OliW, £10 just BIJOllt

XllO Kii».—Stnuloy. 11, Akoinicfc Tcirc-o,
[924;

^ M 1 I II 1 II 2i.ili.p. 2-Blrokc 2-si)co(l, excellent
'

I

'

!' used, very fnst, owner bouKht
I, .11^.—.Suuntlevs, 5, Uppi-r ILigley RJ.,

,1.1, li. Ili.i.au^liam. [0845
FIKLI) (Jombinatinn (1920) 6h.p., Luras MnR-
dynii mill horn, hand, sereen, side curtains, and
go irri.l. nol done 50 miles; best over £210—Boa
,. e,.i Tlic Motor Ciich. (9344

I Fjfcl.n Ch.].. 1916 Combination, liooil, sir.on.
jpeedonu'ter, pillion sent, luggage grid, l.ucas
I. 700\eO Pnlniei's, porlect; £145, oilers. -36.
'homft^ Rd., Uaekncy, I.ondou. (1564

). RejTiI Enfleld. late model, 2-speed, tree

I

'rfert eondibion, just overhauled by
speedometer and aeec.'^.'iOries: £70

Hlriek, CKidsto St., I.c ster.

akers,
oHer.
[1360

AVat-
fiilly

: FIEI.n 3h.p., 2-.<|»...,l, K.S., fliit.l,. [i

(Oniim sportiii; .sul.vm. Iliiiks. now Iv

peil, iiisiirmhv, i^crlVit I'oiiililimi
; £70

, Xf>v N.n-tli lid.. IsIuikIo", N.l. (9669

i.st delivered, Magdyno
eter. aceessories; 205

or i>e-^t oner; t'Xi optional opportunity; lette
-Cyele, Did George Hotel, York. [1350

HELIl till. p. Coiiil.iiKition, perfeet runnin-
^^eedolnet.;r, Imnps. fool.s, 2 spare tvre;
'hain; any trial; ready to ride away; £120.—
ston, St. Mieliael'.s Av,, South Shields. t975i

.6 61i.p. Royal Enfield Conibination, M I,imp«,
tpee<Iometer, huoil nu.l sereen, betintifnl orde

omiition «lirohghout: £145: anv trial; bsirg.iin.—
hs, 6, Alibotsford Ed., Redland, Bristol. [9874

•TKLn Combination, late 1913, eh.p. J.A.P.
•plendid eondition, eonipletc with lamps, horn,
spares; peen nny titue; nnv trial; best offer
-.yien, Tytherinston Cottaje, Maoclesfield. [1030
TELD Combination. 1916. lu.KUrious sidecar wit!
ocker. hood, screen, lamps, tools, all new tyres
lid cendition, any trial; £140; between 5 and 7
Windsor Rd., Denmark^IIjll, opposite station,

Enfield eh.p; Combination, F.R.8 electi:'
litrhting eet, hood nnd screen. Klaxon, speedi
(Watford), Tan-Snd, posh outflt, 5 weeks oli

id over £220 secures.—'Phone; 379 Dalston.
[988

EufieM Twin, free engine, 2-speed clutch gea
losch, B. .and B., Cowey, new tyres, ju-st ove
. enamelled, receipt shown, perfect order; n.

ish depasited; after 6; £60.-5, Anyhoe
"" "" "

[9882
'AL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speea
fast, guaranteed, not done 500 miles, perfect
Imut. ^\ afford. Lucas lighting, P.almer e "

, enamel as new; expert examination- i
e.-Payne, 27, Lyndon Rd., Sutton Coldfl'eld.

Enfield 6h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting and horn, luggage grid. Palmer light
res, delivered April 14th. splendid mount, speei-
tned and exceptionally fast; any trial, owner
1
<"; "hat offers.—Apply, The Lodge, L^ngland

lotel, fliumbles. nr. Swansea. [9597
lELI") 6h.p. Combination

; present owner bought
9w. May, 1915, stored 2 years, meehanicallv per-
mnd running order, completely overhanled, fittcrt
ir and front sprockets, and Renolds driving chain

IJ et, enamelling fair; bargain for Quick sale; £110-
' delivery 1920 EnfleM.—Hawksford.

[X0657
Excelsior.

RIC.\N Ex-celsior, 1919, electric, in sound run-
iing order; £135.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place,
St., W.l. [1391
I American Excelsior 2""ih.p.. 2-stroke, kick
start, 2-speed, little used; £55.—K., 86, Hi^h
>rns8.y, N.8. [1025

4h.p. British Excelsior Combination, lamps,
norn. etc., fine condition; first over £110.-32,
;r Causeway, Coventry. [1154
i-17 Excelsior, 2«4h.p.. 2-speed, all chain drive,
land clutch. C.A.V. magneto, drip feed, all on
: £47.-49, Well St., Hackney. [9735
JASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
•''?^5"^''^4°

,
Excelsior; enquiries.-J. Blake

.. umcial Dealers. Liverpool-Manchester. [6586
5-6h.p. Excelsior Combination, 3-speed coun-

tershaft, clutch, Milford sidecar, hobd screen
^ssories; £88.—Bennett, 79, Upton Lane, Forest

.
[9620

:„,i"'",''
5-''",'«or Combination, 3 speed.s, clutch.wUisod Bosch mag.; owner bought car; first

50. no 0fIers.-S5, Sunbeam Rd.,- Old Swan
(9317

UC.\N Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p.,
;

"3'^'ilinilt
. underslung sidecar, lamps

^cellent running jjrder ; iS95.-Ritchie. 1, Evlett
.. Ravenscourt Park, W.I2. [9696
JICiN- Excelsior 7-9h.p., 3-speea, C.B. sidec-ar
,„ • ^'^x?'"''

^'=''^»*"c Fighting, very fast; £14o'
K^ m^^™'"'S ^°""' Co- 223, Hammersmith" Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9197

St., Lincoln

splei

TAYLORS
i'aCBSSiiArf'^"

USEFUI.
ACCESSORIES.

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with side valance 60/-
Ditto, without valance 55 /-

Carriage and packing 2/-

PILLION SEATS.

Special offer of a limited tiumber of 1919
Tan-Sad Pillion Seats, complete with cushion,
33/-; 1920 Tan-Sad Sprinij Seals, 38/-;
Side foot rests, 6/-,- Astride rests, 5/-;
Back rests, 7/-

Carriage on Pillion Seats, 1 /-

PISTON RINGS
to fit all motor cycles—James 2-stroke, Levis,
Villiers, 4 h.p. Douglas, 1/6 each. New
Hudson 2-stroke, Baby Triumph, 1 /9 each.
Triumph, Precision, B.S.A,, Rudge, P. & M.,
Clyno, 2/- each. 41 Precision, Bradbury,
2/6 each.

Postage on Piston Rings 3d.

VALVES
to fit all motor cycles—Douglas 2J and 4 h.p
Enfield 2} and 3 h.p., Peugeot, 3/6 each.
Triumph, P. & M., B.S.A., A.J. S., 5/- each.
Rudge, 5/3 each. J. A. P., 5/- each.

Postage on Valves 3d. extra.

AVON BELTS.
Special offer of Brand New Avon Belts,
i5ft 6in. X tin. 11/9 each.

Postage 6d. extra.

SPEEDOMETERS. °

Watford Trip 26 and 28in. wheels.. £515 6
Cowey, for 26in. wheels (standard) . . £6

• „ ... .. (trip) £7
Carnage on Speedometer 1 /-

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

TOOL KIT.

Genuine Abingdon, fitted with 10 King Dick
Tools, complete in canvas case £1 15 9

Postage 6d.

SPECIAI. NOTICE.
All inquiries and correspondence relating to
Cars and Motor Cycles should be sent to our

Sussex Place address.
All communications concerning Accessories

and Repairs to Store Street.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.
52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINSTON.
Wnolesale ; 38. ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I.

Gaiaga—Tottenham Court Eoad.
'Phones: Museum 12^0;-Kensinston 72 0.

Telegrams; "Dynametro,- W^tcent, London."

mid Kpiir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior,

l»lnr (old type), only H«cd 5,000
nic, and cniilliel excellent eoiidi-

: <'(in be ridden awiiy; on view
(liiilford Av., Snrbiton. (9330

AMIODfCAN Kxcl.-ior, brand now. 1920. S-lOh.p..

vlcitricallv ..luii.pid, fitted with Mieeial sidecar

by Dunhiirs, l.ld., leiulv to ride away; .£210, or oiler.

-Scott, 53, Uevonshiie St., Keichley. Tel. : 381.
(9611

AMERICAN Excelsior Combinationii Actually In

Stock, ready to ride away, new and second-
hand; from £125 to £200.—W. H. Crimes and Co..

18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. Maylair : 4792.
11396

10 SO American Excelsior, fitted with Henderson
i-*J Elite sidi'car, dynamo lightinn, electric horn,

hrand ii.nv; £20 under list.—J. Smith and Co., 16,

HaiMi.<tc;id Rd.. London, N.W. 'Phone: Museum
3419. [1501

stroke.
Lucas

......tylene head and rear lighting sets, separate genera.

tors; £60, or near.-Hill Side, Hinckley Rd.. Nun
eaton. [X1075

THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents tlie

be-st value for money on the market. Book now for

early delivery. Fitted with Swan do Lu.xe sideeur.-

Edwards and Parry, 4. Blenheim St., Bond St. Mav-
fair 2666. 1226?

1Q20 American E-xcelsior, 7-9h.p.. Montgomery side-

-t-^ car, Ea.sting screen, lamps, etc.. done 150 miles,

owner taking delivery new car; what offers; write for

.appointment.—Cutler, 6, Upper Porcheetcr St., Hyde
Park, W. [9295

iior Combination, 7-9h.p., just

, excellent mechanical condition,

lighting set, 3 speeds, clutch, hood, apron, and
2 wind screens; £130.—Napier, Main Ed., Sidcup.

Phone: Sidcup 171. [1478

Fafnir.

3ih.p. Fafnir, splendid machine; best offer secures;

2 photo.—Dalebrook, Wostenhoim Ed.. Sheffield.
[1120

unning order; £28, carriace paid,

application, Sidey, Pebmarsh,

dynan

FAFNIE 2^4h.p.. accumnlator ignitio

adjustment;, £18, or nearest offer.

John Williameon St., South Shields.

1, wants slight

-Underbill. 70,
[9045

FAFNIR 3h.p., ra.o.i.v., Bosch, B.U., engine over-

hauled, cylinder reground, new piston, new belt

and rim, good order throughout; £34, or part exchange

higher power.—Wingfleld, King St., Wokingham. [9245

K-6h.p. F.N., Bosch, Binks

CROW Bros.,
4-cyl.

29; 56h.p. F.N., rebushed.

Worthing

[3171

gs, Bosch, drop
Ashdown Rd.,

[9782

3ilh.p. F.N., late 1914, stored during war, very good
4 condition; £40.—J. Brooke, Crosby, Oundlc.

Northants. [9169

FN 4-cyl. Combination, C.B. sidecar. 2 speed, clutcli,

in good condition; £60.-50, East Dulwich Rd..

S.E.22. [1311

F.N. 5h.p., 2 speeds, kick start, lamps, speedometer,
good condition ; £38.-35, Osborne Rd., Hands-

worth, Birmingham. [8992

F.N. 7-9h.p. 4-cyl. Combination, 3-speed, all acces-

sories, and new sidecar tvre, splendid condition

:

£130.-3, Bath St., Poplar, B.i4. [9717

F^^-i

thronghont; £45.—F. W. Smith, The Cot, Market St.,

Wymondham. [8974

2V2h.p., 1914, shaft drive, 2-speed, new tyres,
II acceosories, guaranteed everj-where. No. 42590

:

lowest SOgns.— 106, Barlow Moor Ed., West Didsbuiv,
Manchester. [1152

F.N. 4-cjl. Combination, 2-speed. clutch, K.S., Bosch
mag., lamps, horn, coachbuilt sidecar, splendid

condition; 85 gns.—47, Kingsley Ed., Hoydons Rd .

Wimbledon, S.W.19. [9434

F\ 4-cyl. 5-6h.p., late 1913, No. S0654, dropped
ime, 2-speed, clutch, original tyre front, new

back, trial, grand machine; £55, lowest.—J. Dobson.
8, Maple St., Blackburn. [1323

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

F N. 4-cyl 5-6h.p.. 2 hand clutch, disc
^ heels. 3in. tyres erhead

ugias b
mechani .al valves.

Hos ^h mag.. drop frame Uc ars, all in good con-
diti nn £50 offers. -329, Hertford Ed. Waltham
fro 5S. [9965

.'Jvertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Carnage.

IQ19 Gamage, 2^11.p. Villiers, Albion 2-speecl.
it? Amac, Miller lamps, with tools, little used;
£65.—L.B., 103, Southend Ed., Hampstead, N.W.3.

[9942

Harley'Davidson.
T Q20 Harley.Davidsons, immediate delivery of all
-Lif models.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X0974

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Combination, all new
condition; £145.-46, Burton Ed., Brixton. [1471

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, all models.—Official agents.
The Motor Cycle Mart. Stafford St., Walsall.

[6460
SEVERAL renorated 1918 Harley-Davidsons, £115;

and 1919, £125.—E06S. 86, High Ed., Lea, S.E.
[9498

HAELET-DAVIDSON 1918, Swan sidecar, mag.,
perfect; £140, offers.-54, Paddenswick Ed., W.6.

[9877
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson with sidecar, 1919 model,

nearly new.—Box 4,061, c/o TJk Motor Cucle.
[1603

IQIS Harley-Dayidson Combination, S-speed, lamps,
-^*y etc., in good order.—Alf. Sharpe, Goaberton,
Spalding. [9012

HAELEY-DAVinSON with Gloria sidecar, 7-9h.p.,
splendid condition ; £160.—Nicholas, Garage, Yer-

Ijcston. [8932

1 Q20 4h.p. Harley-Davidson, all
-L€/ 300. as new: offers.—Chive
Cambridj

leage
300, as new; offers.—Chivers, Christ's College,

[9789

[1261

1Q18 Harley-Davidson, good appearance and run-
l-*/ning order; £125.—Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant
Rd., Ealing. [9518

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, all on, and
J~if spares, perfect; £125.-101, Forest Drive 'West:
Leytonstone. [1026

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4,-
7-91i.p. Harlev-Davidson and sidecar, 1919, splen-

did condition: £195. [6868

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, khaki model,
2-seater sidecar, unscratched; £171.—Steven.^,

184, Pentonville Ed., N. [1373

HARLEY-DAVIDSON ^-9h,p., 1920, electric model,
perfect condition; cheap, £175.—Van Til, Monnt-

cnombe. Oak Hill, Surbiton. [1406

1Q18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., splendid condition,
-!-«/ mag. model: £120, or exchange.— 136, Laven-
ham Ed., Southfields, S.'W.IS. [1562

H.A.RLEy-D.AVIDSON 1918 Combination, lamp,
generator, horn, splendid condition; 145 gns.—

7. Exhibition Ed., S. Kensington. [1397

"I Q19 Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, mag. ignition,
XfJ tyres, good condition; 100 gns.; letters only.

—

3, Clifton Ed., St. John's, S.E.8. [1016

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., mag., 3-speed,
little used, £115; with new sidecar, £148,—

355, King St., Hammersmith, W.6. [9951

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS, 1919 and 1918 models, com-
plete machines, from £90 ; only a few left.—Owen,

59, Scholefleld Ed., Upper Holloway. [XI 106

HAELBY-DAVIDSON, 1918, excellent mechanical
condition, appearance fair, Tan-Sad; ^103.-28,

Miufoid Garden.s Sliepherd's Bush. [1042

HAELEY-D-WIDSbN 1915 Solo, 2-speed, clutch,
perfwt condition; £85.—Geddes, Westwell Eoad

.\pproach Mewe, Streatham Common. [9673

"IQ19 Harley-Davidson 7-Sh.p. and Sidecar, in per-
JLtf feet condition, lamps, etc.; £140; ride away.

—

12, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith, London. [9679

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., excellent con-
dition, perfect running order; quick sale. £110,

or e.xchange,—W., 21, Shaa Ed., E. Acton, Vf.S. [9419

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1915, electric model,
Eennoc sidepfr, splendid running order; trial;

£105, or offer.-T\VC' Ways, Laleham-on-Thames. [9872

"I
015 Hnrley-Davi-son Combination, electric dynamo

-l-«^ lighting, splendid condition; price £125, or near
offer.—Apply, 64, High Ed., East Finchley, N.2. [9426

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Flat Twin, complete with
speedometer, et<:.; £155; immediate delivery.

—

Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Paris St., Exeter, [9'693

~| Q15 7-9h.p. Harley, magneto model, 3-speed. Mont-
-Lt7 gomery coachbuilt sidecar, fine combination,
extra fast; sacrifice £110.—Else, Dimple, Matlock.

[X1042
HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, hood,

f^(-reen, side wings, ,iust overhaulttl, new chains and
sprockets; £150, or near oifer.-lJenison, Carlton, Bed-
fordshire. (9714

HAELEY 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, Gloria side-
car, Dunlops, Klaxon; £168; one of the smartest

1915 on the road.—Eichardson, 108, Eastgate, Work-
fop. Notts. [1298

1 Q18 Mag. Model Harley-Davidson, 3 speeds, clutch,
-*-*^ good tyres, plating and mechanical condition
excellent, a really hot-stuff 'bus; £125.—Seen and
tried after 5.30 at 176, Camberwell GroVe, S.E.5.

[1292

Douglas'

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now.

All motor cycles ot repute
will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums
high prices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p. Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 ^ Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170
at Works,

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

ftZ^

H'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Harley-Davidson.

TTAELEY-DAYIDSON, late 1918, 7-9h.p.,
*--*- i'ngly smart, disc wheels, tyres and enameli
had very little wear; £130.-52, BariinBtffi
Brixton, S.W.9.

LATE 1918 Harlcy-Dayidson, 7-9h.p., fittSi
IVIills-Fulford Corvette sidecar; £140; tt8

with pleasure. — Horswill, 42, Bridge St., 1
Phone : 943.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combinatit
condition, lamps. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, lugga

etc.; £126. bargain.—Stone, 280, Gloucester B
field, Bristol.

^^

AELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, j:e

model, recently overhauled by Harley Co.
first wire secures.—Bryant, The Close, St. Tvi
tingdonshire. ^

1 Q20 Flat Twin Harley, brsmd new, lighf
-Ltf speedometer, etc.; first ofler over £16a?K
seen hv appointment.—Walter, 25, Duke'
well Hill, N.IO.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 7-9h.p., re-enam^i
overhauled as new, tyres equal to new, oufl

anteed in first-class order throughout; £120.—Eead
St., Winelow, Bucks.

1 Q20 'Harley-Davidson Combination, dynamo
]-*-^ ing; £70; sidecar indietinguishable from

.T. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Ed., London,
'Phone; Museum 3419.

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, painted.
-Ltf and overhauled, lamps, etc., speedometar;
£150.-The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63, Soi?B
Croydon. 'Phone: 2431.

1Q20 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,
• *y model, speedometer, mileage under i

powerful for owner; £235, or close offer.—Lieut.
The King Lud, Eyde, I.W.

"IQI6 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combii .

-i-*y model, fully equipped, and in splendid
and condition; £145; any trial; bargain.-Beanc ,

27, West Park, Clifton, Bristol.

H^

* tyri

speed, with 1920 sidecar foonchbxiilt) ; £155.—S >

Berest'ord Sq.. Woolwich, S.K,

4 h.p. Harley-Bavidson Flat Twin, mileage
electric lighting, speedometer, Tan Sad,

tools; £155.—Kennard, 24, Chichester Rd.,
'Phone : 2241 Croydon; after 7 p.m.

1017 Harley-Davidson Combination, mag. n
-- 1/ trie 'lights, bulbouB sidecar, wind soreeii,

.

speedometer, really good condition ; cash £185.-
eock, 17, Eathcoole Parade, Hornsey.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., delivered 19^
trie lighting, horn, speedometer, etc., thor

overhauled, excellent condition; £130, or ofler.-rS!

31, Corsica St., Highbury. (Before 6 p.i

19 19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p.. 3
.ilalights, enamel and

£120; also new sidecar for same; seen any
Pooley, 1, Wastdale Ed., Forest Hill, S.E.23.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Harley-Davidson warl
£110, a bargain.—Fair OfSer Car House, Sj

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station).
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Sa^(

4h.p. Harley-Davidson, March, 1920, SOOr
speedometer, lamps, horns, tools, perfect.jB;

order, as new; owner purchasing sidecar laa<

£150.-Wat£on, Attrees, :High St., Cucktield,-!*

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1918 Mag. Model,-
condition, engine, tyres, and gears, £110

one ditto, 1917, splendid condition, £95; sidecar

ton.

Id 15 Harley Combination, 3-speed, mag., 'in

Xt/ condition, repainted, accessories; mLM*
highest offer accepted.—Bcker, 214, OornWSL.^^
W 11.—May be seen, Invicta Garage, 94, Brixtel'

S.W.

|Q19 (guaranteed) 7-9h.p. mag. model Hnrler-
Xif sons, ready to ride, mechanically perfeos,

did tyros, had very little use; also 1918 (ditto),

1918, '"

Barne:

H.^ELEY-DAVIDSON Combinations, not^t
1915-6-7-8; prices £132 to £180; 0000

' ' --.-.. --mpletel

£100.-Olphert, 66, Chnnsb

sidecar, head lamp

19=

horn, and all complete]

I—W. H. Grimes and Co.. 18, Bruton
|

Bond St., W.l. Maylair: 4792.

Harley-Davidson,
;

Irom makers, lamps, liorn, speedometer, toolaE.^

lor Quick sale, £140. or near oHer.—ApplR
c/o Martin, 36, Frogmore St.. Bristol.

*f

1019 Harley-Davidson, as new, complGte-'ij

X*J lamps, mechanical horn, 8pine_ coyer, iinpml

tnlie, rhiiinc,

ajirorket, very
£125.— Forshaw,

inecnanicai uoru, apmu r(>vct, unin"i

new rear cover, fitted high gearj
fast, guaranteed perfect; seen Lg

IV, 51, Torrington Sa-, W.0.1. f^

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

iab
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40TOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Indlnn.

Powi'iphis Iiuiiiiii. V-91i.p., dynamo liKlitiiiK,

•

itloDRC iituJer r>00, iihiolutoly as now; any cx-l

m: £182. or ncurt'st oHer; exrhniigas ron-!

-CroUa, 12. Duiu-hvinli Htl., Rugby. [X0953

,1915 Indinn 66I1.1). Combinntion. Mmit-
nery bidooai-. 3-kpi'i-iI. It.S.A. cai-buicltcr, iiinv

extra Iioiivv bac-k whuol. good generftl i-omli-

lOO.-I.ee, Tho lIiiuB. Kirkheaton. Umlil.is '

[i;

[972

"ImultHl Mud meolianiynlly perfect. »

ikc'rH' colours; first buyers get highest e
nnil host lunnhinoi £125.-3, Couithinils

S.12.

JT 1920 7-9h.p. Combinntion, Millford sid

ng frame, 3-spood, dynamo lighting, 3 la

horu, only ridden GOO luilos, tyres nnp
rner going abroad; £200. or best offer.—Mai
a Sa., N.W.8. (9129

iN, 3^jh.p. twin engine. 1915 (best Indii __ _.
le yet produced), ^.*peed gear,«*Mill3-Falford
lidecar. horn, tools, fttc, splendid condition v«ry
ed, good climber and very fast; £105.—C. Bar-
iplinni, Yorkshire. [3647

} Sell.—7h.p. 2-spced spring-frame Indian, 1916,
now, (.idecar if desired; any offer over £70;

> lower power and cash.—Meredith. Wellnnd Rd..
rge's Rd., Coventry. Can also be seen Market
ngh and linrton-on-Trent. [X0894
Powerplus Combination. 6 weeks old. tyres un-
mnctured, less than 1,000 miles, insured lor
mplete with dynamo lighting, spare tube, all
rd overalls, owner getting car;- cost £230, price
Coles, Jesus College, Cambridge. [9781

.N 5-6h.p., 1915-16 T.T., 3-s|)eed, kick starter,
cylinders, pistons, rings, and big ends, nlu-
dlscs, 2 spare sprockets (differential ratios),

IS spares, Canoelet sidecar, very fast and
90 gns., or offer; after 8.—Davies, 80, Sloane
f. [9047

T.T. Red Indian Combination, 3 speeds, kick
tart, clutoh, disc wheels, Canoelet sidecar with
iplex wind screen. 2 new Dnnlop covers fitted,
ains. lamps, tools, etc., excellent condition,
and fast; £100, or near offer.—Fletcher. 3,

ge Rd., Maidstone, Kent. [9901

Indian Powerplns Ccrabination, does ever 50
l.p.h. and m.p.g. in loaded touring trim, spring
carrier (1 cwt.). Easting screen, and extras
£12, really good engine; particulars, reason
and trial on written application; £220.—
6, Westbury Rd., Brentwood. [9955

.Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Conchbnilt Coiril>iua-
ion, mag-dynamo electric lighting and electric
speed, H. and F. clutch, full equipment of ac-
I, with spare chain, recently overhauled and

drive away; n bargain, £135.-16, Belford
Artillery Place, Woolwich, S.E.18. [9194

IN.-Warning. The Hendee Manufacturing Co.
n intending purchasers of Indians not to pay
e^prices to speculators. A list of Indian

pply promptly at list- prices, plus

7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, latest
ipnng frame, dynamo lighting, all lamps, elec-
;n, speedometer, all tools, pump, etc., bulbous
deear coachbuilt. large locker in rear, ridden
les, tnc powerful for owner's wile; £218, no
Bristol.—Box 4,026. c/o The Motor Cycle.

^ 7-9h.p. Combination. November, 1915, 3
Kds, spring frame, kick starter, electric lamps
n, new .accumulator and chains, PhtEnis coach
newly painted, apron (storm pattern, new), wind
luggage carrier, pillion seat, tools, excellent
n; £135. 4, Block E.. Garden Suburb, Ebhw

[9080
tjf 5.6h.p., 1916 model, 3 speeds, clutch, engine
perfect condition, take 2 praoticallv anvwheie

r, enamellin; good, tyres fair (done 4,000 to
P. and H. lamps, Cowey mechanical horn, do
n.g.. very fast, tlroronghly reliable- £90, or near
'wner Iwnght car; any reasonable trial.—F S.
25. Gordon Terrace, Bridgwater. (D) [X0891
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, dynamo lightin-

speedometer, machine fitted with large metal
'Ids, enamelled Indian red, bulbous back sidecar

J
.^'setne side lamp, adjustable wind screen.

ia_ side curtains, been carefullv ridden and well
alter, mileage 1,500; sole reason for selling,
^ying Ught car; £220. or near offer.-Lieut.
U.M.b. Dolphin, Gosport. [9175

Invlcta
TA Lightweight, fitted with the famous Villiers
l^ti.p. 2-stroke engine, a thoroughlv reliable
£65 cash, or on easy payments 4% extra. Many
achrnes in stock. Latest lists and particulars of^Wem of easy payments sent on application.—
Motor Showrooms, 116-118. Brompton Rd

. Slain Building). London. S.W.I. [8928

Ivy.

^eJleo-ds
T^otors

piopricfori- -Etiin.j L.. Newbcliy Cobbett

O- Cedric Crobllwclle

Motor. CYCLE, Dept

The Leading South Western

Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for Hi'

D U Z M O
for London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex & Surrey.

Deliveries from February, 1920.

We are also Agents for. the following mach nes

:

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

1920 B.A.T.-J.A.P., 5-6 b.p., fully equipped £150

19:0 COULSON-B., 23 h.p. Blackbume
engine, new, in stock List price.

19:0 READING STANDARD (delivery
shortly) List price.

1920 H.B., 23 h.p. Blackburne engine 2-sp.

Burman gear and kick-starter new
in stock List priCd

1920 EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new.
in stock Lis! prico_

1920 NEW HUDSON, special 2-stroke. leg-

shields, footboards, horn, tools, etc. , . £75

1919 GARDEN Monocar, born, speedo-
meter, electric light, discs, etc £150

1919 JAMES 5-6 h.p.,Combination. hood,
screen, etc £163

1919 COULSON-B., 23 h.p. BlacKbume
engine, speedometer, leg shields D.-'V.

lamp set, Brampton Forks —
1918 TRIUMPH Combi.qation, fully

equipped, pertect condition £150

1916 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., lamps, born, etc. £79

1915 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2; h.p J.A.P. en.gia?,

2-speed, horn, etc £55 Q

T.T. INDIAN tS5

We want to buy Solos and Combinations, 1918-1S19
and 1920. Try Motor Cycle, Camping for your

er holidays. Write for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road, S.W.7.

Telephone : Kensington. 6312.
Telegrams F-fembalraot. Southkeas LouHoi;.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Ivy.

TVV 2.>pced 2slroke in ftock.-Rothwell
bourne, Cowlcigh Oarage, Matver

d Mil

35

19
ie5.

19

[618(i

ON.S.-1914 Ivy 2.5trokc, splendid condition:
bargain.—Jacobs, 95, North Ud., Brighton.

IllSO
17 Ivy 2-stroke, 2-Rpccd, perfect condition: .£60.—

lleyre and Williams, Hitchin, Herts. 'Phone :

[9360

15 Ivy. splendid condition, littlo used: £42, eai-
riago paid.—Mechau, I'hotogrnpher, Clifdcn, fial-

[9448

Itirbmond Rd., Barnsbury, N.

1 Q20 Ivy.—One of these beautilul little 2-stroke»
i-if available lor immediate delivery.—Frank Whit-
worth, Ltd., 139, New St., liinninglioni. tX1186

Ivr 2-stroke, 2-siieed, Oct., 1919, perfect condition,
unpuuftured, liiinps, horn, tools, and sparen: £60,

no ofters.-Aitkcii. 18, Pcddio St., Uundco. [9405

TVY 6h.p. Twin Combination, S,A. corintershalt gear
Can

Notts. [X0960

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henly and Co.. London and District Agents, 91, Gt.
Portland St., W.l. Maylair 4084. [0022

Ixion.

IXION, 2^j4h.p. Villiers, aluminium polished discs, foot-

boards, shields, meelianical and Lucas horn,*, lamps,
tools. Clincher tyres (new), Dunlop belt, perfect order

:

£45.—Eegent House, Eegent Ed., Fenton, Staffs. [9078

Tames.
"IHE .Walsall Garage. Walsall, lor good deliiTHE .Walsall Garage. Walsall, lor good deliveries of

all James models. .. [7220

5-7h.p. James with Sidecar. 1918 model, little used.
—Box 4,062. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1604

EGEETONS, Northgate, Ipswich.—James, all models,
earliest delivery.-'Phone; 962. [8160

1Q17 James 4'ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, good con-
J-i/ dition; £70.-2, Hassendeau Rd., Blackheath.

L9757

10 20 James 4i,ih.p. Combination, scarcely used:
tJ highest offer over £150.—Waliusley, Croyde. Devon.

[8978

1 Q20 4i4h-p. James Combination, lamps, horn, iusur-
-Ltf ance, new, perfect: £170.—James, Eothesay.
Malvern. [9087

"3 Q14 James Combination, 3-speed hub: 55 gns
-«- *y oecurcs.—83. Braemar Ed., Fallowfield. Man-
chester. [1029

4 ill. p. James and Sidecar. 3-speed. good running
4 order: price £65.-4 Station Buildings. Wood-

side. S. Norwood, S.E.25. [9937

1Q14 James and Canoelet Sidecar, 4yh.p.. lamps.
-L»7 horn, etc., first-class outfit: £100.-374. Grove
Green Ed.. Leytonstone. [1529

JAiVIES 1920 3;.^. p. twin, specially tnned for

speed, under 100 miles, accessories: £115 lowest.
— 1. Milton Rd., Cambridge. [1472

1 Q15 James 4i/;h.p., 3-speed countershaft, all-chain.
X t/ coachbuilt sidecar, good condition : ride away.—
Seen at 50, Albert Ed., Peckham. [8986

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
41/ih.p. James combination, 1916, £99/10: also

4tih.p. James combination. 1915, £95. [6867

"I
Q19 James 5-6h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, hand

-L^ clutch, kick start, twin Rennoc combination:
£150.—Spurgeon. Park Rd.. Enfield Wash. [8796

JAMES Combination, all-chain drive, countershaft
gears, kick start, coachbuilt sidecar, hood and

screen; offers near £65.—Oswell, Hadley, Salop. (X1078

~i 020 James Combination. 5-6h,p.. delivered 3 weeks.
XiJ r,nlv done 300 miles: £180. 'Phone; 1680
Museum.—Beeching. 225, Tottenham Couit Ed., W. 9573

1 Q 1 9 James 3V2h.p. Twin, new June, tyres new condi-
-t/ tion, small mileage, lamps, horn, and accessories;
£100, or offer.- Dr. Greene. Oartmel, Grange-over-Sands.

[9309
1Q14 James 4Uh.p., 3-speed. etc.. £66: or with large
X iJ Canoelet 5-point attachment sidecar, luggage
grid, hood, screen; £88.-8. Gordonbrock Rd., Brock-
ley. [9590

JAMES 1914 Combination, 4^h.p., 3-speed counter-
rft, chain drive, clutch, kick start, electric

lamps, horn, speedometer, spares, etc. : £100.—897.
Fulham Ed.. S.W.6. [9289

JAMES 4l4h.p. Solo, late 1919, mileage 700, lamps,
horn, spares. Tan-Sad. perfect condition: seen

bv appointnSTnt: £130.—Cryer. 24. Ferndene Rd..
Heme Hill. S.E.24. [1165

1Q19 James Combination, 5-6h p., 3-speed, connter
JLif Shalt, hand clutch, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, tools:

£135, bargain.—Hough, 750, Holloway Ed.. N.19.
Phone : 2369 Hornsey. [1175

JAMES 4>4h.p. 1916 Canoelet Combination, hood,
screen, 3-speed, kick starter, not run since £26

overhaul: g'enuine bargain: an~ trial: £110.-154. Lower
Addiscombe Ud.. Crovdon [141i

4JI letters relating to advertisements stiould quote tlie number at tlie end of eacli advertisement, and tlie date of tlie Issue B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

worth ^Yood, Birn
screen, legshields ; £185.-^10, Selboine Ed., Hands-

- -~ °- - • [X1090

combina-
, , _^ __ _ nditior

J not done 500 miles, any trial; £155.—Ferrell, 17,

St. Aubyn's Rd., Eastbonrne. [9534

JAMES 4^4h.p. Big SiDgle, 3-speed countershaft, kick
start, new tvres, new chain, good running order;

£75; also splendid new sidecar body, coachbuilt, £6.
—MatsoD, Post St., Godmauchester, Hunts. [X0962

JAMES 6h.p. Model de Lux© Combination, delivered
Uec, 1919, used only during Eaeter, better and

cheaper than new, with wind screen, and all accessories

£175.—The Dairy. High St., Thames Ditton. [1405

bonised, semi T.T. bars, long exhaust, exceptionally
fast ; 70 gns.—D. Foulerton, Broadmoor, Crowthorne,
Berks. [9482

"I Q20 James 2i4h.p., 2-speed 2-stroke, bought ne^\
-LiJ March 18th, 1920, not done 500, lamps, torn,
tools, etc., full insurance policy (ti'ansferable) ; total cost
ing over £82; take £"68 cash.—134, Addisou Gardens,
Kensington, W.14. [9084

1 Q19 4'/4b.p. James Combinatit
-L*^ chanical condition throuehc

^=t SI

perfect me-
chanical condition throughout, full equipment

oi accessories, including luggage grid, wind screen,
lamps, etc.; £130.—Reyre and Williams, Hitchin,
Herts. 'Phone : 165. [9363

J.A.P.
J.A.P. Coachbuilt Combination, Arm--troug 3

leeds, clutch, Binfes, Bosch; ££5; any trial —76,
London St.. Chertsey. ^ [9886

J.A.P. 3Vi;h.P-, 3-speed, clutch, waterproof Bo<5ch, B
and E.. tvies. tubes, belt as new-:.first £50 secuu s

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Levis.

O ib.p. Le^is, just delivered, list price.—29,

O^

MOTOR CYCLE ACCESSORIES.

p. & H. " Lightweight
"

Lamp Sets,45 /-
;
post I /-

Ditto, Heavyweight, 80/-
Lucas Head Lamos and
Generator, 67/6, 97/6

Miller's ditto, 61/-
Hunt's Electric Head
Lamps, 32/6 and 66/-

' Flash ' Batteries, 4; volt, 14/7; post 8d.
n Head Lamps Gas, 14/9; Electric, 21/-
n Rear Lamps, 8/9; Sidecar, 12/6.

DUNkOF* TYRES.
GENUINE 1920 STOCK.

Heavy Cover. Tube.
4x2 28/6 9/6
»x 2ir.... 31/6 .... 10/3
5x 2 .... 31/3 .... 10/-
5x 2i.... S3/9 .... 10/-
ixzh.. : 63/9 .... II /9

EXTRA HEAVY COVERS.

Hellesen
Alummii;
Alummn

T.A.] ., sporting model, Brampton foik=;, best
delightful speed machine, run 250 mile^

£S5.—29, Montford Plaee, Kennington, S.E.ll [9827

clutch, beautiful sidecar, guaranteed
cally; £80, or offer.^155, Lincoln Rd., Acocks
Green, Birmingham. [9976

"I Q 13 J.A.P. -SIMlp., Bosch, drip feed, lamp, and
J-v spares, excellent condition; £38; would ex-
change lower power, cash adjustment.—Smith, 45,
Ravensbury Rd., Earlsfield, London. [9974

J.E.S.

J.E.S., specially built, in perfect order, lamps;
£25.-3, Kilrush Terrace, Woking. [1176

J.E.S. Hotorcy.;lette, nearly new condition, perfect
running; £17; Hertfordshire. — Box 4,039, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [1511

Liverpool and Manchester.

J.H.
Shoe Lane, London. E.C-^.

7;9h.p. J.H. Combination, 1915, M.A.G. engine.
ntershatt Stuimey-Archer gear.

7, Butler's Farm. Broomfield, Chelmsford.
[9243

Lea=Francis.
LEA-FHANCIS, 1920, not used, M.A.G. engine: best

ofler over £130.—Biekerton, Kendal. [8979

"I Q20 Lea-Francis. 4h.p., Lucas lamps, horn, ridden
-Li/ under 500 miles, condition perfect; *120.—
Darling, Cains College, Cambridge. [9456

LEA-FRANCIS, 1920, 3Voh.p., 2-speed, delivery
from the city agents at list price.—Elce and

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 3.

[0066
1Q14 Lea-Prancis 3?4h.p. Twin, J.A.P. 2-speed, kick
-l-<7 .';tart, clutch, accessories, spares, perfect running
order; £65, no ofter.-Gilliam, Hurst Green, Sussex.

[9862
LEA-FRANCIS, 1920.-Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sprostou, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.,
W.l. [0099

LEA-FEANCIS Combination, bought new 1916, kick
start, 3-3peed, hand and toot clutch, lamps, horn,

tnnls, ideal all-purpose outfit, pr.-ictically as new : £98.
lowest.-591, Foleshill Ed., Coventry. [X1094
"j019 Lea Francis Combination, sporting C.B.
-*-*' car, disc wheel, large acetylene head lamp.

Klaxon), spare tyre, engine just been overhauled by
makers; bargain, £140.—Capt. Mark, Tyne St., Carlisle.

[9501
Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN ELK 4h.p.. T Model, Bosch waterproof
mag., B. and B., discs, long exhaust; £33.-256,

Ilivision Ed., Hull. [X1I66

263 72/3
80/9
87/9

RENOLDS CHAINS j x i 7/- ; | x } 7 /6 ; -J x -fe 7/6
Jx-iii 9/- per foot. LINKS, 1/4 and 2/- each.

PERRYS jxj CHAIN, 6 /6 per foot. Post extra.

TAN-SADS .. 38/.

Post I /6 extra.

COWEY MECHANICAL
HORNS, 60/-

KLAXON HORNS, 36/..

CLEARO" ELECTRIC HORNS
complete with wire
switch, 45 /-

BULB HORNS, 15/9, 18/9, 27/.

SPECIAL MOTOR CYCLE A / Ck
FOOT PUMP ^/ ^

l8in. X liin., nickel-plated. Post 4d.

SPEEDOnflETERS.

COWEY .. £6

Do. TRIP . . £7

WATFORD
i4 IS o

Do. TRIP Model

i'S 5

State size of wheel

when ordering.

A.M.A.C. and B. & B. CARBURETTERS, 72/-

W.S.R. ADJUSTABLE JETS from Stock, 8/S.

All Levers, Wires, and Replacements.

EASTINGS WINDSCREENS, £4 10 o. ''p"^^^;^*"''

'• extra.CAMEO WINDSCREENS . . £2 15

GEORGE SMITH'S
MOTOR ACCESSORIES DEPOT.
268, LAVENDER HILU (Opposite Arding & Hobbs;

CLAPHAM JUNCTION, LONDON, S.W,

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

nell Kd., Leeds.

CYRIL WILLIAMS tor early delivery of
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

E 1916 Levis 2-stroke, good conditioa.
and horn; £38.—Pantling, Wing, Bucka.^

LEVIS Model E., 2V.h.p., 2-speed, miletlfle

1,000; £50.-5, Victoria Mansions, Hollow
N.7.

SPOETY 2Vjh.p. Levis, appearance approacfiii
mechanically perfect ; £38.—Gillinghaig^

Dorchestt

Crescent, Cheltenia

LEVIS, new lamps, generator, mechanicii
smart, good condition; 35 gns.—10, Bomi

Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.

T EVIS, single speed, perfect^ order, new tyies,

>ih.p. I.evis,
/ 4 hauled, r

tween 6 and 7.

1915, accessories, thorougBl:;
3-ennnielled, new tyre, belt:

—A:ialea, Essex Ed., Gravesend

LEVIS 2i4h.p. Popular Model, late 1916, lami
plete, re-enamelled and plated; £45; apiw

only.—Hale, 101, Tallourd Ed., Peckham, S.E.

9, North ' ^errace, Midsunimer Common, Camb '

90, York Ed., Montpelii

mileaj 150, tyres unpuncfcurt
Jtc; £55/10;_Il8

Phone ; Dr. Collins,obtained light
2384.

LEVIS 2iAh.p. 2-stroke, little used, splendid

tion; 45 ens.; ride away.—Geo. Smij;!

Lavender Hill, Olapham Junction (opposite

and Hobbs).

LEVIS 2i,4h.p. 1920 Popular ModeLi-
Haidie and Lane, Ltd., authorised agff

Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford St.). Bond St.. V!-l.£

Mayfair 6559. —
order, lamps, any trial; £85.—Adam's, Fifield,

ley, Northants.

LEVIS 2'Ah.p., countershaft model,
oughly overhauled, newly plated, en

feed, touring bars, John Bull grips. Druids,

Amac, new belt;, Dunlops, horn, tools; £47.-

ford, 122 Hayward Ed. Barton Hill, Bristol.

Hotel Garage, Eltham, S.E.9.

ndition; £50.—Curti.s, En Ciowthorne, 1

Lincoln-Elk 3',ih.p., Philipson pulley,"]'

L.M.C.

L.M.C. 6h.p., just delivered, double senter ^

hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, mudshieids,

spares etc., extra fine tnmout; nett cash, liet

£182, otters.-J. J. Foster, Sherlurrn-in-Elmet.

20 L.M.C. Bh.p. C.B. Millford Combinatiou.
mileage, fully insured, P. and H. lamps,

Ea.^ting screen, spring grid, press horn, etc., 1-

teed: trials: nearest £95 secures.—Geo. Arnal

Broad St., Oxford.

Martin.

19=

£75.—The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 65.

End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431.

4h.p. Martin-Jap, o.h.v., completely overhanlf

enamelled, nearly new back t.vre and bm.
horn, etc., adjustable pulley, splendid conditioii

—Beresford, Purleighs Downs Ed., Luton.

JUartlnsyde.

MAETIiSrSTDB-NEWMAN Combination, tbe

tion of Olympin.—Book your order now loi

rotation delivery with J. Blake and Co., the motc^

Experts, 110-112, Bolt St.. Liverpool, Britum't 1

motor cycle saloon; also at BlnckJriars St.. Mani



AV XJTII, 1920.

MOTOR CYCLES FOl< SALE.
New Inipcrlnl.

' IMrKUlAl, (V.lnl.ilKltinll, Illte 1919, Sll.p,

lllcugi' lllulc"! 2.000. In;

im 2 nillllts. 1. ^^.MC

-Slrttmi, Clollli.T. Itl'JIli

IMl'I'UtlAf, ;:li i> ('(.intiiimtioii, Millfonl ciibiin-

I Mcl.Tiii, ivishnf, \\:itl(.r(l, honi, liiinim, new
ivi'iiil'i'i, iiiil(:,u" i'.n, ;ill lis new; IJDst otter.-

I Cliniii-I. I'"unl.i I. rn. LlmiPlly. [9161

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. AnvrCRTISKMKNTS. XXI.

tmulein
a beuutttul set;

[1368

IMrillllAI..

riitchi-d. onlv li^

£I50.-I.itnb.v. 2, Kjnmcc

Kl.i

iiil-.Iap Corabiuation. all *n
hand clutch, complele Willi

etc., in excellent condition,
ally perfect: £145.~Li

1 Ne« In perialjan 8 Con binatic n, 3-speed
. utch. ?ide curtains

Ileal itul s t 1 . Tan. -iad pillion
rricr. etc.. c mri as ne v; jEieO.-

II, El aide ic. Bv I well Ud. Bi inham Bucks.
[1107

1 61i.p. New ImperiaWap Conibi
, ,

(lascd late March, complete with powerful Miller

g set. Lucas horn, and Tan-sad seat, has not
00 miles, perfect combination, and is absolutely
aguishable from new; £170.—West Oaston Rd..
ton. [X0967

Norton
) T.T. Ni.rton. brand ni
calltr.-32. High St., R;igatc. [9832

TON B.K.S.. 1919. under 2.000 uiiles. rliilipEor
lulley. peifeut; 90 gns.—Jones, 2, Pembroke St.

dge. [9017

TON 1916 3';h.p. Sports Combination. 3-speed,
ectric lights; ills. Surrey.—Box 713, c/o Tin
Cycle. [9831

) Norton Big Four. T.T., onlv ridden 3 times:
price fl20.-Eiiliaias. 16, Manor Gardens, Rich.
Snrrey. [1144

TON 1916 3','.h.r.. T.T.. lighting set. Klaxon
Jrn, lierJect condition ; f 85.-Hilton, Albert W.alk,
ell, Lines. [9393

3 (Dec.) Sports Model Norton. 3-speed gear
box, verv last and in good condition; £130.—
.s, Tew, Oxon. [1341

) (latel T.T. Norton, only run 400 miles. Lucas
lamps and horn, spare belt, knee grips, etc.

;

Ecroyd, 73, Leyland Rd., Sonthport. [1045

1-20 Big Four Norton Combination de Luxe,
Lneas head, .side. tail. 2 generators,.- Cowey, small

S good condition; what offers?—Box 3.979. c/o
olor Cycle. [9642

Sale, one T.T. Norton, just been thoroughly
ferhauled, new tank, mudguards, etc., good as
his is a very fast mount; what offers?—Walpole's
, Grimsby. [X0909

TON 1920 Big 4. 3-speed. K.S.. all-chain, un-
matched, guaranteed absolutely faultless through-
ileage 266; offers.—2, C:

_.,...
on 3082.

OKLANDS Special Nortt
erfect throughout, spare;
nb winner; £95.—Capt.
Sborough.

Park Surbiti
[1159

1. as uew-, condition
lamps, etc.. Crow
Reeves, Park Rd..

[9946

1 Big Four Norton. 3 speeds, kick starter, en-
closed chain drive, T.T. bars, legshields, lamps.
lee grips, done 40 miles; £160.—2, Nightingale
3wer Clapton. [1402

I B.S. Norton, mileage 300, perfec't throughout,
microscopic examination, h.c. Philipson, knee
lamps, etc., carel'idlv run ' in ; best offer £105
.-Hunt, rstalyfero, Glam. [9278

Norton, ordered April, 1919, delivery any day;
rill transfer order to first customer: £20 deposit
eceipt shown, no premium required.—Hinds. 24,

tt Rd., Colchester, Essex. [1367

TON Big Four, 1918 (Nov.), Swan 1919 sporting
decar. lamps, speedometer, 2 nearly new spare
overs and tube, paintwork new, mileage 3,000.
ipares. perfect outfit, fast: £150.— Capt. Leask,
1' Mess. TJxbiidge. [9335

TON Big Four Combination, MiUford, Easting
:reen. P. and H. set. Cowey horn, not run 500
only delivered 3 weeks; reason for selling, owner
expected delivery of car; best over £210; Lan-
l.-Box 3.919, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [9215

N.S.U.
I. 3i,ih,p., 2.^peea: £23, or offer.-25, Acfold
d., Fulham. [9390

1. S-6h.p. Twin; £20.-56, Whitbread Ed.
irockley, S.E. [9884

p. N.S.U., 2 speeds, coachbnilt sidecar; after
6 p.m.; £45.—3a, Kohat Rd., Wimbledon. [9519

N.S.U., 2 cyls., 2 speeds, Bosch mag., suitable
T sidecar; £35.-13, Mill St., Regent St., W.l.

[963S

WE ARE AGENTS
NOT DEALERS AND
WE SELL ONLY THE
BEST AT MAKERS'
— LIST PRICES —

W. BRANDISH
AND SONS,

625, Foleshill Road, and

Queen Mary's Road,

COVENTRY.
Established 1S9S.

IN STOCK.
A.B.C. SKOOTAMOTA £55

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

lights, horn, and speedometer . . £191

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, flat twin, with
speedometer £151

HUMBER, flat twui, 4,', h.p.. new model
MiUfo'd Sidecar £165 5

ROVER, 3! h.^., 3-sp. (plus ;;%) £127 10

ROVER aJ h.p. Combination (plus

7i%) £172 10

ROVER, 3-6h.p. (plus 7.5%) ... £155

GRINDLAY Sidecar £39

MILLFORD Corvette Sidecar, £28 17 6

EASTING Windscreens £4 10

Ace Discs £2 5

A large assortment of Triumph Spares in

stock, including Cylinders, Pistons, Valves
Tanks, etc.

BRANDISH PATENT
Alutninium Footboards

for Triumphs.

"^ yourself how easily

they are fitted.

I

^

0=0
A. Spring Washer.

B. tin. Sleeve
Tubes

C. Sin. Sleeve
Tube-

D. iin. Sleeve
Tubes

N'o Triumph motorist is complete in his

equipment unless bis mouat is fitted with

these footboards.

No wood and pressed tin work—all boards
beautifully cast in solid Aluminium, and
sent out complete with all fitments.

Any man with the brains of a child can
fit these with one spanner in five minutes ;

so don't sit and think it over, just send

34/6, and 1/6 carriage.

Money returned in full if you are in anv
way dissatisfied.

'Phone: 1050.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR 5ALE.
N.S.U.

N.3.U., 6b.p., 2 speeds, Uoach. K, and B.. want.
adjiisLments; 5e25.~14, Piiounjx St., Eu«toii, N.W

5 -611. p. N.S.U., Bosch mas., B.B., ond nidocor clmsHtrc
£23; after 6.—Lodgt, 36, Buswox Rd., Hollowny,

[9430

9.U. Combination, 6-6h.p. twin. S-speed, clutch,
piirfeet ordjr, trial given; £60, or near ofler.—

3a, Lyric Rd.. Barnes, London. [9810

4 h.p. N.S.U. (irey O.B. Combination, 2 speedc, RK.,
Bunch, B. and B., Druid turkw, juwt overhauled,

spleurlid cnnilition, Kparo^; £62.-ViUuvert, Cromwell
ltd., Hiiye-* Kud, Midillcspx. [9191

N

N.S.U. Twin. Bo
tcrshiift, tyre

ch, 2 speeds and free engin

Lane, Caraberwell, S.E.
-97.

(1097

4h.p. Semi-T.T. N.S.U., fust, pmverfnl, new Ijeuvy
IliinloitB, Miller lamp wet. Klaxon, excellent Jiji-

Iioarancc: £32/10: BO anywhere.—Oolman, 14, Elder,
berry ltd.. Well Hull, S.E.9. (9720

N.S.U. 6h.p. Twin Combination, 2-flpeed, clutch,
Bo8eh, Senspray, recently overhauled, tyref and

belt f,'ood, thorough working order; £50, or ofJer.—
Curti^ 72, Wyndham Rd., Salisbury. L^'tiS

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 1920, brand new, Lucafi mas-dynamo light-
iug; £155.-43, Grove Bd., Sparkhill, Birmingham.

[X1057
NEW 1920 Nut, delivery within fortnight; what

offers over list price ?—Box 4,014, c/o The M'jior
Cycle. (1220

NUT-PRECISION, T.T
sound condition; ba

Rd., Redhill.

3';;lh.p., single.cyl., good,
gain, £30.-47, Ranelagli

(1303

Nelso St., Leicester.

Dunlops, electric
epainted ; 85 gns.—la,

(1161

"I Q20 Nut Sigh. p. twin, Lucas Magdyno lighting,
J-W deliyered April, little used; offers over £150.—
Wolyerson, Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton. [X1033

N.U.T.-We are sole wholesale and retail agents for
Staflordshire, and can supply these famous machines

for early delivery.—Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444.
[7221

W. SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil, ofBcial
N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for early de-

livery.—Write or 'Phone for particulars. Tel. : Yeovil
114. [3395

SHROPSHIBB.-N.U.T. sole agents for the county:
demonstration model in stock. Orders booked in

strict rotation tor early deliveries.—James Garages,
Church Stretton. [7693

IQie 3'/2h.p. T.T. Nut-Jap, multi gear, W.S.R, jet,
J-*7 new belt and tyre, speedometer, lamps, knee

icentlv overhauled; highest over :£70.—Bensbv,
Much Hadham, Herts. [9463

N.U.T. 1920 Model S'/ih.p.. Lucas dynamo lighting,
electric horn: 140 gns., complete.— Authorised Lon-

don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Wood-
stock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone; May-
lair 655!>. Book now tor early deUvery. 10080

O.K.

19=

[9796
TIQ20 O.K. ViUiers, 2-speed countershaft, in stock;
i-iJ £65.—Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139; New St..

Birmingham.

O.K.-
c:

phone : 165 Hitchii

(i.118

stock.

-

O.K.-J..\.P. 2.>ih.p., 2-speed, perfect
£48.—Geddes, Westwell ~ '

Streatham Common, S.W.15.

Box 4,009, c/o The Motor Cycle.

list price £50: what ofler.s?- Owner wants m:i-

chine with 2-6peed gear, etc.-"Vicar, Christ Church.
Ware. (9013

Rd., Carshalto

ceilent order
St.. Hampstead
'Phone : Hampste

[Saturdays.

Offer Car Hj

3752.
Tube Station)

[6645

All letters relating to advertisements sllould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

"I Q20 Omega, 25ih.p. J.A.P., speeas, uniidden ; £70.—
-"-tf 26, Lordship Lane, Wood Green, N. [9651

"IQ19 (late) Omega-Jnp 2%h.p., 2-speed, meolanical
J-*' horn, tyres, etc., as new; 55 gns.—4, TVat«rside,
Evesham. [a722

OMEGA 2')4h.p. 2-stroke, 1918, excellent condition,
lamps, horn, etc.; £45.—Stewart's, Old Meadows,

—Taylor's Garage,' Faliuonth.

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2.speed and model de luxe; at
and 79 gns. respectively; earlu deliveries —T.i

29, Station St., Lewes [7966

/~iMEGA-J.A.P., 254h.p., new Sept., 1919, net ridden
'-^ 500 miles, all on, 2-sreea. as new; what offers?-
Kemp, High St., Abbotts Langley, Herts. [9228

£
Overseas.

45.—1916 S'Ab.p. Overseas T.T. Model, new Dunlop,
new belt, any examination; first offer secures;

appointment.-33, Oxford St., Eotherham. [9954

Overstone.
l Q19 (July) Overstone-Villiers, 2y..h.p., 2-speed,t-^ clutch, kiclj starter, iootboards, pump, tools,
electric rear light, 26in. Dnnlops, mileage 300 enamel
and polish like new, with or without brand new head
lamp, and horn; offers.—20, Alexandra Drive, Sefton
Park, Liverpool. [9824

P. and M.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination, 1912; £60.-36.
Willesden Lane, Kilburn. [9512
and M., E.A.F. model; £68.-59, Palfrey Place,
Dorsspt Ed., Clapham Ed., S.W.8. [8941

-J. i'nrness,
[X0896

nd M. Combination; £88; before 6.-12,
'* -• - -• HoUoway. [1001

r^VItrt, \VILLIAM9 for early delivery of

P
P
P

-Chapel Asl] Depot, Wolverhampto

1 Q20 3'/^.p. E.A.P. P. and M.,J-U car; £135.—Box 4,033, c/o :

[X8624

de-new, new si

Trie Motor Ciich

A S New. 3%h.p. P. and M. motor cycle combina-
-ci- tion.—Apply, Wood Co., Motor Engineers, 4, Bute
St. [9130

P. and M. Outfit, Mills-Fulford car, milea-re 700,
ail acce ' -

Finchley.
£125.—Janes and Adams,

wick, W.

P
away; £65.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chis-

[9460

and M., 1914, scarcely used during war, would
make lovely sidecar machine; £65.—Eevnolds.

Waterbeach, Cambs. " [1259

1 Q13 P. and M., 3|.^h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition;
Xtf seen by appointment.—Horlev, X?.owper Rd.,

[9756

s, about 1912.
£33.—Sutton, Chelmsford

[1588

P. and M., W.D. model; £78.-ClifEord Wilson Manu-
facturing Co., 70, Eoyal Hospital Ed., Chelsea,

S.W.3. Kensington 7113. 1270

19, Eock St., Bury, Lanes.

P.
and M., E.A.F., believed 1919,
lamps, etc., new condition; £85.—Letters only,

350, Upland Ed., Dulwich, S.E.22. [9641

£70.-1038, High St., Wandsw

LongridKP Ed., Earl's Court, S.W;

Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith

[1582

speeds,
100 Ens.-72,

not I

[9202

t-Army

[9836
nodel, spares, trial any time; 79 gns.

offer.—Hill, St. Margaret's, Leatherhead.

speed, E.A.F. models, reconstructed
,uled; £78. cash.—Elce and Co.,

16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

P.
and M., E.A.F., late model ronchbuilt combinatinn,
Uke new, with electric lighting and accessories

;

£105.-1, Haveloek St., Forest HiU. Sydenham 1315.
[9640

1 Q19 P. Jind M. Combination, under 2,000. perfect
-Lt? condition, complete, tools, lampe, spares, nuid-
shield: any trial; £115.—Burlinson, 94, Sonthwark Park
Ed., Bermondsey. [1037

ale, P. and M. motor bicycle, in first-rate

irdcr, lust overhauled, kick starter, new
'" "

Garage, 7, Palmeiston
[S0936

PHELON and Mnore, ex-military stores, overlianlcd
and sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A

No. 2 sidecar £115 —Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

London; also 100, Paris St., Exeter. [1383

-pOR
•, jusi

nd tvrcs.-Wa
Edinburgh.

"Westwood'
"TORPEDO"
ACETYLENE LAMPS.

MADE TO LAST,
Made from solid brass, turned and
threaded at joints. Every part of

solid construction. These Lamps
may be taken to pieces for cleaning
and will remain alight in the
s rongest gale. Best qua'ity Lenses
are fitted, and can be easily replaced
if broken. These Lamps will last

as long as the machines they are
used on and are abolutely rustless-

"ROYAL RUBY"
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP
A re'.iab'e efficient,

electric rear lighting

set Lamp is fitted

with red rear lens,

ind While Opal
Side Lens. Outfit

complete with Bulb
and Battery and
Leather Case

14/6

Westwood Special Lines are Stocked by
all Reputable Agents.

Friday 7 o'clock.—55,' Birdhuvst Else, SontlljO

PEEIMIER Combination, 3>,ih.P-. 3-speOI

good tyres and tubes, spare tubes, 1

feet running order; £75.—W. Curryer, 798,

Rd.. Pcckham, S.E.

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALI
P. and M.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 P. and M. combinatii
equipped, excellent order.—Fair OJler Cari-

5, Heath St., Hampstead {near Hampstead Tube S
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including

donald Ed., Wimbl

WAUOHOPES,
P. and S.

engine.

and
I, 2-sp(

arefully run

3, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., L«
ana a. 2-stroke, 2-speed model,

£69/15; kick start and clutch
£77/10; from stock.

Paragon.
PARAGON 3h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, spring

£65; immediate delivery.—Motor CycL
Chatham. Sole agents forJient. T.A. : Motoi
Chatham.

Peco.

PECO a^^h.p., 2-stroke, Albion gear box and
fln.i conditijn; £52/10.—Day, Central

Percy St., W.l.
Peugeot

PEUGEOT 3h.p., mag., B. and B., tyres t
anywhere; £22/10.—Derby Aims Garage

lake.

Precision.

74, Vicarage Ed., Watford.

SOUTH Lancashire, North and West Cheshil
cision enquiries invited by J. Blake and '

leading motor cycle experts Liverpool and Mar

'

PRECISION 3?4h.p., 1914, 2 speeds,' count
clutch, overhauled, new Palmer tyre .

£60; after 6 p.m.—107a, Granby Ed., Well Hall

T.T.
B

1 SV'h.p., Philipson pulley, B.
uids' hooter, toolbars, footrests

£40.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton, :

B.B. : expert examination ; £60 ; after 7,

3, Wallington Ed., Seven Kings, Essex.

PBECISION 3%li.p., single gear, B. and
lamps and belt, speedy, condition grand, i

also coachbuilt light sidecar, quick fit, nei

£10/10.-395, Strone Ed.. Manor Park, E.12.

PRECISION 4Xh.p. Coachbuilt Combinati
lieved 1914, 2-speed, clutch, handle-start, I

cal horn, lamps, good tyres, plating, enan
< hauical condition absolutely a? new.— 4, :

Bromley, Kent.

PEECIblON C.B. Combination, 4lih.p.,

overhauled (receipt shoivn), splendid order,

kick start, lamps, mechanical horn^ tyres ne»
tinn, spare Palmer; £75,
Motor Cycle.

Premier.

3ih.p. Premier, Bosch, B. and B., „
2 Qjder; £25.—Cardnell, Builder, Steeple,

-^ox 4,00s,

19^*ti.

PREMIER 2i:.h.p., splendid condition thiO'

£40.-Laughlin, 34, Topsfleld Parade,

3JLh.p. Premier,. Bosch, B. and B., guarantes

2 overhauled; £32.—Anthony, 64, Dyni

Brondesbiiry.

1014 Premier 2»yi.p. Lightweight, Bosdj.
-1-1/ B., splendid condition; 29 gns.—30, I

Ed., Clapham Junction.

PREMIER 1914 3i^h.p., countershaft. K.S., &
condition; £70, or nearest.—Write vmi

Norton Canes, Cannock, Staffs.

Premier, 4h.p., 2-speed countershaft
j

peedometer. lamps complete; £48.- *"

wood St., Sutton-iu-.\shlield, Notts.

PREMIEE Combination, S'ih.p., 3-srced, 0(»(

wind screen £70. or oit'er.-Clutterbuck, 2

vine Ed., Parson's Green, S.W.6.

31h.p. Premier, 1914. srecial T.T. engine,

2 adjustable puUev. P. and H. head laml
£40.—Write, or week-ends, Bed Roofs, Oxshott,

19^

T.T. Pre
did <

cash £35 !

ier 4h.p. Twin, Bosch, B. and g>,

ndition, including tyres, very Jpt
cepled.—Short, South Cerney, ClISI
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

BMIKll J'.lil', "Mi'llont condition uiid npponr-
imrf. iir;iilit ^iMi. Hnsrh. B. nnd 11., noiirly new
jid' :m'l l"'11i limiiis. last, powerful; iiny time;
Hill. Hik-lill'--ld Hd., Slii.>pporton.ou-Tlmmo». (a75t

(IMIKll Ooachbuilt Combination, 1914. JVjh.p..
d, all on, stored 3 years, splendid eondi-

>xchange with eftah lor luLi

4:1:.;;."^ Cilc

lai'hiiu'; 1^55, or
100, High St.,

Measham, Ashby. [1096

lier, clutch, now tyres.
:ul. .arrier, any trial given, 2
combination; make good side-

icarest oHer or exchanges.—H.
Slough. [9628

PuIUn.
T.IX. now, deliver>- July; deposit, transferred,
ilO.-llox 3,883, c/o The Motor Cydc. [9060

P,V.' •

2strnlie, 2-specd, spring frame; £95: imme-
iiute dcIivcry.—Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham.
"jCor Cycle, Chatham. [1240

Ouadiani.
API!ANT 4i4h.11.. Thompson-Bennett mnff.. good

ut.ou; £30.-537. EarlsUeld ltd., Eurlsfleld,
[9772

;.\XT 1912 4'-li.p., 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
. sidecar, spare Dunlop ; £48.-17, He.lton Hd,

[9226

Qicidrjint. 1915, Stnrmev-Archer 3-speed hub
free enpine: £55.-Th6 Gratwiolie Uarage,

icke IW,. Worthiuir. [1447

Vlin.VNT Coniliination and .Solo, new, at list

' ot £135 anil £105.-Clifford VTikon Manu-
e'o.. 70, lloval Hospital lid., Chelsea, S.\v.3.

;it:tou 7113. lI";'!

UCHOPES. 9, Shui
Qundiaut combinatiot
., 3-siiecd, clutch and
1920 luodels ; book no

Lane, London.—New
and- solo machines,

K.S. models, all-chain
; deliveries in 10 davs.

[6853
Radco.

stroke in stock, at makers' list price.
tern Ed., Southall, \V. [9414

)C0
-48,

)Cil 2--tr'bke,

plete; ride away; £45.-140. Elsley Hd., Batter;
[9773

>C0 1918 2-speed 2-5tToke, lamps, guaranteed
leriecl: £42.—Wilson, 28a, Danehurst St., Ful-

[9736

ICO 2i_,h.p. 2-stroke, lamps, condition as new;
135, or near offer,—Sortwell, Hoppitts Farm,
well Cross, Burnt Mill. Essex. [9483

ICO 2-stroke, condition as new, fully equipped,
aeediimeter, footboards, lamps, etc- ; £45, lowest.
;r, 10. Murray St., Camdsn Sq.. N.W. [9794

iCO Do Luxe, 1917-18. 2-spced countershaft,
ii'k Uart, handle-bar clutch, variable jet ; bar-

gns.-14, London Rd., Stevenage, Herts. [1293

CO 2i4h.p., splendid running order; sell or ex-
muse tor heavyweight or combination, with cash
lent.—roung. Kirk St., Kincardine, Fifeshire.

[9312

Reading-Standard.
• lOh.p. Reading-Standard, from stock.—Rays,
68, Church Md., Hove. i^^6b

DLN'G-STANDARD lOh.p-, 1917-18, 3-speed,
'W Renuoc tandem sidecar, Klaxon and lamps;
•9, Davern St., E. Greenwich. [9760

UIXG-STAJ<DARD lOh.p. Combination; imme-
ate delivery from stock; £220-—Motor Cycle
Chatham- T.A. : Motor Cycle, Chatham. [1242

DING-STAXDAHD lOh.p. Electrically Equipped
omhination, used for demonstration purposes
E210.—Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham. T.A.

:

Cycle. [1251
Regent.

'.Postcard for particulars of Regent 5-7h.p. flat
•in to us. We can give earliest deliveries bl
achines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang,
ihire agents.

'

[0124

OsT 5-7h.p. Flat Twin : earliest deliveries.-Full
rtieulars from The Lancaster Motor Co., 158,

West Norwood, S.E., distributing agents
[9149

Res.
r.CHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E-C.4.-
Jh.p. Rex and sidecar, 1912; £80. [8460
3'jh.p., cood condition: £25: verv fast.-Applv,
utlion, Marlpit Hill, Edenbridge, Kent. [9055

v?-?,-?-,
,°™'''''"''<'''' '> running order; trial;

'0.—\^ hibley, 48, Church Ed., Gillingham.

6h.p. Rex Combination, liaudle stnrt. good
Mmdition; £70.-41, Paikside St., Battersea.B[9135,3;5h.p.,_ m.o.v., spring forks, B- and B., less

' £10.-202, High St..
[XI 164

tl Ed.. „
th-east London.

Idle and accumulate

MAKE SURE
OF YOUR MOUNT FOR

WHITSUNTIDE
WE HAVE IN STOCK

FOR
.IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Solo £181 14
Combiniition ^ £22J 14

(Plus delivery charges.)

ZENITH, Model H, clutch, kick-st.irter . . £154
With Grindlay " Double-sprung " Side-

car to match extra £39
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.J h.p. Comb. .. £172 10
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. F< h.o. Combination .£186
COVENTRY ACME-J.A.p: 3 b.p. Comb.,

detachable and spare wheel £209
ROVER 3J h.p. Combination £172 10
HOBART-J.A.P., 2-speed, kick-start, hand

clutch, footboards £92 15
HOBART, 2-stroke, 2-speed £77 15
HOBART, 2-stroke, single-speed —
AlLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed, kick-start,

hand-controlled clutch £83
OMEeA-J.A.P., 3-5peed, kick-stait, hand

clutch £83
CLVNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed. hand clutch £75
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-start,

hand clutch, footboards £85
CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, single-speed £68
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed, Enfield gear £74 II

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed, Enfield £/1 8

_ gear —
ROYAL RUBY, 4-stroke. 2-sp. sprinj frame £99 15
IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick-st.art £75
IVY, LO.M. model, single speed, discs £62

SIDECARS IN STOCK.
with fittings for any make of motor cycle,

MONTGOMERY. CANOELET.
GRINDLAY. MILLS-FULFORD.

Easting Windscreens £4 10
Cameo Windscreens £3

COWEY HORNS and SPEEDOMETERS, BON-
NIKSEN SPEEDOMETERS, STEWART
HORNS, ROTA.X HORNS, F.R.S. and LUCAS

LAMP SETS.

2; h.o. Dauglas Pattern Valves 5/-
Ditto, dilio. Rings 2/3

(Postage extra.)

Every Size and Make In Stock.
PISTONS AND CYLINDERS.

THE COVENTRY
MOTOR MART LTD.

(Coventry's Largest Motor Agents)

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegrams: ''Selection, Coventry"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rei.

6 h.p. Uex Coinbinntlou, 2-iipeod, tyre», etc.. In ex-
cellent eonditiuu; £58.—Hudnon, 14. Conway Ud.,

Plumsteud, S,K.l8, (9931

O J.h.]i. Rex, Bo«cli ZEl, B. and B., lamps, meclioni-" 2 cnl horn, lootljoards, etc. ; .£35.-23, BurgeBS St.,
St. Paul's Rd., K.14, (1578

RHX 31/jh.p., Bosch, B. and B.. good tyres (new
rear), running order; first £25 secuf' ' "

llH.rne Rd., forest Hill, .S.E. (9589

Cycle. [1555.E140.--Box 4,060, c/o The Mot

MADISON nnrt-oins, Littleover, Dorhy.-ltc.x, 3Hh-p.
to 4li.p. motor cycle, Boseh, valves, ineeha

19 "t,
. B.S.A.

ditch.

31 h.p. Rex,
2 plated,

£40 both, or
AlLrincliam.

Sih.p. Rex,
2 dition;

cheque

Duulop. belt, Senspray, hoDdle-bar
4; first cheiiue. (X08;i3

6h.p. Uex, eneine overhauled, 3-8peed, (rood

res, belt, perfect order; £48; cxehauBO li>

ied--207. Mount Pleas ' ~

E.17.

B.B. carburetter, mag.,
owner bought cycle
—15, Havant Rd.,

"'

.
Rcd-

(X1040

fixed gear, thoroughly overhauled, re-

n first-class ordei\ also wicker sidecar

;

sell separately.—Gregory, Poplar Av.,
11115

perfect con-
£22, first

Wood St., Walthani-
[9650

5-6h.p. Rex Combination, C.B- sidecar, good tyres,

engine needs tuning; £55, or nearest offer, or

exchange lor good lightweight.—William Soutar, Dai v

Dank. Caldcrcruix, by Airdrie. [1500

?win, 2-speed clutch, handle start,

T.T. bars, long exhaust pipe, in

......ptionar condition throughout; bargain, £55; ex-

changes.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex, [1536

S-8I1.P. Rex Combination, coaclibuilt sidecar de luxe,

handle start, chain driven, Binks, Bosch, tyres new,

lamp, horn, and tools; any trial given; nearest ofYer tci

£110.-Cliadwick, Fleetwood Ed., Thornton-le-Fyldc

4 h.p. Rex de Luxe Combination, 2 speeds and free,

new coachbuilt body, special sprung saddle, footj

boards, head lamp and generator, speedometer, Bosch

watertight mag., B. and B., tyres excellent, guaran-

teed in thorough mechanical condition; any trial;

£70.-352, High Rd., WiUesden, N.W. [9378

T>EX 4h.p., believed 1914, 2-speed Hoe wheel, free

-K. handle-start, M.L., new Capac, tyres nearly new,

l>nmp=, generators, horn, all spares, low saddle position,

takes sidecar, top-bole condition, not stored during

war but carefuUy ridden solo by owner lage 65); ready

for Ions trip; bargain, £50, no otlers.-M., 143, How-

burv St., Redford. l^ios

HeX'Ja^.
12 6h.p. Re-x-Jap Combination, 2 speeds pood con-

19
den Ed,

Osborne Moto

Hockson.

1 Q20 Rockson Villiers. singleJ.. ,....^.„ „- ds, 50 gns.; 2-

^^ spceu», 60 gns-; kick starter models, 68 gns.

;

immediate delivery.-Kemp's Garage, Louth, Line-
speed:

.„,.,„. .,.,,..,,. ..„,.„„.
"-^^^^^

\ND New Eockson-Villiers 2'/4h.p., 2-speed, octii-

SlV in stock 60 gns. : also ditto, single, speed,

s. plus"carda6e.-plpular Cycle Depot, Riversley

Nuneaton. "-o

Rover.

OVER 8h-p., splendid con_d;tion._take 5 anywhi

XX £8o"—Fleet Motor Co., Alcester.

OVER 3V..h.p., 1913-14, T.T ;

- - "rpington, Kent.

Combination, scarcely used
R

[X1171

lowest.— 9.

[9082

£216.

ROVER 1920 3V2I1.P-. 3-speed countershaft moj^'. i°

stock.-H. Hibbs, Ollerton, Newark. [X0857

1 019 5-6h-p. Rover, solo, Lucas lamps; 120gns.—
i.\J Harry Rock, Cradley, Staffs- Tel.: 145. [XIO66

ROVER 1920 6h.p. Combination, never been ridden;

•list price.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Ed., N.

countershaft
Brigg.
[9528

-| rkl9 3^^>'h p Rover and Sidecar, all accessories;

ly ^125.-Reyre and Williams, Hitchin, Herts

•Phone ; 165- ISiiZ

OR Sale, 1919 twin Eover and sidecar, as good as

new —Messrs. J. L. Balmforth, Park Rd. Garage,

kirk. t9355

pc

-|f»19 (Dec.) 5-6h.p. Rover and Millford Sidec:

La new; iei75.—Hughes, 21, Holbrook La"° Cov-
[X0934

clutch model, exchange 2-stroke or

Northumberland Av-, Wanstead31h.p.
2 Douglas-—36

Park.
'"-=

X>OVER 3V'h.p.. 3-speed, cluteli; Canoclet. sidecar, ac-

ii cessories"; any trial; ieSO.-ll?, Walm Lane

Cricklewood, N.W.2. 11442

"DOVEE 6h.p., good condition, hood, screen. Stepney.

-ti dual, electric Wght; £70, offers.-23, r,.,n,.t„„

Ed., Shepherd's Bush. [9002

All letters relating to advertisements should quote ttie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

RAND New 3',^h.p. Rover, 3-speed, couniershalt,
Just arrived: best otier over list price.—Durose.

Poston, Derbysliire. [1517

ROVER 2-seater. S-speed, reverse, hood, screen,
lamps, runCling order; ^£56, carriage paid.—109,

Leavesden Rd., Watford. [9610

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. Rover-Jap Combination, overbauled,
-Ltf ready ride away; higliest over £130.—Oudle
Cottage, Muclr Hadbam. [9464

Id 16 Rover Combination, 3V.h.p., C.A.V. lighting.
J-C new Cameo wind screen, e'tc. ; £120.-374, Grove
(ireen Rd., Leytonstone. [1526

3ili.p. Rover, clutch model, believed 1913, excellent
2 order, all on; £39/10; ride away.—36, Northum-

berland Av., Wanstead Park. [9848

ROVER Special T.T. Machine, 3 speeds, K.S., large
exhaust, 1915. as new; any trial; 60 gns.

—

Stanley Biss, Waltham Abbey. [9608

ROVER 1919 T.T., Philipson, lamps, horn, perfect,
as new; £86.—Henrv, 22, Grosvenor Rd., Chis-

vvick, \T.4. 'Phone: 1186 Chiswick. [1416

ROVER 5-6h.p. Twin, new condition, not ridden 300
miles, painted green, lamps, etc. ; £140,—JefEr

32, Felstead Ed., Wanstead. Essci. [9266

SUPER Sporting T.T. Rover, 1914, Philipson, discs,

knee pads, long exhaust, lamps, and horn; £58.—
Allen Jones, Fool Hill, Carnarvon. [X0947

ROVER 3iih.p., 1916, T.T., beautilul condition,
Philipson pulley, tools, etc.; £75, or near offer.

—

Forshaw, 10, Ladbroke Gardens, W.ll. [1185

ROVER 3l/2h,p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
Druid spring forks, overhauled, ride away; £40.

-Box 3,973, c/o The Motor Cycle [9536

ROVER Combination 3i,(.li-p., late 1913, 3 speeds,
fully equipped, excellent order; trial given; £75.—

24, Villiers Ed., Southall. Middlesex. [X0929

SPORTS Model 3y2li.I>. Rover, engine 6729, Philipson
pulley, Lucas lamps, horn, knee grips, all in new

condition.—4, Queen's Mews, Windsor. [9855

ROVER, brand new, 1920, S'Ah.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft model, immediate delivery; makers' list

price.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0946

"I Q20 3V2h.p. 3-speed Rover, brand new, just de-
-L*/ livered. new Lucas born, lamp set; £135.—R.
Spackman. 85, Bath Ed., Swindon. Wilts. [9928

RO'\'ER 3'Ah.p., T.T., late 1918, Philipson pulley, all

accessories, only run 1,000 miles, perfect condi-
tion and order; £85.—Pitt Manor, Winchester. [9505

ROVER 1920 Hih.p.. T.T. model, with Philipson
pulley, in stock; list price £112/17/6 plus car-

riage; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex.
[1535

ROVER 1914-15 3Vyi.p., T.T. model, perfect coi
ditien, very fast, stored- during war, Bosch mag.

£80; appointment only.— 16, Ederline Av., Norbur
S.W. [9281

"ROVER 3>/.h.p., 3-sjeed clutch, all accessories, per-
-Cl feet conaition; £70,—Seen Highworth, Boscombe
until 16th inst., then Highdown, Eardington, Bridg-
north, [9479

EOVER 3>ih.p. 3-speed, clutch, Lucas lamps, horn,
' original Dunlop tyres, enamel and plate like new;

sound bargain, £68.-5, Thornfield Rd., Shepherd'?
Bush, W. (1683

ROVER 1916 3y2h,p., 3-speed countershaft, Eovel
sidecar, lamps, horn, wind screen, heavy Dun-

lops, perfef:t condition; £95.-130, St. James Ed.
Croydon. [9879

ROVER Combination, 1918 3'/2h.p., 3-speed coun-
tershaft. Rover and sidecar equipped, splendid

condition, trial; £115.-30, Crystal Palace Park Rd
Sydenham. [9805

1 O20 a*,^h.p. Eover Combination, 3^.peed gear and
i-if kick starter, clutch, etc.; list price £172/10, pi
£3/11/9 carriage; first cheque secures.—Taylor's G.i

age, Falmouth. [0180

ROVER 3y2h.p., 2-speed, new waterproof mag., en
gine just overhauled, take sidecar anywhere, per-

feet running order; first m.o. £42, carriage paid:
private owner.—C. Dennison, 55, Kensington St., Gir-
lington, Bradford. [1202

ROVER ZK\\.\). Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
ometei, lu;;sage grid, and lamps complete, unused

2 ye;us, only dune 3,639 miles, as new, and in topping
lon.lition tliroHKliout; £125.-Donald Leitch, 71, Cla
cure St., Kiugstou-ou-Thames. [9325

ROVER Combination, 1916, carefully used, lamps.
Stewart lioiu, tools, etc., overhauled for Easter,

ijiei-hanical condition, tyres, and appearance excellent;
£115.-L. Cuntrill, 172, Cross Rd., Coventry. [X0413

ROVER Combination, late 1915, engine No. 6082,
stored until 1919, 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

kick starter, lamps, horn, spare belt, and all acces
( series, condition like new, expert examination invited;

19

Streatham 340. (Close Norbury Tr
[1602

Royal Ruby.
16 Royal Euby, 2-speed, in' perfect condition; £50

--ir otter.—586, High Ed., Leytonstone. [9864
EETONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can give early de-
livery Royal Euby if ordeied now.—'Phone : 962

[8162

JOIVE^S.
1, The Broadway,
MUSWELL HILL.

'Phone—Homsey 2562.
Bus from High^ate or Finsbury Park.

THE STUFF TO GIVE IS

DELIVERY.
We can give you this. Get in touch with us,

and we will endeavour to satisfy your wants.
IN STOCK NOW

for immediate delivery (subjects to being unsold)
at List Prices, plus Carriage from Works.

920 ALLDAY ALLON, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, etc.

1920 ARIEL 3.V h.p. Combination.
20 _( h.p. BL'ACKBURNE Combination.

.20 CALTHORPE, 2 J h.p., single-speed.

1920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, and clutch.

1920 HOBART, 2-stroUe, single-speed.

920 O.K.-JUNIORS, 2-speed.

920 .\ h.p, horizontal twin 'and C.B. Sidecar.

920 TRIUMPH JUNIOR.
The above are New.
NEARLY NEW.

1^20 BEARDMORE - PRECISION, 3.; h.p.,

2-speed, clutch, spring frame fore and aft,

electric lighting. A posh lot £115
r920 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed, etc., as new £75
1920 SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, lamps, etc., as

£70
1919 ENFIELD Comb., Easting, electric

lamps, Lucas horn, all as new £185
t9i9 5-6 h.p. ilAMES Comb., electric £155
r9i8 8B2 MATCHLESS electric Combinatioa,

spare wheel, etc £185
J917 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, M.A.G.

model, hood, screen, Lucas dynamo , . . £20i)
igr; 3j h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, all

lamps, speedometer, etc £155
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, blue

discs to all wheels £150
1919 Ditto, with 1920 clutch, with discs,

windscreen, electric lighting .... £157 lOs.

READY for WfllTSDN

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
VERUS, 2I h.p., 2-speed, K..S., clutch £80
CARFIELD, 2'; h.p., 2-speed £65
CCNNAUGHT'ai h.p. Miniature £62

DELIVERY DATES.
READING-STANDARD, Solo or Combination

(almost immediately).
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p. Model (2 weeksl.

USED MACHINES.
A.J.S. 6 h.p. rg 17 Combination, spare wheel,

Lucas lamp s and horn, screen, etc £155
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Road Racer, r9r4, very hot £68
INDIAN 7-Q h.p. rqrs Combination, access. . £120
INDIAN 7-9 h.p. igii Military Model Com-

bination, accessories £105
SUNBEAM 3j h.p. Com., 191S, accessories . . £162
SUNBEAM 31 h.p. Com., 1916, accessories . . £135
ENFIELD fi h.p. Combination, 1914, speedo-

meter, screen, lamps, etc £110
ENFIELD, 2| h.p., late rgig, 2-speed, done

100 miles £62
ENFIELD, :^ h.p., twin, 2-spced, r9r4 £45
MATCHLESS 8 h.p. Combination, 1918, mili-

tary model, electric lighting, black and
gold finish ,'

£150
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h p., igig, electric

model £145
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., twin, 1915, accessories,

speedometer £80
NEW RYDER, 2J- h.p., 2-speed, 1919, T.T.. . £55
BRADBURY, 3J b.p., single-speed, fast . . .,. £35

H. F. BROCKBANK,
58, Lord Street, SOUTHPORT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Koyal Ruby. ,w

Wing, Bucks,

1 Q20 Eoyal Ruby, new 3h.p. spi-unir frame
--*^ immediate delivery; list price.—Clarke a

Queen St., .Louth.

ROYAL RUBT 1920 8h.p. Combination, nev,
ridden; exchange considered; £21t).—Stevei

Pentonville Rd., N.

ROYAL RUBY 2%h.p., 1916, 2-Epeed, clutc
start, exceptional condition; £55; excha

R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Esses.

SPECIAL I.O.M. 3V'h.p. Twin Royal Euby, :

clutch, smartest 'bus in town; ^80.—Sa
ball Yard, St. James's St. Piccadilly.

"P OYAL RUBT 8h.p. Luxurious Combinatici
-tV twice, delivered new Jan. ; open trial or e:

tion; £185.—Ingram. 'Phone: 1387 Mayfair.

ROYAL RUBY 1919 8h.p. Combination,
electric, Cowey speedometer, screen: £175.

30, Homsey Rise Gardens, Crouch End, N.19.

BARG.\IN of the Week.-23,ih.p. Ruby :

V.T.S. engine, guaranteed date 1915, comph
lamps, etc.: f37 secnres.-Millards, Engineers, I

field.

ROYAL RUBY 1919-20 8h.p. Coachbuilt C(
tion, 3-speed, kick starter, smart turnout,

new; £165.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parad
bury, S-.W.

ROYAL RUBY 2?ih.p. 2-stroke, brand new
engine, complete with new C.A.V. mag., S

carburetter, drip feed, new tank, 1914 frame, lil

£45.~Eaines, Beckford, Bramhall Lane, Stock

ROYAL RUBY 8h.p. Combination, 1920 mo
livered April 17th, complete with s]:ieeu

all lamps, wind screen, mechanical horn, kn^i
condition as new; £230, or near offer.—Hovud
Hill House, Turls Hill, Sedgley, Staffordshire.

Rudge
RUDGE Multi, 1919, guaranteed, with new s :/it

£115.—Below.

EUDOE Multi 1917 Combination, with all
wind screen, electric lighting, etc.; £110,-

Cycle Mart, Chatham. T.A. : Motor Cycle.

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildlord. Rudge
supply at list prices.

K-6h.p^Rudge Multi ComMnation, in good orde
-Youell, Ath3-, Co. Kildare.

R^

tion r 55 gns.— 4, The Square, Carshalton.

3, Longridge Rd., Earl's

perfect condition ; £90.-2, Trinity Lane,

£80 and £90.-Longman

RUDGE (new) and Sporting Sidec
list price.—Grimes, 18, BrutoiBrutou Place,

W.l
1Q19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combinati
i.'J equipped; £130.-34, Curzon St., Wolveii

ton. I

31h.p. Rudge, clutch model, splendid climbet,
2 ing mount; nearest £45.—Hudson, Br«

Redhill. •:

UDGE Multi 3V2h.p., 1917, all on, fast,W offers.—36, St. Thomas Ed.,

2 by makers, good condition ; 38 gU6.—Boakj.
ing, Yorks. (D)

1 Q14 Rudge Multi, sound, excellent tyres, gXtF lamps and horn: best over £45.—S.F
Mess, Crowborough.

completely overhauled; £80.-374, Gro«
— Rd.,

' '

13:50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.'

1 QI6 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., replated and eou
XJ/ completely (

... -"- "—*-

Rd., Leytonstone.

^
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rudge.

GE Miiiti 1916 3',ih.ii., vory fiiat, winiil to new;
"

'

" "
\-s; £75— llox 3,975.

[9638

. lipw AiiBiiBt, 1919,
icw; f90.-O\voli, 59, i

[X1008
hand clutch, replated an(]

'il. romplc'li'lv overhaiilod; £66.-374
liil.. Irylniislnlif. (1524

OK T.T.. sin'iiiil .Mciii.', lous MhmiBt, Sonspn
iv liKlltillk-, Just; £55.
v.^trl. 19099

'CIllirH'M, 9. .Sli,,,. l.;ii

l5-6li.|i. Umlm' iMulli .ni,!

l.o.M, Hudti', 1919. ,i;io:

1 MiKur Cycle.

UIS .Mil

UilMii-.l.

1., I'l

ti 3i.,ll,l)

,nin,il >„
lliill.nra

RudB Aliilti.

Hill T.'

lirai. T,:.C.4 -
i£99/10; nl;

[6866
Eud«e Multi, speed model, clutch, good tvmy fast, engine just overhauled; 50 ktis.-

1. ,lohn s College, Cambridge. [9630

GK Multi, I.O.Sr.. 1920. .Mioiiioiliet, r. hi:
li.'lt. ,-tr. Tlai-

1920.

^llt'tol}'

60 I Ii.h, 115t
sinwI.-KiiiBaiiuiir, Sllttou, .Sunoy. [9555
3i,h.p. Rudge, single gear, adjnslablc pulley,

jood I'oinlitum throughout, very fast; £40.—
11, Haiuge, .\skeru, near Donc«ster. [9791
Rudgc. 1914. semi T.T., clutch, in fine (

tion. ju.^t overhauled, fast solo 'bus; £48,
Ker.-Bocd. Smith Ilatley, Ganilingay. [9468
RiulBe Mnlti 3'.;h.p., lamps, horn, numerous
res. recently overhauled, excellent condit:

preokley, 57. Compton Rd., Nottingham. [1324

3E, r.O.M., 1919 (Nov.), n
leedometer, lamjis. Kla.\on,

v; £110.-19, Park Av.,

ileage under 500,
knee grips, spare
Ilkeston. [1305

Eudge Mnlti S'.Mi.p.. in perfect order
lutea. 6-6h.p. or twin Hudse Mnlti.-Price and
us to 42, Hood St.. Northampton. [X0825

W Multi 1916 3izh.p., Mnlti gear and h.b
iitch. ivitli sidecar tyres, etc., in good condition;
lianiiler, 1, Grosvenor Av., Richmond, Snrrey.

1914, clutch, lamps, horn, footboards, nen
ton nud cylinder, spare belt, etc., flue condi-
nshout; 47 gns.-2, St. John's Wood Bd., N.W.8
_ [9388
Kiidge Mnlti, -with lamps, speedometer, hooter,

t wicker sidecar, all fitted up, fully insured;
offer.—Hare, 13, Loates Lane, Watford.

iE. I. of M. model, late 1919, very fasit ma-
ine. little used; £99.—Newnham Motor Co.,
imiuersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmit'i

[9203
IE Multi S'Ui.p. Coachbuilt Combination, hand
tch, 1914, excellent condition, full equipment;
-Kington, 2, King Edward Parade. Norbury,

[1544
3ijh.p. Rudge, Philipson, new tyres and belt,
irn, etc., excellent condition ; £44, or exchange
(ht.-Sheldou and Blake, Church St., Biggles-

[9959

Eudge Multi SiJh.p., C.B. sidecar, wind screen,
he, tyres nearly new, lamps, horn, splen-

any trial.—G. Cormack, Auchingee,
[X0903

3^;h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, wicker side-
mnlti gear, lamps, horn, good condition;

r nearest offer.—Ingham, Dalton Holme,
[9375

_ Itulti Combination, 5-6h.p., 1916, over-
lied by Rudge, perfect condition, new sidecar,
it; best offer over £110.—Turnill and North,
ough. [1427
Eudge Multi SVsh.p. Combination, very little
ed, fine condition, fiillv equipped; 115 gns

—

15, Trinity Mews, Bessborough Gardens
s'er. [9729
i'yi.p. Eudge Mnlti, I.O.M. T.T. mileage 930,
peedometer, Cowey born, F.E.S. lamps, knee
ber accessories, as new; £115.-16, Fishergate
'ton. [9502
Rudge Multi 3Kh.p., clutch, sloping tank, in-
lection invited, spare valve, etc.; £93, offers-
er 7, Saturday 2.30.—450, High St., West" [X1035
H919, 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi, Whitlev coachbuilt
i'?oar, Binks. Klaxon, lamps, legshields, equal
(ate owner; £145; Leicester.-Box 3,977, c/o
'rCude. [9540
E Multi oiihr. and C.B. sidecar, 1919 model,
^eare under 300, and in ahsolntelv new condi-
I'lplete with lamps and mechanical born; price
" oflers.-Dorking Motor Co., Ltd., Dorking.

[9427
Eudge Mu'li Roadster, late 1919, „
e, condition equal to new, for sole at under
;,•""»."? ""^"^ selling; best oSer.-View at
eys Motor Works, 295, Hig\ St., Lewisham.

Rudge, hand clutch, lamps, horn, speedo-
eter, tools, spare belt, valve, etc., new heavy
lendid condition throughout, appearance like» =een evenings.— 1, Grosvenor Bd., Muswell

[9535

Ml letters relating to advertisements should auote the

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

NORTM FINCHUEY.
Thoue : Kiochlcv 23^4.

TYRES.
Dunlops, ralnicis, ( liiu hcrv, Rod.ice, Hutchin-
soris, ;.iid Hrld.uiH, All .,i/cs and nl qualities

.di;itc

HEAD LAflPS from 12/6.
1'. & H. (.all patterns). Millers (all patterns), F.R.S
(electric and gas), holijon; also special posh Came-
linat gas, ditto electric.

SIDECAR LAMPS and REAR LAMPS from 2/-.
Motcx, P. it H., F.R.S., Westwood Tqtpedo (plated
and aliiiiiiiiiuni), T.W.R. (electric and gas), and

GENERATORS from 8/6.
Montel, Motex, Camcliiiat, F.R.S.. and Lucas.

KLAXON and BULB HORNS from 10/6.
(Bulb) H. & B., Unique, Dobion, The Screamer

;

(Klaxon) Segio (large), Nonal, Segic (model C), and
large long Klaxon Horns for cai^. Special line in
Cowey \'ariablc note push Horns.
Speedometers from £6. Cowcj-, Smiths, Watford,

and Stewarts.
Cameo Pattern and Cameo Windscreens, £2 and £3

respectively.
Driving Chains, S x ,t

and { ;< f , Renolds, Coventry,
and Brampton's from 4 /6 per ft. Crank and Spring
LinKs (hundreds in stock), 1/6 each. Contact
Breakers, Hosch and C.A.V., new, from 22/6.
Robbialac Enamel, all colours, in stock. Genuine
K.D. Spanners, all sizes, in stock. Belt Punches,
Fasteners, all makes. Chain Rivet Extractors.
We can supply any possible requirements for the
motorist, all at the lowest possible City Prices.

Engine Spares for Ariels, B.S.A., Douglas, J. A. P.,
Rover, Rudge, Enfield, etc., from Stock.
We have als a various selection of practically

new MOTOR CYCLES and COMBINATIONS, sold
with our guarantee—a few of which are below :

1920 B.A.T. Combination, not done 20 miles £220
1920 TRIUMPH Combination, done about 200

miles £160
1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, disc

wheels, etc., perfect in all details .... £155

R.BAMBER\a
SOUTH PORT

EARLY
DELIVERY :

HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
ARIEL, N.U.T., B.A.T.

IN STOCK:
METRO-TYLER, AH Models.

HOBART, All Models.

WE HAVE ALWAYS A GOOD
SELECTION OF SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

WRITE US.

EASTBANK ST
SOUTHPORT.
'A=/70he 6oy,

Hhiekho

jd hin.^,...

hut 4 years, condition an
Ud., .Wiiltlminstow.

tube and ijelts in case, a
(uirchased car.-I,. V. Ho

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge,

JOUDfjH Mnlti 6-6h.p. Coinhination, Bpoedometer, Eiiifr
-"^ of the Iload hiiiiiiH. tooly. and Hparo piirtB, unuflod

new; £96.-Tiiek, 164,
(937?

RUDGE Multi 1919 3'/.,h.p., ridden under 500
miles, condition aa new. lamps, horn, spare

accessories: £100; owner
, 10. Newman ,St., Oxford

ai., w. [9219

F.O.O.H. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ex-
cellent order.—Pair Offer Car House, 5, Heath

St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Station).
'Phone : Hamfistead 3752. Hours 9-7. includinR
.Saturdays. [6646

"IQ20 Eudso Twin Mnlti, 7-91i.p., and sidecar, 3
--*' lamps, 2 generators, screen, horn. Tan-Sad, iu-
Hiirniice, tyres unpnnctured, smart combination, tiike 3
adults and child; 195 gns.—Cove, 45, Westcouit Kd.,
Worthing. [9366

RUDGE Multi T.T., I.O.M., 1917 special, very hot
stuff, 2 lamps, horn, Watford speedometer, knee

grips, straight through copper exhaust pipe, sports-
man's 'bus; 80 gns., or near offer; after 8.—Davies,
80, .Sloane St., 8.W. [9048

"IQ14 Budge Multi 3Vih.p., semi-T.T., tyres excel-
--*' lent, new pulley, fully equipped, perfect con-
dition; excellent reason for selling: first cheque
secures, 50 gns.—Harries, Banc Farm, Maery; Llandilo,
Carmarthenshire. [1314

1 Q20 I.O.M. Eudge Multi, brand new, done about 50
-t*^ miles, everything perfect, lamps, horn, all acces-
sories; price £120, no offers; owner received unexpeet-d
delivery of another make.—Address, J. Wilkinson, 29,
High St., Doiicaster. [9095

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coach Side-
car, fully equipped, excellent order.—Fair Offer

Car House, 5. Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours
9-7, including .Saturdays. [6641

5-6I1.P. Rudge Combination, 3-speed. new sporting
sidecar, aluminium discs, long exhaust, 2 new

tyres and tubes, 2 belts, extra pair handle-bars, lamps,
horn, and spares; £85, or nearest offer; any trial.—
Cope, Denby Dale, Hnddersfield. [9454

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltlev-Villiers 2-stroke,
single-speed £56, 2-speed £66.—London conce^-

sionnalres, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies available. [4242

Sarolea.

SAROLEA 6b.p. Twin, Bosch, Grade. Druids,
dropped frame, fast, reliable; £35.—Bambridge.

Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X0972

Scale.
-1020 New Scale, 3l,'2h.p. Precision engine, 2-stroke,
-L^ 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £85; immediate de-
liveries.—The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Roches-
ter. - [0199

"I Q20 iSTew Scale, the -uper 2-stroke. SVia.v- Precision
--*' engine, 2-3peed. clutch, kick starter; delivery from
stock at makers' list price.—Clapham (Motors), 27,
Stoekwell St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8916

Scott.

33.h.p. Scott, 2-specd, K.S.; £60.—R3-der, 57, Hieh
4 St., Sandbach. [9829

SCOTT 1919 with 1920 lubrication, aa new; £140.—
Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham. [1250

SCOTTS.—Place your order now with the Bedford
Garage, Walsall. 'Phone: 270. [6308

SCOTT 3?4h.p., 1915, new Binks, good condition ; £65.
—W. E. Beveridge, Pitreavie, Dunfermline. [9417

[1182

SCOTT 3":4h.p., 2-speed, K.S., Binks, fine condition;

£55, or exchange.—76, Neate St., Albany Ed.,
Camberwell. [1088

SCOTT, standard 1920, Lucas horn, very low mileage,
perfect; £120.—Oliver, 55, Birmingham Ed.,

Lichfield. [9233

SCOTT. 1915. new Binks, new chains, perfect condi-

tion; cheap; private owner; trial.—87, Batter-

sea Rise, S.W.ll. [1177

SCOTT, late 1919, completely equipped with lamps,
' horn, tools, and spares; price £115; Coventry.-Box

689, c/'o The Motor Cycle. [X0930

SCOTT, 1914,
' disc wheels, — .-. - -

[9283

., ...._tiy overhauled, new parts fitted.

wheels, low handle-bars, lamps; £60.~C(o 115.

Groveiiili Ed., Beverley, E. Yorks.
mno^

BARGAIN.—1919 Scott and sidecar, all lamps and
horn, absolutely as new and unsoratched, guar-

anteed perfect; £125.—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs.
[12S7

SCOTT Sporting Combination, 1915, excellent condi-

tion, fully insured, 3 lamps, speedometer. Easting

screen new tyre, spares; £100.-33. Jordan Gate,

Macclesfield.- " [919«

jmber at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issti Bit
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1 Q20 Special Spoiting Seott, not impacted, solo gears:
J-" £136: send carriage paid auvn'here in England.
—Write, Box 3,980, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9543

1015 T.T. Soott, p.aiutwork poor, needs a few adjnst-
-*-V ments, guaranteed sonnd, discs, long exhaust

;

f 60, or of[er.-M., 4, Wlieivell's Court, Trinity College,
Caniluidge. [8990

1 015 Scott and sidecar, complete with lamps, speed-
J-*' ometer, horn, spare set of cHains, ttc, good
sound condition; £85.—Purvis, Holly Cottage, Hayes
End, Middlesex;. [1119

SCOTT 1914 Combination, coachbuilt sidecar e\tel
lent condition, perfect runrring order, just o^ei

liauled, Einks, Bosch, lamps, spares, tyres as new i90
-69, Culver St., Colchester. [8991

SPORTING Scott, 1920 model, T.T. bars long ex
haiist, justr decarbonised and tuned np, faat and

in excellent condition.—Offers over list price to Card
ner Thomson, Pinkie St., Kendal.

"
[9374

LATEST Scott Combination, discs, T.T. bars Lucas
accessories, Watford speedometer, tyres good gold

medal 6 davs, spares, excellent condition, £165 —
Brown, 6, William St., Whifflet, Coatbridge. [X0968

SCOTT, 1919, delivered Dscember, Whitworth
Stevens light coachbuilt sidecar, painted purple

to match machine, only done makers' road test, whole
outfit brand new, open to any trial and test, ready for
immediate despatch on rail, owner taking delivery car,
exceptional opportunity; Whitsun; price £167.—A.
James, Photographer, Lampeter. [X0978

Singer.
31h.p. Singer, 1913: £40.-The Gratwicke Garage.

2 Gratwieke Ed., Worthing. [1446

SINGER 4h.p., 2-spced, single, T.T. bars, pan seat, very
last: £50.-Fisher, South St., Andover. [9044

SINGER SJzh.p., 2-speed, free engine, Bosch; £35,
or oSer.—19, Woodland Way, Mill Hill, N.W.7.

[1335
SINGER, 2?4h.p., Bosch, splendid order; nearest tt

£35; genuine bargain.—7, Maxton Ed., Liver-
pool.

_
[1301

SINGER Sizh.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, pedal
starter, excellent order; £48/10.—Rose's Garage,

Uxbridge. [9780

03.h.r. Singer, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, fine con-
rW4, ditioh; £47/10.—Copthorne Bank P.O., Crawley,
Sussex. [9071

1Q13 4^,2h.p. Singer Combination, countershaft, first-
J.*/ class condition; bargain, £60.—Ridler, Park St.,
-itinehead. [9397

SINGER 3'.-5h.p., clutch model, condition perfect,
Bosch, Dunlops, stored 3 years; £45.—47, Medusa

Rd., Catford. [1334

SINGER 2'ah.p., 2-speeds, free engine, new tyres, re-
cently overhauled; £30, or offers.—Hayward, Hut

-A. Square, Stanhope Lines, Aldersliot. [9492

SINGER, 234h.p. Minerva engine fitted, thoroughly
' overhauled, Bosch, B. and B., footboards, excel-

lent condition; £28; after 5.—Sales, Oakleigh Villas,
New Ed., Ascot. [9125

SINGER 2S4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, ,iust been over-,
hauled, new tyres, piston rings, gudgeon pin, and

new bushes, magneto overhauled, new platinum points,
all in excellent condition ; readv ride away ; trial, seen
any time: £47.-24, Green Walk, Crayford. [9098

Southey.
SOUTHET, 4h.r. twin J.A.P., 1917, Sturmev-Archer

3-speed countershaft, recently re-enamelled, re-
plated; £35.-G. Collins, 1, Portugal St., Cambridge.

[9718
Sparkbrook.

1 020 Sparkbrooks, immediate delivery of all latest
-1- ^ models.—Kemp's Garage, Louth, Lines. [X0976

1 Q20 Sparkbrook, new, 2-speed, 2-stroke: £65.—
i-U Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Ed., opposite Chalk
I'aim Tube Station. [0169

"1Q20 Sparkbrook-Villiers (flywheel magneto), de-XC livered from stock; £75. — Frank Whitworth,
Ltd., 139, Kew St., Birmingham. [S.1189

Sun.

Oib.p. Sun-Vitecse 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, counter-
^'i shaft; £48.-35, Rosemary Rd., Clacton-on-Sea,

[1286
SUN, 2-stroke, 1916, all-black finish; £35; exceUent

condition.—Furness, Manor Fanii, Bookham, Sur-
rey. [1412

^^Ih.p. Sun-Vitesse, 2-speed, 2.jttroke, ally

1020 a'ih.p. Sun-Vitesse. 2-speed, tools, liorn, etc
Xtf ridden 500 miles; trial; £65.-13, Bentiuck ,St

Huekuall, Notts. [9263

19 18 Sun, rcplated and enamelled, unridden since,
indistinguishable from new, all accessories: £46,

Reynolds, Waterbeach Cambs. [1258

F.RS.
LAMPSANDGENERATORS,
HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

Solo

Electric

Sets.

5Hn. Headlamp
and Handle-bar
Fi'tlnffs, Ball Tail
Lamp. Box con-
taining Accumulator and Switch.

AU Complete £8
If with Tin. Headlamp... £9 3
Sidecar "Egg*' Lamp .• 23/6,

F.R.S. Famous Beam Gas, Lamps.
MAJOR, 6' lens, l,200£t. beam, 108 '-

BIG, 5" „ l,000£t. „ 99/-

JUNIOR, 4" „ eOOtt. „ 72/6

H.indle-bar fittings of highest type—all ebonised

black finish (not enamel). EVERY FIRST-CtASS
GARAGE HAS NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

BULB HORNS
We have acquired the business and
premises oJ Messrs. GISBORNE, the

world-wide musical instrument makers,
and now are able to offer the public the

finest sonorous bulb horns in the world.

No. 00 Single Twist 22/6

No. Double Twist 35/-

Highest type of ebony black flnish.

Best class adjustable handle-bar clips

F R S I AMPS "Baam Works,"
r.rN..iJ. Lr/^lVirO, Pershore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

-SALVAGE & SONS-
Fleet Street, SWINDON.

Sole Agents for

:

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Sun.

SUN-VILLrEES 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speecl,

1915, good condition; £45, or exclianf
power.—Averv, Little York Cottage, Back J

Tunbridge Wella. (D)

StJN-VILLIEES 2%h.p. T.T.S. llotor CycL-

overliauled at cost £5, lamps, liom, ".

carrier, fitted with Dunlops, perfect running ord':

or nearest.—H. Ashman,. St. Neot's, Hunts.

Sunbeam.
1 Q20 S'ih.p. Sunbeam, new: accept best oflf -B-

-L«7 3,976, c/o The Motor Cycle. K

1Q18 Sunbeam and Sidecar, in perfect co
-t-t/ £160, near oifer.-586. High Rd., I-.ejt

SUNBEAM 3V.h.p., 1920. £175, leg-shields,
' ridden.—Cudland, c/o Stephens, Kingsholn

cester.

23.h.p. Sunbeam, clutch, 2-speed, kick start

4, feet condition; £80.—Hinde, 10, Lonsd
Wolverhampton.

NEW 3V-li.p. Sunbeam Combination, mUe
purchased oar: accept £20 premium.-Bo

c/o The Motor Cy-le.

19 French Military Model Sunbeam, as n.

plete, -with Lucas lamps and horn;

Burgess, Tew, Oxon.

1 O20 Sunbeam and Sunbeam sidecar, to
l-U and unregistered, Si.ih.p. model; £21'

Nightingale Ed., Lower Clapton.

LATE 1919 3V.h.p. Sunbeam, lamps, hom,

300, as brand neiv, black and gold; fl'

Westwood Ed., Earlsdon, Coventry.

SUNBEAM 3i.4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, yx

hauled, coachbuilt sidecar; a bargain,

Baker and Son, Ealing Green, W.6.

SUNBEAM 2%h.p., 1914, Bosch 2 speeas,

new, K.S., Sterling guards, undershield, ct

—Verity, 23, Park Parade, Cambridge.

1 O20 Sunbeam Combination, just delivered.

-Ltl tered; first cheque for £220, or uear »'

secure.-Clement King, Oakdene, Ely, Cambs.

SUNBEAM 6h.p., 1914 model, 3-speeds, '

with B.S.A. sidecar, horn, lamps, etc.;

Owner, Central Garage, Ross, Herefordshire.

CJUNBEAM Sh.p., 1920, brand new compl

io' sidecar, hood, screen, spare wheel, tyre, eti

-Byfleet Automobile Co., West Byfleet, Sune

Sh.p. Sunbeam Combination, delivered -K

1919, complete with aU lamps and hci

used, tyres excellent; 190 gns.-Eays, 68, Olni ^t^

Hove.

SUNBEAM 1919 SVbh.p., all-black-gplden, '
Ple

with F.R.S. electric lighting set, meet i.

perfect, equal to new.—Parker's, Bradshawga

19 16 3i4h.p. "Sunbeam Combination, 1919
' as new Lucas equipment, excellent c^

anteed; £135.—Melrose, Boughton Park.

in 19 Sunbeam 3! Sh.p. Combination, perfe.

La electric lights, done about 700 miles; t

over £160.—Sh.ikespear. 31, Park Mansions,

bridge.

£165 —8h.p. Sunbeam combination, makers'

LO 88, good mechanical condition, enai

plating perfect, long copper exhaust.—21, »•.

Dorchester.

CJUNBEAM 3y.h.p., 1915, and sidecar, splend

k5 tion, engine and gear box overhauled liy

January; 115 gns., no oflers.-Edger, Lyndene

boro', Kent.

SUNBEAM, 3V4h.p., and coachbuilt sidet

^918 all accessories new condition: lowi

£145; any trial.—c/o Findlay, 88, Maichmoat >

Edinburgh.

TO 16 SWh.p. Sunbeam and Coachbuilt Sitem condition, lamps, etc.: £125, near oHei

change lightweight and cash.—Lemon, iew

.Amesbury, Wilts.

1 ft 19 Sunbeam and Sunbeam Sidecar, 5\4h.i I

Li) lamps, and horn, perfect condition; -

amination; £180. or nearest offer.-Atcl

Windsor St., Rugby.

31h.p. Sunbeam, suit sidecar. Sunbeam If:

2 scarcely ridden, perfect condition and »P1

Lucas lamps; any trial: sacrifice 100 gns.-75,

ham St., Barrow-in-Furness.

SUNBEAM 3'/.h.p.. just rebuilt with ollj

tings, excellent runnina and condition

buying lightweight; price 95 gns.; no dean

699, c/o The Motor Cycle

SUNBEAM, S'-h.p., 19^15. stored during «-^

TT lami'S, horn, Bonnikscn, knce.gni

bars, lootrcsts, valves, etc.. a perfect machine,

-23, .iidelaide St.. Blackpool.

SUNBEAM Hate 1916) S'jh.p.. Black and g<

1918 Sunbeam sidecar, Lucas lamps, WIO'

apron, and accessories, perfect in every w»![) '

by appointment after 16th May: £130.-K l"

Leigh Hall Ed., Leigh-ou-Sea, Essex.

u-^iZ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCtnS FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

TI! lOlG S
ri'iiii'kc'IN'H

OlllvlllJ, IHM
ll'il, I iir;is lijrlitlllH, norn,
iMi. iiir, tubD, prlviitoly

ll.-l,'), \|ilrii;i l,M , I! I, 11219

30 Ji.li.p. Siiiibiiuii .iii.l .Mill».l''ulfoid Sidecar
I.ui'iis KiiiK ol tlio lioiui liimiis, Cowcv lioi n

log wimi soiocn, wholo 3 wcoks old iviid as new;
I ca»li.-0:llit. Frconiivn, 3id Tank Bnttn. Wool
It,. L1187

nilnn:,li,,n, 1,1, ,rk and gold

,ril\l: £250.-,Si.ou

30 81i.li. Sunbc'iini Cnuil
flnisli. V, iiiul II, Liiiii.-. \\..nMi,l . |...,(lonieter,

,>i", 1
, II iiiiloago,

;, Miiii. hr-t. 1 JM,, llolliii-

[9638

18 (O.'lulior) 3',ili.p. Sunbonm. jiust oveiliiuiled, new
I'yiuiilcf, piston, vidves, solo and sideciir sprtick-.ita,

linht C.H. Bidt'i'nv, laiiipa. etc.: solo £116, or ivitb

ir *I40; L'ovcntry district.—Box 590, c/o Tlie

r ClK-lf. [0189

20 Sutiboani 3M.li. p., with Sunbeam sidecar, latest
lofti spring forks, complete lamp sets, horn,

I, and tools, only done 100 miles: best oHer.—
71, South Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4.

Jriston. [10S2

(BEAMOombinntion. 1916, J'Ah.p., S-speed, K.S.
iutch, spccduinclcr. l':nsting, Lucas acetylene
ng set, aHcriNitr ch.lrir horn, tools and spares;
offor over ,E120; -ecu .Saturday afternoon.—Warr,
Bradlord St., Uiriiiiiigham. [X0957

<BEAM.-We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
)»rts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling
plating unde"- the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la
'lato Sunbea-nhind).—The Molineux Garage Co.,
Wolverhampton. Tel. : H60. [3458

{BEAM Sh.p. Standard Combination, purchased
February 1920, ridden 800 miles, electric lamps,
? horn, speedometer, special sidecar fitting, hcod,
f spare valves, whole in excellent condition; price
, including 12 months' policy and tax paid.—Box
, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1455

T.D.C.
.0. 2-strote, good, as i

Mews, Tufnell Park.

i.p. Combination, T.D.C, K.S., 2-speed Bosch
mag.; £50.-14, Dongola St., Harford St., Step-

^'- [9665
10 T.D.C. 2i;4h.p. 2-stroke, with accessories, ridden

200 miles; £58.-75, Arngask Ed., Cotford.
6 p.m.) [9138

!0 2?lh.p. T.D.C. de Luxe, 2-speed countershaft,
clutch, kick starter, lamps, and horn, unridden

;

1., or exchange higher poiver.-20, Derby Sd.,
°''- [9554

Torpedo.
IPEDO Combination, Precision 3V.h.p., Bosch
Mas;., B. and B. carburetter, good running order;
Walsh, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt. - [1558

Triumph.
ITMPH, 1918, 3-speed, guaranteed with new
iidecar; £135.—Below.
UMPH, 1918. T.T. model, fitted with copper
Itscs and exhaust pipe, specially tuned racing

cycle; £100.—Motor Cycle Mart, Chatham.
Motor Cycle. [1246

BY Triumph, late 1919, as new; £70.-Sharp.
Solicitor, Moreton-in-Marsh. [1206
iTTCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. Lcmdon, E.C.4.—
Triumph Junior, 1914; £60. [1596

Triumph 3»/!.h.p., only covered 5,000 miles; £75.
-George Hotel, Kettering. [1187

l.-Triumph, "W.D., renovated, unused.—'Ward. 33,
:ecil E<J., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [9300

UMPH, 1917, countershaft, 3-speed, K.S.; £35.
-9, Church Rd., AVillesden, N.W. [9940

£40.-145,
[9503

3 Triumph, clutch model, smart; £40, no offers.
-157, Hartfleld Kd., Wimbledon. [1139

Bahy Triumph, lamps, horn ; 70 gns.—Hnrrv
EooE, Cradley, Staffs. Tel.: 145. [X1065
3 Cnuntershaft Triumph, just received; what
olicvs;—Box 700, c;o The Motor Cycle. [X1088
uMPHS, 1918, countershaft, three as new,
rom £85.-17, Tamworth Park, Mitchani. [9711
EE Triumphs.- absolutely brand new; £116.—
'Ipe, 54, Coval Ed.. East Sheen, S.W. [X1103
3 Baby Triumph, brand new; best cffer.—
Rosslyn House, Station Ed.,, New bur:i..>t. [rl35

:11MI Countershaft, fully equipped: £68.-59,
alfrey Place, Dorset Ed.," Clapham Ed., S.W.8.
_ [S942

^
Triumph Countershaft, splendid order, trial;

i75.-Stanley, 60, Thornhill Rd., Barusbury, N.l.

READY
TO
RIDE
AWAY

IN STOCK :

Some first-class solo mounts :

IVY, 2-speed, footboards . . . . £70

CHATER-LEA, Villiers, 2-speed,
footboards £70

ROYAL RUBY, 3 li-P-, spring frame,
kick-start, and clutch, . .95 Guineas

plus 10%

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2jh.p.,J.A.P.,
kick-start, and clutch, . . 76 Guineas

FRANK
WflTWORIft

" * 139, NEW STREET

BIRMIKLCHAM

MOTOR CYCIJiS lOK
Triumph

TRIUMPH 1920 4b. p., 1 |. I, :a,.|

naw.-Lovjlock, Baiiru; H.l
,

II

TRIUMPH 2-8troko, i.rv,, /, I i. i .

best oHer.-Box 7l;j. r ,, n,, th

1 QIS 41i.p. Connterdm
L<y tioii: SSgns.-Kil

,,nuid.'

IS lor

[143.!

dlios;

iipli, 1.1

NEW 1920 MODELS

IN STOCK TO-DAY

AT ALEXANDER'S.
ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-5peed

INVICTA 2-stroke, single gear

COVENTRY EAGLE 2-stroke

SPARKBROOK 2-stroke, 2-spced

CLE'VELAND 2-stroke, 2-speed

2! h.p. INVICTA.JAP 2 speed ..

2j h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT
2j h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP
2j b.p. COVENTRY EAGLE JAP .. 76 gns.

23 h.p. COULSON B spring frame .. 95 gns.

3J h.p. T:T. B.S A., single gear .. £90
POWERPLUSINDIANTT. BARS £181 14s
POV/ERPLUS INDIAN COMBINATION

£218 10s.

Carriage from works is extra to above prices'

Write or Wire immed'ately, as we cannot
guarantee in stock to morrow.

£68
£75
£65

62 gns.

£75
£85
£81
£84

ALEXANDER'S,
113-115, Lothian fid., Edinburgh.

and 272, Gt. Western Rd , Glasgow

C'l/clr,.

[XUB3
PH, fine condi-
11, Oxford.

, (XlO'^l

1 QI5 Countershaft Triumph, Miltord sidecar; £95;
S-iJ iilMi.luto luweat.-Millard, Gilbert Rtl., Belvedere.

19967
TRIUMPH 3i/..h.p., clutch model, overhauled, new

tank; £38.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswiok.
19462

1 020 Tiiiinii.h, 3 ppoeds, iiint delivered, unreei-itered
:

i-U £125; iKiufht ciir.-19. Rock St., Bury, Luiich.

11071
TRITSIPII and Sidecar. 1913. perlcct condition;

£75.-241, Goldhawk Rd,, Ravcn^court Park, W.
ri060

TRIUMPH .Tunior, 2-.?p«'d, nvf ili:nilc.l : £48.-1, Nor-
wood Ed., Heme Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 1964.

[1491
TRIUMPH, 1911, eplendid condition, all accefBoriss

;

£38.—Perrv, 3, Fanthorpe St:, Putney, S.W.
[8971

TO 15 Triumph, S-specd .ind clutch, mechnnic.nl horn,
-L£J new tyres: £70.-2, Khedive Rd., I'orest Gate. E.7.

[9892

TRIUMPH 3' Sh.p., 2-sijced, powerful, take 2 any-
where; £48, or otter.-Lowe, 12, Lyndhnrst Ud.,

Luton. [896j

3JLh.p. Triumph, free engine, I'hilipson pulley: £34.
2 -Spurway, 63, 'U'aterloo Rd., ^yellinBton, Somer-

set. [9273

Cycle.

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft,^ tyre^
£85.-263, Ne

[XllOfl

BOBCll

King's Ed., Fnl-

ham. [9701

TRIUMPH 3Vdi.p., F.E., 1913, splendid order; £47.

—E. "WigVins, Sunuyside, Tachbrook Ed., Ux-
hridge. [9506

riable, free, good going order, £30

;

jr engine, £10.-53, Stanwny Rd.,
[XlOOl

3ih.p. Triumph,
2 3i/2h.p. Prei

Coventry.

[9565

1 Q20 T.T. Triumph, new condition, complete lamps
-It* and horn; 4;103.—Box 4,032, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [1462

Packham. [896U

1^12 Triumph, clutch model, Philipson pullty, Lucas
JLJ/ lamp, tine condition; £52.—King, Egrove Farm,
Oxford. [X1052

TRIUMPH Clutch Model. 1913, -nith accessories;

£45.-59, Palfrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham
S.W.8. [8945

Ely, Cambs.

1 Q20 Triui
i I? brand
Earl's Court.

[1436

h.p. Combination, Gloria sidecar,

£175.—Brown, 3, Longridge Rd.,
[9990

[9763

r Mai-
[X0821

fixed engine,

start* climb' anything : £30.—TVilliams, Manse,
Norton, [X0654

ks, Gosport,

I.'IJIO Triumph 3y»h.p.,- Bosch _mag

Chippi

13, 3-speed, splendid condition.
£85.—T. Boland, 5, Bachelors'

\Valk, Dundalk. "
'

[9101

lamps, horn, -com-
offer.—76, Murray

[1482

, countershaft, lami:)S, etc., mechani-
cally perfect"; ^890, lowest; after 7.30.-1, Welham
Streatham. - . [1566

7 o'clock.

Rd., Ips-

iXlRIUMPH, 4h.i

Southall, Middlese:

Station Ed., Ely.

[1109

ivated bv
Alpha,
[9021

light.

Garage, Mortlake.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, clutch,

built sidecar; f80.—Carter's Garage,
Rd., Finchley.

utliend, Essex

speed, splendid condition;
rt, Hamlet Court Rd.,

[9458

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH 31/211.?. Combination, Stuimey-Archei 3-

(speed, good condition.— 15, Kelvin At., Bowes
Park, Loudon, N. ^ [8980

TEIUMPH, T.T., 1913, knee grips, lamps, horn;
an7 trial; splendid condition.— 1, Malham Rd.,

Forest Hill, S.E. [9192

TRIUMPH Combination, engini
Sad, etc., perfect; *16S.-

Charlton, S.E.

63673, screen, Tan-
-198, Victoria Rd.,

[9651

Ed , B:

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear, all

accessories, periect order; £58.-365, King St.,
Hammersmith, W.6. [9950

"li Q 18 Countershaft Triumph, engine No. 53286, and
JL«/ new Middleton sidecar, perfect; £113.-30, Bel-
grave Av., Watford. [1090

ination, fully
£125.—Love-

lock, Cholsey, Berks. [9633

1 Qll Si/^h.p. Triumph, single speed, Bosch, Dun-
1-*J lops, good condition; £36.—Coussell, 64, Linnell
Rd., Camberwell, S.E.5. [9093

IQ14 T.T. Triumph, Philipson and clutch, lamps,
-"-1/ hoin, perfect; 49 gns. ; after 6.30.-61, Kedcliffe
Rd., FuUiam Rd., S.W. [1473

TRIUMPH Type H, £10 deposit, delivery before
Whitsun certain; Bristol district; offers.—Box

3,974, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9537

TEIUMPH, 1918, countershaft, new tyrei!, £90; or
with new Millford sidecar, jEllS; after 6.-282.

South Lambeth Rd., S.W.8. [9657

TRIUMPH and Sidecar. 3;^h.p., clutch model, new
Ilimlop heavy, good running order ; £50.-38.

Garner St., Hackney Rd., N.E. [9684

Countershaft, ju5t delivt-red,

£130, or close offer.—Box
[12054,002, c/o The Motor Cycle.

\Toodlands, Beech, Alton, Hants.

"I
Q16 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed countershaft,

-L*/ in eood order: price £85.-4. Statioi

£78.-

frame,
4, Station Buildings,

[9935

separate.— 1, Duke St., Richmond.

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. Countershaft, mechanically
perfect, equal to new, any trial or examinatioii.

—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0945

rpEIUMPH 3i/.h.p., in good conditii
-I 235-6, TrnsBley Rd., Tlie Gr(
W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 1840,

Sheppard,
mersmith,

[9128

sidecar, all lamps, etc, ; pruph and
.—The 1

South End, Croydon. 'Phone : 2431. [9442

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, little used,
splendid condition; sacrifice £80.—Foster, 50,

Calabria Rd., Highbury, London, N.5. [9074

1 Q20 T.T. direct bait drive Triumph, BonniksenA tf speedometer, actual mileage ^9; £95, no offers.

—Greyshott, Cresthill Av., Grays^ Essex. [9840

"IQ19 (Sept.) Triumph Combmation, all accessories,
-V^ hood, wind screen, spares, insurance; £160:
as new.— 3, Lilian Place, Burley, Leeds. [1316

TEIUMPH Combination, wicker sidecar, 1918, coun-
tershaft, splendid condition'; 95 gns. ; would

separate —Scott, 211, High St., Lewisham. [9870

"I Q 20 Triumph, countershaft, brand new, not ridden

;

i-XJ £126/10; with new sidecar £151.-Wilcox, 118,
Hamstead Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham. [X0999

flQ 121/0 Triumph, clutch model and wicker sidecar,
JL^ for sale, Bosch mag., perfect order; -£45.

—

Foster, 12, High St., Market Harborough. [9785

TEIUMPH, 3-speed, T.T., fitted with new tank,
Binks carburetter, straight handle-bar, ready to

ride away; £70.-29, Brudenell Ed., Leeds. [X1081

£135,-44, Longfield St., Southfields, S.W.18. [1418

r, 3-speed, K.S., tyres
? belt and tube; £110,
Weybridge. [9260

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft, excellent con-
dition; £885.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-

morsmith ltd,, W,6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9196

1913, F.E., new

Aithers, Charlton Ed. Far Shepperton. [9141

u-belt drive, brand

-H. Gregory, Codford-St.-Peter's, Wilts.

200, Lake Rd., Portsmouth.

YOUR

I FAVOURITE MOUNT f" -whatever this may be, why not favour H
r= us with a call and see whether we =

cannot supply you from stock. We H= have actually in stock, for immediate =
g delivery at makers' list prices only, S

I 30 NEW MACHINES I
= Also a large stock of ACCESSORIES, =
g and a complete range of <m

= HENDERSON SIDECARS =
I are on view. H
= We are agents for all leading makes, =
H and we are now booking advance
= orders for all ma'kes that we cannot =
H supply from stock, for earliest delivery. B|
^ You cannot do better than huy ^H the best ; therefore eome to u&. h

I 154-6, Gt. Portland St., |

I LONDON, W.l.
I

=IIBIlllHIIIIBIIIIHillllBIIIIHillBIIIIHII=

THE '*EDEE^^ PATENT
ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST

FOR SIDECARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1917 or 1918, 4h.p., 3-speed, co t-
shaft, new Dunlops, splendid condition: J ,-

Worthington, 37, Queen's lid,,. Edmonton, N.9. bo

3jLh.p. T.T. Triumph, splendid condition, Grado rr
2 lamps, plating, and enamelling good; trial; . ,-

Welch, 172, Crossbrook St,, Cheshunt, Herts, 6!

TRIUMPH 1920, latest 4h.p. counter6h.aft. api Ih
fine machine, privately owned; £120.—. ,Iy

Bromley Motor Works, 'phone 961 Bromley. ;2;

1Q13-14 SVoh.p, Triumph. S.A. hub, Bosch,
-»-*' sidecar. Easting. Klaxon. lamn.s. .qccum

-| 018-19 4h.p. Triumph Countershaft C.B. Coi 1

J-*^ tion. Millsford. Luca.s lamns. nracticallv a;

TRIUMPH 3;-a.p., hand clutch, in new con.
2 lamps and generator. Klaxon, pxrmp,

spare tube, very smart; £58.—Dowell, High Rd., I

4h
or near.—60, Wailingford Av., North Kensi 'cD

i6<

3. 3-speed Triumph, fully equipped, recent!; fer,

hauled and rebushed, insuranC3 policy, goo> !)]e-

car machine; £65,—Rosebery, Saffron Rd,, Biggie idc,

163

SEVERAL Countershaft Triumphs, 1917-18, I) pi
colours, overhauled, some cases new tyres jjsu

lutely perfect; £90.-3, Courtlands Av., Lee, ! 112

>8S

TRIUMPH 1920 Model H, as new, accessoi-ies; 130,

-Cliil'ord Wilson Manufacturing Co., 70. m]
Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 71

'

9, Marvlebone Mews, New Cavendish St., Londo; V.

162

TRIUJLPH, late 1913, 3-speed clutch, pedal Stt,

complete with Mills-Fulford coachbuilt s: jar;

£75; exchanges.—R. D. 'Varty, Thundersley, E is,

53!

TRIUMPH, 1912, Bosch, new Sensprav, nd.j ;ilit

pulley, lamps, generator, good condition
; 'ftoi

7 p,m. ; £30.-18, Cromwell Mews, South Ken; ton,

S.W.7. jM!

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft 3 speeds and itch

hitest.type decompressor; this machine is aeii

in every way; £87/10.—Saule, 3, Bernard Rd,, 'i lin

'Sei

Price, 21/-
Lel the comfort of your passenger be

your first consideration.

W. TOWELL &. Co.,
Earlsdon, COVENTRY.

£48; trial,—rord, Sotwell,

I
lUL

2-speed, perfect nipcba siUy

:e, fully equipped ; anv 'vn\

£58,—Top Flat, 23, Urookcttm E(l„

dition throughout; £105,—Wilson, 84, Wliill !
SI

Reading. '^u--

-| Q12 Triumph, ju,st overhauled, new pi5to,lie>

-Lt/ back tyre, etc; exceptional bargain, be^t of iom
£35.—Apply, Ivy House, The Terrace, Barnes ;..W,

after 5.

^85; Trir uph
jhaft, -

»-eek-end,—3, Wellington Rd., Easi(la»

Connte.r,shaft, with C,B,

Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phon ;

smith 80.

1 Q19 Baby Triumph, had very little u

Xtf condition; best offer over £65.- 1'

Simmons, 41, High St., Strood, Kent. PI

Chatham.

31h.p. Clutch Model Triumph, lamps, !

2 tyres and belt nearly new, perfc-l

any trial; £40; after 6.30.—107, Tylecn:l

bury, S.W.

31.h.p. Triumph, newly re-enamelled, ii.

2 covers and belt, perfect condition, !:m

complete; £40.—Davies Bros., Bryncoch,

mair, Mont.

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, late 1917, iic

able from new, T,3i bars, mechanicill

£90 —Seen at Mauor Garage, Manor Pla,''.

Rd., S.E.17.

TEIUMPH Junior, a'-ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-»

1919. Watford trip speedometer, tools, i

fit perfect condition; £70.-16, WincheslJ

nbination, delivered January,

tion; £158.—Daniels, Lougliton, Bletchley, SI

TRIUMPH 1918-19, engiUi

pletely overhauled, ' '

new Clincher, ele-^tric

£95. Wanted, Mjitchles

54163. rebuslj
tank re-enamelled _
ar light, guarnuteed H

Kililowan Rd., Go|

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOU CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

lUMIMl roni-hbiiill Coniliinivtion. 1918,
. 5759,

tfil; i;i 18.-30, Crystiil I'alaco k H<i.

r9806
II ^!i'il 3'iMi.i)., clutoh model, Innipa, tools, Bpeedo
lilt In. hmn, iusl overhmilod. exoelloiit oonilitimi,
in 1) ; 1'45.—W. Dnvies, Stiitiou Pnnide, Kew Our
Suiii-y.

^
^ [1033

lUMril 41i.p. C.S., S-spoed, delivered from worki
Dot'.. 1919, Kood reiisou selling, miU'Opo under
£120. or near offer, semires.—Nioholoa, 30, Mill
UnuibridRe. [9188

BY Triumph, 1915-16. just overlinHlod. nlmost
us new, lamps, horn, speedometer, ^58: Cowev
omcli'r, eomplote, ie3/10.—Nicholls, 299, Shirland
Pnddiiiiiton. [9818
ir.MI'll, 1914. Sturmey-Archer 3 speeds iiml
.liil.li. .sound in every wny e.Keept enamel nnd
K. Kliu'li is in I'nir eondition; £55.—Hole, 129.
Liuie, Carshiilton. [9568

13 TriiMupli Chiteli Model, Bosch watertight, B.
.iirnl ]!.. only done 6,000, perfeit order; nfter
lurdny: i'50.—Onsli. 14, Huntsmoor Ed., Wnnrts-
, London, W.AV.IS. [9499
!0 Triuiiii.li. ouuiiti.vsliiift. I,mud ueiv. fust de-
hvere.1. iind (Jloiin sidcnir. Kiii.\ou horn, tools,

rover lieen ridden; Lost otter over £165 seeures,-
.olywell St., Oxford. [XllOS
19 Triuni[ih t'onibin.Ttion. appearance and condi-
tion as new. electric, speedometer, v\'ind

1, insurance, accessories; £150.-llieger, 20.
istcad Hd.. N.W. [1576

Combination, Mont-
reen nnd apron, fully

. - - -The Eoohester Auto
Rochester. [1419

-Hintcrshaft Combination, engine No
, coaihbuilt Milford sidecar, Easting
ipped; £115; appointment only.—165,
nton, N.18. [9532

1 Coniliiniition, 3 speeds, dutch, j-ust
d. f^uod tvres. lamps, excellent con-

fter 5.30.—Haylor, 98, Blenheim
, N.'\y.2. [9189

.9 (Sept.) Triumph, latest .gear change, 1920
Henderson Bl sidecar, 2 months old, lamps,
eondition as new; £;i45.-Write, Orton, 30. At-
Ra., Uidsbury, Manchester. [1195
4 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, new gears just fitted,
engine thoroughly overhauled, splendid condi-

hroughout; £67. guaranteed a bargain; private
.—42, Bierton Hill, Aylesbury. [1318
DMFH 3U-n.p.. single gear, T.T. bars. Bosch, good
yres, recently overhauled, and in good going order;

by appointment.—W. F. Chester-
Illord. [7715

UMPH 4h.p.. 3-speed. clutch. C.B. sidecar. Trip-
lex wind screen, lamps, horn, speedometer, excel-
londition. very sporty outfit: £90; after 6 p.m.—

[X1170

.9 Countersluift Triumph
BOuicrv sidecar with wind si

ml. piii.fhiilly new; £150.-
lupply ( -

UMlMt
i|26il.

4 Jriumpl
overhaulC'

£70; sei

18, Criclde

Childeb?rt Hd.. Baiha

(late) 4h.p. oph. 3-s
hand

inicnl condition; £98.-1. Melic
S.W. 'Phone ; 1012 Wimbledon. ' [1124

4 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, new spee<lonieter. horn,
lamps, large tool kit. spares, licence., insured till
LInion-A.C.U. badge, perfect; £95; no offers.-m Garage, Kennington, S.E.ll. [7668
U.MPH and Sidecar. 1913. 3;|h.p., 3-speed,

'ice •
'""'"• 2 lamps, generator, perfect condi-

S-,,J ?r^ tradesman's rooftop box carrier, £4.—
iillfield Park, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [9838
•p. Triumph, 1912. hand clutch, right and left
loot brakes, horn. semi-T.T., thoroughly over-

I. replated, good tyres; £45.—Furniss, Electric
action Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. [9496
miPH, believed 1911, fl.xed gear, frame andank converted to 1914 pattern, new cylinder and
lUSt fitted, Bosch, Dunlops, Brooks; £35.—

.
inr., Hill House, Wayland, Colchester. [7777

"^ T'''"!1'P''=' countershaft, brand new, not reno-
atetl. all lamps, horn, 2 fitted Montgomery No.
sidecars. 2 fitted special Triumph sidecars; out-

" ' " '
" " The Motor Cvclc.

[1460

156 and £163.—Box 4,030,

19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, I

, „.B^^ "-'K
fOiichbnilt underslnng sidecar, lamps,

oiimt practically unscratched, tyres uncut- any
m';;,^'""^'

^'^'*°'' ^^"'"'' Hawks Ed., Kingston-""'
[9721

-1914 Triumph combination, 3-speed, clutch.
«aal start, original enamel, fast. 4-point
e, screen 3 lamps, knee grips, new belt, tyres

.;V r/ ^"'i*'
"*'" 5— ^53. Gt. Cambridge St.,

l,,^"!"'? ,
*''"• S-speed countershaft, re-en-

amelled tools complete, lamp, horn and Klaxon,
oelt and valves, new Palmer cord, tubes nearly

'™jr ^2- ^^^''^' *95.-Bartley Mount, Bartley.
onthampton.

[Xllog

^F3 Combination, coachbuilt. 1913. SV.h.p.,
»pe_ed. Bosch, mechanically perfect, guaranteed

"is. speedometer.
Glenister, 164,

[9787

;;000_miles only. Lucas .

by appointment.

-

s Rd., N.19."

All letters

THEH* I • IV^TOR

We can give Immediate delivery of the following

New Motor Cycles

:

ROYAL RUBY, 2J h.p., single-speed .... £56
O.K., 2-speed, 2i li.p £62 10
O.K., 2) h.p., smgle-speed 48 gns.
IVY, 2l h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed £59

Very early delivery ol 8 h.p. ROYAL RUBY
COMBINATIONS, 3-speed. Also supplied solo.

Our Stock of Second-hand Machines includes ;

1919 7-9 h.p. 3-spced HARLEY-DAVID-
SON, clutch, and kick-starter £150

I9r4 3S h.p. sine;lc-spced T.T. ROVER . . £65
1916 3.1, h.p.- H.O. twin BRADBURY, j sp. £70
1914 2-speed T.T. ROYAL ENFIELD .... £80
I9r4 single-speed B.S.A £45
1915 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination £120
1915 5 h.p. INDIAN Combination £115

A large number of New Coachbuilt SIDECARS, to
fit most makes In stock, from £22 upwards.

SUMTHE (DTOR

Co tep•^PANY LlM<

347,FinchleyRd.,London,N.W.3.

Quantities. Swiss, London.'

ABSOLUTE PROTECTION
is guaranteed by

i nc

W. Ltd. Ideal Motor Sul

Double - breasted jacket
belt, wind cuffs, seatless

trousers, gaiter fronts, with
clip fasteners.

63/-
Sold elsewhere at 84/-

Made of HEAVY, RUBBERED fawn
twill DOUBLE TEXTURE. Also
extra long Motor Mack, same material
for use withleg shields or leggings, 45/-

READ THIS.
Extract from "The Motor Cycle," April 15th,

1920.

We have lately been trying a suit made by
Weatherproofs. Ltd., 10, Lovell's Cjurt,
Paternoster Row. London, E.G. 2, and were
able to test it to the full on the occasion of a
recent trial in heavy rain.

The suit is made of hea,vy waterproof twill,
and the coat is a little longer than the
ordinary motor cvcle coat, affording some
protection to the knees. It is well-made and
perfectly waterproof.

Call or write, sending cash with orders,

WEATHERPROOFS, Ltd.
(Makers of the WIM).

City Office : 10. Lovell's Court. Paternoster
Row. LONDON, E.C. ; West End : West-
wood Morriss, 67, Jermyn Street, S.W.I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

-Warren, 61, Lund..

Tltltl.MPII IDM
S,^ Iml,, .hil,

19^
speed

throughout, 8.A.
.'til spureu, new
. i(cr above £90.

ludi. [1330

model

:

.«95,-
rilll

nil

i.lyl 1

19^
[1083

gear

.iil.it,iiii.d.-\Vandij\vui-th Motor
!!.. WaiKlHiiorth (Town Station).

Triumiih 3'.._.h.p., Grade multi
hitch, lamp, horn, and baH, 'just been over-

hauled, cost £10 (bill can ho seen), tyres good, as
new; can have any trial; run auywhero any time;
Kuaranteed in good running order: £48.—Tom Batt,
Turnden Farm, Bethersdeu, Ashior - -- --

-

J.h.p.^ bl

1919 Conntersh.Tft 'I >
1

black and Kold tanl.-, .

Stewart horn, ju.^t oveilin.
exlianst pipe, new tyres, pi.ii-h. I

ment and spring pillion se;it. ]»:\

J. L. Hardy, Old Town Crolt,

[1547

" discs, special
I' ityleno lampa,

I '], long plntca
;i6ee, full eqniri-

in new; £110.—
tford-on-Avon.

[X089S
3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, free engine, clutch, excellent

2 running order, easy etarter, new Miller lighting
outfit, brand new 1920 Triumph semi-T.T. bars, new
front forks, large barrel type, new- mudguards, syren,
very nice appearance, powerful and reliable : any trial

\WUingly; £45.—Gordon Harris, Goisdon, Malmesbury,
Wilts. [9577

L.W.R. tail and side, extra foot control to clutch,
knee grips, spare valve; seen by appointment at Strat-
ford (Broadway 2316). Woodford (188). or St. Albans
according to time; £130.—Johnsofi, 101, Carpenters
Hd., E.15.. [1323

meter, lamp, and generator, handle-bar ignition
trol. all controls recently renewed and nearly nev»

back tyre, in excellent mechanical order and re-enam-
elled, a sweet running engine, ready for immediate
use; £70:—Savage, 7, High St., Sutton, Surrey. [9471

3-

_^, _ _^ ,^ _. . „ , cas

King of "the iload lamps and horn, Dunlops, with follow-

ing spares: Set valyes and springs, 2 tubes. 1 butt-end,

'/•gall, tank, fitted belt fastener, tools, etc., in good
condition and sound throughout; seen Saturdays after

3 p.m., any time Sundays; £47 cash.—Redding. 18,

Franchise St., Wednesbury, South Stafta. [1047

Velocette.

kick start; £80.—Cleare and Lowe, 125, High St.,

Woolwich. (0186

TrkpLTVERT from stock, SV^h.p. 2-speed KS. Verua
-L' machines. A serious touring mount. Send us
your enquiries for other models.—Elliott Bros, and
Stevens, Cambuslang, Glasgow. [0125

Villiers.

IQIS Villiers 2-stroke, 2lih.p., splendid condition:
XtF owner bought combination; reasonable offer

accepted.- 1, Priory Ed., Kew G'reen. [9910

VILLIEKS 1915 25^.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed cycle and
sidecar, just been thoroughly overhauled, not done

more than 2,(D00 miles; £55.—Sheppard. 235-6. Trussley

Ed.. The Grove, Hammersmith, W.6. 'Phone; Hammer-
smith 1840. [9127

Vindec.

VINDEO 5h.p., 2-speed, and coach sidecar (new body)

;

£65.—HalHax Motor Exchange, Union St: South,
Halifax. [9617

Viper.

1Q20 Viper-Jap 2^^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick etarter,
Xt/ brand new lamps, horn, knee-grips, run few hun-
dred miles : owner buying sidecar machine : fully in-

sured, unscratched; cost £85, accept £75.—Wood. 17,
College Ed., Alum Eock, Birmingham. [X1067

V.S.

V.S. Peugeot 5-6h.p., 2-speed combination, Bosch, B.
and B., in excellent order, ride away; £40: seen

by appointment.—Stringer, 46, Canonbury Ed., En-
field. [9526

Werner. '

WEENEE 2";ih.p., low and fast, Dixie mag., adjust-
able jet. tyres nearly new; £15.—Pearce, 9, Ox-

ford EcL, Sidcup. [1146

elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. A3 5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Wilkin.

-Sole Kent agents Chatham and^ district,w T.A. : Motor Cycle, Chatham
[1241

tional dell»er>
._. ited by J. Blake and Co.. the leading motor

cycle experts, Liverpool and Manchester. [6583

Wilkinson.
WILKINSON, 4-oyI. water-cooled, eprinff frame,

Shalt drive, 3^peed countershaft, hand and foot
clutch, speedometer, electric lamps, horn, alum
discs, spring wheel sidecar, hood, screen^ apron, just
overhauled, splendid condition; £130.—92, Blyth Rd.
Leytou. [9246

Williamson.
WAUGHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.

8h.p. Williamson combination, 1914, w.i
£.145. [S457

WILLIAMSON Combination, good condition;, sell

£140: exchange lower power and cash.—Baxter,
Weststociiwith, Doncaster.

'

[9155

WILLIAMSON 1915 2.seater Combination, water-
cooled, in splendid condition, accessories; £130.

—69, Paltrey Place, Dorset Ed., Clapham Rd., S.W.8.
[8944

WILLIAMSON Combination, C.B. sidecar, 8h,p.
Douglas W.O. engine, first-class condition; £100;

new model arrived,—11, South Parade, Blackpool.
[X0963

"I Ah.p. Williamson Water-cooled Combination,
-i-" cently overhauled, new tyres, wind screen, lamps,
etc.: £120, or offer.-W. Scott, 2, Belvedere Grove,
Wimbledon. [9094

WILLIAMSON Combination, 8h.p., water-cooled,
dynamo lighting, disc wheels, spleiidid condi-

tion, ride away; best offer over £110.—Tnrnill and
North, Peterborough. _ [1426

Coach Combination,
clutch, K.S., electric

light, mechanical horn, perfect mechanical order,
written guarantee by owner; £105.—Mr. Knights, 30,
Legard Rd., Highbury, London, N.5. [9516

WILLIAMSON Combination, Bh.p. Douglas water-
cooled engine, thoroughly overhauled ready for

season, new chains and wheel bearings, C.B. sidecar,
new upholstering, hood (new cover). Easting screen;
nearest ofler *120; after 6.-6, Beech Rd., Bournville,
Birmingham. [X1017

Win-Precision.
4h.p. Win-Precision, 2^peed, overhauled; £38.—1, Nor-

wood Rd., Heme Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 1964.
[1492

Wolf.
WOLP-J.A.P. 2%h.p., Senspray, good condition

throughout; £32.—Carpenter, North Bar, Ban-
bury. [1070

WOLF.—All 1920 models, delivery within one month
at list prices.-J. Trevor, 32a, George St., Han-~

"

[9702

WOLF 2i/2h.p., 2-spe6(l, clutch, kick-start, acces-
sories, excellent annfiaTance : £49.—36, King

[1476

gently overhauled,
and belt; £40

[9811

WOLF-VILLIERS 1920 2y2h.p., 2-6peed, 2-stroke,
not ridden 150 miles; £60, or exchange larger

mount.—Whalley, Rise Hall, Akenham, Ipswich. [9302
-| 020 Wolf-Jap 2?4h.p., 2-speed Sturmey-Archer.
J-^ K.S., with lamps and all accessories, speed-
ometer; £82/10.—Southgate Garage, Gloucester.

[X0936
WOLF, 1914, 2?4h.p., 2-speed C.S. gear, thoroughly

overhauled, and in good running order; price
£35, or best offer.—Baldry, Marlow Common, Bucks.

[1112
WOLF-J.A.P. 2y2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

large lamp set, Dunlops (one new), good running
order; 38 gns.—Cardnell, St. Elmo, St. Andrew's Rd.,
Shoeburyness. [9146

WOLF-J.A.P., 1914, 2%h.p., S.A. 3-specd, clutch,
kick start, overhauled, rebushed and renewed

where required, new belt, good tyres, lamps, horn,
tools, good reason selling.—Croft, 15, Victoria Rd..
Richmond, Yorks. [9452

Wit.All.
WIT-ALL 2-stroke 2-5peed Models in stock- immedi-

ate delivery.-Clapham (Motors). 27, Stockwell
St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [8915

Wooler.
WOOLER 2'ih.p. Flat Twin, 1920, just delivered,

P. and H. lamps; £100 complete.—Turnill and
North, Peterborough. [1431

WOOLER, March, 1920, touring model, Stewart speed
ometer, lamp, spares, tools, almost new tl02

after 5.30.—Sunayside, 41, Coleshill Rd., Teddington.

TliroOLER 2s;h.p. Plat Twin, new Christmas, iotg
»» variable pulley gear, complete with lamps, horn,

speedometer; £75.—Apply, Cyril Shaw, Woodliead's
Garage, Church Lane, Chesterfield. [9011

Zenith.
ZENITH, 8h.p., excellent condition; 67 gns.—Long-man Bros., Ealing. 'Phone: 689. [1378

W.l.

/QLF 2i/2h.p., 2-spe6(l, clutch,
sories, excellent appearance;

David Lane, Stepney.

31.h.p. Wolf-.Tap, 2-speed, engine r(

2 excellent condition, good tyreL
Cowell, Northolt Aerodrome, Ruislip.

A. J. LUCE
CAN GIVE YOU IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING

IN

STOCK

B.A.T. [ju^ie]

GONNAUGHT [

N.U.T. [JUNE 25th ]

MIDDLETON SIDECARS.

SUBJECT TO BEING UNSOLD.

NO PREMIUMS.

HAMILTON ROAD
GARAGE,

READING.

W. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

326, Euston Road, IM.W.

'Phone : Museum 5391.

The following in stock at time ot going to pre

Immediate Delivery

:

NEW.
SOLO.

JQ20 A.B.C.
1930 SUNBEAM, 3l h.p., sports model.
J920 SUNBEAM, 3i h.p., standard.
19=0 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame.
1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., comitershaft.
1920 NORTON, B.R.S.

COMBINATIONS.
1920 A.J.S. (2).

1920 MATCHLESS, magdyno.
1920 B.S.A., all-chain, magdyno.
1920 SUNBEAM, 3I h.p.

NEARL.Y NEW.
SOLO.

1919 (late) TRIUMPH, equipped.
1920 COULSQN-B.,

.t
h.p., sporting, equipped.

1917 RUDGE I.O.M. Racer, equipped.
1916 DOUGLAS, 2,; h.p., equipped.
1918 TRIUMPH, countershaft, equipped.

COMBINATIONS.
1919 SUNBEAM, 8 h.p., equipped.
1919 SUNBEAM, 3.'. h.p., equipped.
1919 (late) TRIUMPH and Gloria, equipped.
1919 (late) TRIUMPH and Gloria, electric light.

1919 ROVER, 3.V h.p., equipped.
1918 MATCHLESS, Victory Model, equipped.
1916 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., equipped.
1915 M.A.G. MATCHLESS, equipped.
1917 ROVER, 3j h.p., equipped.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE;
Zenitn.

ZENITH-GRADUA, water-cooled, o.h.v.. Green
cision; £80.—Pearce, Langley, Bucks.

ZENITH, 8h.p., 1920, not done 200 miles; list-i
—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l.'[

ZENITH-GKADUA 1914 SV.h.p., lamps, ho
belt, tube, tyres excellent; £45.-27,

St., S.E.7.

TV-^l^CHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, BX
»» 6h.p. Zenith and sidecar, 1915, clutch and

start; £95.
(

ih.p.

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Combination, 1915, 3 lamps^ .

what offers.—Coombs, Blake's Farm," -E-

Green, Essex. "
IJ

6 h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft, clutch, '

1915, perfect condition; £120.-207, Blacl
Rd., Tooting.

3ih.p. Zenith-Gradna Combination, just overl

2 new tyres; £55.-Hudson, 14, Conwav
Plumstoad, S.E.18.

ZENITH 1914, 6-8h.p. J.A.P. engine, Binks,
discs, vei7 fast; £90, 01 near ofler.—The I

Appledore, Kent.

ZENITH 1914 6h.p., thoroughly overhauled, C^

sidecar, hood, screen; £100.-31, Park Av.
Cham Lane, Mitcham.

SPECIAL 8-lOh.p. 90 bore Zenith Sporting
bination, 1915, accessories; 120 gns.—19, :

ley Rd., Brondesbury.

N: . _ _

500 miles, perfect order

;

£140.—Smith-Masters, Banbury. [liZ'

ZENITH-GRADtTA 4h.p., T.T.,
belts, new lamps, new tyres,

—57, Kitto Rd., New Cross.
;

ZENITH, 1915, just overhauled, fast, reliable, 1

belt; what offers.—Apply, Somerset,- Che !i

Cottage, Shalford, Giiildford. '(

49, Finlay St., Fulham, S.W.f

ZENITH 1917 4h.p. Twin, countershaft clutc
start, lamps, horn, speedometer, good con

£80.-18, Avenue Rd., Hampton.

Outram Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon.

ZENITH 5h.p. Combination, 1920, fully eij jpfti

only ridden about 200 miles; £195; seen ir i

o'clock.-4, Castelnau Place, Barnes, S.W. ,'38S

ZENITH 4h.p., 1914, grey leg guards, lami jnrw

cylinder and back tyre, good order; £50, t .'aiu.

—M., Vallance Farm, Chadwell Heath. >83?

ZENITH, 4h.p., recently overhauled by 1 ttr.s

splendid condition; 65 gns, bargain, i St.

Stephen's, Kent Rd., East Molesey, Surrey. ''7'^

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4-5h.p. J.A.P., late 1919
lent condition, fully equipped; 100 gn.- <^

Upper Hagley Rd., Edgbaston, Birminghau!.

ZENITH, 1916, 5-6h.p., countersh:.tt an
starter, disc wheels, Canoelet sidec.Ti", 3

£138.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., Lonaon, I

ZENITH-GRADUA V,it,.p., T.T., 1918. pal
engino perfect, fast, lamps, horn, tool.^, iiii

what offers.—Stonebridge, Middleton Park. l;i

ZENITH Sh.p. Countershaft Sporting 11!. -n:

1919, mileage under 300; £120, or .x ii:

Triumph cash adjustment.— 4, Oxford St , J.

ZENITH Coachbuilt Combination, 1916, 4ii.i

gears, clutch, free engine, as new, lamp-; nv

ie78, offers.-626, Seven Sisters Rd., South TotU

about £220.-16, Stapleton Rd., Upper Tootini

" vjuuiij 3i«t,.ai, ,icn electric lamps, ,«»

id sporty; £110.-374, Grove Green Rd.,

ZENITH-GRADUA 5-6h.p. 1913 Combinalicj|
and belt good, running order, fast and,,

electric lighting, ride away; £78.—Smith,
Witham.

ZENITH Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.
gear, kick start and clutch, climD

£116.-57, Kenbury St, ~ " " '

gins,!
_ ._ ID ajf

Coldharbour Laner fl

und £220.—Foulis

yENITH-GRAnUA, 1914, Precision,
isch. Turner dc Luxe coachlmilt si

hoiKl, lamps, just overhauled; £85.-
Bd., S. Norivcoil.

A 36 All letters relating to advertisements should q.uote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Isstfe.
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Retain the Fuel Tax

!

THE
storm of criticism which lias been

aroused by the proposed new taxation is

not likely to be without some practical

result. All motor cyclists are agreed

that the only fair method of taxation is

by imposing a duty on fuel so that the greatest

sum is paid by the man who uses the road

most. Originally, the Advisory Committee on
Motor Taxation favoured a fuel tax, but later

abandoned the idea, apparently on the grounds

that evasions were not only possible, but

already an actual fact.

Some grounds for. this assumption were pro-

vided by figures available at the time when the

Committee were considering the question; but

later information elicited from the Chancellor

of tlie Exchequer by Sir William Joynson-Hicks
shows that the cotiditions ruling at the time

were fictitious, and that there would now
appear to be no reason for the change of

policy.

The possible use of paraffin as a motor fuel

has always been a stumbling-block to the

introduction of a fuel tax, since it would be
obviously unfair to tax fuel used mainly for

illumination, and it might be difficult to

determine the ultimate destination and use of

paraffin sold in quantities. The difficulty is,

however, not insuperable, and in any case the

use of paraffin for road veliicles would be very

small if supplies of better fuel are available.

No road user will object to increased taxation,

provided that the proceeds go towards road im-
provements, but it is essential that the tax shall

be fairly distributed, and shall be equal both
for the working man who may own a second-
hand machine and sidecar and have opportuni-
ties for using it en only a few occasions in the
year and for the more fortunate owner of a
;^2oo outfit who covers perhaps fifteen to

twenty thousand miles in the same period.

So far, the only form of taxation which
accomplishes this desirable end is the fuel tax.

and it is to be hoped that all motorists will

do their bit by urging its adoption through their

Parliamentary representatives and by supporting

the proposal in all possible ways. If motorists'

and motoring organisations will only show' a

combined front, there is reason to hope that

the fuel tax may still be adopted.

Let US have Unanimity!

AT
Sheffield last -Saturday matters of

momentous import to the controlling

body of the pastime were discussed by

representatives of the motor cycle clubs

in the East Midland centre, as reported

on another page. The A.C.U. representative

who was present admitted that the indignation

of the Northern clubmen was justifiable, and
implied that, by allowing an unfortunate clash-

ing of dates between important and similar

events of the Northern and Southern clubs, a

grave mistake had been made. In view of

such an admission, little more need be said

on the matter, but we would urge that the

A.C.U. should endeavour to eradicate the

bitter feeling which has arisen. At the meeting

in question, a complete repudiation by the

clubs of their affiliation to the governing body
and a revival of the Northern Union of Motor
Cyclists was freely mooted.

Such a happening (repeating past history)

should be avoided at all costs. The Northern
clubs are extremely pow'erful numerically and
virile in spirit ; the membership comprises keen
and hard riders for the most patt singularly free

from trade interests. There is no doubt that

the Northern Union, if rewed, would find the

men and means to establish itself firmly and
quickly, but, despite the fact that our support

will always be given to sporting motor cyclists

under whatever flag, we strongly deprecate any

action which will tend to multiplicity of control.

In this case the amende honorable is clearly

indicated—may we hope that the Auto Cycle

Union will take this view ?

An Index to the advertiaements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back
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KIRKSTONE PASS IN *THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
The First Non-stop Section in the Annual M.G.G. London-Edinburgh Run, Friday and Sat., 21st and 22nd inst

START : Old Gate House, Highgate, 8 p.m., Friday, May 2ist.

FINISH ; Edinburgh, 7.50 p.m., Saturday.

DISTANCE : 410 miles.

CONTROLS : Grantham, Ilkley, Patterdale, Moffat,

Edinburgh.
OBSERVED HILLS : Kirkstone Pass and Moffat to

" source of Tweed."

ROUTE : This year a new and difficult section of route is

included. After journeying along the Great North

Road to a point six miles beyond Aberford, the route

passes through West Yorkshire and the Lake District.

The competitors are due at Kirkstone Pass just before

noon on Saturday.

The r'ece de resistance in

this year's London-Edinburgh

Run. The summit is shown in

No. I . No. 2 depicts a view

of the Pass immediately pre-

ceding the steepest part shown

mor.; clearly in No. 3. The

oval shows the descent to

Ullswater. The Morgan is

travelling in the reverse dii fic-

tion of the course
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The Rear Light Question.

"F it is taken for granted that some form of rear

warning signal is essential, 1 personally see no
possible objection to a red reflex mirror of good

quality. I frankly cannot see why cyclists object to

it, or why motorists should demand anything more.

But there is an even cheaper and simpler device,

which is almost as efficient. Some years ago a deaf

cyclist was accidentally killed nn the road as the result

of his infirmitv, and there was an outcry in the press,

in which the class agitation between, cyclist and
motorist did not arise, and the dangers were considered

on dieir merits. It was freely proposed that deaf

cyclists should be forced bv law to carry a small white

disc or diamond on the rear of their machines, and a

very few people adopted the suggestion. Such a disc

or diamond would only cost a few pence, aixl I well

remember how easily and quickly head lamps of quits

moderate power picked up these signals.

Choked Pilot Jet.

2T is- not easy to see how the pilot jet of a Binks

carburetter can f)ecome ohstructed. I have owned
a number of these carburetters, Avhich are ea.sy

to -tune and delicious in operation; but microscopic

as the boo jets are, I have never had one choke. The
jjetrol inflow is guarded by' a very closeknit gauze

filter, integral with the carburetter > and on the Scott

machine the petrol outflow from the tank is further

guarded bv a second lilter. so designed that it cannot

pQSsibly get stopi)e(l up. It is continuously washed
by the petrol swishing about inside the tank, and is

so long that if any filth should lodge against it, the

upper part of the gauze would still be available for

the exit ofspirit,

The Cost of Living..

¥ARIOUS Tory highbrows write to T/ie Times
apropos of the alleged high cost of living, and
argue from the catering expenditure at various

schools and institutions diat the cost of living has
not gone up anvthing like ioo%, as the trade unions
allege. E\ddently these gentiy do not ride motor
cycles. I suppose that if one substitutes margarine
for butter, and eats very little meat, housekeeping
costs may be kept \vithin nodding distance of pre-war
-figures. But no such economies are possible in the

motor cycling aspects of existence. I strolled into
a local agent's the other day. His stock consisted
of tsvo good baby two-strokes, and a little-known

2% h,p, four-stroke ; it would have taken over ^£270
to buy the trio. In the industrial homes round my
louse a very curious phase of budgeting is perceptible.
The young bachelors are having the time of their lives,

and lots of lads who could perhaps barely have afforded

a push bicycle or gramophone in 1914 are now paying

fancy prices for motor cycles. Meanwhile, the married

workmen, with families of school age, are hard pressed

to make ends meet, and are obviously living less com-

fortably than they did before the war. This curious

condition of affairs is bound to have sociologic-al con-

sequences. It may discourage matrimony ; or it may
interfere with the "equal pay for equal work"
doctrine, and lead to some wage differentiation between

the bachelor and the Benedict.

Sprung Carriers.

(Y colleague "Chinook" has tested most types

of rear springing, and his mature conclusions

are tliat (a) a sprung carrier can hardly be

dispensed with, and (b) that the springing of the rear

mudguard is hardly desirable because of the bad
appearance created by the wide clearance-, and the

risk of heavy mud accumulations inside the guard.

Mv recent riding has been distributed over three

machines, all of 3 J- h.p., and possessing the following

patterns of stern portion :

1. Rigid rear frame, 2i-in. tyre.

2. Rigid rear frame, 3in. tyre.

3. Sprung rear frame (including guard and
carrier), 2^in. tyre.

The first was frankly rotten. It bumped me
atrociously. The toolbags demanded very meticulous

packing, which is a vast nuisance after an irritating

roadside stoppage. Any luggage stacked on the carrier

was apt to come adrift, unless secured by parasangs
of stout straps, hauled taut with a foot against the

carrier; no sane man would store any fragile luggage,

such as a camera, on such a platform.

The second machine was not a bad compromise.
Very rarely did my anatomy wince under ~a bad jolt

from the rear wheel, as the light car tyre was always
run soft, and swallowed up 80% of the average jar.

Luggage possessed fair adhesion to the unsprung
carrier. The toolbags ahvays did a modest jazz band
effect ; but if. the toolbag had been mounted where I

think it should be mounted (on top of the tank), I

should be tolerably satisfied with this layout. In

fact, I commend it as a very passable substitute for

rear springing, always provided the tools are shifted

to the tank top.

The third machine is teclmically perfect. I never

found that the rear mudguard picked up enough dirt

to foul the tyre, although I ride over far softer and
wetter roads than most of our readers, I agree with
" Chinook" that the wide clearance looks ugly when
the machine is unmounted ; I do not know that this

matters very much, My, sole criticism on this design

is that it chanced to be exceptionally heavy.
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Three Heroes.

Y postbag has brought claims from three motor
cyclists who have performed or approached the

feat of driving a pair of machines, which
proved too much for me personally. A Lisburn rider

has driven a Scott, leading a second machine, when
sent by a garage to fetch in a breakdown. A Barnsley

reader on one occasion pedalled a motor cycle four

miles whilst leading a push bicycle. I can only award
him a putty medal, because I judge that the push
bicycle had an open frame, and know that love

accounts for many vagaries
;
personally, I would rather

have broken off the engagement: Another hearty lad,

hailing from Thames Ditton, actually drove~" a 7 h.p.

Indian twelve miles with a passenger on the carrier

whilst leading a

23.4 h.p. Calthorpe-

Jap in free engine.

Who says England
is decadent, or that

anglers hold the

championship a s

. . . ? [Hush.
—Ed.]

Oil Storage on
Scott Machines.

V\Ry ILL some
V V genial cor-

respondent

send me shrewd
tips for (a) ascer-

taining how much
oil remains in the

reservoir tubes of a

Scott machine ? (b)

replenishing the
aforesaid tubes
rapidly? We all

regret that Scotts

are not competing
in the 1920 T.T.

—

their phenomenal
corner - work has
always been one
of the chief sen-

sations of the Manx
week ; but I shall

have a special reason for dogging them in the island

next year—I shall watch keenly to see how they do
their oil replenishments. If memory does not trick

me, they generally use a colossal syringe, the' beak
of which fits the i mm. hole in the filler spout just in

front of the saddle tube. If this is so, I shall wait

til! the Scott mtcaniciens ai'e craning their necks to

see their first string pass on his last lap—and -then I

shall slip their biggest syringe down the leg of my
trousers. That is, unless some kindly reader imparts

a wrinkle which can cure me of hankering for a T.T.
syringe.

Anyhow, I am now quite fed up with hearing each

globule of oil say "glug!" as it overcomes the air

resistance in the above mentioned lilliputian orifice.

At the same time it seems rather futile to desaddle the

machine every time it wants a lick of oil, but up to

the present I can think of nothing else.

Aviation Spirit.

SINCE I do not keep sidecars, and since the road

from my gate slopes gently downhill, I am
fortunately situated when a sticky engine has

to be started. A brief, push on middle gear is my
usual method, and it never fails, even on the heavy
petrol which economy compels most of us to use. A
friend of mine who has an 8 h.p. outfit, which he is

too lazy to maintain in perfect tune, obtains similar

facility by the aid of Aviation spirit. He bought one

can of this costly .680 stuff last autumn, and reserves

it strictly for use in his doping gun. His compression

i.s sloppy, his carbui-ation all over the shop, and his

ignition has lost its pristine fervour after several

thousand miles of work. But one squirt of the

Aviation spirit en-

sures a first time

X, THREE-WHEELERS start on the kicker,

AT SPEED '''"'^ ^^^ ''P ™'''y ^^

of interest to other

born-tireds.
<<^

T

A DUEL BETWEEN
A RACING

MORGAN AND A

SIDECAR.

If these types of vehicles are ever entered

spectacular cornering may be witnessed, as

Cornering,

HE opinion is''

advanced by
;

a correspond-

ent that success in 1

the T.T. is absolute i

proof that the road-
j

holding and steer-
j

ing qualities of a
j

machine are fault-
|

less,, since victory
j

hinges absolutely
|

on the number of j

seconds which can I

be savefl by taking
j

additional -risks on
I

the numerous cor-

ners with which the
j

course abounds. It i

follows, since the

Rudge won in 1914,1
that the Rudge (of!

which he is a de-
\

lighted owner) steers;

and corners better!

than anything elsei

on earth. This is cutlass reasoning. The first,'

essential in the T.T. is reliability: no machine I

which bothers its jockey en route can finish high upi

nowadays. The second is speed, and particularly that]

form of speed which we call acceleration; on a cor-j

nery course a machine which takes half a mile to*

" go mad " is useless. The third is cornering. Thei
fourth is a first-class jock : certain men would corne^

near victory on any of half a -dozen different makes.!
The fifth is well-organised depot work. You can|

lose more time on one clumsy replenishment than youi

can save on fifty corners. I daresay the Rudge is as

near as no matter invincible in rounding a bend ati

speed or passing another rider at 60 m.p.h. on ai

rough road. But my friend goes a millimetre^oo far

when he isolates ro<ad-holding and steering as the

dominant factors. Some of the best designs approach
each other very closely in those respects.

for a T.T. event ]n the Isle of Man, some
was the case during the last Grand Prix.
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OME=DAY TRIAL
W LAKI

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Author of "The Complete Mountaineer," "Motor Ways in Lakeland,^^

"Oil Alpitu Heights and British Crags," etc., etc.

THIS treacherous spring has made many motoring
plans "gang aft agley," especially in Lakeland,
where record rainfalls have been the nile. Thus,

with' the barometer bobbing up and down like a

new spnng frame on Honister, there seemed small

chance of the arrangements for a day amongst the

hills coming to fruition. However, just as it is darkest

before the dawn, so may it be dampest before the

drought, and three days and nights of sodden down-
pour culminated in a glorious morning of sunny
splendour. Under such conditions a large party of

I

northern enthusiasts foregathered in Keswick, intent

. on exploring and settling details of the route for the

I

one day trial—an open event which is to be the most
', important motiuing meet in Lakeland this year. The
;

date fixed is Saturday, July 17th. The A.C.U.
\
approved the idea, and, under the keenly practical

i

organisation of the Cumberland Motor Cycling Club,
• the trial will doubtless eclipse anything of the kind

)
ever held in the land of craggy peak and gleaming

^ waters. The world strife of the last five years has
: affected little this land of mountain peace, and, on
I the whole, compared with the rest of England, the

;
roads are in excellent condition, the by-roads being

i better than in pre-war days. -

!

Bound for a Notorious Hill.

Realising these details to the full, we set our faces

southwards from the Lakeland metropolis amidst a
goodly crowd of machines, mostly recent models.
Some were suitable, and some perchance unsuitable

for the work in hand, but there would ' be a keen
' pleasure in comparing their behaviour on mountain
roads with the doings of former times. Our main
objective was Blea Tarn Pass, for there was a certain

difference of opinion amongst the officials regarding
the inclusion of the notorious hill in the coming trial.

Above all this had to be settled, and other ideas of

the " ultra-freakites " required decision.

On perfect roads we mounted over Castlerigg, swung
down the depths of Naddle, and away past the larch-

hung shores of Tliirlmere, everytliing seeming strangely

spring-cleaned and fresh after weeks of downpour.
'Along the straights below Dunmail Raise dust even
began to appear amongst the clamorous motley of

• machines, and, seated comfortably in the leading

j

vehicle, one was thankful that special orders had been

,

given for all followers to keep behind the leader.

I

Former experience had taught that thus only could the
' party^ be kept together. Despite this, at Grasmere
\
:«rtain sections were missing. Later in the day, some

:

;
appeared at lunch time, others at tea, and one machine

' failed altogether to find the rest of the party.

Nearing the summit of Kirhstone Pass from Ambleside. The
well-known hill is in exceptionally gcod condition, and the machines

are seen on the steepest section of " the struggle
"—a gradient o.

1 in 4. The London-Edinburgh route includes this ascent.

Red Bank was the first real hill visited. With the

speedmen restrained in the narrow road by the leading

car, there was ample time to enjoy the slow., winding

approach through sunny glades, where primroses

gleamed lush in beechen shades, and graceful birches

dipped their emerald tassels over the mossy walls.

Then came the usual crush at the foot of the climb

;

but, after the camera man had discovered a stance, the

climbers sped upwards in strenuous bunches with the

sidecars well ahead. Red Bank appeared to have
almost lost its terrors for modern motor folk, and
every machine made a good ascent. Except for a few
stones on the final patch, the surface was super-

excellent for such a gradient, and amongst the sidecars

a new Matchless outfit made a capital show. A little

Clyno was specially fast on the lower sections, whilst,

thanks to skilful driving, a highly-geared Zenith sur-

prised the pessimists.

In the Land of the LaRe Poets.

With appetites whetted by success, there was slight

lingering on the crest of Red- Bank to enjoy that

glorious prospect over " Grasmere's peaceful vale."

Thus there was an amusing breakaway by the two-

wheelers, and soon we were speeding down the com-
plicated route into Langdale with lost riders emerging
from most unexpected side roads. However, in due
course most arrived at Skelwith Bridge, where the

climb began, and the growing noise below warned those

of us up above that the show was about to begin. Of
course, for the " old hand," Foolstep has lost much
of its grip, and T. Rutherford, ever to the fore on such

- B3
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Hill Hunting for a One-day Trial in Lakeland.—

occasions, showed how it should be done on a 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam. On his 3^ h.p. N.U.T. an almost too

speedy climb was made by T. Gibson, the captain

and trials secretary of the Cumberland Club. R.

Havnes, on a 4 h.p. Triumph, solved the problem

rather suddenly.

At the summit of Blea Tarn Pass with

A group of the successful riders who
Great

MAY 20th, ig2o.

the work in hand. Nevertheless, not all the others

managed the climb at the first attempt, and in any

trial, Foolstep, with its sudden, sharp turn revealing

a startUng opposing gradient, must be always a sporting

problem.

. Then came a quiet change in a delightful run up
the length of

whilst several

B.S.A.'s climbed

strongly ; and of

the small machines

a 2i'2 h.p. Clyno,

neatly piloted by

R. Pape , reached

the summit after

a midway swerve.

A 6 h.p. A.J.S.

sidecar, driven

by Capt. T. D.

Craig, climbed

steadily on the low

gear throughout,

and a new 8 h.p.

Matchless, in

charge of T.

Westmorland, and
carrying a very

active '.^ passenger,

also stuck well to

the lofty Langdale Pikes in the background,

reached thj top of this notorious Pass from
Langdale.

Langdale, through

the grey hamlet

of Chapel Stile,

and on into the

depths of the dale

with the cragg\

peaks of Pike
Stickle and Ham

;

son Stickle loom
\

ing
. ahead anc

gathering ii

grandeur on neare

approach. At th(

welcome Ne^
Hotel at Dungeoi
Ghyll, many los

units of the part

were reco\-ered

and at lunch tim

we had a wonder
ful exhibition

what can he don

On the lungsd ''
hair pins on Blea Tarn Pass. The 1920 Regent

machine mado a fine ascent The rough loose surface on a gradient

of 1 in 4i is well seen, whilst the Valley of Langdale lies below.

A pretty peep below Foolstep, near Skelwith Bridge. The

Sunbeam outfit came speedily up to the first comer, and after a

skilful gear change reached the summit at slow speed.

i
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A tough struggle on the steep -comers on Foolstep. The 1920 8 h.p. Matchless made a capital climb up the short but stiff hill which
will be included in the Lakeland One Day Trial. Tlie gradient is 1 in 3J.

at an out-of-the-world English inn when between thirty

and forty unexpected guests arrive.

It was noticed that many improvements have been
made to the road along Langdale, but these ended
completely at the foot of Blea Tarn Pass.

The double corners about a third of the full height

ofltie pass were obviously the crux of the climb, and
there we had a fine lookout over the scene of opera-
tions

.
Far below, the crowd gathered thickly on the

white ribbon of roadway through the green meadows.
Then, our signal being given, the roar of engines was
u ifted aloft, and three or four dark specks sped away
Irora the cro>wd and up towards the heights.

The B.S.A.^ ploughed powerfully upwards despite
lienig carried into the roughest surface, and Haynes
nil his 4 h.p. Triumph, in .avoiding the same course,
«tnt to the other extreme. He performed some
uiHiderful passing on big boulders and rocks which
lined die left-hand side of the roadway, but surmounted

boisterous bumping with no damage to his crank
An excellent route was picked by Pape on the

:le 2]/^ h.p. Clyno, which made one of the best

3 iscents of the day. After T. Storey on a 2:/^ h.p.
- A J S., and Huntrods on his 3^ h.p. Ariel three-speed
"' liad made tilings .lively for the spectators, the Match-

less was the first of the sidecars to make the attack.
The ascent of Capt. Craig's 6 h.p. A.J.S. outfit,

Irnen by
J-. J. Dias, would rank as the best per-

tiumance of the day on Blea Tanr Pass.

[1 Commendable Performances.
'ill Macdouald's Sunbeam combination, driven by T.

. Rutheriord, also reached the summit, and Gibson's

I

[jVUT. gave a decidedly good exhibition. A notice-
I able performance was that of Helder's new Regent

J
r machine, which is fitted with a 5-7 h.p. Cover-try

)
:

I
Victor engine and three-speed gear.

tl

y

Then the remaining machines turned down the valley

to Ambleside, and some of the mere spectators walked

over the crest of the pass, and regained the welcome
car, which had travelled round to the Little Langdale

side by Ullet Nest Hill.

After the reunion at Ambleside, the steep side of

Kirkstone Pass was climbed, on which were derelict

evidences that the Pass, with its long, steady gradi-

ents of I in 4^-^, has not lost its grip even for modern
motors.

Excellent Surfaces.

The well-known hill was in excellent condition

;

never in the writer's experience has the pass on both

sides possessed such excellent surfaces. During the

halt on the summit, dark clouds closed down over the

heights, and through mountain gloom the way to

Patterdale and Ullswater was followed until the only

bad piece of main road met with during the day was
encountered by the lake shore. Here the various con-

tingents parted company, and the westward-bound

travellers \yere chased homewards- over the wild and

desolate moors of Matterdale by a wind-driven

rainstorm.

Finally, it may be mentioned with certainty that

Blea Tarn Pass from Great Langdale will not be in-

cluded in the Lakeland One Day Trial. In fact, the

hills will be so selected that, after starting from Car-

lisle, two long non-stop runs, with midway lunch at

Keswick, can be made during the day. Kirkstone

will be climbed from both' sides, and some new hills

in Little Langdale will very likely be used in the

approach to Blea Tarn Pass from the eastward side.

The descent of the steep side would be an innovation

in any trial. In northern Lakeland some new inclines

may be included, as well as Whinlatter Pass and

Buttermere Hause.
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A COUPLE of cycle car patents open
the present series. Capt. Viner and
A. H. C!olley have devised a novel

transmission, which embodies a really

ingenious substitute for a differential axle.

=M
Capt. J. B. Viner

and A. H. Colley's

cycle car.

As the diagram indicates, the first item
of the drive is by friction discs. From
the shaft which carries the driven disc

a flat belt runs to two countershafts
mounted in alignment. The front belt

pulley is wide, and each countershaft
carries a narrow pulley ; thus, the belt
naay either drive both countershafts
simultaneously or each countershaft
separately. ' The belt striking gear is

automatically operated by the steering
gear {e.g., by a chain or'small belt), so
that only the off side countershaft is driven
wi»n the machine is rounding a curve.

The final drive from each
countershaft to the solid
back axle is by chain and

sprockets. This system is

naturally superior to the
familiar method of driving
one wheel only. The pro-

verbial weakness of friction-cum-belt

drives does not arise, as the top gear

reduction is obtained via the chains and
sprockets. I understand that the patentees

are willing to negotiate with manufactmevs.

b5

Mr. G. H. Jones protects a very cheap,
light, and sturdy form of solid back
axle, devised principally in the interests

of belt-driven cycle cars with central
drive. The triangulation of the radius

and tie-rods deserves
attention, as also the
strut which links these
four rods together,
and serves as the
mounting for a brake
shoe working in the
pulley groove.

An Enclosed Motor
Cycle.

ilr. E. C. F. Oakley
is a stranger to me,
but, by applying the
methods of Sherlock
Holmes, I deduce that
he is an elderly engi-
neer with a poor cir-

culation, w ho is
anxious to retire from
business on a com-
petency at an early
date. He is trying to

secure a master patent
on the type of motor cycle which we all

dream of, but which none of us have
yet seen. In other words, he has de-

vised a broad specification of a boat-
shaped motor bicycle in which the frame

_ is integral with a
streamlined body.
Such a machine
affords complete pro-
tection from the
weather, and can be
hosed clean in a few
minutes after a
London • Exeter run
without recourse to a

ho'^, a bristle brush,
and a bathful of
paraffin. The patentee
is prepared to make
the main structure of

wood, of channel
steel, or pressed steel.

The streamlined cover-

ing will vary between
plywood, aeroplane
fabric, sheet alu-

minium, and steel

pressings, and the con-

struction of the in-

ternal cross members
must, of course, vary
according as the ex-

ternal skin adds strength to the strufcture

or demands support from it. Small trail-

ing wheels are suggested as the means of

propping the machine when stationary. It

is common knowledge that such a motor
bicycle will arouse tremendous interest as

soon as it is commercially produced at a

reasonable price and weight. It could
undoubtedly sweep the board so far as

utilitarian bad weather riding is c
cerned. I hope Mr. Oakley will go ahe;

and in the name of many much-endui-i

mudlarkers with cold feet I wish h i

luck.

E. C. F. Oakley's enclosed motor cycle.

No. 135,907. 29/11/18.

Mr. H. Taylor, of Penrith, has protec !

a new version of the so-called "flov -

pot " system of friction drive, which h
other forms has already figured, I belli

|,

on a Mead and Deakin cycle car, and p
the very early days, on a motor bicy

the name of which I have forgotten,

gear is distinctly ingenious, and embo
several technical advantages. The
wheel forms the driving member, amis
conically bored out from Sin. diamete ft

the front to 18in. diameter at the

The boring is taper except for the kt

inch or two towards the rear, where/) jis

parallel. The driven disc is of sin iv

contour tapered towards the front, id

parallel at the rear. The driven dis is

keyed to the propeller-shaft, and thei is

a reduction of about 12 to 1 at the b ^1

gears in the back axle. On iKittom jiir

the tapered portions of the two " flo ir-

pot discs" jam into each other, an a

direct drive of the ordinary friction cli'h

type is given. As the gear is raised le

-driven disc is withdrawn from the iv-

wheel, and a peculiar mounting cr le

permits the driven taper to make rol is

contact with the taper in the ilywl '1.

H. Taylor's variable gear. No. 1 3 1 ,43

16/8/18.

For top gear the parallel part of

driven disc is put in contact with

parallel bore of the flywheel. The di|

gives direct drive on bottom gear, abf.i

of end thrust on top gear, and practiul

eliminates the "rubbing action"!;
countered when a widefaced flat d

set at right angles to another flat

The cradle, telescopic propeller-shaft,

universal joints, which permits the dr

shaft to assume the necessary an,

positions, are not undnly comple:

costly to make. I wonder, howl
if a flywheel 18in. wide can be I

sufficiently strong at a reasonable well'

M
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Roller Bearing Crankshaft.

3f the inaUins uf .niiikshiifls (here is

eiul. Whoii (iiiuivillo Uradshaw
tentt'd Ins I'oUt'i' boiiriiif; sliiifl, iu which

5 conroiis woi'o thivadcd over the

ink, and the rollera woro located in

0. rKte by split coUais, he probably

ped to secure a master patent. But

D. A. Pearson's crankshaft and bearings.

No. 134,970. 23/11/18.

nost every month produces some fresh

ain wave on broadly similar lines. For

ample, Mr. D. A. Pearson attains a

ry narrow crank pin indeed. Like

r. Bradshaw, he threads his banjo

nrods into position ; but he dispenses

th split collars by drilling a hole in one

le of the crank, through which the

Hers are poked into position. If

unterweight* are used, one of them is

vde detachable, to permit the conrod

be threaded over the crank. The hole

sealed by a screwed plug, which is

;ked by a split pin.

"Vermicular" Construction.

The critics who consider the average

20 machine too conventional will make
such complaint of the new frame pro-

cted by Mil. Goudard and Jlennesson,

Neuilly. It combines the 'American
ition of good production qualities with
1 ugliness which America at its worst
s never surpassed. As the drawing
dicates, the frame is constructed of a
igle tube of large diameter, which also

rms the fuel tank. A luggage carrier

,d footplates are supported on the hori-

ntal portion of the frame amidships.
1st in front of the back wheel the single

be is tw'ice bent at right angles to clear

e wheel, which possesses a " live " stub
;le, carried by suitable bearings, and
iven by the engine. The latter is

cured by stirrup irons to the single tube
the frame. Astern of the back axle,

e single tuhe is bent upwards at an

angle, and the saddle in mounted on a
horizontal piti eapportod by the end of

the tube. As the engine is mounted out
of the centre on the off side, the rider is

seated out of centre on the near aide

;

but the inveutors have made no attempt
to balance the total weight between the
wheels, though most of it is inside the
wheelbase.

An "Asperity" Damper.

I approach the ne.Nt item, protected

by Messrs. Alldays and Onions in con-

junction with A. H. Johnson, with great

prejudices in its favour. The preamble

to the technical description employs a

delicious Tudoresque phrase which no
journalist can resist, for it speaks of

the "asperities" of the road : no
reference to the Kingston police is

intended. The main idea of the fork is

to keep the axis of the hub as nearly .as

possible in a line with the axis of the

steering head. This
is a c h i e V a-d by
mounting a rigid

girder fork slightly

in advance of the

steering head axis,

and carrying the

wheel spindle in

two short
pivoted levers

trailing behind

H. F. S. Morgan's chain adjustment.

No. 133,789. 28/11/18.

tion is adopted, the brake lever supports

will be provided with an equivalent ad-

justment, consisting of a slot-and-nut

mounting.

Sidecar Wheel Spring.

Mr. J. Goulding, an Australian rider,

propounds an adjustably sprung .sidecar

wheel. He uses two-point suspension for

the sidecar chas.sis, the front connection

being rigid, whilst the rear fixing takes

the form of a horizontal hinge. The axle

of the sidecar wheel is carried by a half-

elliptic spring, secured to a pillar at its

front end, while the rear end is at(;ached

to a pivoted vertical link. This link is

drilled with a number of holes, and the

suspension is adjusted by shifting the

spring pin from hole to hole according to

the load in use. A second pack of springs

Alldays and Onions and

A. H. Johnson's spring

fork. No. 133,532.

30/11/18.

the lower ends of the
girder fork. The radial

motion of these levers

is damped by tension

and compression springs,

as shown, the lower
springs being suitably

encased. The fork is not pretty, as

illustrated, but it should give excellent

steering and insulation.

A Morgan Device.

H. F. S. Morgan, of Runabout fame,
protects a simple method of chain ad-
justment. As the sketch suggests, the
bearings are carried in short arms pivoted
to the frame. The radial position of the
arms (and therefore the chain tension)

is controlled by a threaded bolt, threaded
lug, and locknut. Where this construc-

J. Goulding's sprung sidecar wheel.

No. 134,981. 27/11/18.

completes a full elliptic, the upper half

serving to carry the sidecar body. The
upper half-elliptic is attached at its

forward end to the pillar, and is shackled

to the link at its rear end. The inner

side of the body is supported on a second
full elliptic spring, mounted on the side-

car chassis in the usual way.

A Lady's Invention.

Mary Parker, of Lancaster, has pro-

tected a neat little handle-bar muff, which
can be attached to the grips without the

use of tools. A spring clip of the C

M. Goudard and M. Mennesson's tubular frame. No. 135,367. 17/1/19.

^ Mary E. Parker's handle-bar muff.

No. 132,962. 2/1/19.

type forms the means of attachment.

This clip is riveted to a flanged ring

carrying the frame and fur muff. The
inner end of the muff is formed from a

rubber disc.
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First Annual Speed Contest of (he Edinburgh
and District M.C.

A Well-organised Trial that attracted Considerable Public Interest.

VERY considerable interest was roused
by the first annual speed contest of

the Edinburgh and District Motor
Club. This took place at Lang Wang--
over an undulating_ course of 765 yards.
There must have been at least 1,000
spectators present, and tlie marshals
had no little difficulty in controlling the
congested traffic which lined the road for
several hundred yards behind the start-

ing point.

It is rather surprising that while such
events draw these huge gatherings of

motor, cyclists mounted on apparently
"hot-stuff" machines of every type, such
a small percentage ever think of support-
ing the pastime by actually participating,

with the result that the amateur classe's

are usually deadly dull compared with the
open events.

The contest was successfully handled,
though it certainly seems that the very
able Edinburgh committee delight in

choosing the bleakest spots in all their

bleak hills for these somewhat draughty
pTOceedings !

/ The scooter classes did not materialise,
but the open lightweight class for

machines not exceetfing 360 c.c. was well

patronised. That A. H. and J. R.
Alexander would put up the fastest times
was a foregone conclusion, as their 2|
Douglas machines were in fine order for

such an event. The former rider com-
pleted .the course in 33s., beating his

brother by Is. H. M. Batten mounted
on a 2| h.p. Yerus-Blackburne, was third
on the list at 38s.

In the amateur event for machines of

the s:inie size H. M. Batten was fastest

in the class by 3s., his time being exa(

as before ; while W. Alexander (2| A.J
claimed second- place, the remain

- amateurs being several seconds slov

The exceptionally strong head w
tried these small machines sorely.

In the 351 to 600 c.c. class, Cunni
ham, mounted on an overhead valve
Douglas, enlivened the proceedings
burring through the long lines of spe

tors in 28-^-s., and there was much sp<

lation as to whether Claude Duncan
Norton), who did so well in the Redst
Rig hill-climb, would beat this. Consii

-able excitement was manifested w
Dmican was twice sent back owing to

failure of the electrical apparatus
register his time. On the third atten

however, the stop watch showed a reac

ol 27 ? .seconds— the fastest in the cl

R. Fairley (7-9 Excelsior), who was beaten

by isec. by R. Boyack.

R, Boyack on an o.h v. racing Bat -Jap. He
made fastest time of the day.

Claude Duncan (3i Norton), who won the

'

amateur class.
[,
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Midlothian Speed Event.—

ollit'i- linios wortliy of uoio were

:

.Snwciv (Norton) 30
Vikmn, Sniilh (A. B.C.) 30

, III I'lll (Norton) 32.4
-I I "H (A. B.C.) 33

M.,,1,1,11 (Rovor) 36.6

II tins and a succeeding class AiUmaii
liMi was coiifiiied lo tli<> use of his two
iT gears, owiug to sonie mishap to the
;her ratios, so liis performance was
itly excellent, the bun- of the little

posed twin being truly refreshing to

en t«.

llle solo event up to 1,000 c.c. (open)
s naturally the most impressive of the

V, and it was particularly gratifying to

etlie keen enthusiasm of the spectators.

e times were

:

21.8

Ceo. Criuton ( lliiili-yDiividson)' ..'. 22.4
A. 11. AlcxiUHltT fln.liiin) 23.4
IlodniT Macrau (lliirli'y Davidson) ... 28.8
A. Lindsay (Uoading-Standardk,^--::: 30.4
Aikmiin Smitli (A.B.C.) ZZ ... 33

Boyack and Fairley crossed the line at
a very high speed, and overshot the steep
rise with which the course terrain.ated,

while nervous spectators were somewhat
horrified at the "speed wobble" that in

each case took possession of their steer-
ing instantly the throttles were closed.
Boyack was evidently out to establish
fastest time of the day, and his perform-
ances are certainly very fine for an
amateur ridei', while Fairley is a most
promising youug speed man.
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One of Macrae's compression Uip.i jrillcd

open, and- A. Jjindsay was riding an

almost new machine taken from stock.

The tie between Boyack and Fairley

was ne.xt run off, tlieir times beinji

Boyack 22.2s. and Fairley 22.4s., so Ih.il

Boyack won by .2 second, truly a niirrow

margin ! The two returned to the starlir

amidst the cheer.s of the spectators.

In the unlimited sidecars, Geo. Grinton
(ll,ulcy-l)ii vidl^<ln) appears to have won
easily, his lirne being 31.48. Fred Hutchi-
son, the club secretary, riding an Indian,

secured an honourable second place by
achieving the end in 33.4s., R. Macrae
being 36.0 and .7. Alexander 37.6, while

the remainiiig competitors were consider-

ably slower.

A SCAVENGING TWO-STROKE.
Pis(on Rings and Carburetter Eliminated in an Original Design.

'HE engine we illustrate was designed
-by Capt. R. A. Williams, R.E., of

6, Ihirliiigton Road, Dublin, whilst
Active Service in France. The primary
ject was to obtain iu the two-stroke
it efticieiicy and petrol economy that is

lally associated with the four-stroke
{ine,

)ne of the chief reasons of the lower
U'mal eJticieney of the two-stroke, as
npared with the four-stroke engine, is

it the exhaust is imperfectly carried

; before tlie incoming gases are forced
the cylinder. Tne result is that

ne amount of the burnt gas remains
lind, and also a certain proportion of

! fresh mixture is swept out with the
laust.

in large stationary two-stroke engines
s difficulty is overcome by "scaveng-
;'' the cylinder with cold air inimedi-
:ly after the exhaust ports have been
Mied, leaving the cylinder free of burnt
es before the exhaust ports finally close
d the gas inlets beo^in to open. A
lilar prmciple is applied to the engine
3er review.

Ports in Crankshaft.

To understand the construction of the
;ine it is advisable to study the cycle
operations. On the upstroke of the
toil air alone is sucked into the crank
imber i-ia a port, and a hollow shaft.

rotation of the shaft closes this port
soon as the piston begins to descend,
upressiug the air now contained in the
.Ilk chamber. When the air in the
imber is at about 75% of full compres-
n, a very small- percentage of it is

Dwed to pass into the fuel pipe through
i hollow crankshaft, and a small port
the crankshaft bearing. This raises

'. pressure of the petrol contained in the
le ready to inject the fuel into the
Under on the uncovering of the inlet
rt.

N'ear the end of the exhaust stroke the
ie exhaust port is uncovered, and allows
! burnt gases to exhaust to atmosphere,
little further on (three millimetres) the
fee-part inlet port begins to open. The
it part of the port allows a blast of air
"»e from the ci-ank chamber to pass
o the cylinder to form a cushion or
er of air before the second part of the
rt, leading from the petrol pipe, is
covered. At this point the petrol

supply is sprayed mto the cylinder past
the variable aperture needle valve, and
the third part of the port is exposed,
allowing the air remaining in the crank
case to sweep the petrol cloud over the
hot spot piston deflector into the body of
the cylinder.

Pressure-Jed Fuel.

It is intended that the main fuel supply
be kept in a tank under a pressure of

about 6 lb. per square inch by means of a
small hand pump, to be operated as
required. The fuel flows from the tank,
past a non-return ball valve into the
barrel containing the needle valve, where
it is compressed and finally forced into

the cylinder at the right moment as
already described.
Arrangements are now being made to

build a three-cylinder engine of this type,
and two tyjes of piston are to be used

—

the ordinary ring type and a new design
of ringless piston, as shown in the illus-

tration, la view of the interest that has

been shown in the "obturator," this

new piston will prove interesting when
the results of the tests are available. It will

be noted that the piston consists of two
very light steel cups partially filled with

aluminium pieces and bolted back to back

by a steel piece carrying the gudgeon
pin. The steel cups are split vertically

in such a way that the explosion and
pressure of the gases are utilised to

expand them. As the pressure of the

gas decreases with the movement of the

piston, it is claimed that the pressure of

the cups against the cylinder wall de-

creases and so reduces the wall friction

at the period when the piston is moving
at its high speeds.

The engine shown has a bore and stroke

of 70 and 90 mm. respectively, and, we
are informed, develops 3^ h.p. at 1,500

r.p.m.

It is perhaps unnecessary to state that

the design is fully covered by patents.

A TWO-
STROKE
lO
DEVELOP

^ H.P. AT
T,500 R.P.M.

Williams's patent two-stroke engine, showing the unique construction ot the ringless

piston. Insets : (1) Section through the transfer and exhaust ports (2) Non-return valve
and jet passage. (3) The inlet port arrangement in the crankshaft The small port
conveys compressed air to the jet.



Some New Records. The Latest in Sidecars. The Ace being Tested. 1920 Excelsioij

now Blue. A V Four-cylinder Machine. i

THAT venerable old gentleman, name
o' Father Time, he of the flowing
robe, chin adornment and the grass

cutter, has of late been treated in a rough
and unseemly manner by motor cyclists

here. These more-or-less-United States
may be dry, but the fact does not keep
an internal combustion engine from
functioning. Every event this season oir

track or road has resulted in a battering
of the former record.

The crowning achievement in these wild
bursts o't speed is the amazing times hung-
up by Gene Walker, who, - Indian
mounted, covered a kilometre in 19.32s.,

or at the rate of 115.79 m.p.h. Walker
continued down the shingle and passed
the mile mark at 31.53s., which works
out to 114.18 m.p.h.
This wonderful time was accomplished

on April 14th, 1920, at Daytona Beach,
Florida. Walker rode a 1,000 c.c. eight-

valve twin, and his ride was supervised
by A. A. A. officials. The officials are

efficient men, and the electric timer has
been cei'tified for accuracy by the U.S.
Naval Observatory. All rules regarding
the running of record trials as laid dowrT
by the F.I.CM. and the A.C.U. were
complied with, and on confirmation by
the former body the marks will stand
as world's records.

Times with Standard Types.

A few more times made during the
.tests will possibly interest British riders.

For instance. Walker, riding a 1,000 c.c.

side-by-side valve Indian, similar in

design to the road motors of the Hendee
Co., reeled off a kilometre in 21.54s., a
mile in 34.63s., two miles in 69.71s., and
five miles in 3m. 4.7s. This makes a
world's record for this type of engine,
for the mile was ridden at the rate of

103.95 m.p.h., and by a coincidence was
.57 m.p.h. faster than the kilometre was
rolled. Heretofore riders have talked
themselves black in the face praising the
relative merits of inlet over exhaust and
side-by-side valves. It looks as though
side-by-siders would have a good argu-
ment from now on, especially when speed
is mentioned.

Single-cylinder Speeds.

With a four-valve single-cylinder motor
of 500 c.c. displacement Walker moved
the world's records for this class up
about ten notches. He whizzed past the
kilometre mark in 25.08s. (89.19 m.p.h.),
tore by the mile post in 41.553. (86.64
m.p.h.)

; two miles were over in Im.
23.03s., and five in 3m. 30.11s.

Harley-Davidson started this speed
festival back in February of this year,
when they seiit a full crew of racing
men and officials to Daytona to set up
a lot of new marks. At that time, Leslie
Parkhurst rode a kilometre in 21.55s.,
a mile in 34.89s., and the two and five

miles in Im. 11.51s. and 2m. 59.89s.
respectively. All this with a 1,000 c.c.

eight-valve Harley-Davidson. Jliiding a
pocket-valve machine of the same make,
Parkhurst rolled the distances as follows :

21.75s., 36.34s., Im. 15.47s.; no five-mile
mark made at that time. With a four-
valve single Harley-Davidson 79.48 m.p.h.
was attained. All of these solo records
were shattered, and it is only in the side-

car events that Harley-Davidson clings
to their February attempts. These are
as follow : kilometre 27.30s., mile 43.83s.,
two miles Im. 25.69s., five miles 3m.
34.52s.

The Harley-Davidson Co. has just
announced a new model sidecar. It has
a swelling at the back of the body that
wQl hold a lot of rainy day gear and
spares, that are needed on long trips.

The body has streamline effect, with no
sidecar door. A step attached to the
body is the means of entering the sidecar.

The Flexicar folks have used the same
idea, with more attention to graceful lines.

The newcomer to American motor cycle
ranks, the Ace, is now being road tested
by its designer, W. G. Henderson. One
passed through Newark last week on a

long test that. was successful, and the

designer will go ahead with produci

fifty new motor cycles being the plai

output for the month of May.
After much delay, the 1920 Exce

has reached the delivery stage. The
machine is a good-looking outfit,

.

sober Royal blue enamel, wonderi
wide mudguards, and a sturdy front
that is an adaptation of the old Hende
fork. It is a caster type, with 1

recoil spring mounted in front of

head of the motor cycle. The 27 x^
t^yres (which are oversize 25x3in. t

give plenty of wheel clearance.

Adopting 26in. Wheels.

26in. wheels are standard equipmen
the Excelsior, Henderson, Clevel:

Ace. Ihdjan Scout, and Sports Hai
only the large motors made b}' Hai
Davidson, Reading-Standard, and Ini

sticking to the 28in. sizes. That 2

wheels will be popular with riders of

large motors is evident ; already n:

riders have equipped their machines i

the smaller wheels, although it cuts i

'clearance down by an inch, making tr

over rough roads a dangerous procet
without a motor base protector.

Harley-Davidson are about to annoi
electrical -equipment for their Sp
model. It is understood that a gener;

of their own manufacture will be usee

A successful four-cylinder Vee nn
cycle engi;ie has been designed and tee

out by its inventors in Hartford, Cc
E. B. HOLTOJ

The machme depicted is the Milito

which has a four-cylmder engine, sha

drive, three speeds and reverse, artillei

heels, and car type springing. Tl
sidecar accommodates two passehgei

ta^^ered seats

b
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Seleciion of New Ace;

AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

A five-minute vulcaniser, showing one of

the " cartridges " in position

C L workshop stand

^.—"BW?*^

The Coventry Ideal pillion seat, with

back rest, which sells at 50s.

The Canoelet spring L. and K. 10/6

footboard. automatic blow lamp

The Coy mudshield on a Douglas

issories and Olher Kems of Interest (o Mo(or Cyclisfs.

PROn.'VBLV no other field attracts bo
nuiiiy (IcKJi^iicrs and makers of acces-
siiiirs ,is lliat of the motor cycle.

Every wcci; srrs now ideas and new goods
submitted for judgment and review, and
we are able to deal with only a portion
of them. This week's .selection, among
other tliiii-.s of inUM'.vsl, in.liides a n.seful

little accrssorv known as (he Kirst Aid
Rlechanic. or F.A.iM. It is a ronibiniition

of nuts, bolts, and bars which can be
used in a variety of ways for temporary
repairs. The first day we carried it we
found a use for it in holding together
the broken ends of a mudguard stay. Its
uses are too numerous to mention, and
\\ e .recommend motoi' 0}'clists to send to

the makers, B. Young and Co., Leek
.Street, Birmingham, for particulars. The
price is 3s.

W. E. Coy, of 7, Gloucester Road,
Kingston Hill, Surrey, has designed a
mudshield which brings the conventional
type of motor cycle one step nearer the
ideal on the point of cleanliness. The
guard is cut from a single sheet of
metal, which can be readily shaped to

suit all the better known makes of

machines. It extends from the head
downwards, and then round to the foot-

boards. A circular aperture in the centre

allows air to reach the engine.

E. R, Wmtle, the Midland competition
rider, whose Stirling legshields were re-

viewed a short while back, is now market-
ing a bucket seat for the pillion. It is

sprung on volute springs carried on
sliding spindles, and small coil springs
are also fitted to prevent undue move-
ment wdien the seat is not occupied. It

is made in two sizes (for adults and
children respectively), is well upholstered,
and is enamelled to match the machine.
The price is 50s., and the makers are the
Highgate Motor Co., 6,, Highgate Road,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
Another pillion seat which has a back-

rest is the latest model of the Ideal seat,

made by the Coventry Ideal Pillion Co.,

St. Michael's Road, Stoke, Coventry.
I'he illustration is self-explanatory, it

only being necessary to point out that the

back rest is secured to the sprung part

of the attachment.
Amateur mechanics will be interested

in the several tool stands and work
benches now . on the market. Two are

illustrated, of which the St. Giles is of

wood and is collapsible, folding into a
compact form for storage. The bench
illustrated has no fewer than thirty tools,

including grinder and vice. The dimen-
sions are 3ft. 6in.xlft. 9in. x2ft. Sin.

high, and the price is £17 17s., complete
with four tubular steel legs and undershelf.

The makers are St. Giles Engineering
Works, Northampton. The other bench
illustrated is- of metal and is on small

wheels, the idea being that the bench
may be taken to the job instead of con-

veying heavy parts to the bench, a point

which will make an appeal to garages and
workshops. The size is 24in.x24in.x
30in. high, weight 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lb.,

and the price £5 12s. 6d. It 'is made by
the Progressive Engineering Co., Ltd.,

of Leicester, Denton, and 40, Brazennose
Street, Manchester. Pidcock's handle-bar grip.

The F.A.M. (First

Aid Mechanic), a

useful accessory to

execute temporary

repairs. The Cearus tube carrier
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C.L. pillion seat, which has adjustable

springing.

The C. P. Preston Co., of 112, High
Holborn, W.C.I, introduces a gauzeless

filter, which has been demonstrated to us,

proving that it effectively traps water
and foreign matter in the petrol supply
system.

Still another pillion attachment is the
C.L., a speciality, of C. Lamb, 32,

Edmund Road, Saltley, Birmingham. It

has adjustable springing, and it is claimed
that side sway is eliminated. The price

is 45s.

A " five:minute " vulcaniser, of a size

suitable for the toolbag, is the Shaler,

an American product with which J. R.
Cran of Dingwall is specialising. The
12s. 6d. outfit includes vulcaniser, si.x

round and six oblong patches, each of

which consists of a metal cartridge which
is clamped over the puncture, lighted,

and, it is said, in five minutes the car-

tridge may be removed, leaving the patch
properly vulcanised to the tube.

The T.H.M. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

of 2-13, Rosemont Road, Hampstead,
N.W.3, submit a pair of neat footrests

with rubber pads, which they ai'e mar-
keting at 8s. 9d. per pair retail. The
body is of aluminium die cast with a
thick rubber pad of good quality.

L. and K. soldering paste is something
many motor cyclists would carry in their

toolbags if. they knew its properties.

It is sold in small tubes at 2s. 6d., and
can be used for soldering such things

as wire ends and leaking tanks. Inci-

dentally, as an feperime*., we firmly

joined together two drawing pins with
the aid of a match. It is made by Liver-

more and Knight, Ltd., 180, Fleet Street,

E.G. 4, who also market an automatic
blow lamp for 10s. 6d. Its size is

6x2xl3in. Both these specialities should
become popular with competitors in long-

distance trials.

J. Collyer and Co., of 133, Hockley
Hill, Birmirigham, send particulars of

MAY 20th, ig2i.^_

Legshields on the Venetian blind principle

made by Col'yers. of Birmingham.

The T.H.M. rubber covered footrest.

A petrol economiser made by the

Atomiser Co.

their legshields, which are made on the

Venetian blind principle. Aluminium
slats are mounted in a light steel frame
and are capable of being fixed at will

either in the open or closed position,

providing protection in wet weather and.

T he Giusti petrol filter. The arrows in
|

lower illustration indicate the flow of pet I

in the summer, permitting air to b(

fleeted on to the engine.
One of the illustrations depic

petrol economiser introduced by
Atomiser Co., East Boldon, Dur
Within the jet is fixed a spiral, whic
is claimed, breaks up the spirit

imparts to it a left-hand whirling mc
Stationary air vanes placed in the

orifice, it is said, give the air a i

hand spin, and as a consequence of
'

two movements ths fuel is thoroi

broken up and well mixed with the

Those sidecar passengers who had
the need for a spring footrest in

nose of the sidecar will be interest(

the device now offered as an extr

i\Iessrs. Mead and Deakin, the man
turers of Canoelet sidecars. It coi

of a light board, with heel piece, v

is supported by two flat steel sprin

G. J. Moulder, 23, Arlington I

Regent's Park, N.W.I, will shortly i

duce a twist grip control which wi
made in various sizes to suit Bi

machines. The construction is sir

and can be fitted easily to ^ any stan

handle-bar. A circular box is p!

over the open end of the handle-bar
is held in any convenient position

split collar. The illustration rende
long description unnecessary.

An aluminium spare tube case foi

handle-bar is introduced by P. L. Ce;

8, Plaistow Park Road, Plaistow, 1

Both the container and the lid are

minium spinnings, which are clar

together by a central bolt with butt

nut. It is attached to the handle-ba

a clip, and an orifice allows the vah
protrude. A rubber sleeve over

spindle is inserted to prevent chafir^

A NEAT SPRING FRAME DESIGN.
The Patent of a D.R. which embodies Leaf or Coil Springs.

ALL spring frames are not conspicuous
for their neatness; in fact, quite a

large number of preliminary designs
are the reverse. The design iHustrated,
however, presents a good appearance, and
embodies sound mechanical principles.

It will be seen that the wheel is carried

at the end of two extensions of a tubular
loop, which passes round the front of the
wheel below the rigid " chain " stay.

At the pivotal ends of this loop there

are substantial cup and cone bearings
wdiich are adjustable, and just forward
of the bearings saddles are provided for

the butt ends of two flat quarter-elliptic

springs, which are shackled at their outer

ends.

Rear wheel springing of the Willoughby

patent frame.

This design permits a. neat consll

tion, which may be applied also tojhe

sidecar wheel.
^

Another form of the invention embcles

coil springs and a rubber " snublf

"

between the stays and the inner env"'

the loop.
^

1

The designs are the subject of patfts

taken out by Mr. N. D. Willoughbj|of

12, Mosley Street, Manchester,
incidentally, is a disabled D.R.
We understand that he is prepare<|to

negotiate with any manufacturers
may be interested.

ho

I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A MAGNETO TIP.

Sir,— If any of your readers are suddenly aggravated with

a pliiok-ii|> uuigneto rocker-arni. and are in too much of

a hurry to free it permanently, this wrinkle may help,

.ttiougli I don't for a moment suppose it is original. Plate

a small piece of rubber behind the rocker-arm. This will

force the points together when they should close, at the

same time being resilient enough to allow them to open.
-Quetta, Baluchistan. C.H.C.

FOVR-CYLINDER ENGINES.
Sir,— It is with feelings of astonishment that I read

" Ixion's " remarks in JIarch 18th issue of T/ie Motor Cycle
regarding the cost and complication of the four-cylinder

machine.

In my opinion the four-cylinder engine is far more simple
for even the novice to understand and keep in tune than
any V twin (or flat twin for that matter), is quite as cheap
to make, and cannot be equalled for economy in running.
Can " I.xion " name any V or Hat twin of over 3^ h.p., or

any single of over 4 h.p., which will give 70 m.p.g. Jiauling

a heavy sidecar? I can personally show him at least two
four-cvlinder engines w-hich have done this repeatedly, and
each is over 1,000 e.c. W. ARTHUR LONG.

GOOD SERVICE.
Sir,—In these times of high prices and delay in repair

work, it is a pleasure to bring before the readers of The
Motor Cycle the courteous and generous treatment received

by me from Messrs.' Smith and Sons (JI.A.), Ltd.
My speedometer required overhauling and replacements,

so I forwarded it to the makers, asking them please to

overhaul and replace parts.

For this repair I e.^pected a .somewhat formidable bill,

but imagine my pleasant surprise when, within a fort-

night, my speedometer was rettirned to me, overhauled and
fitted with a new cable outer casing and gear box, and a

note stating the repairs were free of charge.

T. C. BAUMFIELD.
RACING.

Sir,—Now that the old motor competitions are coming into
their own again, and the T.T. is being revived, the question
crops up on all sides, "Does racing help the motor trade?"
And the answer comes back every time, " No !

"

Racing appeals to the sensation-loving public, but it goes
no further. The fact that a certain motor bicycle covered so

many laps in so many seconds does not say the stock model
of the same make will be best for ordinary road wear. The
only outsiders who seem to be interested in these r£(ces are
the black-as-ink maniacs who simply ride motor bicycles to
bite, and the filberts who " tap pater for a two-stroke " and
ride about rtith racing helmets on. Tlie real buyers—the
business men—look on race results with little or no interest.

Reliability, not spurts, please. SYDNEY DU ROSE.

PETROL ECONOMY.
Sir,—In a recent issue of TJie Motor Ci/rle I read a letter

signed by Mr. T. E. Smith re petrol economy, but I fail

to see where the economy comes in.

Perhaps the following will interest some motor cyclists

and motor car owners, as regards economy, but not efficiency.

My machine is a 6 to 8 h.p. Precision engined (fitted with
special atomising valves) motor cycle and large sized wicker

sidecar; total weight of combination about 300 lb., weight
of myself and two passengers (wife and boy) about 27 stone,

and my last year's mileage works out at SO m.'p.r]. for

all distances, long and short.

One special test I made was of 1S6 inihn, partly in

drizzling rain, and the consumption was one and a half
gallon of benzole, which I consider fair, still not efficient.

During the winter I overhauled my machine and fitted a

hot air arrangement, and fronr a trial run which I had in

bad weather 1 am expecting better results than the above.
I may mention that the machine is fitted with a Stewart

speedometer, also a very old Amac carburetter. J.S.C.
Liverpool.

FOOT-OPERATED GEAR CHANGE.
Sir,—As a reader of your valuable columns, I should

like to raise the question of foot controlled gear change
appliances. The only examples I know of on the market
at present are the Sturmey-Archer gear boxes up to the

1919 nrodel. The gear change lever on these can be adjusted
to be worked by either hand or foot. Unfortunately the
lattst type of ti.-s make is designed to work by hand only.

I pan safely say that 90% of the D.R.'s who rode Triumphs
during the war used the foot "for changing gear.

The result is always a much quieter change, and con-
sequently less shock to both engine and transmission. For
example, when changing up, the clutch can be disengaged
with one hand, the throttle slightly closed with the other,
and at the same time the gear change lever can be moved
with the foot.

Another point- in favour is that the hands can be kept
on the bars the whole time, which is a considerable advan-
tage when riding solo, or with pillion passenger, over
" greasy " roads.
What do other readers think about this ? SIGNALS.
Manchester.

STARTING TIPS:
Sir,—May I refer briefly to your correspondent

"C.B.M-B.'s" remarks, in your issue for May 5th, on
starting a B.S.A. ';

He recommends that the engine should invariably be
primed, and that the B.S.A. carburetter, with its variable
jet should be replaced by one not so fitted. I have ridden a
B.S.A. all the year round, and find that priming is totally

unnecessary if the variable jet in question be opened a
couple of turns. This provides a rich mixture on which the
engine fires almost at once.

For other reasons, "scrapping" this carburetter is to

deprive the machine of one of its most valuable features.
The jet can be adjusted to meet the exigencies of the road
.with the same ease, as, for instance, retarding the spark.
This means a big reserve of power for tfie occasional stiff hill

;

and, on the other hand, the maximum possible economy for

ordinary running. I have repeatedly worked out my average
petrol consumption over long periods, including both good
and bad roads, short runs as well as long, in both town and
country, and it is invariably 100 m.p.g. For a machine of

this power and weight that is a more than creditable record.

I venture to hope that readers of The Motor Cyele will not

accept your correspondent's extraordinary statement that the.

B.S.A. adjustable jet is a "source of much anxiety" without
further explanation from him.
The usual disclaimer. L. P. GARROD.
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RUNNING COSTS,
Sir,~I was interested in the article,

\ i^^PV^ ONE OF OUR ARTISTS AT WORK.
Running Costs," in The Motor Vi/cle

:

"^SM*
^^ important motor cycle meeting or trial, there is generally somethin

of April 15th because I h^Ye most carj-
: T^f"

^f ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^f "gadgets" to be found on the various mach,.
fully during the last year kept a stnctly

,
..|P ,^

^j^;^ ;^ ^^.^j^^ ^^^ f^^^j something on an Indian worthy of record:
accurate account ot my expenses in " l4\
running a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson fS V (**II^
combination.
Now I should class myself under B& 8 "^^x L. ^MtA '^^^ *''f%i"ll

" W.W.S.'s " second temperamental iOBjOl /jifc - €^U-^^^^^**'*t=S^ "

class of rider, doing everything I can ' JBrHk Sl^^^SK^ ^ ^ " *S,tJ
myself and driving carefully and ^- ' JW^^ .Sflra^Hf a» jc ,jkGS*^^,_A ' .i '^''

steadily, with no fancy notions for

adding j)n gadgets, but a liking for

powerful machines with a good turn of 'p^HafflHW*''<^'"^^^Kf I UK^feSe"* il
speed that I can use if vanted, and ^^WjJMMp '"^^^S^fe ifeir^l^ i if
enable me to do my two hundred miles ^ShHhHw -';K<^^5^ ' ^SPMB I

J
'^^"HK ' V'

run in the day without undue exertion ^MIE^BBM '?itt§"
"^^ fiSi^lf'ft^^V JJ'

any time required, and I ride solely for m^^^^^^^m^ immn .ujii * !bl'¥j»»)ijiii
pleasure. M^^^^^^K im^^^H I BrStTSHt-TOI '

I think when one knows the -type
of rider it is always much easier to I^H^BHHH SJfll^Hi^^ ^A ' BK'l t

form a proper valuation of his running |^H|HM|Kjd^|HH|^^ l\ wILim -if
costs in comparison with one's own ^HHbHHhH^^I^^^hk 1^^ > vIIKIg ''»--x^
requirements. B'^IBHBHB^^^H^^BHMl@l'7^*-^SM'e'>

I have not gone carefully into the ^^~~><^H^^^^B^^|^H^H^^^^^m^,^Z9p 11"
comparison of various specified figures m

|jlBWBlWBB|B^^^^^^°^^^*'^' " *

given by "W.W.S." with my own, t jIPIKBHi?*'^P^^^ "-'"•"

'

but I see his C C line on the expenditure
.-^^»..»««.«E«si^..3: » /

mileage chart for 6,000 miles would very
nearly bear out my own figures, which
I enclose you herewith, as they may
prove interesting. There is, you will

notice, an item of repairs which rather upsets the figures. SPEEDS.
This, I may explain, was brought about by an accident Sir,-Your correspondent, "C.L.W.,' in vour ubue .

to my sidecar while in the garage. Some fellow ran his May 6th, would doubtless like to see the ancient imputatio
Ford into it, which cost me £17 to repair. His insurance "ail men are liars" altered to "the vast majority il

company (which is also the same as my own) quibbles over motor cyclists are liars. He "would like to know how J

the amount, and offers £7only, and it looks as though there speed of nearlv 70 m.p.h, is done on the road."
IS nothing for it but to regard the £10 as lost, and treat it It is done by opening the throttle ot a high-powered, wel
as I have done m my figures. JA.MES C. BATKIN. tuned machine on a suitably straight and smooth stretch c

Summary or Expenses FO.I TwelveMMonths ended December jist, igiq. ''°%^\ ^"'^
^'^^Vig

« ''.'"e tighter than usual.
_ \

Harley-Davidson 7-9 h.p. Twin Combination. I have a tully equipped Indian ot last years date, an

Mileage tor th= year 6000 would be delighted to demonstrate that it will do 65 m.p.l

Ian.. 1Q19,—To purchase of Second-hand Comiiina'tion, magneto £ :. d. if he would care to call at some convenient time\vhenevi;[
model,- F16. 7-5 h.p. twin, 1916 112 o c he happens to be in my part 01 the world. I will not tr 1

„ Easting windscreen 410 o and sell it to him! I have never experienced wobble nj
„ fitting locker on luzj^age carrier 1 10 o t t i 1 i i i ii 11 i i 1 j 1

,, completing lamp outfit i 19 6 Indians, due probably to the excellent balance and- weigl 1

,i necessary "tools ;. 150 distribution obtainable when T.T. bars are fitted to thes
„ A.A..badge 3 6 machines. L.R.
„ A.C.U. badge 3 6 Wphvvn Herts
„ registration fee 5

vieinyn, neirs.

"
goggles ".'.!'..!!'.!.!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!.!!!!!.!!!!'.!! '

y 6 Sir,— I have twice experienced an unpleasant wobble w he

riding a motor cycle solo, and on a similar type of macliiiw
Initial capital outlay £125 10 I traced the trouble in each case to one of the tyres, whicl;

„ 5% loss ot interest on capital expenditure 6 5 6
although fitted correctly to a perfectly true rim. was ruimi!,

„ Inland Revenue tax i o o Out of truth, owing to it having been badly moulded, but
„ driving licence j o tyres were of the three-ribbed type which has a flat tread

" A A'™Mtsc'riDt'ion
'' ' 6 ^^^ °^ different well-known makes. :

"
a'c.!J. subscripticn".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'..'. 10 6 I experienced a wobble at two different speeds, whicl

„ home garage 6 00 varied slightly with the condition of the road, but in nv

,., .

~„—~—

7

case took' place at approximately 25 m.p.h. and 45 m.p.h.
Annual de.ad charges £18 16 6

L. E. R. JIURRAY.
„ travelhng garage items i 19 o

c.- ti -^l l
' uc in 1

„ petrol (113 gallons) iS 2 7 isn",—1 have never written to your paper before, altlinugl

„ lubricating oil (engine oil, 10 gallons) 4 12 2 I take it in regularly, but the letter from 'Limit." in vou
" ^SI^V ;;•.",;; "^ '? ° i^sue of April 22nd, 'and the one from ' C.L.W." (Mav 6lh)
„ carb'de for lamps 16 o ,, ^ ,1 t , t

' "

repairs ^17 9 5
are really more than 1 can stand.

Less recovered from Insurance Co. on Your correspondent's idea that to obtain a speed of 67 to 7i

garage accident to sidecar ...... 700 m.p.h. one must go on to Brooklauds is merely amusing.
'° 9 5 myself have done 65 m.p.h. on a 1919 4 h.p. Triumph soM;

Running costs tor 12 months •. £52 16 2 and 66.5 m.p.h. on a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson with nrii

„ — brother on the carrier. These speeds were attained wilhoui!

VabI ofS!.eUne,D;;eiiiber'3;stV;9;9'UL;n'ario%d^^^^^^^^^ '
^ «".y tuning whatever and under quite normal condi^tions, anil

on the capital outlay 11218 o they certainly do not strike me as being anything verx

—

wonderful. 'The road in each case was clear of traffic ami
Actual net expenditure tor the year £^4 4 8 ^g^d straight (or almost) for about two miles. There caii

£84 4S. 8d. or 6,000 miles. be no doubt about the accuracy of these speeds, as tliev;

Averages out approximately at 32 /6 per week the year through. were recorded by two separate speedometers. These speeij;

„ ,, 3*<i. per mile 6q year's cost of £84 4s. 8d. bursts, naturally, cannot often be indulged in; but, given i

• . ," , " ii<^- P<='^ ™'1° °"» ac'"^ ninaing costs „^^^ ^^^^ a„d ^ decent engine, I quite fail to see anv difti
£52 IDS. 2a.

1J. • ii. • • iU
O ' 1 .

Petrol consumption averages 53 miles to the gallon. culty m attaining them. A.Lt.

Actual tests on straight long mileage runs gives 60 mlled to the gallon Cockermouth.
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DVSl IN SIDECARS.
Sir,— Is tlu'io any means of overcoming dust in siJocara

wliero a windsci'ecn is used?
In my case, behind tlie screen the air is full of dust,

quite visible to the eye, the result being that the passenger
Is covered in a very tew miles.

I use !i glass screen with side wings, and should be
grateful for any hint from Tour readers for overcoming this
nuisance.

"

A. JOHNSTONE.
ACETYLENE LIGHTING.

Sir,—^Having. liUc many olliers, taken an oath never to
"wait for the smell" again, I am very interested in. other
forms of lighting. " Ixion," I notice, leaves out accumu-
lators in his alternatives to tlie usual acetylene. My agent,
who is getting me a 1920 machine, deprecates the very
idea of this, form of lighting. As opposed to this, one
amateur competition rider has made a very great success
of it. and, given a spring frame, I cert-ainly think there
is little to be said against it, provided attention is given
to the cells by an intelligent owner. I notice also that a
few firms are advertising accumulator sets nowadays, and
there are at least two reliable non-spillable types of cells

on the market, One of your correspondents led off with
II rather curious test question a few weeks back, and I have
another, though a bit easier of solution. In an 8 h.p.

J.A.I'. Ktted with Dixie magneto and Amac carburetter,

niisliring nccurml under heavy load and at high ."speed only.

Plugs, valves, magneto, and everything appeared to be
functioning properly, and did at moderate speeds, and always

Tlie valve stems
W.D.B.

on the stand. No ditticulty in starting

were perfectly straight.

Seaton Carew.

DIFFICVLT STARTING.
Sir.— I am interested in " J.M.JM.'s

"

letter in the issue of April 22nd com-
plaining of the difficulty of starting a

B.S.A, motor cycle, since I experienced
a certain troulsle myself when I first

obtained my own.
I can now start it quite easily,

usually on the first dig. I ke^ the^

lappets set with a very small clearance.

viz.. four-thousandths of an inch. This
gradually increases with use to about
eight or ten-thousandths, when I again

set them.
I inject enough petrol through the

compression cock to free the piston, so

that the engine revolves easily with
exhaust lever lifted.

I then give one good "dig," which
usually starts the engine. jMuch de-

pends on correct setting of the controls.

Throttle lever directly above handle-
bar. This means about one-third
open. Air lever a little more than this.

Ignition lever about one-third retarded.
I find with the B.S.A. carburetter

that it is quite impossible to start if,

tor any accidental reason, it has
flooded. This sometimes takes place
if the needle valve has stuck (in-

verted needle, i.e., inlet at the top of
float chamber, in my carburetter).

If this takes place the only remedy
is to close the petrol tap and revolve
the engine until the surplus petrol has
been quite evaporated.

V. H.-SUGDEN.

Sir,—In reply to "J.M.M.," my
experience with a new B.S.A. 4^ h.p.",

which I started riding last December, may be helpful.
I run the variable jet for sidecar work at the full

turn. ^ Set the gas nearly out to the handle-bar, and give
half as much air. Stand by the side of the machine
aiid swing the handle-bars over to be able to kick
well under while operating the exhaust. Feel compression,
raise the exhaust, and push rather than kick with a Jong
stroke, dropping the valve towards the end.

567

-My engine fires nearly always ao the second kick, gener-
ally without priming. If 1 piinie, I give more' air. I think
the common fault is u.sing too rich a mixture. It is a
question of knack, not of h.p. U.F.W.S.

I.ee, .S.E.12.

MOTOR CYCLE LEGISLATION.
Sir,—Your leading article concerning the position of motor

cyclists with regard to the Departmental Committee on Taxa-
tion and the Departmental Committee on Lights on Vehicles
is somewhat inaccurate in- one particular.

Motor cyclists were certainly represented on the Taxation
Committee by the A. A., and as the rejiresentative of the
A. A. on this Committee, I represented, as pointed out in my
Miiiority Ueport, private motorists; and, as you know, the
membership of the A.A. includes many thousands of motor
ij^'clists'.

Similarly, in regard to . the Departmental Committee on
Lights on Vehicles, the Association was represented by
Lt.-Col. Charles Jarrott, a pioneer motor cyclists, and one
who is keenly interested in all matters affectnig the intere.sts

of present-day' motor cvclists.

STEXSON COOKE,
Secretary the Automobile Association and Motor Union.

[We fully appreciate that Major Stenson Cooke as secretary
of the A.A. and M.U. represented a good number of motor
cyclists, but he also represents perhaps a larger number of

private car owners whose interests sometimes are not co-

incident with those of motor cyclists. The Minority Report
referred to did not contain any reference to motor cycles

except in the following phra.se :
" The transfer of licences

from one owner to another where a car or motor cycle

changes hands." No recommendations to help motor
cyclists were included.

—

Ed.]

A SKILLED ENGINEER'S HANDIWORK..
This motor cycle, includmg the engrae, was made entirely by Mr. E. Chandler, of the

Dukeries Motor Co., Mansfield, m 1917. The specification includes a 7-9 h.p. twin engine,

83 X 97 mm., with side-by-side valves, Binks carbi.-rctter, U.H. magneto, and a fcur-speed

gear box. Altogether the machine appears to be a welLmade and very sporting mount

WARNING TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Sir,—Will you allow me a few lines of your valuable

paper to warn riders of the danger of having their mechanical
horns fixed on the tanks so near to the generators of the

trout lamps, that when they work loose, through the jolting

of the machine, they can jam against the horn, and so

interfere with the steering? -Recently I saw an accident

caused in this wny. " EUSTA'CE B. PARSONS.
B17
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers aad-our replies thereto. All questions shouia De addressed to the Editor, *'The Motor Cycle,"ji

20, Tudor Street, London, B.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not mJSt b3 accgjnpanieil by a Stamped aUCressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy foi ease of leference. Letters containing legal

,

questions should be marked "Legal " ill the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions tearing on technical subjects.
'

'
' Beazoil '

' Lubrication

.

The manufacturers of my car-

1— 1 buretter st?.te in a booklet that

^ benzole will liot mix with oil,

LiJ and cannot therefore be used in

a two-stroke engine to make
petroil. Enquiries have been made,
and a mixture of 60% benzole and 40%
petrol is sug.ijested as satisfactory. X

have a two-stroke machine, in which
petroil is used, and as I desire to

use benzole, but certainly do not wish
to damage tlie machine with improper
Lubrication, shall be glad if you can
give me some light on the subject.

—

H.P.L.

We do not know what grounds the makers
of tile carburetter have for stating that
benzole will not mix with oil. We
ourselves have used a two-stroke machine
for the last six months, running entirely
on benzole which has been mixed with
oil, and have noticed no ill-effects.

Right to Build a Shed.

Could you please answer the

IqI following? I am expecting to

^ take possession of a motor cycle
l-iJ at any time. As there is a small

yard at the back of the house,
the landlady was approached to see if

it would be right if I erected a sec-
tional hut. This was done really as
a matter of courtesy, as I never
expected any trouble. Her answer was
that I had better not erect one. There
is no agreement in the letting with
reference to erections, and no incon-
venience would be caused to anyone
else. Can the owner of property
prevent legally a tenant from erecting
a sectional hut? Are there any other
restrictions on such erections?—H.E.E.

As there is no agreement between the
landlord and tenant to prevent the erec-
tion of a sectional hut, there is nothing
to hinder you so doing, provided you do
no damage to the landlord's property in
any way, and you should take care that
the hut is erected in such a way that it

remains a tenant's fixture, and does not
become part of the property. The above
remarks are subject to 'the following
points, which j'ou must carefully watch ;

You must take care to comply with any
local byelaws, and not infringe any
building covenants or restrictions which
may relate to the house _ in which you
live. It is quite possible when the estate
was laid out restrictions were imposed,
and if your landlady is subject to these,
you would also be bound by the same
restrictions.

B18

Lack oi Taas.

Can you please give me some
advice on the following problem ?

1915 21 h.p. Douglas,T X ha
L-U which I am about to overhaul,

as X can only average 30 m.p.g.
on No 1 sjirit. I have used a 28 jet

in the Amac carburetter, and am now
using a '25; the petrol level has been
altered several times with no better
results. The machine will go splendidly
for a mile or so, and then begin to
bang in the silencer and carburetter.
X am using' aero plugs.—G.H.T.

It is very difficult to say exactly what is

the cause of the trouble. Presumably,
the engine is not in a very good condition,
and we would advise that you attend to
the following points. Decarbonise cylin-

ders and examine condition of the piston
rings, replacing these if badly worn ; also
replace pistons if these are very slack in

the cylinders. Examine the inlet valve
stems, and replace the valves if they are
very loose in their guides. Replace all

the valve springs if they have lost their
tension. Replace the aero plugs with

good motor cycle plugs; you will )'ji

them much more satisfactory. When ;

assembltng, carefully examine the inc |-

tion pipe joints, and if air leaks s

suspected,^ wrap the outside of the unijs

with insulation tape.
[

Timing a Single.

Would you please be
enough to let me kno

|V| correct valve timfhg for a
LLJ sinjle-cylinder engine?—T.L.

Rotate tha engine until the piston is

the top dead centre, and insert the c;

so t;hat the exhaust valve is just ah
to close and the inlet just commencinf
open. Now rotate the engine thro"
on€ complete revolution, when the pis
will be at the top of the compress
stroke. Rotate the magneto until
contact breaker points are just &
mencing to separate (the control le

being two-thirds retarded) ; connect
mauiieto drive without allowing eit

engine or magneto to move from iV
points. The above timing will prove
best for ordinary running.

gjl

Attractive scenery is tound on the outskirts ol many Yorkshire manulacturmg towr
One would littk imagme that the motor cyclist depicted, driving an 8 h.p. Enfield outfit
the recent Sheffield Traders Trial is but a little way outside the .amous steel-making city

J
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Removing Timing Pinion.

r am MOW oiigago<l in overhaul-

Sing my 1911 (oi' 1912) 3i h.p.

Triumph motor cycle, and your
valuable ailvicc will bo very help-
ful on the following points: (1.)

I fiiul 1 want new bushes for the con-
necting rod. I have taken the engine
down, and the crank case comes into

two parts, but I cannot get. one half

away owing to the central wheel of the
timing gear. This wheel appears to be
kcyi'il on, and has in the centre what
appears to be a large screw, which has

I

delied all my efforts to undo. Can you
i; advise me how to get it off, as nntil I

J

do so it is impossible to get at the
connecting rod? (2.) Will you give me

' the settings for liming the valves; also
, for the ignition?—G.H.Jl.

I, .) The small timing wheel on the engine
I. latt is held by the end of the shaft itself

il >ing expanded into it by a conical headed
xew. These screws are usually very

^ ght and difficult to remove. You wiil

'i squire a brace and screwdriver bit, or

.; 3u might use a large screwdriver.

\ lifting e.xtra leverage on with a spanner.

,1 ;.) 'I he timing is as follows : Kxhaust
i' live closes when the piston reaches top
1 sad centre of exhaust stroke and the
i ilet valve at this point is just commenc-
Ig to open. The spark should occur

' 'hen the piston reaches the top dead
\
jiitre, the control being two-thirds

! jtarded.

,
A Case of Over-driving.

,
(1.) "I have a 2J h.p. Eoyal

j, IqI
Enfield twin motor cycle, and

i" |> have recently had the rear cylin-

I

T-i-J der rebored and a new piston

I

fitted. The machine starts off

I

well and I have plenty of reserve

I

power on the level, but after main-
taining a speed of 30 to 35 m.p.h. for

a few minutes the engine appears to

sc;ze, but upon dismounting I can
easily revolve the engine by turning the
back wheel. What is the cause of

this ? (2.) I have not sufficient power
on hills, and the engine appears to
drag. Would this be due to the expan-
sion of the piston or rings through
heat ? (3.) There is only one "very
narrow groove turned in the piston for

oil-retaining purposes. Would it not
be advisable to have several grooves
or holes bored on the side of the
piston ? I may say I have given the
engine very liberal oiling, and have
done aljout 150 miles since the new
piston was fitted.—A.A.H.

1.) The sudden stopping may be due
a momentary seizure, out it may also

esult from the use of an unsuitable
parking plug, the electrodes of which
lecome overheated, so causing pre-igni-
ion. (2.) No doubt the power will

raprove after the engine has been run
or about 50O miles. After this distance,
'ou may assume that the parts are all

)roperly run in. (3.) It is not at all

ertain that additional grooves or holes
n the piston would improve the running.
*Ve should say that such trouble as
'ou have experienced is due to travelling
it excessive speeds immediately after the
ylinder was rebored. You should cer-
ainly not have attempted either to
ittaiu or maintain a speed of 30 to 35
ii.p.h. until the new parts were
.horoughly bedded down.

fj^OT^ILffi

IMPORTANT DATES.
Fri. and Sal.. May 21al nnd 2 2nd—
M.C.C. London-EdinbutKh Run.

Whlt-Muiiday, May 24lh -

Brookands MuclinR.
Sal., May 29th—
BM.C.R.C. Meelin!! al Brooklanda.

Sun., May 30lh—
Motocyclo Club de France Grand Prix Race

Sal , Juno 5th—
Ilkley Open Reliability Trial.

Tues.. Jum ISth-
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs..June 17th—
Senior TT. Race. Is'e of Man.

Fri.. June 18lh—
S eed Trias on Douglas Promenade.

FrL an! Sat.. June 25lh-26th—
Dublin and District M C.C. Open Twenty-
four Hou-. ReUability Trial,

Sat.. June 26th— (Cup
M.C.C. Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle

'

Mon . July 5th, to Sal., July lOlh-
Scoltish Six Days Trial.

Wed. and Thurx., July 7 th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July 15th—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Westdiff-on Sea.

Thurs.. July ISlh, and Fri., July 16th—
Irish End-to-end Trial

Sun., July 25th, to Aug. Ist -
International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun.. AuK. Isl. to Wed., Auk. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat, Aug. 7lh—
S.A C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

Mon., Aug 23rd, to Sal., Aug. 28t..
A.C.U. Six Days TriaL

Sat , Sept. 4th—
Sco'tish Spesd Championships at St.

Andrews.
Scoll Trial.

Lightweight Sidecar Outfits.

(1.) I have a 2| h.p. lightweight

IqI (four-stroke), to which I have
> attached a small wicker sidecar,
LiJ Xow, the opinions of my friends

are very uncertain as to the
success of this outfit, and I should
like your views as to whether this will

damage the engine? (2.) Whether my
frame ie very liable to fracture? (3.)

Is it possible in any way to help the
engine with its load? Things in its

favour are : I only use the sidecar once
or twice a week to do a distance of
about ten miles, and that the engine is

powerfuf enough to do all the work 1

require of it. The only thing I fear
ie the frame —R P.

5(>9

(1.) Provided you maintain ader|uate

lubrication, the cngino will not suiter

from llie extra work imposed upon it.

(2.) It is not likely that the frame will

break ; but you must remember that a

machine of this description was not de-

signed to with.staiid the strain of Ridecar

work, and, consequently, you should

drive carefully and at moderate speeds,

particularly on bad road surfaces. (3.)

Only by driving with e.\treme care and
by avoiding overloading and attempts at

excessive speeds.

Charging Accumulators.

I have a 4 volt 20 ampere
[^Tl accumulator which I am using" for lighting head light. Will you
LlJ be good enough to let me know

how to charge this from a light-

ing circuit of 225 volts continuous
current ? The charging rate, as stated

in the accumulator, is 1 ampere, and
lamps in use are 40 c.p. metal fila-

ment. How many of these should I

hav6 to use as a resistance, or would
it be better to use a 16 c.p. carbon
filament lamp as resistance ?—T. 4749.

Carbon filament lamps are the most Fuit-

ab'e for use as resistances. W'hen charging
accumulators you would require two
32 c.p. bulbs of this type in series for

charging your accumulator. If you
decide to use metal filament lamps you
will require five of 40 c.p.

During a recent week end, whilst out on a

two hours' run, no fewer than five sidecars

were encountered by a member of the staff

very much out of alignment. The outfit

shown IS a typical example. Besides being

risky. It throws extra strain on the tyres.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Yarmouth.—Ci.H.K.

Leicester, Uppingham, Wansford,
Peterborough, Wisbech, King's Lynn,
Swaft'ham, Dereham, Norwich, Acle, Yar-
mouth.

Birmingham to Blackpool.—A.J.S.

Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lich-
field, Rugeley, Stone, W^hitchurch, Tar-
porley, Warrington, Prescot, Knowsley,
Ormskirk, Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool.
Approximately 130 miles.

Cardiff to Hull.—C.P.B.

Cardiff, Newport, Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury, Evesham, Stratford, Warwick,
Coventry, Stoke, Wolvey, Narborough,
Leicester, Syston, Six Hills, Newark,
Lincoln, Brigg, Elsham, New Holland
(ferry). Hull.

Tamworth to Woking (Surrey).—W.W.
Tamwoi-th, Fazeley (Watling Street),

Atherstone, Kilsby, Daventry, Towcester,
Buckingham, Winslow, Aylesbury, Wend-
over, Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough,
Windsor, Staines, Chertsey, Ottershaw,
Woking.

Aberystwyth to Seveno.\ks (Kent),—
N.B.

Aberystwyth, Capel Bangor, Dyifryn
Castell, Llangurig, Rhayader, Nantmel,
Penybont, New Radnor, Kington, Pem-
bridge, Leominster, Bromyard, Worcester,
Pershore, Evesham, Broadway, Moreton-
in-the-Marsh, Chipping Norton, Wood-
stock, Oxford, Dorchester, Wallingford,
Streatley, Pangbourne, Reading, Odiham,
Farnham, Guildford, Dorking, Reigate,

Redhill, Westerham, Sevenoaks.
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Will Power Alcohol become a Commercial Product be.ore the Wells Run Dry?

ACCORDING to the best available information, it

may be taken for granted that American and

Mexican oilfields will have no surplus fuel for

export in a few years' time, because :

(i.) The supply of petroleum oils is diminishing.

(2.) The vast increase of motor transport in

America will absorb the whole of the oilfields' output.

It is even suggested on good authority that in a few
years' time America will be importing oil.

In explanation of this, it may be said that in April,

1 91 9, the output of thirty-two American car factories

reached a total of 7,084 vehicles daily. Assuming

300 working days per year, at this rate the yearly

output will be 2,125,200 vehicles, and if each car

is estimated to consume 200 gallons annually, the in-

crease of American motor transport alone will account

for over 400 million gallons of fuel.

At the present time the Government have no control

over the price of petrol sold in this country, though

it is hqped that something may be done in this re-

spect, but the most optimistic mind cannot foresee

a reduction in the cost of petrol, which will be sold

to the highest bidder, and a limitation of price -vs'ould

merely close the supply. In South America, petrol

is now being sold at 8s. per gallon. One
authority is of the opinion that we, in this country,

may have to pay this price in one or twO' years' time.

There is little doubt about this point \i the demands
increases and no alternative fuels are brought forwa!rd.

Scores of new companies have been formed - to pro-

duce motor vehicles without the slightest regard for

an increased fuel supply. The question, then, of

alternative fuels tO' petrol, instead of being auto-

matically solved with the end of the war, needs im-

mediate and influential consideration. To allow the

vast and vital motor industry tO' be practically de-

pendent on one imported fuel is little short of insane

folly. Briefly, the position is that petrol will shortly

be unobtainable to meet our demand or obtainable

only by paying a higher price than other countries.

Home=produced Fuels.

What, then, are the possible alternative fuels ?

Home-produce-d petroleum cannot be relied on, and
the position as regards home-produced benzole is, to

say the least, uncertain. Out of seventeen million

tons of coal carbonised at gasworks in 1918, only

6.300,000 tons were treated for benzole recovery.

There is no doubt that gas works are now producing
even less benzole than in 1918. The petrol companies
are obtaining supplies of benzole which they market
themselves, thus minimising the efforts of the National

Benzole Association to market a standard product at

a reasonable price. This association has failed to

control both benzole production and distribution, and
if it continues to fail, so will the petrol companies
obtain a firmer hold on the sole serious competitor

of petrol.

Alcohol is not produced in this country in any
serious quantity for use as a motor propellant, but

many are of the belief that the ultimate success of

the motor industry rests on a large alcohol production.

'

The belief has a foundation on the fact that the present!

sources of petrol and benzole are of a mineral nature
\

and conseqently limited, whereas alcohol can be pro-s

duced from such vegetation as the Nipa palm found';

in India and Africa, the Agave in South America,!

and many other plants. A limitless source is therefore

'

assured. Also alcohol production from black strap

:

molasses is a growing industry in America, and still
j

another source of alcohol is coal gas.

Alcohol from Coal Gas.
In a paper read before the Cleveland Institute of!

Engineers at Middlesbrough on December T5th, 1919,1

an account was given of the joint research work of

Messrs. Ernest Bury and O. Ollander, deahng with the

extraction of ethylene from coal gas and its subsequent

conversion to absolute alcohol.

This epoch-makiog work is of the greatest import-

;

ance to motorists and the British public generally, as

'

the authors of the work claim that it is commercially :

possible to recover 1.6 gallons of absolute alcohol

from one ton of coal when carbonised in the gasworks

and coke oven industry. It needs no penetrating vision

to estimate the impbrtance of a possibly large addition

!

to our supply of home-produced fuels. The figures

:

given of our position as regards home-produced fuels 1

_if ethylene was recovered from all coal carbonised
1

in this country are as follow :
i

p Benzole. Alcohol. ;

Million- gallons. Million gallons.

}

Gas works 34.0 - ... 27.0 .-]
' Coke-oven plant 30.0 23.4

Total, 114.4 million gallons '

against requirements of 150
\

millions.

Most motorists are aware that coal gas is' the source i

of our benzole supply. After benzole has been ex-

tracted from coal gas, the gas still contains approxi-

mately 2% of ethylene which can be extracted and;

-subsequently converted into alcohol. It is claimed that
j

this can be done on a commercial scale, and the
i

research work which has been carried out is of pro-

1

found importance.

Producer Gas.
A fuel little heard of by motorists is producer gas.

Experiments have been carried out dealing with the
'

use of a portable gas producer plant for gas generation

on motor vehicles. A great amount of power is derived

from internal combustion engines using producer gas b

generated by stationary gas producer plants so that
\

the only difficulty presenting itself is the design of a J

producer gas plant capable of installation on a motor
j

vehicle. When used in the same engine, Mr. D. J.
[

Smith, the author of the experiments, asserts that,

wiMr coal at 40s. per ton, producer gas is equal to

petrol at 2^d. per gallon. For commercial vehicles,
|

the idea certainly seems practicable, but, for lighter

vehicles, the value of the proposition is minimised
|

by the weight and space taken up. L.S. v

k
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STORM OF PROTEST.

"If this big tax is put on, I, for one, shall give it all

up, as a good many others may do also. Why do not all

liiotorists who can spare their machines lay them aside and
boycott the whole business . . . ."

P. S. Squihrell.

" The motor cycle is the poor man's friend, and it looks
as if he must give it up. The miner and factory hand, from
Monday until Saturday, are down the mine or in a noisy
factory. . . . The Government wants the working man
to do his utmost. How can he when his little pleasure is

taken from him?
"

- A JIiner.
Bridgend.

" Jly wife is affected with a malady which renders any
serious walking impossible, and her only chance of fresh
air and pleasure is a short run out of about forty miles
from the suburbs of London. . , , My total mileage in
1919 was only 839 miles. It seldom exceeded this, even in
pre-war days. There must be many whose mileage is limited
by reason of the fact that the machine is- not used during
the winter months and inclement weather. To saddle such
with the total duty of £4 is unjust."

Thomas A. Vale.

"This new scheme of e.xtortion must not be permitted
to become law, for it only hits hardest those who are least
able to bear the added burden. Let us all—motorists, motor
cychsts, scooterists, and Auto-wheelists—with unbroken
Jront show in unmistakable manner that we are not to be
brow-beaten or bullied into extortion of a type several
degrees worse than highway robbery. . . . All luck to
the A. A. for their sporting efforts on behalf of motorists

—

efforts which canjiot but be successful it properly supported
by the body of motorists in this country."
Birmingham. Union is Strength.

"Passive Resistance" Suggested.
" I think the blind credulity with which people lie low

and trust to the Government' to dole them out ' British
fairness ' is almost pathetic. . . . They aie out for
taxes, and they exact them unfairly from any section of
the community w^hich is not strong enough to stand up for
its rights. A resolution to refuse to pay any taxes until
they are placed on a fair basis, and signed by as many
people as signed the petrol petitions, is needed to bring
the Government to its senses," Dt;ggie,
Cambridge.

"Is it not time the R.A.G., A. A. and JI.U.. and the
A.C.U. centralised instead of working independently? We
may as well not join a union if there are so many working
separately instead of joining together to protect and fight
ior the motorists' interests. I should like to see one of the
many motor unions shine above the others and really do
sonifthinr/, instead of writing letters to the Press—we can
do that."

. N. Dee.
Manchester.

" The composition of the committee is, in itself, sufficient
to show the motoring public that they are expected to pay
the whole of the bill for repairs to the roads, which were
destroyed by the Go\ernment themselves with their ' war
traffic' Granted, the traffic was necessary, but whj- 652,000

Letters Typical of Thousands we
have Received.

The General Trend of our Readers'

Views is Ihjl the Average Rider will find

his Hobby a Financial Impossibility.

motorists should be called upon to pay for something in which
every other person in the land holds an almost equal share

passes my comprehension. Even the proposed scheme of

the A.C.U. is unfair. Why should a 3^ h.p. single a few
pounds over 200 lb. pay the same as a mile-eating 10 h.p.

twin? If they are going to grade the machines by w'eight.

the fairest way would, be to start at £1 for 100 lb. minimu-:i

and 8s. extra for every 50 lb. This would be fair to all,

aud then the £1 for the sidecar could stand by itself. All

motorists should, on December 31st, 1920, go on strike until

the committee get some sense into it. I shall gracefully

retire after this year." Another Tortoise.
Jlanchester.

Hardship to those of Moderate Means.
"Though I am a pedal cyclist, I fail to see why juotoriits

should pay all the tax and cyclists none. Why not impo.-e

a tax of, say, 2s, or 2s, 5d, on each pedal cycle? This

would help a little to make the tax on motors a little less

heavy," PrsH Bike.

" I beg to suggest that our associations take combined
action to press the Chancellor for the following compromise,
which I feel will meet almost the whole objection that motor
cyclists have to the proposed changes in the basis of taxa-

tion : 'That licences be issued half-yearly, viz.. April l.--t

to September 30th and October Ist to ilarch 31st in payment
of half the amounts proposed.' If this be allowed, as surely

it ought as only an act of elementary justice, we shall

then be taxed for the proportion of the year that the greal

majority of us «<e the roads. The small minority that are

compelled, or desire, to use the roads from -October 1st to

March would then pay the second instalment."
W. Stiles.

" The majority of working men have to be satisfied with
a second-hand mount, and if a sidecar is attached they are

asked to pay a £4 tax. • If one takes the journeys that a worker
does throughout the year, it will be found that the mileage
is very low, and during the winter months the machine is

generally lying idle. The longest ride I have had was 110

miles, and I do not think many working men exceed this

distance. If this £4 tax becomes law, I, for one, shall have
to give it up." E. H. Stagey.

" I may say that I. as doubtless w"ere thousands of others,

was greatly surprised to find that, despite all the views
expressed to the contrary in your columns, the committee

'

formed to consider the question still persisted in their unfair

tax of £4 for a sidecar machine, and, not content w-ith this,

absolutely denied to riders the benefit of the quarterly pay-
ment scheme which was granted to car owners. We all

realise that e.xtra tax is necessary, and perhaps heavy taxes.

and if done on a fair basis motor cyclists will be the last

to complain; but as at present worked out, no—the game
is not worth the candle!

" P. Sjiith.

" My wife and I ride a Velocette two-stroke each, thus

paying £2 a year tax plus the expense of fuel for tw-o. If

w-e have one heavyweight between us, we are worse off

than ever ; the new tax being £4, whereas the two light-

weights would only cost £3, If we are to save our sport

from being wiped "out, let us join as a body and fight this

injustice to a finish." Frank Bennett.
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L3KE ULLSWflTEP -

ON THE LOMDON

ED1NBUR6/H POUTE

I3lmiis to Clgl)l Camps
Mav 20th
„ 22nd
,, 24th
„ 26th

9.20 p.m.
9.23 „
9.25 „
9.27 ,,

Invalid Motor Tricycle.?.

The taxation proposals include a 5s.

tax on "vehicles not exceeding 5 cwt.

unladen, adapted and used for invalids."

Holiday Traffic.

During holiday seasons there is always
more traffic on the roads, and it behoves
motorists to exercise especial care.

Touring in Wales.

A Welsh reader warns intending tour-

ists in the Principality concerning the
road between Lake Vyrnwy and Bala.
The surface is said to be practically

washed out - in places, while on the
Vyrnwy sfde a fallen tree partially

blocks the road.

Power Alcohol.

•The new Finance Bill embodying the
recommendations of the Departmental
Committee in regard to the proposed new
taxes provides for legalising the produc- '

tion of power alcohol free from the
spirits duty which has prohibited its

manufacture as a fuel.

Beware of Stolen Machines.

Thieves are still busy. Advices reach
us of three stolen machines as follows :

C41asgow : 1919 A.J.S., frame, engine,

and gear numbered 11108, sidecar 2283.

Liverpool : 1919 Sunbeam, frame 5701,
engine 6116, and gear box 9640.
London (Tottenham Court Road) :

Triumph ; top tube enamel chipped.

Tool Kit Found.

Mr. S. Harrison, 41, The Grove, Ham-
mersmith, recently picked up a Triumph
tool kit and will return it to the owner
on correct description of the contents.

Open Events in Ireland.

Although as a , rule English riders do
not journey across the Irish Sea to com-
pete in the Irish events, those with time
for a holiday would no doubt have a

hearty welcome from their confreres in

Ireland. In addition to the Cork open
trial on Whit-Monday, there are two-day
open trials on June 25th to 26th and July
31st to August 2nd., particulars of which
may be obtained by Mr. W. H. Freeman,
16," Fade Street, Dublin.

Imports and Exports.
Importations of motoR cycles for April

show a slight increase on the previous
month, their number—475— being roughly
speaking the average monthly importa-
tion for this year. During January,
February, March, and April 1,937 machines
were imported to Britain, and, although
a comparatively small number, they no
doubt helped to satisfy the shortage to

a small degree.

IMPOBTS. APRIL.
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of motor cycles.. 223 2 475
Value of maohines and
accessories, etc £16.914 £340 £46.703

Exports.
There was a considerable decrease in

motor cycle exports last month, the de-
cline on the March figures being no less

than 500 machines ; the number exported
for April being 1,139.

BRITISH EXPORTS, APRIL.
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of machines 1,544 415 1,139

Special J^eatures.

HILL HUNTING IN LAKELAND.

OUR AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.

LONDON EDINBURGH NOTES.

Are not Cars Big Enough?
Evidently the largest car is not bi|;

enough for some motorists. Last week'
issue of The Autocar illustrated

luxurious seven-seater saloon built on .

Ig ton commercial chassis.
{

Fall in the Production of Benzole.

The Motor Legislation Committee poin

out that, although no fewer tha
'

10,000,000 gallons of benzole were re

covered from gas alone in 1918, in 191

the production fell to 3,000,000.

French Import Duty.

Motor vehicles weighing less thail

2,500 kilogrammes had, up to Decembe
23rd, 1919, to pay a duty of 70% a>\

valorem on being imported into France;:

This was then reduced to 45%, and aftei!

wards to 33;^% ad ^^aforem, but as th

United States kept their duty at 45%!
the French Govei'nment reintroduced th[

45% tariff.
''

i;

For Motor Car Designers. |

"The Automobile Engineer Year Booki
(Iliffe and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Streetf

E.C.4, price 6s., by post 6s. 6d.) haj

now been published tor the first tim
since the war. The 1920 edition containi

the usual features, having copious tablei

of engine capacities, formulEe, and datl

of value to the technical man. Tabulatei;

details are given of British, Continental
and American car chassis and Britisj

commercial chassis. An English-Fi'enc|

dictionary is incorporated.
j

}

k
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FilUon Seats.

'J'lu' miMibei' ot pillion souls cm llu>

mai'ki't' will soon equal tlio luiiiilici' of

mul«'.-i iif iiiiitor (.yclfs.

A.C.U. North-western Centre.
\ Norlh-wc.sl.Mii cuiitiv of tlio A.C.U.

has iiow~ been lonuetl, coiisisliiij^ of clubs

ill Lancashire, Clicshire, Flint, Denbigh,
Csvnarvon, Anglesey, and Isle of Man.

Carry your Licence.
l.iist week cud tliere began a campaign

for till' e.Kaniinalion of driving licences

nil over the country. JMotorists were held

up, sometimes in queues, for this pur-

pose, and it behoves every driver to

remonibor liis liccnco before starting on

u run.

A Welsh HiU-climb.
The Jlill-climb organi^^Ml liv llic leading

South Wales clubs «ill \.\k,- |ila.v on
Whit-Mondav on llu' lUa.l; .Mountain,
Carmarthenshire. Thi.-< hill, it will be
reiuenibered, figured in the last dav of

the 1919 A.C.U. Six Days 'J'rials. "The
following classes will be run : Solo 250
c.c, 300 c.c, 350 c.c.,^CO c.c, 750 c.c,
and 1,000 c.c. Sidecars 750 c.c. and
1,000 c.c. The organising secretary is Mr.
W. L. PerUius. The Pharmacy, Ystalyfera,
Swansea Valley.

Team Trial Jor "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
The thirteenth inter-club team trial

for Tlic Motor C'l/rlc Cup, organised by
the M.C.C., will take place on 26th June.
Instituted in 1904 and revived in 1919,
after five years of war, it is considered
the "classic" club event of the year and
will be looked forward to with enthu-
siasm by all clubs. This year, B. Alan
Hill is the organising secretary. Full
details will be |)ublished in T/ie Motor
Cijdc ue.xt week.

AlTEMPl ON 350 c.c. TWELVE HOUR RECORD.

Last Thursday, F. A. McNab made a plucky effort to establish new record figures at

Brooklands. He rode a 345 c.c. horizontally-opposed Wcoler (standard model) and, after

completing 144 miles 64 yards at an average speed of 40 m.p.h., he was compelled to retire

with a broken connecting rod. It is hoped that his next attempt will be favoured with

better luck.

A Fast Four-wheeler.

A feature of the Junior Car Club's
race meeting held at Brooklands last

Saturday was the outstanding success of

the 10 h.p. G.N. This little four-

wheeler secured five firsts and two
seconds in the eleven events.

Works Lectures.

Last week we attended a works lecture

at the O.K. factory, when several speakers
gave their experiences of Russia under
Bolshevist rule. This lecture was given
in working hours, and proved most
interesting.

COMPETITION DATES: A NORTHERN PROTEST.

L
Some Objections by the East Midland Centre of I

.iST Saturday a special meeting of

club secretaries in the above area
convened at Sheffield to consider

' matters ot vital interest in club life and
to protest against alleged "organised

- opposition" being directed against the
^ open reliability trial of the Ilkley L.C.
i> and JI.C.C. to be held on June 5th.
!' -Representatives of thirteen clubs in

Derbyshire, Nottingham, and East and
West Yorks were present, in addition to

members of the press and the motoring
s associations. Mr. S. Ravnes (Sheffield and
k Hallamshii'e M.C.C.) presided, and Mr. J.
' Simmonds (secretary East Midland Centre
iJ .'i.C.U.) briefly described the correspon-
k dence which had passed between himself,
t Mr. T. W. Loughborough (secretary
f A.C.U.), and Mr. W. Pratt (trial secretary
c Sm'biton M.C.C.) with regard to the

:lash:ng of dates between the latter club's

team trial and the Ilkley open trial on
,

June 5th.
' Mr. Simmonds mentioned that the three
' 'peii trials to be heW in the district were
r to be mutually supported by amateur

''' ieams from each of the associated clubs,

f;
I nid that a broadcast invitation to compete

'*;| 11 the Surbiton Club's trial on the same
" late as the Ilkley trial could only be

i.usidered as a serious clashing of
iiterests.

'li Mr.- J. Norm-.in Longfield /president
'«^ (Mey C. and il.C.C.)' amplified Mr.

Simmonds's statements. He reminded the

meeting that ot the twenty open events

decided upon for 1920 three only were
allotted by the A.C.U. to the East Mid-
land entre, despite the fact that the

greatest number of clubs (twelve) were
there represented. _ The North-western
Centre, comprising four clubs, received

two open trial dates.

On April 14th a trial was announced
for May 15th, open- to amateur club teams,
under A.C.U. permit, for a trophy pre-

sented by a trader, and to be held by the

Surbiton M.C.C. This date cla.shed"with

the Jjiverpool Club's open speed trials,

and an announcement was made in a daily

paper that the Surbiton date was changed
to June 5th, the date of the Ilkley relia-

bility trial.

In view of this announcement the hon.

sec. of the Ilkley Club forwarded a protest

against the A.ti.U. granting a permit to

the new Surbiton club.

Strong feeling was also expressed con-

cerning the fact that a policy of silence

appeared to possess the press in regard
to the matter. Notices of a meeting of

protest were irot published, and it w-as

felt that the strong press influence on the
Surbiton committee accounted for this.

[So far as TJie Motor Cii<:lc is concerned,
no report of a meeting was received.

—

Ed.]
Mr. Longfield announced that the Ilkley

club had already received sufficient entries

to make its trial a success, and the protest
was made purely on principle, largely
with a view to urging upon the A.C.U.
the advisability of preventing in future
the inclusion of any A.C.U. official or
member of the motor press on a club
cornijetitions committee.

On behalf of the A.C.U., Lt.-Com.
Pierce speaking, as he said, rather as a
sportsman than as a paid servant of the
Union, cordially agreed with the senti-

ments expressed, and regretted that
matters had gone to the present length.

A long resolution was then proposed
by Mr. Longfield, seconded by Mr. A.
Walton (Leeds M.C.C), and unanimously
carried. The chief points were that a
vote of censure be passed upon the action
of the A.C.U. in permitting another club
to hold a trial of the same nature as one
already allotted for the same date. Also,
that the A.C.U. should consider the un-
desirability of any member of its com-
mittee acting on a club's trial committee,
and of the motor press being represented
upon the ruling, committee of the Union.

No drastic action will be taken until

the end of the year, but, if it is still felt

that the A.C.U. does not do more for the

sporting side of the motor cycle move-

ment to the North, the clubs, firmly

-intend to break away and resuscitate the

Northern Union of !Motor Cyclists.
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Lightweights Faster than Big Racing Cars.
74 m.p.h. with a 350c.c. Single at Liverpool M.C. Speed Trials last Saturday.

An impression of E. Kickham, on his yellow 2f Dou!

DANCE has again swept the boaid

by putting up the fastest times in

every class, with one exception, in

which he competed. This now famous
young Kidderminster rider was the hero

of the liour at Storeton, Cheshire, where,

on a private road lent to them by Lord
Leverhulrae, the Liverpool M.C. held

their annual speed trials last Saturday.

There were no fewer than 5C0 entries for

the thirty events, and although the actual

number of competitors was only about
forty, exclusive of the car entrants, the

spectators did not tire of seeing these

same men ride over and over again.

Interested motor cyclists and several

thousand of others, who journeyed to the

Sunlight estate by trams, taxis, and on
foot, showed the greatest enthusiasm
right to the end of seven and a half hours'

display of speed, such as few have oppor-

tunity to witness. -

Fastest time of the day was made by
Dance on his 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, when he
covered the kilometre with a flying start

at a speed equivalent to 75 m.jj.h., a

speed unequalled by the monster cars

that came hurtling along the track in a

manner perhaps more impressive than the

greyhounds of the motor world with
engines of one-tenth the size. The course

was straight, level for the first half with

a Tarmac surface, and on a slight up
grade with an even surface of macadam,
but covered with shingle for the latter

portion. The change from one surface

to the other was slightly disconcerting

to a few of the less experienced riders,

but on the whole the course can be said

to be as good a speedway as is possible

to find.

A light breeze blew down the course,

and as the weather was entirely in favour
of an enjoyable half-day's sport, it only
remained for perfect organisation to make
the whole proceedings the great success
it proved to be.

The 300 c.c. Performances.

Some half dozen riders competed in the
class for machines 300 c.c. and under
(flying start), which was won by Pugh

c6

(2^ Levis) at a speed of 58.3 m.p.h.

—

truly a good pace for a little two-stroke.
Milner with his Diamond, having a con-

verted J. A. P. engine with overhead
valves, was not in his usual form, being
placed second, having covered the course
at a speed of 52 m.p.h. On formula,
however, he was jjlaced third, Lidstone
(2i James), who was third on time, taking
second place.

Both Jlilner and Lidstone competed in

the 350 c.c. event, but since the Winner's
. speed, with a 350 c.c. engine, was over
74 m.p.h., it was not to be expected that
these miniatures would secure a place on
time ; but in the unlimited class, Milner
succeeded in tying for third place against •

the cream of the meeting. His time was
34|s.—a speed of over 55 m.p.h.—re-

markable for an engine of only 250 c.c.

In the standing start event for this

class later in the afternoon, Pugh again
made fastest time, with Twentyman (2^

Diamond) second, and Lidstone (2^ James)
third.

Events for 350 c.c. Machines.

The first 350 c.c. event proved to be
the fastest. Dance (Sunbeam) making his
initial appearance on the course with a
speed burst that seemed to surprise every
one present.

A little later came Kickham on his
yellow painted Douglas. It is safe to

say that the great majority of the spec-
tators had never seen 2| li.p. machines
move £0 fast. The victor on time proved
to be Dance whose speed was equal to
74.09 m.p.h., while Kickham's pace was
59 m.n.h.

In this event the T.T. A.J.S. made
its (Jf}}Ut ridden by H. C. Heath—and
incidentally, though designed for a long
event rather than a short speed burst,
it tied for third place. Its- performance
was watched with interest by those who
knew that the engine fitted was of a new
design with overiiead camshaft which is

driven by a chain. Its speed was over
50 m.p.h!
As in the solo event, Dance made

fastest time with the same machine with

sidecar attached, his time being .10s,

slower. Two A.J.S. lightweights of th(

type that w'on the last junior T.T.

driven by G. S. Boston and G. Cowley
respectively, came second and third, thcl

former being 5|s. slower than Dancej
In the standing start event, however'!

with sidecars, Boston was only |s. sloweii

than Dance, who, with his 350 c.c. machirw

in the unlimited sidecar class, won bj

the same margin from an 8 h.p. Zenith'

In the solo 550 c.c. standing start ever.

Dance was again in competition with thi

yellow Douglas, and Heath's o.h.v. A.J.S.

but his wonderful little Sunbeam agaii

won Ifs. from Kickham, Heath comini'

third.

The 2| Sunbeam and the 2| Dougla;;

met again in the unlimited (standing start!

class, when Dance repeated his forme:

performance, but Kickham lost fs. on hi:

time, repeating exactly the time he mad(
against 500 c.c. machines.

It is interesting to view how coneisten'

some of the times were, the be*t

of aggregate merit. This may be doni,

briefly . as under given in the order . ii

which the various events wSre run :

<;. D.A.\'CE (2) Sunbeam).

Time. M.P,H'

350 c.c, fl>-ing kilom sofs.

Unlimited. fl>ang kilom 3i§3. 71.5

350 c.c. sidecars, flying Ivilom 40s. 55.9
Unlimited sidecars, flying kilom. . . 403. 55.9

350 c.c. sidecars standing start .... 451. , 49.7

Unlimited sidecars, standing start . . 44s. ' 5a8
350 c.c, standing start 37SS. Sgig

Unlimited, standing start 3735. Sjij

E. KrCKH.\M (z\ DourcLAs).

Time. M.P.H

350 c.c, fljing kilom 32^3. - 69,2

500 c.c, fl>ing kilom 3'S3. 69

750 c.c, flying kilom 333.', ^A
Unlimited,' flying Idiom 33is. 6?ii

3^0 c.c, standing start 39ss. %i!^{

500 c.c, standing start ; . 40IS. S3s
. Unlimited, standing start 40JS. 55^

Fastest time made in 500 c.c. Event.

In the first 500 c.c, event Dance m.adi

fastest time of the day (76 m.p.h.). Fo:

the first time A. B.C. machines and thi

new Duzmo were seen in competition bi

Northern riders. Le Vack (Duzm?
created a very good impression for thi;
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jiiiisiiii; tipiu'ling- niiiiinl, wIiIl-Ii, as many

tfiitic tlywhoel. Tlio Inim of tlio

B.C.'s cei'tainly pleased the spectators,

t each machine had a ditt'ei-ent note,

ey would have done better had they not

ffei-ed from misfiring. Ultimately it

,8 tVumd that the fastest four were:

Time. M.P.H.
1. Ci. Dnnce (3.', Sunbeam) aggs. > ' 76

I

v.. KicUham'(2i Douglas) . . .
)

>. { C. A. StiTMigc (1! James) . . } 32*5- 69
\H. Le V.u-k (iA l)u/iiin) ...

I

IVo of the ri.lor;. in iWw event were of

it cheery -sertiim i>i llir cunimunity who
re unfurtun:ili' i'iii>ii^li lo be maimed
the war, ami il s|.c:,'ks li.i' their pluck

len a. unc-armcd n.lcr will ride a fat^t

r. mount all cut in a speed test. Such

rider was E. L'. rcacurU, who lodc a

>rton ; the mount al.--i, cho.<cn liy K.

ffreys who wa« minus a leu;. Despite

is handicap, however, Jeffreys t-^ecured

.rd place un lime in two events,

ti. A. Strange, who was ridini;- the

ne o', twin ,1'aiiies that he rode in the

t "Six Days." and which he has used

roue;hout tlie winter, made a verv good
.iwing, Uciii.u, grouped with Le \ ack

d Kickham foi- second position in both

i dOO c.c. ami tr:e unlimited events. In

dition. he w.is 1,.. faster than the

lUclas eN;jO!ie:it in t!ie £00 c.c. standing

lire" test.

\. E. Horsmaii [7>}, Norton) put up a

od performance, and every time he

rered the course he was well up for a

ice. The fcllowing is a record of his

lievements on time :

l'05 Time. M 1 H
ioIO( ! yiiig <i]om. .. 3 - StU
stdeca s, fl\ a^ liilom. 2 40SS
sidcca s. flv ng li'loiTi. I 39SS
sideca s, sta iding start 2 46I5

various classes, and, treated in the same
mannei', his record is as follows

:

?5oi'

Uiilii It 3(li.-)

.(Oils.

M.P.H.
6g
67.6

54.t
53-5

limited selo. st.iiidiiig ftart 3 (tie) .lOgs. is 5

H. Le Vack was. the onlv Diizmo uder
get into the tirst tlircc en time 01 the

Among the machine.s of the 750 c.c.

class, the pre-war type 5 li.p. iMatchless,

ridden by J. H. Fox, covered the course

solo at a speed ecjualliiig 65.5 ni.p.h., and
G. K Stobart (5-6 James) in the 750 c.c.

class did 56.7 m.p.h., and slightly im-

proved on this among the unliiidtcd side-

cars, securing second place in both cases.

He was also third in the uuliiuited stand-

ing start event, when his time was 45s.

(49.7 m.p.h.).

The big twins did not figure conspicu-
ously. A. .J. Brewin's 8 h.p. Zenith being
an e.xceptioii. This rider tied with
Pance's 2^ h.p. Sunbeam in the solo fly-

ing start test, making fastest time in the
big- sidecar e\'cnt ancl the run which was
decided on formula, in addition to getting

a second to Dance (2| Sunbeam) in the
sidecars from a standing start. The only
other 1,000 c.c. machine to be placed on
time was S. A. Mark's Indian, wdiich tied

with G. Dance's 2J h.p. Sunbeam in the
ludimited sidecars with a flying start, the
speed being 55.9 m.p.h.

Keck-at:(J-nc cU EaR.ng
In the standing start events for solo

machines the competitors were sent off in

pairs, and several neck-and-neck races
ensued, but the road was scarcely wide
enough for such races at the speeds which
present-day machines accompli.sh. In the
final event duels were keenly enjoyed by
the competitois, but in some cases diftei-

ence m experience and acceleration capa.-

bilitieL^ quicklv sepaiated the duellists

V E Hoi mail (54 Noiton) was sent off

with an A H t.' , but his "uet-awax " was
much supeiior, with the lesult that a

good gap CM'-ted between the two all

tlu wax to the finish.

575

It was during this last event—and very

nearly the end—that the only accident

in the races happened, Mr. Ralli (7-9

lUidge) had attained a high speed, and
just after leaving the Tarmac stretch

appeared to lo.se control. He swerved
from side to side, and finally crashed,
turning several complete somersaults
before coming to rest, fortunately without
the severe injuries one would suppose
would accrue from a fall at speed.
Another accident occurred after passing

the finishing point. For some reason
Siinpkin (3^ Norton) did not slow down
ill the straight 200 yards allowed beyond
the tinish, after which there was a slight

bend to the gates at the end of the road.

Colliding with one of these, he was badly
thrown, one of his boots being torn off,

but without serious injury to his foot.

He escaped with a rather severe shaking
and several abrasions on the legs and
hands.

The Cycle Cars.

50.5 m.p.h. was, the highest speed
attained by the cycle cars. This perform-
ance was put up by A. Horrocks in the
1,100 c.c flying start class on a 10 h.p.

iMorgan. His lime was 44 '^s., and in the
standing start 47p. or 47.5 m.p.h. F.

G. Ellis (10 G.N.) covered the course in

45^8. (49 m.p.h.), and N. Svanso (8

ilorgan) 48^-s. (46.5 m.p.h.). In the
standing start Svanso secured second
place on time (53|s., 42 m.p.h.), and J.

Clegg (6 A.V.) third with 531 = 41.9
m.p.h.
The results on time given are those

announced on the course, and will be
checked before the awards are made. In
several cases rideis making fastest time
will not necessarily be awarded the medal
for this, as sometimes they weie enteied
for formula only. Some of the speeds
given, it confiimed, will constitute records.

The fivmg kilometie records for 250 c c.

and 350 c t classes stand at 57 5 and
60 4 m p h ie--pecti\ely

FAST SIDEC.4RS AT STORETON. G. S. Boston (2i A.J.S. so.) and V. E. Horsman Oi Norton sc.)
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The Western M.C.C. Open Hill-climb
High Speeds on Good Surfaces.

A fine speed impression

THE Glasgow Western Club held its

first open hill-climb on Saturday
last,, the venue being Garshake Hill,

near Dumbarton. A very representative

entry had been received for the five

classes, which were as follow : (1.) Motor
cycles up to 350 c.c. ; (2.) Motor cycles

up to 600 c.c. (3.) Unlimited. (4.)

Sidecars up to 600 c.c. (5.) Unlimited.

The surface of the hill was in excellent

condition, aiid the large number of

spectators present saw some very fine

ascents. The star performance of the

afternoon was that of Geo. Grinton (7-9

Harley-Davidson), who, in addition to

obtaining fastest time of the day—29s. in

the solo cla«6—made the fastest sidecar

ascent, his time in the latter being 30|s.

In Class 1, D. S. Alexander (2| Douglas)
made a very fast climb, his time being
37|s. He was beaten on formula by W.
G. Smith (2| Ivy-Precision), who, in put-

ting up the time of 38^s., made a very
clean ascent.

E. M. P. White (3| Edmund) making fastest time in the 600 c.c. class.

In Class 3, E. M. P. White (Si h.p. Class 3.

Edmund) surprised everyone by doing ^^^ ^JcccS^S^ (^ j^S^! . ! ! : : : : I*. %
fastest time in the class, J. W. Walker

ecars)
'

(3^ Norton), who was fancied for the
,. *j. w. Walker "iNorM ...... 45s. 217

event, being second. Walker, however, 2! — Symonda (4 Triumph) 6755. los

made- amends in the unlimited class, clock- Class 5 (Sidecars).

ing 31s., this being the fastest single- i. *Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidsoa) 3o|s. 231

cylinder ascent, being only two seconds 2- J. W. Walker (3| Norton) 43ss. =3!

slower than the fastest time of the day.
^s,^t<!s,\. time of the day,l3e™Grinton (7-9 Harli

Geo. Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson) Davidson), 29s.

made a very spectacular ascent in the

unlimited class. Coming up the gradual
slope to the bend at a terrific pace, he -j- -r ITPMS
nearly ran into" the spectators, finishing 1.1. limVU.
at speed. In the sidecar class he re- The T.T. Nortons will have cha.

peated his success, his time- being l|s. fraiitsmission.

slower than in the solo class. The majority of machines in this yeai

RESULTS ON FORMULA. T-T. will be singles, the only exceptio

Class 1. Fig. ot being the Douglas and the Wooler in t

w f- c -.w , T „ - - > 'J!""'
'^''"''- Junior and the Indian Scouts, an A.B.(

I .as^i"xfnief (IFd^IiT.'.:: f;ls: ^t, ^"^ ^' ^^ ^-p- J^^s'- i" ^'^^
^T'---

r. Harmony has now been restored 111 t

1. J. W. Walker (3-1 Norton)''' 32*5- 227 House of Keys- The I.O.M. Parliame
2. 'E. M. P. White (3J Edmund) 3i.is. 215 met again k-st week to put tlirough t

necessary legislation to legalise the T.

™™. race.
1 The majority of machines in the Jutii

race will have outside flywheels.

Belfast's representative in the T.T. vt

be J. Shaw, who will ride a Norton
.\ ' •! H. R. Davies, who tied for second.pla

in the last Senior T.T., will ride a 2| h
overhead valve A.J.S.' in both events.

, The Senior entrants now total twenl

nine, while thirty will ride in the Juniij

event.

Pi. Lucas will ride an A. B.C.
Additional entries include Capt.

Lindsay (3^ Norton), J. Norman (3^ Ni

I ton), F. J. Redmond (3^ Indian scouj

i
N. Black (3i Norton), and T. F. Clayt

. ; (2| Wooler).

A b.g Hvin
'

ul on C^rshikc Hill D.-n Brasli en Ms 7-9 Harley-Davidson.

The new taxation jiroposals hd

brought an avalanche of protest into ij

post bag. Every mail during the pj'

month has contained bundles of Ictt

from readers who fear that the additioi

standing charges will place the mainti

ance of a motor cycle beyond their iiiea

Extracts given of our correspondei

views will be found on page 571.

I
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The London-Edinburgh Run at Whitsuntide.
A Precession of Motor Cycles over Sixty Miles in Length. A Useful Time Table lor Readers

THK entrii's fcir this year's London- thuf.12 WHKUL cycle cars, the dilliculties with wliich the London-
Edinburgh Run constitute a record. Custlo Threo ... l Mcrrall-Brown ... I Edhihurgh competitors will have to con-

No fewer than 382 competitors have Mmgiln "
;;: ::: I T-b"''°"... ;:; ;:: I tend on Saturday. He lepoi-ts that the

signified their intention to compete. Solo ° surface ha.s seldom been better.

riders number 168, sidecars 134, three- The Route Time Tab'e. Uints to Competitors
wheeled runabouts 15, ;Mid cars 63. This Below we give the schedule times of the -pLr. f„ii ,..;,. i : * i , ..\,i .. t

„ 11, .,f i,„f,,,.„ 11,,. |.,„i ,.,,,,,,,.,f ;tn,. io n; I -11 iv\ c i i-L ' '"^ tollowinif liMits by a member of
niean.s tliat betoie tin- \,\A competitor is ofticial pilot car. Ihe first competitors iu- „,,.« ,,,),,,'' .,i,,,,,,,„ , ,,„,„of„., ;„ ti,;.
.1 ,,^.,i ,.1,^.1 f,.,.,.i Mi,vKM.(,. til,, ia.^rii,-,/T A- 1 r -111 /i .

tnis fetait, who alvvays competes lu tins
despalclieit trom nielli;.uc. tlic leading time is half w minute later, the rest „„„,,4 „,., , i,„ c„„j , r „„.,!,,•„„

riders will be in Hnntn,.;,l„nsl,ire, sixty following at hnlf-minute intervals. The
event "i l,e found of service,

miles away. Ne.xt week wc sb.ll ^'ivo a |,il„t ,a", driven bv M, W. H. Wolls
Comp^Uiovs ^UmUl u,A Un^^ to wind

complete list of starters; in the ;:„ 29 5 Ik,,, fhan.ll,, ), K.n.-s Highgate at
t''^"'. "''t'-'

'^f ^ ''

I',' I'm •
,

i

time, the following are Hsls „f ll,. a tu-n,„',nnv even,'. (I'.'dav), the fir.st
-It >s l.est to drive w, I, a little in h.and.

various maUes of inachine.. in the trial .„|„ lider at 8.0', the leading .sidecar at
^'>.^\^'' *'«™ Pl^'"'.''- "' t'""^' '"C'lse any

^enresenter""'
"""' "'""" ""• "" 9-26, and the first competing Sir at 10.42. ''X^^^ ^^'^^^^^^<^Z^:^a

jyiJi C&tllLeU • DictTncp finni Time i I il " 1 i.
•

* - xr^, ,. „.„
uiitanceuom iime

{^^ place tlu'ir hunp.s pfjintnie m a
«"'-'\=^™'^^- „

N...ne 0, ten. London. p^^^d„o.^^_
northerly direct iun, s,' llu't they do no.

-

Aiji ::; ::: ;:: \ Kr :: ::: I "^^^ I,
«-2° ^I'i'"- i>i the eye. nf nu. competitors dur

A'!»"
I h"'-.'^'^'",''' i i Hatfii-ld :; :: :; 151: :: 8:51 '"K the homs ot darkness.

^^Lo;e-l',..Uion ? N^^°lS;l^^ial z! ^:^^ JO]^ Ws Lamps should be amply powerful. Lasl
Blackburne, 3 Norton 6 Bi-Bleswade w', " 1010 yeiiv vie suttered a great deal by having

Sli'i'rK
f-^™'''''"' - I K}i:\„^-r,., ? Eaton Soton '.'.

'.'. BO'u '.'. io'a2 a good but rather small head lamp, which
Drougn 6 iNew Undbon 1 Bnckdpn . fSGi . 11 ii i i , e i- i^ i

B.3.A 2 New Scale 1 Stilton '.. '.'. '.'. 70'"! '.'. 1142 would have given plenty of light haa
£"Seld 1 o.K 1 - saxubday. a.m. one been riding alone, but the more
l^edos 1 raragon 5 U'Tn^fn-H 7Qi/, ip q r i i- i i c ii i i , i

Cliatcr-Lea .:. ... 1 P. and M 2 "t'lmlo d .'.' .' ' ' 84'.^ '' 12 24
powerful lights of others showed a shadow

C'y"" - 1 P- ,""<' S 1 Grantham " '.'.
'.'. los'o ['. 1^28 on the road for a considerable distance,

D^''^"" ::: ::: f Rove? ::; ;:; ::: I Imi^^ jJlf
• §|? which was most disconcerting.

Douclas 10 Reading-Standard ... 1 Bawtry 148^'i 4 25 Ihe ride is a long and strenuous one.

dSzIT ::: ::: ::. \ sc'otf :;: ::; ::; I ^?,SVd-e - • Iw til
We advise competitors not to touch

F.N 2 Sunbeam 11
it'eTrvb id'e " " 173 ' " 539 alcohol until the Conclusion of the event.

Harley-Davidson
... 8 Trn™l'h 26 Aberlord°.. .. '.. 1S2».1 '.. 6.7 The stimulating effects of alcohol aren.B 1 Verus Z Hareuond 1Q4 fi 4? i , i , ,i

Henderson 1 Wolf 1 Ilkles '.'. '.'. 209 " 7'.27 °tly momentary, and leave the competi-

Hoski'son 1 Zena" 9 Skipton '.'.
'.'. !! 218 '.'. S.39 tor more tired afterwards. There is

Humbe°r° '.'.'.
'.'.'. 3 lUidil '.'. '.'. '.'. 263';, '.'. loM always a good spread of food at the

SIDECARS Windcrraeve .. V. 271'^ '.'. ii!i9 Swan Hotel, Biggleswade, and the coffee

A.j.s 14 Indian 3 Khk-ion- Pa«s
" " 279''^' " iMs ^""^ '^^ which Can be obtained there, as

Acme 2 James 8 Pattiidif- "'
.

' 285 ' " 12' 8 Well as refreshments, are most sustaining

fjf' J Mabon 1 „ . ,

' '«• fo'- the night journey.A.o.u. 1 i^iaoon 1 Penrith 300 145 t ii i i-it
Blackburns 4 Martinsyde-Newman 2 Carlisb 313 ' 239 it would be perhaps advisable to take
|f™|h 1 New Imperial

... 4 Loekerbie '.'.
'.'. V. 342', '.'. 3:52 OH board spare carbide at this point.

B.S.A. 1 Norton 7 B=attocit . 356'-. 4 34 rp, ^
x ^ o n ,i ,.

British Excelsior ... 1 N.D.T. 1 MoHH - 358'.". 4 40 '-"'^ ^tin sets at 8.51 p.m., SO that
Bfudbury 1 P. and M 1 Summit .. !. .. 366 " ... S.53 lighting-up time will be about 9.30 p.m..

cter-Lea Z Z 2 Re.aSng Standard Z 3 .Pe°nl™i"°
''."'^="!.

:: III". I! ^il?
though, of COUrse, there will be plenty

Douglas 6 Royal Ruby 1 Liberton 407'.. .. 7.38 of light after this for some little time.

S?'„„^ } g",„ -f Edinburgh .. ..4101, .. 7.50 The Sun rises at 3.1 a.m.JiiamoDa 1 Kuuge 1 /-, t 1 1 i i . , , n.i .u , ,

Enfield 1 Sunbeam 8 Uur Lakeland correspondent made the Ihe moon will be three days from the
Harley-Davidson ... 14 Triiuii^ph 9 ascent of Kirkstone Pass last week-end first quarter; the new moon being on

Hendjrson Z. Z. 4 Zenith Z. Z. 6 hi order to gain first-hand knowledge of Tuesday.

Motor Cycle Research.
Splendid Progress of ffie Association.

M^'
CH of the preliminary work

Association for the motor cycle

and cycle car industries has now been
done, and before very long the work ot

the Association will commence. Major
Watling, of the British Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,
advises us that the Association will not
be confined to members of the Union, but
is open to others, provided they are

British.

A large number of motor cycle manu-
facturei's have .definitely given their sup-

port to the Association, among whom may
be mentioned the following :

John Marston, Ltd. (Sunbeam).
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd.
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.
H. ColHer and Sons, Ltd. (ilatchless).

Norton Motors, Ltd.
A. J. Stevens, Ltd. (A.J.S. ).

Ariel Works, Ltd. (Ariel).

^Sun Cycle Fittings Co., Ltd. (Sun-
Vitesse).

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. (Royal Enfield).

Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.
(B.S.A.).

F. E. Baker, Ltd. (Beardmore-Precision).
Rubv Cycle Co., Ltd. (Roval Ruby).
Alldays and Onions, Ltd. (AUon).
Humber, Ltd.
Portable Tool and Engineering Co.

(Duzmo).
Phelon and Moore. Ltd. (P. and M.).

Burney and Blackburne, Ltd. (Black-
burne).

The Scope oi' the Association.

The work of the Association will not
deal only with design, but will institute

research right at the source, therefore
tube manufacturers, including jNIessrs.

Accles and Pollock and other producers
of raw and semi-finished material, will be
found among the members. Tyre manu-
facturers have a research association of

their own, but every other branch of the
motor cycle industrj' will be represented
by such firms as J. B. Broolcs. Ltd.

(saddles), Coventry Chain Co., Ltd.
(chains). Best and Lloyd (lubricators, etc.).

Tan-Sad Works (accessories), and several

makers of lubricants.

It is to be hoped that the manufacturers
of electrical units, such as magnetos,
plugs, generators, etc., will join the
Association in force, as it is obvious to

all riders that these parts play an im-

portant part in the development of the
successful motor cycle.

The user will be represented by a special

sub-committee of the A.C.U., which body
is pledged to give its support, and has
shown the keenest interest in the work.
The A. A. and M.U., as representing a

Srge number of users, also might lend

its aid.

For years it has been appreciated by
both maker and user that such an
association as this promises to be is not

only very desirable. but absolutely

essential if the British motor cycle is to

hold its present position, in the world of

mechanically propelled vehicles.

CIS
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Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

Thirty members took part in a very
enjoyable run to Chulmleigh on the
8th in St.

Ukley M.C. and L.C.C.

Over 150 members of the Ilkley and
Yorks Clubs were present at the suc-

cessful gymkhana held at Collingham
Bridge on the 9th inst.

Oxford University M.C.C.

The above club will hold an inter-

University hill-climb on Kop Hill, Princes

Risborough, on June 6th. Particulars of

this event will be published at a later date.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

A meeting was- held at the Red Lion
Hotel OS the llth inst., and the club's

pi'Ogramme drawn up. The opening run
will take place to Bridlington on Whit-
JNlonday, starting from headquarters at

9 a.m.

Southport A.C.

This club is in a good position financi-

ally, and a comprehensive programme has
been drawn up for this year. One of the
principal events will be a speed test on
the foreshore, which will probably take
place on the 29th inst.

North London M.C.C.

Everything points to a most enjoyable
Whitsun week-end' being spent by mem-
bers who will join the club in the run
to Sonning-on-Thames on the 22nd inst.

All necessary arrangements have been
made regarding accommodation.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

A most successful social run was held
on the 2nd inst. Between sixty and
seventy enthusiasts journeyed from Wor-
cester to Ross-on-Wye, where after tea
some experimental hill-climbing took place
on a steep bank.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

The results of the knock-out hill-climb,

held at Hapten Bank on the 15th inst.,

were as follow : Class 1, G. E. Prichard
(24 Viper). Class 3, B. N. Norris (3i
Norton). Class 4, B. N. Norris (3i Nor-
ton). Class 5, F. J. Adam (7/9 Indian).

Eastern Valley M.C.C.

This club held a .successful fast hill-

climb on the 13th. The results of the two
.classes were as follow ; Solo.—1, 'W.
Kurnel^ (2f Douglas) ; 2, Miss F. Perry
(2J New Imperial). Sidecars.—1, J.

Williams (8 New Imperial sc); 2, W. H.
Oliver (6 Enfield sc).

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
Despite the rough state of the road on

Ormsby some very good performances
were made on the occasion of the hill-

climb held on the 1st inst. The results
were as follow : Class 350 c.c. : 1. C.
W. Smith (3i N.U.T.), 35 sees. Class
600 c.c. novice : 1. F. Shepard (4

Triumph), 33| sees. Class 600 c.c. : 1.

F. Shepard (4 Triumph), 33^ sees. Class
1,000 c.c. : 1, W. Wesson (7-9 Indian),
30 tecs. Class sidecars : 1. F. Garvey
(7-9 Indian sc), 44 sees.

C16

CLUB NEWS.
^l^cftk-end (Tlub Cv&nts.

ay 21.—Hull M.C.C. Run to Harrogate.
au il.—llUcij M.C. and L.C.C. M.C.C. London-

Edinburijh.
an 2J.~Pubnc Schools M.C.C. M.C.C. London-

Edinburgh.

May

May

May
May

May
May
May

May-

May

May

May

May

lisle.

and District M.C.C. Eiilllccsto

Lincoln.
22.—Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Porlock Hill-climb.

22.— Westmorland M.C.C. Fltxibility Trial.

St.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Club Run.
22.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Cowcs.

22.—Leeds and District M.C. Speed Trial.

22.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Hill-climb.
22-21—Dev^sbiiry and District M.C.C. Run
to Blackpool.

ij-li.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Run (0

Dunoon.
22-2i.—Vmth London M.C.C. Run to Son-
ning-on-Thames.

23.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Clacton-
on-Sea.
22-2i.—Ttiiddlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Week-
end to Matlock.

i!-ii.—Birmingham M.C.C. Lycett Trophy
Trial.

l.—Bromsgro-ve M.C.C. Secret Bun.
3.—Rochester, Chatham and District. Week-
end Run.

and District M.C.C. Run to

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

May

Mat/
Mail
May
May

May

May

Grace Dicu.
23.—N.M:C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run to

Hampton Court.
23.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run to

Scarborough.
23.— Woolwich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.
Team Trial.

23.—N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds). Tour of Winder-

23.—Stalybridgc and District M.C. Week-end
Social (N. Wales).

23.—Woolwich, Plumstcad. and District M.C-
Members' Team Trial.

23.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Two Days Run.

23.—North West Centre A.C.U. Ralh; to
Knutsford.

2/,.—North Wales M.C.C. Tlill-climb.
21,.—Hull M.C.C. Run to Sutton Bank.
21,.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Novice Trial.
SI,.—Plymouth and District M.C. and X.C.C.
Run Ne
',.—Newcastle and District M.C.
Trial.
2I,-—Dunhercd (Launceston) and Dist

Day

May

May

May

igh:
S/,.—Warrington M.C. Run to Thornton
Heath. -

.

-
-

2.',.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Hill-climb.

2/,.—ltklcy M-C. and L.C.C. Social Run and
Gi/mkhana.

2/,.—Launceston and District M.C. Reliability
Trill.

2i-

—

Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Gipsy
Meeting.

II.—Dorchester M.C.C. One Day Trial.
2/1.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Run to
-Bridlington.
2e.-i{elensburgh M.C.C. Flexibility Trial.
J6.—Tcrds and District M.C. Run to Bastow
Woods.

20.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Edwinstoice.

29-—Hull M.C.C. Competition.
'C.-York and District M.C. Run to Brid-
lington.

27.—Eastern Vnlle,, M.C.C- Run to Ross.

Manchester M.C«
It is the intention of the club to compete

for the cup offered for the best attendance
at the A.C.U. rally at Knutsford on the.
23rd. Members will meet sit the Nag's
Head, Bucklow, at 2.B0, when club colours
will be issued before praceeding to

Knutsford.

Lincolnshire A.C.

The motor cycle section of the above
club will hold speed trials at Thonock
Park, near Gainsborough, on the 29th.
Full particulars may be had from the
hon. secretary, Mr. W. F. Richardson,
" Hill Crest," Yarborough Road,
Lincoln.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

Twenty-two competitors entered for the

puncture-finding co'mpetition held at head-

quarters on the 14th. Mr. Wood proved,

the winner,- locating the pin hole in 24|s..

Dover and District M.C.C.

A motor cycling club has been started

in the neighbourhood of Dover, to be.

known as the Dover and District M.C. 6.

The secretary is Mr. L. H. 'Hobday,.
Buckland House, Dover.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

The speed trial for the Low Cup and
club medals will be a two-lap all comers
handicap held at Brooklands on the 29th

inst. The necessary arrangements have

been made with the B.M.C.K.C.

Dewshury and District M.C.C.

At a general meeting held recently at

the club headquarters a presentation v.afl

made to Jlr. A. Filton, who is shuUiy
going abroad. Mr. Filton has presenttd

a silver shield to the club lo be won in

competition.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

On Saturdav, June 5th, a reliability

trial to Bath "and back for the Man\ iil't

Trophy has beetf arranged. Several

noted hills will be included, such as Poit-

way, Birdlip, Rising Sun, ancl Sudeley.

Goldthorpe and Thurnscoe M.C.C.

A new club has recently been fornieil

in the Thurnscoe district. The hon. sec,

Mr. F. N. Greenoff, Thurnscoe East, will

be pleased to hear from any motor
cyclists interested. The opening run will

take place on the 3Qth to Cleethorps.

Greenock and District M.C.C.

Recently a new club was formed in

Greenock and named as above. Any
local motor cyclist desiring to join should

get in touch 'with .Mr. J. Dutf. 44, Bris^

bane Street.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The results of the 100 mile reliability,

trial for the Scott cup, held on the 8th
inst., were as follow: 1, C. W. Smith

m Sunbeam)-; 2, J. E. Stoddart (4

Douglas sc.) ; .3, N. Wesson (7-9 Indian
sc); 4, J. McNamara (7-9 Indian sc).

Keighley M.C.C.

On Saturday a hill-climb was held over

a half-mile course on a gradient (maxi-

mum) of 1 in 6|-. The fastest machines
in eath class were handicapped according
to times in the final. Fastest time ana
winner of Coulton trophy, A. Jackson-

(3;^ Norton), 46s.; 2, j. Spencer (2|
Douglas)

; ,3, E. Coulton (4 Triumph sc).

Fastest sidecar, A. Shuttleworth (7-3'

Rudge ec).

Helensburgjj M.C.C.

The results of the recent hill-climb held'*

by this club at Garshake Hill were aSt

follow : Class 600 c.c : 1, D. S. Alex?
ander (3^- Norton) ; 2, J. Mclntyre .(4

Triumph). Class over 600 c.c. : 1, D. S.

Alexander (7-9 Indian) ; 2, J. B. Young"
(6 James). Class over 400 c.c. sidecars :'

1, D. S. Alexander (7-9 Indian, sc) ; 2.;

A. McCuUoch (6 A.J.S. sc).
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Whitsiin Holidays,

the issue of "Tlie iVlotoi'' Cycle"
for May 27tli must be closed
for press earllei" than usual
All copy and instructions for
IVIiscellanooiis Advertisements in

that issue must, tliere'ore, be in

our hands not later than first post
on Thursday, May 20th

I PRICES.
' ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-

i ional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

I

I

charged double rate. Each paragraph is

I irged separately. Name and address must

1 counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

i
icial terms to regular trade advertisers will

I quoted on application.
' Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

; rertisements should be made payable^__-.r-5^

; ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,—^^^^

iasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

• nsit, shouli not be sent as remittances .

'

Ml alvertis3.nents in this section should be

; icupaniel with remittance, and be addressied

) the olTices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor
I eet. London, E,C,4. or 19, Hertford Street,

1 ventry. To ensure insertion letters should

I posted in time to reach the ollices of " The
I itor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

i irning previous to the day of issue-

Mi letters relating to advertisements should

t )t3 the number which is printed at the end of

') \h advertisement, and the date of the issue

I which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

: printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
or the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
ressed to niunbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,

en this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

stration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

ds Hox 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
appear in the advertisement. AH replies should be
r^ed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,
.+'. Replies to Box Number adverlis emails cmttaitimg

iltances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

s it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

I the case o( motor cycles offered for sale under a box

iber, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without first

' ig inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

: litate business by embodying in their advertisements
I e meatlon ol the district in which the macbine

I

red may be seen and tried.

I

J)«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
I arsons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

j

' deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
\ 05it System. If the money be deposited with "The
; or Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt,

! he time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
) isi^ three days, and it a sale is efiected we remit the
iMuat to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
he depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

^iage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
'osit fee of i /- is charged; on tranr*ctions over £io
I' under ^50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-:

- £75 aud under fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
fioo, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money

J

Ts should be made payable to Ilitfe & Sons Limited.
] lie letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
ation that the advertiser is willing to av;ail himself of

Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
rous, but have not advised us to that edect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
ner to their enquiries are requested to resard the
iQa a^ an indication that the goods advertised have
idy been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
,y enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
I one bv DOst.

WAUCHOPE
SPECIAB. LIST.

MATCHLESS Combinatinn. i.-)ia, 8 h.p.,

spare wlied. dotac]ial)lc wheels, acces-

sories, MitehclTs scat oii^ baek carrier,

1.A.I^ twin entrine, excellent condi-
tion £160

ROYAL RUBY Combination, late 1919,
hood, screen, all best accessories, as

new £215
DOUGLAS and Sidecar, 191+, 3'. h.p., in

perfect running order £88
ENFIELD Combination, 1920, as new,

6 h.p., dynamo lighting Offers.

7-9 h.p. l^owerplus INDIAN Combination,
as new, 1920 improviiments £215

JAMES Combination, rgiS, 4[ h.p. . . £99 10
RUDGE MIJLTI and Sidecar, r9i4, 5 to

6 h.p., powerful machine £99 10
A.J.S. Combination, 1918, twin, fih.p.,

excellent machine, detachable wheels,
all accessories £135

ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar, 6 h.p..

accessories included, reaiy for the
road £167 10

INDIAN Combination, i9i.tr'7-9 h.p., disc

wheels £105
DOUGLAS Combination, igrS, 4 h.p £130
INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £80
HENDERSON and Sidecar, igts, 8 to

10 h.p., 4-cylinder, ready for the road,

excellent machine £125
ZENITH and Sidecar, 1915, ,6 h.p., K.S.

and clutch model, including acces-

sories, lirst-cbss condition, ready for

the road £115
Babv TRIUMPH, 1914, splendid machine . £60
I.O.M. RUDGE, 1919, 3V h.p., fast and

reliable machine £115
ZENITH, 1912, 4 h.p £67 10
RUDGE, r9i2, 3.S h.p £45
DOUGLAS, 1916; as new, 2} h.p £65
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., I9t6, as new in every

detail, never used £75
B.S.A., 3i h.p., 1913 £52 10
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 1915 £59 10
FORWARD, 2.1 h.p., twin, 3-speed gear . . £27 10
PEARSON aSOPWITH, 1920, new, 2V h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed £69 15
CLYNO, 1920, 2jh.p., new, 2-stroke,

2-speed, free engine £75
PEARSON & SOPWITH, new 1920, 2,1 h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter £77 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., new 1920,

2-stroke, 2-speed £73 10
PRIORY, new 1920, 2J h.p., 2-stroke .... £67 10
QUADRANT Combination, new 1920,

4S h.p £135
G.W.K. Car, 8 h.p £210
MORGAN, 8 h.p., sporting model, 1914 . . £185
GARDEN Monorar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 . £100
MORGAN Runabout, 8-10 h.p., 1916 ... £210
MORGAN Grand Prix, S-toh.p., M.A.G.

water-cooled engine, 19 r7 £275
A.V. Monocar, new 1920, 8 h.p., from

stock : £172 I.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street
London, E.C.4.

'I'hone: Holborn 5777.
Grams: Opificer, Fleet Lonlnn

Important Notice.
Second-Hand Machines.

THE increasine demand for motor
cycles and ths .shortage of supplies

is a temptation to the unscrupulous
to misrepresent the dates of second-hand
machines, and sometimes these are

advertised incorrectly.

The year of manufacture should be

verified by reference to the makers

—

the engine number usually sufficin:;

for this purpose.
Attention is also directed to our Deposit SyitrTi

which is intenJei for the protection of our reid -r

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C., T.T. bars, in stock: makers' price.-Tillev :,

The Esplanade; Weymouth. [2905

£4 ^Yantcd for A.B.O.. June deliverv il.;fluitplv im.-
mised by makers. Advertiser l.onsht X.utcn in-

stead.— Smith, Causeway, Blnckheath, Biriniut'hiini.

A.B.C.—Delivery expected this month certain. £10
deposit paid Jan.. 1919; will scir deposit tor

£15.—E. J. Heath. Contractor, West Bromwich:- .

[X1734

A .B.C., 1920.-The Larton GarnRCs ofler exceptional
delivery facilities. Enquiries invited.—The Laytou

Garages, Bicester, near O.xford. 'Phone ; 35 Eicei^ter.

T.A. : Intesrity, Bicester. [2083

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Specification and full particulars will be sent on

npnlication.—The Spalding Motor Co.. Ltd.. Spaldin?.
di.^tributin? agents for Lincolnshire- fOOlS

1 Q14 A.B.O. Combination, SVah.p. twin, Bosch mag..
X«7 Amac carburetter, all iust been thoroughly
overhanled, and in excellent condition, very last; £95,
or offer.—Apply, Box 4,263, c/o Ttie Motor Cycle. [3252

A .B.C. 4h.p. Flat Twin, detachable cylinder heads,
overhead valves, mechanical lubrication, A.B.C.

automatic carburetter, hot intake, exhaust box fitted,

new valves, rockers, piston rings, spare piston, com-
plete less mag.; £22.-11, Speldhurst Ed., South
Hackney, London, E.9. [1842

Abingdon
1 Q20 Abingdon King Dick. 3V"h.p., 3-speed, slightly
i-V used: £105.—Frank "Whitworth, Ltd.. 139. New
St., Birmingham. [X1817

^h.p. Abingdon, 1915, clutch, engine nearly new.

hout; £58.—85, Church Rd., Willesden. [2174

Ttfil4 Abingdon, re-enamelled and overhauled, good
iy tyres, new belt, Bosch. B. and B.. reliable and
fast; £38, bargain.—Badham, Zion, Begelly. Pem-
brokeshire. [187'^

10 20 6-7h.p. Abingdon Twin Combination, lamps,
ii/ horn, wind screen, not done 500 miles; £175;
Ouaranteed.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St..

Birmingham. [X1820

neaiiinre and mechanirai condition are splendid
:

any

tri.al or examination allowed; £115.-Fagin. 2, Station

Ed., Aide: shot. 12059

A.J.S.

1 Q20 A.J.S., just deliveerd,"nnregisl
J-tJ Wellington St.. Eastwood, Not

Cannock. [19

J4. 'Boulton Bros., 11,' Newport Kd., Stiiflord. (1742

All letters relating to advertisement-S should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue cio
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

ion, brand new. complete with
_ __ £235.—Freeman, Brigliton Rd.,

Redhill. [2529

A.J,S. Combination, all accessories, excellent condi-
tion, any trial; £150.—Price, 292, High St.,

Lewishara. [2630

-| Q20 A.J.S. Combination, Jjrand new, fully equipped.

Lower Clapton, E.5.

A.J.S. 1920 Handsc
iCaSO, or offers,

stone Av„ East Ham.

"I
Q17 A.J.S. Combination,

J-iy here; first cheque ov(

Weston Rd., Stafford.

6 p.r

4,216, c/o The Motor Cycle.

A.fl.S., 2-3peed, hand clutch, all chain
'accessories, Stewart, long exhaust;

perfect

[2079

unridden;
16, Glad-

[2571

a good order, any trial

: £130 secures.—Elkin,
[X1697

with lamps and horn,
Yorkshire.—Box

[2090

drive, all

£48.-91,
[1765

Wakefield, Photographer, Sandbach. [2856

recent
£70.-

chard^ 160, Wellinstpn Bd., Bilston. " [3022

VTTAreilOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lone, London, E.C.4.-
VV eli.ii. A.."r.S. combination, 1918, detachable wheels,

free ensine. kick start, accessories; £185; (1600

late, spare wheel, screen,
condition; seen any time;

Morton St., Royston, Herts. [2572

akers' specification, de-
al over £225.—Merion

Lodge, Westhagley, StcurbriSge, Worcestershire. [3028

red 6
Kla ho

sh, £225.—Phillips, 10, King St., Bridgwater. [2019

Nightingale Rd., Lowe
magnificent
Clapton.

[2178
" "242/10.
70, Koyal

gton 7113.
[1267

idecar,
ready for Whit-

iigate, Surrey. 'Phone :

[2431

mechanically perfect.
5-6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, etc; price

£155.—T. Atkinson and Co., Back Brook St., Lindowj
Lancashire. - [X1563

170

A

-Bennett, 19, Monument
Park, Wigan. [X1722

A.J.S. Combination, 1916 guaranteed, hood, screen,
apron, spare wheel, 2 new Duulops, splendid order

and appearance; any trial; £146.-376, llanchester Kd.,
Bolton, Lanes.

'

~ [2952

"I
Q20 A.J.S. Combination, hood, Lucas horn, apron,

-L'-' sprmg seat, lamps, all accessories, as delivered,
250 miles, perfect condition; £240.-H., 41, Freelands
Ed., Bromley, Kent, S.E. [2332

,J.S., military modlel, Binks, nearly new Middle-
ton family sidecar, speedometer, lamps, horn,

al accessories, tyres extra good; offers over £160^
J. Iremonger, Retford. - [X1640

, ^ —jhanioal
nps and horn, Stew^art <?peedometer
---re grid, all new tj-res; £125.-F.

'Phone: 34. [3173

A.J.S. 1920 Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting,•^ mudshields, speedometer, sidecar, hood, side cur--
tains. spare wheel case, every accessory; £265.-41,
Wolverhampton St., Dudley, Worcs. [X176d
Oah.p. A.J.S., 1916, 2-speed, hand clutch, rinick d^-r^t tiicliable wheels, .inst overhauled, new cljiiin and
tyres, m tip-top oider; £63.—Laviugtou, 17, Laasdowne
Rd., Clapham. 'Phone: Brixtfen 2641. [29191Q 19 (November) A.J.S. Combination, complete
, „

''""'' nood. wind screen, lamps, spare wheel,
benefit unexpired insurance policy, as new; £240 —
Capt. R.. Briar Cottage, Bierton, Aylesbury. [2708

A.J.S. 6h.p. Military Model, 1918. -delivered Auc^
1919, Amac single lever, new A.J.S. sidecar!

spare wln-i'l, wind prreen, lamps, etc., condition per-
'''-t; .f-l^'5 M ,.!li \illa, Northflelds, Stamford. [2560
ICjl'j > I - ,1' I'., 3.spced. hand clutch, kick

f-'f ':
'

'i>"J in perfect mechanical order.
Miller.-, l:nj^|.

, K!.i,\.,n, good tyres; £72/10.-209,
Broadway, VVi-t lI-2ndon, N.W. 'Phone: Kinesbuiv'
162. .

[3111 :

,,, e''^^^'NCHAM Ha„,

'^or motorists

S7-91, John Bright St. a
B 'Phone : 662 Mid. |

'Graph :
" Lytcar, B'ham.*—

—

^

: Agent
m for these famous m

Motor Cycles

B A.J.S. INDIAN

g ENFIELD NORTON ^
TRIUIVIPH BLACKBURNE
JAfi^iES CONNAUGHT
HUnnBER NEW iiveperial'

EDH/IUND CALTHORPE I

B ROVER RflETRO-TYLER |

^ ZENITH ,

g I cati give early delivery
j

ofmany of these machines .

if your order is placed

NOW. *

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination, late 1919, 6h.p., psrfect n,
dition, spare wheel, wind screen, luggage y^

accumulator lighting, speedometer. ' 2 horns, s sj
saddle-pillar; 210 gns.—Wade, Pembroke Co e,

Cambridge. '

[ i7

A -J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., hand cl Ji,

-^^ Lucas lighting set, tools. Tan Sad, spares, le

used, condition excellent and appearance as ^;

£125, or best offer.—Bramall, The Cottages, Cre-Jl,
Gt. Bridgeford, North Stafford. 1 i2

Lucas and P. and H. head lamps, 2 span
Palmer ccrd and Clincher, black disc wheels; £2 :-

Heys, Gun Static;n, Ightham, Sevenoaks.
[ ifi

Watford speedometer. Hunt electric lighting. I is
horn, perfect condition throughout; best oSer Sr

£80.—Glossop, Explosives, Cliffe-at-Hoo, Roches I

[}i

A.J.S. 6h.p. !Militarv Model, purchased from in: .V

agents with 6 months' warranty in August. 9,

with Heurlerson Elite sidecar, ridden under 500 i [s,

complete with Lucas lamps and Klaxon horn, etc. : iM

£190.—Apply for appointment to the Boreen, Lale &,

Sta

r.O.C.H. ha
spare, wli

.ate model A.J.S. combin in

beel, wind screen, luge.ige grid, el- [ic

ana iioetyleiie lighting, fully equipped.—F;iir Oft'ei ir

Hou-se, 5, Heatli St., Hampst^d [near Hampste;id ,»

Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7 k-

chiding- Satnrdiiys.
I
i6

19^
I to match, screen, stormproof apron, spare wheel, »()

I I

uiiles only since, unscratr-hed, new' Watiord trip s H>

I ometer, horn, lamp, tools, refinements fitted by o |sr','

include lockalile metal tooH'OX, condition periect tbr Jti*

I

I
out; £215.-67, Castle Kd., Bedford. 1 ;:5

A.J.S. (autumn 1919) 6h.p. Combination, «;
wheel, all lamps, speedometer, clock, m r,

I I
Lucas . horn, hood, stormproor apron, spei v

I
£treny:t]iened luggage carrier, spring seat rrr

I

I
awaiting delivery, foot pump, tools, tyre> uii.

I
;
tured. fullv insured, in perfect condition, trial: i :

ofieis; Surrey.—Box 744, c/o The _Mu(or €>,

WolverJi >«

Jve favou te

grand combinations. Booli.earh 'ff

AMdays
- A LLON, 1916. 2^m1i-P- a"y tri

-^Ti- Garage, IMortlake.

My Premises
are now in course of
reconstruction & extension.

The alterations include

Large new Showroom
7,800 sq. feet, and

Service Depot.

* LLON;
i A the r.

On completion I shall " 1

9

B be in a position to show
my large stock to greater
advantage, and be of yet

* greater service to my
clients than in the past.

1; £38—Derby .

£85.-At Ccur
[

good condition

:

_clutch, kick start, 2-speed, deliy
irand new; £83.-32, Belsize Sq., it

Uh.p..
£60.—Tilievs. The iLSPlanaae.

D

Croydon. [5'

ALLDAYS Allon 1917 2''Ji.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed

perfect condition; £50.-36, Arundel Sq., Be
bury, N.7. P

20 Allon, scarcely used, kick start, etc.,

iiicC' f78.-Clarke, 35. Win-
t2

19^
Rd., Waustead.

19 ATlon 254h.p., 2-speed, complete, new
tion: 60 gus.—Robert-?, Trotsworth

;nia Water.

rha\i

: P. J. EVANS.

:

ALLoN de 1
start, con

£82.-81, Eoth

C20 AH Utters relnting to advertisements should quote the number ai the end of each advertisement,

1915-16, just
47,10.-12, Thrale

Streatham. S.W.

1Q19 .\llon 2.strcke. 2-5peed. with lamps,
Xtf Tan-Sad; £75.-67, Plunistead Common
Plumstead, S.E.18. .

[XI

ALLDAYS .Mlon, 1920, ridden 100 mile
and indistinsnis-hablc from new; £85.

offer.-Pearse. Ilminster. [XI

ALL11AY:<-VILLIERS 2",li.p. 2-.-fi..l;c. S-Sl

chit.-h, Lc.i.l tvies, necls slight lepuii; :ii-cert

-207, E:iiltun Ed,, Biixtou. C

-|Q18 Allon 23;,h.r., E.I.C' B.B., ,'(11 on, low :

-£- 1? ;ige, late model, as new-, gu;il;mtecd ; £57.-

Payne St., Deptford. S.E.S. [2

latest model. -2-speed, clutch(.l
1 perfect as delivered last EttQI

Enfteld.

nd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

i,A. Combination. B'^h.p.,

i.t\,Hw P. lao.— I'ickorinc. Mardui. aurei
1X1602

b.ii. U.S.A.. 1913. 2-spOEd, Bosch. B. and U.,

u nn Older; £56.—Menzies. LadygiU. Abint'l
[2194

n: 1917 U.S.A. Conibiniition. in sjilondid

l.liiU', I'ti'. :
£130.-50. Pli

1.1).

!.A. 1917 4',4h.p..

cluti-h, jnit lis

CIniJbnm.

St.. Pi'toi

actically i

tl991

ed. countershaft, kick start,

£85.—Demijsey. 69, South
L3196

17-18 aS.A. On
SiTW, Jirst-chis!

olborn. L2'

i.A. 4'^h.p. Model K Combinntion. lamps, hi

irmiDs, as new; £115, hear ofler.—Bos 4,161,

Miihr Cud'- [1

19 ll.S.^, 3-sp6ed countersliaft, sidecar and pilli

nil ai'ressorifti ; f 136.—Tucker, Henfleld, CI;

Av., Wokius. [1798

I.A., 1919 All-chniii Combination, .iccessories, com-
illete, licrlct cu.btion; £145, no oflcrs.-103

'mil's Ed., Hislibmy. [2719

1 b.p. B.S.A. 2-speed C.B. Combination, like new,
engine overhauled: £85.-19. Wilcox Rd., Souti

jeth, London, S.W.8. [212;

[ PE 1919 B.S.A., No. 1 Montgomery sidecar,

lamps, spare tvre, wind screen, etc.; £130.—Apply,
'ictoria St., Leamington. [X1521

I , Cmxted Ed., l)ul»

I.A., 1916, Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, speedo-
meter, lamps, accessories, new condition

;

£105.—
)»vld Lane, Sbadwell, E. [2457

I.A., 3i4h.p
£4 wortli 01 SI

I Terrace. Tredeg;

peed, free engine, any trial, witj
spares; £50.—Lewis, 13, Rich

1. (194C

!.A. 1920 Coachbuilt Sidecar, No. 2, brand r

first cheque for £34/15 secures.—Byfieet Auto-
ie Co., West Byfleet. Surrey. [3262

19 U.S.A. Combination, Empire sidecar, Lucas
lamps, Klaxon; 138 gns.— Frnnklyn, Elmwood,

wood Kd., New Eltham, Kent. [2135

.A. 1919 Model K, 3-speed, fully eqni.pped, very
little used, guaranteed perfect: £110.—Veitob. Fish-

114, Apkew Kd., Shepherd's Bush. [2791

.. 3-speed countershaft, new sidecar, complete
n-ith lamps, guaranteed condition; any trial; £110.
Eeplingham Ed., Sonthflelds, S.W.18. [2225

19 B.S.A. and Canqelet Sidecar, horn, lamps,
screen, and luggage grid, new condition through
£145, lowest; Harris. 26, Melen St., Redditch,

[X1567
.A., late 1915, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, new
cyl. and piston, new tyres, Klaxon, perfect con
; sacrifice 70 gns.—15, Summerhill Ed., Dartford,

[2393
19 B.S.A 4i4h.p. Combination, B.S.A. sidecar,
completely equipped with lamps, horn, etc.;

-Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone : Ealing
[1862

19 B.S.A. 4V4h.p., clutch, 3 speeds, all chain drive,
complete with lamps, horn, and tools, in perfect

ig order; trial any day.—Morel, Jesus College,
ridge. [2389
.A. 3i/.h.p 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill
lord sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch mag,, 2
I, pedal start; £68.—Maudes'. 100, Qt. Portland
,ondon. [3229

A. 3',ih.p. 1912-13 Coachbuilt Combination, belt
drive, 2 speeds, clutch, pedal start, Bosch, lamps,
Jmeter, etc.; £70 — Humphries, Wellington,
set. iD) [2125

B
A.—Early deliveries oi new models. B.S.A. re-

• ilacements s'decars, screens, hoods, etc., always
Wck.—County Cycle and Motor Co., 307,314, Broad
Itfri :iimiiigham. [4691

IJ.
A., 1918, "Model H, electric lighting, bulbous

- sidecar, screen, Watford speedometer, Stewart,
K carefully driven; Derby; £130.—Box 4,182, 0/0
n l/otor Cycle. [1951

I
4 B.S.A. and Canoelet Sidecar, 2-speed, in per-

^ feet running order ; trial given : owner taking
* y of an A.J.S.; £85.— Green, Corn Merchant, 48,
Jl ool Ed., W.l. [1975

|> 3 B.S.A. SVjh.p., 2-speed motor cycle and coach-
I- bnili c;,lo,-or. oood condition, enamel and

£100.—Cole, 137, Chatsworth
[2483

bnilt sidecar,
g, almost like n

Clapton, E.5

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
U.S. A

lOl'"' 11^. A. and 1919 Sid.'i-nr, lamp., new lym
I •!' lilihlirl riir •

• - -

,^.1>.S.A, ,i',,i,.p., T.T.. clutch. Bosch, eood tyic«.
S J> l;,i,i|.s, mechanical born, fine condition, uoodBood

12, Temple
(2355

1919 Models

£125.
Powerplus Models 7-9 h.p.

3-speed, clutch and kick-

starter, all completely over-

hauled, re-enamelled and

plated, new condition and

appearance, finest value

ever offered. Cash Price

£125
or £62 10s. down, and 12

monthly instalments of

£5 19s. 9d.

SIDECARS
to suit from £35.

We will send on 24 hours

approval, or on "The Motor

Cycle" Deposit System.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Allen-Bennett Motor Go.

(The Motor Cycle Specialists)

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,

WEST CROYDON.
Phone 1 'Grams

:

CroydoD 2450. " Track, Croydon,"

19 ':,„;,':;,

c.ll'cl
; ;i -iii|,

32, llitl, ;^i
,

l; -^
, !

1. cni'lovcd Bo.ich, lliiilid

III 1 1 « oHl-r: £55, (ir ncii
it .. "1 1 uili -i.lecnr, £13/10,-Tiirby,
i.i II. ,11. L. ,.1, 13114

1Q20 U.S. A

chain, sp;,r-s.

.C1C0.-13. I.y.

* ril.iMiii n liinjps, Stewart horn.
1' '

iiiiiii 1. V. iii-l screen, engine and
. Ir

, . nil ri. „. 300 ruilos, as n w;
1 IM.. Iliin.iv. (2693

T3,;S.A. 1915,
Jj C;iii..rl.4

cnn,it..Mii:(tt 3-speed, stored 2 .vcki.s,

iilc.iii, I;iiiii.i, horn, siieedunietiT, In;;.

£110.-12, Hin «t St., lliliHniKliiilil. [X1V12

100 ii.'i;,

chain, coniplet
.Stanley Hou.e

.., 3-.pccd couirtcrshalL, kick start, all-
• with lamp, tools, cbcap.-Chapman,
Tidcswell. Derby.,hire. [1785

1Q16 E..S.A, Combination, bulbous back sidecar,
-It? wind screen, all chain, 3-speed counlershalt,
kiclt start, eyerything perfect, little used; 100 sns.—
Owner, 20, Canterbury nd., Croydon. [2485

R.S.A. 1912
-D 2-ipeed

Child'i°HiU, Cr

3i,;.!i.|i. Combination, wicker siilccar.

lub, speedometer, lamps, etc.; £6^;
veek-end. - Allen. 17, Granville Hd.,
icklewood. t - .. • \'.W.2. [1353

-d, kick start, chain
Canoelet sidecar, ex--

llent order, gone in for car; £80; bargain.—Bate-
man, Crosvenor Hotel, Station Hill. Kidderminster.

12053

LATE 1919 B.S.A., 4l4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,
engine No. 31700, in perfect order, low mile-

age, lamps and spares; best offer over 100 gns.— E.
Dorrington, The Chestnuts, Wistow, Huntingdon.

F.O.C.H. have a 1915 B.8.A., Model H, Inlly

equipped, escellent order.—Fair Offer Car House.
5. Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tuba
Station). 'Phone: Hampjstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. [6642

1020 B.S.A. Combination, chain-driven model, with
J.U 3 Lucas (King of the Road) lighting sets, and
3 separate generators, handle-bar mirror, horn, etc..

not ridden 100 miles, perfect; £160.-70, Milverton
Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. |;X1562

start.
sw pulley and belt, lamps,

horn, spare belt, etc., with fine Royal Leicester C.B.
sidecar, insurance, excellent condition throughout:
£70.—Colthurst, Hampton-in-Arden, Warwickshire.

[2684

. with luggage
. , _prori. etc., fully equipped, all new; this outfit

is in really good order and condition; price £125.

—

Watson, 181, Clapham Rd.. S.W. 'Phone: Brixton
2984. [3244

"IQ17 4yh.p. B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, all-chain
-Ltf drive, complete with wind sCTeen, lamps, Klaxon,
tools, spares, ]f>er±ect condition ; insurance, -all risks,

paid to March, 1921, transferred to purchaser; £120,
all on, no oSers.—W.. 70, Crescent Ed., Wood Green,
London, N.22. [1630

) head lamp and generator unused, mechanical horn,
brand new coachbuilt eidecar, not run 10 miles, perfect

lition: any trial or examination; £120.-16, Hod-
desdon Ed., Belvedere. [2683

Garage, Wednesbury.

lent condition; £55.—36, David Lane, Shadwell,
[2458

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. Lightweight, Enfield 2-speed;
£45.-Cole,~137, Chatsworth Ed., Lower Clapton.

E.5. [2080

1 Q20 Calthorpe-Jap, V.Wih..p., 2-speed, new; *73/10;
-Lt^ immediate delivery.—Clarke and Co., Queen St.,

Louth. [2871

1Q17 234h.p. Calthorpe-J.A.T., Enfield 2-spe6d, good
-i-t' condition: seen week-ends.—70, Butlin Rd.,
Luton, Beds. [2S37

CALTHOEPE 2-stroke. Enfield 2-speed. June. 1919,
insurance lamps, etc.; £56.—Dovey. 3, Tudor Rd.,

Hayes, Middlesex. [2488

All letters relating to advertisenienls should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issiie C23
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[2824

uder; £36—H.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CAI.THORPE-J.A.P. 21AI1.P.. 2-speed, • horn, lamps,
splendid condition; £45.-17, Chivalry Rd.,

Balterspa Rise. S.W. [2471

CALTHOHPB 1920 J.A.P., Enfleld 2 spead, brand
ueiv, iiist .nrrived; at makers' priee.—Wilkins,

SimpEon, opposite Olympin, London. [2213

"[016 Calthorpe 234h.B. J.A.P." engine, just over-
-"-tJ' lumled, perfect running order, lanipri, horn, 100
ni.p.g.

: £55, or oflars.—Drabble, K.A.F. College, Cran-
wel], Lin-^oln. [1957

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p.; 2-speed, clutch, engine,
enamel perfe:'t, copper exhaust, full equipment

several spares : nearest 45 gns.—2, Jesmond Av.,
Wembley, Middlesex. [2970

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale and retail
agents for the county of Devon, all models in

stock for immediate delivery.—The Carlton Motor Co.,
33, Tcrwood St., Torquay. [0201

S<Dll4 2h^p. C;iIthorpe Junior. 2-speed conntershntt,
i-O veiv little used, cnudition tlirougliout as new,
tvres uncut, lamps, generators: bargain, £32.-7. Kil-
larncy Rd., Vi'andsworth, S.W. 18.

CALTHORPE Motor Cyr!es.-2-)lh.p. J. A. P.,
modi'l, 71 gns.; lady's model, well dressg

68 gns.; 2-,-troke. 2 speed model, 68 gns.—P. J.
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

Campion..
Qilh.p. Campion-Precision, 2-speed,
^^4 lamp, very smart, good running
Almond, Highfleld Bd., Shepperfon.

1 Q20 6h.p. Campion-Jap, 3-speed S.A. countershaft
-»- tf gear, B. and B. carbul-etter, Thomson-Bennett
mag., all chain drive, not yet unpacked; Coventry.

—

Ctfers to Box 754. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1693

Hill, .S.E.24. 'Phone: Brixton
[3204

Ccdos
CEDOS, the ideal lightweight; book your order now

for delivery this month.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd..
the real service firm, Taunton and Totnes. [1824

Centaiir.

3ilh.p. Centaur Twin, 3-speed, clutch, Amac, Brooks,
4 new DunlopG, new lamps, horn, tccls, appear

ance and condition perfect; 38 gns.—102, Dalberg Rd.
Brixton, S.W.2. [1748

3ih.p. Centaur 3-speed Kick-start Combination, £46;
2 Huuiber lightweight, Grado gear, footboard, kick

starter, £55 ; would exchange for Douglas 2 or 3-spepd,
or EnlieUl.— 6, Chestnut Villa.i, Ditton Hill. Surbiton.

[2997
Chater-lea

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, latest, lulh
eouipped; £135.-46, Huxhy Rd., Edmonton

N.18. - - [2612

1 020 Chater-Lea 2V'h-P.. 2-speed, 2 stroke, in stock,
X.U —Frank Whitw'orth. Ltd., 139. New St., Bir-
mingham. [X1S19

CHATER-LEA Combination, 8h,p., 3-speed, counter
shaft, all-chain drive; .ready for tour; 85 gns.—

4, The Square, Carshalton. [3077

St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake.

Combination
perfect.—109,

rxi7oo

4h.p. Chater-Lea, Bos:h, Senspray. free
clutch, overhauled, ride away; £40, or offer.—

157 Shepperton Ed., Islington, N.l. [2415

pHATEE-LEA 4l/4h.p. Sporting: Model, fast and

nditi(

Ian

CHATBE-LBA, No. 7, H.S., long base, 1915 com-
bination, just been enamelled and plated, 1920

colours: £130.-22a, Cornwall Rd., London, S.E. [2848

CHATEE-LEA Bh.p. Comhiniition, 3-spetd, chain
drive, clutch, just overhauled, all accessories bar-

gain, £90.-32, Hambledon Ed., Southflelds, S.W.18.
[2229

IQ19 Chater-Lea, 2-stroke, lamps, horn, speedometer,
J~*J tools, spares, 2-speed genr, under 5,000 miles; 60
ens.: after 7 o'clock.—36, Briscoe Ed., Hoddesdon.
Herts. [2713

8'h.p. Combination, latest improve-
tools. pump, Klaxon, speedo-

meter, cameo screen, watch, apron, spare cover, valves,
etc., specially cJprung sidecar saddle aud rear seat,

fast, a pleasure to drive: trml after 7; £220.-252,
et. Ann's Ed., Tottenham. [1792

NO. 7 Chater-Lea Combination, with 6h.p. J.A.P.
engine, clutch, 3-9peed gear box, handle start-

ing, Bosch mag., coachbuilt sidecar and pillion seat.
in first-class running order and condtion; price, in-

cluding spares, etc., £130: owner bought car.—Can
be seen Briarwood, Pol.vgon Av., Barlow Hd.. Levens-
hulme, Manchester. [2909

Chater-Lea-Antoine.
CHATER-LEA-ANTOINE 7-9h.p. twin, Amac, tyres

tubes new, engine thoroughly overhauled, re-

bushed, adjustable pulley, mag. perfect, wicker side-
car, as new; £40, quick sale.—Edwards, Uuderfield.
Elstree. [2613

'Mm
"All machines quoted below for immediate

delivery and at fixed prices. Do not b3 dis-

appointed at the price's ^oing up. We can quote

you the maohine you r:;qiiire, for . immediate

delivery, at a price that will suit you."

Combinations.
T920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas

MasdjTio, complete with hnni, as new.
1920 H IWodel MATCHLESS Combinauon, Lucas

acetylene lamps. Lucas liorn, been ridden

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,
windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all ready
tor the road ; never been ridden.

1920 5 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no acces-
sories, as new.

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas Mag-
dyno, all complete, as new.

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, fitted Henderson
Elite .Sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric horn.
Brand New.

1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan
sporting Sidecar, disc v/heels all round, T.T.
bars, dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from
new Very smart ot.

19^0 3i h.p. SUNBEAM filted with Dinky Sidecar,
black and gold to match bike, not done 20m.

1920 3^ h.p. ROVER Combination. Brand New.
In stock.

1920 4J h.p. B.S-A. Combination, all chain drive,

not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, fitted with hood, windscreen, as new.

Solo Machines.
1920 3^ h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engine.

Brand New.
1920 3i h p LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine, only

done a few miles,

1920 4i h.p. B.S.A., complete, as received from
makers.

1920 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, not l>een ridden.

1915 3^ b.p. SUNBEAM, just been thoroughly
overhauled by makers, compltte with lamps
and horn, splendid condition.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4-spced, brand new, immediate
delivery.

T920 6 h.p. countershaft ZENITH, Sidecar for

same if required.

Cars.
Brand New.' For Zmme-

First-class Combinations Wanted for spot cash
High pricts paid for good machine i.

J. SMITH & CO.,
16, H/V.MPSTEAD KD., LONDON, N.W.t

.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea=De Dion.

Q3.h.p. Chater-De Dion, good going order, runs e-Vi a clock; £22.-85, Church Rd., Willesdik

CHATEE-LEA-DE DION, 3h.p., Bosch mag., f
carburetter, low, fast; call alter 6 o'clock; i;-.

ride away.-A. Hurren. 10, Sussex St., Victoria. [:'tl

Chater-Lea-Fafnir.
CHATER-LEA-FAFNIE 1914 6h.p. Combinatioi !.

speed countershaft, being overhauled, re-enamid
Panhard red, sidecar and pillion reupholstered lio

match, nearly new tyres; ±'100.—Doran, 19, Westboilo
Park Ed., Bayswater. [:i;l

Chater-Lea-Jap.
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, coachbuilt *

car, Bosch, B.B,, 5-speed and clutch, pe t

order; £55; call alter 6.—Dawson, 102, East Dul h

Rd., S.E.22. [: 8

6-8h.p. Chater-LCa-Jap, C.B., B. and B., Bi i,

just overhauled and fitted 3-speed S.A., (
;

best over £100.—Oapt. Ryder, 43, Newlands I :,

Sydenham, S.E.26. [; 2

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. J.A.P. O.B. Combinations
speeds, chain drive, as new, lamps, horn, spi i-

meter, £15 worth of spare parts; £88.—35a, Va l

Rd., Acton Vale, London. [

8 h.p. Chater-Jap, 3-speed, chain drive, and Pure 's

sidecar, fully equipped, hood, lamps, etc.. e 1-

lent condition throughout, not dirt cheap, but p ;

£115.-85, Church Rd., Willesden. [ 1

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., practically complete, i s

assembling, good 6h.p. twin engine, U.-II. i ..

low frame, spring forks, round .tank, 26x2V2 wl .,

guards, band brake, bars, footrests, etc. ; first h

for lot, £25.—Short, South Cerney, Cirencester.- [ |8

Chater.Lea-Precision.

1 020 Ohater-Lea-Precision, 2-stroke. J'a.p.. n 'y

Chatei-.Lea-Zedel.

Clarence.

CLARENCE Motor Cycles, 1920 models
2-stroke, 2-8peed, clutch, now ready for i

delivery
;
price £78.—Write lor specification, I

Poland St., W.

Clyno.

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—Sole agent for CI

stroke from stock.

in 20 Clyno Lightweight,
J-f/ Bros., Buinham-on-Sea.

d district.

took to-day.—B k

2-speed,
rke and Co., Qu

The Motor

imnicdi;
St.,

[9 1

CLYNO Lightweight, 2-speed, little used, climb :

where, bought car; £65.—Pailthorpe, Longdi

Exeter. <'

CLYNO, 1920 engine, 2-speed, 2-stroke, lai

horn, speedometer, 800 miles; f70.—Blumer,
lington. t^

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., in good going or

S-speed, K.S.; price £110.—French, »"""

Uckfleld.

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, K.S.: 1

after 6 p.m.—Beard, 30, Leverton St., Kcr'

Town, N.W.5. 1'

CLYNO 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, Lucas lauipa,
:

good tyres, like new; £90.-259, Browuhdl
|

Cntford, S.E.6. !••

lOEOW Eros., Guildford, West Snrrey Clyno age
^ - ....-»« nn«tron+o frtr fill Ti combinntlon6

[3l
'-^ have large contracts' for 8h.p. combinations^:

2%h.p. lightweights.

Ivcrley, Stourbridge.

lUcas lamps and bi.

liles; £65. — Barn:jj

splendid condition. S'

i, Bond St., En,|

Phone ; Ealing 1827. ty

TTTAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.—2%];
Clynos, new, 1920 models, 2-speed gear; »l;

pH Irom stack. I'''

024

>0<><>C<X><><>C<>00<>C><C><><>00<>000<>00^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date or the issue
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MOTOR CVCI.ES TOR SALE.
Dnuiilaa.

voriiLAS ;;'-ili.i)., 2-»iicm1. iixci-iiticranlli' fust, f
/ .-ii;!!!!.'!!..!. ii.T«oi-t TOUiimon, lliiilps: £62/10.-179,

n IM. .S.\V.9. [2247

)ortil..VS, Iiiitiunlinte delivery from stovk, 2''^4l).ii

J »|ii r,l ; list price, flOO.-dleure nud Lowe, tJI

il!h St., WiM.lwi.'h. [3130

9'

[1696

Dotigliis 2'\li.p., just overlintded, 2-.ii)eiM

IPS, liorn. tmila, perfect eoiiditiou.— 1 8. iHnUh
war, Cnmliridge. fX1522

kOUOLAS. 2'4h.p., single speed, nice condition, runs
' well; £26/10.—A. J. Young nod Co., Ltd., New-
•rket. Thone: 214.

^
[0196

\OU(iI..'\S, 1914, pcrfei-Uon itselt, no connection

I., Anirley, S.E.20.

in- conditi.m.
-16, Oakft'Id

[2802

pUn,ide, Weymouth.

\OrriLAS 2'-:ili.p., Inte 1915 T.T. model,
' hauled ai

.
--. ...

try n.l, nil [X1330

p;Tiert,

alk farm Tube Static

bury Wells, Worces

kl5 Douslas 2''4h.p

[0149

glas. lamps, run 250 milci
Cher, Tenbury Baths Co.,

tX1558

e UnililiiiBs.

Q18 Doush

splendid eouih
V to ri.le awav: f35.-Fi.i
cymuiith.

4h.p., 3-speed combinatit

1, cliitrl,

5. Chir
[X1755

lOUGLAS 1915 2"'jli.p.

d Ed.! South' Woodford.

|,OUGLAS, single speed,
' £45; evenings after
tiugale rincf , Woohvicl

)UGLAS. 1913, 2-si)ee
hauled, discs, long ej

">, Market Place, Romford.

lOUGLAS 2i4h.p. 1916, perfect
and H. lamp set,- horn, etc,

1, Old Kent Rd., S.E.I.

lOUCLAS, 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start.
' T.T. bars, discs, lamps, horn, as new: £80.-97
Hern Rd.. West Kilburn. izaz(.

3h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, just as new, bought late
4 1919; bargain, first £75.-31, Claremont Ed.
xandra Park, Manchester. [XI6I;

1 p. nouslas, 1918, silky, reliable, powerful engit
superior -to new, fuUv erjuipped; £105. or offers

tell. Church Farm, B.lwtry. [2153
lOUGLAS, 254h.p., buffer forks, re-enamelled, ovt

hauled, tyres and b.dt, 500 miles, engine perlec

reeentlv overlinuled, fast,

;
bargain, £55.-14, Cleve

[2712

perfect order, very fast

;

inning order, P.
£60.—Fairland,

[2806

SPECIAL
CLEARANCE LINES

I«17 41..
i-'J ebile
I.iiwlh, 6,

19'

Tyre Specialists^

g] The Premier House lor Genuine Bargalni.

264 Vauxhali Bridge Road.

266, Victoria S.W.I.
Te'.ephone: Victoria 6553.

BRAND

NEW MOTOR
CYCLE COVERS
Dunlop, Palmer, Kempshall, Avon,

Wooid-Milne, Beldam, and Bates.
(£.vGot'en!meii(S/orfs.)

CARRIAGE PAID
AND

ON APPROVAL
(7 days against remittance)

5.-42, Beehi- Lan Ilford.

OtTGLAS 1920 4h.p., niognifi,
electric lighting, electric hoi

ker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[32

fly equipped witl
bulb hoTu. etc.

—

[X1595
2-speed. kick start, clutch,il3 Douglas 2e_,h.p

splendid running
'e Rd.. Cricklewood, London. [2606

116 Douglas 2e4h.p., 2-speed model, renovated, in

.
,.'3's,t.inBuishable from uew ; £60; extremely fast

1, Marlborough Rd., Covent

OUGLAS 2i4h.p., 2-speed,
alwolutely perfect, e.xceptior

Imgford Av., North Kensingti

"120 Douglas 234h.p
" rlni.o Qn ,v,,-l^.. .

[X1811

ated Dec. 1919,
smart: £65.-60,

[2921

- ,- . ..s, horn, speedometer,
doue 90 miles: 100 gns.—30, Claveritfg Ay..

nes. Tel.; Hammersmith 1807. ', [3193
OyGLAS 1915 254h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels, larups.
horn. ju,;t overhaule<l, sporting model ; £62 —49
mnn Place. Glolie Rd., Mile End. ' [2261

-118 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., sidecar, 1920.
coachbuilt. excellent condition; £120.—Lvnton.

; Crescent, Churchend, Finchley. "[2816

|16 234h.p. Douglas, completely eauipped, rebuilt
,

and as new, splendid condition; £75.—Morri.ss.
'letona Rd., FLnsbury Park, N'.4. [2303
OUGLAS, 2eih.p., uncrated August, 1919, disc
wheels, lamps, etc., as new; bargain, £67.-37,

atham Place, Bri.vton Hill, S.W.2. [2679

™ S.e.
Our List

. Make. Price. Price.

IB] 'b-'i .^von Combination 55;- 90 /-

- Palmer Cord 3-rib 47/6 68/9

^Vi} Dunlop Combination Steel

j. and Rubber Studded .. 57/6 90/-

m ,. Dunlop Ex. Hv. Rub. Stud. 52/6 72/-

[1

Wood-Milne Ex. Hv. 4-plv
Keygrip 47/6 68/6

Beldam Ex. Hv. R, N-s.kid. 40/- 61/1
2fi". 2.'. Dunlop Combination Steel

1 (o.s.) 92/6
67/9Dunlop Heavy Rub. Stud.. 45'-

Dunlop Ex. Hv. R.N.S. .

.

62 '6

Dun'op HeavT R.N.S 55'- 78/9

„ United States R.N.S 62/6

'

Palmer Cord i-r.h 60- 93/6
Kempshall .^nti-skid 52.6 69/6
Bates Special Heavy 60/- 91/6

nil ,. Moseley Ribbed Extra Hv. 50/- -o;-

TUBES, ALL MAKES.
7/9 26x2; ......
9/6 28,: 3

Butted, I,'- extra.

SPECIAL LINE OF
GOVERNMENT COVERS
IN ALMOST NEW CONDITION.
28x3Dunla;iEx. Hy Rubber Studdetl 27 '6

MOTOR CYCI,i;.S FOR SALE.
Douglas,

ft nil), I)(.UKla« S|,cci„li,,t, Gloucester, give< perionid
*' iill.'i tHiii t., all iirdi'i.. All «i,iii.-« lit iniiliem' priCH
toil;c,l X,, |,i,i|lt,.,.Miii;.-'l'lH 852. (6340

•ihi. C,uiil,iii:ili.,ii, 3»pecdH, K.S.,
iiiinii, III r.-ally ex. 11 in condition; £105.-
, 6, Mcunt Pkasaut fid., Ealing. [3194

Douglas 2',h.p., excellent condition," over-
hauled, lamps, horn; £63; alter 6.-I'ugli,

23, .MIerton Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16. (2863

D'ir(;l.\S 2''4h.p.. 1916, lamps, horn, tools, Thom-
son liinuett mag., excellent condition; £65.—

\illiii-, lianmore, Buxton Lane, Caterham. (2837

D<jL!i;i.a.S, 2''4h.p., in new condition, new tyret
back and trout, new enamel tank; £65, or r.l(.-r.

-Frank .Smith, 24a, Church Rd., 'Jroydon. (2360

.5>illi.p. riniiidus. lis new, makers' colours, new tyre.,
/iiZ ii,r,..,.nrips. realv for Wliitsiin ; 65 Biis.-Iliiv-
ward, 54. Kingsmead Rd., Tulsc Hill, .S.W.2. (1703

120 gn^.— 17, Ki

DOI'liLA.s 1915 2"c,j,.,i..

cxccll,.nt cnnditiou tin.

AH letters relating to advertisements snoul(S guote tiie number at the end of each

150, -L,. 13, Lntic

Textile .Mills, Holywjll, Flintshire.

-Owen, 59, Scholcfield Rd

DOUGLAS .'"lb
and .ibsnlutpl

licutist. 216, Pint

D0U(;LAS 2'

uverhnule.i li

et; £45.-105. IMa
iniiHctur.rs. enam
Rd., Clapham Ci

DOUGLAS 1913 2 speed 2'Ji.p.. ji

engin.' exceptionullv good, excellcu
—24, Sanawell Rd.. Handsworth, Birn

15-16, Bishopsi

•r. enamelled
order; £59,

jway, [.K1636

<.. 1919, fast,

irs; 62 B11H--
W.IO. (1646

ind magneto
;1 fair, lamp
mmon. [2304

^t overhauled,
bargain: £45.
ngham. [2695

2-i.peed. 1916 model, splendid
-Newnliam Motor Co.. 223, Hom-

l(d,. \\.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9198

sstied machines,
£65 each.—Elce and

Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0066

in, 1918, 3-speed, clutch,

K.S.. aluminium discs, new lamps, condition as

UMv; any trial; £130.-92, Beulnh Ed., Thornton Heath.
[1969

1 (Ch20 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas Sidecar Combination, en
i-'J gine Xo. 10042, purchased new February, 1920;
price £155,— M;irsli, Burton Baudalls, Lougnborougii,

rxT743
DOUGLAS 25ah.p.. 1916. perfect condition, complete,

acetylene lamp^, Klu.xon horn; 60 gns.—Apply,
R. Corfield, Imperial Works/ Morden Ed., Mitchain.

[2532

DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p., uncrated 1919, Thomson-Bennett
mag., Auiac, Hutchiusons, buffer forks, lamps, horn,

".•rfect eouditioa: £75.-32, Duratits Ed., Ponders End,
X. [2964

DOUGL.AS, 4h.p., new condition, countershaft, kick

start; bargain, £80, or near offer.—Nicholls, Clare-

mont House, 6, Cavendish Rd., Merton. Tel. : City

028. [3216

Oih.p. W.D. Douglas, done only 700 miles, disc
/W4 wheels, first-class condition throughout; £85.
no offers. — Chauffeur, Oakhvrst Grange, Caterham,
Surrey. [1913

£48.— 2vih.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, Lamp, mecbnnical
horn, and toolbags, tvres and engine splendid con-

dition, 1919 Aniac—Andrews, 16, Heath Drive, Hamp-
.iteart.

~
t22'i'2

TO 15 Douglas, 2'4h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, semi-
-Lt/ TT, re-enamelled, excellent condition, ready
to ride awav; £60.—Westlev. 12, Rectory Rd., Barnes,
S.\V.13. " [1843

£58.—Rogers. 5. Spencer Park, Wandsworth
[1833

Combination, Skiff side-
exhaust

perfect: £110.-8, Glengarry Rd., E.

ijulwich. ' _ [1636

DOUGLAS 234h.p.^ WD ,
practically unused, perfect

throughout, with lamps, generator, liom ; £60;
Saturday afternoon or Sunday morning.—60a, Kirkdale,

Sydenham. [2514

TO 15-16 2^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas, splendid condi-
XtF tion plating and enamel, makers' colours, fast,

horn pump, etc.; £60.-67, Little Heath, Old Charl-

ton, 'S.E:7.
,

[2654

glas Combination, all 1920 improve-

advertisement. and the date ol the issue. 327
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

hNE 4h.i), Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick etart.

19

lully equipped, iippe;iiance aaci condition
£3S.-Apijly, A. Brown, 2, Austin St., Shoreditch,

-in, E.2. [3178

20 Douglas Combination, brand new, fitted with
large P. and H. lamps and rear, horn, and

srtiial Easting screen; £187.-2, Nightingale Rd.,
Lower Clapton. [2176

41i.p. Douglas Combination, C.B., S-speed- and kirk,
newly enamelled and plated, 1917 model, over-

hauled; £110. — 19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth,
London, S.W.8 .

,
[212*

1 Q15 2Sab.p. DouKlas. excellent condition, 2-speed,
Xt/ electric lighting, tyres good; £60, or exchange
heaTyweight.—Write, Rayward, Mill House, Leigh,
Reigate, Surrey. [2569

03.h.p. Dougla.s, 1916, equal to new, Douglas colours,
>y 4 £65 : also 1917 4h.p. combination, loyal blue
eideoar, £115.-72, Longiidge Rd., Earl's Court. 'Phone:
WeitBin 1344. [2733

XA GNS.—Douglas 2^/41i.p. W.D. model, 2-speed, new
*-'^ T. and B. mag., just rebuilt and enamelled makers'
colours, excellent condition; sacrifice tor cash.—31, Hal-
ford Rd., Kulham. [2442

1 Q 16 Douglas, mileage 4,000, mechanically fault-
-M-tJ less, trip speedometer, lamps, horn, knee pads,
mudshield; £65, or near offer.—10, Charlton Rd..
Blackheath, S.E. [2777

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete witt
J- •-' lamps, tools, ete.j makers' colours, in first-clasf

condition and running order; 115 gns,—Taplin, 159
Rornsey Rd.. N7. [3149

DOUGLASES 234h.p. always in stock at competitive
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satiir

days.—Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
F'arm Tube Station). [0151

T Q14 2^)4b.p. Douglas, just overhauled for £10/15,
-fl-tJ condition as new, not W.D., Lucas horn, Doug-
las footboards; nearest £55, bargain.—25, St. George'-^
Terrace, Canterbury. [1793

DOUGLAS, 2^Ah.p., 1916, 1915, 1914, only want:
seeing; bargains, £50, £45, and £40 respectivelv

also quantity spare parts.—Sulina Garage, Sulina Rd.
Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [2680

DOUGLAS 2J^h.p., 1915, super-power, combina-
tion, Avro sidecar, 2-speed, disc wheels, electric

lights, perfect condition; £75.—Montrose, Windmill
Rd., Clapham Common. [3197

1Q16 2^'ih.p. Douglas, re-enamelled, maker's colou
-L t7 recently overhauled, trial, C.A.V., Amac, good
tyres, P. and H., pump, horn, tools; 70 gns.,
offer.—Cribb, Shenley, Herts. [1766

"I Q19 Douglas 2^h.p., 2-speed, in first-class condl
JLt' tion, low mileage, complete with acetylene
lighting set, horn, tool kit, spares, footboards; 85 gns
—^2, Mayfield Rd., Coventry. [X1662

1Q18 4h.p. Douglas, 3-sp3eds, K.S.. thcrou-'hly r

JLt/ hauled, in splendid condition- £85.—Apply
mornings between 10 and 12, or by appointment.—
296, Wightman Rd., Hornsey. [2699

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., soiled, in crate, 65 gns.; several
new and second-hand for sale; also Douglas com-

binatio".—Garage, 5, Eglon Mews, Berkley Rd., Prim-
rose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube). [2607

DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, with all accessories
and in perfect condition, £155: Douglas 2';4h.p.,

1920. !amp6, horn, not ridden 200 miles, perfect, ofierr;.

—Robinson, Lon-isa, Rhubina, Cardifl'. [3004

4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, polished alu
minium discs, legshields, lamps, horn, Tan-Sad

Rom tyres, condition aa new; lOOens. ; seen any even
ing.—42, Archibald St., Newport, Mon. [2138

LATE 1919 Douglas Combination, 1920, clutch,
mileage 600, perfect condition, fitted eleotrir

light, 2 new 4 volt 60 arap. accumulators, tools; £16.'^

—Tillion, Easton St., High Wycombe. [193£

D"^

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, blue
Douglas sidecar, new tyres, lamps, horn, tools,

aoron. etc.. fine condition; £120.—Edgell Cottage.
High Rd., East Finchley (next Oak Lane). [2858

D^

-|ni6 2%h.p. T.T. Douglas. 2-speed. buffer head.
Xt^ makers colours, Dnnlop and Hutchinson, enamel
perfect. Icoks. runs, and is equal to new; £65; seen
any time.—Learned, Gr^enbank, Weybridge. [2814

DOUGLAS 2V,h.p., 2-speed, Oct.. 1915, done 10
months" riding, guaranteed throughout; £60-

fitted up regardless.—Call or write, Benfield, 4. St!
Mildred Terrace, Wejtgate Bay Av., Westgate. [2833

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919 model, completely
equipped with lamps, horn, tools, etc., original

tyres, good i-ondition, in good order, enamel very good;
best offer over £140.-15. Holywell St., Oxford. [X1627

BOUQUETS

!

THE SERVICE CO. are constantly

receiving letters from motor
cyclists saymg how pleased and satis-

fied they are with a purchase or deal

concluded. This is the sort of thing

that occurs daily in our ordinary

correspondence

:

" I must thank you for the prompt jnanner
in which you obtained this for me after

the makers bad refused to supply."

" I-would like to take this opportunity
of thanking you for the kind and^ourteous
treatment which I have received from
you throughout, which comes somewhat
refreshing when compared with the
actions of other firms at this period of

demand exceeding supply,"

" I have already recommended you to
one of ray friends, who was able to obtain
fi-om you what he had failed to do in
other parts of London, chiefly because you
took interest in his requirements, and
finally ' unearthed ' what he was looking
for."

" I feel Lmust write to thank you for the
most courteous treatment I received at
your hands. Although you were swarm-
ing with purchasers and very busy, nothing
seemed too much trouble for you to take
or to satisfy me."

We always have a large number of

machines in stock. Why not come
and look round—there may be some-
thing to suit ycu—or we can talk

delivery of the machine you want.

They're coming along better now,

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,

289-292, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, - - W.C.l

Telegrams :
" Admittedly, London."

Telephone : Holbom 6430.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

"TJOUGLAS, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch model, £80
--' or offer, must sell ; Douglas, 2%!]. p., 2
speed, as new, £60.—F. Dalton, 141, Sumatra Hd.
near Metropolitan Station, W. Hampstead, N.W.6.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Colonial Model, 1915, J-speed
clutch, T.T. bars, fine condition, new back tyr

and belt, new electric lighting and speedometer; prii'
£75.-193, Wellington Ed., Heaton Norris, Stockpon

! „ [255
I 1 Q19 4h.p, Douglas Combination, hood, wind screer
' J- " Tan-Sad, discs, speedometer, Cowey, horn, lamp
tools, not ridden 400 miles; £160.-Webber, 247, Fu
ham Rd., South Kensington. 'Phone : Kensingto
'5158. [288

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you hai,,
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the earlli^

birds. Place your order at once if yon want d<|
livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 19e, Cheltenham Bdjl
Bristol.

_ FOOll

1020 Douglas 2%h.p., hand clutch, kick start,
-•-" epeed, fitted with lamps, legshields. Klaxon,
100 miles, guaranteed in brand new condition;
£120; nearest ofl'er accepted.—12a, High St., Ashfffi
Kent. [2

TO 18 Douglas 4h.p., sporting model, alumii
-*-*^ discti, large hejid lamp, speedometer, spares,
magnificent condition; £90.—Greenwood, 60,
Rd., Clapham, S.W., after 7 p.m. (near Stockwell '

Station). [1^
piOUGLAS 1914 23-ib.p., speciaUy fast,
-"-^ enamel new, footbcar<is, aluminium dis(
exbaust, fully equipped, insurance, only needs
£66.—'Phone: Chiswick 1516.-38, Grosvenor
Chii

19^

don. Berks.

DOUGLAS 1915-16 2^-4h.p., black. T.T. bars,
tools, horn.

. knee grips, long copper exhan-jl
Bosch mag., under 2,000 miles, in splendid conditicsj
seen any time by appointment; £60,—Lee, jii

Cowcross St., London. [261

1Q19 (Oct.) Douglas Combination, coachbi
|

-L iy screen, side screen, lamps, Cowey hor:
very small mileage, brand new condition; £165,
near offer; photograph on aijpUcation.—Capt. D.^,

Belgrave Rd., Wanstead, E.ll. CXKjl

F.Q,C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Donglas combinffU^j
new tvpe cluteb, fully equipped, excellent oiji

—Pair Offer Car Hou^^e, 5. He;ith St., HiimpSt I

(near Hnmp««tead Tube Station). 'Phoae: Hamurt I

3752. Hours 9-7, induding Saturdnys. [2;T

33h.p. Douglas de Luxe, 3 speeds, kick start, clut

4 electric lighting, engine No. 29409, condit
as new throughout, low mileage, tnamel and plat

practicallv as good as new. Klaxon, mudshii Ids; i

lowest.—Hall, Durley Park, Keynsham, Bristol. [2-

DOUGLAS C.B. Combination. 4h.p.. 3-speed. V

start, re-enamelled blue, plated, and rtui'l

stered, new'CA.V. mag., new lamps, horn, belt, ;

pneumatic pillion sea t,_ splendid mechanical
fy

Highbury, N.5.
£125.~Gilbert, 20. Pethe

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918 model, new j

omplete from makers, new C.B. eideiMir

chassis, mag., earburetter, saddle, front wheel, ty

belt, all brand new, re-enamelled and plated, with Ian

etc., ready for the road; £145, or ueare,^t.-75, C
beiwell (irove, S.E.5. [2

DOUGLAS 1916 2'>4h.p., makers' colours, 2 i

lamps, generator, mechanical horn, toul 1

belt, Stewart speedometer, compensated spring fo

tyres as new, pump and tools; 65 gns.; alter 6 pi

232, Elmhurst Mansions, pff Manor St., Clapii

'Phone: Brixton 1921. [1

1 Q19 Douglas. 4h.p., W.D., uncrated May. IS
J-«7 special roachbuilt sidecar for adult and cl .

hood. Cameo, Watford. F.R.S. lamps, Tan-Sad, 2
'

tyres, spares, thoroughly overhauled by expert, pei -

condition: £140; trial any time.—Thomson. Nurs
man, Waltham Abbey, Essex. [2 >

33.h.p. Douglases, frames stove enamelled, transl

,

4 new handle-bars, mudguards, tyres, sadi

.

tanks, and toolbags. We are in a position to sui

'

immediately; prices from £70. Also we c*m sii
'

any Douglas spares, including one or two fram'

Apply to R.L., Motor Works. 36. Frogmore .

Bristol.

"I Q20 Douglas Combination. P. and H. lampiii,.i

Xi/ generators. Jasmine wind screen {S&xc Wujtf '

match). Cowey speedometer, legshields. Klaxon, '

plete tools, only been ridden 14 times, owner ohj*]*
delivery MatchJi
accessories according to
Garage, Bellingham. nei

would take less Wltp
;ost.—Can be seen Sofitljj

Catford, S.E. [\l

1 Q20 Douglas 2%li.p.. April. 3-speed model, Cm
J-U speedometer, P. and H. £4 lamp set. KlaU
Tan-Sad, aluminium discs. Pedley grips, maci^

perfect mechanically and otherwise, appearance bi

'

new, enamel unscratched, bills shown, under J

miles; bargain. £105, fully insured, list price £1^"

Lockyer, Fire Station, Basil St., Knightsbri
London. r-IS

u 8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue ^
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MOTOR CYCI.F.S FOR SALE.
Hniicy-Dnvldson.

919 (I.-a.-) 7 9li.|i. I)iirl.'y-iv.vi,l

Si.li'.Mi, .l.'i-lrical mo^ol
I'liiii- 149, St. .lu

._ .1 MilHonl
ua now; £205.-.I.

St., BiiruK')'. 11752

919 lla

.'ll.'il.

Iu« Ilk.' 1

9'^
'I;'

7-9h.li., 3-1

ntt litiiul Inn
125, Hish 1

•il. tiink

Molti)
lnK», niii-

, S,\V.19.
[2269

Daviilson 7-91i.p., IJoach mnff., InmpH, 3

hir.'h, hiiiiil nnd foot, kick .stiirt, qxvq\-

il miulitinn; £138. -J. II., 34, Bloomsbnrs' Si|., W.C.
[3012

I
Q20 4li.p. Harley-Davidson, brand new. 2 brdkoa,
V Innips, sptedometur ; list price, £158.-14.
«pn Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens, West Ken-
igton. ^ [3145

lQ18 llnrlB.v-Dnvidson 7-9.1i., mag, model. 3-spoed,
'V eoiiditiou and nppenrdnee as new: £125; only
illti .s.eins: eall or writs.—U.C, 196, Cbandos Kd.,
rutlord. [2390

J.\H1.HV-DAVIDS0NS. 1919 models, choice ol 3,

I liad little use, condition as new, nearly new
reti': £100 each.—Bacon, 7, Batoum Gardens, Ham-
ursmith. [2195

; Q18 Hjirley-Tiavidson 7-91i.p. Combination. 3 rtiieeds,

r V tries gmKl, latest sidecar, and little used, lamps,
I rn, ct.; accept £145, or best oflor.—277, Camljerasll
l„ S,K.5. [1679

ble offer secures.— 304, Ful-
[1709

Lnte 1918 Comliin.a-
new condition
23n, Bramlier

[2672

lamp, Kla.Kon,

m Rd.. S.W.IO.

IAKI.KY-nAVinSON 7-911.1

tioii, all .ic'cst-,

j-nliei

'St Kciusmtiton.

Ilarlev Combi
[enderson Elite

siulr.

decar, just n
yres, any trial;

as above; £150,

f9'
d. as I

mas. model.—Bi

iQ20 Ilarley same
«/ Below.

lQ20 Harley Combi
I M lighting; £250. „. ..„„. u„^. .—i,.„„ui„i., i„„.,
Tghley Rd, Tufnell Park, N.W.5 (facing Tufnell
rk Tube, (^ha:iiig Cross and Highgate line). [3051

TARLEY-PAVIDSOX 7-9h.p. Combination, mas.

oHer.—Malsburg,' 108a

60.- 25, Uatte i.\y.

7-9h.p..
,v chains,
best oHe

st-class order

;

' [2746

, late 1915.
760x90 rear
£120 secures.

[1835

genuine

[3020

lorn, tools
Cambridge

etc.; £200.—
[2316

2. model. and projectile

Gloria sidec;
e. recently oi'erhau'.ed
lennelt. Bedlord Rd.,

rAELEY, late 1919, electric model, and
L Harlev sports sidecar, discs, touring and
5, spare tyre, condition perfect; £205--Ethe
St., Mar^-arefs lid.. Twickenhnin.

[i20 Harley Davidson Combination, 7-9h.p.,
'J March, mileage 900, perfect nonHit.inn
eels, speedometer, lam];
Her, 11. Scroope Terra

915 Harlev-Davidson,
sidecar, ir sound ,.„ ..^„..,, „^,.,

'S all round, spares, very sporty; best offer round
M.-Harris, 92. High St., Witney, Oxon. [2556

[)16 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, just
•-' been overhauled at a cost of £60, 1920 colour,
ips, tools etc., firstrclass condition, any trial
med; £135.—Austin, 3, Oliver St., Rugby. [2567
[ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. luxurious out-
L fit. dynamo lighting, disc wheels, electric horns,
„ almost new; a bargain, £186; owner bought car
74, Barcombe Av. Streatham Hill, S.VV.2. [2678
"ARLEY-riAVIDSON, 1917 model, not W.D., enam-
- elled red, with handsome black coach sidecar,
nmo lighting, io perfect order, with all accessories;
O.-Cleare and Lowe. 125. High St., Woolwich. [3132
OC.H. have a 1919 Hnrlev-Davidsou war model-
£110, a hargain—Fair Offer Car Hoiise, 5, Heath

Hampstend (near Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone:
npstead 3752. Hours 9-7. including Saturdays.

»20 Flat Twin H.ariej, comfortable sporting sidecar
' special to match, 4-point attachment, 3 lamps
1, appearance, mechanical condition perfect- under
price. £165.—Capt. Buck, 7, Orleans Ed., N.19.

'\20 Harley-Davidson Combination, Harley bulbous
.' back sidecar, double screen, Tan Sad step, eleo

' model, lamps, speedometer, Klaxon, bulb horns-
lordshiie; delivered fortnight; list price—Bos 752'
The Molar Cycle. [1718
-VRLEY-DAVIDSON,

. 1920 (March), electric
minium discs, tools, spart
nternaLIy and external!;
senuine bargain, £192.—

[1904
electric model, bulbous

model. 800
Iierfect ccm'.ition

sprii
Id. just paid Harlev
''"„„^^",!?'"<' bargaiti; best oB
. 83, Knollys Rd., Streathan

pillic

haul,
and £

all

receipt
145—
[3073

i^otors-
P.i.opriclor'i'-'Eilioa 1.. Ne'^/l'iciiy Cobbtif

,

Cr Cedric CrobHwode
- MOTOPt CYCLE/ DEPT

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents tor the

D U Z M O
(or London, Hertlord Bedford, Middlesex, & Surrey.

We are also Agents for the following machines :

B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUO&E, READINQ
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS

1920 H.B., 2i h.p., Blackburne-Burman
2-speed, kick-starter, and hand control
clutch. In stock List.

1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke,
2-speed. In stock List.

1920 COULSON-B., J^h.p., Blackburne,
2-speed. In stock List.

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
legshiclds, tully equipped. In stock List.

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2; h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, kick-starter,'
and hand control clutch. In stock ., £87 10

1920 COULSON-B., 2} h.p. Blackburne.
2-speed, speedometer, D.A. lamp set,

le^hields. In stock List.

B.S.A 4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps.,
horn, speedometer windscreen, Tan-
Sal, perlect conditioa. In stock .. £125

ipi6 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., laraos, horn,
tootboards. etc. In stock' £75

roib INDIAN, rlutch model, lamps. horiL
in stock £83

1916O.K.-JUNIOR 2} h p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
horn. etc. In stock , £4J

Delivery shortly.
DUZMOS.
READING STANDARD.
i>Aiyl£S il h.p. twin aaJ 5-6 h.p. twin.

Large Stock of 5-S and 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Spares.

We want to buy S0L03 or COMBI-
NATIONS. 1918-1919 and 1920

CAMPING OUT
FOR HOLIDAYS.
TRY IT THIS WHITSUN.

IT PAYS.
See "The Motor Cycle," May 13th,
page 535, or write us for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS
92, Gloucester Road, S.W.7.

lelephone : Kensington, 6312.
Telea;rams Elembalmot Southkea;. tj3ndo;i

19

MOTOR CYCI.liS FOR SALIi.

Hiirlcy-DjivldKon.
UU.KV DAVlIWOiN Combinations, not war
1916-6.7-8; prices £132 to £180; ci.ii.

ar, hciid lump sot, horn, and all cornplet'-
(iiir.-W. H. Orimoi unci Co., 16, Brutun
Bond St., W.l. Maylair: 4792.

IB Harlcy-Davidsons, electrically ..|in|,,H.;

omcter, not war models, ffuaranl 1
'

i, >,' 1 li

U.S.A.,
.nniiriorcd.—HatlilKJUe Bros, and .loliii 1 1., liniMiii-

,

.Junction Rd. t;araBc, Kingsley, Northampton. 12125

di Hidcciir, luKKiu;c
screen, new Palnier.i, iiiil""

ahout 1,000, thoroughly ovorlioiiled and flr«t iid-

tsjust niadf^ ma^niflcent liuirdiine, eiinal to

IQle Ilurh'y with Cnnoelot
-»- •^ cjiriiri, I'liK-tiiifi wind acre

i-Tluii

flSO.-Nash, 37, rnirflold Ed. South, Kint-to
11695

IQ18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
i-'J tion, splendid condition, electric liuhtine, me-
clianical horn, 3-s|iced, kick start, tyres as new, any
trial siven and open to expert examination; price
files; seen week-ends London.-Apply Harley. Box
4,273, c/o The Motor Cycle. ri2';i>

SELL or Ex.hanee Late 1915 II:,
,

I. 1 J,i ,
1

n,

4-5h.p., with torpedo sidecar, lain|. ,
li.tn, •,1

pare new chain, disc wheels, clutch modi I, kuk t:iji' 1,

Hosch mag., 2-speed gear, excellent coudiLiuu, j^i^ud

tyres, stored nearly 3 years; accept 100 gna., or ex-
change good 2-seater car, with cash adjustment.—Sun
Inn, Braintree, Essex. [3110

AULEY Gloria 1915 Conihination, with maRnifi-
ent sprung wheel sidecar, complete electric and

acetylene outfits, electric horn, accuinulotors, and all

accessories, completely overhauled and repainted late-t

Harlev colour, aluniinium disc wheels; ready tor ini-

iiirdiat-e tour; £150.-Hubert Turner and Co.. 4-5.

Crawford I'as.-age, Itay St., Farringdon lid,, E,C.
(3247

"1Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric raodel.
XJ? with lamps, horn, 3 speeds, hand and loot

clutch, speedometer, in tirst-class condition, excep-
tionally good engine, will climb any hill in Devonshire
on second gear with lull load, extras. Easting wind
screen, pillion seat; price, complete, £195, or nearest
offer :_ owner bought car.—Seen at Maudes' iilart, I'l

H

St.. Exeter r2230

Hazlewood
-6h.p. Hazlewood-.Tap. 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

lamps, etc., new condition ; 85 gns.—2. Cran-
brook Villas, Guildford Rd., Farnborough, Hants.

[2965
"|O20 Haxlevood Combination, new, 6!i.p., expensive
It/ aorepisories. -splendid machine; £200 net—Cellu-

Clothing Co., Torchester Ed.. Mapperley. Notting-
liaui. [X1333

HAZLEWOOD 4h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, 3-

3peed, kick start, lamps and accessories, splendid
ondition, enamel and platinu not scratched; £85.-21,
Hitherdon Ed., Balham. S.W.17. [1982

1 Q 16 5-6h.i). Hazlewood-Jap, 3-speed countershaft,
LiJ cota-hbuilt coiu'iination, lamps, horn, speedometer,

w; £110; lightweight part exchanged. —The Mou-
Engiueering \yorks, 51, Montagu St., Kettering.

[1739
HAZLEWOOD, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.. K.S.. Bosch, speedo

m?ter. overhauled this season, new Binks and
Dunlop. 3-speed. wide carrier, accessories.—

Robinson, 145, Northcote Rd.. Wandsworth. London.
[2981

HAZLEWOOD Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine,
3-speed clutch and kick starter, attractive sidecar,

a really reliable outfit; £186, plus packing and carriage
from works, or on Harrod^' system of easy payments
4% extra.—Harrodii' Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Bromp-
ton Ed. (opposite Main Building). London. S.W.I

[3183

Henderson.
HENDERSON 4-cyl., in good condition; £67/10-

Domiu^ and Co., Winchester. [3119

HENDERSON Combination, smart, must sell, seen
any day e.vcept Satu:day or Sunday.—2, Mayfair

Ter., Morden Rd., Merton. ^ [2948

1 Q20 Henderson Combination, registered May lltfa.
X»/ and Jiot done 150 mile.s; accept £220— Mc-
Clures Garage. Stoke-on-Trent. 13033

HENDEESON Combination, very latest model, all

lamps and accessories, not done 100 miles; £255,
or very near offer.— 15, Victoria Rd., Addlestone. [3184

EARLY New lOh.p. Henderson, QZ type.N negligible, speedometer, electri

ith bulbous ba^-c. owner buying ca

13, Victoria Ed„ ShelBeld.

lighting, aidecai
£215, no offers.

[1697

HENDERSON Combinations actually in stock ready
to ride away, new and second-hand, Irom il6u

upwards.—W. H. Grimes and Co., 18. Bruton Place.
Bond St., W.l. Mayfair 4792. [1395

1 Q20 Henderson, 4-cyl., run in by an engineer,"^and
M-Zf in perfect mechanical condition, fitted with
luxurious 2-seater sidecar, and equipped with all acces
sories, the whole comprising a first-class outfit.—Oflers
to Box 3,965, c/o The Motor Cycle 19364

Hobart

AM letters relating to advertisements should Quote tbe number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. 6,^1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Hobart.

HOBART, late 1919, 2-stroke, dynamo ILghti

Rd., Blackpool.

HOBART 1920.
sories; ban

Garage, Croydon.

rfect conditi £55.- 1, Boscombe
[1805

V, under 300 miles, all accea-

£50.—Dougal, South End
[2644

Gan utli.

d, 2V-'li.p., actiially in stock.

ium;' £75.-Plant, Forwaid
[2957

HOBAKT-VLLLIBES, 2-speed, 2lih.p., as new, low
mileage, fully eiiuipped; £55.-91, Mnrdock Ed.,

Handswortli, Birmingham. [X1806

Hilliard, Harl)

2-speed, chain-cum,
perfect condition;

ings," private; buying combination.

—

Essex. [2185

Hoskison.
HO.SKISON, 1920, speeds, kick start; list price.-

Walton, Stourbridge Rd., Lye, Worcestershire.
[1099

number.

HUMBER S'.ih.p., less ignition; cheap.—12, Salem
Place, Bath Rd., Exeter. . [2568

[2057
HITMBER, 1914, 2h.p., as new, all accessories;

^£32/10,-Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford.
[2757HUMBER 2-yih.p., Bosch, B. and B., good running

order; £30.—Griffithe, 66, Hayward's Ed., OheUen-
liam. [2292

HDMBEE 3>5h.p. Combination, 2-speed; £65; lamps,
etc.— 16, St. Mary Abbott's Ter., Kensington,

\V.14. [2589

HUMBER 3V2h.p., perfect order and condition, lamps,
horn ; £35.^Browne, Home Cottage, Twickenham,

London. [1810

287, City Rd., N.l. [2139

HUMBER Sy^h.p. Combination, free engine, clutch,
handle start, chain driven; price ^20.—Johns,

Valley, Saundersfoot. [2553

52, High St. West, Glossop.

HUMBER 3iAh.p., 2-speed, handle start, in good
condition throughout, with C.B. sidecar; £55.—

85, Church Rd.. Willesden. [2169

6h.p. Humber, with sidecar, excellent condition and
new tyies: bargain, £100 for duiek sale.—H. B.

towler, 41, Union St., Eyde. [X1334

May 20TH, 1920.

Ros(

i.p. Hnmber, 2-speed Eoc gear, handle starter,
ride away; £45; Senspray, P. and H, lamps.—

nlle, Braywood Av., Eghaui, Surrey. [2730

HUMBER, SVjh.p., 1914-15, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, enamelling, tyres, condition good, take

>idecar anywhere; £75.-5, King Edward Rd., Cov-
en try. [2724

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machine^
from the accredited agents.—The Lankester En

Bineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Ed.,
Surbiton [2090

fJUMBER Twin, late model, little used, S-speeds.
'

"^
~^~ fast, powerful, reli-

inrougnout; 46 gns.—102, Hamil-
S.\V.19. [176<!

HUMBER 3i/,h.p. Coach Combination, 3 speeds,
kick start, clutch. 1914. just overhauled and re-

novated, lamps, speedometer, etc.; 70 ens.; any trial
-44. Sun St., Waltham Abbey. [2735

1Q14 Humber -"i.Mi.p. and wicker sidecar, 3-speed,
ii*/ clutch, K.S., decompressor, new Palmer cord
sxcellent condition; £58; not Thursday evening.-30,
Arlington Mansions, Chiswick, W.4. [2977

JCl clutch, K.S., lamps,
2, new condition throu
Rd., Wimbledo

qili.p. Hun
'J a riding I

2-Epeed, handle start, 1913, low
ng position, excellent condition, all on, £40;

uunoelet Minor, n<cd only 1919, £15; or best oilers

-

160, Kyrwicks Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. [2300

Reading

Standards
THE WORLD'S MASTER

MOTOR CYCLE
10 H.P. TWIN 1170 C.C.

The Ideal Pleavyweiglit

THAT WILL CARRY THE
BIGGEST LOAD

UNDER ANY CONDITIONS

ALSO

Tk Ideal Lightweight

NEW HUDSON
2iH.P.,2-STROKE, 2-SPEED.

Best on Formua

LUTON &S.B&DS.
HILL CLIMB.

Delivary 1 week from order

i&75

1920
Machines in Stock inc ude

B.S.A. COMB.
4 H.P. DOUGLAS COMB.
2| H.P. DOUGLAS K.S.

.1 H.P. DOUGLAS 3-SPEED
4 H.P. HARLEY

H H.P. LEA-FRANC] J

AND OTHERS.

89, Gt Portland

Street London.
MAYfAIR '='»'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber,

T ATE 1919 Humber Flat Twin, 3i/,h.p., almost n(

f-'
i-speed, h.c. clutch, automatic carburetter, lam

norn tools, quantity spares, insurance, riuden 4 montl
±105, or best ofler.—Box 737, c/o Tlus Motor Cucle.

TTUMBER 31/oh.p., with C.B. sidecar, fitted w
7"

,
wind screen, 3-sijeed, clutch, kick start, Sturm'

Archer hub gear, lamps, etc., etc., everything ii
good condition, both internally and externally; ,..
i-70, or would seU separately.—57, Allesley Old A

[X15
Indian.

. , —tch; trial; £55, or best.-
Palmerston Rd.. Bowes Park. [Z4

1 Q20 7-9h.p. Indian and Grindlay sidecar, wind 3(-L^ hood, speedometer, dynamo lighting; £240.

Coventry.

TNDIAN 7-9hTp. Combination, as new;
-*- Homesdale Rd., Bromley, Kent.

TA'niA:^- 7h.p., 2 speeds, Millford sidecar,
-•- eauipped; £85.-347 Balfour Ed., Ilford.

1 Q 18 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indi!
-L" 120 gns.—Taplin, 159, He

'r^A:>r gut, Weymouth.—Sole agent for Indians. .H^^ combination from stock, makers' list price. [M

1 QiS 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, in very gne COI
-L" tion; £130.—Tophn, 159, Hornsey Ed., N.7.'

[33:

INDLANS, 1919 powcTplus 'modeJs. equal to ire

£115.-0wen, 59, Scholefield Ed., Upper Ho/
way. [XK
-|qi5-16 7-9h.p. Clutch Model Indian," perfect, »
-•-«-' £65; with sidecar. £72/10.-1, Othello St., Ih
pool. [26S

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., kick start. re-_.
ride away; must sell.—72, Mill Lane, W. USi-j

stead.
, [p

INDIAN Combination, late 1914, thoroughly m-,
hauled, any trial; £100.-9, Broadway, WincHSS«

Hill, N. taa

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Spring Erame Indian, lamps, toi

-i-U spares, perfect: offers.- 10, Butler St., Nei
Blackpool.

i^unif,

[xeil

•Phone: 96'2.
' "

[81

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1914. 2-speed. clut
K.S.; £75. — R. Wallas, 75, Leeside Cresce

Golder's Green, [!

INDIAN Scout, booked December, Delivery II

what offers?—Montague, Gloucester Vilkis. A

County Garage, Ehyl.

1Q19 (Dec.) Powerplus Electrically Equipped Ind
-Li/ combination; £200.—Addiscombe Court, Adi
combe Rd., Croydon. [2t

High St., Wandsworth.

'T-9h.p. Indian, war model, new, S-speed; bargain, fl'
* smaller machine considered port exchaui^c-
Brcomwood Ed., S.W.ll. [2'

, discs, lam
Lide away

;
photo :

£7.'

32, Somerby Rd., Barking."
"

[2(

1 Q14 .Indian 7-9h.p, Combination, spring frame.
Xi/ splendid condition; price £95.-49, Annesley
The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9.

|^
[11

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7.9h.p., 2-speed. diii

spring frame, electric light; £95.—George, 2, \\'

side Parade, Finchley, N.12. [1

7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, clutch, good tj;

Kla.xon, accessories. fast; £55.—Framri
- - - ro'

19
Lodge, Russell Hill,

neter, Ian

£11(
[XI.

B32 AH letter

Her.sliam Hd., AValton.on-Tliames. [2

relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, arid the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

F.R.. 1930, Kltiu-lwa lluinb;' strcnul h. 11 vi Jsp.H,.!

«,. iH-w lyii's, milcaue i lUliT 250; £30.-151,
ngo I'nrk Ril., Loyton. (2609

.I.H.

rAUCHDpK'S. 9, Shoe Lano, London, E.C.4.-
7 9h.l). J. 11. Combination, 1915, M.A.O. cnBino.

ntcrshalt Starmey-Aicher gear, all-chiiin drive;
16, [6861

kl9 .Tun,

' Aiclii-r

iM «idt«ni

. WiMiil.loy

KRRY 2iii:i

iu rnunini
gliop, Tring,

Lh.i). Kerry,
*' co.idition
St John's Wood, N.W.S

.Itino

"Jill 4h.ii. ,T.A.P., Stnrmcv-
mil 3-siieed. K.S., KlniMli' li|;ht-
I lonilition; £105.-69, Tlniill.v

t2071

Kerry,

ahout 2i.'.li.ii,,

good running order, mag., .spliMuliil
..... ...... . _ _. .. „

j|„„|,,,^,

L2838

l-ea-Frnncis,
;A.FRANCIS, 1919, 31,11 I,

£100.-266, Lordship f.niio,'

:A-KE.VNCIS, Ansn.it, 1919
i'lOO, no iflers.-216, Wulvei ii|,t,i

.>1 600;
llmlluv.

[X1321

Ml
. £157.-J. llcbden and Son, 149, St. James'Burnley.

jj^3j
)H I.en-l.'r,i„,is, new S,von

uf.-eil: £125, near offei
-.-14, S,.Mtli Ter., lU.-hum, Sussra.

;A-FRANCIS 1914-15 3'.,h.p., 2-speed.
rham drire, in sj.lindid eondition

Kor. 3oa, Hoisefair, Kidderminster.

|14 Late; 2.sp..,.,l Couiitersbaft L«i-F
Can, e!et Hiiinr sulpcir, lamps and

de away; £85.-Goodal], Deflord, -ffoice

lA-FRANCIS, 1920.-Place your na
waiting lis-t for delivery ci these

llts,-A. J. hpioston, Ltd., 198, Gt. ]

'hole ns

tX1807

ster. [XI 683

l'=fl. A1042,

ristocratic
tland St.,

[0099

reed. K.S.. iiand
mechanicallv per-

son 1957.
S.W.9. 'Pho

[2767

l-evis

:V-IS 1916 tlaby, all on; £42.-62, Churchill Rd ,

.Croydon. [2638
;VIS 1920 Popular, delivery from stock.—Morriss
139 Finchley Rd., N'.W. [1716
IX Gl-T. Wevnioiith.-Sole agent for Levis motor
cycle. 2.,str,5ke fiom stock. [2204

:VIS, 2"'4h.p., late 1916. perfect; £43.—A.C. 36
- Radon Rd.. Fulham, S.W.6. [175C
VIS Popular, 1916, in top-hole condition soc',1
tyres; f39,-Osnvll, Hadley, Salop. [X1713
17 Levis, 2-9peeil, in fine order; hnri-ain, £45 —

Doivell, High Rd., Byfleet, Surrey. [2337
ii.p. Levis, 1915, iu excellent condition; £45.-13
Dudley Ed., I'endle'.mry, Manchester. [2137

VIS Popular, good order; bargain, £40.—Ea^i
view. Chase Court Gardens, Enfield. [306C

16 Levis Popular, excellent coi
horn, tools; £42; after 6.-51

lamps

W.C,

16 Le lis, sinple speed,
new: £47/10. Appiv e^
6.-26, Nightingale Plai

VlS.-'SVe
early, this
ill Garage

iillv efjuipped. tvres .a

nines al't=r 6, Saturday
n'oohvich. [243'

VIS 2V4h.p., just fitted new rings, bearings, am
renovated, as new; £48,
St., Whitchurch, Salop.

20'l.evi3. pr.rctically new, only ridden few miles;
. £58, or nearest offer; seen by appointment only.
hirdson, 163a, Sutherland Av., Maida Vale. W 9

[2408
strongly recommend, and can supply
iamous 2-stroke.—District agents, The
Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phone :

[7219
^ BY Levis, 1914. 2i4h.p., in splendid condition.
; very iast, climb any hill, tvres perfect, very little

£38, no offers.—Powley. 84, Downs Rd., Walmer
[1753

-I'lS 2-stroko, 1919, electric lighting set, little
, used. 125 m.p.g., beautiful little mount, like new
'.evenings after 7.30.-4. Forest Hill Rd.. East
' '™. [2772
'IS 2iih,p., 2-speed, 2^troke, lamps, pump, and
horns, just been overhauled; a snip, £45—A J
lell, 6, Bloomfield Rd., Bromley Cominon.
ley, Kent. [2476
f IS 2yjh.p. 1920 Popular Model. - Vivian
Hnrdie and Lane, Ltd., authorised agents, 24

stock St. (oft Oxford Stl, Bond St.. W.l. 'Phone:
"'" """

(0082,6559.

TAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents
tor A.J S and British Excelsior
Motor Cycles, also Watsoninn
Sidecars, Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S A., Hendeisons,
Enflelds, Calthorpes. Aliens,
A B C's, l^ew Imperials, Clynos,

etc.

HELMETS ARE A NECESSITY
TO EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST.

teatlien fleece and TedJy lined ... 25/.
Tan leithei- fleece lined . .. 11/6

breasted,

fastening;

MOTOR CYCLE SUITS.
anteed wate,'pp:of. Jacket, do

Smart and ver

l^s

d cufTs, seat-
metal cl p

ulated witin
serviceable.

... 60/-

.. 38/.

... 2T/.
: 9d.

IN STOCKPISTON RINGS
mad: to fit the following engines:
Jam-s (2-stroke), Levis Villiers, 4 h.p.
Douglas 1/6 each; New Hudson,
i2stroke). Baby Triumph. 1/9 each;
Precision,Triumoh, B.S. A. ,Rud?e,P &M..
Clyno, 2/. each; 4.1 h.p. Precision.
Bradbury, 2/6 each. Postage 3d. extra

MOTOR CYCLE VALVES
to fit all motor cycles ; Douglas, 2J and
4 h.D, ; Enfield, 2? and 3 h.p. ; Peugeot,
3/S e-ch. Triumph, P. & M., B S.A..

A.J S., 5/. each. Rudge, 5/3 each.
Postage on valves, 3d.

A.K. KNEE GRIPS, very strongly
ma e of leather and rubber. Will fit

any machine (postage 4d.) ... 12/-

LEATHER KNEE GRIPS, well made
and padded (post, 4d.i S/-

in/iMEDIATE DELIVERY
of a varied selection of new 1 920
Motor Cycles, also a number of
carefully used machines of
standard make. Call and in-

spect them at our Kensington
branch, or send p.c. for list

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.
52-93, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G.I -

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.

Osj

MOTOR CYCLES l-OR SALE.
Lincoln-Elk.

Qlh.p. r,lne:oln.Klk. 1914, new Orado Rear, over
Oa hauled, enamelled; £45.-Lt. Uandy, llodn.-y,
Uro.kenlmr.Ht, IJaiiti. (1734

L.M.C.
Ii. L.M.C. all ae.co.ssorieii, last, flr»t-cla«» eon.
dition throughout; £50.—Steele, Harpley, Nor-

(olk. [2005

L.M.C. 1912 4h.n., single-Roared, just overhauled,
siilendid eondition, reliablo. last; £30; safcrilieo.

^Oliver, 120, UoUobridgo lid., Acton, W.3. [2366

L.M.C. 1910 4;4h.ii., 3-8pcod, K.S., OS now, junt

iivorlmuled liy nmker», nil iieieworios; rjuiek Hile,

bi-st offer over £85.-47, Jcsui Lane, Cambridge. [2309

ion, S-eh.il., run 600 miles,

wind eoreen, .Stewart sliced.

„ beat offer over £ 175.-S.,M.O., York Honiie.

St. Aldatc's, Oxford. [1758

Martin.

MAI!TIN--.T,A.P. 4h.li., o.h.v., very fnst anil sporty

iiiiii-hiiif in splendid eondition, lamps,

vini.il.l.. imlli'v; £60.—Siielman, Plough F.Mi

CMiiil.ioU'e. [1808

Oaii.p. ".li V. Mnrtin-Jnp, engine No. 5713, Drainpton

IcK. 10. I.e., Senspray, Huteliinsons, m good

. .Ml! l.e ridden away, £40; iil^o WiitBOiimn

t S.C., Levis ftttinge, 10 gns.—186, Albert

lunid, ISirmingham, [X1674

Martlnsyde
EX O. MUNDY for early delivery of Martinsyde

tion.— 1, Duke St., Eichmond. [0207

Combination, delivery

£5 deposit paid; London;
/o The Molor Cvcle. [3095

IITABTYNSIDE-NEW.MAN

M

M

Matctiless.

ATCHI.ESS. 6h.p., o.h.v., variable
irah, Northfield, Bii

London. E.C.4.—

ew, at list. Model H,
Place, Bond St., W.l.

[1387

20 Matchless Model H Combination, brand new,

offers.—Box 4,241, c/o Ihc MotorJL«7 unridden
Cucle.

/-^ROW Bi lldford. West Surrey agents for

outfit. Matchless in name and
[3173

first-cla;

quality.

MATCHLESS, 1920, lamps, horn, spare wheel, guar-

anteed brand new; £235.-12, Wellington St

Eastwood. Notts. 1.2884

1 Q18 (Movember) Matchless Combination, spare wheel,

i-U lamps, etc., in splendid condition; 150 gns.-

miillips. East St., Eye. [2236

MATCHLESS Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914, excellent

order, stored 3 years, lamp, etc.; £110.--120

Newington Causeway, S.E.
" l.!118

MATCHLESS Twin Combination, with ,
policy for

£125, any trial; accept £100.-Robinson, 145

Northcote Rd., Battersea. l''*"*

8 h.p. Matchless Combination, M.A.G. engiiic, 3

speeds, lamps, speedometer, screen, etc.; £145.--

34, Kingscote Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [3042

8h.p. Matchless Combination, Binks c.irburetter, 2-

speed. kick atarter, like new, and guaranteed per-

fect; £110.—Lewiii, Broughton, Kettering. [2927

MATCHLESS 1919 Combination, condition as new,

lamps, electric horn; price £180; alter 4

o'clock.-185. Powis St., Woolwich, S.E 18. _
[1891

MATCHLESS-.J.A.P. 4h.p., twin-cyl , conntershalt,

o h v T T bars. 3 speeds, lamps, horn.—

ii. The Parad^, Golder's Green, N.W. [2966

20 Model H Matchless Combination, spring frame,
- '

, screen, etc. : £230.—
ton Lane, S.E. [1684

.Judd, 93, Vaushall

TJEAND few 1920 Matchless Combination, M.A.G.
standard cauipment; 230 gns.—10, Bedford-

Eedford Pork, W.4. 'Phone: Chiswick 1747. [1613

1 019 Matchless Victory Combination, guaranteed,
ii/ 4 interchangeable wheels, full kit tools, hood,

lamps, horn; £190,-113, Rodney Rd.. Walworth, S.E.

19^

meter; £170.—DriscoU, 58, "Woodfield Kd., Ealins

19 Model Matchless, spare wheel, 3 unused Lucis

lamps, complete, Elason, Cowey, Enstinir. iin-

^..ratched; £175.-4, Bridge St., Bishop's Stortfoyl.

MATCHLESS-M.A.G. Spe/'ial Combination, full niuiii-

ment, just overhauled, nickel plated and enam-
elled, as new; after 6.-4, Pattison Rd., Child s Hill.

N.W. 2.
[l^l'J

MATCHLESS, 1913, J.A.P. 4h.p. fixed engine.

Bosch, B. and B., fast, sporty, condition^

did; £55; after 6 p.i " "" "

'

Enfield.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. E35
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19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

19 Victory Model 8h.p. Matchless-Jap, Inlly

Commercial Rd., Ports-
mouth. - [2661

8 b. p. Matehless Couibination, Enfield sidecar.
Kla.\on, lamp set, hood, speedometer, re-enamelled

and overhauled; £120.—Thompson, 22, Sidney Av.,
Palmers Green. [2102

ATOHLESS Eh.p., 2-speed, double-seated sidecar,
hood and screen, in perfect condition and runninfr

order; £90, or exohange.-B.A.B. Motor Co., 130, Hijh
St., Harlesden. [25Mi

M

M'

ady for touring'; £98, or offer.— 184, Stanstead Rd.,
forest Hill, S.E. [3246

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination 7-9h.p., M.A.G. en-
gine, dynamo lighting set, screen, speedometer,

all accessories; £115.—Caig, Sunnymead, Breck Rd.,
Wallasey, Cheshire. [1840

lQi3 Matchless 6h.p. J. A.P. Combination, coach-
J-t? built sidecar, lamps, horn, tools, excellent con-
dition ; £120; seen after 6; apply side door.—239,
Balham High Rd., S.W. [1892

MATCHLESS Combination, eh.p., count«vshnft
gears, 3 lamps and generators, horn, specdameter,

spares; £95 for quick sale.—Cobbold, Cliltou Mount,
Snmmerhill Rd., Dartford. [2394

"IQ15-16 Matchless-M.A.G. 8B Combination, splen-
J-«^ did condition, hood, screen, lamps, horn; any
part dismantled for inspection; £150.~5, Bloomfield
Rd., Bromley Common, K^nt. [2477

2-speed gear, sidecar,
:en, in good condition,

trial; seen by appointment; £90.—Spinks, 26, Ormis-
ton Rd., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [2478

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, Model H, fitted stan
-i-iJ dard Lncas gas set, rear driven speedometer,
horn, etc., brand new and nnregistered; £250
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [2179

1Q14 6h.p. Matchless-Jap Combinatioo, Bosch mag.,
A«^ variable gear, lamps, horn, speedometer, mirror,
tools, spare tube and belt, perfect running order; £85,
-1, Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W. [112^

8h.p. Matchless Victory Combination, brand new
and indistinguishable 1920 model, car tyreS;

spare wheel, discs. 3 lamps, car generator, tools

;

£155.—Bunce, 106, Church St., Chel&ea, S.W. 3. [2987

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 8h.p., 2 speeds, Binks carbu
.retter, Bosch mag., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps

horn, spares, etc., rebushed; enamelled, and over
hauled; £95.—Goode, Woodville Terrace, Argoed.

[2150
MATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, spring frame combin

ation, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, speedometer
hood, screen, horn, mirror, legshields, cost £250
accept same: Sussex.—Box 4,256, c/o The Motor Cycle

[3097
"1 Q 14 5-6h.p. Matchless-Jap, complete with lamps,
J-*J horn, pump, and spare tube??, latest Zenith
buretter, Bosch mag.. Best's lubrication, sound and^good
appearance, fast; cheap at £55.—Homestead
ington. [2328

MATCHLESS New Spring-frame Model.— Orders
booked for rotational delivery. Demonstration

model on yiew. Replacements for Matchless models of

all dates in etock.—Tassell. la. Bloomfield Rd., Plum
f.tead. 8.K f9411

I Ql'* 8h.p. Mat^hlesfi Coachbuilt Combination
-*- *y tershaft gears, ohain diive,
Klaxon, luggage grid, iietrol carrier, etc", excellent
ning order; £98.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornti
Heath, S.E. [2380

"I Q 14 Bh.p. Matchless-M.A.G. Combination, 3-speed,
J-iJ kick start, chain drive, speedometer, luggage
grid, petrol carrier, apron. East:'

overhauled, repainted; £110.—Lt. Turner, Maresfield
Park, Ucfcfield. [2454

~l Q20 Model H. Matchless Combination, just
-Lt/ livered, dynamo lighting, spare wheel, Watford
speedometer, enclosed drive, and all latest fitments, un-
sciatched, many spares; offers above £255.—Sewell,
Elgfn Lodge, Edenbridge, Kent. [1972

MATCHLESS 1915 6h.p, Combination, 3-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear, kick start, 1919 Middle-

ton coachbuilt sidecar, full equipment, excellent con-
dition; ready for Whitsun tour; £90.—Brewer, 1,

Inman Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [2466

Church Rd., Kirby Muxloe, Leicester. [2583

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919, Victory model, ex-
cellent running order, just thoroughly overhauled,

4 interchangeable wheels, full set lamps and tools,
speedometer, recently repainted .and varnished; £175."""

'

"
[2048—Gerald Wadman, Icklesham,

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your
new outfit now

All motor cycles ot repute

will be more -difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or

high prices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p, Douglas
and

. Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

1 Q15 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.4.G., 3-speed,
-Lt/ clutch, countershaft, kick start, silent chain drive]
coachbuilt sidecar, luggage and petrol carriers, Easting
vind screen, mechanically and condition perfect- genuine
)arg.'iin, £125.— 8a, George Lnne, Lewisham. [2956

I 36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

1Ql4 Matchless 8h.p. Combination, Glona siM
--«-' 2-speed gear, double belt drive, engine reh t

and overhauled, and in good apoearance, all in t

going order: can lie seen at any time; £100, or n' .

offer.—T, Middletou, Studfold, near Settle, York>

"I
013 6h.p. Matchless and Coachbuilt Sidecar,'

-Lt' heavy oversize tyres, 2-speed, kick start, i:i

lent condition, sidecar body new, speedometer, ,{

_lamp set, etc., any trial given; price £110; ';

London week-ends.—Box 4,272, c/o The Motor i(

MATCHLESS Model H., luxurious fullv equ.,;
spring frame combination, dynamo lighting 'Jl

tachable wheels and spare, rear driven speedometer, jjl

car hood with side curtains, screen, Lucas horn i|

shields, etc., mileage 500; offers over f255.-Fishe ':;

New Park Ed., Brixton Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 3;MillATCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. engine. \
Lucas dynamo lighting set, speedometer, t,]

miTroi*, interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, large :]

fortable sidecar with hood, wind screen, luggage n. >

petrol carrier, and pillion seat, a luxurious outf 'i

perfect condition ; £200, or near offer.— Georgi lil

Woodside Parade, Finchley, N.12. 3

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders
Ross. 86. High Road. Lee, S.E.. lor 1920 s 1

Irame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model a j

on view at above address. Deliveriea gnara jj

strictly as per order received. Retail price as rnii s

time of delivery. A large assortment cf second
[1

motor cycles of all mates always in stock.
| }

19 20 3h.p. M,nx:m-Ealin 2^tioke just aelh<»iefl ir-

gain, £63.-67, Newton St., New >;(irtli I,

METRO- fitted 1919 T.D.C. engine, new, Bosc
quires carburetter; £30.—Bateman, 31, Nev

Croiley Green.

METUO-TYLER, 2-speed, in stock, £74; or
discs. £77/5.-H. A. Saunders, 31, Higl

Hampstead, N.\\ .3.

METRO-TYLER, long exhaust, disc wheels, ac
in stock, a real sporty 'bus.—Hewin's Ga

Ltd., the real service firm, Totnes.

METRO-TYLER 1919 2%h.p., disc wheels. 2-!

long exhaust, perfect; £68.—Hewin's Ga
Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton.

METRO-TYLER, delivery from stock of 2-

models at list price; £74/12/6; extended
if desired.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Camomile St., £.0.3.

METRO-TYLER, August, 1919, discs, T.T.
nickelled exhaust, footboards, mechanical

tools, pump, mileage 1,000, guaranteed periti t i

3"''3:

Crown Rd., East Twickenham.

Thame,s.

3ih.p. Mil
2 board

Park Fields, Putney.

MINERV.\
B and :

4y»h.r. and Indii
B., all red, i>erfect rui

-110, Brixton Hill, S.W.

Argyle Villas, Station Rd., Billericay. [
•

4h.p. Minerva twin, mag., B.B., good condition, i'

away; £30.-254, Earlsfield Rd., S.W, [
"

MINERVA Twin, Bosch, B. and B., overliauled,

»

ia good order! *25.—Plant, Forward Ga •:

Teignmouth. [
'

MINERVA 3>/jh.p., Grado, ni.ig., B. and B., 1

feed, spring forke, drop frame; £20.—3, tl

Holdings, Woodcote, Wallington, Surrey. [i'^

willow body, side door, -storm cape and apron., (j

tity o! accessories and spares, had very little jJ

wear in firfit-class condition ; trial ; £40 the lo^ 'f

offers; might separate.—63, Hornsey Park Rd., I]'-
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CVCLI-S FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

i 1020 Tnurht Model do I.UXC.

=
U,i::,- 1' iiN.I ir liuhlj
ll;iirililrn, 11. n, 1, N

rll.-aKC- 400,
11; ^.ca; 70 gn«

lew i»imro buU,
.; no olIer*.v-L.

[1999

i
\T1-:" I1I'1IS{1\ I.ibIi

i> Bl.ui'.i, J.75. .!..»
.

ryrlu, iiO, ».;i-.md-liiiuil

-Miiyiw mid Sui;», smti"

«.-islit in «tm-l

111'- HillK'lf •*]'••

1 liiliui;!?, 1!' 1'

, 1920 iiiod'-I. 2-

M ^1 -li |. ni"t..r

-.i! ii''i"i'
' "973

= J
9-" ,'^,"',.!',".:'

'","' Imtli T,T :,..

stock.-

I' HUDSON, 2"4li.l). .I.A.P., 3-3peed, clutch
£50.-164, High St., Croyd

r2217
V HUDSONS, immediate delivjry.—A. J. Youm
.nd Co., Ltd., Newmarket. 'Phone: 214. [0193

V HUDSON 2'jh.p., 2 speeds. 2-stroke. just
liveredi £75. — Tilleys, The Esplanade, \

[290;

4 New Hudson 3i/.'.h.p., 3-8peed huli, kifk etiiit

enamel and tyres gocd; £55.-Bell, Gt. Caster
tamford. [238;

/ HUDSON Combination, 4h.p., August. 1919
iplendid outfit; nearest £135.—Bo.x 747. c/c
l-ilnr dicle. [XI6I;

(ipeed, etc., excellent
ar-las, Uplands, Pon

[1807

Hudson Liphtw
atched

;

[X1884

Hudson, 1913, 3-speed, coachbuilt .sidecar
order: ;£65.—1, Norwood Rd.. Heine Hill,
tton 1964. [3126

UTIKUL 1920 (Ma

,• HUDSON 1919V> 2-speed 2-stroke, la
!. and B., Thomson-Bennett; £60, or
chbeck St., Spalding.

learest.
[2187

r HUDSON 1914 Combination, J.A.P. 3-speed,
lutch, Bosch, good condition; £60.—Chauffeur,
t, Fernhurst, Haslemere. [1983

4 21 oh. p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, lamps.'40 gns.—Hammond,
• [X1559

' HUDSON 2l4h.p., 2 speeds, 1916, lamps, etc..

gshields, footboards, in good condition ; £45.—
Eingsbuiy, Farnborough, Hants. [235£

Twin New Hudson Combination; Armstrong 3-

ed hub gear, Bosch mag., 2-seater sidecar;
-Taylor, Chemist, Ashford, Kent. [XieeS

7 HUDSON 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new, per-
ect order, done only 100 miles, complete, hern,
,E-70, or oJier.—Frank Smith, 24a, Clinroh Bd.,
m . [2349

3 Big Six New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination,
lamps, and luggage grid, etc., tyres nnpunc-
£155, no offers.—Apply, Paterson, Londor

al, E.l. [211-

! HUDSON Coach Combination, 3-speed, in fine
ondition, good tyres and all accessories, private
cheap; £73, or nearest.-Box 4,262, c/o The

Cycl!. [3104

p. New Hudson Combination, 1913 model, 3
speed, in good order; £50, or near offer.—Stern
ngineering "Works, Streatham Hill, S.W.2. 'Phone:
Streatham. [189<

3 New Hudson, 2-stroke. 2-speed, 2i4h.p., 2 new
lamps .and tyres, fools. Klaxon, insured, over-

decarbonised, perfect condition ; £47.-49,
1 Ed., Acton, W. -

^- [1968
r HUDSON 1913-14 3V.b.p., 3-speed, F.E., new
?re and belt. Klaxon, accessories, splendid con-

£63; after 6.-9, Hamilton Gardens, St.
Wood, N.W.8. |;2663

MAINTAINED
EFFICIENCY

The hign standard of efficiency which this fork
affords, and maintains in use, has proved to be an
invaluable acquisition to the personal comfort and
safety of motor cycle riders, also in minimising the
wear on tyres, and prolonging the life of their

machines as a whole ; and. as a natural sequence,
equally invaluable as a selling point to motorcycles
on which they have been fitted, with the result that
the whole of our present large output is absorbed by
the requirements of manufacturers who are now
fitting The Brampton Bi-Flex as a standard fit-

ment to their machines. Fully descriptive
booklet free on request from

—

Sole Makers

:

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.
Haad Office: OLIVER ST.. BIRMINGHAM

BRAMPTON
Spring Fork — ;cnanicai nam. i.ne> ..nd belt as new, engine jusi leeu

= rebusled: £45.-The Laurel Motor Co. Melbourne K.L

l^lLeyton, E.IO. 'Phone; « althamstow 426. [1741

All tetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B37

New Imperial,

= rmilW llim., (iiiildford-Ni-w Iiuijciird-Jn= v.> c.-cpcit i.-|uii:eis since 1914.

=
1
TVEW IMPERIAL 2";ih.p., 2-spced, ride=

1

i^ _62, Churchill Rd., Croydon.

= TVEW IMPEKtAL, 1915= i.'l dition; faO.-Uaile.v, Hllerlirj

h.p

away;

h.p., 2.speed. B.,nd '„:,.

rliounie Hill, Wiirwl.k.
rX1332

NEW IMPERI.\L-J.A.P. 2"'ih.p., 2 speeds, 1916, new
tvre; 47 gns.—81, Dundee Rd., South Norwood.

[3044
16-17 New Imperial, a'.'.li.p., 2-speed3, in splendid

condition; £49.—Rose's Garage, Uxbri

'

,li.p.. ed, 1916, la

[2701

speed. 1916. in

" " r, Lin-
cases

Imperial 6h.p. Combination, mileage
excellent condition; £150.-54, York Rd..

[1875

1 Q20 Nev
±iJ 1,200,
Aldershot.

NEW 1MPEKIAL-.I.A.P. 2-speed Lightw
splendid condition, lamps; £50.—Bcsl

ght.

Crescent, Sutton.

NEW IMPERIAL, 2i,'jh.p. J.A.P. engine, suit short

man or boy: *55, or nearest offer; deposit.—Har-
gashali, Petworth. [3263

2^411.?., 2-speed, 1915, lamp.',

cood condition; £44.-Tru.sler,

Church Lane, Farnhara, Surrey. [3015

19 Imperial-Jap 2'4h.p., countershaft, dutch, kick

starter, new throughout, £20 accessories; £78--

King's Rd., Kingstoii-on-Thames. [2585

= 1 016 2''ih.p. New Imperial, lampS; horn,

^' it/ .arefiilly used, trial;

k Rd., .S.W.9. Inr. Swan

= ATEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2';ih.p., lamps, tools, kiiee-

ips,

latest bulbous back

1919 Nov , mileage 400, lamps, etc., any

£150.—Stanley Biss, Waltham Abbey. [2734

1917, 2-speed. lamps,
entlv overhauled; £50.
Paddock Wood. [1745

^
IV^^^'

IMPERIzVL _Comblnat

tria

=
j

TUPERIAL-J.A.P,

ME

254h.p.

r:_Mercer, Mill ' Ho'u

IMPERIAL, aV-h.P.

rtc'
"

'

£50

^1 or

J.A.P., 19161.J. 2-speed,

cellent order and condi
Drive, Romford. Esses.

_ [2195

:=0 3h.p. New Impcrial-Jap, ex-works Feh., 2-speea

:= /*4 eountershalt, K. start, hand clutch, tully equipped
.

= seen by appointment: £76.-12, Trinity Rd., S:W.r7_.

~
ial 6h.p., new Jan., 1920, smaU
S(iories, perfect, not W.D. model

:

52, Vineyard Hill, Wimbleilon P.'irk.

[3009

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 1915, all

accessories, good condition ;_ £44, or near oSer.-

L.G., 5, Peacock St., Newington

1 Q19 New Impel
-Li/ mileage
£130; after 7.-

NEW IMPERIAL 2i,2h

splendid condition

;

223. Hammersmith Rd.,

_ _ Butts, London, S.E.17.
[2301

.p., 2-speed, clutch and K.S..

£59.—Newnham Motor Co.,

W.6. 'Phone: Hammersmith
[9201

(October) New Imp
ly lord sidec;

etc.: £140.—-Appl;
Bucks.

= -VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P
=: ly Bradburv.
=z horn, etc., and
=: Millwall. E.14.

1919 (Ji

p, horn,

illent, fast, good climber; 65—
1

Highgate .Archway.

NEW IMPERI-AL-J.A.P..
1916, been stored 2'.; .vei—

i

back tyre, excellent conditiot

Quintin's Av., W.IO.

=
I
TVEW IMPERIAL 25ih.p..

^1 Xl Binks carburetter

ohanical born, tyres

Sh.p. J.A.P., Ful-

^, , horn, spare chain, tube.

The Ferns, Glade_Rd., Marlov.-,
[1839

1917-18, 2-speea, £48: also

B.B., £28: both with lamps,

ood running order.- 3, Janet St..

^
[1985

i Jap. 2-5peed,

[2875

.saddle.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

EW lilPEEIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, W.P.
model, 3-.>;peed, chitrb, K.S., fully equipped, P-

and H. lamp set, T.W.E. rear and side. Klaxon horn.

Cowey epeedometer, Easting wind screen, sprung luggage
grid, spare petrol can carrier with can, 8in. knee guards

and undershield combined, reaching to rear mudguard

;

done 2,230 miles, new Dec, 1919, photo on re(iue..^t,

wonderful hiU-olimber ; any trial; offers.—Eamm, The
Orchard, Godstone. 'Phone: 10 Godstone. [2543

Norton
NORTON 4h.p., 3-speed, 1915, overhauled; 60 gns.

—Woolgrove, 449, FoleshiU Ed., Coventry. [X1584

NOETON Big Four, 1919, machine only, excellent

condition; oflers.—213, Alcester Ed., Birming-
ham. (D) [2745

I 015 3V'h.p? Speed Norton, never failed, adjustable
J-S> pulley, fast, lamps, etc.; £74.—Lawrie, Hodg-
son House, Eton. [1999

FOB Sale, 1920 Norton, lamps, horn, tools, un-
scratched; £140.—E.L., c/o Martin, 36, Frog-

more St., Bristol. [3260

NOETON Big Four, 1920, just delivered; owner leav

ing country; as new; £130 cash.—P., 146, Caste!

lain Mansions, ilaida Vale. ' [1643

"I Q20 4h:p. Norton Combination, Lucas lamps and
Jt-*J horn, mirror, epeedometer, as new.—J. Heb-
den and Son. 149. St. James' St., Burnley. [1730

B.R.S.-NORTON, 1915, splendid condition through-
out, will do 60, new tyres, lamps, tools; offers

over £75.-63, Stratton Ed., Shirley, Southampton.
[1737

LATE 1919 Big Four Norton Combination, No.
19325, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, perfect;

lowest, £170.— Phone: 4744.-501, Commercial Ed.,
Portsmouth. [2660

"I Q16 Sports Norton 3>,4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
-L U plated exhaust, Capac carburetter, lamps, horn,
overhauled by Nortons, guaranteed perfect; £100, or

nearest.—8a, Blue Ball Yard, St. James St., Picca-

dilly. [3043

-liai9 (-4-ug. 30tb] 3»,4h.p. T.T. Norton, excellent con-
-I-J7 ditiou, very fast, all accessories, including power-
ful head lamp. Klaxon, Watford speedometer, and discs,

run l.lOd miles- £96.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Beading.
'I'lioue: 1024. [2065

Tj C|20 Norton Big Four, all enclosed chain drive, 3
-L»/ speeds, kick starter, done 40 miles, fitted with
head and reai lamps, knee grips and Sterling leg

guards, a superb outfit; £160.-2, Nightingale Ed.,
Lower Clapton. [2180

BIG Four Norton, 1920 (April), Norton sporting de
luxe sidecar (same date}, extras include bac-k rest.

Cameo wind screen, P- and H. head lamp, sidecar and
tail separate generators, one journey, 50 mile*i, got car;

best offer before noon, Saturday, 22nd.—^Noble, 53,

Cllurch St., Altrincham. [X1676

BIG Four T.T. Norton, 1916, cbain-cum-belt, Stur-
mey countershaft, foot clutch, electric lighting

(accumulator), Cowey speedometer, brand new O.B-
Dunlop back, just overhauled, fitted with 1919 sport-

ing model cahoelet, apron and Easting screen,
mechanical horn, will separate; £140.-T. Dollis Gar
age. Church End, Finchley, N. [193E

3ih.p. T.T. Norton, complete with Philipson, speedo-
2 meter, all accessories, and lull tool kit, new

mag. and new carburetter, also spare mag., just
thoroughly overhauled and re-enamelled, and

NORTON 1920 Big Four Sporting Combination, as
new. Palmers 700x80 tyres, unpunctured, 2 spare

inners, 3 Lucas lamps, separate generators, Lucas
horn, luggage grid. Easting wind screen, leg shields,

muffs, Watford trip, mascot, all tools, spare plug,
valves, etc.; first offer over £220.—Tel. : 538 Central,
I.iver]iool. Lyons, Monte Bello, St. George's Mount,
New Brighton, Cheshire. After 7.30 p.m. [1755

N.S.U

N.S.U. 1910 3V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, wicker sidecar,
in good condition and running order; £35-—

Oliver, 120, BoUobridge Ed-, Acton. [2367

LATE 1914 N.S.U. 31i.p. Twin, 2-speed gear, enclosed
Bosi-h, absolutely sound and faultless, very fast;

price £42.—Greaves, Harby, ni. Melton Mowbray.
[3180

3ih.p. N.S.U. with 2-speed N.S.U. gears, B. and H.
2 carbuietter, mag., just overhauled, but not com-

pletely assembled : £15.-T:iplin, 159, Hornsey Kd., N.7.
[3150

N.S.U. 1913 2-''^ili.p,, overhead inlet, spring frame,
Bosch, tyres nearly new, appearance and mechani-

cal condition perfect; £23.-E. WatBon, 132, High St.,

Aldelmrgh, Suflolk. [1635

6h.p. Twin N.S.U. Combination, 2-speed counter-
-shaft gear, kick start, enclosed Bosch, B. and B.,

Matchless forks, new Dunlops, lamps, etc.; £54.-9,
Isla Ed., Plumstead Common, S..E [2894

1&
N.U.T.

:0 N.U.T-, only done 150 miles: what offersr-
(i.-wer House, 11, Eadford Ed., Leamington Spa,

iil;.shiic. [X1709

WHAT ABOUT
THE HOLIDAY?

If not already suited with your Motor Cycle or

Combination or Light Car, get in touch with

JOIVE^S,
Garagre Broadway,

MUSWELL HILL.
Phone : 2562 Hornsey.

We are Agents for A.B.C., ARIEL, ALLDAYS
ALLON, B.S.A., DIAMOND, BLACKBURNE,
BRADBURY, CEDOS, HARLEY - DAVIDSON,
HOBART, JAMES, MATCHLESS, N.U.T., O.K.
(JUNIORS and UNIONS), ROVER, RUDGE,
SCOTT, SUNBEAM, TRIUMPH, WOOLER, Etc.

IN STOCK.
(At time o: going to press.)

A.B.C. (Show Model). ALLDAYS ALLON, ARIEL
Combination, S h.p. B.A.T., BEARDMORE-PRE-
CISION, B.S.A. (MM.irl K), HARLEY-DAVIDSON»,
HOBART, MATCHLESS, NEW IMPERIAL, P. &
M., ROVER, TRIUMPHS, WOOLER, CLYNO.

Accessories of every description at City prices.

Spares for all makes.

Sidecars, Chassis, and Bodies, all prices.

WHiflMpT&Ri;.!

j^oTOR Factors

DELIVERY?
The H.P.D. MOTOR Co..

56, ST. JAMES' STREET,
BU RN L.EY,

are In a position to deliver
ex stock

CLEVELANDS
METRO-TYLERS

L.IVI.C. Combinations
Also Sole District Agents for

MATCHLESS
DOT

L.M. Light Car
Large stocks of sundries always kept.

Telephone: 956, Burnley. J
.1^11?,

N-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

U.T.—We are sole wholesale and retail agents f.

Staflordshire, and can supply these famous machin
for early delivery.—Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 44

[72;

W. SPAREOW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yeovil, offlci
N.TJ.T. agents, now booking orders for early d

livery.—Write or 'Phone for particulars. TeL : Yec
114. [83<

SHEOPSHIEE.—N.TJ.T. sole agents for the comiti
demonstration model in stock. Orders booked

strict rotation for early deUveries.—James Garagt
Church Stretton. [76!

T^.U.T., immediate delivery, brand new 1920, dynan
-1-" lighting, cost with extras 158 gns. (receip
shown) ; best offer above this secures for Whitsu
after 6.-.Crowhurst, oiiposite Thames Ditton Static

[30.

N-D-T. 1920 Model 3V-.h.p.. Lucas dynamo ligutii
. electric horn ; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Lc

don agents, 'Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woi
!took St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phoae: Mi
fai.- 6559. Book now for early delivery. 100

O.K.

O.K.-UNION 2-stroke, just delivered; £50.—Tille-
The Esplanade, Weymouth. [29

1 Q 14 O.K. Junior, 2-speed. in soundJ-" £35.—Ryder, Heathfield, Sussex.

I
ordt

19=

O

163.

o
Totr

19

[18

[51

from stock.—Hewin's G
service firm, Taunton a

es. [18

20 O.K. 'Villiers, 2.speed countershaft, in stoc
£65.—Frank 'Whitwcjrth, Ltd., 139, New ? .

Birmingham. •- [X18

33h.p. O.K., 2-epeed gear box, perfect order, ?.

4 condition; accept £32/10: no dealers any tii

-H.S., 52, Christchurch St., Ipswich. [X15

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 O.K. Junior, Mark V., exc
cellent order.—Pair Offer Car House, 5, Hea

St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Static
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, includi
Saturdays.

10 17 O.K.-J.A^P. 254h.p., 2-E

[66

. . , . . -3W Cowev spe
ometer, Tan-Sad, electric lamps, aceumulat

uorn, in perfect order, little -used, £58 ; without act
series, £49, bargain.—B.A.B. Motor Co... 130, Hi
St., Harlesden. [25

O.K,-J.A.P. 234h.p., 2-speed countershaft. Am.
E.I.C. mag., new heavy Dunlops, Cowey speet

meter, large P.H. lamp set, pump, tools, etc., perf'

o
Omega

MEGA, 1918, 2-stroke, 2-speed, good tyres; £05
Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford. [27

"1 Q 19. OmegaJ^ap. 2.-speed, all accessories, splen.
-Lt/ condition, very f'ai^t; best over £50.-530, Es^
Ed., N. . [22

1 Q20 234h.p. Omega Model C, 2-speed, clut. li.

-Lt/ kick starter; list price 74 gns., plus 26/- < arri:u

-Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [01

OMEG.A-J.A.P., 2-speed and model de luxe; at
and 79 gns. respectively; early deliveries.—LIo

and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [79

OMEGAJ".A.P.". the famous . lishtweight, 2-speed,
'

gns.; clutch and kick start, .79 gns.—Lonis
Ford, opposite G.P.O., Eastbourne. [22'

OMEGA, 1917, 2%ih.p., 2-speed, chain-cum-bel
E.I.C. mag., B. and B. carburetter, 2 ,Mill(

lamps, horn, spare belt and chain, new Dunlop t>

back, just overhauled, perfect running order.
every day; £45.—Spooner, Priory St.. '

ford, Nuneaton. [191

P. and M.

offers.-Box 741, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X16

and M. Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 2 speec
lamps; £66.-202, Munster Rd.. Fulham. [27'

and M-—Brishton, Hove and district; prompt <

livery-—Turpin's, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

horn; £80.—37, Ommaney Rd., New Cross, S.E.I
[24!

•p. and_M.. 1918^ practically new; £78, no oBejs

2, Harewood Rd., Collier's Wood, Merton, S.'«'

19'

B38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date ol the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

P.
nntl M., B.A.F. MmhO, now lyroa, cliaina. lamps;
£80; altor 7 p.m.-l, Sulcombo Villas, Vin.-

arrt, Richmonil. 1307li

JQI8 F. nnd M. Oonclibuilt Coinbinotion, smnrt out-
It' tit. iierl'ixt oouiUtion; flOO,—72, Longtidge Kil.,

•mtW Court. [2734

P.
nnd M. Combination, 1913, running order, nil
nrpfssorios. ride away; £56; no offers.— 18, Tower

t., Ifu.knoy, H.8. [3885

p. ami M.. W.n. mnijol; £78.-Clifford \Vilson Mm

3. nud ^
. lamps
lorion HdT,

y nrul M,
sidl'r

Add

(ionclibuilt Cond)ination, late model,
S|.ar,.s, ete.. trial; £95.-Hcrbert, 16.
Putney, S.W. [212

1917-18, R.A.F., Bood condition; £75;
) tit if rftiuired.-Cooper, 47, Hliirk-ljorse
nilte. Croy<iou. [2721

>. and M 31M1.P,, 2-speed, K.S., very nice machi;£85.—^owIdn^nl Motor Co., 223 "
il., W.G. Tlione: Hammersmith 80.

919 P.
thnr

iplniid Gr

[9202

nnd M., in perfect condition, just lieou
iRllly overliuuiert, receipt shown; £86.—32,
ve, Hnclcney Station, Loudon. (2731

>HELON nud Moore, cx-mMitnrv stores, overli;nilc.l

, o°",vi„'°"' °i',??'""?V''''j*'T8: complete with B.S.A
J. 2 sidecar £1 15 -Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.,
indon. Also Paris .St., E.xetev. [3223
020 P. and M., delivered this week, mechanicalV lubrication,

. ratchet brake, all accessories 1
1V.S iiisnrancc reeistered; best offer.—Box 4,247, 'c/o
' """"

'
•'"''

[3089

y .111.1 cntiii.'. ttiif; rod, hnrn
: tiuv trial- ccrfcct ,,,„

ion flm,„,.l,„,,f; nuy trial; best otter c'
-.'"" —"-'-

-30, biecu Av., Ifoithflekls. W.13

919 P. and M- Combination
Souspi-ay. rings gudjeon.'

i. body, good lamps, horn toe
jdition; nearest *93.-Major M

[2954

rhauled.
special

I.O'.C.H. have
eiluipped. e.v. ^.,^,.1

Bentli St., Hnmpsteod
lOlie: Hauipstend 3752

1915, 4h
t condition,

photograph

1919
£105;

enllL-.,
Hayle, Corn

[2554
1919 r. and M. combination, fully
llent order.—Fair UBer Car House

iir Hampstead Tube Station)'
Hours 9-7. including; Satur

[8917
nd M- and Sidecar Complete, lamps, eti

>my, well sprung,

"'"^
'' ^"-Mignon, Dgr^im^

CmveV-nifl^-
''"l^us^l. ^vitli Milliard sidecar

s Crn ?rffrl""A-*"'
^I'»™^1•'"!'« "Id Kenerators,'

'

,'L'
-pare tjie and 2 tube-, spare chaius anr]

nnd M. Combination. 1920. actnnl she- —a.,.

JONES' CARACE,
woodsiDe parade,

n. finchl.ey, n.12.
I'hono: Finchlev -1;.,

"THE ALL -MOTORIST GARAGE."
ALL MAKliS OP MOTOK CYCLblS AND COM-
DINATIONS. ALL SPAl-tIL PARTS Op ALL
MAKPS, AND A LARGE STOCK OF ALL
ACCIiSSORIES THAT ALL MOTORISTS UH-
QUIRE AT LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES.

IN STOCK.
1920 TRIUMPH Combination, all .acces-

sories {only done 500 miles) £160
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, electric

lamps, speedometer, horns, first-class

condition £160
I0t9 electric model 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-

DAVIOSON Combination, pillion seat,
disc wheels, all possible accesories . . £205

i9id NORTON Combination, speedometer,
all lamps, and horn £140

1919 DOUGLAS Combination, disc wheels,
all lamps, etc., perfect runnirig .... £152 10

191(5 8 h.p. M.A-G. SUNBEAM Combina-
tion, dynamo lighting, speedometer.
hood, screen, etc £200

iqrg B.S.A. Combination, hood, screen, all

lamps, and horn. Snip £105
920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, 3-speed, brand new.

List price.
1920 2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed Enfield

gear (only done 50 miles) £75
1920 SPARKBROOK, i-stroke, 2-speed, as

new, all lamps and horn £67 10
igi5 Baby TRIUMPH, 2-speed, all lamps,

and horn, perfect running order .... £57 10
3j h.p. ARIEL, 3 speeds and clutch, guar-

anteed perfect condition £37 10
Also Large Stock of Spares.

Electric and Gas Head Lamps from 12/6 and £2
respectively.

Sidecar and Rear Lamps from 7 /6 and 5 /-.

Horns, l-Claxon Pattern and Bulb, from 12/6.
Belts, from ijin. down to ii'in., at lowest price.
Tan-Sad Pillion Seats, and other makes, from 17/6.
THE LARGEST STOCIv OF SPARES IN NORTH

LONDON.

chbuilt.

Iiihi atic

iieter
hand brake, I

ud ho Luc; lai

«.'• ^,1"°' ™ aid carrier; lushest otter over £170-
-V-,irlf- 'o\'"t '"finance policy transferred; anv

.. faiiej. 23. Lonsdale Sq., Darnsbury St-, Islins
[2061

P. and S.

Shoe I^ne. Fleet St., London -
stroke, 2-speed model. Villier?

clutch models,
[635^

ADCHOPES, 9,

^^™,-!tH^.^%^/,>'''V' 2-si»?<J conntershaft, good^condition; £44; lamps.-Last, 185, High St..

[2489

seat, 2-speed.

ersea.

Peugeot
p. Peugeot, majf., sidecar with child'
K.S-; £50.-64, Shirley Park Ed-,° Addi'scombl.

P^ Twin Peugeot. Bosch mag., lamps, lioru "-"^ne"
£30.-29. Heath' Ed..

[1981

''lis=''.5;''°A^''"^''?'' ^ speeds, chitch, waterproof
Bosch. Amac, lamps, horn, toolbag; ride awavoHels.-18, Kirkgate, Eipon. [2706

Precision.
li.p,_Precision. B. and B-, T.T- bn... „,,.

32.-19, Bonfleld Ed., Lewish;

B
,

iiTon Heath.

.h.p..

splendid con
[1632

rhauled; £38.-1
ne : Brixton 1964
, [3126

" ' lanips, climt

P- Wii. , .^^,,.„.,.
Norwood Rd.. Ilei'i

ECISION'. 1916, :
anything; £38; ride away.-8, Shal _
'

.

[2418
14 Preeision 4iih.p., 3-speed, clutch, torpedo coach-

<!tSrt'"J?"'Y'
"S''; tSTW. good order; f«0, near-Stuart, Barkway St., Eoyston, Herts. {2242

Ss°n.h?E"-V ^^^l'
'^"'^' Senspray, foot-ivmrasj^ lighting set, good running order; £24 no

eston Rd., West Green, Ixindon, JN^

(3'217|

-10.

FOR

RELIABLE
MACHINES
(New and Second-hand).

A GOOD SELECTION
ALWAYS ON VIEW.

MOTOR CYCLES,
RUNABOUTS,
LIGHT CARS.

Official Agents for over
thirty of the leading makes.

The City Agents,
15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

Phone: Avenue 5.3-18. 'Grams: "Elceniocyca. London. '.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
PreuiHlon.

it Rd.,

19'

leaving town
PrI n*iu,.,.t.,rton.

ey.

away; £40.—CottrcU,
[2321

'A ProciHion 3>;h.i;., 2.«troke cnginftd iiiclit-

veinht, plopiuR tup tube, widdlo tank, tUMt. wood
bar, hoautiful condition; 47 gn».—Lci
Pork, S.K.3. [2820

PIlEMflOn I,

fast.- Fo,l;

Qlhp. I>,,.|n,.

•J 2 any tiiii.

«>Xh-p. I'roin

-
I

I I'liiiliiuation; Heen nnd tried

Jljofliicy, \Vy.st Horwley, Surrey.
[1693

nglo speed, new tyrce, lumpn, hum;
f35.-The Nook, Herkomer R<1., Ilnshcy, lleiti.

[2064
jrder

;

[2763

condi-

Ilkeston.

PREMIER 2', lip., I

sound; 30 gus.—
Croydon.

3ih-p- 1913 Premie
2 etc. ; a bargain,

Faversham,

TJREMIEB 2';.'ih-p., in

1 B., 3-speed and
-148, Station Rd.,

[1724

unning, guarani-id
14, Arundel Rd ,

[2972

lamp..

plendid condition, completely
£29.—Box 4,264, c/o

[3106

nation, SVb.p.. 3-

Harold, Dart View.
[2333

Motor Cycle.

1014 Premier Coachbnilt Cora
i-O speed, clutch, kick start; £70,

nstal, Dartmouth.

31hp Premier, 2-sp6ed, F.E., splendid condition,

2 new Kempshall, all on; £38--ll, Torridon Ed.,

Hither Green, S.E-6. [1959

31h.p Premier and Wicker Sidecar; £40; back wheel

2 damaged, engine perfect; no offers.—Miss E.

Holland, Eastry, Kjnt. 12324

4h p. Premier Countershaft Combination, Millford

coachbuilt sidecar; £75; solo taken part payment
—Kiug, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X1729

31h p. PrenTier, countershaft, coachbuilt combination.

2 stored during war, ready tor long tour ;
nearest

£80.-26, York Rd., Swindon. [X167/

B. and
.£38/10--

rX1689

ler, multi gear, Simms, B. and B., T.T.

amelling and plating as new, ride away;
after 6.-538, High Rd., Tottenham.

[1850
Combination, clutch, 2-sp66d

countershaft, splendid condition, torpedo car; bar-

£110.—Hartnell, 2, Jelf Ed., Brixton, S.W.2.
[2673

2iag., Amac, in
mamel, plating,

Watson, 132, High St.,

Headingley, Leeds,

-E.tyres very good; - - , . -.,„,_
Aldeburgh, Suflolk- [1637

PREMIER, late 1914, carefully stored during war,
2i/..h.p.. total mileage 800, as new, adjustable

pulley, lamps; 39 gns.; Liverpool district.-Box 4,266,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [3103

4h p Premier Combination, almost new, 2-speed
countershaft, kick start Bosch, Dunlop

_
heavy,

lamps, mechanical order, splendid condition through-
out- £70, or sell apart.—Parrott. Challon, Wantage,
Berks. ^ [2487

3-speed, new Capac
excellent lamp and ^ horn,

spare new belt, scarcely used since outbreak of war, in

perfectlv sound condition ; price £55.—Apply, Minns
Bros., Windsor St., Chertsey, Surrey. [1644

Priory.

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
25ih.p. Priory 2-stroke, new 1920; £67/10.

[3171
Quadrant.

Oih.p. Quadrant, Ainac, footboards, good tyres, coin-
<I2 plete; £8-38, Orchard Ed., Sunbury. [1653

4 h.p. Quadrjut, Bosch, B. and B.. ride away; £27/10-
—4. Scotts Villas, Thorkhill Ed., Thames Ditton.

After 6.) [2935

3 h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, battery, ignition, good
running order; £20, or offers.—Graham, Bromley

St., Workington. [2898

gdown, Exeter.

4ih.p. Quadrant, 3-Bpeed, clutch, pedal start, Bosch
2 mag., lamps, horn; £55; after 5.30 p.m.-25, St.

~' Elmers End, Beckenham. [1743M;irgaret

4 •-J- 9' ^Iso 3h.p. motor cycles, spring forks,

Bosch, B-B. carburetter, good condition, low build,

articulars. 230, Normanton Rd., Derby. [1725

Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote tiie number at the end of each advertisement, and. the date o? the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Quadrant.

QUADRANT 4h.p., Lucas lamps, horn, goed condi-
tion; £30, or exchange lightweight.—7, Rod-

^uiongh Mews, Chippenham Mews, Harrow R(l., \V.

[2796
QUADRAXT ComMnation and Solo, new, at list

price of £135 .md £105.-Cliflord Wilson Mami-
lactnring Co.. 70, Hoval Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.>\.3.
Kensington 7113. ; ^x^Yi

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-New
Quadrant combinations and solo machines,

fl',;>h.p,, S-speed, clutch and K.S. models, all-chain
drive, 1920 models; book now; deliveries in 10 days.

16863
3JLh.p. Quadrant. 1912, Bosch, B. and B., Whittle

2 belt, new tyres and tubes, fine hillclimber, 100
m.p.g., spring forks, lamps, etc., re-enamelled; bargain
*55, nearest offer.—Frearson, 17, Coverdale Rd., Shet
field. ^ [2558

Radco.
RADCO 2-stroke, overhauled and replated;

Frank Smith, t4a, Church Rd., Croydon,

d, nej
offers

Ashtord, Middlesex. [2771

ot done 200 miles,
-Pritchard, Bewdley Rd.,

[XI 625

R'.\DCO, late 1919, 2i/,h.p., 2-stroke, lamp,, horn,
pump, tools, splendid condition; £54.—Lowe, 770,

Garratt Lane, Tooting, S.W. [3046

Raleigh.

RALEIGH Motor Cycle, 3'/.li.p., res

£30. -Mr. R. Copping, Balls Gri

near Colchester.
'

"

[1702

Reading-Standard.
g Q20 [April) Reading-Standard, lOh.p., big Canoelet
^•iy sidecar, electric lighting and horn, hood,
icreea, under 200 miles, better than new, super-luxuri-
ous outllt, insurance policy, only wants seeing; £245.

—

Sheddon, Patbfield, Shalford, near Gnitdford. [2282

Regal.

£70.—Wallii Ha Hous.

Regent.

SEND Postcard lor particulars ol Regent 5-7h.p. flat

twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries of
these machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang
Lanarkshire agents. [0124

earliest deliveriet

Rex.
'ide away. Heath St., Dart-

[2428

Lane, London, E.0.4.
£80. [8<160

REX 3
£30

R^r-

3'.2h.p. 2-speed,

complete
Dalston.

[2647
;., Simms. B.B., Palmer
;.—88, High Rd., :

[2805

mer tyres, suit beginn
Motor Exchange, Wr

[X1686

IKC, 1914, new tyres and belt, and sidecar; ^£75
separate; in ^ood running order.—Fox.

Springfield, Caistor, Lincoln. [2864

4h.p. Rex, re-tnamelled and thoroughly overhauled,
new tvres. belt, lamps, and horn, only wants see'

—Apply, 33, Kcemor St., Woolwich, S.E.18. [2317

REX, 6h.p., 2-speed, handle start, in good condi
tin, and sidecar; £45.—-Adams, 31, Soutli Hd

Southall. [2126

St. South
[2159

lamps, generator,
5t. Mary Abbott's '.

[2588

mtly overhauled. Bink;
2-speed ; what offers ?-

[2449

W.14.

C.B.

Halifa

R-^i

6h.p.
carburetter, Bosch mag.

Helliwell, Gillygate, York.

5-6h.p. Rex Combination, 3-speed, -clutch, lamps,
horn, etc.. coachbuilt sidecar, in first-class run-

ning order; £50.—Taplin, 159, Hornsey Rd., N. [1662

eh.p. Rex Combination, m.o.v., coachbuilt, 2.spped.
handle start, hood, wind screen, lamps; tiial: £65.

-W., 9, Vicarage Lane, Romford Rd., Strattoid. [1979,

"Taking it out for a

wait Bill?"

And the gentleman wltti tke cold

perspiration bespangling his brow
stopped J looked as if he wotild
Ifke to oa«rder his questioner,

then pulled himself together and
replied

:

**No, you blanketty, blanfcetty

idiot, but when you've got a
broken Belt Fastener and no
spare — well, you've got to

walk it."

But you needn't have ft, and the

surest insurance against such a

disaster is the

FORWARD
Fastener

—

the Fastener that never fails.

There are two models — the

FORWARD price 1/9^ and the

KING HOOK, detachable t/6,

adjustable 1/9*

And you should ask for Booklet*

Forward Sparking Plug Co.,

Summer Row,
Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
i Hex.
I 1 Q14 Rex Combination, 6h.p., 3-&peed, countershaft
,7*-*^ clutch, kick start, chain drive, good conditioE
throughout; £100.—I\fartin; Drewsteignton, Exeter.

r291C
IQl't Rex Combination, 6-8h-p., 2-speed, ceachbailtJ
A*' sidecar, all lamps, condition as new; accej^i

;
reasonabla offer.—J. Healey, 86, Shropshire ^,,1

J

Market Drayton.
' [26""

I

"I Q13 6-81i.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, hafl
!
J- iy start, lamps, horn, luggage grid, wind sere

I
splendid condition and appearance, 3 up anywh^
£85.-2, Fortune Gate Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [2|

I

"I
(ft 14 Res Combimtion, 5-6h.p., new engine,

-L*? gear, ty/es, belt new. grtod C.B. sidecar, with n^
tyres, lamp set, and accessories :• price £75, '!.'.

Eeparate.—R, Kearton, Gwern Bexthi Villas,. CwmtiUciT
Mon. [X15d(

REX, late 1914, 8h.p., 2-speed gear, handle .«;t»ri

with lamps and horn, special strong underslnB;
chassis and box carrier, £85; with new coachbail
sidecar, £100.—S.R. and S., 136, Gt. Dover St., S.E.1;
Hop 2537. [254:

Rex-Jap,
T>EX-J.A.P. 6h.p. 2-speed Coachbuilt Combiiiati(tt
-tV handle start, screen; trial appointment; £70.—20f
South Crested Ed.^ Dulwich. [211

REX-J.A.r. 8h.p., 3-epeed, kick start, all-chain driwj
special coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamps, Cowe

eiiee<lometer, tsken care of and carefully driven ; S.X^
-Norris, 111, Hunters Rd., Handsworth, Bir—-

—

"^"^-^

Roc.

ABOUT 1913 3J/2h.p. Roc Combination, 2-speed. P^'
overhauled, Bosch, B. and B., machine lined oi

tike new, perfect condition; 42 gns,-
Thomas St., King's Lynn. [164

Rover.
excellent condition; 40 gns.

offers ; coachbni
al.—30, Gerard Rd., Barnes.

NEW 1920 Rover Combination, 6h.p., latest inipioi
meuts; £200.—Young, Misterton, Somerset. [16'

i

Heath, S.E. "

'

' '

[231

I 1 016 Rover Combination, S^-.h-p., done about 1,0(
' -i-i/ miles: £120.-374. Grove Green Rd., Leyto

MiUti, ).M., Henderj^i:

X CHATHAM AND> DISTRICT X

dHickihan Olaai-Proprieror cl.Vsrnon Symon.- Mwogsi

WE CAN DELIVER FOR WHITSUN
WILKIN-B4 Combination, electrically equipped.
P. &S., PARAGON, COUL50N-B4, BLERIOT,
WHIPPET Ligiit Car, P.V., WILKIN A., all new
1920 Models in stock.

SECOND-HAND MODELS.
S h.p. V.S., 2-speed, just overhauled,

and re-enamelled, with new sidecar .... £63
1917 RUDGE Combination £110
1919 RUDGE Combination £113
1918 TRIUMPH T.T «1C0
1919 SCOTT, and several others.

WIRE US NOW.
fels'jrama " Motorcycl";, Chatham."

Ed., WaniteoS.

1 Q20 Sljh.p. Budge
-'-«-' huilt sidecar, unused; £155.-294,
Park Bd., S.E.ll.

1Q14 Rover Combination, small _ .

J.t/ order, lamps, etc., ^ny trial; £65.—29. B
stock Hd., Thornton Heath

[2!:.

[19

ed Sei.te

iscrat.-hf
[X16£157.-37, Resent St., Rugby.

ROVER 1914 Coach Combinati.
spe.=d, fine condition, lamps, s

16, Oakfield Rd., Anerley, S.E.20.

Suffolk.—Box 4,226, c/0

ROVER Combination, 3%h.p., 3 speeds,

Lucas lamps, horn, very nice order; S'

time; £80.—Shaw, Morton St., Royston, Hert«,

£8-2 would sell separat»Iy.—70, Terrace Ed., PJuisti

[19

8)i.p. Rover 2-seater, 2 new covers and tubes, Tkojl
son-Bennett mag., Schebler carburetter, Iftaftlf

Stepney, and tools; £100, or best offer.—Crouch, nmn
ster. f^V'l

Id 20 Rover, 3l,!.h.p.j 3-speed, K.S., deliwa
X «/ February, little used, unscratched; list iprjl

€135, nearest offer secures.—17, Esplanade Av., WtotB
Bay. P8|'

1Q20 SV'h.p. Rover Combination, S-epeed gear ^y*y kick starter, clutch, etc.; list price £172'10, p[f

£3/11/9 carriage; first cheque secures.-Tayloi'fl
age. Falmouth.

1Q19 Rover Combination, 5-6h.p., not W.D.,
JL\f (jid condition, lamps, horn, speedometer,
screen, etc., any trial; £185.-2, Elysium Terral

Northampton. " [Xl^

B.}o Alf letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Rover.

OVF.n 5-611. p. 1919 r.
th all «n-u»

ior; £175.—Elc'o and Co.. 15-16
nomilu St., E.0.3.

1, 3-spoed. cimin
)ries, in apli-iuliii

Bishopt^gntc Av,.
(0065

ill.li. Rovor, S-spoCHl, oluti'li, Pxi>oll™t onnilitioii,
iiluiiiinliim nuiiihKi pliiCi-a; iilso Millfor.I ^itloonr

lusfl, lioiMl, a.-i«.ii, i-liitiii- liithti arniirt i.'Oiul>iniiti.Mi,

b, U.MV,.)- Wliy. l.'iiulili.y. 12918

OVlOlt. 191415. 3si«-,-(i, clulc-li. Bosch, 71. iin.l
. H.. Hrw.ks 170, Umis la.np set and horn, lin,-
rliiiR an,l siamly mount: £65. or best oHer.—58.
iroh 1!.!,. Upper Norwood. [1851
nVKlf 3i..h,p. Combination, 1914. lamps, exhanst

• \vhi>ll.'. .Lines apeodameter, C.A.V., horn, Rover
•car. repainted fxeellent order; £90.-Ceeil. 1,
tion IM.. Sunbnry-on-Thamos. [3038
XrOUll.-1918 3i,li.r. T.T. Eovcr, Pllilipson pulley,

100 iii.p.B., 55 ni.p.Ji., done under 1.000 miles,
7. tries ii,s new. just seinped nnd tuned up: 78 cn^.,
til flOO—Cjllil. Williiilns, 30, Leeklord Kd„ Ox-
!•

. (1804
•OVER, 1914, 3iMi.|.. 3- d. Boseh, B. and U
new extra lieiui n.inl.ii-., splendid eondition,

td 31... years. p,,«,,(,,l: l,,u';,nii. £80 lowest; only
Its seenm; ev.-iiii,^,,

i^: ii.ii r,_Hilliard, Harlow,

vy. Kin

T;1\ Ho
llnsrli, 11,

linnd

£80.-S
k. Weyl.ridse.

OTEI! 1919
liooii. KItixi

; spare lliinlop tyre. belt, viilyes, ete., 1

as neiv; £150, oj
ria, St.Kkiiort.

!00.-1919 E
delivered March th

plete, with all
"1

eontrol, I'll

IV lielt, Luias
1 plate and

'

111 T

\Va

Lloyd .St.. Hi
[X1323

motor cycle and sidecar, eli.p.,
only done few hundred

peedometer.

ed.-.S
1.1 Oa

OTEE 31 ..Ii

painted'
hnnletl. rebi

new front
oppe:

o wind _ __. .

dde Garage, Ltd..

metal1914, underahinp
3-speed, cliiteli,'

sears renewed, perfect nuiu
semi-T.T. b.nr«. lamps, liorii. li.

0 /,i , ,

""'""'l™*. privately owned; £80. __
.7Seen Clarke's Gorase, South St.. Romford. [2419
OVER. 1914, Stth.p.. 3-speed _.. „ ,completely overhauled from top to bo'tti
t and front mudguard, plating and enamel' per
V±^'i^.A'}J:'^' -r^' f"

,1 -vears, all in absolutel.v
amps, born, and complete tool
177, High St., Barnet, Herts

(1734

nd clutch, just been

bargain, £58.-

J14
3>;h.p. Eo

J i .
Combination, new N.S.U. 2-speed

nd clutch, and new back wheel (3-speed
scrapped), Bosch mag., head, rear, and sideca

ps senerator, speedometer, spare belt, valves, tools

od*idVn'd'i'tio;;'t'r";ift?v^Ti:'-.''-"1 -^.=;-' ^P-- -

Id ride 50 miles if retii
3, CO 2 Ac MMor Cuclc.

day; best offer over; £60
il iournev paid.—Box

(1769

Royal Ruby.
1916, 2!:ih.p., 2-stroke. _

-36, David Lane. Shadvvell,

5TAL Et'ET. sprinir frame, solo. 3h p inst"nv«l; f 109/14/6.-Dominy •mid Co . WinJheste;
(3118

ilectric ligbting
Mardol. Shrews

(X1605

y^^ ^y,^y 2.'2h.p.. 2-speed. Amac. eqnipp-d
Av ^Z ,

°°- "'^'^ ^'^J''' £47,15.-10, Court-

''''i^-.J^'.i^
^''P- ^"^"^ Huby-Jap c.B. Combination.

._^is?ii,s;ir^.,^ij^diS;"'^" """^ ^°
'"'itoi%

"'jCHOPES 9, Shoe Lane, London. EC4-
pp!S:';,i"&St' f^L^^;''^SS: ''*=

'"''-.If^o

''lOo'tf",!;;ie?°?',®l''-''
2-stroke. 2-speed. run

1,000 miles, flrst-rate condition, lamps, horn.
£50.-Spender, Belli Vue, Plympton. (X1557

,19-20 Royal Ruby Combination, Sh.p., 3-speed,
«„, ^'"^ff' =™"' turnout, almost new £165ogton, 2, King Edward Parade. Norbury; 13 VS?

^XAn
'^1^'^^' ?"^P- 1919 2-stroke, single-ipeed

SlsJir
I-^S'i^ood, Holland Ed., Crumpsall,

™^^"''''-
(2044

19 Eoyal Ruby Combination, Sh.p JAP

- wind

E.
[2456

.-Lette""''^-i-°'S'"',r'*'#'^"''' '5i°P?i I'oru

imouth.
only.

. .iust

etc.
James, Navigation 'school'

(3138

i-nrf'V,?"^'''
?"'">' '^^"^1' irame. delivered nth

itiMolir °fi„r°"''?i
™"'*

f"'i'
*10=' " offers; alsoiiionoiiy flne .sidecar body, -

on Walden.

'TAL RUBT (late 1919), Sh.p., very fast
"?.,.^"^"H^8'aecaj to match, polished alu

Bl'-'?."' ll!°«V<'t=-; ^I'at offers.-

fipoit-.

'«n, 3, Royal Crescent, W.

R. A. WHITFIELD & Co.,

CARRIIMGTON STREET,

NOTTINGHAM
Have in Stock for Inimediate Delivery

REX Combination, Model 55.

REX 4 h.p. Combination, Model 77.

VERUS 21 h.p. £55.
VERUS 2| h.p. 2-speed clutch,

and kick starter, £80>

MOTOR CYCLES I OI< SALE.
Koyiil Kiiby.

pOVAL nimv 1916 2iM,.p., 2.«trokc, Albion 2-
-t-t- Bjieed Bear box, macliino been utored and is like
miv, enamel nnd plntinB perfect, fully cquli.ped.
hi Mips, etc.; £4J.-5, Addison Av.. Ilollnnd I'ark,
*^ " (2841,

rjDVAI, RITIiT 1919 [Anij.l 81i.p. Combination, Uov.d
-"-t- Uiil.y .-iidei-ar, liimp.<, horn, looln, Eagtinit wind
si-ri-in, iii-w simro tyro and tube, not dono 1.000 milCh.
HiMib aiivtJMUB; il75.-E. C. lieeaton, 122, Holton Rd,,
llaiiy Dock. (,8,5
TJOVAL EDBV 2-»(rol;e 2'yi.p., 1917. 2-gear Albion.
--i' ViHiers cnBMie, Elkhart innx., Sen-pray cnrbn.
letter. Kings Own ImnpB and Benerator, meclianind
horn good order; -50 gns—Carter, 104, Headstoin-
Rd„ Harrow. (299,1

5-6h.p. Eudge Midti

Rudge
bnmd ne
Oiinuock,

. de
Woking,

ol

1920 mod

i; list pri

RUDGE,-!
Uaragi

RiniCE Multi
lionse Yard,

RUD{;E, free e
gain, ^36.-:

RUDGE Multi,
Grimes, 18,

1 Q14 Eildge a
J-iJ hauled; £6

RUDGI
ditii

RUDGE, I.O.M., immediate delivery
Meeten, Rudge Specialist, Dorking.

19=
Cycle.

jind Sportint,- ^UVi

RtTDGT
hsu

mouth.

18. Bruton Pla

(3222

xtra -

(1730

st price.—
jone : 163

[314(1
tyres, bell

I, Birming-
(2744

, just de
he Motoi

[3082

eniiippeil

;

Bond St.,

11339

i Sh.p.. 1914. just thoroughly over
60. — Tillevs, The Esplanade. Wci

(2902
udge. good condition ; trial givfu ; £46.
. 49, Eastbrook Rd.. Waltliam Abliev,

(1622

, 1917, excellent condition, lamps, corn-
after 7 p.m.—73, Sutherland Rd., Ed-

[3221

3i;.h.p., W.D.. with eoaehhnilt sidecar
wfnd screeu; £92.-25. ilerton Av,,

[2340

clutch, new, only ridden 60
:ar; offers.-Fleet Motor Co..

[1777

rst. sporty, overhauled, per-

offer.—Bourne, c/o Danbv.
[0790

Willesden.

RUDGE T.T.
or exchaug

ngle-speed.~ very fast, perfect; £45.
nge.-B-A.B. Motor Co., 130, High Si-.

(2.'; 91

Jliiiti Combinntit

I.O.M.. replated and

Leytonstope. E.ll.

31h.p. Rudge. \'.

2 4 years; I

Victoria Station.

lih.n., --. -..„_. . -.

n. Taylor. Bradford Ed., E,i-

Ardsley, Wakefield. [2873

_ ,_ . , ._. . 500 miles, as new,
tools; £100; any test.—8, Tnik

Av., Wolverhampton. (X1690

ROVER. 3V.h-p.. 3 speed, clutch, canoelet sideca-
acoessories. any trial; £80.-117. Walm La-;.-.

Cricklewood, N.W.2. [3059

RUDGE 3V"h.p., J914. clutch model, free engine,
good tyres; £45.—Eoberts. Clevedon House. Som-

erset Ed.. New Barnet. (2053

ton, Malpas, Cheshire. [S1679

e Multi
iw, Fin-

(2320

Bedesman's Lane, Bedford. [X1751

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. 41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Bush, W.
Multi, 31

[2895

2h.p.. with Toomy sidecar.

Lhauled, hand clutch, pedal
, Beds. [2863

Rudse. 1914, with coachbuilt sidecar, pedal
irt cl'itch, in running condition; £62. or

3. Hoseberry Av., N.l. [2018

Rd., Shepherd

-| Q14 Rudg
Xt/ spare tvre, just o\

start; £53.—Brake, Arlesi

34

;e Multi, l.O.Jt., mileag
um discs, fully insured
Enfield Wash, X.

T Q20 Ruly alumi
Bank Housi

TJUDGE ilulti, clutch, 1917, in splendid condition
Xt good tyre-, etc.; pri.e £80.-D.A.H., 7, Onslow
Pi^ce. South Kensington, S.W.I. [5025

Hudge Multi, 3'nh.r., Cowe
udshields. and all acces3ori(

Court, Trinitv College, Cambridge.
19^ horn. Watford

-F3, Whervells
[X1719

jh.p-. hand clutch, lamps

Longville, Bletchley. [2490

ages, Ltd., the

I Q 17 Rudge Multi Combin:
LU cffer over £80: Premiei
£70.-15, Beauclerc Rd., Han

R

Read, >"

TI/ACCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Ljme, London, E.C.
VV S-6h.p. Rudge Multi and sidecar, *99,/10; also

3'uh.p. I.O.M. Rudge, 1919, £105. [6855

5'-5h.p. Rudge Multi C.B. Combination, speedometer.
O horn, lamps, spare belt, 1914-15; any trial; £95.—
Lee, 14, Half Moon Crescent. London. N.l. [3218

RT7DGE ilulti 3V'h.p., Montgomery sidecar, late

model, excellent condition, .nil accessories; £105.
—43. Coni£ton Rd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [2917

BRA>'D New 1920 3i-,h.p. T.T. Rudge Multi. owner
buying higher powered machine; £105; no offers.

-Can be seen at Rudge Garage, Cxlord. [2001

horn, tools, etc.,

y trial.—Hewin's Gar-
Taunton. [1827

ion, smart, fast, best
combination, as new,
•ersmith, W.6. [242<

Multi, clutch, lamps, horn, es-
r; SO gns, no offers.—Renn. 171,

Seven Sisters Rd.. Finsbury Park, London, N. [2151

UDGE Mnlti 1917 4-5h.p. Combination, in good
uing order, guaranteed; an^ trial; coachbuilt

;iJe>;;ir; £115.-Boulton's Garage, Cla-ren Arms. [X1501

RUDGE Multi, new 1919, .hand clutch, lamps, horn,
all tools, spares, perfect condition; 85 gns.; after

6.—White. Inglehurst, Crescent, Belmont, Surrey.
[2481

RUDGE. S'.jh.p., clutch, pedal starter, just over-
hauled and enamelled, lamps, and horn; £45. or

clicrs.—Inwards, Harrow Farm. Charlton, Sheppertou.
[3264

RUDGE. L of M. model, late 1919, very fast ma-
chine, little used; £99.—Xewnham Motor Co.,

223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith
80. [9203

RUDGE Mnlti 1914 3.!ih.p. Combination, hand
clutch, full equipment, excellent condition; 85

gns.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade. Norburv.
S.W. [2623

RUDGE Jlulti, 1914. clutch model, tip-top condi-
tion, new, C.B. sidecar, 5 lamps (electric).

Klaxon, etc.; £60.-5, Bell's Garage, A'ew Cross Gate,
S.E.14. [2014

pCDCE Multi, C.B. 1915 Gloria sidecar, just been
-CV thoroughly -overhauled, in splendid going order,
with lamp, etc.; £73.—Honnor, 7, Avenue Ed., Xorth
Finchley. [2025

oudition .nnd running order; £48.—Taplin, 159, Horn-
'ey Ed., X.7. [5148

1 Q20 I.O.M. Rudge Multi. mileage under 500. Lucas
Xt7 horn, knee grips, electric lishting, insurance
policy, nnscratched; £122, or nearest.—Box 4,269, c
The ilolor Cycle. [3253

1 Q19 (Oct.) I.O.M. Rudge Multi and modern wicker
X.*? sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, and
;pare, lin. belt; £125, or oflers.—Lt. Rodger, H.M.S.
Fermoy, Portland. [2024

1Q14 ir) 3[..L.p. Rudge Mnlti Coachbuilt Combination,LU new Palmer cord and Bates tube, and Binks.
spares, take 3 anvwliere; £85, or offer.—Turner, 22.
I-angley St., Luton. [1762

I.O.M. Eudge Multi, believed 1917. clutch model,
lamps, bom, knee grips, overlap cam. small belt

rim, lamps, horn, very fast; offer round £85.-30,
Giggindale, Streatham, S.W. [3045

1020 I.O.M. Rudge. new April, carefully riddenXi» 300 miles, unscratched, engine No. 48182. PRS
major lamp, tail, Lucas horn; £115. no otters.—Tudor
Lodge. The Green. Richmond. [3061

"PUDGE-WHITWORTH multi-speed motor cvcle,XV 3' Jh.p., 1916, -' •
. -

parts inserted; pric
Garage, Knowie, Bii

wE have the Largest Selection of

Motor Cycl^ in Great Britain.

The following Motor Cycles actually in Stock
for immediate delivery :

New. As New.
.1920 Matchless Com. igrg liKHan Com.
igzo Rover Com. 1919 Douglas Com.
IQ2G Ariel Com. __ 1919 ZenHh Com,
1920 Zenith Com. 1916 Harley Com.
1920 Lea-Francis, Com. iqi6 Campion Com, -

1920 Douglas Coto. iQiS Douglas Com.
1920 Hazlewood Cora, 1915 A.J.S. Com.
1020 B.S.A. Com. 1914 AJ.S Com.
IC20 New Imperial Com. iqig Rudge Ccm.

New.
1C20 Indian Com. 1920 Sunbeam Com.
1920 Rudge-Multi, Twia, 1920 Triumph Com.
1920 Harley-Davidson Com. 1920 Bat Com.
1920 Enfield Com. 1920 Douglas Com.
1920 A^.S. Com. 1920 2-1 b p, Douglas
1920 Lea-Francis. 1919 James.
1920 Ariel. 19 19 P. & M,
1920 Sanbeam. igig Blackbume.
1920 Blackbume. 1920 Caithorpe.

1920 Triumph, T.T. 1020 O.K.
1920 Zenith. 1920 Rudge.
J930 James. 1919 Rudge.
1920 Coventry- Eagle. 1920 Metro-Tyler.

1979 Sparkbrook. 1979 Diamond.
1920 B.S.A. 1920 James Com.
New Sanbeam &'decar, in stock £35.
Autoped Scooters, delivery from Stock, £42. Trade

supplied.

A:V. Monocar. new, £i5j.
Seal Doable Sidecar, 3-wh;elei, ^5.
G.N., 1014, in nice condition, £laJ.
Richardson 1920 2-seater in stock, £275.
New Bleriot Whippet.
.New Tamplin, £1*5.
New G.P. Morgan.
New G-P. Morgan Sportiag Aero.

PERCY & Co.
314, 316, 319, & 321, EustoirRoad,

Phone: Museum 1337. LONDON.

Regd.

An air leak preventer

and valve stem IuIih

ricator that requires

no packing.

i'he fitting consists of an
airtight flexible spring
casing enclosiug tlie valve
stem ; tlie top end fitting

into a special copper
cage, which ibuts the
guide.

The casiag is supplied
filled with special heat-
proof graphite paste.

F> R i O E

2/6

When ordering, state
ake and year 0I

machine,

ECONOMY. Yom: carburetter jet is necessanly
large to allow for leakage by the \'alve guides
especially if worn.

EASY STARTING. Nothing worse than air leaks.

SLOW RUNNING. Ditto, especially if some
guides are worn worse than others.

LUBRICATION. Saves friction and wear at a

\ital spot neglected by manufacturers, and if

vour \'^Ive siiine? are 200-^ tieeps i±em so-

QUIET RUNNING. The result is remarkable.
GENERALLY. Fit on all valves and you obtain

a sweeter valve motion with elimination of

valve bounce. Cheap, easy to fit, efficient,

they last for ever.

Obtainable direct from the patentee:

CLIFFORD PRESSLAND, A.M.I.E.E.,
Ensineor. HAMPTQN-ON-THAMES.

19

5IOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

Olh.p. Rudge Multi, 1915, not W.D., clutc-h. rot^2 gear, fij^t-cla-.-; order guaranteed, sToied m
war. new tyre and V>elt. lamp^^ etc.: £65.—Niche
299, Thirland Brt., Paddington. :3C

RUD"GE Multi Combination, 1920 model. 5-6h.p..
weeks old, electric lighting set, mechanical ho

etc.: owner leaving the country, must sell; price £'
—Box 4.259, CO lU .Uofor CycU. [Si

20 1.0.M. Rudge Multi, and brand new specia
built sporting sidecar. Aero wind screen. Ian.
Itnee grips, very sportv : £142.—Blue Ball Ya

Si. James" St., Piccadilly. Gerrard 7711. t2L

"IQ20 5-6h.p. Rudge Combination, all lamps (\

A*' used). Tan-=ad, speedometer, spares. Klast
unpuncturtd, and maphanicallv perfect; £155; tr
run.-Dwyer. 36. Hale Lane. Mill Hill, London. [31

RUDGE Multi 31-jh.p. acd C.B. Sidecar, 1919 mo<
mile;i,i;e under -iOO, and in absolutely new coi

tion, complete with lamps and mechanical bom ; pi

£120. no oiieis.—Doiking Motor Co.. Ltd., Doiting
[9-

-|Q19 ;0:t.) 3I0I1.P. Budge Multi, LO.M., eag
-l-»7 16576, Bosch, large P.H., Stewart. EhixoD, si
belt, etc., trres unpunLtured. with new Miiiicrd side
fully in£uied; £125.—412, Xutbank Ed-, Xoiwidi.

[K
r.O.C.H. have a Rudge Multi, fuUv equipped,

cellent order.—Fair Offer Car House. 5, He^
St., Hampstead (nr, Hampstead Tube Static
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, indud
Saturdays. [6*

RUDGE Multi Combination, multi gear, Hender
siderar. Palmer tyres, new. mileage 6,000, !

war model, retentlv oTerhanled bv makers, .-cmf
with accessories; £95, or nearest offer.—S. Baics, 1

=ey, Lincoln.

Ily- naRUDGE 1913 Rood Racing Model, ea
single ^peed, adjustable pulley, very

agnificent engine, just lebnshed, good tyres: £45;
doc

g after 6.—Ernest Spiller, 5, Cheaeriord
dens, Hampstead. fXl.

F-O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coach &
car, fully equioped, excellent order.-Fail

Car House. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampat
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752- He
9-7, including Saturdays. 16

BUDGE Multi, 1916, clutoh, iBints, Bonaa
XV speedometer, P. and H. lamps, mechanical h<
polished aluminium dise^, plated sraight-throu^
hnust pipe, spares, insurance, tyres, belt good, jnst-^»

Uauled. renewed throughout, ie-enome!led ;stoTed).b]
and gold. ta<;t, perte;"t, £^105: Venus sporting \\\

weight side.^ar, aluminium discs, comf01 table, £i
Shaw, 5, "We-^tern St., Bedford.

Ruffens.

1 QIS 2i..h.p. RufieHs-ViUiers, 2-speed, teols»'
Xt? dene 400 miles: £50, or cfiers.—Harper,:^
Peckham Rye.

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-Tilliers 2-stK
siugle-^peed £56, 2-sp'eed £66.—London cod

sionnaires, Lancaster Motor Co., West Xorwood.
few agencies available. P

Sarolea.^

SAROLEA 31-h.p., Bosch watertight. B. and B..
able gear, drin feed, new tvres. condition as ik

£45.—Clarke, 15, Denbigh Rd., W. Ealing.

19

B42 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Scale.

20 New Scale. 3i-,h-p. PrecisioB engine. 2r9tl(

2-5peed, clutch, kick start; £85: immediate
es.—The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Rod

to

Scott.
DTTS.-Place .Tour order now with the Ml
Garage. Walsall. 'Phone: 270. |5

good condition: £lO
ar CycU. -^

-Louis G. Ford, oprosite G.P.O., "Eastbi

:holm, Otley, Yorks.

—24, Wimbome Gardens, Ealing, 13.

advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

TT. 1915, rHKino No. 3027, just overhnuU-il.

)miiiH'llc(i. iii'w piirtH, new back tyro; £85.—
.on, l<ir., Snthirlaud Av., Mnlda Valo. [3206

Tf .Mndti ('vi-l«, 1911, in Kood runuint; older,

hltt li.vn .vi'iKiudod; liost ottor over f40 ; Brml-
ilj«tilet.~llux 755, e/o JVi,i Molor Ciiclr. 1X1697

20 .Seott and Henderson Sidecar, perlect Condi
tion. iniloaKe under 1,000, 3 lamps, tools. luu

lete kil; £160.—Hambro Lodge, Datclict. Bucks,
1212';

iTT 1920 Solo; infitant delivery. Seott conihin.i-

,ion: book your order now lor delivery this month,
jvin's (laragos, Ltd., the real service firm, Ta\in-

[1829

rios; 95 gns.-Sibley, 106, Market Place, H
[2

ITT, 1914, Millford sideenr. just ovorhnulwl,
fliiuiicidly iiorfoi't, Binks, Bosch, tyres new, sv
r, uccessories

I
90 Kns.-53, Queen's lid., Wultli

[2765

16 Scott and new sidecar, wants small overhaul
exchange (or late Triumph, B.S.A., or Douglas

ailjustraent.—11, Cleveland Park Av., VValtham
[2616

)TT, 1914. semi-T.T. bars, lamps, horns, s

spare parts fitted, smart appearance, ride
ns. : after 6 evenings or week-ends.—28, Mozart
Paddington. W. 10. [2911

15 Sui)cr Scott Combination, stored 3 years, fitted
new chains, special larlmretter givintr economi

imnilig, Scott-Myers sidecar, electric light. Klaxon:
,—Harris, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London,

[2687

ITT Combination, engine No. 1732, Binks, Boscl
new tyres and chains, just overhauled, Canoelet
udecnv, complete with hood and screen, disc wheel
I, horn, tools; £90.-Claike, 15, Denbigh Ed.. W
g.

'
[2396

)TT S^ih.p., enamel and plating good, engine
quite recently overhauled, and a new part fitted,
Paimer cord tyres, Bosch mag which needs slight
ition; best olfer over £25.-342, Gloucester Rd.,
leld. Bristol. [1786

S.l.A.MT.
h.p. S.I.A.M.T., Bosch, B. and B., overhead

valves, tyres, enamel, and plating good, in ex-
it' running order, horn and mascot, very fast

;

after 6.-74, Manville Rd., Balham. [3164

Singer.
li.p. Clateh Model Singer, excellent condition i40 :

after 7.-69n, Hambalt Ed., Claph.am Common,
11654

JGER, 1914. 2')lh.p.. F.E., new tvres, all acces-
sories; ie38/10.—Siblev, 106, Market Place, Rom-

12758

I <GER Lightweight, Bosch. Amac, Druids, good
running order; £20.—Gibbs, 58, Ashdown Rd
thing. [2148

li.p. .Singer, 2-speed, K.S., lamps, horn, tools
and spares, thorough going order; nearest £35.

skins. 49, Locking Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [1776

mag.s'GEE 2'4h.p., in ru
appointment ; £30,

:e, Chipstead, Surrey.

ining order. E.I.C,
cr offer.—Denyer, Court
'Phone: Mersthi

[2625
•(GER, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, speedometer. P.H.
lamps, legshield. Klaxon, tools, plating, enamel
tank like new, perfect condition; price £75; fine
Co; for the holidays.—Seen after 5 at 5, Nicholson
Forest Rd.. Walthamstow. [2722

Sparlibi'ook.
PEED Sparkbrook, iierfect condition throne
*45.-31, High St., Leiston.

ARKBROOKS, all models.—A. J. Young and Co..
Ltd., Newmarket. 'Phone: 214. [0194

' '1 16 Sparkbrook, 2-speed, 2-stroke,
^ ' lamps; £45. bargain. — Ryde

ik20 Sparkbrook, new, 2-speea, 2-stroke: £65.-
' Smith's, 86, Chalk Farm Rd., opposite Chalk
n Tube Station. (0169

i|20 Spjirkbrook-Villiers (flywheel magnetol. de
livered from stock: £75. — Frank Whitworth.

. 139, New St., Birmingham. [X1821

'ARKBROOK, 2=ih.p. Villiers engine. 2-speed,
nearly new, Thomson-Bennett mag.. smart
hine; £55.-31, Drakefield Rd., Balham, S.W.

[2421
|20 Sparkbrook 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. fnot-

hoards, Pedley grips, horn, unpunctured Dmilops,
age under 500 ; owner bought xiombination ; lowest
peilect machine, f60.—Hodgskin, Letchmore Heath,
-1. [X1746

INDIAN
MOTOR CYCLES
NEW AND SECOND-

HAND

FROM STOCK.

" ASK US

FOR A CATALOGUE
OF THE

CLEVELAND
3 h.p. SOLO MOUNT.

VICTOR HORSMAN, LTD.,

7, Mount Pleasant, LIVERPOOL.

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES ARE ENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and all those
interested in the wise lubri-
cation of a Motor Vehicle o-f

any description we invite
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HALIFAX, Yot-ka.
LEEDS. PAPIS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

SUN VIl.I.IKU.S, 1915, a-speod. In nood condition;
£3B.-Uliver, 120, Bollobrldtio lid., Acton. [2368

SUNVITKSBE, 1918, countcrshalt. lamni, etc.;
f52; excellent condition, — I*ayne, Ecolciton,

(Ihcster. [X1743

_I-Htroke. clutcl
ed ; offers

Kd., Sjialding. (2186

7Q17 tjun, V.T.S., 2-»iiecd, Bocid ennditlon, new liear-
-*-•' inb't* throughout: I'eat ofler <>ver £40.—Crnaley.
HilyliuK Ishmd. [3124

SUN-V.T.S., beautiful
tools, lamps, snare

Horse and Wells, Woodford, Essex. ' [2461

1Q16 Suu-Jap Combination, 6h.i)., S-specd counter-
-*-*.' shaft find K.S., overhauled, repainted; eomulete
120 Kus.—Duvies, Motor Anent, Wendros, Boncnth, rem.

[X1696
SUN-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, i-avM counter-

shaft, C,B. sidecar, liltle used, condition as new.
lamps, etc.; £155.—S. Johnson, Gorefleld, Wisbech.

[2949
SUN-VITESSE, new January, only done 120 miles,

Albiou eear bo.'i, Lucas lamp sets, Dunlops,
brand new condition, insurance policy, any examina-
tion; £60.—Hellier, Bishop's Place, Paienton. [2694

Sunbeam.
"IQ18 Sunbeam Combination, Sh.p., fully equipped:
-•-•? £185.-18, HestLTCombe At., Fulham. [3201

1 laiil 3i;.h.p. Sunbeam; offers over £90: can be seen.
1-iJ -c. Iionuer, 7, Steele's Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3.

[2441
3ih,p. Sunbeam Combination, complete, lamp, speed-

2 ometer; £170.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.
[X1606

1 018 Sunlteam Sh.p. Combination, detachable wheels.
i-rf all necessaries; £145.-107, Greyhound Ed., Ful-
ham. [2115

SUNBEAM, brand new SVjh.p., nportiug model, imme-
diate delivery; £165.—Box 4,217, c/o The Malar

Cycle. . [2C92

SPORTING SVih.p. Snnbeam, brand new, immediate
delivery; best premium.—Box 4,255, c/o T/ie Maiar

Cucle. [3096

SUNBEAM 1920 3'/2h.p., registered, brand new, uu-
ridden; test offer over 160 gns. secures.-Stokop,

Hay, Breconshire. [2667

31h.p. Sunbeam, 1915, Lucas accessories, stored dur-
2 ing war, sp

—Jarvis, Caehendre, Oswestry.

SUNBEAM 3'Ah.p. Combination. 1920, brand new.
ready to ride away; £215; Birmingham di^irict.—

Box 746. c/o The Motor Cycle, [X1592

SUNBEAM Combination, 1915, 3V2h.p.. privately

owned, speedometer, spare cover and tube; £110.
—Apply. 15, Christchurch Rd., Winchester." (2054

1014 2%h.p. Sunbeam, 2 speeds, clutch, new K.S.
-Lil Bosch, Sterling guards, nndershield, etc.; £77
offers.-Verity, 23, Park Parade, Cambridge. [X160I

SUNBEAM Combination, 3',jh.p., bought July, 1919.

small mileage, perfect condition; any trial; £150.
—Jersey Garage, Jersey St., Bethnal Green, E.2. [2475

SUNBEAM 1919 8h.p. Combination. 1.200 miles,

perfect, discs, Triplex wind screen, spare chain;

£225.—Mai. I.athbury, 20, St. James's Court, S.W.I.
[1870

SUNBEAM 3',ih.p. Combination, 3speed, counter-

shalt, kick start, enclosed chains, perfect, good
tvres, lamp; £110.-8, Glengarry Rd., E. Dulwich.

new; £135,

p5.h.p. Sunbi

offe:

oft'er.—K. Clayton, Castle Bromwich.
[X1808

laid up 3 years of war, recently

hauled bv Sunbeam's at cost of £28. re-

tion; 88 gns.; no
don Rd., Caterham.

[3203
Combination, fully

stored 3 years; photo;
St., Bracebridge, Lin-

[3008

1 Q15-16 3'/oh.p. Sun
X 9j equipped, new oondi

£130, or near offer.—6, F

"I 019 (Nov.) 3V-'h.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam and
±.Xj Bax bulbous sidecar to match, 3 Lucas lamp;,

etc.. mileage 700, all spares; £185.-3, South Terrace,

Dorchester. [1752

SUNBEAM 3-speed 1915 Combination. Rennoc side-

car smart, sporting model, complete with lamps,

horn, etc.- any trial; £100.-White, 62. High St., King-
ston, Surrey. [2962

l 020 S'ih.p. Brand New Sunboam Combination, un-
-L.7 ridden, latest leaf-«;pring forks, and carburetter,

delivered last week: best offer over £210.-Lowe, 10.

Carlton Rd., Bournemouth. [2670

1020 Sunbeam, brand new i\'ja.V-' tourist, le;

LO shields. Lucas accessories, registered

12 months; best offer over £162.-

1

Stoneygate Rd., Leicester.

SUNBEAM Combination.^ late 1914. just overhauled
speedometei "

'
'

'^" '^'

tanley House,
[2007

lovely Glorii

hood, wind screen, luggage and petrol (

52, Ackender Rd., Alton. Hants.
£126.—

[2411

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue B43
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i.p., late 1919, done
i lamps, Cowey horn,
ndition, insured, any

'Acton St., Wigan, [1918

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM Combination, 3Vj
700, P. and H. and Luca

knee grips, spares, perfect

trial: £130.—Hill

"IQ19 3V>li.p. Sunbeam, delivered Jan., 1920, Dnniill
-fi-«/ tD]redo sidecar, 3 lainps, large P. and H. head,

1 (nn Bonniksen speedometer, knee grips, mileage 700;

£155—Green, The Sauare. Eractley, Northampton-
sliire: [2070

1019 (Aug.) Sunbeam Si/'b-P-. new MiHord sidecar,

J-iy tyres new, Lucas head lamp and horn, electric

tail and side, accumulator. Cameo wind screen, tools,

etc —Offers over £175 to Blackmore, Horsemarket,
Kettering. - [2041

lOlS (October) SMih.p. Sunbeam, just oyerhauled, new
-LU cylinder, piston, yalves, solo and sidecar sprockets,

new light O.B. sidecar, lamps, etc.; solo £115, or with

sidecar £140: Coventry district.—Box 590, c/o The

Motor CycU.
" [0189

T Q19-3i/oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and geld,

J-tl canoelet sporting sidecar, discs, long exhaust,
electric and Lucas lamps, knee grips, horn, etc.; £170,

fler —Taylor- 65 Altenbury Gardens, Clap.

ha [2200

SUXBEAi\L—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts in stock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

and plating unde- the supervision of Mr. T. O. fle la

Hay 'late Sunbeauland).—The IMolineux Garage Co.,

Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel. : 1160. [3468

n, as new, mileage 500
I'ith electric horn, Cowey

speedometer, spare wheel, Lucas bulb horn, hood, wir
"

screen, spare chains, valve, bulbs, inner tube, etc. ; olfer

-Hudson, Exchange St., SheiBeld. [2231

SUNBEAM 8h.p., blact-gold, 2-seater sidecar, double
hood. Cameo screen, luggage grid, Lucas head

lights and rear with generator, speedometer, Lucas
horn, mirror, watch, spare cover, tubes, new condi-jnz

engine at- its best; £220.—K., 28, Canterbury [51

= 37, Gricklewood Broadway, =
London, N.W.2.

Telephonj: Hampslead 8616.

®-

24 hours'

bulbous side and rt

etc., splendid touri
Mill Lane, Cambrid;

Rd., Margati

SUNBEAM 6h.p. Combination, 1915, stored Sept.,

1915, to July, 1919, top-hole condition, just over-
hauled by Sunbeam Co., spare wheel, new tyres, Lucas
lamps and horn, wind screen, fleece-lined storm apron;
165 gns.—Major S, White, San Remo, Churchill Ed.,
Solihull, Warwickshire. [1719

LATE 1918 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, khaki,
R.A.F. model, kick starter, luxurious sidecar

(Sunbeam), detachable disc wheels with complete spart
lieel, large car headlight (searchlight pattern),

'
-r lamps (acetvlene), luggage grid,

outfit; £195.—H. Eice, 12,
[1893

4h.p. Sunbeam Combination, French military model,
chain-cum-belt drive, new March, 1919, black and

gold finish, complete with P. and H. acetylene lighting
set, Stewart speedometer, Lucas horn, knee grips,
spare belt and tube in case, mileage 2,300, mechanical
condition perfect and enamel practically unscratched,
trial run and examination; price £135.—3, Malcolm
St., Cambridge. [1844

T.D.C.

23h.p. Motor Cycle, T.D.C. 1916 engine
4t and belt, rmining order; £27/10.-

CohUtreiim.

OUR TERMS OF BUSINESS.
Every machine overhauled, tested, and
guaranteed in perfect condition.

Any machine sent any distance i

approval a£:ainst -cash.

.

If you wish to make an exchange, we can

allow you the very highest price on your
present mount.
Al! machines are quoted at roct-bottcm ^ rices.

SOLO MACHINES.
£96 10 2J h.p. WOOLER. 1920, brand new,

variable gear, spring frame, auto-

matic lubricaiion, etc. _
£63 23 h.p. DOUiiLAS, 1916, 2-speed.

£48 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1913 hand and
fo"ot clutch.

COMBINATIONS.
£140 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1919.

enclosed chain drive, hand clutch,

accessories.

f112 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1917. countershaft,

Watsonian Sidecar.

[1992'^ £112 C' 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, 1917. as new,

accessories.

€90 4-5 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield

2-speed gear, accessories.

®

oach-7ater-cooled,
nd lamps in gc

im, 145, Sydenh
[2040

T.M.C.

T.M.C. Bike and Sidecar, 4-cyl., v

bnilt sidecar, wind screen, a
order; £100. or nearest offer.—Cosh;
Rd., Sydenham

Torpedo.
TORPEDO, 2-speed, new tyres, very little used, good

as new; ,-£32; exchaiiEe Douglas, cash adjust
ment.—Box 4.263, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3105

TOHPEDO Combination, Precision 3Hh.p. engine,
Bosch magneto. B. and B. carburetter, good run-

ning order; £55.—Walsh, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt.
[3205

Triumph.
TRIUMPHS, new; £110.-198. Sheen Lane, S.W.14.

[X1698a

£50.—Padd. 242J. 89. Abbey
[1836

rhnuled and very fafit; £40, ni

We invite your enquiries for any timke—we

can prohahly fix you up, as we have many
other machines coming m shortly.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q20 Triumph. 4h.p., countershaft, brandX tf offers.—Clarke, 15, South St., Louth.

BABY Triumph. 1917, 2-speed,
new; £55.-56, David Lane, Shadwell, E. [:

Brixton Hill.

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., clutch model, overhaulee
tank; £38.—Marks, 121, Acton Lane, Chi

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch, good condition; si
Kays, 8, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone: Ealing 1

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., s^speed, clutch, free, jc'

condition ; £55.-6. Cavendish Rd., Merton, I

e;

TRIUMPH SVih.p., single gear, head lamp, pt
no tools; p'rice £36.—Miirchison, Fulford, "S

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, splendid
trial; £85.—Stanley, 50, Thornhill, Bamsl

N.i. [;

4 h.p. Countershaft Triumph, with smart coacfal

Rally sidecar; 105 gns.—King, Egrove Farm,
ford. [2

TRIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed. clu-tch, splendid
throughout; 58 gns.—12, Thrale Rd., Streati

s.w. [2;,

TRIUMPH Junior, Bosch, enamelling, plating, t

excellent condition; £43.—Hewett, Grocer, Ca
bury. . t

"I CftSO Triumph. '4h.p., countershaft, delivery
-L t? pected ; best offer.—24, Church Manbrway^ P
stead. t

TRIUMPH 3V,h.p.. excellentr condition; £38.-
ming, 25, St. Mark's Ud., North Kensijii

"W.ll.

j—; rpHIUMPH Si/oh.p

l*i X wicker sidecar

;

ZZ. \ ham, N".

bBIIIIBIIl®IIIIBIllll®llllI«lll.l®lll!I«*T«\I^Tl5rkVa-rrlU^^^^^^^^
__^^^_^^^_^^^«. Welwyn.

31 h.p. Triumph with Sidecar, Philipson gears,

2 cellent condition; £50.—King, Egrove F
Oxford. [X

rp.t

19
W

14 Triumph T.T., Philipson pulley, fully equipped;
£65.-7 Linda St., Battersea. [3074

AUCHOPB'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, B.C.4.—
ph Junior. 1914; £6Q. (1596

qih.p,
02 £4

If you require a

DOUGLAS
Motor Cycle or
Combination get in

touch with

MOFFAT
TOWN HALL GARAGE,

YEOVIL
who can give you
QUICK DEUVERY.

DOUGLAS B20 Combination £170

DOUGLAS W20 2i h.p £105

DOUGLAS W20 2j h.p.less Clutch£103
Plus Carriage.

Wire—" Moffat, 'Veovil."

'Phone—50, Yeovil.

MOFFAT,
DOUGLAS AGENT.

YEOVIL
Have your machine tuned
by the Douglas expert,

P. W. MOFFAT.

COUNTKESHAIT 41l.p.

like new.—- "' ' '"

Tube. W.9.

(Evenings.)

TRIUMPH, 1918. and £30 C.B. sidecar,

nice condition; £125.-109. St. Leonai
. .

Mortlake. tX.

iumph. P. and H. lamp, vei'j

50 gns.—24, Osterley Park,

Southall. [

TRIUMPH Combination, countershaft, late, bulb

C.B.. lamps, privately owned; £125.-25, Gia

St.. S.W.I.
"

Park. Surrey.

nnRIUMPH 3i,4h.p.. excellent order, good solo mo,

Ho Qsey.

TRIUMPH T.T., clutch, lamps. Klaxon, etc.,

condition; £50, or best cller.— 103, Airedalt

Chiswick. Tr.4. P

4h.p. Triumph 3-speed. countershaft model, in

condition: seen any time; 76 gns.—41, Ani

Park. S.E.20.

Lewisham, S.E. . E!

TRIUMPH 1911 3'2h.p.. free engine, good Condi

and reliable mount; bargain, £38.—W. Hn«

Ham Green, liedditch.

TRIUMPHS. — 1920 3-speed model, comp_l?

equipped, Lucas lamps, horn,

ridden 50 miles.—Below,

TRIUMPH, 1917, 4h.r., countershaft, little l)

bargain, 85 gns.—Wilkins. 1, P
Mitcham. Tol. : City 628,

11 Triumph, Philipson, tank, just re-ename]

[!

Xy ''tas^'iMcliine;" £42',—Worm'ald, 94, High
East Finchley. I

B44 MI. letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot'each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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M MOTOR CYCI.ES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

10 CoiMiUUHlinlt Tiiumpli "lul Glorlii mWi\T, Jn»t
iWiv.Moil: l)cet o«or ovor flTO.-WoKdsloa, Pnrk-
B<l.. ll.'xipy. [2502

UMI'U, fountorslifttt, 1917, [amps, etc., appear-
now; 90—Spink, 2, Koss-

[2492

. D.It. rar-
londiil order; linrKaiu, £75.—Ea.^top,

Erith. (1816
ombination, makers' overhaul, pertert
£135.-Kays, 8, Bond St., EalinB.

Tid condition
lid.. I'Mluey.

14 'I'liiinipli, Hoiidoraon aidoonr, III

1827. [18

ndc Rear, tyres good, bark
iK'w. i.Kuirit;-; II, nv. rtminng order; £40.-34, .St.

en's IM., ,\.,r«„l, [1763

lUMPH, extra tvr.-, 3i..h.l>., splendid
any trial; £36.-11, Myrtle Terrace,
Rd.. New Sonthgalo. [2191

16 Tiiimmh Combination, new sidecar, the wliol.-

in splendid condition ; bargain, 100 gua.-Dnwell,
Ud., MyHect, Surrey. [2336

14 (Iciniiuo T.T. Triumph, .speedometer, 2 lamps,
kiii'c k'l'ips, horn, pump, good order and very ta,-.t;

Wabclia. SmiuiUB;diile. [2308

lUMI'H .liiiiior. brand new, latest 1920 model;
what oKcis. -.Vdvcrliscr. 2, Albert Studio.!,
t BridKC HJ., London. [2869

19 Triumph CVmiliinalh^n. Cloria sidecar, lamps,
speedometer, .i.s lunv ; BISO.—Kays, 8, Bond St.,

g. 'Phoiir
: raliiiK 1327. [1867

13_ Triiinipli. T.T.. rhiMi model, very fast, excel-
lent ccn.lition. 1917. U. and B.

-69, Aisylc l!d.. Kulins.

ICUril S'.h.p., just overhauled, tv
amel, etc., ex. client conditmn; £35.-
JCr Uil., Wolverhampton.

ICMI'll. .lelive.ed 1914, unused 4'
lamps. l;neu-;nips, spares, insurance, lil

lU's (iiccn. St. Helens.

2197

l.p. Triumph, B.B., '.

lamp.s tool.-, etc., ro'iushcd, iast, climl
-Thritt, Bavdon. Hants.

[3113

adju.stahle pulley.
ythii

2-speed, overhauled,
oughout; £60.-172,

[2188

[2535

l.p. Triumph Combination,
exceptional condition thi

ivale Ud., Well Hall, S.E.9.

14 4h.p. Triuuiph Combination, 3-.speed lmli, clutch,
electri- lamps, sound condition; £60.-Wink-

1, Riverside House, Staines. [2298

14 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, . Inbh. ami
good wieloT is.C. : i;65.-E. Shephei.l. Evnslurd
Orocken Hill, Swanley, Kent. [2788

20 T.T. Triumph, new, 2 lamps, 2 Kenerators,
horu, speedometer, discs, very sporty; £145.—

CenUworth Ed., Ealing, W.5. [2305

(UMPH, 1912^ clutch, Bosch, T.T. bars, disc
wheels, lamps, horn, perfect condition; £50.—
Lordship Lane, Dulwich. [2343

12 Triumph Combination, smart 1919 cancelet

^"[2143

i^or close oJfer.-Triumph, 3V.h.p., fast and reli-

able, perlect order, lamps.—Box 4,179, c/o The
Cudr. Surrey-Hants district, [1948

tUMPH Countershaft Gloria Combination, any
trial and examination; bargain, £125. — 37.
tham Place. Brixton Hill. S.W.2. [2677

[UMPH, S'.h.u., drop frame, plating and appear-
ance good, £40 ; another mechanically perfect.

-38, Berkshire Gdns., Wood Green. [2577

19 4h.p. Triumph and Gloria de Luxe sidecar, nil

lamps, wind screen, legshields, luggage grid, per-

fl55.-Soholes, Market St., Buxton. [X1751

lUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft, complete, 80 gns.

;

seen bv appointment.—Denver, Court Lodge,
^tead, Surrey. 'Phone: llerstham 43. [2624

:UMPH 4h.r., 3 speeds, clutch, mechanically per.,-

foet, new fvres ami belt : 65 gns. ; sidecar to suit

luired.—Wargeut, Ashpertou, Ledb.ury. [1667

(UMPH 1914 3-speed Coachbuilt Combination,
lamps, etc.; any trial or expert examination;
lor quick sale.—Kettle, Tenterden, Kent. [2555

lUMPH, 1918, 3-speed3, clutch, starter, and
ridecar; £120; trial evening or Saturday by
ntment.—L., 46, Chaucer Rd., S.E.24. [X1704

:UMPH Combination, countershaft, almost new
condition, tuUy equipped; nearest £115.-12.
JS Ed. (opposite 'Ens Garage). Chiswick. [2255

14 Triumph, 3-speed, Bosch, and recent C.B. side-
car with screen, electric lighting, in good order;
£72.-Matthews, 18, Doneraile, jnlham. [1806

:UMPH, thoroughly overhnuled, N.S.tT. gear, flrst-

elass running order; can be seen Saturday -aft^r-

. £50, or near offer.-T.W.S.. West Byfteet. [2998

lUMPH 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft, excellent con-
dition: £885.~:;^ewnham Motor Co., 223, Ham-
Qith Ud., W.6. 'Phono; Hammersmith 80. [9196

13-14 3i2h.p. Trinmnlir S.A. Imb, Bosch, Venus
sidecar, jEasting, Klaxon, lamps, .accumulator ;

.

lowest.- London.—Bos 5,454, c/o T/ie Motor Cycle.
[6593

. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

326, Euston Road, N.W.
Phone: Museum 5391,

'Phone: Museum 5391.

The following iu stock at time ot soifi> to pres:

Immediale Delivery :

NEV«f.
SOLO.

q:o A.B.C.
qjo SUNBEAM, iV h.p., sports model.
o;o SUNBEAM, \l h.p., stand.ard.

0:0 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p.. spring frame.
OJ'i TRIUMPH, 1 h.p., countershaft.

.,;o NORTON, H.K.S.
COMBINATIONS.

9::o A.J.S. {:).

i)jo MATCHLESS, magdyno.
020 B.S.A., all-chain, luasriviio.

920 SUNBEAM, \\ h.p.

NEAF{|.V NEW.
SOLO.

19 19 (late) TRIUMPH, equipped,
uj.-o GOULSON-Bi, .( h.p., sporting, equipped.
191- RUDGE I.O.M. Racer, equipped,
loiii DOUGLAS, -',' h.p., equipped,
iqit) TRIUMPH, countershaft, equipped

COMBINATIONS.
iqiq SUNBEAM, 5 b.p., equipped.

1919 SUNBEAM, i', h.p., equipoel
19 19 (late) TRIUMPH and Glori.r, equipped.
1919 (late) TRIUMPH and Gloria, electric light.

1919 ROVER, 3), b.p., equipped.
191.S MATCHLESS, \'ictory Model, equipped.
1910 ENFIELD, ') h.p.. equipped.
191S M.A.C. MATCHLESS, equipped.
1Q17 ROVER, 3] h.p., equipped.

BARLOW & SON
MONTON GREEN,
ECCLES, Lanes.
Telephone: 160, Eocles.

mACHINES IN STOCK
For Whitsuntide Delivery

1920 3i h.p. Ariel Com-
bination ." £147 10

1920 3 h.p. Royal Ruby,
spring frame £109 15

1920 2-J h.p. Wooler,
spring frame £96 10

1920 3-J h.p. Rudge Com-
bination £137 10

1920 3i- h.p. Marloe-
Precision £90

1920 2J h.p. Dot-Jap
2-speed £74 11

Two (only) 2^ h.p. Douglas
2-speed. like new £80

1919 2J h.p. J.H.-Villiers,

lamp and speedometer £65
Smart Morgan A.C., fully

equipped £190

Montgomery Sidecars. All Models.

Accessories.

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES.

MOTOR CYCLI-S TOW SAI.H.

Ti'jiimph.
THUI.NFPII Comrnnati.in, S'ih.p., V.K., Bo,,ch, H.

and U.. |„.rlc,t i:onditlon, ride awav; £58; alter
b o clock.- 6. Wl^tw.«Kl Ilou.e, Wood Lane, W.12.

'T'KIMMIMI 1920 Model H, 09 now, neceH«orle«; £lla
.7" rV','!'','"'

,"'l""" Mnnnfueturine Co,, 70, Koriil
Ilojiutul lid., Chelseii, S.\V,3. Kensington 7113.

'T'nirMPlI Connter..hait Combination, 1919 n.raW,
«- lu.xuii.ei, bulbous ,^idecar. perfoet ontllt: £130:
well e,|uiiiiie.l -CO, WallinB<ord Av., North Kcn.sinitton.

E.XCKPTIONALLY good 1913 clutch Triumph?
Bosch, adjustable pulley, lamps, horn, any BUar-

antee; £42.-Lapthorno, Rcvclstoko, Sboreham Beaeh.
Sussex. 72649
1Q19 (Oct.) Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, I'.
-«-t' and H, lamp set, side and rear lamps. Klaxon;
£149.—Rhosha Motor Co., Barclay's na,nk Mews, Rom-
'ord, [3243

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speed
clutch, speedometer, horn, rear lamps, anv trial

alter 5 p.m.; £75.—Clirtonville, Clildcn Rd., Brent-
ford. '

[2901

4 h.p. Triumph and Canoelet Sidecar, delivered
7/5/20, Lucas horn and lamps, unused; offers-

Apply, Gill, G. Scammell and Nephew, Ltd., Spital-
flelds, E. ['2016

'T'llIUiirH 4h.p. Countershaft, with C.n. sidecar,
-•- very nice combination; £115.-Ne»nham Motor
Co., 223, Uammersniith Ed., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
siiiith 80. [9204

TRIUMPH, countershaft, practically new combina-
tion, lamp-s. Cowey sijeedometer, Bosch mag..

Klaxon; price £135.—Cecil, 1, Station Rd., Sunburv-
on-Thames. [3039

ley, Sussex. [1692
'T'UIU'MPH 4h.p., 3-speed, renovated by the makers,
-*- new sidecar, just taken delivery; would exchange

1Q14 41v.p.
JLt' sidecar, r

perfect conditi(

19^

'riumph Combination. 251380. cane
iderslung. P. and H. lamps, generator,
a; any trial; £80.—Cornwell. Tice-

[2446

ated l.r

61, Commercial Rd,.
[2822

speed, renovated by Triumph, equal to
.Mills-Fulford sidecar, new Easter, Easting

o; £130.—Harold Holland, Marlborough
:ry. [X1812

. . _ Apply, Hatcher, St. John's
Hall. Highbury. [2318

TRIUMPH Combination, believed about 1911, free
engine, clutch, wicker sidecar, engine, tyres,

belt, all in splendid condition; £38.-18, Wherstead
Rd., Ipswich. [2562

1, 62149, Grindlay spruD"

!w; £145.—S. A',°Webber,
[X1588

19^

speedometer,
[t, etc., inudshields: prit

Barracks, Gosport.

! Tiinmph 3',^h.p., engine just completely re-

'uslied. clutch, 2-speed N.S.L'., splendid condition,
horn, new belt: £55; London.-Marchant, 61, St.

Rd., Stoke Newiugton. [2818

[2100

TRIUJIFH Sl.Vn.p
, single gear, T.T. bars, Bosch, good

tyres, recentlv overhauled, aud in ^nod going ojder;
£40, or near offer: seen by appointment.-W. F. Chester-
ton, 35, RedclitSe Gardens, Iliord. [7715

condition,
c. ; 85 gns.—Silver Star
rton St., Wilton I'lac,..

I. [2278

_ . ^_ ;vicker sidecar,

lockers, doors, Sturmey 3-speed, Bosch, Senspray,
clutch, new tyres, belt, lamps, tools, spares.—Write.
Eol)in.son, Bengeo Rectory, Her;ford. (1994

2-stroke. perfect machine,
bought car; lamps, horn.

I etc.; best offer over £70. -it.. 59. Holland Rd.. Ken-
Umgton, W.14. 'Phone: Park 1943. [1817

S.W.I. - 'Phone; 7791 Gen
075; 1914 Trinrnjih, C.B. patter;

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 345
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

15 Zenith 6b. p. Countershaft, Mills-Fiilfoid side-

ear, overhfuiled and renewals, stored 2J/2 years,

lamps, tools, mud^^liields, tyres good, complete for road;

trial arranged; £125.—Goodwin, Ovington Ter., Canton,
Cardiff. ^ [3018

ZENITH-GRADUA, eh.p., June, 1919, all acces-

sories, electric lighting, exceptionally fine

engine; also 1920 Swan sporting sidecar for above;
combination £160, or sell separately.—A. C. Bayley.

R.A.F., Flowerdown, Winchester. [1905

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6-8h.p., beautiful C.B. sidecar,

very smart combination, just been overhauled,
in gcod running order, P.H. lamps, Binks latest car-

buretter, good tyres, new belt, etc; what offers; any
t-ial; private owner.—Green, Green End, Whitchurch.
S-.!on. [2709

SMARl'EST Sporting 8h.p. Countershaft Zenith out-
fit on the road, 1919 (Decsmbsr), Swan torpedo

sidecar, discs, luxuriously equipped, only ridden few^

miles, unscratched, owner leaving home on 21st;
offers near £200.^Richards, 16, Manor Gardens,
Richmond, SuiTey. [2940

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p. Jap, 1914, Bosch, Amac,
lamps, Jhom, speedometer, new rear cylinder,

tyr^s nearly new, gear just renewed, splendid condi-
tion, done 68 m.p.h., just thoroughly overhauled, seen
by appointment; £100. or nearest.—Wadham, Royal
Military College, Caniberley. [2610

ZENITH-GRADUA Motor Cycle, 6h.p. twin J.A.P.
engine, with Mills-Fulford sidecar, Binks carbur-

etter, lamps, horn, speedometer, niid bosket nilhon seat,

in tip-top running order; best ofler over £90 accepted;
owner bought car; trial runs by appointment.— Hodge^^,
Eliuhmst. Carshalton. Tel.: Sutton 879. [2136

1Q14 4h.p. Zenith-Gradua, recently overhauled.
J-*/ enamelled, and nlated, T.T. bars, discs, P. and
H. lamps, born, new C'.A.V. mag., Amac-W.S.R., new
2V-;in. Dunlop back, nearly new front, thoroughly
genuine and reliable machine; £72, or best offer;

apply after 6 p.m.—Mason, 29, Greenhill Park, Har-
lesden, N.W.IO. [2836

A POSH Machine for Whit?un.-1916 Zenith counter-
shaft model, K.S. and clutch, completely over-

hauled, re-enamelled and plated, T.T. bar?, new tyre.*,

helt and tool bag, guaranteed i)erfect mechanical con-
dition, Ions plated exhausts, indistinguishable from new

;

£110.—Hubert Tnrner and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage,
Ray St., Farringdoh Rd.. E.C.I. [3248

JUST delivered, ridden 3 times only, 1920 latest

sporting model 5h.p. twin Zenith, Gradua gear,
including Cowey speedometer, P.H. largest lamp set,

Tiucas rear, mechanical horn, knee grip*;, new oilskin

coat, tools and repair outfit, the whole fitted regardless
expense, and unscratched; taking delivery carj price
£150, first cheque seciirc^.—A. Allewell, New Leak;e,

near Baston, Lines. [1789

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S 2-stroke, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, little

used, complete, as new; offers.—15, Broadfield
Rd., Catford, S.E.6. [2635

ton, Hertford, Herts.

15. Cl-urchville Ed., Bedford. [2223

PREMIER SVoh.p. (Lady's) 3-«peea Coachbuilt Side-

car Combination, condition excellent, all acces-

eories; £68.-38, Goswell Rd., Aldersgate. E.C.I. [1937

Miscellaneous.

-| Q14 2-speed T.T. Royal Enfield; £80.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Fi'nchley Rd., N.W.3.
"Phone : Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons and

Sundays. [5694

6h.p. Twin Combination, good condition; £45.-115,
Victor Rd., Penge, S.E. [2803

R. D. VART^ can give you the test service if yoii

are buying a, motor cycle.

R. D. VARTY will take your old machine in pari
exchange and allow you a good price.

correct and puts date of machine

R ntees all second-hand machii

de;i>atching.

"O. D. VARTY can supply you with
you may requin

R- deal guaranteed.

sley, Essex (Rayleii
[3062

INDIAN
Combinations

AND

SCOUT
Models.

THE LAST WORD
IN LUXURY.

Very Early Delivery.

SEAL & BALL,
24, Nevill Street,

SOUTHPORT.
Telephone: 163. '

MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.
Guaranteed in Running Order.

REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed, coach Sidccir . . £70
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., s-speed £57 10
INDIAN, 7*9 h.p., 2-sp., spring frame,

Mills-FuJford Sidecar £87 10
DOUGLAS, 2:} h.p., 2-sp., reconditioned 65 gni.

SUNBEAM, 1918, ?,\ h.p., coach Com-
bination, appearance ahiiost as new £165

VINDEC, 5 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar. . £65

SPECIAL BABGAINS.
DOUGLAS, 1920, new Sidecar £40
Coach Sidecar, for DousLis £18 10
Coach Sidecar, suit Triumph £9 10
Coach Sidecar, new bodv, for P. & M. £14 10
New T.T. Bars for Triumph £13 6

NEW GOODS.
MERRALL-BROWN, the super three-

wheeler, 4 -cyl. Co ventry Simplex
engine, detachable and spare wheels £375

AUTOPED Scooter, electric lighting . . £42
DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination £170'

ACME 8 h.p. Combination £209
REX H h.p. Combination £203 10
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., and Sidecar £186 10
ROYAL RUBY, 3 Dp., spring frame . . £109 15
BAT, 6 h.p., 3-speed, coach Sidecar .. . £190
Easting Windscreens . . . .- £4 10
Cameo Windscreens £3
C.A.V. Magnetos £7 17 6
Cowey Horns, £3 ; Klaxons £1 16
Cowey Speedometers £6
Swan Sporting Sidecar, for Norton,

U.S.A. Excelsior, Triumph, and
spring frame Indian

Capac Carburetters (exchanges quoted) £4 4
New Army Knapsack, is^xiiin. 5 6
Sidecar Chassis, with wheel £7 12 6
New Coach Bodies at reduced prices.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous

BOOTH'3 Motories, Halifax.—Clyno combina
detachable wheels, £99/10; Cljno gnn carr

£15/10.

BOOTH'S Motorics, Halifax.—Eight 1915 Doug
£55/5 each; Douglas 1918 combination. Sib:

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—4h.p. Triumph,
new sid'iear, countershaft model; £105/5.

BOOTH'S Motories, Halifax.—Large stock oi

cycles—Addi.KS, Portland Place, Halifax. [S

5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., good going order: i4
nearest otter; seen any time.—HcngiU, 8, Oroi

Terrace, Essex Ed., N.l. [

B.S.A., 191 J, clutch model, lamps, £45; So<

1914. 2-speed, £45; both good condition.—,

son, Rockland, Attleborough. ^^l

PEECISIOS 234h.p., Bosch, Druids, £19; Mtto
twin, mag., Draids, £18; new Alluou em

complete, £7/7.-Saunders, 54, Aslichuif h Rd., Cro

Bex, high power, £45; others ; sidecars,

;s, repairs, magnetcis.—Smith, 123, High ltd.

, , nd ZeiritK^*
of the above mates

Works, Aldershot.

^^ ^. ... _. , - - nber of

class machines lor sale, and will be plose

upply particulars upon request.- 1, DulB
Richmond. . . .-> .i

MOTOR Cycle, 4h.p. J.A.P. engine, T.'E.; li

Bosch, B. and B., N.S.U. gear, good-

order, fast, £43; sidecar, wicker canoe, well^
£5/10.-16, All Saints' St., Stamford. ' '

1014 S'Ah.p. Rudge Multi, 1915-16 engine, .In

iXt lecfc condition, £55; 1911 3Voh.p. cluts* 1

Triumph, in good condition, £58; 2 28x3 D
covers, £5/10.-53, Gaskiirth Rd., Ballam, S.W. ;

QtlADRANT 1914 8h.p. Combination, smsli

age, excellent condition, repainted and rep

cheap; Douglas (2?4h.p.), Clyno, "Verus (2-3tlc

all new.—Walthamstow Motor Co., 418, Hoe St.',

3Jlh.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, trial, £38; 3
2 Triumph motor cycle, 3-speed, free engine,

£50; coachbuilt sidecar, £11; ditto, £15; ditto,

ditto, £21; wicker sidecars wanted.—Rogerson,
town, VVigan. P
VEEUS.—Immediate delivery from stock nil :

2'/'h.p. 2-stroke, 2-si)eed, kick start, £80 KZ-

Blackbnrne, 3-speea, kick start, £99/15; 4b.p;v;3

burne, 3-3peed Sturmey-Archer gear^ £110/5^-C
antl Lowe, 125, High St., Woolwich. '

-1020 Models New Imperial, O.K. Union,-

S

jiO brook. Bat, Rover, A3.C., Harley-Dmi;
Ariel, Lea-Francis, Royal Rnby,
cycles. We can supply
stock.—Lawes, Moto '"

HUBERT TURNER and Co. have alway
selection of new or renovated models,

write for list. Several 1920 lightweights in stoi

list prices ready for Whitsun holiday.—Hubert Tl

and Co., 4-5, Crawford Passage, Farringdon Rd., 1

A DENTIST has
Connaught, \ .

feed, and canoelet minor coachbuilt sidecar,

tyres, lamps, and horn, £70; also T.D.C. de

2^4h.p., 2-speed, solo mount, £45.—Box 4,227,

The Motor Cycle.
,

I

GUARANTEED Perfect, F.N., 4-cyl., 2 speate
;

and enamelling as new. fast, disc wheeJai.1

etc., cash £50; also 4h.p. J.A.P.. adjustable: jn

belt drive, tools, etc., £40; also Motosacoche, tw:

speeds, 3iAh.p., quiet a lot of refinements, ^50
try is to buy; no offers.—Noio, Charlotte Place,

Town, Clapham.

PRIVATE Motorists! Do you wank to buy 1

motor cycle privately from an owner at a K
price and avoid paving excessive middleman's prottsi'

have dozens of cars and motor cycles registered
,

us from all parts of the kingdom. Call, 'phw,
rard 2392. or send 6d. for our current list and.

introduction to what you want.—Kwiksale .:Wi

Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre. W.C. 'y
F.O.C.H. (the motor car and bike people). CWl

see us. New and second-hand motor cyc«6^
binations, and light cars always on view, pMr"
suit everybody. We will buy your oid mount ^1
a good price for it in part exchange. Agm
Conlson B, N.U.T., Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Kj
B.S.A., New Imperials, AUon, Bat, Omega, San t

Coventry Eagle, Wolf, and the famous G.N.. I;

Midland, Horstmann, and Deemster cars. Ail,

cars and cycles in this advertisement are sow R
strictly at makers' list price; we do not
premiums.— 5, Heath St.,

TRICARS FOR SALE.

O^

B.i,S All letters reiatiiig to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
p. aillKlo-cyl. \Viitnr.(>onIed Rfxetto Tlii-n
onditioli; f30.-Jlliiloy'a Stores, 6, Mcrtii
liuitnliMi n<l., Moitou I'nilt, S.W.19.

deposit
Oundlu,
[2916

TRICVCI.ES I-OR SALE.
nJECK irnndprnpollcd Tricycles, fitted witti
(turmcy-Arclier 3-speed Rear, render lame people
Uully independent. The Roybock fitted with
do Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form ot

ins for the disabled : catalogue (roe.—Harry
r. 10 and 12, George St.. Hlackpool. [8065

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
tODS Skootaniota, A B.O. engine, early delive-
loa.-Groy and Co., Beaconsfleld. [1266
?OPEn Soooler, as new; £30.-Desoutt.er, 51,
Jakor St., W.l. Before 7 p.m. [1944
OTEU. seat, dynamo lighting; £28 nearest offer.
-48, Chase Side, Southgate. N.14. [2546
JTKlt. Kingslmry, in stock for imniedinte de-
n-ery: £42.-riiint, Forward linriigo, Tcigiimoutli.

£. Skootamota. 1920, brand new, insurance;
ES5, or near offer.—Hale, 26, Gt. Guildford St..

[2474
'lETONS, Nortlignte, Ipswich. - Mobile Tup
arootcvs lu stoi'k

; immediate deliveiy.—'Phoue
[8168

.UCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C 4

-

Autoped scooters from stock, dvnamo lighting-
[6859

/lO.—Genuine Autoped scooter, spring frame,
dutch; tnal.-Service's, 26, Page St., VVest-

ipPED, l>yi.p.. dynamo lighting, used for demon-
itratioii only: .£36.-1, Norwood Bd., Heme Hill
e: Brixton 1964. [3126
'OTAMdTA and Autoped, deliverT from stoek.-

Co., Motor Cycle Dept..
[2091

DOPED, 1920, dynamo lighting, perfect cost
E43/10; best offer over £30; after 6.—Crow-
opposite Thames Ditton Station. [3049

^ ,^.^\^' ^'^ unused Autoped motor scooter, as
iold for £36 by Messrs. Gamage: any reasonable
-Henry Bros, Ltd., 71, Queen St., Glasgow. [3179
flSBURY Scooters; £42; immediate deliverr

-

Sole Iti^trd'iiter for County of Kent, N G Old
Garage, Itaduor Park Av.. Folkestone. Agents
i- [8850
rOPED, the original auto scooter. IV'h.p. 4-stioke
engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horn, tools,
i£42.-P. J. Evans, 83-91. John Bright St., Bir-
lam. [0175
rOPED_ Scooters, ex actual stock, £42; including
dynamo lighting; another, slightly second-hand,
one 200 miles; £37.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland
<mdon, A\ .1. [3227
rO-SCO Motor 2-wheeler, new design, engine at-

GROSE, LTD.
NORTHAMPTON.

'Plionc III. '(u-ams: "Case."

OFFER FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

INDIAN POWERPLUS 7 h.p.

Machines Models K & M,
1918-1919.

All machines thoroughly Overhauled,
Re-plated, Re-enamelled, and fitted
with REAR CARRIERS.

£125. Packing Free.

SIDECARS to suit these
machines from stock.

A limited number only avail-
able. Early application is

essential if you wish to take
immediate delivery.

Earliest deliveries of 1920 models

INDIAN. A.B.C.

REX. ACME.
OMEGA. CEDOS.
COVENTRY EAGLE.

GROSE, Ltd., Northampton

wheel, seat, platform, "excellent'"
' £35.—S. A. G. Crax-

[1953

tached
, newl
54, Westow HIU. tipper Norwood,

HOODS, WIND SCRHENS; ETC.
ffBEE—Hoods, 55/-; wind' screens, 27/6.—BriMit
nnd Hayles, 78. Church St., Cauiberwell. [1668
aiCULES Hoods. 52/6 and 65/-: hoods re-covered
from 27/6.—Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven
s Ed., Tottenham, London. [2821
X G. MUNDY.-Eastiug wind screens supplied
from stock: £4/10: the most efficient screen on
larket.-l, Duke St., Hichuioud. [0210
3TER Triplex Aero Wind Screens, 12in.x6V'in.,
polished aluminium adjustable frames, suitable
idecars and cycle cars; 20/- each.—B. Vickers
, Bray's Lane, Stoke, Coventry. [X1586

BODIES.

?:"MAX' RUBBER^
J IS THE BEST.

% LARGE STOCKS
*t OF

I

: MOTOR CAR COVERS
and

TUBES.

sporting, tradesmen

the rough if desired.

N'US Sidecar Co.. 6-18. Co

perts. Bodies, any

ley St.. S. Totten-
"•"" [3232
IiCAI! Hodj, new: £4/15: suit 4h.p. -Manger, 31,
sliardcloes Ed., New Cross. [2002

J^DADD Matchless Body, spring cushion, good
condition; £6.-42, Church Ed., Acton. [3011

^ Sale, Sandown de luxe tandem sidecar body,
new; best offers.—Hewitt, Albert Terrace, Port;

[2877

SIBEE.-Coach bodies from £5/12/6 to £15.—
Makers: Bright and Havles, 78. Church St., Cam-
U-

-
[1669

i^ MOTOR CYCLE
"b BICYCLE
" •»:
S GaiterSjRepairBands,Horn Bulbs, i'

^ Canvas, Motor Cycling Suits, '
'a Motor Cycle Belts, Acetylene Tube, *
\ Plasters, Pram Tyring, Repair
'a Outfits, etc. ij

" "MAX" Pure Bubber Insurance Cover. .

"i SOLE AGENT for the ten North
Ji of England Counties for all "MAX"
i" RUBBER goods.

3 Mechanical Horns and all Accessories

C for the Trade.

W^'^n'

C

KEB Sidecar,

O.ACHBUILT Sidei

rder; £7/10.—Surridge,
[2022

aew; what offers ?—43.
[2922

Write for Price List direct 'O. ^

]:W. A. DAVIS, ^]

^ 3, Coronation Street, LEEDS. ^
^ Telephone: No. 22467. LEEDS "a

4.11 letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

BODIES.
QIDECAB Seat. MaloniP .

hc,t .lunlity, litH
npron,. diiilr patter

littlo UKed; f2/10.-Clydi) Motor
"OIKS, l...|r,.,t,.r. [1715
tjri.HNiiii) Conchhuilt Sidecar Dody with child'n

l~J
«rat in IrtMit; £6.—White, buck oj Pietuie Palae.'.

liianicH St.. StaiiiCH. (2720
QOA^CIf II tJIL'i^ Sidecar Body, now._ roomy ; barga

Mews,
£7/15.-K.C., 7, Rodborough Mews, Chippenham" "' '" (2797

RIOMOVAL Sale.-lOO new Perfection roach l.odio;
ivdu.cl ini.c; tiadfl nuppli.'d.-Hulifiix MMor Kx-

change. Union St. South, Halifax. [2155
poAClIIUIlLT Sidecar Undies, -bulbotlB back, with
V^ r.iitiny Inck-.r

; ,v;io/l() ..uli; immediate delivery.
-Maudr/, luo, i;l I' „,| St., w.l. [3232

ROYAL l..i.,.si., snl..,;n I;. „lie» nro built by expeiti.
lii.^lrl;,.... liuuli; ,,ic„l,:l.< ,-;iiiiplicd to fit every typo

ot chassis.-Writi' Tlie Willowl.jook Co., Leicester. [0050

BASTONE'S lor Coachbuilt Bodies, latest bulbous
back de luxe; also other patterns, including step,

semi stop, lightweights, torpedos, etc.; all at low
prices.

BASTONE'S.—We have several soiled bodies to clear
to make room for new models; inspection invited.

—228. Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l,
[8761

COACHBUILT Bodies, suit nil chassis, from £5;
hitost bulhons back, £8: tandem scalers, £9/15;

fitted free: chassis £8/17/6, underslung.-Edwaides, 277,
Cnmberwell ltd., S.E.5. [1680

SIDEOABS. beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designs
and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wind

sereens, -repairs. ' Trade supplied.—City Motor Co..

121. 123. 125. London Ed.. Manchester. [0046

SIDECAB-Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

designs, also .working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—

Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us wheu de-

signing new ideas.— 20, Tudor St., Loudon, E.C.4. (0004

LOWMAN'S lor Coach Bodies. We are actual manu-
facturers, and offer fall size bodies, suiartly up-

holstered and anished any colour; price, including
door and locker under seat, £5/15; fitted with spring

back and sprin" seat. 10/- extra; no cheaper house.
Send for list.—L. Lowman and Co., 45, Church LSlie,

Charlton, S.E.7. [3261

SANDDM Sidecar Bodies,—We are the largest sidecar

body builders in the country. We have manu-
factured to date ovdr 8,000 bodies: 200 bodies always

on hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-seater3, 2-seater3, single-seaters, welded metal pro-

jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you

want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham
Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Ion Ed., London, W.O.

'Phone: Holborn 933.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

[0320

po
2ANDUM. the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

£22/10, and sporting

SANDUM Elite Sid&
car on the road;

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecar?, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to

Sidecar with the dis-

a de luxe single-seater, yet capable
adults couifortably: the latest evolutiou

SANDTJM Patent Con-rertibl.

ap] "

of seati:_ _ . . .

of the sidecar body; fully putent-ed.

seat; wheb not in use the seat back liin?es forward and
neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SANDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im-
mediate delivery; £3.

OANDUM Sidecars. — THiolesale
coachbuilt bodies,

-The most noted

Eckstein Rd., S.W.ll.

WfCKER Sidecar, complete. Clincher tyr
—96, Whittiatgon Rd.. N.22.

strong chassis, wit
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ASTONE'S for Sidecars; immediatre delivery.

better or ciieaper

ASTONE'S for Sidecars; inspection invited. For
price, quality, and finish you cannot do better.

ASTONE'S lor Sidecars. Latest coachbuilt 1920
models, complete v?ith tyre; £16/10.

ASTONE'S lor Chassis. Latent nnderslung models
in stock.

B ASTONE'S.—We have a large stock of coachbuilt
bodies, latest patterns in de luxe, torpedos, nn-

derslung, step patterns; also tandems, lightweights,
etc.; all late models, and at low prices; 200 bodies

BASTONE'S for Mongomcry Sidecars, 1920, latest
models in stock, complete with tyre and apron;

distributing agents for London districts; delivery from
Btock; trade supplied.

B ASTONE'S for Hoods, fit any body, easily fitted;
£3; delivery per return.

BASTONE'S Sidecar Department, 228, Pentonvillo
Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481

North. T.A. : Bastone's, Kincrjes, London. [8764

MIDDLETON'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest
in the world.

MIDDLETON'S have four models—the Flyer, for
racing; lightweight coach, for 2^h.p. machines,

etc. ; medium touring coach, for SV^h.p. upwards ; and
special tourers for big twins, Zenith, Harleys, Hender
sons, Indians, including- spiing frame model, etc.

M^
MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecar

makers, 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park,
N.4. 'Phone: 1584 Hornsey. [3047

CANOELET Sporting, as new, disc, apron; £14.-22,
Cromwell Ed., Caterhato, Surrey. [1699

1 Q20 Rudge Multwin Sidecar, iust delivered; list
J-t/ £42.—B. Pullan, Cirencester. [2032

"Eoynl

So
-1

Mode! No. 85.

WITH LARGE LOCKER AT REAR.

The Willowbrook Co.,

Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

w
Id'

M'
SIDEOAE, brand new, built for 2-seater, not uphol-

stered, C.B. ; £6.-72, Whitwell Ed., Plaistow, B.
[1938

1 Q20 Olympia Model Millford Corvette Sidecar; £26,
J-t/ no offers.— 1, St. Leonard's Ed., Surbiton, Surrey.

[1633
SIDECAR, B.S.A., for sale, just unpacked. No. 2;

£34.—Pugh -Bros., 101, Holloway Ed., London, N.
[1814

CAMBEE Sidecars, complete. Model No. 1, £23/15.
—Bright and Hayles, 78, Chuich St., Camberwell.

1671
CJIUECAB, sporting Model K Canoelet, for sale.-
KJ' Collyer, Silverdene, Foxenden Hd., Guildford.

[2251
HENDERSON Sidecars, all models, in stock,—Porter,

High St., Whitchurch, Salop. 'Phone: 74.
[3239

GOOD Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit SVoh.p., excellent
condition; £14.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X1733
MILLFORD Chassis, very strong, condition as new;

£9; seen evenings.—41, Maple Ed., Anerley, S.E.
[2504

SIDECAR, C.B., as new, f12/15; also chassis and
tyre, i7.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, Romford.

[2761
GREEN Coachbuilt Sidecar, 26in. wheel, good condi-

tion ; £12/10.—Plowman, 46, Iverson Ed., Kil-

burn.
- [2103

LIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, fine condition, all fit-

tings; £18.-Stammers, 42, Gironde Rd., Fulham,
S.W.6. [2326

LIGHT Indian Sidecar, Canoe shape. Cameo wini
screen and apron; £22.—Hall, 5, Bardwell Rd

Oxford. [2218

BURBURY C.B. Sidecar, new Dunlop sidecar tyre,

apron, oH Triumph; £15.—Parker, 9, The G
Swansea. [2275

CAMBER Sidecars, complete, streamli
£16/2/6.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

Oamherwell. [1672
SIDECAR, ready for the road; also body and chassis,

clierip; room wimted.-e, Vernon Ed., Liiton.
[X1629

'ACME'
GRIT

The "Acme" again made a first-

rate show in the Sheffield and
Hallamshire Trials. Covering an
81 mile non-stop run. includin-j

Middupstone and Moor Hall
Lane, it came through without a

single mishap in a race where
onks and refusals

notable feature.

The "Acme" is worth knowint
about. I am agent, and

always ready to give a practical

emonstration of **Aci

Combination Price,

,\ iniiludinff spare wheel,

4. £194 15s.

by ttcl
DeUni^

J~iOR0NET- Si

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured
Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax. Uelmag^<

stock.

CORONET Sidecars.—Latest underslnns (**[
fitted with luggage carrier; send for list. -

GORONBT Sidecars. — rmmediate delivery

Triumphs, B.S.A., Ariel, Quadrant.—Bo(
Motorics, Halifax. .

CORONET Sidecars.—Special model for 1920-
ley-Davidson, finished brown.—Booth's Moto

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson i

grey or red.—Booth's Motorics.

CORONET Sidecars, supplied immediately, dlracj

through the trade.—Booth's Motorics, Homt

CORONET Sidecars are high-class and sold
moderate price.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt; ts^
illustrated list, post free.—Booth's Motories.;

CORONET Sidecars are giving satisfaction ii

parts of the world.—^Booth's

CORONET Sidecar Bodies, 200 in stock, finishe

in the rough.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecars.—Springs, 17/6 and 25/-
!

wheels, 28/6.-Booth's Motories, Halifax.

-Mudguard blades with
valance, stove enamelled; 7/6.—Booth's Mtot(';

CORONET Sidecar, underslung chassis; 1:

BO waiting; list free.—Booth's Motorit

CORONET Sidecars.—Models for every make of

chine suppircd promptly-—Booth's Motories.

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Bo
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Send lor

SIDECARS.—One 26in. wheel, coachbuilt, £20;
26in. ivheel, wicker, £15.-Padd. 2423.-89; .,'

Ed., N.W.8. I

SIDECAR, practically new, coachbuilt, apron-, 1

generator; £25, or nearest.—Napier, 243r.

Rd., Sidcup. -•'I

C.B. Sidecar, new Clincher tyre, suit 4h.B., nev
dition- £14.-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lnmbea,

don, S.W.8. ,
;--.l

SIDECAR Chassis, 4-point, suit Triumph, €*<

new, good tyre; £8.-172, Greenvale K*,
Hall, S.E.9. -- I

SIDECAR, underslung, new, coachlniilt body, Oli
' cover complete; £16/16.—Edwardes, 277, Co

well Rd., S.E. '

BENA Timber Supplied for all purposes; stel

quirements.-Banister and Botten, 541, T

St., London, N.l. I

SIDECAR, wicker, coach shape, with dodj,

sprung, good tyre; £9/10.-121, The

«

Wandsworth, S.W.18. r.l

INDIAN Sidecar, coachbuilt, nearly new, for;s

frame 28in. wheel.—Fairhead, 14, MelvllW
Walthamstow, E.17. I

SIDECARS.-Delivery from stock of canoelets, .

Fullord, etc.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,

market. 'Phone : 214. I

1Q20 Watsonian Sidecars, all models, ex-stojl

Xt/ fit any machine.—Frank Whitworth, Lti,
New St., Birmingham. X*

CAMBER Sidecars, semi-touring model, *S)i

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Cambe
'Phone: Brixton 2951. I

MILLFORD Underslung Cane Sidecar, in good

dition; £15, or exchange lighter modeL-
Annickvale, Saltcoats. .^:l

1 <120 Unused Henderson Elite Sidecar, 4-boSR
J-l/ lamp; list price.—11, Queensthorpe Bffi,,-!

ham, S.E. 'Phone : 967.

WICKER Sidecar, good tyre, old pattern bOdj

sound; £4/10.—North Wales Motor Earet

Wrexham. 'Phone: 283. lA

SWAN Sporting Sidecars, for B.xcelsior (U.S.it),

ton. Triumph, and Indian.—H:difax Motor

change, Union St. South, Halifax.

SMART Coachbuilt Sidecars, to fit all maoh
£26; a few second-hand from £10.—OWen

Schokfield Rd., Upper Holloway. pi

MILLS-FULFORD Sidecars.—All models ia

Corvette £28/17/6. Skiff *25/5.-P. 3\ M
83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

HERCULES-CANOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar,

B.S.A. fittings, excellent condition; bap
over £25.-225, Nantwich Rd., Crewe.

HENDERSON Sidecars.—All models in stock,

*43, Model B «30, fealhcrweleht £21-
Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

1 Q20 Millford Sidecars to fit Triumph, P. mfl,
-!-•? and Sunbeams, aud others from stool&H!

Whitworth, Ltd., 159, New St., Birminghami-^

"I Q20 Canoelet Sidecars.—We can supply ai

XtJ mediately any model to any machu
Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birmingham,

CANOEIjET Sidecars.—All models in

£29/8, sporting £22/8, lightweig

J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright St., Bir

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issi
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T.T. Prospects.

|HE fact that certain firms have refrahied

from entering machines for the forthcoming

Tourist Trophy Races certainly tends to

make the entries rather less representative.

At the same time sufficient entries have

been recei\ed to ensure a good rac€, and nearly

all the firms who have been conspicuously

successful in recent events are represented by

their own or by private riders. It is unlikely

ihat a large number of entirely new engines will

be seen in the island races, though there will

be a few employing the very latest features

of design.

It is safe to say that at least one firm will

employ aluminium in their cylinder construction,

and that there will be a tendency towards the

use of well arranged overhead valve gear.

Generallv speaking, the entries for the Senior

event will consist of well-tried single-cylinder

engined machines, but there are sufficient new-

comers, especially amongst the twins, to lend

a very considerable interest to the race.

It is likely that the speed of the winning

Junior will be not far short of that of the

Senior wiimer, since the maximum speed is

limited by the nature of the course. . The
performances of the two-strokes, both 350 c.c.

and 250 c.c, will be watched with interest,

and it is likely that their speed and stamina

will prove a revelation" to many.

It would be hard to pick a winner in the 1920

events, but, apart from the questions of luck

and organisation, it must be remembered that

the chief factors which make for success are

reliability, acceleration, and a rider who knows
how to restrain himself as well as how to ride

fast. The T.T. course is not a fast course,

and, in spite of the fact that very high speeds

are attainable in certain sections, the nflmber

of corners and cur\'es which require careful

negotiation at high speeds render a really fast

average almost impossible.

With the rest of the sporting element in motor

cycle matters, we look forward with keen enjoy-

ment to these classic races and know we are

expressing the thoughts of both private and trade

owners when we say " May the best man win."

International Six Days Trial.

^E have already published a p7-ecis of the

rules governing the International Six

Days Ti-ial, which is organised by the

Union Motocycliste de France, and is

to take place from the 25th July to ist

August. Many will remember this trial as the

event which was unfortunately postponed owing

to the outbreak of war in 1914. On that occa-

sion Great Britain was well represented, but

at the present time the support for such com-

petitions is particularly difficult for manufac-

turers, as the whole of their energies are devoted

to output.

Due consideration must always be paid to the

requirements of Overseas riders, and a trial over

Alpine roads must be of inestimable value -to

manufacturers. Machines which will ascend a

fifteen-mile Alpine pass without overheating will^

perform equally well elsewhere. It must be re-

membered that the feature of these long climbs

is the extreme length rather than the maximum
gradients ; even the Col de Galibier, the stiffest

of the main roads, has no freak gradient, but

it is the steady climb for many miles which

renders it more difficult than any hill in this

country.

The ill-fated Paris-Nice Trial has undoubtedly

left a bad impression amongst English manufac-

turers. The International Six Days, however,

is on a very different basis. The trial is

organised by the Union Motocycliste de France,

which is the accepted governing body for the

French sport, and is recognised by the Inter-

national Federation of motor cycle clubs, whose

secretary is also the secretary of the British

Auto Cvcle Union.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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T.T. Bars.

THE ardent novice who specifies T.T. bars often

fails to realise that, in the event of quite a mild

tumble, the heavily-dropped bars will dent the

petrol tank, and that if a heavy crash befalls the 'bus

they will very probably perforate it. The so-called

"semi-T.T." bars usually have just enough height to

clear the tank, but manufacturers' terminology is not

standardised, and some T.T. bars dO' not clear the

tank, whilst in one or two cases T.T. bars clear the

tank because the top tube has a steeper slope than

is usual. I mention the matter for the information

of purchasers, and also with faint hopes that nomen-
clature may be made more definite.

"Watch the Oil.

AS everybody knows, a compound of experience

and observation is needed to acquaint a Scott rider

with the amount of oil on board his machine, since

it is stored in the frame tubes, and the level cannot be
inspected. My pump plunger bounced up the other

day, signifying empty tubes, but luckily I was passing

through a town, and stopped at a garage to buy a

quart tin of Vacuum T.T. I was interested in the

charge, since I normally subsist on big drums of oil,

several of which are relics of happier days when oil

was comparatively cheap. Three shillings and eight-

pence for a quart of oil, gentlemen 1 It was certainly

a horrible war. As my pre-war drums are running
low, I shall take an path never to overlubricate in

future.

Some Watersplash.

DHAVE performed few feats in my life which were
worthy of being filmed, but no Los Angeles stunt

merchant has ever excelled a quite involuntary

show of mine last^ week. I was trying out a brand
new machine which is rather hot stuff, and the road
was new to me. After an hour or so I was still thirst-

ing for a chanpe to get the throttle wide open when
I arrived at a long straight piece of going, which fell

gently down into a valley and climbed gently out the

other side. There wasn't a soul or an animal in

sight, and, after one gleeful glance through my dusty

goggles, I flattened down on the tank, and let the

machine rip. I was doing rather more than a mile a

minute as the' bottom of the dip rushed up to meet
me, and only at the fifty-ninth second of the fifty-

ninth minute of the eleventh hour did I -realise that

the somewhat odd look of the road surface in the dip

was a watersplash. It was too late to stop. The
depth of the water was problematical ; also the kind

of surface wiiich lay beneath the water. All I could

do was to hang on like grim death and tnjst to luck.

The water came up and hit me like a solid wall. I

emerged, stunned and dripping, but erect, a wiser and
more prayerful man.

A24 ,

00:!A$IONrAL.^

Back to Gas Lighting.

AFTER a spell of electric lighting I have jus

reverted temporarily to gas lamps, since th

Lucas Co. is behind deliveries of the_ specia]

Magdynb designed for use on two-stroke engines,
i

dug out an old Lucas gas set, which I bought in
1913J

and fitted it in ten minutes or so. Naturally I" dl:

not feel too comfortable, as I had forgotten how mucj

water drip to give, but it functioned with perfec

reliabihty, though it had lain rusting in a corner cl

the garage for six years. On the other hand, th

illumination was noticeably inferior to that of elec

tricity. The light was flung too high, and not fa'

enough, though I might have improved this if ther

had been time to experiment with the focussing, whic

is adjustable. My chief complaint was that the- genei

ator was not automatic. In energetic days I hay;

been known to do a little lecturing with a magi'

lantern. Lanterns employ a, tank generator wdiic'

feeds four big burners without attention for two houii

without a flicker, and without attention. Neither i'

lighting up, nor as the entire charge of 2 lb. or mor

begins to get sodden, is any adjustment required. Th;

is obviously an ideal for motor cycle generators. Wit

my resuscitated 1913 generator I got a fairly stead;

light and a fairly economical carbide consumption

but only at the price of fiddling with the water fee

every mile or so. In night riding, especially o

strange roads in winter weather, one has quite enoug

occupation without attending to the lamps. Yet

doubt if I ever handled an automatic motor cycle gei

erator, except the Low patent; and on occasions ths

instrument has been known to be whimsical. I suppcs

all supply difficulties in connection with electric lighl

ing will be at an end by next season. But the fac|

that some such outfits constitute a ;^2o extra musj

restrict their popularity; and there is surely a gres

opening for a generator which will burn for foil

hours without attention on half a pound of carbide

Incidentally, some garages are surely profiteering i

carbide? The other day I bought i cwt. of carbid

retail for 45s., but saw a rider charged is. for i lb

Mine, purchased in bulk, cost me no more than 4;
'"

per lb., which includes a retailer's profit.

-..i^ A Correction.

MR. Alan Fenn, of the Sopwith people, asks m
to correct a remark I made the other wee
about the " options " on A. B.C. machines

Manufacturing difficulties were responsible for th

delivery of a few machines without kick-starters, an

in each case the customer was given the choice betwee

waiting or having the accessory added later on. Froi

now on every cycle will be sent out with a kick-startei

Similarly; the electrical equipment can now be supplie

to anybody who wants it.
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Lining op Scott Chains.

»1\('R I bulraycd my o\vncr.slii[) of a Scott, I

) have had a lot of correspondence from fellow

enlliusiasts, and several of them ask advice vn

luring cliain alignment after dismounting the gear

changing sprockets, etc. " Tim " Wood is of

inion that it is practically impossible to get the

aiiis out of alignment with the spindle nut and

How bolt tight, Init in any case alignment can easily

vcrillcd by taking the measurement from, the bolt

Iding the crank case door strap on each side. My
rres[)ondents should refer to page 150 of the

entieUi edition of " Motor Cycles and How to

anagc Them," where they will find a sketch of a

ding tin gauge for measuring the distance between

mkshaft and countershaft centres on either side.

Rust-proofing a New 'Bos.

k
KINDLY correspondent denounces me as a

slovenly and wasteful fellow for using anything

so gkitinous as Trices' hub lubricant to rust-

oof _my new 'bus. Apparently the gentlemanly

sthod is to dissolve a tallow candle in three or four

Bes its volume of petrol. A milky solution results,

lich is rapidly brushed over the plated parts of the

achine {i.e., over 99% of its superficial area). Li

)out ten minutes the petrol evaporates (surely my
iend has been using aviation spirit?), and the thin

m of tallow alone remains. This dodge can be

)plied to tools in storage with huge success. The
me reader is wildly enthusiastic about the cigarette

Qoke test for air leaks published in out- columns the

:her week. He tried it in a somewhat cynical spirit,

It wisps of smoke curled from all sorts of uhsus-

jcted places. He has already purchased a new inlet

ilve and guide as the result of the experiment, and is

y\s feverishly studying our recent lucubrations on the

ibject of eccentric v. concentric piston rings.

Ponctores.

rHAXKS perhaps to the quality of modern tyres,

but more probably to frequent changes of

machine, I had not sustained a solitary puncture

•oni the Armistice until last week. Then I struck one

f die sort from which we all hope to be immune
uring a Six Days. A pukka pinhole doesn't matter,

ou can blow up e\-ery five miles until you meet a

5*/

water trough or brooklet and i an trace the hole. A
real gash takes no finding, and witli luck will not be

too big to patch. But this j)uucture of mine was

betwixt and between. I couldn't see it nor liear the

hiss of escaping air, particularly as it befell on a lonely

moor, where the telegraph wires were singing madden-

ingly in a thirty-mile wind. On the other hand,

f)erio<lic dismounts to pump up were no good, as each

inflation lasted about five hundred yards. When my
stock of swears had been dumped, 1 took my fate in

my hands, and blew the tyre up till it resembled Joe

Beckett's forearm. The staunch rubber held, and at

last I sjjotted a teeny hiss. The makers of the machine

had provided no tyre outfit, and the local garage was

out of Palchquick, so I had ii"ivested in a kit which

is new to me—the John Bull. I have never used a

solution which dried more quickly, and was very

pleased with the speed of repair made possible.

Security Bolts?

WHILE I am talking of tyres, has anybody else

found that tyres have a distinct tendency to

creep round the rims in this year of grace ?

It is aggravating enough to have to unfit a tyre because

it is punctured, but when you notice that a tyre valve

has ceased to be part of a radius, and is slanting about

all cockeye, you get doubly mad: at least I do. 1

was quite familiar with this particular trouble a few

years ago, and when it wasn't due to my running my
tyres too soft, it was ascribable to discrepancies

between makers' rim and cover sizes. All that sort

of evil is supposed to have been scotched by the present

standardised moulds and presses ; but, if my experi-

ence is valid, quite a lot of '' creeping" still goes on.

I can only ascribe it to the terrible wrench administered

tO' the back tyre by the frightful acceleration of which
some modern hot-stuff engines are capable. On two
1920 machines I have often felt the back tyre

scrabbling for road grip on dry surfaces when I banged
the throttle open on a lower gear after taking a sharp

bend followed by a stiff grade. I take it that if the

cover is immovable in the rim, the inevitable slip is

between road and tyre, but that if the locking of the

cover in the rim is just not p^fect, the cover creeps.

I hope we shall not be driven to use security bolts on
hot-stuff machines. Let me hastily add that I haven't

been- pot-holed into letting too much air out of my
tyres, as readers will possibly suspect.

A' CLOSE FINISH. '

H. R. Godfrey winning from C. Finch at the last Brocklands Junior Car Club's meeting
winner averaging 499 m.p.h.

Both were driving G.N cycle cars, the
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UNDER the organisation ot

the Union Motocyeliste de
France, the International

. Six Days Trial will com-
mence on July 25tli at Grenoble,
and radiate from the same place

on three succeeding days. 220 tc

250 kilometres (137 to 155 miles)

will be covered each day. On the

fifth day (July 29th) the machines
be exhibited to the public.

and the sixth and seventh day;
will be occupied in the jouriic)

from Grenoble to Paj-'is.

Each day, at the start, the com
petitoi's will be allowed fifteei

minutes for replenishments anc
adjustaients, and all other rejiair,

mu.",t be done in running time
The average speed to be main
tained is 30 km.p.h. (18;

m.p.h.) for

machines and
cars, and 28 km.p.h.

(17i m.p.h.) fni

sidecars, except ii

the two days journev
to Paris, when all

vehicles must aver-

age 30 km.p.h.
There are classes foi

350 c.c, 500 c.c.

750 c.c, and l.OOC

c.c. solo mot 01
cycles, 500 c.c, 75C

c'.c, and 1,000 c.c.)

sidecars, and 1,10C

c.c. cycle cars, and,

minimum tyre and
mudguard sizes are

specified in eachi

class.

(Top) Scene near Espin-
asses, showing the road
washed away by an ava-

lanche. After such occur-
rences the road is gradually

rebuilt by the villagers. In

the distance can be seen the

village of Renollen.

(Centre) The suspension
bridge over the Vardon
river near St. Julien.

(Bottom) Picturesque
scenery overlooking the Var-
don Valley, near St. Andre.
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iQ ths French Alps.

Tlic inacliiiios will lie \vcij;hed

il liioiioblo, and ill! csst'iiliaJ

•oiiiponcnts staniiu'd m- soalod,

IS will jjo spurt! parts, wliicli

misl be doolafoil.

Cdiiipetitoi's must tako out
nsiirniice policies lo envoi'

hird party and fire risUs.

During the trial a number
if s|)ecial tests will be made,
ncluilinfi; brakes, time over a

fivcn section of tlie course, and
lill-clinibiitg. The routes will

)e divided into 40 km. (25

iiilcs) controls, and at each the

;onipotitors must atop to have
lie time marked on the route

!nrd. An allowance of five

niuutes early or late will be

nade, beyond which one mark
vill be deducted for each

niiiute of error. Any competitor

vho is one hour late at any con-

rol will be deemed to have retired.

Efficient lamps must be carried,

IS there are many tunnels in the

nouutaiu sections ; the surface in

hese is mostly greasy, and a light

B necessary to negotiate them in

:afcty. At all places ut ditficulty

irrows will indicate the loute.

One thousand maiks will be
dlotted to each startci, and deduc-
ions will be made as lolluw : One
nark per minute eaih or late

beyond the five minutes allowed)
,t any control. One maik per
ninute early or late of schedule at

unch stops or final stop of day.
?ive marks for each spaie pait
ised. Gold, silver, and bionze
neda'.s will be awarded.
^n addition to the

Six Days Trial for

ndividual riders, the
uternational Touring
Trial will be run con-
•urrently. This is

ipen to teams of

.hree riders of any
:omitry affiliated to

'he International
federation of Motor
3ycle Clubs. The
;eatns must consist

)f two solo machines
lot exceeding 500
:.c. and one sidecar
)r cycle car. Entries
or the trials close

m June 15th, and
)articulars can be
ibtained from ^I. le

Secretaire, de
'Union ilotocycliste
le France, 8, Place .

ie la Concorde, Paris.

(Top) Motor cyclists

enccuntering a flock of

mountain sheep.

(Centre) 'A view taken

near Selonnet, showing one
oE the many hairpins to be

negotiated. Good brakes

are essential here.

(Bottom) Another scene

on the Puget-Tlieniers road.



JUNIOR RACE, TUESDAY, JUNE 15th.

Distance 187 miles '4 furlongs.

Five laps of 37 miles 4 furlongs each.

First Prize: Trophy to be held for one year, £40 in cash,
and special gold medal.

Second Prize: £20 in cash. -

Tliird Prize: £10 in cash.

Special gold medals to every competitor finishing within
thirty minutes of the winner.

Team Prize : To be won by a nominated team, who must
all finish the course within thirty, minutes of the
winner.

Present holder : Eric Williams (2| A.J.S.).. Time, 4h. 6m.
50s. Average speed, 45.58 m.p.h.

SPECIAL 250 c.c. CLASS.
In addition to the above-mentioned awards, the riders of

machines with engines under 250 c.c. are eligible for com-
petition for Tilt Motor Cycle, trophy, presented by the
proprietors of this journal with a view to encouraging the
development of the .^mall lightweight machine. The finishing
time limit for the gold medalists in this class will be cal-

culated from the time which the fastest machine of the class

finishes the course.

JUNIOR ENTRIES.

THE TOURIST
TROPHY RACES.
Details of the Great Races in (lie

Isle of Man. Sixty-one Entries Received.

Exceptionally Keen Contests Expected.

SENIOR RACE, THURSDAY, JUNE 17th.

Distance 225 miles.

Six laps of 37 miles 4 furlongs each.

First Prize : The original Tourist Trophy, presented by t"

Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars, to be held for o,

year ; £50 in cash.

Second Prize : £25 in cash.

Third Prize : £15 in cash.

Special gold medals to every competitor finishing with,

thirty minutes of the winner.

Team Prize: To be won by a nominated team, who mci

all finish the course within thirty minutes of t

winner.

Present. holder : Cyril G. Pullin (3i Eudge). Time, 4h. 32i;

48s. Average speed, 49.49 m.p.h.

In both races competitors are required to wear a re„

lation - racing helmet. As there appears to be a shorta.

of this very necessary headwear, the A.C.U. makes an appe

to all who possess helmets to help it out of this difficulty 1

communicating with the secretary.

Practising starts at 4.30 on Monday morning next (M;

31st), and will be continued up to the morning of Monda
June 14th, Sundays excluded.

SENIOR ENTRIES.

Entrant and Machine.

Wooler Motor Co., Ltd. (2| Wooler) .

.

Wooler Motor Co., Ltd. (2} Wooler) . .

Burney & Blackburne {z\ Blackburne)
Burney & Blackburne \i\ Blackburne)
Burnev & Blackburne (2J Blackburne)
A. E. Wills (2} Douglas)
Butterfields, Ltd. (z\ Levis) .

.

Butterfields, Ltd. (2J Levis) .

.

S. A. Newman, Ltd. {3 Ivy) ....

G. Cowley, Senr. (2J A.J.S.) . .

.

A. H. Haden iz\ New Comet) .

.

A. I. Stevens, Ltd. {2} A.J.S.) ,

A. T, Stevens, Ltd. (2J A. I.S.) .

A. j. Stevens, Ltd. (2| A.J.S.) .

A. J. Stevens, Ltd (2} A.J.S.) .

A. J. Stevens, Ltd. (2} A.J.S.) .

A. J. Stevens, Ltd. (2} A.J.S.) .

N. C. Sclater (3 Aurora)
B. Houlding (2J Diamond)
H. Prescott (2J A.J.S.)
D.F. & M. Eng. Co., Ltd. (2i Diamond)
D.F. & M. Eng. Co., Ltd. (2i Diamond)
D.F. & M. Eng. Co. Ltd. (2J Diamond)
r>.F. & M. Eng. Co.'Ltd. (2i Diaiaond)
R. O. Clarke (2^ Levis)

T. W. Gates {3 Aurora)
R. W. Loughton (2} Douglas)
T. F. Clavton (2} Wooler)
S.. H. Alexander & Co. (2-J- Douglas) .

E. Greenwood (2f Douglas)

T^T^e of Engine.

Flat twin, 4-str.

Flat twin, 4-str.

r-cyl., 4-5tr.

r-cyl., 4-str;'

l-cvL, 4-str.

Flat twin, 4-str.

!-str.»

i-cyl., 2-str.*

i-cyl., 2-str.

i-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 2-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-3tr.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 2-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.

I-cyl., 4-str.*

I-cyl., 4-str.*

I-cyl., 4-str.*

I-cyl., 4-str.*

I-cyl., 2-str.*

I-cyl., 2-str.

Flat twin, 4-str.

Flat twin, 4-str.

Flat twin
Flat twin

Rider.

J. H. McDowell
A. F. Houlberg

J. B. Watson-Bourne
P. J. Enticknapp

J. S. HolrOyd.
Entrant
F. W. Applebee
Gus. Kuhn
P. G. Dallison
Entrant
Entrant
H. R. Davies

Entrant
S. A. Marks
Entrant
h. Milner
B. Houlding.
P. Pike
F. J. Price
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
.\. H. Alexander
Entrant

In 250 c.c. class for The Motor Cycle Trophy.

Two-strj)ke and four-stroke engines are indicated 2-st.

Entrant and Machine Type of Engine. Rider.

J. Marston, Ltd. (3J Sunbeam) I-cyl., 4-str. F. C. Townsend

J. Marston, Ltd. (3.!- Sunbeam) ...... I-cyl., 4-str. G. Dance

J. Marston, Ltd. {3I Sunbeam) I-cyl., 4-str.

V. E. Horsman, Ltd. (3I Norton) .... I-cyl., 4-str.

F. C. North (3-V Norton) I-cyl., 4-str. Entrant

Harold Petty (3 k Norton) I-cyl., 4-str.

V. Olsson (3.!- Norton)
Hendee Manf. Co. (si Indian) 2-cyl., 4-str.

Hendee Manf. Co. (3J Indian) 2-cyl., 4-str.

Hendee Manf. Co. (3* Indian) 2-cyl., 4-str. H. R. Harvej-soa

Hendee Manf. Co. (3* Indian) 2-cyl., 4-str.

A. 1. Stevens, Ltd. (2} A.J.S.) I-cyl., 4-str.

Norton Motors, Ltd. {3.V Norton) I-cyl., 4-str.

Norton Motors, Ltd. (aJ Norton) I-cyl., 4-str.

Norton Motors, Ltd. (3i Norton) .... I-cyl., 4-str. N. Brown

Norton Motors, Ltd. (3^ Norton) i-cyl., 4-str.

H. C. Sclater, Junr. (34 Norton) I-cyl.
,
4-str.

T. Simister (3^ Norton) i-cvl., 4-str. Entrant

Port. Tool & E'ng. Co., Ltd. {si Duzmo) I-cyl., 4-str.

Reg. Brown (3^ Sunbeam) I-cyl., 4-str. Entrant

Eric Williams (3! Sunbeam) I-cyl., 4-str. Entrant

E. S. Abram {3 A.B.C.) Flat twin Entrant

R. Lucas (3 A. B.C.) Flat twin Entrant

A. Lindsay (3.^ Norton) i-cyl, 4-str. Entrant

F. J. Redmond (3.V Indian) Flat twin Entrant

N. Black (3.V Norton) I-cyl., 4-str.

A. J. Moffatt (3.V Norton) I-cyl., 4-str.

A. H. Alexander & Co. \i\ Douglas) . Flat twin A. H. Alexander
Entrant

J. Thomas (3* Norton) I-cyl., 4-str. Entran.t

4-st. respectively. The flat twins are all four -stroke

T.T. ITEMS.
The Nortons entered are practically standard racers.

The new Comet entered for the Junior event is a two-

atroke fitted with a Climax engine of 293 c.c, and is of

practically standard specification.

The A.J.S. machines have overhead valves. Two types

have been made ; one with the usual push rods, and the

other with an overhead camshaft driven by chain,

4,28

The Indian Scouts will be the only V twins in the raoi;

this year.

Flat twins will be represented by the A.B.C. and tl]

3^- h.p. Douglas in the Senior event, and by the Wooli:

and the 2-J h.p. Douglas in the Junior race. '

Comfort counts in a T.T. race. It will be interesting t

note the performances of the spring frame mounts.

M
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The Liverpool M.C. Speed Trials Results.
Awards on Time and Formula of (he Racing a( Slore(on.

rHE liijThly successful speed trials (irgiuiisoil liy tlio

Liveriinol M.C, which took place at Storeton on

the 15th inst., were recorded in our issue for the

20lh. We are now able to p;'vc the official results

h time and formula, which are as under :

otlANCE Open Si'eei) CriALi.ENCE Cur. For the belt iigRroBnte perform-

ance by .1 motor cvcHst in open classes, using the same machine. Previous

holders : 1913, G. E. StmiW (Singer) ; 191.1. C. R. Collier (Matchless).

G. Dance (jj Sunbeam).

AXTER Memorial Cup. For the best aggregate performafice by a private

owner.
G. S. Boston (2i A.J.S.).

COPLAND Cup. For the best performance by private owner who docs not

win Reliance or Baxter Cups.
A. J. Brewiu (8 Zenith).

OSTON Cup. For the" best aggregate perfornMnce on formula. G. Dance
{zi Sunbeam).

PBclAL Prize for Fastest Time of the Day. G. Dance (3I Sunbeam).

750 C.C., Sidecars.

V. H. Hoi-sman (3J Norton) . . V. E. Horsman (3J Norton)
G. E. Stobart (5-6"james) . . G. S. I3o5ton (aj A.J.S.)
U. Jeffreys (3.J Norton) . . G. E. Stobart (s-C James)

UNLi.MlTEn, Sidecars.

. . G. Dance (.t2 Sunbeam)A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith)
G. E. Stobart (5-6 James)
S. A. Marks (7-9 Indian)

Unlimited Sidecars for Ama
FOBMUL

EURS, Members of the Cl
Only.

lACliiNE Team Pe ZK. A.J.S. and Norton tied.

FLYING KILOMETRE. ,.

R
A
J.

On Til

Pugh (.'I Lcnis)

Milner (Ji Diaino
F. Lidstone [zi J.

Und

id)

mes)

300 c.c , Solo.
On Formula.

A. Milner (2i Diamond)
R. Pugh (2j Levis)

Under 350 c.c, Solo.

G
E
G

Dance (2) Sui

Kirkliam (^3

S. Boston (;}

nbca
Don
A.J

m)
Bias)

S.l

500 c.c.

G. Dance (aj Sunbeam)
G. S. Boston (zl A.J.S.)

H. C. Heath (.'} A.J.S.)

Und Solo.

G.
E.

(

Daiu'o (v! Su
Kickh.mi (:;

-,. A. Sumiil:,'

H. Lr \",i.k n
'. E. IKu-suu.

ibf.

v'.

iu

ml
.;l.is)

amcs)
/mo)
Norton)

H. Le Vack (3.! Duzmo)
H. C. Heath (2 J A.J.S.)
E. Kickham (2} Douglas)

Unlimiiee Solos, for A lATEUR Members, on Formula.

On Time.
G. Dance (23 Sunbeam)
G. S. Boston {zl A.J.S.)

G. Dance (3^ Sunbeam)
V. E. Horsnian (34 Norton)
G. G. Barnard {3^ Sunbeam)

G. E. Stobart (5-6 .Tames)

G. G, Barnard {3:'. Sunbea
G. S. Boston {2-1 A.J.S.)

A. T. Brewin (8 Zenith)
G. E. Stobart (5-6 James)
V. E. Horsman (3.! Norton)

UN-LIMITED, Sidecars,

T. G. S. Bo5t.

1. G. S. Boston Ul A.J.S.)
2. G. G, Barnard (3! Sunbeam)

KILOMETRE. STANDING START.
350 c.c, Sidecars.

On Formula.
. . G. Dance (23 Sunbeam)
. . G. S. Boston (2,J A.J.S.)

500 CO., Sidecars.

. . V. E. Horsman (3 J Norton)

.. E. Porter (3 A. B.C.)

.. G. S. Boston {2\ A.J.S.)

Sidecars.

. . G. S. Boston (2.^ A.J.S.)

.. G. E. Stobart (5-6 James)

.. E. Porter (3 A.B.C.)

Sidecars.

. . G- Dance {z} Sunbeam)
. . G. S. Boston (23 A.J.S.)

V. E. Horsman {3} Norton)

Amateur Me.mberSj on Formula.

{2l A.J.S.)
G. G. Barnard (3 2 Sunbeam)

Solo,

G. S. Boston (j'J A.T.S.)

H. R. King (3 A.B.C.)

G. G. BarEiard (3.I Sunbeam)

. On Time.

J. H: Fox {5 Matchless)
V. E. Horsman (3 J Norton)
N. H. Brown (3.I V.E.H.)

A. J. Brewin (8 Zen-th)

H. Le Vack (3,^ Du^-mo)
N. H. Brown {3.'. V.E.H.)

G. Dance (2J Sunbeam)
G. S. Boston (2$ A.J.S.)

G. Cowley (2^ A.J.S.)

50(

G. Dance (3A Sunbeam)
\ . E. Horsman (3.', Norton)
O. E. Carter (3^ J.A.P.)

c.c, Solo.
On Formula.

. . H. C. Heath (2? A.J.S.)

. . E. Kickham {2I- Douglas)

. . V. E. Horsman (3.\ Norton)

iiTED, Solo.

. . A. Milner (2i Diamond)
G. Dance (2J Sunbeam)

. . E. Kickham (2J Douglas)

:., Sidecars.

. . G. Dance (2^ Sunbeam)

. . G. S. Boston {2I A.J.S.)

V. E. Horsman (3^- Norton)
G. S. Boston (2i A.J.S.)

On Time.
R. Pugh [z\ Levis)

A. Milner {i\ Diamond)
J. F. Lidstone (2^ Jam.^s)

G. Dance (2^ Sunbeam)
E. Kickham (2] Douglas) .

H. C. Heath (2:; A.J.S.)

G. Dance (3.I Sunbeam)
G. A. Strange (3^- James)
E. Kickham (2J Douglas)

Unlimited Solos, for Amateur Me.mbers, on For.wula.

1. G. S. Boston {z} A.J.S.)
2. E. L. Bo.>ton {3 A.B.C.)

750 cc, Solo.
On Time.

H. Le Vack (3J Duzmo)

On Formula.
. . J. F. Lidstone {z^ James)
. . A. Milner (2^ Diamond)

Solo.
G. Dance (2^ Sunbeam)

. . H. C. Heath (25 A.J.S.)
. . E. Kickham (aj Douglas)

Solo.
.. G. A. Strange (3Uames)
. . E. Porter (3 A.BX.)
.. E. S. Abram {3 A.B.C.)

E. Porter {3 A.B.C.)
V. E. Hoi^man (si Norton)

Uni
JV. E. Horsman (3I Norton)
\H, Le Vack (3! Duzmo)
J. H. Fox {5 Matchless)
A. J. Biewin (8 Zenith)

On Formula.
. E. Porter (3 A.B.C.)
. H. Le Vack (3.'. Duzmo)
. G. S. Boston (z'l A.J.S.)

Solo.
. G. Dance {z% Sunbeam)

. E. S. 'Abram (3 A.B.C.)

. H. Le Vack (3^ Duzmo)

Roadside Courtesy.
DURING a recent holiday week-end I had the mis-

fortune to be consigned to the high ro.ad for a

four liundred miles there and back trip, and
the experience afforded a superb opportunity of study-

ing the modern aspect of things as regards the much-
discussed " old-time courtesy of the road."

From Carlisle to Settle the road was literally strewn

iwith roadside wrecks in every stage of senile decay,

and I began the day by courteously slackening down,
widi the usual humble enquiry. Generally it brought
no response; sometimes an "all right" in a "mind
your own business

'

' manner.
Now the majority of us, who do not break down

at the roadside as a usual thing, and who probably

do not require help if we do, since we carry all things

necessary, enjoy such immunity simply because we pay
for it in hard cash and caution. We go to some small

expense, and exercise a good deal of methodical care

in order to avoid roadside annoyance, and, having
done so much, I really fail to see why we should
be considered callous because we refuse to burden
ourselves with the troubles of everyone who, through
his own incapabihty or closeness, is utterly incapable of

passing from one town to the next without spreading
himself out in the grit.

These things being so, and the amount of motor
cycle ttaffic having so enormously increased, it is full

time some fresh understanding were arrived at regard-

ing roadside help, and the obviousway out of it is for

all roadsiders to be considered O.K. unless some signal

of distress be given to passing traffic. Any rider, I

think, would be only too happy to stop ii he were sure

his help were really needed—if he were sure no cool

rebuff awaited his offer. Chinook.
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THE T.T. IVY.
A 348 cc. Two-stroke with Three-speed

Gear and All-chain Drive.

CONSIDERABLE interest is being

manifested in the cliances of the

two-strolce engine for the forthcom-

ing Tourist Trophy Eaces, and the per-

formance of the 3 h.p. Ivy, one of few

348 cc. two-strokes entered for the

Junior Race, is bound to attract the

attention of all enthusiasts. In 1914 the

only Ivy entered put up a very credit-

able performance, and averaged over

30 m.p.h., in spite of its tiny engine

capacity of 269 cc.

Roller Bearings.

The 1920 T.T. Ivy has a cylinder of

75x79 mm. bore and stroke, giving a

swept volume of 348 cc The crankshaft

runs on roller bearings throughout, and
peculiar care has been taken in designing

the ports. The exhaust gases are pro-

vided with a free and unobstructed flow,

and we hear that the acceleration and
speed of the little machine are excep-

tional. Externally, the most noticeable

features are the copper tubes inserted in

holes drilled through the radiating fins,

and the neat method of foot operation

for the oil supply.

An inverted sight feed drip is arranged

in the front end of the tank, the pump
spindle projecting downwards. This
spindle is attached by a length of strip

steel to the front end of a bar. The

bar is pivoted on to the

footrest, and carries a

pedal near its centie,

whicli may be depressed

by the rider's right toe.

From the sight feed

there are two leads, one

to the cylinder and one

to the crank case, and
the flow of oil to either

or both of these leads

is regulated by a tap.

A three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear box, giving

ratios of 4, 5, and 7^
to 1, and having a

single-plate cork clutch

is used, the drive being
by chain throughout. In
addition to the usual
front rim brake, two
shoes, actuated by the
right heel or left toe,

are arranged so as to

operate independently on
a dummy belt rim. A
tank of the distinctive

Ivy shape and having a

fuel capacity of well

over two gallons is

fitted, and large quickly

det.achable filler caps
are incorporated.

The Ivy two-stroke for the Junior T.T.

ROAD RACING IN FR/^NCE
THE Lyons Motocycle Club, which is

one of the most energetic of the

French provincial organisations, re-

cently held a road race over a 9-^ mile

coui'se in the neighbourhood of the silk

city. Solo machines of 250 cc, 350 cc,
and 500 cc. were admitted, as well as

sidecars of 500 cc and 1,000 cc The
number of laps to be covered varied with
the class of machine, being the highest
for the 500 cc. solos.

The highest average in the race was
made by the professional rider VuUiamy
on a 350 cc Alcyon, his speed working
out at 53 m.p.h. In 500 cc. class the
fastest rider was Pean, the Peugeot cham-
pion, who, with his overhead valve racer
averaged 50.6 m.p.h. for the entire

distance, and covered one lap at 57.7

m^p.h. In the sidecar class the winner
was Mazuel, on a Harley-Davidson, who
averaged 41.7 m.p.h. Detailed results

are as follow :

SOLOS.
250 cc. ]VL\CHiNES (134 Miles). — Louis

(Alcyon), 3h. 7m. 21s.; Guiguet (Alcyon),
3h. 9m. 14is.

350 cc. Machines (162.6 Miles).—VuUiamy
(Alcyon), 3h. 4m. 16s.; Joly (Alcyon), 31l. 11m.
27s.; Zind (Ultima), 41i. 41m. 4;s.

500 CO. Machines (191.5 Miles). — Pean
(Peugeot), 3h. 46m. 47s.; Winchler (Koehler-
Escofflei), 4h. 24m. 24s.; Lapallud (Motosacoche),

20s. ; Bouven (Motosacoclie), 41l. 53m.
51?:

SIDECARS.
Machines (76.5 Miles).—Borghetti

7m. 275s.; Souidot (Be!
m. 0|s. ; Chapon (Benoist-Gonin),
Galyen (Benoist-Gonin), 2h. SOni,

500
.(Georges Levy
Gonin), 2h
21i. 32m. 2(

20i3.

1,000 CC. Machines (76.5 Miles).—IMazi
(Harlev-Davidson), Ih. 49m. 8,^s. ; Amort (Hail
Davidson), Ih. 53m. 54s.; Odod (Harley-Davidson)
2h. 12m. 37s.

Having a 343 cc engine, the Ivy will be one of the largest

two-strokes in the T.T. this year.

Other features include a cush drive in

the rear wheel, 26x2|in. tyres, Brooks
B220 saddle, and an enclosed release

valve. Additional interest attaches to

the Tourist Trophy Ivy engine, in that

it is the forerunner of the 1921 Ivy
models, and in no way differs from what
is to be the standard engine for the

roadster models. The finish throughout
is excellent, and there are no signs of

.

the usual T.T. rushed work.

TRADING WITH FORMER
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

The following resolution has been

passed by the Council of the British

Association of Trade anj Technical

Journals, Limited

:

"In view of the expression of opinion

by Sir Auckland Geddes, as President

of the Board of Trade, regarding the

acceptance of advertisements of goods
manufactured in late enemy countries,

the Council Have carefully considered

the whole position. Thy now recom-
mend members to adhere to the adopted]
policy of the Association not to accept

j

such advertisements for the present, in :

order to enable British manufacturers to:

recover their normal working conditions,
\

At the end of the present year (1920)
the subject will again be considered, with-

a view to further advising members on
the subject."

The publishers of "The Motor Cycle"
1 readily accept this recommendation, and

have, in fact, constantly refused offers of

advertisements of German goods.
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A Midland Test ol a 3 h p. Spring Frame Royal Ruby.

, SALIENT FEATURES OF THE ROYAL RUBY.
ENGINE : 3 h.p. Royal Ruby, 74-5 x SO mm,, 349 ex. FRAME : Royal Ruby pal-mt spring frame.

GEAR: Royal Ruby two-speed countershaft. TRANSMISSION: Chain-mm-beU.

LUBRICATION : B2sl and Lloyd drip feed. WEIGHT : 220 lb. approx. PRICE: £109 14s. 6d.

IN
these days, when the motor cycle power unit has

reached such a degree of perfection that one ceases

to worry about mechanical failures, manufacturers

ire devoting more attention to the important questions

>f comfort and cleanliness. With our very uncertain

:liraate and the present state of the roads throughout

Jie countrs', good springing and reasonable protection

'rom mud and wet are an absolute necessity to the

ill-weather motor cyclist.

Those who followed motor cycle patents during

he past year or two would note

hat the Ruby Cycle Co. was devot-

ng its energies to a design incor-

lorating, amongst other features, an

ffective springing system. This re-

ulted in the production of the two
lodels which attracted so much
ttention at Olympia.

' Recently we availed ourselves of

he opportunity of giving one of these

lachines an extended road trial, the

lodel chosen being the 3 h.p. single-

ylinder solo mount with two-speed
;ear, chain-cum-belt drive transmis-

ion, sprung front and rear by single

aminated springs.

On the Road.
Our test consisted, amongst other

]
ems, of a hundred-mile run in con-

Near side view,

showing excep-

tionally wide rear

mudguard for
protection of belt,

also spring stand

and gear box

adjustment lor

driving chain

nection with the recent Victory Cup Trial, though,
besides this, the machine has been driven for a con-
siderable mileage over the roads and lanes of
Warwickshire, which afford a variety of conditions for
testing the merits nf the spring frame.. As our object
was to. observe the competitors on the tricky ascent
of Rising Sun, Coventry was left at noon, allowing two
and a half hours for the journey of fifty miles, and,
not wishing to "push" a new engine unduly, we
declined the ofifer to start later in company with a

fast 7,% h.p. flat twin and two power-
ful sidecar outfits.

Rain had fallen all the morning,
and continued to do so throughout the
earlier part of the journey with a

persistency so well known to all

motor cyclists. Pushing along the
rough Kenilworth-Wanvick road one
was at once impressed by the way
the machine seemed to float over the
bumps and pot-holes, and our
thoughts went back to the vile roads
and pave of other days. For the first

few^ miles we found the machine some-
what strange to handle, but this lack
of handiness is not so noticeable when
one has got to know the machine,
except at slow speeds.

Arriving at .Stratford-on-Avon, we
found the historic old town gaily

E3
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Road Tests of New Models.—
bedecked \yith flags in commemoration of the birth-

day of the Bard of Avon. We did not dally, however,
and, after crossing the bridge, headed for Broadwav
with increased speed. The little engine answered the

throttle well, and, though new, showed no signs of

Details of the

Royal Ruby rear

and front sus-

pension.

drying up after a long climb or burst of speed. It

runs veiy smoothly and quietly up to 25 m.p.h., and

has a maximum speed of something over 40 m.p.h.,'

at which speed the machine is particularly steady.

We overoiled consistently all the way, but failed to

make the engine smoke.
The clutch is exceptionally

"sweet," the lightest touch

of the lever taking away any

perceptible snatch when
driving dead slow on " top.''

All hills were taken comfort-

ably on top, with the excep-

tion of the last steep stretch

of Cleeve Hill, when the low

gear was engaged. Gear
changing would be rendered

easier by a .slight alteration

in the position of the gear

lever, and would possibly

be facilitated if the lever

were situated at the side of

the tank. The descent into

Cheltenham afforded an-

opportunity of testing the rear

brake, which we found quite

effective, the large pedal

being conveniently placed to

allow the heel to rest on the

footboard when descending a particularly long gradient

Commendable Mudguarding.
Arriving at Rising Sun, we fourd oursehes reason-

ably clean after the wet ride, and rmr appearance com-
pared v'ery favouralily with many riders we saw during

the day. In short, mudguardirg is well carried out.

The back guard is wide, and overhangs the belt rim,

thus protecting the latter to a certain extent. The
front guard is deeplv valan'.'ed, and with the large

undershield gives ample [Jiotection to the rider and
engine.

Before long a little knot of interested motor cyclists

had gathered round the machine, and for five minutes

we were plied with questions- concerning its comfort.

Returning by the same route, on favourable roads,

\Ve opened out, and mile after mile was reeled off with

the speedometer needle half-way round the dial.

The road was quite dry, and no attempt was made
to pick the way, pot-holes and bumps being taken

without any reduction in speed. Quite a number of

i^iotor cyclists were returning, and we found the

machine able to hold its own with anything of similar

power.

We arrived home just before eight o'clock, having

completed the journey in under two hours, and, on

calculating the petrol consumpton, found it worked
out at something over 105 m.p.g. : quite good, con-

sidering the machine was new. The Royal Ruby
engine has won excellent opinions during its stay in

The Motor Cycle garage ; it keeps cool, is noticeably

quiet,^ and readily responds to the throtttle.

An " Overseas " Mount.
Regarding special points, a feature which will

appeal to Overseas riders is the high ground clearance

of the whole power unit. The Royal Ruby, especialh

the 8 h.p. model, should be particularly suitable foi

Ct)lonial conditions where a strong well-sprung frame
ample power, and high engine clearance are absolute);

essential. Other noteworthy featiires are adjustable

footboards, giving a very comfortable riding position,

patent gear box adjustment, spring stand, and large

carrier toolbags.

(Lett) All kinds oi roads were traversed durmj the roac

ncluding grass banks, as shown in the illustration.

(Right) It will be observed that the ground clearance ol the

engine is sufficient to qualify this model for Overseas use.
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^^VERiEAS ECTIQM

A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions

Do British ]'"rom almost every out-of-\vay corner
Trials Help? of the earth we receive complaints that

the Eritisli machine does not quite fill

the rc(]uirenients of the man who has to do his own
pathlinding. Perfection, of c(jurse, is an impossi-

bility in this world, and it is not urged that other

countries deliver machines which are in every way
blameless. During 1919 and 1920, reliability trials

in this country have been stiffened up to such a degree

•that it becomes unbelievable that a motor cycle could

be used habitually under worse conditions than those

encountered on the routes selected by trials committees.

As a result of the trend of trials organisation, which
first became noticeable in the latter part of 1913.
transmission has almost entirely changed, wheels and
franfes have been strengthened, and tyre sizes have
increased.

[Jj cji 1J3

Direct Result As an outcome of the type of reliability

of Public trial with which the makers have per-
Testing. force entered their machines, the once

popular belt drive gave place to the

cl"Ki!n-cum-belt transmission, w'hich, in turn, has

almost disappeared in favour of chains alone. Even
the early exponents of chain drive have added im-

provements, such as the completely enclosed chain

case, the mechanical shock absorber, and the instantly

detachable wheel with independent driving sprocket.

Wheels also are built up with stronger spokes and
heavier rims, and, although our 26in. tyres are often

decried in favour of tiie American 28in. sizes, it is

a point of interest to learn that the latter country is

now standardising a 27111. tyre, which diameter is

actually the measurement of several of our nominal

"26in." tyres of aj-^in. section.
!jl Cj] Cji

Speed and If a machine is to be used under truly

Ground adverse conditions, high speed is not
Clearance. conducive to extended service. It is

, proved that a 20 m.p.h. avq-age can be

maintained only with difficulty once main roads are

( left behind, and in consequence there has been no in-

ducement on the part of our manufacturers to design

high-powered solo machines such as these which ha\e

developed in the United Stales as a result of the in-

terest betrayed in the trans ('nntinendil i-i"';i''ls su

po])ular there. Sidecars arc ahimst uni\ri>.il in ilii.s

country, but not quite .so evident in places where ni.id

clearances are a determining faclur in the use of the

motor cycle. A solo machine with a lixc-inch clear-

ance beneath its crank case will go almost anywhere ;

hitch an underslung chassis to it, and in naigli i-ountry

it is equipped (often literally !) with feet of clay.

The narrow rutted lanes and tracks in districts serveil

by horse transport may be quite impassable to the

sidecar outfit with low underslung chassis, and yet

easily negotiable by a solo machine with very little

clearance in its own wheel tracks.
tjj tji *

" Overseas " Only a little time before the war it

Testing was suggested in these pages that a

(jround trials course, accurately Teproducing
Wanted Here, overseas conditions, should be sought

in this country, so that manufacturers

would be in a position to test their designs without

journeying to obtain first-h.and impressions. Our
suggestion received the support of the traije ami the

A.C.U., and matters were so advanced that a small

committee of overseas motor cyclists who were in the

country actually commenced the search for a suitalile

test route amongst the moorland districts of West

Yorkshire. The events of 1914 caused the prnje'-t to

be dropped, but it now appears that an open relia-

bility trial organised by a motor cycle club in the same
district will take the place of the abandoned one.

Although no watersplashes are to be included, the

general nature of the country ensures that the machines

will be tested on severe gradients, roughly paved sur-

faces, grassy moorland tracks, and roads that wind

up to the hill tops over outcrops of rock and the

shingle swept down by the floods of winter. Causes

of failure and the percentage of failures in such an

event will throw an illuminating sidelight on the suita-

bility of machines for any condition of service.

A Selection of Letters from Feiders scattered all over the World.
Buying in India. tisements : B.S.A. chaui-eum-belt 4i h.p. for Rs. 1.440, and

B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar, Es. 500. The actual cost of import
of a heavy sidecar outfit is about £12, including insurance,

while £7 odd similarly covers the cost of landing a sidecar

alone at Bombay or Calcutta. It is difficult to give the

equivalent of Es. 1,440 in English money, owing to the

variation in exchange, which in sLx weeks has risen from
2s. 3^d. to 2s. Hid., and fallen to 2s. 7d. But the adver-

tisement probably relates to a machine paid for with ex-

change at 2s. 4<i., and the outfit would be £233.

B7

Wilting from Benares, India, on the subject of excessive

prices, " F." says ;

" I should like to add my warning to those already
fai'nished by other correspondents in India for the benefit

of any of ^ your readers who may be contemplatiurg motor
cycling in India.

" Regular agents have little or nothing in stock, and other
dealers are charging prices that put home profiteers quite
in the shade. As an instance, I quote from recent adver-
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Overseas Section.

—

"I left England in Djcember, and brought with me as
personal luggagj a B.S.A. chain-cura-belt, bought a-t list

price at home. All it cost me to bring it was between £4
and iB5 for packing and carriage to Liverpool, and customs
duty at 10% ad valorem, with about £2 5s. railway freight
up country, less than £110 in all.

" I add one warning. Packing should be carefully done
in a box, not a crate ; the machine should be partially dis-

mantled, and all parts carefully secured against possibility

of mo\-ement, however rough the handling, and what-ever
position the box may be loaded in:"

Motor Cycles in the Baltic States.

A reader who was on active service at Riga sends many
interesting details of the conditions ITfe found there. Appar-
ently, the motor cycle is not a vehicle best suited tor

jjleasure riding on the type of roads common to the district

around Riga. The rate of exchange is apparently vei-y

favourable to those with English money, since a machine
which would bring at least £150 here was bought by our
correspondent for £9 ! He writes :

" I was attached to a Lettish armoured train, and during
the Lettish advance from Riga, and the capture of Mitau,

saw much booty captured from Bermondt and his renegade
Russians and Von der Goltz's Germans.
"A large number ,of motor bicycles were captured at Mitau.

and further on the Mitau-Shavli Railway. VVe saw only-,

one or two German-made machines (Benz and N.S.U.),
and some few British (mostly 1915 or 1915 Royal Enfield,

Combinations, and one James). All the remainder were the
ubiquitous Harley-Davidsons—fairly recent models. It

would be interesting to know where the Hun got these,"

and whether the American trade "push" in Germany is

not helping to "do in" the Baltic States somewhat. 1
might add that in Mitau one of my gun's crew was offeredj

a Harley for £9 in English money! Too' late, he told me?
of it!

"Roads in Lettland are either mountainous cobbles or:

mere farm roads. I saw the James (attached to armoured
trains headquarters), two up, bouncing over cobbles, and
through 6in. of snow, doing a very good speed, and standing-
oip wonderfully to the rough usage it got.

" I had The Mofnr Cycle sent me every week, and passed
it on to the Train Commander, wlio was very interested^,.

Prices gave him rather a shock, as Lettish roubles are!

, between 65—120 to the £. Petrol there is here in plentyij
but lubricating oils are scarce."

Overseas Conditions in an Open Trial.
The Ilkley L.C. and M C.C. One D^y Trial to ba held on June 3th. Milsaae: 137i.

Course: Mountain anri Moorland Roads through Wild Scenery.
Observed Hills : Six.

OME photographs of observed hills on the . -
route chosen for the Ilkley club's one day
open trial are sho's\n on this page. They
are typical of the couise which is laid through

Airedale. IJishopdale. Coverdale, Deepdale, Dent-
dale Ribblesdale, ^Yensleydale, and AVharfedale.

Amongst the hills aie such well-known climbs as

Paik Rash, Kidstones Pass, and White Straw Moss.

The last named is the one which caused

"strike" in the 1913 Six Days Trial, and it wi'

be interesting to compare the performances. In the

1913 event 50% of a large entry failed to make
clean climbs.

A flexibility test on a 1 in 12 gradient of excel-

lent surface will be included, and the same gear

must be used throughout. The route will be
marked by boy scouts in pairs, one to direct

competitors, and one to render assistance in

emergency.
Entries close on Saturday, the 29th inst., and

anyone wishing to obtain an entry form should
communicate at once with the hon. sec, i\lr. H.
W. Sellers, Langley Avenue,- Bingley.

uS

SCENES IN NEXT WEEK'S EVENT AT ILKLEY.

(1) Thwaites' Brow (near Keighley), a short paved hill with five hairpin

bends. (2) Hairpin bend on Park Rash, near Kettlewell in Upper Wharfedale

(3) Harden Bank, a climb with loose surface on the Airedale moors
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cyde," Herttord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

POLICE THAPS.
Sir,—The method adopted in a police trap between Sidcup

and Swaiiley recently may interest your readers.
An Army lorry was stationary at the side of a straight

stretch of road, and a cushion was dropped from the rear as
iiiiy suspect passed, the cushion being easily visible from a
point a quarter of a mile further on.

Incidenlally, a speed of 45 m.p.h. would have been
perfectly tsafe on this particular stretch of road, and it seerns

to nie that it would be better if the authorities would differ-

entiate between "dangerous" driving and "illegal" driving.
BlacUheath. I'lNX'HED.

ITS AN ILL WIND.
Sir,—I noticed the other day what I think is the cleverest

dodge of the season. In this town (Leeds) there are many
tramlines which do not under any circumstances remain at

the same level as the roadway, and at one place here have
sunk considerably. Recently at this spot there was a strong
side wind blowing, and I noticed the rider of a very baby
two-stroke riding in the tramlines, whej'e he was quite pro-
tected from it, only his hat protruding.
In case no one has thought of the undoubted advantage of

sunken tramlines in a side wind, I am sending this tip for

taking advantage of them in the hope of causing motor cyclists

to take a more lenient view of what up to the preselit has,
I believe, been considexed the cause of many broken rests and
bent bars, torn overalls, and unparliamentai'y language.
I append the usual disclaimer to any interes-t in any tram-

way comiKiny, except as a satisfied user in future of the
protection from the winds of the earth they have so thought-
fully provided for motor cyclists. U 4830.
Leeds.

THE MOTORISED BICYCLE.
iSir,—It occurs to me that some of your readers might be

interested in my experience with an auxiliary engine, as I
have had the engine long enough to test its general efficiency.

There are, I believe, several makes on the market, but I can
only speak of the Simplex motor miit, made by the Patrick
Engineering Co., of Birmingham, and sold by ilessrs. Henry
Garner of the same city.

I may say that I am a middle-aged professional man. and
my bicycle is a ten-year-old Centaur roadster, with a three-
speed gear, and in excellent condition. The district is Not-
tingham—a place of appalling hills—and my motor cycling
friends were scoffingly pessimistic as to the investment.
They said it would not help me up hills and that the bicycle
and engine would shake to pieces.

After the usual difficulties due to inexperience, I find that
it carries me along at a steady pace of 10-12 m.p.h., or faster
if I want it, will go up ordinary hills at a good pace, and will
climb practically anything with additional pedalling, so
easy as to be a pleasant change. The engine is compact,
very accessible, and beautifully made. Bicycling is now a
pleasure, while before, in this district, it was either impossible
L'T a toil. None of my friend's predictions have come true,
and I see no reason why they should if it is remembered that
llie combination is not a motor cycle, and must be used with
regard to its limitations.

I have no interest in the firms that make and supply the
engine other than the fact that I bought the engine from
lliem. Other attachments may be as good, but I have no
knowledge of their working.

. Xottingham. A MIDDLE-AGED CYCLIST.

HILL-CLIMBING ON FORMULA.
Sir,—As an old reader of your paper, and part organiser of

several hill-climbs, I should like to protest against the grow-
ing prirctice of obtaining results on formula in these events.

Let me say at once that I have no objection to the propur
use of formulae for finding results, but competitors should be
confined to their own classes. In the recent hill-climbs on
Kop it was noticeable that lightweight machines were the

winners in every class.

It seems very unfair that the larger machines should not
have even a slight chance of winning, since in cases where
lightweights may enter for all classes a large machine must
be about 50 m.p.h. faster up the hill to equalise the chances.

J. E. G. HAIUVOOD,
Hon. Sec. Oxford University M.C.C.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.
Sir,— I am the rider of a 5 h.p. J.A.P. combinatiorr,

in .which I have tried almost every known make of English

plug, having tried as many as twenty different models in

one day.
English plug ipakers advertise their plugs in your columns

as being able to withstand almost anything, yet I have
not found a single English plug that will stand up to

my engine for ten miles. Some will run two miles, others

four, and so on. I am using two old Bosch plugs, about
ten years old, and they will stand any test I may put them
to. I have exchanged about eight new well-known English

plugs for a similar number of old Bosches, all of which
I find stand up to the most severe test. Can anyone tell

me the cause of this or the secret of it?

If any English manufacturer cares to have a plug tested

to prove its efficiency, he can' have it tried in my engine
gratis. AN OLD HAND.
Ashington.

EXTRACTING MUDDY SHOES FROM OVERALLS.
Sir,—Anent " Ixion's " remarks in The Motor Cycle for

May 6th re muddy shoes soiling the inside of motorini,'

overalls or leggings after a journey during wet weather, I

used to experience the same trouble.

To avoid damage to nether garments, I used to resort to

the somewhat irksome method of removing my shoes—not a

proceeding one relishes, away from home, when merely dis-

carding overalls, but still better than damaging nether
garments got up (in "Ixion's" words) to appear at a
swagger function.

I hit upon a very simple expedient, which entirely obviates
this and works wholly satisfactorily.

Take an old stocking, the foot of which is worn out and
of no further use, and cut the foot oft" (merely to reduce the
bulk), and throw aside. The stocking leg can thjn be taken

. about in a very small compass. At the journey's end, after

undoing catches and freeing the overall straps ' from the
shoes, draw the stocking leg over each shoe in turn, and
withdraw the foot through the overall. Covered in this

manner, the operation is perfectly clean, and any soil

adhering to the stocking is inside, and when dry is easily

brushed away.
Since hitting upon this idea, I have always stripped off my

overalls with perfect cleanliness, and would commend it to
" Ixion " and motor cyclists in general.

An article made of cloth or even waterproof material, made
so as similarly to enclose the shoe, would, if prefen'ed, serve

the same purpose. J. GRAHAJI.
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WITHTHE CLUBS.

(Left) A Leicester

and District M.C.

club member created

interest by "stunt-

ing" in awatersplasn

at a recent club meet.

(Right) A scene at

British Camp, Mal-

vern, on the occasion

of a Worcester
M.CC. run.

REUNION OF EX-D.R.'S.

Sir,—One of your correspondents wonders why the ex-

R.E.D.R.'s cannot have a reunion, while other units can.

The units that do have these reunions are those repre-

senting part of the country and recruited for the most part

from that district. The D.R.'s are now scattered to all

parts, and there is not one in a hundred who could spare

the time—or money—to make a long journey.

SIDNEY DU ROSE.

Sir,—In reply to Cpl. Cutwell's letter in a recent

issue, I would like to state that already I have been in

touch with Capt. How (late O.C. D.R.'s, R.E.) on the

subject of a D.R.'s reunion and dinner.

I would suggest that an Old D.R.'s Association be formed
of those who joined as D.R.'s prior to Lord Derby's scheme.

The reunion could be held in London and the provinces. All

those in the provinces could not come to London, and vice

versa.

As one of the original 1914 D.R.'s, I can say with a good
deal of certainty that the idea is not only welcomed,, but

needed. We wei'e all the very best of pals in the eaidywar
days, and we all feel, I am sure, anxious to meet again, and
to do so would be delightful.

F. C. SOHOFIELD, Late Sgt. D.R., Capt. R.E.

FINISH OF NEW MACHINES.
Sir,—I notice from time to time letters from readers

complaining about the condition of new machines.
Three months ago I received direct from the makers an

Ivy i.o.m. model. Its condition was all to be desired and
absolutely ready for the road Its finish, too, in my opinion,

could not be better. I have run it every day since delivery,

wet or fine, and I have had no trouble whatever.

I have no interest in the firm, but just a very satisfied
,

owner. R.W.
York.

Sir,—With regard to your query on page 505, in your issue

of May 6th, ''Are new machines well finished?" I can

safely say " Not all," for whilst looking over a brand new
two-speed two-stroke, costing over £70, last week, for a

friend—an absolute novice—the following required attention :

Cai'buretter (badly flooding, and sides so roughly finished

that the throttle pulled the extra air open and both stuck

open). Drain tap to crank case (just hanging on by one

thread). Added to these was the fact that sundry nuts wer^
by no means "hand tight." iMy frierd's fate can be imagined,

if these items had not been attended to before he took to

the road. EX-CPL., R.E.
Tavistock

CONSIDERATION TO FARMERS.
Sir,—The time of year has come when fields are shut up for

hay, and with it the advent of the flower gatherer. I would
ask motorists not lo go into fields to pick fiowers when it is

obvious that the grass is intended for mowing. There is

nothing much more annoj'ing than to see motor cycles con-

stantly stopping at such fields and the passengers, strolling

about in the long grass treading it down. There are plenty

of flowers to be found id meadows where stock are grazing,

and motorists would be well advised to confine their attentions

to such ground. FARMER.
Hailsham.

LIVERPOOL M.C. SPEED TRIALS
Sir,—I should just like to make a word of comment upon

the above. In every way admirably organised, yet great

anxiety must have been caused to those in charge by the

gross thoughtle.s.5ness of the spectators.

Despite all that was done by the marshals and police by
way of warning and protests, yet the public would insist on
encroaching upon the track. At times the track close to the

finish appeared no more than 2ft. or 3ft.. wide on account of

the number of people who had stepped forward from the side

and were not willing to step back again until the competitor

was almost upon them. One rather dreads to think of the

result that would have followed a tyre burst or any similar

mishap.
Women were notable offenders in this respect, and one gij!

who, to my knowledge, had spent most of the afternoon in

the centre of the track, was heard to remark on leaving that

"the organisation was splendid, but that it would li;i\e

improved matters if some sort of boarding or ban-ier had bi-eii

erected to prevent spectators getting too close "
!

A little more thought on the part of the public or cxth

compliance with the loudly uttered warnings of tlie mar.'ibals

would have helped competitors and officials considerably, ami

also afforded a better view of the race to those people who
were sufficiently sensible and sportsmanlike to " keep off tlie

track." AN INTERESTED SPECTATOR.
Liverpool.
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ERMAN GOODS.
Sir,— I am Hcli^liled to read your notice, on page 513 in

our issue of .May Cfli, re ndvcitisiug Oernian goods, and
eartily curif^ralulato ymi on your decisicju.

Wo Englisit are loo easy going in all such matters, and
irget far too quickly tlial, although we are at peace with
lerniany now, two years ago ....'!
Unluckily, (he pnLlic do not realise tliat even now the

iernians are endeavouring to revert to their old game of

ouding the Hrilisli markets with inferior merchandise {wllh-
ut llie familiar winds "Made in Germany.") to the dis-
dvantiige of British manufacturers; the rate of exchange
laking (his particularly easy now.
The' (!ci-niau theoi'y is—"If it costs £10.0C0 to turn out

O.OtK) articles for hoine use> an additi.iiial 10,000 for export
:ill not necessarily cost a further £10,000. since so much of
he production expenses will not necessarily be duplicated."
The Britisher does not yet seem to have learned to look

t tilings in this (the correct) light. -
Unless we. support home industries we shall shortly have

lie 1914 position of affairs again, i.e., overrun with German
' goods (?)•" EDGAR COHEN.-

'REMIUM HUNTING.
Sir,— I notice in your issue of tlie 13th iiist. ,a letter from

he President of the British Cycle and Motor Cycle Jlanu-
actm-ers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., with reference to the
dvertiser who requires a premium on his motor cycle. I

m of the same opinion as Mr. Hill, in the case of' certain
icople who had the foresight to order two nr three machines
a advance, with the intention, when ordcriiig, of selling at
profit; but there are probably otherts besides myself who

re now not able, financially, to take over the machine they
lave ordered, and who therefore feel they have a right to
lemand a premium in order to get a little return on their
leposit, which has been locked up so long. - I ordered a
'lachine, a Norton, in February of last year, paid my
leposit. and have been waiting ever since. I now find I

in not in a position to take over the machine, and feel I

m quite justified in trying to obtain a premium. I wonder
fhat vour other readers have to say regarding it.

E. A. BEANES.

'ARBURErTER DESIGN.
Sir,—The reply of 'Sir. Binks to my letter only serves

n empha^sise my point.

The Scott rider ndio uses his carburetter is advised to

btain a hot air pipe with an elbow, tiexible pipe, 'a muff,
nd, of course, the necessary nuts and bolts, unions, etc.,

^ order to induce warm air necessary for economy on a two-
troke engine.

Many of us ' are aware what a. splendid instrument the
iiiiks carburettet^is, bnt on the Scott machine it is", to

ly mind, an attachment not specially designed for a
nique engine.

The Scott engine suggests for itself that the carburetter
hoiild form part of the top of the crank ease. The inventor
aw this, and acted accordingly. But petrol was cheap in

hose days, and people were much less keen about the
-erfecting of carburation than they are now.
TTie Scott engine is not inherently a petrol drunkard.
There is no reason why it should not give 100 m.p.g.,

.fithout such gadgets as elbows, muffs, clamps, and screws;
nd to obtain this improvement it requires a carburetter
pecially designed for it.

I contend that the original Scott carburetter, re-designed,
as to put under better control by the rider both the

letrol and warm air supply, would considerably enhance
lie esteem in which this motor cycle is now held by present
Old potential riders.

"

CLERICUS.
Paisley.

TARTJNG TIPS.
Sir,—In reply to " .J.JI.il.'s " queries re starting a B.S.A.,

he following ought to be observed :

1. Prime the engine, and kick round gently two or -three
imes to free the engine and the clutch.
2. The jet should be open threequarters to- half a turn,
nd the throttle and air levers open about lin. {i.e., lin. at
he black handles).
The engine should now start easily. If the engine is

ranked round until the exhaust' valve is just opening the
ngine can be started without touching the exhaust lever at
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the fir.st kick after paragraphs (1) and (2) have been observed.
" C.it..M.-l!." advises scrapping the Ji.S.A. carburetter.

Perstmally, I think thi.") unnecessary, as I can start my own
1919 U.S.A. at the first kick five "tinicM out of .six, and the
iidjnstable jet never causes me any anxiety or trouble, and
the! consumption is jutt over 100 m.p.g.

Incidentally, I fitted a Howdeii-coiitrolled handle clutch,
as I ride the machine solo. This is a great improvement,
and if any of .your readers would care for details I shall be
pleased to supply them.

I forgot to state earlier that the engine can also be started
easily on second gear without the use of the exhaust lever;
but in this case the exhaust valve must be fully open. As
before the Vixlve lifter, need not be touched. Less effort is

required, but this method is not quite so certain.

11. WILLOUGHBY.
DELIVERIES IN SCOTLAND.

Sir,—A few weeks ago I read in a motor cycle journal that
one could alnuist say what district one was in by the most
prevalent make of motor cycle to be seen. In Bristol it was
Uougla.ses ; Coventry, Triumphs, etc.; but I must say in

Scotland it would need some imagination to know where one
was, unless, of course, " Yankeeland."
The deliveries of certain makes of English machines to

Scotland has been simjjly scandalous. I ordered a certain

well-known two-stroke about six months ago, and, so far, have
no idea when I may get delivery. During March this firm

did not deliver one single machine to its West of Scotland
agents. ;

There are thousands of buyers waiting for heavy machines
here at present ; and I only hope that, in the future, when
buyers are not so plentiful, that those concerns who have not

forgotten Scotland will get their due reward.

Coatbridge. ONE OF MANY SCOTS.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Lekses in Goggles.—Since the publication of Mr. E. R.

Toyster's letter in our issue of the 13th, regarding suitable

lenses for motor goggles, we have received a number of

letters mentioning opticians who undertake this class of

work ; the names of which are given below. Charles Led-
sham, 455, High Road, Tottenham, N.17; T. H. Robbins,

14, Bull Ring, Kidderminster; Clement Clark, 16, Wigmore
Street, London, W.l ; Messrs. Welson. 28, Church Road,
Upper Norwood, S.E ; Paxman and. Sons, 541, Rochdale
Road, Manchester; Melson Wingate, Ltd., 30, Wigmore
Street, London, W. ; W. .Jones, 21, School Lane, Wallasey,
Cheshire; Aitchison and Co., Ltd., 5, Poultry, London,
E.C.2; Marratt and Ellis, Great Tower Street, E.C. ; C.

Ledsham and Co., 50, Stonegate, York; The Triplex Goggle
and Lens Co., Ltd., Triplex House, 15-17, iMiddle Street,

E.C.I ; E. R. Brydges, 33, New Road, Gravesend ; Neg-
retti and Zambra, Regent Street, London ; M. N". Dunscombe,
Ltd., St. Augustine's Parade, Bristol; J. B. Jacquemin
Bros., Ltd., 65, Hatton Garden, E.G.; and Blooms, Ltd.,

265, Tottenham Court Road, W.l.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
^

Usued i -ith The Motor Cvdc.

'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard ha:idbook c the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to al! types
of motor cycles, tbeir management ani care.

Twenty-first Edition, just published

' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 uselu " wrinkles " and helpful

hints in regard t./ motor cvc es Seventh EditioQ

' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reh-ble system tor tracmg motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found Fourth
Edition.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
En-rland and Wales. ScoUand. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London)
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK..
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just publisti'^d

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd ,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or ot leading BookseUers and
Railw.iy Bookstalls
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Oimcs to "Clgbt "Camps.
May 27th
„ 29th

„ 31st
June 2nd

9.29 p.m.
9.31 „
9.33 .,

9.36 ;,

The Vogue oJ the Outside Flywheel.

There are several new 3^ h.p. engines
with outside flywheels at present under-
going test.

The Modern Post-chaise.

A few days ago a y.oung couple
attempted to elope to Scotland on a

sidecar.

Air-cooled Engines.

Designers of air-cooled engines may
be divided into two distinct schools, those

who favour very thin fins and those who
believe in thick ones. Aft€r all, it is

largely a matter of calculation.

Petrol Supplies.

A roadside supply pump has been

erected in Kenilworth on the main Kenil-

worth-Warwick road. This installation

will bear an illuminated sign at night, and
will undoubtedly prove a great con-

venience to Midland motorists.

Imperial Motor Transport Council.

Committees have recently been ap-

pointed by the Imperial Motor Transport
Council to take steps to encourage and
develop additional motor fuel supplies

iii all parts of the Empire and to en-

courage the extended use of motor trans-

port respectively.

Heavy Fine.
.

We have received information that a

youngster of only seventeen years of age,

riding a 3 h.p. Enfield, was recently fined

£5 and 5s. costs for exceeding 10 m.p.h.

m the ten-mile limit at Preston Park,

'

Brighton. It was his first offence, and
he had a clean licence. Comment is

needless !

Inter .national Touring Alliance.

A conference of touring organisations

was recently held in Paris, and an inter-

national alliance has been founded which
will facilitate the way of motor cyclists

touring in foreign countries. The head-
quarter will be at Brussels, the secretary
being M. Seavt, president of the Touring
Club of Belgium. The organisations

associated with the movement include :

Automobile Association and Motor Union.
American Automobile Association.
Touring Club of France.
Touring Club ol Belgii

Veloc'
Touri

Touring Club

In South Africa.

There are over 4,000 motor cycles

registered in the Cape Province, over
6,000 in the Transvaal, nearly 2,000 in

Natal, and less than 300 in the Free
State.

A. G. Cocks Bereaved.

A. G. Cocks, who entered for the
London-Edinburgh, on a 2J h.p. Black
Prince Runabout, did not start on account
of the sudden death of his father.

Helmets Wanted for T.T. Riders.

A great difficulty has been experienced
in obtaining regulation helmets for T.T.
entrants. The A.C.U. will be glad if

competitors in past Tourist Trophy races,

who have approved helmets for disposal,

will immediately communicate with the
secretary of the Auto Cycle Union, 83,

Pall Mall, London.
Any information which the secretary

can receive which will enable him to

obtain helmets for this year's T.T. will

be most welcome.

The Foundation o£ a Eumour.
Because the winner of the Victory Cup

lent his 2^ h.p. machine to a fellow com-
petitor as he was competing on' a 2,\ h.p.

mode! of the same make, and because
the latter retired and left the machine
at a garage in its owner's name, all sorts

of mischievous rumours were current last

week. In justice to

the competitor con-

cerned, and to the club,

the organisers of the
trial thoroughly inves-

tigated the rumours,
and so discovered their

source.

To Assist the Maimed.

In order to demon-
strate the utility of

hand - propelled and
motor-assisted cycles for

those who have lost

limbs, our contemporary.
The Motor Cijde and
Cycle Trader, is organib-

ing a .rally and demon-
stration for war-maimed
men. The venue will be
the Inner Circle,
Kegent's ±'ark, N.W.,-
and the rally will be
held on Saturday, June
12th. Fifty machines of

various types have
already been promised,
and an open invitation

is extended to all actual

users of such machines.

Special 'ye.atura.s.

THE LONDON-EDINBURGH.

NOTES ON THE FRENCH SIX DAYS.

T.T. ENTRIES.
i

Alcohol from the Sea.
-''

It is said that there is practically an

unlimited supply of power alcohol in

seaweed.

The Latest in Mascots.

A mechanical mascot in the form of a

figure whieh bows and raises its hat i.i

the latest thing in ornaments for thft

radiators of cars.

Renovations.

A correspondent asks whether it is

possible to have a worn belt re-rubbered

—and very wisely omits to enclose his

name and address.

Wired-on Tyres.

Those who are interested in the car

world will be familiar with the term

"straight-sided tyres." Tlie latter ate

merely the application of our old familiar

friends of pedal cycle days.

A mcdification of the system might
easily be applied to motor cycle wlieels,

and a change of tyres could be effected

with the minimum of trouble, and without

danger of "trapping" the tube.

A lamp—and windscreen. ^ ears ago competitors in the

London-Edinburgh sought for the biggest lamps possible;

fighting shy of nothing in the way of bulk, so long as the light

was effective. In these days o. efficient electric lighting dynamos

and mag-dynamos the greatest worry of night riding is to a Lig

extent eliminated.
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iotor Cycle Co., 124 Holdenhurst Rd.,

BOURNEMOUTH
FOR

Early deliveries of these celebrated machines.

Vlime-1423. -Ciishikw. Rnur

Buy your IVY from

JOHNSTON BROS.,
73 Nethergate, DUNDEE

and 13 High Street, KIRRIEMUIR

We are SCOTLAND'S leading "IVY" Agents

North' of the Forth.

BRISTOL
\ND DISTRICT

We are sole controlling

A'gnts for this district

tor these wonderful

Lightweights, and can

give early delivery.

We can honestly re-

:ommend the 'IVY
TWO -STROKE for

SERVICE AND
SATISFACTION.

Flying

Dutchman
Cycle Co.,
37, WEST STREET,

ST. PHILLIPS,

BRISTOL.

Specification of
j-ill-Purpose Model

"IVY" TWO STROKE
Illustration on opposite Page.

Frame.— Reg, Design No, 531848, Heavy gauge steel
tube (guaranteed unbreakable), dropped top rail to give

low position, ht-ight of saddle from ground 28J ins. Duple
girder instead of usual round down tube.

Engine.— 2.\ h.p.(22^ c.c.) "IVY," G+m/ra x 7o.m/raboreandstroke.
Carburettor.— " Amac " special two-stroke type.
Ignition.—By waterproof high-tension E,I.C. magneto of the best
quality, driven by " Coventry " chain.

Wheels.— 36 in., fitted with 26x2! in. Dunlop rubber studded tyres.
Tank.—Of special shape with rounded edges, holding i^ gallons of petrol.
and

-^
gallon oi oil..

Lubrication,—By Best and Lloyds' sight drip feed to main bearings.
Transmission.—By | in. " IVY " belt.
Chain Cover.—Aluminium cover enclosing chain is fitted to two-speed models..
Stands.—To back and front wheels. Back stand is of the spring-up-tvpt^
Carrier.—Large and strong.
Tool Bags.—Two (one each side of carrier) armoured.
Spring Fork.—The weU-known " IVY."
Brakes.—Two, Front' rim and rear foot brake
Saddle.—Brooks.
Leg Shields.—Are fitted as standard by a special clip to duplex down

tubes and are easily detachable.
Handle Bars.—Celluloid covered, special shape, with inverted levers

allowing perfect control over machine, with lamp bracket stem
(Reg. Design No. 602702).

Mudguards.—Front: wide, with front extension. Back: wide,
with number plate.
Footboards.—Are fitted as standard.
Finish.—In a special khaki-grey, very few plated parts

wheels, black centre and khaki ; spokes, khaki ; tank,
khaki (panelled in black).

MERIDIAN

MOTOR CO.

LIMITED.

Sole Agents

for

North

Lincolnshire.

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.
ASTON CROSS,
BIRMINGHAM.

Pasture Street,

GRIMSBY.

: TwoStroke

The
ARISTOCRAT
of Lightweights.

The machine which has

made good in Scotland,

the fashion and

n " IVY."

Inspect them at our nearest depot,

ROSSLEIGH LIMITED,
32 Shjindwick Place, 6 Queensferry Street, EDINBURGH,

and 532 Great Western Road, GLASGOW.

In answering this advertisement it is

OFFICIAL

33

AGENTS

The NORTH WALES
MOTOR EXCHANGE

Chester Street, WREXHAM.

The largest Motor Cycle Specialists in North Wales.

Send for our List of New and Second-hand Ma:hines.

desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B19
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MALVERN & DISTRICT '' IVY " SPECIALIST
ROTHWELL & MILLBOURNE,
COWLEIGH GARAGE, NORTH MALVERN,

AND
:: THE CENTRAL GARAGE. ::

WORCESTER ROAD, MALVERN.

All Types Stocked. - - IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Sole District Agent for these celebrated Motors. Gooj
Stock. Good Goods. Good personal service for the
Motorist. Charges strictly moderate. Official A.C.U.
Repairer.

.

W. WILKES,
Railway Station Depot, '

CASTLE FOREGATE, SHREWSBURY.

Telegrams

:

'* Selection, Coventry."

THE
COVENTRY
MOTOR

MART, Ltd.,

LONDON RD.,

COVENTRY,

COVENTRY'S

LARGEST
MOTOR
AGENTS

STOCK

" IVY "

MOTOR
CYCLES.

COVENTRY'S;

LARGEST^
MOTOR
AGENTS

STOCK

'IVY'
MOTOR
CYCLES.

THE
COVENTRY
MOTOR

MART, Ltd.,

LONDON RD.,

C OV E N T R Y.

Telegrams :

"Selection, Coventry."

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN ^

AN "IVY"
And you can't do better than getting one at

Maude's. We always guarantee our clients

perfect satisfaction. We are agents for "Ivy"
Machines, for the whole of Devon and Cornwall,
except for a 20 mile radius round Plymouth.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
100, Paris Street - - - EXETER. =

Telegrams: "COMBUSTION, EXETER." Telephone: EXETER 93S.

And at 100, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.l.

MaUDES /v\OTOR MflRT

In answering this advertisement it U desirable to mention "The Motor Cyclt,"

k

Wk
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00kT^Vers*^™
VICTOR SPECIALISTS

77, Pilgrim Street,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
,'e were "IVY" Agents in pre-war years, and were so

iitisfied with the product that we again took up the

gency on supplies becoming available, and we recommend
le machine as one of the best examples of lightweight

motor cycle construction.

i
'

E. S. ANNISON
33/34, Witham - HULL

Can supply these Aristocrats of
Lightweights for early delivery.

SOLE DISTRICT AGENT.

Frank
r->(

^arlick
6a, St. Loyes,

IBedford
for your

There are as many
IVY'S" running round

edford as several other

akes combined, and

ley are all giving every

itisfaction. I know of

o better testimonial,

id shall be pleased to

at my services at your

sposal if you are con-

mplating the purchase

Specification of
Isle of Man Sporting Model

IVY " TWO-STROKE
Illustration . opposite page.

Frame.— Reg. Dpsign No. 53184^. Heavy gauge steel tube,

(guaianteed unbreakable), dropped top rail to gi"e lev
position, height of saddle from ground 2?>\ ins. Duple
girder instead of usual round down tube.

Engine.—2i h.p. (2240.0.) "IVY," 64 m/m X 70 m/m bore and
stroke, specially built for fast roadster worU.

Carburettor.—" Amac " special two-stroke type.
Exhaust.—Specially designed long exhaust.
Disc Wheels.—26 in. disc wheels are fitted as standard.
Tyres.

—

26x2jin. Dunlop rubber studded tyres.
Tank.—Of special shape {a replica of the tank fitted to our two-stroke in

the igr4 Junior T.T.) holds 1} gallons of petrol, and J gallon of oil.

Ignition.— By waterproof high-tension E.J.C. magneto of the best
quality, driven bv "Coventry" chain.

Transmission.—By fin. "IVY" belt.
Chain Cover.—Aluminium cover enclosing chain is fitted to two-speed

models.
Stands.—To back and front wheels. Back stand is of the spring-up type.
Carrier.—Very large and strong.
Tool Bags.—Two (one each side of carrier) armoured.
Spring Fork.-The well-known " IVY."
Brakes.—Two. Front rim and rear foot brake.
Saddle.—Brooks.
Handle Bars.^Telluloid covered, special shape (semi-T.T.), with

inverted levers allowing perfect control over machine, with
lamp bracket stem (Reg. Design No. 602702).
Mudguards.—Strong and not too mde, valances extend

toward hub, back guard has number plate.

Footrests.—Are fitted as standard.
Finish.—In a special khaki-grev (including disc wheels),

very few plated parts ; spokes, khaki , tank,
khalci (panelled in blacki.

S. A. NEWMAN, LTD.
ASTON CROSS,

B'HAM.

Always in stock

AT

Walter
Williams
118, Tavistock Rd.,

Plymouth.
•Plione-829.

Telegrams—"Motors."

EXCELLENT VALUE
FOR MONEY,
AND SPLENDID
CLIMBERS.

I KNOW NOTHING
TO BEAT THE

"IVY"
FOR DEVON AND
CORNISH HILLS.

I'

The NEWPORT (Mon.)

rVlotor Supply *32 Garage ltB

Clarence Place, NEWPORT (Mon.)

tlcphone—2369. Telegrams—" Automobile, Newport.'

OLE AGENTS for the Lightweight of the Year—

The ''IVY'' Two-Stroke.
arly Deliveries. Order now and do not be disappointed.

PALMER & Winder Bros.
(Established 1903)

MOTOR CYCLE SPECIALISTS

LEEDS
and

BRAD-
FORD
AGENTS

for TwoStroke

A
MOTOR
CYCLE

of

Exceptional

Merit.

HYDE PARK CORNER, LEEDS.
Tslephone—22284. Wires— ' Motobike.'

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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139,

New Street

'Phone - Mid. 2221

Agefit

For this very neat ® dainty little grey " IVY." LARGE CONTRACT PLACED.
ORDER NOW AND GET DELIVERY

YOU arc cordially invited to

call and let our Specialists

prove tlie manifold
of the Ivy two-stroke
cycle by personal explt

and practical d'

We have the very latest model;
ready for inspection, and
i^uarantee to give PROMPT de-
livery.

Go. -where you will, select

whatever mount you like, pay
if you want to, but you

: beat the Ivy two-stroke
motor cycle, which can only be
purchased in Liverpool fi

Distributing Agents m
Nottingham, Derby and Leicester

Repair and Service Depot

20, ARKWRIGHT STj

Also Sole Agents for

Matchless, Blackburne
Rex and ACME SIDECAR
Combinations,

Easting Wind Screens.

Trade Supplied.

R. A. Whitfield & Co
THE Motor Cycle People,

Carrington Street, NOTTINGHAM
637 and 5251 Nottingham. Telegrams: 638 Nottinghiv
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ilpring Frames.

The miMibor of epi'inp frame dosii;!,-

mbmitlLHl tn us every week is proof ot

;he I'oiulifion of present-day roads.

Benzole Goes Up.

Wo are informed by tlie National
Benzole Co. that the price of National
benzole has been increased by 3d. per

gallon, dating from May 30th.

Qas V. Electricity.

Dosjiife the great advance mad« in

electric li^liting, there was a prevalence

of acetylene lamps among the London-
Edinbnrgh competitors.

Confidence.

The 2J h.p. de Dion ridden by B.

Fcllowes in the London-Edinburgh run
bore the date 1899, and is some years

older than the rider. Incidentally, it had
on the tanU a Latin inscription to the

effect that it is unwise to trust in

appearances.

Second-hand Prices.

The following general summary of cur-

rent second-hand prices enables readers

to follow the trend of the second-liand

market. The hgures given shoAV the

highest and lowest prices.

fc.J.S., 6 tp., sidecar, 1916-18 ... fi30-£iS3

„ 6 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 £205^265
Alton, 2l h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916-19 . . (,50-i.7S

Ariel, 6 ii.p., sidecar, 1919 fi50-£i6o

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1916-17 . . £io5-£i25

„ 4I b.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919 .... ]Ci30-£i43

CaUhorpe-Jap, 2} h.p., 2-speed, 1916 Us-l'iS
Clyno, 6 h.p.. 3-speed, sidecar, 1914-16 ... fii5^i33
Coulson-B., 22 h.p., 2-speed, 1919-20 £80-^90
Diamond-Jap, 23 h.p., 2-speed, 1919 £53-i73
Douglas, 2j h.p., 2-5peed, 1914-16 £45^6°

„ 2} h.p., 2-speed, 1917 £63-^75
4 h.p., sidecar, 191S-19 £105-^153

Enfield, 6 h.p., sidecar, 1916-17 £i2tKi5a
Harley-Davidsoa, 7-9 h.p.. sidecar, 1919 . . im-i^20
Indian, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, 1914-15 £75-i"i-o

„ Powerplus, sidecar, 1919-20 £i6S-=^229

James, 4i h.p., sidecar, 1914-16 £7o-£izo

„ 5-6h.p., sidecar. 191S-20 £i35-i'iS5

Lews Popular, 2-stroke, 1916 £39-^47

Matchless, Victory sidecar,- 1919 ifi75-£i90

,, . Model H sidecar, 1920 iC230-£255
Imperial-Jap, 2J h.p., 2-5peed. 1915-16 . . . £43-i"50

P. and M., 3'. h.p.. 2-speed. sidecar, 1918-19 £93-iioo

Rover, 3 V h.p., T.T. model, 1916-18 £78^80
,. 3^ h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1914 £60-^90

Rudge Multi, 3i h.p., 1914-16 £48-^73

,. 3^ h.p., 1919-20 £S5-£i25

Scott, 3? h.p., sidecar, 1914-16 £90-£i-°

Sunbeam, 3* h.p., 1914-16 £90--£95

3^ h.p., 3-speed, 1920 £i62-£i68

Triumph. 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919 ... £i25-£i55

5Q5

THE JUNK SHOP.

A group of unfit ex-army motor cycles which are being sold by auction at Slough.

iVlany of these decrepit machines are being reassembled and overhauled and then

offered to the public.

Lighting Regulations.

Motor cyclists nutst insist upon being
allowed the same powered lamps as cars.

Found.

jNIr. A. G. Selby, Hazelmere, South
Hill, Bromley, recently found an ex-

haust valve for a 3^ or 8 h.p. machine
031 the Hastings Road, near Bromley
Common.

Motor Cycle- Thief's Novel Ruse. -

A Bromley (KSnt) motor cyclist's

Douglas -n-as stolen by a novel ruse. A
stranger offered him £1 if he would
examine a second-hand Douglas for sale

at a local hotel, saying he had an appoint-

ment with the o-wner. Whilst the

Bromley motor cyclist was trying the

second-hand on the road, the stranger said

he -would try his friend's new machine.

He rode oft and has not been seen since.

The T.T. Norton is practically the standard

box without kick-staiter giving ratios of 4-5

footboards, a new tool

sporting mount, the only changes are a gear

and 7i to 1 , the substitution of footrests for

box and an extra brake.

.

The Open Market.

An advertiser recently asked for a
po-\vertul solo mount in exchange for an
ermine fur.

Tax Free.

Motor cycles used by " The Crown

"

are not mentioned in the Statute, and are

therefore not subject to taxation.

The Motor CycUsts' Lighthouse

When is the lighthouse at Eoxley
Corner, Foots Cray, on the Sevenoaks
Road, to be put into commission again?
It came under Dora, of course. An A. A.
patrol is now on duty at the spot.

A £150 Car.

The American Spacke car, which has
shaft drive, an air-cooled V twin engine,

and epieyclic two-speed gear, sells in

Africa for £150, complete with electric

lighting. In U.S.A. its price is about
£55.

Worst Road under Repair.

Said to be " the worst section of road
near London," the Sevenoaks Road at

Bromley Common is mider repair. Re-
cently a coroner's jury held the defective

state of this road responsible for a cycli.«t's

death. The direct Westerham Road is

still in a bad state. The largest holes are

known by name.

Legal Limit.

Will the existing speed limit of 20

m.p.h. be increased ? This question is to

be considered byv^the Departmental _C/om-

mittee on the Taxation and Regulation of

Road Vehicles. If the report of the

Special Con-miittee en Lighting is any
criterion, we may see something as absurd

as a different speed for cars and motor

cycles.
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AT eight o'clock last Friday evening
the first of - the 316 starters was
despatched on his 400 mile journey

by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, amidst an
enthusiasm possibly unsurpassed in any
London-Edinburgh run. Fine weather pre-

vailed for the opening of the trial, which
proved, as' was anticipated, the best

supported and certainly the most interest-

ing ever held. The climbing o"f Kirk-
.stone added incident to a run which
had of late years, with the reliable

machines obtainable to-day, developed in-

to a featureless twenty-four hour ride.

The following is a list of starters

tabulated according to the make of

machine

:

• \^
A.B.c.

J. Biilcer N. V. Allborn.
C. Keith-Hobinson. ' E. Prater.
W. J. Fleetwood. G. W. Lusli (sc).

W. .T. Lake.
C. W. Dix l.sc).

E. W. Choldcroft (si

E. A. BiBgs (.-c).

\V. P. Tippett (sc).

A.J.S.

B. W. Bywaters (sc.)

G. H. Pope (.sc).

J. Cooper, Junr. (sc).

W. O. Hemy (sc).

O. Wnde (sc).

J. Littlewood (sc).

ACME.
J. Beet (sc).

ALLON.
E. Clulee.

ARIEL.
. S. Bnddeley. F. E. Jones."
Pulham. F. A. Longman (sc).

BEABDMORE-PItECISION.
P. C. Collier.

BLACKB0ENE.
A. Watson-Bourne. J. A. W. Aimstroi
H. Hnll. I.sc).

S. Holroyd (.si

W. A. Fell-Smith (sc).
E. Hillary (sc).

BKOUGH.
W. McKiggie

P. P. Walker (sc).

BraTISH EXCELSIOR.
M. Button.

- BRADBURY.
Goodfellow

OARli'IELD.
S. Wliiting.

CHATER-LEA.
T. XJdall. F. Towler (sc).

OLTNO.
Gibson. L. S. Pulzer (s

COULSON B.
B. Clark. C. L. Tubba.
H. Callaway. 0. H. Ward.
Guy.

DE DION.
F. C. Fellows

DOUGLAS.
A. Baddeley. R. A. Attwood
A. E. Lowe. H. H. Eoliinso
A. Bonner. J. P. Prior.
D. Poiter Me ^\ish. A. Milward (sc
Hawks. G. L. Fletcher
Thorpe (sc). E. Kiekham (sc
Tho.pr...

DIAMOND.
S. Davison.

DUNLOP.
C. Marshall.

24 MOUES EON,
COMPLETE LIST OF CO M PETITO RS.

DUZMO.
H Le Vank.

ENFIELD.
J. G. Bryson.

F.N.
ft G. BeU. G. P. Stuart Clark

HAELET-DATIDSON.
J. A. Masters (sc. S. C. Tait (sc).

C. F. Temple (sc.) 0. E. Bennett (sc).

R Carey (sc). J. L. E. Jensen (sc.

G. Grinton (sc). A. E. Stacey (sc).

P. J. Malone (sc.) F. E. G. Spikins.
W McLellan (sc^ H. P. Edwards.
L. Poirier (sc). E. Silver.

J. D. Marvin (sc) A. R. (-Isborne.

J. S. Morgan (sc.) J. 0. Watson.
S. E. Longman (sc).

HE.
F, C. Harvey.

HENDERSON.
B. J. Robertson. G. S. Wright (sc).

H V. Bateman (sc). G. R. Tolkert (so.)

H B. Shutes (sc.

HOBAET.
E. Foster.

HOSKISON.
H Gold. A. E. Walker.

HUMBEE.
H F. 0. Evans. V. Arbuckle.
J. Mackenzie (sc.) S. Wright (sc).

J. E. Sharp. E. C. Eedvers-John

INDIAN.
T. S. Sharratt. W. Ballet.

E. A. Bridgman ( ,c.). H. Clennell (sc).

J. F. Perrin (sc). B. A. Colliver.

F. A. Applebee. . H. B. Harveyson.
J. H. Place (sc). J. McBirnie(sc).

T. C. Fawcett.
INVICTA-J.A.P.

JAMES.
Crostwaite (sc). G. Eichardson (sc.)

. Beyre (sc). C. B. Cooke (sc).

. H. Saddington (sc). G. W. Langford (b(

LEA-FRANCIS.
Alan Hill.
Richardson.

A. M. Eex.

LETIS.
W. Applebee. H. R. Lane.

MATCHLESS.
Nott (sc).

Julian (sc).

A. Hoult (sc.)

J. Eoss (sc).

H. nsley (.sc

Packman (sc.

Pratt (sc).

T. H. L. Witt (sc)

G. D. Hardee (sc).

E. C. Boxer (sc).

F. J. Ellis (sc).

). 0. B. CoUicr (sc).

J. H. A. Keeves (s

0. H. N. Pollard (

Mabon.
MABON.

METEO-TYLEB.
Stuart Bennett.
C. Eoberts. G. F. Ammon.

MAETINSYDE-NEWMAN.
. P. Clifton. A. Bashall.
Bashall.

NEW IMPEBIAL.
A. Newnham (sc), C. Blundell.
L. Richardson (sc). R. A. Lucking (sc).

J. Hylands.

J. Scale.

NEW HUDSON.

NEW SCALE.

NORTON!
R, Kay.
\V. Shepherd

.Teftorys (sc).

Parker Vsc|.

Reynolds (sc

J. S. Russell.
J. Boult.
E. B. Lathbury (sc

D. Bradbury (.«c.).

K. G. Shuttleworth
S. Sawer (sc).

N.U.T.
P. G. Kidstoi

Pike.

J. G. Lister (sc).

O.K.

PAEAGON.
W. Cooper.
K. Portway.

D. G. Prentice

P. AND M.

B. H. Baiter.

RGVEE.
A. Candler J. A. Hilger.
L. Nicholson. J. C. SanJord.

READING-STANDARD.
J. p. Barclay. W. E. Line (s.-^

J. \\. Barclay (sc). .D. H. Noble
i

T. G. Bullus (sc).

EUDGE.
F. P. Slatei;. F. A. Beardmore.
H. Williams.

- „ ROYAL RUBY.
J. Hargreaves.

EEX.
W. A. Jacobs. P. White.
J. P. Le Grand.

SCOTT,
E. M. P. Boileau. H. B. Browning.
E. J. Anderson. ,C. Sidney.
G. W. Hill. .

G. A Reed.
E. \A'ashing

SUNBEAM.
P. T. 0. Bodv. C. Bourlet.
W. G. Harrison. J. A. Newman
L. Keevil. A. Wooding.
A. S. Guthrie. H. E. Tamplin.
B. F. Dew. A. F. Selby.
W. R. Preston. E. H. Newnham (sc)
E. C. Lunnis (sc.) A. J. Read (sc). «>;
R. E. Darnton (sc ). K. Stopping (sc).

J. Hamilton Rosa (sc)
M. Fraser (.sc).

H. Willson (sc:).

TRIUMPH.
F. Notari. E. Searle (sc).
0. F. Plowman- E. C. Staunton
-F. J. Howe. E. Cross.
E. McRitchie. D. D. Tilt.
P. Savage. W. G. Borer.
R. B. Roberts.
J. 0. Vessey.

W. Westwood. ,-
S. B. Bones.

J. J. Boyd-Harvey P. E. Dyson.
G. Wray. 0. M. Green.
W. Aktinson. A. G. McCorquodale
G. A. Jeapes. B. J. Simma.
I. C. Straight. G. W. Jefferson.
R. y. James (sc.) G. L. White:
A. W. Duckworth sc). S. Frank (sc

J

J. Bradbury (sc). S. J. Marks [sc.].
F. Mighell (.sc). ^ S. L. Squires (sc).

VEEUS.
J. W. Wills 'S. Duuford.

WOOLER.
A. C. Bobbins. W. G. Langridge.
J. F. Hull. L. A. Runton.
A. P. Honlberg. J. A. O'Sullivan.
W. Peacock.

WILKIN.
J. C. Coney (sc). G. W. Wilkin (sc).

ZENITH.
L. T. Gilson. J. D. N. Dickson-HiU
H. E. Symons. Kaye Don.
H. P. Lucas. C. Guthrie.
F. E. Salter. A. L. Huggins (sc).
S. H. Baker. C. S. Lake (sc).
E. Cbarlesworth (sc ). " D. J. Stone (sc).
A.H.N.H.Hewett( c). G. D. Johnson (sc).
V. Gayford.

Cycle Cars.
A.V.

R. C. Empson. W. H. Hyland.

CASTLE THREE.
S. Goodwin.

G.N.
R. G. Mundy. 0. Finch.
C. S. Burucy. E. I. Gilmore-

L.S.D.
A. Sugden

MEEBALL-BBOWN.
.

MORGAN.
E. P. BaveuhiU. F; W. James.
F. S. Spouse. F. H. DouKl.i-s.
W. Pattisou.
S. Hall.

C. J. D. Chapman

TAMPLIN.
J. T. Hay. J. Conville
F. H. Richards.

THURLOW.
H. Christian.
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A scene at the start. Gjmpetitors' motor cycles were hidden by the crowd.

Record Number of Starters. Observations on Two Non-stop Sections of tfie New Route.

I~IT is becoming quite cnstomarj- to be£;in

1 1 a report of this popular event of the

Jlotor Cycling Club by stating that

the enti-y was a record one. When the

list of those competing first totalled over

200 it was thought that the trial was un-

wieldy, arid this year when the entries

amounted actually to 381 there were mis-

givings as to whether so large a ,number
eould be conveniently handled on the

read. In practice, however, the run went
cfi extremely well, and was even a greater

success than its dozen predecessors.

Lightiiig Airan^ments.

Tlie start took place on Friday evening

in glorious weather. auJ there seemed
"every prospect of a fine run. The iletro-

politan police were splendid as usual,

and the huge number of riders- was
despatched without a hitch. A rapid

.glance round the competing machines
'revealed a good deal that was interesting.

- A multiplicity of lamps and generators

shows eigne of dying out. and it is more
Gammon to see one good lamp and a

dissolved acetylene cylinder. Electinc

lighting for solo mounts does not seem
t©. have made any real progress, but on

. sidecar outfits there were numerous
instances of the Lucas installation being
used, while C. S. Lalce had fitted a

{uU size C.A.V. dynamo lighting outfit

to hie Zenith and sidecar

Arthur Candler, one of the early hon.

secretaries of the M.C.C. and foimder of

the Edinburgh r-un, lode a 5^ h."p. Rover.
Another old competitor wae Jlr. Johnson,

the London manager of Humbers, who
took part in the event in 1904. On
Friday last he was represented by his son.

who rode one of the 4'^ h.p. Hat twins of

this make.
Quite the most interesting (from an

historical point of ^^ew) of all the
machines present was B. C. F. Fellowes's

2J h.p. De Dion, the engine of whicli

was twenty-one vears old, being dated
1899. On the tank was the Latin motto
7ie fronti crede, and a three-speed Arm-
strong gear was fitted. This wonderful
engine pulled its rider right tlii-ough to the

finish. May our readers take note of this

fact when they write and a-sk us to state

wlrat is the life of a motor cycle engine.

The organisation at the start was good,
but the task of the officials .would have
been easier had non-competitors refrained
from attempting to drive about in the
crowd whUe the start was proceeding.
Each man was timed out by Jlr. A. V.
Ebblewhite, while the official cars were
driven by two old-time' competitors,
Messrs. J. van Hooydonk and W. H.
\Yells. the latter carrying Mr. F. T.
Bidlake, the timekeeper at the finish.

Road Conditions and Catering.

From the start to Djgswell the roads
were in good order, but a very bad
stretch of tar was encountered about two
miles short of this village. Broad day-
light lasted us till Baldock. and even
then we only lit our lamps to comply with
the law, and it was light enough to see

almost as far as Biggleswade," the first

check, forty miles from the start.

Here, as before, the genial host and
hostess of the Swan Hotel made us all

really welcome, and supplied the most
appetising refreshments. All that was
required for man and machine was to be

had in abundance, and the riders left

amply fortified for the long drive to

Cir^ntham through the dark.

Through the Night.

To an old participant in this event,

two stretches of the run seem longer than

the others—the night drive to Grantham
and the last sta^e of all. To average
twenty miles an hour in the daylight is

easy, but to maintain this average in the

dark, even over an excellent and easy

road, is someAvhat of an effort. In the

pre-war runs, many a yarn was told even
as early as Biggleswade, and many more
at Grantham, of dire lamp troubles,

breakdowns, and other terrors of the

night, but now incidents are all too few
from the journalist's point of view.

We set out from the first check in the

glorious starlight night with a batch of

half a dozen machines just ahead, includ-

ing the three new iletro-Tylers ridden

by J. Stuart-Bennett, G. F. Ammon, and

O". C. Roberts. They are very neat-

looking mounts, which ran most con-

sistently.

Our immediate companions were a

group of members of the Public Schools

M.C.C, who all rode together, and of

these J. D. N. Dickson Hill (5 Zenith)

was found in tronble near Grantham.
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The first sign of this was a stationary

light in the centre of the road, which
caused some bewilderment. On approach-

ing it was found to be an abandoned
. torch, dropped while its owner was
endeavouring to start. We restored to

him this needful accessory, as his head
light had failed, gave him the push-oi^

he required, and rode with him to

Grantham, where the first breakfast was
served. Here all the competitors we
questioned reported an excellent run.

Even head light troubles were practically

non-existent, but tail lamps were proving

.

to be as unsatisfactory as ever. The
faintest glimmer of dawn was visible in

the east as Grantham was entered with

the vanguard, but lamps were not to be

extinguished for many a mile further

north, owing to the fact that the start was
an hour earlier than in previous years.

~ Tail Liglit Trouble.

Poor Dickson-Hill's troubles ended in

a climax at Gonerby, just after the 'break-

fast stop, as he took a corner too fast,

colliding with a heap of stones. All along

the road and right' through the night the

police were of great assistance, but for'the

first time on a London-Edinburgh run
the Newark constables exercised their

authority. Just beyond the town one
conscientious policeman evinced a marked
interest in tail lamps, and enjoyed (from
his point of view) excellent sport, an(l

this, if you please, only shortly before

lamps could be extinguished. One of the

travelling m.arshals fell a victim, but for-

tunately many others, owing to the fact

that they rode in groups, escaped. *By
next year there must be some improve-
ment in rear licihting arrangements.
The next check was at Doncaster, and

outside the garage there was mounted an
ancient high bicycle, and under it the

words " disqualified, arrived ton early."

For the early comers the sun rose Ijefore

reaching Retford, liut the clourls sunn liiil

it and the run was continued in cnld dull

weather with a rising south-westerly wind.
H. B. Browning (3| Scott), who burst a

cover outside Doncaster. found a friend

in need in the shape of a fireman. This

excellent sportsman ran to the fire station,

cut off a piece ai hose,- slit it down the
centre, and thus improvised an excellent

gaiter, and when offered payment refused
it, saying he was a fellow motorist and
drove a 60 h.p. fire engine. Robertson-
Browne (8 Henderson) picked up a nail

between Newark and Grantham.

Bough Roads.

There was some very rough road north
of Doncaster, quite the worst hitherto en-

countered, and this continued along the

old route frequently followed in previous
runs to the cross-roads, where the men
were directed by one of the many useful

A. A. scouts from, the main road to Hare-
wood. Here the course is set in a

westerly direction, and the wind, which
had hitherto been only tiresome, became
really trying. Parts of the road were
very rough, and the dust was so appalling
that we almost prayed for a shower of

rain, and wished that the excess of tar

encountered in Hertfordshire had been
directed to this part of the world. There
was excellent organisation at the second
breakfast at the Middleton Hotel, Ilkley,

and numerous well-known northern riders

were. present to help at the check. Among
these we may mention Norman Longfield
and H. W. Fortune. At this point more
than half of the total journey had been
covered, but the next section held the

crux of the trial.

The Climb up Kirkstone.

The Scott on which one member of our
staff was travelling acquitted itself well,

but Kirkstone proved its relil worth. To
say that the famous climb was dreaded by
most of the competitors is no exaggeration.
It was made out to be worse than it was,
and chieflv, we believe, because those wlio

had ascended it in the 1913 Six Days Trials

^
and before had forgotten it. However, it

is quite a fair hill, and evei-y motor
bicycle made should climb it. Its ap-
proach is narrow, and right in the village

of Ambleside, and we had to take it with
a non-competing car drawing a trailer full

of petrol cans, partly blocking the fair

way. The low gear was engaged at once,

The last bend of Kirkstone Pass )•

W. G. Boyer{4Trimi)'

K
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and kept in as the engine roared its way
up the numerous steep pitches and round
the easy bends. Once we changed to top,

then up and up the Scott soared. Then
came a fast stretch over a falling grade,

and afterwards the final "struggle"
round a sharp bend and the worst was
o\ei

Observations on Kirkstone
Pass.

Kiikbtone Pass proved an attractive
\inti:je point for hundreds of motor
c\.li-.t^ and car owners, who nearly all

' 'HI, legated at the "Struggle," the cul-
mm iting stretch, which is as steep as 1
in 4^ at one point.

The competitors were ahead of time.
W. H. Wells, the M.C.C. club captain,
led the way on a Chandler car, followed
by J. Van Hoovdonk (Phoenix car),

Stuart Clark (7. F.N.) leading the com-
jietitors and incidentally making a good
climb. It is, of course, impossible to
individualise with such a big crowd of
riders, but our three outstanding im-
pressions after observing the riders
ascend the Pass in more methods than
one were :

(1.) The motor cyclists were none
too successful, the lighter types of
mounts providing an unusually high per-
centage of failures.

(2.) The single-cylinder sidecar out-
fits were the surprise of the day, for,

in the majority of cases, they made
meritorious ascents.

(3.) The high-powered twin-cylinder
sidecar outfits were disappointing, fre-

quent cases of overheating occurring and
failure from other causes.

.Just how man}' failed on the foothills

of Kirkstone it would be difficult to say,
but a numher were seen at the roadside
on the lower steep stretohes of the three
miles almost continuous ascent of Kirk-
stone. Among those we noted for clean
and excellent climbs were Hugh Gibson
(2J- Clyno), H. G.'Bell (7 F.N.), Gayford
(5 Zenith), Sharratt (Indian Scout),
Jones (3i Ariel), Kaye Don (6 Zenith),

Lucas (Zenith), Edwards, Spikins, and

McLellan (Harley-Davidsons), Salter (flat

twin Zenith), Body (Sunbeam), Clark
(Coulson B), Redvers-Johnson (Humber),
15 a r c 1 a y (Reading Standard), and
McRitchie (Triumph). During this suc-

cession of clean climbs there were, of

course, a number of failures, and a cer-

tain amount of engine knocking by some
who just got up this gruelling climb.

Triumph and Sunbeam stood out among
the best performances in the solo section,

and Blackburne riders, too, though not
fast, toured up with apparent ease and
comfort. The Scott riders did well

almost to a man, but their radiators were
observed to be steaming in several in-

stances. Boult on a Norton with Philip-

son pulley made a most meritorious ascent,

passing three-speed mounts whose riders

were footing or running alongside. Fleet-

wood we singled out as the bast A.il.G.

rider, though all did well.

The Passenger Machines.

When the sidecars arrived in bulk,

rain was falling, thickly, and the surface
was getting badly cut up. Bridgman
(Indian so.) was sandwiched among the

solo mounts, and it is doubtful if any
competitor made a better climb up the

steepest stretch at the top. Wright
(Henderson) was good, also Nott (Match-
less), whilst Temple (Harley-Davidson)
was so fast that in the thick mist he
was obliged to keep his electric horn
going to clear the way. Newnham (4

Sunbeam) was one of the successful

single-cylinder sidecarists, but Crost-

waite (5 James sc) made quite one of

the best ascents of the day, his success
being emphasised by the fact that he
followed a number of disappointing

riders on big twin outfits, who either

failed or just scraped up. Longman
(Harley) roared past a stranded sidecar,

ISiggs (A.J.S.) repeating the perform-
ance. Tippett (Acme) was good—in

fact, the Acmes and their stable com-
panions the Rex machines but one got up
comfortably. Congratulations to Jefferys,

the one-legged rider of a Norton, who
got up very comfortably. Several Match-
less riders did well, but others stopped
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severity are trying.

The first sign of this was a stationary

light ill the centre of the road, which
caused some bewilderment. On approach-

ing it was found to be an abandoned
. torch, dropped while its owner was
endeavouring to start. We restored to

him this needful accessory, as his head
light had failed, gave him the pusli-off

he required, and rode with him to

Grantham, where the first breakfast was
served. Here all the competitors we
questioned reported an excellent run.

Even head light troubles were practically

non-existent, but tail lamps were proving,

to be as unsatisfactory as ever. The
faintest glimmer of dawn was visible in

the east as Grantham was entered with

the vanguard, but lamps were not to be

extinguished for many a mile further

north, owing to the fact that the start was
an hour earlier than in previous years.

- Tail Liglit Trouble.

Poor Dickson-Hill's troubles ended in

a climax at Gonerby. just after the-break-

fast stop, as he took a corner too fast,

colliding with a heap of stones. All along

the road and right' through the night the

police were of great assistance, but for'the

first time on a London-Edinburgh run
the Newark constables exercised tlieir

authority. Just beyond the town one
conscientious jjollceman evinced a marked
interest in tail lamps, and enjoyed (from
his point of view) excellent sport, anji

this, if you please, only shortly before

lamps could be extinguished. One of the

travelling marshals fell a victim, but for-

tunately many others, owing to the jact
that they rode in groups, escaped, ff By
next year there must be some improve-
ment in rear lighting arrangements.
The next check was at Doncaster, and

outside the gar.ige there Vas mounted an
ancient hi;ili bicycle, and under it the

words " disqunlified, arrived ton early."

For the early comers the sun rose before
reaching Retford, but the clouds soon hid
it and the run was continued in cold dull

weather with arising- south-westerlv wind.
H. B. Browning (3-3 Scntt), who bur.st a

cover outside Doncaster, found a fiiend

in need in the shape of a fireman. This

excellent sportsman ran to the fire station,

cut off a piece 9f hose,- slit it down the
centre, and thus improvised an excellent

gaiter, and wlien offered payment refused
it, saying he was a fellow motorist and
drove a 60 h.p. fire engine. Eobertson-
Browne (8 Henderson) picked up a nail

between Newark and Grantham.

Rough Roads.

There was some very rough i'oad north
of Doncaster, quite the worst hitherto en-

countered, and this continued along the

old route frequently followed in previous
runs to the cross-roads, where the men
were directed by one of the many useful

A. A. scouts from the main road to Hare-
wood. Here the course is set in a

westerly direction, and the wind, which
had hitherto been only tiresome, became
really trying. Parts of the road were
very rough, and the dust was so appalling
that we almost prayed for a shower of

rain, and wished that the excess of tar

encountered in Hertfordshire had been
directed to this part of the world. There
was excellent organisation at the second
breakfast at the Middleton Hotel, Ilkley,

and numerous well-known northern riders

were present to help at the check. Among
these we may mention Norman Longfield
and H. W. Fortune. At this point more
than half of the total journey had been
covered, but the next section held the

crux of the trial.

The Climb up Kirkstone.

The Scott on which one member of our
staff was travelling acquitted itself well,

but Kiiikstone proved its relil worth. To
say that the famous climb was dreaded by
most of the competitors is no exaggeration.
It was made out to be worse than it was,
and chiefly, we believe, because those who
had ascended it in the 1913 Six Days Trials
and before had forgotten it. However, it

is quite a fair hill, and every motor
bicycle made should cliiiib it. Its ap-
proach is narrow, and right in the village

of Ambleside, and we had to take it with
a non-competing car drawing a trailer full

of j)etrol cans, partly blocking the fair
way. The low gear was engaged at once,

The last bend of Kirkstone Pass

W. G. Boyer (4 Triir

ii
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URR'e. as the lop

le Pass Is called,

icsidfcaiinacliities.

lylinders made the

anccs, and t

( sheer chiiibinp

shp beinj;

and kept in as the engine roared its way
up the numerous steep pitches and round
the easy bends. Once we changed to top,

tlien up and up the Scott soared. Then
came a fast stretcli over a falling grade,

and afterwards the final "struggle"
round a sharp bend and the worst w-as

over.

Observations on Kirkstone
Pass.

Kirkstone Pass proved an attractive
vantage point for hundreds of motor
cyclists and car owners, who nearly all

congregated at the "Struggle," the cul-
minating stretch, which is as steep as 1
in

4-i-
at one point.

The competitors were ahead of time.
W. H. Wells, the M.C.C. club captain,
led the way on a C'handler car, followed
by J. Van Hooydonk (Phoenix car),

Stuart Clark (7. F.N.) leading the com-
petitors and incidentally making a good
climb. It is, of course, impossible to
individualise with such a big crowd of
riders, but our three outstanding im-
pressions after observing the riders
ascend the Pass in move methods than
one were :

(1.) The motor cj'clists were none
too successful, the lighter types of
mounts providing an unusually high per-
centage of failures.

(2.) The single-cylinder sidecar out-
fits were the surprise of the day, for,

in the majority of cases, they made
meritorious ascents.

(3.) The high-powered twin-cylinder
sidecar outfits were disappointing, fre-

quent cases of overheating occurring and
failure from other causes.

Just how many failed on the foothills

of Kirk.stone it would be difficult to say,
but a number were seen at the roadside
on the lower steep sti-etolies of the three
miles almost continuous ascent of Kirk-
stone. Among those we noted for clean
and excellent climbs were Hugh Gibson
(2J- Clyno), H. G.'Bell (7 F.N.), Gayford
(5 Zenith), Sharratt (Indian Scout),
Jones (3^ Ariel), Kaye Don (6 Zenith),

Lucas (Zenith), Edwards, Spikiiis, and

McLellan (Harley-Davidsons), Salter (flat

twin Zenith), Body (Sunbeam), Clark
(Coulson B), Redvers-Johnson (Humber),
Barclay (Reading Standard), and
McRitchie (Triumph). During this suc-

cession of clean climbs there were, of

course, a number of failures, and a cer-

tain amount of engine knocking by some
who just got up this gruelling climb.

Triumph and Sunbeam stood out among
the best performances in the solo section,

and Blackburne riders, too, though not
fast, toured up with apparent ease and
comfort. The Scott riders did well

almost to a man, but their radiators were
observed to be steaming in several in-

stances. Boult on a Norton with Philip-

son pulley made a most meritorious ascent,

passing three-speed mounts whose riders

were footing or running alongside. Fieeb-

wood we singled out as the brf.st A.i'.G.

rider, though all did well.

The Passenger Machines.

When the sidecars arrived in bulk,

rain was falling, thickly, and the surface
was getting badly cut up. Bridgman
(Indian sc.) was sandwiched among the

solo mounts, and it is doubtful if any
competitor made a better climb up the
steepest stretch at the top. Wright
(Henderson) was good, also Nott (Match-
less), whilst Temple (Harley-Davidson)
was so fast that in the thick mist he
was obliged to keep his electric horn
going to clear the w^ay. Newnham (4

Sunbeam) was one of the successful

single-cylinder sidecarists, but Crost-

waite (5 James sc.) made quite one of

the best ascents of the day, his success

being emphasised by the fact that he
followed a number of disappointing

riders on big twin outfits, who either

failed or just scraped up. Longman
(Harley) roared past a stranded sidecar,

Biggs (A.J.S.) repeating the perform-
ance. Tippett (Acme) was good—in

fact, the Acmes and their stable com-
panions the Rex machines but one got up
comfortably. Congratulations to Jefferys,

the one-legged rider of a Norton, who
got up very comfortably. Several Match-
less riders did well, but others stopped
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The "London-Edinburgh" described^

on the gradient with engines knocking.
Hargreavgs (Royal Euby) made a fine

climb, also Hemy (A.J.S.), Wilkin (3i
Wilkin), Coney (3^ Wilkin), and Pulzer
(Clyno). Shuttleivorth and Sawer, both
on- Norton sidecars, helped to confirm
the impression that the single-cylinder

sidecars were showing up most con-

spicuously. Several were baulked by
others who" had "konked", out, and
generally the record of failures was high.
The Morgans did well, Eric Williams
particularly ; some of the others boiled

badly, but kept going. Lush just got

up on his A. B.C. sidecar. The excite-

ment to clear tlie course when two or

three sidecars stopped and another rider

approached through the thick mist
iieemed to be greatly enjoyed by the
onlookers. Towards the tail end, the
Bashall brothers, both on Martinsyde-
Newmans, came up comfortably. Once
over the crest of Kirkstone (1,500 ft. up),

there followed a drop into Patterdale, the
atmosphere becoming clearer and the
scenery once more observable.
Lunch at Patterdale was welcome

enough, as the weather was cold and
raining. (Late arrivals had to climb and
descend through the clouds.) Here we
had ample opportunity of talking with
many of the competitors. CoUiver was
greatly pleased with his Indian Scout,
while that best of sportsmen, Applebee
pcrc, was delighted with his Levis. The
new A.B.G.'s were a great contrast to

the early model seen in last year's

run, and had wonderfully clean crank
cases. The old stagers. Triumphs,
Zeniths, Afiels,, Douglases, Lea-Francis,
Humbers. etc., were doing well, and
many of the newcomers, the jNIetro-

Tylers, Coulsons, A.B.C.'s, Precisions,

Duzmos, and the like, were establishing

their reputations. The worst of the run
was now over, and the going was easy to

Carlisle, after which the John-o'-Groat's
route was followed to Beattock. At
Moffat an excellent and much a.ppreciated

tea was served, and then followed the
last non-stop section. Why this was
chosen no one Itnows. If Kirkstone Pass'

is the worst graded road in England, the

Devil's Beef Tub Pass is the best graded
road over any British or Scottish pass.

The wind blew helpfully up the hill, as

it did up Kirkstone, and the competitors
sailed up and cruised down the other

side in comfort.

inPRESSIONS ON THE
LAST HILL:

Viewing the climbs as a whole, it was
remarkable that most of the sidecars came
up very much faster than the preceding
solo mounts, probably a matter of gear
ratios, and, since there was no question
of anyone failing, it was rather a matter
of judging the performances from the
point 01 view of noise and sweet running.
The Metro-Tylers climbed with a very

nice hum, as also did the solo-ridden four-

cylinder Henderson. Some of the
machines were somewhat noisy.

E. Seymans (5 Zenith) was very silent,

and the easy beat of the Blackburne
engines could be recognii>ed from afai".

F. E. Salter (2| Zenith) was admiring the
view, as also was Newman (3^ Sunbeam).
The~Brongh machines had a very pleasant
hum, while A. Candler (3^ Eover), who

C6

AT MOFFAT. V. Gayford (4-5 Zenith), L. T. Gibson (5-6 Zenith), and E. M. P. Boileau

(3J Scott) checking.

was apparently late, 'was gamely plugging
on. J. E. Sharp (4^ Humber) 'and E. J.

Eedvers-Johnson (4^ Humber) were both
remarkably silent, as was also Alan Hill
(Lea-Francis). The beat of B. F. C.

Fellowes's old 2| De Dion engine reminded
one of other days, but h« was still going
strong. F. W. Applebee (2i Levis) was
the first competitor to pass us on low gear.

R. S. Whiting (2i Garfield Villiers)Nvas
fast. H. Karslake and V. Chidley (5

Brough) both had power to burn. Lt,

Kidston (3^ N.U.T.) made a silent ascent,
and R. A. Bonner (2| Douglas) and J.

Watson (4 Harley-Davidson) ascended at

speed. J. 0. Barclay (Reading Standard)
seemed very highly geared, but was tick-

ing over with an easy throb. Wills (2J
Verus) made a fast climb.

The End o£ the Run.
Beyond the Crook Inn and past

Romanno Bridge there was some bad
surface and greasy mud, but the re-

mainder of the roads were good. Liberton
was fixed as the end of the trial, as there

..was a procession through Edinburgh,
which would have caused serious conges-

tion. After the finish the competitors
proceeded at leisure to the Waverley
jMarket, a huge building where the

Scottish car show is held. Accord-
ing to official figures, the analysis of the
run is as follows (subject to confirmation
at the next committee meeting on Friday,
when the awards will be available) :

Entries. Started. Finished.

Motor cvcles... 161 ... 147 ... 121

Sidecars ... 150 ... 135 ... 101

Cars 65 ... 55 ... 44

The performances of the car entrants

are given in our parent journal The
Autocar.

All credit is due to the voluntary
workers, H. G. Bell and his co-organiser,

W. H. Wells, the brothers Baddeley, and
E. Bridgman, the travelling marshals,

and the host of others, but a special word
of praise must be reserved for the veteran

timekeeper, F. T. Bidlake. His. is not

a voluntary task, but the meticulous care

he shows by his wonderfully tabulated

time sheets, and the long and conscienti-

ous work he puts into the t:i.sk of working

out results is only fully understood aattdi

appreciated by those who serve on tStj

M.C.C. committee.
The following competitors failed .Jit

MOTOB. BICYCLES.
D. N. Dickaon-Hill F. B. Salter (5-6 Eiidga:

llnlti).

C. Bourlet 'S^- Sunbeam).
P. Pike tZ'^i O.K.-Uiiioai.

Tublis (4 Coul-

5-6 Zenith).

E. I'oster (2% Hobtlrt-
Jap).

TV. J. Lake l»A A.J.S.).

D. D. Tilt (4 Triumplll.
J. A. Hilger (SV- Eover).
V. 3. Howe (4 Triumph).
S. A. E. Lowe (4

Douglas).
Guthrie (3 Zenith).

son B.).

,T. Boult [y/; Norton).
S. C. Marshall (Hi

Duulorj.
J. H. Barrow (3',i F.

and M.i
Houlbcrg (2% W. J. Hyland,? (21^ New

Hndso
J.. H Callaway (2?4
- Coulaon B.).

H. Gnv (25i Conlson B.).

E. Hawks (2"i Douglas).

Wooler).
B. W. Cooper (3 Para-

eon).
L. Keevil [^f. Sunbeam).
L. R. Kare (4 Norton).
J. S. Eussell (4 Norton).
E. Silver <4 Harley-

Davidson).

SIDECAE OUTFITS.
J. McBimie (7-9 In-

dian).

G. Eichardson (4>4
Jame.?).

M. A. Newnhan (6 New
., Imperial).

E. L. Eic-hard.'iOn (6

New Imperial).

C. Crostwaite (5-6

.Tames). iiiamondl.

J. D. Barclay (10 Read- A. W. S. DuckwortS
iug Stnnd.ird). (3 Triumph).

G. S. Wright (8-10 Hen- S. Goodwin (10 Cisjle

derson). Tlireel.

J. G. Bryson (8 En- C. B. 'Bennett (7^9

field). • Harley-Davidson).
"

n E. Volkert (10 Hen- A. Sudden iS L.S.D.

J. H. Plaee (8 Dot).
J. Hargreaves (8 Eoyal

Euby).
J. Cooper, jun.

A.J.S.).
H. Christian (S- Thmlaw

3.wheeler). ';

B. Jeffreys (4 Nortonk
U. S. Davidson (z^

derson).

T. H. L. Witt
Matchless)

W. Julian (6 A.J.S.).

_ Mabon (3'/, Mabon).
D. H. Noble (10 Eead-

iug-Standard).
G. L. Fletcher (4 Doue-

oycl car).

11. Brown (10 Merrall-
Brown!.

S. Goodfellow (6 Bina-
birry*.

C. .T. D. Cbapmfln^
MorRan).

E. Senile (4 Trijl.

P. J. Malone (7-9
:

lev-Davidson).
H. WiUson (31*

benml.
G. W. Langloid

less).

The Results.

The fact that out of 316 motor bii

and sidecar outfits 222 finished bj?:n

means indicates that all the drivetst-'fi

these will receive gold medals. In f^d

the number of awards of any kind nja

be quite small, as, at the time of epin

to press, neither all the checking sheet

nor the Kirkstone Pass results have beo

verified.
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FIRST POST-WAR RECORDS.
D. R. O'Donovan with a S.^h.p. Norton Sidecar beats Fourteen Records.

)N Tluu'sclay of last week, in per-

fect wenlher conditions, D. U.

O'Donovan, witli a 3^ li.p. T.T.

lain-di'iven Norton and sidecar, suc-

eded in lowerinp; several lotij^ distance

cords in the 500 c.c, 750 cc, and

000 c.c. classes. He covered 53 miles

-7 yards in Hie hour, and for all the

w records, his sjiecd was round about

,is li>ure. The time for the fifty-mile

cordis lowered to 56m. 32Js.. as against

le record set up in 1913 by H. C. Ncw-

an (h?), 57m. 9ts., while O'Donovan's

leed for the three hours was 50.92

,p.h., as compared with H. Riddell's

ienith-Precision) record, which was

cured at a speed of 43.31 m.p.h.

It will be seen that O'Donovan's

orton practically maintained its speed

roughout three tiours, while the six

cords broken varied from 52.48 m.p.h.

43 31 m.p.h. The successful Norton

was fitted with a Canoelet sidecar. Mr.
A. V. Ebblewhite, the official timekeeper,

rejiorts that with the exception of re-

))Ienishing, the machine was untouched
during the ride, and on dismantling fiu'

measuring, the cylinder, piston, and
valves were clean and free of burnt

carbon. Dwilo)). tyres, Binks carbu-

retter, Pratt's spirit, and Speedwell oil

were used.

The following are details of new and
old records :

CLASS C—500 c.c.

NEW RECORDS, D. R. O'Donovan (J.! Norton sc.)

New Speeds. 01 J Speeds.

h. m. ;. m.p.h. m.p.h.

miles .. 56 32«
— 5305 . 52.48

miles .. I 56 43 = 51-43 • 44.06

miles .

.

2 5S 49i

mis. yds.

~ 50.90 . 43-41

I hour .

.

53 347 = 53.19 . 52.43

£ hours . 102 I34t — 51.38 . 44.50

\ bouts , 153 1606 " 50.92 . 43.31

OLD RECORDS
h, m. 9. m.p.li,

50 miles H. C. Nowm.in (Ivy) 57 9l ™ S^.-l'*

100 miles H. Riddell (Zcnith-Prp) 2 16 10 = 44-06

150 miles H. Riddell (Zenilh-Prc) 3 27 19 = 43-4'

mis. yds.

1 hour C. O. I'ullin (Rudgj) 52 764 — 52-43

2 hours H. Hidden (Zcnith-l'rc) 89 30 = 41-50

3 hours H. Riddcll (Zeiiith-Fre) :29 1657 =43-3'

O'Donovan's figures also take the

records for the 750 c.c. and 1,000 c.c.

classes, as under :

CLASS H.—750 c.c.

h. m. s. m.p.h,

100 miles E. B. Ware (Zenilb-Jap) 2 931= 46.33

150 miles E. 13. Ware (Zeaith-Jap) 3 20 25 = 44-9t

mis. yds,

1 hours E. B. Ware (Zenith-Jap) 93 1120 = 46.82

3 hours E. B. Ware (Zenith-Jap) 137 1676 = 45-98

CLASS L—1,000 cc.

100 miles F. W. Barnes .

.

150 miles Not established.

2 hours F. W. Barnes . .

,

3 4ioui:s Not established.

2h. 3m. 435s.

96m. 1594yds.

m.p.h.

49-15
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CYCLE CARS AT BROOKLANDS.
High Speeds at the B.A.R.C. Whitsun Meet.

OTOR cycle racing at Brooklands is
_ _ ^

not now run in conjunction with

car racing. However, there were

fO events of interest to motor cyclists

1 the -Whit-iNIoiiday programme of the

.\.R.C., the first 'being the cycle car

ort handicap, and the second the light

r long handicap. In the former there

;re seven starters, the machines being

.N., A. v., and Calthorpe' four-wheelers

id Morgan three-wheelers. First and

ivd places were taken by the G.N.

•ivers, A. Frazer Nash and H. R.

odfrey respectively. E. B. Ware on

Morgan was second. The winner's

€ed over the five and threequarter mile

urse was 72 m.p.h. In the second

ent, over a distance of eight and a half

iles, E. B. Ware (8 Morgan), with Im.

s. start, beat G. Bedford (10 Hillman),

s speed being 66.25 m.p.h.

The speed of 72 m.p.h. obtained by the

.N. over a distance exceeding five miles

remarkably good, and is sufficient indi-

tion of the efficiency of air cooling even
hen the engine is run at full load for an
ipreciable time.

FOURIST TROPHY NOTES
IJ.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT, patron

n of the A.C.U.. has been invited to

; the Isle of Man for the T.T. races
I' His Excellency Lieut. -Governor Iilaj.-

5n. Fry, C.B., C.V.O.

! Latest Details regarding Practising.

Practising starts on Monday morning
xt, at 4.30, and will be continued up
6.30 a.m. Every T.T. machine and

ery reserve mount must have its racing
inibers affixed to it. These machines
U not be allowed on the road after
a.m. No competitor will be allowed to

ss the ^ Quarter Bridge later than
15 a.m., and this only if the rider is

lying at some place along the course

A NEAT RACING MORGAN.
E. B. Ware, (Morgan-Jap), winner oi the first Light Car Long Handicap at Brooklands on Monday.

between Douglas and Kirk Michael. The
course must be clear by seven o'clock.

Every rider must complete at least six

circuits of the course, one of which must
not exceed sixty minutes in the senior

class, seventy minutes for the 350 c.c,
and ninety minutes for the 250 c.c.

machines.

Welsh Inter-club Hil IcHmb.
The results of the hill-climb organised

by the leading South Wales clubs, which
took place on Whit- Monday, were as

follow : Class 2, expert, L. Thomas
(Eagle)

;
general, J. James (Chater-Lea).

Class' 3, expert, W. Edwards (23 Verus) ;

general, J. Edwards -(2| Verus). Class
4, expert, A. Lindsay (3^ Norton)

;

general, W. Leystun (34 Norton). Classes

5 and 5, A. L. Crancli (Rover). Class

7, sidecars, J. Thomas (3^ Norton sc).

Cilass 8, unlimited sidecars, J. Thomas (3^

Norton sc). Fastest time of the day, A.
Lindsay (3-^ Norton).

Cork and Disfrict M.C.C.
The annual open trial organised by the

Cork and District M.O.C. took place on
the 17tli inst. over an interesting course,

embracing most of the test hills in Co.

Cork and Kerry. Thirtjf-three competi-
tors started from Cross Garage at 7 a.m.,

and ten failed to finish.

Previously this was a twenty hours'
trial, but this year it was confined to day-
light, the distance being 200 miles.
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

It was decided at a meeting held on
the 18th inst. that the club shovild be-

come afinliated to the R.A.C. and A.C.U.
for 1921.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

Trade riders will be handicapped in the
reliability 'trial for the Cooke silver cup
on June 5th. The course, which will fee

sixty miles in length, includes the well-

known Farlow and Flagstaif Hills.

Mansfield and District M.C.C.

A general meeting, to decide what form
the Lucas silver c«p c6mpetition shall

take, will be held at the Mason's Arms,
Leeming Street, on the Slet inst., at

8 p.m. Mr. R. Lucas, the donor, will

ride in the T.T. this year.

Iliord M.C.C.

This new club has recently been formed
with headquarters at the Cranbrook
Motor and Engineering Works, Ltd.,
Barkingdon. The hon. sec. is Mr. F. C.
E. Thompson, and all communications
should be sent to him at the above
address.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Over twenty members competed in the
trial for the Loiisdale cup on the 9th
inst. The course which was 110 miles in

length was very ditficult, and only a
dozen riders finished. Results : 1, B. Hill

(II Scott) ; 2, p. Hoggarth (4 Triumph)

;

6, G. Jeffreys (3^ Norton). The Baker
cup was won by A. E. Huddlestone (4
Douglas sc).

Taunton M.C.C.

An inter-club hill-climb was held on
the 15th inst. at Buncombe Hill in con-

junction with the Bridgwater M.C.C.
The course was~half a mile long, with a

gradient of about 1 in 8. The results

were as follow ; 275 c.c.—P. Hare (23
James). . 350 c.c—C. R. Roper (25
Douglas). 600 c.c.—S. Goodman (4

Douglas). 1,000 c.c—C. A. Pollard (5-6

Zenith).- 600 c.c. (Sidecars).—S. Goodman
(4 Douglas sc). 1,000 c.c (Sidecars).—S.
Goodman (4 Douglas sc).

North Derbyshire M.C.C.

Recently this club held a successful hiU-
climb at Stone Edge, near Chesterfield,
si.xty competitors entering the various
classes. Results:" 600 c.c.—R. Carter (3^
Martin). 350 c.c—A.- Wilson (2J A.J.S.).
350 c.c. (two-strokes).—A. Burgin (2^
Velocette). 600 c.c (Sidecars).—0.
Smoothey (4 Triumph sc). Unlimited.

—

S. Lawrence (3^ Norton). Unlimited Side-
cars.—G. Hoole (3^ Norton sc).

East Lancashire M.C.C.

An interesting sixteen mile course,
covered three times before tea and then
twice in the reverse direction, was that
selected for the Jerrard cup trial. G.
Tricketfc ran consistently throughout, but
suffered frohi belt slip near the finish.

The winner proved to be H. Walsh (3J
Scott), cup and gold medal ; while W. K.
Stanworth (2^ (S)nnaught), C. Pilling (2-J

Douglas), G. Trickett (2i Clyno), and J.
Hcbden (Z^J Clyno) won bronze medals.

CLUB NEWS.
^eek-eni (Tlub £vcnts,

Man S9.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Hiii-
cUmb.

-Mitv 29.—Coventry and Warnichshirc M.C. Picnic
Mai/ S9.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Dobson

Troplui.
May 29.—Luton and S. Beds. A.O. mil-climi.
Mail 29.—Harrogate and tlistrict M.C.C. Speed

Trial.

Mail SH.-Ealing and District M.C.C. Half-day
Trial.

Mau SS.-N.M.C.F.V. (SUejfield). Chatsiforth Park
Picnic.

Mail S9.—yorh and District M.C. Exploration Bun.
May S9.—Svrbiton and District M.C.C. Run to

Brooklands.
May 29.—Deicsbury and District M.C.C. Paper.

-Mail S9.—Dc'rbv and District M.C. Hill-climb.
Man 29.—LincoHshirc A.C. Speed Trials.- ..

Mail S9.—Middlesex M.C.C. DiasweU.
Mail 29.—North Lindsc-y A.C. 'Reliabilitv Trial.
May 29.—Sheffi.dd and Hallamshire M.C.C. Com-

petition.
Man 29..W.-Public Schools M.C.C. IVeel-end

' Touch Naming Bun.
May 30.—Deicsbury and District M.C.C. Run to

Hclmslcy.
May 30.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Holm-

bury Hill.
May 30.—Leeds and District M.C. ' Run to Boro-

bridae.
Mail 3il.—Hull M.C.C. Run to Yori.
Mail 30.—Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.

Capt. Kidd's Hill.
May 30.—Ilkeston and District M.C. Vottesjord

Tea Gardens.
May 30-—Newcastle and District M.C. Fame

Islands.
May 30.—Bridgwater and District M.C. and L.C.O.

Run to Liime Regis.
May 30.—Leicester and District M.C.C. Run to

Stratford-on-Avon.
Mau 30.—Bol(on and District M.C. Social Run.
Mail 30.—N.U.C.F.TJ. (Leeds). Run to Burnstall.
May 30.—Ealing and District M.C.C. Run to

Li-ttlehampton.
May 30.—Birmingham M.C.C. Bun to Malvern.
May 30.—Eastbourne and District M.C.C. Rcli-

abilitu Trial.
May 30.—Staliibridae and District M.C. Social and

Hill-climb.
'

Mail 30.—Reading and District M.C. and Z.C.C.
' Run to e/fington.

May 30.—Essex M.C. Breakfast Ride.
May 30.—N.M.C.F.U. (Portsmouth). Run to Good-

wood Park.
May 30.—Derby and District M.C. Run to Rud-

yard Lake.
May 30.—Doncastcr and District M.C.C. Social

Outing to Scarborough and Bridlington.
Mau 30.—BiirnUii and District M.CJ). " Harri-

son " Cup Trial.
May 30.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Run to

York.
May 30.—North Witts M.C. and L.C.C. Vffington.
May 30.—Nuneaton and District M.C.C. Ashby-de-

la-Zouch.
June S.—Scarborou-gh M. and M.C.C. Members'

Cup Trial.
June 2.—York and District M.C. Rnn to Vox-

icold.

June 3-—Dorchester M.C.C Run to Swanage.
June 3.—Nuneaton and District M.C.C. KnoioU.
JUNE 5.-ILKLEY M.C. and L.C.C. OPEN

RELI.-IBILITY TRUL.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne M.C.

Several novel tests were put to mem-
. bers in the Surprise competition held on
the 16th. These included starting up
blindfolded and several other unusual
features. H. Thompson (2| N.U.T.) was
declared the w"inner.

Bolton M.C.C.

Out of forty-three starters in the recent
trial held by this club only seven suc-

ceeded in negotiating the watersplash
near Scorton. The 115 mile course lay

over Rivington Pike and ,araong the hills

and moors of the Trough of Bowland.

Plymouth and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Grenofen Bridge HiU, steep and winding,
with a bad surface, was the scene of the

hill-climb held recently by this club. The
best performance on formula was made
by W. Bowden (3i Sunbeam sc), while
the fastest climbs were made by F. C.

Bowden (7-9 Indian) solo class and E. F.

Flint (8 Matchless sc.) sidecar class.
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Gorseinon and District M.C.C.

This recently formed club will hold
hill-climbing test on Saturday. Loc;

motor cyclists desirous of joining shoul

get in touch with the hon. sec, Mr. S

Richards, Merton Cottage, jMasons Road
Gorseinon.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the JMaths

Challenge Cup, to be held on June 6tt

is open to members only. Particulars c

membership may be obtained from th

hon. sec, Mi\ H. Broderick, Somerlj
Wilmslow.

Sutton M.C.C.

At a general meeting recently held i

The Ridgway, Sutton, the followin

_ officers were elected: President, M
W. A. Coe ; hon. treasurer, Mr. I

Notley ; and hon. secretary, Mr. L. }

Hawkes, Bryn Menai, Cheam Eoac
Sutton.

Luton and South Beds. A.C.

On Saturday this club will hold

hill-climb at Kop Hill. Classes will I

350 CO., 500 c.c, and unlimited sol

also unlimited sidecar and car. Weigl
ing in will take place- at Wendovi
station at 2 p.m.

Liverpool M.C.

An Eliminating Trial will be held c

the 29th, in order to select a team •

represent the club in the forthcomir

1*1.CO. Inter-team Trial. The course w;

be a twenty-mile circuit, to be cor

pleted three times, starting and finishir

at Northop.

Public Schools M.C.C.

Meeting at the Bear, Esher, on tl

29th, a week-end "touch nothing" ru

will be made to Brooklands, to view tl

racing, returning to Esher on the 30t

inst. Jlembers unable to get to tl

rendezvous by 1.30 p.m. will find tl

club at Brooklands until 5.30 p.m. c

Saturday.

Hull M.C.C.

The results of the twelve hours r

liability trial for the " Rudge Cup" wei

as follow : First, E. Fearnley (3^ Rudg'

Multi); second, Taylor (2^ Excelsior;

third, Struthers (8 Matchless sc).

On Sunday a run will be made to Yorl,

.starting at 9.30 a.m. Lunch at til

Station Hotel, York, at 1.30 p.m. '

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

The results of the recent hiU-cliiii:

'held at Tarrant Eushton, near Blandftw!

were as follow : 350 c.c, A. A. Pres

wich (2| Diamond); 600 c.c, D. D. Col

(4 Triumph); 750 c.c, R. H. Thick'

James); 600 c.c, sidecars, R. Whe«l'

(4 Douglas sc); unlimited sidecarsi~;(,

S. Forward (6 Sunbeam sc).

N.M.C.P.U. (Leeds).

The results of the speed trials K*
recently at Templenewton wei'e as loUoVi

300 c.c, L. H. Lightowler (2| Omega
600 c.c, JR. Horsley (3i Norton) ; n

limited, C. Ripley (7-9 Indian) : milimit*

novice, S. F. Ferth (4 Harley) ; 600 x.

sidecars, W. Blackhouse . (3i Triu|6I

sc) ; unlimited sidecars, T. Clark #
Harley sc); novice sidecar, J. H. ©1

vert (7-9 Indian sc).
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A Neat Rear Spring Frame Conversion.

^lyyiODEnNISING oia pattern motn
cycles has lone been a speciulitv
of Messrs. Olivos Motors, 120,

Bollo Bridge Road, Acton, London, VV.

This firm has, however, recently concen-
trated its attention on a rear springing
conversion for machines where the rear
forks are pivoted at an extension of the
engine bracket. The 3i h.p. Triumph
molor bicycle shown in the illustration
is fitted with this device, and has recently
undermne nlost strenuous road tests of
long duration, which it has survived with-
out the slightest fault.

It will be observed that a five-leafed
laminated spring is anchored by tviro U

A Device which Readily Replaces Detachable Rear 5<ays.

An old pattern 3i h.p. Triumph, converted by iVIessrs. Olivos Motors into a spring-framed

model. Observe the large (;apacity tank.

bolts to the bottom of the saddle tube,

and is attached to the rear forks on a

bushed bearing. The lo%ver fork is cap-

able of movement about the bottom
bracket bearing, which is provided with

a phosphor tronze bush. The fork arms
and the spring practically constitute an
equilateral triangle, and when the spring
is compressed it straightens. This con-

struction gives a most satisfactory move-

ment. The carrier is also partially

sprung, and movement is permitted at its

uppermost attachment below the saddle.

A petrol tank of distinctly, smart appear-

ance has been fitted, the capacity of which
exceeds three gallons. Although the

underside appears to be dangerously near

the sparking plug, a deep pocket is pro-

vided which enables the plug and valves

to be removed with ease.

A Sporting Runabout.
The 10 h.p. Aerocar—a Racy Little Machine at the Price o? a Sidecar Outfit.

JCERIOL'S competition between the cycle

O car and the sidecar outfit is now an
established fact. A large market

for runabouts approximating in cost,

power, and efficiency to the sidecar

machine is assured. A sporting little car

of this class, which has been under con-

struction and experiment for a consider-

able time, has recently been placed on the
market by the Aerocar Co., Pindock Mews,
Maida Vale, London, W.9, at a figure

representative of m^ny passenger machines.
In the design of the Aerocar reduction

in weight has been a prominent factor.

A sporting appearance, too, Iras been
aimed at and attained—in fact, the little

vehicle closely resembles a racing car in

miniature.

A light tour-wlieeler with motor cycle transmission to be sold at £210

The gear change lever is located centrally.

A 10 h.p. water-cooled Blackburne V '

twin engine, having a bore and stroke of

85 mm. and 97 mm. respectively (1,096

c.c), is fitted at the fore end of the ash
constructed frame, and drives by enclosed
chain to a countershaft mounted in ball

bearings. Thence another short chain
drives to a Burman three-speed and
reverse gear box and a third chain to the

rear axle. Thus, the disadvantage of long
distances between sprocket centres is

avoided.

Incorporated with the gear box unit

there is a cone clutch and kick-starter,

while the gear lever is located centrally.

The rear a.xle runs on long Hyatt roller

bearings, and also embodies two Sin.

diameter intei'nal expanding brakes oper-

ated independently by a "pedal and hand
lever.

Interchangeable cantilever springs are

fitted at the four cornei's of the " chassis,"

and radius rods are provided t-o both
axles. The front axle is tubular, with

inclined steering heads, and car type
worm and sector steering gear is used.

Adequate cooling is ensured by a fan

mounted behind the radiator.

The bodywork is neat and roomy, and
a neat finish is given by a polished . alu-

minium bonnet and radiator. An aero
type celluloid windscreen and a 3^in. x
Ijin. oval section external exhaust pipe
gave the little vehicle a most sporting
appearance. The equipment includes a

Capac carburetter, a four-gallon tank,

drip feed mounted on the dashboard,
650 X 55 mm. tyres, and polished alu-

minium discs. The dimensions are 7tt,

wheelbase and 3ft. Sin. track.
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The Club Championship for 1920.
The M.C.C. Team Trial to be held in June.

By nominating a team for the M.C.C. Team Trials on Saturday,. June 26tJi,

every club in the United Kingdom lias an equal chance of winning the Club
Championship. Now thai the clubs have reorganised after the war period, this

classic event, which was inaugurated in 1904, should attract support from every club
that aspires to national rather than local fame. Entries close on June 5th.

Hrow many clubs will enter

teams in this year's

M.C.C. Team Trial on
June 26tli? In 1913 no

fewer than forty-one clubs were
represented, and in 1914 thirty-

two. Now that the majority of

the old and a number of the new
clubs have a good following of

keen riders, conditions were never

,

so favourable for a record entry.

It is one of the most keenly con-

tested events of the year, and the

team winning the trophy earns for

its club recognition as the club

champions for the year.

The challenge cup is a handsome
trophy presented by the pro-

prietors of The Motor Cycle, and
is the second which has been pre-

sented to the M.C.C. for these

team trials. The first was won
outright by the Coventry club in

1908, as the club had previously
won the events of 1904 and 1907.

At the present time the M.C.C.
and the Coventry club each holds
two shares, that is to say, they

have each won two trials, and only require to be successful
this year to win it outright. The Derby, Nottingham, and
SheffieW clubs have each won an event for this second

•THE MOTOR CYCLE-
CHALLENGE CUP.

Presented in 1909 by the

proprietors of The Motor
Cycle after the original

Molar Cycle cup had
been won outright in

1908.

trophy, therefore hold one share each. The cup has to be
won tliree times to become the property of a club.
Below we give in tabular form a brief history of the trials ;

No. of Team
Date. Competing. Champion Clubs.

5 .

.

Coventry M.C.
Trials were not held.

5 .

.

Motor Cycling Club.

igoj
1906
1907 .

1908
1909

5 .

.

Coventry M.C.

9 . . • Coventry M.C.
17 .

.

Motor Cycling Club.
18 .

.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
20 .

.

Derby and District M.C.C.
23 .

.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
41 .

.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
31 .

.

Motor Cycling Club.

1919 .. 15 .. Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Undoubtedly a competition of this character has a strong
appeal among club men, and most clubs usually organise a.
private trial for their best riders in order to find a team
to represent them. Three solo and three passenger machines
constitute a team, and, as a rule, the clubs send two or

'

three reserve riders in case of mishap or disappointment
before reaching the venue. The trial is held on a circular

course, which is covered three times, and the team scoring
the highest mileage non-stop is adjudged the winner, tVe
mileage of each rider being added to make the total. Should
more than one team, make a iTon-stop run, then the award is

made on the consistency of driving, judged by the repetition,

as accurately as possible, for the second and third circuits,

of the time taken for the first circuit.- The entry fee is

£3 3s., which should reach the organising secretary, Mr. B.-

Alan Hill, 1, The Homesteads, St. James's Lane, Muswell
Hill, N.IO, before June 5th.

The Scottish Six Days Trial.
Review of Rules and Regulations concerning the Popular Scottish Event.

THERE are several innovj^tions in this year's Scottish
Six Days Trial, which starts from Perth on

,
Monday, July 5th. The rules and regulations are
now available, and reveal that a most sporting trial

is being organised.

This year time will be given at the conclusion of the
third day for changing tyres, and there will be special awards
for single-gear performance. It may be remembered that

in 1912 and 1913 G. Brough succeeded in ' winning a gold
medal on a single-geared 6 h.p. Brough.
The following are the routes finally selected- by the

organisers, from which it will be seen that entirely new
ground, to southern riders is covered on the si-xth day, while
the, noted hills of Applecross and Altnaharie are omitted,
the competitors being taken to John-o'-Groat's. The last

day's route starts from Edinburgh.

First Day, 173f Miles.
Perth, Kenmore, Pitlochry, Kirkmichael, Braemar (lunch),

C'rathie, Tomintoul, Grantown, and Inverness.
Test hills ; Amulree, Cockbridge, and Bridge of Brown.

Second Day, 186^ Miles.
Inverness, Abriachan, Beauly, Dingwall, Laiig (lunch).

Tongue, Melvich, Thurso, John-o'-Groat's, and Thurso.
Test hill : Abriachan.

Third Day, 138 Miles.
Thurso, Latheron, Dunbeath, Brora, Lairg (lunch), Evan-

ton, and Inverness.

Fourth Day, 180 Miles.
Inverness, Drumnadrochit, Invermoriston, Cluauie, Glenelg

(lunch), Tomdoun, Invergarry, Glendoe, Craggie Inn, Cavr-
bridge, and Grantown.
Test hills : Glendoe and Mam Rattachan.

Fifth Day, 160, Miles.
.Grantown, Tomintoul, Braemar, Pitlochry (lunch), Aber-

feldy, Kenmore, Crieff, Stirling, and Edinburgh.
Test hill : Kenmore.

Sixth Day, 160 Miles.
Edinburgh, Broughton. Tweedsnuiir, St. Mary's Loch,

Innerleithen (lunch), Gifford, Garvald, Spott, El'mscleugh,'
St. Agnes, Haddington, and Edinburgh.
Test hills : Talla Linns, Red.s.tone Rig, Elmscleugh.
The trial is open to (n) motor cycles; (b) cycle cars,

1,100 c.c, under 9 cwt. ready for the road; and'fc) light
cars (Junior Car Club definition as on May 22nd, 1920). ''

Entry Fees.
Entries, which close on June 14th, or with double fees

on June 21st, should be sent to Mr. A. H. D. Aikman Smith,
6, Castle "Terrace, Edinburgh, who will forward a copy of
the regulations on application. The fees for manufacturers
nominating a non-member of the club to ride, £10 15s., or
£8 13s. when their rider is a jnember. Agents (non-
members), £7 12s. ; members, £6 lis. Private owners (non-
members). £3 8s. ; members, £2 8s. Trade members enter-
nig light cars, s;5 lis.

; private owner members, £3 8s.



A selection ot questions ol general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questitwis siiould be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
SO, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for repJy. Correspondents
•re ucf;ed to wi ite clearly and on one side ot the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease o[ reference. Letters containing legaj
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearine on technical subjects.

A Recurring Engine Trouble.

During the last year, I have

Sliail to have the crank pin of my
1913 Triumph • re-ri\-eted' twice.
It has worked loose again after

running satisfactorily for three
months. Will you advise me of

the best method to get over this
trouble?—F.F.
the crank pin was properly fixed with

vets of suitable material, there is no
ason why it should continually come
ose. We would advise you to consult
le makers repair department, as they
ill no doubt be able to put matters
?ht.

Clutch Adjustment.

In a B.S.A. 4i h.p. 191b
i[«| model motor cycle the clutch
*^ does not disengage freely when

Li-I depressed. The gears were re-

cently thoroughly cleaned with
paiafTin oil, but no improvement was
effected. I should be obliged if you
would let me know how this could' be
cured.—T.S.

•esumably the clutch operating rod be-
een thi pedal to the worm nut on the
av bo.\ requires adjustment. This is

'ected by tightening the right and left-
nd sleeve nut, which you will find half
ly along the rod. There is also a small
justing screw on the centre worm nut,
d you might try the effect of screwing

"

is inwards one or more turns.

Two-stroke Back-firing.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

Stwo-sjjeed machine, and I find
that I can only get about 50
m.p.g. The carburetter is an
Amac, and I have a 27 jet in

I. Now I find that when I am riding
Htiul blows back out of the air
iip on the carburetter, and the more
I I'pen the throttle the more petrol
jIows out of the air cap. I cannot
iccount for this blowing back of petrol,
3Ut I fancy it is the cause of my
rouble. I have got my engine timed
-•orrectly, and I have already tried a
mailer jet, but find this does not stop
he petrol from blowing out.—W.V.H.
3 should

, advise you to remove the
inder and examine the piston rings,
the top one has gimimed up in its
'Ovo. it should be freed. Improved
ining and consumption might be,
ained by fitting a slightly larger jet.
No. 28, and considerably lowering

' petrol level. Blow-back through the
hmetter on a two-stroke engine is
Lilly caused by a weak mixture or by
> late ignition.

Newsagents' Delivery Work.

I shall be grateful for your

@ advice. I am K'ced with having
to do my own deliv&i'y. I .should

like to get some form of motor
vehicle—something cheap within

my me.ins that I can get through a 3ft.

doorway, having no loom to ttore a

large sidecar outfit. At the same time,

I should like something in which I

could take out my wife occasionally.

We are both over fifty, so she would
not like pillion riding. It has occurred
to me that I could alter a box type
carrier scooter so as to seat two, one
behind the other. Another point to be
considered for delivery work is frequent
stopping and starting. I take it that
the small scooter engines consume less

petrol than the motor cycle and sidecar.

-J.S.

A motor scooter would not be nearly so

satisfactory for the purpose as a motor
cycle and sidecar. We would suggest
that you have a medium-powered (say,

3^ or 4 h.p.) motor cycle, and if the
storage problem cannot be overcome you
might have a folding sidecar chassis.

You would probably find a motor cycle
of this typo almost as economical as a

scooter, as the latter would be overloaded
by your work and upkeep and replace-

ment costs might be heavy in consequence.

Slipping Gear.

Will you kindly help me with

n^ my 1912 R'jc two-speed gear.

> My trouble is with slipping

LsJ of the high gear, and if 1

tighten adjusting nut to stop

gear slipping I do not get any free

engine, or if I am climbing hill on
low gear the hub runs hut; then

the high gear goes in on its own
accord and I come to a stop.- I have
'lined the high gear band with Ferodo,
and find it answers much better on
low, free, and high gears, but still

slips a little on high gear. I have
since heard that I should run the
Ferodo (high gear) in oil bath, which
I could manage. However, I would
like your opinion as to whether oil

will stop the slipping.—H.S.

The trouble may be due to wear on the

faces of the wedge which expands the

high gear expanding band. Although
Ferodo is not seriously affected by oil,

it should not be continuously lubricated.

We feel sure that you will find the
trouble lies in excessive wear of some
detail in the high gear operating
mechanism, such as the part above
mentioned, or the push rod in the
hollow axle. To effect cure it may be
necessary to renew one or both of these
parts.

AN ENTERPRISING

ICE CREAM VENDOR

The owner of this 4 h.p. Triumph finds his machine an admirable double-purpose mount
It enables him to cover a big district, and widens the scope of his business considerably
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Charging Jrom Lighting Circuit.

I should be pleased to know

Bit you could tell me how many
lamps I should want in circuit

to charge 4 volt accumulators
from a 110 volt lighting plant.

The switchboard voltmeter shows 110
volts and 15 amperes, and the charging
rate of my accumulators is ^ to |
ampere ; maximum charging rate, 2

amperes.—E.L.
From your letter it is not quite clear

what is the actual charging rate. We
are assuming, however, that it is from a

5 to I ampere, and that the discharging
rate is 2 amperes. In order to charge
at the 4 ampere rate, you will require

a resistance of one 15 c.p. carbon filament
lamp.

Scott Adjustments.

I should be much obliged for

I— I answers to the following ques-
*f tions. I find tliat the high gear
L-^ chain on my Scott (which has

run about 1,000 miles) has
stretched tremendously, and is so slack

that it will touch the flywheel with side

play. The low gear chain is the right

tension, and both chains 'are in align-

ment. Do you advise: (1.) A link put
into low gear chain and gear moved
back to bring high and low gear chains

to equal tension, or a link taken out of

the high gear chain, or a new high gear
chain? (2.) How does one drain old oil

out of the Scott crank case; as I wish
thoroughly to wash out with methylated
spirit, but see no drain cock? (3.) When
putting in new rubber and linen cylin-

der base rings and transport gauzes with
Acreite packing, is it advisable first to

smear them with any solution to make
them " tacky " before screwing down the
cylinder and port cover? If so, what do
you recommend? (4.) I think the radiator

is slightly leaking, owing to water being
left in one frosty night. Can this be
easily repaired at a local garage, or is

it necessary to send it back to the
makers?—W.E.N.

(1.) A new chain should not be necessary
after only 1,000 miles running. We have
used one of these machines over 3,000 miles
.this winter without replacing any of the
chains. It would be best to take a half

link out of the high gear chain, although,
if you do this, it may be necessary to

move the gear slightly towards the engine,
when the low gear chain will be somewhat
slack. Provided the chains are in align-

ment the tension does not greatly matter.

(2.) No provision is made for draining the
crank case. If you wish to remove the
oil you can either draw it out with a
syringe or soak it up with a rag. We do
not quite understand why you wish to

wash the crank case with methylated
spirit. (3.) The rubber rings 'do not
require any jointing material, but the
linen cylinder base washer should be
smeared with seccotine. The Acreite
jointing material used on the transfer
port covers and crank case doors does
not require any preparation ; it will
almost invariably make a tight joint by
itself. You might, however, smear it

with seccotine if you suspect air leaks.

(4.) If the leak is visible the local garage
should be able to solder it up ; but if it

is a very slight one you might try the
preparation known as " Waterite," which
you can obtain from the makers.

E30

Oversize Tyres.

In TM Motor Cycle recently

SI have several times seen the
subject of oversize tyres men-
tioned. I have a 4 h.p. 1918
countershaft Triumph, on which

I fit 26 X 2iin. heavy covers. Can you
kindly oblige me with information as

to what I could fit as oversize tyres
without having to alter any part of the
frame, etc.?—J.F.B.

The size of the tyres fitted to the 4 h.p.

countershaft is 26x2|in. If you require
an oversize tyre for this rim, you will

find that 25x2^in. for 2^in. rim is the
correct size. We believe also that certain
28 X 3in. tyres can be used on this

machine, but we are not sure that any
tyre manufacturers i-ecommend the fitting

of this size.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
'J.C.J." (Fulham).—Any make of

folding sidecar.

"A.D." (Altrincham).—Jet setting and
m.p.g. obtained with Schebler carburetter
on 1920 7-9 h.p. Indian, also jet sizes

and m.p.g. with Binks on same machine.

READERS' REPLIES.

Levis Lubrication.

I have a 2^ h.p. Levis, which I run
on petroil. There is no difference, except
a certain amount of oil round the carbu-
retter. Jet, Amac 28. I only use the
machine to and from business, about five

miles each way, and for this purpose the
petroil .system saves a lot of trouble.

—

R. N. BoTD.

Lack o£ Power.

I see amongst your i-eaders' queries
of May 13th that "W.A.C." cannot
develop power on a Rudge Multi. I have
just overcome the same- difficulty with a

3g h.p. of the same make (and sidecar).

I found that the exhaust valve tappet
had worn a hole in the rocker jin. deep,
causing the valve to open only a bare
•jijin. instead of ^in. or -fgin. lift. I

replaced the rocker, which was soft, and
also had to fit new piston rings, as they
were badly worn through the exhaust not
getting away. "W.A.C." will find it

necessary to remove the magneto to get
split pin out and nut off rocker stud at

the back of timing case. My Rudge will

now take myself and two passengers up
almost anything.—T.. L. Unsworth.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
EccLES TO Crewe.—D.R.B.

Eccles, Stretford, Sale, Altrincham,
Mere Park, Graham, Middlewich, Mins-
hall Vernon, Crewe.

Leicester to Felixstowe.—G.C.W.
Leicester, Uppingham, Wansford, Stil-

ton, Huntingdon, St. Ives, ,Ely, Bury St.

Edmunds, Stowmarket, Ipswich, Felix-
stowe. 130 miles (approximately).

Birmingham to Sydenham.—E.M.F.
Birmingham, Coventry, Southam, Ban-

bury, Aynho, Bicester, Buckingham,
Winslow, Aylesbury, Amersham, Ux-
bridge. West Drayton, Hounslow, Rich-
mond, Wandsworth, Balham, Dulwich,
Sydenham.

Latest Price Advances.

Alecto, 5% increase. Ariel 3^ h.p., no^

£115; 6-7 h.p., £135; sidecar, £37 10::

Watford speedometers, magnetos, an
accessories up 10%. • .

The Patex Horn.

The horn described by us as Gamagi
in the issue of The Motor Cycle of Apr
29th is known as the Patex, and is mam
factured by Patex, Ltd., 151-157, Fit

William Street,- Sheffield.

Not^ Connected.

Despite the similarity of name, tl

Kingsbury Engineering Co., Ltd., mam
facturers of the Kingsbury Junior lig!

car, motor cycle, and scooter, has 1

connection whatever with the Kingsbuii
Works, Ltd.

Correct Lutricalion.

The British Motor grading Corporatio
Ltd., have prepared a Specification Tab
showing the grade of oil which gives tl

best results in the machines for whi<

it is recommended. Coijies of this, tab

may be had from any B.M.T. depot,
from 20-22, King Street, St. Jamt
London, W.l. -

'

A Knight of the Road.

The sidecar is rapidly being taken 1

as a means of transportation for travi

ling representatives. Mr. E. W. An
strong, the new Rudge - Whitwoi
manager for . Ireland, has, -for sevei

years, used a sidecar outfit, and h
covered as much as 16,000 miles in eig

months. Mr. Armstrong's annual mi)

age wiU be cut down now that

has been appointed Irish manager 1

Mr. D. W. Alexander, who has retire

after twenty-nine years in this posit io

He is well-known to motor cyclists

Dublin.

Catalogues Received.

The 1920 catalogue of ^Messrs. Veloc

Ltd. has just come to hand. It is w<

illustrated, dealing in detail with tl

Velocette two-stroke motor cycle, ai

should be useful to motor cyclists i

terested in this type of machine.
An accessories catalogue, containing 1

pages devoted entirely to articles

interest to the motor cyclist, has bei

received from Messrs. James Grose, Ltt

4, Old Jewry, London, E.C.2. Owing
;

the cost of printing, Messrs.' James Gro:
are compelled to charge 6d. for the
catalogue. .

f

We are in receipt of the latest catalog*

of 1920 Norton motor bicycles. Th},

is well got up and illustrated bj' intereS,.

ing photographs of Norton motor bicycle;

showing the latest models and views r

the machine on the road. A very inte

esting publication issued by this firm
[

a booklet entitled " Norton Driving Hiiij

for Touring and Racing Models." Th
should be of extreme value to Norte
users.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words 3/ , and 3d. for every ad-

ditional word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

ue charged double rate. Each paragraph is

charged separately. Name and address must

be counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

special terms to regular trade advertisers will

be quotel on application.

Postal Orders ani Cheques sent in payment for

advertisaments should be made payable,^—jfcoT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^..^-*-

—

'

Treasury Notes, beins; untraceable if lost in

transit, shoull not be sent as remittances .

All a^lveriisainancs m this section should be

aocompaniei with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

Street, London, E,C,4, or 19, Hertford Street,

Coventry. To ensure insertion letters should

be posted in time to reach the offices of " The
Motor Cycle." by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements fhould

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

lo avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tlie couveiiieiice of adverli?ers, letters inav be

ntldressea to mmibers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When th\i U de...ired. tlie sum of 6d. to delray the cost of

registr.ilioii and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, wliicli must include the

words lios 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
will app.Mr in the advertisement. All replies should be

addrcs>ed No. 000, c /o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

U.C.4. liepUes to Bot Niiniber atlveiliseineiits coulaining

Hinillitnces shoiitU be sent by tegisteretl post, but in all such

tXKes it is nttvisable lo make use of the Deposit System.

Inthe case ol motor cycles olTered for sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

[aoilftate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the machine
ottered may be seen and tried,

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who liesitate to send money to unkno'wn persons

may deal in perfect SL\fety by availing llicmselves of our
Ufeposit System. It the money be deposited with "The
MotorCycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for n decision after, receipt of the

goods is tliree days, and il a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on (ran';*cHons over ^lo
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6; over fjoand iuidcrf75' 5 h:
over £75 and under j^ioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
over ^100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt \uiih at

ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Itifle & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at tiie end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail liimsell ot

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
deirous, but have not advised us to that effect. -

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to resard the
silence a, an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many' enquiries that it is quite impossible to repiy to
each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A. B.C.

A -B.C., 1920, brand new, T.T. bars: £151; retail
only.-Byfleet Automobile Co., West Bvfleet.

Surrey [3744

A.B.C. Motor Cycles, deliveries from stock—The
f^ Spalding Motor Co, Ltd.. Pinchbecli St., Spald-
ing. Phone: 144. T.A. : Service. [GDIS

A.B.C. delivered May 11th, unridden, complete,
-^ lamps, Klaxon, etc.: 152 gns. ; owner got de-
hrery Morsan.—C. Hunt, Villa, Eye, Suffolk. [3726

WAUGHOPE'S LIST.

Ttie following Machines al-o In Stock on
going to press;

JAIVIE8, 2} h.p., now 1920 moilcl, f,ast,

delivered from works £75
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 70 h.p., j-^peed

Mindcl. new iq^o nKicllinc, just de-
livered (Si.lccar oxtr.i) £191 2 10

ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., igii,. disc

wheels, Stew.art horn, l,ur,is liKhtiii':; £31
LEA-FRANCIS, new 19:0, 3 h.p.. c-spml,

clutch, and kicU-starter £130 13 S
ZENITH, S h.p.. new igiio model, just

delivered from makers, countershaft
pear, clutch, and kick-start £154

NORTON, 4 h.p., 1920, fitted with Swan
sporting Sidecar Offers.

TRIUMPH, 1 h.p., rgii, 3-specd, all acces-
sories, excellent machine £75

SCOTT, 3j h.p., new 1920 model, solo
pears, standard bars, just delivered
from works —

NEW IIWPERIAL, 2', h.p., new 1920.

No. I Model, iust delivered from works £74 11

ROYAL RUBY Combination, late 1919,
hood, screen, all best ac.,"t;isorics. as

new £215
7-9 h.p. Powerplus INDIAN Couibination,

as new, 1920 improvements £215
RUDGE MULTI and Sidecar, 1911, 5 to

6 h.p., powerful machine £99 10
A.J.S. Combination, 1918, twin, 6 h.p.,

e.xcelleut machine, detachable whesis,
all accessories £185

INDIAN Combinatioii, 1911, 7-9 h.p., disc

wheels 1B103
INDIAN and Sidecar, s-S h.p., igi-l .

•. £80
HENDERSON and Sidecar, 1915, 8 to

10 h.p., 4-cyl'nder, ready for tlie road,

excellent machine £125
ZENITH and Sidecar. 1913, 6 h.p., K.S.

and clutch model, including acces-

sories, first-class condition, ready for

the road £115
Babv TRIUMPH, 1911, splendid machine . £60
f.O.M. RUDGE, 1919, 3J h.p., fast and

reliable machine £115
RUDGE, 1912, 3* h.p , £45
DOUGLAS, 1916, as new, 2} h.p £65
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 1916. as new in every

detail, never used £73
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 1915 £69 19
FORWARD, 2.', h.p.. twin, 3-speed Rear . . £27 10
PEARSON ftSOPWITH, 1920, new 2.1 h.p.,

2-=troke. 2-specd' £69 15
CLYNO, 1920, 2.1 h.p., new, 2-stroke,

2-speed, free engine £75
PEARSON & SOPWITH, new 192.0, 2I h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-specd, clutch, and kick-

starter £77 13

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2\h.p., new 1920,

2-stroke. 2-speed £73 ID

PRIORY, new 1920, 2} h.p., 2-stroke £67 10

QUADRANT ComWnalion, new 1920.
4', h.p. ; £135 0-

G.W.K. Car, 8 h.p . E210
MORGAN, S h.p., sportuig model, 1914 . . £185
GARDEN Monocar, s-6 h.p., 1914 £100
MORGAN Runabout, 810 h.p., 1916 £210

We have a large stock of SIDECARS, including

6.S.A,, No. 2 Douglas, Oxonian, Canoeiet (all

models), Williamsons, etc. Fitted while you wait.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

'Phone: HoWorn olll.
'Grams: Opiftccr, Fleet, London,

Important Notice.
Second-Hand Machines.

THE increasino; demand for motor
cycles and the .shortage of supplies
is a temptation to the unscrupulous

to misrepresent the dates of second-hand
machines, and sometimes these are
advertised incorrectly.

The year of Dianufai:ture shotild be
verified by reference to the makers

—

the engine number usually sufficing
for this purpose.
Attention is also directed to our Deposit System,
which is intended for the protection of our reader.*

MOTOR CYCJ,ES FOR SALE.
Abingdon

ABINGDON S'Ah.p., appearance and raeehnnioally as
new; sacrifice £^8.-51, Keubury St., Coldharbour

Lane, Cambeiwell. [3521

1Q20 Abinedon King Dick, S'/.h.p.," 3.«peed, slightly
Ai/ used; £105.—Frank Wbitworth, Ltd.. 139. New
St., Birmingham. [X2I58

1Q20 6-7h.p. Abingdon Twin (Combination, lamps,
i-V horn, wind screen, not done 500 miles; £175;
Gnaranteed.-Frank Wbitworth. Ltd., 139, New .St..

Birmingham. [X2159
4cme.

BRAND New Acme Combination, Sb.p. J.A.P., de-
tachable and spare wheels, Sturmey gear,

luxurious combination ; best offer over £220 secures.
-lio.x 784. c/o j/ie Motor Cycle [X2064

A.J.S.

CROW Bros., Guildford. A.J.S. agents and experts
since 1912, accept no premiums. [9993

A.J.S.—Brighton, Hove and district.-Turpin's 22
and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0202

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, new, fitted 3 lamps, horn,
-Lt/ spare wheel, screen, etc.; £250.-2, Nightingale
Rd.. Lower Clapton. [3805

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane. London, E.O.4.—
t>h.n. A.J.S. eombination. 1918. detachable wheels,

free engine, kick start, accessories; £18.5. [1600

A.J.S-.. 5-6h.p., 2-speed. hand clutch, ride awav;
£97/10, or good offer.-Seen after 6.30, 114.

Ravensbourne Av., Shortlands, Kent. [3936

A.J.S. 1918 5-6h.p. Combina,t!on, military model,
hood, screen, lamps, in very nice order; £165.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C.3. [0067

A.J.S. Specialists. The Walsnil Garage, Wolverhnmu-
- ton St., Walsn.l. Tel.: 144. Can give favourable

deliveries of these grand combiuations Book early tor

your spring outfit.
' [7215

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combimation, maters' specification, and
-Ltf legstiields, can I'e driven o'omfoitably from sidecar

if desired, scarcely used, a beautiful turnout; £245.—
Davenport, CarestUorne, Chellord, Cheshire. [3377

T| Q20 A.J.S. Combination, delivered April 17th, spare
-»-»/ wheel, wind screen, fitted Lucas lighting set, Lucas
horn, storm apron, spare inner tut)e, valve, etc., scarcelv

used, machine as new trial given; £250.-Apply, 82,
V\'arwiclj Ed., Carli.?le. (3853

F.O.C.H. have a late mcdel A.J.S. combination
spare wheel, wind screen, luggage grid, elec-tric

and acetylene lighting, ready for the road.—Fair Offer

Car House, 5. Heath St., Hampstend (near H.ampstead
Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [3608

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, very carefully treated,
-Lt/ small mileage, and now in fiue running order,

wind screen, 3 lamps. 2 generators, spare wheel, tools,

Cowev speedometer, Tan-Sad pillion, special waterproof
apron, unpunctnred tvres and ready to ride anywhere;
£215.—Mason, 20, Charminster Rd., Bournemouth.

[3392
Alldays

ALLDAYS-ALLON in stock; £85.-At Gonrlay's,

Fallowfleld, Manchester. [1469

ALLON 2»lh.p., excellent condition; £45.—Savage.
Kirkella, Osliorne Kd., Farnborough, Hants. [3425

ALLON 2-stroke, saddle tank, legshields, perfect con-

dition, tull accessories: £55.—Wykes. Eothley.

Leicester. [3359

19 Allon, 2-speed clutch model, complete lamps,

born tools, good tvres; £70.—Jackson Bros.,
[3470

19
Horsham, Sussex.

All letters relating to advertlsementa should quote the number at the end of each aJvertlsemeat» and the date ol the Issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLON iai5 2%h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, engine re-

cently overhauled by makers, perfect; £49, or
exchange.—76, Neate St., Albany Rd., Camberwell,
S.E.S. [3897

"IQ20 Alldays Allon Model de Luxe, 2-epeed, hand
J- *y clutch, tick starter, horn, lamps, tools," com-
plete, mileage under 750; £75, lowest.—C. Williams,
55, Beckenham Lane, Shortlands, Kent. [3350

A LLDAYS 4h.p., 2 speeds and Iree, will climb any-
-^ thin?, Luciis head and rear, horn, good tyr&s, etc., £70,
trial : also F.N. 4-cyl. sporting mount, irante few re-

pairs, £25; two £90. offers; can be seen after 6 even-
ing.?.—G. Leach, 42, Pave Lane, Newport, Salop. [3863

Ariel.

ARIEL.—Brighton, Hove and district.-Turpin's. 22
and 29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0201

C^

. appl\
270. (630?

APIEL .Combination, new from works Easter, 192C,
complete with lamps, horn, etc.; £165.—Corvn.

Hornclnirch. [336r

1Q19 5-7h.p. Ariel Combination, S-speed C.S., K.S
.

-•-«/ .accessories; £150 cash.—24, Westmorland St.. ^
ISarrow-in-Furness. [3860

AEIEL Combination, new condition. 4h.p., 3-spee\ __
new sidecar; foi Quick sale, £90.—Cringle, 10. B

Patrick St., Peel, Isle of Man. " [3468

ARIEL, all models, early deliveries; all parts
stocked.-P. Speakman, Ariel Expert. 7, Rochdale

Rd.. Harpurhey, Manchester. [741^5

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.- B
Early delivery of Ariel machinea anticipated; i

book now for 3y2h.p. and 6h.p. twins. [6352 a
ARIEL 1913 3y.,h.p. Combination. 3 speeds, kick r

starter. Brown and Barlow, U.H. mag.; £98.— __
Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London. [3907

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Ariel Combination, electrically |^
equipped, re.ady for the road.—Fair Offer Car iH

House, 5, Heath St., Hampst«ad (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone; Hampstead 3752. Hoius 9-7. in-l«
eluding Saturdays. [3609 !

AENO Motor Cycle, SV^h.p., .3-«peed Sturmey-Archer
gear, in good running order, with wicker sidecar;

£35, no offers, quick sale.—Figg, Enfield Farm, God-
manchef;ter, Hunts. , [3460

Auto»\VheeIs.

AUTO-WHEEL complete, in perfect order; £10.-
Brook Bros., Biuuham-ou-Sea. [3480

FOE Sale, hand tricycle and Auto-Wheel attached.
—Particulars, C. R. .Stuart, Dunstan's College,

Catiord. [3838

AUTO-WHEELS.—Cash £25, or £5 deposit and
37/6 monthly; descriptive catalogue post free.—

M.Y. nept.. The Metropolitan Machinists Co., Ltd.,
248, Bishopsgate, E.C.2. [3166

Bat
6h.p. Bat-.7ap and O.B. sidecar; £65.-537, Hollowav

Ed., N. [3439

BATS lor early delivery, apply, Bedford Garage,
Walsall- Phone : 270. [5305

^or motorists

87-91, John Bright St.

Thone : 662 Mid.
'Graph :

'* Lylcar, B'ham.''

and

Speed

19

B

14 6h.p. Bat-Jap, 2-siieed countershaft; £58, or
offer.—Hillside, Beechwood Ed., Leagrave, Luton.

[3706
AT-.J.A.P. Twin Combination, 6h.p., Roc gears; £55.
Appointment by letter.- 23, Streatham Ed.. Streat-

[3371

SuiSm :

COMBINATION

7-9 h.p. Powerplus spring frame ^
model, complete with dynamo,
lighting set, electric horn, and
speedometer, and fitted with luxuri-

ous coach-built sidecar, with com-
modious locker in rear of body.

£223 14 ^
plus delivery charge.

Hd.. Ash Vale, Surrey. [3487

6 h.p. Bat, sporting model, 2-speed, just overhauled
and enamelled, very fast; bargain, 80 gne.—Foster,

Greyhound, Ardingly, Sussex. [3338

II can give almost immedi-l

I

ate delivery of a limited
|

number of these famous
machines.

P. J. EVANS.

:

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., spring Irami
recently overhauled and enamelled, in top-ho]

running order; £35. — 23, Otterburn, St., Tcotin-
8.W.17. [330

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutcl
K.S., 1920, Williamson sidecar and hood, 1921

Binks, new Miller's head lamp, spares, and tools,
year's insurance, really lovely condition, jir
thorotghly overhauled, enamelled, and plated, on
wants seeing; £140, or first reasonable offer secure-
good reasons for selling.—19, Mervan Ed., Brixton.

[36E
Blackburne

2-speed, kii

very; £94/1
Drake and Mount, Bracknell. [35t

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Blackbnrne ni

chines from the accredited agents.—The Lankesti
Engineering Co.. Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rdl
Surbiton. . ^|d£

Blumfield.
;

BLUMFIELD syji.p. O.B. Combination, 3-3liB
clutch, B. and B., Bosch, fast and reliable; ^

—A., 24, Caldew St., Addington Sq., Camberwell, S.Rm
Bown.

l QSO' Bown-Villiers, 2V>h.p., 2-speed, kick . stubLU and clutch, in stock.—Frank Wliitworth. Mi
139, New St., Birmingham. [XZll

C.H. ha Bown-Villiers, sporting little 'fel

House. 5,"Heath St., Hampsfead' (nr. Hampstead '

Station). 'Phone: Hamptsead 3752. Hours 9-7^.

eluding Saturdays. [Sp

Bradbury.
BEALIBUET and Sidecar; £S5, or good solo.-KeB"

439, Park Lane, Macclesfield. f.S4
{

4 h.p. Eradburv, wicker sidecar; £52/10; anv trial

Slater, Newsagent, Ashton. Preston. [33

20 (March) T.T. Bradbury, lamp, hi19^ £92.—Eaingill, Altrincha [31

The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamiitou St.. WiilMl

_ - [75
XJEADBUET Combination, 2-speed, kick staitcr,
-U condition; £75.—Woodgers Garages. 307,
hawk Ed.. Shepherd's Bush, W.12. f

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., T.T., aluminium (

very sporty, not scratched, like new, guarantt
perfect, photo; £48.-30, Harold Rd., Upper .N

wood, S.E. 'Phone: Sydenham 1284.
, {SA'

[33:

Rrough

BROUGH 1920 5h.p., brand new. countershaft
speed; list price.-^Doncaster Autocars, Ltd., D'

caster. [15

'Phone ; 270.
Brown.

BROWN Combination; £32: will exchange liu I,

or lightweight.-Hall, Hocknan Cottage, W)., tsli.

London. l5-

BROWN 3V,h.p., Bosch, B.B., new tvres and I

flrst-ol.ass running order; £20.—Jas. Suiitli, E
cliffe, Nprthumberland. ^3;

3V'h.p., 2 speeds, tree

ew B.B. carburetter ;in.l s.

car, in perfect running order: any tri:it.— S.'i.ii ;ii

7.30 p.m. at 67, Charlotte St., London, W.l. I'l

£50. ;?

B.S.A.

B.S.A.-The Walsall Garage. Walsall Bootit.s or.l

tor all models; rotation deliveries. 17:

B
perfect, new Dim
iwav.—Fishery Fo;

moor Herts.

3ih.p. B.S.A. , 1914, chain drive, 2-speed. fi

2 tion: £55.—Can be seen at Eosehill. M.i

Sntton Ooldfield.

B.S.A. 1913 S'Ah.p.. 2-specd, K.S., mcc 1

perfect; £45.-35, Cumberland Rd., Sm
wood, S.E.25.

Boutle, Hartley Wintuey, Hants.

B.S.A. Combination, 1914, 3-sii",',

built sidecar, lamps, lioiii, rtv.

tion; £99/10.-Wcst, Barford, Wai

B.S.A. SVoh.p 1912 Oomblnatiot
ford sidecar, Capnc cnrburetti

speeds, pedal start; £68.—Maudes'.

£55,-l':i

. belt dr
T, Bosrli
100 Qt

B34 All letters lelating to advertisements sboiild quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douslnii

Ih.p. 1913 nolislna, prni-lically
uiting ilclivory iilti'

led (luring
)mpIrU>]y c

4,447, c/o

lOUOI-AS 2"'ill.n.
' rolinirs, apleruli

nu: i)70.~AVillowbnuk, London Ed,
iOIlO: 1041.

W.D., ox worlw 1919,
condition, ooiuplpte m

Bromley, K
[3367

919 Douglas 21ih.n., 2..e|ieod, T.T., exi-cUpnt coo
rlition, not ex-Army. luUy equipped; ,£78: wil

100 miles on receiving £2 deposit.— 187, llristo

., BirraiuBham. [X21K

920 Douelns Combination, brand new, lillL'd nl

lumps, horn, and special Easting wind screen
unuKcd: immcdinto delivery; £185.-2, Nislitingali

., Lower riapton. [3806

2-apeed. fully equipped, polL^Iied

long copper exlnuist, bullfer forljs,

raditiou; £60, or aenr.-24. South
[3852

ited September, 1919,
plete; £65: seen bv

"ox 4.449,
[3918

»°:;:'

kOUOLAS 2Mi.p., 1916, unc
" perfect running order, co
wintnient. Somerset; going

Motor C'licU

2;>4ll.p. Do W.D. model, tool
under 1,000, owner

nr nearest. — Gilliat,

2r bought
Burton
[X2120

not W.n.. Boseh, rery comfort
Broolis saddle, pood tyres and lamps, Stewart

."haniial horn, seuii-T.T. bars, condition splendid : £6^
b.-l, Peudrell Kd., Brockley. S.E.4. [3847

wOFOL.A
' alile I

lon^' exhaust, footboards,
and tools complete, as new : a liargaiu, £90.—Appiv

ir 7 p.m., 30, Falmouth Ed.. S.E.I. [3573

,O0GL.'\S. 1920. 4h.p., magnificently equipped
with electric lighting, electric horn, bulb horn.

tect condition tliroughout, indistinguishable from
.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X2102

g and fast,

, ,
spare tubes

i tools, in beautiful condition: £120; bargain.—A.
zclman, 74-5, Fore St., Moorgate, E.C.2. [3550

Eidi<[ Apnea
no stock, but we a

:1a. Place your or(

iry.-Eli Clark. Dougl,

hai
giving deliveries to the
at once if you want de-

Agent, 196, Ohelteuhom ltd.

stol. [001b

O.C.H. have a late model 2';.',h.p. Douglas,
equipped, ready for the road.—Fair Offei

5, Hejith St., Hampsfead (near Hampste.ad
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7.

[3611

fully

^OUGL AS. )iled.

-. *55.—Oarage, _. _„....
ws, Berkley Ed., Primrose Hill (near Chalk Farm
Ik), N.W.I. [3879

.O.C.n. have a 1919 4b. p. Douglas Combination,
(ate^t type eluteh, fully equipped, ready for the

' Heath St., Hampsteadd.-^a
Ha

119 Dougln.s 2->Sh.p., as new, not W.D., Lnc,n« King
^ of the Eaid, front lamp .^et. Lueas back tamp
Cowev horn, knee grip!, footboards, aluminium
m ease, and tool kit; £90.-100. Shoot-up-hill,
cklewood, iST.W. Tel.; Hampstead 4588. [3497

rhanled.Sh.p. War Offlce Douglas, lieen entirely
• replated and enamelled in these work,

ml Binks carburetter, practically equal
lew; price £75; to s

chasing nnseeu on
cnis "Works, Eccles,

time will take £70 to ._
recommendation.—C. Biuka,

[X2030

lOtTGLAS 1919 (hate) 4h.p. Combination. P. and H
head light. Miller rear, T.W.E. sidecar, lamps'

vey spedometer, Lucas horn. Easting windscreen new-
re belt, chain, tube, tools complete, only done 1,200
tunctiired. stored winter, property of neval officer-
I ens.-12, Victoria Ed., Charlton", S.E.7. [3292

^h.p. Dougl.ases, frames stove
* new handle-bars, mudgu
is, and toolbags. We are in
laediately; prices from £70.

Douglas spares, including

nelled. transfers,
tyres, saddles,

position to supply
supply

]e or two framL..
36, Frogmore St.

[0166

Combination,
lighting througjiout.

Cowey speedometer,

special

ply to n.L.. Motor Works,
stol.

il9 .Scptcnilier] 4h.p. Dougl
' hand chitnh. electric lighi
omulators, laax and bulb hor__, _^ ^^.^,
ror, polished aluminium disc wheels, under and^feg-
ilos. Tan-Sad, hood, screen, spare tubes and tyre
mellmg and plating unscratched, entire combination'
new; £173, including tools, spares, and insurance

nulimited; real bargain.—48, Grenville Ed., Horn-
[3486Ei6e.

tUNTRAZ
U'ormm

"All machines (.(uotcd below lor immediate

delivery and at fixed pi ices. Do not bs dis-

appointed at the prices foinp; up. We can quote

yoii Lhe machine you r-'quirc, for immediate

delivery, at a price that will iuit you.'"

Combinations.
1920 H Mold MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas

Magdyno, complete with horn, as new.
1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combina:ion. Luc.is

acet^'lcne lamps Lucas iiorn, been ridden
10 miles.

i9::o A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,
windscreen. 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all ready
.or the road ; never been ridden.

1920 5 h.p, A.J.S. Combination, screen, no acces-

igsn iS h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas Mag-
dvno. all complete, as new.

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, fitted Henderson
Elite Sidec'LT, dynamo .ip;hting, electric horn,

Br; id Ne
1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan

sportinf^ Sidecar, disc wheels all round, T.T.
bars, dynamo lighting, indistinguishable from
new Verv smart ot.

1920 3\ h.p. SUNBEAM fitted with Dmkv Sidecar,

black and .gold to match bike, not done 20m.
1920 3^ li.p. ROVER Combination. Brand New.

In'stock.

1920 4J h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all chain drive,

Qot registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
MagdynOj fitted with hood, windscreen, as new.

Solo Machines.
1920 3h h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, M.A.G. engins.

Brand New.
1920 3lhp LEA-FRANOIS. J-A.P. engine, only

done a few miles.

1920 4i^ h.p. B.S.A.. complete, as received trom
makers.

1920 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, net been ridden.

1915 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, just been thoroughly
overhauled by makers, complete with lamps
and horn, splendia condition.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4 -speed, brand new, immediate
delv

1920 6 h.p. countershaft ZENITH.
same ii re<juired.

Cars.

Sidecar for

J. SiVIITH & CO.,
16, HAMPSTEAD AD., LONDON, N.W.I.

'Pbone No,: Museum 3419,

2Pfro

MOTOR CYCI.nS l-OU SALE.
Duzmo

DV/.MO 3i,4.h.p. Bloglo and' Sh.p. Twin OidoM In
trict rotjitlon. Ilelivorlea coiuumocfl July.—

nuirieii to Loach and
duster (6272

Cdmund.
Edmnnd, spring fiamo. 3 models.- LiRtfl free
n Gourlny'H. Fallownold. 18991

IQ19 Edmund, spring (ramo. 2"ih.p. .I.A.P., Endcld
-1- •/ 2-speed gear, complete with lamps, horn, tools,
.iiid spares, splendid condition ; 65 gns.—Hickson,
Moreton St., Winnington, Northwich, Cheshire. [3647

Elswlck.

ELSWICK 2-«troke 2V..h.p., porfeet condition, foot-
boards, lamps, ready to ride away: £35, a real

bargain.—Asheroft. Eobert St., MlKord Uoven. [3500

Endurance.
"1Q19 8h.5). Endurance (.I.A.P.) and aidccnr, thorough
-- *^ running order, original tyres; £135.—Cain

ley Rd., Bournemouth. [X2139

Enfleld.

ENh'IELD 1917 2-speed Lightweight, splendid con-

dition; £56.—Tippen, Harden, Kent. [3858

AtrCHIlPE'R, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
al Entield, new 1920 model; £73/10.

1916. mae. eneine, di^e
£60. [3948

execllcnt con-

W
E^

19^

(3637

ENFIELD 3h,p. Twin, 2 speeds, clutch, like new,
lamps, horn; £60.-36, Thorold Rd., Ilford.

[3696

ENFIELD Combination, food condition; £115.—
Wooduers Garages, 307, Goldhawk Ed., Shepherd s

Bush, W.12. [3323

I 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting; £136.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton.

l-hone ; Walthamstow 800. [3767

Sh.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, K.S., excellent tyres, and run-

ning order; £55, or exchange Sun-Villiers, Excel-

sior.—Lyon, Soham, Cambs. [X2109

ENFIELD 1916'/. Combination, lamps, tyres excel-

lent, little mileage; consider lightweight in ex-

change.—Lewis, Llanglofton, Letterston. [3469

nation, fitted with dynamo
^^., .„ ^ d running order; £150.—

Apply,. King alid Harper, Bridge St., Cambridge. (2183

B, engine No. G21S5, 2-

etc. excellent condition ;

Cleveland Park Av., Walthamstow. [3639

peed, not run 100 miles, nn-

1 H. front .

ofler.—Nutshell, Stonehill, Botdon. [3593

-Place your

ROYAL ENFIELD, £52;
pine, 2-speed, kick start, . , >, -

perfect condition.-14a, N^rth Bd., Richmond, Surrey^.^

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., just delivered, nul

ridden, mag-dynauio lighting set, Lucas horn

:

£22S.-Arnold, 45, Sumincrland Ed., Minehead, Sonier

set.
[3485

19^

1920 6h.D. Combination, not

registered. Magdyno lighting: best over £220.-

626. Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'Phone :
Walthainstow

800. [^^^^

5 Enfield Combination, Sh.p., speedometer,

Lucas lamps and horn, new Cameo wind screen,

new sidecar apron, etc.; £145—374, Grove Green

Rd., Leytonstone. i:>lis

ENFIELD 1920 Combination, can be supplied with

trade and touring Imdicp.—Clifford \Mlson Manu-

facturing Co.. 70, Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.U .3

Kensington 7113. [3605

ENFIELD-MOTOSACOCHE Combination, 1914 in

splendid running order, Phtcnix sidecar, all-cliain

drive, lamps, horns, speedometer etc., just ovcrhau.ed

;

£70, or near oHer ; after 3.-Humphnes, 3, Bowater

Place, Blackheath, London. Lsii/

19
19
bridge.

Excelsior.

20 American Ex-elsior, just delivered; 144
—12 Bridge St., Cambridge. [2

9 British Excelsior 2-Etroke,_ 2-Epeed

lamps. horn, etc.; £60.-12,

carbiEXCELSIOR 3y2h.p., Bosch mag
etter, tyres new; £22; ride

Denmark St., Leytonstone.

XTXCELSIOR Big Six Combinat
shaft, clutch, rha:

Leeman, Highbrid;

EITISH Excelf.ior, 1919 (late), 251h.p 2-stiol;i

2-speed, complete with lamps, horn, leg shield:

as new; £70.-Howe, 16, .Gold St., Tiverton

19.
[3335

3-speed counter-

hood and screen ; 85
Waltham Abbey. [X1911

B^

letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue. B^7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

7-9h.p. de Luxe Excelsior, excellent condition, com-
plete with electric lightins and horn, speedometer,

coachbuilt sidecar. Cameo wind screen, pillion seat,
lUggaj'e and ijetrol carriers; offers.—lUingworth. engi-

neers, Kendat. [X1758

THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents tlie

best value lor money on the market. Book now lor
early delivery, l-'itted with Swan de Luxe sidecar.—
Edwards and Parry. 4. Blenheim St.. Bond St. May-
fair 2666 I226r

AMEEICAN Excelsior Combination 7-9h.p., new
191:7, small mileage, been stored for 12 months,

engine like new, C.B. sidecar with locker Jor 2 petrol
what offer

Strab;

BEITISH Excelsior 8h.p. CouAination, 1920 model.
Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn, 2-scater

sidecar, 2 wind screens, discs all wheels, Bi)iiie wheel
lunuised) ; first over £200 secures.—D. B. Lloyd, Maindy,
Resolven, near Neath. [3428

Fatnir
3ih.p. Fafnir, U.H., Amac, new Clincher de Luxe

2 tyres and tubes, oyerhe.ad valve, ride away; £28.—
76, Western Ed., Southall', Middlesex. [3794

31, Cressider Hd., N.19.

7.—Coote, 12, Broadway, Streatham.

5-6h.p., 4-cyI., 2 speeds, hand clutch, latest
Bosch, .Amac, electric lighting, speedometer, disc
wheels, hood, apron, valances, smartest F.N. on the
road: £90.—G., 63, Solon Kd., Brixton, S.W.2. [3892

1 Q14 7h.p. F.N. and Milllord Sidecar, just re-
-H-V enamelled, new tyres and tubes, new Bonniksen
speedometer, new Ward and Goldstone electrjc light-
ing set, engineer owned, ridden 8,800 miles, perfect
condition; £135.-206, Parliament St., Derby. [X211C

Gamage.
l Q19 Gamage, Villiers, Albion 2-speed, Amac, etc.,
-S-i/ as new; any trial; £48.-17, TJ.xbridge Ed., Han-
well, W.7. . [3399

Grandex
GEANDEX-l'EECISION 4h.p., 3-speed, comfortable

wicker sidecar, good condition, lamps, etc. ; £55.—
C. Lawrence, 40, Buckingham St., Aylesbury. [3420

Harley-Davldson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. all models.—Official agents.
The Motor Cycle iVIart Stafford St., Walsall.

[6460
HARLET-D-AVIDSON New 4h.p. ; best offer over

£160 secures.—Hughes, Buller Barracks, Alder-
8hot. [3631

HARLEY-D.AVIDSONS. all models;- immediate de-
livery.—Maudes' Motor' Mart, 100, Paris St.,

Exeter. [3781

1015 Harley-Davidson Combination, 3-speed. lamps,
-fl-^ etc., in good order.-Alf. Sharpe, Gosberton,
Spalding. [9012

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, can offer all model
Harley-Davidson from stock; write to-day for

particulars.
^

-
[1261

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9h.p.. torpedo side-
car ;£130/10, nearest offer. — Wargent, 191

laiey Rd., Oxford. [3842

"B Q 18 Harley-Davidson, condition as new, sidecar
1-tJ new; £150; exchange.—136, Layenham Rd.,
Southfields, S.\V.18. ' [3681

HAELEY-D.\VIDSON 1915 Combination, electric
model, in splendid condition; £35.-54, High Rd.,

East Fincliley, London, N.2. [3496

IQ18 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., perfect, and indis-
Xi? tinguishable from new; £120.—Letters only, Deller,
16, Caiiideu Gardens. Shepherd's Bush. [3851

HAELET-DAVIDSON, 1919 (Nov.), 7-9h.p., all ac-
cessories, Mills-Fult'ord sidecar, all Al : owner got

;at; what offers?-McNamara, Westlands, Mansfield.
[X2063

19=

Brst instauce' to Taylor, Cycle Agent, Kettering. [3410

EgH
REGULAR STOCK LINES
The Premier House for Genuine Bargainr.

264-266, Vanxhail Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.

Telephone: Victoria 6533.

COVERS

26X2 . 7/6 10/- 28X2. 9/6 II/6
26X2}. 8/3 I0/-J 28x3. 15/- 16/6
26x2i. 10,16 13/3 650x65 12/- 16/6
26X2.',. 10/6 12 /t I -00x80 16/3 19/6

BELTS
Avon 1/3 1/7 21- 2/4 3/-!
Pedley 1/9 2/2 2/6 3/- 3/8 Prices

Dunlop

—

} per

Flat Top.. — 2/1 2/7 3/- - Foot.
Po.indToD 2/1 2/7 31- SIS 4/21

RETREADIi\G
Extra Heavy .. 20/-
Heavy 17/6
Medium 15 1-

All casing repairs are

charged extra according

to tlie description ot

repaT. Repairs are execut-

ed at our own works under

expert supervision.

SPECIAL ALLOWANCES FOR OLD COVERS.

RUBBER HIP BOOTS
Martufactured by North British
Rubber Co.. Utc'

Dominion Rubl
Co.. Ltd., etc y,

Qui.eNew.
"^

J
Sizes X II

5, 6,7, 8, 9,10,11. f

Per Pair

21/-
Worth 45/-

\
y

»A BOON TO THc

V06ICAN
TAKE IT

FROM ME
TMAT A
Tv»e
FROM

ISA
GENUINE
BARGAIN

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley.Davidson.

1020 7-911.1). Hurley-Davidson, mair. moael, BjiJ-
-*-*^ 1,500, condition pelfeet ; aocei.t £180- open
export inspection.— G. M. Cooke, Givennap, Nyev
Lane, Eof^nor. [;

H.AJILEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, Gloria sidecar epe
meter, electric lamps, mileage under 3,000

splendid condition; £200.—A., Moorlands, Heath
At., Woking. [;

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920.
wheels, every accessory, including screen, h

and cover, etc.; £230._Harvey Hudson's, South W
lord {ne.U the George Hotel). !:

1Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, recently .

-Ltf hauled and enamelled, Tan-Sad. wind scr

hood, all in perfect order: £140.~Cornelius, 34, V
age Park, Manthorpe Ed., Pliimstead. ["

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C
7-9h.p. Harley-IJavidson <nnd sidecar. 1919. P]

did condition, £195; also 7-9h.p. HarleyDiVK
Jlodel J new 1920 model, lor immediate deli'

£191/2/10. [(

J Q18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Comt
^*J tiou, splendid condition, electric lighting,
chanical horn, 3-speed, kick start, tyres as new,
trial given and open to expert examination; }

£165; seen week-ends London.—Apply Harley,
4,273, c/o The Motor Cycle. [: i

Hazlewood
5-6h.p. Hazelwood Combination, just delivi

£186.-12, Bridge St., Cambridge. ^

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 4h.p. Combination, 3.«

complete, accessories, splendid condition, as
seen after 6 p.m.; £35; a bargain.—21, Rithertor
Balham, London, S.W.17. [X: .

HAZLEWOOD 1920. 5-6h.p. Combination, J.

engine, 3-speed countershaft gear, hand cl

only used for a few miles ; a sound combinatio ',

the right price, j£ia6.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bis: .

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [ 3

flenderson.

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.f
8-10h,p. Henderson combination, 4-cyl.. 2-.^

free engine, handle start, all accessories; £125. [
!

HENDERSON lOh.p. 4-cyl. Combination,
electric light, in thorough good order, .iiiy i

price £150.—21, WheathillRd., Anerley, S.E. PI-

2403. [ .

H.B.

EGEETONS, JSTorthirate, Ipswich, can give de!

H.B.—'Phone: 962. (

19
Hobarl

20 Hobart 2-stroke, 2-speed model, for :

delivery.—12, Bridge St., Cambridge.

Humber
BEDFORD oarage Walsall, district agents

Humbers; rotational delivery.
' '

TO 14 Humtwr 2i/'h.r., splendid condition; i
i-tF Watson, 4, High St., Windsor. .J

£32.—SV'oh.p.p T.T. Hnmber, good running or( ,.

cheque secures.—J. H: Bradley, 16, Kisg
Ludlow. i

31h.p. 1913 Humber, single speed, perfect oor^i(

2 tools, spares, accessories ; £45.—Goode, 652, il

dale Kd., Sheffield. , 1

HUMBER 3i.;.h.p., 2-speed, free engine, BoscK I

wicker sidecar: £36; after 5.-46, Bawdale
East Dulwich, London, S.E. 22. I

HUMBER 1912 3'Ah.p.. handle starter, free en

2-si«ed, with sidecar, ready to ride away;
£40.—Beadell, 8, King St., Maidenhead. •[

HUMBEE Oomhiuntion (2-3peed), handle start, Ci

built sidecar, powerful and smart: £55.-57,
liury St., Coldharbour Lane. Cambenvell. I

4h.p. Hnmber, Mills-Enlford, sidecar, wind 6C

hood, 3-6peed, F.E,, new Dunlops, Brwjks, W
etc.; £85.—Write, 113, Empress Av., Hford. [

HUMBEE 2Vih.r., good running order, 3 non-ttH'

coils, heavyweight frame, minus front forks, C.

Multi gear: bargain, £25 the lot.-Tickner, BKim

EARLY Delivery of the Celebrated Hnmher mad '

from the accredited agents.—The Lanke^ter t

EiueeriD" Co.. Motor Cycle Dept.. 63, Brighton

Surhiton" '

•nge,—Bunting's Moto
stone.

1 Ql^'A Humber S'/^h.p., as new, clutch.

-Lf7 accessories; _neare6t_50gus.;_ stored 4

2 nnvwhero
"

'

' "

Kd.. W.ll.
sidecar.—3, Victoria Garde:

tools, running" order; '£26.—Scott, Estcoun To;

Newmarket. '

HUMBER 2=ih.p. Twin. S-speed, hand mid

clutch, recentlv rebushed, new pistons .nui

splendid running order; best over £45.— Tr.i;

Uxbridge Rd., Slough,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue

li
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

tW IlnnSONS. irairM-.liiHo il=li»ory.-A. ,1. ^
ind Co., LUI.. Ni'wiiuiiki!!.. Phone: au. I

!W IK'IISON I.iBlitwi'lKlit. 3-siii«I. .lutch,

;w inuiSDX 1917. ;

^800,1 .ond.tion; £45.- „.... -
^^^^-

iW HUDSON 1919 Combination, splendid condi-

tion.— 109a, St. Jamea's Bd., Croydon. 'I'lione

:

;W IIITIISON 2Wl.P., 1917, 3-8I)eefl clntcli, tyrPB

itofiil. nosc'li mug., rorfcrt condition; £40, or

-63. Croydon lid., Anorley. [3709

b.p. Npw Hnd(ion-jHp, 3 speeds, clntcli, now Iiejivy

Unulop,s meolninirallv porfi-nt: l.iiipiiii, £56, or

at ott'i'r.-44, St. Donntt's Bd., New C'ri)s8, S.E.
[3361

19 (Jnlvl N.-w Ilud^im 41i.p. 3-8pe«l Ccniiuniition,

2 ii,Mt,','tIv new tvi,'^. 3 Inmps, lloru, simre now
;ool.i. si'lonilHl ( uinliti,iii : nmrest £150.-Hirst, 12,

WilliiMii St., llii.ldr.aHold. [3432

«l ini,. stmo
I, A.>lll'"i.l lid.. KiistU

[lit Cnniliiniltioii

iUUtiTsliatt. tli.ir.

d un.i imiiiti>d. like

Iritp l„15.

L3IJ26

models

1914.

[3472

lit short

20 New Hudsons, both T.T. .ind ton
can nlwa.vs be inspected at our stiowrooms;

ogncs and anv investiKation by return; good ser-

and quick delivery,—Paskell, The new Hudson
t, 45. (iray's Inn Rd.. W.C.2. 'Phone: Central
1, City Depot : 44, Finsbury Pavement. E.C.2.
ilbans Ja, Loudon Rd. Thanet : 91, Hish St..

(1763

New Imperial.

OW Bros., Guildford-New Imiierinl-Jap n&ents and
[2066

speed, good con-
reatliam Hill.

[3773
AUCHtirE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London,- E.C.4.-

2'2h.p. New Iiiipi-rial, new 1920 model; £74/11.
[3946

W IMPERIAL-,T.A.P., 1920, 2-speed, h. clutch,
llirk stint, 500 miles: first £70. ~' ' '

'

Ashhy-dc-la-Zouch.

,W liUPERlAL, 2i,i,h.p. J.A.P. eng
n or bov ; £55. or nearest offer;
Lurgnshall, Petworth. [3263

W IMPKRIAL Combination, Sh.p., new November.
1919, Eatfin? screen, Luen.'. lamps, tools, speed-
'r; £153; trial.-Baldwin, Abliott's Ann, Andover.

[3506
W IMPERIAL Combination, lote 1919, 8h.p., 2-

decar, hc"c.(l, screen, speedometer, whole in
iditiou. small mileage.-Seen \Vrav I'ark

!e, Reigate. [3329

W IMPEBIAL-J.A.P. 8b.p., March, 1920, and
Henderson Elite sidecar, electric light, 2 accumu-
, wind screen, speedometer, born, spares, perfect;
SDs.-JIay, Xether EJs;e Ed., Sheffield. [3622

20 6I1.P. New luiiierial-Jap Comhinntiou, delivered
hist Mandi, mileage 200, oomplete with all

bora, Tan-Sad seat, is unscratohed .aud
r; anv trial given; £160.—West, Oaston Ed.,

atou. [X2047

Norton.
Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—

nd Swan Sidecar, 1920 mo.lel.
t condition, as new; offers. [i9"14

ETON T.T.
knee grip

rial; £85.-Asbworth, 647, AtterclifleRd.. Sheffield
[3797

N.S.IJ

.tj. 1914 Combiuafion, Millford, speedometer, etc.,

good condition ;
£75.—'Pbone: Hamp. 7822. [3534

.U. 3V,h.p., 2-speed, free engine, running order,
new Thomson-Bennett map. fitted.-\V. Smith. 102,
forth St., Sutton-in-Asbfleld, Notts. £28, offers.

[3334
i.p. V Twin N.S.U.. 2-speed. Bosch mag., B. and
B. carburetetr, 'excellent condition: price £28.

ily. Dinner Rooms, 178, Roman Rd., Bow, E.3.
6 p.m. [3680

N.U.T.
IT.T.—We are sole wholesale and retail agents for
Staflordahire, and can supply these famous machines

larly delivery.—Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel. : 444
[7221

I SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, -reovil, offleial
', N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for early de-
.—Write or 'Phone for particulars. Tel.: Teovil

[8395
W K.ir.T., Magdynamo, born, knee grips, tuned

I by J.A.P.'s, never ridden; price S178.—'Phone :

ers Green 828. MaxwelUon, Chase Side, South-
> N, [3B17
iJOPSHIBE.-N.TJ.T. sole agents for the county;
demonstration model in stock. Ordere booked in

' .rotation for early deliveries.—James Garages,
:h Stretton. [7693

Put thi«
'Dollar' in
^ur pocket
WE save you 5/- on every

pair of asti!S2P.„ you buy.

Hoiv?
\&u pay 9/- to have your boots

soled twice with leather and rivete

One pair of astjt^c... cost 3/9.
and will outlast two pairs of leather

soles. Not only do you effect this

economy, but the boots become

ABSOLUTELY WATEPPPOOF

by fitting.
S'DAVIS'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

NU.'r. 1920 Model 3i,.lh.p.. I,nen« dynnmo ll((li«ln«,

eloctrlo horn; 140 Rnn., complete.— Autlinriaci Ixjii-

don liKeuta, Vlvbin Hnrdio nnd Lane, Ltd.. 24, Wood-
.took St. (on Oxford St.l. Ilnnd St., VV.l. 'Pljono: May.
lair 6569. Book now for caily delivery I008U

O.K.
lirand new, 2-«pcf>d, 1920 model, In

t pric'c, 4:65.-Tiiip.:i], Miuden, Kent.
[3857

1O20 O.K. Villiers, 2speed countorshalt. In stock;
l-O ,e65.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd.. 139, New St..

Birmingham. [X2I56

^J sti

F"i^;
II. hav
the r Car lb

iampstend 3752.

Omega

Mark v., read)' •

Heath
Tube Station).
97, iu.lnding

13613

l"Sr
100 niles, pe

right, Springbank Ho

19
-Taylor'a (iarage, Fidmontli

OiMEGA-.l.A P., ;

anu 79 sns. i

and Son. 29. Stall

peed and model de luxe;
pectively; early deliveries.

-

St., Lewes.

nd M.

1 Q17 P. and M., new
A-tJ T.T. bars; £75.-
Surrey

P
W.2.

P.
aud M. Coach Combini
condition; any trial;

Streath:mi Ed., Mitcham.

P. and M.
reconstructed; £30.- >8, Salt St..

(3344

!Orie.s; £33;
Kent. [3498

; 25, Ladbroke Rd.,

£65.-60, C;dthue:

[3741

good

19 20 P.

ale Rd., Low

M.. latest type, i

w and unregistered
Clapton.

atchet hand brake.
£130.-2, Kightin.

[3809

perfect nditit
"I
Q19 P. and M. Combinatii

-I.«7 complete, lamps, tools, r

Southwark Park Rd., Bermondsey.

P.
and M. Reconstructed W.D. ;

£78
Mamrfacturing Co.. 70, Roya!

Chet.=ea, S.\\.3. Kensington 7113.

1019 3r;,h.p. E.A.F. P. and M. Coml
XiJ used; £130; to be

33, Lancaster Rd., Nottin;

1 Q19 P. and M. Combination, condition perfect, ex-

J.t/ pert examination invited, private owner, lamps

etc.; £130.-26, St. Edwards Ed., Reading. [3719

£105.-94.
[3660

Clifford Wilson
Ho.-pital Rd.,

[3606

tion, bttlr-

8 p.m.—Landsman,
Hill, W.ll. [3532

order; 100 gns.—91a, Pra

nibinatit

K.S., l.lendid pulle
tyr
perfect
:ton.

t336<i

Complete

Avith

Sol-fix _ ^

/Vease state^^^size when ordering

Elite Rubber Co., Ltd.
Tyre Specialists

(Dept A.).

Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
Victoria, S.Wl.

264
266

luggage lockei-

pare wheel,
£120.-Rev.

ibuilt sidecar, wit
electric lighting [accumulator;

T'an-Sad. numerous sparer

Arrowsmith^ 17, Arbury Rd., Cambridge.

supplied.—Maudes'

[3289
overhauled
"th B.S.A

100
Exeter,

[3905
1919, engine 8926

_ _ lamps, horn, Eastin-

.at. foot pump, tools, spares_,_700 mile<

fullv insured," indistinguishable from
after 7, or week-end.-F.E.,

and il. Combination,
Paragon C.B. sidec;

apron.

WAUCHOPE'S,
P. and S.

engine, £69/15
£77/10

[339;

P. and S.

>, Shoe Lane. Fleet St.. London.

-

... 2-stroke. 2-speed model, Villiers

; kick start and clutch models.

from stock. [685.S

Peugeot

PEUGEOT 3h.p., completely overhauled, in good co,;^-

ditiou; iE55.-Cox, 46, ParkhiU Ed., Croydon. (o47.

Portland.

ORTLAND, Sept., 1919, 2=4h.p., 2-*troke. 2-speed.

£58.-175, Morris Green Lane, Bolton. [3346P

T
4
Bolton

Precision

4h.p., Druids, Bosch, 'Sts,
. Precision, -,^,i,., --. ----.-- no^b
fast; £35.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [387/

lb p. Precision C.B. Comb.nation, 3-sr_eed, clutch.
-^

' condition; £85.-175, Morns Green l^ane.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PKEMIEE 1914 2%h.p„ 3-speed hub, foot clutch,

peitect lunnins order; £48.-63, Bayham Place.

Camden Town, N.W.I. [3390

PREKIER SVijh.p., good appearance, 3-speed, Eosch
mas., E. and B., excellent condition; bargain, 55

gns.—Cathro, 65, London Rd., St. Leonards. [3516

PREMIER Combination 3>J-4h.p., 3-speed ancl clutch,
lamps, complete, good tyres and belt, ready for

Rd., AYalthamstow, E.17. [5621

PREMIER. 7-9h.p., 2 spee.

3 new covers and tube'
saddle, aU accessories, wants
engine, with Swan coachbuilt
after 6 p.m.. A. Heron, 158,
Grange Kd., Bermondsey, S.E.

s, free engine, clutch,
. lamps, horn, Tan-Sad
slight adjustments tc

iidecar; 85 gns.—Apply^
Lynton Rd:, Upper

[3663

Priory.

WATJCHOPE-S, 9. Shoe Lane,
2^/4h.p. Priory 2-stroke, new

London, E.C.4.-
1920; £67/10.

[3171

Puch.
PUCH, 2'4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., T.T. bars, lamps,

and horn, fine condition; 32 gns., cr exchange
?ood 2-stroke; after 7.—153, Pembroke Ed., Seven
Kings, lUord. [3687

Quadrant.
QUADRANT. 3h.p. new hand controlled Mabon

clutch, B. and B., fpring forks, new belt, wants
batterv, good climber and fast; £16.—Harold Dooley
6, Clarendon Rd., South Woodford, E.18. [3882

1 Q16 Quadrant Combination, 4i/;h.p., countersh.ift,
-*-*^ kick, chain drive, Canoelet sidecar, wind screen,
lamps, Juggage carrier, ewn chain and Dunlop, genuine
machine; £85.—Bird, Goddard Av., Swindon. [3453

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London.—New
Quadrant combinations and solo machines,

' 4%h.p., 3-speed. clutch and K.S. models, all-chain
drive, 1920 models; book now; deliveries in 10 days.

[6853
delive

at List Prices, best de-

from the firm who have been .connected with the present
day Quadrant from its inception; we deliver in perfect
tune, and back up the sale by the highly specialised
sei-vice we ofler. The Quadrant is of Rolls-Royce quality
at Fold price.-Clifford Wilson Manufacturing Co.. 70,
Royal Hospital Ed., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113.

[3607

Radco.
RADCO 2-rtroke, perfect, engine No. 15285, alu-

minium footboards, tyres, belt good; £30.-391,
Brookley Rd., CroftOB Park, S.E. [3625

TJADCO 2-iatrote, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn,
-CV speedometer, Amac, splendid running condition

;

£33.—Johnson, 12, Wyvla St, Poplar, E. [3499

Regent
SEND Postcard for particulai

twin to us. We can gi'

these machines.—Elliott Bros, and Steven:
Lanarkshire agents.

ent 5-7h.p. flat

-Full
, 158,

Nonvood Ed., West Norwood, S.E., distributing agents
for South-east London. [9149

Reading-Standard.
"1 Q20 Brand New Reading Standard Motor Cycle
jLiy Combination, lOh.p., electric model; best oHers
wanted, or exchange (adjustment) for a car; seen after
2 any day.—8. Brackley Ed., Beckenham {half hour
from London Bridge). [3689

Rex.

TWIN Ee.^, Bosch mag., minus crank case- £15, or
will sell part8.-20. Cooper St., Nottingham. [3854

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

"DEX Motor Cycle and Sidecar, e'Ah.p., in good
-tV ning order, just overhauled. Eosch mag., fre

gine; price £50.—Beeston, Cholmondeston,

We have a

large stock of

y-9 Powerplus

Machines of

recent date.

Cheshire.

splendid r.

£65; bought lightweight.—Box 4,420, c/o It
CijcU.

Rex-Jap.
1. Eex-Jap, 1913, T.T., Bosch, B.B., Lur;
knee grips, fast, sporting 'bus, good 1

belt; any- trial; £68.—Barnes, 5, Albert St.,

bsrland. (D)

rs .

19* 6h.p. Rex-Jap de Ln»e CombinaluM
osed chain drive, 3-speed gear box, 1.

ompletely overhauled, stove enamelled, i:

front and back, nearly new sidecar tyre, ]h-

irn, Cowey, vevy long roomy coachbuii
th expansive luggage grid and petrol K^'in

nd screen, spare apron, 3 spare tubes, ston
ir; £140.—K. Gatehouse, Ludwell, Salisbu

Rover.
. 1919, condition like- bow, ;

ijrmskirk. 155

ust delivered; list price.—Knight, 51, Hig It.,

Reigate. 'Q5

3-speed, iclutcb, t'"'P':l 'di-

ilOO.—J. Curiie, Uoi ity

College, Oxford. 113

ROVER, T.T., 1918, fast, new tyres, lamps, lioi jafr

cessories, little used, condition as new; ;.-

CoUius, Ranby, Lincoln. i26

Rover Combination, SV^h.p., C.A.V. \\% ig,

ew Cameo wind screen, etc.; £115.-374, ;:w

d., Leytonstone. '36

ROVER 5-6lL.p. Twin Combination, Dec, 1919, ilt-

age about 500, Lucas lamps, horn,

evenings; prif "

""•" "" * '"

19^^

Tync, Co. Durham. (D)

art^sporting 'bus;

[3511
m; £80; with spares.—Mr. F.
gham Rd., Shepherd's Bush,

[3566

;
order; price £22.—Particu-
29, Trizell Ay., Blaydon-on-

[3279

0, esh.p., 1912, 2-speed, ex-
dition throughout, ready to ride

Raven, Halstead, Essex. - [3567

Iiges, 307, Goldhawk Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [3320

The whole of

these have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

Price £125
J Special Terms to Agents.

Write, 'phone, or

call.

£210.-57, Argyle

April, 1919, 3-speed

liom

;

ROVER,
March

Garage, Bi
519.

19=

SV.h.p., T.T., Philipso
1920, lamps, etc.—Fis
ghton Rd., Croydon. Phone : C

D 3'/-.h.p. Eoyer Combination, 3-epeed gc:

kick starter, clutch, etc. t list price £172/11

£3/11/9 carriage; first cheque secures.—Taylor

;

<nge, Falmouth.

1 O20- Rover SV^h.p. Combination, new, imn
Xt/ delivery, 3-speed countershalt, latest al i

drive latest Eover sidecar; maker's price.— ;*

Garage. Uxbridge. '

Combination, 3-speed. s

;ssories, and in si

Bice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgat

omils St., E.C.3.

OVEE (Nov., 1919), SVjh.p., 3-speed count.'

semi-T 1 bars, new condition, not ridden 100

over £105 -ivanted.-EichiU-ds, Baldhu, 'Wli

Stockton Heath, Warrington. I

TT Eover, 1914 ,shoit whelbase mod
entiy overhauled, enamelling, plating isi

ic Uinlps, Klaxon, fast, sporting 'bus; £6

lora Ed , Honor Oak, S.E.22.

IE 1919 5-6h.p. Eover, Bonniksen, electric li

Icgshields, etc., completely equipped, spoi^ii

£155 solo, £185 combination, or nearest •

oine Oaklands, Earlsdon, Coventry. I

R
oilei

Ed.,

3i"

*200.—1919 Rover motor cycl
'^ delivered March this y
iles, complete.

., and sidecar.
only done few hi

til all "lamps, Jones speedi

nd Cameo wind screen, et''

at Temeside Garage, Ltd., 1.

Royal Ruby.

GEETONS, Northcato. Ipswich,

livery Royal Enby if ordered i

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.

Phone No.: Mayfair, 4535.

E
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, l:

3h,p Roy.al Ruby and sidecar, late 1919

equipped, all best accessories: offers.

OYAL -EUBY 8h.p. Combination, delivercii

1920. lamps, horn, splendid lot; only trieil

miles; owner buying car; £175, bargain.-Dun
Drcht'ont, Devizes, Wilts.

Rudge
_ Shoe Lane, London. I

I.dJU. Rudge. 1919, £105.

ODGE Multi 1916 LO,M,, perfect conSItior

R^

R''^^Phone : Ha

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Iliill.inl.-Uo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

914 Tniiiii|>li 41i.il., 3 Bpuoil rhilc'll I'c.mblnnl.lnn.

(il.iiiu wi.k.T »l.U-uiir, tyiVH i.xra-lUTit. .•liBin.'

rfOft, ili'i'lii.' linlil, lic-.os«iMl<'B ; liOBt, olfiT ovor £70
X 4,444. i-.lo rha Motor Ciirlr.

[3914
I, I'limitorHliiift, siikMidlil ciimlitiim,

illv lust, I'OimiU'to Willi

iliiv ttiiil: i'106, nr lii»t

pstrrn Ud., StourliiiilRo.
1X1911,

lO.C.fl. linvf n 3i;.h,p. Triunipli. Philipsoii piill.y.
^ In Rraiid oidrr, ready lor I ho road.-l''nir (lll.i

r House. 6. Ilcndi St.. llnmpslend (iir. llump.-iUad
.l» Slnlion). 'Phono: Hnmpslcnd 3752. Hours 9-7,

•ludiiii; .Salurdnys. [3617

ATM 1919 Triumph, rmuitorshnft, new eomlition,
( Miller lamps, meehank-al and bulb horns, Cowey

iieter, Triumph metal lot? guards, aluminium
lales, and usual aecessoriea; £110; meet any
.Sloke Mandcvillc. O.C.B.—Box 4,417. c/o Thr
Viiilc 13665

Velocette.

1YRIT, \VILr,I.\MS. lor oarlv delivery ol Velocette.
Cliupel Ash Depot, Wolverharaptou. [2265

Veius.
'EEUS,

stiirt

iiby.

lew, used dt'iiionstmtuin, 2V.'.h.p., eliiteli, kiek
or; 76sU3.-Nortli Knd Uiiniije, Full St.,

[3382

JEX G.
V Verus
)nd.

MUNDY can give immediate delivery ol
; enquiries invited.-l, Duko St., Rich

[0208

rERU.S, the a'-ih.p. 2-stToke that pulls like o 4h.p.
immcdinte delivery from stock. 2-s|ieed. clutch.

.•k start; £80.-Cleare and Lowo. 125, High St..

oolwich. (0186

)ELIVEEV from stock. 2',4h.p. 2-»pced K.S. Verilf
niii.'lniies. A serious toi:rinff mount. Send us

nr enquiries for other niodela.—Elliott Bros, and
svcns, Cuml'Msliing. Glasgow. [0125

Victory.
'ICTOET Mntihless 8h.p. Conibinntion, new ^\'liit-

Fiintide, 1919. lumps, horn, .spare wheel, tyre,

rgagre prid, excellent condition; £160.—Crowthor, 13,
1 Lane. UriBhon^c, Yurk.

.

[3801

Vindec.
'INDEC Ne.v a'^jli.p. 2-stroke, S-speed gear box,

1920; £73.

LSO Twin S-6h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed
I. Sturmey-Archer hub with pedal start, handsome
ae sidecar with dickey seat, stormproof apron,
uipped with lamps, electric horn; £75, no offers.

—

iminster Garage, Uppinster, Essex. [3931

'"INDEC 5h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar,
in good order.—Sanders, Furze Farm, Elton,

lerboro'. [X1668

1NI1KC 5h.p., 2-6peed, and conch sidecar (new tiodv)

;

• f65.-Hnlit'a.x Motor Exchange, Union St South,
llifox [3831

h.p. Vindec, Bosch, B. and B.. spring forks, free
: engine, running order; £28. — 14; Phcenix St.,
iston. [3691.

Wilkinson.
pTLKINSON Combination, 4 cyl«., W.C, 3-speerl,
' fully equipped; £130, or exchange lower power
1 nish.—92, Ulyth Rd., Leytou. [3512

Wiiliamson.
[TADCHOPE'S, 9, Sho3 Lane, London, E.C.4.-
' Sh.p. Williamson combination, 1914, w.c.

;

45. [8467

[/ILLIAIISON Coiiibination, 1916. 8h.p. Donsliis
V w.c. engine, fboicughly overhauled, C.E. sidecar,
ipeeds, K.S., lamps, Klaxon, speedometer; owner buy-
oar: tyres very good; whole machine first-class,

stern 6803.-30, Vereker Ed., Kensington, W.14.
(3384

Wolf.
912 2l2h.p. Wolf, m.o.i.v.; new trre, belt, rmininir

order.-P. Foirview, Tonbridge, [3789

iTOLF, 2-strcke, 1915, splendid condition; £35.—
*• Lamberhurst, Priory Av., Southend-on-Sea. [3280

ii70LF.—All 1920 models, delivery within one uiontl:
' at list prices.-J. Trevor, 32a, George St., Han-
r Si;., W.l.

'

[9702

ling orde915 Wulf 2"jh.p., 4-stiolic, „
smart appearance. Miller lighting set; £38.-Cc.

e Liuue!i>, Cowley, Oxford. [3489

1919 engine, new
"

' '3, £36.
[X207C

TOLF-J.A.P. and Wolf-Villiers.—We arc sole
don .and the counties of

'I'U.-sex. Surrey, Sussex. Kent, and Essex. Sub-
uts wanted. All models always in stock for immediate
wry. Tel.: 6626 Museum, -A.S.C., 60, Mortimci"' [3426

AVooIer.

JtJpLEE 2";4h.p., delivered last week, lamps, h.
' a.100, or nearest offer.—(;iirrip. .:^.i; .Toco t
mbridge.

We have

IN STOCK
ALWAYS
40 to 50
NEW MACHINES
(Solo and Combination Models)

of the best makes for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

It is decidedly to YOUR
ADVANTAGE to deal with
us. securing not only
IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY,
but a WIDE CHOICE OF
MACHINE. For' example,

our Stock includes:

A.B.C., ARIEL, ALLON
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p.

DIAMOND, EDMUND, J.A.P.,

ENFIELD Lightweight
INDIAN POWERPLLTS, Solo
or Combination, IVY Light-
weights, L.M.C. Combinations
NEW HUDSON Lightweights,
NEW IMPERIAL, O.K.
SPARKBROOK Lightweights,
WOOLER, CEDOS, SUN,
HOB ART ETC. ETC

Also a few Shop Soiled
1920 Machines at prices

which represent

SPECIAL

MOTOR CYCI.RS POR SALE.
/eiJlth.

ZKNfTII 6h.p. Conihination, 1919, lll;e ni-w, a renrv
111 lachlnc; £15S.-'IMionc: 11 p. 7822. [3538

yivMTTI 1916 8h.li. Counter<halt Touring Comhina
'J (1. II, overhauled, ini'«t ..ell; £125; cvenlni!<.

klewocd. (36'-.7

i-16, 41i.p., BlnKlc, in Koiid condl-

i65.-Applv after 6 p.m., Mr, .1

li, Kritli, KcMit. U""?

, 8h,p. .I.A.P.,
r, every nceew
Ud., Shephord'i

dutch, kick Btnrl.

orv : couHider ox-

llunh. (3761

South Woodford (n

8h.p., 1915, K.S.,
rdcr; £120.—Harvey

George Hotel).

md clutch.
Uudsons,

[3722

1Q16 Zenith 4-5h.p Twin, clutch, kick start, new
^•^ Comfy sidecar, new electric lamps, very smart
ana sporty; .£105.-374, Grove Green Rd,, Leytonstone.

(3738
ZENITH 1920 Sh.p, Sporting Model, twin, perfect,

not done 100 milea, owner bought ioinhin:ition

;

licst offer ovor il30 secures.—Hox 4,415, c/o The Motor
'•ijcle. [3553

Jw last year and not ridden 200
new, lamp, horn, legshields, etc.;

or near o«er.—B. Cliflord, Chestal, Dur..^ley,

[3552

loiis, mechanically perfect; £60.—66, Blackthori
Bow, E.3. * [3677

ZENITH 4l/,h.p., 1918, .T.A.P. engine, Grndna gears,

Mechonicallv perfect. Mi
£45; any trial 4 up.-Marks,
wick, W.4.

ZENITH Com
kick start,

to drive: £115.
Cainlierwell.

ion, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine, cliifch.

and licit drive ; owner too nervnn^
Kenbury St., Coldhnrliour La:ie,

(3519

WAUCHOPE'R, 9, Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
6h.p. Zenith and Sidecar, 1915, clutch, and kick

start, £115; also new 1920 8h.p. Zenith; immediate
delivery, £154. [3942

litl

dutdi model nnd kick starter

all acces.Jorie3, tyres as new, thoroughly overhauled
re-ennnielled ; £125.—Gibbins, Friars Walk, Lewes,

sex. [3427

clutch, kick stjirter, sporting Swjiii

to inqtch. completely equipped with best

IS regardless of cost, spare tvre, complete in-

surance, purchased Febrnarv, condition as new, mileage
under 1,000; nearest offer to 200 gns.-Warren, The
Bungalow, Beckton, E.16. - [3333

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

3 h.p. Lady's Minerva, Bosch. Amac, in good
order: £24.-76, Western Ed., Southall,

LADY'S Douglas, 1915 or later
—Price and particulars to D.

Belfast.

Miscellaneous.

OCR Immediate Delivery.

A RMIS Ji/jh.". 2 stroke, 2-speed; £85

r^ALTHORPE 2"'ih.p. 2-stroke; £71/8

p<ALTHORPE 2^ih.p. J.A.P. ; £74/11-

ETEO-TYLER ZVA.p. 2-stroke; £74

;le speed; SSO.

roke, 2-speed; £70.

Middle-
[3793

1 and clutch;
Shankill Rd..

TXION 2l/t;h.p..

TXION 2%h.p.

A. SAUNDERS 30. Marga

-pOVAL RUBIES, aU models.

1 Q19 7-9h p 3-Epeed Clutch and K.S. Harley-Dav:d

LU son; klSO.

1 Q14 2-speed T.T. Royal Enfield; *80.

r hi; Motor Co., 347,
Hampstead 4631.

NE 1917-18 Triumph CombinE
plete with n od. screen, etc.,

owner gone away, must sell.

ALSO 1920 Isle of Mar, Rudge
fast.—Mid Somerret ""-'--

Mallet.

23h.p. 2-stroke, with
4 200 '-- ^""

MMEDl.ATE Delivery of Clyn

nd

[3638

plates, done
' mpton

[3356

Jlotof Mart. 100, Pa

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR !

Win-Precision.
D. VART)? can give you the test
are buying a motor cycle

May 2ytw, xc)2q.

n
R
R
R
station

T>. D. VARTY'S plaXV Bread and Cheesi

D. VARTY will take your old machine in part
exchange and allow you a good price.

D. VARTY guarantees all dates advertised to be
correct and puts date of machine

e is at the
Hill, on th
lachines art

R
R
R
R

D. VARTY can supply you
or spares you may require.

D. VARTY for repairs. Why not send yc
machine for re-enamelling ?

D. VARTY for all-round satisfaction and
square deal guaranteed.

D. VARTY, Thundersley,
;et Stations).

BOOTH'S Motorics,
detachable wheel

£15/10.

TgOOTH'S Moto.ies, Halirax,

fith any

{Rayleigh and
1:3062

Halifax.—Clyno combination,
£99/10; Clyno gun carriage.

£55/5 each; Dougla

OOTH'S Moto -4h.p.

-Large stock of

B

£16/10; Calthorpe,

BOOTH'S Motori*
cycles —Addi-:-;

MOTOR Cycle,
good; neare;

Chesham, Bucks. [3349

ficker, Dixie, Miller lamps, new
ig; £28, no offers.—IB,' Crira-

scott St.. Bermondsey, S.E.I. [3635

REX G. MUNDY always has a number of first-

class machines for sale, and will be pleased to
supply particulars upon request.— 1, Duke
Kichmond. [0209

ichine. £35; F.N., 4-cyI.,

£45 ; Motosacoche light-

weight, £23; several othei-?, e-ivally cheap.—Job, 186,
Putney Bridge Rd., Putney. S.W. [3771

IMMEDIATE Delivery.—British Excelsior 2V'h.p., 2-

stroke. 2-speed; British Excelsior 2;4h.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed; New Hudson 2V>h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed.—Law-
son's, 50, High St., Putney, S.W., and 60, High Rd..
Balhara, S.W. [3293

BRAND new motor cycle, with 1914 Triumph engine,
decompressor model, in splendid condition, new

Berling, Binks, tyres, belt, etc., T.T. bars, very low,

easy 50 ra.p.h. ; £75.—C. Gaunter, Eversholt Lodgi
Ne' Barnet. [3911

Cowey, -Palmer cord
ith Wood-Milne pnteiit
-Brookes, Coombe Grove,

Hastingle'igh, nr. Wife, Kent. [3749

-I O20 Models New Imperial, O.K. Union. Spark-
-Ltf brook. Bat, Rover,- A.B.C., Harley-Davidson,
Ariel, Lea-Francis, ROyal Ruby, and Zenith motor
cycles. We can supply some of the above makes from
stock.—Lawes, Motor -Works, Aldershot. [2552

PRIVATE Motorists! Do you want to buy a car or
motor cycle ijriviitelv from an owner at a rensonable

price nnd nvoid paying excessive middleman's profits? We
have dozens of cars and motor cycles registered with
us from all parts of the kingdom. Call, 'phone Ger-
rnrd 2392. or send 6d. for our current list and free
introduction to what you want.—Kwiksale Private
Motor Registrv. 35. Long Acre, W.C- [0138

binations, and I.ght cars always on view, prices to
suit everybody. We will buy your oid mount or allow
a good price lor it in part exchange. Agents for
Conlson B, N.U.T., Matchless, Harley-Davidson, Rudge.
B.S.A., New Imperials, AUon.Bat, Omega^^ Sun O.K.,

and the famous G.N.. Little
Deemster cars. All 1920
ertisement are sold by us

Coventry Eagle. Wclf,
Midland, Horstmann, ar
cars and cycles in this ;

strictly at makers' list

premiums.—5, Heath St.,

Tube Station) 'Phone
9-7, including Saturdays,

Tr?ICYCLES von SALE.
"DAYBECK Hand-propelled Tricycles, fitted with
-tV Sturmev-Archer 3-speed Ecar, render lame people
dplightfnliy independent The Raybeck fitted with
Alodel de Luxe auto wheel provides an ideal form of

motoring lor the disabled ; catalogue free.—Harry
Rayner, 10 and 12. George St., Blackpool. [8065

Not only* The No-
Premmm House"
BUT WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR

DELIVERY
Read the following extracts
from letter received last week—

16/5/20.
Dear Sir,

It is with great pleasure

that I write to thank you for

the way in which you have
treated me, and only such a
short period since placing my
order, especially at a time
when the majority of Agents
in and around—are wanting
up to £21 IDS. Premium on
a 4:f h.p. Combination.

You advertise as "The No
Premium House," not only
do you carry this into effect,

but also you do not charge for

delivery from makers, which
is seldom omitted in other

Agents' final receipts.

In conclusion, I must say
that all of my future mounts
will bear thetransfer of "The
No-Premium House, '

' and
may you increase until you
are the biggest dealers in

the U.K.

Wishing you the best of

luck,

.

Yours faithfully, H.T.H.

We have many similar to

above that can be seen at

H. JULIAN,
84, Broad St., READING.

Phone 1024.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
IIRICAE, Walls. Birmingiam, 1914, Bplendid nmn-- order, stored during war, 6h.p. twin engine Jn
low gears; £98.—Eankin, jjicensed Grocer. 46 '

Ji
bt., Steven^ton, Ayrshire. [ji

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
AUTOPED Scooter, new; £37. or offeig.—Bail

Morton Terrace, Gainsborough.

"pAMODS_^Skootamota, _A.B.O. _engine,
-Grey and Co., Beaconsfield.

£42.

^.B.C.
plus

Skootamota:
:, £65

Lower Clapton.

pGEETONS,

Phone: 962,

s. 1

[3

early del

(l:

Shoe Lane, London. E.G.
from stock, dynamo light,

16

brand new, in st^)ck, at

AUTOPED Scooters, dynamo lighting, clutch, Ij.

and tools ; immecli.^t^ delivery.—Woodgers Garn
507, Goldhawk Ed., W.12. [3

SKOOTAMOTA and Antoped, delivery from stoc
The Lankester Engineerini; Co., Motor Cycle Dp" "--"- ' " [2Brighton ltd., Surbiton.

!w, £45 : one cnnvf
- --- sale. £40.—Claude

Taylor. Crane -House, Chester. _ [3

AUTOPED Scootei, only just delivered, comp
with electric lamps; £35.—Homewood. L

Park. Chesham Bon. Bucks. [3

KIXGBUEY Scooters; £42; immediate deliver
Sole Distributer for County of Kent, N. G' '

The Garage, K-adnor Part Av., Folkestone. Ag'
wanted. ffi

St.,

-Maudes', 100, Gt. P(

UT(JPEU

KEX G.
from

the market.

the original auto-scooter. I'-^h.p, 4->t
-^^^ en'.rin6, witu clutch, dynamo lighting, burn, ti

tic, slightly u.<ed, as new; £35. New models in <

at list price, £42; trade supplied,—P. J. Evans 83
John Bright' St., Birmingham. ,i!

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
jrOOD, complete, with side curtains, hr^nd i

T- ofi 1920 .4.J,S. combination; £5/10. cost £6
17. Oakthorpe Ed., Oxford. [X:

MUNDY.-Easting, wind screens sun
stock: £4/10; the most efficient screen
—1, Duke St., Ejchmoni [C

BODIES.
-Singles, tandems stepped, and undershi

-Touring, sporting, tradesmen s; rep;

VENUS.-Bodies direct Irom lactory to user; !

money ; list>. ready, write.

VENUS Sidecar Co.. 6-18. Courley St.. S Tot
ham. 13

Union St. South, Halifax

-Maudes', 100, Gt, P(

bttlbous back...v
immediate dellV',

rtland St., W.l. [3;

-Write The Willowbiook Co., Leicester, fo

latest bnib

semi step, lightweight!

ASTONE'S,

torpedos, etc.;

B
—228,

have several soiled bodies to c)

or new models; inspection invil

Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. London, N.
[8

IDECAES. beautiful coachbnilt bodies, many deal

and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods. V.

ecus repairs. Tr.nde" supplied.- City Motor •

1. 123. 125, London Ed., Manchester. [Oj

w

.,L-=.Bu= .•. working drawings, full-sized or to seal

Cooper's Vehicle Journal. Ltd., established designeri

the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when

signing new idens.-20, Tiidor St.. London, E.C.4. [0

LOW.M-^N'S for Coach Bodies. We are actual ma
factuiers. and offer full size bodies, suiartlyj.

bolstered and finished any colour.; price, mclua
door and locker under seat, £5/15; fitted with spj

back and spring seat» 10/- extra; no cheaper hol

Send for list.—L. Lowman and Co., 45, Church U
Charlton, S.E.7. ''>

B46 All letters i elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CARS FOR SALE.
IAXT0N.-1211.1). Molobloc
jngdcrn apiionrani'c, runs

Ilumbor cbassia, livo nxl
splundidly; bargain, £95,

l.\XT0N.-16h,p. Boll cbassis, lii

tyr fln lot; barsain, £186.

AXT0N.-15 2h.p. 1015 l!,M,(

[It.sUrtcr, dvnaino li;.|iti

irt; nbsohito gilt, ,t385.

AXTON— Uiir, KiivT lOi. Ill

Int.ost Inifi,.!. r :,:l ,

, I: 1,1

Utiful (..I'll:
I
.

, V, .
I !i L", II,

AXTON r,, n

xlo, gate.

nip. '.f275.'

iiuinnbloc. Rate,
uilrt; £285.

monobloc, cn-
bargain tbis,

iciunline torpedo,
, dynamo lighting,
igain, £575.

xton. 'Plio
Pa.xton Hotel.
Sydenham 2210,

Serv 3 'bus fr,

[3921

jE DTON Single-cyl., good hood, and mag., running
order: £50.—Brooks, Friars Buildings, Penrith.

[3850
EQYLL 4-i'yl. 201i.p. Chassis, exceptionally Bood
order; £100.—Ashby House. York Av., Hunstiin-

[X210S

J 14 Humber 2-seater, 2-cvI., w.c, electric outfit,
' excellent condition; £170.-371, High St.,
isham, London. [3146

ICKSON Car, Do Dion engine, 2-seater, box back,
mag.,, wind screen, suit traveller; £70. — 47,

iion Rd., Hitchin. .
. [3564

'ECIAL Built Sizaire.Naudin, lOh.p., single, disc
wheels, verv sporty, in good order; best offer.—

Huxley, 53, Adelaide Sq., Bedford. [3316

ENAULT lOli.p., 2 cyls., 4-5-seater modern body,
lau hood, excellent running order; price £240;
ig aliioad.-23, Egmont Ed., Sutton. [1802

5REY 2-s«iter, excellent condition; £240, or take
a good Triumph motor cycle in part exchange.—

ly, P. \Vheatley, 34, St. Barnabas Ed., Cambridge.
[3267

2I1.P. Eover- 2-cyl. 4.S6at6r, Bosch, Claudel, new
gears, running order, £90; also 2-seater body"

" Ed.,
3710

E DION BOUTON 8h.p., been used for hackney
work, in good condition, spare wheel, accessories

;

trial.—Evans, Victoria Ed., Chapel End, Ather-
WarwiclMhire. [X2046

)VER 2-seater, Splitdorf mag,, good condition,
tools, etc., private owner; £60; or exchange

T cycle or 'combination equal value.—Wall, Central
,ge, Warminster, Wilts. [3409

IVER Light Car, as new, re-enamelled, new mag-
neto and hood, excellent tyres, perfect condi-
snit doctor: 60 gns. lowest; appointment.—Hood,
^otteridge Lane, Whetstone, N. [3583

EMIER 2.seater 1914 Car, 4-wheeler and spare,
lamps, horn, speedometer, hood, wind screen,

rful light car; accept £125; space required,
nsbury Ed., Earlsfleld, London, S.W. [3341

IFT 2-3-seater, 1912, 7.9b. p., good running order,
5-speed and reverse, gate change, 3 lamps, pump,
tools, etc., reason selling bought larger car:
£70. — -4pply, J. Pocklington, Louth

10 Louth. [3306

hood.

Don't forget.—10a, Waylett Pla

17 Sp.h. Corbin twin w.c. light
screen, 3-speed and reverse, central gate, Bosch.

, plate clutch, new condition, no tyres fitted;
sale £110; engine and gear box worth more;

Igs and week-end.—59, Corsehill St., Streatham,
6. [3195

!AR V. COX, 10a, Waylett Place, West Norwood,
the 2-seater ferret, scents out 2-seater bargains
er tlie British Isles, the silly isles, church aisles
id, etc., and factors them to his clients at the
est profit. Call if you want a real 2-seater snip

mivvy. The man who shows Douglas S. how

[3923
IVIOIOUSLY premeditated productiveness perma-
nently pervades our premises producing positively
-terous price propositions. Service's audacious bar-
"

'°S.„,??,-„
Genuine American Autoped motor

:, £29/10; 15h.p. Bayard 15-cwt. van, roomy,
1. £150; 1915 Ricardo-engined twin 2-stroke

riar, smart, sound proposition, £185: 4-seater Hun-
', snip this, £225.; lOh.p. Chapuis-Dornier-engined

'r, ilfi,?°'i''-- P^'fi''^
(Italian) torpedo, £350:

p. 19141/, Knight-B.S.A. 2-seater, worrL drive
uible wheels, £385 ;12-15h.p. Palladium coupe',
10 lighting, detachable wheels, £450; S-ton
iVhite lorry, £485: 16-20h.p. Vinot =,i landaulet
rlarly smart car, beautiful Vanden Plas body
%<?,°o'"^',5'°°' ..f.''?^.' ^-'0" 1316 Vinot lorrV!
1919 Ross Eight, streamline tourer, latest

!r sides, self-starter, dynamo lighting, bargai'nE585; sorry we're nearly sold out this week-soon.—bervice's, 26, Page St., Westminster. '

[3922

^.(5^^.
CARBURETTERS

for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO -STROKES.

They get the
best results

from your
engine.

Type B.O D.
Single Jet Model.

Send for descriptive
Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.
Telephone : East 301.

CARS FOR SALE.
I "TkOUaLAS S. COX liavinu nearly Hold

I-*-' Hun (Ht liny rate iniide 11 liole in

Norwood, S.B. (EstabliBhed 1902.)
'

' [3920

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.
FORD Van, good running order; £160, or offer.-

Creasey, 100, llford Lane, E. [3686

MILLFORD Trndosnmn'.s Sidecar, with square bas-
ket to tit; £3.-14, Pliojinx St., Euston. [3690

£100 Down and 12 monthly payments of '£25 secures
a magniflceut 3.ton lorry.—Details, Palmer's Gar-

age, Tooting. [7857

1 Q18 Autocar 1-ton Truck, 12-16h.p., solids, prricti-
-Lt/ cnlly new; £225; exchanges entertnined.—Palinci's
Garage, Tooting. [2948

i?85 Down and 12 nonthly payments of £15 securt

,-ill carry 3

GARFOED Lorry, 25-cwt., tipping body,
lent condition: trial bv armointnicnt ; w]

£85 the two.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[3908

TEADESMAN'S Handy 3-wheel Auto-carrier, box de-

livery vau, carry 5 cwt., 60 ni.p„g. ; £75; exchange
for motor cycle.—Ball, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-
Thames. (X2073
"1 Ch.p. K.E.I.T. Motor Van, in splendid running
XvF order; sale, or exchange for good combination;
also large 2-seater body, hood and screen, and 4-cyl.

mag.—Morgan, 17, New Station Rd., Pishponds, Bristol.
[3340

GLADIATOE Lorry Chassis, complete, Aster duobloc
engine. 25h.p., Bosch, Zenith, chain drive, 3-

speed, reverse, w'ater-cooled, tyres very good, recent £50
overhaul; £80, or best ofler.-The Nutshell, Stonehill,
Bordon, Hants. [3592

ENGIHES.
gh.,

VILLIEES 2-stroke Engine, 1919, mag., exhaust box,
carburetter; £10.—Dr. Pershouse, Firgrove, Farn-

ham, Surrey. [3629

Oilh.p. De Dion, A.C., sound, pulley and carburetter:
/W4 £5; after 7.—Hedges, 32, Bellevue Rd., Friern
Barnet, N.ll [3364

Ives, detachable bend,
s assembling; £2/10.

Bedworth. [X2051

Engine, mechanical valves, in
enaine bargain, £20.—F., 65,

Nottingham Ed., Alfreton. [3777

6h.p, Avon Engine, single, m.o.v.. water-cooled, B.
and B., clutch, coil ignition, suitable cycle car;

£16.-Caldwell, West Hill Av., Mansfield. [3473

condition as new, but some
nissing; £18, or near offer.—

137, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E.12. [3430

pares for 6

ntomatic
ew valves

plete le

Hackney, London, E.9,

ENFIELD.—A 3V..h.p,
exhaust valves: ca

old 2.';ih.p. ei

rburetter, hot intake, exhaust box fitted,
rockers, piston rings, spare piston, com-
nag.: £22.-11, Speldhurst Ed., South

[1842

Mag •ith

™ace
sold).

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each

be supplied to fit

_ ne (which could
making your machine a fast and powerful m
capable of pulling a sidecar. Only a few are avail-
able.-M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd., 839, Harrow Ed.,
N.W.IO. 'Phone : Willesden 1092. [0147

K{\{\ 1?'»* Twin Engine<5.-4h.p. Donglas, £12: Levis
<L>\F\J (the famous fiat twin), £8; A.B.C. (few only),
£14 each ; 10% reduction in lots ol 10. Most of these
have never been used. Also a large quantity of petrol
and oil test tanks, fitted drip feed lubricators. Mag-
netos and carburetters for Levis; carburetters only for
Douglas. These engines are selling like hot cakes. Come
early and pick a new one. On view at either of the
following: Hollidnv Bros., 87, Fulham Palace Ed., Ham-
mersmith, W. : and J. J. Dcoley, 33, Killyou -Ed. (near
Wandsworth Rd. Station), Clapham. [3925

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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ENGINES.
6h.p. 1919 Twin-cyl. J. A. P. Engines, brand n€w, com-

plete with magneto driving Eprockets, valve lift-

ing mechanism, union nuts lor exhaust pipes, induc-
tion pipes complete, compression taps, also nut and
key for engine sprockets, and 2 oil feed unions, adjust-
able tappets, and special set of spanners for each
engine; it;57/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

16707

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
RELIANCE Magneto Eepairing Co., specialists in

magneto repairs.—Below. \

WE guarantee to
days, and, if 1

A^
•-Below.

speciality.

right prices;

part exchaoge.—Below,

immediately from stock,

-Below.

SPARE Parts in stock for following : Bosch, C.A.V.,
E.I.C., U.H., Eisemann, Splitdorf, Dixie, and all

known makes.—Below.

WE work for and are recommended by some of

the leading firms a " _ _

»nd can supply every want.—Below
the country.

Semagci Smith, London.

feature oi guaranteed, mogneto repair

CHARLES PARKER iLondon). Ltd.,- suggest that
you send that magneto to them by first passenger

train, advising them of its despatch,

ARLES :

eSort to '

where possible in 24 hours.

/CHARLES PARKER _ (Londo

repair

Magnetos.—Send especially yonr V twin mag-
netos to Charles Parker (London), Ltd., 75, Park

Ed., Acton, London.
u-=

ChiBwick 1518. T.A. : Agparkeroa.
minutes from South Acton (J)ietri

ways).

'Pbone, London. 3
and L.N.W. Rail-

[0101

E-^-^
d new, anti, 30° twin; £8/10; nearest

offer.—East, 73, Chilwell Rd., Beeston, Notts.
[X2113

DIXIE Single Magneto, clockwise, suit lightweight;
£3/10.—Marsden, 40, Flixton Rd., Urmston.

[3570
DIXIE Lightweight Magneto, just overhauled by

makers; £4.—Doughty, 67, Codford, Wilts.
[X2032

A K NEW C.A.V. Twin Magnetos, suit Douglas,
rtO A.B.C., etc.; 110/- each.— Giirdam's, Engineers,
Staines. (8131

6t. Portland St., W.l.

Rutland Works,

[3902

Hove,

be supplied fn

ton Magnetos, Ltd., Wolverhampton.

Adams, A.M.I.E.E., Smithford St., Coventry. [X2068

REMOVIXG.-New C.A.V. and Thomson-Bennett
magnetos for Triumph, B.S.A., Clyno, Douglas, V

twins- trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union
St. South, Halifax. [3829

1Q14 Indian Electric Starter, igniter, and gener-
X«/ ator, I'Ah.p., 12-volt, with switch block and
magnetic regulator, 2 accumulators and cases;
£18/10.—Seaborn, Mile End, Colchester. [3348

ade lightweight,

and all

aterproof
yweiglit. lor Tnu

for Douglas, etc., £5; 45'

angles, £5/7.—Asbton, Tliornhili Edge, Dewsl
[X8389

SECOND-HAND Bosch, Eisemann, U.H., and
British magnetos from stock, reasonable .prices,

12 months guarantee.—Send for list to Charles Parker
(London), Ltd, Park Ed. North, Acton, W.3. 'Phone:
Ohiswick 1518. [0165

telegraphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repa;

toed in from 2 to 6 days, usually witliin 24 hours.-
Palmer's Garage, Tooting. - [5489

BUY ^^^YOUR

Douglas'

advise you to purchase your

new outfit now.

All motor cycles ot repute

will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums
high prices for second-hand
machines

and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170
at Works.

The Famous House

,ColmoreDepot^

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
BASTONE'S for Magnetos.-C.A.V., 2-oyl.,

Douglas, £7; M. and L., set at 45°, clocks
£8/5; Runbaken lightweight, single, anti, £6,
E.I.C. singles and twins in stock.—228, Penton\
Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. ; 2481 Kc

[6BRAND New C.A." '"

21 ditto, !£5/10
V twins, all deg:
Euston Ignition Co., 329, Rd., Lon.l

.i-.-^ ua>,^.. .u.^.^.o,... ... ..._kers: 24x2, 6/3l

2'A, 5/6; 26x2. 5/9; 26x2M. 6/-; 26x2?(i. 6/3,

2% 6/6 26x2'Ax2i/4. 6/9; 26x3, 7/-; 28X*
28i3, 7/6; 29x31/=, 7/9; 650x65 8/-; 700x80, L
H Emahuel, 27. Belgrade Rd., Stoke WewingtOSi. •

'Phone: Dalston 3161. ^-'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue-, c

5034 T.A. : Magdymo, Euston

PLUGS.—Large stock genuine K.L.G., Sphii
Aero, and standard plugs, surplus G<

stores, scarcely used, and guaranteed by us, 3
proval and trial; 2/8 each, post free; trade s

Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., London,
Paris St., Exeter.

A OCIJMULATOBS.-Brand new C.A.V. 2
l\- mulators, about 20 amp. hours capacity, eelli

cases, 9/3 each; two in metal case with strap,
4 volt set. 17/6. carriage paid; on approval against at

trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., "Lttoi

W.l, and 100, Paris St., Exeter.
"^™

WE Make a Proper Job of Magnetos, staB
motors and dynamos enti - -

-

haul and repair^ Ebouite parts .
, . ^

stocked ; remagnetising by a uniq'ue method pi©
ing remarkable power.—Gumbrell and Co., 43, 45^"'

47, Derby Rd., Loughborough, Leicestershire. [/

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., _
lished 1912. Manager, S. T. Boon, late -from

Bosch works.—Magneto- repairs of every descrip
All repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly
anteed. We can mostly return them -within 24 hV
We have several new and second-hand single and
magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto
pairing and Winding Co., 78, Hampstead Ed,,
Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1158,
Kumagnelec, Eusroad, London. [

and Dixie specialists ; official Indian electr:
station ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and span
pairs are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bencl
fore dispatch, and therefore carry our guaranteo fo
months. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed
netos in London, twins all degrees; spare parts fo,
makes in stock ; charged accumulators all -

"
'

always ready in stock, plugs, cables, y2--(\'att and ....

bulbs all voltages, W'e give you real five service ah
—Euston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ed., London, N.
'Phone: Museum B034. T.A. : Magdymo. Eus

BELTING.—John Bull and other best makes, 2-

l%in. 2/6, lin. 2/-, %in. 1/9, ?4in. 1/6 per
post paid.—Pitts, Eedditch. [X

TYRES.
T EGGATE, Edinburgh, for tyre value.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—For great rednctio;
genuine value in brand new clearance 1920. t

Manufactured in this city by the largest indiain
man-ufacturers in the British Empire, and famous
world over for quality, resiliency, durability, and
skidding properties.—See below for approval tf

Prompt despatch guaranteed. We pay carriage.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—1920 new pattern,
fabric, heavy, rubber studded, beaded CO

24X2, 34/6, list 46/3; 24x2Vj, 3S/6, 1

26X2, -36/-, list 48/-; 26x2%, 38/6. list !

26x2?^, to at 2)4 rims, 41/-; list 55/-: a6>
for 214 rims, 45/-, list 59/-; 26x2y2. 42/-, list B

650x65, 55/6, list 73'9; 700x80, for 650XW>'
60/-, list 81/'^: 28x21/,. for American rims,.

list 76/3; 28x3, for American rims, 61/6, list

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—These goods are all..ll

new and sent anywhere on 7 days' aM'
against remittance; cash refunded in full Ur I

not approved of. '
^

LEGGATE and Company, Motor Cycle and
Specialists, 15. Slateford Bd., Ediai

'Phone; Central 8693. Telegrams; Tyres, EdtoSl
CX

TYRES, all makes.—Don't Iniy any until yon

seen our list. It is a revelation-.—BancroftiflU

64 and 78, Bishopsgat^. E.G. l,

BRAND New Clincher, i-ubbor-studded, 28x3
26X2"2 39/6, 26x2i/j 33/6.—Wandsworth J

Exchange, Ebncr St., Wandsworth Town. [\

DTJNLOP, extra heavy, 650x65, 4 brand new
and covers, £15, list price £17/18; or.;

covers 67/6, tubes 10/-.-C6cil Jones, 10, Throjto

Av., E.C.2.

mTRE Repair Specililists.—H. F. process thl^
X including reti'eading burst covers. Every IH:

repair to tyres and tubes in 24 hours, retreads in 4

-The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West BrCTt

Motor" Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, witt :

patch vulcanisedby -~' """
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OF

BOLTON
and

MANCHESTER.

CAN OFFER
EXCEPTIONAL DELIVERY OF

ENGLAND'S BEST 3-WHEELER:
THE

^MERRALL - BROWN.
4-cyI. Coventry Simplex Engine,

Detachable and Interchangeable Wheels.

Guaranteed early delivery of the
bsst makes of machines.

The Leading House for Accessories,
•Motor Clolh'ng, Tyres, Spares, etc.

DEPOTS

:

leOLTON—71, Bradshawgate.

MANCHESTER—
245, Deansgate

INDIAN
^MOTOR CYCLES
NEW AND SECOND-

HAND

IFROM STOCK.

ASK US
FOR A CATALOGUE

OF THE

CLEVELAND
: 3 h.p. SOLO MOUNT.

I/ICTOR HORSMAN, LTD.,

\ Mount Pleasant, LIVERPOOL.

Siir'

GI-NIiUAI. TRADK.
,..., -Quk'k dolivuiim of ti

ll^ji: 2-snfod counliTRhlift
iiiiKs loi- sanie.-A. W. Willi, Ltd., liny Mill;
iiiint:hani. [0216

I
FRICTION Gears, ollldont, reliable, and well made.

Firm about to manufacture name desire to hear
Ironi buyers. If roquirinp: quantities, state annual
miuirements; single sets supplied.—Box 4,439, e/o
The Motor Cuclc. [3898

BUSHRS.-Bcach EnBinecriii^ Co. KnrI St., Cov-
entry, have up-to-date iii;(iliin'i\ i..i ilio manu-

facture of hushes tor large .in,
I

inill . i, I , nnnectinc
rods, shackles, etc., in plm [^liii ln.n., ^;unmetaI,
etc., in quaiitlties; best nuiLiiLi! I ;i,,iiiacy guar-
anteed.—Beach Engineering Co., i::ail St., Coventry.

10185
UCTION Sales.-Palmer's Garace, Tooting, the

lost solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms, T/2%, not chargeaole if automobile unsold.
Motors bout^ht and sold for cash. Nearest goods sta-

tions : Falcon Lane, L.N.W. Rly. ; Wimledon, L. and
S.W.Rly.; and G.W.R.-Solo address : Palmer's Garage,

g, Loudon. [5250

WANTED.
crank case.—Hiskett,

[3503

fair good condition.

—

[3651

"DINK.S C.-irhnretter, suitable for 6h.p. De Dion 2-

A^

seater.^Spratt, Wymoudhan

any
:

Tburlow Park Rd., West Dulwioh.

[3373

WANTED, Levis 2yih.p.
—King, Egrove, Kenr

w

c/o The

32, Hu

ANTED, Triumph, Norton,

Engine also light 4-

lum-Hardy.
[X1913

dynamo light-
:e Motor Cycle.

[3515
decent condition; price

about £30.—King, Egrove, Kennington, Oxford.
[X2096

WANTED, 2-speed hub for Harley-Davidson 1914
machine.—D. R. Rodger, Cross, Cupar, Fife.

[3458
WANTED, solo, single, or twin, sporting or other-

wise ; limit 5 h.p.—Elcoek, Penywern, Neath.
[3650

SOLO and Combination," 1915 or later. 1915-15 Mor-
gan, reasonable.—PL, 63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

[3878
LADIES, Gentleman's, new or second-hand: full

particulars, lowest price.—W. W. Evers, Wath,
[3837

CAN Anyone Supply New Hub Gear, complete,
niediatelyP-Seymour, ' Queen St., Workingtor

[3874

unit.—A. Welsh, junr., Coldstream.
[3571

WANTED. solo or combination immediately,
reasonable, no dealers.-1, Othello St., Liver-

pool. [2691

LATE Scott Combination, Binks, speedometer, elec-

tric lamps, hood, screen.—French, Hykeham, Lin-
coin. [3630

less engii

ford.

"\T7ANTED,
VV combini

[3674

clutch pre-
Egrove. Ox-

[X2097

liigh-power machines or good singh
tion.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald

[8012

''Westwood"
'' TORPEDO "

ACETYLENE LAMPS.

SIDE LAMP
List No. 19

Price. 18/6 each
Rigiit or left fittincc

ROYAL RUBY.
List No. 19/3.

Price, 4/6 each

MADE TO LAST.
Made from solid brass, turned and
threaded at joints Every part cf

solid construction. These Lamps
may be taken to pieces for cleaning
and will remain aUght in the
slrongest gale. Best qua'ity Lenses
are fitted, and can be easily replaced
if brokea Thes; Lamps will last

as Jong as the machines ihey are
used on and are abolulely rustless-

"ROYAL RUBY"
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP,
A reliable, efficient,

electric rear lighting

set Lamp is fitted

with red lear lens,

and White Opal
Side Lens, Outfit

complete with Bulb
and Battery and
Leather Cass.

14/6

Westwood Special Lines are Stocked by
all Reputable Agents.

»i> letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the data of the issue. A37
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Garag^e, Broadway,

MUSWELL HILL, N.10.
Our Showrooms have been largely and attrac-

tively extended, and are full of 1920 Models.

• - A few are as follows :

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination: B.A.T., Solo or
Combination; 8 h,p. BEARDMORE-PRECiSION,
3', h.p,, spring frame; BLACKBURNE, 4h.p.,

Solo; DOUGLAS, 4 h. p., Combination; ENFIELD
D;Tiamo Model, 8 h.p. ; HARLEY, 4 h.p., hori-

zontal twin; NEW IIVIPERIAL S h.p. Combina-
tio»; N.U.T., 3! h.p., electric model; ROVER,
5-6 h.p., Solo or Combination ; WOOLER, 23 h.p.

horizontal twin ; RADCO, 2i h.p., 2-spced model
;

ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2 -speed ; O.K.-JUNIORS,
2-speed ; HOBART, 2i h.p., single-speed ; CLYNO,
2} h.p., 2-speed ; ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-speed,

kick-start, and clutch.

The above are only a few of a great stock. We
have, without fear of contradictio.n, THE
LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON.

We also have about One Hundred Second-hand
guaranteed Motor Cycles and Sidecars. Prices

ranging from £35. Send for Big L'st.

1915 SINGER, dynamo lighting, all perfect . £385
i()i4 HUMBERETTE, in perfect order,, guar-

anteed £150

j2 only Renovated TRIUMPHS, all counter-
shaft models, absolutely like new, fully

guaranteed £100
12 only P. & M., renovated as makers £77

Don't Worry About Punctures,

Get a PUNCTURE PREVENTER.

HOW IT GUARDS THE BACK TYRE
from nails turned up by the front tyre.

Are you aware that 9 punctures out 0/ 10 are
in the back tyre? Tlie P.P. rids you of t/iese,,

andso REDUCESPUNCTURES BT 90%.
PROOF.

Without P.P. . . 47 punctures in 11,000 miles.
With P.P. ... o punctures in 25,000 miles.

These figures are absolutely guaranteed.

The P.P. is a rubber canvas flap
H, fixed to scroll spring S, wiiioh
is mounted on the steel bracicet B.
Wears for years. R is renewable.

Easily fitted to Triumph, Douglas,
A.J.S., Rudge, etc., etc. Simply
bore a \m. hole in mudguard
and bolt on. Slot in B allows
rapid adjustment.

Adapter for short mudguards
(B.S.A.) and special cases like
6 Enfleld, 1 /9 extra.

Wticn ordering, state name oi madiine and
if Adapter is required.

With full instructions, 10/6. By post, 11 -.

Agents wanted.

IVJ.P. PUNCTURE PREVENTER CO.
38, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

WANTED.
£80 Waiting for relialile, poivertul combination or solo

Zenith preferred.—Koot, 79, Huntingdon Ed., East

l''inchley. '-^^'°

der, not pre-

Andyfteld, Grange-over-

ands. (Dl [sZ65

iTTANTED, 1-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.O.'a, Heuder-
Wandswortb Motor Esct

WandsTvorth.

CLYNO Parts or Clynos fi.. „.„ „ --
;

Motor "Works, Portsdown Ed. (next Maida V.al^

Tube Station). [3707

ANTED, drop frame, forks, and tank, snit.lble Jo:

-6h.p. J.A.P.-Hosk
Ehoudda, Glam.

"ITTANTED, 1919 or 1920 Triumph andJSloria sidecar.

The Joy*
o' the Road

exhilarating magnlfice

is known to no one bettei"

Cyclist. With a
machine under you, the world

—

nd dale and ihe broad h'ghway
efore you. Get the joy o'

road this summer—a visit

Jackson- -will put you on
the right motor cycle for

Agent for

Norton, Rex, Levis,

Ixijn.Hmnber.Ome^a,
Callhorpe, Zenith,
Rover Motor Cycles.

St. South, Halifa:

TEITJMPH, countershaft., -wanted, 1917
iancy prices; Lancashire.—1' uU pa:

4,448, e/o The Motor Cycle.

WANTED, 41/ih.r. Stag engine complete,

pi,^ton, and' eonnecti

Proctor, Dock St., Blackbu

WANTED,
rim about 19 ,. .

Longfiamlington, Northumberland,

rANTED, Triumph

, ..... model, with ol

paid; also combinations of first-class

198,' Gt. Portland St., W.l. [0098

WANTED, countershaft 3-speefl gear box, coinplcte;

also frame stays and bad; wheel to suit_.-la,

Eichardson Ed., Bccles, Manchester. l2354

WANTED, Triumph countCTshfilt model, also Levis

or good two-stroke machine, sound eonditiOTi, lor

spot bash.-Eupert Smith, TLrapston. [X1672

WANTED good 1919-20 combination, preferably

Triumph and Gloria sidecar; will

—14 Owen Mansion?, West Kensington, [3780

100 Motor Cycles Wanted;
send.—Palmer's Garage, [0008

GELL Yoiir Machine at yonr
O' Mitlland Motor Kegistr

who will find a buy-

1 price through the
Earl St., Coventiy,

any part of the country.

wANTED, good

day afternoon
Sydenham.

WANTED, motor eye!

and light cars, the

and adjustment not obji

3,966, c/o The Moto

rANTED, a firm to undertake stripp

,nd assembling motor cycles ii

quote approximate p

outfit. Indian preferred, but
: 1919, for '

• "

' morning.
not eariier 1919, for cosh; call Satnr-

andav morning.-60a, Kirkdale,
[3872

i, motor cycle combinations,
^ needing mecTianical repairs

led to.—Particulars to Box
Cjjcle.

- [9365

w
-^ quote ap.- . „ ,

3,692, c/o The Motor Ctjch

GPOT Cash for Triumph

[3554

glas, A.J.S., EnBekls

^,„„„„ ^,„.,„..„ JUS, Sunbeam, Zenith.

f-nnvids'on. Write, call, or 'Phone Holborn 5777

rchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [6706

UGL,\S, Triumph, and Clyno parts wanted.

=ngines, gear boxes, frames, etc., in any condi-

pnrchnsed- good prices paid for any qu.ant

341, Upper St., London, N.l.

Engine, not later than 1914, good
- • !ine; also 2r:ih.p. frame

and any'oliher Douglas parts; cash sent rjght away lor

the right goods.—E.L'., c/o Mart
Bristol.

.B.S.A.'s, Trium
,inbeams, Zenitl

A.B.C.'s, Bradburys," Aviels, P. t

Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Eb
(Town Station).

ANTED, flrst-clnss combinat:

36, Frogmo
[0167

hs, A.J.S.'s,
s, Enflclds
N.U.T.'s.-

Wandsworth
[4420

WANTED, first-clnss comOinrftions, also good solo

machines; price paid for good combinations up
to £225; solo £140; cash waiting for right machines.

—J Smith and Co, 16, Hnmpstead Ed., London,

N.W.) I hone- Museum 3419. [7449

L
ONGMAN

BROS.
17, BOND STREET, EALING,

Telephone ; Ealing 68g
and

387, UXBRIDGE- HD., ACTON.
Telephone : Chiswick 57*

Sole District Agents for ARIELS, A.B.C,,

ALLON, A.J.S., BLACKBURNE, DUZMQ, .

ENFIELD, NORTOIHS, HARLEY-DAVID80N,

RUDGE, TRIUMPH ilAMES.

Sole Distributing Agents in Surrey and portions

of Middlesex for the DUZIVIO.

Sole Distributing Agents in West London for

MONTGOMERY SIDECARS. -

IN STOCK.
1S20 INDIAN Combination, dynamo lighting £200

I.O.M. Model RUDGE (new) list price.

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Combination. Go»oril-,i

msnt Model (new) «>»

5-6 h.p. RUDGE and Sidecar XO

1S19 TRIUMPH Combination, and many otMr

reliable outfits and machines.

WANTED.
We are open to purchase for cash any num-

ber of really good machines and combinations.

Distance no object. Good prices paid, and »

representatiye sent to inspect and collect.

LONGMAN BROS.

AS8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol tlie issue.
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FRS.
1 LAMPSandGENERATORS.

I HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

I Latest 1920 Models

ELECTRIC
r?" SIDECAR 4-volt Outfit £9-100
17" „ 6-volt „ £10- 5-0

f
7""VICTORY" 4-volt „ £10-10-0

f7" „ 6 „ „ £11- 5-0

NOTHING ON THE MARKET
no COMPARE WITH THESE
JSETS FOR UGHTING POWER.

OUTPUT.
is has now reached 1,650 Sels per week,
ich we have averaged for past 7 months.

No one Tieed be s>>ort pP a s°t.

CF R S I AMPS "^^^ Works,"
,r.I\..0. l^/^lVirO, Pershore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

iW. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

}326, Euston Road, N.W.
"Phone : Muscu

The following for Innnediate delivery.

NEVtr.
SOLO.

) A.B.G.
) SUNBEAM, 3* h.p., sports model
) SUNBEAM, 3? h.p., staadard,
) ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame.
) TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., counteishaft.
) NORTON, B.R.S.

COMBINATIONS.
3 A.J.S. (2).

3 MATCHLESS, magdyno.
3 B.S.A., all-chain, magdyno.
} SUNBEAM, 3I h.p.

NEARUY NEW.
SOLO.

3 Gate) TRIUMPH, equipped.
3 COULSON-B., .( h.p., sportins. equipped.
? RUDGE l.Q.M. Racer, equipped.
6 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., equipped.
5 TRIUMPH, countershaft, equipped.

COMBINATIONS.
p SUNBEAM, S h.p., equipned.

9 SUNBEAM, 3.! h.p., equipped.

9 (late) TRIUMPH and Gloria, equipped.

9 (latel TRIUMPH and Gloria,. electric light.

9 ROVER, 3i h.p., equipped.
8 MATCHLESS, Victory Model, equipped.
6 ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. equipped.

5 M.A.G. MATCHLESS, equipped.
7 ROVER, 3.5 h.p., equipped.

WANTED.
i. or CI.vno, Maffdyno, or

lianKo lor Slerk Pianola Piano.
200 KHH., purfwrt tone, condition now, about

100 rolls good muftid, only wanUs scoinK.—Jarvin,
OaboniM Villii. Wosl Park Bd., Southampton. [3790

JENI) Ynur Motor Oyclo to Pulnipr'i
5 Winililciliiii Station. Cash oll^

aiili.Hl i cliatoly on rocuipt of 1

in ho iiiclinlcd in (oitnifihtly an,'
I'cpU'd. Itcsurvo price may no fi.\

it chi . . ~ .

anigu

vntoly
rai.l.lL

ishine
pruflts? We k

to imrcliaso from pi
d 2392, or send a P.

of do

C. On terms
the kingdom.—Kwiksale P;

Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre. W.C. No dealers.
Nothing earlier than 1914 wanted. [0139

F.O.C.Il. still pays highest prices for any good
second-hand motor cycles, Morgans, cars, etc.;

write, 'phone, or wire particulars and engine or chassis
number, and our representative will call immediately
with cash, distance no object; we also sell on com-
mission, or will gladly take your old machine or car
in part exchange for any we have in stock. Inspection
invited. Our name implies our business methods.—
Fair Offer Car House, 6, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Ilampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [9547

EXCHANGE.

EXCHANGE Jones, Cowey speedometers, for 3-speed
wheel ; approval.-Delves, Maidstone Rd., Paddock

Wood, Kent. [3387

R. D. VAETY lor exchange deals; send your re-
quirements: satisfaction guaranteed. — R. D.

Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [3063

1 Q20 Mngdyno H Matchless for M.A.G. Grand Prix
-!-«-' Morgan 1920, dynamo lighting essenti.al, cash
adjustment.—50. Gloucester Rd., Tottenham, N,15. [3703

Naudin Car,EXCHANGE 12h.p.
seater, thoroughly

power combination ; s

Longshoot, Nuneaton.

'erhauled. for modern high
£180.—Massey, Highflelds.

[X2101

DEVONSHIRE.—Exchange Brough, built for side-
car work, for lightweight, twin preferred; Bosch,

clutch, K.S., 3 speeds easy starter, reliable, economi-
cal, any trial.—Young, Bampton. [3875

PREMIER 1915 S'ih.p.. good condition throughont
(new parts. B.B., tubes. Dunlop belt, and stand),

Bosch waterproof, long exhaust; sell £50: IJouglas or
New Imperial preferred.-Newman, 83, Trinity Rd..
Southall. [3403

O Kh.p. Farm Tractor, 3-furrow Cockshutt plougt,^^ cultivator, and 3 sets of shares, all in w-orking
order; seen by appointment. Lincoln; price £275; ex-
change considered for powerful motor bike and C.B.
sidecar, twin J.A.P. preferred, not earlier 1918.—Box
4,387, c/o The Motor dicle. [3376

WILL Exchange 1915 Douglas. 2-speed. aTuminium
footboards, good running order, for modern light-

weight, preferably New Hudson, Junior Triumph,
Le^ls, etc.; cash adjustments either way according
to date of machine, or will sell; £65: including elec-

tric light outfit, horn, tool bos, Bluemel pump, etc:
no offers. Good reasons for exchange; London, S.W.
district; write foi appointment.—Box 4,445, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [3915

REPAIRERS.

A RMSTRONG ey-Archer Gears Repaired
ptly and efficiently. — County Engineering

Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—We are
e.Kpeditious repairers.—County Engineering Co.,

Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
while you wait.—County Engineering Co., Houn-

slow. [8920

WHITTAXL Machinists Co.. contractors to the War
Office for all motor repairs.—Below.

WHITTALL for Welding.-Esperts in aluminium.
broken parts reliablv "welded, accurately

machined., promptly returned.—Below.

WHITTALL.—Cylinders ground with guaranteed
accuracy, pistons fitted ;

prompt, moderate. New
pistons made to pattern or sketch.-Whittall Machinists
Co., Whittall St.. Eirmingliam. [0017

ARMSTRONG Gears a Speciality; parts supplied in
3 day?; wheels repaired in one week.—Below.

Answer

ARMSTRONG Gears.—In special cases wheels re-
turned in 2 days.—A.F.L., Oakleigh, Charles-

town, Weymouth. [2324

After the busy holi-
day rush.

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

N. FINCHLEY, N.12,
'riione: Fiiichky 233^,

Ha^ another fr<«i;h stock of New and SeCOnd-hand
Combinations and Motor Gycles/all of which carries
mir 11S.U.1I guarantee. Dcforc being disappointed,
we would ask you to inspect our large and varied

stock, and compare our prices.

4 b.p. BRADBURY and coachbuitt Sidecar,
3-specd gear, and late pattern kick-
starter and clutch £75

191 6 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, kick-
starter and clutch, hood, screen, Lucas
head lamp, and accessories £105

1916 NORTON and very low C.B. Sidecar,
speedometer, and all accessories, very
fast lot £140

1919 DOUGLAS Combination, in excellent
running order, all accessories £155

1916 8 h.p. M.A.G. SUNBEAM Combination
Lucas dynamo lightins:, hood, screen,

and spare wheel ." £200
1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, electric

lighting, and accessories £160
igrg HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model,

semi-T.T. bars, all accessories (including

mspection lamp) £205
1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., just overhauled,

2-speed, and clutch £85
i9::o BEARDMORE-PRECISION, elec. lamps

and horn, only done 20 miles £110
1920 CLYNO, 2-stroke, brand new .... List price.

1920 ENFIELD, 2-stroke, Enfield 2-speed
gear

1920 SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-5peed, all

lamps, as new £67 10

EVERYTHING TO BE HAD FOR THE
MOTORIST AT LONDON LOWEST PRICES.

Send for our
Motor Cycle
Buyer's Guide

to the Best Makes.

We have contracted
largely, and can give

immediate or early

deliveries of many
makes.

ALEXANDER'S
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,

EDINBURGH.
Telegrams : Motocydes.

272-274, Gt. WESTERN Rd.

GLASGOW.
Telegrams : "Alexmolo."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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REPAIRERS.

experts of 11 years' experience.

-

indii

For over ten years tliey have lieen i 1 use tor this sei-vice, and
of recent years, in consequeiioe of their dependeticy, (he de-

mand is constantly increaainK- Dynamo Lijihting Sets with
Accumulator's requirs careful at ention and owing to com
plications have a tendency to no oat of order AccumulDtor-.

it not r 'gularlp chaT;;ed. whether m iis= or not, 'lUlphate aiul

liecorae iiscless. The Batteries whah are fitted m a metal
container with switchboard mounted on top 1 es i,ouveniently

in the bottom ol the sidecar, and with ordnn.i\ cure ^\ ill last

when in use, from 6 months to 18 months without renewal
if one of the batteries becomea e\hansted it con b° leplaced

independently of tlie others at but little cost Compri'smB
' " " - - .. ... ^0[^e^o Pittcrn

special metal
conta:ner with switchboard n

on top, complete with waterproof
ronluctimr cords and spare 1

bulbs. Ab illustrated. No. MC/J9
£9 O O

Alflo supplied with
" ipeiba

Luxe ' Hcadl:
(di in. front)

illnst-atod.
£10 fl

Armstrong and Sturmey-Archer Hub Gears.
We repair the above Gears promptly.

Sturmey-Archer CountershaTt Gear Parts Stocked.
When seading wheels please remove all outside
fittings, label clearly with owner's and our address
and advise hub number and type of gear.

Recommended by Sturmey-Archer Co., for Repairs.

The CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney Bridge Road, Putney, London, S.W.1.

'Phono ; IG^Jl , I'utuey. L. A; S. VV, Illy. Putney Station.

We do not repair push cycle gears.

on latest machinery, installed
,sed; accnracy guaranteed; new
and Co., 140/ Conybere St.,

[4367
pistons fitted.—Sadgrove
Birmingham.

CONNECTING Reds Rebushed, pistons regrooved,
new rings fitted.—Beach Engineering Co., Earl

St., Coventry. [0214

Acre, London.

your service.

n-elding and iiiacliine worn.

CYLINDER Grinding and Piaton Making is with ti=

n speciality. We shall be glad to have your
enquiries.—Foster, Leeds. [0003

d tank repairs, 'enamelling and
ts; prompt deliyeries.—Langham

Co., Fitzroy St., Leicester. [6789

Cherry La le Garage. Lymm, Cheshii

repaired, or parts
'nting

[2225

r Gears Repaired
. . . >d efficiently

out delay.—County Engineering Co., Hounslow.

A RMSTROKG and Sturmey-Archer Gears;

nty En-ii;

mg Co

,

ARMSTRONG anc
badly require

County Engineering

THE M.A.G. Eugir
pairs and over

rars in which Mag
TT

'ill

LLL Repairs should be addressi
the M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd.,

n Junction, N.W.IO. "Phone >

npioy expert gear mechanics.—
Co., Hounslow.

Sturmey-Archer Gears working
mmediate attention. — Sent tc

Co., Hounslow. [892]

all

e fitted.

to dismantle the
may be sent, -al-

t alone it will natmally
le;

d, carriage paid, to
Harrow Rd., Willes-
o. : Willesden 1092.

[0148

nbreakable, 12/6 pair.—^Below.

Wigan Rd.. Atherton.

ENAMELING, Plating.—Tanks enamelled as betore
bandle-bars, etc., plated.—Send to Murray's Plating

Works, Union St., Coventry. Platers and enoTQellers to

the trade- [0024

and alterations
t, any designs,

plating.—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd.
Birminghsm. [6656

MOTOR Cycle Cylinders Re-ground, new pistons,
rings, and gudgeons fitted, gear cutting, piston

castings supplied; q.uick delivery.—Vulcan Engineer-
ing Works, Walsden. [8914

WELDING.—Broken flanges^aluminium cranU cuses,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, welde^l and
machined complete; scored bores filled in and ground to

esisting pistons.—Eelow,

536.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.-Any
part repaired promptly; we have modern

macliiuery and modern mechanics.—County Engineer
ing Co., Hounslow. *

workmen employed.—County Eng:

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—St
trioate repairs at once to the recognise:

repairers —County Engineering Co., Hounslow.

tively.—County Engineering Co., Hounslow.

nk cases, etc., welded; made like :

guaranteed; quick return. [3976

SUNBEAM Motor Cyclee.-Repairs, overhauhug, and
renovation of Sunbeams by Sunbeam experts at

the makers' own depot, 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
Competent and eatisfactory service assured [0184

ARMSTRONG AND
STURMEY-ARCHER

GEAR REPAIRS.
We are pleased to announce that we
arc now in a position to undertake
immediate repairs of Armstrong and
Sturmey - Archer gears, including

Sturmey-Archer gear boxes. Above
all—in urgent cases we can generally

repair your gear while you wait.'

A leaflet giving particulars for adjustment
of Armstrong Gears will be sent on receipt

of stamped addressed envelope if tins

advertisement' is mentioned.

Gend wheels clearly labelled lo Hounslow L.$.W,
Railway Station.

County Engineerinq Co.

64i StilNES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
tONBON, W.

TTeyJ
173, GT. PORTLAND STREET,

'Phone—Mayfair 879.

and at 378-384, EUSTON ROAD;
''Phone—Regent 4219.

£65,
Overhauled by competent mechanics.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
2j h.p. No. I NEW IMPERIAL £74 1)

2-stroke 2-speed ilAMES £70 .«

2-stroke DIAMOND «BB «
2j h p. COULSON-B «99 15

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1020 LEA-FRANCIS, .ill Accessories .... JE135

J915 3I h.p. twin JAMES £85
W.D. 4>h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed £85

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination £105

Victory Model MATCHLESS, 3-speed, and
Sidecar £155

CANOELET AND B.S.A. SIDECARS IN STOCK.

23 h.p. Douglas Cylinders in Stock. Trade Suppliei

Easy Payments and Exchanges.

WANTED.—Good Solo Machines and ComHi
tions, of late manufacture. Give
opportunity to quote you. tt-

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SOUTH PORT

We have the following

for immediate delivery:

19:0 fi-7 li.p. ARIEL Comb., list price.

19:0 .( h.p. ROVER Comb., as new.

J9::o (. h.p. B.A.T. Siil.i, list prioo.

1919 .| h.p. TRIUMPH Comb., b:irsa!n.

1919 .|i li.p. NUMBER Coinb., twin.

I9II' iJ h.p. SUNBEAM l >>iiib.. bareain.

1S15 7.9 li.p. HARLEY-QAVIDSON Coin.

We can supply from stock :—

1920 METRO-TYLER Motor Cyclei.

1920 HOBART Motor Cycles.

Early Delivery:—
HARLEY - DAVIDSON.

B.A.T. ARIEL N.U.T-

A.B.C. Skootamota.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.

— WRITE US—

I EASTBANK ST,
SOUTH PORT.

'he "Speedy Sporting Single"

advocated by the Editor

is a " going " proposition

when fitted with a

•PNEU MULTI PULLEY

his super-efficient pulley, the result of

:ven years' development, is the ideal

ling for Triumphs, Nortons, Rovers,

id all other fast single drivers with
jtside pulleys, also for Douglas, Cedos,

althorpe, Diamond, Sparkbrook,
uadrant. New Hudson, James, etc., etc.,

ith offside gear-box pulleys.

;
gives a range of speeds on each gear,

i here usually the top gear is a little too

gh for a moderate hill, and the low gear
slow.

ives free engine, and a range of speeds
Dm 7J- to 1 up to Z\ to 1. On two-
eed gear boxes from 3 to 1 to 20 to 1.

NO BELT SLIP.

NO END THRUST.

FITTED IN SIX MINUTES

rice 5 Guineas, post free.
After Whit Monday the price will be ?

Send for Descriptive Folder to

PNEU" AUTO-PULLEY CO.
:2, Bessborougii Road, BIRKENHEAD.

RllPAIRURS.
HAUT.ETIIAVIDSON ncpnlrs nnd Ovorhouln.-Wo

iiii^ now nhlu to put work in luind without dolny;
*l;illoil stnll iindor ouri:liil «u|)orvl«iou.-Hnrloy-Duvi<lBOn
Nb.lor Co.. Ltd., 71. Nownnin St.. London, W.l. 10043

E NCINf; Ovprlmiils
luding rt'bushiilg,

by Xpci- clin

Kudgcion pin
.

., .
iinglos 40/-, twins 50/-; diilivplius 3 to 7 day.s.

-li. Biynnt nnd Co., 36. Enst St., Cohdiestcr, E«;x.
(X207I

pVLINDER Reborcd. ground, fitted witli new piston,
Vy coniphtt' with rings and gudgeon pin; £2/15 per
rvliiidiM.- N'.itn new nddrese, Henry and Leslie, Ltd..
1!3 155. Clirion Hd., South Norwood, London, S,K.2,5.

(3S68
/"(OSirLlCTH Engine Overhiiuls; iiny spare mi.i.I.j l.ii^ ;iiiy "iiiko of year in 2 or 3 days; new piston Bt-

liiii:: and eylinder grinding a speciality.—Russeti Eiit.-i-

iH'riiTig Co., Moorheiid Works, Kockiugham Lane, Rliof-

ll.'ld. [0025

D ON'T have your
3d !).»

fidped.

retmring and i)iston tittii

-C. A. Winwood ami
Sniothwid;.

)ut havo it properly
We speeinliso ip

i.slies ; welding, etc.

J7, Montague Ed.,
[4657

W^ Welding, Welding. — Welding done by
,'lindoiH, crank rases, gear boxes, pistons,
etc.; (iluniiiiium a specialitj'. No cure,
unik retuinea in 6 days.-H. Heap, 105,
uingliam. [0023

id Scott Specialists, repairs, overhauls,
melltng, plating, alterations

frames, your old machine mode:
vited to inspect their machines c

37, Maiden Rd., Kentish Town.

Clients
repairs.—Hall,

[9231

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
by reliable mechanics; we have a big stock of

all parts.— Cou.ity Engineering Co., Hounslow.

A"
manjfactured at the work:.— County Eng
Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
with unequalled rapidity by skilled mechanics;

parts not in stock manufactured.—County Engineer-
ing Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
satisfactorily and promptly ; we have a modern

plant and only employ skilled labour.—County Engi-
neering Co., Hounslow. [8916

CYLINDERS Reground and New Pistons fitted com-
plete; Triumph, Rudge. Rover, J.A.I'., Indian,

and other standard makes, 55/-; quick delivery; guar-
anteed work.—CM.D. Engineering Co., Tavistock St.,
Leamington. [X 1 6 2 6

CYLINDER Grinding
speciality, and all

gineers ; also standard
Howard Dugmore, Motor
Birmingham.

nd Piston Making is my
fork is done by skilled en
ings by return of post.—
Engineer, 40y->, Bristol St.,

[1821

CYLINDERS, Pistons.—Cylinders reborcd and ground;
new pistons (any pattern), rings, gudgeona, made

and fitt^; accurate first-class work throughout guaran-
teed: prompt; moderate.—Central Motor Co. Engineer-

ling Works, Bromsgrove St., Birmingham. [9475

WANTED, Wanted, Wanted.—Magnetos, dynamo
starters, coils, etc., to repair and rewind, rock

bottom prices, cast iron guarantees. 12 hours' service,
' special terms to trade.—Electrical and Mechanical
I Repair Co., 24, Leytonstone Rd., Stratford, E.15. [1322

REX G. MUNDY, after 14 years' competition ei-

I

perience, is now in a position to overhaul any
,
make of motor cycle or light car; work carried out

' by qualified mechanics under personal supervision.-,-

;1, Duke St., Richmond. Tel.: 879 Richmond. [0212

6 h.p. and 8h.p. J.A.P. Pattern Piston, complete;
immediate delivery; any make of piston made;

engines completely overhauled ; frames repaired ; very
prompt deliveries.—Walter T. Matthews, 114, Suffolk

1st.. Birmingham. 'Phone: Midland 1858. T.A. :

Walmatt, Birmingham. [X7406

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—We
pair any kind promptly, efficient'

antee satisfaction.—County Engineering Co., Moun-

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
with great care, no matter how intricate.—Send

to County Engineering Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gear Repairs,
any description; we are the recognised specialists.

County Engineering Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears Repaired
promptly and effectively; any part manufac-

tured if not in stock.—County Engineering Co., Houn
slow. [8918

MOUNT Engineering Co. undertake repairs and over-
hauls, welding broken cylinders, pistons, connect-

ing rods; new pi.«tons and rings; spare parts in stock;
specials made in 3 days. Send broken parts. Enamel-
lins^ and plating.—Mount Works, 317, Warward's Lane,
Selly Oak, Birmingham. [6270

COMPLETE Overhauls by experienced mechanics.
Send your engine. or gear bos to ufi; we will over-

haul and replace defective parts in a few days. Cyhn-
ders rebored and new pistons fitte-d from £2. Rings,
bushes, pins, etc.—White, Watson and Eolfe, 58a, Stock-
well Rd., London, S.W.9. [3675

gua

THE LEADING
MIDLAND HOUSE
/-'^OTOR CYCLES

4
ORDERS NOW BOOKING for

early delivery of new 1920
Moilels :

ACME, AMERICAN EXCEL-
SIOR, BAT, BROUGH, F.N.,

HENDERSON 4-cyllnder.
JAMES, LEVIS, RADCO,
REX, TRIUMPH,
VELOCETTE.
CANOELET, MILLS FULFORD,
pnd MONTGOMERY SIDECARS
In STOCK.

THE PREMIER
WIOTOR COIVIPANY,
ASTON RD., BIRMINGHAM

Martinsyde-Newman

6 H.p SIDECAR
COMBINATION

This machine, which was one
of the mo^t admired exhibits
at the last Olympia Show,
was designed by Mr. Howard
Newman, the well-known
motor cycle expert, and is

manufactured by the world
renowned Marlinjyde Aviation
Company. It has a splendid
engine, with new feature^, an J

A.J D type gear box (made
under licence), Brampton
Bifl?x forks, very shapely and
well-designed frame-work and
fittin?3 and a most lu?

and h'ghly finished side

THE PRICE IS £170

w<.

FRANK
ITWORTH'

139, NEW Sl'PEET

BIRMIMGHAM

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A41
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We can give immediate delivery of the following

New Motor Cycles

:

ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame model £104 15

ROYAL RUBY, 21 h.p., single-speed .... £56

O.K., 2} b.p., single-speed 48 gns.

IVY, 2j h.p., single-speed £59

Our Stock of Second-hand Machines includes:

1914 ii h.p. single-speed T.T. ROVER . . £65

igifi 3:V h.p. H.O. twin BRADBURY, 3-sp. £70

1914 2-speed T.T. ROYAL ENFIELD .... £80

1914 single-speed B.S.A £45

1915 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination £120

1915 5 h.p. IND!AN Combination £115

A large number of New Coachbuiit SIDECARS, to

lit most makes, in stock, from £22 upwards.

(BTORTHE

347,FinchleyRd.,London,N.W.3.

" Quantities, Si.visj, London.'

'Phone

:

Hampstead 4631

W E have the Largest Selection of

Motor Cycles In Great Britain.

The following Motor Cycles actually i

for immediate delivery :'
Stock

New,
1920 Matchless Com.
1920 Rover Com.
1920 Ariel Com.
1920 Zenith Com.
J920 Lea-Francis, Com.
1920 Douglas Com.
1920 Hazlewood Com.
1920 B.S.A. Com.
1920 New Imperial Com.

New.
IQ20 Indian Com.
1920 Rudge-Muiti, Twin.
1920 Harley-Davidson Com.
1920 Enfield Com.
1920 A.J.S. Com.
1920 Lea-Francis.

1920 Ariel.

192a Sunbeam.
1920 Blackburne.
1920 Triumph, T.T.
1920 Zenith.

1920 James.
1920 Coventry-Eagle.

1919 Sparkbrook.
1920 B.S.A.

' Sunbeam Sidecar,

As New.
1919 Indian Com.
1919 Douglas Com.
1919 Zenith Com.
1916 Harley Com.
1916 Campion Com.
191S Douglas Com.
1915 A.J.S. Com.
1914 A.J.S. Com.
1919 Rudge Com.

1920 Sunbeam Com.
192D Triumph Com.
1920 Bat Com.
1920 Douglas Com.
1920 2j h.p. Douglas
1919 James.
1919 P. & M.
1919 Blackburne.
1920 Calthorpe.
IQ20 O.K.
1920 Rudge.
1919 Rudge.
1920 Metro-Tyler
1919 Diamond.
1920 James Com.

stock £35.
Autoped Scooters, delivery from Stock, £42. Trade

supplied.
A.V. Monocar. new, £150.

*

Seal Double Sidecar, 3-wheeler, £95.
G.N., 1Q14, in nice condition, £150.
Richardson 1920 2-seater in stock, £275.
New Bleriot Whippet.
New Tamplin, £175.
New G.P. Morgan.
New G.P. Morgan Sporting Aero.

PERCY & Co.
314, 316, 319, & 321, Euston Road,

'Phone: Museum 1337. LONDON.

s

REPAIRERS.
HUMBER Roc 2-speed. 1910-11-12-13.-^. Connolly,

13, Carmelite Rd., Coventry, 9 years^. with.
Hnmber, Ltd. Stamp for reply only receives attention.

rXl803
SEND your engine to me for a thoiougli overhaul.

Compression restored: piston elots re-turned; new
rings and g-udgeon pins fif
out, singles 40/-,

TRIUMPHS, Enfields, ond Douglas a Bpeciality. Re-
pairs to frames, new tubes, etc., at moderate

chargefi.—E. H. Terry, 16, Grove Parade, -East Finch-
ley, N.2. 'Phone: FinchJey 2261. [6173

ARMSTRONG, Sturmey-Archer, and N.S.U. gears re-iH
paired promptly; spindles, planet pinions, spindle -—

nuts, eto., eupplied, immediately ; frames repaired, or —
altered to any design.—The S.S. Motor Cycle Co., 636,]—-
Harrow Bd., Paddington, W.IO. [1485 ;[•]

SPEEDOMETERS.—We are now in a position to '

=
carry out repairs to all makes of speedometers, :^

including Stewart gear boxes, etc. Let us. quote yon h
before sending elsewhere. Our repair service is the ™
cheapest, quickest, and the best in the country.—The :=
Lrondon Speedometer Co., 14, Kramer Mews, Earl's p=i

Conrt, S.W. [6529 [^
ACETYLENE and Electrio Welding. - Broken

|

=
flanges, cracked water jackets, seorced bores, worn h

bearings, built up; aluminium gear boxes, crank cases. iM
any broken motor part welded and machined up and

i zn
returned in 7 days, 14 years' esperience. — Lincoln
.Teffries. jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse
Lane, Birmingham. [7078

SPRING Frames for all Motor Cycles. We can con-
vert your machine to spring frame with a 4-inch

movement ' and perfectly lateral stability. We can
supply sprung carriers to suit. We specialise in
frame conversions. Our wide saddle tanks and straight
sloping top tube are the last word in modern con-
structio;n, and make that old 'bus of yours equal to
a 1920 model. F.N. 4-cyl. mechanical valve conver-
sions, overhead inlet or overhead exhaust; overhauls
of every -description; regrinding, and aluminium
pistons for power and cool running with, economy

;

welding of all kinds; let us quote vou.—Oliver Motors,
120, Eollobridge Rd., Acton, W.3, [2369

ARM3TR01SG and Sturmey-Archer Gears. We
specialise . in repairs of all descriptions, and

guarantee promptness and efficiency.—County Engi-
neering Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears. Any
trouble can easily be rectified by us; we

specialise in gear repairs only.—County Engineering
Co., Hounslow.

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears quickly
• repaired by our staff of experts; large stock of

parts always ready.—County Engineering Co., Houn-

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears ol any
kind repaired promptly and effectively by ex-

perienced mechanics.—County Engineering Co., Houn-
slow. [8917

THE A.C.U. is the finest association for motorists.
For 10/- per year it will cherish comfort and sup-

port you in all your motor undertakings; will select
for you the best routes and the best hotels; already
has selected the best repairers, and the best of the
selected is the Tennant Engineering Co., 238, Bristol
St., Birmingham, who have been A.C.U. official re-
pairers since the commencement of the scheme, who
cater specially for A.C.U. members and give them 5%
discount from all repair work. No firm has wider ex-
perience or' better machinery for putting experience
into

_
practice. Cylinders rebored, pistons, bushes, con-

necting rods, shafts fitted with accuracy and pre-
cision by men who are trained repair specialists.
Other firms' bodges rectified. If Tennants cannot
satisfy you, you are beyond human aid. [0047

MISCELLANEOUS.
"TJOUGLAS Spares. Spares. Spares.

y 37, Cricklewood Broadway,
London, N.W.2.

Telephone: Heunpstead S616.

give you an idea of what we have and our prices for
same ; Douglas stands, 13/-; carriers, 25/- ; frames,
£14; gear boxes, £5/10; front and back mudguards,
12/-; pistons, 10 /- ; rings, 1 /9 ; gudgeon pins, 1 / 6 ;

tanks, £3/17/6; back wheels, £2/15; front wheels,
£2/10; spring forks complete, £3/15; springs, 2/10;
flywheels, £1/12; valves, 4/-; Amac carburetters, new,
£2/10; connecting rods complete, £1; flywheel
sprockets, 4/6; footrcsts, 14/6; back and front cylin-
ders, £1/15; crankshafts, £2/5; cam wheels, £1; T.T.
bars, 17/-; crank cases, timing half, £2/5; crank cases,
flywheel half, £1 / 5 ; ball bearings, flvwheel half,

£1/8; ball bearings, timing half, 14/-; magneto wheels,
8 /- ; intermediate wheels, 8 /-; tappets, 3 / 2 ; locking
plates, 2/-; rocker arras, 5/6; valve springs, 6/-;
chains, 8/-; toolbags, 10/6 Sphinx pings, 4/-; goggles
from 2/6 to 4/-.

parts new. Write us for your
line.-The R.L. Motor Works. Ot
St., Bristol, Works Boar's Head Ya

. all

ints in the motor
ines 36, Frogmore
id. College Green.

[0187
i, complete with

a

OUR TERMS OF BUSINESS.
Every machine overhauled, tested, and
guaranteed in perfect condition.
Any machine sent any dist-ance on 24 hours*
approval against cash.
If you wish to make an exchange, we, can
allow you the very highest price on your
present mount.
All machines are quoted at rock-bottcm orices.

SOLO MACHINES.
£96 10 2i h.p. WOOLER. 1920, brand new.

variable gear, spring frame, auto-
' matic lubrication, etc.

£63 2£ h.p. DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-speed.
£48 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1913 hand and

foot clutch.

COMBINATIONS.
£140 6 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1919.

enclosed chain drive, hand clutch.

accessories.

SU2 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft,
Watsonian Sidecar.

£112*0 4 h.p. DOUGLAS, 1917. as new
accessories.

£90 4-5 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield

2-speed gear, accessories.

a We invite your engtdries for any make—ve

_ can probably fix you up^ as we have many
- other machines coming in shortly.

iliailllBlliSIIIIBIIIIIBillllBIIIIISIillll

BBBBBBBBBHBHBI

INDIAN
Combinations

AND

SCOUT
Models.

THE LAST WORD
IN LUXURY.

Very Early Delivery.

SEAL & BALL,
24, Nevill Street,

SOUTHPORT.
MIEA Dyn 0, 4-voU, new; £3.—Smith's, 86, Chalk

(opposite Chalk Fjixm Tube Station).
[0221

"D.S.A. Cylinder, idston, rings, perfect condition; SniWokingham; ' "

'

[3643
;
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Caution in Driving.
NCE more we are constrained to ask

readers to exercise every care in driving.

So many newcomers are on the roads at

the present time that it is well to avoid

any possible chance of incidents which

may cause the novice to "lose his head." Quite

a large number of drivers have yet to
.
knovv,

bv instinct, what to do in an emergency, and,

until they have become more, accustomed to

their machines, motor cyclists will be well advised

to keep a good look out. To those wdio only

recently have acquired a motor cycle, we would

say that over confidence at times"re\eals to the

more experienced driver that egotism of which

later one is- -ashamed. The novice—^aiid all

drivers are novices until they have been on

the road at least a year or two—should avoid

high speeds on the road. . He should keep to

the left side of the road, and, at- all times, he

should- be able to stop '^.ithin a few yards,

especially on winding roads. He should not

.

take any bends at a high speed until he is able

accurately to judge the safety margin, as some-

times he may find that he cannot hold his

machine on the left side of the road and,

consequently, swerves to the right side.

Judgment and Experience.
Motor cyclists are no more to blame in this

respect than owners of cars ; in fact, the latter

are often the greater culprits. Particular care

is necessarv wlftn driving in traffic, and con-

siderable judgment is necessary when passing

a vehicle from behind. This judgment can

only be obtained from experience, and young

riders should remember that it is generally

accepted that, when overtaking an obstruction,

anyone coming in the opposite direction has

the right of way.

The rider who "blinds" past eveiytliing on

the road is usually a novice, and, curiously

enough, seldom malkes a good average.

It must also be remembered that, after a fast
^ run in the country, one's speed in traffic is apt

to appear slower than is actually the case. If

every motor cyclist and car owner—expert and

no\ice alike—w ould exercise discretion and

consideration and so avoid any suggestion of

recklessness, the whole community would benefit,

and motorists would cease to be looked upon
with suspicion by public and police.

The Virtue of Appearance.

THE
engineer who concentrates entirely upon

-mechanical efficiency is _ sometimes apt to

overlook the. importance of appearance.

This and the question of qualit) are

perhaps more important from a sales point

of view than the engineering ideals, which are

sometimes not appreciated by the public. If a

list of the most popular machines is. made, it

\vill be found that in almost every case appear-

ance and quality are the outstanding features.

The latter, of course, includes finish.

With so mucfi - new blood in the designing

field, we are induced to draw attention to-

these points, and urge designers of unorthodox

machines to pav greater attention to superficial

appearance, for, in the enthusiasm created by a

new- design, those responsible overlook the fact

that familiarity may appear to make even

the most ugly machine look pleasing. This

does not necessarily mean that it is essential

to follow conventional lines in order to make a

good looking machine. The unconventional

machine may be good, bad, ; or- indifferent in

appearance, but generally there is no valid

reason why it should not be pleasing. to the eye.

If the designer w=ill recall allthe unconventional

machines produced during the past decade, he

will know that several of these^ following quite

unorthodox lines in their mechanical features,

attract rather than repel the prospective pur-

chaser. On the other hand, motor, cycles,

embod^'ing accepted practice at every mechanical

point, for the want of a little thought, are made
to appear heterodox .

-

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.



A Boom in Baby Two-strokes.

TOGETHER with a pal or two I have just spent a
full week oh the road, and we marvelled much
to see that apparently -two machines out of-

every three were baby two-strokes. ' This applied not

only to elderly potterers, nor yet to utility riders

,
pursuing their business ends near towns, but equally to

youthful joyriders out on the long trails. We cliscussed

the possible explanations o' nights, not without heat.

The Leander man opined that a debased breed of
youngsters is arising in the land, whose idea of fierce

joy attains no higher level than that of am.bling along
on a slow and handy mount. The man with a scarred

face and one arm had no doubt that the riders in

question were Conchies. The economist pointed out
that wages _are rising and that the. young artisan

bachelor can afford to spend ^70 on a hobby, though

^150 may be beyond his reach. The trade rider

remarked that deliveries of the heftier machines are

still rather behindhand. Uncle reminded us that he
began on a 150 lb. machine, and sometimes feels he
would go back to one if anything at so low a weight
were procurable nowadays ; there are, he fancies, more
novices abroad than ever before, and they will acquire

the 7-9 h.p. taste in due course. Well, Asquith is

back in Parliament, and we'llwait and see!

Necessary Spares.

EVER since the man who ate the first oyster yielded

the palm for valour to the man who first rode

a bicycle which contained a gallon of highly

inflammable spirit, the means to ignite it, ancl the

ultimate certainty of a heavy fall, we motor cyclists

have been advised in cold print" never to leave home
without carrying certain spares. The list—as usually

given—includes a plug, a valve, some copper wire,

and a few nuts. As my locks have- grown silvery ^at

the game, may I' be permitted to offer younger and
greener brethren a revised version of this ancient tale ?

You should, but need not, carry a plug; after all,

plugs are cleanable, and, anyhow, somebody will

presently come along and give you one. It is an

insult to Sheffield to carry a valve ; I have not broken

one since my first grandchild was born, and I never

own (or, at least, buy) a valve. Why carry copper
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wire when you can buy wire if needed in a town, o

pinch it off a fence if needed in the country ? .'v^'lv

carry spare nuts? There are 100 dijfefent sizes 01

the machine; you cannot carry 'a spare "of each; unles:

you keep a trailer for the purpose, "and if a nut drop:

off you can generally borrow its fellow temporarily

from some'other gadget on the /bus. ;Biit there are t\v(

things you must carry if you wish to finish your journei

with certainty. One is whatever transmission spar,

will ensure you against a bad fracture of your drivi

(this may imply a spare belt with two extra fasteners

or at least a baker's dozen of chain bits). The odiei

is absolute insurance against a tyre hang-up ; trans

lated into invoice style, this means a spare tube and :

6in. gaiter. -
.

~

Clean Trousers.

A PARAGRAPH about leg-wear has brought mt
a good deal of correspondence. My emphasi:

was upon the tendency of the ordinary leg over-

alls to get dirty on the inside when drawn off ovei

a soiled boot, so that in time the overalls spoil youi

trousers. The John Bull people make an overall which
is free from this vice. The Brooks spring legging

is equally efficient, but a user finds that it is inclined to

slip down, and has extended his pair with thigh

pieces, so that they can be held up by a belt. The
College mudshield people make an ingenious gaiter,

which is of the smartish shaped-to-the-calf-variety,

and has extensible fasteners, so that it can be worn
over stockings or trousers indifferently. I did not mean
to imply that nobody had solved the problem in

question, but rather to point out that 99% of us wear

leg overalls which soil our trousers at ever)' wearing

after the first. .

If it had been Chains?

ALL the world knows that chain spares are rather

hard to come by in these days, and the machine
I ride asks for a size which does not dwell

i

in small cycle agents' showcases. I know cynics who
say that if a back chain goes, it thrashes all the spokes';

of your wheel, and that if a front chain-goes, it kinks^

your crankshaft, so that in either case chain spares

are equally useless. This statement is one of those

half truths which are more pernicious than any lie.

It is true that a bad chain smash often does some-j

M
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BLOCKING THE ROUTE
Consideration foi competitors is often lacking on the part ot

spectatois at spoiling events. This picture was taken at the top

of Kirk-stone Pass, where the road was almost completely blocked by
cars and motor cycles. The difficulties of the London-Edinburgh
riders were increased by the rain and dense mountain mist

thing else'. It is also true that at least 50% of the

chain breakage troubles are curable by the road-

side it you carry about i lb. of spares. It is also true

that if you have not got the necessary bits in your
bag, it is probably useless to wire to the maker for

them, hopeless to borrow them locally, and heart-

breaking to search the county for a dealer who has

them. Belts, I must admit, are easier to come by,

but a belt is light to carry, and a surprising lot of

places are ten miles from anywhere.

A Portable Hand-cleaner*

Jo) ECENTLY I- had quite an ordinary puncture,

JiV^ and mended it quite satisfactorily in teir minutes

or so. Though the roads were bone dry, I was
in a pretty mess at the end of the job. I had been
seated perforce on the dusty road during my wrestle

with the back tyre, and my trousers and shirt had
suffered—I had wisdom enough to remove my reefer

coat and tweed jacket before starting work.. Further-

more, mv hands were simply filthy, thanks to the dust

on the wheel, and the oily carbon spat out in that

neighbourhood from the exhaust delivery pipe. I was
rather tidily dressed for me, as I was going to see

some people with whom I am not on slop suit ter-ms,

and my efforts to get a wash were quite amusing,

r first tried at a "pub," but it was out of hours, and
they thought I wanted an illegitimate drink, so no-

body came to the door. My next effort was at a

cottage, but the matronly person who opened the

door thought I was mad or drunk, and hastily slammed
the door again. Finally, I made shift in a brook with

the aid of a "pocket handkerchief. Meanwhile, of

course, I had dirtied my handle-bar, gear lever, and
oil pump very successfully. I wonder nobody has
ever marketed a small canister of dilute liquid soap,
to be carried on the road, and replenished at home
from a gallon can. I must fake up something when I

am through my present tin of Flash. Some modern
machines are fairly clean to ride, provided no trouble
occurs ;' hence one feels rather disgusted if a puncture
reduces one to the semblance cf a chimney sweep.
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Jliil \iin .sliiiuld have seen Rcjljinson on his list ride

with me. 1 had the legs dl liim, so he got plenty of

du.'jt. He also had two punctures, so his hands,

clotliing, and levers gradually grew very foul. More-
over, h<; was as " ])luff as a wilkie," as they say down
west (Anglif(, as flal.iby as a toad), and sweating mid-
dling heavy over the tyre repairs, he had been mopping
his heated brow in replacing a stiff cover. Tipping
is not the only cause for our unpopularity at first-class

hotels. I usually carry rag inside my heail lamp, and
if I could snuggle a small tin of Ethol and water into

Slime o<ld corner, I might even turn up smiling after

mending a chain.

Waterproof Sparking Plugs.

nFIND that many new riders, employing the motor
cycle for business purposes, are still ignorant that

there are waterproof pjlugs on the market. Many
of us are frequently compelled to leave our machines
in the open for periods long enough to drench the

])lugs if rain happens to be falling. It may be out-

side a business house, outside a friend's door, or outside

a teashop on tonr, or on the side of a freak hill when
we are watching a big trial. To get a start with the

plugs externally sopping is less easy than it looks,

a little overhead cover being generally desirable to

dry the parts out properly. It is, of course, quite easy

to waterproof a plug with the aid of faked oddments,

such as a small tin punched to thread over the terminal

stud and to act as an umbrella for the insulator. But
the professional article is almost always better than the

amateur's improvisation, and there are now several

first-class waterproof plugs on the market. They
should receive the preference from all riders who
expect to leave their machines uncovered in the rain.

Whilst I am on this point, may I point out that a

hinged saddle which could quickly be turned upside

down under the conditions indicated would be quite

popular. A wet saddle is only tolerable if one is

wearing seated waterproof overalls. -

TWENTY-OtNE YEARS OLD-STILL GOING STRONa
This machine, which is over a score years old, has its original

steel bushes. Its owner, B. F. C, Fellowes, made a good
clmb as far as "The Struggle" on Kirkstone in the London-
Edinburgh run, and after a few minutes' rest finished <the hill

successfully. The tank bears the motto, '• Ne Fronti Crede."
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Notes on Some of Ihe Machines in ttie London-Edinburgh Trial.

QUITE a large number of people con-

gregate at the start of the London-
Edinburgh run in order to inspect

the machines and note the " gadgets " and
details of equipment ueed by the riders

for their long journey.
In many cases one could see that the

machines were new and little used 1920
models just fresh from the showrooms,
and fitted out with almost every conceiv-
able item of equipment;- but, as in nearly
every big trial, there were present a

number of machines which have been
through a good deal of use and which
were equally interesting.
One of the items of interest to all and

sundry at the start was the new Delta

Instrument board and windscreen of the

Delta sidecar.

sidecar fitted to a 1920 four-cylinder
Henderson, the special feature of the out-
fit being the torpedo-shaped body slung
on long cantilever springs from the sidecar
chassis. The body is cylindrical in shape
and reminiscent of the Zeppelin, while the
passenger is seated on a large cushion on
the floor, with ample padding and up-
holstery a't the sides to provide comfort.
An instrument board with clock, switches,
illumination light, mirror, map cupboard,
and an Avro adjustable windscreen were
fitted. In the tail. is a large locker for
various sundries, and luggage can be
accommodated on a very neat aluminium
carrier situated at the extreme rear of
the chassis.

This sidecar is finished off with nickel-
plated bands and nose caps on the body,
and the equipment is completed by a
polished disc to the sidecar wheel and
an electric head light and horn.

Electricity as a Stand-by.

One of the competitors jx)ssessed a big
Zenith combination equipped with a
C.A.V. light car dynamo lighting outfit.
The dynamo was clamped to the forward
and upper sidecar connecting tube by two
brackets and a large steel plate, the drive
being taken through -a Whittle belt
extending from a special pulley mounted
on the engine crankshaft. The accumula-
tors were carried in a compartment under
the seat of the sidecar, a switchboard
bemg located in a protected position inside
the forepart of the sidecar body. The
installation of the various cables' between
the dynamo, accumulators and switchboard
were substantially carrieil out.

As a safeguard against sudden cuttin

out of acetylene lighting, the JMetro-Tyli

team had a small electric head and ta

light fitted to each of the machines. Th;

emergency lighting system consisted of

small head light mounted on a U shape

spring bracket, which, ill turn, was bolte

to the upper part of the front fork,

while at the rear of the machine then

was a small electric tail light. Th,

miniature lighting system is not expensiv

to rig up for the purposes of a tria

and should prove most useful in til

event of a breakdown of the mai
acetylene system.
As in previous trials which extends

throughout the night, devices for ilium

The C.A.V. dynamo and Whittle belt drive

on G. S. Lake's 8 h.p. Zenith.
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E;u<pment for a Lonj Distance Run.—

Rear view of the Delta sidecar, showing
the neat luggage carrier.

iKitioii of the viirious instruments on a
iimchiMC, as well iis route cards and maps,
playod an important part in general equip-
nii-iil. 'I'hf riil<M' of an Indian illuminate<l
his Kpi'pddnu'ti'r by means of a miniature
lamp such as in. used ou aeroplane in.stry-

niiMil boards. It was secured^y a length,
of Meccano strijj, clamped around the
st)ecdometer.

An Unusual Speedometer Fixing.

.Almost every machine canned its full

complement of instruments and varioui?

accessories, which, in the majority of
cjises, wore fitted up in a very neat
irunnier. For example, the Verus two-
slrnkc lightweight had the speedometer
and watch located at the side of the tank
on a cross-bar bolted to the tube under'
the tank. In this position these two
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intstruracnts were very ea«y to see when
riding, and relieved the nandlcbarg of

their weight.

Electric light for the speedometer rigged up
with the aid of a strip of Meccano and two
small bolts on W. Hallett's Indian.

ECHOES OF THE EDINBURGH RUN.
THOUGH sidecar passengers appeared

to travel in much greater comfort
than before, many owners had not

cultivated the art of travelling light, and
"cicess luggage " was very noticeable.

One enthusiast, S. Marshall, set out

on a li h.p. Dunlop scooter. He did not
M'rive at Edinburgh.
Another enthusiast, T. Fawcett. having

had trouble with his machine on the way
to London, bought a new. Invicta-Jap in

J small town tn route, and, arriving late,

was allowed to start after the cars. He
-timpleted the journey.

E. C. Lunnis (8 Sunbeam sc.) broke
I chain near Doiicaster.

Chassis Weakness.

Broken sidecar chassis were more
rumerous than one expects on a 400-mile

.-on. D. H. Noble (10 Reading Standard)
ihandoned his attachment near _Don-
;aster ; E. H Newman (4 Government
iiodel Sunbeam) also had trouble in this

•espect.
" *

Robertson-Brown (10 Hendei-son) and
3. P. Stuart Clarke (7 F.N.) both
suffered from bad petrol bought on the
;oad, which left a resinous deposit.

Tyre troubles there were in abundance,
jeoffrey Hill (3J Scott) had his clean

The speedometer and watch mounted on

a cross-bar at the side of the tank of a

Verus two-stroke, ridden by S. Dunford.

sheet spoilt by punctures at Penicuik.
Crostwaite (5-6 James sc.) and L. G.
Pulzer (8 Clyno-Jap sc.) were among
the others who also experienced similar
bad luck. '

J. W. Wills (2J Yerus) started with
his clutch out of action, but succeeded
in reaching Edinburgh,
When 'passing through one town on the

Great North Koad, on quite 60% of the
machines the rear lamps were out. A
reader who discussed the matter with
a -sporting policeman probably saved
"official " action by interesting the officer

in the run.

Mr. G. T. Jefferson, of 130, Aniaby
Road, Hull, lost an attache case contam-
ing a quantity of Triumph spare parts
and personal items in a separate case
between Baldock and Biggleswade.
A Thornton-Pickard quartei'-plate fold-

ing camera was lost by another competi-
tor between Ilkley and Patterdale. The
owner is Mr. F'. -Wolstenholme, M.U.
Insurance Co., Ltd., East Parade, Leeds.

A Sporting Effort.

The performance of B. F. 0. Fellowes,
of Nottingham, was noteworthy. A good
deal of interest was evinced in his " built-

up " machine. The engine was a twenty-
one year old 2| h.p. I)e Dion, in which
were the original steel bushes. It had a

detachable cylinder head and an automatic
inlet valve. The carburetter was an old
type B. and B., and the magneto a
Simms. The drop-backed frame was of

modern type, and, fitted with T.T. bars
and painted a bright yellow, picked out
in black, the machine looked very attrac-

tive. Rigid forlcs were fitted and a
three-speed gear in the back hub. Such
a veteran machine could hardly be
e.xpected to make a clean ascent of Kirk-
stone Pass. The bottom gear was 8 to

1, and although Fellowes konked out
twice on the way up the Pass, he managed
to restart each time with the aid of a
little assistance. Fellowes made the run
from Nottingham to London, and London
to Edinburgh without incident. Return-

' ing to Nottingham, however, he had the

misfortune to break his front down tube
of the frame.
Our readers possibly do not realise the

amount of work and the organisation in-

volved in providing a report and photo-
graphs of the trial. As m the case of

Porlock in the London-Land's End Trial

at Easter, members of the motor cycle

staff observed evenj performance on
Kirkstone Pass and the non-stop section

in Scotland, and on both these places,

in addition to the start, our photographers
were stationed. Another photographer
accompanied the competitors from l)on-

caster to Patterdale, and one member of

the staff competed on a solo machine,
in order to see the trial from a competi-
tor's point of view.

The Late Mr. J. D. N. Dickson Hill.

It is with great regret that we have
to announce the death of J. D. N.
Dickson Hill (5-6 Zenith) at Ponton.
After leaving the first breakfast stop, he
made a good ascent of Gonerby Hill, but
unfortunately was travelling too fast to

take a corner properly, and crashed into

a wall. He was unconscious when picked
up, and was eventually conveyed to

Grantham Hospital, where he passed
away. It would seem that his accident
was chiefly caused by inexperience and
want of care, but it is sad, indeed, to

think that the motor cycle pastime has
been robbed of so enthusiastic a young
sportsman. Mr. Hill was learning motor
engineering at the Bleriot Works, Addle-
stone.

Emergency electric head lights on one

of the Metro-Tyler machines.
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(IJldrK i.n.l il Moffat. (2) An 8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar at tlie lop ol tin Devil's Beef Tub. (3) A. L. Huggins (8 Ze.iill.i pass

G S. Wright (8-10 Henderson) on Klrkstone. (4) Father and son near Skipton—F W. Applebee {2i Levis) and F. A. Applebee (Indian Scout).
IJ

(5) Competitors held up at the crossing near Kendal. (6) In the Land of Mists and Mountains.
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POSSIELV those who compete in a big open

reliability trial have a vagtie idea that there

must be a certain amoimt of work attached to

uniung the event, judging l.\v the number of arrows

:in the route, or i'lom similar deductions. ^ Tliose

iiotor cyclists who are unconnected with a motor cycle

lub, however, have little idea of the enormous amount
I wnrk entailed by such a trial as the Victory Cup
"cnipetition, run off by the Birmingham M.C.C. a

veek or so ag', though they may have derived a

eitain amount of pjleasure and information through

eeing the competitors pass a certain spot.

The first task of a club committee, having decided

hold an open reliability trial, is to draft out the

ules for the e\-ent. The majority of the big clubs

olding V)ig trials have had previous experience of

lis, and. therefore, the task is not particularly diffi-

ult, unless -nme new form of test is to be tried,

hen care must be taken to provide no loop-hole to

Itow anv competitor to get through without either

assing the test or losuig marks.

The Route.
Having drawn up the rules, the route must now

e selected
;

possibly an old course will be chosen,

[• slight modifications may be made, or an. entirely

ew course mapped out. In the latter event, it means
lat some enthusiastic committeemen must go over

le ground and make out a report for consideration

the whole committee before any of it can safely

; included in the trial.

Distances must he carefully checked, suitable check-

ing points must be noted, and roads which would
be dangerous, or cause confusion in the trial, must
be excluded.

Prizes must be found and allocated to certain classes,

officials appointed, and all details of the event laid

down. Then the rules can be sent out to all likely

competitors, and a copy sent to the A.C.U. with a

request for a permit. These rules, it should be noted,

are only supplementary to the A.C.U. open competi-

tion rules, which run to several pages.

A keen secretary will send out entrv forms and regu-

lations to every lirm in the trade, to every motor cvclist

who has ever before entered in one of the club's

competitions, and to everyone who has ever entered
in any other club's competition. This may mean the

addressing and despatching of anything up to 500
entrv fornis.

Large Number of Officials Necessary.
Wrilst the entries are coming in, arrangements are

being made for the dozens of observers, checkers,

and other officials whO' are required if the trial is to

be a success. In the Victory Cup Trial there were
no fewer than seventy officials in addition to the

ordinary officers of the club.

Then, when the entries begin to arrive in nimibers,

each one must be tabulated to show which class

the machine entered will go into, whether the entry

fee is correctlv paid, whether the entrant possesses

an A.C.U. driving licence, and so on.
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Organising a BI3 Trial.—

Route cards must now be prepared, together with

observers' sheets, time-checking sheets, competitors'

observation cards, or report cards, instructions to

checkers, marshals, etc.; "official" badges must be

ordered, arrangements must be made for petrol and
oil at the starting point, for competitors' lunch, and
for their tea. Police en route, and sometimes road
surveyors too, must be advised of the trial, and a

hundred and one other similar matters attended to.

When the Day Arrives.
On the day of the trial, if every official is in his

place, things go smoothly and easily. At the starting

point, competitors have their watches sealed—that is

if the Birmingham Club's system is used^—in order that

they may go bv their own time all through the trial,

number cards are fixed, and machines scrutinised to

see that thev comply with regulations ; then comes the

start. In the Victory Trial, the first man got away at

9 a.m., whilst the last man did not start till nearly

three hours later, there being a minute inter\'al between
each competitor to prevent " bunching " on hills.

Whei> the trial is over, the arrows, which are put

up all along the route the day before the trial, are

sometimes collected again, as printing is a heavy item

in these days, and, on a r40 mile course, 100 big card-

board arrows do not go very far.

Competitors sign in as well as being timed in, and
must hand in their report cards containing information
regarding their own or other competitors' stops.

Failure to report is a very serious offence.

Checking sheets^ from officials stationed at various

parts of the course dribble in for days;
then the real work commences.

Probably the simplest and best plan to

adopt is to use a large sheet containing

the names, numbers, and all information regarding

each competitor, and against the names entered the

remarks taken from the observers' and checkers' report

sheets.

WorKing out the Results.

In working out the Victory trial, there were ten

sets of checking sheets, each containing the notes of

'

at least four observers, so with 170 competitors there

were 10 x 4 x 170 = 6,800 figures to call out and enter

before the more serious business of working out ,the

formulse results in an acceleration test takes place.

The Motor Cycle formula involves quite a nice little

sum for each of the r7o competitors.

When all figures arfe entered and • checked, the

winning names can be sorted out. But even now the

officials' task is not completed, pressmen are at the,

door awaiting results, wliich in a few cases nxust be

posted to the less enterprising papers. Various queries

are raised by disappointed competitors, as , to why
they did not have gold instead of silver medals, and
so forth, the inevitable crop of rumours has to be
endured, and finally, when all accounts in connection

"with the trial have been squared, there remains nothing

but th^ engraving of the prizes, medals, etc.

Competitors who wonder why results cannot be pub-

lished the same day as the trial, or even a. couple of

days after, will perhaps now understand the reason,

and those who grumble because an arrow is missing,

or not easy to see, will remember there are " heaps

and heaps" of work to do in connection with a t

trial, besides just fixing arrows-.

The lion, secretary of any club which runs an

open trial is a very hard-worked man, and to him
e\ery competitor and official owes a debt of gratitude'.

Vernon Brook.
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COULSON INNOVATIONS.

Direct-ac(ing Leaf-spring Forks. Delail Improvements in Brake Work and Finish.

ilV NEW design front fork is now fitted

\A to Coulson B. motor cycles. The
movable portions of the fork bearing

I )e front wheel spindle slide in bronze
1 fishes eontnined in the front members of

the forks, which
are packed with
grease, while at

the point where
the shdes enter
the front members
coil check springs
are inserted.
These two mem-
bers are suitably

bridged, and are
connected by
means of "links to

short leaf springs

anchored to the
fork crown. A
fork of this design
was fitted to a
machine entered
in the London-
Exeter run at

Easter, .and was
briefly described
by us on that
occasion.

Three types of

carburetters — the
Capac (an o 1 d
favourite with
this firm), the
single-lever Amac,
or the new Silex

fitted at option? The latter is a car-
retter manufactured by Messrs. Jones
d Marchant, of Weybridge, which was
scribed in our issue for April 15th.
4, slight modification has also been
I'odnced into the rear brakes, the
aratiug rod passing through the spindle
which one end of the band i.« anchored,
magneto guard of ample dimensions

has bet a.lc.l, d improvements
have been made in the finish of the

machines.

A new model 2% h.p. Coulson B. has
recently been placed on the market in-

corporating many of the principal im-
provements we have just reviewed. It

IS a most attractive machine, finished in

French grey and blue. The distinctive

Coulson streamline tank is retained, and
th.. new fork, Capac carburetter, and a

Sturmey-Archer two-speed countershaft
gear are incorporated, the gear box being
mounted on an aluminium plate on the
bottom bracket.

A particularly attractive feature is the
handle-bar, which is in one with the
head clip. It is perhaps well to advise
readers who are not familiar with Coulson
B. motor cycles that thev incoiporate in

this model an efficient spring frame, using
quarter-elliptic leaf springs under the
chain stays.

rhe latest type oi

Zoulson spring fork.

The two-speed 2J h.p. Gjolson B.—a new model emtodying

several improvements, including the newlv desiened ioiK-

An overhead

American design

marketed in this

AMERICAN ENGINES FOR THIS COUNTRY.
Two American power units, new to

British motor cyclists, will shortly

appear in this country. Known as

the Lake engines, there will be two
sizes, a single of 570 c.c. and a V twin
of 1,140 c.c, nominally rated at 5-6 h.p.

and 12-15 h.p. re.spectively.

In both engines the same size cylinder

is used, viz., 85.7 mm. bore and 99 mm.
stroke, and detachable cylinder heads,
overhead valves, and mechanical lubri-

cation are their salient features.

The lubrication pump (which is attached
to the outside of the crank case) has a
controllable stroke, and forces the oil i-i'a

the front cylinder to the moving parts
of the engine.

Phosphor bronze bearmgs are used for

the small ends of the connecting rods,

roller bearings for the big ends, and ball

bearings for the crankshaft.

Constructed of tubes, with steel tips,

the valve push rods are said to be very
light, while the rockers and gear wheels
appeal- to be well designed.

The Lake engines are handled in this

country by Messrs. Shillau, Beck and
Co., Inc., '90, Cannon Street, E.C.2.

valved twm engine ol

that is shortly to be
country.

The Lake sm^le cyl

valve mechanism- its



The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied bj the writer's name and address. •J

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir.—The letters ui»n speed wobble have been of much

interest, as evidenced by the following, which is perfectly
true. At a certain public school the proud ixjssessor of a

brand new Norton was asked if he ever had _a speed wobble.
His reply was no, but he could easily get one by paying extra.

Lichfield. NORTON.

PETROL CONSUMPTION ON V TW2NS.
Sir,—In your issue of May 20th, I certainly think that

W. Arthur Long does not realise the petrol consumption
that can be obtained with an 8 h.p. Jap,

I iiave a 1919 New Imperial Jap and heavy Grindlay de
lu.xc. sidecar with hood, screen, and full equipment. My
first carburetter just managed to get me 40 m.p.g., no matter
what size jet I use; so now I have a single-lever " Amac,
and my last two-gallon tin has given me 134 miles, plus
one inch of benzole now in my tank.

I have never driven my outfit without my passenger.
Hornsey Rise, London, N.9. SAM WELLEE.

SPEEDS.
Sir,—In the issue for May 20th, your corres25ondent "A.G."

states that he has attained the speed of 65 m.p.h. on an
absolutely untuned 4 h.p. machine. If this remarkably fine

machine were thorouglrjy tuned, he might put 10 or 12 m.p.h.
on to this speed, then, if he cared to compete in the ne.xt

speed trials, some of our better known speed " aces " would
have to look to their laurels. In comparison with the above,
the performance of "L.R.'s" big 7-9 Indian, which can only
do an equal speed, although carefully toned, and on a picked
road, is quite insignificant! LIMIT.

Rugeley.

COVRTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—The above topic has been discussed several times in

your valued paper, and I think another worthy example
would justify its inclusion. Ckimlng home from Norwdch a
few nights ago I happened to have the misfortune to break
a belt, losinfi one of the fasteners. After searching in vain
for the missing fastener, another motor cyclist came alon^,
and, without request, oft'ered to tow me to a repair shop. In
the course of conversation, I learned that he had just covered
about 130 miles during the afternoon, doubtless jendering him
less fit than when he started ; but the fact, coupled with his

kind offer and assistance, makes one wish that many more
motor cvclists would take a lesson of the " good Samaritan."

GORDON B. SMITHDALE.
THE SINGLE-GEARED MACHINE.

Sir,—I have recently noticed among your correspondents,
a great tendency to deplore the passing of the sporting
single-speeder.

Many have sent in suggested designs of more or less

merit, but I am sure all will regret the passing of the
Martin motor cycle. I recently rode and owned a 2^ h.p.

single-speed ; it was everything a rider could want—light,

strong, handy and simple It could "twist the tails" of

a great many Yankee omnibuses on the level, and gave next
to no trouble.

The high prices people are willing to pay for the second-
hand sporting grids of early date, show what an enormous
sale there would be for the new 'buses.

And, I am sure, there are many riders of these excellent
little machines who would welcome any attempt of Harrv
Martin to resliirt their maniifncture. ' SWALLOW.

'

Pnrlcv.

DOES RACING HELP?
Sir,—Having read the remarks of Sydney du Rose undew

the heading of "Racing" in your issue of May 20th, one

is prone to question on wdiat authority he bases the state-

ment that in reply to " ' Does racing help the motor trade?'

the answer cornes back every time, 'No.'
"

For his enlightenment,"and the enlightenment of others

likely to be misled by his remarks, it should be noted that

there is no test, be it on test bench, road test, workshop,

or laboratory, which so surely discovers the weak points of

the motor bicycle, either in relation to design or metallurgy,
i

as racing. Possibly when your correspondent is sailing along I

on his 1920 Utopia devoid of every mechanical trouble he

will think kindly towards the profe"ssional speed merchants,

and in lieu of his motto " Reliability, not spurts, please,"

substitute "Re!iabiUtv'?/iry«7/i spurts," and as graciously
i

add, "Thank you." '

'

H. C. G. xiLLEN.'

A CRITICISM.
Sir,—I am always most interested in " Ixion's " notes

on Scott machines, as I happen to be riding one at present

myself.

I wish I could tell him how to overcome the trouble of

filling the oil tube. I have always found it to be a very

tedious and messy job ; the aperture is too small, and the

filler is inconveniently situated.

Perhaps " Ixion " can help me by telling me how he

gets the two front transmission chains in alignment after

shifting the countershaft. The Scott instruction book insists

that perfect alignment is essential, which, presumably, is

a fact of which most people are aware. Nothing, howev?|i
is said of the method of aligning the chains. '.*

-The Scott is a delightful machine to ride, its one great

drawback being, to my mind, tlie transmission, which in

mv opinion consists of too manv chains of too light a type.

F. D. MARTIN.

A RECORD-BREAKING
SIDECAR.

D. R O'Donovdn and the 3V h.p. Norton sidecar with which he

recentiv broke several records at Brooklands.
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were made komip time ago, and it wii«

not my iiitriitii)ii to dividgo more than
necessary to explain the principle. Mr.
Muirlicad and otlier.s will probably think
the inner Kleeve will rock on its seating,

but I have many ways of overcoming
thi.s fault shiMild it develop.

W. -AI. ALLISHN.

GET-YOV-HOME" SCHEME.
-Recently I was driving my side-

ON THE NEW LONDON- EDINBURGH ROUTE.
Two Metro-Tyler two-stroke_s at tlie top of the Icng climb oul o( Moffat

VW LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
ir.— I notice with surprise that your readers appear to

e the proposed new lighting regulations as a matter of

rse. Per.<onally, I fail to see why a motor cyclist, with
without a sidecar, does not need" the same illumination
:he road as the largest car. to enable it to maintain the
il limit at night. To restrict the motor cyclist to one
p, aTid to limit the size and power of that" lamp, seems
be nuLst unreasonable.
he recommendations of the Parliamentary Committee on
ht< and Vehicles, in this respect, appear to have been
nulated with no regard to the equal needs of illumination
:he car and the motor cycle. Can nothing be done to
edy this state of affairs 'before it is too late ? May I

I

eal to the great associations and papers which work for
interest of motor cyclists, to do everything in their
er to prevent this extraordinary measure froai becoming
? G. WAKE.
p coi-re.spondent and others may rest assured that the
reposed restrictions will not become law without the
est vigorous proteit.

—

Ed.]

C.EVE VALVE ENGINES.
r,—In your issue of May 15th vou publish a letter under
heading of " Sleeve Valve Engines " from Mr. D. P.

irhend. who makes some observations on my invention,
quite agree that, from the drawing published (which was
ily diagrammatical), it .would appear to have sharp edges
the inner sleeve that would cause pre-ignition, but in
tice there are no such edges, and I do not agree that pre-
dion would be likely—less likely, in fact, than with a
)et valve engine, as the cooling should be much better
ig to the broad seating, direct cooling surface, and extra
ng provided by the incoming charged
i. regards his objection that mechani-
jfficiency will be low, owing, to the r

of two sleeves, my patent applica- ;

i provide for a design in which only
sleeve is used, -and still giv*; a

^er port area than either of the
nes mentioned, with only a |in. lift

he poppet sleeve, still retaining all

r advantages, including a perfectly
Metrical port arrangement. He also

£S that I will have trouble in get-
my patent through.
might mention that I have already
an air-cooled two-sleeve model run-

,^
but have not had time to get any

iite results, but hope to be able to
; further details shortly. My model.
iaptation, has a bore' and stroke uf
iS mm., and is mounted on a 3^ h p.
ision engine having an external cam-
with chain drive from the timing
The crudeness of tliis model is

10 my lack of workshop facilities and

A.C.V.

car outKt between Newmarket and Thet-
ford, when I had the misfortune to have
the rear cylinder blown olf, with llio

result that my passenger and myself
were stranded on the roadside ten miles
from the nearest station. A passing
motorist kindly conveyed my " Get you
Home" voucher into' Newmarket, and
in less than one hour a courteous re-

presentative of Criswell's Garage had
arrived with a car and proceeded to tow
the outfit into Cambridge, afterwards

driving us to the station, thus enabling us to reach home the
same, evening, which otherwise would have been quite im-

possible. The expense incurred was, of course, very much
in excess of my year's subscription to the A.C.U,

I pride myself on being a very careful di'iver, and this

is the first serious accident I have had on the road in a
period of about ten years. The moral is, that, however
careful one may be, accidents may occur, and the wi.?e motor
cvclist will take advantage of the protection and assistance

a"fforded by membership of the A.C.U. OTTO THOMAS.

SPEED OF A PIGLET
Sir,—A few weeks ago I read in your journal a letter from

a correspondent on the speed of a hare, and I thought the
following experience might be of interest

:

While the guid wife and I were having our usual week-end
jaunt, we suddenly encountered a small pig, which had
evidently strayed from the farm. Owing to the prevailing
high price of porkers, and the impecunious state of the family
exchequer, our sty was empty. The wife and I exchanged
meaning glances, but the little rascal must have sensed our
felonious intention, a« he did a miniature hairpin turn, opened
out the throttle, and was off in a flash. We gave chase, and
when my " Try-some " combination was getting in the

neighbourhood of about three figures per hour (guessed, as
we were spoedometerless for afore-mentioned reason), the
object of our desires was about holding his start. His topo-

graphical knowledge of the locality was excellent, and just

as we thought the prize was nearly in the toe of the sidecar

the little porcine quadruped blighted our hopes by executing

a quick left-hand turn, followed by a fine nose dive under
the farmyard gate, giving a derisive flourish of his caudal

appendage as a final. Usual disclaimer. ZUJIJIERSET.
Minehea4.

night mention that the details and
ing published in T/if Motor Ci/de

A SUCCESSFUL RACING CYCLE CAR
A. Frazer-Nash (G.N.), who did well at Brooklands on Whit-Monday, when he won both the

First Cycle Car and First Light Car Short Handicaps,
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POLICE PERSECUTION.
Sir,— Is it not time that motor cyclists insisted on the

A.C.U. and the A. A. taking up this question of the police

and their petty tyranny on the road ? Not only police

traps, but now a new form of petty aggravation is arising,

and we have police stopping one to measure number plates,

examine silencers, and measure the size of letter on the
number plates. In a word, motor cyclists (as well as car

owners) are being badgered for no reason at all. It is beyond
a joke, and surely the associations that profess to look after

our interests could make a strong protest to the Home
Office. Personally, I Ao not mind being stopped for my
licence, but when it comes, as it has this last week, to

being held up several times in a day, and kept delayed
from one's journey for anything from twenty minutes to

half an hour, whilst police play about Avitli measure and
rule, and take copious notes, it becomes a nuisance.

No other traveller is subjected to such petty tyranny, and
a strong protest should be organised at once. It is no good
waiting for months, until, like police traps, the thing
becomes a custom to which we meekly submit.

(Rev.) R. C. MEASURES.
AIR STRANGLERS.

Sir,—Regarding the reference to "Air Stranglers " by
" Ixion," in a recent issue, I venture to suggest that the
latest pattern Everest carburetter represents the ideal

arrangement.
The 1920 pattern Everest is provided with two separate

throttles, the forward one of which comprises the carbu-
retter proper, housing as it does the jet, which is provided
with a series of vertically spaced outlets arranged to be
uncovered by the upward movement of the air throttle. This
form of construction provides what may be called an
expandable carburetter, as the jet area and the air port
area increase in definite proportion. Several variations of
jets are provided to suit all types of engines. At the rear
of this is fitted the air throttle, which permits of the admis-
sion of air to the carburetter being restricted to any desired
extent. For instance, at starting the whole of the air

supply may be cut off and the whole of the jets exposed,
and, with the first depression of the kick starter, mixture
may be drawn into the engine of any desired strength, which
enables an easy start to be obtained under any condition.
^Another point is that, although the control is 99% auto-
matic, the strength of the mixture may be altered instantly
to meet any particular requirement.

ERNEST P. EVEREST.

INCREASED MOTOR TAXATION.
Sir,—In vi€w of certain statements which recently appeared

in the press, may I restate briefly the case for private
motorists. No representatives of their interests on the
Government Committee accepted unreservedly the proposals
for heavy increased taxation on a horse power basis as against
the infinitely more equitable principle of taxation propor-
tionate to use.

The scheme is all wrong, it is illogical and unjust, to
the last degree. The private motorist will not have it. We,
his representatives, shall resist it to the bitter end by every
available means.

It surely is Superfluous again to point out that whereas
the main principle of taxation for road funds is that the
revenue must be raised in accordance with the use of the
roads, the many motorists who, by force of circumstances,
are throughout the whole year only able to use their
machines occasionally, are to be made to pay as though
they were always using the roads.
Why not make us all, moderate drinkers and abstainers

notwithstanding, pay annually for, say, six dozen of whisky
that we don't want and can't consume?
We, as a class, were invited to advise the Government

how best and most equitably motor taxation should be im-
posed. Our advice was taxation proportionate to use, there-
fore

—

r>^lain Ike petrol tax. A flat rate on petrol, with a
reasonable increase in the existing vehicles ta.xes, will meet
the ca.se as far as the private motorist is concerned, and
will find the money required from him with a greater degree
of certainty than by means of the scheme proposed by
the Government. This being so, one has yet to learn why
the authorities are still endeavouring to thrust on the owner's
of private motor vehicles a scheme which is opposed by
motorists throughout the United Kingdom.

JUNE 3rd, ig20.

If we, as merely a section of road users, have to pay
big shar-e for the use of the roads—and that in itself_

unjust—in the na.me of all that is fair, let us pay accordin

to the measure, of that uce. Any other method is wron;
and no amouifl of special or specious pleading by a Goveri

ment Department will make that wrong right.

STENSON COOKE, Secretary,

The Automobile Association and Motor Union.

SUJIJIARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Lenses in Goggles.—We have received a number

additional letters regarding suitable lenses for motor gog_
from readers who mention other opticians w-ho supply su(

goggles. These include E. R. 0. Freeman and Sons, Merth'
Tydfil, and R. C. Appleby, 17. Church Street, Enfiel

Middlesex. The latter optician also draws attention to t

desirability of the glasses, as nearly as possible, ' correspon
ing with the centres of the pupils of the eyes. He poir

out that usually goggle glasses are larger and wider than
necessary. Mr. Appleby supplies and fits lenses to ai

goggles, either from prescription or by analysis from a pi

of lenses that suit the wearer. " C.D.F.," of Selt
recommends Stanley and Co., 13, Railway Approach, S.E
and from several years' experience advises the fieuzel-gre

as an anti-glare, which, he states, gives natural colourii

whereas smoked or blue glass destroys this.

Coi'ETEOXs Tre'.tmkxt.—In contradistinction to the ma
complaints of b.-.d treatment at^the hands of mnnufactun
and repairers, we have received a large number of letti

giving credit where due. "LP 1837," London, states tl

Messrs. Middleton, of Finsbury, recently .supplied a pair
old type sidecar springs in three days at pre-war pric

"R.C.W.," of Sutton Coldfield. writes in praise of the go
treatment fi-om Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd. ; and J.

''

Smith, Warrington, gives an example of the businessli

method^ of the Cowey Engineering Co. Jlessrs. AUda
and Onions are praised by the Rev. B. H. R. Stower, a

the makers of the Lincoln-Elk by T. Hunt, Maltby. "Ca
R.F.A." gives examples of good service by Sloan's Garai
High Street, Amesbury ; and the Magneto Ilepairing G
of 78, Hampstead Road, London, are recommended by
Paterson, of Doune.

Taxation.—We have been inundated with letters

protest against the proposed new taxation. Generally t

correspondence refers to the unfairness of the methods si

gested, and a large number insist upon the retention of t

fuel tax as the most fair means of taxation. W. M. Kir
Ramsbottom, suggests a " strike " of motorists from Janua
1st, 1921, while J. iMcAllister. of Taynuilt, Scotland, Ji,

formulated a scheme for the issue of tax stamps, which '

are forwarding to the proper quarter. " Bradbus,"
Malmesbury, who uses his machine for business purposi
consumes about two gallons of fuel per month, and does r

see why he should pay an amount equivalent to a mu
greater distance. J. T. Bradford, of Colne, urges eve
motor cyclist to join either the A. A. or the A.C.U.

() Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
jed : n junction with TJid Motcr Cvrle.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard tl.iadbook o. th? motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to ail types
of motor cycles, their management an-1 care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published
'• HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Containing over 400 uselu. " wrinkle.s " .".nd helpful

hints in regard tu motor cyc:es. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system lor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when fourd Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
EnTlandand Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of lhr(?e, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales. Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

5/0 5/10

Obtainable by post (remaiance with order! trom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd..

2o, Tudor Street. London. E.C.4. or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A sclectk I of I ! of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d. stamped addressed envelope tor rc.lly. Correspondents
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Jet Sizes.

Will you tell me the best size

,^^ of jets to use with a three-jet> carbui'etter? My machine is a
-2J 1913-14 Royal Eiifield with 6 h.p.

J.A.P. engine.—C.H.
ibably you will Hud that the jets most
.able are OOO. 1, and 7, but it is usually
cssary to e.xperiment with quite a
nber of different jets in order to arrive
the best setting.

An Old Pattern Engine.

I have a single Rex engine,

j.^ 85 mm. bore, and wish to know
'> date of manufacture. Ball bear-
iJ ings are fitted to the mainshafts,

internal cut cams operating non-
djustable tappets. The magneto Is

ear-driven and fitted in the rear of

lie engine. The cylinder has two long
olding-down bolts in addition to four
tuds. There is also a tap fitted in

re crank case, connected to the cylinder
nder inlet valve seat.—F.W.W.
i engine you describe is one of the
2 models.

Difficult Starting.

My 1920 8 h.p. Matchless with

>l>|
-\mac one-lever carburetter is

y?\ very difficult to start. Some-
'-IJ times I have to kick for about

an hour before the engine starts,

ven when I have injected petrol into

le cylinders. There are three milled
eads on the top of the mixing chamber
r vaporiser, two large and one small.

'he lower large one is screwed down
} far as it will go, the upper large

le has a space under it jin. to -j^in.
;

le small head is screwed inside the
pper one of the two large ones, but
screwed up |in. to jin. above the

pper large one. ' Is it newness of

achine only that causes the difficulty ? •

his machine is said to be specially

isy to start even in cold weather and
"bra cold. I have found the opposite;
iin you help me?— O.A.

hout actual inspection of the machine
is rather difficult to diagnose the

Isible. If you prime the engine it

lid fire almost at once, and the fact
I it does not do so points rather to

tion trouble than to any defect of

carburetter. It would be advisable
emove the contact breaker cover and
nine the rocker arm, particularly
ng whether this is free on its bush.
details you give respectmg the milled
is on the top of the carburetter
ing chamber are rather vague : the

;truction of this part of the carbu-

retter is as follows : Screwed on to the
top .is the lid proper of the mixing
chamber, on the top of this, and held
close to it by a spring is a disc, wbi-ch,

when rotated, exposes air holes for the
purpose of making temperature compensa-
tions. Covering this again, but at a dis-

tance of about -j^-in., is a dome, and in the
centre of the latter is a small milled
screw which acts as an adjustable stop
for the Bowden cable. We would advise
that you write to the makers of the car-
buretter explaining your difficulties,

when they will, no doubt, forward you
an instruction booklet containing sectional
illustrations which will be of assistance
to you.

Removing Magneto Sprocket.

Does the tapping off and on of

Sa magneto sprocket ae done by a

proper mechanic injure the mag-
neto?—A.R.

Removing the magneto sprocket by the
method mentioned will not cause any
damage.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Sat, June 5lh—

Ilkley Open Reliability Trial.

Tues., June l.'Sth—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June I 7th—
Senior T.T. Race, Is"e of Man.

Fri. June 1 8lh—
Speed Tria's on Douglas Promenade.

Fri. an! Sat.. June 2S.h-26th—
Dublin and District M C.C. Open Twenty-
four Hou-s Reliability Trial.

Sat.. June 26th— (Cup
M.C.C. Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle"

Mon, July 5lh, to Sal.. July 10th-
Scottish Six Days Trial.

Wed., July 7lh—
Union Molocyclisl de France el Automo-
bile Club de I'Ouest, Grand Prix Race
for Motor Cycles and Cyc'.e Cars.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8lh-
Arbuth'not Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July ISth—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials.

Westdiff-on Sea
Thurs., July ISlh, and Fri, July 16ffi-

Irish End-lo-end Trial

Sal.. July 17lh—
Cumberland County Open Reiabi ily

Trial

Sun., July 25lh, to Aug. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France.

Sun., Auir. 1st, to Wed., Aus. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sat, Aug. 7th—
S.A C.U. Inter c'.ub Meet al Callander.

Mon.. Aug 23rd, to Sal.. Aug. 28ti
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal., Sept. 4lh—
Sco'-tish Spe^d Championships at St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

A Mysterious Knock.

Recently I went for a ride on

Smy 3^ h.p. Sunbeam. Leaving
Mjinchester, I made a non-stop
run to Ambleside, and com-
menced the ascent of Dunmail

Raise. Two-thirds up I heard a

mysterious tap in the cylinder (like a

hammer tap), and this continued until

the power fell off altogether, and I

stopped. It Avas not the ordinary form
of engine knock. Could you plea.se

advise me as to the probable cause of

this noise?—G.W.B.

We can only .conclude that the noise of

which you complain was a common engine
knock due to overheating or to pre-

ignition. The former trouble might be
caused by insufficient lubrication, and
the latter by the use of a .sparking plug
which will not stand up to continuous
driving, especially when bad hills are

reached, and the throttle is opened wide.
There is absolutely no reason why the

3^ h.p. Sunbeam should not climb Dun-
mail Raise. (As you refer to the town
of Ambleside, we tliink that the hill you
attempted was Kirkstone Pass, since Dun-
mail Raise .starts from Grasmere.)

Magneto Defect.

Some months ago I bought a 6

r^T] h.p. outfit fitted with a magneto

\^\ which gave an exceedingly "fat"
LsJ spark in the front cylinder, and

an exceedingly weak one and
frequently none at all in the back
cylinder. The trouble is apparently

referred to in Young's "Magnetos," on

pages 79-80, but I do not understand

how to apply the remedy there suggested

of "reducing the enercv output."

—

J.H.L.

The remedy suggested by the writer of

" JIagnetos " is one involving questions of

design, and could not be applied by the

average rider. From j'our description

we cannot tell j'ou what the defect is in

the magneto, but it may be ' due to

the contact breaker casing, which carries

the cams, being tilted a little, thus causing

the points to open unevenly. Notice

whether the points separate to the same
extent when the heel of the rocker arm
passes over each cam. If the contact

breaker is in order, remove the carbon

brushes and clean them"; also clean the

slip ring by inserting a piece of petrol

soaked rag on the end of a pencil through

a brush orifice, rotating the magneto at

the same time. Should the magneto still

oive trouble, we would recommend you
to send it to the makers.

bi3
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Carrying an Extra Passenger.

I purchased a 4 h.jo. Campion

S(J.A.P. engine) last season, and
fit ted a Henderson Bl sidecar,

and find there is not sufficient

room for my wife and child (aged

nine) to travel in comfort. I have been
told that a heavier sidecar would be

too big a strain on the engine, so before

doing anything I tht)ught it best to

seek your expert advice on the subject,

and I should esteem it a favour it you
would give me your opinion.—A.C.G.

There is no reason why your machine
should not pull a heavier sidecar, or one

with a more roomy body. At the same
time, however, we would suggest that a

better way out of the difficulty would be

to fit a properly sprung pillion seat on
the carrier of the motor cycle, preferably

one having a back rest and support for

the rider's feet.

Petroil Lubrication for Scotts.

I should be glad if you will

Sgive me some information on the

subject of petroil lubrication on
a 1919 Scott and sidecar ; also

the amount of oil used per gallon

of petrol. I have tried all adjustments
of the sight-feed lubricator, but find

this method very expensive, one quart
of oil seldom lasting more than 100

miles. I have been well satisfied with
the machine except in this one parti-

cular.—C.F.S.
When using one of these machines we
obtain regularly 250 miles per quart oil

consumption. There is no need to us3

the hand oil pump, as the engine itself

will draw oil through the lubricators, and
the drip should be regulated to about
thirty drops per minute. It is not alto-

gether satisfactory to use the petroil

system entirely, as by this method the

main bearings do not receive proper
lubrication. We would suggest that you
add about one-third of a quart of oil to

two gallons of petrol, and occasionally

give a slightly additional charge of oil

through the hand pump.

AN INGENIOUS
MOTORISED BICYCLL

TRADING WITH FORMER
ENEMY COUNTRIES.

The following resolution has been

passed by the Council of the British

Association of Trade and Technical

Journals, Limited :

"In view of the expression of opinion

by Sir Auckland Geddes, as President

of the Board of Trade, regarding Jhe
acceptence of advertisements of goods
manufactured in late enemy countries,

the Council have carefully considered

the v^hole position. They now recom-
mend members to adhere to the adopted
policy of the Association not to accept

such advertisements for the present, in

order to enable British manufacturers to

recover their normal working conditions.

At the end of the present year (1920)
the subject will again be considered, with
a view to further advising members on
the subject."

The publishers of "The Motor Cycle"
readily accept this recommendation, and
have, in fact, constantly refused offers of

advertisements of German goods.

Consumption oJ Two-stroke.

Can you suggest any reason for

S
excessive petrol consumption of a

2.^ h.p. two-speed two-stroke motor
cycle? The jet has been reduced
to the smallest possible limit,

there is no apparent leakage in the
carburetter, and the engine has just

been decarbonised in order to see if

that would allow it to take more air

and so reduce the consumption. In
spite of this, the greatest mileage it will

do is 40 m.p.g. ot petrol.—M.R.
Instead of reducing the jet size, you
might try the eft'ect of low-ering the petfbl
level so that it is not above ^in. from
the top of the jet. The ignition timing
should also be fully advanced when the
machine is running. You can verify the

An Auto-wl.eel engine cairied in a standard cycle frame is the basis of this neat little machine.

No structural alterations arc made to the cycle other than a wider pedal bracket axle. Druid
forks were fitted as a luxury. The gear ratio is II to I , and the chain wheel is clipped

on to the coaster hub like p speedometer pinion. The conversion is the work of Mr.
H. Brown, of Nelson (Lane-..)
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timing by noting whether the piston

on top dead centre when the conta

breaker points are just commencing
separate, the ignition control lever beii

fully retarded. Also make certain th

the belt is adjusted to the correct tensio

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Warwick to Eastbourne.—W.F.
Warwick, Gaydon, Banbury, Deddiii

ton, Oxford, Dorchester, Wallingfor
Pangbourne, Reading, Odiham, Farnhai
Guildford, Dorking, Reigate, Crawle
Handcross, Cuckfield, Uckfield, Hai
ham, Eastbourne. -

Leicester to Brighton.—J.G.B.
Leicester, Lutterworth, Rugby Ro;

to Watling Street, Kilsby, Daventi
Towcester, Buckingham, Winslow, Ayh
bury, Wendover, Great - JVIissende

Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough, Win
sor, Staines, Kingston, Dorking, Reiga(
Crawley, Handcross, Brighton.

Croydon to Lynmouth (Devon).
B.S.H.
Croydon, Carshalton, Sutton, Ewe

Epsom,_ Leatherhead, Guildford, Fai
ham. Hale, Odiham, Basingstoke, Ovtj

ton, Whitchurch, Andover, WeyHij
Amesbury, Stonehenge, JSeytesbuii

Warminster, Frome, "Shepton Mallw
Glastonbury, Street, Walton, Bridgwatfi
Quantoxhead, Williton, Washfori'
Dunster. Porlock, Countisbury, Ly
mouth.

Torquay to Otley (Yorks).—W.M.
Torquay, Teignmouth, Dawlish, E

minster, Exeter, Honiton, Y''arcoml:

Chard, Ilminster, Ilchester, Shepti

Mallet, Radstock, ^Bath, Swainswic
Tetbury, Cirencester, Northleach, Bou
ton - on - the - Water, Stow-on-the-"\yol
Chipping Norton, Banbury, Byfield, Da
entry, Kilsby, Lutterworth, Leiceste

Newark, East Retford, Doncaster. Ferr
bridge, Wetherby, Aberford,..Collinghai'
Harewood, Pool, Otley.

F.arnh.oi to Manchester.—J.C.

Farnham, Hale, Odiham, Heckfiel
Reading, Tilehurst, Pangbourne, Strea'

ley, Moulsford, Wallingford, Shillin

ford, Dorchester, Nuneham Courtena;
Oxford, Deddington, Banbury, Sonthai:

Coventry, Bedworth, Nuneaton, Watlii

Street. Sibson, Twycross, Applet
Parva, Coton-in-the-Elms, Walton-oi«
Trent, Barton-in-Xeedwood, Rangemor
Sudbury, Great Cubley, Clifton, Asl

bourne, Alsop-en-le-Dale, Buxton, Whaje.

Bridge. Stockport, Heaton Norris, Mai
Chester.

MANY QUESTIONS BY POST.

In addition to the selection Of

queries published weekly in the

columns of "The Motor Cycle," an

average of approximately 230 en-

quiries are answered through the

post every week. Correspondents

would greatly assist our task in

answerin? so many enquiries if they

would keep their queries concise and

to the point.
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A NEW CLAUDEL-HOBSON
CARBURETTER.

SOME ROAD EXPERIENCES.

FOU some time past we have loeeii using

a Claudel-Hobsoii single lever carbu-

ii'llor i)U a 4 h.p. Triumph aiul

^iik'i'ar. To altiich any fiUiii}j; to a

Triumph which is not mado by llio

i'om|Kiiiy mav be likened to "painting the

lily," hilt it 'is (lur duty to test the latest

of everything. Hence the Htting of the

new (^'I'amlel carburetter.

A full description of the Chunlel carbu-

retter appeared in T/ii Molor Ci/rlr of

April 10th, 1919, page 569, and since that

Components of the new
Claudel carburetter.

date the Litefct pattern, though substanti-

ally the same, has been slightly modified

in 'certain details. There is an ingenious

arrangement on the top of the vaporising

chamber allowing the Bowden control

•wire to be attached in three different

positions, a point which is of considerable

value to those who have to fit the carbu-

retter. The control wire is attached to a

disc rotating inside the cap of the vapor-

ing chamber, and this disc is provided

with two pegs engaging with holes in -the

actual throttle barrel. The disc is held

in position by means of a spring similar

to that employed on a magneto contact

breaker. On the lower jjortion of the

cap are three slots engaging with a pro-

jection on tlie carburetter casting, so that
the control may be made to assume three

different positions.

In actual running the carburetter

greatly adds to the flexibility of the

engine. Slow running is all that can be
desired, the acceleration is excellent, while
the power is within the smallest fraction

as good as that derived from a two-lever
instrument.

Although, in designing it, the makers
have fitted one lever, they apparently
realise that atmospheric conditions affect

the carburation considerably, especially

on motor cycles, where the carburetter has
to work in the open air and not under a

warm bonnet, as in the case of a .car.

Conseqiiently, the firm has fitted a small
shutter with a slide through which the
main air enters, allowing the degree of

fixed air at slow speeds to be controlled.

When starting in normal weatliei' the

lever closing the shutter is drawn back
and an easy start is at once obtained.

When tlie engine is running the lever

may be set to a midway position ' or

farther open, according to the atmospheric
coiiditioii.s prevailing.

lu a consumption test we carried out

the other day no fewei' than 76 m.p.g.

were olilained, ,n very satisfactory result

for a UKMliiiH- lillcd k'\\\i :i Ih-.inv 'sidecar.

The t'lnulr! Ib-li.-MM ,;iil,iiivitc'i' is made
bv Mcs-rs, II, .\l. lliil.Miii, Ltd., 29,

Vauxhall Bridge Koad, London, S..W.1.

THE 1920 FALLOLITE
GENERATOR.

IT is rather more than a year ago that

we described the Fallolite lamp and
generator. Since that time a great

deal of work has been put into the design-

ing of an improved generator for motor
cycles. The lamp, which has been well

tried and thoroughly proved for some
time, remains unaltered,

;
It will be remembered that it is

necessary in the case of the Fallolite lamp
for the gas to be introduced to the lamp
under slight pressure. Gas passes through

a miniature Bunsen burner, protruding
through the centre of the reflector,

and impinging upon a pastile of rare

earth, Avhich becomes incandescent.

The carbide is inserted in tire container

until it is threequarters full, and the

water is poured in until it reaches the
level found on unscrewing the topmost of

two plugs. A condenser chamber is

embodied in the bottom of the generator,

and any water which is condensed can be
withdrawn by releasing a drain plug.

When the carbide container has been
inserted and screwed down the generator
is ready. The needle valve is opened and

Exterior and section of the Fallolite

generator.

air is blown through the tube, and the
needle valv_e immediately shut off. The
slight amount of pressure so brought
about causes the water to rise and attack
the bottom of the carbide, when gas
is at once~generated. The gas then passes,

rki. the outlet shown on the left side

of the drawing, and the small copper pipe
into the condenser chamber, out through
the tube on the right-hand side, and past

the needle valve to the lamp. As soon

a» tlic generation of gun starts, the pressure

on the surface of the water causes it i<i

rise continually to the carbide through

the perforations in the bottom cup of the

ccnilainer. In the event of the prc.«8uie

exceeding the limit of safety, aaa can blow

olf through the safety valve shown on the

left, side of the drawing, the actual valve

is pnitected by a cap, and the valve is (jf

the nature of an ordinary- tyre valve,

niimely, a piece of rubber slipped over a

tube, 'closed at one end, with a small hole

connecting it to the generator. In the

event of this rubber perishing, it can

easily be replaced.

It will be seen, therefore, that the

generator is comparatively simple, and

that there is nothing to go wrong, while

the light shown by the Fallolite lamp is

particularly brilliant.

The sole manufacturers of the Fallolite

lighting set for the whole of the British

po.ssessions are the Acetylene Arc Co.,

Ltd., 117, Bollo Bridge Road, Acton,
London, W.3.

A NEW ACETYLENE GAS
SET.

A PRACTICAL form of head lamp,
known as the Criscol, has been
placed on the market by the Service

Co., Ltd., 289, High Holborn, London,

W.C.I. It is finished in black, with

plated cowl and
front rim, is pro-

\'ided with a

genuine raangin

lens, and has an
adjustable focus.

The chief item
of interest in the
outfit is the large

generator, which
is designed on
extremely prac-
tical • lines. By
undoing two
wing nuts, the
top of the genera-
tor, which con-

tains the water
reservoir, can be
detached. The
carbide is carried
in a small con-
tainer, the bot-

tom of which is

perforated, a n d
water percolates
through a central pipe having a brass dis-

tributer at its lower end. ' This container
is free to oscillate, so that the waste
carbide is shaken down to the bottom of

the generator case.

A practical acetylene

generator with separate

water container.

The Criscol lighting set.
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SCOTTISH SIX
DAYS—

Last Day's Route

Rumours of Undue Severiiy

Prove to be Without

Foundation.

From Our Scottish Correspondent.

On one of ihe test hills to be included in the Scottish Six Days Trial.

IT
was,;\vith considerable surprise that one learnt

that, dissatisfaction had arisen concerning the
alleged severity of the route chosen for the last

day of the 1920 Scottish Six Days Trial, and that

the Manufacturers' Union, clearly with insufficient

data, were energetically condemning the course chosen
as a "machine breaking affair" which should not be
included in an event of such importance. Previous to

the reception of this information the writer was well

acquainted with the country over which the route lies,

having traversed the same ground in a one day trial

which was held in winter under adverse weather con-

ditions, and including, moreover, shorter checks and
several difficult hills not to be ascended in the Scottish

Six Days ; while it may be pointed out that in a more
recent Edinburgh Club trial over the same route, the

reason why only two competitors survived was that

almost all went astray owing ta a badly placed arrow

!

Knowing that such discontent prevailed, it was with

much satisfaction that we learnt that- immediately suc-

ceeding the London-Edinburgh, several riders, includ-

ing members of the Manufacturers' Union, who had
journeyed north in the classic event, were to be piloted

over the much discussed course in order to see for

themselves.

Unfortunately several who were expected evidently

overslept, and the party that left the Edinburgh Club
at mid-day was smaller than anticipated. The
" oificial " cars were a 15 h.p. I.O.M. Straker-Squire,

the property of A. H. D. Aikman Smith, secretary of

the trial, and a 20 h.p. Chevrolet, with the veteran

organiser, Campbell McGregor, at the wheel, carrying

members of the trade. Several solo machines and
sidecars, on which were mounted London-Edinburgh
competitors, made up the procession.

Redstone Rig—an £asy Climb,
Glorious weather prevailed, and after lunch at

Gifford, the first hill to be observed, namely, Redstone
Rig, was quickly reached. This is an exceedingly easy
hill, hardly worth observing—indeed, the solo riders

expressed sorne surprise that it was to be observed,
as under the prevailing weather conditions it was hardly
necessary for them to change down from top gear, while
the single-cylinder sidecars climbed it with consum-
mate ease.

Immediately succeeding, the route lies over miles
of moorland track, presenting for the most part a

hard gravel surface, though in parts rough and rutty.

There are many small water-splashes, one _or two at

the foot of steep rises, which may harass belt-driven

machines a little, but none are in non-stop sections.

This applies throughout the trial. AH the machines

that were with us had no difficulty whatever in follow-

ing the Chevrolet, which, though carrying five stalwart

passengers, covered the distance over which the check

e.xtends within two minutes of the time to be allowed,

to competitors.

A Long Trying Gradient.

The next feature of note is Elmscleugh Hill. This

is a long, trying gradient, though quite straightfor-

ward. There are no hairpins which require " stunt

"

riding, and only in the case of a severe head-
wind would it cause any embarrassment to a modern
machine.

Thenceforth the route is again over moorland track

leading through beautiful scenery, and presenting

several difficult gradients which are not to be observed
in the Scottish Six Days. At one point a burn of

some depth is crossed, and here most of the solo

.

riders were compelled to balance with their feet in

the water. We found several Edinburgh motorists

here, and forthwith Claude Duncan (Norton), J. New-
man (3J4 Sunbeam), and J. W. Wills {2^ Verus)

amused the assembly by scaling the almost perpendi-

cular course of an old pack road leading up from
near the' water's edge.

The third test hill to be included is Talla, which
is a long. straight hill with a severe gradient, but not

extraordinary in any way.

Summing up the impressions of the day, it can

quite safely be said ' that every one present was con-

siderably surprised that, through lack of first-hand

knowledge; this occasion should have been seized upon
for causing dissatisfaction with the choice of the

Edinburgh Club. This last day is infinitely less severe

than some -of the routes with which the famous Scottish

event is associated. There are no hills to compare
with Amulree, and no checks so diflicult as the check

which last year immediately succeeded Amulree. No
competitor should experience difficulty on this day,

unless, of course, his machine has considerably fallen

off in power during the preceding five days, and one

imagines that one of the objects of the trial is to te.st

the machines for the maintenance of power.
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Olmes to "Clgbt TLamps.
3vil

5tli

7tli

91 h

9.37 p.m.
9.39 .,

9.41 „
9.42 „

Benzole Exports.

No fewei' thai* 12,769 gallons of ben-

zole and toluol were exported from this

country last month. In xA-pril, 1919, the
figure was 5 199 gallons.

Where the Petrol goes to.

The late ilr. Dodge (of Dodge car fame)
owned a 30 m.p.h. motor yacht which
consumed 150 gallons of petrol per hour,
enough to take the average sidecar

10,000 miles.

Taxation and Prices.

The proposed taxation of £1 per h.p.

on cars has had the effect of raising

the value of light cars. Some g^ople
prefer to pay £100 extra for a car which
may be taxed £10 or £12 to purchasing
a more powerful -car at a lower price,

but which would be liable to heavier

taxation.

Open Speed Trials at Luton Hoo Park.

Permission has been granted to the

Luton and S. Beds A.C. by Lady Ludlow
for the use of Luton Hoo Park as the

course for the open speed trials to be
held on July 24th. Full particulars and
entry forms will be sent to interested

motor cyclists on application to the hon.

trial sec, Mr. J. Simpson, George Hotel,

Luton.

A Loss to the Women's Police Service.

Wo, regret to record the death of Jliss

Danier Dawson, Commandant of the

Women's Police Service. Miss Dawson
-was a keen motor cyclist, and used a
motor cycle in the course of her duties.

Humber Trial.

All arrangements for the annual
Humber reliability trial, fixed for June
26th and open to employees of Messrs.

Humber, Ltd., are well in hand.
All types of motor vehicles can be

entered, and in addition to the Humber
challenge cup, silver cups and other
prizes will be awarded in the various

classes.

This trial was instituted last year in

order to interest employees in their pro-

ductions, and to show in a practical

manner the difficulties which motor
vehicles are expected to overcome.

How to be Popular.

The Dkley L.C. and JI.C.C. is nothing
if not up-to-date ; acting upon a sugges-

tion arising from our recent correspond-
ence, under the above heading, on the

subject of tipping at the luncheon stops

of reliability trials, a " food controller
"

has been appointed for the open trial on
Saturday, 5th inst. For a quite moderate
sum this gentleman (ilr. N. 0. Vinter)
will arrange for the competitors' lunch
and tea, and the disbursement of suitable

gratuities at the stopping places, thus
taking all responsibility upon himself for

the "popularity" or otherwise of the
trial with the hot^l staffs. Incidentally,

this trial will not include a large number
of watersplashes as many have thought
possible.

Special "Bf^eatures.

EQUIPMENT FOR A LONG RUN.

ORGANISING A BIG TRIAL.

NOTES FROM THE ISLE OF MAN.

Printers' Slips.

Printers' slips in daily papers are re-

sponsible for many mistakes in advertise-

ments of motor cycles. Each week we
receive from readers a large number which
vary from lightweights at £850 to 1820
big twins.

Team'^Winners at Storeton.

The awards in tlje Liverpool M.C.
Speed Trials have now been confirmed,
and are substantially the same as have
already been published. The team prize,

however, goes to the Norton team with
twenty-two marks, the A.J. S. coming
second with twenty-oni.

A Youthful Gold MedaJ Winner.
The youngest successful London-Edin-

burgh competitor is probably J. C.

Watson, who piloted a 4 h.p. Harley-
Davidson flat twin. He is the eldest son
of Alderman Duncan Watson, Mayor of

Marylebone, and managing director of the
Harley-Davidson Jlotor Co., London.

The Motor Cyclists' Camp.
Many motor cyclists may decide to

spend their holidays under canvas this

year, and so revive memories of 1915
and ,1916. No more independent or
healthful method of holiday making can
be imagined, and given a powerful side-

car machine, the mobility of the whole
outfit is a decided advantage.

A MOTOR CYCLIST CINEMATOGRAPHER.
At the Bristol M.C. Club Trial, the operator of the camera arrived

ty sidecar. Evidently he has realised the value of the motor cycle

in his work, which necessitates quick and reliable transpoit from

one place to another.
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T.T. and Summer Number.
Oui- issue for June 17lh—published on

the day of the Senior T.T. Eace—will

form the T.T. and Summer Number, and
will contain special features of interest to

the sporting motor cyclist who wants the

latest T.T. news. Toiiring and regular

features will not be neglected.

A.C.U. Rally at Knutsiord.

Two hundred and fifty members re-

presenting eleven different clubs were
present at the rally and reunion of the

North-Western Centre A.C.U., held at

Knutsford Heath" on the 23rd ult.

A large crowd of spectators and motor
cyclists were present to watch the arrival

of the various clubs. Eleven individual
prizes were awarded for smartness, in-

genious device, oldest machine, and
other classes.

The following table shows the result

of the official count :

All- competitors in the T.T. will be

obliged to wear this type of safety helmet.

In 1917 it probably saved the life of several

riders who had spills.

Place and Name of

Club.

Percentage
of Mem-
bership.

Miles to

Knutsford.
*Figure
of Merit.

I. J.B. (Liverpool) 82

59
53

62

23

52
38
18

36

13

33

24i
24

18

44
18I
15

30

25
8

2,460

1,445
1,248

1,116

'925

570
540
396

325
264.

3. Oldham
4. SwintOQ and

District

5. Burnley and
District

6. Widnes
7. Manchester ....

8. Bolton
9. Warrington . .

.

10. Stalybridge and
District .

.

11. North Cheshire .

Pertinent Questions.

Have you paid your revenue tax?
Is your driving licence up-to-date?
Is your machine correctly registered?

Does your silencer conform to police

regulations?

Has your machine two brakes, and are

they in perfect order?
Are your numbers the correct size, and

are they legible ?

Scotttsh Six Days- Entrants.

The result of the first ballot for starting

position in the Scottish Six Days Trial .

is as under :

1. Rev. J. M. Philpott (2% Wilkin).
2. H. B. Denley (8 Morgan).
3. Alan B. Fairley (3 A.B.C.).
4. R. S. Macrae (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

5. Campbell Macgregor (Brough- single-

geared).
6. W. Westwood (4 Triumph).
7. F. J. Hutchison ( ).

8. H. Fairley (3 A.B.C.).
9. Robert Carfrae ( -).

10. Ernest W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.3.).

11. Hugh Gibson ( ).

12. James Beck ( ).

Percentage of members by mileage from club
headquarters.

14. J. K. Brown (8. Henderson).
15. J. Westwood Wills ( ).

In addition to the above entrants, the

under mentioned entries have been

received.
E. A. Oolliver (Indian Scout).
T. S. Sharrott (Indian Scout).
Claude Duncan (31/2 Norton).
H. Alexander (8 Matchless sc).

A Demonstration of Reliability.
The Wooler BreakslLong-dislance Records.

ON Thursday, May 27th, F. A. AIcNab,
astride a 2-|- h.p. Wooler, 'success-

fuUy broke and established several

records. In Class B for 550 c.c. machines,

he raised a speed of the 350 mile record,

previously held by R. -N. . Stewart

(N.S.U.),' to an average of 42.86 in.p.h.,

and created new records covering a

distance of 400, 450, and 500 miles, whilst

in that same class the eight and nine-hour

records previously held by Stewart were
also broken. His successes were also

extended to the 500 and 1,000, c.c.

classes. In the former he established

new ten, eleven, and twelve-hour records

at an average speed of 40 m.p.h., and in

the latter cla-ss he raised a speed held by
H. A. Collier, on a Matchless, to 40.60

and 40.52 respectively in the twelve-hour
and 500-miie records.

The engine used was that fitted to the

machine on which he made his attempt a

short time ago when he suffered from
'a broken connecting rod. The equipment
included Palmer tyres, John Bull belt,

C.A.y. magneto. Vacuum oil, and Pratt's
spirit. An additional oil tank was fitted

in order to reduce the number of halts.

Miles yds.

8 hours' record . . 342 1,338 42.84 -
9 .. .. •• 375 1,668 41.77 —
10 „ „ .. 412 906 41-25 —
II „ ,. .. 442 693 40.22 —
12 487 - 455 40.60 —
McNab's speeds also tal ce previously

unestablished ten, eleven, and twelve-

hou^, and the 450 and 500-mile records

for the 500 c.c. class, and the twelve-

hour and 500-mile records in the 1,000
c.c. class. He also establishes a record

for the seven hours in Class B (350 c.c).

Such results demonstrate the successful

development of the 2| h.p. flat twin.

CLASS B.—350 c New Records.
New Old

s. Speed. Speed.
433 42.86 41.01
12* 41.94 —
8? 40.30 —

32i| 40.62 —
A RECORD IN POST-WAR RECORD-BREAKING. F, A. McNab at speed on a 2f h.p.

Wooler. He broke and established sixteen records in twelve houis.

Provisional results of the Cork and
District M.C.C. one day trial. -
Hutchinson Cup and Sidecae Prize.—J. Healy

(4 Norton sc.): second prize, A. D. Carton (3V2
Sunbeam) ; third prize and president's novice cup,
R. A. Pericho (6 Martinsyde-Newman).
Team Prize.—E. S. Russell (3% Scott), E. B.

Russell (5 Brough), and K. A. Pericho (Martin-

c6

AN IRISH OPEN TRIAL.
syde-Newman).
son (21/2 Diam.
(4 Triumph).

Gold Medals.—R. S. Russell (3% Scott), J. A.
Wilson J4 Triumph), J. T. Walsh (4 Triumph),
A. D. Carton (3% Sunbeam), E. B. Russell (5
Brough), P. H. Hurse (41/1 B.S.A.), J. Healy (4
Norton sc), J. Brown (2')4 Douglas), C. A.

Murphy (Enfield), R. A. Pericho (Martinsyds-
Newman sc), and J. Gibbons (4 Triumph),
Silver Medals.—R. Swanton (7-9 Indian sc),

R. H. Good (4 Norton sc), and J. Woods (4'4

B.S.A.).
Bronze Medals.—A. Healy (Blackburne), C. W.

Johnson (2i/. Diamond), J. J. Mulligan (2W
Triumph), A." W. Aters (Norton sc), R. Ropham
(Blackburne), and D. Duggan (Indian so.).
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1 he start of the Senior One Hour 1 rial, won by J. Emerson on an A.B.C.

The B.M.CR.C. Meeting at Brooklands.
High Speeds and Exciting Finishes.

UNDER good weather conditions, tlie

B.MA'.K.C. held itis second 1920
incnibcvci' meeting on S.nturday last.

Sonic excellent racing was witnessed. All

the events were started and finished at

the fork, an arrangement extremely con-

venient to the crowd of onlookers.

The first event, the Novices' Scratch-

Sprint for 350 c.c. solo machines (two

laps), drew eight starters. Tudor
Thompson, on an overhead valve 2|
Douglas, won the event at a speed of

55,21 m.p.h., while C4. S. Boston (2J
A.J.S.) and A. F. Houlberg (2^ Wooler)
finished second and third respectively.

A considerable number of competitors

entered for the second event, the Novices'

Scratch Sprint, 5(X) c.c., solo machines,

and fifteen faced the staiter. A very
fine late lethulted o\ei a distance of two
laps, m which H H Beach (Sj Norton)
won at a speed of 64 2 m p h.

The thud lace on the piogramme, the

No\ ices' Scialch Spimt n\er two laps for

solo motoi bicycles not exceeding 1,000

c c , attiacled t-ix staiters This event

proNided an exciting stiuggle between 0.

M. Baldwin on a .Matchless with an 8 h.p.

o.h.v. J. A. P. engine and H. R. Harveyson
I'idiiig an eight-\alve Indian, the former
being the winner at a speed of 72.25 m.p.h.

Following this event was a race for

passenger machines (500 and 1,000 c.c),

two laps. J. D. Hawkes, on a racing

Morgan with an eight-valve M.A.G. en-

gine, easily finished first. 0. de Lissa

on^a 996 c.c. machine, came home second,

with E. C. E. Baragwanath, riding a

Zenith sc, third. The winner's speed
was 59.22 m.p.h.

In view of the near approach of the

T.T. . the Junior and Senior one hour
races were most interesting. The for-

tunes of the competitors varied very
considerably. In the Junior event ten

machines started, and the result was as

follows :

(1.) Tudor Thompson (2J- Douglas).

50 m. 77 yds.

(2.) A. E. WiUs (2| Douglas), 46 m.
1,630 yds.

(3.) "a. Watson (2| Douglas), 45 m.
1.640 yds.

Ten machines started in the Senu r

One Hour event. J Emerson put uj)

a wonderful exhibition of consistent

and fast racing with his A.B.C,
and at the finish was seven laps

ahead of the nearest competitor, after

having completed twenty circuits at a

speed exceeding 54 m.p.h. The results

were :

1. J. Emerson (3 A.B.C), 64 miles

180 yards.

2. L. E. Pope (Zenith), 45 miles 456

yaj'ds.

3. H. R. Harveyson (Indian Scout),

41 miles 245 yards.

The Surbiton Handicap, two laps, was
the last item on the programme, the

entries ranging from a 211 c.c. two-

ttroke New Hudson to a Henderson side-

car. This event was undoubtedly the

most exciting race during the afternoon.

The results were :

1. F. R. Spikins (Harley-Davidson),

handicap 6s., speed 68.32 m.p.h.

2. R. -Deguin (Zenith sc), Im. 36s.

SOME OF THE WINNERS AT BROOKLANDS.

*VH

:

J. Emerson (A.B.C.) , Senior On
Hour Trial Race,

H. H. Beach (Norton), Novice

500 c.c. Scratch Race.

Tudor Thcmpson (Douglas),

One Hour Junior Trial Race.

F. R. Spikins (Harley-Davidson),

Surbiton Handicap.
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LONDON-EDINBURGH RESULTS.
An Analysis of Official Results. Complete List of Motor Cycle and Cycle Gar Competitors

and Awards.
282 Motor Cycles, Sidecars, and Three-wheelers started. 222 finished. 121 Gold Medals.

75 Silver. 9 Bronze. 13 Disqualified.

OFFICIAL TABLE SHOWING STARTERS, FINISHERS, AND AWARDS.

Entered. Started. Retired: Finished.
Gold
Medal.

Silver

Medal.
Bronze.
Medal.

Held
Over.

" No
.\ward.

Dis-
-qualifted.

106

150

Co

116

136

51

20

34

10

120

103

71

17

29-

23

17

16

<5

3

1

3

1

8

, 5

3

Sidecars and Three-wheel

•Four-wheel Cycle Cars

Cycle Cars .

.

AND Cars

Totals 381 336 70 366 150 85 10 2 3 16

' Included in this class were 9 cycle car starters, of which 2 retired, 1 was disqualitied. 1 no award, 3 gold m3dil3, aai 2 = a3.1il5.

AS will be seen from the accompanying
official schedule, solo motor cycles

did better in the London-Edinburgh
run than either of the other two classes

of vehicles. The finishers were 82% of

the starters, while in the sidecar and
three-wheeled cycle car class only 75%
of starters finished, as against 81% in
the case of cars, which class included
four-wheeled cycle cars.

Analysing the results further, it is

interesting to see which type of engine
made the highest score. If we exclude
the car class, and with it the four-wheeled
cycle cars, a careful examination of the
official lists of awards reveals that flat

twins lead with 85.7% finishers of those
that started, two-strokes coming second
with 84.6%, V twins third with 81.0%,
single-cylinder four-strokes 72%, and four-
cylinder machines last with 62.5%
Actual awards have not been taken into

consideration. We have merely taken
those that started and finished, dis-
regarding the disqualifications and "no
awards.

There were ninety four-stroke singles in

the trial, of which sixty-five survived,

among which the greatest number of gold
medals were awarded.

Ninety-three Vjwins finished out of

116 starters, and out of forty-two flat

twin starters thirty-six finished.

There were twenty-six two-strokes in

the run, and the retirements were four;
while the four-cylinders suffered three
casualties out of eight starters.

Outstanding Performances.

Reviewing the individual awards and
the respective performances of various
makes of machines in conjunction with
our impressions of the trial, we give pride
of place to half a dozen makes. The
success of T. G. Bullus (3^ P. and JI. sc.)

is worthy of special mention, for with only
two speeds this 500 c.c. sidecar success-
fully negotiated Kirkstone and secured a
" gold " while so many higher powered
mounts failed to negotiate the hill. True,
the makers cannot claim a 100% result,

since the solo machine of this make

retired. Six firms caa claipi 100% results.

Duzmo. One entei^ed, oiie gold medal,

F.N. Two enterecl, two goH medals.

Levis. Two entered, two gold medals.

Lea-Francis. Three entered, three gold

medals.
Martinsyde-Newman. Three entered,

three gold medals.
Rex. Three entered, three gold medals.

On the point Oi reliability, however,

to the above, perhaps, should be added
the A. B.C. With six entered three were
awarded gold medals, and three lost their

awards by being ahead of time ; and it

the Indian Scout models are separated

from , the larger machines, the Hendee
Manufacturing Co. can claim 100% results

with the former mounts.
Altogether thirty-six machines failed to

negotiate Kirkstone Pass, of which
number twenty-one were solo machines
and fifteen were sidecars. In addition,

two four-wheel cycle cars stopped.

The following list shows the results

arranged alphabetically according to the

make of machine ;

A.B.C.
*J. Baker. Disqualified.
C. Keith-Robinson. Gold medal.
*W. J. Fleetwood. Disqualified.
N. V. Allbon. Gold medal.
E. P. Fowler. Gold medal.
*G. W. Lush (sc). Disqualified.

- A.J.S.
W. J. Lake. Retired.
C. W. Dix (sc). Silver merliil.

E. W. Choldcroft (sc). Gold medal.
R. A. Biggs (sc). Gold medal.

tJ. R. Bell (sc). Silver medal.
W. Julian (sc). llctired.

tR. W. Bywaters (sc). Silver medal.
G. H. Pope (sc). Silver medal.
J. Cooper, jun. (sc). Retired,
'" ~ Ilcmy (sc). Gold ;

edal.

ACME.
Beet (sc). Disqualified^

. P. Tippett (scl. Silver

•L. E. Clulee. Vis lified.

ARIEL.
Baddeley. Gold medal.

ulham. Silver medal.
I. Jones. Gold medal.
. Longman (sc). Gold medal.

H. Hall. Gold medal.
S. Hohoyd (sc). Gold i

A. Fell-Smith (sc). Silre
A. W. Armstrong (sc

BROUGH.
W. McKeggie. Gold medal.

§H. Karslake. Gold medal.

-

P. Boult. Gold medal..
tE. Mathews. Silver medal.
F. Stevenson. Gold medal.
K. V. Chidlev. Gold medal.
tW. E. Brough (sc). Sifter i

B.S.A.

tP. P. Walker (sc). Silver mc,
G. P. Osborne. Gold medal.

OARFIELD.
. S. Whiting. Silver medal.

CHATER-LEA.
, T. Ildall. Silver medal.
Towler (sc). Disqualified.

H. Gibson. Gold medal.

COULSON B.

R. B. Clark. Gold medal.
J. H. Callaway. Retired.
H. Guy. Retired.
C. L. Tubbs. Retired.
C. H. Ward. Silver medal.

DOUGLAS.
§L. A. Baddeley. Gold medal.
S. A. E. Lowe. Retired.
R. A. Bonner. Silver medal.
W. D. Porter iMcN'ish. Bronze me:
E. Hawks. Retired.
F. Thorpe (sc). Silver medal.
H. Thorpe. Gold medal.
R. A. Attwood. Gold medal.

tH. H. Robinson. Silver medal.
J. P. Prior. Gold medal.
A. Milward (scl. Silver medal.
G. L. Fletcher (sc.)^ Retired,

ledal.tE. K ckham (.sc). Silver r

J. G.

ENFIELD.
Bryson. Retired.

§11
G.

G
P.

F.N.

Bell. Gold medal.
Stuart Clarke. Gold

K. Hillary (sc). Silver

CIO

nedal.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
J. A. Masters (sc). Gold medal.
C. F. Temple (sc). Gold medal.

tR. Carey (sc). Silver medal.
G. Grinton (sc). Silver medal.
P. J. Malone (sc). Retired.
W. McLellan (sc). Gold medal.
L. Poirier (sc). Silver medal.
3. D. IMarvin (scl. Gold medal.
J. S. Morgan (sc). Gold medal.
S. B. Longman (sc). Gold medal.

tS. C. Tait (scl. Silver medal.
C. E. Bennett (sc). Retired.
J. L. R. Jensen (sc). Gold medal.
A. R. Stacey (sc). Gold medal.
F. R. G. Spikins. Gold medal.

' H. F. Edwards. Gold viedal.
R. Silyer. Retired.
A. R. Osborne. Gold medal,
J. C. Watson. Gold medal.

H.B.
tF. C. Harvey. Silver medal.

HENDERSON,
t J. Robertson Browne. Silver medal.
tH. V. Bateman (sc). Silver medal.
tH. B. Shutes (sc). Silver medal.
G. S. Wright (sc). Retired.
G. R. Volkert (sc). Retired.

HOBART.
E. Foster. Retired.

tA. E. Walker. Silver medal.

HUMBER.
H. F. O. Evans. Gold medal.
J. Mackenzie (sc). Bronze medal.
7. E., Sharp. Gold medal.
»P. Arbuckle. Disqualified.
S. Wright (sc). Gold medal.
E. C. Redvers-Johnson. Gold med-jl.

INDIAN.
S. Sharratt. Gold m.-dnl.

Bridgman (sc). Gol.l§E.
J. P. Pe: (sc). Silv

.A. Applebee. Gold medal
J. H. Place (sc). Retired.
»W. Hallet. Disqualified.
tH. Clennell (scl. Silver m
§E. A. Colliver. Gold medal
H. R. Harveyson. Gold medal
J. McBirnie (sc). Retired.

JAMES.
C. Crostwaite (sc). Retired.
H. Reyre (sc). Silver medal.
H. H. Saddington (sc). Gold v,

G. Richardson (sc). Retired.
0. B. Cooke (sc). Silver vieda
G. W. Langford (scl. Retired

LEA-FRANCIS.
§B. Alan Hill. Gold medal.
J. Richardson. Gold medal.
A. M. Rex. Gold medal.

LEVIS.
F. W. Applebee. Gold medal.
H. R. Lane. Gold medal.

dttl.

m
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Golfing Motor Cyclists !

—who appreciate the advantages of

a good ball—always play " Clincher

Cross," the long-drive, long-life ball.

In Dimple, Mesh, and Bramble.

2/6 Each

Half the hill-climb

failures are due
to back tyre slip
Every Motor Cyclist who has read the accounts of the recent

London to Land's Ejid trial must have been impressed by the

number of failures on the formidable Porlock and Lynton

Hills. These were mamly due to back tyre slip ; in other

words, the tyres had no gripping power, they merely spun

d in the soft mud, thus spoiling the riders' chances.

The Clincher Dreadnought Motor Cycle Tyre is probably

the mos' effective anti-skid tyre available to motor cyclists to-

day. Its gripping properties under unfavourable conditions are

remarkable, its life, too, is a long and lively one, yet the price

IS no greater 'han that of ordmary tyres o" equal size.

To win competitions or to obtain the fullest enjoyment from

Motor Cycling—fit "CLINCHERS" all round.

The North Brimh Rtibber Co., Lid.,

Edinburgh, London, and Brajicftes,

NORTH BRITISH

Motor Cycle Tyres.

In ansu-erin'/ this advertisement it is (hsirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.''
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SUNBEAMS
AT

WESTON-SUPEE-MARE SPEED TRIALS

2| SUNBEAM 1st.

2| SUNBEAM 1st.

34 SUNBEAM 1st.

31 SUNBEAM 1st.

3| SUNBEAM 1st.

31 SUNBEAM 1st.

350 C.C. Solo

350 c.c. Sidecar

500 c.c. Solo

500 c c. Sidecar

Unlimited Solo

Unlimited Sidecar

And Fastest Time of the Day.

For Speed and Reliability yon cannot beat the SUNBEAM.

H John Marston Ltd., n. sonbeamiand, Wolverhampton.
K
BBSKi saAam B^^ H^m b^^h bbebi mLh ihLb ba^ ^J^i Bn^B OHi c^&BB m^^ nBBi ^^^m wrffiwi lUBm b^hi eb^h immm ta&aa hh^ Mia«^

:

H

H

H

TYRE
DAM AG
of all kinds
quickly remedied strong: Canvas Patches

with Pure Rubber Facing.
Made in 1 1 Sizes Oval and Rectangular.

with the

Compound Rubber Patches.
No Vulcanisation Necessary.

Made in 14 Sizes, Oval and Rectangular Shapes.

Thoroughly efficient an3 satisfactory Repiirs
guaranteed with the minimunt e^panditure of
time, trouble, and money.

"HERMETIC"
REPAIR SPECIALITIES.

There are no others "just as grood."
Supplied by all Cycle and Motor Cycle Asents and Garagres,

"FIXKWIK'
IliiiiiJi^^iiyililMi

The SELF-SEALING RUBBER Co.
LIMITED,

HERMETIC WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

/n an.iwtriwj these adcurthcmants it. is desirable to mention "The Motor Oi/cle

m



London-Edinburgh Results.-

MKTHO TYLER,
mrt BfUiR'lt. .Si/ifr

Roborts. SWrtr mn

MARTINSYDH NEWMAN.
. I', cliltoii. i:„\,i Mt.hti.

. W. Itasliall. <;..;,/ mriha.
T, Ba.^liall. UkI.I mu1,il.

NEW IMl'liRlAL.
, A. Newuham (sf.). RelUrd

. \,. Rk-lmrdson (sc). Hctirt

NORTON.
, R. Kav. Uctirctl.

. W. Shepherd. floM medal.
I.awienee. i:ohJ medal.

. .leKens Isc). Relircil.

Parker (sc). (VoW med.it.

. Reynolds (sc.l. Silver medal.
S. Russell. Ttetired.

BouU. Retired.
B. Lathburv (sc). Sihfr ?iicrfo!.

, Bradbury (sc). Gold medal.
Shuttleworth (sc). Gold

cdal.
(sc). Gold medal.

N.r.T.

P. Pike. Retired.

PARAGON.
B W. Co«l)cr. Retired.
F. K. Portwuy. Bronse

P. ANll M.
J. H. Bnrrow. Retired.
T. (i. Bullus (sc). Gold

RUDGE.
V. P. Slater.' Retired.
II. Williams. Silner mede,
!'. A. Beardmorc. Retire,

ROVER.
. S. Candler. Gold medal.
A. Hilgor. Retired.
C. Sanlurd. Bro.

627

(lal.

REAnlNGSrANDARD.
n. Barclay. Gold medal.
W. Barclay (se.l. Retired,

'. E. Line (sc). Si(rir medai
. H. Noble (sc). 7(r(irc-/

ROYAL RUBY.
nargrcaves. Retired.

REX.
'. A. Jacobs. Gold medal.
P. Le Grand. Gold medal.

, Wliite. Gold medal.

E. iM. P. B.

H. B. Browuiii^. .

C. Sidney. Golil m
E. Wasliog. Gold

SUNBEAM.
P. T. C. Body. lirome
W. G. Harrison. Gold i

L. Keble. Retired.
•A. S. Guthrie. Diseiaalitied.

R. F. Dew. Gold medal.
W. R. Preston. Retired.
E. C. Lunnis (sc). Retired.
H. E. Darnton (sc.) Gold »,

II. ad IM'.). Gold medal.
Slopplnu (s,-.). Nih'er medal.
iiili..n n.rss («c.). Go.'rf medal.

(sc).
(sc). n.tlr.d.

.1. 11 \ -, ., -; ,',,,;„/. Cycle Cars.

.1. .1 1- III:. !:„l.l ,„,dal. A V.

G.
.\l(.in.-,,„. (.../,/ „i.,,lal.

A. .luaix-s. Gold medal.

R. C. Emjifon. (;ald medal.
W. H. Hyland. Retired.

R
C. SIraitht. Gold medal.
V. James (sc). Silver medal CA.STI.E THREE.

A \\. Ilu.'kivniili (.,,;.) Rrlireil.' S. Good\vin. Retired.

F. \\\'"u'"\''" ' ,:'.!u''w'.'!m''' G.N.
E. s. . 1 I:. ] ,, . i! tR. G. Mundy. Cold medal.
R (

' ^' ;ii ij: ri f,.././ ),i. dul C. a. Burney. Silver Meelal.
E. t'l..--. (,'..,,./' nndni tC. Finch. Silver vieelal.

D. J). Tilt. R, tired. E. T. Gilmorc. Gold medal.W G. Boyer. Gold medal.
\V Weslwood. Gold medal. L.S.D.
S. R. Bones. Cold medal A. Sugden. Retired.
*P E. Hyson. Disiiaali/ied.
c. M. Green. Gold medal. MERRALL-BROWN.
A. G. McCorqundale. Gold medal i\I. Brown. Retired.
B. J. Simms. Gold medal.
G. W. .lefterson. Gold medal MORGAN.
G. L. White. Gold medal R. P. Hayenhill. Gold meda
S. Frank Isc). Retired. W. Pattison. Gold medal.

ts. J. .Marks (sc). .Silver medal S. Hall. Gold medal.
h. L. Squires (sc). Gold medal. F. W. .James. Gold medal.

F. II. Dougla.ss. Gold medal
VERUS. C. J. D. Chapman. Retired.

.T. W. Wiils. 6'o(rf mfrfn!.
Eric Williams. Silver medal

ts. Dunford. Silver mcelal. ta:\iplin.
•J. V. Hay. Ditej-ualified.

WOOLER. F. H. Richards. Ko award.
fA. C. Robbins. Silver m-ilal. J. Conville. Retired.
t.I. F. Hull. Silver meelal.
A. P. Houlbsrg. Retired. THURLOW.

tvv Peacock. Silver medal. H. Christian. Retired.w T. Langridge. Retired.
tL. A. Runtcn- Silver medal. T.B.
•J A. O'Sulliyan. Disqualilied. -F. S. Spouse. Silver medal

WILKIN.
*Too early.
tFailed on Kirkstone.

.T. C. Coney (sc) Silver meelal. :Late.
G. W. Wilkin (sc). Gold medal. STravelling marshal.

SPEED TRIALS IN YORKSHIRE.
The Harrogate and District M.C.C. Meeting.

R\IN in the morning and thick mist

during the afternoon nearly put an

end to the speed trials organised by

the Harrogate and District Club last

Saturday ; but, awing to a fair number
of competitors braving the elements, it

was decided to run the event in a less

ambitious manner than had been planned.

Owing to insufficient entries, four of the

classes were abandoned.
The results of the remaining classes

were as foltow :

350 C.C. CLASS.
1. T. F. Leak (2^4 Douglas).
2. G. F. Midwood (2'^4 Douglas).
3. \V. R. Hill (2'4 Triumph).

560 C.C. CLASS.
1. \V. E. Grange (3'-j Norton).

(4 Tr oph)

P

(4 Triumph).

UNLIMITED.
1. W. E. Grange (3>., Norton).
2. C. Miehell (4 Triumph).
3. H. Hamlyn (B Zenith).

PASSENGER MACHINES (Unlimited).
1. W. E. Grange (S'i Norton sc).
2. S. Fleming (7-9 Sarley-Davidson sc).
3. R. Robinson (6-6 Rover sc).

W. E. Gra.nge, who won three out of

the four classes, made the fastest time of

the day.
An obvious feature of the event is the

outstanding performance of a single-

eylinder machine. As happened in the
case of the Weston and Liverpool speed

trials, the SCO c c. single has again proved
itself to be more than the master ot tioin

6 h.p. to 9 h.p. twins, even when towmg

a sidecar. In short speed events a

machme capable of great acceleration has
a decided advantage.

Despite bad w.;athe;, Yorkshire motor cyclists' enthusiasm was nof damped at the Harrcsete

Speed Trials, and good performances were made.
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Latest News from the T.T. Course. Practising now in Full Swing. Preparations and
Programme for the Manx Carnival. Entries now Thirty-two for the Junior

and Twenty-nine for the Senior Race.

PRACTISIXG is now in full swing in the Isle of Man.
From 4.30 each morning until 7 o'clock aspirants for

the Blue Riband of the motor cycle world are getting
accustomed to the course, and trying out the machines

on which so many hopes are placed by rider and maker alike.

All the Sunbeam riders are in the Island and their machines
garaged at Skinner's Old Stables, Victoria Road, Douglas.
The men look very smart in their new leather suits. Mr. J.

E. Greenwood is in charge. The A.B.C.'s are on the course.

Great difficulty is being experienced in bringing the

machines from the boat owing to the exorbitant demands of

the porters, but with the assistance of the men of the Steam
Packet Co., the motor cycles are being landed safely and
at a reasonable cost.

The official Norton team are staying at the Woodburn
Hotel, the Indians are at the Queen's, 'and the A.J.S. repre-

sentatives are staying near Crosby. The official headquarters

of the A.C.U. are at the Castle Mona Hotel, whilst their

offices are in Athol Street, opposite the Times office. For
the convenience of arriving motorists, the Anglo-American
Oil Co., Ltd., have arranged for petrol to be
available on the , Victoria Pier. Motorists visiting

the Island are reminded that it is necessary to

register with the Highway Board, whose offices are

also in Athol Street, Douglas.
The attractive feature of the finishing section of

past events is now cut out and in its stead is given
the new portion comprising the Glencrutchery Road
and the steep descent into it from Snaefell Road.
The hairpin near the Governor's house is the hii/e

noire of the whole circuit. The road practically

doubles upon itself at this point. After the bend
there follows a further twist in the narrow road.

Alteration a Doubtful Improvement.
One of the Sunbeam riders describes this part of

the course as a man trap, which has been included
to meet the wishes of some of the inhabitants. The
general opinion seems to be that the alteration in

the course is not an improvement.
As a precaution against accidents, and for the

safety of the general public, the route and other
part.s^ of the Island have been placarded with
warning posters.

The fact that there are far fewer competitors in
this year's Tourist Trophy Races should in no way
imply that the races may not be as successful and
popular as in 1914. The course will be much less
crowded, which will naturally benefit both the

CI4

competitors themselves and the marshals and stewards
of the A.C.U. , while we have a bevy of extremely fast
machines in both the Junior and Senior events, with a
sprinkling of well-known riders who competed in the Isle
of Man before the war.
From the point of view of sight-seers actually on the

course at the time. of the races, the reduction in the number
of competitors, taking into account the percentage of machines
dropping out of the races, makes for a longer wait between
each machine passing by. However, if one can prophesy so
early, it looks as though there will be a big struggle between
one or two groups of well-known machines, and an exciting
finish in the two races.

Machines and Riders.
Looking through the complete entry list, we find that in

'

the Junior Race there are the following : Eight A.J.S. , five
Diamond, four Douglas, four Levis, four Blackburne, three
Wooler, two Ivy, one New Comet, one Dot-Jap.
The last mentioned machine is a late entry, and will be

ridden by Eric Longden. Numerically, the A.J.S.,
of which six have been entered by the makers, hold
the field, Eric Williams, the hero of the 1914 Junior
Race, riding one of these machines as he did in the
last pre-war race. This rider is also competing in
the Senior Race on a 3i h.p. Sunbeam. A. H.
Alexander, another well-known T.T. rider, is riding
a Doughs in the Junior, while H. R. Davies, who
tied tor second place in the last Senior Race, will
ride a 2f h.p. A.J.S. in both 1920 events. It will
be interesting to see how the four small two-stroke
Levis machines perform. They are known to be
extremely fast, and between them and the new over-
head valve Diamonds there will be a stiff contest for
The Motor Ct/ch Trophy tor the 250 c.c. class.
No fewer than fourteen Norton machines are com-

peting in the Senior Race, and their riders would
make a keen "race by themselves. On the other ^

hand, we have five 3^ h.p. Sunbeam machines, one
being ridden by G. Dance, who has been so success-
ful m racing during the past season, and five 3i h.p.
Indian Scouts, two 3 h.p. A. B.C. machines, a 6^ h.p.
Douglas, and a 3^ h.p. Duzmo ; all of these machines
forming a big battery against the numerical strength

'

of the Norton assembly. In this race also we have
the little 2| h.p. A.J.S. competing against all the
rest, a sure sign of its prowess and the confidence
of the A.J.S. C<). H. R. Davies will ride this

-

The Tourist Trophy, machine.
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,0.M.—The Motor Cyclist's Mecca.—

The wliolo of the Islnntl is Uoi'uly looking forward lo Uio

ftoos, and a fjrcat I'lirnival week has been arranged to taUi)

)lace at Iho same time. During that week IJouglas will

udeed he the iMecea of motor cyclists. Tons of confetti have
leen ordered for the carnival. The arrangemenls for the

voeU include the following

:

'rogramme of the T.T. Week, June 14th to 19th.
MoNn.vv.— Machines for the Junior Kace must be presented

for iiuspection by the A.CU.
100 yards Hat race for world's championship for prizes

o.xceeding £100 in value.

iPrESDAY.—Junior T.T. Race.
\ IVebnesday.—Horse races at Belle Vue.

ilaehines for the Senior Race must be presented for

inspection by the A.CU.
Parade of decorated motor cycles, cars, bicycles, horse-

drawn vehicles, etc,

CmusD.w,—Senior T.T. Race.
Presentation of trophies by His Excellency the Lieutenant-

(iovernor,

(«^iD.i.Y,—Flying kilometre race for motor cycles, 500 c.c.

350 c.c. and 250 c.c. classes.

Gymkhana at Belle Vue.
Land and water sports for men of His Majesty's visiting

Fleet.

Walking competition around the T.T. course for prizes

up to £100.
Bowling tournament.
Golf competition.
Fishing competitions.

A special permit has been issued by the A.CU. for the
lying kilometre, and competitors taking part in the T.T.
iace are eligible, together with members of the Manx Motor
Jyele Club. The entrance' fee for the T.T. riders is one
,uinea, and for other competitors 10s, 6d, The latter com-
letitors have to send their name and address to the lion,

ec. of the M.M.C.C, Hill Street, Douglas, together with
heir 10s. 6d entrance fee to the club, so that the entrance
ee, as a matter of fact, is the same for everyone.

Grandstand.
The Douglas Corporation have placed the Playing Fields

t the disposal of the A.CU., and this will be the starting
"lace. There will be a public enclosure at 2s. 5d,, a grand
tand and the press stand at 10s,, and another stand, which
t isTioped will be occupied by His Royal Highness Prince
Ubert, the patron of the Auto Cycle Club, who has been
iivited by His E.xcellency Lieut, Governor, Major-General
'ry, C.B., C.V.O., to attend the races. Facing the grand
tand are the timekeepers' boxes, scoring boards, and the
eplenishing depot for the machines.
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Grandstand Accommodation.
It is evident that Ihose who wish lo secure a .scat at the

.starting and finiBhing point at Douglas should Io.se no time

in obtaining their tic°cets. The Auto Cycle Union announce.^

that a number of applications for seats in the grand stand

have already been received, and tho accomnlodation at thw

paiiicularly advantageous point is, of course, Iinuli'd

R.scived seats are available at 10s. per day and unrc«civc

at 6s per day. Tickets are i.ssued from the A,G.U, local

ollice'at Alliof SI reel , Douglas, to which address applications

for tickets slinuld be sent without delay.

We would remind competitors who have not yet gone

to the Island that they may not wear metal-studded boots.

Replenishing Depot.

The replenishment depot will be at the starting point

where separate wired-off compartments, about 6ft. broa<l and

46in. in length, will be allotted to each driver.

Tire following are the entries for the team prizes:

JUNIOR RACE. /

1. The nuRNEY AND Blackburne Team : J. A. Watson-Bourne, P. J.

Enticknapp, and J. S. Holroyd.

2. The BuTTERFiELD Team : F. W. Applehee, Gus Kubn, and R. O. Clark.

3. The D. F. and M. Team : Bert HouldhiK, P. ^ike, and F. J, Price,

4. The .A.J.S, Team : H, C, Heatb, H, R, Davies, and Eric Williams,

5. The Wooler Team : J, H. McDowell, A. F. Houlberg, and J, S.

Clayton,

SENIOR R.ACE.

1. The Indian Scout's Team : D, S, Alexander, F. W, D
Houlding, Reserve, H, R, Harveyson,

2, The Victor Horsman Team : Harold Petty, Victor Horsi

N. C, Sclater, junr.

3, Capt, Alexander Lindsay's Team: Capt, Alexander Lindsay, M,B,

Jack Thomas, and Norman Black,

4, The Sunbeam Team : F, C, Townshend, G, Dance, T. C. de la Hay,

Reserve, H, R, Rice,

5. The Norton Team ; D. M. Brown, J. W. Shaw, and Noel Brown.

6. Me. T. Simisier's Team : V. Olsson, F. C, North, and T, Simister,

Sailing Arrangements.
The following timetable of steamer sailings undoubtedly will

be of use to all who intend going to the Isle of Man either

for the practising or to witness the races :

From Liverpool,

To-day (Thursday, June 3rd) and Friday, June 4th,

11.30 a.m.
Saturday, June 5th, and Monday, June 7th, 10.30 a.m.

and 3 p.m.
^Tuesday, June 8th, to Friday, June 11th, 11.30 a.m.

Saturday, June 12th, to W'ednesday, June 30th, 10.30 a.m.

and 3 p.m.

,
and Bert

and

FOUR-STROKE 0. TWO-STROKE. ASPIRANTS FOR THE MOTOR CYCLE TROPHY FOR 250 c.c. MACHINES.

A. Milner (2i Diamond tour-st.) P. Pike (2i Diamond lour-st.) G.-Kuhn (2i Levis two-st.) F. W. Applebee (2i Levis two-st.)
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RIDERS OF SINGLES IN THE SENIOR EVENT.

G. Dance (V, Sunbeam), the

premier speedman of 1919, of

whom much is expected in the

Isle of Man.

H. Le Vack, who is ridm'g the

new 3^ Duzmo machine, the

only single in the Senior event

with an outside flywheel.

hnc Williams, the hoJaei ol

the Junior Trophy, who will ride

a 2f A.J .3. in the Junior and a

34 Sunbeam in the Senior Race.

f-|. R. Davies, who tied loi

second place m the 1914 Senior

event, will ride a 2f A.J.S. in

both Junior and Senior Races.

Extras. Thursday, June 17th, 1 a.m.

Saturdays, June i2th to 26th, 12.50 night.

ReTI-RN S-4ILINGS FKOM DoUGLAS.

To-dav (Thursdav, June 3rd) and Friday, June 4th, 9 a.m.

Saturdavcs, June 6th, and Monday, 7th, 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

' Tuesday, June 8th to Friday, 11th, 9 a.m.

Saturday, June 12th, to Wednesday, June 30th, 9 a.m.

and 4 p.m.
E.xtras. Thursday, June 17th, 12.30 night.

Mondays, June 2i6t and 28th, 12.30 (Sunday midnrght).

NOTES IN THE PRACTISING.

Official practising commenced at 4.30 a.m. last Monday.

The day dawned favourable afc Douglas, though rain was

reported to be falling on SnaefeU as the small band of

enthusiasts assembled on Bray Hill to witness the start

Special Constable C4eo. Brown, a Manx motor cyclist, started

the first machine at 4.30 a.m. This was D. S. Alexander

(Indian Scout), followed at one minute mterrals by de la

Hay (Sunbeam), Townshend (Sunbeam), Abram (A. B.C.),

Eri'c Williams (A.J.S.), a reserve Sunbeam ridden by Rice,

Keg Brown (Sunbeam), G. Dance (Sunbeam), Houlding

(Indian Scout), and E. Greenwood (2j Douglas). Fifteen

minutes later the Norton team started on the round at

similar: intervals, and later .still the A.J.S. team turned out.

The first rider to complete the course was de la Hay,
who overhauled Alexander. The times made while prac-

tising are not officially announced. ^
Approximate times. were as under:

G. Dance {o! Sunbeam) . . . . A<) mins. I D. M. Browa (Norton) 17 mihs
R. Brown (Nofon) .

:

5! „ V. E. Horsman (Norton) . . . 55 „
^Abram (A.B.C.) 511 „. , G. H. Walker (Nortpn) ....58 ,,'

E. Williams (23 A.J.S.) 50 , | D. S. Alexander (Indian) ..53 „

Times made by all were good, though, of course, not what
they will be later on, when the riders become thoroughly
conversant with the course. . The new hairpin at Governor's
Bridge was taken very cautiously by all the Sunbeam men.

Competitors who have no magneto cut-out or s&fety

helmets have to sign an undertaking that their practice

laps will not necessarily count as qualifying for the actual

race.

A T.T. and SUMMER NUMBER

will be published on Thursda>. June 17th, 1920.

Rugby M.C.C.

A sporting 100 mile non-stop reliability

trial, for the silver cup (won outright)

presented by Mr. Ci. Le Champion, will

be held on 'the 20tn inst.

Basingstoke M.C.C.

Membership now totals forty, and

several successful rnns have already taken

place this year. The next event will he

in the form of a surprise run to be held

on the 6th inst.

Dorehester'M.C. and L.C.C.

Thirty riders took part in the reliability

trial to' Sidmouth; recently held by this

club. Some very good performances were
made on Trow Hill, only two competilors

failing to make a. clean ascent. The
awards in each class Avere won by W. CJ.

Churchill (4 Verns sc), G. L. Mawish

(3i Rudge-Multi),' and C. E. Ciage (3^

Sunbeam).

CLUB NEWS.
Bedfoi-d and District M.C. andlL.C.C.

Out of thirty-eight starters in the

recent 100 mile reliability trial for the
" Rudge " cup, only ten failed to make
non-stop runs. The winner was J. Wood-
ing (4 T.T. Triumph).

Luton and South Beds A.C.

The reliability trial from Luton to

York and back, originally fixed for the

26th in.st., will take place on June 12th.

The change of date is to enable this club

to enter a team in the M.C.C. Team
Trial for The Motor C)jdc Cup.

Caimaithen M.C. and C.C.C.

Twenty competitors took part in the

reliability trial recently held by this

club. Starting from headquarters, the

road to Newcastle-Emlyn was taken,

returning v'la Velindre, Pentrecourt,

and Llandyssul. Scourfield (5-6 Rover)

ran very consistently, being only Ss

out on time. The results were as follow

350 c.c, W. Evans (2^ Clyno) ; 600 c.c.

W. Thomas (4 Humber) ; single gear, A:

Bulock (3i Triumph) ; sidecars, Swindel'

(7-9 Indian). • ;

Surbiton and District BI.C.C,
(;

The following clubs have entered >&
the 100 mile reliabilitv trial tor "thi

Maudes Challenge Shield, to be halt

on Saturday : iNlotor Cycling Gipsy Caub

Plvmouth 'and District .M.C.C, Pulllii

Sc'hools M.C.C, Woolwich Plumstead 'am

District M.C.C, Bedford and Distric

M.C.C, Rochester Chatham and DistliC

M.C.C, Purlev and District JM.C.C.

Reading M.C.C, City and GuiW!
College M.C.C, Cambridge Unive^
M.C.C, Ealing and District M.Q®
Streatham and District M.C.C, Sui|
Coldfield M.C.C, and Surbiton and m
trict M.C.C.

i
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Club Kewa.—

Rodditch and District M.C.C.

Mfiiiljors wishiiij; to conipole in

the liiill'-ilny reliability trial I'm- tlio

President's Cup should send in their

particulars and fee of 7s. 6d. to the

lion sec. by Saturday. The trial

takes place on the 12th inst., over a

course of about eighty-five miles, and

ill addition to the cup several valu-

ible prizes will be awarded.
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,,, Norton. Triumph, and

Rudgf riders leaving Bridling-

ton in the recent Hull Twelve

Hcurs Trial.

(2) The "tit-bit" of the

last Bolton M.C.C. Trial—the

hairpin on Revington Pike.

(3) Several novel ideas were

introduced at the recent New-
castle-upon-Tyne and District

M.C. Surprise Competition,

one of which was the blindfold-

ot the riders at the start.

(4) Brough and Blackbume

riders crossing a watersplash

during the Sheffield and

Hallamshire's M.C.C. Trial.

Competitors rode in pairs.

' Taunton and Distiict Kf.C.C.

In conjmiction with the Bournemouth,
5ridg\vater, Dorch-ester and Yeovii clubs,

: ui inter-club trial over Dartmoor to

jand's End lias been arranged for July
ird, starting from Yeovil at 7 a.m. Full
)articulars can be obtained from Mr.
>tuart Goodman, " Littlecourt," Taunton.

Bath and West of England M.C.

This club is holding a twelve-hour
•eliability trial to Lynmouth and back,
ncluding the famous Porloclc Hill, next
Saturday. In addition to the club awards
)f medals, Messrs, F.R.S. Lamps, Ltd.,
rave given the club a Victory F.R.S.
4ectric combination set for the best
jerfovmance in acceleration and hill-

limbing.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

The first annua! run from London t«

Holvhead for the " Maudes Challenge
Shield" will be held on July 30th. The
course, which is atiout 340 miles in

ength, traverses some
coiieiv in Wales, running
Htieford. Llanidloes,

X^eeK-end (Tlub Cvtnts,
inc S.—Doncastcv and District M.C.C. Speed

Judging,
inc i.—North London M.C.C. Meeting.
7NE S.—ILKLSy M.C. and L.C.C. OPEN

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
me 5.—North London M.C.C. Staley Cvp Trial,
me 5.—Sheffield and Hallamsliire M.C.C. Rim

to Ilklcij.

mc 5.—Southend and District A.C. UiU-cUmh.
me 5.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Scottish

Speed Championship.
me S.—Coventry and Waru-iclshire M.C. Man-

rille Trophy.
5.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Route Finding

June

June

Juni

Juni

nd J.C.C.

Trial.

Llaurhaidr, Ca.pel Curig, and
I

5riJge.

of the finest

ia Farringdon,
Bwlcli-y-Groes,

Menai

Competit
5.—Exeter M.C
super-Mare.
S.—Surbiton M.C.C. 1

Maudes' Challenge Shield.
5-6.—Ncu'castle anil District M.C. Sight Rur
to Edinburgh.
i-e.—Liverpool M.C. Week-end to Wharie
dale.

6.—North Uilts .M.C. and L.C.C. Run t

Stroud Valhii.
t.—Sutton M.C.C. Hill-climb,
b.—Middles,! M.C.C. Pirn if.

D.—Donrnstcr and District M.C.C. Run t

Matlocl-.
6.—Westmorland M.C.C. Social Run.
e.—N.M.C.F.U. iPortsmouth I. Run to Mii

6—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Hun to Hampton Court,
e.—Manchester M.C. Hill-climb.

6.—Harrogate and District M.C.C. Run to

Kirkbii Stephen.
S.—Derhy and District M.C. Run to Castle-

6.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Derbyshire.
$.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Ludlow.
B.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Reading.
6.—North Cheshire M.C.C. Reliabi'ity Trial.

a.—Banbvrv -and District M.C.C. Reliabi.itv
Trial.
.—York and District M.C. Exploration
Ru

Ru to

June

Juni

-Eastern raltcv M.C.C. Speed Trial.

lO.—Doncaster, arid District M.C.C. Im-
promptu Run.

13.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Inter-dub

12.—Luton and
Trial.
12.—Stahibridge

\edjord A.C. Reliability

District M.C. Night
Ride to Keudal.
12.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Rac
Meeting.

12.—Middlesex M.C.C. Run to Radlett.
12.—Public Schools M.C.C. Paperchose.
U-n.—North Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Com
petitions.

12.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Speed Cou

1.3.—N. M.C.F.r. (PortsmoKth). Run I

Hinillirad.
U.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Run to Bri:
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One of the Most Recent
Spring Frame
Machines.
The Ayres-Layland—
A Sidecar Outfit with Flat Twin
Engine artd Duplex Frame.

SOME months ago we described the

design of the Ayres-Layland motor
cycle, and we are now able to give

photographs of the complete machine.
As will be seen, the frame is of the

duplex type, carrying the Coventry Victor
engine on the lower horizontal members.
The top tube is straight and inclined, at

the rear end there is a wide casting

which forms a saddle for the two quarter-
elliptic springs A tubstantial web is

embodied behnid the 'l«einig head.

]VNE 3rd, igoo.

The Ayres-Layland flat twin outfil, fitted with duplex spring frame.

Construction of the duplex
frame suspension.

A feature of. the spring frame is the
fact that the upright fork over the rear

wheel is rigid with the chain stays,

which latter carry the
gear box. How the
movement between the
gear box and the quad-
rant is taken up is not
clear, but as we are
offered a trial on the
machine at any early

date, this matter can
be dismissed for the
present.

Long links hang
from the vertical fork

cross bar, and to these
the springs are shackled.

It will be noted that
the springs, although
horizontal on the

.saddles, are inclined upwards to the

shackles. This construction apparently

has been chosen in order to give a low
saddle position without having to embody
especially long links.

Large aluminium footboards are^.carried

on transverse tubes extending right across

the frame, and the mudguarding problem
has not been lost sight of. The valances

of the front guard are turned out at the

bottom, and should prevent mud reaching

the front cylinder.

The large tank is of the saddle type,

completely enclosing the top tube, and
altogether the machme, which is equipped
with Sturmey-Archer gear, Brampton
forks, and Wood-Milne 550x£«5 mm.
tyres, appears to be a very attractive

proposition. The makers are the Viaduct
Motor Co., with works at Broadheath,
near JIanchester.

A Douglas Pattern Capac Carburetter.
AN exceedingly neat adaptation of the

Capac carburetter has now been
brought out for Douglas motor

bicycles.

Known as. ,the DM type, the particular
Capac under consideration has the jet at

the point of maximum air velocity, and
inclined to the entering air stream.

The Capac fitted to a 2|- h.p. Douglas,

showing hot air intake directed from the

exhaust pipe.

The control of the jet size by means of a

tapered needle and the new fuel range jet

control are standard fittings on this model.
The -throttle is of the piston pattern, and
forms the housing for the jet, the size of

which is controlled by the tapered needle.

A special form of dome is fitted to the air

intake in order to keep the choke tube
in place. Alteration of the size of the

choke tube is rarely necessary, the carbu-

retter being sent out with . the correct

choke tube for either the 2^ h.p. or 4 h.p.

models.

The principle on which this model Capac
works is that as the throttle is opened,
the air, as it enters, is directed to a

greater or less degree across the top of

the conical jet, part of the air passing

to the lower end through the slot in the

piston throttle, and part being taken
directly under the piston to the engine
side of the throttle as this is opened.
The angle of the slots and the angle of

the jet are not equal, and therefore, as

the throttle is opened, the passage at the

rear of the jet is increased in size, and
this in combination with the inclination

of the jet to the entering air stream is

one of the principal factors controlling the

automatic working of the carburetter.

An important improvement is the

method of heating the air intake by
drawing the supply from a hot air muff

round one of the exhaust pipes, to 'the

vaporising chamber.
The Capac Co., Ltd., 2, Woodstock

Street, Bond Street, London, W.l, issue

special instructions for fitting these carbu-

retters to Douglas motor bicycles

m

The D.M. type Capac carburettei which

specially designed toi Douglas motor cycle:
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11 MORE RECORDS
established on

at BROOKLANDS (May 27th) by
Mr. F. A. McNAB riding a

TWIN -CYLINDER WOOLER
MOTOR CYCLE.

These records are subject to the approval of the Auto Cycle Union.

C. C, WAKEFIELD & CO., Ltd., Chel^s^l^L^ndon^E
HOUSE,

C.2.

^cn!C^U<H^a/c
where a magneto is concerned
C.A.V. magnetos have stood

four and a half years of the
most trying conditions in
France and Flanders and will

see you through anything -

C. A. VANDERVELL & CO.. LTD., ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS ACTON. LONDON. W.3

Members of the Briiish Igniiion Apparatus AssociatioH.
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T.T. Races— Isle of Man

Special Arrangements
with the Auto-Cycle
Union for the con-

venience of A.C.U.
Members.

1.— For those taking their Machines to
the Island :

Petrol collection to avoid wastage and risk oi

Fire. On the Landing Stage opposite tlie

Isle of Man Steamers, and an hour-and-a-half
before each day boat is due to sail, J. Blake
& Co. will have a staff and collection van in

attendance. Petrol will be drawn off from
the machines, measured and stored, and a
voucher ticket for the quantity given in

receipt. On returning from the Island it will

be necessary simply to send a postcard to

J. Blake & Co., no. Bold Street, Liverpool,
giving them particulars of date and time of

return, name of boat, and quantity of Petrol

due—it win be on the Landing Stage ready.

2.— For those coming to Liverpool by road
and desirous of avoiding the trouble
and risk of damage incurred by taking
their Machines on the Boat to the
Island

:

A Garage within easy reach of the Landing
Stage, spacious and stone-floored, capable of

storing 500 machines, will be available at a
nominal charge. This is situate on the

comer of Laurence Road and Wellington
Road, facing Gainsborough Road, immediately
between Smithdown Road and Wavertree
Road, and the attendants at ^the garage will

advise the quickest route to the Landing Stage
by 'tram or 'bus close at hand. This garage
which is being managed for the Auto Cycle
Union by J. Blake & Co.—will be opened
fi;om Saturday 12th to Monday 2Tst June,
inclusive.

3.—For those who are prevented from
attending the Races

:

By courtesy of " The Motor Cycle " telegrams
will be displayed in the window of our Bold
Street, Liverpool, Showrooms showing the
progress of the Races at every Stage.

A.C.U. Members everywhere are invited
to fully avail themselves of these facilities.

J. BLAKE & CO.,
Lancashire's Leading Motor Cycle House.

LIVERPOOL : 110-112, Bold Street.

MANCHESTER : 33, Blackfriars St.

"I

BENETFINKS
" The City's Own Store.

MOTOR CYCLIST'S OFFERS IN UP -TO -DAI

ACCESSORIES AT TO-DAY'S KEENEST PRICE

MOTOR CYCLE MIRRORS.
English make, 4in. convex glass-gi

ing large range of vision, fit ,ai

handle-bar, all black or nickel-plat

finish. Price 7/6 post free

MOTOR CYCLE
HORNS.

This is a really good deep-
toned horn at a reason-

able price. Double twist

with large bulb. Finish

either all nickel or black,

with nickel ferrule. Price 12/6 post free.

SPARKING PLUGS.

Large stocks, all the best makes. Lodge Standard, 5/

Forward (2-stroke), 4/-; K.L.G. Model Ri, 5/-; Apollo, 4,

Sphinx Mica, 5/- ; Cooke, 5/-. Post free.

FIT ELECTRIC LAMPS TO YOUR
MACHINE.

Clean to use nnd up-to-date.

yin. Electric Headlight, beau

fully made and finished, bla

Sand nickel, fully adjustat

take standard S.B.C. Bu
Finest value on the mark
Complete with brackets, pr

46/6 post free.

Other models in Electric HeadUghts, 18/9 and 27/6. Elect

Sidecar Lamps, 8/6, 10/6, 18/9, and 22/6. Electric Rearligh

8/6, 10/6, and 12/6.

ACCUMULATORS.
Best British make, celluloid cases, stout

plates. 4 volt. 20 amps., 16/3; 4 volt.

40 amps., 21/-; 4 volt. 60. amps., 27/6;
6 volt. 20 amps., 30/-; 5 volt. 40 amps.,

35/-. Carriage paid.

Note—Accumulators can only be sent

uncharged.

FIRST-RATE VALUE IN MOT(
GOGGLES, i.

Dusty Days are coming;;!'

Be prepared.

Celluloid Face Shields;,'

Very Ught, bound chenille.

Price 2/9. '

Safety glass, absolute security i'.

your ej'esight. Price 10/6, complete in case. Post ifi,

Genuine Tnple.x Goggleo

BENETFINKS UNSHATTERABLE
, GOGGLES.

Oval Glasses, "collapsible sides, edged

chenille. Post free, 7/6.

We are not issuing catalogues of our motor cycle accessories, but;iA
readers to watcli our announcements weeic by weeic for new offers.

BENETFINKS, '°^' ^"^^^«'?«
LONDON, E.C.

!n an'<irerini/ thtac ad vcrliacments it is dcsliahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."

i
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Read the following:
Dear Sirs,

It may be of interest to you to hear that the three
machines that we entered for the recent London to

Edinburgh Reliability Trial, and all of which reached
Edinburgh to time without any mechanical trouble, had
their rear wheels fitted with your Puncture Proofed Tubes.
During the run, none of these machines experienced any
tyre trouble whatever, notwithstanding the fact that one
of the machines arrived at Edinburgh with a large piece
of steel deeply embedded in the rear wheel. We enclose
the piece of steel referred to, as it may be of interest

to you.
As far as we are concerned, this run has absolutely

satisfied us that your tubes are a very necessary fitting

;

and, in fact, had this particular machine been fitted with
an ordinary tube, it would have been punctured, and,
considering the time it would have taken to replace the
tube, this machine certainly would not have been able to

reach its destination to time.
Yours faithfully,

Now send for further particulars to

PUNCTURE PROOFED TUBES, LTD.,
8, 22 & 23, Avenue Chambers, Vernon Place, Southampton Row,

LONDON, W.C.I.
5338. Gerrard £077. ,

PUNCTURE
PROOFED
TUBES

In qnsivcrinij this adcerti^^ewent it is desirable to vientio7i "The Motor Cycle.."
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ELEVEN
LONG DISTANCE RECORDS

THE FIRST SINCE THE WAR.
MacNab on a 2f Flat twin Wooler
achieved these records equipped with a

JOHN BULL= BELT
READ THIS TELEGRAM:

SWIFTNESS, LEICESTER.
Macnab riding a 2| Wooler made eleven records 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 hours; 350, 400, 450 and 500 miles.

12 hours and 500 miles beat previous 1,000 c.c. class. "JOHN BULL" Belt used throughout and unadjust-
ed. First record since the war. Subject to A.C.U. approval. Reynolds and Ebblewhite official

time-keepers.—Wooler.

THINK WHAT IT MEANS.

500 Miles at40 Miles per Hour
and this without adjustment.

McNab's machine was also fitted with

JOHN BULL CUSHION GRIPS
those grips which give perfect control of the handle-
bars, and lessen fatigue by absorbing the road vibration.

: In 1913 fifteen similar records (still standing) were made by the •

I

JOHN BULL BELT I

i and moreover this wonderful belt I

WON THE LAST T.T.

Is any further testimony required? Deliveries are

hard to make, so place your order with your Agent now.

THE LEICESTER RUBBER CO. LTD.,

LEICESTER.

Ill answtrinij this udvcrtiscintnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijch."
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11 Records
AT

BROOKLANDS
were established on May 27th, by
Mr F. A. McNab, riding a WOOLER:

8 Krs., Class B.

12 hrs., Class B.

9 hrs., Class B.

12 hrs., Class E.

350 miles (Class B.) at 42.86 m.p.h.

450 „ „ „ 40.29 m.p.h.

500 „ „ „ 40.62 m.p.h.

AND ESTABLISHED THE i
FOLLOWING NEW RECORDS: |

10 hrs., Class B. 11 hrs., Class B. |
400 miles „ „ 450 miles „ „ ^

Motor cyclists out for speed leave nothing to =
chance, so once again we find new records =

WON ON PRATT'S I

SPIRIT OF I

UNIFORM EXCELLENCE. |

Sold in the green can.-^Avoicl substitutes =

Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd., =
36, Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W.I M

It was after last years
London-Edinburgh run

that we happened to be in

conversation with one of the

prominent competitors and,

naturally, we were eager to

know what this rider thought

of his Brooks saddle—a B 1 75
by the way. His reply was
that he "forgot all about it."

Do you forget your saddle—or

does it continually remind you
of the road surface? Why not

fit your machine with a similar

BROOKS
SADDLE

Write us for -descriptive catalogue.

J. B. BBOOKS & Co., Ltd., 49, Criterion Works, Birmingham

in answering these advertisements it Is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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LOST
During the last 12 months we have lost thousands of pounds through

keeping rigidly to list prices. We never accept premiums under any

condition whatever, and at the present time can offer some of the

following from ^ock at liA prices

—

TRIUMPH, ARIEL, INDIAN, A.J.S., MATCHLESS, LEVIS,
CLYNO, JAMES, A.B.C., MARTINSYDE, O.K., ZENITH,
CEDOS, ROVER, P. &. M.. NEW IMPERIAL, B S.A., CALTHORPE
FRANCIS BARNETT, BLACHBURNE, NEW HUDSON.

Biggest Dealers

the South.in

H. JULIAN
84, Broad Street,

READING.

''The

No Premium
House.*'

r latest mode of Combine 1 Sidecar Hool and Screen The whole
folds back and s contained in a neat an I compact envelope

W. D. TAkBERT & CO.,
46 and 48, Sun Street, LONDON, E.C.2.

NO MORE VULCANISER.

i)@IHI

SUPERSEDES VULCANIZATION.
Simply knead it into tyre or covei
and it quickly becomes a permani
yout,tyres. Never cracks, loosen

—whether cut. burst or punctured-
it part. Adds thousands of miles to
or leaks. We guarantee it genuine.

No Instruments. — No heat, — Guarant3ed to do all we say*

In two sizes : 12 /6 and 7 '6 per tin.

Sole Aeents:

Merkham Trading Co., Ltd., ^^Io"n'§?n"^^.B°i1'^-

ALBION
ENGINEEEINC

CO., LTD.,

UPPER
HIGHGATE

Street,
BIRMINGHAM

Jn unswerinij t/iese advertisements it is desii

Transfers
for

Motor Cycles and Sidecars
Monograms : Crests
Names : Letters, etc.

SPECIAL NOTE W9 cannot supply Mangfactureri' own
transfers to Individual motor cyclists;

Send particulars of your requirements to

The British Transfer Printing
Co.. Ltd.

(Proprietors: lUffe and Sons Ltd.),

London : i

20,TudorSt.,E.C.4

able to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCI.liS lOU SALE.
Uiit.

)h.l), llilt-.Taii ('„iiil.ili;ili-M, 1,1 1 ,11, Inli-li"!':

E1<J0.-'I4

1920,-\V
.lur Aut.) iiiul Sui'rl> 1". i:.mIh-Ut. [01

AT eli.n. Combinnlion, now. in stotk; list iiiiw
• 7, lixliibition Dd., South KensiiiBton, 8.\V.7.

[5221
AT-.1.A.1>. 6-81i.p. C.U. Comliinntion, 2-speoil.

viiiul.tiin; £85.-69. Bw-kenhnm Ud.. Deck.-lll;

I. Ii)b66

AT-,I.A.P. 1912 6-6h.p., N.S.U. 2-3iH'eil R

ar. Y.'i

good uditiu -Slead, Uu illi'

lilO

_00; £177.—Soutbbury House, Myti-1
, Frimlcy, Surrey. [482;

|14 5-Gli,p. lint, sinffle-.<pecd, engine receutl.v over
hiiuled. ffunrnntoed in oseellont ruuniUo' order,

-liox 4,575. e/o The Motor Cycle. [5276

4T-J.A.P. 1913 5 Sli.p. Twin, bolt drive. P. and
M. year, lamps, ot

: appointments only.

. Twin, belt drive.

., MiUford wicker s

-60. Pretoria Rd.,
[4266

nmehl.
iT-.I.A.P. Ked Spoltins T.T. Mi.del, 41:. p,

2 speed.y. rluteli, tnst. powerful, relialile, tin

bnuled; £48.-10, Kmhden Grove, Miinili
[X2474

,p. Jiip-ltiit. 2-si>eed and free eneine, with Mont
sonu'iv sidei'nr, in e.xceptionnlly nioe order, and

£70; any trial.-A. J. Youni;, Hisli
iket.

4.T-J.A.1'. 8I1.P., 3spc»d fonntersliaft. late

round tank, with new C.V.. sulfcai. lioud

tllis maeliini" bas I.e.ai nMii i.l.-f.Mv mvilia
nelled and plated, and is in all respects
.cnlarlv smart; piiee. tiillv e.iuu.ped. £14
181. CliiplKUu Ed. Plnaie; Brixtou 2934

Beaidinore.
iAEDMOHEPEECiaiON S'oli.p.. new; see

dav or Sunday.-33, Kellett Ed., liriston.

[0220

model,

RInclibiirne

iEETOKS order?nte. Ipswicli.— Place vo
leliverv Dliieklrarne.-Tlio

[8155
AUCHOPES. 9. Slioe Lane. London.-Early de-
livery of 4ii.p. and 3h.p. Blackburne machines.

(6862
:,ACKBURNE 2-4h.p., just overhauled, perfect
running order, head lamp; £30.-45, Clifton
Croucli End. N. [4920

18 4)1. p. niackhi
Kla - ete.

Ed., Watford.

iml.ination
£125 ofli

Cameo, lamps,
rs; must sell.—

[4635

[20 Sli.p. lihlckhurue Coml>ination
from works, ide;il turnout: £220

.—Box 827, c/o The Molor Ciiele.

dri'

[X2405

h.p. Blackburne. h.b. 2-speed gear, kick start,

hand clutch, new. never ridden; 90 gns., plus
iase.-Box 4.595. c/o The Motor dlcle. [5294

lRLI' Delivery ot the Celeiuated lilaekliurns ma-
chines from the accredited agents.—The Lankester

ineering Co.. Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd.,
iton [2089

.p. Blackburn?. Tiandsome combination, special
body, lusgage grid, spar? wlteel. discs lined red.
nd H. and Fallolite lamps, D.A. cylinder, speed-
ier, und-rshield. very economical, excellent condi-
thruughout: £250.—Glendinning. 1, Park Parade,
briilge, [4458

liovvn

Rowii-Villi.'rs. sporting little 'l>us,

'•.la-. l.aiKnin. f38.-Fair Offer Car
Hiimpste;id (near Hampstead Tube
Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

[4421

Bradbury.

).C.H. have n

ready tor the
ie, 5, Heatli St.

on). 'Plione;
ng Saturdays.

[ADBUET.-Order now to avoid disappointment -
The Walsall Gar;ige. NTolrerhampton St.. Walsall

[7217
lADBUEY 4i/ih.p., overhauled, enamelled; £55,
offer.-12, Allsop Phire, Marvlebone Ed., N^y

[4998
4l4h.p.. xcelle

Bradbr

126, JInrister Ed., Fulham, S.W.
[5141

good condition and appearance, tvres
and ijelt nearlv new.—Fisher. 48, High "St.,

[u«i.ird. [519k

h.p, Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
good condition; £70.—T., 137, Brookbank Rd.,

.sham. [5153

ArCHOPES, 3. Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.-
Bradljury. 4h.o.. 2 speeds, new 1920. from

c; £96710. [5397

p. or 4i,ih,p. Bradbury, T.T., red, clutch, free,

Bosch. B.B , long exhavrst. fast, good running
r; £43.—G. HoUingshead, Pamber, Basingstoke,
ts. [4518

lADBURY 4h.p. Underslung Coachbuilt Com-,
bination, 2-speed, all chain, kick start, 3 lamps,

dometer. spare chain, new spare tyre, excellent
r; £73.-46. Cromwell Rd.. Walthamstow. [5176

THE

CUSTOMER

ALWAYS

CGMES OUT

ON TOP

WHEN

DEALING

WITH

Because his interests have
their first consideration.

We have a large stock of new models
and can give early deliveries. If you
cannot call write for fiJl list.

MOTOH tYCLi:s
Ilriidhiir

lOK SALi;.

> ll.\hlll;l^^• (111

III Kd.. Knlii

Ualsonlan C.B. nlili

d Imb. clutch, K.8..
: pares, good nppoari

RroiiRh

B ROUGH 1920 Sh.p^ bran
Hpced: list price.-DoncasI

BROUGH 1916 Model H.. us
DouiiliiK ; offers.-Fairview, Th

aster Autocar
tcrshalt 3-

i.ld.. Don-
(1997

lil.-o 2-»pecd
j./„hkijih; uiiein.— i-airviuw, rnoiKnuis Rd., Tlailno.*

Ditton. [4976

BROUGH Model H, 1915, o.L.r. flat twin, 2-.-.|.eed.

thoiouBhly overhiiulod, • new sproi'kett*. etc; £70.
—4, Spencer Ed., Coventry. [X2291

B ROUGH S'Ah.p. Plat Twin. 2-speed countershaft.
1916 model, overhauled, lamps, tools, last, and

reliable; £80.—Turnill and No " ~ "

Brown. /

3ih.p. Brown, Bosch, B.B., good tubes; sacriacc iU:
2 •cnrrioee paid.—Cpl. Hall, 1st Buffi!. Feruioy

Ireland.

I. Brown. Si

practically new
Bramshill Gardens, N.W.5.

3^'^-'

[4995

ms mag., Punlop tvres an<l belt

bargain, £25; after 7.-11.

GODFREYS, LTD.
208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

All letters lelating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dati

B.I3.A. 4!<li.p. Model K, nil chain, K.S.. perfect: £78.
—49, Well St.. Hackney. [5123

B.S.A.—The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Booking orders
for nil models: rotation deliveries. |72l6

B.S.A. Combination. 3-speed C.S., K. start: £90.
bargain.—J. Yates, 26b, Ingleton St., Brixton.

[5125
-|Q20 B.S.A. Combination, all-chain drive, just dc-
-IC livered, unridden ; £150.—Coatis, Glanconway.

[X2434
1 Qll5 4>4h.p. B.S.A., 3-specd couutershaft, good coa-
J-J? dition; 68gns.-King, Egiove Farm. Oxford.

fX2477
B.S.A.. 1911, splendid condition, climb anything, a

man's bike; 3648.-4. Amherst Rd., Bexhill-on-
Sea.

•

(4726

A. Combination, ontch. lamps, horn, wind screen,
speedometer; ride away; £86.-22, Birdhurst Rd.,
r. [4212

B«

Tons, Salop

O -SPEED B.S.A
li cond^'^— -

Okchampt

B.S.A.
trial

(4131

London, >.W.!

Walworth. S.E.

fully equipped, and in first-class

good, reliable machine; *50.—Day.
[6396

nation. 2-speed, C.B., as n?w. any
ns.-19. Will-ox Hd.. South Lambeth.

[4454

, lamps, horn, wind screen.
ndition; £130.—Drysdalc,

[4283

[4973

1914, 4Mh.p., 3-speed, clutch.

berwei; Rd., S.E.5.

B ,S.A. 1916 Combination. 41,411. p., splendid conjlitir

;rookfleld.5. Cambridge

?w. lamps, horn, tools, knce-
94 gns., or nearet^t.— Green.

[4033

[4100

ation, ,3-si,eed.

dition

;

[5028

B.S.A. Combination. 1914 3-specd, K.S., P. S.A. siiV-

car. hood, screen, splendid condition: fl05.-N.W.
Hotel, Winsfoid. Cheshire. [X2476

B.S.A. Combination, all-chain countershaft, all ac-

cessories and spares, new; must sell; £120.
Portland Ed.. Holland Park.

It Com
axon, perfect

£110.—Busby, Antiiorpe,' Louth.

tershaft, kick start,

,; £85.—Montrose.
11 Rd., Clapham Common.

.^

[4918

,
1915 a'ib.p., chain drive, best Caneolet sidecar.

3 Lurn* lamps and Klaxon, perfect running order:

£100.-15, Parade, Well Hall, S.li.9. (4663

BS A., 3-speed countershait. clutch, K. start, spee.l-

oiuetcr, lamps, practicailv unscratched, perfeit:

£30.-35, David Lane, Shadwell, E. [4873

1 019 4Wh.p. B.S.A., new sidecar, wind screen, triple

XU electric light, unscratched, ideal outfit; near-

est £140 -Eolfe. 31, Church Rd., Erith. [4310

Windn

B«3

A the BI9
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MOTOR CYCLKS FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

.S.A., 1919, complete, mileage 800, £110, clfer;

4ih.p. B.S.A., all-chain Model H, torn, tools, etc.,
4 absolutely as new; £93; after 7, or Sundays.—

107, Eoseberry Av., Bruce Grove, Tottenham. [5156

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
4Vih.p. B.S.A. and sidecar, 1916, £105; also

another 4i4h.p. B.S.A. a-nd sidecar, 1916, offers. [5400

1Q20 B.S.A., Tclth C.B. sidecxir, completely .equipped
J-*^ with horn, tools, etc., almost new: £148, a bar-
gain; Oxford.—Box 826, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S2413

B.S.A. 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, all-

enclosed chain, speedometer, lamps, etc., perfect;
70 gns.—72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court, S.W.5. [4861

B.S.A. 1914 4i4h.p., conntershoft, Tiict, speedometer,
Klaxon, engine i)erfect, excellent sidecar, tyres

good, 2 almpst new; f105.—20, Fordhook Av., Ealing.
[4495

LATE 1913 B.S.A., semi-T.T. bars, new heavy
Dunlops, original enamel and plate as new, lamps,

tools, fast; £45, nearest.—43, Leavesden Rd., Watford,
Herts. [4848

B^S.A. 3V2h.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill-
ford sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch luag., 2

fpeeds, pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., London. [5561

B.S.A. 1916 41/ih.p. Combination, all-chain, 3-speed,
kick start, mechanical horn, speedometer, many

spares: £100, cheap.—W., 39, Biirusole- Rd.. GilUng-
ham, Kent. [4845

B.S.A.—Early delive.ies of new models,. B.S.A. re-

placements ='decars, screens, hoods, etc.. always
in stock.—County Cycle and Motor Co., 307,314, Broad
St., Birmingham. [4691

B.S.A. 1919 4141. p., chain-cum-belt, and Chater-Lea
sideciir. C:iiueo screen, lamps, horn, leg-shields

tools, perfect condition; £130.-2, Dnnvegan Gardens,
Well Hall, S.E.9.

'

[tooV

41h.p. E.S.A.. 1920, sidecar, in splendid condition,
4 all accessories; £118; owner buying car; seen

by appointment after 5.—Stowell, 1, Alexander Terrace.
Clarence Rd., Bognor. [4207

"I
Q17 4i4h.p. B.S.A., coachbuilt sidecar [new], 3-speed

J-tF countershaft, K.S., chain-cum-belt, fully equipped,
splendid condition; any trial; £105, no offers.—Apperby,
Tilston, Malpas, Cheshire. [4032

-|Q 17-18 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, Model K.
J-t? lamps, complete, horn, screen, tools, thoroughly
overhauled; £130.—A. Taylor, Fruit Grower, Stock-
well Gate, Holbeach, Lines. [4730

"Old B.S.A., H Model, I^fontgomery sidecar, Lucas
X«J horn, lamps, spare valves, chain, splendid coii-

dition; £130; owner boxight 8h.p.—Steel, Woodfield
Lodge, Lockwood, Huddersfield. [4947

B.S.A 1917 4i^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-
telt, ail lately overhauled and enamelled, with

Montgomery sidecar, complete with lamps and horn

;

price £130.—Reid, Kennetbmont. [5084

B.S.A. 1915 4h.p. Combination, all-chain, counter-
shaft 3-speed, lamps, horn, practically as new

throughout: £100; exchange entertained, or accept half
down.—Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone. [4790

LATE 1919 B.S.A. Combination, mileage 300, new
condition throughout, complete electric lighting

equipment, Ivlaxon, spares; £150.—Robinson, Tailor,
Xorwich Rd., Ipswich. 'Phone: 432. [5203

B.S.A. S^ah.p., 2-speed3,- free engine, lamps, horn,
accessories, in perfect order, very reliable, would

pull sidecar, bargain; first cash £48 sscures.—Butler,
10, Montros3 Av., Brislington, Bristol. [3967

1 Q14 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, clutch model, t, pedal
Xe/ start, belt drive, with lamps, horn, and tools,

guaranteed sound, machine as new; 58 gns.; trial.—
Walden, 1, Wisbech Rd., King's Lynn. [4697

-|Q20 B.S.A. 4i/,h.p. Model H, all-chain, with Lucas
At/ Magdyno electric lighting set, just delivered,
brand new, still in crate; Edinburgh district; £140.
—Apply, Box 4,593, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5292

B
buying

B.S.A. (late 1916) A'ili.p., chain-bslt, 3-speecl,
clutch, kick start, 1920 Montgomery coach side-

rar. mechanical hoin. cameo wind screen, perfect;
C116.—Smith, Ballinaboye, Shinfleld Ed., Reading.

[4596
1Q20 B.S.A. 4J/,h.p. Combination, as new, all-
A*' chain model, P.H. and Lucas lamp sets, Lucas
horn, in perfect condition ; price £150, no offers.—
Allen, 30, St. Leonard's Av., Bedford. 'Phone : 439.

[5019

"I
Q20 B.S.A. Combination, completely equipped, 3

i-*' lamps, Stewart horn, Cowey speedometer, wind
screen, many spares, etc., done 400 miles, as new

;

cost £170, will sell £158.-13, Lyon Hd., Harrow.
[4892

F.O.e.H. hnve a B.S.A. Model H, fully equipped,
ready for the road.—Pair Ofler Car House. 5,

s
OME
ERVICE
UGGESTIONS

—And anything els^ in

Accessories you -want you

may always obtain best from

the Service Co. Come in even

if you don't buy.

WINDSCREENS—ALL KINDS

'SERVICE'
THIEF-PROOF
HANDLEBAR
WATCH

Service—Thief - Proof—^handlebar watch
30/- Shake proof
and good time-
keeper.

RATCHET
VALVE LIFTER

Ratchet valve lifter ..2/6
Ditto, less ratchet 2/-

And many useful similar
devices and helps.

SPECIAL OFFER

SERVICE ARMOURED
TOOL BAGS

Almost v\rear-proof and very secure.

With lock and stout strap . . 9/6
Ditto, less lock 8/-

'SERVICE'
2-PLY

LEATHER
BELT

Out lasts 3
rubber belts,

never slips.

1-3/9 ir4/2
per foot.

2 special fas-
teners gratis

with each belt

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1019 B.S.A. Combination, 4iih.p. Model H., Ol-cli^
-Li^ drive, 3-speed, K.S., lighting set, tyres g^,
enamel, plating, engine perfect, Canoelet, Easting screaa,
new AlWa Policy; £125.-Cowlishaiv, Basford, Stoke*
Trent. [S:24J0

1 Q14 B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, brand new 1?M^^ C.B. sidecar, 'complete lamps, just overhaiDtetl
by expert engineer, fine condition; £100.—Seen .aflm
5 p.m., at 5, Nicholson Rd., off Forest Rd., Wallhaa-
stow. [52M
jiaiS B.S.A. Combination (Not.), 4l/ih.p., K.S., aS-
-*-*/ chain, 3-speed, lamps, horn, hood, screen, to^
luggage grid, under 800 miles, splendid condit^Bi
£145; after 6 p.m.-J.H.P., 55, Inglefhorpe St., IB-

[4SSB

latest, 1920, all-chain mollfl;
omplete with Lucas dyn^^

s.'n^e.

B.S.A., brand new
just delivered,

lighting. No. 2 sidecar.

B.S.A.
bell

apron, etc., fully equipped, all new; this
is in really good order and condition; price £125.~
Watson, 181, Clapham Rd., S.W. 'Phone: Briitoa
2984. [43Sfl

"O.S.A. Combination, 1915-16;^/all-chain, 3-speed conn-
-*-• tershaft, Millford, Lucas lamps and horn, excelteBt
condition; nearest to £125; no dealers.—Lieut. Hall,
seen Thursday 6.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m., or Sunday il a.m.
to 1 p.m.. at Harding's Garage, Mitcham Lane, Streal-
ham, S.W.16. [4659

B.S.A. 4i,4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick, enamel aad
plating unscratched, tyres and belt hardly soiled,

large head lamp and generator unused, mecbaujcal hd^,
brand new coachbuilt sidecar, not run 10 miles, perfest
condition; any trial or examination; £120.-16, Hoii-
desdon Ed., Belvedere. [540'4

Ruchet.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON, W. C. 1

running;' £10.—144.
[4095Fnlham, S.W.(

Calcott. :

1 Q15 2^/lh.p. Calcott, S-speed Sturmey-Arfher, wato-
JL t7 proof Bosch, li. and B., tyres new, with lam^,
horn, and tools, perfect .condition; trial.—Mason, Ky
House, Thomas St., King's Lynn. . [4i(p

Cnlthorpe -t?,

CALTIIORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect order; 1>#
gain, £40.—Dowell, Bylleet, Surrey. . [SOBSi

-Holmes, 99, Exmouth St., Birkenhead; [4319

[53B
1Q17 Cnlthorpe 2-Etroke, 2iih.p., 2-speed, fast, re«ilr

it' to ride awav ; £48/10.—The Hollies, AppledolB,

Kent. [4067

CALTHORPE-PRECISION Junior, 2-speed counter
shaft, in running order; £27/10.—Cnlthorpe, 60,

ftistle St., Trowbridge. [X2262

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., Enfleld 2-speed, lamps,
horn, T.T. bars, powerful and fast; £45.-36. St

Thomas Rd., Hackney. [4234

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1916 2i4h.p„ 2-speed, perfect

condition; £50; seen by appointment.—304i'
Hither Green Lane, S.E.13. [4036;

f> jlh.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, new tyre anff

/54 belt, overhauled, rebushed: any trial; £45.—.

Brown, 25, Bower St., Maidstone. [43iB7

CALTHORPE 1920 J.A.P., Enfleld 2.speed, hiaaS

new, iust arrived; at makers' price.—Wilkim,
Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [4523

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed,, footboards,

lamps, splendid condition: £35; evenings or Sun*

days.—Croft, 84, Shortlands Rd,, Kingston.on-Thames. I

(48MJ
CALTHORPE Motor Cycles. J.A.P. 2-speed modeftj

71 gns.; '2-stroke 2-speed models. 68 gns.; IB;

stock for immediate delivery.-Eagles and Co.. 275if
High St., Acton, W.3. .

[X251S

and retailCALTHORPE Motor Cycles, wholesale
agents for the county of Devon, al

stock for immediate delivery.-The Carlton

33, Torwood St., Torquay.

odels illi

Motor Oa^
[02^

33h.p. Oalthorpe-Jap, 1915-16, Enfield 2-speed, lol

4 copper exhaust, new > valves, magneto overhauW
new chains and gear ease, good condition throughotrf

£40.-9, Govan Drive, Alexandiia, Scotland. [4.''"

23h.p. Calthorpe-Jap. scarcely used, Enfield Sij

-4 speed gear, completely equipped, and numerous
refinements, extras, and spares; all for £48.—At J.-ffi

Javes, 9, Princess Mews, Belsize Crescent, Hampsteal
London. [513*

C.ALTHORPE Motor Cycles. — 2";4h.p. J.A.P., H
gns.; 2.^4h.p, 2-stroke model, 68 gns.: bOM

fitted with Enfield 2-speed gear, immediate doliverj

from stock.—P. J. Evans, 83-91, John Bright Sffi

Birmingham. [0174

B20 M\ letters rcKiting lo advertisements should quote the liber at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglns.

iniTiLAS 1916 2'4li.ii., mli-riiW 1919, iiorfoct,

' only done low mill's; GO bus.—141. Mcrton Rd..

mbK'diui. (4819

lOU(il.AS 4I1..P Corfibination. 1917. perfect run-
» ninn ordi-r, little used; 100 gns.—II., Rose Hotel,

iklliKlmm. (4536

ATK 1916 a'.h.p. lluuglas. mechanically perteet,

i lamps, horn, etc.; £75.—Webb, VViillord, Ross,

irdiirclsUire. (4463

h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, little used, owner
has combination; £58/10.«-13, Blenheim

lUord. (4803

•9'

Jindsworth.

,'\OUr:t,.\.S 2-ih.p.,
f Inst; £53.— Dii-

W.D., 2.^spced.
I.yndhurst,

i-T.T..
skirk

(Ivvi-ll

I^VS

[5003'

DiTiitcd .Jan., 1920, in-

£65.-36, David Lane,
[4871

1914 2'\ih.p.. 2-speed, lamps, liorn, in
riindition; £54.—aathermu, New UiUt'

)"^;.'

)

(4262

imlis late 4h.p. combination. 3 speeds, just
.iuli.l.~W. Spink, 52, Brodrick Rd., Wands-
iini..-i. [4389

\S ^h.p.. 3-spccd. kick start, good running
; £77, 10.-Owen, 59, Scholefleld Rd.,

llolK.way. [X2526

;LAS 2vih.p., 1916, just overhauled, perfect
lir; £55.-236, West End Lane, N.W.6.
cad 7931. [4381

tarter.
Bacon

Ihmgertord. ' [5242

2-speed, lainp.s: £63.—Xewnlinui
rsuiith Ed., W.6. 'Phone:

til 80. [6074

915 2"'4li.p. Douglas, perfect, £65; combination
wanted. Zenith, Enfleld. Sunbeam.—Henson,

armaek. Stamford. [3976

ATE Mwlel Douglas Combination, complete with
-I liimps; lio.st goer on the road; £120.—Adai
ork Ed., Battersea. [4515

speed clutch, 1917 model,
.lours; £85,-19, Upper Pail;

[4554

l|Q20 2'.,h.p. Dot-glas, latest model clutch. 3 speeds,
Lt/ kifk start, brand new; £100.—Engineer, Water
orks, Rovston, Herts. [4343

DOrGLAS 4h.p., ?-s
hauleil, makers' c

d.. Hampstead, N.W.

Phone: 2431.

outh Ki

[4412

overhauled bv
n Ed.,
[5223

i-speed, unused; 65 gns.-
e Terrace North, Padding

[5162

eed, 1915 (stored), excel
; £52/10.-10, Beres

[5185
etc.

I'est, Bladon, Woodstock

DOUGLAS 1916 2";4h.p.,

ough order; 58 go
treatham. 'Phone: 335.

3rd Rd.. Horns.

d Douglas Combination,
£180, or near offer

[3958

overhauled and in
.
— 35, Estreham

[3952

lied an
£59.—Owen, 59, Schnle-

iway. [X2528

'4h,p., 2.speed, Bosch, Amac,
ally perfect: 52 gns. nearest.

—

78. Hornsey Rd., Holloway. [4384

DCUGL.VS, 1913, 2"'4h.p., 2-speed, K.S., clutch,
lamps, horn, etc., renovated.—French, 43, Burn-

hwaite Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [5177

.D., Hotel
[4961

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

TkOUOLA-S, 1920, kick htart. delivered last week.
XJ £107; a^ih.p ; no oftern.-Apply, W. B. Thomp.
son, .lohn'ii College, Cambridge, (4318

1Q19 Late 4h.p. Douglas Combinotion, little used,
i-iJ lamp,*, wind nereen, etc.; £148.-Spurling. 8,

Courthorpe Rd.. Hampstead, N.W. (4395

2^-IM;ed, 1915 inodel, splendid

Yessir — they're &II

Oaiip. Douglas, _.. .

I

-^4 dition iiiid nppiiiirance; £55. no oflet8.-199,
Iviag'fl Cross Rd,, London, W.0.1. (5320

FDR Sale, 1919 Douglns Condiinntinn, 3 lamps, ppoed.

ometer. horn, tools, little used; £145, no olTer*.-

!
29, Lea llridt-e Kd., Clapton, K.5. [5272

iwglas 2''4h.p., 2-Bpeed, mileage 500, as
equipped, very fast; £80.-144. Ladbroke

(Jrove, iNorth Kensington, W, (4903

1Q19 2'4'h.p. Douglas, nt.t W.D.. very small mil-
Lif age; £80.-8a. Blue Ball Yard, .St, James's St.,

Piccadilly. 'Phone: Ccrrard £536. [4708

1916, polished aluminii

19'

SPECIAL
i CLEARANCE LINES
g BRAND

: NEW MOTOR

I CYCLE COVERS!
fTTTi Dunlop, Palmer, Kempshali, Beldam,
tm Avon, Wood-Milne, Moseley, Bates, Etc.
[TTr| iEx Govertivient Stores.'

CARRIAGE PAID
Ti ANDon approval

(7 dav^ a-ni„^i remillmce)

Our List

Sue. Make Price. Price.

=6X21 A\-on Combination 55/-
Palmer Cord 3 -rib 47 6 f,A !-,

26x25 Dunlop Comb. Steel and
to fit Rubber Studded 57/6 gol-

Dunlop Ex. Hv. Rub. Stud 52/6 72/-
Wood-llilne Ex. Hy. d-plv

47/6
Beldam Ex. Heavy R.N.S. 40/- 61 /I

26 y 2.'. Dunlop Comb., Steel and
(O.S.I Rubber . . 60/- g2/6

Dunlop Hv. Rubber Stud. 45 - 67/)
2S : % United States R.N.S 62 6 100/-

Dunlop Ex. Hv. R.N.S. .

.

62.6 99/-
Palmer Cord 3-rib 60- 03/0
Bates Soecial Heavy 60/- qt/6
Dunlop Heavy R.N.^. . . . 55/- 7ii/9

Kempshali Anti-skid 5216 69/6
Moseley Ribbed Ex. Heavy 50/- 7b,'-

oOUGLjVS 1915

tuart. Richmond Hill.- (D)

1915, specir
eliahle. perfei
Okehampton.

1919 4h.p., Gloria
ire belts

West St., Wilton, Wilts.

Ih.p. Douglas Combination, 1917,
and plated, any trial; 98 gns.-

outh Lambeth, London, S.W.8.

fully equipped,
on and appear-

[4214

[decar. Easting,
£140.—Mellows,

[4386

new, enamelled
19, Wilcox Rd.,

[4453

2, Church Rd,, Mitoham," S.W,

OOUGLAS 1918 2"-.;h.p.,

Bosch, maker*' colours
'alewell Park, Mortlake, S.W,

lew engine (33930). new
perfect tune; £59.-142,

[4869

-Box 4,585, c/o The Motor Cade. [5237

All Euaranteed fre^h and unperished.
Trade supplied.

SPECrAL LINE OF
GOVERNMENT COVERS

£120.-

Pontiac llirkhall Rd., Catford.

buffersDOUGLAS, 1916 W.D.,
pump, toolliags, splendid condition ; 57 gna.—

Mayville, Grange Ed., Grays, Essex. [4107

DOUGLAS 2';ih.p. W.D., excellent condition, little

used, all £60. Saturdav alternoon
ng.-60a, Kirkdale

£65 lowest.— 17, Alma S.l., N.W.8. [4927

spare (new) tyre, fuhe,

belt.-20, Sutton lid., Seaford, Sussex. [5200

GIBB, Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personal

attention to all orders. All spares nt makers' prices

looked. No proflteering.-'Phone: 852. (6340

OUGLAS 1916 2';'4h.p., buffer forks, all acces-

lamps, tools, etc.; £63. or oHer; privately

ned.-Seen 135. Edgware Rd., VV.2. [4463
D°Fo'

OUGLAS 2%h.r.. 1916
discs, just overhauled

ck, Elizabeth, Fuller' Ed,.
nd

issorios.

Oih.p. Douglas, clutch, 2-speed, lamps, etc., equal to

rW4: new, makers' colours. £55; bought combination.—
Owner, 120, Sutherland Ed., W, Croydon. [4003

Oilh.n, Douglas Combination, good running order: 58
"^4= gns.; trial granted.—Moslin Garase. 645, Harrow
Ed, (opposite Kensal Green Tube Station). [4205

65g'ns.—35. Deoda'r Ed., Putney. [4627

LAS 25ih.p.. T.T., 2-speed. mechanically j.er-

t. new cou.lition throughout; £58. near oSer,

-178, Gipsy Ed., West Xorwood, S.B. [4114

2-''4h.p., practically new, fully

„ _ insured; 75 sns.—Dawson, May-
ville, Churchfield Av., North Finchley, London. [5391

DOUGLAS 2*ih.p., 2-speed, only done few miles,

not W.D., all accessories; £68; exchange higher

pcwer.-64. Church St.. Edgware Ed., I.ondon. [5313

lately re-enamelled, horn,
ippearance, fast; 60 gns.-

litli, Beresford, Eanrsgate Ed., Broadstairs. (4965

DOUGLAS 1911 2';ih.p., needs new .rrankshaft.
otherwise perfect condition: £22. — lieal oppo-

site Stonehenge Inn), Durrington, Salisbury. (X2429

72 gns.; also seoond-hand
rage, 5, Eglon Mews, Berk-

Hill (ni. Chalk Farm Tube). [4661

19 19 Douglas 2'":ih.p.. 2-speed, mileage 300, abso-
lutely perfect, equipped, beautiful irrachine;

as.—60, Wallingford Av., North Kensiriton. [5053

cal

in almost new con:'lt

28 X 3 Dunlop, extra

heavy, rubber- studded 27/6

klewood, N.W.2. [X2540

mplete with

nt, Barrow-in-Furness. [5023

1916. equipped.

ouglas Combination
ps. hoin, legshields.

74, Mount Pie:

' £120.-63, \yalm

1 1 n20_ 4h.p._ D

£165

DOUGLAS 4h.p.
dition. £88;

I Douglas coiou

DOUGLAS 2Sih.p.. 2-speed. uncrated Dec.
exceptionally smart and perfect machin

gns.—60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington.

"I
Q20 Doughas 4h. p., _ delivered May,

1919.
;: 62
[5054

264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Rd.,

Victoria. S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

dition; £130,—Upso

ion, late model. 3-speed.
:ar, etc., in excellent con-
Che Garage, South Ascol.

[4229
speed, clutch, kick star

-Sibley, 106. Market Plac

1916. 2Vn.r

Romford.
har.
Pho

£55.
47.

)OUGL.\S.
condition.- '

gns.-127, Sc

[4544
... 2-speed, F.E.. siJlendid
ootboards. long exhausts;

h St.. Bishop's Storttord, Herts.

All letters relating to advertisements staould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q19 (early) Douglas Combiuation, lamps, horn,'
J-*/ Brooks truDk, uew iusurance, variable jet, spares;
£135.-Lettcrs only, Hart, 38, Chancery lane, W.0.2.

[4023
DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., solo model, electric lighting

and horn, indistinguishable from new.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X2380
VOTJGLAS 2J4h.p., 1916, makers' colours, lamp and

pump, good tyres, thoroughly overhauled, after 6
any day; £68/10.—J., 21, Felix Av., Crouch End.

[3985
iOTJGLAS, 1916, Colonial model, 3-speed, K.S.,

clutch, 2->4h.p., condition equal to new, lamps,
£76.—Clark, 364, Burnley Rd., Colne.

[3983
>16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new, sidecar body.

3 lamps, horn. Easting wind screen, and tools

;

any trial; £96.—H.W., 54, Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.8.
[6406

4h.p. Douglas Combination. 1919. mileage 2,000,
condition new, speeds, complete accessories;

£155.-13, Imperial Parade, Heuley-on-Tliamcs.
[4637

1 Q16 W.D. 23ih.p. Douglas, re-enamelled, engine as
X*J new, buffer forks, very fast, ride 20 miles to
purchaser; £58.—Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans.

[4649
"|Q15 Dout'las a^h.p., discs, Lucas lighting, all acees-
-L*J series, stored during war, splendid condition;
£65, or near offer.-Cornell, 91, Falcon Hd., Battersea.

[4750
DOUGLAS-Tlh.p. Combination, disc wheels, very

fast, and in beautiful condition; must sell, will
accept best offer.-41, Cowley Rd., -Brixton, S.'W.g.

[4853
"IQIS Douglas 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, aluminium foot-
J-tP boards, makers' colours, exceptionally fine con-
dition; £63.-72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court, S.W.5.

[4862
DOUGI.jiS "W.D. - 23,h.p., 2-speed, uncrated last

month, done 300 miles, latest buffer fork; £68;
bought car.—129, Alexander Ed., Acock's Green.

[X2591
DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1918, lamps, horn,

etc., splendid condition, smart machine; £110;
exchange solo and cash.—141,- Merton Rd., Wimble-
don.

'

[4817

"I Q20 Douglas Combination, brand new, all lamps,
J.U horn, and specially fitted Easting wind screen;
list price, £186 complete.—2, Nightingale Rd., Lower
Clapton. [5365

DOUGLAS 4h.r. Cbmbin.ation, 1919, unscratched,
lamps, horn, tool.s, etc., owner going abroad; £150.—"Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Heal Service Firm, Taun-

ton. [4177

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, Lucas lamps, horn, tools,
-l-«3' etc., all as new; £160, a genuine bargain; in-
spection,- trial any time.—Cousins, 27, Mill Lane, "^"are-
ham. [4096

DOUGLAS 1914 2?4h.p. 2-speed, Bosch mag., lamps,
Stewart, speedometer, horn, etc., in good condi-

tion ; 56 gns.—F.L.C., Warren House, Bexleyheath.
Kent. [5101

n), Ltd., 39-47, Heath Mill Lane, Deritend,

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., brand
model. 2 fineeds. snringuodel, 2 speeds,
perfect; bargair
Cycle.

[4263

W.D.

1918,

ot ridden,
spring bufEers, Bosch mag., _

, £80 cash.—Box 4,480, c/o The
[4179

4h.p. Douglas Combination, late
all in perfect condition, £125. c

sidecar. Matchless cane body, £4.
The Motor Cycle.

DOUGLAS 4h.
teed as new

I'at.tion to purchi
Hall, Margate.

not W.D.,
offer; also
4,534, c/o

[4272

I. '1917) Combination, engine
£115, or 100 gns cash down

ser; by appointment.—Dodd, Surrc

1 OlS 4h.p. Douglas Combiuation, equipped lamp.s,Atf horn, toolii, etc., very smart outfit, almost indis-
tinguishable fronl new; £110.—Brookes, 60, Barhourne
Ed., Worcester. [X2236
DOUGLASES 23-4h.p. always in stock at competitive

prices, open till 7 p.m. -week days, 5 p.m. Satur

4h.p. Douglas Conilii
O.B. eidecar, lu

gns., or close offer; lightweight
-17, King St.. Watford.

4h.p. Douglas. 1919 nind^
with horn, lamps, tools,

tion, enamel and l.lating, as
15, Holywell ,St., Oxford.

3-speed, K.S., I'luti-h, new
', smart outfit; 115
Bidered part exchange.

[5087

comijletely equipped
in excellent condi-
good tyres; £110.—

bPPEN
JVjulan&CI

READING
STANDARD
10 h.p. TWIN 1170 c.c.

With choice of four

types of Sidecar,

including the perfect

TWO-SEATER.

CLYNO
8 h.p.

We are very large

Contractors for

this complete
British Mount,
and can shortly

quote definite
delivery dates.

New Hudson
21 h.p.

The Best Two-stroke

£75
Delivery One Week

89,GtR)rtland
Street London.

MAYFAtR ^— •^^'^

MOTOI^ CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

deoar,
,n be seen a»|'

Saturday*.—I'

T^OUGLAS Combination, 191^ mcdel, excellent co:
-*--' dition. complete with all lamps, born, Esstiii

spare belt, etc.; £150; any reasonable trial gi-?e.

1017 (late) 41i.p. Douglas ooacbbuilt
J-«^ lamps, in good running
night after 5 o'clock or 12 o'(
Fraine, Chartridge, Cliesham.

[47Ei

3g exhaust, horn,
ne-w mudguards, pracll

footboards; £55.—Pop
[464

- .... jlling i._

engines, gear bose
require

-101, Church St., Croydno.

23h.p. Douglas, 2-Ppeed,
i lamps and speedomete

oally new rear^vre and tube
62, Holland Park Av., W.ll.

TWO 1916 2%h.p. Douglasi
few parts, £26 and £28, .... _ ^

frames, and all 25^h.p. parts.—257, Cavendish Rd.,jja
iKim, S.W. (near G.P.p., Ealham). [^3£

DOUGLAS 2^/:lh,p.. 1914, just overhauled, n
enamelled, and plated, makei's' colours, splendi

condition ; 50 gns. ; between 5 and 8 p.m.—2]

Windsor Rd., Denmark Hill, S.E.5. [48.5

-| Q17 4h.p.

tyre fas'
[521

Bosch, long
pump, good

n-iiig order and condition; price '£55.—Seen, S.

Walker, Station Rd., Birchington, Eent. [419
;

Douglas Combination, late model, coachbuil
bulbous back sidecar, hood, screen, npw lampt4'^"i;.

19

D^

Douglas conibination, 1915, 3-speec
derslung torpedo sidecar, 3 lamps, horn

2in. copper exhaust) ahiminium leg and undershiddf
—Leach, 9a, London Rd., Bognor, Sur^ses. [

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1919, done 1,000 miles
all in new condition, speedometer, lamps, sc

tools, etc.; £145. — A.B., 39, Westbourne Terrao
North, Paddington. 'Phone; Padd. 3418. [

cember., iglB; 100 :

3nsumption te:=ts wit!
iiaranteed perfect throughout; £150.—Hi?
.rringay Gardens, Harringay, N.8. [5391

iglas 2^/4h.p., W.D., peiieet running
P.H. lamps, mechanical horn, etc., £58

ther, equal new condition, 58 gns. ; any evening afte: >

Entwisle, 1, Countess Rd., Kentish Town. [4141

W.D., reno-
nd tuned up, always
n any time.—'Watson,
Brixton 2984. [435;

p. Black Douglas, supplied new from maten
February, 1919, receipt and test card furnished;

privately used, mileage 1,600, splendid condition: £7B,
including £5 spares.—Edge, Marlborough Lodge, Harroi;^.,

[456S
DOUGLAS 1918 Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, kifS"^

starter, makers' colours, new belt, just ove;
hauled, Lucas set, special outfit; 100 gns lowest:;

after 6 o'clock.-65, Clifton Av., Wembley HiU, S.W

1 Q20 Douglas Combination, electric light, Cowey
JLc/ speedometer. Klaxon horn, and Cameo scree
sidecar, insured to end of January, 1921, oulv rirn

miles; £175.—Woollven, 28, Portugal Place, Cambridga
[4626

IT Appears Ridiculous, to Advertise-.when yon hawJ
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early.

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-"'

H^ery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Rd.,.

Bristol. [0018

. good .2^
! safe as to date anc
I recommend.—Robert

, 345, Edgware "
"

3r

good conditic
Bamford,
London, '

peed, Colonial model, very
hauled and plated, eouiplete ivith good

IrimpB, mechanical horn, and several spares, "a really

reliable machine; £70.—llaple Lodge, 8, Tark Ed., West
Dnhvioh. (Evenings.) [4034

lombinatios.
adv for the

lad.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead
(nr. Hami^stead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hamps'

'

3752. Hours 9.7, including Saturdays. [4417

1915,

new Dunlops. good little

colours, all like new; 62
Hall, 274, Amhurst Ed.,

Luc
ubh

1Q19 2-.,h.p
l-a discs, la

H. head light.

Douglas, brand

? car.
brarifl

akers^
ble offer,—

London;-
[4679

2-spee4.
P. ana

, speedometer with trip, mgf
. norn, ijucas reflector, perfect order, owl^"
broad: £85.—P. D. Gibson, Excelsior ClcL

[515?-41dcvshot, Hant

3.h.p. War Office Dougla
2f'
inp he,

entirely
splated and enamelled in tliese

vy tyres and Eink** carlniretter, practi , . ^

price £75; to save time will take £70 to ajayt

ing unseen on my recommendstiou.—C,
Woiks, Eccles.

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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' MOTOR CVCl.liS lOR SAI.U.

HuileyDavldson.
ARI.KV-nAVIDSON 1919 Conihiiintlon, wlml
fi.'fu, lamiw. boi'ii toolH, new ^luire tyro, imui

n 11.1 now; £175.—Hodgos, Eust F.iii I'li

lloso.s-.

1 18 Ilnvlcy-Daviclsoh 7-9h.p., mnp.
' luim, n«w spavo cover, in splci

0, or near oflt-r.-HooJ, 32, Fulhii
xnicrsinith,

h20 7-91i.p. linrley-llnvidflon, eliM'tri

' (inii'ter. epeeiiilly Iniilt sklceur,

8: £225. no offers ; nny inspection.

(1511

model. Innip".

liil conUitiiin;

I Pnloec Rrl.,

[1157

ily ilono 200
Box 821. ./ii

[X2408

20 ll;nl. n, eloctricnlly
unt.'^.SOO mile,';,

I
IplirBllin, £220,

ciiuiplMil
I _.

ill,' II ....
row's IM.. C.iViliti.v. 1X2162

1151916 Harley-Daviilson 7-9h.p. Conibinnlion.
' cleetric model, benutilul condition, inecliani-

y perfect, tvres good, 2 spares, any trial; 125 gns.
, l.inle Knling Lane, Ealing. [4906

|20 llnrley Flat Twin Comhination, done 822
' miles, comiortable siiortiim sidecar, spoedo-

et: £180, or
W.l. [5351

khaki colour.

IN STOCK
NEW

all per- B

(At Maker's List Prices.)

BLACKBURNE, 4 b.p., j-spced £128 10

CLYNO, 2\ h.p., 2-stroko, 2-3peed, and

63, SoiUli Knd, Croydo

;nr, £20, optional;

,^^''PhS,';e"2137 M11°oi= INVICTA, 2} b.p., J.A.r., 2-spe=d, clutch,

and kick-starter .

175, Ciunlie

AELKY-nAVIDSON Combi
uplutlsteied,

£115; cun he s<

Piccadilly Hotel

8.K.5. [3998 jEJ

1916, electiie, i

=

ked 1= LEA-FRANCIS, 3,1 h.p.. 2-speed £130
'

[•] METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., 2-stroke £62

METRO-TYLER, 2J h.p., 2-5troke z-spced £74 =

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
H.B.

. ::'d..[r. lilackbnrne cnuino, 2-«p<«yl, kick Btorter,

. .Im, I:, .IVonKiiiiin, Fihhciton, Suliibury. [1060

1 ::',lr.p. 11.11., only uied 3 weok«, clutch, K.8..
iiiriiiiiinn au new; 90 trnn.— 113, Ohoiitorton Ei,
J,.. [X2624
,

1' ill p. HUiekburno cnRine, 2-8peod, luind clutch,

I, II 1. I, tut. 2 lamp setH, mcchaniuil liorn, toolH and
,.Ii;in's lor tuiiring, low mileage, condition aw now; £90.
-Unci,, l-'jiirlleld llnkcry. Mill Place, Kingetonon-
TlmlinH. [1194

"I Q20 2";lh.p. II. U., Dlnokburno engine, 2-«need, clutch
J-"" and kick starter, fitted largo electric lighting act,

Pedlev grips, kuoe pods, mn'dshield, tools, and spared,

IV, mileage 500; accept £90, or near oBer quick
53, Hujkin Walk, licrne Hill. 'Phone: 652 Bril-

[5068
Henderson.

K.NDKltSON. nearly new. lOh.p.. 4-eyl.; 130 gns..

part oxcliuago entertained.— 5. Victoria Av.,
cai. [5274

ENDERSON Combination, electrical equipment, in

lock tor immediate delivery; £210.—Georgo
y. Motor Engineer, Southport. .[1160

ENI1EES0N Comhination, 1920, new, mileage 150,
all lamps, liorn, and tools; £210.-\Valter3, 13,

,e ltd,. Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X2S36

ENDERSON Combinations actually in stock, from
£180 upwards; second-hand from £UO.-W. II.

i, 18 Bruton Place, New Bond St., W. [5350

AUCHOPB'8, 9, Shoe I,ane, London, E.C.4.-
3U combination, 1-cyl.. 2-speed.

engine, bandle sUrt. all accessories; £125. [3911

ENDERSON.-Immediate Delivery 1920 Brand
Lighting Henderson Combinatint

1= METRO-TYLER, 2* h.p.

n in Lon- i rn Tj-pe S

^'if2293'-=
O.K.-JUNIOR,2!h.p. »

!-stroke, speed,

rue Term

I, electric model, in nt
:er. electric light and
etc.; £160.-A.B., 39,
rtiddiuij'ton. 'Plioue

:

tyres.
£20;

Jarnes,
(5155

roke, 2-speed . . £65

® ROYAL ENFIELD, 2l h.p., 2-strolie, 2-speed £73 10

VERUS, 2:( h.p. Blackbume engine, 2-?peed
95 gns-— clutch, and kick-starter .

SOILED
Padd. 1

=
[5165 1;=

AELET-DATIDSOX, 1915. very little used during 1= ' ""^j^ 'w^/''^'^:,' "h^.° r.^ ,,,.h i i^i, ='„-t
mir, double sidecar (1919), 2 accumulators, 3 = countershaft gear bo.s clutch kick-s.arb— "

drive, and are finished Service

VV.D. ROVER Combination, J-C b.p £145

= W.D. NEW IMPERIAL Combination. 8 h.p. £145

[These machines have J.A.P. enf?ines, 3-speed

ape, speedometer, all in excelleut condition; £125
id sell sidecar sepnnitek.—Skinner, Oaks, Jlictle-
•, Derby. [1363

115 Harley-Davidson Combination, hood and wind
' screen, electric lighting, accumulator, 3 lamps.
namcUed 1919 colour; £135; seen any evening
T 8, or Saturday, after 2.— 11, Newnhara Rd.,
ming Crescent, Wood Green, N. [4494

'ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1918. purchased
- February, 1919, canoelet spcrting sidecar, 3-

)d. clutch, kick-starter, T.T. bars, aluminium discs

round, long exhaust, dynamo lighting, electric and
'Jianical herns, spares, anv trial, would ronsid'r
J solo part; best oRer.—Bos 4.572, c,'o The Motor \T^
le. [4610^
"ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination. 1918, |=:
• perfect condition, just overhauled and re-

j

—
melled: any trial and expert e.^aminalion invited; m
;e car size electric lamp set (accumulator), mechani- \:zz
horn, tyres perfect ; price £ 165, or take lower=
er machine not earlier than 1914 in part ex- i[©]
age.—Ash Lodge, Junction Rd., Brentwood, Essex,

i

—
[4857 ,=

"ARLEY-DAVIDSON, with magnificent sprung
wh^el Gloria de jLuxe sidecar, completely over-

led and fitted regardless of cost, both electric and
;ylene lighting sets, electric horn, speedometer,
ninium disc wheels. Bosch mag., accumulators in
!, spare tvre and tube; owner must sell, accept ^

i offer over £140.—On view, Hubert Turner and =:
s Garage, 4-5, Crawford Passage, Ray St., Far-'=
jdon Rd., E.C.I. [4625'=;
'ARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1919 (daie guaranteed), 3-':=:
- speed, clutch, kiok start, perfect running order [^
I appearance, open "to any examination, complete L^
h Faliolite (£6/10) lamp set, Lucas rear lamp, in;
sred to February, 1921, very full tool kit, includ- ;=
set of three new King Dicks, many spares, new I

—
"Eolds rear chain, spare link?, rivet extractor, —

-

gs, new (spare) Capac carburetter, etc.; genuine —
s £125.—Hall. Cresthili Av., Grays, Essex. [4796 {*}

Hazlewood,
"^AZLEWOOD, 2''4h.p. J.A.P..

SECOND-HAND
iqig JAMES, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as

1020 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, lamps, and

1-520 METRO-TYLER, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, al!

®

1512 WULFRUNA-PREGISION. 3^ h.p.,

lamp, and horn £38

igifi A.J.S. Combination, t h.p., lamps, and
horn £155

igil SUNBEAM-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 3-speed
countershaft £:car. ^U-chain drive,

\'.indscreen, lamps, and horn £130

IQ16 ARIEL Combination, 5-6 h.p., wind-
screen, lamp, ham, and speedometer £130

1020 ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, and
hom, as new £80

W.D. ROVER, 6 h.p.. and ftlilJford Cor-
vette Sidecar, lamps, and horn £135

igiS A.J.S., C h.p., and Milltord Sidecax,

spare \vheel and tyre, Lucas headlight
set, rear lamp generator, and horn . . £180

NEW SIDECARS
CANOELET. GLORIA.

HENDERSOISI. lyilLLS-FULFORD.

SWAN.

We have an excellent Stock of Lamps, Horns,

Speedometers, Hoods, Windscreens, and other

= H
[ii],Surl.

= H
= 1

Wri,

IH
= H= I Grin

=iW
a

£9S

a

a

a

a

a

a

H New Dyn
ly ridden 40 miles on Whit-Sunday, and to Brighton

and back on Whit-Monday. The most magnificent
turnout on the road. Fitted with hood. Austcr Triplex
screen. 4-gn. Speed Nymph, genuine electric Klaxon.
The sidecar alone cost £75. receiiit shown. This outfit,

which with its lavish appointments could not ha
duplicated much under £300. will be sold for £265.
—Crowhurst. Speer Rd. Opposite Thames Ditton
Station. 25 minutes from Waterloo. [50;0

Hobart.

HOBAET lp20, Villiers 2-speed; £75; exchange gocd
combination.—42, Markhouse Rd., W'altbamstow.

[4963
HOBAET 2y2h.p., mudshields. footboards, mas..

Amac ; first cheque £40 ;
going order.— Oldnall.

Oldfleld. Sherborne. [4S52

-| Q20 Hobart 2-stroke. 2-speed. in stock, £75.; 1920
i-iJ Hob.art 2-Etroke, T.T. model, in stock. £63/15.-
Shephcrd and Co., Enfield Highway. Walth.nm Cmss 31.

[5378
HOBART-VILLIERS 1916 2V2h.p. 2-stroke. 2-5peed.

Druids. M-L. mag., Amac,' footboards, lamp.^,
accessories, brand new condition, stored 3 years; £55:
exchange considered.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [5172

HOBART-VILLIERS 2%ih.p. 2 stroke. 2-speed. elec-

tric and acetylene lamps, Klaxon, knee grips,
special Tan Sad. tool bags, legshields, tyres as new,
small mileage; £60.—Halls Garage, 37. Maiden Rd..
Kentish Town. London. [4372

Number.
HUMHEE Lightweight. Bosch, good running order;

£25—Knight, 51, High. St., Eeigate. [451.J

3 ill. p. Huniber, 2-speed, handle starting, clutch;
2 £32;iO.-Shaw, Park St., WelUngton. Salop.

[X2480
HUMBlfe Lightweight, 2V4h.p., good condition:

£28, first cheque.—Wheeler, 62, Oakfleld Ed..
Frome. [4981

1 20 Humber Flat Twin Combination in stock; £163.
-t-«J' —Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway. Waltharn
Cross 31. [5376

HUMBER 3;^i.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter, just
overhauled by makers; £55.—Gray, 15. Lea St.,

Kidderminster. [X2236

3ih.p. 1913 Humber, single speed, perfect condition,
2 tools, spares, accessories; £45.—Goode. 652, Abbey-

»le Ed.. Sheffield. [3436

14 3-3peed K.S. 3V2h.p. Humber Combination,
peedometer. lamps, just renovated,

"19

ready for tour

;

3-speed and clutch.
The Square, Cars-

m. [5384

6h.p, Hr:zlGwood-Jnp Combination, brand-new: cost,

a

£192. accept £180. or accept 1919 or 1920 T.T
countershaft solo Triumph part payment.—Box 4.486. 1=^
The Molor Cycle. [4185 —
"AZELWIIOD 5-6h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed. en-:=
• gine just overhauled Itv makers and whole niarhine 1^^
e up equal to new. 1916 model; £S5.—Askcm, Bird-||»|
land. Totton. Beds. [5196 z:
"AZLEWOOD 1920 5-6h.p. Combination, J.A.P. '

=
- engine. 3-speed countershaft gear, hand clutch, j:;^
? used for a few miles: a sound combination at —
right (irice. £186—Elce and Co.. 15-16. Bishops

= Eastern Garage Co., =
— Official Repai:

418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate, E.7.

t.amomile St.. E.C.3. [orsBiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiii

44, Sun St.. Waltharn Abbey. [4939

U-MBER 2',ih.p.. Orado gsar. Bosch, B. and B.,

new Dunlop belt. horn, tools, spare belt; £32:
iter 5.-5. Hamilton Rd., Wimbledon. [4824

51h.p. Humber. P. and M. speeds, new tyres, handlc-
L>2 bars, mudguard, wheel, chain; first £38.—

:=! Edgell, SpringhiU, Coleford, Somerset. [5016

^1
"I Q 16 Humber 2^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, pedal start.

-Lft/ lamps, horn, new condition, been stored; 46

gns.. or cfler.-56. Brookville Ed., Fulham. [4378

HUMBEE 1916 6h.p.. water-cooled, O.B. sidecar, 3-

speed C.S.. lamps, speedometer, horn, perfect con-

dition- £125.—Eandall, 88, Church Ed., Barnes, S.W.
[4979

HUIIBER 1913 2?4h.p. Twin. 3 speeds, clutch.

Bosch, B. and B., Druids, excellent runiiing

order- 40 gns.—9. Aerovill--. Collindale Av., Hendon.
jvj ^ [5021

EAELT Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machine*

from the accredited agents.—The Lankester En-
eincerin" Co Motor Cycle Uept.. 63, Brighton lid.

ilur'iton'
[205'J

a

H

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each a'jvertlsement, and the date ol the Issus. E27
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.HUMBER SVjh.p. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

3 speeds, kick-starter, clutch, lamps, horn, etc.,

in good Tunning order; price £90.—Stocks (1920), "Ltd.,

Lucy Tower St., Lincoln. [5183

HUMBER Combination, 1917, water-cooled, hori-
zontal twin, in first-class condition, owner just

taken delivery of a new car; £160.—The Spalding
Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding. [3466

"SO 19 3i,';h.p. Fl.it Twin Humber Combination, 3-
-B-*' speed countershnft, clutch, enamel, tvres as new,
Jiorn, toolfi, spares. Easting; best over £110; trial.

Lin Union Ho Foleshill, CoTeutry. [X2622

Indian.
1Q16 7-9Ii.p. Indian, 3-,speea
-8-i/ Biidse St., C;unbridge.

mode

INDIAN 7-9h.p., spring frame, discs, as r

15, Enmore Ril., S. Norwood, S.E.25.

CLUTCH Model Indian, enamel good,
offers.—Kingston, 69, Sydenham Hil

5 b. p. Indian Combination, after 7 p.m.
St. Winifred's Rd., Teddington, Middle:

£65.-12
[4407

'w; £98.—
[3986

goes well:
[4702

£75.-35,
EX. [4801

INDIA^- 7-911. p., 1915, clutch model, very good conrli-
tiou; f58.-Hosking, "Westlands, Cheshunt. [4636

THREE Indians, 7-9h.p.: to clear, £95 each: not
war junk.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St.,

W. ' [5348

5-6h,p. Indian, 1915, .stored, under 2,000, like new:
neaiest f100.—Lt. Jones, Education School, Shoni-

cliffe. [4243

"I
Q20 Indians; prompt deliveries.—B. Brown, Indian

-Lt/ Specialist. 3 and 7a, Parker Lane. Burnlev-
Tel. ; 194. [X6264
IQao Indian 7-9h.p., dynamo lighting, mileage 500,
-Li/ iis new; £165.-South House, Haiborough Ma:
Warwickshire. [X2472
INDIAN'S, 1918-19, Powerplus. maters' colours

new; £125, or with sidecar.—3, Courtlands
Lee, .S.E.12. [5218

EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich are booking early
delivery for Indian Scout and Powerplufi models,

'Phone; 962. [8157

INDL4N Combination, C.B., 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, F.E.
kick start; £85.-53. Russell Ed., South Tot^

[5538

enamelled, plated, everything
, . i new; £126.-W. J. Bladder,

bidbnry. Worcester. [4037
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed. clutch; £75;

exchange Douglas or Triumph.—98, N ~
St., Luton, Beds. [5251

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. 2-speeds, spring frame c(

electric lights, electric starter; £95.—
St.. Wandsworth,

East Molesey,

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h,p., 2-speed, spring
frame, just overhauled; i£95.—35, Annesley Ay.,

The Hyde, Hendon. [5241

1Q18 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, Ea.sting
-«-•/ wind screen; £130.-J. J. Doolcy, 33, rillyon
Rd., Claphani, S.W.8. [4430
1020 Powerplus Indian, solo, new May, electrical
-»-«/ model, perfect condition; 170 gns.—Tudor Lodge,
The Green, Richmond. -

[4978

INDIAN Combination 7-9h.p., 3-speed, KS. and clutdi
special coupe C.B. sidecar, ready for tour- £125

—4, The Scjuare, Caidialtou. [5386
TXDIAX 5-6h.p., iai5, 3-speed, K.S., foot clutch, disc
-«- wheel, new Bosch mag.; £70, or near ofl'er.— 13,
Magnolia Bd., Chiswick, W.4. [407S

INDLAjy Combination, dynamo lighting, 1920 abso
lutely as new; 195 gns.-Longman Bros., 17

Bond St., Ealing. Tel. ; 689. ,;4784

JQle^Indiai. 5-6hp,. T.T.,_ 3-speed, clutch, kick

1Q15 Indian 5-6h,p., 3 speeds and K.S , in good
-£-•/ mug order, equipped with lamps. Klaxon, i

f59,-L. Bull, 44. Hill's Ed., Cambridge. [5307
Kh.p.O sn

Indi; 1917 just rebushed, enamelled, T T
smart looking, excellent condition; £85, offeri

—Start, Fearon St., Loughboro', Leicestershire. [4940

-J
020 Powerplus Indian Combi:

Mulli

; electrically
equipped, mileage 600, for G.P. Morgan —
, 21, Lever St.. Pollokshields, Glasgow. [4295

TJIMBDIATE Delivery 1920 Indian comliinitionA dynamo lighting, Indiiins' best bnlhous back fide-
car, 65 m.p.g.-Diiscoll, 58, Woodfield Ed., Ealing. [5213
1Q14-15 7h,p. Indian Coach Combination 2-sDeed-ti/ fully equipped; £100; lightweight part; ai

'

out only.—47, H;
. ., --^--- .-.., -ppoint-

Lane, Faileworth, Manchester
rX2240TNDIAN 7-9h.r., new luxurious coachbnilt

. .

**'!aie handle-t-ars, lamps, horn, perfect condition

I
You may go far i

I and fare worse =
M= therefore come and iaspcct the larg^ =

= selection of popular makes of Motor- =
B cycles that we have for immediate

^ delivery at Makers' List Price, subject =
=: unsold, amongst which are the following: g" ALLON, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, =
= clutch. =
a BAT, Model 7, Combination. - h= CLYNO. 2| h.p., 2-speed. =
= COULSON "B" 2| h.p., 2-speed, =
g Blackburn engine. —
= CALTHOHPE, 2| h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp= CALTHORPE, 2| h.p., J.A.P., 2-sp. =
9 CLEVELAND, 2-stroke, 2-speed. =
= FRANCIS BftRNETT, 2| h.p., JrA.P.,

= 2-speed clutch. =
m JAMES, 4^ h.p., combination. =
= LEU-FRANCIS, 3J h.p., twin, 3-speed
= clutch. =
= L.M.C, 6 h. p. twin, 3-speed, clutch. =
— L.M.C, 4i h.p. combination, 3-speed.
= clutch. =
= SPARK8RO0K, 2-stroke, 2-speed. =
S RADCO 2-.stroke. 5
zz WlLKIiN, 4 h.p., combination, 3-sp., =
= clutch, etc., =
H VELOCETTE. 2-stroke, 2-speed. S
= SIMPLEX Motor Unit attachment =
= fitted to both Ladies' and Gent's ^H machines, in stock for immediate zz~ delivery. =

i Second-hand Machines. 1
= TRIUMPH, renovated, both solo and =
H combination. ™
= P & M. combination. =
1 Henderson Sidecars. 1
= All models for immediate delivery =
i Accessories. i
g Large stock. Every want can be =
5 fulfilled for both motor cycle and S
= rider. S
=: We are Agents ior every motor =i

cycle that starts with Capitals I
= from A to Z. =

= £jot JTlore Vomfort. =

I To bear out our statement this must be seen H
;

—

and tried. Without doubt the finest Spring iz:
Z^ Frame Model for ic)::o Season. Our ^^
^^ demonstrator is at your disposal to try before ^^

H buying. Orders being assigned for early H
r^ delivery in strict rotation. ziz^

nr You cannot do better than buy ZT
mm the best ; therefore come to us. h
1 . 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. |
iiiiiHiiiniiiiHiiiiHiiiiaiiiwiiiniiini

B28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR Ci'tLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

"POR Sale, Indian road racer, 1914, clntch, lii-
-- Binlis accessories, exceptionally -tast; £65, (3
change lower power.—23a, Scarisbricfr Av., Sou1&

7-9I1.P. 1913 Indian Combination, C.B., 2-speea, ;

starter, lamps, horn, tools, spares, good rura
order; £90; offers.—Clare, Beech Hill, Wells, SOI
set. [<

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Slice -Lane. London, E.C.
7-9b.p. In^lian and sidecar, 1915, disc wh

£105: al.M 7-91l.p. Indiiin comliination, 1920, as "1

£215. [«

7-9h.p. Indian C.B. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, !

start, Bink> £10 worth accessories and spa
£90, or near.-225, Tniithorse Lane, South Nor*'
.S.E.25. -[6

INDIAN.—For early delivery of the famous Powe_r
motor cycle, with electrical equipment, writt

P. J. Evans, Indian Agent, 83-91, John Bright
Birmingham. [0

1015 5-6h.p. Indian, re-enamelled, with new U
-*- tf FuJford sidecar, and new "Watford speedome
cash £100: exchange lor lightweight.—Boss, 6, Glei

Ed., Evesham. - [X2

trial here.—Dickinson, Lyndhurst, Ormsl
Aintree. [5

) 7-9h.p. Indian, run 300 miles, dismant
complete with lamps, gear box, etc., li

forks, mudguard missing: £49, offer.—9, Red I
Bassett, Southampton. [X2

19^

luggage grid, lamps, horn, splendid condition; -£
—8, The Terrace, Camberley. [5

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., sporty model, baud du
discs, and long exhaust, complete ^ith accesaoi

bimps. tools, etc., excellent condition; £75.—Bad^ti

32, Sandilands Rd., Fulbam, S.W.6. [4

INDIAN Late 1919 7-9b.p. Combination, not HT
not run 500 miles, electric ligbtinj:, abscio

perfect, as new; £200. Saturday afternoon or Sue
morning.— 60a, KirMale, Sydenham. IS

p. Indian Combination, all

1 lighting, delivered February
policy, owner obliged to sell;. £190, or n
324, Hither Green Lane, Hither Green.

19^

offer.

Cromwell St., Ipswich. [5:

1916, 7-9b.p. Powerplus,
discs, Canoelet sidecar, w

lamps, horn, tools, and spares; £130, or £
-Lieut. jVIaet, Fort Blockhouse, Gosport. f4i

nips, horn, speedometer, complete tool outfit,

fast, splendid condition, owner going abroad; will a

£65 for Quick tale.—Harris, 60, Heucroft St., Sloug
[4f

INDIAN 7-9h.p., Powerplus model, electric lightr

and horn, delivered April, ridden 1,000 mi
only, condition indistinguishable from new; £17E
Herbert Robinson, Ltd., 32-35, Green St., CambridB

[S3
Tj Q16 7-9b.p. Indian Combination, -spring frame,
J-iJ ^peed, E1.S,, lighting set, spare valves, engine j
feet, tyres new, recently overhauled and enamelled, t

pedo sidecar; £110.—Temple House, Basforti, Stote-
Trcnt. [S24

1 Q 14-1915- Indian 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, lo<

Xt7 and runs like new, 2-speed, K.S., clutch i

working, speedometer, lamps, tools, and spw
Klaxon, and trial; £l05 lowest.—Ford, Sotweil, j

Wallingford, Berks. [X17

Tj Q16 7-9h.p. Indian, overhauled, 1920, new hand
-LJ/ bars, tubes. Dunlops, 3 speeds, hand and fc

clutch, perfect; £85, or exchange with cash !«

Triumph or Rudge.—Particulars. Grubb, 218, Wu
mill Rd., Chatha

80 m.p.b. speedome te

splendid conditic
Oldham, Lancasl

.raelling
Morris 6

[46.

;porting sidecar, 2-speed, riat(!

., starter and horn, eleotil

tflt overhauled and new accumulators, perfect IE

chanically and appearance; 125 gus.—St. Mar)!
Lodge, Grove Rd., Woodlord, E.18. [49*

-|Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p. clutch model, profes-^ionally
;Jit/ enamelled and renickelled, speedometer, laai]

tools, new tyres, excellent mechanical et»^

[SIl

li
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lOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
niiitciiicBii.

CIII.KSS.) \ r hIkp 'I'viiii, 3 spcoils, liicit «tnit.

^ncliliinll * niiilMiiMlinn, roomy aidocnr, 26x2',:,.

n-H. ii--i!<-(t iMijiiiiioti. aiTPjworios: trinl «ny tiuip:

, ta-'l: acn'iPt lit'litweiBlit Duit cxflimiKO.—10,
St.. Stepni-J-. [4993

I Miili'hlMs Combination. Sll.p.. 2-spcccl, liiok

stiul. slni.'il 5 yi'ur.s. pnumi.'l, pliilc. un-
i'(i. n'l.iiiiii.

i p. ii.ri order, ori^innl tyres, any
£115, > III ir 111 i„,,tiou inviLed.—Pinchint;.

. Ii'i liiii;;, [3966Work

I 8I1

«™ri all-ilii

iiliinnli.

) iModi-i n Matchless Combination, delivered
larch, dynamo iigliting. spare wlieel, speedo-
li'^_.nicias, Binlts carburettor, Iiood. wind

spares, fllllv insured, un-
nan. 20, Harold Tern

klaxon horn,
d: £245.—Glass

[4365

ll.it.lil.

inm. [4782

Matchless and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 2-spced,
ick start, almost new voiturette tyres, enamel
. P. and H. lamp set. speedometer, sidecar
lew this year; any trial: expert examination
I: price £90. or take lower power machine
as part exchange.—Ash Lodge. Junct
vood. Essex.

rcilLESS Combi
Uoss. 86. High Road. Lei
Sll.p- Matchless

Hd..
[4855

tion.—Book your orders wilt,
~ " tor 1920 sprinJ

1 as r

if de
cycle

iddn Uelii guari

largi

abes alwa,

M.D..4.

Retail price 1

sortinent of second-l
ays in stock. [1

ng order; £25

Metro

[X2497

!0 JIi-fnvTvler, 2-speed, Ion!: exhnnst, mechanical
horn, nmior, peifect: £70.-156, Oxford St

[X2510

ITKO, fltteil 1919. new T.D.C. engine, Bosch,
(piires cii:lmictter: £28.-B;iteman, 31 New
!y Green. [4983

9 Metio-Tyler, 2-sttol;e, di.sc wheels, lamp, KUi
uearlT new machine; price i:53.-Black.

ra Kd., Hove. [4549

THO-TYLER. Dec. 1919. excellent condition,
horn, tools; genuine barjaio, £50.-45, Bulstrode
Hesion Hcunslow. [4863

TEO TYLEI!, di.-o wheels, long exhaust, the
imitv hus, actually in stock.—Hewin's Garages,
the liial Service Firm. Tctnes. [4175

TBilTYLEE 1920 2' .h.p., 2-stroke, T.T. mod.'l,
dis- wheels, long exhau-st, painted dark red; £60.
on Hiri.-. Tiie Gaiage, South Ascot. [4230

;a>EO-TYLER 2 stroke 2'^h.p., 1920. as nevi
only hail trial run. Klaxon horn, a beautiful an.

little 'bus; bargain. 56 gns.—61, Piatt St
-

, [X239
;Th6-TYLER 1919 2'4h.p., disc wheels, long es
haust, lamps, horn, tools, etc., first-class cond
£68.-He
Taunton.

Gar Ltd., the
[4171

ilTRO-TYLEH.-Braml New 1920 Metro-Tyler, all
iklen once, fully equipped, just got delivery

Powell, Crowhurst,
Station. 25 minutes

[5041

Jiination ; offers.—Mrs
I Opposite Thames Ditto
;V Waterloo.

Alinerv
I. Minerva Motor Cycle, incomplete; £4.—Seller

!'16. Mason St., Walworth. [5315
.11. p. Minerva, wants assembling, sound condition;

£12 kit; sen separate.-E.P., 23, Moring Hd.,
'HI. S.W.17. '^[4671

ii.p. Minerva Twin and Sidecar, in good orde;-,
I free engine. 2-speed gear. Bosch, Amac; £45.—
, Axbridge. [X2594
\iSfEBTA 3'yi.p,. m.ag.. B. and B., long exhaust.
nde away; £19/10. no oSers.—IS, Ashvale Hd.,
" ""' '

"

[4986
Moto=Reve.

/,h.p.. overhauled. ;

ew belt; £25.-67.
splendid order.
Wantage Ed..

'"S. - [X2485
ITO-HEVE 25a.p. Twin. n?w belt, re-enamelled
plated. Druids, ride away; £26.—Bryant, 56.

: Ed.. New Cross. S.E. [4763

propriotbrs;- E.rlm9 L.. Newbcriy Cobbett

6r Cedric Cioillwoile

MOTOBL CYCLE/ DEPT

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents tor tn°

D U Z IVI O
lor London, Hertford, Bedford, IVIiddiesex, & Surrey.

We are also Agents for the following machines :

B.S.A., A.J.S.. JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,

METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

r920 H.B., 2} h.p.. Blackburne-Durtnan
2-speed, kick-starter, and hand control
clutch. In stock ,v . . List.

ig^o BRITISH EXCELSIOR, .:-stroke.

2-speed. In stock List.

1920 COULSON-B.. 2j b.p., Ulackburne.
2-speed. In stock List.

iq2o NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
legshields. fuUv equipped. In stock List.

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmev-Archer 2-speed, kick-starter,

and hand control clutch. In stock . . £87 10
192} JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp.

horn £75
r92o EXCELSIOR, :} b.p. I.A.P., 2-speed £74
t920 GOULSON-B., .j h.p., 2-speed, Black-

burne eiigiire. Run 200 miles. All
accessories £120

1919 (late) COULSON, 2,? h.p. Blackburne
engine, D..A. lighting set, speedo-
meter, leg shields £105

r9i9 ZENITH, 4-5 h.p. twin countershaft
and sporting sidecar £150

B.S.A 4 li.p. Combination, ^-speed, laraps,

horn, speedometer, windscreen. I^ao-

Sad. perfect condition. In stock .. £125
1016 DOUGLAS, 2i h.p.. lamps, nom,

tootboards, to. In stock £75
1916O.K.-JUNIOR 2j h.p. J.A.I'.. 2-speed,

born. etc. In stock £40

DELIVERY SHORTLY.

DUZMOS.
READING STANDARD.
JAMES ^Wi.p. twin an.l 5-6 h.p. twi;i.

Large Stock of 5-8 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.

Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or COIVIBl-

NATIONS, 1918-1919 anij 1920,

TRY IT. IT PAYS.
See"* The Motor Cycle," May 13th*
page 533y or write us for particulars'

BALLARD'S MOTORS.
92, Gloucester Road, S.W.7.

Telephone Keasingtoa, 6312.
Telegrams Etembaimot Southkeas. Loadoi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Moto-lteve

lyfoTD-nnVK 2i/.,h.p. Tiiiii. enrburoter nceil» dliitlit
-I'l "djiiBtnuMit; £20. «tmnp, pnrtlciiliir».-,7o«ift.

Iivinch, C'ulloniptnn, Devnn. (4018
Q^li.p. Twin Moto-Rcve, overhead
r^'t valvi enuine, belt. An g.. arl]UKtublc

(5012

Alotoacoche.
OTOSACOCHE 2'/,h,p., Annie, Brwch, litnid Hpiinn
l"rk»: nde aiva.v; £27/10.-33, Hutland lid.. South

kii'v. KT \|,|,l, l.tiveen 6 and- 8 p.m.), [4565
f»'ri),-^\( ( a H I I ,:htweiBht. iu.st been overhauled

:iii,l ,11,1 III, II, .(. vies good, yood rnnning order;
r 7 II III

:
l;2', rli,,r]ic, Oakmere Hall, Hartlord,

shire. [4471
New Hudson.

n. and
[4834

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-spccd, lamps, ho
pump; £46.-Noyos, Bracknell.

14269
1Q 17-18 New Hudson 2-specd 2-stroke, splendid
J-iJ order; £45.—Collis, 199, tinthank, Norwich.

(4057

NEW HUDSON, 2"'ih.p. .J.A.P.. 3-speed, clutch.
Bosch, lamps; £50.—Virgin. Norton-sub-Hamdon.

Somerset. [4923

NEW HUDSON Coaclihuilt Coinliination. 3-si.eert.

ilntih. kick start, excellent condition- f 73.-r.ooth,
HiKlit.ran, Cicwe. (X2384
1 Q14 New Hudson 2'4h.p. Jap, 3 speed, clutch, new
JL«' heavy Dunlop, ride away; £50.-110. Mill Lane.
West Hamp'stead. (4568

1020 New Hudson 2-siiced LightweiKht, in stuck;
±y £75.—Shepherd and Co.. EnHeld Highwa.v.
Waltham Cross 31. [5377

NEW HUDSON 2";ih.p. 2-stroke. 2-freed. himps.

horn, excellent condition; offers; Satuiday.—Cham-
bers. 61, Ea.vnton Ed., Enfield Wash. [5312

-|Q14 New Hudson Combination, coachbuilt. Dun
X«7 lops, 3-speed, clutch, trial given; £55.~Peirce.

55, College St., Upper St., Islington. (5160

NEW HUDSON 2iih.p.. 1917. 2-speed. footboards,

spare belt, lamps, etc.. decarbonised, excellent

condition; £52.-40, Drakelell Ed.. New Cross. [4493

NEW HUDSON Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speeds.

clutch, kick start, beautilul condition; £75.-59.
Pallrey Place. Dorset Rd.. Clapham Rd., S.\V.8, (5252

NEW HUDSON 3^h.p. Combination. 1913-14. 3-

sp»ed clutch, good condition; accept highest

oHer.-Mill House, Honey Lane. Waltham Abbey

1 016 New Hudson, countershaft 2-f;peed, Lucas

Xy lamps, new Palmer, perfect condition; any trial;

£43 near offer.—Lawrence, 2, Sunderland Kd.. Forest

Hill'.
fS^"

NEW HUDSON, 1915. and coachbuilt sidecar,

hood, lamps, tools. 3 speeds, splendid condition,

bargain, 75 gns.-Mermaid Cottage, Rye. Phone:

34 Rve. t'*'"^''

EW HUDSON-J.A.r. 2-i4hp-. jnst overhauled by

re-enouielled. 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, etc.;

otters over £46.-Whitaker. Thorney Bank. N'o'l'™'!-

Sowerby Bridge. 1'^°^^

-t Q16 New Hudson, 2-stroke. 2-speed. 2l/4h.p., 2 new
A.V lamps and tyres, tools, Klaxon, insureii, over-

hauled, decarbonised, perfect condition; £45. --49

Maldon Ed., Acton, W. (^305

NEW HUDSON -6h.p. Twin Combination de Luxe,

1917, perfect condition, beautitully eijtripped. In ml.

screen. Tan-Sad. speedometer, lamps, extra child's spirit.

spare trre and tools; £140, a bargain.-H. Stokes 5,

Churchfield/Ed.. Acton. W. l"'""

-1 nil4 Bi" Six New Hudson, Armstrong 3-speed,

LV K.S.°and clutch. -Bosch B. and B just over-

hauled, perlect condition, trial by appointment; £75.

WiTitfd 1914-15 7-9h.p. clutch model Indian; would

ex?han4 cash adiustrients.-Lush, 49, Birchett Rd.,

Aldershot. t^S^''

NEW HUDSON Luxurious Combination 6h.p. twin,

3-speed gear box. countershaft, coach underslung

sidecar, not scratched, folding luggage earner, lamps,

speedometer, good tyres, the whole in new conditron.
»»": - „„„"_:,„. jsiir, lowest, or exchange 7 9h.r.

-White, Engle:

N^

hole

5.000" miles; *110 lowest.

Swift or similar light
[4895

Rd.. Laleham. Stan

19'°ca^?"alwafs'te' in'sFect-ed- aT our showrooms

catalogues and any investigation by return; good^se-

vice a°nd nuick delivery.-Paskell The

Depot, 41,. Gra,ys_Inn_Ed.^W£.2. ^PL^^_^^^
^^^^^

. Hudson
Hd., W.C.2. 'Phone: Central

W'ii^..^^ iJ-i^iridr-I^i-^tene^rl^^ HlghSt,

Ramsgate.
.

New Imperial.

CEOW Bros.. Guildford-New Imperrol-Jop i

expert repairers since 1914.

1Q16 New Imp?rial-Jap. 2.speeds. speedy; £46.-81m Dundee Rd.. South Norwood. [4647

1 rM4 Imnerial. 2"'ih.p. 2-speed J.A.P.. just over-

IB hauled: £47.-221 Victoria St.. Cliitoir. Bristol

[1763

[2066

,»I1 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

"WAUCHOPE'i

NEW IJIPERIAL Lightwsight, 2-spe€cl, late model
48 gns.—325, Essex Rd., Islington, N.l. Pull

bell. [4761

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. June 3rd, 1920,

19 20 New Imperinl-Jap 2=^,41i-P-. 2-si
Klaxon, not done 1.50 mites.—17a

Ilford, Essex.

[4616

d, l.nmps,
Ritlimond

[4777

and new
egistered; £162/10.

15, .Sonfli St., Louth. [5025

[4392

1 Ci20 SIi.p. New Iiupeiial-Jap, brand
-i-^ C.Tnoelet siderar to match, not legist

I.inaker St., Southport.

NEW IMPEHIAL-J.A.P,
lamps, horn, et<

29, Station St., Lew
1Q17 New Imperial-Jap a'^h.p.
A*' hauled, renewed; £57: ar
Nod Rd., Streatham Hill.

NEW IMPERIAL-.J.A.P. 1916 a^ah.p. 2-speed, kick-
start, lamps, complete spares; £55.—Johnson, 76,

Manor Kd., Wallington, Surrey. [4769

h.p., 2-speed, new tyres,

£47/10 nett.-Lloyd and Son,
[4972

lamps." horn, over-
ny trial.—57, Mount

[4833

Greenstead Green, Halstead, Essex. [3953

1 Q20 New Imperial Combination, 8h.p., practically
J-O new, full equipment, specially good outfit;
£160.—118, Upper Tu(se Hill, S.W. [4686

idem side-

flist-elasB

[4977condition.—AYr I'aik Gar Reigate.

condition.
ood

£"

belt, iust overhauled
£45.—Hnges, Gamlingay.

.
[4345

^a'h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 1914, 2-speeds, over-
ed, re-enamelled, new tyres, ride 20 miles to

purchaser.—Beaulieu, Avenue Rd., St. Albans. [4650

NEW IMPERIAI^J.A.P. 2"!4h.p., 1916, 2-speed, new
lamp, new Tan-Sad, splendid condition ; by

ar.pointment; £52.—P.W.V., 129, Oator St., S.E.15.
[4850

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, praeticaliy
new, completely equipped, excellent outfit; 145

gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. :

689. - _ [4786

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%ih.p., 1916, 2-speed
coirutersha't, Durlops, B. and B., Lucas lamps,

j-crn, first-class condition; offers.—Turnhill, North,
P^ erborough. [4147
"H 019 (Nov.) Sh.p. New Imperial-Jap Combination,
-l«? 3-speed, H.B., K.S., large bulbous sidecar, fully
equipped, as new, any trial; £145.—Queen's Head,
Waltham Abbey. , [4936

"I Q20 New Imperial 2"!'4h.p., 2-speed, clutch model;
-B-*.' immediate delivery from stock.—Call or write, or
•riionc: Greenwich 751.-Clapham (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [5375

NEW IMPERIAL 5-6h.p. Combination, new March,
1920, P. and H. lamps, Easting screen; £155,

oi exchauKe 1920 Triumph, Scott, or B.S.A. ; London,
-r.ox 4,545, c/o Tlte Motor Cycle. [4353

NEW IMPERIAL Sh.p. Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, kick-starter,! hood, and screen, tyres good

all round, lamps, horn, good mechanical condition;
price £135, or near offer.-Box 4,571, c/o Tlic Motor '

CijcU. [4609

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Combination, Dec, 1919,1
mileage 500 only, electric lamps, Cowey, Smith

speedometer, Tan Sad, aluminium legshields, Cameo
screen, economiopl fine hill climber; £165.-44, East
lodia Rd,, Poplar. E.14. [4687 1

"l(ai9 New Imperial sh.p. Sidecar Combination, in
3.*J splendid order, <nnd seldom used, complete with
tools, lamps, horn, wind screen, etc. ; owner taking de-
livery new car; price for quick sale, £130.—Apply, F.

Mayfair 1874. [4876Lane, W. Tel.

:

node], 79 gns. ; Clyno, , _ „,,„ ^.„
£75; Garfield, now, 2-speed, Villiers, £65; Colthoipe-
.LA.l'., 1916, 2-spced, thoronghlv overhauled and reno-
vated, £50; Rudge Multi, 1913, £50, or offer; Bown-
Villiers, 1916, 2-speed, excellent condition, £46- Enfield
3h.p. twin, thoroughly overhauled, 1915, £57.—.lack

0-\ trd St., Weston-super-Mal [4019

Norton
VrORTON y.ih-V- and coach sidecar. 2-speeds nic-
-L^ order; £65.—103a, High St., Wandsworth.' [6096

hor;

Rcigate. [4143
Tn.T. Norton-, £5 deposit paid London agents \nril

T 1
'Ichvery expected June; offers.—E., Marlborough'

l.n.lse, 1-Jarrow. ta^.Tin

NORTON B
turnout,

^hawgatc, Bolton

. ^RANDISH
AND SONS,

625, Foleshili Road and Queen
Mary's Road, COVENTRY.

Established 1S98. 'Phone 1030.

We are Agents not Dealers,

and we sell only the Best

at Makers' List Prices.

EN STOCK,
NEW MACHINES.

4 li. p. Douglas Combination £170
2J h.p. Doujjlas 3-speed £100
Harley Davidson Sports Model flat

twin, 3-speed, speedometer £151
Harlev Davidson 7-9 h.p. Electric
Model £191

E.xcelsior 2-stroke, 2-speed £68
Tlobart 2-stroke, 2-speed '.., £75
Hobart Jap, 2-speed clutch £90
.5-6h.p. Twin Rover Combination £215
5-6 h.p. Twin Rover Solo £166 12 6

3.! h.p. Rover 3-speed Solo £137
3i h.p. T.T. Philipspn .".£11217 6
Millford Sidecars, all models tD suit
any make from £25 5 O

Grindlay Sidecars to suit any make £39
Easting Windscreens, immediately
despatched £4 10

\ci Discs, immediately despatched
per whee' £2 5

SECONDHAND.
t<519 Triumph, top change, electric
lamps, new IVlillford Skiff Sidecar £140

191& Rudge Multi in excellent con-
dition £75

[919 Twin Rover, olifers.

nDDDnDDnnnonDnnnDDDDnonc

BRANDISH PATENT
Aluminium Footboards

for Triumphs

No Trmmph motori.

equipment unless hi?

these footboards.

No wood and pressed tin work—all boards
beautitully cast in solid Aluminium, and
sent out complete with all fitments.

Any man with the brains of a child can
fit these with one spanner in tive minutes

;

so don't sit and think it over, just send
34 /6, and 1 /6 carria.^e.

Money returned in lull i[ von are' iu anv

B32

Ltd., 1

All letters relating to advertisciiie:its should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu

MOTOR CYCLES lOR SALE.
Norton.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shce Lane, London, E.
4U.p. Norton and Sir.iu Sidetar, 1920 m

perfect condition, as new ; otferrf. {i
\

T.T. Norton, 1914-15, lamp, horn, new tyres
belt, long exhaust, very hot, go anywhere, i

gain; £60.—Ibison, Newland, Ulverston, Lanes. [4

B.B.S. 1914 Norton, Philipson, new B. and B., 1

Dunlops, tubes, spare piston, plated e
small mileage, guaranteed: £60.—10, Farnham ^
Seven Kings.

'

.[g

"IQ14 Norton with sidecar (C.B.), new tyres, __

J-t7 cfirburetter, S.A. 3-speed hub, powerful, ^J
with lamps, hora : £75, ofiers.—Kichardson, 32,^]
St., Pocklington, tork. J3

NOETOJ? 1914 3«,h.B., T.T., rebnshed, new C
Amac, lamps, horn, very fnst, perfect tliBOl

out; any trial; seen Cambridge or district; £70, of
-Hewitt, Hall, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

,
14

N.S.U.
S.U. 3V,h.p., 2-speed: first " £15 secures; stn

particulars.—Tarry, Ohcrhill, Oolne, Wilts. E4jN'

Ed., Brighton.

"Vr.S.rr'. 254I1 p. Tivln, BoscJi. =pni Bill

spring letlf, T.T. bans, lamps, looks snr

—2, Hillside, Stonebridge Park, -Harlesden. ^

N.S.U. 1914 .Bh.p., spring frame. JMills-FuHord •,

car, electric lighting, speedometer, ' -mechau
horn; any trial; £90.—Wood, 16, Haslemere Av., T'
Ealing.

,
C4

N.S.XT. Combination, 1914, 5-6h.p., 2-speed
ometer^, lamps, horn, Milford sidecar, in

running order and condition; £75.
—'Phone; —

stead 7822. -. .EE:

N.S.U. 6h.p Twin, 2-speed coachbuilt combin*t
recently overhauled and new back tyre, .1

pgwerlul; £60.—E. G. Willis and Son, 16, Northil
Highgate, N.6. 'Phcne : Hornsey 457. " W

N.L'.T.

N.U.T., 1920 (Jlarchl, Lucas mag-dvnamo, Li

horn, mileage 200 ; 140 gns. ;
present ]ist V

£165.-140, Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton. [X2

N.U.T.-^We are sole wholesale and retail agents

Staflordshire, and can supply these famous mach,

for early delivery.—Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: '

vil.

W. SPARROW, Ltd., Osborne Garage, Yi

N.TJ.T. agents, now booking orders for earjy.

livery.—Write or 'l-'bone for particula

114. E«'i

horn, knee grips, tu;

ridden; price £178.—'Phol
Maxwcllton, Chase Side, Sao'

IS

NEW N.U.T.,
by J.A.P.'s, ne

Palmers Green 828.
gate, N,

SHROPSHIRE.—N.U.T. sole agents for

demonstration model in stock. Orders booked

strict rotation for eaily ' deliveries.—James Garai

Church Stretton. . P«

N.U.T.—Immediate Delivery 1920 N.U.T.,

dynamo lighting, polished aluminium disc whfif

cost with many extras, £183; guaranteed done BO
300 miles; price £170.—Batchelar, 36, Clarence i

Kingston-on-Thames. [5C

N.U.T. 1920 Model SVjh.p., Lucas dynamo lightl

electric born; 140 gns., complete.—AuthoriseUL
don agents, Viv.'on Hardle and Lone, Ltd., 24. VIJJ

stock St, lofj Oxford St.). Bond St.. W.l. 'Pboue:

fair 6556. Boot now for eally delivery.

O.K.

O.K. Junior, new 1920, 2-stroke, 2.speed mod
stock.—Moss, Wem. P

1016 O.K. Junior, 2-.<ipeed, perfect; £42, or ueMf
±17 — Balcombe, Chobham, nr. \^okmg, Surrey.,

OK .UNION. 1920 model, almost new, lamp}, a:

horn; £56, or nearest offer.-Day, Thorn F|i:

Marden, Kent. l*'.

OK 1917 2-speed. free, excellent conditioll:

accessories;- £50; -"- " -"'-"'- ->' <^"
lent conait-iou,v
clock.—21, cm

Rd., Hai

OK 21-h.p.. 1916. 2-speed, lamps, horn, nu_
new ; £46. -Carter, Croseways, South Hill

Bromley, Kent.

OK. 2"ih.p., M.A.G. engine, 2 speeds, E-l.C,
,

exceilenl, condition; £55.—Hcmsley, West
^

ton, Aysgarth.

OK Junior ;lislitweiKht), 1915, 2-speed gear, ._
' „.u„„t ' .-.nnditinn": f38.-Buckingham, H(8

o ud Junior, deli-

Ltd tin Real Serv

OK -J A. P 1919 2-spced countershaft,

equipped; £36; cxchuuge for higher powerjj

Church St., Edgware Ed., W.

,K.-VILLIERS 2',h.r., 2-sreed. new mpa.elj

used few miles); £60 only.-Frank \^ hltWB

139, New St., Birmingham. t^
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1 MOTOR CYCLUS POR SALE.
O.K.

201 O.K. tJuinu, Miirlt VIII,. flivhio liBlitiiiK,

tilllv eMiiipiii'il. I'xrplli'ut liiiii-liino. «liiio»t tvK

:

M.i Tmhvoilli.—Uo.\ 1,481, I'/i) The Molor Cy,U.
[1180

).C.II. hiivo a 1919 O.K. Junior, Murk V.. iimilv

lor llui road.-Fiiir Ollor Ciir House, 5. llciil.h

Hnin)).«toiid (nr. lliimpslcnd Tubo Stution)
no: llnunistond 3752. Hours 9-7, indudiiii;

riliiy.i. (tOlH
Omega

,30 2'V,lt.p. OlUfBil-.Inii JIiiiloI, 2^i)ood, at list i>rii'0;

just cloliviTod.—12, ilriiise St., Oambridgo. [4405

aK(i.\-J.A.l>. 2''4ii.ii., 2.6poed, 1918, aoooBsori.'s.
pnii'tioally new; £49.-36, Llnvid Louo, Sluulwoli,

[4872
.IKIIA. 25ili.,,. J.A.r., 2-sp(!(>d, l;ii'lc stattor, witli
disu whcols, in stoel;.—'Lougnuui, Fislierton, Salis-

(4049
iIE<iAjr.A.r. 2^ili.p., 1919, 2-speed, lamps, horu,

spmlouu'ti>r, tools; i60.—Seen nt Garage, 12,
tish ToK-n Kd., N.W. [5207
iIEGA-J.A.P., 2-spcod and model do luxe; at 71
and 79 gns. respectively; early deliveries.—Llovd
Son, 29, iSta.tion St., l.owes. [7966

Oveistone.
119 (.Sept.) Overston ViUiers 2S4h.p., little used,
' Dnnlop tyreSj footboards; 46 gns.—Digby.
lity Hall, Cambridge. [4473

P. and M.
and M. Combination, ooachbuilt sidecar, good
tyres; £70.-22. Bennett St., Blackfriars. [4379

and M.. 1913. coaiiibuilt eombination, lamps;
£60 lowest.—202, Munster Rd., Fulham. [4371

and M.—Brighton. Hove and district; prompt dc
livery.—Turpin's, 29, Preston Rd , Brighton.

rn2ni:
and M., 1919 model, in splendid condition ; £70.-
The County Gornge Co., Gerrnrds Cross, Bucks.

[4242
|20 P. and M., just received from makers; what
' offers.—Jolley, Sterndale, College Rd., Maid-
e.' [4264

and M. and Montgomery sidecar, perfect order;
65 gns., or oHers.-C. Knight, 81,' King Edward
Kugby. [4444

[h.p. 1918 P. and M., thoroughly overhauled, con-
dition guaranteed, any trial; £80.—Hudson,
Kd., Redhill. [4684

1
and M. (late) 1919 Combination, splendid
machine, accessories; £130; after 6.30.-19,

blesdale, Streatham, S.n'. [4720

>20 P. and M., latest type, brand new, and un-
rogisteved, ratchet hand brake; £130.-2.

Iltingale Rd.. Lower Clapton. [5367

and M. Bectmstnuted W.D.; £78.-Cliflord Wilson
Manufacturing Co.. 70, Eoyal Hospital Ed..

Isea, S.\\.3. Kensington 7113. [3606

)20 P. Olid M,. iii-n-hanical oil pump, etc., brand
new and unnd.len; offers over list price (£1151.

oodward, Tower Ed.. Heswall, Cheshire. [4980

|20 S'ih.p. P. and M., absolutely now, machanicnl
' lubrication, Kcnipshalls, all accessories, fully
red; best over £130.-2. -Kestrel Av., Heme Hill.

[6310
BELON and Moore, es-military stores, overhaiilet)
and sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A
2 sidecar, £115; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100
Portland St., London. Also Paris St., Exeter.

[5360
)20 P. and M. Latest Combination, ridden 200

miles only, delivered last 3 weeks; list price;
Lucas lamps, genuine Klaxon, spares, etc., below

.; Lancashire central.-Box 4,599, c/o The Molor
!«. [5301
. and M., 1919-20, not done 200 miles, finished
black and green, not a W.D., discs, lamps, pillion

;,' speedometer, electric horn and bulb, will take
icar anywhere: £85.-61, School Rd., Woking,
rey. [4797
. and M. and Sidecar Complete, lamps,- etc.; £105;

1915, 4h.p.. 1919 gear, tyres almost new, excel-
: condition, sidecar coachbnilt, roomy, well sprung,
:ier; photograph on application.—Mignon, Durring-
Worthing. [3:2373

. and M. Combination. 1920, automatic lubrica-
tion, hand brake, luxuriously fitted, Cowey

adometer and horn, Lucas lamps, aluminium foot-
Jrds, step, and number plates, legshields, pettol can

carrier, makers' receipts and insurance policy
tsferred, any trial; best offer accepted.-23, Lons-
s Sq., Barnsbury St., Upper St., Islington, N.l.

[4807
P. and S.

and S., nearly brand new, 1920, 2-speed, Cowev
1 horn, 2 -lamp sets, perfect; £77/10.-3, Courtlands
'. Lee, S.E.12. [5217

TADCHOPE 3, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-
P. and . S. 2-stroke, 2-speed model, Villiers

ine, £69/15; kick start and clutch models.
r/10; from stock. |685f'

. and S. 2-stroke. clutch model, brand new, for
immediate delivery.—The Commercial Road

nsport Co. (Bii-mingham). Ltd., 39-47, Heath Mill

Avoid the increased
fare by purchasing
your motor cycle at

LAMB'S
NEW (at makers'

prices).

1920 CLYNO 2;i li.p,,

2-specd.

1920 RUDGE 3i h.p.

1920 O.K.-UNION, 2-speecl,

2i h.p.

1920 NEW IMPERIAL 6 h.p.

solo.

1920 NEW HUDSON 2i h.p.,

2-speed.

1920 CALTHORPE 2-stroke,

2-spee(l, 2^ h.p.

1920 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
7-9 h.p.

1920 DOUGLAS 2i h.p.

NEARLY NEW.
1920 JAMES and Sidecar,

5-6 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 ARIEL and Sidecar.

1920 INDIAN and Sidecar.

7-9 h.p., 3-speed.

1920 SUN -VITESSE, 2-

speed, kick-starter.

1920 ENFIELD and Sidecar,

8 h.p.

1920 B.S.A. and Sidecar, all-

chain and access.

1920 B.S.A. and Sidecar, all-

chain and access.

1920 MATCHLESS, dynamo
lighting.

1920 LEVIS single-speed.

1920 RUDGE solo, 3J h.p.

1920 A. J. S. combination.

SECOND-HAND.
1917 LEVIS single-speed.

1919 QUADRANT 4i h.p.

.Jo.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
and Sidecar.

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON,
Electric, and Sporting Sidecar.

1915 ZENITH - GRADUA
3i h.p.

LAMB'S
151, High St., Walthamstow.

'Fhone : - Walthamstow i6g.

'Grams : " Cyclotomo, Phone, London."

50, High Rd., Wood Green.
'Phone: - - Homsey 1956.

387, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone : - - Museum 4978.

Deritend, Birmingham.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CVCMiS FOR SALE.
Peugeot

7-9II.P. PeUKent C.B. Combination, thorouitlily over-
• loiuUid, UoBch, lamps, horn, new t.vre«, lubcj, 2-

t»-ri\ hub gear, spare wheel; £60.-4, iilenheiin Rd.,
h-wich. 1516/

7 'Jl.,|). Pciinc.t Ooachbuilt Corabljiation, over-
• hinl. 1. ; I. kick start, Bosch, H. and II.,

I' i
,

i" i.i liiiii). horn, 2 new upare tubs and
VI,

,
i;6c). or oiler: ride away, or ix-

'1111;.' l.'v,ii p. v,ii. >mIo and -caBn.—41, Arhgask Rd ,

[..I I, ,1,1, .s.li.o. [4447
Poue.

7-9h.p. Pope, overhead valves, clutch, spring (rame;
best over £60, or lower imwer machine nart ex-

Ii.inge; appointment only.—nickman, 24, Micneldever
ltd., I.eo, .S.E.12. 14890

Precision

PRECISION, 41/2I1.P., Bosch, great bargain, pcrleet
nondition:£35 : ride away.— 11, Marlborough

Oeseent, Bedford Park, W. [5163

PKIOCISION 31/jh.p., Bosch, B. nnd B., good tyic.
excellent condition throughout, Ininps, tools ; i39.

-Tliornley, Warwick Hd., Solihull, near Birmincliiiiii.

[X2416
PEECTSION- 1914 3-speed C.B. Combination, clntcli,

K-i.'k ^t;ivt, Bo-ich waterproof, all on, in excellent
St sell; f60.—Tagg, 32, Cnldew St., Cam-
on. [4778

. 11,
,

Combination, 1914. C.B.. variiihle
i .1 .1 horn, laiiiiis. spares, condition,

Sii.ssexi cash oSers.—73, Kingnioie
|.,-:,H"Uth. [4134

Premier.
PREMIER Lightweight, single speed, good condition :

£27/10.—C. F. Wood, Steyning. [5116

PREMIER 1913 3'Ah.p., Armstrong sidecar, speedo-
meter, horn; £55; alter 7 p.m., side door.— 194.

Soutbgate Rd., N.l. [5058

FOR S.nle, Premier 1914 23^h.p., Albion 2-speed. li.

and B., Bosch, new tyres, just overhauled; £40.—
R. Lawienee, 18, Strand, Waliner. [4083

PREMIER 3',4h.p., 2-specd and clutch, Bosch, tools,

etc.. tyres and torpedo wicker sidecar; £48; no
offers.-Russell, 25, Linom Rd., Clapham.

.
[4311

PREMIER Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speea, clutfli,

Bosch, B. .nud B. ; exchange lightweight and cash.

or sell f 65.—L. Haulston, 560, King's Rd., Fulhaui.
[5121

PREMIER. 314 or 4h.p.. Bosch, new Dunlop he;

back cover, engir

OAh.p. Premier. 120 m.p.g., in ve
^4 and absolutely sound, Brampto
.1. S. .Jayes. 9, Princess Mews, Iseisize ,ur
Hampstead, London. [5130

PREMIER SVah.p., believed 1914, cngiue No. 6164,
3-speed, cliitch, recently thoroughly overhauled

:

£42. or offer for quick sole.—Hnckney, Leicest

herwdl. I.oiMl

pRKciMoN

Ed.. Sh,.i,..,,

Hinckley. rX2473
15 Premier Coachbuilt Combination. 3-speed

countershaft, clutch, kick start, excellent run-
order and condition: £68: bargain.—436, Whitc-

! Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [5059

15 4h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

kick start, thoroughly "overhauled : exc"

peeds; cash either wav: sell £65,
ott, 12, Kildoran Rd., Bri.xton.

highe
offer.-
[4084

Q^

PREMIER _3V'h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, Amac,
lamps, horn, etc., in good condition; £48, or

near offer.—Huntinglord, 10. Sunbeam Villas, Alex-
andra Rd., Ashford Common, Middlesex. [4B23

Quadrant.
UADRANT, 4h.p., lamps, etc., solo, good condi-

tion; accept £26; bargain.—H. Loose, Elm, Wis-

bech. [4933

Ih.p. Quadrant. N.S.U. 2-speed. F.E., good run-
- 2 ning order; £30.—Mac, 13, Victoria Rd., Upper
Norwood. S.E. [4323

UADRANT 3iAh.p^, Bosch mag., sini-le etiii, original

enamel perfect; £25.-534, Fulhuiu Hd,, WallKim
Green. Basement. - [4254

AUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, I^ndon.-New
. . Quadrant combinations and solo- machines.

4iAb.p., 3-speed, clutch and K.S. models, all-chain
' ' 1920 models; book now; deliveries in 10 davs.

[6855
QUADRANT 1920 Models at List Prices, best de-

liveries; solo, £105; combination. £135. order

irom the firm who have been connected with the pre^ent-

rlay Quadrant from its inception; we deliver in perfect

time and back up the sale l>y the highly specialised

-ervice we oiler. The Quadr.int is of Rolls-Royce tinality

at Fold price.-ClifEord Wilson Manufncturing Co.. 70.

Uoyal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. Kensington 7113

Radco.

ADCO 2Mh.p. 1917 2-5lroke, lamps, mechanical
, horn new tyres, excellert condition; £32.—.Scott,

75, Richmond Rd.. Barnsbury, N. [4689

RADCO 2''ih.p., 1919. done 100 miles only, fully

equipped, like new. unscratched; £53/10.-S.bley

106, Market Place. Romford. 'Phone: 47. [4546

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

R
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

"IQ20 2%h.p. Hadco, 2.«peed, lamps, etc.. spaie tyre
At' and tube, new, condition excellent; nearest
£60.— Cliff, Maplehurst, Brimscombe, Glos. . [3982

RADCO 2',4h.p., 1915, plating and enamelling good,
ready to ride away; £32/10, or near offer.—

Mimosa, Chestnut Rd., Enfield Wash, Middlesex.
[6147

Reading:Standard.
TWO Reading-Standards; to clear, £90 each.—

Grime-., 18, Bruton Place. W.l. [5356

"IQ15 Reading Standard lOh.p., good tyres, Bosch,A" Schebler; offers over £70.-195, Stonhouse St.,
Clapham. [4956

1 Q16 lOh.p. Reading-Standard Combination, fully
M-*J equipped, condition as new, insured, only done
100 miles; £160.-109, Forest Rd., Walthamstow.

[4024
READING-STANDARD lOh.p., just receited, mileage

nil, Canoelot sidecar, electric light, horn, magnifi-
cent outfit; owner purchased car while waiting: £245.
—Lait, Oak Terrace, Bilrnt Tve'e, Tipton. [X2417

1Q16 lOh.p. Reading-Standard Combination, 2-
-Lt/ speed, kick start, clutch, good tyres, Empire
coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen; £100; after 6.

—

Smith, lona, Mayfield Av., Woodford Green. [3956

"IQ20 Brand New Reading Standard Motor Cycle
-LfJ Combination, lOh.p., electric model; best offers
wanted, or exchange (adjustment) for a car; seen after
2 any day.—8, Brackley Rd., Beckenham (half hour
from London Bridge). [3689

Regal.
4h.p. Regal-Precision Countershaft 2-speed Combina-

tion, water-cooled, Bosch, new C.B. sidecar; any
trial.-44*, Wakcman Rd., Kensal Rise. [6247

Regent.
SEND Postcard for particulars of Regent 5-7h.p. fiat

twin to us. We can give earliest deliveries of
these machines.—Elliott Bros, and Stevens, Cambuslang.
Lanarkshire agents. [0124

REGENT 5-7h.p. Flat Twin; earliest deliveries.-Full
particulars from The Lancaster Motor Co., 158,

Norwood Kd., West Norwood, S.B., distributing agents
for South-east London. [9149

Rex.
WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—

6h.p. Rex and sidecar, 1912; £80- [8460

REX 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, just
been overhauled; £85.—Gillman, Eastry, Kent.

[4288
6h.p. Rex C.B. Combination, 3 soeeds, clutch, kick

start; £40.-58, Tufitin St., Old Kent Rd. S.E.
[4066

REX 6h.p. Combination, needs slight repair; best
offer over £30.-85, The Kidgway, Wimbledon,

S.W. [5064

REX SV«b.p., B. and B., Brooks, clutch, O.K.; first
cheque secures. £26.-102, Kenyon St., Fulham,

S.W.6. [5144

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, C.B., 2 speeds, P.E.,
handle start; £55.-53, Russell Rd., South

Tottenham. Loudon. [5339

Rd., Shepherd's Bush.

.sidecar, just overhauled,
Robinson, 404, TJxbridge

[4773

—Tho
Combination, 1913, 41/ilvp., 2-speed, fret

ae, lamps, horn, new Douglas sidecar; £55
Hampstead 7822. [5328

REX 3M;h.p., Bosch, B. and B., spring forks,
tyres, long exhaust pipe, lamps, fast, and sporty

bargain; £26.-152, Camberwell Grove, Camberwell.
[4322

KING-REX 6h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carbu-
retter, new lin. belt, good condition and running

order; £38.—Hengin, 8, Crowland Terrace, Essex Rd.,
N.l. [4770

KEX Motor Cycle, 1916 model, 6h.p., twin-cyl., free

engine; price £45, or offer.—Write, Box 1,6"57

c/o A. J. Wttson and Co., Ltd., 154, Clerkenwell Rd..
E.C.I. [5408

REX SVsh.p., clutch, Philipson gear, Bosch.
B. vari;ibl6 jet, stored during war, good reliable

machine; £42, or nearest.—Beamond, Blossomfield
Solihull. [X2233

lie Btart.

£85; al;*o C.B. eidscar body
87, Greyswood St., Mitcham Lane,

[4781

REX 1914 8h.p. Combination, clutch model, 2-speed
gear, wind screen, 3 lamps, luggage grid, -very

powerful ; £82 ; exchange aolo, cash adjustment.— 8,

Eflra Piirade, Brixton. [5270

:, 1916, 6h.p., 2-Bpeed, with handsome coach-
juilt sidecar, completely equipped with all acces-

sories, any examination, privately owned; 100 gns.—
Crown Garage, Cbingford. 'Phone : 182. [5175

REX 6h.p. Twin Coach Combination, 2-apeed, free

eagine, handle start, Bosch waterproof, good tyres,

lamps, spare Iwlt, spfire cover; trial; £72.—Bootmaker,
82, Godrttone Rd., Whyteleafe, Surrey. [4655

W

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your

new outfit now.

All motor cycles of repute

will be rriore difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or

high prices for second-hand

machines.

4 h.p. Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

31, Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170
bX Works.

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rex.

5-6h.p. Rex. dropped liame, Bosch mag., (

model, spring forks, spxing seat, and fitted
the following, all new few weeks ago : B. and B
buretter. [yie^, tubes, handle-bars, Pedley grips,
euards, quick starter, and can be ridden awaj
large lor owner; price £40.—Spacie, Todwick, Shs

Roc
4h.p. Ro^ Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,

overhauled, splendid tvres; sacrifice £35, o
separate.— 71-, London Ed., Marlborough, Wilts,'

Rover,
QPECIAL T.T. Bover, S-speed, K.S., etc.; £fiO
>3' trial; 1915.—44, Sun St., Waltham Abbey,

ROVER, 1915, 3-6peed, clutch model, new cond
first chcQue £60 secures.—H.. Hall, .Gamlis!

19^

19^

ROVER 1914 Combination, 3-speed, lamps,
running order; £85.-195, Stonhouse St.,'

ham.

1 Q20 Rover SV^h.p. Combination, delivered
itf 7th; £170 fowest—Tomkinson, Appleton,
rington.

ROVER SVsh.p., 1915, 3-speed coachbuilt si
engine new; best offer £95.—Nix, Brisley,

ham, Norfolk.

-j (ftl9 R0Ter_ Si/^h.p, 3-speed, K.S. model; £i

Batey, North Cottage, Adderstone Crescent^
stle-on-Tyue. i .

ROVER 3Voh.p., oounteishaft, 1916, speedouietei
usual equipment; £79.—Biowh, 5, Green

Chingford, E.4.

"IQ16 Rover Combination, 3yoh.p.. C.A.V. ligl
J-i/ new Cameo wind screen, etc.; £115.-374, '

Green Rd., Leytonstone.

ROVER SVijh.p., T.T,, new Febniary, 1920, I
son, knee grips, Jaraps, horn, fully insured;

—13, Bushmead Av., Bedford..

1Q13 Free Engine Rover, in splendid going (

J- iy reliable, fast, and good climber
;

price £
Viggers, 43, North Bar, Banbury. [S

1 Q 18 T.T. Rover, condition and appearance
X»/ new, lamps, tools,> etc.; £75, or near
Stratton Rd., Shirley, Southampton.

j,

ROVER 5-6h.p. Twin, latest 3-speed m
drive, brand new; £155; immediate delivi

Eagles and Co., 275, High St., Acton, W.3. [X

ROVER 3y2h.p., Druid spring forks, Bosch irtnt

and B. carburetter, overhauled ; ride away

;

nearest ofler.— Miller, Broadway, Haywords HeatU^-l

ROVER Late 1916 SVoh.p.. T.T., PhiliusoD,' 1(

etc., excellent condition, very fast; £75, «r
offer.—Edwards, Zermatt, Stapenhill, Burton-on-TK

ROVER 3V>h.p., 1920, 3-speed. K.S., '
*"

Februar'y,- little used,' unscratched: £120
reasonable offer refused.-17, Esplanade Av.,
Bay. [

ROVER Combination, 1916, carefully useflt^

took, lamps, spares, etc., excellent coac
throughout; £108.—L. Cautrill, 172, Croes EC '

entry. ^'

31h-p. Rover, 3-speed Sturmey hub, overhaiUfr
2 makers, not ui^ed since machine thoroughly

hauled and re-enamelled; £60.—Williams, Hoath^
bridge. JX'

"I
Q13 3Vi;h.p. Rover, 3 speeds, clutch, Bosch/

-Lt/ used during war, overhauled, good conflB"

£55; exchange lighter machine.—68, Chnrcli"!
Aldershot. t

ROVER 1919 5-6h.p. Combination, 3.sj;eed,-^(

drive, complete with accessories, and ia smt
order; £175.—Elce and Co., 15-16, BishopsgaW
Camomile St., E.C.3. (

ROVER 1912, '3-fipeed, clutch, wicker sidecar, i

5 years, thoroughly overhauled, perfect
throughout ; £60 ; by appointment.—Pendenuis, 01

Cirole, Earuborough, Hant«. [

IQia 3i/2li-P- T.T. Rover, Philipson pulley. Jl
j-*y etc., knee grips, speedometer, spare belt^

fast, guaranteed perfect throughout; £88.-4l«

134, Lincoln Rd., Peterboro'.

ROVER Combination. 5-6h.p. [April, _1920),; J

Cowey speedometer, horn, Inmpti, oU &cc$BI>

hardly soiled; best offer over £200.-Tnrpey, 23,

tul Rd., St. Margaret's, Twickenham.

1Q14 Rove
-Liz tyres

1., seuri-T.T., frame re-enfllDf

J „_ , reliable, fast macliine; 50.1

call or 'phone after 6 p.m.—Rock, 10, QakwoodJ
Beckenham. 'Phone : Bromley 1838.

ROVER 3Vih.p., T.T., 1915, h.b.C PhilipsOlb

fast, climb anywhere, tyres as new,, very

used, just overhauled, lamps, tools, fine bargair

—Payne, 27, Lyndon Rd., Sutton Coldfield.

1 Q19 Rover T.T. Model, very fast, head ani

A-tJ lights. 2 generators, knoo grip^. horBi-'l

Bplendid condition; seen any time; rrioe fS-S, no.-fl

—Driver, Cottage, Tipper Brighton Ed., SurbitOBj l|

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quotft the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLBS FOR SALE.
Rover.

19 Uav.r L'l.nil.iu.ilii.ii. 5U.li. p.. J-apowl, olutuli,

BirirlMlhl ...ilKlitioil

11. M1i»..]:it(.|[<M : 1

nii;i. Kl... Axiiminlor.
[498:

Id.'k «lnll, liiliil.s.,

llW'il, lli'W l!<'vi.]

£160. -.1, A. JllrN.

v.p. IDI'l It.ivci ail

'Ory

1)|.

wlinl
(llini

Hi. Mil

liikTur. 3 sp.'pd clllti-h.

ri.s.sories, porfmit ooDditton
/—Tho CommOrcial Road
11), Ltd.. 39-47, Heath Mill
un. [4261

Vl'llt, 15M.», 3',.li.p., 3-siioQd, cluteJi, docoiupreti-
sor. I)i.s<.h, 1). an. I II.. new extra heavy Dun-
lamp.', ari.|.ss('ri(.s. tools, stored 3V> ycare. brand
eondition. pcife.-l; £75: exchange liiihtwciiilil

.mbiii.ition.—63, Solon Rd.. Brixton. [5171

19 (November) T.T. Hover, mileage under 1,500.
K.U.S. hirge lietid and rear. bnee-Krilis. Pedlcy

r Klips, nu'chatii<.al horn, aiiare new lielt, 'om;
lexlianst, fast, i.nd in now condition; £95, or ti..;ii

»eo KxfhnuRO.-BDnilord, Mnilll.l.l. ILlLv. l!...!

IX2S41

VKlt 1918 S'.'.h.p.. Philip.soii. Iitt...l with in-w ;i(

..essoiics (.ostilli: fl8. Mill,.. I:ini|.^, l-.,«iV si I-

>r and linrn, nliiliiilnuiu ,Iim s, ii.n^ ,,,|,,„.| ..sImm. I.

Ilrst-.'lii.^a ....ii.litH.ri and Ji.i...,i 1 ,iin ..
;

i.iih u.iNts

,-; i.lVi.rs.-(.'lalUl.. 23, W.-li ,.| l..a l;.l,. Sluuv Sll.it

[5033

iVER.-I liav,' leslnl, and i.an re.-omnifnd a 5-6
h.p. Rcvi.r-.lap a.s a rrliabli- mai.hint-, t'onipleli-

lamp..., Ka.sliiiK scrt.oii, Klaxon, and Ruver .sido-

£153; no doak-rs.- Write in first instauoe lo
rt Bamlord, Consulting Engineer, 345, Edgwaro
London, W. ^ [4163
iVER, magnificent T.T. model, late 1918, condi
tion as new. hand and foot-controlled Philipson.
ir.inm discs, special low riding position, completely
)ped, lamps, mechanical horn, etc., tvres heavy
i?.e (as new) : bargain, £90.—Hubert Turner and
4-5. Crawford Passage, Rav St., Farringdon Rd.,
I. [4624

Royal Ruby, i

liTAL EUBT 2-stjoke, reliable: £38.-16. St. Marv
Abbott's Terrace, Kensington. [4111

lYAL RUBY 2;jh.p. 2.strolce. fine running order:
£35.— 103a. High St., Wandsworth. [6098

20 Royal Ruby, spring frame, 31i.p. ; list price.—
CliSord Motorics, Eastwood, Notts, [4614

ITAL RUBY, new tyres and belt, lamps, horn;
£39.-167, Fnllsbrook Rd., Streiitham. [5120

)YAL RUBY.—District agents; 3h.p. model
stoclvi list price.—Turnill and North, Peti
ugh. [4166
ITAL RUBY 2Vih.p., fitted with lamps, Klax(
horn, machine in new condition ; £45.-45, Elt
i\.. Cambridge. [5372
)YAL RUBY 2"'ih.p.. purchased new Nov., 1919,
Bobjon lan.p set. Klaxon; £46.—H. Marks, 121,
n Lane, Chiswick. [4390

)YAL RUBY'", Villiers. appearance good, condition
excellent, all on; £38; after 6 p.m.—100, Inch
Rd.. Catford, S.E. [4705

AUCHOPES. 9. Shoe Lane, London. E.C.4.-
8h.p Royal Ruby and sidecar, late 1919, fully

jped. all best accessories: offers. [3170

19 Royal Ruby Combination, Lucas and Klaxon
horns, 3 lamps, long exhaust: £150, no offers.-

ray, 28, Grautchester St., Cambridge. [5202

>YAL RUBY 1919-20 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
Idck starter, smart turnoirt, almost new; £165
ogton 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W

20 Royal Ruby 3h.p,, 2-speeds and clutch, spring
frame, due from works this weelc, accept £110;

Millford sidecar, £22.—Young. Misterton, Somer-
[4693

'YAL RUBY Sh.p. Combination, 1920 model de
luxe, dynamo lighting, spring frame, £6 deposit
first on agent's list; £10 secures transfer.—Bos

I, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4216

Rudge.
IDGIM.—Early delivery ol all models.-Bedtord
Garage, Walsall. 'Phone : 270. [5309
TDGE Mnlti, 1916, wicker sidecar: £80. oK^ sell
solo.- 6, Kimberley Ed., Stockwell. [5062

liJDGE 3V2h.p., clutch model, overhauled and per.
:i feet.—Model Farm, Delph, Oldham. [4477

lAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C 4 -
3y2h.p.- I.O.M. Rudge, 1919, £105. [686

lip. Rudge Multi, 1914; £60; overhauled, plated
J Feb.—55, St. James' Rd., Bermondsey. [6314

JDGE I.O.M. Multi, in stock; list price.-7, Ex-
l hibition Rd., South Kensington, S.W. 7. [5225
1120 (April) 7-9h.p. Rudge Multwin and Sidecar;

£170.—Philpotts, Sapperton, Cirencester, Glos
[4286

h.p. Rudge, h.b c. clutch, fast, reliable, over.
hauled; £40.-41, Neuadd St., Abertillery.

.„„ t480(l
ITDGE Multi 3y2h.p., 1916. clutch model; cheap
—G. Howe, 30, Addington Sq., Camberwell, S.E.

„ [4092
inOGE Multi. 1914. fast, sporty, overhauled, per-
fect; £62, or near offer.—Bourne, c/o Danby,
Jord. [0190

^JI4J^.

TAYLORS
AJ,-':^ --t^

Sole London and District Agents
for A.J.S. and British Excelsior
Motor Cycles, also Watsonlan
Sidecars, Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.SA., Clynos, Cal-
thorpes, Enflelds, Allons, A.B C.'s,

Matchless, Rudge, etc.

The following New and Second-
hand Motor Cycles are on view

at our New Showrooms

:

52 & 53, SUSSEX PLACE,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
ENFIELD, 0} h.p.. 2 stroke, 2 speed.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1920. 4 li.p hori

zontal twin, acetylene lighting set,
speed^mstec, and horn.

CALTHORPE, 1920, 2i h.p.. 2-stroke.
EnReld gear.

CALTHORPE, 2.} h.p., JAP, 2-speed gear.
CALTHORPE, 2'. h.p., 2 stroke, 2 speed.
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 'lg:0, 2i h.p,, 2-

stroke. 2 speed.
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 25 h p., J.A P. 2 so.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3speed clutch and

ROYAL RUBY, 3 h p., 2.SDeed counter-
shaft, clutch, and kick-starter.

All the above machines at makers' list

prices, plus freight charges from works.

USED MACHINES.
ROYAL ENFIELO, 1916 Combination,

Lucas dynamo lighting set. Klaxon
horn. hood, and screen £162

TRIUMPH, 1917, and sidecar, electric
lighting (accumulator). Klaxon horn

£120
RUDGE-MULTI, 1919, Si h.p., with Swan

sidecar, acetylene lighting £110
SINGER, 10 h.p , lieht car, late model

dynamo, lighting, speedometer,
spare wheel and tyre, too's. very
nice condition Painted buff, with
black lining, A bargain £410

1918-19 M M, A.J.S. Combination, 6 h.p.,

fitted with electric dynamo lighting
set, electric horn, and Klaxon extra
air adjustment, hood; side curtains,
storm proof apron, spare wheel and
tyre. Tan-sad, an excellent supply of
spare parts £220

4 h.p. TRIUMPH, W.D.B. (type:H.), reno-
vated by and carrying the Triumph
Co 's guarantee to repair and make
good the essentia Iworking par;s.
Limited number only to offer .. £9j

SIDECARS.
Watsonian, R.34, Monarch, anil Mm\ H,
Millford, Skiff, and Monitor, Canoelct, B.S.A.,

and Swan Sporting ype.

Taylor'^ Coach-built Body £11 lis."^

All Sidecars supplied at List Price, plus

carriage from works.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.

SSowrcoms: £1a, STORE ST., W.C.I.

52-53, SUSSEX PLACE, S.W.

W.iolesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I,

Garage—Tottenham Court Road.

Phones: Museum 1240; Kensington 72W.
Telegrams' Dy

MOTOU CYCMiS FOU SALE.
Itudgc.

RUDGR.-Uintrict agents, best deliveries; sefond-
liiind maehinoB In stock.—Turnill and North,

rctirliurouBh. [4153

UIIDCi'; Multi. I.O.M., 1916. all on, l.vres praeti-
rally new, splendid goer; £76.— 'I'hone : Iloriip-

»t|.iul 7822,
, (5329

RVDC.F, Multi 1917 3'Ah,p„ lamps, born, liand
.luteli, any trial; £88; nearest.—36. St. Thomas

ltd.. Hackney. (4233

RUDOB Multi 1916 3^h.p, T.T. Model, cxcellinl
L-ondition; £65 or near ulfer.—13, Stanley nd..

Bromley. Kent. [4766
-1Q16 HJdgo Multi, I.O.M.. rcplatcd and enamelled,
-Li' completely overhauled; ie70.—374, Grove Oreen
Rd., Leyton.stone. (3739

RUDGE Multi 5-6I1.P. Couihiniltiuu 11915), Bond luii-

ning order; f82.-Dodd, Park Ed., Skirlieck
(iMiirter, Boston. (5209

1Q20 3>/2l|.p. Eudge Multi, I,O.M., Henderson eo.neh-
-L" built flideciu-, unused; £135.-294, Kenuin»!ton
Pnrk Rd., S.E.ll. [2653

nnd

field ltd., D.nrtford.
lide aw.ij.; i37 cli3h.-45, High-

EalhiK. Tel. : GS9. [1787

l Q20 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., not done 100 mil-s,
-It' bitter than new; bargain, £112.—Hough, 750,
Holloway Rd., N.19. [4015

RUDGE 1913 T.T., SWi.p., uew heavy llnulops. :«:-

<.essnries; unv trial; "£40, bargain. -Rosetta, Rose-
dale Ed., Grays, Essex. [4208

RUDGE Multi, 1919 (Nov.), 3Wi.p., 2 lamps, 2 gener-
ators. Klaxon, leg-shields, tools; f97.-H. M.

Cottee, High St, Epping. [5208

1 C|20 3','oli.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, latest model, Hen-
-Li/ derson ooarhbuilt sidecar, unused; £135.-294,
Kenuington Park Ed., S.E.ll. [5027

RUDGE Multi S'Ah.p., new, I,ucas lamps, Cowey
speedometer, horn, and accessories; £120.—Bray.

la. Larkhall Lane. Stockwell.
.

[4105

RUDGE Multi, 1918, 3>/,h.p., lamps, horn, excel-

lent condition; any trial; £84.-7, Milner Rd.,
Merton, S.W., nr. -The Grove. [4891

1 Q20 I.O.M. Eudge Multi, all on, unscrat.-lied ; £110;
-Li/ with coachbnilt sidecar' £125.-Maagwuk, Bilt-

uidre. Portsmouth Ed.. Hindbe;id. (4098

1 Q19 3J^h.p. Rudge Multi. Cowey horn, speedometer.
At/ lamps, and all accessories; £85.-F3. Whewells
Court, Trinity College, Cambridge. [X2457

RUDGE I.O.M., 1920, lamps and horn; £112/10.-
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd..

W.6. 'Phone; Hammersmith 80. [5069

RUDGE Multi, 1915, clutch, disc wheels, lamp,
horn, tools, and spares, good running order;

57 gns.—43, Guilford Av., Surbiton. [5335

1 019 Eudge Multi Combination, hood, screen, disc

i-if wheels, horn, lamps, and tools; £125.—Seeu at St.

Pancras Garage, Judd St., King's Cross. [4006

1 Q20 (April) 3'Ah.p. I.O.M. T.T. Eudge Multi, Lucas
J-t/ lamps. Klaxon horn, knee-gnps, fully insured;

£125.-" Eversleigh," Wellington, Salop. [4055

RUDGE Multi 5-5h:p. Combinations, excellent con-

dition; £80 and £90 respectively.—Longman
Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Te!. : 689. [4786

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. 1916 Combination, perfect

condition, accessories; any trial; 95 gns.-Sioley,

106, Market Place, Eomford. 'Phouc : 47. (4545

RUDGE 3V'h.p., clutch model, excellent condition,

adjustable pulley, lamps, etc. ; best offer accepted.

-122a, Richmond Ed., Wimbledon, Surrey. (5067

RUDGE Multi Combination, clutch, good engine,

1917, good tv-es and belt, lamp, pump, tools;

£96.—Moreton, The Grove, London, N.3. [4465

RUDGE 1914 3>Ah.p., Brooklands model, very last;

£38; money returned if not satisfactory.—E. W.
Miles. 11, Chichester Ed., Kilburn, N.W.6. [4569

£85.—Turnii:, Nortk, Peterborough. [4150

RUDGE 3IAI1.P., clutch, T.T., overhauled und re-

bushed, good tyres and belt, accessories, fast;

trial; £55, oilers.—303, Folkestone Ed., Dover. [4364

RUDGE, clutch model, 1912, Lucas lamps, horu,
speedometer, tools, excellent condition ; ueaiest

£50.—Hill. 10, Busby Place, Camden Rd., N.W.5. [4038

EUDGE Multi 1914 Sl/jh.p. Combination, hand
clutch, full equipment, excellent condition; 85

gns.—Kington, 2, King Edward Parade, Norbury, S.W.
[3979

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p., sidecar, lamps, speedometer,
tools, spares, etc.. just overhauled; £140; any

evening after 6 p.m.— 140 Camlen St.. London, N.W.I.
[4675

TO 14 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Mills-Fulford coach-
l.*y built sidecar, in good condition throughout,
any trial; £70; no offers.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a^s
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

RUDGE Multi, 1913-14, engine 2^0. 08574, lamps,
good tyres, o^^rlap cam, mei-hanioaUy perfect; any

trial
: £50.—Erister, St. jMargaret's, Kingslrood, Snrrey.

r4S6S
1 019 5-61i.p. -Radge Multi
-^^ H. lamps, spare Ije

Wm. Masscy, 2, Blytlle St., Wcmbwell

d Gloria sidecar, P. and

T> UDGE Multi,

overhauled anc
tub3s, fast, reliable
.Reigate.

"pUDGE Mult

Barnsley.
[X2S23

ctual Show model, Mont-
and petrol

0; must eel!.—9, Eaton Krt., Cov-
[X2466

1920 I.O.M., speeinlly tuned for
ous accessories and spares, perfect
ronly; 105 gns.—Bomford, Sutton,

[4047

h.p., single-speed, adjustable pulley,
id re-enamelled, new tyres and

£50.—Goodeve, Keigate Pairy
[4950

5-5h.p. Combination, 191.7, in Al
--V condition, any inspection and trial; £100, or
near offer.—Mimosa, Chestnut Kd., Enfield Wash,
Middlesex. [5148

RUDGE Multi Combination, 1916, SVjh.p., Cauoeiet
.sidecar, lamiw, horn, tools, etc.; £75; flrst-cla;

condition.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the Eeal SerTii
I'irm, Totnes. [4172

1 Q16 Rudge MuJti 5-6h.p. Combination, just over.
-*-*^ hauled by Rudge, new Parsons sidecar, in per-
<ect condition, go anywhere; £105.—Turnill, North.
Peterborough. [4149

T-91i.p. 1920 Eudge Multi, beautiful combination,
run carefully lew miles, guaranteed as new, Bon-

iksen. Klaxon: best over £170.—Blencathra, Maid-
stone Rd., Chatham. - [3977

NEW I.O.M. Rudge, special bars, long exhaust,
knee grips, fitted electric light; price £127.—

'Phone : 828 Palmers Green. Maxwellton, Chase
Side, Southgate, N. [3818

3Xh.p. Rudge Multi, roomy 2-seater sidecar, lamps,
2 new belt, excellent condition throughout, any

trial; £67; bargain.— 1, Gloucester Villas, North
Farnborough, Hants. [5039

chine; £112.—Box
[5286

RUDGE Multi, 1915, 5-6h.p., sidecar optional, new
Palmer cord, fine condition ; exchange for light-

weight, cash adjustment, or sell; appointment.—Rudge.
13, Flamborough St., Stepney. [4889

1920, onlv a month old, faultless
unscratched; £120; complete with

lamp and horn; a real bargain.—Hewin's Garages,
Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [5402

jei50.—
[4735

T.T. Rudge, 1916, multi gear and clutch, lamps,
etc., discs, copper exhaust, overhauled and

enamelled; best offer, no reserve; owner leaving
England.—147, Grenfell Rd., Maidenhead. [4475

I Q20 T.T. I.O.M. Budge Multi, lamps, Kla:
J-tf grips, 110 gns.; also brand new specially built
sports sidecar to suit, £28.—8a, Blue Ball Yard
James St., Piccadilly, W. Gerrard 6536. [4487

T>"CDGE Multi, 1914, clutch, K.S., and Millford 191
XV coachbuilt sidecar, recently overhauled and rt

enamelled, lamps, spares, etc. ; 70 gns. ; take Doughi
iinrt exchange; evenings only.—Melhuish, Whetstone,
K. [4508

3,ih.p. Eudge Multi and coachbuilt sideca
"2 thoroughly overhauled, frame and tank

amelled, excellent condition, looks like new, s]

lamps, accessories; £90.-42, Freegrove Ed., Holl
N.7. [4065
-1 Q20 Rudge, T.T, LO.M., done under 200 miles, elec
Xt/ trie lights, Cowey, knee-giips, full kit. Klaxon
fully insured JI.U., 2 ^spare belts;_fl35.—Bolton, 154,

Chur

engine

_j Side. Southgate, London, N.i4. 'Phone
Green 4. [4204

F.O.C.H; have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ready
for the road.-Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath

St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube Stat:'

'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays. [4419

1Q15 3Vjh.p. I.O.M. Rudge Mniti, just been ovei^
X«7 hauled by makers, new cylinders, piistou, rods,
silencers, tank, gear flanges, all rest enamelled and
plati'd, absolutely like new; £92/10.—Rudge, 60, Castle
St., Trowbridge. [X2266
| Q15 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, lamps, etc,
J. ft/ fitted with new engine and new tyres, mechani-
cally perfect, paintwork shabby; a' bargain, £87/10.

—

The Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63, South End, Croy-
don. 'Phone : 2431. [4413

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
Sidecar, fuUy equipped, ready for the road.—Fail

OHer Oar House, 5, Heath St.. Hampstead (nr. Hamn
itead Tube Station). 'Phoite : Hampstead 3752,
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [4420

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Baltley-Villiers 2-strok6,
single-speed £55, 2-speed £66.—London concea-

sionnairea, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
lew, agencies available. [4242

MRS;
LAMPSANDGENERATORS,
i^ riOJLD WGRUJSARECOBDS .;

5^in. Headlamp
and Handle-bar
Fittings. Ball Tail
Lamp. B
taining Accumulator and Sw

All Complete
If with Tin. Headlamp ...

Sidecar " Egg" Lamp .-

P.R.S. Famous Beam Gas Lamps.
MAJOR, 6" lens^, l,200£t. beam, 108/-

BIG, 5" „ l,0OGft. „ 99/-

JUNIOR. r „ 600£t. „ 72/6

Handle-bar fittings of highest type—all ebonised

black finish (not enamel). EVERY FIRST-CLASS
GARAQE HAS NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

HORNS.
We have acquired the bu&iness and premises of

Messrs. GISBORNE, the worldwide musical

instrument makers, and are now able to offer

the public the finest sonorous bulb horns in the

world.

No. 00 Single Twist 22/6
No. Double Twist 35/-

Hi^hest type of ebony black finish.

Best class adjustable handle-bar clips.

F.R.S. LAMPS, ;«r
BIRMINGHAM.

Works."
e Street,

Wood, Iron, and Asbestos
Buildings of every description.

GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, POULTRY
APPLIANCES, and RUSTIC WORK

Illustrated List fiost trsz,

T RATH ^ P.n ''''•' "• s*voY ST.,I.DHinOtbU. LONDON, W.C.2.

Be

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Sarolea.

6 h.p. V. Twin Sarolen, 2 speeds, F.E. IN.S.TJ.j,
B.B., footboards, excellent condition ; har^

£33; apprOTol.—Gibbs, 53, Ashdown Hd., Worthim

Scale.

NEW SCALE. 3'-ih.p. Precision engine, clutcli,

kick-starter: £91/10.—^Hewin's Garages, Ltd.
real service firm, . Taunton. [<1

"I Q20 New Scale, SVjh.p. Precision engine, 2-str
-L*.' 2-&peed, clutch, kick start; £85: immediate
liveries.—The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Roc
ter. iC

Scott
SCOTT Combinntion, 2-speei all on

' Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensingto:
£70.-

Firm, Ta
QCOTT

unton.

Combination, 1915, enamelled green
near offer.-6. Langley Rd., Elmers

Beckcnham.

1 1120 Scott Combination, absolutely as new. j

-1-tJ' ^parf-, new plugs; any trial; £160.-152, N
Rd., St. Helens. [

1920,
nation

Hill, Royston, Herts.

1Q15 Scott and Coachbuilt Sidecar
J-tf condition, accessories
Castle Av., Highams Park.

lamp.

-Newn
I

Phone : Hammersmith SO.

—Widdo Kadcliffe-on-Trent, Notts.

guaranteed complete with all acce(?s(

100 BUS. ; any trial.— 4, The Square, Carshalton. ( i

SCOTT 1915 Combination, excellent condition, i

^ chains, extra heavy Dunlop, lamps, horu, set .

spare chains; £87/10.-37, Balvernie Grove, Si

fields. CS I

SCOTT, T.T., good- running order, B.B. carbare

Bosch, and Lloyd lubricator, Jones speedoffi'

£55.—S., 5, Worland Rd., Vicarage Lane, Strat

IE. 15. [

condition; £85.-Purvis, Holly Cottage, Hayes
Hayes, Middlesex. ['

CiCOTT, April (1920), standai-d, peifeet, Cowey 1

io' Bonniksen, makers' guarantee, mileage 300; D

naval man drafted afloat ; best offer.—Hopkins, JJ

Kingsclere, North Hampshire. ['

T Qll Scott, twin.cyl., 3%h^., nearly all parte
JL t/ sent and serviceable, engine shaft requiMe
pert assembling, few minor parts missing; £25.—Toi
11, Bridge St., High Wycombe, Bucks. tX!

5, Heath St., Hampstead
'Phone: Hampstead 3752, , „ ._

(lays. {4

CJCOTT Combination, 1915, 2-cyl,

io" lamps, and horu, just been overhauled, new ri

chains, radiator, new Palmer tyres, excellent coudil

and spare parts; £90.-J.C., 389, Torks Rd., TTa

worth. (Thursday or Sunday.! V.

SEPT., 1919, Scott, in perfect order, good as
electric lights, speedometer, solo gear, and' SI

sprocket for sidecar, small mileage, spare chain
tube" kit of tools, trial, on any hill; price^J

Lovell, Crindau, Newport, Mon. ,;m
No. 3413, Witt 'to

tubes unpunctured, most reliable machine, in gooA,a
throughout, milcase only 5,000 solo; any triolf.^;

£85 no ofier<5.-W. Akers, 141, Birchfield E4,
ditch. -t*

OCOTT, December, 1919, engine No. 3814, Llttst*
lubricators, run 1,200 miles, engine, -plat

and 1 perfect, Dunlop tyre^ hardly worn, i^
spare chain, spare hack wheel sprocket, aiw

tivc top gears of 4!.^ or Z^i, full toolkit, and'-flt

spares, makers' test card with machine,
^

reasons for selling.—Mallet, Balliol, Oxford.

Singer.

SINGER 3V-.h.p., clutch model, good condi.—,.^
trial; £38; after 7.—69a, Hambalt Rd.. CBpI

Common. 9
SINGER 2?4h.p., 1914. free engine, new tyres, laa

etc.; £35.—Sibley, 106, Market Place, EoT
Phone : 47.

OINGER 2%h.p.

Stat

new pi,ston, good mag., HOT
good rnnnmg order; £27.—Anderson, 35,1
Rd., Colchester. P

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date ol the issue.
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iMOTOU CYCI.US FOR SALE.
SpnrUbfook.

9-.?!:- V- ;:"';,,:;,:!' 's^.:«':;;;t,.!!;;"' \i
ai,.|,, S|.,nl,l.i,.Ml,, \ illhi.s, 2-»i.,'c.l. »|il..i,.lid "

4 i37,lU. Slum, I'all, St., Wi'llumluM, Siilj

2.stTOke, £75; nlm O.K.
Muiki'l
[X22ai

J
ell, ki.k .-iliirl, Doscli

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—Supplement. Advertisements, xxxi.

iliHiilc.l; ;niv (riiil; £150.
o»oi'.-13. H.'uriiUn liii.. liiilli. [5135

Spiukbrook Sslriiki'. -•^iiiKle and 2-specil

li'ls in slink ;il iiijikcrs' list price for cnsh,

on extcmii'tl p;iviiu-iits 4
'j rxtra.—Ilnrroris" Motor

Wi'ooms, 116-118, Driimplon Hil. (Opposite Main
illding). Limdon, S.W.I. [4249

Sun.
UN-VIU.IKRS, 2''ih.l>., 1915. excellent condition,
powerlul lamps, horn: £37.-92, Fellows Rd..

W.3. [5169

DN-VILLIF.RS. 1915, overhauled, excellent condi-
tion throughout; £35.-28, Goldsmith Av., Manor

rk, E. [5150

UN Vitesse, new 1920, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
kick start, inspection invited; £70.—H. Balder-

I, South Kelsey, Lincoln. [4480

UN'-VILLIERS, 1914, excellent condition, last,

tyres, belt, good, lamps, etc. ; £34. Alter 6.—
[," Norbury Crescent, Norbury. [4707

ffN-VITESSE, 1D19, euRinc D76, Albion 2-speed,
exoelletit runilition, P. and H. hinip'^. horn, tools,

rlM; lie.t o,,.r 50 gns. ; iifter 6.-97, ijirkbeok Ed.,
"

"
[4514

Sunbeam.
iCTUAL London-Land's End Gold Medal Sunbeam,

1920, sporting model, perfect.

glM; lie,:t o,,.r

fcnham, Kent.

Also

lli.p. Sunbt

under 1,000; what, offers
Orient Lodge, Buxton.

[4538
Comliiniition. iust delivered new:
4,600, c/o TItc Motor Cijele. [6302

JNBEAM Combination. 3i,:.h.p.. brand new; best
offer over £210.—Norman Whitehouse, Bridetown,

I mock. [X2504

1

116 31/^h.p. Sunbeam_ Combination,^ complete

t,

420 Sunbenni Conibinntiou, just delivered; unregis
» tered; £215, or best offer.-Woodrow, Coninioi:

m. Ely, Cambs.
_

[4017

TNBEAM Combination, SV'.h.p., 1920, mileage
80; X216: Yorkshire district.—Box 4,601

't Motor Cycle. [5303

kl4 2^+h.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, C.S., kick start, hand
' clutch, new tvres, accessories; f56.-l'ayne. West
r. Broad St., Ludlow. [X2537

'NBEAM SVili.p., 1915, and ooachhuilt sidecar,

siKire cover, lamps, tools, speedometer: £110.—
Christchurch fid., Winchester. [4118

XnEAM Combination, 3',Mi.p. (late 1914), little

used, perfect condition; anv tiial; lamps, etc.;

3.-Poole, 41. Bridge .St., Evesham. [4089

i|"0 Sunbeam 3V-h.p., mileage 500, Luca.> lamps,
' ' Cowey sptedometer, mechanical horn, Tan-Sad,

£168.-14, Morton St., Glouee.ster. [X2487

Premium Secures 1920 8h.p. Sunbeam combina-
< tion : deposit £20 paid last September ; delivery
i '.-36, Lyndhurst St.. Burslem, Staffs. [X2267

( NBEAM 3i,4h.p., 1914, lamps, horn, tools, Bosch.
* perfect mechanical condition; trial; offers over
' —Miller, Magdalene College, Cambridge. [4914

,h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed, hand clutch,
' kick-starter, in perfect condition: £145. Allan,

_f ey district.-Box 4,490, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[3988

NBEAll 4h.p., 1919, and sidecar, electric lighting,
disc wheels; £175.—Xewnham Motor Co., 223,
imersmith Bd., W".6. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80.

[5073
1)18 Black and Gold Sunbeam 8h.p. Combination,

done; uiJ as new throughout, hood, screen,
fully equipped; £190.—18, Hestercombe Av..

m." ' [5158

rsTE 1919 SJih.p. Sunbeam Combination, splendid
1 condition, Lucas electric lamps, horn, mirror,
imileage; offers over £186.—Box 4,577, c/o The
r Cycle. [5278

5 20' 3>/ih.p. T.T. Sunbeam, with Simbeam sidecar,
Lucas lamps, mileage 350, splendid outfit ; £200,

aarest; buying car.—Sayer, Hill Crest, James St.,

'on-Trent. [X2259
' h.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam, delivered Nov.,
• 1919, not ridden 500 miles, runs bstter than
V

I new; best offer over 140 gns.—Rich, Aldsworth,
I- hleach, Glos. [4722

ALLEN-BENNEffi
MOTOR CO

New 1920 Models in Stock

for Immediate Delivery.
iQ^o HENDERSON, .S-ioli.p.. .i-cvlindcr,

3-sppr(I (<mriti'i'^h;ift. and Swan spttrt-

iiiK Sidrcar, (iyiianio li«;liliiiR. polished
aluiTiinimn disc wheels, long nickel

exhaust pipe, run under aoo miles,

unscratchcJ, and indistniguisbable
from new £265

1020 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7 ) Ii P . ml
Dilikv sports Si.I,var. lUhM with
poli^hni ahimiiiiuin iustruinent Ima'-J,

litted with ]JuiiniUsL-ii spfv.loitictcr,

clock, switches, \'oltmetcr, ampmeter,
electric lighting, polished alumitiiura
disc wheels, T.T. or touring bars,
exceptionally fast, and In splendid
condition throughout £255

1930 RUDGE I.O.M. and Canoclet sports
Sidecar, lamps, horns, speedometer,
unscratched, and ' indistinguishable
hom new in every respect £145

1920 H.B., 2j h.p. Blackburne engine^
2-speed, clutch, and kick-starter, P
and H. lamps. Clayrite horn, run
under 500 miles .;.;../ £100

1920 RUDGE 3i h.p. Multi and Sporting
, . coachbuilt Sidecar to niatch, alllamps.

and horn, run under 25 miles, and as
new in ever/ respect £140

1919 SCOTT, T.T. " mode., polished alu-

minium disc wheels, P. & H. lamps,
horn, Bonniksen speedometer, very
fast, and in new condition £132 10

1919 INDIANS, a few of these excellent
machines still available, 7-9 h.p.,

spring frame, all overhauled, re-

cnamclled and plated, in splendid
condition £125

1919 NEW HUDSON 4 h.p. Combination,
all lamps, mileage very small, and in

new condition .- £135
1919 RUDGE I.O.M. 3ih.p. Multi and

sporting coachbuilt cigar-shape Side-
car, disc wheels, long cxhaiist, new
condition £137 10

1919 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination,
P. and H. lamps, etc., in splendid
condition £155

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 79 h P-, fitted

with either sporting or coachbuilt
Sidecar £145

ROVER 5-6 h.p. Combination, W.D. model,
in very good condition, very small
mileage, l.ucas lamp and horn £140

1919 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., W.O. modd m
splendid condition standard Douglas
colours £110

1919 TRIUMPH 4 h.p.. 3-speed counter-
shaft, thoroughly overhauled, in

splendid condition £92 10
igi6 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speerI, thor-

oughly overhauled, and in splendid
cond' tion ....-. £70

igi6 INDIAN Powerplus 7-9 h.p. Combina-
tion, all lamps, horn, speedometer
good condition £120

igi6 INDIAN Powerplus and Swan sports
Sidecar, disc wheels, electric lighting,

T.T. bars, very fast and sporting outfit £147 10
1917 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination, splen-

did condition, fitted with hood and
screen, all lamps, and horn £155

1916 SUNBEAM, 3.1 h.p., thoroughly over-
hauled, re-enamelled, and-pl.ated, fitted

with new tyres, as new in every respect £133
1515 INDIAN, 7-9 h-p., splendid condition . £90
1914 BROUGH, 6 h.p. V-twin. T.T., very

fast, thoroughly overhauled £57 10
1913 ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-speed, all lamps

and horn, new tyres £55
1913 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua, T.T. bars . . £57 10
Over 30 New Machines actually In Stock.
Cash. Exchange. Extended Payments.

Alien-Bennett Motor Co.

9, 1 0, 1

1

, Royal Parade, West Croydon.

'Phone: 'Grams:
Croydon 2450. " Track, Croydon."

screen, lilB^.i^r ;-n.|,

Ilixon, :il, Slon-, IM

19'^: ,;';': !„.';",',

set. 111. -..il I

5, SiliiiluniL V -. i;n

IQIB (Ortol>efl 31,

h

XV ojliiHler, l.lntiili.

ligllt C.B. ni.leelir,

;iir £140; Covent
Motor Citcle.

19'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

a HiiiilieiMi ::''ili.|>., iill-oJiiitn ilrive, hiuiil eliiteli,

ki< I, tilt. ^^.I.ll^(l, Tfin^iKl, liiinpM, liorn, iiiitror,

i|i, ill
, ,t I I veiirs, Jiiid iia new; £85.—Sunlieiiiji,

I'li^tle ,St,, Tinvlirideo. . rX2260
.\TI'; 1918 Sli.p. Sunbeam Combination, lurfeit

' iilioii, diHc wIicl'Ih and spare, all aot'CHHunes;
35: SI en liny time; must realise.—H. Rice ((Taiiml,

Mill J.iiiie, riuiibridgc, 14916

M:! \M ,ii
1 , 2 speodii, K.S., Lucnn Inniiis, 2

ii' I
, efjuiiunent, tooln, *ijiiiro parbu-

ii, 1^ MM'. hero; £76; KoinK nbroiid; cveii-

<. ;.l. II. ill 1.1 ICil., Pnudors End. [4779

Siinl.i:iiii ( iiriibination, Lucas dynamo
, .1, .1.. Mm lii.rn, Triplex Klai-s wind
j.r

; nl, p.ii.-l riirricr, as new; £255.-
on-i IM . l,..ii;;liljoroueh, [4299

I (liild Sporting Mndcl Snn-
.11, l.-irgc P. iind II. liMiili

illO; seen after 7.— I'M) ,

:.|
,

MililiMiu, Surrey. 1,4197

n'-
,

iiivt oveiliiinleil, new
I
si.leear s|iriii-liet.i,

ill. £115. or witli

i-.lri.l. Bn-f 590, c/o T/ic

[0189

1 Q19 3',;.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and gold.
XV c.ino'clet sportiuB' sidecar, discs, long exlian,t,

lectric and Lucas lamps, knee-grips, horn, etc.; £170.
r near offer.—Taylor, 65, Altenburg Guldens, Clap-

ham Common. [2200

1 Q19 (Dec.) 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, hood, srreen,
XiJ fipute wheel, , Klaxon horn, Cowey sjieedoineter,

lighting, little tiswl, new eomlitiou; ImviiiB eiir;

£250, no oflers.-Langham, Norniii House, U, Siinny-

uk. South Norwood. ["836

IQIS 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, black and gold.

XiJ spare. wheel, hood, screen, grid, all lamps, tools,

Lucas horn, new Watford, mirror, shields, siiares, over-

hauled March, condition excellent; £190; Kent— Ho:;

4,535, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4277

CUNBEAM 1919 8h.p., Sunbeam de Lu.xe sidecar,3 Lucas dj'namo lighting, electric liorn, i-iieedouieter,

hood, screen, spare wheel, luggage grid, Inxininus outfit,

scratched, original tyres, very low mileage :
£235-—

140, Horseley Fields, Wolverhnrnptou. [X2411

SUNBEAM.—We are Wolverhampton agents; spare
parts -in Gtock; repairs, overhauls, re-enamelling

nd plating unde- the supervision of Mr. T. C. de la

Hay 'late Sunbea.nland).—The Molineux Garage Co.,

Ltd. Wolverhampton. Tel.: 1160. [3458

SUNBEAM (Aug., 19191 Sb.p. Combination. Lucas
dynamo lighting, electric horn, spare wheel,

wind screen, luggage carrier, guaranteed perfect;

£240; seen any time.—Jones, 85, Reads Rd.. Black-

ixiol.
' [5139

3JLh.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar, tyres nearly new.
2 speedometer, lamps, tools, ready for the road

;

„.. ner going abroad; seen by appointment.—Apply,
Smith, c/o Butler and Son. Queens Rd., St. John's
Wood. Adjoining Marlborough Rd.. Station. Prico

100 gns. [1762

SUNBEAM black and gold Combination, late 1919.
fitted with Sunbeam leg shields, large Lucas

head, sidecar, and tail lamps (separate generator to

ach), Cowey horn, cameo screen and knee grips, the

:hole outfit in faultless condition, and appearance
Imost like new; £185.—Hitchings, 7. Smith St.,

Hanley, Staffs. [4580

3ih.p- Sunbeam, 3 speeds, sporting Canoelet, scuttle,

2 'Triplex aero screen, back rest, 4 electric lamps
and horn, complete emergency acetylene, Lucas bulb
horn, speedometer, polished aluminium , discs, leg

shields, and unique cowling, enclosing engine, perfect
throughout; £175.—Lieut. Nichols. 95. Cheriton Rd..
Folkestone. [4928

Swift.

T.D.C.

LIGHTWEIGHT 2i,;.h.p. T.D.C. footboards, smart
machine; any trial; iS33.—67. Wakeman Rd..

Kensal Rise. ^ [5248

"1 Q20 T.D.C 2')4h.p. 2-stroke. 2-speed countershaft,
XXj with lamps, horn, tools., mileage under 200: £58.
—Proctor. Pickforton, Tarporley, Cheshire. [4087

"I Q20 T.D.C. de Luxe, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter.
XXf lamps and horn, nearly new; £60; bargain.-or
exchange with cash fOr higher power.-20, Derby Rd.,-
Croydon. [4532

3JL-4h.p. T.D.C. Coachbuilt Combination. 3 srieeds,

2 clutch, Dunlops, B. and B.. Bosch. Saxon
forks, lamps, aocesoories ; £60.-28. Helena Rd.. Wal-
thamstow, E.17. [1652

T.D.C. de Luxe 2iAh.p., Amac, Dixie, Druids, in per-

fect mechanical order, unpunctured tyres and
tubes back and front, new Dunlop belt; £28.-34,
Hermitage- Rd., Westclifl. [4688

1015 T.D. Cross de Luxe 2iih.p. 2-stroke, Bosch
X«/ mag ,

perfect running order, excellent tyres,

and accessori^-- seen any time; £30.—Dumbelton,
Organ Hall, Borsham Wood, Herts. [4297

Triumph.
TRIUMPH, new; £110.-198, Sheen Lane, S.W.14.

[X2249 -

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
-_ Triumph.

ilh.p. Triumpli: £60, or iieaiest— 16, Bamfield K(l.

[4124

fl3S.— 198, Slreeu
[X224e

Ealiuil, W 5

TRIUMPH and C.B. Sidecar,
lime, S.W.14.

TRIUMPH, 1919, 4h.p-., countersliaft ; nearest £95.—
Bazeley, 24, Marriott Rd., Barnet. [4724

TRIUMPH Junior, brand new; £76, or nearest offer.
S. Day, Brock House, Harden, Kent. [4945

Sili.r. Triumph Motor Cycle, 3-speed, free engine;
2 trial; £50.-Rogerson, Newtown, Wigan. [X2500

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3 speeds, as new, guaranteed per-
.

feet; £80.-79, Westbourne Gardens, Hove. [4305

JUNIOR Triumph, delivered this week, spotless; £80.
— I't.well, Chandos, Much Marcle, Gloucester. [4101

TRIUMPH, 1916, aud £30 O.B. sidecar, very fast,
perfect; £125.-198, Sheen Lane, S.W.14. [X2244

TRIUMPH T,T., very fast and reliable, lamps, etc.;
£45.— Dowell, Byfleet, Surrey.

, [5090

kll Tri iph._ .
perfect except belt; ride awav ;. £36.

-75, St. Duustan's Crescent, Worcester. [X2258

"I CD 12. S'l.h.p. T.T. Triumph, excellent condition; £43,
J-'J' or iieiir oii-er.-94. High St., Mortlake, S.W. [5210
'T'RIUMPH T.T. Model, Pbilipson pulley, fast and
-» reliable; £55.— 103a, High St., Wandsworth.

T^
[5095

RIUMPH, 1917, countershaft; £83, or offer; even-
ings.—Hazeldene, Ullathorne Kd., Streatham.

[4719
JQ13 Triumph OoachbuUt Combination, 3'/2h.p., 3J-" si.'eed; £76.-105, Elmers End Ed., Anerley.

1Q11 Triumph Sy^h.p., overhauled, good running
J-*' order; £31; offers.-CoUett, Waterstock, Oxon,
- „ [5154
"IQ12 3i^h.p-. Triumph, Bosch, first-class order; £33,
--^ —Turner, Forest House, Summerseat, Manchester,

[4953fpRIUMPH 3M.h.p., 2-speed gear box, recently re;X vated; £50.—Northeast, 12, The Lanes, Brighti
[4061

-1 Q13 T.T. Triumph, very fast and powerful, all c

X^-good condition.—1, The Rise, Crayford, Kent,
[5103

Id 13 Triumph Motor Cycle, clutch model, in good
J-'f order; £56.—Smith, Engineers, Monkgate,
York. [4576

TRIUMPH 3Vjb.p., good condition, long exhaust;
£52.—Apply, Brimley, Woodcote Rd., Walling-

ton, [5051

NEW 1920 iModcl H Triumph, delivery wit'iin :•, few
days; offers wanted.—Box 4,586, c/o Tht Motor

Cycle. [5288

1 Q20 Triumph (.standard), countershaft and hand
-*-*^ clutch, unregistered; £135.— \\ oodrow. Common
Farm, Ely. [5273

TRIUMPH 4h,p,, good tyres, mechanically perfect,
bargain; £45; after 4 o'clock.-8, Shalimar Rd.,

Acton. IM677
"1 020 Junior Triumph, 2-6peed, just delivered from
A«7 makers; £72.—Barnett, 63, King Edward Rd.,
Hackney. [4469

TRIUMPH 1920 Countershaft Model, new, ridden a
tew miles.— 134, Westfleld Rd., King's Heath, Bir-

mingham. [4633

TRIUMPH, 3y.h.p., F.B., clutch, tools, etc., excel-
lent condition; £55.—Warner, 20, Kingston Rd.,

Staines. [4893

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late model, new tyres;
nearest £90 secures.-374, Grove Green Rd., Ley-

tonstone. -[3733

BABY Trijmph, 1918, 2-speed, full equipment,
spares, ride away; £60.—Hanning, Doddington,

Nantwich. [5017

TRIUMPH, single-speed, excellent condition and
smait, all accessories; £48.-Reeves, 18, High St.,

rinrking. [4864

WAUCHOrE'S, 9, Shoe Lans, LondoD, E.C.4.—
Triumph Junior, 1914, £60; also 4h.p. Triumph,

1S14, £75. [1596

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, 19X6, Cauoelet side

car; £110.-Moflat, Town Hall Garage, Yeovil
'Phone: 50. [4239

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch, kick
.startrr, lamps, horn, etc.; £75.-3, Foxley Rd,,

Kcnniiib-tiiu. [4755

1020 41i,p. Countershaft Triumph, just received, un-±0 used; cflers,—Garrington. 16, Neva Ed., Weston-
Buuei-Jlare. [4078

TRIUMPH 2;ih.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, late model,
ready to go anywhere; £57/10.—103a, High St.,

Wandsworth. [51)94

4h.p. Countorshaft Triumph, splendid condition; any
trial; 85 gns. ; Aldershot.-Box 4,678, c/o The

Uokir Cycle. [5279

"1 020 2V'h.p. Baby Triumph, 2 speeds, brand new,XO never ridden; best offers.—Box 831, c/o The
Mii'ur Cijcle. '[X2471

I Q20 4h.p, Triumph, 3 speeds, just delivered new,
XiJ unregistered; what offers.—Box 830, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X2470

TRIDMI'H, re-enamelled, overhauled, excellent coiidi.

tioii ; best over f35,-Fred. Wilson, gwaulOW, Wiiis-
ford, Chcoihire. (X2559

WHY SCOUR LONDON
for your prospective Motor Cycle ?

MAKE A DIRECT LINE FOR

JONES'
Garage, Broadway,

MUSWELL HILL, N.10.

A few are as follows :

ARIEL 6-7 h.p. Combination ; B.A,T., Solo or
Combination; 8 h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECiSION,
3.5 h.p,, spring frame; BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p..

Solo; DOUGLAS, 4 h.p.. Combination ; ENFIELD
Dynamo Model, 8 h.p. ; HARLEY, 4 h.p., hori-

zontal twin; NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combina-
tion ; N.U.T., 3.V h.p., electric model ; ROVER,
5-6 h.p.. Solo or Combination ; WOOLER, 2I h.p.

horizontal twin ; RADCO, 2i h.p., 2-speed model

;

ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., 2-speed ; O.K.-JUNIORS,
2-spt-d; H0BART,2j h.p., single-speed; CLYNO,
2, h.p., 2-speed; ALLOAYS-ALLON, 2-speed,
kick-start, and clutch.

The above are only a few of a great stock. We
have, without fear of contradiction, TIJE
LARGEST STOCK IN LONDON.

We also have about One Hundred Second-hand
guaranteed Motor Cycles and Sidecars. Prices
ranging from £35. Send lor Big L'St

1916 SINGER, dynamo lighting, all perfect . £385
1914 HUMBERETTE, in perfect order, guar-

anteed ; £150

12 only Renovated TRIUMPHS, all counter-
shaft models, absolutely like new, fully
guaranteed , £100

12 only P. & M., renovated as makers £77

THE

COVENTRY
MOTOR MART, l-

LONDON RD., COVENTRY.
Telegrams: "Selection, Coventry."

Have in stock a choice

SELECTION OF NEW MODEi-S,
particulars aud prices of which will be forwarded
on request.

If your particular mount cannot be supplied
from stock, we can give you - "

AN EARLY DELIVERY . DATE. '

WE ARE CONTRACTING AGENTS FOR
THE FOLLOWING MAKES:—

Indian. Humber, Scott, P. & M.. Clyno, Zenith,
New Imperial, Coventry Acme, Hazlawood,
Quadrant, Royal Ruby, Excelsior, Ariel, Ivy,

Omega, Hobart, Calthorpe, Connau.E,ht, Edmund,
Bat, Sun, Metro-Tyler, Wooler, Alldays AUon.

SIDECARS IN STOCK, wifh fittings for any
make of Motpr Cycle :

—

Grindlay, Canoelet, Montgomery, Mills-Fulford.

Bonniksen and Cowey Speedometers.

Cowey, Stewart, and Klaxon Horns.
Easting and Cameo Windscreens.

RINGS, PISTONS, CYLINDERS. VALVES.

EVERYTHING AT MAKERS* LIST PRICES
AT

THE COVENTRY MOTOR MART,
LONDON RD., COVENTRY. Ltd ,

" Coventry*s Largest Motor Agents."
Telegrams; "Selection, Coventry."

A

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.^'
Triumph. ^

TRirrMPH, 3'/2li.p.. Bosch.' hem, 2 speeds, ^
slight repair; first cheque j£26.—A. J. WilkM

Bordon. Hants. Iv
COUNTERSHAFT Triiimpli, with nearly new Ji

ford sidecar; £95; no offers.—Millard, Gilh
Rd., Belvedere. W
1 017-18 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, excellent Jilp
J- J/ nibg order; any trial: £87.-62, New St., Ww '"^

bridge, Suffolk. •
. 8»

I 13 JV-h.p. Triumph, clutch, perfect con^t
J-" 100% engine efficiency; £48; appointments!
Priory Av., Hornsey. [39

THREE Triumphs, all countershaft, very good c<

dition; £225 the lot; no offers.—Hole, 129, Ts
Lane, Carshalton. 1*9

TRIUMPH 3',ih.p., Bosch, B. and B., Giadq
wicker side"car, ride away; 30 gns.—95, *.

shaw Rd., West Ealing.

rFRIUMPH Combination, C.B., countershaft,

4-speed Jardine, any trial; £75.—Tyler, 8,

Plaistow, E.13.

1 Q18 Triumph Combination, C.B., new enai^
±£» and plated; £98.-19, Wilcox Rd., South &
beth, London, S.W.8.

""

1Q20 Junior Triumph, just received; catajst

-Lt/- price; exchange entertained.—Bunting's JtofcJ

Wealdstone, Harrow. \^'

FOB Sale, 1914 Triumph, 4h.p.. 3-speed and dfil

Bosch mag., and tools, splendid condition^
—Cobden House, Welshpool. [^
TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, late model, l

coach sidecar; £125.—Halifax Motor ExclMp
Union St. South, Haliiax. M'

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed hub, clutch, Bosch, drop;

frame, good ' condition ; £58.—Box 510, Momi
Advertising Agency, Hull. 14.'

1 Q20 4h.D. Countershaft Triumph, brand new, a

i-U nearly new Millford sidecar; what offers ?-

Eastwood Mt., Rotherham. [5t

TBIUilPH 4h.p. 3-specd Countershaft; £85.—Nei
ham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith lid., JS

'Phone: Hammetsmith 80. [6C

TRIUMPH 3V'h.p., clutch model, dropped flai

re-enamelled, new tyres, ride away; £40.-

St. Thomas Rd., Hackney. \fl'

-| Q19 T.T. Triumph, 4h.p., single speed, lamps,^^
X.%} speedometer, excellent condition; 95 gns.—

^

SO, Whitley Rd., Eastbourne. I™

TRIUMPH, 3V.h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,' P,

n. lamp set. and accessories, perfect order;

365, King St., Hammersmith.

TRIUMPH 3]-^h.p., recently overhauled and
elled, policy, any trial, ride away;, t

Harold Rd., Opper Norwood.

TRIUMPH, 1912, S'.jh.p., clutch model, good

Bplendirt condition" lamps, eti-., complefi

Clarke, 8, Fairfield Av., Stainea.

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-5peed combination, IjBI

Fulford sidecar, all accessories, perfect; £76

1, Townley Rd., East Dulwich. V»

TRIUMPH Standard Combination. Glona miK

sidecar, run few miles only; *165.--7, ExhM
Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7.

"

TRIUMPH 1911. N.S.U. 2-speed, clutch, spnra;;

tyre, tube, thoroughly overhauled- *i^-.^

House, 'Stockbury, Sittingbourue.

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 3 speeds, clutch,

start, with new sidecar; £100, or would sej

—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton

•rpRIUMI'H 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, lamps,

etc., couiplete, splendid condition: £60.-

n, Lilleyputts, Hornchurch, Essex.

COUNTERSHAFT Triumphs. - Sei

overhauled, makers' colours, mechanically Ji

£90.-3, Couitlands Av., Lee, S.E.12

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed clutch, renovatsi;

Triumph Co., splendid condition; £65.^
Leith House, Carshalton Rd., Sutton.

TRIUMPH 4h.p. 1915 Countershaft Model,

ometer. electric lighting, disc wheels; £8C

105 gns.—Dowell, High Rd., Byfleet.

1 Q 17 Countershaft Triiimph Combinati .

XJ/ ford sidecar, perfect running order trial

gns.—53. Thomas St., Wellingborough,

TRIUMPH 1910 T.T. S^h.p., Dunlops, lam]

boards, overhauled, and in good going

£35.—Stock, High Easter, Chelmsford,

1 Q14 Trinmph 41i.p. Combination, 3-speed and (

X«7 electric, lamps, sound condition; f85.-<
GalUpoli, King's Ride. .Camlierley, Surrey.

31h.p. Triumph Combination, clutch model, li

2 speedometer, lamps, coach sidecar; i

Dewey, 89, Putney Bridge Rd., S.W.15. C

TRIUMPH, 1915, 3speed, T.T., aluminium
flex exhaust pipe, new sidecar, in excellent. CO

dition.— 149, Rosondale Rd., West Dulwich. W
A3S All letters relating to advertisements sboald quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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The Junior T.T.

BEFORE our next issue is publislied the

Junior Tourist Trophy will be run and

over. Those who are really interested in

the future of the light motor cycle will be

busy absorbing the lessons of the race,

and the attention of the public will be transferred

to the Senior event.

Undoubtedly the future of lightweight motor

cycles is rosy, for there is an enormous and

ever-growing, public which will absorb as many
first-class lightweights as can be produced in this

country. There are two main stages in the de-

velopment of the ideal lightweight for popular

use : first, the evolution of a small engine with

suitable transmission capable of withstanding

heavy duty over prolonged periods; and,

secondly, the adaptation oi this unit to simple

production methods and its installation to a light,

weather-prj3of two-wheeler of a popular price.

It is an incident in the first stage which is

attracting so much interest at the present

moment, for, though enormous progress has

been made during the past few years, the public

have yet to witness a demonstration of really

high-speed work over long distances by the latest

designs.

Junior v. Senior.

It has already been prophesied that the speeds

of the winning Junior will be within measurable

distance of the best Senior times, and one firm

has very sportingly entered the Senior event with

a Junior machine which will provide the public

with a means of comparison of the performances

of engines of 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. capacity

racing on equal terms.

The long-distance speed event for 250 c.c.

engines is a novelty designed to encourage genuine

lightweight machines, and The Motor Cycle Cup

for the best performance by a 250 c.c. machine

makes a third trophy in the races. Incidentally,

keen competition is promised for this trophy

by riders of macliines of different types, i.e.,

two-strokes and four-strokes, and undoubtedly

much valuable data will be obtained which will

have great influence upon the development of.

tlie miniature motor cycle for the million. The
racing machine of to-day is the parent of the

touring machine of to-morrow.

Where are the Scooters 7

A
QUESTION frequently asked is the above.

Let us admit it—the scooter has hitherto

proved a disappointing proposition. Past

history has shown us that premature

booming of any untried design is hound

eventually to react to its disadvantage. We
have the case of the cycle car fresh in our

memories. A yeas ago we were told that

scooters would revolutionise power-propelled

bicycles. They were to be produced and sold

in thousands at £2$. The Motor Cycle was

not led away by false optimism to join the

throng,, but, instead, personally tested the various

examples produced, and found them wanting.

Believing a comfortable seat t» be a sine qua non

of any mount intended for general use, and

feeling that a satisfactory and practical minia-

ture motor cycle might be developed from the

scooter, we inaugurated a campaign in favour of

a seat and the development of a lightweight

motor cycle. We still feel that there are great

possibilities in this direction, and the small class

in the Junior T.T. Race will assist in producing

the ideal design. Manufacturers, particularly

those firms new to the industry, will be well

advised to cultivate the genuine miniature

motor cycle (preferably with an open frame to

render it suitable for the use of ladies or gentle-

men), having a comfortable seat to enable

reasonably long distances to be covered, and
preferably with an emergency gear for slow hill-

climbing. A general utility machine of light

weight, at a low cost, is the desire of thousands

of potential buyers among the ranks of cyclists

who find pedaUing too hard. Speed in this

case is not desired.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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WHO will win the first post-war Junior T.T. ? With
only thirty-two entries, it would appear to be an
easy matter to get reasonably near the mark in

prophecy, but when one starts to analyse the entries

the task becomes more difficult.

Michael Kirk, who usually acts as the motor cyclists'

tipster, considers that a forecast of the Senior event will

keep him sufficiently busy this year, and his effort will

appear in next week's issue ; consequently the Editor has
commissioned the writer to pick the winner. " You have
seen the machines, you know the men, you have followed
the speed events since the war—get busy," he said, and
left hurriedly to catch the boat train to the Isle of Man.

I am told by friends who follow horse-racing that the
only sure way to pick the winner is to back all the starters

;

but by examining the list of entries for the Junior T.T. one
naturally fancies men with T.T. experience and machines
known to be good for the distance, and especially a com-
bination of the two.

The Race for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
It is rather disappointing that more firms have not

entered in the 250 c.c. class, but the two who are com-
peting, i.e., the makers of the Diamond and Levis machines,
are "all out" to win Thu Motor Cycle. Cup. It will be a
race between two-stroke and four-stroke, and both firms are
confident of success. Representative machines of both
makes have appeared in speed trials. Jlilner, who is entered
on one of the larger Diamonds, rode a 250 c.c. model at

Storeton on the 15th ult. , and attained a speed of over
65 m.p.h. ; while Pugh gave the iiew Levis engine a try-out
at Weston-super-Mare two weeks previously. The engine
had only been put in the frame the evening before, and, so
far as the public is concerned, very little is known of the
new engine. Without doubt it is considerably faster than
anything the Levis factory has ever turned out, and, what
is more, it seems impossible to dry it up.
The Diamond four-strokes have overhead valves, and

Milner proved that they are faster than any engine of the
size that has appeared in public competition. Speed is not
everything, however, and, other things being equal, 1
would rather place my money on an engine that has the
fewer parts when it comes to a T.T. race.
As for the competitors, well we have experienced T.T.

riders on both makes. In the last Junior both Jlilner and
Pike rode Levis machines. Incidentally, Milner's machine
weighed 188 lb. complete—the lightest mount in the race.
He failed to finish, but Pike finished thirteenth, his fastest
lap being 49.32 m.p.h., and his average over the race was
39.9 m.p.h., as against 45.6 m.p.h. of the winner. This
year both are riding Diamonds. The D.F. and M. Co.
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or T.T. Prospects.
NIacKines — Their cKa.!\ces

reviewed.

with Pike and another good rider up should stand a f

chance, provided the- machines can stay the course.

Of the Levis team, I favour Kuhn, although he has
previously competed in a T.T. He is as hard as na

and is of a temperament that makes for success in a test

endurance. R. 0. Clark, who is riding a similar machi
should not be overlooked. He is an experienced rider, i

in 1913 he broke nine long-distance records in the 275 i

class, five of which stand to-day. Any man who can mi
a little four-stroke single for six hours and average 4

!

m.p.h. should prove a formidable competitor.
Who will win The Motor Cycle Cup then? In the writi

opinion, the decision will rest between Pike (Dianion

Kuhn (Levis), and Clark (Levis). Personally, I fai

Kuhn, because mechanically the chances are in his favo

as it must always be in favour of the man riding a mach
with only three moving parts in his engine. But, on
other hand, should the Diamond win, it would show t

the small o.h.v. engine has reached a degree of perfect
which few people at the moment appreciate.

The 350 c.c. Class.
That speeds very near those of the Senior event will

attained in the Junior race is a foregone conclusion, ;

among the riders of 350 c.c. machines there are particula

"hot-stuff" T.T. men. These include T. H. Haddi
(A.J.S.), H. R. Davies (A.J.S.), Eric Williams (A.J.^

J. S. Holroyd (Blackburne), A. H. Alexander (Dough
and Eric Longden (Dot-Jap).
Now, Haddock has had a fall in the practising, and it

doubtful whether he will ride. H. R. Davies tied

second place in the. last Senior event, when - his speed \

only 1.10 m.p.h. slower than the winner; while E
Williams is the present holder of the Junior Trophy. Th.

two riders are first favourites for the Junior race.

J. S. Holroyd is an old i\Iotosacoche rider and knows 1

course, although on previous form the little Blackbun
are more likely to distinguish themselves by a fi

aggregate performance than by sensational speed work,
fact, it is not improbable that an effort will be made
secure the team prize as a proof of reliability.

A. H. Alexander was third in the 1913 Senior event, a

is probably one of the most experienced riders on t

course ; while Eric Longden rode a Douglas in-'"th6^1(

Junior race.

Now, in addition to old T.T. riders, there are many w
have proved that they can use their heads, but, coiisider

in conjunction -with their machines, it is difficult to spot'

likely winner amongst them.
For example, the Wooler by its recent twelve houi

records has proved its ability to "stick the distance",
new Ivy two-stroke is reputed to be particularly good £

the job ; while the Douglas machines, although not official

entered, are not to be overlooked, since in 1912 they tOi

first and second place, and in 1913 second place, and ha
always been well in the running. There are some da
horses in the new Diamond machines. This concern h

four types of engines in use, and the practising will be

form of elimination to find the best. These types inclui

both single and twin engines, but all are fitted with ovf

head valves in one form or another. All the same, I thii

if I were betting on the Junior T.T. I should only hesita

when it came to choosing between Eric Williams and H. •

Davies.
To summarise, then, I favour a Levis for the 25^0.

and an A.J.S. for the 350 c.c. classes respectively.

Yedetie.
I
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THE MAKE-UP OF
A T.T. RIDER.road rider."

The Physical and Temperamental Composition of a Tourist Trophy Winner.

I\"

the early days the T.T. might Bl' won—ami some-
limes ivas won—by a rider ol' (|uilc ordinary

calibre- Few machines were entered, and fewer
siill finished. The great thing was to get hold of a
mount which was staunch enough to finish. If it could
cover the course without giving its jockey any trouble,

it need not be ridden so very fast to win outright. The
taking qf fiendish risks round corners, and the attain-

ment of track speeds on rough roads of no great

.^iraightness, were not essential unless a few petty stops

had cost the rider much valuable time; indeed, it

was a strategic blunder to drive the machine hard,

for it could not stick the pace.

In most of the earlier races we reguhuly saw a few
dashing youngsters put up a meteoric display in the

first lap, or possibly the fust two laps. Then they
disappeared from the race. Either the machine had
collapsed beneath them, or a control had failed them
in a critical emergencv. '' Ca canny " was the pass-

pout to \'ictorv -so far as the opening stages were con-

cerned, though a fierce tussle occasionally developed
in the closing laps, if two or three steady goers found
themselves running neck and neck on time.

Ml that is altered now. The T.T. bicycle is a

fundamentally different proposition from its ancestors.

To commence with, it is a great deal too- fast for the

course ; many of the entrants could probably do their

seventy miles in the hour on Brooklands, but an
average of fifty is good enough to win in the Island.

Secondly, about a half of the entry will hope to

accomplish non-stops, except for the inevitable re-

plenishment stops. Provided a rider has readied his

machine with meticulous care, he need hardly fear

any stoppages except punctures ; and the special tyres

which the manufacturers turn out for the T.T. do not

often let the riders down. Trouble en route is

generally the result of carelessness in preparation ; or

of a petty crash in the race ; or of a momentary care-

lessness in lubrication ; or of a clumsy gear change in

^ moment of paralysing dread or intoxicating excite-

ment. Half the entrv can count with tolerable con-

fidence on a no-trouble race.

The Imporiance of the Jockey.
It follows from all this that each year sees the

importance of a first-class jockey overshadow the

intrinsic excellence of the machine. Given perfect

handling, several makes of motor cycle are capable

of registering the speed demanded for victory. The
racing managers of most teams can be trusted to pro-

duce a bicycle which can win. Their main anxiety

is to discover a jockey who will enable the machine
to give of its best.

Oddly enough, pluck is not the first requisite in

the make-up of a T.T. winner, perilous as the game
is. There is a certain intoxication about speed. It

turns you " fey," as the Scotch- put it. Start scrap-

ping with a few clubmates, and you will feel windy

at the first corner or two, but within ten minutes yon

will forget to be frightened. In the T.T. the magic
of the occasion, and the zest of the race, banish the

icy tremors of the wait at the start almost as soon as

your engine fires ; and fear promptly disappears until

an impending crash or sheer weariness restores the

sensation. If you feel any fear after the first mile

has been covered, you are too old for the job. The
first requisite, therefore, is not to feel too " fey." Bits

of the course which look straight at touring speeds

assmne a fearful resemblance to a corkscrew when
the 'bus is "beating fifty." A dust-cloud behind and

a roar astern urge you on. The tendency is to fling

sense and caution to the winds, tO' become literally

drunk with the champagne of the occasion, and the

delirium of speed. Either you will tackle a corner

too fast, Dr you will rack the machine by exaggerated

brakework.

Judgment and Nerve.
Excitement is heady stuff as long as the body is

fresh. Caution, rather than dash, is the prime need

in the opening lap. If the man is made for the job,

and is trained to the hour, a quarter of a lap will

clear his brain and steady his nerves. After a mile

or two he will be driving subconsciously, taking every

corner better than he ever did it in practice, timing

his accelerations and his brakework to a hair, and
all without any perceptible thought or mental effort,

just as George Duncan golfs or McCudden fought on
one of his golden days. No sensation is more
glorious ; but in motor racing it comes only to the

young, and not to them unless they are in perfect

physical tune.

The second lap may threaten to impair the perfect

harmony between brain and body; the third lap will

almost certainly disturb it. Fifty miles an hour over

rough and dangerous roads, accompanied by intense

mental effort, is inconceivably exhausting. The
youngster may last three laps without having to pull

himself together ; the veteran will generally face his

bad time towards the middle or end of the second
lap. Thi'S does not mean that his riding will neces-

sarily fall off in quality. It means that the conscious
effort will grow increasingly pronounced. With some
men the change is evident in a spice of carelessness

—

their line at corners is less certain, their grip on the

steering tends to relax, their brakework is less per-

fectly timed and more abrupt, and their acceleration

is- rougher or later.

With another man fear begins to reassert itself. He
grows timid, and has to press himself to keep the

speed as high as it was in the opening laps. He
may grow worried and irritable, especially if slower
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and clumsier rsen baulk him ; and temper is a rare

disruptive of that perfect internal concord which alone

renders maximum speed possible on such a course.

All these possibilities are a question of stamina, which
is temperamental as well as physical. It is here that

the sprint-merchant lets his stable down. If I see

a man going great guns at the half-distance and par-

ticularly if he is perfectly genial while some duffer

slows him down at such a corner as the Ramsey hair-

pin, I know he is going tO' show up well.

In the concluding laps comes the supreme test of

all. The dud machines and the dud riders have
already been weeded out. The tension on brain and
body has reached its zenith, for the flrst three laps

imply a nervous output sufficient to exhaust anybody
but an athlete in the very pink of training. Now that

rivalry has touched its summit, and the rider feels

more like bed than anything else, the signals of his

helpers tell him where he stands, and call upon him
for gigantic efforts.

The Last Lap,

At this stage there may be some lucky man who
has already established a, commanding lead ; it is

signified to him that he has five minutes in hand of

the field. Fools envy him. Wise men pity him. His
hearts' desire is within his grasp, and the tiniest error
of judgment, the pettiest caprice of the fickle goddess
of fortune may rob him of his dream.
He has to steel his nerves against a sickening

anxiety which can easily make him corner like an
elderly novice on a baby two-stroke. Or, alterna-

TYPES OF ENGINES
ALTHOUGH there is the possibility of changes

being made at the last moment, the types of

engines specified on the official list
, of starters

(given on page 638) provided matter for an interesting

analysis. According to these figures only one V twin

is in the Junior—the Dot, which is fitted with a new
350 c.c. twin of J. A. P. design—an overhead valve

engine embodying several novel features. ' It is quite

possible that this engine may also be used by another

firm who have entered singles.

In the Senior event five V twins are entered

—

i.e.,

the Indian Scouts—and in view of past victories of this

type of engine and the solitary win (1914) of the single,

it is perhaps surprising that the former has apparently

lost its popularity with T.T. aspirants.

The Singles.

In both Junior and Senior races single-cylinder four-

strokes predominate, there being sixteen out of thirty-

two in the Junior event, and twenty-one out of twenty-

nine in the Senior. These include the following makes :

Junior: A.J.S., 8; Blackburne, 3; Diamond, 5.

Senior: Norton, 14; Sunbeam, 5; A.J.S., i;

Duzmo, I.

The last-mentioned machine is the only four-stroke

single in the Senior event with an outside flywheel.

T-wo=strokes.

This year there are no two-strokes in the Senior

race. Despite the past successes of the Scott, there

have been no private riders forthcoming to represent

this mount when the makers decided not to race.

JUNE loth, 1920.

tively, the wine of success may mount to his headand
betray him into taking all sorts of illegitimate risks.

Never in the race was it more essential that he should

display an inspired blend of dash and coolness. Iced

champagne should be the beverage suggested by his^

roadwork from now onwards to the finish.

An even sterner task lies on the little clump of

men who are a few minutes behind the leader. Just

when they are wearying to the point of exhaustion,

numbed wrists, aching back, smarting eyes, and tired

brain, comes the summons to dig up a little more speedy

from somewhere. Already they have been cornering^

as fast as they dare. Already they have been hum-'

ming dow^n the slopes and the straights as if hell,

were behind them. Their exact position they do not

know. But the signals seemed to say that if the last'

two laps could be reeled off just a few minutes fa.ster,

victory might yet be the prize. Three minutes per

lap seems a trifle. Just you try it. It means snatch-

ing a second by piling on pace and shutting the throttle

a second later in the approach to each of the several

corners. It means adding five miles an hour to the

speed down every fast bit.

Trifles, you think? This last desperate appeal to

a tired man is asking much. Probably, too, the 'bus

itself is beginning to feel the strain. You cannot trust

it after this frightful four hours of bucketing as you

could trust it in the first lap. The 'bus smells of heat.

There are audible loosenesses and rattles about it. .

The very brakes feel sloppy—will it save time to nip,

off the 'bus and tighten anything up ? The man who
rides a stern chase to triumph in the last two laps

is the finest fellow of them all.

IN THE T.T. RACES.
In the Junior race, however, there are eight two-

,
strokes : four Levis, one Ivy, one New Comet, and
two Aurora ; the last-named machines are fitted with

Dalm engines, and the New Comet has a Climax,'

power plant—a newcomer to the two-stroke world.

Flat Twins.
In view of the Wooler's recent successes in long-

distance record breaking, it is not surprising to find

several machines of this make in the Junior race,

while, despite the decision of Douglas Motors, Ltd.,

not to compete, there are several of the famous Bristol

machines entered by individuals. The following are the

flat twins in the Junior : Wooler three, Douglas four.

In the Senior one of the new 3^^ h.p. Douglases will

compete, as will twO' A.B.C.'s. From the above, it

will be seen that the racing will have four- aspects of

interest: (i) the races themselves for the blue ribands

of the motor cycle world; (2) type against type; (3)

competition between rivals on identical machines ; and

(4) machines of similar types against each other. In

the latter connection, it is interesting to group the rival

machines as under

:

Two-strokes in the Junior : Levis, Ivy, Dalm,
and Climax.

Four-stroke Singles in the Junior: A.J.S.,

"Diamond, and Blackburne.

Flat Twins in the Junior: Wooler and Douglas.

Singles in the Senior : Sunbeam, Norton, Duzmo,
and the little A.J.S.

Flat Twins in the Senior : Douglas and A. B.C. ,
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Useful Information for tlie T.T. Visitor.
Sailing Arrangemenls, Customs, Fares and Garage Facili ies for Visitors (o liie I.O.M.

Sailing Arrangements.

FOR tlu' luMu.fil of ivncK'is visitiii,y the Isir ..f Man for

llio raci's, we ivpeiit .Llio sailing ai-iaii};i'iiieiilti ^;ivc.'ii

ill last wooU's issue. The sailings ai'e as fulluw :

From LtvERi'oor,.

Today (Thursday, June 10th) and Friday, June 11th,

11.30 a.m.
Saturday, June 12th, to Wednesday. June JOth, 10.30 a.m.

:iiiii 3 p.m.
I'l.Ntras. Tluirsday, June 17lh, 1 a.m.
Saturdays, June' 12th t.i

2toih. 12.50 night.

Retitrn Smlings from
D0UGL.\S.

To-dav (Thursday, June
10th) and Friday, June 11th,

' 9 a.m.
Saturday, June 12th, to

Wednesday, .June 20th, 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m.

. Extras. Tluirsdav, June
17th. 12.30 ninht.

llondavs, June 21st and
28th, 12.30 (Sunday midnight).

Customs.
So far as Customs are con-

.
cerued. the I.O.M. is con-
sidered by Great Britain as a

foreign country, and a permit
to sliip must be obtained by
e\"ery motor cyclist who desires
to bring his machine back to

England. This is merely a
means of identification by
which the Customs official at
Liverpool may see that the
machine has only been taken
into the Island quite recently.
The procedure is quite

simple in the case of British-
made motor cycles, but
foreign-made motor cycles en-
tail further complication. A
form prior to departure on
ihe home journey should be
taken to the local consul of
the A.C.r.. .^Ir. G. J. A.
Brown, 39, York Road,
Douglas. During the race
week the form should be
taken to the offices of the
A.C.U., Athol Hall. Athol
Street, Douglas, I.O.M.

Fares for Man and Motor
Cycle to Douglas
I.O.M.

The following fares for pas-
sengers and their machines
between Liverpool and
Douglas, I.O.M., will be of
interest to our readers : Single
saloon 14s., steerage 7s, 6d.

;

return for six months, saloon
20s., steerage 12s. 6d.
The fare for a motor bicycle

accompanied by passenger is

4^. 5d. ; a motor bicycle with
two seats. 5s. 6d. ;

" a motor
bicycle and sidecar accom-
panied by passenger, 7s. 5d. ;

a motor tricycle with passen-
ger, 7s. 6d.

,-

" 2s. 6d. per seat -

extra if more than one seat is

fitted.

Sidecars must be detaclied finm motor bicycles when con-
veyed by passenger steann-i' and in charge of the owner.

At Liverpool.
For memliers of the A.C.L". taking their machines to the

Island, arrangements have been made with J. Blake and Co.,
of Liverpool, who will be in attendance on the landing stage
to emptx tanks. Keceipls for the amount will be given, and
tanks will be refilled on retuiu. It desired, machines can be
left at the A.C.U. garage, the Drill Hall, on the corner
of Lawrence Road and Wellington Road, Liverjiool.

The
AN IMPRESSION OF SPEED ON THE T.T. COURSE,

greatest speeds are obtainable on the mountain road. 70 m.p.h. is frequently attained during the

Tourist Trophy Races.
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ANNOUNCING THE T.T. RESULTS.
"The Motorcycle" Telegram Service from the Course to the Centres of Motor Cycledom.

As in former years, The Motor Ci/cld

has arranged for telegrams from the

course to be exhibited at the dif-

ferent important centres throughout the

country. These wires will give the order
at the end of each lap—a method which
has proved most popular in previous

T.T. races.

Below we give a list of points at which
the telegrams may be seen :

Birmin^hani.—Amac, Ltd., Aston Cross; Col-
more Depot, Colraore Row; H. Cutler and Son,
247, Soho Eoad, Handsworth; P. J. Evans, 81,
John Bright Street; The James Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Greet; Mead- Cycle Co., 50, George Street, Balsall
Heath; The Premier Motor Co., Aston Road.
Bournemouth.—P. W. Surplice, Poole Hill.

Bridgend (Glam.).—John Lewis, 35, Caroline
Street.

Bristol.—Eli Clark, 196, Cheltenham Road; J.
S. WiUway and Sons, Ltd., St. Augustine's Bridge.
Birkenhead.—Oxton Cycle and Motor Works,

la. Village Eoad, Oxton; R. Tyrie, junr., 21, Rose
Street.
Bedford.—J. Crawley and Sons, 4, St. Mary's

Street.

Blackburn (Lanes.).—Slaters', 83, King Street.
Brecon.—Fryer Bros, and Co.
Burv (Lanes.).—Jack Pilling, 1, Rock Street.
Carmarthen.—Carmarthen Motor Cycle and

Cycle Car Club, Nelson Hotel.
Cheltenham (Soal.-A. Williams and Co., ,19,

Portland Street; H. E. Steel, Ltd.. High Street.
Cardiff.—Kingsway Motors, Ltd., 8, Kingsway.
Coventry.—r^e Motor Cycle, Hertford Street.,

• Dublin.—F. A. Wallen, Trinity Street Garage.
Doncaster.—J. H. Wilkinson, 19, Silver Street.

Edinburgh.-Alexander and Co., 113. Lothian
Road; Andrew Downie, 19, Haymarket "Terrace.

(ilasfiow.-Adam, Small and Co., 298, Max-

Street.
filoucester.—W. B. Gibb, Worcester Paradi
Hull,—W. L. Thompson, Ltd., 83, Anlaby Ro

Hereford —Fryer, Ltd., No. 2 Garage, Com-
mercial Road.
Huddersfield.—Earnshaw and Co., 10, Cloth

Hall Street.

loswich,—Egertons, Northgate Street.

Kettering.—Harry Taylor, Montague Street.

London.—A.A. and M.U., 21, Fanum House,
Whitcomb Street, W.C.2; The -Bulwark Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., 201, Archway Road, Highgate,
N.6; Benetflnk and Co., Ltd., 107, Cheapside,
E.C ; Burlington Motor Cycle Co., 7, South Side,

Clapham Common, S.W. ; H. Collins and Sons, Ltd.,

44, Plumstead Road, Plumstead, S.E. ; Douglas
Motors, Ltd., 39, Newman Street, W.l; The
Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford Eoad, Forest
Gate, E.7; H. F. Edwards and Co., 7, Exhibition
Road, South Kensington, S.W.7; Godfrey's, Ltd.,

208, Great Portland Street, W.l.; A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn, E.C.I; James Grose, Ltd., 4, Old
Jewry, Cheapside. E.C.2, 255, Holloway Road, N.,

and New Bridge Street, Ludgate Hill, E.C. ; Hutch-
inson Tyres, 70, Basinghall Street, E.C. ; Lamb's,
151, High Street, Walthamstow; Longman Bros.,

17, Bond Street, Ealing Broadway, W.5; Maudes'
Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland Street, W.l:
Rex G. Mundy, 1, Duke Street, The Quadrant,
Richmond, S.W.; Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4.

Berners Street.. W.l; The Portable Tool »nd
Engineering Co., Ltd., Cedar Road Works, En-
field Highway, Middlesex; Robertsons Motors,
Ltd., 157b, 'Great Portland Street, W.l; The
Streatham Pari Motor Garage, 85, MItcham Lane,
Streatham. S.W.; The Service Co.. Ltd., 289, High
Holborn, W.C.I; H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a,
Store Street, W.C.I, and 52, Sussex Place, South
Kensington, S.W.; V. C. 'tt'ormald and Co., 95,
High Road, East Finchley, N.2.

Liverpool.—J. Blake and Co., 110, Bold Street;

Co'imore Depot, 24, Paradise Street; W. E. S. Gil-

mour, 195, Crosby Road, Sealorth; Hitehings,
Ltd., 74, Bold Street; Mead Cycle Co., 11, Para-
dise Street.

Lrandrindod Wells.-Tom Norton, Ltd.

Llnnellv.—Thomas and Co., 40, Stepney Street.

Leicester.—Tom C.mn. Ltd., 88, Woodgate; Col-
more Depot. 62, High Street; T. H. Wathes and
Co., Ltd., 86, High Street.

Maldon (Essex).-H. P. Girling, Electricity

Works.

Middlesbrough.-Fred W. Dixon, Park
ige, Linthorpe Eoad.
Maidstone.—Rootes, Ltd., Len Engineering

Works.
Neweastle=on=Tvne.—The Percy Motor Co.^

Ltd., 68, Northumberland Street.
Norwich.-R. O. Clark, 2a, Upper King Street
Peterborough.—Turnhill North and Co.,

Broad Bridge Street.

Plymouth.—P. Pike and Co.. 33, Union Streeli

Preston.—Bert Houldiug, Marks and Rigby.
Ltd., 215, Lancaster Road.
Perth.—Macfarlane's Motor Dejot, 22, South

Methven Street. I

Reading.—The Hamilton Road Motor Works,
Wokingham Road; Julian's, 84, Broad Street.

Risea (Mon.).—J. Marsh, 131, Commercial
Street, Pontymister, Risca.
E^yde (LO.W.).—Downing and Donovan, Union

Garage, Union Street.

Kugby.—Sam Robbins, Ltd., Bilton Road.
•Shrewsbury.—J. C. Pickering, 49, Mardol.
Stevenage (Hertsl.-Hall's Garage, Ltd.

Shefiield.—D. Bradbury, 224, London Road;
T. H. V. Jackson, 635, Ecclesall Road, Hunter's
Bar; Frank R. Roper, 166, London Road.
Sutton.—Surrey Motors, Ltd., St. Nicholas Road,

High Street.

St. Albans (Herts).-Clatke's, 98, London Road.
St. Ives (Hunts).—Parker and Son, Station

Road Garage.
:5herborne (D'^rset).—Dyer's Motor and Cycle,

Works, The Parade.
Tadeaster.—Fred Snape, Motor Cycle Engineer,

Bridge Street.

Torquay.—Nunn, Farmer and Co., 73, Union
Street.

Tunbrid4e Wells.—Reid Bros., 4, Goods Station
Road.
Taunton.—Hewin's Garages and Eng. Co., Ltd.,

Corporation Street.

Wolverhamntoii.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash
Depot,
Worcester,-W. J. Bladder, 52, Sidbu'-: Eric

Williams, Tlie Motor Cvcle Depot, Lowesiioc-

ENTRIES AND DETAILS OF MACHINES IN
THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.

32 Agchines Entered, comprising 8 Two-stroke=, 36 Four-stroke Singles, 7 Flat Twins,

and 1 V Twin.

A. H. Haden (2 J New Comet)
A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd. (23 A.J.S.)
A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd, (zj A. l.S.) . . . .

A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd. (2J A.J.S.) . . . .

A. I. Stevens & Co., Ltd. (23 A.j.,S.) . . .

.

A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd. (2} A.J.S.) . r.

.

A. J. Stevens ,t Co., Ltd. (2} A.J.S.) . . . ,

George Cowley, Seor. (2} .4. J.S.)

S. A. Newman, L d (3 Ivy)'
Wooler Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd. (23 Wooler)
Wooler Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd. (2} Wooler)
A. E. Wills (2j Douglas)
Butterfields, Ltd. (2} Levis)
Butterfields. Ltd. 'fii Levis)
Burney & Blackburne (23 Blackburne) .

Burney & Blackburne (23 Blackburne) .

Burney & Blackburne (23, Blackburne) .

N. C.»Sc!ater, Junr. (3 Aurora)
Bert Moulding, Marks, & Rigbv, Ltd. (2-;

Diamond)
H. V, Prescott (2 i A. l.S.)

D.F. & M. Eng. Co., Ltd, (23 Diamond)
D.F. & M. Eng. Co., Ltd. {2} Diamond)
D.F. & M. Engl Co., Ltd. (2! Di.^nion,-l)

D.F. & M. Eng, Co., Ltd. (23 Diamond)
R. O. Clark (2 J Levis)

). W. Gates (3 Aurora)
N. W. Laughto.i (2; Douglas)
A. H. Alexanilcr & Co, (2; Dougl.is) ....

P.. Greenwood (23 Douglas)
I. S, Clavton (2} Wooler)
T. P. Lewis (2( Levis)
Eric Longden (23 Dot-Jap)

Bore

Stroke.
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L. W. Clement .

Oswald Wade . .

N. F. Harris . .

.

N. C. Heath ....

T. H. Haddock .

H. F. Davies . .

.

Eric Williams .

.

Entrant
P. G. Wallison .

.

J. H. Dowell . .

.

.\. F. Houlberg .

Entrant '.
.

.

F. W. Applebee .

Gus Kuhn
J, .A. Watson-Bou
P. J. Enticknapp

J. S. Holroyd .

.

Entrant

S. \. Marks . . .

.

Entrant
.Albert Milner . .,

Bert Houlding ..

P. Pike
F. J. Price
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant -.

A. H. Alexan.lcr

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant

Make of Drivirjg Chain

Perry chain, Dunlop belt . . .

.

Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Renold chain
Co\'entrv chain
John Bull belt .'

.

John B ill belt

Dunlop belt

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

,

Renold chain, Dunlop belt ,

.

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

,

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

.

Renold chain. X>unlop belt , .

.

Renold chain, Pedley belt .

.

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

.

Renold chain
Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

.

Renold chain, Dunlop belt . .

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

.

Renold chain, Dunlop belt .

.

Renold chain, Dunlop belt . .

Renold chain, Pedlev belt . .

,

Reynold chain, Dunlop belt .

Renold chain. Wood - Milne
belt

John Bull belt

Renold chain

Renold chain

C.A.V.
T.-B. .

r.-B. .

T.-B. . .

T.-B. . .

T.-B. ..

T.-B. ..

E.I.C. .

C.A.V. .

C."i.V. .

E.I.C. .

E.I.C. .

E.I.C. .

T.-B. ..

T.-B. ..

T.-B. ..

E.I.C. .

C.A.V. , . .

Runbaken
C.A.V. . .

,

C.A.V. . .

.

C.A.V, ...

C.A.V. . .

.

E.I.C. ...

E.I.C. ...

E.I.C. ...

Bosch . .

.

C.A.V. . .

.

E.I.C. ...

Bosch . ,

.

26X2}
26X2}
26X2i
26X2}
26X2i
26X2}
26X2
26X2}
26X23
26X2t
26X2t

26 >

26X2}
20X2J
26X2}
2tX2
26X2i
26X2}

26X2}
26X2}
24X2

Dunlon ,

,

Dunli p .

.

Dunlop . .

Dunlop . ,

Dunlop .

.

Dunlop .

.

Dunlop .

.

Avon ....
Dunlop . .

Plamer ..

Palmer .

.

Dunlop . .

Hutchinson
Hutchinson
Dunlop .

.

Dunlop . .

Dunlop .

.

Pedley ..

Dunlop .

.

Dunlop .

.

Dunlop .

.

Djnlop ..

D.unlop ..

Dunlop .

.

Hutchinsor
Pedley .

.

Clincher .

Wood-Milne
Palmer .

Hutchiusc
Dunlop .

Araac
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac
Amac

B. & B.
B. & B,
Zenith

B, &B.

Amac
.\mac
Amac
Amac
Amac

B. & B.
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A.J.S. MACHINES FOR THE T.T.
Four-speed Gears applied (o Sturdy Machines having High EKiciency Single-cylinder Engines.

DriviiiR side o( the A.J S, _, ^-.^

wl.ich will defend tlie

lunlor Trophv

overhead rockers being Ciinied in brackets
bolted to tlio head. The fixing of the
cylinder head is unuisnal and very iiigeni-

I

/CONSIDERABLE interest will be taken
\^ in A.J.S. machines, which, besides

defending their title in the Junior
Race ne.xt Tuesday are the only 350 c.c.

engines entered for the Senior event.

Frame, gear box, forks, and brakes, are

A.J.S. standard practice, but the engine
and certain features of the transmission
are new. The single-cylinder engine has
a bore and stroke of 74 X 81 mm. respec-

tively. To all intents and purposes the

cranlc case is standard, hut steel flywheels

are used and the cast iron cylinder has a
detachable hemispherical head in which
overhead valves are mounted inclined from
the centre line at approximately 45°.

The.'e valves are operated through
standaid timing gear and long push rods,

FT

1
1 "^^''^™«M

i

|:i :

' '"^l^^^fiH

8^p*^^[-.

1
^B^^^^^^^^^^^S^^M^^'*~

t> —^"""^^^E^xi
The cylinder head of the A.J.S. is held down by a steel strap,

and oil is supplied by a handle-bar controlled pump from a tank

behind the saddle tube.

ous, as it is held down by a flexible steel

strap passing over the head of the engine
and tightened by tiirnbiickles on either

side of the crank case.

Unorthodox Transmission.

A very light steel piston is employed
having two rings at the top and a series

of oil grooves, the lower part of the skirt

is copiously drilled. The transmission from
the engine-shaft to the gear box is some-
what unusual, two equal sized sprockets
are machined on the clutch ring, and
mounted loosely on an extension of the
crankshaft are two sprockets which differ

slightly in size. Either of these sprockets
may be dogged to the shaft at will, a
control being opeiated hum the handle-

bai When the smaller
ot the^e sprockets is

being utilised for the
dine, the normal high
and low gear are ob-
tained by means of the

.

countershaft gear box,
but the larger sprocket
can be used for long
de-.cents, and gives
slightU higher ratios so

as to pre\ ent over-run-
mg the engine. The
saddle tank contains two
gallons ot petrol, and
the entue oil supply is

carried in a tank beliind
the s.iddle tube. A
s o m e ^A hat unusual
method of filling this

tank IS employed, since
a large diameter pipe is

cairied upwards through
the petrol tank so as to
bung the filler cap into
a normal and easily ac-

ce^.^ible position.

Lubrication is effected

by a spring pump con-
trolled from the handle-
bai. the flow being regu-
lated by a sight feed
diip. It is just possible,
however, that this drip
will not be used during
the race.

From the illustrations, it will be

noticed that the cylinder is stayed to the

front down tube. The machine is fitted

with Brooks saddle, Amac carburetter,

Hans Renold chains, Dunlop tyres, and

Thomson-liennett large size magneto.

It is a most workmanlike mount, which

has been designed rather with the idea

of a high etHciency machine which will

stand up to the work than with the idea

of saving weight.

A Sporting Chance.

There is no doubt that the A..J.S. stands

an excellent chance of retaining its title,

since there -are few machines which have

been so thoughtfully designed and well

constructed. It is unfortunate, therefore,

that T. H. Haddock and N. C. Heath

—two of the T.T. riders of this model-
should have suffered accidents during

preliminary practice. Whether these

accidents will prevent their riding in the

race is not certain, but we understand

the A.J.S. firm have other good riders

in reserve.
. That one of these machines has been

entered in the Senior event gives the

A.J.S. a sporting chance of winning both

events ; in any case, its performance in

competition with machines of 30% larger

capacity will be watched with great

interest.

w

Driving sideof the T.T. A.J.S., showing

the housing for the engine shaft gear ana

the mchntd overhead valves.
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At first glance the Reciiup is not unlike a rotar> engine

that appeared a decade ago.

IN
the early part of this year (to be exact, in our

issue of February 5th, 1920), we gave a fully illus-

strated and exclusive description of the Redrup
Radial engine. At the time of our inspection of the

engine, a machine was not available, but a test model
has now been assembled and a prolonged road trial

carried out. Our readers will no doubt remember
that the engine is manufactured by Messrs. Boyle and
Redrup, of Leeds, and considerable numbers have
already been used for stationary work, such as driving

pumps, electric lighting installations, and blowers.

We need not describe again the construction of the

engine, but we may briefly remind the reader that

three cylinders, disposed at 120° angle, are used, and
a smgle-throw crankshaft, aluminium pistons, mechani-
cal lubrication, and completely enclosed valves and
valve gear aje incorporated
The machine which we

prepared for us, and it had
just returned from a 500
mile trip into Wales, after

which it was placed in our
hands without anv adjust-

ments being made.
At the outset we were

favourably impressed b v

the manner in Avhich the

engine responded to a

single depression of the

kick starter. Although the

machine had been stand-

ing all night in a very ex-

posed place, and despite

the fact that the morning
was wet and cold, ' the

engine fired at once, and
after a few minutes' run-
ning, it became absolutelv

tested \\as not specially

Transmission side cf the Redrup power un.t. The engine is

secured in the frame by light steel bearer plates, and can bf

removed compietelv bv the withdr

oad Tests of the Redrup Three-cylinder

Engine Described.

A Vibrationless, Easy Starting, and Flexible

Power Unit for Motor Cycles.

controllable—ticking over as slowly as desired or re-

sponding to full throttle without hesitation ; it was
noticed, however, that until a few miles had been
co\'ered the full power was not developed, and it

seemed necessary that the engine should reach a cer-

tain temperature before pulling its best.

Before starting on the journey from Leeds' to Cov-
entry, a hill of I in 7, a hundred yards in length, was
climbed on low gear of 1 1 to i with a passenger on

the carrier, the. total weight being 21 stone. This

is an excellent performance for a machine of only

309 c.c. capacity. Features particularly noticed while

handling the machine were its continuous torque and
absence of vbration.

Smoothness of Running.

^\'ithout desiring to appear unguardedly eulogistic,

we may truthfully say that the writer has never

ridden any motor cycle which so nearly gave the im-

pression of continuous free-wheeling on a pedal cycle.

The engine was remarkably silent, as, owing to the

valves and valve gear being compietelv enclosed in

the cylinders, no noise from these parts could be
heard ; the exhaust gave a regular and subdued note.

The most prominent sound associated with the engine
was a continuous and even ringing of the steel -^y-
wheel ; this, however, was not at all objectionable;

Duiing the day 130 miles were covered, but no
attempt was made to do the

distance in any set time.

Over given stretches of

road, however, timing was
canied out, and it was
found that on the level .|o

to 45 m.p.h. could easily

be reached. Thirty miles

per hour could be main-
tained indefinitely, and on
one deserted stretch of"
the Great North Road ten '

miles were done in exactly^;

nineteen minutes. Imme^
diately after this, the low ;

gear was engaged, and one
,

mile covered at half •

throttle, the spe-ed being in

the neighbourhood of 20
m.p.h. Despite this ill-

of twc bolts
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A Radial on the Road.—

ficMtniciU, howevoi', the engine
slidwcd no signs of drying up, imd
it then accepted tlie high gear with-

out any evidence of distress.

Since our previous description of

the engine, a few modifications have
•been niatlo; for instance, a separate
Best and Idoyd lubricator has been i

fitted, which feeds oil directly to the
i

crank and big end bearings, while
the mechanical pumps in the timing :

gear on each side of the engine main- r

lain constant lubrication of all the
parts. . The speed of the magneto
has also been reduced to threequarter
engine speed by introducing another
roller in the " sun and planet " form
of high-tension distributer, and the
magneto transmission is now^ taken
from a sprocket fixed behind the fan
flywheel.

Reliability and Economy.
'Ihroughout the entire run the onl\

iiunluiitary slop was due to the
carburetter ha\ing become cjioked
with aluminium paint washed out of
the tank, which was a new one. As
the carburetter can be dismantled by
the wiihihawal of four screws and a

union, the delay was only of a iew
minutes' duration : otherwise, in

every respect, the machine ran fault-

lessly.

The petrol consumption worked
out at loo m.p.g., but there is

reason to beliexe that this could have
been impro\-ed upon, as the mix-
ture appeared to be rather rich ; no tloubt a smaller
jet w-ould have improved matters. Altogether we
were \-ery much impressed by the performance of the
machine. T/ic Motor Cir/e'has advocated the adop-
tion of the radial principle many times in the past,
and it w'as with considerable interest that we availed
ourselves of a long run on the machine, and our belief
in the possibilities of the type has been greatly en-
hanced by the satisfactory running of this particular
engine. It would appear to be capable of great de-

velopment, es-

pecially in the

direction of

increased size.

The complete
absence o f

vibration, the

silent run-

n i n g, a n d

smooth torque

should do
much to ex-

tend the popu-
larity of the

motor cycle.

The even
torque especi-

a 1 1 y shorild

At the end of

which the engine

The 3 h.p. (309 C.C.) Redrup three-cylindei

radial engine
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go far towards the elimination of

tyre and transmission troubles; in-

deed, as far as. chains are concerned,
these, if properly enclosed, should

last indefinitely, as the inevitable

snatchhig associated with most other

types of engines is entirely absent in

this particular instance.

Some Details of the Machine.
Although Messrs. lioyle and Red-

rup are concentrating on the maim-
facture of engines, and do not pro-

pose to build a motor- cycle, some
details of the machine we tried must
be given.

The frame is a standard one,

which has been slighdy altered to

tarry the Redrup engine. It is fitted

with Saxon sprirfg forks (which, in-

cidentally, are decidedly efficient),

and a Burman two-speed gear box
with clutch and kick starter. The
engine is carried between light steel

plates, much in the same way as

radial aero engines are supported.

The magneto is mounted on a

bracket behind the vertical cylinder,

and a similar bracket at the front of

the crank case will conveniently

accommodate a small lighting
dynamo, if such is required.

The two lower cylinders are some-
what exposed to mud splashes from
the' road, but owing to the cooling

effect of the fan flywheel with its

cowl, an undershield can be fitted

without causing overheating. The
float chamber of the carburetter is

bolted on to the crank case immediately below the

driving sprocket, and the jet, choke tube, and throttle

are surrounded by the oil sump, which is quite warm
-and consequently conducive to good carburation.

Unlike many ultra-modern engines, the Redrup
Radial does not appear to be hard on plugs, while

the extretnely light valves and springs should also give

long service, especially when it is recollected that not

a single portion of the valve mechanism is exposed
to the dust-laden atmosphere.

The makers
have very
great faith in-

the engine,

and this has

been justified

so far by tfie

fact that
throughout
the tests
\v h i c h have -

been, carried

out,, no spares

have been
carried nor
have any as

yet been
called for.

a 130 mile test, during

ran almost faultlessly.

Fan-flywhee! and cowl, which almost

completely concea. the cylinders.

B7
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Spring Frames v. Rigid.

WHEN you are well accustomed to spring frames,

it is apparently difficult to do them jtistice.

Ownership of the new A.B.C. is rather, a

nuisance in one way, as everybody one meets begs a
ride ; no doubt other owners of new machines just

commencing production experience a similar schwdrm-
erei as the Hun calls it. Yesterday I gave trial trips

to a couple of old hands, neither of whom had ever

tried either a spring frame, or the next best thing,

viz., a combination, of a good fork with 3in. tyres,

and an Xl-all saddle. I expected these two practical

men to enlarge on the gear or the engine. They
ignored both, and went into ecstasies about the sus-

pension. - After a short pillion ride, the driver said

the machine was easier to steer with two up than his own
'bus was solo, and the passenger (who had straddled
the naked carrier bars) remarked that a cushion
was not called for. To others in the like position I

commend a triple experiment, namely, that they should
cover a roughish bit of road three times

:

Once on their own rigid framed machines.
Once on a Scott (3in. tyres, splendid fork, good

saddle).

Once on a spring frame.

After this experiment they will be in a position to
help in stamping the industiy down one of the two
paths, which it must follow if it wants to make really

good.

Brake Control.

WITHOUT desiring to define a motor cycle as a

vehicle which is doomed to sustain tumbles,
every owner and repairer knows t}iat the

average machine takes a mild toss periodically. Such
tosses very seldom inflict any serious damage. But
for the last twenty years they have normally occasioned
the rider concern on two principal counts. The first

is where to stow his feet when his footrests are point-
ing to twenty-five minutes past six.

' The second is

whether it is safe to continue a journey with only the
front brake hi action. Design has certainly been
veneered up a little in both respects. For example,
I own a machine the footrests of which are quite

usable within five minutes of a real "bad crash, since
they are friction-held on a vertical tube, and merely
need kicking back round it, but the brake pedal of
this mount must invariably go west in a' tumble. The
majority of machines are similar. A ray of hope is

dawning on the horizon. I see no reason why Bowden
control should not be quite good enough for the
internal expanding brakes which are now commencing
to appear, and such a good judge as the A.J.S. de-
signer agrees with me. Bowden control will permit
of a main brake operated by ha,nd or thigh or knee.

Given a kick-straight type of footrest, no tumble would i

then disorganise tlie nether portions of a machine. I

No, thank you, I have not had a tumble lately, but I
|

have seen a few machines which have been doing

slides.

Some Chain Notes.
' ANY thanks to various correspondents, by whose

kindly introductions I am now equipped with

all the chain supplies which I personally re-

quire. My first chain note is intended for trade and

buyers alike. On some makes of machine the chain

is given a very bare clearance along its free top and

bottom runs. Thanks to the shortage of spring link

clips, some manufacturers ~ have unearthed stocks of

the old-fashioned bolt joint links, and are fitting these

instead. I hear of several cases in which machines

have been delivered with these links, and the tip of

the bolt fouled some projection on the machine. Apart

from the chance of damage if the engine is rashly

started up, this blunder creates an impression that

the machine has never been tested, although in all

probability it was tested with an old chain at the

works. Secondly, have you ever watched your back
chain when you are driving fast? The other night I
was fleeing homewards with a setting sun behind and

on one flank. I happened to cock my eye at my,

shadow, which was pursuing me along a bank, and 1

dismounted in a liurry, for I saw the shadow of my
bask chain waving like a flag in a gale. I could hardly

believe my fingers when a feel showed that the chain

had no more than the legitimate half-inch up-and-|

down sag. But if a properly adjusted chain can wagglej

like that at high speed under load, I shall be jolly

careful never to run my chains slack again. It looked

in the shadow picture as if it would fly off at any

moment. '

Where are the Scooters?

WILL somebody tell a humble provincial what
has happened to the scooter ? In the teeth of

much obloquy The Motor Cycle asserted last

year that there was a disposition in sundry quarters to

exaggerate its public appeal, and that the average

male ^j'ould, as a rule, find a ligl:itweight motor bicycle

better suited for short-distance work. Critical as my
own attitude was to the newcomer in its early days,

I must say I thought it would catch on fairly well

with the fair sex. Scooters generally seem to excite'

as much amusement as genuine interest in the mindsi

of a sceptical populace. I was told by men who
should have known that there w^ould be 100,000 of

them on the road by June, 1920, ancl was looking,

forward to cadging joy-rides on each make in turn;

but they don't seem to be as thick as leaves in Vallom-I

brosa yet. Where are they all ?
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A SIX DAYS TRIAL IN THE ALPS.
The Mounlainous Routes of the French International Six Days Trial in July.

A'
LTHOUGH termed a six clays trial,

the French international event,

which will take place from July
26th to Aii5;ust 1st, will actually absorb

seven days, one of which will be a

"rest day" (during w4aich the machined
will be exhibited to the public), and two
others will be occupied in the liomeward
run to Paris. The four days in the

Alpine district around Grenoble will

constitute the real tests, and pai'ticulars

of the routes on these days -are given
here, each point being one of the controls,

which are appi'oximately 25 miles apart :

I'^iusT Day, .Monday, July 26th,—
Grenoble, Pent de la Goule Noire,
Leoncel, Saillans (replenishment and
lunch). Col du Rousset, Pont de la

Goule Noire Grenoble. Total, 158.3

miles.

Second Day, Tuesday, July 27th.—
Grenoble, Pierre Chatel, Corps (replenish-

ment). Gap (replenishment and lunch).

La Faurie, near Clelles, Grenoble. Total,
145.5 miles.

Third Day, Wednesday, July 28th.—
Grenoble, Les Echelles, Le Bourget
Annecy (replenishment and lunch), Les

Deserts, Chambery (replenishment), Le
Touvet, Grenoble. Total, 153.4 miles.

Fourth Day, Thursday, July 29th.—
Grenoble, Les Grands Sables, fork on

road to Galibier, St. Michel de Maurienne
(replenishment and lunch), Les Grands
Sables, Grenoble.
Entries for the trial close on Tuesday

next, the 15tl), and 'particulars may be ob-

tained from the Secretary of I'Union
Motocycliste de France. 8, Place de la

Concorde, Paris, the A.C.U. of France,
and should not be confused with the

organisers of the " Paris-Nice."

SCENES IN THE DISTRICT WHERE SOME OF THE FINEST MOUNTAIN ROADS ARE TO BE FOUND.
The duel attraction the motor cycle holds for some riders is that it enables him to explore new routes and districts. To those who are ever

on the quest fcf fields and pastures new, the International Si.K Days Course will make tremendous appeal.. The photographs depict—Top
(I) La Grave; (2) Route du Desert ; (3) Pont en Royans. Bottom : (4) Col du Lautaret and Rue sur le Galibier ; (5) Gorges de la Bourne

(6) La Chartreuse, Route du Desert.

SILENCE WITHOUT BACK PRESSURE.
IN the issue of T/ic Motor Cycle dated

January 29th (page 131), we described
at some length a .silencer of promising

design manufactured by Messrs. Robinson
and ilcNeil, of Napier Road, Wolver-
hampton.

It may be remembered that the main
feature of this silencer is the spiral pass-

age for the exhaust gases to the atmo-
sphere, great care having been exercised

to ensure that this passage is . of a con-
tinually increasing area.

For some weeks past we have been run-
ning ? 3^ h.p. single-cylinder motor cycle

of reputable make, fitted with one of

these silencers, and although many speed
bursts have been indulged, in, together
with much full throttle, low gear work,
no symptoms of those evils attendant

.

upon the existence of back pressure were

apparent. A noticeable feature was that

the engine ran much cooler than when
fitted with the silencer originally supplied.

On the silencer tested, the exhaust
pipes were of copper, which had the effect

of effacing that objectionable " ringing
'

too often heard. We understand that the

manufacturers are now in a position im-

mediately to supply silencers to lit all

machines

E9
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1 he Old Confusion Remedied by the AdopJion cl New Standards.

THERE has been in the paiit a very

puzzling laclc of uniformity in the

matter of the sizes of motor cycle

rims and tyres. The sizes marked upon
the tyres were only nominal, and varied

considerably in the tyres of different

manufacturers. Moreover, the tolerances

were uiiduly large. For instance, as

much as a quarter of an inch was allowed

between the ' maximum and minimum
circumference of what purported to be

the correct rim for a 26in. X 2in. tyre.

In the more general size of 26in. x 25in.

the difference was also \m., and the tw-o

rims followed one another, as it were, in

size, the largest allowable dimensions of

the one being equal to the smallest size

of the other, the 26in. X 2in. rim varying

from VOjfin. to 71-i%in., and the 26in. x
23in. rim varying from Tli^in. to Yl-j^in.

As the rims closely approximated to one

another in size, it was the custom to fit

either 2in. or 2^in. tyres to either of

them. Thus, for the same tyres,- which,

of course, themselves varied to some
extent in size, rims differing by as much
as jin. were provided. Small wonder,
then, was it that some tyres were so

tight that they could hardly be placed on
the rims while others were a sloppy fit.

I Observation of these figures also brings

to light another anomaly. The '2\m. rim
was Oil the average a ^in. larger than the

2in. rim, whereas, if the correct over-all

measurements were to be maintained, it

should have been l|in. smaller. Later,

26in. X 2|in. tyres, and even 26in. X 2iin.,

were made to fit these same rims, and
this, naturally, gave a still larger com-
plete wheel. At the same time there

existed a 26in. x 2^in. rim measuring
from 662in. to 66|in. in circumference

If tlie tyres for this rim were not under
sized, a true 26in. wheel would result

but a tyre of 2^111. section made to fit a

26in. x'2-iin. rim would be neiarly Sin

larger in circumference.

The troubles of the speedometer makers
are then easy to imagine, if they were
anxious to produce really accurate instru-

ments, as undoubtedly some of them were.

The 1915 Standards.

In April, 1915, the Engineering
Standards Committee (Sectional Com-
mittee on Automobile Parts), under the

chairmanship of Col. H. C. L. Holden,
C.B., R.A., produced a new set of

standard rims for cars, light cars, motor
cycles, and cycles which were in every

way reasonable, and contained none of

the absurdities to which we have already

referred. The motor cycle rims are those

which chiefly concern us, though some
sidecar outfits and powerful machines are

fitted with the light car rims and tyres—

a

very desirable innovation.

It was no longer suggested that a tyre

of 2in. section should be placed on the

same rim as one ^in. larger, but a special

rim having tubular beads was adopted to

suit it. This, for 26in. tyres, was known
as Rim No. C2, and was 71.3125in. in

circumference at the bead. For tyres of

larger section, 2iin., 2|in., and 2iin., a

rim having turned-over edges and 71.261in.

in circumferen'ce (22.683in. in diameter)
was chosen. This rim is known as No.
D2, and has become deservedly popular.

The D2 rim, standardised since 1915 by
many manufacturers for 2-im., 2gm., and
" 22-in. foY 2^m," tyres.

though, of course, the full diameter of

wheels having identical rims and fitted

with tyres of different section must vary
to some extent.

Unfortunately, however, owing to the

war, these standards did not come into

general use in the way they would Tiave
done in happier circumstances, and many
machines fitted with rims and tyres of the
old standards are still upon the roads,

causing riders to wonder w'hy, when two
tyres are marked as being the same size,

one will fit a rim snugly, while the other
is far too big or too small as the case

may be.

Further, a 650 x 65 mm. tyre, though
practically identical in size with a 26in.

X 2iin. tyre, will not fit the same rim,
owing to the size and shape of the bead
and rice versa. An explanation of this

(with sketches) can be found in " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them,"
published from these offices.

THICKNESS -mi' (n»

A new rim. No. B.B., suitable for

26in. X 2iin., 261n. X 2iin., and 650 X 65

mm. tyres. This is recommended as a

standard, and may possibly come into

general use.

The Latest Standards.

Later, the urgent need of reducing thi

large number of sizes of tyres in use 01

automobiles of all kinds was recognisec
by the British Rubber Tyre Manufac,!
turers' Association, and a scheme wa.

suggested by them and submitted to thi

British Engineering Standards Associatioi

for consideration. This scheme, witl

certain modifications, and after consulta
tion with the American Society of Auto
motive Engineers, has been adopted, an(

thus a further step has been taken ii

the direction of Anglo-American co

operation.

(N.B.—The tyre sizes given here;iftei

are nominal, while the dimensions of the

rims are actual.)

For motoi' cycles 2in. section tyres an
no longer taken into account. 24in. x 2iin
or 600 X 65 mm. tyres require a No. D:
rim, which is identical with the similarh
named rim of the 1915 Standards. It i:

recommended that 26in. x 2iin., 26in. x
24in., and 650 X 65 mm. tyres should bi

fitted to rim No. BB. This is of the same
circumference as a No. D2, but slightly

wider. It is a round base rim similar It

those used on light cars.

When these new standards are general!)

adopted the motor cyclist will be in m
doubt as to what tyres he should buy li

fit his rims, and this is all to the good ;

but it will be realised that, so long at

tyres of different section are made to fit

the same rims, the over-all dimensions ol

the wheels must vary to some extent, and
that speedometers, it they are to be

accurate, must be made accordingly.

Actual measurement on a machine shows

a 26in. x 2i^m. Palmer Cord tyre to have
a diameter of 27iin.

THE LENGTH & BREADTH
OF THE LAND.

A collection of routes throughout
Britain, with interesting wayside
notes thereon, gathered together in

an improved edition of " The Motor
Cycle" Route Book.

The latest addition to the books issued

by our publishers, and which form a

motor cyclist's library, is the new and
entirel,v revised edition of "The Motor
Ci/clc Route Book." It is a departure
from the average road book, for, in

addition to main road routes between
populous centres, linking up routes, and

a useful set of coloured maps covering

England, Wales, and Scotland in atlas

form, items of interest on the main
routes are described by the well-knowu
authority on roads, Mr. Chas. G. Harper.

A list of ferries (with their charges for

motor cycles and ears) and speed limits

are also included. The price is 5s. net, or

direct from Messrs. Iliffe and Son.«

Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4,

5s. 4d.
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Olmcs to TLlgbt TLamps.
June lOlh 9.43 p.m.
I line lOlli 9.43 p.m.

,. 14lh 9.46 .,

,, 16th 9.46

Next Week.
Tlie annual T.T. and Summer Xumber

of r/ic ilofor Ci/rlc.

The Senior T.T. Guide.

Just astliis week's i^sue is a- guide to
the Junior T.T. Race, so will next week's
T.T. and Summer Number be a guide to

the Senior event.

New Distinguishing Marks.
Additional index marks have been as-

signed as follow : TA to the eount.v of

Devon, NK to the county of Hertford,
ilE to the county of Middlesex, and OH
to the county borough of Birmingham.

TvT. Fees,

Jack Haslani, the ex-T.T. rider, of

Sheffield, writes that he considers the
high entry fee is responsible for the
comparatively few entries for tlie T.T.
He states ihat several Sheftield riders

would liave entered on machines not re-

presented in the T.T. had not the fee

been double it was in 1914.

An A.C.U. Yorkshire Centre.

A meeting of prominent North-country
motor 'cyclists was held at York on the
51st ult.. at which it was unanimously
decided to establish a centre "of the
A.C.U. in Yorkshire. 4-'p to the present
time this section of the country has been
looked after by the East Midland Centre
of the A.C.U.. and Y'orkshire motor
cyclists have been extremely grateful for

the work done. The East Midland Centre
will, in fact, carry on till the end of this

vear. and the Y'^orkshire Centre will come
into being in 1921.

It is interesting to have to record that
the misar»derstanding which was the
subject of the discussion at a recent
meeting at Sheffield has now been largely

removed, and it was made e\ident that
the A.CU. had no intention whatever of

negbcting the provinces. On the con-
trary, the A.C.U. Committee were greatly
looking forward to the time when the
whole countrv would be divided into

centres which would look after the
interests of local motor cyclists under the
guiding hand of the ruling body.
Among those present at the meeting

were Mr. Quinton Nicol, Mr. S .W. Phil-

pott (who successfully established the
North-western centre), and Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, secretary of the Auto
Cycle Union.

Eye Troubles in the London-Edinburgh.
J. H. Place, who competed in the

London-Edinburgh, rode a Dot, not an
Indian as stated. He retired at Patter-
dale, due to trouble with his eyes. Inci-
dentally, eye troubles were not so pre-
valent this year.

The Flying Kilometre.

When will some of the short distance
figures be changed ? At present the
highest speeds in the various classes
stand to the credit of the following riders :

c.c. Ridpr and Machine. M.P.H. Date.

:.^o W. .\. Jacobs (Singer) .

.

57.65 Apr. 14, 1914
= 75 H. Martin (Martin-Jap) . 66.42 Au3. 26, igii
350 S. L. Bailev (Douglas) .

.

-=.63
500 D. R. O'Donovan

(Norton) S3. 85 June 14, 1915
rso D. R. O'Donovan

(Norton) 82.85 June 14,1915
1,000 S. George (Indian) 93-48 May 2, 1914

A Disclaimer.
The Acetylene Arc Co.. Ltd., inform us

that we were incorrect in describing their
generator as the Fallolite. This was clone
because we w-ere told that the lamp and
generator were made by agreement with
M. L. Fallot, of Courbevoie (Seine),
France, under his French and English
patents, and that the lamp was of his
special design. The lamp and generator
of the Acetylene Arc Co., Ltd., will be
known as the Acetylene Arc.

Second-hand Prices.

In order that readers may be able to
follow the general trend of the .second-

hand market, a summary, showing the
lowest and highest prices asked by adver-
tisers, appears in these columns every
fortnight.

Highest and Lowest.
A.J.S., 6 h.p.. sidecar, 1914-16 £i)5-£r50

6 h.p., sidecar, 1918-rg ^i6o-i'220
.Allda^-s .Allon, 2.} h.p., 1916-18 £36-r6o
.Ariel, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919 £iio-£i25
B.S..A., 4i-h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1914-16 .. £ioo-£i25

4i h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, 1919-20 ,. £i30-£i6o
Calthorpe-Jap, 2j h.p., 2-speed, 1914-16 .. ^40-/50
Ch-no, z's h.p., 2-stroke, 1919-20 ^65-^75
Coulson-B., 23 h.p., 2-speed, 1920 £88-^99
Douglas, 2j h.p., 2-speed. 1914-16 £47-i^70

2| h.p., 2-speed, 1920 £100-^112
Enfield. 6 h.p., sidecar, igig-20 ri90-£200
Excelsior, 2J h.p. Jap, 2-speed, 1920 .... i"70-r85
Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar, igl8 . . £i30-£l8o
Indian, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus, sidecar, 1920 . £i90-£230
James, 5-6 h.p., sidecar, 1919-20 ^^148-^175
Levis. 2} h.p., 2.speed, 1915-17 £45-i50
Matchless, Model H., sidecar, 1920 £225-^245

,, Victory Model, sidecar, 1918-19. £160-^175
Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke, 2^ h.p., 1919-20 £50-£68
New Imperial, 2J h.p., 2-speed, 1915-17 . . £52-£57
P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, 1919 t70~i85
Rover, 3i h.p., 3-speed, sidecar, I9r4-l6 . . £85-£ll5
Rudge-Multi, 3^ h.p., 1916-17 £&5-i75
Scott, 33 h.p. twin, 2-stroke, 1918-19 £85^120
Sunbeam, 3i b,p., sidecar, 1918-19 £i40-£iS5
Tritiraph., 4 li.p., 3-speed, 1917-19 , £70-i(.ii6

Zenith, 3^ h.p., 1914-15 £6o-£65

Special jFeaturcj

JUNIOR T.T. PROSPECTS.

PRACTISING IN THE I.O.M.

A RADIAL ON THE ROAD.

Amulree the Venue of Hill-climb.

The Glasgow club are liolding a hill-

climb on Annjlree on the 25th.

Long Distance Records.

No fewer than thirty long distance re-

cords were taken during the month of

May.

A Royal Motor Cyclist.

H.R.H. Prince Albert appears to be
taking a keen interest in motor cycle

matters, which perhaps is natural, since

he is himself a motor' cyclist. He is

patron of the A.C.U. and a member of

the A. A. and M.U.

Another Reunion.
Reunions of old comrades are the order

of the day. Among others a dinner will

be held in the autumn for ex-members of

No. 2 Squadron Pi.A.F., the hon. sec.

for which is Jlr. John 0. Comber, Ashen-
hurst, Guildford.

A Czechoslovakian Show.

The chief Automobile Club of Prague
are organising a motor show, to take place

July 17th to 25th. It will be the first

exhibition to be held in this young Re-
public. The address of the secretary is

the Czechoslovak Automobile Club, 1,

Obenci Dum, Prague.

The Scottish Six Days.

It is rumoured that the route for the

fourth and fifth days of the Scottish Six

Days Trial, which is now only just over

three weeks ahead, will have to be al-

tered, owing to the difficulty of finding

accommodation for the competitors at

Grantown. It is probable that the altera-

tion will not make any difference as

regards observed Irills. Campbell Mc-
CTregor, the erstwhile secretary, is riding

a single geared clutch model Brough.
The most southerly point of tlie trial

is reached on the sixth day, when Talla

Hill, lying just off the main road between
Edinburgh and Dumfries, is to be nego-

tiated. Leaving the main road from
Edinburgh the route branches to the left

at Tweedsmuir, and thence leads over

the heights i-ia Talla to St. Mary's Loch.

There are indications that a number of

English motor cyclists propose visiting

this hill to observe tlie performances o(

the competitors.

BI5
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertlord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

REUNION OF EX-D.R.'S.

Sir,—I was pleased to read in The Motor C'l/ch tliat

Capt. Schofield was endeavouring to arrange a reunion of

ex-D.R.'s. Personally, I should very much like to meet some
of my old pals. Many of them will -recognise the old nick-

name of "Sampson." "
C. E. COX (late Sgt. D.R., R.E.).

PRICES IN EGYPT.
Sir,— I notice that a correspondent, writing from Buenos

Aires, says that a Harley-Davidson costs just under £100.
I was in Cairo recently, aiid inquired from a motor cycle

iirm how much the Harley-Davidsons were. They had
about ten brand new 1920 models. Without looking in the

least bit perturbed, the gentleman who answered my enquiry
said 150 Egyptian pounds, that is, about 154 British pounds.
I cannot imagine him selling many.

R. M. V. HOFFORD, lst/17th Infantry, E.E.F..

PRICE OF PETROL TINS.

Sir,—To the buyers of petrol and benzole (beginners par-

ticularly) who are returning empty cans, I would saj"^ ; Make
sure of the price that has been paid for the can, or in the

journey from shop to store the can is apt to drop- a shilling

in value.

I returned an empty twq-gallon can, and asked for a full

one. After taking the empty to his store, the shopman
said : "The can you returned was a 3s. one; this is a 4s."

Later I returned an emptv, and was told it was a 2s.

Salisbury.
"

RETLAW.

DRY BATTERIES.
Sir,—Referring to " Ixion's " remarks, regarding dry

batteries for lighting purposes on motor cycles and sidecars,

it may interest him to know that I am obtaining very

satisfactory results from such batteries. I consider that for

side and rear lighting there is nothing to equal them for

convenience.
The head light is the stumbling-block, as a fairly high

current consumption is necessary to obtain a satisfactory

light, and, of course, dry batteries do not give economical
lighting at a high rate of discharge. To overcome this, to

a certain extent, it is necessary to take advantage of the

efficiency of the metal filament lamp, which is enhanced by
over-running it to a certain extent. This, of course, is not
recommended by the makers of the bulbs, as it undoubtedly
shortens the life of the latter. It must be borne in mind,
however, that the initial voltage of a dry battery is not
maintained when passing a current to the lamp, but will

fall to quite an appreciable extent during discharge. This
fact makes it necessary carefully to select suitable bulbs,

so that a satisfactory light is obtained, even when the P.D.
of the battery has fallen considerably. The user must be
prepared to stand the extra cost of a bulb or so, in order ".

to obtain the increased efficiency in lighting. .

The sidecar and rear lamps are, of course, a simple pro-

position, and I am surprised that dry batteries are not
more universally used, even though an acetylene head lamp
is retained. I used such an outfit in the last London-Exeter,
and a complete dry battery set in the following Land's End
Trial, without experiencing any lighting troubles whatever.
The batteries for the side and rear lights were used in

both events, and are still in use. They are quite small, the
side lamp battery weighing about four pounds, and the rear
lamp battery but a few ounces, the latter being accommo-

dated in the carrier tool bag. I have obtained eighty hours

light from each battery, tested under proper conditions for

periods of two hours daily. The ' test being stopped when
the light was considered to have depreciated about 50%.
Even then, the illumination was quite good and would satisfy

most people.

It is absolutely necessary to use good dry batteries, other-

wise unsatisfactory results are almost certain to follow.

E. ATKINS.
THE LONDON-EDINBURGH.

Sir,—Four things connected with my experiences in the

London-Edinburgh run remain in my memory. They are

as follow :

(1.) The appalling state of the roads in Yorkshire, and,

on the return journey, the dust and inconvenience caused by
the heavy char-a-banc traffic here and in the. Lake District.

(2.) The annoyance brought about by a section of trade

riders, eight in number, who repeatedly stopped by the

wayside and afterwards "hooted" their way past the other

competitors, blindihg them with dust, in order to regain their

wonted positions according to numbers.
(3.) The fact that in a Northern town, on the return trip,

I was charged Is. 6d. for a i^in. bolt, l^in. long, which
fell out again five miles further on, and was then found to

be a very slack fit, indeed no fit at all. This was an old

bolt taken off the bench ; and

—

(4.) That a village blacksmith, between Moffat and Locker-
bie, made a new bolt of the rig/it length that fitted to a
niretij, and has not budged after 300 miles or more, and
somewhat apologetically asked a shilling for his trouble.

These are more or less trivial incidents perhaps, to set

against the great enjoyments of the trip, but they stand out
nevertheless as reminders of the "contra" side of the great
ride so far as they affected it. PB 5.

Bedford.

Sir,—I believe that the entrance fee in the London-
Edinljurgh run should be not less than £5, so that it will

keep the number of entrants down, as if there are more
than 400 competitors the run will be spoilt, and probably
stopped. Another suggestion is that competitors should not

be allowed to enter later than the beginning of the vear.

Spalding. ONE WHO DOES NOT LIKE A CRUSH.

THE REAR SPRINGING PROBLEM.
Sir,—Replying to "Progress's" letter in your issue dated

April 29th (page 485), this is easily "beaten in every respect,

except that the same spring cannot carry 30 stone; that can
only take, say, 12 stone, irhe extra weight is not 2 lb., and
the extra cost is really quite trivial in production. Pleasing

design and appearance; practically facsi/nile to any ordinary

motor cycle. I have ridden such a motor cycle and sidecar

over 5,000 miles.
' ENGINEER. -,

Forest Gate, E. ^

^mi^mT.T. & SUMMER NUMBER
NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE will be much enlarged and
contain special articles and illustrations of world-

wide interest. Order now to prevent disappointment,

THURSDAY, JUNE 17th 4iJ,^
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ROADSIDE COURTESY.
Sir,—lU'iidiiijj; tlio article by " Cliinook " on roadside

courtesy, a suggestion occurs to nio tliat any motor cyclist

who is hung up on Iho road and wishes assistance should

simply tie a handkerchief to the handle-bars. Then any
passing motor cyclists would see the signal, and, if possible,

give assistance. Ex-D.R.

Sir,—After a short spin of about seventy miles on VVhit-

Tuesdiiy I felt much inclined to write yim in almost identical

strain as "Chinook." Like him, I passed many breakdowns,
but, unlike him, my four enquiries received what can only

be described as disfjusting responses.

I I'ide a 1919 Trinmpli, which from e.xperience does not

belie its description of " trusty " (disclaimer), and I am
therefore in the same position as " Chinook "—ready to give

without much possibility of receipt. The sooner it becomes
recogni.sed that the obligation is to seek and not to proffer

assistance, the better. HUGH.
Blackwood.

TAXATION AND REGISTRATION.
Sir,—One wonders whether the Taxation Committee are

aware of the methods employed in other conntrrcs.

Quite apart from the a-inoiint of the ta.x to he levied on
various types of machines, the system employed in Switzer-

land strikes one as being so simple and elfective tliat it

could be employed with advantage to both the tax-payers
and tax-collectors in this country.
The system referred to is as follows

;

On January 1st of each year every owner appears at the
nearest "gendarmerie," and on payment' of a lump sum
(15 frs. in the case of a motor cycle) receives an official

number plate, with the arms of the Canton and the number
on it. The sum paid includes the tax for the ciirrent year,

and registration fee for the same period. Until this plate

has been titled it is quite unsafe to use the machine, as a

different series of numbers, or combination of letters and
numbers, is used each year, and the user of a last year's

number plate is "spotted" by the first gendarme he meets.
When a machine changes hands, the number plate is re-

moved, and kept by the original owner (I have one I keep
as a souvenir), and will be fitted by him to any machine
he may buy during the year. Second-hand machines for

sale in a garage are always numberless. .

It is not an uncommon siglit to see a rider with his number
tied round his waist with a piece of string, and hanging at

his back : he is probably to be envied, as it is likely that he
owns more than one machine, since the authorities have
sufficient intelligence to realise that it is almost impossible

to ride more than one machine at the same time, and the
one number suffices for any number of machines belonging
to the same owner.
This system obviates the expense of the many men employed

in this country to chase up offenders who have not paid
their annual tax or who are using faked numbers, besides

saving the motorist himself the inconveniences of our present
system.

As the whole question of motor ta.xa-

tion 13 being revised at the present

time, would it not be possible to adopt
some such arrangement to come into

force next January? SO SIMPLE.

Sir,—Like the majority of motor
cyclists, I am by no means satisfied

with the Government's proposed form

of taxation, although admitting that a

hea\der tax should be imposed on high-

powered machines and cars, provided,

of course, that the revenue so obtained

is expended on the repair of roads.

Since the Government is averse to

taxing motor spirit, it appears to me
that "a compromise could be made
whereby motor cycles and cars would
pay on a h. p. -weight basis. Thus, if a

tax of 5s. per 100 c.c. and 5s. per cwt.
'

was placed on all motor vehicles a

eliding scale would be in force, whereby
a lightweight motor cycle would pay
less than a medium weight, and so on.
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1 enclose a schodulu showing how such a tax wou d work

out. It should not be a very difficult task for the aulhoriticfl

to obtain the cubic capacity of engines and weights (un-

laden) of vehicles, while with a scheme such as tins, i

ta.xation should ever be reduced, a reduction under each ot

ould meet the case.the headiii]^

SCHEDULli SHOWING Tax Liable to dh Paib on a Basis Tax of 5/-

100 c.c. AND 5/- PER Cwi.

Motor Cycles.

Taxation.

WciRht, sZ-ptr 5 /-per Tola

Cwis, 100 c.r. Cwt. Anmi.-il I

l^ngiac.

51- 15
350 C.C I •• '

350" i| •• '° I °' ,,30
?SSc:c:,\uti;;^ic;.v;:;;:: Is :: '.I- Ji- n :
600 c.c, :J •• '"I- 'S- ••

I ,1
°

600 c.c, with yiilec.u- 3i • 3"- 2° - •• I"'
750C.C 2i .. AO- .5

- ..

^
-^

750 C.C., witli si.lccar Ai Aoj- 23- ••
^ 2 ^

loooc.c.' 2i .. sol- 15- •• 3 ^
1000 c.c, with sidecar 4a • 30/- ^3/ •*

^ „ p
1100 c.c, with sidecar At 55'" ^'>'' • 4 ° '

The above weights are only approximate. It will be seen

that only in exceptional cases would the P™P°^^^. „""""'"

tax of £4 for sidecar machines be reached. OHbyutliliO.

Wolverhampton.

Sir—TJe H C Wyley's letter in T/te Motor Ci/de of

Jlay 'l3th. Evidently Wr. Wyley speaks only t_or hi.s own

circle, and can afford any sum for taxation. Here is my

case Nearly sixty, pensioned on 25s. per week IHl^.

Bought Chater frame 1913, new engine 1914, and Clyno heavy

sidecar for £5 1915. Put the lot together myself, and run

half petrol and half paraffin. Cannot ride in cold weather

owing to health. According to Mr. Wyley, I am to be

denied any pleasure, as I cannot afford the railway tares

now charged. I do all repairs myself, or I could not aHord

to keep the machine. B.L,.

Essex.

SPEEDS.
Sir,—I have seen several letters in your columns of late

about speed, and some of the writers seem to think that it

is quite impossible to attain speeds of 60 and 70 ni.p.h. on

the road. To think that is absolutely wrong. Anybody can

attain speeds on the Toad exceeding 75 and touching 80

m.p.h., provided he has the experience and the nerve,

and also is in possession of a machine that will do the

I, myself, have exceeded 70 m.p.h. on a 1919 7-9 Indian

on several occasions, and once even with a friend on the

carrier. I have also done speeds up to 68 m.p.h. on a

3A h.p Norton, 8 h.p. Zenith, and 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson.
These speeds are not my
estimation, but by the
speedometer, and by time-

h- keepers. C.B.W
Loughborough.

A light cycle car built by the Aero Motor &)., 21, Hope Crescent, Leith Wak, Edinburgh

the'second produced by this firm to special orders. It is fitted with an E h.p. air-cooled engine.

Sturmey-Archer gear box, and final drive by single V belt to live axle. 700 x 100 mm
Rudge-Whitworth wheels and irreversible steering are included in a very complete eqmpmcnt
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Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Owing to a bad thunderstorm, the

competition fixed for the 29th ult. was
postponed to a later date.

Leeds and Dist. M.C.C.

On the 13th inst. the club will hold a,

ladies' reliability trial, starting from the

Koundhay Clock at 2.30 p.m.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

The results of the flexibility trial held

on the 26th ult. were as follow : 1, A. M.
Duncan (35 Scott); 2, J. Mclntyr (4

Triumph) ; 3, W. Colvin (2| Diamond
Jap).

Sutton M.C.C.

Starting from the Ridgway, the open-
ing run on the 30th ult. took the form
of a social picnic tour round the country-
side. Lunch was taken at the top of

Bury Hill, after which several members
demonstrated the climbing abilities of

their machines.

Luton and South Beds A.C.

Despite a heavy thunderstorm, which
raged during the early afternoon, the hill-

climb recently held at Kop Hill proved
a big success, and some good perform-
ances were witnessed. The results were
as follow : 350 c.c. class : L. Kell (2^
New Hudson). 6O0 c.c. class : J. Hill (3i
Rudge Multi). Unlimited solo : F. Child

{2% Douglas). Unlimited sidecar : Cajjt.

Cooke (5-5 James sc.) Light cars and
cars : B. S. Marshall (8 Mathis).

Bristol M.C.C.

The following awards were made in the

recent reliability trial to Land's End and
back : Gold medals : P. King Smith
(Harley-Davidson sc), F. Buchill

(Douglas sc), C. W. Rankin (Sunbeam
sc), W. W. Moore (A.B.C. sc), A. W.
Dyer (Douglas sc), A. King Smith (Har-
ley sc), Eli Clarke, jun. (Douglas sc),

E. J. Clarke (Douglas sc), S. Hodges
(A.B.C), and A. F. Smith (Norton sc.)

Silver medal : D. G. Hepburn (Triumph
sc).

CLUB NEWS.
Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Members joining in the ladies' sur-

prise day on the 20th inst. will meet; in

Elatow village, near Bedford, at 2 p.m.
A secret sports programme has been
arranged by the lady members, and an
enjoyable afternoon's fun is anticipated.

Burton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

In conjunction with the Loughborough
M.C.C, a social run was made to Abbots
Bromley and Lichfield. A stop was made
at the "Goat's Head," Abbots Bromley,
for tea, after which the results of the
last t^'ial were announced. First, N. A.
Findlay (5-6 Rover sc.) ; second, A.
Somerfield (4i, Triumph sc.) ; third, F.
Read (4i B.S.A. sc).

^eek-eni (tlub Cvents,
June li.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Keliabilily

Trial.
"

June U.—Basingstolce M.C.C. Run to Lee-on-tlie-
Solcnt.

June U.—Nort?iern Motor Clui. Flezibilitv Test.
June 13.—Sutton M.C.C. Ttun to Ginldforci.
June I3.—nnnburv and District M.C.C. Surprise

Trial.
June 13.—N.M.C.F.U. (L-eeds). Ttun to Scar-

June U.-neaiiing and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Hun to Ashjord HiU.

June n.~\Varrington M.C. Itun- to Ttudyard
Lake.

June IS.—Eastbourne' and District M.C.C. Corn-

June U.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Dun to
IngJeton.

June 13.—Eastern Counties M.C. linn to Brad-
vclhon-Sea.

June 13.—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Tlun to
Dukcries.

June 13.—She/field and Hallamsliire M.C.C. Speed
Judgino.

June 13.—Middlesex M.C.C. Picnic.
June 13.—Oxford University M.C.C. Hill-climb.
June H.—Ttunkeved (Launceston) and District

M.C. Hill-climb.

JUNE 15.-JUN10n TOVltlST TROPHY ItACE,
I.O.M.

June le.-Yorl- and District M.C. York. Gala.
June 16.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Itun to Ash-

ton Keynes.
June U.—Basinast oke M.C.C. Paperchasc.
JUNE 17.—SENIOR TOURIST TROPHY. RACE,

I.O.M.
June- n.—Doncasti-r and District M.C. Papcrcliase.
June n.—Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Club Run.

Worcester and District M.C.C.

The results of the recent half-day trial

held by this club are as follow : 1, H.
Moule (3i Rudge); 2, C H. Lewis (3i.

Ariel); 3, J. A. Chadwick (2J Diamond).

Hastings, St. Leonards, Bexhill, and
District M.C.C.

Some good performances were made on

Winchelsea Hill on the occasion -of the
'

hill-climb recently held by this club--

Eighteen competitors took part.

Neath and District M.C.

At a most successful dinner held re-

cently, a collection was made in aid of St.

Dunstan's Hospital, with particular re-

ference to the D.R.'s blinded in the war,

and a sum of £1 17s. 6d. was collected.

Marlow and District M.C.C.

Two classes, solo and sidecar, were
run' in the, hill-climb held at Alms Hill,

Henley, on the 31st ult. Both were won
by J. P. Hodgson, riding a 3i Hobday
J.A.P.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The results of the Irish open trial,

published last week, have now been con-

firmed with one alteration. A Healy
(4 Blackburne) has been awarded a silver

medal in place of a bronze.

Sheffield and South Yorkshire M.C.C.

This recently formed club held its open
ing run on the 30th ult. The event was ;*

a trial for the James cup. The winner-
proved to be H. Searle (4 Triumph), with

P. Moon (3^ Rudge) second.

Helensburgh M.C.C.

Starting from Colquhoun Square at

3 p.m., the four Jiours reliability trial

for the Prosser Cup, over a course of

about eighty miles, will be held on the

19th inst. All classes of motor cycles,' ,

sidecars, and cycle cars up to 1,000 cc. '

will be allowed to compete. Full par-

ticulars can be obtained from J. F. =.

Fulton, trials sec, Findhorn, Helens- -

burgh.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
The Only Competition confined to Naval Officers. To be held in the Home Counties.

THE Arbuthnot Trophy trial is to be

held on Wednesday and Thursday,

July 7th and 8th, and as entries close

on the" 21st inst., those who intend to

take part, should write at once to the

Auto-Cvcle Union, 83, Pall Mall, Lon-

don, S.'W.l.

An announcement of the trial appears

in Admiralty Orders, thus showing it has

the official sanction of the powers that be.

Instituted in 1919, the event per-

petuates the memory of the late Rear
Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bt., and
is open to any officer or midshipman in

H.M. Navy, the Royal Naval Reserve,

or the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve

on the active list on the date on which
entries close. Entrants must compete on
solo motor cycles, which may be of any
type or power.

B18

The trial will extend over two days,
and the course will be between 108 and
150 miles each day. No adjustments,
repairs, cleaning, or replenishments, in-

cluding I'epairs to or changes of tyres,

will be permitted. Oil, pefrol and water
may be taken on board during the lun-
cheon stop. A novelty has been intro-

duced this year in the form of a non-
stop speed trial at Brook] ands at the
end of the road test. This speed trial

will be divided into standard classes,

namely : 250 c.c, 350 c.c, 500 c.c, 750
c.c, and 1,000 c.c.

The Knock-out Principle.

Competitors making the fastest time in

their class will again race, and the com-
petitor who, in the opinion of the judges,
makes the best performance in the speed

trial win be adjudged the winner of the^-
Trophy. If no competitor succeeds in :;

completing the road part of the trial

according to the regulations, the competi-
tor who makes the fewest number of »

involuntary stops will hold the Trophy .tA^

for the ensuing year. ^'%
The present holder of the Arbuthnot '.;3

Trophy is Lieutenant E. S. K. Evans /'

Crjeaves, R.N. Unfortunately, iNIr. Evans ,,

Greaves cannot compete this year, though ,JJ,

he has sportingly decided to send aJK
donation to ,the A.C.U. to help with:^
the expenses of the trial. -Wf
For the 1920 event the following en- It

tries have already been received: ,j,

Sub-Lieutenant Thornton-Jones, R.N.,
'

4 h.p. Douglas; Lieutenant G. P. Glen
Kidston, RtN., 3^ h.p. Sunbeam; Sub-
Lieutenant C Plumer, R.N., 6 h,p. Zenith.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

|ao, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a 2d, stamped adtlressed CRVeto.lc for re.nly. Correspondents
! urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters contairiing legal

Questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Wind Waggons.
I read, with great interest,

Sthe recent .article m The Motor
Cijch on wind waggons. I

have decided to build one, but
am at a loss for necessary data.

IcHild you tell me the h.p. required
|H'r unit o( weight, using a 4ft. 6in.

diameter propeller? Also would the
revs, be very excessive?

—

Interested.

There are so many factors involved in

the question you raise that it is iin-

posaible lor us to deal adequately with
it, without having more particulars

of the engine you propose using and also

the type of propeller. Your Best course
would be to obtain from the engine
makers a power curve and submit this

to the propeller manufacturers. The
latter would then be able to design a

propeller to suit your purposes.

Balancing a Two-stroke.

I am a constant reader of The

\fy\
iloior C'l/vlc. and shall be much

> I
obliged if you will tell me the

—1.^2J correct vay to balance a single-

cylinder two-stroke. Should the
balance weights of crank exactly coun-
terbalance weight of piston, connecting
rod, gudgeon pin, etc., if the crank is

"~ put between lathe centres.—H.H.
The balance weights should equal half

the weight of the reciprocating masses
plus the weight of the big end and crank
pin. The customary method is to take
half the weight of the piston, gudgeon
pin, and top half of the connecting rod
and add this to the weight of the lower
part of the connecting rod with big end
and crank.

Misfiring.

I shall be glad if you can
enlighten me as to the cause of

my 2J h.p. two-stroke periodi-

cally missing (about one in every
eight or nine). The machine was
ig well up to a short tirae

but on starting up one morning,
recently, I found the above trouble.

I may say that I have tried different

plugs, taken down carburetter, and
fitted smaller and larger jets, examined
magneto, and checked timing, but the
missing still continues. The machine
has oirly done about 200 miles since

being decarbonised.—G.P.
As everything appears to be in order,

it is very difficult to diagnose the trouble
without an actual inspection of the
machine. The following might be tried

—

renew the sparking plug, clean the
carbon brush and slip-ring of the mag-

neto, and make certain tl»it the car-

buretter is not flooding. The last named
trouble might be caused by the adjust-

ment of the needle having altered, or it

might be due to the float being cracked
and weighted down by petrol which
has entered.

Tuning for Speed.

I wish to get the greatest

IqI amount of speed possible out of

> my engine. Would you advise
t-iJ me to (1) drill the piston or have

a lighter one fitted (2) or balance
the flywheels? (3.) Will you give me
the most efficient timing? What h.p.

does my engine develop ? it has a bore
of 2|-in. and stroke of 3^in.

. (5.) The
magneto misses very badly at high
speeds. Should I fit a low tension

magneto, or what is the fault with the

present one?—S.B.

(1.) You might try the effect of drilling.

the piston or fitting a lighter one of steel

or aluminium. (2.) If any difference is

made to the weight of the piston it will

be nfecessary.to rebalance the enginp. (3.)
" The most efBcient timing varies so .nuch

runni
ago.

and is dependent on so many differences

of engine design that we cannot give yon
an exact timing without knowing the
engine you are using. (4.) The dimen-
sions of your engine are 76x85 mm. bore

and stroke = 385 c.c. Such an engine
would be rated at 3 h.p., and would
probably give about 4^ b.h.p. at normal
revolutions. (5.) Low-tension magnetos
are not used nowadays ; we cannot tell

the cause of the trouble with your pre-

sent magneto without having further de-

tails. The misfiring at high speeds may
be due to a faulty sparking plug. Con-
sult " Jlotor Cycles and How to Manage
Them."

Gears for a Clutch Model.

Will j'ou tell me if I can fit

I,— I a two-speed gear on to a 7-9 h.p.

> Indian (in place of the clutch)
L-I-l without any alteration to the

frame ?—C.S.

We do not know of any two-speed gear
which yon could fit to your 7-9 h.p.

clutch model Indian, without structural

alterations to the frame.

A BUSY BROOKLANDS SIDESHOW.
Apart from the racing, quite an interesting hour could have been spent at the last motor cycle

Brooklands meeting examining the many and various machines that were to be seen.
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HEADERS' EEPLIES.

Adjusting Scott Chains.

I see "W.E.N." asks about tightening

the high gear chain on a Scott, when the

low gear chain is still tight. I think

my method will possibly be of assistance.

My low gear chain is in two parts, one
of which is the length of the high gear

chain, and when the high gear chain

gets stretched, I exchange it for the

unstretched piece of low gear chain,

when the high will be found to be tight

and the low slack, and later on, when the

high is again slack they are both slack

enough to be taken u]p without affecting

the alignment.—D. G. Taylor.

Benzole and the Scott.

" M.W.W." in your issue of May 13th
complains of the effect of benzole on the

rubber cylinder base rings of his Scott.

There must be something wrong here.

Since January last I have run my 1920
Scott exclusively on benzole. Its mileage
to date is about 2,800. The machine has
not yet been down, and there are no
indications that such a course is necessary.

No alterations of any kind (other than jet

adjustments) have been made to the
makers' finished turnout. So far as I

am concerned, I find the machine to be
"everything, and more than the makers'
claim.''—A.A. 282343.

Slipping of Boc High Gear.

Re the trouble experienced by "H.S."
with the high gear band slipping on his

1912 Roc gear. When this happens most
riders suspect wear on the lining of the

band. If adjusting the band so that a

free engine is still obtainable wiU not
cure the trouble, the cause is nearly
always to be found in the wedge and push
pins. I recently cured a most persistent

and exasperating case of high gear slip

in a Humber Eoc gear by renewing these

pins. There is now no trouble at all

;

the gear will hold an outfit on the
stiffest hills without a suspicion of slip.

Owners of Roc gears should look out for

this wear, for if it becomes considerable

the wedge pin will one day get right

under the push rod and jam there, even
when the pedal is released. If the low
gear is then brought into operation both
gears will be in use simultaneously, with
disastrous consequences to the pinions.

Any tendency of the wedge pin to go
further into the axle than usual should
be immediately investigated.—G.A.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Spalding.—L.B.

Leicester, Thurnby, Skeffington, Up-
pingham, Luffenham, Stamford, Uffing-

ton, Market Deeping, Spalding.

Louth (Lincs.) to Harrogate (Yorks).
—C.W.
Louth, Ludford, Market Rasen, W.

Easen, Gainsborough, Beckingham, Ever-
ton, Bawtry, Doncaster,- Wentbridge,
Ferrybridge, Brotherton, A b e r f r d,

Bramham, Wethirby, Spofforth, Harro-
gate.

,

Newcastle to Sohthampton.—W.L.

Newcastle, Chester-le-Street, Durham,
Croxdale, Ffrryhill, Aycliffe, Darling-

ton, Barton, Scotch Corner, Catterick

Bridge, Leeming Bar, Bofoughbridge,
Wetherby, Aberford, Micklefield, Ferry-
bridge, Doncaster, Worksop, Notting-
ham, Leicester, Aylestone, Blaby, Lutter-

woi'th, Cottesbach, Watling Street,

Kilsby, Daventry, Byfield, Banbury,
Diddington, Oxford, Abingdon, Drayton,
E. Ilsley, Newbury, Whitchurch, Sutton
Scotney, Winchester, Twyford, Eastleigh,

Southampton.

Leicester to Southport.—G.H.K.
Leicester, Loughborough, Derby, Leek,

Warrington, Prescot, Knowsley, Kirkby,
Ormskirk, Southport.

BlRMIXGHAM TO B0TTRNT!M0TTTH.—G.P.

Birmingham, Henley-in-Arden, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Alderminster, Shipston-on-

Stour, Enstone, Woodstock, Oxford,
Abingdon, Steventon, E. Ilsley, Newbury,
Woodhay, Tarrant, Andover, Salisbury,
Fordingbridge, Ringwood, Christchurch.

NoTTiNGH.ASi TO Choeley (Lancs.).—T.B.

Nottingham, Stapleford, . Borrowash,
Derby, . Mackworth, Brailsford, Ash-
bourne, Mayfield Leek, Rudyard, jlaccles-

field, Chelford, Knutsford, Mere Park,
Warrington, Winwick, Abram, Wigan,
Chorley.

Coventry to Torquay.—A.B.

Coventry, Finham Bridge, Warwick,
Stratford, Mickleton, Weston-sub-Edge,
Broadway, Winchcombe, Cheltenham,
Gloucester, Quedgeley, Claypits, Thorn-
bury, Bristol, Bedminster, Redhill, Sid-
cot, Highbridge, Bridgwater, Taunton,
Wellington, Cullompton, Exeter, Ex-
minster, Dawlish, Teignmouth, Torquay.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Tues.. June 15th—
Junior T.T. Race, Isle of Man.

Thurs.. June 1 7lh—
Senior T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Fri. June 18lh—
Speed Tria's on Douglas Promenade.

Fri. ani Sat.. June 25lh-26th—
Dublin and District M C.C. Open Twenty,
four Hours Reliability Trial.

Sat.. June 26th— (Cup
M.C.C. Team Trial for " The Motor Cycle "

M-^n., July Sth. to Sat.. July lOlh-
Scottish Six Days Trial. s

Wed.. July 7th—
Union Motocyc^ist de France et Automo-
bile Club de rOuest, Grand Prix Race
/or Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and Sth
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July ISt^—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Westcliff-on Sea

Thurs.. July 15th, and Fri., July 16th-
Irish End-to-end Trial

Sat.. JuW 17th-
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open Relia-

bility Trial.

Sal , July 24lh—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open Trial
at Luton Hoo.

Sun.. July 25th. to Aue. 1st
International Six Days Trial in Franco.

Sun.. Au". Isl. to Wed., Auff. 4th-
AngloDulch Trial in Holland.

Sat. Aug. 7th—
S.A C.U. Inter c'.ub Meet at Callander.

Won.. Aug 23rd. to Sat., Aug. 23l.T
A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sal , Sept. 4th—
Scottish Speed Championship) at St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Biitish-made magnetos.

The new British motor cycle records,

recently set up for one to three hours by
D. R. 0'Donovan, and eight to twelve

hours by F. A. McNab, were made w'itH

C.A.V. magnetos.

G.S.C. Autocyclette.

We understand that preparations are

rapidly being completed for a limited

production of the G.S.C. Autocyclette,

which was described and ill^istrated ini
recent issue of The Motor Cycle. An
announcement regarding price and de-

liv.ery w'ill shortly be made.

Dukeiies Motor Co.

A photograph was published in Tht
Motor Cycle for May 20th of a 7-9 h.p.

twin built by E. Chandler, of Mansfield.

We understand that a very limited

number will be built this year, but pro-

duction on a large scale will not be

undertaken at present. The engine is

fitted into a special Campion frame. '

Increases in Prices.

Abingdon Works, Ltd., Birmingham:
Belt fastener now Is. 2d. plus postage.

Cedos increased to 70 guineas and 72

guineas for gentleman's and lady's

machine respectively.

The price of G.N. cycle cars has been

increased by 12^ %. ,;

Wolf motor cycles are increased in

price 5% as from June 1st.

Tiller Steering.
' J. C. Coney, who competed in the

London-Edinburgh on a 3j h.p. Wilkin

sc, rode the last 160 miles minus (Jhe

left handle-bar. Notwithstanding, he

checked in to time, and has been awarded
a silver medal. Coney was a D.R.
throughout the whole period of the war,

and is now in charge of the motor cycle

branch of Jlessrs. Best and Sons, Grimsby.

"Brooks Book of 1920."

An interesting little booklet bearing

the above title has just come to hand. It

is the thirty-fourth edition, and is nicely

got up and well illustrated in colour. All

types of Brooks saddles, - toolbags, tube,

and belt cases, and other useful acces-i

series are shown. A copy will be sent

free on application to Messrs. J. B.

Brooks, Criterion Works, Great Charles.

Street, Birmingham.

A.B.C. War Engines.

It has come to the notice of A. B.C.'

Motors (1920), Ltd., that in a number of

cases their 250 c.c. and 500 c.c. engines,,

which were specially designed as power
units for various Government purposes'

during the war, are now being used!

(second-hand) in built-up motor cycle;

frames and cycle car chassis. A. B.C.,

Motors, Ltd., ask us to state that ili

should be noted that no responsibility!

can be accepted for damage arising from
the use of snch engines.
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A Rou^h Riders' Trial in France.
British Machines Win Most of Ihe Prizes.

BRITISH mac-liinoa wore iirrdoniinaiit

in the irceiit trials in Frai\ce

liy the Association des' Anciens

Motocyclistos Militairea. The contest

consisted of a reliability run over the

ParisAnxerre course, followed by a

(lespateh riders' cross-country run. Out
of lliirty-niue starters, thirty-three sur-

vived these tests, and were thus eligible

to compete Mn the "cold starting" and

Barthelemy. of the

Norton learn, that won
the President's prize

in the recent Paris-

Auxerre Trial.

(lexibilily te.its which took place on the
following day.
The A. B.C., Triumph, and Rover side-

car made the best all-round individual
performances, while the Norton team
won the President of the Republic prize
for best team performance. A Bleriot
won the " starting " contest, taking only
4^s.. with A. B.C. 4is. The following"
table shows the best individual times:

BRITISH SINGLES

TO THE

FORE IN FRANCE.

Rider.

Delbrmc (Douglas) .

.

Detrucho (A.IJ.C.) . .

.

Naas (A.IJ.C.)

Duv.ichcllu (Triumpli)

Pcniicy (Triumph) . .

.

Slalty (Kover sc.) ...

Dclabre (Uovcr sc.) .

.

3«

40JI

3'S

Norton learn : Barlhclemy, Plateau, and Bastido,

Psalty, one of the

successful Rover
team thai carried

off the prize for

teams composed
machines of

any size.

TO COVER ALL RISKS.
Details of the Manner in

IN the early days of the motor cycle,

diificulties were continually cropping
up in all directions. Not the least of

these was the question of the motor
cyclist's liability in the event of an acci-

dent involving damage to others, while
the question of repairing damage to the

machine itself was also an important one.

Though the problem was great, if the

use of a motor cycle was to become every
man's pleasure, it had to be faced and
solved. Most of the insurance companies
were indifferent to the matter to the
extent that, under no circumstances,
would they consider such risks ; and some
companies still maintain that position,

their objection being due to the small
amount of data upon which to base pre-

miums.
Although the first start oflf had of

necessity to be a leap in the dark,
the proprietors of The Motor Cijde were
determined to make insurance readily
obtainable at reasonable rates, and with
that object The Motor Cijdc Insurance
Department was created. In its early
beginnings it was the connecting link

between its readers and reputable insur-
ance offices wilbng to accept the risks. A
later development, prompted very largely
by a desire to obtain unlimited third
party cover" (which was not up to then

which "The Motor Cycle" has
Scheme for Motor Cyclists.

viewed with favour by some of the biggest

companies), was that we were able to

get a Lloyds Syndicate to issue a policy

—

the wording of which was suggested by
ourselves—granting what we considered
was absolutely . essential in cover at as

low a rate as possible consistent w^th the
undoubtedly ."erious risks. Not ihs least of

the special advantages of this particular

policy was that the whole administration
was completely vested in our own Insur-
ance Dei^artment, so that any reader
finding it necessary to make a claim was
sure of impartial investigation. The
Motor i'l/rlc policy fully justified itself,

but another development arose. The
particular underwriters at Lloyds who had
underwritten the risks advised us that
after December 31st last year, they would
cease underwriting any motor risks. It

was clear that .we could not stop the
special protection hitherto accorded our
readers, so consequently we were com-
pelled either to secure other underwriters
or form a company of our own, and carry
the risks.

To Make Security Doubly Sure.

On reflection, there appeared to be no
security agamst a recurrence of the same
position if we adopted the former alter-

native, so, in order to make security

provided a Comprehensive

doubly secure, The Autocar Fire and
Accident Insurance Co., Ltd., was
formed. This company was created on
the 31st December, 1919, with an
authorised capital of £500,000 and a sub-

scribed capital of £250,000, which, we
think, will be readily agreed gives ample
security to policy holders.

In addition to issuing T/ie Motor Cycle
special policy, the company also_ issues

the special policy authorised by The
Autocar, the new company having also

absorbed The Autocar Insurance Depart-
ment. The organisation is similar to tliat

which existed in connection with the two
Insurance Departments just mentioned,
and, in addition to having i'ju head offices

at 20, Tudor Street, London. E.G.,
branches have been opened in Glasgow,
Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester, Birming-
ham, and Cardiff.

The necessity for insurance is well

appreciated, and those desiring to cover

risks by insurance with an office that is

almost essentially a motorist's organisa-

tion (thereby ensuring that the motor
cyclist's viewpoint has sympathetic con-

sideration), will do well to apply to The
Autocar Fire and Accident Insurance
Co., Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London,
E.C.4, for the complete and comprehen-
sive particulars which will be forwarded.
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T.T. NOTES
AND NEWS

A Review of the Practising. Weather Conditions not Ideal for Hi^h Speeds.
Form Improving Day by Day. Excellent Organisation.

THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE IN A NUTSHELL
BATE AND TIME OF START : 9.30 a.m., Tuesday, June 15th, 1920.

DISTANCE: Five circuits of 37 miles 6 furlongs each. Total distance, ISS miles 6 furlongs.

FIRST PRIZE : The Junior T.T. Trophy, to be held for one year. £40 in cash and special gold medal.

SECOND PRIZE : £20 in cash.

THIRD PRIZE : £10 in cash.

- THE MOTOR CYCLE " TROPHY for the fastest 250 i.e. machine.

TEAM PRIZE : To be won by a nominated team, who must all finish *he course within thirty minutes of the winner.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION : Monday, June IJth, at 10 a.m.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
1914 . . Eric Williams, single-cylinder A.J.S. (74 x SI mm. = 3IS c.c.) . . 45-C> m.p.h.

1913 . . H. Mason, V twin N.U.T. {GO x 61 mm. = 344 c.c.) 43-7 „

1912 .. W.H. Bashall, fiat twin Douglas (60-7 x 60 mm. = 3-50 c.c.) .

.

._. 39-6 „

1911 .. P. J.Evans, V twin number (60 X 60 mm. ^340 c.c.) .. .; 41-5 „

Douglas, I.O.M.

A GOOD deal of work has been accom-

plished by the competitors over the

Isle of Man course, and most, if- not

all of them, have now completed the

minimum number of circuits to qualify for

the races.

I'he arrangements, organised by the

Auto Cycle Union for the regulation and
control of the daily practising, are ex-

cellent, with corresponding benefit to the

competitors. The daily programme, from
4.30 a.m. to 5.30 a.m., has been carried

out successfully.

In addition to the arrangements made
for telephonic commuiiication between the

various post offices on the course, and
the start at Douglas, special telephones

have been installed at the Ballacraine and
Creg-na-Baa Hotels, so that with the help

of marshals, and a system of signalling,

almost any part of the course can be

in close .touch with the officials and time-

keepers at Douglas.
Warning banners are erected at a dis-

tance of 300 yards on the following

corners : Quarter Bridge, Braddon Bridge,

Ballacraine, C41en Helen, Kirk Michael,

Sulby Bridge, Hairpin Corner, Windy
Corner, Keppel Ciate, Crea-na-Baa Sign-

post Corner, and Governor s Bridge, and
extra warning signs have' been displayed

at Sulby Bridge and Govei'nor's Bridge,

both of which spots on the course requn-e

more than ordinary care.

The Manx M.C.C. are giving a good
deal of help to the A.C.U., a dozen
membere acting as marshals on the course

each morning. The worst corners are

also patrolled by the police, and it may
be mentioned incidentally that all the

marshals conducting the practising have
been sworn in as special constables, and
wear the official sleeve band as such when

on duty from 4.30 a.m. to 6.30 a.m. on
practice days.

The Most Dangerous Spot.

It is probable that most of the com-
petitors will consider Keppel Gate to be

the most dangerous spot on the course,

although unusual weather conditions may
make other parts on the circuit as bad,

if not worse, to negotiate in the actual

races next week.
The trouble with Keppel Gate is that

a competitor, travelling at great speed

down the mountain road to Hillberry, may
misjudge his speed for the conditions and

bend of the course at this spot, and easily

come off, while at other places a rider

knows that he has to slow down, and,

therefore, takes the necessary precautions.

On one or two mornings the mist on the

mountain road has given trouble to the

men, and in the earlier part of the

If
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1,1. Notes and News.—
pnicdsiiijT sli-ay sheep
the coiuse luivo been a
cause of coniplaiiit.

Tlio state of tlic road
has been iv subject of

varied citicisni.

of the competitor
aider it to be in

fair cuiulil

gen
some crjiujilaiii

of the Sulbv 10

Ka.n

OFFICIALS EN ROUTE FOR THE
ISLAND.

If tlie facilities for embarking and disembarking of motor cycles were as good at Douglas

as they are at Liverpt>ol, more motor cyclists would take their machines to the Isle of Man.

Major Dixon-Spain, O.B.E., M.C., assistant secretary of the A.C.U., is seen in the Brough

sidecar of S. W. Phillpott, A.C.U. Consul for Liverpool. We are indebted to Messrs.

J. Blake and Co., Liverpool, for the photograph.

and of the ruts and bumps at various

stretches.

Notes on the Practising.

As recorded in la^t week's issue, offi-

cial practising commenced on Monday, the

31st ult., when the weather was bad over

the Snaefell stretch, but good times were

made bv D, M. Brown (Norton), G. Dance
(Sunbeam), and others. The A.C.U. an-

nounces that no official times of the prac-

tising will be published, but speeds are

taken each morning by The Mutur Ci/cle.

and may be taken as accurate for all

intents and purposes.

The second day's practice was, to some
extent, mai-red by. the accident which be-

fell T. H. Haddock, riding an overhead

valve A.J.S. In passing Keppel Gate at

speed, he ran into a gulley at the side of

the road, and was thrown from his

machine a distance of sixteen yards, ac-

cording to the local report, and landed on
his head. The marshal near the scene

of the accident communicated with the

starting point, and the official doctor and
local ambulance reached Haddock in good
time, after which he was taken to hos-

pital. The rider suffered rather bad in-

juries to the head, but a good recovei'y

is expected.

Two other mishaps occurred during the

practice riding, Graham Walker (Norton)

hitting a stray sheep on tbo Snaefell

Road, and sustaining face bruifles and

scrapes, but continuing on to the finish

in spite of his injuries ; and G. Cowley,

senr. (21 A.J.S.), who is fifty-four years

of age, skidded at Governor's Bridge,

but wa.s able to resume practising after

a day's rest.

Value o£ the T.T. Helmet.

The strict enforcement of the A.C.U.'s

regulations in regard to helmets is to be

recommended, and X. H. Haddock's life

was undoubtedly saved by the helmet he

was wearing at the time.

Weather conditions, especially in the

high parts of the course, were bad, the

mi'^t on the mountains making practising

dillicult. The fastest time was accom-

plished by H. R. Davies (2= A.J.S.), his

The A.J.S. overhead vaTve arrangement

circuit being made in 47 mins. 40 sees.,

his speed being 47.4 m.p.h. This is an ex-

ceptionally good performance and augurs

well -for "the A.J.S. chances. The Sun-

•beam, Norton, A.J.S., and Indian teams
completed a number of laps, and the

A. B.C. and Ivy machines put in some
work also.

In view of Summer Time being in

force, practi.sing occurs one hour earlier

than in the last T.T., hence the morning
mists are often more prevalent in the

mountains during practising. The weather

THE STARTING POINT OF THE T.T. RACES.
At this spot next week expectation will reach fever heat. Even during the early morning practising there are speculation and discussion

among the mterested onlookers who study the " form " of the riders.
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—

on the third day was chilly and dull,

and iid€is finished after the first lap look-

ing decidedly cold. A small coffee stall

has been installed at the stait by the

Dunlop Co., and competitois can continue

on their second laps afttn some refresh-
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350 c.c and 500 c.c. singles in the

Senior Race. H. R. Davies, who
wi.l ride a 2f A.J S. in both events,

and R. Brown (Sunbeam).

ment. Another accident occurred just

before the commencement of practice, in

which two men were injured. In pro-

ceeding to the start, N. C. Heath (A.J.S.)

collided with one of the marshals, riding

a private machine, both men having to

go to hospital. Their injuries, although
aggravating, are not likely to be serious.

The Sunbeam, Indian, Norton, and
A.J.S. teams were again out, and a num-
ber of laps were completed by them, as

well as the A. B.C. and Levis machines.
Twenty-three competitors completed the

course, eight of which accomplished two
laps during the morning. Of the fast

circuits made, D. Brown (Norton) made
fastest time in 45 mins. 52 sees. ; G.
Dance (Sunbeam), 46 mins. ; T. C. de la

Hay (Sunbeam), 49 mine. 1 sec. ; and E.
Brown (Sunbeam), 50 mins. 30' sees.

One of the features of this morning's
practice was the excellent performance of

the Levis, ridden by Gus Kuhn, who
made the circuit in 55 mins. 50 sees. This
baby machine exhibited a wonderful
amount of speed and vigour.

The early morning practising attracts spectators at many points where the " cornering

'

skill of the T.T. entrants is demonstrated. One favourite point of vantage is the spot

depicted, showing one of the hairpin bends on the steep down grade leading from the

Snaefell road into Glencrutchery road.

Several complaints were made by Sun-

beam and other riders in regard to sheep

on the mountain road, and the A.C.U.
set to work to eliminate the evil.

i

THE MOTOR CYCLE LIGHTWEIGHT
T.T, TROPHY.

To encourage the (development of light-

weight motor cycles, The Motor Cycle has

presented the above cup for machines of
"''

250 c.c. in the Junior T.T. Race on Tuesday,

the 15th inst. The trophy, which is to be

won outright, weighs 75 ors., and is 13in. i

in height. 'j

The Diamond, Blackburue, New ComeM
Duzmo, Dot-Jap, and the Senior T.'n|
Douglas machines had not made theiSP
.i|i])earance by the end of last week, and,

I.iking into account the possibility of bad
luck while practising, none too much time

was left to make sure of the minimum
number of official laps being made befori

the end of practising.

It took some time for the competitors
to get accustomed to Governor's Bridge

—

several of them over-ran this corner on
the earlier days of the practising. On
the other hand, some good cornering was
done bv others.

fl
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American twin and British sini^le. T. W. Dixon (Indi

and F. C Nicrlli (Ni-rton).

'•'I'J r

Dt-'spite his fall oil (lie Taesilay. Walker
(Norton) was out again on Wednesday,
on which day Kuhn (Levis) took a toss

at the Bungalow, without, however,
injury to himself or his machine.
Thursday morning's practice was aided

considerably by fine weather, with sun-
shine and practically' no mist, which
enabled the competitors to get away
quickly and make brisk riding. The on-
lookers at this early time were more
numerous than on previous mornings, and
the crowd increases daily.

With the exception of one rider, the
Sunbeam team completed the six circuits

required by the A.G.U. regulations by
the fourth day of practice, which is testi-

FLYING KILOMETRE RACES AT
DOUGLAS.

The Motot Cycle rose bowl offered by
the proprietors of this journal for the fastest

time made in the Flying Kilometre Race on
Douglas Promenade on Friday, the 18th inst.

mon;.- to the enthusiasm of the Sunbeam
men and the efficiency of the practising
arrangements under Jlr. Greenwood, the
designer of -the Sunbeam machines. The
Sunbeams are very smart on the course.

The A.J.S. team did not turn out on
the fourth day, their record to that date
being -good and permitting a day's rest.

J. W. Shaw (Norton), the Belfast rider,

made fastest time in the Thursday morn-
ing's practice, his average speed being
?8.5 m.p.h., while Clark (Levis) made an
2.xcellent lap at 41 m.p.h., a creditable

performance, since it was only his third
attempt.

In the first four days' practising the
A.J.S., Sunbeam, and Norton machines
have been the mo-st conspicuous in regard
to speed, but there were still other
machnies that had not appeared on the
course. The whole of the Nortons had
not then commenced practising.

On Friday last at an average speed of

51 m.p.h. Rice (Sunbeam) made a record
practice lap of the course in 44m. 28s.,

thus beating D'. Brown's (Norton) record
on the previous Tuesday by approxi-

mately a minute. The fastest lap in the
last Senior T.T. was 42m. 16s. The Nor-
ton ridden by J. W. Shaw also averaged
50.5 m.p.h., his time being 45m. 3s., while
G. Dance (Sunbeam) rode a circuit in a

little over 45m.
The strong wind on this morning mad«

the riding slow on the far side of the
Island, although a correspondingly faster

pace was made on the mountain climb
from Ramsey. The weather being fine,

however, a number of men took the oppor-
tunity of making double laps for qualify-
ing.

"

^
The New Section.

0. Wade (A.J.S.) skidded at Governor's
Bridge and suffered a cut face, and
several men had tyre trouble on this

day.
Governor's Bridge is proving to be the

most difficult part of the course for

a number of competitors to negotiate.
The Sunbeams are, however, corii^ering

w-ell at this point.

Saturday morning was perfect for

practising, with no wind, and a con-

sideiable number of competitors and
reserve riders started at 4.30 a.m., led

away, as usual, by the veteran F. W.
Applebee on his Levis. Three Diamonds
appeared for practice work, one of which
has a very neat overhead valve twin
J. A. P. engine with ball bearing rockers.

J. W. Shaw
(Norton),
Belfast's repre-

sentative in the

T.T.

P. W. Applebee, it is noted, uses up-
turned handle-bars on the Levis, but
put up excellent performances.

A STUDY IN CORNERING. A scene taken soon after dawn. The
the early practising is not all that the photographer can desire.

light du
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T.T. Ko^es and News.—

A third A. B.C. machine now mad« its

appearance in practice.

The majority of men who had practised
during the week were ' by tliis time
thoroughly used to the course. The
practice on the morning went through
without any accident to riders, although
a non-oompetitor with the Indian
colony here injured his face in a fall on
the Sjrlby-Ramsey stretch.

The Clincher Co. are supplying Oxo to
riders at the start and finish.

A number of competitors, having quali-

fied for the race, were able to go around

JUNE will, 1920.

T.T. Sunbeams have detachable cylinder

heads held down by three bolts ; the jiint is

made by a copper asbestos washer.

the course at a more leisurely pace in

order to make a survey of the more
troublesome stretches.

Forty-seven machines were out again
on Monday morning, including a number
of newcomers to the Island, which were
st'irting their practising a week behind
the majority. These latter included the
Blackburnes, 3^ h.p. Douglas, Woolers,
Dot-Jap, New Comet, Aurora, and
Duzmo, and so completed the -lists of
tho.«e entered in both events.

Tl-3 roads were extremely dusty, but
fortunately the weather was fine with no
wind. Rice (Sunbeam) made fastest time

The Sunbeam lubrication system. A foot-

operated oil pump gives a direct cha'-ge to

the engine when required, while a mechanical

pump on the magneto cham case maintains

a constant supply of oil in the crank case.

in appro.ximately 44im. on his second lap.

This rider collided with a telegraph pole

about a mile from Ramsey Gooseneck on
the mountain climb, and was thrown some
distance on to grass at the side of the
road. He was picked up dazed by
another Sunbeam competitor, but was not
seriously injured.

Eric Williams on his Sunbeam made
two laps at 45m. and 45im. respectively,

and Townshend and De la Hay, also on
Sunbeams, lapped in 47m. and 46m. re-

spectively. Norman Black on a belt-

driven Norton with Philip.son pulley made
the trip in 48m., while D. Brown and

NEXT WEEK!

T.T. and Summer Number

THURSDAY, JUNE 17t\.

If

From cover to cover the contents

will be of more than ordinary-

interest to every naotor cyclist,

whether soloist, sidecarist, tourist,

competition rider, or racer.

If

TOURIST TROPHY MATTERS
will form a special feature.

(Norton), 55m. 55s.: N. Black (Norton), 64m.
55s.; G. Dance (Snnbsam), 46m.; H. R. Rice (Sun-
beam), reserve, 46m. 45s.; T. C. de la Hay (Sun.
beam), 49m. Is.; Reg. Brown (S'anbsam), 50m.
30s.; F. C. Townshend (Sunbeam), 50m. 40s.; A.
H. Alexander (Indian), 51m. 5s.; H. R. Harvevs

Walker, also on Nortons, finished in

47im. each. Misfortune overtook Dallison

(Ivy), whose machine caught tire between
Sulby and Ramsey. He was reported to

be uninjured, but his machine is badly
damaged. Most of the new machines
commencing practice on Monday morning
were slow ; this was natural, as it was the

riders' first time round, but Holroyd
(Blackburne) lapped in 57m.

A Week's Practising. Some of the

Lap Times.
MONDAY.—G. Dance (Sunbeam), 49m'.; R.

Brown (Norton), 54m.; E. S. Abram (A.B.C.),
50m.; E. -WiUiams (A.J.S.), 50m.; D. M. Brown
(Norton), 47m.; V. E. Horsman (Norton), 47m.;
G. W. Walker (Norton), 58m.; D. S. Alexander
(Indian Scout), 53m.
TUESDAY.—N. O. Heath (A.J.S.), 61m. 38s.; T.

H. Haddock- (A.J.S.), 67m. 8s.; E. Williams
(A.J.S.), 58m. 15s.; P. G. Dallison (Ivy). 82pi.

53s.; II. F. Harris (A.J.S.), 82m. 28s.; H. H.
Davies (A.J.S.). 47in. 40s. ; F. C. Townshend (Sun-
beam), 52m. 23s.; R. Brown (Sunbeam), 55m. 20s.;
T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam), 60m. 4Ss. ; G. Dance
(Sunb?am), 63ra. 17s.; H. R. Rice (Sunbeam), re-
serve. 63m. 23s.; V. Olsson (Norton). 55m. 58s.;
D. M. Brown (Norton), 58m. 55s.; N. C. Sclater
(Norton), 59m. 22s.; N. Black (Norton), 63m.; G.
W. Walker (Norton), 68m. 50s.; B. Houlding
(Indian), 62m. 45s.; A. H. Alexander (Indian).
74m. 35s.; S. J. Redmond (Indian), 87m. 37s.;
H. R. Harvevson (Indian), 87m. 43s.; F. W. Dixon
(Indian), 87ra. 45s.; E. S. Abram (A.B.C.),
70m. 40s.

WEDNESDAY.—T. Sheard (A.J.Sj. 49m. 55s.;
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.), 49m. 47s.; F. W. Applebee
(Levis). 82m. 55s.; Gus Kuhn (Levis), 56m. 50s.;
A. E. Wills (Douglas), 75m. 55s.; D. M.

"

(Norton), 45m. 32s.; V. Olsson (Norton), 50m. 5s.;
N. C. Sclater (Norton), 50m. 5s.; G. W. Walker

The tank arrangement of the 2J h.p.T.T.

Levis, showing the handle-bar controlled

pump and tool-box with cushion on lid.

Kuhn (Levis), 60m. 40s.;
Porter (LevisJ, 65m. 20s.; F. W. Applebee
(Levis), 83m. 45s.; A. E. Wills (Douglas), 73m.
40s.; J. W. Shaw (Norton), 46m. 40s.; F. C. North
(Norton), 48m. 55s.; N. Black (Norton), 59m. 30s.;
V. E. Horsman (Norton), 52m. 22s.; G. W. Walker
(Norton), 53m. 15s.; H. R. Rice (Sunbeam), 47m.
40s.; Eric Williams (Sunbeam), 48m. 54s.; Reg.
Brown (Sunbeam), 49m. 20s.; F. C. Townshend
(Sunbeam), 52m. 24s.; T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam),
88m. 33s.; S. J. Redmond (Indian), 59m. 458.;
H. R. Harvevson (Indian), 56m. 65s.; F. W.
Dixon (Indian), 56m. 53s.

Lubrication on the

T.T. Ivy two-stroke

is effectej by means

of a pedal operating

an inverted pump.
The oil IS distributed

to the cylinder or

crank case at will.

FRID'^\ -H r Hai
O Wade (A J S ) 71
(Lei ;

-- -- " "
Gus Kuhn (La- P G Dallison (Ivv).

a" E Wills (Douglas) 61m 25s

(DoucIt.) 67m
"

The new 3J Sunbeam in the T.T. Mechanical oiling off the timing shaft and a detachable

cylmder head are its chief features.
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A. Thirty-two replenishment E. Governors' stand.
B. Auxiliary board. [depots. F. Press stand.
C. Scoring board. G. Grandstand.
D. Timekeeper's box. H. Ollicial refreshments.

44m. 28s.; G. Diu.ie (Sunbeam). 46m. 15s.; T. C.
de la Hav (Sunbeam). 68m. 28s.; Eric Williams
(Sunbeam). 68m. 46s.; J. W. Shaw (Norton),
45ra. 3f. ; D. JI. Brown (Norton), 46m. 10s.; V.
Horsman (Norton), 47ra. 45s.; N. Black (Norton).
49m. 28s.; H. Petty (Norton). 57m. 34s.; N. C.
Sclat?r (Norton). 64m. 23s.; Noel Brown (Norton),
53m. 44s.; O. W. Walker (Norton), 73m. 40s.;
F. C. North (Norton), 82m. 45s.

SATURDAY.—Shaw (Norton), 46m. 5s.; Sclater
(Norton). 49m.; F. W. Applebee (Levis), 56m. 5s.;
T. Simister (Norton), 54m.; E. S. Abram (A.B.C.).
53m. 5s.; F, W. Di.yon (Indian), 53m.; R. O. Clark
(Levis), 57m.; A. E. W,,1.5 (Douglas), S5m. 5s
G. W. Walker (Norton), 65m.; G. Dance (Sun-
beam). 56m. 5s.; B. Houlding (Indian Scout),
57m. 5s.; N. Brown (Norton). 53m.; Reg. Lucas
(A. B.C.), 51m.; S. A. Marks (Diamond), 66m.;
D. H. Brown (Norton). 51m.; O. Wade (A.J.S.),
54m. 38s.: H. Petty (Norton), 57m.

MONDAY.^T. S. Holroyd (Blackburne). 57ni.
H. R. Rice (Sunbsam). 44m. 30s.; E. Williams
(Sunbeam), 46m.; T. C. de la Hav (Sunbeam),
46m.; F. C. Townshend (Sunb-am'), 47m.- N
Black JNorton), _4Sm.; D. M. Brown (Norton),

At the time of going to press those
unfovtiiuates who were"" injured in ISst
week's practising were reported to be
malving good progress. These include T.
H. Haddock and H. C. Heath, A.J.S.
riders, and R. Cowell, of the Manx
M.C.C., one of the special constable
marshals.

A " bird's-eye'" view,

showing arrangement at

the starting point of the

T.T. races.

1. Storage tent.

J. Members' motor cycle enclosure.
K. Replenishment tent.

L. Public enclosure, 2s. 6d.

The T.T. course—37 m.les 6 furlongs.

Junior : Five circuits. Senior : Six circuits.

The Club Championship.

Up to the time of going to press the
following clubs had entered teams
for the M.C.C. Team Trials for
Motor Ci/cle Challenge Cup on the

25th
M.C.C.
Blaenavon M.C.C.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Oxford M.C.
Norfolk M.C. and L.C.C
Public Schools M.C.C.
Liverpool M.C.
Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Luton and South Beds. A.C.
Bedford and District M.C.C. and L.C.C.
Essex M.C.
Leicester and District M.C.C.
Ealing and District M.C.C.
Camberley and District M.C.C.
Wolverhampton M.C.C.
High Wvcombe and District 1(1.0.0.
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
South Birmingham M.C.C.
Waspes M.C.C. (Cambridge).

The Coventry Club—the present holders
of the Cup—have entered the same riders

who were successful last year.
Entries close to-dav.

The Aanville Trophy Trial.

THIRTY-SEVEN riders competed' for

the Jlanville Trophy in a trial from
Coventry to Bath and back last

Saturday. It was a stiff trial, in every
way worthy of the valuable trophy, and
included Birdlip (climbed twice), Port-

way, Rising Sun, Sudeley, and the rough
colonial section from the top of the last

mentioned hill to Stow-on-the-Wold.
Some of the single-cylinder sidecars had

great difficulty in maintaining schedule
speed over this section where, in places,

sidecar chassis scraped the ground.
Rising Sun proved to be the piece de

reflitance. The majority climbed the hill

without undue effort, others just managed
it, while the following failed : J. JI.

Philpot (2J Wilkin), G. F. Evans {2|
Douglas), E. Swindlehurst (3^ Lea-
Francis), A. L. Auerhaan (4 Triumph), E.

A. Barnett {5^ Invicta), H. F. Harrison
(4 Triumph sc), and S. Wright (4g

Humber sc.)

THE THREE SIZES OF
7.T. ENGINES.

The cylinders of 250 c.c,

350 c.c, and 500 c.c. com-
pared, which illustrates that

capacity mcreases in greater

proportion than do the

external dimensions

Ihe 1914 Junior T.r.
Winner.—Ei-ic Williams riding a single-

cylinder four-stroke A.J.S., 74 mm.
bore, 81 mm. stroke. 348 c.c. capacity.
Side-by-side valves. Four speeds.
Gear ratios 4|, 63, 6|, and 7^ to 1.

Time 4h. 6m. 50s.

Average Speed of First Three Finishers.—
(1.) Eric Williams (A.J.S.), 45.6m.p.h.
(2.) C. Williams (A.J.S.), 44.7 m.p.h.
(3.) F. J. Walker (Enfield), 43.3 m.p.h.

Lap Times.

Fastest Lap of the Race.—Eric Williams,
second lap. Time 47m. 18s. Average
speed, 47.57 m.p.h.

Fastest V Twin.—F. J. Walker (Enfield),
47m. 35s. Average speed, 47.36 m.p.h.

Fastest Flat Twin.—G. E. Ehvell (2|
Douglas), 50m. 13s. Average speed,
44.78 m.p'.h.

Fa.stest Two-stroke.—N. 0. Soresby (2|
Peco), 58m. 556. Average speed,
38.4 m.p.h.

Birdlip also proved troublesome to a
few, while H. F. Harrison (4 Triumph sc.)

took the top bend so -fast that he struck
the wall with damage to his sidecar body.

Bad luck pursued Swindlehurst, who
broke a chain five miles from the finish.

CLASS I. (Solo Motob Cycles).— J. M. Philpot
(2% Wilkin), G. F. Evans (2'A Douslas), B. Clare
(3'/l. Rudge), R. B. Roberts (4 Triumph). E.
.Swindlehurst, (3>A Lea-Francis), T. H. Meakin 14
Triumph), G. L. White (4 Triumrhl, W. W.
Brandish (4ii. Humber). J. E. B. Bramlev (3>»
Coventry Challenge). D. Brandish (3 A.B.C.).
W. P. Smith (2% Hobart), C. Mansfield (3
A.B.C.). N. Rycroft (4 Triumph), and A. J.
El'iott (5-6 Rover).

CLASS II. (SiDEC.iE Combinations).—F. L.
Allen (5-6 Hover sc), H. A. Smith (4 Triumph
sc), T. R. Gibbons (8 Acme sc). H. Finch (4
Triumph sc). D. A. Atkin (8 Acme sc). J. W.
Ravenhall (5-6 Rover sc), C. R. Little (4 Triumph
sc), H. F. Harrison (4 Triumph sc.l. W. J.
Montgomery (5-6 Rover sc). F. Arbuckle (4I2

Humber sc), D. S. Heather (4I4 B.S.A. sc), A. P.
McGowran (4 Triumph sc). A. R. Grindlay (7-9

Harley-Davidson sc), W. Finch (8 Rex sc). F. H.
Brown (8 Rex sc), and S. Wright W. Humber
sc).

CLASS III. (Cars).—W. Montgomery (25 Cross-
lev), J. W. F. Crouch (8 Crouch), and Miss V.
Hathaway (U.9 Hillman).
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Mountaineering in Yorkshire.
The llkley L.C. and M.C.C

to

NORTH country motor cyclists are

mostly sporting riders by nature and
environment. They are forced by

circumstances to take the rough with" the

smooth, but in the route laid out by the

llkley club there was enough of the

"rough" .to satisfy the most ardent
spirits.

Six observed hills and as many more
nearly as severe, mile after mile of moor
roads amidst beautiful scenery, and -withal

excellent organisation, were the outstand-
ing features of the most sporting trial we
have yet witnessed. Had last Saturday
been wet—but it w-as not, so why solilo-

quise?

The Course.

On leaving the Crescent Hotel at

llkley, competitors were led to a weigh-

bridge in the town. Immediately after-

wards began a long twisty climb, un-

observed, but quite as severe as most
observed .hills in Midland and Southern
trials. , This was followed by a section of

road so rough as to inspire some dread
as to the future.

A steep di'op into Stockbridge, with

a fearsome hairpin, Ted to the valley

again, and there followed the first ob-

served-hill, Thwaites Brow, a cobbled

ascent of single-figure gradient, including

five hairpins. Three and a half miles

further on came Harden Bank, a short,

steep hill with a nasty turn at the bottom
and an appalling surface of rocky out-

crop. Then followed an up and down
section, having a few steep hills and one
short but hair-raiang descent, and then
from Sutton a fine main road to Skiptnu.

. Open Trial Of 117 Slarters, Twen(y-six Fail

Complete the Course.

The Stake, a boulder-strewn road rising

1,4C0 feet above sea level. F. D. Roper (7.

Indian sc.) made a fine ascent.

After this town the road led over
Eastby Brow,- with its two corners but
good surface, then down Barden Scale,

where the first beautiful view of Wharfe-
dale is obtained. The road to Kettlewell

was comparatively simple, but a check
was located in this section at Threshfield,

A .sharp climb with the inevitable hair-

pin leads out of Kettlewell, and after a

short gra'ssy road the dreaded Park Ra=h
lnn:n« -r.rldriil\ i n the right As unial

Sidecars hi

enthusiastic

backwards.

id the greatest difficulty on the loose surface of Park Rash. The picture shows

spectators rushing to prevent C. W. Hartwell's 4 h.p. Norton outfit running

the climb was very loose and stony,' and
this, combined with the 1 in 4 gradient,

caused many failures. After the observed
climb, grassy roads continue up hill, and
culminate in a rough bit of 1 in 4j.

Thereafter a winding route led finally to

Kidstones Pass, which, although observed
in the 1913 Six Days Trials, was nofe
considered worthy of the honour by thip

llkley club. Instead, a sharp right turn'p'

led up "The Stake," a fearsome hill con-^.

sisting of grass and loose rocks, and;.

h&viiig one or two soft patches to entrap^
the rear wheels of sidecar outfits. A lonjj'

and tricky descent to Semmer Water wa
followed by an equally long and ver
steep climb up the other side of the

valley, the top hairpin being particularlj]

steep, thence to Hawes and a welcomi
lunch stop.

White Shaw Moss Again.

After lunch came a trip through some^
wild and. beautiful scenery, including, oil,

course, fearful ascents and descents, io^-

Dent; thence, up the long severe White
Shaw Moss, a hill which caused a strike

in the 1913 Six Days Trial, but was

responsible for comparatively little trouble?

in spite of identical conditions on Satur-j

day last.

The corresponding descent included
sudden S bend on a grass road with!

nothing on one side to save a sheer drop,.!

but all went well till after Clapham,,
where a sharp left turn led through twi

short but greasy tunnels. Then came
long stretch over Swarth Jloor, throughl

Langclifte, and over Malham Jloor, the

surface gradually deteriorating till it*

liroved more trying .to man than machine.v
Then once more on to good roads to th(

beautiful village of Burnsall for tea.

Immediately after leaving the tea stop,<^

an acceleration test was taken on Burn-

sall Fell, a fair gradient of excellent'

surface. Despite the gruelling of the day,

most of the machines showed up well
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W. H. Hadlield (4 Triumph) climbing Kidstones Pass, which immediately preceded The Stake.

here, especially as they were confined

to one gear for the fast and slo\y sections.

The main road was followed down
Wharfcdale, Barden Tower and Bolton
Abbey being passed, and a detour made
over "the moors to Beacon Hill at Beams-
ley. This section was not difficult,

although it involved st^eep gradients and
a long descent, at the foot of which was
Ilkley, the finish, and sighs of relief !

Observations on the Hills.

Thw.\ite3 Biiow.—This hill was the

easiest of the observed climbs and caused
little trouble, despite its five hairpins

and surface of smooth j')civi\

H.\itDE.^ Bank.—Troubles on this hill

were entirely due to riders' inability to

steer on the, rocky surface.

P.^BK R.4SH.—Rough surface, loose

stones, and gradient caused falls and
failures. The star solo climb was made
by Capt. C. P. Wood (5| Scott), who shot

up at speed, while the best sidecar was
H. Pattinson's 8 Xew Imperial sc. R.
Stacey (7-9 Harley sc.) made a splendid
ascent, and F. D. Roper (7-9 'Indian sc.)

did well by jockeying. Excellent slow
.and steadv climbs were made bv W. L.

Guv (3| Scott), P. Walker (4 Verus), A.
Wood (3i B.S.A.), R. E. Darnton (7-9

•Indian), and G. A. Reed (3| Scott).

The Si'.iKE.—This short single figure

gradient, with great boulders over the
road, caused some trouble; H. M. Barton
(3|^ N.U.T.) made a splendid climb, but
H. Reynolds (4 Norton sc), w-ho had
plenty of power, failed from wheel spin ;

H. Guy (2| Coukon-B.) did well, and
..Cawthorn (2| Autoglider) was going
strong and seemed adept at jumping off

and "galloping" (no other word), when
his little vehicle bounced him oil on the
rough surface.

Semiier W.wer.—A steep hill with a
1 in 5 hairpin. Only one or two failures

were noticed, theoe being C. Jlar-shall

(2^ Enfield), who obviously was under-
. powered, and F. Trueman (4 Campion),
who missed his gear.

White Shaw Moss.—Most solo men
got up by dint of footing to correct skids
on the stones. Despite the three miles'

ascent, with sections of 1 in 5^- and 1 ni

5, little overheating was noticed. The
sidecars suffered from wheel slip, but

H. Reed (8 Dot sc.) made a splendid

climb with his passenger on the caruei

H. Gibson (2^ Clyno), who had been
doing wonders, "ot up with much foot

assistance ; the Scotts for the most part

were sure, and the Triumphs did wonder-
fully well. Xh.e A. B.C. machines were
troubled with wheel slip, but Applebee
was very good. W. F. Waddington on
an old hub-geared- o.h.v. 3^ h.p. Pre-

cision made a good climb on his second
attempt. A. B. Chapman (5 Brough)
made a very slow climb, and just got up.

AccELEK.wioN Test.—The best speeds
over the fast stretch were made by J. C.

Standford (6 Rover), W. Atkinson (4^

Bat), F. C. Waites (4 Triumph), E. Porter

('59

{?> A. B.C.), (i. W. Shejiherd (3i Norton),
.1. Biiker (Til Scott), and K. T. C'aw-
tlinrii (Autoglider).

R. F, Craven (3i- Sunbeam) passing A. B.

Green (3 A.B.C.) on White Shaw Moss.

As usual The Motor Cijdn observed
every section of the trial. One repre-
sentative covered the whole course, riding
with the competitors, while another made
observations of most of the performances
on four of the si.x observed hills.

R. T. Cawthorn (£4 Autoglider), who finished the course to time despite tyre trouble. The
execrable surfaces bounced him ofi his machine repeatedly, but he persevered to the end.

C17
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Amateur Motor Cyclists in Competition.
Surbiton M.C.C. Team Trial in Surrey. Fourteen Clubs Compete.

THERE -n-ere eighty-four entries for

the challenge shield presented to the

Surbiton and District M.C.C. by

Mr Geo. Pettyt, of Maudes' Motor Mart.

Fourteen clubs eent six representatives

each three riding^ solo and three sidecar

outfits. All the clubs turned up complete

except the Public Schools M.C.C, which

arrived with two members short.

The start was made in fine but cold

weather from the Talbot Hotel, Ripley,

and an excellent and sporting course was

followed. This consisted, to ^ large ex-

tent, of that emt)loyed in the 1913 A.C.L.

One Day Trial. The competitors went

direct to Guildford, where they doubled

back on their tracks, made a short detour,

and ascended Bright Street in the town

w-hich, taking many by surprise, caused

several failures on the first round. H
E Symons (5.-6 Zenith) failed through

belt slip, A. S. Brereton (7-9 Harley-

Davidson) owing to a stuck up inlet valve,

and W. Lewis (4 F.N.) and Wright on

the Henderson sc. among others. The

Clandon Road, was followed to the turn-

ing to Newland's Corner^

We saw practically all the .starters as-

cend this famous, though comparatively

easy, hill without a falter. Descending from

Newland's Corner, Surrey's own particular

beauty spot, the run was easy as far as

the entrance to Shere, where the route

bent back so as to include the ascent

of Coombe Bottom—another old favourite.

Its only difficulty is the corner at the top,

the surface of which is now very fough.

Here, J. H. Jeflfree (5 Zenith) took the

corner too fast and fell off. H. Lane

(2^ Levis) did likewise and ran up the

bank, but cleverly recovered himself and

did not tumble.
Parts of the descent were very rough,

and at the bottom a sharp turn to the

right was taken up a steepish hill, known
as Crocknorth, on which the surface was

very bad. The surface then became
better and an easy run then ensued over

i

Surbiton and District M.C.C. Inter-club Team Trial. A. S. Brereton (Harley-Davidson)

making light of Coombe Bottom.

r> ii r. i- ii -D J- J I-

—

Surbiton and District M.C.C.
Ranworth Common on to the Burtord TaiA
Bridge road. After this came the ascent Error.

of Blagdon Hill. Here, Brereton met
h w^gSlTg'^ *tV>™'*'

Non-stop l

three steam lorries he was unable to pass s.E. Reeve (4'Norton) '!!!'.!!!
'.

','

and ran back on to the bank. Other R. c. Staunton {4 Triumph sc.)'." ,',' (41m. 4s.

competitors were also impeded by this _ R. H. Bywatcrs (6 A.J.S. sc.) . . „

unpleasant traffic stop. The rest of the I- T. Gilson (5 Zenith; J

cniivoe V,art to Rinlpv iras Pacv 2.—W OOLWICH, PuiMSTEAD AND District M.C.C.
course bacK; to Kipiey was easy.

E. Atkins (3J Ariel) Non-stop 1

Each lap, which measured about thirty- s.'m. DoiIm (sfxriSmph)'''!! "
I

three miles, had to be covered three G. C. McGlashan (8 Matchless sc.) „ f 57m. 43s.

times non-stop. i' "^^ ?,r'^«'i'".*l'i'''^
^''•'^ F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.) ,, J

The winners were the organisers, the 3.—The Sutton Coldfield and N. Birmingham
Surbiton M.C.C, who beat the Woolwich A.C.

Club by a small margin. ?-5°,y^*°"j5-6 Jam^ sc.) .... Non-stop 1

J ^ S. Hall (2j Coulson-B.) —
H. Lane (2i Levis) Non-stop

|

J. Roberts (2.1 Blackburne) |S7m. iSs.

A. Thrush (4 Triumph sc.) ,,

F. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.)
|

Other clubs competing were the Gip.«y

Club, the Plvmouth District M.C. and
L.CC, the Public Schools M.C.C. the

Bedford and District il.C. and L.CC,
the Rochester, Chatham and District

M.C.C, the Purley and District M.C.C,
the Reading M.C.C, the Citv Guilds
(Eng.) College M.C.C, the Ealing and
District M.C.C, and the Streatham and
District M.C.C.

Members cf the. City and Guilds (Eng.) College M.C.C. on Ranmore Common. They are

riding Royal Ruby, Douglas, and Triumph machines,

The Motor Cycle as a Police Aid.
The notorious Percy Toplis was located

by a policeman in plain clothes, who used
a motor cycle to follow his man.

Johannesbuig-Duiban.
A cable informs us that the above race

was won by Zurcher on a 3^ h.p. spring

frame Douglas. Flook, last year's winner,

took second place on a 2J h.p. of the

same make.

The Inter-'Varsity Hill-climb.

A proposed Oxford and Cambridge lull-

climb, which was to have been held on

Kop Hill on the 6th, was postponed.
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There is a Sphinx Plug
suitable for every Engine.
Write to us and we will tell

you the correct Plug for yours.

The New
Bar Type

Plugs.

For all normal
Motors Sc Motor Cycles.

Ceramic insulation 4/-

Mica „ 5/-

THE SPHINX MFG. CO.,,LTD., BIRMINGHAM

Makes all the difference in Sidecar riding.

WHY NOT TRY ONE?
Send for lUustraied Booklet.

EASTING WINDSCREENS, LTD.,

132, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham. \^
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " 2'/ie Motor Cycle." C23

STOCKISTS

D. G. Cruickshauk, 13 and 19, Rosemount Viaduct, Aberdeen.
IEEL.4.\D—W. Peck, 191, Great Brunswick St . Dublin.
W.VLE —Tom Ntrton, Ltd., Llaudrindod Wells,
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WORLD'S
RECORDS

On Thursday, May 27th, Mr. F. A. McNab,
riding a. 2i Wooler Motor Cycle, BROKE
the FOLLOWING RECORDS at

BROOKLANDS

:

350 Miles, Eight Hour.s, and Nine Hours in Class B>

500 Miles and Twelve Hours in Class E, and established the following

new records.

Class B. Class C.

400 Miles.
450 Miles.

500 Miles.

7 Hours.
10 Hours.
1

1

Hours.
12 Hours.

450 Miles.

500 Miles.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH

11 Hours.
12 Hours.

31 GOLD MEDALS.
14 SILVER
2 BRONZE „

ALL ON

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.,

119-121-123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

And at Birmingham, Coventry, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester,
Nottingham, Paris, and Amsterdam.

/?i answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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THIS REMARKABLE
MAN

IMk. O'Donova-j

On Saturday May 29, at Brooklands,

BROKE NO LESS THAN

14 RECORDS!!!
using an ordinary touring

3 JET BINKS
CARBURETTOR

HERE THEY ARE :

50 MILES, 100 MILES, 150 MILES,
1 HOUR, 2 HOURS, 3 HOURS,

In the 500 c.c. Class—Sidecar.

On the same machine, viz., a 500 c.c. Norton'
he also breaks the

750 c.c. Sidecar Records viz. :

100 MILES, 150 MILES,
2 HOURS, 3 HOURS,
And wondrous to relate, still on the same

small engine, he breaks the

1,000 c.c. Class Records—Sidecar.

100 MILES, 150 MILES,
2 HOURS, 3 HOURS,

An astounding performance.

HOW DOES THIS AFFECT YOU ? It proves that

in addition to the Binks Carburettor being the only-

Carburettor that does give real flexibility and delicious

riding and saves you 5/- out of each pounijyou would
otherwise waste in petrol, it is a real super-car-

burettor for speed and power, and the carburettor to

use whatever a motor cycle can be used for. It is

a rank extravagance not to use a Binks Carburettor

Write for approval terms to-day.

C. BINKS Ltd., ECCLES.

T.T. Races— Isle of Man

Special Arrangements
with the Auto-Cycle
Union for the con-

venience of A.C.U.
Members.

1.— For those taking their Machines to

the Island :

Petrol collection to avoid wastage and risk of

Fire. On the Landing Stage opposite tlie

Isle of Man Steamers, and an liour-and-a-half

before each day boat is due to sail, J. Blake
& Co. will have a staff and collection van in

attendance. Petrol will be drawn off from
the machines, measured and stored, and a

voucher ticket for the quantity given in

receipt. On returning from the Island it will

be necessary simply to send a postcard to

J. Blake & Co., no, Bold Street, Liverpool,
giving them particulars of date and time of

return, name of boat, and quantity of Petrol

due—it will be on the Landing Stage ready.

2.— For those coming to Liverpool by road
and desirous of avoiding the trouble
and risk of damage incurred by taking
their Machines on the Boat to the
Island :

A Garage within easy reach of the Landing
Stage, spacious and stone-floored, capable of

storing 500 machines, will be available at a
nominal charge. This is situate on the

corner of Laurence Road and Wellington
Road, facing Gainsborough Road, immediately
betvveen Smithdown Road and Wavertree
Road, and the attendants at the garage will

advise the quickest route to the Landing Stage
by 'tram or 'bus close at hand. This garage
which is being managed for the Auto Cycle
Union by J. Blake & Co.—will be opened
from Saturday 12th to Monday 21st June,
inclusive.

3.—For those who are prevented from
attending the Races:

By courtesy of " The Motor Cycle " telegrams
will be displayed in the window of our Bold
Street, Liverpool, Showrooms showing the
progress of the Races at every Stage.

A.C.U. Members everywhere are invited
to fully avail themselves of these facilities.

J. BLAKE & CO.,
Lanca; hire's Leading Motor Cycle House.

LIVERPOOL : 110-112, Bold Sireet.

MANCHESTER : 33, Blackfriars St.

In ansjcerinr/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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"im Up-to-date proof of the consistent reliability of the JAMES was
/ ;<-iiori mi QaHirrlnv Mnv T5th, whcu, in opcn competition,

:ured 3 GOLD,_ 3 SILVER, and 6
furnished ou Saturday, May
standard catalogued models

RELIABILITY
AND SPEED.

BRONZE Medals.

The details are

machines used we

L the 1919 A.C.U. 6 Days' TrialsT

,
and it should be noted that the

ii acbines ridden by the same riders

LIVERPOOL Motor Club Open Speed Trials

j-S h.p. Twin with Standard

1 time — Bronze Medal,

formula — Bronze Medal,

on time — Gold Medal,

on formula — Silver Medal.

Dn time— Bronze Medal,

in formula— Bronze Medal.

Unlimited Standing Kilo— 2nd on time — Bronze Medal.

G. E. Stobart, on "James "

Touring Sidecar— (66.; c.c.)

750 c.c. Flying Kilo — 2nd

750 c.c. „ „ 3rd 01

750 : .0. Standing Kilo — ist

750 c.c. „ „ 2nc

Unlimited Flying Kilo— 2nd--

3rd

31 h.p. Tv Solo Mode)George Strange on "Ja

soo c.c. Standing Kilo — ist on formula — Gold Medal.

500 c c ., „ 2nd on time — Silver Medal.

500 c.c. Flymg Ki'o — 3rd on time — Bronze Medal.

500 c.c. „ „ ist oh formula — Gold Medal.

J. F. Lidstone on " James " 'i\ h.p. Two-stroke Light-

sob'^cc. Standmg Kilo — ist on formula — Silver Medal.

300 c.c. ' „ „ STd on time.

300 c.c. Flying Kilo — 3rd on time.

4 Firsts, 5 Seconds, 5 Thirds.
JAMES CYCLE Co., Ltd., Greet, B'ham.

London Depot : 22, Holb. Via., E.C.I

BEAUMONT
"B'' MODEL

This model is fitted with

the Blackburne 2j h.p.

4 -stroke Engine and the

Burman 2 -speed gear box

with clutch and kick-starter.

Price - 95 guineas.

Beaumont Motors (Leeds) Ltd.

Cleopatra Works, Harehills, Leeds.

MIDLAND GARAGE,
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES.

Td. : 105. Wires r MiiRmd.

We can offer the following machines for immediate
delivery. We also hold first-class agencies, and can
give early deliveries. Write to us for your requirements.

1920 B.S.A. Combination, dynamo set.

1920 ROYAL ENFIELD
1920 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Combination.
1919 TRIUMPH Sporting type Combination.
1920 3 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, latest Model.
1920 CLYNO. 1920 SCOTT.
1920 JAMES. 1920 A.B.O.
21; various Lightweights.

LARGE STOCK OF SECOND-HAND MACHINE}.
Wire^ 'Phone, or Write your requirements.

W.S.R. Patent Variable Jet Adapter.

Starting—Cooler Encin
Vaporiaatioii. Petrol erne

Fitted in one niinu'e t

V phvi lioMinK jet r

Mil
nlar Sur

Gallon—Gi(

This jet ( I bevaned wliilt

hills down to a small o
take out jet to cieiir ob:
machine is in motion.
State make ol Encino, Carbure'ter. ai

plug) when ordeiins. For Triumph
base plujr, and date of

AKents; TlicBrookMotir A-Enj. Co..;(

abovaiiHme i catbnretters-
1 screw ill the jet adapter.
rnnTiin". Rivinp a large jet for

ihiR. No stoppin:; tc

(he W.S R can ha cleared wh 1.

iff

The D.R,
1 he :\r;

Co . SftO, Hi-h Hulb(

loniith o' *ot (indiidinz
ate dia. of thread across
rhnrottcr.

rean:iKate, Ma'iohcstor,
nnd Edinhni-ffh.

Enj;. Co., AFarryatt St., London, W., 1 he Scr
Lou Ion, E.G., aiiu Halford Cycle

nwham «n^l all Hallo d Dcpit !.

Matuifncrure.l Can be obtained from ubove

RUDGE BROS., m°^%,,i.HV^^i. TrUph
Fleet Street - - BIRMINGHAM. Postage 3d.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TO MOTOR CYCLE DEALERS
The following firms have been appointed Sole Selling Agents

for the disposal of the first batch of Surplus Government Motor

Cycles, recently purchased by Sir Percival Perry (Slough

Syndicate), consisting of approximately 3,000 machines :

Messrs. CRABTREE & Son, Ltd. - WISBECH.
Telephone .

.

.

.

. . 140.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR Co. - CROYDON.
Telephone .

.

.

.

. . 2450.

BURLINGTON MOTOR Co., Ltd. - CLAPHAM.
Telephone Brixton 2417.

MACHINES FOR DISPOSAL INCLUDE :-

Douglas 2f h.p. Douglas 4 h.p.

P. & M. Clyno.

Enfields. Royal Rubies,
Etc., etc.

Solos and Combinations.

We will load once on rail all lots of one dozen and over.

Full particulars on application to :

MOTOR CYCLES, Royal Hotel,
SLOUGH.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." bji
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JULIAN
1920 All Chain Triumph Combination,

slightly used, 160 giis.

1920 7/9 Indian Combination,
slightly used, 190 gns.

1920 A.B.C., in splendid condition, 135 gns

1920 New Hudson 2 -stroke, £75

1920 Enfield 2 -stroke, 70gnsr

1920 Levis, £60

1920 Cedos2-speed,
70 gns.

The "No-Premium
House."

1920 New Imperial Jap,
2 -speed, "71 gns.

1920 Clyno 2-stroke, £75

^Phone: 1024

1920 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 68 gns. +5%

JUL/IAN, Biggest

84, BROAD STREET, Dealers m
READING. ^^^ •^°«^^-

I iiiiiilillllllll!ll!liiiiiiii!iiillllliliiilllillllliiiiiiiiiiiily

W. D. TAUBERT & CO.,
46 and 48, Sun Street, LONDON, E.C.Z.

j\\m
SUPERSEDES VULCANIZATION.

The scientific composition of rubber and mineral makes punctured,
burst, or cut tj'res new. Knead it in ; it becomes a permanent part
of the rubber, and equally resilient. -Tire-Doh never cracks, loosens,
or leaks. We Guarantee it Genuine.

No tools. — No heal. — You " Knead " it—that's all.

'n two sizes: 12/6 and 7/6 per tin.

Sole Af^cnts:

Merkham Trading Co., Ltd., "Iondon" w-.c"!*"-

GODIVA TOOL CO.,
GEORGE ST. WORKS, COVENTRY.

First Quality

TOOLS.

IkFINEST LUBRICANTS
YETPRODUCED ^'

Manufactured by:-

HILTON, RIDER & C° • U°-
C SUFFOLK HOUSE, SOUTHWARK. S E I

PhoMCS hop. 837 s 2829 (CST.BLrSHEO I"

B32 In anstoering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

A ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
-First 12 words 3/-, and 3d. for every ad-
Itlonal word. Paragraphs of under 8 words

re charged double rate. Each paragraph is

larged separately. Name and address must

J counted. Series discounts, conditions, and

lecial terms to regular trade advertisers will

J quoted on application.

Postal Orders and Clieques sent in payment for

' Ivertisements should be made payable__—ifco"
!

i ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed__-&-—

'

i reasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

I ansit. should not be sent as remittances .

All advenisjments m this section should be

iisompaniel with remittance, and be addressed

t
' the ofUces of " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor

t
leet, London, E,C,4. or 19, Hertford Street,

iventry. To ensure insertion letters should

) posted in >time to reach the offices of •' The
otor Cycle," by the first post on Friday

orning previous to the day of issue

All letters relating to advertisements should

lote the number which is printed at the end of

'. oh advertisement, anl the date of the issue

I which it appeared.

;
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

I printers' errors, although every care is taken

'i
avoid mistakes.

wn persons
Ives of our
with "The
eceipt.

Hpt of the
3 remit the

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
'or the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
Iressed to numbers at " The Rlotor Cycle " Office,

len this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

istratioii and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

rds Bo.'C ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
I appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
Iressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

^4- Replies to Box Number advertisemenh containing

\itlances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

es it is advisable to make use of the Deposit System.

nthd case ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box

nber. as it is unusuaMor these to be sold without ftrsl

Qg inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

illtate business by embodying in their advertisements

le mention or the district io which the machine
ired may be seen and tried.

3»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
'ersons who hesitate to send money to unl<

y deal in perfect safety by availing then
wsit System. If the money be deposite

tor Cycle," both parties are advised of thi

"he time allowed for a decision after r

ds 15 three days, and if a sale is effected

3unt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
:he depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
riage one way. For all transactions up to ^10, a
osit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over ;f10
under £50. the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under£75. 5 /-;

c £75 and under fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
c £100, i %. AH deposit matters are dealt with at

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
»rs should be made payable to Iliffe li Sons Limited,
he letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
cation that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

I Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
! rous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
i Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
*er to their enquiries are requested to re&;ard the
1C9 as an indication that the goods advertised have
adv been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
ly enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
1 one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

B.C.. Irand neiv, nctually in stoci: ; £163.—Dunning,
Kirkby Stephen. [6558

B.C.. T.T. tars: immediate delivery f f ISO.-Kellys.
Enirineers, Llandudno. [X2734

R.C., brand new, delivered last week; what oilers?—
Dox 4,827, c/o The Molar Cucli. [6123

^hen waiting
Motor Ciicle.

[6110

^rtOaucAcM^
\

The following Machines are in Stock on
going to press;

JAMES, 2( h.p., new 1920 model, List,

deli vered from works £75
LEA-FRANCIS, new 1920, 3 h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick-starter £130 1) S

ZENITH, 8 h.p., new r920 model, just

delivered from makers, countershaft

pear, clutch, and kick-start £154
NORTON, 4 h.p., 1920, fitted with Swan

sporting Sidecar Offers.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 1914, 3-spced, all acces-

sories, excellent machine £75
ROYAL RUBY Combination, late 1919,

hood screen, ail best accessories, as

new £215
Powerplus INDIAN Combination,- , -g h.p.

as new, 1920 improvements £215
RUDQE MULTI and Sidecar, 1914, 5 to

6 h.p., powerful machine £99 10
A.J.S. Combination, igi8, twin. 6 h.p.

excellent machine, detachable wheels
all accessorifs £185 J

INDIAN Combination, igii, 7-9 h.p., disc
wheels £105

INDIAN and Sidecar, 5-6 h.p., 1914. £80
HENDERSON and Sidecar, 1915, 8 to

to h.p.. 4-cylinder ready for the road,
excellent machine £125

ZENITH and Sidecar, 1915, 6 h.p., K.S.
and clutch model, including acces-
sories, first-class condition, ready for

the road £115
Babv TRIUMPH, 1914, splendid machine . £60
I.O.M. RUDQE, 1919, 3.1 h.p., fast and

reliable machine £115
RUDGE, 1912, 3.V h.p £45
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p.. 1915 £59 10
PEARSON & SOPWITH, r920, new zi h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed £63 15
CLYNO, 1920, 2S h.p., new, 2-stroke,

2-speed, tree engine £75
PEARSON & SOPWITH, new 1920, 21 h.p..

2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and kick-

starter £77 13

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., new t920,

2-stroke, 2-speed £73 10
PRIORY, new t920, 25 h.p., 2-5troke £67 10
Q.W.K. Car, 8 h.p £210
MORGAN, 8 h.p., sportmg model, 1914 .. £185
GARDEN Monocar, 5-6 h.p., 1914 £100
MORGAN Runabout, 8-10 h.p., 1916 £210
B.S.A. and Sidecar, 4} h.p., tgrG. splendid

condition £105
SUNBEAM 8 h.p. Combination, rq20,

second-hand, splendid conditioL, .-Jl

accessories r; Offers

BRADBURY 4 h.p. and Sidecar, new 1920
model, 2-=peed .£125

CHATER-LEA, 2l h.p. 2-5peed, 2-stroke,

igig, excellent machine £60
PERKINS 10 cwtr. Lorry £220
B.S.A. and Sidecar, 4! h.p. igi6 £130

We have a large stock of SIDECARS, includrng

B.S.A., No. 2, Douglas, Watsonlan, Canoeiet (ail

modelsl. Williamsons, etc. Fitted while you wait

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLIiS lOR SALE.
A. B.C.

B.C., dolivory onrlv .Tuly; 4 khh. and depo»it
NOburos option.— Bridge*, 127. Crawford St., iV.l.

[6203
n.O., 1920, ready fc.r iiiiiiiodiiit.. d.-liv.TV; wliiif

"ITc'IH fur ci|iticiii:'-ll.iX 1,8(i2. /ci Thr Millur Curlr.

16804
l!.0., now fnnditii.u, Lu.a» lulnri, linrn ; bent i.m-r

over JtlSO.-UlBcox, 32, Queeii's Ud., Wind.lcdc.n.

I

(6299
D.Ci, 1920, in splendid condition, mileage under
500; 138 gns.-Julion's, 84, Broad St., Iteadinir.

(6470
B.C., just delivered from niiiker», unresinterert and
uuiiddeu; list prirc-Huut, Vilki, liye, Suttnlk.

[6122
.B.C. Motor Cycles, deliveries from stock.—Tne

Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Pinchbeck St., Spald-
g. 'Phone : 144. T.A. : Service. [0015

Abingdon
lli.p. Al.incdon, 1914 sports model; 48.-The Black
t Horse, Beieote Heath, Beigiite, Surrey. [5899

ABINGDON 4h.p., just overhanled, as new, lamps, and
horn; £47/10.—E. Ball, Stanton-under-Bardon,

Leicestershire. [6030

3ih.p. Abingdon King Dick, waterproof Bosch, top
2 feed B. and B.; £40; ride away.—Hayball. 44.

South St., Bridport. [6411

3 is. p. 3-speed Abingdon King Dick, in splendid
2 order; £65.—Wallis, 16, Admiralty Cottages,

Invergorden, Ross-shire. [5888

1 Q14 Abingdon King Dick ZV-h.-p., Armstrong gears,
-Lf' in very good condition; £60, or near oiler.-A.
Godfrey, 16, Okebampton Kd., \yille8den. [5627

condition; £85, real bargain.- 141, Earlham Grove,

Forest Gate. [581;i

Id 16 6h.p. Abingdon 2-5peed Coachbuilt Combina-
Xt/ tion, accessories, perfect; £98; exchange 4h.p.

combination, cash adjustment.—47, Lincoln Rd., East
Finchley, N. [6597

Acme.

TWO Sh.p. Acme Combinations; immediate delivery

1919 Triumphs; part exchange.— 8, Warrington

Ed., Ashton-in-Makerfleld. [X3083

ACME Combination, 100 miles, running beautifully,

spare and detachable wheels, 8h.p. J. A.P.,
Sturmey gear; best offer over £215 secures.—Box 877,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3047

A.J.S.

1020 A.J.S. Combination, brand new; £232.—Bo.^
-L«7 4.859, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6801

plete; ofiers.—55, Nicholls St., Coventry. [X2904

[X2974

A.J.S., 1920, brand new: best offer above_£220:
Cambridge - -- - .

teed order; *165.—Frank Eele, Thame, Ox
[6288

A.J.S. 'Combination, immediate delivery.—A. J. Toung
and Co., Ltd., Heath Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone:

214. [O^'^-

1Q18 A.J.S. 3-speed Solo, very little used; £160.—
X«7 Cole, 137, Cliatsworth Ed., Lower Clapton. Lon-

don, E.5. [6452a

1016 A.J.S. Combination. 2 new tyres, lamp;, and
ly all acces-;orie3 ; £135.-Apply, 150. High St^.

[6656

1 (r»14 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, recently overhauled:

i-V bargain, £110; seen Dorset.-Box 4.772, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [5696

18 A.J.S^ 6h.p. Military Model and Canoeiet Side
19^
Rd., Birmingham.

FO C H h tve a late model A.J.S. combination
spare wheel, wind screen, luggage grid, electrio

and acetylene lighting, ready for the rood.-Fair Offer

Car House 5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead

Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7,

including Saturdays. [5971

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

I

S. 5-6h.p., 2-speea, clutch, lide aTvay : f85, na
easonable otter lelused; seen after 6.30.— 114,
sbouine Av., SboitlaEds. [6172

iO A.J-S. Combination, iitted bood, screen, all

Lncns laiujis, liorn, onl.v done 100 miles; £250.—
JTigbtingule Ed,, Lower Clapton. [6769

GNS. ; A.J.S. combination, complete, not
done 150 miles 1920, like new; first oHer.

Miller, 62 HampsDead Hd., N.W.I. [5037

(delivered 1919), spare wbeel. Milliord side-
lamr>s, generators, tools; £175; splendid

let Kd., Stratford. [5737

Envei

19
2, :n

200
-.\i

A'
condition.—9:

BBS ' - B -

''OR MOTORISTS

83-91, John Bright St.

ation. No. 11524,
een, etc., in perfect

Highbridge. [5840

verbauip-
n yne favourable
>ns. [5760

200 miles, Lucas
ligliting, bood, all accessories ; best offer over

£250.-Watson, 17, Queen Victoria St., Leeds. [5446

order; £220.—Cbas. Morris

ton St., Walsi

delivered Whit-week,
high-powered for

The Motor Cycle. [6816

.a. wind

"jQ20 A.J.S. Combination;
JLtf makers' specification,
owner; 235 gns.—Box 4,871, cy

1Q19 A.J.S. Combination, black and gold, electric
-i-^ lights all round, hood and complete equipment,
flae order; f220.-Montieth, 616, Crow Ed., Glasgow

[5706
Late 1919 Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel,
screen, Lucas head lamp, tail lamp, horn and

tools, as new,—Careless, Cartwright St.. Wolverhampton.
[X3024

A.J.S., 2%h.p., late 1913, 2-3peed, clutch, rebushed,
new rings, latest B. and B.. good tyres; nearest

£45.-11, Lalor St., Fulham Palace Ed., Fulham.
[5741

A.J.S. 1918 Combination, in splendid order, complete
with wind screen, hood, Lucas lamps; £185.—Elc»

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., EC. 3.

[0067
"1019 (November) A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel.
-*-t' Lucas lamps and horn, screen, hood and cover,
etc., perfect throughout; £200.-66, Shobnall St., Bur-
ton-on-Trent. [X3019

£250.—Jones, Netherton,

wheel, black and gold finish, splendid
£205.-626, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton.
Walthamstow 800. [6751

lamps, speedomete
new chains, etc. ; net
stable Kd., Ipswich.

. spare wheel, new storm apron
rest £215.—Spencer, 85, CnU'

[6632

]Q 19 (Nov.) A.J.S. 6h.p. Combinationr spare wheel
.*f wind screen, apron, electric lights, Lucas horn

tools, etc., as new; £205.-177, SomerviUe Rd., Small
Heath, Birmingham. [X3170

A.J.S. Combination, Nov., 1919, complete, spa:

hood, wind screi

liorn, and Tan-Sad
Hubbuck, Headley, I

bo Bo

wheel, Tan-Sad,
new, insurance till April, ^^.
4,872," c/o The- Motor Cijcle

best lamp, hoi
absolutely p

1921 ; £236.-Eepl
[6817

wind screen, only hadx'
£245; seen by appointment.—Adv^

Albert Studios. Albert Bridge Ed., S.W. [6271

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3 .speeds, K.S., band clutoh,
Xucas hglitius si-t, tools, 'lan-Sad, sp;

used, condition eicellcnt and appearance as new; £120,
no oilers.—Bramall, The Cottages, Creswell, Gt. B "

ford, North Stafford.
I

662 Mid.
'GrapH :

New
;i920 Models
Immediate Delivery

at

Manufacturers List

Prices.

W^

A.J.S. 6h.p., military^ sidecar, both deli'

itb lamps and_,^horn.

model, and Henderson Elite
>red Angust. 1919, complete
scellent condition, very little

used; price £180.—Apply, The Boreen, Laleham, nr.

Staines, Middlesex. [6198

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915-16. engine No. 6503.
3-sDeed. clutch. K.S.. fscreen. hood, side curtains,

apron, speedometer, tools, large size tyres, good condi
tion, ride aw,iy; after 5; £135 cash or otter.—F.D.H.,
16, Tuam Rd., Plumstead. [6455

A.J.S. Combination, Nov., 1918, spares, tools, hood,
wind screen, new mag. and speedometer, acetylene

and electric, nrileage 1,000, perfect condition; best over
£165. exchange Morgan or similar; further particulars.

-

39, Humb-jr Ed., Wolverhampton. [6448

6h.p. 1919 A.J.S. Combination. deUvered August
last. Liiras a.;cessories. special Brooks saddle anil

hood cciiiiplete. mileage 1.000. perfect order; price
£235; pri',;ite owner, bought car.—Replies after 6 p.m.
to 19, Hawthorn Ed.. Moreton, Birkenhead. [b5o

1Q15 A.J.S,. canoelet sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn, 2
JL *7 generators, Jones trip speedometer, all tyres new.
extraordinaiv good cppearance. iiiechanicallv perfect, in-

surance policv 9 n. intlis piiid; ofier.s above £145 —
Elackwell, Jiellc Walk, Moseley, Birmingham. (6362

^ 7-9 h.p solo or combination elec- g
trically equipped.

ROVER. "

*5-6 h.p. fitted with Henderson™

H Ehte sidecar. B

B EDMUND. B
2| h.p. Jap engine, spring frame, _

" 2-speed.

"'21 h.p. 2-strol':e, spring frame,"
H 2-speed. 9

m CALTHORPE. a
2| h.p. Jap engine, 2-speed.

^ 2| h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed.

CONNAUQHT. "

B2J h.p, kick-start, 2-speed. ^ B
2| h.p. single-speed. ^

JABVIES.
2j h.p. 2-stroke.

ENFIEI.D. "
2I h.p. 2-stroke.

AUTOPED "SKOOTER,""
with electric horn, lamps, andB

parcel box. _

All models of Millford, Hen- g
derson, and Canoelet Sidecars

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1
16 A.J.S., new sidecar, new tyres and lamp:
(Lucas), new spare wheel and tyre, Eastinim ; the whole turnout perfect and ready for .tour

£16(1, no offers.—Crumpton, 65. Salisbury Ed.
Kilburn (outside Queen's Park Tube). [666

A.J.S. Combination, makers' specification
. are wheel, equipped over £15 extra spares

complete lighting set, horn, speedometer, watch, kne-
grips, apron, small mileage, very carefully treated ; an>
trial; ie220.—Sawtell, Long St., Sherlrari

19^

A J.S.,
[629

"ah the above in Stock atB

B time of going to Press.

Speedometer,
(Strengthened luggage' oarrier/fnllv iiii

ers.-Aijply after 7.30 p.m., 43. M
South Croydon.

A.J.S. Combination, 1918 Militarr Model, ;

1919. enamelled blai-k and gold, lamps,
Fulford sidecnr, Enstiug screen, excellent ec

hood, hood C(

policy, run
condition; £255, or
Hall St., Willenhall,

>. "6h.p. Milita
ntirely re-enam

luxurious Gloria sidt

rarrier, etc., wind ^^cre

ii^-htiag, speedometer,
condition, except for
abroad; best ott'er ots]
Dunlan, Fox and Co.

A-^

A^
LLDAYS .Alio

LLOX 2=,lh.p.,

ition, fitted Lucas horr
d large P. and H. bea

aver,' side curtains, and full ir

about 250 miles, and in perlec
near offer.—F. A. Grundy. Ne'

;X307

ry Model, bought August, 191!
elled, only done 400 milc^, larg

iear, with .spring wheel, lupgflg
en, hood with side cuiiains, ele^tri

,
Cowey horn, outfit in sptendi

tyres which are -poor; owner goin
r £180; letters only.-E. E. rTivie;

, 29, Gt. ,St. Helens, E.C.3. ,581

Alldays.

; instant deliveries. — .Hewin

2-speed, 2-stroke, kick starte
tiorn.—Tottenham, Carrog Isa

[657

Aylesbury.

ALLO]?f, 2-speed,

Richmond.

ALLOX 2":4h.p., 1916, 2

nil on,-sp.'ires, fast: f
St., Hollingworth, Hiidfteld.

.lAYS 23ah.p., follov

irburetter, tvres and
Ed., Hendon, X.W.4.

-Manual Centri

[619'

ear offer.—Hill

Sewiirdstone St.,' ^^ altham Abbey.

ALLON, 1916, 2-speed, excellent

etc., good, new lamp^; £55;
crest, Cliffview Rd., Lewisham, S.E. [626;

-a O20 Alldavs-AUon, uncrated, 2.*pee(l. 2-strnke; lis

-It' pri;c, £85; owner bought cnr; rtr,-t iheque secures

-Thone: l.-Post Office, Barnwell, Peter'.oro'. [572

ALLON, 1915-16, 2 speeds, engine .iust ovcrliiiuleii

new lamps, pillion sent, and tools coiiiilHti>;_6i

gns., lowest.-5, Howard Ed., Bromley, Kent. [S77ij

rhorougblv overhauled, Jjg
.......ecting rod; £40.—A. unOT

Southwood Ed.. Enmsgnte. [apgi

ALLON, 1920, brand new, 2-stroke, 2-speed, I*]
cluti'h. kick starter, .lust arrived; at makers' pnM'

—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olynipia, London. [Sqa-

LLON 1919 2l4h.p. 2^<troke, ,5 new, little

„.,„,. „.,,.„ _— -. £65: first

seinires —Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (oppoeite

iug and Hobbsl, Clnpham Junction. [I

ALLON de Luxe. 1919, 2-speed, Senspray, BesS'

Llovd drip, P. and H. head and rear lamps, r"

Brooks' pan. enamel perlect; £70; buying combini

—4, Station Parada, Purley, Surrey. B

*Hel.

ARIEL 3',ih.p., 1920. .iust delivered,

Butler's Garage, Baldm-k. W'l

ARIEL.—Brighton. Hove and aistrict.-Torpln'Sj^

and 29, Preston Rd., Brighton. »?l

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delive

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampti

£120.—CambBSu
Cambridge. £675]

'q

34

„„ „ „ ,„..,.BBBBBBBBBB.
All letteis relating to aUvertisements should quote the numher ai the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

^
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.

Cour.siiN
i;i;'.o ,..

I.innr cliKiii.'. Iiil,4 model i

li; Irame, lllii.k

k, iinmcciiutr ilr-

llvory : iif> khs. I'^xlciKkui payments i( di'sircU.— I'^lrr

ftiul Co., 15 16, nisluipsi;nto Av., Cumomilo St., E.('.3,

[0066
Coventry Chnllenge.

1CI18 2*>.'ih.i). Coventry CImllenBe-Jap. 2 speeds, fast.

Xt/ simrty model; £58.-48, Leicester Rd.,_I!ed.

Coventry Eagle.
[X3166

thiougliout; £65.—
Whitworlh, [39, New .St., liirnnngliam. f5873

GOVKNTDY EiiBle 1919 2-.-.troke, 2-spced, P. and
H. liBhtins set. liorn. e.xeellent eondition, gmv-

anteed; .C53.— 162, Dvinstuble ltd., Luton. 16500

COVENTItY EAGLE.VILLUSRS 2Iih.p., 2-strnke,

leollioiiv.ls, lamp, hern, tools, new condition, late

1919; £55.-66, Old St., Cioswell Kd., E.C. [5854

COVKNTEl- KAGLE 1920. 2':;ih.li. J.A.r., 2-sliced,

liiiiid eluteli, kiek start, horu. -tools, as new, mile-

ice muler 50; f80.— Gardner, 53, Atherley Ed., South-
lUjpton. [6691

COVIONTEY EAGLE-J.A.r. 2=4li.p., 2-sEeed, counter-
shaft, (jelivered llei'., niileape uuder 200. lullv

•quiuped and unsoiled; £75, no offers.-Keeble. 14, Oak-
and ltd., Dovereourt. [6392

De Dion.

Diamond
OIAMOXl), new. 2->troke, ju^-t

E.vhibitio

o
ltd.. South Kensin;;ti

lAMOND 1917, perfect; £35,

]; £63.-7.
[6872

ofiers.— 10.

OYUIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model
^ Diamonds.—Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [2266

OIAMf)ND-.T.A.P., 1920. 2'jh.p.. 1-orn. Enfield 2-

sneed, not done 160 miles; £78.—Easington, Castle
Id.. W;dton-on-Thames. [5916

[572:

-Anher 2-speed.

cllitrii, 'kick starter, top gear elian;;e: list price

95; liriind new; nearest offer £90 aciepted.-Bos
.866. CO The Motor Ci/de. [6798

Douglas.
irrUl'AT, Douglas Expert, Yeovil.

kTEW 1920 ll'dels. 4h.ii. comlanation £170, 25ih.p.
'I W. 20. £100 and £105.

JIMEDIATE Delivery. Why wait?

^TOFFAT, Teovil. Tel.: 50 Yeovil. [569S

^.nviAN BARDIE and Lane. Ltd.. Douglas Special-
' ists.

Ih.p. Comoination. 1920 model: £170.

)ilh.p. Solo. 3-speed Model W.; £100.

^7E Stock Everything you require for your Douglas

stock.—See below.

Y
\or(iLAS 1920 4h.p. Combination: £1
•' -See below

70; stock.

Douglas.-For onick
models and all spare

rts. writ.^. 'phone, or wire. Herbert Bobinson, Ltd.,
een 8t,. Ciurbridge. Tel.; 995. T.A. : Bieveles. [6125"

aiaiLp, Dnnelas. 2-speed, £55.-Platts, 602, King's
" * E.I,, Fnlliam. S.W.6. [6308

("iOriiLAS 2'4li.p.. 2-speed. perfect condition; £62 —
' 80, Cotrauce Ed.. Brixton. [5909

•JlirGLAS 1915 23ai.p.

;

' 219, Hornsey Bd., I

\OF(iLAS 2">lh.p., ride awnv ; £2(
' I'iilace Ed., Goose Green, London.

£48, or near ofter.—Morlev.
HoUowa.v. [6808

XliY'S Douglas for sale. See advert under Ladies'
I .M'utur Cycles column.—Eiehards. [X2729a

£26.-134, Crystal
(5581

NEW MOTOR
CYCLE COVERS
Dunlop, Palmer, Avon, Woodmilne,
Belham, Moseley, Goodrich, Etc

lEx Goventtmnt Slores.'

CARRIAGE PAID
ANDON APPRO VAL

(7 days against remittance)

These Special Clearance Lines are now offered
you at Bargain Prices. Everyone is a genuine
bar|!a*n and cannot be had elsewhera.

Our List

Size. Make. Price. Price.

26x2 Avon LiEhtweiRht R.S. . 27/6 31/-
26x2,} Avon Combination 55/- 90/-

Palmer Cord 3-rib 47/6 63/9
Hutchinson Passenger . 45/- 68/2
Hutchinson T.T 38/6 48/2

to fit
Dtmlop Comb. Steel

and Rubber Studded 57/6 90/-

Dunlop Ex. Hv. Rub.
Stud : 52/6 72/-

Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.
4 -ply Keygnp 47/6 68/6

Beldam Ex. Hy. R.N S 40/- 61/3
26X2J Dunlop Comb. Steel and
(O.S.) and Rubber 60/- 92/6

Dunlop Hv. Rub. Stud. 45/- 67/9
26x3 Avon Triciir 60/- 77/6
28x3 United States R.N.S. .

.

62/6 IdO/-
Pennsylvania R.N.S. .

.

60/- 93/6
Goodrich Safety Tread . 63/- 93/6
Wood-Milne Ex. Hy.

52/6 69/6
Moseley Ribbed Ex. Hy. 45/- 76/-

650 X 65 Wood-Milne Keygrip .

.

71/-

Ali guaranteed frerh and unperished.
Trade supplied.

SPECIAL LINE OF
GOVERNMENT COVERS

I almost 1 ndal(

28 X 3 Dunlop, extra 07/C
heavy, rubber-studded Ltt j \j

The Premier House for Genuine Bargains.

264-266, Vanxball Bridge Rd.,

Victoria, S.W.I.
Telephone: Victoria 6553.

MOTOH CYCI.P.S rOH SALE.
DougluD.

I 020 llui.uhl", new. I'veiv lieee^ioiy, disc wheel.:
' •' i:i20.-Ojborne'», lioud St.. Hiilin«. 15437

DOUIiLAS 2"!ih.ii., 2-Hiiivd, 1916, Ann order, IJcniKhiK
eolcurM; f(;5,-R/trnli:ilM, SiiffliMi Widden. (5682

Diirf:i,,\,^ ;!',h|.. wii. :; h'-I. i.uII.t,, makern'
. -l

; 1:1,::, I, r, ,i ,, IM
,

In, 1,1. u(,.,d. [6264

D'll''l AS :.,h ,, , , 1, I , 1, ,,],,,'.!,, tJS.-Ilam.
i'li'li:.-. H, l!r,.-.,|.l... Kin/. I I'lliin.-t. IX.1013

"I Q18 Dounhu J-«i.r,.d, K.li-O -262, iil,„.|ih.)r,-i. Lu)

Oilh.p. DougliK, 1916, ]ni-o
'V-1 -262, lllm.kh..r>e l.ul

1 Q20 Ni-w 4h.p. riouKliia Combimition in stoek! li-t
-•-«/ iirRe.-Iiounds' Giirtigo, 223, Hi«h Ed., Kilbuin.

[6424
Oi'i-P- 1910 Douglas, not W.R. 2-speed; £80, near^4 ol(..r,-C'h,irl...s Dixon, 9, The Crescent, Surbiton.

^ (6459
1015-16 I'Muiilafl. fine condition, very fa.st, l.-mpa,
-•-•-' etc.; £59.-116, Askew Rd., Shepherd's Bunh.D(tc26OUGLAS 23,^h.p., 2-«peed, needs slieht attention;

£32, or near ofter.-636, Harrow Kd., Paddinrton.
[8876

DOUGLAS 4h.p, Combination, new, just arrived;
£170.-7, K.^hibition lid., South Ken.-inston.

[6873
2iJh.p. Douglas, 2-ppeed, clutch, in good running

4 order; £30.-Taplin, 159, Hornsey Ed.. N.7.

^ (6550
DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., 1915, lamps, horn, good rnnnmg

order; £60.-26, Queen's Mews, Queen's Ed., \V.2.

[6133

Id 16 2iih.p. Douglas, elutclr 2 speeds, perfect ern-
i-iJ ditiou; £75.—Horwood, 138, Mill Kd., Cambridge.

(61,,
DOUGLAS, 1910, le,«s back ryl., otherwise complete,

tyres as new; £23.-l!ox 4,738, c/o The Moior
Ciide. [5528

Finchley. (C335

prompt delivery.—Turpin's, 29. Preston Rd.,

Brighton. (0201

MOTOR Cycle, Douglas 2Hh.V; T.T., disc wheels,

sporting, ride away; £65.-39, Samos Ed., Anerlfey,

S.E.25. [5648

DOUGLAS 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 1916, perfect condition,

tyres, enamel, etc.; £60.-25, Dunbar Av., N
bury.

1 020 Douglas Combination, brand
X«7 plus acce.-sories.—2, Nightiugale Ed., Lower

C6771
tvres

;

baream,'"66gns'-120, Sutherland Ed., West Croy-

cfon.
»

' = [6678

1 A 4h.p. Douglas's, 3-speed gear, kick starter (solo):

L\f £50 each.—J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Kd., Clapham,
S.W.8.

'

[6832

[6141

list price,

Ed., S.E.

-|Q19 Douglas
i-iJ tton; of

2''4h.p., 2-speed, spares, splendid rondi-

ers over £80.~-IJlizard. Kingsholm,
[6665

ceptionally fast, £65; also

DOUGLA
lamps.

fast "machine, stored 18 months; £52.—Wadlow,
Orpington. [doOS

OUGLAS 4h.p., late 1919. discs, wind screen,-

£150.—Whitworth, 139, New St..

[5870

DOUGLAS, 39806, late model, as new, speedometer,

lamps, Tan-Sad, etc. ; 78 gns.-Bailly. 8, High

St., Staines.
[°''^=

Kn GN8.-2y4h.p, Douglas, not -iV.D 1914 model

OUstored 4y. years, condition perlect.—31, H.alford

E<1., Fulham. • [^042

DOUGLAS 23<ai.P.. 2-fpeed, in very good condition,

lamps, tools, etc.; £45.-19, Buckleigh Ed.,

Streatham, S.W. C^l^^

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1919. just overhauled at works,

electric lighting, many spares; £150.-9, Market

St.. Maidenhead. 1^834

-1 fill Douglas, in good running order^^ 2-speed, and

ly free eSgine; £55, (

Hotel, Chilham.

elating to advertisements shoi ild quote the number at the end ol each aJvertUement. and the date of the Issus b39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

ton mn, S.W.2

j(til7 Dougl
-fi-t? speedometer,
Brooli Hd., Eedhilh

[6478

Combination, lamps, horn, tools,

100 gns. — Hud:

19^

J
19 41i.p. Douglas Coiiibiiuition n

' good ooudition: £150.—Seen Bounds'
Hisli Ed., Kilbnin.

ilas 2^:;lh.p.. in good conditio
' coloui-s.—Kays, 8, Bond St..

n£ 1827.

[5423

i; £65;
Ealing,
[5928

CkQ GNS.; 4h.p. Douglas 1917 combination, 3-speed,
5-'0 as new, any trial.— 19, Wilcox Bd., South Lam
beth, London, S.W.S. [6259

QjJli.p. Douglas, Bosch, footboards, in excellent
'/W4 dition ; any trial; £35, or nearest.—47,
Winton Rd., Andover. [6421

£55.—Douglas 2";4h.p.", 2-speed, 1915 model, all

lamps, nice running order.—103a, High St.,

Wandsworth, S.W.IS. [6619

23.h.p. Douglas, almost brand new, only used few
4 times, unscratched; bargain.—34, Bradshi

Moss Side, Manchester. [S3102

Av., Carshalton, Surrey.

Fiiern Bd., East Duhvich. [5912

"I O20 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., with lamps, heXU etc., done 600 miles-; price £175.—Moore, F;
wood, Westbury, Wilts. [6020

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., good condition, Bosch, i

tyres and belt, ride away; £35.—Guys, Bas
deans, Wargravc, Berks. [5573

DOUGLAS 1915 2?ah.p., 2-speed, speedometer, lampi
good condition, renorated January.-H. Hohuei

Tonngate, Market Deeping. [6098

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1916, thoroughly overhauled,
new condition: sacrifice, £63.—Lansbury, 105,

St. Stephen's Ed., Bow, E.3. [6221

[6207

3 speeds, clutch, and kick
and uuiegistered; £110.-2

Nielitineale Ed., Lower Clapton. [6770

"I
Q19 Douglas .2i^h.p., 2-speed, mileage about 300,

S.iJ beautiful and perfect machine; 72 gns.—60
Wallingford Av., Korth Kensington. [-6425

Q»3.h.p. Douglas, just delivered from works, clutch
<I4, model, latent oil feed: £112.-65, Abbey Ed.
N.W.8. 'Phone: Hampstead 8211. [6014

Wishtinau Ed., Hornsey.

"J
Q20 Douglas 2"i4h.p.,

Xt' fit.arter, brand new

dock Mews, Castellain Kd., Maida Vale. [6158

'ind

19

19

D

£160,
[6328

20 Douglas Combination, electric lamps, Cowey
horn, teg shields, watch, hood, screen, luggage

er, etc., perfect, mileage 300; £196.

20 Douglas Combination, mileage 50; £186.—
Barkers Motors, 194, Balham High Ed.,

don, S.W.12. ' [6626

1913, Bosch, recently
Basingstoke di.^trict

;

4,849, -c/o The Motor Cycle . [6791

OUGLAS 23,4h.p., 1915, lamps, new pistons, bear-
prock^ts, guaranteed perfect; £58.—Miller,

[5848,S3, Fe: Peterboro

GIBB, Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personal
attention to all orders. All spares at maliors' pricei?

stocked. No profiteering.—'Phone: 852, [6340

nplete with lamps

Station Garage, Bradford-c

"1019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, ,.,._ „,„.
-*-t/ Iiorn, and speedometer; £145,—Cole, 137 Chats'
vorth Ed., Lower Clapton, London, E.5. [6452

/I li.p. Douglas Combination, 1918, makers' -colours
3L- enamel and paint as new; £120, or near.-The
H:iven, 120, Sutherland Ed., West Croydon. [6677

2^41i.p., Colonial model, 3-speed,
any trial; £72.—Stone,

i-Avon, "Wilts. [6587
TO 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in spotless tondi--Ly tuiu, as new only done 500 miles; £149.-EliosLa
.Mntnr Co., Bank Mews, Eomford. Tel.: 95. [5968
JQOUGLAS SHh.p. W.D.

_ Model, completely

-7,

/j_h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, perfect condition, believed~^ 1917, 3-BDeed. clutch, and kick starter, lamps, and
horn; £100.-R. Letts, Semer Lodge, Ipswich. [5663
1020 Douglas 4h.p., delivered May, mileage 200 II
iJ/h. ','"""''='?,",'•*' '""™= lamps, born, etc.; £125. /—Whitehouse, Poplars, Bridgetown, Cannock. [XSies""

^.S^^,
CARBURETTERS

for

HEAVYWEIGHTS,
LIGHTWEIGHTS,
TWO- STROKES.

They get the
best results

from your
engine.

Type B.OD.
Single Jet Model.

Send lor descriptive
Booklets (post free).

BROWN & BARLOW,
LIMITED,

Carburet Works, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams : Carburet, Birmingham.

Telephone : East 301.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p., solo model, electric lighting
and horn, indistinguishable from new.—Parker's

Bradshawgate, Bolton. 245, Deansgatis, Manchester. '

I Q15 Douglas 2}ih.p., 2-speed, enamel and plating
--t/ almost like new, smart, fast machine, horn
pump, etc.; £57.-67, Little Heath, Old Charlton, S.E.

16591DOUGLAS 1915 2?}4h.p., 2-speed, new head lamp set.,
U£w back tyre, recently overhauled, fast- £63.—

Seen by appointment, 46, Kidderminster Ed., Croydoi.

pc
—.Apply, Major Skipwith, Glenlea Hotel, Hindhead.

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas, with new Montgomery tandem
-Lt/ sidecar, 100 miles; £170; owner has tlK>
mounts.—Pearson, Hinton St. George, CrewkerneJ

'

DOUGLAS 2=,ih.p., 1918, 2-speed, bnfler forks
lamps, Hutchinson tyres, pump, tools, spar

cellcnt condition; f68.—Heathview, Shirley Ed.,
don. [sgll

I Q 20 2»4h.p. Douglas, 3 speed.?, hand clutch, Mli'
-i-t^ start, lamps, horn, leg shields, used a few til"
only; nearest offer to £115.—12a, High St., Ashft
Kent. [e;

DOUGLAS 2\h.p., new August, 1919, splendid .

dition, very little used ; £65 no offers ; seen i

evening alter 7.-Xaittelt, 110, Chichele Ed.,
wood. [5

DOUGLAS 1919 23.4h.p., 2-speed, in splendid orj

complete with lamps, had very little use; £"Si

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile ^j

E.C.3. . -Eq

DOUGLAS 1916 2*lh.p., 2-speed, splendid condd
lamps, mechanical hern

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., engine 31116, new cond
2-speec], lamps. Klaxon, spares, maps,
nsured; £60—Gledhill, Chesterfield House, ll&l

1Q19 Douglas, 254h.p., 2-speed," Lucas lamps, hoix
X*? knee grips, makers colours, excellent condit&m
£75.—Winfield, 532, Kingston Rd., Raynes Pad

DOUGLAS 234h.-
plating, tyres.'

rli.sc wheeli?, all on
Sydenham. _

[623

). 1915 2-sreed, not W.D., enamel
and merhauical coudition exoellenl

£68; after 6 p.m.—60a, KirkdaU
[651

condiiiioDtf>-SPEED 2Vi.p. Douglas, 1915, perfect condifcioi
iV lamps, horn, spare tyre, plugs, tools, will takB

19 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, electric lighting
Klaxon, horn, mirror, speedometer, perfect con

p; £142; no offers; bargain.—Rhodes, 53, Easteri
Rd., Romford. [699(

DOUGLASES 25-ih.p. always It stock at competitJTi
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satbr

days.—Smith's, S6, Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Cfiallt

Farm Tube Stationt. [GJSI

4h.p. Douglas, 1917, royal blue sidecar,
clutch, kick start, 3 lamps. Klaxon, tools,-

lent order; £104. Alter 5.—Brieiley, 247, Fulhan)
South Kensington.

tube, belt, plue;, eti\ : what offers?—Hughes, 'WyftMoi
Lodge, Hixon, Stafford. [^^J,

sed during

DOUGLAS Combination, Canoelet sidecar,
mag., 2 speeds, lamps, st^eedom'eter, Klaxo

fully insured, perfect order; £85.—Box
/o The Motor Cycle. m

DOUGLAS, 1915, Bosch, long exhaust,
lighting, spring pillion, new tyres and belt^

£62/10.—Sinclair, 24, Page St., Westn
Tel. : Victoria 1977.

DOUGLAS 3-sreed 1920 2%h.p., very latest
throughout, unscratched, T.T. bars, specially \

engine; first ofier over £110 secures; seen Derby. -4-

868, c/o The Motor Cycle. [Saj

1Q16 2^'ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, T.B. mag.. Amaiii
-l-«^ carburetter, Dunlops, and fdotboards, mnchiu'.
in splendid running order; what offers ?—45. Tempi-,
Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [674.V

1 Q20 4h.p. Douglas Combination, P. and H. ll

-Lt^ Klaxon, guaranteed under 200 miles; seen!
trial near London (South); price £168.—Apply,
4,841, do The Motor Cycle.

2ah.p. Douglas, 1915, stored 4 years, perfect i

4 tion. nuiker's colours unscratched, boughtj
bination: 62 gns., ofl'er.— 6, Tottenham Teirace,
Hart Lane, Tottenham, N.17.

23.h.p. Douglas, 2914. fully equipped, many sfJBifes ji.^

4 long exhaust, original enamel in gooi' "
""""

good tyres, very fast, 120 m.p.g. ; 60 gns.;
after 6.-138. "West Hill, Putney.

B40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

lljaii.p. DmiBliis 3-«|ii-«l. c-lutcli, footboards. 1915,

*f not W.IJ., 2 now Uunl,.!) covers and belt, ?
ool bass, tools, lamps, all in flrstelass condition
E78,-Walbro Motors, Klv, Cunbs.

Advertisements, x.xiii.

D il'dl.AS

1020 1U.,,. IIIV hniijis iiu

ilfil tills wffl.

DOUGLAS 2'^ih.p., militnry mod.
vated, careluliy selected and t

:hoico ol several; price £60;
81. Claplium Kd., S.W. 'I'lioi

rX318
lic.Hl, lloseh. Dinks enr-
''tiie liiihtiDg, speedo-
• te; 70 gns., or oSor.-
iiU-e. [6672

on, niileiiKO 280, F.Il.S.
Ill; I'heiiiiost lot iidver-
1': 379 Diilstou.—206,
,.\o otlers.l. [6513

ny
up, always
!. -Watson.
981. 14355

iJATEXT Re
speed. fr£„ ..

>ards. head lamp

Fran

.xton

rj.OIHiLAS 4b.p. Combimition. 1919 iNoveinl.eli,

}f latest ilntfli, Cilmeo wind screen, legsliields, under-
Ineld. horn, porleet eonilitioii : £165, or neiir— Kiiir-
eld. Serpentine Ed., Selly Hill, Birmiughnm. [5505
rjOUGLA.S 2-,h.p., 1913, 2-siieed, clutch and kick
'-^ starter, in good condition, last and powerlul,
omplele iMlli lamps and horn, £53; Verona coach-
uilt sidecar, £9.-CioodliH, Willingham, Cambs. [6373
rjOUGLAS, 1916, W.D.. 2-speed. lamps, speedo-
I-' meter (Watford trip), mndshields, footboards,
ist, OS new, 120 m.p.g.. registered June, 1919; £72.—
ertard. 63. ^tapleton Hall Rd., Stroud Green. [5569
020 Doiii-liis 2"-jh.p„ show model, with Cowey lioru-^ and siieedouieter, lamps, Tansad, huge exhaiut

.SC3. etc. as new; £130; a very smart machine, and
laranteed.-Peiry, 32, Alexandra Ed., Twickenham.

I)Q17 (late) 4h.p. Dooglas Combination, 3-sneed, kick
'-t' start, dynamo lighting throughout, 3 electric
iinps, electric horn, Binks carburetter, sidecar re-un-
olstered and painted; £140.—Wadlow, Orpington

[6604
Douglas, 2uh.p., 2-

.-.-.-hauled. Bosch, foot-
-,......,. „nd generator, good tyres; £40.—

»..L.i,i,, School Lane, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

I Q20 Douclas 23.h.p., S-speeds. new accessl.r?e"
y, lighting set. Klaxon, T.in-S,id, and Pedlev grii>i
III losnr.inee, nlisolntely as new, done onlv 250;' owner
Jlaing sidecar ontat; £108.—Frith, Somersby, Buxton.

Q2.) Ih.P. Douglas Combination, carefully driven
t' excellent condition, enamelling and painting as
:w, Lucas lamps and horn. Cameo screen, spares ; best
ter over £165 secures.—Flecker, Brasenose, 0-xford.
„ ,,. „ .... „ ,

[6053
Ji line Condition. Douglas 25ih.p., 2-speed new

October, 1919, all tools, spare belt and chain, foot-
ards, lamps, horn, leg guards: £75- owner buving
rger m.wliine.-Write Smith, 4, Christchurch Ed
ampstead.

|-562i
'T Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when von have
. no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

' .1 irr'-'S? 7'"K '",'^" =" """^ "' you f!>nt do-
ery.-EIi Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham Ed,
ristol.

lOQjg
Q20 23.h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start.

* n .k
"",''"• ''"°' '^"'^ srips, took, mileage about

p
u, tnorougn running order, owner buying combination

:

gns.-L. L. T. Thomas, St. John's College, Pnnj-
^^0- [5825

k\OUGLAS, 1915, 2nh-p., 2-speed, T.T., in excel '

r' lent condition throughout, complete with lamps,
footboards, leg and undershields; £70; seen
6. — Kelley. 2, Hilltop Ar., Cheadle-Hulme

,

''*
[X3113

))OyGL.\S 4h.p., 1919, engine No. 7978, Sandumy He luxe sidecar (new Oct.), original tyres, speedo-
lamps, spare tyre, belt, etc.. perfect condition

ired winter; £155.—Kislingbury, 10, Graham Ed
r-ndon. [g^Q^

[l9^\-?''"- Donglas Combination, large P.H. lampsr^ Klaxon, speedometer, reflector, tools and spares'
..low lUileasre, thoroughly overhauled, splendid new
idition: 150 gus.-Thomas, EockweUs, Salisbury Edmet, Herts. '^^^^^

LkOT.TGL.A.SES.-I always know of several good 23,;

;,,1 '^'.r?™'"/^"'
^™,.are safe as to date and

JO condition of any machine I recommend.—Robert
li.mford, consulting engineer, 345, Edgware Ed
..ndon, W. ,-4235

kJOLGLAS, 2j.ih.p., 2-speed, Bosch, very comfortable
r ' Brooks saddle, good tyres and lamps, Stewart
,

chamcal horn, semi-T,T. bars, condition splendid;

i(i'kl?v ^ra """' """ ^'-^' P™'3rell Rd..
octlev, S.E.4. [giOg
an 15 2-4h.n. Douglas, 2-speed, bufler forks, re-Jf enamelled and plated, makers' colours new
lips, tool box, pump, belt, Stewart speedometer.

Bri.xton, b.W.2. [5889
i'jOUGLAS Combination, 4h'.p., 1919, disc whc
I _. ."''T.

'.''''<=^' a's° 2 new spares, 2 nickel headliel
ights

--- ...-^.'Is
-- -^„.^,, .. nickel headlights

2 generators, tools, spare belt, storm
-Write A. V,'! oford, 24, Ba

[6837
•O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination
d.i^-?;;^si-^i-53-K?'353X,

ion). "Phone: Hampstead
I

? Saturdays.
[5974J

Please state sizewhen
ordering and remit 6 ?-f

extra cost of postage to
DEPT.'A*

ELITE RUBBER C?tL°.
264-66.VAUXHALL BRIDGE RQAD.S.W.1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Douglas.

OUQLAS 2;5h.p., 1914, 2-»pc«I.
eiliiipped. Hpeodoiiieter. etc.. juwt

ainollci], heautltitl, fust, Kpeciii] T.T

D fullir

mIcI;

Wittu Jlo

Bonch,
I'crhuiiled,

Hurley Grey
no deuler*.—

(5615

Combination, double
lumps and

in 19 (June) Douglas 4h.p.
^•J Aii-ter Triplex wind screen. l,ui
Ic'iii, tMnl, and Tan-Sad. not ridden 500
iiiiiJiliiiii ;i- new; price £160; m.ni any time.—Vistoria
nil l,H,.iire. Pearscroft Ed., Fiilliuin, S.W.6. [5707

Dun; I.AS 4h.p. Coinbiiiation, W.IJ. Moilel, makcm'
colours, little used, mecliauiculiy periect. ennnicl

.IS new, disc wheels, electric lighting. Klaxon, Cowey
siieedomctcr, tyres practically new; £125.— WilkiUBon,
Aiden Tress, Stamford St., S.E.I. 'Phone: 5364 Hop.

[6683
1 QI'' 2"lh.p. 2-speed and Clutch Douglas and side-lO car, tyres nearly new, Bosch mag., P. and H.
head lamp set, rear and sidecar lamps, horn, and all

spares, in excellent condition; £75; no offers cnter-
tained.—Pickering, 17, Moscow Rd., Bayswater. W.

[6472
DOUGLAS Model W, 1920, delivered April, 3-sp«d,

clutch, kick starter. Miller lamps, mechanical
horn, all accessories, perfect condition, mileage under
300. owner buying combination; £100, or b?st offer.—

Penfold, Grasmere, High Town Ed., Maidenhead, Berks.
[6159

19 Douglas, 2''4h.p., W.D. Model, 2-speed, makers'
colours, new Feb., 1920, P. and H. lamps,

aphone Horn, suit of new overalls (£4/101, insur-
not ridden 100 miles, owner forbidden to ride;
— Garaged St. Alban's Garage, Teddington.

19

'PliOne: Kingston 1533.

f>3h.p. Dougla;
/V -4 handle-bars. mud{

ts. and toolbags. We are i

ediately
;

prices from £70.
anv Douglas spares, including one or two I

Apply to R.L.. Motor Works, 36, Frogm^
Bristol.

[6620

rds, tyres, saddles!
a position to supply
Also He can supply

elled.

19

e St..

[0166

4h.p. Douelas, Combination. 20/8/1919, electric light-
ing, hood, screen, speedoiueter, 2 horns, f;pare

lielt, chain, valve, cover and tutic, all tools, paint un-
scratched and in perfect running order, undershield,
hiKpage grid and hand-controlled dutch have lieen fitted;

£170; owner-buving heavier outfit.— Dutf, 24, Hnnting-
don Hd., Cambridge. [X2bi4

BARGAINS.—2^4h.p. Douglases, completely over-
hauled and enamelled makers' colours, all with

brand new tyres, £67/10; also 4h.p. 1918 combina-
tion, repainted makers* colours, cane sidecar, fully

equipped, good tyres, £115; also 1914 3>/2li.p., 2-speed.
ilutch, kick starter, new tyres, lamps, horn, fast, £65.
—3. Courtland's At., Lee, S.E.12. [6732

15 Douglas, engine No. 19637, 2-speed, fast

machine. 90-100 lu.p.g., undershield, toolbags,
IS, tank, and irame just re-enamelled in makers'
irs, engine just fitted with new crankshaft, pistons,

conuecting rod. Bosch mag., overhauled; first offer

over £60 secures.—Shatweil, Bow Bridge Dye Works.
Hunt'6 Lane, Stratford (near Bow Bridge). [5687

D,0UGLASES.—We are in a position to supply you
with rebuilt Douglases, guaranteed, as new, engine

new, tanks, wheels, frame, toolbags, carriers, handle-
bars, and tyres. We give a full guarantee to replace any
d-'fective parts found. Terms £10 with order, le-
ni;iinder when machine is ready for dispatch. Our price
is £70.—R.L. Motor Works, Offices 36, Frogmore St.,

Bristol. Works: Boars' Head Yard, College Green,
Communications to Offices. [0219

Duzmo
LEICESTER and County Agent for Duzmo's 3'.^.p.

and 8h.p. sporting, overhead valve?.—The T.T.,
Xaylor's Garage. Anstey. Leicester. 'Phone: 52. [6535

DUZMO S^Ah.p. Single and 8h.p. Twin. Orders in
strict rotation. Deliveries commence July.

—

AH Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach and
Seed. 16, John Dalton St.. Manchester. [6272

Edmund.
Lists free

afield. [8991

EDMUXD-J.A.P., spring frame, Enfield 2-speed and
clutch, iust in; list price, no premiums.—Hewin's

Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton. [6085

Enfield.

I Q20 Enfield 2-stroke. just delivered; £73/10 plus
-L*^ carriaee.—Jordan's Garase. Totnes. rX3078

sound condition

;

; £75.-H. Can

'ilkins, Simpsi

All Utters relating to advertisements sliould quote the

n, 6h.p., a bargain; £89/10.—
opposite Olympia, London.

E5SI8

number at the end o{ each advertisement, and the date o( the issue. B41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAtE.
Enfield.

03.ii-P- Twin Enfield, splendid condition, mnning
^^4 ordtr; £30.—Bullen, Lower Hellesdon, Norwii-h.

[6400
1020 Enfleld Combination, fully ecinipped, brand
-iLO' new.-7, Gieville Place, Maida Vale, N."V\'.6.

[5803
31i.p. 1916 Enfield, economical, little used, peifeet;

£65.-444, Jenl£in Ed., Wincobank, Sheffield.
[6429

1 Q19 3Ii.p. Enfleld, 2-speed, kick start. Palmers, new
At' condition; £75.—Clark, Builders, Wormley, Herts.

[6103
ENFIELD 6Ii.p. Combin.ition ; any trial; a bargain,

£100, no oflers.-Mitchell, 185, Central Park Kd.,
East Ham. [5896

ENFIELD Combination, excellent condition, re-

cently overnauled; £105.—Strood Post GiBce,
Rochester. [6235

1Q20 Enfleld Combination, 8h.p., brand new and
J-t' registered; £200.-2, Nightingale Ed., Lowei
Clapton. [6772

6h.p. Enfield Combination, recently oyerha
splendid condition, any trial; offers.—W. Weighell

La'iunceston. [5548

1 QIO Enfleld Combination, fitted with lamps, horn
A*.' and wind screen.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal
Ihamstow. [5S6e

ENFIELD 3h.p., January 1920, fully equipped, low
mileage; £90, or nearest.-20, Mount Pleasant,

Redditch. [6600

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, all on, reci
overhauled; £145; near offer.—32, St. Mar

olynipia, London.

1 Q19 Enfleld 2<.

J-t' and lamps.
Watts Rd., Studley

D 2-strc

Tel. : Ealing 689.'

y pi

A-ell

2-stroke, brand new, just arrived
irice.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite

[5820

ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Lucas hnrr
perfect condition; £60.—L. Hall

[X312S

Eahng
[6727

janicallv
. , speedometer. Klaxon, watch, etc —

School, Nantwich. [6104

. - . - -, lamps, ncM
,
good tyres (one newi, engine o^€rhauled

{-ccellent condition; £60.—Hill, 6, High St., Uttoxefei

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, new tyres, a leil
sturdy 'bus; £110.—Hewin's Garage, Ltd, tlu

real service firm, Taunton. [608^

We have a

large stock of
;|

7-9 Powerplus J

s Machines of k

J recent date. ^

I Q 20 Enfleld Combination,
J-" new; £210.-626, Lea
'Phone ; Walthamstow 800.

electric lighting, as
Bridge Rd , Le\ ton

[6750

speedometer, screen,
hood, spares, perfect condition ; £ 145.—Osborne

177, New Park Kd., Brixton. [6228
TyAUCHOPE'S, 9,_ Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4

INFIELD 6h.p. Combination, believed 1917, in new
J condition, F.R.S. lamps, spares, a bargain; £135
I'est.-12, Thrale Hd., Streatham, S.W. [6737

tion.— 158, Norwood ltd.. West Norwood. [6671

-J
Q19 Enfleld 8h.p. Combination, dynamo lightingXi/wmd screen, and speedometer; £206.—Kays, 8

Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone ; Ealing 1827. [592'7

1 Q20 Enfleld Combination. 6h^)., hood, wind "creen
J-'-' speedometer, lamps, horn, complete, recently de-
livere-l; £200.-Curtis, 2, Park St., Barnsley. [6432

2.speed, K.S., low mileage, guar-
,
£90,-5, Victoria Terrace, Dun-

combe St., ^A oUaston, Stourbridge, Worce.5tershire.
* [X3089

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, just deliveredX*/ dynamo lighting set, hood, screen, horn etc
'

*235.—46, Gladstone Av., East Ham. After 6 pjn.
'

r6330
-1QI6 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, KS., lamps" rp»XiT chains, good tyres (one new), engine overhiuiled
excellent condition; £60.-18, Rectory Ed., Sutton Cokl-
ficld. (6017
ENFIELD 6h.p Combination, fully equipped, tools

spares, excellent tyres but no sidecar body care'
fully used; £100.-21, Leinster Terrace, Lancaster
Gate, W.2. \%Y^{
ENFIELD Combination, 1917, lamps, horn «peedo

meter, wind screen, complete and laultle»s condi
Uon ; ^130.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service

, J.A.r. engine, Eosrh
luggage" grid, spleii

R.,lh„„ SWl'i "^^^' I*«llord Hill.
Biilhuiji, S.W. 12. [575^
"pNFIELD-MOTnSACOCHE, 1916, 3ijh,p twin mi--' engine, Enfleld gears, clutch, long footboards

ppearance, perfect; £52.-20, Canti
[5816

1 Q15 Enfleld 6h.p. Comhinatir
-LO dynamo lighting, hood, sci"

£120, or near oJJer.-

Imr; Croydon.

The
these

whole of

have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

ready to ride

away.

• MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ^

EnBeld.
MOTOR Cycle for Sale, Eoyal Enfield 1914 23,ft.p.,

2-speed, free engine, just been thoroughly over
real bargain, £45,—Lyndhuafc

[X3S|

Boreham Wood, Herts.

1 020 Specinl 8h.p. Eoyal Enfleld Combination, Lu3»
--tf mtig-dynamo lighting set, small mileage; £2,^
seen by appointment, or after 7.30 p.m.—39, Oiima
St., Spitalfields Market, E. t^B
ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, late 1917, engine G 329aS

speed, clutch, K.S., speedometer. Klaxon, «S,
perfect; 60 gns. — Hyde, Lyme Villa, Mottinghajn,
b.E.9. 'Phone: Lee Green 500. [S826

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, hood, screen,
speedometer, electric lighting, spring pillion, ex-

cellent nditi
Ilford.

>.W.3. -Tel. : Kensi

Beehiye£140.—Thomson';
City 3980

CLIFFORD WILSON Manufacturing Co. haveja
1917 Enfield combination, screen, speedomel

lamps, etc.; £155.-70, Royal Hospital Rd., Chel'
ngton 7113. [61

fh.p. Royal Enfleld Combination, excellent conditiofl,
" liood, screen, speedometer, horn, mirror, new eide-
ir apron, all heavy tyres, almost new; £150.-J. Teain-
y, 188, High St., Winford, Oheshiiu ['S.r"

"I
Q16 8h.p. Enfleld Combination, Lu^a

-•- *^ ing, hood, wind screen, speeder
mo lielit-

speedometer, Tan-Sad,
reliable machine, mechanically perfect; any trial: £150.
-Morris, 139, Bilston St., Wolverhampton.- [X3084

n 300
P.H

insured ; £62,-
ate. (D) [5663

, Tan .Sad, stored
on, mechanically

isurance; £165; genuine:
Rd., Chepstow, Mon. [5794

ration, 1917, dynamo IJEht-

Dm, hood, iSluemel's latest

tion almost new, insuraiice

an's Lane, Edenbridge.
[59S9

coachbuilt, sei^.

owned, many spares,
letters.—Johnston, Statio

policy; £155.—Smart, Pretty

speedometer, watch, 2 spare covers and tube;

lamps, car tyre back, splendid condition, insiirnl

bargain, 90 gns., near offer.- 58. IJuncombe Rd., N
Homsey 1012. [6

plendid condition, free

2-speed, Bosch mag., new Amac ca
retter, tyres and tubes practically new, with a(

series, recently thoroughly overhauled; £68, or t,_
offer.—Browne, Aldgate, Ketton, Stamford, [6SJI

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1919 model, 2I4h.p., two ge§>,
and free engine, big front light and back, p

horn, complete set of tools, I'almer tvres, has been
oulv 21:,

•
'

Price £125
I Special Te^s to A.e„U. I

: i
•; Write, 'phone, or

J
; call. i

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.

Plione No.: Mayfair, 4535

Excelsior.

ppeed, 2-strol:e

:hi"
"

EXCELSIOR SV^h.p.,
hauled, very fast

Tibshelf, Derbyshire.

ih.p. Excelsior, clutch model,
" -'- • iriD-feed. .>->--- , -,

ash.—36. Winchester St.,

ericnn Exoelsior represents 'i^

jy on the mnrket. Book nofrl|

early delivery. Fitted with Swan de Luxe eida"
Edwards and Parry. 4, Blenheim St., Bond St.

fnir 2666. [S

.„.les, Swan sporting sidecar, aluminium discs,
\

bars, car head light, especially tuned and very L
£200.-3, Cour'tland's Av., Lee, S.E.12. .[%

lutely
plete with lamps and
quick sale.—Tiernay. 2
Spa.

delivery cycle car»a
schanical horn ; acceptj
Adelaide Rd., LeaffiF

F.N.

Olli-P- F.N., Simms-Bosch. fin

aW4 Ycndall, 12, Claph--" '^^

B42 Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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(MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
F.N.

i)W Bros,, fluildlord, F.N. nRi'iits tor the 7h.|i.

J-cyl. and 2^4h.p. llghtwcJeht. Book your nincliine
13171

4-i'vl. S-eli.i... <l>it.li nuidol. Iiuiiiui, liorn, ccul
jrri's,' .Hi)oln.liil i.uuUtion; rido miiy; f50.—noi
iWu riie M;t,ir Cwli: 1 5599

a-c-.vl. s-fili.p., Hosih mnB.. liorn. new bushes,
»Ins. nil fti.itr'sls. hrako p^-dal, drivj wants ailjust-

;25, cil(iis,-Tu,-kiT, I'luirch Pliioo, P<-narth.
[6314

4-iyl. 5-6h.ii.. 2specd, clutch, 1920 Dinks
arhurt'ttt-M-, new erankshaft and big ends, per-
unniim order: .4165.—Carter, CJroy Friars. St
,St.. .Slnuili.rd. I.inrs. [6371

) 4.0.VI., 5-61i.p., eiiKiii,. tliurouBhly overhauled, wi.rii

parts leiieued, IiiibMU red. replated, aluminium
fflieels, !iud InotliHurds. ppoeinl bars, new imii

. cteellent tyros, renovation eurried out bv expert;
leor i.ffct; also sidecar fS.— 8, Watheiley Rd..

I R. [S661

Hnrley-Dnvidson.
'SLEY-DAVIDSON, oil models.—Oflicial agents,
'he Motor Cyele Mart Stafford St., Walsall.

[6460
3 Harley-Davidson, makers' colours, splendid
coirdiHon; 105 gns.— 19, Streatlev Rd., Brondes-

[6422

111I.EY-DAV1DS0N Combinations; immediate
elivery.—Mai^des" Motor Mart, 100. Paris St.,

:
. [6568

,
lOK Bros.. Bufnham-on Sea. can offer all model

jaarley-Dandson Irom stock; write to-day lor
I 'lars. [1261

I
iLHY-DAVinSOX 1918 7-9Ii,p. ; £110.—Sn]itli's,
6, Cl.alk Fiirni Ed. opposite Chalk Farm Tube
i. >*"-^^ -S- [0227
(LEY.DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p.. sidecar; best
Jer, or exchange Triumph.—Wargent, Ashper-
;dlMiry.

. [6703
rClIOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
7-9h.p. Uarlij-Uavid^on and sidecar, 1919, splen
idltion; X195. (5401

ILEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918, with new
Harley sidecar: £160.-26, Barrington Bd.,
ell, S.W.9. [6414

;.LEY-DAV1DS0N 4h.p. 1920 Flat Twin Com-
ination, speedometer, just delivered.-Turnill
orth, Peterborough. [5919

. Harley-Davidson Combination, 3-speed, in per-
fect order, lamps, etc., any trial; £135.—

, 3, Oliver St., Rugby. [X3059
LEY-DAVIDSON Combination, in perfect order,
ueiv: £140. -Cornelius, 54, Vicarage Park,

rpe Ed., Plumstead. [5906

Harley-Davidson Solo, in perfect condition,
mag., re-enamelled; £110.—A. S., 15, Bram-
Vv., Charlton, S.E.7. [6361

LEY-DAVIDSON 1920 4h.p. Twin, done 300
sties: £158. — Cambridge Automobile Co.,
St., Cambridge. [6754

LEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination. in
ock. lamps, horn, speedometer, just delivered.
11 and North, Peterborough. [5918

LEY-DAVIDSON Late 1918 7-9h.p., 3-spee<3,
ig., jn perfect running order: £95, no oflers.—
5, Brook Green, Hammersmith. [5499

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and Sidecar. Bluemel
wiTid screen, electric model, usual accessories

:

75, Cleave Ed.. Gillingham. Kent. [6248

Harley-Davidson. new sidecar, speedometer,
ood tyres, fine condition, seen Camberwell:
Jones, 7S, Downs Park Ed., Hackney. [6232

Harley Combination. 7-9h.p., perfect order,
,yres as new, very smart appearance; ;ei55.—C.
!4, Grosvenor Av., East Sheen, S.W.14. (6252

Harley-Davidson Combination, new tyres,
ameo screen, lamps, horn, guaranteed as
ial—Stratton. Evesham St., Eedditch. [6654

JET-D-WinsOX. 1918, perfect mechanical con-
ion, several new parts, mechanical horn, Tan-
-10.-28, Miuford Gardens, Shepherd's Bush.

[6131
Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, electric

lodel, Millford sidecar, splendid condition:
lor near offer.-Johnson. 55. Ashleigh At..
ter. [5550

liHarley-Davidson. electric model, Gloria sidecar.
Iggage grid, perfect ofder and condition: £120.

. 2, Phojnix Place, Addison At., Netting Hill,
VC.e. [6542

.E'/-DAVIDSON, 1919, with Gloria sidecar,
I tr'c lamps, mechanical horn, and speedometer,
cell-iut condition; £180.—A., Moorlands, Heath-
Wokiug. [6176

l.EY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1919, Rennoc
I Luxe sidecar, lovely outfit, unscratched; 170
near offer.-Garaged, 304, Fulham Ed., S.W.IO.

' Kens. 2372. [X3111

.EY'-DAVIDSON Combination. 7-9h.p., just
erhauled, everything in tip-top order, and
>r touring; £130.-65, Abbey Ed., N.W.8.
Hampstead 8211. [6412

I IN STOCK
i NEW
S(At Maker's List Prices.)

BLACKBURNE, 4 b.p., 3-speed £128 10

CLYNO, 2'. h.p., 2-stroke, 2-3peed, and
clutch' £75

INVICTA, 2i h.p., J.A.r., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter £81

LEA-FRANCIS, 3J h.p., s-spced £130

METRO-TYLER, 2.! h.p., 2-st.roke £62

METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., 2-stroke 2-spced £74

METRO-TYLER, 2! h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,

T\-pe S : £98

O.K.-JUMOR, 2'. h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £65

ROYAL EKFIELO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke,2-5peed£73 10

VERUS, 2| h.p. Blackburneen^'ne, 2-speed
clutch, and kick-starter 95 gns

SOILED
W.D. ROVER Combination, 5-6 h.p £145

W.D. NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 8 h.p. £145

(These machines have J.A. P. engines, 3-speed
countershaft gear box, clutch, kick-starter, all-

chain drive, and are finished " Service erreerL")

P. & M. 2-speed, W.D. Model, £80; with Millford
Sidecar £105

SECOND-HAND
1919 JAMES, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as

new £S5

IQ20 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, lamps, and
bom £50

ig2Q METRO-TYLER, 2^ h.p., --speed, all

£70

1912 WULFRUNA-PRECISiON, 3^ h.p.,

lamp, and horn £38

1916 A.J.S. Combination, 6 h.p.. lamps, and
born £155

I9M SUNBEAM-J.A.P., 6 h.p.. s-speed
countershaft gear, all-chain drve,
windscreen, lamps, and horn £130

1916 ARIEL Combination, 5-6 h.p., vrind-

Etreen, tamp, horn, and speedometer £I3C

IQ20 ALLON, 2-5troke, 2-speed, lamp, an i

Lom, as new £80 j

W.D. ROVER, 6 h.p.. and Millford Cor-

vette Sidecar, lamps, aad horn £135

igiy A.J.S., 6 h.p., and Milltord Sidecar,

spare wheel and t>Te, Lucas headlight

^et. rear lamp generator, and horn . . £130 u

NEW SIDECARS
CANOELET. GLORIA.

HENDERSON. MILLS-FULFORO.
SWAN.

We have an excellent Stock ot Lamps, Horns
Speedometers, Hoods, Windscreens, and other

AccesSorie.s.

5 Eastern Garage Co.,

418, Romford Road,

Forest Gate, E.7.
Telephone :

490 East Ham
Telegrams :

Egararco, Loudon.'
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Hiirtcy-Diivldtion.

IM, KinKsl..ii.,,i,.T),ii

r\lU.i;V IJAVID.SON,

l.'K khurn'M tjarnge, 82,
<">. 15908

7 9h.p., 1915. 3 iipe«l«.
^ar. lamim. horn, all «|iarc«; £86, no

ra: not war model: »een Soutliend.-Hlll, 24. Sll-
Ktci lid., W.IO. I'luinc: 1443. _ 15735

ATF. 1919 Ilarlcy Combination, electric mod.-l, p r.

led i-onililiou, bulbous sidecar, discs all round,
donii'ter, Kiistinit wind wrecn, Tan-Slid; £225.-

121, (ilenlarn Kd., Oatford, S.E.6. [6462

iil.iii.ilioM, 1915, O.Ii.
"Irl, II. „nd v. elnteh,

htioM: £110,

HAnr,i;v-iL\vii
Mill. :ir. 5-l,li.i

497, Ijiiiir Kirj.rn.

Rl.lOY-D Will.

any trial, 110
iidecar, £20, optional

:

seen after 5 p.ni.-175

nodels,
cood

_
tyn

\r,.ll,.ut.

I.aek.d
l-iiw.-r ;

,. 1399a

1915,

. Depot

HARLEY-DAVIIJ.SOX Co

horn, etc.; fl55.-iJ.

knee pliields, large bulbous back pidecar, screen, hood,
.'^tep petrol tin carrier, and sprnne luggage grid, mileage
3.000, fully insured, date 1915-16; 138 gns.; London.-
Box 4,747, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5491

HAHLEY-DAVip.SON Combination, 1919, in excel-
lent mechanical running order, lamps, Kla.xon,

Easting screen, new appearance, owner sails for
Ceylon on 19th; £155 for quick sale; evenings.— 1,

Townley Rd., Dulwich, S.E.22. [5826

LATE 1916 Special Demonstration Harley Combina-
tion, electrical model, excellent condition, discs,

new S.'.-jin. Dunlop. new sidecar. Triplex screen, hood,
spare tyre, valves, chains, etc., insured; £165 or offer.

—Sancreed, Gallon Rd., WestcIiff-on-Sea. [6457

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1913, purchased
February, 1919, canoelet sporting sidecar, 3-

speed, clutch, kick-starter, T.T. bars, aluminium discs

all round, long exhaust, dynamo lighting, electric and
mechanical horns, spam, any trial, would consider
good solo part; best offar —Box 4,572, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4610

SPORTING Harley Combination, 1919, electric
model, standard finish, car lamps, switchboard

and ampmeter in sidecar, oversize tyres, special semi-
T.T. bars, new sprocket and chain, fitted special
Streamfort sporting 1920 sidecar, spare chain,
valves, cover and tube, exceptionally fast and sporting
outfit; £18), no offers; solo Henderson or Reading-
Standard part exchange.—40, Wheathill Rd., S.E.20.

[5405

Hazlewood

1 Q20 Hazlewood-Jap 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed
-LtJ countershaft, just delivered: £186.—Rarnliam,
Saffron Waldcn. ' [5681

1 Q20 Huzlewood-Jap Combination, 5-6h.p., brand new:
JLt' exchange 2>4h.p. Douglas, T.T. Triumph, or
eouutershaft Triuruph.-Box 4,855, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6797

H.B.
EGERTONS, Northgate, Ipswich, can give delivery

H.B.—'Phone: 962. [8164

1 Q20 H.B.-Blackburne. 2-sreed. kick start, hand
-L^ clutch, speedometer, condition perfect; £85.—
Lawson, 7, Derfald St., Shrewsbury. [5997

1 020 2^.ih.p. H.B.. Blackburne engine, 2-speed, clutch
-L^ ;ind kick starter, fitted large electric lighting set,

Pedley grips, kuee pads, mudshield, tools, and spare*?,

as new, mileage 500 : accept £90, or near offer quick
s.ale.—53, Rusk-in Walk, Heme Hill. 'Phone: 652 Brix-
ton. [6848

Henderson.

J 020 Henderson Combination, hood, screen, etc.. as
-Lf' new. very fast; price £230.—Gerrard 2113.—
Loyd, c/o Lamotte, 175, Piccadilly, W. [5180

HENDERSON, 1920, Lucas lamp, Cowey horn, mile-
age 800, owner buying car; sacrifice. £160.—

Tod. 61. Eardley Crescent. Earls Court. [5558

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
8-lOh.p. Henderson combination, 4-cyl., 2-speed.

free engine, handle start, all accessories: £125. [3941

electric light
£145.

—21. Wheathill '

Rd., Anerley. London. Phone :

Streatham 2403. [6330

Hobart. ~

HOBART 23;h.p.. 3 speeds, new tyres; £28.-C. Fox.
Cbarnwood St., Sutton-in-Asbfleld. [5940

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tbe end of eacb

M -tX "
Charawood""st'..

'
Su'tton-b-Asbfleld.

n'Jvertisement, and the date ol the issu
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Hobart.
920 Hobart, 234]!. p., single, imcrated; list - price,

£63-15; first cheque secures.-Dyson, North St.,

Oundle.
.

[6730

HOBAKT-J.A.P. 4h.p., 3-speea, clutch, drip feed,

Bosch waterproof, coach sidecar; £75.-82, Glen-
(.•oe Av., Seven Kings. [6094

f"fOBAKT 2')4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new Dunlops, me
horn, lamps, accessories; £40.JLL

Erlunger Ed., New Cross. - [6039

1Q14 4y,h.p. Hobart Twin, 3-speed,
-fl-«.' mag.. Brooks saddle, iindershmg
good tyres; ride away; £60.-79, Upto
Gate.

Hockley.

clutch,
sporty

r Lane,

Bosch
sidecar,
Forest
[S.e77

1, Duke St., Richmond.

Hoskison.
HOSKISON", 1920. 23-ih.p. Union, fully equipped,

speed, P.E., K.S., Burman; £65.-Neal, 4, Str<
.sham Hill, Moseley, Birmingham [X30

Humber

HUMBER sy^h.p., 2-speed, good running
S40.—Lynn"; 58, Northside, - — -

-
S.W.18. [6467

good condition

;

Ed., Grimsby.
[63G1

belt, good running
Woilaston Rd., Dorchester.

[6658
CHEAP! 3h.p. Humber Twin, clutch, condition per-

f6<it: £30.-Kiiiir. 2. Westwell Ed., Streatham.
[6196

HUMBER, 2h.p., Bosch,
order: £20.-12. Wo

feot; £30.-King,

bury.

HUMBER Lightw
less tank; £14

ten Rd., Victoria,

HUMBEE Combination,
tul and smart; £58

hour Lane, Camberwell.

[X3075

., good^condition,
gent Lane, Plais-

[6267

Bosch
Upper

Deal, ivent. [6091

HUMBER 3V>h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed clutch,
splendid order; ride away; £75.-190, Broadway,

HendOn, N'.W. [6694

Market Drayton.

HUMBEE SVah.p. Sporty Mount, spelendid condition,
would take sidecar, 2-speed J: .E. AUon.—86, Lan-

caster Gate, W.2. [5656

3JLh.p. 1913 Hirarber, single speed, perfect condition,
2 tools, spares, accessories; £45.- Goode, 652, Abbey-

dale Ed., Sheffield. [3436

1 Q 14 SVih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle starting, good
-i-*y tyres, perfect condition; £42.—Bunting, Tolles-

[5546
mgine

110, Wit
[6236

:-speed, handle staii, powe
57, Kenbury St., Coldha

[5434

"IQll Humber 2-speed Wheel, tyres, back frame
J~*y controls complete; £7/10.-1, Mona Rd.
Lausanne Rd., S.E.15. [6364

31h.p. Humber 2-sii6ed, handle start, tyres good, excel-
2 lent running order; seen ^ny time; £40.-

Victoria Ed., Berkhamsted.

HUMBER 3M>h.Pf, engine perfect, irew belt and front
tyre, 2-speed, wheel requires repairs; £33; also

sidecar.—Coote, 12, Broadway, Streatham. [6268

HUMBEE Combination, ^-speed, F.E., handle .startei

Bosch, B. and B,, running order, guaranteed
£65; solo, £55.-34, Somerset Rd., Sheffield. [5852

EAELi' Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machin-
from the accredited agents.—The Lankester E

gineeriog Co.. Motor Cycle Dept.. 63. Brighton Ec
Surbiton

,
[2090

-j Q14 Humber Combination, Mills-Fulford,
-Lt/ kick start, in splendid condition, tyres and belt
as new, lamps and horn ; £85, no offers.- 140, Fordel
Ed , Hither Green, S.E. [6171

HUMBER, 1911, Eoc 2-speed, wheel complete, with
road wheel, belt pulley, all new gears, equal to

new, £7/10; 1911 petrol tank, as new, £2/10.—J.
Connolly, 13, Carmelite Ed., Coventry. [X3169

HUMBER 1916 6h.p., water-cooled, 3,^peed. clutch,
countershaft, quick detachable wheels, C.B.

sidecar, speedometer, horn, lamps, excellent condi-
tion; £125.—Kandall, 88, Church Ed., Barnes. [6350

HUMBEE, 1913, SVoh.p., 3-speed, S.A. gear, clutch,
kick start, new piston, rebushed, tyres nearly

new, new belt, lamps, horn, and tools, thoroughly
overiiauled throughout and re-enamelled; £50.—Beal",
oiiposite .Stonehenge Inn, Durrington, Wilts. [X3005

You may go far |
i and fare worse =

. 1= therefore come and inspect the large =
= selection of po.pular makes of Motor =
H Cycles tl^t we have for immsdiate
= delivery at Makers' List Pr^ce, subject ^= unsold,amongst which are the following: =

H" AlfLON, 2| h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. ^= clutch. =
BAT, Model 7, Combination. nj

= CLYNO, 2j h.p., 2-speed.
"

= COULSON "B" 2-i h.p., 2-speed, =
Blackburne engine. =

CALTHOftPE, 2-1 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp. S
= CALTHORPE, 2! h.p.. J.A.P., 2-sp. =

CLEVELAND, 2-stroke, 2-speed. =
= FfiANCIS BABNETT, 2f h.p., J.A.P.,

= 2-speed clutch. =
g JAMES, 4i h.p., combination. =
= LEl-FBANCIS, sj h.p., twin, g-speed- M= clutch. z=:

K L.M.C., 6 h. p. twin, 3-speed, clutch. =
:= L.M.C., 4j h.p. combination, 3-speed. 5
S clutch. =
= SPARKBBOOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed. =
S BADCO. 2-stroke. 5
=: WILKIN, 4 h.p., combination, 3-sp., =
= clutch, etc., n
= VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed.

"
= SIMPLEX Motor Unit attachment =
g fitted to both Ladies' and Gent's M
™ machines, in stock for. immediate =
= delivery. =

i Second-hand Machines, i
= TRIUMPH, renovated, both solo and
5 combination.
== P & M. combination.

1 Henderson Sidecars.
= All models for immediate delivery.

^ Accessories. >

= Large stock. Every want can be— fulfilled for both motor cycle and
= rider.

= We are Agents for every motor
H cycle that starts with Capitals
= from- A to Z.

= JLiOt

B

Lore 'Comfort. =

To bear out our statement this must be seen

. and tried. Without doubt the finest Sprin,:?

Frame Model for 1920 Season. Our
demonstrator is at your disposal to try before

buying. Orders being assigned for early

delivery in strict rotation.

'You cannot do better than buy
file best ; th-erejore conie to us.

I 154-156, Gt Portland St, W.l. |
ililllHllllBlliiailNHIIIIHllilWIIHIIIIIi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

Combination, as new ; £
Ud., Bromley, Kent.

ry fast: iM

Retieu ; (

£120.—Whitworth, 139, Nefit,,

-j Q20 7-9h.p. Indi;
J-^ dynamo electric

3-^peed and Grindlay Si

dynamo electric ligliting, wind screen, and -e !

£240.—Below.

London, E.5.

Kirton-in-Lindsey, Lanos.

14. Ecclesbourne Rd., Islingto:

)IAN Combination, 1914,
frame, 2-speed; £80, lowest; evenings.-

Hart Lane, Barnes, S.W., London.

3 7-9h.p. Powerplns Indian, re-enn:

plated an new, in fir.st-class running'
'"" Hornsey Rd., N.7.

19^
-Taplii

£224.—Walbro Motors, Ely, Cambs.

—DriscoU, 68, Wccdfleld .Ed., Ealing.

1 1 6 5-6h,p. Indian C.B. Combination, 3-speed ( |'li,

^*y K.S., l.ist and sniart lot ; liy_ appointment ; ira.

73, Braileford Ed.

I
fl55.^Colebrook

Brixton, S.W.2.

NDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, 3-speed, splendid com
large Inxnlious coachbuilt Bl'

12, HazelTiUe Ed., N.19.

INDIAN 1911-12 5-6h.p., ointob model, Tery

English controls thronshout, T.T. bars; bcsl

£45.—Upjohn, Stapleford, Cambridge. (H)

1920,INDIAN Powerplu:
Fulford sidecar,

£190.—Griffiths, 97a

K-6h.p. Cintch Indian, thori

imo lighting,
conditicn like

Kilburn Lane, W.IO.

I'iliC,

3ughly overhauled tiv

and sprockets: £52
:, Brixton, S.W.

offe

Comlnnotion 7-9h.p., S-speed
ig, -all in excelleut crmdition;

s, HollOTvay Ed., N".

190 gns.—Julian's, 84, Broad St., IXf;

bargain.—103a, High St., Wandsworth, S.\i"

1914. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, I'l

ctric lamps and horn, spares, first

ide away; £98.—Togneri, Dunbar,

Indian. 3-speed, clucll,

^,___ „ luled. ver

"over iso.-^Eichards, Horsington M;

1015 Indian Combination 7-9h.p., 2'specd, kUlk

ly clutch, electric lishtiuB-. and horn, speedoii

perfect condition; £90. -Osborne's, Ltd., Bond

Ealing. • ^

INDIAN" 7-9h. p. Povverplus, brand ne\v. 3-ic

K.a.. clutch, lamps, Klaxon: a bargarn. £1

Seen Eaihvay Arch Garage, Denmark Rd.. .Oaii

well. ,
':

-1 Q15 Sh.p. Indian
lamps.

nd Side (new), Cimeo v'

aiui.b, jiu,u, .,^» back Dunlop, cl-

ient condition; £110.—Carratt, 16, Hardy Rd., B <•

heath, S.E. 'r

INDIAN, 2-speed, 7-9h.p„ new tyres, S''«en
j.'J

hood, needs slight repairs; any rea.50uaDiC ,;

considered.-12, Tatam Ed., Stonebndge Jf>'

In.W.IO. '

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

rNDIAN.-For

llniiiiii

early •

InUliin.

ly drlivcrv ol tlio famous PowerpUn
yclo. Willi tloi-Uii'iil oquipnu'iit, wrltu u
, Indian Aecnt. 83 91, John Brifilil St.

ComUiniiUnn. N.K. nioilpl, cIitIim

t, couJLili'te ns mnlit'is' BUOi'itli'litiiin

. -The Naiiicr Onriisc, l^'oiest New lid.

[6303

Powprpliis Indiim Comlunntion {Miiy

ileiiBP 500, eh'rtrii'nlly CQUiiipert. Kimt

f 220,-l.)BVemll, The Willows, Ili-l

nd 15465imit IM . ll<-u'Ioid.

".NDIAN Combination. 1914.
Ininie, disc wheels, elect]

ili-nilid condition; £100.-66,
ick. llirminghara.

iQ16 Indian I-owerplus Combination. _ elect)

-speed, clutch, spring
c lamps, overhaulL«ri,

Bowden Rd.. Smeth
[6615

lisht.

and chains, luggage

9 7-9h.p. 1

l" .ind 'pliti

hurch IM. Uarn

. perls

£115

Indian, 3-speed, 1

ally perfect, good ty
- -Olphert,

[6354

'KDIAN Ccnil'iuation, Powerplns 7-9h.p., spring fr;

'. overhead vjilve^, eleetrir light, horn,
ihitili, in new condition; £150.— Bridgen nud

\V,,iks, Winciinton. [6667

NIHAN 7 9V. II., 1915 T.T. dutch model, polished alu
?rhnuled. engine perfect, very

.St; £80. iiar-st clu'iiiie secures.—Lloyd-Evans, Kings-
ood, Englclii-hl Gi-oen, Eghara. [6501

NDIAN. 7-9h.n.. April. 1920. electric model, S
.Tting sidecar' with electric lamp, completely

. . , d, as new: £220 '',."
uptou. Trinity College, Ciimbridge. [6055

ntion, 3-speed, clutch
horn speedometer, ap-

4 tyres perfect; f 120;
, Kirkdale, Sydenham. [6517

nation, 1915. dutcli, kick start, elec-

peedometer. Millford sidecar, hood
sound and in excellent condition;

, High St., East Ham. [6061

NDIANS.—Several 1918-19 Powerplus models,
with new tvres, re-enamelled and plated, a

echanicallv perfect; £125 ,or with sidecar and fully
luipped.— 3. Courtlands Av.. Lee, S.E.12. [6735

iuotion, 5-61i.p., 3-speed. clutch
sideiar, houd and screen, (.on

trial bv appointment; £95.—

M

;, Ebley, near Stroud. Glos. [6864

ation. 1914. 2 speed, kick start,
sprockets, hood.

ter 6 p.m.—60;

NDIAN' Comli

125

tion very good ; a

obbi. Highfiekl V
NDIAN Comb

enamelled.
electricallr, equipped. r;pning fraL

.ulcil ; nearest 100 gns.—73, High St., Bexley, Kent
[5856

NDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, cii!'-h. kick
start, lamps, horn, access ,r'es, in -plendid •

order, anv trial : f 100 for .nii.k sale ; owner hoi
-Crown Hotel, Siindridge Park. Bromely, Kent

It 525
SDIAN 79hp. Late 1919 Combination, 3-speed

clutch, kiek-stort, electric lighting as new, not rur
100 miles, sidecar brand new, no connection witi
my; £200; after 6 p.m.—60a Kirkdale, Sydenham

[6516
SD1.\N 1915 7-9h.p. Sporting Combination. 3-speed;

K.S., canoelet sidecar, discs, tyres perfect, Klaxor
ime! and plating unscratched. mechanicallv pei

£125.-65, Haldon Rd., Wandsworth, S".W.
[6606

14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. 2-speed. dyn;
electric lighting, starting and horn, spt

;tr, splendid condition; trial bv appointment,
k-ends; £100.—Eowsell, 18, Buckland Ed., Lev-

[6346

14 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, and Coronet
coachbuilt sidecar. 2-speed and clutch, engini

parts fitted, lamps and speed
£115.-5, Wilson St.

[5380
9h.p. Indian and Pha?m5: Torpedo Sidecar. 2-speed,
clutch, Binks, disc wheels, acetvlene lamps, Gloria

me, in splendid order, tyres excellent, very smart lot
trial ; £75.—Learned, Greenbank, Monument Green,

ybridge. [6217
120 Indian Powerplus Combination, electrical!
' erinipped ;3 lamps and horn), speedometer, polished
nmium discs ,:3 wheels!, mileage 1,800: open to e;
t examination and trial ; 200 gns., or ofier.— D;
are, Parkgate, Eotherham. [5711

WDIAN, late ftls, Powerplus, 7-9h.p., 3-speed
clutch, electric horn, electric lamps, tools, spart

*i- ^v.^- ^^^^' '^'='^ wheels, large copper exhaust
r ctically_new ; £120.-18, Netherhall Gardens, Hamp

•9

19

lid, N.W.3. After 5.3o' p.r [5956
116 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, du;
' clutch. 3 speeds, electric horn and lamps, speed
iter, etc., excellent condition, low mileage: £135
r offer, .ir exchange.-L. M. Buutord, 42, Broad St.
:town, Slontgomery^hire. [589Z
IIDIAN 1916 Combination. Swan sidecar, sporting
mouiit. 6h.p.. 3 speeds and clutch, kick start" and H. lamps. Ford mechanical horn

too fast for owner; £110.—

H

m. [6409

wheels,
in good order,
ter, 104, Moor St., Bii

THIS TRADE MARK
is your guarantee of

A FAIR DEAL
// rpprfsents 20 years' clean
httsinesfi mclhodfi with *Intrgri/i/'

OS a ket/nofe.

WE DO NOT ASK
FOR OR ACCEPTPREMIUMS
All our huge business is done stnclly at

MAKERS' LIST PRICES.
We offer for

JUNE DELIVERY
ALLON, ARIEL ComSinations ;

BLACKBURNE ^ h.p.. ED.VIUND.
JAP2ih.p.ENFIELU Llghtwc.ghts;

INDIAN POWERPLUS
(Solo o- Combination)

IVY Lig-itweights; LM.C. ComSina-
tions; IVIEIRO-TYLER 1920 "S"
Type: NEW IMPERIAL Llar't-

weijhts; ROYAL RUBY 3 h.p..

RU ./GE-MULTI. SPARK-
BROOK. VELOCETTE. anJSUN-
VI TESSE Lightweights ; WOOLER

• Delivary cf the famous A.B.C. ;

I'SKOOTAMOTA'M
;

irom s'ock. •

JULY DELIVERY
IF BOOKED NOW, OF

all the above makes, and B.S.A. Co-n-
binations DUZIMO. INDIAN Scout'
Models. NORTON Corabinatio'.s.

NEW IMPERIAL Corabinat.ons.

Send for a copy of our Motithly :

Bargain List which contains a :

selection of slightly icscd models^
\

in perfect condition, at interest- :

ing figures. \

Invicta.

IXVIOTA Lightweight, fitted with the

2';,h.,.. 2-str.,ke eut-iur, ;, th.-.r,,m;lib

Ivei* Johnson.

IVEB .lOHSSOX 1920 7-8h.p.. 2-speed, kick start,

and clutch, brand new; £115.-30, Herrington Bd.,

South lieusiugton Staticn, Kensington 7215. [56=

.

Ivy

rVY.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, can supply at

L early dates. [5763

[Vy 2-Epeed 2-stroke in stock.—Bothwell and Mil
bourne. Cowleigh Garage. Malvern. [6186

rVY 2-stroke. 2-sp3ed, 1917, Tan-seat,

hit>'li, kick itait.

iid very powerful,
. Day. 5, Ilecklon
Hliephcrd's Hu«Ii

(618;
1Q16 Indian 7-9h.p„ 3->pecd, Am- wheels, litt.'l

-'i' (iloriu iirnjoctile »ldo(ur, C.A.V. dynamo, clc. I i

lighting, recently oniiiiielled bluck uod plutedj nuni'-roii^

slMiH'^, perlCM't condition, (.murtest outfit in >,("--'

sljii..; he,t otrers.-Portlund Motor Co., Ltd.,
'I'hon.-: 240.

1Q20 Indi;in Pr-wcrphn, electric equi|>nie
AtF omctci, Httcd with £52 icd II Iithoci

INDIAN 1920 Powerplus Combination, usual elec-

tric equipment. Cameo wind screen, insurance,
new April, low mileage, carefully ridden, perfect con-

dition, general api.earance as new; accept £220;
owner secured car; seen appointment only.—flernird
4139, Rees, 62. South Audley St., W. 16374

The Hcndeo Matfulucturing Co.
jrchasers ol Indians not to pay
peculators. A list of Indian

upply promptly at list prices, plus

TND!.

£62/10.—Sei 43,
Balham.

IVY. 2-speMl, about 1914; £42. Wanted Scott engine
and raduitor.—Evans, 4, Ash Villas, Herlwit Ed.,

Nottingham. [5689

IMMEDIATE Delivery of all Ivy models, the acknow-
ledged finest lightweight.—Full particulars, H. G.

Henly and Co., London and District Agents, 91, Gt.
Portland St.. W.l. Mayfair 4084. [0022

Ixion. «

IIXION-VILLIERS 2i!.h.p. Single, lamps, speedo-
meter, etc.. new Dunlops, heavy; £40; 6.30 p.m.—

Pope, 77, Holland Rd., Willesden Junction, N.W.

, London. E.C.4.—
1920 model; £75.

[3947

rHITBY'S have a splendid stock of slightly

PARTS for vour Ja
18 years. Addn

JAMES 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent condition, speed-

ometer, £55; also 31i.p. Enfield, f65.-Warren,

Sudbury, Stiflolk. 16031

JAMES 4i4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, P. start, new Dun-
"lops. accessories; «60, offer.—1, Melrose Terrace.

Hammersmith. [6337

1 <120 Mag-dvnamo Sh.p. James Combination ; £215

:

i-U from stock.-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath
Garage, Newmarket. ["221

JAMES 1920 S-6h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo
lighting; list £215, accept £198.-HuccIecote

Lodge: Gloucester. [6449

JAMES 4iih.p. 1916 Motor Cycle, w-ith tandem
sidecar, in splendid order.—R. S. Girhcg. The

Bungalow, Wreatham. [6410

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
.lames

IQI8 James 5-6h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Combina-
J-^ tion, excellent condition; best offer; must be
sold.—Greaves, Ilarby, Melton Mowbray. [5981

TAMJiS Latest 1920 6h.r. Comliination, Lucas dynamo^ ligiiting, b'-and new; immediate delivery.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. 245, Deansgate,
Ifanchester. [X3000
61i.p. James Combination, immediate delivery, mag.,

uynamo lightins set, etc.; list prices.-From A.' J.
Young and Co.,- Ltd., Heati' Garage, Newmarket.
'Phone: 214. [0224

JAMES Combination 1916-17 4i2b.p., 3-speed, kick
start, ehctric light, Watford trip speedometer,

good condition; £105.—Milbre, 9, Graham Rd., Hen-
don, N.W.4. [5850

TAMES 3Vlli.p. Twin, 3-speed, K.S., clntcli, little^ used, uiechnnical condition, enamel, plating per-
fect, electric lighting, horn ; bargain, £90.-6, Corn-
wall Ed., Harrogate. [5603

JAMES 4;ih.p. Combination,- coaohbuilt, 3-speed,
countershaft, lamps, horn, speedometer, spare tyres,

fully insured, ecndition as new^ any examination, trial;
£120, or neareEt.-36, Orford ltd., Windsor. [5915

JAMES 4l4h.p., 1916, Canoelet combination, hoed,
screen, 3-speed. kick starter, perfect order through-

out : stand expert examination ; any trial ; best over
£100.-154, Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [4097

4ih.p. James All-chain Coachbuilt Combination, 3-
4 speed clutch, electric and gas, sprung luggage grid,

tools, spares, good condition and appearance ; nearest
£80.-.Su]ith. 34. Priory Av., Caversham, Beading. [6224

JAMES 5-6h.p:' Combination dc'Luxe, late 1919, flrst-

class order. Easting screen, legshields, luggage
carrier, speedometer, etc.: £160.—Martin, Arden, Maish
Lane, Eidington, Birmingham. Tel. : 186 Erdington.

[6651
JAMES 1919 4i/,h.p. Big Single Combination, canoelet,

3-speed countershaft, all chain, electric lamps,
mirror, leg shields, wind screen, tools, 900 miles; mid-
Surrey; best over £140.—Box 4,850, c/o The Motor
Cycle. . [6792

llQlS James 5-6h.p. Combination, Ea.«ting screen,^^ Watford speedometer, Lucas lamps, pillion seat,

original tyres good, low mileage, perfect, fast, com-
fortable, economical; particulars, stamp; £150.—Vicar,
Comherton, Cambridge. [6095

"|"Q19 James Combination, 4iili.p., 3-speed, counter-
--•> shaft, clutch, all-chain, kick start, wind-screen,
3 lamps, horn, tools, excellent condition, rejdy to drive

awav; seen any time and tried; price £130, no offers.—

G Peach. The Wellington, Leek, Staffs. [X3012

J. A. P.

1Q14 8h.p. J.A.P. Combination, Grado sear, new
-IJ/ tyres, splendid, cHmb anything; £65.-reake, 48,
Parsons' St., Banbury. [5967

J.A.P. 4h.p., complete lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc.,

guaranteed perfect; £40; after 7.-71, North
Side, Clapham Common, S.W.4. [6853

J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination. 2-speed clutch, speedometer,
screen, accessories, just overhauled; £75.-11, Win-

chelsea Kd., Phillip Lane, Tottenham. [6206

4h.p. J.A.P. Combination, cane sidecar, 2 speeds,
free, drip feed, lamps, good tyres, new tubes;

£65 or offer; ride away.—Oxbro*. 36, Downs Park Rd..
Hackney. [6463

J.A.P. 6h.p. C.B. Combination, S-speed countershaft,
K.S.. all-chain drive, F.R.S. lamps, speedometer,

etc., exchange lower power and cash, or sell; £98.—
CrS., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel. ; E315S. [6506

J.A.P. Comliination. tip-top condition, mileage 870,
guaranteed perfect and as new, 3-speed kick, East-

ing, all accessories ; expert inspection invited ; any trial

;

J.E.S., special low-hnilt frame, reliaUe, fine climber,
accessories; £23.-69. Princes Av., Palmer's

Green. [6614

J.E.S., in perfect order, enamel and plating good,
nearly new tyres; f23.-Coupe, 9, Packer St.,

Halliwell, Bolton. [6686

.I.H.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
7-9h.p. J.H. Combination. 1915, M.A.G. engine,

rounlershaft Sturmey-Archer gear, all-chain drive;
£125. [6861

Juno.
JUNO-V.T.S. 2'ih.p., 2-stroke, new Feb., 1919. 2-

speed, lamps,- horn, tools, thoroughly overhauled,
powerful: £55; owner going abroad.- 16, Ashmount Eel.,
Tottenham, N.15. After 6 p.m. [5806

BRGDK
Motor & Engineering

Co., M/c. Ltd.

¥^aX>V

HERE is the
mount youre
looking /on

lETRO-l YLER

Super
the
Two - Stroke

immediate;
deliveries
We are Sole Agents for

Lancashire
Cheshire
Cumberland
Westmorland

PRICES:
Single-speed - £62 O O
Two-speed - - £74 O O

TC-S

and" Clutch £76 lO O

AGENCY applications invited

338, Deansgate,

MANCHESTER.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry.

KEKBT-ABIXGBON, 1913, 2-specd, Bosch
running order: l-iar(?;i-;n f.:iR —7 T?Ti,iK;fi.-..

South Kensington.
a-der; bargain, £38.-7, Exhibiticin

Kynoch.
KYNOCK-J.A.P. 4h.p. Twin

new tyre, soortv machine
Bosch, late

, bargain; £40.—

Lea.Francis.
LEA-FBANCIS, 1919 3i/oh.p., lamps, horn, too

266, Lordship Lane, Dulwich, S.E.22. £e

LEA-FBANCIS, 1920, lamps, horn, speedome
£140.—Lycett, Market Place, Burslem.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, .London, B.C.
3h.p. Lea-Francis, new 1920 model; £130/1

LEA-PR-A..>!CIS, 2-speed, chain drive, just o

hauled; £65: by appointment. — Ritsen,
Romola Rd., Heme Hill. [E

LEA-FKAKCIS, November, 1919, excellent
tion, lamps and accessories; £115.—

Agencies, 20, Regent St., Leamington. [X2

Lucas lamps, Bonniksen trip speedometer,
lutely perfect throughout; £130. — Swindlehl
Spencer Rd., Coventry. [XJj

J.A.P., done under
big P. and H. lai i

£145, or oflsr.—Write Ivan Campbell, 10,

Mary Axe, E.G., or 'Phoue: Avenue 5413. Seen,
appointment. [€

Levis.

[6,

LEVIS,' 1916, 2.speed, good running order, lai,

horn, etc. ; £45.—The White Lion, Dunmow, I

[6.!

LEVIS, 1915-16, condititri a,s new, fast, sporty
chine- £45- seen any time.—Tom, 15, ^^'imb,c

Gardens, Ealing, W.13. [6;

LEVIS 21/ih.p., 1919 Popnlar model, lamps, fci

tools, splendid condition ; £55.—E. MofEatt,_«
Garrat Lane, Earlsfield. CBi

St., Woolwich.
lamps, horn, etc.;

. ride agajfi
Hill (oppoi

LEVIS 1917 2V4h.p. 2-strcke, bargain
gns. — Smith, 263, Lavender

Arding and Hobbs), Clapham Junction,

1Q15 Popnlar, 2-stroke, 2'Ji.p., Amac carbnretl
-^«-' Dnnlop tyres, P. and H. lamp set, good cor:

tion; £38.—2a, Ladbroke Grove, W.ll.

mudguard and car

good running, order ; £39.-

0ak House, Enfield Ed., Southgate, N.14.

1Q15 Levis Popular, T.T.. £a.st and relio

-JLt/ horn, tootbrards, excellent condition throng]^
40 gns.—EosebeJTy, Satfron Rd., Biggleswade.

"*"

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Bd., Hove,%i
district Levis agents: immediate '

"' ""

repairers E.A.C., A.C.U., N.C.U. Established 12y«i!

LBVIS.-We strongly recommend, and can snpi

enrlv, this famous 2-stroke.—HLstrict agents, .3!

Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. 'Phfil

444. tW'

Av.,

under 500
lomprehen

ansferred; £65; call after 7.—15,

Hoffmann ,4

LEVIS 2%h.p. 1920 Popular Model. - Vt^l
Hardio and Lane, Ltd.. authorised agents, J

Woodstock St. (oft Oxford St). Bond St., W.l. 'PU«
Mayfnir 6559. tO|

LATE Model Levis Popular, B. and B. pilot jetjl
bnietter, B.I.C. variable ignition. Miller TO

lamp, Brampton foi'ks, almost new condition throughOI

approval willingly; £46.-Worboys, Satt'rou Ed., BigMI

wade. (D) [=0!

Lincoln-Elh.

a gear, fast, powerful, and absolutely sol

£35, or exchange good 2-stroke.—P. B. Hobson,
Lodge, Welwyn, Her' '[Ml

B46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Llncolii-nik.

lM-lirv,'il 13
(Millvrl, ll. ,

,1 .liiiiliK wiir. viry litlli' iisij; £36.—Simoim. Bit
,

ILirlington, Middlf-scx. [6707
j

L.M.C.
1

I
, new Nov., 1919, 6h.]». twiu, never been uaed

;

iinuiT 1ms no ino tor sumo ; best offer over £140.
, Siuirrow, 5, Alexandra lid., Doncaater, Yorka. ( I m

[601.1
iQ20 41i.p. L.M.C. and Sidecar, Sturmey-Arclior 3
10 speed, lamps, tools, spares; £110.—River Uoden
K, Abbey IM., Barking. 'Phone : East Ham 766.

(57.33
' .M.C., lata 1919. I'jb.p., S-specd, elutch, leola.

700;C.nve
on Cliul

iptilin II Bn
.E95, r £104.

[6461

sbnft, 41 j

linnleil; £80,
J li.p. kok start, ilii

nvy Dualops. just ove
,der, Shakespeare Tove
iDgham.

Lugton.
UGTON 4h,p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, little used,

J new eondition throughout; £50.-248, Drakefell
i., Brockley. [6602

Mortln.
IAItTIN-J.A.P. 2'iih.p., 1916; £45: alter 5 p.m.-

Mann. 80, Eswyn Rd., Tooting, S.W. [5790

[AKTINJ.A.l-., Brooklands sporting model, 8-10
li.p. : ride away; £65.-15, Temple I(d., Cbiswi.k

rk. . [5600

Martlnsyde.
»EX G. MDNDY lor early delivery of Martlnsyde
t combination.—1, Duke St., Richmond. [0207

[ARTINSYDE-NEWMAN Combination, 6h.p.. 3-

soeed, clutch, just delivered.—Turnill and North,
terborongh. [5920

[AHTIXSTDE-NEWMAN 6h.p. Combination
,

livery promised tirst week June : deposit paid

:

eshire: what offers?—Vernon, 20, Wllitefleld Kd
htoa-npou-Mersey. [X2736

Matchless.
laao H. Matehleas, never ridden; £230.-Bos 4,860
^U e/o The Uolor Ci/cle. [6802

J'AUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
r 8b. p. Matchless combination, 1918; £160. [3169

fATCHLESS-J.A.P. Sh.p.. V.S. 2-.«peed, Bosch, in
l good condition; £60.-14, Phcenix St., Euston.

[8641
ll.p. Matchless. 1913, Bosch, and B.B. carburetter;

ride away: £45.-3, Aspley Kd., Wandsworth, S.W.
[6692

IROW Bros., Guildford. West Surrey agents for

this first-class outfit. Matchless in name and
llity. [3173

fATCHLESS Combination, 2-speed. kick start. Bne
L turnout; £88.-57, Kenburv St., Coldharbour Lane,
oberwell. [5436

1
120 Matchless Model H, dynamo lighting, hood, leg
'' guards, etc. £240.-2, Nightingale Ed. Lower
pton. [6773

ICTOET Model Matchless Combination, lamps and
accessories, splendid condition; £160.-14, Phcenis
Euston. [6540

ATE 1914 Matchless Combination, 3-sEeed, full
cQuipment, splendid condition; £128.—E. Bygott.

m. Salop. [6430

120 Matchless Model H electric Lucas lamps, and
' special accumulator; £245.-2, Nightingale Ed..
;er Clapton. [6774

'ATCHLESS Model H. delivery promised this month
• bv makers, £10 deposit paid; first offer.— 4,
lier Ed., Wembley. [6140

ATCHLESS-M.A.G. Sh.p. Combination, 1914;
£100; weekdays 10-5.-lJowdall, Imperial College

Science. South Kensington. [6679

\S or Best Offer; 4h.p. Matchless, new B. and B.,
also belt, engine perfect, 120 m.p.g., Bosch mag.

Lane, Camberwell. [6290

»20 Matchless Model H, wind
lamps and horn, absolutely f

m Mansions, West Ki

19, Gr

3 Lucas
perfect; ie228.— 14,

[6342

VATCHIESS 1916 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Combination, re-
enamelled as new, Lucas lighting; £150.—Whtt-

ith, 139, New St., Birmingham. [5869

4 ATCHLESS Combination, mag.. 3-speed, complete
lamps, etc., perfect condition; £150.—'Phone :

eum 532.-26, Harrington Sq., N.W.I. [6249

MATCHLESS, Model H, 1920. done 200 miles, ab-
solutely new, all standard fittings; best offer.—

iin Flaunder, Alexander Rd., Watford. [X3164
114 Matchless 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, variable

gear, lamps, horn, soeedometer. accessories, and
es; £75.-1, Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W. [6443

[19 Matchless Victory 8h.p., spare wheel, Lucas
lamps, hood, screeii, Cowey speedometer, tools

;

3—S., 69, Clarence Hd., Sutton. Surrey. [6231

ATCHLESS and C.B. Sidecar, 1913, 6-8h.p., Bosch
mag., just overhauled, private owner going
ad; £90.-86, Upland Rd., East Dulwich. [4294

"Rotors
l-1ioprtolbrs-t.iliN3 L..Newliuiy Cobbctt

- Motor. CycIvE/ Dept

The Leading South Western
Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents lor the

D U Z M O
tor London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex, & Surrey.

We are also Agents for the following Machines:
B.S.A., A.J.S., JAMES, RUDGE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,
LEA-FRANCIS.

ig^o H.B., 2j h,p., Blackburtie-Burman
2-speed, kick-starter, and hand control
clutch. In stock List.

1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke,

2-speed. In stock List
1920 COULSON-B., 2) h.p., Blackbume,

2-speed. In stock ,, , . List.

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
IcRshields. fully equipped. In stock . List

1920 COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2J h.p. J.A.P.,
Sturmey-Archer 2-speed, kick-starter,
and hand control clutch. In stock.. £87 10

J920 EXCELSIOR, 2; h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £74
192a COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, Black-

burne engine. Run 200 miles. All
accessories £120

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, electric
model, fuUv equipped —

1920 Hat ttvin HARLEY-DAVIDSON and
sporting Sidecar, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter ; run 800 miles £190

1919 (late) COULSON, 23 h.p., Elackburne
engine, D.A. lighting set, speedometer,
leg shields . £105

B.S.A. 4 h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps,
horn, speedometer, windscreen. Tan-
Sad, perfect condition. In stock . . £125

1915 (late) 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, fully
equipped, perfect condition £80

DELIVERY SHORTLY.
DUZMOS.
READING STANDARD.
JAMES 3j h.p. twin and 5-6 h.p. twiu.

Lapge Stock of 5-6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.
Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or OOMBl-
NATIONS, 1918-1919 and 1920.

CAMPING OUT
FOR HOLIDAYS.
TRY IT. IT PAYS.

See "The Motor Cycle," May 13th,
page 535, or write us for particulars.

BALLARD'S MOTORS.
92, Gloucester Road, S.W. 7.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchlets.

IQ19 fJunrnnti'c-d IMatihlcsn Combination, 4 inter-
A *y (rhauKoablf^ wheclh, kit tools, hood, lamp, horn,
owner drivon.-113, Rodney lid., Walworth, S.E. [6955

I Q20 Mwlel H. Midc-hle«», Lucim ujliK-dynnino lightinit,
.L«7 rear driven «pecdonicter, 800 uiile«: price £215
cuKli, no oli:erH.-50, Ulouee»tct Ud., Tottenham, N'.IS.

MATCH I.KSS 1915 7h.p. M.A.O. 8H Coiuliinution,
3-s| d, C.S., Kcar, clutch, K.S., umali mileage,

excellent order; £120.-64, Melroac Av., Mitcham.
[6166

1 Q20 Mrrdel H. MatchlcAS Ooiiibiniition, Lucas lumpH,A^ rear driven speedometer. Klaxon, done 250 miles;
£230, or best offer.—MiUwurd, York Av., Jai'kwhdn,
Nntts. [5484

MATCHLESS 1919 Coiuiiiniition, 8li.p., war model,
spare wheel, lamps, tools, perfect runniUB: £165;

seen West London, evenings.-jlox 4,812, c/o The Motur
Cycle.

. [5838

Sh.p. Matchless Victory Model Combination, spare
wheel, wind screen, tools, luggage grid, petrol

carrier; £145.-29, Grey St., Higher Openshaw, Man-
chester. [6007

MATCHLESS 4h.p„ Grado gear, kick start, in psr-
fect running order, new cylinder, valves, etc.;

£45; exchanges considered.—Hudson, 14, Conway Rd..
Plumstcad. [6240

1 Q20 Matchless Model H2, M.A.G. engine, Magdyno
-Lt/ lighting, hood, wind screen, speedometer, everv-
thing perfect; £265.-14, Owen Manjions, West Ken-
sington. • [6343
MATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., counter-

shaft gears, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, spares,
etc., good order throughout; 86 gns.— 15, Summerhill
Rd., Dartford. [6585
"1Q19 Matchless Combination, hood, screen, electric
-!-«.' and acetylene lighting, spare wheel, new tyres,
condition as new; £185.—A.S., 15, Bramshott Av.,
Charlton, S.E.7. [6360

MATCHLESS Combination, almost new, Sh.p., 3-

speed, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, mileage 2,000,
verv t'a.st; seen bv appointment; £160.—DriscoU, 58,
Woodfleld Ed., Ealing. [6441

1 Q20 Model H Matchless, new Feb., only done 800
-1-t/ miles, electric lighting, spare wheel, screen,
speedometer, horn, etc.; £235.—Olphert, 66, Church
Rd., Barnes, S.W. [6355

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1915 4h.p., Armstrong hub
gear, clutch, kick start, juat overhauled, perfect

condition, all accessories; £65.*Burton, 2, Ye Meads,
Marsh Lane, Taplow.

**^
[5994

1Q19;j 8h.p. Matchless Combination, spare wheel,
-^*-' hood, screen, lamps, generators, horn, pillion,

mileage 500; £185.-38. Knights Hill, West Norwood,
S.E. 27. 'Phone: Streatham 1676. [6395

SPORTING Matchless-Jap, o.h.v. twin. 6h.p., over-
' hauled, re-enamelled, new flyhecl. pulley, carbur-

etter, saddle, etc., verv tast ; expert examination invited:
£75.-156, Marrowbrook Lane, Cove, Hants. [6565

MATCHLESS Sh.p. Combination, Victory model.
July, 1918, excellent condition, spare wheel, wind

screen, all accessories, electric lighting; £160.-44.
Richmond Rd., Thornton Heath. Seen by appoint-
ment. [5984

FOE Sale, 1920 Matchless and sidecar, spring frame,
spare wheel, screen, acetylene lamps, mileage about

700, a perfect outfit, £235; also Matchless new outfit,

unused, £260 or near oSer.—S.H.P., 2, Dalton St.,

West Hartlepool. [54Sa

1Q16 M.A.G.-Matchless Combination, 3 speeds,
X.U clutch, kick starter, speedometer, nearly new
tvres, Lucas dynamo lighting, in fine running order;
best offer over £140; trial if required.—King, 82,
Bunhill Row, E.C.I. [6387

MATCHLESS Steel Torpedo Combination, 1914, 2-

speed gear box, kick start, all chain drive, J.A.P.
-lOh.p. engine: £125; good condition.—Seen and trial

at 9, Verulam Ed., St. Albans. [6148

MATCHLESS Model H, complete spare wheel, tyre,

3 lamps, horn, hood, screen with side wings,
mileage under 500, splendid outfit; £230, quick sale;

owner purchasing car.—Box 4,573, c/o The Motoj
Cycle. [4764

1 (Q20 Matchless Model H., luxurious, fuily equipped
Xi/ spring frame combination, dynamo lighting, de
tachable wheels and spare, Tan-Sad, screen, leg shields

Lucas horn, etc., 12 months' insurance; price £250.-
Eatteu, Avondale, Worplesdon, Surrey. [5521.

MATCHLESS Model H., luxurious fully equipped
spring frame combination, dynamo lighting, detach-

able wheels and spare, rear driven, speedometer, screen
with wings, Lucas horn, legshields, etc., mileage 800:
£2S5.-Bradford, 23, Coopersale Ed., Homerton. [5478

MATCHLESS Combination, 1920 Model H., Sh.p.
J.A.P. engine, spare wheel and tyre, luggage grid,

Lucas dvu:imo lighting, rear drive speedometer, Lucas
ir step, Easting wind screen, delivered March,

mileage under 500, perfect order; £250, or tjest offer

r accepting delivery car.-Purbrook, 28. Hale
Lane, Mill Hill, N.W. [6018

MATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders with
Ross, 86, High Road. Lee. S.E., lor 1920 spring

frame Sh.p. ^latchless combination. A model always
on view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed

tly as per order received. Retail price :

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B47
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Sporting Combination, 1913-14, Slj.p.,

overhead T.alved J.A. P., Matchless variable gear,
Binks carburetter, sporting Cauoelet sidecar, long ex-
haust, 2 lamps, generator. Klaxon, recently overhauled
and repainted, fast; anv trial, expert esaminatiou in-

vited; can be walked oiE from cold: £85, or would take
good single part.—Marsden, Suur;iv, Worcester Rd.,
ilalveru Link. Tel,; 286. [X2930

Maxim.
MAXIM-J.A.P. 4h.p., Bowden 2-speed

lamps
ountershatt.
yres, perfect
Plumstead.

[6241
Metro.

-| Q19 Metro-Tyler, perfect condition, horn; £55, oSers.
J-C -Preston, 57, St. Eonan's Kd., Southsea. [5719

METRO-TYLER, delivery frorii stock.-Hewin's
Garages, Ltd., the real service firm, Taunton.

[6081
EGEETONS, Nortligate, Ipswich. -IpswicJi agents.

Metro-Tyler, immediate delivery from stock.—
'Phone: 962. [8161

AT

iTYRE HOUSE]

TYRE BARGAINS
All goods advertised in stock, and sent

on 7 days' approval against remittance.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES

—Preston, Trinity College, Oxiord. " [5843

-1Q17 Metro, T.T.. low mileage, last, sporty, per-
J-«/ feet, new appearance. Miller lamps; bargain,
£36.-20, Treen Av., Hoggers Corner, Barnes, S.W.

[6294
"1Q19 (Arrg.) Metro-Tyler, 2-stroke, 2-speed, long ex-
.L*J luuHt, Miller lamps, horn, overhauled, thorough
v,-orking order; £60. After 7.-45, Whitehall Park Kd.,
Chiswick. • [6012

METRO-TYLEE.—New models in stock for immedi-
ate delivery, 2-speed,- long exhaust, disc ewheels:

£74/12/6. Extended payments ii desired.—City Agents,
Elc9 and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.C.3. [0065

Minerva.
MIXEETA 2'.^h.p., mechanical valves, frame, wheels,

etc.; £8.—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [6674

4¥
21.h.p. Minerva, Bosch, B. and B., low frame, tyres

2 good, new tubes; £19.-37, Leamington Rd.
Villas, W.2. [6489

^^tosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, S#,h.p., less power unit; £10.-

John Arnold, Austrey, Atherstone . [X2998

MOTOSACOCHE 3y,h.p. Twin, De Lissa valves,
Enfield 2-speed, complete with lamp. Klaxon,

tools, etc., guaranteed perfect; after 7; £50.-71,
North Side, Clapham Common, S.W. 4.- [6854

MOTOSACOCHE 3i;.h.p. Coach
but only 10 months' use

ad thorough
4,875, c/o Th

M.A.G., .

order

;

Motor

New Hudson
3ih.p. New Hudson, free engine i

2 Neale, Tlionrwood. Eppiug.

3ih.p. New Hudson, free engine
2 E. Neale, Thornwood, Epping,

iept.) New Hudson 4i.'ih.p.,

Goodhew, 70, Hythe Ed., Milton Regis

peed, kick start; £65.— Mill, Beacon Lodge, Fleet,
[5690

shop
Hobson St., Cam-

[6759

Combination, fully equipped,
£145.-Miss Bygott, Wem,

[6431

did condi-
. 'Phone ;

[5560

Hants.

S\
Cambrid]

bridge.

T ATE 1919 N

Salop.

£^'

£85.- irkdals Ed.,
all

Plrrm-
[6126

0.—New Hudson 2-stroke, perfect condition, lamps,
tools ; after 3.—Stammers, 8, Whitehall Gardens,

Westminster. [5544

1 Q20 New Hudson Tourist, Zi^h.p., 2-sp6ed, horn
i-if tools, m'
Knowl, Mirfteld,

100; £70.-Walker, Tobacconist,

stroke, all accessories, epeedo-
ondition; £40.—Cuthbert, 7,

Old Town, Clapham. [5565

NEW HUDSON, delivered in Dec, 1919, 2-5peed, 2-

stroke, countershaft, trial; £65.—Lazenby, 28,
Gordon St., Goole. [6705

NEW HUDSON Tourist de Luxe Lightweight in
Stoik. new; £75.-Lovett's Garage, Ealing.

'Phone Ealing 533. [5640

NEW HUDSON Combination. 3',JI).p.. 3-specd gears,
cond nmning order; sacrifice, £75.-124, Eomforrt

Ed., Stratford, E.15, [6149

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1914. 4h.p.. 3-speed,
clutch, £60; or separate cycle, £55.-97, Calbourne

Ed., Bnlhani, S.W.12. [6144

BRAND NEW COVERS
From Government Stores, etc.

Our List

FOB 2i R'M. Price. Price.

- 26 X2i Palmer Cord 47/6 6S /g

„ Skew heavy non-skid 51/8 64/4

„ Skew round non-skid 44,/6 53/3
„ Avon combination . 55 /- go /-

„ Hutchinson T.T. .. 38/6 48/5
. „ Hutchinson heavy

passenger 45 /- 60/6

„ Wood-Milne extra

heavy Keygrip . . 52 /- 62 /-

„ Pedley heavy 3-rib . 54 /6 70 ,'-

,, Pedley medium 3-rib 49/6 62/6

26 --, 23 Dunlop extra heavy
rubber studded . . 52/6 72'-

., Dunlop combination 59/6 90/-
„ Hutchinson T.T.

3-rib , . 40 '6 50/3
26 X 2?, X 2j Skew heavy rub-

ber studded 60 /- 75 /+

26 X 2.\ X 2i Hutchinson
heavy passenger . 45 /- 55 /-

FOR ii R M-
26X2.V Skew heavy rubber

non-skid 60,'- 75/4

,,
" Skew round non-

'skid 53/3 - 158 /g

26 X ?, for 2.'.- Skew heavy
non-skid 69/- 86/1

28 X 2.'. American rim Good-
year A.'W.T 40 /- 53 /-

2g > 2x American rim Good-
year rubber stud.

(o'si?e for 28x2!) 42/- —
28 X 3 (For American Rims).

28 X 3 Goodrich safety
tread 59/6 g3/6

„ Palmer Cord 55/- 78/9

„ Wood-Milne extra

heavy :... 50/- 76/-

G50 X 65.
650x65 Avon 3-rib 62,'- 70/-

,, Extra heavy rubber
studded '.

. 59 /- 71 /-

,, .Avon square 59/- 69/6
650x75 Wood-Milne Key-

grip 49 /- 6g /6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26X2i Endless 6/6
26X2iX2i Endless 7/6
26X21X21 Butted 10/-
26 X 2.V Endless ,.. 6/6
28x3" Endless 8/6
28x3 Hutchinson 16/-
28 X 3 Avon 16/6

—TYRE HOUSE,—
83, Theobald's Rd.,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson

1Q20 New Hudson 2i/;h.-p., 2-speed, new and .,

i-O lamps, tools, spares, etc.; £70.—Fozard, 244. .

le Ed., Oldliam.

NEW HUDSON 2l4h.p. 2-stroke, 1916, ^u:

sound, lamps, etc., new tyres, alsr

—Lion and Lamb, Chelmsford.

31h.p. New Hudson, S-spseds, clutch. Bosch mag"
4 Senspray, good tvres, just overhauled, rid= awa;

£45.—Waine, China Store, Staines. [58f

T Q20 New Hudson 2-stroke, De Luxe touring modt
-LV delivered May 20th, 1920; at list price, £75.

Howard, 36, Standishgate, Wigan. [54£

NEW HUDSON 3^ih.p., C.B. combination, 3-spee.

clutch, hub screen, shield, new mechamsi
throughout; £65.-296, Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [683

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, new, not ridden 100 miles

owner bought sidecar; first- cheque £70 secure;

cost £75.-Southey, Wellington House, 'Worthing. 156£

1 Q 14 New Hudson Combination, 4h.p., 3 speed

i-S> clutch, new tyres, accessories, good condiUoi

65 gns.—113, Aveling Park Ed., Walthamstow. .34;

NEW- HUDSON, 1913-14, 3-Bpeed, F.E., new tv

and belt. Klaxon, accessories, splendid cr.u.iiuci

55 gns. ; after 6.-9, Hamilton Gardens, St. John s « c'^

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, bought new Angu-f. 19!

under 1,600 miles, condition perfect, lamp-, lioi:

£65; jurt decarbonised; trial.-Middleton, Chri-fchm-

Oxford. ''"^

Combination, 5-spo(

_ tyr .

£62, nearest offer.—38,

Lane, Willesden Green, London.

31h.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3 speeds, clutch.

2. heavy Duulops, lamps, belt, etc

perfect, good appearance, real bargai"

tull

Ch

£50;
chauical

.^4rs't."Douatt''s Ed., New Ci'oss, S.E. [621

NEW HUD.50N, 1915, and coachbnilt sidecar, cone

tioii .splendid, little used, complete lamps, horn, '

accessories in perfect condifion; price £60.-EeeiOB

Pritchard, Bank Buildings, Kiddei minster. Telj^J;

BIG Six New Hudson, K.S., Armstrong 3-spee

clutch, coachbuiit sidecar, wind. screen, luggs.

carrier, tools, spare valve, et

lieved to be 1915; 90 gns.,

Francis St., Sheffield. l^-j-

1(Q14 New Hudson, SVjh.p.. 3-speed, Bosch, B. Jl

XV B., adinst;ible jet, recently overhnuled and .1

linshei'l, excellent running order, with Milllord ni.

sidccnr {under.slung), lamps, tools
;
photo

;
£55, or he

oflei.— 10, Ash Terrace, Headingley, Leeds. laii

NEW HUDSON 4h.p. 3-speed Oonntersliaft C.:

Combination, 1915, h.c, thoroughly overhaulcij.

new starts first kick from cold, B. and B., Bosch,^Pe

leys, Clero, Stewart, convex mir '
" "

lamps, knee grips^ everytting r"^- • -

^j
j-.

.u.t^ .......... leg and nndershjel

ervthing perfect; £110.-CaU

;, Metinien St., Barr

1 Q20 New Hudsons, both T.T. and tourist mode

JlU can always be inspected at our showroom

catalogues and any investigation by return; gooa se

vfce and QrU?k delivery .-Paskell The new Huds<

Depot, 45. Gray's Inn Rd., W C.2. '.Phone :
Centr

11671 City Depot; 44, Finsbury Pavenient, E.C.

St Albans : la, London Rd. Thanet : 91. High S

Ramsgate. ''"

New Imperial.

CEOW Bros., Guildford—New Imperial-Jap aBen*» "'.

expert repairers since 1914. lf»«

TO 20 New Imperial 2V2h.p., 2 speeds, just receiT«

i-if 71 gns.—Eose's Garage, Uxbndge. Wf'

NEW IMPERIAL 8h.p. Solo, just aeli^'e«|v|
price.-129, Brockley Else, Forest Hill, S..^

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2'^lh.p., 2-speed, JS^
condition; *52/10.-Robinson, c/o Liptonjj-^

Albans.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1917. ^tr'?"';/''*!!;,
start, excellent condition; £58.-206, Dial

Ed., Brockley, S.B.4. '

1 020 Brand New Imperial. 3 speeds, twin Jj

ly combination; immediate delivery.-Eawsoi

Linaker St., Southport.

0..-lh.p. New Imperial-Jap (M:irch, 19201, 2

}£Z Vide muilguards, perfect: £76.-Taylor,

Marv's St., Stimitord.

iai7 2Jai.p. New Imperial-J.A.P., 2 speeds,

i-V wheels, in excellent condition; £»u.

Market Place, Buxton.

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 23.,h.p., 2-speed, goo|

ning order, trial given; £50.-27, bouthbo'

Rd., South Hackney,. E.9

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2'^ih.p., believed 191?

2speed. good condition; £4B.—Robin- '=

more Ed., Sharpness, Glos.

19 New Imperial-Jap, as good as

beautiiul sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.; pnje-i

or ne.xr offer—Moore, Fairwood, Westbury, Wlj

NEW IWPERIAL-J.A.B., 1916, 2';,h..P,.

lamps, horn, new engine, perfect condition

gain, £55.-Clarke, Mansells, Bexl;y Ed., Eril^l

19

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New linpctinl.

NV.W tMPKUI.Vr. aii.l' I'l.Hil'hiiitH.ii. W.n., Imoil.

-129. lln.rkli'

. w.n.
Illill .(11

t Hill, S.E.23.

tn...-Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tol. :

689. [67,^1

,.1017 T.T. Now Impi'iinl-Juii, 2^«pe«l, coiintprslmit.
i-»' tlnl^ TOnilitiou, onnmel, plutinic excellent, lust:

111 mill £57.-Gibb8, 58, Ashdoivu IW., WorthinB,
\\,.rtliiim'. [6813

rurli. J'lutli'lcl

I'luULO; (ilr,.

nvll St., I.rr,-

rPAKixt; 1X hinatinii

nil ,n.v,.ssnri,.-

Iti,-liar,lsuii, 1

[580:

M 2'^4h.p., 2-speed, elutcli iihmIiI

v-Tj' I'roui stock.—Cnll or write, i.i

f5l.-Clapliimi (Motors), 27, St.«k
;,E,10. [5375

,.f r;ir; 1930 New Imperial Com-
C;in,H.let M,le.ar, ele.'trie llelitinB,

,l. hisuri.ins tiiruont; 184 gns.-
li;e I.alie, XurtliHol.l. [5664

19=

ck-starter, hood, and screen, t.vres „
all round, lamps, horn, good mechanical condition;
price £135, or near offer.—Box 4,571, o/o The Motor
Cycle.

^
[4609

1Q20 6h.p. New Imperial, mileage 1,500, fittedX^ lamps. Klaxon, hood, screen, and beautiful
Orindlay sidecar, not W.D. tank, but guaranteed as
new. and in better mechanical condition than when
bought; our price £165; West End price would be
£200.—B.P. Garage. 40. Murray Mews, Murray St.,

Camden Town (off Camden Rd.). [5475

Norton.
1 4?62/10.—Norton combination, 2 speeds, lamps, nice* order.— 103a. High St., Wandsworth, S.W.18.

[6521
B.R.S.-NOHTON, late 1916, lamps, horn, splendid

condition; £89.—Green, Wine Merchant, Re'
gate. [6234

NORTON Big Foui^ Sporting Combination, special
turnout, trial or examination.—Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [X3002
1Q14 Norton Coachbuilt Combination. 3.speed,
J-^-' clutch, perfect condition; £60.-72, Longbridge
Rd.. Earl's Court. [6444

Big Four Norton, second on list: option for
£20. including deposit.—B.A.B., 11, Clement's

Inn Passage, London. [6480

NORTON 1917 4h.p. Comhimition, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, wind screen, disc wheels; £135.-5, Pari;

Av.. Endolifl'e, Sheffield. [6566

T.T. Norton, 1917, Philipson, lamps. Klaxon,
tools, spares, in exceptionally good condition

;

£90.-203, Newland Av., Hull. [6417

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
4h.p. Norton and Swan Sidecar, 1920 mo;lel,

perfect condition, as new; ojiers. [3944

NORTON Four Combination, 1917, as new, wind
screen, lighting, accessories, lovely turnout

;

£132;10.—127, Cromwell Rd., Peterborough. [6311

I'l
020 Big Four Norton, De Luxe sidecar, due any

'-Lt/ day, ordered 5 months ago; Arhat offers? North
Derbyshire.—Box 4,824, c/o The Motor Ciicle. [6119

NORTON" Big Foot, countershaft, 1919, Lucas lamps.
Klaxon, nearly new; £150.—Montague's Motor

Mart. 85, London Rd., Manchester. 'Phone: Central
7745. [577U

T.T. Norton, 1919-20, Olympia Model, lamps, Cowev
horn, speedometer, grips, not run in, un

scratched; £120; Surrey.—Box 888, c/o The Moto
Cijclc. [6233

IQIS (August) 31<h.p. T.T. Norton, adjustabh
-L«-' pulley, tyres and belt as new, fast and powerful,
all in excellent condition throughout; £60.—Wilson,
Trinity College, Oxford. [5842

1 a 12-13 Red Norton 3''2h.p., adjustable pulley, fast
-l-tr and powerful, lamps, semi-T.T. bars, disc wheels.
Ifiiju' exhaust; £50, or offer.—0. Pearsoi ,

BiMiiiiiton-by-Sawdon, Yorks. " [6304

MORTON. 1914, T.T., fast, perfect condition, guar
^^ anteed 64 m.p.h., fully equipped, Philipson,
brand new tyres and belt, horn; best over £75.—

2 Company, R.M.C., Camberley. [6456

ORTON Big 4, delivered 5 weeks, owner iust got de-
livery of car, not run 500, Millford sidecar, East-
reen, Cowey horn. P.H. acetylene set; first over
—High Eirks, Gateacre, Liverpool. [X2932

ITFYou Want to get there before the others buy my
J-L 1320 sports Norton, Model" No. 16, 3-speed
i- countershaft, etc.. little used, as new; best offer over
i £140.—Walter Madeley, Wem, Shropshire. [6066
I'TW'ORTON. 1916, T.T.. Philipson pulley, Lucas light-
' -t" ing, mechanical horn, just overhauled - and stove
' enamelled, new parts fitted wherever necessary, like new,
isplendid turnout; £85.—Grant, Burford Bridge Hotel,""'-'"""" " [5614

^N
:fl

'.Boxhill Surrey.

, side-
,
splendid appearance and condition, Sturmey-

Archer 3-sreed gear box, K.S., 5 electric lamps, Lucas
horn, etc., new LIunlop tyres; £153.—B.Y., 38, Cowlev

Oxford. [6008

We have had
some of the best
makes this year
and are prepared
to quote you de-

livery dates for :

A.J.S. ZENITH
A.B.C. NORTON
N.U.T. ALLDAYS
B.S.A. CALTHORPE
CLYNO ENFIELD
LEVIS MORGAN
RUDGE BRADBURY
JAMES MATCHLESS
SCOTT TRIUMPH
ROVER BLACKBURNE
O.K. NEW IMPERIAL

NEW HUDSON
AT MAKERS' PRICES.

NEARLY NEW
(in Stock).

1920 B.S.A. and BS.A.
Sidecar £175

W.D. B.S.A. and new
B.S.A. Sidecar 130 gns.

W.D B.S.A. and new
Canoelet Sidecar . . 125 gns.

1919QUADRANTand
Canoelet Sidecar . . £125

1915 HARLEY-
, DAVIDSON Comb.,
finished 1920 colour

by Harleys £145
1920 SUN -VITESSE £67 10

1920 INDIAN Comb.,
luxurious outfit. .. . £230

1920 JAMES and
JAMES Sidecar,

many valuable ac

cessories

1920 HARLEY and
MontgomerySidecar £246 7

1920NEW IMPERIAL,
6h.p., &"Montgomery
Sidecar £175

1920 RUDGE, 5-6h.p.,

and Rudge Sidecar £160
1915 DOUGLAS,

2|- h.p., and Sport-

ing Sidecar £85
1916 ENFIELD 6 h.p.

Comb £160
1920 INDIAN, 2i h.p. £67 10
1919ENFIELD,2J:h.p. £67 M

£21«

LAMB'S
151, High St., Walthamstow.

'Phone: - Walthamstow 169.

'Grams: "Cyclotomo, Phone, London."

50, High Rd., Wood Green.
'Phone : - - Hornsey 1956.

387, Euston Rd., N.W.I.
'Phone : - - Museum 4978.

MOTOR CYCI-ES FOR SALE.
M.S.Il.

Heaton Rd., Mltchii

N-^
tide

[5688

., _ ... _ _.nning order; £23

—

rublands, Sandrock Rd., Tunl)rid:-e
(6332

ichujihed, new tyrcB, splendid 1

offer.— George Lano Cycle Store.n, H.

N.S.U. ilh.p

wicker si

monger, Potte

T^.S.U. 3Sh.p.. U.P,
pirtr

(';,mhs. IM

£36.-23, I

["^116

Bo.ieh mag., 2-8pced gear and
de door) ; £35.—P. Barker, iron-

[6231

mag., new tyres and belt, com-
. in good condition; £30.—Clark,

Ely, Cambs. [6064

ji.p.. 2.spepd, new Palmer tyres, tubes,
n top-hole running nrd'r;
I.;, .S.W. [6075

.A.V.

X 13. and B.
... ood tyres and tahcs,

nieclianieally ^uuud, ii,l..i4'h'i luiiiiing order, with lantiis

;ind mech'auicid horn; tiargain, .£30. . Also 2-speed gear
lor same, less control, 35/-.—Thickett, 6, Arcade, Newaik,
Notts. [X2964

N.U.T.
1020 N.U.T,. standard model, done 400

tty, Br;

Meamswood, Leeds,

Cockerniouth. [X3017

offers to take over, dc-
iveek.—Firth, Sunnyside,

[6589

19^
Waldock', St. John's Ed., Spalding, Lines. [5580

)20 N.U.T., electrically equipped, only ridden
ahont 100 miles, unscratched; £165; owner

Lg abroad.—Olive, Tudor Lodge, Richmond, Snrrev.
[5756

'. SPARROW, Ltd., Osborije Garage, Yeovil, offlciai

N.U.T. agents, now booking orders for early de-

•y.—Write or 'Phone for particulars. Tel. : Yeovil
[8395

N'
U.T.-We ar«

Staflordahire
es for early
; 444. -

rri.T.

sole wholesale and retail agents for
and can supply these famous ma-
delivery.-Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[5766

,. Nut, 1916, 3i.ih.p. o.h.v. J.A.P. twin, platc-
ing and enamel unscratched, stored during war:
offer.—Capt. Frankyn, Holly Knowle, Prestbor\'.
lesfleld. [6653

nty;
ers booke/

early deliveries.—James (iaraces.
(7693

-j qi6 N.U.T. Combination. 3yL.h.p. o.h.v. twin J.A.I'..
-Ltf . 3 electric lamps, horn, speedometer, etc., just
lieen overhauled bv J.A.P people, very fast, and in tip-
top condition; £95-Brock, 109, Cazenove Rd., Stam-
ford Hill. [6649

1920 Model 3'/lh.p.. Lucas dynamo hglitiug.
ric horn; 140 gns., complete.—Authorised Lon-

don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. lofl Oxford St.), Bond St., W.l. 'Phone: May-
fai 6554 Book now for early delivery 10080

ivf.u.:
!-> el

N.U.T. 3i!.h.p., 1914, T.T., o.h.v., engine and ap-
pearance excellent, tyres and belt new. Miller

head and rear lamp, Pedley grips, complete tool kit,

mechanical horn, fast sporting mount, all on: £72:
seen after 6 p m.—26, Fairfax Rd., South Hampstead
(Swiss Cottage Station, Met. Ely.). [6699

O.K.

O..K. Junior, 1916. 2-speed. lamps, horn, knee-grips,
T.T. bars, perfect; £37/10.-Shirley, Pavilion. Ed..

Worthing. [5907

1 Q20 O.K.-Union. 2-stroke, immediate delivery; list

-L«7 price: £51.-A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., 75,

Albany St., Regent's Park, London, N.W.I. [022o

OK. 2i4h.p. 2-stroke Lightweight: bargain, £27/10;
ride awav.—Geo. Smith. 268, -Lavender HiU (oppo-

site Arding and Hobbs), Claphnm Junction. [678P

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O K

O.K. Lightweight, countershaft 2-speed gear box,
free engine, etc., splendid condition, perfect order

guaranteed: price 36 gns.—14, Arundel Rd., Croydon.
. [6000

T|Q16 O.K. Junior, 2-speed eounteisliaft, rebushcd,
JLtJ euauiel, tvres, and appearance as new, overhauled
completelv, lamp; £45, offers.— Gordon, c/o Dearlove,
Hool;, Hants. [5500

O.K. 2-^peed Model, Villiers engine; £65, or
payments 4% extra.—Harrods' Motor Showroom.

.

116-118, Brompton Ed. (opposite ^Main Building),

London, S.W.I. [6515

Omega
OMEGA.J..^.P. 2';.lh.p., 2-speed, clutch, iick start,

accessories, practically new; £55.-36, David
Lane, Shadwcll, E. [6357

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speea and model de luxe; at 71
and 79 gns. respectively ; early deliveries.—Lloyd

and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [7966

"I Q16 Omega 2-stroke, in excellent condition, lamps,LV horn, etc.; £38, or without accessories £35.—
Steward, Old Meadows. West Drayton, Middlesex. [6555

1 Q20 Omega Sporting Model, 2-speed, done about 600-^ miles, ]amp.s, linee grips, long exhaust and all

accessories; £74.-B. A. JoUey, 16, Park Ed., Welling-
boro'. [6402

Overstone.
OVERSTONE-VILUERS, 1919, 234h.p., 2-speed,

2-itroke, hardly used; £60, or near.—Lamb, 42.
Kacton Ed., Fulham. [6056

P. and M.
1Q20 P.M., E.A.F., ridden 100 miles; what oflers
J-t^ —Box 4,819, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6114

P.
and M., 1919, excellent condition; £90.— J. H.
Brown, Hertford College, Oxford. [5680

19^

P. and M.—Brighton, Hove and district; prompt de
livery.—Turpin's, 29, Preston Rd , Brighton.

[020<

P.
and M. Combination, late 1918, practically new,
smart; £90.-21, Newton Av., Acton, London.

^^ [6416
|D. and M., 1918, guaranteed, as new, any trial; £70;
-L after 6.—30, Green Av., Northflelds, West Ealing.

[6470

P.
and M. Combination, 3 lamps, speedometer, tvres
as new, 3 spare tubes, chains, accessories ;

£50.—
Harding, Hereford. [5506

P. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, 1918, in splen-
did condition, any trial; £95, or near.—12,

Thrale Rd., Streatham, S.W. [6738

P.M. 1916 E.F.C. model Combination, 83 gns.. condi-
tion as new; any trial; take 3 anywhere.—88,

Haven Lane, Ealing, London. [6205

P.
and M., coachbuilt sidecar, 1918, electric lighting,
tyres and condition excellent; ^95.—'Phone :

Andrew, 2, Madrid Rd., Barnes. [6331

FOR Sale, P. and M., 1920, brand new, the very
latest model; what offers.—Hardie, 79, Beach

Grove, Whitley Bay, Northumberland. [5989

"1 Q 17-18 P. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speeda,
J-iy enclosed chain drive, luxurious sidecar; £90,
bargain; no offers.—72, Longbridge Rd., Earl's Court.

[6446

P.
and M. 19191/2 Combination, Millford, complete,
all on; £125; Yorkshire; free introduction.

—

Midland Private Motor Registry, 27, Earl St., Cov-
entry. [X3051

1 015 P. and M., new Henderson sidecar, new lamps.
-'-*' new hack tvre, horn, just returned from P. and
M. after £40 overall; £110.-Holden, 11, Pine Ed.,
D;dsbury. [5702

"I Q19 P. and M., Stewart speedometer, lamps, spares,
i-«7 engine No. 8273, small mileage, £90; Gloria side-
par if 'required, £15.—Harvey, Forsey, Sea View Ed.,
Parkstone, Dorset. [5518

1Q17 P. and M.-Montgomery Combination, new
-i-v Renolds and bodv, apron, makers' colours, over-
hauled, fine order; £92/10; after 6.30.—65, Clifton
Av., Wembley Hill. [6424

NEW 1920 P. and M. Combination, complete lamps,
speedometer, mechanical horn, legshields; offers

invited.—Apply, CM:, 219, Goswell Ed., E.C.I.
'Phone : Central 4879. [5983

P.
and M. 1918 3V2h.p.. 2-speed, black and green
finish, completely overhauled,, and as new,

guaianteed; £75.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. Tel. : Ealing 639. [6728

LATE 1917 P. and M., just been recstored, royal blue
and black, in excellent condition, electric lamps

iind horn, miinv extras, new tyres; any trial.—Ash\
""

Forest Hill Bd., Honor Oak, S.E. [5623

PHELON and Moore, ex military stores, overhauled
and sent on approval, £78; complete with B.S.A.

No. 2 sidecar, £115; trade supplied.—Maudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., London. Also Paris St., Exeter.

^^ [6715
|3. and JI., late R..A.P. model, unscratched, perfect
-L. running order, new tyres, new chains, Lucas
head lamp, horn, any trial; £85; owner wants twin.
—'Phone: Chiswick 1211, Boxmoor 62.—Box 879, c/o
The Motor Cijclc. [X3107

Douglas

Colmore Depot
advise you to purchase your

new outfit now.

All motor cycles ot repute

will be more difficult to

procure than ever, and
prices are certain to advance

Don't pay premiums or

high piices for second-hand
machines

4 h.p, Douglas
and

Sidecar
For early delivery at

the following depots

:

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.
2*00, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.
24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.
62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

Price £170

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and S.

and S. 1920 2-speed 2-stroke, as brand

WADCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Londoo.-
P. and S. 2-stroke. 2-speed model, Villiers

engine, £69/15; kick start and clutch models,
£77/10; from stock. [6858

Peugeot
PEUGEOT 5h.p., fast solo, adjustable pulley; £35.— '

Tizer, Log Cabin, Woodmansterne Ed., Coulsdon,

.

Surrey.
^

[6015,

PEUGEOT, 31/ih.p. V-twin, complete, requires slight
attention; £19, or offers.—Box 4,867, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [6811

PEUGEOT 3y,h.p.,-C.A.V. mag., B.B. lamps, horns,
very last; trial; £33, near oUer.-Bidder Street

School, Canning Town. [6293

Precision
41.h.p. Precision, C.B. combination, almost new, 2-

4 speed, K.S.; £105, or near offer.—Ramsay, 5,
South Rd., Erith. [584*

PRECISION 23<h.p., 1913, engine in splendid con-
dition, go anywhere; £30.—Crawford, High St.,

South Norwood. [6428 .

4ih.p. Precision, water-cooled Regal-Precision, Jardine
2 countershaft, 2-speed gear, condition as "new;

£7 S.—Petersen, 51, Archer St., London, N.W.I. [5412

PRECISION 4!4h.p., A.S.L. patent spring framei
Bosch, B. and B., tyres excellent, recently over-

hauled, splendid machine for 33 gns.—Eusper, Alexah-
dra Rd., Addlestone, Surrey. [5703

PRECISION 4h.p., 1914, comfortal^le sidecar,
speeds, clutch, lamps, horn, speedometer, good

tyres, powerful, reliable, perfect condition through-
out, genuine bargain; 48 gns.—102, Hamilton Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. [6345

Premier.
pEEMIEE 5h.p. Twin, 1920, C.A.V., smart and

powerful; £46.-57, Kitto Rd., New Cross. [6054

PREMIER 3y2h.p., N.S.U. gears, very powerful; £35,
offers.-Gluyas, Stithians, PerranweU, Cornwall.

[6434
3ih.p. Premier and Sidecar, perfect condition:'

a £48.—Phillips, 20, Wightman Rd., Harringay.
„ [6839-

"I Q 14 2i,2h.p. Premier, Grade gear, new tyres, fine
-•-«/ condition; £40.—Hudson, Brook Rd., Redhill.

_^ - [6210
TDREMIER 3V3-4h.p., Grado, Binks, splendid runningA order, takes sidecar; £32; after 6.30,-4, BuUen
St., Battersea. [646^

"I Q-I4 sy^h.p. Premier, 3-speed, clutch, new Binka .

-l E' belt ; any trial ; £45.-E. Clark, Monument Hoi
Bilsington, Aehford, Kent. .[f

PREMIER 1912 3',^.p., 2-speed N.S.'D., ivaterpi
Bosch, new cylinder and piston; £39/10.—StocliB,

Thurlstone, Penistone. (D) [X3125

PREMIER 1913 4h.p., 2-speed, P.B., Bosch: £50,
with sidecar £58.-27, College St., Waterloo

Station. 'Phone : Hop 597. [6376,

4h.p. Premier Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, kick
start, electric light; £85; trial; no offers.—^257,

Central Park Ed., East Ham. . [5988

1Q14 Premier 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

^*y speed, kick start, electric lamps, etc.; £60.

—

Renshaw, Christ Church, Oxford. [573©.:

1 Q15 Premier Combination, lamps, speedomi
Xt/ Klaxon horn, tyres nearly new.—Tel
Museum.-A.S.C., 60, Mortimer St., W.l.

PREMIER 3yoh.p., believed 1?14, 3-speed, clotl

footboards, good sidecar, lamps, etc., good ri

ning order; £48.-24, South St., Newport, I.W. [631

PREMIER 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch mai
B. and B., just overhauled, splendid conditi©]

£55.—P. Selbie, The Orchard, Chorley \vood, Herts.
[5813 .

PREMIER, late 1914 T.T., Philipson, knee-grips, me-"
chanical horn, toole, spares, little used, winner .

hill-climbs- nearest £50.—Clark, 55, Pulteney Ed., South ,

Woodford. [5609;,

PREMIER Combination, 1914 3-speed gear, lamp»t;f,

horn, coachbuilt sidecar, complete and just ove]^
hauled; £80.>-Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real serviMJ
firm, Taunton. [6087*^

PREMIER Combination 3i,ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kiCfcC

start, Scnspray, Bosch, Cowey Trip speedcmetasr
Klaxon, P. and H. lamps; £65.—20a, Gratton Terrac^r,

Broadway, Cricklewood. [659S[^

PEEMIEE Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 4h.p., til

speeds, clutch, kick start, Bosch mag., epeedometel^f^

horn, 2 lamp sets, almost new Dunlop belt and tyr«te?

engine lust overhauled, tools, apron ; £75.—Mitchell, 63,

Derby Ed., Ponders End. [618?

A34 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Quadrant.
QU,\DR.ANT Combination, 4V2h.p., 1920

series, delivered Mav; £140. — "Vicar

Ilabrough. Lincolnshire.

41h.p, Quadrant Combination, 1914. Armstrong j(l'

4, speed, lamps and horn; £75, or nearest.—24Kr"
Droop St., Queen's Park, Paddington. [6479?!

acces-,1*

Limbeiv;
:620f
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Why a T.T. ?

THERE are still doubters who fail to see the

value of the Tourist Trophy Races. These

people point out that they require a touring

mount rather than a racing freak, but they

appear to have little realisation of the fact

that road racing provides the finest possible test

work for future touring machines There is pro-

bably not one maker who has performed well in

past T.T. Races' whose standard touring design

has not -been influenced by the valuable lessons

learned in connection with the Isle of Man event.

Even at this early stage, the experimental work

carried out for the race has led to a definite

improvement, which has already been incor-

porated in all models of a very well-known

machine. Many manufacturers have no actual

experimental shops, and the experience gained

in the construction and testing of their racing

machines provides them with the most valuable

data for future reference, and almost invariably

well repays the outlay and disorganisation caused

by the construction of a few special machines.

Police Activity.

ALTHOUGH the necessity for an examina-

tion of licences is recognised by the

majority of motor cyclists, there is a deal

of evidence to show that the methods

employed by the authorities are not above

criticism. We could write at length on mea;is

to obtain the same results without causing such

serious inconvenience, but our object at the

moment is merely to point out to the authorities

that, while motorists are being .stopped and

delayed every few miles, the balance of the

police force could be better employed than in

searching for minor contraventions of the Motor
Car Act. For example, it will not be out of place

to refer to the fact that, of the many cars and
motor cycles stolen recently, no fewer than 4-00

of them have not been traced by the police.

One can couple this latter fact with the " hoW

ups " mentioned, but for police to be trapping

on roads where there are small chances of danger
to the public at a time Avhen crime is rampant
throughout the country is a matter which the

Home Office ajid Alinistry of Transport authori-

ties would do well to consider.

This interference on the part of the police is

likely to damage an industry which, at the

present time, is working under difficulties,

and, besides employing many thousands of men,
contributes in no small way to an improvement
in the country's finances by exporting to foreign

countries.

The Popularity of the Sidecar.

MOTOR cyclists have resolved themselves

into two main groups : the younger
generation, who ride solo lightweights,

and the more mature riders, who fill the .

roads at week-ends w'ith the ubiquitous

sidecar. Tnje, there are a few survivals whO',

perhaps, soured in all other directions, still retain

a love for the high-powered solo mount; while

there is also a minority of young enthusiasts who
spell speed with a capital S, and favour machines
capable of yielding that quality.'

The great majority of machines seen at any
popular motor cyclists' rendezvous, or on any
main road, are of the family 'bus order, and it

is not to be wondered at. With the help of an
auxiliary seat almost any modern towing sidecar

wOl comfortably carry a child in addition to the

usual passenger, while one of: the special pillion

seats will take an extra passenger on the

machine in comfort and security ; thus a powerful

sidecar outfit will easily accommodate two adults

and two. children, or even three adults and one
child, together with the materials for a very sub-_

stantial picnic. A light car, costing at least twice

the amount, and almost doubly expensive to run,

cannot provi'de the same seating capacity with

the same overall performance; hence the un-

doubted popularity of the sidecat with the family

man of moderate means.

An Index to the advertisements in this be found on the page facing the back
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Fotir-whceled Cycle Cars.

ALMOST unnoticed by the talking public, a regular

boom in four-wheeled cycle cars has commenced.
Scarcely a week passes but we notice additions

to the list, and the output of Bleriot Whippets alone

is equal to that of one of our most popular light cars.

The prices in most cases are reminiscent of the figures

which were paid for small cars in 19 14, but are gener-

ally within measurable distance of the present cost of
a high-powered^sidecar outfit de hixc, and, in some
instances are very perceptibly lower. I do not find

that these newcomers are being very largely bought by
experienced motor cyclists j the customers are often
comparative novices. Two things are needed to get

motor cyclists seriously interested in the newcomers.
The first is a severe public test of their road capacity,

in which they should be isolated . from small cars,

instead of being overshadowed by far more costly and
refined specifications.

,
The second is less certain, and

reflects my own personal views. Belts have lost

ground, and the average experienced motor cyclist is

slow to accept a heavy vehicle which embodies belts
in it.s transmission. In many cases he sighs for-greater
protection than a sidecar affords ; but he regards a
Sturmey-Archer gear box and an all-chain drive as

about the simplest type of tran.smission which he can
accept. If he is wrong, he needs convincing of his

error, and it will need strenuous public demonstration
to do'tiais. -

The T.T.

KAM in the Isle of Man with mixed feelings. What
I had hoped was to see a duel a Voutrance between
the cracks of two nations—Sunbeam, Norton,

Scott. .Rudge Triumph', A. B.C., and a host of others,
battling it against a horde of lean, jerseyed Yankees on
Indians and Harley-David.sons. This is not to be,

and I find no fault with the abstainers ; this is not the
time to subordinate production to advertisement.
Still, I

.
am disappointed. There are enough hot-

stuffers in fhe race to prevent its reminding one of
Hamlet with no Prince of Denmark; but if the red
Indians ;pull it off, I shall fall to wondering whether
.some of the absentee Britishers could not have put
them through it; and if the Indians fall to the Sun-

. beams or Nortons, I shall speculate on what the Rudge
or A. B.C. might have done, and whether Harleys
coiild do better than Indians. So I can only, regard
this year's race as hors d'a-iivrcs' for next year's pike
dc resistance. , After all, liors d'ceuvrk are very
interesting if one is hungry, and I have six years of
T.T. hunger to satisfy; still, a year between snack,
and joint is rather a lengthy interval. Here's good
luck to the best man.

Hobson's Choice.

YEAR by year the old problem crops up of whether

it is worth while taking a machine over to the

Island. Some of us ride to Liverpool, and leave

the jigger in garage there against our return. Some
of us shamefacedly go by train, thereby facilitating,

the crossing, and avoiding the horrors of carrying a

7-9 h.p. sidecar outfit across a 3ft. gangway, not to

speak of up forty green and slimy steps if the tide

is out ; but contrariwise subjecting ourselves to the

Manx traiin system for Island transport. Others,

again, boldly take our machines, even if we only cross

for the three days. We enjoy roaring about the Island

on them, of course ; but getting , them there 1 And,

worse still, getting them back ! Ugh ! The ideal is

to have an extravagant .pal, .who nobly takes a racing

car over, and puts a seat at:one's :disposal. Person-

ally, on these occasions I wish I could unearth one of

the mediaeval magician's wands. . I should start for

Liverpool on a 7-9 h.p! ; convert it into a scooter on
entering the Liverpool traffic ; .and transform it into a

hog- 'bus immediately after landing. . . [Why. not have

a magic"carpet, and avoid ??2f'' dc mcr?—Ed,]

Sea Sickness.

[ILST I am on this engaging topic, let me pen
spe"ial par for those unfortunates w^ho cry

Kamerad" when the steamer enters the cross

seas which meet a few miles oiitside Douglas. One
of my colleagues has a very queasy tumrny, and, keen

m.otor cyclist as he is, nothing but the editor's most .

concentrated Prussianism ever got him over to the

Island for years after his first heartrending voyage.

Then some kindly person introduced him to a specific

known as Mothersill, which is a sovereign remedv
against sea sickness, and ought to contract for a full

page advertisement in The Motor Cycle pre-T.T. issue.

Unfortunately this good Samaritan handed him a few
loose capsules without any book of the words, and our
knight of the pen was unaware that Mothersill para-

lyses the stomach and prevents it flapping when at

sea. Therefore, he failed to observe the necessary

fast, and proceeded to fill his tummy with sausage
and marmalade before paralysing it. The unpara-
lysing of his hearty breakfast required the united

efforts of two medicos on arrival at Douglas, and the

victim obstinately remained in the Island after the

races and implored us to appoint him as our permanent
Manx correspondent. We got him back to Coventry
by Mothersilling him on an empty stomach, and he
now goes over quite gaily. Once he had to travel by
the s.s. FcncUa (which takes eight hours to cross), and
the meal he ate on arrival is still talked of by the
clief at the Hotel Sefton.

W""
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A summer tour of the coast of Cornwall would never be complete without a visit to the old Smugglers' Cove,
near Mullion, that most tascmatmg and mysterious of all Cornwall's fishing villages. The miniature harbour, with its two little solid
granite breakwaters, its black and yellow encircling' cliffs, rugged and precipitous, are typical of the finest scenery of the Cornish ccast.
MuUion village, however, is situated a mile or so from its quaint little harbour, down a few miles of winding lanes, leading from the main
fenzance-Uzard road through Helston, and is not particularly easy to find.Tiut the inset map will help motor cyclists to locate the spot.
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Climbing Longlands Hill, a feature of the open One Day Trial in Lakeland. Shapely Skiddaw rises finely behind.

An Interesting Run on a Morgan Through
Little-known Hill Country.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Attlhor 0/ " T/;£ Complete Mountaineer" "Motor Ways in Lakeland"

"On Alpine Heights and British Crags," etc., etc.

NEVER have the Lakeland roads borne such a tide

of motorists. During the recent Whitsuntide

holidays it was possible to stand on the loftiest

of mountain tops and see far below, stretching from
norths to south, that long, teH-tale trail of dust

cloud which hung from mom till night over the main
highways. Vet on the by-roads, where surface and
scenery are often of superior merit, the motor cycle

and its compeer the sidecar or cycle car, were seldom
in evidence. However, on occasion, even the most
remote mountain recesses are stirred by the healthy

murmur of the well-tuned engine. Just after the late

holiday, the writer was fortunate enough to encounter
the well-knC'wn Morgan enthusiast, Mr. Neils Svanso,

who is always keen on penetrating into unknown
corners in Lakeland. Machine and rider had recently

been amongst the gold medals at the speed trials of

the Liverpool Club, and it would be interesting to try

the Morgan on some of the steep and tricky Cumbrian
vvays. Thus it was derided to visit that wild and
iiiikn'jwn region to the north of the Lake Country known

as "Skiddaw Forest, and, if possible, climb into the

lofty wilds where lies hidden one of the strangest

topographical curiosities in Great Britain. This is

Skiddaw House, of which more later.

A wet morning did not augur well for our attack

on some fearsome grassy gradients, but in the after-

noon sunshine on quickly drying roads we sped swiftly

along the wooded slopes with ravishing peeps .of

Bassenthwaite's gleaming waters seen far below. The
main highway was left at High Side Farm, nearly six

miles from Keswick, and on the right a -steep climb

brought down the pace of the Morgan considerably.

This was not surprising, for a heavy load of three

passengers and luggage was carried.

On the switchback highway left behind, the Morgan
had shown its splendid speed powers, and there was
full opportunity to enjoy the unique, smooth travel

motion so curiously reminiscent of tobogganing days

at the winter sports. So far, all had been top gear.

But now we saw something of the sturdy little

machine's power on steep, rough gradients. At one
moment we were .struggling up some loose scarp, at

another plunging down rugged slopes into tree-clad

gorges where sudden corners tried driver and machine

to the utmost. Then up and outwards we would dash

to more airy heights, 'twixt banks starred with stitch-

wort or agleam with geraniums and cowslips in yellow
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glory. Abo\e us on the riglit, Skiddaw, bcrc slimv-

iag inoi-e slia()cly outlines than from Keswick Vale,
liraeiiil Inliily in j;rey gloom, which, ahiiosl hid its

niassi\c Inrni.

Sonicwhcic up in the wilds on, the right was hidden
Skill. law llnusc, one of tiie objects of our trip, but
\vy missed the proper turning to the right, and some
distance ahead infoniiatiou was sought at the first

farmliouse encountered in this out-of-the-world spot,
i he Cumbrian housewife and her son seemed to- find
uieat amu.sement in our idea of reaching Skiddaw
H o use on the

Morgan. \\\\a\.\

Skiddaw House on
that thing? Nivver,

nivver,
, on that

tw i s t y fit-up!
"'

said' the matron of

I he mountains. \\'e

had heard similar

prophecies ;c>n for^

mer occasions, but
this time the pro-

jiliet pro\-ed true.

Conditions weie
against us from the

start. Ultimately

a slipper)-', turfy

track led up for

miles into the gre}

hills, but a long,

steep, grassy gfa-

liciit brought the

r\Iorgan hopelessh

to rest, the wheel
ploughing deep into

the eaith

66$'

I'he usual plan is to walk lhi.s final section up

beyond the savage rocks of Dead Crag and across the

iieatliery foot hilLs—not a sign of man's handwork is

in sight : nothing but moor and more mcxjr, with

jiurple mountains crouching near and far. Tbo harsh

croaking of tiie Dead Crag ravens softens With dis-

tance, and suddenly a rude fence and gate appear.

Beyond this, and high up on the right, a white and
grey-fronted house peeps out of a clump of storm-

shattered larches. It is a scene of utter lonesomeness

:

the sole evidence of life in the barren wastes, is the

startling call of disturbed grouse. This is Skiddaw

(Top) In ihe quaint old town of Ireby. The
ancient cross, used for the sale of market produce.

Ireby is noted as possessing a charter, and is the

smallest market town m England.

(Bottom) John Peel's birthplace at Ruthwalte, near

Ireby. The quaint old structure still stands by the

roadside, and the kennels, where he kept his famous

hounds, are behind the house.

House, the loneliest dwelling in England :

a distinction thus aw'arded in a popular
competition arranged a few years ago by a

well-known daily paper. Moreover, it is the

only house in the smallest parish or town-
ship of Great Britain, Skiddaw Forest.

Despite the name, with the exception of a

few ragged larches around the house, it is

a treeless township. There is no church,

no public-house, no post-office—nothing

but the one valuation with one ratepayer,

who assesses himself to the rates and taxes,

and presumably sends them back to himself.

The voter's list contains only one name,

B21
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and, failing the legal church door, it adorns that of
the henhouse at a height above sea level of 1,650 feet.

Numerous motors have unsuccessfully attempted the
ascent to this noted place, but, givefi hard and dry
conditions, the feat should be quite possible to the

Morgan.
Thus we retired from the heights to the more

normal surroundings of the secondary road leading chi

through John Peel's country. The route followed
from High Side Farm will

be that used for the forth-

coming open One Day Trial
in Lakeland, which is to be
the motoring event of the

season in the North-
west. It was of much
interest to follow the diflfi-

cult and twisty road, which
will form the end of the

day's run to Carlisle, finish-

ing over Warnell Fell, and
passing through Dalston.

After running leisurely

through the strangely se-

cluded valley, where almost

unknown Overwater re-

posed, 'midst rich, flowery,

and foliaged prettiness,

a " tricky " hill, with an
awkward corner of ap-

proach, lifted us once more
to the heights. Then soon
there came a sudden dip

• over into the deptlis, with a
steep hill in full view on
the other side rising to the

two lonely farmsteads

known as Longlands.

Around a sharp corner a surprising watersplash lay

in the gap between the two hills, and, ere the speedy
little Morgan could be restrained, we were plunging

through the water and careering up the opposite slope,

wet but satisfied. After a photographic halt, the long

clirnb up Longlands Hill was completed, an'd for miles

the wide wild moors stretched ahead, with the thin

white ribbon of road vanishing into the dim distance

in the grey gloom of portending storm. Thus, before

reaching Warnell. Fell, a sharp turn was taken to the

left and up to the crest of Aughertree. A long speed

run, mostly on the easy down grade, led to Ireby.

At speed through the watersplash at - Longlands Bottom.
This awkwardly placed obstacle, situated between two very steep

gradients, will be a notable new feature of the open One Day Trial

in I-akeland on July 1 7th.

JUNE 17th, ig20.

The quaint little village, for such it really is, has

achieved fame as being the smallest market town in

England, and its curious old market cross is a popular

pilgrimage for all lovers of ancient things! Also there

was the Sun Inn to be visited, with its keen appeal to

all sportsmen. There' Robinson Bell, the genial grand-

son of John Peel, showed us a characteristic feature

of the romantic region in which he lives : the famous

relics of the Northern Nimrod.

Then with ominous storm clouds swathing the

distant mass of Skiddaw
in gathering blackness, the

return journey was ber;un

by High Ireby. It is worth

noting that the main route

direct to Ruthwaite was in

a very bad state, due to the

heavy traffic from the

barytes mine, which has

been greatly developed
through the vfar-time de-

mand for this mineral.

Ruthwaite was reached by
the alternative route, and
a halt made at the storm-

shattered dwelling where

John Peel was born and
lived for a goodly portion

of his career. In former,

more secluded times before

the war and the mining in-

vasion, everybody here

used to be related to the

famous huntsman ; but

nowadays we noted a more
becoming modesty. It was
at the little grey house of

Greenrigg on the rnoors

near Caldbeck that Peel

lived later in life, and it was there that the famous
song was written by John . Woodcock Graves in 1830,
and set to music by William Metcalf, the choirmaster

of Carlisle Cathedral.

Then, with sunset's rosy gleam breaking through
the cloud pall over Western Lakeland, we climbed to

the crest of Whitfield Hill, and thence by Castle Inn
to Keswick, feeling that this remote but fascinating

region of Northern England deserves more notice

from all travellers, especially sporting motor cyclists,

who revel in new scenes of unspoiled mountain
loveliness.

The 'Scottish Six Days.

AT a meeting of the Trials Committee, held on
Monday, 7th inst., it was definitely decided,

on account of the difficulty of obtaining accom-

modation, to omit Grantown, which previously was the

finish of the fourth day in the Scottish Six Days Trial.

Instead of spending the fourth night at Grantown the

competitors will now go to Inverness, and on the fifth

day return to Edinburgh by the main road, i.e., Kin-

gussie, etc., to Pitlochry (lunch), by Ballinluig, Gran-
tully, Weem, and over Kenmore Hill to Edinburgh.
The engine capacity limit for the manufacturers'

ream prize has been increased to 700 c.c.

The following is the result of the second ballot

;

16. H. Mortimer Batten (3^ P. and M.*)
17. Godfreys, Ltd. (4 Indian Scout).

18. C. F. Plowman (4 Triumph).
19. J. Dias (3i P. and M.*).
20. Claude Duncan (3^ Norton).
21. Ariels, Ltd. (4i Ariel*).

22. Ariels.'Xtd. (4i Ariel*).

23. Alan B. Hill (3i P. and M.*).
24. Hendee Mfg. Co., Ltd. (4 Indian Scout).

25. P. W. Carter (6 A.J.S. sc).

26. Ale-xander and Co. (8 Matchless sc).

27. Ariels, Ltd. (4i Ariel*).

*Team entrants.
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UNTIL quite recently 1 was just a motor cyclist's

wife, liis passenger and companion on many a;

glorious run; but now I am a motor cycling

wife without that barrier of ignorance which sometimes
isolates man and wife when anything goes wrong.

I now take my turn on the saddle. I understand

some of the joys of driving, and, what is just as

important, my partner understands the monotony of

non-stop hundred mile runs at speed when seated in

the sidecar. He understands, too, that there are

draughts in the sidecar from which one does not suffer

while in the saddle, and that grit is thrown up from
the front wheel. And I—well, I know enough now
not to suggest that persistent trouble with the sidecar

wheel has anytliing to do with the petrol

pipe breaking.

In short, I am now a motor cyclist,

whereas for several years I have been me-rely

sidecar ballast. I know now why it was
inevitable that the old 3^ h.p. sidecar out-

fit lost its interest when once the pleasures

of a big twin had been experienced. I ha^'e

tried both, and, while the majority of ladies

may consider the smaller size more suitable

for a lady to drive, I know. that the great

reserve of power in a " big twin " allows

one to make mistakes in engine driving.

The bigger machine is easier tp- steer : at

-least, so I have found. One does not feel

the tendency for the sidecar to lift on left-

hand bends when a good solid coach-built

affair is attached.

These points, how'ever, are only inci-

dental. The great pleasure of the big

machine is its ability to climb ordinary hills

at speed. There is nothing more irritating

—

1 know tliis now—than to have to- change
gear on ordinary main road hills. The undu-

Touring Sidecars for Aarried Couples.
Sharing (he Driver's Seat.

By ADELA BARRY.

lating roads, such as one strikes between Market Har-

borO'Ugh and Oundle, are a real joy on a " big twin."

The roads are across uplands,, and a clear view is

obtained on either side and a good way ahead, and a

good average speed can be attained without danger. To
.sweep down a hill at a big speed, then just before the

bottom is reached to " open out" and to sweep up

the next hill, provides an exhilaration not comparable
with any other. In the sidecar it is enjoyable enough,

but on the saddle it is something to remember. My
husband and I often go that way just for the love of

the open road. To prevent any argument as to who
shall be the driver, we have come to an arrangement

that each has the saddle -for alternate hundred miles

by speedometer. Of course, the rule is not inflexible.

If I feel tired, and am enjoying a "snooze " in the

sidecar, my partner '' carries on."

A Practice to be Encouraged.
Such a partnership as ours is not sO' general as it

should be, for^ among the thousands of sidecar couples,

one does not often see the lady driving. Why is this ?

Is it because the majority of husbands will not take

the trouble to teach their wives to drive ? Or are

Touring without a definite object or set schedule permits one to rest awhile in

those little known beauty spots which abound just off the beaten track.
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they SO' selfish as to want the major part of the

pleasure themselves?

I have asked many motor cyclists how they like

riding in the sidecar, and have generally received such

replies as :
" Bafly monotonous: all right for a

woman, you know! " I am afraid I do not know,
but there seems tO' be an impression among men that

ladies are quite content to sit for hour after hour doing

nothing but admire the scenery. I once went from

London to Newcastle-on-Tyne as a passenger. We
took the Great North Road, which is particularly un-

interesting, and I do not think my husband quite

understood why I was so bored. He was interested in

maintaining a set schedule, he had the engine to drive,

the traffic to dodge, the milestones to watch, and other

observations to make.

A Better Understanding.

Until I learnt the why, when, and wherefore of

motor cycles, I was unable to share my husband's

hobby, and, if harmony is to be maintained in a

household, it is desirable that a man and his wife shall

have a common interest. At one time I am afraid I

M'as a little impatient when my husband spent several

hours in the garage, but now I not only understand,

but I understand enough to be of assistance. I know
that he does -not want a tyre lever to change a jet, or

the big " King Dick " to remove the make-and-break

apparatus. I used to think it was just a love for

tinkering that made him take off the cylinders before

we started on our annual tour, but now I know that

decarbonising and valve grinding are wise preparations

when a thousand miles lie ahead.

Although I say it myself, it is surprising what a large

amount of assistance can be given by the motor cycling

wife when it comes to overhauling, or even a puncture

on the roads ; and it is also surprising how much
pleasure can be obtained by having a common interest

in one's machine and those others that are met or

overtaken.

JUNE lyih, 1920.

The Lady on Her Own.
There is also the advantage of being able occa-

sionally to take out the machine on one's own, to call

on a friend, or to take one's sister or mother for a

run. Any motor cyclist's wife who becomes a motor
cycling wife may find, at first, evidence of reluctance

on the husband's part to allow the machine out with-

ou,t his attendance. When it has been proved that

one can handle it properly, when the manipulation of

the various levers becomes a matter of instinct instead

of study, then this reluctance will disappear, and the

ownership of the machine will truly become a

partnership.

At one time I regarded a motor cycle merely as a

means of transportation from one place to another

—

most of the pleasure being in the object of the run.

Now the real pleasure begins from the moment the

clutch is let in, and, whether my husband or I am
the driver for the day, I enjoy every minute of it.

What is more, my interest in the machine and its

behaviour , adds to my partner's pleasures awheel, for

I know now what it is to be merely the driver and to

ha\e for passenger one whose interests are confined
'

to scenery and the millinery worn by ladies passed

on the road.

I recommend that other motor cyclists' wives become
motor cycling wives, and if they should be apathetic—

-

then I appeal to their husbands. I mention this

because I remember that I was not at all keen to

become an amateur mechanic, and, as for driving, it

seemed impossible that I should ever become proficient.

Had it been a "two-seater," of course it would have

had a strong^ appeal—because, well—several friends

drive two-seaters, but now I know that there is more
fun in the saddle of a motor cycle than twiddling the

wheel of a car.

One more hint. The equipment of a sidecar should

include a camera, a picnic basket, a mirror, sponge,

towel, and soap. The first allows one to obtain a

pictorial record of the pleasures of the year, and in the

winter time one then gets fireside motoring.

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' P-CNIC. SECLUDED SPOTS ARE EASILY REACHED BY SIDECAR.

Reunions of old friends located miles apart are features of the summer runs of many motor cyclists. With a motor cycle one is able to

" keep in touch," where otherwise friendship may die for want of transport facilities.
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Oimes to Clgl)t TLamps.
June 17th 9.47 p.m.

... 9.48 „19tli

21st

23rd
9.48

9.49

Motor Scooter Race.
It is proposed to include a two-lap

motor scooter race in the programme of
the Manchester Wheelers race meeting,
to be held at Fallowtield on Jul.v lOtli.

Motor Cyclists as Outiilers.

Acting as outriders to H.R. H Prince
Albert on his visit to Coventry last

week were four motor cyclist special

con.stables. who were in neat and uniform
attire.

Motoring Princes.

H.R.H. Prince Henry, and his

Equerry, Wing Commander Louis Greig,

have become members of the Automobile
Association. H.R.H. The Prince of

Wales, and H.R.H. Prince Albert. Duke
of York, are also members of the A. A.,
while the latter is patron of the A.C.U.

The Club Championship.

Twentv-seven teams have been entered

for the il.C.C. Team Trial for 77k Motor .

(Jifdc Challenge Cup on Saturday, the

26th. Tire following .are the clubs repre-

sented ;

Motor Cycling Club (the organisers), Coventry
and SVarwickshire M.C. (the present holders),
Waspes M.O., Ilkley M.C.C., North J^ondon M.C.C.,
Worcester and District M.C.C., Birmingham
M.C.C, Kidderminster M.C.C. Sutton Coldfleld
and North Birmingham A.C., Middlesex M.C.C
Blaenavon M.C.C, Oxford M.C, Norfolk M.C. and
L.C.C., Public Schools M.C.C, Liverpool M.C
Surbiton and District M.C.C, Luton and South
B-eds. A.C , Bedford and District M.C. and L.CC
Essex M.C, Leicester and District M.C.C, Ealing
and District M.C.C, Camberley and District
M.C.C, Wolverhampton M.C.C' High Wycombe
and District M.C.C, Sheffield and Hallamshire
M.C.C, Rochester, Chatham and District M.C.
and South Birmingham M.C.C

The Late Mr. J. C. N. Diokson-Hill.

At the inquest on this unfortunate
rider, who passed away in Grantham hos-

pital as the result of an accident at

Gouerby on the occasion of the London-
Edinburgh run, it was supposed that ilr.

Dickson-Hill who was not travelling too

fast, mistook a heap of Tarmac projecting

too far into the roadway for the road it-

self. Beyond the Tarmac was a surface
drain which sank six inches into the
ground. The Coroner entered a verdict
that the rider was killed by being thrown
from his machine, but left it open as to

whether the deceased ran over the heap of

Tarmac which projected into the road.
The Kesteven County Surveyor denies
the fact that the Tarmac was the cause of

the accident, and pointed out tliat the
heap of Tarmac showed no trace of wheel
marks. The whole affair is inexpressibly
sad. Jlr. -Dickson-Hill had had consider-
able experience as a motor 'cyclist.

H. B. Browning, hon. sec. of the Pub-
'lic Schools^ M.C.C, Loftus Hotel, Eails
Court, S.W., desires to get into communi-
cation with any competitor in the recent
London-Edinburgh run who can give him
any details regarding the accident to Mr.
J. C. N. Dickson Hill.

Imports and Exports.

The importation of motor cycles for
May was gieatly reduced compared with
the previous month. Less than half the
number of machines being imported.

MAY IMPORTS.
1913. 1919. 1920.Number of motor

cycles 195 4 193
Value, including acces-

sories £14,123 £424 £23,910

ExrORTS.
It is gratifying to observe our exports

are on the up-grade, and although the
increase is only 460 machines against
April figures, it shows a desire on the
part of manufacturers to regain our trade
supremacy overseas; though fulfilment of

the desire may be still a long wav off.

MAY EXPORTS.
1913. 1919. 1920.

Number of motor
cycles 1,729 914 1,599

Value of motor
cycles and acces-
sories £89,607 £89,393 £168,082

Lost and Foand.

Although at all times The Motor Cycle
is willing to act as an intermediary be-
tween readers, the pressure on our space
is so great that it is not always possible

to mention all the articles lost and found.
In future, therefore, we propose to pub-
lish particulars onl}^ of the latter. Our
advertisement pages are available for

those who desire to recover property thev
have lost.

B. S. Ranford, Barnard's Green Road,
ilalvern, lost a parcel containing a rubber-
studded boot, a small dictionary, and
several sundries, which came adrift from
his machine near Stroud or Nailsworth.

R. Rackham, 15, Park Villas, Byron
Road' Wealdstone, has found three
children's mackintoshes on the road near
Rugby.
W. E. Price, Bushey A'iew, Hampton

Wick, recently lost his kick-starter crank
from his Harley-Davidson in the Esher
or Kingston district.

A toolbag containing spare valve, etc.,

has been lost between Kew and Farnham
by G. Frank Hayman, 85, Gordon Road,
Ealing.

If the rider of a borrowed 4 h.p.

Triumph, rider's letter XA, will apply

Special "features.
LATEST T.T. NEWS.

IN LONELIEST LAKELAND.
THROUGH FEMININE GOG3LES.

at the garage to which he was recently

towed by a Triumph sidecar, he can
obtain the valve cap taken in mistake by
the owner of the latter.

Mr. H. L. Pawson, of 31, Stonegiite,

York, writes that he wishes to get into

communication with the motor cyclist

who bought a .spare tube from him on
the road. The purchaser gave two £1
Treasury notes in mistake for. one, and
the error will be rectified if the party
concerned will write Mr. Pawson, giving

make of both machines and locality.

A tool kit was lost either at Bakewell
or between Bakewell and Buxton on
Whit-Sunday, by ilr. J. Griffiths, Wood-
ville, Bramhall. dies.

A canvas tool roll, containing some
special spanners, was also dropped on the
Salisbury road about four miles from
Andover, on the 21st ult. :Mr. E. H.
Tindal Atkinson, G.B.E., " Redlands,"
Abbotsbury, Dorset, is the owner.
Mr. R. P. Hornan, of Thames Cottage,

Thames Ditton, Surrey, left his vest

pockT?t camera on the grass at Wisley
Hut on Whit-Sunday.
We are informed, by Mr. E. E.

HoUoway, hon., sec. of the Liverpool
M.C., that a pair of motoring gIo\''es and
a camera case were found on the occasion
of the club's open speed trials, and are
now in his possession.

An Indian owner. H. Cordwell, Park
Leigh, Alexander Road South, Manches-
ter, wishes to return a King Dick sp^ner
inadvertently picked up after helping a

fellow motor cyclist at Pentre Voelas.

Week-end Petrol.

In view of the large number of motor-
ists now using the roads during week-
ends, the A. A. recently communicated
with over 3,000 garages holding the A.A.
appointment in various, parts of the
country, urging the desirability of having
some responsible employee available for

meeting the requirements of passing
motorists for whom Sunday is often the
only day of the week that they can use
the road. Most garages. will do this.

Obstruction by Chars-a-bancs.
Recently a char-a-banc driver wae

summoned at Doncaster for exceeding the
limit of 12 m.p.h. for heavy vehicles,

dangerous driving, and obstruction. The
complainant was a solicitor, whose car
was kept behind the char-a-banc for a

considerable distance. The driver was
fined £5 on each count.
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REMINISCENCES OF A SPORTING TRIAL
Jottings from Our Observers' Notes ^pon the Mountaineering Open Trial of the

llicley L.C. and M.C.C.

GOOD brakes, a powerful engine, a
keen ej-e, and a steady hand are
essentials if one is 'to bring a

marhine through to time, in a trial such
as the Ilkley club places before competi-
tors.

K. T. Cawthorn put up a really won-
derful performance by bringing his Auto-
glider into each check on time. The
feat speaks wonders for both man and
machine, but we wonder if many lady
Bcooterists will tackle hills like "The
Stake."
Although the trial was perhaps rather

tod stiff for those who are not accustomed
to such country, there Avas no test in-

cluded which could not be accomplished
by a good machine and a careful driver.
The only grumble we heard was that

there were not enough people to push on
the hills, but the organisers would have
needed an army to supply only a few to
each single figure gradient.

At the time of going to press it is

believed that the Ilkley club was the only
one to get home a complete team without
10.=."; of marks.
Guy (Scott) punctured within ten miles

of t»o start,' but regained his place in

the line just after Skiptoh.
The JM.A.G. Morgan, driven by J. R.

Sylvester, climbed splendidly, but the
loose surface pi'oved fatal to his non-stop
record.

iNIr. A. A. Scott; was an interested

observer at the top of White Shaw Moss,

whither he had come on an experimental

Scott sociable.

Whernside, Great Whernside, Ingle-

borough, and Pen-y-Ghent to most people

are names in a school geography book,

mythical mountains, dim reminiscences.

To the competitors in the Ilkley trial the

.

flanks of those hills, which were climbed
and reclimbed, will now be a grim remini-

scence.

In the Yorkshire Wilds.

The, route led by the shores of Semmer
Water and Maiham Tarn—the only

natural lakes in Yorkshire. The latter is

the source of the River Aine, while the

former is situated in an inaccessible

valley. Tradition has it that a city

lies beneath- the waters,- which arose at

the curse of a pilgrim who was refused

-

ehelter there.

Several competitors fell in the shingle

at the edge of Semmer Water, Hugh
Gibson amongst them.
One or two sportsmen made valiant

efforts to get through on old pattern hub-
geared machines, and succeeded, with
sundry restarts on the hills.

Despite the fact that the course was
unquestionably more severe than that of

any previous one-day. open trial in the

history of English motor cycle competi-

tions, the percentage of private owners,
was greater than we have ever seen

;

moreover, everyone was cheerful about
the difficulties.

It was essentially a solo trial, for the
sidecars could not obtain wheel grip on
the loose surface of such hills as The
Stake,- Park Rash, and White Shaw •

Moss, the gradients of which all approach"

'

1 in 4.

Burnsall, where the tea stop and ac-

celeration test were held, is, by popular
vote, the second prettiest village in York-
shire.

Hugh Gibson and F. E. Palmer on
2^ h.p. Clyno lightweights, and G. W.
Wilkin on a 2-| h.p. Wilkin, did wonder-
fuljry well in covering the course in the
way_ they did on such small machines.

It is seldom that the famous Lakeland
hill-climber, Vi. Westwood, appears un-
happy on a bad gradient, but it was
" touch and go " with his Triumph for

a few moments on White. Shaw Moss.
The arrowing of the course was excel-

lent, and the system of using red and
blue arrows for right and left-hand bends
and a black arrow for straight on proved
very helpful on such a tricky and un-
frequented course.

One competitor entered a 1910 Triumph
with a Jardine two-speed gear. Paraffin
was the fuel employed, but the test w.^.s

not very satisfactory.

IN THE SCOTTISH LOWLANDS.
The First Reliability Trial of the Peebles and Tweed Valley M.C.C.

PEEBLES is perhaps most famous as

a Scottish touring centre, and the
Peebles and Tweed Valley M.C.C.

with every variety of mountain road and
Lowland scenery at its disposal, bids fair

to hold a foremost place among Northern
motor cycle clubs.

The route chosen for its first relia-

bility trial, which was held on June 5th,

was not a very severe one, as it was
the desire of the trials' committee to

encourage new riders. Leaving Peebles
the competitors passed by Innerleithen
and up Paddy Slacks—a long, trying
climb to the ridge of the mountains— to

St. Mary's, Loch, skirting which they
proceeded through almost incomparable
scenery down the glen to Moffat. From
Moffat, where the tea stop was made, the
route lay ria the Devil's Beef Tub, so
lightly dismissed by the London-Edin-
burgh, and Drumelzier (check) to Peebles.
Only one competitor failed on Paddy

Slacks. Claude Duncan, on a Brooklands
Norton, took it at speed, and the Doug-
las machines all made steady ascents.
Robertson "(4 Triumph) fell out shortly
after, owing to ignition troubles,, and Rut-
lidge (P. and M.) tore off his back tyre.

Birnie (3^ Rudge) also retired ere St.

Jlary's Loch was reached, and here the
road became very bad in parts, owing to

the loose stones displaced by sheep. Out-
side Moffat; Ketchen (4^ B.S.A. .sc.)

developed magneto troubles, but managed

B30

to finish, while at the Devil's Beef Tub,
J. Morton Roberts, who was wisely carry-

ing his chauffeur in the sidecar of his

Sunbeam, also experienced tyre troubles.

Twisting Roads and Low Average.

Quits a large number of riders had
clean sheets up to the last check at

Drumelzier, and thenee they were pro-

ceeding home with confident leisure by
the tortuous valley road when a glance
attheir watches nearing Peebles surprised

the great majority. This last check, indeed,
was the knock-out of the trial, for though
the road appears easy and the surface

is good, the . officials evidently realised

its deceptive nature, and the difficulty of

maintaining the legal 20 m.p.h. over it.

Satisfaction was expressed, both as re-

gards the route chosen and the organisa
tion, for which -H. M. Batten and J. M.
Russell, the captain and vice-captain,

were responsible. Results

:

First Glass Awards.—W. S. Dickman
(4 Triumph), C. R. Duncan (B.R.S. Nor-
ton), A. Mathison (4 Coulson B.), J.

Veitch (6 A.J.S. sc), J. Hush (2a Doug-
las), and W. C. Pearce (3^ H umber).

Second Class Awards (lost under five

marks).—J. C. Hume (3^ Sunbeam sc.)

and J. Ker-Paisley (3^ Triumph).
Third Class Awards (lost over five and

under fifteen marks).—W. Russell (4
Douglas -sc). Miss N. Dougall (2| New
Imperial), Russell D. Macli' (2^ Victoria),-

and H. H. Eunciman (3^ Triumph sc).
The lady competitor is to be congratu-
lated, and we would suggest that the
trials committee of other new clubs
would do well to adopt the same
measures, by choosing for their opening
event an interesting and attractive, rather
than a streniu)us route, and by being as
liberal as their finances permit as regards
awards. In this case tyres and other
useful equipment are to ' be given.

SHOULD BELTS RUN IN ONE
DIRECTION ?

RECENTLY a number of expert motor
cyclists were discussing transmission,
and amongst other things it was

suggested that rubber and canvas belts
should always be replaced on the pulleys
so that the direction of running should
not be reversed.

One rider asserted that on his machine
the belt refused to stay oh the pulleys at
all if put on in the opposite way,' .and
another reminded the party that "at one
time it was customary to find belts with
an arrow impressed t'o show the ruiuiing
direction. A belt maker's representative
who was drawn into the argument con-
sidered that the running direction was
immaterial, while the wear on the belt
ends was equalised by occasionally
reversing it. What do 'other practical
riders say?
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SCENES IN THE RECENT ILKLEY TRIAL: (Ij Thwaitcs

Urow. near K<.-i(?liley. E. A. Colliver (3 A.B.C.) and W. Kantlehcm

(5a Wilkin sc.) on one of the five paved hairpins. (2) S. S. Debenham

(6 Campicn sc.) descending ihc precipitous grass road from White Shaw

Moss. (5) A Harley sidecar (F. Watson) at the lop of Kidstoncs Pass.

'4) Typical moorland road m Wharfedale ; a 3^ Coventry Eagle com-

mcncinfr the climb. (3) H. Guy (2i Coulson-B.) crossing Barden Bridge.

(6) H. W. Sellers (3.1 Sunbeam) on Eastby Brow, (7) White Shaw

Moss is approached through a gate at right angles : A. Lucas (6 A.J.S. sc )

IS nearmg the 1 in 3 portion.
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Chances Analysed. Men
and Machines Discussed.
Will an Anglo-American

Duel Result ?

WE all agreed that it was a

n'orrible war, but nobody
held this opinion more

firmly than the tame tipster of

The Motor Cycle staff. His self-

felicitations on Armistice Day at

not having stopped one were more
than balanced by the long fore-

seen ordeal of having to find a

winner for the 1920 T.T. with no
public form later than 191 4 to

help him.

Do not talk to me, please, about
those nasty little beach sprints of

a paltry kilometre or so. I have
little dashes myself in my time

;

half-minute burble on full throttle

skelter round the Manx turns,

A. a JL • •

won such potty

but between a

and a four-hour

there is nothina:

in common, whether we consider the machine or

the man who' rides it. Moreover, with only twenty-

nine riders, distributed over no more than seven

different makes, nobody will feel a shred of pity for

me if my final guess proves wide of the mark.

Possibilities of Individual Entries.

If any of our readers are turfites in the intervals of

waiting for delivery or mending punctures, let them
picture what Captain Coe would say if he was asked

to spot the winner of the 1922 Derby before any of the

entries had made their dehit as two year olds.

Turning with a shrug of despair to the entry list,

we may take it for granted that any makers who have-

decided to enter this year, mean business in dead
earnest, for they would hardly -face the outlay and
reduction of output unless they were pretty confident

they could win.

Of the seven makes entered, two do not appear to

have any very energetic factory backing. A pair of

A. B.C. machines are entered by individuals. Without
being unkind, we will rule them out: first, since the

machine is new, and a lot of long-distance work is

needed to get a jigger staunch enough to stand 225
miles of the Manx buffeting; secondly, because the
A. B.C. people are never half-hearted, and if they
were behind these entries, there would be more than
two of them.

For rather similar reasons I shall venture to strike

out the 3>^. h.p. Douglas. I see it is entered by one
of the principal Douglas agents, and ridden bv the

redoubtable A.H. himself. He
might win; but if a solitary entry

without solid factory support beats

teams so thoroughly organised as

the trio who absorb the bulk of

the entry, his skill and luck would
approach the miraculous.

Two further makes are trade

entries, but are what my bridge-

playing friends call singletons.

One is Davies's A.J.S., the other

is the Duzmo. We all know that

the Duzmo engine goes bald- .

headed for all the hotstuff elements .

in speed design, and that when it is",

out for blood, it can make the best

of them hop. But it is playing.

a

lone hand in the Island, and, like

the A. B.C., it is rather young to win. It has the

vantage of an old head, in the saddle, I was going to
;

say, though I am not Irish—what I mean is that Le,.

Vack will get the best out of it. Still, he cannot carry

my money this year against the three big teams. Next •

year, perhaps, when he is backed up by three or

four sister machine.?, so that one of them may skim
the cream off the luck; but not in r920.

The A.J.S. entry is rather more formidable. True^

it is only a little engine, but 2^ h.p. can produce

;

all the speed which the course can carry, except, ',

perhaps, uphill, and then Davies has won his spurs,

over the T.T. course; a fast man; a steady man; not

so young as he was, but the type which wears. Thfs";

entry is puzzling. I ana inclined to think that the

A.J.S. people said to themselves, " Given a clean run,'

the little 'un is fast enough to give the big fellows

as good as it gets. One more entry fee will not hurt,

us, and if we are beaten by bigger engines, it does us

no harm." I regard this entry as a sporting gamble,-

and fancy the A.J.S. people expect to finish well up,

but would be startled if they won. So the pen goes

through this entry too, and leaves the way clear to

discuss the three big teams—five Sunbeams, five

Indians, and fourteen Nortons.

A Standard Specification.

Nortons have always been formidable at Brooklands,

though they have never yet played the expected part

in the T.T. The fact that fourteen of them are'

entered suggests that no very intensive culture has

been devoted to the Manx machines. The firm have
evidently taken the line that their standard .sports

model, suitably adapted, is more than fast enough to

win. Thev must have ignored some of the niceties
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GET READY! 5-4-3-2-1. GO ! The T.T. rider, awaiting the word to go, experiences sensations unlike those at the start of any other

form of motor cycle event.

Who will Win the Senior T.T. ?—

with which other- designer.s busy themselves in trying

to produce a special engine for a special job ; those

engines cost too much and change too often during
development for any one factpry to deliver fourteen

of them on the eve of a race.

But for two factors I would dismiss the entire

Norton team from consideration for lirst honours. I

consider three " specials," prepared by good men,
ought to beat six " stocks " prepared by ccjually good
men every time. But with fourteen representatives you
get more than your mathematical share of the luck ;

and when practically all the riders in the race are dark

horses—for the T.T. is a young man's game, and it

is six years since the last race—fourteen jockeys afford

a big chance of discovering another Godfrey or Pullin.

If there were only live Nortons entered, I would risk

my credit by saying a Norton will not come in first,

though the team will perform up to the high reputa-

'tion of the machine. With fourteen entered, I am
going to say just the same; but I don't like allow-

ing so formidable a coterie to run unbacked. Let me
add that a Norton win would be tremendously popular.

Wolverhampton v. America.
My previous analysis will have made it quite cle,ar

that I place the issue between the Simbeam and Indian

teams. I shall be genuinely surprised if one of these

nine fails to win outright. None of the men can be

said to have any public form. Eric ^Villiams is years

older than when he made his name in the Island.

The pace will be hotter than ever, and it is doubtful

whether even he himself can yet say if he is a better

man' than he used to be, or the reverse. If he was a

shade inclined to- take foolish risks in the old days

Anno Domini may just have steadied him down so that

to-day will find him on the absolute top-notch of

his form.

Dance has an unrivalled name in short sprint work.

Short sprint work is all to the good. It gives a man
nerve. It accustoms him to the sensations of speed.

;It teaches him how to steer. But, by itself, it never

won a T.T. Balanced by restraint and a cool head
it produces the top-notcher. But the man who is a

sheer sprint merchant and nothing more is lost in the

Island. Nor can any of us be quite sure of this till

the day.

Some men are brilliant bats at the nets, but never

yet made a century in a big match. Dance will pre-

sumably start favourite, and nobody will be more
pleased than myself if he w-ins outright ; for, if he is

as good at the long game as he is at the short game, we
have got the Indians beaten; and my old friend, W.
H. Wells, will quite understand that, as a Britisher, I

am not keen on seeing a red tank finish first.

I know that the Springfield people were remarkably
hot-stuff at the racing game before thej annexed C. B.

Franklin (I warn W. H. Wells that if his vermilion

team swoop the first five places I shall shriek that C.

B. Franklin is the wizard behind them).

Watch the Simple Engine.
On the other hand, for a four hour bump round

the Island give me something as simple and substan-

tial as possible.

There is less to go wrong about a single, and the

race is quite likely to be so tight that a few seconds

on the concluding laps may settle it. I feel no real

confidence, but I am prepared to back the five Sun-

beams against the five Indians, and I feel heartened to

think that there are a score of doughty, if " unex-

pected," Britishers supporting the Sunbeam. Cowardly,

when you come to think of it, that I don't feel more
sympathy with the plucky Indians in their odds of

five versus twenty-four.

I have to write this before I have had a chance to

cock my eagle eye at any practising in the Island.

After two or three chilly mornings up in the Snaefell

mists I may be prepared to go a step further and name
a Sunbeam merchant as my absolute tip to win out-

right. Until I have seen Townshend, Dance, and de

la Hay on the course, I daren't go further than to

back them agsinst the field ; and shan't I just look

silly about tea time.

T.T REPORT.
A detailed account of the Tourist Trophy Races, with mapy

exclusive illuslrations, wiil appear in The Motor Cycle next

Thursday,
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FLASHING ABROAD THE T.T. RESULTS.
Where to see " fha Motor Cycle" Series of Telegrams gving ihs Positions of Leaders Lap by Lap.
BirniinShnra.—A.A. and M.U., Central House,

New Bt.tec; Amac, "Ltd., Aston Cross; Colmore
Depot, Colmore Kon; H. Cotler, and Son, 247,
iSono Road, Handswcrth; P. J. Evans. 81, John
Bright Street; Frank Wliitwoith, 31, New Street;
The James Cycle Co., Ltd.. Greet;. Mead Cycle .Co.,
50, George Street, Balsill Heath; The Premier
Motor Co.. Aston Road; Iliffe and Sons. Ltd..
liuildhall Buildings. Navigation Street.
Bournemoutn.—P. W. Surplice. Poole Hill.
Bridgend (ulam.l,—J.' Lewis. 35. Caroline St.

Bristol.—Eli Clark', 196, Cheltenham Eoad; J.
S. Willway and Sons, Ltd.. St. Augustine's Bridge.
Birkenhead.—Oxton Cycle and Motor Works,

Village Eoad, Oxton; R. Tyrie, junr., 21, Rose

4. St. Mary's

Blackburn (Lanes.).—Slaters', 3. Lord Street,
Sti

Market Plac
Bolton.-Parkers. 71, Bradshawgate.
Brecon.—Fryer Bros, and Co.
Bury (Lanes.).—Jack Pilling. 1. -Rock Street.
Carmarthen.—T. Hopkios. Nelson Garage.
Cheltenham (Spa).—A. Williams and Co., 19.

Portland Street; H. E. Steel. Ltd., High Street.

CardiH.—Kingsway Motors. Lid.. 8. Kingsvvay.
Coventrv.-Tfte Uolor CycU, Hertford Street.

Doncaster.—J. H. Wilkinson, 19, Silver Street.

Dublin.—F. A. Wallen, Trinity Street Garage.
Dundee.—D. F. Mann. 166. Seagate.
Edinburgh.—A. A. and M.U.. 43. George Street.

Alexander and Co.. 113. Lothian Road; Andrew
Downie. 19," Havmarket Terrace.
Exeter.—A.A. and M.U., 271. High Street.
OlasSOW.—Adam. Small and Co.. 298. Max-

well Road; AA
Square.
Gravesend.—T

Stone Street.
Gloucester.—W. B. Gibb, Worcester Parade.
Hull.—W. L. Thompson. Ltd.. 83. Anla'by Road.
Hereiord.-Fryer. Ltd . No 2 Garage. Com

mercial Road
Huddersfield —Earnshaw and Co. 10. Cloth

and M.U.. Royal Exchange

e Premier Motor Garage. 25a.

Hall Street
lns\Mch
Ke'.te in

I-gtrto rthgate Sti

Lesds.—A.A. and M.U., City Square.
London.-A.A. and iU.U., 21, ranura House.

Wuitcomb Street, W.C.2; The Bulwark Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., 201, Archway Eoad, Highgate,
N.6; Benetflnk and Co., Ltd., 107, Cheapside,
E.C ; Burlington Motor Cycle Co., 7, South Side,
CLipham Common, S.'vV.; H. Collier and Sons-, Ltd.,
':4, Plumstead Road. Plumstead. S.E.; Douglas
Motors. Ltd., 39, Newman Street, W.l; 'rhe
Eastern Oarage Co.. 413. Romford Eoad. Forest
Gate. E.7; H. T. Edwards and Co.. 7. E.xhibition
Koad. South Kensington. S.W.7; General Motor
Cycle Service. 95. Dartmouth Eoad. Forest Hill;
Godfrey's. Ltd.. 208. Great Portland Street. W.l;
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E-C-1; James Grose,
Ltd., 4, Old Jewry, Cheapside, E.C.2, 255, Hol-
loway Road, N., and New Bridge Street. Ludgate
Hill. E.G.; Hutchinson Tyres, 70. Basinghall
Street. E.C; Iliffe and Sons. ijtd.. 20. Tudor Street,
E.0.4; Lambs. 151. High Street. Walthamstow;
Longman Bros.. 17. Bond Street. Ealing Broadway.
W.5; Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Great Portland
Street, W.l; Rex G. Mundy. 1. Duke Street, The
Quadrant, Richmond^ S.W. ; Phelon and Moore,
Ltd., 4, Berners Street, W.l; The Portable Tool
and Engineering Co., Ltd., Cedar Road Works,
Enfield Highway. Middlesex; Robertsons Motors.
Ltd., 157b, Great Portland Street, W.l; The
Streatham Park Motor Garage, 85, Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, S.W. ; The Service Co.. Ltd.. 239. High
Holborn. W.C.I; H. Taylor and Co.. Ltd.. 21a.
Store Street. W.C.I, and 52. Sussex Place. South
Kensington. S.W.;.J^. C. Wormald and Co., 85.
High Road. East Finchley, N.2.
Liverpool.—J. "Blalte and Co.. 110. Bold Street;

Colmore Depot. 24. Paradise Street; W. E. S. Gil-
mour. 195. Grosbv Road. Sealorth; Hitchings.
Ltd.. 74. Bold .Street; Mead Cycle Co.. 11. Para-
dise Street.

Llandrindod Wells.—Tom Norton. Ltd.. The
Automobile Palace.
Llanellv.—Thomas and Co.. 40. Stepney Street.
I eicester.-Tom Ci.no. Ltl.. 83. Wo"dgate: Col-

more Depot. 62. High Street; T. H. Wathes and
Lo Ltd.. 86. High Stieet.
Maldon (Esse.\).—H. P. Girling. Electricity

Manchester.-A.A. and M.U.. 41. Princess
;

Street; The Brook Motor and Eng. Co. (Mer.).
Ltd.. oOJ. Ueansgatc; Colmore Depuu. i;Oj, ij

gate; lliife and Sons. Ltd.. 199. Deausgate.
Miil-lleabrough.-Frea VV. Dixon. Park

; ge. Lincncrpe Koad.
ca&tle-on=rvne.-The Percy Motor Co.,J

Ltd.. rtiui nberii-d' Strei

No."wich.—A.A. and M.U.. Prince of Wales ^
Road; k. o. Clark. 2a. upper King Street.
Peterborouail.—Turnhui North and Co.. 55. ^'.

Broad Bridge Street. ;

Plymouth.—P. Pike and Co.. 33. Union Street.-'
Preston.—Bert Houlding. Marks and Eigby,,';

Ltd.. 21-5. Lancaster Road.'
Perth.—Macfarlanc's Motor Dei-ot. 22, South

Methven Street. .''

Readin;?.-The Hamilton Road Motor Works,
Wokingham Boad; Julian's, 84, Broad Street.
Risca (Mon.).—J- Marsh, 131. . Commercial v

Street. Pontymister. Risca.
«yde (I.O.W.).-Downmg and Donovan. Union.',

Gsrage. Union Street. ^. -i

Rugby.-Sim Robbins, Ltd., Bilton Road,
Shrewsbury,-J. C. Pickering. 49. Mardol.
Steyenage (Herts).-Hall's Garage. Ltd.
Sheffield.—D. Bradbury. 224. London Read;

T. H. V. Jackson. 835. Ecclesall Road. Hunter's
Bar; Frank E. Roper. 166. London Road.
Sutton.—Surrey Motors, Ltd.. St. Nicholas Road.
St. Albans (Herts).—Claike's. 93. London Read. -

St. Ives (Hunts).—Parker and Son. Station
Road Garage.
iherborne (Dorset).—Dyer's

Works. The Parade.
TadcastSr.—Fred Snape, Moti

Street.

Motor and Cycle -

r Cycle Engi '-:'
I

and Co.,

nd Ed

otes, Ltd., Works.

Torquay.
Street.

Tunbrid^e Wells.-Be
Station Road.
Taunton.—Hewin's Garaj

Corporation Street.

Wolverhampton.—Cyril Willi:
Depat-
Worcester.-W. J. Bladder. 52. Sidbury: Erie

Williams. The M;>tor Cvcle Depot. Lowesnioor.

4. Goods

g. Co.. Ltd.,

Chipel Ash

RAMSEY
THE 1920 T.T.

COURSE.
37 Miles 6 Furlongs.

SENIOR T.T. RACE : 6 Circuits !

= 226 Miles 4 Furlongs.

ROUTE: DousU.
Quarter Bridge, Crosby,

Ballacrame, Kirk Michael.

Ballaueh, Sulby, Ramsey,
Sn?efell.Cronk-n\-Mona
Com, no, 's Cn,L~

KIRKMiCHAEL Jj

I.
^ Sta Hvtc'. //

/ji-^

FOX DALE

- \-^' -"X^fcfZi^'
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The Blue Riband of the Motor Cycle World.
Delails of To-day's Great Race. Lap Times and Winners in Previous Compelilions

for (he Senior Tourist Trophy.

To DAY the classic event of the niolof
cycle world is doeWed. At 9.30 a.m.
the fii-st conijietitor in (he Senior

'I'ourist Trophy -will be sent away on the
first of six circuits of <a course ehdsen to
brinp; out the most desirable features in

(ho durable motor cycle for (he man who
Would ride in ease and comfort without
fear of inechanical trouble. The long dis-

t.nnee road racing machine* of to-day is

(lie parent* of the touring machine of
I (' morrow.
Kvcry motor cyclist in this country

.and overseas will hope that the best man
on the best maclune will win, and that
(he fickle goddess of luck will be con-
(enl) (o play a minor junt.

PREVIOUS WINNERS.
c •rilG. Pullin.s igle-cyl. Rudgc (85

:

88 mm.=
4OT cc), 49-4 m.p.h.

V 0. Wood, 2-c 1, --str. Scott (60.8 <6' 5 mm.
= 486 cc), 48 2 m.p.h.

i- A. Applebet . 2-cyl, 2-str. Scott 69,8 X
Ol.'i mm.= 486 cc). 48 6 m.p.h.

C. Godfrev 2-cvl. Indiaa (;o,\ 76 [nm.=
.iS4 cc). T17.5 n.p.h.

c K. Collier. ;-cvl. Matchless (85.5 ; iS mm.=
66b cc), 50.6 i,.p:h.

V A. Collier, 2 cvl. Matchless (85 > 6=i mm.=
718 cc), 49.0 •n.p.h.

s nsic : T. Marshal!, 3 h.p. Triumph (84 '<

S6n™.= 476c c), 40.4 m.p.h.

Twins : H. Reed, 5 h.p Dot (-5: 7'\ ram.=
66:^ cc), 38.

5

ii.p.h.

Single : C. R. Collier 3' h.p. Ma tchless

(8'^> 76mm.= 431 cc) 38.5 m.p.h

r vins : H. R. Fowler, S h.p. Norton l-sx
75 11 m.= 662C c), 36.2 m.p.h.-

Date and Time of Start: 9.30 a.m.,
I

TInzrsdav, June 17th, UliW. J

Distance : Six circuits 0/ 37 miles ^

6' furlongs eacli. Total distance, 5

i'-'ff miles 4 furlongs. i

Prizes : First, tlie Senior T.T. Trophy, i)

to be held for one year, £50 in cash \

and special gold medal : second, {,25 ; 6

third, £15. ?

Team Prize : To be won by a nominated
^

team, who must all finish the course
^

within thirty minutes of the winner. ^~

THE 1914 SENIOR RACE.

AVERAGE Sl'EED OF THE FIRST FOUR
. FINISHERS.

I. Cyril G. Pullin (Rudgc), 49.4 m.p.h.
f H. R. Davies (Sunbeam) tied 1 „ „ ,,- io. C. Godfrey (Indian) ,.

|48-39 m.p.h.

4. H. V. Colver (35 Matchless), 48.36 m.p.h.

LAP TIMES.
Fastest Lap of the Race.—H. O. Wood (Scott 2-str.),

firet lap 42m. l6s.= 52. 23 m.p.h.

Fastest Single.—J. W. Adamson (Rudge), 44m. 16s.

= 51.43 m.p.h.

Fastest V-twin.~H. V. Cohcr (Matchless), 45m. 13s.

=^50m.p.b.
Fastest Flat Twin.—J. L. Emerson (.\.B.C.),

47m. 26s.= 47.99 m.p.h.

Fastest Four-cylinder.—R. G. Mundy (F.N.)
50m. 44s. = 45 m.p.h.

THE BATTLE OF THE TYPES.

1907. Singles and twins raced separately. Single*

were limited to i gallon of fuel per 90 rnilcs;

twins, I gallon for 75 mlU:s.

1908. Singles and twins raced separately. Fuel

limits; I gallon per 100 miles for singles;

I gallon per 80 miles twins.

1909. Fuel limits abandoned. One class only.

Capacity limits : 500 cc. singles, 750 cc.

twins.

1910. One class only. Capacity limits : 500 cc.

singles, 670 cc. twins.

19H. Capacity limits : 500 cc. singles, 585 cc. twins.

1912. Capacity limit ; 500 cc. for all types.

1913. Capacity limit : 500 cc for all types.

1914. Cap.Tcity limit : 500 cc for all types.

THE TYPES THAT HAVE WON.
1909 —ist, V twin ; 2nd, V twin7 3rd, single.

1010.— ist, V twin ; 2nd, V twin ;
3rd, single,

[.— ist, V twin ; 2nd, V twin • 3rd, V twin.

1912.— ist, twin 2-stroki

1913.— ist, twin 2-strok(

1.914.— ist, single
;

2nd,

_ „iilgle
;

3rd, V twin.

2nd, single
;

3Fd, V twiiu

ngle and V twin tied ;
3rd,

THE NISBET AWARD.

AS a memorial to the late Chairman
of the A.C.U., Mr. J. R. Nisbet,

the stewards will be empowered to

grant the Nisbet award to such com-

petitor or competitors who, in their

opinion, exhibit ^such pluck and endur-

ance, or such capacity, to triumph over

difficulties as to deserve special recogni-

tion. The continuance in the race by a

competitor suffering from severe injury

will not be deemed a qualification for

the award.

ENTRIES & DETAILS OF MACHINES IN THE SENIOR T.T. RACE.
29 Machines Entered, comprising 21 Singles, 3 V Twins, and 3 Flat Twins.

No Two-sfrokes or Four-cylinder Mounts,

Entrant, Make, and H.P.

Hendee Mfg. Co. (3' Indian Scout)

Hendee Mfg. Co. (3^ Indian Scout)

Hendee Mfg. Co. (3^ Indian Scout)

Hendee Mfg. Co. (gi Indian Scout)

Vivian Olsson (3^ Norton)
Norton Motors, Ltd. (3.} Norton)
Norton Motors, Ltd. (3^ Norton)
Norton Motors, Ltd. {s\ Norton)
Norton Motors, Ltd. (3! Norton)
A. J. Stephens (1914), Ltd. {2^ A.J.S.) . .

.

Harold Petty (3I Norton)
V'ctor Horsman, Ltd. {3! Norton)
F. C. North (s-V Norton^ "

John Marston, Ltd. (3^ Sunbeam)
John Marston, Ltd. (3S Sunbeam)
John Marston, Ltd. (3.1 Sunbeam)
N. C. Sclater. Junr, (3! Norton)
T. Simister (3.'. Norton)
The Portable 'Tool & Eng. Co., Ltd. (3A

Duzmo) ^
Reg. Browne (3! Sunbeam)- .^.

.

Eric Williams (3^. Sunbeam)
E. S Abram (3 A.B.C.)

A. J. Moffat (3.1 Norton) ,

A. H. Alexander & Co. {3^ Douglas)
Capt. Alexander Lindsay, M.B. (3^ Norton)
Jack Thomas (3^ Norton)
S. J. Redmond (3^ Indian Scout) . .

.

and Capa- Drive
Cj'ls Stroke.

2 X 67.8

2x67.8

2X67.S

2x67.8

406.8

496.S

496.8

-196.8

490
490

D. S. Alexander

F. W. Dixon .

,

H. R. Harveyso

Bert Houlding ,

Entrant
D. M. Brown . .

.

J. W. Shaw
Noel H. Brown .

Graham W. Wall
H. F. Davies . .

.

Entrant
V. E. Hoi-sman .

Entrant
F. C Townshend
G. Dance
T. C. De la Hay
Entrant '• R^iold
Entrant Renold

Renold chain ,

Renold chain
,

Renold chain
,

Renold chain ,

Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Renold
Reno'd

chain .

chain ,

chain ,

chain ,

chain
.

chain
,

chain
,

chain
,

chain
chain

Splitdorf
Aero.

Splitdorf
Aero.

Splitdorf
Aero.

Splitdorf

Aero.
C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. ,

.

C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. .

.

T.-B. ...

C.A.V. ..

C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. .

.

M-L
M-L
M-L ....
C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. ..

Herbert le \''ack . . . Renold chain M-L ....
Entrant

l Renold chain M-L ....
Entrant Renold chain M-L ....
Entrant Renold chain C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. ,

.

C.A.V. .

.

C.A.V. ;

,

Bosch ..

Splitdorf

Entrant
j
Renold chain

Entrant Renold chain
Entrant Renold chain ,

26X23:
26X2.i
26X2t
26X2J Dunlop . .

.

Avon
Dnnlop ...
Hutchinson
Palmer . .

.

DunloD ...

Dunlop ...

Dunlop . ,

.

Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Avon

Palmer . .

.

Avon
Dunlop . .

.

Clincher ,

.

Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Dunlop . .

.

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Make of

Car-
buretter.

Schebler

Amac
Senspray
Senspray

Amac
Amac
B. & B.
Senspray
Amac
Amac
Amac
B. ScB.
B. & B.

Senspray
Amac
Amac
Claudel-
Hobson

Amac
Senspray
Senspray
B. & B.
Schebler
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Liverpool M.C.

The secretary of the Liverpool M.C.
writes : "Mr. S. W. Phillpott wishes me
to make an announcement that he does
not hold any official position this year
in the above club."

Nottingham and Distiict M.C. and L.C.C.

An inter-club meet will be held at

Dovedale on the 20th inst. There will

he a picnic lunch and lea, and walking
parties arranged to the adjacent beauty
spots during the afternoon. All motor
cyclists are invited to attend.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Two watersplashes and several stiff hills

wore included in the 70 mile reliability

trial held on the 6th- inst. The winner
was S. T. Holland (2| Clyno), who made
a fine performance on all observed hills,

and was dead on time at all checks. 0.
Jeeeop (3^ Triumph) was second, and A.
Booth (5-6 Indian) third.

J.B. (Liverpool) M.C.C.

On the 2nd inst. this club held a
speed-judging competition over a secret
two-lap course of seven miles. Nineteen
members turned out, and the event
proved very successful. H. T. Williams
(6 A.J.S. sc.) secured first place with
Im. Is. error, while N. E. Williams (8

Zenith sc.) was second, and A. Brom-
head (8 Matchless sc.) third.

M.C.C.

The seventh annual ^;ace meeting of
the above club will be held at Brook-
lands on July 10th. Nine events will

be run, including scratch and handicap
races for all classes of motor cycles,

and also three light car and car events.
A club championship race of ten laps,

open to the first seven in each of the
three solo handicaps, will be the prin-
cipal feature of the motor cycle pro-
gramme.

Neath and District M.C.
A large crowd of spectators Avitnessed

the hill-climb at Crynant on the 5th
inst. over a course just under a mile in

length. The results were as follow

:

General 250 c.c. : C. SaJway (2-i Levis),
Im. 424s. 350 c.c: T. "Thomas (2|
Wooler), Im. 35s. 500 c.c. : I. Thomas
(3i Triumph), Im. 7|s. 750 c.c. : A. L.
Cranch (5 Rover), Im. 4|s. 1,000 c.c. :

S. Bush (7-9 Indian), Im. 3is. Expert
5O0 c.c. : J. Thomas (3^ Norton), Im. 4is.
750 c.c. : J. Thomas (3^ Norton), Im. Sfs.

Manchester M.C.

Some good performances were made
at the hill-climb held on the 5th inst.

at Heydon Bridge. The weather was
fine, and good entries were received in

all classes. Results : Class 1.—1st, S.

A. Crabtree
(2-J-

Sunbeam) ; 2nd, G. E.
Cowley (2-1 Douglas) ; 3rd, W. Cottrell

(2i Levis). Class 2.—1st, R. Smethurst
(31 Norton),; 2nd, J. H. S. Gardner (4

Triumph) ; 3rd, E. F. Gunton (3^-

Duzmo). Class 3.—1st, E. F. Gunton
and R. Smethurst tied ; 3rd, J. H. S.

Gardner (4 Triumph). Class 4.—1st, 0.
E. Carter (3-i O.K.-J.A.P.) ; 2nd, H.
Taylor (6 Bradbury) ; 3rd, G. E. Calf
(8 10 Henderson).
c8

CLUB NEWS.
^(tek-end (Tlub €vent$,

Juv.s 19.—Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Mun to Ashover.

June 19.—Bury and District M.C. Run to Lan-

June 19.—N. Lindsey A.C. Paperchase.
June 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Hill-

climh.
June n.—Yeoeil and District M.C.C. Reliability

June 19.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Wilkin
Cup.

June 19.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Gym-
- Tihana.

June 19.—Eastern Valley M.C.C. Forest of Dean.
June 19.—Stalyi ridge and District M.C. Gym-

June 19.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Cock-
b^irnspath.

June 19.— Helensburgh M.C.C. Reliabiliiy Trial.
June 19-SO.—Liverpool M.C. Week-end to Bettws-

y-Coed.
June 19.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Grand-

borougH.
June 19.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Hill-climb.
June 19.—Oxford M.C. Hill-climb. .

June 19.—Westmorland M.C.C. Balloon Race.
June 19-iO.—N. Wilts M.C. and L.C.C. Bourne-

mouth.
June I0.—!iorth-west Centre A.C.V. Picnic,

Rivington.
June SO.—Mansfield and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Dovedale.
June 20.—Middlesex M.C.C. Picnic.
June SO.—Eastern Counties M.C. Frensham Ponds.
June SO.--Newcastle and District M.C. Race

Sunday.
June SO.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Run to

Rosedale.
June SO.—Banbury and District M.C.C. Picnic at

Cnlham.
June SO.—K.M.C.F.V. (Leeds). Hill-climb.
June 20.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Bournemouth.
June SO.~Harrogate and District M.C.C. Captain's

Run.
June 20.—Wakefield and District M.C.C. Run to

Fountains Abbey.
June SO.—'N.M.C.F.V. (Portsmouth). Run to

Stonchengc.
June 20.—Northern M.C. Gipsy Run.
Jvnc SO.—Ba.singstoke M.C.C. Virginia Water.
June SO.—Hull M.C.C. Kilnsca and Spurn Point.
June 20.—Rochester, Chatham, and- District M.C.

' Pett, Hastings.
Jane 20.—Leeds and District M.C. Givsii Ki/n.
June SI.—York and District M.C. Consumption

Test. --

June 32.—North Derbyshire M.C.C. Speed Trials.
June S3.—Leeds -and District M.C. Phim2Jton

June S3.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Reli-.
ability Trial.

June 23.—Scarborough M. and M.C.C. Reliability
Trial.

June 23.— York and District M.C. Run to Bolton
Woods.

June 2i.—J.B. (livarprOl) M.C.C. Consumption

island.
JUNE 35-36.—DUBLIN AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR OPEN RELI-
ABILITY TRIAL.

JVN-E 36.—M.C.C LTD. INTER-CLUB -9EAM
TRIAL FOR "THE MOTOR CYCLE'
CHALLENGF. CUP.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Some clever riding was witnessed in
the receiiit flexibility trial held at
Hawkeshead. The average gradient of
the half-mile course was 1 in 6, including
two S bends. The best performance was
made by R. Harrison (7-9 Indian), with
B: Hill (Velocette) second.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Starting from Birmingham at 2.30
p.m. on July 3rd, a week-end touring
trial will be held to Llangollen, return-
ing the following afternoon. Three solo
and three sidecar classes have been
arranged

;
gold, silver, and bronze medals

will be awarded in each class, and
marks given will count towards the
best aggregate performance of the year
for the Austin Challenge Cup and Auto-
cycle Trophy.

JUNE i-jih, 1920.

Shrewsbury and District M.C.C.

An amalgamation of the motor cycling
clubs in the Shrewsbury district took
place recently, and a new . club, under
the above title, formed. ' The hon.
secretary, Mr. L. D. Hughes, will be
glad to hear from intending members
at the Old Post Office Hotel, Shrews-
bury.

Warrington M.C.

All, classes of motor cycles, three-

wheelers, and light cars up to 1,500 c.c.
•

are eligible to compete in the 180 mile
reliability trial for the 'Melbourne
Challenge Bowl on July 3rd. There is

no entrance fee, but all competitors must
~ become members of the club. Par-
ticulars of the event can be had froih Mr.
H. Aldred, 58, Church St., Warrington.

Stockport and District M.C.

. The results of the recent reliability

trial held by the above club were as

follow : 1st, T. Davis (Royal Ruby)

;

2nd, W. Preston (Sunbeam); 3rd, H.
Hudson (Scale). Miss Cowley (Douglas)
was awarded a prize for a very meri-

torious performance. The. above results

are subject to the approval of the com-
mittee.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

Over sixty entries were received in

the speed trials held recently in Thonock
Park, Gainsborough. The course was
half a mile in length, with a flying

start, and the winners on formula were
as follow: 350 c.c, Mrs. M. C. Jen-
nison (Velocette). 550 c.c, J. S. Plas-
tow (A.B.C.). Over 750 cc, J. Mar-
grave (Harley-Davidson). Unlimited, J.

S. Plastow (A.B.C.). Unlimited side-

cars, A. W. Grocock (8 Zenith scj. J.

S. Plastow (A.B.C.) made the best per-

formance of the day.

Surbiton and District M.C.C.

The result of the "All-comers" Han-
dicap held at Brooklands on the 28tli

ult. was as follows : On Handicap.

—

First (Dr. Low Cup and gold medal), F.

R. Si^ikins (8 Harley-Davidson) ; second
(gold medal), R, Deguin (5 Zenith sc.) ;

third (silver medal), W. D. Hawkes (10

Morgan). . Silver medals for fastest

machine in class : 350 c.c, T. Simpson
(Metro-Tyler); 500 c.c, R. Green (JS(pr-

ton) ; 750 cc, D H. Da^idson (Harley-
Davidson) ; 1,000 cc," L, Gummer
(Zenith); 1,000 c.c. (sidecars), E. C.

Baragwanath (2enith sc).

Southend and Distiict A.C.

Five motor cycle events were included
in the recent hill-climb held at Thunders-
ley Church Hill, the results being as

follow : 350 c.c—Formula, N. A. Lave
(2^ Diamond) ; time, L. J. Lave (2J
Douglas). 500 c.c.—Formula and time,
R. G. Comber (3i Sunbeam). Over 500
c.c. — Formula, R. G. Picking (4

Triumph) ; time, T. C. Halley (4

Triumph). Scooters. — Formula (un-
announced) and time, W. J. Startin
(A.B.C. Skootamota). Three-wheelers
and sidecars.—Formula, W. A. Webb
(4 A.S.C.) ; time, Major A. Biddle (8

Royal Enfield).
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I
The Editor does not hold

himself responsible for the
opinions of his corre-
spondents.

ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL.
Sir,—When the time

comes to select the team for
the England v. Holland
Trial, may I suggest invit-

ing those who have pie-
viously taken part to ride
again?

It would be a wise policy,
as experience on Dutch
roads would count for not
-a little: it would be a
compliment to those who,'
in 1913, won so well for
England.

Several of the old lideri.

are able and keen to go
over, and the abo\e mui.t
be my excuse—as one oi
them—for making the sug-
ge^stion.

FRANK A. HARDY.

-A DOUGLAS HINT.
Sir,—Those of your readers who ride 1920 4 h.p. Douglas

' motor cycles ma.y be interested in the following experience.
After running about 300 miles, my machine started a

slight squeak, developing later into a very audible screech,
which I was unable to trace. Since I had obeyed the
makei-s' instructions as to lubrication most carefully, I was
completely baffled. However, on spec. I injected two gun-
fuls of oil into the filler at the top of the crank case, and
this completely cured the fault. I ivow inject one gunful
every 100 miles, instead of half a gunful every 400 miles as
the makers advise. . AY 1111.
Houghton.

AMERICAN CARS WITH LEFT-HAND DRIVE.
Sir,—ilay I give an instance of the risk attached to over-

taking an American van witli left eide drive?
Recently I' was about to overtake a Ford van, and blew

^my horn. The driver moved over to the left in order, as I

M "thought, to allow me to pass, but instead of that he
suddenly crossed over and went down a side road. Luckily
my brakes were good, and I only skidded on to the grass

at the corner.

My point is this—that our mode of signals is no use

whatever when the drive is on the left-hand side, and I

think that this type of drive ought to be prohibited.

Oxford. R.D.B.

public

\Yhatev

a law-i

roads
er. I

bidiuE

All letters must te addressed to

the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

Hertford Street, Coventry, and must

be accompanied by the writer's

name and address.

POLICE PERSECUTION.
Sir,—Replying 'to ^Ir.

Jleasures's letter re "Police

Persecution " in your issue

of June 3rd, I entirely fail

to see where his grievance

lies. I presume he is

aware that, by law, motor
cyclists should have proper

silencers, must have number
plates with letters of read-

able size, must carry

licences, etc. "Unless motor
cyclists are occasionall}'

stopped on the road, how
are the police to find out

if these regulations are

properly carried out? But
I imagine Mr. Measures's
letter is "rote sarcastick,"

and is a justifiable gibe at
^' those roa.d" hogs who think

they can tear about the

at any pace they like without any restrictions

may add that I am a motor cyclist mvself, but
one. F. PENNINGTON.

THE COST OF MOTOR CYCLING.
Sir,—Can one of your readers, through the medium of your

valuable paper, give me some idea of the cost of running a
machine for business purposes under the following conditions

:

The machine to be a first-rate 4 h.p. single, costing, say,

£110.
The balance-sheet to extend over the whole period of the

life of the machine, which is to be taken to be the total

mileage run (before the machine becomes uneconomical owing
to excessive wear) divided by eighty miles per week. The
machine will be run mostly in fine weather on good roads
and under a "sympathetic" driver.

The following are the chief items ia the account

:

DEBIT.
Petrol at current pric
Oil at current prices.

Tyre*.
Eepairs.
Insurance.

OEEDIT.
Total mileage multiplied by V,2^-

per mile [r.ailway tare';), -

5Z on the above for " tips," inci-
dentals, ete.

The value of the old machine on
the as.sumptton that it is taken
in part exchange for a new one
by the same makers.

Other expenses (not garaging).
Prime cost of machine.
Interest at 5% on aboye.

If there are any points that I have overlooked I should be

glad if attention could be drawn to them.
J. P. C. DONE.
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Sir,— I should be glad if you would allow me through your

;o!umiis to call attention to the state of affairs at Ulverston.

Motorists are pulled up and fined for the least offence. Jly

special reason for writing is concerning a recently imposed

5ne of £10 and i costs against myself for "driving to the

danger of the public" (according to their idea), but I can

sitear I was not travelling twenty, and they rated it at

thirty-five. I pulled up in eight or nine yards.

This will show you how tliey treat us in the Furness
district. It is not only an exceesive fincy^it is an insult, and I

think should be appealed against by all unions for future

comfort.
^ s THE VICTIM.

Barrow-in-Furness.

REUNION OF EX-D.Ii:S.

Sir,— I would suggest a meeting of old D.E.'s somewhere
in tlie neighbourhood of the D.S.D., when . a general idea

could be made from the gathering as to the possibility of

forming
The first

ridge Park
rendezvous.

Old D.R.'s Association.

Sunday in July—say at the monument in Ash-
or ilentraore Park, would be quite a suitable

C. SMITH (late Bgt., E.E,

PORTABLE HAND CLEANER.
Sir,—In a recent number of your paper, " Ixion

another sensitive (particularly so to some) spot

touches
when he

speaks of the need of some portable hand cleaner.

Having at last entirely satisfactorily met this difficulty

through the ideas and assistance of my " regular passenger,"
I hasten to offer her excellent recipe to any who disapprove
of arriving at their destination " in oil "

: 1 lb. soft soap,
1 lb. whitening (both to be obtained at any grocer's or iron-

monger's), and i lb. clean sand. JNIix thoroughly in an old

saucepan with just sufficient water to cover, and" then bring
to a boil and allow to simmer for twenty minutes. When
cool, it should be of soft pasty consistency, and if placed
in airtight tins or jars will remain so. If too dry, lise

more water, or if in keeping it gets hard add water and
perhaps^ little more soap, and boil up again.

I have found this most effective, cleaning out all cracks
and crevices in the hands without in any way making them
rough— in fact, the contrary is the case^so that now a small
tin is always part of my equipment, and at the end of even
a troublesome trip I can "shake" cjuite as readily as my
passenger. QUADRANT.
Aberavon, Port Talbot.

Sir,

—

Apropos the paragraph "A Portable Hand Cleaner"
in a recent issue of TJie Motor Cycle, do you remember the
liciuid soap called Lyxavon ? It used to be put up in 5d.
and fc. tins by the Lyxavon Co., of Prospect Place, Barns-
bury, but seems to have been off the market since the'
beginning of the war. I do not think it was ever advertised
extensively. ^^^

In my opinion, it was the only grease and dirt-removing
soap—wliether solid or liquid—worth looking at. Paraffin
(an,d the smell of it) coidd be removed at one-washing with
either hot or cold water, and that is about the best test of
all. One of its other good points was that in emergency it

could be used without water at all, simply by using a slightly
larger dose than usual and then wiping it off with a piece
of rag

I used to make a point of causing a small tui filled with
it m mv tDulbag, and usuig water fiom the geneiatoi if no

.^

/:

A neat monocar built by Mr. S. E. Walker, of Sleaford. It is fitted with an 8 h.p,

J.A.P. engine, a two-speed gear box, and chain-cum-belt transmission.
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other was handy for a final rinse. It also had no bad effect

on the skin, and was once even used for shaving in prefer-

ence to hotel soap when the Vinolia powder was accidentally

left at home.
I should like to see it on sale again, because it was really-

good, so perhaps this may "ginger up" the manufacturers
-to get going again. G.S.H.- ,

Coventry. , >

BRITISH V. GERMAN PLUGS. '•

Sir,—As manufacturers of sparking plugs we were in-

terested in the letter signed by " An Old Hand," re plug
efficiency;

We are open to send him two cf our plugs, on receipt

of the particulars of his engine, which will stand up equal
if not better than the "Bosch"—and, further, we are open
for his report to be published in the same column, as we
are anxious to show that an English manufacturer can make
a plug as good as any foreign make.

HOWARD S. COOKE AND CO.

DATES OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Sir,—Recently I journeyed from Manchester to Preston to

inspect a machine advertised as a 1920 model. Fortunately,
I have sufficient knowledge about motor cycles to recognise

their approximate age. On examining the machine, I found
that it was certainly not later than 1915 model, but that the

seller was attempting to sell it as a 1920. The journey in-

volved me in some expense, besides the waste of time, and
had I not known something about machines I might have
been badly misled.

I think that this practice is very greatly against the

interests of the tra,dB, both from the buyer's point of view
and the seller's, and that every possible means should be
taken to suppress this type of procedure.

Manchester. -
,

'

DISGUSTED.
[This practice is very rare, but we have frequently warned
our readers to make sure of dates before purchase so as'to

avoid disappointment. In many cases the misrepresenta-
tion is due to ignorance rather than design.

—

Ed.]

INTER-VARSITY HILL-CLIMB.
Sir,—With reference to the action of the Buckingham-

shire police in stopping the Inter-'Varsity motor cycle hill-

climb ,af Kop Hill, Princes Risborough, on Sunday, Juiie

6th, may we claim the hospitality of your columns to lodge
a protes.t against the methods adopted by them?

In the first place, no objection was raised by the saraa
police in the case of the last Inter-'Varsity hill-climb held

.

at; Aston Clinton on ilarch 7th last, although the two
cases are absolutely parallel. Both these climbs had been
fixed for Sundays, as it is quite impossible for the two
Universities to assemble on a week day.

Secondly, in the correspondence between the Secretary,
of the Oxford club and the Chief Constable of Buckingham-
shire, although it was intimated that a week day would be
preferable, no refusal for a Sunday climb was either stated
or implied. The police - stopped the climb on the grouiid

'

that the speed limit of 2Q m.p.h. was being exceeded. Why
should an objection be i^ised to breaking the law on Sun-
day, when the police are ready to connive at it on a week/
day' If their intention was to stop the climb in any case,
they had three clear days in which to notify us—a course
which would have saved both our visitors' and ourselves

considerable expense and inconvenience. Actually
no effort was made by the police to appear oil

the scene, in spite of notification of time and
place until fully one and a half hours after the
commencement of the event.

J. E. G. HARWOOD,
i „ „ >;

G. A. JENKIN, /H°"- S«c^-
'•

for the Oxford and Cambridge University Motor
Cycling Clubs,

[The attitude of The Motor Cjide towards Sunday
competitions—particularly hill-climbs—is we'll,.

known. In view of the intimation of the Chief
I unstable of Buckinghamshire to the hon. sees. '

of the Oxford and Cambridge University Motor
Cycling Clubs that a week day would be prefer-
able, we confess .that we cannot share the
apparent surprise of the organisers at the inter-
ference by the police.

—

Ed.]
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THERE ARE HILLS IN IRELAND, TOO!
Little is heard of Irish hills as a testing ground for mrtor cycles, but it is not because, they

679

Huiion, which was unknown to nic. I

nijver had another inomentK trouble,
i know nothing else whatever about it,

iiot even the makers' name or addrcsK,
but wish to give credit where it is due.

Lcedn. U 11.

Sir,— I too have had a great deal of

trouble with ISritish plugs on a 6-7 h.|).

twin, and, incidentally, with American
and French ones alfio, and finally over-

came the nuisance of having to change
plugs after every long-distance run at

speed by fitting a pair of disreputable-
looking igniters, supplied to me with
an old American motor boat engine.

This year I am using in another
engine the British plugs scrapped last

year, which seems to show that engine
design is a very important factor in

plug efhciency—yet we never think to

blame tiie engine designer. I know
cases were^ p'ug troubles have been
eliminated by fitting a larger magneto.
True, there are plugs that will stand
up in engines that are notorious plug
eaters, and nobody seems to know the

reasons why. It I remember rightly,

Scott owners had trouble with plugs
before the war, and when they finally

found one to stand up to the work—it

was not German, but American.
Earlsdon. CANADIAN.

do not exist. The Cork M.C.C., for instance, found a " teaser " for inclusion in their recent
trial. The photograph gives o good impression of the gradient of the hill, which is in the

neighbourhood of Kenmare
CLEANLINESS.

Sir,—Having read "Ixion's" remarks 7'C muddy shoes and
leggings, and also J. Graham s letter on the same subject,
I thought the method of procedure adopted by my father
might be of interest.

He travels from Kingston-on-Thames to Cricklewood and
back each day, a total distance of twenty-eight miles. This
he has done every day on a 2J h.p. New Imperial ever since

August last year through every kind of weather.
He keeps perfectly clean by wearing, in addition to

macintosh and leggings, a pair of goloshes. When removed
at the end of the journey these leave the shoes perfectly
clean, and the inside of the leggings are not dirtied by
drawing the feet through them. K. H. CHAPLIN.

Sir,— I was much interested in " An
Old Hand's" letter in May 27th issue

of The. Motor Cj/cle.

During the war I was using naphtha-
lene in a B.S.A. combination, and had

so much trouble with broken porcelains that I finally made
my own porcelain and fitted it into an old L.JI. case, which
did me very well till the points gradually burned too short
to be of any use.

I am now using an Oleo, which is all I can desire, and
would recommend "An Old Hand" to try one. I have no
interest in the Oleo. BENZOLE.

Stoke-on-Trent.

STATION APPROACHES ARE PRIVATE.
Sir,—Last JIa.rch, when riding a solo machine up George

' Street. Croydon, Surrey, to business one morning, I found
the road outside East Croydon (Main) Station entirely blocked

by two trams and a 'bus, all stationary and in Ijne. Seeing
the station approach clear right through, I switched into

this. Unfortunately, a gentleman, late for liis train, ran
out, and it was impossible to avoid a collision. The usual

police procedure took place, and since that time the A. A.
and M.U. has met the small claim made by this geutlemaii

in a very satisfactory manner.
The main point of interest lies in the fact that the London

Brighton and South Coast Eailway Company summoned me
last week for trespassing on their private property, and I,

of course, pleaded ignorance of any station approacli privacy,

but was fined 21s., and 21s. costs.

I am taking this opportunity of asking you to publisli

my experience, in order tliat other motor cyclists may not
suffer in a, like manner.
The A. A., of wliich I have been a member for some years,

stated the case was one they were not prepared to handte.
A. H. HUNT.

PLUG EFFICIENCY.
'. Sir,— I give the following experience, whicli occrn'red some

little time ago : On a fairly new two-stroke engine the plug
suddenly went wrong after previously doing quite well. 1

tried five different plugs of the best known makes, and none
lasted more than ten minutes. I then asked the garage people
if they could suggest anything, and was advised to try a

Sir,—I was much interested in a letter lieaded " Plug
Efficiency," in The Motor Ci/cle of May 27tli, having had
•a similar experience myself with Britisli plugs.

The plug fitted to my new two-stroke gave out at three
miles ; another of the same make lasted for five miles. I

then fitted aii American plug which stood up to the work
perfectly. However, to give the British one a fair test, I

subsequently fitted another, thinking the very oily condition
/ of the new engine might have been responsible for the speedy

collapse of the first two plugs ; the result was the same, the
plug giving out at seventeen miles. With the American plug
I have had no trouble ! HENRY F. HARDY.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Lenses ik Goggles.—A. S. Lyons and Son, 221 Shakes-

peare Crescent, Manor Park, E.12, are added to the lists

of opticians who supply lenses for goggles.

CODETEOXJS Tkeatmknt.—Further letters on the subject of

satisfactory service and courteous treatment on the part of

manufacturers and garages have been received. Edwyn G.
Wilson gives an example of the promptitude and good treat-

ment of Maude's Motor Mart. ; anotlier correspondent writes
an appreciation of the service rendered him by Richardson's
Garage, Derby Road, Nottingham; and a satisfied A.J.S.
rider quotes the case of a tank which wa^ supplied by the
makers free of charge, although the guarantee had long
expired. Another A.J.S.- owner— in Newcastle-on-Tyne

—

eulogises Cyril Williams, the Wolverhampton agent, for
prom]5t attention in the matter of replacement parts.

CoiirLAiNTs.—Although the number of '•oniplaints regard-
ing the supply of new machines and spare parts are now
considerably "less than at any time since manufacturers re-

sumed their normal occupations after the war, we have to

record that there is still room for improvement. Several
complaints from readers are being investigated.

C15

i
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On the neiu section of the course
the corner at Governors, Bridge..

Summary of the Prac ising. How a "Record" Lap was Done,
and Features of Competing Machines.

Mechanical Details

PRACTISING for, the Tourist Trophy
Races ceased on Monday morning
of this week, and competitors for

the Junior event handed in their mounts
for official inspection, the Senior riders

submitting their machines yesterday
(Wednesday) for the same purpose.

In watching the practising each morn-
in,r one could not fail to be impressed by
the splendid manner in which the majority
of the machines hold the road and the

fearlessness of the riders in cornering,

which has been responsible for some high
speeds being attained.

The lap times of the winning Rudge
in the 1914 event were 45m. 49s., 44m.
35s., 45m. 46s., 44m. 46s., 45m. .49s., and
46m. 3s. Total time, 4h. 32m. 48s. ; the

average speed being 49.49 m.p.h. The
fastest lap (H. 0. Wood (Scott) first

lap) was 42ra. 16s., equalling 52.23 m.p.h.

Fast Practice Laps.

Early last week Dance (Sunbeam)
covered three laps without a stop at

speeds of 50.7, 52.3, and 50.9 m.p.h.
respectively. His time for the best lap

was 43m. 15s., but, as the course is

slightly 'longer than that of 1914, his

average speed was better than H. 0.

Wood's figure given above. It should
ailso be remembered that the alteration

in the course has not improved the speed
possibilities.

With such speeds as have been put up
this year, one might be inclined to think
that the chances of H. R. Davies's little

A.J.S. would be small in the Senior event,

liut on the same day as Dance put up the
perfnimance ju.st recorded, Davies covered
the lap at an average of 50 m.p.h., which

Ci5

was nearly 3 m.p.h. faster than the
fastest lap in the 1914 Junior, his time
being 45m.
For consistency and speed it is quite

likely that Dance's record will not be
broken during to-day's race.

Both the Dunlop company and the makers

otthe Clincher tyre installed buffets at the

starting point (luring practising. Above are

seen Norman Black (Norton) and P. G.

Dallison (Ivy) taking an early morning

reviver.

It is interesting that John ]\Iarston,

Ltd., have only six machines on the road,
but they are long past the e.xperimental
stage, and nothing has been left to

chance.

Several times the Sunbeam riders have
visited the Island, and they are taking
the event much more seriously than many
of the competitors. It must be remem-
bered that they were runners-up for the
Trophy in 1914, when Davies's time was
only 6m. 24s. slower than the winner. If

a Sunbeam wins its success will be well
earned.

'

During the practising there was little

of the spectacular about any of the Sun-
beam men, and it was evident that JSIr.

J. E. Greenwood, who is in charge of the
'

Sunbeam entry, has drilled- his riders
well, and that they have appreciated that
a T.T. is not won by taking undue risks

during practice.

As might have been expected, the prac-
tising attracted a good deal of attention
from JManxmen and visitors to the Island,
and at 4.30 every morning quite a large

-

number of people turned out to witness
the start, while Governor's Bridge was
the venue of many interested spectators '

who congregated there to witness the
cornering on this difficult part of the
course.

The Story of a Hoax. ',

The T.T. would not be complete with-
'

out its jokes, and in this connection D. S.

Alexander (Indian Scout) very cunningly
hoaxed the officials during the practising.

Together with other papers no doubt, we
received telegrams to the effect that the ;

Indian rider had covered the course in
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T.T. Notes and News.—

39^m.— ti speed of- over 57 m.p.h. We
(lid not publish the figures. The time
was too good to be true. The Soottisli

jc'IuM' had ovci'done it.

1 1 appears that the hoa.x was carefully
,1

1 aii]j.ed by Alexander and a few friends
;irnl caused something in the nature of a

siiisation. After completing his first

nicuit on the particular morning, ho
started on a second lap at a pre-arranged
time and was timed in again 39^m. later.

The marshal.s round the course all re-

ported that Alexander had passed them
L;i'iiig well. The amazement continued
llu-oiigliiiut the day, but when it wa.s dis-

iijverod that the " news " was being wired
to Jiowspapers across the Channel it was
decided to explain how it was done.
Alexander did not go round the course,
which he left at Braddan and joui-neyed

to Hillberry by another route, a distance

of eij;ht miles.

The Art of Cornering.

As will be appreciated by all who
^aspire to be speedmen, to-day's good form
^has not been attained without much prac-

fftiee and a great deal of experimenting,
rCornering has been reduced to a fine art,

^as it must be in the case when fractions

of a second may be of importance. A
little extra skill on the corners and a
little greater ac'celerative ability on the

pavt of the machine makes all the differ-

ence between the fastest lap and a

mediocre performance. •

Governor's Bridge made a good point

from which to observe the various styles

of cornering, and many spectators sta-

tioned themselves here.

At first the cornering at this point was
" poor to middling," but each day saw a

great improvement. The Ramsey hair-

pin did not give so much trouble, and the

speeds of the majority at this point were
somewhere in the neighbourhood of 25

The lap time cf each competitor was registered on this board as he completed each circuit,

!i the early days of them,p.h, eve
practising.

The Norton Entry.

Almost all the Nortons ran very
consistently during the practising, and
shared with the Sunbeams and Indians a
high place in Manx opinion. True, they
did not put up remarkable lap times,
but they have been fairly uniform, ancl

mostly wei-e well under the 50m., showing
that until a few days before the co»-

clusion of practising at all events no un-
due risks were being taken.

Aspirants for the Team Prize.

Six teams are entered for the much-
coveted team prize, in which connection
the Norton has an extremely good chance,
for there are no less than four teams on

these well-known singles against one team
each on the Indian Scout and Sunbeam
machines. The teams nominated are

given below :

SuNBE.i.M.

F, C, Townshend, G, Dance, and T, C.

de la Hay.
Indian Scout.

D. S. Alexander, F. W. Dixon, and B.
Houlding.

NOETON.
Norton Motors, Ltd., Team : D. .\I.

Brown, J. W. Shaw, and Noel Brown.
Capt. Lindsay's Team : A. Lindsay, J.

Thomas, and N. Black.
T. Simister's Team : V. Olsson, F. C.

North, and T. Simister.

Victor Horsman's Team : H. Petty, V.

Horsman, and N. C. Sclater, jun.

iJ^^wr;;T-i£a?

CORNERING AT GOVERNOR'S BRIDGE.
Each competitor had to complete a certain number of laps within a specified time to qualify for the races.
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SOME NOTES ON THE MACHINES.

Sunbeam.
Among the many points of interest of

the Sunbeam machines is the new de-

tachable cylindei- head held to the
cylinder by bolts having sqviare heads.
This construction is so neat in design
that at first one can hardly tell that the
heads have a joint and are detachable.
Tiie cylinder is spigotted into the com-
bustion chamber, the joint being made
with a copper-asbestos washer. Slightly
smaller flywheels than stan,dard are used
and the big ends have roller bearings.'
With regard to lubrication, an oscil-

lating pump driven from the cjm gear
provides a constant supply of oil to the
crank case, and for emergency purposes a
foot operated pump is fitted. We hear
that the new Sunbeam engines are cap-
able of S,CX)0 r.p.m. on the bench, a
speed attained by virtue of their very
light working parts. The cams are
standard.
Two gallons of petrol and three

quarters of a gallon of oil are carried, a
small point of interest being the provision C. G. PulHn, the 1914 winner

of the Senior Trophy, who is

not detendmg his title.

of a filter cock and petrol pipe for

supplying the carburetter from both ends
of the tank. The rear rim brake is

operated by pedals on both sides of the

machine, and the front V rim brake is

controlled from the handle-bar's.

An entirely new type of gear . box is

used providing ratios of 4g, 6 and 8 to 1.

the number of parts being reduced to a

minimum, so as to avoid friction.

A hand-controlled five plate cork

clutch, and the standard cush drive is

retained, while the weight, incidentally,

is between 180 and 200 lb.

Incidentally, Dance's wonderful Sun-
beam, with which he has scored so many
victories, will not be used in the race.

The Nortons.

There are fourteen Nortons, in all,

competing for the Senior Tourist Trophy,
but not all of them are under the super-
vision of Mr. O'Donovan at the Norton
Depot, several being privately entered
and ridden, and a comparison of the
latter's performances will be instructive.
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To meet racing

conditions Vertical

cliange - speed gate

on the Sunbeam.

The Norton m;iohinee, however, are

practically standard, a deviation being
in the new Sturmcy-Archer gear box
wliich provides ratios of 4, 5, and 7^
to one.

Each machie* weighs about 230 lb.

with full equipment. There is no change
in the design of the engine, which will

rev. up to 4,300 r.p.m. A speed of 76
ni.p.h, on lop gear is anticipated, and
55 m.p.h. i.s said to be possible on a five

til one gear.

V Twin Indians.

E.xcept for the fact that the cylinders

have a .smaller bore and stroke [i.e.,

68.2 X 68.2 mm.), these machines- are
almost identical with the Standard In-

dian Scout model. The cylinders were
made specially for the T.T. machines at
the Hendee factory in America, and
have side-by-side valves and un-enclosed
springs. Aluminium pistons with two
rings apiece are fitted in place of the
cast iron pattern used in the .standard
Indian Scout, while the tyre rims are
of the 3in. type.

Weighing 270 to 300 lb., the Indians
are on the heavy side.

The Douglas.

The Douglas to be ridden in tlie Senior
Race by A. H. Alexander is fitted with
special cylinders, having detachable heads
and overhead valves. The cylinders are
held to the crank ca«e by four studs,

another set of studs being employed for

the attachment of the head to the cylin-

der. The overhead valves are inclined to
each other in the cylinder head, and
operated by offset rockers and push rods,
which extend to the standard Douglas
type tappets in the upper part of the
crank case.

Bearing against a flange on the cylinder
head are coil nprings, which keep tho
lappet rod joints tight and free from end
play, and the main tappets agjiinst the.

cams in (J^ic crank case. A cradle bracket
cast in one with. the cylinder head carries
tlic rockers, which are supported on long
bearings.

Another feature of this engine is the
exhaust heater in the centre ot the induc-
tion pipe extending between the cylinders,
and is in the form of a chamber built
around the induction pipe, the Senspray

The top and second gears of the A.J.S.

are operated by cables and special handle-

bar control levers.

carburetter being mounted immediately
below it on a short e.xtension pipe con-
nected to a "X" pipe joint within the
heater chamber. Exhaust gases are led
through a pipe from the main exhaust
pipe leading from the front cylinder,
thence through the chamber, afterwards
making an exit through a short tail pipe
at the rear.

Extra oil tank between seat-pillar and

rear mudguard on the A.J.S. This reservoir

is connected by a large pipe to the main tank.

Details of attachment of cylinder holding

down strap and adjustment on the A.J.S.

Note the inclined tappet rods for the

overhead valves.

A Six-speed Geai.

Alexander's Junior T.T. Douglas is the
original 1912 machine on which He won
the Spanish T.T., but is now equipped
with a six-speed gear of a novel kind. A
Douglas pattern three-speed gear box is

fitted, but in place of the single chain
between the engine and gear bos there are

two chains, one running on a sprocket on
the inside of the flywheel, while the other
is on the outside. The engine sprockets

are of different sizes, and by means of a
foot control arm operating a. dog clutch
between the tw-o sprockets on the gear
box shaft extension either of the chains

Overhead valves and gears on the only

3i Douglas in the race.

is brought into action and takes the drive.

The gears in the gear box are, of course,
operated by the horizontal lever above the
tank, and by the use of both foot and
hand controls any of the six speed.s can
be brought into action.- The gear ratios
thus obtained are 4J. 5^, 7, 8, 10, and 12
to 1.

A.B.C.

The two A.B.C. machines entered by
Ei. Lucas and E. S. Abrara are practi-
cally standard machines, but the A.B.C.
to be ridden by the former entrant has
one or two points of special interest. To
facilitate gear changing, a semi-circular
bracket is bolted to the gear lever about
an inch above the gate. This bracket
fits the. right leg of the rider, and by a
certain movement ot the leg the gears
can be rapidly changed from first to
second, or third to fourth. A touch
with the hand is necessary for moving
from second to third ; but this is

relatively unimportant, since most of the
gear changing at sjjeed is from top to
second g^ar, under conditions when con-
trol of steering with both hands is a
necessity, and a foot or similarly operated
control becomes a great comfort.

It will be remembered the A.B.C. has
four speeds and that the engine and
gear box are integral.

Double chain drive to three-speed gear

box on A. H. Alexander's Douglas, giving

six speeds in all.
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Leg-controlled gear lever on the A.B.C.,

ridden by Reg. Lucas. The semi-circular

bracket fits against the rider's leg.

Lucas has also fitted a combined foot

and hand control to the A. B.C. clutch.

Two Bowdeh cables from the handle-
bar lever and pedal on the left side of

the machine, respectively, are connected
to the outer end of the external clutch
arm' in a neat and simple manner." The
lower end of the hand-controlled cable
is fixed to the machine, the cable sheath
depressing the clutch lever, when in

action. If the pedal is used, the cable
connected to it pulls the clutch arm
down direct, its sheathing being station-

Overhead gear of the four-'

cylinder 2i h.p. Diamond. Two plugs and
magnetos are used

ary, and either cable can operate
independent of each other. Should - the
clutch be stiff to operate by hand, the
pedal may be used for assistance and I'ice

•rersa should the pedal action be stiff.

This competitor has also fitted an emer-
gency cable alongside the brake rod

controlling the rear brake should the
latter break from excessive , road
vibration.

The New SJ h.p. Diamond.

Although during their practice the
Diamond team were using three machines

Section of Diamond four-valve cylinder,

showmg one of the four rods and adjustment

for securing head and cylinder to crank case.

The arrows indicate feed of oil to piston

from annular chaptiber at base of cylmder.

with different type engines, namely, p.u

overhead valve twin, overhead vahfe
single-cylinder, and a side-by-side valve

Contour of the Ramsey-Douglas section,

showing the climb up to nearly 1 ,400 feet at

the Bungalow.

single-cylinder, a new Diamond appeared
in the practice mornings of i the second
week, and which was of a design totally

difierent from the others. This engine is

/ ,
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noteworthy on account of four valves
situated in the head and the dual plugs
fired by two magnetos. Tlie cubical
capacity of this new engine is 248 c.c,
and the valve area is very large in com-
parison with the bore, there being two
inlet and exhaust valves arranged in the
detachable cylinder head, each pair at an
incline to the other.
Both cylinder and head are held.to the

crank case by four bolts hinged Jo pins
in the latter, and provided with threaded
hexagon sleeves for tightening purposes.
The valves are operated in pairs by
rockers, which resemble piccolo fingers,
and two tappet rods jointed to tappets
in a detachable camshaft housing at the
side of the crank case. The camshaft is

driven by bevel gear from the end of
the crankshaft and runs on ball bearinass,

Cylinder head of the Diamond, showing
four valves and tvyin sparking plug holes.
One of the valves is removed.

as do also the rockers above the cylinder
head. The whole of the valve gear is
most substantially designed and made.
An aluminium piston with -two rings in
a single slot is used, and slipper tvpe
skirts are embodied in the design of "the
piston.

The magnetos,are mounted side by side
one being direct driven from the" cam-
shaft, while the other is driven by chain
from the spindle of the first.

The- crankshaft is solid with light steel
ttywlreels attached^which receive no stress
from power impulses. A Sturmey-Archer
gear box and chain-cum-belt transmission
IS used, the total weight being in the
neighbourhood of 180 lb.

The New Twin Jap.
An entirely new engine which makes

its (Uhut in the T.T. practising is the
small V twin J.A.P. This engine has
o\erhead valves, and the rocker pivots are
fitted with ball bearings. The design of
tins valve operating gear is neat and
wurkraanlike.

One oi the Diamond riders in the Junior

T.T.-P. Pike. R. 0. Clark, a Levis enlian

. S. Holroyd, one ol the Blackburne team
m the Junior race.
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The new Diamond overhead valve engine,

showing the ball bearing rocker shafts

and twin magnetos. A four-speed gear is

embodied.

The Levi?.

The Levis Junior T.T. machines used

this week are not standard, but have been

altered specially for the Isle of Alan.

With a bore and stroke of 67x70 mm.,
the cubical capacity is 247 c.c. The cylin-

der is cast ill aluminium with a cast iron

liner, and two rings are fitted to the cast

iron piston. The arrangement of transfer

and exhaust ports is of standard Levis

design, which also applies to the system
of lubrication employed. This little

engine has behaved extremely well in the

Isle of Man, while we are informed that

on the bench its maximum speed is about

5,000 r.p.m.

The three-.speed gear' boxes pio\ide
ratios of 3J, 4|, and 7J to 1, all of which
are comparati\ely high comfjared with an
ordinary tourist's two-stroke machine
No clutch is embodied.
The main tank is supported b.\ a pan

of horizontal tubes, and is wliolh uted

for pclrol, lubiicaling oil liein^ carried

in a small and se|)aialc tank above the
lop lube of the frame. The weight uf

I his speedy little machine is iippioxi-

niaU'ly 140 lb.

The Duzmo.
This maihinc is the .same which com-

peted ill the Liverpool Speed Trials anil

the London-Edinburgh, and has been

altered very little. The Duzmo liaf^

already been described in 'J'lic ilolov

Ci/i:le. and is interesting as being the only
single in the Senior T.T. with an outside
llywlicel. Amongst other noteworthy
feat UK'S of the engine are overhead
\aivos in a detachable cylinder head, and
meclianicaUy-operated pump lubrication

pointy which all make for increased

efficiency.

It may be mentioned that the geai

ratios used are 4^, Sj, and 7 to 1, and
that the machine weighs 270 lb. Le Vack
stated that his engine can rev. up to 3,500
r.p.m. in a test, bench.

The Ivy Two-stroke. »

Tlio Ivy machine used in the Junioi
T.T. is actually a 1921 model, which will

make its appearance on the market in a

few months' time. The engine is ot 349
c.c, and the bore and stroke are 75x79
mm. Maximum revs, are stated to be
5,900 under a brake test.

The Stnrmey-Archer countershaft gear
box provides three speeds, with 4-J, 6,

and 7i to 1 gear ratios. The transmission

w by chain lliiongh.

Archer .iul.li i,- h;

the coinplile inarliiii

<nil (he Slnrmi'V-
c troll,'.!, while
ri-hs 212 lb.

T. C. de la Hav (Sunbeam).

THE DAWN OF DAY. _
4.30 in the morning is not a time

when one expects enthusiasm on the part

of spectators, yet, as the pictures show,
these morning scenes were quite animated.

(Left) Eric Longdcn effecting an adjust-

ment before starting. (Right) V. E.

Horsman (Norton) being timed away.

The Wooler.

Li view of the recent long-distance

recordci secured by McNab on the Wooler
flat _twin, the entry of a team of these

nc-w macliines was of more than ordinary
interest. It will be remembered that on
Brooklands ilcNab averaged 42.84 m.p.h.
for eight hours, aud 40.60 m.p.h. for

twelve hours. These machines a,re all

standard models.
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An animated at the Norton depot.

The Blackburne.

The Blackburnes used in the Isle of

Man are the first complete 2J h.p.

machines to be turned out at the Black-

burne works. The engine is a standard

2J h.p. model, with detachable cylinder

head and. outside flywheel. Gear ratios of

5, 6i, and 9^ to 1 are provided ty a

Sturmey-Archer gear bo.x, and the usual
hand control is used with the clutch. The
I^etrol and oil tank is very wide at the

front, and tapers to the rear. Two gallons

of petrol and half a gallon of oil are

carried. The weight of the machine is

230 lb.

Three of these machines were entered,

and they are standard in design in all

particular's, and were drawn from stock.

The Aurora.

Fitted with a two-stroke Dalm engine

of 73x75 mm. bore and stroke and 318

c.c, the Aurora is the production of

Messrs. Aurora ftlotovs, Ramsey, I.O.M.
The cylinder is of tke three-port type

with twin e.xhaust pipes. An engine-
driven jDump supplies the engine with oil,

and the feed is controlled conjointly with
the throttle movement. A two-speed
Burman gear box with clutch is fitted,

and chain-cum-belt transmission is used.

An external contracting brake and a belt

rim brake are fitted at the rear. There
were two of these machines entered in

the Junior T.T.

New Comet.

This machine, of which only one model
was entered in the Junior Race, being an
almost standard production, was worthy
of close attention. The Climax engine
fitted, aflthough of two-stroke three-port
type, is unusual in having inside fly-

wheels. An Amac carburetter faces for-

ward, a large air-scoop being arranged
with the object of getting forced induc-
tion. All the other details of the machine
are standard, including C.A.V. magneto
and Albion two-speed gear box with
chain and belt transmi.'-hion. The gear

ratios employed are normal, and the

equipment is similar to that of the ordi-

nary stock models with the exception
that special mudguards and flatter

handle-bars are used. The rider, Leonarji
Clements, is a newcomer to motor cycle

racing circles.

The Dot-Jap.

The engine of this motor cycle is a
new J. A. P. production, referred to else-

where, and has overhead valves located
in a detachable housing. The valve seat-

'

ings are cast in one with the cylinder,,

and the tappet rods have ball and socket
joints instead of the earlier type of fork

joints used on the rockers. The bore and
stroke are 60x61^ mm. and the cubical
capacity 348 c.c. This was the only V
twin entered in the Junior race,, and,
indeed, it would appear that in the battle

of the types this form of engine is gradu-
ally losing its popularity.
The machine is equipped with a two-

^
speed Albion gear hox and chain and
belt transmission.

FINISHING TOUCHES. Riglit up to the last minute the work of preparing went on at all depots. Competitor^ and mechanics busy on

tha Wo^lws and Sunbeams.
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DEDUCTIONS FROM THE PRACTISING.

"Flat twin " and " single " in the Senior Race. A. H. Alexander (Douglas) and G. Dance (Sunbeam).

UNLESS practice times and general

performance during the preceding
fortnight are wholly misguiding,

Clio can reasonably assume that the main
:^ti'uggle will be between the Sunbeam
and Norton machines in the Senior T.T.
The Sunbeams have performed con-

sistently well : moreover, they are speci-

ally designed throughout for the strenuous
Isle of Man course, but numericaUy the
Nortons have the advantage, and they are

ridden t-o-day by good men, as practice

limes have shown.
All the Nortons, with one exception,

are purely standard machines, and have
not been altered for the purpose of tlve

race. Even the one which is the excep-
tion is a machine with belt drive and
variable pulley.

We have J. E. Greenwood in charge of

his Sunbeam team. He has seen that each
of his men is up to the mark, and that
machines are always in " condition."

The Norton machines are almost all of

them under the Norton expert, D. R.
O'Donovan, who is not likely to forego
chances in the race, and the Norton
engine has always possessed a reputation
for speed records in competifions both
for duration and hill-climbs.

A Battle of Singles.

Comparing the two makes of machines
and their practice performances, the odds
are slightly in favour of the Sunbeams as

regards speed and other factors; but
should the Sunbeams meet with bad luck
during the six laps in the race, then the

numerical strerigth of the Nortons may
bring in a winner. It is not unsafe, then,

to presume a tough struggle between the

• two teams and a very exciting win for

the first man.
The Indians, A. B.C., Duzmo, and

Douglas, are all comparatively " dark
horses," but their relatively slow per-

formances diu'ing practice cannot be
taken as an absolute guide to their ulti-

mate chances. The Indian machines are

handicapped by extra weight, but even
so, they may not yet have • .shown all

their cards for a win, and possibly their

team work may produce unexpected
results.

These entrants have not had the

advantage of organisation and assistance

in their preparation and practice, but

STABLE COIVIPANIONS.

Blackburnes share the same depot as the Levises
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Arrangement of Bowden cables on the

clutch control of Liicas's A.B.C. The
upper cable is connected

to the hand control 1

£:nd the lower to a pedal.

The Diamond team on different types of machines 1

none of them have been slow on the
course.

Of the particular riders to be favoured
in the Senior race, one has only to com
pare the practice times of one or other
of the men, such as Dance, De la Haj,
Eric Williams (winner of 1914 Junior
T.T.), D. Brown, Shaw, etc.. to know
that some fast riding will be a(hip\ed

ed in the practisini

Competing against all these riders of

500 c.c. mounts is the 2J h.p. A.J.S.,
which on one occasion made a lap in forty-
five minutes, at approximately 50 m.p.h.

The Degory " no-jet " carburetter fitted

tc A. E. Wills's overhead valve Douglas

The central pcrtlcn of the induction pipe

IS an aluminium casting, and fits flat against

the timing case cover.
Reading from left to light the iide H. R. Harveyson, F. W. Dixon, and A. H. Alexander.

—s<5~» This compares favourably with some of

the best practice performances of the

Senior machines, and provided the engine

To obtain alternative riding

positions, three rubber grips were used by

Dallison (Ivy) on each side of the handle-bar.

can stand six laps "all out" in the race,

this machine will prove a very serious

competitor, and, given good luck, should

finish quite well up even though it may
not win.

Douglas Promenade makes an ideal speedway for ta-zmorrow's Hying kilometre. Early morning
practising for the event.

R. Lucas (A.B.C.) prepared tor

emergencies by fitting an extra

cable alongside his brake rod.
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Two four-stroke types in the Junior Race—Milner's 2] h.p. Diamond and Clayton's flat twin Wooler.

THE LAST DAY'S PRACTISING.
Monday morning was wet and gloomy,

and, with the exception of one or two
competitors who pottered round the

course, there .was actually very little

practising. Of Senior competitors three

had not qualihed bv the previous Satur-

day—A, J. iloffat ' (Norton), J. Thomas
(Norton), and S. J. Redmond (Indian)

—

and only Thomas turned up on jNIonday

"morning: Despite the wet weather,
Thomas covered two laps, one of which
he made in less than one hour, and he
thus quahlied fur the Senior race,

ilott.it's recent accident durnig practice

was evidently responsible for inability

to complete the necessary number of laps,

while Redmond, we understand, decided
not to compete in the Senior. Harvey-
son, Dixon, and D. S. Alexander (on their

Indians), and Lucas (A. B.C.), each put
in a lap of the course ; and T. Simister
(Norton) covered two circuits without
stopping, also Milner and Harks went
roimd oir their four-valve Diamonds.
The former, hon-ever, decided to ride
his 250 CO. J.A.P.-engined o.h.v. model
in the race. Oates, on the Aurora, started
on a lap, but was not heard of at the

The new 2f h.p. Blackbume machine made its debut to the public m the Senior T.T., for

although a large number of makers have been using this engine for the past year, it has not been

included in the Blackbume range. The central figure is P. J. Enticknapp, and to the right is seen

]. S. Holroyd, both well-known competition riders.

After mornmg practu

fully employed tunmg
their machmes.

ompetitors were

1 and adjusting

official cessation of practice. Excluding
those competitors who suffered accidents
and are out of the Junior race, there
remain four riders who have presumably
not qualified. These are J. S. Clayton
(Wooler), E. Greenwood (Douglas), J. W.
Oates (Aurora), and J. H. McDowell
(Wooler). F. A. Applebee, the one-time
trophy holder, went over the course on his

touring Indian in 57m., which is an ex-

cellent performance, considering he has

not seen the course for some years.

Despite the weather, a large number of

spectators assembled at the start on the

last morning of practice, and, incident-

ally, the carpenters w-ere busy putting the

last touches to the grandstand.
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE COURSE.
Condilion of the Roads immediately before the Commencement of the Races.

Sunday in the Isle of Man was not
exactly a day of rest, for the competi-
tors, particularly those in the Junior
lace, were busy putting finishing touches
to their machines. Though motoring was
restricted to those possessed of a permit,

there seemed no real obstacle in obtain-

ing these, and many took the oppor-
tunity of following the course. Trade
people, particularly were in evidence, and
here it may be slated that interest in the
event was never more pronounced.

Crowds of Visitors.

Despite the somewhat scanty entry,

the many boats have never been so

crowded with visitors. On Saturday, for

instance, one thousand people were left

behind when the first boat left, so that

two relief boats were necessary ; the

afternoon boat, too, was thronged.

On Monday morning, machines in the

Junior race were weighed, examined, and
numbered, these operations taking place

at the starting point. Prior to the race,

we took a. final trip over the course.

Notes on the Course.

Generally, its condition is good, tTie state

ef the surface at the end of the practising

proving the negligible amount of damage
motor cycles do to roads. After Quarter
Bridge there is a perfect surface, often

tarred. In Glen Helen occasional wavy
stretches are encountered, and under the

trees there were patches of wet ; after

Greg Willey the very fast stretch to

Sulby Bridge is in excellent order. From
there on to Ramsey the going is not so

good, due to abnormal rains. (A slight

cliange of route in Ramsey itself involves

a further right-angle turn.) The stiff

clihib over Snaefell is in wonderfully good
Londition, though very loose in parts, and
stiff head winds are usually encountered

at one point or othei" of the sinuous

climb, which factor has troubled com-

AT THE BLACKBURNE DEPOT.
P. j. Enticknapp busy on a dismantled engine during the practice period.

petitors not a little in selection of gear
ratios. So carefully are these calculated
tliat in -similar makes of machines the
ratios vary according- to the weight of

rider. From the signpost onwards are two
right-angle bends, and a narrow road ap-
proaches the Z bend at Governor's
Bridge. Every rider must literally crawl
round the bends, for they are far more
acute than the Snaefell bend at Ramsey.

A Downhill Swoop.

Then follows a straight wide stretch to

the starting and finishing points in the-

terrific swoop now nrade possible down
Bray Hill. Considering the additional

bends and slightly longer course, it is

doubted by successful exponents whether
the speed records for the course will be

e saw on the
Mason, F. A.

AT THE LEVIS DEPOT.
One of the machmes bears the number least desired by the superstitious rider.

Reg. Brown (Sunbeam).

Applebee, P. J. Evans, and Eric Williams
—all previous heroes, and still as keen
as ever on the most sporting motor cycle

event of the year. At the smoking con-

cert organised at the A.J.S. headquarters
at Crosby, £100 was realised on the spot

in aid of the local hospitals.
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INCIDENTALLY.
Tlio IHuilop and CliiKlier Co. 'a motur

Vcans !i)catod at tlie staid [ii'ovidod com-
potiuirs and utUci's witli hot drinks dniiiii^

llie whole fortniglit of practising.

Magneto ctit-outs were made oiilinual

by the A.C.U. in the second week.

Weird mascots have been worn Ijy »

jmmber of competitors, and one rider ha.s

grewi and yellow spots 'paint'ed on liis

racing helmet.

F. \V. Applebee was, with few excep-

tons, 1 lie first man off on each practice

morning. He nsed upturned handle-bars.

Governor's Bridge has been proclaimed
the worst corner on the course by the
riders, although not the most dangerous.

G. Danfte has easily upheld his reputa-

tion as a speed man in the practising.

Despite the early hour of the com-
mencement of practice, the utmost
jovinlitv existed anionm^t all and sundry
at the 'start on Bray Hill.

The Sunbeam men use a leather peak
on their racing helmets.

" Half Europe on a Norton "—a com-r-

petitor's opinion of the fourteen Norton
entries.

Norman Black's belt-driven Norton with
Philipson pulley made some excellent lap

time," in competition with three-ispeed

machines.

The Sunbeams have coil springs instead

of leaf springs a^s in the standard model.

6gi

The only British V twin engine in the races—the new overhead valve 350 c.c. J.A.P., of which

little was known before it made its appearance in the Isle of Man.

Sidney Haden, age eighteen, reserve
rider for the New Comet, was the
youngest rider on the course.

A brand new Bosch racing plug was
found in a competitor's garage. It iiad

been lying there since 1914.

There has been a rather nnnsual number
of accidents during practising this year,

and. strange to say, most of these have
<]ccnrred to entrants in the Junior Race.

These include Heath, Haddock, and
Cowell of the A..J.S. entry, and Clement,
who was entered to ride the New Comet.
In addition, Kice, one of the Sunbeam
reserve riders and a Manx marshal, made
up the rest of the hospital party. True,
none of the "casualties" were really

serious cases, and all of them are making
very satisfaetory progress towards com-
plete recovery. It is remarkable that falls

.from motor cycles, even at speed, result

in comparatively little injur}'.

The A.J.S. depot is situated midst rural surroundings. Mr. Harry Stevens is seen standing i

H. R. Davies on the left.

the centre of the picture, with Eric Willi.
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CLUB NEWS.
(Continued from page 676.) _

Newcastle and Distiict M.C.C.

Thousands of spectators assembled at
'

the^ start of the ail-night run to Edin-
burgh and back on the 5th inst. Fifty

vehicles started, and thirty-seven com-
pleted the course. The outward journey
was via Alnwick and Berwick, returning
via Jedburgh and Otterbiu'n.

The night was cold and dark, but fine,

and the run proved most successful. The
' winner of the Baker challenge cup and
special prize was R. H. Johnson (4

Triumph).
Gold medals were awarded to the follow-

ing competitors checking at each control
within one minute of schedule time : A.
S, C. Broadway (8 Matchless «c.), R. S.

Scoon (3i N.U.T.), S. Bell (3 A. B.C.), W.
C. Thompson (3^ N.U.T.), G. L. Batty
(8 Dene s.c), H. R. Shaw (25 Crossley
car), and W. N. Taylor (20 Essex car).

Club silver medals : T. Magurk (6

A.J.S. sc), R. J. Cutts (6 Ariel sc), J.

Baker (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), C. Alli-

son (6 Martinsyde-Newman sc), T. Toovey
(3i^ P. and M.), and J. G. Edminson (25
Hudson Six car). .

,

Twenty-two competitors were awarded
bronze medals.

Coventry and Warvriekshire M.C.

The following are the official results of-

the Manville Trophy competition held on
the 5th inst. Owing to the number of

competitors qualifying for this award, the
winner has to be chosen froni reports on
a secret check. This was C. Mansfield (3

A. B.C.). Special class prizes were
awarded : Solo, W. W. Brandish (4i
Humber). - Sidecar, D. S. Heather (4-i

B.S.A.). Car, Miss Vera Hathaway (11.9
Hillman). The following competitors
gained special awards, having lost no
marks: T. H. Meakin (4 Triumph), N.
Rycroft (4 Triumph sc), E. L. Allen (5-6

Rover sc), H. A. Smith (4 Triumph sc),
T. R. Gibbins (8 Acme sc), H. Finch (4

Triumph sc), D. A. Atkin (8 Acme sc),
J. W. Ravenhall (5-6 Rover sc), C. R.
Little (4 Triumph sc.), W. J. Jlont-
gomery (5-6 Rover sc), A. R. Grindlay
(7-9 Barley sc), and F. H. Brown (8 Re.x
sc). The following also got awards, hav-
ing lost not more than five marks : W. F.
Smith (2| Hobart) and A. P. McCowran
(4 Triumph sc).

Bradford M.C.C.

This club has now been reorganised,
and at a recent meeting seventy-five new
members were enrolled, bringing the total
over 100. A novices' reliability trial was
recently held for the Triumph cup, result-
ing in a win for S. Jowett (Norton sc).
Prise.i were awarded to C. Haigh (P. and
JI.), G. R. Grundy (Triumph), and S.
Haigh (Ariel sc).

North London M.C.C.

The outstanding performance in the
recent Staley cup trial was the consistent
driving of jliss D. Busby (2| Douglas),
who tied with R. H. Baxter (2-i Radco)
for the trophy with full marks. Silver
medals were awarded to F. J, Watts (5
Hrough) and H. F. Hammond (6 Zenith),
v.hile the following gained bronze medals:
V. F. Jon,.rt, F. A. Jelks, J. F. Hull, F.
V/. Turner, R. L. Richardson, and M. J.
Wilkes.
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PRINTING TRADES'

DISPUTE AND
THE MOTOR CYCLE.

The printing industry as repre-

sented by its various Unions has,

for some time past, been negotiating

for an increase in wages.

Some twenty or more Unions are

involved, and a basis of settlement

has been reached which the

Executives of every affiliated Union,

with one exception, are recommend-
ing their members to accept.

The exception is the Typographical

Association, who have issued strike

notices which become operative at

a future specified date, but in the

meantime their membeis are not

permitted to work overt-me.

This step is universal wherever

members of the Typographical

Association are employed. London
and Scotland, "however, are not

affected, as they are not in the area

in which the Typographical Associa-

tion operates.

Owing to the large circuiatton of

our papers and the difficulty of

securing adequate labour, it has
been impossible for some time past

to produce them without very con-

siderable overtime, and the reduction

of output entailed by the lessened

number of working hours may, we
are afraid, cause delays in produc-
tion. In order to meet the difficulty

to some extent we have been obliged
to hold over a large number of
pages of advertisements from the
present issue, and to delete a
number of pages of editorial matter,

and we must in consequence ask
our readers* indulgence during these

difficult tiipes.

iLiFFE & Sons Ltd.
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THE LONDON-EDINBURGH
RUN RESULTS.

WHEN the London-Edinburgh results

were published in this journal it

was announced that certain cases

were held over for further consideration.

Since this announcement was made the
M.C.C. committee has met and the follow-

ing awards have been made : -

A, E. Walker (2J Hobart) has been
awarded a gold medal,, and -not a silver

as previously announced.
D. Bradbury (4 Norton) is awarded a

silver and not a gold medal.
H. B. Browning (3} Scott) and J. A.

Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne) have been
awarded silver medals.
Competitors who have earned gold

medals either in the London-Edinburgh
or London-Land's End runs are entitled

to receive gold medals, gold sleeve links,

or silver ash trays, with the club's silver

medal in the centre. Medal winners
should, communicate with the secretary,

Mr. Southcomb Jlay, 34, Gower Place,

London, W.C.I, regarding their choice in

this direction, by July 1st.

y^^ >^

The Scottish Six Days Trials.

Up to the time of. going to press over
eighty entries have been received, and
the following makes of machines will be
represented by teams : New Imperial,
P. and M., Rover, Ariel, Indian, and two
B.S.A. teams.

Leeds and District M.C.

A minor speed trial was held on the
5th inst. This event was rim in classes

and the class winners competed in i\fe

final under a handicap framed from their
cjass times. A separat-e class, with per-
sonal handicapping, was also run for

novices. Results : First, silver cup,
Gregory (2| Douglas) ; second, gold
medal, Stanhope (Stanhope runabout)

;

third, silver medal, Almond (4 Triumph);
a novices' prize was awarded to Ridgeon
(2| Douglas).

TAXATION.
REPLYING to a question put -to him

in the House of Commons last

month. Sir Eric Geddes admitted
that in an interim report, the Depart-
mental Committee of the Ministry of

Transport which dealt with the Taxation
proposals, "indicated their preference

for a petrol tax."
It now transpires that the Committee

went further than to express a mere
"indication" of their preference for

maintaining the principle of the petrol

duties. Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P.,
in the. last issue of The Sunday Times,
points out that the Committee's actual

recommendations were as follow :

(1) Taxation of motor spirit should be
continued.

^ (2) A flat rate per gallon should be
levied on all imported motor spirit used
by mechanical road vehicles of evei'y

description.

The principle to which the Committee
endeavoured to make their original pro-

posals enforced was that " as far as

possible taxation should be proportion-

ate to user in the case of a\\ mechanical
road transport," and tlrey stated at the

very beginning of their interim report

that "'We consider that the taxation of

motor spirit is the most practical method
0% charging proportionate to user."

Sir W. Joynson-Hicks states that it

jan be shown conclusively that the
revenue winch the Government desires to

obtain can be secured by a flat rate of

4gd. per gallon upon all imported petrol,

coupled with a small increase on licence

duties for private cars and a low schedule •

for commercial vehicles. " Indeed," Sir

W. Joynson-Hicks continues, "I doubt
whether any tax on the vehicle itself will

be needed next year to produce the re-

quired revenue, if the Ministry's own
estimates as to the number of vehicles
that will then be on the roads are
realised. Why, under these circum-
staijces, does the Government insist upon
forcing its alternative scheme upon the
country against the wishes of the enor-
mous majority of the users of mechanical
road vehicles?"
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Lost in Transit.

A motor cycle having a Bosch

@ magneto was advertised recently,

and I wired cash to owner of

lUiicliine, which was then put on
rail 1 per passengei> train. On

arrival here it was minus magneto.
Who is responsible ior the loss ?

—

C.P.J.

Either the sender or the railway company
is responsible for the loss of the magneto.
If the machine was sent at sender's risk,

it is his responsibility, but if it was
forwarded at the company's risk, the
company are responsible, provided the
machine was complete when handed over
to them.

Timing a Single.

I should be grateful if you
\gy\ would settle a point relating to

^ the valve setting of a motor
L-^ cycle engine. Xhe engine in

question is a single - cylinder

3i h.p. Rex (85x90), which I took
down at the end of last year, and find-

ing that the rockers and cam wheel
were rather worn, sent for a new set

from the makers. I\set these so that
the e.xhaust valve closes, if anything,
just a shade past the top of the down
stroke, and the inlet valve opens -^-in.

further down. As both valves are
operated by one cam, I concluded that
this was correct, and bo-\ed it up.
Afterwards, however, measuring with a
wire, I am surprised to find that the
e.\liaust opois |in.- from the bottom of
the firing stroke, and the inlet clones
jin. past the bottom of the compression
stroke. These measurements I am abso-
lutely certain of, but the closing of the
inlet and opening of the e.xhaust seem
to be late and early respectively.

—

W.J.M.
Time the engine by the following
method : Rotate the flywheel until the
piston is at the top dead centre, then in-

sert the cam wheel and rockers in such
a way that the exhaust valve is just clos-

ing and the inlet valve just commencing
to open. If you adopt this setting you
need not consider the opening position of
the e.xhaust or the closing position of the
inlet valve. For timing the ignition,

rotate the engine forward one full revo-
lution from this point, when the piston
will again come to the top dead centre.
Retard the ignition control lever two-
thirds of its movement, rotate the mag-
neto armature until the contact breaker
points are just separating, and then con-
nect up the magneto drive. This setting
will give you the best results for general
running.
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Starting an Old Machine.

I have a 6 h.p. Bat-Jap
motor cycle with which I, have
some trouble in starting off. It

has an epicyclic gear which is

fitted on. the engine shaft. When
pushing off, with low gear in, I

cannot get back wheel over com-
pression, causing it to skid on the

ground. When high gear is in, com-
pression is easier, and the machine will

start off with a good sprint. Can you
inform me what is the cause of this ?

—K.W.
The difficulty you e.'cperience when en-

deavouring to start oft in low gear is,

of course, due to the fact that, in a

.

given distance^ not only is there a con-

siderable increase of friction due to the

higher engine speed, but in the same
distance you have to overcome the

resistance of a greater number of com-
pression strokes. Probably the bad
starting is due almost entirely to the
engine being out of adjustment, and we
would recommend that you obtain
" Motor Cvcles and How to ^lanage
Tli.'ni.-'inil.'li.hca by lliffe niid Sons. Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, E.C.4, by post 2s. lOd.,

wherein you will find many hints on the

management and tuning of old pattern

machines.

The Sidecar Taxi.

Is it permissible to obtain a
hackney carriage licence for a
sidecar outfit, used sole'y for

hiring out and business pur poses ?

If four wheels are necessary,

would the addition of another wheel
to the sidecar bring the outfit to the

legal status ?—H436.
We very much doubt whether you would
be able to obtain a hackney carriage

licence for a sidecar outfit used solely

for hiring out purposes. It is a matter,
however, which is covered by the local

byelaws of the particular locality, and
you should

. see the Chief Constable or

the Town Clerk where you reside. Even
if a hackney carriage licence was obtained,
full licence duty would have to be paid.

Up to the present we have not heard of

a motor cycle and sidecar being licensed

as a hackney carriage, although several
aiiiilir;iti"iis li:ive liftii made.

IN THE YORKSHIRE WILDS.

A stifi climb with a 1 in 4 hairpin near Semmer Water, included in the recent Ilkley open

trial. J. R. Sylvester (8 Morgan-M.A.G.) made a good climb,
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Replacing Fork Spindles.

How do you relieve the strain

[^ on the Druid, spring forks when

I
^ instalUng a new Set of spindles

Li-I and shackles? The local repairer

here has stripped the thread of

one of four new spindles, and I cannot

get the nut to hold. All these nuts,

to my mind, should be castellated and
the spindles drilled and split pins

inserted.—W.D.P.
In order to facilitate the fitting of new
spindles to the Druid forks, it is necessary

to take the weight off them by raising the

front of the machine and supporting -the

engine on a box. You will then find

that it is quite easy to remove the side

links and spindles of the fork, especially

if you loosen the springs. The nuts on
the spindles do not usually giv^ trouble

by coming loose, although some makers do
secure them by means of split pins.

Testing Bearings.

I find that, although there is

1^1 . not the slightest up and down

I
> play in either the big or little

LsJ end bearings of my engine, I
' can tilt the piston a little, not

in the direction of travel, but" across,

the top of connecting rod, so to speak.

Also the connecting rod can be tilted

across the crank case (which indicates

a free bearing, in my opinion), yet I

cannot X\ft either the piston or the

connecting rod. I can push the engine

sprocket in and out for perhaps even
less than a -rVth inch, yet I cannot
move -this in the direction of travel,

to show wear in general. Are the

bearings in good order 'i—P.E.T.
A small amount of side-play or rocking
play in the piston and connecting rod

may be disregarded, provided-—you are

unable - to lift these parts. The small

of end-play in the main shaft

'jnored.

70 m.p.h. Wanted.

The number of teeth on the

IqI sprocket of my gear is thirty-two,

i\ and on the engine sprocket there
LiJ are sixteen teeth. The belt

pulley on the gear box is 5in.

across. My present belt rim on the
rear wheel is 20in, across. What size

belt rim shall I require on the rear

wheel to obtain 70 m.p.h. with the
engine running at 3,600 r.p.m. ?—L.R.

The present top gear of yoar machine is

roughly 6| to 1. To get 70 m.p.h. with
the engine running at 3,600 r.p.m. you
would need a 4 to 1 gear, and to get this

you would require^ with the existing

sprockets and countershaft pulley a 12in.

belt drum on the rear wheel. It is most
unlikely, of course, that you will obtain
70 m.p.h. with your machine, as the
speed calculated does not take into con-

sideration the effect of the greatly in-

creased wind resistance at high speeds.
iMoreover, it is not likely that a small
engine would run efficiently on such a
high gear.

JUNE lytk, ig2o.

iiount

may be

READERS' REPXIES.

A Recurring Engine Trouble,

It may assist "F.F." arid others if

it is pointed out that the loosening of

the rivets in their flywheels is owing to

the crank, pins not being a tight fit. Rivet-
ing i.s absolutely useless if the crank pin

c^3

is not a really tight fit in the flywheel.
I have had three cases lately of this
kind. One customer had had his crank
pin I'iveted four times. I have fitted new
crank pins in each case, and no further
trouble has been experienced.—0. New.

Roc Gear Adjustments.

I have had the same trouble as
"H.S." with slipping high gear of my
1910 Roc hub. This I cured by fixing
a piece of steel on the low gear pedal,
thus extending by threequarters of an
inch the point which engages with the
high gear pedal. The effect of this is

to give a longer thrust to expand the
high gear band, and therefore a greater
release when in free. Another improve-
ment I found was to remove the quick
thread thrust nut and engage it on
another lead of the screw forward, and
I also fitted a longer adjusting screw
(made from a bicycle spindle) to this
part.—Roc (Southampton).

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.W.S. (Balham).—-Binks carbu-

retter on 4 h.p. Norton (solo). Best jet
settings and comparison in results with
standard carleniietter.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Cardiff to BouRNF.MOtrTH.—R.P.J.

Cardiff, St. Mellons, Newport, Caer-
went, Chepstow, Lydney, Blakeney,
Newnham, Westbury, Gloucester, Quedge-
ley, Frocester, Stone, Alveston, Bristol,
Bath, Bradford, Trowbridge, Westbury,
Warminster, Longbridge Deverill, E.
Knoyle, Shaftesbury, Compton Abbas,
Durweston, Blandford, Carlton Marshall,
Poole, Boairnemouth.

IMPORTANT DATES.
Thurs.. June 17th—
Senior'T.T. Race, Is'e of Man.

Fri. June 18 th

—

Speed Tria s on Douglas Promenade.
Fri. an) Sat. June 25h-26th—

Dublin and District M C.C. Opan Twenty-
four Hou-s Reliability Trial.

Sal.. June 26th—
M.C.C. Team Trial for " Tt e Motor Cycle "

Cup
M-n, July 5th. to Sat.. July 10th- •

ScDttish Six Days Trial.

WeJ.. July 7th—
Union Motocyc^ist de France el Automo-
bile Club de rOuest, Grand Prix Race
for Motor Cycles and Cyc'e Cars.

Wed. and Thurs., July 7th and 8th-
Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

Thurs., July 15th—
Essex M.C. Joint Open Speed Trials,
Weslcliff-on Sea,

Thurs., July 15lh. and Fri.. July 16lh—
Irish End-to-end Trial

Sat.. July 17 th—
Cumberland County M.C.C. Open. Re'ia-
bility Trial

Sat . July 24th—
Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open Trial
at Luton Hoo.

Sun.. July 25lh. to Aug. 1st -

International Six Days Trial in France.
Sun., Auff. 1st, to Wed.. Aug. 4lh—
Anglo-Dutch Trial in Holland.

Sal, Aus. 7th—
S.A C.U. Inter club Meet at Callander.

Mon.. Aug. 23rd. to Sal.. Aug. 28t.l -

A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Sat . Sept. 4lh—
Scottish Spesd Championship} at St.

Andrews.
Scott Trial in Yorkshire.

Lubrication of Record Breaker.

McNab used CastroT on his record-

breaking Woolei; when he established so

many new long-distance records. Ripault
plugs were also used.

Extensions.

In order to cope with the steady in-

crease in its business, the Beldam Tyre
Co., Ltd., has formed an enlarged

company entitled the Beldam Tyre Com-
pany (1920), Limited, with a capital of

£500,000.

Four-cylinders in the "Edinburgh."

H. G. Bell, who has ten consecutive
successes in the "London-Edinburgh"
to 'bis credit, seven of .them on F.N.
four-cylinder machines, has rejoined the

makers of this machiiTe as sales manager
of the motor cycle department in London.

Sidecar Covers and Aprons.
The Waterproof Co., Rutland Street,

, Nottingham, are prepared to send samples
and quotations for sidecar covers on
receipt of pattern or measurements, and
state that new covers will be despatched
the same day as order received.

Free Chain Lubricant.
The^ County Chemical Co., Ltd.,

ChemTco Works, Birmingham, are offer-

ing 1,000 free tubes of their new chain
lubricant to anyone who cares to apply
for them enclosing 2d. for postage and
mentioning the name of dealer through
whom the lubricant is to be supplied.

' Peto and Radford, Ltd.

Notices have appeared lately of the
liquidation of the late firms of Peto and
Radford, Ltd., and the New Peto and
Radford Accumulator Co., Ltd. We under-
stand that these are only formal, and
in consequence of the amalgamation of

the busmess with those of Pritchett and
Gold and Electrical Power Storage, Ltd.

A Record Breaking Sidecar.

Sidecarists who desire an e.xtremely

light and at the same time amply strong

chassis might well consider the sporting
model (K4) Canoelet, manufactured by
Messrs. Mead and Deakin, Tyseley, Bir-

mingham. One of these, a standard model
from stock, was fitted to D. R. O'Dono-
van's 3^ h.p. Norton when he broke four-

teen sidecar records at Brooklands.

London-Edinburgh Echoes.

R. G. Mundy (G.N.) made a clean'

ascent of Kirkstone. There was a mis-
placement of an asterisk in the official

results. He was, however, credited with
a gold medal. ^ '

W. Patison (10 G.P. Jlorgan) and B.'

Gold (2| Wolf) were awarded silvef^

medals.
The rider of th^ Norton with Philipsony

pulley, who made such a- meritorious

ascent of Kirkstone, was Stanley Law-
rence, and not J. Boult as stated.
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An A ccurale

Lathe because

a Dnimmoitd
L atlie.

The DRUMMOND 4in. MULTI-PURPOSE LATHE
YOUR REPAIR WORK
will be done better, more quickly, and at much
less cost if 3'ou do it yourself on this lathe ; the

machine will sfive its first cost many times

over during its long working life.

The Drummond 4in. centre Screwcutting.

Milling, DriUing, and Boring Lathe, is fully

capable of all motor cycle repairs.

Free instructions and advice on the use of the

lathe are given where necessary, on request.

Arraiv^od a? Bench, Stand-

Treadis, or Power Lathe,
tojjrder - DRUMMOND BROS., LTD.,

Reed Hill, Guildford

Write for

Fully Ulustratcrl

Catalogue.

j^i^^i^oLijsrcjE^jyfGi^T - jby ^Qiudgp Wirc i^ LoNboN.

You will have no cause to complain

about your Control Levers, Wire Mech-
anism, and fitments if they are made by
the original patentees.

We have specialised in Motor Cycle

Controls for over Twenty Years and know
all there is to know about them.

You will find our Trade Mark on the

Controls used by all the leading Motor Cycle
Manufacturers.

<^^^]g^|;^ Ltd., London

ilAEK.

Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, N.W.I 0.
TELEPHONE—2400, Three Lines. TELEGRAMS—" Bowirelim, Phone, London '

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Godljolds
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JULIANS
OF

READING
THE "NO PREMIUM'
HOUSE.

BIGGEST DEALERS
IN THE SOUTH.

IN STOCK
at time of going to ptess,

ZENITH, 8 h.p., Kick-start & Clutch, List prices

BLACKBURNE, 4 h p

NEW IMPERIAL, Kick-start and Clutch „

LEVIS, Popular Model - - - - „

CLYNO, 2-speed & Clutch - - . „- „

NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed - - „

CEDOS, 2-speed - - - - - „

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed - ,r

We hope to be able to give delivery of the following

before AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY.

POWERPLUS INDIAN COMBINATION.
ARIEL, 3i h.p. FRANCIS-BARNETT.
MARTINSYDE COMBINATION. O.K. UNION.

ZENITH. JAMES.

H. JULIAN
84, Broad Street, READING.

'Phone : 1024.

c^ti In answtrinn this advertisement it is dcsirohle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, all models, enrly di'livcrlcs; all parls
flOL-kcd.-F. Snenkmnn. Ariel Export, 7, Uochdalo

Rd.. Ilnrpurhey, Jlanebostor. [T-lia

AniEI, G-7h.ii., lulu 1919, spleiiiliil order, mileime
iiimiit 1.000. Ko iinyHiierei ilSS.-Stewiiit, 91,

Clocl;ln.ii,se Kil., ISeekeuliuui. 17084

I
in 17 Ariel 5-611. p. Combination, engine reeently
tXtJ overhiiuled by makers; £135, or best oller.-
Shields, Mnrket IMnee, HridliiiKton. (7463

ARIICI. 3' .li.|i.. 1920, .'minlershall combination,
not un.niled; li.it price.- Hnnvn, Moor Hon,w

V View, South Klmsull, ur. Pontclnu-t. (7977

:3^'-
I best ever- £40.-38, Alstone Av., Clieltenliom. f.X362

ABIEL 31i.li.. single, disc wheels, T.T. burs, round
tiuik. Ions esliinist, running order; lirst £24

BOcures.-Jenkms, 39, Cnernu Ed., Cnernu, BridKOud.
[7018

y^ KIEL 3.'jh.p. Combination, delivered May. 1920.
ely nsed. list price, lamps, horn, etc.. if d.'-

aircJ.—Write Coryn, Walden, Hornchurch, Ess
[7515

"I Q20 SWjh.p. Standard Ariel Combination, d.„
J.«^ wheels, only done 200 miles; £152/10.—Mid-
land Motor Co., Hopewalk, Nottingham. 'Phone :

4600.
I [ai8l

tieulnrs on iippliention to H. E. rdlows, Food Control
^Ofllce, Braintree, Estiex. - [7062

1ia20 (Miiroli) Ariel 6-7h.p. Combination, done 600
'-i-t/ miles. KliL\on. Wiitford triii, mirror. Cameo, lug-

. gage gild, as new; £185, or near otter.-Eotbburv,
Gordon Av, East, Bognor. (7726

.1Q20 Ariel 3'^. p., new and unused, with MillordLtJ Corvette sidecar, Lucas horn and all lamps,
everything brand new and unserntched; £150 gns.—

I Weiford, 28, St. James St., Brighton. [7473

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 AUel Combination, electrically
equipped, ready for the road.—Fair Offer Car

I House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Harnpsfe.nd Tube
: Stationl. 'Phoue: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, in-
cluding Saturdays. [7360

Armis.
-10 20 Armis. 3';h.p. Precision engine, Burman gear,LtJ must sell; nearast to list accepted.-31. The

I Drive, Roundhay, Leeds. [7782

Arno.
£29 secures.— 122,AEKO SH'h.p., ride awav : first

Wood Vale, Honor Oak.

Auto=WheeIs.
ADTO-WHEEL, good condition; £12, or nearest

offer.—JIacleod. Downham Hall. Brandon. [7825

AUTO-WHEEL, £10; another, B.S.A. de Luxe, £16.—8;i, Blue Ball Yard, St. James' St., Piccadilly.

[6912
AUTO-WHEEL. 3-speed cycle, accessories; £18/10.

—124, Stondon Park, Honor Oak Park, S.E.
[7330

AUTO-WHEEL de Lu-xe and Gent's 3-spced cycle,
excellent condition; £25.—F. Bell. Dr.iper, Work-

ington. [8145

AUTO-WHEEL, as new; £15; excellent condition
throughout.—Slessor, Inverugie, Peterhead, Aber-

deenshire. [7318

MOUEL de Luxe Auto-Whee; and Gent's Cycle, thor-
ouKh good order, £18; Jfiito-Wheel separate, £12.

ims, Lon.afield, Kent. [8158

Bros

WALL Anto-wheel, 1914, complete and in flrst<-Ias3

condition ; nearest offer to £10.—Lacev. 37, Yio-
t .toria Ed., Addlestone, Surrey. [7431

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. , and gent's B.S.A. specially
made bicycle, all as new, scarcely used; £27/10.

-Bradley Dyne, 133, Sloane St.. London, S.W.I.
[X3536

AUTO Wheel. B.S.A Model de Luxe attached
Premier cycle. 3-sp9ed gear, all accessories;

espt £20, real b.argain.—Apply by letter, 24, Hack-
1 ney Grove, Mare St., Hackney, E.8. [7525

B
B

Bat.

ATS, 1920.—We have commenced deliveries.—The
Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Rochester. (0198

.4T-J.A.P. 6h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, with side-
car, 1915; £100; any trial,—Dr. Pratt, Millom.

[X3S46
BAT-J.A.P. Combination, taken tor debt. In splen-

did order; £60, or offer; after 6 p.m.—248.
Peckham Rye. [X3624

BAT-J.A.P. 6b.p. Combination, Bosch, 2-speed,
running order; £7d.—4a. Petersham Rd., Rich-

mond, Surrey, [8056

j^Ji-Pi Jap-Bat. 2rspeed and free engine, with Mont-
'V gomery sidecar, in exceptionally niee ord^r, and
hns beeu well kept; £70; any trial.-A. J. Young, High
c* „- ,... , |Q^20St., Newmarket.

HOT FAVOURITES
FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,

NEW 1920 MODELS
VERUS, ^-stroke, single-speed £60

VERUS, 23 h.p. Blackburne engine £110 5

P.V., spring frame, 2} h.p., 2-speed £78 15

METRO-TYLER, 2i h.p., 2-speed .... £69 18 8

PORTLAND, 2j h.p., 2-speed £60

GLYNO, 2j h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., standard model . . £127 10

DOT, 2jh.p., J.A.P. engine, 2-speed £74 11

QUADRANT, 4 h p., complete with Side-
car £135

Second-hand Models
SOLO.

SUNBEAM, 1914 model, aj h.p., 2-speed,
Bosch magneto £75

DOUGLAS, 22 h.p., W.D. model, 3-speed,

Lucas bead lamp \ £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., igi2 model, 2-speed, MiUford

Sidecar £68

DOUGLAS, 1914 model, 3! h.p., .2-speed,

idck-start, Bosch ma^eto £110

BLACKBURNE, 1920 model, 4 h.p.. Stnr-
mey-Archer gear box, complete with
accessories £145

BLACKBURNE, 1920 model, 4 h.p. Stur-
mey-Archer gear box, all-chaia drive,

coachbuilt Sidecar, windscreen, Lucas
lamps, and horn, as new £155

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

3-speed, W.D. model, complete with
Sidecar , £145

ROVER, 6 h.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, all-

chain drive, complete with Sidecar . . £145

• MnuDES •

7Aotor7A?irt
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.L
'Gratus—" Abdicate, Wesdo, London"
'Phone—Maylair 552. Mtiseiim 557,

100, Paris St., EXETER.
'Grams—" Combustion, ExeUr,*

'Phone—EtiUr 933.

MOTOR CYCIJiS rOR SALI;.

lint.

BAT-.r.A.P. 6b. p. Combination, 2-Bneed. Koi- Bear,
ride away, trial; price £60.—Write, 23, Strcatlmin
•Slreathan S.W.'ie. 17605

elled millilfi """' "•li.''. Unt.Jup, Ju«t re-emimellcd nnd ro-

tJV buHhed, hipiied Hrooklnnd« ut 90, ndjnstiiblo

pulley ; £80.— Oiililteld Speed Corporntiou, Albert Rd.,

Kinii'H llciitli, IlirininKhnni. [X320B^

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., Cowoy upcsd-

nnietcr.P. anil M. lamps, horn, HprinB footboards,

Birod tyrcH, pjriect condition; £47/10.-DavieB, 10, 81.

.la a R.l.. Hermond8=y, S.E. [7692

19' cbbiiilt folding

t7533

4 h.p. iliilip, 1;^ kl.iii iii.»l,l, in fine condition
an.l Miund I hrnoKli.dH . 2 l;imps. generator, horn.

knee grips, and pan sadille; £45.-Oarag3d at .layes.

9, Princess Mews, Bclsizo_Cre.sc;nt, Hampstead. (8128

8 h.p. Bat-.Jap, 1915. in good condition, with Norton
sidCL-ar and full equipment, electric lighting, 3-

s|iced countershaft, clut<-h, kick starter, recently over-

hauled, and in thorough working order; £125, no
offers; London.—Box 5.049, c/o The Motor Cycle.

RIacUburne
[7309

[8155
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London.-Early de-

livery of 4b. p. and 8h.p. Blackburne machines.
[6853

33,h.p. Bl.nckburnp, thorongblv overhnuled. good nui-

4 nine order; 125.-45. Clitton Ed., Crouch Knd.
N. [6944

1020 (April)- 4h, p. Blackburne Combination, un-
Xt/ scratched, mileage 300. all chain, lamps.
Klaxon; £155.—Head, 116, Bulwer Ed., Upper Ed-
monton. [7690

1 Q20 Blackburne 4h.p., 3-speed. Sin. Palmer cord
-LJ7 tvres, as new; £115.-Fry, Felbridge, East
Grinstead. [7802

EAELY Delivery ot the Celelirated Dlaekbnrne ma-
chines fioru the accredited agents.—J'lie Laol;e^te^

Engineering Co.. Motor Cycle Dept.. 63. Brighton Rd.,

Surbiton, ,
(2089

BLACKBURNE. 1920. 2%h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, electric lamps, knee pad, mudshields,

shop soiled onlv; £95, exchange, or half down.—
Bunting's Motors, Wealdstone, Harrow. [7854

Bown.

F.O.C.H. have a Bown-Villiers, sporting little 'bus.

ready for the lond; bargtiin, £38.—Fair Offer Car
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. [73*4
Bradbury.

BE.iDBURT.—Order now to avoid disappointment.—
The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall.

[5762
BBADBURY Ji^h.p., runuini; order; £50, or ofler.-

Russell. 14, Horntye Ed., St. Leonards-on-Sea.
[7685

BRADBURY Combination, 4lih.p.. Bosch mag.,
running order; £30.—236, Whitehorse Rd., Croy-

don. [X3551

4h.p. Bradbury Combination, coachbuilt, 2-speed, per-

fect condition; 60 gns.—42, Hamlet Ed., Chelms-
ford. [7481

Q3h.p. Braclbury, B. and B., Berling mag., very
^ 4z good condition, ride aw4y; £25.—C. Houlston.
560. Kings Rd.. Fulham. [8106

BE.\DBURT 4h.p. C.B. Combination, Sturmey-
Archer 3-spee(l, clutch, Bosch, screen, good

througbout; £68, or nearest.—62, Magpie Hall Ed.,

Chatham. _[7585

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Bradbury. 4h.p., 2 speeds, new 1920. from

stock. £96/10; also 6h.p. Bradbury twin, new 1920
model, £155. [5397

4ih.p. Bradbury Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed. free
4, engine, Bosch, B.B.. riew belt, recently over-

hauled bv makers at a cost of £22; price 75 gns.—H.
Warden. 'Alport Rd., Youlgrave, Bakewell. [8001

1015 Bradbury 6b. p. Combination, 5-speed C.S,., foot
Xi/ and band clutch, lamps, and spares, good tyres,

sidecar underslnng, wind screen and apron, good ccn-

dition.—33, Halslow Ed. E. Greenwich, S.E. [6973

6 h.p. 1914 Bradbury C.B. Combination, fully

equipped, lamps, horn, screen, and luggage grid,

excellent condition; £112. or exchange lighter power.
—90, Claremont Rd., Moss Side, Manchester. [7962

1 Q 14-15 6h.p. Twio Bradbury. 3-speed, clutch, K.S..
i-U T.T., and 1920 super sporting torpedo, sidecar,
both enamelled blue and silver, lamps, horn, spares,

nearly new tyres, under 10.000. excellent condition;

£160.—Willson, Pixholme, Dorking. [7816

Brough.

ROUGH, new engine, 2-sp6ed countershaft

pump, speedometer, lamps, tools; £80.—Man
Garage, Horsmonden. t739'7

1 020 Brough 5h.p.. fitted with Henderson sidecar,

J.i/ lamps, horn, tools,. etc.. as new; £190, or offer.

'Phone 308.—Wootten's Garage, Oxford. [8236

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C49

lira
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

BHOUGH CombinatioB, 5h.p., April, 1920, speeflo-

nieter, tools, horn, spares. Cameo windscreeD,
mileage gOO.-Gladstone, 90, Dale End, Birmingham.

[X3607
BROUGH Combination, 1916, 700 CO., o.h.T., 3-speed

Stnimey-Aichei, all following new 1920—Middleton
C.B. sidecar, single lever Amar, electric lighting, speed
ometer, guaranteed mechanically perfect.—Ijetters offers

over £100, West, 245, Barry Ed., Diilwich. [6943

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, good condition

2 I'orest Kd., Walthamstov

BROWN 4h.p., T.T., equal new, very fast;. £35.—
Shilcocks, 100, High Rd., New Southgate, N.

[X3583
31h.p. Brown, 2 speeds, kick start, Bosch. Binks;

2 £35; good order; or exchange P. and M., cash
adjustment.-Ranee, New Rd., Amersham Common,
Bucks. [7248

B.S.A.
TJ.S.A.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, booking orders
--' for all motlele; rotation deliveries. [6761

"R.S.A. 4;ih.p. Model E, coach sidecar. Easting, com-
-»-' plete; £132.-69, London St., Southport. LX36D8
WAUCHOPE'S,

4V,li.p. B.S.A.

aO GNS.--1915 4J4h.p. B.S.A., countershaft, good"'V tyres, lamps, horn.—King, Egrove, Oxford.

Be / o V. i. [X3623
.b.A. Combinatron, clutch model, fully equipped,
good connitinu rirtp amaT,- j?kc oo ^-rdhurst

[8346

ndition, ride away

"D..S.A 3>5h.p. aird Sidecar, clutph, free engine, spare
;r\ tube; £50, or sell solo.-41. Erpingham Hd..

1 O 19 B.S.A. Combination, lamps, horn wind screeni»^ spares, perfect condition; £130.—Drv.srta.le'
Biggleswade, Bed^

||Q14 3i/,h.p. B.S.A.
-'»-*' ning order, 2-i

48, Liverpool Ed., W.l

perfect condition; £130.—Drysdale'
[6961

d Sidecar, in excellent run-
_2^!peed; f75; trial given.—Green,

^ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, in splendid conditio]

ii n ,1
. '^"f™sj £100 ; exchange solo machin

Hardwrck St., Cambridge. '

|

"I Q 16 B.S.A. Canoelet Combination
J-«^ best offer over £•;
mery Rd., Cattord, S.E.6,

accessories
£75.—Letters, Eyre, 194, Inch

[7728

„. . „ , T., „,;- — - £150.-294. K^.,-
nington Park Rd., S.E.ll. [7787
"jQ20 B.S.A 3-speea Combination, mag-dynamojLir special SV^h.p. engine, absolutely perfect; £165-

Hesper Mews, Earl's Court. [794116,

TJ.S.A., late 1913, ^Vih.p., 3-speed, K.S., Canoelet
S; 1?"^B-i awMsories spares; £110.-Danesfleld,Hersham Rd., Walton-on-Thames. ~ [7844

1Q15 B.S.A. Combination, Canoelet sideca
-»-" countershaft, lamps, etc., any
-F. C. Lingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk,

.
3-speed

reasonable trial.

[8162
"p.S.A. Combination. 2-speed, lovely sidecar, coachbiiilt-^ in perfect condition, rebnshed throughout; £100 —" ""•* """ " ' ' " [7901Booth, Post Office, Burwardsley, Chester.

TJ.S.A Canoelet Coiabinatibn, 3-speed countershaft,
-*-» lamps, Stewart speedometer, luggage grid, tools,
spares ftrial

;
£100.-12, Hurst St., Birmingham. [X3437

1Q19 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, countershaft
-a-«^ plete with 3 lamps, horn. Easting screen

£145.—Lew
sting .

Yelford, Witney, Ox

"D.S.A. Combination, Nov., 1919, Model K, 3-speed
-»!-» clutch, Jiick start, accessories, mileai^e 1 300
Canoelet 2-seater. sidecar; £20.-35, High St , Dart-
lord. |-7319

TJ.S.A. 1916 4i4h.p. All-chain Combination, good
•*-* condition, recently overhauled, re-enamelled
£110; after 7 p.m.—78, South Croxted Rd., W. Dul

[8135

overhauled, N.S.U,
in. 60 gns, exchange,
Motors, Wealdstcne.

"""• [7855
.S.A. Si/jh.p 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill

' ford sidecar, Capac cartuiretter, Bosch iiin;; '%

pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100. Gt. Portlanr
[8223

B.S.A.—Early deliv^iies of new models, B.S.A.
placement!- s'decars, screens, hoods, etc., al

in stock.—County Cycle and Motor Co.. 307.314, Broad
St., Birmingham. [4691

"JQ17 41/ih.p. B.S.A.; coachbuilt sidecar, K.S.,
-»-•-' countershaft gears, chain-cum-belt, fully
couipped; any trial; £110; Derbys.—Box 5,054, c/o
The Motor Cudc. [7.315

I1Q17 41/ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain. No. 2Xe/ uiripr-iir, hood, screen, electric light, perfect con-
dition; £130; seen by appointment.—P., 60, VanhruEl
Paik, Blackhcath, S.E. [7167

B.S.A., 1915, all-chain, C.B. .sidecar, Easting,
thoroughly overhauled, splendid condition ; any

reasonable trial allowed; £105, or offers.—Parker,
Baxteiley, Alhcrstone. [X3493

accept half down.—Bunting

London.

ALEXANDER'S
CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE

OR
EARLIEST DELIVERIES

Of the Best Motor

Cycles.

DOUGLAS.

MATCHLES3.

NORTON.

B.S.A.

LEVIS.

BRADBURY.

ZENITH.

NEW IMPERIAL.

VELOCETIE.

SPARKBROOK.

COULSON B.

CLEVELAND.

EDMUND.

FRANCiS-BARNETT

INDIAN.

ENFIELD.

CLYNO.

B.A.T.

P. & M.

H.U.T.

HENDERSON, 4-cy1.

REX.

OMEGA.

DIAMOND.

METBO-TYLEH.

VERUS.

COVENTRY EAGLE.

INVICTA.

Largest Stocks in

Scotland.

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH.

Telephone: 5020 CentraL
Telegrams : Motocycles, Edinburgh,

212-21A, GREAT WESTERN
ROAD, GLASGOW.

Tclepboi
Telegran

; : iiSo Charing.

: : Alexmoto, Glasgow. '

"If it's A MOTOR
CYCLE— get it at

ALEXANDER'S."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

~IQ16 B.S.A. Combination, in splendid mechaiiieal
-*-^ order, and tyres good, fully equipped, lamps, tools-'
any trial; £95.—Aero Motor Bepair Works, Burghtej
Lane, Stamford, Lince. [7938

\

TJ.S.A. Combination, 3;5h.p., Millford coachbuilt
-*-* sidecar ivith wind screen, 3-speed and clutch,

1017 B.S.A., 41/ih.p., 3-speed, countershaft, kick
-Lt/ start, clutch, etc., in perfect condition, plat- i

ing "and enamel as new; barga' -^
.

Windmill Rd., Clapham Common.
£85.-

B
trose,

[7738

S.A. 1917-18 4Vih.p., coachbuilt sidecar, hood,
screen, apron, 3 speeds, countershaft, clutch, kick

start, lamps, horn, tools, splendid condition; £120.—
32, Hambledon Rd., Southfields, S.W.18. [8045

"1Q20 B.S..A. Standard Combination, only done 200.
-Lt' miles, complete with 3 lamps, irorn, wind
screen, mirror, and tools; £178.—Midland Motor Co.;
Ropewalk, Nottingham. 'Phone : 4600. [8180

B.S.A. 1920 Combination, only week or two old.
speedometer, all lamps, luggage grid, several

pounds worth spares, absolutely as new, guaranteed,
any trial; £165.-125, High St., Woolwich. [7857.,

B.S.A. Combination, 1920 model, complete witff*

speedometer, wind screen, hood, luggage grid, ariu:^_

lamps, ridden for 2 months only, owner buying carj'
what offers?—Hemming, 134, Birchfield Hd., Eedditcb..

[7908 ,

B.S.A., 1915, 3-spced. clutch, kick starter, reno-.

yated, and in splendid running order, as uew, good.
tyres and tubes, new Douglas sidecar and fittings ; sell-

as 60I0 or combination; £l20.— 16, Southdean Gardens^,*
Southfields. [766^1

A. Late 1919 Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kiej^
starter, fully equipped with lamps, Stewait horn.;,

and speedometer, watch, luggage grid, apron, spare belftjV,

valve, tools, smart, powerful machine, little used; £14Q;-'

—22, Coiirthorpe Villas, Wimbledon. [7699?

B.S.A. Combination. 1916, recently overhauled and hi^

excellent condition, including wind screen, speedorjv
meter, lamps, spare belt, chains, etc., also Tan-Sad pilliopV-.

seat; iiiiS; machine delivered free to purchaser within:
30 miles of Rugby.-Holroyd, 11, Cromwell Ed., Rugby;.
(D) [7480-

I.A. 4l4h.p., Oct., 1919, run 1,400 miles, all-chain,,

with Grindlay sidecar, hood, screen, luggage carrier,

petrol carrier, 2 D.A. cylinders, Watford trip speed-.

ometer, horn, lamps, extra electric tail lamp, insurance,
and spares; f 160.—Charlton Topp, Little Hulton, Bol-'-

ton. [7019

.S.A. 1920 (January) 3-speed Model K Combina-
tioa. iVlillford sidecar. Easting de Luxe wind

en, IVIiller's 31H lamp set, new model Cowey
:hanical horn, full kit of tools, spares, perfect, run(

800 miles only, all as new. Palmer cord tyres

ghout; £165.—Gordon Cox, Rayne Rd., Brain-
tree, Essex. 'Phone: 92.' [7893

Buchet.

BUCKET 3h.p., o.h.v., B.B., adjustable pulley and,
tappets, horn, pump, running order; 18 gns.—23,-,

Radipole Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. - [7788

Calcott.

^ALCOTT 2-;-4h.p., 4-stroke, excellent condition, lamps.

Cnlttiorpe

1020 New 2%h.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-6peed; f70.—
i-fJ Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee. [7386

CALTHOEPE Junior 4-stioke, 2-speed, lamps, good'
condition; £29,-24, Willingdou Ed., Wood Rreen.--

[8242-
CALTHOEPE 2-stroke, Enfield 2TSpeed, splendid con-

"

dition; 45 gns.—Haywood, 42, London Ed., Coal-

ville. [7595'

OALTHOEPE 2-strokc 2i/.;h.p., 2iipeed, tvrcs as new,
lamps, etc. ; £48.-8. P. Driver, Buutiuplord,

'

Herts. [7399-^

/CALTHORPE 2';ih.p., 2-speed, new January, 1920*.._- _. -. „ ., j^„„g^J*

[8209*

JB

B^

stepney, E.
perlect: £53.-36, Eiug David Lane,"^

[7673
;

2V,h.p.. 2-speed, excellent'"
near offer.—C. Dowling, 71^

Sandy. Beds.

CALTHORPE Jun
condition; £35,

Attey Ed., "Chertsey. [7295

CAITHOEPE-PEECISION 2y..\i.v., 2.speed, new
tyres, splendid running order; £30.-iSIorrie 'Villa,' ;

Holly Ed., Aldershot. [7145^

CALTHORPE Lightweight, 2 speeds, countershalra»
gear, good condition, lamps and horn; £28.

—

h3
Middleton, Wymondham. " [7539;t

"1 018 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, raeclinnical
i-V lioin, tools, new tyres, as new; £56.-Seeu at

151. Kingston Rd., Teddington. [7926

CALTHORPE, 1920, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, brand
uew, iust arrived: at makers' price.—Wilkiua,

Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [7547

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2",ih.p., 1915, Enfield 2-spccd

countershaft, fjucas lamps, horn, splendid con-

dition; £45.-70, Lcuthall Rd., Dalston. [7459

C50 All letters relating to advertisements should nuote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Doiiglns.
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i9'^;.,V'

ak' IM., l.mvur Clapton.

4I1.P. DoUKlas, belioTod 1918, 3 siiocda, iiHlisliii

EUiihablc from new; £95.-Roland, 71. VViml.t

lucre IW.. .South EalinB. .
[7852

DoniLAS Corabinntion, 1919, lumps, lioni, ilia.n.

(jplt-mlid oondition and niuieaiance : £150.-35,
Civ.liH.'l.l IM.. Harborue. [X347:

IQie IKuKlas 2Jili,p., perfect order throughout,
J-tf cxi-.'ll'nt appearance, footboards: £60, no offers.

17, Bcltnivo Hd., Ilford. [8124

'.ih.p, Douglas -Motor Cycle, in splendid oou-

"11: price £55. — Apply, Canty, IJutclicr.

•kcnliill. Swiu.ley, Kent. [7022

OUOLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn.
speedometer, legshields; £135 2, Banossa Tei-

^ Church St., Chelsea. [7749

19'

on
Ed.. Old Kent Rd., S.E.I.

T
19'

1915, perfect coi
>t.<; £65, or nearest— Seen
1. Earnsley.

34, karl'l

[7947

lamps, tools.
--, Snmiiiei

[7228

19 IiimKlns 2"'jh.p., 2-speed. mileage about 300,
beaiittliil and perfect machine; 72 gns.— 60, Wall-

inpford Av., ^•orth Kensington. [7909

1020 2''jh.p. Douglas, 3-speed, discs, electric light-
J-" ing. Klaxon, Watford trip, Tan-Sad; £115-—
Friend, 29, Bond St., Brighton., [7732

1 Q20 4Ii.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Inst
J-t' week, mileage 100, lamps, horn; £175.-11.
Qneeu'.s Ed., Kingston Hill, S.W. [7804

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, 3-speed, K.S., in excellent
condition, vevy fast; £90.—Williams, Bryn-Haul.

Chirk, Denbighshire, North Wales. [X3S04

1 Q20 Douglas 2%h.p., clutch, 3 speeds and kick
-Lt' starter, brand new and unregistered; £110.-2,
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [8174

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. C.B. Combination, new tyres,
spare wheel, lamps, tools, any trial; £130.—Sib-

ley, 106. Jlarket Place, Romford. [7831

DOUGLAS 2";jh.p.. 1915, Dough
. smart, plated bars, new tvres;

.
tion Rd., South Kensington, S.W. 7.

IS colour's, very
£58.-7, Exhibi-

[8329

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination. 3-speed, clutch,
kick start, flrst-class condition; £100.-38.

Maplethorpe Hd., Thornton Heath. [7612

DOUGLAS 4h.p. and Sidecar, just repainted cost
£11, recently overhauled, splendid condition;

£115, no offers.—12, Hilldrop Rd., N.7. [7800

GIBB. Douglas Specialist. Gloucester, gives persona:
attention to all orders. All spares at makers' luae,-

- vtocked. No profiteering.—'Phone; 862. [65-IG

£95.-1917 4h.p. Douglas C.B. combination. 3 speed.
new tyres. -new enamelled and plated; any trial.—

19. Wilcox Ed.. South Lambeth, S.W.8. [8094

2.3h.p. Doirglas. 1915, complete lighting, mechanical
4 horn, excellent condition; 58 gns.; trial even-

ings.—Cooper, 27. Sistova Rd., Balham. - [7521

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p., 2-speed, footboards, long ex-
haust, splendid condition; bargain, £55; no

offers.—Brooker, jeweller. New Maiden. [7529

"1Q19 2Aih.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, mudshields,
-i-^ discs, knee grips, coijper exhaust pipe, many
extra fittings; £35.-114, Brixton Hill. [7980

DOUGLAS, W.D. model, 1916. unused, lamps,
Veeder, perfect condition; £75, or near offer.—

N. Neale, Salisbury Hotel, Hatfield, Herts. [7819

_ 10120 l^'ouslas 4h.p. Comliiuation, speedometer, lamps,
-Ljy Klaxon, legshields: £170, or near olier.-Svmond-
sou, Wocuside, South Hill, Bromley, Kent. [7231

DOUGLAS. 1912, overhauled and renovated May.
fast, sportv. discs, lamps. Tan Sad, new, trial;

£50.-78, Meanley Rd., Manor Pari, E.12. [8296

"1(D|19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, in spotless condi-
J-iJ tion, as new, only done 500 miles; £149.—Rhosha
Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. Teh: 95. [5968

tf>3.h.p. Douglas Combination, overhauled, enamelled,
f^ 4= plated, lamps, horn, accessories; £75, offers;
any triel.-43, Grantham Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [7174

"10119 Brand New 2*4h.p. Douglas, not uncrated

:

-l t/ owner's destination alteretl ; £78, crated.—Major
Alhm, Indian Army, Club, Eiehmond. Surrey. [7074

"IQ14 2'uh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, kick starter, Bosch
J~*^ mag., only used leave, fast, splendid condition;
£55.—Lieut., 4, Somerset Rd., New Barnet. [7275

DOUGLAS 1920 4h.p. Solo Model, electric lighting
and horns, indistinguishable from new.—Parker's,

Bradshawgate, Bolton: 245, Deansgate, Manchester.
[S35S2

Please state size when
ordering and remit ?t

extra cost of postage to
DEPT.'A' ,

ELITE RUBBER C?!!!!.

264-66,VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. S.W.I

MoroK cYci.iis von salu.
IJouUlns.

h; .E75.— 309,' Seven Hist

.nuOLAS Combinatii

tirde

engine, hiinpn, horn,
ne, as new, not rub-
Rd., Finsbury Park.

[7615
1917-1918, complete with

iijiii, ncidom used; price lor quick
echcrolt Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.

[7301
1917 model, 3-s|.eed, clutch, rc-

upletely overhauled, guaranteed
592, HoUowoy Rd., N.

[7603
£85; bargain..

1Q16 nonglaii, exceptionally good nincliiiie. Palmer
-L«J tyiBS, P. and H. Inmpn, all nt'ce«eoiic«; £58.—
lljnaid. Draper, 116, Askew Rd., Sliephctd'a Uiinh.

[8254

DOUGLAS 1915 2"/4h.p. 2-8peed, new head lamp set,

new back tvre, recently ovei hauler], last: £63.-
Seen by appointment, 46, Kiddermiurter Rd., Crovdtm.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, latest 1920 model,

brand now, lor immediate delivery at list price.

-Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woojistofdi St.,

W.l. [X3263

TWO 41i.p. Douglas Comliiuations, 1918 and 1914;

£115 arfd £75: two 2'!lh.p. Douglases. 1915 and

:914, £63 and £53.-374, Grove Green Hd., Lcytoii-

stoue. t'216

LATE 1916 Douglas 2?4h.p., excpptionally fast, 2-

speed, lamps, new spare belt, just overhauled,

perfect condition, spares; £66.-Brinklow, Verulum Rd.,

'Hitchin.
'-""'

DOUGLAS, W.D., just overhauled re-enamelled

and plated, new bars, saddle and belt, like new;

£50; botieen 5 and 8.-21, Windsor Rd., Denmark
Hill, S.E.5. [S'O^

DOUGLAS 1914 2\'h.p. 2-speed, tree engine, re-

cently overhauled, mechanical horn, good Dunlop

tyres, etc., excellent value; £46.-22, Albert SU
Northampton. L'™"

DOUGLAS 2-!ih.p-, 1916, 2-speed £56-. .''I|" l^JS
model, £50; and 4h.p. -3-speed mode , £65; all

perfect order; bargains.-Owen, 59, fecholefield RcU

Upper Holloway. ' li-Joot

TO 20 (May 12thl Douglas Combination, inditingui^-

i" ible from new, perfect; any examination; nearest

to list pdce; ?ash needed; after 5.30.-64, Glad-.mu.r

Rd.. Highgate, N,19. - [31"'

-I-ioUGLASES 2'',h.p. always in stock at csmpetitivaU prices, open, till 7 p.m. week_(!ays. 5 p.m. Satnr

s.-Smith'!
Tube Stationl.

jen. till ( p-m- weeu uoj.;. - 1-."-
"-J---;-

86. Chalk Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
[0151

1018 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., lamps,

i-V horn. und-5rshield, accessories, all in good

condition; £75 lowest.-E.J.S., 25, Frederick Rd
Custom House, E.16- 1'280

DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., 1914, lamps, splendid mechani-

cal condition, complete; price £54; offers; ap-

pointment.-Denyer, Court Lodge, Chipstead, Surrey.

Phone : Merstham 43. ,
1=170

,OUGLAS 2=ili.P-, 1919, 2-speed. buffer forks, fully

eiiuipped, perfect condition, like uew and insured:

is.: iwner bought car.-14, Leamington Av.. Hoe
Walthamstow, E.17. t"^'^'

D
3 gns

1Q16 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, TB. mag.. Amao
ly carbiretter, Dunlops, and footboards noachine

in splendid running order; what offers .'-45. Temple

Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [6749

1Q20 Douglas Combination. Hght blue sidecar, P.

i-if and H acetylene head lamp, electric sidecar and

uHw horn, perfect condition; 170 gns.-Longwowl.

ltd., Boxley, Kent. LB-s^s

Drir-iT4<5 2"''.h n TT, 1914, Bosch, fast and re-

lu hh. Ix^ellin'i- running order, climbs splendidly,

little used' during war, recently overhauled; 5" e"|'-

Orr, Kail. Mildenhall, Suftolk. [6896

1019 (September) Douglas Combination, complete.

19 wind'^screen, electric lighting 2 bo^n?; ^tc

splendid condition; £160 or near olfer.-W ebber 6

Raymead Av., Thornton Heath. 17685

rt.lhp nouglas, late 1914, very little used, Bosch,

^4 'Lucas hori. lamps, tools, etc., thororrghly over-

ruled. exc'Iptiona'lly fine, condition throughout
;

bar^

gain at £60.-7. Cleverleys Rd., Clapton, E.5. IBim

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination,, very late 1919. new

type clutch,"^ thorou ghly overhauled, m eH^ellent

condition throughout, .strongly_,recomm_endcd.-:J.vian

Haxilie and lia "Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., W.l.

ini9 Douglas Combination, speedometer, lamps,

±y tools, spares, tyres unpunctured, mlengp 2,000,

Cameo screen all in perfect condition: f 135--Eicl,aids,

55, Lcytonstine Rd.. E.15. Tlioup-: Brn;,dw;n 2^M

nn 16 Douglas '2''4h.p., 2.speed, tyres, belt, as new,

ly excentionallv fast, not a renovated W.D. wreck,

mechanicallv iSect; £63 all on; after 7 P.m.--Or-

Srd 20 The Cottage Rosendalc Rd., Heme Hill,

S.E.
^3'°^

IT Aiipears Ridiculous to Adteitise when you have

no stick, but we are giving deliveries to tlie early

birds- Pl.ac'j your order at once • !•<?",''^'"'''o-

li"e°v-Eli Clark. Douglas Agent. 196. Cl.eltmham Bd..

Bristol
'""

"
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

NEW 1920 41i.p. Doiiglns Combination, latest model,
clutch, and one-lever Amae carburetter, fitted wind

fioieen and Stewait horn, registered ready lor road; liest

offer over £180.-Withers. GO, Orchard St., Weeton-
Burier-Mnre. [X3577

DOUGLASES.—I always know of several good 2^4
h.p. Douglases. You are safe as to date and

good condition of an> machine I recommend.—Robert
Bamford, consulting engineer, 345, Edgware Rd
London, W. [4265

1Q17 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1918 engine; the
J-t7 following are auite new, C.B. side<;0r, paddle, 3
lanip=, tool bags, belt, horn, new corks to clutch, etc.,
perfect; £120.-Cnrtis, 109, Manor Ed., Lea Bridge
Hd., Leyton. [7488

D.OUGLAS 2>iih.p., 2-speed, T.T. bars, long eshanst,
nearly new tyres unpunetared, Millars lamps, Lncns

horn, kuee-grips, splendid condition ; any trial ; £55

;

evenings after 6.—Walker, 24, Broxash Kd., 'West Side,
Clapham Common. [7659

4 h.p. 1918 Sporting Solo Douglas. 3-speed, clutch,
and kick start, discs, footboards, 6in. lamp set,

Klaxon, Tau-Sad, smart appearance, complete acces-
sories, including insurance; £110.—AVeller, 4, Mount St.,

Bethnal Green, London, E. [795i;

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination,
latest type clutch, fully equipped, ready lor the

road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube Station). Plione : Hami)stead
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [7361

"DARGAINS.—2^4h-P. Douglases, completely

, coachbuilt side-^ar. fully

; £115.—3, Conrtlands Av,. I

[7859.

stove enamelled, translei;^

nudguards, tyres, saddles,
j

position to supply
supply

,

Also

enamelled makers' colon
equipped, good tyres, dist
Lee, S.E.12.

2.3h.p. Douglases, fram^
4 new handle-bars,

tanks, and toolbags. We
immediately ; prices from £70.
any Douglas spares, including one or two fr
Apply to R.L.. Motor Works, 36, Frogmore St.
Bristol. -

[0166

4 h.p. Douglases, 1917-187 from £40, only 20 left

;

come soon and have your choice. Also 2'!jh.p.
Douglases, from £30, only 30 of these left. Also a
few 4h.p. Douglas combinations, £70; these are a

early to avoid disappointment. 4h.p,
Levis 2-stroke '

J. Doolev, 33.
'

[32S9

D

Douglas engines, only £12; 4h.p. t'

engines (50). £8 each,
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S

DpUGLASES.-We are in a position to snpiilv ynii
with rebuilt Douglases, guaranteed as new, engine

new, tanks, wheels, frame, toolbags, carriers, handle-
bars, and tyres. We give a full guarantee to replace anv
defective parts found. Terms £10 with order, re
mainder when machine is ready for dispatch. Our price
is f70.-E.L. Motor Works, Offices 36, Frogmore Sf.,
Bristol. Works: Boars' Head Yard, College Green.
Communications to Offices. [0219

Duzmo
UZMO Sole Agent for Northants and Rutland:
best deliveries.—Turnill and North, Peterborough.L[THOEICESTEE and County Agent for Duzmo's 3'ih.p.
and Sh.p. nporting, overhead valves.—The T.T.,

Naylor's Garage, Anstcy, Leicester. "Phone: 52. [6535

DUZMO S'/ih.p. Single and Sh.p. Twin. Orders in
strict rotation. Deliveries commence July.—

All Lancashire and Cheshire enquiries to Leach and
Seed, 16, John Dalton St.. Manchester. [6272

Edmund.
3 Sh.p. Edmund, spring irame, 3 models.— Lists free

i Irom Gourlay's. Fallowlield. [8991

EDMUND 2^4h.p., spring frame, all liinips, just de-
livered; f 110.—Beacon Garage, Penrith. [7380

EDMUND-J.A.P., 1920, used once: selling thronsh
illness; great bargain, £88.-71, Saxon Ed

Bontball.
. [7651

1Q20 (January) Edmund, spring frame, 2s'jh.p.
-•-" J. .4.P., show model, perfect; £85.—Dobson,
John St., Chester. [6946

1 Q20 Edmund 2";4h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-spccd. springJ-W frame, run 200 miles, oversize Dunlops, lamp.Tetc.

;

£85, or nearest; bought car.—68, Otto Terrace, SnMder-
land. [7245
EDMUND Spring Frame Combination, coachbuilt,

4-6h.p. M.A.G. engine, Enfield gears, good tyres,
mechanically perfect; any trial; 74 gns.—81, Little
Ealing Lane, Ealing. [7069

[7306

£6ST or
[6885

BUV ^^^VOUR

Dotiglas'f
FROM A,^^

Colmore Depot
THE

FAMOUS HOUSI
FOR

Motor Cycles.

The Largest Dealers

in the Country,

WHY?

3 1 , Colmore Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

200, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.

24, Paradise St.,

LIVERPOOL.

62, High Street,

LEICESTER.

The Famous House

rCOLMOREDEPOT,Enfield.

1Q18 3)1. p. Eoyal Enfield, K.S., all
jLt/ offer.-49. Well St., Hackney.

ENFIELD 3b. p., M.A.G., Bosch, Amac; £40,
Oresham Ed., Brixton. After 6. [7662

ENFIELD 5-6h.p. Combination, complete; iei40.—
Eyles and Eylcs, St. Aldate's, Oxford. [8232

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1920, new, in stock;
£73/10.—George, Motor Agent, Dover, [8006

23h.p. Twin Enfield, good condition and runiiing
4 Old, I ; f34.-Wliitegate Fmiii, Miifield. [7718

C5; All letters re!;itiiig to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

IPJfFlELD 2.,?troke, 2-speed, 1919; £60; little used.
-"-I —25, Davisville Ed., Askew Ed., Shepherd's Bush.

pNFIELD Combination. 6h.p. ; a bargaini £87/ lo'
-L' —Wilkins, Simpson, opposite Olympia, Lbndon.

"OXFIELD 23.i]i.p. 2-spced; any trial: £50.-1, Kor-
-L^ wood Ed., Heme Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 1964.

_ [7007
TjlSFIELD 6h.p. C.B. Combination; £85.-59, Pal-
-L-* frey Place, Dorset Rd., Clapham Rd.. S.W.8.

n Q20 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, P. and H. lamps,
-•-»' horn, tools; £76.-110, Foster Hill Ed., Bed.
ford. [7427

ENFIELD 3h.p, Twin (19161. excellent condition,
speedometer, spares; £60.-l'owell, I'yunstav, Mont-

gomery. [7396

ENFIELD 6h.p, Combination, splendid condition;
£125.—Shilcock's, 100, High Ed., New South-

gate, N. - [X3584
1 Q20 2J4'h.p. 2-5troke Eoyal Enfield, 2-.=;peed, immc-
-L^ diate delivery; list price.-Morriss, 139, Fiuchley
Ed., N.W.3. - [7034

THEEE Enfield Combinations, one 8h.p., two 6h.p.

;

prices £150 and £165.-374, Grove Green Ed.,
Leytonstone. [7215

l Q20 Enfield Combination, Sh.p., brand new and
-LO unregistered; at £200.-2, Nightingale Ed..
Lower Clapton. [8175

ENFIELD 1920 2-stroke, brand new, just arrived;
'

at makers* price.—Wilkins, Simpson, opposite
O'vmpia, London. ^ [7546

ENFIELD Sh.p., KS., 2-speed, condition as new.
tools, etc.: call evenings; any trial; £70.-279,

Romford Ed., E.7. 1^7383

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, fully equipped:
£120; guaranteed.—51, Maplethorpe Ed., Thorn,

ton Heath, S.E. [8122
"

ROYAL ENFIELD Twin, single speed, just over-
hauled: ride away; £28, or near offer.—837,

Oarratt Lane, TSotiitg. [7631

ENFIELD 2-stroke, latest model, just delivered, at
makers' price; £73/10.—Eagles and Co., 275,

High St., Acton, W.3. [X3636

ENFIELD 1918 6h.p. Combination, perfect condi-
tion, only wants seeing; £135.—'V., 33, Harting-

I

t3n Ed.. Southend-on-Sea. • [7443

!lQ20 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., brand new, just
!-Lf/ delivered, not been on road; £195 cash.—Box
1 5.107, c/o The Motor Cijcle. [8134

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
2i,h.p, Roval Enfield, new 1920, £73/10: also

2.'4h.p. Royal Enfield, 1919, £60. [6863

ENFIELD 1918 2-stroke, 2-speed, new tyres, all

accessories, excellent conditron ; nearest £62.—
261, Shrewsbury Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. " [7435

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, late 1916, excellent order, en-
gine just overhauled bv makers.; 60 gns.—Moss's

Agencies, 20, Regent St., Leamington. [X357S

FOE Sfrte, 1917 Enfield and sidecar, fitted with dynamo
lighting set. in very nice order ^ £145.-Apply, H.

Dix, Arcady, Highworth At., Cambridge, [7161

1Q14 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., excellent condi-
-»-^ tion, screen, lamps, tools, horn, tyres new;
£110.—Murrell, Finney Green, Wilmslow. [7877

1 Q20 8h.p. Enfield Combination, dvnamo lightin'!.
-Lt' new and iinre;,'istered ; 01Iers,-626, Lea Bridge
Ed., Lej-ton. 'Phone: Walthamstow 800. 176.8

'

Sh.p. Twin Enfield, just overhauled, Aom, speedo-
iiictiT : exchange for heavier machine, cash ad-

ju.^tmenf.-101, Franeie Ay.,- Southsea, Hants. [7705

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1914, running order, •

tyres as new, lamps, etc.; £110, or nearest; bar-
gain.—Dawson, Market Place, Settle, Yorks. [X3545

g., dvnamo. ^-jeed-

vthing
as new; £220.-16, Hesper Mews, E.arl's Ccuit. [8216

1Q14 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., thoroughly over-
-I-v hauled and re-enamelled, splendid condition; _

£120.—Haylor, Laburnham Cottage, Handcfoss. [7765

ENFIELD 2'4h.p., 1313, single speed, Bcsch, nearly
new Kempshall and Avon, Lucas, splendid con-

dition; £32, offers.—18, Hilldrop Crescent, N.7. [7775,:

6h p. Eoyal Enfield Twin Combination, been standing
3 years of war, very good condition; £120.—H.

Graves, Elston House, "Victoria Ed., Mablethorpe.
[7141

ENFIELD Late 1919 Combination, fully equipped,
just overhauled, appearance new; £180; after

6 30 —33, Orlando Rd., North Side, Clapham Common,
S.W. [7269

1016 Eoyal Enfield Combination, 6h.p., speedometer,
Xtf Lucas lamps and horn. Cameo wind screen, etc.:

owner going abroad; £145.-16, Hainault Ed., Lcvtou-

stone. 16975

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913-14, coachbuilt side-

car, speedometer, Bosch mag., 2 lamps, been stored

4 years, perfect condition; £110.-15, Deva Terrace,

Chester. [7102 -

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., splendid con<btion,

lamps, horn, etc.; £126, or very near offer '

quick sale; illness cause selling.— 1, The Gardens, Peo^r]

:

ham Eye [7364
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Gombinntioi), S-speed
iliiitt, just Uelivorod: f IBS-.-Kurnliniu.
I. [5681

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HuzIcnooJ.

920 IliiiiUnvooiI-Juli 6-61I.B.
I'l.uiitir " '-• --'-

ittro.i Wuhl.

J-61i.p, IJiizlewood Comblnntior. S-spccd, clutch, nnd
t kick startgr nt muinifiu-tiirors' list price, oi

lay payments AX cxtrn.— Hiirrods Motor hhowro
16118, Bronipton Kd. (opposite Main Build
ondon. .S.W.I. (6993

iqu.HazlfWood, Slj.p. J.A.P, twin. C.B,
\nmo, S-snccd hub, K.S., sidecar ji

tMr lights from accumulator, recently overhauled,
«ily use I'lymouth; what oilers ?—Box~5,082. .

*5 .IMiir Cycle. [8186
H.B.

lah.p. H.B., new; list iirii'e.-95, Dartmouth Rit.

t Hill, S.E.23. 'I'hone: Sydenham 69.
[396;

OAROAIN.-Brand new 1920 H.B., 2^1h.p. Itl.iel;
'.* I'urne engine, hand clutch, kick start, 2-3peeil

cied, hut unridden; list price £99/15, sncriflcc 9(
Ueynolds, Waterhench, Canibs. [700(

Henderson
HENDERSON Comhinntions nctuullr in stock, hrnn.

new.—Grimes nud Co., 18, Bruton Place, Nev
ond St., W. [8243
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 1916, discs, long plated

haust, accessories, spares, splendid condit'" " Woodcrolt, Sprinefield Rd., Wine

aENDERSON Combination, lamps. Stewart signal
speedometer, painted violet, lined lilac, very

andsome outat: £140. — Oonyers, Montgomery,
[7746

, 2-3peed. handle start, lamps
jdition: fUO.—Xewnham Motor

Hammersmith Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hammer-
Uitb 80. [7193

4-oyl. Combination, 1920
, - - latest model sidecar, bulbous

ick. 3 liuup sets, Stewart mechnniejil horn, tools, just
. . £220.-43, Grove Rd., Sparkhill. Hir-
'"Sham. [X3599

Hobart.
(Q19 Hobart. run onlv about 300 miles, as new•^ bargain. £50.-22, South End. Croydon. [7ua,

HOBART 2-speed 2-stroke. lamps, practically new,
.inv trial: £40. or near offer.-Eadcliffe. 15, Dean

[7087
ight, Bosch. Druids, and lamps.

,
examination; £29/10.—Hipwell.

istock. Leicester. [7881

920 Hobart 2-stroke. 2-speed. in stock, £75.- 192r
Hobart 2-stroke. T.T. model, in stock. £63/15.-

lepherd and Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31

9
[8349

15 6h.p. Hobart-Jap EnHeld 2-sp3ed. magniflc;nt
coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn,

perfect mechanical condition, and ready for
ly tou
'.P. Ga

closf offer. cslla

N.W.

fJUirBER 3i-.b.p.. 2-speed, handle st:
l-L hill-climber: £4S.—Eason, Penryn,

Ih.p. number, single speed, Bosch. Br
'2 B.. Druids. O E. ; £32.-102, Ken:

number
Hnmber. excellent appearance and con-
£38.-62, The Grove, Ealing. [7951

[ih.p. Humber. good going order, B. and B..
Bosch: £25.-44. Stratfield Rd., Oxford. [7176

splendid
iwall.

[X3538
B. and

St., Ful-
[S282

iSh.p. twin Humber, 3-speeds. clutch, fine condi-'
, - "

. - -. „-._ Rd..
'W.4. [7523
Ih.p. 1913 Humber, single speed, perfect condition

'2 tools. sii.Tres. accessories; £45.— Goode, 652, Abbey-
le Ed.. ShefHeld. [3436

913 3'jh.p. Humber, 2-.speed Roc gear, handle
start, engine recently overhauled; £35.—Applv

icker. 67. Holly Rd.. Aldershot. r807'0

ITUMBER 1911 3i:.h.p., Eoo 2-speed, good ruuninirIX order, tvres prncti-allv new. all accassories- £45-
215. Broadway. Bexleyheath, Kent. [7701
HTJMBEE Lightweight. Eo.seh, B. and B.. guaran-

teed perfect condition, £30; lamps, tools,
-ares, £33.—68, Hyde Vale, Greenwich. [7724
TEW 1920 4H'h.p. Flat Twin Humber Combination.
' unridden; best offer round list price; ^ner
nmot afford.—Box 935, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3531

MUMBER SlJi.p.. 2 speeds, clnteh. 1913-14, over-
hauled. new tyres, belt, piston, and rings, good

adition: £45.—Williams, Roberts W.1II, Penally. [7094
j^AELV Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machine-
-^ from the accredited agents.—The Lankester En
Deering Co., Motor Cycle Dept.. 63, Brighton Ed
;ri'ib->D [2090
ILMBEE (July, 19191 Sl.h.p. Fl.lt Twin, veryX ri'werful, would take sidecar. 5-speed. chain drive"-
5.-F- H. Crubbe. 17. Douglas Kd., Acock's Green'.
ruiiusLam. [3079
914 Humber S'-jh.p., 3-speed, clutch (S.A.), SL'all

lamp-, toolbag-, footboards. Boech. B. and B
dlevs. iierie.'t: £50—Deller, 16, Camden Gardens,
epherd's Bu.-h. [7672

CBNTOAf^S
Wvr
Mmm

"All machinM quoted below (or immediate

delivery and at fixed pi ices. Do not b2 dis-

appointed at the prices going up. We can quote

you the machine you r squire, for immediate

delivery, at a price that will >uit you.''

Combinations.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas
Mafidi-no. complete with horn, as new.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination, Lucas
acetylene lamps. Lucas horn, been ridden
10 miles.

1920 A. J.S. Combination, complete with hood

,

windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn; all ready
or the road ; never been ridden.

1920 5h,p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no acces-

1920 Sh.p. ENFIELD Combinatioa, Luc^ Mag-
dyno, all complete, as new.

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, fitted Henderson
Elite Sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric horn
Brand New.

1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan
sporting Sidecar, disc wheels all round, T.T.
bars, d^Tiamo lighting, indistinguishable from
new Verv smari; ot.

1920 3.J h.p. SUNBEAM tilted with Dinky Sidecar,

black and gold to match bike, not done 20m.
1920 4i h.p. B.1$-A. Corabmation. aU cham drive,

not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination. Lucas
MaCTrivno.fittpHwith hood, windscreen, as new.

1920 A.J.S. combination, fitted with electric

lights, electric horn, also Klaxon, brand new.
1920 A.J S. combination, spare wheel, wind

screen, never been ridden.

1920 B.S A. combination, three lamp sets. Klaxon
horn, speeodraeter, Easting windscreen, done
600 miles.

Solo Machines.

ngine,

received 1

Brand New.
1920 3l h p LEA-FRANCIS. J.A.P.

done a few miles.

1920 4I h.p. B.S.A., compie!
makers.

1920 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, not been ridden.

1915 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, just been thoroughly
overhauled by makers, complete with lamps
-and horn, splendid condition.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4-speed, brand ne^

deliverv.

19=0 6 h.p. countershaft ZENITH.
same if required.

immediate

Sidecar for

Cars.
Aero Model MORGAN. Brand New.

diate Delivery.

First-class Combinations Wanted
• High prices paid for good 1

J. SMITH & CO.,
IS, HANIPSTEAD RD., LONDON, N.W.I

Pnone No. : Museum 34.19.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

:h.p., free engine, himdl© itoit, f«T»-lOM Huml
i.O tout CU<

«rii-(<i..a: £6S,
»t. 'ed greater part of

r; oUo wicker sidecar,

nuy
good, £7.-

\ouk.v.. C.-mtli.iinc. [C970

IflMHlOH. 1916, 6h.p. water-cooled nat twin, (..li.

II il.ai, 3->p'cd. clutcli, countershaft, handle
I Ml qu.rk detachable wheels, speedomelcr, lamps,

l,M,n, .x..llcnt condition; jElaO.-Uandall, 88, Chur.-h
IM,, Barnes, B.W. [7965

H i'TFir.i,n.i..\ p.

Hutfleld.
6h.p. Co.

.\\., TuU.uid, l.W. L.X3

19 20 7-9h.p. India

Indian.
2 Combination, brand new; li.tt

r Lane, Burnley. [X3591

£115, offer.s.

[7821

1 Q19 Indian Combination, good eondition ;
£165.—

-Li' Wright's Garage, Saflron Walden. [8266

IXDIAX Combination 7-9h.p., 2-speed, elutch rnndel,

hood, screen, Klaxon; £85.-6a, Duncan St., W'"?-

Iis^DIAN 7-9h.p. Povrerplus Combinati
spares; £135, offers.—Nodder, '

ipeeUomet !,

Ashover, Chester-
[X3272

Lewisham.

1 Q17 Powerplu
-L t» condition,
Northampton.

[6899

Indian, thoroushlv overhauled, line

guaranteed; £120.-60, Cecil Kd.,

cout a:

arly

Phone : 962. [^^^7

NDIAX 1914 T.T. 7-9h.r.. 2-=pced, clutch, lamps,

£70.—The Lodge, Eavensbonrne
[8286

I
Park, Catiord.

Indians1020 Indians: immediate deliverieB.—E,

J-tf Indian Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker la

Tel.: 1032.

20 Solo Indian 7-9h.p., o lighting, un-
700; £160.—4,

[X3631
19=
Murray

fT-9h.p.

Lythalls Lane, Coventr:

NDI^X Sidecar Combination, 7-9h.p., good running
MJl.4-> om

^^^^^_ £120.-Frank Whitworth.^ 139,

Indian Combination, clutch model, spring
- lamps, wind screen, hood; f 94.-InglewcMl,

order,
St.,

[X3568

ir-9hp Clutch Model Indian Motor Cycle. 1916

i first-class condition, lamps, ''o"' »*<. • £5

coachbuil
103a, High St.

1 fjia Poiverpli

X t7 r.?3sorie

Bruton

[7801

frame,
li'ghting.—

[8136

[8245

horn,

,tage, AJford, Lines.

NDIAN 1915 7-9h.p.. clutch, powe

etc., excellent condit

f., Musivell Hill, N.IO.

.H"; Indian 1914 7-9h.p., 2-5peed, spring

sidecar, electric starter,

Wandsworth.

Indian, in first-class order, full

£90 ; not war model.—Gr
Bond St., W.l.

privately owned,
nearest offer.

—

(Tivea, Temiside, Knighton, Bads. [7097

T Q20 7-9h.p. Indian Solo, electric lighting, spewJo-

ly meter, only ridden few miles, ns new; £175.-

Wrighfs Garage, Saffron Walden. [8267

INDIAN OB. Combination, 1914, just overhauled,
""

"-electric ifghtmg, hood and sc«en ; £95. or ofler.--

The Glen, Putney Heath Lane, S.W.I 5. 18016

1919. Powerplus. spring

_ ..„„^ ,, , -- ; £150 for quick sale.—

ChubEre. s'o'ut'hwood Lane, Highgate. [X3651

1f»14 TT Model Indian Combination, in perfect

ly condition, lamps, tools, spares; what offers .'--

Bridgwater Hotel, Moses Gate, Bolton. [8002

OWEEPLrS Indian Combination, dvnamo hghting,

new Cameo and apron, tyres all good; nearest

£150.-374, Grove Green Bd., Leytonstone. [7218

20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination. Model NE20, latest

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

19^"eSr»&^vaive>^'^un5L-ratched. 230 miles' only:

ers.-Stanbridge, AeneUs, Hemel Hempstead. [X3609

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., discs, hood, screen

etc £85. or cfier: got<i condition; alter 6; must

6ea-58, Wellington Eow, Bethnal Green, E. [7591

NDIAN, T.T., 1915, 5-6h.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, no

K S new Sinks. Dunlop heavy, £10 new engine

£90, oflers.—54. Euston Rd., Northampton

C57
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 4h.p. Single, spring frame, new tyres, new-
carburetter, jnst been overhauled, repainted, good

londitjon; £50.—Ayling, 21, Bond St., Arundel.
[7355

TNDIAN 1920 Combination, Powerplus model, elec-
-IL trie lisliting, speedometer, tools, etc.: £175.

—

Cope and Sons, 15, Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham.
[7797

1 Q18 Indian Powerplus, electric model, not W.D.,
J-*^ good a-s new, too powerful lor owner; £130, oi
near; must sell.—19, Primrose Hill, Northampton.

[791
"IQ15 laiiaa 7-9h,p. Clutch Model, discs, tyres asXU new, lamps, tools, speedometer, yery last, condi-
tion perfect throughout- 6, George St., Reading.

r814.

"IQ16 7-91i.p. Indian, clutch model, Mills-FuHord
Xt/ torpedo sidecar, discs, accessories, splendid
condition; £135.-84, Melrose Av., Wimbledon Park,
S.W. . [7621

tyres, screen and
repairs: any reasonable offer

2 Rd., Stonebridge Park.
[6365

-9h.p. Indian Combinatit 2-3peed, clutch, in first-

iding all lamps, etc., seen
rs?ry. Firs Lane, Edmon-

[7688

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1916. not Powerplus,
3-speed, stored 2 years, entirely re-enamelled, re-

plated, overhauled, perfect; £140.-194, Camberwell
Grove, S.E.5. '

, [7206

- —„ht, horn, Cowev, speedometer,
.plendid condition;-. £118.—Frater, Alberwick, Alnwick,

[7247Northumberiar

offer.-Apply, IS, Little Welbeck St., Oa, ,.„,...,„

Sq., London, W.l. [7934

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., 1916, 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., Canoelet, sidecar lamps, etc., just over-

hauled; £110.—The Palm, 241a, Lewisham High Rd.,
Brockley, S.E.4. ; [7532

oughlj-
ccept £55 for quick

Mews North, Crawfort
[6961

TXDIAN 7-91). p., with Millford sidecar, spring frame.
-*- electric lighting. Easting screen, tvres e.x:cellent
in splendid condition throughout; £140.—i,ees, 10, We^t-
bourne Place. Hove. [6989

] Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, 2-speed, spring frame,
-•-«-' Binks, new Dunlops, Tan-Sad, lamps. Klaxon
speedometer, good machine: £85.—Apply, Tucker, 67,
Holly Rd., Aldershot. [8071
10 19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Model, spring fra
-*-*' 3-SDeed gear, kick .ntjirtpr Tint mn inn rr,;

j015 Indian 7-9h.p., and Mills-Fulford sidecar. East
-'- f, ine 'vind screen, lamps, horn, hand and foot
clutch, ]ust overhauled;
Springford's Garage, De-

speed'

nd foot
100.—
[7154

pill

imeter, electric horn, splendid condition,
.

sell, or exchange lower power with cash
1, Moister Rd., Blackpool. [7252

INDIAN 6h.p., 2-speed,
new pistons fitted nn(pistons fitted and cylinders reground Binks

carburetter, lamps, horn, sidecar; £70.—Simpson, 20
1 arsonage St., Bury, Lanes. -^ [7352
TNDIAN 7-9h.p. 1916 Combination, 3 speeds, clutch
-«- kick starter, electric heads and tail lamps, new
tvres and chain, splendid condition; £150.-A. Alder-
man, Thorney, Peterborough. [7715
yNDIAN

. Coachbuilt Combination, 7.9h.p., 1915,
-*- electric equipment splendid condition
reliable, any trial; 100 gns.—Manager, Cabine't Stores,
Birkbeck Rd., Kingsland, London. [7759

-J
Q20 Indian (7-9h.p. Powerplus] and Henderson Elite-Li/ sidecar, dynamo lighting, Binks carburetter,

discs: £220, or nearest offer.-W. S. Cattell, The
Poplars, MLontagu St., Kettering. [8083

j Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, ?i-sped, "spering
-iLt/ frame, in good condition, ready for touring, elpi..

tnc lighting and horn; £120; appo' '

Norman's Buildings, Old St., E.C.I

trical equipment, 3 lamps, speedometer, mileage
2,500, splendid condition; Tunbridge Wells: £175.—
Bo.x 5,050, c/o TItc Motor Cycle. (D) [7310

& USED ^

: POLLOCK & MACNAB 6iin.

3 Friction Geared Capstan
E Lathes for LJin. bar.

"New 1 X 24in. CHURCHILL
type Universal Grinders.

New^lOin. X 36in. LANDIS
Plain Grinding Machine.

New No. 2 CINCINNATI
Vertical Milling Machines.

6in. X 14in. PRATT &
WHITNEY Internal Thread
Miller.

New PRATT & WHITNEY
Die Shaving Machines.

IPin. swing 8ft. bed AMERICAN
Tool Works Lathe

KEMPSMITH No. 2 Universal

Millers.

ARCHDALE PLAIN MILLER,
table 25iinxl0in.

No. 3H LE BLOND Universal

Miller.

PRATT & WHITNEY Automa-
tic Millers, lOin. size.

No. 11 B.&S. Plain Grinders.

No. 34 VAN NORMAN Auto-
matic Bore Grinders.

(MACHINERY), U°

TELEGRAMS
TELEPHONE

" LATHES, HYDE/
78, HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, Bennett's Hill.

LONDON OFFICE :

7, King St., Cheapside, E.C.2.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus. 1917, 3-speed.
clutch control, discs, small mileage, cylinders'^

luted, original tyres, stofed 2 years; £90, no offeis
after 6 p.m.— 127, Victoria Rd., Charlton, S.E.7.

/^ENtJINE Bargain, Indian, 1916, spring frame, ?^-^ speed, clutch, and kick starter, jnst overhamec
nearlv new sporting sidecar, .a!

- . - „- „ i; £83.-38, Ehnbouoh
Ed., Balham. . - £768'

I 1 Q15 5-6h. p. Indian, 3 speeds, hand and foot clutia

I

J-*^ Klaxon, Tan-Sad, large P. and H. lamp set, gooi
tyres, recently OTerhauled, very fast, splendid conditiou
coachbuilt sidecar to match; £90, lot; would separate.-

I

Barrett, Hatley, Potton, Beds. [748

INDIAif, sidecar, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, hand-foot clutebi
P.H. head, tail lamps, newly oveiiianled and -pei

feet, complete with brand new Eerry coachbuilt l" ___!;.

never used, whole finished dark green; £130.—Thani;
son, View Camp, Dalkeitli. Scotland. [690"'

LATE 1916 Powerplus Indian, 3 speeds, hand
foot clutch, electric light. Klaxon, Schebler

buretter. Tan Sad, Swan sporting sidecar, disc wheel
throughout, just overhauled; £l35.—Green, 6 and 9)
Albion Buildings, Aldersgate St., E.C.l\ [761"^

1 Ql5 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame,
-L«/ speed, electric light, top-hole condition, £11C
or offer; May, 1920, 7-9h.p. Indian combination, isak
age 250, best offer over £205; either" macliine to "b

.

sold.—Wiitt, 32, Sheldon ViS:, Edmonton. [690.'

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, discs ial

round, 3 speeds, Lucas dynamo lighting, electrit

hoin, f-peedometer, new tyres, spares, tools, splendii
condition, onlv wants seeing; £152/10, or neafest
must sell.—153, Muswell Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO.

1 Q20 Indian Combination, Powerplus, electri
-Lt/ model, dynamo, etc.. Easting wind
Tan-Sad, elec!:ric sidecar lamp, speedometer, spar
tube, 319 miles only; too powerful for owner.—Garag^
171, Seven Sisters E.d., Finsbury Park, London. N.

[725(.
5-bii.p. 3-ppeed Indian Combination, 1916, new pistlons'

rings, connecting rods, bearings, rear and" sideca

I

tyres, luxurious Millford sidecar, whole in excelten.)

order, larups, horn, tools, etc.; £130; appointment ah;'

time, Canterbury or Faversham.—Shepherd, Ship Inn'

I

Boughten, Faversham.
*

[835-.

1 Ql6 7-9h.p. Indian 3-speed and Indian De LUKC^

I

A«? Sidecar, in very fine condition throughout, oVCT-

hauled by makers, bill over £41 produced, with Jfl

! lamps, generators, Stewart horn, spare chain aAQt

j
sprocket, and all tools ; £135.—Jayes, 9; PrinbesC'

I Mews, Belsize Crescent, Hampstead. [8125

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., December, 1919
mileage 2,500, Easting wind screen, special tool

case, all in perfect running order; £175; owner sail-

ing India. June 16th, must effect sale immediately; oe
view a.nd trial at Reid and Evans' Garage, Exeter.-^
Captain. Whitaker, Broadclyst, Exeter. [756£

THIS Combination Almost Given. Away.-I915 7-£

h.p. Indian combination, 3 speeds, kick starter,

guaranteed throughout, enamel and plating perf*ct, mag-
nificent roomy Millford sidecar, whole outfit as good as

new, tyres very little wear, 3 lamps, lioru, tc^ols, etc.:

insurance policv transferable, 11 months to run; first

£110, worth £160.—Bowerman, CuUompton. [81M
-|Q20 Silver Plated 7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus Coin-
-L-t7 binntion, bulbous sidecar, dynamo lighting, abac-

lutely latest model. This machine is absolutely Hie
finest in London, having heavily silver plated haudlie-

hitTfi, fitted with special silver plated electric horn, HBd

'

Speed. Nymph, also extra Cowey horn; enamel better,

than new, engine in absohitely perfect condition ; oyen
to any expert examination; accessories—Easting wind,
screen, dynama shield, leg shields, front and Vack elec-

tric sidecar lamps, aluminium number plates, and alu-

minium encased wiring throughout, many spa:

whole in absolutely brand new condition ; \'

machine: any test given as regards speed and
-Seen after 6.30 anv weekdav at 61. Victoria Ifif..

Kensington, ^.8. Price £240.' [70Sj

Invicta.

3Xh.p Invicta, 3-Epeed Sturmey-Arcber counter-
2 shaft;. 2^th.p. Invicta, J.A.P. engi

Sturmev-Archer countershaft.-Williams, Motor Engi-
neer, E'xeter. [8032

INVICTA-J.A.P. 1919 2";4h.p.. 2-speed, drip lubri-

cation. Brampton Biflex forks, fast^ flexible, )^
-nearance new, Klaxon, lamps, buying higher -poW(^'
£62.-6, St. George's Pvd., Golders Green. [73K

INVICTA Lightweight, fitted with the faraGiffi

Villicr^ 2i,:..h.p. 2-stroke engine, a tbt>roughly ^
liable mount; many other machines in stock; late^

lists and particulars of Harrods svstem of easy paj^

ments sent on application.—Harrods Motor ShjXW
rooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main Buiw
ing), London, S.W.I. [69?}

Ivy

IVY.-The Walsidl Garage' Walsall, cfin supply ^
early dates. [5763

IVY 2-speed 2-stroke in stock.— Rothv
bourne. Cowleigh Garage. Mnlvern.

TVY 2-stroke. 2-sp3ed. 1917. Tnn-S3at,

BRAND New Ivy 2-stroke, 2 speeds. K.S., chitt

discs; owner bought combination.—Bennett, «•
''

High St., Hull. [7208 \

C58 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date *of tl'"^ issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
MntchlesB.

19

19=

19'

Mn.lcl H M:,.'lil.' biiiiitlon, hood wltli

sparo wJiL'cl, \Aii-tin

shii'lds, run uboiit
£215.-Smnrt, 28.

(8006

III I I 1(1 I I

MOTOR CYCLI'.S FOR SALF..

New HiidAon k
HUDSON 'iv.iui^l MoiIl-I; £70; In 8lopk.-

^,l)l.'

1,1. CL
oy. IMin rWy 47, beh

spoctl over 75

10
[8119

6I1-P. Mntchlcss. spoctl over 75 m.p.h.,
it coiumion iiml ptrlcL't nvii-liiuiii'iil

simrlsiiian's mount, price £78: also a

iv iind a Ilobart combination; sec mirt-

1*. (laiuKO. 40, Murray Mews, Murray
\.«n, N,\V. [8316

and srii" . "'i' '" 'ii^i":-'!. . lu n,. Ilr'.l, ^,.,.i i,l,il.-d!

COTldituHi aiui iipinMiiiiirf ;i^ iifv\
;

t^-riulm' Ijaij^aul.

£120: Tuociiii. S.W.-Box 5,051, CO The Malm
Ci/clr. [7311

MATCHLESS Combinatlon.-Boolt your order
Ross. 86. Iligli Head. Lee. S.E.. lor 1920

frame 8U.p. Matcliloss
abo'

strictly as per ord
lime of delivery. A large
motor cycles ol all makes a

MATCHLESS Combinati.
feet condition, spare '

iuK set, Cowey specdomcte
hood and wind screen, ne

Delii

spring
alwayi

. Retail price as ruling al

assortment of secondlian.i
Kvays in stock (6342

in, RLA.G. enpinc, in fer-
vheel, Lucas electric lipht-
, electric and bulb horns,
w pillion seat with back,

neavy l^almer tyres as new, and all spares, small
mileage, and ready to drive anywhere: £210; S.E.
-district,—Box 5,084. c/o The Molor Cycle. [8188

Metro
METRO, frame and parts. Albion 2-speed. wants

assembling: otiers.—21, Brent St., Hendon,
N.\V,4 «' [7439

METRO-TYLER, latest 1920 model, deliveries from
stock.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the real service

firm. Taunton and Totnes. (7508

si)eed, nenrlv new ;
pood reason

liter 7 o'clock,-101, Upper Tol-
Park. [7083

SPECIAL 1920 T.T. Metro-Tvler, beantifullv tuned,
Imis; exhmist: must seU ; iE65, or near ofler.-9,

Bedford Ed., Bedford Park, W.4. [7166

SOME WONDERFUL
SNIPS - BUT
YOU MUST BE QUICK.

3.^ h.p. P. & M.'s from 80 Gns.

2J h.p. Douglas from 60 Gns.

4 h,p._ Zeniths, from 60 Gns.

34 h.p T.T. Rover, 76 Gns.

31 h.p. Sunbeam and Sidecar,

110 Gns

32 h.p. Humber Combination,

76 Gns.

Eicbards, High St., Marlborough.

1Q20 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
-t-f' 100 miles; £70, or nearfwt: letters,

—Gauld, 33, Temple Ed.. Windsor.

[7041

nly ridden
r after 5.

[7136

N ,;„d.iuB

1015 New llud
I'f -21, Slien(

-|QI6 T.T
-It' £55.

utoek, at lint price, £75.-

Coinblnation, fully oquippcd,

lilcHBO low; £150.—A. Aldcilunn. Tlioruey, Peter-

hoinuffll. [7716

NEW HUn.SON 1913 2y,h.p., 3-Hpeed, (•Inteli. Dun-
lops, excellent condition; £46.-2, Knllwny St.,

Hertford. •
[CSIS

5W HUDSON 2-Btroko, Olympia oporting model,
-IN T.T, uly ridden 50 miles; £67.-

Teiaple Sheen Rd.. East Sheen,

METRO-TYLER. 1919, 2-speed
lamps. Klaxon, tools, etc

Garages, Lt4., the real service firm.

le-speed, only done 300
Latchmere 4312
, S.W.1<1 (X3647

conditipn,
3.-Hew:n's
n. [7511

Fallowfleld, Fairfax Dri-

Ed., Choilton-c

exhaust, lamps and
first £70 secures.—

Westclif£-on-Sea. [7100

Metro-Tvler, loni: ex-
res, verv little used :£70.-
i-Hardy, Manchester. [7721

Kh.p. Tn Mil

Blinerva.

Bosch, B.O or neare^t offer.-

mordcn.

MINERVA 3lih,p.. 4-speed. free en
and B.; £40.—Webb, Boselands,

Finchley, N.3,

33h:p. Minerva, mag., B. and B. ci

4, ning order, ride away; £19.-
menade. Palmers Green, London,

speed; £40,
X Ed., Tod-

[X3606

, Bosch, B.

/V WIDE RANGE OF NEW
& SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

IChater Lea, Triumph, Alien,

O.K., New Imperial, Henderson,

Douglas 4 h.p., Scott, Bradbury.

1920 MODELS IN STOCK
Clyno, Imperial, O.K., Enfield,

Cedos, P.v.. Lea - Francis,

Rudge-Multi. Metro, Coulson-B

SIDECARS—FAMOUS MAKES.

Millford, Henderson, Grindlay,

Canoelet, Watsonian Coup6,

P. & M , and Seivice.

Always the best selection of

molor cycles of all well-known

makes in stock, and earliest with

deliveries. Call or write

—

ard Smith, Carltc

TyriNERyA _4',;,h.p.,

loc 2-sp3ert,

£50.—Rev.
Colville, Lowestoft. [8117

Bosch, and side(

;ht, £20; barjai
St., Bethnal Gn

FOR -Sale 2';ih.p. Minerva, mag.,
modernised, drop frame, running

overhaul, good tyres and belt; £17, or nt

:;Hughe3, Wye College, Kent.

Monarch,
MONAECH-VILLIEES 2-stroke, 2-speefl,

arv, mileage under 1,000: £60, or near i

, £24; Moto-
offers, room

, E. [7465

B. and B.,
order, needs
near offer.

—

[7341

19^
Walth

gh.p.

w

w

[7051

ttoek

;

EnfleldL Highway.
[836C

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON W.C 1

Wires :
" Admittedy, London." Phone : Ho'bom 6 iJO

end.— 4, Water; leham.

Motosacoche.

and Co., Leicester Kd., Nu
, M.A.G.

(X3258

Bosch, variable

L'hone: 363.

I New Hudson 2-gpeed LightweiKlit.

£75.—Shepherd and Co., " - •

Walthiim Cross 31. .

New Hudson 1919 Coachliuilt Comliiniition.

leag.! 500. lamps, Klaxon, Easting, legshiclds.--

. Barry Rd., IJulwich. I'S^S

NEW HITIiSflN 2-stroke. good tyres, flrst-cdass order

utkI ai'P'-arance, will go onywhere; £38.— 151,

J-ril.lington. _[7925

NEW III IKUN 4h.p., Sep.. 1919. built for s'ideear.

Tan-Sad seat, little used; £95.-Hill, 9a, Craw-

Luton, Beds. l"655

EW HUDSON 4h.p., 2-speed. clutch, recently

overhauled, perfect condition; £65.—Trirnmer,
Fire Station, Bishopsgate, E.C. 183U3

NEW HUDSON 31/oh.p., 1919 sidecar combination,

all complete, fine condition

worth. 139, New St., Birmingha

NEW HUDSON 6h.p., 3-«peed countershaft, good con-

ditio., powerful ;' £75; after 6 p.m,-Atk.n«>n

69. Melville Ed.. Walthamstow, E.17. [V432

EW HUDSON 6-8h.p., 1914, 3-speed. K.S.. clutch

(hub), C.B. sidecar; dheap. £65, pt-ncar.-^\eltare

Cycle Co., Barmoutlj Ed., Wandsworth. [6350

NEW HUDSON 6h.p. Coaclibuilt Combination 3-

speed, clutch. K.S., in excellent condition througi-

out; bargain, £85.-Lees, 10, Westbourne Place, Hme^

1 O20 Latest Model New Hudson, 2Kll.p.. 2-«trote.

\-iJ 2-speed. complete with lamps and born, as new,

i./0.-M. H ATatson. Burnleigh, Leake St, Castletorrt,

York;

T>E

tools ''et""' mnram SOO'as'new; £75,

IJuke St..

-VTEW HUDSON 4h p. 1920 Sporting Coiob.nation.

lA^ practically unused; best over £130. wr.te ap

pltST Midlands: 'wiU deliver to buyer..-Box

5,066, c/o The Motor Cycle. 17=""

-ikTi^w TTTinsoN 1919 4h.p., with nice torpedo side-

N'^Sr,''3'ispfed^ountershafl hand clntch kick start

perfect condition and running order; £120, or uearest

offer-Tait, Delabordes Farm, Westerham. [6984

EW HUDSON 1916 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

3-sileed countershaft, K.S.. overhauled completely,

new fiinifs good tyres, I.neas dynan.0. 3 lamps an^

horn; £140.—Miners' Arms, Morley, Leeds. L7tfiu

New Imperial.

piEOW Bros.. Guildford-New Imperial-Jap asents and

V^ expert repairers s.nce 1914. ^
l-^uoo

TV-EW IMPERIAL, 2%h,p. Ji,A-.P.. 2-speed Albion.

i> 1917; £50.-71. Saltoun Rd.. Br.xton,
^.^^7^2^

SECOND-HAND New Imperial 8h.p. Combination,

done 1,000 miles.-WiUiams, Motor Eng.jeer^

-1 Q20 New Imperial, 2-speert. <1

JL<L» fully equipped; £70.-1
Audover.

TT New Imperial 2"'ih.p.. 2-speed, accesi

hauled, perfect; £55; offers.—25, Pi

Chester.

-l(nil5 New Imperial-Jap 2sih.p., 2-speed, [..stovei-

li) hauled: slen week-ends; £45.-16, Bos E.dge

Av., Parley, Surrey. l^^l^

1 r»19 New Imperial-Jap 8h.p. Combination; £M0-—
19 8a, Blue Ball Yard, St. James St.. P'ccad'lly

Phone; Gerrard 6536. t^S^S

S G. MUNDT.-1920 New Hudso

stroke, Cowey horn, speedometer^

[8352

;peed. 2-

[8125

N^

ilone under 100 miles.
Market Place,

[8085

[X3544

19^

COME & SEE THEMif^

Imperial Combination, complete, first-c-lasj

tion- £150 or best offer over.—iluuro and

irage' Ed ,
Egham. [6926

unused. W.D.. and latest

Millford" sidecar; £157/10.-91, St.

- Twickenham. [/b^..

ItJlT New Imperial-'jap l^ih-Py-.i^-^^P^^ '^^J?';

ly horn, too%. etc., eood condit.on. £50 cash.

EW IMPERIAL 8h.p

rial.—Wilson. 1.. The Sycan Wimbledon C'

uled 30 gns.—Trythall, Chapel St.. Pen^
[7758 |kOY H.

All letfers relating to advertisements should auote the number at fie end ot each advertisement, and the date of the Issue

[7266
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
New Imperial.

T-MPERIAL-J.A.P., 2">4h.p., excellent
r pui
ingly,

urchased
ndition, all

troke.—Miss
:. [7963

used, excellent
appearance and condition, all accessories; £45,

best.-Webster, South View. Govilon, Men. [8042

nplete; *42;
Dayvell, The Hale, Chidd

v^rti-JV«"-----r-n.-^u%niAJVJ^'

nt, ThornleiKll,
[78'97

ed, clutch model

;

-Call or -niite, or
'I'hone: Greenwich 751.—Clilpham (Motors), 27, Stock-
well St., Greenwich, S.E.IO.

'""'

NEW IJMPEKIAL-J.A.P. 25ih.p.. 2-spced,
model, excellent condition, exceptionally

engine, fully equipped, head lamp, rear lamp,
generator, horn, etc., 130 miles to gallon; £50.-61,1
Sterndale Rd., Brook Green, West Kensington, W.14.

- [8022 I

New Ryder.
|

"IVTEW RYDER 2it,h.p. 2-stroke, C.A.V. mag., Villiersj
J.1 engine, lamps, etc., splendid condition; £40.

—

Harmer, Swiss Cottage, Broughton, Hants. [7272

[53751/

5:

Norton.

"IQ13 B.R.S. Norton, rliscs, himp,^,
J-«^ ovei hauled, new uiston ; £55,— _

J'
1 Q20 Big 4 Norton Sporting ConiV)ination, lamps,
A *y born, delivered January : offers.—Pedder, 15, Holy- \
well, Oxford. [X3462 1 B

NORTON Big Four Sporting Combination, special [V
turnout", triai or examination.—Parker's, Brad- BL

shawgate, Bolton. [X3554
]
J'

'W'ORTOS', 1917, T.T., Philipson pulley, C.A.V. mag., J"
-i-'i lamps, horn, and knee pads; £85.—Worthey, Mount
Vill.l. Elsecar, nr. Earn.<ley. [7502 -

55, Newhall St., oiughanr.

liles,

c/o
[7121Ellis^

X*65.— 4!i.p. Norton Combination, 2 speeds, engine
cW overhauled, rebushcd, good tyres, belt, lamps, horn;
any trial.—Mumlord, Normandy, Guildford. [7723

"jQle B.R.S. Norton, discs, sporty mount, i.ace any-
J-v thing, only needs seeing; price £85.—Apply altei
C p.m.. Smith, Hazel Wood, Kingston Rd., Le.itheihe.id.
.Surrey.

'

[7357

NORTON Big Four, Canoelet sidecai, deliveied Deceni
Iter, excellent condition, D.A. lighting, spares, etc

,

IJonniksen speedometer; £156, no oflfers.—Biown, 64,
Alliert Rd., King's Heath, Birmingham. [X3659

sl'er order for £15, or best oftei

Box 5,087, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[8217
NORTON S'/oh.p., 1916, Millford C.B.^ Sturmey 3-

speed, B. and B., C.A.V. lamp^s. Klaxon, tools,
new tyres, in Irne running order; £110, or offer;
trial by appointment.—Write, Clarke, 16, Rita Rd.,
Vauxhall Park, S.W.8. i7611

N.U.T.

N.U.T.. Motor Cycles from Stock.-Sole agents for
Camhridge-shire, A. J. Young and Co., Ltd., Heath

Garage, Newmarket. 'Phone: 214. [0222

1020 N.U.T. 31AL.P. Twin, dynamo lighting; hst
-fl-*y price.—Newnliaiii Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W.6. 'Phone: Hainmer,smith 80. [7187

N.U.T., 1920 model; early delivery from the City
agents at list price. — Elce and Co., 15-16.

Bisbopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

al

arly de-
Yeovil
[8395

sole wholesale and retail agents for
and can supply these famous ma-
delivery.—Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[5766

-N.U.T. sole agents for tho county;
in stock. Orders booked in
deliveries.—James Garages,

[7693

Swan sidecar, 3-speed gear,
new, acetylene and electric
fl30.-Apply, i\, 4, Jews

[X3657

N.U.T.-We arf

Staflordsliire

chines tor early
Tel.: 444.

SHROPSHIRE,
demonstration model

strict rotation for early

Clnirch Stretton.

lighting, accessories; price £1
Walk, Sydenham, S.E.

1920 Model S'/sh.p..

We have a

large stock of

7-9 Powerplus '}

Machines of

recent date.

The
these

whole of

have been

thoroughly over-

hauled and are

dy to riderea

av^ay.

MOTOR CYCLES
N.S.U

31h.p. N.S.U., complete, less
2 tyres.-19, Wilcox Rd., So

S.W.8.

N.S.tr. 3h.p., 2-speed, wic
good, mag. ignition

;

Green, Orpington.

ker sidecar, new lamps, tyrc

£27.—W'hitaker, Green S1
[700:

U. Twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch mag., suitable fc

sidecar or solo, splendid condition, ride away
asonable offer refused.—Ormston, Broadway Gai
)5, High St., Hounslow.. [725

peed gear
yres, can.

_ood condition; Bedfordsliire
£55.—Box 5,053, c/o The Motor Cycle. [r31'

LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.U., perfect condition, cngin.
just overhauled, lamps, horn, pump; best offer

or exchange with cash for higher power mount
private.—54, The Vineyard, Richmond, Surrey. [806'

O.K
2-s(-roke,

N-^;
Lucas dynamo lightiog,

ic norn; iqugns., complete,—Authorised Lou.
don agents, Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (oft Oxford St.l. Bond St., W.l. 'Phone:. May.
fair 6659. Book now for early delivery. [0080

N.S.U.

N s,r. £45.-61i.p. Twin, mag., perfect
V.llase, Charlton, S.E. [8237

N.S.U. Twin and Sidecar; £35, or near offer.—E. C.
Sliiuglitci, -Marlborough Hotel, Cromer. [7055

N.S.U., li. and B., Bosch; £19; ride away; after 7
o'rlock.-54, Marcellns lid., Hotnsey Rd., N.7.

[7484
Ob. p. N.S.U., overhauled, te-eiiame!led, tyres veryO good; £35.—Hall, Hawthorns, Cheslyn Hay.

[X3618

Price £125
Special Terms to Agents.

Write, 'phone, or

call.

216, Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.

Phone No.: Mayfair, 4535

O'

O'
_J.imrs
'. [764'

O.K. for immediate delivery; 48 gns.—Dudley-Fiavi
Motor Exchange, 103a, High St., Wandsworth

[814-

1Q20 O.K. Union, brand-new, for immediate delivei
Xi/ from stock; 48 gns.—Birch's ' Garage, Wolvei
hampton. -

[706

O.K.-UNION, the marvellous lightweight, in stock

list price. — ]

Phone: 163.

.Junior 1914 21i.p„ 2-spced.
ng, all accessories; £35.—23, Bel:
Park, N. [729

, latest model, just delivered, a
£50/8.—Eagles and Co., 27E

- W.3. [X363;

1 Q20 O.K.-Union,
.^•y price; £51.—.

Regent's

O.K. Union 2%h.p,
makers' price

High St., Act.

2-stroke, immediate delivery; lis

L. J. Yonn? and Co., Ltd., 75
Alliany St., Regent's Park, London, N.W.I. [022'

:. Junior, October, 1919, 2 speeds, excellen

machine, very little used, all on; nearest £60
g combination.—24, Gerald Rd., Bournemouth.

[749.

14 2'/.h.p. O.K. Junior, 2-speed, new carburetter

drip" feed, private owner, unable to ride: sacri

£32/10.—V. Callaneo, 5, Rosary Terrace, York,

,
fully eauipped; owne

nother machine owing to late delivery o

list price, 48 gns. ; first cheque secures.—White
Merchant, Banbury. [X340<

o
buyii

19^

1920
bridge.

Omega
Omega-Jap ]\fodel, 2-speed,

t delivered.-12, Bridge St
at lisl

, Cam-
[7197

!-speed, lamps, and Klaj

Swiudoii. [X3265

1 Q20 Omega-Jap 2'?ih.p., 2-speed, new ;\Iay last,

J-tJ ridden under 100 miles; £70.—Box 5,066, c/c

The Motor Cycle. 1.7567

1 (1*20 Sporting Model Omega, lamps, horn, knee-grips,

i-iy long exhaust, tools; £70, or nearest.— I'errius,

Architect, Redditch. [X3580J

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2.speed and model de luxe,
ana 79 gns. respectively; early deliveries.—Lloj

and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes.

MEGA-J.A.P. 254h.p., late 1919, 2-spee<l, clui

k starter, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; 79 gni

Coulptou, 116, High St., Woottou B.assett.- [7i:

2^dh.p., 2-speeds, clutch and ti3
aps, mechanical born, knee g''

tools, Dunlop extra heavy, new April 1920, and
scratched; £70, absolute lowest; owner buying col

bination.—Smith, 11, Guild St., Stratford

o*

Avon,
[7S(

P. and M
and M. 1918 Combination, C.B., good conditii

lamps; £83.-10, Baronsmead Rd., Bar

-and M., good condition, R.A.F. model
Blue Ball Yard, St. James' St., Picciidilly. [69:

and M.—Brighton,. Hove and district; promt
livery.-Turpin's, 29, Preston Rd , Brightc

19'J 3'jh.p,
liys

[02t
. _. and M., sidecar, lamps; 100 gne.?]
Royal Herbert Hospital, Woolwioh.jf

The Couuty Garage Co.,

and M., 1914, 2.speed, engine and gears

recently overhauled; £55.-Apply, 13
Chesterfield.

[71,
i; £7ra
Bnekg
[7f

C62 All letters rclntiiig to ndvertJsements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
I((»nl Uuby.

ilO20 Rovnl Rul.v. 31i.l'.. sprinn Iramo. |n«t
lU livor

"

ft'olilcn.

EITIIY 2I.I.I1.P,

Hill I'.nk. Kiillclcl,

W Alienors S, 9, Shoo l.ano, London. E.C.4.-
ali.|> U.HMl Ruby and sidcinr. lalo 1919. lully

djiiiMml. nil lifsl nivessonos ; oilers. [3170

ROV.M, IMMlV nli.i... U.n. model, and sideoar, nU
n,-,-.-,~uii( ,. ( ,1'v. V MH'iliinifter, Lucas lamps.

Klii\.iii. i.nh ,\nnr ..(111 mil.,, |irrlcct condition; £115.
—VV^iMo.k, ll.itl.ir.l ('..lie;;,'. Oxford. (X3557

Rudge.
and Sidecar, complete; ,£100.-Evlcs

and Eyles, SI. Aldate's, Oxford. [8234

£190: benutilill

[X3587

E.C.'J.-
[6860

Saffron
[6383

liiiuit.^, liorn. Bplejidiil

[7722

119

19
3i_.li.p. EmlBe Multi, I.O.M.. under 600 miles;

fU5 sccures.-21, Woodvillc Rd., Ealing. [7949

Rt'lKJE Si/ih.p., 1913, elntch; any trial; £48.-1,
Norwood Kd., Heme Hill. 'Phone; Brixton 1964.

^ [7009
C-eli.p. Rudge Combination, equipped, mileage 420:
t* £150.-77, Carlton House, Hijh St.. Birmingham.
„ [7098

IIQao 3'bh.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, just delivered;
I At/ £110/5.-29, Moutford Place, Kennington, S.E.ll.

[7657
RUDGE 3V:.h.p., 1913. clutch model, accessories,

stored 5 years; £42.-27, Palace St., Westmin-
ster. [7278

te gear; price £110.-
Newport Pa^nell,

Bucks. [7207

RUDGE 3i.jh.p., and C.B. sidecar, kick start, Multi
pulley; £45.-16, St. Miiiy Ahl.otfs Terr.i.'e, Keu-

sia^ton. [8227

sporty, overhauled, per
Danby,
10190

'. latert

... «" R'l'
Lcvtoiistoue. . [7219

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, I.O.M. model,
perfect condition; apply after 6.-102, Gordon

Rd., Peckham. [7300

I

TJUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. 1918 C.B. Combination, like
1 IX new. all accessories; 95 gas.—Sibley, 106, Market
Place, Romford. [7830

I

T>UDGE .Multi 3' .h.p., brand new, just arriyed; at
I I.\j makers' price. — Wilkins. Simpson, opposite
Olympia, London. [7543

RUDGE 1913 3>..h.p., cluti-li, new cylinder and tries-
£40, or nearest offer.—Goldie, 8, Park Ed., Hiuup-

tou Hill, Middlesex. [6942

I

1020 Rudge Multi 5-6h.p., just delivered, not ridden
' -1-J' 50 miles; £115; bargain; horn, lamps.-Walker,
Carter St., Uttoxeter. [7460

I

-1020 Rudge Multi. 3" .h.p., T.T., all on. un.
I J-V scratched; £105.—Madgwick, Biltmore, Bram-
shott Ghase, Hindhead. [8100

RUDGE Multi, 1920, only a month old. faultless,
and complete; £110.—Hewin's Garages. Ltd., the

real service firm, Taunton. [7510

7'9h.p. Rud^e, new, ideal sporting solo; list price
with extras £157, best offer.—Vincent Gattv,

Brandlingill, Cockermouth. [X3535

RUDGE Multi 3'2h.p., 1919, in perfect condition,
lamps, speedometer; £105.—Seen Bell Motor

Works, Brent St., Hendon. [7332

RUDGE S'ih.p., Philipson pulley, very fast; £50 —
N'ewman Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W 6.

'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [7191

RUDGE Multi, I.O.M., April, 1920, lamps. Klaxon,
knee grips, fi

"
'

" " ' " "

HollowRd., Upper Holloway, N.19.

1 QTSO Rudge Multi, T.T.LU plete with accessorie?
Juddingtou, Malpas, Chec^hire

£47/10.—Gas Manager, Ath.v.

£115.-

Ho

Combination in stock

:

makers' price.-Shepherd and Co., Enfield High-
[8.348Tel.- Waltham Cross 31.

337, Earlsflel.d Rd.,

5-5h.p. Rudge Multi a

£95; exchange Indi:
Wootton Bassett Rd., Swi

"I Q20 LO.M. Rue
-*-U feet conditic
tiip; £110.-1, No

id Sidecar,
n combinat:
rdon.

[6910

Morgan. 35.
[3054

igine No. 17205. per-
WatfoTd speedi

"Westwood"
" TORPEDO "

ACETYLENE LAMPS

Patented

Kii Essi
[7847

[Vlade from solid brass, turned and
threaded at joints. Every nart cf

instruction. These L^mps
taken to pieces for c'eaning

alight in t'le

s rongest gale. B^st qua ity Lenses
are fitted, and can be ( asily replaced
if broken. Thes? Lamps will last

as long as the midlines they are

used on and are absolutely rustless

METAL REINFORCED
TOOL BAGS.

Sub-tintal Baj
enclosed in enam-
elled metal case,

comp'ele with
clips for at tacS-

rn'dEn°lisrie'ver

lock an J key

Size;!x4K3iin

List No. 19/10.

Price 11 /- eacS.

Westwood Special Lines are Stocked by
all R'putable Agents.

MOTOR CYCI.I-S FOR SALE.
lUiilgc.

RUlMiE 5-6h.ii., mi'chanical condition good, tyroa

a« new, lamiiM, Klaxon; £S6, or olfer.-Balio

96, Bridge End Kd., Orantham. [7118

Hudge Multi Combination, overhauled,
ditiun. fiul and reliable, larnpa; £90,
forth, Peterborough. [7407

Multi. clutch, head lampn, horn, tooln,

,;..„ condition; 80 Bn8.—llenn. 171, Seven
r» Kd., l''hi»bury Park, London, N. [726S

liiiK .Multi 1914 3',ili.p. Coinbluotinn, hand clntcU,

lull ..iiiii.Mi.iit, e.'ci:ellf.nt condition; 68 gni!.-King-

2. KiiiK Ivhiard Parade, Norbury, 8.W. LvaaO

Mulli 3iAh.t)., 1919 (October); £95, or

would take lightweight part, cash adiuat-

M, 24. Coventry Rd., Warwick. [X3644

RU1)i;E. late 1912. T.T., clutch, overhauled, re-

hu'ihed, good tyroa and belt accessories, very

fast, trial; £50.-303, Folkestone Ed., Dover, (7755

1 O20 Rudge Multi, I.O.M., new May, new Hendcr-
i-V .son lightweight sidecar, disc wheel, eu^an-
teed perfect; £126.—The Poplars, Durkar, near Wake-
field. ['850

tored 2 years, tyres a:

IQI5 5611.

p

J-»/ good CO
-Turnill and

1 0'9 Rudge
X-iJ cxcellcn
Sntc

R'

R',

rntched
4," Taunton Rd., Bridg-

[7599

del, Sen-

,r— - plendid condi-

Liuu £56, or exchange tourer.—Piigh, 1, Oval Rd/.

N.W.I. [""
1 014 Eudge Multi. T.T.. clutch, reliable mount, get

i-iJ vou anywhere; price £65.—Apply
Goddarll, Hazel Wood, Kingston Rd.,

£78 for quick sale

water.

RUDGE 1913 3i^h.p., T.T. and track

spray. Bosch, speedometer. lampr

Leatherhead,
[7358

RUDGE Multi, 1916. canoel't sidecar, good condi-

tinn just overhauled, climbs like a giant, lamps,

hnrn. tonls, etc.; £82.-IIewin's Garages, Ltd., the real

..i.rvic firm, Taunton. u512

T~)UIm;E Alulti, complete with Cowey speedometer,

IX lamps,' horn, etc., only done 500 miles, as new;

solo. £121, or with sidecar, £140.-364, Lillie Rd
Fuliiam, London, S.W, ['"S"

1(rk20 I O.M. Rudge Multi and Canoelet Minor side-

iiJ car. Easting, Lucas lamps, Klaxon knee-grips,

spare belt, under 300 miles; photo; £135.-1, DerOy

Ed., WeAam, Kirkham. 1-"°'*

K-eh.p. Rudge Multi, in good condition, lamps, trip

peedometer, mechanical hooter, etc.; £30.
. i;«i.ti„oifflif. in nart. exchange.—Hare.

[8108

mechanical
lightweight in part

Lane, Watford.
change,

13, Loatei

RUDGE Multi, late 1919, and sporting Canoelet side-

cir 3i:.h ii f:i=t, sulendid condition, unscratchefl,

completely ecuipped with all epares; ^125.-IT,e

Rowans, Ashley Ed., Epsom. [7807

RUDGE 3i/.h.p.. 1916. multi gear, with Canoelet

,<uortin'' sidecar, excellent condition, accessories

;

4!5fi_\-pwuhiim Motor Co., 223, ' Hammersmith B<J.,

W 6. ^Phone: Htnumer^mitii 80. [7192

16 17 Rud'" Multi, I.O.M. model, sportini

belt, good ly:19^
condition, all accersoi

81, Little Ealin? Lar

-1 Q20 (May) _I.O.M.

perfect

[7971
85 gns.—

Ealing.

dge Multi, clutch, A.K. knee
lamp set, Cowey horn, in excel-

.,„o .„... aid very fast, unscratched; 105 gns.-Hogg,

Rock House, Cromford. Matlock. [7887

RUDGE Multi, late 1915. ..and sidecar, 3 lamps, Volta

horn, all new heavy llunloiis,

and apron; owner purchased car; £95.

lent tu

0. Evintou. 3,

N.W.5. [7150

solo, at 1919
ndition. spare

of Wales Crescent. Kentish Town,

-I ms Rudge Multi. 3'-L.h.p., Roadster

157 list inice, small mileage, new cc

-pvECEMBER [1919 Special T.T. I.O.M. Budge Multi.

£100- or over aecu.e=. ...^-., --, -- - . 17116
Stafford.

Eudge Multi. fully equipped

-Willcox,

.ith aenerator*^, extr;

untiy: lirst cT

St. George's

F.O.C.H. ha
for the roaa—

J

St., Hampstead (ne

'Phone : Hampstead
Saturday

ready
Heath

r" Hampstead Tube Station).

3752 Hours 9-7, including
[7362

TOM- 3i:.h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, April, 1920,

-L" specially picked- and tuned engine, Canoelet sport-

in' sidecar, lamps, insurance, etc. ; £145 :
owner going

ibroiil- seen by appointment.—Butt, 31. Riches bt.,

Wolverhampton.'
" [X3667

1 Q15 Rudge Multi 3;jh.p. and 1919 Rennoc Sid-C".
-Ly undtrslung, cost £37. 1920 S;nspray. new E.H.

Dunlops," 3 lamps. Klaxon, spars bslt valves tube,

•o, Is etc n-rf-ct condition; £90.—N., Lyndhurst.

lildford. [7767

a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
dly equipped, ready for the road.—Fair

= Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
tition; 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
uding SftuTdays. (7363

31.h.p., J 916, Isle of Man, special

been little used, just overhauled.

'Cc!l.g2

XT ".C.!l. hav3
-T -d-car,ful
Offer Car House,
stead Tube ?l
Hours 9-7, inclu

UDGE Mult
engine, hasB}

1920,
:, Wor

and appearance indis-
£83.—Shar

{8031

All letters felatlng to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALt.
, Rudge.

16 it'.idge Multi 3>2li-p- Combination, recentlv
oveilianled and re-enameUed, Lucas lamps, Steivart

mechanical horn. Smith speedometer, spare valves extra
Ijair 01 T.T. liandle-bars; £90; seen any morning.— Green,
1. Holjingbourne Gardens. Ealing, W.13. [7931

-j Q20 Riidge Miilti, new, 3\!,h.p., sloping tank, IiillyJ-f equipped, Watford speedometer. Klaxon, rear
light and spare belt; £122; good reason for selling;
wonld take good lightweight and cash in exchange.—
Billings, Greenfields, Whiston, Froghall, Staffs. (7328
T> tJDGE Multi 3i,',li.p. Combination, flret-class order
J-t- recently overhauled, T.T. bars, lamps, generators,
uiecliauical horn, tools, spares, light Oanoelet sidecar,
Cauieo sereeu, storm sheet, complete outfit exceptionally
BOMl; £80.-209, Broadivav, West Hendon, N.W
Tlioue: Kingsbury 162. , [6994
T ATE 1919 Rudge Multi, 3;a.p., engine No 164-33
J-' special power inlet device making fastest and best
hill-cIimbing Budge, special quickly detachable leg-
snieltts, deep valancod rear mudguard, tyres unciit, Meca-
pnone, perfect throughout, appearance as new ridden
only by engineer-owner while completing cycle car- first
100 gns.—25, Outram St., Stockton-on-Tees. [7674

U'JGE Multi, 1914, all accessories, spares, over-
hauled by makers April, 1920, possess bill £28

--. sugine parts and re-enamelling, absolutely new guar-antwd condition, t.vres good, one new Dunlop, sidecar
excellent condition, new Easting wind screen but axle
broken (menable by makers at very small cost)- £100-
f.'.'^rit *°T,-®u'"-

1920--Broadwell House, MarketLaMngton, Wilts. [6953
Saltley.

TMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-Tilliers 2-stroke

L,n'^uf,'"T^ f56,
2-speed £66.-London coucet-

Sarolea.
QAROLEA T.T. 5h.p. Twin; 30 gns -59 Palfrev•3 I'lace, Dorset Ed., Clapham Ed.r S.W 8

' [7838

EW .Scale 1920 SJ-Jh.p. Precision engine exchan.-efor higher power, cash adjustment —Thornnsn^ oEbenezer Villa, Gordon Ed., ChadweH nJath '^'[?522

-IQ20 New Scale, S%h.p. Precision engine 2 strol-e
r ^-^^t"^- '='""='1, kick start- £85 Tmmediafe rf!:hveries.-The Rochester Auto and Suroirc"!,''ifo?her

Scott.
""^^

S'^TS^sM^o-of'-^"^''- '~'''-^^'
-^'"-.^^^t-.

w^YSS°.To'tt, %.ft.,in.i6°-^°- -^-u^
S°°p'rTce-WnkfnroS''s"E'°;ii"? ^^"'"'''l

"^-- "^'IJucL. wiminsons, Engineers, Doncaster. [X3540
QCOTT S%h.p., 2-speed, late 1910, good conditiont^ and running order; £35.-rortt, ki°dliurst Sussex

S'^i'^e ""'on'e°'''Stehb-^"^' ^??.,'S'^
-™'l^- -''k''-' sure of one.—Stebbmgs, Attleborough, Norfolk.

CCOTT newly, enamelled, very powerful, requh«>J slight adjusxment
; fSS.-Nightingale, Galgate Lan°'°

'[7149
CJCOTT Gornbination, perfect condition, smart outfit

borou'gT"^'
"^""^ "6.-Tnrnill and North,

||^CCOTT 1920, brand new, unregistered, solo or com-

RoystiSr^Herts'"*
P"^"-^^'- ^^Pl^"- Market ^Hill,

aCOTT (iVIay, 1920), ridden few miles, perfect condi-

Mdgr\i'sbe?h:
''""- "'^-«-^>--'^ Moore, Sr^on

"|qi6 Scott and Bramble Sidecar, electric lampsi^ screen, etc.; £95.-Anthouy, 64, Dyne Rd
'

Brondesbury. N.W.6. [7760
QCOTT Solo, overhauled, -re-enamelled, good tyres

w. f
^'^''j '"'^''i^1l°°h„,^^'"'' £70.-209. Broadway,West Hendon, N.W. 'Phone : Kingsbury 162. [8102

CCOTT, lats sports model, excellent condition iust>J thoroughly overhauled, fitted discs TT Kl'a.von
Miller lamps, etc. ; £70.-Williams, Hillmorton, Rugby.'

-1Q20 Scott, and Henderson light sidecar, exMUelt
J- 1' condition, completely fitted with 3 lamps, tool
kit, etc., etc.; £160.—Hambro Lodge, Datchet, Bucks.

1 Q20 Scott, new one month, engine No. 4308. Cowev--1' speedometer, Lucas horn, mileage 500; mice
£140. unscratched.-Welford, 28, St James St
Brighton.

[74,2
IQIS Super Scott Combination, stored 3 yearsJ-*^ fitted new chains, special carburetter, giving
economical running, Scott-Myers sidecar, electric light
Kla.vpn; £120.-Harris, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate,'
London, E.7. [gosg

SCOTT 1919 (November) Combination, Millfoid sidt-
cai. Cowey trip speedometer, Binks warmer Lucas

lamps and horn, mileage ahont 1,000, better tiian new"
flltogcthei in splendid condition; £170—Wray Engi-
neer, Soutjiport. [8229

SCOTT 1914 C.B. Combination, IV-seatcr sidecar
(side by side), mechanically perfect, new Jin.

Palinpr back, new 2il,in. Clincher, sound 2',i.in. Dunlop,
3 lamps,' wind ,^creen, insured; any examiua'tion ; £100.—18, Rathcooie Ay., Hornsey. [7808

cannot all ride in

the T.T.

but we can all enjoy the open
road either with a sporting bus
or a combination suitable for

the family man.

For the best write or 'pbone

THE

H.P.D. MOTOR Co.

56, St. James's Street,

BURNLEY.

L.M. Light Car.

MATCHLESS Model H.
Combination.

DOT 8 h.p. Combination.

L.M.C. 6 h.p. Combination.

AURORA 3 h.p. Sporting Solo

DOT 2f h.p. 2-speed.

METRO-TYLER 2^ h.p. 2-

speed, 2-stroke.

CLEVELAND 2i h.p. 2-speed,

2-stroke.

Good stock of accessories, tyres,

etc.

Note to Motor Cyclists

In the North-western Centre, A.C.U.

(comprising North-Wales, Cheshire,

Lancashire, and I.O.M.)

Picnic at

Rivington Pike, Bolton,

Sunday, June 20th, at 12 noon

BRING PICNIC LUNCH.

If there is no Club m your dis-

trict write—the Secretary of the

Centre, J. H. Place, 8, Dugdale
Road, BURNLEY, so that

arrangements can be made for

a Meeting to be held and a

Club formed.

REMEMBER RIVINGTON.

^1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
-Singer.

"1015 3'ob.p. Singer, new tyres, laiupff, and horn
J-'J i:45.-A Walter, 83, Chelmsford Kd., Waltham
stow, London. [6939

SINGER 2ri,h.p.. free engine, just overhauled ajld
stove enamelled; offers over £34.—Grocock. 48^

High St., Boston, Lines. [7329

SINGER, Milltord combination, 1915, 4"/4h.p., 2-
sueed, has not done 800 miles, as new; £120.—

Evans, 15, Downs Rd., Clapton, E.5. [760*

SIXGER 1914 Combination S'.ih.p., 3 speeds, iirstt
clacks mechanical order; £68, or nearest ctfer; must

be sold.—Seen and tried at Station Garage, Banbuiji^
[S341'8R

SINGER Lightweight, iust overhauled, cylinder groun^fe
new piston, relmshed throughout, new- belt, goi^

tyres, carburetter wants fitting; best offer over £2ft;
seoures.-45, Ivor Rd., Hamworthy, Dorset. [7899;-

SINGER 4iih.p., believed 1914, clutch, kick start,;

Grado gear, nearly new heavy covers and bel^v
lighting set, horn, and speedometer, looks good, taka-
sidecar; £48'.—24a, Edgington Rd., Streatham. [82591

Sparkbrook. :

SPARKBROOE .'late 1918| 2=,ih.p.. 2-speed, fulljrf

eiiuipped; £58.—Young, Market Place, Andoverft
. [808S?

SP.4RKBR00K 2-speed Lightweight, latest Villiet*
engine, in stock, new; £75.—Jackson Bros., HoM^

sham. Susses, E^'^^^lfc

SPARKBROOK 2l,4h-P., 2-speed, 1918, new pistoS
fitted, epare belt, lamps, horn; £55.—BuhwitMl

Wookey Hole, Somerset. [71i^

-| Q20 Sparkbrook 2iAh.p., 300 miles. Miller's lamjisat
-Lt? Co-wey horn, insurance; £70, or nearest; ridff''

away; owner bought combination.—Applewhite, Ston^J
House, Washingbciro'. [7453'

Qih.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke, single and 2-spaed^ 2 models in stock at makers' list price for cash,
or on extended payments 4% extra.—Harrods' iNTotor

Shnwrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. (Opposite Mara;
Building), London, S.W.I. [699?>

Sun.

23.I1.P. Sun-Villiers. fine little mount; £45.-30, Talbot-
4 St..Buinley. rS3589

3 Sun 224h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, riuscratched:
£60.-73, Risbygate, Bury St. Edmunds. [703019'

[X326l^
SUN,PRECISION 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combina^

tion, Sturmey 3-speed; £70.-2, Appian Rd., OW
Ford, London. [796i^^

1020 Sun-Vitesse 2%h.p.. 2-si3eed; £64/10; brancEi
JLJ/ new; immediate delivery.—Clarke and Co.,^
Queen St., Louth. [8044

"

SUN-VITESSE, 1920, just delivered Ir-om works, 2-

speed, K. start, hand clutch ; £70.—Gordon and
Cox, official Sun agents, Rayne Rd., Braintree, Esses.
Phone : 92. [7894-

FOR Sale, Sun motor cycle, 2y2li.p., 2-speed, tree en-.;

gine,- late 1917 model, excellent condition, dones'
little running, complete with lam_p and hoin; £50, orl-

nearest, offer.-H. Wilson, Pitblae West, Fraselburgll,
Atierdeenshiie. [7032 V,

Sunbeam. ''..y

SUNBEAM, coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, conditioni
as uew.-Wilks, Ulceby, Alford, Lines. [6965-^

gold medal, London-j19= Orient liOdse, Bux-^

£165.—Goodn Etlesn House, Northamp- -s.

ton. , [7729 'i

1Q19 Sunbeam 4h.p. Combination, seen any time; ".;

X«7 £150. — Start. 6, Fearon St., Lougliboro", "

Leicester. [7851

3'-;ii.p. Sunbeam, in lovely condition, ivitb kimrtP.

tr-.". mtx-hauicallv perlert: £130.—Coatee, Bell

Bu^b. Leed^. [7047".

Sunbeam Combination, spare Tvlieel, fully .t

lipiied ; £190.— Godfrey, Annesley, Broadway, ^

19'"

[7017
19".
Peterbo

1Q20 3',oh.p. Sunbeam Combination, ready for im-

#

-lif inediat" delivery; best oflev accepted.—Bos 5.10B,4^

c/o J'/ic Molar Cucle. [8226-,

LIST Price, ijnmediate possession: 1920 8h.p. Sunhemn
Combinanon, mileage negligible, perfect.-Brittain,

Orient Lodge, Buston. [X3662-

(Si. Sheti'ord, Lambour

17 Sunbc

[7418 A

"I (Q17 Sunbeam Combination, lamps, horn, speedometer, -;

1.V rc-.'naiiicllprt, thorough good order; £115.-16,.-;
Hespert Mews, Earl's Court. [8214

QUNBEAM Comliinatiou, Slih.p., brand new, deliv
Ol' this week : first cheque £205 secures.—Nor
Whitchouse, Biidgtown, Cannock. [S3595

1 Q20 3',^h.p. Sunbeam, leaf spring front forks.
3.0 mileage under 300, unscratched; list price.

—

Rumsey, 160, High St., Ryde, I.W. [8027

SUNBEAM, black and gold combinations (two), 80
and 110 gns.—Garage, 5, Eglon Mews, Berkley Rd.,

riimrose Hill (near Chalk Farm Tube). [765?

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of eacb advertisement, and the date o{ the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCl-ES fOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

UNIIKAM 8I1.11. Combinntlon (Into 19181.
' oiiuii)i»e<!, mniro ivhcol, disc,

80.-Rii'.-, 12, Mill I.iuio, CiiMi riill,-."

Lli.p.

ll Maivh, 1921; v£75.

ill, Ml . pirlr VviUl llUiipS.

rlr all Ui nrw; £120.-
'lli. H.I liUM. ^.\\•.6. [7761

,p(.|..l, .lulrli. kii'lt kUrliT.

c, Ininpa. and hoin, insuii-ii

-Box 6,101, c/0 The lilota

[8204

Sunbeam Combination, 1917, little used.

lUcas uquipnient, speedometer, log sbieUls. pcr-

idition; £140.-109. Earlsncld Rd.. Wands-
[7689

4h.n. Sunbmm ond Sideenr. lamps, hoin, ete.,

ady tun [CIV hundred miles; £170.—Newnbaii
., 223. Hamraersniith E<1., \V.6. 'Phone
.smith 80. [71E6

.Sunbeam 3V'h.p. Combination, littl

oniplcte accessories; £215; appointment.—
Central 8273. Steel. 44, West Side, Claphi

jmtuon, S.W.4.

Q19 4h.p,

splendid
rkots

120.—Teal, 42, Mi

919 Sunbeam 3
side, and real

re and lube, Kla.\o
:uies.—Capt. Egert

ATE 1919 Siih.p. Su:il

[7747

ill Oondiiniition, milenec 4.000,
1. i'lectiic sidecar lamp, meelinni-
1 siiares; f 165.—Dumns, Ferns,
y, [X327O

iteiiiber, 1918, W.D.. all chain.

S order. Lucas lamps. Klaxon.
i new retread tyre, insurance;
ray Rd., Rugby. X''867

h.p. Combination, electric head.

elling

tools, and spar
orii,' excellent condition; £175
16. Linton Rd.. Oxford. [7178

Combination, large
electric lamps, aicuinulators. horn, mirror,

»„ 1,200 miles, just overhauled by makers: £185,
liers.-Letters only. 13, Miranda Ed., Highgate, N.19.

[7946

IQ18 (October) SVijh.p. Sunbeam, just overhauled, new
L«/ cylinder, piston, valves, solo imd sidecar sprockets,

ew light C.B, sidecar, lamps, etc.; solo £115, or with
deear £140; Coventry district.-Box 590. c/o The
'olOT Cijcle. [0189

JUNBEAM 8h.p.. almost new, driven 524 miles,
5 tandem 2-seater sidecar. 2 Cameo wind screens.
llding hood, siieedometer, lamps, horn, tools, pump;
1240; first cash secures.—Vivian Hardie and Lane,
td., 24, Woodstock St., W.l. [X3259

JDNBEAM.-We are Wolverhampton agents; •— -»

J parts in Jtock; repairs, overhauls, re-enai
nd plating undc- the supervision ol Mr. T. C
[ay late Sunbeinland).—Tlie Jlolineux Garage Co..

td. Wolverhi:mpton. Tel..: 1160. [3458

2UNBEAM Combination, 3'i,h.p.. fitted with Lucas
* lamps, Watford trip speeclometer. good tyres.

Kcellent condition throughout, trial; price £130
.pply the Chauffeur, 15, Cresswell Place. South Ke
ngton, between 6 and 7 p.m., or appointment. [7627

jld finish. Lucas best head, tail lamps. Sunbeam leg-

aields, A.K. knee grips. Klaxon, perfect: best offer

;cures.—Meek. 9, Bell Lane, Gloster. Tel. : 1046
[7265

(Q20 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, mileage unde:
<-»/ 600, guaranteed in perfect condition all oyer
Kpensively equipped with electric lighting. Easting
'reen, Cowey trip speedometer, Cowey horn, sidecar
atch. tools, pump, etc., ready for touring; best offei

ver £260.—A. H. Evans, 211, High Bridge. Lincoln
[7998

(Q19 Sunbeam, 8h.p., with Sunbeam sidecar, hood,
lS/ side curtains, screen, spare wheel, luggage
rid, Cowey speedometer, horn. 3 Lucas lamps (separ-
te generators), 3 spare valves, cbain links, tools,

rooks back rest, wind mufls, original tyres, low
dleage, condition like new; £250.—Walker. Coton
;ill. Shrewsbury. [7865

T.D.C.
stroke, excellent condition:
!e. Charlbury. [7763

\"\p Luxe T.D.C, 2?4h.p., tnke 2 anywhere; trial:
'J 38 gns., or exchange higher power.— 1, Gashi
ow, Dawley. Salop. [X3658

i^E LUXE T.D.C. 1920 2%h.p.. delivered Feb.;
-^ £45; no offers; North London district.—Box
u,083, c/o The Motor Cycle.

. [3187

Torpedo
rORPEDO Precision 2''4h.p., good condition, little

wear, just overhauled; £36; apply Sunday.-22,
niloughby Park Ed., Tottenham, N. [7741

I ih.p. Torpedo-Precision, solo. 3-speeds. clutch.
t4 Bosch, good condition, Stewart speedometer,
!in-sad, lamps; £70, or offers.—Apply Senior, Brank-
ime. Saffrons Rd., Eastbourne. [7471

Triumph.
(Q14 4h.p. Triumph, fully guaranteed
•-«7 86, High Ed-, Lee.

( Q 14 Triumph, 3-speed hub gear,
•-nj —114, Brixton Hill.

is your guarantee of

A FAIR DEAL
// rc.iirrscnts 20 years' cJean.

business i/ii'ihods: wi/h 'Integritif

as a keynote.

WE DO NOT ASK
FOR OR ACCEPTPREMIUMS
.1// our huge business is done strictly at

MAKERS' LIST PRICES.
Il'e offer lor

JUNE DELIVERY
ALL' IN. ARIEL ComSinations ;

BLACKBURNE4h.p., ED.MUND.
JAP 23 h.p , ENFIELD Lightwe ghls;

INDIAN POWERPLUS
(Solo o Combination

IVY Liq-.tweiehls; LM.C. Combina-
tions; MEIRO-TYLER 1920 "S"
Type; NEW I.VIPERIAL LisM-
weljhij; ROYAL RUBY 3 h.p.,

RU .GE-MULTl, SPARK-
BROOK. VELOCETTE. andSUN-
VIFESSE Ughtweiehis ; WOOLER

: Dclivary of the famous A.B.C. I

i'SKOOTAMOTA"!

JULY DELIVERY
IF BOOKED NOW, OF

all the above makes, and B.S.A. Coal-
blnations. DUZIVIO. INDIAN Scout'

Moie's NORTON Combinations.
NEW IMPERIAL Comblnat.ons.
ZENITH.

Send lor a copy of our Monthly :

;

Bargain List which contains a
j

: selection ol slightly used models, :

* in perlect condition, at i:Uerest- :

: ing figures. :

7080

MOTOR CYCl.HS I-OR SAIJ;.

Triiimp^.
"Il 111! Ml' 1 1 and Hid^'cnr. complete; JEIZO.-Eyle- and
1 lOil. . SI. Mdale's, Oxford. [1235

|4»1'J 41,. p. Couuternhalt Triumph; £80.—Verncy,
I •' I'liiilliill. Uorkinij. Surrey. U060

TItUhMl'H J'/ah.p.. chitcl), Bood running ordo;.-lI

Nush, Enford I'owney, Willi. ('234

31 li.p. Triumph, F.E., clutch, litllo used; £iino.—
2 176. South Ealing Bd., W.6. [7964

TUllIJ.MPH 3i,;,li.p., 1912, clutch, perfect con.:

i46.-43, Jliirloy Kd.. Ijjwinhiim.

TIlIUiU'H, 1918 countorshufl, new Henderfon siile-

ear; i;i30.-Wray, Engiuesr, Suuthjioit. (8230

TniUMPII, £66, 3-»peed, good comlition ; t'';'! ""
road.-190. Kentish Town Kd.. S.W.5. (6951

£52,10. Tiiuiiipli T.T. nindel, Philipson pulley, fast.

i.liabl.-. -105.1, High St., Wandsworth. [8137

£55, 'rnmiipli, baby 2 stroke, two speeds, as new,
biiii;iiin.-103:i. High St., Wandsworth. [8138

C"((IUXTi:ilSHAFT Triumph, lielievcd 1917. splondfd
-> ruiiniMK order; £75.-16. York St.. Dover. [7921

1 Q13 Triumph, overhauled makirs. niw p'ston, bcar-
i-»y ings, chiLeh; £42.-29, Priory Av., Horn.scy.

[7475
1 020 TiiiiTiipli ah. p., 3-spced countershaft, cluich
J-J? just delivered.—K.A.C.,

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. 1914,' 3-specd Sturmey, perfect

"idition; £65.-16, Belmont Ed.. Maidenhead.
rX3597

"I Q 19 Triumph. Montgomery side

Barncote, Heigal
[8280

absolutely

ntershaft. and Watso
age.

[7986Sussex.

TRIUMPH, 1916, and C.B. side:-ar, £30 spent over-

haul, real nice condition; £120.-198, Sheen Lane,

5.W.14. [X3424

T> ENOVATED W.D. Triumph, with new Montgome:
£120. -Godv

clutch, all

[7792
-tV C.B. sidecar
Woking.

TRIUMPH 1915 4h.p., 3-speea, cimcn an on,

sound; £68.-5, Thornfield Rd., Shepherds
Bush. W. ['609

4h p Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, clutib, kick

starter, lamps, horn, etc.; £75.-3, Foxiey Rd.,

Kenniugton. ['"65

4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, just delivered from

works, perfect; what offers?—12, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. ['203

WADOUOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.—
Triumph Junior, 1914, £60; also 4h.p. Triumph,

1914, £75. [1596

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, late model. ICo. 45373,

splendid order; £90.-374, Grove Green Ed.,

Lcytonstoie. [''^1'*

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 1920, guaranteed brand new

and unlidden; £78.-9, Plato St., Harpnrhey

M.uiebester. \lli3H

TRirMl'H Combination 4h.p.. 3-speed oluteli. perf'tt

condition, smart lot; £75.-101, Tubbs Ed.. ^'IJti-

den Junction. [6, (7

TO 20 Baby Triumph, only run 150 miles, complete

LV tools and Klaxon; £75.-5, Chatterton Ed^,

Bromley. Kent. ['820

TRIUMPH SVih.p.. 1911, T.T.. perfect order; any

trial- £40, or near ofier.—19, Ashbourne Grove.

East Dulwich. ['587

1 017 Countershaft Triumph, Millford sidec-ar (nearly

-LiJ new), perlect order; offers.—53, Thomas St^

Wellingborough. [X3594

rpRIUMPH 3i,ih.p., T.T accessories^ sporty; £43-
4 Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Ed.. South Ken-

,.„„ton, London. ['^^°

1016 Triumph. 42141. countershaft 1919 Milford

ly underslung, lamps; £98; tnal.-Lamb'rU^ ^

TRIUMPH, clutch model, complete, ]amps,_ horn,

pump, tools.- pumpT'tooIs, etc., very fast; £39/10.-Dowe 1

Byfleet, Surrey. [i*""

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Countershaft. late model, new coach

sidS-ar- £125.-HaMax Motor Exchange, Union

St. South, Halifax. ' t "'=

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, new C.B. sidecar,

K.S., little used, accessories; evenings.--300

Earlsfield Ed., S'.W. ['^^^

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., clutch model, overhauled, re-

painted, lamps, etc.: £40, or near offer -64

Bellamy St.. BaUiam. ^^°^°

TRIUMPH 3' ih. p., Grado pulley, lamps ride away,

£25; seen after 7 o'clock.-98, Streathbourn

Rd., Upper Tooting. l-'3"=3

-1014 Racing Triumph, 2 lamps, speedometer, knee-

1-9 grips hcTrn.platiug'good, Last and flexible; £59.--

Wakelin, Sunningdale.
[8082

TRIUMPH 1919 Model 4h.p. Countershaft, perfect

running order; £85. .owest.-County Garage Co

Gerrards Cross, Bucks. L'^oa

TRIUMPH Combination for
S?'":'

, 'CM ; also 41i.p.

National gas engine, £35.-Slund, 3, Homton St

Peckham, London, S.E. i''"^"

All letters i elating to adveiilsements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1917-18, completely overhauled, makers'
colours, mechanically perfect; £87/ 10.—3, Court-

lands Av., Lee, S.E.12. [7863

3-sreea hub, chitcli, 1914,
stored A^i years, powerful, excellent condition.—

31, Hallord Rd., Fulham. [7403

TniUMPH 1918 Countershaft Combination, fully
equipped, beautiful outfit, perfect; iil20.—Bris-

tow's Farm, Cholsey, Berks. [790o

TRIUMPH 1911 3Vsh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, good con-
dition, wicker sidecar, ride av/av; £50.

—

Humphreys, Milton, Cambs. [7574

"I (ai9 (late)
-I-*7 - horn, s

TBIUMPH Countershaft Model, tuned, conditi
cedent, cases uolished. fiuares. insurance ; 8J

nmph and Montgo
valvOi everything' t

Hesper Mews, Earl'ri Court,

S.C, lamps,
; £155.-16,

[7942

cedent,
3, atarjorie Grove,' Clapham.

£29.-1910 Triumph, good Dunlaps, lamps,
rebu^hed, smart machine, fast, climb

—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

85 gns.-
[8014

recently
anything.
[X3621

Upper Hagley Rd., Birminghan

Holloway, Market Place, Acton.
uld

icas lamps
separate.—

[7734"

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913,
clutch, new coachbuilt sidecar

-98, Wellington St., Woolwich.

,, 3-speed,
ride away.

[7751

1Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn,
if/ watch, fine conditiou ; £61.—Rhosha Motor Co.,
Bjuk Mews, Romford. Tel.: 95. [5970

TMUMPH and Henderson Bl sidecar, 4h.p., 1920,
P. and H. lamps, horn, all tools, etc.; £155.

Plato St., Harpurhey, Manchester. - [7695

TRIUMPH, 1915, 4h.p., 2-speed, N.S.U. clutch, p
start, lamps, horn, speedometer, handsome macli

£58.-20, Canterbury Rd., Croydon. [5817

'Phone; Kensington 137.

Park House, East Molesey, Surrey.

TRIUMPH 3;4h.p., clutch, Philip:
B., Bosch, good tyres, thoroughly reliable; £45,

WOlib, 32, Penrith Rd., Basingstoke., [7482

[3018

4h.p,

[8339

pulley, B. and

TRIUMPH 3%h.p., single speed, rece:
fast, in good conditioii : ride away;

172, Greenvale Ed., Well Hall, S.E.9. ' [8077

1 Q14 Triumph, new coachbuilt sidecar, 3.epeed,
Atf clutch, lamps, fine condition; "" -

£98.—Box 5,007, c/o TTie Motor CijcU. . [706O

speed countershaft, smai
excellent turnout; £125

Owen, 59, Scholefield Hd., Holloway. rX3653

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, with underslung
chas,-is and new tandem sidecar body, Tan-Sad

£110.—Hole, 129, Pork Lane, Oarshalton. [8261

IQIS (late) Triumph. 3-speed, countershaft, new
J-«7 tyre and belt, perfect rnechanical condition;
£90.-1, Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S:W. , [8051

T.T. Triumph, 1914, SVjh.p., Philipson pulley, special
competition machine, perfect condition; £60.

Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [7976

TRIUMPH 1918, countershaft, new eueine, coach-
built sidecar, all on. and perfect; £125.—Weatlier-

Studley Ed., West. , HartleiTool. [X3663

ferhauled,

£38.—Maclean,
Sutherland Ed., Lower Edmonton, N.9. [7153

1 Q 14 T.T. Triumph, aluminium discs, fast, per-
--*-' feet order, go anywhere; £58, or near offer,
must sell.—Waters, Wheatsheaf, Woking. [7791

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, speedometer,
lamps, horn, perfect order; £60. bargain.-7,

Exhibition Bd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [8331
-|qi4 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, decompressor, horn, lamps,
X*-' speedometer, Terry's pillion, knee grips, perfect
tnroughout; £60.-47, Harchills Lane, Leeds. [8150

TEIUMl'H, Grado gear, speedoujeter, lamps, pedal
starter, good conditiou; £46, or exchange high

(lowered eo1o.-53, Ferudale Ed., South^ Norwood, S.E,

TRIUMPH 3i.2h,p., 1913, 3-speed S.A., lamps, honi^
tools, beautilul condition, climb anything; £65'

no offers.— 16, Kennington Av., Bishopston, Bristol

rpEIUMPH, new 1920. with Gloria sidecar, wi: '

-t screen, electric lights, all accessories and i

surance policy.—Hobson, 29, Dulwich Rd., Brixton,
[7452TRIUMPH and Gloria Sidecar, 4h;p., 1920, F.E S

electric lighting, leg sliields, Easting wind screen
tools, etc.; £167.-9, Plato St., Harpurhey, Manchester

[7696
fTlRIUMPH 1915, 3-speed, T.T., discs, long exhaust,
J-_ new bulbous sidecar, all in excellent condition;
Friday evening.— 149, Rosendale Ed., West Dulwich.

[7737

A NEW
MACHINE

from Stock

for your Sutntner

Holidays.

We can deliver from Stock any of

the following New Motor Cycles :

NEW.
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring

..£120frame mod«l

ROYAL RUBY,
single-speed ...

OK-VILLIERS,
2-speed

h.p.,

... £56
h.p.,

£62 10s.

IVY, 2j h.p., single-speed £59

Or, if you prefer

a Second-haiid
Machine

You can select from the following

list at the prices quoted.

MANY MORE IN STOCK.

SECOND-HAND,
B.S.A., 1914, single-speed

1916 3g h.p., horizontal

twin, 3 speed BRADBURY £70
1915 10 h.p. EXCELSIOR £65
J.A.C, 1915, 4-5 h.p. twin

Precision

ROVER 1914 34 h.p.,

single-speed, T.T. Rover

£45

£65

£65

347, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3.

'Phone: Hampstead 4631.

'Grams :
" Quantities, Swiss, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Triumph.

20 T.T. Triumph, exquisite engine, low mileage^

.

unpunctured, unused large Lucas set and horn^-
ofleis.—Glenholme, Park Ed., Shenfleld, Essex. [7425"

d horn^
.j,ici...—uieuiiuime, jrarit itu., Buenneia, Jissex. [742S Mgj

TBIUMPH 31/oh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, dropped frams;' IS

modfl, fitted with 1920 coachbuilt sidecar; £85;,j im
trial.—94, Queen's Rd., Battersea. After 5.30. [ISam

|

,

1 Ql9 Triumph Combination, fully equipped, witl^
-*- 1/ lamps, horn, tools, etc., in beautilul conditioiM

I h
throughout; £129.—L. Bull, 44, Hills Bd., Cambridge?^

[831g
ih.p. Triumph Wicker Combination, Grado geaft
2 Lucas lighting, speedometer, Elason, gnarnnteeq
chanically peri:ect; £55.-4, Gaywood Rd., Waltliami

stow. [7245

nPRIUMPH and Sidecar, clutch model, splendid rult
-*- ning order, engine jnst been overhauled-; a bargaii
at £38; after 6.30.-9, John Campbell Ed., ^aKJ-oni
N.l. [741;

!!^

H'rpRIUMPH Late 1919 4h.p. Combination, spleni
condition, very little used; £145; trial - by; appoin'

ment.—Heaton, 1, Hilly Fields Crescent, BrocUej
S.E.4. [702!

1Q19 Triumph, countershaft, bulbous back sideci.
-- tf smart, reliable turn-out, splendid conditio]

,

offers.—Richards, 15, Sutherland Place, Bayswateri
W.2. [725r

TRIUMPH 3i,ih.p., T.T., clutch model, lamps, hornj,
^ tools, good condition, trial any time; £38 —W.

Howe, Lord Kitchener, Coppermill- Lane, Waltham^
stow. [774*
fpEIUMPH and Henderson Elite Sidecar, 4h.p. 1920,

Tan-Sad. electric and acetylene ligliting, yalmble
ssoriea; £170.-9, Plato St., Harpurhey, Man-

Chester. [7697

1llil2 Triumph SVoh.p,, free engine, nearly new tvios
-i-iy and belt, recently overhauled, mechanical and ip

pearance good. — Anderson, Comberbaoh, NortliwicU,
Cheshire. ['1^%
qpEIUMPH Countershaft Combination, new Augilstg

1919, luxnrious- bulbous sidecar, perfect outflt?^

well equipped; £130.-60, Wallingford Av., North Ken-i
sington. [791ff,

1019 (Oct.) 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft combma-
-i-tf tion, lamps. Klaxon, in perfect condition, Iittl&

used; £134, bargain.—Ehodes, Queen St., Romioid.
Tel.: 95.

'

[5996i-

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft, lamps,
horn. Hello discs, new Dunlop covers, tubes;

£120. nearest-,—353, Moseley Rd., -Camp Hill Biy*
mingham. [726»j

TRIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed,- clutch, kiolct

starter, fitted with new Gloria sidecar, legs
shields and horn as new.—Hudson, 52, St. John sin

Worcester. [7183
rpRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, countershaft,
-1- K.S., luxariouy bulbous back sidecar, new 1919;r
fequipp'ed, perfect; £130.—Dentist, 216, PortobeltO.
jad., W.IO. [8111

TRIUMPH Countershaft Combination, equipped,
s]]lendid lot, £.118 lowest; also Triumph counter

shaft, little used, £90; privately owned.—25, Graham
St., S.W.I. [8291

1 Q20 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, new Hendeison
JLt7 sidecar. Lucas lamps and horn, tools, all itf

perfect order; what offers over £155 ?— 12,' Bridge St,
Cambridge. [7202 -

TBIUMPH 1914 Combination, 3-speed, pverhaule*"
by makers,' accessories; bargain, £95; dep6siff

system' anywhere; offers ignored.—Allen, BainwBlK^
Peterborough. ' [7205

^

1 Q20 (May) Triumph C.S., mileage under 500, Intun-
J- 1? - ons touring bulbous "\Miitworth sidecar, splendid" fii

outfit; £150.-Hutchinson. Grove Lawns, . St. AJban's..'

(Letters first.) [80.1*

TBIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft, late model, lampjd
horn, spare belt, chain, and valve, tools, etc A

splendid condition; 85 gns.—17, Elmbourne RdJS
Balham, S.W. [7354'

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p., countershaft alL
lamps, horns and toolbags, luxurious Mont-

gomery sidecar, equal new; £145.-353, King St,
Hammersmith. [8295

TRIUMPH, Dec, 1919, Montgomery sidecar new.S
best Lucas equipment, perfect condition, latestsw

gear change; £140; would separate.—102, Westwood**
Rd., Coventry.

.
[X3718.

1 Q20 (May) 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, Watsoni u
_Lt/ Moiiarch sidecar. Easting wind screen, laliv

equipped, unsoiled ; £165.-29, Moutford Place, Keii»

uington, S.E.I 1. -

'
[765i'

"I Q 18-19 Triumph Countershaft Combination. lati_

.i-tJ bulbous back sidecar, brand new conditio!

£125.-72, Longridge Rd., Earl's Court. 'Phoni
Westsrn 1344. [8:

1Q14 Triumph, 3-speed, new canoe sidecar and v
J~V screen, just overlianled, £90; also SVjh.p Tri

limph, fixed, perfect condition, £40.—Eigby, Newhai
Ed., Jericho, Bury. [6369)

"IQ14 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch, eti. tllQ

JLtf whole outfit in perfdtt condition, and re'ld\ to

rtde away; £80, lowest. After 7 o'clock.—224, Ntlson
Ed., Gillingham, Kent. [724»

3ih.p. Triumph, perfect conditiou and fine running,
2 renovated by Triumphs, looks like ne^n with

tools and accessories; £40; aftei- 6.—M. Roberts 55
Fairfield Rd., Bow, B. [706J

\\

636 All letters leKiting to advertisements should quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, and the date o! the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mlsccllnneous.

tOOTrrS Motorics. llnlilni.-Clyno comblnntlon,
dntoclmblo whcc-la, £99/10; Clyno gun carrlim.;.

,6/10.

• OOTlrS Moloiics. Ilnlltal.-Elcht 1915 DourUs'^
» i;55/6 ciicll; DoURliis 1918 coiiibinntlon. £llO/ll)

jOOTII'S Motorics. llnli(nx,-4h.p. Triumpli, willi

* mnv sid-rar. couDlfraluilt niodol; £106/5.
iJOOTH'.S Motorics, Ilnmnx.-Jlih.li.. Ariel

lith sidecar; £83/10.

£16/10; rollho

IJOOTlrs Motori

Ilnlilnx._O.K., 2 epceda,
10. ICnlield i;c»r, £55/10.

. . Ilnlilax.— Large stock ol motor
cycles—Addi.iss. Portland Place, Ualifax. [X7418

>ili.p. 2-strol!e, Villicrs cmtiiie. llosch, 3-.si>cc(l mid
*•» illitili, liimns. lioni. .siiciHldiiicter ; f45.-Lc\vi«,
, London St., Iteading. [7939

)>EX a. WUNDY always has a number ol first-
IV class mBchines lor sale, and will be pleased to
pply pnrticniars upon request.— 1. Duke St..
eliutond. [0209
ATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, screen,

J lamps, new condition, £140; late 1919 flat twin
umber, lamps, horn, like new, £110.—Marks. The
ougii, Ledbury. [X3506
[h.p. P. and F.. Bosch. B. and B., Chatcr-Lea I:

der; first

niord. Car:

gid, fast, perfect
£35 secures bargain.—Roy Child.

[7284

(beyticld Hd., Rofhorhithe, S.E.

iJtTTTERWORTIIS. Bulterwc:
'J —Douglases, late models, in
55; also Chatcr-Lea-Jap, 8h.p.
)n, i£85.—Butteiworths Garage,

919 2",li.

st:irf.

majr., requires ;iil-

losch, B. and P.,
two.—Twocock, 82,

[758S

hs. Butlerworlhs.
splendid condition,
Canoelet conibina-
Irixton Hill, S.W.

[7961
p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, clutch, kirk
£70; 1914 7-9h.p. clutch model Indi:iii,

'0: 1914 2' .lip. Premier, 3-speed gear. £32/10; late

.D. model Dou;.-l!is, 2"-,h.p., little tised, £60: 3i:di,p.

iumpli. new Seiispr;iv carburetter. £40; all the aiiove

S00.1 niiiuini' order.-Ccillett Bros., opposite Norwood
inction Station, S.E. 25. [7171

914 3';h.p. Singer, single-speed, clutch modvl,
speedometer. KInxon horn, perfect order, £45;

d Minerva 3';h.p.. Bosch mag., good going order.
:w Douglas Hy wheel and sprocket wheel. £1/5.

—

16: S'jh.p. Re.\ parts, frame, engine, etc., cheap;
it twin Dixie mag, new, £5; new Grado gear, £7/10;
.alg Bros., Campbeltown. [6259

I'pHE Kwiksale Private Motor Registry have a large
!- number of privately owned cars and motor cycles
tgistered for sale by owners. Call or send sixpence
r current list and free introductions to just what
m want. Everything; possible will be done by us
ee of charge to find you exactly what you want,

possible, please call.—Kwiksale Private Motor
egistry, 35. Long Acre. W.C. (the link between pur-
laser and owner). [0138
OATCHELOR and Co. can deliver from 1920 Enfield
>J 2-stroke. £73/10; 1920 Sun. 2-speed clutch. K.S.,
70; 1920 Clvno, 2-speed. £75; 1920 .\lIon. 2-speed,
.S., £85: 1920 Douglas 4h.p. combination, £170;
920 N.U.T.. £165; 1916 Douglas W.D. models, £60
id £70 each; 1918 P. and M.. £72; 1920 Mont-
imery sidecar for Harley, £32 ; 1920 Montgomery
decar. Wo. 2 £27/10. No. 3 £21; Renold's chains.
x\4, 96 links. 25/-; single lever controls, 9/6;
juble ditto, 12/6; Amac top feed carburetters, new,
1/-; Dunlop. Palmer, and Pedlev tvres and belts.

—

i, Clarence St.. Kingslon-on-Thames. Phone: 1809.
[8041

^.O.O.H. (the motor car and bike people). Call and
- see us. Wew and second-hand motor cycles, com-
inations. and l.ght cars always on view, prices to
lit everybody. We will buy your old mount or allow
good price for it in part exchange. Agents for

oulson B. N.U.I.. Matchless. Harley-Davidson, Rudge,
.S.A., New Imperials. Allon, Bat. Omega, Sun O.K.,
oventry Eagle. Wolf, and the famous G.N., Little
[idland. Horstmann. and Deemster cars. All 1920
irs and cycles in this advertisement are sold by us
;rictly at makers' list price; we do not accept

Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Station) 'Phone ; Hampstead 3752, Hours

including Saturdays. [1233

yiCTOET Garages.—(Ve have the following machines
'" in .stock, ready for the road: Indian combination.
:racticallv new, guaranteed. £155; Brough conibiiiiition.

speed. K.S.. £i05; Douglas 2?ih.n., 2-speed. perfect,
67(10: Triumph clutch model, all accessories, £45;
[[umber 3'.oh.p., 2-speed, clutch, perfect, £39; N.S.U.
i/i-h.p., 2-3peed, clutch, as new, £55: Quadrant- 3i/oh.p.,

.dvance pulley, all accessories, powerful, £32/10; Bat-
ap T.T. model, spring frame. Klaxon, and all acces-
llies, £43/10; Triumph S'ih.p., Klaxon,- pulls well,

29/10; Motosacoche 2h.p., good lightweight, £25:
.enith-Gradua, late model, sports machine, 8iu. pulley,

6 ni.p.b., almost brand new, £97/10; and many others

\t absurdly low prices. We can ako supply you with
lagneto^, carburetters, valves, lamp sets, plugs, tyres

nd tubes—in fact, we have in stock everything for the

lotor cyclist. Write or call. Also, if you wish to

iepose of your machine, no matter what condition,

1st communicate with us.—"Victory Garages. Cold-

larboux Place, and Denmark Rd., Camberwell. S.E.
[8279

READY
TO
RIDE
AWAY

IN STOCK.
SOME NEW 1920 MACHINES.

SPARKBROOK, 2! h.p., 2specd £75

INVICTA-JAP. 23 h.p., Sturmcy 2-spccd,

clutch, and kick starter 85 gns.

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2!, h.p., 2-stroke . . £65

O.K. JUNIOR, 2'. h.p.. 2spced £65

QUADRANT, .| .V h.p., Sidecar Combination £135

-ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., with the latest

spring frame £120

SOME SELECTED SECOND-HANDS.
INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., and Sidecar £120

DOUGLAS, lqi9, 4 h.p., and Sidecar £150

NEW IIUDSOII, igrc), ^i.V h.p., and Sidecar £130

y FRANK
WHITWORTK'
» » 139, NEW Sl'fiEET

BISMENLGHAM

£'
MOTOR SCOOTI-RS.

lid.. Iliilloih'

:iT. iieiffct condition.-1
. X.W.IO.

A.B.O. ciffino, early

up

[8158
Lano. London. E.C.4.—
btock. dynamo HghtinK;

£42. [6859

AI.TTOPED, liyi.p.. chitih. dvif.uno lightinK, a« new:
£36.-1. Norwood lid.. Heme ilill. 'Phone: lliix-

ton 1964. [7011

SKOOTAMOTA and Antoport, Uellvory from etock.—
The Lankii-ler i:m;iD.er[mr Co., Motor Cycle Dent.,Dent.

[209

A. B.C. Sk-
it I'Ultc; J

Kingston I'-ii

li. just delivered, inclndine
I - ititlcnte.-Colonel l''let<her.

;: i.li"til-iin-Avon, Wilts. [6954

.stroke Scooter: immediate delivery:
. niiinutacturc.-T. H. Tiley aud
1. Duke St.. Oxford St., AV. [8320

iioter. only done 50 inile»._ perfect

anted.

crj'.—

G. Did.

arage, Radnor Park Av.', Folkestone. A cents
[8860

AUTOPED Scooters, ex actual stock, £42; including
dynamo lighting; another, slightly second-hand,

not done 200 miles; £37.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland
St., London, W.l. [3221

CONVERTED Auto-Wheel Scooter, iierfect running
order, excellent hill-climlier, complete with siiddle,

mechanical horn and brake; photo 6 stamps; rio

reasonable oHer refused.—Apply, 89, Coventry Rd.,

Bedford. [6949

AUTOPED, the original auto-scooter, VAh.v- 4-stroke

engine, with clutch, dynamo lighting, horn^ tools,

lightly used. £35.
-P. J,

models in stock
Evans, 83-91.

[0175

Service

Depot
For everything

essential to

Motor Cyclists

HOODS, WIND SCRHENS, ETC.
•Bright
[7938

CAMBER Wind Screens. 27/6 to 90/-; lists free

-

Bright and Hayles, 78. Church St., Camberwell.

., 52/6 and 65/-; hood re-covered

Hercules Hood Co., 698, Seven Sisters

Tottenham, London. [7610

REX G MDNDY.—Easting wind screens supplied

from stock- £4/10: the most efficient screen on

the market.-l, DukT St., Richmond. [0210

BODIES.
tandems, stepped, and noderslanRl

Agents for

MARTINSYDE WOOLER
MATCHLESS IXION
QUADRANT D.O.T.

REGENT N.U.T. ^

PARAGON CEDOS
BRITISH MOTOR-TRADING

CORPORATION UP

St. Thomas St., Newcastle-on-Tyne
Td.—"Brimotrade, Newcastleon-Tjne." 'Phone-3706 (4 lines).

Depots also at London, Manchester, Bikmingham,
Glasgow. And Paris.

Head Office—30, Pall Mall, London, S.W.i.

VENUS.-Touring. sporting, tradesm
repaintinfe; exchanges.

EN US.—The sidecar body experts.

. in the rough if desired.V
VENDS,

money;

VENUS Sidi

ham.

Bodli any

Bodif direct from factory to user; eave

ready, write.

Co.. 6-18. Courley St.. S. Totten-
[3232

EXFIELD Side-ar Bodv, modern, nnd good condi-

tion- also Enfteld handle-bars.-Patullo, 16, Gros-

enor St..' Edinburgh. [7020

CAMBER Coach Bodies, stepped, underslung. and tan-

dems;—Makers, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell. [7990

CAMBER.—Repairs, upholstering, aud repainting

;

estimates free.—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell. [7991

REMOVAL Sale.—100 new Perfection eoach_ bodies

;

reduced prices; trade supplied.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Union St. South. Halifax. [7551

MAUDES'.-Coachbullt sidecar bodies, bulbous
back, with roomy locker; £10; immediate

delivery.—Maudes'. 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [8225

ROYAL Leicester Sidecar Bodies are built by experts,

flrst-class finish; models supplied to fit every type

of chassis.—Write The Willowbiook Co., Leicester. [0050

QPORTING Torpedo Sidecar Body, ^locker, jMisbif

offers.-

electric lighting.

B^
[7762

Coachbuilt Bodies, latest bulbous
also other patterns, including step,

eights, torpedos, etc.; all at low

ASTONE'S fo

back de luxt

semi step, ligbf
prices.

B ASTONE'S.—We have several soiled bodies to clear

to make room for new models; inspection invited.

—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l._

<IDECAR Body Co., 25. Upper Clapti

[8761
Rd. 'Phone

:

__ __ ^. London. Im-
bodies only, bulbous. 2-

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the en* ©J each advertisement, and the date ol the issue 339
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BODIES.
SIDECARS, beautiful coachbuilt bodies, many designs

and colours to choose from ; aprons, hoods, wind
screens, rep.iiis. " Trade supplied.—City Motor Co..

121, 123, 125, LondOD Rd., Manchester. [0046

THE Moiiifi Sidecar Body Co. are manufacturers ol

high-grade coach bodies; all up-to-date models in

stock. Bodies painted, upholstered, and generally re-

paired.—569, Seven Sisters Ed., S. Tott«uham, N.15,

(P OACHBTJILT Bodii
[4296

suit all chassis, painted any
£5/5; latest bulbous back to suit Harley

or Indian, £10/10; tandem seaters, £9/10: also

chassis to suit, from £9/10.—Edwardes, 277, Camber-
well Ed., S.E. [8057

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only, Work
ing, coIouTed, pencil, or lino drawings of original

designs, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designer!

the coach trade for over 80 year
signing new ideas.—20, Tudor St.

LOWMAN'S for Coach Bodies. We are actual manu-
facturers, and offer full size bodies, smartly up-

holstered and finished any colour; price, including
door and locker under seat, £5/15; fitted with spring
back and spring seat, 10/- extra cheaper house.

45, Churcli Lane,

factnred to date oner 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
on hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-seaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro

jectiles, and featherweight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham
Engineering Co.. 336, Gray's Inn Ed., London. W.O
'Phone; Holborn 933. [0020

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

-pe

QANDTJM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

£55; absolutely hODest -value.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and undei

seat; ivlien not in use the seat back hinges forward and
neat coverall encloses tlie whole; price £4/17/6.

coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and
aprons.

SANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders i:

tlie country.

SAJSTDHAM Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Rd
W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933 Factories: 16

to 165, Pentonville Rd., N.; and Britannia Works
Britannia St., W.O. [0019

T> ASTONE'S lor Sidecars at Lowest Prices.

B ASTONE'S for Sidecars; nediate delivery.

better or cheapei

B ASTONE'S for Sidecars. Latest coachbuilb 1920
models, complete with tyre; £16/10.

BASTONE 3 for Chassis. Latest underslung model:
in stock-

TJASTONE'S for Coachbuilt Bodies; from £4/15.

B ASTONE'S.—We have a large stock of coachbuilt
bodies, latest patterns in de luxe, torpedos, ur

derslung, step patterns; also tandems, lightweight:
etc.; all late models, and at low prices; 200 bodies
in stock.

BASTONE'S for Mongomery Sidecars, 1920, latest
models !n stock, complete with tyre and apron;

distributing agents for LoDdon districts; delivery from
stock; trade supplied.

B ASTONE'S for Hoods, fit any body, easily fitted;
£3; delivery per return.

BASTONE'S Sidecar Department. 228, Pentonville
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481

North. T,A. : Bastones, Kincross, London. . 18764

A FINE SELECTION OF 1920

BRAND NEW MODELS
IN STOCK AT

Garagre, Broadway,
MUSWELL HILL, N.10.

'Phone : Hornsey 25'S2.

Get in touch with us. We can give early deliveries

of any make.

4l h.p. B.S.A., Model K.
6-7 h.p. ARIEL Combination.
5 h.p. B.A.T., Solo or Combination.

4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.
6 h.p. ENFIELD, dynamo model.

4 h.p. HARLEY, fiat twin.

2i h.p. HOBART, 2-stroke.

8 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar.

8 h.p. MATCHLESS Combination, hood, screen,

speedometer, etc.

O.K.-JUNIORS, 2-speed models.

3S h.p. ROVER 3-speed Combination.
6'h.p. ROVER, 3-speed, Solo or Combination.

31 h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECISION, electric lights.

The Record Breaker, WOOLERS, 2 in stock.

zjh.p. Baby TRIUMPH,, all accessories.

Also a large number of slightly used igig and
1920 machines at reasonable prices.

Over One Hundred Machines in Stock ; a selection

which is very rare,

only renovated P. & M.'s, as makers £77
8 only re lovatod TRIUMPHS, as new,

guaranteetl S100

4i h.p. Mode! K B.S.A., renovated, indistinguish-

able from now. Solo, or \\;tb Sidecar.

Roc Gear Boxes, 2-speea, all con^ro.j, suit Levis

or any lightweight, to clear, £6 tOs. ; maker's
prices, £7 xos. Trade supplied.

Accessories and Spares of every description from
Stock.

Send for Big List. Please send stamp for reply.

H.F.BROCKBANK,
58, Lord Street,

SOUTHPORT.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

2}, h.p., 2-speed, Clutch and Kick Start

Demonstration Model as above,

Done 300 miles,

Wonderful little machine £TO.

CONNAUGHT MINIATURE,
Single-speed £62. 2-speed £TO.

ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK.

w
l-poi

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
H.

!(SB

*

ale and reta»

iriB

li(>

Vi
Fin

nediate delivery
Harley-Davidsons,
.S.A., etc. J

HI'

1*

WHITWORTH - STEVENS. —

I

from stock of sidecars to sui
4-cyl. Hendersons, Triumph, Rudge

the market, thus ensuring

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Correct Fittings.—11^
tings are not the so-called universal type, b^

correct fittings are supplied to suit the make of mot^
cycle required. -

^^

WHITWORTH-STEVENS quick delivery can M
relied upon. Our plant is most extensive an5

up-to-date, ensuring a regular and continuous outpufi

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Sidecars.—The b3st tlsi

British industry can produce. ^,

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Sidecars.—The most lu^
urious on the market, exceptionally well sprunj

and upholstered, rendering riding a perfect joy. |
WHITWORTH-STEVENS Whippet.—A beauti!i|

light racing model, torpedo body, well-madi
chassis, suitable for all motors up to lOh.p. .

'

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Family Sidecar.—A v_..,

comfortable tandem sidecar, coach buOt, witllc 1

sliding seat and large locker designed to fit any make
of motor cycle.

.^

WHITWORTH-STEVENS". the Sidecar Specialists.-^
See th^t yqu get a Whitworth-Stevens, and yoti'.

will be satisfied with results. Agents in all part's ^

Co., 18«3
Cross, N.lev

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by BoothV"
Motories. Portland Place, Halifax. Delivery from,

stock.

Phone : Central 10264.

CORONET Sidecars. -

Triumphs. B.S.A.,
Motories, Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars.-Special
ley-Davidson, finished bro-

CORONET Sidecars for Harley-Davidson
grey or red.—Booth's Motories.

i-class and sold at ^:

/
€ORONET Sidecars.—Delivery prompt; send fo^

Illustrated hst, post free.—Booth's Motories. '^

aUf

CORONET Sidecar Bodies,
in the rough.—Booth's.

CORONET Sidecars.—Sprin,
wheels, 28/6.—Booth's Motor

200 in stock, finished atf

17/6 and 25/- pair;

CORONET Sidecars, manufactured by Booth's
Motories, Portland Place, Halifax. Send for lisU

[X7420
MIDDLETON'S Flyer, on track or road, the fastest,

in the world.

Car have been, and are,*

etc.; medium touring coach, for oV^h.p. upwards; and
special tourers for big twins. Zenith, Harleys, Hender-
sons, Indians, including spring frame model, etc. .

'

MIDDLETON'S, London's oldest established sidecM'-
makers, 27. Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Part.

N.4. 'Phone : 1584 Hornsey. [3047'

B40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
NDAUIl SIixU'l Nil. 1, .(.iiiT.h't,. (111 Jl.ili.p, mii.

\mw ui.\viii(l». imiiirdiiiti. I'X at.Hli.

iMIMlOns M.ili'l 2 ii.iiii.l.'t.'. ti.r lli.p, iiiii.liiiio,

>' uiumij.Ih. lliilimhiiti' ox stcnk.

l»lrLll()0S 2m'iitor coluiilrtf. lor Gli.li. miiiaiiiiM uii

' wauls : iimuedinto ox stock. .

IIlOl)K Brothers, Btiriilnmi-ou-Seo, Imve n few new
iiul fieoonU-lmnd sidecars to offer cheap. [7165

[ILLFOED Si.nuiB Conchl.iiilt Sidecar, 26in. wlieel

;

£12.-41, LamWon Kd., HoriK^oy Eise. [7107

IDECARS.-i.Two C.B. second-hand, 3-point 9 gns.,
' 4-point 13 Rns.—3, Brighton Rd., Surbiton. [7132

lAMBEB Streaiuliue Sidecar; £16/2/6.-Makers,
Bright and Hayies, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

IAMBER Lightweight Sidecars: £16/10.-Makers,
Bright and Hnyles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

ilAMBER Sidecars: lists free.-Briglit and Hayies,
78, Church St., Camberwell. 'i'hone; Brixton

[7996

IDECAR, art cane, canoe, 28in. wheel; £4.—
Anthouy, 64. Dyne Rd., Brondesbury, N.W.6.

[7762
'ilOACHBDILT TJnderslung Sidecar, new, £20; very

appearance.—84, Greenside Rd., Croydon.
[8089

|>RAND New B.S.A. Sidecar, unused; £37; Hert-
<* I'ordehire di,<itrict.—Box 940, c/o I'lie Motor Ciid€.

rX3499
INFIELD Sidecar, brand new, with new Palmer
i cord tyre and tube; £25.-135, Edgware Rd.,
.2. [7072

UNBEAM Sidecar, new, £33; also V. and M., £20:
' fittings complete.—Tromans, Lawrence Lane, Old
II. [6925
lOACHBUILT Sidecar, good tyre, mudguard, etc.,
' needs attention; £10.—Fisher, 24, Tremadoc Ed.,
ipham. [7347
IDECAR. new, C.B. underslnng, suit Triumph;

' £23.-129, Wellington Buildings, Chelsea Barracks,
IW.l. [8142
IPORTING Sidecar, brand new, coachbuilt, com-
' plete; 28 gns.—8a, Blue Ball Yard, St. James St,,
ccadilly.

-
[7664

<.B. Sidecar, hood, screen, pide curtains, luggage grid,
iirst-class condition; £22/10.-3, Boscaweu Bridge

J I., Truro. [7351

I

IGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, good tyre, suitable lor
I J Triumph, etc.; accept 11 gns.—81, Little Ealing
ine. Ealing. [7970

1

'EATHEEWEIGHT Coachbuilt Sidecar, new tyre,
I .-uifety with 2?4h.p. ; £12; after 7.-34, Lorrimore

,, W;ilKOrth. [7064-

CoTT Sidecar, aluminium bodv, painted purple,
' " '

'
; £12.-Aley, 43, .Studley Ed., Stock-

[7637

£35.—Newnham
[7196

;eli^nt condition, suit light-
tyre; £6/10, or otter.-96,

[7602

:!!. S.W.4,

"VOT'GLAS Sidecar, practically
-' 5Ui1

-----
iDim.Tsmith 80.

IliKCAE (wicker), <:

' weight, Clinchei
hittiligton Ed., N.22.

:|TERCULES Canoelet Coachbuilt Sidecar, large,
J-*- B.S.A. fittings, excellent condition; offers.—225,
intwich Rd., Crewe. _ [8257

3>R-VND New Mills-Fulford Corvette Sidecar.
-'.• Triumph fittings.—Rbosha Motor Co., Barclay's
ink Mews, Romford. [8161

HIDF.CAR, Ariel
'> Dunlop heavy; £10,
all, King's Lynn

ricker, splendid condition, new
'""

" rest.—Newstead, Town
[7871

IJtTATSONIAN Lightweight, practically
7 apron. Palmer unpunctured; £21.—

H

apron. Palmer unpunctured; £21.—Hicks, Frans-
n, llereham, Norfolk. [X3648

'I'lDECAE, coachbuilt 2-seater de hrxe model; cost
'' £33 August, 4-point, luggage grid, hood, apron.—
night. High St., Eeigate. [7517

NDIAN Modern Off-side Coachbuilt Sidecar, good
- condition, with tyre, less wheel; £7/10.—Hall, 37,
alden Rd., Kentish Town. [7496

Gifts of the Week.
1919 electric model HARLEY-DAVID80N

Combination £19S

1916 NORTON Combination, speedometer,
and all accessories £140

1919 DOUQLAS Combination, all accessories £155

1916 SUNBEAM Combination, twin, dynamo
lifhtinR £195

I9J0 DOUGLAS Combination, electric lighting £160

191S BRADBURY Combination, bargain . . £7S

7-9 h.p. clutch INDIAN (racing model),

practically as new, hardly scratched .... £80

1919 SUNBEAM, 3! h.p., speedometer, and
all accessories, as new £155

1920 BEARDMORE-PRECISION, electric

lighting and accessories £105

1920 O.K.-UNION, brand new . . list price £65

1920 2-strokc 2 -speed CLYNO, brand new, List price.

1914 7-9 h.p. INDIAN, 2-specd and clutch,

appearance new £85

HAVE YOU READ ABOUT THE MARVELLOUS
WOOLER MOTOR CYCLE THAT NEARLY
EVERYBODY IS TALKIN6 OF. WE CAN
GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THESE
MACHINES. LIST PRICE.

The above, and many others, are in slock at

JONES' GARAGE,
WOODSIDE PARADE,

N. FINCHI.EY, N.12.
'Phone : Finchley 233-}..

W. T. DUNN,
LTD.,

326, Euston Road. N.W.
Phone' Mus-um 'i^Qt

The following lor Immediate Delivery.

NEW, 1920.

1920 A.B.C., 4 speeds, T.T. bar5.

1920 sports 3J h.p. SUNBEAM, Lucas lamps, and

1920 SUNBEAM, 3; h.p., standard.
1920 SUNBEAM, 3^ h.p.

1920 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft.

1920 ZENITH, 8 h.p., sports model.
1920 ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame.

COMBINATIONS. New 1920.

1920 A.J.S., equipped.

J920 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Model 8.

1920 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., magdvno.
1920 TRIUMPH, Lucas lamps, and Canoelet

Sidecar.

1920 SUNBEAM, 3i h.p.

1920 B.S.A., magdyno, chain-cum-belt.
T920 B.S.A., all-chain.

1920 ENFIELD, 8 h.p.

NEARLY NEW.
1919 TRIUMPH and Montgomery, equipped.
1918 MATCHLESS, '8 h.p., and spare wheel,

equipped.

1920 JAMES, 5-6 h.p., and sporting Sidecar,
equipped.

1920 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., dynamo, standard model.
19T9 A.J.S., discs, speedometer, Lucas lamps.

SOLOS.
I9r9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric model, 7-9 h.p.
I9r9 TRIUMPH, equipped, countershaft.

1918 TRIUMPH, equipped, countershaft.

1920 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., single-speed.

WANTED.—TRIUMPHS, late igrq and 1920, Solo
or Combinations. TOP PRICES PAID.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILL.RFULFORD fiidccar«,-All modoli In utock.

Corvette i;28/17/6. Skill je25/5.-P. J. Evann,
8,5-91, John Bright bt, liiruilnghaui. [0178

COACIIIIUILT Sidecar, nH Tiliiniph, underBlnng, 4-

puiiit iittiichmcnt, apion, vt-ry roomy, aplondid con-
dition: £18.-(Jont, OiitllltiM, Kandwich. |8020

SIDECAR, .Swan model de luxe, brand now. In utock,
unpacked, in crate; ,£42/10.—Vivian Uardic and

l.anc, l.lil,. 24, Woodstock St., W.l. 1X3261

Hi:Mji:us(in Elite Sidecar, 261n. wlicel, new.
iini lp,| l,l,nk and gold lino; £43.-l'orter. High

.St.. w 1,11, l.MM Ir, Salop. 'Phone: 74. [X3363

HEMii;ll.sON A, cost £23 plus carriage, etc., Whit-
suntiilc, ridden 50 miles, perfect; £21.-Cbap-

iiian, 35, Brunswick Sq., Penrith. (D) [8053

BROOK Brothers, Burnham.on-SM, have brand new
Bax aluminium sidecar: also Skifl model Mills-

[7223]''ulford; list prices; immediato dolivorica.

CIDECAR, 2-Beater coachbuilt, hood. luggage

[7646

ELEGANT Sidecar Bodies, also chassU, all types,
supeiior finish, from £5/10; body and chassis

from £20.-123, Highbury Quadrant, N.5. [7056

C^
—Bos 942, o/o The Motor Cycle. [6894

HENDERSON Sidecars.—All models in stock. Elite

£45. Model Bl £31. leatherweight £23.—P. J.

Evans. 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. 10177

WATSONIAN, Canoelet, Milllord, all models, im-
mediate delivery from stock, fitted ready in 2

hours.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.
[X3570

SWAN Sporting Sidecars for Norton. U.S.A. Excefsior,

Triumph and spring frame Indian, from ptock.—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax.

[7650

REMOVAL Sale; genuine bargains.-Perfection side-

cars bodies, and chassis at reduced prices ; trade

ipplied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,

Halifax. [7543

UNDERSLUNG Oane Sidecar, oH countershaft

Triumph, 25 miles North London ; splendidly up-

hol-stered, weatherproof.—Box 5,104, c/o Ths Motor
Cade. [8207

ROTAL Leicester Sidecars.—Models for all purposes,

flrst-class finish; quick delivery; satisfaction guar-

anteed. Write for catalogue.—The Willowbrook Co.,

Leicester. 1°°'*^

CANOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, like new, been re-

painted and upholstered, bargain, £12/10: also

nicker sidecar, £3/10.-4, Holcrolt St., Ettingshall,

Wolverhampton. [X3610

BAMCO Sidecars.—The Birch Aircraft Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd., Grosvenor Works. High Rd., Willes-

den Green, N.W.IO. 'Phone: Willesden 872. Tel.:

Ibbircraf, Willgreen.

BAMCO Sidecars.—New bulbous back models speci-

ally designed for Harlays, Hendersons, Excel-

siors, Reading Standards, and other high-powered

BAMCO Sidecars.—Quality only; write for illustrated

lists; prompt delivery all models.

BAMCO Sidecars.—Enquiries invited for sidecars

suitable for spring frame Indian. We are now
devoting special attention to these models. [8255

HARLEY-DAVinSON Sidecar, perfect condition,

(ouifortalile bodv, finished red, very strong chassis,

26in. wheel, apron, and Easting wind screen.—Hambro
Lodge, Datchet, Bucks. [7619

GLORIA Projectile Sporting Sidecar, 1920, under-
slung chassis, new tvre and tube; wind screen,

large lockers, ofl Triumph: £19, no offers.—382, York
Ed., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [7348

MONTGOMERY Sidecars, No. 1 £30/10. No. 2 £27,
No. 3 £20/10; spcei.al Triumph model. £28/10.

plus crate and carriage; catalogue sent.—Batchelor and
Co., Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. - [1229

OR a really good sidecar, moderately priced, ask

for particulars of our Model 19a, topping value:

also sidecar bodies, best value in the trade.—Melville

Cars (Halifax), Ltd., Clarence Works, Halifax. (0218
'

TRIUMPH Gloria Sidecar. November, 1919, used 800
miles, in perfect condition, 1920 Cameo wind

.=icreen, electric -lighting, aluminium disc; £42, or near

ofler.-Andrews, 119, Altenbury Gardens, S.W.ll. [7493

SUPERB Coachbuilt Sidecars, emaitest designs,

lowest prices, any colour, from £15 complete:
bodies only from £5.—Call and inspect at the Lan-
caster Motor Co.,- 158. Norwood Rd.. West Norwood.
8.E.26. (9221

PHELON and Moore Sidecars.-Quantity for disposal

from £15. These sidecars have been re-stove

enamelled, reupholstered, and repainted, and fitted with

new tyres, equal to new.—L.A.D. Manufacturing Co.,

Rustic Walk, Lower Bourne, Famham. [7529

HANDSOME Design Bulbous Back Coachbuilt Side-

cars, locker in back and seat, upholstered red

pegamoid, springs in back and cushion, beautifully fin-

ished in black with gold line ; immediate delivery, single

or quantity.—Tiaduct Motor Co., Broadheath. Man
Chester. [X309I

F
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Sidecars.—All models in stock; model

' H/m. 4 -n-ith 28x3 wheel and tyre, £39/5; tour-

ing mpdel, £31/10; sporting model, £25; Minor £18/18;
Coverall aprons, 25/- extra for all models.—P. J. Evans.
81-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0178

SIDECAB, luxuriously upholstered, roomy, new con-
dition, suitable for liigh-powered machine, bulboue

hack, locker, luggage rack, spare petrol and oilcjin

space<9, 4-point, new tyre, a noble example of the coach-
builders' art; £45, or near offer; seen any time.—Warr,
Haslemere. 'Phoue: 187. [6889

SIDECAR.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;

will go through passage 28in. when folded on any
motor. Any ^hape body fitted. They have been well
tested for \ix years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
Qpper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0152

ROVER Sidecar, also suit Triumph or similar ma-
chine, repainted and upholstered, but find will not

fit owner's large fiat twin; 26in. wheel and tyre as new;
really good value for anyone wanting a weH . finished
sidecar,, special lined real gold, walnut capping, etc.,
etc.; £28, or ofEcrs.-57, Allesley Old Ed., Coventry.

[X3720
WATSONIAN Sidecars, Models G., cash £19/5, or

£5/14 deposit and £1/5 monthly; H., cash £20/16,
or £1/9/2 monthly; sidecar bodies, nine varieties, from
£7 to £10/15; chas.sis, £7/5, £8/18/6, and £10/17:
hoods, aprons, and wind screens stocked in great variety
—M.Y, Dopt., Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248,
Bishopsgate, E.C.2. 183] 1

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London. E.C.4.—
No. 2 B.S.A. sidecars. 1920 models. £36; Canoe-

let sporting sidecars in various colours, also Canoelet
roadster sidecars, from £22 ; Waupbope No. 1 sidecars
£25/10. . Wauchopc No. 2 sidecars £24/10, and
Wauchope No. 3 sidecars £23/10; Williamson sidecars,
£28.-Phone: 5777Holborn. [3172

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
50. Binks; £172.-La

A-'
Shoe

SALE, 3-wheel
car.—17. Be

. or exchange coachbuilt side-
-17, Bedwellty Rd., Garden Village, Pengam.

1 Q 20 Lawrence-Jackson Light Car, just delivered

;

-tt/ £250; must sell.-76, Boo.tle St., Preston, Lanes.
[6909

MORGAN Grand Prix, lOh.p. water-cooled, electric
lighting, discs; ofl'ers.-84, Talbot St., Southport.

[7875
EGEBTON.S, Northgate, Ipswich, can give immediate

delivery Bleriot-Whippet from stock.
—
'Phone :

982. [8159

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-
8h.p. Oardeu 2-seater, 1919, splendid condition;

£145. [3943

NEW Buekiugliam 8h,p. Cycle Cars, all accessories

;

£120, or ofler.-Pbst Office. High St., Hornchurch,
Essex.. [7973

A.C. Sociable, hood, screen, electric lamps, good
tyres, reverse gear; £75.—Wade, Sabrina, Green-

way Rd., Taunton. [7658

("< .N. Standard, electric lighting, delivery June, Lon
T don: £•' ' - " -Box 5.005

[7058

n, Stepney, lamps,
-32, Hatfleia Hd

,

[8052

model, J.A.P.. all

part.—Box 5.105.
[8211

4-cyl., electric lighting.
Advertiser, 6, Park Rd ,

[S.3598

sit paid; wha
Co Ihe iMolor vycle.

HUMBERETTE A.C, hgod, sc
£150, or exchange combinati

Bedford Park, W.4.

MORGAN, 1920, handsome ne
accessories: £265; combinati

c/o The Motor Cycle.

D.ELAGE 2-seater, dickey
new tyres, perfect order.

Moreton, near Birkenhead.

MORGAN Grand Prix Model, completely equipped,
any trial willingly; accept £185.-Oakdene, HoUi-

duy Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [8148

AERO' Morgan, lOh.p. M:A.G., 1920, guaranteed
brand new, electric lighting, yellow; £300.-9,

Plato St., Harpurhey, Manchester. [7698

PREMIER Runabout, 3 iv'beelE, W.C, good running
condition; £80; exchange good lightweight and

ca.5h.—8, Loniea, Rhubina, Cardiff. [7105

MORGAN-J.A.P., a.c, hood, screen, lamps, snares,
excellent condition; £140.—Southbury House,

Mytchett Rd., Frimley Green, Surrey. [7764

MORGAN G.P., 8h.p. J.A.P., w.c, complete with
screen, hood. lamps; £175; appointment.— Shutes,

524, Alexandra Park Hd., Wood Green. [8184

19 17

[7349

inclu-

cOudition; £190.—H. Wright, Arlesey, '

Beds,

BLERIOT Whippet Light Car; price £280,
sivc; delivery within fortnight; demonstration car

in etock.-Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [7967

MORGAN 1916 G.l'., J.A.P. w.c, hrass side and tail
c 'Ttnc. Binks, painted red, just overhuuled. like

ii'w; best offer.-Sykes, Nethercroft, IJewsbury. [7618

BUY NOW
FROM STOCK
NEVy AT MAKERS' LIST PRICE.

1020 ENFIELD, lightweight, 2-speed. £73 10
1920 COULSON-B., 25 h.p., 2-speed,

spring frame £99 15
1920 ROVER, 5-6 h.p., Henderson

Sidecar £211 12 6
1920 LEA-FRANCIS, 3> h.p., 2-speed £130
1920 NEW IMPERIAL,' 2l h.p., 2-sp. £74 11 C
1920 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed . . £78 5 6
1920 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £74 19 6
r920 BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed. £128 10
1920 METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, 2-stT. £74 12 6
1920 METRO-TYLER, 2-speed, disc

wheels £77 17 6
1920 METRO-TYLER, Type S £99 18 10

SECOND-HAND.
All Overhauled and Guaranteed.

1919 MORGAN, 8 h.p., de luxe model .... £265
I9r9 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed, T.T £80
1920 B.A.T., 6 h.p., and Henderson Sidecar . £195
r9r5 CLYNO, lightweight, 2-speed, 2-5troke . £50
r9r8 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar .. £175
5-6 h.p. ROVER W.D. Combination £145
3* h.p. P. & M., R.A.F, Models, 2-speed £78
t9i4 BROUGH, 3S h.p. flat twin, 2-speed .. £60

15-16, Bishopsgate Avenue,
Camomile Street, E.C.3.

'Grams: "Elcemocyca, London." 'Phone: Avenue 55-18.

LAMPSandQENERATORS.
HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

MAJOR, 6" lens, 1,200ft. beam, 108/-

BIG, 5" „ 1,000ft. „ 99/-

JUNIOR,4" „ 600ft. „ 72/6
Handle-bar fittings of highest type—all ebonised
black finish (not enamel). EVERY FIRST-CLASS

GARAGE HAS NOW RECEIVED STOCK.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Thesa lamps have been noted for their super
beam for 12 years, and alill continue to lead
iust as far ahead of other makes as they did in

Ihe year 1908.

BIRMINGHAM.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS, "i;

'C'OR Salfe, 3-wheeler, 2-speed, 2-seafcer runabout, jug?
-- re-enamelied and overhauled, trial; £40; or 6X»-
change motor cycle—Gale, 35, Chiswell, Portland.

[7474
A .C. Sociable, body excellent condition, also engiiie

-^1- [recently overhauled), hood, screen, 4 lamp6. en-
Sinecr owned; £90.—Upton, Beachley Lodge, near Chep-
stow: [6928

"I Q20 Water-cooled J.A.P. Morgan de Lnxe. hood,
-- 1' screen, all lamps, spare tube, and other aceea?
sories, in new condition; £270.-Box 949, c/o Tlie. MoUt
Cycle. [X375i
"1 Q20 Tamplin Brand New 2-seater Cvcle Car, .4J.O wheels, Sh.p. .J.A.P., 40 m.p.h., 60 to 100 m.p.f.;
at list price, £165.—Overton. Leintwardine, HereVorfi-
Bhire. [815«

"IVTOBGAN G.P., 1916, water-cooled, new 8h.p. J.AJt

H.am.

A.C.
XX CO

[758

electric lighting, excellea

Bridge, Oxford.-Box 948, c/o

RUNABOTJTS and Cycle Cars. -Victoria Gara^
Suibiton, have for sale 1919 A.V. Monocnr, elft-

trie liKhting, domed wings ; price £125:—'Phon« i^'

Kingston 1194-,

MORGAN 1916 G.P., M.A.G. engine, screen, elect;
lamps (accumulator), acetylene Lead-lamp, cli

spcirea, tools, etc.; £195; Bedfordshire.—Bos 5,05)
c/o The Motor Cycle. [73'

A.C. Sociable, 2 speeds, lamps, wind s

feet order throughout; £80, or exchange for^l
make mot»r cycle and cash to value.—Hooke, LH
London, Stroud, Glos.

DOUGLAS 1920 New Light Car, 2-seater, dynamo
lighting and starter, full equipment, detachable

and spare wheels; £500.—Halifax Motor Eschango,
Union St. South, Halifas:. . [7558

RUNABOUT 8h.p., water-cooled, 3-speed and re-

verse, screen, leather hood, accessories, vety
smart; bargain. £95, or exchange comlbination.—Wil-
son, 76, Seely Rd., Tooting. [7428

DUO Cycle Car with Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-seatQr
body fitted with hoctd, screen, lamps, horn, spare

tyre, in perfect condition, climb anything; £160.—ID,
Priory Ed., Millord Haven. [545fi

MORGAN A.C, 1915-16, fully eo_uipped, clock, speed-
ometer, perfect condition; sell £150, or exchauge

4h.p. conntershnft Triumph and cash.—25, Frederick
Rd., Custom House, E.16. [7952

MEREALL-BROWN, new three-wheeler. lOli.p. 4-cyl.

Coventry Simplex eng.ine; £375; in stock. Casli,:

exchange, or easy paymeuts.—^Halifax motor Exchange,
Union St. South, Halifax. [7537'

MORGAN 1917 Grand Prix, 8-lOh.p, M.A.G. enginJe^.

w.c, Aero body, discs, dynamo lighting; £220; eat
change late Harley or Henderson.—39, Wiugfield E4i.'

Orford Rd., Hoe St.,- Walthamstow, E.17. [780f;

MORGAN de Luxe, water-cooled, lamps, horn, hooi
and ticreen, disc wheels, as new, fitted witfi

Schebler carburetter and foot accelerator ; bargaioi:

i;i95.—51a, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [7283^

A.C. Sociable, 1912-13, ruuniug order, Bosch, screeq,'^

luggage grid, electric lampi?, tyres as new, spai;^^

chJiin, tube, sprocket, valve; first eheque £42 seciuea^
bargain.—Letters, 58, Dudley Rd., Wolverhampton. .'*

[X363g
MORGAN Grand Prix, late model,. J.A.P. o.h.vg

hood, screen, electric lights, disc?, new tyre?, paiatetf;

red, £50 just spent on replacements; £210 ; counto^y
shaft Triumph taken part.—105, Albion St., New
Brighton. [759$i

F.O.C.H. have a 1920 A.V., second-hand, fullj?

equipped, ready for the road.—Fair Otter Cwj*
House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Harapstead Tuhi^
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7. in-

cluding Saturdays. t'SSI^-

MORGAN, 1919, G.P.. w.c, fast, perfect, electii

lighting, dash and inspection lamps, 2 Triplex ."
^

wind screens, 2 new spare chains, spare tubes, ho^
Klaxon; trial; £250, or close oSer.—19, Shakespcaa,
Rd., Hiinwell, W.7. [63al|

MORGAN de Lnxe, late 1919, 8li.p. J.A.P. engia^
hood, screen, electric and gas lamps, speedometeT

finished white, black guards, very smart car, in splei
did order; £265.—Elce and C<)., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

""'-''

i.C.H. have a 1920
JJ ecf nipped, scarcely used, unscratched; £265.
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near*

j

Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [7367 '

1 Q20 Water-cooled Morgan Grand Prix, lOli.p. i

-B-t' M.A.G. engine, new and unregit^tered, offer; alaai.'i

1920 de luxe model, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, air-coole^lfaK

ofler; also 1920 Bleriot Whippet 2-.;eater, new and \v^\
regi.^tered, £280.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton. 'PhonS»l
Walthamstow 800. [767&r i

-| 020 Morgan de Luxe, water-cooled 8-9h.p. J.A.P.,
X«7 disc wheels, hood, hood cover, screen, horn,
lamps, and generator, full Insurance, petrol can car-

rier, driven only 200 miles; £275, or near offer.-
Sheppard, 235, Trussley Rd., Hammersmith. 'Phone :

Hammersmith 1 840. [7624

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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nUNAIlOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

M17
(Irand Prix Morgiiii. wnli-ri'oolcii .lA.IV

.Miiiii,., hiK..I. s.TicMi, minor, horn, InrRo liw"!

n, 2 si.l,' an. I tinl, iill .Icrtrlo, 8-tlay clock, n very

rt liunoiil iiiis.ml.hMl, vorv last; 205 Kn».

:k, ll.uli II. .11:,.. Cniiilord, Matlorli, [7838

OlillAN I'll? s li.iK. Bvoy iinil black, black

(lisc^, 2 ivir. ;tihl rhaiiis, .is iifw. P. and II. brass

ns ll'\\ r\n 11 r\;triiiiial i.iii. iillv Irial, all spares,

ni; .li'l'iv.'iv d.. Inxc iimdil: £190.~Merriman,
hbiirv. Itcch Ti.,' I,.nir. Cniiii.i.k. Stalfs. [7469

IDUIlN.S Mark III, I 'vclc Can £110. plus lOZ.
Si-inl lur dcMiiptivc literature. Trials can bo

iiiKi'l l>.v apia.inlriHiu ; lor business men a demon-
itiir I'uii lie avnlahli' on .Sunday morninns. A
itcd niMiihcr ul cars can bo delivered lor the

iling season.-Oibbons and Moor", ChadwoU Heath,
ex. 11321

CARS FOR SALE.
OKI) 19ia 2-seater, dickey; £225.-15, Sea Kd..

licxhill. [7780

"UMIIKR ISh.p. 4-cyl. 5-seiiter TonrinR Car, Roes
. well: £95.-230, Brixton Rd., London. S.W. [8238

AXTON.— 121i.p. Motobloc 2-seatcr. old type, but
mcjorn alipsarance. runs well; bargain, iS90.

AXTON.— 12h.p. t-cyl. Humb?r chassis, live axle,

Bosch, 3-speed, runs splendidly; bargain. £SS.

VAXTON.- ISh.p. Bell chassis, live axle, gate, new
tyres, fine lot; bargain, £186.

vAXTON.-Unic 1-ton commercial, roomy tilt van
body, solids behind; 12-16h.p. monobloc, sump

rarication, long wheclbase, absolute snip, ;E275.

this,

50.

)AXTON.—1915 16-20h.p. Overland tourer, self-

starter, dynamo lighting, beautiful condition

;

•gain. ,4365.

AXTON.— I5-2h.p. 1915 R.M.C. streamline torpedo.
sel{-stai;ter. dynamo lighting, 4-cyl. monobloc,

iivt; absolute gift, £385.

lAXTON Car Depot (Stanley J. Cook, proprietorl.
228a, Gipsy Rd.. West Norwood, have above all

stock. Opiwsite Paxton Hotel. Service 3 "bus from
ixton. 'Phone : Sydenham 2210. [8183

in 18 Vauxhall Limons 25h.p.. dynamo lighting,
"larage,

[4091Dting.

DAMS 2-seater, upholstered Bedford cord, excellent
- condition, good order; £75.-384, Kennington Ed.,
!.ll. [7642

li.p. Kover, hoc4, screen, lamps, tools. * drive onv-
where ; £65.—During, ^'hitethorns, Crosspoth, Rad-

b, Herts. "[8274

ERVICE'S, 25, Page St-, Westminster, request per-
mission to deserve your business and your

ERVIOE'Sl—8-lOh.p. 1915 Tox-Eicardo ^-tream^ne
' 2-seater, pointed radiator, live axle, excei-tionally
art; £185.

(020 New Car at List Price.-8-lOh.p. H.P.G. li^ht

HERVICE'S!—13.9h.p. 1914 Knight-B.S.A. torpedo
' 2-seater, sleeve valve, detachable wheels,
-ive; bargain, £375.

vr'
liiiator, dickey, smart; £450.

IIEEVICE'S !—Magnificent 3-ton lorry, 1916, TVhit.'
' exceptional condition, monobloc, 4-speed, stee
leels; woi-fh £650, snip £485.

EEVICE'S !—2-ton Tinot 1916 lorrv, monoliloc.

UMION STREET SOUTH,

HAL.IFAK.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

Guarantood in Runnin; Oriti.

TRIUMPH, late countershaft, new
Sidecar £125

' REX, 6 h.p., 2-spCed, coach Sidcc.u- . . £70 C

DOUGLAS, r( hp.. 2-sp-ntl iil 13

INDIAN, --ohp, - ^!V, ^priii
;
Irani-

Mills-l-ullurd Sill-, 11 £37 ID

SUNBEAM, i.ii.s. 1' lip .
nil' li I "'1

bill ilinii apjiraiM aim 1.! .,- ii^iv £105

VINDEC, i h p., .'-p I. an I Si ! u- . £65
SPECIAL BARGAI'15.

BS.A. 1920 ncv» Sidecar £34
Coach Sidecar, f..r D.aiKlas £18 10

Sturmey Countershaft Gsar. Good.. £15 li

Niw T.T. Bars Inr r.iiinH>:r £1 3 S

NEW G0aD3.
MERRALL-BROWN, the super th-o-.

wheeler, 4CVI. Coventry Smii.l -x

ensinc,dolacinbl.;aiidspin^ttia. I, £375

AUTdPED Scooter, electric li-lilii; .. £12

DOUGLAS A h.p. Conibin.itio.i £170

ACME 8 h.p. Combiuatioa £209
BEX 8 h.p. Combination £203 10

BRADBURY, fi h.p., and Sidecir ....SI83 10

ROYAL RUBY, 1 !i. p.. sprina; frame .. £103 15

BAT, 6 h.p.. 3 speed, coach Si lecar . . £190
Easting Windscreens.... £1 10 and £5 10

Cameo Windscreens £3
e.A.V. IVIasnetos £7 U 6

Cowey Horns, £3 ' Klaxons £1 15

Cowey Speedometers £6
Swan Sporting Sidecars for Norton.

y.S.A., E.xcelsior, Triumph, and
spring frame Indian —

Capac Carburetters (exchanges (fjoted) £14
New Army Knapsack, r3\ xiiio 5 6

Sidecar Chassis, with wheo S7 12 i

100 New Perfection Sidecar Bodies, at rsducaJ

prices, prior to early removal to new premissi.

'^ closed valves, work drive, Zenith, overhauled;
i50.

[IEHVICE'S!-20h.p. 191914 Ross-Eight torpedo, self-

" starter, dynamo lighting, latest turnover eidei.
reamline coachwork, hardly soiled; Service's super bar-
dn, £585.

;iERVICE'S. specialists in absurd bargains., have ail

' above in stock, readv to drive awav. Plc.ise call.

. Page St., Westminster. Seven minutes Abbey or
ctoria Station. [8134

YOUR
TROUBLESareENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and ail thoso
interes'tecl in the wise lubri'-

cation o-f a iVlotor Vehicle of
any description we invite
your enquiries.

CARS rOR SALE.
le wire V

illn U(l
tun, London, S.\V. 18240

8ii.;i. Motor Ofcr, 3Hipeeil, rovoi'M; drive nwnv; £13

;

cxchiniito for motor cycle—Lnrahctoft, Hlilm'wny
icd., llcdhill, Surrey. lX3C6(i

Dl') DION Bli.p., hood, wind «ereen. Stepney, nlj

laiups, Clin drive nwny; n biligfiin, £60.— l''rv.

I'lnnl.liiim, Newbury, Uerk«. [5CS9

I
("'lilt Sale, liiht 2-!.eate(I cor, e-Sh.p. comijlolc over

way, running; order, tyrei* all Kouriu; £65, or ^\n\\l

n^'e. for KOuil folo or eonibinatioii; p^inmp lor piiiti

-J. Kirwen, Uiilliioial Ud.. DulurrieK. (Di
(X3570

/mill) .\r„ Sali^ piiia (,, ,,aiiiiiiic. llavine had
^» (lir - .1 iir. 1 nn.lii- quick returns
|i..||i', .. Iiilinri'. .liii'iar liai.-l ilniHig the pa»t ,twa

every
id lilt of

ariivalb brought into line—Cox Ibclow)

TSUP to You to endorse my S.P.Q.R. policy, am)
assist the quirk ictiitn stunt Uy giving me your

riiqiiirip-, .Ml riT- .1 I',. 1 1 i-rd dates guaranteed
.irriiraic as a I

\^ i
- . In biz. every time. And

iii\ inii .
Ill,

I I, !, I-. JIow docs the poor
[nan iiiainiK' i

I

:
! tries for the kiddies on

[ALE Pr licre ii you like.-8-IOh.p. Baby

mag., good
little Babv Peugeot pr
nirling 3-wheclauto-rai
Darracq van. Bosch. (

rvl. Leader 2-seatcr, t

Zenith, Bosch, live a:;

I

lourjr. mag., smart, t
van, £115; 40-50h.p. I

smart car. in iollv tii.

mag.. dei25; lOh.p. (I
2-sealer. 4-cyl. Z'

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAL.IFAX, Yoi-ks.
UEEDS. PARIS.

£140; leli.p. Daniiis v

.£150; 12h.p. Unic la.xiuab. £165; 16 20h.p. Rover -ji

landaulet, 4-speed, gate, £185.—Cox (balow).

SALE Prices Continuing Here ' Also.-Nice little

G.W.K. 2-seater, runs splendidly. £225; 12-16
h.p. Belsize coupe. Zenith. Bosch, gate, operrs. £250;
aO-12h. p. Martini 2-seatar, dickev, 4-cvl. monobloc.
enclosed overhead valves, runs splendidly, £250; Unic
15-cwt. van. sump lubrication, £250; 1915 Trumbull
light car. streamline 2-seater, detachable wire wheels.
£250; 18h.p. 6-rvl. Hovbick streamline tourer, discs,

detachables, snip. £285; smart little 12-15h.p.
Gladiator 4-sealed torpedo, gate. Zenith, bargain,
£285; lib. p. Knight Junior streamline- 2-seater,
dickey, pointed radiator, smartly repainted; £285;
15-18h.p. Clement landaulet. smart, £295; 12-15h.p.
S.A.P, torpedo 2-seater, double dickey, monobloc. 4-

speed gate, Claudel, smart, modern appearance, £315;
16-20h.p. Argyll streamline tourer, late type, 4-speed
gate. Zenith, exceptionally smart and modern appear-
ance, bargain, £325.—Cox (below).

SALE Prices Also.- 15h.p. Knight Daimler 4s3ater.
worm drive, detachable wheels, smart, worth

£500, bargain, £375: 12-16h.p. gate change I'nic
taxicab. Scotland Yard requirements, 4-speed, dctnch-
able rims, smart, £375; 12h.p. Sizaire-Naudin stream-
line torpedo, detachable wheels, exceptionally smait,
£385; smart 15h.p. Napier landaulet, curved roof,
side doors, cord interior, doraiid mudguards. £425

;

1915 15h.p. R.M.C. streamline 4-seater, sell-starter,
dynamo lighting, £435; 15h.p. Napier cabriolet, coid
interior, long wheelbase, nice. £550; 16h.p. Knight
Minerva cabriolet, dynamo lighting, detachable wire
wheels, particularly smart, bargain, £585; 12h.p.
1914 Clegg Darracq streamline torpedo, dynamo light-
ing, domed radiator, detachable wheels, exceptiomlly
smart. £585; magnificent Metallurgique super-landau-
let, self-starter, dvnamo lighting, exquisitely finished.
photo, original price £1.500. absurd bargain. £875;
magnificent 16-20h.p. 19151/.. Wolseley interior drive
saloon. self-starter, dynamo lighting. exquisitely
finished; IS.Oh.p. super-sporting Hispano-Suiza saloon,
and two exceptionally nice covered Sunbeams, prices
and photos on application.—Cox (below).

COMMEECIALS.-Solid rubber tyres. Practically
all original sale prices unchanged : Fine 3-ton

Wolselev chassis, gate change, good tyres, runs well,

worth £250. clear £95; 3-ton worm drive 1913 De
riion chassis, wants slight attention. flOO: 3-ton Mil-es-
Daimler furniture pantechnicon. Zenith, sump lubri-
cation, gear drive, half price. £125; 30-cwt. Albion
van, roomy bodv. £150; 30-civt. Delaunav-BelleviUe
van. £185; 3-ton 1913 De Dion worm drive lorrv,

£185; 4-ton Commev van. £240; 4-ton Scout. £285;
3-ton 1915 Seabrook, overhauled, retyred. £350; 5-ton
Lacre, £375; 2-ton Dennis van, 4-speed gate, £385;
3-ton 1915 Locomobile, worm drive, retyred. £385;
3 ton 1915V> Belsize. £385; 3-ton 1917 Vinot lorry.

£595 ; 2-toii Leyland chassis, worm drive, enclosed
valves, high aluminium radiator, overhauled, retvred,
others' price £750, my price £520; no higher prices.-
C-ox (below).

P<HAES-A.BANCS.—Two 20-seaters

gle-d3ck saloon 'bus(

special
u-seater. and two
application. Call.

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely slraidit irotor
man. the motor clearing house. 6. Lansdnwne

Hill. West Norwood. S.E.. l-as all the above and cther-s

actnallv in stock and on view. Please call, hours
9-6.30.' Saturdavs 6. no business Sundays. Trams rrd
'buses pass. 17 minutes Victoria by L.B. and S.C.

electric Taxi fare from West End 7/6 return. Es-

tablished 1902. [31S2

All letters lelnting to advertisements shoi:!iI quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the dale of the sue
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CARS FOR SALE.
"I Q20 Deemster lOh.p. 2-seater, brand new and un-
Xt/ registered, dynamo lighting, starter; £490.-2,
Nightingale Rd., Lower Clapton. [8179

FOR Sale, White steam car, late model IBh.p., or

exchange for 1920 combination.—Best, Shenstone
Cottage, Amersham Common, Bucks. [7598

ROVER 2-seater, 3-speed and reverse, hood and
screen, mag. and -lamps, good running order; £60,

or offer.—5, Belfleld Ter., Weymouth. [7417

SIZAIHE-NADDIN 12h.p. 2-seater Car, disc wheels,
Kla.\on. mechanically faultless; trial wijlingly;

£95.—Walton, 3, StourcliHe St., Marble Arch, W.
[7317

DAEEACQ, 4.cyl., lOh.p., 3-speed, rereise, gate, eti.,

Stepnev, engine overhauled: drive away: £135:
would accept countershaft motor cycle part.—591, Foles-
hiU Ed., Coventry. [X2668

screen, lamps,
Mary Abbott's

[8228

water-cooled, 3
speeds and reverse, hood, screen, electric lamps,

smart little car; bargain, £150.-436, Whitehorse Ed.,
Thornton Heath, S.B. [8309

ntilever springs,
supply with 2-

; extra charge.
[4090

detjichable
wheels, firet-rate order; exihange for good com-

bination or Morgan with ca^h adjustment, or fiell £325.
—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.6.
'Plione: Hammersmith 30. [7195

away; £80.-

adiator; £450;
seater, 4-seater, or coupe body; modera
Exchanges.—Pabner's Garage, Tooting.

QU:«'BEAM Car, 12-16h.p., 4-seater,

. -hood,
able Rudge wheels, electric si(

new tyres, excellent condition;
Dentist, JVIarket Place, Ilkeston

1, etc., 5 detach-
3 and oil tail lamps,
price £175.—Morrell,
Derbyshire. [X3274

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

age, Tooting. [7173
practi-

cally new; £225; exchanges entertained.—Palniei's
Garage, Tooting. [2948

£85 Down and 12 monthly payments of £15 secures
splendid 1-ton truck, twin solids, will carry 30

cwt.—Details, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7698

AUTO ^Carrier, large box body, just overhauled,
new magneto, good tyres, another requires

overhaul; £85 the two.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. [8224

ENGINES.
J.A.P. Engine; £20.-59, Palfrey Place,

irset Rd., Clapham Rd., S.W.8. [7840

VILLIEES Engine, complete, good condition; £4, or
near offer.—RadcliHe, 15, Dean St., E.l. [7088

A.B.C. 4h.p. Twin Opposed, exceptional condition,
absolutely complete to fit; £25,-8, Marjorie Grove,

Olapham. [8015

1.3h.p. Engine (Matosacoche), gear driven mag,, and
4 special Senspray carburetter; ofiers over £6.—Box

4,995, c/o The Motor Cyde. [700.i

lO"^

I The Joy of the Open |= Road is yours by pur- =
1 chasing your favourite ?
= mount from us. =
i we are AGENTS for all leading makes, and 1
;

—

are accepting orders for rotation delivery of =
^Z those makes that we have not in stock. ^

I 30 MACHINES i
zr: are at all times kept in stock for you to m« select from, also a complete range of —
m HENDERSON Sidecars.

==: We have, without doubt, one of the finest ^— and most comprehensive selections of makes ZZ— to be seen in any London Showrooms to-day. ^^
Hi Please call and inspect. Yod are under no 9
rr: obligation to purchase. ^

I L.MC. I— The machine that is causing riders to wonder
"

— why they have been satisfied with a rigid ^
iz: frame in the past. Makes rough roads seem nz
B like velvet. g^ We are Sole Distributing Agents for London zz:— and the Home Counties. Applications from ^^— responsible Agents for Sub- Agencies invited. ^
S 154-156, Gt. Portland St., W.l. |
iiiiiiHiiiiwiiiwiiiwiiniiiiBiiiiHiiiiii

Box 944, c/o The Motor Cycl

GIELING 6h.p,

new, never i

Fensome, 18, Vulcan St., Bed

Car Engine, complete, condition
£30, or near offer.-Write, W.

[7958

worth double.—4, Taunton Ed., Bridgwater.

Hughefl, Stubbs Metal Co., Plume St., Birmingh;
[X3646

FLAT Twin Engines, large Quantity, all late models.
4h.p. Douglas, £12, Levis £9 each, carriage extra.—

HoUiday Bros., 87, Fulham Palace Ed., Hammersmith
[8029

4h.p. Twin Levis 2-stroke Engines, £8: in splendid
running order, with mag. and carburetter complete

£16.-J. J. Dooley, 33, Killyon Ed., Claphaui, S.W.8
[8297

8h.p. J.A.P. Engine, No. 12460, 1914, fitted iudtiction
pipe, Araac, watertight Bosch, compression taps,

exhaust nuts, good as new; £32.-14, Estcourt St..
Devizes. [6957
HEPPELTHWAITE'S for EnRines.-4h.p. Kerry, £5

4h.p. M.M.C., £5: 2l4h.p. Cyclone, £2/10- SMi.p'
N.S.U., £5.-17-19, Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, Lon-
aon, S.W.8. [8093

NEW 2-6trok6 Power Unit,
buretter. fitted with W.P

h.p. M.A.G. engine can be supplied to fit in place
ol your old 254h,p. engine (which could be sold),
making your machine a fast and pow " '

capable of p
*" '

"

~ "

able.—M.A.G.
N.W.IO. Th

:lling a sidecar. Only _
Engine Co., Ltd., 839,
me ; Willesden 1092. [0147

GET THE HABIT
of writing us regarding your re-

quirements, we always have Motor
Cycles, new and second-hand, on
offer.

-

We can give immediate delivery

of new 1920

POWERPLUS INDIAN
COMBINATIONS,

electrically equipped.

For Solo work we offer the

3 h.p. CLEVELAND,
light in weight, yet with that

extra bit of power over the ordin-

ary two-stroke that you must
have for long distance work.

Ask us for a catalogue.

VICTOR HORSMAN,
LIMITED.

7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool.

ENGINES.
_ ..._ ___t, i

Clyno lightweight. less unit; also AUday
weight less unit and back tyre; £55 the lot
separate.—Harris. 53. Regent St., Swindon. [X3!

MAKE Your Own 2-5troke Lightweight.—We
now able to recommence delivery of

casting and parts for 2-stroks- engines, suitabli
scooters, cycle attachments, or lightweight motor
Parts comprise castings in first-class quality cast
phosphor bronze and aluminium, steel for shafts,
necessary nuts, bolts, "and studs, together with set „
blue prints giving all required dimensions. All theae
parts may bs machined on small centre lathe, and are
guaranteed to build up into a powerful and up-to-dato
engine, bore and stroke 2i4x2y2, h.p. 2V4. ^ffi
guarantee all material, and will replace free of ch^B
any faulty castings, etc.; price 55/- net (on ijB
Manchester) includes boring of cylinder and tur^i
piston ; cash with order

;
prompt deliverv.—Trafford

Engineering Supplies, Hadley Place, Weaste lid.,

Salford. [0182

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
specialists jj

W^

N^
Below,

EW and Second-hand Magnetos at right p
old magnetos taken in part exchange.—Belc

NEW Fellows Magnetos immediately from
singles and twins, any degree.—Below.

QPARE^PartsJn stock for following : Bosch, G.i

W^ voik for and. are recommended by somei ol }:i

e leading firms and garages in the country,
.md can supply every want.—Below.

RELIANCE Magneto Repairing Co., 11, Gt. Sutton
St., Goswell Rd., London, E.C.I.

Remag' Smith, Londo

CHARLES PARKER iLondon). Ltd., suggest _
you send, that magneto to them by first passeng

train, advising them of its -despatch.

CHARLES PAREER (London), Ltd., mal
effort to despatch magnetos iiitliin four days,

where possible in 24 hours.

CHARLES PARKER (London), Ltd., have a larg*
stock of 1-cyl. and V twin magnetos, new ai^

second-hand.

U.H, Magnetos.—They have a special department lor
the repair of U H. magnetos.

CHARLES PARKER (London), Ltd., MagnO?
vSpecialista, 75, Park Rd., Acton, Loudon. Tet^

Chiswick 1518. T.A. : Agparkeros. 'Phone. London. 5
minutes from South Acton (Dietrict and L.N.W. Etrf^
ways).

NEW M.L.
Biggnr, ]

-Sm^
'iilas, Mantague Rd., Slough.

BOSCH Magneto, in excellent condition, twi
clock; £5.—Webb, Bell Hill, Lydbrook, GIos,..'

I75ffi

FOUR Bosch, one M.L., two Lavalette magnetos; i^
lot; stamp, reply.—Millard, Engineers, Belvedei

[74fl

4^ NEW C.A.V. ^Twin Magnetos,- suit_Dou|lf

Stall

each.—Gardau EugiBa

Glasgo'w:

SOUTHERN Ignition Co, . Rutland Works, Hon
magneto repairing specialists; in^mediate delirtf
magnetos and spares. [43d

MAGNETOS, djnamos, accumulators repaired, re-

winding; prompt attention; reliable work.— 1>.

Adams, A.M.I.E.E., Smithford St., Coventry. [X2901

IMPORTANT.—C.A.V. magneto, 24 hour
service; immediate delivery of new magnetos 1

spares.—Southern Ignition Co., Rutland Works,
~~

BOSCH 45° Twin Waterproof Magneto, en
gives good fat spark : bargain, £7.-4. H

St., Etingshall, Wolverhampton.

154, Lynton Rd., Bermondsey, S.E,

BOULTON Magnetos can now
stock: 2^4h.p.. £4/5

ton Magnetos, Ltd.,

[X3^

nciarged, 25jBi

20/-.—BloxhJua,
[X3505

a now be supplied from
3V2h.p.. £4/16 each.-BouI-

Wolverhampton. [3785

1344 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the issue 'i
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.

100, ct.

Tlin

I'nlll

ot(w, ZKl, ZE5. 15° nMi\ G;"'.

till st.ui-k; trailo aupplii'ii.

iicl SI,. W.l. (8219

AGNETO,
fl; vinil:i. I l.i.iK-i, ::i

ta, IHlir, lO'-.-Killt, KiMMVr. I)

'10 upwards, now wtitorpruot' fur

in. £1/17/6! 45°, 50°, 60°

npprovnl williosly.— Asliton,
ibnry.

•:M(>VIX(

II, off DoukIO'*. 11^

I/-: new plntinniii

:for(l. [X3622

iinKle-oyls: Dnntrliu
otr. £5; 4-.yl.

Tliornliill lOilk-

Ne C.A.V. (ind Thomson-Bonnotl
10, Douslns, V
cliongo, TJiiion

[7552

lAGNKTO Ooss, V-jin. pitch, 8 r

10 nnd 12, 4/6; 14, 5/-: 16, I

24, 8/6 encli.—P. Wmi.l. Enoii

9 teeth, 4/-;

18, 6/6; 20,

, 4a, Konlish
(5370

11 Me
riu- M,>al, i1P|iosit.-Uox 937,

ACNETOS.— Finest watprprcio! mn
limn £5/10; l»>;ivv«oii;lit. fur

6; twins tor Donglas. etc., £.'.

£5/7.-Aslitun, TliuruhiU Edsje

BUON.

BRON tacts, used by JMess
rtin, making world'

belt' Hd., Woolv ' ' "

Jebronised, 10/-

s. Colli
-Jebron,

'London. S.E.18. [0002

CONDIIAND Bosch, Eisemann, TJ.H.. and new
British nui^'nctos from stock, reasonable prices,

lonths £:nar;rntee.—Send for list to Charles Parker
doni Ltd, Park Rd. Noith, Acton, \V.3. 'Plione:

wick 1518. [0165
lUGS.—Large stwk eennine reconditioned K.L.G.,
Sphinx, Loilce plugs. Government stores, gunron-
bv us, approval nnd trial; 2/8 e.ich, post free;

) supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l.,
Paris St., Exeter. [5356

iSTONE'S lor Magnetos.—C.A.V., 2-cyl.,

Runbaken lightw

ond^iand. in stock,
Euston Rd., London.

; Magdymo, Euston Rd.,

OCUMULATORS.-Brand new
mulators, 15 amp. hour

, 8/3 each; two in metal ca<

>lt set 14/6, carriage paid;

It 45°, clockwise,
, single, anti. £6/10;
itoek.—228. Pentonville
.1. Tel.; 24S1 North.

[8762
tAND New C.A.V. Magnetos, 180°, £6/6; Dixie
21 ditto. £5110: new Bcrlings. single-cyl., £515
lins, all degrees, new am"
on Icnition Co., 329,

5034. T..A,

[8931

C.A.V. 2 volt
capacity, celluloid

? with strop, making
on approval against

ides', 100, Gt. Portland St.,

Ion, 'W.l.; "and 100, Paris St., Exeter. [8218

1 Make a Proper Job of Magnetos, starting
motors and dynamos entrusted to us for over-
ind repair. Ebonite parts repaired; spare parts
d; remagnetising bv a uniciue method produc
imarkable power.—Gumbrell and Co., 43, 45, and

Derby Rd., Loughborough, Leicestershire. [4779

RPLTJS Government Stock of Fuller block type
accumulators, absolutely new lighting or ignition
in strong teak cases, hinged tops, solid leather I

ps; 6-volt 20/40, £2/19/6; 10-voIt, £4/17/6:1
r sizes to order, limited quantity only; offer can-
be repeated; trade enquiries solicited.—City Accu-
itor Co., 75, Gt. Eastern St., E.C. 'Phonel338
kenweU. [7172

liEASE Note, if your trouble is misfiring or diffi-

cult starting, the fault usually lies in the mag-
. We will put this right in a very short time at

I

;asonablc price. We have a large stock of new .

second-hand magnetos, spare parts for all makes,
'

",ric horns, etc. If other repairers have not given
complete satisfaction, send to us. All work

anteed for 12 months.—West London Magneto
164, Shepherd's Bush Rd., W.6. [6510

IE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-
lished 1912. Manager, S. T. Boon, late from the

:h works.—Magneto repairs of every descriptiou-
:repair3 at lowest possible prices, and strictly guar-
-ed. We can mostly return them within 24 hours.
I have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyl.
inetos in stock, all guaranteed.—The Magneto Re-
ing and Winding Co., 78, Hampstead Rd., Euston
London, N.W.I. 'Phone: Museum 1158. T.A.

;

caaguelec, Eusroad, London. [1812

rjSTON Ignition Co.'s 24 hour repair service. Guar-
anteed repairs to all types of magnetos; Splitdorf
Dixie specialists ; official Indian electrical service
on ; Thomson-Bennett repairs and spares. All re.
3 are tested on an approved A.I.D. test bench be-
dispatch, and therefore carry our guarantee for 12
ths. We hold the largest stock of guaranteed mag-
3 in London, twins all degrees; spafe parts for all
es in stock ; charged accumulators all voltages
ys ready in stock, plugs, cables, Va-watt and vacuum
3 all voltages. We give you real live service always
iston Ignition Co., 329, Euston Ed., London. N.W.I
me: Museum 5034. T.A. : Magdymo, Eusroad.
Ion. [9357

THE PREMIER
[iMii!ii(ii:,it^ia'

EARLY DELIVERY of

NEW 1920 MODELS.

ACME,
BAT, BROUGH,
F.N., JAMES,
LEVIS, REX,
EXCELSIOR,
VELOCETTE.

Sole Midland Distributors for

America's two best IVIotor Cycles

The HENDERSON 4-cyl.

"good'' OLD X."
ew in our

TRIUMPH.
Owing to the won':Jerful poDularity
o^ the famous TRIUMPH, the best

del very dale we now have open tor

ANY model is S.ptemb r.

ASTON ROAD
BIRMINGHAM

DON'T

GRUMBLE
AT THE
ROADS

!

Rather blame your-

self if you haven't

yet fitted

SAXON
SPRING
FORKS
The perfect, scientific anti-

vibratory Spring Forks that take
ALL road shocks, giving yon a

smooth, comfortable ride.

Send postcard to-day for full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbetti, BIRMINGHAM.

TVRI-S.
BASTONF.'S lor Covers and Tubes; noi

luif.a lincH.

jJASTONE'.S Host EnBlith Mako, 26x1'^

28x3, <15/-r 700x80, 62/-.

IJASTONE'S.—Hutchinson ribbed, 2Bx2',4, 30/-.

B,\,STciNir.S.—ITutchinson heavy rubber-studded,
26x2V,, 48/6; 26X2V2, 62/3.

aimer twin ribbed, 24x2, 34/7;
26X2'/1, 41/5; 26X2%, cord, 67/2.

l^,

TYKES, nil raokes.— Don't buy any until you

E

[6795
. . _„. „-., . 1 l'-i'">

... ,...„ ... .^ .. revelation.—BnucroJtiaii Co.,

Bishopsgatc. E.O. [0054

-Special offer of clearance and
All new goods, in perfect con-

CONOMIC—All goods sent on approval against re-

irriage paid passenger train.

ECONOMIC— 24 X 21/1 oversize for 2-sfrokes tsoiled,

but guarantepdj, very heavy rubber non-skid, best

known make; 42/-, listed 52/-.

U-known make, rubber-studded, 42/6, listed 55/10.

ECONOJIIC.-28x2i/o Goodyear Diamond tread, 45/-

(pre-ivai price)- 28x3 Eempsliall clearance non-

skid, 60/-, listed 112/2.

ECONOMIC—Special lines of Government surplus

stores, brand new.—See below;

ECONOMIC—26x2Vc Avon combination. 55/-, listed

90/-; 28x3 Dunlop extra heavy, 62/6, listed

87/6.

ECONOMIC—28x3 Wood-Milne extra heavy, 52/6,
listed 77/3; Palmer cord, 60/-, listed 93/5;

Moseley 3-ribbed, 45/-, listed 76/-.

ECONOMIC.-The largest stock of fully guaranteed
standard motor cycle covers in South-east Lon-

don, at manufacturers' list prices.

Dunlop rubber studded. 33/-.

"PCONOMIC.-26X2% Palu Cord, 72/2; 26X
3x21/2 Dunlop, extra heavy, 77/3.

combination, 133/8.

ECONOMIC—Tubes: 24x2 9/6, 24x214 9/9, 26x214
.10/3 (clearance 7/6), 26x2% 11/3, 26x21/2x21/4

11/9, 26x21'., 11/3, 26x3x214 12/3, 28x21/2 14/3.
28x3 13/9, 650x65 12/6, 700x80 13/3 (clearance 10/61.

ECONOMIC—Cleara
21- (listed 2/6),

'

(listed 3/4).

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.,
(near Town Hall),

pairs and retreading.

314, New Cross Rd.. S.E.14
Phone New Cross 1393. Re-

[8313

FIVE Brand New Dunlop Motor Cycle Tyres,
26x2in.; £4/10, carriage paid.—15, South St..

Louth. _ [8062

RETREADING Motor Cycle Covers, all sizes, with
extra heavy rubber-studded treade, 20/-, includ-

ing small repairs.—Below.

OEND Any Old Tyres, we will advise you whether

you satisfaction.—Below.
rth the outlay, and guarantee to gii

B^

New Tyres ? We fit a good quality tread,
to new.—Below.

L'RSTS, cuts, and chafed and broken beads re-

paired, from 2/6; tubes rejoined and repaired
from 1/6.—Below.

EVERY Effort is Made to return work in 2 days,

and if possible within 24 hours.—Below.

Co., 224, Sherlock St.."IHE Phoenix Tyre Eepa

South Kensington, S.W.7.

BRAND New Clincher, rubber-studded,

26x2'!, 39/6, 26x21,4 33 /6.-Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebncr St., Wandsworth Town. [2823

[X3619

ion Ed.!
[8332

42/6,

\n letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end o( each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B45
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TYRES.
BARGAINS; 7 days' approval: new, soiled only.—26x

2ii Hutchinson T.T., rubber studded, 36/9, list

48/4- 26X21/, ditto, 39/6, list 52/9; 26x21,4 Eed Streak
rubber studded, 39/6.

REPAIRS.—Don't tllrow your old tyres aivay. Bursts,
broken beads, etc., reliably repaired; also retreading.

Low price*?.—Armstrong, 17. Goldhaivk Ed., Shepherd's
Bush, London. [7955

TYRE Repair Specialists.—H. F. process throughout,
including retreading burst covers. Every kind oi

repair to tyres and tubes in li4 hours, retreads in 4 days.
—The Motor Tyre Co., 66, High St., West Bromwich.

[X3383
BELDAM Retreads give thousands of, extra miles at

a fraction of cost of new tyre. Send old cover,

and we will Quoto cost of retread or repairs. Price list

free.-The Beldam Tyre Co. (1920), Ltd., Brentford,
Middlesex. [7626

PALMER Covers, 2ffx3 heavy cord, £5/3/6; 28x3
heavy 4-ply, £4; 700X80 heavy cord, £4/14/6;

26x2i/o, lor 2>A rim. cord, £3/3/9; Clincher covers,
all sizes; delivery free.—J, Tassell, la, ' Bloomfield Rd.,
Plumstead. [1509

D,0
Tou Want reliable high-class retreading, bursts,

vulcanising, chafed beads remoulding, or butt-ends
atting? Then get in touch with The Melton Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. You will never regret it.

Send lor illustrated list of tyre repairs and retreads.
[0085

GREAT Bargains in Tyre?.—28x3in. brand uew Dm;,
lops, extra heavy, 42/- each, carriage paid ; alsc

26x2i/2in. Kempshall non-skid, 387- each; also 700x65,
to fit 26x2Viin. rims, heavy Dunlops, at 40/- each.

Bend postal orders. Despatched the came day.—J. Smith
and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W. [0200

ALL Brand New, 24x2 Dunlop studded cover and
tube, 37/6; 26x2 ditto, heavy, 55/-; 26x21,4

Palmer cord, over 45/-; ditto le Paris, studded, pig-

skin lining, 42/-; 26x2>/4 Dunlop heavy tube, 10/6;
ditto butted, 12/6; 650x65 studded Stepney, com-
plete, 70/-.—5, Upper Richmond Rd., East Putney.

[7293
MOTOR Cycle Tubes.—Best red quality, with small

patch vulcanised by makers: 24x2, 5/3; 24x
2a, 5/6; 26x2; 5/9; 26x2i/l, 6/-; 26X2X. 6/3; 26x
2V2, 6/6; 26x2i/i.x2i4, 6/9; 26x3, 7/-; 28x2, 7/3;
28x3, 7/6; 29x3^-. 7/9; 650x65 8/-; 700X80, 8/3.—
H. Emanuel, 27, Belgrade Rd., Stoke Newington, N.16,

More m.p.g.
ik silky running
Ayrtite Sleeves will make a vast improvement to you^
sngine. It will start better, and' you will not get tha^

uneven and spasmodic running which troubles you dow'
Poor m.p.g. is also due to air leaks at the valves.

AYRTITE SLEEVES

'Phone : Dalston 3161. r0179

MOTOR Cycle Covers.—650x65 Dunlop, heavy
rubber-studded, 64/9; Palmer cord, 68/6; Wood-

Milne clearance Keygrip, 28x3, extra strong, 37/6;
26x21/2, extra strong, 35/-; 26x21^, special, 32/6;
extra strong, 35/-; 650x65,. special, 35/-; extra
strong, 37/6; 24x2 special, - 25/-.—H. Emanuel, 27,
Belgrade Ed., Stoke Kewiugton, N.16. 'Phone: Dab
ston 3161. [0229

TANKS.
TANKS Ec-enamelled from 10/6.—Bright and Haylei

78, Church St., Cambenvell, London. [7992

rpANKS, Shields, Silencers, and^all kinds of sheet

TANKS of every description; repairs, re-enamelling;
illustrated booklet on receipt of postage.—Green,

Water St., Blackfriars, Manchester. [0006

'"PANKS Re-enamelled to pattern. High-class work
-L only.-D. Jenkins and Sons, 6. Richard St., Atkin-
son St., Deansgate,. Manchester. Established 25 years,

[3928
TANKS, Tanks, any shape to order. Repairs, enriiuel-

ling, plating: discs for motor wheels; lists.—Att
woods, 86, Roeebery Av., E.C.I. Tel.: Central 12445

[5516
YOUR Tank Re-enamelled in 6 Days; makers' latest

colours, transfers and designs guaranteed.—Park
Motor Works, la. Paradise Rd., Highbury, Londi
N.5. [4244

TANKS, latest type, black, lined gold, fitted with
Best and Lloyd drip feed; filler caps, drain tap,

petrol, tap, clips all complete, suitable for almost an>
lightweight; measurements, length 21in., depth -^Ji,
width 71/jin. These are an exceptional offer at 58/-;
actually worth £6.—Marble Arch Motor Exchang'
135, Edgware Rd., W.2. [7073

INSURANCE.

M^

Valve Guide

Oil Hole

Felt Washef

Valve Stem

form airtight oil baths
round the stems. You'll

find they increase the
m.p.g. 25%, and .jnake
running perfect.

Lkut.-Col. Lewis, D.S.O,'
ivritcs: " The rehdt of ftiimg

the, sleeves to my Ford has
been remarkable, particidarly

as regards slow runnins,,

which has been improved out

of alUcccgniiion:'

Price per set of four 7 /6

Price per set of, two 3/9
Price per set of one 2 /-

All sizes for J.A.P. engines
stocked.

AYRTITE SLEEVE CO.,
68, Lymington Road,

Finchley Road, London, N.W.6.

INSURANCE. .
;

ROYS, Ltd., for the insurance of motor cyclea. mot'o
cycles and sidecars, scooters, auto-carriers, etc

1 -See below.

ROYS, Ltd., for complete comprehensiTe policies
lowest rates, immediate repairs at any repairer

and prompt claims settlements.— See below.

ROYS, Ltd., issue Lloyd's and all leading comiianifli

,

policies.—See below, .r

ROYS, Ltd., effect insurances of every description
including accident and sickness, burglary, e£

ployers' liability, fire, plate glass, liouseholder's cot
I
prelieusive, life, third party, all risks, marine, lifft

j

cranes, boilers esplosion. riots, etc.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., invite enquiries for insurance of tX
kinds. Prospectuses and rates, quotations anc

! Insurance Offices, 170, Gt. Portland St.. London, \f*l,

I

proposal forms sent on application.—The Becretar'

I

Tel.: Mayfair 2272 and 2273; , [06,

FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), opp,
Ernest J. Bas-s, Insurance Broker, 40, ChanceBi

Lane, \V.C.2. [Oi3ftE,

I GARAGES.
REX G. MTJNDY will garage your motor cycle

light car on moderate terms; petrol, lubjicai]_
' accessories, etc., Etocked (see Repairers].—!, Duke S^
I Richmond.

I

PATENT AGENTS.

PATENTS Advice, handbook, free.—King, Register^
Patent Agent, 146a, Queen. Victoria St., KQ

35 years Tcferences. (Olaj

W. BRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., A-F-Kg
Ae.S., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Scuthainpi

ton Buildings, Loudon, W-C.2. [52<H

PATENTS, designs and trade marks (British, forei^
and Colonial).—Fletcher Wilson, of GoveD^

Chartered Patent Agent and Registered United StatSl
Patent Attorney. T.A. : Wilpat, Coventry. 'Phone;
356. Egt 1906. . L96M

AGENCIES.
AGENTS Wanted

facturers. and fai^tors

accessories ; _ good -Apply Box 4,997,

FULL Policy, up to 3h.p. £2/2^, 3JA-4Voh.p.
£2/12/6, 5h.p. £2/17/6. 6-lOh.p. £3/l5.-See

below,

PUBLIC Liability Only, unlimited indemnity, 5h.p.
17/6. over £1.—See below.

FULL Particulars will be forwarded on receipt ol

postcard.

L.
ALDRIDGE and Co.. Ltd., 23, Bucklersbury,
London, E.G. Branches at Brighton (56, East

St.), Manchester (47, Market St.), Birmingli
(Phoenix Chambers, Colmore Row). [1575

" rpHE Motor Cycle" Insurance Policy is the policy
JL authorised by " The Motor Cycle," and covers

motor cycle-i or cycles and sidecars used for private
Ijurpases. Complete comprehensive Cover. Maximum
benefits, minimum rates. Free weekly copy of " The
Motor Cycl6 " to all policy holders paying a ipremium
fif £5 or over.—Full particulars and proapectusea on
jipplioation.—The Autocar Fire and Accident, Insurance
Co.,, Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4. ' [0007

The Motor Cycle.

AGENCY Required in Belgium for various span
parts of motor cars, motor cycles, and cycle*.

Please write direct to La Mecanique ludustrielle Auto-
moliile of^Mouscron {Belgium), stating full terms. Loii'

don refeinces given if required. [7626

TUITION.
MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,

Ltd., gives the highest standard of training id

driving, mechanism, and repairs for the lowest fees in

England. Call, or write for full particulars.-Tbe Britjrfi

School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circiis.

W. [OOM'
CONSULTING ENGINEERS. 7

T>EX G. MUNDT, after 14 years' competition ^J-V perience, offers unbias.sed advice on the selecti&
of new and se<.'ond-hand motor cycles and light cat^

1 machine.'^ inspected aod reported on; insurance.— 1, Do^
i St., Richmond. Tel.: 879 Richmond. [02J3'

ROBERT BA]\IFORD.—Advice based on 20 yearfi*

practical experience; commercial vehicles, mariBB
motors, cars, and motor bicycles inspected and m>
ported on, at moderate fees; motor bicycles sold'm
commission basis. I have a wide market.—345, Eofr
ware Rd., London, W. [41BB

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FORr
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED,

MOTOR, Motor Cycle, and Garage Business for safe,
tirst-»'lass riosition in South Coast town; £2,500;^

Box 5,008, c'o The Motor Cycle. [7070

ADVERTISER requires sound motor business (jf

partnership. Midlands preferred, capital aboM
£1,000.—Box 5,103,. c/o The Motor Cycle. [8206

GOOD Motor and Cvcle Business for sale, includil4
nearly £2,000 stock, also shop fittings, bencbS

tools, etc. ; good position main road Yorkshire.-Bw
5,062, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7Sft

WELL-KNOWN, London Car Selling Business A
sale, central, premises holding 20-30 xars, st^

optional; bargain, price £2.000 to £5.000, according ft
stock tal«n.—Box 4,254, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3QCg

GARAGE, small, or motor cycle business want^
Midlands preferred; state stock, agencies, sinS

nctt profits, living arcommodntion, reason eelHiJB
etc.; cash if suitable.—Box 936, c/o The Motor CycS.

[X35«
MOTOR and Motor Cycle Business for sale. Souffi

Coast: large stock of accessories; office furnituifi^

including typewriter: showroom and garage recenaj
redecorated; price £650.—Box 5,099, c/o The Motm
Cycle. [82^

MOTOR Repair and Engineering Plant for sale. Hm
eciuipment comprises the most up-to-date planfj

tnols, and stock and accessories for deiding with hig^
rlnss motor, motor cvcle, and engineering repair worltg

exceptional ntfer. £500; 16 milee S.W. London.-Bfli
4,870, c/o The Mi>tor Cycle. [68W

r-^() All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue
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Lessons of the T.T. Races.

A
MAGNIFICENT success! Such was the

general opinion of those who witnessed

this year's T.T. races. Reflecting upon
last week's memorable event, which saw
so many _ records broken, suggestions

which stand out clearly are that

:

•
(i.) Engine capacity must be reduced for

future races. Machines of 500 c.c. are far too

fast for the course, and we recommend limits of

350 c.c. for Senior machines and 250 c.c. for

Junior mounts next year.

(2.) Competitors should carry numbers show-
ing their actual starting positions. People round
the course were quite unable to follow the

progress of the race.

(3.) Consideration should be given to the

question of riders finishing under power. In
saying this, we realise the complications involved,

and feel that the simplest rule, after all, is first

man and machine over the finishing line to win

—

excluding, of course, outside assistance.

Of the technical considerations, single-cylinder

engines have scored another remarkable and
sweeping success. A fact clearly brought home
in the Senior Race on Thtirsday was the utter

futility of arranging both brakes on the back
wheel. With the rear wheel locked and the front

wheel free, nearly eveiy machine under criticism

slewed round; one* rider was pitched without
doing damage, and many others had narrow
escapes. With both wheels braked it was clear

that the maximum braking effect was possible,

the machine thereby maintaining a straight line

course.

Chain drive scored decisively in both Junior
and Senior Races, mainly, of course, because
riders preferred to rely upon this system of
transmission incorporating a countershaft gear
box. The reliability of the Senior entry, con-
sidering the high speeds accomplished—there
were fourteen survivors of twenty-seven starters

—and the remarkable maintenance of power by
the leading machines, needs special emphasis.

- A superficial glance at the results would point

to the fact that machines titled with super-

efficient engines were unsuccessful, while those

more closely following standard design made ex-

tremely fine performances. As a result it is easy

to conclude that high efficiency engines are not

desirable. This, however, would not be true,

for high-compression overhead-valve_ engines are

in their infancy as far as motor cycles are con-

cerned. It is a fact well recognised in the trade

that doubtful materials are too often prevalent

just now ; a bar of steel, for instance, which may
be tested most carefully may, and does, prove
to vary throughout its length for quality. All

these troubles will be righted as time goes on,

and enthusiasm and keenness enter the British

worker's soul. , Besides this, it would be unfair

to blame the engine when in some cases the
trouble was due to transmission .details, which
were unable to withstand the shocks due to the
terrific acceleration of these ultra-efficient

power units. All keen motor cyclists welcome
the success of the standard macrhines, but no
progress can be made without experiment, and
the Tourist Trophy races provide the finest

opportunity in the world for trying out improve-
ments with a view to perfecting the future

standard motor cycle.

Our congratulations are extended to those
m;;nufacturers who shone in the most sporting
e\'^;it of the year. Those enterprising firms who
supported the Auto-Cycle Union in its decision
to resuscitate the Tourist Trophy races now have
the knowledge that thousands upon thousands of
keen riders and prospective owners gave their

moral support and followed the event with the
greatest possible interest. Good is bound to
result all round. The pastime has received a
tremendous fillip, and manufacturers who looked
ahead and participated have gained experience
of incalculable value. Drawing office design is

a necessary part, but the only true guide is the
actual road test; and the undulating T.T.
course provides that, test as no other event can.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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COMM£^T6
Speed Stretches.

WHICH is the finest speedway in this country ?

Competitors in the Land's End runs will

probably recall three miles of moorland road
between Bodmin and Truro, which are of fair surface,

as near as no matter straight, devoid of side roads,

and generally deserted. Here a man could do 100

m.p.h. or more with no danger to anybody but himself.

On the Shrewsbury-Chester road there are some mag-
nificent speed stretches, but only a man who knows it

well can really open out, as there are innumerable cross

roads which are not visible at suflBciently long range

to permit much full throttle to a stranger. I always
regard these two pieces of road as about the most
tempting which I know.

A Smooth Passage and Low Tide?

A CALM sea and high tide at Douglas are what
all good motor cyclists sigh for when they go
over to the T.T. When I crossed to the Island,

the weather was good and the sea calm ; but, alas, as

the steamer drew alongside the quay a vision of dank
towering masonry blotted out the view, and we realised

we must carry our 998 c.c. cycles up an alarming series

of steps rendered slippery by green slime. Four of

the white-jacketed porters were consequently requisi-

tioned. One of them left his hand inside the front

wheel when his brethren began to push the machine
across the deck. What he said sounded strangely

melodic, " I should judge that Manx is a good
language tu "-"^h to parrots, but unsatisfying talk for

a really annoyeu ju.'''.
'

I ..

The Morgan ivu.i*^! ^<<t^i;

QUITE recently, as a passenger in a friend s i.ar,I

drove for six*)' miles close behind a Morgan
Runabout over very wet roads. TwO' points

especially struck me about the behaviour of this little

cycle car. The first was its steadiness in holding its

track. The roads were not over nice, and my friend's

four-wheeler occasionally called for repressive measures
in its cornerwork ; but the single driving wheel of the

Morgan stuck to its course like glue. The second was
its hill-climbing. Our car had an engine very little

bigger than the Morgan, ..but its weight (like its cost)

was at least 300% greater. This told on the hills.

My driver was perpetually fiddling with his gear lever,

but the Morgan neither slow'ed down nor changed gear

on any of the grades which we tackled in its company.
It is for this reason that the Morgan, like the G.N.,
makes a special appeal to- motor cyclists, who resent

being slowed to a crawl by very modest little hills. I

cannot but think that the designers of small cars are

making a grievous blunder in overloading their engines ;

many of their productions seem extraordinarily sluggish

in hilly country when one is fresh from two wheels.

On the average they are hardly superior on hills to a

2,%.- h.p. sidecar outfit, which we all know cannot
irritate a policeman when it is climbing a bit of i in 10.
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Buying at a Distance.

THE other day I was consulted by a novice who
wanted to buy his first machine. His capital

was limited ; he lived a couple of hundred miles

from London and Coventry ; he knew no expert

in any of the' great selling centres ; and' he was having

a rotten time. Week by week he had pored over

small prepaid advertisements, and had written to,

various advertisers, only to find that their wares were]
sold to people who had called round with the. cash.:

Occasionally he saw a nice sounding 'bus advertised;

within a few miles of some burgh where he had aj

second cousin once removed. He got the cousin to!

call ; the cousin reported that the advertiser seemedj
straight and the machine looked all right, but refused^

to take the responsibility of buying. I counselled;

my consultant either to employ a big agent with a.-

reputation for honesty, or to splash a few pounds on
a 'Visit to one of the more populous districts where he
could inspect half a dozen machines during a week-,
end. I mention the incident to impress the big agents

i

with the value of a long-standing reputation for absolute n

honesty in dealing with clients at a distance. It took'

this man some two months to secure a machine be-;

cause he lived in a district where none of the

advertising agencies had yet established their name'
as a household word. On the other hand, small un-
scrupulous agencies had created such a local prejudice^

that the buyer refused to trust an agency ; and if he
had not met an honest vendor when he travelled, he
might have come home with rather a dud machine.
Big agents with an honourable name are one of the

best assets the industry can possess ; and I am
to say such names are being developed.

To Take the GirL

E
SPENT an interesting hour the other week in the;

showrooms of an agency which works a small,

market town of., some 3,000 inhabitants, though
the agent's " district " covers a large agricultura.'_

area. Money is so plentiful that the agents in such

localities are buying up machines from other retailers

at full list. price, and can* place lots of machines on

arrival at figures well above the catalogue sumj

Increased wages, aided by Army savings and gratuities,

are enabling men to buy motor cycles who in 191-

never dreamt of such an extravagance. But all m;

enquiries and observations go to prove that the new

class of .buyer has a girl at the back of his mindi

He will study a baby two-stroke regretfully, if there ii

nothing else in the window; but as a rule he will no
buy it. On the other hand, if the exhibit is a variabl;

geared 3^ h.p.-, he cannot resist it. He may not haw
all the necessary capital ready, but he will arrange !

partial credit, and either put his girl on the carrie:

or purchase a sidecar. This type of buyer can seldon

rise as high as the cost of a sidecar outfit de liiyce

So we are likely to see an unusually brisk demand fi

500 c.c. outfits in 1920, and I furthei* fancy we m.

put
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get a big crop of pillion ridinp; smashes, as many of
the new men arc absolute novices, and not a few of

them reside in districts where the roads are peculiarly

unsafe, i.e., industrial centres or agricultural areas,

the best roads being usually in residential regions.

If the Sidecar is Sopei-seded?

ET is still quite on tlie cards that the sidecar may ulti-

mately vanish. This assertion will strike many
readers as akin to blasphemy, and I will e.xplain that

I am not speaking of to-morrow or the day after. Let
me illustrate. At the present moment I know of a

certain cycle car which can do 60 ni.p.h. without
hustling itself, and holds tlie road quite prettily at this

gait. It will cost a little more than the modem side-

car (/e, luxe, but uot a lot. When the horse finally

becomes extinct and our roads are reconstructed, we
shall certainly get special motor roads, on some of

which the speed limit will not be less than 40 m.p.h.

Does anybody pretend that riders will select lopsided

three-wheelers for such high speed work, when they

can buy a road-holding four-wheeler at the same
price ? Consequently I regard the ultimate demise
of the de luxe sidecar as certain, if distant. We shall

come to regard the motor bicycle as a solo machine,
pure and simple. If in the future it survives

in its present form, we shall instantly recognise

that it is absurdly heavy, and that its range of gear

ratios is excessive. Light machines with a high bottom
gear will be evolved. Of course, it may be that other

tendencies will bring about these effects long before

the sidecar is superseded; the tide is already setting
.

in the indicated direction. As a rider to these

remarks, let anybody who is planning a cheap motor
cycle recognise that two speeds (the lower giving a

ratio of, say, 8 to i) are ample for all essential

purposes.

Pfices and Profits.

AS I go about the country, I find it is commonly
believed amongst riders that the present prices

of motor cycles are not justified. Some people

think that the trade is taking advantage of a tem-

porary demand to

profiteer. Others
.suppose that buyers

are being debited

with the entire cost

of rebuilding, re-

. organising, and re-

_ fitting works which
were either out of

-date or demanded
; considerable altera-

tion after five years

of war service. Two
-consequences follow

-from these sup-

positions. Some
people abstain from
purchase in the be-

lief that prices will

fall heavily wlien
supply overtakes de-

: mand ; they either

"do not ride at all,

or make the besf of

STONEHENGE. A relic from a period of England's history that is wrapped
in mystery. The assumption is that this arrangement of huge stones was used
in connection with Druidical worship, but no confirmation exists Stonehenge is

situated on Salisbury Plain, on the route of the London-Exeter Run.
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an ancient machine already in Ihcir possession. Others
dabble in a little illegilimalc dealing, justifying them-
selves twice over— first on the ground that they have
waited a year or more for delivery and have been hum-
bugged by ludicrous promises, secondly because tliey

will be hard hit by depreciation when prices tumble
and feel that on both counts they deserve a little com-
pensation. This is surely a complete misreading of

the situation. £,'^5° is a not uncommon figure for

a solo mount: and ;^i5o in 1920 Ls equivalent

to jQ(>o in 19
T 4, judging by the average rise in other

commodities. The Triumph and Douglas factories,

which have rover reduced or ceased the manufacture
of motor cycle-., have been compelled to raise their

prices just a.-^ tlie new firms or . the firms which,
switched into other industries during the war. There
are concerns in the trade which, during the rccon--

struction period, have spent all their capital, all their

war profits, and a good deal of their deposit money
on those an.xious eighteen months of outgoings which
were not balanced by any sales at all. Prices on the

whole are disdnctly justified.

Will Prices Fall?

SIMILARLY it is very doubtful whether the marked
drop in prices which many riders confidently

expect will ever materialise. If existing figures

were due to profiteering, or to charging the whole
cost of reconstruction on to one year's output, a drop
would be possible. I have denied both these theories.

A fall in prices can, therefore, only result from im-

proved technique in manufacture, or more strenuous

piecework on the part of labour, or a parallel fall in

the cost of wages, metals, coal, and otl:ier commodities
which react on our industry so intimately. Economic
prophecies are always rather risky, but my own im-

pression is that we shall see no drop in prices unless

there is a brief and temporary fall when over-produc-
tion commences, and manufacturers battle for the

market until the weaker firms go to the wall, and
prices harden once more to present figures, or even
rather higher figures still. On the other hand, it is

conceivable that if the import duty is ultimately re-

moved in favour of

free trade, and-other

nations manage their

affairs better so

that they can under-
sell us, we might
be driven by sheer
stress of lost trade,

unemployment, and
the like, to organise

better, work harder,
and accept a lower
standard of living in

order to produce
more cheaply. On
the whole, I should
expect prices to rise

gradually but moder-
ately, intenupted by
momentary confusion
w hen over-produc-
tion reshuffles the

trade and selects the

filial survivors.
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THE FIRST "LAND'S END-JOHN-O'-GROAT'S."
Mr. Hubert Egerton arriving at the northern extremity of Great Britain on his front-drive

Werner, August 7th, 1901. The last motor cycle record was made in 191 1, by the late Ivan B.

Hart-Davies on a 3^ h.p. Triumph. He covered the distance in 29hrs. 12mins., beating the

previous record by nearly three hours. While maximum speeds were moderately low, the End-
to-end record was one of the classics. Such records are not now recognised.

THE scooter awakes pre-historic memories under
my grey thatch. The 1914 " lightweight " was
usually a foul libel on an honourable name. It

boasted a two-speed gear and other labour-saving

devices, whilst the cynic who put it on the scales

usually discovered, that it weighed more than the full

dress tourist machines which some of us oldsters, be-

strode about the year 1902. I suppose that quite a lot

of 1914 little 'uns tipped the beam at 160 lb. or more,

whilst others, more properly -described as inedium-

weights, exceeded 200 lb. When weaklings first pro-

tested that motor cycling was degenerating into muscu-
lar tests for Sandows, our notion of a lightweight was

the ij^ h.p. (note the meticulous rating!) Clement-

Garrard, 70 lb. all on. Since then 100 lb. has been

conventionally accepted as the ideal maximum, but

it has very, very seldom been reached in practice. I

have not had a scooter on the scales yet ; but if scooters

are usually a lot heavier than the 50 lb. which their

optimistic sales managers talk of, they come closer

down to the dear little " C.G. " than anything else of

recent years.

Hobson's Choice.

When I first took to motor, cycling, the market con-

sisted exclusively of lightweights. It had to. It was

the rule, rather than the excepticwi, to finish a long ride

either by train or with one's coat tied by the sleeves

to the handle-bar, and one's back in the attitude

necessitated by lawn mowers. Consequently, our

machines seldom exceeded 150 lb. in weight; they

perhaps developed an average of about 2 b.h.p. As
none of us was sufficiently maniacal to go looking for

hills, and to hear of Sutton or Dashwood was to map
out a dodge-route, we ought to have had a good time.

But we did not. The explanation is confined to one
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By VETERAN.

Some Reminiscences
of Bygone Days and the

Forefathers of the Present

Day Motor Cycle.

word—"belts." Some of thein_

were of the twisted rawhide

variety. Effete riders of to-day,

accustomed to ij^in. canva;s-

cored rubber V belts, must
imagine a strip of rawhide,

sliced from the hide of • a

buffalo, and spiralled like ' a

shaving off a big lathe. Handl-
ing was easy. You wound itJ

up till it was just tight enough
shaft bushes without causing the engine to bind ; and
then you inserted a miniature meat hook through both
ends. Its road behaviour was easily gauged. If the belt

was pulling, you heard the periodic "tang" of the-

fastener against the pulley sides ; if the belt ceased to

pull, your speed dropped from 5 m.p.h. to zero, and the

acrobatics required to balance the machine convinced
you that it was at last stationaiy. These belts never
gripped if the weather was rather wet or really dry. If

there was no rain to damp the pulley and no dust to

glaze the rawhide, progress was possible, provided you
paused periodically to anoint the belt with dope. The
dope-merchants were the chief liars and profiteers of

that epoch. They knew our need, and they traded on

it. We bought tin after tin, as each specific camc.^

out; they all had an evil savour, and clung to

the attire like tacky rubber solution. The best of

them would make a bootlace belt grip for ten miles

over level roads on a dull day following after light

showers. ' i

Belts ! : I

Then the trade awoke to the fact that the bootlaco*:

belt was a dud. From the various new gadgets pre-

scribed, I selected a Werner with a flat belt. I wa^;

beguiled by a pseudo-technical folder on the coefficient:

of friction. I did not know what coefficients were,]

but I gathered that leather on leather was the stu

to give 'em; and my new Werner had a pulley com-ll

posed of perforated leather washers threaded over

ring of studs. I owe it to that machine that I became

a sergeant-major before I was demobilised. No: I!

was not in the R.E. That Werner taught me to swear,

My next experiment was also ascribable to an^ad
vertising manager, who posed as a technical expert,

His slogan was that the bootlace belt was really
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rvrcilent bell, Init tliMt our nnpkiii ring pulleys did

iH'i j;ive it enough conlact arcii. I agreed ex anintp.-

Ho pursued his theme to the cffeet that, low gears

being essential, it was impussilile lo increase the over-

all diameter of the aforesaid [julU'y. (" Heaven for-

iiid !
"

1 ejaculated, piously, as even with a two-inch

pulley 1 could never climb my own drive.) He con-

cluded triumphantly, " But it is practicalile to in-

crea.se -the, effective diameter of the engine pulley."
(" There's a catch in this," I mused.) At last the

hush-hush gadget was disclosed
—" So on our 1&99

model (or whatever year it Wxis) we take the twisted

rawhide belt t-ivicc round the engine pulley by means
of a double spiral groove machined thereon, and belt

slipping with the f h.p. Hotstuff is impossible !
" I

glowed with admiration and gratitude. I regret to

recorcT that this man was a liar. The boot-

lace of the
Jij^ h.p. Hotstuff was as much of

a backslider as its predecessors. The next

brain-wave was my own. Why not take the

belt several more times round the

pidle}'^? I had a special pulley made,
and did so. As a rule, the belt jammed
on the pulley, but if you let it get

glazed, it worked—and slowly sawed
through the rear forks. Finally, the

Lincona and Lycett belts opened up
a better world for all of us.

On the rare occasions when our belts

transmitted the puny impulses of our

microscopic engines, we got stalled

with' contact breaker troubles. The
adjustment of the platinum {alias

German silver, usually) points

with these extinct coil-and-

battery ignitions had a most

mysterious effect on the lun-

ning. I am no
electrician, and
must state facts

rather than
reasons. To put

it tabularly, the

correct gap spelt

heaven. If the

gap was .0000 1 in.

too wide or too

small, the ma-
chine might start,

but would only de-

FINDING A
FLACI£ FOR

THE
ENGINL

Ironl down tube—a 1901 Quadrant,

^«A «!£;»

Above the front down tube—an early Rex.

In the position now accepted as correct—-1902 Werner.

On the steering head—Werner front drive.

velop Tj'x h.p., instead of its

rated i ^ h.p. If the gap was
.oooiin. out, the machine
would be immovable. The

consequence was
that breakers of

the baser sort re-

quired readjust-

ment every , ten

miles, and thus

afforded a
pleasant foil to

the belt stop-

jages. Dreaming
of the modern
magneto contact

breaker, you pro-

bably consider that no great hardship was involved.

Excuse me, the modern breaker is apparently made
of adamant. The ancient breaker was constructed

of a curious metal, possessing all the properties of

putty. The screw threads in its base-

plate melted in warm weather. The
German silver , rivets fell out of the

blade and screw. The spring blade

took an L shaped set after a hundred
miles or so. Or perhaps a sudden

stoppage of the exhaust burr, accom-
panied by a gentle tinkle from the

neighbourhood of your right boot,

broke the news that all the bits were

playing rugger inside the breaker cover.

Even more probably, during a record

bout of l.p.a. up a gem of a hill (say

I in 52), your boot caught the breaker, and it squashed

out flat, like a pat of butter when stepped upon.

Gn the rare occasions when neither belt nor breaker

misbehaved, the accumulators—but there, I spare you.

Only let me say that at one time in the era manu-

facturers only fitted a single battery. Now we were

certainly fools, but not quite such fools as to venture

out of hail of the railway on one battery. So I in-

vested in a spare 8 a.h. accumulator, complete with

neat pigskin case at 21s., and strapped it to riry

carrier. Dismounting one day to admire a Devonshire

view, I saw the pigskin case, stained green and cor-

roded away by leaking acid, depending precariously

by a single strap. If you know the Sunday train

service in Devon, you will not marvel that I packed
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^

the battery in leaves and grass, and besto\'\ed it in the

side pocket of my new dazzle-the-maidens reefer jacket
(dove grey flannel, with narrow white stripes). When
I reached my destination, there was about .55 of my
jacket left; and I

should probably ^'

have been arrested

for motor cycling in

a state of nudity

if the main battery

had not gone phut
fifteen miles from
home, and caused
a transfer from my
pocket to the tank.

Things have im-

proved since then.

The first roadworthy
lightweight I ever

straddled was the

early Douglas with

the direct belt drive.

It cannot have weighed more than i cwt., and was a

good 'bus when the belt was not swinging the lead. A
little 2^ h.p. Arie^[ was fascinating in its way. The

very first two-stroke Levis with 24in. wheels_ was the

progenitor of all scooters, and could tackle i in_6 with

a rush. Then the modern types came along in bat-

talions—baby two-strokes, baby • four-strokes, some

with gear boxes, and most of them with absolutely reli-

able ignitions and decent transmissions. Of course, the

weight piled up in proportion, until the scppter dawned

on an astounded world. A good scooter should do

1,000 miles between road stoppages, if I am any judge.

TO SUIT ALL
AGES AND EITHER

SEX

A recent and original design of lightweight—the Pullin

JUTSiE '24ih, ig20.

That is a far, far

better proposition

than the prehistoric

motor bicycles ever
offered us. They
sold quite freely

;

and they would sell

still if nothing better

was on offer. Now
whilst we grin and
curse as we remem-
ber how they played
us up, every veteran

has grateful recol-

lections of their

Jiandiness ; their
excessively 1 o w
weight was a huge
and joyous asset.

This is where the

scooter should
score. The people
who blink at 150-

450 pounders may jump at 50 lb." scooters. Nor have.

I

elderly tallow chandlers only in my "mind. Dukes will

buy them. The Rolls-Royce his grace urgently requires
for himself. The duchess has gone to a bridge party
on the Daimler. The Sunbeam is being revarnished.
The estate agent is out on the Singer. Plantagenet and
Tudor and Rowena all want something to take them
to golf or tennis. In 1914 the Duke ordered Smithkins
to make a detour and drop the young people at the .

links, etc. In future the butler may telephone tc

the garage for the scooters to come round at once
please.

REVS" versus CUBIC CAPACITY.

X »i

A Discussion on the Type of

LISTENING to a conversation a few days ago

between three or four motor cyclists, I gathered

that none of 'these enthusiasts quite realised

the factors which decide and govern the road speed

of a motor cycle. One of them had a 9 h.p. clutch

model solo mount, and he it was who proved to his

own satisfaction that a machine of the type he favoured

was inevitably the fastest on the road. He argued

that, in order to obtain road speed and overcome wind

resistance and "friction," large cubic capacity was

necessary, and that, of course, it was foolish to suppose

that any machine of 500 c.c. could possibly hold its

own in a real speed test with a monster of the

1,000 c.c. class.

Now this may be true up to a certain point, but as

regards the ordinary road rider, many other factors

enter in besides engine power, and the gentleman

just mentioned had completely lost sight of a point

which is the speedman's chief hope in life—the ability

of an engine to "rev." Given two track racing

machines run under track racing conditions, so that

the larger machine could be geared for that purpose

only, it could doubtless be a little faster; but the

writer's experience is that the fastest touring machine
used under ordinary touring conditions is one of

approximately 500 c.c.—preferably (owing to its even
power impulses) an opposed twin. The reasons for its
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superior speed are comparative lightness, very rapid

acceleration on corners, and, most of all, its ability

to "rev." indefinitely.

Very few large engines can turn over at so high
a rate of revolutions as their smaller brethren, so that

the only way to obtain higher road speeds is by making
use of higher gears. ~ This means that one loses

comparatively on acceleration, even though one may
gain slightly on the level, and even allowing that the

acceleration of both machines may be equal, I have
yet to ride the 800 or 1,000 c.c. twin that could
be hauled round corners at the sarn,e speed as, say,

a T.T. Norton or 3^^ h.p. Brough. Therefore, for

the big machine to prove as fast as the smaller one
on an ordinary give-and-take road, it has not only

to make up on the level what is lost on slackening
at the corners, but it has also to make up the extra

half second needed for the acceleration necessary to

bring it back to its maximum speed, /.e., to prove
faster, it must not only be considerably faster on the

level, but it must possess '^ powers of acceleration in

proportion to its maximum speed—a combination very

difficult to obtain.

As a matter of fact, colossal c.c. is entirely unneces-

sary for speed work in solo riding, for a heavy
machine is neither so safe nor so easily handled as

one of medium weight. Chinook.
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A Sporting Race rendered particularly exciting by the Fact that three Leaders retired.

Excellent showing of Two-stroke Machines. New Record created for the Junior Lap.

Held on June 15th, over a distance of 188 miles 6 furlongs (five circuits of 37 miles 6 furlongs each),

limited to machines of cylinder capacity not exceeding 350 c.c, with a class for 250 c.c. engines

run concurrently for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

IT AST week's race for the Junior
IJ_j Tourist Trophy provided thrills in

abmidance. The result of the race
was in doubt throughout, for, aft-er

leading for two and a half laps, Eric
Williams (2J A.J.S.), the swiftest rider
on the course, retired with engine
trouble. Moreover, H. R. Davies and
N. F. Harris, on similar machines, who
held second and third positions, also

disappeared from the running in that
fateful third circuit, and thereafter a
new complexion came over the whole
event. Even the eventual winner and
the second rider were dogged by ill-luck,

for, on the final stretch from the summit
of Snaefell they experienced trouble
which, however, they both overcame.

Before the Start.

The morning broke fine, and by
eight o'clock officials, competitors, and
spectators were much in evidence at the

starting point. There were many finish-

ing touches to be done. Prescott was
seen patching his rear tube as the
machines were ranged in line in the en-

closure, Pike (Diamond) was fitting a
new rubber lubricating pipe, and the rear

tyre of Eric Williams's machine sud-

denly subsided with only ten minutes to

go, and he had hurriedly to fit another
wheel. F. W. Applebee carried No. 13

on his Baby Levis.

A minute or two before the start. His
lExcellency the Lieutenant Governor of

I the Isle of Man arrived and took his

seat in the stand, remaining for some
I time as an interested spectator. He was
also seen an interested scrutiniser of the

score board before the finish of the race.

It was a comparatively small entry

this year for the Junior T.T., but the

enthusiasm and interest of the public

seemed in no way minimised on that

accomit.' Two maroons announced the

start, and promptly at 9.31 a.m. F. W.
Applebee, the fifty-eight year old rider.

was given the word "Go" by Mr. A.
V. Ebblewhite to the accompaniment of

a rousing cheer. His engine fired imme-
diately, and he disappeared over the
summit of Bray Hill at a lively bat.

Kuhn, incidentally one of the youngest
competitors, followed one minute later.

The burly R. 0. Clark looked oversize

for his plucky little Levis, though the
combination was destined to show up so

prominently. Pike's Diamond crackled
very healthily. In fact, all got off the
mark very promptly except Loughton

\
RESULTS

:

I

^
1. Cyril Williams (2| A.J.S.)

^
t, 2. J. A. Watson-Bourne (2J Black-

^

^
barne). y

I 3. J. S. Holroyd (2f Blackbwne). I

I
4. R. O. Clark (SJ ievis)

I
<1 {Winner of " The Motor Cycle " Trophy for 6
6 machines under 250 c.c.) \)

V Average speed of winner, 40-74 m.p.h.
^

^ Average speed of If. 0. Clark (Levis), ^
t) 38-1 m.p.h. I

(Douglas), whose engme at first fired on
one cylinder only, and Marks (Diamond),
who had difficulty in getting his machine
over compression. When he did he
accelerated in fine style. Enticknapp
(Blackburne) made a particularly fine

start, oiily eclipsed by the A.J.S. riders,

who pushed along, at once " freed " their

engines to a thunderous roar, and
gradually let in the clutch. Many
seconds were gained by Eric Williams in

the 300 yard stretch before he disap-

peared from view. News now arrived

from Ballacraine by telephone to the

effect that Applebee had retained his

leading position.

The Ivy ridden by Dallison got off the

mark very impressively, whilst Sclater's

Aurora simply roared away. Sheard, the

old Rudge T.T. rider, got away
splendidly on his A.J.S., and received

extra ovation no doubt because he is a

Manxman.
Howard Davies demonstrated again

the extra speed possessed of" the A.J.S.

mounts in comparison with other makes
in the race. "The useful telephone now
maintained the interest at a great height

by conveying news that the first six men
had retained their starting order up to

Ballacraine (seven miles from the start).

A Douglas, with Philipson pulley,

ridden by Wills, got away splendidly,

also J. S. Holroyd (Blackburne), who
at first hesitated to turn on his petrol

tap. Wade (A.J.S.) made a sensational

start. Not satisfied with 30 m.p.h. in

as many yards, he flooded the carbu-

retter, and bumped on the saddle, to

swoop down Bray at over 60 m.p.h.

The Last of the Starters.

Now Kirkmichael news was received,

and it was observed that Kuhn (Levis)

by the fourteenth mile had forged ahead
of F. W. Applebee. The exhaust note of

the Douglas ridden by A. H. Alexander
was suggestive of a rotary aero engine

;

he got away in magnificent style. Haderu
(New Comet) got away comfortably,""

followed by Cyril Williams (A.J.S.), who
was last but two to start. Milner
(Diamond) placidly smoked a cigarette

as, like an acrobat, he vaulted into the
saddle of his mount. Eric Longden
brought up the rear, and actually wore
no goggles.

Then there followed a lull, what time
those who were following the race keenly

awaited news of the arrivals at Ramsey
(twenty-four miles). Soon we learned

that Kuhn was still leading the proces-

sion. ^ Incidentally, all the twenty-four

starters were thus grouped- in the first

twenty- four miles. Kuhn had traversed

this distance in less than thirty-three

minutes, and this on a tiny two-stroke.

B3t
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In the paddock before the start. Last

minute preparations

short space of time for petrol and oil.

,

Off he went again, with a rousing cheer •

of encouragement from the spectators. 5
Claik was the next aiiwal, and pulled^

up for replenishments. Hard on his.:

heels was Eric Williams, who, needing^

no supiDlies, dashed past the stands at aj!

high speed. '!

Average over 50 m.p.h.

Claik restarted at exactly 10.27 a.m._

When the times went up, it was seenj

that Eiic Williams had averaged ovet^

50 m.p.h. A brief interval and twiF
rompetitois aiiived side by side, Daviea
(A.J.S.) passing Pike (Diamond) on the'"

starting line itself. Davies's number wa^
quite umeadable, showing the state of thaj

course after Monday's continuous ram. Jt

9 30 a m
The riders assembled for the start.

E. 0. Clark (Levis) was signalled next

in order. Pike (Diamond) third. Eric

Williams (A J S.), who sstaited tenth,

was now in the fouith position, followed

by Watson-Bouine (Blackbuine)

Fiom the starting- point mist could

be seen on the mountain, and, indeed,

the outlook became dull, and a few lain

spots fell. By the time the first lap

was neaimg completion, the crowd had
swelled consideiably, the stands being

full but not ciowded The competitors'

attendants, in the pens arranged m front

of the stands, got their fuel supplies

ready in anticipation of eaily calls, and
craned their necks along the straight

stretch after the Craig-na-Baa positions

had been announced, showing Kuhn still

leading so far as position was concerned,

but not on time, since other riders

started later. A shrill whistle announced
Kuhn's approach. He dashed up on

his Levis, pulling up in an amazingly

B32

9.31 a.m. F. W. Applebee (2i Levis), the first man away, being given the word to start.
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The second man to start, G. Kuhn
(2J Levis), maintained his position on his first

lap, which he covered in 52m. 45s. Here he

is seen at Craig-na-Baa after his descent of

the mountain.

In Glen Helen, and under the trees

from Sulby to Ramsey, the roads vpere

wet, and two very heavy local showers
fell, but generally the course was good,
with a slight mist on the mountain.
Watson-Bourne (Blackburne) next

passed in e.xcellent style, with Marks
(Diamond) a few hundred yards behind.
The telephone again enabled those in

the stands to keep acquainted with the
progress of the race, for Eric Williams
was shown to have passed Ballacraine

on his second lap. Loughton (Douglas)
went ahead without stopping, and soon
after, Harris (A.J.S.), with a ie\ei-

H. V. Prescott, on his 1914 A.J.S., at Keppel Gate.-

On [lie mountain road. S. H. Haden
(New Comet), who was out to finish, rode

consistently at an average speed of 30 43 m.p.h.

berating crackle. Dallison (Ivy) soon

came into view, sitting his mount in

perfect style. News now came of

Enticknapp's retirement owing to a

sheared key on the flywheel ; Alexander
(Douglas) also experienced engine trouble

near Glen Selen.
Houlberg (Wooler) aad Holroyd

(Blackburne) followed in close order on
completion of their first lap. Wills

(Douglas) passed at a good speed,

followed by Cyril Williams. Then F.

W. Applebee dashed into the control

at a great pace, receiving a great ovation,

despite his late arrival. He was seen

to be wearing ordinary glasses, with his

i;oggles on his helmet. He had, it

appears, experienced a broken spring on

the magneto rocker arm, and fortunately

carrying a spare, was able to right

matters after losing much valuable time.

He was off with tanks brimful in less

than a minute.



J. A. Watson-Bourne (ij Blackbume) at -

Keppel Gate.

Prescott's exhaust was noticeably

fluffy, but he was going well. The Eam-
sey telephone announced that Eric Wil-
liams still led at that point, with Clark
second, and H. R. Davies third.

Longden now completed his first lap,

and on lifting the valve lifter to pull

up for petrol, his belt jumped the pulley,

and provided an effective brake for the

back wheel. Replacing this, he walked
to his depot and filled up, receiving the
usual encouraging cheer as he restarted.

FIRST LAP POSITIONS AND TIMES.
h. m. s.

1. Eric Williams (2} A.J.S.) 4.5 14
2. H. R. Davies (3J A.J.S.) 40 2

3. K. F. Harris (2J A.J.S.) 47 25
4. R. O. Clark (2i Levis) 62 37
T). G. Kuhn (2i Le\is) 52 45
II. Cyril Williams (2J' A.J.S.) 52 50
7. S. A. Marks (2} Diamond) 54 55
5. J. A. Watson-Bourne (2J Blaclibiirne; 57 32
ii. J. S. Holroyd (23 Blackburno) 57 43

10. P. Pike (2J Diamond) 53 2
1 1

.

Eric Longden (2| Dot-Jap) 58 40
12. N. W. LougMcn (2} Douglas) 1 3

13. P. G. Dallison (2} Ivy) 1 7

1 1. A. E. Wills {2J Douglas) 1 SU
15. H. V. Prescott (2} A.J.S.) 1 3 55
16. A. F. Houlberg (2J W<4oler) 1 7 41
17. F. W. Applebee (2i Levis) 1 20 41
IS. S. H. Haden (2 J New Comet) 1 20 36

At the finish of the second lap Eric
Williams free-wheeled at speed into the
control for replenishments, his attendant
dexterously filling both tanks and
enabling a restart in less than fifteen

seconds. Davies, on another A.J.S.,
followed, and, after filling in feverish
haste, a deafening roar heralded his
departure. A Levis, R. 0. Olark up,
followed hard on his heels after another
lap at splendid speed. Replenishments
were ready, and in a few seconds the
special filling devices had done their duty.
Haden was noticeably slower, but the

Climax engine of his New Comet
sounded healthy enough. In the -excite-
ment Harris had to lock the back wheel of
his machine to stop at the proper depot.
After drinks for man and machine, he
was away again, with a deafening roar
characteristic of the A.J.S. when the
clutch was released. Telephone announce-
ments showed that Wade (A.J.S.) was
out with engine trouble at Ballaugh, and
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that Milner (Diamond-Jap) retired at

Kirkmichael owing to a broken valve

cup. This rider, with two others who
dropped out, thereupon chartered a

special tram to Douglas at the terrific (!)

chiirge of 50s. in order to witness the

finish. Watson-Bourne, after two laps,

halted for supplies at the depot. Men
and machines were now showing signs

of the gruelling they were receiving, de-

noted by oily breeches and boots, and
du.'^ty faces and clothing, with an ad-

mixture of genuine mud-splashes.
Loughton (Douglas) and Kuhn (Leyis)

followed for replenishments. The latter

liauded in his spare tube. News from
Ramsey showed little alteration in the

leaders' positions, Eric AVilliams, going

His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor

of the Isle of Man, Major-General Fry, C.B.,

C.V.O., who witnessed the race.

great guns and delighting those assembled
at the corners with a lurid exhibition

of corner work, was first here on the

third lap. His time for the second lap

was 44m. 5s., which sets up a nev,"

record, and those who have seen the
practising and observed the fleet of

A.J.S. machines were not surprised at

the leadership already created.

SECOND LAP POSITIONS AND TIMES.
h. m. s.

1. Eric Williams (2} A.J.S.) 1 29 20

2. H. R. Davies (2.f A.J.S.) 1 32 11

3. N. F. Harris (2f A.J.S.) 1 35 8

4. R. O. Clark (2} Levis) 1 4G 4

6. CjTil Williams (2i A.J.S.) 1 47 8

0. P. Pike (2J Diamond) 1 62 22

7. J. S. Holroyd (2} Blackburne) 1 65 9

8. J. A. Watson-Bourne (2} Blackburne) 1 66 40

a. Eric Longden (2^ Dot-Jap) 1 57 63

10. A. E. Wills (2} Douglas) 2 1 50

11. N. W. Loughton (2} Douglas) 2 3 43

12. G. Kuhn (2i Levis) 2 6 16
13. H. V. Prescott (2 J A.J.S.) 2 7 51

It. P. G. Dallison (23- Ivy) 3 35 2

15. F. W. Applebee (3i Levis) 2 35 3.)

16. S. H. Haden (2} New Comet) 2 39 10

When Cyril Williams came into bis

depot. Boy Scouts rushed out to clean

the indecipherable numbers. " How am
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I?" he demanded, and when told that

he was some minutes behind the leader,

shouted that he had lost several minutes
at Creg Willey. Meanwhile he tied his

contact breaker in the fully advanced
position with a piece of bootlace. Whereas
Houlberg (Wooler) stopped for supplies.

Wills (Douglas) forged ahead.
Longden distinctly wobbled as he sped

past the stands, due no doubt to his

riding position. Prescott (A.J.S.) re-

filled on this laj) from ordinary tins, and
did not forget a personal reviver. There
was the usual cheer for Applebee as he

completed his second lap, and he again

stopped at the depot.

The ranks were becoming noticeably

thinned, for six failed to complete the

first lap, while another dropped out on

the second, and five on the third circuit.

To save time, Dallison (Ivy) unscrewed
his tank caps as he pulled up for petrol,

and got away again api^arentTy in fine

fettle.

An Entire Change o£ Affairs.

A lull followed, the leaders on the

third lap being eagerly awaited. To the

consternation of those at the stands, the

Norwich rider, R. 0. Clark, on the

250 c.c. Levis, roared round the bend
ahead of Eric Williams (A.J.S.), who
had led at Ramsey, with Davies (A.J.S.)

next, and Clark "third.

Clearly something had happened to

the A.J.S. leaders. As the minutes

rolled by A.J.S. hope began to crumble,

and it was not for some time that news
reached the start that Eric Williams had
retired 500 yards from the Bungalow

P. Pike (Diamond) at Ballacraine.
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The Junior T.T. Race.—

willi :i bi'ol;en inainsliaft. Extra-
ordinarily enoiigli, Howard H. Diivies,
tlio fiooond man on a similar mount, ex-
pcricnood a broken exhaust valve just
below the Bungalow.

N.atnrally this nnexpected contretemps
placed an entirely different complexion
on the race. 11. 0. Clark for some time
remained the leader, and speculation was
oven rife as to whether ho could on his
pluckly little 250 c.c. miniature carry oft

the Junior T.T. a.s well as The Motor
Cycle Lijjhtweight Trophy. Pike with-
drew at Craig-na-Baa with a broken ex-

haust valve, and still a further amend-
ment of the leading positions, tor Harris
(third) stopped finally at Ramsey duo to

shearing his countershaft dog in ac-

celerating after the Ramsey hairpin.
Hopes of those who maintained regular

if companatively slow laps rose notice-

ably. Haden (New' Comet) came in

and enjoyed a sandwich as his mount
was leisurely replenished. Subsequently

overhead-valvcil DolJap was .standing
lip splendidly, Ho was duly filmed aH
ho took aboard replenishments, "Pa"
Applebeo, the most popular rider of the
bunch, was cheered again and again as
ho swept by. The Blackburne machines
wero upholding their good name for re-

liability, and wero creeping up into lead-
ing places, particularly Holroyd and
Watson-Bourne, who were having a little

duel on their own. Wills's Douglas,
too, suddenly jumped ahead to the
obvious delight of Mr, Philipson, whose
pulley he was using.

Thinning of the Ranks.

With the ranks still further thinned

—

for Houlberg (Wooler) stojiped with a
broken connecting rod wliich fractured
the rear cylinder at Ballacraine—spec-
tators Imd time to consider the possi-

bilities : and there were still many

!

Would Cyril Williams hold out? Could
Holroyd and Watson-Bourne improve as

thej' were showing signs of doing? And
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single cylinder Blaclcburno going better

tliaii ever.

Tho Ivy followed, after another con-

sistent lap, with Prescott (A,.J,S.) in

close attendance. Then thero was a long
interval, after which Holroyd appeared
on his Blackburne, halting for petrol

while he kept his engine running, Kuhn
dashed in before Holroyd left, and was
extremely nippy in getting away.

Doubts.

KirkmichacI news announced that
Williams was going well at tliat point.

Haden was clearly demonstrating relia-

bility, for he toured past on his final lap,

Loughton (Douglas) stopped for re-

plenishments, and then, during one of
the many lulls, one wondered—and
wondered !

With so much in hand Cyril Williams
seemed a sure winner, but with experience
of so many surprises in the earlier stages
oi the race this year's T.T. seemed to be
regarded a.v " in the air."

At Governor's Bridge. R, 0. Clark (Levis) takes the acute bend

Cyril Williams roared over the line to could Clark maintain the magnificent
maintain the leading position attained cornering he was performing Without
by his namesake on an A.J.S, Thus he mishap? Such were the musings in-
had crept up from the sixth position in spired by the open nature of affairs,
the first lap to fifth in the second and The sun" condescended to shine again,
first in the third lap, and the conditions were now ideal.

THIRD LAP POSITIONS AND TIMES. ^-^ roar of a two-stroke, and R, 0.
h. m. s, Clark dashed up to the control for sup-

1. C>Til Williams (2,? A,J.S.) •! SO plies after four memorable laps, halting

3: J,-S HokoUlsl mal^kta^ I M 69 ^^'\^ m^n^i^^' ^^ ^^ Commenced the

4, J. A, Watson-Boiime Pi Blacl<burne) 2 61 47 nnal Circuit, he Was accorded a genume
6. Eric Longden (2} Dot-Jap) 2 65 19 chefer, for his plucky performance on so

7' G Kuta^Jli LeSsr'"'' 3 6 n'
^"^^ ^ machine had proved a real eye-

H. n', W, Loughton (2J DouVlaJ)'
'.'.'.'.'.'.

3 9 52 opener.

9. F, W, Applebee (2J Levis) 3 33 48 " ThpWinnpri
10. H, V. Prescott (2S A.J.S.) 8 41 47 '"^ Winners.
11. P. G, Dallison (23-lvy) 3 46 30 Now Cyril Williams was anxiously
12. s, H, Haden (2} New Comet) 3 61 63 awaited again, and in a few minutes

Clearly so it seemed the race vfas he arrived, locking his' back wheel to pull

becoming more a test of reliability than up, "Am I leading?" he demanded
speed, for the fleetest riders had set excitedly of the people who knew no more
themselves such a hot pace that they than the rider, and were content to cheer

were cracking up their mounts. Re- him on. On being told that he was
Btraint, so it seemed to the onlooker, several minutes ahead, he hastily

would have been a' better policy, mounted and was off in a twinkling,

Loughton (Douglas) halted for supplies the drone of his engine being heard until

and restarted well, followed by Wills on he was fully half a mile awav, Watson-
a similar mount, and Longden, whose Bourne came in at the same instant, his

at a good speed,

FOURTH LAP POSITIONS AND TIMES.
h, m, s,

1, Cml Williams (2? A,J,S,j 3 28 42
2 R. O. Clark (2i Levis) 3 46 23
3. J, A. WatfOQ-Boume (2} Blackburne) 3 60 38
4, J, S. Holroyd (2J Blackburne) 3 61 8
6. G. Kuhn (2i^ Levis) 4 9 24
6, Eric Longden (2J Dot-Jap) 4 10 3

7, N, W, Loughton (2 J Douglas) 4 11 26
8, F, W, Applebee (2i Levis) 4 44 46
9, H, V, Prescott (2J A,J,S.) , , 4 61 43

10. S. H. Haden (2J New Comet) 4 67 60
11, P, G, Dallison (2J Ivy) 5 C 52

When the Ramsey positions were noti-

fied, it was observed that Clark's Levis
,was still ahead, Williams (A,J,S.) now
pressing him closely, though he had
started twenty-four minutes after Clark,

Another long period of waiting, during
which Longden was notified at Craig-
na-Baa, and soon he passed by on his

final lap, w-ith Applebee close behind.
His engine was stUl in magnificent fettle,

and one recognised now the importance
of the minutes lost on his initial lap,

A cheer went up as "No, 4" (Cyril

Williams) was announced at Craig-na-

Baa, followed by Watson-Boume. Where
was R, 0, Clark, one wondered? At
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Bringing in the winner Cyril Williams (A J S )

this juncture Wills (Douglas) was
announced as having fallen at Craig-na-
Raa, without doing himself any damage.
To the astonishment of everyone, J. A.
Watson-liourne (Blackburne) finished

first amid cheering, having passed the
leader soon after the descent of the
mountain.
To add to the confusion, R. 0. Clark

was announced "going hard" at Craig-

na-Baa with a flat tyre. There was
general regret for the plucky Levis rider,

and in a few minutes he came home,
with the front wheel wobbling ominously
due to a bad fall, and the front tyre flat,

to finish the most meritorious perform-
ance in history for such a tiny mount.
Thus he easily carried off 77ie Motor

Cycle. Trophy presented to the A.C.U.
for the development of lightweight
machines under 250 c.c.

With eleven minutes to go to enable
Cyril Williams (A.J:S.) to come home
a winner, no news could be obtained of

his progress. The spell was broken when
he appeared round the corner, vigorously

home his

enthusias

propelling the machine in

free engine with his foot,

his engine stationary.

The cheers that went
up were thoroughly de-
served, but Williams,
half dazed with such ex-
hausting work since he
passed Craig - na - Baa,
Avhere his gear trouble
was experienced, con-

tinued on brushing mar-
shals and photogi-aphers
a'-ide until he collapsed
o\ er his machine.

Hardly had the cheers
died down when J. S.

Holroyd dashed home to

add further laurels to
the Blackburne name.
MeiiUAvhile, Prescott
(1914 A.J.S.), who \vas

suffering constant over-
heating on the mountain,
passed on his last lap.

Kuhn arrived home on
his Levis, the note of the
engine proving the
efficiency remaining.
A long wait, and F.
W. Applebee brought

little Le\ is amidst great
at 3.37 p m.

THE LAST LAP—POSITJONS AND TIMES.
h. m.

1. Cyril Williams (2J A.J.S.) 4 37
2. J. A. Watson-Bourne (3J Blackburne) 4 47
3. J. S. Holroyd (21 Blackburne) 4 47
4. R. O. Clark (SJ Levis) 4 55
5. Eric Longden (2J Dot-Jap ) 5 11
6. N. W. Loughton (2J Doug as) 5 11
7. G. Kuhn (2i Levis) 5 19
8. H. V. Prescott (2J A.J.S.) 5 55
9. F. W. Applebee (2i Levis) 6 5

10. S. H. Haden (23 New Comet)' 6 11
11. P. G. Dallison (2J Ivy) S 17

LAP POSITIONS AT A GLANCE.
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.

Eric Williams (A.J.S.) 1 1 — _
H. R. Davies (A.J.S.) .2 3 — —
N. F. Harris (A. J.S.) 3 3 — —
R. O. Clark (Levis) 4 4 2 2
(;. Kuhn (Levis) 5 13 7 S
Cyril Williams (Levis) fi 5 1 1
S. A. Marks (Diamond) 7 — — —
J. A. Watson-Bourne (Black-

bourne) .S 8 4 3

T. S. Holroyd (Blackburne) . n 7 3 4
H. Pike (Diamond) 10 fl

_ _
Eric Longden (Dot-Jap) ... II '.1 .5 6

N. W. Loughton (Douglas) .12 11 S 7

P. G. Dallison (Ivv) 13 U U 11
A. E. Wills (Dougiasi 11 10

'

6 —
H. V. Prescott (A.J.S.) l.-> l:; 10
K. F. Houlberg (Wooler) ... 10 — — —
F. W. Applebee (Levis) 17 15 9 S

S. H. Hadcn (N'e\v Comet) . 18 111 12 10

The winner s smile

of satisfaction. He
was second in 1914

on a machine of the

same make

THE COMPLETE RESULTS OF THE JUNIOR RACE.
Survivors, Individual Lap Times, and Average Speeds accomplished.

Rider and Machine,

CYRIL WILLIAMS (2J A.J.S.)

J. A. WATSON-BOURNE (2} Blackb'
I. S. HOLROYD (2J Blackburne) .

.

R. O. CLARK (2i Levis)
ERIC LONGDEN (2} Dot-Jap)
N. W. LOUGHTON (3} Douglas) .

.

G. KUHN (2i Levis)
H. V. PRESCOTT (2.} A.J.S.)
F. W. APPLEBEE (2+ Levis)
S. H. HADEN {25 New Comet)
P. G. DALLISON (2:J Ivy)
A. E. WILLS (2} Douglas)
N. F. HARRIS (2J A.J.S.)
H. R. DAVIES (2} A.J.S.)
ERIC WILLIAMS (2J A.J.S.)
A. F. HOULBERG (23- Wooler) . . .

.

P. PIKE (2} Diamond)
S. A. MARKS (3;i Diamond)

fif, 29
5(i 29
9 U

59
11 9

10 II

4 4
20 i!5

13 41

10 40

m.p.h.
40.74
39.44
39.37

.99
30.48
29.99

Retired 4th lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 2nd lap.

Fastest lap: Eric Wilhams (2} A.J.S.), 44m. Cs. (second lap), equalling 51.36 m.p.h. The M-inner's fastest lap: 49m. -37s. = 45.0 m.p.h. (fourth lap).

The following started, but retired first lap : O. Wade (A.J.S.), T. M. Sheard (A.J.S.). P. J. Enticknapp (Blackburne), N. C. Sclater (.Aurora), A. Milner
(Diamond), and A.H. Alexander (Douglas).
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE JUNIOR RACE.
OBSERVATIONS FROM CREG WILLEY.
TifE wonderful climbing of the snmll

Levis machines stood out prominently,
almost without other exception com-

peting machines appeared to bo over-
geared or kept on too high a ratio. All
A.J.S. machines were fast, and ac-
celerated wonderfully as the gradient
eased off. A few cornered on the
throttle instead of cutting out, and inci-
dentally there may be a good deal in
this from the lubrication point of view,
since tijpre is a greater tendency to draw
up oil on to the piston. Alexander, on
his old Douglas, had engine trouble part
of the way up the hill—an unexpected
))iece of bad luck with such a well-tried
machine. At the end of the second lap
positions were easy to follow, but after
the failure of tlie leading A.J.S. machines
the public had but little idea of relative
positions.

BALLACRAINE.

THE cornering at Ballocraine was good
on the whole. Of the leaders, Holroyd
and Cyril Williams were the most

cautious, and the Levis riders, including
the veteran Applebee, were very fast,

and Watson-Bourne on his last lap was
gone in a flash.

Houlberg's Wooler broke a connecting
rod within sight of the famous corner,
and Longden stopped in an attempt to

cure misfiring on the front cylinder, but
had to continue with only a partial cure.

RAMSEY NOTES.

IT was a poor race for the spectators
scattered along the remoter roads.

The starting order and time allow-

ances were generally unknown. Gus
Kuhn (No. 10) reached the Gooseneck
at 10.5 a.m., and R. 0. Clark (No. 25)

was ju.st two lainutes behind hirji. Not
a soul on the corner except the writer
had a notion what starting interval had
separated the pair, and ho was not certain
to a riiiiiuto or so. So the public interest
—until most of the entry had been
weeded out—was reduced to taking lap
times and watching the cornering. Not
until the fourth lap was it possible for
the ordinary spectator to judge how
the men stood.

A Corner Artist.

Beyond question, the A.J.S. machines
had only to finish to win. Their speed
between corners and their acceleration
after a corner were of the senior type,
and made most of their rivals look
paltry^ But the tremendous "yank"
with which their super-efficient engines
took up the drive after a hairpin sug-
gested that the transmission might be
overtaxed. Eric Williams is a real
corner artist

—

diminuendo, pause, cre-

scendo, fortissimo—like Sousa's band.
The hesitation, engine splutterings, and
wobbles put up by some of the tyros
showed how experience counts. R. 0.
Clark, ambitious to win with a smaller
engine, was also magnificent. Out-
stripped on the straights, he cut his

corners faster than anj'body else. In the
early laps he was content with a foot
to spare ; in the later laps a matter of
inches satisfied him. Such observations
furnished the isolated watcher with his

sole interest until his own watch told
him the " growing lap times." Dullness
increased as the dwindling string tailed
out ; for example, lap four consisted of
twelve men, whose passing was spread
out over nearly an hour. The scattered
watchers pray for a bigger entry in 1921,
coupled with a more intelligent publica-
tion of the starting order and times. .

R Clark on the Levis, with which he won The Motor Cycle Trophy for 250 C'c. machines.

He finished fourth at an average speed of 3S'31 m.p.h

AT GOVERNOR'S BRIDGE
GOVKKNOR's Bridge is on the loop

introduced this year, is a mile from
the linhsh, and can only be desciibed

adccpiately as a Z bend. Practically

every competitor negotiated the corner
with great caution, the general tendency
being to cut in instead of taking the
corner at a wide radius, and during the

earlier part of the race a small wet
patch from the recent rains caused one
or two riders to skid momentarily.
The first competitor at this point was

Kuhn (Levis), who approached the corner
rather too fast and skidded, but ho
managed to keep his seat and got away
all right. R. O. Clark (Levis) had the
same luck a few minutes later. Misfor-
tune overtook Applebee on his Levis aftci

making an excellent performance on the
corner, owing to magneto trouble, which
delayed him fully twenty minutes.
Shortly after Pike (Diamond), failing to

slow up soon enough, bumped against

the far side wall. . A rather curious

manceuvre resulted from Loughton's
(Douglas) inability to get round the
bend. Finding himself in danger of

colliding with the wall in front, he
wheeled off to the left and made a com-
plete circle, which brought him round in

a position to get away again.

The Trouble Corner.

During the second lap, Applebee
stopped in almost exactly the same
manner as on his first circuit and in the
same spot after the bend. On this occa-

sion he restarted, and only managed to

get away after an interval, his repeated
misfortune becoming the subject of con-
siderable sympathy by the crowd of

onlookers. Two more competitors suffered

common troubles on their third laps
immediately on negotiating the corner,
Clark (Levis) and Loughton (Douglas)
both breaking transmission chains, which,
however, were soon replaced.

The cornering work of Eric Williams
and H. R. Davies was perfect, the riders

coming down the approach and takivj-

the sharp bend at a slow but beautifully
steady pace on the only two occasions
they passed Governor's Bridge. The
same app,lies to the Blackburne rider.",

and machines, and, although they were
a little slower, they cut the corner very
close in the same manner as the A.J.S.
riders.

Two Winners.

In the last lap, R. 0. Clark (Levis)
made a good turn at this spot, despite
tlie fact that his front wheel was
wobbling badly and had a flat tyre as

a result of a previous mishap. This
competitor looked ill and almost ex-

hausted, but carried on to the finish,

although struggling under great diffi-

culties. Soon afterwards, C. _ Williams
on his A.J.S: negotiated the bend by
paddling his machine along by his feet.

Considering the nature of this corner,

the incidents related were the only
features of the racing at this spot, and
all the other Junior competitors managed
the corner with skill born largely of

caution in the practice laps.

CII
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THE JUNIOR T.T. WINNERS.
CYRIL WILLIAMS, who sensationally

won the Junior T.T. event,
averaging 40.74 m.p.h., rode a

single-cylinder A.J.iS. machine with a
?4x81 mm. engine, having overhead
,'alves in a detachable head. A four-

ipeed gear is provided by a dog clutch

irrangement on the mainshaft, in com-
bination with a two-speed countershaft
Jear. He is no relation to his namesake
Eric, the previous holder of the trophy,

to whom, it may be recalled, he finished

second in the last Junior T.T. race.

After congratulating him on a fine

achievement, we enquired if he stopped
at any point other than at the replenish-

Cynl Williams, the 1920 JuniorT.7. winner.

ment depot.' "Yes," he said, "twice.

I stopped at the top of Creg Willey Hill,

as the ij^nition lever came loose on the

handle-bar, "and pegged it in position.

ki the end of that lap I tied the contact

breaker in the fully advanced position

with a bootlace. On the last lap, too,

I took the Ramsey hairpin too wide, ran

my back wheel into the loose gravel, Snd
skidded over sideways and hent the foot-

rest. The engine kept running, so I

picked^ up the machine and restarted,

stamping the footrest straight as I

ascended the mountain." " What hap-

pened on the last fateful stretch?"

"Well, all went well until I got through

Keppel Gate, when the gear refused to

operate, so I simply fr^e-wheeled down
to Hilberry Corner and I pushed and
paddled alternatively to the finish, which

thoroughly exhausted me."

"Did I know my position? Not
exactly until the end of the fourth lap.

When the cameras were pointed at me
towards the end I guessed the reason.

Cyril Williams is thirty-two years of
age, and has an agency for A.J.S. and
Levis machines in Wolverhampton. It

was only at the last minute that he came
over to the Island to ride in place of a

man hurt in practice. He used gear
ratios of 4|-, Sj, 5|, and 7^ to 1. His
machine weighed 217 lb. and himself
134 lb. Equipment included Thomson-
Bennett magneto, Renold chain, Avon
tyres, and Amac carburetter.

The Second Prize Winner's Experience.

A typical sportsman is Captain J. A.
Watson-Bourne, of Atherstone, the second
man home, less than ten minutes behind
Cyril Williams. He is but twenty-four
years of age, but thoroughly accustomed
to speed work, for he was a civilian

pilot before joining the R.A.F. Geared
5, 6^, and 9j to 1, his single-cylinder

Blackburne ran magnificently, though at

times on the ascent of Snaefell moun-
tain the loAV gear was resorted to. What
he lost in seconds here he piade up for

on the corners, he told us! Watson-
Bourne enjoyed a non-stop run except
for two stops for petrol and oil. He
had no knowledge of his position in the

race until some friend put two fingers up
suggestively, and for miles he was left

wondering if they meant what he hoped

they did. When climbing Snaefell on the
fourth lap, Cyril Williams passed him
at a terrific pace, but that was the only

occasion he saw the winner.
Handicapped by a human weight of 183

lb., his machine scaled 252 lb., the engine
measuring 71x88 mm. =348 c.c. Equip-
ment included Thomson-Bennett mag-
neto, Renold chain, John Bull belt, Avon
tyres, and Amac carburetter.

"The Motor Cycle" Trophy Winner.

One of the heroes of the Junior Race
was R. O. Clark, of NorwicK, who
finished fourth. His Levis measures but
57x70 mm. = 247 c.c, and weighs only

I. A. Watson Bourne, second i

T.T.

the lunior

R. O. Clark, the winner of The Motor Cycle

Trophy for 250 c.c. machines. He finished

fourth.

173 lb., i.e. 4 lb. lighter than its rider.

Down the momitain, when leading the

procession at a remarkable speed, his

front tyre came off, pitching the rider

forward violently. Fortunately, the

regulation helmet saved him from
serious injury, as the indentation will

testify. Kicking the wheel reasonably
straight and refitting the cover, he
pluckily continued, after a delay of quite

ten minutes. That thrilling finish with

a flat front tyre and the wheel badly
buckled will long be remembered. Poor
Clark had to receive medical attention

at the finish. To average 38.31 m.p.h.

for 188| miles on a machine under 250

c.c. is surely a record which will long
remain. We are proud of the winner
of J'he Motor Cycle Trophy.

The gentleman who was distributing

packets of court plaster to competitors

before the start meant well enough

—

but ?

At times it was -deadly slow on the

grandstand while waiting for the com-

paratively few competitors to pass—and

the musical selections were entirely in

keeping. A Jazz band is indicated.

One competitor had a genuine joy ride.

It was Haden (New Comet), who had a

snack at his depot after completing each

circuit.

"Dogs gone" was a frequent expres-

sion on' Tuesday to explain retirements.

Not real dogs, of course !

JUNIOR T.T. TRIFLES.
The patriotic JVIanxmen—and Manx-

women—were heartbroken when Sheard

walked into Ramsey on his first lap. But
they talked confidently of how Duggie
Brown would gobble up the Senior entry

on Thursday. He very nearly did.

Prescott's A.J.S. lacked the zip of

the new o.h.v. engine. He had to foot-

slog above the Gooseneck on his first

lap, and took a long cooler below the

hairpin on his third lap, seizing the

chance to enjoy a cigarette and a few

tablets of "Velma."

N. F. Harris must be starred by the

tipsters for the 1921 race. He is a class

rider, and was formidable until the Rarn-

sey hairpin on his third lap, when his

usual thunderous acceleration was vox et

prcKlerea nihil. He stopped his engine,

verified the fact that he had a free-

wheel on all tour gears, and accepted his

misfortune like a sportsman. Not even

one little .

T.-B. magnetos, Avon tyres, and Amac
carburetters were used on the first,

second, and third to finish.

Kuhn was delayed by his carburetter

coming adrift, which accounts f^y hia

falling off in lap position. In the first

lap he was fifth, and in the second

twelfth.

"The Aviary" was the name bestowed

upon the replenishing cages by one wag.
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J^Ue^ to t/ic Giitor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PUNCTURE-PROOF TUBES.
Sir,— I have possessed a pair.of puncture-proof tubes for

some time, and they are in use every day of the week. Their
mileage is not at all small, and 1 have not had cause to use

a pump once. I have e.xtracted several nails out of the back
tyre, but still it is as tight as ever. I do not know why
more motor cyclists, etc., do not invest in these tubes, as

they are well worth the outlay.

They se«m too good to be true (I thought tliat at first),

but after paying a visit to the works of the Puncture-proofed
Tubes, Ltd., I found out that they were "the goods"! I

may state that I have no interest whatever in this company.
D. PRICE-JONES.

DUST RAISING.
Sir,—I recently overtook many outfits, in the side-

cars of which ladies were seated. I might have opened
out and gone ahead. I did not do so ; I was out for a
comfortable, easy ride. The result was they must have
been smothered with dust. I ask your readers, was the

obligation upon me to open out, or upon the driver of the

sidecar to slow down and let the dust settle ? The issue is

this : After overtaking—particularly ladies—should a speed

be maintained to allow dust to settle, or is a rider justified

in simply keeping ahead, the pace being determined by the

overtaken? HUGH.
Blackwood.

TYRE CREEPING.
Sir,—I can fully sympathise with " Ixion " re tyre

creep. I have a 1920 outfit, and after two months I had a

puncture in the back tyre. Taking the cover oft to locate

it, you may imagine my feelings when I saw the vah'e, as

"Ixion" puts it, "all cockeye." Further, I found I could

replace the cover with my fingers without the aid of levers.

Twice in one day did I have my valve ripped away, so on the

next day I changed front and back tyres. The new one on
the back rim was really hard work to get on—an excellent fit.

After three hundred miles another puncture in the back
tyre revealed that the cover was getting distinctly looser.

I wonder if "Ixion" would tell me if three securitv bolts

would remedy this.
.

LESLIE EVELEIGH.

ROAD REPAIRS.
Sir,—Doubtless all motor cyclists will agree that the

roads in this country are in a terribly bad state of dis-

repair. It is my "pleasure" to ride over a large area of

the country, and therefore I am able to compare one district

with auother. However, it is difficult to say where one

gets the worst bouncing. Fortunately, I ride a well-known

British spring frame combination, but I sympathise with

the rigid frame owner. Having had experience of road work,

it has been my hobby lately to draw up comparisons of the

methods adopted to put the roads in order. There are two
methods wliich, to my mind, are of only a temporary

nature, and very expensive in the long run. These are

tar-spraying and" patching. In the former merely a crust

is formed on the road surface, which eventually becomes

powdered up ; in the latter a good deal of valuable time

and material is used in an endeavour to patch up a worn

out road. If a road surface becomes "pot holey" it is

promptly patched up, and in nine cases out of ten ju.-rt as

rough as before, except that the motorist gets a " bump
up " instead of a " bump down." Patching is of very
little use, as the mere fact of the road becoming full of

holes in the first place goes to prove that the surface is

becoming rotten, and will in time go in new places. This
means that the workers employed in the repairs are con-

stantly moving about the country looking for bad places in

the roads, and so mucli money is lost in what one might
call "walking time." There must be a good deal of money
for road work somewhere—therefore, why not use it in re-

pairing the roads in a standardised way.
There should not be any great difficulty in compiling a

scheme. Take the main roads as a beginning and divide
them up into sections, and repair these sections all at one
time. The work would be done quickly, and the roads
would then make a more or less fresh start in a new con-
dition all together. It will cost a large amount of money,
but will be the cheapest in the long run. G.H.W.
Grantham.

TWO-STROKES AND SIDECARS.
Sir,—There is a prevailing opinion among those private

motor cycle owners who have never tried one, that a 2| h.p.

. two-stroke motor cycle is not powerful enough to pull a side-

car with an adult gassenger.
I recently bought a 2| h.p. AUdays-AUon, and I attached a

canoe sidecar to steady the machine on the grease, as I had
to ride to business daily—a matter of fourteen miles. To my
surprise, I found I had ample power to carry a 12 st. adult,

which I have done very often ; also, I could climb a gradient
1 in 6 on top gear, provided I had a good start, and travel

on the roads in London at 20 to 25 m.p.h. My weight is

13 St. 12 lb., and with the roads as bad as they are in London
at the pi'esent time I think this is a remarkable performance,
because the. machine is only a toy, as far as size is concerned,
though it is built Very strongly. Personally, I think it is the
most perfect little machine of its class on the market.
The usual disclaimer. C. W. G. BOXE.

FRONT BRAKES.
Sir,—I read with some surprise a letter in your issue of the

6th inet., signed " Lam Alif," in which he stigmatises the front

rim brake as " ridiculous and useless, and a relic of the pedal
cycle." Why should a fitting be assailed on the grounds of

its being a relic of the pedal cycle? Two wheels, pneumatic
tyres, a diamond frame, handle-bars, and chain drive are all

relics of the pedal cycle, yet no one calls them "ridiculous
and useless." The front rim brake, like those other com-
modities I mentioned, has been adapted to motor cycle needs,
and works well. It has only two drawbacks—(1) it ruins the
appearance of the front rim

; (2) it means undoing two
extra nuts when removing the wheel. But it needs no
attention beyond an occasional drop of oil, and is extremely
efficient.

I have used mj' 4 h.p. Douglas outfit up and down practi-

cally all the worst hills on Exmoor, including Porlock,
Lyuton, Countisbury, and Parracombe, and found the rim
brake simply invaluable ; it held almost as well as the back.
In any case, the front brake is necessarily an emergency
brake, and should be used for emergencies. The chief braking
strain should, fall on the back wheel. DUGGIE.
Cambridge.
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THE JUNIOR T.T.

Sir,—Although every motor cyclist must admire the
pluck and ability of Cyril Williams in winning the Junior
T.T. on a broken down machine, there are some who will

wonder whether it is quite fair that he should be awarded
the trophy. Comparisons are permitted in a case like this,

and cne niust admit that on the point of reliability the

Blackburnes won; but the T.T. is a race, not won on points,

but on spe*d, and if the rider can get so far ahead that he

can walk the last mile or so, and still beat the times of the

others, then undoubtedly he wins the race.

It was distinctly hard luck for the A.J.S. machines to

develop troubles on the day of the race when such good per-

formances were put up during practising. ADMIRER.
Handsworth.

VARIABLE JET CARBURETTER.
Sir,—I see, in your issue of May 5th, a letter by "C.B.

M.B.," regarding the B.S.A. carburetter. My brother and
I have ridden a 4^- h.p. B.S.A. for quite a long time, and
have found that best results, regarding petrol consumption,

are obtained by running on a three-quarter turn from the

complete closed-down position when on level roads, opening

up when hills are reached, or when a passenger is to be

carried. The only source of anxiety is that the variable jet

might turn down of its own accord, which is easily obviated

by seeing that the catch fits tightly against the notches.

The only oil suitable for the B.S.A. gear box is the

B.S.A. gear oil. Neither sticking nor slipping is then ex-

perienced.
We are now getting 95 m.p.g. from the 4j h.p. model.

Sheffield. B.S.A. ENTHUSIAST.

FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINES AND ACCESSIBILITY.
Sir,—In a recent issue, your contributor, " Ixion," made

some remarks as to the four-cylinder machine • being in-

accessible, which appears to show that he has not studied

the type so deeply as the more conventional ones, about
which he writes with such ability. for his benefit, and
others who are interested, I should like to give some per-

sonal experiences of the ease with which a modern four-

cylinder machine can be dismantled ; selecting as an example
the 7-9 h.p. F.N.
On one occasion the big ends of the writer's engine ran

out, through his own negligence in attending to lulftication.

A complete new set of bearings was fitted without removing
the engine from the frame, by simply taking the bottom half

oft the crank case and working from underneath.
This was done without distui-bing the magneto or timing

gears. The only other parts requiring to be removed were
the footboards and supports, involving the removal of four

JUNE 24th, ig20.

nuts and two pins connecting the clutch and brake. Would
the owner of any other machine but a Scott like to attempt
a similar feat ?

The transmission appeirs a mystery to many, though really

it is surprisingly simple. The back wheel can be removed
as quickly as that of any chain-driven machine willwui chain
cases, and the bevel adjustment is not altered. Of course,
this does not apply to makes fitted with quick detachable
wheels, which could very easily be applied to a bevel
drive.

The gear box, complete with universal joint and cardan-
shaft, can be dropped out by uncoupling the clutch and
change speed rods, slipping the sleeve off the rear universal
joint and then undoing the two supporting bolts, about
fifteen minutes' work, and the clutcli then comes to pieces

by unscrewing six nuts. around the flywheel.

If it is necessary to take the engine out of the frame, it

can be done by removing the footboards, inlet and exhaust
pipes, and taking out the four bolts through, the bearers,

along which it can be slid to come off the clutch coupling,
and then lowered at leisure.

No special tools are required' anywhere on the machine,
a set of engineer's standard spanners and a screwdriver
being all that is needed.

While there is no doubt that the earlier four-cylinder

machines were very tricky machines to handle, the same
caniiot be said of modern examples which should be absurdly
simple to any man who can manage an 8 h.p. twin, and
it is surprising that very few of them have progressed to

a type which offers so many advantages in the way of power
and speed, combined with great flexibility and really econo-
mical running. ERIC CAUDWELL.

BALKAN D.R:s.

Sir,

—

Apropos of the recent letters on the subject of a
D.R.'s reunion, it will doubtless be interesting to know
that this has to a certain extent been anticipated by the
Balkan D.R.'s, whose first reunion dinner was held at the
Restaurant Torino, Oxford Street, on Saturday, June 12th.

It has been decided to hold this event twice yearly, and
to ensure success the attendance and co-operation of all

Balkan despatch riders (whenever possible) is requested by
the promoters of the first reunion.

If all D.R.'s who saw service with S.A.R., M.C.O., Q.C.O.,
and the 27th, 28th, 22nd, and 26th Divisions, and also Hqrs.,
H.A., Vergetor, will communicate with Mr. Owen Felthani,
of High Street, Ponders End, he will be glad to let them
know what has been arranged.

An announcement of the second reunion will be made. in

due course, when 'it is hoped that a large representative
gathering will be present. G. HAROLD BURSTON.

CYCLES FOR THE MAIMED Several motor-assisted tricycles and one electrically propelled four-wheeler on monocar lines were seen in

Regent's Park at the rally of cycles for war-maimed men, which was organised by The Motor Cycle and Cycle Trader.
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M.P.G. AND UPKEEP OF SIDECAR MACHINE.
Sir,—111 coiiipliaiK'o with your coninuMits on my rotout

lellcr dealing wiLii tyro mileage, 1 append the other
data mentioned. With these figures it should be pos.sil)lo

for any interested read^^ to draw up for himself an
estimate of running costs, and form an idea of the
general service likely to be obtained. All figures are given
a-s actually recorded,

SF.ASONS 1012, 1913, AND 1914.

33 H.p. B.S.A. (Single Speed) fitted with "Albion" Clutch Tullev and
WiCKEii Sidecar. Gear Ratio sh to r (apz'rox.).

Belts:
^

(a) Three lin, rubber bolts, not satisfactory owing to small cngino pulley and
heavy duties. Mile?, 2,617.

,

(b) ^in. "Service" leather belt, scrapped when won
slip at belt rim. (The engine pulley was closed ii

,
4.453.

(r) Jill. " Service " leather belt on machine when sold,

Miles, 1.331. Total miles (belts), 8,401.
iBclt Fasteners:

(a) For rubber belts. No record kept.
(b) For " Service," 6 broken, average life 947 miles.

far enough to cause
as rctiuired.) Miles,

1 good condition.

I Fuel

:

1912, 35 galls, petrol.

1913, 52.t „
1914, 34i .,

2,411 (60 m.p.g.).

3,574 (68 m.p.g.).

2.416 (70 m.p.g.).

8,401

D.p.g.).

Engine Oil (chiefly Nprices' "A")
4i galls. Mileage, 8,401 (i,S6o r

Replacements

:

(a) Head lamp bracket broke (due to \'ibration) at 3.355 miles.

(b) Clutch pulley flanges renewed at 3,702 miles; and again after another
3,998 miles.

(These were badly worn, due to abrasive action of leather belt.)

(c) Bowden wire (throttle) gave out at 7,803 miles.

(d) Top piston ring and valve springs replaced (probably not necessary)
at 7,009 miles.

Total cost of replacements (pre-v;ar), £1 2S. 6d.
Involuntary Stops (other than tyre or belt) :

Two (choked jet and short circuit respectively).

(as far as can- be judged) at 3,645 mih
n the countei'shaft is very apparent.)

Mileage, 3,645 (1,620

oil, equal parts)—ij

(Road conditions certainly

SEASON 1919.

(,4jH.P. B.S.A., Three-sf
Sidecar,

! Beit

:

lin. Dunlop rubber, about half wor
(The advantage of the large pulley

I Belt Fasteners :

irious makes, 4 broken. Average life, 739 miles.
I Fuel (petrol, 41 galls.; benzole, 13 galls.) :

54 gallons. Mileage. 3,645 (67^ m.p.g.).
Dil:

(a) Engine (diietlv " Vacuum T.T. ")—2^ gallons,

m.p.g.).

(b) Gear box (" Clyde A " and ordinary machinery
gallons. Mileage, 3,645 (3,250 m.p.g.).

Replacements

;

(a) Top spring for front fork broke at 1,514 mile:

to blame.)
(b) Lubricator hand-plunger spring broke twice within the first 1,000 miles.

(Replaced free of charge^.

Total cost of replacements (post-war), i /6.

Involuntary Stops (other than t>Te or belt) :

Four (once due to fork spring above, and three times due to stuck magneto
rocker).

Notes.—(a) In all cases the fuel recorded is the nominal amount pur-
chased (not of necessity nett amount entering tank), and includes losses due to

evaporation and filling, also a certain quantity u.>ed for sundry purposes, such
as cleaning parts.

(b) I cannot speak too highly of the ser\'ices rendered by these two machines

.

The B.S..A. may not be the fastest on the road, but. for the man who wants to
" get there," it'would be difficult to find a better. Jn short, I think the fairest

criticism I can make is to state that I am now anxiously awaiting delivery of

ny third example—a 6-7 h.p. twin.

JAMES WATT, M.I.A.E.

CHAIN ALIGNMENT ON SCOTTS.
Sir,—111 reply to Mr. F. D. Martin's letter in The Motor

Cycle, of June 3rd concerning the Scott machine, perha^Ds the

I following may be of interest to him and other Scott owners.

To align the primary chains, remove the gear pedal, and
Itake measurements from the crank case strap bolts. The
i'job can be done in ten minutes. I have ridden a Scott

since December last in all weathers, during which time I

I have never had the slightest trouble with any of the chains.

II lubricate them about every 100 miles with engine oil,

:and use two high gear chains, which I change about, appro.xi-

iimately e\ery 2.000 miles.

Before removing the old chain, the new one should be
iattached to the end of the old one, or considerable difficulty

nmay be experienced in passing it over the engine sprocket.

II do not agree with Mr. Martin that Scott c-liains are too

llight. Owing to the even torque of the engine, there is

Hess strain on the chains than in the case of a four-stroke,

iiand the silence and smooth running of ^in. pitch chains

compared ^vith heavier ones is very marked.

I have ridden a great many motor cycles, and have yet
111 lirul one that, for real comfort and staying power, can
tcHuli the Scott, and, moreover, with a very little timing,

such as smoothing out the exhaust passages and piston, this

macliine will be found to possess a remarkable turn of speed.

I purposely refrain from giving figures.

In conclusion, a word of appreciation for Messrs. Godfrey's,
Ltd., who are London agents for the iScott, and from whom
I have at all times received very willing lielp and really

remarkable courtesy. I have no connection with any firm,

either in the motor trade or out of it. J. McCLlVE.

T^WO-STROKES.
Sir,
—

" I.xion " remarks on the prevalence of baby two-
strokes, and has seemingly meditated and wondered con'

cerning this same. The reason, I think, is that they are

a sound proposition. Cheap (aB things go nowadays), re-

liable, and practically foolproof, my own experience may be
of interest. I am a pre-war motor cyclist, and have pos-

sessed various machines, from a IJ h.p. front drive Werner
to a modern T.T. solo machine of a leading make, which
I disposed of during the war.
During a spell of hospital in 1918 I became possessed

of a two-stroke with a Villiers engine. The outfit was
assembled by a firm called the Monopole Cycle Company,
of Coventry. The Villiers engine was vaguely familiar.

When I bought it, I confess I regarded the whole concern
as a huge joke. But when I began to ride it my opinions
very soon changed. The machine has a fixed pulley, but
it is flexible to the la.st degree. It never fails on any
ordinary road hill, nor on a great many extraordinary
ones. It has its limits, of course, but it pulled me from
Buckinghamshire to Cornwall during Christmas, 1919.

(London to Exeter competitors will remember the weather)
and back again, and did not fail on any hill. I rode
via Okehampton, Launceston, and Bodmin. I use it per-

petually here in Edinburgh, and three weeks ago I ran
from here to Cromer and back during a week-end. My
repair bill so far has been 25s. for an overhaul job, which
I was too lazy to, do myself. I can honestly say that
I have had more fun for less trouble out of this little

machine than out of any of my others, always excepting
the If h.p. Werner. But some people would hardly call

that fun. Ye gods ! what davs they were. I need hardly
add the usual disclaimer. " FOURTEEN STONE.
Edinburgh.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
TaX-\tion.—R. G-reen, of Barking, suggests a four months'

and an eight months' licence as a fair means to provide for

those motor cyclists who are net in the habit of riding
all the year round.

CouMEOCs TREATJrENT.—H. C. Newman, of Windsor,
commends Grado, Ltd., for prompt and free replacement of

parts. " Eldon," Scarborough, mentions Zenith Motors, Ltd.,
in similar terms of praise.

>^^

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
IfSUCll ith Tlie Motor Cvcle.

•'MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard bandbook ol the motor
cycle. Covers every subject relating to all types
of motor cycles, tbeir management and care.

Twenty-first Edition. Just published

" HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " nnd helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Seventh Edition.

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle fa^ilts and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads Into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
With 32 pages of Road Maps of England and
Wales, Scotland, and the London District. New
Edition. Just published

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) -from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway liookstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanietl by a 2d. st?inpcd ad^rcs^ed envcEoie for re;ily. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Fitting Handle Starter.

I am using a 2| h.p. Diamond-

IqI Jap, fitted with Enfield gear,

> and I wish to fit a handle starter.
L-S-l I thought of riveting a chain

sprocket on to tlie bottom gear
countershaft sprocket, but find there is

insufficient room. (1.) What alteration

would be necessary to do this? (2.)

If this is not possible, can you suggest
an alternativey—L.S.

(1.) We do not think that you can alter

the lightweight Enfield gear in such a
way as to fit a handle starter. (2.) It

would be very difficult to fit any satis-

factory starting arrangement to a machine
of this type.

Uneven Lubrication of Scott.

Jly Scott gets decidedly more

Soil into the left-hand crank case

than into the other. What is the
best way of getting the lubrica-

tion of the two equal?—W.H.
Presumably, your machine is not fitted

with the latest pattern lubricator, with
separate regulator to each crank case.

We should strongly advise you to have
one of these fitted, as they are a great
convenience. If you wish to adjust your
present system, however, you might
remove the oil pipes and restrict the
aperture in the unions which screw into
the crank case on the side suffering from
over lubrication.

Duration o£ Accumulator Lighting.

At jiresent I am using a 6 volt

S52
c,p. ha1f-watt head lamp and

two 3-5 volt miniature screw
(pocket lamp) bulbs (in series)

on my 6 volts 60 amp. accumu-
lator. Kindly tell me how long would
the battery last (an efficient light) if I

used a 50 c.p. half-watt 6 volt lamp
and the same side and tail lights?
Please give me a foi-mula for working
it out.—R.C.

In actual practice the alteration you
suggest would decrease the duration' of
efficient light from the accumulator by
about four or five hours—that is to say,
you should get from seven to eight houiW
running from a full charge. In order to
calculate the duration obtained, the
following formula is applied when small
half-watt -bulbs are used :

Watts = c.p. X two-thirds (about).

, watts
Amps = .

battery volts.

Add the amps, for each circuit, then

amp. -hours

A Damaged Timing Gear.

I have a 2^ h.p. four-stroke

a
engine, and have lately ex-

perienced great difficulty in start-

ing up, due (apparently) to too

much compression. This trouble,

curiously enough, has only started

since I had what I thought to be a
seizure, but which turned out to be
the spindle of the cam levers working
loose and catching in the flywheel.

This I have put right, but still have
the back wheel skidding on each com-
pression stroke. I turned the engine
oyer to-day, after having taken off the
timing cover, and was very surprised

to see No. 1 timing wheel blown out

of its socket. (1.) Would this point to

too much compression in the crank case,

as I found that the engine revolved
quite normally when timing wheel was
out ? (2.) Do you think that the valve

situated behind the timing wheel is

clogged up, preventing the air from
escaping from the crank case ?—J. H.P.

(1.) It is quite unlikely that crank case

compression would be so great as to skid

the back wheel. (2.) In all probability, the

timing wheel shaft was bent when the

rocker spindle worked loose and fouled

the flywheel, and we think that the

resistance is due to the resultant binding
of the wheels, rather than to any excess

of compression.

Choice of Machine.

I am writing to ask if you

Swill give me some . advice on
purchasmg a new motor cycle.

I think I read once, in TheMotor
Cycle, that a big single was as

economical to run in the way of tyres,

petrol, and repairs as a two-stroke.

(1.) Is this so ? (2.) I have found that

a light four-stroke is not very succc.'^s-

ful as regards reliability over thu

Devonshire roads. Would the same
apply to a two-stroke? (3.) Do you
think that a good two-stroke will prove
reliable and economical to run over

Devonshire roads, in the hands of a

careful but amateur rider who knows
very little about an engine, and cares

less ? (4.) Is it a fallacy that a two-
stroke onlv lasts 1,000 miles or so ?

—A.S.

(1.) We do not remember 'any statement
to the effect that a big single was as

economical to run as a small two-stroke.

(2.) A light machine, either four-stroke

or two-stroke, should be satisfactory

if a model of first class manufacture is

selected in the first instance. (3.) Such
a machine would no doubt prove quite

reliable and economical, but in your
district it would be almost essential that
a two-speed gear be fitted. (4.) One
thousand mile.s is certainly not the limit

of life of a niachiiie of this class.

duration of light =
amp.

A TRICKY HAIRPIN. The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. found a bad left-hand

hairpin to worry the sidecarists in the recent trial for the Wilkin and Thompson Trophies.

Reynolds (4 h.p. Norton sc), who gained the Thompson Cup and two special prizes.
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The 1920 T.T.

A triumph for the British "single."

Wonderful !

That a little 250 c.c. two-stroke could
average 38.31 m.p.h. for practically six
liours ill a T.T. race i.s truly wonderful.

Progress.

In the 1914 T.T. the best perfoi-mance
by a two-stroke under 250 c.c. was an
average over the course of 30.6 m.p.h.
Clark's speed was 7.7 m.p.h. fastei-.

The Topic of the Moment.
Last week the T.T. was the topic of

the moment, and on tram, 'bus, or train,
in cafes, restaurants, and theatres, one
could hear the race discussed.

The Club Championship.
The M.C.C. team trial for TU Motor

CycU Challenge Cup starts from Tring
at.l p.m. on Saturday. Particulars of
the team.s competing will be found on
page 727.

Joint Speed Trials.

Entries close on Saturday next for the
joint speed trials organised' by the .Essex
M.C. and Southend and District A.C. for
July 15th. The organising secretary is

Ernest J. Bass, 40, Chancery Lane, 'W.C.2.

The 8 h.p. Qyno.
There are quit-e a number of 8 h.p.'

Jap-Clynos on the road which saw
service during the war, and this is causing
a cei'taiu amount of confusion on the
part of the public, who mistake them for
the new 8 h.p. Clyno, which has not yet
been sold to the public. We understand,
however, that its appearance on the
market will not be delayed much longer.

The A.C.U. Royal Patron.

H.R.H. Prince Albert, patron of the
A.C.U., could not go to the Isle of Man
owing to other engagements. Through
his equerry, the Prince signified his
interest in the T.T . .

The Auto-Cycle Union, through its

secret.ary, Jlr. T. W. Ixjughborough,
last week offered H.B.H. Prince Albert,
as patron of the "Union, a silver A.C.U.
badge for attachment to his motor cycle.

Replying to the Union, the Prince's
equeri-y, said that His Royal Highness
was very pleased to accept the A.C.U.
badge, which would be affixed to his
machine.

Police Activity.

The police are very active at present
in Carmarthen borough. Traps are
workhig in four different entrances to
the town.

Noise.

The A.A. has reminded drivers of
cars that as a matter of courtesy, warning
should also be given of their intention
to pass motor cyclists. It is pleaded that
owing to the noise made by their
machines, motor cyclists cannot always
hear vehicles coming up behind thern.
Yet there are some who affirm that the
noise of a motor cycle is in a sense a
protection against accident.

The Ea;t Lancashire M.C.C. Open
Hill-eUmb.

The Open Hill-climb to be held by
the East Lancashire JLC.C. on Satur-
day, July 3rd, is one of the twenty open
competitions sanctioned by the Auto-
Cycle Union. Special classes have been
instituted for amateur riders. There
will be classes for scooters, solo machines
from 275 c.c. to the unlimited class,

while the events will be alternately for

members and open up to Class 10. The
remaining classes for unlimited solo

machines, 500 and 600 c.c. sidecar
machines, passenger machines unlimited
and three-wheeled cycle cars, and light

cars up to 1,500 c.c, wQl be open.
Entries close, first post, Saturday

morning next. Full particulars can be
obtained from the hon. secretary, W.
D. Guest, 9. Exchange Street," Black-
burn.

Special features.
THE T.T. RACES DESCRIBED.

TWENTY YEARS OF LIGHT vVEIGHTS,

A Mystery German Motor Cycle.

Who was tlie rider of an apparent

post-war N.S.U. seen on the Maidstone
Road last week? It was a new model
twin, with gear box and dynamo lighting.

Tool-bag Found.
Mr. John East, of 26, Palace Street,

Buckingham Gate, S.W., on the 15th,

picked up an Indian tool kit on the

Putney-Kingston road.

A Motor Cyclists' Paradise.

The Isle of Man is the ideal place for a

motor cycling holiday. Good scenery,

splendid roads, and no irritating restric-

tions. When the Isle of Man Steam
Packet Co. realise that there is gi-eat room
for improvement in the manner of hand-
ling motor cycles for the cross-channel
trips, then will they and Manx people
generally reap full reward.

A Speed Limit Avoided.

A proposal to apply for the imposition
of a speed limit thr-ough the village of

Witney, Oxfordshire, has been abandoned,
following negotiations betw'een the Auto-
mobile Association and the local authori-
ties. The latter agreed to refrain from
lodging an- application upon the under-
standing that the Association would re-

quest motorists to drive carefully through
the village.

J. A. Watson-Bourne (BlackLume), second in the Junior T.T., at Craig-na-Baa.
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^peed and Reckless Driving.

A motor cyclist, charged witlr reckless
driving was dismissed by the magistrate,

as it was argued that even 50 m.p.h. was
not recliless driving if the driver had
comjDlete control of his machine.

The Home oJ Champions.

Herefordshire has need to be proud of

its sons. T. C. de la Hay, this year's
Senior winner, Eric Williams, the 1914
Junior winner, and Reg. Brown, third m
last week's Senior event, aU hail from
that county.

Exit Grove Park.

Grove Park iM.T. workshops and depots
have closed down. The remaining staff

and mechanics have been transferred to

the Kidbrook (Lee) depot. All that can
now be seen of the famous „camps is the

remains of a hut and a tew battered
petrol cans.

Cold Store for Motor Dump.
The latest motor dump is at the Dept-

ford Cattle Market, a Government
depot since the war. One of the largest

cold stores is now being packed with
JM.T, goods, including magnetos, parts

and fittings, tyres, oils, grea,se, etc. Con-
signments are arriving by river, and it is

said are mostly new and unused.

A Manx Function.

On the evening of Wednesday, June
15th, the members of the press and
A.C.U. officials in the Isle of i\Ian in

connection with the T.T. were entertained

at dinner, at Collinson's Cafe, Duke
Street, by the iSlayor an_d Corporation of

Douglas. Among the ilanx notabihties

present were the Lieutenant Governor,
the Speaker of the House of Keys, the

High Bailiff, and the iSIayor of Douglas.

Interesting references were made to the

earlier history of the T.T., and the state-

nient was put forward that the first

motor cycle race ever held took tplace

over a three-mile course in the vicinity

of Douglas, before the A.C.U. became
officially concerned with motor cycle

racin*T in the Island.

F. W. Applebee (Levis), aged fifty-eight

years, the oldest competitor in the Junior
T.T. race. He receives the Ne^bit award
lor the most plucky performance.

Congratulations and Thanks.

The officials of the A.J.S. firm ask us
to convey thanks to the large number of

enthusiasts who have sent their con-

gratulations on their win in the Junior
T.T. These have been so numerous that

it has been found impossible to write

er-ch iiidividuallv.

JUNE 24ih, ig20.

The T.T. Winner.
T. C. de la Hay is down to compete

in the iM.C.C. Team Trials on Saturday.
He is a member of the team nominated
by the Worcester and District M.C.C.

Taxation.

Between twenty and thirty Members
of Parliament have -already given in theii'

names as supporters of the amendments
to the Finance Bill which have been
adopted by the Motor Legislation Com-
mittee. A flat rate duty in petrol is

advocated.

Brooklands.

On Saturday next the British Motor .

Cycle Racing Club programme will in-

clude two 100 mile races for Junior and
Senior T.T. types of machines, an all-

comers' handicap. Tlie first open
B.M.C.R.C. meeting is fixed for Satur-
day, July 10th. -

The International Six Days.

Seventeen entries have been received

for" the International Six Days Trial in.

France, July 26th-August 1st. These
include A.B.C. (4), Rudge Multi (2),

Triumph (2), Scott (3), and Indian,
Zenith, Motosacoche, Gillet, Condor and
INIorgan (1 each).

Pillion Penalties.

We are informed that in future when
motor cyclists are summoned for having
their number plates obscured By any part

of a pillion rider's dress, the passenger
will also be summoned for aiding and
abetting the offence. This edict is attri-

buted to the superintendent of the Don-
caster and West Riding Constabidary,

Northern Sale oJ Army Motor Cycles.

A sale of Government motor vehicles-

by Jlessl's. Cooper at Newcastle on June
nth realised £9,0C0. Douglas motor
cycles realised from 33 guineas to 47
guineas, and witli sidecars from 47
guineas, to 73 guineas. Triumphs sold

for 37 guineas to 80 guineas, and with
sidecars from 40 guineas to 71 sjniueas.

FIAT AND V TWINS IN THE JUNIOR RACE.
N. W. Loughton (Douglas) and Eric Longden (Dot-Jap) both rode consistently throughout the race. Hilberry Corner is seen in the

right-hand picture.
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MANY RECORDS BROKEN.
A Keen and Exciting Race followed enthusiastically by a Huge Concourse.

ANOTHER SINGLE-CYLINDER SUCCESS.
The Winner, T. C. de la Hay, riding a Three-speed Chain-driven Sunbeam, averages 5L79 m.p.h.

DUEING Wednesday the course dried
out into beautiful condition, but
heavy rainstorms fell during the

night, and Thursday morning broke dull
and threatening. It was felt that the
race was exceptionally open. Dance and
de la Hay had shown in practice that they
might be invincible as regards pure speed,
but they were half expected to set such
a. cracking pace tliat they would chase
each other oS the Island, and if they
fell out, few cared to choose between
a dozen rivals. The Manxmen, of course,
refused to consider any possible winner
but^D. M. Brown.- j. W. Shaw was
known to be fast, and many good
judges fancied that the Indians had some-
thing up their sleeve. The'sky was clear-

ing as an immense crowd assembled in
Glencutchery Road, and there was every
promise of a dry day, though nobody
dreamt that a scorching sun would
harden all the open parts of. the course
within a -lap or so.

Impressions of the Stait.

~ Of the twenty-nine riders on the pro-
gramme, twentv-seven anewei'ed the
starter's call. 'Moffat (No. 73) had
damaged his machine in practice and
v^as unable to procure another. Redmond
(No. 77) had also withdrawn in the pie-
]iminai*y stages. The remainder iiled out
of the storage t«nt in their starting
order-, glad to escape from the noisome
fumes with which the final warming up
had laden the atmosphere. Vivian
Olsson, imperturbable as ever, could not
be bustled by the fussiest marshals. Well
before 9.30 a.m. the twenty-seven were
parked with military precision, as in the
Junior event, within white oblongs
chalked on the road behind the "start"
banner. How the last to start must have
«nvicd A. H. Alexander (Douglas), who

had drawn the first place in the ballot,

and so got away after a very brief wail

with his engine still warm from the tent.

A WELL-PLEASED TRIO.

The Senior winner/ T. C'de la Hay,
with the designer of the winning Sunbeam,

J. E. Greenwood, and A. S. Bowers,

managing-director of John Marston, Ltd.

The get-aways were spoilt in several

instances by the sulkiness of cold engines.

Several men changed up too soon, but
the cleverer jockeys warmed up their in-

duction systems by a longer burst on
second gear. Some cut out for the corner

at the top of Bray Hill, whilst others

merely reduced the throttle opening, so

gettmg the engine warm as fast as

possible. A. H. Alexander led off well

on his six-speed Douglas, and a minute
later the favourite. Dance, tore after him.
Eric Williams perhaps got off l>etter than
anybody else, and had to lie well over
to swing on to Bray Hill. D. M. Brown
got a big cheer from the natives, though
he had to run quite a little way before

his Norton fired. Howard Davies on the

350 c.c. A.J.S. lost nothing by com-
parison with the bigger fellows. The
A. B.C. pair put up a thunderous acceler-

atiou, but cUd not seem specially fast.

A number of the entrants wobbled per-

ceptibly as they worked np through their

gears.

Mile a Minute Speeds.

Long before the field had departed it

was clear that the pace was going to be

a real cracker. The progress board below
the timekeeper's box recorded the arrival

of each man at Ballacraine, Kirk-
michael, Ramsey, and Craig-na-Baa.

Fifteen minutes after A. H. Alexander
had started he Avas posted as having
passed Kirkmichael (fourteen miles

away), and Dance's number went up on
the same line a few seconds later. The
sun was getting hotter every minute, but
the grease in Glen Helen was bound to

survive for a couple of hours yet, and
nearly 60 m.p.h. along tortuous lanes,

full of corners, dry in patches, and tree-

shadowed elsewhere, spelt terrible risks.

But the men kept it up till the mountain

»5

m^
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The Senior T.T. Race.

slowed them a trifle. For example,
Alexander's Douglas did the twenty-four
miles to Ramsey in approximately 25m.,
and reached Craig-ua-Baa—34^ni. from the,

start—in 37m. 'the progress board makes
the ofEcial enclosure by far the best coign
of vantage, for its reports beguile the long
waits when all the leaders are away on
the far side of the Island in the middle of
their laps. Lucas's A.B.G. created a
sensation by catching three men between
the start and Ballacraine, only to retire

at Ramsey with a broken valve—the^ first

an A. B.C. engine has ever broken.

A Record Lap.

By 10 a.m. all the entry had left, and
tor ten minutes or so there was nothing to

do but Watch the leaders' numbers being

hoisted in quick succession on the lower

racks of the progress board.' The warn-
ing whistle sounded at about 10.12.

"Alexander!" we shouted; but, as we
craned our necks. Dance hurtled through,

sitting well down to it, and screaming

past like a projectile. His marvellous lap-

time was 41m. 28s.—48s. faster than the

1914 record—nearly 55 ra.p.h., done from
a standing start over a greasy cours.e,

estimated to be a full minute longer than
the old route.

A. H. Alexander shot through in 43m.
52s., having been passed by Dance on the

Z bend at Governor's -Bridge, where his

belt fastener broke. He told us later

that the engine was " altogether too

purple" for the belt fasteners, of which
he used up four in three laps.

Road Conditions.

Tlie men were heavily mud-splashed,

and their machine numbers were dilScult

to read. The third starter, Victor Hors-

man, had barely passed before the in-

evitable dog did a mimic flying' kilometre

right along the stands. Luckily, the

frightened mongrel was collared just

before Harveyson shot through. Harold
Petty was hotly pursued by Eric Williams,

whovi-as only a few seconds faster on his

Sunbeam than his best lap on the A.J.S.

in the Junior. Then de la Hay, Sclater,

Townsh-eud, and Walker fled past in a

bunch, but nobody approached Dance's

speed. Howard Davies did 44m. 57s. on
his A.J.S., as compared with 46m, 2s. in

the Junior.

FIRST MAN OFF! A. H. .Alexander

again m 43 min. 52 sees

The big crowd was thoroughly enjoying
the spectacle, for the machines were
doing perhaps 70 m.p.h., and bouncing
through sheer speed on the almost im"
perceptible waves of the road surface,
whilst a nasty bump at Bray IJill corner
flung some of them a foot oft' their saddles.

The- sensation of lap one was Dance's
phenomenal speed, whilst patriots were
perhaps a little relieved that the Indian,*
did not seem too formidable.

The following dozen headed the field

after one lap :

POSITIONS AT END OF FIRST LAP.

h. m. s.

T. G. Dance (Sunlieam) 41 2?
2. A. H. Alexander (Eloufrlas) (3 s.;

5. D. M. lirown (No.-ton) . 43 53
4. T. C. dc la Hav (Sunbeam) 44 u

,;. H. R. Davies ('A. I.S., 350 c.e.l .14 5 =

b. T. Simister (Noi-lon) 41. 58
7. Eric Williams (Sunbeam) 4s '3

„ f F. C. Townshcnd (Sunbeam) \
**•

I Ree. Diowu (Sunbeam) / +-'"
-'

10. V. Olsson (Norton) 45 39
11. N. C. Sclater, iunr. (Norton) 46 14
12. V. E, Horsman (Norton) 46 i;

No machines dropped out on this lap exc-?pt Lucas's
A.B.C

(Douglas) made a fine s'art, and was round *

., which included a stop.

Second Lap.

Could Dance last long at such a pace?
was the burning cjuestion as the field

completed lap 1, and the crowd grew
tremulous with excitement as he re-

appeared astonishingly early, unfastening
his filler caps as he slowed down for his

depot stop and wobbling a little with the
one-handed steering. He was off again
in twe.'.ty-five seconds n'r so. and thel

miraculous lap time of 40m. 43s. went up
on the board—nearly 55 m.p.h. ! The
mud which the boy scouts were mopping
off the number plates as the men stopped

' bore witness to the state of the roads,
but the sun was more positively fierce,

and the roads were dry except where
trees shaded them. A. H. Alexander
did 41m. 23s. for his second lap, show-
ing that the Douglas might still have to

be reckoned with. Then came a minor
sensation quite apart from the placing of

the men. Everybody was stopping at the
cages for fuel and oil after two laps, and
it was noticeable that the Indians dry- -

__skidded on the smooth tarred road when
violently braked. None of them had

F, C. Townshcnd (Sunbeam) negotiating the corner at Quarter Bridge. Many and varied we're the styles of cornering.
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A Kne speed impression of the winner, T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam), at the Gooseneck, above Ramsey.

front \Yheel brakes, and when the back
wheel was locked, they began to swing
sideways and threatened to topple over.

Several of them eased their brakes and
were contiMt to overshoot their depots,

but F. W. Dixon crashed heavily some
eight yards short of his cage and slid

up to it on his shoulder. Luckily ueither

machine nor man was the worsen
Harveyson and Douglas Alexander on
sister machines narrowly averted similar

spills, and on subsequent laps all the

Indian riders decelerated far more
cautiously.

When we were able to work out the

position, it was seen that the Indians
were forcing their way up. and that Eric
Williams meant business. Notice how a

clump of four Sunbeams w'ere running,"

fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh, under a

"handkerchief" no bigger than eighty-

one seconds. If the meteoric Dance en-

countered disaster, this quartet would
plainly take a lot of beating. But the
islanders were all confident that Dance
and Alexander would crack, and let

Duggfe Brown's Noi'ton up to wm ; and
as subsequent events showed, they were
not so very far wrong.

POSITIONS AT END OF SECOND LAP.
h. m. s.

G. D.lnr.e {Sunbeam} i 22 11
A. H. Alpx.-inder (Douglas) i 23 15
D. M. Bro\TO (Norton) i 2(5 59
Eric VVilliains (Sunbeam) I 29 I

T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) I 2g 4
F. C Townsbend (Sunbeam) 1 30 20
Reg. Brown (Sunbeam) I 30 22
N. C. Sclatcr, jrlnr. (Norton) 1 32 .^

V. E. Horsman (Norton) i 33 9
H. R. Harvevson (Indian) i 33 44
F. W. Dixon'(Indian) i 34 12

J. W. Shaw (Norton) ; i 34 12

The following cjropped out during lap 2 ; No. 60,
H. R. Davies (A.J.S., 350 c.c), engine tiouble at Kirk-
michael

; No. 72, E. S. Abram (A.B.C.), engine trouble
at Crosby ; leaving 24 out of 27 still racing.

Third Lap.

The third lap produced the first real

change in the outlook, and, incidentally,

bred acute anxiety in the press box at

-any rate. The progress board remained
absolutely blank about A. H. Alexander
after he left the depot for his third lap.

George Dance—No. 65—was reported from
every telephone box on the course in quick
succession, the last being at Craig-na-Baa,
three miles away. Then both men were

""lost in a mysterious silence, which con-

tinued for an hour or more. We were
receiving prompt messages from the time-

keepers' box via Secretary Lough-
borough's megaphone 'of 'any mishaps to

other lost sheep, and slowly suspicion

deepened that Dance, at any rate, and
perhaps Alexander also, had been killed,

and that the officials were anxious not to

harrow our feelings by announcing the

I;

Another remarkable speed pKotograph. Second to finish, D. M. Brown (Norton) going well up the mountain road.
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Eric Williams (Sunbeam) jumping Ballig Bridge. A jammed brake was responsible for

a fall, through which he was compelled to retire.

tragedy before the race was over. We
had to wait a very long time for more
reassuring, if still dieappointing, informa-
tion. In the meantime ])ance was calmly
watching the race from a hou.se top, un-
conscious of public an.xiety on his behalf,
and the crowd fell to recontiidering the
race now that both the leaders had
vanished into the unknown.
The sun was, blistering, the course as a

whole was now bone dry, and the machines
which crackled up at somewhat lengthy
intervals were now displaying clean
numbers.

Lever attachment to the oil pump on
Alexander's Indian Scout.

The Indians were remarkable for their
even running at this stage, though hardly
fast enough to win. De la Hay was going
great guns. Reports from observers
posted along the course already marked
him as more than dangerous. His comer
work was described as magnificent, and
his acceleration as superior to that of any
rival. Unless D. JI. Brown had a little

reserve speed still in hand, the experts
considered that the Sunbeam would catch
the Norton rider.

Ei'ic Williams was a specially noticeable
absentee in the course of this lap. His
brake jammed as he slowed for Quarter

Bridge—a misfortune which happened to

one or two others in the race. As he could

not steer round the corner, with e.xtra-

ordinary coolness he selected a soft spot

to hit, and charged a wooden gate in

preference to a stone wall. He escaped
unhurt, but his Sunbeam was put quite
hors dc cainhat.

POSITIONS AT END OF THREE LAPS.

h, m. s.

1. D. M. Brown (Norton) z n 48
2. T. C.de la Hay (Sunbeam) 2 14 11

3. Reg. Brown (Sunbeam) 2 16 59

4. F. C. Townshend (Sunbeam) 2 17 45
5. N. C. Sclater, junr. (Norton) 2 19 i

6. F. W. Dixon (Indian) 2 20 49
7. J. W. Shaw (Norton) 2 20 55
8. H. R. Harv-eyson (Indian) 2 21 i

9. D. S. Alexander (Indian) 2 23 17
10. Noel H. Brown (Norton) 2 31 36
ti. Harold Petty (Norton) 2 33 15
12. H. le Vack (Duzmo) : 2.36 7

The following dropped out on lap 3 : No. 55, V.
Olsson (Norton), came off at Windy Corner, brake gear

fouled chain ; No. 62, V. E. Horsman (Norton),

toured in after a partial engine seizure at Bungalow
;

No. 65, G. Dance (Sunbeam), broken inlet valve near
end of lap ; No. 68, T. Simister (Norton), broken
piston at Hillberry ; No. 71, Eric Williams (Sunbeam),
dry-skidded and hit a gate at Quarter Bridge ; leaving

19 out of 27 starters still racing.

The A. J. S. special oil filler cap to facilitate

replenishing.

Trumpet exhaust pipes on R. Lucas's

A.B.C. Short diagonal pipes relieve the

back pressure in the bends.

Fourth Lap.

The first sensation of lap four was
due to either a practical joke or a tem-
porary abeiTation on the part of the
telephone operator in charge of the
progress board. He duly reported the
leader, D. M. Brown, at Kirkmichael,
but w« waited and waited till the clock
suggested that No. 56 must surely he
down and out. Suddenly the Manx
lider was placarded as passing Craig-na-
Baa. just as poor Horsman toured slowly
in to retire at his cage, with a tinny
noise inside his engine. 'Terrific cheering
hailed the resurrection of Brown who re-

plenised his tanks very coolly, waving
to his relatives in the stand, and roaring
off again without fuss or flurry. Quite

7'9

apart from Manx paitialiticn, the crowd
aK a whole recogniBcd that hiK Norton
wa« stalling off a heavy challenge from
the Sunbeam trio. In Hwift succesBion a

bevy of the fa.sler men paused at the
cages—Reg. Brown, Harvcyson, D. Alex-
ander, and de la Ha' True to the

experts' forecasts, in inid-raco de la Hay
had caught up a full minute on D. M.
Brown in lap four, which was his fastest'

up-to-date. Close on one o'clock came
the tardy news that Dance was at Craig-
na-Baa .unhurt—for nearly two hour.s w©
had feared the worst. His Inlet valve

D. S. Alexander fitted a small windshield to

the front number plate of his Indian Scout.

had brokeiL at the cotter hole, and not
unnaturally his only spare was an e.x-

haust with a stem of larger diameter.

The Duzmo did 47m. 53.s. for the

fourth lap—its best, and also its last.

Of the slower men, Dr. Lindsay's
amateur Norton team (Jack Thomas,
Norman Black, and the doctor) aroused

special interest. Lindsay was riding a

machine which he uses daily in his pro-

fession, and Black's mount was belt-

geared with a Philipson pulley. This

trio had no high ambitions, but were out

to fini.sh the coui&e.

V

jack Thomas (Norton), who rode without

goggles, cornering on the Gooseneck.
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singles, the machine is most taking, and'
de la Hay a very popular fellow. Few
of the visitors could decide whom they'

favoured, but the excitement was becom-
ing positively unbearable. At last

Brown thundered past, going magnifi'

cently ; true^ the lap time was slow, but it

included a depot stoppage. Pulses trem-
bled as we strained our eyes for de la

Hay, and the seven-minute starting dif-

ference prolonged the agony. Reg.

F. W. Dixon (34 Indian) passing the

Tile Indians, pursuing their safety

policy, were clearly ready to take ad-

vantage of any slip by the four hares
in front of them.

LEADING MEN AT END OF FOUR LAPS.
h. m. s.

1. D. M. Browu (Norton) 2 55 3!)

c. T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) -. 2 57 27

3. Reg. Brown (Sunbeam) 3 r 30
4. N. C. Sclater, iunr. (Norton) 3 4 ^^
5. H. R. Haveyson (Indian) 3 6 58
6. D. S. Alexander (Indian) 3 8 22

7. F. C. Townshend (Sunbeam) 3 9 48
8. Noel H. Brown (Norton) 3 19 11

9. J. W. Shaw (Norton) 3 20 31
10. F. W. Dixon (Indian) 3 23 i

11. H. le Vack (Duzmo) 3 24 o
12. F. C. North (Norton) 3 25, 55

Ihe following dropped out during the fourth lap :

No. .14, B. HouHing (Indian), tyretrouble at Union
Mills : No. 61, H. Petty (Norton), dry-skid at Ramsey,
damaged front fork ; and No. 74, A. H. Alexander
(Douglas), retired at depot, after three laps, with belt

fastener trouble, after taking iJ hours for lap 3,

leaving 16 out of 27 starters.

Fifth Lap.

At this stage things were rather quiet,
our chief interest being concentrated
upon' the invisible duel which D. M.
Brown and de la Hay were fighting out
beJiind the screen of hills. It is un-
gracious to cavil at the progress board,
which on the whole played the part of a
kindly telescope for tlie crowd. But on

'

lap Hve it inadvertently announced that
de la Hay had caught Brown, though a
seven-minute starting difference caniou-
tlaged the narrow gap which actually
separated them. The announcement was
corrected in time to prevent many iManx-
meii from expiring of heart failure : they
breathed again when No. 56 was reported
as leading at Craig-na-Baa. JNIeanwhile
another loft sheep had been traced, and
Simister—missing for two laps—was re-
ported as touring in from Hillberry.
Meanwhile Walker made a prolonged
stop at his cage, and A. H. Alexander
experienced just such another tardy resur-
rection as Dance's—a buzz of relief went
through the crowd when the progress
board suddenly hoisted No. 74 as having
Dio

' Bungalow " (Snaefell) on his first lap.

passed Kirkmichael after two and a
half hours of silence. '

-

As the time drew on for Brown and de
la Hay to flash past -on concluding their
l^enultmiate laps, the tension became al-

most painful. Sympathy was torn both
ways^everybody loves the Norton, a
l\Ianx winner is overdue, Brown has
raced long and pluckily. On the other
hand the Sunbeam is one of our premier

Taping on handle-bar controls was general

practice. The winner of the Junior event

was delayed due to lack of this precaution.

Brc«j'h scrapped through meanwhile for

all he was worth ; Black came in on his
heels and terrified the crowd by his
violent braking for a depot stop. At last

the board reported de la Hay at Craig-
na-Baa, and in an incredibly brief period
the whistle, and a roaring speck far up
the road heralded his approach. He
came through like a demon faster than
anybody had passed all day. The brush-
men painted up the lap times. Hay leads

,

Brown by seven seconds.- An '" Oh

"

was audible, as the crowd draw breath.
Harveyson and D. .Alexander followed
presentlv both "onig uncommonTv well;'

L
Methods of cornering at Quarter Bridge. (Top, left) Jack Thomas (Norton). (Right) F. W.

Dixon (Indian). (Bottom) N. C. Sclater (Norton).

w
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The Senior Tourist Trophy Race.- >^^:^ -^^^ ,,|,.«sil,l,. .Sunlna,,, l,ad boon overhaul inn
but tlio liuoi bi'tweeii tho Icadois con- ^^MI ^HBi^ '•''"' '^'"^^''y '^"'' s'lrely during the last

sunicd ovorybody's attention uiilil tlio ^WBT ^TOw'P'
'"'"

'iP'*' l'''^l*'"K u|) precious time on
end. 'I'liorc was little to record during ^^^'li T"t^ •'"'' ''''^"''' '^t'" I'opc springs eternal
this final lap, wliich seemed intcrniin- , 7m1 jAk^ ^At m'^ '" ""'' ^''"-'c breast, and most, of

muttering unutterable things about bolts. lul JHi^il W\ ^^^^I^H^^B njaoliinery may be when it is highly

his fourth lap. J. VV. Shaw went through / YL|.^^n Ib^^^^^P^^^S "'" '''>^' clock on the jud<je's box, if his

almost as fast as de la Hay, but well be- / gff MBJ fl^^^^F i^BBP '
'""'' ''''' '""' '^'"'" '^^ mm., which was

hind on nelt time. Oi.xoii passed at no mO^i^^^^KU^^Bk "bout the time we credited to him. At
very great speed. Everybody was glanc- '^HEI^^^^^^^^^^B ^'^ ""^ board announced he was past
ing from the progress board to the clock, ^H^l^^^^^^^l Craig-na-Baa. The remorseless clock
and' back from the clock to the board. '1CJ& l^l^i^^^^^^^^^l linger moved on to 2.6, 2.7—and nt 2.8

7. N. H. Brown (Norton} ..!!!!!!!!!! .^ y 7 ^^eHnl^^HB^^I^^ynHs^.^ ^H ] I *TVt
*

1 ' -h 1 R< t

'"ThftoSngtw^^^ rr ,
.*^ *

J ,

^^^^^
No. 66 w'as sighted, unque.stionably a

H. le Vack(Duzmo),w.iIkediiUoTiungalow; amlN'o. 73, 1 he designers or the bunbeam and INorton good winner, and the Sunbeam flashed
A. Lindsay (Norton), engine Iroul.le near Ballaugh

;

machines, iVIessrs. J. E. Greenwood and along the stands, going better than on
icwns .4 survivors out of .7 starters.

J. L. Norlon. its Opening lap. No need to wait for
l>uriug the hnal lap 'the wires were its time to be painted up; but when the

benig kept busy with anxious enquiries touch with the terrific strugole between figures appeared, de la Hay had gained
about one or two unreported men, and Brown and de la Hav. Everything looked '3 min. 43 .sec. over Brown on lii"^s last
the progress board consequently was un- black for the JIan.xman. 'if anything, lap, and won a superb race by 3 min.
able to keep the spectators m very close he was slowing a tritie, and the irre- 50 sec. at the record speed of 51.79 m.p.h.

THE COMPLETE RESULTS OF THE SENIOR RACE.
Starters, Weights, Individual Lap Timss, and Average Speeds Accomplished.

Rider and Macliin

T. C. DE L.\ H.^Y (Sunbcaml
D. M. BROWN (Norton) . . .

.'

REG. BROWN (Sunbeam)
N. C. SCLATER, Junr. (Norton) ...
H. R. H.\RVEYSON (Indian Scout)
D. S. ALEXANDER (Indian Seout)

J. W. SHAW (Norton)
NOEL 11. BROWN (N'ovtou) ......
F. C. TOWNSHEND (Sunbeam) . .

.

V. C. NORTH (Norton)
NORMAN BLACK (Norton)
F. W. DI.XON (Indian)

G. W. WALKER (Norton)
JACK THOMAS (Norton)
ALE.X. LINDS.^Y (Norton)
H. LE V.ACK (Duzmo)
HAROLD PETTY (Norton)
A. H. ALEXANDER (Douglas)
G. DANCE (Sunbeam)
V. JJ . HORSM:«N (Norton)
VIVIAN OLSSON (Norton)
T. SIMISTER (Norton)
ERIC WLLLlAMS (Sunbeam)
E. S. ABRAM (A.B.C.)

H. R. D.AVIES (-2; A.J.S.)

48.29
4G..57

40. Hi
46.11
45.13
44.06
42.84
41.8.3

38.40
Retired 4th lap.

Retired 5th lap.

Retired 4th lap.

Retired oth lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 2nd lap.

Retired 2nd lap.

52 m.p.li. (record),

xnptete a lap.

NOTES ON THE SENIOR RACE.
After the race a spare inlet valve was

taken to G. Dance's stranded Suuteam,
dropped into position, and the machine
at once ridden to its garage.

Despite the inaccessibility of the moun-
tain road the whole distance of it was
dotted with spectators ; many took the
mount.iin railway to the Bungalow, and
walked down to Ramsey.

Owing to a variety ^Qjr troubles Jack
Thomas did not finish till 3.47 p.m. He
had started at 9.54 p.m., and was, of

course, at the start before 9 a.m. Al-
together he was some seven hours on the
job, and looked very fagged.

A very sporting run was made by Nor-
man Black, who finished eleventh on a
direct driven Norton fitted with Philip-
son pulley.

Only one competitor retired on the first

lap, which demonstrates the excellent
condition of the Machines and the first-

class jockeying which pleased the thou-
sands of ^ectators so greatly.

Much amusement was caused at vari-

ous points by the, sight of Alexander
hurtling along on his Douglas after he
had been almost forgotten owing to the
long delay on his third lap.

Some riders never seem flurried ; 'Victor

Horsman pulled up with apparent pre-

ignition on the Gooseneck (subsequently
proved to be small end partial seizure).

He chatted gaily while changing a- plug
and was amazed at the reports of Dance's
speed.s—he did not think that he could
possibly improve his own time.

DII
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singles, the machine is most taking, and!
de la Hay a very popular fellow. Few

'

of the visitors could decide whom they
'

favoured, but the excitement was becom-
.

ing positively unbearable. At last

Brown thundered past, going magnifi-
cently ; true, the lap time was slow, but it

included a depot stoppage. Pulses trem-
bled as we strained our eyes for de la

Hay, and the seven minute starting dif-

ference piolonged the agony.

F, W. Dixon (34 Indian) passing the
'

Tile Indians, pursuing their safety

policy, were clearly ready to take ad-
vantage of any slip by the four hares
in front of them.

LEADING MEN AT END OF FOUR LAPS.
h. m. s.

1. D. M. Bi-owu (Norton) 2 55 Jfi

2. T. C. de la Hay (Sunbeam) 2 57 27
3. Reg. Brown (Sunbeam) 3 i 30
4. N. C. Sclater, junr. {Nortoii) 3 4 ^'S

5. H. R. Haveyson (Indian) 3 6 5S
6. D. S, Alexander (Indian) 3 8 23

7. F. C. Townshend (Sunbeam) 3 g 48
8. Noel H. Brown (Norton) 3 19 11

9. J. W. Shaw (Norton) 3 20 31
10. V. W. Dixon (Indian) 3 23 i

11. H. lo Vack (Duzmo) 3 24 o
12. F. C. North (Norton) 3 25 55

Ihe following dropped out during the fourth lap :

No. .54, B. Houlding (Indian), tyre trouble at Union
Mills ; No.. 61, H. Petty (Norton), dry-skid at Ramsey,
damaged front fork ; and No. 74, A. H. Alexander
(Douglas), retired at depot, after three laps, with belt

fastener trouble, after taking li hours for lap 3,

leaving 16 out of 27 starters.

Fifth Lap.

At this stage things were rather quiet,
our chief interest being concentrated
upon the invisible duel which D. M.
Brown and de la Hay w.ere fighting out
beiiind the screen of hills. It is un-
gracious to cavil at the progress board,
which on the whole played the part of a
kindly telescope for the crowd. But on

'

lap five it inadvertently announced that
de hi Hay had caught 'Brown, though a
seven-minute starting difference camou-
flaged the narrow gap which actually
separated them. The announcement was
corrected in time to prevent many j\[anx-
raen from expiring of heart failure : tliey
breathed again when No. 56 was reported
as leading at Craig-na-Baa. Meanwhile
another lort sheep had been traced, and
iSmnster—missing for two laps—was re-
ported as touring in from Hillberry.
jMeaiiwhile Walker made a prolonged
stop at his cage, and A. H. Alexander
experienced just such another tardy resur-
rection as Dance's—a buzz of relief went
through the crowd when the progress
board suddenly hoisted No. 74 as having
Dio

Bungalow " (Snaefell) on his first lap.

andpassed Kirkmichael after

half hours of silence. '
-

As the time drew on for Brown and de
la Hay to flash past -on concluding their
penultmiate laps, the tension became al-

most painful. Sympathy was torn both
ways—everybody loves ' the Norton, a
Manx winner is overdue, Brown has
raced long and pluckily. On the other
hand the Sunbeam is one of our premier

Taping on handle-bar controls was general

practice. The winner of the Junior event

was delayed due to lack of this precaution.

Brcuj'ri scrapped through meanwhile foe

'

all he was worth; Black came in on his'
heels and terrified the crowd by his
violent braking for a depot stop. At last

the board reported de la Hay at Craig-
na-Baa, and in an incredibly brief period
the whistle, and a roaring speck far up
the road heralded his approach. He
came through like a demon faster than
anybody had passed all day. The brush-
men painted up the lap times. Hay leads
Brown by seven seconds.- An "Oh"
was audible, as the crowd drew breath.
Harveyson and D. .Alexander followed
presently, both going uncommonly well;'

Methods of cornering at Quarter Bridge. (Top, left) Jack Thomas (Norton). (Right) F. W.
Dixon (Indian). (Bottom) N. C. Sclater (Norton).
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The Senior Tourist Trophy Race.—

but tho duel between tlio leaders con-
sumed everybody's attention until the
end. Tlierc was little to record during
tills final lap, which seemed interniiii-

ablo. A. H. Alexander came in to retire,
muttering unutterable things about belts.
Jack Thomas toured in gently to finish
his fourth lap. J. W. Shaw went through
almost as fa.st as de la Hay, but well be-
hind on nett time. Di.xoii passed at no
very great speed. Everybody was glanc-
ing fiom the progress board 'to the clock,
and back Iroin the clock to the board.

AFTER FIVE LAPS.
h. ni. ^.

1. r. C. d.- 1
1 Hav (Sunbeam) a .11 10

:^ n. M. Brown (Norton) , ], ,7

' S"7- 'ir;" '''"""'=;i^,'> 3
'^ 3-

.». N, t. S( I. il.-r, Jinn-. (Norton) i =. ,

5. H. K. II,,nrvso„(ln,li,n,) , ,., 3,
6. D. '^. Al.x.uulo- (Indian)

3 \\ Vy

8, ,1. W, Shaw (\,„-ton) , '-,

3^
<). F. C. Townsh.ml (Sunbeam) 4 q 10

10. F. C. Nottli (.Norton) 4 13 56
I.. F. W. Dixon (Indian) 4 ,3 3
12. Norman niack (Norton) 4 i.s 15
The following dropncd out in the tilth lap : No. 60.

H. le Vack (Duzmo), walked into nun:;.ilow ; and No. 7J,
A. Lindsay (Norton), ensjine troul.ie near Ballaugh
leaving 14 survivors out ol zj starters.

Dui'ing the final lap the wires were
tcing kept busy with anxious enquiiies
about one or two unreported men, and
the progress board consequently was un-
able to keep the spectators in Very close

The designers of the Sunbeam and INorton

machines, Messrs. J. E. Greenwood and

J. L. Norton.

touch with the terrific struggle between
Brown and de la Hay. Everything looked
black tor the Manxman. If anything,
he was slowing a trifle, and the irre-

prcs.Hible Sunbeam had been overhauling
him slowly but surely during the lust
four laps, picking up precious tirtie 011

each circuit. Still hope springs eternal
ill the Celtic breast, and most, of

those present know how uiitrustwoithy
machinery may be when it is liighly

.-Iressod. Brown was due in at 2.5 by
the big clock on the judge's box, if his

last lap had taken 43 min., which was
abcnit tho time we credited to him. At
2.5 the board announced he vvas past
Craig-na-Baa. The remorseless clock
finger moved on to 2.6, 2.7—and at 2.8
the whistle blew, and a distant speck
expanded into the outline of a crouch-
ing rider. The Manxman's engine
screamed over the line at 70 m.p.h., and
a tornado of cheers burst out. But they
were anxious clicers, for everybody
knew do la Hay had his starting debit
in hand. Those who wished Brown to

win |jrayed that de la Hay would not

,
leap into sight for eight minutes. It

was not to be. In three minutes or so

No. 66 was sighted, unquestionably a

good winner, and the Sunbeam flashed

along the stands, going better than on
its opening lap. No need to wait for

its time to be painted up ; but when the

figures appeared, de la Hay had gained
'3 min. 43 sec. over Brown on his last

lap, and won a superb race by 3 min.
50 sec. at the record speed of 51.79 m.p.h.

THE COMPLETE RESULTS OF THE SENIOR RAGE.
Starters, Weights, Individual Lap Tim-s, and Average Speeds Accomplished.

T. C. DE L.\ H.\Y (Stnibeam)
D. M. BROWN (Norton)
REG, BROWN (Sunljeam) . . . .

N. C. SCL.^TER, Junr. (Nortoi
H. R. H.'VRVEVSON (Indian S

D. S. ALEX.\NDER (Indian S

J. W. SHAW (Norton)
NOEL H. BROWN (Norton) .

F. C. TOWNSHEND (Sunbeam
V. C. NORTH (Norton)
NORMAN BLACK (Norton) ..

F. W. DIXON (Indi.-ui)

G. W. WALKER (Norton) . .

.

JACK THOMAS (Norton) ....
ALEX. LINDSAY (Norton) ...

H. LE V.4CK (Duzmo)
HAROLD PETTY (Norton) .

.

A. H. ALEX.ANDER (Douglas)

G. DANCE (Sunbeam)
V. E. HORSIHAN (Norton) . . .

VIVIAN OLSSON (Norton) . .

.

T. SIMISTER (Norton)
ERIC WILLIAMS (Sunbeam) .

E. S. ABRAM (A.B.C.)

H. R. D.AVIES (2» .A.J.S.) . . .

41 13
44 -50

44 .513

47 43

44.01!

42.84
41.83
3.S.41;

Retired 4th lap.

Retired 5th lap.

Retired 4tll lap.

Retired 5th lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 3rd lap.

Retired 2nd lap.

Retired 2nd lap.

NOTES ON THE SENIOR RACE.
After the race a spare inlet valve was

taken to C4. Dance's stranded Sunbeam,
dropped into position, and the machine
at once ridden to its garage.

Despite the inaccessibility of the moan-
tain road the whole distance of it was
dotted with spectators ; many took the
mountain railway to the Bungalow, and
walked down to Ramsey.

Owing to a variety 4tfr troubles Jack
Thomas did not finish till 3.47 p.m. He
had started at 9.54 p.m., and was, of

course, at the start before 9 a.m. Al-
together he was some seven hours on the
job, and looked very fagged.

A very sporting run was made by Nor-
man Black, who finished eleventh on a
direct driven Norton fitted with Philip-
sou pulley.

Only one competitor retired on the first

lap, which demonstrates the excellent
condition of the .Machines and the first-

class jockeying which pleased the thou-
sands of ^ectators so greatly.

Much amusement was caused at vari-

ous points by the, sight of Alexander
hurtling along on his Douglas after he
had been almost forgotten owing to the
long delay on his third lap.

Some riders never seem flurried ; Victor
Horsman pulled up with apparent pre-

ignition on the Gooseneck (subsequently
proved to be small end partial seizure).

He chatted gaily while changing a^ plug
and was amazed at the reports of Dance's
speed.s—he did not think that he could
possibly improve his own time.
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A TALK WITH THE WINNER,
NATURALLY, there was great elation

in the Sunbeam camp on Thursday
afternoon. To get home first (at

record speed), third, and ninth is no ordi-

nary achievement. The success of Tom
Corbett de la Hav was no real surprise .'

to those who caietuUy studvj^eifoimances

of rideis least of all to Mi " A S Bowers,

T. C. de la Hay, who won the Senior T.T.

at an average speed of 51.79 m.p h.

managing director of John JIarston, Ltd.

Undoubtedly, de la Hay, Dance, and
" Duggie " Brown started favourities. Like
Brown, de la Hay enjoyed a no-trouble

run throughout, and his Sunbeam was in

better condition at the finish than at the

start, as proved by the fact that the last

lap was his fastest—a record indeed prior

to Thursday. Two stops only were made
,

for replenishments. It is testimony to

the ease of control of his machine that

de la Hav finished absolutelv fresh, and.

De la Hay's signat are ot the end ol the

226i mile race.

in fact, signed his autograph for readers
of T/ic Motor Ci/cle.

Ot incidents the 1920 T.T. winner had
little to relate. He was unaware of his

position, though ^he had been told, when
tilling up at the completion of the fourth
lap, to ride to finish and not overdo speed.
Just how much such an exhortation affects

the sporting British spirit will be gleaned
from the 6nal lap speed. In the first lap
a number plate came loose and dangled
on the spokes during the second lap.

Passing Ramsey a spectator was heard to

call out that he was leading. On the last

lap the descent of the mountain was a
perfect whirlwind, if never before, and
Windy Corner nearly proved de la Hay's
undoing, for he went wide on to the bank
at great speed, but successfully recrossed
the gulley, and regained the road again.

De la Hay's confidence in the magnificent
Sunbeam he I'ode may be gleaned from
the fact that his spares consisted of a spare
exhaust valve, one plug, a chain rivet

exliailor, and a tube. Tlie tool bag, how-
ever, renjaiiieil sealed throughout. The
gear ratios provided by the special Sun-
beam geat box were 4.5, 5.9, and 8 to 1.

THE SUNBEAM SUCCESS.
The equipment of the winning Sun-

beam included Amac carburetter, Dnnlop
tyres, Renold chains, M-L magneto, and
Lodge plug, whilst Pratts' spirit and
Castrol " R " oil were used.-
De la Hay was formerly at the Sunbeam

works, but now runs the Molineux Gsu'age
at Wolverhampton.

A MANXMAN SECOND.

FRESH from his memorable ride, we
had a few minutes' chat with Douglas
M. Brown_, the Noitou rider, who

finished second. "Duggie," as he is

popularly known, jumped from third

position in the first and second laps to

the leading position in the third lap, hold-
ing his lead until the end of the fourth
lap, when he was displaced by the winner,
de la Hay, by 7s. only, losing by but
3m. 50s. Brown is thirty-four years of

age, and weighs 134 lb. His success

gave immense satisfaction, for he .has

lived in the Island all his life, though he
early joined the Forces in 1914, and was
in France by September, 1914, with the

second army as a despatch rider, and only
returned to Manxland last llarch.

Though he has ridden in every T.T. race
since 1910, this year provided his first no-

trouble run, the Norton he rode actually

fcfavelling better at the finish of the 225
miles gruelling than at the start.

Over 70 m.p.h.

Geared 4^, 5|, and 7| to 1, low gear was
requisitioned only for the hairpin bend at

requisitioned only for the hairpin bend
at Ramsey. Though he attained over
70 m.p.h. down the mountain, Brown
assured us that he never had his throttle

fully open except on the mountain climb.

He was not aware of his position (though
the enthusiastic crowds gave him some
idea), and never saw the winner, but he
recalled a ding-dong struggle with Eric
Williams in the second lap, when from
Sulby Bridge to Quarter Bridge they
passed and repassed each other. He
finally caught up Eric Williams a^ Quarter
Bridge soon after the latter experienced
the wheel lock which led to his machine
being wrecked.
"Duggie" was regretful that he had

been urged to ease down when he was
leading, as he might have coaxed a little

more out of himself and his mount in the
later stages ; but, as we told him, de la

Hay had, curiously enough, received -exactly

similar instructions. But Brown
machine magnificently and judg
corners with excellent precision,

he himself bestowed all praise
machine.

sat his

ed Iris

though
on his

Douglas M. Brown, the Manx rider of

the Norton, with which he.-secured second

prize.

The Norton, which has a single-cylinder

side-by-side valve engine of 79 X 100 mm.
(490 c.c.) bore as equipment, C.A.\^ mag-
neto, Dnnlop tyres, and Senspray carbu-

retter.

Reg. Brown, who secured third place on a

Sunbeam—a sister machine to de la Hay's,

THE NESBIT AWARD.
No decision of the A.C.U. stewards,

was more popular than awarding.,

the Nesbit trophy for pluck an5
endurance to F. W. Applebee. Fifty-

eight years of age, "Pa," as everybody
knows him, once saw his son, F. A., win
the Senior Trophy on a Scott. This
year F. W. turned on( on a Levis two-
stroke of 250 c.c. in the Junior event,

his ambition being to win T/ie Motor
Cycle Trophy offered to encourage light-

weights. But, he carried the "No. 13"
on his Baby mount, and that spelt all

sorts of possibilities ! With a monkey
mascot complete, he got away in good
style, and was round to Governor's Bridge
in splendid time, when the magneto
rocker arm spring snapped. Now "Pa"
had made sure of things by thickly

smearing glue everywhere on the mag-
neto to prevent mud and water entering.

That clearly did not ease the removal •,

of the cover, but having dismounted the

contact breaker a nCAv one complete was
fitted. But no spark resulted, as the,

points broke much too far apart. Hav-
ing no magneto spanner, pliers had to be
used to adjust the platiua. Fifteen
minutes or so later F. W. was away
again, his Levis droning like a giant,

bumblebee. "Corners he took lilce a two- ^

year-old," as one observer put it. Roundj
again to Cfovernor's Bridge, by an extra-;

ordinary coincidence the engine stopped.i

again. The points had unscrewed '.

themselves. Pliers out again, and again,

and so on every lap, but nothing could i

divert this hardy veteran from his self-

imposed task of finishing creditably. Ia_

this endurance and perseverance t With':
cheers such as have never been heard!
on the Island before, he spurted ahead:
undaunted, but to the end those points

j

refused to keep still, and coupled with 1

three stops for petrol and oil, contrived 1

to reduce his average speed
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THE SENIOR RACE FROM VARIOUS POINTS.
CORNERING AT GOVERNOR'S BRIDGE.

/^OMI'AHEI) with tlic .hiuior T,T.,

V^ tilt' ooriiei'ing work at this spot was
more exciting in the Senior Race,

and uUhbugli there were no accidents,

likiclding resulted in a considerable num-
ber of cases. Undoubtedly the finest cor-

nering was effected by D. S. Alexander
on his Indian at Governor's Bridge,
and on each hip he cut in close to u\e
corner with a beautiful sweep and accele-

rated off around the second bend without
a falter. F. C. Townshend (Sun-
beam), D. M. Brown, J. W Shaw, and
G. W. WalUcr (Norton's) were all uni-

formly good, while Noel Brown tooU the
bend well throughout the race, but
braked his ipachine with the tlirottle still

open on two occasions. On their second
laps three conijietitors came down the
approach Voo fast. Dixon, an Indian rider,

skidded, nearly struck the opposite wall,

and made a violent turn to the left to bring
himself in a position to get away, and
Eric Williams also overshot the corner,
skidded and wobbled, and had to wheel
round in a similar manner. Simister
managed to pull up and make a moment-
ary halt before turning to move off. It

was manifest that F. W. Dixon was, in

many cases, sacrificing caution for speed
ill cornering, for he cut in very close and
wobbled several times. Harveyson and
Bert Houlding, both Indian riders, made
the bend very steadily and with precision
on each lap.

ON THE MOUNTAIN ROAD.

A HEAT haze covered the distances
on the Snaefel! road, but the sun-

shine had dried the surface, with
the exception of a small patch or two
just beyond the Bungalow:
These patches were responsible for

slight wobbles on the part of Dance (Sun-
beamj and Dixon (Indian), who closely

followed A. H. Alexander's Douglas,
which was the first machine past this

point. Although there are some compara-
tively easy stretches between Ramsey and
the Bungalow, most of the men maintained
a fairly steady pace. The gentle bends
on the mountain road are deceptive and -

most competitors indulged in cutting out,

although the Sunbeams, perhaps, did
least in this dii'ection, as their road-hold-
ing properties appeared to be excellent.

, In almost inci-edibly short time Dance
appeared on his second lap, being timed
by amateurs, at between 39 to 41 mins.

Varied Styles of Riding.

G. H. Walker appeared to be unhappy,
as he stopped ou his second lap, while on
the third his engine emitted an unplea-

sant clanking,

Douglas Alexander and Dr. Lindsay
mere both riding with apparent enjoy-

ment and repeatedly waved greetings in

contrast to the majority who were very
much concentrated on the road ahead.

Altogether, the racing on the Snaefell

section was devoid of incident, and
rather gave the impression of a. fast re-

liability trial than otherwise, as there
was very little bunching of riders or

overtaking. Many enthusiastic spectators
walked beside the course from the Bung-
alow to Ramsey.

Victor Horsman (Norton) cornering well at Ballacrame.

IMPRESSIONS FROM RAMSEY HAIRPIN
'"f HE wonderful acceleration and smooth
1 changing of the Sunbeams were

most noticeable after the hairpin

bend. The Indians, on the other hand,
were slow with the change, and though
very consistent, their "get away" was
not very striking. Davies (2j h.p. A.J.S.)

on his one lap created a splendid im-

pression by his neat cornering and
phenomenal pick-up, and he certainly

ajipeared to accelerate faster than any
of the larger machines.

IndifEerent Cornering.

Cornering on the first lap was poor,

and though it improved later Dance was
the only man who took the hairpin

really fast. Curiously enough, as the

leaders warmed up towards the end of

the race, the cornering became worse, -

though " Duggie " Brown was an excep-

tion, and took the bend faster at each
attempt. V. Horsman had a curious

form of seizure which looked like pre-

ignition, since his engine suddenly stopped
and locked his rear wheel. A change
of plug took him round the corner, but
the trouble recurred and was finally

located as a seizure of the small -end.

Noel Brown- and F. C. North on similar

machines had a wonderful duel, and ran
within a yard or two of each other for

nearly three laps. Le Vack's Duzmo
ran very consistently, and produced a

wonderfully clean exhaust note.

On the fourth lap Capt. Lindsay came
round late, and pointed to his baek tyre

by way of explanation. Great enthusiasm
was shown by the crowd who gathered

to watch the performances at this point,

and no one received a better ovation
than Duggie Brown, the popular Manx
rider.

SENIOR T.T. TRIFLES.
The double event for Wolverhampton !

A broken saddle delayed North in his

first lap. He effected a repair with
bolts from the rear mudguard.

The best and most sporting race on
record was ^he general verdict of the
Senior T.T.

Once again the suggestion of a sidecar

race on the T.T. course crops up. All

we can retort is " spare us !

"

Too fast for the course was the general

feeling again this J'ear respecting 500 c.c.

machines. The Motor Cycle urges limits

of 350 c.c. for the Senior race, and 250
c.c. for the Junior event next year.

Reg. Brown is a private owner and
excels at all forms of sport. On Wednes-
day he borrowed a horse and won the

race at Bellevue, next day bringing home
his Sunbeam into third position.

Four Norton riders all arrived together
at the gate on the Snaefell road, and it

looked as though a "jam" was in-

evitable, as no one seemed inclined to

give way. However, one got ahead, one
dropped behind, and the one or two spec-

tators breathed again !

Norman Black is a pure amateur, who
had pluckily entered on a standard belt-

driven Norton. His chief troubles were
punctures and belt-stops, the latter being

due to oil leakages. On taking out his

back wheel to change a tube on the last

lap he found the bearings were chewed
up, and rode thirty miles with no balls

in the back hub.
|
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A NEW 350C.C. KILOMETRE RECORD.
Dance shows the Pace of the 2f h.p. Sunbeam on Douglas Promenade.

In the M inx M.C.C. kilometre speed trials.

NOT content with their strenuous efforts

in the T.T. races, most of the riders

with surviving machines entered
the flying kilometre trials on Friday
morning last. The event was organised
by the Manx M.C.C, and was run off on
the promenade at Douglas, where the

good surface was conducive to high
speeds.

The first three classes were confined to

machines which actually started in the
T.T. races and the 500 c.c. mounts at

once showed how well they had main-
tained their tune. The times given below
illustrate this :

m.p.h.

70.79
6S.62

J. W. Shaw (3I Norton) 31;!

G. Dance (3! Sunbeam) 32i{

A. Lindsay ('3). Norton) 33
F. C. North (3s Norton) 33,1;

F. C. Townstiend (3,'i Suntjeam) 333
/D. M. Brown (35 Norton) . . 1 .

\T. C. de la Hay {3I Sunbeam) /
^^•

£200 FOR THE MANX HOSPITAL
That good sportsman. Alec Ross, with

his friends, notably F. H. de Yeulle- and

P. Olai, collected £200 for Jlanx hospi-

tals during T.T. week. One highly

successful manner of collecting coin was
to fine everybody one shilling who called

"Alec." Since Ross has no other narae(!)

money rolled in fast, and "seasons"
were eventually issued at 5s. a. time.

H. Collier, senr., contributed £50.
\

Dt4

J. W. Shaw (3J Norton) who made fastest time i

His speed was 70' 79 m.p.h.

There were ten other runners, and the
speed of all, with one exception, exceeded
61 m.p.h.
A good show was put up by the 350 c.c,

T.T. machines, N. F. Harris (2| A.J.S.)
clocking 67.38 m.p.h. (S3|s.), with E.

Williams and H. R. Davies on similar

machines close followers at 66.18 m.p.h.
(33|s.); while in the 250 c.c. class 6us .

Kuhn was an easy first on his Levis in

42e. (53.26 m.p.h.).

High Speeds in Open Classes.

Four classes open to any machine or

rider provided some fast riding. The
first event was for engines up to 500 c.c.

capacity, and was easily won by Dance,
riding his o.h.v. 2|^vSunbeam. His speed
was 75.07 m.p.h. (29§s.), which constitutes

a new 350 c.c. flying kilometre record.

(This awaits official confirmation.)

A SUGGESTION.
Another year the A.C.tJ. might oblige

by giving individual lap times on the T.T.
score board. As it was, the press were
kept exceedingly busy subtracting the

growing times to obtain the individual

lap times. As in former years The Motor
Ci/cle publishes this week the complete
score boards for both races, showing the

separate lap times, as well as total times
and average speeds.

I the 500 c.c. class for actual T.T. starters.

The results of the open classes are

:

MACHINES UP TO 500 c.c.

sees. m.p.h.

*G. Dance (2] Sunbeam) 29I .

.

75 .07

L. Mitchell (3I Norton) 31J .. 71.70
V. Horsman (3.'. Norton) 32i .

.

69.47
A. Lindsay (3J Norton) 33 .. 67.79
H. W. HassalMiS Norton) \ ;. ,

N. Black (3 J Norton) I
3"= • °5 • 03

J. W. Shaw l3i Norton) 34j • • 64-38
* Fastest time and record.

MACHINES UP TO 350 c.c.

sees. m.p.h.

»C. Dance (23 Sunbeam) 29J .. 75.07
H. R. Davies (2j A.J.S.) 33iS •• 66.18

E. Williams (2; A. I.S) 34i .. 65. 4r

V. I.ongden (2J Douglas) 38; .

.

58 . 25
^ Fastest twne and record.

MACHINES UP TO 273 CO.
G. Kuhn (2J Levis) 43t •• 5i-?6

F. W. Applcbee (2J Levis) 44 .. 50.84
O. E. Carter (2J Levis) 47-4 .. 46-80

MACHINES UP TO 250 c.c.

G. Kuhn (2j Levis) 42 .• 53-26

TRAVELLING ARRANGEMENTS.
Scores of motor cyclists have to thank

Messrs. J. Blake and Co., the Liverpool'

car and motor cycle agency, for the

thoughtful and excellent arrangements
made to assist those travelHng by road-

A petrol lorry met each boat, and re-

turned petrol previously drained fron\

the tank on the outward trip to the

Island, so that a prompt start could he
'

made after disembarking.
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. Fleet and District M.C.C.
• A club has been formed at Fleet under
the above title, with Mr. K. C. Kidler,
Atlas Motor and Cycle Works, as hon.
secretary. A run to Selsey-ou-Sea has
been arranged for the 27th "inst.

North-West London M.C.C.

At a moetiiij; of motor cyclists at the
Boyal Abercoru Arms, Stanmore, it was
l)i-()|inscd that there should be formed
a Ni.rth-We.xt London IM.C.C. Those
who are interested are asked to com-
municate with the hon. secretary, Mr. C.
J. ThornewiU. 9. South Mausi,,ns, Streat-

ley Koad, Brondesbury, N.\V.6.

Mansfield District M.C. and L.C.C.

A general meeting; of this recently
fnvmed club will be held at the " Masons'
Avnici," Leeming- .Street, Mansfield, on flie

28lh in.^t. at 7.o0 p.m. All motor cycli.'its

are iin'ited to attend, and those desirous
i.>f betominp; members should communicate
will, the hon. sec. ilr. ti. ilills, 16, Hall
Street, Mansfield.

Bury and District M.C.C.

Entries for the Windermere Trial close

to-dav, the 24th. This event will be
held on the 27th. starting from the Royal
Hotel. Bury, at 5 a.m. The course will

run via Preston. Lancaster, Kendal
(breakfast stop). Shap. Kirkstone, Win-
dermere (lunch), returning by Kendal and
Preston. Competitions will be divided

into two classes: (a) all single gear
machines, ,and machines under 300 c.c. ;

(h) all other machines.

Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C.C.

A reliability trial was recently held
over a course of seventy miles in the

Bradfield district. There were twenty-
two entries, and eight failed to complete
the course, which abounded with hair-

pin corners, and included four severe
hills.

The results were as follow :

" Harry Wilkins Cup," for solo

machines.—1st (the cup and gold medal),

E. Searle : 2nd (special motor cycle horn
and gold ' medallv G. W. Wilkin : 3rd
(special prize and gold medal), J. Wild-
blood : 4th (silver medal and sparking"

plug), L. E. Kav. Bronze medals : H.
Hadfield, F. J. Hall, E. Ward.. L. Pad-
ley, and W. Vessey. Mr. H. Wilkins's
prize for the best performance on a low-

powered machine was won bv G. W.
Wilkin.

" Joseph 'Thompson Trophy." for pas-

senger machines.—1st (the trophv and
gold medal), H. Reynolds; 2nd" (gold

medal), S. Sawer ; 3rd (gold medal), R.
Stacey. Mr.

.
Reynolds also won the

Fletcher prize, and his sidecar passenger

takes a special prize.

^(iek-en6 (Tlub Cvants,

'.VB 'X.~M.C.a. INTKII-rKAM TRIAL FOftMOTOR CYCLIi ' CUP.
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Hull M.C.C.
The results of the recent flexibility

hill-climb held at Spout Hill, Branting-
ham, were as follow : Solo.—1st, W. W.
S. Grantham (4 Harley-Davidson), time
variation 5m. 35s. ; 2nd, N. W. Walker

(3i N.U.T.), 3m. 49s. ; 3rd, E. Brown (4

J.A.P.), 3m. 23s. _
Sidecar.—1st, W.

Harrison (4 Douglas sc), 5m. 45s. ; 2nd,

W. J. L. Sullivan (4-i B.S.A. sc), 5m.

22s.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The results of the competition for the

Corke cup, held recently by the above
club, were as follow : 1, F. W. Giles (6

A.J.S. sc); 2, Geo. Stephens (6 A..J.S.

ec); 3, H. Tayler (2^ Diamond).

Cheltenham M.C. and L.C.C.

This club will hold one of its annual
hill-climbs on .July 3rd, when an in-

teresting and s|)orting trial will be
(u-ganised. The hon. secretary is Mr. 0.

B. Dickins, 8, Park Road, Cheltenham.

The Leeds and District M.C.

A meeting of the above club was held

at the headquarters, the Griffin Hotel,

on the 10th inst., to discuss the question

of the Leeds-London and back Relia-

bility Trial. Representatives of various

other clubs in the district attended, and
it was arranged that this trial should

be held on July 24th and 25th.

Surrey M.C.C.

This club is holding its si.xth annual
E-xeter reliability trial, for the Triumph
challenge cup on the 27th inst. The
event is 025en to members only, and all

tyjjes of motor vehicles up to 1,100 c.c.

are ehgible. Starting from the Angel
Plotel, Guildford, at midnight 26th-27th,

competitors will follow a course via Win-
chester, Salisbury, Yeovil, Chard, and
Honiton, returning by Dorchester and
Farnhani.

Liverpool M.C.
The following team has been chosen to

represent the club in the IM.C.C. team
trial, June 26th : Solo.—-E. L. Boston (3;^

Sunbeam), H. Roberts (4i B.S.A.), and
G. S. Boston (3^- Sunbeam). Reserve, N. -

C. Sclater (3^ Norton). Sidecars.—V.
Horsman (4 Norton sc.) ; N. H. Brown
(7-9 Indian sc), and 0. Wade (6 A.J.S.
sc). Reserve, G. Roddick (7-9 Harley-
Davidsou s.c).

The team will leave Horsman's Garage,
7, Mount Pleasant, punctually at 10 a.m.
on Friday.

Southport A.C.

Several thousand people gathered to

witness the recent speed trials held by
this club on the foreshore. The course
was approximately one kilometre in

length and seven motor cycle events, in-

cluding one for scooters, comprised the

programme. Three aeroplanes from the
Golden Eagle Aviation . Co. were
assembled, together with a large number
of cars, and free flights were offered to

the winning competitors. The 300 c.c.

and 350 c.c. classes were run off in fine

weather, and were won by W. S. Life

(2^ Diamond-Jap), but during the 500

c.c. heats a terrible rainstorm descended.

Tlie remaining classes will be run oS on
the 26th inst.

Dig
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Marlow and District M.C.C.

A picnic run was held on the 13th

nst., when the club visited Bucklebery
!Jommon. A good number of members
urned out, and a most enjoyable after-

loon was spent.

Eedditch and District M.C.C.

Thirty-four competitors started in the

lalf-day trial for the President's Cup,
leld recently over the Cotswold Hills to

Cheltenham. The well-known Saintbury
md Snow hills were included in the

ratward journey, and Rising Sun, Sude-
ey and Willersley hills on the return, all

)f which took their toll of marks. The
;up and gold medal were won by R. H.
STicholls (4-i B.S.A. sc). Special class

Drizes went to F. Bicknell (8 Enfield

;c.) 1,000 c.c, L. C. Sealey (4^ B.S.A.)

JOO c.c, and H. Hanks (2^ Enfield) 350

;.c. The best amateur performance was
nade by T. M. Shrimpton (4 Triumph).

f
Birmingham M.C.C.

The following is a list of awards in the

Land's End Trial for the Lycett Trophy :

BRACKETED EQUAL TROPHY WINNERS.
B. Kershaw (21/2 Verus).
J. A. Cole (2i,<. Verus).
K. G. Hay (2'5i Oakfield-Imperial).
G. Denley (21/2 Velocette).
R. W. Duke (4 Triumph).
T. F. Watson (4 Norton sc).
H. L. Burley (4 Verus-Blackburne).
E. A. Peters (4 Triumph),
H. H. Peters (4 Triumph).
A. E. EoUason IS'A Ariel).
F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc).
L. Paynter (SV. Norton).

SILVER AWARDS.
S. F. Haden (2iA New Comet).
S. G. Neal (3 Neal-Dalm).
W. T. Dale (2V. Velocette).
J. Allen (3 NeaJ-Dalm).
H. C. Jennens (S'A James).
W. T Woodcock {31/2 Ariel).

F. H. Brown (8 Rex sc).
J L. Shaw (8 Morgan).

BRONZE AWARDS
B H S Tye (21,4 Hoskisou Villiers).

G. J. Baragwanath (4 Triumph).

N.M.CF.U. (Rotherham).

Two events, a slow race and a hill-

climb, were held recently at Hoober
Stand, Wentworth ; both being well sup-
ported. The results were as follow :

Slow race solo—A. Doult (Wooler).
Sidecars and light cars—C. Brown (Mor-
gan). Hill-climb 4 h.p. solo and sidecar
classes—W. . Pashley (Triumph). 6-8
h.p. class—G. Guest (Harley-Davidson).

Oxford Univ&sity M.C.C.

An inter-'Varsity speed trial between
the Oxford and Cambridge M.C.C.'s is to
be held on Brooklands track on August
7th. Entries may be received up to the
end of JulJ' by the secretaries. The
address of the seci'etary of the above club
will in future be J. E. G. Harwood,
Christ Church, Oxford ; or in vacation,
Woodhous^ Almoudsbury,. near Bristol,
and not as previously, 165, Walton Street,
Oxford.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The latest enterprise on the part of
-the members of this club was to attempt
the climb of Walma Scar and Coniston
Old Man, two of the highest mountains
on the west side of Lake Windermere.
Though Walma Scar was a difficult

climb, it was accomplished with com-
parative ease by H. Jackson (Chater-
Lea), S. Bewsher (Rover), and Gilbert
Brown (Triumph). Coniston Old Man
proved much more difficult. The
gradient of 1 in 2^ and the bad surface
made riding difficult, and the descent
was even more dangerous than the climb.
Though none of the competitors suc-

ceeded in reaching the summit, P. Hog-
garth (4 h.p. Triumph), S. Bewsher (S^

h.p. Rover), and Whiteside (2f h.p.

A.J S.) nearly succeeded. After the
climb, tea was taken at the Black Bull
Inn and the Sun Hotel.

JUNE 24th, ig20.

Bedford and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Arrangements have been made to hold
a hill-climb for one of the club trophies

on July 1st. Full particulars of this

event can be obtained from the lion,

secretary, Mr. H. H. Berrie, Goldington,
Bedford.

Tomuay M.C.C.
^ This club has recently been formed,
and is receiving widespread support. A
very comprehensive programme has been
arranged, and affiliation to the A.C.U.
applied for. The president is.Col. Burn,
M.P., and hon. secretary Mr. A. G.
Goldsmith, 55, Parkfield Rd,, Torquay.
The opening run was made to Haytor,
where tea was taken at the Moorland
Hotel.

Dewsfiiiry and District M.C.C.

Recently- this club held a slow hill

climb and potato race at Burfitt Hill.

The course v/as threequarters of a mile

in length, and a good number of com-
petitors took part. The results were as

follow : Slow climb.—Solo, C. H. Ray-
ner, 4m. 32s. ; sidecar', H. Shadlock 7m.
3s. Potato race.—Solo, B. Lodge Ira.,

C. H. Rayner Im. 553., C. E. Wilcock
Im. 10s. ; sidecar, A. E. Scargill Im. 8s.,

and H. Shadlock Im.

North London M.C.C.

Recently a picnic was held by this club

amidst the picturesque scenery of Bricket
Wood.
The club will be strongly represented

in the il.C.C.-inter-club trial on the 26th
inst., and members are going out to Tring
in force to view the trial.

Secretaries of clubs within a reasonable
distance of North London are requested
to communicate with Mr. Bernard Staley,
Victoria Avenue, Frachley, N.3, with a
view to cosoperating in the big rally on
August 8th.

SCENES IN THE RECENT CIRCUIT DE FONTAINEBLEAU MOTOR CYCLE RACE.
(Left) A three-wheeler of unusual design. The Cyclauto, driven by Rouguet in the race. (Right) Verpault (Harley-Davidson), who made

fastest time in the 1,000 c.c. class, lifting his sidecar to facilitate cornering.
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THE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 1920.
28 Teams to Compete for "The Motor Cycle" Cliallenjie Cup in the M.C.C. Team Trial next Saturday.

STAUTISQ at Tring at 1 p.m. on Satur-
day next, 28 teams aro entered to
compete ifor' the club championship'

lew 1920. The course is appro.xinialely 100
inile.i, consisting of three circuits. Each
rider may select any speed between 17
and 20 m.p.h. for his firet circuit, and
consistency of driving will be determined
by liis repeating as nearly as possible his
lirst circuit fime in the second and third
circuit. In the event of more than one
complete team covering the whole distance
wilhiiul a single stop, other than provided
fill-, coiiriisleiicy of driving will be the
determining factor, and the riders who
adhere most closely to their first circuit
times in their second and third circuUs
will be "adjudged the winners.

Tlie following are the teams nominated
by the clubs concerned :

rling

Rider and Mnchii

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.O.10 0.. 1. S. Wright (4V. number)
1 30 .. 2.. R. B. Ewiiis (3i,i Ru.i.'e)110.. 5. VV. Brandish, jun. (5-6 Rover)

F. G. Edmund (4 Triumph sc.
1 1 3012
1 2 30

.
- 5. T. R. Gibbins (8 A, .„. ..,.,

6. H. Finch (4 Triumiih sc.)
n>y,-rrn: H. W. Wlrittem (4 Humber), G. L.Wlut^ (4 Triumph), J. W. Ravenhall (Roier sc),

and C. R. Little (4 Triumph sc,),

M.C.C.ISO.. 11. P, w, Moflat (2-'i'4 Douglas)
1 3 30 .. 12. T. S. Sharratt (4 Indi.TO)14 0.. 13. W. B. Gibb (2.;4 Douglas)
1 4 30 .. 14. E. A. Colliver (7 Indian sc.)
1 5 9 •• 1^- J. A. Newman (3"/, Sunbeam sc.)
1 ^5 oO ., 16. P. J. Watson (Anel sc.)

Tttstri-cs: W. H. Elce (8 Morgan c.c.) and R. B.
Clarke (6 Enfleid).

NORFOLK M.C.C. AND LIGHT CAR CLUB.
1 6 0.. 21. A. Wyatt (4 Douglas)
1 .6 30 .. 22. C. N. Hum (3V. Sunbeiim)17 0.. 23. A. S. Bagshaw "(4 Triumph)
1 7 30 .. 24. A. AdcocI; (7 Indian sc.)ISO.. 25. H. T. Chapman (7 Harley-

Davidscn sc.)
1 8 30 .. 26. E. M. Wood (7 Indian sc.)

»ra,-rr.-s.. R A. Daniels (3i,.j Rudge). G. Pope
(6 A.J.S.). and F. Mase (3 A.B.C.).

BLAENAVON M.C.C. (MON.).19 0.. 31. J. F. Gwillim. (4 Triumph)
1 9 30 .. 32. G. Griffiths (4 Triumph)
1 10 .. 33. T. W. Timmins (2-J4 Ixion)
1 10 30 .. 34. B. R. Evans (8 Matchless sc.) '

1 11 .. 35. Rees Jones (8 Sunbeam sc.)
1 11 30 .. 36. A. Williams (6 A.J.S. sc.)
nmrvts: T. wiUiams (6 Enfleid sc). and Ivor

Rees (3-4 Scott).

OXFORD MOTOR CLUB.
1 12 .. 41. E. Colegiove (41.1 Triumph)
1 12 30 .. M2. M. Pearson (4', Triumph)
1 13 .. 43. A. D. Cruickshank (8 Imperial-

and H. F. Barge (2-;4 Sunbeam).

PUBLIC SCHOOLS M.C.C.
1 15 .. 51. V. Gavford (5 Zenith)
1 15 30 .. 52 H. E. Symoirs (5 Zenith)
1 16 .. 53. H. B. Browning (3% Scott)
1 16 30 '- .r, ,. „ ^ ., . .. ~ .

1 17
54.' E.' M.' P. Boilsau (4 Triumph sc.)

55. C. D. Wright (7 Harley-David-

1 17 30
son

56. P. J. Malone (7 Harley-David-
son sc.)

Tlcscrvt: X>. Crawford (8 Zenith).

LUTON AND S. BEDS A.C.
1 21 .. 71. S. Brown (4 Triumph)
1 21 30 .. 72. F. Child (2";4 Douglas)
1 22 .. 73. G. S. Davidson (25i Diamond)
1 22 30 .. 74. IT. A. Eevre (5-6 James sc.)

I 23 .. 75, W. A. Jacobs (6-8 Rex-Black-
burne sc.)

1 23 30 .. 76. Capt. Cooke (5-6 James sc.)

Rr.vrriy " '
' — - •

SlarliiiB
Time. No.. Rider and Miicliinu.

n. M. s.

LIVERPOOL M.C.C.
1 18 .. 61. G. ,S. Iloston (3i<, Sunbeam)
1 in 30 .. 62. E. L. Uo.«ton (3'A Sunbeam)
1 19 .. 63. ri. Roberts (4", US.A.)
1 19 30 .. 64. V. E. Ilorsinan (4 Norton sc)
1 20 .. 65. N. II. Brown (7-9 Indian sc)
1 20 30 ., 66. O. Wade (6 A.J.S. .sc)

lli-arrres: J, Fox (4i.i B,S,A.), and N, C, Sdater
(4 Norton).

ESSEX M.C.
1 24 .. 81. t. Roberts (3 A. B.C.)
1 24 30 .. 82. F. A.Applehce (4 Indian Scout)
1 25 .. 83. K. II. I'.jitir (3 A.H.C.)
1 25 30 .. 84. W. I' 11.1111 n; A.J.S. sc.)

1 26 .. 85. C. I'ciu.uii 14 Il(iii.,-las sc.)

1 26 30 .. 86. 1). S. I'rii-niis (5-6 Rover sc.)

Hcsrrvcs: D. S. Kapadia (8 Acme sc.) and F.
Thorpe (25.1 Douglas).

SURBITON AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 27 .. 91. R. O. Spikins (7-9 Ilarley-

David.sonI
1 27 30 .. 92. R. C. Staunton (4 Triumph)
1 28 .. 93. L. T. Oilson (8 Zenith)
1 28 30 .. 94. R. C. Charlesworth (8 Zenith sc.)

1 29 .. 95. H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.)

1 29 30 .. 96. Rex Mundy (6 Martinsyde-New-

II. Bull (6 A.J.S.
.)

Ri,
---..-.--

BEDFORD AND DISTRICT M.C, AND t.C.C.

1 30
1 30 30
1 31 ,. 103. J. R. Collins (4 Triumph)

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 33 .. 111. A. Wooding (4 Sirnbeam)
1 33 30 .. 112. J. Willcox (3V. Rudge)
1 34 .. 113. W. C. Pvm (4 Douglas)
1 34 30 .. 114. Will Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc.)

1 35 .. 115. K. Harris (4 Triumph sc.)

1 35 30 .. 116. H. Pole (8 Morgan c.c)
ncxi-rrcx: J. .Simpson (0 A.J.S.) and J. O.

Randle (4 Triumph).

EALING AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 36 .. 121. W. G. Boyer (5-6 Rover)
1 36 30 .. 122. Leslie Pulhan (31,4 Ariel)
1 37 .. 123. H. le Vack (3i,;. Duzmo)
1 37 30 .. 124. F. A. Longman "(3i/, Ariel sc.)

1 38 .. 125. C. E. Temple (7-9 Harley-
Davidson sc.)

1 38 30 .. 126, S. E. Longman (7-9 Harley-
' Davidson sc)

Ueserres! D. D, Tilt (Triumph) and F, H.
Douglas (Morgan c.c).

WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C.
1 39 .. 131. A. Milner (21/, Diamond)
1 39 30 .. 132. F. J, Price (2iA Diamond)
1 40 ,. 133. G. Dance (3i/. Sunbeam)
1 40 30 .. 134. F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.)

1 41 .. 135. Geo. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

1 41 30 .. 136. J. E. Greenwood iSV, Sun-
sc.)

sc).

• SHEFFIELD AKD HALLAMSHIRE M.C:C.
1 42 .. 141. F. C. Wates (4 Triumph)
1 42 30 .. 142. D. Kav (4 Triumph)
1 43 .. 143. G. W. Wilkin (4 Wilkin)
1 43 30 .. 144. J. A. Stacev (8RovalEnfieldsc.)
1 44 .. 145. S. Sawyer (4 Norton sc.)

1 44 30 .. 146. A. B. Chapman (5-6 Broughsc.)

Hcscries: R. E. Budd (3";1 Scott), A. C. Roberts
(3% Scott), and H. Reynolds (4 Norton sc).

HIGH WYCOMBE AND DISTRICT M.C.O.
1 48 .. 161- R. Pugh (4 Triumph)
1 48 30 .. 162. E. Cutler (4 Triumph)
1 49 .. 163. J. W. G. Pugh (4 Triumph)
1 49 30 .. 164. R. Newitt (7-9 Harlev-David-

son sc.)

Jicsn-m: G. C. Hugo (8 Morgan c.c), A. C. Bass
(31:. New Huds<in). J. Birch (8 Morgan c.c), and
P. Manley CS'- Triumph).

WORCESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
2 6 .. 221. E. Williams (2";i A.J.S.)
2 6 30 .. 222. J. Westwood Wills (2% Verus-

Blackburne)
2 7 0.. 223. T. C- de la Hav (SV. Sunbeam)
2 7 30 .. 224. B. Brown (31;. Sunbeam sc.)

2 8 0.. 225. E. W. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S. .sc)

2 8 30 .. 226. J. Dudley {3\<, Sunbeam sc.)

Hr^crrcs: J. A. Chadwick (2\'i Diamond-Jap),
C. E. Tysoe (31.2 Sunbeam), and C. H. Lewis (3I2

r .M.C.C.

Starling
Time. N.i. Rider and Machi

U. H. H.

CAMBERI.EV .\Mi I

1 45 .. 151. U. " 1.' '11 .,,M,i|,)i)

1 45 30 .. 152. P. U w 1
I uiibeam)

1 46 .. 153. A. I,..v- I ,11. ,1 1.1 )

I 46 30 .. 154. F. W. liak.r IV Matchless fc.i

1 47 .. 155. E. LanBiidue (7-9 Harlcy h .)

1 47 30 .. 156. W. Pirnmif (7 Ariel sc.)
Heai-ncs: K. Allord (3'.i .Scott) and —. Morn

(4l,'i U.S.A.).

ROCHESTER, CHATHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.
1 51 .. 171. L. C. Bumens (2';i Coukon B.I
1 51 30 .. 172. — . Jcnncr 14 Triumph)
1 52 .. 173. L. Short (4 Triumph)
1 52 30 .. 174. G. Packman (8 MalchlcsB sc)

-

1 53 .. 175. V. Symon.? (6 Martinsyde sc)
1' 53 30 .. 176. S. Smith (8 A.J.S." sc.)

-
. Watson (Duzmo) and — . Browning

(3-:

S. BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
1 54 .. 181. B. Kershaw (2;4 Verus)
1 54 30 .. 182. a. Dcnlcv (2i'i Vclocette)
1 55 .. 183. B. Bird (3i,(. U.S.A.)
1 55 30 .. 184. H. Saddington (5 James sc.)

1 56
-------- --.--.

1 56 30

Bl

185. II. lizzie (3i/i B.S.A. -, .,

56 30 .. 186. — . Walker (4 Triumph sc.)
7;<-.«riT».. E. Boydell (2ii Vclocette sc) and T.
'""held (6 Ariel sc).

WASPES SLC.C. (CAMBRIDGE).
191. C. H. Buttress (4 Triumph)

i 5/ ou .. 192. D. M. Somcrville (7-9 American
Excelsior)

1 58 .. 193. J. R. Cox (4 Triumph)
1 58 30 .. 194. W. N. G. Phillips (8 Zenith sc.)

I 59 .. 196. F. LI. Hudson (3i!, Rover sc.)
1 59 30 .. 196. F. Thodav (4 Triumph sc.)

Kficrtcs.- H. R. P. Patters'on (4 Triumph), L. G.
W'Aldock (4 Triumph sc). D. Graver (7-9 Ilarley-
Davidso nd J. Stanley (31/2 P. and U.).

ILKLEY M.C. AND L.C.C.
2 0.. 201. J. C. Wood (3'1 Scott)
2 30 .. 202. C. Moser (4 Triumph)
2 10.. 203. J. H. Holmes (3=4 Srott)
2 1 30 .. 204. J. S. Duxbury (3i!. .Scott sc.)

2 2 0.. 205. C. Clegg (4 Triumph ,=c.)

2 2 30 .. 206. S. S. English (6 British Ex-

2 4 30 .. 214. F. E. Jones (3V, Ariel sc.)

2 5 0.. 215. H. L. Coates (4 Blackburne sc.)

2 5 30 .. 216. F. J. Watts (5 Brough .-c.)

Hcsrrvcs: R. H. Mav (4I4 B.S.A.) and R. W.
Greaves (7-9 Indian sc).

BIRMIKGHAM M.C.C.
2 9 0.. 231. R. W. Duke (4 Triumiih)
2 9 30 .. 232. H. H. Peters (4 Triumph)

MIDDLESEX M.C.C.
2 12 .. 241. T. A. S. Brown (4 Triumph)
2 12 30 .. 242. W. Farmer 14 Triumjih)
2 13 .. 243. L. S. Bolton (Sii Rudge)
2 13 30 .- 244. A. L. Huggins (8' Zenith sc.)

2 14 .. 245. E. J. Pittock (7-9 Harley sc.)

2 14 30 .. 246. L. V. Bolton (8 Henderson sc.)

Rcsrrres: S. A. McCarthy (8 Matchless), J. Hilger
(5-6 Rover), and A. Lloyd (4 Triumph).

KIDDERMINSTER M.C.C.

2 15 .. 251.
2 15 30 -. 252.
2 15 .. 253.
2 16 30 .. 254.
2 17 .. 25S.
2 17 30 .. 256.

SUTTON COLDFIELD AND N. BIRMINGHAM
A.C.

2 18 .. 261. H. R. Lane (21.; Levis)
2 18 30 .. 262. L. Newev (31:, Ariel)

2 19 .. 263. R. E. Pugh (2ri Levis)
2 19 30 .. 264. H. Povnton (James sc.)

2 20 .. 265. A. W.' Thrush (Triumph sc.)

2 20 30 .. 266. E. Stobart (James sc.)

Kcscj-ie: J. N. Roberts (A.B.C.I.

WOOLWICH. PLUM.STEA6 AND DISTRICT M.C.

2 21 .. 271. T. I. Ross (4 Triumph)
2 21 30 .. 272. Reg Boxer (4 Triumph)
2 22 .. 273. W. Whitaker (3'. Douglas)
2 22 30 .. 274. C. D. Hardee (7 Matchless sc)

2 23 .. 275. n. A. Collier (7 Matchless scl
2 2-S 30 . . 276. F. M. Ellis (7 Matchless sc)
Hcsrri-n II. Peterson (7 Matchless scl.

D2.'
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Awards in the Ilkley Open Trial,

Starters, 116; Retired. 27; First-class Certilica es, 29; Second-class, 20:

Third-class, 29; Too Late for Award, 11.

THE very sporting one-day trial organ-
ised by the Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.,
and fully reported in our issues of

June 10th and 17th, did not cause so

many retii'ements as might have been ex-

pected. Of the 116 starters, 89 survived
the course, although 11 of them were too

late to qualify for a- certificate. Amongst
the 27 who qualified for first-class awards,
iffl lost, no marks at all, and from these

the winners of the awards shown in the
next column have been selected :

A.B.C.

Sub-Lt. Jameson. .St'cc

E. A. Colliver. First cl

•E. Porter. First class.

Applebee.

rkird class.

A.J.S.

Raynes (so.). 2Vo award.
. Fletcher (sc). Tliird clas.

, S. Wilson (2%). Retired
. Lucas (sc). First class.

ARIEL.
. H. Longman (31/0). First

The Ilkley Trophy, wdth gold medal, for best
individual perJormance.—H. Languani (3% Scott).

The Scott Teophy, with gold medal, for best
amateur performance.—W. Westwood (4 Triumph).
The PALaiER Trophy, with gold medal, for best

trade performance.—G. Hill (3% Scott).

Gold Medals to next best performance in each
class.—350 c.c. solo : G. W. Wilkin (2% Wilkin).
500 c.c. solor E. Porter (3 A.B.C.). 750 c.c. solo:
W. L. Guy (5^ Scott). 750 c.c. sidecar : A. Lucas
(6 A.J.S.). 1,000 c.c. sidecar : H. Pattinson (8
New Imperial) and R. Horsley (8 New Imperial).

Of the teams entered in connection

with the A.C.U. East Midland Centre
Trophy, the Ilkley club's No. 1 team

NEW IMPERIAL,

lost no marks, the Ilkley No. 2 team lost

thirty-two marks, Leeds and District lost

fifty-five, Sheffield and Hallam.shire No.

1 team lost sixty-nine, and N. Derbyshire

No. 2 team lost 144.

The following are the results in alpha-

betical order of make of machine, and
they show the performance of each star-

ter. The above mentioned recipients of

special awards were selected from the

first-cla^s certificate winners who lost no
marks :

BAT.
IW).

Wood (31/.). Third class.

. E. Ellis (3Vi). First class.

J. Haywood (sc). Retired.

BRADBURY.
. E. Grange (6 sc). Retired.

CAMPION,
t. Hemsby (2V.). Third da
Trneman 11). Third class.
S. Debenham (6 sc). No avic

CODLSON B.

. Gut. Third class.

H. Callaway. Third class.
R. Jacobs. Retired.

COVENTRY EAGLE.
Taylor (31/2). No award.

CLYNO. ,

H. Gibson (21/..). .Second class.

P. E. Palmer'iay,). Second 1

DOUGLAS.
W, Wells (2%). Third class.

E. Hawkes (2'!4). No award.
H. Thomas (4). Third class.

ENFIELD.
C. Mar.*all (21/1). No award.
H. Mather (21/,). "Retired.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
R. Stacey (7-9 sc). First class.
F. Watson (7-9 sc). Third 'clan
E. A. B. Chvirh (7-9 sc). No an
S. Ratcliffe (4). Third class.

HOBART.
E. Foster (2i/o). No award.

INDIAN.
P. B. Roper (7-9 sc). Third
T. S. Sharratt (Scout). Second
11. E. Darnton (7-9). Second

•R. Horsley (8
•H. Pattinson
L. A. Cawthc

;.). First class.

sc). First class.

e (2%). Retired.

NORTON.
W. 8.^ Hartwell (4 sc). Retired.
J. C. Wood (3;i>). Retired.
W. Shepherd (SV,). First class.

Parker (4 sc). First class.

Boult (31/2 sc). Second class.

Reynolds (4 sc). Third class.

N.U.T.
H. M. Barton. First class.

W. Pym. Second class.

J. A. Newman. Third class.

II. R. King. 77iiriZ class.

ROVER.
Sandford (5-6). Second class.

VI. Parry-Jones (5-6). Second

REGENT.
Ansonia (5-7). Retired.

A.
LEVIS.

Wilkins (2%). No award

H
LEA-FRANCIS.

'

C. Chick. Third class.

G.
J.

MORGAN.
Burlinson. Retired.
R. Sylvester. I'hird class.

- RUDGE.
J. Hall (31/,). Retired.
E. Johnson 431/2). Retii

"W. L. Guy. First class.

G. A. Reed. Second class.

•E. Wasling. First class.

W. Maugham. Second clasB.

A. R. Roberts. Rctircd.-
\V. Moore. First class.

•C. P. Wood. First class. .

W. F. Scott. Second-class.
•II. C. B. Brown. First class

•G. Hill. First -class.

R. W. Stanfield. First class.

J. S, Duxbury. Third class.
W, Clo\igh. Third class.

•J. Baker. First class.

•H. Langman. Firs-t class.

F. E. Wasling. Retired.
B. Hill. Retired.
T. E. Oliver. Third class.

^A- Douglas. First class.

SUNBEAM.
H. W. Sellers. Srcon/cdiss.
C. Barton. Second class.

A. T. Start. No award.
R. F. Craven. .Second class.

E. L. Boston. First class.

G. 8; Boston. Retired.
W. R. Eddington. .Second clasi

TRIUMPH.
W. H. Hadfield. Fir.!f class.
O. W. Heath. Retired.

W, W. Bennett. Fii

•W. Westwood. First class.
•F. C. iVates. First chis^.

R.^lythe (sc). ReJired.
C- A. Turner. Third rills'!.

W. Backhouse. .Second clas:
W. M. Willey. Retired.
A. E. Sayles. Rctiied.
P. Padley. Retired.

VERUS.
P. Walker (4). Retired.
A. Roberts (23/1). Retired
A. G. Robinson (2%). Sicond class.

WILKIN.
W. Kantlehem (3i,i sc). Thiid class.

•G. W. Wilkin (S-l). Fii,t diiss.

E. S. Sneath l5'-.h Tkiiil class.

J. Beat (8). J7,irrf clasi

Scottish Six Days Trial.
Over 100 Entries received for the Popular Edinburgh M.C. Event Next IVTonih.

THE following is the result of the first

lour ballots for starting positions
in the Scottish Six Days Trial,

which takes place from July 5th to 10th.

Well over 100 entries have been received,
and subsequent ballots wi.ll take place :

1. Rev. J. M. Philpott (2% Wilkin)
2. H. B. Denley (8 Morgan)
3. A. B. Fairley (3 A.B.C.)
4. R. S. M.a.rae (7-9 Ilarle- ~ "

Sh)

; ImpsP. J. Hutchison (8 Ne
H, E. Fairley (3 A.B.C
Robert Carfrae ( )

E. W. f*oldcrott (4 A.J.S.)
Hugh Gibson (Clvno)
J. Beck (8 New Imperial sc)
J. Robertson Brown (8 Henderson)
J. Westwood Wills (2'y, Verus)
n. Mortimer Batten (S'A P. and M.)
E. A. Colliver (4 Indian Scout)
C. F. Plowman (4 Triumph)
B. Alan Hill (3'/.. P. and M.)
Claude Duncan (3i/. Norton)
J. L. Stocks (41/. Ariel)
T. Peck (4IA Ariel)
J. J. A. Bias (3'/, P. and M.)
T. 8. Sharratt (4" Indian Scout)

P. W. Carter (S A.J.S.)
H. Alexander (8 Matchless sc.)

L. Newey (414 Ariel)
Thomas Rutherford (5V" Sunbeam)
F. Turvey. jun. (414 B.S.A.)
David 8. Milne (8 Matchless)
Wm. Buchanan (4'/, B.S.A.)
James Steel (B.S.A.)
A. J. C. Lind-say (Rover)
W. Edwards (4i{l B.S.A.)
Stanley Parker (Royal Enfield)
0. M. Knowles (6 Bat)
Lt. Lochead (2% New Imperial)
R. M. Knowles ( )

D. II. Noble ( )

H. F. Barge (8 Morgan Grand Prix)
J. A. Ililger (5 Rover)
-. Chambers (4i.i B.S.A.)
H. F. Edwards (4i,S B.S.A.)
H. F. Mase (3 A.B.C.)
O. P. C. Collier (31/2 Bradmore)
Robert G. M'Ewan (10 Richardson light cc

Jesse Baker (3';i Seott)
L. L. Sealey (B.S.A.)
Crompton Guthrie (3'/. Norton)
Reginald Ball (Scott)
Capt. U. Hay-Will (A.J.S.)
D. IM. Hamilton (Harley-Davidson)
G. Packman (Matchless)
Rowland Fellows (Triumph)
Alfred L. Dnwnie (Wilkin)
Clyno Engineering <-'o., Ltd. (2V2 Clyno)

Moir and Baxter, Ltd. (
)

George^ Cumming (Sunbeam)
Clyno Engineering Co.. Ltd.. (

Johii W. Morton (Blackburne)
David Wright, jun. (Blackburi

J. R. Fello
Georg; Grinton ( Harlev-Davidson)
Tom Morton (Blackburne)
Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd. (2i/. Clyno)
R. E. Darnton (ludi.in Sioul)
J. A. Newman (Siinbe.nm)
A. J. Sproston (Lea-Francis)
G. V. Shaw (Norton)
H. R. King (A.B.C.)
Meirall-Brown (Merrall-Crown runabout!
P. J. Enticknapp (Blackburne)
Alan Douglas (Scott)
A. F. Downie (.\.J.8.)

J. S. Holroyd (Blackburne)
J. Shepcrd (Carapicn-Ja).)
J. A. C. Sangster (3'.. James)
H. S. Dawson (Harlev-Davidson)
Mrs. D. Bull (A.J.S.)
C. G. Dickinson (Sunbeam)
J. G. Goodensuch (Phel..n and Moore)
G. G. Barnard (31/2 Sunbeam)
Ellison Hawks (Douglas)
P. W. White (Sunbeam)

' Indicates rider in mannfactur.
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Junior T.T.

2ND.

3RD.

1ST.

2ND.

3RD.

J. Watson Bourne BLACKBURN

E

J. s. Hojroyd BLACKBURNE
(250 CLASS)

R. O. Clark LEVIS
Gus Kuhn LEVIS
F, W. Applebee LEVIS

The only complete Team to fiais.i.

GODFREY'S Ltd.,
Special London Agents for both BLACKBURNE and LEVIS Machines

Have arranged to exhibit

R. O. Clark's winning LEVIS

and the

BLACKBURNE Machine on which Watson Bourne
secured

Second Place in the JUNIOR T.T,

These Machines can be seen and inspected at

GODFREY s, Ltd.,
208, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.l

'Phone : 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

m
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cU
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S

S

= A PERFECT BOON TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.
!

MO MORE CHOKED CARBURETTERS =

The ERRINGTON PETROL FILTER
Has solved the problem!NOTHING

TO BREAK.

NOTHING
TO GET
OUT OF
ORDER.

Slotted here

REQUIRES no mechanical alteration

to machine.

^^\m

to fit taper iji'"'o "V;'"':
in tap. 'VVV /*>•?''

RETAIL
PRICE

2/6

Fits direct

• into Petrol Tajf.

in Tap.

ASK YOUR
AGENT

FOR ONE.

Enquiries
invited.

Agents
Required.

Can be fitted in a few moments by anyone. =

Ket-r "^ THE ACCESSORIES SUPPLY COMPANY, |
15, BROWNLOW STREET, HOLBORN, LONDON. W.Cl. ^SiSS^nSV. =

RW.SU)UT
RELIABILITY with LOW COST!

THE experience of the designer and the manufacturer of the R. W. SCOUT, Mr. R.
Weatherell, in every phaa^e of Motor Cycling, under all and every condition, is beyond

doubt very extensive. After experimenting on various types of two-stroke machines for

the past 8 years, we are now able to place on the market the most reliable, economical,
and most speedy machine ever produced and at a low cost. Severe tests have been made
in hill-climbing, etc., and the R.W. SCOUT has proved beyond doubt absolutely perfect

in every detail.

L

Abridged Specification :

Engine.—Specially designed 3 h.p. 'Dalm Engine,
Two stroke.

Frame.—Specially designed for strength and giving

comfortable riding position.

Petrol Consumption during tests has proved to be
in the region of 120 miles to the gallon, due to

special design of the engine.

All Materials used in the construction of this machine
are ca-efuUy selected, and tested before erecting

the machine, and we guarantee a tensile strength

of over 15 tons in our Cylinder Pistons, and
Flywheels, workmanship is <A the very beat, and
all parts are interchangeable.

Price : 52 Guineas.
To obtain particulars and specification of the R. W SCOUT,
apply to Dept. B. for Illustrated Leaflet, which which will be

sent free on application.

MOTOR WORKS, SOUTH GREEN,
BILLERICAY : : ESSEX.

-\

Telephone •

No. 18, Billericay.

Telegrams :

"Weatherell, Molort, Billerlcay

In answerinfi these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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fbe 1920"

j^DspreLD
(TRADE MARK)! Ca^rburettcr

f

AND THE

1920 T.T. RACES

The "Motor Cycle" Trophy „ffe,ed ,0

develop the ultra efficiency of the small capacity engine, produced

results beyond the expectations of the donors. The results were :

Mr. R. O. CLARKE . (2i Levis) FIRST.
Mr. GUS KUHN (2i Levis) SECOND.

Both Machines were Fitted with Senspray Carburetters,

and iri'2spite of a fall, and a puncture involving several miles ride on a

flat tyre, Mr. Clarke finished 4th in the Junior Race, beating 3 machines

of other makes, of 100 c.c. larger capacity, Mr. Kuhn finishing 7th.

The Senior T.T.
Mr. D. M. BROWN (3i Norton) SECOND.
Fitted with the Senspray Carburetter.

All " Sensprays " used were absolutely standard in all respects, as supplied

to the public, and were not specially made for the race.

C. H. Pugh, Ltd.

WRITE FOR 1920 BOOKLET.

Whitworth Works Birmingham.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde. D25
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REGENT SUCCESSES
OF THB

"RADCO 9?

King . of Lightweights.

ONE CHALLENGE CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.
TWO SILVER MEDALS.

London ~
to Edinburgh - - - Silver Medal.

London to Land's End - - - Silver Medal.

"STALLY" CHALLENGE GUP RELIABILITY TRIAL,
Won by Mr. R. H. BAXTER, of London.

Each Event only One " Radco" entered.

E. A. RADNALL, & Co., g^aTN^JS^;?;-:

B-iilt by V'e

Air Nlttgalton
Co , Ltd , BUnot
and Spud ITo/'Ai,

Aihlltstonc.

The Bleriot Whippet
Super Cycle Car.

Price £280
including hood, screen, electric liglUing, horn, tools, etc.j

ready for the road.

^ With its roomy body, large wheels,
heavy tyres ; its liberal mileage per
gallon—50-55—the BleriotWhippet is eminently a
little car on ample, generous lines. Its consum-
mate balance of sprung and unsprung weight
and excellent springing lend a remarkable
degree of comfort, while its incomparable
Blackburne engine gives all the power it needs
with a iibcral margin ip reserve. Write for
further details to the sole distributors tor British
Isles as below—or call and. inspect.

ForLightweightMotorCycles
There is no alternative to the

RUNBAKEN
W.L.I. Type

MAGNETO
Maximum
Weight.

Minimum
Performance.

We are concentrating on the manufacture of
the W.L.I.—the Lightweight Magneto now
used on the following machines, viz :

—

New Hudson Connaught Black Prince Kenilworth
Cedes Conlson Sheffield Mobile Pup
O.K. Simplex Henderson Scooter
Whippet Hoskison and many others

Also the folloTi-ing engine makers :—
A. W. Wall

Union Engines
Wilton Engine Company
Boyle & Redrup, etc., etc

ihbaken'

THE
RUNBAKEN MAGNETO

CO., LTD.,
Cheetwood Lane, Derby Street.
MANCHESTER, and 3, Camp
Street, Deansgate, Manchester.

London OfHce :—
115, Great Portland Street, W. •

In annweTing these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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London-Edinburgh Trial

Newcastle-Edinburgh Trial

1 Wolf entered
and Secured

»»

Silver Medal
Bronze »»

SEND FOR LIST OF PREVIOUS SUCCESSES.

THE FINEST LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR ON THE MARKET.
Brickkiln Street,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
B

WULFRUNA ENGINEERING CO., LIMITED,

DESIGNED FOR the SPORTING RIDER^hVi
3^2HP

a B

Sole Distributing Agents

for the
STAFFORDSHIRE, SHROPSHIRE,

WORCESTERSHIRE, WARWICK-
SHIRE.—Messrs. Martia Mitchell, Ltd.,

Staffoid.

LANCASHIRE and CHESHIRE.—
Messrs. Leach & Seed, i6, Joha Dalton

Street, Manchester.

WEST RIDING, YORKSHIRE. —
Messrs. Barran-Ackroyd, 147 to 149, Hyde
Park Corner, Leeds.

OXFORDSHIRE. — Messrs. Layton
Garages, London Road, Bicester.

KENT.—Messrs. Saunders Cycle Co.,

;i. High Street, Chatham.

GLASGOW and DISTRICT.—Messrs.
S. G. S. Motors, Ltd. 167, Albert Road,
Pollockshields, Glasgow.

MIDLOTHIAN and FIFESHIRE.—
Edinburgh Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50.

Grindley Street, Edinburgh.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, DERBY-
SHIRE and LEICESTERSiURE.—
Messrs. Foster & Baxter, Motor Cycle
Agents, :66, Arkwright St., Nottingham

HUNTINGDONSHIRE.—Messrs. Par-

ker & Son, Station Road Garage, St. Ives,

Hunts,

' LINCOLNSHIRE.— Messrs. Best and,
Sons, Car Agents, 1S2, Cleetborpe Road,
Grimsby.

aUZMo
1920

SPECIAL FEATURES :

OVERHEAD VALVES. OUTSIDE FLYWHEEL
DETACHABbE CYLINDER HEADS.

"DRY SUMP" LUBRICATION.
LIGHT RECIPROCATING PARTS.

Applications for further Territory can still

be made to :

—

The^ PORTABLE TOOL
ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,
Cedar Works, Enfield Highway^

MIDDLESEX.
Phone: Enfield. 467. 'Grams: "Portable, Enfield."

A?ents tor 1

LONDON, MIDDLESEX, SURREY, tlERTFORD-
SH:RE, BEDFORDSHIRE: Messrs. Ballard'j

Motors, 92, Gloucester Road, South Kensington,
S.W.7

have been appointed for

the following Territories

:

PROVINCE ol ULSTER, IRELAND.
—Samuel M. Adams, Motor Agent, 50.

Donegal Street, Belfast.

SUFFOLK, NORFOLK, ESSEX, and
CAMBRIDGESHIRE.—Messrs. Egcrtons,

Motor Engineers, Northgate St., Ipswich.

SOUTH WALES.—Ivor L. Roberts,

223, Cxtord Street, Swansea, Glamorgan.

WESTMORLAND, CUMBERLAND.
NORTHUMBERLAND, and DURHAM.
—R. Martin Rennison, Motor Cycle
Agent, 3r, King Street, Penrith.

GLOUCESTER and SOMERSHT.—The
Eastviiie Motor Engineering Co., 305,

Stapleton Road, Bristol.

DORSET and SOUTH OF HAMP-
SHIRE.—Messrs. J. C. J. Motor Cycle Co.,

124, Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth.

EASl RIDING ol YORKSHIRE.—Mr.
Walter l-ad;-ett. Motor Engineer, Station

Road Garage, Howden, Yorks.

ABERDEENSHIRE, BANFFSHIRE,
and KINCARDINESHIRE.—Mr. George
Cumming, Motor Engineer,- 19, Rose
Street, Aberdeen.

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.—Messrs.

W. Curtis & Sons, Motor Engineers, 95,

Mid Abbey Street, Dublin.

AYRSHIRE.—Messrs. J. G. ft P
Smillie, Riverbank Place, Kilmarnock.

FORFARSHIRE.—Mr. John Meldrum.

The Esplanade Motor Works, Dundee.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE and RUT-
LAND.—Messrs. Tumill, North & Co.

^5, Broad Bridge Street, Peterborough.

r « B
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Tn answering these advertisements it is clesirahle to inention "The Motor n—i-
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„ know that

lust to let you ^^^aal on

1 lot Bronze vn

^*J I Beds. A-J- ;," el

Machines of any

*=^*^*' V end in ^Y\

Luton^g'\leaa\ on ^

CHobart,

To what e\t6!it the 'TGNA" help^ to achieve success m
Competitions and Trials is suijirested by the foUowmg
awards recently gained by riders of machines fitted with

•'IGNA" Plu!;s—5 Cups, 8 Gold and 11 Silver Medals.

The 'IGNA' Mica Plug, Type MI, Singlj Point,

as illustrated, has a one-piece solid body. Will

not oil up or soot. Pre-ignition is impossible.

Gaslight and indestructible. Non-detachable,

but cleanable by the aid of the 'IGNA' Plug

cleaner shewn below. Price 5/-

INSIST ON /'IGNAS"— obtainable of all

high-class Garages or Agents or supplied

direct if any difficulty.

IGNA Ensineennff ^-o.. Ltd.,

High Street. DUDLEY.
Northern 01H<'e

:

Deansgate, Manchester

With this IGNA
Plug Cleaner the
'IGNA' Mica
SinglePointPhig
can be thorough-
ly cleaned in 5
seconds with ab-
solutely no dam-
age to: he Plug 1

itself.

\l>

^So

ALWAVS
FIRING

ALL TYPES
OF MAGNETOS
flEPAIUED
AND SPARE PARTS

SUPPLIED.
ABSOLUTELY CUARAJ4TEED.

24 HOUR SERVICE
LOW CHARGES

large stock of new and
second-hand magnetos.

Manufacturers of "The Merit"
Accumulator.

PLATINUM SCREWS a speciaUty.

MEAGHER ^ BATCLirFE

?$-'•• 221 Deansgate. '^f^L

In answering these advertisements it

Write to- RUBBERINE LIMITED,
Market Road, Caledonian Road, LONDON, N.7

Phone: North 2082.

is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ctc."
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Just as useful to the Motorist as to the Motor Cyclist

ROUTE BOOK
With Road Maps of England & Wa!es,
Scotland, and the London District

AWELCOME departure Irom the stereotyped form ot

road book is made in "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
ROUTE BOOK. In addition to the usual routes from
Ebndon, radiating main routes are given from other large and
populous centres in England and Wales, and Scotland, as well

as "linking-up" routes from all other cities and towns of fair

size. The intersecting or linking-up routes are clearly shown
by reference numbers. The items of interest orf the main
roads are described by the well-known authority on roads.

Mr. Chas. G. Harper. A useful set of Maps of England
Wales, and Scotland, in Atlas form, and printed in red and
black, is included.

List of Contents ..

Price 5/- net. By Post, 5/6.

Radiating Routes from Large andPopulous
Towns.Traffic-avoiding Routes, and Routes
into and out of London.

Linking-up Routes from and to smaller
Towns.

List of Ferrie,s in England, Wales, and
Scotland, with their charges.

List of Speed Limits in Various Counties,
Lighting up Time Table.

Also 32.page MAP SECTION.

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20. TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
An-i Leadinsr BooVsellers

iiiiiniiiiMiiniiiiiniiiiii

"Tp
RACING

^^ MOTOR CYCLE

Troubles
The Fourth Edition of "Tracing Troubles.'

Bv "Road Rider."

Carefully Revised, ana corrected where necessary to

bring it up-to-date, this book will be found invaluable

to all motor cyclists, and particularly useful to those

wlio have recently purchased their first machine.

r reliable system for tracing motor

cycle faults and of remedying any

trouble when found.

Price 2/- Net. By Post 2/3.

0^!^^^^

ouble when found.
rnunWWWlWUUllil'

2L^rrt^f¥wo^-i?pB^n%
v;m;;m\u\\\u\\\\\\\^

--
-' -y-°« --

:;,uSi;S\\\\u\\\\\\ll!il!^-

»iv\l\\ \\\\\\'\\IV.V. The Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS LTD.The Publishers: ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
and leading bcohsellers.
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THE

BRADBURY
IN

SOUTH AFRICA.

Another Bradbury
Victory.

R.M.e.G. CHAMPIONSHIP
for Motor Cycles up to 600 c.c.

Won by Mr. F. NISSEN
mounted on a

6-reaHld BRADBURY

The Bradbury Motor Cycles

have won the

RELIABILITY,

PETROL CONSUMPTION,
and

SPEED CONTESTS in

South African Competitions.

Please write for List and Name 0/ Neatest

A geni.

BRADBURY & CO.,
LIMITED,

Wellington Works,

OLDHAM.

GEAR GUTTING
o-f every description.

GEARS AND SPARE PARTS
made at short notice for

INDIAN

and all makes of Motor Cycles.

Timing Gears, Cam Wheels, Qramophone
Gears, Magneto Pinions a great speciality

ONLY HIGH-CLASS WORK DONE.
MODERATE PRICES. GOOD DELIVERY

BURTON G. RAYMOND,
27 Lisle St., Leicester Sq.,W.C.2

'Phone: GERRARD. 4637.

V.

Dad brings home Mackintosh 's for the children bat

When cycling or motoring, g>ilinij or reading, he likes a few lumps
handy—so does mother—^so do ^atl the up-prown follv who have
retained their iikinjj of good wholesome toffee. Mackintosh's is

made from lots and lots of good things, and it is delicious.

Sold by confectioners everywhere in ^-Ib. family litis

and loose by weight.

In ujif^^Tinij these adccrtiscincnla it is desirahJc to The Motor Cyrh:
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Quality & Service

are attributes of the

New Hudson Lightweight

by reason of its practical

design and superior con-

struction. It embodies
all that is requisite and
desirable for comfort, re-

finement and efficiency.

Ths New Hudson 2-stroke engine

develops great power ; and its

free and sweet running affords

more than sufficient energy to

meet every demand for the most

unsparing service. Complete
confidence is assured in its

unfailing reliabi ity.

NEW

Speed, Endurance,
and all-round dependabil-

ity, are demonstrated qual-

ities of the New Hudson
Perfect Service Motor
Cycle. It is Simple,

Powerful, and Workman-
like, with a special appeal

to the practical man.

Write for illustrated Catalogue

with fall mechanical details.

NEW HUDSON, LTD.,

- St. George's Works, -

BIRMINGHAM.

Powerful 2-Stroke Lightweight £75

HUMPHRIES
AND

d!

D4WES,LTD.,
HALL GREEN WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams :

" Humdaw, B'ha

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
CHEAPEST MOTOR CYCLE
ON THE MARKET, STILL
THE CHEAPEST AND
MOST RELIABLE.

0.K.JUN10R

^ "

48 GNS.
TRIAL,

2J h p. Two-stroke

single speed.

HIQH WYCOMBE & D.M.C.C

200 MILES.

W. Pugh GOLD MEDAL
(Private owner)

Only oneO.K.-Junior entered.

M.C.C. TRIAL LONDON-LAND'S END

p. PIKE GOLD MEDAL
Only one O.K.-Junior entered

VICTORY CUP OPEN TRIAL.

p. PIKE SILYER MEDAL.
J.W. HANDLEY SILYER MEDAL
Only two entered, gaining highest award

except cup in 350 c.c. class. JFj
In an^wcrinf] these adcertiseincnts it is clcsirabie to menfi The Motor Circle.
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TKe Biggest dealer in iKeSoutK
And Agents for

THE BEST MACHINES IN THE WORLD.

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE;

LEVIS . .

NORTON

1st 250 Class.

1st Junior T.T.

Winner of Team Prize

Senior T.T,

Early Deliveries can be given of the

above and other principal makes.

ROAD STREET, READING
'PHONE: 1024.

In amwcnwj thix (uhcitimncnl iL is di:.-:inililc /./ mention " T/ic Motm Ci/clc."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

lirAIJ. AmIimvIh'1'1, iK'llV.t JHliiliiiB I'liltTl £10.
'V j.;iii„,„, no, Altim 8t., Crowe. 18691

IX/'AI.L iiiitnwheel, littlo n»e<l, wants timing; £10.-
'"

Iti'll, 49. Uiver8i<l(\ KiiiKuton-on-ThulueH. tX4239

|l tfTO-WHEEL. nonlly now. iwifeot oondiliuu 1 fll.
IL -Niit'.ey, 22, Hoiliert Bil., Scvou KiriK". Illnnl.

[8600
VXT'AJ.L .\nto-WbeeI, ,Koq(l oonditicni, .[ijst mciliunU-il

10 Bns.-5
:l.

I

19428

UTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., in good condition, U.H.
mag.; £12, or ucaresl.—Lesttr, Wnturgiito St.,

^snlor<'. Salop. [8880
U UTO-\\'i;ki;i, and O.volc: ,£22, or Ailto-wliccl alono.
IV £14: nppoiiitmcnts only.-Uarnctt. 18. Garden
" " "

[8798

II UTO-WHKKL do Luxo. ntlai'licd Allday.<i mul
ISl .Onions siwial lyi'l.', oxii'llont condition; 20 ens.
Lnwreni'c, Ollcrton, Notts. [9308

ll UTO-WHKEl.S. .C27/10 cnsli, or £8/5 deiiosit and
a. £2 iiiunllih ; 80 |.aso illustrated list post Iree.—
I.T. Di|il

,
'I'll. M,'ii,.|ielitan Machinists' -Co., Ltd..

K. Uisliii|,siiil.', i:.('.2.
. [9729

t>.S.A. Auti.-Wl 1. iittarhed Kont'is ovi'lo. fine oondi-
r»J tion; £20: wonUl scpurato.-Wntlit. 15. Wiudns
a., Stnmt'ord Hill, N.16. (9062

\^^

Bat.

iipply Co., Rochester. [0193

IS from stock.—Hewin's
service firm, Taunton.

[8823
rod. nny trial; £156, or

oWcr.-lioulti n,

. all-chain
2 chains,

tube, valves, etc.; £85.—Globe Iron Works, Thame.
[8546

:ks, 2-

speed, all accessories, gold medal London-Ediu-
irgh, 1919; £85.-135, Bury St., Edmonton,' N.9.

[8799
*h.p. Jap. Bill. 2-siieed and free engine, with Mont-
' gomerv sidecar, in exceptionally nice oid(!;r, and
IS been well kept; £70; any trial.-A. J. Young, High
.. Newnia:ket [0220

: 600 miles, speed-
: lighting, hood,
leiir offe:

[9683

OAT 6h.p. 1920 Combination, don
'-* orneter, Stewart horn, electii

imeo sciceii. apron, perfect; £200,
19, St. John St., Clerkeuwell.

[d'Vo

'3AT-J.A.P. 6-3h.p. Twin,
'J chain drive, "with side.

iudition; .accept £90 for anick ;

lace Mews, Gloucester Kd., S.\V. [8685

. Bat Combination, in perfect order, only
1,200 miles, never given the_ slightest

ouble, 3-speed countershaft, kick starter, Cowey
3rn, speedometer, 3 lamps, tools, etc., fully insured

;

155.—Berg. 31, Hampstead Hill Gardens, Hampstead,
.W. After 7. [X4068

Beardmore
tQ20 Bcardmore-Precision. Lucas
' t? spares. Olympia show model;

•h.p. B!a
: J. O.

ntTAUCHOPES. 9, Shoe Lane, London.-Early de-
^y livery of 4h.p. and 8h.p. Blackburne machines.

[9770
iJLACKBUENE 3i,4h.p. 1920 Combination, mileage
'> 250. all acoessories, aa new, insiirance policv;
.70.—103a, High St., -Wandsworth. [9688

1) LACKBTTHNE .Combination, Millford sidecar, Lucas^ lamps, horn, speedometer, late 1919, perfect; Condi-
3n; fl6S.-Paynter. Normanville, Cheltenham. [8366

f
JiAELS Delivery of the Celebrated Blackbm
'-^ chines from the accredited agents.—The Lankester
Qgineering Co.. Motor Cycle Dept., 63. Brighton Rd.,
iirbiton. [2089

, electric light-
Ler, accessories; what offers;
Portsmouth.—Box 5,328, c/o

[9637

Bown
BOWNS 3h.p. 2-stroke,

plefce; £30,
uillesden

I.O.C.H.

N.W.IO.
St offer.—101, Tubbs Rd.

have a Bowu-Villiers, sporting little 'bus,

for the road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5
jath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station)
lione: Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including Satur-
ys. [8837

HOT FAVOURITES
FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

NEW 1920 MODES
VERUS, 2-stroke, single-speed £60

VERUS, cj h.p. Blackburne engine £110 5

P.V., spring frame, e) h.p., 2-speed £78 15

METRO-TYLER, -J h.p.. c speed .... £69 18 8

METRO-TYLER, r92o, new model £95 18

PORTLAND, ;,' h.p., 2-speed £60

CLYNO, :}h.p., 2-speed, clutch £75

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., standard model.. £127 10

DOT, ci h.p., J..^.P. engine, 2-speed £74 11

QUADRANT, 4 h p., complete with Side-
car £135

Second-hand Models

SOLO.
SUNBEAM, 1914 model, 2.^ h.p., 2-speed,

Bosch raagneto £75

DOUGLAS, 2.^ h.p., W.D. model, 3-speed £65

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
B.S.A., iot2 model, 2-speed, MiUford

Sidecar £68

DOUGLAS, r9r4 model, 3.V h.p., 2-speed,
Idck-start, Bosch ma.gneto £110 )

BLACKBURNE, 1920 model, 4 h.p., Stur-
mey-Arc.her gear bo-\, complete with
accessories £145

BLACKBURNE, 1920 model, 4 h.p. Stur-
mey-Archer gear box, all-chain drive,

coachbuilt Sidecar, windscreen, Lucas
lamps, and horn, as new £155 3

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

3-speed, W.D. model, complete with
Sidecar £145

F.OVER, 6h.p., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, all-

chain drive, complete with Sidecar . . £145

• TAnaDES
TAotorTAhrt
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
'Grams—" Abdicate IVesdo, London.'
'Phone—Mayiat-' 552 Museum 557.

100, Paris St., EXETER.
'Granis—" Combustwn, Ex-stcr.'

'Phons—Exeter 933.

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Ilriidbiiry

OlfADUUIiY, Orailo Kinr, Biwili walerprool; £43.-
-iJ 85 I'oworncroll lid., Clapton, K.5. 19324

UCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4.-61i.p.WZ^

BltAlllll'ltV

1 QU Itiadl.u.v. Hink«, C.A.V..
Xi7 ,.|V,., 7. llalelgh nd., llicli.

,li.p. 3-»peed, kick ftort, new flun-
£45.-323, Old Ford ltd., E. [o-.,!

1Q15 4h.p. Bradbury CoiuWuation. coachbuilt, in
Xt/ excellent condition.—Burljer, Sutterton, Jlo^ttui.

(8855
BEAIJBUEY.-Order now to avoid disappointmciit.-

The WalsnM Qarnge. WoliT-rluiniptou St.. Walsall.
[5762

BRADBURY, 1920 models.-Agents, Bright and
Ilaylos, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.

BRADBURY. 1915. countershaft 2-8pecd and clutch,
kick start; £57/10.—Hole, 129, Park Lane.

Carslialton. [9253

... Bradliiuy Coniliination, excellent condition. 2-

specd; £65.—Lee, 3, Lexham Mews, Lexham Car-
dens, Earl's Court. [9523

BRADBURY Combination, 4h.p., cane sidecar, 3
sjieeds; £60, or exchange Douglas.—Medcalf,

Hope House, Chingford, Hatch. [8961

4_h.p.
^t so

Gable; Ha nth, Yi- sley, Middlesf [9172

BRADBURY, 4h.p., in .sound condition, enamel and
plating as new; £40, or near otter.—Burton'^

Cycle Works, Duncan Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [8372

BRADBURY 3iAh.p., a.i.v., Bosch, B. and B., good
tyres, T.T. ba"rs, fast, ride away; bargain, £29.-

White, 62, High St., Kingston-on-Thames. [8892

dition, any
" Millom.

[X4196
BRADBURY 4h.p., 2-speed, N.S.U., Dunlop tyres

and b^lt, all on, very good condition, any trial;

40 gns.—Smith, 23, INlontpelier Rd., Peckham, S.E.15.

BRADBURY 4h.p., Dunhill's cane sidecar, N.S.U.,
good tyres, new belt, horn, lamps,^

dition; bargai

allowed.—Hutchi]
splendid
Lancashii

£60.—Walton, Mead Lodg

IMMEDIATE Delivery
Bradbury, S-spced,

clutch, chain drive; prif

Darwen.

Reigate.
8925

w latest model 6h.p. twin
L-k start, hand and foot
£155/10.—Loynds, Garage,

[9742

1Q20 Bradbury 6h.p. Twin, Grindley super sidocar,

\-U electric lighting. Cameo screen, _lfigsnields,

speedometer, horn, perfect;

BaLldon, Yorkshire.

10 20 Unused 6h.p. Bradbury, Grindlay sprung wheel

1-V sidecar; list price, £199; willing include East-

ing screen.—Letters only, D., Stourwood House, Stour-

wood Av., Betlrnemouth. [9488

BKADBUBT 1914 4h.p., P.E., Bosch, B.B., adjust-

able puUev, excellent running order ; 50 gus.

;

would consider exchange tor more powerful machine;

after 6.30.—Taylor, 32, Dunstans Rd., East Dulwich^

A h.p. Bradbury
yb pedal start, new lyres, an acce^sunca. li.

3 months ago, perfect throughout: first £50 i

Woodward, Mill Lane, Fresbfleld, nr. Live

_. . , lamps, horn,

(yiuvj a^.t.^.., „i,...- ..-..— -. tube [imused), total

mileage 5.200, excellent condition and appearance;

£140.-Institution. Popes Lane, Colchester. [9140

Brough.

1 020 5h p Brough, 500 miles, unscratched. lamps,

i-V horn; £130.—Claremont, Headlands, Kettering.

-I Q20 5h.p. Brough. Henderson sidecar, not run 700
ly miles; what offers J-V.A.R.. 21, Erith Rd.,

Belvedere. 19399

BROUGH 1916 5h.p. Flat Twin, o.h v., 3-speed.

S.A., K.S., parts thoroughly renewed at works.

Pedlev "rips, knee pads, long copper exhaust guar-

anteed'^ iaual to new, must sell; HO Bns.-Eectory

Castlegate, Thirsk. 1°^^''

Brown.

Oih.j.' Brown and Sidecar, 2-si)Ced, good^ ™?'''j'Ihp urown ana omccai, .i->yct:^i, n^^^ ..u.......,^..

,

2 «£27.—Mardon, Windhill, Bishop's Storttoid.^^^

31 h.p. Brown, track model. C.A.Y. lamps etc.. speed

2 mount; £3S.-Job, 186 Putney Bridge Ed..

Putney, S.W. f^^^^

BROWN 231h.p.. engine in perfect condition P. «id

H. lamp set; £30, or offer.-13. Queen sRd
South Norwood. .

^^"-'^

ROWN 3'Ah.p., B. and B. carouretter, Bosch mag.,

adjustable pulley, new back tyre, running order;

-Heaton, 6, Park Rd., Cowling, via l^eighley.^^
B

, All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol ttie Issue. CS3
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

BROWN 2';4h.p., T.T., Bosch, B. and B., good run-
ning order; after 6 p.m.; £19, or near offer.—

314, Plumstead Common Ed., S.E.IS. [8863

SPECIALLY Built Brown 8h.p., Giadua gears, new

[9221
excellent condition; 46 gns.—102, Hamilton Rd.
bledon, S.W.19.

B.S.A.

B.S.A. Combination, countershaft, 1916; £105.—
Mayo, 41, Wyley Rd., Corentry. [X4202

.S.A.—The Walsall Garage, Walsall, booking orders
for all models: rotation deliveries. [5761B
tions; cheap.—84, Talbot St., Southport. [9535

B.S.A. Combination 4l4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S. ; any
trial; what offers —130, Oamberwell Ed., S.E.5.B[9073.S.A. 1916 Combination, 3-speed, all-chain, con-
dition good; £92.—Hassard, Ivordene, Dart-

mouth. [8812

1Q15 B.S.A., all chain, 3-spe«d countershaft, kickLt/ starter, clutch; £75.-6, Grosvenor Ed., High-
l"iry- [8853
-j Q15 B.S.A. 3y2h.p. T.T., knee grips, guaranteed
-»-•-' sound, very fast; ie58.—Reynolds, Waterbeach,
Cambs. [9567

B.S.A. Combination, coachbuilt, 1914, 3-speed clutch,
K.S.

; £98; torpedo sidecar.—50, Victoria Park Ed.,
Hackney. [8400

B.S.A. Combination, fully efjnipped, absolutely new

;

£125, genuine bargain.—64, Church St., Edgware
Ed., W. [9701

NEW 1920 Countershaft B.S.A.. all-chain, Cowev
horn, lamps, knee-grips; ofEcrs.-13, High St., Led-

bury, Herefordshire. [X4245

B.S.A., 1914, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick
starter, speedometer, lamps; £65.-25, Lyttelton

Rd., Leyton, E.IC. [9091

1 Q20 4y2h.p. B.S.A., 3-3peed,
X*/ new. not ridden 60 miles
Schubert Ed., Putney.

[9661

chain drive, brand
£120; after 7.-2.

[913f

-| Q19 B.S.A. and New Sidecar, electric lights, all as
.l-«7 new, perfect; must sell; £132/10, or nearest.—
32, Ceres Ed., Plumstead, S.E.IS. [8722

B.S.A. Combination, 1916, chain-cum-belt, Lucas
lamp, horn, tools, absolutely good as ne'

under 2,000.—Parkinson, Builder, Chatteris.

B.S.A. 1917 Handsome Sidecar, sprung grid, all

mechanical parts new, including cybnder carryiuL
makers' guarantee; £120.—Foy, Wokingham. [8623

belt and valve
6par<

feet, any trial; £100.-16, Hoddesdon Rd., Belvedi
[9434

"I
Q16 B.S.A. Model H Millford, Easting speedometer,

-1- *-' lamps, horn, tools, spares, new hubs, reason
selling owner going abroad; £105.—Lucerne, Fording-
bridge. [8617

B.S.A. AYih.p. Combination, K.S., 3-speed gear bos,,
all chain, coachbuilt sidecar, excellent running

Older; £96, or near offer.-45, Blakehall Ed., Cafshalton..
Surrey. [8984

"I Q 16 B.S.A. Combination, Model K, engine 15591,X^ Canoelet sidecar, speedometer, new condition;
offers.-Tromans, Bellows Makers, Blackheath, Bir-
mingham. [8822

B.S.A. 1914 2-speed C.B. Combination, new belt,
lamp, horn, in good running order, will drive 40

miles to intending purchaser; £70.-65, Devizes Rd.,
Swindon. [9392

i-belt, Lucas lighting

LATE 1915 B.S.A. 4h.p. Combination, wicker side-

car, 3-speed, kick start, lamps, horn, accessories

:

£84, or would separate.-W. Johnson, 26, I,awn G.ir-

dens, Hanwell. [9484

B.S.A.—Early delive-ies of new models, B.S.A. re-

placements s'decars, screens, hoods, etc., always
in stock.—County Cycle and Motor Co., 307,314, Broad
St., Birmingham. [4691

B.S.A. 3vili.p. 1912 Combination, belt drive. Mill-
ford sidecar, Capac carburetter, Bosch mag..

2 speeds, pedal start; £68.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Port
lana St. ndon. [9561

hood.

g» LONDON OFFICE :

7, King St., Cheapside, E.C.2.

SaaBBBaBaaaaDaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaBaa

'C34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbe

B.S.-^., 1917-18, 4yih.p., coachbuilt sideca:

3-speed countershaft, kick start, all

splendid condition; £115.-32, Hambledon Rd., South
fields; S.W.18. [947C

S POLLOCK & MACNAB 6iin.

53 Friction Geared Capstan
ES Lathes for l|in. bar.

is New iqx24in. CHURCHILL
aa type Universal Grinders.

jSNew 10in._X 36in. LANDIS
aa Plain Grinding Machine.

KNew No. 2 CINCINNATI
aa Vertical Milling Machines.

!B6in. X I4in. PRATT &
51 WHITNEY Internal Thread
5a Miller.
aa

55 New PRATT & WHITNEY
aa Die Shaving Machines.

:: ]8in. swing 8ft. bed AMERICAN
g: Tool Works Lathe

55 KEMPSMITH No. 2 Universal
BB Millers.

55 ARCHDALE PLAIN MILLER,
table 25|inXlOin.

i No. 3H LE BLOND Universal

Miller,

is PRATT & WHITNEY Automa-

bS tic Millers, lOin. size.

BB No. 1 1 B.&S. Plain Grinders.

5- No. 34 VAN NORMAN Auto-

E! matic Bore Grinders.

(MASHINEKT) li

BB TELEGRAMS
SS TELEPHONE

" LATHES, HYDE."
78, HYDE.

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE:

40, Bennett's Hill. gS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

T ATE W.D. B.S.A., 50 m.p.h., all accessories, «l-
'-' ceptional machine, guarantee excellent engine:
oHers; seen by appointment; Wilts.-Box 6,265, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [8646
1Q20 B.S.A., brand new, nnridden, all-chain, best
-LtfoOer above £115, or 4h.p. Blaekburne combiina-
tion, new, ridden 150 miles, £160.-73, Godwin Ed.,
Forest Gate, E.7. [8785

"O.S.A., 4>^.p., 1917, Grindley super sidecar hood,
-*-* screen, perfect condition throughout, complete
every detail, spares; £130.—Marsh, Fulfihaw Cross,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. [8378

, tools, ex-
FiTtit Grower, Stixk-

[8397
cellent condition; £120.—Tayli
well Gate, Holbeach, Lines.

B.S.A. 1915 Model H.. all-chain 3-speed countershaft,
equal in appearance and mechanically to last

season's machine, equipped; nearest £80.-27, Bro<?kle-
hurst St., New Cross, London, S.E. [9041

B.S.A. Combination, late 1916, bulbous back coach-
built sidecar, wind screen, etc., appearance and

condition excellent, guaranteed as advertised; £105^
after 6.—20, Canterbury Ed., Croydon. [8790

LATE 1919 B.S.A. (Model K) and Millford Sidecar,

Cameo wind screen, aU accessories, carefully used,

and in very good condition; price £150; seen by appoint-

ment. — Shaw, 3, Devonia, Courtney Park, ^>wton
Abbot. [8767

B.S.A., late 1919, all chain, Millford sidecar, Cowey
lamps, horn, mggage grid, complete with spares,

excellent condition, trial by appointment; nearest

£125.-Particulars, - Hall, Leighton Flats, Welling-
borough. [9269

B.S.A.'s, two late model all-chain 3-speed combina,
tions, complete, Millford, £114; Swan sporting, .

£112; owner going abroad; letters only for appornt-

ment.-Lient. Hall, Oulton, 52. Pretoria Ed., Streat-

ham, S.W.16. ,
[8560

B.S.A. Motor Cycle and Sidecar for sale, in flist-class

condition and running order, 2 speeds, new tyres,

new lamps, new pillion seat, just been overhauled, coach-

built sidecar; £70; any trial.—B. Prosser, 78, Mount
Rd., Hinckley. .

[X4110

BSA. (Dec, 1919), Model K, and Montgofnery side-

car, 1920, luggage grid. Triplex wind screen,

Lucas lamps. Klaxon, and spares, in beautiful condi-

tion, done 800 miles; pric« £150.—Dunn, 26, Menden
St., Coventry. [X4172

4h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar. 1914, in excellent con-

dition, 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-belt drive,

comfortable Supreme coachbuilt sidecar, with hood

and wide wind screen; £110. — Reay, 50, Balcaskie

Ed., Eltham, S.E.9. [SI'"

tio'n, 1919 Model K, conditi

head and tail lamps, hood, spare

length new belting; bargain, £125;
5.30 p.

"

Cycl

_ Kensington
14'days' only-—Box 5,349, c/o The Motor

sidecar. Easting wind screen. Coverall, luggage grid,

horn brand new IDunlop tyres, excellent condition

throughout: any trial before 5 p.m.; private owner

;

fl60.-W. J. Smith, 414, High St., Smethwick Bir-

miiighaui. [X3823
Calcott.

"new tyres, rings,

£35.—Smith, 39. Victoria
[8653

23.h.p. Calcott. 1914, Bosch,
4 valves, Al conditic" "'

St., New Bilton, Eugby.

CALCOTT 2V'h.p., splendid condition, Bosch mag.,

B and B." carbureter, lamps, etc. : £38 :
by iip-

pointment.-Paterson, 7, Cecil Ed., Walthamstow (Nn

Billet). t8/o0
Calthorpe.

1,Q20 Calthorpe 2%h.p., 2-speed, accessories, perfect;

x" £50.-36, King. David Lane, Stepney, E. [9639

T ft 17 25'ih p Calthorpe 2.«troke, Enfield 2-speed, good

iif condition; £48.-150, Camberwell Grove, S.K.5.

CALTHOEPE Junior Precision, F.E., 2-speed, excel-

lent condition; £32.-43, Clayton Ed., PecWi™,
S.E.15.

[8606

/CALTHORPE, 2-speed, conditii

CATTWnRPE-JAP. 25ih.p., 2-speed, 1916, perfect,

'^OKlTr; £50.-iTNoiTvo*od Ed., Heme Hill. 'Phone:

Brixton 1964. I-^^^"

CALTHORPE 2-stroke,' 2-speed, excellent condition,

,,v>,o holt tuhB case, lamps: £45.-9, Kebir Icr-

Gaiusborough. [8732

yy condition; £45^ or. close.—Mrs. Smith,

feld Rd., Sydenham.

CALTHORPE-PEECISION (engine late 1919), 2-

stmkc, A type, 350 e.c, 2-speed; i!65.-Baker

60, Rectory Ed,, Eedditch. [9270

/~<ALTHOEPE, 1920, J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed brand

C riew iust arrived; ,at makere' price.-Wi kia^

Simpson, opposite Olympia, London. [8690

CALTHORPE Junior 2h.p., 2-speed, good condition

^tbi.nigliout; ride away : f 25 -Crncknell, -^ssnwnoe

Agent. Bnkewell St., Coalville, Leicester. [8502

.It the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SALE.
Doiifilas.

"Uar.AS 2"ili.n., tlioTOliKliIy ovorhaulod, liko
now; £65.-7, Exhibition Hd., South Kenainnloii.

:'. 18330

jl.p. nonpldrt. 1914, tlioionplily ovurhnuled; hiirKiiiii

iESS, or i.ixi:hlinge.-lliildi»t,v, 90, tJhi Kent lid.,

[X3992

115-16 l)o\iKlna 2''ih.n., 2-spoed, Ininps, cxii'll.nt
coudition; £55/10.—Lj'nton, Pnik Oroscent, Kiri.-li-

1X4228

lUOLAS (920 4h.p. Combinntion, new; fl70.—
iHtdit'ix Motor ExchiluKC, Union St. Soutli, Hiili-

[9019

I, Doiiyliia nud Sidecar, 3 spewlt), wind wreon,
ilnmiis; .£85; trial evenings.—58, Malvern ltd..

on. (9311

I UGLAS.—District agents lor Brighton and Hove;
prompt delivery.—Turpin's, 29, Preston lid.,
ton. [0201

DCL.VS 2^;h.p. 1915 2-specd, in splendid rondi-
tion; £58,—Mattofk Motor Co., Mattock I,ane,
e. 18809

1UGLAS Combination, 1918 4h.p., Bax sidconr. 1

perfect condition; £135.-139, St. Michael's Hill, 1

'I. [9114

UdLAS 2->ih.p., 2-speed, in splendid condition and
rnnnins order.—39, Woodland Ed., Wood St., Wal-
ihm. '

[3477

19 Ponplns 4h.p. Combinntion, lamps and all com-
plete, any trial given; £138.-J. Burnett, Eowsley,
shire.

UGI.AS 2-'jh.i)., good tyres, footboards, etc.; bar-
gain. £30; ride away.—Eisher, 24, Tremadoc Rd.,
lam. [8796

UriLAS 4h.p. Combination, perfect condition:
sepanitcil if reanired: ill5.—Sbniler, 61, Bedford
BaUiMiu. [8414

TOLAS 2^h.p., 2-sii6ed, 1914, Bot^ch, evcrj-thing
K'tiiil condition: ^56; photo.—3, Brookville Ter-
Coveutry. [X4176
UGLAS 2?4h.p., 1915, fully equipped, excellent
condition; £70; no offers.—35, Union Rd„ Clap-
S.\V.4. [8811

r(iLAS 2%h.p., 1915, makers' colours, Boscli,
splcnfli.l order throughout; £55.—Mnynard, 8, Silver
Kiifti-ld. [9538

UGLAS. lale 1914, 2»ih.p., just overhauled, new
tyres, lamps, etc.; after 7 p.m.; £68.-11, Ellerby
rulham. [9326

15 Douglas, 2-<5peed, lamp nnd horn; £62; seen
liny tinie.-Godfrey, 2, Millius Ed., Bush Hill
Enrtcld. [9061

UGL.\S 2'4h.p., 2-speed, 1916, good tyres and
app-aranca, horn; £63.—M., 46, Clarendon Rd..
ey. S.W.15. [9296

20 Douglas, 3 s^ieeds, W model, low mileage, per-
fect condition; £95, lowest.—10, Grena Gardens,

noud, Surrey.
. [8997

UGLAS 2"'ih.p.. 2-speed. Klaxon, lamps, new tyres,
inspection invited; £43.-4, Noith Side, Wands-
Common. [9454

). Douglas and Sidecar. S-speed, 1918, perfect
order; £125.-1, Norwood ltd.. Heme Hill. 'Phone-
on 1964. [9727

c, Bosch, good tyres,
.; £40.-8, Shahmar

[9416

1, perfect condition.—
42, Burlington Hd..

[8572

UGLAS 4h.p., 1916-17, 3-specd, K.S., clutch, just
overhiiuled; £85.—Bardwell, 69, Askew Rd., Shep-

i Bush, W.12. _ [8455
20 Douglas Combination, brand new and unregis-
tered, list price, plus accessories.-2, Nightingale
Lower Clapton. [9612
1. Douglas Combination, 1918, very little nsed,
lamps, horn, etc.; £115; after 6.-36, Pendle ltd
e Ed., Streatham. [8946

20 Brand New 2'>4h.p. Douglas, clutch: list price
£105.—V. Doree, Oakleigb, Edgware, Middlesex

re: 8 Edgware. [9539
1.-1915 2'-4h.r. Douirlas, 2^>pced. thoroughly over-
hauled, excellent tyres, fine appearance.—King,

:e Farm, Oxford. [X42S0
'UGLAS 2"'4h.p., 1912, 2-speed. perfect running
°r<l": ."t^^-^o'^s

:
£48.-57, Grosvenor Park Ed.,

St., « althamstow. [8843
UGLAS 234h.p. Light Combination. 2-specd, 1916

£65.-Euddock, 3.

[8942
19 2Jih.p. Douglas, exceptionally good condition

very carefully used; £70.-Capt. Whitworth,
.ng College, Sussex. [8537

12 Douglas 25ih.p., countershaft, perfect running
order, quite fast; bargain, £35.—Dawson, 60,

at St., Cambridge. [X4224
lUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, brand new, just

'

J. _^ makers' price.—Wilkins, Simpson, op-

[

[8692]

Acton, W.3.

UGLAS 1911 2''jh.i

Appiv Saturd.lv ali

Maiden. Surrey.

Olympia, London.

ALEXANDER'S
CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE

OR
EARLIEST DELIVERIES

Of the Best Motor

Cycles.

DOUGLAS.

MATCHLESS.

WOBTON.

B.S.A.

LEVIS.

BRADBURY.

ZENITH.

NEW IMPERIAL

VELOCETTE.

JPARKBROOK.

COULSON B.

CLEVELAND.

EDMUND.

FRANCIS-BARNETT

INDIAN.

ENFIELD.

CLYNO.

B.A.T.

P. & M.

N,U.T.

HENDERSON, 4-cyL

REX.

OMEGA.

DIAMOND.

METRO-TYLER,

VERUS.

COVENTRY EAGLE,

INVICTA

Largest Stocks
Scotland.

in

113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD,
EDINBURGH.

272-274, GREAT WESTERN
ROAD, GLASGOW.

Telephone : irSo Charing.
Telegrams : Alexmoto, Glasgow.

"If it's A MOTOR
CYCLE— get it at

ALEXANDER'S."

MOTOR CYCI.liS I-OR SALH.
DutlglUH,

5 2'iih.p. Douglas, 2-»ptcd, lamps, horn, tools,
good oriler; jBSS.-H. Humphrey's, Coorco Inn,

Shorcham, nr. .Scvenoaks,

jQ19 2'',1,.,,, Donglno, 2 speed, henuWnl
-<-•.' I.7r,, ,,tv,., . l.iiving eoiiibinutlon.-Ohu

(9744

nditii

13. W'i.Ij

OhurlOH Di:
hil..u. [9051

, 1015 model, uncrated 19r9, very
' i-ndition; 62 gns.—Wordsworth.
U.C.I. [9167

1 Q 1 1 Douglas 2-!4h.p singlc-sp'oed, footboards,
J-tf lamijs, horn, splendid condition; bargain, £30.
--7, r,cai)ale Rd., Guildford. [9149

.Ijiirj;;.'. W.a

iqib W.I

ral: , r"l.-i

19 '^yf,'^

-92, Roiuli

Ha (9665

I. IJniiiihii, 2-»iK'cd, flrst-diiss conditii.n

lioNf; i;,.jniine bargain, £65.—Deeming,
«nith, 'I'limwortll. [8484

|i, TT. Ilouglns, not W.D,, good condition,

ind belt .-.xcellcnt, lumps; £68; after 7.30.

d Ed., Stratford. [8720

Kilmar.sh pd., Hun

ird Av North Kensington. [9381

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-specd, £55; also lady's Doughs.
-Oarage. 5, Egl.jn Mews, Berkley Rd., Primrose

Hill (nr. Chalk Farm Tube). [9184

lonth. every-
le; after 6.—

271, Camiierwell New Rd., S.E. [9346

Broomhill Ed., Goodn

Hornsey Else, Crouch End, N.19.

throughout; £145, or ofter.—Below.

T.T. Douglas 2^(h.p., 1915, exceptionally flue tnne,
perfect condition nnd appearance, long exhausts,

new Binke, accessories ; £62 ; not W.D.—Kinsey, 352,

Lower Addiscombe Ed., Croydon. [9187

£150.—45, The Eushes, Petersfield. [9499

perfect and "unscratch'ed ; bargain, £58.-174, Bar-
combe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [9480

GIBB, Douglas Specialist, Gloucester, gives personal
attention to all orders. All spares at makers' prices

stocked. No profiteenng.-'Phone: 852. [.6340

Dr. W., 2, Holford Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [9215

1 Ql9 'November) ^5^h.p. Douglas (civilian), speed-
Xt/ ometer, horn, accessories, 500 miles, unscratched;
£110.-23. Liskeard Gardens, Blackheath. [8566

meat.-Tracy, 44, Shacklewell Lane, Dalston. [9402

'-speeds, clutch, kick-etarter,

stered, knee-grips and horn;
£110.-2, "Nightingale EdT, Lower Clapton. [9613

DOUGLAS 2;ih.p., 1916, buffer springs, W.D.
model, good running older, complete; 50 gnci.-

]
30, Crystal Palace Park Ed., Sydenham, S.E.26. [9307

DOUGLAS, 2'i4h.p.. exceptionally fast, and in

perfect condition, will do 55 m.p.h. ; nearest
£60.—Fairview. Thorkhills Ed., Thames Ditton. [9177

1 thl9 4h.p Douglas Combination, in spotless condi-
X57 tion, as new, only done 500 miles: £149.—Ehosha
Motor Co., Bank Mews, Romford. Tel. : 95. [9724

1(0120 Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, kick stait. idl

.Xt/ accessories, only done 100 miles; £110; after

I

6.—Rathgar, Dollis Av., Church End, Finchley. [8866

OUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., grey touring model. Bosch
mag. hand clutch, lamps, horn; £60; Woking-

ham, Berks.—Box 5,268, c/o Tl,e Motor Cycle. [8639

1 Q20 2?4h.p. Douglas. 3-speed, no clutch, ridden few
J-t' miles, indistinguishable from new, horn, lamp,

tools; £105.—Box 5,346, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9754

D^

e; £70.—H., 190, High St., Stoke Ne

£81.—Herbert Robii

- .^19 splendid running order, with spares: £150
-Apply, Major Skipwith, Glenlea Hotel, Hindhead

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. c^7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 234h.p., late model, practically new ma-
chine, disc wheels, several epaies ; any trial piven

;

best offer accepted—41, Cowley Ed., Brixton, 8.W.9.
[9686

Ojili.p. Douglas 2-speed, free engine, lamps, horn,
'V4 and tools, splendid machine, as new, not rub
bish; ie75.—209, Seven Sisters Rd., Finsbury Park.

[7616
DOUGLAS 2?ih.p., late 1915, excellent condition,

little used, lamps, horn, etc.; £70.-17, Bretten-
ham Rd., Edmonton, N.18. 'Phone : Tottenham 1728.

[9358
DOUGLAS 2')4h.p., 2-s(peed, 1915-16, several selecti'.l

machines, from £45 - thoroughly overhauled, and
as new.—Sulina Garage, Sulina Ed., Brixton Hill, S.W.

[9481
3.h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, 2-speed, 1915, first-

4 class order, tyres nearly new, with lamps;
£52/10.-6, Ingestre ' Place, Broad St., Golden Sq..
W.l. [8520

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-spEed, Bosch, lamps, tools, foot-

boards. Klaxon, rebushed and overhauled; 55 gns
—Warner, Gothland, Bencombe Rd., Furley, Surrey.
Tel. : 245. [9372

condition perfect; £170.—Cooke, Inholme,
Hill, Sussex. [8370

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, electric light!
-i-t/ Klaxon, horn, fiiirror, speedometer, perfect (

dition- £142; no offefs; bargain.—Rhodes, 53, Eastern
Rd., Romford. [972:

extra heavy
mechanical condition and

appearence perfect; 57 gns.—Spencer, Potter St.,

Bishops Stortford. [9441

(Afte:

res, tubes n(

W. Heavens,
7 o'clock 'Phone

[8725
Kilmarsh Ed., Hammersmith.
Kensington 137.

DOUGLAS 2?ih.p., 1914, stored during war, Bosch
semi-T.T. bars, new tyres, good lamps, mechanical

horn, fine order throughout; 55 gns.— 1, Pendrell Rd.,
Brockley, S.E.4. [9025

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, 3-spced, K.S.D
2-speed, fitted with Lucas lainps.

Droughly overhauled, very fast

machine; lowest price for quick sale, £49.—43, Eltislev
Av., Cambridge. [9575

DOUGLAS, 1915, late, 2=^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, good tyres, tools, spares; £65.—Brun-

vate, c/o Fosters' Motor Cycle Depot, Cheetham Hill

Rd., Manchester. [8963

DOUGLASES 23ih.p. always in stock at competitive
prices, open till 7 p.m. week days, 5 p.m. Satur

davs.—Smith's, 86, Chp.Ik Farm Rd. (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station). [015

2^j4h.p., 2-speed, fully equipped and
e policy, equal to new ; £65 ; owner
ation.—14, Leamington Av., Hoe St.-

Wafthamstow, E.17. [8895

June 24TH, iggd

1 Q19 Dougla
JLfy insuranc
bought combii

4h.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, kick, 1916-17 combination.
[

light torpedo sidecar, very fast, exchange Enfield.
|

Matchless, or similai- powerful solo; sell £95.—Wall.
""" " - - - - [9555Aldenham Rd., Bushey.

DOUGLAS, 23'4li.p., 1916,
accessories, fast; £62.— x.i

Auto Works, London Rd.,
•Phone: Burgess Hill 14.

COMBINATION, Dougla;
light coachbuilt sideca:

bargain, £75; write for particulars and trial

Cardington St., N.W.I.

"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, triph
XJ/ spare chain, belt and, valve, lamps,
meter, and tools^ ^old and silver medal

excellent machine, a
le Burgess Hill Eng. an
Burgess Hill, Sua^e:

[870

2^/ih.p., a-speed, 191(

Mattock Lane, Ealn

peedo-
.—29.
[9282

d clutch,
luti, xai^jo, uuiii, and tools

;

£75'; appointment or willing to sell deposit system.—
Box 5,336, C/o The Motor Cycle. [9648

late 1919 4h.p. Combination, 1920

bPPEN
JVyLLAN&Ck

Home Counties Agents

FOR

READING
STANDARD
10 h.p. TWIN 1170 C.C.

LONDON - EDINBURGH.
1 Gold Medal.
1 Silver Medal.

THE PRICE REMAINS
UNCHANGED AT

£184
INCLUDING DYNAMO
LIGHTING, ALL LAMPS,

ELECTRIC HORN.

Trial Runs by Appointment,

TO THE TRADE.
Certain Agencies in London
and the surrounding counties
remain unallocated for this

attractive mount.

Applications Invited.

CLYNO, 8 h.p.
We are very large contractor?
for this complete British Mount,
nd can shortly quote definite

_ ^ delivery dates.

2i h.p.

The Best Two-stroke

£75
Delivery One Week-

89, Gt Rjrtland

Street London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALEil
Douglas.

T\OUGLAS 4Ii.p. C&mbinatiou, late 1919,-LT meter, lamps and tools, spare belt, sprufl^
luggage gnd, outfit, in firet-clase condition; a

'

±155.-42, Roundpond, Melksham.
TQ14 T.T. Douglas, 234h.p., 2-speed, clutchiJ
-^«^ starter, complete -with lamps, horn and ta
periect condition and very fast; at £80.—Trenchl
Liverpool Ed., Patricroft, Manchester.

"I Q16 Douglas, engine No. 36362, C.A.V. mag.,;
J-*' plete with lamps, horn, knee pads, spare P
and tool roll, recently overhauled; £70, or nea
—Brown, 25a, Kew Bridge Rd., Brentford, W.
1 019 4h.p. Douglas, completely equipped
->-*' and H. lamps, mechanical horn, etc., in <

condition, enamel and plating as new, tyres vew
had very little wear; £103.-15, Holywell St.,'

DOUGLASES.—I always know of several
h.p. Douglases. You are safe as to date

good condition of any machine I recommend.—Ri"
Bamford, consulting engineer, 345, Edgware
London, W.
T\OUGLAS Combination, 1919, in perfect ninj
J-' condition, only run a few hundred miles, 2
lene lamps and generator, mechanical horn ; £1'
nearest oiler.— G. Tioughton Roberts, Acton C^
Nantwich.

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas CombinJ
latest type clutch, fully equipped, ready lor

road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampa
(near Hampstead Tube Station). "Phi

"
3752. Hours 9-7, including Saturday!

"TiOUGLAS, 2'Kih.p., T.T., 2-speed, K.S., and cluteh,
-*-' lamps, horn, speedometer, discs, footboards, long,

hefty, plated exhaust, tyres good, exceptionally fine

condition throughout, only wants seeing; £70; after

6.—Lyndhurst, Somerset Rd., Brentford. [!

DOUGLAS 25,4h.p., 1915-16, T.T. black bars,
grips, horn, long copper exhaust, Bosch magiS

tools, done under 2,000 miles, splendid conditlon-jj
!'e ridden away; seeu any time; £58.—Lea, Jun.J
Cowcross St., Smithfield, London, E.C. [W,

"I Q 19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, just ovefha'i
--«/ complete with all accessories, spare wheel

-

_ . . splendid condi^
owner returning to India; £145 for quick sale;^

offers.—Capt. Cox, Liskeard, Lymington, Hants.

3.3h-p. Douglas, T.T.,' only been on road a
4 engine carefully run in, now bett-er thaniS

done 300 miles; £80, for quick sale; full equip]
owner buving sidecar combination only reason fo
iug.—Cooke, 33, Kirkstall Ed., Streatham Eill,_ Sj

DOUGLASES.—254h.p., completely overhauled !

re-enamelled makers' colours, new tyres, .'

also 4h.p. 1918 coachbuilt combination, discs,

pleiely overhauled and enamelled makers' colours,

,

eqxiipped, good tyres, £115.—'3, Courtlands Ay.,
S.E.12.

23.h.p. Douglases, frames stove enamelled, trao^
4 new handle-bars, mudguards, tyTcs,

tanks, and toolbags. We are in a position to sujj

immediately ; prices from £70. Also we
any Douglas spares, including one or two framfii

Apply to R.L., Motor Works, 36, Frogmore 1
Bristol. [(I|

4h.p. Douglases, 1917-18, from £40, only 20
come soon and have your pick ; also

Douglases from £30, only 30 of these left; alsc

4h.p. Douglas combinations, £70, these are a goc

come early to avoid disappointment; 4hj). twin .

2-stroke engines (50), £8, as new.—J. J. Dooley,J
Killyon Rd., Clapham, S.W.8.

l Q20 2";ih.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, T.T., small mil^
J- *f new in March, perfect condition, 2 lamps*
battery lighting and spare battery and bulb, new J
chain. Premier horn, Pedley grips, full tool kit,

J^

valve complete. 2 spare plugs, and nuts, bolts, j
springs; full insurance can be transferred; £1^
Write, Harrison, 2. Woodbourne Ed., Edgbaston,^^

mingha

DOUGLASES.—We are in a position to supply
^

with rebuilt Douglases,' guaranteed as new, eni

new, tanks, wheels, frame, toolbags, carriers, bail

bars, and tyres. We give a full guarantee to replace*

defective parts found. Terms £10 with order, 1

mainder when machine is ready for dispatch. Our pi

is £70.—R.L. Motor Works, OfBces 36, Frogmorefl
Bristol. Works: Boars' Head Yard, College Qlt_

Oommuniciitions to Offices. [01(1

DOUGLAS, 2hh.p., engine No. 37712. left mdj
June, 1918, re-Gnamelled Government grey,

^''

2-speede, Amac, Thomson-Bennett magneto, footbi

number-plates, tyres. Bates and Hutchinsons, eemij

handle-bars, machine looks less attractive

original colour;:!, but is very serviceable, an

specially good one; £65; trial run, bona-flde^
with credentials and deposit. Apply, Mr. S., 4940^
dington, few minutes from Gt, Portland bt.,

or write 130, Harley St.. W.l.

C38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hiirley-Dnvlilson.

91a 7-911. r. Ilmli.y, now
Oiiiii,.,. M..1....M, lln.> lot

i.t.., No.liniitoii IM., I.I

920 llarUw 4li,l). Vint Tvv
Inmii. Boiii.nito|., hoi'll,

ISO.-Uuw.son, 60, Uc^vnt, St

t>iiiili>n>

,.|iitulu.di

K.IO.

aU'licil,

9 now

:

fcambridge.' [X4220

Gloria O.B. sWocnr,
iilongo luiiloi- 3,000, iR'rtoct i-on-

>,322, <!/o The Ululor Cycle. [9006

1020 Hiiiloy-lli iviil..«.n l.'liit Tw
ui't ooniliticin, .1

37, Unior tilouL-este

nl.i

wln'ola.

utio

i9',?,
7-911.P, HiuIey-Dn-vidwi

no, Imniis Klaxon, wi
£165.-Al,l,M«l.-v. Contos,

N.W.I.
[8723

nncl Sitlecnr, new
t\ Roreou, toolboxeH,
Bninoldswick, York

»X. Into 1918, overliiniloil.

^ind tnlios irat on; £90;
nttiiso, Union Kd., Tottonhi

69.,

£165, Dnko St., Henloy-oM-
[9052

uition (sporting sitloc.iiii,

ly, 1920, elei.tii<.

itinc iiiMl iH.iii. ns UL'W, not W.D. ; £185.-1, Oiiwley
., CliiilK'stoi-. [3501

rAItLEY-D.SVIDSOM 1916 Electric Mociel Com-
oept best otter.—Moore'

Wi: TaiuwortU Ed., West Croydon; 'Phone:

[ARL1.;Y-11AVI11S0X 1920 Hut Twin, comuleto
witli li;;litinn. set find speedometer, uuscrjitehed.

eaue midoi 1,300; £145.-79, Jlilitary Ed., Col
ster. 'IVI.: 111. [9138

electric model
ar offer; kumi

Works, 17, Gloucester Pliice
[8564

Qatior
fully equipped, absolutely perfect, indistinguisli-

.8 from new; accept 4:230, or near offer.—226.
istol St., Birmingham. [9121

IfAELEY-DAVIDSON, Swan sidecar, been thoro«ghl\
rhanled by Harley, many spares ; a bargain,
ecu any morning between 9-10.-L. HaegeU, 67.

rk Ed., Waterloo, S.E.I. [8670

915 Hnrley-Dayidson Combination, overhauled, re-

enamelled, plated, wind s^crecn, hood, Tan-Sad.
ndition;. £130.—Cornelius, 34, Vicarage Park,

nthorpe Ed., . Plumstead, S.E. [875,

1915, roomy coach-
li mag., speedometer,

perfect condition; £140;
ce. Hove. [9027

lf|19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p., appearance19^
iilmost as new, solo, £105; brand new

bous backed luxux-ious sidecar and chassis optional,
5.—J.B., 34. Bloomsbury Sq., W.C.I. [8345

IfARLEY - DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, new
liiiiips, horn, tvres, and chains new, goad

ei-hanicallv i>erfe.:t: £130.-Collett, Chuiel.
>rd, Alcestei. Wanvickshire.

.
[X4108

irAELET-PAVIDSON 1919 7-9h.p., electric model
IL sp.aeaonieter,_ accessories, iieifect condition, very

Wilts. [8729

"ARLEY-£)AVIDSON Combination,
dynamo li^^hting, electric horn,

en, speedometer, excellent condition

:

1-.—King Edward Gai

1916, 6-9h.p.
Easting wind

. v^L..»v.^.^ £135, or n
Church End, Finchley,

[9049
ARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, electric model. MiUs-
- Fuiford chassis and sidecar, Stewart speedometer
spares, splendid running order; seen and tried
appointment; £125.—H., 47, Meadway, Golders
en, N.W.4. [9096

ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination, electric
model, large bulbous sidecar, speedometer, discs,

ting, Tan-Sad, spa_re_tyre and tube, electric lighting,
' ite model P. and M. part

Catford. S.E.6.
[9122

lhl9 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, coudi-
'" tion and appearance as new. new tyres, large
ous back sidecar, complete with lamps and light
generator, hoin, etc., aluminium nun;J)er-plates, a
ain; ei85.-01phert, 66, Church Rd., Barnes, S."W.

[9220
ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1920 special

sidecar, completely overhauled by makers, en-
?d aud plated throughout. Easting wind screen.
Klaxon, lamps, exceptionally fine turnout, wouM

ider lower power in part exchange; £180.-10, Gt.

rch Lane, Hammersmith. [9516

ARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, with magni-
ficent GloJia sprung wheel sidecar, just, overhauled

in spleudia running order, completely eouipped with
acetylene and electric lighting sets electris horn.

ing wind Bcreen, large luggage grid, spare cover,
iniura discs, Bosc^ mag., absolutelv it tor summer
owner must sell; accept best offer over aciiO.—

fiew. Hubert Turner and Co.'s Garage, -4-5, Craw-
Pas:^a^'e, Ray St., Farringdon, Rd., E.C.I [9449

TAYLORS

MOTOR cvcLi;s roR
Haxicvvood,

Sole ndor and Dist ict ABi
British Excelsior
Walsonian Sideca

A.J S.
Cycles, n s<

tractlng Aa
Clynos, Cnlthcrpes Eiinolds, AMons,
A.B.C.'s, Matchless; Rudi^e, etc.

The following New and Second-hand Moto''

Cycles are on view at our New Showroomsi

52 and 53, SUSSEX PLACE, SOUTH
KENSINGTON, SW.

NEW 1920 MODELS.
SCOTT, 3} h.p., c-strokc, =-specd.
NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p., 2-spced, clutch

and kick-starter.
CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch,
ENFIELD, 2.V h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spce'l.

TRIUMPH, ; stroke.
GALTHORPE, 1920, 2.} h.p., 2-stroke, En-

CALTHORPE, 2? h.p,, T.A.P., 2-speed gear.

BRITIGH EXCELSIOR, 1920, 2^ h.p.,

2-stroke, 2-speed.
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p., J.A.P.,

2-speed.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kiek-storter.
ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., 2-speed, countershaft,

clutch, and kick-starter.

All the above machines at makers* list prices,

plus freight charges from works.

USED MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, igry, and Sidecar, electric

lighting (accumulator). Klaxon
horn £120

-HARLEY-DAVIDSON, igi6, 7-9 h.p.,

and Sidecar, electric lamp set, and
horn £1 30

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Complete with side valance 60 /-

Ditto, without valance 55 /-

Carriage and packing 2/-

PtLLION SEATS.

1920 Tan-Sad Sprinj Seats "8/-: Side loo -

ests, 6/-: Astride "rests, 5/-: Backrest. 7/-

Carriage on Pillion Seats, 1 /-

DISC WHEELS.
..\luminium for A.J.S. motor cycles. Price

per wheel, 35 /-

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.
Sliowroonis—

21a, Store Street, W.C.I.
Telephones: Museum l'2lil

S2 - S3, Sussex Place,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Telephone; Kensington 7230.

Wholesale—
3S, Alfred Place, W.C.I.

Garage—Totteuham Court Road.
T=lecram3- " Dynametro. Westceiit. London."

HilHrnn WiiM

1 Q20 5.6li,i). I[azlowooa-.lBp, just, delivered, un-
Lif ridden; accept eountiirshnll 1919-20 Triumph
in part exchttnBe.—Jlox 6,344, c/0 The Motor VycU.

[9752
1 Q20 Ilnzlcwood-.Tiip Combination, 5-6h.p., elcclriu
L"-' «iiln iinrt tail lainp-i, run 100 milo», iiwurod;
.niii..r inhrik' Bolo ; fl90.-N. Shires, (Juurniliy Lrulne,

llii.i.i. i.sli,.l,l. 1X4307

,^ Gli.i'. lliizlewood Combination, 3-speed, clutch and
O kiLk ;.t,;irter, at inanulaeturera' list price or on
ra-y ]iayinent3 4% extra.—llrirrods Motor Showroomh,
116-118, Hrompton Kd. (opposito Main Building),
London, S.W.I. [8436

IlMZl..I Q20 6h,

jrldeu 600
1, <.|iilrli, lii cl...li.

liixon. Tan .Sad with b,n

fined for 12 months, cost

r nearest otter to £190,
Bo.'; 6,246,

W:

, only
iltK'd

"lulljf

:/o The Motor Cycle.

H.B.

1 lootre

!dl about £215; ivdl sell

Write for trial in London
'

-

[8474

nd Co,

Bond St., W.

19
extra

HENDERSON Combinati
repainted khaki,

horn, hood; £125. —
Maiden.

20 4-cvl. Ilendevsi
absolutely

i.-Crow Br

actually in stock, new.
18, Bruton Place, New

[9590

ridden 300 miles solo,

lo liehting; £200,
only

Gu'i'ldIo?d.'
= --- -

[9471

n, late 1914, overhanlcd
tyres, all lamps, electric

Yokes, 1,

lileage 400, and

rtaii

.
3-70

u... to match, new, hood, ..

folding seats, eleitrio and gas, Stuait

Broadway, Woodford.

rel.nting to advertisements should nuote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date o! the issue, 041

signal, all on, never in rain, spotless, particularly sinait;

£195.-38, Balfour Ed., Bromley, Kent. [9144

in 15 lOh.p. Henderson, 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, just

i-tJ overhauled, cylinders rebored, new pistons and

bearings, new Zenith light car carburetter, semi T.l.

bars, the whole 'in excellent condition, siiitablo lor

solo or sidecar; £95.-Ward, 94, Anlaby Rd., Hull.

(Dj LttbBd

1 Q20 4-cvl. Henderson, dynamo lighting set. Klaxon
i-V and Lucas horns, run 500 miles only, condition

throughout indistinguishable from new, spare cbaui;

£190, no offers; can be seen by appointment.—.I.li.

Iiavis, c/o Samuel Davis and Sons, Hinckley, I-c'^s,™',^"

HENDERSON 4-cyl. Clutch Model, just overhauled

and rebushed throughout, not used for last \i

months, and now in thoroughly good condition, an

ideally comfortable powerful solo mount, and capaoie

of taking a sidecar anywhere; privately owned; f65, 01

offer.—Domiiiy and Co., Jewry St., Winchester. [9531

Hobart.
2-speod, in perfect condition

:

int's Ed., St. Annes-on-Sea.
[X4257

HOBAET-VILLIEES 2>4h.p., 1916 2-sreBd, in per-

fect condition; £47, lowest.-25. The Siiuare,

Carshalton, Surrey. L^

OBART Lightweight, m.o.v.. single speed, topping

ondition, lamps, etc.; £38.-Bird, 3, Nichol-

son Rd., Addiscombe. Croydon. [9544

1 ft20 Hobart 2-stroke, 2-speed, in stock, £75. ;
1920

J-il Hobart 2-stroke, T.T. model, in stock, £63/15.-

Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway. Waltham Cross 31.

1 Q20 Hobiirt-
i-if £68.-,Jl,

H°

2%h.p.,

barg i£38. - Engii

19=

late 1919, 2-5peed, K.S.,

Binks, lamps, horn, etc., low mileage,

condition, apeparance as new; best ever £70.-15.

Wilfred St., Derby.
" 1-3293

I Hobart-Jap 2%h.p., 2-ipeed. clutch, K .S.,

lamps, and all accessories, owner getting Dig-

ger machine; £65.-Ellison, Hebdale Gate, Wood-

house, Mansfield, Notts. 16554

HOBART 1920 2?4h.p., 4-strots J.A.P., S.A. 2-speed,

K.S., handle-bar clutch, lamps, horn; £82/10.—

Sydney Millward, Eeeoher House, Cradley Heath.

Hockley.

REX G. MUNDT.-Hockley 3V.h.p. 2-stroke 2-sreed

eounter-shaft boz. l.ampa, horn, etc.; S-'iVW.oT

oSer.-l. Duke St., Eichmon.d. 19<=5/

HOCKLEY 2-stroke, 1919, perlect condition, P- and

H lamps, horn, good t""= n—H fork.s. enamel-

hng and plating splendid, r

12, Essex Grove, Upper No

Humber.
TTUMBER Flat Twin,_ equal to
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber

_ _^_ , . , wants
few adjustments : £35.—322, LiTerpool Bd., Isling-

ton. [9404

£20.—Humber Ah.p., U.H. mag., B. and B., Brooks,

splendid running order.—Potter, 3. Priory Plain,

Gt. Yarmoutii. [9217

—Read, Watergate, Grantham. [9044

handle start, BoscliHUMBER Combination, Sj^li.p,,

mag., engine recently overhauled; what oners

Medcalf, 39, Ware Rd., Hertford. [9385

d, S.A. clutch, lamps; £45;
^ _ -Sutherland House, Palmer-
Eton Rd., Buckhurst Hill, Essex. [8818

-B., 1, Humber Rd., Stoke, Coventry.

£130.—Denbigh, Evington, Earlsdon Av., Coventry.
[X4177

1 019 3i/4h.p. Humber, 3-speed, with Montgomery side-

XJ/ car, 'luggage carrier. Easting wind screen, lamps,
horn, complete; £120.—Jackson, 19, Hunter Rd., Shef-

field. [X4100

EARLT Delivery of the Celebrated Humber machines
from the accredited agents.—The Laukester En-

gineering Co., Motor Cycle Dept., 63, Brighton Rd.,
SuTbiton. C2090

HUMBER 4h.p. Combination, 1914, Sturmey-Archer,
K.S., Millford S.C.. smart and powerful outfit;

cheap, £70.—Railway Arch Garage, Denmark Rd.,
Camberwell. -

[8581

tyres,

., Binks carburetter;
Aldershot.

£27.-0. Friend, 8, Church
[8713

2-speed 3, clutch,
tyre, belt, needs

Sturmey-Archer

HUMBER, 2i4h.p.,

lamDa_ horn. Bos
2-speed gear

lamps, horn, Bosch, B. and B,
forks, new Dunlops, meclianical valves,

good running order; first £28 secures.-J. Collins, 82

box. Millers
Druid spring

guaranteed

Rd., Nuneaton.

speed Sturmey-Archer hub gear, with clutch and kick
starter, fully equipped, lamps, generators, horn, 3 new
tyres, enamelling and plating exceptionally good ; any
trial; £85: carriage paid per passenger train if neces-
sary to any station in England.—Marsden, Sunray, Wor-
cester Ed., Malvern Link. [X4134

Indian.
Sidecar, 1915, excellent condition

;

INDIAN 1914 5-7h.p. and coachbuilt sidecar, good
order; £95.—Murland, Badly House, Daventry.

[9216
1 Q 15-16 7-9h.p. 3-speed Indian and Indian sidecar,
Xi/ running order; £88.—Box 5,360, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9760

7-9h.p. Indian, only done 5,000, electric lighting and
horn, in perfect condition; £150.—Coombe, Henry

St., Bath. [S3818

LATE 1913 Indian, T.T. clutch model, i

tion. recently overhauled; £65.-
Roberts, Horsham,

. condi-
r and
[8789

South, Mancheste:

speed, spring frame,
£85.—Rimington, 95, Lloyd St!

[9190

TNDIAN 1915 Clutch Model, 7-9h.r., perfect con.X tion
: best offer.—Write or call, Louis Durhn

Churton St., Victoria. [83

INDIAN 7-9h.p.,'
sories; £50; oa

Mavf;nr Av., Ilfoi'd.

1 hike St., Richmond.

5-61i.p., 3 speeds,
verhauled

; £77/10 — 1,
[9655

TNDIAN. 1914, 7-9h.p., clutch, really excel!
-^ aition; .£48 ;privately owned.— «'='>"

Garage, Gunnersbury. W,

Leighto

C42

)od conditi--., „
Rd., West Eal

Hedley's
r9176

7-9h.p., clutch model, exceptionally
£65, or offer; after 6 p.m.—55,

[8933

proprietors:- E-rtirig L. Newbeiiy Cotbelt

Gr Cedric Grosthv-'cvite

MOTOKL CYCLE/ DEPT
The Leading South Western

- Motor Cycle Agency.

Sole Distributing Agents for the

D U Z M O
for London, Hertford, Bedford, Middlesex, & Surrey.

We are also Agents for the following Machines :

B.S.A., A.il.S., JAMES, RUDQE, READING
STANDARD, WOOLER, EXCELSIOR,
METRO - TYLER, NEW HUDSON, F.N.,

LEA-FRANCIS.

IQ20 BLACKBURNE, 8 h.p. solo List.

1920 B.S.A., Model H .....:... List.

1920 RUDGE-MULTI, I.O.M. type List.

1920 WOOLER £98
1920 H.B., 2f h,p., Blackbume-Burraan,

2-speed, kick-starter, and hand con-
trol clutch. In stock List.

1920 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke,

2-speed. In stock List.

1920 NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

legshields, fully equipped. In stock . List.

1920 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination —
1920 TRIUMPH Combination, Gloria S-car Offers.

New 2 J h.p. DOUGLAS £78
1920 XOULSON-B., 2|h.p., Blackburne,

.2-speed- In stock £88
192a COVENTRY-EAGLE, 2I h.p. J.A.P.,

Sturmey-.'Vrcher 2-speed, kick-starter,

and hand control clutch. In stock . . £87 10
1920 Sat twin HARLEY-DAVIDSON

and sporting Sidecar, lamps, horn,
speedometer, run 800 miles £182

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, electric

model, fully equipped —
1^20 COULSON-B., 4 h.p., 2-speed, Black-

burne engine, run 200 miles, all

accessories £120
1920 EXCELSIOR, 23 h.p., J.A.P., 2-speed £68
1920 5 h.p. ZENITH,. fully equipped, 500

miles £130
1920 A.B;C., privately owned, just delivered —
1920 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas, horn,

Lucas lamps, speedometer, spare
wheel, legshields, perfect condition . . —

1919 GARDEN Monocar £145
Late 1919 TRIUMPH Combination, fully

equipped, late type gear change .... £160
1919 (late) COULSON, 2} h.p., Blackburne

engine, D.A. lighting set, speedometer,
legshields £100

B.S.A. /\ h.p. Combination, 3-speed, lamps,
hora, speedometer, windscreen, Tan-
Sad, perfect condition. In stock . . £125

DELIVERY SHORTLY.
DUZMCS. READING STANDARD.
JAMES 3.1 h.p. twin and 5-6 h.p. twin.

Large Stock of 5-6 and 8 h.p. J.A.P.

Spares.

We want to buy SOLOS or COMBI-
NATIONS. 1918-1319 and 1920.

CAIViPING OUT
foB- HOL.IDAYS.
TRY IT. IT PAYS.

See "The Motor Cycle," May 13th,
page S3S, or write us for particulars.

BAL1-ARD'S~MOTORS,
92, Gloucester Road|S.W.7.

Telephone: Kensin^on 63x2.

Telefcrams : Efembalmot, Southken;. Loal>T

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN V-QTi-p., 2 speeds, K.S., spring frame, 03
combination; £85.-53, Eiussell Ed,, Soutli Tott

ham.

INDIAN 5-6h.p., clutoh model, lamps, speedomalii
discs, fast, sporty 'bus; £62,—Huntley, 78, -Lutj

St., St. John's, London, S.E.8. [BJi

1 Q20 Powerplus Indian Combination, electric equiffl
-Ltf menfc, full equipment, mileage 850j £195.—Bw
5,326, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1 Q16 Indian Millford Combination, 5-6h.p., S-speeS^XH accessories, splendid condition^ £92/10.—HowgiHgfl^
Colney Hatch Lane, Mn^well Hill. [971%,

INDIAN Millford Combination, 7-9h.p., cl .

speed. E.S., good condition; £130.—81, Berkshifi
Gardens, Bowes Rd., G-reen Lanes. IBf^"

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.— .3
h.p. Indian combination, 1914, disc wheels, SlOg

also 5-6h.p. Indian and sidecar, 1914, £80.

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-spe
A*/ tyres, just overhauled, ride away; £90.—Th^
good, I-vermore, Tram Terminus, Twickenham. ' [86r^

for quick sale.—69, Elms Rd., Clapham Common. [971^

TNDIAN Super Model, special large Talyed engin^

r

19
[8S^

15 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-3peed, clutch, tyres good coi'

dition, engine just overhauled; any test; oflei.^.^

£65.-Good]iouse, Goose Green, E. Dulwich, S.E.2I&-
[856S ....

INDIAN Late 1915 3%h.p.. 3-speed gear, Henderaon.j^
featherweight sidecar, spare tyre, in good running

j
order; price £90.—Armour, Parliside, Corsham, Wilts.^ .,

"|Q16 Indian Powerplus Combination, electrically; *

J~*y equipped, overhauled and enamelled, any trialrfl

£135.-3, Cemetery Ed., New Breemby, Scunthorpe. -^J
[95^Wfc

1 Q 15-16 7h.p. clutch Indian, fitted Mills-Fullot^
X t/ Indian sidecar, needs adjusting, otherwise ruiwSE
ning order: £75.—Box 5,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. •S'U

W769,^,;i;
-I Q20 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Cbmbination, electn-

"

-L*^ callv equipped, speedometer, rear, drive, just de-

Uvered, perfect; offers.-Beechleigh, Abbey Ed., G^iIa^

by. (.86ill,, ^ I
Ml

INDIAN (bargain), 7-9h.p., brand new, never bee?

ridden, Powerplus, 3-speed, K.S., lamps, KlaxoK

f 150.-Eaihvay Arch Garage, Denmark Ed., Cambg
well. [688!

^
1 Q 20 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, big valve modelLj F'

'

-Lt/ dynamo, speedometer, etc., electric sidecar lamil^, Ji U.

month old; £7 oft list.-E. Harrison, Queen's PJaoe,';^ ^-u

Kendal. f^^*^

INDIAN Late 1919 7-9h.p. Combination, eleofilft.,.

,

lighting, absolutely perfect, as new, with EastingJ'
wind screen and legshields; £200.—Guyver, Stratforfsref^

on-Avon. ^^^^^.
INDIAN.—For early delivery of the famous Powerpl4]^]|

motor cycle, with electrical equipment, write -111;, J
P. J. Evans, Indian Agent, 83-91. John Bright Stji.fJ

Birmingham. ^ T»-|
INDIAN 7-9h.p. Clutch Model, engine overhaille|»j,

good tyres, machine in splendid condition, a!f«J
accessories; £65.-G. Lutz, 43, Oxford Ed., EaUng, ,;

London, W. -
.

t^'*" • :t

LATE 1915 6-6h.p. Indian, 3-6peed countershaft;-'

clutch, kick starter, T.T., very fast; £85, or ofier!
^

sidecar if required.- 5. Stanley Terrace, Castleflel^ ;

Shrewsbury. L^^"?' j

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch model, 1916, mileas« .-:

1,500, mainlv stored since new, mechanically pei-,
. 3

feet, very fast, 80 m.p.g. ; jESO.—Bailey, SherbournJ J

Hill, Warwick. [X4259 ^
INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1913, 2-sp6cd clutch, just thorongWf'

overhauled at cost of £8; will accept £55 for qui*.

sale —Whitehead, 1 , Montague Mews North, CrawfoMj?

St., Baker St., W.l. [696»^,

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 1916, Millford sidecftli

wind screen, electric lighting. 3-speed, K.b., lt,JJ

splendid order; £110.—Bardwell, 69, Askew Ed., Sheih;>^

herds Bush, W.12. [SK^

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Indian, magneto model S-spced 81

-Lt/ clutch, with kick-starter, enamel and plating ec"

to new, splendid tyres, a bargain; £115.-0Jphert, .-

Church Ed., Barnes, S.W. L92M

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, Millford sidecar, brMJ
new Dunlop ' '

' ' "''
-'--'-- -

splendid condition
tube on back, electric ligW

£115, or exchange 2-seater.—

.

Mitcheii, 21,. King's Sq., B.C.I. [8*

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, sprung frame, clntilSli,

K S., electric light, speedometer, Millford sideOMfi

hood, etc., new condition, perfect; £125, or neare_stj-

W., 352, High St., East Ham. [S<"'

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus, dynamo lighting com-

pletely equipped, first-class condition.—Pull pu-

ticulars, Blake, 4, Park Crescent Mews (East), Ot;

Portland St., W.l. Maylair 1527.

INDIAN 6h.p. twin Combination, Swan sidecar, Lna
lamps and horn, perfect running order; 68 gn

Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opposite Ardine_l

llobbs), Clapham Junction, S.W.

AH letters relating to advertisements should aiiote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the data- ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLI-S FOR SAI.H.

Matchless.

920 JIll^,lll.^ss Moiiol 11, ilyniiiuo liulitiiiK, IuhhI,

h'u i;iiiinl5. in siili'Tulid ordur; £236.-2, Niglit-

,-nl« IM., l.nwnr Ciniitiiii. [9616

ITATCIII.IOSS. Mi.,;.'l H. c-x.-i'llent. condition, nwty-
'H Icni' liKlilin:;; l'':'ii, Ini iniiin.—7, Exhibilion

,1., SiiMlli Ki'ii n. -: n V [8338

ill, Bmunntoed, little

wlioolH. lauiiis, horn,
od, tiiiils; £185.-11 J, Uii.lii.v Ud., Widwoitli, S.V..

[9004
.ITATCIir.K.S.S. Modid II. nImoKt new, I.ni-as ni-ptyk-nv
'U. liflitlnR. Iioin, lools, nn.scnitclK'd ; £230, no
lers.-7, Jixhibitiou Rd., Sonlli Kunsineton, S.\V.7.

[8335
Ijll.Ii. Miilidilesfi Victory Mndid 1918-1919 Combina-
'' lion, .spare wheel, kick stiirter, lump set; any trial;

110, lowest.—Apply, 335, Bctlinnl Green Rd., London.
[9000

(Q20 Model H iMntcliless Combination, M.,'\.(;.
i«7 oncine, new nnd unreBistcred; best oHev.—626.
ja Bridge Rd.. Leyton. 'Plione : Waltlinmstow 800.

[8901
.l/TATOHTiESS Combinntion 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, com-
''A pli'te with lamps, tools, etc., splendid condition,
al; £90; alter 6 p.m.—43, Rnssell Av., Wood Green,

(9356

I
ct order; £92.—Liiu
tester.

ilTATCHLESS, 1920, Model H, D.A. lighting. Lucas
''J- lanijis, liood, screen, etc., as new, ridden few
lies; only oHers,—W., 64, Homecroft Rd., Sydenha
E. [8979

920 Model H Matchless, electrically equipped,
screen, raudshields, tools, spares, perfect, un

ralched. any trial; £235.-21, Ashwortli Mansions
iddii Viile. [9502

ATCHLE.SS-J.A.P. 8h.p., 1914 CH. CcmbinatiOn,
2.siieed countershaft, clutch, all-chain, lamps,

n. wind seleeu; £95.—Lindley, Soho Hnll, Hands-
th. Hinniirgham. [X4229

VTCIILESS Model H, M.A.G. engine, Magdvnc
lighting, speedometer, sidecar, step, leg shields,

ist illivcrcd: £260.—F. C. Gorman, 70, Ormktan
d., Sliephord's Bush. [8995

iTCHLESS Combination, M.A.G. engine, 3 speed
chain drive, disc wheels, hood, screen, lamps,

icedoiiiiter. etc., splendid condition; £135.-36, Genestn
d., Plninstead, S.E.18. [9186

IbrATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, spring
'WL frame, Lucas lamps, nearly new; before 1 Th
ivi, anv time Fridav-Saturdav.-Judd, 93. Vauxhall
t., Kennington Lane, S.E. ' [9444

920 (Aprill Model H Matchless Combination
Lucas mag-dvnamo lighting, 400 miles, perfect

rervwhere, hood, kit, insurance; £240, no offers.—
ook. 382, Hainton Av., Grimsby. [8557

ilTATCHLESS 7-9b.p. M.A.G. 8B Model Cogjbina
'rJ. tion, 3-speed, clutch, and kick starter, "speedo-
eter, lamps, horn, good conditioli: £125.—Button
ose Bank, Leicester Ed., New SSrne't. [E976

MATCHLESS 1930 Spring Frame Combination;
early deliYOry it list price, with M.A.G. or J.A.P,

igine, tresi the City agents, Elce and Co., 15-16,
ishoi^Sgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

qil5 Matchless 7.9h.p. M.A.G. Comliinntion, 3 speed
^O countershaft, kick iJtarter, chrtch, luggage and
drol carriers. Easting wind screen, tools, etc. ; genuine
(rgain, £115.—8a, George Lane, Lewisham. [9717

^20 Matchless Combination, dynamo lighting,
7 sprung frame, speedometer, screen, Cowey
ranteed perfect; any trial; £225. — Watson
esters Arms, Brady St., Whitechapel, London. [9407

ll/TATCHLESS 6h.p. J.A.P., sportng model, disc
'tX wheels, long plated exhairst, hand controlled clutch,
ating, enamel, and mechanical condition like new
jry fast ; 95 gns.. or offer.— Gurry, Ditton, Cambridge.

[8370
lyTATCHLESS Latest Model H Spring Frame Com
'•A liinaticn. complete with M.A.G. engine, Luca;

;dyno, spare wlreel and tyre, luggage grid; oldy done
trnudred miles.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton

[X410f
IWTATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
'»X kick start, clutch, chain drive, lamps, hooter.
jeedometer, petrol carrier, beautiful turnout; £120
7, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell.

[9103
IlTATCHLESS 1920 Model H Combination, Sh.p
'rl- Jap, dynamo, speedometer, spare wheel, screen

delivered May, trial after 6,

iH-

in

lil

l.W.
8, Ambleside Gardens, Streath;

[9389

in-

in

ATCHLESS New Spring Frame Model.—Order
booked for rotational delivery^ Demonstration

odel on view. Replacements for Matchless models ol

1 dates in stock.—Tassell, la, Bloomfield Ed., PI
- ~" [9411

ATCHLESS Combination.—Book your orders witl.
Ross, 86, High Road, Lee, S.E., for 1920 spring

ame 8h.p. Matchless combination. A model always
1 view at above address. Deliveries guaranteed
rictly as per order received. Retail price as rnling ai

me of delivery. A large assortment of ^econd-hanii
lOtor cycles of all makes always in stock. C5242

DEFINITE

ADVANTAGES
/or

CLIENTS
Although our evor.incrcislni? circle of

fr ends realis

definte advi

wilh u.. ihcr

It possible for us to Bive even greater ad-

vantages at certain periods.

^ At present, owing to the
conclusion of the Summer
Term at Oxford very many
machines are changing
hands, and these can be
offered while they last at

pries that represent bar-

gains in the most positive

sense of the word.
cle cf friends can ha

en arp' c-ition by postcard. IVlaclimes
may in every case be had on approval
To these who are new to us. we bee to

point cut that business by pst is a special

feature wth us. and that their letters will

in e:ch case be treated as a call in person.

Hfre arc a iew examples taken al- random
tw,„ om ],n,c Usl-
IND'AN 1920 Powerplus Coia'omation.
ccmplele w;th usual equipment. New
IVIaich. 1920. Trice £205.
ENFIELD 1920 Two-sU-oke, 2-speed
Lieh[we;glt. £67.
TRIUMPH 4 h.p. 1919 (late) Counter-
sh.-tt withGrindlay Sidecar. Price £130
P. & M. 1919 Hate) Combination. 3i h.p.

(P. & M. SiJecar), Head Lamp, Horn,
elc Price £125.
A B C. SKOOTAMOTA. 1920. List

price £ 5 5 . plus carriage. Offered at £ 5 1

.

ALLON 1920, 2-speed. cost £87 10 0.

Price £76.
IVY 1920 LightweiirVit. Single speed
model. Cost £59. 48 Guinea'.

OUR JUNE LIST gives detaiU of

lelween 30 & 40 MACHINES.

/. W. TOLLADY,
General Man:

MOTOR CVCI.II.S rOR SALE.
MatctilcHfl,

20 Model II Malchl.-»», nnsrral. I,. .1, r..i. ;. Miik
dyno, eleilrle ll|(htini!, I.uean Inui. i . in -lnv.n

peedonieter. vmall milcaRe nnd iirij Iik..!; ativ
rial or exanijnalion

; .£235.-140, ll..iil.v Ii-m:.
WolverliamiJlon. i,\ t:!08

1010'; Mllt.-lde-s Vil-tory Model (..nihil, nil. .11, IMir
i-ff llni.h, 3 now tviiM iiii.I 3 n..«. I I n.-u,
Kliivnn, Tiiii-Siid liijiiiw and all iici- ..ii. . ...i. licUo
ii-ril, Blind iiH new; £180; nien KciL-iiint. ii. Ii.,i 0,2)7.
. .... V'/;.. ,i;.,(.ir Cucle. [8750

M.\'r<in,KSS 1920 Model 11 Combination, the be.st

l.ii,..MKer outfit, just delivered, M.A.fi. engine,
8li.|).. iiiiiiDlete Lucas lamp set; £215.-Ceo. Smilli,
268, Lavender Hill (opposite Arding and Ilobbs), Clap-
ham Junction, S.W. [9610

Metro.

METRO, 1919 (Aug.l, 2-speed. discs, splendid eon-
dition; £56.-5, Ilosedew Ud., Hammersmitli.

[9035
NEW Z'/Ai.v- Metro-Taylor 2.stroke, 2-speed, clinin-

cum-bolt drive, maker's list / price.— Day, Oke-
liampton. [8783

METEO-TYLEE, 1919, praetieally new, dines, nil

accessories; after 6; £45.-131, Louisville Rd..
ISalham. [8667

EGERTON.S, Nortbstnte, Ipswich.-Ipswich ngcnt.s,

Metro-Tyler, immediate delivery from etock.-
'Phono: 962.

'

.[8161

METRO-TYLER, 1920 model; deliveries Irom stock.
Hewin's Oarages, Ltd., the real service firm.

Taunton and Totnes. [8828

METRO-TYLER, 1919, run few miles onl.v, nil ac-

cessories; £57 cash; seen evenings after 6, or
weel-ends.-67. Yinevard Hill Ed., Wimbledon Park.

[9487
METRO-TYLER 2-stroke 2?ih.p. 2-spced, all acces-

sories, ready to ride away, very fast machine

;

;e40.—'Phone : New Cross 990.—152, High St., Peck-
ham, S.E. [8800

£50.—Late Metro-Tyler, 2.6peed, 2^troke, just re-

enamelled, plated, and rebuslied, perf^t Inne,
splendid hill-climber; after 7.—51, Queen lillizaheth's

Walk, Stoke Newington, N.16. [9275

METRO-TYLER 1920 Models in Stock, 2-speed, long
exhaust pipe, £74/13/6; disc wheels £3/5 extra;

extended terms if dofifr^d.—Citv agents, Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgste Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0068

Oilb.p. Minerva Lightweight, mag., new Amac, ride
<I4, away, £25; sidecar, £5.—Platts, 602, King's
Rd., Fulham, S.W. 6. [9075

3ih.p. Minerva, clutch model, 2 speeds, U-H. mag.,
2 new carburetter, belt, and tyres, climb anything

;

nearest £40.—Old Porch House, Southover, Lewes. [9517

MINERVA 3if.h.p.. watertight mag., nearly new car-
buretter, new belt, good tyres, spring forks, re-

bushed, and guaranteed in good running order; £15.
—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [9568

Monarch.
MONARCH-PRECISION 1914 4lih.p. Coachbuilt

Combination, 2-=peed, Bosch. Senspray, perfect

condition, £65; also 5-6h.p. Rex twin coachbuilt com-
bination. Bosch, B, and B., £40; trial after 8 p.m.—
20, Tyrrell Rd., Peckham Rye, London. [9464

Moto-Reve. '

OTO-REVE Twin Liglitweight, needs slight atten-
£20.-25, Ashmead Ed., St. John's, S.E. 8.

[8499MOTO-REVE 2301. p. Twin, recent model, good tyres,

ready for the road; £32.—Job." 186, Putney Bridge
Rd., Putney, S.W.- [8764

Motosacoche.
"VrOTOSACOCHE IV-h.p., Druid forks, in good run-
ItJ. ning order, £16: also Binks carburetter, 6 jets,

£2/5.—Apply. 254, bukinfleld Rd., Hyde, Cheshire.

New Hudson

M

NEW HtJDSOX De Luxe, touring model, 2-stroke,

new; £75.-Knight, 51, High St., Eeigate. [3715

1 015-14 2Jih.p. T.T. New Hudson-Jap, any trial,

i-^ approval; £34.— Gibbs, 58, Ashdown Ed., Wortli-

in". [Sa<14

NEW HUDSON, 2i.fh.p., 2-stroke, in splendid con-

dition; £36.-Lewis, Otford Rd., Sevenoaks,

Kent. [8383

1(rk20 New Hudson 2-speed Ughtweiirht. in stock;

LsJ £75.—Shepherd and Co., Enfield Highway.
Waltham Cross 31. [8350

NEW HUDSON 2iih.p., 2-speed, lamps, spares, ex-

cellent condition; £45.-Hicks, 40, Drakelell Ed..

New Cross, S.E. (9070

NEW HUDSON.—Delivery of 2-stroke model from
stock at Blackburn and Sons, Station Garage.

Spalding. Tel.: 41. [8481

NEW HUDSON 1920 2-stroke, unused; owner bought
combination; accept £70 (or trulck eale.-Holden.

70 Lytham Ed., Fulwood, Preston. [9424 .

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t^e end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issu
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MOTOa CYCLES BOR SALE-

. Sew E^dscii CiHiilHziianfcii, 5-=5€ed, "•'~f'-

i5 gas.: sesiL Saroraay. a5is- 4 Tt".iE- cr 5^

rart. 42, KiniGerlj Gar^erL=, Harrin^j. 2r74c

ar cffisr.—5aiaiL, T, gaZflcgr at£, ' Wi

£2

H-i, Br-.o:=;:-:r-.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

1^3^ S-~5€ed g€&r> Sse eisiziE.

!a -_.' - - —1920 S«w Himscni, 2-?
- '-T~^7 acE3, sgeeccmietieE, torn:;

"ttwis. erc-^jEiresiie 5CC. as !ieff; £75, eiHmpleSte,
c^n—i. UTme St., T?Tr-JrTmm i?

^5S.—PcwsL 4, Lea St. E.i

caly done 6sC ^~~f=^ rrris -t-
-25. Ciaricra H.£

Sew ImperiaL
TOT531, 1LI6.

1 Q2C y=Tr IjEzT^nal 2^421-?.. njmseti: wfeac offer??

—

Xi/ Picii : Ha:iLZ. 7322. rs733a

CSO^^ Er--:-.. G;iiIdiori—5^cw Inn^ffiai-Jap agents anti
=xp«rT r^rn.ir^a Encs 1914. [2066

LATE iCcd^r 3*€w Im^criaL 2.5peed. Ti@;fEcc ct^ajskm,
siraznued; £50.—StainET's Dairy,' Hyde. [^291

"I
Q2C y^ Iinzerial.Jap, 2-ET:eed, all acCEssoras:

-4-^ £7::.—a.=cn, 51. Jensen aS.. F<He£t GaTa [3S51

"V'E:^ JMPZElAI.-rf.A.P.. 191S, 2?aL.B.. 2-SFes«l5.— ' mec •iCB'iiticn: £43.—Stevsis, 53, Wore St.

X'EW DCESTAH-J-aj'. ISIS 254i!.p_ 2-3t»eiL new—* tTT-^ and 5nbes, lamx^ ^:c-; £45.—46, CarEsle
Ei. Da—Ic-ri -

^9CS3

TWrEW Eaipe-.i. -,,.._.-. .-^peed, I9IS, overiiaaled.
i~ eaameLed. '.."r.c_, _»r:.-=. ircm. t-fMiis. hhw then-
lop, semi-T-T.'^: £55.—E. Mar-m, i-izid!EoinLe, I,eTFe=

_^ - ^3157
"V Jiv** nrPTTRT^ L-.J.A.P. 2'»4a-Tr.. "-s^^ed, Inss^s. lee-— ' 3kLei(i=. gno'I tri^s : ride a'Tsr : ^5 aniL. cSer ; arisr
7.5G we^aiinTs. esx-ept SatnrdaT:—^akddesi near 'Warer

"V i!,---v ^ "nt Kr, KTAT, SKp,, estia Urrse CJince!et 5-C..^~ Tn:iprt£s aaoer l^CO, new Oct^ 1S19: bazsain.
£13C : tnal ^r a3pcnitni£ii£_—Lewis, 67, Warertree Ed..
ctreathcoi Hill. "S74.I

^
Zee Gi

beantiftLi canoitioiL, wrta neari
Hrde. Kottmsttaai, S.£.'S- "Phone

S.—TTew Imperial-Jap. 2^»lh_p^ mt^^a^?i^i Jicm.
pirnip. tacis- &st, oawerniii seen. City evsuhhe.

'c-Iione Waa 3495 anpomtzcene.—174, S^afr-e^hiarT Av..
Eicrrie Bay, Kja^P?. [897^

"I
OI-6 S'-sw iJaperiaL 2o^2i.p., 2^e=d, in pcrfecr ^^a-A«7 cmoa^ Isanpt^ ffenerKors, spcsdcmei^r. mecliam-

eal Lcnu spare beix, chain, efic : £S5-—27, M-ddlaKm
Es., Ec-^es Park, " ^5986

1 02C 5ew Ini^erial 2*iiLp„ 2-€p66d. elHEtadi model:

'P^ane: Graen-rica 751.—Clapiiam :2!kia>i3(, 27, Sficct-i
wen 5s., GreeuTieii, 5.E-10. ^5375'

1 Ol6 2^^iit.p. yew Inrperial, DtmlopE, Cowey. I^ape.
-M~ t/ iEorn. aimiercas snares, in excellenc eanditifin

WfUM
MOTOR CYCLES
We can give you imineciiate

- deEvery trom stock. This is

a rare opportunity. Don't
miss it.

1920 Indian Powerplns,
eiectncally equipped.

Combination £223 14
Solo £181 14
Sidecars onlv £42 10

1920 Indian Scoot
_rrer= -c.-' ac-sptati rcr j^v ieiiverr

SCOTT, «cgre:i2 ziodel
cov;ESTSr-fta«E.AAj>, 5 5

HAiiTEWooS^JLp,
"

" s' " i

BOVEE, 3i b.n. COTnuershafi
siHi-T.T. . .

.". Star ff 9
aOYAt BUBY, 3 Ijj. scrimi

fame :...'. ..."Sias 14
' eLYHO, Hainsmi. i-SDBsf f75 SO
GAtTHOWE-*.* P., z Soesd .. SK It a
CALTHORPE, ;-€^i2. 'z^-es± 571 3
miBAST-JJW^ 2^€ec. "kick

=zp— , .

." £M a a
oawLAusirr, z-^zizki

;^«G. kick Start : £80
COHNABSHT, 2-=trci&

P=sr :. SSa 10
ALLDAYS-AiiOll, i^eei kici

-=-£rr : £35 Q

OHE£A-JJU>.;HE-esi, Vi;ii:=-.irt£a3 8
Pnr, =7 -ir^55_ c-re-i S7S
WOOLEB; ^ir-iis z=ir JSM

wend. Gs your require-

Esaife TO-DAY and
a^oui cisappoHitHiait.

CoventryNotorNart

LONDON ROAD

COVENTRY

"^^OSHO^Szg F:t7- 1913, rrne used, laiE^». 1

Ed., Qap-feam. S.W.I2

^
' start, <^intch, disc wiie^, lone e£ban»x. elecuic

lightnig, electric ham. and sijeettometer. iai ezc^Jfeirt

!

condirton, any trial; 66 gas.—€7, Bridge Ei, We--t;
Battersea. S.W.1L

"

|

/*h.p. New Imperial Scio, 1"920 "inodeL mileaige about^ 8SC, lamps, iiom, jeUow disc •vheeis, wide bars.
,and in. uerfecc condiuon, very powtriuL. take aidecar

Bnr»liere; £137, iO.—W. P. Mar-n, 336, Hasiev Ed..
Eagfaastan, Binniiigliam. ^XiC^C

C46 AJl Iett£x^ relatJeg la ad-pertisementa sbotiid aoote t&e namber at the end n* «»iM;h

S L. TGoxmg.

—^ eyUnder; ntiee £SiiS3. — j^ -
.

-

E^i^ Bamsier-

X«^ MEsbaS, J=--- -- - :- - ^

Qii-t. 5" ~.T-. l-37-e-: :. Iree enjgiae. mag.

Ixp. Semi-XT. > - " - 1" -'.-^^^tiL m

—Eiciiards, Wc-ctt :r" ... .-_:'.

N.r.T.
.ir.T. *iL.g. Twm'J'aB, \sy fits*; £70.-

-iv^iVJ.yr S£i£C77i!tl. mV.iTTi'

'%

—* SqHaie. CaraiialioQ.

JUST IMiPHrwi from. ..

ckeque seCTixea.—Ortan
Works, S.ir.T.. 19E0:

' Co., BIySh, Soi

19 - - XnS o-h-T. twill Ja^. Snpeed, ELS..

appearance, an'sswri^es; £72: ^articulnis*-

J

LcH^kTFOcd, Hiuider=2eld.

^ "Vr.ir.T. Motor Cyrdfis •from StDcfc.—6rle
—̂ Camr>ri<ie«?Sujie. A. J. Teran? and Co..

'iaiage. ^ewmatket Tbone: 2.14.

sdvertiseiaeat. i»*d cbe liaCe of the Issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

'TJOVEB Combination, 3',l..ll.l)., Sept., 1919, comiiletu
' ' everal special features,

lul and expert drivinK.
twick. Green Walk,
ilord. (9321

iiiiti..M. ilelivereil Mar.-h
nil.s. tvu-s nil as IHW.

111.. liMiiiMil horn, iill

tlle wlidl.? in

i-turcd; £140.-
'rhinglord, E.4. Tel. :

£200.-1919 61i,ii. H.
this year, .uilv .1.

flttod
kI Vn

.1. -.Vplil.
.

vwcll. Ivnr U..I1SI.. iNi-« lii.iuet. n 1^:92

;i Q19 (Uoe.) Rover Coinhinntion, 61i.p. twin J.A.r.,
J-v new condition, absolutely unseratnhed, mileage
only nlpont 150, cuniplete. lovely turnout; linreain, £198
(Rover oataloffuo prire £235); ideal dual purpose uiii-

ctaioe; any trial niter 6.30.—A. Thojiuiaiau, Oakhurat,
^Cbigwell, Loudon. 'Phone; Cbiewell 27. (9425

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL RUBY, 2Sh.p. .I.A.P.,

£30.-4, York Rd., Maidenhei

ROYAL RUBY 2-strcke, 1915, long copper exhaust,
T.T., sound; i:35.—.T. Jaivis, Cirencestev. (X4226

EGEETONS, Northcate, Ipswich, can give early de-
livery Royal Ruby if ordered now.—'Phone: 962.

(8162
"1Q17 2'',h.p. 2-speed Royal Ruby, good condition,
J-tf jELCutly overhauled.-Skipsey, Thirst, Yorks.R[X3470OVAL RUBY 3h.p., 2-speed, spring frame model,

new lost week; what offers?—Myers, Ravenglass,
Cumberland. , [X4069

Bh.p. outfit, equals new, com-
hood, screen, heavy .tyres.

—

Exeter. [8876

1920, spring frame, latest
. -ked; £120.—Bunting's Ex-

Wcaldstone, Harrow. [9659

19
l£

£175; appointment.--i4, Meadway, Gidea Park. [9705

ROYAL RUBY' Lightweight Touring Model, about
1916, aluminium footrests, Druid forks, appear-

ance as new. complete minus power unit, fit T.D.G. or
Villiers engine.—34, Ampthill Rd., Bedford. [8777

ROYAL RUBY 1920 3h.p., spring frame, lamps,
horn, done 300 miles; £105; inspection by ar-

rau^ement.—Bellwood, 4, Colosseimi Terrace, Albany
St., Loudon. [8603

"1018 Royal Ruby Coachbuilt Combination, 4h.p.
-*-•-' J.A. I', engine, Sturmey-Archer gear box, 3
speeds, hand clutch, kick start. Binks carburetter, alu-
minium lootboards. P. and H. lamp sets. Klaxon, tools,
Cowey speedometer, whole outfit in topping condition,
enamel and plating perfect: £118, bargain.—54. St.
Charles Sq., North Kensington, W.IO. (9708

X Rudge.
Rudge Multi. 1915.

ie Hill,

E.C.4 -

[9780

RUDGE Multi,- 1920 (LO.M.). mileage 400, as new;
£105.-3, Brookville Terrace, Coventry. [X4176

-J Q20 I.O.M. 3i4h.p. Rudge Multi, accessories; £120.
X«7 _43, Bracewell Rd., >'orth Kensington. [9153

RUDGE 3i,.'.h.p., 1913, clutch; any trial; £44.-1,
Norwood Rd., Heme Hill. 'Phone: Brixton 1964.

[7009
RUDGE Multi. 19i4, fast, sporty, overhauled, per

feet; £62, or near offer.-Bourne, c/o Danby,
Wickiord. [0190

RUDGE Multi, SUTi.p. 1914-15, equipped, fast, any
trial; £55.-Eossi, 72, Eegina Kd., Southall,

Middlesex. [838.1

pUDGE 1913 3i'.h.p., clutch, new cvlinder and tyres;SX £40, or nearest offer.- Goldie, 8, Park Ed., Hamp-
ton Hill, Middlesex. [6942

RUDGE Siih.p., free engine, T.T. bars, excellent con-
'lition ; £45.—Scattergood, Beech, Lane, Stretton,

Bnrton-on-Trent. . [3:3819

5-611.P. Rudge 1914 T.T., ideal solo mount, fast,
reliable, new^ tyres; £50.—Job; 186, Putney Bridge

Ed., Putney, S.W.

O 45.—1914 Rudge Multi,

[8763

lamps, any

RUDGE Multi 1919 Roadster, perfect condition,
belt. 3in. tyre on back; £95; lamps, etc.—Walker.

Abbey Cottage, Malvern. [X4211

for
rs, 1

[X4234

Multi, T.T. I.O.M., com-
£122.—Heath House, Cud-

[S425C

tored 3 vears. pedal start
£46, or offers.—103, War

. wick St., Victoria Station.

Palace Rd., Fulha

[9175

" All machines quoted below (or immcdiat';
delivery and at fixed prices. Do not be dis-

appointed at the prices going up. We can
quote you the machine you require, . for

immediate delivery, at a price that will suit

you."
COVBINATIONS.

1920 MATCHLESS Combination, U.X.G. en-

gine, Lucas magdyno, hood, windscreen,

Watford trip speedometer, rear drive.

1920 4h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, brand
new, never been ridden.

1920 3.1 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination, com-
' pletc with Lucas lamps. Lucas horn.

1920 H Model MATCHLESS Combination,
Lucas Magdyno, complete with horn, as

1920 -H' Model MATCHLESS Combination.
Lucas acetylene lamps, Lucas horn, been
ridien lo miles.

1920 A.J.S. Combination, complete with hood,

windscreen, 3 lamp sets, and horn ; all

ready for the road : never been ridden.

1920 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen, no
accessories, as new.

1920 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
Magdyno, all complete, as new.

1920 AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, fitted Hender-
son Ehte Sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric

horn. Brand new.
1920 INDIAN Combination, fitted with Swan

sporting Sidecar, disc wheels all round,

T.T. bars, dynamo Hghting, indistinguish-

able from new. Very smart lot.

1920 '4J h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain

. drive, not registered.

1920 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Lucas
MagdSTiO, fitted with hood, windscreen,

,\ind

SOLO MACHINES.
1920 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, countershaft model,

T.T. bars, disc wheels, large Lucas lamp
set, Stewart car horn, only ridden 60 miles.

1920 brand new LO.M. RUDGE-MULTI,
immediate deliven'.

1917 2^ h.p. overhead valve N.U.T., 3-speed,

Stunney-Archer gear, hand clutch, kick-

start, Lucas lamps, speedometer, excep-
tionally fast 'bus, onlv wants seeing.

1920 3ih.p. LEA-FRANCIS, J.A.P. engine,

only done a few niiles.

1920 4i b.p. B.S.A., complete, as received from
makers.

1920 3.^ h.p. SUNBEAM, not been ridden.

1915 3i h-P- SUNBEAM, just been thoroughly
overhauled by makers, complete with
lamps and horn, splendid condition.

1920 solo A.B.C., 4-speed, brand new, im-
mediate deliver^'.

1920 6 h.p. countershaft ZENITH. Sidecar for

same if required..

CARS.
Aero Mcdel MORGAN. Brand New. For

immediate Delivery.

First-class Combinations Wanted for spot cash.

High prices paid for good machines.

a. SMITH & CO.,
16. H£mpstea!l Rd., LONDON, N.W.I

Fbcne : Museum 3+19.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

urst fJardc

UDOE Multi,

il Rit

1920, only

liables, Muswell Hill.

[8633

month old, faultless
n's Garages, Ltd.. tho

(8827

)n, sjieedometcr, Jinups,

; o:<leri £145.-AKnle,
[9023

ford Rd., Sunbury-on-Tliames, (9206

|Q20 Rudge 5-6h.p. Multi Comtunation in stock;
J-t7 niakeis' i)rice.-.Sbeiilicrd and Co., Enfleld High-
way. Tel. : Waltham Cross 31. [8348

1915 5-6h.p. Combination, ovcr-

eliable outfit, lamps, horn; £85.—
Noi-th, 'PctcrborouBh. [8771

Twin Rudge Combination,
onniksen, Kla.xon; £170; will

Maidstone Rd., Chatham.

1020 Rndse I.O.M., T.T. bars, complete lamps and
i-iJ horn, brand new; £120.—Winstan Henney, 63,

South End, Croydon. 'Phone; 2431. [9600

FOR Sale, brand new RudEO Multi, T.T., I.O.M.

;

price fllO.-Frauk Valcnder, I'ost Oflice, Duii-

nineton. ucar Alcestcr, Warwiclishirc. [X4024

UDGE Multi Combination, 1919, SV^h.p.. lamps,
"

tc., sidecar new April last;

£135.—Mrs. Cuthbert, c/o Mr. Selsby, Selsey. [8813

Rudge Multi, pedal-starter, lamps, horn,

handle-grips, and tools, very _tast;

19^

R^

1 Q20 I.O.M.
-Li? kuee-grips
£110.—J. Byrd, Littlehales Manor, Sewport, Salop.

1 Q14 3;.Jh.p. Endgo Multi. T.T. handles, lone exhaust,

trial; £50,
!«», ondition. anyine. in nrsr-cias.s conuiiiou. uii.>

otter.—Robarts. Codicote, Herts.
[8628

1 Q 19 (Nov.) Rudge Multi Combination, guaranteed

J-U perfect order, complete, aU accessories; *-i;a-

-C.S., Whellock, deeve. High St., Southgate, N^1^4^

1Q19 3Jih'.p. Eudge Multi, with or without sport-

liJ in" sidecar, perfect condition, spares: £82, or

£98 respectively.-JIaltby, 303, Woodstock Rd- Ox-

ford. I-^^^'

20 1 M. Rudge Multi 3'Ah.V: all accessories,— be seen_at any time;
Reigate,

[86;ib

19
£120.—Apply
Surrey.

£85,

stored wa
m. lamps,
lear.—Lavton, High St.,

[X3990

-6h.p.

ring Works
single *70.-
Bradley Rd.,

[9?49

"tion,*iullv equipped; pried

Williams,
Wrexham.

SPECIAL 1920 I.O.M. 3'Jl.p. Rudge Multi, delivered

15th Miv mileage under 250, very fa.st, easy

starter- £105.-115, Eosebery Ed., Mu-well Hill, Lon-

don, N.IO. l-^^^*

1 Q20 Rudge Multi, hand clutch. 'iOO.ys.. enjine,

LU ridden 2 miles only, tool tags vnth seal nn-

hroken; £109; first wire securej;.-Bos 5,266, c/o rfte

Motor Cycle.
^8637

\prll) I.O.M. Eudge, done about 500 iniles.

- ' ^-mps, mechanical horn, knee
offers.—Eversleigh, Welling-

[9355

19^

19=
100 gns.-

fuliy insured;

Salop.

Eudge Multi 3il.h.p., I.O.M.. T.T.. pedal

tarter, A.K. knee grips, splendid condition;

—C R Waddington, Thornton Steward. Be-

dale,"Yorks:«»'
^ ^8839

RUDGE Multi Combination, 3i,4h.p., 1914-15, C.B.

underslung sidecar, new lamps, good tyres, very

good order: £74.-Johnston, 216, Eodney Hut, Cray-

lord, Kent. *

5-6h p- Eudge Multi Combination, splendid condition,

lamps, horn, tool set. spares, including extra cylin-

der- bargain, £100.-Sharp, 53, Cleveland I'^rk -Av

Walthamstow. '"^''^

RTTDGE 3if.h.p. Brooklands Racer, overhauled and

first-class condition, new belt and tyres, head

lamp and generaTon nearest to £45.-146, Southfield

Rd., Chiswick. i-^""^

IOM Rudge Multi, late model, enamelled red by

Rudees overlap Cim, straight through flexible

exhaust 'knee grips! vSy' fast; £78.-30. Eiggmdale

Rd., Stieatham, S.W.16. (9353

T ni6 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi Combination, wind screen,

-LJ7 lamps, speedometer, spring pillion wath footiesfa,

^nranteed excellent order throughout; £100-10.
]Co'bbett Ed., Southampton. [9359

> UDGE Multi, 1916, Canoelet sidecar, good condi-

tion just overhauled, climbs like a giant, lamps,

tools, etc.; £32.-Hewin's Garages, Ltd., the

service firm, Totnes. _
[8829

20 Rudge I.O.M. T-T. Winner Model, multi gear,

perfect, unscratched, large set head lamps and_
enerator. rear lamp Klaxon horn; £110.—Dawson's,

Regent St., Cambridge. [X4222

All letters relatlna to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. B3a
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Rudge.

1Q20 Riidge Multi, I.O.M. T.T., lielivered early
Ai' May, lamps, horn, tooly, condition new; £115;
peen by appointment, Liverpool or Manchester.—Box
B,248, c/c The Motor Cycle. [8541

EUDGE Multi Combination, underslnng coachbuilt
sidecar, niuiti gears, hand-controlled clutch, kick

start (starts first kick), excellent condition and order;
68 =-ns.—14, Arundel Ed., Croydon. [9518

1Q20 7.9h.p. Rudge Multwin, with Rudge sidecar,
-i-*y Eastling wind screen. Klaxon horn, bought new
May 13th, not done 500 miles, perfect; price £195;.
cash.-C. .R. Durrant, Watton, Norfolk. [8390

5-6h.p. Budse Multi, 1914, with 1919 Montgomery
C.B. sidecnr. Easting, sprung grid, good tyres,

spares, leather belt, etc., ju«t overhauled, enamelled;
«ny trial.—J., 4, Piertepoint Ed., Acton, W.3. [8998

RUDGE Multi 1916 Combination, new tyres, belt,

large head and rear lamps, sidecar roomy, 1919,
wind screen, cover, electric light, ready for tour;
S86/10.—Bargate, 185, Fulwich Bd., Dartford. [9092

RUDGE Multi 1917 SVih-V; clutcli and starter,

lamp set, horn, etc., specification identical
1920 model, in perfect condition throughout; £65.

—

R. Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [9154

F.O.C.H. have a Rudge Multi, fully equipped, ready
for the road.—Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heatl

St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube Station)
'Phone : Hampstead 3752. Hours 9-7, including
Saturdays. [8835

"pUDGE 3M.h.p. Multi Model, new Sept., 1919.
-tV lamps, horn, speedometer, new belt, mleiage only
2,700, owner taken delivery of 7-9h.p. combination;
£95.—Blackburn and Sons, Station Garage, Spalding.
Tel. 41. [8482

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Rudge Multi and Coachbuilt
Sidecar, fully equipped, ready for the road.—Fair

Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
stead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays. [8836

RUDGE Multi 7-mi.p. Combination, fitted with
Cameo screen, Watford speedometer. Cowey horn,

electric lighting, spare tyre and belt, delivered Easter,
as good as new, owner bought car ; c^n be seen by
Bppointment at Coventry.—Bos 10, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X4178
1Q20 Rudge Multi T.T., I.O.M., lamps, mechanical
At/ horn, knee grips, all accessories, as new, done
less than 20 miles, 115 gns. ; also 3i/2h:p. Rudge, free
engine clutch, lamps, horn, new tyres, recently over-
hauled, £40, or nearest offer.-Box 6,241, c/o The
Wotor Cycle. [8469

RUDGE 1913 Clutch Model, pedal start, just fitted
with new cyi., piston, piston rings, and connect-

ing rod, adjustable pulley, mechanical horn, back tyre
and belt nearly new; it may seem old, but will average
30 apparently indeflnitelyv and steers hands ofll with
two up; £50.—Mallet,, Balliol, Oxford. [9530

1.

Saltley.

IMMEDIATE delivery of Saltley-ViUiers S-stroke,
single-epeed £56, 2-apeed £66.—London concea-

aionnalres, Lancaster Motor Co., West Norwood. A
few agencies available. [4242

Scale.

1Q20 3V2h.p. Scale, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
Xi/ coacnbuilt combination, only 3 weeks old;
£115.-76, Western Rd., Southall, W. [8830

1 Q 20 New Scale, SVoh.p. Precision engine, 2-stroke,Xv 2-speed, clutch, kick start; £85; immediate de-
liveries.—'The Rochester Auto and Supply Co., Rochi
ter. [0199

Scott.

NEW Scott Combination in stock.—Brown'
Maltby, Eotherham. [9315

SCOTT 1915 Combination, overhauled: f95.-Cooper,
163, Moorside Rd., Flixton. [X4231

Id 19 Scott, Lucas lamps, horn; £110.-89, Oak
J-*/ Lane, Bradford. Tel.: 2190. [9369

1 CI 20 Scott Touring Model, new; accept list price.—
-LtfBox 5,357, c/o The Molor Cycle. [9767

*1 O20 Scott Sporting car, solo gears, unridden; £145.
±iJ —Box 6,366, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9766

SCOTT, ready to drive awav, good tvres, lamps, speed-
ometer, sidecar; £45.-Greenwood, 15, Toller Drive,

Bradford, [8590

SCOTT Combination, in splendid condition, lamps,
horn, etc.; £90; complete.—Turnill, North, Peter-

borough. [8770

SCOTT Combination, 1914-16, speedometer, mechani-
cally perfect; £86, ncarest.-72, Hungerhill Kd.,

Nottingham. [S4025

SCOTT.—Delivery from stock of standard combina-
tions at Blackburn and Sons, Station Garage,

Spalding. Tel. : 41. [8479

OCOTT 1915_ Combination, lainiis, horn, tools, etc

June a4T-K, 1920.

A Sarc Saroroer

Shoe /f/"'^^,„

Saver! it

good, whole 6626 Mu
A.S.C. 60, Mortimer St., W.l. [8511

SCOTT 3%h.p., 1913, 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn;
£75; with coachbuilt sidecar, £85,-5, Pari Av.,

Rivcrdale Rd., Endcliffe, Sheffield. [9489

Will

Osfikon
a pair

'

Cornwall Mew ster Rd., S.W.7. 26A-66.miX»ML BRIDGE R?.S.W.t

19^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1020 35/4h.p. Scott, semi-T.T. bars, Biuks very su•i" mileage, m perfect running order and flist-oconditmn; flaO, lowest.-Perry, Penvale, St. Ansti

GCOTT 1914 3=,h.p., with wicker sidPcar[^£tJ Bosch, Amack, Stewart, horn, good running or<
trial, Cheltenham.-Box 5,298, c/o The Motor Cy

1 Q20 S'ot, and Sporting Sidecar, delivered
'

JLY luruth, not driven 100 miles, lamps, hnru; £1—ilctcher, Carlton Grange, Stocktou-on-Forest, Tl

CjCOTT Combination, 1915. splendid condition, j
>-' overhauled, new Dunlops, mechanical horn, to
etc.; £90, bargain.—71. Coronation Rd., Cle«thon

[8^

20 Scott Purple Combination, Stewart speedome
Cowey horn, acetylene, low mileage; £185.-

Boorman, Mount Hermon Garage, Guildford I
Woking. [8(
"1015 Scott, C.B. sidecar, K.S., new tyres, chas
a,«y electric Ugbt, Klaxon, wind screen; trial willing
£75, or offer.-Oall after 6 o'clock, 58, Eingsgate 1
^Kilbnm,. N.W. [8e

GCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, kick st:
•^ Bosch mag., B. and B., lamps, horn, excellent c
ditiou; a real snip, £85, no offers; seen Sundays
Barnard, Cock Tavern, Ongar. Essex. [8E

1015 Super Scott Combination, stored 3 yea
-*-«' fitted new chains, special carburetter, givi
economical running, Scott-Myers sidecar, electric lig]

Klaxonj £120.—Harris, 51, Upton Lane, Forest Ga
London, E.7. [30

CCOTT Combination, 1916, 2-cyl., 2-stroke, 2-spee
^.-' K.S., lamps and horn just been overhauled, n
rings, chaiirs, radiator, naw Palmer tyres, excelh
onditmn, and spare parts'; . £90.—Clark, 389, Yc

- -" -- - [87Rd., Wandsworth. Thursday or Sunday.

SCOTT, genuine 1915, 3%h.p., special model, 2-spe(
C.A.V., Palmer cord, new piston rings, chai

spare racing sprocket, flat handle-bars, all accesori'
fast, climb 1 in 4, overhauled, splendid machine
Audrey, Plymouth House, Loughton. [88

Singer.
K.S., lamps, horn, genui:
£40.—Bland, Bank, Cind(

lUlU, VJIUH. [93'

SINGER 4i/3h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, ji
overhauled; £85.—Eobinson, 36, Tudor Ed., Hac

ney, E.9. [90,

CINGER 4 valve S'/jh.p., single, m.o.h.v. cylinder hea
^-^ w.c, and detachable, adjustable pulley, good cc
dition; £45, lowest.—Florendine, 50, Albert St, Rugt

[X4a
I Q 14 2;4h.p. Singer, Bosch, lamps, horn, etc., pf
-L*/ feet running order; seen by appointment: £4
district Colchester.—Box 5,336, c/o The Molor Gyc.

[96v

OINGER 3l/,h.p., Armstrong 3-speed, hub clutch, ped^ start, ready to ride away ; £55 ; accept lightw-eig
or typewriter part exchange.—Carters, Ibstock, Leioestt

^ [X42i
OINGER Lightweight, excellent condition, lamr
.-7 etc., any trial here; nearest ^38; owner bougl
combination. — Simm, Wheelwright, Standish, n
Wigan. [94]

Sparlcbrook.
SPAEKBROOK, with latest ViUiers flywheel magne*

£75.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St. Bi
[X41]

1 O 20 Sparkbrook 2V'h.p., 2 speeds, done 200 mile!
-ItF £62/10, or near offer.—Minns, 14, Stert -St

Abingdon, Berks. [881

SPAEKBROOK 1919 2?-;h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, i

new condition; £55, no offers.—Spowart, Sturtoi
by-Stow, Lincoln. [937

SPARKBROOK 1920 Model, nearly new, unregisterei
lamps, horn, tools; £67/10; apply after 6.—E.H

14, St. Andrew's Ed„ Willesden. [83E

f^ih.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke, single and 2-spee
f^ 2 models in stock, at makers' list price for casl
or on extended payments 4% extra.—Harrods Mote
Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. {opposite Mai
Building), London, S.W.I. [843

Sua.
SUN-VILLIERS 2)4h.p., good condition, new tyres

38 gns.—53, Parrock St., Gravesend. [926'

SUN-VILLIERS, 1917, 2-speed, little used, spares
46 gns.—After. 6, 52, Gresham Rd., Brixton. [905

"VTEW 2;ih.p. Sun 2-stroke, cliain-cum-belt drive,
-1-* Sturmey 2-speed, ' maker's list price.-Day, Oki
hompton. [878

1 Q19 Sun, 2-speed, 2-stroke, 2:'ih.p., Lamps, horn
-i-<^ good tVTes, tools; £50, or offer.—Miller, Eas
Harling, Norfolk. [9291

SUN-VILLIERS, 2%ih.p., 2.speed, good runnin
order; first £35 secures, no offers.-Gibbs, HigJ

St., Burnham, Bucks. [906,

TO 20 Sun Vitesse, Sturmey-Archer gear box, handle
-"- V bar controlled clutch, brand new ; £70,—Jane
and Adams, Muswell HUI. [841!

JUN-VILLIERS 2-stroke 2-speed, with hand Con
? trolled clutch. 1916, lootl^rds, lamp, etc., last

£38.-5, Glengall Ed., Kilburn. [9551

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tt-Iuniph.

in 19 (Oct.) 4Ii.p. Triumpli, coiinlorshatt oombina-
A.U tion, lamps, Klaxon, in perfect condition, little

used; £138; boiBain.—Rhodes, Queen St., llomlord.
Tol. : 95. 19722

TRIUMPH, :9n. 4h.p.,
watch, fully equipped,

now tyros; £63. — Rhosha

with larKO lamps, horn,
in fine condition, nearly
Motor Garage, Romford.

(9720

rpRlUMl'H Combination, 3-spced, counterslinlt,
± K.S., luxurious bulbous back sidecar, new 1919.
equipped, porloct; £130.—Dentist, 216, Portolx'lUi
Rd., W.IO. [8U1

TRIUMPH and C.B. Sidecar. 1913, 3-spoed, clutch,
stored most of war, excellent condition, P. and

rn, Hosch; £76.—Tuke, 25, Linkfield
[845C

niph, _1912. perfect, original Triumpl
"i watertight mag., tools, etc.

£38; alter 6.-55, Fairflek
[845;

Lane, Redhil

fine looking luachi
Rd., Bow, E.

1Q18-19 Triniiiph Countorshnft Combiuation, Infest
JLt/ 1920 bulbous back sidecnr, brand new coiiditiuii

:

£125.-72, Loiigiidgo Rd., Eiura Court. Thnno:
Weatefu 1344. L9525

TRIUMPH, countershaft, plating and enamel as
new, 3 lamps, and accessories, new underslung

C.B. sidecar, any trial; £120.—Bray, la, Larkbali
Lane, Stockwell. [9345

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, Philipson, gears, K.S.,
equipped C.B. sidecar, perfect throughout, smart

appearance, stored during war; sacrifice.—W. Pritchett,

Allbrook, Enstloiyli- [9211

TRIUMPH Combiiintion, 1917-18 4h.p. countershaft,

stove ©nauielk^d, iiplendid condition, brand new
coach sidec;ir; £120.-30, Crystal Pnlnce Part Rd.,

Sydenham, S.E.26. [9306

TRIUMPH, pre-war, C.B. sidecar, 2-speeds, F.E..
lamps, speedometer, good going order; oaers;

exchange lightweight.—25, Burlington Rd., Lansdowne
Rd., Tottenham. [9378

TRIUMPH afld Sidecar, 4h.p., 1914. 3-speed, Lucas
lamps. Easting screen just fitted, faultless con-

dition; £80; accept half down.—Bunting's Exchange.
Wealdstone, Harrow. [9662

1
13 Triumph, S^pee

comi>lete engine
pnce, excellent running
Brcmead Av., Streatham.

TRIUMPH 3Voh.p., fr

tyres, piston, valve;

aJid perfect with lamps,
AValmer. Kent. (D)

"IQ13 Triumph, S-fjpeed, clutch, lighting set, horn,
X«^ complete eusrine overhaul just finished, inr^nr-

Qrder ; £60.—Husbands, 26,
[8682

engine, model 1912, new
etc., completely overhauled
orn, etc.; £60.—Kimberley,

[8923

TRIUMPH. 1919. late model, 4h.p.. 3-speed, Gloria
sidecar chassis, coachbuilt body, complete with

accessories; £140.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

LATE 1918 Countershaft Triumph and Sporting
Sidecar, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, knee grips, also

lull insurance, in nice condition; £125.—L. Hodge,
89. Brock St., Macclesfield. ^ [8969

TRIUMPH 3V'h.r., 3-sreed, F.E., stored during war,
engine rebusbed. new tyres, inner tubes, and lamp

60t, tools, etc., solendid running order; £60, or near.

-Knowles, Park Farm, Bewdley. [8462

H head lamp set, tail lamp; offers; Tunbridg
—Box 5,350, c/o T/ie Motor Cycle.

P. and
Wells.
[9675

TRIUMPH 1918 Countershaft, perfect condition, alu-

minium discs, Tan-Sad pillion. Miller lamps, Ped-
leys, Abingdon tools. Klaxon, complete; £95.—Hawkins,
4, First Av., Acton. Chiswick 1S46. [9050

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p.. "countershaft, me-
chanical condition and appearance excellent, hood,

wind screen, disc wheels, all accessories, spares; £110.
—Dr. Beaumont, Aldbro', Darlington. [?C85

TRIUMPH Combination, believed 1917, 4h.p.,

countershaft, overhauled, replated and etove

enamelled, new bulbous coach body, perfect condition;
£115.—AYither.s Grocer, Selhurst, S-E. [asti

TRIUMPH 1914, 3-speed hub, clutch, C.B. sidecar,

r;tor6< 1915. jui^t overhauled by makers, excellent

condition, appearance, tyres, belt as new, 3 lamps, tools;

j£80.—261, Cannis Hall Rd., Leytonstone. [9107

20 4h.p. Triumph, lamps, horn, tools, aluminium

Ma conscience! Ye cAr>r\&do

better—TKcy re gci\\iir>e!!

tubes-

motor CVCI-ES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q19 I.ato 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, top gear
A»/ ^^han^{e, lam])M, horn, tools, new MontKOmory

barga £140.—Box 6,345,

Our
Price.

7/6
8/3
10/6
10/6
9/6
16/-

650x65.
700 X 80
Butted ;

Our List

Price. Price.

12/- 16/6
16/6 19/6

10/- 13/3
9/. 12/9
X 80 in Tubes

ePLTS "*• STANDARD"^^ • « LENGTHS
All c|in. -Jin. Jin. lin i!m. Per

makes. ^/1 2/7 3/- 3/6 4/. Foot

ffl

RETREADING-
Extra Heavy .

Heavy ,

Medium

20/-
17/6
15/.

I

All casing repairs are

I

charged extra according
to ths description of

I

repair. Repairs are exocut-
! ed at our own worits under
expert supervision.

.

I

Finest materials only used.

SPECIAL ALLOWANCES FOR OLD COVERS.

f RUBBER HIP BOOTS
IHanufactured by North British
Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Dominion Rubber
Co.. Ltd.. etc
QUITE NEW

Sizes

S, 6, i, 8, 9, 10

Per Pair

21/-
Worth 45/-

19

and sidecar,
jhaine, belt and
plugs, lon^ ex-

haust-' £125.—Spencer, Driftway, Farnham, Surrev.
[9071

TRIUMPH, delivered March, 1920, 4h.p., counter-
shaft model, F.R.S. head lamp. Miller tail, and

generator, Lucas horn, and 'knee grips, guaranteed
perfect; £120.—L. Truman, 52, High St., Sidcup.

[9443

A BOON TO THE MOTOR CYCLIST.

Ths Premier House for Genuine Bargains

ElLTClmMMmSSD i

ol tho smarti.'Bt combinationK on tho road; 115 gnfl.

—

2, Kolton Villus, Hawks ltd., KiiiBston-on-Tliames.
[9233

-|Q13 Couiitoralinft Triumiili and 1920 (Aiiril) Ounoe-
J-i/ lot Sid<*<nr, liiiiipH, horn, kneo-Rrips, BininK carrier
s(jot, etc.. rxciillent iiinniiiK order, Biiiiirt turiinul: trial;

llist fns.-Iiwdi House, UrinniiiMton, iStockiiort.

[X3825
THIUMI'II 1914 4h.p. Combination, 1919 Mont-

unnu'iy f.ideL'0r, Steriuoy-Arrdior 3-ttpewl, clutch, in
\tiiii^:X ruuuiOK order, lamp.H and acceBBorieH; £85,
luweMt; by uppoiutment.— 3, Higlioak, PoUBnett,
Dudley. [X4016

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913-14, 4h.p., 3-»peed,

clutch. C.B. sidecar with Cameo, nearly new tyres,

Cowey, Klaxon, lamp and tools, renovated, and in

splendid condition; £100.-G. H. Clevelcy, 269, City
Rd., E.C.I. [9204

£59.~Triumph Combination, V/ih.p., clutch and
N.S.U. 2-3peed, lamp and generator, speedometer,

Bosch handle-bar ignition, tyres and condition excellent,

overhauled, re-enamelled, immediate use.—Savage, 7,

High St., .Sutton, Surrey. [9296

1 Q 18-19 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft com-
i-iJ bination, Bax aluminium sidecar, all disc

wheels to match, apron, 2 horns, lamps, etc., reliable,

economical, cheap; £160.—St. Just, Chipping Sod-

bury, Glos. Private, rido away. [8964

31h.p. Triumph, single-speed, pedal start, engine
2 overhauled, frame and tank re-enamelled like

new brand new tyres, tubes, and belt, ride away;
best offer over £37, as owner has no use tor same.—
164, Cambridge St., Aylesbury, Bucks. [9097

gold nl6d.^l London-
Edinburgh, all lamps,

sp.Tre belt, Bpeedometer, and various fittings for com-
petition work, very fine condition: price £110.—AVinstan

Henney, 63, South End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [9601

TRIUMPH 1914, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, clutch, de-

compressor. Brooks saddle. Bosch mag., enainel

and plating good, and guaranteed in good running
order, complete with lamp set, Lucas horn; £65/10.—
Goss, 71, South Side, Clapham Common. 322 Brixton.

[9352

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p. C.S. Combination, little used,

condition absolutely as new, excellent «ngine,

in perfect order, canoelet C.B. sidecar to match, apron,

3 lamps. Klaxon, knee grips, full insurance, tools,

etc.—Apply, any time, C. Miles,. St. Mary St., High
Wycombe. [9440

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft, 3-speed, clutch,

kick start, large mechanical horn, tools, genera-

tor, rear lamp, tyres, as new, plate and enamel all

in excellent condition, any trial; £85.-10, Winder-
mere Villas, Tottenham Lane, Hornsey. 'Phone

;

Hornsey 2145 [9540

rriRIUMPII, 3i/2h.p., clutch model, engine
14822, drop frame,

justable pulley, semi-T.T.
Bosch, B. and B,

good all-round
Greenwich, S.E.

tank, quick spark, ad-
. f;. knee grip, variable

_ _plete lighting set and tools, in

condition; £50. — 81, South St..

[9589

ally

264-266, Vaaxball Bridge Rd.,
j

Victoria, S.W.I. 1

Telephone: Victoria 6553.

painted and overhauled, any trial; 80 gn
OfBngton Lane, Worthing. [9349

TRIUMPH 3l2h.p. coachbuilt Combination, 2-3peed,

good condition, Binks 3-iet, new Dunlop back,

mechanical horn, acetylene lighting, all spares, £70.
near offer; also wicker sidecar, complete with tyre, £4;
Triumph clutch wheel and rear frame, complete, con-

trols; £5.—Hill, 421, Holly Hall, Dadlsy. [9257

TRIUMl'H, 1918, countershaft, renovater, 1920 grev

Montgomery sidecar, eleetrio horn and sidecar

lamp with 6 volt accumulator, Lucas head, aluminium
tail lamps, new Cowey speedometer and Cameo
luggage Biid, etc., perfeci; order: ""'•" =-~ "^

advert.—Bomford, 2, Sandringhai

1 Cfcl3 sy-'h.p. Triumph, specially fitted 2-gall tank,
-Tt/ with" auxiliary and long exhaust 2^in., Bosch,

ilutch, tools, knee-grips, lamps, spare belt and tube,

exceptional condition, very speedy and powerful, £50;
magnetic speedometer £3 extra: good sporting outfit;

photo.—Winsor, 2, Vicker's Estate, Byfleet, Surrev.
'

[9188

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, and Sandum
featherweight coachbuilt sidecar, new lamps, all

round, £4/4 Canoelet head lamp, tyres good, Triumph
kit of tools, pump, mechanical horn, in splendid run-

nine order thoroughly reliable combination; £80
cash- seen by appointment.—Scott, 24, Dartmouth
Park' Av., N;w.5. [8448

GENUINE Machine.—1913-14 Triumph. 3'-Jh.p.,

clutch model, pedal start, almost new, heavy Dun-
lop tyres, Stewart, speedometer, trip, season's mileage

and miles per hour, P. and H. head and tail lamps,

horn foot pump, original maker's plating and enamel

in excellent condition, adjustable puller, sdent and

powerful engine, go anywhere: £65 _ carnaise paid,

commend.' insurance policy, all

!' Bishop's Castle, Salop.

isks.-

AII letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the iss
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Triumph.

acetylene lighting, new tyres. Tan Sad, speedometer,
with flying Middleton sidecar; price £150. We have
also several other Triumph combinations in stock at
nrices £125 to £ 135.—i\lotor Cycle Marts, Ltd.. Fair
Bow, High St., Chatham. [9731

Tyler.

TYLER, 1916. 2-speed, ride away, tyres good;
£32/10.—Richards, High St., Ashtead. [9058

TYLER-PRECISION 2i/2h.p.. 2 speeds, Iree engine,
B. and B., Miller lamp. Klaxon, nearly new tyres,

splendid condition: £35, bargain.—203, Carlton Rd.,
Worksop. [8913

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Velocette
-'lianel .\ih Depot. Wolverhampton. 12265

VELOCETTE 2^4h.p., 2-rtroke, 2 speeds, believed
1919 model, low mileage; £55.—103a, High St..

WandCT-orth. [9693
o>4.l!.!). Velocette^ 2 speeds, free engine, cliain d

ndition; £40.-

Verus.

-18,

19

enquiries invited.— 1, Duke St., Rich-
[0208

20 Verus-Blackbnrne 2^/,h.p., 2-speed, K.S., hand
clutch; best offer; must sell.—Ivydeue, Tich-

bourae St., Leicester. [9430

Vindec.
VI2CDKC Sli.p,, 2-speed, and coach sidecar (new body);

£65.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,
-Halifax. [9017

Viper.
VIPER-J.A.P. 2?^h.p., 2-speed gear, Brampton forks,

lilack and gold finish; £73/10; one ehghtly used;
£70.-Frank Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Bir-
minghain. [X4116

Wanderer.
WANDERER 3>^h.p., spring frame, speedometer,

perfect; £50.-9, Park Terrace. West Horsham.
[St,.,

Werner.
WERNER 2%h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., B. and B,

buretter, low, comfortable machine; £22,
Grove Hill E^J., Camborwell.

-21,
[9108

Williamson.
WATJCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.C.4.-

Sh.p. Williamson combination, 1914, w.c;
£145. [9782

WILLIAMSON 8h.p., 1914, countershaft, all-chain
drive, and family C.B. sidecar; £100, or near

offer.—To be seen at 1, Shanklin Ed., S. Tottenham,
I.K)ndon. [9224

8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson, clutch model, iree
engine, 2 speeds, and everything complete with

'"oachbuilt sidecar; £130. bargain.—Hall, Preston Rd.,
Chorley. [X4034

WILLIAMSON Combination (coachbuilt), Sh.p., water-
cooled, small mileage, recently overhauled, ready

to drive away; £120.—Write, or call Saturday afternoon,
T.M., 16, Thurlby Ed., West Nonvood, S.E.27. [8665

WILLIAMSON 1914 8h.p. 2-speed, Bosch, Binks,
lovely aluminium sidecar, hood, screen, speedo-

meter, electric lighting, magnificent outfit, grand con-
dition; £135.-White. Lyndhurst, Nursery Rd..
Loughton. [8806

"Id 16 Williamson Combination, Sh.p., w.c. Miller
-i- •^ lighting, speedometer. Klaxon, 3-speed, K.S.,
Tan-sad pillion, mirror, etc., in splendid condition,
Binks carburetter; bargain, £140.-36, Brownlow Rd.,
Loudon, N.ll. [9001

Win'Precision.
£37.-1, Norwood

[7010

[8932
WOLP-VILLIERS and Wolf-Jap 1920 models in

stock.-Tel. : 6626 Museum.—.A. S.C, 60, Morti-
mer St., W.l. [8512
-|Q19 Wolf 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, all on, tyresXO and condition perfect: £65.—Colonial Motor
Co., 104a, Finchley Rd., N.W. [9737

I Q20 Woll-Villiers, 2-speed. C.A.V., Lucas lamps,
i-'J horn, tools, mileage about 300; £58.—Ham-
merslcy, 26, .Shrewsbury Rd., Market Drayton. [X4237

WllLF-J.A.P.. 2y,h.ri., Armstrong 3-speed, tree
enijine and kick-starter, AmiVc. Dnnlops, and large-•

'
'-- "' - £38.-C., St Elmo, St.

TYREHOUSi
TYRE BARGAINS
All goods advertised in stock, and sent

on 7 days' approval against remittance.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE LINES

BRAND NEW COVERS
From Government StoreSf eic.

Our List
FOR 2i RIM. Prlw. Price.

26 X 2i Palmer Cord 47/6 68/9
,, Skew heavy non-skid SI /8 64/4
„ Skew round non-skid 44/9 53/3
„ Avon combination . -55/— 90/-^

Hutchinson T.T. . . 38 /€ 48 /s

„ Hutchinsbn heavy
passenger ....... 45 /- 60/6

„ Wood-Milne extra
heavy Keygrip . . 62/- 62/-

„ Pedley heavy 3-rib . . G4 /6 - 70 /-

„ Pedley medium 3-rib 49 /6 62 /6

26X2f Dunlop extra heavy
rubber studded . . 52/6 72 /-

, Dnnlop combination 59/6 90/-
„ Hutchinson - T.T. •

3-rib 40/6 50/3
26 X 2^ X 2i Skew heavy rub-

ber studded 60/- 75 /4

26x2^x2} Hutchinson -

heavy passenger . 45/- 55/-

FOR Hh RIM.
26 X 2i Skew heavy rubber

non-skid .... 60/- 75/4
„ Skew round non-

skid 53/3 68/g
426x3 ^or 2 1 Skew heavy

non-skid 69/- 86/1
28 X 2i American rim Good-

year A.W.T 40/- 55/-
29 X 2^ American rim Good-

year rubber stud.

(o'size for 28x2!) 42/- —
28>x 3- (For American Rims).

- 28 X 3 Goodripb safety
tread 59/6 93/6

,„ Palmer Cord .r..-.. 55/- 78/9

„ , Wood-Milne extra
heavy ,. , 50 /- 76 /-

650' X 65.
650 X 65 Avon 3-rib 62 /- 70 /-

,, Extra heavy rubber
studded 59/- 71/-

„ _ Avoia s^iuare ...... 59 /- 69/6
650x75 Wood-Milne Key- •

grip 4ft/- 69 /6

NEW CLEARANCE TUBES.
26 X 2i Endless , 6/6
26 x 2i x 2i Endless 7/6
26 X2J.X2J Butted 10/-
26 x 2i Endless 676
28 x 3 Endless 8/6
28 X 3 Hutchinson 16/-
28x3 Avon 16/6

—TYRE HOUSE —
83, Theobald's Rd.,

HOLBORN, W.C.I.Wooler.
WOOLEB Record-hre.lking Twin, in etork ; list prire.

—North Garage Co., Columljus Kavine. Scar-
boioHBh. [X4190

Bq8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.

^TttOT^R CYCLES FOR SA
Zenith.

"VTEW Sh.p. Zenith Connterahaft Model
^^ Brown's Garage, Maltby, Rotherham.

ZENITH 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, clutch, kick ]
starter; £95.—Hambly, il, Mostyn Av., .Wem- ',

bley. [8966 J

Ne _

Sh.p. Zenitli, 1919 model, lamps, horn, speedometer,
etc., splendid condition.—Heath and Wiltshire,

Aldershot. -. [sglTJ

6h,p. Zenith Combination for sale, good condition

:

cheap ; on view any time.—22, Leyboum Ed., Cam-
den Town, N."W. [8569

ZENITH eh.p. Countershaft Combination, lamps,
perfect; £115, or oBer; any trial.—207, BLack-

siaw Ed., Tooting. [9112

Archway Ri., N.6. "

'

[911:

ZENITH Combination, 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar,
newly overhauled, any trial; £60.—Land, Mappl&-'

well, nr. Barnsley. [8923

ZENITH Sporting Combination, as new, vi#w an^
time and trial; £95.—Want, The Cottage, Wo-

burn Hill, Addlestone, Surrey. [8'553

ZENITH 23ih.p. Flat Twin, with countcrghaffc anil
Gradua gear, done few miles only; equal to new.rr-

Parker's, Bradshawgat«, Bolton. [X4107?

ZENITH-GHADUA 6h.p. and gporting torpedo eifle--

car. excellent condition, fast: £95: would separate.

ZENITH-GRADUA. 4h.p.. T.T., late 1918, all acces-
sories, very last, perfect throughout ; £80, bax-

gain.—Jess Bolton, Middleton, Bicester. [X4205

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, overhauled,
perfect condition, new tyres, gears, etc., any trial;

£100, or near f.fKer.—Lawton Station, Stoke-on-Trent.
[8663

ZENITH Twin, 90x77>,i,, perfect tjme. Klaxon, Stew-
art, P.E.S. lamps, D.A. cylinder, 2Vi top gear,

.^porting sidecar; £125.—Cai>e, Street Cobham, Surrey.'
[9710

ZENITH Sh.p. Twin, 1915, with . sporting canoelet
sidecar (new last February), F.R.S., tyres good;

£92; after 7 p.m.—80, Woodgrange Rd., Forest Gate.
[9168

ZENITH-GRADUA 4h.p., B. and B. carburettet,
Bosch mag., J.A.P. engine, good running order;

apply after 6 p.m..—Taylor, 75, Victoria Bd., Norwich.
Lanes. [X4185

ZENITH Combinfltioii, "Bh.p. standard model, electric
lighting, all 1920 improvements, condition aa

new; £120.—Montgomery, 9a, Stanlake Yillas, Shep-
herd's Bush.

'

[8607

6h.p. Twin Zenlth-Gradua. believed 1914-15, perfect
throughout, lamps, speedometer, etc., very fast;

bargain, £60.—Longfield, King's Langley, Herts.
Alter 6 p.m. [9090

ZENI'TH-GEADUA Sh.p. 1920, kick starter and
clutch, only ridden 100 miles and as new, all

accessories; £160.—Write, H. I. Strover, Castle Hotel.
Hampton Court. [8460

ZENITH Sh.p., 191S, countershaft, new luxurious
coachbuilt sidecar, Easting- wind screen, T.T. and

]

touring bars, spares; any trial; £115.—Tyris, Tibston.
Malpas, Cheshire. [8739 ]

ZENITH 1920 8h.p. T Twin (988 c.c.l, with kick J

starter and clutch, in perfect condition, mileage
under 100, as new; flSO, or nearest offer.—Box 5,240,1
do The Motor Cyole. [846gl

19'

fitted sporting sideci

lid., Leicester.

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua-Jap, Bosch mag.,
•vers and belt, guaranteed perfect mechanicals,

condition, any trial willingly; £5S.—P. Vowles, Black-
ford, Cheddar, Somerset. [9241

j

ZENITH 1920 Bh p., clutch and kick-start,

family sidecar, all accessories, splendid cone
owner going abroad; what oBers ?—Stursberg, 21, CK>b-i

ham Rd., Westcliff-ou-Sea. [35454

ZENITH 1919 (December) 6h.p. Sports Model,',
Cowey speedometer, Cowey horn, electric lighting, J

2'.^in. copper exhaust; £140, or offer.-Hampton, Honiej
Farm, Withdeane, Brighton. [9213]

FOR Sale, 1915 4h.p. Zenith-Gradua T.T. Machine,!
new condition, 60 mp.h.. ride away; £76.-Seeii,J

Knight and Wheatlev, Coulsdou, Surey ; letters, Cooper,

J

Old Eestory, Chipstead, Surrey. [BvSti

ZENITH-GRADUA 6h.p., 1919, countershaft, clatchJ
K.S., disc wheels, T.T. handle-bars. Swan spolt

ing sidecar, excellent condition; £148.—Eagles
Co.. 275, High St., Acton, W.3. [X4S05

Twin, Gradua gear, with Mill
;car, complete with accessoril.

done 600 miles; best oiler.—Seen Croxford's Garagaj
Manor Ed., Richmond. Tel. : 322 Richmond. [935«5
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BODIES.
SIDECARS, bountiful conohbuilt bodlei, mony deilfiui

flDd colours to oliooHO from ; niiroui, hoods, wind
sorocns. roiiulrs. Triido aupi'llod.—City Motor Co.,

1
121. 123. 125. Londou ltd.. Maiichoitor. 10046

LOWMAN'S lor Coach Bodies. Wo llro actuol m»nu-
fil.turers. iind offer lull nize bodies, suiiirtly uji-

bolstered and finished any colour; prlco, IncludinR
'door and locker under siMit, £5/15; fitted with siiring

back and sprinf seat, 10/- extra; no cheaper house.
Send lor list._L. Lowman and Co., 15, Church
Churlton, S.H.7.

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.-We nro
boily builders in the country,

fnetuied to dnto over 8,000 liodiea;

on hand, couipletod or in the cou
[3-seator8, 2-3onters, Binfrlo-soatora,

Jectiloa, nnd featherweieht.

IC880

the Inrircst aidcciii

Wo liavo uiaiiu-

200 bodies always
rao of completiou—
welded metal pro-

hot you

'Phone: Holborn 933.

READ This
X\ sidecar
The Ifcin,,.- s
Ol 8i.i<V;,r !.. .[

to Rive cl -.

bodies, «;

-Most
n.dics.

st<XTk.

t0020

imiiortaiit to those requiring
WiMilL'wale, retail, and cKjKirt.

,
li<iii(; ;ictual manufacturers

III, :ire now in the position
' »t their various design!

H.I' .1
,

r.^eing, touring, trades-
,-. i.ii . ,11 1 u 1 . .^iJLcial designs made to

) aie the I'vovlv. 500 bodies actually in
is is no bluff. We invite you to inspect

our tremendous stoi^k, leelitig sure it will surpriee
you. Everv part made on the jn-cmiscs; therefore a
visit will be most iiuerosting. Coachbuilt bodies up-
}iol6tered^ painted, and liucd; no rubbish: from £4/10.
Hoods and' screens are also our speciality. Aprons
;to suit all makes. Repainting and reupholstering to
your present body a speriality. We also have several
'clearance bodies at special low price. Room required.
Jf vou cannot call, write for list; it is an eye-opener.—
Progress Works (Bodvbuilding Department). 155a,
Marlborough Rd., Upper HoUoway, N. [4356

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

JANDtJM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

1920, the most

1, 2.

SANDUM Sidecar
comprehensive in

SANDUM Sidecars.-Our touring models,
aud 3, are designed for comfort.

SANDUM Models. The
£24. ore of distincti

SANDUM Elite Sidecar, £28/10; the smartest side-
car on the road; highly recommended in " The

Motor Cycle."

SANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to
£35; absolutely honest value.

SANDUM Patent Convertible Sidecar with the dis-
appearing seat; a de luxe single-seater, yet capable

of seating two adults comfortably: tho latest evolution
of the sidecar body; fully patented,

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racv, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and under

eeot; when not in use the seat back hinges forward and
neat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SAJSTDUM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body; im-
mediate delivery; £3.

SANDUM Sidecars. — Wholesale manufacturers ot
coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, and

oprons.

OANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in

MIDDI.ETONS Flyer,
world.

M.; and Britannia Works,
[0019

track or road, the fastest

and are,Cars have bi

racing men.

MIDDLETON'S have lour models—the Flyer, for
racing; lightweight coach, for 2^4h.p. machines,

"etc.; medium touring coach, for 3V'h.p. upwards- and
special tourers tor big twins. Zenith, Harleys, Hender-
sons. Indians, includioi; spring frame model, etc.

M^ of

MIDDLETON'S, Londo
makers, 27, Stroud Or

N.4. 'Phone : 1584 Hornsej

oldest established sidecar
Rd., Finsbury Park,

[3047

STANDAED Model No. 1. complete for 3',-'.h p ma-
chme upwards, immediate ex stock.

BULBOUS Mcdel 2 complete, for 4h.p. machines
upwards. Immediate ex stock.

BULBOUS 2-seater complete, for 6h.p. machines up
wards ; immediate ex stock.

S^
r~]OMPLETE Sidecars for American Excelsior, Henvy derson, Harley-Davidson. Immediate ex stock.

OIDBCAE Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton. 'Phone:
>-' Dalston 3110. Kideezi, Lowclap, London. [753&

PERCY
AND CO.
We are the largest Contractors
in London for the TAMPLIN

2-seater.

New TAMPLIN, immediate delivery from
stock, at list price £165

New ROYAL RUBY, 3 h.p., spring frame,
immediate delivery from stock, at list

price £120
NEW IMPERIAL, lightweight, 2-speed,

immediate delivery from stock, at list

pro
JAMES,

£75
weight, 2-speed, delivery from
list price £75

RUDGE-MULTI, delivery from stock, at list

price —
AUTOPED SCOOTERS, delivery from stock,

at list price £42
New O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-speed, delivery from

stock £70

New MATCHLESS Combination, in stock.
New A.J.S. Combination, in stock.

New SUNBEAM Combination, in stock.

New B.S.A. Combination, in stock.

New JAMES Combination, in stock.

New ROVER Combination, in stock.

New HAZLEWOOD Combination, in stock.

New ROYAL RUBY Combination, in stock.

-New ZENITH Combination, in stock.

New TRIUMPH Combination, in stock.

New LEA-FRANCIS Combination, in stock.

New RUDGE-MULTI Combination, in stock.

New DOUGLAS Combination, in stock.

Ne.v CROUCH (in stock) £290
New BLERIOT-WHIPPET (in stock) £280
New MURRELL-BROWN (in stock) £350

New DOUGLAS, cj h.p., in stock.

New T.T. TRIUMPH, in stock.

New TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., in stock.

New T.T. ROVER, in stock.

New T.T. B.S.A., in stock.

New ROYAL RUBY, 8 h.p., in stock.

New RUDGE-MULTI, 7-9 h.p., in stock.

New LEA-FRANCIS, 4 h.p., in stock.

New A.B.C., in stock.

New METRO-TYLER, lightweight, in stock.

New CALTHORPE, lightweinht, in stock.

New BLACKBURNE, 4hp., in stock.

New COVENTRY-EAGLE, lightweight, in stock.

DOUGLAS 1916 Combination £90
A.J.S. 1914 Combination £120
A.J.S. 1915 Combination £140
CAMPION igrB Combination £140
P..abv TRIUMPH £45
SEAL 2-seater Sidecar, hood, and screen .... £80
New SUNBEAM Sidecar (delivery from stock) £35

Brooks Carrier Bags, new
Triumph Valves, new
Triumph Piston Rings, new
Triumph, B.S.A., Rover, and Rudge Tool-kits,

Klaxon Horns, new
C.A.V. Magneto, twin, new
Dixie Twin Magneto, new
Berlin Single-cylinder Magneto, new . .

.

Douglas Belts, new
Triumph Belts, new .^

P. & H. Head Lamp and Generator, large, 1

Brooks Saddles, B150, new
Brooks Pan-seat, with Backrest, new . .

.

12/-

£5 10
£4 10
12/-

. 14/-

PERCY & Co.
314,316,319,321,EustonRd.,

phone; -LUiNL/UIN. Museum 1337.

U"guard;^?6inr ^7/57-323. Portland Ed., South

Norwood. .

f^^^"

TEN Coachbuilt Sidecars, 25 lb. complete; £50 or

near offer.-View. Benton, 288. Wightman Rd
Hornsey, N.8. [^259

FOR Sale sidecar, coachbuilt, enamelled grey, good

condition. cheap.-JIay be inspected at 181, "Tower

Bridge Rd.. S.E. [8"30

HERCULES Canoelet Coachbuilt Sidecar, large,

B S A. fittings, excellent condition; offers.—225.

Nantwich Rd., Crewe. [8257

BRAND New C.B. Sidecar Body, complete with

chassis- £14. After 6.—Bowman, Putney Park,

Putney Park Lane, S.-iV.15. [9476

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. B41

w
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

WHITWO
tmgs

gd retail

WniTWORTII - STEVENS. —Immediate delivery
Irom stuck ol sidecars to suit Harley-Davidsons,

4-cyl. Ilendcraong, Triumph, Rudge, B.S.A., etc.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Fittings aro ol the 1920
quick detachable type. Once tho sidecar il

lined up and fltled it can bo detached or attached
quickly without further lining up.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Reliability.—Every new
model introduced is subjected to severe testa bo-

.

tore being finally placed on the market, thus ensuring
absolute dependability.

ORTII-STEVENS Correct Fittings.-Fit-
not the so-called universal type, but

correct fittings are supplied to suit tho make of motor
cycle required.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS quick delivery can be
relied upon. Our plant is most extensive and

up-to-date, ensuring a regular and continuous output.

-The b3Bt the

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Sidecars.—The most lux-

urious on the market, exceptionally well sprung
and upholstered, rendering riding a perfect joy.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Whippet.-A beautiful

light racing model, torpedo body, well-made
chassis, suitable for all motors up to lOh.p.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Standard Model.—A side-

car suitable for all purposes and pockets, especi-

ally designed for Triumph, Rudge, B.S.A. , P. and M.,
Rover, Douglas, etc.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS Family Sidecar.-A very

comfortable tandem sidecar, coach built, with
sliding seafand large locker designed to fit any make
of motor cycle.

WHITWORTH-STEVENS. the Sidecar Specialists.—
See that you get a Whitworth-Stevens. and you

will be satisfied with results. Agents in all parts ol

the cuuntry.

HITWORTH-STEVENS.—1920 illustrated list on

Phone; Central 10264.

/HITWORTH-STEVENS Engii

ally

ing Co., 184-
s Cross, N.l.

£32.

[9624

-II, Frank-

COACHBUILT Sidecar, good condition; £10.—Som-
erset House, Forty Hill, Enfield. [8802

SIDECA.R, C.B., light, good condition; £11.—
Gregory, 57a, Glasford, St., Tooting. [9068

CAMBER Tandem Model; *27/10.—Makers, Bright
and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9230

CAMBER Sidecars; lists tree.—Makers. Bright and
Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9231

CANOELET Minor 1920 Sidecar, excellent condition,

lamp; £11.—Schreiber, Netley, Woking. [9491

COACHBUILT TJnderslnng, smart appearance, mauve
and gold; £20.-84, Greeuside Ed., Croydon. [9286

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, good, complete, side door,

ready to fit; £8/ 15.—Renshaw, Weston, Newark.

CAMBER Semi-touring Model; £20/15.—Makers,
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.

" [9229

CAMBER Lightweight Sidecars; £16;iO.-Makers,
Bright aud Hayles, 78, Church St., CambeiTrell.

r^AMBEE Streamline Sidecars; iE16/2/6.--Makers,

y^ Bright and Hayles, 78, Olmich St., CombervrdL^

'_ good condition; offers wanted.

ICousins, St. Stephens Ashford, Middlesex

CANOELET Minor, coaehbnilt, practically new com-

plete; £15/10.-20a, Pitshanger Lane, Eahng^^

ENFIELD Sidecar, brand new, with new Palmer

cord tyre and tube; £25.-135, Edgware Rd^
W.2. '-'"'^

WICKER Sidecar, door, complete: bargain, first^fe. -

Miller, Devonshire Cott;

field.

piOMFORT^BLE Wicker^ Sidecar^^^door,

[8970
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
[IDEOAE, sporting-, with chassis, 26in. wheel, new
'' heavv zy^m. Dunlop trie; £10, veiy cheap.—Smith,
illow Cottage, Potters Bar. [9700

"i LOBIA Coachbuilt Sidecar, 4-point connection,
T apron, used once only; £29/10.—Seen 106a,
eronport Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [8844

i/TILLS-FULFORD Sidecars.-All models in stock,
'J. Corvette £28/17/6, Skiif £25/5.-P. J. Evans,
5-91, John Bright bt, Birmingham. [0176

JHOBNIX Ooaohbullt Sidecar, 2-8eater, complete
£22; suit heavy machine; also 3 bodies, cheap.—

)b, 186, Putney Bridge Ed., S.W. [8762

"(ANOELET Sidecar, 26in. wheel, touring model, O-B.
.^ new January this year; bargain, £20.—Wilkinson,
I, Branch St., Paddock, Huddersfield. [9436

JIDECAR Attachment, coaohbuild, anderslung,
' hood, screen, child's seat, not unpacked, less outer
iver; oHers.—122, Dalston Lane, E.8. [9046

^TILLS-FTJLTOED Sidecar, coachbuilt, tyre, etc.,
'J- good condition, fittings complete; accept £10
,sh.—Apply, Jeffery's Motor Depot, Dorchester. [8655

HENDERSON Sidecars.—All models in stock, Elite
rl £45, Model Bl £31, leatherweight £23.—

P

vans, 83-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0177

JWAN Sporting Sidecars for Norton, U.S.A. Excelsior,
J Triumph and spring frame Indian, from stock.—
:alifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South. Halifax.

[9013
jflLLFOED, Canoelet, and 'Watsonian Sidecars, to
rX fit any makes or horse-power motor cycle, in

ock.—Frank 'Whitworth, Ltd., 139, New St., Birming-
im. [X4119

"BANDELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, enamelled khaki
J off Harley-Davidson, very little used; £7; seer

IV time by appointment.—C, 66, Eton Av., London.
.W.3. [8820

iEMOTAL Sale; genuinB bargains.—Perfection eide,

cars, bodies, and chassis at reduced prices; trade

ipnlied.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South,

fliifax. [8012

J Oi'AL Leicester Sidecars.—Models tor all purposes,

X flrstrclass finish ;
Quick delivery ; satisfaction guar-

iteed. Write for catalogue.—The Willowbrook Co.

eicester. [0049

"CANOELET, 1920, coachbuilt, just delivered, suit

^ B.S.A., Triumph, etc.; £30.—Geo. Smith, 268.

ivender Hill (opposite Arding and Hobbs), Clapham
motion, S.W. [9607

<WAN de Luxe Sidecar, Harley fittings and colour,

y complete, £42/10; Canolet sidecar, any fittings,

stock, list price.—Winstan Henney Motor Co., 63,

mth End, Croydon. 'Phone: 2431. [9603

/TONTQOMEET Sidecars, No. 1 £30/10, No. 2 £27,
'X No. 3 £20/10; «pc«ial Triumph model, £28/10,

U6 crate and carriage; catalogue sent.—Batchelor and
>., Clarence St., Eingston-on-Thames. £1229

?0B a really good eidecor, moderately priced, ask
. for particulars of our Model 19a, topping value;

so sidecar bodies, best value in the trade.—Melville

!rs (Halifax), Ltd., Clarence Works, Halifax. [0218

COACHBUILT Corvette Sidecar, in very good condi-
J tion, fitted with wind screen, apron, etc., suitable

r Triumph, etc., £21; also Rennoc sporting model
r Indian, little used, £18; carriage extra.—Herbert
obinson, Ltd., Green St., Cambridge. [8959

'SANOELET Sidecars.—All models in stock; model
J M/m. 4 with 28x3 wheel and tyre, £39/5; tour-

g model, £31/10; sporting model, £25; Minor, £18/18;
)veraH aprons, 25/- extra for all models.—P. J. Evans,
•91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [0178

UDECAE.—Have a Hopley folding sidecar. No need
' to pay garage. You can keep motor at home;
ill go through passage 28in. when folded on any
otor. Any shape body fitted. They have been well
sted for six years on motors up to 8h.p.—Hopley.
pper Highgate St., Birmingham. [0162

£1/9/2 monthly; sidecar bodies, nine varieties, froui
'/IS to £10/15; chassis, £7/5, £8/18/6, and £10/17;
ods, aprons, and wind screens stocked in great variety
M.Y. Dopt., Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248,
ishopsgate, E.C.2. [9728

I/AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane. London, E.C.4.—
V No. 2 B.S.A. sidecars, 1920 models, £35; Canoe-
t sporting sidecars in various colours, also Canoelet
adster sidecars, from £22; Wauchope No. 1 sidecars
35/10, Wauchope No. 2 sidecars £24/10, and
auchope No. 3 sidecars £23/10; Williamson sidecars,
28.—'Phone : 6777 Holbom. [9784

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
and spares.—131,

[9371

/TOEGAN, 1918, M.A.Q. Binks perfect order; £190.X —Fisher, 39, Penny St., Lancaster. [6467

.V. Monocar, late 1919, perfect condition, very
^ little used: offers.—Camperdown, Crowborough.

[8616
lAEpEN 4h.p., handle starter, free engine, good run-
' ning order; £35.—Cafe, Street Cobham, Surrey.

[9709

TH£ FiNESr SELECTION OF BRAND
NEW MODELS IN LONDON

CAN BE SEEN AT

JONES' GARAGE
Broadway, MUSWELL H ILL,N.1 0.

'Phone : Hornsey 2562.

8 h.p. B.A.T., Solo or Combination.
4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination.
6 h.p. ENFIELD, electric model.
35- h.p. N.U.T., electric model.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, electric model.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, standard model.

SJ h.p. ROVER, Solo or Combination.
6 h.p. ROVER, Solo or Combination.
2j h.p. DIAMOND-il.A.P., 2-speed Enfield gear.

2.? h.p. DIAMOND-VILLIERS, 2-specd Enfield gear.

3i h.p. BEARDMORE-PRECISION, 2-speed, and
spring frame.

2j h.p. WOOLER, spring frame {the record breaker)

.

2S h.p. O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-speed.
2* h.p. O.K.-UNION,. single-speed.

2ih.p. HOBART, single-speed.

8 h.p. BLACKBURNE and Sidecar.

2ih.p. Junior TRIUMPH.
3i h.p. ARIEL Combination, Lucas electric light-

ing complete. Expected this week.

We also have a large assortment of NEARLY NEW
MACHINES in Stock. A few as tallows :

rgrg 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, all Lucas acces-

sories £157 10
igrS 8 h.p. SUNBEAM M.A.G. engine

electric dynamo lighting Combination £198
rgi9 electric model HARLEY, 7-9 h.p., solo,

£165; with a "posh" new Sidecar . . £205
1919 electric model HARLEY Combina-

tion, all possible accessories £195
1920 COULSON-B., fitted with Blackbume

engine, as new £90
igrS-rg ALLDAYS-ALLON, single-speed,

fine order £55
4l h.p. B.S.A., renovated, absolutely as new £110
1919 DOUGLAS Combinations (3), from .. £155
1919 JAMES Combination, electric lights £160
We have a good stock of Machines ranging
from £50. SEND FOR BIG LIST.

Kindly send stamp for reply.

H.F.BROCKBANK,
58, Lord Street,

SOUTHPORT.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

1\ hH>'> 2-speed, Clutch and Kick Start

Demonstration Model as above,

Done 300 miles,

Wonderful little machine £TO.

CONNAUGHT MINIATURE,
Single-speed £62. 2-speed £TO.

ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK.

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
W/'AUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.0.4.-.

-^'
' 8h.p, Garden 2-s6ater, 1919, splendid condition; i

^IIS. [97881

MORGAN 3-wheeler, 1920 A.C, lighting set, all-'
accessories; £250.-300, Marylebone Rd., N.W.I.

Paddington 3016. [8753

FOB Sale, sporting cycle car, unique design, J;.A.P,
.,

engine, 2 speeds, low, fast; £85.—Spurgeon, Siblo >

Hedingham, Essex. [6740.

MORGAN 1913, hood, screen, speedometer, new tyre,
chain, any trial; £115; bought car.—Densham, .

Woodlands, Purley. [9718.

A.V. Monocar, late 1919 6h.p., electric lighting, new ••

tyres; £115.—Tel. : 6626 Museum.—A. S.C, 60, .

Mortimer St., W.l. [8B1S

G.N. 2-seater, bucket seats, electric lights, |Ood coia-
.

dition, by appointment.—Salsbury, Birchwooi,
Sydney Rd., Guildford. [869S ;

MORGAN De Luxe, 1916, M.A.G., electric lamps,
Binks, Klaxon, discs, new back tyre, spares.—

Poyser, Atouuc, Wisbech. [8547

CROUCH, 8h.p., water-cooled, 3-Epeed and revcrw,
complete, hood and Tvind screen, etc.; trial 100

gns.—4, The Square Carshalton. [9582

A.V. Monocar, 1919, iust overhauled and good con-
dition, complete; £120.—Hewin's Garages, Ltd.,

the real service firm, Taunton. [8824

model, J.A.P., all :M'ORGAN, 1920, handsome
accessories; £265; combination part; London.— ,

BOX 5,329, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [9641..'

SEAL Combination, 3-speed, handle etarter, wheel
steering, hood wind screen; £125 or close offer.—

348, Stretford Rd., Manchester. [X3624

1 Q20 Grand Prix Morgan. M.A.G. engine, new and
i-iy unregistered; £300.-626, Lea Bridge Rd., Ley-
ton. 'Phone : Walthamstow 300. [8903

~| Q19 A.V. Monocar, 6h.p., electric head and side
-L^ and tail, good order and condition; £140.—
Colonial Motor Co., 104a, Finchley Rd., N.W. [9736

A.C. Sociable, Bosch, Binks, hood, screen, spares,

electric lighting, good condition; £85, or exchange
good motor cycle.—Hunt, Ashcroft, Cirencester. [8871

2-SEATEB 8h.p. M.M.C., Bosch, new tj'res and hood,
perfect, 3 speeds, reverse; £50; appointment.—

Hood, 15, Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N.20. [8738

BLERIOT Whippet Light Cor; price 5E280. inclu-

sive; delivery within fortnight; demonstration car

in stock.-Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [7967

1 Q16 Garden Monocar, 6h.p. J.A.P. twin, 2-speed,
i«/ electric lighting, etc., perfect condition; first

£87.—Armstrong, 165, Waterloo Rd., Wolverhampton.
[9147

DUNKLEY 3-wheeled Cycle Car, 8h,p. J.A.P., Binks,
Splitdorf, Jardine 4-speed, eleotnc lights; £90,—

Short, Vicar's Hall Lane, Boothstown, Manchester.
[9142

SPORTING Morgan, believed 1915, inside gear con-
trols, adjustable tappets, beautifully equipped;

very smart and last; £160.—136, Dalmally Rd., Croy-
don. ~ [9506

1014 G.N. Cycle Car, overhauled and repainted as
A«? new, lamps. Klaxon, etc^ £150, or neatest
offer; room wanted,—H.A., 75, Downs Rd., Clapton,
E.5. [9048

MORGAN, 8h.p. J.A.P. , and all accessories, perfect
running order; owner must sell, returning Sifua;

£125 or best offer.—Webb, Mill House, Gillinghaia,
Dorset. [8864

MORGAN, 8h.p. J.A.P., a.c. hood, screen, 5 lamps,
overhauled, repainted red, in top-hole running

order, tyres good; £130.-23, Otterburn St., Tooting,
S.W. [B872

MEBRALL-BROWN, new three-wheeler, lOh.p. 4-oyL
Coventry Simplex engine; £375; in stock. Cash,

exchange, or easy payments.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Union St. South, HaUfax. [9020

OUGLAS 1920 New Light Car, 2-seater dynamoD^ lighting and Btarter. full eiiuipmont, detnohabla,-
aiid spare wheels; £500.—Halifax Motor Eschanee.
Union St. South, H-alifas. [9021

MORGAN Do Luxe, late 1919, in new condition,
hood, screen, speedometer, electric and gas light-

ing set, finished white, black guards; £260.—-Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0069
DENBX-J.A.P. Cycle Car, J.A.P. engiue, Bosch

mag., Binks carburetter, disc wheels, electric

lamps, sporting 2-seater body, painted red, all in good
running order; 110 gns.—Palmer, 78, West St., Parer^
sham. [8795

OUGAN 1914 A.C. Sporting Model, in excellent
condition, just overhauled at the cost ol £25,

.™,. repainted, and complete with hood and ecrflen,

trial by appointment; £150.—W. F. Brooks, Martook,
Somerset. [9182

F.O.C.H. hare a 1920 A.V., second-hand, lully
equipped , ready for the road.—Fair Offer Car

House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tobo
Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. Hoars 9-7, in-

cluding Saturdays. (6699

A.C. Sociable, 1914, hood, screen, brass head lamps
and generator, tail lamp, 2 jacks, foot pump. *.

spare tyres and tubes, tools, fine condition, excelloat Jl

M
^1'.

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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GARAGES.
EX O. MUNDY will RiuaRo your motor ryrlcs or

liKht car ou niodoiato teniis: potrol, lubrirants,

uritit), etc., stoi'kod (set) KcpuirorH}.— 1, Uuko Bt.,

AGENCIES.
AGENTS lor all Counties Wnnted lor all typos ol

motor and engineering accessories, iinmudiatu
/.—Jonos, Lowe and Co., 12-13, Henrietta St.,

Ixindon, W.C.2. [8920

SITUATIONS VACANT.
EXPERIKNCED Cycle and Motor Cyclo Meohnnic

romiirod, permanent iwst lor good, quick, obliging
an.-\Vatls Oarage, Lydney, tilos. [8359

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TlTI^ANTEri, evening work bv competent male sliort-

'» linml tvpisl (keen motor cyclist), 1/9 hour.—Box
5,267, c/o I'A'e Motor Cycle. [8638

FINANCIAL.
CYCr.E Car Producers forming private limited c

pany, to exploit same. oUer directorship to n
itli substantial capiul.—Box 5.334, c/o The M.

CV'f. [9646

C.-VPITAI, Required, £3,000 to £5,000, lor motor
cycle body and chassis builders, numerous profit-

able orders in hand ; position offered to investor with
ealarv from £300 to £500 and share of profits.—Apply
by letter to D.W.T. and Co.. Charterecf Accountants,
24, Basipghall St., E.C.2. 'Phone : 6304 City. [8948

TUITION.
MOTOR Tuition.—The British School of Motoring,

Ltd., gives the highest standard of training in
driving, mechanism, and repairs tor the lowest fees in
England. Call, or write for full particulars.—The Britiali
School of Motoring, 6, Coventry St., Piccadilly Circus,

[0014
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

REX G. MUNDY, after 14 years' competiti
perience, otters unbiassed advice on the selection

of new and second-hand motor cycles and light
machines inspected and reported on; insurance.— 1, Duke
St., Richmond. , Tel.: 879 Richmond. [0213

OBERT BAMFORD.—Advice based on 20 years'w practical experience; commercial vehicles,
motors, cars, and motor bicycles inspected and re
ported on, at moderate fees; motor bicvcles sold or
commission basis. I have a wide marke't.-345, Edg-
(vare Rd., London, W. [4166

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

[9535
MijAurt v./ycie xiusiuess r or oaie, on main Oxford

road, stock at valuation.—Box 5,353, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9677

GARAGE Business, premises, dwelling accommoda-
tion, unique situation on main road, suit partners.

—Box 5,237, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [8364

CYCLE and Motor Cycle Business for sale, turnover
£3.000 : living accommodation ; about £700 in-

.Musive.-Box 989, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4067

BUSINESS lor Sale, motor cycle, shop and workshop,
near Gt. Portland St., accessories and motor

cycles.—Box 5,242, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8471

CYCLE Motor Business for Sale, Kent: £300, all at
workshops, living accommodation, £20 per week.

—

Full particulars. Box '5,351, c/o The Motor Cycle.
(9669

AD'VERTISER with moderate capital wishes to pur-
chase small garage business, or would consider

working partnership; either must bear fullest ingesti-
gations.—Box 5,239, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8440

WELL-KNOWN London Car Selling Business lor

sale, central, premises holding 20-30 cars, stock
optional; bargain, price £2,000 to £5,000, according to

stock taken.—Box 4,254, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3003

FOR Sale by Private Treaty, two freehold houses and
shops adjoining, tenanted and used for cycle and

motor cycles, etc., producing over £30 per annum,
situated at 10 and 11. Bridge St., Buckingham (57
mile* from London}.—Full particulars and permission
to inspect from H. Pady, Pickhill, 'Wrexham. [9790

GENERAL TRADE.
LIGHTWEIGHT Frames.—Quick deliveries ol Irames

to the trade; also Roc 2-speed countershaft gear
units for same.—A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-
mingham. [0216

BUSHES.—Beach Engineering Co., Earl St., Cov-
entry, have up-to-date machinery for the manu-

lacture of bushes for large and small end connecting
rods, shackles, etc.. in phosphor bronze, gunmetal,
etc., in quantities; best material and accuracy guar-
anteed.—Beach Engineering Co., Earl St., Coventry.

[0185
AUCTION Sales.-Palmer's Garage, Tooting, tne

oldest solely motor auction rooms in London.
Terms, 7y2,%, not chargeaDle if automobile unsold.
Motors bought and sold for cash. Nearest goods sta-
tions : Falcon Lane. L.N.W. Rly. ; Wimledon, L. and

SIDECARS.
Great Variety on Show.

Immediate Delivery.

Carefully Fitted to any make of
machine while you wa t.

WATSONIAN. R.34 . . £30 7
l-'or Triumph, Sunbeam, Norton.

WATSONIAN, Model "G" .. £19 10
Hor -{ h.p. .Machmes.

WATSONIAN MONARCH .. £31 5
Tor TouriuK.

WATSONIAN Coupe Model .. £41
Call and see this.

CANOELET MINOR .. .. £18 18
Very Light.

CANOELET SPORTING . . . . £24
Strong, low and light.

MILITARY MODEL . . £38 15
With 28in. X 3in. wheel.

MILLFORD COR-VETTE .. £31 10
For B.S..^., Sunbeam, Triumph and F.N.

wFRANK
ITWORTF&

139, NEW STREET

BIKMEKLCMAM

Instructions for
amateurs to enamel

a motor cycle.

A copy of our new leaflet entilled

ZI • Instructions for Amateurs to

•*^ Enamel a Motor Cycle with

Hobbialae " will gladly be sent to those

giving the name of their nearest accessory

dealer. Write Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd.,

Publicity Dept., Hobbialae Works,

Stratford, London, E.15.

ROBBIALAC IS SOLD BY

ALL ACCESSORY DEALERS.

msmvm
^Si^Vw tut tt irjyjvirja'jyjtfJiywjya

LADY'S Douglas Wantcri.-Whitncy, 8(
Iron Bridge, Shropshire.

\lf A.NTKD, B.S.A. cylinder and pluton.-
VV hum .St.. Walworth, S.E.

Hall, MiWonhull, Suftolk.

100

lor 3'/''h.p. Triumph.—Monck,
ence, 'rwyford, Berks. [9054

otor Cycles wanted, bring or send; for spot

ash.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [0010

D, cylinder for 3;.5h.p. Rover, bore 85mm.—
ling, 66, Seaford Rd., West Ealing. [8683

WANTED, heavy spring forks, 8in. head; full par-

tioulars.—Stapley, Brandon, Suffolk. [8841

SMALL Lathe, also bench drill, vice, garage tools.—
Particulars, Box 5,331, c/o Th^ Motor Cycle. [9643

GRADO Gear, condition immaterial il cheap; also

magneto.—Box 6,332, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9644

MODERN Sidecar Machine; reasonable price.—H.
Cattell, 31a, Compton Rd., Kensal Green. [8719

HARLEY or Enfield Wanted, at once; also Triumph.
—51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath. [9083

NTED, automatic inlet valve, lor Woll 1083,
A.J.S. engine.—Frank Holden, Rochdale. [9297

WANTED, motor cycle, good solo mount; state lull

particulars.—Beacon, Brancaster, Norfolk. [8742

w
COMBINATION Wanted, will pay money immedi-

ately if suitable.—20a, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing.
' [X3822

1 016 2^ih p. 2 or 3-speed Douglas, must be excel-

Lif lent condition.—Box 5,362, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[9762

WASTED, rear cylinder for 1914 Williamson air-

cooled.—Talbot, Stubley, Dronfield, Sheffield.

rX3814

WANTED, saddles, any make, spot cash^—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange,

WA'^TED, combination, 4i4h.p., good make, recent

dlite or bike.—Bowen, Hawthorns, Eden Bridge.
[8497

dute, or bike.—Bi

TT^ANTED, Ti_, ^ , complete less engine and
ariier 1912.-^Norman, St. John's, Worcester.

[8494

WANTED, frame with acces-sories for 4h.p. Douglas.

—Box 676, c/o Smith's, 21, Bush Lane, E.G.
[8476

BSA Combination, countershaft; lo-west price, par-

ticulars.—Wright, 143, Cemetery Rd., Ipswich, ii'

[8644

INDIAN Sidecar Wanted, must be in good condition

and cheap.—Bailey, Sherbourne Hill, Warw-iek

ANTED, sports Zenith. 1919, good condition, fair,

fancy price.-Bomford, Beoley, Redditch.
[X425<J

plete controls and stem, for
~ Hatley, Potton,

w

MAGNETO, 180°, to suit 4h.p. Douglas, anti clock,

must be good.-262, Blackho— '--- '"'-"'•

—

71/211 stee:

W.l.

), Fhilipson pulley, any

lord.
' " [9185

WANTED, high-power machines or good single

combination.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone, [wst

WAJN'rED, Triumph pi.ston and cylinder, 1912;
prompt delivery.—Kitching, Hanmer, Whitchurch,

Salop. [8475

-| Q15 5-6h.p. Indian Front Forks, must be perfect;
i-tf also kick start quadrant.—Coombe, Henry St.,

Bath. [X3817

Somerset Rd., Meadvale.
[37,68

Fill fetch if

., Thornton
[9084

ariier

w
Heath,

ANTED, Doug

All letters relating to advertisements should auote tbe number at the end of eacB advertisement, and the date ol the Issue, Bd7
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WANTED.
WANTED, gOxTW 8h.p. o.h.v. Bat-Jap, not earl

than 1913.—Fairview, Thorkhills Rd., Than
Dilton. [9178

WAJSTED, Stnrmey-Archer eeai box; 4h.p.- Dongl.is
gear bos, ii incomplete not objected.—20, Yalnav

St., Tooting. [8507

WAMTED, brand new 1920 countershaft Triumph,
good premium for immediate delivery.—15, South

St., Louth. [9126

WANTED, 1914 ov 1913 12h.p. Rover or Clegg
Darracq 4-seater.—Ash Leigh, 43, Eitisley, Av.,

Cambridge. [9576

1Q16 Clyno Chassis, less wheel and springs, good
J-V condition.-Weeden, '235, Stanstead Rd., Foresi
Hill, S.E. (9193

WANTED, 4-eyl. F.N.'s, T.A.O.'a, T.M.C.'s, Hender-
sons.—Wandswoith Motor Exchange, Ebner St

.

W.andsworth. [6185

WANTED, 1916 2">ih.p. W.D. Douglas, must be un-
used, tyres optional.—Fackham, Belgrave, Tun-

bridge Wells. [9264

GOOD Lightweight, 2-speed, and clutch essential.—
Price and piiiticulars, 2, Southwood Terrace, New

Eltham, S.E.9. [896£

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., all parts for same or incomplete
machine; about 1916.—Oulverwell, 93, Montagui

Rd., Leicester. [X4125

INDIAN Combination or Solo; full particulars, in-

cluding engine number.—Cranleigh, College Slip,

Bromley, Kent. [8744

TRIUMPH Carburetter late pa-tiern, complete; also
191-2 tank, all httings; deposit.—Robertson, New

agent, Glencraig. [8'51S

WANTED, Sturmey-Archer gear bos, gears, clutch,
pulley, and parts, any condition.—33, Hackford

Rd., Brixton. [9339

WANTED, back cylinder for 5-6h.p. Rex, a.i.v., 190t
model.-H. Hewitt, No. 4, Birks St., lliddlcs

hrough, Yorkshire. [8876

WANTED, F.N. gear, 1910-1914 model, condition
must be good.—Church, 2, Woburn Place, Russell

Sq., London, W.C.I.
_ _ [9120

WANTED, Sturmey-Archer, Douglas, or Albi.
gears, also magneto and speedometer.—Siucla

Walton-on-Thames. [9469

WANTED, old Clement Gerrard carburetter, round
petrol tank, also a round coil.—^Brown, Warren

House, Parkstone. [8363

ENFIELD Spring Forks, 6h.p., 1912, or 1914 type
complete.—32, Watson St., Matthews Lane, Long-

sight, Manchester. [8362

WANTED, Triumph, Bradbury, B.S.A., or P. and
M., any condition; cheap for cash.—Box 5,348,

0/0 The Motor Cycle. [96'67

WANTED, 3V2h.p. Triumph or J.A.P. engine pre-
ferred, Bosch mag., and 22in. sloping tank.—The

George, Beaconsfield. [9678

WANTED, set of Harcourt radiators, also contact
breaker, Bosch, for 1910 Triumph.—Armstrong,

Waterbeck, Lockerbie. [9180

WANTED, pedalling gear and front brake, 1914
Triumph, 3-speed clutch hub.—Box 5,242, c/o

The Molor Cycle. (D) [847L

"\T7'ANTED, Alldays 1914 Matchless cylinder, piston
V> and connecting rod, 4h.p.—R, A. Roberts, The

[8500

rd, and back carrier wanted
state price.—Livingston'

[8405

COUNTERSHAFT Triumph, Norton, Scott, Zenith;
full particulars.—Brockbank, 28, Rosebery St.,

Moss Side, Manchester. [8396

WANTED, second-hand Morgan or A.S. Sociable;
state price, year, condition.—Write, Mr. S Tates,

84, Wood St., Elton, Bury. [7576

V-TWIN Engine or Flat Twin Wanted, about lOh.p..
water-cooled. ~ State particulars to Philipps,

Myrtle Bank, Alexandria, N.B. [9597

WANTED, 2%h.p. Douglas or other good lightr

weight: also 3V' or 4h.p., good make.—John Gel-
den, Long Marton, Carlisl?. [X4132

WANTED Immediately, new or second-hand Lin-
coln-Elk cam and engine timing wheels.—Box

5,238, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8401

SOLO Wanted, any good make, 1914 or later, must be
perfect running order; reasonable price.—Francis.

Wood's Library, Westgate-on-Sea. [8991

WANTED, good up-to-date second-hand accessories.
- State particulars and prices. Service Co., 292.

High Holborn, London, W.C.I. [0172

WANTED. Triumph and other good lightweights
best prices given: distance immaterial.—Bunt-

ing's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [4793

LEA-FEANCIS, any model, with or without sidecar;
good prices paid ; also combinations of first-class

makes.— 198, Gt. Portland St., W.I. [0098

WANTED, cylinder or complete engine, in good
condition, for 1912 Premier.—Burkmshaw, Grove

Inn, Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. [8391

WANTED, pair flywheels and two connecting rods
for Rex twin 5h.p. 1912 engine, oir-cooled.—Ball,

48, Broadway, Maidenhead. Berks. [8859

Crose, Bromborough.

TflRONT Fork

Oih.p, 2-speed Douglas, Levis, or J.A.P. engine^4 lightweight, first-class condition.—E.G.B.,' 26
Chester Rd., Higham's Park, E.4. [94{

TT7"ANTED, countershaft Triumph or B.S.A.. quiokl
»» private purchase. Midlands: state year ar

lowest price.—Box 11, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X42]
TTtTANTED, latest type Sturmey-Archer S-speed ge;

Always Delivering Machines.

Reliable and Smart.

o

o

ARIEL.

A.B.C.

ROYAL RUBY.

DOT-JAP.

WOOLER.
MARLOE PRECISION

and' BLACKBURNE.
O.K.-UNION.
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MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
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^ We try to please you ! ^

CHATHAM. KENT.

FOR
EARLIEST DELIVERIES

OF THE

WOOLER
274 h.p. Twin

AND

aUZMo
1920—

WANTED, good combinatic
countershaft Triumph

Dickinson, 54, Riverview Gro

or solo, 1918, or late
r Zenith preferred.
Chiswick. [923

100
WANTED, 1907 or 1908 good Triumph crank ca=.

or pulley side half, or late Triumph, engine
ipproval.—Inspector Templeman, Mansfield. 1X429

WANTED, N.S.U. cylinder and piston, overhen
inlet, bore 3i,iin., new or eecond-hand.—C. Claytor

4, SantJom St., Cauibenrell, London, S.E. 5. {DJ [S57

WANTED,' Douglas Combination, cash; or eschang
engineer's screw-cutting lathe or milling machine

ash adjustment.—174, Vicarage Ed., Leytcn. [751-

GEAR Box, clutch, kick starter, suitable for 4^/4h.p
'

Calthorpe-Precision; state lowest price.—Law
cence, 4, Red Cottages, Wilmington, Dartford, Kent

[865'
WANTED, for 4h.p. Douglns, clutch, kick stnn

chain, latest I'orke, and exhaust pipes
;
good pric

.'or any quantity.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalt-on
[9252

\ RMSTRONG or Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Hub, oi
i-"*- wheel complete with controls, or parts, any con
lition, not earlier 1914.—Bos 5,245, c/o The Mo*o)
Cycle. [3473

ntrANTED, at once. 2 Royal Enfield motor 'cycles
VV 3V>h.p., without sidecar, type 1920 or 1919.—
Forward all particulars to Box 4,773, c/o The Molor
'Jycle. [5697

TRIUMPH parts any year, new or second-hand, oi
complete machines: out of order or incomplete

not olyected to.—"Ward, Gower House, 11. Radford Rd.,
amington Spa. [X4l8a

wIDECAR Chassis, underslung, wanted, 4h.p.O Douglas, or to suit 4h.p. Triumph; state make
and price.—D.M., 38, Cheltenham Terrace, Heaton,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. [8416

WANTED, by disabled soldier, strong cycle or com-
bination on easy payments for country business,

appearance immaterial; payments guaranteed.—Box
5,325, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9634

WANTED. 1920 Morgan Grand Prix de luxe, mag.
engine preferred; state lowest price, mileage.

fittings, conditi-m tyres, colour; cash waiting; wanted
for holiday early July.—Box 5347, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[9764WANTED, 7-9h.p. Harley and bulbous back
late 1919 or 1920, or bike or.ly,

appearance
Northampton.

[9163
23.h.p. Douglas Engine, not later thr-i 1914, g^od
4 price given for sound engine; also 2^4h.p. frame

and any other Douglas parts; cash sent right away lor
the right goods.—R.L,, c/o Martin, 36, Frogmore St..

Bristol. [0167

WANTED, firstni'lass combinations, also good solo
machines; price paid for good combinations up

to £225: solo £140: cash waiting for right machines.
—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., London,
N.W.I 1 hone Museum 3419. [7449

WANTED, privately owned 1919-20 4h.p. counter-
shaft or T.T. Triumph; state engine number,

when replying, condition tyres, enamel, plate, acces-
sories, cash waiting, must be, excellent condition, as
required 3 weeks' holiday in Lake District.—Box 5,363.
c/o The lHoior Cycle. [9763

KWIKSALE.—Sell your <

and avoid paying ex<
Our terms are the most attractive in the kingdom;
nothing earlier than 1914 wanted.—Kwiksale Private
Motor Registry, 35, Long Acre, W.C. "Phone: Ger-
rard 2392 (the link between owner and purchaser).

[013S

SEND Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
Wimbledon Station. Cash offer will be tele-

.,'rnphed iramediatelv on receipt of machine. Machine
can be included in foitnigbtly auction if offer not
accepted. Reserve price may be fixed. I'erms 7'A^,
not chargeable if unsold.—Sole address, Palmer's
Parage and Auction Rooms, 183-199. High St.. Toot-
ng. [0009

F.O.CJI. still pays highest prices ioi an-= good
second-hand motor cycles, Morgans, cars, etc.;

.vrite, 'phone, or wire particulars and engine or chassis
Qumber, and our rtpresentative will call immediately
.vith cash, distance no object; we also sell on com-
mission, or will gladly take your old machine or cat
in part exchange for any we have in stock. Insoection
invited. Our name implies our business metnods.—
Fair Offer Car House, 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube Station). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752.
Hours 9-7, including Saturdays.

EXCHANGE.

T EVIS, Enfield gear,

Bd8 An letters relating to adverUsements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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ROAD STRAIN
< the supreme t^st. Read
in our 1920 Catalogue

what riders say about the

'lOTOR CYCLE
ler conditions which must quickly disclose

Iden defects and latent weaknesses.

Shall we send a copy?
London Agents—GODFREYS, LTD.,

208. Great Portland Slre3l,

W.l.

e Coventry-Eagle Cycle & Motor Co.,

COVENTRY.

\ This may

happen to you!

" Mr. James Hawkins, 50, who was
seriously burned by his clothes catching

flre while he was motor cycling through
West Norwood, S.E., has died in

hospital." Vide Daily Paper.

Consider the consequences
carefully and spend a

pound or two with :

The Licenses & General Insurance
Co., Ltd..

Victoria Embankment, next Temple
Station - - London, W.C.2.

Telephones: Central 7360-1.

A f e^v^ f igures

The majority ot riders use

Huile de Luxe when aware of

the strictly reasonable price

at which this famous lubricant

can be obtained.

H uile de |^uxe
either grade,

in qt. tins sells at 14/- per gall,

in J-gall. tins ,, 11/6 per gall,

in i-gall. tins „ 10/- per gall,

in 2-gall. tins „ 9/6 per gall,

in 5-gall. drums ,, 7/5 per gall.

for S^decarring
the 5-gallon drum is most
economical and is generally

purchased

The soloist, on the other hand,
should seriously consider the

2-gallon tin in preference to

the comparatively expensive
quart.

These are stocked by the

leading Cycle and Motor
Agents, everywhere.

We iiave ready an interesting ilhistrated

leaflet showing how you can pour oil

from a drum without spilling a drop

Write tor this.

The current Lists give particulars of other products.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,

Battersea, LONDON. S.W.I I

flease mention this paper.

ering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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June 24TH, 1920,

tSIu(p^
want a machine built to

Droved—right—we have them.
u want a GOOD m unt for
ch as for TT Trials.

Lei us know by 'phone, letter, or call

Standard, tried and

iryday riding just as

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
P. & M.

3i h.p., 2-spd. gear, all-chain drive, semi-T.T. bars, W.D.,
R.A.F. Models, all-weaiher, service green, solo £78

Complete with Milford Sidecar £109
Complete with B.S.A. Sidecar £115

These machines are ex Government Stores, completely
overhauled and guaranteed in sound running order.

ON APPROVAL TERMS.—P. & M. Machines are sent out on
three days* approval on the understanding that if they should be
unsatisfactory carriage must be paid both ways. Machines are
not sent on approval to Scotland or Ireland. Trade Supplied.

VERUS.
Verus, 2-stroke, single speed £60
Verus, 2} h.p. Blackburne engine £110 5
We are Sole Distributing Agents for London and the counties of
Kent, Surrey, Middlesex, Hertford, Essex. Also for Devon and
Cornwall. We can deliver from all four models to agents in the

above counties.

PORTLAND.
The machine which is out to bring down prices.

Arden 2-st. engine, Albion 2-spd. gear box, Saxon forks,semi-
T.T. bars, sprung aluminium footboards, large comfort-
able saddle, two tool-cases, complete with tools and pump £60

AUTOPED SCOOTER.
Fitted with electric lighting, tool kit and parcel box. ... 40 Gns.

MAUDE'SMOTOR
100, Gt. Portland St., London. W.l.

Telegrams: "Abdicate, Wesdo, London.'*
T=ilephone : Mayfair 552.

Museum S5?-
100. Paris St.. Exeter. I^^^™/

e,*^"',",',!"""
^"'''
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